This book consists of **6 Parts** (Volumes)

**Part 5**

**Arabic Words, Phrases, Groups of Key Words, and Verses of the Quran, arranged according to the order of their Numerical Values**

**Important Hijri years**

In this book, we mention specific Hijri years, without necessarily mentioning how they correspond to Gregorian years. Hijri years are lunar years. Hijri years consist of 354 days and the leap Hijri years consist of 355 days. So, Hijri years are shorter than Gregorian years by 11 days. There are 12 months in a Hijri year. Hijri months are either 29 or 30 days. The following shows the beginning and end of each of the following important Hijri years:

- **1440 Hijri** (starts on September 11, 2018 – ends on August 30, 2019)
- **1454 Hijri** (starts on April 12, 2032 – ends on March 31, 2033)

**List of Hijri Months**  (From the 1st to the 12th month):

1. محرم  
2. صفر  
3. ربيع الأول  

Rabi Al-Awwal (the First): $282 + 68 = 350$
4. Rabi Al-Thani (the Second): $282 + 592 = \textbf{874}$  
[Also known as Rabi Al-Akhir (the Last)]

5. Jumada Al-Ula (the First): $58 + 78 = \textbf{136}$

6. Jumada Al-Thania (the Second): $58 + 597 = \textbf{655}$  
[Also known as Jumada Al-Akhir (the Last)]

7. Rajab: \textbf{205}

8. Shaban: \textbf{423}

9. Ramadan: \textbf{1091}

10. Shawwal: \textbf{337}

11. Zu Al-Qada: 706 (or 707) + 210 = \textbf{916 (or 917)}

12. Zu Al-Hijja: 706 + 47 = \textbf{753}
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>English/Latin</th>
<th>Numerical Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ءاء</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ب</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ج</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>د</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ه</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ؤو</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ز</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ح</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ط</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ى</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ك</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ل</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>م</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ن</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>س</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ع</td>
<td>'a</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ف</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ص</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ق</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ر</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ش</td>
<td>sh</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ث</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ث</td>
<td>th</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>خ</td>
<td>kh</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ذ</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ض</td>
<td>dh</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ظ</td>
<td>zh</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>غ</td>
<td>gh</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Land: 1001 (equivalent to 1) \(= 7 \times 11 \times 13\) (1001 is the 832\(^{\text{nd}}\) Composite Number) (1198 is the 1001\(^{\text{st}}\) Composite Number) (3001 is the 431\(^{\text{st}}\) Prime Number)

Israel’s Istila (capture or taking control) + the Quds (Jerusalem): \([503 + 303 (or 302)] + 195 = 806 (or 805) + 195 = 1001 (or 1000)\)

Consultant: 1001

Kharq (Violation or Breach) of First Hudna (Truce): 900 + (37 + 64) = 900 + 101 = 1001

Those who cause corruption (verse 152 of Sura 26): 791 + 210 = 1001 (equivalent to 1)

Then, repent to Him (God) (verse 3 of Sura 11): 1001 (equivalent to 1)

The Figs and the Olives (verse 1 of Sura 95): 491 + 6 + 504 = 1001 (equivalent to 1)

Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter the Mosque like (verse 7 of Sura 17): 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 113 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 = 2001 (or 2002) (equivalent to 1) (2001 is the 1697\(^{\text{th}}\) Composite Number)

whose building was founded on an undermined sand-cliff and it collapses him into fire of Hell. (verse 109 of Sura 9): 2001

And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? The Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. (verse 2 - 4 of Sura 97): 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 = 5001 (or 5002) (= 3 \times 1667) (5001 is the 4331\(^{\text{st}}\) Composite Number)

On May 6, 2001 (Safar 13, 1422 Hijri) (Iyar 13, 5761 Jewish) (2452,035.5\(^{\text{th}}\) Julian Day), during a trip to Syria, Pope John Paul II became the first pope to enter a mosque when he entered the Umawi Mosque in Damascus to visit the relics of Prophet Yahya (John the Baptist).

On September 11, 2001 (Jumada Thania 23 (or 22), 1422 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5761 Jewish) (2452,163.5\(^{\text{th}}\) or 2452,164\(^{\text{th}}\) Julian day) in a series of coordinated attacks, two hijacked aircrafts crashed into the World Trade Center in Manhattan, New York City, the twin towers of the World Trade Center collapsed, while a third aircraft smashed into the Pentagon (Headquarters of U.S. Department of Defence) and a fourth aircraft crashed into a field near Shanksville, Pennsylvania. The U.S. government accused Al-Qaeda of orchestrating these events. However, the truth is that these
events were orchestrated by the Zionists. In total 2,996 people are killed. It is worth noting that 60 years earlier, on September 11, 1941, ground-breaking ceremony for the construction of the Pentagon was held. Furthermore, Manhattan was discovered on September 11, 1609 Julian (Jumada Thania 11 (or 12), 1018 Hijri) (Elul 12, 5369 Jewish).

On October 7, 2001 (Rajab 19, 1422 Hijri), the U.S. started its invasion of Afghanistan.

♦ Wusul (Coming or Arrival) of Barack + Bayt Al-Maqdis (House of Holiness or Jerusalem): (132 + 223) + (412 + 235) = 355 + 647 = 1002 (= 6 x 167) (1002 is the 833th Composite Number) (1199 is the 1002nd Composite Number) (7933 is the 1002nd Prime Number)

Partitioning of Cyprus: 610 + 392 = 1002

Maji (Coming) of Shimon Peres to Al-Maghrib (Morocco): 53 (or 54) + (406 + 229) + 41 + 1273 = 53 (or 54) + 635 + 41 + 1273 = 2002 (or 2003)

 وعد تيمور + مجزره بغداد Promise of Timur (Mongol Emperor) + Majzara (Massacre) of Baghdad: 80 + 656 + (255 + 1011) = 80 + (656 + 1266) = 80 + 1922 = 2002 (2002 is the 1698th Composite Number)

On February 21, 2002 (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1422 Hijri) (Adar 9, 5762 Jewish), following a rash of bombings by Palestinian militants, Prime Minister of Israel, Ariel Sharon, declared his support for construction of a barrier between Israel and the West Bank. On April 14, 2002 (Safar 1, 1423 Hijri) (Iyar 2, 5762 Jewish), Sharon's security cabinet approved a plan to build three "buffer zones" in areas where the Palestinian militants had frequently infiltrated Israel. Israel started the construction of the Barrier (or Wall) between Israel and the Western Bank on June 16, 2002 (Rabi Thani 5, 1423 Hijri) (Tammuz 6, 5762 Jewish Calendar) (2452,441.5th Julian Day).

On March 29, 2002 (Muharram 15, 1423 Hijri) (Nisan 16, 5762 Jewish), Israel began what it called “Operation Defensive Shield”, an invasion of Palestinian towns in the West Bank. During the Operation, Israeli tanks and troops besieged Arafat’s Palestinian Authority Headquarters in RamAllah, prohibiting him from leaving till May 2, 2002 (Safar 19 (or 20), 1423 Hijri) (Iyar 20, 5762 Jewish). At approximately 2:00 a.m. on April 2, 2002 (Muharram 19, 1423 Hijri is 19th day of 1423 Hijri) (Nisan 20, 5762 Jewish), the Israeli forces invaded Bethlehem (the birth town of Jesus, which is about 20 miles south of Ramallah) using about 250 tanks and armored carriers of troops, fighter jets, and combat helicopters. By 4:30 a.m., Israeli forces seized full control over Bethlehem, except the Old Town of Bethlehem. Around 11:30 a.m., Israeli occupation forces shelled Santa Maria Church, and as a result, several priests and nuns were wounded. About 200 Palestinian civilians (including Muhammad Al-Madani, the governor of Bethlehem) and militants fled to the Church of the Nativity, seeking refuge. In addition, there were some 200 Christian monks who resided in the church. Israeli forces besieged the Church of the Nativity (located over the birthplace cave of Jesus) in Bethlehem, for 39 days, from April 2, 2002 (Muharram 19, 1423 Hijri) (Nisan 20, 5762 Jewish) till May 10, 2002 (Safar 27 (or 28), 1423 Hijri) (Iyar 28, 5762 Jewish). During the siege, Israeli army snipers, from their rooftop positions surrounding the Church, killed seven Palestinians who were in the
Church. After 39 days of siege, an agreement was reached, according to which the Palestinian militants surrendered and were exiled to Europe and the Gaza Strip. Palestinians had last sought refuge in the Church of the Nativity during Israel’s capture of the West Bank in June 1967. During the same Israeli military operation, Israeli Forces attacked Jenin refugee camp, inhabited by 16,000 Palestinians in Jenin, in the West Bank and a major battle broke out starting from April 3, 2002 (Muharram 20, 1423 Hijri). On April 11, 2002, Palestinian militants began to surrender. Israeli troops began withdrawing from the camp on April 18, 2002 (Safar 5, 1423 Hijri) (Iyar 6, 5762 Jewish). British forensic expert, Professor Derrick Pounder, part of Amnesty International team, who gained access to Jenin said that evidence pointed to a massacre committed by Israeli forces. United Nations special envoy, Terje Roed-Larsen, who visited the Jenin refugee camp, described the devastation as "horrific beyond belief". The camp was heavily damaged by Israeli bombardment and airplane missiles. Then, Israeli forces levelled with bulldozers hundreds of Palestinian homes in the camp completely after the end of the battle.

At 7:15 a.m. on Wednesday, June 5, 2002 (Rabi Awwal 24 (or 25), 1423 Hijri) (Sivan 25, 5762 Jewish), a Palestinian man rammed a car rigged with explosives into a public bus in northern Israeli town of Megiddo, killing 17 passengers, including at least 13 Israeli soldiers. Megiddo is the location of the great battle in the End Times referred to in the Bible as Battle of ArMageddon. Megiddo is the site of a prison where Israel imprisons thousands of Palestinian activists and militants. The bomber was from the West Bank town of Jenin and belonged to Islamic Jihad which claimed responsibility for the attack. Islamic Jihad announced that it planned the attack to coincide with the 35th anniversary of the beginning of 1967 war in which Israel captured the West Bank (including the Old City of Jerusalem), Gaza Strip and Golan Heights. In retaliation for the bus attack, Israel launched a tank and helicopter assault on the town of Jenin. Then, Israel attacked the Headquarters of the Palestinian Authority in Ramallah (10 miles north of Jerusalem) on June 6, 2002 (Rabi Awwal 25 (or 26), 1423 Hijri) (Sivan 26, 5762 Jewish). The Headquarters was already damaged due to an Israeli military offensive that began March 29, 2002 (Muharram 16, 1423 Hijri) (Nisan 16, 5762 Jewish) during which Israeli tanks and troops besieged the Headquarters, prohibiting Yasir Arafat from leaving. After blowing up with explosives some buildings, shelling others, and putting a big hole in a wall of the bedroom of Yasir Arafat, the Israelis started withdrawing. In all, several buildings belonging to Palestinian national security forces and intelligence, in addition to a jail were destroyed, or severely damaged. A little while after the withdrawal of the Israelis, Yasir Arafat, who remained in the Headquarters during the Israeli attack, emerged from the Headquarters surrounded by security guards, flashing the victory sign in defiance.

♦ ترجمه الرافع: The Shaking Event shakes (or occurs) (verse 6 of Sura 79): 683 + 320 = 1003 (equivalent to 3) (= 17 x 59) (1003 is the 834th Composite Number) (1200 is the 1003th Composite Number) (7937 is the 1003rd Prime Number)
Wife of Imran (verse 35 of Sura 3): $642 + 361 = 1003$ (or $1002$)
(This refers to the mother of Mary)

The Azra (Virgin or Virgo): $1003$ (or $1002$)

Day of Nihaya (End) of Fatra (Period) of Haml (Gestation) of an embryo: $56 + (71 + 685 + 78 + 113) = 56 + 947 = 1003$

Promise of the Islamic Caliphate: $80 + [746 (or 747) + 177 (or 178)] = 80 + 923 (924 or 925) = 1003$ (or $1004$)

Day of the Hour + Istiada (Recapture or Getting back) of Palestine: $(56 + 167) + (541 + 239) = 223 + 780 = 1003$

Intisar of the Muslimeen (Muslims): $742 + 261 = 1003$

Day of the Hour + Istiada (Recapture or Getting back) of Palestine + the Aqsa: $(541 + 239) + 223 = 780 + 223 = 1003$

Like the Muslims entered it the last time: $61 + [639 + 257 + 801 (or 802) + 245] = 61 + 1942 (or 1943) = 2003$ (or $2004$)

Maji (Coming) of Shimon Peres to Al-Maghrib (Morocco): $54 (or 53) + (406 + 229) + 41 + 1273 = 54 (or 53) + 635 + 41 + 1273 = 2003$ (or $2002$)

He is but a Warner to you, very close to beginning of torment. (verse 46 of Sura 34): $2003$ (equivalent to $3$) (the $304^{th}$ Prime Number) ($2353$ is the $2003^{rd}$ Composite Number)

Sent his Messenger with the guidance and religion of the Truth to make it victorious (verse 9 of Sura 61): $2003$.

is better than one thousand months. Descend (or are brought down) (verse 3 of Sura 97): $(810 + 90 + 111 + 505) + 487 = 1516 + 487 = 2003$

You are from among those respited (or reprieved) till Day of the Known Time. He said: By your Majesty (verse 80 – 82 of Sura 38): $(71 + 90 + 1281) + (41 + 56 + 537 + 217 + 131 + 579) = 1442 + 1561 = 3003$
Prophet Mohammad (p) used to go to Cave Hira, near Mecca, and stay there the whole month of Ramadan, for a period of 3 years till the beginning of revelation of the Quran in the third year.

After the beginning of revelation of the Quran, the period during which Prophet Mohammad (p) started inviting people to Islam secretly was 3 years. Prophet Mohammad (p) and his early companions used to have secret meetings in Mecca at the House of Al-Arqam, son of Abi Al-Arqam, who was 16 years old when he became a Muslim. Abbasi Caliph the Mahdi bought this house and gave to his wife, Al-Khaizaran, mother of his two sons who became later on Caliphs: Al-Hadi and Harun Al-Rasheed. Later on, she donated it for the expansion of Al-Haram Mosque in Mecca.

The U.S.-led invasion of Iraq started with air-strikes around 5:30 a.m. local time in Iraq (2:30 a.m. U.T.C.) on Wednesday, March 20, 2003 (Muharram 16, 1424 Hijri) (Adar II 16, 5763 Jewish) (2452,718.5th Julian Day). March 20 is March Equinox day, beginning of the Spring in the Northern Hemisphere and beginning of the Autumn in the Southern Hemisphere. The attack on Baghdad started on April 5, 2003 (Safar 2, 1424 Hijri) (2452,734.5th Julian Day) and Baghdad was conquered by U.S. forces on April 9, 2003 (Safar 6, 1424 Hijri) (Nisan 7, 5763 Jewish) (2452,738.5th Julian Day).

♦ The Pope Joseph Ratzinger (Pope’s Benedict’s real name): $37 + (106 + 861) = 37 + 967 (or 966) = 1004 (or 1003) (= 2 \times 2 \times 251)$ (1004 is the 835th Composite Number) (1202 is the 1004th Composite Number) (7949 is the 1004th Prime Number)

وعد الخلافة الاسلامية Promise of the Islamic Caliphate: $80 + [747 (or 746) + 177 (or 178)] = 80 + 924 (or 925) = 1004 (1003 or 1005)

كل أمر سلام هي حتى مطلع every command. Peace it is till rise of (verse 5 of Sura 97): $50 + 241 + 131 (or 130) + 11 + 418 + 149 = 1004 (or 1003)

ربنا إنك جامع الناس ليوم لا ريب فيه Our Lord, you are gathering the people to a day, there is no doubt it. (verse 9 of Sura 3): 1004

On Tuesday, September 21, 2004 (Shaban 6, 1425 Hijri) (Tishri 6, 5765 Jewish) (2453,269.5th Julian Day), construction of Burj (Tower) of Khalifa (Caliph) in Dubai started, which initially was called Burj Dubai. Since the completion of its construction till the present time, it remains not only the World’s tallest building, but also the tallest man-made structure ever built at 829.8 meters (2,722 ft) high and 163 floors. The date of the opening ceremony, January 4, 2010 (Muharram 17, 1431 Hijri) (2455,200.5th Julian Day), was chosen because January 4 is the anniversary of the accession to the throne of Sheikh Mohammad, the Ruler of Dubai, after his brother's death on January 4, 2006.

On Wednesday, February 11, 2004 (Zu Al-Hijja 19, 1424 Hijri) (Shevat 19, 5764 Jewish), the eastern wall of the Al-Aqsa Mosque compound was damaged by an earthquake. The damage threatens to
topple sections of the wall into the area known as Solomon's Stables. On **February 14, 2004**, 3 days after the earthquake, a **winter storm** destroyed the stone walkway leading from the Western Wall plaza to the Maghariba Gate in Al-Aqsa Mosque compound. An **800 year-old wall** holding back part of the hill jutting out from the Western Wall leading up to the Maghariba Gate partially collapsed. Muslim officials attributed the collapse to Israeli excavation work in the area. The Maghariba Gate became unsafe and in danger of collapse. So, the Israel Antiquities Authority started work on the construction of a temporary wooden pedestrian pathway to the Temple Mount in **February 2007**.

**Yasir Arafat**, following a meal, became very ill with nausea, vomiting, and abdominal pain on **October 12, 2004** (Shaban 27, 1425 Hijri). He arrived to Paris, France, for medical treatment at the Percy Military Hospital on **October 29, 2004**. He fell into a coma on **November 4, 2004**. He died in France on **November 11, 2004** (Ramadan 27, 1425 Hijri) (2453, 320.5th Julian day). He was born on **August 24 (or 4), 1929** (Rabi Awwal 18 (or Safar 27), 1348 Hijri).

At 00:58:53 UTC on **December 26, 2004** (Zu Al-Qada 14, 1425 Hijri), the **2004 Indian Ocean earthquake** occurred, with an epicentre off the west coast of Sumatra, Indonesia. The event is known by the scientific community as the **Sumatra–Andaman earthquake**. This under-sea mega-thrust earthquake (measuring 9.1 on Richter Scale) was caused when the Indian Plate was subducted by the Burma Plate and triggered a series of devastating **tsunamis** along the coasts of most landmasses bordering the Indian Ocean, killing **230,000 people** in **14 countries**, and inundating coastal communities with waves up to 30 metres high. It was one of the deadliest natural disasters in recorded history. **Indonesia** was the hardest-hit country, followed by **Sri Lanka, India, and Thailand**. In Indonesia, **Aceh province** was the most devastated region struck by tsunami.

---

*San Francisco, California*: $597 + 408 = 1005$ (equivalent to 5)  
(1005 is the **836th Composite Number**)  
(1203 is the **1005th Composite Number**)  
(7951 is the **1005th Prime Number**)

- **End of Manhattan**: $458 + 547 = 1005$
- **Flood of Noah**: $941 + 64 = 1005$
- **Omar bin Al-Khattab**: $310 + 52 (or 53) + 643 = 1005$ (or 1006)
- **Victory of the Mamaleek (Mamluks) + Acre**: $(742 + 172) + 91 = 1005$
- **Beginning of Month of Ramadan**: $409 + (505 + 1091) = 409 + 1596 = 2005$  
(= 5 x 401) (2005 is the **1700th Composite Number**).
Night of Qadr + Month of Ramadan: \((75 + 335) + [505 + 1090 (or 1091)]\) 
\(= 410 + 1595 (or 1596) = \text{2005 (or 2006)}\)

**Pope John Paul II** died on Saturday at 9:37 p.m. Rome Time, on **April 2, 2005** (Safar 21 (or 22), 1426 Hijri) (Adar II 22, 5765 Jewish) (2453,462.5\(^{th}\) Julian Day), meaning eve of April 3, 2005 (Safar 22 (or 23), 1426 Hijri). **Pope John Paul II** was buried in the grotto beneath Saint Peter’s Basilica on **April 8, 2005** (Safar 27 (or 28), 1426 Hijri) (Adar II 28, 5765 Jewish).

On **April 27 – 29, 2005** (Rabi Awwal 18 - 20, 1426 Hijri) (Nisan 18 - 20, 5765 Jewish), Russian President Vladimir Putin became the first Russian President to visit Israel. He met Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon. He also visited the West Bank, met Palestinian leader Mahmoud Abbas, and laid a wreath at the grave of Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat. On **April 27, 2005**, Putin made a brief, late-night visit to the **Church of the Holy Sepulcher** in the Old City of Jerusalem, where Christians believe Jesus was buried and was resurrected. Then, he stopped at the Western Wall, the Wailing Wall of the Jews.

On **September 29, 2000** (Jumada Thania 29, 1421 Hijri) (Elul 29, 5760 Jewish) (2451,816.5\(^{th}\) Julian Day), the day after **Ariel Sharon’s visit** to the Aqsa Mosque, the **Second Intifada (uprising)** of the Palestinians started. The second intifada led to Israel’s dis-engagement plan by unilateral withdrawal from the Gaza Strip to be proposed on **December 18, 2003** (Shawwal 23, 1424 Hijri) (Kislev 23, 5764 Jewish), by Prime Minister Ariel Sharon in a policy address to the annual Herzylia Conference. On **June 6, 2004** (Rabi Thani 17, 1425 Hijri), the Israeli government headed by Prime Minister Ariel Sharon approved a unilateral withdrawal from the Gaza Strip. On **February 16, 2005** (Muharram 7, 1426 Hijri), the Knesset finalized and approved the plan. The implementation of the plan started on after midnight of **August 14, 2005** (Av 9, 5765 Jewish) (Rajab 9, 1426 Hijri), when tens of thousands of Israeli troops started to oversee the evacuation of the settlers from 21 Jewish settlements in Gaza and four smaller settlements in the West Bank. The Jerusalem High Court, in response to a settlers' petition to block the government's destruction of the synagogues, gave the go-ahead to the Israeli government. However, Sharon decided not to proceed with their demolition. On Sunday, **September 11, 2005**, Israeli cabinet declared a formal end to military rule, ending Israel’s 38-year-long military presence in Gaza. However, the **Israeli cabinet** voted to keep the more than 20 Jewish synagogues intact after rabbis said it was forbidden to demolish them. This enabled the evacuation to proceed slightly ahead of schedule. Palestinian officials had urged Israel to demolish the synagogues, given the Palestinian Authority’s concern that it will not be able to protect the synagogues. On **September 11, 2005** (Shaban 7, 1426 Hijri) (Elul 7, 5765 Jewish) (2453,624.5\(^{th}\) Julian Day), a ceremony was held when the last Israeli flag was lowered in the Israeli Army's Gaza Strip headquarters. The last Israeli soldiers left the strip and the Kissufim gate was closed by early morning of **September 12, 2005** (Shaban 8, 1426 Hijri) (Elul 8, 5765 Jewish) (2453,625.5\(^{th}\) Julian Day). An official handover ceremony to the Palestinian Authority was cancelled after the Palestinian Authority boycotted it in response to Israel's decision not to demolish the synagogues. On **September 12, 2005**, after the Israeli withdrawal, jubilant Palestinians entered the former Jewish enclave in Gaza. According to Israeli sources, Hamas leaders held celebratory prayers in **Kfar Darom synagogue** as crowds of Palestinians continued to ransack, loot, and set on fire the synagogues. Less than 24 hours after the withdrawal, Palestinian Authority bulldozers began to demolish the remaining
synagogues. On **Tuesday, September 20, 2005** (Shaban 16, 1426 Hijri) (Elul 16, 5765 Jewish), Israel completed the evacuation of 4 settlements in the **West Bank**. By late Tuesday night, after sunset, after Israeli military forces completed the evacuation of last two Jewish settlements, Ganim and Kadim, near Jenin, in the West Bank, Jubilant Palestinians rushed into the evacuated settlements to celebrate the event. Israel did not coordinate its departure with the Palestinian National Authority, taking the Palestinians by surprise. The Israeli withdrawal from Gaza and the northern part of the West Bank marked the first time Israel has ever removed Jewish settlements from territories claimed by the Palestinians for a state.

On Friday, **December 30, 2005** (**Zu Al-Qada 28**, 1426 Hijri) (Kislev 29, 5766 Jewish) (**2453,734.5**th **Julian Day**), Prince **Al-Walid son of Khalid son of Talal** had a car accident and went into a coma. In 2015, he is still in a coma, but showing signs that he is still alive.

♦ Pope : **6** (6 is the **2^{nd}** Composite Number) (12 is the **6^{th}** Composite Number) (13 is the **6^{th}** Prime Number) 

Bear (King Arthur’s symbol was a Bear): **6**

And guide (offer as gift to) you (on) a straight path (verse 2 of Sura 48): **1006** (equivalent to **6**) (**1006** is the **837^{th}** Composite Number) (**1204** is the **1006^{th}** Composite Number) (**7963** is the **1006^{th}** Prime Number)

666 Number **666**: 340 + 666 = **1006** (Christians believe **666** is the number of the Ani-Christ)

Omar ibn Al-Khattab : **310 + 53** (or **52**) + 643 = **1006** (or **1005**)

Day of entry of Omar : **56 + 640 + 310 = 1006**

Is it tomorrow: **1006**

Makzoum (upset) (verse 48 of Sura 68): **1006** (equivalent to **6**)

Do not despair from the mercy of Allah (verse 53 of Sura 39): **1006** (equivalent to **6**)

Ihya (Resurrection) of England, Britain: 21 + (702 + 283) = 21 + 985 = **1006** (equivalent to **6**)

Last Pope + The Catholicism + The Vatican : **801** (or **802**) + 6 + 606 + 593= **2006** (or **2007**)

Nuzul (Coming down) of the Quran, the Kareem (Honorable) from the Preserved Board : **93 + 382** (or **383**) + 301 + 90 + 75 + 1065 = **2006** (or **2007**
Night of Qadr + Month of Ramadan: $(75 + 335) + [505 + 1091 (or 1090)] = 410 + 1596 (or 1595) = 2006 (or 2005)

While Barack Obama was a U.S. Senator, he arrived for the first time to Israel at night on Monday, Day of Pilgrims’ Standing on Mount of Arafat, meaning on eve of Eid (Feast) of the Adha (Sacrifice), January 9, 2006 (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1426 Hijri) (Tevet 9, 5766 Jewish), for a 5-day visit to Israel after having spent 4 days in the Middle East, visiting Iraq, Qatar, Kuwait, and Jordan. He visited the Western Wall on January 13, 2006 and left Israel on January 14, 2006. Similarly, on Saturday, November 19, 1977 (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1397 Hijri which was Day of Pilgrims’ Standing on Mount of Arafat), the dark/black-skinned Egyptian President Anwar Sadat arrived to Israel becoming the first Arab leader to publicly visit Israel by making an unexpected 2-day visit to Israel. The next day, on Sunday, November 20,1977, Eid (Feast) of the Adha (Sacrifice), Sadat performed Eid of the Adha prayer in the morning at the Al-Aqsa Mosque and in the afternoon, he delivered a speech addressing the Knesset (Parliament) of Israel. He returned to Egypt at night on November 21, 1977. Anwar Sadat and Barack Obama are similar to each other in the sense that their skin color is much darker than average citizen of their countries.

Construction of the foundations for the One World Trade Center (which is the main building of the new World Trade Center) in New York began on April 27, 2006 (Rabi Awwal 28, 1427 Hijri). The building opened on November 3, 2014 (Muharram 10, 1436 Hijri).

The Islamic State of Iraq (ISI) was established on October 15, 2006 (Ramadan 23, 1427 Hijri).

President of Iraq, Saddam Hussein, was hanged at 6:00 a.m. on Saturday, December 30, 2006 (Zu Al-Hijja 10, 1427 Hijri, the first day of Eid Al-Adha).

Rabbi Yitzchak Kaduri died at around 10 p.m. on January 28, 2006 (Zu Al-Hijja 28, 1426 Hijri) (Tevet 28, 5766 Jewish) (2453,763.5 Julian Day).
No, but I swear by this city/country (verse 1 of Sura 90): 1007 (equivalent to 7)

And the Figs and the Olives (verse 1 of Sura 95): 6 + 491 + 6 + 504 = 1007 (equivalent to 7) 1007 is the 838th Composite Number

Caliphate of Hussein son Ali: 716 + 128 + 53 + 110 = 1007

Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Mahdi: [80 + 837 (or 838)] + 90 = 917 (or 918) + 90 = 1007 (or 1008)

Papal Basilica of the Saint Peter: 133 (or 134) + 205 + 612 + 57 = 1007 (or 1008)

Last Pope + The Catholicism + The Vatican: 802 (or 801) + 6 + 606 + 593 = 2007 (or 2006) 2007 is the 1702nd Composite Number 1702 is the 1435th Composite Number

Nuzul (Coming down) of the Quran, the Kareem (Honorable) from the Preserved Board: 93 + 383 (or 382) + 301 + 90 + 75 + 1065 = 2007 (or 2006)

1454 + Bidaya (Beginning) of Ramadan + 1454: 1440 + 22 + 1091 + 1454 = 4007

Nineteen. And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that will become certain those who have been given the Book (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): (535 + 570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 31) + [251 + 62 + 492 (or 491) + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535] + (820 + 307 + 660 + 821 + 414) + 454 = 1439 + 2092 (or 2091) + 3022 + 454 = 7007 (or 7006)

Sydney, New South Wales, Australia: 134 + (61 + 53 + 57) + 703 = (134 + 171) + 703 = 305 + 703 = 1008 (equivalent to 8) 1008 is the 839th Composite Number 1206 is the 1008th Composite Number 1434 is the 1206th Composite Number 19 is the 8th Prime Number 15 is the 8th Composite Number

Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Mahdi: [80 + 837 (or 838)] + 90 = 918 (or 917) + 90 = 1008 (or 1007)

Awda (Return) of the Islamic Caliphate: 85 + [746 (or 747) + 177 (or 178)] = 85 + 923 (924 or 925) = 1008 (1009 or 1010)

The Waqfa (Stand-up) + Mount of Arafat: 222 + [35 + 750 (or 751)] = 222 + 786 (or 785) = 1008 (or 1007)
The Wuquf (Standing up) + Mount of Arafat: 223 + [35 + 750 (or 751)] = 223 + 785 (or 786) = 1008 (or 1009)

Visit of Mount of Arafat: 223 + [35 + 750 (or 751)] = 223 + 785 (or 786) = 1008 (or 1009)

Omran (Construction or Performing Omra – a visit to a holy location) + Bayt Al-Maqdis (House of Holiness. It refers to Solomon’s Temple, Al-Aqsa Mosque, or Jerusalem): 361 + (412 + 235) = 361 + 647 = 1008 (equivalent to 8) (A Hadith mentions this as the first event in the sequence of End Times events.)

Obama’s performing Omra (religious visit) of Bayt of Al-Maqdis: (51 + 310) + (412 + 235) = 361 + 647 = 1008

The Fifth + Huzairan (June – in Greater Syria Iraq): 732 + 276 = 1008 (equivalent to 8)

Their Prophet told them: It is the Aya (Sign) of his kingship is that he brings you (verse 248 of Sura 6): 131 + 75 + 107 + 51 + 17 + 95 + 51 + 481 = 1008 (or 1009)

We afflict them, like We have afflicted People of Paradise. They swore to pluck it in the morning (verse 17 of Sura 68): 2008 (2008 is the 1703rd Composite Number) (2359 is the 2008th Composite Number)

It is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall run your faces (verse 7 of Sura 17): 2008 (or 2007)

Fourteen + Ayyar (May) + 1948 : (278 + 570 + 212) +1948 = 1060 + 1948 = 3008 (State of Israel was established on May 14, 1948)

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of Ramadan: 56 + [22 + 1090 (or 1091)] + (146 + 245) + 1440 = [56 + 1112 (or 1113)] + (400 + 1440) = 56 + 1112 (or 1113) + 1840 = 1168 (or 1169) + 1840 = 3008 (or 3009)

The Sun and before the Setting and of the night, praise him and after the prostration. And listen the Day the caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq, that is Day of the Khuruj (Coming out or Departure) (verse 39 – 42 of Sura 50): (431 + 6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 71 + 80) + (75 + 6 + 208 + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236) + (144 + 141 + 750 + 56) + 840 = 2055 + 2022 + 1091 + 840 = 5168 + 840 = 6008
Muslims marched toward Mecca to conquer it, starting from 10th of Ramadan, 8 Hijri. Later, that year started to be referred to as Year of the Fat’h (Conquest).

In his first international tour as a presidential candidate, that included 7 countries, Barack Obama visited Israel and the occupied territories. Obama arrived in Israel at night on Tuesday, July 22, 2008 (Rajab 19 (or 18), 1429 Hijri) (Tammuz 19, 5768 Jewish) (2454,669.5th or 2454,670th Julian Day). He met Israeli and Palestinian officials on Wednesday, July 23, 2008 (Rajab 20 (or 19), 1429 Hijri) (Tammuz 20, 5768 Jewish). Finally, Obama made a surprise visit around Dawn (shortly after 5:00 a.m., before sunrise, while a clear moon helped illuminate a still-dark sky) to the Western Wall of the Aqsa Mosque (also known as Wall of Wailing for the Jews) on Thursday, July 24, 2008 (Rajab 21 (or 20), 1429 Hijri) (Tammuz 21, 5768 Jewish) shortly before leaving Israel to Germany. While wearing a white Yarmulke (Jewish skullcap), Obama visited the Western Wall for about 10 minutes and placed a prayer note addressed to God, in the cracks in between the stones of the Western Wall, that he had written earlier on stationery of King David Hotel where he was staying in his visit, and he bowed his head towards the Wall in quiet contemplation. An orthodox Jew yelled over and over: “Obama, Jerusalem is not for sale ! ”

Barack (Baraq) Obama won U.S. Presidential Elections, for the first time, held on November 4, 2008 (Zu Al-Qada 5, 1429 Hijri) (Heshvan 6, 5769 Jewish).

The first inauguration of Barack Obama as the 44th President of the United States took place on Tuesday, January 20, 2009 (Muharram 24, 1430 Hijri).

Barack (Baraq) Obama won U.S. Presidential Elections, for the second time, held on November 6, 2012 (Zu Hijja 21, 1433 Hijri) (Heshvan 21, 5773 Jewish).

His second Presidential term is the 57th Presidential term. All U.S. presidents inaugurated since October 1933 begin their new term on January 20 at noon. Because January 20, 2013 (Rabi Awwal 8, 1434 Hijri) (2456,312.5th Julian Day), fell on a Sunday, two ceremonies were scheduled. The inauguration of Barack Obama for his second Presidential term took place in a private swearing-in ceremony on Sunday, January 20, 2013 in the Blue Room of the White House. In addition, a public ceremony marking the occasion took place on Monday, January 21, 2013 at the United States Capitol building. Both ceremonies were administered by Chief Justice of the United States.

♦ هد Hadd (Destruction): 9 (9 is the 4th Composite Number) (16 is the 9th Composite Number) (23 is the 9th Prime Number)

هباء Haba (small particles of no value) (verse 6 of Sura 56): 9

أبو Abu (Father of): 9
The Wuquf (Standing up) + Mount of Arafat: $223 + [35 + 751 (or 750)] = 223 + 786 (or 785) = \boxed{1009 (or 1008)} \quad (1009 \text{ is the } 169^{\text{th}} \text{ Prime Number}) \quad (1207 \text{ is the } 1009^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number})

Visit of Mount of Arafat: $223 + [35 + 751 (or 750)] = 223 + 786 (or 785) = \boxed{1009 (or 1008)}$

Lailat (Eve) of Eid (Feast) of the Adha (Sacrificial Offering): $75 + (84 + 850) = 75 + 934 = \boxed{1009}$ \[ \text{ [Eid (Feast) of the Adha is an Islamic Holiday that commemorates Prophet Abraham’s willingness to sacrifice his son Ismael]}

Awda (Return) of the Islamic Caliphate: $85 + [747 (or 746) + 177 (or 178)] = 85 + 924 (923 or 925) = \boxed{1009 (1008 or 1010)}$

We descended it (or him) in the Eve of the Qadr and how would you know what (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 97): $52 + 143 (or 144) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 = \boxed{1009 (or 1010)}$

We have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) \[ \text{ (verse 31 of Sura 74): } 2009 \quad (2009 \text{ is the } 1704^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number}) \quad (2360 \text{ is the } 2009^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number})

The man whom the Messiah shall pray behind him: $264 + 741 + 140 + 149 + 715 = \boxed{2009}$

And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) \[ \text{ (verse 31 of Sura 74): } 2009 \quad (2009 \text{ or 2008})

The Rahaman, the Raheem. H.M. and the evident Book. We have descended it (or him) in a blessed night. We had been (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 44): $329 + 289 + 48 + 6 + 454 (or 453) + 133 + 52 + 143 (or 144) + 90 + 75 + 267 (or 268) + 52 + 71 = \boxed{2009 (or 2010)} \quad (2009 \text{ is the } 1704^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number}) \quad (2360 \text{ is the } 2009^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number})$

The Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings to show him from our Ayat (Signs). He is the All-Hearer (verse 1 of Sura 17): $3009 \quad (3009 \text{ or 3010})$
Hadd (Destruction) of Abra + The Sheikh Ahmad Al-Aseer + Fadl Shakir: 9 + 273 + [941 + (53 + 302)] + (910 + 521) = 9 + 273 + (941 + 355) + 1431 = 9 + 273 + (1296 + 1431) = 9 + (273 + 2727) = 9 + 3000 = 3009

[Sunni Sheikh Ahmad Al-Aseer, Imam of Masjid (Mosque) of Bilal son Rabah in Abra, a district of city of Saida, Lebanon, and his ally former singer Fadl Shaker, were defeated by Shia's Hizb Allah and the Lebanese Army in a battle that started on Sunday June 23, 2013 (Shaban 14, 1434 Hijri) (Tammuz 15, 5773 Jewish) (2456,466.5th Julian Day). It lasted for about 24 hours till June 24, 2013. This means it happened in the Middle (or Half) of Shaban, traditionally an important day for Muslims.]

Barack Obama visited the Vatican and met with Pope Benedict on July 10, 2009 (Rajab 17, 1430 Hijri). Barack Obama visited the Vatican and met with Pope Francis for the first time on March 27, 2014 (Jumada Ula 25, 1435 Hijri).

On July 13, 2009 (Rajab 20, 1430 Hijri), President Barack Obama met at the White House with 16 leaders of the American Jewish community for approximately an hour.

On October 9, 2009 (Shawwal 19, 1430 Hijri) (Tishri 21, 5770 Jewish), President Barack Obama was chosen for the Nobel Peace Prize.

The last surviving heir to the past Ottoman throne, Mr. Ertugrul Osman, who was 4th in line to the throne, died in Istanbul on September 23, 2009 (Shawwal 3, 1430 Hijri) (2455,097.5th Julian Day), at the age of 97. Mr. Ertugrul Osman was born on August 18, 1912 in the Ottomans main palace in Istanbul, and his birth was marked with a cannon salute of hundred shots. He was the last male member of the former ruling family who was born when today's Turkey was still under Ottoman rule. He was the last man to carry the Ottoman title of Prince bestowed upon him at the time of the Ottoman Empire. When he was born, His grandfather was Sultan Abdul-Hameed II, the last Ottoman Sultan, to have absolute power and who was born on September 22, 1842 (Shaban 16, 1258 Hijri). In 1924, while studying in Vienna, Austria, Ertugrul Osman received news that all members of the Sultan's family were to be exiled. Starting from 1933, Ertugrul Osman lived in the United States. After 1945,
he lived modestly in New York, residing in a two-bedroom apartment above a restaurant. In 1992, Ertugrul Osman returned to Turkey, having been invited by the Turkish government. Mr. Ertugrul Osman served the 43rd Head of the Imperial House of Osman from March 12, 1994 until his death.

♦ Had (Guide) (verse 7 of Sura 13): 10 (10 is the 5th Composite Number)  

رضي pleased (verse 8 of Sura 98): 1010 (equivalent to 10) (1010 is the 840th Composite Number) (1208 is the 1010th Composite Number) (1436 is the 1208th Composite Number)  

تشرين أول + 13 Tishreen Awwal (October) + 13 : (960 + 37) + 13 = 997 + 13 = 1010  

إنا انتزناه في ليله القدر وما أدرأك ما We descended it (or him) in the Eve of the Qadr and how would you know what (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 97): 52 + 144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 = 1010 (or 1009)  

الله الرحمن الرحيم و الفجر و Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. And the Dawn, and (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 89): 66 + 329 + 289 + 6 + 314 + 6 = 1010  

وعد الآخره + نجم Promise of the End Times (verse 104 of Sura 17) + Star : (80 + 837) + 93 = 917 + 93 = 1010  

لما سرى الطارق + كواكب مصطفين When the Tariq (Star) did Israa (journey) + Planets Mustafeen (lined up or choosing): (71 + 270) + 341 + (49 + 279) = 341 + 341 + 328 = 1010  

يوم وفاء الملك الحسن الثاني Day of Wafat (Death) of the King, Al-Hasan, the Second : 56 + 92 + (121 + 149) + 592 = 56 + 92 + (270 + 592) = 56 + (92 + 862) = 56 + 954 = 1010  

[ Al-Hasan II, King of Morocco, died around 4:30 pm on July 23, 1999 (Rabi Thani 9, 1420 Hijri) (Av 10, 5759 Jewish Calendar) (2451,382.5th Julian Day) ]  

ملكه أتباع الشيطان Kingdom of the followers of Satan: 135 + [474 + 401 (or 400)] = 135 + 875 (or 874) = 1010 (or 1009)  

عودة الخلافة الإسلامية Awda (Return) of the Islamic Caliphate: 85 + [747 (or 746) + 178 (or 177)] = 85 + 925 (923 or 924) = 1010 (1008 or 1009)  

ذهب إسرائيل Going Israel : 708 + 302 (or 303) = 1010 (or 1011)  

إحياء جان بول + مصرع البابا فرنسيس Ihya (Resurrection) of John Paul + Masra (Death) of the Pope Francis : 21 + (54 + 38) + 400 + (37 + 460) = 21 + 92 + 400 + 497 = 1010 (2 x 5 x 101)  

عدد السنين و الحساب وكل شيء قصلناه the number of years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment) and every thing we detailed (verse 12 of Sura 17): 78 + 201 + 6 + 102 + 6 + 50 + 311 + 256 (or 255) = 1010 (or 1009)
The Rahman, the Raheem. H.M. and the evident Book. We have descended it (or him) in a blessed night. We had been (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 44): 329 + 289 + 48 + 6 + 454 (or 453) + 133 + 52 + 144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 267 (or 268) + 52 + 71 = 2010 (or 2009) (2010 is the 1705th Composite Number)(2361 is the 2010th Composite Number)

Before the Setting (Sun-set) and from the Night glorify him and after the prostration (verse 39 – 40 of Sura 50): 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 71 + 155 (or 157) + 6 + 207 (or 208) + 104 = 2010 (2011 or 2013)

Israel, inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Justice), we have descended it/him and in the Haq, it/he has descended and We have not sent you except as Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and (verses 104 – 105 of Sura 17): 302 (or 303) + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32 + 543 = 5010 (or 5011) (5010 is the 4338th Composite Number)

Israel, inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Justice), we have descended it/him and in the Haq, it/he has descended and We have not sent you except as Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and (verses 104 – 105 of Sura 17): 302 (or 303) + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32 + 543 = 5010 (or 5011) (5010 is the 4338th Composite Number)

Israel, inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Justice), we have descended it/him and in the Haq, it/he has descended and We have not sent you except as Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and (verses 104 – 105 of Sura 17): 302 (or 303) + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32 + 543 = 5010 (or 5011) (5010 is the 4338th Composite Number)

Israel, inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Justice), we have descended it/him and in the Haq, it/he has descended and We have not sent you, except as Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and (verses 104 – 105 of Sura 17): 302 (or 303) + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32 + 543 = 5010 (or 5011) (5010 is the 4338th Composite Number)

Israel, inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq it/he descended. And we have not sent you except as Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and (verses 104 – 105 of Sura 17): 302 (or 303) + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32 + 543 = 5010 (or 5011) (5010 is the 4338th Composite Number)

Israel, inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Justice), we have descended it/him and in the Haq, it/he has descended and We have not sent you except as Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and (verses 104 – 105 of Sura 17): 302 (or 303) + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32 + 543 = 5010 (or 5011) (5010 is the 4338th Composite Number)

Israel, inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq it/he descended. And we have not sent you, (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): [124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 302 + 137 (or 138)] + (1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362) = 1013 (or 1014) + 3997 = 5010 (or 5011) (5010 is the 4338th Composite Number)

Verse 98 of Sura 18 consists of 10 words, starting from the beginning of Promise of my Lord.

On Tuesday, September 21, 2004 (Shaban 6, 1425 Hijri) (Tishri 6, 5765 Jewish) (2453, 269.5th Julian Day), construction of Burj (Tower) of Khalifa (Caliph) in Dubai started, which initially was called Burj Dubai. Since the completion of its construction till the present time, it remains not only the World’s tallest building, but also the tallest man-made structure ever built at 829.8 meters (2,722 ft) high and 163 floors. The date of the opening ceremony, January 4, 2010 (Muharram 17, 1431 Hijri) (Tevet 18, 5770 Jewish) (2455, 200.5 Julian Day), was chosen because January 4 is the anniversary of the accession to the throne of Sheikh Mohammad, the Ruler of Dubai, after his brother's death on January 4, 2006.

On January 12, 2010 (Muharram 26, 1431 Hijri), an earthquake hit Haiti, resulting in the deaths of
100,000 to 316,000 people.

On February 27, 2010 (Rabi Awwal 13, 1431 Hijri) (Adar 13, 5770 Jewish), an earthquake hit Chile.

On May 30, 2010 (Jumada Thania 16, 1431 Hijri), sink hole (Land Collapse) developed, circular in shape, approximately 65 ft (20 m) in diameter and 300 ft (90 m) deep (about 30-floors deep) in downtown Guatemala City, swallowing a three-floor factory. The sinkhole occurred for a combination of reasons, including Tropical Storm Agatha, the Pacaya Volcano eruption, and leakage from sewer pipes. Guatemala City also experienced a sink hole on February 23, 2007 (Safar 5, 1428 Hijri).

On May 31, 2010 (Jumada Thania 17, 1431 Hijri), Turkish ship Mavi Mamara, chartered by I.H.H., which was attempting to challenge the blockade enforced by Israel against Gaza, was attacked by Israeli commandos while Mavi Mamara was in international waters. The Mavi Mamara was part of a flotilla of humanitarian aid to Gaza. The Israeli commandos opened fire killing 9 of the international activists on board of the ship. Major crisis in Israel-Turkey relations and international outcry resulted from this incident.

On Thursday, August 5, 2010 (Shaban 23, 1431 Hijri) (2455,413.5th or 2455,414th Julian Day), around 2:00 pm Local Chile Time (5:00 pm U.T.C.), a Copper and Gold mine, located in the middle of one of the world's driest deserts, near city of Copiapó, in Northern Chile, collapsed, trapping inside it 33 mine workers, about 700 meters (2296.59 feet) below ground. Seventeen days later, on August 22, a handwritten note from the workers taped to a drill was pulled. The note stated in Spanish what can translated as: “We are well in the shelter, the 33 of us.” On October 13, 2010 (Zu Al-Qada 5, 1431 Hijri), they were finally rescued, 69 days (9 weeks + 6 days) after the beginning of the incident.

At 12:00 a.m., on August 11, 2010 (Ramadan 1, 1431 Hijri) (Elul 1, 5770 Jewish), Mecca Clock, atop Mecca Clock Royal Tower, near the Haram Mosque (the holiest Islamic sanctuary), started operating for a 3-month trial period, to be ready for the pilgrimage season. Mecca Clock is the largest clock in the World and it is more than five times larger than Big Ben Clock in London. The objective behind this clock is to establish Mecca as the World's central time zone, as an alternative time standard to Greenwich Mean Time (GMT).

August 11 is the 223rd day of the year. Number 223 is the numerical value of:

لإيام الساعه Day of the Sa’a (Hour or Clock): 56 + 167 = 223

On Monday, November 1, 2010 (Zu Al-Qada 23 (or 24), 1431 Hijri) (Heshvan 24, 5771 Jewish) (2455,501.5th Julian Day), Mecca Clock Royal Tower Hotel, a 5-star luxury Fairmont Hotel, in Mecca, Saudi Arabia, was opened about 15 – 16 days before of Day of Arafat and the first day of Eid (Feast) of the Adha, just in time to host Muslims coming to perform Hajj (Pilgrimage). The tower is overlooking and only few steps from the Haram Mosque the holiest sanctuary in Islam, the Haram Mosque in Mecca that houses the Kaba at its center. Mecca Clock Royal Tower is the tallest
concrete building in the world and the second tallest building in the World (after Burj Khalifa in Dubai), with 120 floors. In addition to the Fairmont Hotel which consists of 29 floors with 858 rooms and suites, the Mecca Clock Royal Tower has five ‘Royal’ floors and luxury apartments on floors 30 to 52. The top distinctive feature of the building is the Clock (more than 40 meters (23 feet) in diameter), whose four facades are visible from 25 kilometers (16 miles) away. Mecca Clock is more than five times larger than Big Ben Clock in London. It announces daily prayers through amplifiers, reaching a radius of 7 kilometers. The Clock's four faces are covered with 98 million pieces of glass mosaics and are illuminated by around two million LED lights. The clock itself is made by the German clock manufacturer Perrot. A 23-meter high spire topped by a Crescent, made of fibreglass-backed mosaic gold is mounted at the top of the Clock, making the total height of the tower to the highest tip of the crescent reach 601 meters (1,972 feet). Elevators take visitors up to an observation deck/balcony at the base of the clock, just beneath the clock facades. The Tower houses a lunar observatory center which can be used to sight the moon to determine the beginning of the lunar months of the Hijri Calendar. In addition, this tower has a museum for Islamic icons and objects of art. Mecca Clock Royal Tower is the tallest building of the multi-billion-dollar Abraj Al-Bait (Towers of the House) Complex which consists of 7 buildings. The seven towers of the complex rest on a 115 meter-high podium made up of 15 floors of retail stores. Abraj Al-Bait complex has luxury hotels (Fairmont, Swissôtel, Mövenpick, Rotana, etc.), residential apartments, and shopping malls. In total, up to 100,000 people could be housed inside the towers. Abraj Al-Bait complex was constructed by Bin Laden Group (Osama Bin Laden’s family). The historic Ottoman-era Ajyad Fortress was demolished to make way for Abraj Al-Bait.

On Tuesday, November 2, 2010 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1431 Hijri), the elections for the federal legislatures (U.S. Senate and House of Representatives), state legislatures, and state governorships in the United States were held. The election occurred in the middle of Democratic President Barack Obama's first term in office. The Democratic Party suffered massive defeats in many national and state level elections, with many seats switching to Republican Party control. Although the President's party usually loses congressional, statewide and local seats in a midterm elections, the 2010 mid-term election season featured some of the biggest losses since the Great Depression.

The Arab Revolutions (Arab Spring) started on Friday, December 17, 2010 (Muharram 10, 1432 Hijri) (Tevet 10, 5771 Jewish) (2455,547.5th Julian Day), with Mohammad Bou Azizi's self-immolation in Tunisia.

HoWa (word that refers to God): 11 (11 is the 5th Prime Number) (20 is the 11th Composite Number) (31 is the 11th Prime Number) (2011 is the 305th Prime Number) (2362 is the 2011th Composite Number)  

Haj (Pilgrimage): 11  

The Straight Path (verse 6 of Sura 1): 330 (or 331) + 681 = 1011 (or 1012) (= 3 x 337) (1011 is the 841st Composite Number) (1209 is the 1011th Composite Number)  

Better than one thousand (verse 3 of Sura 97): 810 + 90 + 111 = 1011
your Deen (Religion or Judgment) for you and Atmamt (I have completed) (verse 3 of Sura 5): 124 + 6 + 881 = 1011

prescribed upon him to the mercy (verse 12 of Sura 6): 1011

shall make your faces look bad (disgrace you) and to enter the (Aqsa) Mosque. (verse 7 of Sura 17): 107 (or108) + 80 + 6 + 680 (or 681) + 138 = 1011 (1012 or 1013)

Khuruj (getting out or departure) of Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 809 + 202 = 1011

Baghdad: 1011 (equivalent to 11)

[ The Khan (Leader) of the Mongols, Timur Lank/Lang (meaning Timur, the Araj or the lame) destroyed Baghdad on July 9, 1401 AD Julian (July 18, 1401 Gregorian) (Zu Al-Qada 26 (or 27), 803 Hijri) (2232,962.5th Julian Day), after a siege that started about 40 days earlier, and massacred most its inhabitants. Baghdad was conquered by Timur for the first time in the Summer of 1393 AD.]

Ariel Sharon was an Israeli army general who later served as the 11th Prime Minister of Israel until he was incapacitated by a stroke in 2006 and died on January 11, 2014.

On March 11, 2011 (2455,631.5th Julian Day), an earthquake hit Japan, resulting in the deaths of 100,000 to 316,000 people. The tsunami caused nuclear accidents, resulting in nuclear radiation releases. The World Bank estimated that economic cost of this earthquake was U.S. $235 billion, making it the costliest natural disaster in World history.


The U.S. killed Osama bin Laden in Abbotabad, Pakistan about an hour after midnight, around 1:00 a.m. Pakistan Time on May 2, 2011 (Jumada Ula 28, 1432 Hijri) (8:00 p.m. U.T.C. on May 1, 2011).

On July 22, 2011 (Shaban 20, 1432 Hijri) (Tammuz 20, 5771 Jewish), Norway was the victim of twin terror attacks, by a white, Christian, anti-immigrants extremist Norwegian, named Anders Behring Breivik. He was born on February 13, 1979 (Rabi Awwal 15, 1399 Hijri) (2443,917.5th Julian Day). The first attack was a car bomb blast which targeted government buildings in central Oslo, killing about 8 people, the second being a massacre at a youth camp on the island of Utøya, in which 69 people were killed.

President of Israel, Shimon Peres, visited Mosque of the Jazzar (Slaughterer) in Akka, Israel, on Tuesday, August 23, 2011 (Ramadan 23, 1432 Hijri) (Av 23, 5771 Jewish Calendar) (2455,796.5th Julian Day).
On Wednesday, at 6:30 p.m., **September 21, 2011** (Shawwal 22, 1432 Hijri) (**Elul 22, 5771 Jewish**) (2455,825.5th Julian Day), Islamic Cultural Center (which includes a Mosque) in **Park 51 building**, on Park Place street, two blocks from World Trade Center site, in New York was opened with a photo exhibit of New York children of different ethnicities.

President of Libya, **Muammar Qaddafi and his son Mutastim** were killed on **October 20, 2011** (**Zu Al-Qada 22, 1432 Hijri**) (**Tishri 22, 5772 Jewish**) during the revolution against his rule.

♦ جوج Juj (Gog): 12 (12 is the 6th Composite Number) (21 is the 12th Composite Number)

داابـه Daabba (verse 82 of Sura 27) : 12

gـازه Gaza: **1012** (equivalent to 12) (= 2 x 2 x 11 x 23) (**1012** is the 842nd Composite Number) (**1210** is the 1012th Composite Number) (**1438** is the 1210th Composite Number)

 وعد ربي + هد الإسكندريه مصر Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Hadd (Destruction) of Alexandria, Egypt: (80 + 212) + 9 + (381 + 330) = 292 + 9 + 711 = **1012**

 وعد ربي + هد واشنطن + قطاع كولومبيا Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Hadd (Destruction) of Washington, Qita (District) of Columbia: (80 + 212) + 9 + 416 + (180 + 115) = 292 + 9 + (416 + 295) = 292 + 9 + 711 = **1012** (equivalent to 12)

الهدا + الاليان المتحده The Hadda (Incident of Destruction) + The United States: 45 + 967 = **1012** (equivalent to 12)

ليسوا وجوهكم ولندخلوا المسجد they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque. (verse 7 of Sura 17): 107 (or108) + [80 + 6 + 681 (or 680) + 138] = 107 (or108) + 905 (or 904) = **1012** (**1011** or **1013**) (equivalent to 12)

غيب Ghayb (the Metaphysical/Unseen Realm or Future) (verse 22 of Sura 59): **1012**

المغول + معركة عين جالوت The Maghool (Mongols) + Battle of Ain Jalut: 107 + [335 + (130 + 440)] = 107 + (335 + 570) = 107 + 905 = **1012**  

[ On Friday, September 3, 1260 AD Julian (**September 10, 1260 AD Gregorian**) (Ramadan 25, 658 Hijri) (**Elul 26, 5020 Jewish**)], in the **Battle of Ain Jalut** in Galilee, Northern Palestine, the Muslim Mamaleek (Mamluks) achieved a decisive victory over the Maghool (Mongols or Tatar). ]

إذا قرأ When (the Quran) is recited (verse 21 of Sura 84): 702 + 310 = **1012**

قرأ عليهم القرآن لا يسجدون The Quran is recited to them, they do not prostrate (verse 21 of Sura 84): 310 + (155 + 383 + 31 + 133) = 310 + 702 = **1012**
Day of Nafi (Banishment or Exile) of Napoleon Bonaparte: \[56 + [140 + (154 + 662)] = 56 + (140 + 816) = 56 + 956 = 1012\] (On August 8, 1815, Napoleon Bonaparte set sail for exile to Island of Saint Helena)

Entering the religion of Allah in successive groups (verse 2 of Sura 110):
\[700 + 90 + (64 + 66) + 92 = 700 + 90 + 130 + 92 = 1012\] (equivalent to 12)

On June 24 – 25, 2012 (Shaban 4 – 5, 1433 Hijri), Russian President Vladimir Putin visited Israel to unveil the National Monument honoring the memory of Jewish soldiers in the Red Army who fought against the Nazis during World War II. He held meetings with President of Israel Shimon Peres and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu.

On Wednesday, September 26, 2012 (Zu Al-Qada 10, 1433 Hijri) (Tishri 10, 5773 Jewish) (2456,196.5th Julian Day), Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad delivered an important speech in front of the United Nations General Assembly telling the audience about the Mahdi who will bring justice to the World. In the 6th (last) section of his speech, he said the following:

“\[The world is in continuous change and evolution. The promised destiny for the mankind is the establishment of the humane pure life. Will come a time when justice will prevail\] across the globe and every single human being will enjoy respect and dignity. That will be the time when the Mankind’s path to moral and spiritual perfectness will be opened and his journey to God and the manifestation of the God’s Divine Names will come true. The mankind should excel to represent the God’s “knowledge and wisdom”, His “compassion and benevolence”, His “justice and fairness”, His “power and art”, and His “kindness and forgiveness”. These will all come true under the rule of the Perfect Man, the last Divine Source on earth, Hazrat Mahdi (Peace be upon him); an offspring of the Prophet of Islam, who will re-emerge, and Jesus Christ (Peace be upon him) and other noble men will accompany him in the accomplishment of this, grand universal mission. And this is the belief in Entezar (Awaiting patiently for the Imam to return). Waiting with patience for the rule of goodness and the governance of the Best which is a universal human notion and which is a source of nations’ hope for the betterment of the world. They will come, and with the help of righteous people and true believers will materialize the man’s long-standing desires for freedom, perfectness, maturity, security and tranquility, peace and beauty. They will come to put an end to war and aggression and present the entire knowledge as well as spirituality and friendship to the whole world. Yes; Indeed, the bright future for the mankind will come.”

Neil Armstrong, the astronaut who the first human to step on the Moon, was born on August 5, 1930 (Rabi Awwal 11, 1349) (Av 11, 5690 Jewish). He died on August 25, 2012 (Shawwal 7, 1433 Hijri) (Elul 7, 5772 Jewish).

Barack (Baraq) Obama won U.S. Presidential Elections, for the second time, held on November 6, 2012 (Zu Hijja 21, 1433 Hijri) (Heshvan 21, 5773 Jewish).

♦ أحج عدد Only One: \[13\] (13 is the 6th Prime Number) (22 is the 13th Composite Number)
(41 is the 13th Prime Number)

Ibada (Annihilation): 13

Found: 13

Ab (August – in Greater Syria or Av – Jewish month) + 9 : 4 (or 3) + 9 = 13 (or 12) (9th day of Av based on Jewish Calendar is a day on which of several calamities for the Jews happened throughout history, such as destruction of the First and Second Temple of the Jews in Jerusalem.)

Aujj (Gog): 13

Aubi refused (verse 116 of Sura 20): 13

Baghi (Oppressor): 1013

Gha’ib (“Absentee” is a title used by the Shia to refer to the Mahdi): 1013 (equivalent to 13) (1013 is the 170th Prime Number) (1211 is the 1013th Composite Number)

Doubt in it and that Allah resurrects (verse 7 of Sura 22): 1013

And their Prophet told them: It is the Aya (Sign) of his Kingship is that he brings you (verse 248 of Sura 2): 6 + 131 + 75 + 107 + 51 + 16 (or 17) + 95 + 51 + 481 = 1013 (or 1014)

Akhir (Last) Ruya (apparition or vision): 801 (or 802) + 212 = 1013 (or 1014)

shall make your faces look bad (disgrace you) and to enter the (Aqsa) Mosque. (verse 7 of Sura 17): 108 (or 107) + 80 + 687 + 138 = 1013 (or 1012)

Liberation of Al-Quds (Jerusalem): 818 + 195 = 1013

From your Lord and so that you know the number (verse 12 of Sura 17): 1013

Kashf (Revelation or Uncovering) of Secrets of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgement): 400 + [462 + (56 + 95)] = 400 + 613 = 1013

Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Mahdi: (5 + 80 + 918) + 90 = 923 + 90 = 1013

Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Pope + The Mahdi: (80 + 837) + (6 + 90) = 917 + 96 = 1013

Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Dajjal + Ihya (Resurrection) of Pope : (80 + 837) + (69 + 21) + 6) = 917 + (90 + 6) = 917 + 96 = 1013
Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Pope + The Dunya (World before the End Times): (80 + 837) + 96 = 917 + 96 = 1013

Maseekh (False/Transformed Messiah) of Israel: 710 + 303 = 1013

The Maseekh (False/Transformed Messiah) + America: 741 + 272 = 1013

When his Lord called him in the valley (verse 16 of Sura 79): 701 + 61 (or 60) + 207 + 44 = 1013 (or 1012)

And the Figs and the Olives and (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 95): 6 + 491 + 6 + 504 + 6 = 1013

Allah has descended up to you the Book and the wisdom and taught you (verse 113 of Sura 4): 1013 (1014 or 1015)

A.L.M.S. A book has been brought down to you so do not have in (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 7): 923 (or 924) + 90 = 1013 (or 1014)

We have sent you as Messenger and it is enough that Allah (verse 79 of Sura 4): 1013 (1014 or 1015)

Rattil (recite rhythmically) the Quran (verse 4 of Sura 73): 630 + 383 = 1013

Karitha (Catastrophe) of the Nuclear Weapons War: 726 + (210 + 77) = 726 + 287 = 1013

Raj’a (Return) of the Prophet, the Messiah Jesus son of Mary: 278 + [93 + 149 + 150 + 53 (or 52) + 290] = 278 + 735 (or 734) = 1013 (or 1012)

Day of Nuzul (Descent or coming down) of the Messiah Jesus son of Mary from the Heaven: 56 + (93 + 149) + [150 + 52 (or 53) + 290] + (90 + 133) = 56 + [242 + 492 (or 493)] + 223 = 56 + [734 (or 733) + 223] = 56 + 957 (or 958) = 1013 (or 1014)

Shaq (Splitting, Schism, Cracking, or Fracturing) of the Nasraniya (Christian) Church: 400 + (176 + 437) = 400 + 613 = 1013 [The Schism in Christianity, into Roman Catholic Church versus Eastern Orthodox Churches, started on July 16, 1054 (Rabi Thani 8, 446 Hijri) (Av 9, 4814 Jewish)]

Idtirab (agitation): 1013
Ghazu (Invasion): 1013  (equivalent to 13)

Landing on the surface of the Mars: (22 + 110) + 881 = 132 + 881 = 1013

In the name of Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate),
the Raheem (Most Merciful) + Nihaya (End) of the life of the Dunya (World before the End Times):
(102 + 66 + 329 + 289) + (71 + 60 + 96) = 786 + 227 = 1013

Gratitude be to Allah, Creator of the Heavens and the Earth
(verse 1 of Sura 35): 83 + 65 + 290 + 537 (538 or 539) + 6 + 1032 = 2013 (2014 or 2015) ( = 3 x 11 x 61) (2013 is the 1707th Composite Number) (2364 is the 2013th Composite Number)

And your Lord shall give you and you shall be satisfied  (verse 5 of Sura 93): (6 + 176 + 119 + 222) + 1490 = 523 + 1490 = 2013

Approach of Adam from Tree of the Khuld (Eternity or Immortality)
(verse 120 of Sura 20): 704 + 46 (or 45) + 90 + (508 + 665) = 704 + 46 (or 45) + 90 + 1173 = 2013 (or 2012)

The Rahman (Most Compassionate) taught the Quran, created
the human being, taught him the Bayan (proper interpretation) (verses 1 - 4 of Sura 55) : 329 (or 330) + 140 + 383 (or 382) + 730 + 192 (or 193) + 145 + 94 = 2013 (2014 or 2015)

When the promise of the first one comes, we send
against you, servants of ours, who are mighty (powerful) (verse 5 of Sura 17): (782 + 5 + 80 + 84 + 623 + 170) + (78 + 81 + 47 + 63) = 1744 + 269 = 2013

When the Promise of the End Times comes, they
shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and (verse 7 of Sura 17) : 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 107 (or 108) + 80 + 6 = 2013 (2014 or 2015)

Say: O Iblees (Devil), why are not you with (or
among) the prostraters. He said: I would not prostrate to a human (verse 32 of Sura 15): 131 + 11 + 102 (or 103) + 41 + 50 + 32 + 476 + 110 + 158 (or 159) + 131 + 70 + 71 + 98 + 532 = 2013 (or 2014 or 2015)

Say: You have not remained, except for a little while if you  (verse 114 of Sura 23): 2013

Nun. And by the Pen and what they write. You are not, by the grace/blessing of your Lord, crazy (or possessed). And you shall have a reward
(verse 1 - 3 of Sura 68): 2013

You are his Messenger and Allah bears witness that the
hypocrites are liars. (verse 1 of Sura 63): 2013 (2014 or 2015)
Who have been given the knowledge that what has descended (or been revealed) to you from your Lord is the truth and guides to (verse 6 of Sura 34):

And did not make for it crookedness. Qaim (Valuable or title that refers to the Mahdi) to warn of great might from Him and (verses 1 – 2 of Sura 18): 6 + 70 + 113 + 35 + 80 + 151 + 990 + 64 + 319 + 90 + 89 + 6 = 2013

You (did not) know what the book is and nor the faith. And We have made it (verse 52 of Sura 42): 2013 (or 2014)

You (did not) know what the book is and nor the faith. And We have made it (verse 52 of Sura 42): 2013 (or 2014)

You (did not) know what the book is and nor the faith. And We have made it (verse 52 of Sura 42): 2013 (or 2014)

The Promise + Awda (Return) of Land of the Arabs + pastures and rivers: 111 + (85 + 1001 + 303) + [250 + 6 + 257 (or 258)] = (111 + 1389) + 513 (or 514) = 1500 + 513 (or 514) = 2013 (or 2014)

The Dunya (World before the End Times) and the Day the Witnesses rise, the Day on which will not benefit the oppressors (verse 51 of Sura 40): 96 + [6 + 56 + 156 + 341 (or 342) + 56 + 31 + 210 + 1061 (or 1062)] = 96 + 1917 (1918 or 1919) = 2013 (2014 or 2015)

The Raheem (Most Merciful). By the Star when it falls. Has not gone astray (verses of Sura 1 - 2 of Sura 53): 2013

For what he sees. And he has seen him at another descent at the Lote Tree (verse 12 of Sura 53): 2013 (or 2014)

Land of the Arabs + Paradises + Rivers : (1001 + 303) + [453 (or 454) + 256] = 1304 + 709 (or 710) = 2013 (or 2014)

(The Jews unilaterally declared the birth of the State of Israel on May 14, 1948.)

Hudna (Truce or Armistice) 1949 : 64 + 1949 = 2013 [ In 1949, Israel signed an Armistice agreement with each of its neighbouring Arab countries to end 1948 war. The fourth and last of these Armistice agreements was signed between Israel and Syria on July 20, 1949 (Ramadan 23, 1368 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5709 Jewish Calendar) (2433,118th Julian day). ]

Apollo 11 + Armstrong: (45 + 11) + 1957 (or 1958) = 56 + 1957 (or 1958) = 2013 (or 2014) (Apollo 11 reached the Moon at at 20:18 UTC at night on July 20, 1969 (Jumada Al-Ula 5, 1389 Hijri). About 6 hours later, Astronaut Neil Armstrong was the first human being to step on the Moon surface at 2:56 UTC on July 21, 1969)

Day of Armstrong : 56 + 1957 (or 1958) = 2013 (or 2014)
Day of the Caliph, Omar ibn Al-Khattab + The Quds (Jerusalem): $56 + 756 + [310 + 53 (or 52) + 643] + 195 = 56 + [756 + 1006 (or 1005)] + 195 = 56 + [1762 (or 1761) + 195] = 56 + 1957 (or 1956) = 2013 (or 2012)

The Inhiyar (Collapse) + Mine of Copper and Gold + Chile: $298 + (133 + 119 + 6 + 707) + 750 = 2013 (or 2012)

this safe Balad (Country or City). We have created the human in (verse 3 – 4 of Sura 95): $706 (or 707) + 67 + 132 + 134 + 781 + 193 = 2013 (or 2014)

the olives and mount of Sinai and this safe Balad (Country or City). We have created the human in (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 95): $504 + 6 + 215 + 180 + 6 + 706 (or 707) + 67 + 132 + 134 + 781 + 192 (or 193) = 3013 (3014 or 3015)

Creatures + Outside of the Earth: $1177 + (804 + 1032) = 1177 + 1836 = 3013 (equivalent to 13) (3013 is the 2580th Composite Number) (3503 is the 3013th Composite Number)

Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Ghazu (Invasion) of Fadaiya (Space) Creatures: $(80 + 837) + [1013 + (1177 + 906)] = 917 + (1013 + 2083) = 917 + 3096 = 4013 (or 4014)

By Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of the End Times) and I do swear by the self-reproaching spirit. Does the human being think that We are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, We are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to deny what is coming ahead of him (verse 1 – 5 of Sura 75): $4013 (or 4014)

Israel : inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Justice), we descended it (him) and in the Haq, it (or he) descended. And we have not sent you except as a Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): $302 (or 303) + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 + 32 + 543 = 5013 (or 5014)

And so that those who have sickness in their heart and the unbelievers say: what has Allah intended by this as a metaphor? This is how Allah misguides whomever he wishes and guides whomever he wishes. And no one knows the Junud (recruits, soldiers, servants) of Allah except him (verse 31 of
Sura 74): $6 + 176 + 791 + 90 + 183 + 1040 + 6 + 388 + 742 + 206 + 66 + 708 + 571 + 770 + 840 + 66 + 791 + 90 + 312 + 6 + 29 + 90 + 312 + 6 + 41 + 150 + 63 + 222 + 32 + 11 = 8013 (8014 or 8015)

His second Presidential term is the 57th Presidential term. All U.S. presidents inaugurated since October 1933 begin their new term on January 20 at noon. Because January 20, 2013 (Rabi Awwal 9, 1434 Hijri) (2456,312.5th Julian Day), fell on a Sunday, two ceremonies were scheduled. The inauguration of Barack Obama for his second Presidential term took place in a private swearing-in ceremony on Sunday, January 20, 2013 in the Blue Room of the White House. In addition, a public ceremony marking the occasion took place on Monday, January 21, 2013 (Rabi Awwal 10, 1434 Hijri) at the United States Capitol building. Both ceremonies were administered by Chief Justice of the United States. According to www.inaugural.senate.gov/about/history, Obama’s inauguration for his second term marked the 69th time a U.S. President took the Presidential Oath. Number 69 is the numerical value of:

الدجال The Dajjal: 69

Barack Obama visited Israel, as President of the U.S., by landing in Ben Gurion International Airport in Tel Aviv at noon on Wednesday March 20, 2013 (Jumada Ula 8, 1434 Hijri) (Nisan 9, 5773 Jewish) (2456,371.5th Julian Day) (March 20 was the Spring Equinox day of year 2013) and later on the same day, he attended a bilateral meeting with Israeli President Peres in Jerusalem. On March 21, 2013, he met President Abbas in Ramallah, West Bank. On Friday, March 22, 2013, he was in Jerusalem attending Israeli ceremonies, but in the afternoon, he traveled to Bethlehem where he toured the Church of the Nativity and in the late afternoon, he travelled to Jordan where he met with King Abdullah II. On March 23, 2013, he left Jordan, flying back to the U.S. During this visit to Israel, Obama neither visited the Aqsa Mosque nor the Western Wall. It worth noting that Barack Obama arrived to Israel and entered Jerusalem on Nisan 9, the same day which Jesus Christ entered Jerusalem as the Messiah.

On Monday afternoon, September 23, 2013 (Zu Al-Qada 18, 1435 Hijri) (Tishri 19, 5774 Jewish), Barack Obama arrived to New York. On September 24, 2013, he addressed the U.N. General Assembly, touching on developments in Iran, Syria and Middle East peace. The issues were at the forefront of some of the president's bilateral meetings with world leaders, including a sit-down with Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas and Lebanese President Michel Suleiman, whose country was burdened by the flow of refugees from neighboring Syria.

Pope Benedict XVI announced his resignation on February 11, 2013 (Rabi Thani 1, 1434 Hijri) (2456,334.5th or 2456,335th Julian Day) (42nd day in Gregorian Calendar, meaning there are 323 days remaining until the end of the year), but his resignation became effective on February 28, 2013 (Rabi Thani 18, 1434 Hijri) (2456,351.5th Julian Day). It is worth noting that at 5:55 pm, on February 11, 2013, a lightning struck Saint Peter’s Basilica twice, few hours after the announcement of resignation.

Pope Francis was elected as a pope by conclave of 115 cardinals in the Vatican on March 13, 2013 (Jumada Ula 1, 1434 Hijri) (Nisan 2, 5773 Jewish) (2456,364.5th Julian Day).
Helen Thomas, a renowned Lebanese American journalist and White House correspondent, was born on August 4, 1920 and died on July 20, 2013 (Ramadan 12, 1434 Hijri) (Av 13, 5773 Jewish) at the age of 92. She covered the administrations of eleven U.S. presidents.

Over 300 Israeli rightists (including rabbis) entered the Aqsa compound on Sunday, September 22, 2013 (Zu Al-Qada 17, 1434 Hijri) (Tishri 18, 5774 Jewish) (2456,557.5 or 2456,558th Julian Day). They tried to perform religious rituals, but were prevented from doing so by Muslim worshipers.

May 26, 2013 (May 13, 2013 Julian) (Rajab 17, 1434 Hijri) (Sivan 17, 5773 Jewish) (2456,438th Julian Day). Rajab 17, 1434 Hijri was 508,000th Hijri Day]

May 28, 2013 (Rajab 19, 1434 Hijri) (Sivan 19, 5773 Jewish) (2456,440th Julian Day). Rajab 19, 1434 Hijri was 508,002nd Hijri Day]

♦ هدود Hadda (Incident of Destruction): 14 (14 is the 7th Composite Number) (24 is the 14th Composite Number) (43 is the 14th Prime Number)

Ta Ha (one of the mysterious Opening Words/Letters, of 29 Suras in the Quran.): 14

يد Hand: 14

حجاب Hijab (Veil) (verse 5 of Sura 41) & (verse 45 of Sura 17): 14 (or 15)

أوز Oz (informal name of Australia): 14

دود Worms: 14

To have mercy on you and if you return, We return (verse 8 of Sura 17): 318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 = 1014 (1014 is the 843rd Composite Number) (1212 is the 1014th Composite Number) (8069 is the 1014th Prime Number)

ميثاق بني إسرائيل Mithaq (Covenant) of Bani (Children) of Israel (verse 12 of Sura 5) : 650 (or 651) + 62 + 302 (or 303) = 1014 (1015 or 1016)

يا قوم إنما هذه الحياة O People : This Life (verse 39 of Sura 40): 11 + 146 + 92 + 710 + 55 = 1014

أرسلناك للناس رسولا و كفي بان الله We have sent you as Messenger and it is enough that Allah (verse 79 of Sura 4): 1014 (1013 or 1015)

السادس عشر + محرم The Sixteenth + Muharram: (156 + 570 ) + 288 = 726 + 288 = 1014

[ Balfour Declaration (or Promise) by the British government to facilitate the creation of a homeland in Palestine for the Jews was offered to the Jews in a letter signed by Britain’s Foreign Minister on November 2, 1917 (Muharram 16 or 17), 1336 Hijri) (Heshvan 17, 5678 Jewish) (2421,534.5 or 2421,535th Julian Day) ]
Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. The Rahman (verse 1 of Sura 55): $66 + 329 + 289 + 330 = 1014$ (or 1015)

He divided it into stages (phases) so that you know (verse 5 of Sura 10): $309 + 128 + 577 = 1014$

which we have blessed (verse 1 of Sura 17): $741 + 273 = 1014$ (or 1015)

Day of Nuzul (Descent or coming down) of the Messiah Jesus son of Mary from the Heaven: $56 + (93 + 149) + [150 + 53 (or 52) + 290] + (90 + 133) = 56 + [242 + 493 (or 492)] + 223 = 56 + [735 (or 734) + 223] = 56 + 958 (or 957) = 1014$ (or 1013)

A.L.M.S. A book has been brought down to you so do not have in (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 7): $[161 + 423 (or 422) + 88 + 61 + 111 + 80 ] + 90 = 924 (or 923) + 90 = 1014$ (or 1013)

Allah has descended upto you the Book and the wisdom and taught you (verse 113 of Sura 4): $1014$ (or 1013 or 1015)

Messiah of the Dhalala (Misguidance): $118 + 896 (or 897) = 1014$ (or 1015)

Inhabit (verse 103 - 104 of Sura 17): $124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 302 (or 303) + 138 = 1014$ (or 1015)

And their Prophet told them: It is the Aya (Sign) of his Kingship is that he brings you (verse 248 of Sura 2): $6 + 131 + 75 + 107 + 51 + 17 (or 16) + 95 + 51 + 481 = 1014$ (or 1013)

Day of Promise of Khuruj (coming out) of the Dajjal: $56 + [80 + (809 + 69)] = 56 + (80 + 878) = 56 + 958 = 1014$

Who created death and life (verse 2 of Sura 67): $2014$ (or 2015)

Three hundred years, and increased by nine. Say Allah (verse 25 – 26 of Sura 18): $2014$ (or 2015)

The Promise + Awda (Return) of Land of the Arabs + pastures and rivers: $111 + (85 + 1001 + 303) + [250 + 6 + 258 (or 257)] = (111 + 1389) + 514 (or 513) = 500 + 514 (or 513) = 2014$ (or 2013)

Land of the Arabs + Paradises + Rivers : $(1001 + 303) + [454 (or 453) + 256 (or 257)] = 1304 + 710 (709 or 711) = 2014$ (2013 or 2015)
Yulyu 6 + 1946 = 68 + 1946 = 2014 (equivalent to 1014) (This is the date of birth of George Bush)


The human being wants to deny what is coming ahead of him. He asks: when will Day of the Qiyama be? When (verse 5 – 7 of Sura 75): 224 + 193 + 323 + 87 + 100 (or 101) + 62 + 56 + 187 (or 186) + 782 = 2014 (2013 or 2015)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate) the Raheem (Most Merciful). By the Figs and the Olives and Mount (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 95): 2014 (2015 or 2016)

The Rahman (Most Compassionate- Allah) taught the Quran, created the human being, taught him the Bayan (proper interpretation) (verses 1 - 4 of Sura 55):[ 329 (or 330) + 140 + 383 + 730 + 193 (or 192) + 145 ] + 94 = 1920 (or 1921) + 94 = 2014 (2013 or 2015)

The secret in the Heavens and the Earth. He (verse 6 of Sura 25): [291 + 90 + 539 (or 538) + 6 + 1032] + 56 = 1958 (or 1957) + 56 = 2014 (or 2013)

Gratitude be to Allah, Creator of the Heavens and the Earth (verse 1 of Sura 35): 83 + 65 + 290 + 538 (537 or 539) + 6 + 1032 = 2014 (2013 or 2015)

Our Ayat (Signs or Miracles) that makes people see, they said: this is an evident magic (verse 13 of Sura 27): 2014 (or 2015)

We are sending the Camel as a Fitna (trial) for them. So, wait for them (verse 27 of Sura 54): (52 + 337 + 187) + (535 + 75 + 828) = 576 + 1438 = 2014

So, they claimed he was a liar. So, We saved him and those with him in (verse 64 of Sura 7): 2014 (or 2015)

You (did not) know what the book is and nor the faith. And but We have made it (verse 52 of Sura 42): 2014 (2013 or 2015)

The Dunya (World before the End Times) and the Day the Witnesses rise, the Day on which will not benefit the oppressors (verse 51 of Sura 40): 96 + [6 + 56 + 156 + 341 (or 342) + 56 + 31 + 210 + 1062 (or 1061)] = 96 + 1918 (1917 or 1919) = 2014 (2013 or 2015)

For what he sees. And he has seen him at another descent at the Lote Tree (verse 12 of Sura 53): 2014 (or 2013)

Days, and then established himself on the Throne. He knows what moves (verse 4 of Sura 57): 2014
Then he established himself on the Throne. You do not have besides him (verse 4 of Sura 32): 2014

You are his Messenger and Allah bears witness that the hypocrites are liars. (verse 1 of Sura 63): 2014 (2013 or 2015)

The Rahman and he says what is right. That is the Al-Haq Day, so whoever wishes (verse 38 - 39 of 78): 2014 (or 2015)

No, he was stubborn against our Ayat (Signs). I will exhaust him upwardly (increasingly or progressively). He thought and considered (assessed or evaluated) (verse 16 – 18 of Sura 74): [51 + 56 + 71 + 493 (492 or 494) + 135 + 371 + 171 + 56 + 300] + (6 + 304) = 1704 (1703 or 1705) + 310 = 2014 (2013 or 2015)

This is nothing but a saying of humans. I shall cast him into Saqar (Fire or Hell-Fire) (verse 25 - 26 of Sura 74): 51 + 706 (or 707) + 32 + 136 + 533 + 196 + 360 = 2014 (or 2015)

And it is not, but a reminder (or memorial memorable event) to the humans. No, by the Moon (verse 31 - 32 of Sura 74): 6 + 41 + 15 + 32 + 930 + 562 + 51 + 6 + 371 = 2014

Apollo 11 + Armstrong: (45 + 11) + 1958 (or 1957) = 56 + 1958 (or 1957) = 2014 (or 2013) (Apollo 11 reached the Moon at at 20:18 UTC at night on July 20, 1969 (Jumada Al-Ula 5, 1389 Hijri). About 6 hours later, Astronaut Neil Armstrong was the first human being to step on the Moon surface at 2:56 UTC on July 21, 1969)

Day of Armstrong : 56 + 1958 (or 1957) = 2014 (or 2013)

Day of Mawt (Death) Al-Hasan, King of Al-Maghrib (Morocco) : 56 + (446 + 149) + 90 + 1273 = 56 + [595 + 90 + 1273] = 56 + 1958 = 2014  [ Al-Hasan II , King of Morocco, died around 4:30 pm on July 23, 1999 (Rabi Thani 9, 1420 Hijri) (Av 10, 5759 Jewish Calendar) (2451,382.5th Julian Day) ]

May + 15 + 1948 : (51 + 15) + 1948 = 66 + 1948 = 2014 (The Jews unilaterally declared the birth of the State of Israel on May 14, 1948, one day before May 15, 1948, the anticipated end of the British Mandate over Palestine. On May 15, 1948, armies of neighboring Arab countries attacked the State of Israel.)

Bidaya (Beginning) of the End Times + Hadd (Destruction) of the Vatican + Wafat (death) of Francis : 22 +838 (or 837) + 9 + 593 + 92 + 460 = 2014 (or 2013)
For it. When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and (verse 7 of Sura 17): $116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 \ (or \ 837) + 107 \ (or \ 108) + 80 + 6 = 2014 \ (2013 \ or \ 2015)$

Khusf (Land Collapse) of the American United States: $740 + (479 + 488 + 307) = 740 + 1274 = 2014$

A tree that comes out of the Asl (base, origin or root) of the Jaheem (Hell) (verse 64 of Sura 37): $2014$

His Messenger with the guidance and religion of the truth to make it triumph over all religion and even if (verse 9 of Sura 61. This is the 5172nd verse of the Quran): $2014 \ (From \ verse \ 9 \ of \ Sura \ 61 \ to \ verse \ 9 \ of \ Sura \ 62, \ the \ 5186th \ verse \ of \ the \ Quran, \ there \ are \ 14 \ verses.)$

The Khannas who whispers into the chests (verse 4 – 5 of Sura 114): $741 \ (or \ 742) + 741 + 142 + 90 + 300 = 2014 \ (or \ 2015) \ (= \ 2 \times \ 19 \times 53) \ \ (2014 \ is \ the \ 1708th \ Composite \ Number) \ \ (2365 \ is \ the \ 2014th \ Composite \ Number)$

The olives and mount of Sinai and this safe Balad (Country or City). We have created the human in (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 95): $504 + 6 + 215 + 180 + 6 + 706 + 67 + 132 + 134 + 781 + 193 \ (or \ 192) = 3014 \ (3013 \ or \ 3015)$

And Thamud who carved the rocks (verse 8 – 9 of Sura 89): $576 + 90 + 67 \ (or \ 68) + 6 + 550 + 791 + 13 + 921 = 3014 \ (or \ 3015)$

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. I do swear by this Balad (Country or City) and you are free in this Balad and a father (or parent) and what he begot (or gave birth to). We have created the human in a struggle (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 90): $66 + 329 \ (or \ 330) + 289 + 31 + 201 + 708 + 67 + 6 + 451 + 38 + 708 + 67 + 6 + 41 + 6 = 3014 \ (or \ 3015)$

Muhkamat (Proper), they are the mother of the Book, and others Mutashabihat (allegorical or mysterious) (verse 7 of Sura 3): $3014 \ (or \ 3015) \ \ (3014 \ is \ the \ 2581st \ Composite \ Number)$

better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend (or are brought down) in it, by the permission of their Lord, from every command. Peace it is (verses 3 - 5 of Sura 97): $[810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 137 \ (or \ 136) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 \ (or \ 130)] + 15 = 3999 \ (or \ 3998) + 15 = 4014 \ (or \ 4013)$

And who is more oppressive than those who forbid the Mosques of Allah that his (Allah’s) name is mentioned in it and strives in ruining it. Those, it is not permissible for them (verse 114 of Sura 2): $4014 \ (4013 \ or \ 4015)$
Swear by Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of the End Times) and I do swear by the self-reproaching spirit. Does the human being think that We are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, We are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to deny what is coming ahead of him. (verse 1 – 6 of Sura 75): **4014** (or **4013**)

(= 2 x 3 x 3 x 223) **4014** is the 3459th Composite Number

Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Justice), we descended it (him), and in the Haq, it (or he) descended. And we have not sent you except as a Muba shir (Bearer of good news) and (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): **5014** (or **5013**)

**5014** is the 5228th Composite Number

The Night and the Day, two Signs. Then, We erased Sign of the Night and We made Sign of the Day capable of Mubsira (insightful or giver of vision) so that you seek a bounty from your Lord and (verse 12 of Sura 17): **5014** (or **5015**)

Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment). He said: My Lord, so respite me till the day they will be revived. He said: You are from among those respite till day of the Known Time (verse 35 – 38 of Sura 15) & (verse 78 - 81 of Sura 76): **5014**

The World (or Universe), the Rahman, the Raheem, Master of the Day of Judgment. You are the one we worship and you are the one who we resort to for help. Guide us to the Staight Path, the path of those whom you have blessed, not (verse 2 – 7 of Sura 1): **6014** (**6015 or 6016**) **6014** is the 5228th Composite Number

The Raheem. We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? The Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is, till rise of the Dawn (verse 2 - 5 of Sura 97): **7014**

| 289 + [52 + 144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 335 ] + [6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 ] + [ 131 (or 130) + 15 + 418 + 149 + 314 ] = 289 + 696 (or 695) + 5002 (or 5001) + 1027 (or 1026) = **7014**
the Deen (Religion or Judgement). You are whom we worship and whom we seek support from. Guide us to the Straight Path, the path of those whom you have given bounties, not those who are the subject of wrath and not the Misguided (verse 3 – 7 of Sura 1): $95 + 7919 = 8014$ \((= 2 \times 4007)\) \((8014\text{ is the }7004\text{th Composite Number})\)

And so that those who have sickness in their heart and the unbelievers say: what has Allah intended by this as a metaphor? This is how Allah misguides whomever he wishes and guides whomever he wishes. And no one knows the Junud (recruits, soldiers, servants) of Allah except him (verse 31 of Sura 74): \(6 + 176 + 791 + 90 + 183 + 1040 + 6 + 388 + 742 + 206 + 67\) \((or\ 66)\) \(+ 708 + 571 + 770\) \((or\ 771)\) \(+ 840 + 66\) \((or\ 67)\) \(+ 90 + 312 + 6 + 29 + 90 + 312 + 6 + 41 + 150 + 63 + 222 + 32 + 11 = 8014\) \((8013\ or\ 8015)\)

Sura 110 (the last revealed Sura) is the 14th Sura after Sura 96 (the first revealed Sura).

Malaysian Airlines Flight 370 disappeared at 4:41 p.m. U.T.C., Friday, March 7, 2014 (Jumada Ula 6, 1435 Hijri) \((2456, 724.5\text{th Julian Day})\).

On March 6, 2014 (Jumada Ula 5, 1435 Hijri), the Supreme Council of Crimea voted in favor of Crimea becoming part of the Russian Federation, after 6 decades as part of Ukraine. The Supreme Council's decision will be put to the Crimean people via a referendum if the request is granted by Russia. The official results of the referendum held on March 16, 2014 (Jumada Ula 15, 1435 Hijri) were in favor of joining Russia. On March 17, 2014, the Crimean parliament officially declared its independence from Ukraine and requested full accession to the Russian Federation. On March 21, 2014 (Jumada Ula 20, 1435 Hijri), after the Federation Council approved the treaty of accession of Crimea to the Russian Federation, Vladimir Putin ratified the inclusion of two new areas into the Russian Federation: the Republic of Crimea and the City of Federal Importance of Sevastopol.

Barack Obama visited the Vatican and met with Pope Francis for the first time on March 27, 2014 (Jumada Ula 25, 1435 Hijri). Barack Obama visited the Vatican and met with Pope Benedict on July 10, 2009 (Rajab 17, 1430 Hijri).

Pope Francis arrived to Jordan on May 24, 2014. He arrived by helicopter to Bethlehem on May 25 and in the late afternoon, he arrived by helicopter to Tel Aviv airport and then to Jerusalem in the evening. In the morning of May 26, 2014 Gregorian (May 13, 2014 Julian) (Rajab 26, 1435 Hijri) (Iyar 26, 5774 Jewish), he visited the Aqsa Mosque and then visited the Western Wall. He left Israel flying back to Rome around 11:30 pm on May 26, 2014.

Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS) started its attack on Mosul (Iraq’s second largest city) on Friday, June 6, 2014 (Shaban 7, 1435 Hijri) (Sivan 8, 5774 Jewish). By June 10, 2014, Mosul became fully under the control of ISIS. Mosul is the capital of Nineveh, one of the provinces of Iraq. The operational commander of province of Nineveh, appointed in March 2014, was a Shia.
Lieutenant General, whose name was Mahdi Gharawi (named after the Mahdi). The original city of Mosul is located on the west bank of the Tigris River, opposite the site of Nineveh, the ancient capital of Kingdom of Assyria on the east bank of the Tigris River. However, today, Mosul metropolitan area encompasses both banks of the Tigris River. Mosul is a historic center and an episcopal seat of the Assyrian Church of the East since the 6th century. The Iraqi Assyrians still refer to the entire city of Mosul as Nineveh. The site of ancient Nineveh is called today, town of Nebi Yunus (Prophet Jonah) where the tomb of Prophet Yunus (Jonah) used to be located until the tomb was destroyed by ISIS on July 24, 2014 (Ramadan 26, 1435 Hijri). Prophet Yunus (Jonah) lived and died there, in the then capital of ancient Assyria. Mosul was promoted to the status of capital of Mesopotamia under the Umayyads in the 8th century, during which it reached a peak of prosperity.

On June 29, 2014 (Ramadan 1, 1435 Hijri) (Tammuz 1, 5774 Jewish) (2456,837.5th or 2456,838th Julian Day), the Islamic State in Iraq & Syria (I.S.I.S.) announced the establishment of an Islamic Caliphate of all Muslims around the World and changed its name to “The Islamic State” by removing “in Iraq & Syria” from its name. The head of I.S.I.S., Abu Bakr Al-Baghdadi, became the Caliph, to be known as the Caliph Ibrahim. The real name of Abu Bakr Al-Baghdadi is Ibrahim (Abraham).

On August 18, 2014, the Houthis, who are Shia, began a series of demonstrations in Sana'a (capital of Yemen) against increased fuel prices. Tens of thousands of people participated in the protests, which soon became violent. On September 10, 2014 (Zu Al-Qada 15, 1435 Hijri), seven protesters were shot by security forces. On September 19, 2014, rebels started their attack on Sana (capital of Yemen). On September 21, 2014 (Zu Al-Qada 26, 1435 Hijri) (Elul 26, 5774 Jewish) (2456,921.5 Julian Day), the Houthis capturing the government headquarters in Sana and took control of the city. Consequently, Prime Minister of Yemen, Mohammed Basindawa, resigned. The Houthis, along with several other Yemeni political groups, signed a deal entitled the Peace and Partnership Agreement which provided for the formation of a new unity government. By September 22, 2014 at least 340 people were killed in fighting in Sana'a. Fighting continued even after the signing of the power-sharing agreement. On January 20, 2015, the Houthi rebels attacked the residence of President of Yemen and swept into the presidential palace in Sana (capital of Yemen). President of Yemen, Abd Rabbo Mansour Hadi, was inside the residence as it came under "heavy shelling" for a half-hour, but he was unharmed and protected by guards. Presidential guards surrendered the residence after being assured that Hadi could safely evacuate.

On September 22, 2014 (Zu Al-Qada 27, 1435 Hijri) (Elul 27, 5774 Jewish), the first day of the academic year, Turkey announced allowing girls to wear Hijab in public schools for the first time since Kemal Ataturk banned wearing the Hijab. September 22, 2014 is 2456,922.5th Julian Day. In addition, September 22 can be perfectly symbolized by 922 because it is the 22nd day of the 9th month. Turkey's lifting the ban on Hijab represents Turkey's return to Islam and may serve as a sign the beginning of the End Times is approaching.

On September 10, 2014, U.S. President Barack Obama delivered a speech addressed to the American people, on TV, regarding his strategy to deal with ISIS in Syria and Iraq. On September 11, 2014, after a meeting in Jeddah, 10 Arab countries joined the coalition against ISIS. On Tuesday, September 23, 2014 (Zu Al-Qada 28, 1435 Hijri) (Elul 28, 5774 Jewish) (2456,923.5th Julian Day) at 3:30 a.m. local time in Syria (September 22, 2014 Zu Al-Qada 27, 1435 Hijri) at 8:30 p.m.
Eastern Time in the U.S., an international coalition of countries (including some Arab countries) started airstrikes against ISIS in Syria. On Tuesday morning, September 23, 2014, few hours after the beginning of the airstrikes, President Barack Obama delivered a statement, in the presence of media reporters, from the White House, in Washington, DC. The U.S. military, acting alone, also launched 8 strikes on Khorasan Group targets near Aleppo, Syria. U.S. intelligence believes that this group, which is associated with Al-Qaida, poses a more serious, direct threat to the U.S. and Europe than ISIS, but this group remained surprisingly unknown until an intelligence gathering in Washington, D.C. on September 18, 2014, Director of National Intelligence, James Clapper, stated that "in terms of threat to the homeland, Khorasan may pose as much of a danger as ISIS. That group is led by Muhsin Al-Fadhli, who is believed to have been close to Osama bin Laden. Khorasan Group has reportedly been working with bomb-makers and trying to recruit Americans and Europeans as a means of acquiring passports. The new campaign of airstrikes against targets in Syria and Iraq is far larger than any of the strikes conducted against ISIS since the beginning of the airstrikes in Iraq on August 8, 2014, signaling the start of a new phase in the conflict. By October 2014, the coalition against ISIS included countries such as Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, Bahrain, Jordan, Morocco, and Turkey, in addition to Britain, France, Germany, Netherlands, Canada, Australia, etc.

Later on the same day, September 23, 2014, after delivering the statement from the White House regarding the airstrikes, Obama and his wife traveled by the Presidential airplane to New York City for the 69th Session of the United Nations General Assembly (U.N.G.A.) and arrived to J.F.K. airport in N.Y. around 11:30 a.m. In the afternoon, the President delivered remarks at the Climate Summit. Afterward, the President delivered remarks at the annual meeting of Clinton Global Initiative. In the evening, the President attended a DSCC event. Afterward, the President and First Lady attended a reception for visiting Heads of State and Government. On Wednesday, September 24, 2014, Obama addressed the United Nations General Assembly. In the afternoon, Obama met with Sam Kutesa, President of the United Nations General Assembly. Afterward, Obama attended a luncheon hosted by United Nations Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon. Later in the afternoon, the President chaired a United Nations Security Council summit on foreign terrorist fighters. Afterward, the President attended a meeting of the Open Government Partnership. On Thursday, September 25, 2014, the President delivered remarks at a United Nations meeting on the Ebola epidemic. In the afternoon, the President and First Lady returned to the White House.

On October 13, 2014 (Zu Al-Hijja 19, 1435 Hijri) (Tishri 19, 5775 Jewish), British Members of Parliament voted in favor of a state of Palestine to exist alongside the state of Israel.

Construction of the foundations for the One World Trade Center (which is the main building of the new World Trade Center) in New York began on April 27, 2006 (Rabi Awwal 28, 1427 Hijri). The building opened on November 3, 2014 (Muharram 10, 1436 Hijri).
David (verse 26 of Sura 38): 15 (or 21)

Hood (Hood was prophet sent to people of Aad to warn them before God destroyed for their corruption). The word Hood (Hood) is the root of the word YaHood (Jews): 15

Two hands (verse 1 of Sura 111): 15

Hijab (Veil) (verse 45 of Sura 17): 15 (or 14)

We have given mercy (verse 65 of Sura 18): 1015 (or 1016)

Arabic Quran for people who know (verse 3 of Sura 41): 352 (or 353) + 282 + 176 + 206 = 1015 (or 1016) (This is the 2016th verse from the end of the Quran)

Caliphate of Walid ibn Abd Al-Malik: 715 (or 716) + [50 + (53 + 76 + 121)] = 715 (or 716) + (50 + 250) = 715 (or 716) + 300 = 1015 (or 1016)

Caliph Al-Walid ibn Abd Al-Malik is the 6th Umawi Caliph and one of the most prominent Caliphs. He reigned from 705 AD (86 Hijri) till 715 AD (97 Hijri). During his reign, the construction of the Aqsa Mosque was completed in 705 AD, the Umawi Mosque of Damascus’s construction was commissioned in 705 AD and finished in 714 AD (96 Hijri), and the tomb of Prophet Muhammad (p) became part of the Prophet Mohammad’s Mosque in Medina. Historians consider his reign as the apex of Islamic power. In the West, Muslims under the leadership of Tariq bin Ziyad started the conquest of Al-Andalus in 711 AD (93 Hijri). In the East, Muslims’ rule reached as far as the Indus River in India by 712 AD.]

So, it will be for as long as Allah wishes that: [556 + 41 + 301 (or 302) + 66] + 51 = 964 (or 965) + 51 = 1015 (or 1016) (This is part of a Hadith about the Caliphate in the End Times and the Mahdi who will serve as a Caliph)

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. The Haqqa (The Inevitable Event). What is the Haqqa? (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 69): (66 + 329 + 289 + 31) + (114 + 41 + 145) = 715 + 300 = 1015
Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. The Rahman (verse 1 of Sura 55): $[66 + 330 (or 329) + 289 + 31] + 299 (or 298) = 716 (or 715) + 299 (or 298) = 1015 (1013 or 1014)$

Mithaq (Covenant) of Bani (Children) of Israel (verse 12 of Sura 5): $651 (or 650) + 62 + 302 (or 303) = 1015 (1014 or 1016)$

all of them, and we said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit (verse 103 - 104 of Sura 17): $124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 303 (or 302) + 138 = 1015 (or 1014)$

And Allah shall not fail in his promise and it is (verse 47 of Sura 22): $6 + 80 + 720 + 67 (or 66) + 85 + 6 + 51 = 1015 (or 1014)$

O My Son! Do not narrate your vision (or apparition) (verse 5 of Sura 12): $72 + 31 + 680 + 232 = 1015$

Allah has descended upto you the Book and the wisdom and taught you (verse 113 of Sura 4): $1015 (1013 or 1014)$

We have sent you as Messenger and it is enough that Allah (verse 79 of Sura 4): $1015 (1013 or 1014)$

which we have blessed (verse 1 of Sura 17): $741 + 274 (or 273) = 1015 (or 1014)$

And after the prostration. And listen the Day (the caller) calls (verse 40 - 41 of Sura 50): $1015 (or 1016)$

Placed the Mizan (Balance or Scale) (verse 7 of Sura 55): $876 + 139 = 1015$

a change in our Sunna (ways) (verse 77 of Sura 17): $561 + 454 (or 455) = 1015 (or 1016)$

capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, (the human being) wants (verse 4 – 5 of Sura 75): $1015 (or 1016)$

Then, ascends to it in a day (verse 5 of Sura 32): $540 + 283 + 46 + 90 + 56 = 1015$

there are well-composed Ayat (verses or signs) (verse 7 of Sura 3): $1015$

The Hour, except like a glimpse of the eye-sight (verse 77 of Sura 16): $562 + 32 + 98 + 323 = 1015$

He said: So get out (verse 34 of Sura 15): $131 + 884 = 1015$
The Rahman, the Raheem. And the Dawn and Nights (verse 1–2 of Sura 89): $329 + 289 + 6 + 314 + 6 + 71 = 1015$ (or $1016$)

The knowledge of it is with Allah and how would you know, perhaps the Hour (verse 63 of Sura 33): $91 + 146 + 124 + 66 + 6 + 41 + 244 + 130 + 167 = 1015$ (or $1016$)

Day of Promise of Malhama (Battle or Massacre) of Timur Lank: $56 + 80 + 123 + (656 + 100) = 259 + 756 = 1015$

The one who hoards (or piles up) wealth (money or assets) and enumerates it. (verse 2 of Sura 104): $741 + (113 + 72 + 6 + 83) = 741 + 274 = 1015$ (equivalent to $15$)

Messiah of the Dhal ala (Misguidance): $118 + 897$ (or $896$) = $1015$ (or $1014$)

Rabib Antiochus: $273 + 742 = 1015$

Steps (verse 215 of Sura 2): $1015$ (or $1016$)

Third Vision (or apparition) of Fatima + Nihaya (End) of the Vatican: $(217 + 135) + [71 + 592$ (or $593)] = 352 + 663$ (or $664$) = $1015$ (or $1016$) (Apparition of the 3 Catholic children, in a town called Fatima in Portugal, in 1917, who visualized what looked like a lady holding a rosary (but not a physical person) on May 13, June 13, July 13, August 19, Sept. 13, and Oct. 13, 1917 (1335 Hijri). On July 13, 1917, she told them three secrets about future events. For the Third Secret, the children were able to visualize events that included a Pope passing by a big city, half in ruins and later, this Pope and a group of bishops and priests were killed by soldiers.)

Third Vision (or apparition) + Fatima + Nihaya (End) of Vatican: $1031 + 217 + 135 + [71 + 561$ (or $562)] = 1248 + 135 + 632$ (or $633$) = $2015$ (or $2016$) (equivalent to $15$) $2015$ is the $1709^{th}$ Composite Number $2366$ is the $2015^{th}$ Composite Number

Vision (or apparition) + Fatima, the Portugal: $217 + [135 + 1663$ (or $1664)] = 217 + 1798$ (or $1799$) = $2015$ (or $2016$)

Vision (or apparition) of Fatima + Thalith Ashar (Thirteenth) + Yulyu (July – in Egypt) : $217 + 135 + [(1031 + 570) + 62] = 352 + (1601 + 62) = 352 + 1663 = 2015$

Nihaya (End) of Last Pope + Catholicism + Vatican : $71 + 801$ (or $802) + 6 + 575 + 562 = 2015$ (or $2016$)
You the People: fear your Lord. It is the shaking of the Hour (verse 1 of Sura 22): \[17 + 142 + 507 (or 508) + 262 + 51 + 474 + 562 = 2015 \text{ (or 2016)}\]

Ramadan in which it/he was descended (verse 185 of Sura 2): 2015

The one who made, for you, the Ard (Earth or Land) as a cradle (verse 53 of Sura 20): \[(741 + 103 + 90 + 1032) + 49 (or 50) = 1966 + 49 (or 50) = 2015 \text{ (or 2016)}\]

For it. When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and (verse 7 of Sura 17): \[116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 108 (or 107) + 80 + 6 = 2015 \text{ (2013 or 2014)}\]

You are his Messenger and Allah bears witness that the hypocrites are liars. (verse 1 of Sura 63): 2015 \text{ (2013 or 2014)}

So, they claimed he was a liar. So, We saved him and those with him in (verse 64 of Sura 7): \[813 + 200 (or 199) + 6 + 791 + 115] + 90 = 1925 + 90 = 2015 \text{ (or 2014)}\]

To warn a people whom has never come to them (verse 3 of Sura 32): 2015

unto you a Messenger, as witness upon you, like we sent, to Pharaoh, a Messenger (verse 15 of Sura 73): \[101 + [297 + 309 (or 310) + 170 + 61 + 342 + 32 + 406 + 297] = 101 + 1914 (or 1915) = 2015 \text{ (or 2016)}\]

So, he fills the Earth with Equity and Justice like it was filled: 2015 \text{ (This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi.)}

Our Ayat (Signs or Miracles) that makes people see, they said: this is an evident magic (verse 13 of Sura 27): 2015 \text{ (or 2014)}

a Ghafla (inattentiveness or heedlessness) of this, but we have been (verse 97 of Sura 21): \[1115 + 90 + 707 (or 706) + 32 + 71 = 2015 \text{ (or 2014)}\]

Then, they will know who is in a worse position and weaker (verse 75 of Sura 19): 2015

Three hundred years, and increased by nine. Say Allah (verse 25 – 26 of Sura 18): 2015 \text{ (2014, or 2016)}

Gratitude be to Allah, Creator of the Heavens and the Earth (verse 1 of Sura 35): \[83 + 65 + 290 + 539 (537 or 538) + 6 + 1032 = 2015 \text{ (2013 or 2014)}\]

In the name of Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate) the Raheem (Most Merciful). By the Figs and the Olives and Mount (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 95): 2015 \text{ (2014 or 2016)}
The Dunya (World before the End Times) and the Day the Witnesses rise, the Day on which will not benefit the oppressors (verse 51 of Sura 40): $96 + [6 + 56 + 156 + 342 (or 341) + 56 + 31 + 210 + 1062 (or 1061)] = 96 + 1919 (1917 or 1918) = 2015 (2013 or 2014)

The Rahman and he says what is right. That is the Haq Day, so whoever wishes (verse 38 - 39 of 78): 2015 (or 2014)

For Him is the Praise in the Akhira (End Times) and He is the Hakeem (Wise) and the Khabeer (Expert or Knowledgeable) (verse 1 of Sura 34): $35 + 83 + 90 + 838 (or 837) + 6 + 11 + 109 + 843 = 2015 (or 2014)

Say: O Iblees (Devil), why are not you with (or among) the prostraters. He said: I would not prostrate to a human (verse 32 of Sura 15): $131 + 11 + 103 (or 102) + 41 + 50 + 32 + 476 + 110 + 159 (or 158) + 131 + 70 + 71 + 98 + 532 = 2015 (2013 or 2014)

The Rahman (Most Compassionate - Allah) taught the Quran, created the human being, taught him the Bayan (proper interpretation) (verses 1 - 4 of Sura 55): $[330 (or 329) + 140 + 383 + 730 + 193 (or 192) + 145] + 94 = 1921 (or 1920) + 94 = 2015 (2013 or 2014)

Thus, We have inspired to you a Spirit by our command, you did not (verse 52 of Sura 42): $770 + (76 + 61 + 215 + 90 + 292) + 41 + 470 = 770 + 734 + 41 + 470 = 2015

So, enter into my worshippers and enter my Paradise (verse 29 – 30 of Sura 89): $725 + 90 + 86 (or 87) + 6 + 645 + 463 = 2015 (or 2016)

The Mutaqeen (pious people) are in paradises and springs. Enter it (verse 45 – 46 of Sura 15): $51 + [631 + 90 + 454 (or 453) + 6 + 136 + 647] = 51 + 1964 (or 1963) = 2015 (or 2014)

The Throne, he casts the Spirit, from his command, upon whomever he wishes, from among his worshippers (verse 15 of Sura 40): $601 + 150 + 245 + 90 +
البحث عن عدد من السنة ومدة هؤلاء الجاهل والإنسا

246 + 110 + 90 + 312 + 90 + 81 (or 82) = 2015 (or 2016)

لا تتأخر عنه ساعة و You will not be postponed even an hour and (verse 30 of Sura 34): (31 + 1717 + 125 + 136) + 6 = 2009 (or 2008) + 6 = 2015 (or 2014)

من ذنيكم و يؤخركم إلى أجل مسمى of your sins and postpones you till a specified Ajal (Date of End) (verse 10 of Sura 14): 2015

يتميّز ثم يجيب و الذي أطعم makes me die, then resurrects me and who I hope (verse 80 - 81 of Sura 26): 520 + 540 + 88 + 6 + 741 + 120 = 2015

أيّها الذين آمنوا إذا وُيّد صلوا من يوم You those who have believed. When the prayer of day is called for (verse 9 of Sura 62): 2015

ما تعبدون من دون الله حسب جهتم أتم لها واردون لو كان هؤلاء عاليمه ما what you worship besides Allah are the Hasab (fire-wood or fuel) of Jahannam (Hell). You are, to it, coming. If these were gods, would not (verse 98 – 99 of Sura 21): 41 + 532 + 90 + 60 + 66 + 100 + 98 + 491 + 36 + 267 + 36 + 71 + 44 + 42 + 41 = 2015 (This segment of verse 98 – 99 of Sura 21 consists of 15 words.)

يوم نظري السماء كطي السجل للكتب كما بدأنا أول خلق نعيده وعدا Day we fold the Sama (sky or Heaven) like the folding of Sijil for the Books. Like we started the first creation, we return it, a promise (verse 104 of Sura 21): 2015

في السجل للكتب كما بدأنا أول خلق نعيده وعدا على عينا إذا كنا the folding of Sijil for the Books. Like we started the first creation, we return it, a promise upon us, we shall (verse 104 of Sura 21): 2015

هزة الأرض + فالديفيا + تشيلي هزازة عمان + فالديفيا + تشيلي Hazza (Quake of Al-Ard (The Earth) + Valdivia + Chile: (17 + 1032) + (216 + 750) = 1049 + 966 = 2015 [ On May 22, 1960 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1379 Hijri), the most powerful earthquake (measuring 9.5 on Richter Scale) ever recorded in the World happened in Valdivia, Chile.]

بالحق ذلك يوم الخروج إن نحن نحي In the Haq (Justice), that is the Day of the Khuruj (Coming out). We are the ones who Nuhuyee (resurrect) (verse 42 – 43 of Sura 50): (141 + 750 + 56) + (840 + 52 + 108) + 68 = (947 + 1000) + 68 = 1947 + 68 = 2015

الخناس الذي يووسوس إلى الصests The Khannas who whispers into the chests (verse 4 – 5 of Sura 114): 742 (or 741) + 741 + 142 + 90 + 300 = 2015 (or 2014)

إن هذا إلا قول البشر سأصليه سقر This is nothing but a saying of the humans. I shall cast him into Saqar (Fire or Hell-Fire) (verse 25 - 26 of Sura 74): 51 + [707 (or 706) + 32 + 136 + 533 + 196 + 360] = 51 + 1964 (or 1963) = 2015 (or 2014)

الله الرحمن الرحيم يا أبا المزمل قم اليت إلا قليلا نصفه أو أقصر منه قليلا Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. O You the Muzzamil! Stay up (praying) throughout the Night, except a little while, half of it or subtract from it a little (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 73): 2015 (2013 or 2014) (This segment of verse 1 – 3 of Sura 73 consists of 15 words.)
We made it an un-Arabic Quran, they would have said: if its verses have been detailed. Is it un-Arabic (verse 44 of Sura 41): 2015

No, he was stubborn against our Ayat (Signs). I will exhaust him upwardly (increasingly or progressively). He thought and considered (assessed or evaluated) (verse 16 – 18 of Sura 74): \[
51 + 56 + 71 + 494 (492 or 493) + 135 + 371 + 171 + 56 + 300 + (6 + 304) = 1705 (1703 or 1704) + 310 = 2015 (2013 or 2014)
\]

the human being wants to deny what is coming ahead of him. He asks: when will Day of the Qiyama be? When (verse 5 – 7 of Sura 75): \[
[224 + 193 + 323 + 87 + 101 (or 100) + 62 + 56] + [187 (or 186) + 782] = 1046 (or 1045) + 969 (or 968) = 2015 (2013 or 2014)
\]

Istajab (he responded positively). That is how I bear the Omr (life span):
\[
468 + 726 + 479 + 341 = 2015
\]
(This is part of the Um Kulthum’s song which hints to the Mahdi and beginning of the End Times)

The Euphrates will recede upon a Treasure of the Gold: (278 + 712 + 120) + (77 + 90 + 738) = 1110 + 905 = 2015

Land of the Arabs + Paradises + Rivers : (1001 + 303) + [454 (or 453) + 257 (or 256)] = 1304 + 711 (709 or 710) = 2015 (2013 or 2014)

The Hayat (life) of the Dunya (World before the End Times) and the End Times is better and more enduring. This is in the scriptures (verse 16 – 18 of Sura 87):
\[
60 + 96 + 6 + 838 + (810 + 6 + 113 + 51 + 706 + 120 + 209) = 1000 + 2015 = 3015
\]

We descended it in Lailat (Night or Eve) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 97): \[
(52 + 144 + 90 + 470 + 335 + 6) + (41 + 226 + 41 + 470 + 335 + 470 + 335) = 1097 + 1918 = 3015
\]
Cave and the Raqeem were of our Ayat (Signs or Verses) for wonder. When the Youths resorted to the Cave (verse 9 – 10 of Sura 18): [105 + 6 + 381 + 78 + 90 + 463 (462 or 464) + 76 + 701 + 17] + (921 + 41 + 136) = 1917 (1916 or 1918) + 1098 = 3015 (3014 or 3016)

Created the Heavens and the Earth and what is between them in six (verse 59 of Sura 25): 3015 (or 3016)

Witnessed. People of the Ukhdud have been killed. The Fire with (verse 3 - 5 of Sura 85): 355 + 530 + 101 + 646 + 282 + 1101 = 3015

that you ask for forgiveness from your Lord, then repent (verse 3 of Sura 11): 3015 (or 3016)

So, eat from what Allah has provided you, as Halal and good. And thank the blessing of Allah if you worship him (verse 114 of Sura 16. This is the 2015th verse of the Quran): 3015 (or 3014)

What is between them except in the Haq (Justice), and the Hour is coming, so forgive, the nice forgiveness. It is your Lord who is the Creator (verse 85 – 86 of Sura 15): [41 + 108 + 32 + 141 + 6 + 51 + 562 + 446 (or 447) + 259 + 209 + 114] + [51 + 222 + 11 + 762 (or 761)] = 1969 (or 1970) + 1046 (or 1045) = 3015 (3014 or 3016)

Myself and my brother. He said: It is forbidden to them for forty (verse 25 of Sura 5): [200 + 6 + 611 + 460 (or 461) + 113 + 6 + 62 + 177 + 331] + (131 + 137 + 293 + 155 + 333) = 1966 (or 1967) + 1049 = 3015 (or 3016)

like it among the Bilad (counties or cities). And Thamud who carved the rocks (verse 8 – 9 of Sura 89): 576 + 90 + 68 (or 67) + 6 + 550 + 791 + 13 + 921 = 3015 (or 3014)

The olives and mount of Sinai and this safe Balad (Country or City). We have created the human in (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 95): 504 + 6 + 215 + 180 + 707 (or 706) + 67 + 132 + 134 + 781 + 193 (or 192) + 90 = 3015 (3013 or 4014)

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. I do swear by this Balad (Country or City) and you are free in this Balad and a father (or parent) and what he begot (or gave birth to). We have created the human in a struggle (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 90): 66 + 330 (or 329) + 289 + 31 + 201 + 708 + 67 + 6 + 451 + 38 + 708 + 67 + 6 + 41 + 6 = 3015 (or 3016)
great love. No! When the Earth experiences a Dak (destructive or shaking event), a Dak after another, and your Lord comes and the Angels line by line (verse 20 – 22 of Sura 89): [11 + 43 (or 44)] + (51 + 702 + 424 + 1032 + 25 + 25 + 6 + 5 + 222 + 6 + 121 + 171 + 171) = 54 (or 55) + 2961 = 3015 (or 3016)

with a greedy devouringness and you love the money, a great love. No! When the Earth experiences a Dak (destructive or shaking event), a Dak after another, and (verse 19 – 22 of Sura 89):

Muhkamat (Proper), they are the mother of the Book, and others Mutashabihat (allegorical or mysterious) (verse 7 of Sura 3): 3015 (or 3014)

So, ask Bani (Children) of Israel when he came to them. Then, he said: (verse 101 of Sura 17): 3015 (or 3016)

In the Haq (Justice), and that the Hour is coming. So, forgive, the nice forgiveness. Your Lord is the Knowledgeable Creator (verse 85 – 86 of Sura 15): 3015

The Muddathir! Rise up, then warn, and your Lord glorify, and your clothes (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 74): (775 + 140) + (1031 + 6 + 222 + 302 + 6 + 533) = 915 + 2100 = 3015

of Ghaiba (not present, unseen, or metaphysical) in the Heaven and the Earth but it is in an evident Book (verse 75 of Sura 27): 3015 (or 3016)

The human from what he was created. He was created from gushing water coming out from between (verse 5 – 7 of Sura 86): [ 193 (or 192) + 80 + 730 + 730 + 90 + 42 + 185 ] + (813 + 90 + 62) = 2050 (or 2045) + 965 = 3015 (or 3014)

Third Vision (or apparition) + Fatima + Portugal: (1031 + 217) + 135 + 1632 (or 1633) = 1248 + 135 + 1632 (or 1633) = 3015 (or 3016)

Secret of the End Times + Lucia + Jacinta + Francisco + Fatima + The Portugal: (260 + 838) + (107 + 525 + 486) + (135 + 1664) = 1098 + (1118 + 1799) = 1098 + 2917 = 4015 (This refers to the apparitions of 3 children in Fatima, Portugal in 1917, about the End Times)

The Raheem. A.L.R. A book we descended unto you to bring out the people from the darknesses (verse 1 of Sura 14): 4015 (or 4014)

And who is more oppressive than those who forbid the Mosques of Allah that his (Allah’s) name is mentioned in it and strives in ruining it. Those, it is not permissible for them (vese 114 of Sura 2): 4015 (4013 or 4014)
That is a day, (verse 103 of Sura 11): \( (750 + 47 + 120) + [681 + 773 + 838 \text{ (or 837)} + 750] + 56 = 917 + [3042 \text{ (or 3041)} + 56] = 917 + 3098 \text{ (or 3097)} = \text{4015 (or 4014)} \)

However, the human beings wish to indulge in wickedness for the time ahead of him. The human being asks: when will Day of the Qiyama be? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and combined (verse 4 - 9 of Sura 75): \( [108 + 32 + 224 + 192 \text{ (or 193)} + 323 + 87] + [101 \text{ (or 100)} + 62 + 56 + 187 \text{ (or 186)} + 782 + 302 + 323 + 6 + 740 + 371 + 6 + 113] = 966 \text{ (or 967)} + 3049 \text{ (or 3048)} = 4015 \)

And the Day as it becomes clear and what has created the male and the female, Sayakom (your effort or what you strive for) (verse 2 - 4 of Sura 92): \( \text{4015} \)

From the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings to show him from our signs. He is the All-Hearer, the All-Seer. And we brought to Moses (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 17): \( [741 + 88 + 110 + 81 + 453 + 6 + 70 + 113 + 35 + 79 \text{ (or 80)} + 151 + 990] + [64 + 319 \text{ (or 318)} + 90 + 89 + 6 + 512 + 227] = 2917 \text{ (or 2918)} + 2098 \text{ (or 2097)} = \text{5015 (or 5016)} \)

We said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the Akhira (End Times) comes, (verse 104 of Sura 17): \( [181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 302 \text{ (or 303)} + 138 + 1032] + (782 + 5 + 80 + 1232) = 1916 \text{ (or 1917)} + 2099 = \text{4015 (or 4016)} \).

who descended upon his servant the Book, and did not make in it (or him) crookedness. Qaim (Valuable or Title of the Mahdi) to warn about severe punishment from him and Yubashir (give good news) to the believers who (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 18): \( [741 + 88 + 110 + 81 + 453 + 6 + 70 + 113 + 35 + 79 \text{ (or 80)} + 151 + 990] + [64 + 319 \text{ (or 318)} + 90 + 89 + 6 + 512 + 227] = 2917 \text{ (or 2918)} + 2098 \text{ (or 2097)} = \text{5015 (or 5016)} \)

Read in the name of your Lord who created, created (or Creator of) the human from Alaq (clot). Read and your Lord is the Akram (Most Generous or Honorable), who taught (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 96): \( (302 + 103 + 222 + 741 + 730) + [731 \text{ (or 732)} + \ldots] \)
We bequeathed it to another people. So, the Heaven and the Earth did not weep over them and they were not respite d (or reprieved) (verse 28 – 29 of Sura 44):

Israel, inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Justice), we have descended it/him and in the Haq, it/he has descended and We have not sent you except as Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and (verses 104 – 105 of Sura 17): 302 (or 303) + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32 + 542 (or 543) + 6 = 5015 (5016 or 5017)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We have descended it in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97):

The Night and the Day, two Signs. Then, We erased Sign of the Night and We made Sign of the Day Mubsira (insightful or giver of vision) so that you seek bounty from your Lord and so that you know the number of years and the Hisab (Judgment or Calculation) and every (verse 12 of Sura 17): [ 16 (or 17) + 88 + 6 + 154 + 16 (or 17) + 287 + 337 + 30 ] + (1809 + 911 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 577 + 78 + 201 + 6 + 102 + 6) + 50 = 917 (or 918) + (4048 + 50) = 917 (918 or 919) + 4098 = 5015 (5016 or 5017)
In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. O You the Muzzamil. Stand up the Night, except a little. Half of it or subtract from it a little or add to it. And recite the Quran as a recital. We are going to Nulqi (throw or deliver) unto you a heavy Qawl (message or revelation). Verily, the Nashia (event or prayer) of the night (verse 1 – 6 of Sura 73):

\[
\text{(102 + 66 + 299 + 289 + 11 + 17 + 148 + 140 + 71 + 32 + 170 + 225 + 7 + 241 + 95 + 170 + 7 + 11 + 115 + 6 + 630 + 383 + 1040 + 52 + 250 + 130 + 136 + 640 + 51 + 366 + 71) + 15 = 6000 + 15 = 6015 (or 6016)}
\]

Mount of Sinai and this secure Balad (country, city, or place). We have created the human in best formation. Then, we turn him to the lowest of the low, except those who have believed and done good deeds (verse 2 – 6 of Sura 95):

\[
\text{(151 + 6 + 51 + 50 + 235 + 1210 + 186 + 6 + 77) + (140 + 730 + 1020 + 832 + 6 + 358 + 83 + 607 + 51 + 222) = 1966 + 4049 = 6015}
\]

In the name of Allah, the mischief-throwing angels, all of you shall see and they shall see which one of you is the one afflicted with a Fitna (trial). Your Lord (verse 2 – 7 of Sura 68):

\[
\text{(151 + 6 + 51 + 50 + 235 + 1210 + 186 + 6 + 77) + (140 + 730 + 1020 + 832 + 6 + 358 + 83 + 607 + 51 + 222) = 1966 + 4049 = 6015}
\]
When a Messenger from Allah, confirming what they have, Fareeq (party or group) of those who have been given the Book casted away the Book of Allah behind their backs, as if (verse 101 of Sura 2): [71 + 50 + 296 + 90 + 124 + 67 (or 66) + 234 + 71 + 155 + 752 + 390] + [90 + 791 + 413 (or 414) + 453 + 422 + 66 + 208 + 1156 + 116] = 2300 (or 2299)

The Rahiim (Merciful). Y.S. and the wise Quran. You are one of the Messengers, on a straight path. It is a Tanzeel (Brought-down Revelation) from the Dear, the Merciful, to you warn a people whose fathers were not warned (verse 1 - 6 of Sura 36): (289 + 70 + 6 + 383 + 109 + 71 + 120) + (421 + 110 + 299 + 650 + 497 + 125 + 289 + 1380 + 147) + (41 + 951 + 57) = 1048 + (3918 + 1049) = 1048 + 4967 = 7015 (or 7016)

Y.S. and the wise Quran. You are one of the Messengers, on a straight path. It is a Tanzeel (Brought-down Revelation) from the Dear, the Merciful, to you warn a people whose fathers were not warned so they are Ghafiloon (inattentive, unaware, or heedless) (verse 1 - 6 of Sura 36): 7015 (or 7016)

Your Lord who created. He created the human from Alaq. Recite and your Lord, the Akram (Most Honorable) who taught by the pen. He taught the human what he did not know. No, the human may transgress. When he sees him (verse 1 - 7 of Sura 96): 222 + 741 + 730 + 730 + 192 (or 193) + 90 + 200 + 302 + 6 + 222 + 292 + 741 + 140 + 203 + 140 + 192 (or 193) + 41 + 70 + 150 + 51 + 51 + 193 (or 192) + 1059 + 51 + 206 = 7015 (7016 or 7017)

The Bayina (Evidence) came to them, a Messenger from Allah, reciting purified scriptures, in which there are valuable books. And those who have been given the Book have not split up, except after the Bayina (Evidence) came to them (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 98): [454 (or 453) + 6 + 651 + 250 + 418 + 856 + 98 + 296 + 90 + 66 + 447 + 179 + 259 + 96 + 422 + 155 + 6 + 41 + 780 + 791 + 414 + 453 + 32 + 90 + 76 + 41 + 450] + 98 = 7917 (or 7916) + 98 = 8015 (or 8014)

O David! We have made you a Caliph in the Ard (Earth or Land). So, rule (or judge) between (or among) the people in justice. And do not follow the Hawa (whim, desire, urge) because it makes you stray away from the Path of Allah. Those who stay away from the Path of Allah,
there is, for them, a severe torment, for (verse 26 of Sura 38):  
\[(11 + 15 + 52 + 173 + 725 + 90 + 1032) + [148 (or 149) + 62 + 142 + 141 + 6 + 31 + 872 + 52 + 940 + 120 + 102 + 66 + 75 + 773 + 318 + 43] = 2098 + 7917 (or 7918) = 8015 (or 8016)\]

And so that those who have sickness in their heart and the unbelievers say: what has Allah intended by this as a metaphor? This is how Allah misguides whomever he wishes and guides whomever he wishes. And no one knows the Junud (recruits, soldiers, servants) of Allah except him (verse 31 of Sura 74):  
\[6 + 176 + 791 + 90 + 183 + 1040 + 6 + 388 + 742 + 206 + 67 (or 66) + 708 + 571 + 770 (or 771) + 840 + 67 (or 66) + 90 + 312 + 6 + 29 + 90 + 312 + 6 + 41 + 150 + 63 + 222 + 32 + 11 = 8015 (8017 or 8016)\]

This is a mercy from my Lord. When Promise of my Lord comes, he shall turn it into ruins and thus Promise of my Lord shall be fulfilled. And we left some of them on that Day mingle with others and the Trumpet is blown, so we gather them, all together, and we display (verse 98 – 100 of Sura 18):  
\[(706 + 253 + 90) + (212 + 782 + 5) + (80 + 212 + 108 + 26 + 6 + 71 + 80 + 212 + 109 + 6 + 671 + 917 + 766 + 59 + 90 + 872 + 6 + 730 + 90 + 327 + 288 + 114 + 6 + 1121) = 1049 + (999 + 6967) = 1049 + 7966 = 9015\]

So that those who have been given the Book become certain and those who have believed grow in faith and those who have been given the Book and the Believers do not have doubt (verse 31 of Sura 74):  
\[9015 (9017 or 9016)\]
the Land so we drowned him and whomever was with him, all of them. And we said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice), we descended it/him and in the Haq it (or he) descended and we have not sent you except as a Mushair (Bearer of good news) and a Warner. And a Quran we have spaced it so that you recite to the people (verse 103 – 106 of Sura 17): 

$$697 + 6 + 90 + 170 + 66 + 6 + 301 + 131 = 1049 + 7966 = 9015$$

وانتقلنا إلى بني إسرائيل في الكتاب لتفقدن في الأرض مرتين و لتكن علوا كبيرا فإذا جاء وعد أولاهم بما شيئاً عظىنا كما مرنا ثم ريدنا لكم الكره عليهم وأمددنكم بأموال ومبادنصكم أحق نفروا إن أمستم أجمعكم لأنفسكم وإن أستم.

When the Earth is shaken by a shake after another shake and your Lord and the angels come in line by line. And on that day, Jahannam (Hell) is brought forth. On that day, the human being shall remember, but what a remembrance for him. He says: I wish I prepared in advance for my life. On that day, no one punishes like His punishment and no one binds like His binding. O you the Mutmainna (assured or serene) soul, return to your Lord, pleased (satisfied) and pleasing. So, enter (verse 23 – 29 of Sura 89):  

$$51 + (702 + 424 + 1032 + 25 + 25 + 6 + 5 + 222 + 6 + 121 + 171 + 171 + 6) + [15 + 766 + 100 + 766 + 1330 + 192 (or 193) + 6 + 61 + 35 + 961 + 146 + 11 + 500 + 544 + 459 + 846 + 31 + 782 + 778 + 13 + 6 + 31 + 616 + 612 + 13 + 11 + 417 + 221 + 185 + 284 + 41 + 222 + 1016 (or 1015)] = 51 + 2916 + 10048 (or 10049) = 13015 (or 13016)$$

When the Earth is shaken by a shake after another shake and your Lord and the angels come in line by line. And on that day, Jahannam (Hell) is brought forth. On that day, the human being shall remember, but what a remembrance for him. He says: I wish I prepared in advance for my life. On that day, no one punishes like His punishment and no one binds like His binding. O you the Mutmainna (assured or serene) soul, return to your Lord, pleased (satisfied) and pleasing. So, enter (verse 23 – 29 of Sura 89):  

$$98 + (766 + 1330 + 193 + 6 + 61 + 35 + 961 + 146 + 11 + 500 + 544 + 459 + 846 + 31 + 782 + 778 + 13 + 6 + 31 + 616 + 612 + 13 + 11 + 417 + 221 + 185 + 284 + 41 + 222 + 1016 (or 1015)] = 98 + 12917 = 13015 (or 13016)$$

And we have decreed unto Bani (Children) of Israel in the Book that you will corrupt in the Ard (Earth or Land) twice and you will rise to a great height. When Promise of the first
of them comes, we send, against you, servants of ours of great might. So, they plunder throughout the homelands and thus it will be a Promise fulfilled. Then, we gave you the opportunity to attack them and we supported you with monies and sons (males) and we let you be more in number of individuals. If you do well, you do well to yourselves. And if you do badly, (verse 4 – 7 of Sura 17): (6 + 961 + 41 + 62 + 303 + 90 + 454) + (624 + 90 + 1032 + 700 + 6 + 580 + 107 + 233 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 84 + 623 + 170 + 78 + 81 + 47 + 63 + 318 + 151 + 661 + 246 + 6 + 71 + 81 + 227 + 540 + 259 + 90 + 256 + 155 + 6 + 159 + 79 + 6 + 112 + 6 + 213 + 721 + 341 + 51 + 559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 ) = 1917 + 12098 = 14015

After a siege, Caliph Omar bin Al-Khattab made his covenant to the Christian Bishop of Jerusalem on Rabi Awwal 20, 15 Hijri, before entering bloodlessly.

Pope Francis is expected to arrive to the U.S., for the first time, on September 22, 2015. In the morning of September 23, 2015, after Pope Francis’ meeting with Barack Obama at the White House, he will celebrate a Mass at the Basilica of the National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception in Washington, D.C. While he is in Washington, D.C., he will deliver a speech at a joint-meeting of Congress, the Senate and the House of Representatives. In the afternoon of September 24, 2015, Pope Francis will leave Washington, D.C., heading to New York City (N.Y.C.) where he is expected to deliver a speech at U.N. General Assembly in the morning of September 25 and visit St. Patrick’s Cathedral in N.Y.C. He may also visit Ground Zero (the location of the former World Trade Center). On September 26 – 27, 2015, he will be in Philadelphia to attend the 8th World Meeting of Families, an international annual event organized by the Catholic Church which will be held in the U.S. for the first time. He may celebrate an open-air Mass in the courtyard of the renowned Philadelphia Museum of Art, overlooking the scenic, mile-long Benjamin Franklin Parkway Boulevard that starts from the City Hall and ends at the Museum of Art, where a crowd of more than 2 million people may attend.

On Friday, March 13, 2015 (Jumada Ula 22, 1436 Hijri), the second anniversary of his pontificate, in a surprise move, while celebrating a penitential service in St. Peter’s Basilica, Pope Francis announced an Extraordinary Holy Year (Jubilee Year), and called it Holy Year of Mercy. He entrusted this Holy Year to Mary, Mother of Mercy. This Holy Year will start on December 8, 2015 (Safar 26, 1437 Hijri) (Kislev 26, 5776 Jewish), to commemorate: (a) the Feast of the Immaculate Conception, (b) the 50th anniversary of the closing of the Second Vatican Council (21st Ecumenical Council) on December 8, 1965 (Shaban 14, 1385 Hijri) (Kislev 14, 5726 Jewish), and (c) the 146th anniversary of the opening of the First Vatican Council (21st Ecumenical Council) on December 8, 1869. This Holy Year of Mercy will end on November 20, 2016, on the Feast of Christ the King. In Christianity, the tradition dates to year 1300 AD, when Pope Boniface VIII convoked a Holy Year, following which ordinary jubilee holy years have generally been celebrated every 25 or 50 years, in addition to extraordinary jubilee holy years on as needed basis. The last ordinary Holy Year was in year 2000 (from Christmas Eve, December 24, 1999 to Epiphany, January 6, 2001) and it drew some 25 million Catholic pilgrims to the Vatican and Rome. The last two Extraordinary Holy Years started on January 6, 1933 and on March 25, 1983 to mark the passing of 1900 years and 1,950 years from the death of Jesus. A Catholic Holy Year involves special celebrations and pilgrimages (usually to the Vatican), strong calls for conversion and repentance, and the offer of special opportunities to experience God’s grace through the sacraments, especially confession. On December 8, 2015, Pope
Francis will open the Holy Door of St. Peter’s Basilica, which is normally bricked up, after a 9:30 a.m. Mass. The ceremony shall serve as the beginning of a worldwide celebration, “24 Hours for the Lord.” The last time the Holy Door was opened was by Pope John Paul II on December 24, 1999, the beginning of the Holy Year. At the request of Pope Francis, Catholic churches will remain open Friday and Saturday to offer the Sacrament of Reconciliation (also known as confession) to the faithful.

On Friday June 26, 2015 (Ramadan 9, 1436 Hijri), the Vatican signed a treaty with the State of Palestine, after officially recognizing Palestine as a state in February 2013, following a November 2012 recognition vote by the U.N. General Assembly.

Five catastrophes happened during the Hajj (Pilgrimage) season in Mecca in 2015:

(a) A construction crane (190 meters high) fell onto the Masjid Al-Haram (the mosque in which the Kaba is located) on Friday, September 11, 2015 (Zu Al-Qada 27, 1436 Hijri) (Elul 27, 5775 Jewish), around 5:30 pm. About 118 people died and 394 were injured. The crane fell into the east side of the mosque, with its boom crashing through the roof. One witness reported that the crane fell on the third floor above Al-Safa and Al-Marwah. This incident in Mecca’s considered the deadliest crane collapse accident in modern history, with the previous most deadly incident being the collapse of a construction crane in New York City on March 15, 2008 (Rabi Awwal 7, 1429 Hijri), killing seven people.

(b) On Thursday, September 17, 2015 (Zu Al-Hijja 3, 1436 Hijri) (Tishri 4, 5776 Jewish), a fire broke out in a hotel in Mecca’s Al-Azzia District, resulting in the injury of two people and evacuation of 1000 people who were staying in the hotel.

(c) On Monday, September 21, 2015 (Zu Al-Hijja 7, 1436 Hijri) (Tishri 8, 5776 Jewish), around 2:45 a.m., a fire broke out in another hotel in Mecca, resulting in the injury of four people and evacuation of 1500 people who were staying in the hotel.

(d) On Wednesday, September 23, 2015 (Day of pilgrims’ standing Mount Arafat, Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1436 Hijri) (Tishri 10, 5776 Jewish), the door of a special metro train that carries the Muslim pilgrims from Mecca to Mount Arafat malfunctioned, trapping over 200 pilgrims who fainted or suffered fatigue, at least 5 of them had to hospitalized. The rush of pilgrims to board the train on the Day of Arafat caused the automatic system of the train door of one car of the train to malfunction, which left the pilgrims stranded for almost 30 minutes.

(e) On Thursday, September 24, 2015 [First day of Eid (Feast) of the Adha (Sacrifice), Zu Al-Hijja 10, 1436 Hijri] (Tishri 11, 5776 Jewish), around 9 a.m., a stampede happened in Mina (Tent City for Muslim pilgrims near Mecca) at the intersection of streets 204 and 223, leading to the Jamarat Bridge (where stoning of the Devil happens), causing the death of about 2500 pilgrims, due to suffocation or being crushed. This is considered to be the deadliest stampede in the pilgrimage season in Mecca in history.

♦  Dubai: 16     (16 is the 9th Composite Number)     (26 is the 16th Composite Number)
(53 is the 16th Prime Number)

Aya (Quranic Verse or Sign/Miracle from God): 16 (or 17)

Gate: 16

Seek selfish desires (verse 2 of Sura 53): 1016 (= 2 x 2 x 2 x 127) (1016 is the 845th Composite Number) (1215 is the 1016th Composite Number)

Earthly: 1016

Radiya (satisfied or pleased) (verse 28 of Sura 89) & (verse 7 of Sura 101): 1016

his bones (verse 3 of Sura 75): 1016

Steps (verse 215 of Sura 2): 1016 (or 1015)

Salah Eddeen + Day of Istiada (Bring-back) of the Quds (Jerusalem): (129 + 95) + 56 + (541 + 195) = (224 + 56) + 736 = 280 + 736 = 1016

Ihya (Resurrection) of Pope John Paul + Masra (Death) of the Pope Francis: 21 + 6 + (54 + 38) + 400 + (37 + 460) = 21 + 6 + 92 + 400 + 497 = 1016

Messiah of the Dhalala (Misguidance): 119 (or 118) + 897 (or 896) = 1016 (1014 or 1015)

Caliphate of Walid ibin Abd Al-Malik: 716 (or 715) + [ 50 + (53 + 76 + 121) ] = 716 (or 715) + (50 + 250) = 716 (or 715) + 300 = 1016 (or 1015)
[ Caliph Al-Walid ibin Abd Al-Malik is the 6th Umawi Caliph and one of the most prominent Caliphs. He reigned from 705 AD (86 Hijri) till 715 AD (97 Hijri). During his reign, the construction of the Aqsa Mosque was completed in 705 AD, the Umawi Mosque of Damascus’s construction was commissioned in 705 AD and finished in 714 AD (96 Hijri), and the tomb of Prophet Muhammad (p) became part of the Prophet Mohammad’s Mosque in Medina. Historians consider his reign as the apex of Islamic power. In the West, Muslims under the leadership of Tariq bin Ziyad started the conquest of Al-Andalus in 711 AD (93 Hijri). In the East, Muslims’ rule reached as far as the Indus River in India by 712 AD. ]

Capable of re-constructing even his fingertips. However, (the human being) wants (verse 4 – 5 of Sura 75): 1016 (or 1015)

From a sperm-drop and behold (verse 4 of Sura 16): 1016
believe in the End Times, a veil (verse 45 of Sura 17): $(162 + 839) + 15 (or 14) = 1016 (or 1015) $

a Abd (worshipper, slave, or servant) of our worshippers, we have given mercy (verse 65 of Sura 18): $1016 (or 1015) $

A warner came to us (verse 9 of Sura 67): $56 + 960 = 1016$

severe from him and Yubashir (brings good news) (verse 2 of Sura 18): $319 (or 318) + 90 + 89 + 6 + 512 = 1016 (or 1015) $

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. The Haqqa (The Inevitable Event). What is the Haqqa? (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 69): $[66 + 330 (or 329) + 289 + 31] + (114 + 41 + 145) = 716 (or 715) + 300 = 1016 (or 1015) $

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. The Rahman (verse 1 of Sura 55): $[67 (or 66) + 330 (or 329) + 289 + 31 ] + 299 (or 298) = 717 (715 or 716) + 299 (or 298) = 1016 (1014 or 1015)$

Mithaq (Covenant) of Bani (Children) of Israel (verse 12 of Sura 5): $651 (or 650) + 62 + 303 (or 302) = 1016 (1014 or 1015)$

From its remembrance (or mention) (verse 43 of Sura 79): $90 + 926 (or 927) = 1016 (or 1017)$

but magic learned from earlier generations (verse 24 of Sura 74): $1016$

And after the prostration. And listen the Day (the caller) calls (verse 40 - 41 of Sura 50): $1016 (or 1015)$

change in our Sunna (ways) (verse 77 of Sura 17): $561 + 455 (or 454) = 1016 (or 1015)$

He descends the Angels with the Spirit from his command upon whomever (verse 2 of Sura 16): $97 + [136 (or 137) + 247 + 90 + 246 + 110 + 90] = 97 + 919 (or 920) = 1016 (or 1017)$

The knowledge of it is with Allah and how would you know, perhaps the Hour (verse 63 of Sura 33): $92 + 146 + 124 + 66 (or 67) + 6 + 41 + 244 + 130 + 167 = 1016 (or 1017)$

Ayat (verses) Muhkamat, they are Mother of (verse 7 of Sura 3): $412 + 508 (or 509) + 55 + 41 = 1016 (or 1017)$

Arabic Quran for people who know (verse 3 of Sura 41): $353 (or 352) + 282 + 176 + 206 = 1016 (or 1015)$
Descent of the Quran + Battle of Badr: \[93 + 382 \text{ (or } 383\text{)} + (335 + 206) = 475 \text{ (or } 476\text{)} + 541 = 1016 \text{ (or } 1017\text{)}

Vision (or apparition) of Fatima + Nihaya (End) of the Vatican: \[217 + [71 + 593 \text{ (or } 592\text{)}] = 352 + 664 \text{ (or } 663\text{)} = 1016 \text{ (or } 1015\text{)} \]

[Apparition of the 3 Catholic children, in a town called Fatima in Portugal, in 1917, who visualized what looked like a lady holding a rosary (but not a physical person) on May 13, June 13, July 13, August 19, Sept. 13, and Oct. 13, 1917 (1335 Hijiri). On July 13, 1917, she told them three secrets about future events. For the Third Secret, the children were able to visualize events that included a Pope passing by a big city, half in ruins and later, this Pope and a group of bishops and priests were killed by soldiers.]

Third Vision (or apparition) + Fatima + Nihaya (End) of Vatican: \[(1031 + 217) + [71 + 562 \text{ (or } 561\text{)}] = 1248 + 135 + 633 \text{ (or } 632\text{)} = 2016 \text{ (or } 2015\text{)} \]

(equivalent to 16)

Vision (or apparition) + Fatima, the Portugal: \[217 + [135 + 1664 \text{ (or } 1663\text{)}] = 217 + 1799 \text{ (or } 1798\text{)} = 2016 \text{ (or } 2015\text{)}

Nihaya (End) of Last Pope + Catholicism + Vatican: \[71 + 802 \text{ (or } 801\text{)} + 6 + 575 + 562 = 2016 \text{ (or } 2015\text{)}

The Raheem (Most Merciful). The Hour has approached and Moon has been cracked (verse 1 of Sura 54): 2016

For it. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces (verse 7 of Sura 17): \[116 + (782 + 14 + 80 + 837 + 107 + 80) = 116 + 1900 = 2016\]

You the People: fear your Lord. It is the Zalzala (Quake or Shaking) of the Hour (verse 1 of Sura 22): \[17 + 142 + 508 + 262 + 51 + 474 + 562 = 2016 \text{ (or } 2015\text{)}

The one who made, for you, the Ard (Earth or Land) as a cradle (verse 53 of Sura 20): \[741 + 103 + 90 + 1032 + 50 \text{ (or } 49\text{)} = 1966 + 50 \text{ (or } 49\text{)} = 2016 \text{ (or } 2015\text{)}

Gratitude be to Allah, Creator of the Heavens and the Earth (verse 1 of Sura 35): \[83 + 66 \text{ (or } 65\text{)} + 290 + 539 (537 \text{ or } 538\text{)} + 6 + 1032 = 2016 \text{ (2013, 2014 or } 2015\text{)}

The Heavens and the Earth, there are Ayat (Signs) (verse 3 of Sura 45): 2016

what you worship besides Allah are the Hasab (fire-wood or fuel) of Jahannam (Hell). You are, to it, coming. If these were gods, would not (verse 98 – 99 of Sura 21): \[41 + 532 + 90 + 60 + 67 \text{ (or } 66\text{)} + 100 + 98 + 491 + 36 + 267 \text{ (or } 266\text{)} + 36 + 71 + 44 \text{ (or } 43\text{)} + 42 + 41 = 2016 \text{ (2013, 2014 or } 2015\text{)}

the Throne, he casts the Spirit, from his command,
upon whomever he wishes, from among his worshippers (verse 15 of Sura 40): $601 + 150 + 245 + 90 + 246 + 110 + 90 + 312 + 90 + 82 = 2016 \text{ (or 2015)}$

Thus, We have inspired to you a Spirit by our command, you did not (verse 52 of Sura 42): $771 \text{ (or 770)} + (76 + 61 + 215 + 90 + 292) + 41 + 470 = 771 \text{ (or 770)} + 734 + 41 + 470 = 2016 \text{ (or 2015)}$

exalted is he above what they worship beside him. He descends the Angels with the Spirit by his command (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 16): $2016 \text{ (or 2015)}$

and before the Setting (Sun-set) and from the Night glorify him and after the prostration (verse 39 – 40 of Sura 50): $6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 71 + 155 \text{ (or 157)} + 6 + 207 \text{ (or 208)} + 104 = 2016 \text{ (2017 or 2019)}$

In the Haq (Justice), that is the Day of the Khuruj (Coming out). We are the ones who Nuhyee (resurrect) (verse 42 – 43 of Sura 50): $[141 + 750 \text{ (or 751)} + 56] + (840 + 52 + 108) + 68 = [948 \text{ (or 947)} + 1000] + 68 = 1948 \text{ (or 1947)} + 68 = 2016 \text{ (or 2015)}$

Three hundred years, and increased by nine. Say Allah (verse 25 – 26 of Sura 18): $2016 \text{ (2014, or 2015)}$

have rejected our signs, we shall lead them on (draw them to punishment) (verse 182 of Sura 7): $729 + 465 \text{ (or 464)} + 822 = 2016 \text{ (or 2015)}$

Do not attribute to Allah lies (verse 61 of Sura 20): $2016$

of your sins and postpones you till a specified Ajal (Date of End) (verse 10 of Sura 14): $2016 \text{ (or 2015)}$

You those who have believed. When the prayer of day is called for (verse 9 of Sura 62): $2016 \text{ (or 2015)}$

Moses: Shall I follow you so that you teach me from what you have been taught? (verse 66 of Sura 18): $2016$

The human a period of time when he was not anything worth mentioning (verse 1 of Sura 76): $2016 \text{ (2017)}$

In the name of Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate) the Raheem (Most Merciful). By the Figs and the Olives and Mount (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 95): $2016 \text{ (2014 or 2015)}$
So, enter into my worshippers and enter my Paradise (verse 29 – 30 of Sura 89): $725 + 90 + 87 (or 86) + 6 + 645 + 463 = \text{2016 (or 2015)}$

These are Ayat (verses) of the Book and an evident Quran. Perhaps (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 15): \text{2016}

Our Ayat (Signs or Miracles) that makes people see, they said: this is an evident magic (verse 13 of Sura 27): \text{2016 (or 2015)}

And when your Lord said to the Angels: I am going to create (verse 28 of Sura 15): \text{2016}

Upon them birds in flocks, pelting (or striking) them by stones of clay. So, he rendered them like Asf (hay or straw) (verse 3 - 5 of Sura 105): \text{2016 (or 2015)}

By the Pen and what they write, you are not, by the Nima (blessing, grace, bounty) of your Lord, crazy (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 68): $6 + 201 + 6 + 41 + 335 + 41 + 451 + 562 + 222 + 151 = \text{2016}$

Except him the Ever-Living, the Self-Sustaining. It does not overtake him (verse 255 of Sura 2): $32 + 11 + 49 + 187 + 31 + 1706 = \text{2016}$

You are his Messenger and Allah bears witness that the hypocrites are liars. (verse 1 of Sura 63): \text{2016 (or 2015)}

unto you a Messenger, as witness upon you, like we sent, to Pharaoh, a Messenger (verse 15 of Sura 73): $101 + [297 + 310 (or 309) + 170 + 61 + 342 + 32 + 406 + 297] = 101 + 1915 (or 1914) = \text{2016 (or 2015)}$

Whoever obeys the Messenger, obeys Allah (God); and whoever refuses, We have not sent you against them (to preserve/protect them). (verse 80 of Sura 4): \text{2016} (\text{2016 is the 1710th Composite Number}) (\text{2367 is the 2016th Composite Number})

a Messenger from Allah, reciting purified scriptures, in which there are valuable books. And (verse 2 – 4 of Sura 98): $296 + 90 + 66 + 447 + 179 (or 178) + 259 + 96 + 422 + 155 + 6 = \text{2016 (or 2015)}$

is better and more enduring. This is in the scriptures (verse 17 – 18 of Sura 87): $810 + 6 + 113 + 51 + 707 (or 706) + 120 + 209 = \text{2016 (or 2015)}$

The Hayat (life) of the Dunya (World before the End Times) and the End Times is better and more enduring. This is in the scriptures (verse 16 – 18 of Sura 87): $(60 + 96 + 6 + 838) + (810 + 6 + 113 + 51 + 706 + 120 + 209) = 1000 + 2016 (or 2015) = \text{3016 (or 3015)}$
We descended it in Lailat (Night or Eve) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 97): 

\[
(52 + 144 + 90 + 470 + 335 + 6) + (41 + 226 + 41 + 470 + 335 + 470 + 335) = 1097 + 1918 = 3015
\]

Cave and the Raqeem were of our Ayat (Signs or Verses) for wonder. When the Youths resorted to the Cave (verse 9 – 10 of Sura 18):

\[
105 + 6 + 381 + 78 + 90 + 464 + 1098 = 3016 (or 3014 or 3015)
\]

The path of those whom you have given them your bounties, other than (verse 7 of Sura 1):

\[
299 + 791 + 561 + 155 + 1210 = 3016 (or 3017)
\]

(3016 is the 2583rd Composite Number)

An Aristotle that you ask for forgiveness from your Lord, then repent (verse 3 of Sura 11):

\[
3016 (or 3015)
\]

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. These are Ayat (verses or signs) of the Book and what (verse 1 of Sura 13):

\[
66 + 329 + 289 + 271 + 450 + 411 + 453 + 6 + 741 = 3016 (or 3017)
\]

No! When the Earth experiences a Dak (destructive or shaking event), a Dak after another, and your Lord comes and the Angels line by line (verse 20 – 22 of Sura 89):

\[
11 + 44 (or 43) + 51 + 702 + 424 + 1032 + 25 + 702 + 424 + 1032 + 25 + 6 = 55 (or 54) + 2961 = 3016 (or 3015)
\]

A great love. No! When the Earth experiences a Dak (destructive or shaking event), a Dak after another, and (verse 19 – 22 of Sura 89):

\[
52 (or 51) + 70 + 6 + 466 + 102 + 11 + 44 + 51 + 702 + 424 + 1032 + 25 + 25 + 6 = 52 (or 51) + 2964 = 3016 (or 3015)
\]

No! When the Earth experiences a Dak (destructive or shaking event), a Dak after another, and (verse 76 – 77 of Sura 17):

\[
96 + 702 + 31 + 598 + 730 + 32 + 170 + 115 + 90 + 104 + 342 = 102 + 2914 (or 2915) = 3016 (or 3017)
\]

People of the Ukhdud have been killed. The Fire with (verse 3 - 5 of Sura 85):

\[
355 + 530 + 102 (or 101) + 646 + 282 + 1101 = 3016 (or 3015)
\]

People of the Ukhdud have been killed. The Fire with (verse 3 - 5 of Sura 85): 

\[
355 + 530 + 102 (or 101) + 646 + 282 + 1101 = 3016 (or 3015)
\]

Witnessed. People of the Ukhdud have been killed. The Fire with (verse 3 - 5 of Sura 85):

\[
355 + 530 + 102 (or 101) + 646 + 282 + 1101 = 3016 (or 3015)
\]

People of the Ukhdud have been killed. The Fire with (verse 3 - 5 of Sura 85): 

\[
355 + 530 + 102 (or 101) + 646 + 282 + 1101 = 3016 (or 3015)
\]

People of the Ukhdud have been killed. The Fire with (verse 3 - 5 of Sura 85): 

\[
355 + 530 + 102 (or 101) + 646 + 282 + 1101 = 3016 (or 3015)
\]

People of the Ukhdud have been killed. The Fire with (verse 3 - 5 of Sura 85):

\[
355 + 530 + 102 (or 101) + 646 + 282 + 1101 = 3016 (or 3015)
\]

People of the Ukhdud have been killed. The Fire with (verse 3 - 5 of Sura 85): 

\[
355 + 530 + 102 (or 101) + 646 + 282 + 1101 = 3016 (or 3015)
\]
like it among the Bilad (counties or cities). And Thamud who carved the rocks (verse 8 – 9 of Sura 89): 576 + 90 + 68 (or 67) + 6 + 550 + 791 + 13 + 921 = 3015 (or 3014)

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. I do swear by this Balad (Country or City) and you are free in this Balad and a father (or parent) and what he begot (or gave birth to). We have created the human in a struggle (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 90): 67 (or 66) + 330 (or 329) + 289 + 31 + 201 + 708 + 67 + 6 + 451 + 38 + 708 + 67 + 6 + 41 + 6 = 3016 (or 3015)

So, ask Bani (Children) of Israel when he came to them. Then, he said: (verse 101 of Sura 17): 3016 (or 3015)

Moses nine evident Ayat (miraculous signs).

About the Hour, when will its docking be? while you are part of its remembrance (or mention). To your Lord is its end. (verse 42 - 44 of Sura 79): 120 + 167 + 62 + 306 + 130 + 451 + 90 + 926 + 41 + 222 + 501 = 3016 (or 3015)

In the Haq (Justice), and that the Hour is coming. So, forgive, the nice forgiveness. It is your Lord who is the Knowledgeable Creator (verse 85 – 86 of Sura 15): 4016 (or 4015)

What is between them except in the Haq (Justice), and the Hour is coming. So, forgive, the nice forgiveness. It is your Lord who is the Creator (verse 85 – 86 of Sura 15): [41 + 108 + 32 + 141 + 6 + 51 + 562 + 447 (or 446) + 259 + 209 + 114] + [51 + 222 + 11 + 762 (or 761)] = 1970 (or 1969) + 1046 (or 1045) = 3016 (3014 or 3015)

of Ghaiba (not present, unseen, or metaphysical) in the Heaven and the Earth but it is in an evident Book (verse 75 of Sura 27): 3016 (or 3015)

the Dawn and Ten Nights and the Even and the Odd and the night when it journeys. Is there in that (verse 1 – 5 of Sura 89): (314 + 6 + 71 + 570 + 6 + 481 + 6 + 637 + 6) + [71 + 702 + 270 + 35 + 90 + 751 (or 750)] = 2097 + 1919 (or 1918) = 4016 (or 4015) (equivalent to 2016) (4016 is the 3461st Composite Number)

Those who have disbelieved, if they were Muslims. Let them eat and enjoy and be distracted by the hope because they will know (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 15): (791 + 307) + [36 + 78 + 230 + 945 + 67 (or 68) + 6 + 926 (or 927) + 6 + 90 + 102 + 226 + 206 ] = 1098 + 2918 = 4016

That is a day, (verse 103 of Sura 11): [751 (or 750) + 47 + 120] + [681 + 773 + 838 (or 837) + 750] + 56 = 917 + [3042 (or 3041) + 56] = 918 (or 917) + 3098 (or 3097) = 4016 (4014 or 4015)

those who have disbelieved, if they were Muslims. Let them eat and enjoy and be distracted by the hope because they will know (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 15): (791 + 307) + [36 + 78 + 230 + 945 + 67 (or 68) + 6 + 926 (or 927) + 6 + 90 + 102 + 226 + 206 ] = 1098 + 2918 = 4016

That, a Sign for whoever fears torment of the End Times. That is a day, (verse 103 of Sura 11): [751 (or 750) + 47 + 120] + [681 + 773 + 838 (or 837) + 750] + 56 = 917 + [3042 (or 3041) + 56] = 918 (or 917) + 3098 (or 3097) = 4016 (4014 or 4015)

However, the human being wishes to indulge in wickedness for the time ahead of him. The human
being asks: when will Day of the Qiyama be? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and combined (verse 4 - 9 of Sura 75): \[ 108 + 32 + 224 + 193 (or 192) + 323 + 87 \] + [ 101 (or 100) + 62 + 56 + 187 (or 186) + 782 + 302 + 323 + 6 + 740 + 371 + 6 + 113 ] = 967 (or 966) + 3049 (or 3048) = 4016 (or 4015)

Aya (Sign) of his Kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Coffin or Ark), in it there is Sakina from your Lord and the remainder of what Family of Moses and the Family of Aaron left, carried by the Angels. It is (verse 248 of Sura 2): (90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 223 + 741 + 273 + 49 + 295 + 90 + 462 + 56 + 11 + 211) + [333 + 6 + 463 (or 462) + 116] = 3098 + 918 (or 917) = 4016 (or 4017)

If you do well, you do well to yourselves and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces (verse 7 of Sura 17): \[ 51 + [559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 107 + 80] = 51 + 3965 (or 3966) \] = 4016 (or 4017)

we said, from after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the Akhira (End Times) comes, (verse 104 of Sura 17): (181 + 90 + 92 + 303 + 138 + 1032) + [782 + 5 + 80 + 1232 (or 1233)] = 1917 + 2099 (or 2100) = 4016 (or 4017)

in their Cave for three hundred years, and increased by nine. Say Allah is more knowledgeable regarding how long they remained. To him belongs the Ghayb (Unseen) (verse 25 - 26 of Sura 18): (90 + 150 + 1031 + 47 + 170 + 6 + 24 + 531) + (130 + 67 + 141 + 43 + 539 + 35 + 1012) = 2049 + 1967 = 4016 (equivalent to 2016)

While you are part of its remembrance, to your Lord is its end. You are a warner for those who fear (or concerned about) it. As if (verse 43 - 46 of Sura 79): (130 + 451) + [90 + 926 (or 927)] + (41 + 222 + 501 + 92 + 451 + 990 + 90 + 916 + 116) = 581 + 1016 (or 1017) + 3419 = 5016 (or 5017) (5016 is the 4343rd Composite Number) (5774 is the 5016th Composite Number)

descended him/it in Night of the Qadr. And how would you know what Night of the Qadr is. Night of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by the permission (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 97): [143 (or 144) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226] + (41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136) + 1100 = [916 (or 917) + 3000] + 1100 = 3916 (or 3917) + 1100 = 5016 (or 5017)

who
descended upon his servant the Book, and did not make in it (or him) crookedness. Qaim (Valuable or Title of the Mahdi) to warn about severe punishment from him and Yubashir (give good news) to the believers who (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 18): 

\[ 5016 \text{ (or 5015)} \]

Ayat (verses) Muhkamat; they are Mother of the Book. And others Mutashabihat (allegorical or metaphorical). As for those (verse 7 of Sura 3): 

\[ 5016 \text{ (or 5015)} \]

We bequeathed it to another people. So, the Heaven and the Earth did not weep over them and they were not respited (or reprieved) (verse 28 – 29 of Sura 44): 

\[ 5016 \text{ (or 5015)} \]

Israel, inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Justice), we have descended it/him and in the Haq, it/he has descended and We have not sent you except as Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and (verses 104 – 105 of Sura 17): 

\[ 5016 \text{ (or 5015)} \]

The Night and the Day, two Signs. Then, We erased Sign of the Night and We made Sign of the Day Mubsira (insightful or giver of vision) so that you seek bounty from your Lord and (verse 12 of Sura 17): 

\[ 5016 \text{ (or 5015)} \]
Calculation) and every (verse 12 of Sura 17): \[ 16 \text{ (or 17)} + 88 + 6 + 154 + 17 \text{ (or 16)} + 287 + 337 + 30 + 1809 + 911 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 577 + 78 + 201 + 6 + 102 + 6 \] + 50 = 918 (or 917) + 4048 + 50 = 5016 (or 5017)

The World (or Universe), the Rahman, the Raheem, Master of the Day of Judgment. You are the one we worship and you are the one who we resort to for help. Guide us to the Straight Path, the path of those whom you have blessed, not (verse 2 – 7 of Sura 1):

\[ 463 + 116 + 454 \text{ (or 453)} + 6 + 159 \text{ (or 158)} + 19 + 92 + 302 + 32 + 2107 + 90 + 70 + 67 + 915 + 90 + 129 + 110 + 64 + 56 + 71 + 77 + 527 \] = 6016 (or 6015)

We brought Moses the Book and made it/him a guidance to Bani (Children) of Israel. Do not take, besides me, a patron. The progeny of the ones whom we carried with Noah. He was a thankful worshipper (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 17): \[ 463 + 116 + 454 \text{ (or 453)} + 6 + 159 \text{ (or 158)} + 19 + 92 + 302 + 32 + 2107 + 90 + 70 + 67 + 915 + 90 + 129 + 110 + 64 + 56 + 71 + 77 + 527 \] = 6016 (or 6015)
Rahman, the Raheem. TaHa we have not descended unto you the Quran to be miserable, except as a reminder for those fear a Tanzeel (descended revelation or message) from the one who created the Earth (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 20): 6016

Mount of Sinai and this secure Balad (country, city, or place). We have created the human in best formation. Then, we turn him to the lowest of the low, except those who have believed and done good deeds (verse 2 – 6 of Sura 95): 6016 (or 6015)

The Raheem (Merciful). Y.S. and the wise Quran. You are one of the Messengers, on a straight path. It is a Tanzeel (Brought-down Revelation) from the Dear, the Merciful, to you warn a people whose fathers were not warned so they are Ghafiloon (inattentive, unaware, or heedless) (verse 1 - 6 of Sura 36): 7016 (or 7015)

We bequeathed the people, who used to be slightened (overpowered or considered weak), the eastern part of the Ard (Earth or Land) and the western part which we had blessed them (verse 1 - 10 of Sura 55): 7016 (7015 or 7017)

And the Heaven he raised it, and placed the Mizan (Scale). Do not transgress in the Mizan (Scale). And establish the weight in the Qist (Justice or Equity) and do not make deficient the Mizan (Scale). And the Ard (Earth or Land) he placed (verses 1 - 10 of Sura 55): 7016

And the Raheem (Merciful). Y.S. and the wise Quran. You are one of the Messengers, on a straight path. It is a Tanzeel (Brought-down Revelation) from the Dear, the Merciful, to you warn a people whose fathers were not warned (verse 1 - 6 of Sura 36): 6016 (or 6015) (equivalent to 2016)
and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces (make your faces look bad) and they shall enter the Mosque, like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if (verse 7 - 8 of Sura 17): [6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 + 108 (or 107) + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645] + (37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 + 131 + 162 + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51) = 4099 (or 4098) + 2917 = 7016 (or 7015)

which we have blessed its surroundings to show him from our signs. He is the All-Seer, All-Hearer. And we brought to Moses the Book and made it (or him) a guidance to Bani (Children) of Israel. Do not take, other than me, as a patron. The progeny of the ones whom we carried with Noah. He was a servant (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 17): [741 + 273 (or 274) + 49 + 295 + 90 + 463 (or 462) + 56] + [11 + 211 + 333 + 6 + 463 (or 462) + 116 + 453 + 6 + 159 (or 158) + 19 + 92 + 302 + 32 + 2107 + 90 + 70 + 67 + 915 + 90 + 129 + 110 + 64 + 56 + 71 + 77 ] = 1967 (or 1966) + 6049 = 8016 (8014 or 8015) (equivalent to 2016)

And those who have been given the Book have not split up, except after the Bayina (Evidence) came to them (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 98): [454 (or 453) + 6 + 651 + 250 + 418 + 856 + 98 + 296 + 90 + 67 (or 66) + 447 + 179 + 259 + 96 + 422 + 155 + 6 + 41 + 780 + 791 + 414 + 453 + 32 + 90 + 76 + 41 + 450] + 98 = 7918 (7916 or 7917) + 98 = 8016 (8014 or 8015)

So, rule (or judge) between (or among) the people in justice. And do not follow the Hawa (whim, desire, urge) because it makes you stray away from the Path of Allah. Those who stay away from the Path of Allah, there is, for them, severe torment, for (verse 26 of Sura 38): (11 + 15 + 52 + 173 + 725 + 90 + 1032) + [ 149 (or 148) + 62 + 142 + 141 + 6 + 31 + 872 + 52 + 940 + 120 + 102 + 66 + 51 + 791 + 896 + 120 + 102 + 66 + 75 + 773 + 318 + 43 ] = 2098 + 7918 (or 7917) = 8016 (8013, 8014 or 8015)

And so that those who have sickness in their heart and the unbelievers say: what has Allah intended by this as a metaphor? This is how Allah misguides whomever he wishes and guides whomever he wishes. And no one knows the Junud (recruits, soldiers, servants) of Allah except him (verse 31 of Sura 74): 6 + 176 + 791 + 90 + 183 + 1040 + 6 + 388 + 742 + 206 + 67 (or 66) + 708 + 571 + 771 (or 770) + 840 + 67 (or 66) + 90 + 312 + 6 + 29 + 90 + 312 + 6 + 41 + 150 + 63 + 222 + 32 + 11 = 8016 (8013, 8014 or 8015)

And we left some of them on that Day mingle with others and the Trumpet is blown, so we gather them, all together, and we display (verse 98 – 100 of Sura 18): (706 + 253 + 90) + (212 + 782 + 5) + [80 + 212 + 108 + 26 + 6 + 71 + 80
This is a mercy from my Lord. When Promise of my Lord comes, he shall turn it into ruins and thus Promise of my Lord shall be fulfilled. And we left some of them on that Day mingle with others and the Trumpet is blown, so we gather them, all together, and we display the photos of them.

And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (trial or test) for those who have disbelieved. So that those who have been given the Book become certain and those who have believed grow in faith and those who have been given the Book and the Believers do not have doubt.

The Mosques are for Allah, so do not Tadu (invoke, call or pray to) along with Allah any thing. And that when a worshipper of Allah arose Yaduh (invoking, calling or praying to) him, they were about to attack him. Say: I Adu (invoke, call or pray to) my Lord and do not worship any thing along with him. Say: I do not have the capacity for harm or guidance. Say: No one will protect me from Allah and I will not find a refuge in other than Him, except a proclamation from Allah and his messages. And whoever disobeys Allah and his Messenger, there is...
you except as a Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and a Warner. And a Quran we have spaced it so that you recite to the people (verse 103 – 106 of Sura 17):  

\[
\begin{align*}
&[1032 + 1437 (or 1436) + 6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 303 (or 302) + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144] + [6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 (or 361) + 32 + 543 + 6 + 961 + 6 + 353 (or 352) + 436 (or 435) + 736 + 110 + 142] = 7049 (or 7050) + 3967 (or 3966) = 11016 (or 11015) \\
&\text{When the Earth is shaken by a shake after another shake and your Lord and the angels come in line by line. And on that day, Jahannam (Hell) is brought forth. On that day, the human being shall remember, but what a remembrance for him. He says: I wish I prepared in advance for my life. On that day, no one punishes like His punishment and no one binds like His binding. O you the Mutmainna (assured or serene) soul, return to your Lord, pleased (satisfied) (verse 21 – 27 of Sura 89): 51 + (702 + 424 + 1032 + 25 + 25 + 6 + 222 + 6 + 121 + 171 + 171 + 6) + [15 + 766 + 100 + 766 + 1330 + 193 (or 192) + 6 + 61 + 35 + 961 + 146 + 510 + 544 + 459 + 846 + 31 + 782 + 778 + 13 + 6 + 31 + 616 + 612 + 13 + 427 + 221 + 185 + 284 + 41 + 222] + 1016 (or 1015) = 13016 (or 13015 or 13017) \\
\end{align*}
\]
و قضينا إلى بني إسرائيل في الكتاب لفسد في الأرض مرتين وتعلن علوا كبيرا فإذا جاء وعد أولاهما بعثنا عليكم عبادا لنا أولي باس شديد فجاسوا خلال الديار وكان وعد مفعولا ثم رددنا لكم الكره عليهم وأمددكم بأموال و بين وجعلتكم أكثر نفيرا أن أحسنتم أحسنت لنفسكم وإن أسامتم و أنتم إن و لأنفسكم أحسنتم

And we have decreed unto Bani (Children) of Israel in the Book that you will corrupt in the Ard (Earth or Land) twice and you will rise to a great height. When Promise of the first of them comes, we send, against you, servants of ours of great might. So, they plunder throughout the homelands and thus it will be a Promise fulfilled. Then, we gave you the opportunity to attack them and we supported you with monies and sons (males) and we let you be more in number of individuals. If you do well, you do well to yourselves. And if you do badly, (verse 4 – 7 of Sura 17): (6 + 961) + [ 41 + 62 + 303 + 90 + 454 + 624 + 90 + 1032 + 700 + 6 + 580 + 107 + 233 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 84 + 623 + 170 + 78 + 81 + 47 + 63 + 318 + 151 + 661 + 246 + 6 + 71 + 81 + 227 + 540 + 259 + 90 + 256 + 155 + 6 + 159 + 80 (or 79) + 6 + 112 + 6 + 213 + 721 + 341 + 51 + 559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 ] = 967 + 13049 (or 13048) = 14016 (or 14015) (equivalent to 2016)

The Muezzin (caller to prayer) recited the Azan (call to prayer) from inside Hagia Sophia (known in Turkish as Aya Sofya) in Istanbul (Constantinople), Turkey, for the morning prayer on Saturday, July 2, 2016 (Ramadan 27, 1437 Hijri), following Lailat (Night or Eve) of the Qadr. This call to prayer was broadcast from the minarets of Aya Sophia by loud-speakers. This is the first time in 85 years since Hagia (Aya) Sophia Mosque was converted from a mosque into a museum in 1935 under Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, the Republic of Turkey's first president. Although the prayer call had been done from Hagia Sophia's minarets for the previous four years, the muezzin had always chanted the azan from a prayer room in the museum grounds, rather than from inside the former mosque. Hagia (Aya) Sophia was originally built as an Orthodox Christian basilica during the reign of Byzantine Emperor Justinian I in 537. It was converted to a mosque following Ottoman Sultan Mehmet II's conquest of Constantinople in 1453. In recent years, there have been calls in Turkey to convert Aya Sophia back into a mosque.

On February 12, 2016 (Jumada Ula 3, 1437 Hijri), nearly 1,000 years after the Eastern and Western branches of Christianity split apart, the meeting between Pope Francis and Russian Orthodox Patriarch Kirill at an airport terminal in Cuba was the first ever between a Roman Catholic pope and a Russian Orthodox patriarch.

♦ Aya (Quranic Verse or Sign/Miracle from God): 17 (or 16) (17 x 3 = 51) (17 x 17 = 289) (16 x 17 = 272) (17 is the 7th Prime Number) (27 is the 17th Composite Number) (103 is the 27th Prime Number) (59 is the 17th Prime Number)

Hazza (Quake): 17
Hatt (landing): 17
Descend: 17
Hadd (the Jews): 17

Hizb (party or group): 17

لغه الغيبة Hizb (party or group): 17

أوى fled for shelter (verse 10 of Sura 18): 17

Ghayba (Absentee Status or Absence): 1017 (equivalent to 17)

ا问责 ﻣﻌﺮكﮫ+ اﻟﻘﺮآن ﻧﺰول Descent of the Quran + Battle of Badr: [93 + 383 (or 382)] + (335 + 206)

This is how We punish the people. (verse 25 of Sura 46): 1017

Lailat (Eve) of Entry of Israel: 75 + [640 + 302 (or 303)] = 75 + 942 (or 943) = 1017 (or 1018)

The Rahman, the Raheem, Master of Day of Deen (Judgment). You are whom we worship (verse 3 - 5 of Sura 1): 1017

And we have not sent, before you, a Messenger (verse 25 of Sura 21): 1017

Is it near or far what you are promised (verse 109 of Sura 21): 1017

We have descended unto you the Book in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), so worship Allah (verse 2 of Sura 39): 1017

We have descended (or revealed) it as evident Ayat (verses or signs) (verse 16 of Sura 22): 1017

its verses have been detailed (verse 3 of Sura 41): 1017

an Arabic Quran for people who know (verse 3 of Sura 41): 1017 (or 1018)
لا ريب فيه هدى للمتقين There is no doubt about it (verse 2 of Sura 2): ١٠١٧

يدريك لعل الساعة تكون you know, perhaps the Hour is (verse 63 of Sura 33): (٢٤٤ + ١٣٠ + ١٦٧) + ٤٧٦ = ١٠١٧

بسم الله الرحمن الرحيم أ In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. A.L.R. (verse 1 of Sura 14): (١٠٢ + ٦٦ + ٣٢٩ + ٢٨٩ + ٢٣١) = ١٠١٧

بسم الله الرحمن الرحيم In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. I do swear (verse 1 of Sura 75): ١٠٢ + ٦٦ + ٣٢٩ + ٢٨٩ + ٢٣١ (or ٢٣٢) = ١٠١٧ (or ١٠١٨)

ينزل الملائكة بالروح من أمره على من He descends the Angels with the Spirit from his command upon whomever (verse 2 of Sura 16): ٩٧ + [١٣٧ (or ١٣٦) + ٢٤٧ + ٩٠ + ٢٤٦ + ١١٠ + ٩٠] = ٩٧ + ٩٢٠ (or ٩١٩) = ١٠١٧ (or ١٠١٦)

إنما علمها عند الله وما يدريك لعل الساعة The knowledge of it is with Allah and how would you know, perhaps the Hour (verse 63 of Sura 33): ٩٢ + ١٤٦ + ١٢٤ + ٦٧ (or ٦٦) + ٦ + ٤١ + ٢٤٤ + ١٣٠ + ١٦٧ = ١٠١٧ (or ١٠١٦)

ب عن الله ولكن أكثر with Allah, but most (verse 187 of Sura 7): ١٢٤ + ٦٦ + ٦ + ١٠٠ + ٧٢١ = ١٠١٧

من ذكرائها of its remembrance (or mention) (verse 43 of Sura 79): ٩٠ + ٩٢٧ (or ٩٢٦) = ١٠١٧ (or ١٠١٦) (equivalent to ١٧) (١٠١٧ is the ٨٤٦th Composite Number)

١٢١٦ is the ١٠١٧th Composite Number)

إلى يوم بياعون قال فإتلك Till the Day they shall be resurrected. He said, you are (verse 14 – ١٥ of Sura 7): ٤١ + ٥٦ + ٦٣٨ + ١٣١ + ١٥١ = ١٠١٧

يولج الليل في النهار ويولج النهار في الليل وهو He causes the Night to enter into (or merge with) the Day and causes the Day to enter into the Night and he is (verse 6 of Sura 57) : (٤٩ +٧١ + ٩٠ + ٢٨٧ + ٦ + ٤٩ + ٢٨٧ + ٩٠ + ٧١) + (٦ + ١١) = ١٠٠٠ + ١٧ = ١٠١٧

النار هي خلدون The Fire, they are remain eternally (verse 17 of Sura ٩): ٢٨٢ + ٤٥ + ٦٩٠ (or ٦٩١) = ١٠١٧ (or ١٠١٨)

هو رب الشعور وأنه أهلك عاد Howa, Lord of the Shira (Sirius Star) and He perished (destroyed) Aad (verse ٥٠ of Sura ٥٣): (١١ + ٢٠٢ + ٦١١) + [٦ + ٥٦ + ٥٦ + ٧٥ (or ٧٦)] = ٨٢٤ + ١٩٣ (or ١٩٤) = ١٠١٧ (or ١٠١٨)

صعدا وإن المسجد فلا تدعوا progressive (or increasing). The Mosques are for Allah, so do not call (verse ١٧ -١٨ of Sura ٧٢): ١٦٥ + ٦ + ٥١ + ١٣٩ + ٦٥ + ١١١ + ٤٨١ = ١٠١٧

رؤية فاطمة + نهاية الفاتيكان Vision (or apparition) of Fatima + End of the Vatican: [٢١٨ (or ٢١٧) + ١٣٥] + (٧١ + ٥٩٣) = ٣٥٣ (or ٣٥٢) + ٦٦٤ = ١٠١٧ (or ١٠١٦) (equivalent to ٢٠١٧)
Third Vision (or apparition) + Fatima + Nihaya (End) of Vatican: \[
1031 + 218 \text{ or } 217 + 135 + [71 + 562 \text{ or } 561] = 1249 \text{ or } 1248 + 135 + 633 = \textbf{2017 (or 2016)}
\]

Vision (or apparition) + Fatima, the Portugal: \[
218 \text{ or } 217 + (135 + 1664) = 218 \text{ or } 217 + 1799 = \textbf{2017 (or 2016)}
\]

Nihaya (End) of Last Pope + Catholic + Vatican: \[
71 + 801 \text{ or } 802 + 6 + 577 + 562 = \textbf{2017 (2018 or 2019)}
\]

For it. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces (verse 7 of Sura 17): \[
116 + [782 + 5 + 80 + 837 \text{ or } 838] + 117 + 80 = 116 + 1901 \text{ or } 116 + 1902 = \textbf{2017 (2018 or 2019)}
\]

Who wants the End Times and strives for it Sayaha (as much striving as needed) while he is a believer, such individuals, their striving is (verse 19 of Sura 17): \[
90 + 206 + 837 + 6 + 140 + 36 + 146 + 6 + 11 + 136 + 147 + 71 + 185 = \textbf{2017}
\]

You are brought back in it to Allah, then shall be rewarded each (verse 281 of Sura 2): \[
729 + 95 + 41 + 66 + 540 + 496 + 50 = 1967 + 50 = \textbf{2017} \textbf{ (Many Islamic scholars believe verse 281 of Sura 2 the last verse revealed to Prophet Mohammad (p), few days before his death.)}
\]

The Book, in it there are Ayat (verses or signs) Muhkamat; they are Mother of the Book (verse 7 of Sura 3): \[
66 + 329 + 289 + 271 + 450 + 412 \text{ or } 411 + 453 + 6 + 741 = 3017 \text{ (or 316) (3017 is the 2584th Composite Number)}
\]

In that (incident of drowning of Pharaoh), there was an Aya (Sign), but most of them were not believers (verse 67 of Sura 26): \[
51 + 90 + 750 + 46 + 6 + 41 + 71 + 766 + 196 = \textbf{2017}
\]

Day of Fat‘h (Conquest) of Petersburg: \[
56 + (488 + 1473) = 56 + 1961 = \textbf{2017} \textbf{ (2017 is the 306th Prime Number) (382 is the 306th Composite Number) (2368 is the 2017th Composite Number) (2772 is the 2368th Composite Number)}
\]

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. These are Ayat (verses or signs) of the Book and what (verse 1 of Sura 13): \[
66 + 329 + 289 + 271 + 450 + 412 \text{ or } 411 + 453 + 6 + 741 = \textbf{3017 (or 316) (3017 is the 2584th Composite Number)}
\]

Third Vision (or apparition) + Fatima + Portugal: \[
[1031 + 218 \text{ or } 217] + 135 + 1633 = 1249 \text{ (or } 1248) + 135 + 1633 = \textbf{3017 (or 3016) (equivalent to 2017)}
\]
.path of those whom you have have given them your bounties, other than (verse 7 of Sura 1): $300 \text{ or } 299 + 791 + 561 + 155 + 1210 = \textbf{3017} \text{ (or } 3016\text{)}$

The Hour is coming. I almost hide it for each soul to be rewarded/punished based on what it endeavors (verse 15 of Sura 20): $51 + (562 + 417 + 26 + 697 + 441 + 50 + 190 + 43 + 540) = 51 + 2966 = \textbf{3017}$

If you do well, you do well to yourselves and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces (verse 7 of Sura 17): $51 + 559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 \text{ (or } 837\text{)} + 107 + 80 = \textbf{4017} \text{ (or } 4016\text{)} \text{ (} = 3 \times 13 \times \textbf{103}\text{)}$  

Created the human in best Taqweem (shape or form). Then, We abase him to the lowest of the low except those who have believed and done (verse 4 – 6 of Sura 95): $781 + 192 + 90 + 119 + 556 + 540 + 263 + 171 + 231 + 32 + 791 + 98 + 6 + 147 = \textbf{4017}$

Aya (Sign) of his Kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Coffin or Ark), in it there is Sakina from your Lord and the remainder of what Family of Moses and the Family of Aaron left, carried by the Angels. It is (verse 248 of Sura 2) : $17 \text{ (or } 16\text{)} + [95 + 51 + 481 + 840 + 95 + 145 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 117 + 81 + 620 + 32 + 116 + 6 + 32 + 261 \text{ (or } 262\text{)} + 483 + 136 + 51 ] = 17 \text{ (or } 16\text{)} + 4000 \text{ (or } 4001\text{)} = \textbf{4017} \text{ (or } 4016\text{ or } 4018\text{)}$

From the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings to show him from our signs. He is the All-Hearer, the All-Seeer. And we brought to Moses (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 17): $[90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 223 + 741 + 273 + 49 + 295 + 90 + 463 \text{ (or } 462\text{)} + 56 + 11 + 211] + [333 + 6 + 463 \text{ (or } 462\text{)} + 116] = 3099 \text{ (or } 3098\text{)} + 918 \text{ (or } 917\text{)} = \textbf{4017} \text{ (or } 4016\text{ or } 4015\text{)}$

Over it are Nineteen. And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number, or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that, will become certain, those who have been given the Book and (verse 31 of Sura 74): $32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 413 \text{ (or } 414\text{)} + 453 + 6 = \textbf{4017} \text{ (or } 4018\text{)}$

This segment of verse 30 – 31 of Sura 74 consists of 17 words)
we bequeathed it to another people. So, the Heaven and the Earth did not weep over them and they were not given a respite.

```
(verse 28 – 29 of Sura 44): 764 (or 763) + 147 + 862 + 121 + 422 + 155 + 133 + 6 + 1032 + 6 + 41 + 78 + 1250 = 5017 (or 5016)
```

```
And how would you know what Night of the Qadr is. Night of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by the permission of Allah. (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 97): [144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226] + (41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136) + (6 + 245 + 96 + 753) = [917 (or 916) + 3000] + 1100 = 3917 (or 3916) + 1100 = 5017 (or 5016)
```

```
While you are part of its remembrance, to your Lord is its end. You are a warner for those who fear (or concerned about) it. As if (verses 43 – 46 of Sura 79): (130 + 451) + [90 + 927 (or 926)] + (41 + 222 + 501 + 92 + 451 + 990 + 90 + 916 + 116) = 581 + 1017 (or 1016) + 3419 = 5017 (or 5016)
```

```
Israel, inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we have descended it/him and in the Haq, it/he has descended and We have not sent you except as Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): 303 (or 302) + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32 + 543 + 6 = 5017 (or 5016)
```

```
When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun and Moon are combined, the human being, on that day, says: where is the escape ? No, (verse 7 - 11 of Sura 75): 781 (or 782) + 302 + 323 + 6 + 740 + 371 + 6 + 113 + 431 + 371 + 146 + 192 + 766 + 61 + 351 + 51 + 31 = 5017 (or 5018) (5017 is the 4344th Composite Number)
```

```
Mother of the Book and others Mutashabihat (allegorical or metaphorical). Those who have perversity in their hearts follow what is allegorical (or metaphorical) (verse 7 of Sura 3): 6017
```

```
Whenever the Sun and Moon are combined, the human being, on that day, says: where is the escape ? No, (verse 7 - 11 of Sura 75): 781 (or 782) + 302 + 323 + 6 + 740 + 371 + 6 + 113 + 431 + 371 + 146 + 192 + 766 + 61 + 351 + 51 + 31 = 5017 (or 5018) (5017 is the 4344th Composite Number)
```

```
``
Your Lord who created. He created the human from Alaq. Recite and your Lord, the Akram (Most Honorable) who taught by the pen. He taught the human what he did not know. No, the human may transgress. When he sees him (verse 1 - 7 of Sura 96):

\[
222 + 741 + 730 + 730 + 193 (or 192) + 90 + 200 + 302 + 6 + 222 + 292 + 741 + 140 + 203 + 140 + 193 (or 192) + 41 + 70 + 150 + 51 + 51 + 193 (or 192) + 1059 + 51 + 206 + 7017 (7015 or 7016)
\]

and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach completely. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17):

\[
51 + (502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 + 140 + 262 + 51 + 318 + 6) + 51 = 51 + 6915 + 51 = 7017 (7017 is the 7895th Composite Number)
\]

And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (trial or test) for those who have disbelieved. That those who have been given the Book become certain and those who have believed grow in faith and those who have been given the Book and the Believers do not have doubt (verse 31 of Sura 74):

\[
9017 (9015 or 9016) (9017 is the 7895th Composite Number)
\]

provoking them out of the Land, so we drowned him and whomever was with him, all of them. And we said to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (from mixed backgrounds) and in the Haq we descended him and in the Haq, he descended. And we have not sent you except as Mubashir (bearer of good news) and a Nazeer (warner). And a Quran Faraqnahu (we spaced its revelation) so that you recite it unto the People unhurriedly and we descended it in a descent (verse 103 – 106 of Sura 17):

\[
[602 + 90 + 1032 + 1437 (or 1436) + 6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 303 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 55 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32 + 543 + 6 + 961] + [6 + 353 + 436 (or 435) + 736 + 110 + 142 + 110 + 560 + 6 + 142 + 498] = 9918 (9916 or 9917) + 3099 (or 3098) = 13017 (13014, 13015 or 13016)
\]

From the beginning of Sura 55 (including the Basmala) till the end of verse 6 of Sura 55, there are 17 words.

The word “The Deen (Judgment)” in Sura 1 is the 17th word from the end of Sura 1.

♦️ واحد Wahid (One): 18 (or 19) (18 + 31 = 49) (18 is the 10th Composite Number) (28 is the 18th Composite Number) (61 is the 18th Prime Number)

كُذَالَكَ نَجْزِي الْقَوْمَ This is how We punish the people. (verse 25 of Sura 46): 1018 (or 1017)
(= 2 x 509) (1018 is the 847th Composite Number) (1218 is the 1018th Composite Number)

Lailat (Eve) of Entry of Israel: 75 + [640 + 303 (or 302)] = 75 + 943 (or 942) = 1018 (or 1017)

The Rahman, the Raheem, Master of Day of Deen (Judgment). You are whom we worship (verse 3 - 5 of Sura 1): 1018 (or 1017)

The Dajjal, the Maseekh (False Messiah) son of Yoseph (Joseph): 69 + [741 + 52 (or 53) + 156] = 69 + 949 (or 950) = 1018 (or 1019)

Ghazwa (Invasion): 1018 (equivalent to 18)

Liberation of City of Akka (Acre): 818 + (109 + 91) = 818 + 200 = 1018

Al-Sadis Al-Ishroon (The Twenty Sixth) + Rajab: (156 + 657) + 205 = 813 + 205 = 1018 (equivalent to 18)

Caliphate based on Minhaj (Style or Model) of the Prophethood: [716 (or 715) + 110 + 98 (or 99)] + 94 = 924 (923 or 925) + 94 = 1018 (1017 or 1019) (This is part of a Hadith about the Caliphate in the End Times and the Mahdi who will serve as a Caliph)

The Islamic Caliphate + The Prophethood: [747 (or 746) + 177 (or 178)] + 94 = 924 (923 or 925) + 94 = 1018 (1017 or 1019)

Caliphate of the Mahdi, grandson of Ali: 716 (or 715) + (90 + 102 + 110) = 716 (or 715) + 302 = 1018 (or 1017) [The Mahdi is expected to be a grandson of Fatima (prophet Mohammad’s daughter) and her husband Ali bin Abi Taleb (the last of the four Guided Caliphs who succeeded Prophet Mohammad (p) in the governorship of Muslims, through one of their sons, either Al-Hasan or Al-Hussein. It is worth noting that Ali served as a Caliph after the death of Othman, the third Caliph. Similarly, the Mahdi is going to serve as Caliph in the End Times after the last Caliph of the Ottoman Empire who served till 1924.]

Caliphate of the Mahdi, son of Al-Hussein: 716 (or 715) + (90 + 53 + 159) = 716 (or 715) + 302 = 1018 (or 1017) (This seems to indicate that the Mahdi is likely to be a son of Al-Hussein, one of the two sons of Fatima and Ali)

shall inherit it my righteous worshippers (verse 105 of Sura 21): 716 + [87 + 215 (or 216)] = 716 + 302 (or 303) = 1018 (or 1019)

Caliphate of my righteous worshippers: 716 (or 715) + [87 + 215 (or 216)] = 716 (or 715) + 302 (or 303) = 1018 (1017 or 1019)

Caliphate of the Arabs: 715 (or 716) + 303 = 1018 (or 1019) (This seems to indicate that the Imam Mahdi will be an Arab)

Prostration and listen when the caller calls from (verse 40 - 41 of Sura 50): 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 126 + 90 = 1018
We have descended unto you the Book in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), so worship Allah (verse 2 of Sura 39): **1018 (1017 or 1019)**

We have descended (or revealed) it as evident Ayat (verses or signs) (verse 16 of Sura 22): **1018 (1017 or 1019)**

its verses have been detailed (verse 3 of Sura 41): **1018 (or 1017)**

an Arabic Quran for people who know (verse 3 of Sura 41): **1018 (or 1017)**

Ayat (verses) Muhkamat, they are Mother of (verse 7 of Sura 3): 413

= 1018 (1016 or 1017)

There is no doubt about it (verse 2 of Sura 2): **1018 (or 1017)**

you know, perhaps the Hour is (verse 63 of Sura 33): (244 + 130 + 167) + 476 = 1017

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. A.L.R. (verse 1 of Sura 14): 102 (or 103) + 66 + 330 (or 329) + 289 + 231 = **1018 (1017 or 1019)**

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. I do swear (verse 1 of Sura 75): 102 + 66 + 329 (or 330) + 289 + 31 + 201 = **1018 (or 1019)**

with Allah, but most (verse 187 of Sura 7): 124 + 67 (or 66) + 6 + 100 + 721 = **1018 (or 1017)** (equivalent to 18)

The Fire, they are remain eternally (verse 17 of Sura 9): 282 + 45 + 691 (or 690) = **1018 (or 1017)**

Ho wa, Lord of the Shira (Sirius Star) and He perished (destroyed) Aad (verse 50 of Sura 53): (11 + 202 + 611) + [6 + 56 + 56 + 76 (or 75)] = 824 + 194 (or 193) = **1018 (or 1017)**

They shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque, (verse 7 of Sura 17): 113 (or 114) + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 = **1018 (or 1019)**

Ibtida (Beginning) of Awwal (First) phase of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): 409 + [37 + 283 + 90 + 71 + 128 (or 129)] = 409 + 609 (or 610) = **1018 (or 1019)**

progressive (or increasing). The Mosques are for Allah, so do not call (verse 17 - 18 of Sura 72): 165 + 6 + 51 + 139 (or 138) + 65 + 111 + 481 = **1018 (or 1017)**
up to the Mushrikeen (Polytheists) that they perform Omra (religious visit) to Mosques of Allah, bearing witness upon themselves (verse 17 of Sura 9): 71 + 680 + 51 + 327 + 108 (or 107) + 66 + 369 (or 370) + 110 + 236 = \textbf{2018 (2017 or 2019)}

\((= 2 \times 1009)\) \textbf{(2018 is the 1711th Composite Number) (2369 is the 2018th Composite Number)}

For it. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces (verse 7 of Sura 17): 116 + \([782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 117 (or 118) + 80 ] = 116 + 1902\)
\((= 2 \times 1001)\) \textbf{(2018 is the 1711th Composite Number) (2369 is the 2018th Composite Number)}

Who wants the End Times and strives for it Sayaha (as much striving as needed) while he is a believer, such individuals, their striving is (verse 19 of Sura 17): 90 + 206 + 838 (or 837) + 6 + 140 + 36 + 146 + 6 + 11 + 136 (or 137) + 147 + 71 + 185 = \textbf{2018 (2017 or 2019)}

You the People: fear your Lord. It is the \textbf{Zalzala} (Quake or Shaking) of the Hour (verse 1 of Sura 22): 17 + 142 + 508 + 264 (or 262) + 51 + 474 + 562 = \textbf{2018 (or 2016)}

He fills it with equity and justice like it was filled with oppression and aggression: 87 + 170 + 6 + 105 + 61 + 480 + 971 + 132 = \textbf{2018} \ (This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi)

And this safe Balad (Country or City). We have created the human (verse 3 – 4 of Sura 95): 6 + 706 + 67 + 132 + 134 + 781 + 192 (or 193) = \textbf{2018 (or 2019)}

\((= 2 \times 1009)\) \textbf{(2018 is the 1711th Composite Number) (2369 is the 2018th Composite Number)}

The Spirit and the Angels in line. They do not speak except whoever has been given permission (verse 38 of Sura 78): \textbf{2018 (or 2019)}

You have an appointed (an appointment or appointed time in a) Day. You will not be postponed (verse 30 of Sura 34): 90 + 125 + 56 + 31 + 1716 (or 1717) = \textbf{2018 (or 2019)}

and you shall have on Earth place of settlement (verse 24 of Sura 7): 6 + 90 + 90 + 1032 + 800 = \textbf{2018}

Prostration and listen when the caller calls from a close location, the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) by the Truth. (verse 40 - 42 of Sura 50): \((104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 126 + 90) + (111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141) = 1018 + 1000 = \textbf{2018} \)

\(\text{تسعة عشر وما جعلنا أصحاب النار إلا ملوكه و ما جعلنا} \)

nineteen. And we have not made Ashab (Guardians) of the Fire, except angels and we have not made (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74):
The Book, in it there are Ayat (verses or signs) Muhkamat; they are Mother of the Book (verse 7 of Sura 3): 2018 (2017 or 2019)

An opponent might say: before shall be exhausted the words of my Lord, and even if we bring (another one) like it, as a supplement (verse 109 of Sura 18): 51 + 1967 (or 1968) = 2018 (or 2019)

In that (incident of drowning of Pharaoh), there was an Aya (Sign), but most of them were not believers (verse 67 of Sura 26): 51 + 90 + 750 + 47 (or 46) + 6 + 41 + 71 + 766 + 196 = 2018 (or 2017)

Rikam, and you do not know what Lailat Qadr is, except for a little while. The way of whom we sent (verse 76 - 77 of Sura 17): (96 + 6) + [702 + 31 + 598 + 731 (or 730) + 32 + 171 (or 170) + 115 + 90 + 104 + 342] = 102 + 2916 (2914 or 2915) = 3018 (3016 or 3017) (equivalent to 2018)

God the Rahm - Muhkamat (signs) of the Book and what (verse 1 of Sura 13): 66 + 329 + 289 + 271 + 450 + 413 (or 412) + 453 (or 454) + 6 + 741 = 3018 (3017 or 3019)

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. These are Ayat (verses or signs) of the Book and what (verse 1 of Sura 13): 66 + 329 + 289 + 271 + 450 + 413 (or 412) + 453 (or 454) + 6 + 741 = 3018 (3017 or 3019)

The Raheem, We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than (or from) (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 97): 289 + 52 + 143 (or 144) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 = 3018 (or 3019) (3018 is the 2585th Composite Number)

Aya (Sign) of his Kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Coffin or Ark), in it there is Sakina from your Lord and the remainder of what the family of Moses and the family of Aaron left. It will be carried by (verse 248 of Sura 2): 264 + 6 + 117 + 81 + 620 + 32 + 116 + 6 + 32 + 261 (or 262) + 483 = 2018 (or 2019)

Of it and then they do not remain after you, except for a little while. The way of whom we sent (verse 76 - 77 of Sura 17): (96 + 6) + [702 + 31 + 598 + 731 (or 730) + 32 + 171 (or 170) + 115 + 90 + 104 + 342] = 102 + 2916 (2914 or 2915) = 3018 (3016 or 3017) (equivalent to 2018)

God, the Rahman and the Raheem. These are Ayat (verses or signs) of the Book and what (verse 1 of Sura 13): 66 + 329 + 289 + 271 + 450 + 413 (or 412) + 453 (or 454) + 6 + 741 = 3018 (3017 or 3019)

The Raheem, We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than (or from) (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 97): 289 + 52 + 143 (or 144) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 = 3018 (or 3019) (3018 is the 2585th Composite Number)

The Raheem, We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than (or from) (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 97): 289 + 52 + 143 (or 144) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 = 3018 (or 3019) (3018 is the 2585th Composite Number)

The Raheem, We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than (or from) (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 97): 289 + 52 + 143 (or 144) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 = 3018 (or 3019) (3018 is the 2585th Composite Number)
From the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings to show him from our signs. He is the All-Hearer, the All-Seer. And we brought to Moses (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 17):

\[
90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 223 + 741 + 274 \text{ (or 273)} + 49 + 295 + 90 + 463 \text{ (or 464)} + 56 + 11 + 211 + [333 + 6 + 463 \text{ (or 462)} + 116] = 3100 \text{ (3099 or 3101)} + 918 \text{ (or 917)} = \text{4018 (4017 or 4019)}
\]

قَلْنَا مِن بَعْدِ لَبِنٍ إِسْرَائِيلِ أَسْكَنْنَاهُ الأَرْضُ إِنْذَا جَاءَ وَعِدُ الآخَرِينَ

If you do well, you do well to yourselves and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces (verse 7 of Sura 17):

\[
51 + [559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 \text{ (or 837)} + 108 \text{ (or 107)} + 80] = 51 + 3967 \text{ (3965 or 3966)} = \text{4018 (4016 or 4017) (equivalent to 2018)}
\]

خَلَقْنَا الإنسان في أحسن تقويم ثم ردده أسفين إلا الذين أمنوا وعملوا Created the human in best Taqweem (shape or form). Then, we abase him to the lowest of the low except those who have believed and done (verse 4 – 6 of Sura 95):

\[
781 + 193 \text{ (or 192)} + 90 + 119 + 556 + 540 + 263 \text{ (or 264)} + 171 + 231 + 32 + 791 + 98 + 6 + 147 = \text{4018 (4017 or 4019)}
\]

إِلا قَفْتَهُ للذين كفروا ليسين الذين أوتوا الكتاب و except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that, will become certain, those who have been given the Book and (verse 31 of Sura 74):

\[
32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414 + 453 \text{ (or 454)} + 6 = \text{4018 (4019)}
\]

عَلَى هَا تَسْهُع عَشْرَ وَما جَعَلْنَا آصَابِي النَّارِ إِلَّا لِلذين كفروا ليسين Created the people of the Fire except as Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number, or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that, will become certain (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74):

\[
116 + 535 + 570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 102 \text{ (or 101)} + 282 + 32 + 106 \text{ (or 105)} + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + [307 + 660] = 4051 \text{ (or 4050)} + 967 = \text{5018 (or 5017) (5018 is the 3463rd Composite Number)}
\]

الليل و النهار أيتين فمحونا أي الليل وجعلنا أي النهار مبصره لتنزعوا فضلاً من ريكم و The Night and the Day, two Signs. Then, We erased Sign of the Night and We made Sign of the Day Mubsira (insightful or giver of vision) so that you seek a bounty from your Lord and (verse 12 of Sura 17):

\[
71 + 6 + 287 + 472 + 80 + [105 + 17 + 71 + 6 + 154 + 17 + 287 + 337 + 1839 + 911 \text{ (or 910)} + 90 + 262 + 6] = 916 + 4102 = \text{5018 (or 5017) (5018 is the 4345th Composite Number)}
\]

أَزْيَدُنَاهُ فِي لَيْلِ الْقَدْرِ وَما أَدْرَاكَ مَا لَيْلَةُ الْقَدْرِ لَيْلَةُ الْقَدْرِ خَيْرٌ مِنْ أَفْلَحِ شَهْرِ الْفَرَضِ وَعِنْدَاهُ تَنزَلُ المَلَائِكَةُ وَالرُّوحُ إِبَّانَهَا descended him/it in Night of the Qadr. And how would you know what Night of the Qadr is. Night of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by the permission (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97):

\[
[144 \text{ (or 143)} + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226] + [41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 137 \text{ (or 136)}] + [6 + 245 + 96 + 753] = [917 \text{ (or 916)} + 3000 \text{ (or 3001)}] + 1100 = 3918 \text{ (3916 or 3917)} + 1100 = \text{5018 (5016 or 5017)}
\]

الذي أنزل على عبده الكتاب ولم يجعل له عوجاً فيما لينذر بأساً شديداً من لدهه و يبشر المؤمنين الذين
who descended upon his servant the Book, and did not make in it (or him) crookedness. Qaim (Valuable or Title of the Mahdi) to warn about severe punishment from him and give good news to the believers who (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 18): $[741 + 88 + 110 + 81 + 454 (or 453) + 6 + 70 + 113 + 35 + 80 + 151 + 990] + [64 + 319 + 90 + 89 + 6 + 512 + 228 (or 227) + 791] = 2919 (or 2918) + 2099 (or 2098) = 5018 (or 5017) \text{ (equivalent to 2018)}$

Qaim (Valuable or Title of the Mahdi) to warn about severe punishment from him and give good news to the believers who (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 18): $[741 + 88 + 110 + 81 + 454 (or 453) + 6 + 70 + 113 + 35 + 80 + 151 + 990] + [64 + 319 + 90 + 89 + 6 + 512 + 228 (or 227) + 791] = 2919 (or 2918) + 2099 (or 2098) = 5018 (or 5017) \text{ (equivalent to 2018)}$

While you are part of its remembrance, to your Lord is its end. You are a warner for those who fear (or concerned about) it. As if (verses 43 – 46 of Sura 79): $(130 + 451) + (90 + 927) + [41 + 222 + 502 (or 501) + 92 + 451 + 990 + 90 + 916 (or 917) + 116] = 581 + 1017 + 3420 (3419 or 3421) = 5018 (or 5019)$

Israel, inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Laffifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we have descended it/him and in the Haq, it/he has descended and We have not sent you except as Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and (verses 104 – 105 of Sura 17): $303 (or 302) + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 (or 144) + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 (or 362) + 32 + 543 + 6 = 5018 (5017 or 5019)$

The Heavens and the Earth and made the darknasses and the light. Then, those who have disbeliefed (verse 1 of Sura 6): $[539 (538 or 537) + 6 + 1032 + 6 + 103 + 1401 + 6 + 287 + 540] + (791 + 307) = 3920 (3919 or 3918) + 1098 = 5018 (5016 or 5017) \text{ (equivalent to 2018)}$

When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun and Moon are combined, the human being, on that day, says: where is the escape? No, (verse 7 - 11 of Sura 75): $782 + 302 + 323 + 6 + 740 + 371 + 6 + 113 + 431 + 371 + 146 + 192 (or 193) + 766 + 61 + 351 + 51 + 31 = 5018 (or 5019)$

Mother of the Book and others Mutashabihat (allegorical or metaphorical). Those who have perversity in heir hearts follow what is allegorical (or metaphorical) (verse 7 of Sura 3): $6018 \ (6017 \ or \ 6019) \ (6018 \ is \ the \ 5232^{nd} \ Composite \ Number)$

the Sun and before the Setting and of the night, praise him and after the prostration. And listen the Day the caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq, that is Day of the Khuruj (Coming out or Departure) (verse 39 – 42 of Sura 50): $431 + 6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 71 + 155 + 6 + 208 (or 207) + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 136 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141 + 750 (or 751) + 56 + 840 = 6018 (6017 or 6019)$
the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is, till rise of the Dawn (verse 3 - 5 of Sura 97): 

\[
335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 523 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 249 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 + 15 + 818 + 149 + 314 = 6018
\]

(This segment consists of 19 words)

Those who have believed. When the prayer of Day of Friday is called for, strive to the mention of Allah and leave the selling. That is better (verse 9 of Sura 62):

\[
791 + 98 (or 99) + 702 + 70 + 191 + 90 + 56 + 149 + 218 + 41 + 920 + 66 + 6 + 907 + 113 + 790 + 810 = 6018 (or 6019)
\]

We bequeathed the people, who used to be slightened (overpowered or taken advantage of because they were weak), the eastern part of the Ard (Earth or Land) and the western part which we had blessed them (verse 137 of Sura 7): 

\[
758 + 177 + 791 + 78 + 1476 + 641 (or 640) + 1032 + 6 + 1249 (or 1248) + 441 + 273 (or 274) + 96 = 6922
\]

\[6920 (or 6921) + 96 = 7018 (7016 or 7017) \text{ (equivalent to 2018)} \]

Your Lord who created. He created the human from Alaq. Recite and your Lord, the Akram (Most Honorable) who taught by the pen. He taught the human what he did not know. No, the human may transgress. When he sees him (verse 1 - 7 of Sura 96):

\[
222 + 741 + 730 + 730 + 193 (or 192) + 90 + 200 + 302 + 6 + 222 + 292 + 741 + 140 + 203 + 140 + 193 (or 192) + 41 + 70 + 150 + 51 + 51 + 193 (or 192) + 1059 + 51 + 207 = 7018 (7016 or 7017)
\]

O David ! We have made you a Caliph in the Ard (Earth or Land). So, rule (or judge) between (or among) the people in justice. And do not follow the Hawa (whim, desire, urge) because it makes you stray away from the Path of Allah. Those who stay away from the Path of Allah, there is, for them, a severe torment, for (verse 26 of Sura 38):

\[
11 + 15 + 52 + 174 + 725 + 90 + 1032) + [ 149 + 62 + 142 + 141 + 6 + 31 + 872 + 52 + 940 + 120 + 102 + 67 (or 66) + 51 + 791 + 896 + 120 + 102 + 66 + 75 + 773 + 318 + 43 ] = 8018 (or 8017) \text{ (equivalent to 2018) 8018 is the 7007th Composite Number)}
\]
the ones whom we carried with Noah. He was a servant (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 17): 

$$[741 + 273 (or 274) + 49 + 295 + 90 + 463 + 56] + [11 + 211 + 333 + 6 + 463 + 116 + 454 (or 453) + 6 + 159 + 19 + 92 + 303 (or 302) + 32 + 210 + 7 + 90 + 70 + 67 + 915 + 90 + 129 + 110 + 64 + 56 + 71 + 77 ] = 1967 + 6051$$

(or 6050) = 8018 (or 8017)  (equivalent to 2018)

And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (trial or test) for those who have disbelieved. S that those who have been given the Book become certain and those who have believed grow in faith and those who have been given the Book and the Believers do not have doubt (verse 31 of Sura 74): 

$$9018 (9017 or 9019)  (9018 

is the 7896th Composite Number)$$

And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (trial or test) for those who have disbelieved. And we have decreed unto Bani (Children) of Israel in the Book that you will corrupt in the Ard (Earth or Land) twice and you will rise to a great height. When Promise of the first of them comes, we send, against you, servants of ours of great might. So, they plunder throughout the homelands and thus it will be a Promise fulfilled. Then, we gave you the opportunity to attack them and we supported you with monies and sons (males) and we let you be more in number of individuals. If you do good, you do good for yourselves. And if you do evil, (verse 4 – 7 of Sura 17): 

$$[ 6 + 961 + 41 + 62 + 303 + 90 + 454] + [ 624 + 90 + 1032 + 700 + 6 + 580 + 107 + 233 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 84 + 623 + 560 + 6 + 143 (or 142) + 498] = 9918 (9916 or 9917) + 3100 (or 3099) = 13018 (13016 or 13017)$$

(13018 is the 11466th Composite Number)
170 + 78 + 81 + 47 + 63 + 318 + 151 + 661 + 246 + 6 + 71 + 81 + 227 + 540 + 259 + 90 + 256 + 155 + 6 + 160 (or 159) + 80 (or 79) + 6 + 112 + 6 + 214 (or 213) + 721 + 341 + 51 + 559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 \] = 1917 + 12101 (12099 or 12100) = 14018 (14016 or 14017) (equivalent to 2018)

و قضينا إلى بني إسرائيل في الكتاب لتنفد في الأرض مرتين وتعلن علوا كبيرا فإذا جاء وعد أولاًهما بعثنا عليه عبادنا أولي باس شديد فجاسوا خلال الديار وكان وعد مفعولا ثم رددنا لكم الكره عليهم وأمداكم بأموال وبنين وجعلناكم أكثر نفيراً إن أحسنتم

And we have decreed unto Bani (Children) of Israel in the Book that you will corrupt in the Ard (Earth or Land) twice and you will rise to a great height. When Promise of the first of them comes, we send, against you, servants of ours of great might. So, they plunder throughout the homelands and thus it will be a Promise fulfilled. Then, we gave you the opportunity to attack them and we supported you with monies and sons (males) and we let you be more in number of individuals. If you do good, you do good for yourselves. And if you do evil, (verse 4 – 7 of Sura 17): (6 + 961 + [41 + 62 + 303 + 90 + 454 + 624 + 90 + 1032 + 700 + 6 + 580 + 107 + 233 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 84 + 623 + 170 + 78 + 81 + 47 + 63 + 318 + 151 + 661 + 246 + 6 + 71 + 81 + 227 + 540 + 259 + 90 + 256 + 155 + 6 + 160 (or 159) + 80 (or 79) + 6 + 112 + 6 + 214 (or 213) + 721 + 341 + 51 + 559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 \] = 967 + 13051 (13049 or 13050) = 14018 (14016 or 14017) (equivalent to 2018)

♦ واحد Wahid (One): 19 (or 18) (38 = 2 x 19) (19 + 31 = 50) (19 is the 8th Prime Number) (30 is the 19th Composite Number) (67 is the 19th Prime Number) (92 is the 67th Composite Number)

بهيد guides (or destroys) (verse 17 of Sura 18): 19

هدى Huda (Guidance) (verse 2 of Sura 2): 19

هدى Hadi (Offering) (verse 203 of Sura 2) & (verse 97 of Sura 5): 19

أيوب Ayyub (Prophet Job) (verse 83 of Sura 21): 19

حائط Wall: 19 (or 28)

وجهه His face: 19

طغي Tagha (Oppressed/Transgressed or has become an Oppressor / Tansgressor) (verse 43 of Sura 20): 1019

في آخر الزمن In End of the Time: 90 + 801 (or 802) + 128 (or 129) = 1019 (1020 or 1021)

خلقنا من نطفه We created him from a sperm (verse 77 of Sura 36): 785 (or 786) + 90 + 144 = 1019 (or 1020) (equivalent to 19)

يرثها عبادي الصالحين shall inherit it my righteous worshippers (verse 105 of Sura 21): 716 + [87 + 216 (or 215)] = 716 + 303 (or 302) = 1019 (or 1018)
Caliphate on the path of Prophethood: $716 \ (or \ 715) + [ 110 + 99 \ (or \ 98) \ + 94 ] = 716 \ (or \ 715) + 303 \ (or \ 302) = 1019 \ (1017 \ or \ 1018)$ \ (This is part of a Hadith)

Caliphate of the Arabs: $716 \ (or \ 715) + 303 = 1019 \ (or \ 1018)$ \ (This seems to indicate that the Imam Mahdi will be an Arab)

The Islamic Caliphate + The Prophethood: $[747 + 178 \ (or \ 177)] + 94 = 925 \ (or \ 924) + 94 = 1019 \ (or \ 1018)$

Apparition (or Vision) of End Times: $212 + 807 \ (or \ 806) = 1019 \ (or \ 1018)$

The Dajjal, the Maseekh (False Messiah) son of Yoseph (Joseph) : $69 + [741 + 53 \ (or \ 52) + 156] = 69 + 950 \ (or \ 949) = 1019 \ (or \ 1018)$

We intend to Nuhlik (perish, devastate, or annihilate) a Qarya (city, town, or community), We order (verse 16 of Sura 17): $1019$

Listen on the Day the Caller calls from a place (verse 41 of Sura 50): $(571 + 56 + 65 + 126 + 90) + 111 = 908 + 111 = 1019 \ \ (equivalent \ to \ 19)$

Those who have believed grow in faith (verse 31 of Sura 74): $26 + 791 + 99 + 103 = 1019$

The Angels descend (verse 4 of Sura 97): $487 + 532 = 1019 \ \ (or \ 1018)$

Quran as guidance to the people and evidences (verse 185 of Sura 2): $351 + 19 + 171 + 6 + 472 \ (or \ 482) = 1019 \ \ (or \ 1029)$

Recite to them his Ayat (Signs or Verses) (verse 2 of Sura 62): $1019$

When he made among you prophets (verse 20 of Sura 5): $1019$

That Allah has written for you (verse 21 of Sura 5): $1019$
Allah to them. Enter to them (verse 23 of Sura 5): 1019

We shall never enter it as long as they are in it (verse 24 of Sura 5): 1019

Forty years, they shall wander around in (verse 26 of Sura 5): 1019

We have sent you as Messenger and it is enough that Allah (verse 79 of Sura 4): 1019

And Allah has descended up to you the Book and the wisdom and taught you (verse 113 of Sura 4): 1019

And We have sent you as Messenger and it is enough that Allah (verse 79 of Sura 4): 1019

We shall never enter it as long as they are in it (verse 24 of Sura 5): 1019

They keep away (Muslims) from the Haram Mosque and they are not its guardians. Its guardians are none except (verse 34 of Sura 8): 1019

This is an enemy for you and for your spouse, so let him not (verse 117 of Sura 20): 1019

The Satan keeps you away. He is for you an evident enemy. And When (verse 62 of Sura 43): 1019 (or 1020)

And They have done on Day of the Qiyama. Allah is, about everything, knowledgeable (verse 7 of Sura 58): 1019 (or 1020)

you know that I am Messenger of Allah (verse 5 of Sura 61): 1019

till the Day of the Qiyama. You shall have based on what you do. (verse 39 of Sura 68): 1019

And Rattil (recite rhythmically) the Quran (verse 4 of Sura 73): 6 + 630 + 383 (or 382) = 1019 (or 1018)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. I do swear (verse 1 of Sura 75): 102 + 66 + 330 (or 330) + 289 + 31 + 205 = 1019 (or 1018)

Swear by Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times) and I do swear by the self-reproaching soul (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 75): 1019 (or 1020)

The human, on that day: Where is (verse 10 of Sura 75): 192 (or 193) + 766 +
Allah and the Rasikhoon (those who are firmly grounded) (verse 7 of Sura 3): \(1019\)

That is because Allah is the Haq (Justice, Truth, or True/Right) (verse 62 of Sura 22): \(1019\)

Nihaya (End) of Govenance of Bashshar Al-Assad of Syria : \(71 + 68 + 503 + 96 + 281 = 1019\)

Ibtida (Beginning) of Awwal (First) phase of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): \(409 + [37 + 283 + 90 + 71 + 129 (or 128)] = 409 + 610 (or 609) = 1019 (or 1018)\)

Harq (Burning or Setting on fire) of Artemis: \(308 + 711 = 1019\) (equivalent to \(19\)) \((1019\) is the \(171^{\text{st}}\) Prime Number) \((1219\) is the \(1019^{\text{th}}\) Composite Number)

He fills it with Qist (equity) and Adl (justice) like it was filled with Zulm (oppression) and Odwan (aggression): \(92 (or 93) + 169 + 6 + 104 + 61 + 480 + 970 + 131 = 2019 (or 2020)\)

When the Promise of the End Times comes, (verse 7 of Sura 17): \(702 + 5 + 80 + 1232 (or 1233) = 2019 (or 2020)\)

For it. When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) (verse 7 of Sura 17): \([116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 113] + 80 + 6 = [1933 (or 1934) + 80] + 6 = 2013 (or 2014) + 6 = 2019 (or 2020)\)

upon them birds in flocks, pelting (or striking) them by stones of clay. So, he rendered them like Asf (hay or straw) (verse 3 - 5 of Sura 105): \(2019\) (or \(2018\)) (This could be intended to refer to year \(2019\))

Recite in the name of your Lord who created, created (or creator of) the human (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 96): \(302 + 102 (or 103) + 222 + 741 + 730 + 730 + 192 = 2019\) (or \(2020\))

up to the Mushrikeen (Polytheists) that they perform Omra (religious visit) to Mosques of Allah, bearing witness upon themselves (verse 17 of Sura 9. This is the \(1252^{\text{nd}}\) verse of the Quran): \(71 + 680 + 51 + 327 + 108 (or 107) + 66 + 370 (or 369) + 110 + 236 = 2019 (2017 or 2018)\)

Our Ayat (signs) miraculously. Those are People of the Jaheem (Hell). And We have not sent a Messenger before you and not a prophet but (verse 51 – 52 of Sura 22): \(2019\)
And how many communities we have destroyed before them who used to be more brutal. So, search among the countries. Do (verse 36 of Sura 50. This is 4666th verse of Quran): **2019**

Your Lord is the knowledgeable Creator. And we have brought you seven from/of (verse 86 – 87 of Sura 15): **2019 (or 2022)**

طروق الشمس و قبل الغروب و من Tulu (Rise) of the Sun and before the Setting (Sun-set) and from (verse 39 – 41 of Sura 50): \(115 + 431 + 6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 = 1923 + 6 + 90 = 2019\)

وقبل الغروب و من الليل فسحه و أديار السجد and before the Setting (Sun-set) and from the Night glorify him and after the prostration (verse 39 – 40 of Sura 50): \(6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 71 + 157 + 155 + 6 + 208 + 90 + 111 + 312 = 2019\)

وقبل الغروب و من الليل فسحه and from the night, glorify him and after the prostration. And listen the Day the caller calls from a close place. (verse 40 – 41 of Sura 50): \(6 + 90 + 101 + 157 + 6 + 208 + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 136 + 90 + 111 + 312 = 2019\)

ذاق آدم شجرة الخلد Adam tasted Tree of the Khuld (Immortality or Eternality): \(801 + 45 + (508 + 665) = 801 + 45 + 1173 = 2019\)

لكم ميعاد يوم لا تستأنرون You have an appointed (an appointment or appointed time in a) Day. You will not be postponed (verse 30 of Sura 34): **2019 (or 2018) (= 3 x 673)**

(2019 is the 1712th Composite Number) **(2370 is the 2019th Composite Number)**

عليكم غُدَاب يُؤم غُضِيم for you the torment of a Magnificent Day (verse 135 & 156 of Sura 26): \(170 + 773 + (56 + 1020) = 170 + 773 + 1076 = 2019\)

تسع عشر و ما جعلنا أصحاب النار إلا ملاككنا وما جعلنا Nineteen. And we have not made People of the Fire except Angels. And we have not made (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): \(535 + 570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 97 + 6 + 41 + 154 = 2019\)

ويه سبع عشر و ما جعلنا أصحاب النار إلا ملاككنا وما جعلنا And we have not made As’hab (People or Companions) of the Fire except Angels and We have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial or Test) (verse 31 of Sura 74): \([6 + 50 + 154 + 102 (or 101) + 282 + 32 + 106 (or 105) + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519] + 32 + 535 = 1452 (1450 or 1451) + 32 + 535 = 2019\)

وخيركم وقيقه مما ترك ءال موسي و ءال هارون تحمله your Lord and the remainder of what the family of Moses and the family of Aaron left. It will be carried by (verse 248 of Sura 2): \(264 + 6 + 117 + 81 + 620 + 32 + 116 + 6 + 32 + 262 (or 261) + 483 = 2019\)

مايو 14 Mayo (May) + 14 + 1948 : \((57 + 14) + 1948 = 71 + 1948 = 2019\) (The Jews declared the establishment of the State of Israel on May 14, 1948)
And this safe Balad (Country or City). We have created the human (verse 3–4 of Sura 95): 6 + 706 + 67 + 132 + 134 + 781 + 193 (or 192) = **2019 (or 2018)**

And the olives and mount of Sinai and this safe Balad (Country or City). We have created the human in (verse 1–4 of Sura 95): 6 + [504 + 6 + 215 + 180 + 6 + 706 + 67 + 132 + 134 + 781 + 192 (or 193)] = 6 + 3013 (or 3014) = **3019 (or 3020)**

The Raheem, We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than (or from) (verse 1–3 of Sura 97): 289 + 52 + 144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 = **3019 (3018)** (3019 is the 433rd Prime Number)

We have been warning. In it, every wise command gets distinguished, a command from us. We (verse 3–6 of Sura 44): 90 + 75 + 267 + 52 + 71 + 1050 + 96 + 390 + 50 + 241 + 78 + 242 + 90 + 175 + 52 = **3019**

That we are not going to assemble his bones. Yes, we are capable of re-constructing his fingertips. However, the human wants to indulge in wickedness for the time ahead of him. He asks (verse 3–6 of Sura 75): 81 +163 + 1016 + 42 + 364 + 110 + 51 + 126 + 108 + 32 + 224 + 192 + 323 + 87 + 323 + 87 + 100 (or 101) = **3019 (or 3020)**

In Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. We have been warning. In it, every wise command gets distinguished, a command from us. We (verse 3–6 of Sura 44): 90 + 75 + 267 + 52 + 71 + 1050 + 96 + 390 + 50 + 241 + 78 + 242 + 90 + 175 + 52 = **3019**

That we are not going to assemble his bones. Yes, we are capable of re-constructing his fingertips. However, the human wants to indulge in wickedness for the time ahead of him. He asks (verse 3–6 of Sura 75): 81 +163 + 1016 + 42 + 364 + 110 + 51 + 126 + 108 + 32 + 224 + 192 + 323 + 87 + 323 + 87 + 100 (or 101) = **3019 (or 3020)**

About the Hour, when will its docking be? While you are part of its remembrance (or mention). To your Lord is its end. (verse 42–44 of Sura 79): 120 + 167 + 62 + 307 + 130 + 451 + 90 + 927 + 41 + 222 + 502 = **3019**

So, he wanted to provoke them out of the Land, so we drowned him and those with him, all of them, and We said (verse 103 of Sura 17): 286 + 51 + 602 + 90 + 1032 + 1436 + 6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6 + 181 = **4019 (or 4020)** (4019 is the 555th Prime Number)

Over it are Nineteen. And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) (verse 30–31 of Sura 74): 116 + 535 + 570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 500 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 930 = **4019**
Except as a Fitna (Trial or Test) for those who have disbelieved so that those who have been given the Book and (verse 31 of Sura 74): 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414 + 454 + 6 = 4019

Ghasiq (Darkness) when it prevails and from the evilness of those who blow into ties and from (verse 3 – 5 of Sura 113): 1161 + 702 + 108 + 6 + 90 + 500 + 1061 (or 1062) + 90 + 205 + 6 + 90 = 4019 (or 4020)

Thamud disbelieved through its oppression, when arose (verse 11 - 12 of Sura 91): 1122 + [550 + 1023 (or 1024) + 701] + 623 = 1122 + 2274 (or 2275) + 623 = 4019 (or 4020)

It is Aya (Sign) of his kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Coffin or Ark), in which there is Sakina (Solace) from your Lord and the remainder of what the family of Musa (Moses) and the family of Harun (Aaron) left, carried by the Angels. (verse 248 of Sura 2): 51 + 17 + 95 + 51 + 481 + 840 + 95 + 145 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 117 + 81 + 620 + 32 + 116 + 6 + 32 + 262 + 483 + 137 = 4019 [The numerical value of this segment is 4019 (equivalent to 19) and it consists of 19 words.]

From the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we had blessed its surroundings to show him of our signs. It is He who is the All-Hearer, All-Seer. And we brought Moses (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 17): 90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 223 + 741 + 274 + 49 + 295 + 90 + 464 + 56 + 11 + 211 + 6 + 463 + 116 = 4019

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is ? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): [75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 225 (or 226) + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 126 + 6 + 245 + 96] = 4019 (or 4020)

how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is ? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): [75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 225 (or 226) + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 126 + 6 + 245 + 96] = 4019 (or 4020)

We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat of the Qadr is ? Lailat of the Qadr is better than (or from) one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit...
(verse 1 – 4 of Sura 97): 52 + 144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 235 + 41 + 470 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 + 6 + 41 + 235 + 41 + 470 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 + 6 + 245 + 41 + 470 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 + 6 + 245 = 5019 (or 5018) (This segment consists of the first 19 words of Sura 97 and its numerical value is 5019 which is equivalent to 19.)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than a thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): [75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 225 (or 226) + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 + 6 + 245 + 96] + (753 + 247) = 4000 (or 3999) + 1019 (or 1018) = 5019 (or 5018) (equivalent to 2019)

The Deen (Religion or Judgement). You are whom we worship and whom we seek help from. Guide us to the Straight Path, the path of those whom you have given bounties, not (verse 4 – 7 of Sura 1): 95 + 32 + 126 + 6 + 32 + 640 + 61 + 330 + 681 + 299 + 791 + 561 + 155 + 1210 = 5019 (= 3 x 7 x 239) (5019 is the 4346th Composite Number)

The Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we had blessed its surroundings to show him of our signs. It is He who is the All-Hearer, All-Seen. And we brought Moses the Book and we made a guidance (guide) to Children or Israel. Do not (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 17): 90 + (138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 223 + 741 + 274 + 49 + 295 + 90 + 464 + 56 + 11 + 211 + 6 + 463 + 116 + 453 + 6 + 158 + 19 + 92 + 302 + 62) = 5019

You do badly, it is to yourselves (yourselves). When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy what (verse 7 of Sura 17): 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 = 6019 (or 6018)

Those who have believed. When the prayer of Day of Friday is called for, strive to the mention of Allah and leave the selling. That is better (verse 9 of Sura 62): 791 + 99 (or 98) + 702 + 70 + 191 + 90 + 56 + 149 + 218 + 41 + 920 + 66 + 6 + 907 + 113 + 790 + 810 = 6019 (or 6018)

The People of the Fire and the Angels. And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that those who have been given the Book become certain (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): 570 + 6 + 41 + 154
And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is, till rise of the Dawn (verse 2 - 5 of Sura 97): 6019

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is, till rise of the Dawn (verse 2 - 5 of Sura 97): 6019 [This segment, whose numerical value is 6019 (equivalent to 19), consists of 19 words.]

We have made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that those who have been given the Book become certain and those who have believed grow in faith and do not have doubt those who (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): 8019 [This segment, whose numerical value is 8019 (equivalent to 19), consists of 19 words.]
وَلِفِيفَةٍ بِكُمْ نَائِجاً لِلَّاتِي لَمْ يَأْسِنُوا إِلَّا مِثَالًا وَسِنَاءً وَقَرَأُوا فِرْقَتُهُ لِتَقْرَأُهُ عَلَى النَّاسِ عَلَى مَكْتُوبٍ وَنَزْلَهُ تَنزُلًا. 

provoke them out of the Land, so we drowned him and whomever was with him, all of them. And we said to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (from mixed backgrounds) and in the Haq we descended him and in the Haq, he descended. And we have not sent you except as Mubashir (bearer of good news) and a Nazeer (warner). And a Quran Faraqnahu (we spaced its revelation) so that you recite it unhurriedly unto the People and we descended it in a descent (verse 103 – 106 of Sura 17): (602 + 90 + 1032 + 1436 + 6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 302 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 80 + 837 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32 + 542 + 6 + 961) + (6 + 353 + 435 + 736 + 6 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 142 + 498) = 13019

The following illustrates how the name of Prophet Mohammad (p) is numerically connected to number 19.

Number 92 is the 67th Composite. Number 92 is the numerical value of:

محمد  Mohammad: 92

Number 67 is the 19th Prime Number.

The first verses of the Quran revealed to Prophet Mohammad (p), verses 1 - 5 of Sura 96, consist of: $1 + 19 = 20$ words.

Sura 96, first Sura revealed, consists of 19 verses.

Sura 96, first Sura revealed, is the 19th Sura from the end of the Quran.

The last Sura revealed, Sura 110, consists of 19 words.

Verse 1 of the last Sura revealed, Sura 110, consists of 19 letters.
From Sura 9 (the only Sura that does not start with a Basmalah) to Sura 27 (which contains 2 Basmalahs, instead of one), there are **19 Suras**.

There are **19 Suras** starting with the luminous letters from Sura of Mary (Sura 19) till the end of the Quran. There are also **19 Suras** starting with the luminous letters from the beginning of the Quran till Sura Şâd (Sura 38). Number 38 = 19 + 19

Sura of Maryam (Mary) is Sura 19. If the number 19 is added to the numerical value of the word "Maryam" which is 290, the result is: 290 + 19 = 309 which is equal to the number of lunar years People of the Cave remained sleeping as indicated in verse 25 of Sura of the Kahf (Cave) (Sura 18) which immediately precedes Sura of Maryam (Mary) (Sura 19).

There are **only 19 Suras** in the Quran in which the word “Book” or “the Book”, is mentioned, while meeting all of the following criteria: (a) it is mentioned in reference to the Quran, (b) is mentioned in one of the first 3 verses of the Sura, (c) the word “Quran” or “the Quran” is not mentioned in the same verse. These 19 Suras are: (1) Sura 2, (2) Sura 3, (3) Sura 7, (4) Sura 10, (5) Sura 11, (6) Sura 12, (7) Sura 13, (8) Sura 14, (9) Sura 18, (10) Sura 26, (11) Sura 28, (12) Sura 31, (13) Sura 32, (14) Sura 39, (15) Sura 40, (16) Sura 43, (17) Sura 44, (18) Sura 45, (19) Sura 46.

The Quran consists of **114 Suras** (114 = 6 x 19)

Numerical value of the Maseekh (False Messiah) is 741 = (3 x 13) x 19 = 39 x 19

1900 = 100 x 19

1919 = 101 x 19

Year 2014 (year in which ISIS’s Islamic Caliphate was announced) = 106 x 19

19 x 9 = 171

Ariel Sharon (the Israeli opposition leader) entered the Aqsa Mosque compound, accompanied by over 1,000 security guards, at 7:30 AM on September 28, 2000 (Jumada Thania 28, 1421 Hijri) (Elul 28, 5760 Jewish) (2451,815.5th Julian Day). From year 2000 (1421 Hijri) till year 2019 (1440 Hijri) (possible beginning of the End Times), there are **19 years**.

[The first verse of Sura of the Israa which is about the Israa is the 2019rd verse of the Quran from verse 4 of Sura 2 of the Quran which is the first verse in the Quran that mentions the word Al-Akhira (the End Times)]

♦ أدهم Adha (more grievous) (verse 46 of Sura 54): 20 (20 is the 11th Composite Number) (32 is the 20th Composite Number)
Great (or serious matter) (verse 1 of Sura 22) & (verse 7 of Sura 2): 1020  (20 + 31 = 50)  
(1020 is the 848th Composite Number)  (1220 is the 1020th Composite Number)  (4648 is the 4020th Composite Number)

Leave off the selling (trading or business) (verse 9 of Sura 62): 1020

We created him from a sperm (verse 77 of Sura 36): 786 (or 785) + 90 + 144 = 1020 (or 1019)

so that you know the number of years and the Hisab (Calculation) and every (verse 12 of Sura 17): 577 + 78 + 201 + 6 + 102 + 6 + 50 = 1020

To have mercy on you and if you return, We return and (verse 8 of Sura 17): (318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125) + 6 = 1014 + 6 = 1020

The Mathani (twosomes, couples, or pairs) and the Quran (verse 87 of Sura 15): 632 + 6 + 382 (or 383) = 1020 (or 1021)

who has descended upon (unto) his servant (verse 1 of Sura 18) : 741 + 88 + 110 + 81 = 1020

from his command upon whomever he wishes of his worshippers (verse 2 of Sura 16): 90 + 246 + 110 + 90 + 312 + 90 + 82 = 1020

And divided it into stages so that you know (verse 5 of Sura 10): 6 + (309 + 128 + 577) = 6 + 1014 = 1020

Swear by Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times) and I do swear by the self-reproaching soul (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 75): 1020 (or 1019)

However, the human wants to indulge in wickedness for the time ahead of him. He asks : When (verses 5 – 6 of Sura 75): 32 + 224 + 192 (or 193) + 323 + 87 + 100 = 1020 (or 1021)

We made you a Caliph on the Earth (verse 26 of 38): 2020 (or 2021)  
(equivalent to 20)  (2020 is the 1713th Composite Number)  (2372 is the 2020th Composite Number)

Recite in the name of your Lord who created, created (or creator of) the human (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 96): 302 + 103 (or 102) + 222 + 741 + 730 + 730 + 192 = 2020 (or 2019)

The Night, we withdraw from it the Day; thus they become in darkness (verse 37 of Sura 36): 2020

low except those who have believed and done good deeds, for them (verse 5 – 6 of Sura 95): 2020 (or 2019)
And the olives and mount of Sinai and this safe Balad (Country or City). We have created the human in (verse of Sura): 6 + 3014 (or 3013) = 3020 (or 3019)

Divided it into stages so that you know the number of years and the Hisab (Calculation). Allah did not create that except (verse 5 of Sura 10): 309 + 128 + 577 + 78 + 201 + 6 + 102 + 41 + 730 + 66 + 750 + 32 = 3020 (3020 is the 2586th Composite Number)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate) the Raheem (Most Merciful). By the Fig and the Olive and Mount Sinai and this safe Balad (City or Country), We have created (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 95): 102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 6 + 491 + 6 + 504 + 6 + 215 + 180 + 6 + 706 + 67 + 132 + 134 + 781 = 4020 (4020 is the 3464th Composite Number)

Thamud disbelieved through its oppression, when arose (verse 11 - 12 of Sura 91): 1122 + [550 + 1024 (or 1023) + 701] + 623 = 1122 + 2275 (or 2274) + 623 = 4020 (or 4019)

He asks: When will Day of the Qiyama be? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun and Moon are combined, the human being, on that day, says: Where is (verse 6 - 11 of Sura 75): [100 (or 101) + 62 + 56 + 186 (or 187) + 782 + 302 + 323 + 6 + 740 + 371 + 6 + 113 + 431 + 371] + [146 + 192 (or 193) + 766 + 61] = 4001 + 1019 = 5020 (or 5023)

The Rahman and the ziyin and the tien and this safe Balad (Country or City). We have created (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 95): 289 + 6 + 491 + 6 + 504 + 6 + 215 + 180 + 6 + 706 + 67 + 132 + 134 + 781 + 192 + 90 + 119 + 556 + 540 = 5020

The Straight Path the path of those whom you have given bounties, not those who are the subject of wrath who and not the Misguided (verse 6 – 7 of Sura 1): 330 (or 331) + 681 + 299 (or 300) + 791 + 561 + 155 + 1210 + 1879 + 155 + 6 + 922 (or 921) = 7020 (or 7022)

♦ ١٨٤٣  إحياء (Resurrecting or Reviving): 21  (21 is the 12th Composite Number)
(33 is the 21st Composite Number)  (73 is the 21st Prime Number)

إحياء (Resurrected People): 21

٢١٨٤٥  إحياء (Resurrecting or Reviving): 21
Hadd (Destruction) of Juj (Gog): $9 + 12 = 21$

New: 21

The Warner: **1021** (1021 is the 172nd Prime Number) (1221 is the 1021st Composite Number)

Baghdadi: **1021** (Abu Bakr Al-Baghdadi is the head of the Islamic State in Iraq & Syria)

In End of the Time: $90 + 802 (or 801) + 129 (or 128) = **1021** (1019 or 1020)

Day of Qiyama (Resurrection) + The Maseekh (False Messiah), the Dajjal: $56 + 155 (or 156) + (741 + 69) = 211 (or 212) + 810 = **1021** (or 1022) (equivalent to 21)

Harun, carried by the Angels. It is in (verse 248 of Sura 2): 261 (or 262) + 483 + 136 (or 137) + 51 + 90 = **1021** (1022 or 1023)

The Night and the Day, two Ayat (Signs), so We erased/annihilated (verse 12 of Sura 17): **1021**

and placed the Mizan (Weighing Scale) (verse 7 of Sura 55): $6 + (876 + 139) = 6 + 1015 = **1021**

its oppression (verse 11 of Sura 91): **1021** (or 1022)

Upon them for seven nights and eight days (verse 7 of Sura 69): $(155 + 132) + (71 + 6) + [605 (or 606) + 52] = (287 + 77) + 657 (or 658) = 364 + 657 (or 658) = **1021** (or 1022)

Gog and Magog has been opened and they are (verse 96 of Sura 21): $888 + 23 + 6 + 53 + 6 + 45 = **1021**

However, the human wants to indulge in wickedness for the time ahead of him. He asks: When (verses 5 – 6 of Sura 75): $32 + 224 + 193 (or 192) + 323 + 87 + 100 = **1021** (or 1020)

Tisa (Nine) words: $530 + 491 = **1021**

Tisa (Nine) Angels: $530 + 491 = **1021**

Hubut (Descent) of Apollo Eleven + The Moon: $22 + 45 + (13 + 570) + 371 = 22 + 45 + 583 + 371 = **1021**
The Mathani (twosomes, couples, or pairs) and the Quran (verse 87 of Sura 15):
\[632 + 6 + 383 = 1021 \text{ (or 1020)}\]

Mine of the gold + the copper: 133 + 738 + 150 = 1021

Day of a mine of gold and copper: 56 + 133 + (707 + 6 + 119) = 56 + (133 + 832) = 56 + 965 = 1021

Mingle with each other (or make waves against each other) (verse 99 of Sura 18):
59 + 90 + 872 = 1021

the Sky. It is on that day a Wahiya (Catastrophe) (verse 16 of Sura 69): 1021

We made you a Caliph (or Successor) on Earth (verse 26 of 38): 2021 (or 2020) = (43 \times 47) (2021 is the 1714th Composite Number) (2373 is the 2021st Composite Number)

And for Him is the praise in the Akhira (End Times) and He is the Hakeem (Wise) and the Khabeer (Expert or Knowledgeable) (verse 1 of Sura 34): 6 + (35 + 83 + 90 + 838 + 6 + 11 + 109 + 843) = 6 + 2015 = 2021

And the Dawn and Ten Nights and the Even and the Odd and the night when it journeys. Is there in that (verse 1 – 5 of Sura 89): 6 + (314 + 6 + 71 + 570 + 6 + 481 + 6 + 637 + 6) + [71 + 702 + 270 + 35 + 90 + 750 (or 751)] = 6 + [2097 + 1918 (or 1919)] = 6 + 4015 (or 4016) = 4021 (or 4022)

Bidaya (Beginning): 22 (22 is the 13th Composite Number) (34 is the 22nd Composite Number)

Hubut (Descent or Fall): 22

آب (or Av) 19 : 3 + 19 = 22

One Ab (Av): 19 + 3 = 22

Yasir Arafat: 271 + 751 = 1022 (equivalent to 22)

Sent on Israa journey (verse 1 of Sura 17) + Arafat (Mountain near Mecca that Muslims visit when they perform Hajj): 271 + 751 = 1022 (equivalent to 22) (1022 is the 849th Composite Number) (1222 is the 1022nd Composite Number)

The Major Signs + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): [573 (or 572) +
263] + 186 (or 187) = 836 (or 835) + 186 (or 187) = 1022

Day of the Zulla (verse 189 of Sura 26): 56 + 966 = 1022

Haron, carried by the Angels. It is in (verse 248 of Sura 2): 262 (or 261) + 483 + 136 (or 137) + 51 + 90 = 1022 (or 1021 or 1023)

Verse 2 – 3 of Sura 96: 200 + 302 + 6 + 222 + 292 = 1022

We have descended it (or him) in a blessed night. (verse 3 of Sura 44):
52 + 143 (or 144) + 90 + 75 + 267 (or 268) = 1022 (or 1023)

The Muslimoon (Muslims) + Fat’h (Conquest) of Russia: 257 + (488 + 277) = 257 + 765 = 1022

The Nizam (Order or Regime): 1022

Island of Gold: 225 + 90 + 707 = 1022

The Zikr, you are (verse 6 of Sura 15): 1022

You bring Allah and the Angels (verse 92 of Sura 17): 811 + 68 + 6 + 137 (or 136) = 1022 (or 1021)

The King Arthur: 121 + 901 (or 902) = 1022 (or 1023)

The Maseekh (False Messiah), the Dajjal, George: (741 + 69) + 212 = 810 + 212 = 1022

Day of Qiyama (Rise) of the Maseekh (False Messiah), the Dajjal: (56 + 156) + (741 + 69) = 212 + 810 = 1022

The Twenty Sixth + Rajab: (156 (or 155) + 661) + 205 = 817 (or 816) + 205 = 1022 (or 1021) (equivalent to 22)

Timur Lank + Majzara (Massacre) of Baghdad: (656 + 100) + (255 + 1011) = 756 + 1266 = 2022 = 2 x 3 x 337 = 56 + 1966 = 1022 is the 1715th Composite Number (2374 is the 2022nd Composite Number)

Your Lord. A soul does not benefit from its belief if it has not believed before or (verse 158 of Sura 6): 2022

as it prevails (verse 1 of Sura 92): 702 + 1320 = 2022

Apparition (or vision) of children + Fatima + Portugal: [212 + 42] +
When the promise of the first one comes, we send against you, servants of ours, who have a might (verse 5 of Sura 17): \[782 + 5 + 80 + 93 \text{ (or 84)} + 623 + 170\] \[+ (78 + 81 + 47 + 63) = 1753 \text{ (or 1744)} + 269 = 2022 \text{ (or 2013)}

Your Lord is the knowledgeable Creator. And we have brought you seven from/of (verse 86 – 87 of Sura 15): \[2022 \text{ (or 2019)}

The Hour is coming. There is no doubt about it. And Allah resurrects (verse 7 of Sura 22): \[2022 \text{ (or 2023)}

The Zalzala (shaking) of the Hour is a great matter (verse 1 of Sura 22): \[2022 \text{ (or 2023)}

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. O People, fear your Lord. The Zalzala (shaking) of the Hour (verse 1 of Sura 22): \[2022 \text{ (or 2023)}

We are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to indulge in wicked deeds for the time ahead of him. He asks: When will day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of the End Times) be? (verse 4 – 6 of Sura 75): \[2022 \text{ (or 2023)}

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. I do swear by Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of the End Times) and I do swear by the self-reproaching soul. Does the human being think that We are not going to (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 75): \[2022 \text{ (or 2023)}

Day of Istirja (Getting back or Re-capture) of the Muslimineen (Muslims) Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness) from the Salabiyeen (Crusaders): \[56 + 735 + 261 + (412 + 235) + 90 + 233 = 56 + (735 + 261 + 647 + 90 + 233) = 56 + 1966 = 2022\]

and before the Setting (Sun-set) and from the Night glorify him and after the prostration and (verse 39 – 41 of Sura 50): \[(6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 71 + 155 + 6 + 207 + 104) + 6 = 2016 + 6 = 2022\]

The Caller from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), that is the Day (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): \[(126 + 90) + (111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141) + 750 \text{ (or 751)} + 56 = [213 + 1000 + 750 \text{ (or 751)}] + 56 = 1966 \text{ (or 1967)} + 56 = 2022 \text{ (or 2023)}\]

You will corrupt on Earth twice and you shall elevate (be elated)
(verse 4 of Sura 17): $624 + 80 \text{ (or 90)} + 1032 + 700 + 6 + 580 = 3022 \text{ (or 3032)}$

 ذكر إن الأرض برثها عبادي الصالحين

Zikr that the Ard (Earth or Land) shall inherit it my Righteous Worshippers (verse 105 of Sura 21): $920 + 51 + (1032 + 716 + 87 + 216) = 920 + 51 + 2051 = 3022$

إقرأ باسم ربك الذي خلق خلق الإنسان

Recite in the name of your Lord who created, created (or creator of) the human (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 96): $(302 + 103 + 222 + 741 + 730) + [730 \text{ (or 731)} + 193] = 2098 + 924 \text{ (or 923)} = 3022 \text{ (or 3021)}$

و ما بينهما إلا بالحق و إن الساعات لأنثه فاصفح الصفح الجميل إن ربك هو الخالق

And what is between them except in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) and that the Hour is coming, so forgive, the nice forgiveness. It is your Lord who is the Creator (verse 85 – 86 of Sura 15): $6 + [41 + 108 + .32 + 141 + 6 + 51 + 562 + 447 \text{ (or 446)} + 259 + 209 + 114] + [51 + 222 + 11 + 762 \text{ (or 761)}] = 6 + [1970 \text{ (or 1969)} + 1046 \text{ (or 1045)}] = 6 + 3016 \text{ (3014 or 3015)} = 3022 \text{ (3020 or 3021)}$

إليك يوم ببعثون قال فانك من المنظرين إلي يوم الوفت

Till the day they get resurrected. He said: You are from among the ones given respite till Day of the Time (verse 36 – 38 of Sura 15): $3022$

و أن استغفروا ربكم ثم توبوا

and that you ask for forgiveness from your Lord, then repent (verse 3 of Sura 11): $6 + 3016 \text{ (or 3015)} = 3022 \text{ (or 3021)}$

و مشهود قتل أصحاب الأخدود النار ذات

And a Witnessed. People of the Ukhdud have been killed. The Fire with (verse 3 - 5 of Sura 85): $6 + (355 + 530 + 101 + 646 + 282 + 1101) = 6 + 3015 = 3022$

أكلا لما و تحبون المال حبا جما كلام إذا دكست الأرض دكا دكا و جا

with a greedy devouringness and you love the money, a great love. No ! When the Earth experiences a Dak (destructive or shaking event), a Dak after another, and comes (verse 19 – 22 of Sura 89): $52 \text{ (or 51)} + [71 \text{ (or 70)} + 6 + 466 + 102 + 11 + 44 + 51 + 702 + 424 + 1032 + 25 + 25 + 6] + 5 = [52 \text{ (or 51)} + 2965 \text{ (or 2964)}] = 5 + 3017 \text{ (3015 or 3016)} + 5 = 3022 \text{ (3020 or 3021)}$

ما أغنى عنه ماله وما كسب سيصلى نارا ذات ليه

Shall not exempt him his money (or wealth) and what he has gained (or earned). He shall suffer in a fire with a flame (verse 2 - 3 of Sura 111): $41 + 1061 + 125 + 76 + 6 + 41 + 82 + 200 + 252 + 1101 + 37 = 3022 \text{ (3022 is the 2588th Composite Number)}$

إي أحسنتم أحسنتم لأنفسكم و إن أتسام فلها فإذا جاء وعد الأخره ليسوا و جوهكم و

If you do well, you do well to yourselves and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and (verse 7 of Sura 17): $51 + [559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 \text{ (or 838)} + 107 + 80] + 6 = [51 + 3965 \text{ (or 3966)}] + 6 = 4016 \text{ (or 4017)} + 6 = 4022 \text{ (or 4023)}$

و قلنا من بعده لبني إسرائيل أسلموا الأرض فإذا جاء وعد الآخره

And we said, from after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the Akhira (End Times) comes, (verse 104 of Sura 17): $6 + (181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 303 + 138 + 1032) + [782 + 5 + 80 + 1232 \text{ (or 1233)}] = 6 + [1917 + 2099 \text{ (2100)}] = 6 + 4016 \text{ (or 4017)} = 4022 \text{ (or 4023)}$

فأليه يوم ببعثون قال فانك من المنظرين

He said: So, repite (or reprieve) me till the day they are revived (or resurrected). He said: You are from among those respited (or reprieved)
(verse 36 - 37 of Sura 15): 4022

an eye-opener, so that you seek a bounty from your Lord and so that you know (verse 12 of Sura 17): 4022

And the Dawn and Ten Nights and the Even and the Odd and the night when it journeys. Is there in that (verse 1 – 5 of Sura 89): 6 + (314 + 6 + 71 + 570 + 6 + 481 + 6 + 637 + 6) + [71 + 702 + 270 + 35 + 90 + 751 (or 750)] = 6 + [2097 + 1919 (or 1918)] = 6016 (or 6015) = 4022 (or 4021)

And We bequeathed it to another people. So, the Heaven and the Earth did not weep over them and they were not given a respite (verse 28 – 29 of Sura 44): 6 + 5016 (or 5015) = 5022 (or 5021)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. The Rahman taught the Quran, created the human, taught him the Bayan (proper interpretation). The Sun and the Moon are Bihusban (taken into account, or being judged). And the Star and the Trees prostrate. And the Sama (Sky or Heaven) he raised it (verse 1 - 7 of Sura 55): 102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 329 + 140 + 382 (or 383) + 730 + 192 + 145 + 94 + 431 + 6 + 371 + 123 + 6 + 124 + 6 + 534 + 128 + 6 + 133 + 356 = 5022 (or 5023)

And We brought Moses the Book and made it/him a guidance to Bani (Children) of Israel. Do not take, besides me, a patron. The progeny of the ones whom we carried with Noah. He was a thankful worshipper (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 17): 6 + [463 + 116 + 454 (or 453) + 6 + 159 (or 158) + 19 + 92 + 302 + 32 + 2107 + 90 + 70 + 67 + 915 + 90 + 129 + 110 + 64 + 56 + 71 + 77 + 527] + 6 = 6016 (or 6015) = 6022 (6020 or 6021)

And Mount of Sinai and this secure Balad (country, city, or place). We have created the human in best formation. Then, we turn him to the lowest of the low, except those who have believed and done good
deeds (verse 2 – 6 of Sura 95): 6 + 6016 (or 6015) = 6022 (or 6021)

Allah the Rahman, the Raheem. TaHa we have not descended unto you the Quran to be miserable, except as a reminder for those fear a Tanzeel (descended revelation or message) from the one who created the Earth (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 20): 6016 + 6 = 6022

And we bequeathed the people, who used to be slightened (overpowered or considered weak), the eastern part of the Ard (Earth or Land) and the western part which we had blessed them (verse 137 of Sura 7): 6 + [758 + 177 + 791 + 78 + 1476 + 640 + 1032 + 6 + 1248 + 441 + 273 (or 274)] + 96 = 6 + [6920 (or 6921) + 96] = 6 + 7016 (or 7017) = 7022 (or 7023)

Sura 22 is titled “Sura of the Hajj (Pilgrimage)”

♦ Wihda (Unification): 23 (23 x 3 = 69) (23 x 4 = 92) (23 is the 9th Prime Number) (35 is the 23rd Composite Number) (83 is the 23rd Prime Number)

Wahdahu (alone or by himself) (verse 12 of Sura 40): 23

Wahida (One) (verse 50 of Sura 54), (verse 13 of Sura 69) & (verse 14 of Sura 69): 23 (or 24)

Yajuj (Gog): 23

The End Times + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 837 (or 838) + 186 (or 187) = 1023 (1025 or 1024) (equivalent to 23) (1023 is the 850th Composite Number) (1224 is the 1023rd Composite Number)

The Hour comes to them (verse 55 of Sura 22): 856 + 167 = 1023

Say: The knowledge of it is (verse 187 of Sura 7): 120 + 167 + 62 + 306 (or 307) + 130 + 92 + 146 = 1023 (or 1024) (equivalent to 23)

Allah does not fail to keep the Miaad (Appointed Time) (verse 9 of Sura 3): 51 + 66 + 31 + 720 + 155 (or 156) = 1023 (or 1024)

But they rejected the True/Right when he come to them (verse 5 of Sura 50): 1023 (equivalent to 23)

by its oppression (verse 11 of Sura 91): 1023 (or 1024)

The Rahman, the Raheem. Recite in the name of (verse 1 of Sura 96): 329 +
289 + 302 + 103 (or 102) = 1023 (or 1022)

The Rahman, the Raheem. Master of Day of the Deen (Judgment or Religion). You are the one we worship and (verse 3 – 5 of Sura 1): 329 + 289 + 90 + 56 + 95 + 32 + 126 + 6 = 1023

We strike the Big Strike, We are (verse 16 of Sura 44): 361 + 347 + 263 + 56 + 95 + 32 + 126 + 6 = 1023

We strike the Big Strike, We are (verse 3 of Sura 50): 1023 (equivalent to 23)

The qiyama (Outbreak of War) + Sydney, Australia: 186 + (134 + 703) = 1023 (equivalent to 23)

And We have not sent before you a Messenger and (verse 52 of Sura 22): 6 + 41 + 342 + 90 + 152 + 90 + 296 + 6 = 1023

That is a return (verse 3 of Sura 50): 1023 (equivalent to 23)

The qiyama (Resurrection) + London, England: 187 + (134 + 702) = 1023 (equivalent to 23)

In the day you shall be brought back, in it, to Allah, then shall be rewarded (verse 281 of Sura 2): 56 (or 57) + (729 + 95 + 41 + 66 + 540 + 496) = 56 (or 57) + 1967 = 2023 (or 2024) (Many Islamic scholars believe verse 281 of Sura 2 the last verse revealed to Prophet Mohammad (p), few days before his death)

When the Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from diverse backgrounds) (verse 104 of Sura 17): 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 55 + 62 + 201 = 2023 (or 2022)

When the Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Justice), we have descended it/him and in the Haq, it/he has descended and We have not sent you except as Mubashir (Bearer of good news) (verses 104 – 105 of Sura 17): 55 + 62 + 200 + 6 + 241 + 143 + 6 + 241 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32 + 542 (or 543) = 2023
and before the Setting (Sun-set) and from the Night glorify him and after the prostration and (verse 39-41 of Sura 50): $[6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 71 + 155 + 6 + 208 \text{ (or 207) } + 104] + 6 = 2017 \text{ (or 2016) } + 6 = \textbf{2023 (or 2022)}$

The Caller from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), that is the Day (verse 41-42 of Sura 50): $(126 + 90) + (111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141) + 751 \text{ (or 750) } + 56 = [213 + 1000 + 751 \text{ (or 750)}] + 56 = 1967 \text{ (or 1966) } + 56 = \textbf{2023 (or 2022)}$

Blessed is the one who brought down the Furqan (Quran) upon (verse 1 of Sura 25): \textbf{2023}

Fall of an atomic bomb on Hiroshima, Japan : $175 + 187 + 915 + 110 + 572 + 64 = \textbf{2023}$

Israa and the Miraj + 1440: $(263 + 6 + 314) + 1440 = 583 + 1440 = \textbf{2023}$
(The first verse of Sura of the Israa which is about the Israa is the 2023rd verse of the Quran from the beginning of Sura 2 of the Quran)

Israa + the Miraj + 1446: $(263 + 314) + 1446 = 577 + 1446 = \textbf{2023}$ (The first verse of Sura of the Israa which is about the Israa is the 2023rd verse of the Quran from the beginning of Sura 2 of the Quran)

We are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to indulge in wicked deeds for the time ahead of him. He asks: When will day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of the End Times) be? (verse 4-6 of Sura 75): \textbf{2023 (or 2022)}

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. I do swear by Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of the End Times) and I do swear by the self-reproaching soul. Does the human being think that We are not going to (verse 1-3 of Sura 75): \textbf{2023 (or 2022)}

Allah that except in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date). He details the Ayat (Signs) to people who know (verse 5 of Sura 10): $66 + 750 + 32 + 141 + 210 + 442 + 176 + 206 = \textbf{2023}$
He casts the Spirit by his command upon whomever he wishes out of his servants, to warn about the Day of the Talaqi (Meeting) (verse 15 of Sura 40): \(3023\) \((3023\) is the 434th Prime Number\)

The Sama (Sky or Heaven) brings in evident smoke that covers up to the Mushrikeen (Polytheists) that they perform Omra (religious visit) to Mosques of Allah, bearing witness upon themselves (verse 17 of Sura 9): \([71 + 680 + 51 + 327 + 108 + 66 + 369 + 110 + 236] + [333 + 67 + 419 + 186 + 187] = 2018\) (2017 or 2019) = \(3023\) \((3022, 3024\) or \(3025)\)

If you do well, you do well to yourselves and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and (verse 7 of Sura 17): \([51 + 559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 + 107 + 80] + 6 = 4017\) (or 4016) + 6 = \(4023\) \((4022)\) \((4023\) is the 3466th Composite Number\)

And we said, from after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the Akhira (End Times) comes, (verse 104 of Sura 17): \(6 + (181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 303 + 138 + 1032) + [782 + 5 + 80 + 1233 + 1232] = 6 + [1917 + 2100 (2099)] = 6 + 4017\) (or 4016) = \(4023\) \((4022)\)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. We have been warning. In it, every wise command gets distinguished, a command from us. We have been sending a mercy from your Lord. It is He (HoWa) (verse 3 – 6 of Sura 44): \(75 + 268 + 52 + 71 + 1050 + 96 + 390 + 50 + 241 + 78 + 242 + 90 + 175 + 52 + 71 + 390 + 253 + 90 + 222 + 56 + 11 = 4023\) \((4022)\)

And we bequeathed it to another people. So, the Heaven and the Earth did not weep over them and they were not given a respite (verse 28 – 29 of Sura 44): \(6 + [764 (or 763) + 147 + 862 + 121 + 422 + 155 + 133 + 6 + 1032 + 6 + 41 + 78 + 1250] = 6 + 5017\) (or 5016) = \(5023\) \((5022)\)

He asks: When will Day of the Qiyama be? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun and Moon are combined, the human being, on that day, says: Where is (verse 6 - 11 of Sura 75): \(6017\) (or \(6016) = 6023\) \((5023\) or \(5022)\)

And he asks: When will Day of the Qiyama be? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun and Moon are combined, the human being, on that day, says: Where is (verse 6 - 11 of Sura 75): \(6017\) (or \(6016) = 6023\) \((5023\) or \(5022)\)

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. TaHa we have not descended unto you the Quran to be miserable, except as a reminder for those fear a Tanzeel (descended revelation or message) from the one who created the Earth (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 20): \(6017\) (or \(6016) = 6023\)

And we bequeathed it to another people. So, the Heaven and the Earth did not weep over them and they were not given a respite (verse 28 – 29 of Sura 44): \(6 + [764 (or 763) + 147 + 862 + 121 + 422 + 155 + 133 + 6 + 1032 + 6 + 41 + 78 + 1250] = 6 + 5017\) (or 5016) = \(5023\) \((5022)\)

And we bequeathed it to another people. So, the Heaven and the Earth did not weep over them and they were not given a respite (verse 28 – 29 of Sura 44): \(6 + [764 (or 763) + 147 + 862 + 121 + 422 + 155 + 133 + 6 + 1032 + 6 + 41 + 78 + 1250] = 6 + 5017\) (or 5016) = \(5023\) \((5022)\)

And we bequeathed it to another people. So, the Heaven and the Earth did not weep over them and they were not given a respite (verse 28 – 29 of Sura 44): \(6 + [764 (or 763) + 147 + 862 + 121 + 422 + 155 + 133 + 6 + 1032 + 6 + 41 + 78 + 1250] = 6 + 5017\) (or 5016) = \(5023\) \((5022)\)

And we bequeathed it to another people. So, the Heaven and the Earth did not weep over them and they were not given a respite (verse 28 – 29 of Sura 44): \(6 + [764 (or 763) + 147 + 862 + 121 + 422 + 155 + 133 + 6 + 1032 + 6 + 41 + 78 + 1250] = 6 + 5017\) (or 5016) = \(5023\) \((5022)\)

And we bequeathed it to another people. So, the Heaven and the Earth did not weep over them and they were not given a respite (verse 28 – 29 of Sura 44): \(6 + [764 (or 763) + 147 + 862 + 121 + 422 + 155 + 133 + 6 + 1032 + 6 + 41 + 78 + 1250] = 6 + 5017\) (or 5016) = \(5023\) \((5022)\)
And Mount of Sinai and this secure Balad (country, city, or place). We have created the human in best formation. Then, we turn him to the lowest of the low, except those who have believed and done good deeds (verse 2 – 6 of Sura 95): 6 + 6017 (or 6016) = 6023 (or 6022)

The Rahman, the Raheem. We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? The Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is, till rise of the Dawn (verse 2 – 5 of Sura 97):

We brought Moses the Book and made it/him a guidance to Bani (Children) of Israel. Do not take, besides me, a patron. The progeny of the ones whom we carried with Noah. He was a thankful worshipper (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 17): 6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 115 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 = 6023 (or 6022) (= 19 x 317) (6023 is the 5237th Composite Number)

Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descended it/him (verse 103 – 105 of Sura 17): [1437 (or 1436) + 6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6 + 181 + 90 ] + [81 + 92 + 303 (or 302) + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 ] + 6 = [2049 + 3968 (or 3967)] + 6 = 6017 (or 6016) + 6 = 6023 (or 6022) (equivalent to 23)

we drowned him and whomever was with him, all of them. And we said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descended it/him (verse 103 – 105 of Sura 17): [1437 (or 1436) + 6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6 + 181 + 90 ] + [81 + 92 + 303 (or 302) + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 ] + 6 = [2049 + 3968 (or 3967)] + 6 = 6017 (or 6016) + 6 = 6023 (or 6022) (equivalent to 23)

فأغرقناه و من معه جميعا و قلنا من بعده لبني إسرائيل أسكنوا الأرض فإذا جاء وعد الآخرة ليسو و وجوهكم و ليندخوا المسجد كما دخلوه أول مره و ليتبروا ما علوا do you well to yourselves and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall make how high they reach (verse 7 of Sura 17): 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 = 6023 (or 6022) (= 19 x 317) (6023 is the 5237th Composite Number)

و هم أسنة الكتاب وجعلنا هدى لبني إسرائيل إلا تتخذوا من دونه و كيلا ذريه من حملنا مع نوح إنه كان عبدا شكورا And We brought Moses the Book and made it/him a guidance to Bani (Children) of Israel. Do not take, besides me, a patron. The progeny of the ones whom we carried with Noah. He was a thankful worshipper (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 17): 6 + [463 + 116 + 454 (or 453) + 6 + 159 (or 158) + 19 + 92 + 303 (or 302) + 32 + 2107 + 90 + 70 + 67 + 915 + 90 + 129 + 110 + 64 + 56 + 71 + 77 + 527] = 6 + 6017 (or 6016) = 6023 (or 6022)
mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice), we descended it/him and in the Haq it (or he) descended and we have not sent you except as a Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and a Warner. And a Quran (verse 104 – 106 of Sura 17): 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 55 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32 + 543 + 6 + 961 + 6 + 353 = 6023 (= 19 x 317)  (6023 is the 5237th Composite Number)

و إن أساط فلما إذا جاء وعد الآخرة ليسوا ووجهكم وبدخلوا المسجد كما دخلوه أول مره وليتروا ما علوا نتبيرا... and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach completely. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17): 6 + [51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 (or 1012) + 140 + 262 + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51] = 7023 (or 7022) = 7023 (or 7022)

و أورثنا القوم الذين كانوا يستضعفون شرق الأرض ومغربها التي باركنا فيها And we bequeathed the people, who used to be slightened (overpowered or considered weak), the eastern part of the Ard (Earth or Land) and the western part which we had blessed them (verse 137 of Sura 7): 6 + [758 + 177 + 791 + 78 + 1476 + 640 + 1032 + 6 + 1248 + 441 + 274 (or 273)] + 96 = 9017 (or 9016) + 6 = 9023 (or 9022)

الرحمن الرحيم الحمد رب العالمين الرحمن الرحيم ملك يوم الدين إياك نعبد وإياك نستعين! إنه باسناده السرير المستقيم the Rahman, the Raheem. Praise be to Allah, Lord of the World, the Rahman, the Raheem, Master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgement). You are whom we worship and whom we seek support from. Guide us to the Straight Path, the path of those whom you have given bounties, not those who are the subject of wrath and (verse 1 – 7 of Sura 1): [329 + 289 + 83 + 65 + 202 + 232 (or 231) + 329 + 289 + 90 + 56 + 95 + 32 + 126 + 6 + 32 + 640 + 61 + 330 + 681 + 299 + 791 + 561 + 155 + 1210 + 1879 + 155] + 6 = 9017 (or 9016) + 6 = 9023 (or 9022)

Jacques de Molay became the 23rd and last Grand Master of the Order (Society) of Knights of Templars, from April 20, 1292 AD (Jumada Ula 1, 691 Hijri) (Iyar 2, 5052 Jewish) until it was dissolved in 1307 AD. He was later burned at stake on March 18, 1314 AD (Zu Al-Qada 29, 713 Hijri) (Adar 29, 5074 Jewish).

On July 23, 1999 (Rabi Thani 9, 1420 Hijri) (Av 10, 5759 Jewish Calendar) (2451,382.5th Julian Day), around 4:30 pm, King Al-Hassan II, the 22nd King of Morocco, died. On the same day, his son Mohammad was offered bay’a (pledge of allegiance) as Prince of the Believers and he was officially crowned as King Mohammad VI, the 23rd king of the Alawite dynasty, on July 30, 1999. Note that the last Ottoman Sultan was also called Mohammad VI.

Napoleon’s French forces marched to Rome, entered it unopposed on Saturday, February 10, 1798 (Shaban 24 (or 23), 1212 Hijri) (Shevat 24, 5558 Jewish) (2377,806.5th Julian Day), proclaimed a Roman Republic on February 15, 1798 (Shaban 29, 1212 Hijri) (Shevat 29, 5558 Jewish), demanded of Pope Pius VI the renunciation of his temporal power, and upon Pope Pius VI’s refusal, he was
taken prisoner. **February 15** was the 23rd anniversary of Pope Pius VI’s election as Pope on **February 15, 1775**.

On **July 22, 1946** (Shaban 23, 1365 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5706 Jewish) (2432.023.5th Julian day), the **western part** of the southern wing of King David Hotel in Jerusalem, which was serving as headquarters of the British Mandate, collapsed due to explosives set off by **Irgun**, a Zionist terrorist group led by **Menahim Begin**, who later became Prime Minister of Israel.

Each of **Sura 105, Sura 111, and Sura 113** consists **23 words**.

The **revelation of the Quran** from Allah to Prophet Mohammad (p) lasted about **23 lunar years**, 13 years while Prophet Mohammad (p) was in Mecca and 10 years after Prophet Mohammad (p)’s migration to Medina.

**Sura of the Star** (Sura 53) was the 23rd Sura revealed. **Sura of the Star** consists of **1423 letters**.

The last verse (verse 30) of **Sura 89** is the 6023rd verse of the Quran.

From 1966 to 1989, there are 23 years.

**23 x 3 = 69. Number 69 is the numerical value of:**

- الدجال The Dajjal (Deceiver or Anti-Christ): **69 (69 = 3 x 23)**
- يأجوج Yajuj (Gog): **23**

This is an indication that the Dajjal is Gog.

The **Council of Constance** was held in Constance, Germany from **November 16, 1414** to **April 22, 1418**. It ended the Papal schism which had resulted from the confusion following the Avignon Papacy, by deposing or accepting the resignation of the remaining papal claimants and **electing Pope Martin V**. The death of Pope Gregory XI’s and the controversial election of his successor, **Pope Urban VI**, resulted in the defection of a number of cardinals and the election of a rival pope based in Avignon in 1378. The schism remained. By 1414, the schism involved not two, but three claimants for the papacy: Gregory 12th in Rome, Benedict 13th in Avignon and John 23rd. The **Council of Pisa** was held as an attempt to end the schism. The Council of Pisa deposed both Gregory 12th and Benedict 13th and elected a new pope **Alexander V** in 1409. Gregory 12th and Benedict 13th ignored this decision however, so that there were now three simultaneous claimants to the Papacy. On **May 25, 1410**, following the death of Pope Alexander V died, Baldassarre Cossa was chosen as pope, adopting the name **Pope John 23rd**. The **Council of Constance** deposed Pope John 23rd on **May 29, 1415** (Rabi Awwal 19, 818 Hijri) and deposed Pope Gregory 12th on **July 4, 1415**. On the other hand, **Benedict 13th** refused to step down, so he was declared a schismatic and excommunicated from the
Catholic Church by the **Council of Constance** on **July 27, 1417.** **Benedict 13th,** who had lived in Perpignan from 1408 to 1417, now fled to the castle of Peniscola, near Tortosa, in the Crown of Aragon. He still considered himself the true Pope. His claim was now only recognized in the Kingdom of Aragon, where he was given protection by King Alfonso V. **Benedict 13th** remained in Peniscola from 1417 until his death on **May 23, 1423.** The day before his death, **Benedict 13th** appointed four cardinals of proven loyalty to ensure the succession of another Pope who would remain faithful to the now beleaguered Avignon line. Three of these cardinals met on **June 10, 1423** and elected Sanchez Muñoz as their new Pope, who adopted the papal name of **Clement VIII.** For a period of two years and nine months, there was no pope and thus, the Council of Constance was the ruling body of the Catholic Church. **Martin V** was elected as pope at the **Council of Constance** on **November 11, 1417** by a conclave consisting of **23 cardinals.**

At the end of the **23rd siege** of Constantinople which began on **April 6, 1453** (Rabi Awwal 26, 857 Hijri) and lasted 53 days, an **Ottoman army,** under the command of the **23-year-old Sultan Mohammad II** conquered Constantinople (capital of the Eastern Roman, Byzantine Empire), on **Tuesday, May 29, 1453** Julian (**June 7, 1453** Gregorian) (Jumada Al-Ula 20, 857 Hijri) (Sivan 21, 5213 Jewish) (2251,914.5th or 2251,915th Julian Day), after 3 years of becoming a Sultan. After conquering Constantinople, **Sultan Mohammad II** became known as **Mohammad the Fatih** (Conqueror).

♦ دك Dakk (Bombardment or Destruction): **24** (24 is the 14th Composite Number) (36 is the 24th Composite Number) (89 is the 24th Prime Number)

حياة Life: **24**

إهتطاوا Ihbitu (Descend) (verse 24 of Sura 7): **24**

واحده Wahida (One) (verse 50 of Sura 54), (verse 13 of Sura 69) & (verse 14 of Sura 69): **24** (or 23)

وحي Wahi (Inspiration or Revelation): **24**

إطاحه Itaha (Ouster or Overthrow): **24**

استقلال العراق Independence of Iraq : 622 (or 621) + 402 = **1024** (or 1023) (1024 is the 851st Composite Number) (1225 is the 1024th Composite Number)

هزيمة العثمانيين + القدس Hazima (Defeat) of the Ottomans + The Quds (Jerusalem): 67 + 762 + 195 = **1024**

ت الساعة و إنشق T. The Hour and has been cracked (verse 1 of Sura 54): 400 + 167 + 6 + 451 = **1024**
Allah does not fail in fulfilling the promise (verse 9 of Sura 3): \(1024\)

about the Hour. When will its docking (settlement or arrival) be? Say: The knowledge of it is (verse 187 of Sura 7): \(120 + 167 + 62 + 307 (or 306) + 130 + 92 + 146 = 1024 (or 1023)\)

So, he got killed like he estimated (verse 19 of Sura 74): \(610 + 110 + 304 = 1024\)

Intiha (End) of Dam of Aswan + Egypt : \(458 + 54 + (64 + 118 + 330) = 458 + 54 + 512 = 1024\)

Al-Sadis wa Al-Ishroon (The Twenty Sixth) + Rajab : \((156 + 6 + 657) + 205 = 819 + 205 = 1024\)

William Charles: \(86 + 938 = 1024\) (refers to Prince William son of Charles)

The End Times + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): \(838 (or 837) + 186 (or 187) = 1024 (1023 or 1025)\)

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval)? When (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 75): \(1024\) (or 1025)

the End Times, they shall ruin your faces (verse 7 of Sura 17): \(837 (or 838) + 107 + 80 = 1024 (or 1025)\) (equivalent to \(24\))

Promise of the End Times, they shall ruin (verse 7 of Sura 17): \([80 + 837 (or 838)] + 107 = 917 + 107 = 1024 (or 1025)\) (equivalent to \(24\))

In the Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what (or which) the Lailat of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and Spirit descend (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): \(4024\) (\(4024\) is the \(3467\)th Composite Number) \(2376\) is the \(2024\)th Composite Number)

In Jews: \(25 (25 + 25 = 50) (25 + 31 = 56) (25 is the 15th Composite Number) (38 is the 25th Composite Number) (97 is the 25th Prime Number) [666 is the 25th repdigit (a natural number composed of repeated instances of the same digit)]
Hidaya (Guidance): 25
Dahiya (Catastrophe or Shrewd Person): 25
Dakk (Destruction) (verse 21 of Sura 89): 25
Tuwa (name of the Holy Valley where God addressed Moses) (verse 12 of Sura 20): 25
Taghiya (Opressor): 1025

The American President, Barack Hussein Obama: (311 + 312) + (223 + 128 + 51) = 623 + 402 = 1025

And listen on the Day the Caller calls from a place (verse 41 of Sura 50): 6 + (571 + 56 + 65 + 126 + 90 + 111) = 6 + 1019 = 1025 (equivalent to 25)

Raj’a (Return) of the Caliphate: 278 + 747 (or 746) = 1025 (or 1024)

The Bayan (proper interpretation). The Sun and the Moon are held accountable (verse 4 – 5 of Sura 55): 1025

We created the human (verse 2 of Sura 76): 52 + 781 + 192 (or 193) = 1025 (or 1026)

The Second World War: 241 + 187 + 597 = 1025

Day of Karitha (Catastrophe) of the Nuclear Weapons: 56 + [726 + (135 + 108)] = 56 + (726 + 243) = 56 + 969 = 1025

The Muslimeen (Muslims’) Istiada (Getting back or Recapture) of the Aqsa: (541 + 261) + 223 = 802 + 223 = 1025

Khuruj (Coming out) of the Messiah Son of David: 809 + (149 + 52 + 15)
1025 (or 1026) is the 852nd Composite Number 1226 is the 1025th Composite Number

The Caliph + Lailat (Eve) of Bid’a (Beginning) of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 756 + 75 + [7 + 187 (186)] = 756 + [75 + 194 (or 193)] = 756 + 269 (or 268) = 1025 (or 1024)

The Caliph + Secrets of End Times: 756 + [462 + 807 (or 806)] = 756 + 1269 (or 1268) = 2025 (or 2024)

Adam’s tasting of Tree of the Khuld (Immortality or Eternality): 807 + 45 + (508 + 665)] = 807 + 45 (or 46) + 1173 = 2025 (or 2026) (2025 is the 1718th Composite Number)

O You the People: fear your Lord. The shaking of the Hour (verse 1 of Sura 22): 10 + 17 + 142 + 507 (or 508) + 262 + 51 + 474 + 562 = 2025 (or 2026)

we are capable of re-constructing his fingertips. However, the human wants to indulge in wickedness for the time ahead of him. He asks: when will Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of End Times) be ? (verse 4 – 6 of Sura 75): 365 + 110 + 51 + 126 + 108 + 32 + 224 + 193 (or 192) + 323 + 87 + 323 + 87 + 101 + 62 + 56 + 187 = 2025 (or 2024)

We descended it in Lailat (Night or Eve) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat of the Qadr is ? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 97): [ 52 + 143 (or 144) + 90 + 470 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 470 + 335 + 470 + 335 ] + (810 + 90 + 111) = 4014 (or 4015) + 1011 = 5025 (or 5026)

We are capable of re-constructing his fingertips. However, the human wants to indulge in wickedness for the time ahead of him. He asks: when will Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of End Times) be ? (verse 4 – 6 of Sura 75): 365 + 110 + 51 + 126 + 108 + 32 + 224 + 193 (or 192) + 323 + 87 + 323 + 87 + 101 + 62 + 56 + 187 = 2025 (or 2024)

Tiba (an old name of Madina): 26 (= 2 x 13) (26 is the 16th Composite Number) 39 is the 26th Composite Number) (101 is the 26th Prime Number) (134 is the 101st Composite Number)

Papal: 26

Dakka (ruins or ruined/destroyed) (verse 98 of Sura 18): 26

Ahyaha (revived/ resurrected it) (verse 39 of Sura 41): 26

more grievous and (verse 46 of Sura 54): 20 + 6 = 26
ظلمون  you are oppressors (verse 51 of Sura 2): 1026 (or 1027)

سلم هی حتى مطلع الفجر  Peace, it is, till rise of the Dawn (verse 5 of Sura 97): 1026 (or 1027)
(equivalent to 26 or 27)

رجوع الخلافة  Ruju (Return) of the Caliphate: 279 + 747 (or 746) = 1026 (or 1025)

تسعه كلمات  Tisaa (Nine) Words: 535 + 491 = 1026

وتعلموا عدد السنين والحساب وكلن  and so that you may know the number of years and the Hisab
(Calendar or Judgement). And every (verse 12 of Sura 17): 1026

و أديار السجود واستمع يوم ينادي  And after the prostration. And listen the Day (the caller) calls
(verse 40 - 41 of Sura 50): 1026 (or 1025)

شانائك هو الأبتر  Your enemy is the Abtar (amputated) (verse 3 of Sura 108): (381 + 11) + 634 =
392 + 634 = 1026

خروج المسيح ابن داود  Khuruj (Coming out) of the Messiah son of David (the Anti-Christ, not
Jesus): 809 + (149 + 53 + 15) = 809 + 217 (or 216) = 1026 (or 1025) (= 2 x 3 x 3 x 3 x 19)
(1026 is the 853rd Composite Number) (1227 is the 1026th Composite Number)

هل في ذلك قسم لدي حجر  Is there in that an Oath to someone who has a brain (verse 5 of
Sura 89): 35 + 90 + 750 (or 751) + 200 + 740 + 211 = 2026 (or 2027) (= 2 x 1013) (equivalent to 26)
(2026 is the 1719th Composite Number) (2379 is the 2026th Composite Number)

فأنظرني إلى يوم بيعثنون  So, respite (or reprieve) me till the day they are revived (or resurrected)
(verse 36 of Sura 15) & (verse 79 of Sura 38): 1291 + [41 + (56 + 638)] = 1291 + (41 + 694) = 1291 +
735 = 2026

قال فرعتك لأعوينهم أجمعين  He said: By your Majesty! I shall lure them, all of them (verse 82 of
Sura 38): 2026

♦  واهيه  Wahiya (Catastrophe) (verse 16 of Sura 69): 27 (= 3 x 3 x 3)  (27 is the 17th Composite
Number) (40 is the 27th Composite Number) (103 is the 27th Prime Number) (7027 is the 904th
Prime Number)

هاليه  falling (verse 9 of Sura 101): 27

زيادة  Ziyada (additional or extra): 27

بكه  Bacca (an ancient name of Mecca) (verse 96 of Sura 3): 27
you are oppressors (verse 51 of Sura 2): 1027 (or 1026)

The day We (God) strike, the Biggest Strike (verse 16 of Sura 44): 56 + (361 + 347 + 263) = 56 + 971 = 1027 (1027 is the 854th Composite Number) (1228 is the 1027th Composite Number)

Peace, it is, till rise of the Dawn (verse 5 of Sura 97): 1027 (or 1026)

The Islamic State + The Iraq + The Sham (Greater Syria): [76 + 177 (or 178)] + (402 + 372) = 253 (or 254) + 774 = 1027 (or 1028)

Promise of Awda (Return) of Islamic Caliphate: 80 + 85 + [716 + 146 (or 147)] = 80 + 85 + 862 (or 863) = 1027 (or 1028)

Zawaj (Marriage) of Charles and Diana: 17 + 938 + 6 + 66 = 1027
[ On Wednesday, July 29, 1981 Gregorian (July 16, 1981 Julian) (Ramadan 26 or 27), 1401 Hijri (Tammuz 27, 5741 Jewish Calendar) (2444,814,5th Julian Day), a worldwide television audience of over 700 million people watched the wedding of Charles, Prince of Wales, and Lady Diana Spencer at St. Paul's Cathedral in London. ]

Nasr (Victory) of the Faransiyeen (French) + Maysalun : (340 + 491) + 196 = 831 + 196 = 1027
[ On July 24, 1920 (Zu Al-Qada 9, 1338 Hijri) (Av 9, 5680 Jewish) (2422,529.5th Julian Day), General Henri Gouraud’s French forces broke a truce, attacked, defeated the Arab forces of King Faisal bin Al-Hussein’s Syrian Arab Kingdom, in the Battle of Maysalun, and captured Damascus the next day. This decisive battle led to the end of Syrian Arab Kingdom. ]

The human shall be informed on that Day (verse 14 of Sura 75): 1027 (or 1028)

Mine of the Copper and the Gold : 133 + (150 + 6 + 738) = 133 + 894 = 1027 (equivalent to 27)

Khuruj (Coming out or Departure) of the Messiah, the Dajjal: 809 + (149 + 69)
Qatl (Killing) of the Pope Francis: $530 + (37 + 460) = 530 + 497 = 1027$ (equivalent to 27)

Day of Nihaya (End) of Vatican + Qatl (Killing) of Last Pope:

$56 + (71 + 562) + 530 + [802 \text{ or } 801] + 6 = (56 + 633) + [530 + 808 \text{ or } 807] = 689 + 1338 \text{ or } 1337 = 2027 \text{ (or } 2026) \text{ (equivalent to 27)}$

Third + Tishreen, First (October): $1030 \text{ (or } 1031) + (960 + 37) = 1030 \text{ (or } 1031) + 997 = 2027 \text{ (or } 2028)$

There has been, for you, in them, a good example to follow, for those who seek Allah and the Last Day (verse 6 of Sura 60):

$35 + 90 + 751 \text{ (or } 750) + 200 + 740 + 211 = 2027 \text{ (or } 2026)$

Four Hundred + Thamani wa Thalatheen (Thirty Eight): 

$273 + 56 + [601 \text{ (or } 600)] + [6 + 1091 \text{ (or } 1090)] = 329 + 1698 \text{ (or } 1697) = 2027 \text{ (or } 2025 \text{ or } 2026)$

Apparition (or vision) of children + Fatima + Portugal: 

$217 \text{ (or } 218) + 42 + (135 + 1633) = 259 \text{ (or } 260) + 1768 = 2027 \text{ (or } 2028) \text{ (equivalent to 27)} \text{ (2027 is the } 307^\text{th} \text{ Prime Number) }$ 

$2380 \text{ is the } 2027^\text{th} \text{ Composite Number)$

Is there in that an Oath to someone who has a brain (verse 5 of Sura 89): $35 + 90 + 751 \text{ (or } 750) + 200 + 740 + 211 = 2027 \text{ (or } 2026)$

Nineteen. And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and we have not made (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): $35 + (570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 105 + 6 + 41 + 154) = 535 + 1492 = 2027 \text{ (equivalent to } 1027)$

made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that become certain (verse 31 of Sura 74): $154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 = 3027$

The Third Secret + Children of Portugal: $[291 + 1061 \text{ (or } 1062)] + (42 + 1633) = 1352 \text{ (or } 1353) + 1675 = 3027 \text{ (or } 3028) \text{ (equivalent to } 27) \text{ (3027 is the } 2592^\text{nd} \text{ Composite Number})$

[ On Friday, July 13, 1917 (Ramadan 23, 1335 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5677 Jewish Calendar) (2421,422.5th or 2421,423rd Julian Day) (472,985th Hijri day), three Catholic children, in a town called Fatima in Portugal, experienced the third of a series of 6 apparitions (visions) of a lady that happened on May 13, June 13, July 13, August 19, Sept. 13, and October 13, 1917. During the apparition of July 13, the lady revealed to them 3 secrets about the future, which included murder of a Pope. ]

Certain. There is no god except him, causes return of life and causes death. Your Lord and the Lord of your first fathers (ancestors). However, they are in doubt playing. So, wait for the day (verse 7 – 10 of Sura 44): $256 + 31 + 36 + 32 + 11 + 28 + 6 + 460 + 262 + 6 + 202 + 75 + 128 + 32 + 45 + 90 + 320 + 168 + 783 + 56$
When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafîfû (scrolls or as a mixed crowd).

And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), we descended it/him and in the Haq, it descended (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): $302 (or 303) + 138 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141 + 87 = 4027 (or 4028)

Israel. Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafîfû (scrolls or as a mixed crowd).

The Rahman, the Raheem. We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? The Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is, till rise of the Dawn (verse 2 - 5 of Sura 97): $329 + 289 + 52 + 144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 + 13 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 130 (or 131) + 15 + 418 + 149 = 7027 (7026 or 7028 or 7029) (7027 is the $904^{th}$ Prime Number)

In a blessed night. We have been warning. In it, every wise command gets distinguished, a command from us. We are sending a mercy from your Lord. He is the Hearer, the Knower, Lord of the Heavens and the Earth and what is between them, if you are certain. There is no god except him, causes return
of life and causes death. Your Lord and the Lord of your first fathers (ancestors). However, they are in
doubt playing. So, wait for the day (verse 3 – 10 of Sura 44): (90 + 75 + 268 + 52 + 71 + 1050 + 96 +
390 + 50 + 241 + 78 + 242 + 90 + 175 + 52 + 71 + 390 + 253 + 90 + 222 + 56 + 11 + 211 + 181 + 202
+ 539 + 6 + 1032 + 6 + 41 + 108 + 51 + 510) + (256 + 31 + 36 + 32 + 11 + 28 + 6 + 460 + 262 + 6 +
202 + 75 + 128 + 32 + 45 + 90 + 320 + 168 + 783) + 56 = 7000 + (2971 + 56) = 7000 + 3027 = 10027

♦ يحي Revives (or resurrects) (verse 259 of Sura 2): 28 (28 is the 18th Composite Number)
(42 is the 28th Composite Number)

Wall: 28 (or 19)

لما يتعين عليه إعطاء + أحد عشر كوكب
Day of Promise of Alignment (or lining up) of + Eleven
Planets (verse 4 of Sura 18): 56 + 80 + 261 + [13 + 570 + 48 (or 49)] = 56 + 80 + [261 + 631 (or 632)]
= 56 + [80 + 892 (or 893)] = 56 + 972 (or 973) = 1028 (or 1029)

مسيح، الديانة حور و The Maseekh (False Messiah), the Dajjal, George W.: (741 + 69) +
(212 + 6) = 810 + 218 = 1028

أَمَرْنَﺎ ﻣُﺘْﺮَﻓِﮭَﺎ We command its well-off people. (verse 16 of Sura 17): 292 + 736 = 1028
(equivalent to 28)

هلاك المملكة المتحدة البريطانية Perishing of the British United Kingdom: 56 + 166 + 488 + 318 =
1028 (equivalent to 28)

هدم مدينة فانكوفر كولومبيا البريطانية Hadm (Destruction) of City of Vancouver, British Columbia:
49 + 979 = 1028 (equivalent to 28) (= 2 x 2 x 257 ) (1028 is the 855th Composite Number) (1230 is
the 1028th Composite Number)

ينبى الإنسان يومذ The human shall be informed on that Day (verse 14 of Sura 75): 1028 (or 1027)

المرجع على عده ليكون للعلميين the Furqan (Quran) unto his servant so that he/it will be a warner to
the people (verse 1 of Sura 25): 31 + [430 (or 431) + 110 + 81 + 116 + 260 ] = 31 + 997 (or 998) =
1028 (or 1029)

الملائكة إن في ذلك the Angels. There is in that (verse 248 of Sura 2): 137 (or 126) + 51 + 90 +
750 (or 751) = 1028 (1017 or 1018)

السباس والعشرين + رجب Al-Sadis Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Sixth) + Rajab: [156 (or 155) + 6 +
661] + 205 = 823 (or 822) + 205 = 1028 (or 1027) (equivalent to 28)

يوم سبعه عشرين + رجب Day of Sab’ a Ishreen (Twenty Seven) + Rajab: 56 + (137 + 630) + 205
= 56 + (767 + 205) = 56 + 972 = 1028
The Islamic State + The Iraq + The Sham (Greater Syria): \[76 + 178 + (177) + (402 + 372) = 254 \text{ or } 253 + 774 = 1028 \text{ (or 1027)}

Promise of Awda (Return) of Islamic Caliphate: \[80 + 85 + [716 + 147 + (or 146)] = 80 + 85 + 863 \text{ (or 862)} = 1028 \text{ (or 1027)}

Tishreen, the First (October): 960 + 68 = 1028

Third + Tishreen, the First (October): 1031 (or 1030) + (960 + 37) = 1031 (or 1030) + 997 = 2028 \text{ (or 2027)} \text{ (2028 is the 1720th Composite Number)}

There has been, for you, in them, a good example to follow, for those who seek Allah and the Last Day (verse 6 of Sura 60): \[2028 \text{ (or 2027)}

Nineteen and We have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and We have not made (verse 30 – 31 of Sura 74): \[2028 \text{ (2027 or 2029)}

how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? The Lailat of Qadr is better than (verse 2 - 5 of Sura 97): \[41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 = 2028\]

Our Lord, you are gathering the people to a day, there is no doubt it. Allah does not fail in fulfilling the promise (verse 9 of Sura 3): \[2028\]

The Heavens and the Earth, the King, the Holy One (verse 1 of Sura 62): \[537 + 6 + 41 + 90 + 1032 + 121 + 201 = 2028\]

Apparition (or vision) of children + Fatima + Portugal: \[218 \text{ (or 217) + 42} + (135 + 1633) = 260 \text{ (or 259)} + 1768 = 2028 \text{ (or 2027)}\]

Israel. Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), we descended it/him and in the Haq, it descended (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): \[303 \text{ (or 302)} + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141 + 87 = 4028 \text{ (or 4027)}\]

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. I do swear by
Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of the End Times) and I do swear by the self-reproaching soul. Does the human being think that We are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, We are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to indulge in wicked deeds for the time ahead of him. (verse 1 – 6 of Sura 75):

\[ 102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 31 + 201 + 58 + 186 + 6 + 31 + 201 + 223 + 113 + 81 + 192 \text{ (or 193)} + 81 + 163 + 1016 + 42 + 364 + 110 + 51 + 126 + 108 + 32 + 224 + 192 + 323 + 87 = 5028 \text{ (or 5029)} \]

And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? The Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is, till rise of the Dawn (verse 2 – 5 of Sura 97):

\[ 6 + [41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 \text{ (or 137)} + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 ] + [ 131 \text{ (or 130)} + 15 + 418 + 149 + 314 ] = 6 + [4995 \text{ (or 4996)} + 1027 \text{ (or 1026)}] = 6 + 6022 \text{ (6021 or 6023) = 6028 (6027 or 6029) (6028 is the 5242nd Composite Number)} \]

Is there an oath in that for one who has a brain. Have you not seen what your Lord has done to Aad, Iram, the one which has the pillars, which has never been created like it among the Bilad (cities or countries) (verse 4 – 8 of Sura 89):

\[ 270 + 35 + 90 + 750 + 200 + 740 + 211 + 71 + 600 + 110 + 180 + 222 + 77 + 241 + 1101 + 146 \text{ (or 145)} + 441 + 70 + 740 + 576 + 90 + 67) = 7028 \text{ (or 7027)} \]

♦ Yahya (John or To be revived): \[ 29 \text{ (29 is the 10th Prime Number) (44 is the 29th Composite Number) (109 is the 29th Prime Number) (144 is the 109th Composite Number)} \]

life: 29

Gog + Pope: \( (23 + 6) = 29 \)

And guides (verse 13 of Sura 42): 29

alone (verse 11 of Sura 74): 29

Day of the Wuquf (Standing up) + Arafat: \[ 56 + [223 + 750 \text{ (or 751)}] = 56 + 973 \text{ (or 974) = 1029 (or 1030)} \]

Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin (verse 7 of Sura 17):

\[ 5 + 80 + 837 + 107 = 1029 \]

And we brought Moses the Book (verse 2 of Sura 17): \[ 6 + 463 + 107 + 453 = 1029 \]

the Furqan unto his servant so that he/it will be a warner to the people (verse 1 of Sura 25): \[ 462 + 110 + 81 + 116 + 260 = 1029 \text{ (or 1028)} \]
Quran as guidance to the people and evidences (verse 185 of Sura 2): 351 + 19 + 6 + 482 (or 472) = 1029 (or 1019)

And those who have believed grow in belief (or faith) and (verse 31 of Sura 74): 6 + 26 + 791 + 98 (or 99) + 102 + 6 = 1029 (or 1030)

So, he intended to provoke them from (out of) (verse 103 of Sura 17): 286 + 51 + 602 + 90 = 1029

You will come in successive groups (verse 18 of Sura 78): 1029 (equivalent to 29)

(1029 is the 856th Composite Number) (1232 is the 1029th Composite Number)

Nineteen and We have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and We have not made (verse 30 – 31 of Sura 74): 2029 (2027 or 2028)

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Worlds (People), the Rahman, the Raheem, Master of Day (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 1): 66 + 329 + 289 + 83 + 65 + 202 + 231 + 329 + 289 + 90 + 56 = 2029

Like that (or that is how), you will Takhrujun (come out) (verse 19 of Sura 30): 770 + 1259 = 2029 (2029 is the 308th Prime Number) (2384 is the 2029th Composite Number)

From the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings to show him from our signs. He is the All-Hearer, the All-Seer. And we brought to Moses (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 17): [90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 232 + 741 + 274 + 49 + 295 + 90 + 464 + 56 + 11 + 211 + 333 + 6 + 463 + 116 = 4029 (or 4028) (4029 is the 3471th Composite Number) (4660 is the 4029th Composite Number)

If you behave well, you do well to yourselves and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes,
they shall ruin your faces and (verse 7 of Sura 17): $4023 + 6 = 4029$

When Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Laffa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq it descended. And We have not sent you except as (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): $1032 + (782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 (or 143) + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 (or 361) + 32 ] = 1032 + 2997 (or 2996) = 4029 (or 4028)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. I do swear by Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of the End Times) and I do swear by the self-reproaching soul. Does the human being think that We are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, We are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to indulge in wicked deeds for the time ahead of him. (verse 1 – 6 of Sura 75): $5029$ (or $5028$)

O You the Muddathir! Rise up then warn and your Lord glorify and your clothes purify and the abomination leave and do not do favors to gain more in return. (verse 1 – 6 of Sura 74): $27 + (775 + 140 + 1031 + 6 + 222 + 302 + 6 + 533 + 294 + 241 + 289 + 6 + 31 + 540 + 1580 ) = 27 + 6002 = 6029$

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Worlds (People), the Rahman, the Raheem, Master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgement). You are whom we worship and whom we seek support from. Guide us to the Straight Path, the path of those whom you have given bounties, not those who are the subject of wrath (verse 2 – 7 of Sura 1): $9029$ ($9029$ is the $1122^{nd}$ Prime Number)

It darkens the humans. Over it are Nineteen. And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that those who have been given the
Book become certain and those who have believed grow in faith and do not have doubt those who have been given the Book (verse 29 - 31 of Sura 74): 56 + 562 + 116 + 535 + 570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 102 + 282 + 32 + 501 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 523 + 32 + 535 + 821 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414 + 454 + 6 + 26 + 791 + 99 + 103 + 6 + 31 + 613 + 791 + 414 + 454 = 11029

Verse 7 of Sura 17 (in which “Promise of the End Times” is mentioned for the first time) is the 2029th verse of the Quran, if we exclude Sura 1 “Sura Al-Fatiha”, which means “Preface” and serves as an introduction to the Quran.

♦ يوم الوقوف + عرفات Day of the Wuqaf (Standing up) + Arafat: 56 + [223 + 751 (or 750)] = 56 + 974 (or 973) = 1030 (or 1029) (= 10 x 103) (1030 is the 857th Composite Number) (1233 is the 1030th Composite Number) (3522 is the 3030th Composite Number) (6030 is the 5243rd Composite Number)

السابع + العشرين + رجب Al-Sabi Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Seventh) + Rajab: (164 + 661) + 205 = 825 + 205 = 1030

ثالث Third: 1030

ثالث Three (verse 10 of Sura 19): 1030

الله لا اله الا هو رب العرش العظيم Allah, there is no god, except HoWa (or He), Lord of the Magnificent Throne (verse 26 of Sura 27): (66 + 31 + 36 + 32 + 11) + (202 + 601 + 1051) = 176 + 1854 = 2030 (equivalent to 30) (2030 is the 1721st Composite Number) (2385 is the 2030th Composite Number)

♦ إل El (verse 130 of Sura 37): 31 (31 is the 11th Prime Number) (46 is the 31st Composite Number) (127 is the 31st Prime Number)

يزيد Yazeed (He is the ruler against whom Al-Hussein rebelled): 31

فانذر Then, warn (verse 2 of Sura 74): 1031 (equivalent to 31) (1031 is the 173rd Prime Number) (1234 is the 1031st Composite Number)

تشرين الأول + 3 Tishreen, the First + 3: (960 + 68) + 3 = 1028 + 3 = 1031

الأخير لِسِوَأ وَجُوهُم the End Times, they shall ruin your faces (verse 7 of Sura 17): 838 + 113 (or 107) + 80 = 1031 (or 1025)

و قالوا ربنا عجل لنا قطنا قبل يوم الحساب And they said: Our Lord! Hasten to us our sentence (even) before the Day of Hisab (Judgment) (verse 16 of Sura 38): 1031
Khuruj (Coming out) of Messiah Son of David (This refers to the Anti-Christ, not Jesus): $809 + [149 + 52 (or 53) + 21] = 809 + 222 (or 223) = 1031 (or 1032)

The Nuclear Missile: $928 + 103 = 1031$ (equivalent to 31)

Air Strike: $1007 + 24 = 1031$ (equivalent to 31)

Crash of an airplane by the Empire State Building: $(145 + 225) + 104 + 52 + 505 = 370 + 104 + 52 + 505 = 1031$

The Promised Day (verse 2 of Sura 85) + Al-Malhama Al-Kubra (The Big Battle) + Hazima (Defeat) of Israel: $(87 + 157) + (154 + 263) + (67 + 303) = 244 + 417 + 370 = 1031$

The Promised Day (verse 2 of Sura 85) + Damar (Destruction) of Temple of the Jews + Hazima (Defeat) of Israel: $(87 + 157) + (245 + 116 + 56) + (67 + 303) = 244 + 417 + 370 = 1031$

The Promised Day (verse 2 of Sura 85) + Punishment for the Expulsion + Hazima (Defeat) of Israel: $(87 + 157) + (173 + 244) + (67 + 303) = 244 + 417 + 370 = 1031$

Descent of the Messiah, Jesus son of Mary + Day of Qiyam (Resurrection) of the Mahdi: $(93 + 149 + 150 + 53 + 290) + (56 + 150 + 90) = 735 + 296 = 1031$

Mecca + Migration to Yathrib (Medina): $65 + 213 + (41 + 712) = 65 + (213 + 753) = 65 + 966 = 1031$

Yemen the caller calls from a near place (location), the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) , that is (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): $65 + (126 + 90) + (111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141) + 750 (or 751) = 65 + 216 + [1000 + 750 (or 751)] = 65 + [216 + 1750 (or 1751)] = 65 + 1966 (or 1967) = 2031 (or 2032)

Yemen the caller calls from a close location. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), that is (verse 41 - 42 of Sura 50): $(65 + 126 + 90) + (111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141) + 750 (or 751) = (281 + 1000) + 750 (or 751) = 1281 + 750 (or 751) = 2031 (or 2032) (2031 is the 1722nd Composite Number)

Until when Gog has been opened (or unleashed) (verse 96 of Sura 21): $418 + 702 + 888 + 23 = 2031$ (1452 Hijri is 2030 – 2031 Gregorian)

When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you
Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd) (verse 104 of Sura 17): $782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 64 + 62 + 201 = 2031 \text{(or 2032)}$  \text{(equivalent to 31)}

السابع عشر + رمضان + بدر  \text{Al-Sabi Ashar (The Twenty Seventh) + Ramadan + Badr}:
\[(164 + 570) + 1091 + 206 = (734 + 1091) + 206 = 1825 + 206 = 3031\]  \text{(3031 is the 2596th Composite Number)}

ملكة أن يأتيكم التابوت فيه سكينة من ربك و بقيه مما ترك آل موسى his Kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin). In it, there is Sakina from your Lord and the remainder of what the Family of Moses  \text{(verse 248 of Sura 2)}:
\[95 + 51 + 481 + 840 + 95 + 145 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 117 + 81 + 620 + 32 + 116 = 3031\]

الله الرحمن الرحيم إنا أنزلنا في ليله القدر وما أدرك ما ليله القدر ليله القدر خير من ألف شهر Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat of the Qadr is ? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months  \text{(verse 1 – 3 of Sura 97)}:
\[66 + 330 + 289 + 52 + 144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 = 4031 \text{(or 4030)}\]

هم دون البيع ذلك لكم خير لكم أن كنتم تعلمون فإذا قضيت They ask you about the Hour: When will its docking be ? While you are part of its remembrance (or mention). To your Lord is its end. However, you are a warner for those who fear it. As if the day they see it, they do not remain except for an evening or its (following) morning  \text{(verse 42 - 46 of Sura 79)}:
\[[176 + 120 + 167 + 62 + 306 + 130 + 451 + 90 + 926 + 41 + 222 + 501 + 91 (or 92) + 451] + [990 + 90 + 916 + 116 + 56 + 272 + 70 + 549 + 32] + [385 + 7 + 814 (or 815)] = [3734 (or 3735) + 3091] + 1206 (or 1207) = 6825 (or 6826) + 1206 (or 1207) = 8031 \text{(or 8032)}\]

Pope John Paul II lived exactly 31,000 days.

♦  إلا Except (verse 50 of Sura 18) & (verse 31 of Sura 74): 32  \text{(32 is the 20th Composite Number)}  \text{(48 is the 32nd Composite Number)}  \text{(131 is the 32nd Prime Number)}

الدجاج Hadd (Destruction) of Yajuj (Gog): $9 + 23 = 32$

الجزيرة البريطانية Intiha (End) of the British Island: $458 + 256 + 318 = 458 + 574 = 1032\text{(1032 is the 858th Composite Number)} \text{(1235 is the 1032nd Composite Number)}$

ما ضلل صاحبك Your friend did not go astray (verse 2 of Sura 53): $41 + 830 + 161 = 1032$

الأرض The Earth (or Land): 1032
Recession of the Euphrates: \(320 + 712 = 1032\)

Day of Waqfa (Stand up) + Mount of Arafat: \((56 + 191 + 35) + 750\) (or 751) = \(1032\) (or \(1033\))

The Raheel (Departure) to Yathrib (Medina): \(279 + (41 + 712) = 279 + 753 = 1032\)

The Caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), that is (verse 41 - 42 of Sura 50): \((65 + 126 + 90) + (111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141) + 751\) (or 750) = \((281 + 1000) + 751\) (or 750) = \(1281\) + 751 (or 750) = \(2032\) (or 2033)

The Caller from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), that is the Day (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): \(136 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141 + 750 + 56 = 2032\)

Tenth or Teen. And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): \([570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 95\) (or 96) + 6 + 41 + \(154 + 519\)] + 32 = \(2000\) (2001) + 32 = \(2032\) (or 2033)

Book of Allah and Itraty, People of My House: \(422\) (or 423) + \(66 + 6 + 1080 + 36 + 422 = 2032\) (or \(2033\)) [This is a Hadith of Prophet Mohammad (p) who said it around the end of his life, addressing the Muslims that he is leaving to them, the Book of Allah and his family. They will not depart from each other till they meet me in the Hawd (meaning in the hereafter, after death) ]

Your Lord and ask his forgiveness, he (verse 3 of Sura 110): \(224 + 6 + 1746 + 56 = 2032\)

Sana (Year) 1917: \(115 + 1917 = 2032\)

Three + Tishreen, the First (October – in Greater Syria & Iraq): \(1035\) (or \(1036\)) + \((960 + 37) = 1035\) (or \(1036\)) + 997 = \(2032\) (or \(2033\))

When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd) (verse 104 of Sura 17): \(782 + 5 + 80 + 838\) (or 837) + \(64 + 62 + 201 = 2032\) (or \(2031\)) (equivalent to \(32\)) \(2032\) is the \(1723^{rd}\) Composite Number

We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Justice), we have descended it/him and in the Haq, it/he has descended and We have not sent you except as Mubashir (Bearer of good news) (verses 104 – 105 of Sura 17): \(64 + 62 + 200 + 6 + 241 + 143 + 6 + 241 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32 + 542\) (or 543) = \(2032\) (or \(2033\))
Allah is Haq and that the Hour there is no doubt about it. When they quarrel (verse 21 of Sura 18): $[67 \text{ or } 66 + 108 + 6 + 51 + 167 + 31 + 212 + 96 + 701] + 593 \text{ (or } 594) = 1439 \text{ (or } 1438) + 593 \text{ (or } 594) = 2032 \text{ (or } 2031 \text{ or } 2033)$. (This segment of verse 21 of Sura 18 consists of 9 words)

We let them be found so they know that promise of Allah is true and that the Hour, there is no doubt about it (verse 21 of Sura 18): $2032$

We let them be found so they know that promise of Allah is true and that the Hour, there is no doubt about it (verse 21 of Sura 18): $2032$

We let them be found so they know that promise of Allah is true and that the Hour, there is no doubt about it (verse 21 of Sura 18): $2032$

Blessed is the one to whom belongs the Mulk (dominion, mastery or kingship) of the Heavens and (verse 85 of Sura 43): $2032$ (or 2031)

And we said, from after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the Akhira (End Times) comes, (verse 104 of Sura 17): $[6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 312 \text{ (or } 311) + 138 + 1032] + [782 + 5 + 80 + 1233 \text{ (or } 1232)] = 1932 \text{ (or } 1931) + 2100 \text{ (or } 2099) = 4032 \text{ (or } 4031)$. (4032 is the 3474th Composite Number)

The word “The Sea” is mentioned in the Quran 32 times.

**found you** (verse 8 of Sura 93): $33$ (33 is the 21st Composite Number) (49 is the 33rd Composite Number) (137 is the 33rd Prime Number) (3525 is the 3033rd Composite Number)

Hadd (Destruction) + Life: $9 + 24 = 33$

Day of Wuquf (Standing up) + Mount of Arafat: $56 + 192 + [35 + 750 \text{ (or } 751)] = 56 + [192 + 785 \text{ (or } 786)] = 56 + 977 \text{ (or } 978) = 1033$

Day of visit of Anwar Al-Sadat: $56 + [223 + (257 + 497 \text{ (or } 496)] = 56 + (223 + 754 \text{ (or } 753)] = 56 + 977 \text{ (or } 976) = 1033 \text{ (or } 1032)$. [Egyptian President Anwar Sadat arrived for surprise visit to Israel for the first time, at night, on Saturday November 19, 1977 (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1397 Hijri), day of standing on Mount of Arafat, meaning eve of 1st day of Eid Al-Adha.]

Dome of the Rock: $107 + 926 = 1033$ (equivalent to 33)

Masjid (Mosque) of the Rock: $107 + 926 = 1033$

Earth Quake: $17 + 1016 = 1033$ (equivalent to 33)
The Sky cracks (verse 25 of Sura 25): $900 + 133 = 1033$

Ilgha (Abolishment, Termination, or Ending): 1033

Tuesday: 1033

Burja (Two Towers) of the Tijara Al-Alamiya (World Trade): $206 + 640 + 187 = 1033$

We get you out as a baby (verse 5 of Sura 22): $913 + 120 = 1033$ (equivalent to 33)

They do not believe in the End Times (verse 8 of Sura 34) & (verse 22 of Sura 16) & (verse 10 of Sura 17): $31 + 162 + 840 = 1033$

They do not believe (verse 8 of Sura 34) + The Khuruj (Coming Out) (verse 42 of Sura 50): $(31 + 162) + 840 = 193 + 840 = 1033$

Raj’a (Return) of Pope John Paulus (Paul), the Second: $278 + (6 + 59 + 98 + 592) = 278 + 755 = 1033$

Day of the Khuruj (Coming – out) (verse 42 of Sura 50) + The first Dajjal: $(56 + 840) + (69 + 68) = 896 + 137 = 1033$

Day of the Tabut (Coffin or Ark) + The first Dajjal: $(56 + 840) + (69 + 68) = 896 + 137 = 1033$

Mine of the Copper + Chile: $(133 + 150) + 750 = 283 + 750 = 1033$ (equivalent to 33)

about the Hour. When will its docking (settlement or arrival) be? Say: The knowledge of it is (verse 187 of Sura 7): $120 + 167 + 62 + 316 (or 306) + 130 + 92 + 146 = 1033$ (or 1023) (equivalent to 33)

Al-Rabi wa Al-Ushreen (The Twenty Fourth) + Yulyu (July as known in Egypt): $(304 + 6 + 661) + 62 = 971 + 62 = 1033$

It is forbidden against them for forty years (verse 26 of Sura 5): $(137 + 293 + 155 + 333) + 115 = 918 + 115 = 1033$ (equivalent to 33) (1033 is the 174th Prime Number) (1236 is the 1033rd Composite Number)

Year 1918: $115 + 1918 = 2033$

Three + Tishreen, First: $1036 (or 1035) + (960 + 37) = 1036 (or 1035) + 997 = 2033$ (or 2032)
Ashar (Ten or Teen). And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): 570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 96 (or 95) + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 = 2033 (or 2032)

That is because Allah is the Haq (True/Right, Truth, or Justice) and what they are invoking other than him is the Batil (False One or Falsehood) and that Allah is the Ali (Most High), the Kabeer (Most Great) (verse 62 of Sura 22): 2033 (equivalent to 33) (2033 is the 1724th Composite Number) (2388th is the 2033rd Composite Number)

Safar 4 is the 33rd day of the Hijri Calendar.

In 1033 AD, swarm of severe earthquakes in Palestine and Jordan Valley continued for some 40 days. They were felt from Syria to Egypt.

Some Christian researchers suggest that one of the possible dates of the Crucifixion of what looked like Jesus is at the 9th hour of the daytime, meaning at 3:00 pm because Jews consider 6:00 am as beginning of the daytime, on Friday, April 3, 33 AD Julian (April 1, 33 AD Gregorian) (Nisan 14, 3793, the eve of Nisan 15, the beginning of Jewish Passover that commemorates God’s liberation of the Jews from slavery in Egypt by facilitating their exodus under the leadership of Moses.) (1733, 203.5th Julian Day)

♦ أجل Ajal (Date of End): 34 (= 2 x 17) (34 is the 22nd Composite Number) (50 is the 34th Composite Number) (139 is the 34th Prime Number)

لد Lud: 34

يوجى Yuha (receive revelation or inspiration) (verse 4 of Sura 53): 34

ويحى And Yuhyi (resurrects) : 34

ويحى And Yuhya (gets resurrected): 34

ويحى And Yahya (John): 34

الأب The Father: 34

ءاء Ala (Signs) (verse 47 of Sura 55): 34 (or 33)

جوبيه Juillet (July – French): 34

يفصل الابت يقوم يذٌفون Explains in detail the Ayat (verses or signs) to people who understand
(verse): \[210 + 442 + 176 + 206 = 1034\] (equivalent to 34) \(= 2 \times 11 \times 47\) 
\(1034\) is the 859th Composite Number \(\quad 1238\) is the 1034th Composite Number

O you the Prophet, why do you make forbidden what Allah has made permissible to you (verse 1 of Sura 66): 1034

The People about the Hour, say: The Knowledge of it is with Allah. And how. (verse 63 of Sura 33): 
\[142 + 120 + 167 + 130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 66 + 6 + 41 = 1034\]

A man from Ahl Baity (People of my House). His name will be similar to my name (This is a Hadith): 
\[233 + 90 + 36 + 422 + 36 \text{ (or 37)} + 106 \] + 111 = 923 (or 924) + 111 = 1034 (or 1035)

The Promise + The Islamic Caliphate: 111 + 746 (or 747) + 177 (or 178) = 1034 (1035 or 1036)

Emperor (Emperor) + Alexander + the Macedon (Macedonian): [458 (or 459) + 335] + 241 = 793 (or 794) + 241 = 1034 (or 1035)

Day of Wuquf (Standing up) + Mount of Arafat: (56 + 192 + 35) + 751 (or 750) = 283 + 751 (or 750) = 1034 (or 1033)

Day of Nihaya (End) of Fatra (Period) of Haml (Gestation) of the embryo: 56 + (71 + 685 + 78 + 144) = 56 + 978 = 1034

Aam (Year) 1923: 111 + 1923 = 2034 (This refers to Year 1923)

Ab (August) + 9 + 2022 : 3 (or 4) + 9 + 2022 = 2034 (or 2035)

The Mughada (Departure) to Yathrib (Medina): 1281 + (41 + 712) = 2034

Awwal (Beginning) of the End Times + Hadd (Destruction) of the Vatican + Wafat (Death) of Pope Francis: [37 + 837 (or 838)] + (9 + 593) + (92 + 6 + 460) = 874 (or 875) + 602 + 558 = 2034 (or 2035) (2034 is the 1725th Composite Number)

The Fourteenth + Ayyar (May) + 1948 : (304 + 570) + 212 + 1948 = (874 + 212) + 1948 = 1086 + 1948 = 3034 (Israel was established on May 14, 1948)

Babyl (Babylon): 35 (35 is the 23rd Composite Number) (51 is the 35th Composite Number) (149 is the 35th Prime Number)

Yahoodi (Jewish): 35
جلب  Mountain (or Mount): 35
جلاء  Jala (Departure): 35
ثالث أب Third + Ab (August – in Greater Syria & Iraq) = 1031 (or 1030) + 4 (or 3) = 1035 (or 1034)
ستة عشر Sixteen: 465 + 570 = 1035
ثالثة Three: 1035 (or 1036)
لاتجار The Trade: 1035
لاجلاء Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin (verse 7 of Sura 17): 5 + 80 + 837 + 113 = 1035
يفصل الآيات لقوم يعلمون He details the Ayat (verses or signs) to people who know (verse 5 of Sura 10): 210 + 443 + 176 + 206 = 1035
الغد The Tomorrow: 1035
رجل من أهل بيتي, يوatee اسمه اسمي A man from Ahl Baity (People of my House). His name will be similar to my name: [ 233 + 90 + 36 + 422 + 37 (or 36) + 106 ] + 111 = 924 (or 923) + 111 = 1035 (or 1034) (This is a Hadith)
الوعد + الخلافة الإسلامي The Promise + The Islamic Caliphate: 111 + 747 (or 746) + 177 (or 178) = 1035 (1034 or 1036)
إمبراطور + أسكندر المقدوني Emperor + Alexander, the Macdoni (Macedonian): (459 + 335) + 241 = 794 + 241 = 1035
إمبراطور + أسكندر المقدوني Emperator (Emperor) + Alexander + the Macdoni (Macedonian): [459 (or 458) + 335] + 241 = 794 (or 793) + 241 = 1035 (or 1034)
هو وما هي إلا ذكري him and it is not except a Zikra (Remembrance or Memorial) (verse 31 of Sura 74): 11 + 6 + 41 + 15 + 32 + 930 = 1035
صبرا + شاتيلا  Sabra + Shatila : 293 + 742 (or 741) = 1035 (or 1034) [The massacre, of about 1000 – 3000 Palestinian civilians, in Palestinian refugee camps of Sabra and Shatila in Beirut, Lebanon by a Christian militia headed Eli Hobeika lasted from around 6:00 pm, on Thursday, September 16, 1982 (Zu Al-Qada 27, 1402 Hijri) (Elul 28, 5742 Jewish) (2445,228.5th Julian Day) till around 8:00 am, Saturday, September 18, 1982 (Zu Al-Qada 29, 1402 Hijri) (Tishri 1, 5743 Jewish).]
الصيحة بالحق ذلك the Saiha (Scream) on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), that is (verse 42 of Sura 50): (144 + 141) + 750 = 285 + 750 = 1035 (1035 is the 860th Composite
Number) (1239 is the 1035th Composite Number) (8243 is the 1035th Prime Number)

Awwal (Beginning) of the End Times + Hadd (Destruction) of the Vatican + Wafat (Death) of Pope Francis: [37 + 838 (or 837)] + (9 + 593) + (92 + 6 + 460) = 875 (or 874) + 602 + 558 = 2035 (or 2033) (2035 is the 1726th Composite Number)

(2391 is the 2035th Composite Number)

Amm (Year) 1924: 111 + 1924 = 2035 (This refers to Year 1924)

Following the death of Caliph Othman on Friday, Zu Hijja 25, 35 Hijri, Imam Ali was offered Bay’a (pledge of allegiance) as Caliph.

♦ بلد Country or land: 36 (36 is the 24th Composite Number) (52 is the 36th Composite Number) (151 is the 36th Prime Number)

Mountains: 36

Hadd (Destruction) + Wahiya (Disaster): 9 + 27 = 36

إجلاء Evacuation: 36

أهل People: 36

الله god: 36 (or 37)

بواطئ like (or similar): 36

Entrance of the Coptics into Islam: 640 + 144 + 90 + 162 (or 163) = 1036 (or 1037) (equivalent to 36)

ثلاثة Three: 1036 (or 1035)

السابع والعشرين + رجب The Sabi wa Ishreen (Twenty Seventh) + Rajab: (164 + 6 + 661) + 205 = 831 + 205 = 1036 (equivalent to 36)

تاسع شهر Ninth Month: 531 + 505 = 1036

رسول من عند الله مصدق لما معهم Messenger from Allah, confirming what they have (verse 101 of Sura 2): 1036 (equivalent to 36) (1036 is the 861st Composite Number) (1240 is the 1036th...
Asif son of Barkhia (Scribe of Solomon): 171 (or 172) + 52 (or 53) + 813 = 1036 (or 1037 or 1038)

Turkey’s Invasion of Cyprus: 1013 + (631 + 392) = 1013 + 1023 = 2036
(= 2 x 2 x 509) (2036 is the 1727th Composite Number) (2392 is the 2036th Composite Number)

You who have believed: when the prayer of Day of the Juma (Friday, Congregation, or Gathering) is called for, strive to the remembrance of Allah and leave off the selling (or business). That is better for you if you know.

When the prayer is completed, spread throughout (verse 9 of Sura 62): 17 + 791 + 99 + 702 + 70 + 191 + 90 + 56 + 149 + 218 + 41 + 920 + 66 + 6 + 907 + 113 + 790 + 810 = 6036

Verse 7 of Sura 17 is the 2036th verse of the Quran.

Lands: 37 (37 is the 12th Prime Number) (54 is the 37th Composite Number)

The Pope: 37

The Bear (King Arthur’s symbol was a Bear): 37

Awwal (First): 37

Hadd (Destruction) of a Wall: 9 + 28 = 37

Lahab (flame) (verse 3 of Sura 111): 37

Trinity: 1037 (equivalent to 37)

and the Day (or Morning) two signs, then we erased (annihilated) sign of the Night (verse 12 of Sura 17): [6 + 287 + 471 (or 472) + 185 + 17 (or 16)] + 71 = 966 (965 or 967) + 71 = 1037 (1036 or 1038)

Nihaya (End) of the United States: 71 + [478 (or 479) + 488] = 71 + 966 (or 967) = 1037 (or 1038)

Nihaya (End) of occupation of Israel of South Lebanon: 71 + 470 + 302 (or 303) + 61 + 133 = 1037 (or 1038)

I bear witness that there is no God, except Allah And that Mohammad is a Messenger of Allah (Muslims’ Testimony of Faith): (310 + 51 + 31 + 36 + 32 + 66) + [6 + 51 + 92 (or 93) + 296 + 66] = 526 + 511 (or 512) = 1037 (or 1038) (equivalent to 37)
Caliphate of Al-Hussein son Ali: $716 + [159 + 52 (or 53) + 110] = 716 + 321 (or 322) = \boxed{1037 \text{ (or 1038)}}$

Shuruq (Rise from the East) of the Sun: $606 + 431 = \boxed{1037}$ (or $17 \times 61$) ($1037$ is the $862^{\text{nd}}$ Composite Number) ($1241$ is the $1037^{\text{th}}$ Composite Number)

Descend and We have not sent you, except as a bearer of good news and a Warner (verse 105 of Sura 17): $\boxed{2037 \text{ (or 2038)}}$ (equivalent to $37$)

The Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 97): $(329 + 289) + [52 + 143 (or 144) + 90 + 75 + 335] + (6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335) = 618 + 695 \text{ (or 696)} + 724 = \boxed{2037 \text{ (or 2038)}}$

inhabit the Land/Earth. When Promise comes (verse 104 of Sura 17): $\boxed{2037}$ (2037 is the $1728^{\text{th}}$ Composite Number)

The Rum have been defeated in the lowest point of the Earth and they after (verse 2-3 of Sura 30): $\boxed{3037}$ (equivalent to $37$) ($3037$ is the $435^{\text{th}}$ Prime Number)

♦

Al-Bad’i (The Beginning): $\boxed{38}$ (38 = $2 \times 19$) (38 is the $25^{\text{th}}$ Composite Number) (55 is the $38^{\text{th}}$ Composite Number) (163 is the $38^{\text{th}}$ Prime Number)

Dajjal: 38

Jahl (Ignorance): 38

Paul: 38

Yahya (John): 38

Yuhyi (Resurrect): 38

Aya (Sign) of Ihya (Resurrection): $17 \text{ (or 16)} + 21 = \boxed{38 \text{ (or 37)}}$

Distance between Vatican and the Aqsa: $186 + 62 + 561 \text{ (or 562)} + 6 + 223 = \boxed{1038 \text{ (or )}}$

Caliphate of Al-Hussein son Ali: $716 + [159 + 53 \text{ (or 52)} + 110] = 716 + 322 \text{ (or 321)} = \boxed{1038 \text{ (or 1037)}}$

The Strike: 38 (equivalent to 38)
and the Day (or Morning) two signs, then we erased (annihilated) sign of the Night (verse 12 of Sura 17): \[6 + 287 + 472 + (or 471) + 185 + 17 = 967\] (966 or 965) + 71 = 1038 (1036 or 1037)

Nihaya (End) of occupation of Israel of South Lebanon: 71 + 470 + 303 (or 302) + 61 + 133 = 1038 (1037)

Nihaya (End) of the United States: 71 + [479 (or 478) + 488] = 71 + 967 (or 966) = 1038 (1037)

The Tadmeer (Destruction) + the Amerikan (Americans): 685 + 353 = 1038 (= 2 x 3 x 173) (1038 is the 863rd Composite Number) (1242 is the 1038th Composite Number)

Day of Inhiyar (Collapse) of Mine of Copper and Gold + Chile: 56 + 267 + [133 + (119 + 6 + 707)] + 750 = 56 + 267 + (133 + 832) + 750 = 56 + (267 + 965) + 750 = 56 + (1232 + 750) = 56 + 1982 = 2038 (= 2 x 1019) (2038 is the 1729th Composite Number) (2395 is the 2038th Composite Number)

it/he descended. And We have not sent you, except as a Mubashshir (Bearer of good news) and as a Nazeer (Warner) (verse 105 of Sura 17): 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 + 32 (or 62) + 543 + 6 + 961 = 2038 (or 2068)

the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is ? (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 97): \[329 (or 330) + 289 + [52 + 144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 335] + (6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335) = 618\] (or 619) + 696 (or 695) + 724 = 2038 (2037 or 2039)

your Lord to Aad, Iram, the one which has the pillars, which has never been created (verse 6 – 8 of Sura 89): 3038 (3038 is the 2602nd Composite Number)

The word “The Angels” is mentioned in the Quran 38 times.

Lud Gate: 5 + 34 = 39 (= 3 x 13) (39 is the 26th Composite Number) (56 is the 39th Composite Number) (78 is the 56th Composite Number) (167 is the 39th Prime Number)

Prevailed (or won) (verse 21 of Sura 18): 1039 (1039 is the 175th Prime Number) (1243 is the 1039th Composite Number)

And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and We have not made their Idda (count, number, or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for (verse 31 of Sura 74): \[6 + 41 + 154 + 102 + 282 + 32 + 105 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535\] + 30 = 2009 + 30 = 2039 (2039 is the 309th Prime Number) (2396 is the 2039th Composite Number)
the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? (verse 1-2 of Sura 97): \[330 \text{ (or 329) + 289} + [52 + 144 \text{ (or 143)} + 90 + 75 + 335] + (6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335) = 619 \text{ (or 618)} + 696 \text{ (or 695)} + 724 = 2039 \text{ (2037 or 2038)}

Number 167 is the 39th Prime Number. Number 167 is the numerical value of:

The word “The Hour” is mentioned in the Quran 39 times.

- **Al-Hadd (The Destruction):** 40 (40 is the 27th Composite Number) (57 is the 40th Composite Number) (173 is the 40th Prime Number)
  - The 9: 31 + 9 = 40
  - Ajalaha (its Date of End): 40
  - Hebrew Yahoodia (Jewish or Judaism): 40
  - Child/Children: 40
  - Halab (Aleppo – city in Syria): 40
  - Month Nine: 505 + 535 = 1040
  - Seal: 1040

Who follow the Messenger, the Illiterate Prophet (verse 157 of Sura 7):

1040 (1040 is the 864th Composite Number) (1244 is the 1040th Composite Number)

So, we sealed upon their ears (verse 11 of Sura 18): 1133 + 110 + 797 (or 798) = 2040 (or 2041) (2040 is the 1730th Composite Number)

- **Batil (False or Falsehood):** 41 (or 42) (41 is the 13th Prime Number) (58 is the 41st Composite Number)

Discovery of the Oldest Gospel: 802 + (145 + 94) = 802 + 239 = 1041 (equivalent to 41) (= 3 x 347) (1041 is the 865th Composite Number)

Discovery + Palestine: 802 + 239 = 1041
Nine Shuhur (Months): $530 + 511 = 1041$

Tishreen Al-Awwal (October) + 13 : $(960 + 68) + 13 = 1041$

Approached to the people, their Judgment, while they are in (verse 1 of Sura 21): $(703 + 171) + (116 + 6 + 45) = 874 + 167 = 1041$

The massacre, of about 1000 – 3000 Palestinian civilians, in Palestinian refugee camps of Sabra and Shatila in Beirut, Lebanon by a Christian militia headed Eli Hobeika lasted from around 6:00 pm, on Thursday, September 16, 1982 (Zu Al-Qada 27, 1402 Hijri) (Elul 28, 5742 Jewish) (2445,228.5th Julian Day) till around 8:00 am, Saturday, September 18, 1982 (Zu Al-Qada 29, 1402 Hijri) (Tishri 1, 5743 Jewish).]

you count Nima (Blessings) (verse 34 of Sura 14): $481 + 560 = 1041$

The most powerful earthquake (measuring 9.5) ever recorded throughout history in the World happened in Valdivia, Chile.

Corrective Movement + Syria : $764 + 281 = 1041$

Entrance of Greece (or the Greeks) into Islam : $640 + 148 + 90 + 163 = 1041$ (equivalent to 41)

Entrance of the Italiyoon (Italians) into Islam: $640 + 148 + 90 + 163 = 1041$ (equivalent to 41)

Neil Armstrong: $90 + 1951$ (or 1952) = $2041$ (or 2042) (2041 is the 1731st Composite Number) (2398 is the 2041st Composite Number) (Neil Armstrong, Apollo 11 astronaut who was the first human to step on the Moon. He was born on August 5, 1930 and died on August 25, 2012)

So, we sealed upon their ears (verse 11 of Sura 18): $1133 + 110 + 798$ (or 797) = $2041$ (or 2040)

And they remained in their Cave three hundred years, (verse 25 of Sura 18): $6 + 539$ (or 538) + $90 + 150 + 1030$ (or 1031) + $56 + 170 = 2041$ (2040 or 2042)
Nine. Say Allah is more knowledgeable about how long they remained. He has Ghayb (Unknown) of the Heavens and (verse 25 – 26 of Sura 18): \[530 + (130 + 66 + 141 + 43 + 539 + 35 + 1012 + 539 + 6) = 530 + 2511 = 3041\]

A close place. The day they hear the Saihat (Scream) on the Haq, that is Day of the Khuruj (Coming out) (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): \[111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 539 + 141 + 750 (or 751) + 56 + 840 = 3041 (or 3042)\]

However, they were astonished (or bewildered) that a Warner from them came to them, so the Kabfiroo (Unbelievers) said, this is an astonishing thing (verse 2 of Sura 50): \[3041 (or 3040) \text{ (equivalent to 41) } (3041 \text{ is the 436th Prime Number})\]

all together. And we said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq it/he descended. And we have not sent you, except as (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): \[[124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 302 + 137 (or 138)] + [1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 (or 144) + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362] + 32 = 1013 (or 1014) + 3996 (or 3997) + 32 = 5041 (or 5042)\]

they say: our Lord is Allah. And had it not been because of Allah's letting people repel each other, monasteries (cloisters), churches, synagogues, and mosques would have been destroyed, in which the name of Allah is mentioned (commemorated) a lot (verse 40 of Sura 22): \[6041 (or 6042)\]

Al-Thalith wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Third) + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 4859 : (1062 + 6 + 661) + 453 + 4859 = (1729 + 453) + 4859 = 2182 + 4859 = 7041 [The first Crusade conquered Jerusalem on Friday, July 15, 1099 AD Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 4859 Jewish Calendar) ]

♦ Water (verse 6 of Sura 86): 42 (42 is the 28th Composite Number) (60 is the 42nd Composite Number) (181 is the 42nd Prime Number) (2400 is the 2042nd Composite Number)

The Valley (verse 16 of Sura 79) & (verse 12 of Sura 20): 42

Children: 42

The Hajj (Pilgrimage) (verse 3 of Sura 9): 42

Al + 11 : 31 + 11 = 42

Lahd (Grave or Coffin): 42
Gods (verse 3 of Sura 25): 42

Batil (False or Falsehood): 42 (or 41)

Inzar (Warning) of the Mahdi: 952 + 90 = 1042 (equivalent to 42)

Few years (verse 4 of Sura 30): 872 + 170 = 1042

Amir and Wales + Shalal (Prince of Wales, Charles): (251 + 53) + 738 = 1042

Canada + The United States: 75 + (479 + 488) = 75 + 967 = 1042 (equivalent to 42)

Seals: 1042

Itramm (Completion) of Nima (blessing or blessings): 482 + 560 = 1042

Abode (or Home) of the End Times (verse 30 of Sura 16): 205 + 837 (or 838) = 1042 (or 1043)

Nihaya (End) of Azra (Virgin or Virgo): 71 + 971 (or 972) = 1042 (or 1043)

Khusuf (Land Collapse) of New York: 740 + 302 = 1042 (equivalent to 42)

Hadd (Destruction) of Burja (Two Towers) of the Alamiya (World Trade): 9 + (206 + 640 + 187) = 9 + 1033 = 1042

Hadd (Destruction) of Dome of the Rock: 9 + (107 + 926) = 9 + 1033 = 1042 (equivalent to 42)

Hadd (Destruction) of Masjid (Mosque) of the Rock: 9 + (107 + 926) = 9 + 1033 = 1042

And the Mosque is for Allah (God). Do not worship in addition to Allah (God) anyone else. (verse 18 of Sura 72): 1042

Khuruj (getting out or departure) of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 809 + 233 = 1042

The People fear your Lord. The shaking (verse 1 of Sura 22): 1042

(1042 is the 866th Composite Number) (1246 is the 1042nd Composite Number)

This is a mercy from my Lord. When (verse 98 of Sura 18): 2042 (or...
fears torment of the End Times. That is (verse 103 of Sura 11): $681 + 773 + 838$ (or $837$) + $750 = 3042$ (or $3041$)

the caller calls from a near place (location), the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq (Justice, True/Right One), that is (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): $65 + 136 + 90 + (111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141) + 751$ (or $750$) = $65 + 136 + 90 + 1000 + 751$ (or $750$) = $2042$ (or $2041$)

a close place. The day they hear the Saihat (Scream) on the Haq, that is Day of the Khuruj (Coming out) (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): $111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 539 + 141 + 751$ (or $750$) + $56 + 840$ = $3042$ (or $3041$)

his servant at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque, which we have blessed its surroundings, to show him from our Ayat (signs). It is HoWa (He) (verse 1 of Sura 17): $(83 + 71 + 90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 223 + 741 + 273 + 49 + 295 + 90 + 463 + 56) + 11 = 3031 + 11 = 3042$ (3042 is the $2605^{th}$ Composite Number) (3537 is the $3042^{nd}$ Composite Number)

you do badly, it is to yourselves. When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and enter the Mosque like they entered it (verse 7 of Sura 17): $502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 + 108$ (or $107$) + $80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645$ = $4042$ (or $4041$)

all together. And we said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq it/he descended. And we have not sent you, except as (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): $[124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 302 + 137$ (or $138$)] + $[1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144$ (or $143$) + $141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362]$ + $32 = 1013$ (or $1014$) + $3997$ (or $3996$) + $32 = 5042$ (or $5041$)

they say: our Lord is Allah. And had it not been because of Allah's letting people repel each other, monasteries (cloisters), churches, synagogues, and mosques would have been destroyed, in which the name of Allah is mentioned (commemorated) a lot (verse 40 of Sura 22): $6042$ (or $6041$)

February 11 is the $42^{nd}$ day of the Gregorian Calendar. There are $323$ days remaining until the end of the year.

Verses relevant to the End Times include: verse 42 of Sura 50, verse 42 of Sura 79, and verse 42 of Sura 28
The Daabba: 43  (43 is the 14th Prime Number)  (62 is the 43rd Composite Number)

Jeel (Generation): 43

The Lands: 1043 (equivalent to 43)

The Ghayb (the Metaphysical/Unseen Realm or Future) (verse 22 of Sura 59): 1043 (equivalent to 43)

Nihaya (End) of Virgo: 71 + 972 (or 971) = 1043 (or 1042)

The Soviet Union: 445 + 598 = 1043  (The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics was formally established by the Treaty of Union on July 6, 1923.)

If he (or it ) travels (verse 34 of Sura 74): 702 + 341 = 1043 (equivalent to 43)

The night as it journeys (or does Israa) (verse 4 of Sura 89): 71 + 702 + 270 = 1043

Promise of the End Times, We bring you (verse 104 of Sura 17): 80 + 837 (or 838) + 64 + 62 = 1043 (or 1044)

Nihaya (End) of the British United Kingdom: 71 + (166 + 488 + 318) = 1043 (equivalent to 43)

King of Israel + Inha (Ending) of the Vatican: [90 + 303 (or 302)] + (58 + 592) = 393 (or 392) + 650 (or 651) = 1043 (1042 or 1044)  (1043 is the 867th Composite Number)  (1247 is the 1043rd Composite Number)

Head (Beginning) of Sana (year) 1444 Hijria : 261 + 115 + 1444 + 223 = 2043 (= 3 x 3 x 277)  (2043 is the 1733rd Composite Number)  (2401 is the 2043rd Composite Number)

This is a mercy from my Lord. When (verse 98 of Sura 18): 2043 (or 2042)

London was established in 43 AD.

Sunday: 44  (44 is the 29th Composite Number )  (63 is the 44th Composite Number)

Al-Ahad (Only One) (an attribute of God): 44

Zawal (Cessation of existence, Demise, or End): 44

Izala (Termination or Causing Extinction): 44
**The Ibada (Annihilation): 44**

**Blood: 44**

**Hadd (Destruction) of Babyl (Babylon):**

9 + 35 = **44**

**Daabba (creature) of the Earth/Land (verse 14 of Sura 34):**

12 + 1032 = **1044**

(al-gatib)**

**Al-Gha’ib (“The Absentee” is a title used by the Shia to refer to the Mahdi):**

**1044** (equivalent to **44**)

*Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem, We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) (verse 1 of Sura 97):**

**1044** (or **1045**)

**The Ghazu (Invasion): 1044**

**The Landing on the Mars:**

53 + 110 + 881 = **1044**

**Promise of the End Times, We bring you (verse 104 of Sura 17):**

80 + 838 (or 837) + 64 + 62 = **1044** (or **1043**)

**No doubt about it and that Allah resurrects (or sends):**

31 + 212 + 96 + 6 + 51 + 66 + 582 (verse 7 of Sura 22): **1044** (equivalent to 44) (**1044** is the **868th** Composite Number) (**1044** is the **1044th** Composite Number)

**Inhiyar (Collapse) of Mine of the Copper and the Gold + Chile:***

267 + [133 + (150 + 6 + 738)] + 750 = 267 + (133 + 894) + 750 = (267 + 1027) + 750 = 1294 + 750 = **2044** (2044 is the **1734th** Composite Number)

♦ **Apollo: 45** (45 is the **30th** Composite Number) (64 is the **45th** Composite Number) (197 is the **45th** Prime Number) (4045 is the **3487th** Composite Number)

**Adam: 45 (or 46)**

**Lut (Prophet Lot): 45**

**They: 45**

**Zuhal (Saturn): 45**

**Amad (Period or Duration) (verse 12 of Sura 18): 45**

**The Hadda (Incident of Destruction): 45**
The worms: 45

State: 45

Bidaya (Beginning) of Yajuj (Gog): 22 + 23 = 45

Bidaya (Beginning) of Yajuj (Gog): 22 + 23 = 45

Alama (Sign) of Khuruj (coming out) of the Mahdi: 146 + 809 + 90 = 1045 (1045 is the 869th Composite Number) (1250 is the 1045th Composite Number)

Promise of Allah + Khuruj (Coming out) of the Mahdi: (80 + 66) + (809 + 90) = 146 + 899 = 1045

Alama (Sign) of Khuruj (coming out) of the Mahdi: 146 + 809 + 90 = 1045

Corrective Movement + Syria : 764 + 281 = 1045

Bidaya (Beginning) of the End Times + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 22 + [837 (or 838) + 186 (or 187)] = 22 + 1023 (1025 or 1024) = 1045 (1046 or 1047)

Bidaya (Beginning) of the End Times + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 22 + [837 (or 838) + 186 (or 187)] = 22 + 1023 (1025 or 1024) = 1045 (1046 or 1047)

The Sixteenth + The Muharram: (156 + 570) + 319 = 726 + 319 = 1045

The Sixteenth + The Muharram: (156 + 570) + 319 = 726 + 319 = 1045

[Balfour Declaration (or Promise) by the British government to facilitate the creation of a homeland in Palestine for the Jews was offered to the Jews in a letter signed by Britain’s Foreign Minister on November 2, 1917 (Muharram 16 (or 17), 1336 Hijri) (Heshvan 17, 5678 Jewish) (2421,534.5th or 2421,535th Julian Day).]

so get out. You are from among (verse 13 of Sura 7): 1045

And this safe Balad (Country or City) (verse 3 – 4 of Sura 95): 6 + 706 + 67 + 132 + 134 = 1045

Yuly (July ) + 20 + 1969 = (56 + 20) + 1969 = 76 + 1969 = 2045 (= 5 x 409)
(2045 is the 1735th Composite Number) (2403 is the 2045th Composite Number) (Apollo 11 landed on the Moon on July 20, 1969)

The human from Alaq. Read and your Lord, the Akram (Most Generous or Honorable) who (verse 2 - 4 of Sura 96): 2045

The Rahman, the Raheem. We have given you the Kawthar, so pray to your Lord and (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 108): 2045 (or 2046)

by this Balad (Country or City) and you are free in this Balad and (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 90): 708 + 67 + 6 + 451 + 38 + 708 + 67 = 2045
The safe Balad (Country or City). We have created the human, in best Taqweem (shape or form). Then, we abase him to the lowest (verse 3 – 5 of Sura 95): 3045

The Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): 335 + [6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247] + 90 = 335 + [4620 (or 4621) + 90] = 335 + 4710 (or 4711) = 5045 (or 5046) (5045 is the 4369th Composite Number)

From 1924 (End of the Islamic Caliphate) to 1969, there are 45 years.

The difference between the numerical value of the word “الساعة” The Hour”, 167, and the numerical value of the phrase “يوم قيامة” Day of Qiyama”, 212 is: 212 – 167 = 45

Wilada (Birth): 46 (or 45) ( = 2 x 23 ) (46 is the 31st Composite Number) (65 is the 46th Composite Number) (199 is the 46th Prime Number) (3046 is the 2609th Composite Number)

Biadaa (Beginning) of life: 22 + 24 = 46

Biadaa (Beginning) of Wahy (Revelation): 22 + 24 = 46

Biadaa (Beginning) of Dakk (Bombardment or Destruction): 22 + 24 = 46

هاد الدابة Hadd (Destruction) of the Pope: 9 + 37 = 46

أمة Umma (Nation): 46

أمة Ummahu (His mother): 46

قوم Qawm (People): 46

ءادم Adam: 46 (or 45)

اللوح Tablets: 46

دماء Dima (Blood): 46

ولي Waliy (Guardian or Representative): 46

ولي Waliy (Heir) (verse 5 of Sura 19): 46 (or 47)

ويل Woe (verse 15 of Sura 77) & (verse 1 of Sura 83): 46
إلهي My God: 46

 بداية الأخره + القيامة Bidaya (Beginning) of the End Times + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 22 + [837 (or 838) + 187 (or 186)] = 22 + 1024 (1025 or 1023) = 1046 (1047 or 1045)

 نهاية الأخره + إنهاء الحياة الدنيا The End Times + Inha (Ending) of the Hayat (life) of the Dunya (World before the End Times) (verse 98 of Sura 10) & (verse 38 of Sura 79): 837 (or 838) + 58 + (55 + 96) = 837 (or 838) + (58 + 151) = 837 (or 838) + 209 = 1046 (or 1047)

 نهاية الأخره + حيا The End Times + Qiyama (Resurrection) of Jan (John or demons): 837 + [155 (or 156) + 54] = 837 + 209 (or 210) = 1046 (or 1047)

 نهاية الأخره + مملكة ابن داوود The End Times + Kingdom of Son of David : 837 (or 838) + (135 + 53 + 21) = 837 (or 838) + 209 = 1046 (or 1047)

 وعده الأخره + الدجال + بابا جان Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Dajjal + Pope John : [80 + 837 (or 838)] + 69 + (6 + 54) = 917 (or 918) + (69 + 60) = 917 (or 918) + 129 = 1046 (or 1047)

 وعده الأخره + البابا جان بول Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Pope John Paul: [80 + 837 (or 838)] + 37 + (54 + 38) = 917 (or 918) + (37 + 92) = 917 (or 918) + 129 = 1046 (or 1047) (equivalent to 46)

 دخول الألمان في الإسلام Entrance of the Germans into Islam: 640 + 153 + 90 + 163 = 1046

 الصواريخ النووية The Nuclear Missiles: 938 + 108 = 1046 (equivalent to 46) (= 2 x 523) (1046 is the 870th Composite Number)

 خراب الأسلحة النووية Kharab (Devastation) of the Nuclear Weapons: 803 + (135 + 108) = 803 + 243 = 1046

 خراب مدينة لندن Kharab (Devastation) of City of London : 803 + 243 = 1046 (equivalent to 46)

 فما يكتبك بعد بالدين So, what can prove you to be a liar (or wrong), after this, regarding the Deen (Judgment) (verse 7 of Sura 95): 121 + (752 + 76 + 97) = 121 + 925 = 1046

 اكتشاف إنجيل يسوع Discovery of Gospel of Jesus : 802 + (94 + 150) = 802 + 244 = 1046 (equivalent to 46)

 آخر مرة The last time : 801 (or 802) + 245 = 1046 (or 1047)

 تسعة شهور Tis’a (Nine) Shuhur (Months): 535 + 511 = 1046

 أنطيوخوس الرابع Antiochus, the Rabi (Fourth): 742 + 304 = 1046
Hadd (Destruction) of Trinity: $9 + 1037 = 1046 \ (= 2 \times 523) \ (1046 \ \text{is the} \ 870^{\text{th}} \ \text{Composite Number})$

Nihaya (End) of Last Pope + The Catholicism + Vatican: $71 + 801 (or 802) + 6 + 606 + 562 = 2046 \ (or \ 2047)$

The Rahman, the Raheem. We have given you the Kawthar, so pray to your Lord and (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 108): $2046 \ (or \ 2045)$

Yuly (July) + 21 + 1969 = (56 + 21) + 1969 = 77 + 1969 = 2046

Seals of the Hour + The End Times: $(1042 + 167) + 837 \ (or \ 838) = 1209 + 837 \ (or \ 838) = 2046 \ (or \ 2047) \ \text{(equivalent to} \ 46) \ (2046 \ \text{is the} \ 1736^{\text{th}} \ \text{Composite Number})$

The Qadr.

And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): $335 + [6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 137 \ (or \ 136) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247] + 90 = 335 + [4621 \ (or \ 4620) + 90] = 335 + 4711 \ (or \ 4710) = 5046 \ (or \ 5045) \ (5046 \ \text{is the} \ 4370^{\text{th}} \ \text{Composite Number})$

The Sign (verse 20 of Sura 79): $47 \ (or \ 48) \ (47 \ \text{is the} \ 15^{\text{th}} \ \text{Prime Number})$
(66 is the 47th Composite Number)  (211 is the 47th Prime Number)  (6047 is the 789th Prime Number)

الحجеч Al-Hijja (performance of pilgrimage): 47

الحجеч Al-Hujja (The Evidence - this is a title of the Mahdi): 47

و ما And how (verse 2 of Sura 86) & (verse 2 of Sura 97): 6 + 41 = 47

و ما And have not (verse 31 of Sura 74): 6 + 41 = 47

أولى Oula or Awla (First or More Eligible): 47

والي Governor: 47  (Sura Muhammad is Sura 47)

وليا Waliy (Heir) (verse 5 of Sura 19): 47 (or 46)

و والد And a father (verse 3 of Sura 90): 6 + 41 = 47

لاوي Lewi (or Levi) (son of Jacob. Levi is grandfather of Moses): 47

أهالي Ahaly (People): 47

مائه Hundred: 47

كوبیابو Copiapo (The mine that collapsed on August 5, 2010 in Chile was is located near city of Copiapo): 47

ءال داوود Al (Family) of David (verse 13 of Sura 34): 32 (or 31) + 15 = 47 (or 46)

دجال + هد Dajjal (Deceiver or Anti-Christ) + Hadd (Destruction) : 38 + 9 = 47

إذا جاء نصر When victory comes (verse 1 of Sura 110): (702 + 5) + 340 = 707 + 340 = 1047 (equivalent to 47)

حزب الله + سقوط مسجد بلال إبن رباح + أحمد الأمير Hizb Allah + Fall Masjid (Mosque) of Bilal son of Rabah + Ahmad Al-Aseer: (17 + 66) + 175 + [107 + 63 + 53 (or 52) + 211] + (53 + 302) = 83 + 175 + [434 (or 433) + 355] = 83 + [175 + 789 (or 788)] = 83 + 964 (or 963) = 1047 (or 1046)

[Sunni Sheikh Ahmad Al-Aseer, Imam of Masjid (Mosque) of Bilal son Rabah in Abra, a district of city of Saida, Lebanon, and his ally former singer Fadl Shaker, were defeated by Shia’s Hizb Allah and the Lebanese Army in a battle that started on Sunday June 23, 2013 (Shaban 14, 1434 Hijri) (Tammuz 15, 5773 Jewish) (2456,466.5th Julian). It lasted for about 24 hours till June 24, 2013. This means it happened in the Middle (or Half) of Shaban, traditionally an important day for Muslims. ]
The Rabi Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Fourth) + Yunyu (June): (304 + 661) + 82 = 967 + 82 = 1047

Bidaya (Beginning) of the End Times + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 22 + [838 (or 837) + 187] = 22 + 1025 (or 1024) = 1047 (or 1046)

And Seal (verse 40 of Sura 33): 6 + 1041 = 1047

War of the End Times: 210 + 837 (or 838) = 1047 (or 1048) (equivalent to 47)

The Earthly: 1047 (equivalent to 47)

The Hadm (Destruction) + The United States: 80 + 967 = 1047 (equivalent to 47)

Promise to the United States: 80 + 967 = 1047 (equivalent to 47)

Was created from flowing (or gushing) water (verse 6 of Sura 86): 730 + 90 + 42 + 185 = 1047 (equivalent to 47)

Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Dajjal + Pope John: [80 + 838 (or 837)] + 69 + (6 + 54) = 918 (or 9187 + (69 + 60) = 918 (or 917) + 129 = 1047 (or 1046)

Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Pope John Paul: [80 + 838 (or 837)] + 37 + (54 + 38) = 918 (or 917) + (37 + 92) = 918 (or 917) + 129 = 1047 (or 1046)

Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paul + Masra (Death) of the Pope Francis: 21 + 37 + (54 + 38) + 400 + (37 + 460) = 21 + 37 + 92 + 400 + 497 = 1047 (1047 = 3 x 349) (1047 is the 871st Composite Number) (1252 is the 1047th Composite Number)

Nihaya (End) of Last Pope + The Catholicism + Vatican: 71 + 802 (or 801) + 6 + 606 + 562 = 2047 (or 2046)

The torment of the American United States: 773 + (479 + 488 + 307) = 773 + 1274 = 2047

Neil Armstrong: 90 + 1957 (or 1958) = 2047 (or 2048)

Neil Armstrong, Apollo 11 astronaut who was the first human to step on the Moon. He was born on August 5, 1930. He spent the last part of his life in Lebanon, Ohio. He died on August 25, 2012, but his cremated remains were buried in the Atlantic Ocean on Friday, September 14, 2012.

To them, their prophet: It is the Aya (Sign) of his Kingship that he will bring you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin), in it there is Sakina (Shekinah or Solace)
from (verse 248 of Sura 2): [75 + 107 + 51 + 17 (or 16) + 95 + 51 + 481 + 840 + 95 + 145] + 90 = 1957 (or 1956) + 90 = 2047 (or 2046)

In our Ayat (signs) miraculously. Those are People of the Jaheem (Hell). And We have not sent a Messenger before you and not (verse 51 – 52 of Sura 22): 90 + (463 + 180 + 67 + 101 + 92 + 6 + 41 + 342 + 90 + 152 + 90 + 296 + 6 + 31) = 90 + 1957 = 2047

If it travels (journeys or does Israa). Is there in that an oath (verse 4 - 5 of Sura): 2047

Seals of the Hour + The End Times: (1042 + 167) + 837 (or 838) = 2047 (or 2046) (equivalent to 47)

And Allah made you victorious in Badr when you were weak (or humiliated) (verse 123 of Sura 3): 6 + (134 + 400 + 66 + 208) + (6 + 491 + 736) = 6 + (808 + 1233) = 6 + 2041 = 2047 (= 23 x 89) (2047 is the 1737th Composite Number) (2405 is the 2047th Composite Number)

He asks: when shall Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times) be? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and combined (verses 6 – 9 of Sura 75): 3047 (= 11 x 277) (3047 is the 2610th Composite Number)

He is the one who has made the Sun a source of shine and the Moon a source of light, and Qaddarhu (has classified) it (verse 5 of Sura 10): 3047 (equivalent to 47) (4047 is the 3489th Composite Number)

You do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it (verse 7 of Sura 17): [502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837)] + 113 + 80 + (6 + 681 + 138) + 61 + 645 = [2323 (or 2322) + 113] + (80 + 825 + 61) + 645 = 2436 (or 2435) + (966 + 645) = 2436 (or 2435) + 1611 = 4047 (or 4046) (equivalent to 47) (4047 is the 3489th Composite Number)

♦ The Quake (or Shaking Event): 48 (48 is the 32nd Composite Number)

Planet: 48

The Jahjah: 48

Ha Meem (H. M.) (This is one of the mysterious Opening Words/Letters, whose meaning is unknown, of 29 Suras in the Quran) (verse 1 of Sura 40): 48 (The حم (H.M.) is not a word that has a meaning in Arabic, but rather it is a code that consists of 2 letters: ح (H) and م (M). The last letter م (M) is the first letter of the word مسیح Messiah. While the first letter ح (H) is the last letter of the
word Messiah. So, it could be referring to the Messiah.)

الغياب: The Ghayba (Absence): **1048** (equivalent to **48**) \( (1048 = 2 \times 2 \times 2 \times 131) \) **(1048 is the 872nd Composite Number)**

امرأة فرعون: Wife of Pharaoh (verse 11 of Sura 66): \( 642 + 406 = 1048 \) (equivalent to **48**)

مره وليبروا ما غلوا: time and they shall destroy what they can reach (verse 7 of Sura 17): **1048**

هذا رحمه من ربى فانا جاء: This is a mercy from my Lord. When comes (verse 98 of Sura 18): **2048** \( (2048 \text{ is the } 1738^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number}) \) \( (2406 \text{ is the } 2048^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number}) \)

الشفع والوتر واليل إذا يسر: the Shaf’a (even) and the Watr (odd) and the night when it travels (journeys or does Israa) (verses 3 - 5 of Sura 89): \( 481 + 6 + 637 + 6 + 71 + 702 + 270 + 35 + 90 + 750 = 3048 \) \( (3048 \text{ is the } 2611^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number}) \)

♦ هدم: Hadm (Destruction): **49** \( (= 7 \times 7) \) \( (49 \text{ is the } 33^{\text{rd}} \text{ Composite Number}) \) \( (69 \text{ is the } 49^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number}) \) \( (227 \text{ is the } 49^{\text{th}} \text{ Prime Number}) \) \( (289 \text{ is the } 227^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number}) \) \( (3049 \text{ is the } 437^{\text{th}} \text{ Prime Number}) \) \( (12049 \text{ is the } 1444^{\text{th}} \text{ Prime Number}) \)

مهد: Mahd (Cradle or Bed of babies) (verse 53 of Sura 20): **49**

مدة: Muddat (period or duration): **49**

يهديك: guides you (verse 2 of Sura 48): **49**

اللاحي: The Living (or Alive) (verse 19 of Sura 30): **49**

الهدهد: The Hudud (Hoopoe bird) (verse 20 of Sura 27): **49**

كواكب: Planets: **49**

الجوزاء: Gemini: **49**

البئعاء: Al-Baida (the Desert): **49**

أولياء: Awliya (Guardians, Protectors, or Representatives) (verse 50 of Sura 18): **49**

حوله: its surroundings (around it) (verse 1 of Sura 17): **49**

قال فانها محرمز عليهم اربعين: He said: It is forbidden to them for forty (verse 26 of Sura 5): \( (131 + 137) + (293 + 155 + 333) = 268 + 781 = 1049 \) (equivalent to **49**) \( (1049 \text{ is the } 176^{\text{th}} \text{ Prime Number}) \) \( (1254 \text{ is the } 1049^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number}) \)
Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you (verse 104 of Sura 17): 
5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 64 + 62 = 1049

Apparition (or Vision) of the End Times: 212 + 837 (or 838) = 1049 (or 1050)

Day of Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, beginning of End Times) +
The Akhira (End Times): (56 + 156) + 837 (or 838) = 212 + 837 (or 838) = 1049 (or 1050)

after you, except for a little while. The Sunna (way or pattern) (verse 76 of Sura 17): 
[731 + 32 + 171] + 115 = 934 (or 933) + 115 = 1049

Hazza (Quake) of Al-Ard (The Earth): 17 + 1032 = 1049

This is a mercy from (verse 98 of Sura 18): 1049

And the Night when it journeys (verse 4 of Sura 89): 6 + 71 + 702 + 270 = 1049

And a Black when he journeys: 6 + 71 + 702 + 270 = 1049 (equivalent to 49)

Maseekh (False Messiah) Al-Awar (Defective-Eyed): 741 + 308 = 1049 (equivalent to 49)

Promise of the Dajjal, the Maseekh (False Messiah) son of Joseph: 
80 + (69 + 741 + 53 + 106) = 80 + 969 = 1049

The Forty + Third American President: (311 + 312) + (1062 + 364) = 623 + 1426 = 2049 (equivalent to 49) (= 3 x 683) (2049 is the 1739th Composite Number) (George Bush was the 43rd President of the U.S.)

We created the human from a mingled sperm to try him (verse 2 of Sura 76): 781 + 192 (or 193) + 90 + 144 + 345 + 497 = 2049 (or 2050)

They denied (the destined) meeting with Allah till when (verse 31 of Sura 6): 2049

Sura 1 (first Sura of the Quran) consists of 29 words. Sura 114 (last Sura of the Quran) consists of 20 words. So, the total number of words of both Sura 1 and Sura 114 is: 29 + 20 = 49 words.

The Jews believe that it took seven weeks (49 days) from when the Jewish people left Egypt on Nisan 15 (celebrated today as the holiday of Passover) until they received the Torah from God at the foot of Mount Sinai on, Sivan 6 (celebrated today as the holiday of Shavuot). The Jews believe that the splitting of the Red Sea to save the Children of Israel from Pharaoh happened on Nisan 21. That is why Passover is celebrated from Nisan 14 till Nisan 21.
On **July 11, 1957** (Zu Al - Hijja 13, 1376 Hijri) (Tammuz 12, 5717 Jewish), the current Imam of the Nizari Ismailis, Prince **Karim Agha Khan IV**, became the **49th Imam**, after the death of his grandfather, the **48th Imam**, Sir Sultan Mohammed Shah Agha Khan III.

♦ ولدي (My Son): 50 (= 31 + 19) (25 + 25 = 50) (50 is the 34th Composite Number) (70 is the 50th Composite Number) (95 is the 70th Composite Number) (229 is the 50th Prime Number)

ولدي (My Children): 50

الواحد The Wahid (One) (God’s attribute): 50

الهديى The Huda (Guidance) (verse 115 of Sura 4) & (verse 32 of Sura 34) & (verse 13 of Sura 72) & (verse 55 of Sura 18) & (verse 94 of Sura 17): 50 [This is one of the words that is used in the Quran to refer to **Prophet Mohammad (p)**]

الهدي The Hadi (Offering) (verse 203 of Sura 2) & (verse 2 of Sura 5) & (verse 97 of Sura 5): 50

مهاد Mahhad (harbinger or person who pave the way for something coming in the future): 50

هدام Haddam (Destructive): 50

داكا دكا Dakka (Destruction), Dakka (Destruction) (verse 21 of Sura 89): 25 + 25 = 50

الحاطم The Wall: 50 (or 59)

يالي Yali (govern): 50

جاجهم He came to them (verse 5 of Sura 6) & (verse 110 of Sura 12) & (verse 94 of Sura 17) & (verse 101 of Sura 17): 50

ن Nun (This is one of the mysterious Opening Words/Letters, whose meaning is unknown, of 29 Suras in the Quran) (verse 1 of Sura 68): 50

لك For you (verse 1 of Sura 48): 50

كل Kul (every or eat) (verse 4 of Sura 97): 50

يم Yam (Sea): 50

الحطب The wood (verse 4 of Sura 111): 50
The Hijaz (a region of Saudi Arabia that includes Mecca and Medina): 50

The Parties (verse 20 of Sura 33): 50

The Pope + Ibada (Annihilation): $37 + 13 = 50$

Munzireen (We have been warning) (verse 3 of Sura 44): 1050 (equivalent to 50)

Munzireen (Warners) (verse 72 of Sura 37): 1050

Apparition (or Vision) of the End Times: $212 + 838$ (or 837) = 1050 (or 1049)

Day of Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, beginning of End Times) + The Akhira (End Times): $(56 + 156) + 838$ (or 837) = 1050 (or 1049)

Those who are Muhsinoon (Good doers) (verse 128 of Sura 16): 1050

about the Hour, when its docking will be, (verse 42 of Sura 79): $120 + 562 + 62 + 306 = 1050$

when its docking will be, while you are part of. (verse 42 - 43 of Sura 79): $72 + 307 + 130 + 451 + 90 = 1050$

The human a period of time when he was not anything (verse 1 of Sura 76): 1050 (or 1051)

has been brought down (descended) to you, so do not have in your chest an embarrassment from it (verse 2 of Sura 7): $88 + 61 + 111 + 80 + 90 + 314 + 211 + 95 = 1050$

the Haq (True/Right, Truth, or Justice) when he came to them, so shall come to them the news of what (verse 5 of Sura 6): 1050

He was one of the ones who have believed (verse 17 of Sura 90): 1050 (or 1051)

They are Fitya (youths) who believed in their Lord and Zidnahom (we increased them or gave them more) (verse 13 of Sura 18): 1050

rejected the Messengers (verse 37 of Sura 25): 1050

we sent a Messenger unto you, a witness: $342 + 101 + 297 + 310 = 1050$

Message of my Lord and I am for you (verse 68 of Sura 7): $690 + 212 + 6 + 52 + 90 = 1050$
the Quran as guidance to the people and evidences (verse 185 of Sura 2): 382 (or 383) + 19 + 171 + 6 + 472 = \textbf{1050 (or 1051)}

The Caliphate on the path of the Prophethood: 747 + (110 + 99 + 94) = \textbf{1050} (This is part of a Hadith)

Mamaleek (Mamluks) + Libration of Akka: 141 + (818 + 91) = 141 + 909 = \textbf{1050}

They said to one of their prophets, bring (or resurrect for) us a King (verse 246 of Sura 2): \textbf{1050}

Progeny of Fatima: 915 + 135 = \textbf{1050} (equivalent to 50)

Descent of the Prophet, the Messiah Jesus son of Mary from the Heaven: 93 + 93 + 149 + 150 + 52 (or 53) + 290 + 90 + 133 = \textbf{1050 (or 1051)}

Kashif (Revealer) of Secrets of the Qiyama (Resurrection, End Times, or Upheaval): 401 + [462 + 187 (or 186)] = 401 + 649 = \textbf{1050 (or 1049)}

Day of Qiyama (Resurrection) + The End Times: (56 + 156) + 838 (or 837) = 212 + 838 (or 837) = \textbf{1050 (or 1049)}

O Ants, enter your houses (verse 18 of Sura 27): \textbf{1050 (or 1051)}

And the Quran, the one of remembrance (verse 1 of Sura 38): 6 + 383 + 710 + 951 = \textbf{2050 (or 2049)} (2050 is the 1740th Composite Number)

O Zakaria ! We give you good news of a boy whose name is (verse 7 of Sura 19): \textbf{2050}

The Ard (Earth or Land) shall inherit it my righteous worshippers (verse 105 of Sura 21): 1032 + 716 + [87 + 215 (or 216)] = 1032 + 716 + 302 (or 303) = \textbf{2050 (or 2051)}

Allah and the Conquest and you see the people entering (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 110): 66 + 6 + 519 + 6 + 611 + 142 + 700 = \textbf{2050}
miraculously. Those are People of the Jaheem (Hell). And We have not sent a Messenger before you and not a prophet but (verse 51 – 52 of Sura 22): 2050 (or 2051)

...Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval)? When the sight is sparkled and (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 75): 2050 (or 2051)

We created the human from a mingled sperm to try him (verse 2 of Sura 76): 781 + 193 (or 192) + 90 + 144 + 345 + 497 = 2050 (or 2049)

Blessed is the name of your Lord, who deserves reverence and honor (verse 78 of Sura 55): 2050 (This is the last verse of Sura 55 “The Rahman” and it is the 4979th verse of the Quran. There are 199 verses from this verse till the first verse of Sura 62 “The Friday”, which is the 5178th verse of the Quran.)

The Dunya (World before the End Times) shall not go away and shall not pass until: 3050 (This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi)

Is it tomorrow that I will meet you? O the fear of my heart of my tomorrow: 3050 (The first two verses of Um Kulthum’s song that hints to the Mahdi and the End Times)

You know that no one has sent down these except Lord of the Heavens and the Earth as eye-openers and I think, O Pharaoh, you are doomed. So, he wanted to provoke them out of the Land, so we drowned him and the ones with him, all of them. And we said, from after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (from diverse backgrounds). And in the Haq we descended it (or him) and in the Haq it (or he) descended. And we have not sent you except as a Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and a Nazeer (Warner) (verse 102 – 105 of Sura 17): 134 + 540 + 41 + 88 + 43 (or 44) + 62 (or 32) + 204 (or 202) + 539 + 6 + 1032 + 294 + 6 + 61 + 1001 + 11 + 406 + 749 + 286 + 51 + 602 + 90 + 1032 + 1437 + 6 + 90 + 115 + 124 = 9050

There are 50 years from 1917, the year of Balfour Declaration/Promise and Britain’s capture of Jerusalem from the Ottomans, till 1967, the year in which Israel captured Gaza and the West Bank including the Eastern part of Jerusalem and thus all of Jerusalem became occupied by Israel.

The Abbasi Caliph the Mahdi extended Prophet Mohammad’s (Nabawi) Mosque in Medina to the North by 50 meters (160 ft). His name was also inscribed on the walls of the mosque.

The word السلام “The Peace” is mentioned 50 times in the Quran.

The word الرسول “The Messengers” is mentioned 50 times in the Quran.

Sura of the Israa which is the 17th Sura of the Quran is the 50th Sura based on order of revelation to Prophet Mohammad (p).
City of New York was created on January 1, 1898.
Israel was created on May 14, 1948.
The numerical value of “New York” is 302 which is equal to the numerical value of “Israel”.
From 1898 to 1948, there are: 50 years

Father of Zionism, Jewish journalist Theodor Herzl’s famous booklet titled Der Judenstaat (The Jewish State), advocating the creation of a Jewish state, was published in Vienna, Austria, on February 14, 1896 (Shaban 29, 1313 Hijri) (Shevat 30, 5656 Jewish Calendar). The ideas of this book eventually led to the first congress of the Zionist Organization (Z.O.), in which Theodor Herzl was the Chairman and which was held in Basel, Switzerland, from August 29 to August 31, 1897.
From 1896 to 1946 (Birth of Donald Trump), there are 50 years.

From year 1969 (in which Apollo 11 landed on the Moon) till year 2019 (possible beginning of the End Times), there are 50 years.

♦ أوباما Obama: 51  (= 3 x 17) (= 31 + 20) (51 is the 35th Composite Number) (72 is the 51st Composite Number) (233 is the 51st Prime Number)

أيلي Eli (nick name of Elias or Elijah): 51

 أبي جهل Abi Jahl: 13 + 38 = 51  [Abi Jahl was one of the leaders of the enemies of Muslims in Mecca at the time of Prophet Mohammad (p). His real name was Amr ibn Hisham ibn Al-Mughirah.]

أبو طالب Abu Talib [Uncle of Prophet Mohammad(p)]: 51

أمي illiterate: 51

والدي Walidi / Walidai (My Father or My Parents): 51

الهادي Al-Hadi (the Guider): 51

الهادئ The Hadi (Pacific or Calm): 51

حائط ياجوج Wall of Yajuj (Gog): 28 + 23 = 51

دجال + أوجج Dajjal + Ajuj (Gog): 38 + 13 = 51

بول + أوجج Paul + Ajuj (Gog): 38 + 13 = 51

البابا + هده The Pope + Hadda (Incident of Destruction): 37 + 14 = 51

 طوكيو Tokyo: 51
Municipality: 51

No (verse 21 of Sura 89): 51

If the Sentence (Judgment) falls (occurs) (verse 82 of Sura 27): 1051 (equivalent to 51) (1051 is the 177th Prime Number) (1256 is the 1051st Composite Number)

And to whom is the praise in the End Times (verse 1 of Sura 34): 1051 (or 1052)

Atmamt (I have completed) upon you (verse 3 of Sura 5): 881 + 170 = 1051

Descent of the Prophet, the Messiah Jesus son of Mary from the Heaven: 93 + 93 + 149 + 150 + 53 (or 52) + 290 + 90 + 133 = 1051 (or 1050)

Day of Hadd (Destruction) of New York + Washington + London + Sydney: 56 + 9 + (302 + 416 + 134 + 134) = 56 + 9 + 986 = 1051

The Akheera (Last) Kingdom of the Dajjal: (135 + 69) + 847 = 204 + 847 = 1051 (equivalent to 51)

Lord of the Universe, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful) (verse 2 of Sura 1): 1051

The Great: 1051 (equivalent to 51)

The Azeem (Great or Supreme) (verse 87 of Sura 15) & (verse 96 of Sura 56): 1051 (equivalent to 51)

Emperor of the Rum (Romans) Neron (Nero): (458 + 277) + 316 = 735 + 316 = 1051

my enemy and your enemy as Awliya (Protectors or OverLords). You offer them cordiality and (verse 1 of Sura 60): 90 + 6 + 140 + 49 + 586 + 86 + 88 + 6 = 1051

Allah brings the Sun (verse 258 of Sura 2): 131 + 66 + 421 + 433 = 1051

I do swear by Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times) and I do swear by the self-reproaching spirit (verse 1-2 of Sura 75): 1051 (or 1050)

sent a Messenger, a witness (verse 15 of Sura 73): 1051 (or 1050)

Day of Ibtida (Beginning) of Intiha (End) of the Zaman (Time): 56 + [409 +
458 + 128 + 129 = 56 + 995 = 1051 (or 1052)

Year Nihaya (End) of the Islamic Caliphate: 56 + 71 + [747 + 177 (or 178)] = 56 + 71 + 924 (or 925) = 56 + 995 = 1051 (or 1052)

Day of Secrets of the Hour: 422 + 462 + 167 = 422 + 629 = 1051 (or 1052)

Day of Nihaya (End) of the Islamic Caliphate: 56 + 71 + 470 + 302 = 1051 (or 1052)

Day of Nihaya (End) of the Islamic Caliphate: 56 + 995 = 1051 (or 1052)

Day of Secrets of the Hour: 422 + 462 + 167 = 422 + 629 = 1051 (or 1052)

Day of Nihaya (End) of the Islamic Caliphate: 56 + 71 + [747 + 177 (or 178)] = 56 + 71 + 924 (or 925) = 56 + 995 = 1051 (or 1052)

Day of Secrets of the Hour: 422 + 462 + 167 = 422 + 629 = 1051 (or 1052)

Day of Nihaya (End) of the Islamic Caliphate: 56 + 71 + 470 + 302 = 1051 (or 1052)

The People about the Hour, say: “The Knowledge of it is with Allah. How would you know? Perhaps the Hour will be.” (verse 63 of Sura 33): 142 + 120 + 167 + 130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 66 + 41 + 244 + 130 + 167 + 476 = 2051

He said: How will God revive this after its death? So (God) made him die (verse 259 of Sura 2): 2051 (equivalent to 51)

by this Balad (Country or City) and you are free in this Balad and (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 90): 708 + 67 + 6 + 451 + 38 + 708 + 67 = 2045 + 6 = 2051

To them “Die”, then he resurrected them. God (verse 243 of Sura 2): 2051 = 7 x 293 (equivalent to 51) (2051 is the 1741st Composite Number)

(2409 is the 2051st Composite Number)

He said: How will God revive this after its death? So (God) made him die (verse 259 of Sura 2): 2051 (equivalent to 51)

The Vatican + Wafat (Death) of the Pope Francis: 22 + 838 (or 837) + 9 + 593 + (92 + 37 + 460) = 860 (or 859) + 602 + 589 = 2051 (or 2050)

Safar 22 (day of birth of Barack Obama and day of death of Pope John Paul II) is the 51st day of the Hijri year. Furthermore, the Ottoman Governor of Jerusalem sent a “Surrender Letter”, delivered by Mayor of Jerusalem, Hussein Al-Husseini, to the British invaders on Sunday, December 9, 1917 (Safar 23, 1336 Hijri) (Kislev 24, 5678 Jewish) (2421,571.5th Julian Day).
The Ihya (Reviving or Resurrection): 52 (52 is the 36th Composite Number)
(74 is the 52nd Composite Number) (239 is the 52nd Prime Number) (4686 is the 4052nd Composite Number)

The Ahya (Living or Resurrected People) (verse 22 of Sura 35): 52

Bin (Son): 52 (or 53)

Kalb (Dog): 52 (Some Hadiths state that the Sufyani will be supported by people of Kalb or Kulaib.)

Hazm (Defeating): 52

The New: 52

The Papal: 52

Days: 52

One Dakka (Act of Destruction) (verse 14 of Sura 69): 29 + 23 = 52

Alwiya (Battalions): 52

Wilaya (State): 52

The Day that they have been promised (verse 44 of Sura 70): 1052
\[= 2 \times 2 \times 263\] (1052 is the 874th Composite Number) (1257 is the 1052nd Composite Number)

Day of Nihaya (End) of the Islamic Caliphate: 56 + 71 + [747 + 178 (or 177)] = 56 + [71 + 925 (or 924)] = 56 + 996 (or 995) = 1052 (or 1051)

And to whom is the praise in the End Times (verse 1 of Sura 34): 1052 (or 1051)

Tis’a (Nine) Sanawat (years): 535 + 517 = 1052

The Muslimeen (Muslims) Fath (Conquest or Opening) of Israel: 488 + 261 + 303 (or 302) = 1052 (or 1051)

that he may have mercy on you and if you return, We return and We make Jahannam (Hell) for the Unbelievers as an abode (verse 8 of Sura 17): 2052
(2052 is the 1742nd Composite Number) (2410 is the 2052nd Composite Number)

(equivalent to 52) (Apollo 11 landed on the surface of the Moon on July 20, 1969, but Neil Armstrong stepped on the Moon on July 21, 1969)

Prophet Mohammad (p) was 52 years old when he immigrated from Mecca to Medina where he established the first Islamic state.

Moshe Dayan who was born in 1915 was 52 years old when the 1967 war between Israel and Arabs happened. He was Minister of Defence of Israel and played a major role in the war in which Israel captured the West Bank and Old City of Jerusalem from Jordan and captured Gaza from Egypt.

President of Egypt, Gamal Abd-Nasir was born on January 15, 1918. He died at the age of 52, at 6:00 pm on September 28, 1970 (Rajab 27, 1390 Hijri (Elul 27, 5730 Jewish) after suffering from a heart attack on the same day, at the end of Arab League Summit held in Cairo to resolve the Jordan-PLO conflict.

♦️ البديه 
The Bidaya (Beginning): 53 (53 is the 16th Prime Number) (75 is the 53rd Composite Number) (241 is the 53rd Prime Number)

الهبوط 
The Hubut (Landing or Descent): 53

Magog: 53

جني (demons) (verse 1 of Sura 72): 53

DiaBol (Diablo, Devil, or Iblees): 15 + 38 = 53

Diablo (Devil or Iblees): 53

David + Paul: 15 + 38 = 53

David + Dajjal (Deceiver): 15 + 38 = 53

Al Daawood Al Family of David: 32 (or 31) + 21 = 53 (or 52)

Wall of Jews: 28 + 25 = 53

Ahmad: 53

Wales: 53

Libya: 53
Ibn (Son): 53

Aelia (or Elia) (Jerusalem as called by the Romans and as was known at time of Prophet Muhammad(p)): 53

Day of the Muslimeen (Muslims’) Istiada (Getting back) of the Quds (Jerusalem): 56 + (541 + 261 + 195) = 56 + 997 = 1053 (1053 is the 875th Composite Number)
(1258 is the 1053rd Composite Number)

Apparition (vision) of the children of Fatima, Portugal: 212 + 42 + 135 + 1664 = 2053 (2053 is the 310th Prime Number)

Thalith Ashar (Thirteenth) + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria): 1030 (or 1031) + 570 + 453 = 2053 (or 2054) (July 13, 1917 is the date of the third apparition/vision of the three Catholic children in Fatima, Portugal, on which 3 secrets about the future were revealed to them by a Lady, which include murder of a Pope)

The Spirit and the Angels in line. They do not speak except whomever has been given permission (verse 38 of Sura 78): 2053

John: 54

Jann (Jinn – invisible creatures/spirits that may enter/possess bodies of humans) (verse 27 of Sura 15): 54

Maji (Coming or arrival): 54 (or 55)

Attack: 54

The Judi (mountain where Noah’s Ark settled) (verse 44 of Sura 11): 54

Hama (city in Syria. It means “protected him”): 54

a Messenger who will come after me. His name is Ahmad (verse 6 of Sura 61): 1054 (equivalent to 54)

He saw from the Ayat (Signs) of his Lord (verse 18 of Sura 53): 1054 (1053
or 1055)

Apparition (or Vision) of the End Times: 217 + 837 = 1054

The Ateeq (Old or Free from Impurities & Hell-Fire) House (verse 29 & verse 33 of Sura 22): 443 + 611 = 1054  (1054 is the 876th Composite Number)  (1260 is the 1054th Composite Number)

Yunyu (June – in Egypt) 5 + 1967: (82 + 5) + 1967 = 87 + 1967 = 2054  
(2054 is the 1743rd Composite Number)  (2413 is the 2054th Composite Number)

Thalith Ashar (Thirteenth) + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria): 1031 (or 1030) + 570 + 453 = 2054 (or 2053)

Fall of an atomic bomb on Hiroshima, Japan: 175 + 187 + 915 + 110 + 572 + 95 = 2054

Astronaut of Space + Armstrong: (215 + 882) + 1957 = 1097 + 1957 = 3054   (= 2 x 3 x 509)  (3054 is the 2616th Composite Number)

The one who sent on a journey his servant at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque, which we have blessed its surroundings, to show him from our Ayat (signs). He is (verse 1 of Sura 17): 4054 (or 4055)  (equivalent to 54)  (4054 is the 3494th Composite Number)

The Schism in Christianity, into Roman Catholic Church versus Eastern Orthodox Churches, started on July 16, 1054 Julian (July 22, 1054 Gregorian) (Rabi Thani 9 or 8, 446 Hijri) (Av 9, 4814 Jewish).

♦  The Dakk (Bombardment/Destruction): 55   (= 5 x 11)  (55 is the 38th Composite Number)

The Hayat (Life): 55

The Wahi (Inspiration or Revelation): 55

The Itaha (Ouster or Overthrow): 55

Sons/Children: 55

Hale – Bopp: 45 (or 46) + 10 = 55 (or 56)  [Comet Hale – Bopp was discovered on July 23, 1995 (Safar 25, 1416 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5755 Jewish Calendar) (2449,922nd Julian Day)]

So they know that promise of Allah is true and that the Hour, there is no doubt about it (verse 21 of Sura 18): 1055
Torment of the Fire (or Hell-Fire) (verse 126 of Sura 2), (verse 20 of Sura 32) & (verse 191 of Sura 3) & (verse 42 of Sura 34): $773 + 282 = 1055$ ($= 5 \times 211$) ($1055$ is the $877^{th}$ Composite Number) ($1261$ is the $1055^{th}$ Composite Number)

Fourteenth + Ayyar (May): $(273 + 570) + 212 = 843 + 212 = 1055$

[Israel was established on May 14, 1948.]

The Forty Third American President: $(311 + 312) + (1062 + 6 + 364) = 623 + 1432 = 2055$ (equivalent to $55$) ($2055$ is the $1744^{th}$ Composite Number) ($2414$ is the $2055^{th}$ Composite Number) (George Bush was the $43^{rd}$ President of the U.S.)

In the name of your Lord who created. He created the human from Alaq. Recite and your Lord, the Akram (Most Honorable) who taught by the pen. He taught (verse 1 – 5 of Sura 96): $103 + 222 + 741 + 730 + 193 + 90 + 200 + 302 + 6 + 222 + 292 + 741 + 140 + 203 + 140 = 5055$ ($5055$ is the $4378^{th}$ Composite Number)

Sura Al-Rahman is Sura 55 of the Quran

- Month: $56$ ($25 + 31 = 56$) ($56$ is the $39^{th}$ Composite Number) ($78$ is the $56^{th}$ Composite Number) ($106$ is the $78^{th}$ Composite Number) ($141$ is the $106^{th}$ Composite Number) ($263$ is the $56^{th}$ Prime Number)

- Day: $56$

- 4 Days: $4 + 52 = 56$

- Nida (Call) (verse 3 of Sura 19): $56$

- Umayya: $56$

- The Jews: $56$

- Ihya (Revival) of Babyl (Babylon): $21 + 35 = 56$

- May 6: $50$ (or $51$) + $6 = 56$ (or $57$)

- Juillet (July – French) + 22: $34 + 22 = 56$ (refers to July 22)

- Yuly (July): $56$ (or $57$)

- O Adam (verse 19 of Sura 7): $11$ (or $10$) + $45 = 56$ (or $55$)

- Apollo 11: $45 + 11 = 56$
All of them (verse 42 of Sura 54): 56

Hale – Bopp: 46 (or 45) + 10 = 56 (or 55) [Comet Hale – Bopp was discovered on July 23, 1995 (Safar 25, 1416 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5755 Jewish Calendar) (2449,922nd Julian Day)]

Han: 56 (91% of Chinese people in China are from the Han ethnic group)

Halak (Perishing or Devastation): 56

The Dahiyah (Catastrophe or Shrewd Person): 56

The Hidaya (Guidance): 56

Side: 56

The Alphabet: 56

Nazeer (Warner) + The Haikal (Temple): 960 + 96 = 1056 (1056 is the 878th Composite Number)

The Taghiya (Opressor) (verse 5 of Sura 69): 1056

And We have not perished a city, except that it has a Book (verse 4 of Sura 15): 1056

Torment of Britain: 773 + 283 = 1056

Their most wicked. So, the Messenger of Allah said to them (verse 12 – 13 of Sura 91): 408 + 211 + 75 + 296 + 66 = 1056

Ibtiida (Beginning) of Withdrawal of Israel from Lebanon: 409 + 122 + [302 (or 303) + 90 + 133] = 409 + 647 (or 648) = 1056 (or 1057)

Those who have believed grow in faith and do not (verse 31 of Sura 74): 26 + 791 + 99 + 103 + 6 + 31 = 1056

in a firmly fixed place for a period (duration) (verse 21 – 22 of Sura 77): 90 + 501 + 120 + 41 + 304 = 1056

In the name of the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), the Hour has approached (verse 1 of Sura 54): 102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 1103 + 167 = 2056 (= 2 x 2 x 2 x 257) (2056 is the 1745th Composite Number)
they are Barizoon (clearly visible), shall not be hidden, to Allah, of them, anything. For whom is the Mulk (Kingship or Dominion) today? For Allah (verse 15 - 16 of Sura 40): 45 + 265 + 31 + 700 + 110 + 66 + 135 + 311 + 120 + 121 + 87 + 65 = 2056

الخليفة + أسرار الآخرة The Caliph + Secrets of the End Times: 756 + [462 + 838 (or 837)] = 756 + 1300 (or 1299) = 2056 (or 2055)

1967 + 7 = 2056

Sunday, June 7, 1967: Yunyu (June – in Egypt) 7 + 1967 : (82 + 7) + 1967 = 89 + 1967 = 2056

(Israel captured the old city of Jerusalem on June 7, 1967)

الرابع العشرين + رمضان Al-Rabi Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Fourth) + Ramadan: (304 + 661) + 1091 = 965 + 1091 = 2056

من بعده لبني إسرائيل اسكنوا الأرض فإذا جاء وعد الآخره جننا بكم لغيفاً بالحق أنزلنا from after him to Bani (Children) of Israel, inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as mixed crowd) and in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date, we descended him/it (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): 4056

حيث شتتما ولا تقروا هذا الشجرة فتكون من الطامرين Wherever you wish and do not approach this tree otherwise (or lest) you will become from the transgressors (verse 19 of Sura 7): 90 + 518 + 751 + 6 + 31 + 703 + 710 + 539 + 557 + 90 + 1061 (or 1062) = 5056 (or 5057)

هذا البلد الأمين لقد خلقنا الإنسان في أحسن تقويم ثم رددته أسفل سفلين إلا الذين اذنوا وأعمالوا this safe Balad (Country or City). We have created the human in best Taqweem (shape or form). Then, we debase him to the lowest of the low, except those who have believed and done (verse 3 - 6 of Sura 95): 5056

Safar 26 is the 56th (or 55th) day of the Hijri year.

Safar 27 is the 57th (or 56th) day of the Hijri year.

♦ اهلاك Ihlak (Perishing): 57 (= 3 x 19) (57 is the 40th Composite Number) (80 is the 57th Composite Number) (269 is the 57th Prime Number) (4692 is the 4057th Composite Number)

الحديد The Iron (verse 25 of Sura 57): 57

23 + جويلي Juillet (July – French) + 23: 34 + 23 = 57 (refers to July 23)

يولي Yuly (July): 57 (or 56)

الجيد The Jadida (New): 57

الإله Divinity: 57

نجد Najd (Region of Saudi Aradia where Riyadh is located): 57
Entrance of Al-Bohemiyeen (Bohemians/ Czech People) into Islam:

\[640 + 164 + 90 + 163 = 1057\]

Tisa’ wa Sittoon (Sixty Nine): \[535 + 6 + 516 = 1057\] (\(5 \times 151\) \(\text{1057 is the 879}^{\text{th}}\) Composite Number) \(1263\) is the \(1057\)\(^{th}\) Composite Number

Omar bin-Khattab + Elia (Aelia or Jerusalem): \([310 + 52 \text{ (or 53) } + 643] + 52 = [1005 \text{ (or 1006) } + 52 \text{ (or 53)}] = 1057 \text{ (or 1058 or 1059)}\)

Die then He revived them (verse 243 of Sura 2): \[453 + 540 + 64 = 1057\]

He perished the first Aad and did not leave Thamud (verses 49 – 51 of Sura 53): \(1057\)

I saw eleven planets and the Sun and the Moon (verse 4 of Sura 12): \[611 + 13 + 570 + 49 \text{ (or 48) } + 6 + 431 + 6 + 371 = 2057\] (equivalent to \(57\) \(\text{2057 is the 1746}^{\text{th}}\) Composite Number) \(2416\) is the \(2057\)\(^{th}\) Composite Number

Month of Tishreen Al-Thani (November as known in Greater Syria & Iraq):

\[505 + (960 + 592) = 505 + 1552 = 2057\]

From one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command (verse 3 – 4 of Sura 97):

\[90 + [111 + 505 + 487 + 136 \text{ (or 137) } + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241] = 90 + 2967 \text{ (or 2968) } = 3057\] (This segment consists of \(19\) words)

And we have not made People of the Fire except as Malaika (Angels) and we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (trial or test) for those who have disbelieved. So that those who have been given the Book become certain and those grow (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74):

\[6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 491 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 930 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414 + 453 + 6 + 26 + 791 = 7057\]

Wreckage: \(58\) \(= 2 \times 29\) \(\text{58 is the 41}^{\text{st}}\) Composite Number) \(271\) is the \(58^{\text{th}}\) Prime Number

Inha (Ending): \(58\)

The Wahiya (Catastrophe): \(58\)

Jubilee: \(58\)

Kuwaikib (Small Planet or Asteroid): \(58\)
Jumada: 58

Nejjad (President of Iran): 58

Resurrector: 58 (or 68)

Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of the Pope: 21 + 37 = 58

Janna (Paradise): 58

Jinna (Jinn – invisible creatures/spirits that may enter/possess bodies of humans) (verse 46 of Sura 34): 58

The Imam Mahdi + Al-Hashim (Mahdi’s family name) + Prince of the Believers: 90 + 113 + 377 (or 378) + 478 = 1058 (or 1059) (equivalent to 58)

(1058 is the 880th Composite Number)

Surrender of Japan + War of China: 572 + 95 + 210 + 181 = 1058 (equivalent to 58)

Kharab (Devastation) of Tokyo City, Japan: 803 + (109 + 51 + 95) = 803 + 255 = 1058 (equivalent to 58)

by/in the Taghiya (verse 5 of Sura 69): 1058

Fall of a mine of Chile: (175 + 133) + 750 = 308 + 750 = 1058

The Greatest Torment (verse 24 of Sura 88): 804 + 254 = 1058 (equivalent to 58)

The Khuruj (Coming out) + The Messiah, the Dajjal: 840 + (149 + 69) = 840 + 218 = 1058

Muhkamat; they are Mother of the Book (verse 7 of Sura 3): (509 + 55 + 41) + 453 = 605 + 453 = 1058

Maqtal (Killing or Murder) of the Pope Francis: 570 + (37 + 460) = 570 + 497 = 1058

Day of Nihaya (End) of the Vatican + Qatl (Killing) of Last Pope: 56 + (71 + 593) + 530 + [802 (or 801) + 6] = 56 + 664 + [530 + 808 (or 807)] = 720 + 1338 (or 1337) = 2058 (or 2057)

Apparition (vision) of children + Fatima, the Portugal: 217 (or 218) + 42 + 135 + 1664 = 2058 (or 2059)

Thalatha Ashar (Thirteen) + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): [1035 (or
1036) + 570 + 453 = 1605 + 453 = 2058 (or 2059)  
(July 13, 1917 is the date of the third apparition/vision of the three Catholic children in Fatima, Portugal, on which 3 secrets about the future were revealed to them.)

في كهفهم ثلاث مائة سنين و إزدادوا تسعا

(verse 25 of Sura 18): [90 + 150 + 1031 (or 1030)] + 56 + 170 + 6 + 24 + 531 = 1271 + 56 + 110 + [60 + (6 + 26)] + 531 = 1271 + 56 + 110 + (60 + 30) + 531 = 1271 + 56 + 110 + 90 + 531 = 2058

و لكن يؤخرهم إلى أجل مسيم إذا جاء أجلهم

But postpones them to a designated Ajal (date of end).

When their Ajal comes (verse 45 of Sura 35): (6 + 100 + 861) + (41 + 34 + 150 + 782 + 5 + 79) = 967 + 1091 = 2058

يوم وعد تيمور + مجزرة بغداد

Day of Promise of Timur (Mongol Emperor) + Majzara (Massacre) of Baghdad: 56 + 80 + 656 + (255 + 1011) = (56 + 80) + (656 + 1266) = 136 + 1922 = 2058 (2058 is the 174th Composite Number)

اليوليو 20 + 1976 + 62 + 20 + 1976 = 2058

الرابع والعشرون + رمضان

Al-Rabi wa Al-Ishroon (The Twenty Fourth) + Ramadan : (304 + 6 + 657) + 1091 (or 1090) = 2058 (or 2057)

ما من ألف شهر تنزل الملائكه و الروح فيها بذن ربهم من كل أمر

From one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command (verse 3 – 4 of Sura 97):

90 + [111 + 505 + 487 + 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 ] = 90 + 2968 (or 2967) = 3058 (or 3057)

ثالث سر + فاطمة برتغال

Third Secret + Fatima, Portugal: [1030 (or 1031) + 260] + (135 + 1633) = 1290 (or 1291) + 1768 = 3058 (or 3059)

السر الثالث + أولاد البرتغال

The Third Secret + Children of the Portugal : [291 + 1061 (or 1062)] + (42 + 1664) = 1352 (or 1353) + 1706 = 3058 (or 3059) (3058 is the 2620th Composite Number) (Apparition of the three Catholic children, in a town called Fatima in Portugal, in 1917, who visualized what looked like a lady holding a rosary (but not a physical person) on May 13, June 13, July 13, August 19, Sept. 13, and Oct. 13, 1917 (1335 Hijri). On July 13, 1917, she told them three secrets about future events. For the Third Secret, the children were able to visualize events that included a Pope passing by a big city, half in ruins and later, this Pope and a group of bishops and priests were killed by soldiers.)

♦  جون (as known in English): 59  (59 is the 17th Prime Number)  (82 is the 59th Composite Number)  (277 is the 59th Prime Number)

جون: 59

مهدى: 59
Elijah: 59

The Wall: 59

Hind (India): 59

Survival: 59

Embryos (verse 32 of Sura 53): 59

Kabul (Capital of Afghanistan): 59

Their return (verse 25 of Sura 88): 59

Balad (Country or Land) of Gog: 36 + 23 = 59

Day the Shaking Event shakes (or occurs) (verse 6 of Sura 79): 56 + 683 + 320 = 1059 (equivalent to 59)

The Qadr. And how would you know what is Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr? (verse 1-2 of Sura 97): 1059

Omar ibn Al-Khattab + Elia (Aelia – Jerusalem as called by the Romans): [310 + 53 (or 52) + 643] + 53 (or 52) = 1006 (or 1005) + 53 (or 52) = 1059 (or 1058)

Day of entry of Omar + Elia (Aelia – Jerusalem as called by the Romans): (56 + 640 + 310) + 53 (or 52) = 1006 + 53 (or 52) = 1059 (or 1058)

Istiada (Getting back) of the Quds (Jerusalem) from the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 541 + 195 + 90 + 233 = 1059

his kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (coffin or Ark). It it there is Sakina from your Lord (verse 248 of Sura 2): 2059 (= 29 x 71) (2059 is the 1748th Composite Number) (2419 is the 2059th Composite Number)

Creatures + Space: 1177 + 882 = 2059

The Third + Tishreen, First (October): 1062 + (960 + 37) = 1062 + 997 = 2059

Third + Tishreen, the First (October): 1031 + (960 + 68) = 1031 + 1028 = 2059
Apparition (vision) of children of Fatima, the Portugal: $218 \pm 217 + 42 + 135 + 1664 = 2059 \text{ (or 2058)}$

Third Secret + Fatima, Portugal: $[1031 \pm 1030 + 260] + (135 + 1633) = 1291 \text{ (or 1290)} + 1768 = 3059 \text{ (or 3058)}$

The Third Secret + Children of the Portugal: $[291 + 1062 \text{ (or 1061)}] + (42 + 1664) = 1353 \text{ (or 1352)} + 1706 = 3059 \text{ (or 3055)}$ \text{ (3059 is the 2621th Composite Number)}

We have not made their Idda (number) except as a Fitna (trial) for those who have disbelieved. So that those who have been given the Book become certain and those who have believed grow in faith and those who have given the Book do not have doubt (verse 31 of Sura 74): $[41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414 + 453 + 6 + 26 + 791 + 99 + 103 \text{ (or 102)} + 6 + 31 + 613 + 791 + 414 ] + 453 = 7606 \text{ (or 7605)} + 453 = 8059 \text{ (or 8058)}$

♦  The life: $60 \text{ (} = 2 \times 2 \times 3 \times 5 \text{)} \text{ (60 is the 42nd Composite Number)} \text{ (84 is the 60th Composite Number)}$

Gog + The Pope: $23 + 37 = 60$

Does not guide (verse 258 of Sura 2): $31 + 29 = 60$

Ma’ida (Table of Food) from the Heaven (The story of the Ma’ida that Jesus asks God to bring down as a miraculous Sign is mentioned in verses 112-115 of Sura 5, titled Al-Ma’ida): $60$

And whoever punishes in similar method to how he (or it) was punished (verse 60 of Sura 55): $6 + 90 + 173 + 572 + 41 + 178 = 1060$
The Torment of Nuclear War: $773 + (210 + 77) = 773 + 210 = 1060$

Then, makes you die (verse 66 of Sura 22): $540 + 520 = 1060$

Nadheer (Jewish Tribe that used to live in Madina & Khybar in Arabia): $1060$

Maraka (Battle of Badr + The Fat’h (Conquest)): $(335 + 206) + 519 = 541 + 519 = 1060$ (1060 is the 882\textsuperscript{nd} Composite Number) (1266 is the 1060\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number)

Day of Promise of Inha (Ending) of Dawla (State) of Israel + Awda (Return) of the Quds (Jerusalem) + Palestine: $56 + [80 + 405 (or 406)] + 519 = [56 + 485 (or 486)] + 519 = 541 (or 542) + 519 = 1060$ (or 1061)

Day of the Promise + Nihaya (End) of Israel + Awda (Return) of the Quds (Jerusalem) + Palestine:: $(56 + 111) + [71 + 303 (or 302)] + (85 + 195 + 239) = [167 + 374 (or 373)] + 519 = 541 (or 540) + 519 = 1060$ (or 1059)

Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Hadd (Destruction) of London (or Sydney): $(80 + 837) + (9 + 134) = 917 + 143 = 1060$

Sydney, State of New South Wales, Australia: $134 + (52 + 61 + 53 + 57) + 703 = (134 + 223) + 703 = 357 + 703 = 1060$

Fourteen + Ayyar (May): $278 + 570 + 212 = 1060$

The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from (verse 4 of Sura 97): $[487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753] + 247 + 90 = 1723$ (or 1724) + 247 + 90 = 2060 (or 2061)

Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is? Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 97): $75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 = 3060$ (3060 is the 2622\textsuperscript{nd} Composite Number) (3560 is the 3060\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number)

Al-Hussein son of Ali [Al-Hussein's father is Ali, cousin of Prophet Mohammad (p), and his mother is Fatima daughter of Prophet Mohammad (p)] left Mecca heading to Kufa, Iraq, to accept the offers of allegiance for the Caliphate on Zu Al-Hijja 8, 60 Hijri (September 8 (or 9), 680 Julian) (September 11 (or 12), 680 Gregorian) (Tishri 8 (or 9), 4441 Jewish), thus challenging Yazid son of Muawiya for the Caliphate of all Muslims. Al-Hussein had sent to Kufa his cousin, Muslim son of Aqeel, to check whether these offers were true. Al-Hussein left Mecca after he received a letter from Muslim son of Aqeel confirming that there were thousands of people supporting Al-Hussein, but soon this support vanished after the Governor of Iraq, Ubaid-Allah Ibn Ziad (who was loyal to Yazid son of Muawiya) threatened supporters of Al-Hussein. Muslim son of Aqeel was killed in Kufa on
Zu Al-Hijja 9. The news of the killing of Muslim son of Aqeel did not reach Al-Hussein until much later. On his way to Kufa, Al-Hussein sent a letter to Kufa (which included the date in which he departed from Mecca) with a messenger named Qays bin Mishir bin Khalid Al-Asadi Al-Saidawi who was later captured and ordered to be thrown down to the ground from the roof of the palace of the Governor of Iraq, Ubaid-Allah Ibn Ziad. About a month after departing Mecca, before reaching Kufa, Al-Hussein was killed in Karbala, Iraq, on the 10th day of Muharram, 61 Hijri.

♦ جنوب South: 61 (61 is the 18th Prime Number) (85 is the 61st Composite Number)

جهيم Jaheem (Hell-Fire) (verse 14 of Sura 82): 61

بلد يهود Country/Land of Jews: 36 + 25 = 61 (or 62)

بن جو Son of Joe (refers to Messiah son of Joseph): 52 (or 53) + 9 = 61 (or 62)

 بطين Belly: 61

أمك Your Mother (verse 38 of Sura 20): 61

كما like (verse 7 of Sura 17): 61

إهدنا Guide us (verse 6 of Sura 1): 61

يوليه Yuliet (July – Egypt): 61

مايو 5 Mayo (May – in Egypt) + 5 : 57 + 5 = 61

آدم + حواء Adam + Hawa (Eve): 45 (or 46) + 16 (or 15) = 61 (60 or 62)

أدنكم We have warned you (verse 40 of Sura 78): 1061 (or 1062) (1061 is the 178th Prime Number) (1267 is the 1061st Composite Number)

الفشئت The Nafahat (those who blow) (verse 4 of Sura 113): 1061 (1062 or 1063)

تسع ع و ستين Tisa’ wa Sitteen (Sixty Nine): 535 + 6 + 520 = 1061

الظلمين The Zalimeen (oppressors or trasgressors) (verse 19 of Sura 7): 1061 (or 1062)

جاج الإحق + وعد الآخره The Haq (Truth or True/Right) has come (verse 81 of Sura 17) + Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17): (5 + 139) + [80 + 837 (or 838)] = 144 + 917 (or 918) = 1061 (or 1062)

جاج و وعد الآخره + الحق Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) (verse 105 of Sura 17): 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 139 = 1061 (or
Big Day (verse 3 of Sura 11): $773 + (56 + 232) = 773 + 288 = \textcolor{red}{1061}$

Day of Intiha (End) of Manhattan: $56 + (458 + 547) = 56 + 1005 = \textcolor{red}{1061}$

Cities of the United States: $94 + (479 + 488) = 94 + 967 = \textcolor{red}{1061}$

The Sun and the Moon taken into account and the Star (verse 5 - 6 of Sura 55): $431 + 371 + 123 + 6 + 124 = \textcolor{red}{1061}$

made him exempted (verse 2 of Sura 111): \textcolor{red}{1061}

Azra (Virgin or Virgo) + Season of the Autumn: $971 (or 972) + (200 + 890) = \textcolor{red}{1061} (or \textcolor{red}{1062})$ (\(= 3 \times 3 \times \text{229}\)) (\textcolor{red}{1061} is the 1750th Composite Number) (\textcolor{red}{1061} is the 1210th Composite Number)

The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from (verse 4 of Sura 97): \([487 + 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96] + [(753 + 247) + 90] = 971 (or 970) + (1000 + 90) = \textcolor{red}{2061} (or \textcolor{red}{2060})$

except as Baghta (surprise or all of a sudden). They ask you as if you are privy to it. Say: (verse 187 of Sura 7): $32 + 1407 + 177 + 91 + 98 + 126 + 130 = \textcolor{red}{2061}$

Glory to the one who transported his worshipper at night from (verse 1 of Sura 17): \textcolor{red}{2061} (or \textcolor{red}{2062})

time and they shall destroy, an utter destruction (verse 7 of Sura 17): $245 + 6 + (649 + 41 + 107 + 1013) = 245 + 6 + 1810 = \textcolor{red}{2061}$

The Rabi wa Al-Ishreen (Twenty Fourth): $(304 + 6 + 661) + 1090 (or 1091) = \textcolor{red}{2061} (or \textcolor{red}{2062})$

In the name of Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful). Cursed are the hands of Abi Lahab and he is cursed (verse 1 of Sura 111): $102 + 66 + 329 (or 330) + 289 + 802 + 15 + 13 + 37 + 6 + 402 = \textcolor{red}{2061} (or \textcolor{red}{2062})$

So, he wanted to provoke them out of the Land (verse 104 of Sura 17): $286 + 51 + 602 + 1032 = \textcolor{red}{3061}$ (3061 is the 438th Prime Number)

You and your spouse the Janna (Paradise or Garden), so eat from whatever you wish and do not approach this Tree (verse 19 of Sura 7): $451 + 6 +$
\[
36 + 89 + 131 + 90 + 518 + 751 + 6 + 703 + 710 + 539 = 4061 = 31 \times 131 \quad (4061 \text{ is the } 3500^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number})
\]

-in doubt playing. So, wait for the day the Sama (Sky or Heaven) brings evident smoke that covers the people. This is torment (verse 9 – 11 of Sura 44): 90 + 320 + 168 + 783 + 56 + 811 + 133 + 657 + 102 + 1320 + 142 + 706 + 773 = 6061 \quad (6061 \text{ is the } 5270^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number})

و علیهم ائم رد و ائم تستعين هدنا الصراط المستقيم صراط الذين انعمت عليهم غير المغضوب عليهم و the Deen (Religion or Judgement). You are whom we worship and seek support from. Guide us to the Straight Path, the path of those whom you have given bounties, not those who are the subject of wrath and (verse 4 – 7 of Sura 1): 95 + 32 + 126 + 6 + 32 + 640 + 61 + 331 + 681 + 300 + 791 + 561 + 155 + 1210 + 1879 + 155 + 6 = 7061 \quad (7061 \text{ is the } 6153^{\text{rd}} \text{ Composite Number})

Telephone Country Code of Australia is 61

London was burned to the ground in 61 AD.

Al-Hussein (r.a.a.), Prophet Mohammad’s (p) grandson was martyred in Karbala, Iraq, on Muharram 10, 61 Hijri (October 10, 680 AD Julian) (October 13, 680 AD Gregorian) (1969, 710.5th Julian Day)

♦ Prophet: 62 \quad (= 2 \times 31) \quad (62 \text{ is the } 43^{\text{rd}} \text{ Composite Number}) \quad (86 \text{ is the } 62^{\text{nd}} \text{ Composite Number}) \quad (293 \text{ is the } 62^{\text{nd}} \text{ Prime Number})

ببني Bani (Children): 62

يوليو Yulyu (July): 62

أيان When (verse 6 of Sura 75) & (verse 42 of Sura 79): 62

بين Between: 62

مايو 6 Mayo (May – in Egypt) + 6 : 57 + 6 = 62

بكيم Bikom (you) (verse 104 of Sura 17): 62

ويا آدم And O Adam (verse 19 of Sura 7): 6 + [11 (or 10) + 45] = 6 + 56 (or 55) = 62 (or 61)

آدم + حواء Adam + Hawa (Eve) : 46 (or 45) + 16 (or 15) = 62 (60 or 61)

باثن Inner/Ulterior (or hidden) (verse 3 of Sura 57): 62

إبن جو Son of Joe (refers to Messiah son of Joseph): 53 (or 52) + 9 = 62 (or 61)
Ihya (Resurrection or Revival) of Babyl (Babylon) + Pope: 21 + 35 + 6 = 62

Lud Gate of Yajuj (Gog): (5 + 34) + 23 = 39 + 23 = 62

Nazad (Persian spelling of President of Iran’s name): 62

Kulaib (Some Hadiths state that Sufyani will be supported by people of Kalb or Kulaib): 62

Dumb (or mute) (verse 18 of Sura 2): 62

Hadd (Destruction) of Wall of Jews: 9 + (28 + 25) = 9 + 53 = 62

Our Fathers (or Ancestors) (verse 17 of Sura 37): 62

The Third: 1062 (equivalent to 62)

Month of Nine + 22: (505 + 535) + 22 = 1040 + 22 = 1062 (Ramadan is the 9th month of the Hijri year and Kislev is the 9th month of the Jewish year)

Tazir Mibin Evident Warner (verse 50 of Sura 51) & (verse 2 of Sura 71): 960 + 102 = 1062 (equivalent to 62)

An evident book, a guidance and good news (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 27): 423 (or 422) + 102 + 19 + 6 + 512 = 1062 (or 1061)

The Nafahat (those who blow) (verse 4 of Sura 113): 1062 (1061 or 1063)

The Trumpet a blow (verse 101 of Sura 23): 327 + 735 = 1062

Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) (verse 105 of Sura 17): 80 + 838 (or 837) + 139 = 1062 (or 1061)

The Haq (Truth or True/Right) has come (verse 81 of Sura 17) + Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17): (5 + 139) + [80 + 838 (or 837)] = 144 + 918 (or 917) = 1062 (or 1061)

Hubut (Descent or Landing) of Apollo, the Eleventh + The Moon: 22 + 45 + (54 + 570) + 371 = 22 + (45 + 624) + 371 = 22 + 669 + 371 = 1062

People entering the Deen (religion or judgment) of Allah (verse 2 of
Sura 110): **1062** (equivalent to **62**)

سورة 110: 1062 (الكافرون المتعاونين) 

ذبح القربان: 710 + 352 (أو 353) = 1062 (أو 1063)

ذبح قربان مسيح: 352 (أو 353) + 710 = 1062 (أو 1063)

الظلومين (القاضرون أو الرافضون): 1062 (أو 1061)

الظلومين (القاضرون أو الرافضون) (سورة 7): **1062** (أو **1061**)

جوان 21 + 1982 : (59 + 21) + 1982 = **2062** (Prince William was born on Monday, **June 21, 1982**) (2062 is the **1751st** Composite Number) (2422 is the **2062nd** Composite Number)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), the Hour has approached (سورة 54): (102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 1103 + 167) + 6 = 2056 + 6 = **2062**

In the name of Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful). Cursed are the hands of Abi Lahab and he is cursed (سورة 111): 102 + 66 + 330 (أو 329) + 289 + 802 + 15 + 13 + 37 + 6 + 402 = **2062** (أو **2061**)

Moses and the Family (of Harun) left, carried by the Angels. It is in that a Aya (Sign) for you (سورة 2): 116 + 6 + 31 + 262 (أو 261) + 483 + 136 (أو 137) + 51 + 90 + 750 + 47 (أو 48) + 90 = **2062** (أو **2063**) (2062 or 2063).
These are Ayat (verses or signs) of the Book and what (verse 1 of Sura 13):

= 450 + 412 + 453 + 6 + 741 = 2062

In that an oath to Zi Hijr (one who has a brain). Haven’t (verse 5 - 6 of Sura 89):

= 90 + 750 + 200 + 740 + 211 + 71 = 2062

We made the Night and the Day, two Signs. Then, We erased Sign of the Night and We made Sign of the Day an eye-opener (verse 12 of Sura 17):

= 154 + 71 + 6 + 287 + 472 + 185 + 16 + 71 + 6 + 154 + 16 + 287 + 337 = 2062

They shall be Khalidoon (staying eternally). However, those who perform Omra (religious visit) to Mosques of Allah are those who have believed in Allah and the Last Day (verse 17 of Sura 9):

= 128 + 577 + 78 + 201 + 6 + 102 + 41 + 730 + 66 + 750 + 32 + 141 + 210 = 3062 (= 2 x 1531) (3062 is the 2623rd Composite Number)

And this safe Balad (Country or City). We have created the human in best Taqweem (shape or form). Then, we debase him to the lowest of the low, except those who have believed and done (verse 3 - 6 of Sura 95):

= 6 + 5056 = 5062 (= 2 x 2531) (5062 is the 4384th Composite Number)

And this safe Balad (Country or City). We have created the human in best Taqweem (shape or form). Then, we debase him to the lowest of the low, except those who have believed and done (verse 3 - 6 of Sura 95):

= 6 + 5056 = 5062 (= 2 x 2531) (5062 is the 4384th Composite Number)
Uhliku (Perished) (verse 5 of Sura 69): 63 (63 is the 44th Composite Number) (87 is the 63rd Composite Number)

Saba (Sheba): 63 (or 64)

Dajjal (Anti-Christ) of Jews: 38 + 25 = 63

Ahmadi (President of Iran): 63

Tafjeer Bombing (Blowing up) of Al-Aqsa Mosque: 693 + 370 = 1063 (1063 is the 179th Prime Number) (1269 is the 1063rd Composite Number)

Tafjeer Bombing (Blowing up) of the King David Hotel: 693 + (234 + 121 + 15) = 693 + 370 = 1063 [On July 22, 1946 (Shaban 23, 1365 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5706 Jewish) (2432, 023.5th Julian day), the western part of the southern wing of King David Hotel in Jerusalem, which was serving as headquarters of the British Mandate, collapsed due to explosives set off by Irgun, a Zionist terrorist group led by Menahim Begin, who later became Prime Minister of Israel.]

Hadd (Destruction) of City of Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada: 9 + 1054 = 1063

Slaughter of Qurban (Sacrificial offering): 710 + 353 (or 352) = 1063 (or 1062)

Qurban of a Maseekh (False or Transformed Messiah): 353 (or 352) + 710 = 1063 (or 1062)

For the One in Bacca (Mecca), blessed (verse 96 of Sura 3): 770 + 29 + 264 = 1063 (or 1062)

its people who live lavishly/extravagantly (be allowed to do whatever they want), but they commit evil deeds. (verse 16 of Sura 17): 736 + 327 (or 326) = 1063 (or 1062)

Delivering the Message (verse 48 of Sura 42): 1063 (or 1064)

the one who brought down from the Heaven (verse 10 of Sura 16): 11 + 741 + 88 + 90 + 133 = 1063

Nineteenth + Month of Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): [535 + 570] + (505 + 453) = 1105 + 958 = 2063

Day of Nuzul (Coming down) of the Quran, the Kareem (Honorable) from the Preserved Board: 56 + [93 + 383 (or 382) + 301 + 90 + (75 + 1065)] = 56 +
الله الرحمن الرحيم (Most Merciful). The Rahman (Most Compassionate), taught the Quran, created the human being (verse 1-3 of Sura 55): $289 + 329 + 140 + 383 (or 382) + 730 + 192 (or 193) = 2063 (2062 or 2064)

Henri Gouraud + Qabr (Tomb or Grave) of Salah Eddin Al-Ayyubi: $(265 + 1212) + 302 + (129 + 95 + 60) = 1477 + (302 + 284) = 1477 + 586 = 2063$

(2063 is the 311th Prime Number)
(2424 is the 2063rd Composite Number)

[ General Henri Gouraud was Representative of the French Government in the Middle East, in charge of enforcement of Sykes-Picot Agreement. After the victory of the French forces in Battle of Maysalun and conquering Damascus, General Gouraud reportedly went to the tomb of Salah Eddin Al-Ayyubi (who defeated the Crusaders and liberated Jerusalem in 1187 AD), adjacent to the Umawi Mosque in Damascus, kicked it, and said: “Wake up Salah Eddin. We have returned. My presence here consecrates victory of the Cross over the Crescent.” ]

لكم ان كنتم تعلمون فإذا قضيت الصلاة فانتشروا في الأرض وابتغوا من فضل الله وذكروا الله كثيراً لعلكم

For you if you know. Once the prayer is finished, disperse in the land and seek from the bounty of Allah and mention Allah a lot, perhaps (verse 9-10 of Sura 62): $90 + 51 + 510 + 596 + 782 + 1310 + 162 + 1038 + 90 + 1032 + 6 + 1410 + 90 + 910 + 66 + 6 + 928 + 66 + 730 (or 731) + 190 + 574 = 10063 (or 10064)

The word “The Satan” is mentioned in the Quran 63 times.

♦ دين (Religion or Judgment): 64 (64 is the 45th Composite Number) (311 is the 64th Prime Number)

حج إيليا (Pilgrimage of Elia (Jerusalem)): $11 + 53 = 64$

هندة (Hudna (Truce or Armistice)): 64

أول واهية (Awall (Beginning) of Wahiya (Catastrophe)): $37 + 27 = 64$

أحياء (He revived / resurrected them): 64 (or 65)

نوح (Noah): 64

سد (Barrier (or Dam) (verse 94 of Sura 18)): 64 (or 65)

جويلية (Juwilia (July – in Algeria & Tunis)): 64

الثلاثاء Tuesday: 1064 (equivalent to 64)
roaring wind in an ominous day (verse 19 of Sura 54): 1064

The Ilgha (Abolishment, Termination, or Ending): 1064

Raj’a (Return) of Pope John Paulus (Paul), the Second: 278 + (37 + 59 + 98 + 592) = 278 + 786 = 1064

His servant at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): 1064

Alignment of the Planets + The Solar Storm: (261 + 80) + (277 + 446) + (341 + 723) = 1064

The Tariq (verse 1 of Sura 86) + The Solar Storm: 341 + (277 + 446) = 1064

Allah opened his heart to Islam (verse 22 of Sura 39): 1064 (or 1065)

Entrance of the Asujiyeen (Swedes) into Islam: 640 + 171 + 90 + 163 = 2064 (equivalent to 64) (2064 is the 1752nd Composite Number)

We bring out, for them, the Daabba from the Earth/Land (verse 82 of Sura 27): 855 + 75 + 12 + 90 + 1032 = 2064 (or 2063)

Three + Tishreen, the First: 1036 (or 1035) + (960 + 68) = 2064 (or 2063)

For you if you know. Once the prayer is finished, disperse in the land and seek from the bounty of Allah and mention Allah a lot, perhaps (verse 9 – 10 of Sura 62): 90 + 51 + 510 + 596 + 782 + 1310 + 162 + 1038 + 90 + 1032 + 6 + 1410 + 90 + 910 + 66 + 6 + 928 + 66 + 731 (or 730) + 190 + 574 = 10064 (or 10063)

In 64 BC, a strong earthquake in Jerusalem caused damage to the Jewish Temple and city walls.

On Wednesday July 18, 64 A.D. Julian (July 16, 64 AD Gregorian) (Av 15, 3824 Jewish) (1744, 632.5th Julian Day), at night, the Great Fire of Rome broke out among the shops lining the Circus Maximus, Rome’s chariot stadium. The flames raged for 6 days before coming under control; then the fire re-ignited and burned for 3 more days. Only four of the fourteen districts of Rome escaped the fire, meaning ten districts were damaged. Three districts were completely destroyed and the other seven suffered serious damage. The 800-year-old Temple of Jupiter Stator and the Atrium Vestae, the hearth of the Vestal Virgins, were gone.
Dunya (World before the End Times): 65 (65 = 5 x 13) (65 is the 46th Composite Number) (90 is the 65th Composite Number) (313 is the 65th Prime Number)

Dayyan (Judge. Used to refer to “God”): 65

The Ajal (Date of End): 65

Calls (verse 41 of Sura 50): 65

Mecca: 65 (or 61)

Inhidad (Destruction, Fall, or Collapse): 65

For Allah: 65

Day 9: 56 + 9 = 65

May + 14: 51 + 14 = 65
(The Jews unilaterally declared the birth of the State of Israel on May 14, 1948.)

Haikal (Temple): 65

Zombie (Dead people resurrected by evil methods): 65

Beginning of Jinna (demons): 7 + 58 = 65

The lowest: 65

Asad (Lion or Leo): 65

The hands of Abi Lahab (verse 1 of Sura 111): 15 + (13 + 37) = 15 + 50 = 65

The Third + Ab (August – in Greater Syria & Iraq) = 1062 (or 1061) + 3 (or 4) = 1065 (or 1066) (1065 is the 885th Composite Number)

The Preserved: 1065

Emperator + Alexander + the Macdoni (Macedonian): [458 (or 459) + 366] + 241 = 824 (or 825) + 241 = 1065 (or 1066)

Emperor Alexander, the Macdoni (Macedonian): (459 + 365) + 241 = 824 + 241 = 1065

The Zionist State’s expulsion of Palestinians +
Homeland: 213 + (76 + 207) + 309 + 260 = 213 + 283 + 309 + 260 = \textbf{1065}

Khatam (Seal or End) of Hayat (Life): 1041 (or 1040) + 25 = \textbf{1065 (or 1064)}

Khitam (End) of Hayat (Life): 1041 + 24 = \textbf{1065}

Day of the Wuquf (Standing up) + Mount of Arafat: 56 + 223 + [35 + 751 (or 750)] = 56 + [223 + 786 (or 785)] = 56 + 1009 (or 1008) = \textbf{1065 (or 1064)}

Day of Visit of Mount of Arafat: 56 + 223 + [35 + 751 (or 750)] = 56 + [223 + 786 (or 785)] = 56 + 1009 (or 1008) = \textbf{1065 (or 1064)}

Inha (Ending) of Caliphate of Hussein son Ali: 58 + (716 + 128 + 53 + 110) = 58 + 1007 = \textbf{1065}

Awwal (Beginning) of the End Times + Hadd (Destruction) of the Vatican + Wafat (Death) of the Pope Francis: \[37 + 837 (or 838)] + (9 + 593) + (92 + 37 + 460) = 874 (or 875) + 602 + 589 = \textbf{2065 (or 2066)} (2065 is the 1753\textsuperscript{rd} Composite Number)

Akmalt (I have completed) your Deen (Religion or Judgment) for you and Atmant (I have completed) my blessing upon you and Radeet (I have accepted, favored or chosen) for you the Islam as a religion (verse 3 of Sura 5): [491 + 90 + 124 + 6 + 881 + 170 + 570 + 6 + 1410 + 90 + 162 (or 163)] + 65 (or 64) = 4000 (or 4001) + 65 (or 64) = \textbf{4065 (or 4064)}

♦ Allah (God): 66 (66 = 2 \times 3 \times 11) (= 33 + 33) (66 is the 47\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) (91 is the 66\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) (317 is the 66\textsuperscript{th} Prime Number) (2066 is the 1754\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number. 2066 = 1033 + 1033.)

Day 10: 56 + 10 = \textbf{66}

Crescent: 66

Wakeel (The One you rely upon): 66

The Mountain (or Mount): 66

The Jewish: 66
Ajuj (Gog) + Majuj (Magog): $13 + 53 = 66$

Janaza (Funeral): $66$

The Jala (Departure or Withdrawal of Troops): $66$

Belgica (Belgium): $66$

May $15: 51 + 15 = 66$ (The Jews unilaterally declared the birth of the State of Israel on May 14, 1948, one day before May 15, 1948, the anticipated end of the British Mandate over Palestine. On May 15, 1948, armies of neighboring Arab countries attacked the State of Israel.)

The Sixteen: $496 + 570 = 1066$

In darkness. (verse 37 of Sura 36): $1066$ (equivalent to $66$) ($1066$ is the $886^{th}$ Composite Number) ($1272$ is the $1066^{th}$ Composite Number)

Hubut (Descent) of Adam: $22 + 45$ (or $46) = 67$ (or $68$) ($67$ is the $19^{th}$ Prime Number) ($92$ is the $67^{th}$ Composite Number) ($331$ is the $67^{th}$ Prime Number) ($3067$ is the $439^{th}$ Prime Number)

Adam and Hawa (Eve): $45$ (or $46) + 6 + 16$ (or $15) = 67$ ($66$ or $68$)

Zina (Adultery or Fornication) (verse 32 of Sura 17): $67$

Day of $11: 56 + 11 = 67$

Son of David (This refers to the Anti-Christ, not Jesus): $52$ (or $53) + 15 = 67$ (or $68$)

Ajuj (Gog) + Jan (John or demos): $13 + 54 = 67$

Prostrated: $67$

Bayina (Sign from God): $67$

Wakeel (The One you rely upon) (verse 2 of Sura 17): $67$ (or $66$)

Hazima (Defeat): $67$

The Ijla (Ordered Departure): $67$

The Mountains (verse 3 of Sura 81): $67$
The City/Country/Place (verse 3 of Sura 95): 67

Good City/Town (verse 15 of Sura 34): $41 + 26 = 67$

Hollywood: 67

The Sun and the Moon taken into account and the Star and (verse 5 - 6 of Sura 55): $1067$ ($1067$ is the $887^{th}$ Composite Number) ($1273$ is the $1067^{th}$ Composite Number)

Land of Allah: $1001 + 66 = 1067$

And in that case, they do not remain after you (verse 76 of Sura 17): $6 + 702 + 598 + 730$ (or $731$) = $2067$ (or $2068$) ($2067$ is the $1755^{th}$ Composite Number) ($2428$ is the $2067^{th}$ Composite Number)

The word “The Hayat” (Life) is mentioned in the Quran 67 times.

Reign: $68$ ($= 4 \times 17$) ($68$ is the $48^{th}$ Composite Number) ($93$ is the $68^{th}$ Composite Number) ($337$ is the $68^{th}$ Prime Number) ($4704$ is the $4068^{th}$ Composite Number)

Prostrate (verse 19 of Sura 96): 68

Abniya (Buildings): 68

Adam and Hawa (Eve): $46$ (or $45$) + $6 + 16$ (or $15$) = 68 ($66$ or $67$)

Ibn (Son) of David: $53$ (or $52$) + $15$ = 68 (or $67$)

David of Jinn (demons): $15 + 53$ = 68

David of Magog: $15 + 53$ = 68

Hulagu: 68

Dawla (State) of Gog: $45 + 23$ = 68

Hadd (Destruction) of Mahdi: $9 + 59$ = 68

Elijah + Hadd (Destruction): $59 + 9 = 68$

Yulyu (July) 6: $62 + 6 = 68$ (George W. Bush was born on July 6, 1946)

Resurrector: 68
We resurrect (verse 12 of Sura 36): \(68\)

The First: \(68\)

Hadd (Destruction) of the Wall: \(9 + 59 = 68\)

daylands Holy Lands/Territories: \(68\)

The Trinity: \(1068\) (equivalent to \(68\)) \((1068\) is the \(888^{th}\) Composite Number)

The Imam Mahdi, the Hashim (Mahdi’s family name) + Prince of the Believers: \(90 + 113 + 387 + 478 = 1068\) (equivalent to \(68\))

I warn you by the Wahy (Revelation) (verse 46 of Sura 21): \(1011 + 57 = 1068\)

The Saleebiyeen (Crusaders’) Entrance of the Quds (Jerusalem): \(640 + 233 + 195 = 1068\)

Ghazwa (Invasion or Battle) of the Ahzab (Parties): \(1018 + 50 = 1068\)

the Qadr and how would you know what (or which) Night of the Qadr is? (verses 1 - 3 of Sura 97): \(1068\)

Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment) : \([80 + 837 (or 838)] + 151 = 917 (or 918) + 151 = 1068\) \((or 1069)\)

Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Anti-Christ: \([80 + 837 (or 838)] + [461 + 690 (or 691)] = 917 (or 918) + 1151 (or 152) = 2068\) \((or 2069)\) \((2068\) is the \(1756^{th}\) Composite Number)

Ihya (Resurrection) of Neil Armstrong: \(21 + (90 + 1957) = 21 + 2047 = 2068\)

Neil Armstrong, Apollo 11 astronaut who was the first human to step on the Moon. He was born on August 5, 1930 and died on August 25, 2012

And We have not sent you, except as a Mubashshir (Bearer of good news) and as a Nazeer (Warner) (verse 105 of Sura 17): \(87 + 6 + 41 + 362 + 62 (or 32) + 543 + 6 + 961 = 2068\) \((or 2038)\)

And then, they do not remain after you (verse 76 of Sura 17): \(6 + 702 + 598 + 731 (or 730) = 2068\) \((or 2067)\)

We have descended him/it in Night of the Qadr. And how would you know what Night of the Qadr is. Night of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by the permission
(verse 1 – 4 of Sura 97): **5068 (or 5069)** (5068 is the **4390**th Composite Number)

**Sura 68** is titled “The Pen”. According to a Hadith, the **Pen** is the first thing created by Allah.

♦ **الدجال** The Dajjal (Deceiver or Anti-Christ): **69** (3 x 23 = 69) (69 x 2 = 138) (69 + 31 = 100) (69 is the **49**th Composite Number) (94 is the **69**th Composite Number) (347 is the **69**th Prime Number) (4705 is the **4069**th Composite Number) (8069 is the **1014**th Prime Number)

**الجهل** The Jahl (Ignorance): **69**

**T.S.** (verse 1 of Sura 27): **69**

**bullu2** Yulyuz (July – in Morocco): **69**

**T.S.** David of Jan (demons): 15 + 54 = **69**

**T.S.** Ajuj (Gog) of the Jews: 13 + 56 = **69**

**T.S.** Day of Ajuj (Gog): 56 + 13 = **69**

**T.S.** Day of Ab (August – in Greater Syria or Av – Jewish month) + 9 : 56 + 4 (or 3) + 9 = 56 + 13 (or 12) = **69** (or **68**) (9th day of Av based on Jewish Calendar is a day on which of several calamities for the Jews happened throughout history, such as destruction of the First and Second Temple of the Jews in Jerusalem.)

**T.S.** 13 days: 13 + 56 = **69**

**T.S.** Yuly (July) + 13 : 56 + 13 = **69** (July 13, 1917 is the date of the third apparition in Fatima, Portugal, on which the 3 secrets about the future were revealed to the 3 children)

**T.S.** July + 19 : 50 + 19 = **69**

**T.S.** May 19: 50 (or 51) + 19 = **69** (or **70**)

**T.S.** Wilda (Birth) of Yajuj (Gog): 46 + 23 = **69**

**T.S.** Aya (Miraculous Sign) of the Ihya (Resurrection or Revival): 17 + 52 = **69**

**T.S.** Clay: **69**

**T.S.** Ta Sa (verse 1 of Sura 27) (This is one of the mysterious Opening Words/Letters, whose meaning is unknown, of 29 Suras in the Quran): **69**
Al-Zakat (charitable donation required of Muslims): 69

Realization of vision of the Prophet Joseph: 608 + 212 + 93 + 156 = 1069 (equivalent to 69) (1069 is the 180th Prime Number) (1275 is the 1069th Composite Number)

Eleven planets and the Sun (verse 4 of Sura 12): (13 + 570) + 49 + 6 + 431 = 1069

The sight and eclipses (collapses) (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 75): 323 + 6 + 740 = 1069

So, when the Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18): 782 + [5 + 80 + 202 (or 212)] = 782 + 287 (or 297) = 1069 (or 1079)

it/he descended. And we have not sent you, except as a Mubashshir (Bearer of good news) (verse 105 of Sura 17): 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32 + 542 = 1069

Visit of Mohammad Anwar Al-Sadat: 223 + [92 + (257 + 497)] = 223 + (92 + 754) = 223 + 846 = 1069 [Egyptian President Anwar Sadat arrived for surprise visit to Israel for the first time, at night, on Saturday November 19, 1977 (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1397 Hijri, day of standing on Mount of Arafat, meaning eve of 1st day of Eid Al-Adha.]

knows the secret in the Heavens (verse 6 of Sura 25): 1069 (1068 or 1070)

O People: Fear your Lord. The shaking (verse 1 of Sura 22): 1069

Day of Karitha (Catastrophe) of the Nuclear Weapons War: 56 + [726 + (210 + 77)] = 56 + (726 + 287) = 56 + 1013 = 1069

Taghyeen (Oppressors) (verse 30 of Sura 37): 1069 (or 1070) (equivalent to 69)

Day of Liberation of Al-Quds (Jerusalem): 56 + (818 + 195) = 56 + 1013 = 1069

Tafjeer Bombing (Blowing up) of the King David Hotel: 693 + (234 + 121 + 21) = 693 + 376 = 1069 [On July 22, 1946 (Shaban 23, 1365 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5706 Jewish) (2432,023.5th Julian day), the western part of the southern wing of King David Hotel in Jerusalem, which was serving as headquarters of the British Mandate, collapsed due to explosives set off by Irgun, a Zionist terrorist group led by Menahim Begin, who later became Prime Minister of Israel.]

the Day; thus (verse 37 of Sura 36): 287 + 782 = 1069
And you are the one from whom we seek help. Guide us to the Path (verse 5 – 6 of Sura 1): 1069

End Times + Israa (miraculous heavenly journey) : 806 (or 807) + 263 = 1069 (or 1070)

The distance between Vatican and The Aqsa: 217 + 62 + 561 (or 562) + 6 + 223 = 1069 (or 1070)

The Caliphate + Al-Hussein son Ali : 747 + [159 + 53 (or 52) + 110] = 1069 (or 1068)

Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment) : [80 + 838 (or 837)] + (56 + 95) = 918 (or 917) + 151 = 1069 (or 1068)

Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Anti-Christ: [80 + 838 (or 837)] + [461 + 691 (or 690)] = 917 (or 918) + 1152 (or 1151) = 2069 (or 2068)

Approach of Adam from Tree of the Khuld (Eternity or Immortality) (verse 120 of Sura 20): 56 + [704 + 46 (or 45) + 90 + (508 + 665)] = 56 + [704 + 46 (or 45) + 90 + 1173] = 56 + 2013 (or 2012) = 2069 (or 2068)

He said: Descend! You to each other are an enemy (verse 24 of Sura 7): 131 + 24 + 932 + 902 + 80 = 2069

The Earth + The Tariq, Piercing Star (verse 3 of Sura 86) : 1032 + 341 + 696 = 2069

And so that those who have been given knowledge know that it is the truth from your Lord (verse 54 of Sura 22): 2069 (equivalent to 69) (2069 is the 312th Prime Number) (2430 is the 2069th Composite Number)

And We made the night and the day (morning) as two Ayat (Signs). So, We erased (or annihilated) Aya (Sign) of the Night and We made Sign of the Day Mubsira (eye-opener) (verse 12 of Sura 17): 2069

It is not up to the Mushrikeen (Polytheists) that they perform Omra (Islamic visit) to Mosques of Allah, bearing witness upon themselves regarding their disbelief. These ones, their deeds are damned and...
Sura 9): (41 + 71 + 680) + 51 + [327 + 107 (or 108) + 66 + 369 (or 370) + 110 + 236 + 333 + 67 + 419 + 186 (or 187)] + 6 = 792 + (51 + 2220 (or 2223) + 6 = 792 + 2271 (or 2274) + 6 = 3069 (or 3072)

The Rahman, the Raheem. The Rahman taught the Quran, created the human, taught him the Bayan (proper interpretation). The Sun and (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 55): 3069

The Night when it/he journeys. Is there in that an Oath to someone who has a brain (verses 4 - 5 of Sura 89): (71 + 702 + 270) + (35 + 90 + 750 + 200 + 740 + 211) = 1043 + 2026 = 3069 (3069 is the 2629th Composite Number)

And listen the Day the Caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq, that is (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 136 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 539 + 141 + 750 = 3069 (3069 is the 3508th Composite Number)

We have descended him/it in Night of the Qadr. And how would you know what Night of the Qadr is. Night of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by the permission (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 97): 5069 (or 5068) (5069 is the 4391th Composite Number)

If you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy whatever (verse 7 of Sura 17): 51 + [502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 = 5018 (or 5019) = 5069 (or 5070)

We have created the human in best of Taqweem (shape or form) . Then, We abase him to the lowest of the low except those who have believed and done the good deeds, for them, there is a reward (verse 4 - 6 of Sura 95): 5069

To Bani (Children) of Israel. Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), we descended it/him and in the Haq, it/he descended. And We have not sent you, except as a Mubashshir (Bearer of good news) and as a Nazeer (Warner). (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17) : 6069 (equivalent to 69) (6069 is the 5277th Composite Number)
69 = 3 x 23. Number 23 is the numerical value of: ﯊اجﻮج Yajuj (Gog): 23

This is an indication that the Dajjal is Gog.

69 AD is the year of the four Roman emperors. In this year, there were four emperors of Rome. Following the death Nero, the last Julio-Claudian emperor, there was no obvious person to inherit the top position so there was violent competition. The four emperors who all ruled for part of 69 AD were: Galba, Otho, Vitellius, and Vespasian. Vespasian survived beyond year's end. With Vespasian, came the second imperial dynasty, the Flavians.

On August 5, 2010 (July 23, 2010 Julian) (Shaban 23, 1431 Hijri) a Copper and Gold mine, located in the middle of one of the world's driest deserts, near city of Copiapó, in Northern Chile, collapsed, trapping inside it 33 mine workers. On August 22, a note from the miners was pulled, stating that they were well. On October 13, 2010, they were finally rescued, 69 days (9 weeks + 6 days) after the beginning of the incident.

The annual Islamic pilgrimage season lasts about 69 days, from the 1st day of Shawwal and ends on the 9th – 10th day of Zu Al-Hijja.

69 nautical miles = 127.788 Km (128 Km = 69.1145 nautical miles)

111 Km = 68.9722 miles (69 miles = 111.045 Km)

The 70 weeks in Daniel 9: 24 - 27’s prophecy in the Bible can be divided into three periods: 7 weeks, 62 weeks, and 1 week. The 70 weeks start with the issuance of a decree to restore and rebuild Jerusalem. 7 weeks + 62 weeks = 69 weeks

King AbdAllah, the First, son Hussein bin Ali, of Jordan was assassinated while entering the Aqsa Mosque for Friday noon prayer on July 20, 1951 (Shawwal 16, 1370 Hijri) (Tammuz 16, 5711 Jewish) at the age 69.

The Battle of Nitzanim was fought in the kibbutz of Nitzanim, in Southern Palestine, between the Israeli army and the Egyptian Army in the 1948 Arab–Israeli War, on June 7 - 10, 1948. The kibbutz of Nitzanim is located on the coast between Gaza and Yafa and it was surrounded by the Arab towns: Isdud to the North, Majdal to the South, and Julis and Beit Daras to the East. The battle started around midnight of June 6 – 7, 1948 (Rajab 28 – 29, 1367 Hijri) (Iyar 28 - 29, 5708 Jewish), with an Egyptian artillery bombardment of Nitzanim, followed by an Egyptian aerial bombardment and armored and infantry attacks. The main Egyptian attack broke through the Israeli defenses at around 11:00 a.m. on June 7, 1948. The Israelis started retreating. At 4:00 p.m. on June 7, 1948, 105 Israeli fighters, 26 of them injured, surrendered to the Egyptian Army. The Israeli survivors were later displayed in a victory parade in the nearby Arab town, Majdal, after which they were transferred to Cairo. Battle of Nitzanim was the first major Egyptian victory of the war, and one of the few cases of Israeli surrender. On the night of June 7 – 8, 1948, the Israeli forces captured the strategic Hill 69 (located between Nitzanim and Isdud) and carried out an unsuccessful attack against the Arab town of
**Isdud.** On the night of June 9 – 10, 1948, the Israeli forces attempted to re-capture Nitzanim. At dawn, an Israeli platoon managed to break into Nitzanim from the South and capture the "Palace" (an abandoned Arab Palace/Mansion, located at a hill overlooking Nitzanim), but withdrew from Nitzanim after being hit by heavy Egyptian fire. The Egyptian artillery pursued the withdrawing Israelis until the Israelis reached Hill 69. The Egyptians attacked Hill 69. The Israelis suffered heavy casualties, so they withdrew from the Hill, but their withdrawal was disorganized and cost more casualties. The total Israeli death toll in the Battle of Hill 69 was 20 soldiers. So, the Egyptians managed to capture Hill 69 on June 10, 1948. The Egyptians attempted to continue towards Beit Daras and Be’er Tuvia, but met with strong Israeli defense, so at nightfall, the Egyptians withdrew.

**Sura of the Kahf (Cave)** which is the 18th Sura of the Quran is the 69th Sura based on the order of revelation to Prophet Mohammad (p).

**Trump International Hotel and Tower** in Vancouver, BC, Canada is located at 1161 West Georgia Street. It opened on Tuesday, February 28, 2017 (Jumada Akhira 1, 1438 Hijri). The building is 187.8 metres (616 ft) high. The official press release described the tower as a 69-story building, even though it consists of only 63 floors. There is no floor 13 or no floor ending in 4. The number 4 is considered unlucky in Chinese because it sounds like the word for death. The building is legitimately 69 stories tall, though, by counting underground floors, including floors for parking having 346 parking spaces. The building consists of the 5-star Trump Hotel on the first 15 floors, having 147 Hotel rooms, topped by 48 floors, having 217 condos.

♦ 
Ya Seen (This is one of the mysterious Opening Words/Letters, whose meaning is unknown, of 29 Suras in the Quran) (verse 1 of Sura 36): 70 (= 2 x 5 x 7) (70 is the 50th Composite Number) (229 is the 50th Prime Number) (95 is the 70th Composite Number) (349 is the 70th Prime Number)

ليل Night: 70  
أنيبا Turn (verse 54 of Sura 39): 70  
 مثلث Triangle: 1070 (1070 is the 889th Composite Number) (1276 is the 1070th Composite Number) (8597 is the 1070th Prime Number)  
عرض Latitude (or Width): 1070  
أغسط August : 1070  
غلام Ghulam (Boy) (verse 7 of Sura 19) & (verse 19 of Sura 19): 1070 (or 1071)  
أخره + إسرا End Times + Israa (miraculous heavenly journey) : 807 (or 806) + 263 = 1070 (or 1069)
The distance between Vatican and The Aqsa: $217 + 62 + 562 (or 561) + 6 + 223 = 1070 (or 1069)

Awda (Return) + Tabut Al-Sakina (refers to Ark of the Covenant): $85 + (809 + 176) = 85 + 985 = 1070$

Promise to the Pope YoHanna (John) Paul + The Tabut (Ark or Coffin): $80 + (37 + 75 + 38) + 840 = 80 + 150 + 840 = 1070$

Promise of the Khuruj (Coming out) + The Pope YoHanna (John) Paul + The Tabut (Ark or Coffin): $80 + 840 + (37 + 75 + 38) = 80 + 840 + 150 = 1070$

Mawt (Death) of Pope of the Catholics: $446 + 6 + 618 (or 617) = 1070 (or 1069)$

The Dajjal’s entry of the Aqsa Mosque: $640 + 69 + 138 + 223 = 1070$

O People: Enter the Holy Land (verse 21 of Sura 5): $156 (or 157) + 642 + (1032 + 240) = 156 (or 157) + (642 + 1272) = 156 (or 157) + 1914 = 2070 (or 2071)$

Fat’h Conquest) of City of Petersburg: $488 + (109 + 1473) = 488 + 1582 = 2070 (2070 is the 1757th Composite Number) (2431 is the 2070th Composite Number)

If you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy whatever (verse 7 of Sura 17): $51 + [502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41] = 51 + 5019 (or 5018) = 5070 (or 5069)$

During the First Jewish–Roman War, the Romans besieged Jerusalem, starting from April 70 AD. Titus, son of Roman Emperor Vespasian, stormed the strategic Fortress of Antonia, north of the Temple Mount around July 20 - 22, 70 AD. This led to the eventual destruction of the Second Jewish Temple around July 29 - 30, 70 AD. The city was completely under Roman control by September 7, 70 AD.

The words “Day of the Qiyama” (Resurrection, Upheaval, End Times) is mentioned in the Quran 70 times.

The word “The Qiyama” (Resurrection, Upheaval, End Times) is mentioned in the Quran 70 times. In addition, the word “The Qayima” (Valuable) (which is written exactly like “The Qiyama”) is mentioned in the Quran one time. So, the word “The Qiyama” (Resurrection, Upheaval, End Times) and the word “Qayima” (Valuable) are mentioned 71 times.
Nihaya (End): \(71\) (71 is the 20th Prime Number) (96 is the 71st Composite Number) (353 is the 71st Prime Number)

Hisab (Judgment or Calculation): 71

Ula (First) Hayat (Life): \(24 + 47 = 71\)

The Night: 71

Black: 71

Southern (or Southerner): 71

Hope: 71

When (verse 19 of Sura 72): 71

Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) + The Wahid (One – refers to God): \(21 + 50 = 71\)

The Judaism: 71

Yuly (July) + 15 : 56 + 15 = 71 (The Crusaders conquered Jerusalem on July 15, 1099)

Mayo (May) + 14 : 57 (or 56) + 14 = 71 (or 70) [Israel was established on May 14, 1948.]

Alef Lam Ra (one of mysterious Opening Words/ Letters) (verse 1 of Sura 2): 71

Alam (Pain): 71

You are (verse 252 of Sura 2): 71

Allah + comes: \(66 + 5 = 71\)

Frank Sinatra: 350 (or 351) + 721 (or 722) = 1071 (1072 or 1073) [Frank Sinatra was born on December 12, 1915 (Safar 4, 1334 Hijri) (2420,843.5th Julian Day). He died on May 14, 1998 (Muharram 17, 1419 Hijri) (Iyar 18, 5758 Jewish) (2450,947.5th Julian Day).]

Book of Secrets of the Qiyama (Resurrection, End Times, or Upheaval): 422 (or 423) + \[462 + 187 (or 186)\] = 422 (or 423) + 649 (or 648) = 1071 (1070 or 1072)

Your Lord comes or comes (verse 158 of Sura 6): 1071
We have created him from a sperm (verse 78 of Sura 36): 52 + 785 (or 786) + 90 + 144 = 1071 (or 1072)

Ghulam (Boy) (verse 7 of Sura 19) & (verse 19 of Sura 19): 1071 (or 1070)

Khusf (Land Collapse) of Florida: 740 + 331 = 1071 (1071 is the 890th Composite Number) (890 is the 735th Composite Number) (1278 is the 1071st Composite Number)

And they remained in their Cave three hundred years and increased (verse 25 of Sura 18): 6 + 539 + 90 + 150 + 1030 (or 1031) + 56 + 170 + 6 + 24 = 2071 (or 2072)

O People : Enter the Holy Land (verse 21 of Sura 5): 157 (or 156) + 642 + (1032 + 240) = 157 (or 156) + (642 + 1272) = 157 (or 156) + 1914 = 2071 (or 2070)

(= 19 x 109) (2071 is the 1758th Composite Number) (2432 is the 2071st Composite Number)

The word “The Qiyama” (Resurrection, Upheaval, End Times) is mentioned in the Quran 70 times. In addition, the word “The Qayima” (Valuable) (which is written exactly like “The Qiyama”) is mentioned in the Quran one time. So, the word “The Qiyama” (Resurrection, Upheaval, End Times) and the word “Qayima” (Valuable) are mentioned 71 times.

From 1948 [ (a) Establishment of State of Israel on May 14, 1948 (Iyar 5, 5708 Jewish), and (b) Jordan’s capture of Old City of Jerusalem on May 28, 1948 (Iyar 19, 5708 Jewish)] till 2019 (possible beginning of the End Times), there are 71 years.

The Battle of Manzikert was fought between the Byzantine Empire and the Seljuq Turks on August 26, 1071 (Zu Al-Qada 27, 463 Hijri) (Elul 27, 4831 Jewish) near Manzikert (modern Malazgirt in Muş Province, Turkey). The decisive defeat of the Byzantine army and the capture of the Emperor Romanos IV Diogenes played an important role in undermining Byzantine authority in Anatolia and Armenia, and allowed for the gradual Turkification of Anatolia.

♦ Nawawi (Nuclear): 72 (72 is the 51st Composite Number) (98 is the 72nd Composite Number)

Rug (or carpet): 72

The Entertainment (or amusement) (verse 11 of Sura 62): 72

Jealousy (verse 5 of Sura 113): 72

O My Son (verse 102 of Sura 37): 72
The Mother: 72

The Batil (False or Falsehood) (verse 18 of Sura 21): 72 (or 73)

Aujj (Gog) and Majuj (Magog): (13 + 6) + 53 = 19 + 53 = 72

Ankā: 72 (or 71)  [Paul Anka is a famous singer and song writer. He wrote the lyrics of the song “My Way” in which he, unknowingly, tells the World that the End Times is near. The song starts with “And now the End is near”. He offered this song to Frank Sinatra to sing and it became Sinatra’s top song. Paul Anka is a Canadian of Lebanese origin. He was born on July 30, 1941 (Rajab 6, 1360 Hijri) (Av 6, 5701 Jewish) (2430,205.5th Julian Day).]

Frank Sinatra: 351 (or 350) + 721 (or 722) = 1072 (1071 or 1073)  [Frank Sinatra was born on December 12, 1915 (Safar 4, 1334 Hijri) (2420,843.5th Julian Day). He died on May 14, 1998 (Muharram 17, 1419 Hijri) (Iyar 18, 5758 Jewish) (2450,947.5th Julian Day).]

We have created him from a sperm (verse 78 of Sura 36): 52 + 786 (or 785) + 90 + 144 = 1072 (or 1071)

Guide us to the Straight Path. (verse 6 of Sura 1): 61 + 330 + 681 = 1072 (equivalent to 72)

Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): (80 + 837) + 155 (or 156) = 917 + 155 (or 156) = 1072 (or 1073)

Promise of Dakk (Bombardment or Destruction) of Manhattan + Washington has arrived: 5 + 80 + 24 + 547 + 416 = 1072 (1072 is the 891st Composite Number) (1280 is the 1072nd Composite Number)

When Promise of my Lord comes, he shall turn it into ruins and thus Promise of my Lord shall be fulfilled. And we left some of them on that Day mingling with others (verse 98 – 99 of Sura 18): 706 + 253 + 90 + 212 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 212 + 108 + 26 (or 25) + 6 + 71 + 80 + 212 + 109 + 6 + 671 + 917 + 766 + 59 + 90 + 872 = 5072 (or 5071)

Son of David: 52 (or 53) + 21 = 73 (or 74)  (73 is the 21st Prime Number) (99 is the 73rd Composite Number) (367 is the 73rd Prime Number) (4073 is the 561st Prime Number)

Carpet: 73
Asbat (Children or tribes): 73

Jealous (verse 5 of Sura 113): 73

The Water: 73

The Grave: 73

Hadd (Destruction) of a Barrier: $9 + 64 = 73$

Aya (Sign) of the Jews: $17 + 56 = 73$ (or 72)

Aya (Sign) + Halak (Devastation): $17 + 56 = 73$ (or 72)

The Seals: 1073

The abode (home) of the End Times (verse 64 of Sura 29): $236 + 837$ (or 838) = 1073 (or 1074)

Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): $(80 + 837) + 156$ (or 155) = $917 + 156$ (or 155) = 1073 (or 1072)

Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment) (verse 4 of Sura 1): $(5 + 80 + 837) + (56 + 95) = 922 + 151 = 1073$

Fat’h (Conquest) of City of the Saint Peter (Saint Petersburg): $488 + 109 + (205 + 271) = 488 + (109 + 476) = 488 + 585 = 1073$

Nihaya (End) of the Azra (Virgin or Virgo): $71 + 1002$ (or 1003) = 1073 (or 1074)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in (verse 1 of Sura 97): $102 + [66 + 330$ (or 329) + $289 + 52 + 144 + 90]$ = $102 + 971$ (or 970) = 1073 (or 1072)

Frank Sinatra: 351 (or 350) + 722 (or 721) = 1073 (1071 or 1072)

Frank Sinatra was born on December 12, 1915 (Safar 4, 1334 Hijri) (2420,843.5 Julian Day). He died on May 14, 1998 (Muharram 17, 1419 Hijri) (Iyar 18, 5758 Jewish) (2450,947.5 Julian Day).]

Mohammad was not a father of any of your men, but a Messenger of Allah (verse 40 of Sura 33): $(41 + 71) + (92 + 4) + (13 + 90 + 294) + 6 + 100 + (296 + 66) = [112 + (96 + 397) + 6] + 100 + 362 = (112 + 493 + 6) + 100 + 362 = (611 + 100) + 362 = 711 + 362 = 1073$ ($= 29 \times 37$) (1073 is the 892nd Composite Number) (1281 is the 1073rd Composite Number)

Al-Mahdi Al-Muntazar (The Await), Messenger of Allah: $(90 + 1621)$
(296 + 66) = 1711 + 362 = **2073** (equivalent to 73) \( (= 3 \times 691) \) (2073 is the 1760th Composite Number) \( (2434 \) is the 2073rd Composite Number)

المهدي الحاشمي + أمير المؤمنين + الخليفة + رسول الله The Mahdi, the Hashimi (Mahdi’s family name) + Prince of Believers + Caliph + Al-Hashimi + Messenger of Allah: 90 + (387 + 478 + 756) + (296 + 66) = (90 + 1621) + 362 = 1711 + 362 = **2073**

الخوارزم + استعده بيت المقدس The Khawarizm + Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness): 885 + 541 + (412 + 235) = 885 + 541 + 647 = **2073**

فتح مدينة بطرس غراد Fat’h (Conquest) of City of Peter Grad (Petersburg): 488 + 109 + (271 + 1205) = 488 + (109 + 1476) = 488 + 1585 = **2073**

♦ ابن داود Son of David: 53 (or 52) + 21 = **74** (or 73) \( (= 2 \times 37) \) (74 is the 52nd Composite Number) \( (100 \) is the 74th Composite Number) \( (373 \) is the 74th Prime Number) \( (4710 \) is the 4074th Composite Number)

بولي + يولي Yuly (July) + 18 : 56 + 18 = **74**

إحياء + جن Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) + Jinn (invisible creatures): 21 + 53 = **74**

إحياء + ماجوج Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) + Magog: 21 + 53 = **74**

ماجيك Magic: **74** (or 73)

الجيل The Jeel (generation): 74

سيد Master: 74

بوليه 13 Yulya (July) 13 : 61 + 13 = **74**

ليسوا وجوهكم وليدخلوا المسجد كما they shall ruin your faces and shall enter the Mosque like (verse 7 of Sura 17): (108 + 80 + 687 + 138) + 61 = 1013 + 61 = **1074** (1074 is the 893rd Composite Number) (1282 is the 1074th Composite Number)

نهاية العذراء Nihaya (End) of the Azra (Virgin or Virgo): 71 + 1003 (or 1002) = **1074** (or 1073)

فمحونا يايه البيل وجعلنا يايه النهار مبصره We erased (or obliterated) the Sign of the Night and we made the Sign of the Day (or Morning) eye-opener (verse 12 of Sura 17): **1074**

الدار الآخره The House of the After-life (verse 29 of Sura 33): 236 + 838 (or 837) = **1074** (or 1073)
The Trumpet is blown, that is the Day of the Wa’eed (Warned-about Promise) (verse 20 of Sura 50): 

$$(730 + 90) + (327 + 750 + 56 + 121) = 820 + 1254 = 2074$$

$$(2074 \text{ is the } 1761^{\text{st}} \text{ Composite Number})$$

$$(327 + 750 + 56 + 121) = 820 + 1254 = 2074$$

(2074 is the 1761st Composite Number) 

(2435 is the 2074th Composite Number)

The rahman (Most Compassionate) taught the Quran, created the human being, taught him the Bayan (proper interpretation). The Sun and the Moon taken into account and the Star (verses 1-4 of Sura 55):

$$
\begin{align*}
& (329 + 140 + 383 + 730 + 192) + 145 + 94 + 431 + 371 + 123 + 6 + 124 = 2013 \text{ (or 2014)} + \\
& (431 + 6 + 371 + 123 + 6 + 124) = 2013 \text{ (or 2014)} + 1061 = 3074 \text{ (or 3075)}
\end{align*}
$$

And We have not made their Idda (count, number, period) except as a Fitna (trial) for those have disbelieved (unbelievers). To become certain (verse 31 of Sura 74): $3074 \text{ (equivalent to 74)}$ (3074 is the 2634th Composite Number)

Sura Al-Muddathir is the 74th Sura of the Quran, but it is the 4th Sura in the order of revelation to Prophet Mohammad (p).

From 1948 (Establishment of State of Israel) till 2022 (or 2023) (possible year for End of the last Kingdom of Israel), there are 74 (or 75) years.

From the beginning of the Communist Revolution led by Vladimir Lenin, on November 7, 1917 (based on Gregorian Calendar) (Muharram 22, 1336 Hijri), that led to 5-6 years of civil war, till end of the Soviet Union on December 26, 1991 (Jumada Thania 17, 1412 Hijri), there are 74 years.

♦

Eve (or Night): $75 \text{ (75 is the } 53^{\text{rd}} \text{ Composite Number) (102 is the } 75^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number) (379 is the } 75^{\text{th}} \text{ Prime Number) (4711 is the } 4075^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number)}$

يوم واحد Day of One : $56 + 19 = 75$

يوم 19 19 days: $19 + 56 \text{ (or 57)} = 75 \text{ (or 76)}$

يوم 19 Day of 19 : $56 + 19 = 75$

يولى يولي July (July) + 19: $56 + 19 = 75$

يولى + يولي يulya (July – Egypt): $56 + 14 = 75$

يوليوم 13 يulyu (July – Portugal) + 13: $62 + 13 = 75$ (July 13, 1917 is the date of the third apparition at Fatima, Portugal, on which the 3 secrets about the future were revealed to the 3 children)
Wasat (Middle): 75
Aad (Returns): 75
Aad (ancient people whom God destroyed their city because of their disobedience): 75
Canada: 75
Zilzal (Shaking Event or Quake): 75
The Zawal (Demise or Cessation of Existence): 75
The Izala (Annihilation): 75
Awwal (First) Dajjal: 37 + 38 = 75
The Dajjal + Pope: 69 + 6 = 75
Ahyaa (Living Ones ) + Jann (Jinn – invisible creatures): 21 + 54 = 75
Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Jann (John or Jinn – invisible creatures): 21 + 54 = 75
Beginning of Jinn (invisible creatures that may possess humans): 22 + 53 = 75
Yohanna (John): 75
Inviter (or supplicater): 75
He supplicated/prayed (or invited): 75
The Blood: 75
Son of Ziad : 53 (or 52) + 22 = 75 (or 74)  [Governor of Iraq who was involved in the killing of Al-Hussein, grandson of Prophet Mohammad (p)]
Prostrate (verse 50 of Sura 18): 75
Revelations are revealed to me (verse 7 of Sura 41): 34 + 41 = 75
Allah resurrected Mawta (dead people) of Pakistan: 66 + (19 + 456) + 534 = 66 + 475 + 534 = 1075 (equivalent to 75)
Intisar (Victory) of Israel : 773 + 302 (or 303) = 1075 (or 1076)
Torment of Israel : 773 + 302 (or 303) = 1075 (or 1076)
Torment of the Amreek (Americans): 773 + 302 = 1075

Torment of New York: 773 + 302 = 1075

in it, there is a mention of you (verse 10 of Sura 21): 95 + 980 = 1075

Shimon Peres + Mosque of the Jazzar, Akka: (406 + 229) + (107 + 242) + 91 = 635 + 349 + 91 = 1075
[President of Israel, Shimon Peres, visited Mosque of the Jazzar (Slaughterer) in Akka, Israel, on Tuesday, August 23, 2011 (Ramadan 23, 1432 Hijri) (Av 23, 5771 Jewish Calendar) (2455, 796.5th Julian Day)]

Karitha (Catastrophe) of the Nuclear Weapons War: 726 + (241 + 108) = 726 + 349 = 1075 (1075 is the 894th Composite Number) (1284 is the 1075th Composite Number)

The Caller from a close place. The day they hear the Saiha (Scream) (verse 41–42 of Sura 50): (126 + 90 + 111 + 312) + (56 + 236 + 144) = 639 + 436 = 1075

Day Adam tasted Tree of the Khuld (Immortality or Eternality): 56 + 801 + 45 + (508 + 665)] = 56 + (801 + 45 + 1173) = 56 + 2019 = 2075

He said: Descend! You to each other are an enemy and (verse 24 of Sura 7): (131 + 24 + 932 + 902 + 80) + 6 = 2069 + 6 = 2075

The Aya (Sign) of his kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Coffin or Ark), in which there is Sakina (Solace) from your Lord (verse 248 of Sura 2): 2075 (or 2076) (= 2 x 2 x 3 x 173) (2075 is the 1762nd Composite Number) (2436 is the 2075th Composite Number)

Ihya (Resurrection) of Astronaut of Space + Armstrong: 21 + (215 + 882) + 1957 = 21 + (1097 + 1957) = 21 + 3054 = 3075 (3075 is the 2635th Composite Number)

The Rahman (Most Compassionate) taught the Quran, created the human being, taught him the Bayan (proper interpretation). The Sun and the Moon taken into account and the Star (verses 1-4 of Sura 55): (329 + 140 + 383 + 730 + 193 (or 192) + 145 + 94) + 431 + 371 + 123 + 6 + 124 = 2013 (or 2014) + (431 + 6 + 371 + 123 + 6 + 124) = 2014 (or 2013) + 1061 = 3075 (or 3074)

And the Night when it/ he journeys. Is there in that an Oath to someone who has a brain (verses 4-5 of Sura 89): 6 + (71 + 702 + 270) + (35 + 90 + 750 + 200 + 740 + 211) = 6 + 1043 + 2026 = 3075

While you are part of its remembrance, to your Lord is its end. You are a warner for those who fear (or concerned about) it. As if the day (verses 43–46 of Sura 79): (130 + 451 + 90 + 927 + 41 + 222 + 502 + 92 + 451 + 990 + 90 + 917 + 116) + 56 = 5019 + 56 = 5075
Except as a Fitna (Trial or Test) for those who have disbelieved so that those who have been given the Book and those who have believed grow in faith and do not (verse 31 of Sura 74): \(32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414 + 454 + 6 + 26 + 791 + 99 + 103 + 6 + 31\) = \(4019 + 1056 = 5075\)

Kabditha Thamud disbelieved through its oppression, when their most wicked arose. So, the Messenger of Allah said to them (verse 11 - 12 of Sura 91): \(1122 + [550 + 1023 (or 1024) + 701] + 623 + (408 + 211 + 75 + 296 + 66) = [1122 + 2274 (or 2275) + 623] + 1056 = 4019 (or 4020) + 1056 = 5075 (or 5076)\)

Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgement). You are whom we worship and whom we seek help from. Guide us to the Straight Path, the path of those whom you have given bounties, not (verse 4 – 7 of Sura 1): \(56 + (95 + 32 + 126 + 6 + 32 + 640 + 61 + 330 + 681 + 299 + 791 + 561 + 155 + 1210)\) = \(56 + 5019 = 5075\) (5075 is the 4397th Composite Number)

And so that those who have sickness in their heart and the unbelievers say: what has Allah intended by this as a metaphor? This is how Allah misguides whomever he wishes and guides whomever he wishes. And no one knows the Junud (recruits, soldiers, servants) of Allah except him and it is not (verse 31 of Sura 74): \(6 + 176 + 791 + 90 + 183 + 1040 + 6 + 388 + 742 + 206 + 66 + 708 + 571 + 770 + 840 + 66 + 90 + 312 + 6 + 29 + 90 + 312 + 6 + 41 + 150 + 63 + 222 + 32 + 11 ) + [6 + (41 + 15)] = 8013 + (6 + 56) = 8013 + 62 = 8075

Sura 75 is Sura of the Qiyama (Upheaval, Resurrection, or End Times)

From 1948 (Establishment of State of Israel) till 2023 (or 2022) (possible year for End of the last Kingdom of Israel), there are 75 (or 74) years.

♦ مأجوج + يأجوج Yajuj (Gog) + Majuj (Magog): \(23 + 53 = 76\) \((= 4 \times 19)\) \((76 + 31 = 107)\) (76 is the 54th Composite Number) \((104\) is the 76th Composite Number) \((383\) is the 76th Prime Number) \((4712\) is the 4076th Composite Number)

كون Kawn (Universe): \(76\)

الأمَد The Amad (Period or Duration) : \(76\)

مايو + 19 Mayo (May as known in Egypt) + 19 : \(57\) (or 56) + 19 = \(76\) (or 75)

يوليو + 20 Yuly (July) + 20 : \(56 + 20 = 76\)

يوم 20 Day of 20 : \(56 + 20 = 76\)
Southern (means Australis. Australia’s old name in Latin was “Terre Australis”, which means Southern Land): 76

The Eve: 76

Barrier + Gog : 64 + 12 = 76

Deen (Religion or Judgment) + Gog: 64 + 12 = 76

Son of Yajuj (Gog): 53 + 23 = 76

Beginning of Jann (John or demons): 22 + 54 = 76

Abd (slave, servant or worshipper): 76

We inspired (or revealed): 76

Zilzalan (Shaking Event) (verse 11 of Sura 33): 76

The State: 76

Asia: 76 (or 77)

The Mahdi, Caliph of Muslimeen (Muslims): 90 + (725 + 261) = 90 + 986 = 1076 (= 4 x 269) (1076 is the 895th Composite Number) (1285 is the 1076th Composite Number)

Intisar (Victory) of Israel: 773 + 303 (or 302) = 1076 (or 1075)

Torment of Israel: 773 + 303 (or 302) = 1076 (or 1075)

Torment of the Britan (Britons): 773 + 303 = 1076

Magnificent Day (verse 135 of Sura 26), (verse 156 of Sura 26) & (verse 189 of Sura 26): 56 + 1020 = 1076

Zilzal (Quake) of Earth: 75 + 1001 = 1076

Mongols: 1076

Battle of Ain Jalut + The Mamaleek: [335 + 130 + 439 (or 440)] + 172 = 904 (or 905) + 172 = 1076 (or 1077) [On Friday, September 3, 1260 AD Julian (September 10, 1260 AD Gregorian) (Ramadan 25, 658 Hijri) (Elul 26, 5020 Jewish), in the Battle of Ain Jalut in Galilee, Northern Palestine, the Muslim Mamaleek (Mamluks) achieved a decisive victory over the Maghool (Mongols or Tatar). ]
Kharab (Devastation) of Abra: \(803 + 273 = 1076\) [Sunni Sheikh Ahmad Al-Aseer, Imam of Masjid (Mosque) of Bilal son Rabah in Abra, a district of city of Saida, Lebanon, and his ally former singer Fadl Shaker, were defeated by Shia’s Hizb Allah and the Lebanese Army in a battle that started on **Sunday June 23, 2013** (Shaban 14, 1434 Hijri) (Tammuz 15, 5773 Jewish) (2456,466.5\(^{th}\) Julian). It lasted for about 24 hours till **June 24, 2013**. This means it happened in the Middle (or Half) of Shaban, traditionally an important day for Muslims.]

\[\text{Promise comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Dakk (Destruction) of the United States: } (5 + 80) + 24 + (479 + 488 ) = (85 + 24) + 967 = 109 + 967 = 1076\]

\[\text{Promise of Dakk (Destruction) of the British United Kingdom: } (80 + 24) + (166 + 488 + 318) = 104 + 972 = 1076\]

William son of Charles: \(86 + 52 \text{ or } 53 + 938 = 1076 \text{ (or } 1077\) \]

The Maseekh (False Messiah) + The Qadr/ Qadar (i.e. Night of Qadr or Destiny): \(741 + 335 = 1076\) \]

Night of the Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97) + 666 (Christians believe 666 is number of the Anti-Christ) = \((75 + 335) + 666 = 410 + 666 = 1076\)

Nihaya (End) of Caliphate of Hussein son of Ali: \(71 + [715 \text{ (or } 716) + 128 + 52 + 110] = 71 + 1005 \text{ (or } 1006\) = 1076 (or 1077) \]

it/he descended. And We have not sent you, except as a Mubashshir (Bearer of good news) and (verse 105 of Sura 17): \(87 + 6 + 41 + 361 \text{ (or } 362) + 32 + 543 + 6 = 1076 \text{ (or } 1077\) \]

However, the human wants to indulge in wickedness for the time ahead of him. He asks: **When is Day** (verses 5 – 6 of Sura 75): \((32 + 224 + 192 + 323 + 87 + 100) + 56 = 1020 + 56 = 1076\)

Promise of the End + The Hour + Awda (Return) of the Messiah Jesus son of Mary: \((80 + 102 + 167 + 85) + 149 + [150 + 53 \text{ (or } 52) + 290] = 434 + 149 + 493 \text{ (or } 492\) = 1076 \]

Day the caller calls (verse 41 of Sura 50) + The Nihaya (End) + Awda (Return) of the Messiah Jesus son of Mary: \((56 + 65 + 126) + 102 + 85 + 149 + [150 + 53 \text{ (or } 52) + 290] = 247 + 102 + 85 + 149 + 493 \text{ (or } 492\) = 1076 (or 1075) \]

The Hour and the Moon has been split/cracked. And if they are shown an Aya (Sign) (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 54): \((562 + 6 + 451) + (371 + 6 + 51 + 217 + 412) = 1019 + 1057 = 2076\)

the one who sent his servant on a journey at
night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): \[741 + (271 + 83 + 71 + 90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 223) = 741 + 1335 = 2076 \] (2076 is the 1763rd Composite Number) \[ (2438 \text{ is the 2076th Composite Number}) \]

The Maseekh (False Messiah) + sent his servant on a journey at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): \[741 + (271 + 83 + 71 + 90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 223) = 741 + 1335 = 2076 \]

from the night, praise him and after the prostration. And listen the Day the caller calls from a close place. The Day (verse 40 – 42 of Sura 50): \[[90 + 101 + 155 + 6 + 207 + 104 + 6 + 571 (or 570) + 56 + 75 + 136 + 90 + 111 + 312] + 56 = 2020 \] (or 2019) + 56 = \[2076 \text{ (or 2075)} \]

You are from among those given respite till day of the time (verse 80 – 81 of Sura 38): \[2076 \]

The Aya (Sign) of his kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Coffin or Ark), in which there is Sakina from your Lord (verse 248 of Sura 2): \[2076 \] (or 2075)

Thamud disbelieved through its oppression, when their most wicked arose. So, the Messenger of Allah said to them (verse 11 - 12 of Sura 91): \[1122 + [550 + 1024 (or 1023) + 701] + 623 + (408 + 211 + 75 + 296 + 66) = [1122 + 2275 (or 2274) + 623] + 1056 = 4020 \] (or 4019) + 1056 = \[5076 \text{ (or 5075)} \]

And if you do badly, it is to yourselves (yourselves). When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy what (verse 7 of Sura 17): \[(6 + 51) + [502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41] = 57 + 5019 = 5076 \]

♦ Nakba (Disaster): \[77 \text{ (} 77 = 7 \times 11 \text{)} \] (77 is the 55th Composite Number) \[105 \text{ is the 77th Composite Number) \] (389 is the 77th Prime Number) \[4713 \text{ is the 4077th Composite Number}) \]

The Wayl (Woe or Disaster): 77

Nuclear: 77

The Dima (Blood): 77

Hadd (Destruction) of Abniya (Buildings): \[9 + 68 = 77 \]

Treasure: 77
The Tablets: 77

ruin (verse 7 of Sura 17): 77 (or 78)

Ailul (September): 77

And Layal (Nights) (verse 2 of Sura 89): 6 + 71 = 77

And the Lail (Night) (verse 1 of Sura 92): 6 + 71 = 77

The Lail (Night) and (verse 12 of Sura 17): 71 + 6 = 77

And was (verse 98 of Sura 18): 6 + 71 = 77

Bawaba (Gate) of Jaheem (Hell): 16 + 61 = 77

Day of 21: 56 + 21 = 77

Day of Ihya (Resurrection): 56 + 21 = 77

The Wilada (Birth): 77

Bidaya (Beginning) of the life: 22 + 55 = 77

Bidaya (Beginning) of the Wahy (Revelation): 22 + 55 = 77

Hitteen: 77 (In Battle of Hitteen, Muslims under the leadership of Salah Eddeen Ayubi defeated the Crusaders. Battle of Hitteen occurred on July 4, 1187. Battle of Hitteen led to liberation of Jerusalem on October 2, 1187)

Yulyu (July in Egypt) + 15th: 62 + 15 = 77 (On July 15, 1099 AD, the Crusaders conquered Jerusalem for the first time.)

Yuly (July) 21: 56 + 21 = 77

Surface: 77

Enemies: 77

Gog + Jan (John or demons): 23 + 54 = 77

Worshippers: 77

Worship (verse 2 of Sura 109): 77
Yasjud (Prostrate) (verse 6 of Sura 55) & (verse 18 of Sura 22): 77

Al-Umma (The Nation): 77
diligently (verse 33 of Sura 14): 77

Allah HoWa (verse 6 of Sura 22): 66 + 11 = 77

Al-Waliy (The Protector) (verse 9 of Sura 42): 77

Land of Yajuj (Gog) + Majuj (Magog): 1001 + (23 + 53) = 1001 + 76 = 1077

Southern Land (Australia’s old name in Latin was “Terre Australis”, which means Southern Land): 1001 + 76 = 1077

Malik (Possessor or King) of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment). You are whom we worship and you are whom we seek help from (verse 4 – 5 of Sura 1): 90 + 56 + 95 + 32 + 126 + 6 + 32 + 640 = 1077

the Book that you shall corrupt (verse 2 of Sura 17): 453 (or 454) + 624 = 1077 (or 1078) (= 3 x 359) (1077 is the 896th Composite Number) (896 is the 741st Composite Number) (1286 is the 1077th Composite Number)

Your enemy is the Abtar (amputated - one of his limbs is cut-off) (verse 3 of Sura 108): 51 + (381 + 11) + 634 = 51 + (392 + 634) = 51 + 1026 = 1077

the Trumpet. That is (verse 20 of Sura 50): 327 + 750 = 1077

William son of Charles: 86 + 53 (or 52) + 938 = 1077 (or 1076)

Battle of Ain Jalut + The Mamaleek: [335 + 130 + 440 (or 439)] + 172 = 905 (or 904) + 172 (or 171) = 1077 (or 1076) [On Friday, September 3, 1260 AD Julian (September 10, 1260 AD Gregorian) (Ramadan 25, 658 Hijri) (Elul 26, 5020 Jewish), in the Battle of Ain Jalut in Galilee, Northern Palestine, the Muslim Mamaleek (Mamluks) achieved a decisive victory over the Maghool (Mongols or Tatar).]

Day of mine of the gold + the copper: 56 + (133 + 738 + 150) = 56 + 1021 = 1077

Their defeat (verse 3 of Sura 30): 1077

turn your face towards the Haram Mosque (verse 149 of Sura 2. This is the 156th verse of the Quran): 1077

Nihaya (End) of Caliphate of Hussein son of Ali: 71 + [716 (or 715) +
128 + 52 + 110 = 71 + 1006 (or 1005) = \textbf{1077 (or 1076)}

We create you from a despicable water (or fluid) (verse 20 of Sura 77): 840 + [ (90 + 42) + 105]) = 840 + (132 + 105) = 840 + 237 = \textbf{1077}

The Khuruj (Coming out) (verse 42 of Sura 50) + from a despicable water (or fluid) (verse 20 of Sura 77): 840 + (90 + 42 + 105) = 840 + 237 = \textbf{1077 (or 1076)}

We have not sent you, except as a Mubashshir (Bearer of good news) and (verse 105 of Sura 17): 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 (or 361) + 32 + 543 + 6 = \textbf{1077 (or 1076)}

Hadd (Destruction) of the Trinity: 9 + 1068 = \textbf{1077}

Nihaya (End) of Last Pope + The Catholicism + The Vatican (71 + 801 (or 802) + 6 + 606 + 593 = \textbf{2077 (or 2078)}

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. The praise be to Allah, Lord of the Alameen (Universe), the Rahman, the Raheem, Malik (Possessor or King) of (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 1): 102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 83 + 65 + 202 + 232 + 329 + 289 + 91 = \textbf{2077}

Jumada Al-Thania + 1422: (58 + 597) + 1422 = 655 + 1422 = \textbf{2077}

Tasi Ishreen (Twenty Ninth) + Zu Al-Qada: (531 + 630) + [706 (or 707) + 210] = 1161 + 916 (or 917) = \textbf{2077 (or 2078)}

Tisa Ishroon (Twenty Nine) + Zu Al-Qada: (535 + 626) + [706 (or 707) + 210] = 1161 + 916 (or 917) = \textbf{2077 (or 2078)}

The weight of an atom, evil... (verse 8 of Sura 99): 671 + 905 + 501 = \textbf{2077 (equivalent to 77)}

He said: Give me a respite till the day they are resurrected (verse 14 of Sura 7): \textbf{2077}

Give me a respite till the day they are resurrected. He said: (verse 79 – 80 of Sura 7): \textbf{2077}

has descended (or brought down) the Furqan (Quran) unto his servant so that he/it will be a warner to the people (verse 1 of Sura 25): \textbf{2077 (or 2078)}

while you were humiliated ones, so fear Allah, (verse 123 of Sura 3): \textbf{2077}

Sheikh Ahmad Al-Aseer + Abra + Lebanese Army +
Sunni Sheikh Ahmad Al-Aseer, Imam of Masjid (Mosque) of Bilal son Rabah in Abra, a district of city of Saida, Lebanon, and his ally former singer Fadl Shaker, were defeated by Shia’s Hizb Allah and the Lebanese Army in a battle that started on **Sunday June 23, 2013** (Shaban 14, 1434 Hijri) (Tammuz 15, 5773 Jewish) (2456.466.5th Julian). It lasted for about 24 hours till **June 24, 2013**. This means it happened in the Middle (or Half) of Shaban, traditionally an important day for Muslims.

We have given the Kawthar (River in Paradise), so pray to your Lord and slaughter. Your enemy is (verses 1 - 3 of Sura 108): **2077 (or 2078)**

Kharab (Devastation) of the American United States: **803 + (479 + 488 + 307) = 803 + 1274 = 2077** (equivalent to 77)

Nuclear Karitha (Disaster) + The American United States: **(726 + 77) + (479 + 488 + 307) = 803 + 1274 = 2077**

how your Lord has done to Aad, Iram, the one which has the pillars (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 89): **2077 (= 31 x 67) (2077 is the 1764th Composite Number) (2439 is the 2077th Composite Number)**

We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is ? Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and Spirit descend in it by permission (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 97): **5077**

they shall enter the Mosque, like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, we return and we make Jahanam (Hell), for the Disbelievers, an abode (verse 7 - 8 of Sura 17): **681 +138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 +1013 + 140 + 162 + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 154 + 98 + 420 + 308 = 6077**

♦ **Al-Ula (The First): 78 ( = 2 x 3 x 13 ) (78 is the 56th Composite Number) (56 is the 39th Composite Number) (106 is the 78th Composite Number) (141 is the 106th Composite Number) (397 is the 78th Prime Number)***
Exile: 78

Lamh (glimpse) (verse 77 of Sura 16): 78

Bid’a (Beginning) of Nihaya (End): 7 + 71 = 78

Day of Bidaya (Beginning): 56 + 22 = 78

Hayat (Life) of Jan (John or demons): 24 + 54 = 78

Ihya (Resurrection) + Ihlak (Devastation): 21 + 57 = 78

The Dajjal (Anti-Christ) + Hadd (Destruction): 69 + 9 = 78

Flesh (verse 14 of Sura 23): 78

Hamal (Lamb): 78

Haml (Pregnancy): 78

Hulm (Dream): 78

Adad (Number) (verse 5 of Sura 10) & (verse 11 of Sura 18): 78 (or 79)

Yuly (July) 22: 56 + 22 = 78

Yulyu (July – in Egypt) 16: 62 + 16 = 78

From (of) the day they are promised (verse 60 of Sura 51): 1078

To each other are an enemy and you shall have (verse 24 of Sura 7): 902 + 80 + 6 + 90 = 1078

The Book that you shall corrupt (verse 2 of Sura 17): 454 (or 453) + 624 = 1078 (or 1077)

Tablet preserved (or Preserved Tablet) (verse 22 of Sura 85): 44 + 1034 = 1078

(1078 is the 897th Composite Number) (1287 is the 1078th Composite Number)

Has descended (or brought down) the Furqan (Quran) unto his servant so that he/it will be a warner to the people (verse 1 of Sura 25): 2078 (or 2077)

Nihaya (End) of Last Pope + The Catholicism + The Vatican: 71 + [802 (or 801) + 6 + 606 + 593] = 71 + 2007 (or 2006) = 2078 (or 2077)

Promise of First Nuclear Test + The American
United States: $80 + [37 + (610 + 77)] + (479 + 488 + 307) = 80 + (37 + 687) + 1274 = (80 + 724) + 1274 = 804 + 1274 = 2078$

The torment (verse 15 of Sura 44) + The American United States: $804 + (479 + 488 + 307) = 804 + 1274 = 2078$

Day of Timur Lenk + Majzara (Massacre) of Baghdad: $56 + (656 + 100) + (255 + 1011) = 56 + (756 + 1266) = 56 + 2022 = 2078$ (2078 is the 1765th Composite Number) $[The$ $Khan$(Leader) $of$ $the$ $Mongols,$ $Timur$ $Lank/Lang$ $(meaning$ $Timur,$ $the$ $lame)$ $destroyed$ Baghdad on Zu Al-Qada 26 (or 27), 803 Hijri (July 9, 1401 AD), after a siege that started 6 weeks earlier, and massacred most its inhabitants.]$

He said: This is a mercy from my Lord. When Promise of my Lord comes, he shall turn it into ruins and was (verse 98 of Sura 18): $(131 + 707 + 648 + 90 + 212 + 782 + 5 + 80) + (212 + 108 + 26 + 6 + 71) = 2655 + 423 = 3078$

♦ He revived you (verse 66 of Sura 22): $79$ (or 80) $79$ is the 22nd Prime Number $401$ is the 79th Prime Number $108$ is the 79th Composite Number

18: Yuliet (July – Egypt based on French) + 18 : 61 + 18 = 79

The Planet: 79

Zalzala (Quake or Shaking Event) (verse 1 of Sura 22): 79

Crookedness (verse 28 of Sura 29): 79

Pain: 79

Covenant: 79

The Hamaj (Barbarians or uncivilized people): 79

Kaidahom (their scheming) (verse 2 of Sura 105): 79

Adad (Number) (verse 5 of Sura 10) & (verse 11 of Sura 18): 79 (or 78)

Religion of David: $64 + 15 = 79$

Day of 23: $56 + 23 = 79$

Yuly (July) + 23 = 56 + 23 = 79
The day we (God) strike, the Biggest Strike, We will be  (verse 16 of Sura 44):  

\[ 56 + (361 + (347 + 263 + 52) = 56 + 1023 = 1079 \text{ (} = 13 \times 83\text{)}\]  

(1079 is the 898th Composite Number) (1288 is the 1079th Composite Number)

So, when the Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18):  

\[ 782 + (5 + 80 + 212) = 782 + 297 = 1079 \text{ (or 1069)} \]

They shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter the Mosque like (verse 7 of Sura 17):  

\[ 113 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 = 1018 \text{ (or 1019)} + 61 = 1079 \text{ (or 1080)} \]

the Sky has been cracked. It is (verse 16 of Sura 69):  

\[ 1079 \]

The Israa (Heavenly journey) + the Miraj (Ascension to Heaven) + 1440:  

\[ 294 + 345 + 1440 = 639 + 1440 = 2079 \]

Day of fall of an atomic bomb on Hiroshima, Japan:  

\[ 175 + 187 + 915 + 110 + 572 + 64 = 56 + 2023 = 2079 \text{ (}2079\text{ is the 1766th Composite Number)}\]

[The U.S. dropped an atomic bomb on Hiroshima, Japan on August 6, 1945 at 8:15 AM Hiroshima time (August 5, 1945 at 7:15 PM New York time)]

in evident smoke that covers (verse 10 – 11 of Sura 44):  

\[ 2079 \]

The day the Sama (Sky or Heaven) brings in evident smoke that covers (verse 10 – 11 of Sura 44):  

\[ 56 + 3023 = 3079 \text{ (}3079\text{ is the 440th Prime Number)}\]

※ Promise (verse 98 of Sura 18):  

\[ 80 \text{ (}80\text{ is the 57th Composite Number)} \text{ (}110\text{ is the 80th Composite Number)} \text{ (}409\text{ is the 80th Prime Number)}\]
The Planets: 80
Al-Hadm (Destruction): 80
The Cradle (verse 29 of Sura 19): 80
The Muddat (period or duration): 80
Birth: 80

We revived (or resurrected) (verse 11 of Sura 50): 80
He revived you (verse 66 of Sura 22): 80 (or 79)
Al-Awliya (Guardians, Protectors, or Representatives) (verse 50 of Sura 18): 80

Says Subhan (Praise be): 80
Hand of Allah (verse 10 of Sura 48): 14 + 66 = 80

My Family: 1080 (equivalent to 80)

Dawla (State) of Babyl (Babylon): 45 + 35 = 80
Day the Heaven brings Promise: 1000 + 80 = 1080 (equivalent to 80)

they shall make faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque like (verse 7 of Sura 17): [114 (or 113) + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138] + 61 = 1019 (or 1018) + 61 = 1080 (or 1079)

Israel’s Istila (capture or taking control) of Quds (Jerusalem): [(503 + 303) + 110] + 164 = (806 + 110) + 164 = 916 + 164 = 1080

The Tabut (Ark or Coffin), in it there is Sakina (Solace) (verse 248 of Sura 2): 840 + 95 + 145 = 1080

Return of Pope John Paul, the Second: 278 + (37 + 75 + 98 + 592) = 278 + 802 = 1080 (equivalent to 80)

His coffin in the Church: 814 + 90 + 176 = 1080 (equivalent to 80)

Amshaj, We test him, then turn him (verse 2 of Sura 76): 345 + (497 + 238) = 345 + 735 = 1080
Israel’s Istila (capture or taking control) of Quds (Jerusalem): \[(503 + 303) + 110\] + 164 = \((806 + 110) + 164 = 916 + 164 = 1080\) (equivalent to 80) (1080 is the 899th Composite Number) (1290 is the 1080th Composit Number)

A day, Allah shall send a man from People (Family) of: \((56 + 602) + [66 (or 67) + 234 + 90 + 32] = 658 + 422 (or 423) = 1080 (or 1081)\) (This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi)

And the Trumpet is blown. That is the warned about day (verse 20 of Sura 50): 2080 (2080 is the 1767th Composite Number) (2443 is the 2080th Composite Number)

Book, as Tibyan (explanation or clarification) for every thing and a guide and mercy and Bushra (good news) (verse 89 of Sura 16): \[423 + (464 + 80 + 311 + 6 + 19 + 6 + 253 + 6 + 512) = 423 + 1657 = 2080\]

Third Thalith Ishroon (Twenty Third) + Shaban: \((1031 + 626) + 423 = 1657 + 423 = 2080\)

Israel’s Istila (capture or taking control) of the West Bank: \[(503 + 303) + 110\] + (916 + 1248) = \((806 + 110) + 2164 = 916 + 2164 = 3080\)

Promise of Al-Ikhraj (The Expulsion) + The West Bank : \(80 + (836 + 2164) = 80 + 3000 = 3080\) (equivalent to 80) (3080 is the 2639th Composite Number)

The Al-Samim (All-hearing) + Aitna (His Servant): \(81 \) (equivalent to 049) (81 is the 58th Composite Number) (111 is the 81st Composite Number) (419 is the 81st Prime Number) (2444 is the 2081st Composite Number)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Glory be to the one who sent, in a journey, his worshipper at night, from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we had blessed its surroundings, to show him of our signs. It is He who is the All-Hearer, the All-Seer. And we brought Moses (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 17): \[(102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 120 + 741 + 271 + 83 + 71 + 90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 318 + 280 + 41 + 318) + [232 + 741 + 274 + 49 + 295 + 90 + 464 (or 463) + 56 + 11 + 211] = 2657 + 2423 = 5080 (or 5079)\]

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Glory be to the one who sent, in a journey, his worshipper at night, from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we had blessed its surroundings, to show him of our signs. It is He who is the All-Hearer, the All-Seer. And we brought Moses (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 17): \[(102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 120 + 741 + 271 + 83 + 71 + 90 + 138 + 280 + 32 + 138 + 223 + 741 + 274 + 49 + 295 + 90 + 464 (or 463) + 56 + 11 + 211 + 333 + 6 + 462 (or 463) + 116] = 4423 + 1657 (or 1660) = 6080 (or 6083)\]

Abdih (His Worshipper or Servant) (verse 1 of Sura 25): \(81\) (equivalent to 049) (81 is the 58th Composite Number) (111 is the 81st Composite Number) (419 is the 81st Prime Number) (2444 is the 2081st Composite Number)

Abadat (Worshippers): \(81\)
After him (verse 104 of Sura 17): 81

Al-Walid: 81 [Caliph Al-Walid] bin Abd Al-Malik was the 6th Umawi Caliph and one of the most prominent Caliphs. He reigned from 705 AD (86 Hijri) till 715 AD (97 Hijri). During his reign, the construction of the Aqsa Mosque was completed in 705 AD, the Umawi Mosque of Damascus’ construction was commissioned in 705 AD and finished in 714 AD (96 Hijri), and the tomb of Prophet Muhammad (p) became part of the Prophet Mohammad’s Mosque in Medina. Historians consider his reign as the apex of Islamic power. In the West, Muslims under the leadership of Tariq bin Ziyad started the conquest of Al-Andalus in 711 AD (93 Hijri). In the East, Muslims’ rule reached as far as the Indus River in India by 712 AD.]

Day of 25: 56 + 25 = 81

Yulyu (July - Egypt) + 19 : 62 + 19 = 81

Yulya (July) 20 : 61 + 20 = 81

Farewell: 81

I’ada (Return): 81

Entity: 81

Painful (verse 11 of Sura 44): 81

The Yam (Sea): 81

Its Shaking Event. (verse 1 of Sura 99): 81

They were shaken (verse 11 of Sura 33): 81

Their country (or homeland): 81 (or 82)

Sha’waza (Sorcery or Witchcraft): 1081 (equivalent to 81)

The Munzireen (Warners) (verse 92 of Sura 27): 1081

From Allah recites purified scriptures (verse 2 of Sura 98): 90 + 66 + 457 + 187 + 269 = 1081

Khosrau Parvez (Emperor of Persia at the time of Prophet Mohammad (p)): 866 + 215 = 1081

The Mamaleek (Mamluks) + Libration of Akka: 172 + (818 + 91) =141 + 909 = 1081
Day of the Muslimeen (Muslims') Istiada (Getting back or Re-capture) of the Aqsa: 56 + (541 + 261) + 223 = 56 + (802 + 223) = 56 + 1025 = 1081

they shall make faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque like (verse 7 of Sura 17): [114 (or 113) + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138] + 61 = 1019 (or 1018) + 61 = 1081 (or 1080)

الدار البيضاء Casa Blanca (The White House) (largest city in Morocco): 234 + 845 = 1081 (1081 is the 900th Composite Number) (1292 is the 1081st Composite Number)

Day of Adam’s tasting of Tree of the Khuld (Immortality or Eternality):
56 + [807 + 45 + (508 + 665)] = 56 + (807 + 45 + 1173) = 56 + 2025 = 2081 (2081 is the 313th Prime Number)

أثناء تسع عشرين + ذو القعدة Tisa Ushreen (Twenty Nine) + Zu Al-Qada : (535 + 630) + [706 (or 707) + 210] = 1165 + 916 (or 917) = 2081 (or 2082)

That we are not going to assemble his bones. Yes, we are capable of re-constructing his fingertips. However, the human wants to indulge in wickedness for the time ahead of him. He asks: When (verse 3 – 6 of Sura 75): [81 +163 + 1016 + 42 + 364 + 110 + 51 + 126 + 108 + 32 + 224 + 192 + 323 + 87 + 323 + 87 + 100 (or 101)] + 62 = 3019 (or 3020) + 62 = 3081 (or 3082) (3081 is the 2640th Composite Number)

Guide us to the Straight Path the path of those whom you have given bounties, not those who are the subject of wrath who and not the Misguided (verse 6 – 7 of Sura 1): 61 + [ 330 + 681 + 299 + 791 + 561 + 155 + 1210 + 1879 + 155 + 6 + 922 (or 921)] = 61 + 7020 (or 7019) = 7081 (or 7080) (7081 is the 6171st Composite Number)

Those who have believed. When the prayer of Day of Friday is called for, strive to the mention of Allah and leave the selling. That is better for you if you know. Once the prayer is finished, disperse in the land and seek from the bounty of Allah and mention Allah a lot, perhaps (verse 9 – 10 of Sura 62): [791 + 98 (or 99) + 702 + 70 + 191 + 90 + 56 + 149 + 218 + 41 + 920 + 66 + 6 + 907 + 113 + 790 + 810] + [ 90 + 51 + 510 + 596 + 782 + 1310 + 162 + 1038 + 90 + 1032 + 6 + 1410 + 90 + 910 + 66 + 6 + 928 + 66 + 730 (or 731) + 190 + 574 ] = 6018 (or 6019) + 10063 (or 10064) = 16081

♦ Yajuj (Gog) and Majuj (Magog): 23 + 6 + 53 = 82 (82 is the 59th Composite Number) (112 is the 82nd Composite Number) (421 is the 82nd Prime Number) (3082 is the 2641st Composite Number)
Yunyu (June): 82

Yulyu (July) 20: 62 + 20 = 82

Day of 26: 56 + 26 = 82

Lailat (Eve) of Bid'a (Beginning): 75 + 7 = 82

The Illiterate: 82

Imam: 82

Atheist: 82

Peking: 82

Oceania (Continent that includes Australia and smaller nearby islands): 82

Wall of Jann (Jinn - invisible creatures who may possess humans): 28 + 54 = 82

Revives (verse 259 of Sura 2) Jann (John or Jinn – invisible creatures): 28 + 54 = 82

Ain Jalut + Nasr (Victory of the Mamaleek): (130 + 440) + (340 + 172) = 570 + 512 = 1082 ( = 2 x 541) (1082 is the 901st Composite Number) (1293 is the 1082nd Composite Number) [On Friday, September 3, 1260 AD Julian (September 10, 1260 AD Gregorian) (Ramadan 25, 658 Hijri) (Elul 26, 5020 Jewish), in the Battle of Ain Jalut in Galilee, Northern Palestine, the Muslim Mamaleek (Mamluks) achieved a decisive victory over the Maghool (Mongols or Tatar).]

Hill of Bayt (House) of the Maqdis (Holiness): 435 + (412 + 235) = 435 + 647 = 1082

Day of Kharja (Coming out) of the Messiah, the Dajjal: 56 + [808 + (149 + 69)] = 56 + (808 + 218) = 56 + 1026 = 1082

Day of Khuruj (Coming out) of the first Messiah: 56 + 809 + (149 + 68) = 56 + 809 + 217 = 1082

Day of + Peace, it is, till rise of the Dawn (verse 5 of Sura 97): 56 + 1026 (or 1027) = 1082 (or 1083)

Ruju (Return) of the Caliphate: 56 + [279 + 747 (or 746)] = 56 + 1026 (or 1025) = 1082 (or 1081)

Shimon Peres + Jami (Mosque) of the Jazzar (Slaughterer) + Akka: (406 + 229) + (114 + 242) + 91 = (635 + 356) + 91 = 991 + 91 = 1082 | President of Israel,
Shimon Peres, visited Mosque of the Jazzer (Slaughtefer) in Akka, Israel, on Tuesday, August 23, 2011 (Ramadan 23, 1432 Hijri) (Av 23, 5771 Jewish Calendar) (2455,796.5th Julian Day).

Aradan An Nehlik Qarya. We intend to Nuhlik (perish, devastate, or annihilate) a Qarya (city, town, or community), We order that its people who live lavishly/extravagantly (be allowed to do whatever they want), but they commit evil deeds. (verse 16 of Sura 17): (256 + 51 + 105 + 315 + 292) + (736 + 327) = 1019 + 1063 = 2082

We enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and destroy how high they reach a total destruction. Perhaps, your Lord may (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17): (6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 41 + 107 + 1013) + (140 + 262 + 51) = 3629 + 453 = 4082

• Hubut (Descent) of Adam + Hawwa (Eve): 22 + 45 (or 46) + 16 = 83 (or 84) (83 is the 23rd Prime Number) (431 is the 83rd Prime Number)

- حبوع ودحاء هبوع آدم + حواء
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and the Moon, are to be taken into account and the Star (verses 5 - 6 of Sura 55) + Paradises : (6 + 371 + 123 + 6 + 124) + 453 = 630 + 453 = 1083

Tabadul (Switch) of the Qutban (Poles) + Paradises : (437 + 193) + 453 = 630 + 453 = 1083

The Tariq (Unexpected Event) (verse 1 of Sura 86) + Intisar (Victory): 341 + 742 = 1083

Russia + Wahiya (Catastrophe) of Dakk
(Bombardment or Destruction) of New York + The Nuclear Weapons War: [277 + (27 + 24 + 302)] + [210 + (135 + 108)] = (277 + 353) + (210 + 243) = 630 + 453 = 1083

Day of War + Russia + Nuclear Wahiya (Catastrophe) + New York + London (or Sydney): 56 + 210 + 277 + 27 + 77 + 302 + 134 = 1083

Ikhifa (Disappearance): 1083 (equivalent to 83) (= 3 x 19 x 19 ) (1083 is the 902nd Composite Number) (1294 is the 1083rd Composite Number)

Between the two Barriers, he (Zu Al-Qarnain) found people who hardly understand what is said (verse 93 of Sura 18 ; this is the 2233rd verse of the Quran): 1083

Ishreen (Twentieth) + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq ): 630 + 453 = 1083 (equivalent to 83)

Muntasaf (Middle) of Shaban: 660 + 423 (or 422) = 1083 (or 1082)

The Ishreen (Twenty) + Shaban : 661 + 422 (or 423) = 1083 (or 1084)

Third Twentieth + Shuen Thalith Ishreen (Twenty Third) + Shaban : [1031 (or 1030) + 630] + 422 (or 423) = 1661 (or 1660) + 422 (or 423) = 2083 (2082 or 2084) [The first Crusade started their march from Europe on Friday August 15, 1096 AD (Shaban 23, 489 Hijri) and conquered Jerusalem on Friday, July 15, 1099 AD Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 4859 Jewish Calendar)]

Tasi wa Ishreen (Twenty Ninth) + Zu Al-Qada : (531 + 6 + 630) + [706 (or 707) + 210] = 1167 + 916 (or 917) = 2083 (or 2084)

the Raheem. Glory be to the one who sent, in a journey, his worshipper at night, from the Haram Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): (289 + 121 + 741 + 271) + [83 + 70 (or 71) + 90 + 138 + 280] = 1422 + 661 (or 662) = 2083 (or 2084)
When Yajuj (Gog) and Magog have been opened (unleashed or conquered) and they from every direction Yansiloon (descend or breed) (verse 96 of Sura 21) (This is the 2580th verse of the Quran): \( (702 + 888 + 23 + 6 + 53 + 6 + 45) + (90 + 50 + 14 + 206) = 1723 + 360 = 2083 \) (2083 is the 314th Prime Number) (2446 is the 2083rd Composite Number)

- **Fadaiya (Space) Creatures**: \( 1177 \) (or \( 1176 \)) + 906 = 2083 (or 2082)

- **Scattered you in the Earth**: \( 961 + 90 + 1032 = 2083 \)

- **Line of Latitude 33 North**: \( 609 + (1070 + 33) + 371 = (609 + 1103) + 371 = 1712 + 371 = 2083 \)

- **Day of Apparition (or vision) of children+ Fatima + Portugal**: \( 56 + [217 \text{ (or } 218) + 42] + (135 + 1633) = 56 + [259 \text{ (or } 260) + 1768] = 56 + 2027 \) (or 2028) = 2083 (or 2084)

- **Zilzal (Quake) of the Earth of Valdivia, Chile**: \( 75 + 216 + 1042 + 750 = 1333 + 750 = 2083 \) [On May 22, 1960 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1379 Hijri), the most powerful earthquake (measuring 9.5) ever recorded throughout history in the World happened in Valdivia, Chile.]

- He said: “This is a mercy from My Lord. When the Promise of my Lord comes, He will turn it into ruins and thus the Promise of my Lord is true.” (verse 98 of Sura 18): \( 131 + 706 + 253 + 90 + 212 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 212 + 108 + 26 \) (or 25) + \( 6 + 71 + 212 + 109 \) (or 108) = 3083 (3081 or 3082) (3083 is the 441st Prime Number)


- The Angels and the Spirit descend (or are brought down) in it, by the permission of their Lord, from every command. Peace it is till the rise of the Dawn. (verses 3 - 5 of Sura 97): \([90 + 111 + 505 \text{ } + 487] + [136 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 130 \text{ (or } 131) + 15 + 418 + 149 + 314 \] = (706 + 487) + 1994 (or 1995) = 1193 + 2890 (or 2891) = 4083 (or 4084) = 3 \times 1361 \) (4083 is the 3520th Composite Number)
In the name of Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful). Cursed are the hands of Abi Lahab and he is cursed. Shall not exempt him his money (or wealth) and what he has gained (or earned). He shall suffer in a fire with a flame (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 111): 

\[
\begin{align*}
(102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 802 + 15 + 13 + 37 + 6 + 402) &+ (41 + 1061 + 125 + 76 + 6 + 41 + 82 + 200 + 252 + 1101 + 37) \\
&= 2061 \text{ (or 2062)} + 3022 \\
&= 5083 \text{ (or 5084)} \\

5083 &\text{ is the 4403rd Composite Number}.
\end{align*}
\]

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Glory be to the one who sent, in a journey, his worshipper at night, from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we had blessed its surroundings, to show him of our signs. It is He who is the All-Hearer, the All-Seer. And we brought Moses (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 17): 

\[
\begin{align*}
(102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 121 + 741 + 262 + 83 + 71 + 90 + 138 + 280 + 32 + 138 + 223 + 741 + 274 + 49 + 295 + 90) &+ [464 \text{ (or 462)} + 56 + 11 + 211 + 333 + 6 + 463 \text{ (or 462)} + 116] \\
&= 4423 + 1660 \text{ (or 1657)} \\
&= 6083 \text{ (or 6080)} \\

6083 &\text{ is the 84th Composite Number.}
\end{align*}
\]

And the Earth and what is between them, if you are certain. There is no god except him. He gives life and causes death. He is your Lord and the Lord of your first fathers (or ancestors). But they are in doubt playing around. So, wait for the day the sky bring evident smoke, that covers the people. This is painful torment. Our Lord! Lift the torment from upon us (verse 7 - 12 of Sura 44): 

\[
\begin{align*}
(6 + 32 + 6 + 41 + 108 + 51 + 510 + 256 + 31 + 36 + 32 + 11 + 28 + 6 + 460 + 262 + 6 + 202 + 74 + 128 + 32 + 45 + 90) &+ (320 + 168 + 783 + 56 + 811 + 132 \text{ (or 133)} + 657 + 102 + 1320 + 142 + 706 + 773 + 81 + 253 + 401 + 121 + 773) \\
&= 3453 + 7630 \text{ (or 7631)} \\
&= 11083 \text{ (or 11084)} \\

11083 &\text{ is the 84th Prime Number.}
\end{align*}
\]

Wall of the Jews: \(28 + 56 = 84\) \(\text{ (84 is the 60th Composite Number)}\) \(\text{ (115 is the 84th Composite Number)}\) \(\text{ (433 is the 84th Prime Number)}\)

The Jinn (invisible creatures/spirits that may enter/possess bodies of humans) \(\text{ (verse 1 of Sura 72): } 84\)

The Magog (person resurrected by Gog and the Jinn (demons)): \(84\)

Eid (Islamic Feast or Holiday): \(84\)

The Maji (Coming or Arrival): \(84 \text{ (or 85)}\)

Hubut (Descent of Adam + Hawwa (Eve)): \(22 + 46 \text{ (or 45)} + 16 = 84 \text{ (or 83)}\)

Yulyu (July - Egypt) 22 : 62 + 22 = 84 \(\text{ (This refers to July 22)}\)

The first one (verse 5 of Sura 17): \(84\)

The Son: \(84\)
The News: 84

The Raisan Al-Amerikiyan (Two American Presidents) + Bush + Obama: \((362 + 363) + (308 + 51) = 725 + 359 = 1084\) (equivalent to 84) \((= 2 \times 2 \times 271)\)

\((1084\) is the 903rd Composite Number\)

From my Lord. When (verse 98 of Sura 18): 1084

When (the sight) is sparkled (verse 7 of Sura 75): \(782 + 302 = 1084\)

Moses and the Family (of Harun) left, carried by the Angels. It is (verse 248 of Sura 2): \(116 + 6 + 31 + 262 + 261 + 483 + 136 + 137 + 51 = 1084\) \((1083\) or 1085\)

Harq (Burning or Setting on fire) of Haikal (Temple) of Artemis: \(308 + 65 + 711 = 1084\)

Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Hour: \((80 + 837\) or 838\) + 167 = 917 \((or 918) + 167 = 1084\) \((or 1085)\)

We descended it (or him) in the Night of Qadr. And how would you know what the Night of Qadr is (verses 1-2 of Sura 97): \([52 + 143\) (or 144) + 90 + 75 + 335] + (6 + 41 + 226 + 41) + 75 = 695 \((or 696) + 314 + 75 = 1084\) \((or 1085)\)

The Arabs, a man from Ahl (Family) of my House: \([303 + 233 + 90]\) + 36 + 422 = \(626 + 36 + 422 = 662 + 422 = 1084\) \((This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi)\)

Constantinople: 1084 \((or 1085)\)

Day of Promise of Awda (Return) of Islamic Caliphate: \(56 + 80 + 85 + [716 + 147\) (or 146)\] = 56 + \([80 + 85 + 863\) (or 862)] = 56 + 1028 \((or 1027) = 1084\) \((or 1083)\)

Kingdom of Franj (Franks) + Bayt Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness): \([135 + 333\) (or 334)] + (412 + 204) = 468 \((or 469) + 616 = 1084\) \((or 1085)\)

Muslims used to refer to the Crusaders as the Ifranj (Franks)

The first Crusade started their march from Europe on Friday August 15, 1096 AD \((Shaban 23\) or 22\), 489 Hijri) and conquered Jerusalem on Friday, July 15, 1099 AD Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) \((Shaban 23, 492 Hijri)\) \((Tammuz 23, 4859 Jewish)\)

\(1084\) [Day of Third + Tishreen, the First (October): \(56 + 1031\) (or 1030) + \((960 + 37) = 56 + [1031\) (or 1030) + 997] = 56 + 2028 \((or 2027) = 2084\) \((or 2083)\)
Ibtida (Beginning) of Awda (Return) of Apollo 11 from the Moon to the Earth: \[409 + 85 + (45 + 11) + (90 + 371 + 41 + 1032) = 409 + (85 + 56) + 1534 = 409 + 1675 = \text{2084}\] (The beginning of Apollo 11’s return from the Moon to the Earth was on \text{July 22, 1969})

Apparition (vision) of the children + Fatima, the Portugal : \[(212 + 73) + (135 + 1664) = 285 + 1799 = \text{2084} \quad (= 2 \times 2 \times 521) \quad (\text{2084} \text{ is the } 1769^{th}\text{ Composite Number})\]

\[(448 + 141 + 1534) = 409 + 1675 \]

Al-Thalith Ashar (The Thirteenth) + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria): \[1061 \text{ (or } 1062) + 570 + 453 = \text{2084 (or } 2085) \quad (\text{July 13, 1917} \text{ is the date of the third apparition/vision of the three Catholic children in Fatima, Portugal, on which 3 secrets about the future were revealed to them.})

Yunye (June) \[21 + 1982 = 102 + 1982 = \text{2084} \quad \text{(equivalent to } 84) \quad (\text{Prince William} \text{ was born on } \text{June 21, 1982})\]

the Raheem. Glory be to the one who sent, in a journey, his worshipper at night, from the Haram Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): \[(289 + 121 + 741 + 271) + [83 + 71 (or 70) + 90 + 138 + 280] = 1422 + 662 (or 661) = \text{2084 (or } 2083)\]

sent, in a journey, his worshipper, at night, from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which (verse 1 of Sura 17): \[(271 + 83 + 70) + (90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 232 + 741) = 424 + 1660 = \text{2084}\]

to show him of our signs. It is He who is the All-Hearer, the All-Seer. And we brought Moses the Book and we made it (or him) a guidance to Bani (Children) of Israel (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 17): \[295 + 90 + 462 + 56 + 11 + 211 + 333 + 6 + 462 + 116 + 454 (or 453) + 6 + 159 (or 158)] + (9 + 92 + 312) = 2661 (or 2660) + 423 = \text{3084 (or } 3083)\]

the Aqsa Mosque which we had blessed its surroundings, to show him of our signs. It is He who is the All-Hearer, the All-Seer. And we brought Moses the Book and we made it (or him) (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 17): \[(138 + 223 + 741 + 273 + 49) + [295 + 90 + 462 + 56 + 11 + 211 + 333 + 6 + 462 + 116 + 454 (or 453) + 6 + 158 (or 159)] = 1424 + 2660 (or 2661) = \text{4084 (or } 4085)\]

Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafif (from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq, we descended it (or him) and in the Haq, it (or he) descended. And we have not (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): \[(312 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141] + (143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41) = 3660 (or 3661) + 424 = \text{4084 (or } 4085)\]
is the Creator, the Knowledgable. And we have brought you seven from the (verse 85 – 87 of Sura 15): \[ (6 + 1032 + 6 + 41 + 108 + 32 + 141 + 6 + 51 + 167 + 447 + 259) + (209 + 114 + 51 + 222 + 11 + 761 + 181 + 6 + 134 + 481 + 132 + 90 + 31) = 3661 \] \[ + 2423 = 6084 \]

In the name of Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful). Cursed are the hands of Abi Lahab and he is cursed. Shall not exempt him his money (or wealth) and what he has gained (or earned). He shall suffer in a fire with a flame (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 111): \[ (102 + 66 + 330 + 289 + 802 + 15 + 13 + 37 + 6 + 402) + (41 + 1061 + 125 + 76 + 6 + 41 + 82 + 200 + 252 + 1101 + 37) = 2062 \] \[ (or 2061) + 3022 = 5084 \] (or 5083) \(5084\) is the 4404th Composite Number

and the Earth and what is between them except in the Haq. And the Hour is coming, so forgive, the nice forgiveness. It is your Lord who is the Creator, the Knowledgable. And we have brought you seven from (verse 85 – 87 of Sura 15): \[ (6 + 1032 + 6 + 41 + 108 + 32 + 141 + 6 + 51) + [562 + 446 (or 447) + 259 + 209 + 114 + 51 + 222 + 11 + 762 (or 761) + 181 + 6 + 134 + 481 (or 482) + 133 + 90] = 1423 + 3661 \] \[ (3662 or 3663) = 5084 \] (5085 or 5086)

so we drowned him and the ones with him, all of them. And we said, from after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafiffa (from diverse backgrounds). And in the Haq we descended it (or him) and in the Haq it (or he) descended. And we have not sent you except as (verse 103 – 105 of Sura 17): \[ [1436 (or 1437) + 6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 302 + 138] + [1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 1233 (or 1232) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32] = 2661 \] \[ (or 2662) + 4423 (or 4422) = 7084 \]

♦ عودة (Return): \(85\) \(= 5 \times 17\) \(85\) is the 61st Composite Number \(116\) is the 85th Composite Number \(439\) is the 85th Prime Number

دعوة (Invitation): \(85\)

المجيء (Coming or Arrival): \(85\) \(or 84\)

جاء وعد Promise comes. (verse 98 of Sura 18): \(5 + 80 = 85\)

ليته Eve of 10: \(75 + 10 = 85\)

يوم 10 Day of 29: \(56 + 29 = 85\)

ميرو Mayo (May) 29: \(56\) \(or 57\) \(+ 29 = 85\) \(or 86\)

يولي Yuly (July) 29: \(56 + 29 = 85\)
Yulyu (July) + 23 : 62 + 23 = 85
Milad (Birth): 85

The Jann (Jinn – invisible creatures/spirits that may enter/possess bodies of humans) (verse 27 of Sura 15): 85

We revived it (verse 33 of Sura 36): 85

New Religion: 64 + 21 = 85
Religion of David: 64 + 21 = 85
Religion + Ihya (Revival or Resurrection): 64 + 21 = 85

[ Father of Zionism, Jewish journalist Theodor Herzl’s famous booklet titled Der Judenstaat (The Jewish State), advocating the creation of a Jewish state, was published in Vienna, Austria, on February 14, 1896 (Shaban 29, 1313 Hijri) (Shevat 30, 5656 Jewish Calendar).]

His Promise : 85

Allah has guided (verse 36 of Sura 16): 19 + 66 = 85

The Hujum (Attack): 85

the Trumpet one blow (verse 101 of Sura 23): (327 + 735) + 23 (or 24) = 1062 + 23 (or 24) = 1085 (or 1086) (1085 is the 904th Composite Number) (1296 is the 1085th Composite Number)

The Hour: (80 + 838 (or 837) + 167 = 1085 (or 1084)

We descended it (or him) in the Night of Qadr. And how would you know what the Night of Qadr is (verses 1 - 2 of Sura 97): [52 + 144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 335] + (6 + 41 + 226 + 41) + 75 = 696 (or 695) + 314 + 75 = 1085 (or 1084)

O My Father, I saw (verse 4 of Sura 12): 413 (or 414) + 61 + 611 = 1085 (or 1086)

Constantinople: 1085 (or 1084)

Qistantinya (Constantinople): 1085

Entrance of the Hollandiyoon (Dutch People) into Islam: 640 + 192 + 90 + 163 = 1085
The Promise of Intiha (End) of Manhattan: $80 + (458 + 547) = 80 + 1005 = 1085$

The Promise + Dakk (Destruction or bombardment) of Manhattan + Al-New Yorkiyeen (The New Yorkers): $111 + 24 + 547 + 403 = 1085$ (equivalent to 85)

الروسين + نيوروك + واشنطن Al-Rusiyeen (The Russians) + New York + Washington: $367 + 302 + 416 = 1085$ (equivalent to 85)

الهدم + سان فرانسيسكو كاليفورنيا Al-Hadm (Destruction) + San Francisco, California: $80 + 1005 = 1085$ (equivalent to 85)

مملكة إفرنج + بيت مقدس Kingdom of Ifranj (Franks) + Bayt Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness): $[135 + 334 (or 333)] + (412 + 204) = 469$ (or 468) + 616 = $1085$ (or 1084)

[Muslims used to refer to the Crusaders as the Ifranj (Franks)]

-third + Thalith Ashar (The Thirteenth) + Shaban: $[1030 (or 1031) + 6 + 626] + 423 = 1662$ (or 1663) + 423 (or 422) = $2085$ (or 2084 or 2086)

Glory to our Lord. Promise of our Lord has been LaMafoula (bound to be fulfilled) (verse 108 of Sura 17): $(120 + 253 + 51) + (71 + 80 + 253 + 257) = 424 + 661 = 1085$

they shall destroy, what they have built high, completely. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you and if you return (verse 7 - 8 of Sura 17): $(645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013) + (140 + 262 + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51 + 514) = 2743 + 1342 = 4085$ (or 4084) (4085 is the 3522nd Composite Number)
the Aqsa Mosque which we had blessed its surroundings, to show him of our signs. It is He who is the All-Hearer, the All-Seer. And we brought Moses the Book and we made it (or him) (verse 1–2 of Sura 17):  

\[
(138 + 223 + 741 + 273 + 49) + [295 + 90 + 462 + 56 + 11 + 211 + 333 + 6 + 462 + 116 + 454 (or 453) + 6 + 159 (or 158)] = 1424 + 2661 (or 2660) = 4085 (or 4084)
\]

Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq, we descended it (or him) and in the Haq, it (or he) descended. And we have not (verse 104–105 of Sura 17):  

\[
[312 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141] + (143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41) = 3661 (or 3660) + 424 = 4085 (or 4084)
\]

We drowned him and the ones with him, all of them. And we said, from after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (from diverse backgrounds). And in the Haq we descended it (or him) and in the Haq it (or he) descended. And we have not sent you except as (verse 103–105 of Sura 17):  

\[
[1437 (or 1436) + 6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 302 + 138] + [1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 1233 (or 1232) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32] = 2662 (or 2661) + 4423 (or 4422) = 7085 (or 7084)
\]

♦ William: 86 ( = 2 x 43 ) (86 is the 62nd Composite Number) (117 is the 86th Composite Number) (443 is the 86th Prime Number) (4724 is the 4086th Composite Number)

Hanukkah: 86 [Hanukkah or Feast of Dedication (also known as Feast / Festival of Lights), is an 8-day Jewish Holiday that commemorates the victory of practicing Jews and re-dedication of the Second Jewish Temple in Jerusalem to God on 25th day of Kislev (or Kisleu) (165 B.C.), after it was transformed by Greek Seleucid King Antiochus IV into a pagan temple and was desecrated by performing pagan rituals in the Jewish Temple, such as slaughtering and offering unholy sacrifices to pagan gods, three years earlier also on 25th day of Kislev (or Kisleu) (168 B.C.) ]

9 أيلول September 9 : 77 + 9 = 86

30 يولي Yuly (July) 30 : 56 + 30 = 86

24 يوليو + Yulyu (July) + 24th : 62 + 24 = 86

22 جويليه + Juillet (July – in Algeria & Tunis): 64 + 22 = 86

أحياء زومبي Ihya (Resurrection) of Zombie (People resurrected by evil methods): 21 + 65 = 86

أحياء الله Allah Ahya (revived): 20 + 66 = 86
Fida (Ransome or Sacrifice): 86

To/till the Day (verses 13 of Sura 77): 86

The Tamma (Overwhelming End Times Event) (verse 34 of Sura 79): 86

Hadd (Destruction) + Nakba (Disaster): 9 + 77 = 86

EarthQuake: 75 + 1011 = 1086 (1086 is the 905th Composite Number) (1298 is the 1086th Composite Number)

The Maseekh (False Messiah), the Awar (Deformed Eyed) + The Pope : (741 + 308) + 37 = 1086

When is Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval). When (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 75): 62 + 56 + 186 (or 187) + 782 = 1086 (or 1087)

When is Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection) (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 75) + Kingdom of Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness): [62 + 56 + 186 (or 187)] + 135 + (412 + 235) = 304 + (135 + 647) = 304 + 782 = 1086 (or 1087)

Perhaps the Hour is going to be soon (verse 63 of Sura 33): 1086 (equivalent to 86)

the Trumpet one blow (verse 101 of Sura 23): (327 + 735) + 24 (or 23) = 1086 (or 1085)

O My Father, I saw (verse 4 of Sura 12): [11 (or 10) + 403] + 61 + 611 = 414 (or 413) + 61 + 611 = 1086 (or 1085)

Israel was established on May 14, 1948.

Kharab (Devastation) of Britain: 803 + 283 = 1086

Sydney, Australia + City of Islam Abad : (134 + 703) + (109 + 132 + 8) = 837 + 249 = 1086 (equivalent to 86)

The End Times + City of Islam Abad : 837 + (109 + 132 + 8) = 837 + 249 = 1086 (equivalent to 86)

William son of Charles : 96 + 52 (or 53) + 938 = 1086 (or 1087)

The Caliph Al-Walid bin Abd Al-Malik: (756 + 81) + [52 (or 53) + 76 + 121] = 837 + 249 (or 250) = 1086 (or 1087)

Caliph Al-Walid bin Abd Al-Malik was the 6th
Umawi Caliph and one of the most prominent Caliphs. He reigned from 705 AD (86 Hijri) till 715 AD (97 Hijri). During his reign, the construction of the Aqsa Mosque was completed in 705 AD, the Umawi Mosque of Damascus’s construction was commissioned in 705 AD and finished in 714 AD (96 Hijri), and the tomb of Prophet Muhammad (p) became part of the Prophet Mohammad’s Mosque in Medina. Historians consider his reign as the apex of Islamic power. In the West, Muslims under the leadership of Tariq bin Ziyad started the conquest of Al-Andalus in 711 AD (93 Hijri). In the East, Muslims’ rule reached as far as the Indus River in India by 712 AD.]

رءﯾﺎ  ﻟﻮﺳﯿﺎ + ﻓﺎطﻤﮫ + ﺑﺮﺗﻐﻞ Vision of Lucia + Fatima + Portugal: \((212 + 107 + 135) + 632 \text{ or } 633\) \(= 454 + 632 \text{ or } 633 = 1086 \text{ (or } 1087\)\\

الصواريخ النووية + مدينة كراتشي The Nuclear Missiles + City of Karachi: \(1046 \text{ + } (109 + 931) = 1046 + 1040 = 2086 \text{ (equivalent to } 86\)\\

ثلاث و عشرون + شعبان Thalith wa Ishroon (Twenty Third) + Shaban: \([1031 \text{ or } 1030] + 6 + 626 = 1663 \text{ or } 1662 + 423 = 2086 \text{ (or } 2085\)\\

إلا بني إسرائيل في الكتاب لنفس من الأرض مرتين و تعلن علو لا موضوع فداك في الأرضين فإن بني إسرائيل (Children) of Israel in the Book that you shall corrupt in the Arid (Land or Earth) twice and you shall rise to a height (verse 4 of Sura 17): \(32 + (62 + 311 + 90 + 453 + 624) + (1032 + 700 + 6 + 580 + 106) = (32 + 1630) + 2424 = 1662 + 2424 = 4086 \text{ (4724 is the } 4086^{th} \text{ Composite Number})\\

و الأرض و ما بينهما إلا بالحق و إن الساعة لاأتيته فإنا نستصح الجمل إن ربك هو الخلق العليم و لقد أنبتك سبحانه و And We have not created the Heavens and the Earth and what is between them except in the Haq (Justice). And the Hour is coming, so forgive, the nice forgiveness. It is your Lord who is the Creator, the Knowledgable. And we have brought you seven from (verse 85 – 87 of Sura 15): \((6 + 1032 + 6 + 41 + 108 + 32 + 141 + 6 + 51) + [562 + 447 \text{ (or } 446\) + 259 + 209 + 114 + 51 + 222 + 11 + 762 \text{ (or } 761\) + 181 + 6 + 134 + 482 \text{ (or } 481\) + 133 + 90 ] = 1423 + 3663 \text{ (3661 or } 3662\) = 5086 \text{ (5084 or } 5085\)\\

و ما خلقنا السموت و الأرض و ما بينهما إلا بالحق و أن الساعة لاأتيته فإنا نستصح الجمل إن ربك هو الخلق العليم و لقد أنبتك سبحانه And We have not created the Heavens and the Earth and what is between them except in the Haq (Justice). And the Hour is coming, so forgive, the nice forgiveness. It is your Lord who is the Creator, the Knowledgable. And we have brought you seven from the Mathani and (verse 85 – 87 of Sura 15): \((6 + 1032 + 6 + 41 + 108 + 32 + 141 + 6 + 51 + 562 + 446 + 259 + 209 + 114 + 51 + 222 + 11) + (761 + 181 + 6 + 134 + 481 + 132 + 90 + 632 + 6) = 4663 + 2423 = 7086\\

♦ نيزك Naizak (Asteroid or Meteorite): \(87 \text{ (} = 3 \times 29\text{) (} 87 \text{ is the } 63^{rd} \text{ Composite Number}) \text{ (118 is the } 87^{th} \text{ Composite Number}) \text{ (449 is the } 87^{th} \text{ Prime Number})\)

نزل Descended (verse 105 of Sura 17): \(87\)

يونيو 5 Yunyu (June – in Egypt) \(5 : 82 + 5 = 87\)

الهنان The Han (91% of Chinese people in China are from the Han ethnic group): \(87\)
The Halak (Devastation): 87

We (God) revived (or resurrected) with/by it/him (verse 11 of Sura 50): 80 + 7 = 87

Ihya (revival) + Allah: 21 + 66 = 87

Ojouba (Amazing Event): 87

Bay’a (Offer of Allegiance) 87

The day: 87

My worshippers (verse 42 of Sura 15): 87

The Side: 87

We tested you in a trial/Upheaval (verse 40 of Sura 20): 550 + 537 = 1087 (equivalent to 87)

Kharab (Devastation) of Kingdom of the Engleez (English People): 803 + (135 + 149) = 803 + 284 = 1087 (equivalent to 87)

Nuclear Karitha (Catastrophe) + Kingdom of the Engleez (English People): (726 + 77) + (135 + 149) = 803 + 284 = 1087 (equivalent to 87)

We tested you in a trial/Upheaval (verse 40 of Sura 20): 550 + 537 = 1087 (equivalent to 87)

Peter’s Church + City of Vatican: (145 + 271) + (109 + 562) = 416 + 671 = 1087

Vision of Lucia + Fatima + Portugal: (212 + 107 + 135) + 633 = 454 + 633 (or 632) = 1087 (or 1086)

The Caliph Al-Walid ibin Abd Al-Malik: 756 + 81 + [53 (or 52) + 76 + 121] = 756 + 81 + 250 (or 249) = 1087 (or 1086)

Caliph Al-Walid bin Abd Al-Malik ibin Marwan ibn Al-Hakam ibn Abu Al-As was the 6th Umawi Caliph and one of the most prominent Caliphs. He reigned from 705 AD (86 Hijri) till 715 AD (97 Hijri). During his reign, the construction of the Aqsa Mosque was completed in 705 AD, the Umai Mosue of Damascus’s construction was commissioned in 705 AD and finished in 714 AD (96 Hijri), and the tomb of Prophet Muhammad (p) became part of the Prophet Mohammad’s Mosque in Medina. Historians consider his reign as the apex of Islamic power. In the West, Muslims under the leadership of Tariq bin Ziyad started the conquest of Al-Andalus in 711 AD (93 Hijri). In the East, Muslims’ rule reached as far as the Indus River in India by 712 AD. ]
Al-Walid ibn Abd Al-Malik ibn Marwan ibn Al-Hakam ibn Abu Al-As: $81 + [53 (or 52) + 76 + 121] + (53 + 297 + 53 + 99 + 53 + 9 + 192) = 81 + 250 (or 249) + 756 = 1087 (or 1086)

War of Israel + Hizb Allah + Operation of the Truthful Promise (Code name of Hizb Allah’s war against Israel that started on July 12, 2006): $210 + 302 + (17 + 66) + (155 + 111 + 226) = 210 + 302 + 83 + 492 = 1087$

Day of Waqfa (Stand up) in Arafat: $56 + 191 + 90 + 750 (or 751) = 1088 (or 1088)

The day the caller calls from a near place (location), the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), that is (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): $56 + (65 + 126) + 90 + (111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141) + 750 (or 751) = 56 + 191 + 90 + [1000 + 750 (or 751)] = 56 + 191 + 90 + 1750 (or 1751) = 2087 (or 2088) (equivalent to 87) (2087 is the 315th Prime Number)

Anzal (descended or brought down) (verse 1 of Sura 18) & (verse 4 of Sura 2): $88$

Allah has revived (brought back life): $66 + 20 = 88$

The Divinity: $88$

Aya (Sign) of Nihaya (End): $17 (or 16) + 71 = 88 (or 87)$

Aya (Sign) of the Night (verse 12 of Sura 17): $17 (or 16) + 71 = 88 (or 87)$

Night (or Eve) of Hadda (Incident of Destruction): $75 + 14 = 88$

September 11 (Zionists’ Attack on New York & Washington): $77 + 11 = 88$

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Iqra (Read or Recite) (verse 1 of Sura 96): $102 + 66 + 329 (or 330) + 289 + 302 = 1088 (or 1089)$

Day of Waqfa (Stand up) in Arafat: $56 + 191 + 90 + 751 (or 750) = 1088 (or 1088)
1087) (1088 is the 906th Composite Number) (1300 is the 1088th Composite Number)

Lucia + Cova da Iria + The Portugal: [107 (or 106) + 105 + 212] + 664 = 424 (or 423) + 664 = 1088 (or 1087)

Thalatha Ishreen (Twenty Three) + Shaban: [1035 (or 1036) + 630] + 423 = 1665 (or 1666) + 423 = 2088 (or 2089)  [The first Crusade started their marsh from Europe on Friday August 15, 1096 AD (Shaban 23, 489 Hijri) and conquered Jerusalem on Friday, July 15, 1099 Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 4859 Jewish Calendar) ]

The day the caller calls from a near place (location), the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), that is (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): 56 + (65 + 126) + 90 + (111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141) + 751 (or 750) = 56 + 191 + 90 + [1000 + 751 (or 750)] = 56 + 191 + 90 + 1751 (or 1750) = 2088 (or 2087) (2088 is the 1772nd Composite Number)

١٠٩٩ (beginning of the Crusaders’ Kingdom of Jerusalem) till ١١٨٧ (end of Crusaders’ Kingdom of Jerusalem for the first time by Salah Eddeen Al-Ayubi), there are ٨٨ years.

♦  The Janna (Paradise or Garden): 89 (89 is the 24th Prime Number) (120 is the 89th Composite Number) (461 is the 89th Prime Number)

The Jinna (invisible creatures that may possess humans) (verse 6 of Sura 114): 89

Balad (Country) of Jinn (invisible creatures that may possess humans): 36 + 53 = 89

Hubut (Descent) of Adam and Hawwa (Eve): 22 + 45 (or 46) + 6 + 16 = 89 (or 90)

Inzal (Bringing down): 89

The Jubilee : 89

The Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) + the Pope: 52 + 37 = 89

33 days : 33 + 56 (or 57) = 89 (or 90)

Yunyu (June – in Egypt) + 7: 82 + 7 = 89
The Kuwaikib (Small Planet or Asteroid): 89

The Inha (Ending): 89

Zawal (End) of a State: $44 + 45 = 89$

Hadd (Destruction) of Dawla (State) of Babyl (Babylon): $9 + (45 + 35) = 9 + 80 = 89$

The Hutam (Wreckage): 89

Promise of Hadd ( Destruction): $80 + 9 = 89$

Jawf (inside): 89

Fawj (Batch or group): 89

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Iqra (Read or Recite) (verse 1 of Sura 96): $102 + 66 + 330 (or 329) + 289 + 302 = 1089 (or 1088)$

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Recite in the name (verse 1 of Sura 96): $66 + 329 (or 330) + 289 + 302 + 103 = 1089 (or 1090)$

We descended (or brought down) the Zikr (Quran, Message, or something to be remembered) (verse 9 of Sura 15): $138 + 951 = 1089 (or 1090)$ (equivalent to 89)

This Quran (verse 9 of Sura 17): $706 + 383 = 1089$

Discovery of the Original Gospel: $802 + (125 + 162) = 802 + 287 = 1089$ (equivalent to 89)

Day they are on the Fire being tested (or tried) (verse 13 of Sura 51): 1089

The Day the Sky cracks (verse 25 of Sura 25): $56 + (900 + 133) = 56 + 1033 = 1089$

Aya (Sign) of Inshiqaq (splitting) of the Red Bahr (Sea): $16 (or 17) + 552 + (241 + 280) = 16 (or 17) + 552 + 521 = 1089 (or 1090)$

The Maseekh (False Messiah) + Dawla (State) of Israel: $741 + (45 + 303) = 741 + 348 = 1089$

Promise of Awda (Return) of the Islamic Caliphate: $80 + 85 + [747 + 177 (or 178)] = 80 + 85 + 924 (or 925) = 1089 (or 1090)$
Day of Wuquf (Standing up) in Arafat: $56 + [192 + 90 + 751 (or 750)] = 56 + 1033 (or 1032) = 1089 (or 1088)

Day of Tuesday: $56 + 1033 = 1089$

Day of Burja (Two Towers) of the Alamiya (World) Trade: $56 + (206 + 640 + 187) = 56 + 1033 = 1089$

Halak (Devastation or Perishing) of Burja (Two Towers) of the Alamiya (World) Trade: $56 + (206 + 640 + 187) = 56 + 1033 = 1089$

Center of the Alami (World) Trade: $267 + 640 + 182 = 1089$
(equivalent to 89) ($3 \times 3 \times 11 \times 11$) ($33 \times 33 = 1089$) (1089 is the 907th Composite Number)
(1302 is the 1089th Composite Number)

[On Tuesday, September 11, 2001 Gregorian (August 29, 2001 Julian) (Jumada Thania 23 (or 22), 1422 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5761 Jewish Calendar) (2452, 163.5th Julian day), the Zionists implemented their terrorist attack on New York City and Washington DC.]

September 11 + 2001: (77 + 11) + 2001 = 88 + 2001 = 2089
(equivalent to 89) (2089 is the 316th Prime Number) (2453 is the 2089th Composite Number)

[The first Crusade started their march from Europe on Friday August 15, 1096 AD (Shaban 23, 489 Hijri) and conquered Jerusalem on Friday, July 15, 1099 AD Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 4859 Jewish Calendar).]

Thalith wa Ishreen (Twenty Third) + Shaban: $[1030 (or 1031) + 6 + 630] + 423 = 1666 (or 1667) + 423 = 2089 (or 2090)$

Kanoun Awal (December – in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 9 + 1917: $[126 (or 127) + 37] + 9 + 1917 = [163 (or 164) + 9] + 1917 = 172 (or 173) + 1917 = 2089 (or 2090)$

[Britain captured Jerusalem from the Ottoman Empire. The Ottoman Governor of Jerusalem sent a “Surrender Letter”, delivered by Mayor of Jerusalem, Hussein Al-Husseini, to the British invaders on Sunday, December 9, 1917 (Safar 24, 1336 Hijri) (Kislev 24, 5678 Jewish). Field Marshal Edmund Allenby, head of the invading British forces, entered Jerusalem on foot, through the Jaffa gate, on December 11, 1917.]

O People: Enter the Holy Land that God has written for you (verse 21 of Sura 5): $156 (or 157) + [642 + (1032 + 240) + 441 + 422 + 66 + 90] = 156 (or 157) + (642 + 1272 + 441 + 422 + 66 + 90) = 156 (or 157) + 2933 = 2089 (or 2090)

The one whom Jesus son of Mary prays behind him: $741 + 140 + 150 + 53 + 290 + 715 = 2089$ (This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi)
Apparition (vision) of the children + Fatima, Portugal: \[217 \text{ or } 218 + 73 = 290 \text{ (or 291)} + 1799 = 2089 \text{ (or 2090)}\) (July 13, 1917 is the date of the third apparition in Fatima, Portugal, on which the 3 secrets about the future were revealed to the 3 children)

Third Secret + Fatima + The Portugal: \[1030 \text{ (or } 1031) + 260 + (135 + 664) = 1290 \text{ (or 1291)} + 1799 = 3089 \text{ (or 3090)}\) (3089 is the 442nd Prime Number)

آدرك ما ليله القدر ليله القدر خير من ألف شهر تنزل
You know what is Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr. Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. Descend (verse 2 - 4 of Sura 97): \[225 \text{ (or 226) + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 = 3089 \text{ (or 3090)}\]


tَنْزِلْ شَهْرًا مِنْ خَيْرٍ اِلْقَدْرِ لَيْلَةٌ مِّنْهُ لِلْقَدْرِ لَيْلَةٌ مِّنْ أَفْلَامٍ ۚ وَأَنَا الْعَلِيمُ ۚ وَحِيُّ اللَّهِ
Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): \[66 + 329 + 289 + 52 + 143 \text{ (or 144)} + 90 + 75 + 335 + [6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 \text{ (or 137)} + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247] + 90 = 1044 \text{ (or 1045)} + [335 + 4710 \text{ (or 4711)}] = 1044 \text{ (or 1045)} + 5045 \text{ (or 5046)} = 6089 \text{ (6090 or 6091)} \ 6089 \text{ is the 794th Prime Number}

Sura of the Fajr (Dawn) is Sura 89

♦ The Mahdi: 90 \( (= 10 \times 9)\) (90 is the 65th Composite Number) (121 is the 90th Composite Number) (463 is the 90th Prime Number)

وَحِيُّ اللَّهِ Wahy (Revelation or Inspiration) of Allah : \[24 + 66 = 90\]

لا يسلبها No one uncovers (verse 187 of Sura 7) \[31 + 59 = 90\]

هو الله أحد HoWa (He) is Allah, who is Ahad (One) (verse 1 of Sura 112): \[11 + 66 + 13 = 77 + 13 = 90\]

Hubut (Descent) of Adam and Hawwa (Eve): \[22 + 46 \text{ (or 45)} + 6 + 16 = 90 \text{ (or 89)}\]

Adam + Apollo: 45 + 45 = 90

هيكل يهود Haikal (Temple) of Jews: 65 + 25 = 90

من From (verse 4 of Sura 97): 90

في In (verse 1 of Sura 97): 90
Ailul (September) + 13 = 77 + 13 = 90

Yulyu (July) 28 : 62 + 28 = 90

Yulya (July – in Egypt based on French): 61 + 29 = 90

33 days : 33 + 57 (or 56) = 90 (or 89)

The Aya (verse) 42 : 48 + 42 = 90

For you (verse 9 of Sura 62): 90

Flexible (not rigid): 90

Inviter: 90

King : 90

Malik (Possessor or Master) (verse 4 of Sura 1): 90 (or 91)

Malak (Angels or Angel): 90

Warned about or Warning): 90

My Promise: 90

My enemy (verse 1 of Sura 60): 90

Saad ( This is one of the mysterious Opening Words/Letters, whose meaning is unknown, of 29 Suras in the Quran) (verse 1 of Sura 38): 90

The Dajjal + Ihya (Resurrection): 21 + 69 = 90

Ahya (Resurrected People) of the Dajjal: 21 + 69 = 90

The Huda (the Guidance) + The Hadd (Destruction): 50 + 40 = 90

Al-Hind (India): 90

Nile: 90

Hadd (Destruction) of Wall of Jinn (invisible creatures): 9 + (28 + 53) = 9 + 81 = 90

Hadd (Destruction) of Wall of Majuj (Magog): 9 + (28 + 53) = 9 + 81 = 90
He said: This is mercy (verse 98 of Sura 18): (131 + 706) + 253 = 837 + 253 = 1090 (= 2 x 5 x 109) (equivalent to 90) (1090 is the 908th Composite Number) (1304 is the 1090th Composite Number) (8741 is the 1090th Prime Number)

Ramadan: 1090 (or 1091)

Thuluthain (Two Thirds): 1090

Janna (Paradise) of the Earth: 58 + 1032 = 1090

Mu’az (Accepted Refugee) + The Haram (where Ka’ba is located): 811 + 279 = 1090 (equivalent to 90)

Raj’a (Return) of the Refugee: 278 + 812 = 1090 (equivalent to 90)

We descended (or brought down) the Iron, in it there is powerful (mighty) strength and benefits for the people (verse 25 of Sura 57): 1090 (or 1089)

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Recite in the name (verse 1 of Sura 96): 66 + 330 (or 329) + 289 + 302 + 103 = 1090 (or 1089)

Created every thing (verse 62 of Sura 39): 730 + 50 + 310 (or 311) = 1090 (or 1091)

The Alameen (Universe), the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), Malik (Possessor, Master, or King) of Day of the Deen (Judgment or Religion) (verse 2 – 4 of Sura 1): 230 (or 231) + 329 + 289 + 90 + 56 + 95 = 1090 (or 1091)

Season of Khareef (Autumn or Fall): 200 + 890 = 1090

Order of Adad (Number): 1012 + 78 = 1090

It is the Sign of his Kingship is to bring you (verse 248 of Sura 2): 51 + (412 + 95 + 51 + 481) = 51 + 1039 = 1090

We have descended it (or him) in the Night of Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97): 52 + 143 (or 144) + 90 + 470 + 335 = 1090 (or 1091)

by permission of their Lord from (verse 4 of Sura 97): 1090 (or 1092)

their Idda (number, or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) (verse 31 of Sura 74): 523 + 32 + 535 = 1090

from a near place (location), the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): [90 + 111 (or 110)] + (312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141) = 201 (or 200) + 889 = 1090 (or 1089)
Aya (Sign) of Inshiqaq (splitting) of the Red Bahr (Sea): 17 (or 16) + 552 + 241 + 280 = **1090 (or 1089)**

Landing on the surface of the Mars: (22 + 110) + 77 + 881 = (132 + 77) + 881 = **1090**

Promise of Awda (Return) of the Islamic Caliphate: 80 + 85 + [747 + 178 (or 177)] = 80 + 85 + 925 (or 924) = **1090 (or 1089)**

The Thalith (Third) + Tishreen, the First (October): 1062 (or 1061) + (960 + 68) = 1062 (or 1061) + 1028 = **2090 (or 2089)** (equivalent to 90) **(2090 is the 1773rd Composite Number)** (2454 is the 2090th Composite Number)

Creatures + The Space (outside of the Earth): 1177 + 913 = **2090**

The Rahman, the Raheem. Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Universe, the Rahman, the Raheem, master of Day of the Deen (Judgment or Religion). You are (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 1): 329 + 289 + 83 + 65 + 202 + 231 + 329 + 289 + 90 (or 91) + 56 + 95 + 32 = **2090 (or 2091)**

And the Night when it prevails (verse 1 of Sura 92): (6 + 71) + (702 + 1311) = 77 + 2013 = **2090**

A. L. M. A book we have descended to you so that you bring out (verse 1 of Sura 14): **2090 (or 2091)**

Until when Yajuj (Gog) and Majuj (Magog) have been opened (or unleashed) (verse 96 of Sura 21): (418 + 702 + 888) + (23 + 6 + 53) = 2008 + 82 = **2090** (equivalent to 90)

Rise of the Sun and before the Setting and of the night (verse 39 – 40 of Sura 50): 115 + 431 + 6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 71 = **2090**

And do it at the end of the prostration. And listen the day the Caller calls from a close place, the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) (verse 40 – 41 of Sura 50): 6 + 207 (or 208) + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144 = **2090 (or 2091)**

O People: Enter the Holy Land that God has written for you (verse 21 of Sura 5): [11 (or 10) + 146] + [642 + (1032 + 240) + 441 + 422 + 66 + 90] = [157 (or 156) + 642 + 1272 + 441 + 422 + 66] + 90 = 3000 + 90 = **2090 (or 2089)**

Apparition (vision) of the children + Fatima, Portugal: [218 (or 217) + 73] + (135 + 1664) = 291 (or 290) + 1799 = **2090 (or 2089)**

Kanoun Awal (December –in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 9 + 1917: [127 (or
126) + 37] + 9 + 1917 = [164 (or 163) + 9] + 1917 = 2090 (or 2089)

Britain captured Jerusalem from the Ottoman Empire. The Ottoman Governor of Jerusalem sent a “Surrender Letter”, delivered by Mayor of Jerusalem, Hussein Al-Husseini, to the British invaders on Sunday, December 9, 1917 (Safar 24, 1336 Hijri) ( Kislev 24, 5678 Jewish). Field Marshal Edmund Allenby, head of the invading British forces, entered Jerusalem on foot, through the Jaffa gate, on December 11, 1917 (Safar 26, 1336 Hijri)

[Thalith wa Ishreen (Twenty Third + Shaban) : [1031 (or 1030) + 6 + 630] + 423 = 1667 (or 1666) + 423 = 2090 (or 2089) (2090 is the 1773rd Composite Number) (2454 is the 2090th Composite Number)]

[The first Crusade started their march from Europe on Friday August 15, 1096 AD (Shaban 23, 489 Hijri) and conquered Jerusalem on Friday, July 15, 1099 AD Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 4859 Jewish Calendar)]

[Thalatha wa Ishroon (Twenty Three + Shaban) : [1035 (or 1036) + 6 + 626] + 423 (or 422) = 1667 (or 1668) + 423 (or 422) = 2090 (or 2091)]

[The End Times, they shall ruin your faces and enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Like the Salibiyoon (Crusaders) entered it the first time : 837 + (107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138) + (61 + 639 + 229 + 67 + 245) = (837 + 1012) + 1241 = 1849 + 1241 = 3090 = (2 x 3 x 5 x 103) (3090 is the 2647th Composite Number)]

[The Third Secret + Fatima + The Portugal : [1031 (or 1030) + 260] + (135 + 664) = 1291 (or 1290) + 1799 = 3090 (or 3089)]

[The one who sent his servant on a journey at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque, the one we have blessed (verse 1 of Sura 17): 741 + (271 + 83 + 71 + 90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 223) + [741 + 273 (or 274)] = (741 + 1335) + 1014 (or 1015) = 2076 + 1014 (or 1015) = 3090 (or 3091)

[In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Glorifies (or Praises) Allah what is in the Heavens and what is in the Earth, the King, the Holy One (verse 1 of Sura 62): (102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 80 + 66 + 41 + 90) + (537 + 6 + 41 + 90 + 1032 + 121 + 201) = 1062 + 2028 = 3090]

[People of the Fire except as Angels made People of the Fire except as Angels and We have not made their Idda (count, number, or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved (verse 31 of Sura 74 ) : 154 + 102 + 282 + 32 + 106 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 = 3090]

[You know what is Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr. Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. Descend (verse 2 - 4 of Sura 97): 226 (or 225) + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 = 3090 (or 3089)]

[Viking 1 was the first of two spacecrafts sent by the U.S. to Planet Mars as part of NASA's Viking]
program. It was the first spacecraft to successfully land on Mars. **Viking 1** was launched on August 20, 1975. The Lander (not a human being) landed on **Mars** on **July 20, 1976**. The Lander separated from the Orbiter at 08:51 UTC and landed at 11:53:06 UTC.

It is the Aya (Sign) of his Kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin). In it, there is Sakina from your Lord and the remainder of what is left by the Family of Moses and the Family of Aaron carried by the angels. There is in that (verse 248 of Sura 2):

\[
51 + 17 + 95 + 51 + 481 + 840 + 95 + 145 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 117 + 81 + 620 + 32 + 107 = 3090 \text{ (or 3099)}
\]

Guide us to the Straight Path, path of those whom you have given them your bounties, other than (verse 6 – 7 of Sura 1):

\[
61 + 331 + 681 + 300 + 791 + 561 + 155 + 1210 = 4090
\]

To them their Prophet: The Sign of his Kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin). In it, there is Sakina from your Lord and the remainder of what was left by the Family of Moses and the Family of Aaron carried by the angels. There is in that (verse 248 of Sura 2):

\[
(137 + 51 + 90 + 750) = 5090 \text{ (5090 is the 4409th Composite Number)}
\]

they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach completely. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, We return (verse 7 of Sura 17):

\[
681 + 138 + 61 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 41 + 143 + 6 + 141 + 87 = 4028 = 4090 \text{ (4090 is the 3527th Composite Number)}
\]

that an Oath to someone who has a brain. Have you not seen what your Lord has done to Aad, Iram, the one which has the pillars, which (verse 5 - 8 of Sura 89):

\[
750 + 200 + 740 + 211 + 71 + 600 + 110 + 180 + 222 + 77 + 241 + 1101 + 146 + 441 = 5090
\]

**Allah**, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97):

\[
(66 + 329 + 289) + [52 + 143 (or 144) + 90 + 75 + 335] + (6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335) + (75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505) + (487 + 137 + 245 + 96) + [(753 + 247) + 90] = [684 + 695 (or 696) + 724 + 1926] + [971 + (1000 + 90)] = 4029 (or 4030) + (971 + 1090) =
\]
4029 (or 4030) + 2061 = 6090 (or 6091) (6090 is the 5295th Composite Number)

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): 

\[
(66 + 329 + 289 + 52 + 144 (or 143) + 90 + 75) + 335 + [6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247] + 90 = 1045 (or 1044) + [335 + 4710 (or 4711)] = 1045 (or 1044) + 5045 (or 5046) = 6090 (6089 or 6091)
\]

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97):

\[
(66 + 329 + 289 + 83 + 65 + 202 + 231 + 329 + 289 + 90 + 56 ) + (95 + 32 + 126 + 6 + 32 + 640 + 61 + 331 + 681 + 300 + 791 + 561 + 155 + 1210 + 1879 + 155 + 6) = 2029 + 7061 = 9090
\]

(9090 is the 7962nd Composite Number)

From July 4, 1187 AD (Battle of Hitteen) to October 2, 1187 AD (Salah Eddeen Al-Ayyubi’s liberation of Jerusalem from the Crusaders), there are 90 days.

♦ Malak (Angel): 91 (91 is the 66th Composite Number) (122 is the 91st Composite Number) (467 is the 91st Prime Number)

Malik (Possessor, Master, or King) (verse 4 of Sura 1): 91 (or 90)

Malik (name of the Angel guarding Hell): 91 (or 90)

Kamal (Completion or Perfection): 91 (Kamal is also the name of Mustafa Kamal Ataturk)

Afwaj (successive groups) (verse 18 of Sura 78) & (verse 2 of Sura 10): 91 (or 92)

Day of a mountain: 56 + 35 = 91

Day of Babyl (or Babylon): 56 + 35 = 91

The Ma’ida (Table of Food) (The story of Ma’ida that Jesus asks God to bring down as a miraculous Sign is mentioned in verses 112 - 115 of Sura 5, titled Al-Ma’ida): 91

as if (verse 187 of Sura 7): 91
Akka (Akko or Acre is small city in Northern Israel, at the foot of Mount Carmel, near Meggido where Armageddon is expected to take place): 91

Yulyu (July) 29: 62 + 29 = 91

Bidaya (Beginning) of the Dajjal: 22 + 69 = 91

The Pope John: 37 + 54 = 91

Dajjal + Magog: 38 + 53 = 91

Dajjal + Jinn (demons): 38 + 53 = 91

Hadd (Destruction) of Wall of Jann (Jinn – invisible creatures): 9 + (28 + 54) = 9 + 82 = 91

Hadd (Destruction) of Yajuj (Gog) and Majuj (Magog): 9 + (23 + 6 + 53) = 9 + 82 = 91

Thirty: 1091 (or 1090) (equivalent to 91) (1091 is the 182nd Prime Number) (1305 is the 1091st Composite Number) (8747 is the 1091st Prime Number)

Ramadan: 1091 (or 1090) (equivalent to 91)

We have descended it (or him) in the Night of Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97): 52 + 144 (or 143) + 90 + 470 + 335 = 1091 (or 1090)

Hubut (Descent) of Adam and Hawa (Eve) + Earth: 22 + 46 + 6 + 16 + 1001 = 1091

Khuruj (Getting-out, Departure, Exit) of Iblees from the Paradise: 809 + 103 + 90 + 89 (or 139) = 1091 (or 1141)

To a designated Ajal (Date of End). When their Ajal comes (verse 45 of Sura 35): 41 + 34 + 150 + 782 + 5 + 79 = 1091

and those who have believed grow in faith and do not (verse 31 of Sura 74): 6 + 26 + 821 + 99 + 102 (or 103) + 6 + 31 = 1091 (or 1092)

Created every thing (verse 62 of Sura 39): 730 + 50 + 311 (or 310) = 1091 (or 1090)

The Saiha (Scream) on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), that is the day of (verse 42 of Sura 50): [144 + 141 + 750 (or 751)] + 56 = 1035 (or 1036) + 56 = 1091 (or 1092)

Day of Sixteen: 56 + (465 + 570) = 56 + 1035 = 1091
By Day of the Qiyama and do swear by the self-reproaching soul. Does the human think (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 75): 58 + 186 (or 187) + 6 + 31 + 201 + 223 + 113 + 81 + 192 (or 193) = 1091 (or 1092)

... and I do swear by the self-reproaching soul. Does the human think that We are not going to assemble? (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 75): 6 + 31 + 201 + 223 + 113 + 81 + 192 (or 193) + 81 + 163 = 1091 (or 1092)

... every wise command gets distinguished, a command from (verse 4 – 5 of Sura 44): (390 + 50 + 241 + 78 + 242) + 90 = 1001 + 90 = 1091

... he taught the human what he had not known. No, it is the human (verse 4 – 6 of Sura 96): 203 + 140 + 193 (or 192) + 41 + 70 + 150 + 51 + 51 + 192 (or 193) = 1091 (1090 or 1092)

... Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful). The Qaria (Horrible End Times event) (verse 1 of Sura 101): 66 + 329 (or 330) + 289 + 407 = 1091 (or 1092)

... the Raheem (Most Merciful). O You the Muddathir (verse 1 of Sura 74): 289 + 27 + 775 = 1091

... the Raheem (Most Merciful). Cursed (verse 1 of Sura 111): 289 + 802 = 1091

... the Alameen (Universe), the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), Malik (Possessor, Master, or King) of Day of the Deen (Judgment or Religion) (verse 2 – 4 of Sura 1): 231 (or 232) + 329 + 289 + 91 (or 90) + 56 + 95 = 1091 (1090 or 1092)

... how a warner came to them (verse 4 of Sura 38): 51 + 50 + 990 = 1091

... And I am nothing but a warner (verse 9 of Sura 46): 6 + 41 + 52 + 32 + 960 = 1091

... Sinai and this safe Balad (country, city, or place) (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 95): 180 + 6 + 706 (or 707) + 67 + 132 = 1091 (or 1092)

... Land of the Mahdi: 90 + 1001 = 1091

... Severe torment (verse 20 of Sura 57) & (verse 15 of Sura 58): 773 + 318 = 1091 (equivalent to 91)

... Al-Nadheer (Jewish Tribe that used to live in Arabia): 1091 (equivalent to 91)

... Sent to the illiterates a Messenger (verse 2 of Sura 62): (572 + 90 + 132) + 297 = 794 + 297 = 1091
Hazima (Defeat) of Israel + Armageddon + Al-Malhama Al-Kubra (The Big Battle/War): 67 + 303 + 304 + 417 = 1091

Al-Aqsa + The English People + Israel + Al-Malhama Al-Kubra (The Big Battle/War): 223 + 149 + 302 + 417 = 1091

Britain’s Istila (Capture) of the Quds (Jerusalem): 503 + 283 + 110 + 195 = 1091

Al-A’iz (The Refugee) + The Haram (where Ka’ba is located): 812 + 279 = 1091 (equivalent to 91)

The Rahman, the Raheem. Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Universe, the Rahman, the Raheem, master of Day of the Deen (Judgment or Religion). You are (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 1): 329 + 289 + 83 + 65 + 202 + 231 (or 232) + 329 + 289 + 91 (or 90) + 56 + 95 + 32 = 2091 (2090 or 2092)

A. L. M. A book we have descended to you so that you bring out (verse 1 of Sura 14): 2091 (2090 or 2092)

And do it at the end of the prostration. And listen the day the Caller calls from a close place, the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) (verse 40 – 41 of Sura 50): 6 + 208 (or 207) + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144 = 2091 (2090)

its surroundings to show him from our Signs. He is the All-Hearer, the All-Seer. And brought to Moses the Book (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 17): 49 + 295 + 90 + 462 (or 463) + 56 + 11 + 211 + 333 + 6 + 462 + 116 = 2091 (2092)

The dawn and Ten Nights and the Even and the Odd (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 89): (314 + 6 + 71 + 570 + 6 + 481 + 6) + 637 = 1454 + 637 = 2091

The First life or Life in our current World) and your Lord shall give you, so that you will be satisfied (verse 4 – 5 of Sura 93): 78 + 6 + 176 + 119 + 222 (or 224) + 1490 = 2091 (or 2093)

Thalatha wa Ishroon (Twenty Three) + Shaban: (1036 + 6 + 626) + 423 (or 422) = 1668 + 423 (or 422) = 2091 (or 2090)

In a blessed night. We have been warning. In it, gets distinguished (verse 3 – 6 of Sura 44): 90 + [75 + 267 (or 268) + 52 + 71 + 1050 + 96 + 390] = 90 + 2001 (or 2002) = 2091 (or 2092) (2091 is the 1774th Composite Number)

In a blessed night. We have been warning. In it, every wise command gets distinguished, a command from us. We have been
warner for those who fear it. As if the day they see it, they do not remain except (verse 45 - 46 of Sura 79): 990 + 90 + 916 (or 917) + 116 + 56 + 272 + 70 + 549 + 32 = 3091 (or 3092)

If you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it (verse 7 of Sura 17): 51 + 502 + 116 + [782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645] = 4091 (or 4092)

his Kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Coffin or Ark), in it there is Sakina from your Lord and the remainder of what Family of Moses and the Family of Aaron left, carried by the Angels. It is in (verse 248 of Sura 2): [ 95 + 51 + 481 + 840 + 95 + 145 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 117 + 81 + 620 + 32 + 116 + 6 + 32 + 262 (or 261) + 483 + 136 (or 137) + 51 ] + 90 = 4001 (4000 or 4002) + 90 = 4091 (4090 or 4092)
of disbelief. Those ones, their deeds are doomed and in the Fire, they shall stay eternally. However, the Mosques of Allah are visited by those who have believed in Allah and the Last Day and established the Salat (Prayer) and performed Zakat (Obligatory Charitable Donation) and have not feared except Allah. So, perhaps those shall (verse 17 – 18 of Sura 9): 333 + 67 + 419 + 187 + 6 + 90 + 282 + 45 + 691 + 92 + 320 + 108 + 66 + 90 + 92 + 68 + 6 + 87 + 833 + 6 + 142 + 157 + 6 + 412 + 64 + 6 + 70 + 910 + 32 + 66 + 220 + 67 + 51 = 6091

(verse 6 – 9 of Sura 89): 71 + 600 + 110 + 180 + 222 + 77 + 241 + 1101 + 145 (or 146) + 441 + 41 + 740 + 576 + 90 + 67 + 6 + 550 + 791 + 13 = 6091 (or 6092) (6091 is the 795th Prime Number)

♦ محمد Mohammad: 92 (= 4 x 23) (92 is the 67th Composite Number) (123 is the 92nd Composite Number)

أول الوحي Awwal (Beginning) of the Wahy (Revelation): 37 + 55 = 92

الحج + الهدي The Haj (Pilgrimage or Pilgrim) + The Hadi (Offering): 42 + 50 = 92

جان بول John Paul: 54 + 38 = 92

جال + جان Dajjal + Jan (John or demons): 38 + 54 = 92

النجل يأجوج The Dajjal Yajuj (Gog): 69 + 23 = 92

أفواج Afwaj (successive groups) (verse 18 of Sura 78) & (verse 2 of Sura 10): 92 (or 91)

إكمل Ikamal (Completion or Perfection) : 92

وفاة Wafat (Death): 92

نهاية إحياء End of Revival (resurrection or bringing to life): 71 + 21 = 92

بدء عودة Bid’a (Beginning) of Awda (Return): 7 + 85 = 92

بدء الجان Bid’a (Beginning) of the Jann (Jinn - invisible creatures): 7 + 85 = 92

البطن The Inner (verse 3 of Sura 57): 92 (or 93)

يوليو July – in Egypt 30 : 62 + 30 = 92

أية لهم Aya (Sign) for them (verse 3 of Sura 36): 17 + 75 = 92
The South (Australia used to be known as Terre Australis, meaning Land of the South or the Southern Land): 92

Countries/Lands of the Jann (Jinn; invisible creatures): 37 + 54 = 92

The Jaheem (Hell-Fire) (verse 6 of Sura 102): 92

Jinn (demons) + Lud Gate: 53 + (5 + 34) = 53 + 39 = 92

The Night of Aya (Miraculous Sign): 75 + 17 = 92

Country/Land of the Jews: 36 + 56 = 92 (or 93)

Hezima (Defeat) of Jews: 67 + 25 = 92

New Hope: 71 + 21 = 92

from interpretation of the (Quranic) stories (verse 6 of Sura 12):

90 + 447 + 555 = 1092 (equivalent to 92) (= 7 x 156) (1092 is the 909th Composite Number)

(1306 is the 1092nd Composite Number)

709 + 128 + 577 (or 576) + 78 = 1092 (or 1091)

Istish’had (Martyrdom) of Al-Hussein son of Ali: 771 + [159 + 52 (or 53) + 110] = 771 + 321 (or 322) = 1092 (or 1093)

Hadd (Destruction) of Vatican + Ihya (Revival) of Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: 9 + 562 (or 561) + 21 + 135 + 62 + 303 (or 302) = 1092 (1090 or 1091)

Nuzul (Descent) of Apollo Eleven + The Moon: 93 + 45 + (13 + 570) + 371 = (93 + 45 + 583) + 371 = 721 + 371 = 1092

The Islamic State in Iraq and Al-Sham: 76 + 177 + 90 + 371 + 6 + 372 = 1092 [The Islamic State in Iraq and Al-Sham established a Caliphate on June 29, 2014 (Ramadan 1, 1435 Hijri)]

Sinai and this safe Balad (country, city, or place) (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 95): 180 + 6 + 707 (or 706) + 67 + 132 = 1092 (or 1091)

Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful). The Qaria (Horrible End Times event) (verse 1 of Sura 101): 66 + 330 (or 329) + 289 + 407 = 1092 (or 1091)

and those who have believed grow in faith and do not (verse 31 of Sura 74): 6 + 26 + 821 + 99 + 103 (or 102) + 6 + 31 = 1092 (or 1091)
The Saiha (Scream) on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), that is the day of (verse 42 of Sura 50): \[144 + 141 + 751 (or 750) + 56 = 1036 (or 1035) + 56 = 1092 (or 1091)\]

By Day of the Qiyama and do swear by the self-reproaching soul. Does the human think (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 75): \[6 + 31 + 201 + 223 + 113 + 81 + 193 (or 192) + 81 + 163 = 2 + 1090 (or 1091) = 1092 (or 1093)\]

re-make even his fingertip. However, the human wants to indulge in evil deeds for the time ahead of him. (verse 4 – 5 of Sura 75): \[126 + 108 + 32 + 224 + 192 (or 193) + 323 + 87 = 1092 (or 1093)\]

The Alameen (Universe), the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), Malik (Possessor, Master, or King) of Day of the Deen (Judgment or Religion) (verse 2 – 4 of Sura 1): \[232 (or 231) + 329 + 289 + 91 (or 90) + 56 + 95 = 1092 (1090 or 1091)\]

The Raheem (Most Merciful). O You the Muddathir (verse 1 of Sura 74): \[289 + (11 + 17) + 775 = 289 + 28 + 775 = 1092\]

The Alameen (Universe), the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), Malik (Possessor, Master, or King) of Day of the Deen (Judgment or Religion) (verse 2 – 4 of Sura 1): \[232 (or 231) + 329 + 289 + 91 (or 90) + 56 + 95 = 1092 (1090 or 1091)\]

The Raheem (Most Merciful). O You the Muddathir (verse 1 of Sura 74): \[289 + (11 + 17) + 775 = 289 + 28 + 775 = 1092\]

its surroundings to show him from our Signs. He is the All-Hearer, the All-Seer. And brought to Moses the Book (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 17): \[49 + 295 + 90 + 463 (or 462) + 56 + 112 + 211 + 333 + 6 + 462 + 116 = 2092 (or 2091)\]

A. L. M. A book we have descended to you so that you bring out (verse 1 of Sura 14): \[2092 (2090 or 2091)\]

Ramadan 1: \[1091 + 1 = 1092\]

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Israa + the Miraj + 1440: \[75 + (263 + 314) + 1440 = (75 + 577) + 1440 = 652 + 1440 = 2092\]

Sixth + May + 1916: \[125 + 51 (or 50)] + 1916 = 176 (or 175) + 1916 = 2092 (or 2091) [Jamal Pasha, the Ottoman governor of Greater Syria, hanged prominent activists and
intellectuals, opposed to his oppressive rule, in both Damascus and Beirut, on May 6, 1916 (Rajab 3, 1334 Hijri) (Iyar 3, 5676 Jewish) (2420, 989.5 Julian Day). In commemoration of this event, May 6 is celebrated annually as the Martyrs’ Day in Syria and Lebanon. He is referred to as the Jazzar (Butcher or Slaughterer). He was born on May 6, 1872 (Safar 27, 1289 Hijri). He was killed on July 21, 1922 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1340 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5682 Jewish) (2423, 256.5 Julian Day).
his Kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Coffin or Ark), in it there is Sakina from your Lord and the remainder of what Family of Moses and the Family of Aaron left, carried by the Angels. It is in (verse 248 of Sura 2): [95 + 51 + 481 + 840 + 95 + 145 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 117 + 81 + 620 + 32 + 262 (or 261) + 126 + 130 + 95 + 145 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 117 + 81 + 620 + 32 + 116 + 32 + 262 (or 261) + 483 + 136 (or 137) + 51] + 90 = 4002 (4000 or 4001) + 90 = 4092 (4090 or 4091)

If you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it (verse 7 of Sura 17): (51 + 502 + 116) + [782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 131 (or 130) + 645] = 669 + 3423 (or 3422) = 4092 (or 4091)

Bani (Children) of Israel. Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Laffifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) it/he descended. (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): 62 + 303 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 + 6 + 141 + 87 = 4092 (or 4091)

you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is (verse 2 - 5 of Sura 97): 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 128 (or 127) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 (or 130) + 15 = 5092 (or 5091)

And in the Fire, they shall stay eternally. However, the Mosques of Allah are visited by those who have believed in Allah and the Last Day and have performed the Prayer and have given the Zakat (Islamic obligatory charitable donation) and have not feared except Allah. So, perhaps those (verse 17 – 18 of Sura 9): 6 + 90 + 282 + 45 + 690 + 92 + 320 + 108 + 66 + 90 + 91 + 68 + 6 + 87 + 833 (or 832) + 6 + 142 + 162 + 6 + 411 + 69 + 6 + 70 + 910 + 32 + 66 + 220 + 67 + 51 = 5092 (or 5091)

Have you not seen what your Lord has done to Aad, Iram, the one which has the pillars, which has never been created like it among the Bilad (countries or cities). And Thamud who carved (verse 6 – 9 of Sura 89): 71 + 600 + 110 + 180 + 222 + 77 + 241 + 1101 + 146 (or 145) + 441 + 41 + 740 + 576 + 90 + 67 + 6 + 550 + 791 + 13 = 6092 (or 6091) (6092 is the 5296th Composite Number)

The last Byzantine emperor who ruled Constantinople till it was conquered by the Ottomans was the 92nd emperor, and the Ottoman’s Sultan who conquered Constantinople was Mohammad, whose numerical value is 92. Emperor Constantine the Great founded made Constantinople, the capital of the Byzantine Empire, in 324 AD. No other city in the World has such a continuous imperial history.
The Prophet: 93 (= 3 x 31) (93 is the 68th Composite Number) (124 is the 93rd Composite Number) (487 is the 93rd Prime Number) (3597 is the 3093rd Composite Number) (4732 is the 4093rd Composite Number)

The Inner (verse 3 of Sura 57): 93 (or 92)

Fawz (Victory): 93

Planet Zuhal (Saturn): 48 + 45 = 93

Star: 93

Nuzul (Descent, Descension, or Coming down): 93

Inzalahu (has descended it) (verse 6 of Sura 25): 93

Bidaya (Beginning) of Hisab (Judgment): 22 + 71 = 93

Bidaya (Beginning) of Nihaya (End): 22 + 71 = 93

Hadd (Destruction) of the Jinn (demons): 9 + 84 = 93

And We (God) revived (or resurrected) by it (verse 11 of Sura 50): 6 + 80 + 7 = 93

We believed: 93 (or 92)

Secure (verse 40 of Sura 41): 93

Hadd (Destruction) of Wall of the Jews: 9 + (28 + 56) = 9 + 84 = 93

Promise of Ibada (Annihilation): 80 + 13 = 93

He is but a Warner to you (verse 46 of Sura 34): 1093 (equivalent to 93)

The Air Strike: 1038 + 55 = 1093

Air strike + Bina (Buildings): (1007 + 24) + 62 = 1031 + 62 = 1093

Bina (Buildings) of World Trade Center: 62 + [267 + 609 + 155 (or 156)] = 62 + 1031 (or 1032) = 1093 (or 1094)

The World Trade Center : 267 + [640 + 186 (or 187)] = 267 + 826 (or 827) = 1093 (or 1094)
Inhiyar (Collapse) of the World Trade: $267 + [640 + 186 (or 187)] = 267 + 826 (or 827) = 1093 (or 1094)

Inhiyar (Collapse) of Bina (Buildings) of World Trade: $267 + [62 + 609 + 155 (or 156)] = 267 + 826 (or 827) = 1093 (or 1094)

Suqut (Fall) + Wafat (Death) + Victory of the Deen (Religion) + The Adala (Justice) + The true Promise (verse 97 of Sura 21): $(175 + 92) + (340 + 95) + 141 + (111 + 139) = 267 + (435 + 141 + 250) = 267 + 826 = 1093$

Slaughter of the Qurban (Sacrificial offering): $710 + 383 (or 384) = 1093 (or 1094)$

Qurban (Sacrificial offering) of the Maseikh (the transformed, false Messiah): $352 (or 353) + 741 = 1093 (or 1094)$

Damascus + Al-Sham + Syria: $444 + 372 + 277 = 1093$

The Maseekh (False Messiah), the Awar, Gog + Ihya (Resurrection): $(741 + 308 + 23) + 21 = 1072 + 21 = 1093$

ALR These are the Ayat (Verses or Signs) (verse 1 of Sura 10): $1093 (or 1094)$

Day of Nihaya (End) of occupation of Israel of South Lebanon: $56 + [71 + 470 + 302 (or 303) + 61 + 133] = 56 + 1037 (or 1038) = 1093 (or 1094)$

Land of the South (Terra Australis – old name of Australia): $1001 + 92 = 1093 (1093 is the 183rd Prime Number)$

Peace, it is, till rise of (verse 4 - 5 of Sura 97): $90 + (50 + 241 + 130 + 15 + 418 + 149) = 90 + 1003 = 1093$

And their Prophet told them: It is the Aya (Sign) of his Kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin). In it, there is Sakina (verse 248 of Sura 2): $6 + 131 + 75 + 107 + 51 + 16 (or 17) + 95 + 51 + 481 + 840 + 95 + 145 = 2093 (or 2094)$

Created the human being, taught him proper interpretation. The Sun and the moon are taken into account (verses 3-5 of Sura 55): $[730 + 193 (or 192) + 145 + 94 + 431 + 6 + 371] + 123 = 1970 (or 1969) + 123 = 2093 (or 2092) (2093 is the 1776th Composite Number)$

Al-Thalith wa Al-Ishreen (Twenty Third) + Ramadan + 1335:
[(1031 + 6 + 630) + 1091] + 1335 = [1667 (or 1666) + 1091] + 1335 = 2758 (or 2757) + 1335 = \textcolor{red}{4093 (or 4092)}

♦ دجال اليهود Dajjal of the Jews: 38 + 56 = \textcolor{red}{94} \quad (94 \text{ is the } 69^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number})

\quad (125 \text{ is the } 94^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number}) \quad (491 \text{ is the } 94^{\text{th}} \text{ Prime Number}) \quad (2094 \text{ is the } 1777^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number}) \quad (4734 \text{ is the } 4094^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number})

- يوم دجال Day of Dajjal: 56 + 38 = \textcolor{red}{94}
- يوم البدء Day of Bid’a (Beginning): 56 + 38 = \textcolor{red}{94}
- دونالد Donald: \textcolor{red}{94 (or 95)}
- البيان Al-Bayan (knowledge or realization of the Truth) (verse 4 of Sura 55): \textcolor{red}{94}

- النبوءة The Prophethood: \textcolor{red}{94}
- النبوءة The Prophecy: \textcolor{red}{94 (or 95)}
- إنجيل Gospel: \textcolor{red}{94}

- نهاية ياجوج Nihaya (End) of Gog: 71 + 23 = \textcolor{red}{94}
- ليلة 19 Eve of 19: 75 + 19 = \textcolor{red}{94}

- مدن Cities: \textcolor{red}{94}

- البوهيم Al-Boheem (The Bohemians or Czech people): \textcolor{red}{94}
- زمزم Zamzam (Islamic Holy Water in Mecca): \textcolor{red}{94}

- ذبح القربان Slaughter of the Qurban (Sacrificial offering): 710 + 384 (or 383) = \textcolor{red}{1094 (or 1093)} \quad (1094 = 2 \times 547) \quad (1094 \text{ is the } 910^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number})

- قربان المسيح Qurban (Sacrificial offering) of the Masseikh (the transformed, false Messiah): 353 (or 352) + 741 = \textcolor{red}{1094 (or 1093)}

- خروج الذهاب المسيح بن داود Khuruj (Coming out) of Dajjal (Anti-Christ), Messiah Son of David: 809 + 69 + 149 + 67 (or 68) = \textcolor{red}{1094 (or 1095)}

- الوعد + استعاده الامام المهدي فلسطين The Promise + The Imam Mahdi’s Istiada (Re-capture or Getting back) of Palestine: 111 + 541 + (113 + 90) + 239 = 111 + 541 + 203 + 239 = \textcolor{red}{1094}

- أرميجيدون + استعاده فلسطين Armageddon + Istiada (Re-capture or Getting back) of Palestine: 314 +
541 + 239 = 1094

The Hadd (Destruction) of City of Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada: 40 + 1054 = 1094

A.L.R. These are the Ayat (Verses or Signs) (verse 1 of Sura 10): 1094 (or 1093)

I do swear by Day of the Qiyama (verse 1 of Sura 75): 329 (or 330) + 289 + 31 + 205 + 58 + 186 (or 187) = 1094 (or 1095)

Bina (Buildings) of World Trade Center: 62 + [267 + 609 + 156 (or 155)] = 62 + 1032 (or 1031) = 1094 (or 1093)

The World Trade Center: 267 + [640 + 187 (or 186)] = 267 + 827 (or 826) = 1094 (or 1093)

Inhiyar (Collapse) of the World Trade: 267 + [640 + 187 (or 186)] = 267 + 827 (or 826) = 1094 (or 1093)

Inhiyar (Collapse) of Bina (Buildings) of World Trade: 267 + [62 + 609 + 156 (or 155)] = 267 + 827 (or 826) = 1094 (or 1093)

Jumada Thani + 22 + 1422: (58 + 592) + 22 + 1422 = (650 + 22) + 1422 = 672 + 1422 = 1094. (= 2 x 547) (1094 is the 910th Composite Number) (September 11, 2001 was Jumada Al-Thani (or Al-Akhira) 22 (or 23), 1422 Hijri)

1094 = 2 x 547. Number 547 is the numerical value of:

Manhattan: 547

Verse 1 of Sura 94 is the 6091st verse of the Quran. Number 6091 is equivalent to 1091, the numerical value of "Ramadan". Note that 94 is the numerical value of "Night of 19". The 19th verse after verse 1 of Sura 94 is verse 4 of Sura 96 which is the 6110th verse of the Quran.

♦ The Deen (Religion or Judgment): 95 (= 5 x 19) (95 is the 70th Composite Number) (70 is the 50th Composite Number) (126 is the 95th Composite Number) (499 is the 95th Prime Number) (4735 is the 4095th Composite Number)

Nihaya (End) of Hayat (life): 71 + 24 = 95

The Pilgrimage + Elia (Jerusalem): 42 + 53 = 95

Japan: 95
The Hudna (Truce or Armistice): 95

Donald: 95 (or 94)

his Kingship (verse 248 of Sura 2): 95

Word: 95

Eve of 20: 75 + 20 = 95

He (God) reveals to you (verse 3 of Sura 42): 34 + 61 = 95

He (God) reveals to you (verse 3 of Sura 42): 34 + 61 = 95

Hadd (Destruction) of Wall of Jinna (Jinn - invisible creatures): 9 + (28 + 58) = 9 + 86 = 95

Haman (vizier or right-hand man of Pharaoh at the time of Moses) (verse 24 of Sura 40): 95 (or 96 or 97)

The EarthQuake: 48 + 1047 = 1095 (1095 is the 911th Composite Number)
(1310 is the 1095th Composite Number)

It is what (punishment) you (People of Aad) have hastened (its occurrence) (verse 25 of Sura 46): 1095

The one who transported in a journey his servant (verse 1 of Sura 17): 741 + (271 + 83) = 741 + 354 = 1095

Qurban (Sacrificial offering) of Antiochus: 353 + 742 = 1095

Bidaya (Beginning) of + the abode (home) of the End Times (verse 64 of Sura 29): 22 + 236 + 837 (or 838) = 1095 (or 1096)

the Rahman, the Raheem. I do swear by Day of the Qiyama (verse 1 of Sura 75): 66 + 329 (or 330) + 289 + 31 + 205 + 58 + 187 (or 186) = 1095 (or 1094)

despicable, then we placed it in a firmly fixed location for (verse 20 – 22 of Sura 77): 105 + 238 (or 239) + 90 + 501 + 120 + 41 = 1095 (or 1096)

Sitta Ishreen (Twenty Six): 465 + 630 = 1095

And the Raqeeem were of our Ayat (Signs or Verses) as a wonder (verse 9 of Sura 18): (6 + 381 + 78) + [90 + 464 (or 463) + 76] = 465 + 630 = 1095

Shaq (Splitting) of the Red Yam (Sea) + Crossing of the Jews: (400 + 81 + 280) + (278 + 56) = 761 + 334 = 1095 (This refers to the splitting of the Red Sea and Children of Israel’s miraculous Crossing of the Red Sea led by Moses.)
Istirdad (Recapture) of Muslimeen (Muslims) of the Quds (Jerusalem): 671 + 230 + 195 = 1095

The Entrance + Al-Salibyoon (Crusaders) + Jerusalem: 671 + (229 + 195) = 1095 [The Crusaders conquered Jerusalem on Friday, July 15, 1099 AD Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 4859 Jewish Calendar)]

Thalatha wa Ishreen (Twenty Three) + Shaban: [1036 (or 1035) + 6 + 630] + 423 = 1672 (or 1671) + 423 = 2095 (or 2094) [The first Crusade started their march from Europe on Friday August 15, 1096 (Shaban 23, 489 Hijri) and conquered Jerusalem on Friday, July 15, 1099 Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 4859 Jewish Calendar)]

Your friend has neither gone astray nor been mislead (verse 2 of Sura 53): 41 + 830 + 161 + 6 + 41 + 1016 = 2095

The Night we withdraw from it the Day; thus they become in the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifā (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Justice), we descended it/him and in the Haq it (or he) descended and we have not sent you except as a Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and a Nazeer (Warner). And a Quran we have spaced it so that you recite to the people unhurriedly and (verse 104 – 106 of Sura 17): (837 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 + 32 + 543) + (6 + 960 + 6 + 352 + 435 + 736 + 110 + 142 + 110 + 560 + 6) = 2672 + 3423 = 6095

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Has Approached to the people their Judgment and they are in Ghafla (unawareness or inattentiveness) turned away (verse 1 of Sura 21): [66 + 329 + 289 + 703 + 171 + 115 (or 116)] + (6 + 45 + 90 + 1115 + 1166) = 1673 (or 1674) + 2422 = 4095 (or 4096)

The God-Fearing individuals are in Paradises and Springs, enter it in peace (verse 45 of Sura 15): [631 + 90 + 453 (or 454) + 6 + 136] + (647 + 132) = 1316 (or 1317) + 779 = 2095 (or 2096) = (5 x 419) (2095 is the 1778th Composite Number) (2460 is the 2095th Composite Number)

Your friend has neither gone astray nor been mislead (verse 2 of Sura 53): 41 + 830 + 161 + 6 + 41 + 1016 = 2095

The Moment in the Ghafla (unawareness or inattentiveness) turned away (verse 1 of Sura 21): [66 + 329 + 289 + 703 + 171 + 115 (or 116)] + (6 + 45 + 90 + 1115 + 1166) = 1673 (or 1674) + 2422 = 4095 (or 4096)

The Night we withdraw from it the Day; thus they become in the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifā (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Justice), we descended it/him and in the Haq it (or he) descended and we have not sent you except as a Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and a Nazeer (Warner). And a Quran we have spaced it so that you recite to the people unhurriedly and (verse 104 – 106 of Sura 17): (837 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 + 32 + 543) + (6 + 960 + 6 + 352 + 435 + 736 + 110 + 142 + 110 + 560 + 6) = 2672 + 3423 = 6095

The Moment in the Ghafla (unawareness or inattentiveness) turned away (verse 1 of Sura 21): [66 + 329 + 289 + 703 + 171 + 115 (or 116)] + (6 + 45 + 90 + 1115 + 1166) = 1673 (or 1674) + 2422 = 4095 (or 4096)

The Moment in the Ghafla (unawareness or inattentiveness) turned away (verse 1 of Sura 21): [66 + 329 + 289 + 703 + 171 + 115 (or 116)] + (6 + 45 + 90 + 1115 + 1166) = 1673 (or 1674) + 2422 = 4095 (or 4096)

The Night we withdraw from it the Day; thus they become in the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifā (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Justice), we descended it/him and in the Haq it (or he) descended and we have not sent you except as a Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and a Nazeer (Warner). And a Quran we have spaced it so that you recite to the people unhurriedly and (verse 104 – 106 of Sura 17): (837 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 + 32 + 543) + (6 + 960 + 6 + 352 + 435 + 736 + 110 + 142 + 110 + 560 + 6) = 2672 + 3423 = 6095
On November 26 (or 27), 1095 Julian (Zu Al-Qada 26, 488 Hijri) (Kislev 26, 4856 Jewish) (2121,335.5th Julian Day), during the Council of Clermont in France, Pope Urban II delivered a speech urging the Christians to capture the Holy Land from the Muslims. This speech led to the first Crusade which started from Europe on August 15, 1096 and finally managed to conquer Jerusalem on July 15, 1099.

Year 2019 (beginning of the End Times and return of the Islamic Caliphate) is 95 years (= 5 x 19) after the abolition of the Islamic Caliphate in Turkey.

♦ الدنيا The Dunya (World before the End Times): 96 (96 is the 71st Composite Number) (128 is the 96th Composite Number) (503 is the 96th Prime Number) (4736 is the 4096th Composite Number)

الدينان The Dayyan (The Judge. Used to refer to “God”): 96

الإنهداد The Inhidad (Destruction, Fall, or Collapse): 96

يوم ولد Day he was born (verse 15 of Sura 19): 56 + 40 = 96

نوم Nawm (Sleep): 96

ويليم William: 96 (or 86)

الهيكال The Haikal (Temple): 96

الزومبي The Zombie (Dead people resurrected by evil methods): 96

بدء الجنّة Beginning of the Jinna (demons): 7 + 89 = 96

الأسد The Asad (Lion or Leo): 96

ليون Lion: 96

الوطن The Watan (Nation, Country of Citizenship): 96

يوم 40 40 Days: 40 + 56 = 96

40 days = 40 x 24 hours/day = 960 hours (960 = 96 x 10)

4 days = 4 x 24 hours/day = 96 hours

يوم الهدد Day of the Hadd (Destruction): 56 + 40 = 96
The Jews + The Hadd (Destruction): 56 + 40 = 96
The Pope John: 37 + 59 = 96
Pope + The Mahdi: 6 + 90 = 96
The Prophets: 96
Antioch (Historical city in Turkey of significance for Christians): 96
The Hunud (Indians): 96
Los: 96
The Belgik (Belgians): 96
Holland: 96
Queensland (State in Eastern, Australia): 1096 (equivalent to 96)
Thirteenth Month: 591 + 505 = 1096
Khatam (Seal or End) of the Hayat (Life): 1041 (or 1040) + 55 = 1096 (or 1095)
Khitam (End) of the Hayat (Life): 1041 + 55 = 1096
Bidaya (Beginning) of + the abode (home) of the End Times (verse 64 of Sura 29): 22 + 236 + 838 (or 837) = 1096 (or 1095)
Every thing he created (verse 50 of Sura 20): 50 + 311 + 735 = 1096
Maa meheen fajutanee in Qarar Maken, despicable water, so we place him in a firmly fixed place
(verse 20 – 21 of Sura 77): 42 + 105 + 238 (or 239) + 90 + 501 + 120 = 1096 (or 1097)
Maa meheen fajutanee in Qarar Maken, despicable, then we placed it in a firmly fixed location for
(verse 20 – 22 of Sura 77): 105 + 239 (or 238) + 90 + 501 + 120 + 41 = 1096 (or 1095)
In it by the permission of their Lord (verse 4 of Sura 97): 1096
Your Sign is that you do not speak with the People (verse 41 of Sura 3) &
(verse 10 of Sura 19): 1096
Nihaya (End) of the Second World War : 71 + [241 + 187 + 597 (or
World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 a.m. (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 p.m. (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).

The Saleebiyeen (Crusaders’) Entrance of the Aqsa: 640 + 233 + 223 = 1096

Third Haikal (Temple): 1031 (or 1030) + 65 = 1096 (or 1095)

The Zionist State’s expulsion of the Palestinians + Homeland: (76 + 207) + 340 + 260 = 213 + 283 + 340 + 260 = 1096

Ending of Caliphate of Al-Hussein son Ali: (716 + 159 + 53 + 110) = 58 + 1038 = 1096

Howa (Allah) is Lord of the Shira (Sirius Star) and He perished (destroyed) the First Aad (verse 50 of Sura 53): (11 + 202 + 611) + [6 + 56 + 56 + (76 + 78)] = 824 + [6 + 56 + 56 + 154] = 824 + 272 = 1096

Istiqaz (Wake up) of People of the Cave and Raqeeem: 1472 + 101 (or 102) + 136 + 6 + 381 = 2096 (or 2097)

That there are, for them, Paradises, running underneath them (verse 25 of Sura 2): 2096 (2096 is the 1779th Composite Number)

Until when Yajuj (Gog) and Majuj (Magog) have been opened (or unleashed) and (verse 96 of Sura 21): (418 + 702 + 888) + (23 + 6 + 53) + 6 = (2008 + 82) + 6 = 2090 + 6 = 2096

Ghazu (Invasion) of Fadaiya (Space) Creatures: 1013 + [1177 (or 1176) + 906] = 1013 + 2083 (or 2082) = 3096 (or 3095)

the Hour Baghta (all of a sudden) or a torment of a futile (or horrible) day comes to them (verse 55 of Sura 22): 3096

Has Approached to the people their Judgment and they are in Ghafla (unawareness or inattentiveness) turned away (verse 1 of Sura 21): [66 + 329 + 289 + 703 + 171 + 116 (or 115)] + (6 + 45 + 90 + 1115 + 1166) = 1674 (or 1673) + 2422 = 4096 (or 4095)

For it. When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and destroy
how high they reach a total destruction. Perhaps, your Lord may (verse 7 of Sura 17) : 

\[(116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 + 113 + 80 ) + (6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013) + (140 + 262 + 51) = 2014 + (3629 + 453) = 2014 + 4082 = 6096\]

The first Crusade started their march from Europe on Friday August 15, 1096 AD (Shaban 23, 489 Hijri) (Av 24, 4856 Jewish), as set by Pope Urban II because August 15 is day of Feast of the Assumption.

96 years = 1152 months

111 miles = 96.4564 nautical miles
96 nautical miles = 110.475 miles

Sura 96 contains the first verses of the Quran revealed to Prophet Mohammad (s.a.w.) which consist of 19 words, after the first word, “Recite”.

Sura 96 is the 19th Sura from the last Sura of the Quran.

Sura 96 consists of 19 verses.

Caliph Al-Walid bin Abd Al-Malik was one of the most prominent Umawi Caliphs who reigned from 705 AD (86 Hijri) till 715 AD (96 Hijri). Historians consider his reign as the apex of Islamic power. In the West, Muslims under the leadership of Tariq bin Ziyad started the conquest of Al-Andalus in 711 AD (93 Hijri). In the East, Muslims’ rule reached as far as the Indus River in India by 712 AD. During his reign, the construction of the Aqsa Mosque was completed in 705 AD, construction of the Umawi Mosque of Damascus was commissioned in 705 AD and finished in 715 AD (96 Hijri).

Al-Hadi Adam, a famous poet from Sudan who wrote a poem that talks about the Dunya (World before the End times), died on Wednesday, November 29, 2006 (333rd day of the year) (Zu Al-Qada 8, 1427 Hijri) (2454,068.5th or 2454,069th Julian Day) and was buried in, the city in which he was born, Hilaliya, Sudan on November 30, 2006. This poem became particularly famous after it was transformed into a song by top Arab singer, Um Kulthoom who sang it for the first time in a concert on May 6, 1971 (Rabi Awwal 11, 1391 Hijri). Note how his first name Al-Hadi (the Guider) is derived from the same root as the word Al-Mahdi (the Guided). The numerical value of his name:

الهادي أدم Al-Hadi (the Guider) Adam : 51 + 45 (or 46) = 96 (or 97)

الدنيا The Dunya (World before the End Times): 96 (96 is the 71st Composite Number) (128 is the 96th Composite Number) (503 is the 96th Prime Number)
زمن (Time): 97 (or 98) (97 is the 25th Prime Number) (25 is the 15th Composite Number) (129 is the 97th Composite Number) (509 is the 97th Prime Number)

بداية الزوال (Begin) of the Zawal (End): 22 + 75 = 97

ليلة بداية (Eve) of Bidaya (Beginning): 75 + 22 = 97

هجة وداع (Farewell Hijja (Pilgrimage)): 16 + 81 = 97

کعبة (The Ka’ba) (verse 97 of Sura 5): 97 (The Ka’ba is the cubic house covered in black located in the center of the Haram Mosque in Mecca.)

نبلاءکه (Angels) (verse 31 of Sura 74): 97

وبیتنا (Our Woe) (Woe unto us) (verse 97 of Sura 21): 97

بالمدين (in the Deen (Judgment or Religion) (verse 1 of Sura 107): 97

يوم بطل (Day of Batil (Falsehood)): 56 + 41 (or 42) = 97 (or 98)

ما يوم (what is day of (verse 17 of Sura 82)): 41 + 56 = 97

اليوم (for day of (verse 12 of Sura 6)): 41 + 56 = 97

يوم 41 days: 41 + 56 = 97

فابره (So, Ihbit (descend) (verse 13 of Sura 7): 80 + 17 = 97

جون بول (John Paul): 59 + 38 = 97

یاجوج و إحياء ماجوج (Gog + Ihya (Resurrection) of Magog): 23 + 21 + 53 = 97

الجنازة (The Janaza (Funeral)): 97

الهلال (The Crescent): 97

عبادك (worshippers (verse 83 of Sura 38): 97

الشهر التسع (The Ninth Month): 536 + 561 (or 562) = 1097 (or 1098)

ماء مهين فجعلناه في قرار مكين (verse 20 – 21 of Sura 77): 42 + 105 + 239 (or 238) + 90 + 501 + 120 = 1097 (or 1096)

إن الساعة عاتية لا ريب فيها وإن الله (verse 7 of Sura 22): 1097
Nuclear weapons + City of Lahore, the Pakistan: $181 + 916 = 1097$ (equivalent to 97)

Disaster of the Persians: $726 + 371 = 1097$ (equivalent to 97)

The Hadm ( Destruction) + Al-Aqsa Mosque, Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem): $80 + 1017 = 1097$ (equivalent to 97)

The Malhama Al-Kubra (Big Battle) + Manhattan + London: $(154 + 263) + (547 + 134) = 417 + 681 = 1097$

Night of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + London, England: $[75 + 186 (or 187)] + (134 + 702) = 261 (or 262) + 836 = 1097 (or 1098)$

Waqfa (Stand up) of the pilgrims on Arafat: $191 + 46 + 110 + 750 (or 751) = 1097 (or 1098)$

Day of Tamam (Completion) of Nima (blessing or blessings): $56 + (481 + 560) = 56 + 1041 = 1097$

Secret of the End Times: $260 + 837 (or 838) = 1097 (or 1098)$ (equivalent to 97)

Bid’a (Beginning) of Season of Khareef (Autumn or Fall): $7 + (200 + 890) = 7 + 1090 = 1097$

Akhir (Last) Messenger: $802 (or 801) + 296 = 1097 (or 1098)$

Astronaut of Space: $215 + 882 = 1097$

The Pope YoHanna (John) Paulus (Paul), the Second: $296 + (37 + 75 + 98 + 592) = 296 + 802 = 1097$

Anwar Al-Sadat to Israel: $(257 + 497) + 41 + 302 (or 303) = 754 + 41 + 302 (or 303) = 1097 (or 1098)$ [Egyptian President Anwar Sadat arrived for surprise visit to Israel for the first time, at night, on Saturday November 19, 1977 (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1397 Hijri), day of standing on Mount of Arafat, meaning eve of 1st day of Eid Al-Adha.]

The Ard (Earth or Land) is for Allah (verse 129 of Sura 7): $1032 + 65 (or 66) = 1097 (or 1098)$

Adna (Lowest or Nearest location) of the Ard (Land or Earth) (verse 3 of Sura 30): $65 + 1032 = 1097$
The Piercing Star (verse 3 of Sura 86) + Halak (Devastation) of Britain: 

\[ (124 + 634) + 56 + 283 = (758 + 56) + 283 = 814 + 283 = 1097 \] (equivalent to 97) 

\( 1097 \) is the 184th Prime Number \( 1312 \) is the 2097th Composite Number

Day of Zilzal (Quake) of Valdivia, Chile: 

\[ 56 + 75 + 216 + 750 = 1097 \] (1097 is the 184th Prime Number) \( 1312 \) is the 2097th Composite Number

Day of + The Shira Al-Yamaniya (Sirius Star): 

\[ 56 + (611 + 147) + 9 + (479 + 488 + 307) = (56 + 758) + (9 + 1274) = 814 + 1283 = 2097 \]

The End Times, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or mixed people) and on the Haq (Justice, True/Right One), We have brought it down and on the Haq, it/he has descended and We have not sent you (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): 

\[ 837 \text{ (or 838)} + (64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 \text{ (or 143)} + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361) = 837 \text{ (or 838)} + 1260 \text{ (or 1259)} = 2097 \text{ (or 2098)} \]

The Land to get you out of it and then they shall not remain after you, except for (verse 76 of Sura 17): 

\[ 4097 \]

And if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and enter the Mosque like they entered it (verse 7 of Sura 17): 

\[ (6 + 51 + 502 + 116) + [782 + 5 + 80 + 837 \text{ (or 838)} + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645] = 675 + 3422 \text{ (or 3423)} = 4097 \text{ (or 4098)} \]
و القرآن

the Earth and what is between them except in the Haq. And the Hour is coming, so forgive, the

nice forgiveness. It is your Lord who is the Creator, the Knowledgable. And we have brought you

seven from the Mathani and the Quran (verse 85 – 87 of Sura 15): \((1032 + 6 + 41 + 108 + 32 + 141 +

6 + 51 + 562 + 446) + (259 + 209 + 114 + 51 + 222 + 11 + 761 + 181 + 6 + 134 + 481 + 133 + 90 +

632 + 6 + 382) = 2425 + 3672 = 6097

Sura 97 is Sura of the Qadr

After Sura 17 (Sura of the Israa also known as Sura of Children of Israel), there are 97 Suras till

the end of the Quran. This means that Sura 17 is the 98th Sura from the end of the Quran.

From verse 7 of Sura 17 (2036th verse of the Quran) till verse 104 of Sura 17 (2133rd verse of the

Quran), there are 97 verses.

From the word ﯿ  ﯿ  ﯿ  (In the name of) in the beginning of Sura 17 till the word ﯿ  ﯿ  ﯿ  (The End Times)

in verse 7 Sura 17, there are 97 words.

From verse 1 of Sura 18 (2141st verse of the Quran) till verse 98 of Sura 18 (2238th verse of the

Quran), there are 97 verses.

From the beginning of verse 1 of Sura of the Dawn (Sura 89) till the end of verse 21 of Sura 89,

there are 97 words.

From the 1st day of Ramadan to 9th day of Zu Al-Hijja (day on which pilgrims stand on Mount of

Arafat, and it is the eve of Eid of the Adha), there are about 97 days.

Caliph Al-Walid bin Abd Al-Malik was one of the most prominent Umawi Caliphs who reigned

from 705 AD (86 Hijri) till 715 AD (97 Hijri).

On Monday, January 28, 1974 (Muharram 4, 1394 Hijri), Israel’s invasion forces lifted the 97- day

siege of Suez City (whose population was 15,000) in Sinai, Egypt, based on a disengagement accord,

negotiated by Henry Kissinger, signed by Israel and Egypt on January 18, 1974. This set free the

20,000 Egyptian soldiers encircled since October 23, 1973 (Ramadan 26, 1393 Hijri) around the end

of 1973 war. This dis-engagement was planned to be completed by February 21, 1974, evacuating all

the occupied Egyptian territories west of Suez canal. By March 5, 1974 (Safar 10, 1394 Hijri),

Egyptian forces were to take control of both banks of Suez canal which had been closed since the

1967 war. However, Israel still held most of Sinai.

♦ جهنم جهنج (Hell): 98 (= 2 x 7 x 7) (98 is the 72nd Composite Number) (130 is the 98th

Composite Number) (521 is the 98th Prime Number)

منهج Manhaj (Path, Style, System, or Methodology): 98
Amanu (Believe) (verse 11 of Sura 85): 98 (or 99)

Nabahom (Their news or story) (verse 13 of Sura 18): 98

The Bayina (Evidence) (verse 1 of Sura 98): 98

like a Lamh (glimpse) (verse 77 of Sura 16): 98

Zaman (Time): 98 (or 97)

except Allah: 32 + 66 = 98

Bidaya (Beginning) of Kawn (Universe): 22 + 76 = 98

Bidaya (Beginning) of Gog + Magog: 22 + (23 + 53) = 22 + 76 = 98

Dawla (State) of Jinn (invisible creatures or demons): 45 + 53 = 98

Lailat (Eve or Night) of 23: 75 + 23 = 98

The Zina (Adultry or Fornication) (verse 32 of Sura 17): 98

Hadd (Destruction) + The Janna (Paradise): 9 + 89 = 98

The Hazima (Defeat): 98

Mount of Mageddo: 35 + 63 = 98

Pope John Paul: 6 + (54 + 38) = 6 + 92 = 98

The Dajjal Gog + Pope: 69 + (23 + 6) = 69 + 29 = 98

And a Sign for them (verse 3 of Sura 36): 6 + (17 + 75) = 6 + 92 = 98

Paulus (Paul): 98

Mahmoud (First name of President of Iran): 98

As’hab (a person mentioned in a narration who may appear in the End Times): 98

gives you life (or revives you): 98

So that We revive (or resurrect) (verse 49 of Sura 25): 98

Day of Lahd (Grave): 56 + 42 = 98
Day of Batil (Falsehood): $56 + 42 = 98$ (or 97)

Day of the + 11: $56 + (31 + 11) = 56 + 42 = 98$

Day of the Hajj (Pilgrimage) (verse 3 of Sura 9): $56 + 42 = 98$

Day of the Hajj (Stand up) of the pilgrims on Arafat: $192 + 46 + 110 + 750$ (or 751) = 1098 (or 1099) (1098 is the 913th Composite Number) (1313 is the 1098th Composite Number)

Day of Itmam (Completion) of Nima (blessing or blessings): $56 + (482 + 560) = 56 + 1042 = 1098$

Day of Khuruj (getting out or departure) of the Saleebyiyeen (Crusaders): $56 + (809 + 233) = 56 + 1042 = 1098$

Day of + Abode (or Home) of the End Times (verse 30 of Sura 16): $56 + [205 + 837 (or 838)] = 56 + 1042 (or 1043) = 1098 (or 1099)$

Day of Hadd (Destruction) of Dome of the Rock: $56 + [9 + (107 + 926)] = 56 + (9 + 1033) = 56 + 1042 = 1098$ (equivalent to 98)

Day of Hadd (Destruction) of Masjid (Mosque) of the Rock: $56 + [9 + (107 + 926)] = 56 + (9 + 1033) = 56 + 1042 = 1098$

Day of Khusuf (Collapse) of New York: $56 + (740 + 302) = 56 + 1042 = 1098$

Day of Hadd (Destruction) of Burja (Two Towers) of the Alamiya (World) Trade: $56 + [9 + (206 + 640 + 187)] = 56 + (9 + 1033) = 56 + 1042 = 1098$ (equivalent 98)

Day of Nihaya (End) of Azra (Virgin or Virgo): $56 + [71 + 971 (or 972)] = 56 + 1042 (or 1043) = 1098 (or 1099)$

Atomic Bombs: $183 + 915 = 1098$

The Annihilation + City of Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada: $44 + 1054 = 1098$ (equivalent 98)

Tawheed (Unification) of the Arab Kingdom of Saudia: $428 + (166 +
(318) + 186 = 428 + (484 + 186) = 428 + 670 = 1098  
[On September 23, 1932 (Jumada Ula 22 (or 21, 1351 Hijri) (Elul 22, 5692 Jewish), the Kingdom of Najd and the Kingdom of Hijaz were united to form the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and Abdul Aziz became the King of Saudi Arabia. That is why today, the Saudi National Day is celebrated annually on September 23.]

Gospel (transliteration from English): 1098

Those who covered the truth (verse 2 of Sura 59) & (verse 1 of Sura 98): 791 + 307 = 1098 (equivalent 98)

Engleez (English People): 1098

Do not mess in (verse 36 of Sura 29): 31 + 977 + 90 = 1098

The Ard (Earth or Land) is for Allah (verse 129 of Sura 7): 1032 + 66 (or 65) = 1098 (or 1097)

Akhir (Last) Messenger: 802 (or 801) + 296 = 1098 (or 1097)

Secret of the End Times: 260 + 838 (or 837) = 1098 (or 1097) (equivalent to 98)

News of the Ghayb (Hidden, Metaphysical, Future) (verse 102 of Sura 12): 55 + 1043 = 1098

O My Father: I saw (verse 4 of Sura 12): 1098

the Youths resorted to the Cave (verse 10 of Sura 18): 921 + 41 + 136 = 1098

O Al-Muddathir (the Cloaked One or the One wearing a cloak) (verse 1 of Sura 74) + A Messenger: [11 + 16 (or 17) + 775] + 296 = 802 (or 803) + 296 = 1098

Bidaya (Beginning) of the Nihaya (End) + The Hour + Promise of Awda (Return) of the Messiah, Jesus son of Mary: (22 + 102) + 167 + 80 + 85 + 149 + [150 + 53 (or 52) + 290] = (124 + 167 + 80 + 85 + 149) + 493 (or 492) = 605 + 493 (or 492) = 1098 (or 1097)

Bidaya (Beginning) of the Nihaya (End) + Day the caller calls (verse 41 of Sura 50) + Awda (Return) of the Messiah Jesus son of Mary: (22 + 102) + (56 + 65 + 126) + 85 + 149 + [150 + 53 (or 52) + 290] = (124 + 247 + 85 + 149) + 493 (or 492) = 605 + 493 (or 492) = 1098 (or 1097)
Hazima (Defeat) of the Tatar (Mongols): \[67 + 1031 \text{ (or 1032)} = 1098 \text{ (or 1099)}\]

Sixth + Mayo (May - in Egypt) + 1916: \[125 + 57 \text{ (or 56)} + 1916 = 182 \text{ (or 181)} + 1916 = 2098 \text{ (or 2097)}\]

The Ninth Month: \[536 + 562 \text{ (or 561)} = 1098 \text{ (or 1097)}\]

The Ninth Month + 1: \[536 + 562 \text{ (or 561)} + 1 = 1097 \text{ (or 1098)} + 1\]

Ramadan is the 9th month of the Hijri year

Bid’a (Beginning) of Ramadan: \[7 + 1091 = 1098\]

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Israa and the Miraj + 1440: \[75 + (263 + 6 + 314) + 1440 = 75 + 583 + 1440 = 75 + 2023 = 2098\]

Day the caller calls from a near place (location), the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq (Justice, True/Right One), that is (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): \[56 + [65 + 136 + 90 + (111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141) + 751 \text{ (or 750)}] = 56 + [65 + 136 + 90 + 1000 + 751 \text{ (or 750)}] = 56 + 2042 \text{ (or 2041)} = 2098 \text{ (or 2097)}\]

Recite in the name of your Lord, the one who has created. (verse 1 of Sura 96) (6107th verse of the Quran. This is the first verse that was revealed to Prophet Mohammad (p)): \[302 + 103 + 222 + 741 + 730 = 2098\]

Didn’t we create you from despicable water, then we placed it in a firm place (verse 20 – 21 of Sura 77): \[71 + 840 + 90 + 42 + 105 + 239 \text{ (or 238)} + 90 + 501 + 120 = 2098 \text{ (or 2097)}\]

The Hour has approached and the Moon has been cracked (verse 1 of Sura 54) (4847th verse of the Quran): \[(1103 + 167) + (6 + 451 + 371) = 1270 + 828 = 2098\] (equivalent to 98) \((= 2 \times 1049)\) (2098 is the 1781st Composite Number) (2463 is the 2098th Composite Number)

Did not we create you from despicable water, then we placed it in a firm place (verse 20 – 21 of Sura 77): \[71 + 840 + 90 + 42 + 105 + 239 \text{ (or 238)} + 90 + 501 + 120 = 2098 \text{ (or 2097)}\]

Basa Shidida from Lendhane and Iybashir (give good news) to the believers who (verse 2 of Sura 18): \[64 + 319 \text{ (or 318)} + 90 + 89 + 6 + 512 + 227 = 2098 \text{ (or 2097)}\]

With my Lord in a Book; my Lord does not misguide and does not forget (verse 52 of Sura 20): \[(124 + 212) + (90 + 422 + 31 + 840 + 212 + 6 + 31 + 130) = 336 + 1762 = 2098\]

Created the human being, taught him proper interpretation. The Sun and the Moon are taken into account and (verses 3 - 5 of Sura 55): \[730 + 192 \text{ (or 193)} + 145 + 94 + 431 + 6 + 371] + (123 + 6) = 1969 \text{ (or 1970)} + 129 = 2098 \text{ (or 2099)}\]

And then, they do not remain after you, except (verse 76 of Sura 17): \[6 +
701 (or 702) + 31 + 598 + 730 (or 731) + 32 = 2066 (2067 or 2068) + 32 = 2098 (2099 or 2100)

أدرك ما ليلة القدر ليلة القدر خير من ألف...you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is?
Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is better than one thousand (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 97): 1087 + 1011 = 2098

الأخوة جننا بكم ليفا وبالحق أنزلنا وبالحق نزل وما أرسلنا
the End Times, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date),
we have descended it/him, and in the Haq, it/he has descended. And we have not sent you
(verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): 2098 (or 2097)

الجنرال غورود + مقبرة صالح + جوارود + مقبرة + مقاتلي صلاح الدين
The General Gouraud + Maqbara (Tomb or Grave) of Salah Eddin: (315 + 1212) + 347 + (129 + 95) = 1527 + 347 + 224 = 2098 (The General Henri Gouraud was Representative of the French Government in the Middle East, in charge of enforcement of Sykes-Picot Agreement. After the victory of the French forces in Battle of Maysalun and conquering Damascus, General Gouraud reportedly went to the tomb of Salah Eddin Al-Ayyubi (who defeated the Crusaders and liberated Jerusalem in 1187 AD), adjacent to the Umawi Mosque in Damascus, kicked it, and said: “Wake up Salah Eddin. We have returned. My presence here consecrates victory of the Cross over the Crescent.”)

أول مرة وليتروا ما علوا تبتيرا
The first time and they shall destroy what they can reach, an utter destruction (verse 7 of Sura 17): 2098

رؤية لوسي + جاسيتيتا + فرنسيسكو + فاطمة + بارتغال
Apparition (Vision) of Lucia + Jacinta + Francisco + Fatima + Portugal: 212 + (107 + 525 + 486) + (135 + 1633) = 212 + (1118 + 1768) = 212 + 2886 = 3098 (= 2 x 1549) (3098 is the 2655th Composite Number)

خائف عذاب الآخرة ذلك يوم
fears torment of the End Times. That day, (verse 103 of Sura 11): [681 + 773 + 838 (or 837) + 750] + 56 = 3042 (or 3041) + 56 = 3098 (or 3097)

الفشر شهر تنزل الملكلة والروح فيها بإن ربيهم من كل أمر سلام
one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace (verse 3 – 5 of Sura 97): 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 (or 130) = 3098 (or 3097)

عبادة ليذرون يوم التلاق يومهم برزه علیهم لا يخفى على الله منهم
his worshippers to warn about Day of the Talaqi (Meeting), the day they are Barizoon (clearly visible), shall not be hidden, to Allah, of them,
(verse 15 - 16 of Sura 40): (82 + 990 + 56 + 562 + 56 + 45 + 265) + 31 + [700 + 110 + 66 (or 65) + 135] = 2056 + [31 + 1011 (or 1010)] = 2056 + 1042 (or 1041) = 3098 (or 3097)

و إن أستلم فاذا جاء وعد الآخرة ليسوا وجوهكم وليدخلوا المسجد كما دخلوه
And if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and enter the Mosque like they entered it (verse 7 of Sura 17): (6 + 51) + (502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 + 107 (or 108) + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645] = 57 (or 56) + 4041 (or 4042) = 4098 (or 4099) (= 2 x 3 x 683) (4098 is the 3533rd Composite Number)
Thalatha wa Ishreen (Twenty Three) + Ramadan + 1335 : (1036 + 6 + 630) + 1091 + 1335 = 2763 (or 2762) + 1335 = 4098 (or 4097)

We have created you from a Maheen (humiliating) water. So, we placed it in a firm place for a known Qadr (period or duration). So, we have set the period. So, great are those who set the period. Woe on that day is unto the Mukazibeen (those who claim it is a lie). Have we made the Ard (Earth or Land) as a place for gathering, for the living (verse 20 – 26 of Sura 77): (840 + 90 + 42 + 105) + (239 + 90 + 501 + 120 + 41 + 304 + 186 + 435 + 240 + 392 + 46 + 766 + 882 + 71 + 153 + 1032 + 502) + 21 = 1077 + (6000 + 21) = 1077 + 6021 = 7098

Note that 98 is the number of one of the most important verses of the Quran about the End Times; that is verse 98 of Sura 18.

The number of verses of Sura 19 (titled “Mary”) is 98.

The total number of words of Sura 98, starting from “In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem”, to the last word of the Sura is 98 words. The title of Sura 98 is الْبَيْنَةُ “The Bayina” (Evidence) and its numerical value is 98:

الْبَيْنَةُ The Bayina (Evidence): 98

The Fatimids captured Jerusalem from the Seljuks in 1098. The Crusaders captured Jerusalem from the Fatimids in 1099.

♦ Weapon: 99 (99 = 3 x 3 x 11) (99 is the 73rd Composite Number) (132 is the 99th Composite Number) (523 is the 99th Prime Number)

نجوم Stars: 99

حيفا: 99

فدية Fidya (Ransom) (verse 15 of Sura 57): 99

أمانوا Amanu (Believe) (verse 11 of Sura 85): 99 (or 98)
The Resurrector: 99

David: 99

State of Jann (demons): 45 + 54 = 99

Ailul (September) 22: 77 + 22 = 99

Nihaya (End) of Azra (Virgin or Virgo): 56 + [71 + 972 (or 971)] = 56 + 1043 (or 1042) = 1099 (or 1098) ( = 7 x 157) (1099 is the 914th Composite Number) (1314 is the 1099th Composite Number) [ The zodiac sign, Virgo, ends on September 22 (or 21)]

The Orange Men (Annual Protestant Celebration on July 12): 265 + 834 = 1099

Island of the followers of Satan: 225 + [474 + 401 (or 400)] = 225 + 874 (or 875) = 1099 (or 1100)

Al-Tariq, the Piercing Star (verses 2-3 of Sura 86): 341 + (124 + 634) = 341 + 758 = 1099

Haven’t you seen that Allah descends (sends down) from the Heaven (verse 21 of Sura 39): 1099

our Ayat (Signs) in the horizons and inside of them (in themselves/ their souls) (verse 53 of Sura 41): 1099 (or 1098)

Hazima (Defeat) of the Tatar (Mongols): 67 + 1032 (or 1031) = 1099 (or 1098)

You remained for one hundred years (verse 259 of Sura 2): 1099

Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Pope John Paul, the Second: 297 + (37 + 75 + 98 + 592) = 297 + 802 = 1099 (equivalent to 99)

Al-Saiqa (Shocking Event) + Pope John Paul, the Second: 297 + (37 + 75 + 98 + 592) = 297 + 802 = 1099 (equivalent to 99)

Nihaya (End) of Pope Francis + Vatican: 71 + 6 + 460 + 562 = 1099

Karitha (Disaster) of Al-Britaniyeen (The Britons): 726 + 373 = 1099 (equivalent to 99)

Al-Saiha (The Scream) + London City, England: 144 + 955 = 1099 (equivalent to 99)

The Truth has come (verse 81 of Sura 17) + London City, England:
144 + 955 = 1099  (equivalent to 99)

Day of the Promise + The Hadm (Destruction) + New York + Washington + London (or Sydney): (56 + 111) + 80 + (302 + 416 + 134) = 167 + 80 + 852 = 1099

Wuquf (Stand up) of the Pilgrims on Arafat: 192 + 46 + 110 + 751 (or 750) = 1099 (or 1098)

The Entrance + Al-Salibeen (Crusaders) + Jerusalem: 671 + 233 + 195 = 1099  
[The Crusaders conquered Jerusalem on Friday, July 15, 1099 AD Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 4859 Jewish Calendar)]

Day of Hadd (Destruction) of Abraj (Towers) of the Alamiya (World) Trade: 56 + [9 + (207 + 640 + 187)] = 56 + (9 + 1034) = 56 + 1043 = 1099

Jumada Al-Thania + 23 + 1422 : 58 + 596 (or 597) + 23 + 1422 = 677 (676 or 678) + 1422 = 2099 (2098 or 2100)  
[The Zionists orchestrated the attacks on New York & Washington D.C. that occurred on September 11, 2001 (Jumada Al-Thania (or Al-Akhira) 23 (or 22), 1422 Hijri).]

When Promise of the Akhira (End Times) comes (verse 7 of Sura 17) & (verse 104 of Sura 17): 782 + 5 + 80 + 1232 (or 1233) = 2099 (or 2100)

And the Night as it prevails (verse 1 of Sura 92): (6 + 71) + (702 + 1320) = 77 + 2022 = 2099

And then, they do not remain after you, except (verse 76 of Sura 17): [6 + 702 (or 701) + 31 + 598 + 730 (or 731)] + 32 = 2067 (2066 or 2068) + 32 = 2099 (2098 or 2100)

Day of Ras (Head or Beginning) of year + 1444 Hijriya : 56 + (261 + 115) + 1444 + 223 = (56 + 376 + 1444) + 223 = 1876 + 223 = 2099 (equivalent to 99)  
(2099 is the 317th Prime Number. 1317 + 782 = 2099)

Astronaut of Space + Apollo + Armstrong: 215 + 882 + 45 + 1957 (or 1958) = 3099 (or 3100) (= 3 * 1033) (3099 is the 2656th Composite Number)

It is the Aya (Sign) of his Kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin). In it, there is Sakina from your Lord and the remainder of what the Family of Moses (verse 248 of Sura 2): 51 + 17 + 95 + 51 + 481 + 840 + 95 + 145 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 117 + 81 + 620 + 32 + 116 (or 107) = 3099 (or 3090)
would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is. Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace it is (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): (226 + 41 + 75 + 335) + (75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505) + [487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241] + [130 (or 131) + 15] = 677 + 1926 + 2351 (or 2352) + 145 (or 146) = 5099 (5100 or 5101) (5099 is the 681st Prime Number)

Narrate your vision to your siblings, lest they scheme a plot against you. The Satan is, for the human being, an evident enemy. Like that, your Lord shall choose you and teach you from the interpretation of the narrations and complete his blessing upon you and upon (verse 5 – 6 of Sura 12): (680 + 232 + 110) + (1027 + 131 + 50 + 35 + 51 + 401 + 222 + 80 + 102 + 6 + 770 + 445 + 222 + 6 + 170 + 90 + 447 + 555 + 6 + 450 + 565 + 130 + 6 + 110) = 1022 + 6077 = 7099

If you do well, you do well to yourselves and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces (make your faces look bad) and they shall enter the Mosque, like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, we return and we make Jahanam (Hell), for the Disbelievers, an abode (verse 7 - 8 of Sura 17): [51 + 559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 107 + 80 + 6 ] + 681 +138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 +1013 + 140 + 262 + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 154 + 98 + 420 + 308) = 4022 (or 4023) +  6077 = 10099 (or 10100)

- As the first Crusade was approaching Jerusalem, an eclipse of the moon on June 5, 1099 was regarded by the Crusaders as a favorable sign from God. The Crusade reached Jerusalem, the main destination of their pilgrimage journey, in the morning, on Tuesday, June 7, 1099 Julian (Rajab 15, 492 Hijri) (Sivan 15, 4859 Jewish). Faced with a seemingly impossible task, the low morale of the Crusaders was raised when a priest, by the name of Peter Desiderius, claimed to have had a divine vision instructing them to fast and then march in a barefoot procession around the city walls, after which the city would fall in nine days, following the Biblical example of Joshua at the siege of Jericho. After fasting for 3 days, on Friday, July 8, 1099, the Crusaders performed the procession, sounding trumpets and chanting as instructed by Desiderius, ending on the Mount of Olives where Peter the Hermit preached to them, while the city's Muslim defenders mocked them. More practical help for the Crusaders had already arrived in the form of six ships that anchored at Jaffa, which had been abandoned by the Muslims. The ships were carrying food, armaments, and supplies needed to build siege engines. Using their newly acquired supplies, the Crusaders, with the aid of Genoese engineers, began building two huge siege towers, catapults and a battering ram. On July 10, 1099 (Shaban 18, 492 Hijri) (Tammuz 18, 4859 Jewish), the two siege towers built by the Crusaders were completed and wheeled into position. For the first time, the Muslim ruler of Jerusalem became concerned, issuing strict orders that he be notified if either tower moved closer to the city. The Crusaders started their assault on Jerusalem on the night of July 13, 1099 Julian (July 19, 1099 Gregorian) at night. The Crusaders fought all day on July 14, 1099 Julian (July 20, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 22, 492 Hijri) (Tammuz 22, 4859 Jewish) (2122,661.5th or 2122,662nd Julian Day) without establishing a foothold.
The Crusaders (about 1300 knights and 12,000 soldiers) breached the walls of Jerusalem and conquered Jerusalem on **Friday, July 15, 1099 AD** Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 4859 Jewish) (2122,662.5th or 2122,663th Julian Day). The next day, on **July 16, 1099** Julian (July 22, 1099 Gregorian), the Crusaders forced Jews of Jerusalem to gather in the main synagogue and then, the Crusaders set this synagogue on fire. Most of the **inhabitants of Jerusalem (mostly Muslims) were slaughtered** by the Crusaders within **July 15 - 16**. On **July 22, 1099** (Shaban 30 or Ramadan 1, 492 Hijri) (Av 1, 4859 Jewish), Sultan Salah Eddeen Al-Ayubi and King Richard the Lion-hearted of England signed treaty over Jerusalem, at end of the Third Crusade.

**Godfrey de Bouillon** was born on **September 18, 1060** (Shaban 19 (or 20), 452 Hijri) (Tishri 21, 4821 Jewish). He died on **July 18, 1100** (Ramadan 9, 493 Hijri) (Av 10, 4860 Jewish).

---

♦ سم Poison: 100 (69 + 31 = 100) (100 is the 74th Composite Number) (133 is the 100th Composite Number) (541 is the 100th Prime Number)

منى Mina (location near Mecca visited by pilgrims): 100

منى Mani (sperm): 100

ق Qaf (This is one of the mysterious Opening Words/Letters, whose meaning is unknown, of 29 Suras in the Quran) (verse 1 of Sura 50): 100

أطلطة Atlanta: 100

يسل He asks (verse 6 of Sura 75): 100 (or 101)

صبح Subh (Morning): 100

أيلول 23 Ailul (September) 23 : 77 + 23 = 100

ليله 25 Lailat (Eve) of 25 : 75 + 25 = 100

أجل الله Ajal (Date of End) of Allah (verse 4 of Sura 71): 34 + 66 = 100

هيكل يهودي Jewish Haikal (Temple): 65 + 35 = 100

يوم الأحد Day of the Ahad [Sunday or the Only One (an attribute of God)]: 56 + 44 = 100
Day of the Ibada (Annihilation): $56 + 44 = 100$

The Jews + The Ibada (Annihilation): $56 + 44 = 100$

So, He revived (verse 164 of Sura 2): 100

Gog + Day of Ihya (Resurrection): $23 + 56 + 21 = 23 + (56 + 21) = 23 + 77 = 100$

Khuruj (Coming out) of Dajjal (Anti-Christ), Messiah Son of David: $809 + 69 + 149 + 52 (or 53) + 21 = 809 + 69 + 149 + 73 (or 74) = 1100 (or 1101) \ (1100 \text{ is the } 915^{th} \text{ Composite Number}) \ (1315 \text{ is the } 1100^{th} \text{ Composite Number})$

The Rumiya (Roman) Catholic Church: $176 + 632 (or 633) + 292 = 1100 (or 1101)$

Abu Muslim, Khurasani: $9 + 170 + 921 = 1100$

Seal (or End) of the Hayat (Life): $1040 (or 1041) + 60 = 1100 (or 1101)$

Nineteenth: $530 (or 531) + 570 = 1100 (or 1101)$

And the Spirit in it by permission (verse 4 of Sura 97): 1100

The Raheem. Praise be to Allah the one who descended unto his Abdihi (worshipper or servant) the Book and did not make (verse 1 of Sura 18): $2100 (or 2099) \ (2100 \text{ is the } 1782^{nd} \text{ Composite Number}) \ (2465 \text{ is the } 2100^{th} \text{ Composite Number})$

Lailat (Eve) of Adam’s tasting of Tree of the Khuld (Immortality or Eternality): $75 + 807 + 45 + (508 + 665) = 75 + [807 + 45 (or 46) + 1173] = 75 + 2025 (or 2026) = 2100 (or 2101)$

You to each other are an enemy and you shall have in/on (verse 24 of Sura 7): $24 + 932 + 902 + 80 + 6 + 90 + 90 = 2100$

When Promise of the Akhira (End Times) comes (verse 7 of Sura 17) & (verse 104 of Sura 17): $782 + 5 + 80 + 1233 (or 1232) = 2100 (or 2099)$

And then, they do not remain after you, except (verse 76 of Sura 17): $[6 + 702 (or 701) + 31 + 598 + 731 (or 730)] + 32 = 2068 (2066 or 2067) + 32 = 2100 (2098 or 2099)$
Day of Inhiyar (Collapse) of Mine of the Copper and the Gold + Chile : $56 + 267 + (133 + (150 + 6 + 738)) + 750 = 56 + 267 + (133 + 894) + 750 = 56 + (267 + 1027) + 750 = 56 + 1294 + 750 = 56 + 2044 = 2100$

Astronaut of Space + Apollo + Armstrong: $215 + 882 + 45 + 1958$ (or 1957) = $3100$ (or 3099)

Mubsira (insightful, giver of vision, or eye-opener) so that you seek from the bounty of your Lord and so that you know number (verse 12 of Sura 17): $(337 + 1839 + 911 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 577) + 78 = 4022 + 78 = 4100$

Forgives for you of your sins and postpones you to a specified Ajal (End Date). The Ajal of Allah when it comes cannot be postponed (verse 4 of Sura 71): $1290 + 90 + 90 + 818 + 6 + 877 + 41 + 34 + 150 + 51 + 34 + 66 + 702 + 5 + 31 + 816 = 5100$

would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is. Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace it is (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): $(226 + 41 + 75 + 335) + (75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505) + [487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241] + [131 (or 130) + 15] = 677 + 1926 + 2351 (or 2352) + 146 (or 145) = 5100$ (5099 or 5101) (5100 is the $4418^{th}$ Composite Number)

معه جميعا وقلنا من بعد أبني إسرائيل أسكن الأرض فإذا جاء وعد الآخرون جنتنا بكم لفيفا وبالحق أنزل وما أرسلنا إلا مبشرا و بالحق أنزل وما أرسلنا إلا مبشرنا و اذن بهم ورزقه و هم الذين يربئونك معه (verse 103 - 105 of Sura 17): $(6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 302 + 137 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 1232 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141) + (87 + 6 + 41 + 362 + 32 + 543 + 543 + 6) = 5023 + 1077 = 6100$

If you do well, you do well to yourselves and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces (make your faces look bad) and they shall enter the Mosque, like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. If you return, we return and we make Jahanam (Hell), for the Disbelievers, an abode (verse 7 - 8 of Sura 17): $[51 + 559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 107 + 80 + 6 ] + (681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 + 140 + 162 + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 154 + 98 + 420 + 308) = 4023 (or 4022) + 6077 = 10100$ (or 10099)

After September 23, there are 99 days remaining until the end of the year. This means September 23 is the $100^{th}$ day from the end of the year.
He asks (verse 6 of Sura 75): 101 (or 100) (101 is the 26th Prime Number) (134 is the 101st Composite Number) (547 is the 101st Prime Number) (4741 is the 4101st Composite Number)

Who is? : $90 + 11 = 101$

First Hudna (Truce): $37 + 64 = 101$

Their Day: 101

The Night: 101

The Black Ones: 101

Day of Al-Hadda (Incident of Destruction): $56 + 45 = 101$

Dakk (Bombardment or Destruction) + Nakba (Disaster) : $24 + 77 = 101$

Inhidam ( Destruction, Fall, or Collapse): 101

State of the Jews: $45 + 56 = 101$

Ihya (Revival) of Dawla (State) of Babyl (Babylon): $21 + (45 + 35) = 21 + 80 = 101$

Engleez (English People): 101

The Sahib (Companion, Friend, Master or Leader): 101 (or 100)

Ameen (Trust-worthy) (verse 18 of Sura 44): 101

Latitude (or Width): 1101

Khusf (Collapse) of Al-Aqsa Mosque: $740 + (138 + 223) = 740 + 361 = 1101$

Khusf (Collapse) of Children of Israel: $740 + 58 + 303 (or 302) = 1101 (or 1100)$

Saiha (Scream) of London, England: $265 + (134 + 702) = 265 + 702 = 1101$

The Rumiya (Roman) Catholic Church: $176 + 633 (or 632) + 292 = 1101
(or 1100)

يوم القيامة + هدم الكنيسة الكاثوليكية Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Rise, or Upheaval) + Hadm (Destruction) of the Catholic Church: 56 + 187 (or 186) + 49 + 176 + 633 = 1101 (or 1100)

يبعث من في القبور Resurrects those in the graves (verse 7 of Sura 22): 582 + 90 + 90 + 339 = 1101

خرجوا النجال المسيح ابن داود Khuruj (Coming out) of Dajjal (Anti-Christ), Messiah Son of David: 809 + 69 + 149 + 53 (or 52) + 21 = 809 + 69 + 149 + 74 (or 73) = 1101 (or 1100)

يُبْعِثُ مِنْ فِي اﻟْمُتْبَر ﻣِنْ اﻟْقُبُور ﻣِنْ أَنْ يُهْلِكُوا ﻣَنْ ﻛُلُّ ١١٠١ ﺃَوْلِدُ ١٠٤٠ ١٠٤٠ 

Its docking. Say : The knowledge of it is with my Lord. No one uncovers its timing (verse 187 of Sura 7): 1101 (or 1100)

خاتم الحياة Khatam (Seal or End) of the Hayat (Life): 1041 (or 1040) + 60 = 1101 (or 1100) 

(3 x 367) (1101 is the 916th Composite Number) (1316 is the 1101st Composite Number) 

(8837 is the 1101st Prime Number)

ثالث ليال Three Nights (verse 10 of Sura 19): 1030 (or 1031) + 71 = 1101 (or 1102)

تاسع عشر Nineteenth : 531 (or 530) + 570 = 1101 (or 1100)

ستة وعشرين Sitta wa Ishreen (Twenty Six) : 465 + 6 + 630 = 1101

كنا ظلمين we were oppressors (verse 97 of Sura 21): 71 + 1030 (or 1031) = 1101 (or 1102)

Regarding the Disbelief. Their deeds are damned and in (verse 17 of Sura 9): 1101

أَيَحْسِبُ اﻟْمُؤْمِنُ أَنْ أَنْ نُهْلِكُ أَنْ نُجِبُ ﻋَزْمَهُ ﻣَنْ أَنْ نُجِبُ أُنْتَ ﺑِذَا رَيْسَ ١١٠١ ﺳَيْرُ ١٨٣٩ 

I swear by Day of the Qiyama and I do swear by the self-reproaching soul. Does (the human) think (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 75): 201 + 58 + 187 (or 186) + 6 + 31 + 201 + 223 + 113 + 81 = 1101 (or 1100)

أَيَحْسِبُ اﻟْمُؤْمِنُ أَنْ أَنْ نُهْلِكُ أَنْ نُجِبُ ﻋَزْمَهُ ﻣَنْ أَنْ نُجِبُ أُنْتَ ﺑِذَا رَيْسَ ١١٠١ ﺳَيْرُ ١٨٣٩ 

I do swear by the self-reproaching soul. Does the human think that we are not going to assemble his bones ? (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 75): 31 + [201 + 223 + 113 + 81 + 192 (or 193) + 81 + 163 + 1016 (or 1015)] = 31 + 2070 (2069 or 2071) = 2101 (2100 or 2102) (2101 is the 1783rd Composite Number) (2466 is the 2101st Composite Number)

أَيَحْسِبُ اﻟْمُؤْمِنُ أَنْ أَنْ نُهْلِكُ أَنْ نُجِبُ ﻋَزْمَهُ ﻣَنْ أَنْ نُجِبُ أُنْتَ ﺑِذَا رَيْسَ ١١٠١ ﺳَيْرُ ١٨٣٩ 

Does the human think that we are not going to assemble his bones ? Yes, we are capable of (verse 3 - 4 of Sura 75): 2101 (or 2100)

الصرط المستقيم صرط الذين The Straight Path, the path of those (verse 6 – 7 of Sura 1): 330 + 681 + 299 + 791 = 2101

ما جعلنا عدتهم إلا فتنه للذين We have not made their Idda (number, count, or period) except as a Fitna (Trial or Test) for those (verse 31 of Sura 74): 2101 (or 2105)
Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Say: I seek refuge by Lord of the people, Malik (Possessor, Master, or King) of the people, God of the people, from the evilness of the Whisperer (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 114): 3101 (3101 is the 2658th Composite Number)

The Warners. They rejected our Signs, all of them, so We caught them the catch of an Aziz (exalted one) (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 54): 981 + 729 + 464 + 56 + 1476 + 1301 + 94 = 5101

would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is. Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace it is (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): (226 + 41 + 75 + 335) + (75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505) + [487 + 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241] + [131 (or 130) + 15] = 677 + 1926 + 2352 (or 2351) + 146 (or 145) = 5101 (or 5100) (5101 is the 682nd Prime Number)

and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach completely. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, We return and (verse 7 of Sura 17): 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1012 (or 1013) + 140 + 162 + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6 = 5101 (or 5102)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): (102 + 66 + 329 + 289) + [52 + 143 (or 144) + 90 + 75 + 335] + (6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335) + (75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505) + [487 + 136 (or 137) + 245 + 96] + (753 + 247) = [786 + 695 (or 696) + 724 + 1926] + 970 (or 971) + 1000 = 4131 (or 4132) + [970 (or 971) + 1000] = 4131 (or 4132) + 1970 (or 1971) = 6101 (6102 or 6103) (6101 is the 796th Prime Number)

from your Lord, the All-Hearer, All-Knower, Lord of the Heavens and the Earth and what is between them, if you are certain. There is no god, except him. He gives like and causes death, your Lord and the Lord of your first fathers (ancestors). However, they are in doubt playing around. So, wait for the day (the sky) brings (verse 6 – 10 of Sura 44): 90 + 222 + 56 + 11 + 211 + 181 + 202 + 537 + 6 + 1032 + 6 + 41 + 108 + 51 + 510 + 256 + 31 + 36 + 32 + 11 + 28 + 6 + 460 + 262 + 6 + 202 + 75 + 128 + 32 + 45 + 90 + 320 + 168 + 783 + 56 + 811 = 7101

♦ The Nihaya (End): 102 (= 6 x 17) (102 is the 75th Composite Number) (135 is the 102nd Composite Number) (557 is the 102nd Prime Number) (4742 is the 4102nd Composite
The Hisab (Judgment or Punishment) (verse 41 of Sura 14): 102

Night of 27: $75 + 27 = 102$

Day of Wilada (Birth, Giving Birth, or Baby Delivery): $56 + 46 = 102$

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of Hayat (life): $56 + (22 + 24) = 56 + 46 = 102$

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of Wahy (Revelation or Inspiration): $56 + 22 + 24 = 102$

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of Dakk (Bombardment or Destruction): $56 + (22 + 24) = 56 + 46 = 102$

On July 13 1969, three days before the launch of Apollo 11, the Soviet Union launched its own spacecraft, the unmanned Luna 15 to land on the moon, collect lunar soil by means of a robot and bring it back to Earth. Luna 15 crash-landed in the Sea of Crises on the Moon on July 21, 1969.

Daabba (animal) from (verse 82 of Sura 27): $12 + 90 = 102$

Heaven: 102

Evening: 102

The Black: 102

Elias (Elijah): 102

Bles (Devil): 102 (or 103)

Baal (Baal is the god that Elias told people not to worship): 102

The Hope (Obama’s Presidential campaign presented him as “The Hope” of America. His book’s title is “Audacity of Hope”): 102

In the name of: 102

We have brought you an Aya (Sign) (verse 47 of Sura 20): $83 + 19 (or 18) = 102$ (or 101)

Aya (Miraculous Sign) of Awda (Return): $17 + 85 = 102$

Aya (Sign) of the Jann (Jinn): $17 + 85 = 102$
Star + Hadd (Destruction): 93 + 9 = 102

Dome: 102

The Mal (Money or Assets) (verse 20 of Sura 89): 102

People (or Companions) (verse 9 of Sura 18): 102 (or 101)

Iman (Faith): 102

Mubeen (endowed with signs): 102

Grandson: 102

Al-Sibt (The Child or tribe): 102

The Southern (or The Southerner): 102

Atomic Bomb: 187 + 915 = 1102 (1102 is the 917th Composite Number)

(1317 is the 1102nd Composite Number)

we were oppressors (verse 97 of Sura 21): 71 + 1031 (or 1030) = 1102 (or 1101)

The Raisain Amerikiyain (Two American Presidents), Bush + Obama: (371 + 372) + (308 + 51) = 743 + 359 = 1102

Khubth (Wickedness): 1102 (equivalent to 102)

Adam + Hawa (Eve) to Earth: 45 (or 46) + 15 (or 16) + 41 + 1001 = 1102 (1103 or 1104)

The Aqsa Mosque which (verse 1 of Sura 17): [138 + 223 (or 222)] + 741 = 361 (or 360) + 741 = 1102 (or 1101)

Khusf (Collapse) of Wall of Al-Buraq: 740 + (28 + 334) = 740 + 362 = 1102 (equivalent to 102)

Khusf (Collapse) + Army + Al-Baida (the Desert): 740 + (313 + 49) = 740 + 362 = 1102

The Land Collapse of Florida: 771 + 331 = 1102

The Quake of City of Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada: 48 + 1054 = 1102
The Promise + Day of Dakk (Destruction or bombardment) of the buildings of Manhattan, New York: \(111 + 56 + 24 + 62 + 547 + 302 = 1102\)

The Saiha (Scream) + Manhattan + New York City = \(144 + 547 + 109 + 302 = 1102\)

The Truth has come (verse 81 of Sura 17) + Manhattan + New York City: \(144 + 547 + 109 + 302 = 1102\)

City of Babyl (Babylon) + Manhattan + New York City: \(144 + 547 + 109 + 302 = 1102\)

Wahid Ishreen (Twenty One) + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): \([19 (or 18) + 630] + 453 = 649 (or 648) + 453 = 1102 (or 1101)\) (equivalent to 102)

Khuuruj (getting out or departure) of Saleebiyeen (Crusaders) + Akka (Acre): \((809 + 202) + 91 = 1011 + 91 = 1102\)

The Malhama Al-Kubra (Big Battle) + Nihaya (End) of Israel + The Awda (Return) + Jerusalem: \((154 + 263) + (71 + 303) + (116 + 195) = 417 + 374 + 311 = 1102\)

Tawqeeet (Timing) of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or beginning of End Times): \(916 + 186 (or 1187) = 1102 (or 1103)\)

Promise of the Major Alamat (Signs) + The Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval): \(80 + 573 (or 572) + 263 + 186 (or 187) = [80 + 836 (or 835)] + 186 (or 187) = 916 (or 915) + 186 (or 187) = 1102 (1101 or 1103)\)

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of the End Times + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): \(56 + 22 + [837 (or 838) + 187 (or 186)] = 56 + 22 + 1024 (1025 or 1023) = 56 + 1046 (1047 or 1045) = 1102 (1101 or 1103)\)

The End Times + Inha (Ending) of the Hayat (life) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): \(837 (or 838) + 56 + 58 + (55 + 96) = 837 (or 838) + 56 + (58 + 151) = 837 (or 838) + (56 + 209) = 837 (or 838) + 265 = 1102 (or 1103)\)

Aya (sign). He said: Your Aya (sign) is that you do not speak (verse 10 of Sura 19): 1102

Three Nights (verse 10 of Sura 19): \(1031 (or 1030) + 71 = 1102 (or 1101)\)

Dead city like that Khuruj (Coming out) (verse 11 of Sura 50): \(2102 = 2 \times 1051 (2102 \text{ is the } 1784^{th} \text{ Composite Number}) (2468 \text{ is the } 2102^{th} \text{ Composite Number})\)

Promise of Timur Lenk + Majzara (Massacre) of Baghdad: \(80 + \ldots\)
Naksa (Disappointing Event) of 1967: $135 + 1967 = 2102$

"Nakṣa (Disappointing Event) of 1967: 135 + 1967 = 2102"

that the Ard (Earth or Land) shall inherit it my Righteous Worshippers (verse 105 of Sura 21): $51 + (1032 + 716 + 87 + 216) = 51 + 2051 = 2102$

so that you seek a bounty from your Lord (verse 12 of Sura 17): $1839 + 911 + 90 + 262 = 3102$ (3102 is the 2659th Composite Number)

and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach completely. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, We return and (verse 7 of Sura 17): $6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013$ (1012) + $140 + 162 + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51 + 125 + 6 = 5102$ (5101 or 5103)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): $(102 + 66 + 329 + 289) + [52 + 144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 335] + (6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335) + (75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505) + [487 + 136 (or 137) + 245 + 96] + (753 + 247) = [786 + 696 (or 695) + 724 + 1926] + 970 (or 971) + 1000 = 4132$ (4131) + $[970 (or 971) + 1000] = 4132$ (4131) + $[970 (or 971) + 1000] = 4132$ (4131) + $1970 (or 1971) = 6102$ (6101 or 6103)

$6102$ is the 5305th Composite Number

Iblees (Diabulus, Diablo, or Devil): 103 (or 102) (103 + 31 = 134) (103 is the 27th Prime Number) (27 is the 17th Composite Number) (136 is the 103rd Composite Number) (563 is the 103rd Prime Number) (4743 is the 4103rd Composite Number)

Calf (verse 88 of Sura 20): 103

Hastleness (verse 37 of Sura 21): 103

Pope John Paul: $6 + (59 + 38) = 6 + 97 = 103$

Door of Jahannam (Hell): $5 + 98 = 103$

Mabnaya (Two Buildings): 103

Mabani (Buildings): 103

Prince William was born on June 21, 1982
Bad’a (Beginning) of the Asad (Leo): \(7 + 96 = 103\)

(July 23 is the 1st day of Leo, zodian sign)

 وعد يأجوج Promise of Yajuj (Gog): \(80 + 23 = 103\)

إحياء يأجوج و ماجوج Ihya (Resurrection or Revival) of Gog and Magog: \(21 + (23 + 6 + 53) = 21 + 82 = 103\)

دولة جنة Dawla (State) of Jinna (demons): \(45 + 58 = 103\)

المبكي The Wailing Place: 103

البساط The Bisat (Rug or Carpet): 103

النuclear The Nuclear: 103

كوكب + الحياة Kawkab (Planet) + The Hayat (life): \(48 + 55 = 103\)

كوكب + الدك Kawkab (Planet) + The Dakk (Destruction): \(48 + 55 = 103\)

اقتربَت Approached (verse 1 of Sura 54): \(1103\) (equivalent to 103) \((1103\) is the 185th Prime Number) \((1318\) is the 1103rd Composite Number)

نهاية الأرض The Nihaya (End) of the Earth: \(71 + 1032 = 1103\)

يوم بدأه الآخره + القيامة Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of the End Times + The Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or beginning of End Times): \(56 + [22 + 838 (or 837)] = [56 + 860 (or 859)] + 187 = 916 (or 915) + 187 = 1103 (or 1102)

 وعد العلامات الكبرى + القيامة Promise of the Major Alamat (Signs) + The Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or beginning of End Times): \([80 + 573 (or 572) + 263] + 187 = [80 + 836 (or 835)] + 187 = 916 (or 915) + 187 = 1103 (or 1102)

توقيت القيامة Tawqeet (Timing) of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or beginning of End Times): \(916 + 187 \) (or 1186) = \(1103 \) (or 1102)

هد مركز التجارة العالمي Hadd (Destruction) of Al-Alamiya (World) Trade Center: \(9 + (267 + 640) + 187 = (9 + 907) + 187 = 916 + 187 = 1103\)

آتمناً لدلك رحمه و هبه لنا من bring us, from you have, mercy and provide for us, regarding (verse 10 of Sura 18): \(453 + 90 + 104 + 253 + 6 + 26 \) (or 25) + 90 = \(1103\)

أماد البيت أصحب نهایة الزمان في كيف Amad (Period) of the Lubth (Stay) of Ashab (People or Companions) of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time) in a Cave: \(45 + 563 + 101 + (71 + 128) + 90 + 105 = 45 + 563 + (101 + 199) + 90 + 105 = 45 + 563 + 300 + 90 + 105 = 1103\)
Amad (Period) of the Zaman (Time) of Lubth (Stay) of Ashab (People or Companions) of the Nihaya (End) in a Cave: $45 + 128 + (532 + 101 + 102) + 90 + 105 = 1103$

One thousand months, descend (are brought down) (verses 3 - 4 of Sura 97): $111 + 505 + 487 = 1103$

Adam + Hawa (Eve) to Earth: $45 (or 46) + 16 (or 15) + 41 + 1001 = 1103$

The Corrective Movement + Syria: $(264 + 562) + 277 = 1103$

who deserves reverence and honor (verse 78 of Sura 55): $1103$ (or $1104$)

(This is the last verse of Sura 55 “The Rahman” and it is the 4979th verse of the Quran. There are 199 verses from this till the first verse of Sura 62 “The Friday”, which is the 5178th verse of the Quran.)

Night of Ba’th (Resurrection) of Dead (People): $75 + 572 + 456 = 1103$

They are the best of creatures (verse 7 of Sura 98): $45 + 810 + 248 = 1103$

Mary daughter of Imran (Mother of Jesus) (verse 12 of Sura 66): $290 + 453 + 360 (or 361) = 1103$ (or $1104$) (equivalent to 103)

Nuclear Missile + London: $969 + 134 = 1103$

The Fall + City of London, the United Kingdom: $206 + 897 = 1103$

The Tadmeer (Destruction) + Kingdom of Britain: $685 + 418 = 1103$

Sydney is located on Latitude 33 degrees

We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 97): $(66 + 329 + 289) + [52 + 143 (or 144)] + 90 + 75 + 335 + (6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335) = 684 + 695 (or 696) + 724 = 2103$ (or 2104)
اًلک ان تَتَّكِرُ فِيهَا فَأَخْرُجُ

up to you to act arrogantly in it, so get out (verse 13 of Sura 7): 2103

نيل أَرَمسترونغ + أبولو ١١: ٩٠ + [١٩٥٧ (٠ر ١٩٥٨) + (٤٥ + ١١)] = ٩٠ + (١٩٥٧ (٠ر ١٩٥٨) + ٥٦) = ٩٠ + ٢٠١٣ (٠ر ٢٠١٤) = ٢١٠٣ (٠ر ٢١٠٤)

أُجوُج + مَخَلِقَات + الفضاء

Ajūj (Gog) + Creatures + The Space (outside of the Earth): ١٣ + (١١٧٧ + ٩١٣) = ١٣ + ٢٠٩٠ = ٢١٠٣ (= ٣ × ٧٠١) (٢١٠٣ is the ١٧٨٥٠ Composite Number)

(٢٤٦٩ = the ٢١٠٣٠ Composite Number)

غَزْو + مَخَلِقَات + الفضاء

Ghazu (Invasion) + Creatures + The Space (outside of the Earth): ١٠١٣ + (١١٧٧ + ٩١٣) = ١٠١٣ + ٢٠٩٠ = ٣١٠٣ (= ٢٩ × ١٠٧) (٣١٠٣ is the ٢٦٦٠ Composite Number)

(٣٦٠٨ = the ٣١٠٣٠ Composite Number)

Creatures from outside of the Earth: ١١٧٧ + ٩٠ + ٨٠٤ + ١٠٣٢ = ٣١٠٣

بِسْمِ اللَّهِ الرَّحْمَنِ الرَّحِيمِ إِنَّ أَنزَلْنَا فِي لَيْلَةِ الْقُدْرِ مَا أَدْرَاكَ مَا لَيْلَةُ الْقُدْرِ الْخَيْرِ مِنْ أَفْلَامِ شَهْرٍ تَنْزِلُ

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord (verse ١ - ٤ of Sura ٩٧): (١٠٢ + ٦٦ + ٣٢٩ + ٢٨٩) + [٥٢ + ١٤٤ (٠ر ١٤٣) + ٩٠ + ٧٥ + ٣٣٥] + (٦ + ٤١ + ٢٢٦ + ٤١ + ٧٥ + ٣٣٥) + (٧٥ + ٣٣٥ + ٨١٠ + ٩٠ + ١١١ + ٥٠٥) + [٤٨٧ + ١٣٧ (٠ر ١٣٦) + ٢٤٥ + ٩٦] + (٧٥٣ + ٢٤٧) = [٧٨٦ + ٦٩٦ (٠ر ٦٩٥) + ٧٢٤ + ١٩٢٦] + ٩٧١ (٠ر ٩٧٠) + ١٠٠٠ = ٤١٣٢ (٠ر ٤١٣١) + [٩٧١ (٠ر ٩٧٠) + ١٠٠٠] = ٤١٣٢ (٠ر ٤١٣١) + ١٩٧١ (٠ر ١٩٧٠) = ٦١٠٣ (٦١٠١ or ٦١٠٣)

The Crusaders ruled Jerusalem from ١٠٩٩ AD till ١١٨٧ AD, meaning for ٨٨ years and from ١٢٢٩ AD till ١٢٤٤ AD, meaning for ١٥ years. So, the total period they ruled Jerusalem was: ٨٨ + ١٥ = ١٠٣ years

♦ أسلحة

Weapons: ١٠٤ (١٠٤ is the ٧٦ Composite Number) (١٣٨ is the ١٠٤ Composite Number) (٥٦٩ is the ١٠٤ Prime Number)

إنهزام (Defeat): ١٠٤

واده نوويه Nuclear Wahiya (Catastrophe): ٢٧ + ٧٧ = ١٠٤

 وعد دك Promise of Dakk (Destruction): ٨٠ + ٢٤ = ١٠٤

اجعل Ijal (make) (verse ١٠ of Sura ١٩): ١٠٤

ليله ٢٩ Laila (Eve or Night) of ٢٩: ٧٥ + ٢٩ = ١٠٤

عدل Justice: ١٠٤
The Jalil (Galilee): 104

Baq (Stay): 104

Madian (City in which Moses lived for 10 years after leaving Egypt): 104

The Nazi: 104

Gog + Ilya (Resurrection) of Pope John: 23 + 21 + (6 + 54) = 23 + 21 + 60 = 104

Wall of Gog + Magog: (28 + 23) + 53 = 51 + 53 = 104

Abalees (Devils or Demons): 104

The Carpet: 104

Al-Asbat (Children or tribes): 104

Masad (Palm-leaf fibre) (verse 5 of Sura 111): 104

The Jummal (Gematria or Numerical Value of letters/words): 104

Mary, daughter of Imran (verse 12 of Sura 66): 290 + 453 + 361 (or 360) = 1104 (or 1103) (equivalent to 104) (Mary, daughter of Imran is Mother of Jesus.)

The Ghaibeen (Absentees) (verse 20 of Sura 27): 1104

Has the story of Moses reached you (verse 15 of Sura 79): 35 + 431 (or 422) + 522 + 116 = 1104 (or 1095)

It is me the Warner (verse 89 of Sura 15): 61 + 52 + 991 = 1104 (equivalent to 237)

The human being says on that day (verse 10 of Sura 75): 146 + 192 + 766 = 1104 (or 1105) (1104 = 2x2x2x2x3x23) (1104 is the 918th Composite Number) (1320 is the 1104th Composite Number)

So that we know which of the two parties is a more accurate counter of how long they remained in duration (verse 12 of Sura 18): 1104

So that they argue among each other. A sayer of them said: How long (verse 19 of Sura 18): 1104

When will is docking be? Say: The knowledge of it is with my Lord. No (verse 187 of Sura 7): 1104 (or 1103)
Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces (verse 7 of Sura 17): **1104** (or **1105**)

Bid’a (Beginning) of secret of the End Times: **7 + 260 + 837** (or **838**) = **1104** (or **1105**)

The Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful). By the Sama (Heaven or Sky) and the Tariq (Unexpected Event) (verse 1 of Sura 86): **1104**

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 97): **66 + 329 + 289** + [**52 + 144** (or **143**) + **90 + 75 + 335**] + (6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335) = **684 + 696** (or **695**) + **724** = **2104** (or **2103**)

This secure Balad (country, city). We have created the human in (verse 3 – 4 of Sura 95): **707** (or **706**) + **67 + 132 + 134 + 781 + 193** (or **192**) + **90** = **2104** (or **2103**)

Al-Hasan, the Second + King of Al-Maghrib (Morocco): **149 + 592** + (90 + 1273) = **2104** [Al-Hasan II, King of Morocco was crowned on March 3, 1961, after the death of his father on February 26, 1961. He died around 4:30 pm on July 23, 1999 (Rabi Thani 9, 1420 Hijri) (Av 10, 5759 Jewish Calendar) (2451, 382.5th Julian Day)]

We shall remove the torment for a little while, (but) you are going to revert back (to your disobedience), the day we strike severely. (verse 15 - 16 of Sura 44): **2104** (= 2 x 2 x 2 x **263**) (**2104** is the **1786**th Composite Number)

The Hour shall not arise until the Euphrates has receded upon a mountain of gold (This is a Hadith): **3104** (**3104** is the **2661**st Composite Number)

And if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and shall enter the Mosque like they entered it (verse 7 of Sura 17): **4104** (or **4103**) (equivalent to **104**) (**4104** is the **3538**th Composite Number)

After 4 years of siege, the First Crusade captured Akka (Acre) on May 26, 1104.

From 1336 Hijri [Britain’s capture of Jerusalem in 1917 (1336 Hijri)] to 1440 Hijri (possible beginning of the End Times), there are **104** Hijri years.

♦ **كيف** Cave: **105** (105 is the **77**th Composite Number) (140 is the **105**th Composite Number)
(571 is the 105th Prime Number)

- 105
- Benedict
- Al-Sayyid (Mr. or a Man who is a descendant of Prophet Mohammad (p))
- Adil (Just, Fair, Equitable)
- Polonia (Poland)
- Babyliyeen (Babylonians)
- Saida
- Yunyu (June) 23: 82 + 23 = 105
- Angels (verse 31 of Sura 74): 105 (or 106)
- Balad (Country/City) of the Dajjal: 36 + 69 = 105
- Then, He inspired (verse 10 of Sura 53): 105
- To what is being revealed (or inspired) (verse 13 of Sura 20): 71 + 34 = 105
- Muheen (insulting or humiliating) (verse 6 of Sura 31)
- Maheen (despicable) (verse 21 of Sura 77)
- Minya (sperm)
- Maniyya (Death)
- We perish (verse 16 of Sura 17)
- We (God) annihilated (verse 12 of Sura 17)
- Day of Hadm (Destruction): 56 + 49 = 105
- Hadm (Destruction) + The Jews: 49 + 56 = 105
- Nineteen. (verse 30 of Sura 74): 535 + 570 = 1105 (equivalent to 105) (1105 is the 919th Composite Number) (1322 is the 1105th Composite Number)
- Torment of the Kuffar (Unbelievers): 773 + 332 = 1105
Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): \[80 + 838 (837) + 107 + 80 = 1105 \text{ (or } 1104)\]

Bid’a (Beginning) of secret of the End Times: \[7 + [260 + 838 (837)] = 7 + 1098 (or 1097) = 1105 \text{ (or } 1104)\]

Kashif (Revealer) of Secrets of Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, End Times, or Upheaval): \[401 + [462 + 56 + 186 (or 187)] = 401 + 704 (or 705) = 1105 \text{ (or } 1106)\]

Kashf (Revelation or Uncovering) of Secrets of Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, End Times, or Upheaval): \[400 + [462 + 56 + 188 (or 186)] = 400 + 705 (or 704) = 1105 \text{ (or } 1106)\]

Zahir (apparent or outer meaning) (verse 22 of Sura 8): \[1105 \text{ (or } 1106)\]

Fitna (Trial/Test) (verse 31 of Sura 74) + The Promise + Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of Israel: \[535 + 111 + 21 + [135 + 303 (or 302)] = 535 + 111 + 21 + 438 (or 437) = 535 + [111 + 459 (or 458)] = 535 + 570 (or 569) = 1105 \text{ (or } 1104)\]

The Qiyama (Resurrection) + Tabut (Ark or Coffin) of the Covenant: \[186 (or 187) + (809 + 110) = 186 (or 187) + 919 = 1105 \text{ (or } 1106)\]

The American President, Barraq (Arabic spelling of “Barack”) Hussein Obama: \[(311 + 312) + (303 + 128 + 51) = 623 + 482 = 1105\]

Promise of the End Times. To make your faces look bad (ruin your best cities and buildings). (verse 7 of Sura 17): \[80 + 838 \text{ (or } 837) + 107 + 80 = 1105 \text{ (or } 1104)\]

Sineen (Years) + increased by Nine. Say: Allah is more knowledgeable regarding (verse 25 – 26 of Sura 18): \[170 + 24 + 531 + 130 + 66 + 141 + 43 = 1105 \text{ (equivalent to } 105)\]

Say “Subhan Allah” (Praise be to Allah) and after the prostration and Listen the Day … (verses 40 - 41 of Sura 50): \[155 + 6 + 207 + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 = 1105 \text{ (equivalent to } 105)\]

a Abd (worshipper, slave, or servant) of our worshippers, we have given mercy from (verse 65 of Sura 18): \[1015 \text{ (or } 1016) + 90 = 1105 \text{ (or } 1106)\]

a believer, such individuals, their striving is thanked. (verse 19 of Sura 17): \[136 + 147 + 71 + 185 + 566 \text{ (or } 567) = 1105 \text{ (or } 1106)\]

HoWa (God) the one who brought down, from the Heaven, water (verse 10 of Sura 16): \[(11 + 741 + 88) + (90 + 133) + 42 = (840 + 223) + 42 = 1063 + 42 = 1105 \text{ (equivalent to } 105)\]
Atlanta, Georgia: $882 \text{ (or } 883) + 223 = 1105 \text{ (or } 1106)$

Kharab (Devastation) of New York: $803 + 302 = 1105 \text{ (equivalent to } 105)$

Al-Haram Al-Qudsi Al-Shareef (the Noble Jerusalemite Sanctuary): $(279 + 205) + 621 = 484 + 621 = 1105$

Promise of my Lord/God comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Maseekh (False Messiah) Son of David: $(5 + 80 + 212) + [741 + 52 \text{ (or } 53) + 15] = 297 + 808 \text{ (or } 809) = 1105 \text{ (or } 1106)$

Promise of my Lord/God comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Hadd (Destruction) of Al-Aqsa Mosque + Jerusalem, Palestine: $292 + (9 + 370 + 195 + 239) = 292 + 813 = 1105 \text{ (equivalent to } 105)$

Promise of my Lord/God comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Kingdom of Israel + Hadd ( Destruction) of Al-Aqsa Mosque: $(5 + 80 + 212) + 135 + 303 \text{ (or } 302) + (9 + 138 + 223) = 297 + 438 \text{ (or } 437) + 370 = 297 + 808 \text{ (or } 807) = 1105 \text{ (or } 1104)$

Promise of my Lord/God comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Sun and the Moon (verse 5 of Sura 55): $297 + 808 = 1105 \text{ (equivalent to } 105)$

Promise of my Lord/God comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Catholic Church: $(5 + 80 + 212) + (176 + 632) = 297 + 808 = 1105 \text{ (equivalent to } 105)$

Promise of the End Times + Bomb: $(80 + 838) + 187 = 918 + 187 = 1105 \text{ (equivalent to } 105)$

Kharab (Devastation) + Koreans: $803 + 302 = 1105 \text{ (equivalent to } 105)$

Korean War + Tadmeer (Destruction): $451 + 654 = 1105 \text{ (equivalent to } 105)$

North Korea + Korean War: $654 + 451 = 1105 \text{ (equivalent to } 105)$

So, He forgave him. He is the Most Forgiving (verse 37 of Sura 2): $483 + 115 + 56 + 11 + 440 = 1105$

The human says, on that day (verse 10 of Sura 75): $146 + 193 \text{ (or } 192) + 766 = 1105 \text{ (or } 1104)$

Hadi Ishreen (Twenty First) + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): $[22 \text{ (or } 23) + 630] + 453 = 652 \text{ (or } 653) + 453 = 1105 \text{ (or } 1106)$
Caliphate of the Mahdi + the Imam, son of Fatima: \[715 \ (or \ 716) + 90 + (113 + 52 + 135) = 805 \ (or \ 806) + 300 = 1105 \ (or \ 1106)\]

Caliphate of the Mahdi + Sahib (Companion or Owner) of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): \[715 \ (or \ 716) + 90 + 101 \ (or \ 100) + [71 + 128 \ (or \ 129)] = 805 \ (or \ 806) + [101 \ (or \ 100) + 199 \ (or \ 200)] = 805 \ (or \ 806) + 300 \ (299 \ or \ 301) = 1105 \ (or \ 1106)\]

This Dunya (World before End Times) is a Book you are in it the thoughts: \[(710 + 96) + [(422 \ (or \ 423) + 451 + 95 + 31)] + 300 = 806 \ + [999 \ (or \ 1000) + 300 ] = 806 + 1299 \ (or \ 1300) = 2105 \ (or \ 2106)\]

This poem became particularly famous after it was transformed into a song by top Arab singer, Um Kulthoom which she sang for the first time in a concert on May 6, 1971. His first name Al-Hadi (the Guider) is derived from the same root as the word Al-Mahdi (the Guided). The numerical value of his full name is equal to the numerical value of “the Dunya (World before the End times)” and “Zaman (Time)”.

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. T. S. These are the Ayat (verses or signs) of the Quran and (verse 1 of Sura 27): 102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 69 + 450 + 412 + 382 \ (or \ 383) + 6 = 2105 \ (or \ 2106)\]

Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year = 261 + (146 + 254) + 1444 = 661 + 1444 = 2105

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Israa + the Miraj + 1454 = 75 + [262 \ (or \ 263) + 314] + 1454 = [75 + 576 \ (or \ 577)] + 1454 = 651 \ (or \ 652) + 1454 = 2105 \ (or \ 2106)\]

We have not made their Idda (number, count, or period) except as a Fitna (Trial or Test) for those (verse 31 of Sura 74): 2105 \ (2105 is the 1787\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) \ (2471 is the 2105\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number)

2000 + Nineteen: 2000 + (535 + 570) = 2000 + 1105 = 3105 \ (This refers to year 2019)\]

And we have not made As’hab (People or Companions) of the Fire except Angels and We have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial or Test). (verse 31 of Sura 74): \(535 + 570 + (6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 97 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535) = 1105 + 2000 = 3105\]

The years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgement). Allah did not create that except in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date). He details the Ayat (verses or signs) to people who know. (verse 5 of Sura 10): \(201 + 6 + 102 + 41 + 730 + 66 + 750 + 32 + 141 + 210 + 444 \ (or \ 443) + 176 + 206 = 3105 \ (or \ 3104)\)
period. We are narrating upon you their news in the Haq (Truth) (verse 11 – 13 of Sura 18): 3105

لا تستأخرون عنه ساعة ولا تقدمون You will not be delayed (postponed) even an hour and you will not be Tustaqdamoon (advanced to an earlier time-date) (verse 30 of Sura 34): 3105 (equivalent to 105) (3105 is the 2662nd Composite Number)

بسم الله الرحمن الرحيم والتين والزيتون وطور سينين وھذا البلد الأمين In the name of Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate) the Raheem (Most Merciful). By the Figs and the Olives and Mount Sinai and this safe Balad (City or Country). (verse 1-3 of Sura 95): 2014 + 1091 = 3105 (equivalent to 105)

♦  جوزيف Joseph: 106 ( = 2 x 53) (106 is the 78th Composite Number) (78 is the 56th Composite Number) (56 is the 39th Composite Number) (141 is the 106th Composite Number) (577 is the 106th Prime Number) (704 is the 577th Composite Number) (141 is the 106th Composite Number)

االسن His name (verse 6 of Sura 61): 106

زننهم Zidnahom (increased them or gave them more) (verse 13 of Sura 18): 106 (or 107)

العجب The wonder: 106 (This is a saying attributed to Imam Ali about the End Times)

يوم الهدى Day of the Hadi (Offering): 56 + 50 = 106 [Zu Al-Hijja 10 is the first day of Eid (Feast) of the Adha (Sacrifice), also known as Day of the Hadi (Offering)]

يوم الواحد Day of the Wahid (One): 56 + 50 = 106

يوم ال 19 Day of the 19: 56 + 31 + 19 = 106

هناك Hunalika (That is where) (verse 54 of Sura 18): 106

الليلة The Eve: 106

الوسط The Wasat (Middle): 106

ملائكه Angels (verse 31 of Sura 74): 106 (or 105)

نون Noon (Pronunciation of the Arabic letter ن “N”. It was used to Quran to refer to Jonah): 106

الدجال + البابا The Dajjal + The Pope: 69 + 37 = 106

سيول Seol (capital of South Korea): 106

الحيوان The Hayawan (eternal life) (verse 64 of Sura 29): 106
Natural (i.e. Natural Disaster): 106

The Zilzal (Quake): 106

The Zalazil (Shaking Events): 106

The Inviter: 106

People of Aad: 31 + 75 = 106

Resurrection + Return: 21 + 85 = 106

Hadda (Incident of Destruction) + Nihaya (End) of Ihya (Resurrection): 14 + 71 + 21 = 106

Kharab (Devastation) of the Britons: 803 + 303 = 1106 (equivalent to 106)

Kharab (Devastation) of Israel: 803 + 303 = 1106 (equivalent to 106)

Zahir (apparent or outer meaning) (verse 22 of Sura 8): 1106 (or 1105)

The Tenth Nine: 571 + 535 = 1106

Line 33 degrees + 33 minutes: 609 + [(33 + 212) + (33 + 219)] = 609 + (245 + 252) = 609 + 497 = 1106

Hadi Ishreen (Twenty First) + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): [23 (or 22) + 630] + 453 = 653 (or 652) + 453 = 1106 (or 1105) (The first man to step on the Moon, Neil Armstrong, did it on July 21, 1969)

The Qiyama (Resurrection) + Tabut (Ark or Coffin) of the Covenant: 187 (or 186) + (809 + 110) = 187 (or 186) + 919 = 1106 (or 1105)

Tanzeel (descent) of the Book from Allah (verse 1 of Sura 39) & (verse 2 of Sura 40): 497 + [453 (or 454) + 90 + 66] = 497 + 609 (or 610) = 1106 (or 1107) (equivalent to 106)

descended the Furqan (Quran) unto his servant so that he will be a warner to the people (verse 1 of Sura 25): 87 + [31 + 462 (or 461) + 101 + 81 + 116 + 260] = 87 + 1019 (or 1020) = 1106 (or 1107)

The Raheem. Cursed are the hands (verse 1 of Sura 111): (289 + 802) + 15 = 1091 + 15 = 1106

In the name of Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), and/or the Fajr (Dawn) (verse 1 of Sura 89): [102 + 66 + 329 (or 330)] + 289 + 6 +
314 = 497 (or 498) + 609 = 1106 (or 1107)

Day of descent of the Prophet, the Messiah Jesus son of Mary from the Heaven: $56 + [93 + 149 + 150 + 52 (or 53) + 290] + (90 + 133) = 56 + [93 + 734 (or 735) + 223] = 56 + 1050 (or 1051) = 1106 (or 1107)

Kashif (Revealer) of Secrets of Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, End Times, or Upheaval): $401 + [462 + 56 + 187 (or 186)] = 401 + 705 (or 704) = 1106 (or 1105)

Like we started the first creation, we return it, a promise (verse 104 of Sura 21): 1106

the Youths resorted to the Cave (verse 10 of Sura 18): 1106

We revived them so that we know which of the two parties is a more accurate counter (verse 12 of Sura 18): 1106

Caliphate of the Mahdi + the Imam, son of Fatima: $[716 (or 715) + 90] + (113 + 52 + 135) = 806 (or 805) + 300 = 1106 (or 1105)

This Dunya (World before End Times) is a Book you are, in it, the thoughts: $(710 + 96) + [(423 (or 422) + 451 + 95 + 31) + 300] = 806 + 1300 (or 1299) = 2106 (or 2105) \ [This is a verse in a poem written by Al-Hadi Adam, a famous poet from Sudan. This poem became particularly famous after it was transformed into a song by top Arab singer, Um Kulthoom which she sang for the first time in a concert on May 6, 1971. His first name Al-Hadi (the Guider) is derived from the same root as the word Al-Mahdi (the Guided). The numerical value of his full name is equal to the numerical value of “the Dunya (World before the End times)” and “Zaman (Time)”.]

Day the caller calls from a near place (location), the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq (Justice, True/Right One), that is (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): $56 + [75 + 135 (or 136) + 90] + (111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141) + 751 (or 750) = 56 + [300 (or 301) + 1000 + 750 (or 751)] = 56 + 2050 (or 2051) = 2106 (or 2107)

These are the zeros in his name, they are Barizoon (clearly visible), shall not be hidden, to Allah, of them, anything. For whom is the Mulk (Kingship or Dominion) today? For Allah, the Wahid (One) (verse 15 - 16 of Sura 40): $(45 + 265 + 31 + 700 + 110 + 66 + 135 + 311 + 120 + 121 + 87 + 65) + 50 = 2056 + 50 = 2106 (2106 is the 1788th Composite Number)

in which the Quran was descended as guidance to the people and evidences from the guidance (verse 185 of Sura 2): $(741 + 88 + 95 + 383 + 19 + 171 + 6 + 463 + 90) + 31 + 19 = 2056 + 31 + 19 = 2106
Recite and your Lord, the Most Honorable who taught by the pen (verse 2 – 4 of Sura 96): \(2106\)

He knows the secret in the Heavens and the Earth (verse 6 of Sura 25): \(2106 \text{ (2107 or 2108)}\)

It will be carried by (verse 248 of Sura 2): \(2106 \text{ (or 2107)}\)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Israa + the Miraj + 1454: \(2106 \text{ (or 2105)}\)

Ihya (Resurrection) of Astronaut of the Space + Armstrong: \(3106 \text{ (3106 is the 2663\textsuperscript{rd} Composite Number)}\)

The number of words in the first 7 verses of Sura of the Israa (Sura 17) is \(106 \text{ words}\) and the number of words in the last 7 verses of Sura of the Israa (Sura 17) is also \(106 \text{ words}\).

The Kawn (Universe): \(107 \text{ (76 + 31 = 107)}\) (107 is the 28\textsuperscript{th} Prime Number) (142 is the 107\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) (587 is the 107\textsuperscript{th} Prime Number) (6107 is the 5310\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number)

Masjid (Mosque): \(107\)

Masat (Tragedy): \(107\)

Aye (Sign) of Kingship: \(17 + 90 = 107\)

Their Prophet (verse 248 of Sura 2): \(107\)

Moses: \(107 \text{ (or 116)}\)

Son of Abi Talib: \(52 \text{ (or 53)} + 13 + 42 = 107 \text{ (or 108)}\)
Bani (Children) of Adam (verse 60 of Sura 36) & (verse 35 of Sura 7) & (verse 70 of Sura 17): $62 + 45$ (or 46) = 107 (or 108)

The Jinn (demons) + Gog : $84 + 23 = 107$

The Southern (Australia means the Southern and used to be called the Southern Land): 107

Lud Gate of Son of David: $(5 + 34) + (53 + 15) = 39 + 68 = 107$

Dome: 107

We (God) devastated (verse 36 of Sura 50 which is the 4666th of Quran) : 107

The Abd (Servant) (verse 30 of Sura 38): 107

Al-Hadda (The Destruction) + Son of Joe: $45 + 62 = 107$

The Pope + State of Jews: $37 + (45 + 25) = 37 + 70 = 107$

Zidnahom (increased them or gave them more) (verse 13 of Sura 18): 107 (or 106)

Osama : 107

To ruin (verse 7 of Sura 17): 107 (or 108)

Lusia : 107  
Lucia is one of the 3 children in Fatima, Portugal, who had apparitions (visions) about the End Times in 1917. Lucia is the one who revealed the third secret.

Lucia + Jacinta + Francisco: $107 + [514 (or 515) + 486] = 107 + 1000$ (or 1001) = 1107 (or 1108)  
[The 3 children in Fatima, Portugal, who had apparitions (visions) about the End Times in 1917. ]

We have created the human (verse 4 of Sura 90): $134 + 781 + 192$ (or 193) = 1107 (or 1108) (equivalent to 107) (= $3 \times 3 \times 3 \times 41$)  
(1107 is the 921st Composite Number ) (1324 is the 1107th Composite Number)

Till the Day they shall be revived (or resurrected). He said: you are from (verse 14 – 15 of Sura 7) & (verse 79 – 80 of Sura 38): $(41 + 56 + 638 + 131 + 151) + 90 = 1017 + 90 = 1107$

Tanzel (descent) of the Book from Allah (verse 1 of Sura 39) & (verse 2 of Sura 40): $497 + [454 (or 453) + 90 + 66] = 497 + 610$ (or 609) = 1107 (or 1106)

you count Nima (Blessings) of Allah (verse 34 of Sura 14): $(481 + 560) + 66 = 1041 + 66 = 1107$
Tamam (Completion) of Nima (blessing or blessings) of Allah: \((481 + 560) + 66 = 1041 + 66 = 1107\)

Mount of Sinai and this (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 95): \(215 + 180 + 6 + 706 = 1107\)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), and by the Fajr (Dawn) (verse 1 of Sura 89): \([102 + 66 + 330 (or 329)] + 289 + 6 + 314 = 498 (or 497) + 609 = 1107 (or 1106)\)

The Rahman, the Raheem. Q and the Quran (verse 1 of Sura 50): \(329 (or 330) + 289 + 100 + 383 = 1107 (or 1108)\)

The Angels and the Spirit ascend to him (verse 4 of Sura 70): \(673 + 137 \) (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 46 = 1107 (or 1106)

descended the Furqan (Quran) unto his servant so that he/it will be a warner to the people (verse 1 of Sura 25): \(87 + [31 + 462 (or 461) + 101 + 81 + 116 + 260] = 87 + 1020 (or 1019) = 1107 (or 1106)\)

This is an evident Sahir (Magician or Sorcerer) (verse 2 of Sura 10): \(1107\)

in the fire, they remain eternally (verse 17 of Sura 9): \(90 + [282 + 45 + 690 (or 691)] = 90 + 1017 (or 1018) = 1107 (or 1108)\)

Ghayba (Disappearance) of the Mahdi: \(1017 + 90 = 1107 \) (equivalent to 107)

Wall Street: \(37 + 1070 = 1107\)

The Day of Separation is the appointed time for all of them (verse 40 of Sura 44): \(51 + 56 + 231 + 595 (or 596) + 174 = 1107 (or 1108)\)

Day of the Muslimeen (Muslims) Fath (Conquest or Opening) of Israel: \(56 + [488 + 261 + 302 (or 303)] = 56 + 1051 (or 1052) = 1107 (or 1108)\)

When they came to you from above you (verse 10 of Sura 33): \(701 + [70 (or 71) + 90 + 246 ] = 701 + 406 (or 407) = 1107 (or 1108)\)

The People ask you about the Hour, say: the Knowledge of it is with Allah. (verse 63 of Sura 33): \(120 (or 121) + 142 + 120 + 167 + 130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 66 = 1107 (or 1108)\)

Mudda (Period) of the Lubth (Stay) of Ashab (People or Companions) of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time) in a Cave: \(49 + 563 + 101 + (71 + 128) + 90 + 105 = 49 + 563 + (101 + 199) + 90 + 105 = 49 + 563 + 300 + 90 + 105 = 1107\)
Mudda (Period) of the Zaman (Time) of Lubth (Stay) of Ashab (People or Companions) of the Nihaya (End) in a Cave: $49 + 128 + (532 + 101 + 102) + 90 + 105 = 49 + 128 + 735 + 90 + 105 = 1103$

Pelting them with stones of Sijjeel (verse 4 of Sura 105): $695 + 219 + 90 + 103 = 107$ (equivalent to 107)

The Mongols: 1107

Day of descent of the Prophet, the Messiah Jesus son of Mary from the Heaven: $56 + [93 + 93 + 149 + 150 + 53 (or 52) + 290 + 90 + 133] = 56 + 1051 (or 1050) = 1107 (or 1106)$

Promise of Khuruj (Coming out) of Messiah Dajjal: $80 + [809 + (149 + 69)] = 80 + (809 + 218) = 80 + 1027 = 1107$

South Pacific Ocean: $(567 + 183) + 357 = 570 + 357 = 1107$

Land of the Zilzal (EarthQuake): $1001 + 106 = 1107$

Land of the Zalazil (Shaking Events): $1001 + 106 = 1107$

Zilzal (Quake or Shaking Event) of the Earth: $75 + 1032 = 1107$ (equivalent to 107)

Two signs. So, we erased (eradicated or annihilated) Sign of the Night (verse 12 of Sura 17): $71 + [6 + 287 + 471 + 185 + 16 (or 17) + 71] = 71 + 1036 = 1107 (or 1108)$

Wahid wa Ishreen (Twenty One) + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): $[18 (or 19) + 6 + 630] + 453 = 654 (or 655) + 453 = 1107 (or 1108)$


The Middle + Shaban + 1434 : $[251 + 422 (or 423)] + 1434 = 673 (or 674) + 1434 = 2107 (or 2108)$

Vision (or apparition) in Fatima, Portugal: $218 (or 217) + 90 + (135 + 1664) = 218 (or 217) + 90 + 1799 = 2107 (or 2106)$

He taught him the Bayan (Proper Understanding or Interpretation). The Sun and the Moon are being held accountable and the Star and the trees prostrate. And the sky (verse 4 – 7 of Sura 55): 2107

We tested your people after you and the Samiri misled them (verse 85 of Sura 20): $531 + 166 + 90 + 96 + 6 + 876 + 342 = 2107$
And We have not made their Idda (number, count, or period) except as a Fitna (Trial or Tribulation) for those (verse 31 of Sura 74): 2107

Illuminates the secret in the Heavens and the Earth (verse 6 of Sura 25): 150 + 291 + 90 + 537 (or 538) + 6 + 1032 = 2107 (or 2108)

Does the human think that We are not going to assemble his bones? (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 75): [6 + 31 + 201 + 223 + 113 + 81 + 192 + 81 + 163] + 1016 = 1091 + 1016 = 2107

Glory be to the one who sent in a journey, his worshipper (or servant), at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings to show him of our signs (verse 1 of Sura 17): 120 (or 121) + 741 + 271 + 83 + 71 + 90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 223 + 741 + 273 (or 274) + 49 + 295 + 90 + 463 = 4107 (or 4108) (4107 is the 3541st Composite Number)

Glory be to the sign of his Kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Coffin or Ark), in it there is Sakina from your Lord and the remainder of what the Family of Moses and the Family of Aaron left, carried by the Angels. In this, there is a Sign for you if you are Believers. (verse 248 of Sura 2): 16 (or 17) + [95 + 51 + 481 + 840 + 95 + 145 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 117 + 81 + 620 + 32 + 116 + 6 + 32 + 262 (or 261) + 483] = 90 + 2017 (or 2016) = 2107 (or 2106)

(2107 is the 1789th Composite Number) (2474 is the 2107th Composite Number)

Those who have rejected the Truth, from among the People of the Book and among the Polytheists, would not have quit till the Bayina (Clear Evidence) was brought to them (verse 1 of Sura 98): 4107

(5107 is the 683rd Prime Number)
Upon you the Book. Some of it are Ayat (verses) Muhkamat; they are Mother of the Book. And others Mutashabihat (allegorical or metaphorical). As for those who have in (verse 7 of Sura 3): 

\[
130 + 453 + 95 + 413 (or 412) + 509 + 55 + 41 + 453 + 6 + 801 + 1148 + 122 + 791 + 90 = 5017 (or 5016) + 90 = 5107 (or 5016)
\]

And so that those who have sickness in their heart and the unbelievers say: what has Allah intended by this as a metaphor? This is how Allah misguides whomever he wishes and guides whomever he wishes. And no one knows the Junud (recruits, soldiers, servants) of Allah except him and it is not except (verse 31 of Sura 74): 8107

Verse 1 of Sura 96 (first verse revealed) is 6107th verse of the Quran.

The Nakba (Disaster): 108 (108 is the 79th Composite Number) (143 is the 108th Composite Number) (186 is the 143rd Composite Number) (593 is the 108th Prime Number)

The Nuclear: 108

The Treasure: 108

And the Hisab (Judgment) (verse 5 of Sura 10) & (verse 12 of Sura 17): 6 + 102 = 108

Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) (verse 21 of Sura 18): 108

Adala (Justice): 110

Mizan (Weighing Scale): 108

Mizan (the Arabic word that refers to Libra zodiac sign): 108 (Libra zodiac sign’s symbol is Scale of Justice. Libra starts on September 22 or 23, the day of Autumn Equinox in the Northern Hemisphere, on which the Sun spends a roughly equal amount of time above and below the horizon at every location on the Earth; consequently, night and day, at all points on the surface of the Earth's, are almost equal in length.)
Awwal (Beginning) of Nihaya (End): $37 + 71 = 108$

Ja’alahu (turns it into) (verse 98 of Sura 18): $108$

the two parties (verse 12 of Sura 18): $108$

We (verse 23 of Sura 76): $108$

Mosques (verse 114 of Sura 2. This is the 121st verse): $108$ (or 107)

The Prophet David: $93 + 15$ (or 21) = $108$ (or 114)

Day of the Ihya (Resurrection): $56 + 52 = 108$

The Enemies: $108$

Bani (Children) of Adam (verse 60 of Sura 36) & (verse 35 of Sura 7) & (verse 70 of Sura 17): $62 + 46$ (or 45) = $108$ (or 107)

Door of Lud of the Dajjal (5 + 34) + 69 = $39 + 69 = 108$

Bawaba (Gate) of the Jaheem (Hell): $16 + 92 = 108$

Promise of Gog: $80 + 23 = 108$

Milad (Birth) of Yajuj (Gog): $85 + 23 = 108$

Nihaya (End) of the Pope: $71 + 37 = 108$

Nihaya (End) of Trinity: $71 + 1037 = 1108$

The Night and the Day as two signs. So, we erased (eradicated or annihilated) Sign of the Night (verse 12 of Sura 17): $71 + [6 + 287 + 471 + 185 + 17$ (or 16) $+ 71] = 71 + 1037$ (or 1036) = $1108$ (or 1107)

Itmam (Completion) of Nima (blessing or blessings) of Allah: $(482 + 560) + 66 = 1042 + 66 = 1108$

William + The King Arthur: $86 + [121 + 901$ (or 902) $] = 86 + 1022$ (or 1023) = $1108$ (or 1109)

Hashr (In-gathering) of Mutaqeen (Pious People): $508 + 600 = 1108$

(equivalent to 108)

Resurrected us from our resting place (or grave) (verse 52 of Sura 36): $1108$
has sent you Talut (verse 248 of Sura 2): 572 + 90 + 446 = **1108**

When they came to you from above you (verse 10 of Sura 33): 701 + [ 71 (or 70) + 90 + 246 ] = 701 + 407 (or 406) = **1108** (or **1107**)

Nihaya (End) of Caliphate of Al-Hussein son Ali : 71 + 716 + [159 + 52 (or 53) + 110] = 71 + [716 + 321 (or 322)] = 71 + 1037 (or 1038) = **1108** (or **1109**)

The People ask you about the Hour, say: the Knowledge of it is with Allah. (verse 63 of Sura 33): 121 (or 120) + 142 + 120 + 167 + 130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 66 = **1108** (or **1107**)

The Rahman, the Raheem. Q and the Quran (verse 1 of Sura 50): 330 (or 329) + 289 + 100 + 383 = **1108** (or **1107**)

The Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), but most people (verse 1 of Sura 13): 139 + (6 + 100 + 721 + 142) = 139 + 969 = **1108**

Lucia + Jacinta + Francisco: 107 + [515 (or 514) + 486] = 107 + 1001 (or 1000) = **1108** (or **1107**)

[The 3 children in Fatima, Portugal, who had apparitions (visions) about the End Times in 1917.]

Day of the Malhama Al-Kubra (Big Battle) + Hadd (Destruction) of Israel + Awda (Return) of Palestine: 56 + (154 + 263) + (9 + 302) + (85 + 239) = (56 + 417) + (311 + 324) = 473 + 635 = **1108**

Day of the Muslimeen (Muslims) Fath (Conquest or Opening) of Israel : 56 + [488 + 261 + 303 (or 302)] = 56 + 1052 (or 1051) = **1108** (or **1107**)

The Day of Fasl (Separation or Judgment) is their appointed time, all together (verse 40 of Sura 44. It is the 4454th verse of Quran or 4453rd verse if we do not count the Basmala of Sura 1): [51 + 56 + 231 + 596 (or 595)] + 174 = 934 (or 933) + 174 = **1108** (or **1107**)

In paradises and rivers, on a seat (verse 54 – 55 of Sura 55): **1108**

in the he Fire, they are remain eternally (verse 17 of Sura 9): 90 + [282 + 45 + 691 (or 690) ] = 90 + 1018 (or 1017) = **1108** (or **1107**)

Ramadan 17th : 1091 (or 1090) + 17 = **1108** (or **1107**)

Wahid wa Ishreen (Twenty One) + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): [19 (or 18) + 6 + 630] + 453 = 655 (or 654) + 453 = **1108** (or **1107**) (equivalent to **108**)

(= 2 x 2 x **277**) **1108** is the **922**nd Composite Number  **1325** is the **1108**th Composite Number

We have created the human (verse 4 of Sura 90): 134 + 781 + 193 (or 192) = **1108** (or **1107**)
And this secure Balad (country, city). We have created the human in (verse 3 – 4 of Sura 95): \( (6 + 706 + 67 + 132 + 134 + 781 + 192) + 90 = 2018 + 90 = 2108 \)


knows the secret in the Heavens and the Earth (verse 6 of Sura 25): \( 150 + 291 + 90 + 539 (537 \text{ or } 538) + 6 + 1032 = 2108 \text{ (2106 or 2107)} \)

with Allah anyone and it is when Servant (or Worshipper) of Allah arose, calling him, they formed an alliance against him. Say: I call my Lord and do not associate with him (verse 18 – 20 of Sura 72): 2108

The Sheikh Ahmad Al-Aseer + Abra + Lebanese Army + Hizb Allah: \( (941 + 53 + 302) + 273 + (313 + 143) + (17 + 66) = 1296 + 273 + 456 + 83 = 2108 \) [Sunni Sheikh Ahmad Al-Aseer, Imam of Masjid (Mosque) of Bilal son Rabah in Abra, a district of city of Saida, Lebanon, and his ally former singer Fadl Shaker, were defeated by Shia’s Hizb Allah and the Lebanese Army in a battle that started on Sunday June 23, 2013 (Shaban 14, 1434 Hijri) (Tammuz 15, 5773 Jewish) (2456,466.5th Julian). It lasted for about 24 hours till June 24, 2013. This means it happened in the Middle (or Half) of Shaban, traditionally an important day for Muslims.]

The Sheikh Ahmad Al-Aseer + Abra + Saida + Masjid Bilal son Rabah: \( (941 + 53 + 302) + (273 + 105) + [107 + 63 + 53 \text{ (or } 52) + 211] = (1296 + 378) + 434 \text{ (or } 433) = 1674 + 434 \text{ (or } 433) = 2108 \text{ (or } 2107) \)

The Middle + Shaban + 1434 : \( (251 + 423) + 1434 = 674 + 1434 = 2108 \)

Henri Gouraud + Maqbara (Tomb or Grave) of Salah Eddin Al-Ayyubi: \( (265 + 1212) + 347 + (129 + 95 + 60) = 1477 + 347 + 284 = 2108 \)

\( \text{General Henri Gouraud} \) was Representative of the French Government in the Middle East, in charge of enforcement of Sykes-Picot Agreement. After the victory of the French forces in Battle of Maysalun and conquering Damascus, \( \text{General Gouraud} \) reportedly went to the tomb of \( \text{Salah Eddin Al-Ayyubi} \) (who defeated the Crusaders and liberated Jerusalem in 1187 AD), adjacent to the Umawi Mosque in Damascus, kicked it, and said: “Wake up Salah Eddin. We have returned. My presence here consecrates victory of the Cross over the Crescent.”

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. I do swear by Day of the Qiyama and do swear by the self-reproaching soul. Does the human think (verse 1 of Sura 75): \( (102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 232) + (58 + 186 + 6 + 31 + 201 + 223 + 113 + 81 + 192) = 1017 + 1091 = 2108 \)
The Muttaqeen (God-fearing people) are in paradises and rivers, on a seat of truth, at (verse 54 – 55 of Sura 55): $1486 + 622 = 2108$ (2108 is the 1790th Composite Number) 

About the Hour, when will its docking be? while you are part of its remembrance (or mention). To your Lord is its end. However, (verse 46 of Sura 79): $120 + 167 + 62 + 306 + 130 + 451 + 90 + 926 + 41 + 222 + 502 (or 501) + 91 (or 92) = 3017 (or 3016) + 91 (or 92) = 3108 (3107 or 3109)

And how would you know what Saqar is? It does not keep and does not leave. It darkens the humans. Over it are Nineteen. And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels. (verse 27 – 31 of Sura 74): (6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 360 + 31 + 512 + 6 + 31 + 1300 + 50 + 562 + 116) + (535 + 570) + (6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32) + 105 = (3282 + 1105 + 616) + 105 = 5003 + 105 = 5108 (This segment of verse 27 – 31 of Sura 74 consists 19 words)
Verse 2 of Sura 96 (second verse revealed) is 6108th verse of the Quran.

After verse 4 of Sura 97, there are 107 verses till the end of the Quran, meaning this verse is the 108th verse from the end of the Quran.

♦ City/State: 109 (109 is the 29th Prime Number) (144 is the 109th Composite Number) (599 is the 109th Prime Number)

اﻟﻨﮭﺎﯾﮫ + اﻟﺒﺪء ﺧال ﺑﺪء ﺑدء + ﻧﮭﺎﯾﮫ The Bid’a (Beginning) + The Nihaya (End) : 38 + 71 = 109

Bid’a (Beginning) of the Nihaya (End) : 7 + 102 = 109

Day of the Bidaya: 56 + 53 = 109

Day of Jinn (demons): 56 + 53 = 109

اﻟﺤﻠﻢ The Hulm (Dream): 109

الحم Hamal (Lamb): 109

الحم The Haml (Pregnancy): 109

الحم The Himl (the baby in a pregnant woman’s body): 109

A Mahdi is born: 50 + 59 = 109

Aya (Sign) of Nihaya (End) of Ahya (Resurrected People): 17 + 71 + 21 = 109

Awda (Return) of Life: 85 + 24 = 109

Awda (Return) + Dakk (Bombardment or Destruction): 85 + 24 = 109

حقا Haqqa (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) (verse 98 of Sura 18): 109 (or 108)

أبوب ﺟﮭﻨﻢ Doors of Jahannam (Hell) (verse 72 of Sura 39): 11 (or 12) + 98 = 109 (or 110)

الإبعاد The exile: 109

مجمهو Majus (Zoroastrians): 109

جبل ﺟﮭﻨﻢ Mountain of Al-Louz (Some scholars believe this could be Mount Sinai of Moses. It is located in Northern Saudi Arabia): 35 + 74 = 109
Ta Sa Ma (verse 1 of Sura 26)  (This is one of the mysterious Opening Words/Letters, whose meaning is unknown, of 29 Suras in the Quran): 109

End of a Dajjal: 71 + 38 = 109

Black Dajjal: 38 + 71 = 109

Muhsin Al-Fadli: 158 + 951 = 1109 (1109 is the 186th Prime Number) (1326 is the 1109th Composite Number)  (Muhsin Al-Fadli is the head of Khorasan Group which is associated with Al-Qaida)

Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces (verse 7 of Sura 17): 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 107 + 80 = 1109 (or 1110)

The Saleebiyeen (Crusaders') Entrance into the Quds (Jerusalem): (640 + 233) + 41 + 195 = 873 + 41 + 195 = 1109

Eve of Nuzul (descent) of the Wahy (Revelation) + The Quran, the Kareem (Most Honorable) upon Mohammad: (75 + 93 + 55 + 383 + 301 + 110) + 92 = 1017 + 92 = 1109 (1109 is the 186th Prime Number) (1326 is the 1109th Composite Number)

Awwal (Beginning) of Nuzul (Descent) of the Quran, the Kareem (Most Honorable), upon the Prophet Mohammad: (37 + 93 + 383 + 301 + 110 + 93) + 92 = 1017 + 92 = 1109

Quran as guidance to the people and evidences of (verse 185 of Sura 2): [351 (or 352) + 19 + 171 + 6 + 472] + 90 = 1019 (or 1020) + 90 = 1109 (or 1110)

Qutbai (Two Poles) of the Earth, the Northern and the Southern: 436 + (121 + 1032 + 412 + 6 + 102) = 436 + 1673 = 2109 (2109 is the 1791st Composite Number)

Tabaddul (Switch or Change) of Qutbai (Two Poles) of the Earth, the Northern and the Southern: 436 + (121 + 1032 + 412 + 6 + 102) = 436 + 1673 = 2109

from your Lord and the remainder of what the family of Moses and the family of Aaron left. It will be carried by (verse 248 of Sura 2): 90 + [264 + 6 + 117 + 81 + 520 + 32 + 116 + 6 + 102 + 262 + 483] = 90 + 2019 = 2109

from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we had blessed its surroundings to show him of our signs. It is He who is the All-Hearer (verse 1 of Sura 17): 90 + (138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 232 + 741 + 274 + 49 + 295 + 90 + 463
Recite in the name of your Lord who created. He created the human from (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 96): \[302 + 102 \text{ (or 103)} + 222 + 741 + 730 + 730 + 192] + 90 = 3019 (or 3020) + 90 = \boxed{3109} \text{ (or 3110)}

Nineteen. And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number, or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): \[116 + 535 + 570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 97 + 6 + 154\] + \[(523 + 32 + 535) = 2019 + 1090 = \boxed{3109} \text{ (or 3110)}

Israel: inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), we descended it (him) and in the Haq, it (or he) descended. And we have not sent you except as Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): \[92 + [302 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 \text{ (or 838)} + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 \text{ (or 144)} + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 + 32 + 543 + 6] = 92 + 5017 (5018 or 5019) = \boxed{5109} \text{ (5110 or 5111)}

Promise of my Lord, he shall turn it into ruins and thus the Promise of my Lord is true. And we shall let some of them, on that Day, make waves against the others (each other) and shall be blown (sounded) in (verse 98 - 99 of Sura 18): \[80 + 212 + 108 + 25 \text{ (or 26)} + 6 + 71 + 80 + 212 + 108 + 6 + 671 + 917 + 766 + 59 + 90 + 872 + 6 + 730] + 90 = 5019 (or 5020) + 90 = \boxed{5109} \text{ (or 5110)}

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is ? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): \[75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 225 \text{ (or 226)} + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 126 \text{ (or 127)} + 6 + 245 + 96] + (753 + 247) + 90 = [4019 \text{ (or 5020) + 1000] + 90 = 5019 (or 5020) + 90 = \boxed{5109} \text{ (or 5110)}} \text{ (The segment whose numerical value is 5019 consists of 19 words. This segment is followed by one word whose numerical value is equivalent to the numerical value of Ramadan)}

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is ? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): \[75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 225 \text{ (or 226)} + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 126 \text{ (or 127)} + 6 + 245 + 96] + (753 + 247) + 90 = [4019 \text{ (or 5020) + 1000] + 90 = 5019 (or 5020) + 90 = \boxed{5109} \text{ (or 5110)}} \text{ (The segment whose numerical value is 5019 consists of 19 words. This segment is followed by one word whose numerical value is equivalent to the numerical value of Ramadan)
810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 126 + 6 + 245 + 96] + [(753 + 247) + 90] = 4019 (or 4020) + 1090 = 5109 (or 5110)

And if they plotted to provoke you from your Land to kick you out of it, and then they do not remain after you except for a little while (verse 76 of Sura 17): 5109

how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from (verse 2 - 4 of Sura 97): (41 + 235 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 532 + 6 + 245 + 96) + (753 + 247) + 90 = 4019 + (1000 + 90) = 4019 + 1090 = 5109

And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is, till rise of the Dawn (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): 90 + (470 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 470 + 335 + 470 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 532 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 + 15 + 818 + 149 + 314) = 90 + 8019 = 8109

♦ مینه Hegemony: 110 (110 is the 80th Composite Number) (145 is the 110th Composite Number) (601 is the 110th Prime Number) (2478 is the 2110th Composite Number)

دجال + آیه اليهود Dajjal + Aya (Sign) of the Jews: 38 + (16 + 56) = 38 + 72 = 110

علي Ali: 110

الزلزال The Zalzala (Shaking Event): 110

 أبواب جهنم Doors of Jahannam (Hell) (verse 72 of Sura 39): 12 (or 11) + 98 = 110 (or 109)

العهد The Covenant: 110

بول أنكا Paul Anka: 38 + 72 (or 71) = 110 (or 109) [Paul Anka is a famous singer and song writer. He wrote the lyrics of the song “My Way” in which he, unknowingly, tells the World that the End Times is near. The song starts with “And now the End is near”. He offered this song to Frank Sinatra to sing and it became Sinatra’s top song. Paul Anka is a Canadian of Lebanese origin. He was born on July 30, 1941 (Rajab 6, 1360 Hijri) (Av 6, 5701 Jewish) (2430, 205.5th Julian Day).]

میکل Michael (verse 98 of Sura 2): 110 (or 111) (Name of an Angel. However, he is also mentioned in Bible Daniel 12: 1 & Daniel 10: 21 as Prince who be act as Saviour in the End Times. Most likely, this Michael is the Mahdi)
There is no god, except Him (or HoWa) (verse 163 of Sura 2): 110

Al-Saiqa (The Shocking Event) + Islam Abad City, Al-Pakistan: 296 + 109 + 140 + 565 = 1110

Promise of my Lord (God) (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Al-Nakba (The Disaster) + Islam Abad, Al-Pakistan: (5 + 80 + 212) + 108 + 140 + 565 = 297 + 108 + 140 + 565 = 1110

Promise of my Lord (God) (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Nuclear Nakba (Disaster) + India + Pakistaniyoon (Pakistanis): (5 + 80 + 212) + (77 + 77) + 59 + 600 = 297 + 154 + 59 + 600 = 1110

The Euphrates will recede upon: 278 + 712 + 120 = 1110 (This is part of a Hadith)

Al-Masjid Al-Aqsa is collapsed: 740 + (138 + 232) = 740 + 370 = 1110

From the Mathani (twosomes, couples, or pairs) and the Quran (verse 87 of Sura 15): (90 + 632) + [6 + 382 (or 383)] = 722 + 388 (or 389) = 1110 (or 1111)

Caliphate: 1110 (or 1111)

Wahid (One) + Ramadan: 19 + 1091 = 1110

Ramadan 19: 1091 + 19 = 1110

Bid’a (Beginning) of the Nuzul (Descent) + the Quran, the Kareem (Most Honorable), upon the Prophet Mohammad: (7 + 124 + 383 + 301 + 110 + 93) + 92 = 1018 + 92 = 1110 (1110 is the 923rd Composite Number) (1328 is the 1110th Composite Number)

Night of descending of the Quran upon, Messenger of Allah, Mohammad: (75 + 89 + 382 + 110 + 296 + 66) + 92 = 1018 + 92 = 1110

Quran as guidance to the people and evidences of (verse 185 of Sura 2): [352 (or 351) + 19 + 171 + 6 + 472] + 90 = 1020 (or 1019) + 90 = 1110 (or 1109)

Hubut (Fall or Descent) of Adam to Earth: 22 + 46 (or 45) + 41 + 1001 = 1110 (or 1109)

Hubut (Descent) of Eleventh Apollo on Moon: 22 + (23 + 570) + 45 + 110 + 340 = 22 + 593 + 45 + 110 + 340 = 1110

Ikhraj (Getting out or deportation) + Filisteeniyoon (Palestinians): 805 + 305 = 1110
He saw him (or it) in another descent (or fall down) (verse 13 of Sura 53): 207 + 92 + 811 = 1110

An Aya (Sign), they turn away and (verse 2 of Sura 54): 1110

Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces (verse 7 of Sura 17): 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 107 + 80 = 1110 (or 1109)

The Angels and Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every (verse 4 of Sura 97): [487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96] + (753 + 247 + 90 + 50) = 970 (or 971) + 1140 = 2110 (or 2111) (2110 is the 1792nd Composite Number)

I will put him in Saqar (Hell-Fire). And how would you know what Saqar (Fire of Hell) is? It does not keep or spare (anything) (verses 26 - 28 of Sura 74): 3110 (or 3119) (2 x 5 x 311) (3110 is the 2666th Composite Number)

Recite in the name of your Lord who created. He created the human from (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 96): [302 + 103 (or 102) + 222 + 741 + 730 + 730 + 192] + 90 = 3110 (or 3109)

Israel: inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), we descended it (him) and in the Haq, it (or he) descended. And we have not sent you except as Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): 92 + [302 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 (or 144) + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 + 32 + 543 + 6] = 92 + 5018 (5017 or 5019) = 5110 (5109 or 5111)
We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is, till rise of the Dawn (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): 

$$
(52 + 144 + 90 + 470 + 335) + 6 + 41 + 226 + (225 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 127 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241) + (131 + 15 + 409 + 149 + 314) = 1091 + (4993 + 1027) = 1091 + 6091 = 7110
$$

We have not made People of the Fire except as Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that those who have been given the Book become certain and those who have believed grow in faith and do not (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): 

$$
(570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 282 + 32 + 97 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 523 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414 + 453) + (6 + 26 + 821 + 99 + 102 + 6 + 31) = 6019 + 1091 = 7110
$$
The First Crusade captured Tripoli on July 12, 1109, Beirut on May 13, 1110, Saida on December 5, 1110 and Tyre on July 7, 1124.

On December 5, 1110 Julian (December 11, 1110 Gregorian) (Jumada Ula 20, 504 Hijri) (Kislev 20, 4871 Jewish), city of Sidon (Saida) in Lebanon was captured by the Crusaders from the Fatimis after 47 days of siege. Since 1098, Sidon was held by the Fatimid Caliphate. In the summer of 1110, 20-year-old King Sigurd I of Norway (Sigurd Jorsalfare) arrived with a fleet of 60 ships and between 5000 and 6000 men, where he was received by Baldwin I of Jerusalem. Together, they began the siege of Sidon in October 1110, King Baldwin from the land and King Sigurd I from the sea. A siege from the sea was necessary to block help and supplies from the Fatimid Caliphate fleet in the city of Tyre 36 km further south. When a Venetian fleet arrived, they managed to dispel the Fatimid Caliphate attempt to break the blockade. As a result of the Crusaders takeover, the Lordship of Sidon was created and placed under the Kingdom of Jerusalem. Sidon was retaken by the Muslim Ayyubi Dynasty in 1187, but ten years later in 1197, the city came back under the Crusaders. In 1260 the Count of Sidon Julien Grenier sold the county to the Knights Templar. The same year the Egyptian Mamluks displaced the Knights Templar and conquered city of Sidon.

♦ The Promise: 111 (111 is the 81st Composite Number) (146 is the 111th Composite Number) (607 is the 111th Prime Number) (7014 is the 6111th Composite Number)

The enemy (verse 4 of Sura 63): 111

The Awd (Return): 111

The Sign of his Kingship (verse 248 of Sura 2): 16 (or 17) + 95 = 111 (or 112)

The Sign of the Prophethood: 17 + 94 = 111

Ihya (Resurrection) of the Mahdi: 21 + 90 = 111

Inss (Humankind or humans) (verse 5 of Sura 72): 111
Nas (People or humans): 111
The birth: 111
My name: 111 (This word is part of a Hadith about name of the Mahdi)
Year: 111
One Thousand (verse 4 of Sura 70): 111
Pole (of the Earth): 111
Son of David is a Dajjal (Deceiver): \((52 + 21) + 38 = 73 + 38 = 111\)
Son of Zina (Adultery or Fornication): \(53 (or 52) + 58 = 111 (or 110)\)
Place (or Location): 111
Zalzala (Shaking Event) of the Earth: \(79 + 1032 = 1111\)
The Moon has been eclipsed (or collapsed) (verse 8 of Sura 75): \(740 + 371 = 1111\)
\((= 11 \times 101) (33.333 \times 33.333 = 1111.0888) (1111 \text{ is the } 924^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number})\)
\((1329 \text{ is the } 1111^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number})\)
The Persians have been eclipsed (or collapsed): \(740 + 371 = 1111\)
Nineteen. And (verse 30 of Sura 74): \((535 + 570) + 6 = 1105 + 6 = 1111\)
(equivalent to 111)
Caliphate: 1111 (or 1110)
Variation or Variability (verse 6 of Sura 10): 1111 (or 1112)
The Dajjal’s entry to the Aqsa Mosque: \(640 + 69 + 41 + 138 + 223 = 1111\)
The Maseekh (False Messiah) + Hadd (Destruction) of Al-Aqsa Mosque:
\(741 + (9 + 138 + 223) = 741 + 370 = 1111\)
Collapse or Eclipse of Wall of Al-Buraq (Wall of Wailing) + Hadd (Destruction):
\((740 + 28 + 334) + 9 = 1102 + 9 = 1111\)
Gog and Magog has been opened and they are from (verse 96 of Sura 21):
\((888 + 23 + 6 + 53 + 6 + 45) + 90 = 1021 + 90 = 1111\)
من المثنى و القرآن From the Mathani (twosomes, couples, or pairs) and the Quran (verse 87 of Sura 15): \( (90 + 632) + [6 + 383 (or 382)] = 722 + 389 (or 388) = 1111 (or 1110) 

إنّا مُرْسِلُوا الْفَتْنَةَ We are sending the camel as a Fitna (trial). (verse 27 of Sura 54): 1111

فَأَنْجَبْنَاهُ وَأَلْدَيْنَ مَعَهُ We saved him with those with him ( verse 72 of Sura 7): 1111

يُحَمِّلُ عَرْشَ رَبِّكَ فَوْقَهُم the Throne of your Lord will be carried above them (verse 17 of Sura 69): 1111 (equivalent to 111)

قل أعوذ برب Zuhur (Appearance): 1111

الصحيح + الولايات المتحدة Al-Saiha (The Scream- A punishment frequently mentioned in Quran) + The United States: \( 144 + (479 + 488) = 144 + 967 = 1111 \)

وعد الآخرة ليسوا وجوهكم Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) (verse 7 of Sura 17): \( 80 + 838 (or 837) + 113 + 80 = 1111 (or 1110) \) (equivalent to 111)

إِسْتِيْلاَءُ الْبَرِيِّطَانِ عَلَى الْقُدُسُ The Britan (Britons)’ Istila (capture or taking control) of the Quds (Jerusalem): \( [(503 + 303) + 110] + 195 = (806 + 110) + 195 = 916 + 195 = 1111 \)

إِسْتِيْلاَءُ إِسْرَائِيلِ عَلَى الْقُدُسُ Israel’s Istila (capture or taking control) of the Quds (Jerusalem): \( [(503 + 303) + 110] + 195 = (806 + 110) + 195 = 916 + 195 = 1111 \)

حوَدِي و عَشَرَيْنَ + تموز Hadi wa Ishreen (Twenty First) + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): \( [22 (or 23) + 6 + 630)] + 453 = 658 (or 659) + 453 = 1111 (or 1112) \)

تَحْوَلُ الْأَرْضِ اَلْشَّمْرَى + اَلْجَنُوْبِي Tahawwul (Switch or Change) of Qutbai (Two Poles) of the Earth + The Northern + The Southern: \( 444 + (121 + 1032) + (412 + 102) = 444 + 1153 + 514 = 2111 \) (equivalent to 111)

تَنْزِلُ الْمَلَائَكَةُ وَالرَّجُوْحِ فِيهَا بِذِيْنِ رَبِّيُم مِن كُلْ The Angels and Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every (verse 4 of Sura 97): \( [487 + 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96] + [(753 (or 752) + 247 + 90 + 50) = 971 (or 970) + 1140 (or 1139) = 2111 (or 2110) \)

أَيْتَمَـا إِنَّهُ هِيَ السَّمِيعُ الْبَصِيرُ وَأَيْتَمَـا مُوسِىُ الكِتَابُ Our signs. It is He who is the All-Hearer, the All-Seer. And we brought Moses the Book (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 17): \( [462 (or 464) + 56 + 11 + 211 + 333 + 6 + 462 (or 463) + 116] + 454 (or 453) = 1657 (or 1660) + 454 (or 453) = 2111 (or 2114) \)

ثَلاَثَ عَشَرَيْنَ + الشَّعَابُ Thalith Ishroon (Twenty Third) + The Shaban: \( [1031 (or 1030) + 630] + 454 (or 453) = 1657 + 454 (or 453) = 2111 (or 2110) \)

وَمَا يَعْلَمُ جَنُودُ رَبِّكَ إِلَّا هُوَ وَمَا هِيَ إِلَّا ذَكْرِي للْبَشْر And no one knows the soldiers of your Lord, except
HoWa (God) and it is not except a reminder to the human beings (verse 31 of Sura 74): 2111
(equivalent to 111) (2111 is the 318th Prime Number)

**The Istila (capture or taking control) + Israel over the West Bank:** 

\[(534 + 303) + 110\] + (916 + 1248) = (837 + 110) + 2164 = 947 + 2164 = 3111

In Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. We have been warning. In it, every wise command gets distinguished, a command from us. We have been sending a mercy from your Lord. It is He (HoWa) (verse 3 – 6 of Sura 44):

\[90 + (75 + 267 + 52 + 71 + 1050 + 96 + 390) + (50 + 241 + 78 + 241 + 90 + 175 + 52 + 71 + 390 + 253 + 90 + 222 + 56 + 11) = (90 + 2001) + 2020 = 2091 + 2020 = 4111

The number of verses of Sura 17 - Al-Israa (also known as Sura of Children of Israel) is 111

**Verse 1 of Sura 97 (The Qadr) is the 111th verse from the end of the Quran.**

111 miles = 96.4564 nautical miles (96 nautical miles = 110.475 miles)

111 Km = 68.9722 miles (69 miles = 111.045 Km)

-Day of the Jews: 56 + 56 = 112 (112 = 56 + 56) (2112 = 3 x 704) (112 is the 82nd Composite Number)

Hadd (Destruction) of the Wailing: 9 + 103 = 112

Ahlaknaha (we perished/destroyed it) (verse 95 of Sura 21): 112 (or 113)

The Entity: 112 (Muslims refer to State of Israel as the Zionist Entity)
The Getting back (or Recapturing): 112
The Farewell: 112

Sign of his Kingship (verse 248 of Sura 2): 17 + 95 = 112

Ihya (Bringing back to life) of the Pope John: 21 + (37 + 54) = 21 + 91 = 112

The Pope YoHanna (John): 37 + 75 = 112
John Paul: 74 (or 75) + 38 = 112 (or 113)

Michael (Angel. However, he is also mentioned in Bible Daniel 12: 1 & Daniel 10: 21 as Prince who be act as Saviour in the End Times. Most likely, this Michael is the Mahdi): 112

And their Prophet told them that God sent/resurrected (verse 247 of Sura 2): 1112 (equivalent to 112)

Sent on a journey his servant at night from the Haram Mosque to the Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): 1112

Land of the Promise: 1001 + 111 = 1112 (equivalent to 112)

End of the United Kingdom: 458 + 166 + 488 = 1112 (equivalent to 112)

The Sha’waza (Sorcery or Witchcraft): 1112 (equivalent to 112)

Be despised apes (verse 65 of Sura 2): 83 + 309 + 720 = 1112

Khaibeeth (Wicked): 1112 (equivalent to 112)

You return, We return and make Hell for the unbelievers as an abode (or prison). (verse 8 of Sura 17): 1112 (or 1113) (equivalent to 112)

seen what your Lord has done (verse 6 of Sura 89): 1112

From Alaq (clot). Read and your Lord, the Akram (Most Generous or Hornorable) (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 96): 90 + (200 + 302 + 6 + 222 + 292) = 90 + 1022 = 1112

Hadi wa Ishreen (Twenty First) + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): [23 (or 22) + 6 + 630)] + 453 = 659 (or 658) + 453 = 1112 (or 1111) (= 2 x 2 x 2 x 139 )

(1112 is the 925th Composite Number) (1330 is the 1112th Composite Number)
In Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. We have been warning. In it, every wise command gets distinguished, a command from us. We have been sending a mercy from your Lord. It is (verse 3 – 6 of Sura 44): 90 + [75 + 267 (or 268) + 52 + 71 + 1050 + 96 + 390 + 50 + 241 + 78 + 242 + 90 + 175 + 52 + 71 + 390 + 253 + 90 + 222 + 56 + 11] = 90 + 4022 (or 4023) = 4112

ليلة القدر وما أدرك ما ليلة القدر ليلة القدر خير من ألف شهر تنزل الملائكة والروح فيها إلى ربيهم من

Lailat (Night or Eve) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 97): (75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 128 + 6 + 245 + 96) + (753 + 247) + 90 = 4022 + (1000 + 90) = 4022 + 1090 = 5112

أول دخوله كمما المسجد ليدخلوا ووجوهكم ليتسألوا الآخرين وعده جاء فلها أمست إن وانفسكم أحسنتم إن

If you do well, you do well to yourselves, and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach completely. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, We return (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17): [51 + 559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 107 + 80 + 6] + [681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 (or 1012) + 140 + 262 (or 264) + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125] = 4022 (or 4023) + 5090 (or 5091) = 9112 (or 9113)

♦ جنين Janeen (Embryo): 113 (113 is the 30th Prime Number) (148 is the 113th Composite Number) (617 is the 113th Prime Number)

صيحة Saiha (Scream): 113

الإمام The Imam: 113

مساواه Musawat (equality or equinox): 113 (or 112)
Bunyan (Building or What is built): **113**

make (verse 1 of Sura 18): **113**

It is me (verse 89 of Sura 15): $61 + 52 = \textcolor{red}{113}$

Inya (Ending) of the Hayat (Life): $58 + 55 \ (or \ 60) = \textcolor{red}{113} \ (\text{or} \ 118)$

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Bid’a (Beginning): $75 + 38 = \textcolor{red}{113}$

Yajuj (Gog) + The Mahdi: $23 + 90 = \textcolor{red}{113}$

YoHanna (John) Paul: $75 + 38 = \textcolor{red}{113}$

DiaBolus (Diabrous, Devil, or Iblees): $15 + 98 = \textcolor{red}{113}$

Wafat (Death) + Ihya (Bringing back to life): $92 + 21 = \textcolor{red}{113}$

Ihya (Bringing back to life) of John Paul: $21 + 92 = \textcolor{red}{113}$

Ahlaknaha (we perished/destroyed it) (verse 95 of Sura 21): **113** (or **112**)

The atheist: **113**

Star of Dawood (David): $98 + 15 = \textcolor{red}{113}$

David of State of Jinn (invisible creatures): $15 + (45 + 53) = 15 + 98 = \textcolor{red}{113}$

David of Jahannam (Hell): $15 + 98 = \textcolor{red}{113}$

David + Paulus (Paul): $15 + 98 = \textcolor{red}{113}$

The Oceania (Australia): **113**

Unification (or gathering): **113**

believes in him (verse 40 of Sura 10): **113**

The Business (or places of worship): **113**

The Earth (or Land) (by) its Quake (or Catastrophe). (verse 1 of Sura 99): $1032 + 81 = \textcolor{red}{1113} \ \text{(equivalent to} \ 113) \ \text{(113 is the} \ 926^{th} \ \text{Composite Number}) \ \text{(1331 is the} \ 1113^{th} \ \text{Composite Number})$
The Moon has been split and if they are shown an Aya (Sign) (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 54): 1113

We have warned you (verse 40 of Sura 78): 52 + 1061 (or 1162) = 1113 (or 1114)

When the victory of Allah comes (verse 1 of Sura 110): 1113 (equivalent to 113)

We return and we make Jahannam (Hell) for the Unbelievers an abode (verse 8 of Sura 17): 1113 (or 1112)

Tisa’ wa Sittoon (Sixty Nine) days: (535 + 6 + 516) + 56 = 1057 + 56 = 1113

The Night and the Day as two signs. So, we erased (eradicated or annihilated) Sign of the Night and (verse 12 of Sura 17): 71 + 6 + 287 + 471 + 185 + 16 (or 17) + 71 + 6 = 1113 (or 1114)

Ramadan + 22: 1091 (or 1090) + 22 = 1113 (or 1112)

Bidaya (Beginning) of Ramadan: 22 + 1091 (or 1090) = 1113 (or 1112)

They did not make an exception (verse ): 1113

Khusf (Land Collapse) of the Britaniyeen (Britons): 740 + 373 = 1113 (equivalent to 113)

Khaba’ith (wicked deeds or things) (verse 157 of Sura 7): 1113 (or 1112)

The Promise + Night (Eve) of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The Maseekh (False Messiah): 111 + [75 + 186 (or 187)] + 741 = 111 + 261 (or 262) + 741 = 1113 (or 1114)

People ask you about the Hour, say : The knowledge of it is with Allah and (verse 63 of Sura 33): 1113 (or 1114)

Allah, those in the Heavens and on the Earth prostrate to Him (verse 18 of Sura 22): 2113 (or 2114) (2113 is the 319th Prime Number) (2481 is the 2113th Composite Number)

Karitha (Catastrophe) + Bangladesh: 726 + 1387 = 2113 (equivalent to 113)

Qiyama (Resurrection) of Armstrong: 156 + 1957 (or 1958) = 2113 (or 2114) (Neil Armstrong, Apollo 11 astronaut who was the first human to step on the Moon. He was born on August 5, 1930 and died on August 25, 2012)
ar-Rahman, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve ) of Qadr is? Lailat (Eve) (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 97): 329 (or 330) + 289] + [52 + 144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 335] + (6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335) + 75 = 618 (or 619) + 696 (or 695) + 724] + 75 = 2038 (2037 or 2039) + 75 = 2113 (2112 or 2114)

Say: Have you envisioned when your water (source) becomes Ghawr (sunk deep into the Earth) , who will provide you with helpful water? (verse 30 of Sura 67):

What they say and glorify by praising your Lord before the rise of the Sun and before the Setting (Sun-set) and from the Night glorify him and after prostration and listen the day the Caller calls (verse 39 – 41 of Sura 50): 41 + 202 + 6 + 70 + 54 + 222 + 132 + 115 + 431 + 6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 71 + 155 + 6 + 207 + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 126 = 4113 (or 4114)

In Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr, We have been warning. In it, every wise command gets distinguished, a command from us. We have been sending a mercy from your Lord. It is He (HoWa) (verse 3 – 6 of Sura 44): 90 + [75 + 268 (or 267) + 52 + 71 + 1050 + 96 + 390 + 50 + 241 + 78 + 242 (or 241) + 90 + 175 + 52 + 71 + 390 + 253 + 90 + 222 + 56 + 11] = 90 + 4023 (4021 or 4022) = 4113 (4111 or 4112)

Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land . When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), we descended it (or him) and in the Haq (verse 104 of Sura 17): 4113 (or 4114)
that will become certain those who have been given (verse 31 of Sura 74): (251 + 62 + 491 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535) + (820 + 307 + 660 + 821 + 414) = 2091 + 3022 = 5113

...
The Ikhtifa (Disappearance): 1114 (equivalent to 114)

I am an evident Nazeer (Warner) (verse 70 of Sura 38): 52 + 960 + 102 = 1114

(= 2 x 557) (1114 is the 927th Composite number) (1332 is the 1114th Composite Number)

You shall enter (verse 27 of Sura 48): 1114

We have warned you (verse 40 of Sura 78): 52 + 1062 (or 1161) = 1114 (or 1113)

upon them and not the Misguided (verse 7 of Sura 1): 155 + 6 + 31 + 922 = 1114

The Promise + The Maseekh (False Messiah) + The Sahioniyeen (Zionists): 111 + 741 + 262 = 1114

The Promise + Kingdom of the Maseekh (Messiah), the Dajjal + Jinna (demons): (111 + 135 + 741 + 69) + 58 = 1056 + 58 = 1114

The Promise + Night (Eve) of the Qiyama (Rise or Upheaval) + The Maseekh (False Messiah): 111 + [75 + 187 (or 186)] + 741 = 111 + 262 (or 261) + 741 = 1114 (or 1113)

The Promise + The Qiyama (Resurrection/ Rise, Upheaval) + The Maseekh (False Messiah) + Gog + Magog: 111 + 186 + 741 + 23 + 53 = 1114

Who is in Heaven will do Khusf (Collapse) (verse 16 of Sura 67): 1024 + 90 = 1114

Solar Storm + Paradises: (246 + 415) + 453 = 661 + 453 = 1114

The End Times + The Storm: 837 + 277 = 1114

Poles of Earth: 113 + 1001 = 1114

the Day; thus they become in (verse 37 of Sura 36): 1114

The safe Balad (Country or City). We have created (verse 3 – 4 of Sura 95): 67 + 132 + 134 + 781 = 1114

Day of Fall of a mine of Chile: 56 + (175 + 133) + 750 = 56 + (308 + 750) = 1114

The End Times + Russia: 837 + 277 = 1114

The Promise + Day of the Hour + Istiada (Recapture or Getting back) of Palestine: 111 + (56 + 167) + (541 + 239) = 111 + (223 + 780) = 111 + 1003 = 1114
The Promise + Istiada (Recapture or Getting back) of Palestine + the Aqsa: $111 + (541 + 239) + 223 = 111 + 780 + 223 = 111 + 1003 = 1114 \quad (= 2 \times 557)

(1114 is the 927th Composite number) (1332 is the 1114th Composite Number)

The Promise + Intisar (Victory) of the Muslim (Muslims): $111 + (742 + 261) = 111 + 1003 = 1114$

The Rus (Russians) + The Nuclear Weapons War: $297 + [210 + (135 + 108)] + (62 + 302) = 297 + (210 + 243) + 364 = 297 + 453 + 364 = 1114$

The Rus (Russians) + Promise of Nihaya (End) of New York + Nakba (Catastrophe) of Nuclear War: $297 + (80 + 71 + 302) + (77 + 210 + 77) = 297 + 453 + 364 = 1114$

Torment of Amerkiyeen (Americans): $773 + 341 = 1114$

People ask you about the Hour. Say: The knowledge of it is with Allah and (verse 63 of Sura 33): 1114 (or 1113)

The Night and the Day as two signs. So, we erased (eradicated or annihilated) Sign of the Night and (verse 12 of Sura 17): $71 + 6 + 287 + 471 + 185 + 17 (or 16) + 71 + 6 = 1114 (or 1113)$

Ramadan 23rd: $1091 + 23 = 1114$

Al-Ishreen (The Twentieth) + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): $661 + 453 = 1114 \quad \text{(equivalent to 114)}$

Thalith Ishreen (Twenty Third) + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): $1031 (or 1030) + 630 + 453 = 1661 (or 1660) + 453 = 2114 (or 2113) \quad \text{(equivalent to 114)}$

The Ishreen (Twenty) + The Shaban: $661 + 453 = 1114 (or 1115)$

Thalith Ishreen (Twenty Third) + The Shaban: $[1031 (or 1030) + 630] + 453 (or 454) = 1661 (or 1660) + 453 (or 454) = 2114 (2113 or 2115) \quad \text{[The first Crusade started their march from Europe on Friday August 15, 1096 AD (Shaban 23, 489 Hijri) and conquered Jerusalem on Friday, July 15, 1099 AD Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 4859 Jewish Calendar)]}$

Our signs. It is He who is the All-Hearer, the All-Seer. And we brought Moses the Book (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 17): $[464 (or 462) + 56 + 11 + 211 + 333 + 6 + 463 (or 462) + 116] + 454 (or 453) = 1660 (or 1657) + 454 (or 453) = 2114 (or 2111)$

taught the Quran, created the human being, taught him the Bayan (proper interpretation). The Sun (verses 2 - 5 of Sura 55): $140 + 382 (or 383) + 730 + 192 (or
193) + 145 + 94 + 431 = 2114 (2115 or 2116)

الله يسجد له من في السماوات ومن في الأرض Allah, those in the Heavens and on the Earth prostrate to Him (verse 18 of Sura 22): 2114 (or 2113)

التين و الزيتون و طور سينين و هذا Then Fig and the Olive and Mount of Sinai and this (verse 1 – 3 of sura 95): 2114 (equivalent to 114) (2114 is the 1794th Composite Number) (2482 is the 2114th Composite Number)

الله و سقها فكذبوه فعقولوها فدمم عليهم ربهم بذنبهم God and allowing it to drink, but they accused him of lying. So, they ruined it. So, their Lord (God) murmured (or sent a punishment) upon them for the sin they have committed. (verses 13 – 14 of Sura 91): 3114 (equivalent to 114) (3114 is the 2670th Composite Number) (3621 is the 3114th Composite Number)

تسعع عشر و ما جعلنا أصحاب النار إلا ملكا و ما جعلنا عدته إلا قنته Nineteen and We have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and We have not made their Idda (count, number, or period) except as a Fitna (trial) (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): 3114 (or 3113)

الف شهر تنزل الملائكة و الروح فيها بنذن رهم من كل أمر سلام هي one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace it is (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): 111 + 505 + 487 + 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 (or 130) + 15 = 3114 (or 3113)

الفهآرة + تغير قطبي الأرض الشمالي + الجنوبي The End Times + Taghayur (Change) of Qutbai (Two Poles) of the Earth, the Northern + the Southern : 837 + [1610 + (121 + 1032 + 412 + 102)] = 837 + (1610 + 1667) = 837 + 3277 = 4114 (4114 is the 3547th Composite Number)

بعده بني إسرائيل اسكنوا الأرض فإذا جاء وعد الآخره جينا بكم لفيفا و بالحق آنزله و بالحق After him to Bani (Children) of Israel, inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as mixed crowd) and in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), we descended him/it and in the Haq (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): 4114 (4115 or 4116)

الله ذلك إلا بالحق يفصل الآيت تقوم يعلمون إن في إختلف الفيل والنهر وما خلق الله في السماوات و Allah that except in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date). He details the Ayat (Signs) to people who know. It is in the Ikhtilaf (Variation or Variability) of the Night and the Day and what Allah has created in the Heavens and (verse 5 - 6 of Sura 10): (66 + 750 + 32 + 141 + 210 + 442 (or 443) + 176 + 206) + [51 + 90 + 1111 + 71 + 6 + 286 (or 287) + 6 + 41 + 730 + 66 + 90 + 537 + 6] = 2023 (or 2024) + 3091 (or 3092) = 5114 (or 5115)

الآخره ليسوا وجوهكم و ليدخلوا المسجد كما دخلوه أول مره و ليتبوا ما علوا تبتيرا عسى ركب ان the End Times, they shall make faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach completely. Perhaps your Lord may (verse 7 of Sura 17): [838 + 114 (or 113) + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013] + (140 + 162 + 51) = 4661 (or 4660) + 453 = 5114 (or 5113) (5114 is the 4429th Composite Number)
The word رحيم “Raheem” is mentioned in the Quran 114 times.

The 114th session of the U.S. Congress is a 2-year session that started on January 3, 2015 and is supposed to end on January 3, 2017.
The Canadian: 115

King of Jews: 90 + 25 = 115

Mahdi of the Jews: 59 + 56 = 115

Elijah of the Jews: 59 + 56 = 115

Rosary: 115

Columbia (or Colombia): 115 (such as District of Columbia)

Sectarian (or Sectarianism): 115

In the name of Al-Rahman (the Most Compassionate), Al-Raheem (Most Merciful) + Al-Rahman (the Most Compassionate) (verse 1 of Sura 55): (102 + 66 + 329 + 289) + 329 = 786 + 329 = 1115 (1115 = 5 x 223) (1115 is the 928th Composite Number)

(1333 is the 1115th Composite Number)

The Qiyama and I do swear (bear witness) by the self-reproaching soul. Does the human think that we are not not (verses 1 -3 of Sura 75): 1115 (1114 or 1116)

Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces (verse 7 of Sura 17): 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 113 + 80 = 1115 (or 1116)

Mawlid (Birth) of Emperor + Alexander, the Macdoni (Macedonian): 80 + (459 + 335) + 241 = 80 + (794 + 241) = 80 + 1035 = 1115

Mawlid (Birth) of Emperator (Emperor) + Alexander + the Macdoni (Macedonian): 80 + 459 (or 458) + 335 + 241 = 80 + [794 (or 793) + 241] = 80 + 1035 (or 1034) = 1115 (or 1114)

Day of two incidents of terrorism + Norway: 56 + 560 + 209 + 290 = 1115 (On July 22, 2011 (Shaban 20, 1432 Hijri) (Tammuz 20, 5771 Jewish), Norway was the victim of twin terror attacks, by a white, Christian extremist Norwegian, the first being a car bomb blast which targeted government buildings in central Oslo, killing about 8 people, the second being a massacre at a youth camp on the island of Utøya, in which 69 people were killed.)

Ghafla (unawareness or in attentiveness) (verse 1 of Sura 21): 1115

The Caliph, the Mahdi + Lailat (Eve) of Bid’a (Beginning) of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): (756 + 90) + 75 + [7 + 187 (186)] = 846 + [75 + 194 (or 193)] = 846 + 269 (or 268) = 1115 (or 1114)
Thalatha Ishroon (Twenty Three) + Tammuz (July – Greater Syria & Iraq) :  
1036 + 626 + 453 = 1662 + 453 = 2115

taught the Quran, created the human being, taught him the Bayan (proper interpretation). The Sun (verses 2 - 5 of Sura 55) : 140 + 383 (or 382) + 730 + 192 (or 193) + 145 + 94 + 431 = 2115 (2114 or 2116)

He reached between the Saddain (two dams or barriers), he found, before them, a people who barely understood what was said. (verse 93 of Sura 18):  
2115 (2115 is the 1795th Composite Number) (2483 is the 2115th Composite Number)

After him to Bani (Children) of Israel, inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as mixed crowd) and in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), we descended him/it and in the Haq (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17):  
4115 (4114 or 4116)

called their Prophet told them: It is the Sign of his Kingship is that he will bring you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin) in which there is Sakina from your Lord and the remainder of what the family of Moses and the family of Aaron left. It will be carried by the Angels. In this, there is a Sign for you if you are Believers. (verse 248 of Sura 2):  
\[ 131 + 75 + 107 + 51 + 16 (or 17) + 95 + 51 + 481 + 840 + 95 + 145 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 117 + 81 + 620 + 31 + 116 + 6 + 31 ] + [ 262 (or 261) + 483 + 137 (or 136) + 51 + 90 + 750 + 48 (or 47) + 90 + 51 + 510 + 196 ] = 3447 (or 3448) + 2668 (2667 or 2666) = 6115 (6113 or 6114) (= 5 x 1223) (6115 is the 5317th Composite Number)

The word “The Dunya” is mentioned 115 times in the Quran. It is mentioned 111 times as a word that means “the World before the End Times”. In addition to being mentioned 4 times as a word with a different meaning.

The word “The Akhira” (End Times) is mentioned 115 times in the Quran.

The word “The Raheem” (Most Merciful) (and its derivatives) are mentioned 115 times in the Quran.

The Promise has arrived: 5 + 111 = 116 (116 is the 85th Composite Number) (153 is the 116th Composite Number) (200 is the 153rd Composite Number) (641 is the 116th Prime Number)

The birth has arrived: 5 + 111 = 116

The Milad (birth): 116

Hadd (Destruction) of a Mosque: 9 + 107 = 116
Hadd (Destruction) of the Kawn (Universe): $9 + 107 = 116$

Qutuz: 116

what Lailat (Eve or Night) is (verse 2 of Sura 97): $41 + 75 = 116$

Kislu: 116 (Kislev or Kislev is the 9th month in the Jewish religious year.)

Al-Wahid (The One: name of Allah) + Allah: $50 + 66 = 116$

Ahyayna (We revived) (verse 11 of Sura 50) + a country: $80 + 36 = 116$

Help me avoid (or stay away from) (verse 35 of Sura 14): 116

Ma’bad (Temple): 116 $(116 \times 2 = 232)$

Moses: 116 (or 107)

Maius/Maios (Maius is May in Latin and Maios is May in Greek): 116 (or 117)

it is to yourselves (verse 7 of Sura 17): 116

over it (verse 30 of Sura 74): 116

Alyah (means “Migration” in Hebrew language): 116

The Awda (Return): 116

The Dawa (Invitation): 116

The bad deed: 116

Their Hisab (Judgment or Punishment) (verse 1 of Sura 21) & (verse 26 of Sura 88): 116

Idam (Execution / Killing): 116

Your Day (verse 103 of Sura 21): 116

Your Halak (Devastation or Perishing): 116

Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil) refused (verse 116 of Sura 20): $103 + 13 = 116$

(Notice how the verse number is also 116)

To be (verse 1 of Sura 25): 116

Life + John Paul: $24 + (54 + 38) = 24 + 92 = 116$
Life + Death: 24 + 92 = 116

The Maseekh (False Messiah) son of David, the Awar (attribute of the Dajjal): 741 + [52 (or 53) + 15] + 308 = 741 + 67 (or 68) + 308 = 1116 (or 1117)

And he eclipses (or collapses) Al-Masjid Al-Aqsa: 6 + 740 + (138 + 232) = 6 + 740 + 370 = 1116 (equivalent to 116)

Ramadan 25: 1091 + 25 = 1116 (equivalent to 116) (1116 is the 929th Composite Number)

Brought down the Furqan (Quran) upon his servant to be for people of the World (verse 1 of Sura 25): 1116 (or 1117) (equivalent to 116)

The Hour: when will ts docking be? While you are (verse 42 – 43 of Sura 79): 1116

Mushawiz (Sorcerer): 1116 (equivalent to 116)

Hadd (Destruction) of the Mongols: 9 + 1107 = 1116

Intiha (End) of City of Istanbul: 458 + 658 = 1116

Nuclear Weapons + Al-Hazima (The Defeat) + Sydney, Australia: 181 + 98 + 837 = 1116

The Covenant + Nuclear Nakba (Disaster) + New York + Washington + London (or Sydney): 110 + (77 + 77) + (302 + 416 + 134) = (187 + 77) + 852 = (110 + 154) + 852 = 264 + 852 = 1116

The promise of the first one. We send against you, servants of ours (verse 5 of Sura 17): (80 + 84 + 623) + (170 + 78 + 81) = 787 + 329 = 1116

Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces (verse 7 of Sura 17): 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 113 + 80 = 1116 (or 1115)

Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and (verse 7 of Sura 17): [80 + 837 (or 838) + 113 + 80] + 6 = 1110 (or 1111) + 6 = 1116 (or 1117) (equivalent to 116) (1116 is the 929th Composite Number)
(1334 is the 1116th Composite Number)

Al-Qistantinya (The Constantinople): 1116

Kingdom of the Ifranj (Franks) + Bayt Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness): [135 + 365 (or 364)] + (412 + 204) = 500 (or 499) + 616 = 1116 (or 1115)

[Muslims used to refer to the Crusaders as the Ifranj (Franks)]

And we have not made People of Fire, except as Angels (verse 31 of Sura 74): (6 + 41) + (154 + 101 + 282 + 32) + 500 = (47 + 569) + 500 = 616 + 500 = 1116

Nineteen and we have not made People of Fire, except as (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): (930 + 570) + [(6 + 41) + (154 + 101 + 282 + 32)] = 1500 + (47 + 569) = 1500 + 616 = 2116

The End Times + China + Atomic Bombs: 837 + 181 + 1098 = 2116 (equivalent to 1116)

China + Atomic Bombs + Sydney, Australia : 181 + 1098 + 837 = 2116 (equivalent to 1116) (2116 is the 1796th Composite Number) (2484 is the 2116th Composite Number)

Aqwa (Most Powerful) Earthly Hazza (Quake) + Valdivia, Chile: (117 + 17 + 1016) + (216 + 750) = 1150 + 966 = 2116 [ On May 22, 1960 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1379 Hijri), the most powerful earthquake (measuring 9.5) ever recorded throughout history in the World happened in Valdivia, Chile.]

♦  حَطَبُ Barrenness: 117 (117 is the 86th Composite Number) (154 is the 117th Composite Number) (2117 is the 1797th Composite Number) (2485 is the 2117th Composite Number)

Greece (or Prophet Jonah/Yunus): 117

The Mawla (Patron - refers to God) (verse 13 of Sura 22): 117

Maius/Maios (Maius is May in Latin and Maios is May in Greek): 117 (or 116)

The Fida (Sacrifice): 117

Wahiya (Catastrophe) of the Mahdi: 27 + 90 = 117

The Hanukkah: 117 (Hanukkah is an 8-day Jewish holiday that commemorates victory of practicing Jews and re-dedication of the Jewish Temple that happened on Kislev 25)
Ramadan 26th: $1091 + 26 = 1117$ (equivalent to 117)  (1117 is the 187th Prime Number)  (1335 is the 1117th Composite Number)  (8999 is the 1117th Prime Number)

The Hour: “when will its docking will be?” while you are (verse 42 of Sura 79): $167 + 62 + 307$ (or 306) + $130 + 451 = 1117$ (or 1116)

Tisa’ wa Sitteen (Sixty Nine) days: $(535 + 6 + 520) + 56 = 1061 + 56 = 1117$

The Maseekh (False Messiah) son of David, the Awar (attribute of the Dajjal): $741 + [53$ (or 52) $+ 15] + 308 = 741 + 68$ (or 67) $+ 308 = 1117$ (or 1116)

And the Moon is eclipsed (or collapsed) (verse 8 of Sura 75): $6 + (740 + 371) = 6 + 1111 = 1117$

And the Persians are eclipsed (or collapsed): $6 + 740 + 371 = 1117$ (equivalent to 117)

Karitha (Catastrophe) of Nuclear Weapons War: $726 + (210 + 104 + 77)$ $= 726 + 391 = 1117$

The Rafida (Rejecters): 1117 (equivalent to 117)

City of Sydney, New South Wales, Australia: $109 + 134 + (61 + 53 + 57) + 703 = (243 + 171) + 703 = 414 + 703 = 1117$ (equivalent to 117)

Before We make faces look bad by turning them backwards (verse 47 of Sura 4): $1117$ (equivalent to 117)

Then, resurrected him (verse 259 of Sura 2): $540 + 577 = 1117$

and the Throne of your Lord will be carried above them (verse 17 of Sura 69): 1117 (equivalent to 117)

Allah, the Azeem (Great or Magnificent) (verse 33 of Sura 69): $66 + 1051 = 1117$

to Allah, Lord of the Universe, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful) (verses 1 – 2 of Sura 1): $65 + [202 + 232$ (or 231) $+ 329 + 289] = 65 + 1052$ (or 1051) $= 1117$ (or 1116)

Zu Hijjat: $706 + 411 = 1117$

The Waqfa (Stand up) on Mount of Arafat: $222 + 110 + [35 + 750$ (or 751) $] = 222 + 110 + 785$ (or 786) $= 1117$ (or 1118)

And made the Fulk/Falak (boats or cosmos) to work in your favour (verse 32 of Sura 14): $6 + 860 + 90 + 161 = 1117$ (equivalent to 117)
 وعد ربي + الطارق و جفاف بحر الجليل Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Tariq + and + Drying-up of Sea of Galilee: \[ (80 + 212) + 341 + 6 + 164 + (210 + 104) = 292 + 341 + 6 + 164 + 314 = 1117 \]

لوسيا + جسيتانا + فرنسيسكو Lucia + Jacinta + Francisco: 107 + 524 (or 525) + 486 = 1117 (or 1118) [The 3 children in Fatima, Portugal, who had apparitions (visions) about the End Times in 1917.]

يوم إعدام رئيس العراق صدام حسين Day of execution of President of the Iraq, Saddam Hussein: 56 + 116 + 280 + 402 + 135 + 128 = 1117

و المسيح + هد المسجد الأقصى And the Maseekh (False Messiah) + Hadd (Destruction) of Al-Aqsa Mosque: 6 + 741 + (9 + 138 + 223) = 6 + (741 + 370) = 6 + 1111 = 1117 (equivalent to 117)

الخليفة + هد المسجد الأقصى The Caliphate + Hadd (Destruction) of Al-Aqsa Mosque: 747 + (9 + 138 + 223) = 747 + 370 = 1117 (equivalent to 117)

وعد الآخرة ليسوا ووجوهكم و Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and (verse 7 of Sura 17): \[ [80 + 838 (or 837) + 113 + 80] + 6 = 1111 (or 1110) + 6 = 1117 (or 1116) \] (equivalent to 117)

وعد ربي + الطارق و جفاف بحر الجليل Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Tariq + and + Drying-up of Sea of Galilee: \[ (80 + 212) + 341 + 6 + 164 + (210 + 104) = 292 + 341 + 6 + 164 + 314 = 1117 \]

ومثلها يخلق لم يرد عليه شيء في بين ربي فعل كيف فعل ريك بعد إذ ردد النعم التي لم يخلق مثلها في البلد و تمود الذين جايوا Is there in that an Oath to someone who has a brain. Have you not seen what your Lord has done to Aad, Iram, the one which has the pillars, which has never been created like it among the Bilad (countries or cities). And Thamud who carved (verse 5 - 9 of Sura 89): \[ (35 + 90 + 750 + 200 + 740 + 211) + [71 + 600 + 110 + 180 + 222 + 77 + 241 + 1101 + 145 (or 146) + 441 + 41 + 740 + 576 + 90 + 67 + 6 + 550 + 791 + 13] = 2026 + 6091 (or 6092) = 8117 (or 8118) \]

هلي القدر وما أدراك ما ليلة القدر Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is, till rise of the Dawn (verse 3 - 5 of Sura 97): \[ 90 + (111 + 505 + 487 + 137 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 249 + 90 + 80 + 241) + [131 (or 130) + 15 + 418 + 149 + 314] = (90 + 3000) + 1027 (or 1026) = 5117 (or 5118) \]

هل في ذلك قسم لذي حجر ألم تر كيف فعل ريك بعد إذ ردد النعم التي لم يخلق مثلها في البلد و تمود الذين جايوا Is there in that an Oath to someone who has a brain. Have you not seen what your Lord has done to Aad, Iram, the one which has the pillars, which has never been created like it among the Bilad (countries or cities). And Thamud who carved (verse 5 - 9 of Sura 89): \[ (35 + 90 + 750 + 200 + 740 + 211) + [71 + 600 + 110 + 180 + 222 + 77 + 241 + 1101 + 145 (or 146) + 441 + 41 + 740 + 576 + 90 + 67 + 6 + 550 + 791 + 13] = 2026 + 6091 (or 6092) = 8117 (or 8118) \]

The distance between the Umawi Mosque and the Aqsa Mosque is 217.5 Km (135 miles or 117.45 nautical miles)
When is the Day? (verse 6 of Sura 75): 62 + 56 = 118 (= 2 x 59) (118 is the 87th Composite Number) (155 is the 118th Composite Number) (647 is the 118th Prime Number) (4760 is the 4118th Composite Number)

Bidaya (Beginning) of the Asad (Lion or Leo): 22 + 96 = 118 (July 23 is the 1st day of Leo, zodiac sign)

Bid’a (Beginning) of the Promise: 7 + 111 = 118

Inya (Ending) of the Hayat (Life): 58 + 60 = 118 (or 113)

Omen (or Ominous): 118

Husn (Beauty or Goodness): 118

Bani Umayya: 62 + 56 = 118

Jam’ahu (assembled him): 118

Jum’a (Friday): 118

Days of Allah (verse 4 of Sura 14): 52 + 66 = 118

English: 118

Messiah: 118

The Ojouba (Miracle): 118

The Bay’a (Offering of Allegiance): 118

The Naizak (Meteoroid): 118

Tasmania (Main Island of an Australian State): 118 (or 122)

Ibada (Annihilation) + Kahf (Cave): 13 + 105 = 118

Worship what (verse 2 of Sura 109): 77 + 41 = 118

It is nothing, but inspiration (verse 4 of Sura 53): 51 + 11 + 32 + 24 = 118

Day of the Third: 56 + 1062 (or 1061) = 1118 (or 1117)

Ramadan 27th: 1091 + 27 = 1118 (equivalent to 118)
Wahiya (Catastrophe) of Ramadan: $27 + 1091 = 1118$

Ibtida (Beginning) of Alamat (Signs) of the Hour: $409 + [542 (or 541) + 167] = 409 + 709 (or 708) = 1118 (or 1117)$

Secret of Bidaya (Beginning) of the Major Alamat (Signs): $260 + 22 + [573 (or 572) + 263] = 260 + [22 + 836 (or 835)] = 260 + 858 (or 857) = 1118 (or 1117)$

The Waqfa (Stand up) on Mount of Arafat: $222 + 110 + [35 + 751 (or 750)] = 222 + 110 + 786 (or 785) = 1118 (or 1117)$

The Wuquf (Standing up) on Mount of Arafat: $223 + 110 + [35 + 750 (or 751)] = 223 + 110 + 785 (or 786) = 1118 (or 1119)$

And the Moon has been cracked. And if they are shown an Aya (Sign) (verses 1 – 2 of Sura 54): $1118 (or 1119)$

Lucia + Jacinta + Francisco: $107 + 525 (or 524) + 486 = 1118 (or 1117)$

[The 3 children in Fatima, Portugal, who had apparitions (visions) about the End Times in 1917.]

Church of Petrus (Peter) + City of the Vatican: $(145 + 271) + (109 + 593) = 416 + 702 = 1118$

The Maseekh (False Messiah), the Awar (Defective-Eyed), the Dajjal (False Messiah): $741 + 308 + 69 = 1118$ (equivalent to 118) (1118 is the 930th Composite Number)

(1336 is the 1118th Composite Number)

The Nashia of the Night is more burdensome and more powerful saying (verse 6 of Sura 73): $1118$

Banu (Children) of Nadheer (Jewish Tribe that used to live in Madina & Khybar in Arabia): $58 + 1060 = 1118$

The disaster + Banu (Children) of the Britan (Britons): $757 + 361 = 1118$ (equivalent to 118)

End of War of the End Times: $71 + [210 + 837 (or 838)] = 71 + 1047 (or 1048) = 1118 (or 1119)$ (equivalent to 47)

The Piercing Star (verse 3 of Sura 86) + Banu (Children) of the Amreek (Americans): $758 + 360 = 1118$

The Tariq + Qutban (Two Poles) + Drying-up of Lake Tiberias (also known as Sea of Galilee): $341 + 162 + (164 + 225 + 226) = 341 + 162 + 615 = 1118$
Have you envisioned if your water (source) becomes Ghawr (sunk deep into the Earth)? (verse 30 of Sura 67): \[2118\] (or 2117)

(equivalent to \[118\])

We have descended it in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is. Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 97): \[2118\]

(2118 is the 1798th Composite Number) (2486 is the 3118th Composite Number)

The Night when it/he journeys. Is there in that an Oath (verses 4 - 5 of Sura 89): \[3118\] (= 2 x 1559) (3118 is the 2674th Composite Number) (3626 is the 3118th Composite Number)

By the self-reproaching spirit. Does the human being think that We will not assemble his bones. No, We are capable of re-constructing even the tips of his fingers. However, the human being wishes (verse 2 – 5 of Sura 75): \[3118\] (= 2 x 1559) (3118 is the 2674th Composite Number) (3626 is the 3118th Composite Number)

We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is, till rise of the Dawn (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): \[7118\] (or 7120)
Baby (verse 5 of Sura 22): \(119\) \((= 7 \times 17)\) \((119\) is the \(88^{th}\) Composite Number\)

And united (gathered or assembled) (verse 9 of Sura 75): \(6 + 113 = 119\)

The Nayazik (Meteoroids or Meteors): \(119\)

And the Imam: \(6 + 113 = 119\)

Najasa (Impurity): \(119\)

Copper: \(119\)

The Bees: \(119\)

Kemal Ataturk: \(91 + 1028 = 1119\) \(\text{[Mustafa Kemal Ataturk] is man who became President of Turkey and was behind the end of the Ottoman Sultanate and abolition of the Caliphate. He was born on May 19, 1881 (Jumada Thania 19, 1298 Hijri) (Iyar 20, 5641 Jewish) (2408,219.5^{th} Julian Day). He died on November 10, 1938 (Ramadan 17, 1357 Hijri) (Heshvan 16, 5699 Jewish) (2429,212.5^{th} Julian Day).}\]

The Wuquf (Standing up) on Mount of Arafat: \(223 + 110 + [35 + 751\) (or \(750)] = 223 + 110 + 786 (or 785) = \(1119\) (or \(1118\))

Day of Tafjeer Bombing (Blowing up) of the King David Hotel: \(56 + [693 + (234 + 121 + 15)] = 56 + (693 + 370) = 56 + 1063 = 1119\) \(\text{[On July 22, 1946 (Shaban 23, 1365 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5706 Jewish) (2432,023.5^{th} Julian day), the western part of the southern wing of King David Hotel in Jerusalem, which was serving as headquarters of the British Mandate, collapsed due to explosives set off by Irgun, a Zionist terrorist group led by Menahim Begin, who later became Prime Minister of Israel.]}\]

London, England, Britain: \(134 + 702 + 283 = 1119\) (equivalent to 119) \((= 3 \times 373)\) \((1119\) is the \(931^{st}\) Composite Number\)

\(373\) is the \(1119^{th}\) Composite Number\)

Thalatha Ishreen (Twenty Three) + Tammuz (July): \([1036 \text{ (or 1035)} + 630] + 453 = 1666 \text{ (or 1665)} + 453 = 2119 \text{ (or 2118)}\) \((2119\) is the \(1799^{th}\) Composite Number\) \((2487\) is the \(2119^{th}\) Composite Number\)

Thalith wa Ishreen (Twenty Third) + The Shaban: \((1030 + 6 + 630) + 453 = 1666 + 453 = 2119\)

2019 Miladiya (Based on Birth of Jesus): \(2019 + 100 \text{ (or 99)} = 2119 \text{ (or 2118)}\)
The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of (verse 4 of Sura 97): \((487 + 532 + 6) + (245 + 96 + 753) = 1025 + 1094 = 2119\)

So, he left them and said: O People, I have told you a message from my Lord (verse 79 of Sura 7): \(3119\) \((3119\) is the 444th Prime Number)

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. The Saat (Hour or Clock) has approached and the Moon has been cracked (or split). And when they are shown an Ayat (Sign), they turn away and they say: continuous Sihr (sorcery or magic) (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 54): \((67 + 330 + 289 + 1103 + 562 + 6 + 451 + 371 + 6 + 51 + 217) + (412 + 1087 + 6 + 153 + 268 + 740) = 3453 + 2666 = 6119\)

♦ Maw’id (Appointment or Appointed time) (verse 59 of Sura 17): \(120\) \((120\) is the 89th Composite Number) \((659\) is the 120th Prime Number)

Pray (verse 2 of Sura 108): \(120\) (or 130)

Day of Deen (Religion or Judgment): \(56 + 64 = 120\)

Lailat (Eve) of Adam: \(75 + 45\) (or 46) = \(120\) (or 121)

Lailat (Eve) of Apollo: \(75 + 45 = 120\)

The Dajjalan (Two Dajjals): \(120\)

Dajjal of Gog and Magog: \(38 + (23 + 6 + 53) = 38 + 82 = 120\)

Zawal (End) of Gog + Magog: \(44 + 76 = 120\)

Days of Son of David: \(52 + [53\) (or 52) + 15] = \(52 + 68\) (or 67) = \(120\) (or 119)

Jinn (demons) + Son of David: \(53 + [52\) (or 53) + 15] = \(53 + 67\) (or 68) = \(120\)

Life + The Pope John: \(24 + (37 + 59) = 120\)

Balad (Country) of the Jinn (invisible creatures): \(36 + 84 = 120\)

Awda (Return) of Bayl (Babylon): \(85 + 35 = 120\)

Son of the Satan + 666 (Christians believe 666 is the number of the Anti-Christ) = \((53 + 401) + 666 = 454 + 666 = 1120\)

The Satan + Magog + 666 (Christians believe 666 is the number of the Anti-Christ) = \((401 + 53) + 666 = 454 + 666 = 1120\)
Day of the Tuesday: 56 + 1064 = 1120

Ramadan 29: 1091 + 29 = 1120 (equivalent to 120) (1120 is the 932nd Composite Number) (1338 is the 1120th Composite Number)

Thalith wa Ishreen (Twenty Third) + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): [1031 (or 1030) + 6 + 630] + 453 = 2120 (or 2119)

Ramadan 29: 1091 + 29 = 1120

Thalith wa Ishreen (Twenty Third) + Shaban: [1030 (or 1031) + 6 + 630] + 31 + 423 = 2120

in a firm place for a known Qadr (period or duration). So, we have set the period. So, great are those who set the period. Woe on that day (verse 21 – 24 of Sura 77): (90 + 501 + 120 + 41 + 304) + [186 + 435 + 240 + 391 (or 392) + 46 + 766 ] = 1056 + 2064 (or 2065) = 3120 (or 3121)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is, till rise of the Dawn (verse 1 – 5 of Sura 97): (52 + 143 + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 235 + 41 + 75) + [335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247] + 90 = 75 + 335 + [4620 (or 4621) + 90] = 75 + [335 + 4710 (or 4711)] = 75 + 5045 (or 5046) = 5120 (or 5121)

And their Prophet told them: It is the Aya (Sign) of his Kingship that he brings you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin). In it, there is Sakina from your Lord and the remainder of what the Family of Moses and the Family (of Harun) left, carried by the Angels. It is in that a Aya (Sign) for you if you are believers (verse 248 of Sura 2): [6 + 131 + 75 + 107 + 51 + 16 (or 17) + 95 + 51 + 481 + 840 + 95 + 145 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 117 + 81 + 620 + 31 + 116 + 6 + 31] + [262 (or 261) + 483 + 137 (or 136) + 51 + 90 + 750 + 47 (or 48) + 90 + 51 + 510 + 196] = 3453 (or 3454) + 2667 (2666 or 2668) = 6120 (6119 or 6121)

We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is, till rise of the Dawn (verse 1 – 5 of Sura 97): (52 + 143 + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 235 + 41 + 75) + [335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 522 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 249 (or 247) + 90 + 50 + 241] + [131 (or 130) + 15 + 418 + 149 + 314 ] = 1093 + 5000 (or 4998) + 1027 (or 1026) = 7120 (or 7118)
♦ The Nile: 121 (= 11 x 11) (159 is the 121st Composite Number) (121 is the 90th Composite Number) (3629 is the 3121st Composite Number)

Lailat (Eve) of Adam: 75 + 46 (or 45) = 121 (or 120)

Day of the Ajal (Date of End): 56 + 65 = 121

The Warned-about (verse 20 of Sura 50): 121

Hisban (Taken into account or being judged): (verse 5 of Sura 55): 121

Subhan (Praise be): 121

Two Poles: 121

Haikal (Temple) of the Jews: 65 + 56 = 121

Sinai: 121 (or 122)

Manna (verse 57 of Sura 2): 121

The King (or the Kingship): 121

The Inviter: 121

Blind (verse 125 of Sura 20): 121

The Pope + The Jinn (invisible creatures): 37 + 84 = 121

Countries/ Lands of the Jinn: 37 + 84 = 121

State of Gog + Magog: 45 + (23 + 53) = 45 + 76 = 121

Sindbad (a character in ancient Arab stories who used to be portrayed as someone who can fly using a carpet): 121

Michael (Angel. However, he is also mentioned in Bible Daniel 12: 1 & Daniel 10: 21 as Prince who be act as Saviour in the End Times. Most likely, this Michael is the Mahdi): 121

Ahmadi - Nejjad (President of Iran): 63 + 58 = 121

O Ali (Shia use this term, as an alternative to saying O God/Allah): 11 + 110 = 121

When he came to them (verse 5 of Sura 50): 121
Yin + Yang: 60 + 1061 = 1121  (Opposite, but complementary forces: Yin (Unseen/hidden, dark, night, slow, soft, passive, feminine, cold, wet, Earth, Water) and Yang (Seen/manifest, bright, day/morning, fast, hard, aggressive, masculine, hot, dry, Fire, Air) )

We have been warning (verse 3 of Sura 44): 71 + 1050 = 1121

Ramadan 30: 1091 + 30 = 1121

The Ramadan: 1121 (or 1122)

Season of the Khareef (Autumn or Fall): 200 + 921 = 1121

Fall of City of Sydney, Australia: 175 + 109 + 134 + 703 = 1121  (equivalent to 121)  (1121 is the 933rd Composite Number)  (1339 is the 1121st Composite Number)

The Catastrophe + The blowing-up of Al-Aqsa Mosque: 58 + 693 + 370 = 1121  (equivalent to 121)

Saiha (Scream) of Al-Aqsa Mosque + Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem): 113 + 138 + 223 + 647 = 1121 (equivalent to 121)

Hadd (Destruction) + Israel + Al-Aqsa Mosque + Jerusalem + Palestine: 14 + 303 + (370 + 195 + 239) = 14 + 303 + 804 = 1121 (equivalent to 121)

Al-Aqsa Mosque + Al-Quds (Jerusalem) + Al-Aqsa Mosque + Al-Quds (Jerusalem): 556 + 565 = 1121 (equivalent to 121)

Al-Wahiya (The Catastrophe) + Israel + Al-Quds (Jerusalem) + Hadd (Destruction) of Al-Aqsa Mosque, Al-Quds (Jerusalem): 58 + 303 + 195 + 9 + 138 + 223 + 195 = 1121 (equivalent to 121)

Our Lord: You shall be gathering the People to a Day, no doubt about it. Allah (verse 9 of Sura 3): (253 + 71 + 114 + 142 + 86) + 31 + (212 + 95 + 51 + 66) = 666 + 31 + 424 = 1121

Day of the Zionist State’s expulsion of Palestinians + Homeland: 56 + 213 + (76 + 207) + 309 + 260 = 56 + (213 + 283 + 309 + 260) = 56 + 1065 = 1121 (equivalent to 121)

Britain captured Jerusalem from the Ottoman Empire. The Ottoman Governor of Jerusalem sent a “Surrender Letter”, delivered by Mayor of Jerusalem, Hussein Al-Husseini, to the British invaders on Sunday, December 9, 1917 (Safar 24, 1336 Hijri) (Kislev 24, 5678 Jewish). Field Marshal Edmund Allenby, head of the invading British forces, entered Jerusalem on foot, through the Jaffa gate, on
December 11, 1917 | 

ثلاث و عشرين + الشعبان Thalith wa Ishreen (Twenty Third) + The Shaban: (1031 + 6 + 630) + 454 = 1667 + 454 = 2121

يملأ الأرض قسطاً و عدل كما ملئت ظلماً وجوراً He fills the Earth with Qist (equity) and Adl (justice) like it was filled with Zulm (oppression) and Joor (injustice): [81 + 1032 + 170 (or 169) + 6 + 104 (or 105) + 61] + (480 + 971 + 120) = 1454 (1453 or 1455) + 1667 = 3121 (3120 or 3122) (This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi)

في قرار مكين إلى قدر معلوم فقدنا فنهم الفادرون ويل يومئذ in a firmly-fixed place for a known Qadr (period or duration). So, we have set the period. So, great are those who set the period. Woe on that day (verse 21 – 24 of Sura 77): (90 + 501+ 120 + 41 + 304) + [186 + 435 + 240 + 392 (or 391) + 46 + 766 ] = 1056 + 2065 (or 2064) = 3121 (or 3120) (3121 is the 445th Prime Number)

ليلة القدر وما أدرك ما ليلة القدر ليلة القدر خير من ألف شهر تنزل الملائكة و الروح فيها يذکر ربهم من Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): (75 + 335) + [6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247] + 90 = 75 + 335 + [4621 (or 4620) + 90] = 75 + [335 + 4711 (or 4710)] = 75 + 5046 (or 5045) = 5121 (or 5120) (5121 is the 4435th Composite Number)

وقال لهم نبيهم ان ابيه ملكه ان ياتيكتم التابوت فيه سكينه من ريكم وبقيه مما ترك عال موسى وعال بوري تحمله And their Prophet told them that the Sign of his Kingship is that he will bring you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin) in which there is Sakina from your Lord and the remainder of what the family of Moses and the family of Aaron left. It will be carried by the Angels. In this, there is a Sign for you if you are Believers. (verse 248 of Sura 2): 6 + 131 + 75 + 107 + 51 + 17 (or 16) + 95 + 51 + 481 + 840 + 95 + 145 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 117 + 81 + 620 + 32 + 116 + 6 + 32 + 261 (or 262) + 483 + 136 (or 137) + 51 + 90 + 750 + 48 (or 47) + 90 + 51 + 510 + 196 = 6121 (6119 or 6120) (equivalent to 121) (6121 is the 798th Prime Number)

City of New York was created January 1, 1898 (Shaban 7, 1315 Hijri). From 1898 to 2019 (possible beginning of the End Times), there are 121 years.

♦ يوم الله Day of Allah: 56 + 66 = 122 (122 is the 91st Composite Number) (160 is the 122nd Composite Number) (673 is the 122 Prime Number) (2122 is the 1802nd Composite Number) (2490 is the 2122nd Composite Number)

سبطان Two Sibt (branches): 122

اليهوديون Yahoodiyoon (the Jews): 122

الكلام Verbal Expression (or Words, Phraseology and Argumentation): 122 (or 121)
Alman (Germans): **122**

Tasmania (Main Island of an Australian State): **122 (or 118)**

Countries/ Lands of the Jann (Jinn – invisible creatures): 37 + 85 = **122**

Dajjal of Jews + John: 38 + 25 + 59 = **122** (equivalent to **1122**)

Elijah, Dajjal of Jews: 59 + 38 + 25 = **122**

Dajjal of the Jinn (invisible creatures): 38 + 84 = **122**

The Dajjal + Jinn (demons): 69 + 53 = **122**

The Dajjal + Magog: 69 + 53 = **122**

Withdrawal: **122**

Intiha (End) of occupation of South Lebanon: 458 + 470 + 61 + 133 = **1122**

Ithna Ashar (Twelve): 552 + 570 = **1122**

Promise of the finding of the Gospel: 80 + 807 + 110 + 125 = **1122**

The last of the Messengers: 801 (or 802) + 321 = **1122** (or **1123**)

Day of the Hadd (Destruction) + The Muslims’ conquest of Russia: 56 + 40 + 488 + 261 + 277 = **1122** (equivalent to **122**)

Aya (Sign) of Promise of the Muslimeen (Muslims) ’s conquest of Russia: 16 + 80 + 488 + 261 + 277 = **1122**

Bani (Children) of Nadheer (Jewish Tribe that used to live in Madina & Khybar in Arabia): 62 + 1060 = **1122**

Awar (Defective-Eyed) Maseekh (False Messiah) Son of David: 308 + 741 + 73 (or 74) = **1122 (or 1123)** (equivalent to **122**)

Claimed it was a lie (or rejected). (verse 123 of Sura 26): **1122** (equivalent to **122**)

The Thirtieth: **1122** (equivalent to **122**)

The Ramadan: **1122 (or 1121)**
Al-Damar (The Destruction) of London, England: $276 + (134 + 712) + 846 = 1122$ (equivalent to 122)

Intiha (End) + Paris, France: $458 + (273 + 391) + 664 = 1122$ (equivalent to 122)

Khusuf (Land Collapse) + City of Paris: $740 + (109 + 273) + 382 = 1122$ (equivalent to 122)

The Nuclear War + Paris City, France: $349 + 773 = 1122$ (equivalent to 122)

Saddam Hussein’s Ijtiyah (Invasion) of Kuwait: $423 + (135 + 128) + 436 = 1122$ (1122 is the 934th Composite Number)

The Saat (Hour or Clock) has approached and has been cracked (or split).

Iraq started its invasion of Kuwait on August 2, 1990 (Muharram 10, 1411 Hijri) (Av 11, 5750 Jewish).

First Zionist Congress was convened by its chairman, Theodor Herzl, and held in Switzerland on August 29-31, 1897 (Elul 1-3, 5657 Jewish) (Rabi Thani 1-3, 1315 Hijri) (2414,165.5 – 2414,167.5th Julian Day). From 1897 to 2019 (possible beginning of the End Times), there are 122 years.

The first Zionist Congress was convened by its chairman, Theodor Herzl, and held in Switzerland on August 29-31, 1897 (Elul 1-3, 5657 Jewish) (Rabi Thani 1-3, 1315 Hijri) (2414,165.5 – 2414,167.5th Julian Day). From 1897 to 2019 (possible beginning of the End Times), there are 122 years.

Inha (Ending) of Dunya (World before End Times): $58 + 65 = 123$
Dajjal (Deceiver) + Awda (Return): 38 + 85 = 123

Dajjal (Deceiver) + The Jann (Jinn - invisible creatures): 38 + 85 = 123

Elias (Elijah) + Ihya (Revival or Resurrection): 102 + 21 = 123

We have been (verse 3 of Sura 44): 52 + 71 = 123

Sijjeen (verse 7 of Sura 83): 123

Night of the Aya (Miraculous Sign): 75 + 48 = 123

Al-Wafat (The Death): 123

Malhama (Battle): 123

Day of Hazima (Defeat): 56 + 67 = 123

Hazima (Defeat) of the Jews: 67 + 56 = 123

Day of the Malhama Al-Kubra (Big Battle) + Hazima (Defeat) of Israel + Awda (Return) of the Quds (Jerusalem): 56 + (154 + 263) + (67 + 303) + (85 + 195) = 56 + 417 + 370 + 280 = 1123 (1123 is the 188th Prime Number) (1341 is the 1123rd Composite Number)

For how long, have remained (verse 259 of Sura 2): 1123

Eight sanawat (years): 606 + 517 = 1123

Hadd ( Destruction) of Vatican + Wafat (Death) Francis: (9 + 562) + (92 + 460) = 571 + 552 = 1123

Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) of the United States: 156 + (479 + 488) = 156 (or 155) + 967 = 1123 (or 1122)

The Awar Maseekh (False Messiah) Son of David: 37 + [308 + 741 + 74 (or 73)] = 1123 (or 1122)

The Sixth + May + 1916 : 156 + 51 (or 50) + 1916 = 207 (or 206) + 1916 = 2123 (or 2122) [Jamal Pasha, the Ottoman governor of Greater Syria, hanged prominent activists and intellectuals, opposed to his oppressive rule, in both Damascus and Beirut, on May 6, 1916 (Rajab 3, 1334 Hijri) (Iyar 3, 5676 Jewish) (2420,989.5th Julian Day). In commemoration of this event, May 6 is celebrated annually as the Martyrs’ Day in Syria and Lebanon. He is referred to as the Jazzar (Butcher or Slaughterer). He was born on May 6, 1872 (Safar 27, 1289 Hijri). He was killed on July 21, 1922 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1340 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5682 Jewish) (2423,256.5th Julian Day).]
Bidaya (Beginning) of the Nihaya (End): $22 + 102 = 124$ (124 is the 93rd Composite Number) $(162$ is the 124th Composite Number) $(683$ is the 124th Prime Number)

Deenakom [your judgment (or religion)] (verse 3 of Sura 5) & (verse 6 of Sura 109): 124

The Star (verse 3 Sura 86): 124

The Descent (coming down): 124

The Victory (verse 11 of Sura 85): 124

Adan/Eden (city in Yemen or something associated with Paradise): 124

The Sijil (verse 104 of Sura 21): 124

Devil: 124

Two barriers (dams) (verse 93 of Sura 18): 124

Sydney: 124 (or 134)

Madina (City/State) of David: $109 + 15 = 124$

The Byzantium (Byzantium, old name of Constantinople): 124

Nicopol (where Battle of Nicopolis/ Nicopol took place): 124

Majusia (Zoroastrianism): 124

The First (or Early) Ones (verse 17 of Sura 37): 124

Taliban: 124

Family of Mohammad: $32 + 92 = 124$

Beginning of Atomic Bomb: $22 + 1102 = 1124$ (equivalent to 124)

Nuclear Missiles + Islam Abad: $984 + 140 = 1124$ (equivalent to 124)

Astronauts of the Space: $211 + 913 = 1124$

Hubut (Descent or Fall) of Adam + Hawa (Eve) to Earth: $22 + [45 (or 46) + 15 (or 16) + 41 + 1001] = 22 + 1102 (1103 or 1104) = 1124 (1125 or 1126)
The even and the odd (verse 3 of Sura 89): \(481 + 6 + 637 = 1124\)

The evident Warner (verse 89 of Sura 15): \(991 + 133 = 1124\)

Allah, the Greatest Torment (verse 24 of Sura 88): \(66 + (804 + 254) = 66 + 1058 = 1124\)

Day of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders’) Entrance of the Quds (Jerusalem): \(56 + (640 + 233) + 195 = 56 + (873 + 195) = 56 + 1068 = 1124\) \((= 2 \times 2 \times 281)\) \((1124\) is the 935th Composite Number)

Thalatha wa Ishreen (Twenty Three) + The Shaban : \(1035 + 6 + 630 + 453 = 1671 + 453 = 2124\) \((2124\) is the 1804th Composite Number) \((2492\) is the 2124th Composite Number)

Thalatha wa Ishreen (Twenty Three) + Tammuz : \(1035 + 6 + 630 + 453 = 1671 + 453 = 2124\) \((This\ refers\ to\ Tammuz \ 23)\) \(|\ After\ a\ siege,\ the\ Crusaders\ conquered\ Jerusalem\ on\ Friday,\ July\ 15, 1099\ AD\ Julian\ (July\ 21, 1099\ Gregorian)\ (Shaban\ 23, 492 Hijri)\ (Tammuz\ 23, 4859\ Jewish)\ (2122,662.5th\ or\ 2122,663th\ Julian\ Day).\ |

Those who have believed and done good deeds, from them, there are Paradises, running underneath them are the rivers. That is the big win. (verse 11 of Sura 85): \(5124\) \((or\ 5123)\) \((5124\) is the 4438th Composite Number)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is ? The Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is, till rise of (verse 2 - 5 of Sura 97): \(410 + [6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136\) \((or\ 137)\) \(+ 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241\) \(+ [131\) \((or\ 130)\) \(+ 15 + 418 + 149\) \(] = 410 + 5001\) \((or\ 5002)\) \(+ 713\) \((or\ 712) = 6124\) \((or\ 6125)\) \((= 2 \times 2 \times 1531)\)

Mujiza (Miracle) : \(125\) \((125\ is\ the\ 94th\ Composite\ Number)\) \((164\ is\ the\ 125th\ Composite\ Number)\) \((691\ is\ the\ 125th\ Prime\ Number)\)

The Gospel: \(125\)

Zidnahom (increased them or gave them more) Guidance (verse 13 of Sura 18): \(106\) \((or\ 107)\) \(+ 19 = 125\) \((or\ 126)\)

His name (verse 6 of Sura 61) + Huda (Guidance) (verse 13 of Sura 18) : \(106 + 19 = 125\)
Dunyakom (your World before the End Times): 125
Dainuna (Judgment / Punishment): 125
Mi’ad (appointment or appointed time) (verse 30 of Sura 34): 125
We return (verse 8 of Sura 17): 125
Mu’ahada (Treaty, Covenant, or Agreement): 125
Sixth: 125
Is there in (verse 5 of Sura 89): 35 + 90 = 125
Ahmadi-Nazzad (President of Iran): 63 + 62 (or 61) = 125 (or 124)
Ajami (Non-Arab or Persian) (verse 44 of Sura 41): 125 (or 124)
Hindus: 125
The Polone (Polish People): 125
Spain: 125
Understanding: 125
The Weapon: 125
69 days: 69 + 56 = 125
Day of the Dajjal: 56 + 69 = 125
Halak (Devastation) of the Dajjal: 56 + 69 = 125
Azazeel: 125 (or 115)
People of Paradise: 36 + 89 = 125
Hubut (Descent) of Iblees: 22 + 103 = 125
Hubut (Descent or Fall) of Adam + Hawa (Eve) to Earth: 22 + [45 (or 46) + 16 (or 15) + 41 + 1001] = 22 + 1103 = 1125 (1124 or 1126) (1125 is the 936th Composite Number) (1343 is the 1125th Composite Number)
Day of Tafjeer Bombing (Blowing up) of the King David Hotel: 56 + [693 + (234 + 121 + 21)] = 56 + (693 + 376) = 56 + 1069 = 1125 |On July 22, 1946 (Shaban 23,
1365 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5706 Jewish) (2432,023.5th Julian day), the western part of the southern wing of King David Hotel in Jerusalem, which was serving as headquarters of the British Mandate, collapsed due to explosives set off by Irgun, a Zionist terrorist group led by Menahim Begin, who later became Prime Minister of Israel.

He said: The knowledge of it is with my Lord, in a Book (verse 52 of Sura 20): (131 + 146 + 124 + 212 + 90) + 422 (or 423) = 703 + 422 (or 423) = 1125 (or 1126)

Thalatha wa Ishreen + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq) : [1036 (or 1035) + 6 + 630] + 453 = 1672 (or 1671) + 453 = 2125 (or 2124) (equivalent to 125)

Thalatha wa Ishreen + The Shaban : (1036 + 6 + 630) + 453 (or 454) = 1672 + 453 (or 454) = 2125 (or 2126)

The Rahman, the Raheem. H.M. and the Book (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 44): [(329 + 289 + 48) + 6] + 453 (or 454) = (666 + 6) + 453 (or 454) = 672 + 453 (or 454) = 1125 (or 1126)

the Book become assured (or certain) and those who have believed grow in belief (or faith) and do not have doubt (verse 31 of Sura 74): 453 (or 454) + [6 + 26 + 791 + 98 (or 99) + 101 (or 102)] + (6 + 31 + 613) = 453 (or 454) + [1022 (1023 or 1024) + 650] = 453 (or 454) + 1672 (1673 or 1674) = 2125 (2126 or 2127)

If you do well, you do well to yourselves and if you do badly, it is to yourselves (verse 7 of Sura 17): 2125 (equivalent to 125) (2125 is the 1805th Composite Number) (2493 is the 2125th Composite Number)

And We have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and We have not made their Idda (count, number, or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that those who have been given the Book become assured (or certain) and those who have believed grow in belief (or faith) and do not have doubt (verse 31 of Sura 74): (6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 105 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414) + 453 + [6 + 26 + 791 + 98 (or 99) + 101 (or 102)] + (6 + 31 + 613) = (5000 + 453) + [1022 (1023 or 1024) + 650] = 5453 + 1672 (1673 or 1674) = 7125 (7126 or 7127) (7125 is the 6212th Composite Number)

And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? The Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is, till rise of Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? The Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is, till rise of (verse 2 - 5 of Sura 97): 410 + [6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 ] + [ 131 (or 130) + 15 + 418 + 149 ] = 410 + 5002 (or 5001) + 713 (or 712) = 6125 (or 6124)
The Caller (verse 41 of Sura 50): \textbf{126}  
\textit{(126 is the 95th Composite Number)} 
\textit{(165 is the 126th Composite Number)} 
\textit{(701 is the 126th Prime Number)} 
\textit{(3126 is the 2680th Composite Number)}


Yunus (Jonah): \textbf{126}

Ninawah (or Nineveh) (Capital of ancient Assyrians. It is also the city to which Prophet Jonah was sent by God to preach): \textbf{126}

Prayer: \textbf{126 (or 131)}

The Nihaya (End) of life: \textbf{71 + 55 = 126}

The Word: \textbf{126}

O Moses (verse 11 of Sura 20): \textbf{126 (or 127)}

Promised (verse 2 of Sura 85): \textbf{126}

By the Star (verse 16 of Sura 16): \textbf{126}

We bring (gather) you (verse 104 of Sura 17): \textbf{64 + 62 = 126}

Allah dies not guide (verse 258 of Sura 2): \textbf{66 + 31 + 29 = 126}

Zidnahom (increased them or gave them more) Guidance (verse 13 of Sura 18): \textbf{107 (or 106) + 19 = 126 (or 125)}

Hadd (Destruction) of Wall of the Jinna (Jinn - invisible creatures): \textbf{9 + (28 + 89)} = \textbf{9 + 117 = 126}

Hadd (Destruction) of Barrier of Jinn (invisible creatures): \textbf{9 + (64 + 53)} = \textbf{9 + 117 = 126}

Hadd (Destruction) of Barrier Majuj (Magog): \textbf{9 + (64 + 53)} = \textbf{9 + 117 = 126}

Ba’th (Resurrection) of Bani (Children of) the English (People) + The Graves: \textbf{572 + 62 + 118 + 374 = 1126 (equivalent to 126)}

Hubut (Descent or Fall) of Adam + Hawa (Eve) to Earth: \textbf{22 + 46 (or 45) + 16 (or 15) + 41 + 1001 = 1126 (1124 or 1125)}

Istirdad (Recapture) of the Muslimeen (Muslims) of the Quds (Jerusalem): \textbf{670 + 261 + 195 = 1126}
To show you from among our biggest Ayat (Miraculous Signs) (verse 23 of Sura 20): 310 + 90 + 463 (or 462) + 263 = 1126 (1125 or 1127) (1126 = 2 x 563) (1126 is the 937th Composite Number) (1344 is the 1126th Composite Number)

He said: The knowledge of it is with my Lord, in a Book (verse 52 of Sura 20): (131 + 146 + 124 + 212 + 90) + 423 (or 422) = 703 + 423 (or 422) = 1126 (or 1125)

Book of Secrets of Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, End Times, or Upheaval): 422 (or 423) + [462 + 56 + 186 (or 187)] = 422 (or 423) + 704 (or 705) = 1126 (1127 or 1128)

The Rahman, the Raheem. H.M. and the Book (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 44): [(329 + 289 + 48) + 6] + 454 (or 453) = (666 + 6) + 454 (or 453) = 672 + 454 (or 453) = 1126 (or 1125)

The knowledge of it is with my Lord, in a Book (verse 248 of Sura 2): 2126 (or 2127)

We have not sent before you except men whom we inspire, so ask scholars of the Zikr (verse 7 of Sura 21): 2126 (= 2 x 1063) (2126 is the 1806th Composite Number)

We have not sent before you except men whom we inspire, so ask scholars of the Zikr (verse 7 of Sura 21): 2126 (= 2 x 1063) (2126 is the 1806th Composite Number)

A Book whose verses have been firmly structured, then detailed, from Hakeem (Wise) and Khabeer (Expert), that you do not worship except Allah. (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 11): 422 (or 423) + (469 + 418 + 540 + 600 + 90 + 84 + 78 + 812 + 32 + 483 + 32 + 66) = 422 (or 423) + 3704 = 3126 (or 3127)

The Nawm (Sleep): 127 (127 is the 31st Prime Number) (166 is the 127th Composite Number) (709 is the 127th Prime Number)

Day of Hisab (Judgment): 56 + 71 = 127
Day of Nihaya (End): \(56 + 71 = 127\)

Muddat (period or duration) of Pregnancy: \(49 + 78 = 127\)

Our Servant (verse 9 of Sura 54): 127

Za’eeem (Head/Chief/Leader): 127

Dajjal of the Jinna (demons): \(38 + 89 = 127\)

The Wahiya (Catastrophe) + The Dajjal: \(58 + 69 = 127\)

The Kings: 127

The Sajideen (Prostrating) (verse 4 of Sura 12): 127 (or 128)

Hadd (Destruction) of Barrier of Jann (Jinn – invisible creatures): \(9 + (64 + 54) = 9 + 118 = 127\)

State of Gog and Magog: \(45 + (23 + 6 + 53) = 45 + 82 = 127\)

Hadd (Destruction) + Al-Bay’a (Offering Allegiance): \(9 + 118 = 127\)

Hadd (Destruction) of English People: \(9 + 118 = 127\)

The Queensland (State in Eastern, Australia): 1127 (equivalent to 127)

(\(= 7 \times 7 \times 23\)) \((1127 \text{ is the } 938^{th} \text{ Composite Number})\) \((1345 \text{ is the } 1127^{th} \text{ Composite Number})\)

Awwal (Beginning) of Season of Khareef (Autumn or Fall): \(37 + (200 + 890) = 37 + 1090 = 1127\)

Aya (Sign) of the Malhama Al-Kubra (Big Battle) + Hazima (Defeat) of Israel + Awda (Return) of Palestine: \(16 + (154 + 263) + (67 + 303) + (85 + 239) = 16 \text{ or } 17 + 417 + 370 + 324 = 1127 \text{ (or } 1128\))

To show you from among our biggest Ayat (Miraculous Signs) (verse 23 of Sura 20): \(310 + 90 + 464 (462 \text{ or } 463) + 263 = 1127 \text{ (1125 or } 1126\))

Book of Secrets of Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, End Times, or Upheaval): \(423 \text{ (or } 422) + [462 + 56 + 186 \text{ (or } 187\)] = 423 \text{ (or } 422) + 704 \text{ (or } 705\) = 1127 \text{ (or } 1126\))

Book of Kashif (Revealer or Uncoverer) of Secret of the Ghayb (Unseen, Future, or Metaphysical World): \(423 \text{ (or } 422) + [401 + (260 + 1043\)] = 423 \text{ (or } 422) + (401 + 1303\) = 423 \text{ (or } 422) + 1704 = 2127 \text{ (or } 2126\))
The Rus (Russians) + Promise of Nuclear Ibadah (Annihilation) + New York + Nihaya (End) of the White House: 297 + (80 + 13 + 77) + 302 + (71 + 443 + 844) = (297 + 170) + (302 + 1358) = 467 + 1660 = 2127

It is the Aya (Sign) of his kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Coffin or Ark), in which there is Sakina from your Lord (verse 248 of Sura 2): 2127 (2126 or 2128)

The finding of People of the Cave and the Raqeeem + Gospel of Jesus son of Mary: (807 + 110) + (101 + 136 + 6 + 381) + (94 + 150 + 52 + 290) = 917 + 624 + 586 (or 587) = 2127 (or 2128) (= 3 x 709) (2127 is the 1807th Composite Number)

He details the Ayat (verses or signs) to people who know. It is in the Ikhtilaf (Variation or Variability) of the Night and the Day and what Allah has created in the Heavens and (verse 6 of Sura 10): (210 + 443 + 176 + 206) + [51 + 90 + 1111 + 71 + 6 + 287 (or 286) + 6 + 41 + 730 + 66 + 90 + 537 + 6] = 1035 + 309 2 (or 3091) = 3127 (or 3126)

A Book whose verses have been firmly structured, then detailed, from Hakeem (Wise) and Khabeer (Expert), that you do not worship except Allah. (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 11): 423 (or 422) + (469 + 418 + 540 + 600 + 90 + 84 + 78 + 812 + 32 + 483 + 32 + 66) = 423 (or 422) + 3704 = 3127 (or 3126)

Before rise of the Sun and before the Setting and of the night glorify him and after the prostration. And listen the Day the caller calls from a close place. The Day (verse 39 – 42 of Sura 50): 132 + 115 + 431 + 6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 101 + 155 + 6 + 207 (or 208) + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 136 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 = 3127 (or 3128) (3636 is the 3127th Composite Number)

Solh (Reconciliation) (or Salih, name of Prophet sent to Thamud): 128 (or 129)

The Ka’ba (verse 97 of Sura 5): 128 (The Ka’ba is the cubic house covered in black located in the center of the Haram Mosque in Mecca.)
The Farewell Hijja (Pilgrimage): $16 + 112 = 128$

The Zaman (Time): $128$ (or $129$)

The Angels (verse 4 of Sura 97): $128$

Day of the Batil (Falsehood): $56 + 72$ (or $73$) = $128$ (or $129$)

Ahl (Family) of Mohammad: $36 + 92 = 128$

Hussein: $128$

Sixth + Ab (August as known in Greater Syria & Iraq): $125 + 3$ (or $4$) = $128$ (or $129$)

Ahyayna (We revived) by him a city (verse 11 of Sura 50): $80 + (7 + 41) = 80 + 48 = 128$

Yasjudan (Prostrate) (verse 6 of Sura 55): $128$

Sajideen (Prostrating) (verse 4 of Sura 12): $128$ (or $127$)

Ihya (Revival) of a Mosque: $21 + 107 = 128$

The Dajjal Elijah: $69 + 59 = 128$

The Dajjal + John: $69 + 59 = 128$

First (ancestors). (verse 8 of Sura 44): $128$

Mafaz (Reward) (verse 31 of Sura 78): $128$

Astronaut of the Space: $215 + 913 = 1128$

Lining up of 11 Planets + The Sun and the Moon (verse 4 of Sura 12): $(261 + 11 + 48) + (431 + 6 + 371) = 320 + 808 = 1128$

How would you know what Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is. Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 97): $1128$

And we do not delay it, except for a numbered (specific or fixed) term (or period) (verse 104 of Sura 11): $1128$

Day of Tamam (Completion) of the Nima (blessing or blessings): $56 + (481 + 591) = 56 + 1072 = 1128$
Sabi Ushroon (Twenty Seven) + Safar: \((132 + 626) + 370 = 758 + 370 = 1128\)

Bid’a (Beginning) of Season of the Khareef (Autumn or Fall): \(7 + (200 + 921) = 7 + 1121 = 1128\)

First + Ramadan: \(37 + 1091 = 1128\) (1128 is the 939th Composite Number)

(1346 is the 1128th Composite Number)

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Universe, the Rahman, the Raheem, master of Day of the Deen (Judgment or Religion). You are (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 1): \((66 + 330 + 289 + 83 + 65 + 204) + [232 (or 231) + 329 + 289 + 90 (or 91) + 56 + 95] = 1037 + 1091 = 2128\)

His servant at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque, the one we have blessed its surroundings (around it) (verse 1 of Sura 17): \((83 + 71 + 90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 223) + [741 + 274 (or 273)] + 49 = 1064 + 1015 (or 1014) + 49 = 2128 (or 2127)\) (2128 is the 1808th Composite Number)

This is mercy from my Lord. When Promise comes (verse 98 of Sura 18): 2128

Fifteenth + Shaban + 1434: \((701 + 570) + 423 + 1434 = (1271 + 423) + 1434 = 1694 + 1434 = 3128\)

Before rise of the Sun and before the Setting and of the night glorify him and after the prostration. And listen the Day the caller calls from a close place. The Day (verse 39 – 42 of Sura 50): \(132 + 115 + 431 + 6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 101 + 155 + 6 + 208 (or 207) + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 136 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 = 3128 (or 3127)\)

If you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first (verse 7 of Sura 17): 4128 (or 4129) (4128 is the 3560th Composite Number)

We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is, till rise of the Dawn (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): \((52 + 143 + 90 + 470 + 335) + (6 + 41 + 235 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 522 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241) + (131 + 15 + 418 + 149 + 314) = 1091 + (5010 + 1027) = 1091 + 6037 = 7128\)
69 nautical miles = 127.788 Km (128 Km = 69.1145 nautical miles)

From May 6 (126th day of a regular year) to September 11 (254th day of a regular year), there are 128 days.

♦  

Bidaya (Beginning) of the Kawn (Universe): 22 + 107 = 129 (129 is the 97th Composite Number)  (169 is the 129th Composite Number)  (727 is the 129th Prime Number)

The Zaman (Time): 129 (or 128)

Day of the Batil (Falsehood): 56 + 73 (or 72) = 129 (or 128)

The Dajjaleen/ Dajjalain (Dajjals / Two Dajjals): 129

Dawla (State) of the Jinn (invisible creatures or demons): 45 + 84 = 129

Satan: 129 (or 130)

The Pope John Paul: 37 + (54 + 38) = 37 + 92 = 129

Wafat (Death) of Pope: 92 + 37 = 129

Al-As’hab: 129

Hindiyeen (Indians): 129

The Engleez (English People): 1129 (1129 is the 189th Prime Number)  (1347 is the 1129th Composite Number)

Hadd (Destruction) of Vatican + Wafat (Death) of Pope Francis: (9 + 562) + (92 + 6 + 460) = 571 + 558 = 1129

Eid (Feast) of the Adha (Sacrifice) + The Quds (Jerusalem): (84 + 850) + 195 = 934 + 195 = 1129

Liberation of the Quds (Jerusalem) + The Awda (Return): (818 + 195) + 116 = 1013 + 116 = 1129

The Malhama Al-Kubra (Big Battle) + The Euphrates: (154 + 263) + 712 = 417 + 712 = 1129

Day of Itmam (Completion) of the Nima (blessing or blessings): 56 + (482 + 591) = 56 + 1073 = 1129
Day of Nihaya (End) of the Azra (Virgin or Virgo): 
\[56 + [71 + 1002 (or 1003)] = 56 + 1073 (or 1074) = 1129 \text{ (or 1130)}\]

The first thing that was created: \(1129\)

The Bida (Beginning) + Ramadan: 
\[38 + 1091 = 1129\]

The Malhama Al Kobra (Big Battle) + The Imam Mahdi + Nihaya (End) of Kingdom of Israel: 
\[(154 + 263) + (113 + 90) + (71 + 135 + 303) = = 417 + (203 + 509) = 417 + 712 = 1129\]

The Malhama Al Kobra (Big Battle) + The Imam Mahdi + Hadd (Destruction) of Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: 
\[(154 + 263) + (113 + 90) + (9 + 135 + 62 + 303) = 417 + (203 + 509) = 417 + 712 = 1129\]

The End Times, we bring you Laififa (scrolls or mixed people) and on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), We have brought it/him down and on the Haq, it/he has descended and We have not sent you (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): 
\[837 \text{ (or 838)} + [64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361] + 32 = 837 \text{ (or 838)} + 1260 \text{ (or 1259)} + 32 = 2097 \text{ (or 2098)} + 32 = 2129 \text{ (or 2130)}\]

Pyongyang (capital of North Korea): 
\[1068 + 1061 = 2129 \text{ (equivalent to 129)}\]

The Sixth + Mayo (May as known in Egypt): 
\[156 + 57 (or 56) + 1916 = 213 \text{ (or 212)} + 1916 = 2129 \text{ (or 2128)}\]

Jamal Pasha, the Ottoman governor of Greater Syria, hanged prominent activists and intellectuals, opposed to his oppressive rule, in both Damascus and Beirut, on May 6, 1916 (Rajab 3, 1334 Hijri) (Iyar 3, 5676 Jewish) (2420,989.5th Julian Day). In commemoration of this event, May 6 is celebrated annually as the Martyrs’ Day in Syria and Lebanon. He is referred to as the Jazzar (Butcher or Slaughterer). He was born on May 6, 1872 (Safar 27, 1289 Hijri). He was killed on July 21, 1922 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1340 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5682 Jewish) (2423,256.5th Julian Day).]

If you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first (verse 7 of Sura 17): 
\[4129 \text{ (or 4128)} \text{ (4129 is the 568th Prime Number)}\]

Lailat (Eve) of the Wahy (Revelation): 
\[75 + 55 = 130 \text{ (130 is the 98th Composite Number)} \]

Salam (Peace) (verse 5 of Sura 97) & (verse 109 of Sura 37): 
\[130 \text{ (or 131)}\]
Sadisa (Sixth): 130

Bidaya (Beginning) of Mizan (Scale or Libra zodiac sign): 22 + 108 = 130
[Libra zodiac sign’s symbol is Scale of Justice. Libra starts on September 22 or 23, the day of Autumn Equinox in the Northern Hemisphere or Spring Equinox in the Southern Hemisphere.]

 Ala Lamh (glimpse) (verse 77 of Sura 16): 32 + 98 = 130

Eye: 130

Surprise: 130

Deen (Religion or Judgment) of Allah (verse 2 of Sura 110): 64 + 66 = 130

Islah (Reformation): 130

The Fidya (Ransom): 130

Satan: 130 (or 129)

An Enemy for you (verse 117 of Sura 20): 80 + 50 = 130

Dawla (State) of the Jann (Jinn - invisible creatures): 45 + 85 = 130

The Bidaya (Beginning) + Gog + Jan (John or Demons): 53 + 23 + 54 = 130

Medina (City/State) of David: 109 + 21 = 130

It is the shaking (verse 1 of Sura 22): 51 + 79 = 130

That Allah (God) is (or HoWa) (verse 6 of Sura 22): 53 + 66 + 11 = 130

And the Star (verse 6 of Sura 55): 6 + 124 = 130

The Stars (verse 2 of Sura 81) & (verse 12 of Sura 16): 130

The Coast (verse 39 of Sura 20): 130

19 Aam (years): 19 + 111 = 130

Promise of the Wahid (One): 80 + 50 = 130 (equivalent to 130) (= 2 x 5 x 113)

1130 is the 940th Composite Number. (1348 is the 1130th Composite Number)

Khuruj (Coming out) of Al-Hussein son Ali: 809 + 159 + 52 (or 53) + 110 = 1130 (or 1131)
We have opened (or conquered) for you a conquest (or victory) (verse 1 of Sura 48):  

\[52 + 539 + 50 + 489 = 1130\]

Promise of Allah + Day of the Nuclear Nakba (Catastrophe) + The Damar ( Destruction) + New York + London (or Sydney):  

\[80 + 66 + 56 + 108 + 108 + 276 + 302 + 134 = 1130\]

Augustus (August):  

\[1130\]

And The even and the odd (verse 3 of Sura 89):  

\[6 + (481 + 6 + 637) = 6 + 1124\]

Nihaya (End) of Pope Francis + The Vatican:  

\[71 + 6 + 460 + 593 = 1130\]

Day of Nihaya (End) of the Azra (Virgin or Virgo):  

\[56 + [71 + 1003 (or 1002)] = 56 + 1074 (or 1073) = 1130 (or 1129)\]

Year 2019:  

\[2130\]

Do not mess in the Ard (Land or Earth) (verse 36 of Sura 29):  

\[(31 + 977 + 90) + 1032 = 1098 + 1032 = 2130\]

People of the Ukhdud have been killed. The Fire with (verse 4 - 5 of Sura 85):  

\[530 + 101 + 646 + 282 + 1101 = 2130\]

The pillars, the one that has never been created like it among the Bilad (cities or countries) (verse 7 - 8 of Sura 89):  

\[146 + 441 + 70 + 740 + 576 + 90 + 67 (or 68) = 2130 (or 2131) (2130)\text{ is the }1809\text{th Composite Number}\]

\[2498\text{ is the }2130\text{th Composite Number}\]

Astronaut of the Space + Apollo + Armstrong:  

\[215 + 913 + 45 + 1957 (or 1958) = 3130 (or 3131) (3130)\text{ is the }2684\text{th Composite Number}\]

The Raheem, We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than (or from) one thousand (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 97):  

\[3130\]

Verse 101 of Sura 17 is the 2130th verse of the Quran.

\[\diamond\] YaSeen (verse 130 of Sura 37):  

\[11 + 120 = 131 (131)\text{ is the }32\text{nd Prime Number}\]

\[171\text{ is the }131\text{st Composite Number}\]

\[739\text{ is the }131\text{st Prime Number}\]

Salam (Peace) (verse 5 of Sura 97) & (verse 109 of Sura 37):  

\[131 (or 130)\]
The Poison: 131

The Miladiya (Based on Birth of Jesus): 131

The Ailul (September) + 23 = 108 + 23 = 131

Manam (Sleep or Dream): 131

The Subh (Morning) (Verse 34 of Sura 74): 131

Prayer: 131 (or 126)

Usalli (I pray): 131

Asli (Original): 131

is like my name: 131

Day of Yuly (July) + 19: 56 + (56 + 19) = 56 + 75 = 131

Day of Yulyu (July – Egypt) + 13: 56 + (62 + 13) = 56 + 75 = 131

(July 13, 1917 is the date of the third apparition at Fatima, Portugal, on which the 3 secrets about the future were revealed to the 3 children)

Day of Aad (ancient people whom God destroyed their city because of their disobedience): 56 + 75 = 131

Day of Canada: 56 + 75 = 131

Day of the Izala (Annihilation): 56 + 75 = 131

Day of Awwal (First) Dajjal: 56 + (37 + 38) = 56 + 75 = 131

Night of Ihya (Resurrection or Revival) of Babyl (Babylon): 75 + (21 + 35) = 75 + 56 = 131

Night of Halak (Devastation): 75 + 56 = 131

Night of the Jews: 75 + 56 = 131

Bid’a (Beginning) of the Nuzul (Descent or Coming down): 7 + 124 = 131

Uskun (Reside, live, dwell, or inhabit, or stay in a peaceful place) (Verse 19 of Sura 7): 131

And your spouse the Paradise (or Garden) (Verse 19 of Sura 7): 6 + 36 + 89 = 131
So, eat (verse 19 of Sura 7): 131

Mountain of the Temple (or Temple Mount): 35 + 96 = 131

The Wall of Wailing: 28 + 103 = 131

Wall of Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil): 28 + 103 = 131

You do not have (verse 65 of Sura 7): 41 + 90 = 131 (This is the 1019th verse of the Quran)

Promise + Gog and Magog: 80 + (23 + 6 + 53 ) = 80 + 82 = 131

Mawouda (Promised): 131

Wi’dan (Promised Warning) (verse 29 of Sura 34 & verse 48 of Sura 36): 131

Aggression: 131

The Dajjal (Deceiver) son of Joe: 69 + 53 (or 52) + 9 = 131 (or 130)

Hadd (Destruction) of the Dajjal + Jinn (demons): 9 + 69 + 53 = 131

Hadd (Destruction) of the Dajjal + Magog: 9 + 69 + 53 = 131

Balda (town) of the Mahdi: 41 + 90 = 131

Hadd (Destruction) of Barrier of Jinna (Jinn – invisible creatures): 9 + (64 + 58) = 9 + 122 = 131

Belgians: 131

Italians: 131

Yemen: 131

12: 561 + 570 = 1131 (equivalent to 131)

12: 561 + 570 = 1131

Ninth Month Miladi (Based on Birth of Jesus): 531 + 505 + 95 = 1131

The Nineteenth: 561 (or 562) + 570 = 1131 (or 1132)

Augustus (August) 1: 1130 + 1 = 1131
Day of Torment of the Amreek (Americans): $56 + (773 + 302) = 56 + 1075 = 1131$

Day of Torment of New York: $56 + (773 + 302) = 56 + 1075 = 1131$

Hubut (Descent or Fall) of Adam and Hawa (Eve) to Earth: $22 + 45 + 6 + 16 (or 15) + 41 + 1001 = 1131 (1130 or 1132)$

Hubut (Descent) of Apollo Eleven on the Moon: $22 + 45 + (13 + 570) + 110 + 371 = 22 + 45 + 583 + 110 + 371 = 1131$

Approach of Apollo 11 + the Moon: $704 + 45 + 11 + 371 = 1131$

Has Approached, to the people, their Judgment, while they are in (verse 1 of Sura 21): $703 + (171 + 116) + (6 + 45) + 90 = 703 + [(287 + 51) + 90] = 703 + (338 + 90) = 703 + 428 = 1131$

I do swear by Day of the Qiyama and I do swear by the self-reproaching soul. Does (the human) think (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 75): $31 + [201 + 58 + 186 (or 187) + 6 + 31 + 201 + 223 + 113 + 81] = 31 + 1100 (or 1101) = 1131 (or 1132)$

Darkness of New England: $970 (or 971) + 1135 (or 1136) + 26 = 1131 (1130 or 1133)$

Third Jewish Haikal (Temple): $[1031 (or 1030) + 65] + 35 = 1096 (or 1095) + 35 = 1131 (or 1130)$

Abu Muslim, the Khurasani: $9 + 170 + 952 = 1131$

Khuruj (Coming out) of Al-Hussein son Ali: $809 + 159 + 53 (or 52) + 110 = 1131 (or 1130)$

Then, Warn (verse 2 of Sura 73): $80 + 951 = 1131$ (equivalent to 131)

When lo ! they shall be in Al-Sahira (watchful state) (verse 14 of Sura 79): $782 + 45 + 304 = 1131$ (equivalent to 131) (1131 is the 941st Composite Number) (1349 is the 1131st Composite Number)

Day of Karitha (Catastrophe) of the Nuclear Weapons War: $56 + [726 + (241 + 108)] = 56 + (726 + 349) = 56 + 1075 = 1131$

Promise of Allah + Day of the Nuclear Nakba (Catastrophe) + Russia + New York + London (or Sydney): $80 + 66 + 56 + 108 + 108 + 277 + 302 + 134 = 1131$

the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque
which we have blessed its surroundings to show him from (verse 1 of Sura 17): \[280 + 41 + 138 + 223 + 741 + 273 + 49 + 295 + 90 = 2131 \]  \[2131 \text{ is the } 321^{st} \text{ Prime Number} \]

\[2499 \text{ is the } 2131^{st} \text{ Composite Number} \]

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Worlds (People), the Rahman, the Raheem, Master of Day (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 1): \[2131 \text{ (or 2132) } \]

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels descend and (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): \[41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 = 3131 \]  \[3131 \text{ is the } 2685^{th} \text{ Composite Number} \]

بسم الله الرحمن الرحيم إننا أنزلنا في ليلة القدر وما أدراك ما ليلة القدر خير من ألف شهر In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels descend and (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): \[41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 = 3131 \]  \[3131 \text{ is the } 2685^{th} \text{ Composite Number} \]

بسم الله الرحمن الرحيم إننا أنزلنا في ليلة القدر وما أدراك ما ليلة القدر خير من ألف شهر In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels descend and (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): \[41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 = 3131 \]  \[3131 \text{ is the } 2685^{th} \text{ Composite Number} \]

بسم الله الرحمن الرحيم إننا أنزلنا في ليلة القدر وما أدراك ما ليلة القدر خير من ألف شهر In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels descend and (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): \[41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 = 3131 \]  \[3131 \text{ is the } 2685^{th} \text{ Composite Number} \]

بسم الله الرحمن الرحيم إننا أنزلنا في ليلة القدر وما أدراك ما ليلة القدر خير من ألف شهر In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels descend and (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): \[41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 = 3131 \]  \[3131 \text{ is the } 2685^{th} \text{ Composite Number} \]

بسم الله الرحمن الرحيم إننا أنزلنا في ليلة القدر وما أدراك ما ليلة القدر خير من ألف شهر In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels descend and (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): \[41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 = 3131 \]  \[3131 \text{ is the } 2685^{th} \text{ Composite Number} \]
And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? The Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. 

Verse 102 of Sura 17 is the 2131st verse of the Quran.

From year 888 AD to year 2019 AD, there are 1131 years.

Islam: 132 (or 131) (132 is the 99th Composite Number)  (172 is the 132nd Composite Number)

Cross: 132
Heart: 132
Moscow: 132
Fana (Perishing): 132
Wusul (Arrival): 132
Hubut (Descent or Landing) on: 22 + 110 = 132
The Inhidam (Destruction, Fall, or Collapse): 132
The Ameen (Trustworthy or Safe) (verse 3 of Sura 95): 132
The asker (requester) (verse 10 of Sura 93): 132
Aidoon (Those who return) (verse 15 of Sura 44): 132
The English People: 132

Madina (City/State) of Gog: 109 + 23 = 132

Intiha (End) of Britania (Britain): 458 + 674 = 1132 (1132 is the 942th Composite Number)

Day of Torment of the Britan (Britons): 56 + (773 + 303) = 56 + 1076 = 1132

The Nineteenth: 562 (or 561) + 570 = 1132 (or 1131)

I do swear by Day of the Qiyama and I do swear by the self-reproaching soul. Does (the human) think (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 75): 31 + [201 + 58 + 187 (or 186) + 6 + 31 + 201 + 223 + 113 + 81] = 31 + 1101 (or 1100) = 1132 (or 1131)

the Sakha (refers to “Day of Judgment or Upheaval”) comes (verse 33 of Sura 80): 405 + 727 = 1132

Glory be to the one who sent on a journey (verse 1 of Sura 17): 120 + 741 + 271 = 1132

the Mosque like they entered it the first time and (verse 7 of Sura 17): 138 + 61 + (645 + 37 + 245) + 6 = 138 + 61 + 927 + 6 = 1132

Darkness of New England: 971 (or 970) + 1135 (or 1136) + 26 = 1132 (1131 or 1133) [On Friday, May 19, 1780 (Jumada Ula 15, 1194 Hijri) (Iyar 14, 5540 Jewish), starting from around 10:30 AM, much of New England (13 British colonies on the East Coast of North America that were the forerunners of what would become later the United States) and some parts of Canada, turned totally black with ominous clouds, erasing the sun. At midday, it was like midnight. The Americans were terrified. They wait for the darkness to lift, but it did not. Minutes began to feel like months. As the daytime hours of blackness wore on, some people began to think that there might never be light again and that Judgment Day may have come. The blackness lasted until midnight, when it finally dispersed and the stars appeared. This day is referred to as the Dark Day or Day of Darkness as well as Black Friday. Centuries later, scientists propose that the darkness of this day was the result of massive wildfires burning in the forests of Canada and a thick fog.]

The Rahman, the Raheem. Glory to the one who transported his servant at night from the Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): 2132

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Worlds (People), the Rahman, the Raheem, Master of Day (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 1): 102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 83 + 65 + 202 + 232 (or 231) + 329 + 289 + 90 + 56 = 2132 (or 2131)

The Conquest and you see the people enter into Deen (Religion or Judgment) (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 110): 2132 (2132 is the 1810th Composite Number) (2500 is the...
**2132nd Composite Number**

15th + Shaban + 1434: (705 + 570) + 423 + 1434 = (1275 + 423) + 1434 = 1698 + 1434 = 3132

You to each other are an enemy and you shall have in/on the Earth (verse 24 of Sura 7): 932 + 902 + 80 + 6 + 90 + 90 + 1032 = 3132

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): (102 + 66 + 329 + 289) + [52 + 144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 335] + (6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335) + (75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505) + 786 + 696 (or 695) + 724 + 1926 = 4132 (or 4131)

And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? The Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace (verse 2 - 5 of Sura 97): [6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 (or 137)] + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241] + 131 (or 130) = 5001 (or 5002) + 131 (or 130) = 5132 (or 5133)

The Raheem. By the Dawn and Ten Nights and the Shaf’a and the Witr and the Night as it travels. Is there in that an oath for someone who has a brain? Haven’t you seen (verse 1 – 6 of Sura 89): 289 + 6 + 314 + 6 + 71 + 570 + 6 + 481 + 6 + 637 + 6 + 71 + 702 + 270 + 35 + 90 + 750 + 200 + 740 + 211 + 71 + 600 = 6132 (6132 is the 5332nd Composite Number)

Rise of the Sun and before the Setting and of the night, praise him and after the prostration. And listen the Day the caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq, that is Day of the Khu ruj (Coming out or Departure) (verse 39 – 42 of Sura 50):

115 + (431 + 6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 71 + 155 + 6 + 207 + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 136 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141 + 750 + 56 + 840) = 115 + 6017 = 6132

The starting date of the Mayan Long Count Calendar is August 11, 3114 BC. The Mayans believed that the World was created on that date. From 3114 BC to 2019 AD, there are 5132 years.

Germany: 133 (= 7 x 19) (= 31 + 102 ) (133 is the 100th Composite Number) (174 is the 133rd Composite Number) (751 is the 133rd Prime Number)

Bohemiyeen (Bohemians or Czech people): 133

Lebanon: 133
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic Term</th>
<th>English Translation</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ﻏﻔـ</td>
<td>Najaf (important Shia city in Iraq)</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ـمـا</td>
<td>The Heaven</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺤـ</td>
<td>Al-Iman (The Faith)</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ـدـ</td>
<td>They prostrate (verse 21 of Sura 84)</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ـكـا</td>
<td>Basilica</td>
<td>133 (or 134)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ـيينـ</td>
<td>Masihiya (Christianity)</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻭـينـ</td>
<td>Deen (Religion or Judgment) of the Dajjal</td>
<td>64 + 69 = 133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ـا</td>
<td>Seven (verse 87 of Sura 15)</td>
<td>133 (or 132)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ـا</td>
<td>Seventh</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ـوـه</td>
<td>Bidaya (Beginning) of the Promise</td>
<td>22 + 111 = 133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ـبـه</td>
<td>Natural Wahiya (Catastrophe)</td>
<td>27 + 106 = 133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ـهـ</td>
<td>Night of the Wahiya (Catastrophe)</td>
<td>75 + 58 = 133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ـهـ</td>
<td>Day of the Nakba (Catastrophe)</td>
<td>56 + 77 = 133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ـودـه</td>
<td>Day of the Wilada (Birth, Giving Birth, or Baby Delivery)</td>
<td>56 + 77 = 133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ـاءـ</td>
<td>Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of the Hayat (life)</td>
<td>56 + (22 + 55) = 56 + 77 = 133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ـيهـ</td>
<td>Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of the Wahy (Revelation)</td>
<td>56 + (22 + 55) = 56 + 77 = 133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻋـا</td>
<td>The Ula (First) Hayat (Life)</td>
<td>55 + 78 = 133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ـكـا</td>
<td>The evident (verse 2 of Sura 44)</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ـكـا ـودـ</td>
<td>The Nakba (Catastrophe) + Jews</td>
<td>108 + 25 = 133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ـبـ</td>
<td>The Sahib (Companion or Master. This is one of titles of Mahdi)</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ـدـ</td>
<td>Awwal (Beginning) of the Asad (Leo or Lion)</td>
<td>37 + 96 = 133 (July 23 is the 1st day</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The total is calculated by adding the numbers mentioned in the Arabic terms and English translations.
of Leo, zodiac sign)

We carried him (verse 13 of Sura 54): \(133\) (or \(134\))

The Khubth (Wickedness): \(1133\) (= \(11 \times 103\)) (equivalent to \(133\)) (\(1133\) is the \(943^{th}\) Composite Number)

Antiochus: \(1133\)

Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of 17) + Day of Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): \([5 + 80 + 837\) (or \(838\))] + \([56 + 155\) (or \(156\)]) = \(922\) (or \(923\)) + \(211\) (or \(212\)) = \(1133\) (or \(1134\) or \(1135\))

Intisar (Victory) of France: \(742 + 391 = 1133\)

Thirty and Thirty The Caliph, Al Hashim: \(756 + [31\) (or \(32\)) + \(346\)] = \(756 + 377\) (or \(378\)) = \(1133\) (or \(1134\) ) (equivalent to \(133\) )

And we bequeathed it to Bani (Children) of Israel (verse 59 of Sura 26): \(6 + [763\) (or \(764\)) + \(62 + 302\) (or \(303\))] = \(6 + 1127\) (1128 or 1129) = \(1133\) (1134 or 1135)

The Imam Mahdi + Istirja’ (Recapturing) of the Quds (Jerusalem): \((113 + 90) + 735 + 195 = 203 + 735 + 195 = 1133\)

Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Malhama Al-Kubra (Big Battle) + Hazima (Defeat) + Hadm (Destruction) of Israel: \((5 + 80 + 212) + (154 + 263) + (67 + 49 + 303) = (297 + 417) + 419 = 714 + 419 = 1133\)

Khuruj (getting out or departure) of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders) + Akka (Acre): \((809 + 233) + 91 = 1042 + 91 = 1133\)

Sabi Ishreen (Twenty Seventh) + Safar: \([133\) (or \(132\)) + \(630\)] + \(370 = 763\) (or \(762\)) + \(370 = 1133\) (or \(1132\))

Sixth + Yulyu (July – in Egypt) + 1946 = \(125 + 62 + 1946 = 187 + 1946 = 2133\) (George Bush Jr. was born on July 6, 1946)

Over it are Nineteen. And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and we have not made (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): \(116 + [535 + 570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 96\) (or \(95\)) + \(6 + 41 + 154\] = \(116 + 2018\) (or \(2017\)) = \(2133\) (or \(2134\))

Rise of the Sun and before the Setting and of the night, glorify him and
after the prostration. And listen the Day the caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq, that is Day of the Khuruj (Coming out or Departure) (verse 39 – 42 of Sura 50):

\[115 + (431 + 6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 71 + 155 + 6 + 208 (or 207) + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 136 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141 + 750 + 56 + 840) = 115 + 6017 (or 6018) = 6133 (or 6132)\]

**Verse 104 of Sura 17** is the 2133\textsuperscript{rd} verse of the Quran.

\[\bullet \text{Day of Bid’a (Beginning) of Nihaya (End): } 56 + (7 + 71) = 56 + 78 = 134 \]  
\[134 = 2 \times 67 \]  
\[(103 + 31 = 134) \]  
\[(134 + 31 = 165) \]  
\[(134 \text{ is the 101}^{\text{st}} \text{ Composite Number}) \]  
\[(101 \text{ is the 26}^{\text{th}} \text{ Prime Number}) \]  
\[175 \text{ is the 134}^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number} \]  
\[3645 \text{ is the 3134}^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number} \]

\[\bullet \text{Jesus (This is transliteration of the English word “Jesus” so this Jesus is not necessarily “Isa” as known in Quran. This could be the last Dajjal who may claim to be Jesus): 134 (or 133)} \]

\[\text{The Calf (verse 51 of Sura 2): 134} \]

\[\text{Eid (Feast) of the Hadi (Offering): } 84 + 50 = 134 \text{ [This refers to Eid of the Adha (Sacrifice)]} \]

\[\text{The Pope John Paul: } 37 + 59 + 38 = 134 \]

\[\text{Zombie (people resurrected by evil methods) of the Dajjal: } 65 + 69 = 134 \]

\[\text{Haikal (Temple) of the Dajjal: } 65 + 69 = 134 \]

\[\text{Dafn (Burial): 134} \]

\[\text{It/he descended and not (verse 105 of Sura 17): } 87 + 6 + 41 = 134 \]

\[\text{Nineteen Sana (years): } 19 + 115 = 134 \]

\[\text{Aqwa (Most Powerful) Hazza (Quake): } 117 + 17 = 134 \]

\[\text{State of the Jinna (demons): } 45 + 89 = 134 \]

\[\text{London: 134 (It is located on Latitude 51 degrees North)} \]

\[\text{Sydney (largest city in Australia): } 134 \text{ (or 124) (It is located on Latitude 33 degrees South and Longitude 151 degrees East)} \]

\[\text{Turned it/him into ruins (verse 98 of Sura 18) & (verse 143 of Sura 7): } 108 + 26 (or 25) = 134 \text{ (or 133)} \]
Tiba (Madina) of Gog + The Jan (demons): 26 + 23 + 85 = 134

The Nakba (Catastrophe) + Tiba (Madina or City of the Messenger, Mohammad (p)) + 108 + 26 = 134

Wahiya (Catastrophe) of the Southern One (Australia used to be called the Southern Land): 27 + 107 = 134

Medina (City/State) of Jews: 109 + 25 = 134

Awda (Return) of life of Jews: 85 + 24 + 25 = 134

Life of the Jan (Jinn – demons) of the Jews: 24 + 54 + 56 = 134

Family of Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil): 31 (or 32) + 103 = 134 (or 135)

People of Jahannam (Hell): 36 + 98 = 134

Balad (City, Country, or Land) of Jahannam (Hell): 36 + 98 = 134

Promise of Maji (Coming): 80 + 54 = 134

what the Hutama (Destructive Events) is. (verse 5 of Sura 104): 41 + 93 = 134

Carrier of the Wood (verse 4 of Sura 111): 84 + 50 = 134

And We revived through (or by) it/him a town (or his town) (verse 11 of Sura 50): 6 + 80 + 7 + 41 = 134

Life + Cave: 29 + 105 = 134

Upon their ears, in the Cave (verse 11 of Sura 18): 1134 (or 1133)

Copenhagen (capital of Denmark): 1134 (equivalent to 134)

Kharab (Devastation) of Florida: 803 + 331 = 1134 (equivalent to 134)

The Hadm (Destruction) + City of Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada: 80 + 1054 = 1134 (equivalent to 134)

And we bequeathed it to Bani (Children) of Israel (verse 59 of Sura 26): 6 + [764 (or 763) + 62 + 302 (or 303)] = 6 + 1128 (1127 or 1129) = 1134 (1133 or 1135) (equivalent to 134)
Daabba (Animal) from the Earth/Land (verse 82 of Sura 27): **1134** (equivalent to 134)

The Latitude 33 : 1101 + 33 = **1134** (equivalent to 134) (Sydney whose numerical value is 134 is located on Latitude 33 degrees)

The lowest of the low (verse 5 of Sura 95) + The Southern East: (171 + 230) + (631 + 102) = 401 + 733 = **1134** (Australia is located in the deep South East of the World and that is why it is called Down-Under)

Sending the Camel as a Fitna (trial) to them (verse 27 of Sura 54): **1134** (equivalent to 134)

There is no doubt about it and that Allah resurrects those (verse 7 of Sura 22): **1134** (equivalent to 134)

months, the angels descend (are brought down) and (verses 3 - 4 of Sura 97): (505 + 487 + 136) + 6 = 1128 + 6 = **1134**

And Ten nights and the Shaf’a (two or even) (verse 3 of Sura 89): 6 + 71 + 570 + 6 + 481 = **1134**

Istifaf (Alignment or Lining up) of 11 Planets + And the Sun and the Moon (verse 4 of Sura 12): [261 + 11 + 48 (or 49)] + (6 + 431 + 6 + 371) = 320 (or 321) + 814 = **1134** (or 1135)

Night (Eve) of Qadr and how would you know what the Night of Qadr is (or which one is the Night of Qadr) (verse 1- 2 of Sura 97): (75 + 335) + [6 + 41 + 226 + 41] + (75 + 335) = 410 + 314 + 410 = **1134**

Adam + Hawa (Eve) to the Earth: 45 (or 46) + 16 (or 15) + 41 + 1032 = **1134** (1133 or 1135)

Nkba (Catastrophe) of Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel + Britain + The American United States: 77 + (135 + 62 + 303) + 283 + 1274 = **1134**

Jizl (base or stem) of the Satan : 733 + 401 = **1134** (equivalent to 134) (**1134** is the 944th Composite Number ) (**1352** is the 1134th Composite Number)

Bidaya (Beginning) of the Sha’waza (Sorcery or Witchcraft): 22 + 1112 = **1134**

Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of 17) + Day of Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): [5 + 80 + 837 (or 838)] + [56 + 156 (or 155)] = 922 (or 923) + 212 (or 211) = **1134** (1133 or 1135)
Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of 17) + My Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18): 
\[ (5 + 80 + 837) + 212 = 1134 \text{ (or 1135)} \]

1916 + 6 = 1922

Jamal Pasha, the Ottoman governor of Greater Syria, hanged prominent activists and intellectuals, opposed to his oppressive rule, in both Damascus and Beirut, on May 6, 1916 (Rajab 3, 1334 Hijri) (Iyar 3, 5676 Jewish) (2420,989.5th Julian Day). In commemoration of this event, May 6 is celebrated annually as the Martyrs' Day in Syria and Lebanon. He is referred to as the Jazzar (Butcher or Slaughterer). He was born on May 6, 1872 (Safar 27, 1289 Hijri). He was killed on July 21, 1922 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1340 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5682 Jewish) (2423,256.5th Julian Day).

Sana (Year) 2019 : 115 + 2019 = 2134

Over it are Nineteen. And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): 116 + [535 + 570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 96 (or 97) + 6 + 41 + 154] = 116 + 2018 (or 2019) = 2134 (or 2135)

And don’t cause harm to it, lest that you get afflicted by a soon torment. So, they ruined it. So, he said: Enjoy yourself in your homeland for three (days) (verse 64 - 65 of Sura 11): 6134 (equivalent to 134)

Number 134 is a twisted form of 341, 431, and 314.

Verse 105 of Sura 17 is the 2134th verse of the Quran.

The distance between the White House and Aqsa Mosque is 5134.136 nautical miles (9508.415 Km or 5908.255 miles)

王国: 135 (135 is the 102nd Composite Number) (176 is the 135th Composite Number) (761 is the 135th Prime Number)

法蒂玛 (Prophet Mohammad’s (p) daughter): 135

达乌拉 (State) of the Mahdi: 45 + 90 = 135

市提巴 (Old name of Madina): 109 + 26 = 135

The Justice: 135
The Baqa (Stay): 135

Maius/Maios (Maius is May in Latin and Maios is May in Greek) + 19:
116 (or 117) + 19 = 135 (or 136)

(Mai us is May in Latin and Maios is May in Greek)

Except Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil) (verse 50 of Sura 18): 32 + 103 = 135

Son of Joe + Asbat (Tribes/Children): (53 + 9) + 73 = 62 + 73 = 135

The Pope + State of Jinn (invisible creatures): 37 + (45 + 53) = 37 + 98 = 135

The Inhizam (Defeat): 135

Naksa (Minor Defeat. This word is used by Arabs to refer to 1967 defeat against Israel):

The Weapons: 135

Belgians: 135

Days of the Dog: 52 + 83 = 135

Aya (Sign) of the Naizak (Meteor): 17 (or 16) + 118 = 135 (or 134)

The Naizak (Meteor) + Hazza (EarthQuake or Shaking Event): 118 + 17 = 135

England: 1135 (or 1136) (equivalent to 135)

Harq (Burning or Setting on Fire) of Ma’bad (Temple) of Artemis: 308 + 116 + 711 = 1135

The Promise + Hazima (Defeat) of Kingdom of Israel + Awda (Return) of the Quds (Jerusalem) + Palestine: 111 + (67 + 135 + 303) + (85 + 195 + 239) = 111 + (505 + 519) = 111 + 1024 = 1135

The Promise of the End Times (verse 7 & verse 104 of Sura 17) + The Messiah, the Dajjal (Deceiver or False): [80 + 837 (or 838)] + (149 + 69) = 917 (or 918) + 218 = 1135 (or 1136)

Mary, the daughter of Imran (verse 12 of Sura 66): 290 + 484 + 361 = 1135 (equivalent to 135) (Mary, daughter of Imran is Mother of Jesus.)

The Heaven and the Tariq (Unexpected Event) and how would you know what the Tariq is? (verses 1-2 of Sura 86): [(133 + 6) + 341] + [6 + 41 + 226 (or 235) + 41 + 341] = (139 + 341) + 655 (or 664) = [480 + 655 (or 664)] = 1135 (or 1144) (= 5 x 227) (1135 is the 945th Composite Number) (1353 is the 1135th Composite Number)
placed down (or humiliated) for the one in Bacca, blessed, and guidance (verse 96 of Sura 3): 2135 (or 2134) (equivalent to 135)  (2135 is the 1813rd Composite Number)  (2504 is the 2135th Composite Number)

Promise of the End Times (verse 7 & verse 104 of Sura 17) + The Hour + Descent of Star of the Messiah Jesus son of Mary from the Heaven: \[80 + 838 + 167 + [93 + 93 + 149 + 150 + 52 + 90 + 90 + 133] = 918 + 917 + [167 + 1050] = 918 + 1217 + 1218 = 2135 (2134 or 2136)

The Promise + Saiqa (Shocking Event) (verse 13 of Sura 41) + Inha (End) of Washington + The American United States: (111 + 266 + 58 + 416) + (479 + 488 + 317) = 851 + 1284 = 2135

The Piercing Star (verse 3 of Sura 86) + Promised of Ibada (Annihilation) of the American United States: (124 + 634) + (294 + 345) + 1440 = 56 + 2079 = 2135

The Shira Al-Yamaniya (name of Sirius Star as called by Ancient Arabs) + Promise of Ibada (Annihilation) of the American United States: (611 + 147) + (80 + 13) + (479 + 488 + 317) = (758 + 93) + 1284 = 851 + 1284 = 2135

[It is mentioned in verse 49 of Sura 53 (Al-Najm, meaning the Star), immediately before verses 50 - 51 that talk about the devastation of the people of Aad and Thamud by God.]

And We (God) have not made People (or Guardians) of the (Hell) Fire, except Angels and We (God) have not made their Idda (count, number, or period) , except as a Fitna (trial) for those who have disbelieved  (verse 31 of Sura 74): 6 + [41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 105 + 32 + (535 + 820 + 307)] = [6 + 715 + 6 + 714 + 32] + 1662 = 1473 (or 1474) + 1662 = 3135 (or 3136)  (3135 is the 2689th Composite Number)  (3646 is the 3135th Composite Number)

Day of the Israa + the Miraj + 1440 : 56 + (294 + 345) + 1440 = 56 + (639 + 1440) = 56 + 2079 = 2135

♦  Hour: 136 \(= 8 \times 17\) (136 = 105 + 31) (136 is the 103rd Composite Number)  (177 is the 136th Composite Number)  (769 is the 136th Prime Number)
Nihaya (End) of Dunya (World before the End Times): $71 + 65 = 136$

Sawm (fasting): 136

The Adil (Just, Fair, Equitable): 136

The Maniya (Death): 136

Maius/Maios (Maius is May in Latin and Maios is May in Greek) + 19: 117 (or 116) + 19 = 136 (or 135)

The Kahf (Cave) (verse 9 of Sura 18): 136 (The Kahf is the title of Sura 18)

The Angels: 136 (or 137)

Mumim (Believer) (verse 2 of Sura 64): 136 (or 137)

Caused him to become Deaf (Deafened him): 136

Uyoon (Eyes): 136

Uyoon (Springs): 136

Jumada Al-Ula: 58 + 78 = 136

One Saiha (Scream) (verse 30 of Sura 36) & (verse 50 of Sura 36) & (verse 54 of Sura 36): 113 + 23 (or 24) = 136 (or 137)

Widada (Birth) of the Mahdi: 46 + 90 = 136

Day of Mawlid (Birth): 56 + 80 = 136

Day + We revived (or resurrected) (verse 11 of Sura 50): 56 + 80 = 136

Day of Al-Hadm (The Destruction): 56 + 80 = 136

80 day (or days): 80 + 56 = 136

Day of Promise: 56 + 80 = 136

Promise to the Jews: 80 + 56 = 136

The Dajjal son of David: 69 + (52 + 15) = 69 + 67 (or 68) = 136 (or 137)

Reign of Ibn (Son) of David: 68 + [53 (or 52) + 15] = 68 + 68 (or 67) = 136 (or 135)
The King David: 121 + 15 (or 21) = 136 (or 142)

The Pope + State of Jann (Jinn- invisible creatures): 37 + (45 + 54) = 37 + 99 = 136

And the Star and (verse 6 of Sura 55): 6 + 124 + 6 = 136

Asujiyoon (Swedes): 136

England: 1136 (or 1135)

Qiyam (Resurrection) of England, Britain: 151 (or 150) + 702 + 283 = 1136 (or 1135)

The apparent (outer meaning) (verse 3 of Sura 57): 1136 (or 1137)

Knows the explicit and the implicit (or hidden) (verse 7 of Sura 87): 1136 (equivalent to 136)

Nuzul (Descent or coming down) of the Messenger Jesus son of Mary from the Heaven: 93 + 327 + 150 + 53 (or 52) + 290 + 90 + 133 = 1136 (or 1135)

Promise of the End Times (verse 7 & verse 104 of Sura 17) + The Dajjal (Deceiver or False) Messiah: [80 + 838 (or 837)] + (149 + 69) = 918 (or 917) + 218 = 1136 (or 1135)

The King, Rabi (Fourth) Antiochus: 121 + 273 + 742 = 1136

Khitm (Seal or End) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 1040 + 96 = 1136

The Caliphate + the Mahdi + Sahib (Companion or Owner) of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): [746 (or 747) + 90] + 101 (or 100) + [71 + 128 (or 129)] = 836 (or 837) + [101 (or 100) + 199 (or 200)] = 836 (or 837) + 300 (299 or 301) = 1136 (or 1137)

The Nineteen: 566 + 570 = 1136 (equivalent to 136) (1136 is the 946th Composite Number) (1354 is the 1136th Composite Number)

Day of Israel’s Istila (capture or taking control) of the West Bank: 56 + [503 + 303 + 110] + (916 + 1248) = 56 + (806 + 110) + 2164 = 56 + (916 + 2164) = 56 + 3080 = 3136

Promise of the End Times, they shall make faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach completely. Perhaps your Lord (verse 7 - 8 of
Sura 17): \([80 + 837 \text{ (or \ 836)}] + [108 \text{ (or \ 107)}] + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 + 140 + 262] = 917 \text{ (or \ 916)} + 4219 \text{ (or \ 4218)} = 5136 \text{ (or \ 5135)}\)

جيعلنا اصحب النار إلا ملاتلك و ما جعلنا عدتهم كفروا للذين كفروا ليستقين الذين أوتوا الكتاب و يزداد الذين هم إيمانًا و لا يزداد الذين أوتوا الكتاب 

we have made People of the Fire except as Angels and we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (trial or test) for those who have disbelieved. So that those who have been given the Book become certain and those who have believed grow in belief and those who have been given the Book do not become doubtful (verse 31 of Sura 74): \([154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 501 \text{ (or \ 500)}] + 6 + 41] + (154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414 + 454 + 6 + 26 + 791 + 98 + 103 + 6 + 31 + 613 + 791 + 414 + 454) = 1117 \text{ (or \ 1116)} + 8019 = 9136 \text{ (or \ 9135)}\)

False (fraud or impostor): 137 \((2 \times 137 = 274) \ (137 \text{ is the } 33^{\text{rd}} \text{ Prime Number}) \ (178 \text{ is the } 137^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number}) \ (773 \text{ is the } 137^{\text{th}} \text{ Prime Number}) \ (3137 \text{ is the } 446^{\text{th}} \text{ Prime Number})\)

**الدجال الأول** The First Dajjal (Deceiver or Anti-Christ): \(69 + 68 = 137\)

**الدجال ابن داود** The Dajjal (Deceiver or Anti-Christ) son of David: \(69 + (53 + 15) = 69 + 68 \text{ (or \ 67)} = 137 \text{ (or \ 136)}\)

**دولة دجال جان** State of Dajjal of Jann (Jinn- invisible creatures): \(45 + (38 + 54) = 45 + 92 = 137\)

Worship me: 137

Day of Yulyu (July) 19: \(56 + (62 + 19) = 56 + 81 = 137\)

Day of Farewell: \(56 + 81 \text{ (or \ 80)} = 137 \text{ (or \ 136)}\)

The Angels: 137 \text{ (or \ 136)}

لا يؤمن does not believe (verse 16 of Sura 20): \(31 + 106 \text{ (or \ 107)} = 137 \text{ (or \ 138)}\)

We descend (verse 8 of Sura 15): 137

walk fast (or take a fast journey) (verse 51 of Sura 22): 137

Qibla (Direction of Ka’ba): 137

Quails (verse 57 of Sura 2): 137

Al-Nun (refers to Prophet Yunus/ Jonah) (verse 87 of Sura 21): 137
Bin Laden: 52 (or 53) + 85 = 137 (or 138)

The apparent (outer meaning) (verse 3 of Sura 57): 1137 (or 1136)

Saba Ishreen (Twenty Seventh) + Safar: (137 + 630) + 370 = 767 + 370 = 1137

Khitam (Seal or End) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 1041 + 96 = 1137

Ibtida (Beginning) of Alamat (Signs) of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 409 + [542 + 186 (or 187)] = 409 + 728 (or 729) = 1137 (or 1138)

Day of Sha’waza (Sorcery or Witchcraft): 56 + 1081 = 1137

Kharab (Ruining) of Constantinople: 803 + 334 = 1137 (= 3 x 379) (1137 is the 947th Composite Number) (1355 is the 1137th Composite Number)

perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, We return and we make Jahanam (Hell), for the Disbelievers (verse 7 of Sura 17): 131 + (262 + 51 + 318) + 6 + (51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 154 + 98 + 421) = (131 + 631 + 6) + 1369 (or 1370) = 768 + 1369 (or 1370) = 2137 (or 2138)

And Kazalika (Like that or Furthermore), We let them be found so they know that promise of Allah (verse 21 of Sura 18): 2137

And how would you know what the Haqqa is. Thamud claimed it was a lie (verses 3 - 4 of Sura 69): 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 145 + 1122 + 550 + 6 = 2137

The Masjid (Mosque): 138 (= 2 x 69) (138 is the 104th Composite Number) (180 is the 138th Composite Number) (787 is the 138th Prime Number) (2507 is the 2138th Composite Number)

Mount Mageddon (Armageddon): 35 + 103 = 138

Mount of Iblees (Devil): 35 + 103 = 138

Wilada (Birth) of John Paul: 46 (or 45) + (54 + 38) = 46 (or 45) + 92 = 138 (or 137)
Bidaya (Beginning) of Wahy (Revelation) + Mohammad: [22 (or 21) + 24] + 92 = 46 (or 45) + 92 = 138 (or 137)

England: 138 (or 139)

The Masat (Tragedy): 138

Husseini (descendant of Prophet Mohammad (p)’s grandson, Al-Hussein): 138

son of Laden: 53 (or 52) + 85 = 138 (or 137)

Umma of Mohammad: 46 + 92 = 138

Aya (Sign) of the Kingship: 17 + 121 = 138

frowning (verse 10 of Sura 76): 138

Day of Yulyu (July) 20: 56 + (62 + 20) = 56 + 82 = 138

What descends (verse 2 of Sura 34): 41 + 97 = 138

Nazzalna (We brought down) (verse 23 of Sura 76): 138

Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) of Apollo: 93 + 45 = 138

Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) of Adam: 93 + 45 (or 46) = 138 (or 139)

Inhabit (verse 104 of Sura 17): 138

Hearts (verse 4 of Sura 48): 138

Hums (city in Syria): 138

Yuslih (To turn into good): 138

Mulhidoon (Atheists): 138

The Daabba (that marks people as believers or unbelievers) + Ihlak (Perishing) of Dajjal (Deceiver or Anti-Christ): 43 + 57 + 38 = 138

Al-Ibada (The Annihilation) + Dajjal (Deceiver or Anti-Christ) of the Jews: 44 + 38 + 56 = 138

Zawal (Demise) of Dajjal (Deceiver or Anti-Christ) of the Jews: 44 + 38 + 56 = 138
The Tariq (Star) + The Change (i.e. in the Poles and Climate) + Wahiya (Catastrophe) of the Britons (or Israel): (341 + 467) + (27 + 303) = 808 + 330 = 1138

Promise of my Lord (God) (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Tariq (Star) + The Poles (of the Earth) + The Wahiya (Catastrophe) + the Britons (or Israel): [ (292 + 341) + 144] + (58 + 303) = (633 + 144) + 361 = 777 + 361 =1138

The Ghayba (Absence or Disappearance) + The Mahdi: 1048 + 90 = 1138

equivalent to 138

The Revolutions: 1138

Day of Shimon Peres + Jami (Mosque) of the Jazhar (Slaughterman) + Akka: 56 + (406 + 229) + (114 + 242) + 91 = 56 + (635 + 356) + 91 = 56 + (991 + 91) = 56 + 1082 = 1138

President of Israel, Shimon Peres, visited Mosque of the Jazhar (Slaughterman) in Akka, Israel, on Tuesday, August 23, 2011 (Ramadan 23, 1432 Hijri) (Av 23, 5771 Jewish Calendar) (2455,796.5th Julian Day)

Torment of Bani (Children) of Israel: 773 + [62 + 303 (or 302)] = 773 + 365 (or 364) = 1138 (or 1137)

that has a flame (verse 3 of Sura 111): 1101 + 37 = 1138

Sabi wa Ishreen (Twenty Seventh) + Safar: [132 (or 133) + 6 + 630] + 370 = 768 (or 769) + 370 = 1138 (or 1139)

Ibtida (Beginning) of Alamat (Signs) of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 409 + [542 + 187 (or 186)] = 409 + 728 (or 729) = 1138 (or 1137) (1138 = 2 x 569 )

(1138 is the 948th Composite Number)

Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr + Alamat (Signs) of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval or the End Times) : (75 + 335) + [542 + 186 (or 187)] = 410 + 728 (or 729) = 1138 (or 1139)

Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, we return and we make Jahanam (Hell), for the Disbelievers (verse 7 - 8 of Sura 17): 131 + (262 + 51 + 318) + 6 + (51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 154 + 98 + 422) = (131 + 631 + 6) + 1370 (or 1369) = 768 + 1370 (or 1369) = 2138 (or 2137)

They hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq, that is (verse 40 – 42 of Sura 50): [ 155 (or 157) + 6 + 208 (or 207) + 104 + 6 + 571 ] + (56 + 65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141 + 751) = 1050 (or 1052) + 2088 = 3138 (or 3140)
أحسنتم أحستتم لأنفسكم و إن استكم فلها فإذا جاء وعد الآخره ليسوا وجهكم و ليدخلوا المسجد كما دخلوه أول مرت و ليتبروا ما علوا تتييرا عسي ربكم أن يرحمكم و إن عدت عدنا وجعلنا جهيم ل الكافرين
If you do well, you do well to yourselves, and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they can reach utterly. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, we return and we make Jahanam (Hell), for the Disbelievers (verse 7 - 8 of Sura 17):

(559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 + 108 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 640 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 + 140) + (262 + 51 + 318) + 6 + (51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 154 + 98 + 422) = (8131 + 631 + 6) + 1370 (or 1369) = 10138 (or 10137)

♦

الحق
The Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) (verse 105 of Sura 17) & (verse 42 of Sura 50): 139 (= 31 + 108) (1390 = 10 x 139) (139 is the 34th Prime Number) (182 is the 139th Composite Number) (297 is the 182nd Composite Number) (371 is the 297th Composite Number) (797 is the 139th Prime Number)

نزلنآدم Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) of Adam: 93 + 46 = 139

ولادة النبي Wilada (Birth) of the Prophet: 46 + 93 = 139

أول النهاية Awwal (Beginning) of the Nihaya (End): 37 + 102 = 139

الميزان The Mizan (Weighing Scale) (verse 7 of Sura 55) & (verse 17 of Sura 42): 139

الميزان The Mizan (the Arabic word that refers to Libra zodiac sign): 139 (Libra is the 7th zodiac sign and its symbol is Scale of Justice. The origin of the modern Western zodiac system can be traced back to the Sumaritans. In Sumaritan language, Libra is called “ZI.BA.AN.NA” which means “Heavenly Fate”. Libra starts on September 22 or 23, the day of Autumn Equinox in the Northern Hemisphere, on which the Sun spends a roughly equal amount of time above and below the horizon at every location on the Earth; consequently, night and day, at all points on the surface of the Earth’s, are almost equal in length.)

والسماء And the Heaven (verse 1 of Sura 85) & (verse 7 of Sura 55): 6 + 133 = 139

بلد ايليس Balad (Country/Land) of Iblees (Devil): 36 + 103 = 139

إنجلاند England: 139 (or 138)

أنزلنا Anzalna (We have sent/brought down or descended) (verse 105 of Sura 4) & (verse 64 of Sura 16) & (verse 10 of Sura 21): 139

نزلنآدم Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) of Adam: 93 + 46 (or 45) = 139 (or 138)

يوم هبوط أدم + حواء Day of Hubut (Descent) of Adam + Hawwa (Eve): 56 + [22 + 45 (or 46) +
16] = 56 + 83 (or 84) = **139 (or 140)**

Week: **139**

Shock: **139**

The Mosques: **139**

gave you life, then makes you die (verse 66 of Sura 22): **1139 (or 1140)** (1139 = 17 x 67 )  (**1139** is the 949th Composite Number) (**1357** is the 1139th Composite Number)

Caused you to die, then gives you life (or revives you): **501 + 540 + 98 = 1139 (or 1140)**  

is coming I barely hide it (verse 15 of Sura 20): **416 (or 417) + (26 + 697) = 416 (or 417) + 723 = 1139 (or 1140)**

The Itmam (Completion) of blessing of Allah: **513 + 560 + 66 = 1139**

Malik (Possessor or King) of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment). You are whom we worship and you are whom we seek help from. Guide us (verse 4 – 6 of Sura 1): **91 + 56 + 95 + 32 + 126 + 6 + 32 + 640 + 61 = 1139**

The Southern Land (Terra Australis – old name of Australia): **1032 + 107 = 1139**

Nihaya (End) of the Caliphate + Al-Hussein son Ali: **71 + 747 + [159 + 52 (or 53) + 110] = 71 + [747 + 321 (or 322)] = 71 + 1068 (or 1069) = **1139 (or 1140)**

Raj’a (Return) of Islamic Caliphate: **278 + [715 (or 716) + 146 (or 147)] = 278 + 861 (862 or 863) = **1139 (1140 or 1141)**

Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr + Alamat (Signs) of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval or the End Times): **(75 + 335) + [542 + 187 (or 186)] = 410 + 729 (or 728) = **1139 (or 1138)**

Hashr (in-gathering) the Al-Mutaqeen (the pious people): **508 + 631 = 1139** (equivalent to **139**)

The End Times + Israel: **837 + 302 = 1139**

Nihaya (End) of the Trinity: **71 + 1068 = 1139**

Augustus (August – in Egypt) 9 : **1130 + 9 = 1139**

Sabi wa Ishreen (Twenty Seventh) + Safar: **[133 (or 132) + 6 + 630] + 370 =**
769 (or 768) + 370 = 1139 (or 1138)

Saba wa Ushroon (Twenty Seventh) + Safar: \((137 + 6 + 626) + 370 = 769 + 370 = 1139\)

Promise of the End Times (verse 104 of Sura 17) + King of the English People: \((80 + 837) + (90 + 132) = 917 + 222 = 1139\)

Promise of the End Times (verse 104 of Sura 17) + The Messiah Son of David (Anti-Christ, not Jesus): \((80 + 837) + [149 + (52 + 21)] = 917 + [149 + 73 (or 74)] = 917 + 222 (or 223) = 1139 (or 1140) (equivalent to 139)\)

The Messiah Son of David (Anti-Christ, not Jesus) + Promise of Sydney, Australia: \([149 + (52 + 21)] + 80 + (134 + 703) = [149 + 73 (or 74)] + (80 + 837) = 222 + 917 = 1139 (equivalent to 139)\)

Awda (Return) of Kingdom of Gog and Magog + Sydney, Australia: \((85 + 135) + (23 + 6 + 53) + (134 + 703) = 220 + 82 + 837 = 1139 (equivalent to 139)\)

The End Times + Kingdom of Gog + John or Demons + The Mahdi: \(837 + 135 + 23 + 54 + 90 = 1139 (equivalent to 139)\)

Hashr (in-gathering) of Turkey: \(508 + 631 = 1139 (equivalent to 139)\)

Hashr (in-gathering) of the Pakistanis: \(508 + 631 = 1139 (equivalent to 139)\)

Thamud, the Camel able to see, so they oppressed (or hurt) it (verse 59 of Sura 17): \(2139 (equivalent to 139)\)

Better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend (or are brought down) (verses 3-5 of Sura 97): \((810 + 90 + 111 + 505) + 487 + 136 (or 137) = 1516 + 487 + 136 (or 137) = 2139 (or 2140) (2139 is the 1816th Composite Number)\)

How would you know what the Night of the Qadr is? Night of the Qadr is better than one thousand (verse 2-3 of Sura 97): \(2139\)

Al-Tasi Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Ninth) + Zu Al-Qada: \((562 + 661) + [706 (or 707) + 210] = 1223 + 916 (or 917) = 2139 (or 2140)\)

Day of Tasi wa Ishreen (Twenty Ninth) + Zu Al-Qada: \(56 + (531 + 6 + 630) + [706 (or 707) + 210] = (56 + 1167) + 916 (or 917) = 1223 + 916 (or 917) = 2139 (or 2140)\)
Haven’t we created you from Maheen (humiliating or despicable) water. So, we placed it in a firm place for (verse 20 – 22 of Sura 77): $71 + 840 + 90 + 42 + 105 + 239 + 90 + 501 + 120 + 41 = 2139$

The total number of letters of the first Sura in the Quran, which is called Al-Fatiha, is 139 letters.

Several verses of the Quran (such as verse 105 of Sura 17 and verse 42 of Sura 50) mention that Allah will do something important related to the End Times in the Haq. This can be interpreted as being a date associated with the number 139.

From May 6 (126th day of a regular year) to September 22 (265th day of a regular year), there are 139 days.
Taught (verse 2 of Sura 55): $140 = (14 \times 10)$ (140 is the 105th Composite Number)
(183 is the 140th Composite Number) (809 is the 140th Prime Number)

Did (or worked): $140$

Nafi (Exile or Banishment): $140$

People of Madian (or Midian): $36 + 104 = 140$

The Ajila (What is coming hastily or Our World in which rewards or punishment come soon or fast versus World of the End Times) (verse 18 of Sura 17) & (verse 20 of Sura 75): $140$

Day of 22 Yulyu (July): $56 + (22 + 62) = 56 + 84 = 140$

84 day (or days): $84 + 56 = 140$

Day of Eid (Feast): $56 + 84 = 140$

From every (verse 4 of Sura 97): $90 + 50 = 140$

Day of Hubut (Descent) of Adam + Hawwa (Eve): $56 + [22 + 46 (or 45) + 16] = 56 + 84 (or 83) = 140 (or 139)$

Wahy (Revelation) of Moses : $24 + 116 = 140$

Awda (Return) of the Life: $85 + 55 = 140$

Awda (Return) + The Wahy (Revelation): $85 + 55 = 140$

The Mahdi + Al-Wahid (the One, refers to Allah): $90 + 50 = 140$

Hadd (Destruction) of Balda (town) of the Mahdi: $9 + 41 + 90 = 140$

The Madina (The City/State or City of Prophet Mohammad (p)): $140$

Barrier of Gog + Magog: $64 + 23 + 53 = 140$

Hadd (Destruction) of the Wall of Wailing: $9 + (28 + 103) = 9 + 131 = 140$

Hadd (Destruction) of Mountain of the Temple (or Temple Mount): $9 + (35 + 96) = 9 + 131 = 140$
He turns it into ruins and (verse 98 of Sura 18): \((108 + 26) + 6 = 292 + 134 + 6 = 140\)

Walks/moves fast (or takes a fast journey): 140

Perhaps: 140

Talasim (Objects or words intended to bring luck or magical spells): 140

The Majus (Zoroastrians): 140

Islahi (Reformer): 140

Your enemy (verse 1 of Sura 60): 140

Sun: 140

Islam Abad (capital of Pakistan): \(132 + 8 = 140\) (or 139)

Return of Life: \(85 + 55 = 140\)

London: 140

Nasl (Progeny): 140

Synagogue: 140

Rise (verse 2 of Sura 73): 140

Qom (Iran's top city for Shia’s religious studies): 140

Prays: 140

Hunafa (believers in Oneness of God) (verse 5 of Sura 89): 140

of the Guidance (verse 185 of Sura 2): \(90 + 50 = 140\)

The 19 + Ramadan: \((31 + 19) + 1090 (or 1091) = 50 + 1090 (or 1091) = 1140\) (or 1141)

It is the Sign of his Kingship is to bring you (verse 248 of Sura 2): \(51 + (50 + 412 + 95 + 51 + 481) = 51 + 1089 = 1140\)
gave you life, then makes you die (verse 66 of Sura 22): 80 (or 79) + 540 + 520 = 1140 (or 1139) (equivalent to 140) (1140 is the 950th Composite Number) (1358 is the 1140th Composite Number)

Ihya (Resurrection) of London, England, Britain: 21 + (134 + 702 + 283) = 1140 (equivalent to 140)

Promise of the Dajjal + Promise of Ihya (Resurrection) of Magog of Sydney, Australia: (80 + 69) + (80 + 21 + 53 + 134 + 703) = 149 + 991 (or 990) = 1140 (or 1139) (equivalent to 139)

The Messiah son of David: (80 + 837) + (149 + 53 + 21) = 917 + 223 = 1140

Promise of the End Times (verse 104 of Sura 17) + The End Times + State of New South Wales: (80 + 837) + (52 + 61 + 53 + 57) = 917 (or 918) + 223 = 1140 (or 1141)

The caller calls from a near place, the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): 1140

Ramadan: 50 + 1090 (or 1091) = 1140 (or 1141) (This refers to Ramadan 1)

By permission of their Lord, from every (verse 4 of Sura 97): (753 + 247) + 90 + 50 = (1000 + 90) + 50 = 1140

I am coming I barely hide it (verse 15 of Sura 20): 417 (or 416) + (26 + 697) = 417 (or 416) + 723 = 1140 (or 139)

The Fire except Angels and We have not made their Idda (number or period) (verse 31 of Sura 74): 1140 (or 1139)

From the progeny of Fatima: 90 + (915 + 135) = 90 + 1050 = 1140 (equivalent to 140)

The Mahdi + Progeny of Fatima : 90 + (915 + 135) = 90 + 1050 = 1140

Raj’a (Return) of Islamic Caliphate: 278 + [716 (or 715) + 146 (or 147)] = 278 + 862 (861 or 863) = 1140 (1139 or 1141)

Nihaya (End) of the Caliphate + Al-Hussein son Ali : 71 + 747 + [159 + 53 (or 52) + 110] = 71 + [747 + 322 (or 321)] = 71 + 1069 (or 1068) = 1140 (or 1139)
Fall of a mine of Gold and Copper: \( (175 + 133) + (707 + 6 + 119) = 308 + 832 = 1140 \)

Harq (Burning or Setting on fire) of Haikal (Temple) of Artemis: \( 56 + (308 + 65 + 711) = 56 + 1084 = 1140 \)

Mosque of Dome of the Rock: \( 107 + (107 + 926) = 107 + 1033 = 1140 \)

Saint Peter’s Basilica (Church) + Vatican: \([ 133 \text{ (or 134)} + 174 + 271] + 562 = 578 \text{ (or 579)} + 562 = 1140 \text{ (or 1141)} \)

Hubut (Fall or Descent) of Adam to the Earth: \( 22 + 45 \text{ (or 46)} + 41 + 1032 = 1140 \text{ (or 1141)} \)

Adam and Hawa (Eve) to the Earth: \( 45 \text{ (or 46)} + 6 + 16 \text{ (or 15)} + 41 + 1032 = 1140 \text{ (1139 or 1141)} \)

The Preserved Board (Location in Heaven, where everything about life and the Quran is inscribed): \( 75 + 1065 = 1140 \text{ (equivalent to 140)} \)

Nuzul (Descent) of the Quran + The Preserved Board (from which the Quran descended) + Bayt (House) of the Izza (location in the sky where the Quran descended from the Preserved Board): \( 93 + 382 \text{ (or 383)} + (75 + 1065) + (412 + 113) = 93 + 382 \text{ (or 383)} + 1140 + 525 = 2140 \text{ (or 2141)} \) \( (2140 \text{ is the 1817th Composite Number}) \)

S. And the Quran, the one of remembrance (verse 1 of Sura 38): \( 90 + [6 + 383 \text{ (or 382)} + 710 + 951] = 90 + 2050 \text{ (or 2049)} = 2140 \text{ (or 2139)} \)

Better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend (or are brought down) (verses 3-5 of Sura 97): \( (810 + 90 + 111 + 505) + 487 + 137 \text{ (or 136)} = 1516 + 487 + 137 \text{ (or 136)} = 2140 \text{ (or 2139)} \)

Rise of the Sun and before the Setting and of the night, praise him and after the prostration. And listen (verse 39 – 41 of Sura 50): \( (115 + 431 + 6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 71) + [155 + 6 + 208 \text{ (or 207)} + 104 + 6 + 571] = 2090 + 1050 = 3140 \)

Day of the Thirteenth + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria): \( 56 + [1061 \text{ (or 1062)} + 570 + 453] = 56 + 2084 \text{ (or 2085)} = 2140 \text{ (or 2141)} \) \( (July 13, 1917 \text{ is the date of the third apparition/vision of the three Catholic children in Fatima, Portugal, on which 3 secrets about the future were revealed to them.}) \)

Allah and the Conquest and you see the people entering into (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 110): \( (66 + 6 + 519 + 6 + 611 + 142 + 700) + 90 = 2050 + 90 = 2140 \)
In (or on) the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) (verse 105 of Sura 17) &
verse 42 of Sura 50): 141 (141 is the 106th Composite Number) 106 is the 78th Composite
Number) (78 is the 56th Composite Number) (56 is the 39th Composite Number) 184 is the 141st
Composite Number) (236 is the 184th Composite Number) (299 is the 236th Composite Number)
(1097 is the 184th Prime Number) (811 is the 141st Prime Number)

بالميزان in the Mizan (Scale): 141

العدالة The Adala (Justice): 141

صيام Fasting: 141

Ajal (Date of End) of Bani (Children) of Adam: 34 + [62 + 45 (or 46)] = 34 + 107
(or 108) = 141 (or 142)

عالم World: 141

مصباح Lantern: 141

ممالیک Mamaleek: 141

Feast / Festival of Lights, also known as Hanukkah or Feast of Dedication, is an 8-day Jewish Holiday that commemorates the victory of practicing Jews and re-dedication of the Second Jewish Temple in Jerusalem to God on 25th day of Kislev (or Kislu) (165 B.C.), after it was transformed by Greek Seleucid King Antiochus IV into a pagan temple and was desecrated by performing pagan rituals in the Jewish Temple, such as slaughtering and offering unholy sacrifices to pagan gods, three years earlier also on 25th day of Kislev (or Kislu) (168 B.C.)

Apollo 11 landed on the Moon on July 20, 1969 (Jumada Al-Ula 5, 1389 Hijri)

Awda (Return) of Apollo 11: 85 + (45 + 11) = 85 + 56 = 141

Day of 23 Yulyu (July): 56 + (23 + 62) = 56 + 85 = 141

Day of Jewish State: 56 + (45 + 40) = 56 + 85 = 141

Awda (Return) of the Jews: 85 + 56 = 141

Day of return: 56 + 85 = 141

Day of Milad (Birth): 56 + 85 = 141

Hebrew Temple: 9 + 25 + 107 = 141
Temple of Jews: $116 + 25 = 141$

Churches: **141**

A car rose up (verse 19 of Sura 72): **141**

Aya (Sign) of the Star: $17 + 124 = 141$

Hazza (EarthQuake or Shaking Event) + The Star: $17 + 124 = 141$

Zilzal (EarthQuake or Shaking Event) of Allah: $75 + 66 = 141$

Jan (John or Demons) Paul + Hadm (Destruction): $(54 + 38) + 49 = 92 + 49 = 141$

Dajjal of Iblees (Devil): $38 + 103 = 141$

Reign of Son of David: $68 + 52 (or 53) + 21 = 141$ (**or 142**)

The Haimana (Hegemony): **141**

Allah brings from the Sun from (verse 258 of Sura 2): **1141**

And the Sky/Heaven and Tariq (Unexpected Event). And how would you know what the Tariq is? (verse 1-2 of Sura 86): **1141**

The Serbs + Majzara (Massacre) of Srebrenica: $323 + [255 + 563 (or 553)] = 323 + 818 (or 808) = 1141 (or 1131)

Israel’s Tard (Expulsion) of the Filistiniyeen (Palestinians) from the Quds (Jerusalem): $213 + 303 (or 302) + 340 + 90 + 195 = 1141 (or 1140)

Day of Promise of Intiha (End) of Manhattan: $56 + 80 + (458 + 547) = 56 + 1085 = 1141$

Nagasaki: **1141 (or 1142)** [The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time) on August 9, 1945 (Ramadan 1, 1364 Hijri) (Av 30, 5705 Jewish).]

The Wahid (One) + Ramadan: $50 + 1091 (or 1090) = 1141 (or 1140)$ (This refers to Ramadan 1)

We have descended it (or him) in the Night of Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97): $51 + [51 + 144 + 90 + 470 + 335] = 51 + 1090 = 1141$

Lord of the Alameen (People, Worlds, or Universe), the Rahman
(Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), Master of (verse 2 – 4 of Sura 1): \( (202 + 231 + 329 + 289) + 90 \) or \( 91 \) = \( 1051 + 90 \) or \( 91 \) = 1141 (or 1142)

the Quran as guidance to the people and evidences of (verse 185 of Sura 2): \[ (383 + 382) + 19 + 171 + 6 + 472] + 90 = 1051 (or 1050) + 90 = 1141 (or 1140)

Promise of the End Times (verse 104 of Sura 17) + Day of the Hour: \[ 80 + 837 ] (or 838) \] + (56 + 167) = 917 (or 918) + 223 = 1140 (or 1141)

[ President of Israel, Shimon Peres, visited Mosque of the Jazzar (Slaughterer) in Akka, Israel, on Tuesday, August 23, 2011 (Ramadan 23, 1432 Hijri) (Av 23, 5771 Jewish Calendar) (2455,796.5th Julian Day) ]

Saint Peter’s Basilica (Church) + Vatican: \[ 134 + 174 + 271 + 562 = 579 (or 578) + 562 = 1141 \] (or 1140)

Raj’a (Return) of Islamic Caliphate: \[ 278 + [716 + 147 (or 146)] = 278 + 863 (or 862) = 1141 \] (or 1140)

The Caliphate: 1141 (or 1142)

Qaim (title of Mahdi) to warn (verse 2 of Sura 18): \( 151 + 990 \) = 1141 (or 1142)

Khuruj (Getting-out, Departure, Exit) of Iblees from the Paradise: \( 809 + 103 + 90 + 139 \) (or 89) = 1141 (or 1091)

Hubut (Fall or Descent) of Adam to the Earth: \( 22 + 46 (or 45) + 41 + 1032 \) = 1141 (or 1140) (1141 = 7 x 163) (1141 is the 951st Composite Number) (1359 is the 1141st Composite Number)

Hubut (Descent) of Eleventh Apollo on the Moon: \( 22 + (23 + 570) + 45 + 110 + 371 \) = 22 + 593 + 45 + 110 + 371 = 1141

Day of the Israa and the Miraj + 1440: \( 56 + (294 + 6 + 345) + 1440 \) = 56 + (645 + 1440) = 56 + 2085 = 2141

took on (verse 51 of Sura 2): 2141 (2141 is the 323rd Prime Number)

Al-Tasi wa Al-Ishroon (The Twenty Ninth) + Zu Al-Qada : \( 562 + 6 + 657 \) + [706 (or 707) + 210] = 1225 + 916 (or 917) = 2141 (or 2142)

Day of the Thirteenth) + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria): \( 56 + [1062 (or 1061) + 570 + 453] = 56 + 2085 (or 2084) = 2141 \) (or 2140) (July 13, 1917 is the date of the third
apparition/vision of the three Catholic children in Fatima, Portugal, on which 3 secrets about the future were revealed to them.)

Day of Thalith wa Ishroon (Twenty Third) + Shaban : [56 + [1030 (or 1031) + 6 + 626] + 423 or 422] = [56 + 1662 (or 1663)] + 423 (or 422) = 1718 (or 1719) + 423 (or 422) = 2141 (or 2142)

Al-Thalith + Al-Ishroon (The Twenty Third) + Shaban : [1061 (or 1062) + 6 + 657] + 423 (or 422) = 1718 (or 1719) + 423 (or 422) = 2141 (or 2142)

The first Crusade started their march from Europe on Friday August 15, 1096 AD (Shaban 23, 489 Hijri) and conquered Jerusalem on Friday, July 15, 1099 AD Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 4859 Jewish Calendar)

In a blessed night. We have been warning. In it, gets distinguished every (verse 3 – 4 of Sura 44): 90 + [75 + 267 (or 268) + 52 + 71 + 1050 + 96 + 390] + 50 = [90 + 2001 (or 2002)] + 50 = 2091 (or 2092) + 50 = 2141 (or 2042)

Nuzul (Descent) of the Quran + The Preserved Board (from which the Quran descended) + Bayt (House) of the Izza (location in the sky where the Quran descended from the Preserved Board): 93 + 383 (or 382) + (75 + 1065) + (412 + 113) = 93 + 383 (or 382) + 1140 + 525 = 2141 (or 2140)

Astronaut of the Space + Apollo 11 + Armstrong: 215 + 913 + 45 + 11 + 1957 (or 1958) = 3141 (or 3142) (= 3 x 3 x 349) (3141 is the 2694th Composite Number)

for Sunna (way or tradition) of Allah, a change. The People ask you about the Hour. Say: the knowledge of it is with Allah. And how would you know, perhaps the Hour will be soon (verse 62 - 63 of Sura 33): 145 + (66 + 447 + 120 + 142 + 120 + 167 + 130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 66 + 6) + [41 + 244 + 130 + 167 + 476 + 312 (or 313)] = (145 + 1626) + 1370 (or 1371) = 1771 + 1370 (or 1371) = 3141

Promise of the End Times, they shall ruin your faces and enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Like the Salibiyoon (Crusaders) entered it the first time: [80 + 838 (or 837) + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138] + (61 + 639 + 229 + 37 + 245) = 1930 (or 1929) + 1211 = 3141 (or 3140)

Promise of the End Times, they shall make faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach completely. Perhaps your Lord (verse 7 - 8 of
Lie from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we had blessed its surroundings, to show him of our signs. It is He who is the All-Hearer, the All-See.

And we brought Moses the Book and we made it (or him) a guidance to Bani (Children) of Israel (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 17): 

\[
(71 + 90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 232 + 741 + 274 + 49 + 295 + 90 + 464 + 56 + 11 + 211 + 333 + 6 + 463 + 116 + 454 + 6 + 159) + (19 + 92 + 312) = 4718 + 423 = 5141
\]

** Prince William** was born on Monday, June 21, 1982 (Shaban 29, 1402 Hijri) (Sivan 30, 5742 Hebrew) (2445,141.5th Julian Day)

**Verse 187 of Sura 7** is the 1141st verse of the Quran.

**Verse 1 of Sura 18** is the 2141st verse of the Quran.

His name coincides: 36 + 106 = 142 ( = 2 x 71 ) (142 is the 107th Composite Number) (185 is the 142nd Composite Number) (821 is the 142nd Prime Number)

عبد الله Abd (servant) of Allah: 76 + 66 = 142

انا المهدي I am the Mahdi: 52 + 90 = 142

محمد + الواحد Mohammad + Al-Wahid (the One, refers to Allah): 92 + 50 = 142

جان بول + الواحد John Paul + Al-Wahid (the One, refers to Allah): (54 + 38) + 50 = 92 + 50 = 142

The Angels and (verse 4 of Sura 97): 136 (or 137) + 6 = 142 (or 143)

The People (verse 4 of Sura 114): 142

The Ins (Humankind or humans) (verse 5 of Sura 72): 142

Ajal (Date of End) of Bani (Children) of Adam: 34 + [62 + 46 (or 45)] = 34 + 108 (or 107) = 142 (or 141)

Jumada Al-Ula + 6 : (58 + 78) + 6 = 136 + 6 = 142 [On July 21, 1969 (Jumada Al-Ula 6, 1389 Hijri), **Neil Armstrong** became the first human to step on the Moon.]

The Thousand : 142

The Yamani: 142 (or 141)
BAB LD AL-ILEEN
Lud Gate of Iblees (Diablo or Devil) : (5 + 34) + 103 = 39 + 103 = 142

Dajjal (AntiChrist) Son of David: 69 + (52 + 21) = 69 + 73 (or 74) = 142 (or 143)

The King David : 121 + 21 (or 15) = 142 (or 136)

Reign of Son of David: 68 + (53 + 21) = 68 + 74 (or 73) = 142 (or 141)

Son of the Zina (Adultery or Fornication): 53 (or 52) + 89 = 142 (or 141)

Whispers (verse 4 of Sura 114): 142

The Aam (Year): 142

Mulhideen (Atheists): 142

Haikal (Temple) + Nakba (Disaster): 65 + 77 = 142

Mecca + Nakba (Disaster): 65 + 77 = 142

Al-Kufa (Shia city in Iraq): 142

The Pole: 142

So, We opened the gates of Heaven with gushing water (verse 11 of Sura 54) : 1142 (or 1143) (1142 is the 952nd Composite Number)

Za Al-Qarnain: 701 + 441 = 1142 (equivalent to 142) (Za Al-Qarnain is the King mentioned in Quran, verse 86 & verse 94 of Sura 18, who built a barrier against Gog & Magog)

The Zuhur (Appearance or Emergence): 1142 (equivalent to 142)

Nagasaki: 1142 (or 1141) | The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time).

A Book we have descended unto you, blessed so that they ponder (verse 29 of Sura 38): 423 + (143 + 61 + 262) = 423 + 719 = 1142

From the Mathani and the Quran, the (verse 87 of Sura 15): (90 + 632) + (6 + 383 + 31) = 722 + 420 = 1142

The Caliphate: 1142 (or 1141)

Over it are Nine words: 116 + (535 + 491) = 116 + 1026 = 1142
Eleven Planets and the Sun and the Moon, I saw them (verse 4 of Sura 12): \(2142\) (2142 is the 1818th Composite Number) \(2511\) is the 2142nd Composite Number.

Day of Thalith wa Ishroon (Twenty Third) + Shaban: \(56 + [1031 \text{ or } 1030] + 6 + 626 + 423 + 422 = [56 + 1663 \text{ or } 1662] + 423 \text{ or } 422 = 1719 \text{ or } 1718 + 423 \text{ or } 422 = 2142 \text{ or } 2141\)

Al-Thalith + Al-Ishroon (The Twenty Third) + Shaban: \([1062 \text{ or } 1061] + 657 + 423 \text{ or } 422 = 1719 \text{ or } 1718 + 423 \text{ or } 422 = 2142 \text{ or } 2141\) [The first Crusade started their march from Europe on Friday August 15, 1096 AD (Shaban 23, 489 Hijri) and conquered Jerusalem on Friday, July 15, 1099 AD Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 4859 Jewish Calendar)]

The Command of Allah is coming, so do not seek to hasten it. He is glorified and exalted above what they associate (with him) (verse 1 of Sura 16):
\[411 + 241 + 67 \text{ or } 66 \] + \(111 + 974 + 125 + 6 + 510 + 111 + 586\) = 719 (or 718) + 2423 = 3142 (or 3141)

Rahman, the Raheem. Glory be to the one who sent, in a journey, his worshipper at night, from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we had blessed its surroundings, to show him (verse 1 of Sura 17):
\[298 + 289 + 121 \text{ or } 120 + 741 + 271 + 83 + 71 + 90 + 138 + 280 + 41\] + \([138 + 223 + 741 + 273 + 49 + 295]\) = 2423 (or 2422) + 1719 = 4142 (or 4141)

We descended it (or him) (verse 1 of Sura 97) & (verse 105 of Sura 17): \(143 \text{ or } 144\) (143 = 11 \times 13 ) (143 is the 108th Composite Number) \(186\) is the 143rd Composite Number.

He descended the Wahy (Revelation): 88 + 55 = 143

Laila (Eve) of the First: 75 + 68 = 143

Musawat (equality or equinox): 143 (or 144)

The Hisab (Judgment or Calculation). Has not (verse 5 of Sura 10): 102 + 41 = 143

is more knowledgeable: 143 (This is part a Hadith about the Hour)

The Angels and (verse 4 of Sura 97): 137 (or 136) + 6 = 143 (or 142)

Messiah of Jews: 118 + 25 = 143

Dajjal (AntiChrist) Son of David: 69 + (53 + 21) = 69 + 74 = 143 (or 142)
King of Jinn (invisible creatures): $90 + 53 = 143$

King of Magog: $90 + 53 = 143$

Enemies of Allah: $77 + 66 = 143$

Engleez (English People) + Jews: $118 + 25 = 143$

The Mahdi + Jinn (demons): $90 + 53 = 143$

The Dajjal + Ihya (Resurrection) of Magog: $69 + (21 + 53) = 69 + 74 = 143$

Hadd (Destruction) of Sydney: $9 + 134 = 143$

Hadd (Destruction) of City of Jews: $9 + (109 + 25) = 9 + 134 = 143$

Servants of Allah (verse 6 of Sura 76): $77 + 66 = 143$

The Caliph + Al-Hashimi (Mahdi’s family name): $756 + 387 = 1143$

Ihya (Resurrection) of John Paul + Maqtal (Death) of Francis: $21 + (54 + 38) + 570 + 460 = 21 + 92 + 570 + 460 = 1143$

and We got out of it grains, from it (verse 33 of Sura 36): $1143$

Tabaddul (Change or Switch) of the Qutban (Two Poles), the Northern + the Southern: $436 + 193 + 412 + 102 = 1143$

Night (Eve) of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders’) Entrance of the Quds (Jerusalem): $75 + (640 + 233) + 195 = 75 + (873 + 195) = 75 + 1068 = 1143$

Hazima (Defeat) of the Mongols: $67 + 1076 = 1143$

The American President George Bush: $(311 + 312) + (212 + 308) = 623 + 520 = 1143$ ($= 3 \times 3 \times 127$) ($1143$ is the $953^{rd}$ Composite Number) ($1362$ is the $1143^{rd}$ Composite Number)

Bidaya (Beginning) of Season of the Khareef (Autumn or Fall): $22 + (200 + 921) = 22 + 1121 = 1143$
Day of Wuqf (Standing up) on Mount of Arafat: $56 + 192 + 110 + [35 + 750 (or 751)] = 56 + [192 + 110 + 785 (or 786)] = 56 + 1087 (or 1088) = 1143 (or 1144)

Saba wa Ishreen (Twenty Seventh) + Safar: $(137 + 6 + 630) + 370 = 773 + 370 = 1143$

Day the caller calls from a close location, the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), that is the day (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): $(56 + 65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236) + (144 + 141 + 750 + 56) = 1052 + 1091 = 2143$ (2143 is the 324th Prime Number)

When they are shown an Aya (Sign), they turn away, and they say: Sihr (Sorcery or Magic) (verse 2 of Sura 54): $(217 + 412 + 1087 + 6) + (153 + 268) = 1722 + 421 = 2143$

In the name of your Lord who created. He created the human from Alaq. Recite and your Lord, the Akram (Most Honorable) who taught by the pen. He taught (verse 1 – 5 of Sura 96): $[102 + 66 + 329 (or 330) + 289 + 302 ] + (103 + 222 + 741 + 730 + 730 + 193 + 90 + 200 + 302 + 6 + 222 + 292 + 741 + 140 + 203 + 140) = 1088 (or 1089) + 5055 = 6143 (or 6144)$ (6143 is the 801st Prime Number)

♦ The Saiha (Scream) (verse 42 of Sura 50): $144$ (144 is the 109th Composite Number) (187 is the 144th Composite Number) (827 is the 144th Prime Number)

The Janeen (Embryo): $144$

Sperm (verse 13 of Sura 23): $144$

We descended it (or him) (verse 1 of Sura 97) & (verse 105 of Sura 17): $144 (or 143)$

Inzal (Bringing down) of the Wahy (Revelation): $89 + 55 = 144$

The Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) has come (verse 81 of Sura 17): $5 + 139 = 144$

Day of September 11 (Zionists’ Attack on New York & Washington): $56 + (77 + 11) = 56 + 88 = 144$
Doors/Gates of Heaven: \(11 + 133 = 144 \text{ (or 145)}\)

The Assembly (Gathering) (verse 9 of Sura 64): \(144\)

Musawat (equality or equinox): \(144 \text{ (or 143)}\)

The Poles (of the Earth): \(144\)

Awda (Return) of life + Babyl (Babylon): \((85 + 24) + 35 = 109 + 35 = 144\)

City/State of Babyl (Babylon): \(109 + 35 = 144\)

Hadd (Destruction) of a Kingdom: \(9 + 135 = 144\)

Night of the Dajjal: \(75 + 69 = 144\)

Beginning of the First Dajjal: \(7 + (69 + 68) = 7 + 137 = 144\)

The Beginning + The Dajjal + The Pope: \(38 + (69 + 37) = 38 + 106 = 144\)

The Dajjal + Ihya (Resurrection) of Jan (John or Jinn/demons): \((69 + 21) + 54 = 90 + 54 = 144\)

Jan (John or Jinn/demons) + The Mahdi: \(54 + 90 = 144\)

King of Jann (Jinn – invisible creatures): \(90 + 54 = 144\)

Byzantines: \(144\)

Arid: \(144\)

Canadiyeen (Canadians): \(144\)

The Copts: \(144\)

The Heaven and the Tariq (Unexpected Event) and how would you know what the Tariq is? (verses 1-2 of Sura 86): 
\[
[(133 + 6) + 341] + [6 + 41 + 235 (or 226) + 41 + 341] = (139 + 341) + 664 (or 655) = 480 + 664 (or 655) = 1144 \text{ (or 1135)}
\]
(equivalent to \(144\)) \(1144\) is the \(954\text{th}\) Composite Number \(1363\) is the \(1144\text{th}\) Composite Number

Day of Wuquf (Standing up) on Mount of Arafat: \(56 + 192 + 110 + [35 + 751 (or 750)] = 56 + [192 + 110 + 786 (or 785)] = 56 + 1088 (or 1087) = 1144 \text{ (or 1143)}\)

Tabadul (Switch) of the Qutban (Two Poles), the Northern + the Southern: \(437 + 193 + 412 + 102 = 1144\)
Hadd (End) of England: $9 + 1135$ (or 1136) = 1144 (or 1145)

Torment of the Saeer (Hell) (verse 4 of Sura 22): $773 + 371 = 1144$

Leave them eat, enjoy (Worldly life), and be pre-occupied (or beguiled) by the Hope (verse 3 of Sura 15): 2144 (equivalent to 144)

Leave them eat, enjoy (Worldly life), and be pre-occupied (or beguiled) by the Elias (or Elijah): 2144

The Khaba’ith (wicked things/deeds) (verse 157 of Sura 7): 1144 (or 1143)

The Fadaiya (Space) Creatures: $1207$ (or 1208) + 937 = 2144 (or 2145)

($2144$ is the 1819th Composite Number)

Day the caller calls from a close location, the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) on the Haq (Justice, Truth, or Due Date), that is the day (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): $56 + [65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141 + 751$ (or 750)] + 56 = $2088$ (or 2087) = 2144 (or 2143)

Moon has been cracked (or split). And when they are shown an Aya (Sign), they turn away, and they say: Sihr (sorcery or magic) (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 54): $(340 + 6 + 51 + 217 + 16 + 1087 + 6) + (153 + 268) = 1723$ (or 1724) + 421 = 2144 (or 2145)

Al- Thalith Al- Ishreen (The Twenty Third) + Shaban: $[1061$ (or 1062) + 661] + 422 (or 423) = 1722 (or 1723) + 422 (or 423) = 2144 (2145 or 2146)

Over it are Nineteen. And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): $(116 + 535 + 570 + 6 + 41 + 154) + [101 (or 102) + 282 + 32 + 105 + 6 + 41 + 154] = 1422$ + 722 (721 or 723) = 2144 (or 2143)

Over it are Nineteen. And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): $116 + 535 + [570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 102 (or 101) + 282 + 32 + 105 + 6 + 41 + 154] = 116 + [535 + 1493$ (or 1492)] = 116 + 2028 (or 2027) = 2144 (or 2143)

Astronaut of Space + Neil Armstrong: $(215 + 882) + [90 + 1957$ (or 1958)] = 1097 + 2047 (or 2048) = 3144 (or 3145) (3144 is the 2697th Composite Number)

In the name of your Lord who created. He created the human from Alaq. Recite and your Lord, the Akram (Most Honorable) who taught by the pen. He taught (verse 1 – 5 of Sura 96): $[102 + 66 + 330 (or 329) + 289 + 302 ] + (103 + 222 + 741 + 730 + 730 + 193 + 90 + 200 + 302 + 6 + 222 + 292 + 741 + 140 + 203 + 140) = 1089$ (or 1088) + 5055 = 6144 (or 6143) (6144 is the 5342nd Composite
The Haqqa (verse 1 of Sura 69): 145 (145 is the 110th Composite Number) (188 is the 145th Composite Number) (829 is the 145th Prime Number) (5924 is the 5145th Composite Number) (5145 = 7 x 735)

Sakina (Solace. It is referred to by the Jews as “Shechinah”) (verse 248 of Sura 2): 145

Church: 145

Peace, it is (verse 5 of Sura 97): 130 (or 131) + 15 = 145 (or 146)

Day of Hubut (Descent) of Adam and Hawwa (Eve): 56 + [22 + 45 (or 46) + 6 + 16] = 56 + 89 (or 90) = 145 (or 146)

Day of the Janna (Paradise or Garden): 56 + 89 = 145

Day of the Jinna (demons): 56 + 89 = 145

Day of the Inha (Ending or Termination): 56 + 89 = 145

Day of Promise of Hadd (Destruction): 56 + (80 + 9) = 56 + 89 = 145

Awda (Return) + Life: 85 + 60 = 145

The Ispan (Hispanics or Spaniards): 145

Corruption: 145

The Oldest Gospel: 145

Al-Jami (The Mosque): 145

Qiyama (Resurrection or Rise) of John Paul + Masra (Death) of the Pope Francis: 156 + (54 + 38) + 400 + (37 + 460) = 156 + 92 + 400 + 497 = 1145 (= 5 x 229)

(1145 is the 955th Composite Number) (1364 is the 1145th Composite Number)

Ikhraj (Driving out or Expulsion) of the Filistiniyeen (Palestinians): 805 + 340 = 1145

Mawlid (Birth) of Emperator (Emperor) + Alexander + the Macdoni (Macedonian): 80 + [458 (or 459) + 366] + 241 = 80 + 824 (or 825) + 241 = 80 + 1065 (or 1066) = 1145 (or 1146)
Poles of the Earth: 113 + 1032 = **1145**

The two seas meeting (each other) (verse 19 of Sura 55): **1145**

The Islamic United States: 479 + 488 + 178 (or 177) = **1145** (or **1144**)

Fat'h (Conquest) of City of Peter (Petersburg), Russia: 488 + (380 + 277) = 488 + 657 = **1145**

Torment of the Amerkiyeen (Americans): 773 + 372 = **1145**

The Euphrates will recede upon a mountain: 278 + 712 + 120 + 35 = **1145**

Al - Tasi wa Al - Ishreen (The Twenty Ninth) + Zu Al - Qada: (562 + 6 + 661) + [706 (or 707) + 210] = 1229 + 916 (or 917) = **2145** (or **2146**)

Day of Kanoun Awal (December –in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 9 + 1917: 56 + [126 (or 127) + 37] + 9 + 1917 = 56 + [163 (or 164) + 9] + 1917 = 56 + [172 (or 173) + 1917] = 56 + 2089 (or 2090) = **2145** (or **2146**)

[Britain captured Jerusalem from the Ottoman Empire. The Ottoman Governor of Jerusalem sent a “Surrender Letter”, delivered by Mayor of Jerusalem, Hussein Al - Husseini, to the British invaders on **Sunday, December 9, 1917** (Safar 24, **1336 Hiijri**) (Kislev 24, 5678 Jewish). Field Marshal Edmund Allenby, head of the invading British forces, entered Jerusalem on foot, through the Jaffa gate, on **December 11, 1917** ]

Day of Ailul (September) 23 + 1989: 56 + (77 + 23) + 1989 = 56 + (100 + 1989) = 56 + 2089 = **2145**

[On Tuesday, **September 11, 2001** Gregorian (August 29, 2001 Julian) (Jumada Thania 23 (or 22), **1422 Hiijri**) (Elul 23, 5761 Jewish Calendar) (2452,163.5th Julian day), the Zionists implemented their terrorist attack on **New York City and Washington DC.**]

Day of Thalatha Ishreen (Twenty Three) + Shaban: 56 + (1036 + 630) + 423 = (56 + 1666) + 423 = 1722 + 423 = **2145** [The first Crusade started their march from Europe on Friday August 15, 1096 AD (Shaban 23, 489 Hiijri) and conquered Jerusalem on Friday, July 15, 1099 AD Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hiijri) (Tammuz 23, 4859 Jewish Calendar) ]

Day of Thalith wa Ishreen (Twenty Third) + Shaban: 56 + [1030 (or 1031) + 6 + 630] + 423 = [56 + [1666 (or 1667)]] + 423 = 1722 (or 1723) + 423 = **2145** (or **2146**)

[The third + the twenty third + Shaban: **2145** (or **2146**)

Close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq, that is (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): (111 + 312) + 56 + [236 + 539 + 141 + 750 (or 751)] = 423 +
[56 + 1666 (or 1667)] = 423 + 1722 (or 1723) = **2145 (or 2146)**

عليها تسعة عشر وما جعلنا أصحاب النار إلا ملائكنا وما جعلنا Over it, nineteen. And we have not made Ashab (Guardians) of the Fire, except angels and we have not made (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): (116 + 535 + 570 + 6 + 41 + 154) + (102 + 282 + 32 + 106 + 6 + 41 + 154) = 1422 + 723 = **2145**

و ما إدرك ما ليله القدر ليلة القدر خير من ألف and how would you know what Laila (Night) of the Qadr is? Laila (Night) of the Qadr is better than one thousand. (verses 2 - 3 of Sura 97): [6 + 41 + 226 (or 225) + 41 + 75 + 335] + (75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111) = 724 (or 723) + 1421 = **2145 (or 2144)**

المخلوقات الفضائية The Fadaiya (Space) Creatures: 1208 (or 1207) + 937 = **2145 (or 2144)**

(2145 is the 1820th Composite Number)

رائد فضاء + Neil Armstrong: (215 + 882) + [90 + 1958 (or 1957)] = 1097 + 2048 (or 2047) = **3145 (or 3144)**

ألف من خير اسورة اسورة اسورة اسورة اسورة واسورة ما ودراك ما و

How would you know what Laila (Night) of the Qadr is? Laila (Night) of the Qadr is better than one thousand. (verses 2 - 3 of Sura 97): [6 + 41 + 226 (or 225) + 41 + 75 + 335] + (75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111) = 724 (or 723) + 1421 = **2145 (or 2144)**

[On Tuesday, September 11, 2001 Gregorian (August 29, 2001 Julian) (Jumada Thania 23 or 22), 1422 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5761 Jewish Calendar) (2452,163.5th Julian day), the Zionists implemented their terrorist attack on New York City and Washington DC.]

فأراد أن يستفزهم من الأرض فاغرقه و من معه جميعا و فلن من بعد ليبني إسرائيل أسكنوا الأرض فإذا جاء وعد الآخرة جننا فكيفا و بالحق أنزله و بالحق نزل وما أرسلنا إلا So, he wanted to provoke them out of the Land, so we drowned him and the ones with him, all of them. And we said, from after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (from diverse backgrounds). And in the Haq we descended it (or him) and in the Haq it (or he) descended. And we have not sent you except as (verse 103 – 105 of Sura 17): (286 + 51 + 602 + 90 + 1032) + [1436 (or 1437) + 6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 302 + 138] + [1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 1233 (or 1232) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32] = [2061 + 2661 (or 2662)] + 4423 (or 4422) = 4722 (or 4723) + 4423 (or 4422) = **9145 (or 9146)**

ولقد عاتينا موسى تسع آيات بينات فس بني إسرائيل إذ جاءه فقال له فرعون إني لأظنك ياموسى محصورا قال لقد علمت ما أنزل هولاء إلا رب السموات والأرض بصائر ولي أظنك وافرعن مثيرا فأراد أن يستفزهم من الأرض فاغرقه و من معه جميعا و قننا من بعد ليبني إسرائيل أسكنوا الأرض فإذا جاء وعد الآخرة جننا فكيفا و بالحق أنزله و بالحق نزل وما أرسلنا إلا دينارا And we brought Moses nine Ayat (signs), so ask Children of Israel when he came to them. So, Pharaoh said to him: I think, O Moses, that you are bewitched. He said: You know that no one has sent down these, but Lord of the Heavens and the Earth as eye-openers and I think, O Pharaoh, you are doomed. So, he wanted to provoke them out of the Land, so we drowned him and the ones with him, all of them. And we said, from after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (from diverse backgrounds). And in the Haq we
descended it (or him) and in the Haq it (or he) descended. And we have not sent you except as a
Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and a Nazeer (Warner) (verse 101 – 105 of Sura 17): (6 + 134 + 463 + 116 + 530 + 413 + 463 + 170 + 62 + 302 + 701 + 50 + 211 + 35 + 406) + (61 + 1001 + 11 + 116 + 315 + 131 + 134 + 540 + 41 + 88 + 43 + 32 + 202 + 538 + 6 + 1032 + 303 + 6 + 61 + 1001 + 11 + 406 + 749 + 286 + 51 + 602 + 90 + 1032 + 1437 + 6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6) + (181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 303 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 + 55 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 + 32 + 543 + 6 + 961) = (4062 + 10661) + 6422 = 21145 (or 21146)

From the conquest and occupation of Jerusalem by the Crusaders for the first time in July 1099 till
the liberation of Jerusalem by Muslims from the Crusaders for the last time in July 1244, there are
145 years.

♦ سلام هي Peace, it is (verse 5 of Sura 97): 131 (or 130) + 15 = 146 (or 145) (146 is the 111th
Composite Number) (189 is the 146th Composite Number) (839 is the 146th Prime Number)

السم هي The Poison, it is : 131 + 15 = 146

علمها The knowledge of it (verse 52 of Sura 20): 146

يسوع Yasu (Yashua or Jesus): 146

من يوم on the Day (verse 9 of Sura 62, the title of this Sura is Friday): 90 + 56 = 146

السنة The Year: 146 (4 years = 4 x 365 days/year = 1460 days = 146 x 10 )

السنة The Sunnis (or The way of life of Prophet Mohammad (s.a.w.)): 146

الطائفية The Ta’ifiya (Sectarian or Sectarianism): 146

نكية الدجال Nakba (Catastrophe) of the Daajjal : 77 + 69 = 146

وعد الله Promise of Allah (God): 80 + 66 = 146

عدو الله Enemy of Allah: 80 + 66 = 146

يوم هبوط آدم وحواء Day of Hubut (Descent) of Adam and Hawwa (Eve): 56 + [22 + 46 (or 45) + 6 + 16] = 56 + 90 (or 89) = 146 (or 145)

يوم المهدي Day of the Mahdi : 56 + 90 = 146

ملك اليهود King of the Jews: 90 + 56 = 146

يوم وحي الله Day of Wahy () of Allah : 56 + 24 + 66 = 146
Noth of Nihaya (End): $75 + 71 = 146$

Madina (City/State) of the Pope: $109 + 37 = 146$

He came with (or brought) the Truth (verse 37 of Sura 37): $5 + 141 = 146$

Alama (Sign): 146

dajjal Gog + John: $(69 + 23) + 54 = 92 + 54 = 146$

Death of John: $92 + 54 = 146$

Mujiza (Miracle) of Ihyā (Resurrection): $125 + 21 = 146$

Tawafan (Flood): 146

So that We revive, by him, a (or his) country/city (verse 49 of Sura 25): 146

Janna (Paradise) of Eternal Abode (verse 15 of Sura 53): $58 + 88 = 146$

Barrier of Gog and Magog: $64 + (23 + 6 + 53) = 64 + 82 = 146$

The Qa’id (Leader): 146

London: 146

Their belief (verse 85 of Sura 40): 146 (or 147)

Pillars (Iram, city of ancient people of Aad, which God destroyed, used to be distinguished by its pillars, like the U.S. or N.Y. is distinguished by its skyscrapers.): 146

Wall Street + Manhattan: $(571 + 28) + 547 = 599 + 547 = 1146$ (equivalent to 146)

The Caliph, the Mahdi, the Imam son of Fatima: $(756 + 90) + (113 + 52 + 135) = 846 + 300 = 1146$

The knowledge of it is with my Lord. No one uncovers its timing, except (verse 187 of Sura 7): $146 + 1000 = 1146$

Say: The Knowledge of it is with Allah. And how would you know? Perhaps the Hour (verse 63 of Sura 33): 1146 (equivalent to 146)

the first one, we sent against you servants of ours of might.
(verse 5 of Sura 17): \((84 + 623 + 170) + (78 + 81 + 47 + 63) = 877 + 269 = 1146\)

He said: O My Son! Do not narrate your vision (or apparition) (verse 5 of Sura 12): \(131 + (72 + 31 + 680 + 232) = 131 + 1015 = 1146\)

Day of Promise of Awda (Return) of the Islamic Caliphate: \(56 + 80 + 85 + [747 + 178 (or 177)] = 56 + [80 + 85 + 925 (or 924)] = 56 + 1090 (or 1089) = 1146 (or 1145)\)

\(= 2 \times 3 \times 191\) (equivalent to 146) (1146 is the 956th Composite Number) (1365 is the 1146th Composite Number)

Kingdom of the Franj (Franks) + Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of the Holiness): \([135 + 364 (or 365)] + (412 + 235) = 499 (or 500) + 647 = 1146 (or 1147)\)

[Muslims used to refer to the Crusaders as the Ifranj (Franks)]

Day of the Thalith (Third) + Tishreen, the First (October): \(56 + [1062 + (960 + 68)] = 56 + (1062 + 1028) = 56 + 2090 = 2146\)

Close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq, that is (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): \((111 + 312) + 56 + [236 + 539 + 141 + 750 (or 751)] = 423 + [56 + 1667 (or 1666)] = 423 + 1723 (or 1722) = 2146 (or 2145)\)

Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, we return and make Jahannam (Hell) for the Unbelievers (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17): \((140 + 262 + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51 + 681 + 138) + (61 + 639 + 229 + 67 + 245) = 1935 (or 1934) + 1211 = 3146 (or 3145)\)

Day of Thalith wa Ishreen (Twenty Third) + Shaban: \([1062 (or 1061) + 6 + 630] + 423 = [56 + [1667 (or 1666)] + 423] = 1723 (or 1722) + 423 = 2146 (or 2145)\)

The first Crusade started their march from Europe on Friday August 15, 1096 AD (Shaban 23, 489 Hijri) and conquered Jerusalem on Friday, July 15, 1099 AD Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 4859 Jewish Calendar)

Your faces and enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Like the Salibiyoon (Crusaders) entered it the first time: \((80 + 6 + 681 + 138) + (61 + 639 + 229 + 67 + 245) = 905 + 1241 = 2146\)

Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Like the Salibiyoon (Crusaders) entered it the first time: \([5 + 80 + 838 (or 837)] + (107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138) + (61 + 639 + 229 + 37 + 245) = 1935 (or 1934) + 1211 = 3146 (or 3145)\)

Jumada + Thalatha Ishreen (Twenty Three): \(58 + [1036 (or 1035) + 630] + 1422 = [58 + 1666 (or 1665)] + 1422 = 1724 (or 1723) + 1422 = 3146 (or 3145)\)
On Tuesday, September 11, 2001 Gregorian (August 29, 2001 Julian) (Jumada Thania 23 (or 22), 1422 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5761 Jewish Calendar) (2452,163.5th Julian day), the Zionists implemented their terrorist attack on New York City and Washington DC.

Jumada + Thalith wa Ishreen (Twenty Third) + 1422: 58 + [1030 + 6 + 630] + 1422 = (58 + 1666) + 1422 = 1724 + 1422 = 3146

And (or By) the Dawn and the ten nights and the Shaf’(even) and the Watr (odd) and the night when it passes (moves, travels, or does Israa) (verses 1 - 4 of Sura 89): (6 + 314 + 6 + 71 + 570 + 6 + 481 + 6 + 637 + 6 + 71 + 702) + 270 = 2876 + 270 = 3146 (equivalent to 146) (3146 is the 2699th Composite Number)

في ذلك اليوم الحاق بالحق و أدنى من غروب الشمس و في بعض و لقى و أدرك و قالوا و إن الخطابات الأخرى و العذاب و دخلوا الجنة، كل ذلك يوم يوم

شمس و قبل الغروب و من الليل فسحه و أديرو السجود و استمع يوم ينادى المنادي من مكان قريب يوم يسمعون الصبيحة بالحق ذلك يوم

And listen the Day the caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq, that is Day (verse 39 – 42 of Sura 50): [400 + 6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 71 + 155 + 6 + 207 (or 208) + 104 + 6] + (571 + 56 + 65 + 136 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141 + 750 ) + 56 = 2422 (or 2423) + (2668 + 56) = 2422 (or 2423) + 2724 = 5146 (or 5147)

فإذا جاء وعد الآخرة ليوسف و جوهرا و دخلوا المسجد كما دخلوه أول مرة و أيتوبا و معنا طلبت إعفى ربك

When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, we return and make (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17): [782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645] + (37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 106 + 1012 + 140 + 262 + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 154) = 3423 (or 3422) + 3723 = 7146 (or 7145)
So, he wanted to provoke them out of the Land, so we drowned him and the ones with him, all of them. And we said, from after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (from diverse backgrounds). And in the Haq we descended it (or him) and in the Haq it (or he) descended. And we have not sent you except as a Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and a Nazeer (Warner) (verse 103 – 105 of Sura 17): (286 + 51 + 602 + 90 + 1032) + [1437 (or 1436) + 6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 302 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 1232 + 55 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32 + 542 + 6 + 960] = 2061 + 2662 (or 2661) + 4423 (or 4422) = 9146 (or 9145)

The Temple: 147 (147 is the 112th Composite Number) (190 is the 147th Composite Number) (853 is the 147th Prime Number) (2516 is the 2147th Composite Number)

The Jewish State: 76 + 71 = 147 [Father of Zionism, Jewish journalist Theodor Herzl’s famous booklet titled Der Judenstaat (The Jewish State), advocating the creation of a Jewish state, was published in Vienna, Austria, on February 14, 1896 (Shaban 29 (or Ramadan 1), 1313 Hijri) (Shevat 30, 5656 Jewish Calendar).]

Hadd (Destruction) of the Mosque: 9 + 138 = 147

Musiba (Calamity, Affliction, or Disaster) (verse 22 of Sura 57): 147

مولد بن داود Birth of Son of David: 80 + (52 + 15) = 80 + 67 = 147

 وعد بن داود Promise of Son of David: 80 + [52 (or 53) + 15] = 80 + 67 (or 68) = 147 (or 146)

و بالحق And on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) (verse 105 of Sura 17): 6 + 2 + 139 = 147

إسلاميه Islamiya (Islamic): 147 (or 146)

الدين الجديد The New Religion: 95 + 52 = 147

الوقود The fuel (verse 5 of Sura 48): 147
despicable water (or fluid) (verse 20 of Sura 77): \(42 + 105 = 147\)

Promise of Hazima (Defeat): \(80 + 67 = 147\)

Nihaya (End) of the State: \(71 + 76 = 147\)

Nihaya (End) of Yajuj (Gog) + Majuj (Magog): \(71 + (23 + 53) = 71 + 76 = 147\)

Zu Al-Qarnain: \(706 + 441 = 1147\) (equivalent to \(147\)) (1147 is the 957th Composite Number) (1366 is the 1147th Composite Number) (He is a righteous King who supposedly ruled a huge empire in ancient times, is mentioned in the Quran in Sura Al-Kahf (Sura 18) and is credited for building a barrier against Gog and Magog.)

The Trumpet was blown (or sounded) (verse 99 of Sur 18) & (verse 20 of Sura 50): \(730 + 90 + 327 = 1147\) (equivalent to \(147\))

About the Hour. When will its docking (arrival) be? Say: Its knowledge of it is with \(120 + 167 + 62 + 306\) (or 307) + \(130 + 92 + 146 + 124 = 1147\) (or \(1148\))

Fall of the British United Kingdom: \(175 + 166 + 488 + 318 = 1147\) (equivalent to \(147\))

War of Russia and United Kingdom: \(210 + 277 + 6 + 654 = 1147\)

Collapse + Hazima (Defeat) of China + Korea + Britain + Kingdom of the Dajjal (Anti-Christ): \(175 + (67 + 181 + 237 + 283 + 135 + 69) + 175 + 972 = 1147\) (equivalent to \(147\))

Hazima (Defeat) of China + Korea + Collapse of the Shuyuiyeen (Communists): \(67 + 181 + 237 + 175 + 487 = 1147\) (equivalent to \(147\))

Nuclear Weapons + Israel + China + The Shuyuiyoon (Communists): \((181 + 302 + 181) + 483 = 664 + 483 = 1147\) (equivalent to \(147\))

Nuclear Weapons + Koriyoon (Koreans) + China + The Shuyuiyoon (Communists): \((181 + 302 + 181) + 483 = 664 + 483 = 1147\) (equivalent to \(147\))

The Mushawiz (Sorcerer): \(1147\) (equivalent to \(147\))

Kingdom of the Ifranj (Franks) + Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of the Holiness): \([135 + 365\) (or 364)\] + \((412 + 235) = 500\) (or 499) + \(647 = 1147\) (or \(1146\)) [Muslims used to refer to the Crusaders as the Ifranj (Franks)]

The Mushawiz (Sorcerer): \(1147\) (equivalent to \(147\))

The Mushawiz (Sorcerer): \(1147\) (equivalent to \(147\))

Kingdom of the Ifranj (Franks) + Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of the Holiness): \([135 + 365\) (or 364)\] + \((412 + 235) = 500\) (or 499) + \(647 = 1147\) (or \(1146\)) [Muslims used to refer to the Crusaders as the Ifranj (Franks)]

The Mushawiz (Sorcerer): \(1147\) (equivalent to \(147\))

Kingdom of the Ifranj (Franks) + Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of the Holiness): \([135 + 365\) (or 364)\] + \((412 + 235) = 500\) (or 499) + \(647 = 1147\) (or \(1146\)) [Muslims used to refer to the Crusaders as the Ifranj (Franks)]

The Mushawiz (Sorcerer): \(1147\) (equivalent to \(147\))

Kingdom of the Ifranj (Franks) + Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of the Holiness): \([135 + 365\) (or 364)\] + \((412 + 235) = 500\) (or 499) + \(647 = 1147\) (or \(1146\)) [Muslims used to refer to the Crusaders as the Ifranj (Franks)]

The Mushawiz (Sorcerer): \(1147\) (equivalent to \(147\))

Kingdom of the Ifranj (Franks) + Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of the Holiness): \([135 + 365\) (or 364)\] + \((412 + 235) = 500\) (or 499) + \(647 = 1147\) (or \(1146\)) [Muslims used to refer to the Crusaders as the Ifranj (Franks)]
Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, we return and make Jahannam (Hell) for the Unbelievers (verse 8 of Sura 17): \(140 + 262 + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 154 + 98 + 422 = 1725 + 422 = 2147\)

The Hour is coming. I almost hide it (verse 15 of Sura 20): \((51 + 562 + 811) + (26 + 697) = 1424 + 723 = 2147\)

Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafif (from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq, we descended it (or him) and in the Haq, it (or he) descended. And we have not (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): \(62 + [312 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141] + (143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41) = [62 + 3661 + 424] = 3723 + 424 = 4147\)

and how would you know what the Night of Qadr is (or which one is the Night of Qadr). Night (Eve) of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend (or are brought down) in it, by the permission of their Lord, from every command. Peace it is (verse 1-2 of Sura 97): \(6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + (75 + 335) + (75 + 335) + [(810 + 90 + 111 + 505) + 487] + [136 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 + 15] = (314 + 410 + 410) + [(1516 + 487) + 2010] = 1134 + [2003 + 2010] = 1134 + 4013 = 5147\)

(5147 is the 686th Prime Number)

♦ The drought: \(148 = 2 \times 2 \times 37\) (148 is the 113th Composite Number) (192 is the 148th Composite Number) (857 is the 148th Prime Number) (4794 is the 4148th Composite Number)

The descent of the Wahi (Revelation): \(93 + 55 = 148\)

Day of Awwal (Beginning) of the Wahi (Revelation): \(56 + (37 + 55) = 56 + 92 = 148\)

Alam (Pain) of the Wilada (Birth or Delivery): \(71 + 77 = 148\)

The Muzzamil (Wrapped in garments) (verse 1 of Sura 73): 148

State of Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil): \(45 + 103 = 148\)

Hadd (Destruction) of Balad (Country/Land) of Iblees (Devil): \(9 + (36 + 103) = 9 + 139 = 148\)

The Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) (verse 105 of Sura 17) +
Hadd (Destruction): \(139 + 9 = 148\)

Promise of Hadd (Destruction) of Elijah: \((80 + 9) + 59 = 89 + 59 = 148\)

King of Jinna (Jinn – invisible creatures): \(90 + 58 = 148\)

Barrier of the Jinn (invisible creatures): \(64 + 84 = 148\)

Greece (or the Greeks): 148

The Italiyeen (Italians): 148

Thanks to Allah: 148

Zu Al-Hijjat: \(706 + 442 = 1148\)

Promise of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders’) Entrance of the Quds (Jerusalem): \(80 + [(640 + 233) + 195] = 80 + (873 + 195) = 80 + 1068 = 1148\)

Istish’had (Martyrdom) of Al-Hussein son of Ali: \(56 + 771 + (159 + 52 \text{ or } 53 + 110) = 56 + 771 + 321 \text{ or } 322 = 56 + 1092 \text{ or } 1093 = 1148 \text{ or } 1149\)

[Al-Hussein (r. a. a.), grandchild of Prophet Mohammad (s.a.a.w.s.) was killed on October 10, 680 AD Julian (October 13, 680 AD Gregorian) (Muharram 10, 61 AH) (1969,710.5th or 1969,711th Julian Day). Karbala is also used to refer to the incident of martyrdom of Al-Hussein.]

Istish’had (Martyrdom) of Al-Hussein + Ali son of Abi Talib: \(771 + 159 + 110 + 53 \text{ or } 52 + 13 + 42 = 1148 \text{ or } 1147\)

We have descended unto you the Quran, in descension (verse 23 of Sura 76): \((138 + 130) + 382 \text{ or } 383 + 498 = 268 + 382 \text{ or } 383 + 498 = 1148 \text{ or } 1149\)

The EarthQuake: \(106 + 1042 = 1148\)

Nihaya (End) of Manhattan + Nakba (Catastrophe) of the Nuclear Weapons War: \((71 + 547) + 77 + (210 + 135 + 108) = (618 + 77) + 453 = 695 + 453 = 1148 (1148 is the 958th Composite Number) \(1368\) is the 1148th Composite Number)

the Believers were tested (or tried) and shaken by a powerful shaking event (verse 11 of Sura 33): 1148

Say : You have an appointed day. You will not postponed (delayed or put back) (verse 30 of Sura 34): \(2148 \text{ or } 2149\) \(2148\) is the 1823rd Composite Number

Al-Thalith wa Al-Ishroon (The Twenty Third) + Shaban: \(1062 + 6 + 657 + 423 = 2148\)
May 28 is the 148th day of the Gregorian year.

On July 23, 1148 AD Julian (July 30, 1148 Gregorian) (Rabi Awwal 5, 543 Hijri) (Av 5, 4908 Hebrew), the Second Crusade, aiming to conquer Damascus, reached Damascus outskirts and laid a siege on Damascus. The city was ruled by a Muslim named Mu'in Ad-Din Unur. The siege lasted from July 23 till July 28, 1148 AD (Rabi Awwal 10, 543 Hijri) (Av 10, 4908 Hebrew). Nur Ad-Din Zangi, Muslim ruler of Aleppo, arrived with Muslim reinforcements and cut off the Crusaders. The Crusaders’ siege ended in a decisive crusader defeat. The entire crusader army retreated back to Jerusalem by July 28, 1148 AD. Mu'in Ad-Din was forced to acknowledge Nur Ad-Din as his overlord.
Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of Hisab (Judgment): $56 + (22 + 71) = 56 + 93 = 149$

Nihaya (End) of the Ula (First One): $71 + 78 = 149$ (The Ula refers to our current life or world.)

Nihaya (End) of Haml (Pregnancy): $71 + 78 = 149$

Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) of Apollo 11: $93 + (45 + 11) = 93 + 56 = 149$

Day of Descent: $56 + 93 = 149$

Day of Star: $56 + 93 = 149$

Isbahan: 149

Al-Hasan (The Hasan – one of two sons of Fatima, daughter of Prophet Mohammad (p)): 149

Matla (Rise or Beginning) (verse 5 of Sura 97): 149

Promise of the Dajjal: $80 + 69 = 149$

Mawlid (Birth) of the Dajjal: $80 + 69 = 149$

The Mahdi + Elijah: $90 + 59 = 149$

The Mahdi + John: $90 + 59 = 149$

Jewish City/State: $109 + 40 = 149$

Hadd (Destruction) of the Madina (City): $9 + 140 = 149$

The Pacific Ocean: $98 + 51 = 149$

Barrier of the Jann (Jinn- invisible creatures): $64 + 85 = 149$

Hadd (Destruction) of Barrier of Gog + Magog: $(9 + 64) + (23 + 53) = 73 + 76 = 149$

Son of David + Gog + Jinn (demons): $(52 + 21) + (23 + 53) = 73 + 76 = 149$

Son of David + Gog + Magog: $(52 + 21) + (23 + 53) = 73 + 76 = 149$

The American President George W. Bush: $(311 + 312) + (212 + 6 + 308) = 623 + 526 = 1149$ (equivalent to 149) ($= 3 \times 383$) (1149 is the 959th Composite Number)
(1369 is the 1149th Composite Number)

Banu (Children of) the Nadheer (Jewish Tribe that used to live in Arabia): $58 + 1091 = 1149$ (equivalent to 149)

And (God) torments the Hypocrites (verse 6 of Sura 48): $6 + 782 + 361 = 1149$

Tabaddul (Switch) of the Qutban (Two Poles), the Northern and the Southern: $436 + 193 + 412 + 6 + 102 = 1149$

Ihya (Resurrection) of John Paul + Maqtal (Death) of Pope Francis: $21 + (54 + 38) + 570 + 6 + 460 = 21 + 92 + 570 + 6 + 460 = 1149$

Hadd (Destruction) of Mosque of Dome of the Rock: $9 + [107 + (107 + 926)] = 9 + (107 + 1033) = 9 + 1140 = 1149$ (equivalent to 149)

Istish’had (Martyrdom) of Al-Hussein son of Ali: $56 + 771 + [159 + 53 (or 52) + 110] = 56 + 771 + 322 (or 321) = 56 + 1093 (or 1092) = 1149$ (or 1148)

We have descended unto you the Quran, in descension (verse 23 of Sura 76): $(138 + 130) + 383 (or 382) + 498 = 268 + 383 (or 382) + 498 = 1149$ (or 1148)

One Augustus (August): $19 + 1130 = 1149$

Augustus (August) 19: $1130 + 19 = 1149$

Space Markaba (Shuttle): $267 + 882 = 1149$

Land Collapse of Moscow, Russia: $740 + 409 = 1149$

The Tadmeer (Destruction) of City of Leningrad: $685 + 1464 = 2149$ (equivalent 149)

Lailat (Eve) of Head (Beginning) of the year + 1444 Hijriya: $75 + (261 + 146) + 1444 + 223 = 75 + (407 + 1444) + 223 = 75 + (1851 + 223) = 75 + 2074 = 2149$

He is the Truth (verse 6 of Sura 22): $11 + 139 = 150$ (150 is the 114th Composite Number) (195 is the 150th Composite Number) (863 is the 150th Prime Number)

Sultan (verse 23 of Sura 40): $150$ (or 149)

Knowledgeable (verse 53 of Sura 15) & (verse 97 of Sura 5): 150

knows (verse 97 of Sura 5): 150
Jesus: 150

The Pope YoHanna (John) Paul: $37 + (75 + 38) = 37 + 113 = 150$

We ransomed him (verse 107 of Sura 37): \textbf{150 (or 149)}

Kingdom of David: $135 + 15 = 150$

Prostrate to Adam (verse 11 of Sura 7): $75 + 75$ (or 76) $= 150$ \textbf{(or 151)}

Building of the Haikal (Temple): $54 + 96 = 150$

The Najasa (Impurity): 150

Their Cave (verse 17 of Sura 18): 150

Walks (or Moves) fast (verse 20 of Sura 36): 150

Lenin: 150 (Russian Communist Leader)

Qiyam (Resurrection, Outbreak or Rise): \textbf{150 (or 151)}

Qudum (Coming): 150

Inhiyar (Collapse) of Mine of Chile: $267 + (133 + 750) = 267 + 883 = 1150$

Aqwa (Most Powerful) Earthly Hazza (Quake): $117 + 17 + 1016 = 1150$

[On May 22, 1960 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1379 Hijri), the \textbf{most powerful earthquake} (measuring 9.5) ever recorded throughout history in the World happened in \textbf{Valdivia, Chile}.]

Khuruj (Coming out) of the Tariq: $809 + 341 = 1150$ (equivalent to 150)

(1150 is the \textbf{960th} Composite Number) \hspace{1cm} (1370 is the \textbf{1150th} Composite Number)

Tabadul (Switch) of the Qutban (Two Poles), the Northern and the Southern: $437 + 193 + 412 + 6 + 102 = 1150$

Al-Nakba (the Disaster) + Khusf (Land Collapse) of New York: $= 108 + 740 + 302 = 1150$ (equivalent to 150)

The Fourteenth of Huzairan (June): $(304 + 570) + 276 = 874 + 276 = 1150$ (equivalent to 150)

The Aggression + Tarheel (Deportation) of Al-Filisteeniyeen (The Palestinians): $162 + 648 + 340 = 1150$ (equivalent to 150)
 وعد ترحيل الفلسطينيون بلادهم Promise of Tarheel (Deportation) of Al-Filisteeniyeen (The Palestinians) + Biladihim (Their Homelands): 80 + 648 + 340 + 82 = 1150 (equivalent to 150)

ترحيل الفلسطينيون + المملكه Tarheel (Deportation) of the Filisteeniyoon (Palestinians) + The Kingdom (meaning Kingdom of Israel): 648 + 336 + 166 = 1150 (equivalent to 150)

دخل الصليبيون أول مرة the Salibiyoon (Crusaders) entered it the first time: 639 + 229 + 37 + 245 = 1150

وعد الآخرين ليسوا وجوهكم وlidخلوا المسجد كما دخلوا أول مرة وليتبروا ما علو تنبهر عسي ربيكم إن يرحمكم وإن عدت عدنا وجعلنا Promise of the End Times, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, we return and we make (verse 7–8 of Sura 17): (80 + 1233 + 108) + (80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 640 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 106 + 1012 + 140 + 262 + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 154 ) = 1421 + 5729 = 7150

ورد الأرض فاغرقه و من معه جميعا وقلنا من بعده لبني إسرائيل أسكنوا الأرض فإذا جاء وعد الأخرى جننا بكمن ليف The Ard (Land), so we drowned him and those with him, altogether. And we said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafif (from mixed backgrounds) (from mixed backgrounds) (verse 103 – 104 of Sura 17): (1032 + 1436 + 6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 302 + 138 + 1032) + (782 + 5 + 80 + 1232 + 64 + 62 + 200) = 4725 + 2425 = 7150

♦ يوم الدين Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment) (verse 4 of Sura 1) & (verse 12 of Sura 51) & (verse 35 of Sura 15): 56 + 95 = 151 (151 is the 36th Prime Number) (196 is the 151st Composite Number)

الحياة الدنيا The life of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 55 + 96 = 151

يوم الحج + إيليا Day of the Pilgrimage + Elia (Jerusalem): 56 + (42 + 53) = 56 + 95 = 151

يوم السد Day of the Barrier: 56 + 95 = 151

الموعد The Mawid (Appointment or Appointed Time): 151

أسجدوا لأنتم Prostrate to Adam (verse 11 of Sura 7): 75 + 76 (or 75) = 151 (or 150)

قائم Qiyam (Resurrection, Outbreak or Rise): 151 (or 150)

قائم Qa’im (One who will be resurrected) (Title used by Shia to refer to the Mahdi): 151

يوم اليابان Day of Japan: 56 + 95 = 151 | World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 a.m. (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means
the surrender took place on Saturday, **September 1, 1945** around **8:00 p.m.** (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (**Ramadan 23**, 1364 Hijri) (**Elul 23**, 5705 Jewish Calendar). This day is known as **Japan Day**.

- **Halak (Devastation) of Japan**: $56 + 95 = 151$
- **Day of the Hudna (Truce or Armistice)**: $56 + 95 = 151$
- **Day + He (God) reveals to you (verse 3 of Sura 42)**: $56 + (34 + 61) = 56 + 95 = 151$
- **Jewish Temple**: $116 + 35 = 151$
- **Kisleu 25**: $126 (or 116) + 25 = 151 (or 141) [Feast/Festival of Lights, also known as **Hanukkah or Feast of Dedication**, is an 8-day Jewish Holiday that commemorates the victory of practicing Jews and re-dedication of the Jewish Temple in Jerusalem to God on **25th day of Kislev (or Kisleu)** (165 B.C.), after it was transformed by Greek Seleucid King Antiochus IV into a pagan temple and was desecrated by performing pagan rituals in the Jewish Temple, such as slaughtering and offering unholy sacrifices to pagan gods, three years earlier also on **25th day of Kislev (or Kisleu)** (168 B.C.)] **(Kisleu or Kislev is 9th Month in the religious Jewish Calendar)**
- **Dai (Caller or Inviter) to Allah (verse 31 of Sura 46)**: $85 + 66 = 151$
- **Promise of Allah has arrived** : $5 + (80 + 66) = 5 + 146 = 151$
- **Promise of Nihaya (End)** : $80 + 71 = 151$
- **There is no God but me (verse 14 of Sura 20)**: $31 + 36 + 32 + 52 = 151$
- **40 Aam (Years)**: $40 + 111 = 151$
- **The Promise + The Hadd (Destruction)**: $111 + 40 = 151$
- **The Elephant (verse 1 of Sura 105)**: $151$
- **The Ants (verse 18 of Sura 27)**: $151$
- **The blind Individuals (verse 81 of Sura 27)**: $151$
- **And found you having a family (verse 8 of Sura 93)**: $6 + 33 + 112 = 151$
- **Prostrate to Adam (verse 50 of Sura 18)**: $75 + 76 = 151$
- **We perished them (verse 59 of Sura 17)**: $151$
- **Son of David**: $52 + 99 = 151 (or 152)$
The Dajjal Gog and Magog: 69 + (23 + 6 + 53) = 69 + 82 = 151

An Oath to someone who has a brain (verse 5 of Sura 89): 200 + 740 + 211 = 1151 (equivalent to 151)

Hadd (Destruction) of Nagasaki: 9 + 1142 (or 1141) = 1151 (or 1150) [The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time)]

Khusf (Collapse) of City of New York: 740 + 109 + 302 = 1151 (equivalent to 151)

Third Haikal (Temple) + The Jews: [1030 (or 1031) + 65] + 56 = 1095 (or 1152)

Day of Third Haikal (Temple): 56 + [1030 (or 1031) + 65] = 56 + 1095 (or 1096) = 1151 (or 1152)

Istirdad (Recapture) of Muslimeen (Muslims) of the Quds (Jerusalem): 56 + (670 + 230 + 195) = 56 + 1095 = 1151

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of + the abode (home) of the End Times (verse 64 of Sura 29): 56 + 22 + [236 + 837 (or 838)] = 56 + [22 + 1073 (or 1074)] = 56 + 1095 (or 1096) = 1151 (or 1152)

Day of the Hour + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Heaveal) + The Maseekh (False Messiah): (56 + 167 + 187) + 741 = 410 + 741 = 1151

Day of Qurbان (Sacrificial offering) of Antiochus: 56 + (353 + 742) = 56 + 1095 = 1151

Anti-Christ: 461 + 690 (or 691) = 1151 (or 1152) (equivalent to 151)

Zi Al-Qarnain (verse 83 of Sura 18): 710 + 441 = 1151 (equivalent to 151) [Zi Al-Qarnain is the King mentioned in Quran, verse 83 of Sura 18, who built a barrier against Gog & Magog]

Milad (Birth) of Emperator + Alexander + the Macdoni (Macedonian): 85 + [459 (or 458) + 366] + 241 = 85 + 825 (or 824) + 241 = 85 + 1066 (or 1065) = 1151 (or 1150)

Milad (Birth) of Emperor + Alexander + the Macdoni (Macedonian): 85 + (459 + 366) + 241 = 85 + 825 + 241 = 85 + 1066 = 1151

Qiyama (Resurrection or Rise) of Pope John Paul + Masra
(Death) of the Pope Francis: $156 + (6 + 54 + 38) + 400 + (37 + 460) = 156 + 98 + 400 + 497 = 1151$

The Roman Catholic Church: $176 + 632 (or 633) + 343 = 1151 (or 1152)$

Khuruj (Coming out) of the Hussein to the Kufa: $809 + 159 + 41 + 142 = 1151$

And completes His bounties upon you (verse 2 of Sura 48): $1151$ (equivalent to 151)

We descended unto you the Zikr (verse 44 of Sura 16): $139 + 61 + 951 = 1151$

Akhir (End) of the Cancer: $801 (or 802) + 350 (or 351) = 1151 (1152 or 1153)$

get scattered: $1151$

Tahawwul (Change) + The Qutban (Two Poles), the Northern + the Southern: $(444 + 193) + 412 + 102 = 637 + 514 = 1151$

Day of the Hazza Ardiya (EarthQuake): $56 + (48 + 1047) = 56 + 1095 = 1151$

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Zilzal (Quake) of Earth: $75 + (75 + 1001) = 75 + 1076 = 1151$

And those who believe in what has been sent down to you (verse 4 of Sura 2): $1151$

Tasi Ashar (Nineteenth) + May: $(530 + 570) + 51 = 1100 + 51 = 1151$

$(1151$ is the $190^{th}$ Prime Number) $(1371$ is the $1151^{st}$ Composite Number)

Day of Shaq (Splitting) of the Red Yam (Sea) + Crossing of the Jews: $56 + (400 + 81 + 280) + (278 + 56) = 56 + (761 + 334) = 56 + 1095 = 1151$ (This refers to the splitting of the Red Sea and Children of Israel’s miraculous Crossing of the Red Sea led by Moses.)

Day of the Entrance + Al-Salibyoon (Crusaders) + Jerusalem: $56 + 671 + (229 + 195) = 56 + (671 + 424) = 56 + 1095 = 1151$ [The Crusaders conquered Jerusalem on Friday, July 15, 1099 AD Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 4859 Jewish Calendar)]

Day of Thalatha wa Ishreen (Twenty Three) + Shaban: $56 + (1036 + 6 + 630) + 423 = 56 + (1672 + 423) = 56 + 2095 = 2151$ [The first Crusade started their march from Europe on Friday August 15, 1096 AD (Shaban 23, 489 Hijri) and conquered Jerusalem on Friday, July 15, 1099 AD Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 4859 Jewish Calendar)]

Petersburg, Russia: $1874 + 277 = 2151$
The Day the Trumpet is blown and We do Hashr (gather) the Mujrimeen (evil-doers) (verse 102 of Sura 20):

\[56 + [(740 + 90 + 327) + (6 + 558)] + 374 = 56 + (1157 + 564) + 374 = (56 + 1721) + 374 = 1777 + 374 = 2151 = (3 \times 3 \times 239) \text{(2151 is the 1826th Composite Number)}

The Third Secret + Fatima + The Portugal: 

\[[291 + 1061 (or 1062)] + 135 + 1664 = 1352 (or 1353) + 135 + 1664 = 3151 (or 3152) \text{(3151 is the 2704th Composite Number)}\]

When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Aqsa + Like the Salibiyoon (Crusaders) entered it the first time: 2717 (or 2716) + 223 + 1211 = 4151 (or 4150)

Rahman, the Raheem. Glory be to the one who sent, in a journey, his worshipper at night, from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we had blessed its surroundings, to show him (verse 1 of Sura 17): 

\[[298 + 289 + 121 (or 120) + 741 + 271 + 83 + 71 + 90 + 138 + 280 + 41] + [138 + 232 + 741 + 273 (or 274) + 49 + 295] = 2423 (or 2422) + 1728 (or 1729) = 4141 (or 4142)

Today, Akmalt (I have completed) your Deen (Religion or Judgment) for you and Atmamt (I have completed) my blessing upon you and Radeet (I have accepted, favored or chosen) for you the Islam as a religion (verse 3 of Sura 5): 87 + 491 + 90 + 124 + 6 + 881 + 170 + 570 + 6 + 1410 + 90 + 162 (or 163) + 64 (or 65) = 87 + 4000 (or 4001) + 64 (or 65) = 4151 (4152 or 4153) \text{(4151 is the 3580th Composite Number) (4797 is the 4151st Composite Number)}

After him to Bani (Children) of Israel. Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), we descended it/him and in the Haq it/he descended. And We have not sent you, except as a Mubashshir (Bearer of good news) and as a Nazeer (Warner). (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): 

\[6151 (or 6152) \text{ (equivalent to 151)} \text{(6151 is the 802nd Prime Number)}\]

August 2 is the 214th day of the Gregorian Calendar. There are 151 days remaining until the end of the year.

Ahmadi Al-Nejjad (President of Iran): 63 + 89 = 152 = (8 \times 19) \text{(152 is the 115th Composite Number) (198 is the 152nd Composite Number) (881 is the 152nd Prime Number) (3664 is the 3152nd Composite Number)}

John Paulus (Paul): 54 + 98 = 152

The Sindbad (a character in ancient Arabic stories who used to be portrayed as someone...
who can fly using a carpet): 152

السودان Sudan: 152

الإيطاليين Al-Italiyeen (The Italians): 152

يوم الأسد Day of the Asad (Lion or Leo): 56 + 96 = 152 (July 23 is the first day of Leo zodiac sign)

يوم الهيكل Day of the Haikal (Temple): 56 + 96 = 152

يوم الدنيا Day of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 56 + 96 = 152

يوم الوطن Day of the Watan (Nation, Country of Citizenship): 56 + 96 = 152

ابن دايند Son of David: 53 (or 52) + 99 = 152 (or 151)

أول سنة Awwal (Beginning) of Year: 37 + 115 = 152

أنتي كرايست Anti-Christ: 461 + 691 (or 690) = 1152 (or 1151) (equivalent to 152)

ثالث هيكل + اليهود Third Haikal (Temple) + The Jews: [1031 (or 1030) + 65] + 56 = 1096 (or 1095) + 56 = 1152 (or 1151)

يوم ثالث هيكل Day of Third Haikal (Temple): 56 + [1031 (or 1030) + 65] = 56 + 1096 (or 1095) = 1152 (or 1151)

انتصار مماليك + هزيمة صليبيين Intisar (Victory) of Mamaleek (Mamluks) + Hazima (Defeat) of Saleebyiyeen (Crusaders): (742 + 141) + (67 + 202) = 883 + 269 = 1152

أن يخسف بكم جانب البر To subject you to a collapse of the land side (verse 68 of Sura 17): 51 + 750 + 62 + 56 + 233 = 1152 (equivalent to 152)

الواهيه + دمار + مناهتن + نيويورك The Wahiya (Catastrophe) + Damar ( Destruction) of Manhattan, New York: 58 + 245 + 547 + 302 = 1152 (equivalent to 152)

إنه هو رب الشعرئ و إنه أهله عادا الأولى that Howa (Allah) is Lord of the Shira (Sirius Star) and that He perished (destroyed) the First Aad (verse 49 - 50 of Sura 53): 56 + 11 + 202 + 611 + [6 + 56 + 56 + (76 + 78)] = (56 + 11 + 202 + 611) + (6 + 56 + 56 + 154) = 880 + 272 = 1152

الكنيسة الكاثوليكية الرومانية The Roman Catholic Church: 176 + 633 (or 632) + 343 = 1152 (or 1151)

كنيسه قدس بطرس + فاتيكان Saint Peter’s Church + Vatican: (145 + 174 + 271) + 562 = 590 + 562 = 1152
Akhir (End) of the Cancer : 801 (or 802) + 351 (or 350) = 1152 (1151 or 1153)  
(July 22 is the end of Cancer zodiac sign)

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of + the abode (home) of the End Times 
(verse 64 of Sura 29): 56 + 22 + [236 + 838 (or 837)] = 56 + [22 + 1074 (or 1073)] = 56 + 1096 (or 1095) = 1152 (or 1151)

Day of Inha (Ending) of Caliphate of Al-Hussein son Ali : 56 + [58 + (716 + 159 + 53 + 110)] = 56 + (58 + 1038) = 56 + 1096

Day of Nihaya (End) of the Second World War : 56 + 71 + (241 + 187 + 597) = 56 + [71 + 1025 (or 1024)] = 56 + 1096 (or 1095) = 1152 (or 1151)  
[ World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5 Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar). ]

Day of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders’) Entrance into the Aqsa: 56 + (640 + 233 + 223) = 56 + 1096 = 1152

Day of Inha (Ending) of Caliphate of Al-Hussein son Ali : 56 + [58 + (716 + 159 + 53 + 110)] = 56 + (58 + 1038) = 56 + 1096 = 1152

A firmly fixed place for a known period (verse 21 – 22 of Sura 77): (501+ 120 + 41 + 304) + 186 = 966 + 186 = 1152

Day of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders’) Entrance into the Aqsa: 56 + (640 + 233 + 223) = 56 + 1096 = 1152

The first Crusade started their march from Europe on Friday, August 15, 1096 AD (Shaban 23, 489 Hijri) and conquered Jerusalem on Friday, July 15, 1099 AD Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 4859 Jewish Calendar)

 Promise of the End Times come, they shall ruin your faces and enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Like the Salibiyyoun (Crusaders) entered it the first time : [5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 113 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138] +
Take my enemy and your enemy as your Awliya (Protectors, Guardians, or OverLords), offering them cordiality (verse 1 of Sura 60): 3152

Those who follow the Messenger, the Illiterate Prophet, whom they will find written with them in the Torah and the Gospel (verse 157 of Sura 7): 4152 (or 4161) (2 x 2 x 2 x 3 x 173) (4152 is the 3581st Composite Number)

Today, Akmalt (I have completed) your Deen (Religion or Judgment) for you and Atmamt (I have completed) my blessing upon you and Radeet (I have accepted, favored or chosen) for you the Islam as a religion (verse 3 of Sura 5): 87 + 491 + 90 + 124 + 6 + 881 + 170 + 570 + 6 + 1410 + 90 + 162 (or 163) + 65 (or 64) = 87 + 4000 (or 4001) + 65 (or 64) = 4152 (4151 or 4153)

Rahman, the Raheem. Glory be to the one who sent, in a journey, his worshipper at night, from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we had blessed its surroundings, to show him (verse 1 of Sura 17): [298 + 289 + 121 (or 120) + 741 + 271 + 83 + 71 + 90 + 138 + 280 + 41] + [138 + 232 + 741 + 274 (or 273) + 49 + 295] = 2423 (or 2422) + 1729 (or 1728) = 4142 (or 4141)

96 years = 1152 months

♦ Majma (meeting location) (verse 60 of Sura 18): 153 (153 is the 116th Composite Number) (200 is the 153rd Composite Number)

The Withdrawal: 153

The Alman (Germans): 153

Descent of a Ma’ida (Table of Food) (The story of Ma’ida that Jesus asks God to bring down as a miraculous Sign is mentioned in verses 112-115 of Sura 5, titled Al-Ma’ida): 93 + 60 = 153

Inha (Ending) of the Deen (Religion or Judgment): 58 + 95 = 153

Day of Farewell Hijja (Pilgrimage): 56 + (16 + 81) = 56 + 97 = 153

Day of Waqfa (Stand up) of the pilgrims on Arafat: 56 + [191 + 46 + 110 + 750 (or 751)] = 56 + 1097 (or 1098) = 1153 (or 1154) (equivalent to 153) (1153 is the 191st Prime Number) (1374 is the 1153rd Composite Number)
The Cave and the Raqeem were of our Ayat (Verses or Signs) (verse 9 of Sura 18): \(136 + 6 + 381 + 78 + 90 + 462\) (or 463) = 1153 (1154 or 1155)

Number of the words in our Ayat (Signs): \(78 + 522 + 90 + 462\) (or 464) = 1153 (1152 or 1154)

The Earth, the Malik (King or Sovereign) (verse 1 of Sura 62): \(1032 + 121\) = 1153

The Pope + The Awar Maseekh (False Messiah) Son of David: \(37 + [308 + 741 + 67\) (or 68)] = 37 + 1116 (or 1117) = 1153 (or 1154) (equivalent to 153)

Bani (Children) of the Nadheer (Jewish Tribe that used to live in Arabia): \(62 + 1091\) = 1153 (equivalent to 153)

The Zikr (Quran) has been descended (or brought down) upon (or unto) him (verse 6 of Sura 15): \(87 + 115 + 951\) = 1153 (equivalent to 153)

They mention name of Allah (verse 138 of Sura 6): 1153

Thalatheen (Thirtieth) + Yulyu (July – in Egypt): \(1091\) (or 1090) + 62 = 1153 (or 1152)

Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful). The Rahman taught (verse 1 of Sura 55): \(66 + 329 + 289 + 140\) = 1153

Day of the Promise of Al-Hadda (the Incident of Destruction) + The British United Kingdom: \(56 + 80 + 45 + 972\) = 1153 (equivalent to 153)

And the trumpet has been blown (verse 20 of Sura 50): \(6 + (730 + 90 + 327) = 6 + 1147\) = 1153 (equivalent to 153)

Day of Secret of the End Times: \(56 + [260 + 837\) (or 838)] = 56 + 1097 (or 1098) = 1153 (or 1154)

Day of Bid’a (Beginning) of Season of Khareef (Autumn or Fall): \(56 + [7 + (200 + 890)]\) = \(56 + (7 + 1090)\) = 56 + 1097 = 1153

Saddam Hussein’s Ijtiyah (Invasion) of the Kuwait: \(423 + (135 + 128) + 467\) = 423 + 263 + 467 = 1153

Became scattered particles of no value. (verse 6 of Sura 56): 1153 (equivalent to 153)

God) let that punishment active for seven (nights). (verse 7 of Sura 69): 1153 (equivalent to 153)
Two Poles of the Earth: \(121 + 1032 = 1153\) (equivalent to \(153\))

Tabadul (Switch) of the Qutbain (Two Poles), the Northern + the Southern: \(437 + 202 + 412 + 102 = 1153\) (or \(1152\))

Day the Earth cracks around them (verse 44 of Sura 50): \(2153\) (equivalent to \(153\))

Governance of Hafiz Al-Assad: \(68 + (989 + 96) = 68 + 1085 = 1153\)

The Heavens and what is in the Earth, the Malik (King or Sovereign), the Quddous (Holy), the Aziz (Dear) (verse 1 of Sura 62): \(537 + 6 + 41 + 90 + 1032 + 121 + 201 + 125 = 2153\)

How will God revive this after its death? So, God made him die for one hundred years (verse 259 of Sura 2): \(2153\) (\(2153\) is the \(325\)th Prime Number)

interpretation of the narrations and completes his blessing upon you (verse 6 of Sura 12): \((447 + 555 + 6 + 450 + 565) + 130 = 2023\) + \(130 = 2153\)

Thirteenth + Tishreen, the Second (November): \((1031 + 570) + (960 + 592) = 1601 + 1552 = 3153\) [On November 13, 1970 (Ramadan 14, 1390 Hijri), a coup known as the Corrective Movement, brought Hafiz Assad to power in Syria.]

Today, Akmalt (I have completed) your Deen (Religion or Judgment) for you and Atmamt (I have completed) my blessing upon you and Radeet (I have accepted, favored or chosen) for you the Islam as a religion (verse 3 of Sura 5): \(87 + [491 + 90 + 124 + 6 + 881 + 170 + 570 + 6 + 1410 + 90 + 163 (or 162)] + 65 (or 64) = 87 + 4001 (or 4000) + 65 (or 64) = 4153\) (\(4151\) or \(4152\))

Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, we return and make (verse 7–8 of Sura 17): \((5 + 80 + 1232 + 107) + (80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 640 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 106 + 1012 + 140 + 262 + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 154) = 1424 + 5729 = 7153\)

From May 13, 1917 (First apparition in Fatima, Portugal) to October 13, 1917 (Last apparition in Fatima, Portugal), there are 153 days.

97 years = 1164 months
Inhya (Ending) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): $58 + 96 = 154$

$= 2 \times 7 \times 11$ (154 is the 117th Composite Number) $201$ is the 154th Composite Number) $887$ is the 154th Prime Number)

39 years: $39 + 115 = 154$

We have made (verse 31 of Sura 74): $154$

Nuclear Nakba (Disaster): $77 + 77 = 154$

The Malhama (Battle): $154$

The Bosna (Bosnia): $154$

The New Hope: $102 + 52 = 154$

Your Cities: $154$

Baptist: $154$

the first Aad (verse 50 of Sura 53): $76 + 78 = 154$

Allah sends down (verse 21 of Sura 39): $66 + 88 = 154$

Milad (Birth) of the Dajjal: $85 + 69 = 154$

The Awda (Return) of the Dajjal (Anti-Christ): $85 + 69 = 154$

The Jann (Jinn – invisible creatures) + The Dajjal (Anti-Christ): $85 + 69 = 154$

Saucers: $154$

From every Hadb (high/arched location or hill) (verse 96 of Sura 21): $90 + 50 + 14 = 154$

Country of English People: $36 + 118 = 154$

Ahya (Resurrected) of Sydney: $20 + 134 = 154$

Into the Deen (religion or judgment) (verse 2 of Sura 110): $90 + 64 = 154$

The people entering into the religion of Allah in successive groups (verse 2 of Sura 110): $1154$ (equivalent to $154$) $= 2 \times 577$ (1154 is the 962nd Composite Number) $1375$ is the 154th Composite Number)
The finding of People of the Cave: \[(807 + 110) + (101 + 136) = 917 + 237 = 1154\]

The Cave and the Raqeeem were of our Ayat (Verses or Signs) (verse 9 of Sura 18): \[(136 + 6 + 381) + 78 + 90 + 462 (or 463) = 523 + 78 + 90 + 463 (462 or 464) = 1154 \text{ (1153 or 1155)}\]

Number of the words in our Ayat (Signs): \[78 + 522 + 90 + 464 (462 or 463) = 1154 \text{ (1152 or 1153)}\]

Day of Secret of the End Times: \[56 + [260 + 838 (or 837)] = 56 + 1098 (or 1097) = 1154 \text{ (or 1153)}\]

Day of Wuquf (Stand up) of the pilgrims on Arafat: \[56 + [192 + 46 + 110 + 750 (or 751)] = 56 + 1098 (or 1099) = 1154 \text{ (or 1155)}\]

Day of Waqfa (Stand up) of the pilgrims on Arafat: \[56 + [191 + 46 + 110 + 751 (or 750)] = 56 + 1098 (or 1097) = 1154 \text{ (or 1153)}\]

Day of Tawheed (Unification) of the Arab Kingdom of Saudia: \[56 + 428 + (166 + 318) + 186 = 56 + 428 + (484 + 186) = 56 + (428 + 670) = 56 + 1098 = 1154\]

[On September 23, 1932 (Jumada Ula 22 (or 21), 1351 Hijri) (Elul 22, 5692 Jewish), the Kingdom of Najd and the Kingdom of Hijaz were united to form the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and Abdul Aziz became the King of Saudi Arabia. That is why today, the Saudi National Day is celebrated annually on September 23.]

Hadd (Destruction) of the Vatican + Wafat (Death) Francis: \[(9 + 593) + (92 + 460) = 602 + 552 = 1154\]

The President Vladimir Putin: \[311 + (375 + 468) = 311 + 843 = 1154\]

Vladimir Putin + Hadd (Destruction) of New York: \[(375 + 468) + (9 + 302) = 843 + 311 = 1154\]

O My Father, I saw eleven planets and the Sun (verse 4 of Sura 12): \[2154 \text{ (or 2155)}\]

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Israa + the Miraj + 1440: \[(294 + 345) + 1440 = (75 + 639) + 1440 = 714 + 1440 = 2154\]

Al-Thani wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Second) + Jumada Al-Akhira: \[(592 + 6 + 661) + [58 + 837 (or 838)] = 1259 + 895 (or 896) = 2154 \text{ (or 2155)}\]

\[= 2 \times 3 \times 359 \text{ (2154 is the 1828^{th} Composite Number) \text{ (2524 is the 2154^{th} Composite Number)}}\]

[September 11, 2001 was Jumada Al-Thania (or Al-Akhira) 22 (or 23), 1422 Hijri]
الثلث والعشرين + رمضان + 1335 = 4154 (أو 4155)

♦ قيمه Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 155 (أو 156) (155 is the 118th Composite Number)  (202 is the 155th Composite Number)  (907 is the 155th Prime Number)  (3667 is the 3155th Composite Number)

إنهاء زمن Inha (Ending) of Zaman (Time): 58 + 97 (أو 98) = 155 (أو 156)

بدء نزول الوحي Bid’a (Beginning) of Nuzul (Descent) of the Wahy (Revelation): 7 + 93 + 55 = 155

لعنه Curse: 155

يوم أيلول Day of Ailul (September) 22 : 56 + (77 + 22) = 56 + 99 = 155

وما بينهما and what is between them (verse 85 of Sura 15): 155

وعد زلزال Promise of Zilzal (Quake): 80 + 75 = 155

سنة 40 40 Sana (Years): 40 + 115 = 155

سنة يهودية Jewish Sana (Year): 115 + 40 = 155

اليوم الأول The First Day: 87 + 68 = 155

هَد مدينته البابا Hadd (Destruction) of Madina (City/State) of the Pope: 9 + (109 + 37) = 9 + 146 = 155

بلاد إنكليز Countries/Lands of the Engleez (English People): 37 + 118 = 155

دب الإندبليز Bear (King Arthur’s symbol) of the Engleez (English People): 6 + 149 = 155

السنين The two barriers/dams (verse 93 of Sura 18): 155

إحياء سيديني Ihya (Resurrection) of Sydney: 21 + 134 = 155

هَد سد ياجوج و ماجوج Hadd (Destruction) of Barrier of Gog and Magog: 9 + 64 + (23 + 6 + 53) = (9 + 64) + 82 = 73 + 82 = 155

سَن داود + ياجوج و ماجوج Son of David + Gog and Magog: (52 + 21) + (23 + 6 + 53) = 73 + 82 = 155
So, he supplicated (or prayed) (verse 10 of Sura 54): 155

The Majusia (Zoroastrianism): 155

The Nuclear War of the End Times: $210 + 837$ (or 838) + 108 = 1155 (or 1156) (equivalent to 155)

Revived the pasture (or dead people) (verse 4 of Sura 87): $804 + 351 = 1155$ (equivalent to 155)

Resurrected (or revived) the Beasts: $804 + 351 = 1155$ (equivalent to 155)

Constantinople (Constantinople): 1155 (or 1154)

City of Constantine: $109 + 1046$ (or 1047) = 1155 (or 1156)

Ibtida (Beginning) of the Caliphate: $409 + 746$ (or 747) = 1155 (or 1156)

Ihya (Resurrection) of Pope John Paul + Maqtal (Death) of the Pope Francis: $21 + 6 + (54 + 38) + 570 + 6 + 460 = 21 + 6 + 92 + 570 + 6 + 497 = 1155$

The Pope + Maseekh (False Messiah) Al-Awar (Defective Eyed) Dajjal (Anti-Christ): $37 + (741 + 308 + 69) = 37 + 1118 = 1155$ (or 1154) (equivalent to 155)

Go to Pharaoh (verse 17 of Sura 79): $708 + 41 + 406 = 1155$ (equivalent to 155)

Dajjal (Deceiver) of the Rafida (Rejecters): $38 + 1117 = 1155$ (equivalent to 155)

Awoda (Return) of the Crusaders + The End Times: $(85 + 233) + 837$ (or 838) = 318 + 837 (or 838) = 1155 (or 1156)

Tisa Ashar (Nineteen) + May: $(530 + 570) + 51 = 1100 + 51 = 1151$

The OrangeMen’s Day (Annual Protestant Celebration on July 12): $56 + (265 + 834) = 56 + 1099 = 1155$ (1155 = 3 x 5 x 7 x 11) (1155 is the 963rd Composite Number) (1376 is the 1155th Composite Number)

1103 + 52 = 1155

1103 days: 1103 + 52 = 1155

The Hour has approached and the Moon has been cracked (or split) and if (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 54): $1103 + (167 + 6 + 451 + 371 + 6 + 51) = 1103 + 1052 = 2155$

O My Father, I saw eleven planets and the Sun (verse 4 of Sura 12): 2155 (or 2154) (2155 is the 1829th Composite Number)
Al-Thalith wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Third) + Ramadan + 1335 = (1062  + 6  + 661) + 1091 + 1335 = [1729 (or 1728) + 1091] + 1335 = 2820 (or 2819) + 1335 = 4155 (or 4154)

Before the Setting and of the night, praise him and after the prostration. And listen the Day the caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq, that is Day (verse 39 – 42 of Sura 50): (132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 101) + (155 + 6 + 207 + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 539 + 141 + 750) + 56 = (1568 + 3531) + 56 = 5099 + 56 = 5155

♦ Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 156 (or 155)  (156 is the 119th Composite Number) (203 is the 156th Composite Number)  (911 is the 156th Prime Number)

Inha (Ending) of Zaman (Time): 58 + 98 (or 97) = 156 (or 155)

Ikmal (Completion) of Deen (Religion): 92 + 64 = 156

Yaqum (rise, stand up, or start) (verse 38 of Sura 78) & (verse 41 of Sura 14): 156

The Dainuna (Judgment / Punishment): 156

The life of the Dunya (World before the End Times) (verse 98 of Sura 10) (verse 38 of Sura 79): 60 + 96 = 156

Promise of Nihaya (End) has arrived : 5 + (80 + 71) = 5 + 151 = 156

Knows it: 156

The Miad (appointment, appointed time, or promise) (verse 9 of Sura 3): 156

Laila (Eve or Night) of Farewell: 75 + 81 (or 80) = 156 (or 155)

38 weeks: 38 + 118 = 156 (From conception to baby delivery, it takes 38 weeks = 38 x 7 = 266 days.)

Day of Ailul (September) 23 : 56 + (77 + 23) = 56 + 100 = 156 (September 23 is the 266th day of the Gregorian year.)

Wildi (Children or Descendants), his name is (This is part of a Hadith about name of the Mahdi): 50 + 106 = 156

Wihda (Unity) of Germany: 23 + 133 = 156  [ The end of the re-unification process of East and West Germany was October 3, 1990 (2448,167.5th Julian Day). Today, Germany celebrates annually the German Unity Day on October 3 ]
Lailat (Night or Eve) of Yulyu (July - Egypt) + 19 : 75 + (62 + 19) = 75 + 81 = 156

Bid’a (Beginning) of Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) of Apollo 11 : 7 + [93 + (45 + 11)] = 7 + (93 + 56) = 7 + 149 = 156 (The coming down of Apollo 11 began on July 22, 1969 and it splashed in the Pacific Ocean on July 24, 1969)

Outbreak: 156

World (Global or International): 156

Kingdom of David: 135 + 21 = 156

Ihya (Resurrection or Revival) of a Kingdom: 21 + 135 = 156

Balad (Country) of Jinna (invisible creatures who may possess humans): 36 + 58 = 156

Elias (Elijah) + Jan (John or Demons): 102 + 54 = 156

Son of Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil): 53 (or 52) + 103 = 156 (or 155)

Jinn (invisible creatures) + Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil): 53 + 103 = 156

Magog + Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil): 53 + 103 = 156

Promise of Gog + Magog : 80 + (23 + 53) = 80 + 76 = 156

Messiah Dajjal: 118 + 38 = 156

End of the Jan (Jinn – demons): 71 + 85 = 156

Waliy Al-Ahd (Custodian of the Covenant or Heir to the Throne): 46 + 110 = 156

Joseph: 156

The Miracle: 156

Manhattan: 156 (or 155)

The Hindus: 156

The Hindiyoon (Indians): 156

From Allah (verse 2 of Sura 98): 90 + 66 = 156
The Mahdi + Allah: 90 + 66 = 156

And your God is one god (verse 163 of Sura 2): 6 + 96 + 36 + 18 = 156

The understanding: 156

End of the Entity: 44 + 112 = 156 (Muslims refer to State of Israel as the Zionist Entity)

Hadd (Destruction) of the Jewish State: 9 + (76 + 71) = 9 + 147 = 156

Nihaya (End) + Awda (Return): 71 + 85 = 156

Hadd (Destruction) of the Temple: 9 + 147 = 156

Hadm (Destruction) of a Mosque: 49 + 107 = 156

Day of the Annihilation + The Jews: 56 + 44 + 56 = 156

The Sixth: 156

so he flattened (or straightened) (verse 2 of Sura 87): 156

Ibtida (Beginning) of the Caliphate: 409 + 747 (or 746) = 1156 (or 1155) (1156 is the 964th Composite Number) (1377 is the 1156th Composite Number)

Kharab (Devastation) of the Amerikan (Americans): 803 + 353 = 1156

Pakistan + Atrak (Turks): 534 + 622 = 1156 (equivalent to 156)

The finding of the Oldest Gospel: 807 + 110 + 145 + 94 = 1156 (equivalent to 156)

Lailat (Eve) of Sha’waza (Sorcery or Witchcraft): 75 + 1081 = 1156 (equivalent to 156)

Awda (Return) of the Crusaders + The End Times: (85 + 233) + 838 (or 837) = 318 + 838 (or 837) = 1156 (or 1155)

Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of England: 21 + 1135 (or 1136) = 1156 (or 1157) (equivalent to 156)

Hubut (Descent or Fall) of Adam + Hawa (Eve) to the Earth: 22 + [45
Rahel al-Falastin Voyage of the Space: 243 + 913 = 1156

Thess Thous + Yulyu (July): [530 (or 531) + 570] + 56 = 1100 (or 1101) + 56 = 1156 (or 1157)

Thess Thous + May: (535 + 570) + 51 = 1105 + 51 = 1156

He said: The knowledge of it is with my Lord, in a Book does not (verse 52 of Sura 20): (131 + 146 + 124 + 212 + 90) + 422 (or 423) + 31 = 703 + [422 (or 423) + 31] = 703 + 1453 (or 1454) = 1156 (or 1157)

The Book and an evident Quran. Perhaps (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 15): 453 (or 454) + 6 + [352 (or 351) + 102] + 243 = 453 (or 454) + 6 + 454 (or 453) + 243 = 1156 (1155 or 1157)

Book of Kashif (Revealer) of Secrets of Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, End Times, or Upheaval) + Secrets of the Hour: 422 (or 423) + 401 + [462 + 56 + 186 (or 187)] + (462 + 167) = 422 (or 423) + [401 + 704 (or 705)] + 629 = 422 (or 423) + [1105 (or 1106) + 629] = 422 (or 423) + 1734 (or 1735) = 2156 (2157 or 2158) (2156 is the 1830th Composite Number)

So, You are from among those given respite till day of the time (verse 80 – 81 of Sura 38): 80 + 2076 = 2156

Awda (Return) of life of Neil Armstrong : (85 + 24) + (90 + 1957) = 109 + 2047 = 2156

When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Aqsa + Like the Salibiyoon (Crusaders) entered it the first time: 2722 (or 2723) + 223 + 1211 = 4156 (or 4157) (4156 is the 3584th Composite Number)

June 5 is the 156th day of the Gregorian Calendar. There are 209 days remaining until the end of the year, meaning it is the 210th day from the end of the year.

♦ The Promised (verse 2 of Sura 85): 157 (157 is the 37th Prime Number) (204 is the 157th Composite Number) (919 is the 157th Prime Number)

The Prayer: 157
John Paulus (Paul): $59 + 98 = 157$

Hadd (Destruction) of Barrier of the Jinn (invisible creatures): $9 + (64 + 84) = 9 + 148 = 157$

Nineteenth + Yulyu (July): $[531 \text{ or } 530] + 56 = 1101 \text{ or } 1100 + 56 = 1157 \text{ (or } 1156) \text{ (equivalent to } 157) \text{ (} = 13 \times 89\text{) (1157 is the } 965^{th} \text{ Composite Number)}$

Tahawwul (Change) + The Qutban (Two Poles), the Northern and the Southern: $(444 + 193) + 412 + 6 + 102 = 637 + 520 = 1157$

Zu Al-Hijjat + 9 : $(706 + 442) + 9 = 1148 + 9 = 1157$

Tasi Ishroon (Twenty Ninth): $(531 + 626) = 1157$

1105 days: $1105 + 52 = 1157$

The Trumpet is blown (verse 102 of Sura 20): 1157

The knowledge of it is with my Lord. No one clarifies its timing except he (verse 187 of Sura 7. It is the 1141\textsuperscript{st} verse of the Quran): 1157

He said: The knowledge of it is with my Lord, in a Book does not (verse 52 of Sura 20): $(131 + 146 + 124 + 212 + 90) + 423 (or 422) + 31 = 703 + [423 (or 422) + 31] = 703 + 1454 (or 1453) = 1157 (or 1156)$

the Book and an evident Quran. Perhaps (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 15): $454 (or 453) + 6 + [352 (or 351) + 102] + 243 = 454 (or 453) + 6 + 454 (or 453) + 243 = 1157 (1155 or 1156)$

Book of Kashf (Uncovering or Revelation) of the Qadar (Destiny): $422 (or 423) + (400 + 335) = 422 (or 423) + 735 = 1157 (or 1158)$

Book of Kashif (Revealer) of Secrets of Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, End Times, or Upheaval) + Secrets of the Hour: $422 (or 423) + 401 + [462 + 56 + 187 (or 186)] + (462 + 167) = 422 (or 423) + [401 + 705 (or 704)] + 629 = 422 (or 423) + [1106 (or 1105) + 629] = 422 (or 423) + 1735 (or 1734) = 2157 (2156 or 2158)$

the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment) and every (verse 12 of Sura 17): $102 + (6 + 50) = 102 + 56 = 158 \text{ (} = 2 \times 79\text{) (158 is the } 120^{th} \text{ Composite Number)} \text{ (205 is the } 158^{th} \text{ Composite Number)} \text{ (929 is the } 158^{th} \text{ Prime Number)}$

Day of the Hisab (Judgment) (verse 16 of Sura 38): $56 + 102 = 158$
Day of the Nihaya (End): 56 + 102 = 158

Day of Elias (Elijah): 56 + 102 = 158

Muddat (period or duration) of the Pregnancy: 49 + 109 = 158

Son of Nun (is an Israelite prophet who lived at the same time as Moses and lead the Israelites after the death of Moses): 52 + 106 = 158

King (or Kingship) + Son of David: 90 + 53 (or 52) + 15 = 158 (or 157)

The Mahdi + Son of David: 90 + 53 (or 52) + 15 = 158 (or 157)

Balad (Country) of Dajjal of the Jinn (demons): 36 + (38 + 84) = 36 + 122 = 158

Kingdom of Gog: 135 + 23 = 158

Istanbul: 158

Son of Joseph: 52 (or 53) + 106 = 158 (or 159)

Dakk (Bombardment or Destruction) of Sydney: 24 + 134 = 158

Life of London: 24 + 134 = 158

Day of Atomic Bomb: 56 + 1102 = 1158 (equivalent to 158)

I’ada (Return) + Nakba (Disaster): 81 + 77 = 158

Promise of Ihya (Resurrection) + Ihlak (Devastation): 80 + (21 + 57) = 80 + 78 = 158

Hadd (Destruction) of Barrier of the Jann (Jinn- invisible creatures): 9 + (64 + 85) = 9 + 149 = 158

The Third Haikal (Temple): 96 + 1062 = 1158 (equivalent to 158)

(1158 = 2 x3 x 193) (1158 is the 966th Composite Number)

Zu Al-Hijjat + 10 : (706 + 442) + 10 = 1148 + 10 = 1158

Awwal (Beginning) of Season of Khareef (Autumn or Fall): 37 + (200 + 921) = 37 + 1121 = 1158

You make you die, then revives you (verse 66 of Sura 22): 520 + 540 + 98 = 1158
(equivalent to 158)

Ihya (Resurrection) + Ihlak (Devastation) + The Tabut (Ark), in it there is Sakina (Solace) (verse 248 of Sura 2): (21 + 57) + (840 + 95 + 145) = 78 + 1080 = 1158

Madina (City/State) of Maseekh (False Messiah) Al-Awar (Deformed Eyed):

109 + 1049 = 1158

Alama (Sign) of Khuruj (coming out) of the Imam Mahdi: 146 + 809 + 113 + 90 = 1158

Book of Kashf (Uncovering or Revelation) of the Qadar (Destiny): 423 (or 422) + (400 + 335) = 423 (or 422) + 735 = 1158 (or 1157)

Laila (Eve or Night) of Muntasaf (Middle) of Shaban: 75 + (660 + 423) = 75 + 1083 = 1158

Aya (Miraculous Sign) of Nuzul (descent or coming down) of the Messenger, the Messiah, Jesus son of Mary: 16 + 93 + 327 + 149 + 150 + 53 + 290 = 1158

And that Howa (Allah) is Lord of the Shira (Sirius Star) and that He perished (destroyed) the First Aad (verse 49 - 50 of Sura 53): (6 + 56 + 11 + 202 + 611) + (6 + 56 + 56 + (76 + 78)) = (6 + 56 + 11 + 202 + 611) + (6 + 56 + 56 + 154) = 886 + 272 = 1158

Tabaddul (Switching or Change) of the two Poles, the Northern and the Southern: 436 + [202 + (412 + 6 + 102)] = 436 + (202 + 520) = 436 + 722 = 1158

Book of Kashf (Revealer) of Secrets of Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, End Times, or Upheaval) + Secrets of the Hour: 423 (or 422) + 401 + [462 + 56 + 187 (or 186)] + (462 + 167) = 423 (or 422) + 401 + 705 (or 704)] + 629 = 423 (or 422) + [1106 (or 1105) + 629] = 423 (or 422) + 1735 (or 1734) = 2158 (2156 or 2157) (2158 is the 1832nd Composite Number)

June 7 is the 158th day of the Gregorian Calendar. There are 207 days remaining until the end of the year.

♦ The Mubaya’a (Offer of Allegiance): 159 (= 3 x 53) (159 is the 121st Composite Number) (206 is the 159th Composite Number) (937 is the 159th Prime Number)

The Solh (Reconciliation): 159
Faji’a (Catastrophe): 159

The Nazieen (Nazi): 159

His name is Ahmad (verse 6 of Sura 61): 106 + 53 = 159

Al-Hussein: 159

Son of Joseph: 53 (or 52) + 106 = 159 (or 158)

The Mahdi + The Dajjal (Deceiver): 90 + 69 = 159

Day of Iblees (Devil): 56 + 103 = 159

Day of the Zeena (verse 59 of Sura 20): 56 + 103 = 159

Lailat (Eve) of Eid (Feast): 75 + 84 = 159

Inha (Ending) of Dawla (State) of the Jews: 58 + (45 + 56) = 58 + 101 = 159

The Sixth + Ab (August as known in Greater Syria & Iraq): 156 + 3 (or 4) = 159 (or 160)

The First + Ramadan: 68 + 1091 = 1159 (1159 is the 967th Composite Number)

I created lonely (or unique) (verse 11 of Sura 74): 1159 (equivalent to 159)

Whoever fears the status of his Lord (verse 40 of Sura 79): 1159 (equivalent to 159)

Day of Promise of Fall of an atomic bomb on Hiroshima, Japan: (56 + 80) + (175 + 187 + 915 + 110 + 572 + 64) = 136 + 2023 = 2159

(2159 is the 1833rd Composite Number)

The Fifteenth + Shaban + 1434: (732 + 570) + 423 + 1434 = (1302 + 423) + 1434 = 1725 + 1434 = 3159

Kingdom of Jews: 135 + 25 = 160 (160 is the 122nd Composite Number)

The Tribes of the Jews: 104 + 56 = 160
Day of Nuclear Wahiya (Catastrophe): \( 56 + (27 + 77) = 56 + 104 = 160 \)

Night of Awda (Return): \( 75 + 85 = 160 \)

The Satan: \( 160 \) (or \( 161 \))

Manasheh: \( 160 \)

Son of David + John Paul: \( (53 + 15) + (54 + 38) = 68 + 92 = 160 \)

Awda (Return) of YoHanna (John): \( 85 + 75 = 160 \)

So, We (God) revived (verse 9 of Sura 35): \( 160 \)

Poloniyoon (Polish People): \( 160 \)

The Bohemiyoon (Bohemians or Czech people): \( 160 \)

The Hindiyeen (Indians): \( 160 \)

given respite (verse 15 of Sura 38): \( 1160 \) (equivalent to \( 160 \)) (\( 1160 \) is the 968th Composite Number) \( (1382 \) is the 1160th Composite Number)

The Atomic Bombs: \( 214 + 946 = 1160 \) (equivalent to \( 160 \))

The Shaking Event of City of Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada: \( 106 + 1054 = 1160 \) (equivalent to \( 160 \))

Hadd (Destruction) of the Vatican + Wafat (Death) of Pope Francis: \( (9 + 593) + (92 + 6 + 460) = 602 + 558 = 1160 \)

Hadd (Destruction) of the Roman Catholic Church: \( 9 + [176 + 632 \) (or 633) + 343] = 9 + 1151 (or 1152) = \( 1160 \) (or \( 1161 \))

expelled (or forced to get out) from their Monastery (or homelands) (verse 40 of Sura 22): \( 1160 \) (or \( 1161 \)) (equivalent to \( 160 \))

The Pope + The Awar Maseekh (False Messiah) Son of David: \( 37 + [308 + 741 + 74 (or 73)] = 37 + 1123 \) (or 1122) = \( 1160 \) (or \( 1159 \)) (equivalent to \( 160 \))

Lailat (Night or Eve) of the Israa and the Miraj + 1440: \( 75 + (294 + 6 + 345) + 1440 = (75 + 645) + 1440 = 720 + 1440 = 2160 \)

Provoke them out of the Land, so We drowned him (verse 103 of Sura 17): \( 3160 \) (or \( 3161 \)) (equivalent to \( 160 \)) \( (3160 \) is the 2713rd Composite Number)
Day of Angels: $56 + 105 (or 106) = 161$ (or 162) $(= 7 \times 23)$ ($161$ is the $123^{rd}$ Composite Number)  

(208 is the $161^{st}$ Composite Number)  

($947$ is the $161^{st}$ Prime Number)

The Peace: $161$ (or 162)

The Beginning (Bidaya) of the Mizan (Scale or Libra zodiac sign): $22 + 139 = 161$

Death (Wafat) of the Dajjal: $92 + 69 = 161$

At night from (verse 1 of Sura 17): $71 + 90 = 161$

Human being: $161$ (or 162)

The eye: $161$

Sahion (Zion): $161$

Sahayina (Zionists): $161$

The Sixth: $161$

The Surprise: $161$

The Islah (Reformation): $161$

The Satan: $161$ (or 160)

Shedder (i.e. blood shedder): $161$

Hadda (Incident of Destruction) of the Temple (or the Place of Worship): $14 + 147 = 161$

Wahiya (Disaster) of Sydney: $27 + 134 = 161$

People of Hood (Hood was prophet sent to people of Aad to warn them before God destroyed for their corruption). The word هود (Hood) is the root of the word يهود (Jews): $146 + 15 = 161$

People of David: $146 + 15 = 161$

Alef Lam Meem Sad (one of the mysterious Opening Words/Letters of 29 Suras in the Quran) (verse 1 of Sura 7): $161$
Your Tongue (verse 16 of Sura 75): 161

Cane (verse 32 of Sura 26): 161

Oman (or Amman): 161

Holandiyoon (Dutch - people of Holland): 161

Al-Yapaniyoon (The Japanese): 161

The Dakk (Bombardment or Destruction) + Seoul: 55 + 106 = 161

The Fulk/ Falak (Boats or cosmos) (verse 32 of Sura 14): 161

Your Fellow (verse 2 of Sura 53): 161

Was one of (verse 20 of Sura 27): 71 + 90 = 161

Son of Joe + Hadd (Destruction) + The Mahdi: (53 + 9) + 9 + 90 = 161

When a Warner came to them (verse 42 of Sura 35): 1161 (equivalent to 161)

We are to it (or him) preservant. (verse 9 of Sura 15): 52 + 35 + 1074 = 1161 (equivalent to 161)

Sends upon you a bombardment of (or through) the wind (verse 69 of Sura 17): 1161 (equivalent to 161)

Ghasiq (Black or Dark) (verse 3 of Sura 113): 1161 (equivalent to 161)

Viking: 1161 (or 1171)

The Perishing + North Korea + South Korea: 163 + 998 = 1161 (equivalent to 161)

Al-Saiqa (The Shocking Event) + War + China and Taiwan: 1161 (equivalent to 161)

what they built high, a total destruction. (verse 7 of Sura 17): 1161

The finding of Gospel of Jesus: (807 + 110) + (94 + 150) = 917 + 244 = 1161 (equivalent to 161)

The Schism in Christianity, into Roman Catholic Church versus Orthodox Churches, started on July 16, 1054
Nihaya (End) of the Pope Francis + The Vatican: 71 + 37 + 460 + 593 = 1161 (1161 is the 969th Composite Number) (1383 is the 1161st Composite Number)

Hadd (Destruction) of the Roman Catholic Church: 9 + [176 + 633 (or 632) + 343] = 9 + 1152 (or 1151) = 1161 (or 1160)

who expelled (or forced to get out) from their Monastery (or homelands) (verse 40 of Sura 22): 1161 (or 1160)

wants the Ajila (what is hastily coming), we hasten it for him whatever we wish for whom (verse 18 of Sura 17): 224 + 139 (or 140) + 154 + 35 + 96 + 41 + 352 + 120 = 1161 (or 1162)

Thamin Ashar (Eighteenth): 591 (or 590) + 570 = 1161 (or 1160)

Hundred Sineen (Years) + increased by Nine. Say: Allah is more knowledgeable regarding (verse 25 – 26 of Sura 18): 56 + (170 + 24 + 531 + 130 + 66 + 141 + 43) = 56 + 1105 = 1161

1105 Yawm (Day or Days): 1105 + 56 = 1161

Tisseh + Yiuli (Twenty): (535 + 570) + 56 (or 57) = 1105 + 56 = 1161 (or 1162)

Tisseh + Yuly (July): (535 + 570) + 56 = 1105 + 56 = 1161

Tisseh + Mayo (May as known in Egypt): (535 + 570) + 56 (or 57) = 1105 + 56 (or 57) = 1161 (or 1162) (This refers to May 19)

Tisseh + Mi (June): 1105 + 56 = 1161

Reshma Qureshi: 541 + 620 = 1161 [Reshma Bano Qureshi, a Muslim girl, when she was 17 years old, she went from Mumbai (Bombay), India (where she lives with parents) to the northern Indian city of AllahAbad (City of Allah. It is also a holy city for Hindus) to appear for an examination. Her sister was living in AllahAbad and had left her husband after being subjected to abuse and torture and taken her son with her, away from her husband. This made her sister’s husband so angry that he planned to punish his wife by spilling acid onto her face. On May 19, 2014 (Rajab 19, 1435 Hijri) (Iyar 19, 5774 Jewish), while Reshma was with her sister on the way to the exam center, her sister’s husband with 2 other men attacked her sister. While her sister’s husband was about to spill sulphuric acid onto her sister, Reshma jumped to defend her sister without noticing that he was carrying a bottle of acid, the acid was spilled by mistake into the face of Reshma, instead of her sister’s face. The two girls were left to suffer in agony on roadside for several hours after nobody called an ambulance. When they finally managed to get somebody to call their parents, they were taken to a police station and then a hospital. This incident caused Reshma severe facial burns, disfiguring Reshma’s face, particularly her left eye. Reshma lost sight in her left eye permanently.
So, since that incident, Reshma has become an Awar (a person with a defective eye). Prophet Mohammad (p) said that Dajjal is an Awar. She is one of tens of girls in India who suffer from an acid attack annually, but her campaign to bring attention the plight of such victims of acid attacks was successful in catching the attention of the media WorldWide.

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year + 1444 : 56 + [261 + (146 + 254)] + 1444 = 56 + (261 + 400) + 1444 = 56 + 661 + 1444 = 717 + 1444 = \textbf{2161}  

Third + Augustus (August - in Egypt) : 1031 + 1130 = \textbf{2161} (2161 is the 326th Prime Number)

Provoke them out of the Land, so We drowned him (verse 103 of Sura 17) : \textbf{3161} (or 3160)

Those who follow the Messenger, the Illiterate Prophet whom they will find written with them in the Torah and the Gospel (verse 157 of Sura 7) : \textbf{4161} (or 4152) (4161 is the 3587th Composite Number)

El-YaSeen (Elias or Elijah) (verse 130 of Sura 37): 31 + (11 + 120) = 31 + 131 = \textbf{162}  
(162 = 131 + 31) (162 is the 124th Composite Number) (209 is the 162nd Composite Number) (953 is the 162nd Prime Number)

He asks : When (verse 6 of Sura 75): 100 (or 101) + 62 = \textbf{162} (or 163)  

Alfan (Two Thousand): 162  

The Peace: \textbf{162} (or 161)

Human being: \textbf{162} (or 161)  

The Salat (Prayer): 162  

Day of Angels : 56 + 106 (or 105) = \textbf{162} (or 161)  

The Manam (Sleep or Dream) (verse 102 of Sura 37): \textbf{162}

McMahon: \textbf{162} (or 163) (Henry McMahon was a British diplomat who served as the British High Commissioner in Egypt from 1915 to 1917. McMahon is best known for the exchange of letters between him and Hussein bin Ali, known as McMahon-Hussein Correspondence.)

Son of Ali : 52 (or 53) + 110 = \textbf{162} (or 163)  

Yubain (shows, explains, or illustrates) to you (verse 19 of Sura 5): 72 + 90 = \textbf{162}
The Jewish Haikal (Temple): 96 + 66 = 162

Lebanon + Ohio: 133 + 29 = 162 (Neil Armstrong spent the last part of his life in Lebanon, Ohio)

Promise of Gog and Magog: 80 + (23 + 6 + 53) = 162

Madina (City/State) of Jinn (invisible creatures): 109 + 53 = 162

Hadd (Destruction) of Barrier of the Jinn (Jinn – invisible creatures): 9 + (64 + 89) = 9 + 153 = 162

The Mawouda (Promised): 162

The Wi’dan (Promised Warning) (verse 29 of Sura 34 & verse 48 of Sura 36): 162

The Aggression: 162

Two Poles: 162

Star + The Dajjal (Anti-Christ): 93 + 69 = 162

Mujiza (Miracle) of the Pope: 125 + 37 = 162

Ojuba (Miracle) of YoHanna (John): 87 + 75 = 162

John Paul + YaSeen (verse 1 of Sura 36): (54 + 38) + 70 = 92 + 70 = 162

End of John Paul: 71 + 53 (or 54) + 38 = 162 (or 163)

End of the Pope John: 71 + (37 + 54) = 71 + 91 = 162

They believe (verse 4 of Sura 2): 162

Valley of the Ants (verse 18 of Sura 27): 11 + 151 = 162

The Original: 162

Al-Belgikiyoon (The Belgians): 162

Promise of my Lord (God) comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Day of Star + Awda (Return) of Turkey: (5 + 80 + 212 ) + (56 + 93) + (85 + 631) = 297 + (149 + 716) = 297 + 865 = 1162 (equivalent to 162)
+ Day of Star + Awda (Return) of Al-Pakistaniyoon (the Pakistanis): $(5 + 80 + 212) + (56 + 93) + (85 + 631) = 297 + (149 + 716) = 297 + 865 = 1162$ (equivalent to 162)

Promise of my Lord (God) comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Day of Star + The two Poles, the Northern + the Southern: $(5 + 80 + 212) + (56 + 93) + 202 + (412 + 102) = 297 + 149 + (202 + 514) = 297 + (149 + 716) = 1162$ (equivalent to 162)

The Twelve: $592 + 570 = 1162$ (equivalent to 162)

The Twelfth (i.e. 12th day of July): $592 + 570 = 1162$ (equivalent to 162)

The Hour will not arise until: $(31 + 546) + 167 + 418 = (577 + 167) + 418 = 744 + 418 = 1162$

Hubut (Descent or Fall) of Adam and Hawa (Eve) to the Earth: $22 + 45 (or 46) + 6 + 16 (or 15) + 41 + 1032 = 1162 (or 1163)$

Nineteen days: $(535 + 570) + 57 (or 56) = 1105 + 57 = 1162 (or 1161)$

Nineteenth + Yulyu (July - Egypt): $[530 (or 531) + 570] + 62 = 1100 (or 1101) + 62 = 1162 (or 1163)$

On Friday, May 19, 1780, starting from around 10:30 AM, much of New England (13 British colonies on the East Coast of North America that were the forerunners of what would become later the United States) and some parts of Canada, turned totally black with ominous clouds, erasing the sun. At midday, it was like midnight. The Americans were terrified. They wait for the darkness to lift, but it did not. Minutes began to feel like months. As the daytime hours of blackness wore on, some people began to think that there might never be light again and that Judgment Day may have come. The blackness lasted until midnight, when it finally dispersed and the stars appeared. This day is referred to as the Dark Day or Day of Darkness as well as Black Friday. Centuries later, scientists propose that the darkness of this day was the result of massive wildfires burning in the forests of Canada and a thick fog.

Tisa Ashar (Nineteen) + Mayo (May as known in Egypt): $(535 + 570) + 57 (or 56) = 1105 + 57 (or 56) = 1162 (or 1161)$

That day is a Tough Day (verse 9 of Sura 74): $766 + 56 + 340 = 1162$ (equivalent to 162) $(1162$ is the 970th Composite Number $)$ (1384 is the 1162nd Composite Number)

Nineteenth + Yuliet (July - Egypt based on French): $(531 + 570) + 61 = 1101 +
Guide us to The Straight Path, the path of those (verse 6 – 7 of Sura 1): 61 + (330 + 681 + 299 + 791) = 61 + 2101 = 2162

Husam Eddeen Baraka Khan + The Khawarizm + The Quds (Jerusalem): [(109 + 95) + 227 + 651] + 885 + 195 = (204 + 227) + 651 + 885 + 195 = (431 + 651) + + 885 + 195 = (1082 + 885) + 195 = 1967 + 195 = 2162 (2162 is the 1835th Composite Number)

Day of Ihya (Resurrection) of Astronaut of the Space + Armstrong: 56 + [21 + (215 + 913) + 1957] = 56 + [21 + (1128 + 1957)] = 56 + (21 + 3085) = 56 + 3106 = 3162 (3162 is the 2715th Composite Number)

Nineteen. And we have not made People of the Fire except as Malaika (Angels) and we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (trial or test) for those who have disbelieved. So that those who have been given the Book become certain and those grow (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): (535 + 570) + (6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 491 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 930 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414 + 453 + 6 + 26 + 791) = 1105 + 7057 = 8162

♦  Al-Islam: 163 (163 is the 38th Prime Number) (210 is the 163rd Composite Number) (967 is the 163rd Prime Number)

الصليب The Cross: 163

القلب The Heart: 163

السبع The Seven: 163

إن ولي الله My Waliy (Protector or Provider of Refuge) is Allah (verse 196 of Sura 7 ): 51 + 46 + 66 = 163

ماكمانون McMahon: 163 (or 162) (Henry McMahon was a British diplomat who served as the British High Commissioner in Egypt from 1915 to 1917. McMahon is best known for the exchange of letters between him and Hussein bin Ali, known as McMahon-Hussein Correspondence.)

إبن علي Son of Ali: 53 (or 52) + 110 = 163 (or 162)

يسأل أيان He asks: When (verse 6 of Sura 75): 101 (or 100) + 62 = 163 (or 162)

الوصول The Wusul (Arrival): 163

الهبوط على The Hubut (Landing or Descent) on: 53 + 110 = 163
The German: 163

The Greek: 163

Byzantiniya (Byzantium): 163

Balad (Country) of Dajjal of the Jinna (demons): \(36 + (38 + 89) = 36 + 127 = 163\)

City/State of Jan (demons): \(109 + 54 = 163\)

Awda (Return) of life of Jan (John or demons): \((85 + 24) + 54 = 109 + 24 = 163\)

The Fana (Perishing): 163

Hubut (Descent or Fall) of Adam and Hawa (Eve) to the Earth: \(22 + 46 (or 45) + 6 + 16 (or 15) + 41 + 1032 = 1163 (or 1162)\)

Nineteenth + Yulu (July - Egypt): \([531 (or 530) + 570] + 62 = 1101 (or 1100) + 62 = 1163 (or 1162)\)

Day of Ramadan 16\(^{th}\): \(56 + (1091 + 16) = 56 + 1107 = 1163\)

Tasi wa Ishroon (Twenty Ninth): \(531 + 6 + 626 = 1163\)

Darkness of the New England: \(971 (or 970) + 1135 (or 1136) + 57 = 1163\)

(1162 or 1164)

Day of Promise of Khuruj (Coming out) of Messiah Dajjal: \(56 + 80 + [809 + (149 + 69)] = 56 + 80 + (809 + 218) = 56 + 80 + 1027 = 1163\)

When will its docking be? Say: The knowledge of it is with my Lord. No one uncovers its timing (verse 187 of Sura 7): \(62 + 1101 (or 1100) = 1163 (or 1162)\)

Day of Tamam (Completion) of Nima (blessing or blessings) of Allah: \(56 + (481 + 560) + 66 = 56 + (1041 + 66) = 56 + 1107 = 1163\)

Manhattan Project: \(616 + 547 = 1163\) (The project in which the atomic bombs of Hiroshima and Nagasaki were developed)

Day of Zilzal (Quake or Shaking Event) of the Earth: \(56 + (75 + 1032) = 56 + 1107 = 1163\) (equivalent to 163)

New World Order: \(991 + 151 + 21 = 1163\) (equivalent to 163)

Istiada (Getting back) of the Aqsa Mosque: \(541 + 261 + (138 + 223) = 541 + 261 + 361 = 1163\)
And when a Messenger from Allah come to them, confirming what they have (verse 101 of Sura 2): \textbf{1163} (equivalent to \textbf{163}) (1163 is the \textbf{192}nd Prime Number) (\textbf{1385} is the \textbf{1163}rd Composite Number)

The People who rejected our Ayat (miraculous signs) (verse 36 of Sura 25): 1163 (or 1162)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Glory to the one who transported his worshipper at night from (verse 1 of Sura 17): 102 + (66 + 329 + 289 + 121 (or 120) + 741 + 271 + 83 + 71 + 90) = 102 + 2061 (or 2062) = \textbf{2163} (or \textbf{2164}) (2163 is the \textbf{1836}th Composite Number)

On Tuesday, September 21, 2004 (Shaban 6, 1425 Hijri) (Tishri 6, 5765 Jewish) (2453, \textbf{269.5}th Julian Day), construction of 	extbf{Burj (Tower) of Khalifa (Caliph) in Dubai} started, which initially was called Burj Dubai. Since the completion of its construction till the present time, it remains not only the World’s tallest building, but also the tallest man-made structure ever built at \textbf{829.8} meters (\textbf{2,722 ft}) high and \textbf{163 floors}. The date of the opening ceremony, January 4, 2010 (Muharram 17, 1431 Hijri) (Tevet 18, 5770 Jewish) (2455,200.5 Julian Day), was chosen because January 4 is the anniversary of the accession to the throne of Sheikh Mohammad, the Ruler of Dubai, after his brother's death on January 4, 2006.

♦ The Masihiya (Christianity): \textbf{164} (164 is the \textbf{125}th Composite Number) (\textbf{212} is the \textbf{164}th Composite Number) (971 is the \textbf{164}th Prime Number) (1164 is the \textbf{971}st Composite Number)

Quds (Jerusalem): \textbf{164}

\textbf{Sidon}: 164 (Sidon is the ancient name of \textbf{Saida, Lebanon})

Al-Najaf (important Shia city in Iraq): \textbf{164}

Sydney (alternative spelling of Sydney): \textbf{164}

Angeles: \textbf{164} (or \textbf{160})

The Seventh: \textbf{164}

Day of the Nakba (Catastrophe): 56 + 108 = \textbf{164}

The Promise + Bidaya (Beginning): 111 + 53 = \textbf{164}

Inss (Humans) + Jinn (invisible creatures): 111 + 53 = \textbf{164}

Al-Wasswass (The Whisperer) (verse 4 of Sura 114): \textbf{164}
Lailat (Eve) of Hubut (Descent) of Adam and Hawwa (Eve): $75 + [22 + 45 (or 46) + 6 + 16] = 75 + 89 (or 90) = 164 \text{ (or 165)}$

They do not prostrate (verse 21 of Sura 84): $31 + 133 = 164$

Abd-Majeed : $76 + 88 = 164$ (Abd-Majeed, the Second is the last Ottoman Calip)

King (or Kingship) + Son of David: $90 + 53 (or 52) + 21 = 164 \text{ (or 163)}$

The Mine : $164$

Metal: $164$

Hadd (Destruction) of Manhattan: $9 + 155 (or 156) = 164 \text{ (or 165)}$

Dryness (Drought or Aridness): $164$

Al-Bohemiyeen (Bohemians or Czech people): $164$

Poloniyeen (Poles - Polish People): $164$

Promise of Ulahuma (the first of them) (verse 5 of Sura 17): $80 + 84 = 164$

And the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment) and every (verse 12 of Sura 17): $(6 + 102 + 6) + 50 = 114 + 50 = 164$

49 years: $49 + 115 = 164$

He said: It is forbidden to them for forty years (verse 26 of Sura 5): $(131 + 137 + 293 + 155 + 333) + 115 = 1049 + 115 = 1164 \text{ (equivalent to 164)} \; (=12 \times 97)$

(1164 is the 971st Composite Number) \; (1386 is the 1164th Composite Number)

(97 years = 97 x 12 months = 1164 months)

The End Times, we bring you Lafif (scrolls or from diverse backgrounds/places) (verse 104 of Sura 17): $837 \text{ (or 838)} + 64 + 62 + 201 = 1164 \text{ (or 1165)} \text{ (equivalent to 164)}$

Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), we descended it/him, and in the Haq, it/he descended. And We have not sent you, except as (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): $200 \text{ (or 201)} + 6 + 141 + 143 \text{ (or 144)} + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32 = 1164 \text{ (or 1165)}$

Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of 17) + Day of Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): $[5 + 80 + 837 \text{ (or 838)}] + (56 + 186 \text{ (or 187)} = 922 \text{ (or 923)} + 242 \text{ (or 243)} = 1164 \text{ (1165 or 1166)}$
And if you count Nima (Blessings) of Allah (verse 34 of Sura 14): 

\[ (6 + 51) + (481 + 560 + 66) = 57 + 1107 = 1164 \]

Day of Itmam (Completion) of Nima (Blessing or blessings) of Allah: 

\[ (56 + (482 + 560) + 66) = 56 + (1042 + 66) = 56 + 1108 = 1164 \]

This is in the First (or Earlier) Scriptures (verse 18 of Sura 87): 

\[ 51 + 706 + 120 + 209 + 78 = 1164 \]

We facilitated finding them, so that they know (verse 21 of Sura 18): 

\[ 822 + 155 + 187 = 1164 \]

Day of Ramadan 17th: 

\[ 56 + (1091 + 17) = 56 + 1108 = 1164 \]

Intiha (End) of City of San Francisco: 

\[ 458 + 706 = 1164 \]

Devastation of Banu (Children) of the Britan (Britons): 

\[ 803 + 361 = 1164 \]

The Nuclear Weapon + Karachi: 

\[ 233 + 931 = 1164 \]

Promise of Annihilation of Islam Abad + Karachi: 

\[ 80 + 13 + (132 + 8) + 931 = 80 + 13 + 140 + 931 = 1164 \]

The Nuclear Weapons War + Al-Wahiya (The Catastrophe) + Al-Atrak (The Turks): 

\[ 453 + (58 + 653) = 453 + 711 = 1164 \]

Russians + City of Istanbul, Turkey: 

\[ 266 + 109 + 158 + 631 = 1164 \]

The Atomic Bomb: 

\[ 218 + 946 = 1164 \]

The Ninth Jewish Month: 

\[ 536 + 562 + 66 = 1164 \]

the Moon in Husban and the Star and the trees (verse 5-6 of Sura 55): 

\[ 1164 \]

Sabi Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Seventh) + Safar: 

\[ [133 (or 132) + 661] + 370 = 794 (or 793) + 370 = 1164 (or 1163) \]

Kharab (Devastation) + Nakba (Catastrophe) of the American United States: 

\[ 803 + [77 + (479 + 488 + 317)] = 803 + (77 + 1284) = 803 + 1361 = 2164 \]

(= 2 x 2 x 541) \( 2164 \) is the \( 1837^{th} \) Composite Number:

O You who have believed, the Siam (Fasting) has been
decreed upon you like it has been decreed (verse 183 of Sura 2): \[27 + 791 + 99 + 422 + 170 + 172 + 61 + 422 = 917 + 764 + 61 + 422 = 1681 + 61 + 422 = 1742\]

The Sixth + Yulyu (July – in Egypt) + 1946 = 2164 (George Bush Jr. was born on July 6, 1946)

And they followed what the Satans recite regarding that Kingship of Solomon (verse 102 of Sura 2): 2164 (equivalent to 164)

Nuclear Missiles + Istanbul, Turkey: 984 + 1180 = 2164 (equivalent to 164)

West Bank: 916 + 1248 = 2164 (equivalent to 164)

that has the pillars, which has never been created like it among (verses 7 - 8 of Sura 89): 3164 (equivalent to 164) (3164 is the 2716th Composite Number)

Glory be to the one who sent his worshipper in a journey, at night, from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque, which we have blessed its surroundings. He is (verse 1 of Sura 17): \[121 + 741 + 271 + [83 + 70 + 90 + 138 + 280] + [41 + 138 + 223 + 741 + 274 + 49 + 295 + 90 + 463 + 56] = 1133 + 661 + 2370 = 1794 (1793 or 1795) + 2370 = 4164 (4163 or 4195)

97 years = 97 x 12 months = 1164 months

There is no god, except Allah (part of Muslims' Testimony of Faith): 31 + 36 + 32 + 66 = 165 (134 + 31 = 165) (165 is the 126th Composite Number) (213 is the 165th Composite Number)

Nima (Blessing or Grace) (verse 18 of Sura 16): 165

The Dafn (Burial): 165

in Lailat (Eve or Night) (verse 1 of Sura 97) & (verse 3 of Sura 44): 90 + 75 = 165 (There is a Hadith that says the Mahdi will be reformed “in a Night”)

Night of the Mahdi: 75 + 90 = 165
The Mahdi has returned: $75 + 90 = 165$

Lailat (Eve) of Hubut (Descent) of Adam and Hawwa (Eve): $75 + [22 + 46 (or 45) + 6 + 16] = 75 + 90 (or 89) = 165 (or 164)$

Lailat (Eve) of Adam + Apollo: $75 + (45 (or 46) + 45) = 75 + 90 (or 91) = 165 (or 166)$

Lailat (Eve) of Wahy (Revelation or Inspiration) of Allah: $75 + (24 + 66) = 75 + 90 = 165$

Madina (City/State) of the Jews: $109 + 56 = 165$

Ihya (Resurrection or Revival) of Madina (City/State) of Babyl (Babylon): $21 + (109 + 35) = 21 + 144 = 165$

Day of Al-Ib’ad (The Exile): $56 + 109 = 165$

Hadd (Destruction) of Manhattan: $9 + 156 (or 155) = 165 (or 164)$

Bani (Children) of Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil): $62 + 103 = 165$

The Dajjal Gog son of David: $(69 + 23) + (52 + 21) = 92 + 73 (or 74) = 165 (or 166)$

Al-Samad (The eternal) (verse 2 of Sura 112): 165

Qiyama + Hadd (Destruction): $156 + 9 = 165$

Messiah Dajjal (Anti-Christ) + Hadd (Destruction): $(118 + 38) + 9 = 156 + 9 = 165$

Son of Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil) + Hadd (Destruction): $53 + 103 = 156 + 9 = 165$

The Holandiyeen (Dutch - people of Holland): 165

The Yapaniyeen (Japanese): 165

Turkey + Pakistan: $631 + 534 = 1165$ (equivalent to 165)

The Pakistaniyoon (Pakistanis) + Pakistan: $631 + 534 = 1165$ (equivalent to 165)

The Karitha (Disaster) + California: $757 + 408 = 1165$ (equivalent to 165)
The Kharab (Devastation) + Florida: \(834 + 331 = 1165\) (equivalent to 165)

The Saiqa (Shocking Event) of San Francisco, America: \(296 + 597 + 272 = 1165\) (equivalent to 165)

The Promise + Nuclear Hadda (Incident of Destruction) + Manhattan + Washington: \(111 + 14 + 77 + 547 + 416 = 1165\)

Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of 17) + Day of Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): \([5 + 80 + 837 (or 838)] + [56 + 187 (or 186)] = 922 (or 923) + 243 (or 242) = 1165\) (1164 or 1166)

The End Times, we bring you Lafif (scrolls or from diverse backgrounds/places) (verse 104 of Sura 17): \(838 (or 837) + 64 + 62 + 201 = 1165\) (or 1164) (equivalent to 165) (1165 = \(5 \times 233\)) (1165 is the 972\(^{nd}\) Composite Number) (1387 is the 1165\(^{th}\) Composite Number)

Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), we descended it/him, and in the Haq, it/he descended. And We have not sent you, except as (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): \(201 (or 200) + 6 + 141 + 143 (or 144) + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32 = 1165\) (or 1164)

Day of One Ramadan: \((56 + 19) + 1090 (or 1091) = 75 + 1090 (or 1091) = 1165\) (or 1166)

Day the Heaven brings (verse 10 of Sura 44) + Nuclear Hadda (Incident of Destruction) + Manhattan + Washington: \((56 + 811 + 133) + 292 + (11 + 48) + (6 + 431 + 6 + 371) = 292 + 59 + 814 = 351 + 814 = 1165\)

Zilzal (Quake or Shaking Event) + Janna (Paradise) of the Earth: \(75 + (58 + 1032) = 75 + 1090 = 1165\)

Thirty nights (verse 142 of Sura 7): \(1090 (or 1091) + 75 = 1165\) (or 1166)

(1165 = \(5 \times 233\)) (1165 is the 972\(^{nd}\) Composite Number) (1387 is the 1165\(^{th}\) Composite Number)

Inshiqaq (Split, Schism, Cracking, Fracturing) of the Nasraniya (Christian) Church: \(552 + (176 + 437) = 552 + 613 = 1165\) (The Schism in Christianity, into Roman Catholic Church versus Orthodox Churches, started on July 16, 1054) \((1165 = 5 \times 233)\) (1165 is the 972\(^{nd}\) Composite Number) (1387 is the 1165\(^{th}\) Composite Number)
(111 + 14 + 77 + 547 + 416) = 1000 + 1165 = \textbf{2165} \quad \text{(equivalent to} \ 165 \text{) (} 2165 \text{ is the} \ 1838^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number) } \quad \text{(2536 is the} \ 2165^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number)}

إحياء رائد فضاء + نيل أرمسترونغ Ihya (Resurrection) of Astronaut of Space + Neil Armstrong:

\[ 21 + (215 + 882) + (90 + 1957) = 21 + (1097 + 2047) = 21 + 3144 = \textbf{3165} \quad \text{(3165 is the} \ 2717^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number)} \quad \text{(2717 is the} \ 2320^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number)}

أسكنوا الأرض فذا جاء وعده الآخرة جبتاكم Like a flood and the Last One

When Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), we descended it/him and in the Haq, it descended. And We have not sent you except as (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 (or 143) + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 (or 362) + 32 = \textbf{4165} (4166 or 4167)

♦    The Kingdom: \textbf{166} \quad \text{(166 is the} \ 127^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number)} \quad \text{(983 is the} \ 166^{\text{th}} \text{ Prime Number)}

Mosul: \textbf{166}

النكسة The Naksa (Minor Defeat. This word is used by Arabs to refer to 1967 defeat against Israel): \textbf{166}

الواهية النووية The Nuclear Wahiya (Catastrophe): 58 + 108 = \textbf{166}

نهاية الدين Nihaya (End) of the Deen (Religion or Judgment): 71 + 95 = \textbf{166}

كسوف Kusuf (Solar Eclipse): \textbf{166}

يوم العهد Day of the Covenant: 56 + 110 = \textbf{166}

النجاح + جون بول The Daijal + John Paul: 69 + (59 + 38) = 69 + 97 = \textbf{166}

ابن داود + جان بول Son of David + Jan (John) Paul: (53 + 21) + (54 + 38) = 74 + 92 = \textbf{166}

النجاح ياجوج ابن داود The Daijal Gog son of David: (69 + 23) + (53 + 21) = 92 + 74 (or 73) = \textbf{166 (or} 165)

مزدلفه Muzdalifa (location near Mecca): \textbf{166}

His Asa (staff, rod or cane) (verse 32 of Sura 16): \textbf{166}

Andaleeb (Nightingale): \textbf{166}

The Belgikiyeen (Belgians): \textbf{166}
The human says, on that day: Where is [verse 10 of Sura 75]: 

\[146 + 193 + 766 \] + 61 = 1105 (or 1104) + 61 = \textbf{1166 (or 1165)} \textbf{(1388 is the 1166th Composite Number)}

Ghafiloon (distracted, inattentive, or unaware) (verse 7 of Sura 10) & (verse 7 of Sura 30): \textbf{1166 (or 1167)}

Day of One Ramadan: \((56 + 19) + 1091 (or 1090) = 75 + 1091 (or 1090) = 1166 (or 1165)\)

Nineteen + Yuliet (July – in Egypt based on French): \((535 + 570) + 61 = 1105 + 61 = 1166 (2537 is the 2166th Composite Number)\)

The Sa'a (Hour or Clock) (verse 1 of Sura 54): \textbf{167 (1837 = 11 \times 167)} \textbf{(167 is the 39th Prime Number)} \textbf{(215 is the 167th Composite Number)} \textbf{(991 is the 167th Prime Number)}

Nihaya (End) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): \(71 + 96 = 167\)

Day of the Promise: \(56 + 111 = 167\)

their Judgment while they are (verse 1 of Sura 21): \(116 + 6 + 45 = 167\)

were of (verse 9 of Sura 18): \(77 (or 78) + 90 = 167 (or 168)\)

The saying (verse 4 of Sura 21): \textbf{167}

The eyes: \textbf{167}

52 years: \(52 + 115 = 167\)

One hundred years (verse 259 of Sura 2): \(56 + 111 = 167\)

Zilzal (Earthquake) of Antioch: \(75 + 92 = 167 \textbf{(On May 31, 526, a devastating earthquake hit Syria and Antioch in the Byzantine Empire, killing 250,000 people.)}\)

Name of Allah (verse 28 of Sura 22): \(101 + 66 = 167\)

Wafat (Death) of Baha-Allah: \(92 + (9 + 66) = 92 + 75 = 167 \textbf{(In the early hours of May 29, 1892, BahaAllah, founder of the Bahai religion, died after a 24-year confinement in the prison of the city of Akka (Acre) in Palestine.)}\)

Nihaya (End) of the Zombie (Dead people resurrected by witchcraft or Jinn/demons): \(71 + 96 = 167\)
Nihaya (End) of Dajjal + Jinna (demons): 71 + (38 + 58) = 71 + 96 = 167

Promise of Bay'a (pledge of allegiance): 80 + 87 = 167

Promise of God + Resurrection: 80 + 66 + 21 = 167

Jan (John or demons) + The Imam: 54 + 113 = 167

Son of David) + John Paul: (53 + 21) + (54 + 39) = 74 + 93 (or 92) = 167 (or 166)

John Paul has returned: 75 + (54 + 38) = 75 + 92 = 167

Madina (City/State) of Jinna (Jinn - invisible creatures): 109 + 58 = 167

Barrier + State of Jinna (Jinn – invisible creatures): 64 + (45 + 58) = 64 + 103 = 167

Hadda (Incident of Destruction) of Barrier of the Jinna (Jinn – invisible creatures): 14 + 64 + 89 = 167

Barrier + Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil): 64 + 103 = 167

Free-Masonic: 167

Hadd (Destruction) of Istanbul: 9 + 158 = 167

The Believer: 167

in the blessings (verse 11 of Sura 93): 167

New Zealand: 66 + 101 = 167

Al-Asujiyoon (The Swedes): 167

And from the night (verse 40 of Sura 50): 167

The Sawm (fasting): 167

Descent of Wahy (Revelation) of the Wahid (One – attribute or name of God): 93 + 24 + 50 = 167

Night of Mohammad: 75 + 92 = 167

Lailat (Eve) of Awwal (Beginning) of the Wahy (Revelation): 75 + (37 + 55) = 75 + 92 = 167
Lieh El Ramadhan 1: Lailat (Eve or Night) of Ramadan 1: $75 + (1091 + 1) = 75 + 1092 = 1167$ (1167 is the 974th Composite Number) (1389 is the 1167th Composite Number)

Lailat (Eve) of Hadd (Destruction) of Vatican + Ihya (Revival) of Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: $75 + [9 + 562 (or 561) + 21 + 135 + 62 + 303 (or 302)] = 75 + 1092 (1090 or 1091) = 1167 (1165 or 1166)

Lailat (Eve) of Hadd (Destruction) of Vatican + Ihya (Revival) of Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: $75 + [9 + 562 (or 561) + 21 + 135 + 62 + 303 (or 302)] = 75 + 1092 (1090 or 1091) = 1167 (1165 or 1166)

Lailat (Eve) of Hadd (Destruction) of Vatican + Ihya (Revival) of Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: $75 + [9 + 562 (or 561) + 21 + 135 + 62 + 303 (or 302)] = 75 + 1092 (1090 or 1091) = 1167 (1165 or 1166)

Lailat (Eve) of Hadd (Destruction) of Vatican + Ihya (Revival) of Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: $75 + [9 + 562 (or 561) + 21 + 135 + 62 + 303 (or 302)] = 75 + 1092 (1090 or 1091) = 1167 (1165 or 1166)

Eesraaile Bini Malmek Eahyaa + Fatikah  (Hadd) of Vatican + Vatican (Revival) of Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: $75 + [9 + 562 (or 561) + 21 + 135 + 62 + 303 (or 302)] = 75 + 1092 (1090 or 1091) = 1167 (1165 or 1166)

Eesraaile Bini Malmek Eahyaa + Fatikah  (Hadd) of Vatican + Vatican (Revival) of Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: $75 + [9 + 562 (or 561) + 21 + 135 + 62 + 303 (or 302)] = 75 + 1092 (1090 or 1091) = 1167 (1165 or 1166)

Tasi wa Ishreen (Twenty Ninth): $531 + 6 + 630 = 1167$

Tisa wa Ishroon (Twenty Nine): $535 + 6 + 626 = 1167$

Nineteen + Yulyu (July - Egypt): $(535 + 570) + 62 = 1105 + 62 = 1167$

الحدي العشرين + تموز Al-Hadi Al-Ishreen (The Twenty First) + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): $[53 (or 54) + 661)] + 453 = 714 (or 713) + 453 = 1167 (or 1168) (equivalent to 167)

أول أغسطس Awwal (Beginning) of Augustus (August): $37 + 1130 = 1167$

رابع + أربعين Rabi Arbaeen (Forty Fourth) American President: $(273 + 333) + (280 + 281) = 606 + 561 = 1167$

الملك أنطيوخوس الرابع The King Antiochus, the Rabi (Fourth): $121 + 742 + 304 = 1167$

الفتيل + كتله The Vatican + Catholicism: $592 (or 593) + 575 = 1167 (or 1168)$

Ghafiloon (distracted, inattentive, or unaware) (verse 7 of Sura 10) & (verse 7 of Sura 30): 1167 (or 1166)

Before your vision returns to you (meaning, within the twinkling of an eye) (verse 40 of Sura 27): 1167

And that Allah resurrects those in the graves (verse 7 of Sura 22): $66 + 582 + 90 + 90 + 339 = 1167$ (equivalent to 167)

Solar Thawaran (Flare): $757 + 410 = 1167$ (equivalent to 167)

Day of the Malhama Al-Kubra (Big Battle) + Hazima (Defeat) of Israel + Awda (Return) of Palestine: $(56 + 154 + 263) + (67 + 303) + (85 + 239) = 473 + 370 + 324 = 1167$

Day of Israel’s Istil a (capture or taking control) of Al-Quds (Jerusalem): $56 + [(503 + 303) + 110] + 195 = 56 + (806 + 110) + 195 = 56 + (916 + 195) = 56 + 1111 = 1167$
the End Times + The Khuruj (Coming out): 7 + [314 + 78 + 90 + 838 (or 837)] + 840 = 7 + 1320 (or 1319) + 840 = 1167

They hear the Saiha (Scream) by the Truth, that is Day of the Khuruj (Coming out) (verse 42 of Sura 50): 2167 (equivalent to 167) ( = 11 x 197) (2167 is the 1840th Composite Number) (2538 is the 2167th Composite Number)

Day of the Furqan, the Day the Jam’an (two assembled forces) met and Allah is capable of every thing (verse 41 of Sura 8): 56 + 462 + 56 + 541 + 195 + 6 + 66 + 110 + 50 + 311 + 314 = 2167

Permission has been given to those who have been attacked (or killed) (verse 39 of Sura 22): (751 + 820) + 596 = 1571 + 596 = 2167

Men from the human race seek help of men from the Jinn (invisible creatures) so they increased them in folly (or misguidance). (verse 6 of Sura 72): 2167

The Jinn (demons) + Space Creatures : 84 + (1177 + 906) = 84 + 2083 = 2167

Deen (Religion or Judgment) + Ghazu (Invasion) + Creatures of the Space : 64 + 1013 + (1177 + 913) = 64 + 1013 + 2090 = 3167 (equivalent to 167) (3167 is the 448th Prime Number)

Your Deen (Religion or Judgment) for you and Atmamt (I have completed) my blessing upon you and Radeet (I have accepted, favored or chosen) (verse 3 of Sura 5): 124 + 6 + 881 + 170 + 570 + 6 + 1410 = 3167

Day of the Istila (capture or taking control) + Israel over the West Bank: 56 + [534 + 303 + 110] + (916 + 1248) = 56 + (837 + 110) + 2164 = 56 + (947 + 2164) = 56 + 3111 = 3167

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. T. S. These are the Ayat (verses or signs) of the Quran and an evident book, a guidance
and good news (verse 1 of Sura 27): \[102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 69 + 450 + 412 + 382 \text{(or 383)} + 6] + [423 \text{(or 422)} + 102 + 19 + 6 + 512 ] = 2105 \text{(or 2106)} + 1062 \text{(or 1061)} = 3167

We have descended him/it in Night of the Qadr and how would you know what the Night of Qadr is. The Night of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): \[143 \text{(or 144)} + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 ] + (41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136) + 6 + 245 = [916 \text{(or 917 + 3000)}] + 6 + 245 = [3916 \text{(or 3917 + 6) + 245 = 3922 \text{(or 3923)}}] + 245 = 4167 \text{(or 4168)} \text{ (= 3 x 3 x 463) (4167 is the 3593rd Composite Number)}

O the People! Fear your Lord. The Zalzala (Shaking) of the Hour is a magnificent matter. The day you see it, every breast-feeder shall be distracted away from whom she has breast-fed. (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 22): 7167

East and West Germany became officially re-unified on \textbf{October 3, 1990} (2448, 167.5\textsuperscript{th} Julian Day). Today, Germany celebrates annually the \textbf{German Unity Day} on \textbf{October 3}.

Number \textbf{167} is the 39\textsuperscript{th} Prime Number. Number \textbf{167} is the numerical value of:

\textbf{The Hour: 167}

The word “\textbf{The Hour}” is mentioned in the Quran \textbf{39 times}.

\* In the name of Allah: 102 + 66 = 168 \textbf{(168 is the 128\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number)}
(216 is the 168\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) \textbf{(997 is the 168\textsuperscript{th} Prime Number)}

\* 

\textbf{Heaven of Allah: 102 + 66 = 168}

\textbf{Nihaya (End) of Zaman (Time): 71 + 97 (or 98) = 168 \textbf{(or 169)}}

\textbf{Day of the Farewell: 56 + 112 (or 111) = 168 \textbf{(or 167)}}

\textbf{were of (verse 9 of Sura 18): 78 (or 77) + 90 = 168 \textbf{(or 167)}}

\textbf{The Qibla (Direction of Ka’ba): 168}

\textbf{Muslih (Reformer): 168}

\textbf{Aya (Miraculous Sign) of Allah + Awda (Return) : 17 + 66 + 85 = 168}

\textbf{Wahiya (Catastrophe) of Jews’ Hadd (Destruction) of a Mosque: 27 + 9 + 25 + 107 = 168}
Al-Wahid (The One: an attribute of God) + Ibada (Annihilation) + Kahf (Cave) = 50 + (13 + 105) = 50 + 118 = 168

People of the Aika (verse 78 of Sura 15): 101 + 67 = 168

The Dajjal + The Resurrector: 69 + 99 = 168

The Nakba (Catastrophe) of Sydney + State of New South Wales + Australia: (108 + 134) + (52 + 61 + 53 + 57) + 703 = (242 + 223) + 703 = 465 + 703 = 1168 (equivalent to 168) (1168 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 73) (1168 is the 975th Composite Number) (1390 is the 1168th Composite Number)

Wind in which there is a painful torment (verse 25 of Sura 46): 1168

The Vatican + Catholicism: 593 (or 592) + 575 = 1168 (or 1167)

The funeral + Frank Sinatra: 97 (or 96) + [350 (or 351) + 721 (or 722)] = 97 (or 96) + 1071 (1072 or 1073) = 1168 (1167 or 1169)

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of Ramadan: 56 + [22 + 1090 (or 1091)] = 56 + 1112 (or 1113) = 1168 (or 1169)

Day of the Sha’waza (Sorcery or Witchcraft): 56 + 1112 = 1168

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of Season of Khareef (Autumn or Fall): 56 + [22 + (200 + 890)] = 56 + (22 + 1090) = 56 + 1112 = 1168

The Twenty First + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): [54 (or 53) + 661] + 453 = 715 (or 714) + 453 = 1168 (or 1167) (equivalent to 168)

Western Side + Al-Haram Al-Shareef (the Noble Sanctuary): (56 + 1212) + (279 + 621) = 1268 + 900 = 2168 (equivalent to 168) (2168 is the 1841st Composite Number)

the Sun and before the Setting and of the night, praise him and after the prostration. And listen the Day the caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq, that is Day of (verse 39 – 42 of Sura 50): (431 + 6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 71 + 80) + (75 + 6 + 208 + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236) + (144 + 141 + 750 + 56) = 2055 + 2022 + 1091 = 5168
Nihaya (End) of Zaman (Time): 71 + 98 (or 97) = 169 (or 168) (= 13 x 13 )
(169 is the 129th Composite Number) (217 is the 169th Composite Number) (2541 is the 2169th Composite Number)

Bidaya (Beginning) of Nihaya (End) of Kawn (Universe): 22 + 71 (or 70) + 76 = 169 (or 168)

Al-Wilada (The Birth) + John Paul: 77 (or 76) + (54 + 38) = 77 (or 76) + 92 = 169 (or 168)

Bidaya (Beginning) of Al-Wahy (The Revelation) + Mohammad: [22 (or 21) + 55] + 92 = 77 (or 76) + 92 = 169 (or 168)

Al-Husseini (descendant of Prophet Mohammad (p)’s grandson, Al-Hussein): 169

People of Heaven: 36 + 133 = 169

The Mulhidoon (Atheists): 169

Qist (Justice or Equity) (verse 9 of Sura 55): 169

Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) + State of Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil): 21 + (45 + 103) = 21 + 148 = 169

Promise of Beginning of Yajuj (Gog) and Majuj (Magog): (80 + 7) + (23 + 6 + 53) = 87 + 82 = 169

Majuj (Magog) + The Awda (Return): 53 + 116 = 169

The Promise + Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope: 111 + (21 + 37) = 111 + 58 = 169

The Promise + Jinna (demons) : 111 + 58 = 169

Awda (Return) + The Jinn (invisible creatures) : 85 + 84 = 169

Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil) refused (verse 116 of Sura 20) + Majuj (Magog): (103 + 13) + 53 = 116 + 53 = 169

Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil) + Father of + Majuj (Magog): (103 + 13) + 53 = 116 + 53 = 169

State of Jinna (Jinn – invisible creatures) + Ajuj (Gog) + Majuj (Magog): (45 + 58) + (13 + 53 ) = 103 + 66 = 169
Night of Ba’th (Resurrection) of Mawta (Dead People) + Ajuj (Gog) + Majuj (Magog): 
(75 + 572 + 456) + (13 + 53) = 1103 + 66 = **1169** (equivalent to **169**)

City of Sydney + State of New South Wales + Australia: 
(109 + 134) + (52 + 61 + 53 + 57) + 703 = (243 + 223) + 703 = 466 + 703 = **1169**
(equivalent to **169**)

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of Ramadan: 56 + [22 + 1091 (or 1090)] = 56 + 1113
(or 1112) = **1169** (or **1168**)

The Last Messenger: 327 + 842 = **1169**

comes to you except all of a sudden. They ask you as if you have knowledge of it. Say: “The knowledge of it (verse 187 of Sura 7): **3169**
equivalent to **169**)

**3169** is the **449**th Prime Number

Al-Hussein son of Ali son of Al-Hasan the third, son of Al-Hasan, the Second, son of Al-Hasan son of Imam Ali and Fatima, daughter of Prophet Mohammad (p) rebelled in Medina against the rule of Abassi Caliph Musa Al-Hadi (his father was Al-Mahdi and his mother was Al-Khaizaran, daughter of Ata). Al-Hussein was offered allegiance to become a Caliph. The Abassi Caliph Al-Hadi sent an army, defeated and killed Al-Hussein in the Battle of the Fakh (Trap) near Mecca on June 11, 786 AD (Zu Al-Hijja 8 (or 9), 169 Hijri) (Tammuz 10, 4546 Jewish). One of the few of Al-Hussein’s relatives who managed to survive was Idris son of AbdAllah. He fled secretly, in disguise, to Egypt and later reached Morocco where he befriended the Barbars in Morocco and became a Caliph in 788 AD (172 Hijri). He established the Idrisi dynasty that ruled some parts of Morocco till 985 AD (375 Hijri).

**170** (or **171**)
(170 is the **130**th Composite Number)

(218 is the **170**th Composite Number)

(1013 is the **170**th Prime Number)
(2542 is the **2170**th Composite Number)

**170** years

Name of the Dajjal: 101 + 69 = **170**

**170**

Heard (or Hearing):

Walking sticks (or canes):

Disobeyed:

Hadd ( Destruction) of the Silm (Peace): 9 + 161 = **170**
Hadd (Destruction) of Zion: $9 + 161 = 170$

Promise of the Mahdi: $80 + 90 = 170$

The Planets + The Mahdi: $80 + 90 = 170$

People of London: $36 + 134 = 170$

Hadd (Destruction) + Wahiya (Disaster) of London (or Sydney): $9 + 27 + 134 = 170$

Isaac: $170$ (or 169)

Esau: $170$

Muslim: $170$

Bliss (verse 12 of Sura 56): $170$

The Sadma (Shock): $170$

The Week: $170$

I have sought refuge (verse 27 of Sura 40): $1170$ (equivalent to $170$) ($1170$ is the $977^{th}$ Composite Number)

Riyadh Al-Solh: $1011 + 159 = 1170$ [Riyadh Al-Solh, former Prime Minister of Lebanon, was assassinated while he was on his way to Marka Airport in Amman, Jordan to come back to Lebanon at noon on July 16, 1951 (Shawwal 11, 1370 Hijri) (Tammuz 12, 5711 Jewish).

Khatam (Seal or End) of the Zaman (Time): $1041 + 129 = 1170$ (or 1169)

And the Moon in Husban and the Star and the trees (verse 5- 6 of Sura 55): $1170$

Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful). By the Sama (Heaven or Sky) and the Tariq (Unexpected Event) (verse 1 of Sura 86): $1170$

Ghafileen (unaware) (verse 136 of Sura 7): $1170$ (or 1171)

Inhabit the Ard (Land or Earth). (verse 104 of Sura 17): $138 + 1032 = 1170$

Yuly (July) + 15$^{th}$ + 1099 : $(56 + 15) + 1099 = 71 + 1099 = 1170$ (The Crusaders conquered Jerusalem on July 15, 1099)

Tanjees (Desecration) of the Bayt Al-Maqdis (House of Holiness): $523 + (412$
+ 235) = 523 + 647 = **1170**

Maji (Coming) of Shimon Peres to Masjid (Mosque) of the Jazzar + Akka: 54 (or 53) + 406 + 229 + 41 + 107 + 242 + 91 = **1170 (or 1169)**

**Day of Ramadan 23**: 56 + (1091 + 23) = 56 + 1114 = **1170**

**Nuclear weapon**: 99 + 72 = **171** (= 9 x 19) (**171** is the **131st** Composite Number)

(219 is the **171st** Composite Number) (**1019** is the **171st** Prime Number) (**2171** is the **1844th** Composite Number) (**2544** is the **2171st** Composite Number)

The Sun: **171**

The Ilm (Knowledge) (verse 107 of Sura 17): **171**

The Alam (World): **171 (or 172)**

Saf (line) (verse 22 of Sura 89): **171 (or 170)**

Day of the Eid (Feast): 56 + 115 = **171**

Nisan (April): **171**

A little (verse 15 of Sura 44): **171**

After him (verse 104 of Sura 17): 90 + 81 = **171**

The Nafi (Exile or Banishment): **171**

Al-Fain (Two Thousand): **171**

Beginning of Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) of Apollo 11: 22 + 93 + (45 + 11) = 22 + (93 + 56) = 22 + 149 = **171**

Countries or Lands of Jesus (This is the False Jesus): 37 + 134 = **171**

Tasmania: **171 (or 176)**

New South Wales: (61 + 53) + 57 = 114 + 57 = **171**

Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of David: 21 + (135 + 15) = 21 + 150 = **171**

Revival or Resurrection) of Sydney: 16 + 21 + 134 = **171**
The Islahi (Reformer): 171

The black Dajjal: 69 + 102 = 171

The Dajjal Elias (Elijah): 69 + 102 = 171

Day of Wilada (Birth) of the Dajjal: 56 + (46 + 69) = 56 + 115 = 171

Zionist: 171

The Sa’ee (moving fast): 171

Two Poles: 171

Annihilation of Istanbul: 13 + 158 = 171

The Canadiyoon (Canadians): 171

Catastrophe of Canadiyeen (Canadians): 27 + 144 = 171

The Asujiyeen (Swedes): 171

Allah does not guide them (verse 104 of Sura16): 171

The Kanees (Synagogue): 171

Papal Church: 145 + 26 = 171 (Saint Peter’s Basilica is known as Basilica of the Pope or Papal Basilica)

Basilica of the Pope: 134 (or 133) + 37 = 171 (or 170)

Vatican (alternative Arabic spelling): 171

The Saint Peter’s Basilica (Church) + Vatican: (133 + 205 + 271) + 562 = 609 + 562 = 1171

The Nuclear Missile of Islam-Abad: 1031 + 140 = 1171 (equivalent to 171)

Khusf (Eclipse) + The Sun: 740 + 431 = 1171

Khusf (Collapse) of the Masriyeen (Egyptians): 740 + 431 = 1171 (equivalent to 171)
Kharab (Devastation) + New Yorkiyoon (New Yorkers): $803 + 368 = 1171$
(equivalent to 171)

Kharab (Devastation) + The Amerikiyoon (Americans): $803 + 368 = 1171$
(equivalent to 171)

Al-Waqia (The Event) (verse 1 of Sura 56) of Manhattan, New York City: $213 + 547 + (109 + 302) = 213 + (547 + 411) = 213 + 958 = 1171$

Vikings: $1171$ (or 1161) (equivalent to 171)

Faraqnahu (we have spaced it) so that you recite it (verse 106 of Sura 17): $435$ (or 436) + 736 = $1171$ (or 1172)

Ghafileen (unaware) (verse 136 of Sura 7): $1171$ (or 1170)

Ninth Jewish Month: $531 + 505 + 35 = 1171$

Tisa wa Ushreen (Twenty Nine): $535 + 6 + 630 = 1171$

Night (Eve) of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders’) Entrance of the Aqsa: $75 + (640 + 233 + 223) = 75 + 1096 = 1171$

Tadnees (Desecration) of the Bayt Al-Maqdis (House of Holiness): $524 + (412 + 235) = 524 + 647 = 1171$

Lailat (Eve) of of Nihaya (End) of the Second World War: $56 + 71 + (241 + 187 + 597) = 56 + (71 + 1025) = 56 + 1096 = 1171$ [World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5 Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).]

Day of Ramadan 24: $56 + (1091 + 24) = 56 + 1115 = 1171$

Arise and warn (verse 2 of Sura 74): $140 + 1031 = 1171$

the End Times, we bring you Laffa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd) and (verse 104 of Sura 17): $782 + 5 + 80 + 838$ (or 837) + $64 + 62 + 201 + 6 = 1171$ (or 1170)

(1171 is the 193rd Prime Number) (1393 is the 1171st Composite Number)

Day of the Promise has arrived: $5 + (56 + 111) = 5 + 167 = 172$ (= $2 \times 2 \times 43$)

(172 is the 132nd Composite Number) (220 is the 172nd Composite Number)
The Siam (Fasting): 172

Aseeb (tough, difficult, grievous, distressful, etc.) (verse 77 of Sura 11): 172

Day of the Milad (Birth): 56 + 116 = 172

The Mamaleek (Mamluk): 172

The World: 172

Free-Masonry: 172

Temple of the Jews: 116 + 56 = 172

The Churches: 172

One Hundred Sana (years): 56 + 115 = 172

End of the first Hudna (Truce): 71 + (37 + 64) = 71 + 101 = 172

Aya (Miraculous Sign) of Qiyama (Resurrection): 16 + 156 = 172

The Star + The Hazza (EarthQuake or Shaking Event): 124 + 48 = 172

Nihaya (End) of Dawla (State) of the Jews: 71 + (45 + 56) = 71 + 101 = 172

Dawla (State) of Dajjal of the Jinna (demons): 45 + (38 + 89) = 45 + 127 = 172

The Messiah Gog: 149 + 23 = 172

Dajjal (Deceiver) of London: 38 + 134 = 172

Dajjal (Deceiver or Anti-Christ) + Sydney: 38 + 134 = 172

Aya (Sign) of Resurrection of Sydney: 17 + 21 + 134 = 172

Ba’th (Resurrection) of Muttaqeen (pious or God-fearing individuals): 572 + 600 = 1172 (= 2 x 2 x 293) (1172 is the 978th Composite Number)
The Qadar/Qadr (Destiny) + The End Times : 335 + 837 (or 838) = **1172** (or 1173)

Maraka (Battle) of the End Times : 335 + 837 (or 838) = **1172** (or 1173)

Zafaf (Wedding) of Charles + Diana : 168 + 938 + 66 = **1172**

[ On Wednesday, **July 29, 1981** Gregorian (July 16, 1981 Julian) (Ramadan 26 (or 27), 1401 Hijri) (Tammuz 27, **5741** Jewish Calendar) (2444,814.5th Julian Day), a worldwide television audience of over 700 million people watched the **wedding of Charles**, Prince of Wales, **and Lady Diana** Spencer at Saint Paul’s Cathedral in London. ]

Hubut (Descent or Landing) of Apollo, the Eleventh on the Moon: 22 + 45 + (54 + 570) + (110 + 77 + 371) + (110 + 371) = 22 + (45 + 624) + 481 = 22 + 669 + 481 = **1172**

**Visit of Shimon Peres to Al-Maghrib (Morocco)** : 223 + (406 + 229) + 41 + 1273 = 223 + 635 + 41 + 1273 = **2172**  [Around 10:00 pm, on Monday night, **July 21, 1986**, (Zu Al-Qada 14, 1406 Hijri) (Tammuz 14, **5746** Jewish) (2446,632.5th Julian Day), Israeli Prime Minister, **Shimon Peres**, arrived to Morocco to meet **King Al-Hassan II**. The visit was supposed to end on **July 23**, but was extended till **July 24**, 1986. In response to this visit, Syria cut all of its diplomatic ties with Morocco.]

♦ **Iqab (Punishment) : 173** (173 is the 40th Prime Number) (221 is the 173rd Composite Number) (1031 is the 173rd Prime Number)

Laila (Night or Eve) of Bid’a (Beginning) of Jahannam (Hell): 75 + 98 = **173**

Year of Jubilee : 115 + 58 = **173**

The Mulhideen (Atheists): **173**

The Hour and (verse 1 of Sura 54): 167 + 6 = **173**

The first Hudna (Truce): 95 + 78 = **173**

Kanoun Awal (December – in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 9 : [127 (or 126) + 37] + 9 = 164 (or 163) + 9 = **173 (or 172)**  | **Britain captured Jerusalem** from the Ottoman Empire. The Ottoman Governor of Jerusalem sent a “Surrender Letter”, delivered by Mayor of Jerusalem, Hussein Al-Husseini, to the British invaders on **Sunday, December 9, 1917** (Safar 24, **1336** Hijri) (Kislev 24, 5678 Jewish). Field Marshal Edmund Allenby, head of the invading British forces,
entered Jerusalem on foot, through the Jaffa gate, on December 11, 1917.

Aya (Sign) of Qiyama (Resurrection or Outbreak of War): 17 + 156 = 173

YoHanna (John) Paulus (Paul): 75 + 98 = 173

Ihya (Resurrection) of John Paulus (Paul): 21 + (54 + 98) = 21 + 152 = 173

Islamic Country: 36 + 137 (or 136) = 173 (or 172)

Kingship that does not perish (verse 120 of Sura 20): 90 + 31 + 52 = 173

Tree of the Khuld (Eternity or Immortality) (verse 120 of Sura 20): 508 + 665 = 1173

Tree of the Khatia (Sin): 508 + 665 = 1173

Awde (Return) of Apollo 11: 85 + (45 + 11) + 1032 = (85 + 56) + 1032 = 141 + 1032 = 1173

Ikhtifa (Disappearance) of the Mahdi: 1083 + 90 = 1173 (equivalent to 173)

We have been warning (verse 3 of Sura 44): (52 + 71) + 1050 = 123 + 1050 = 1173

Laila (Night or Eve) of Bid’a (Beginning) of Ramadan: 75 + (7 + 1091) = 75 + 1098 = 1173

Day of Karitha (Catastrophe) of Nuclear Weapons War: 56 + 726 + (210 + 104 + 77) = 56 + (726 + 391) = 56 + 1117 = 1173

And the drunkenness of the death came (verse 19 of Sura 50): 1173 (equivalent to 173)

Astonished when a Warner came to them (verse 2 of Sura 50): 1173 (equivalent to 173) (1173 is the 979th Composite Number)

Rabi wa Arbaeen (Forty Fourth) American President: (273 + 6 + 333) + (280 + 281) = 612 + 561 = 1173

Entry of Muslims into Israel: 640 + 230 + 303 (or 302) = 1173 (or 1172)

Astronaut Armstrong: 215 + 1958 (or 1957) = 2173 (or 2172) (2173 is the 1846th Composite Number) (2546 is the 2173rd Composite Number)
Bid’a (Beginning) of the Hour: $7 + 167 = 174$ (174 is the 133rd Composite Number)  
(222 is the 174th Composite Number)  
(1033 is the 174th Prime Number)  
(3689 is the 3174th Composite Number)

Bid’a (Beginning) of Nihaya (End) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): $7 + (71 + 96) = 7 + 167 = 174$

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of the Asad (Leo): $56 + (22 + 96) = 56 + 118 = 174$  
(July 23 is the 1st day of Leo, zodiac sign)

Day of Friday: $56 + 118 = 174$

Day of Omen (or an ominous Day) (verse 19 of Sura 54): $56 + 118 = 174$

Day of Ingleez (English People): $56 + 118 = 174$

Saint: 174

King of the Jinn (demons): $90 + 84 = 174$

Al-Hadd (Destruction) + London: $40 + 134 = 174$

Al-Hadd (Destruction) + Madina (City/State) of Jews: $40 + (109 + 25) = 40 + 134 = 174$

Al-Hadd (Destruction) + People of Jahannam (Hell): $40 + (36 + 98) = 40 + 134 = 174$

Al-Hadd (Destruction) + The Byzantiya (Byzantium): $40 + 134 = 174$

City of Mecca: $109 + 65 = 174$

4 Sineen (years): $4 + 170 = 174$

all of them (verse 40 of Sura 44): 174

Al-Karitha (The Disaster) of London, Britain: $757 + 417 = 1174$  
(= 2 x 587)  
(equivalent to 174)  
(1174 is the 980th Composite Number)  
(1396 is the 1174th Composite Number)

Al-Takbeer (Saying “Allah Akbar” – Allah is Greater) + Al-Tasbeeh (saying Subhan Allah- Glory/Praise to Allah): $663 + 511 = 1174$  
(equivalent to 174)

The God-fearing people are in paradises (verse 54 of Sura 54): $(631 + 90) + 453 = 721 + 453 (or 454) = 1174 (or 1175)$
Al-Hadi wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty First) + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): \((54 + 6 + 661) + 453 = 721 + 453 = 1174\)

Day of 27 Ramadan: \((56 + 27) + 1091 = 83 + 1091 = 1174\)

Hazima (Defeat) of the Mongols: \(67 + 1107 = 1174\)

And the Dawn and Ten nights and the Shaf’a (even) and the Watr (odd) and the Night (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 89):  
\[6 + 314 + (6 + 71 + 570 + 6 + 481 + 6 + 637) + 6 + 71 = 6 + 314 + 1777 + 6 + 71 = 2174\]

He said: This is mercy from my Lord. When (verse 98 of Sura 18): \(2174\)

When you are part of its remembrance (or mention). To (verse 42 - 45 of Sura 79): \(2174\) \(= 2 \times 1087\) \(2174\) is the \(1847^{th}\) Composite Number \(2547\) is the \(2174^{th}\) Composite Number

Mingle with each other and the Trumpet is blown (verse 99 of Sura 18):  
\[(59 + 90 + 872) + (6 + 730) + (90 + 327) = (1021 + 736) + 417 = 1757 + 417 = 2174\]

the Messiah (meaning the False/Dajjal Messiah), he remains, on Earth, for forty (This is part of a Hadith): \(2174\)

The Jews declared unilaterally the establishment of the State of Israel on May 14, 1948 (The Jews declared unilaterally the establishment of the State of Israel on May 14, 1948)

Lailat (Eve) of Day of Ras (Head or Beginning) of year + 1444 Hijriya : \(75 + 56 + (261 + 115) + 1444 + 223 = 75 + (56 + 376 + 1444) + 223 = 75 + 1876 + 223 = 2174\)

Suqut (Fall): \(175\) \(175\) is the \(134^{th}\) Composite Number \(224\) is the \(175^{th}\) Composite Number \(6\) is the \(175^{th}\) Prime Number \(2548\) is the \(2175^{th}\) Composite Number

Day of the 11 + Ailul (September): \((56 + 31 + 11) + 77 = 98 + 77 = 175\)

Sixth + May: \(125 + 50\) (or 51) = \(175\) (or 176)

King of the Jann (demons): \(90 + 85 = 175\)
Awda (Return) + The Mahdi: 85 + 90 = 175

The Jan (demons) + The Mahdi: 85 + 90 = 175

Broom (used by wizards for flying): 175

Jewish Synagogue: 140 + 35 = 175

Mount of a Synagogue: 35 + 140 = 175

The Canadiyeen (Canadians): 175

Al-Nutfa (sperm) Alaqa (clinging object) (verse 14 of Sura 23): 175

Whom Allah guides (verse 17 of Sura 18): 90 + 19 + 66 = 175

Hisab (Calculation) of the Jummal (Gematria or Numerical Value of letters/words): 71 + 104 = 175

Mu’awwil (Interpreter) of the Batin (Inner Meaning): 82 (or 83) + 93 = 175 (or 176)

The God-fearing people are in paradises (verse 54 of Sura 54): (631 + 90) + 453 = 721 + 454 (or 453) = 1175 (or 1174) (equivalent to 175) (1175 is the 981st Composite Number)

A Warner came to them, from them (verse 2 of Sura 50): 1175

Al-Thalith Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Third) + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): [1061 (or 1062) + 661] + 453 = 1722 (or 1723) + 453 = 2175 (or 2176) (equivalent to 175) (2175 is the 1848th Composite Number)

Astronaut of the Space, Neil Armstrong: (215 + 913) + [90 + 1957 (or 1958)] = 1128 + 2047 (or 2048) = 3175 (or 3176) (3175 is the 2725th Composite Number)

He is the one who made the Sun as an illumination and the Moon as a light and divided it into stages (verse 5 of Sura 10): (11 + 741 + 103 + 431 + 812) + (6 + 371 + 257 + 6 + 309 + 128) = 2098 + 1077 = 3175

The Right side (This refers to the Good People) (verse 8 of Sura 56): 176 (176 is the 135th Composite Number) (225 is the 176th Composite Number) (1049 is the 176th Prime Number)

Allah, there is no god, except HoWa (or He) (verse 26 of Sura 27): 66 + 31+
Sixth + May : 125 + 51 (or 50) = 176 (or 175) [ Jamal Pasha, the Ottoman governor of Greater Syria, hanged prominent activists and intellectuals, opposed to his oppressive rule, in both Damascus and Beirut, on May 6, 1916 (Rajab 3, 1334 Hijri) (Iyar 3, 5676 Jewish) (2420,989.5th Julian Day). In commemoration of this event, May 6 is celebrated annually as the Martyrs’ Day in Syria and Lebanon. He is referred to as the Jazzar (Butcher or Slaughterer). He was born on May 6, 1872 (Safar 27, 1289 Hijri). He was killed on July 21, 1922 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1340 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5682 Jewish) (2423,256.5th Julian Day). ]

Son of Devil : 52 (or 53) + 124 = 176 (or 177)

Madina (City/State) of Son of David (This refers to the Anti-Christ, not Jesus):

109 + 52 (or 53) + 15 = 109 + 67 (or 68) = 176 (or 177)

Moubadeen (Banished/Exiled People): 176

Banu Engleez (Children of People of England): 176

Jinna (demons) + Engleez (English People): 58 + 118 = 176

Jinna (demons) of Messiah: 58 + 118 = 176

Al-Wahiya (The Catastrophe) + English People: 58 + 118 = 176

The Fasad (Corruption): 176

Zionism: 176

The Andalus (Region of Spain that used to be ruled by Muslims): 176

The Sakina (Solace. It is referred to by the Jews as Shechinah) (verse 248 of Sura 2): 176

The Church (i.e. Catholic Church or Vatican): 176

Dajjal (Anti-Christ) + The Mosque: 38 + 138 = 176

Kharab (Devastation) of the Britaniyeen (Britons) : 803 + 373 = 1176 (equivalent to 176)

The Tadmeer (Destruction) + The Franciyeen (French) : 685 + 491 = 1176 (equivalent to 176)

When (the Earth is) shaken (verse 1 of Sura 99) : 702 + 474 = 1176 (equivalent to 176)
The Aqtab (Poles) + The Earth: $144 + 1032 = 1176$ (equivalent to 176)

Hobart, Tasmania (Island & State in Australia): $614 + 562 = 1176$ (equivalent to 176)

Yulyu (July – in Egypt) + 15th + 1099: $(62 + 15) + 1099 = 77 + 1099 = 1176$ (The Crusaders conquered Jerusalem on July 15, 1099)

Line of Latitude 33 degrees + 33 minutes: $609 + 1070 + [(33 + 212) + (33 + 219)] = (609 + 1070) + (245 + 252) = 1679 + 497 = 2176$ (equivalent to 176)

Al-Thalith Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Third) + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): $[1062 (or 1061) + 661] + 453 = 1723 (or 1722) + 453 = 2176 (or 2175)$ (equivalent to 176) (2176 is the 1849th Composite Number) (2550 is the 2176th Composite Number)

Promise of the End Times come, they shall ruin your faces and enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Like the Salibiyoon (Crusaders) entered it for the first time: $[5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138] + (61 + 639 + 229 + 67 + 245) = 1935 (or 1934) + 1241 = 3176 (or 3175)

Astronaut of the Space, Neil Armstrong: $(215 + 913) + [90 + 1958 (or 1957)] = 1128 + 2048 (or 2047) = 3176 (or 3175)$ (3176 is the 2726th Composite Number)

People (or Guardians) of Hell-Fire, other than Angels and We have not made their Idda (number) except as a Fitna (trial) for those who have disbelieved so that those who have been given the Book become assured and those who have believed grow in (verse 31 of Sura 74): $[102 (or 101) + 282 + 32 + 106 (or 105) + 6 + 41 + 154] + [519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414 + 453 + 6 + 26 + 791 + 99 ] = 723 (721 or 722) + 5453 = 6176 (6174 or 6175) (6176 is the 5371st Composite Number)

The Warned-about Day (verse 20 of Sura 50): $56 + 121 = 177$ ( = 3 x 59) (177 is the 136th Composite Number) (226 is the 177th Composite Number) (1051 is the 177th Prime Number) (7177 is the 917th Prime Number)

Bidaya (Beginning) of Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): $22 + 155 (or 156) = 177 (or 178)

Son of Devil: $53 (or 52) + 124 = 177 (or 176)

Madina (City/State) of Son of David: $109 + 53 (or 52) + 15 = 177 (or 176)

The Tawafan (Flood): 177
Day of the Nile: \(56 + 121 = 177\)

Day of the King: \(56 + 121 = 177\)

Ojuba (Miraculous Event) of a King: \(87 + 90 = 177\)

Bay’a (Offering Allegiance) to the Mahdi: \(87 + 90 = 177\)

The Swaidiyoon (Swedes): 177

Cotbiyoon (Polar people): 177

Coptiyoon (Egyptian Coptics): 177

The People: 177

Creatures: 1177 (equivalent to 177)

Burj (Zodiac Sign) of Virgo: \(205 + 972 \text{ (or } 971) = 1177 \text{ (or } 1176)\) [The zodiac sign, Virgo, ends on September 22 (or 21).

Eclipse of the Sun: \(746 + 431 = 1177 \text{ (or } 1176)\) (equivalent to 177)

Secret of Promise of the End Times: \(260 + [80 + 837 \text{ (or } 838)] = 260 + 917 \text{ (or } 918) = 1177 \text{ (or } 1178)\) \(= 11 \times 107\) (1177 is the 983rd Composite Number) (1400 is the 1177th Composite Number)

Hadd (Destruction) of Western Side + Al-Haram Al-Shareef (the Noble Sanctuary): \(9 + (56 + 1212) + (279 + 621) = 9 + (1268 + 900) = 9 + 2168 = 2177\) (equivalent to 177) \(= 7 \times 311\) (2177 is the 1850th Composite Number)

A Sign for them is the Night that we remove from it the Day, so they are in darkness. (verse 37 of Sura 36): 3177 (or 3178) (3177 is the 2727th Composite Number)

Note that (Promise of the End Times) is mentioned in Quran Sura 17 verse 7 (which can be regarded as 177)

♦ Scriptures (verse 2 of Sura 89) & (verse 19 of Sura 87): 178 (or 179) \(= 2 \times 89\) (178 is the 137th Composite Number) (228 is the 178th Composite Number) (1061 is the 178th Prime Number)

Forgiveness: 178
The Umma (Nation): 178

The Museeba (Calamity or Catastrophe) (verse 22 of Sura 57): 178

Bidaya (Beginning) of Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): $22 + 156$ (or 155) = 178 (or 177)

Inha (Ending) of Hayat (life) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): $58 + (24 + 96) = 58 + 120 = 178$

God of the People (verse 3 of Sura 114): $36 + 142 = 178$

God + Dajjal (AntiChrist) Son of David: $36 + [69 + 73$ (or 74)] = 36 + 142 (or 143) = 178 (or 179)

Halak (Perishing) of the Dajjal + Magog: $56 + (69 + 53) = 56 + 122 = 178$

Madina (City/State) of Dajjal (Anti-Christ): $109 + 69 = 178$

Sineen (years): $8 + 170 = 178$

Queensland (State in Eastern Australia in which Gold Coast is located): 178

Ithna Ashar (Twelve) Yawm (Days): $(552 + 570) + 56 = 1122 + 56 = 1178$ (1178 is the 984th Composite Number) (1401 is the 1178th Composite Number)

Ithna Ashar (Twelfth) Day: $56 + (552 + 570) = 56 + 1122 + 56 = 1178$

Tawafan (Flood) of the Earth: $146 + 1032 = 1178$

The End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Tariq (verse 1 of Sura 86): $837$ (or $838$) + 341 = 1178 (or 1179)

Like the Muslimoon (Muslims) entered it the first time: $639 + 37 + 245 = 1178$

Day of Saddam Hussein’s Ijtiyah (Invasion) of Kuwait: $56 + [423 + (135 + 128) + 436] = 56 + (423 + 263 + 436) = 56 + 1122 = 1178$

Zafaf (Wedding) of Charles and Diana: $168 + 938 + 6 + 66 = 1178$

the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings, to show him (verse 1 of Sura 17): 2178 (2178 is the 1851st Composite Number)

Beings + Outer Space: $482 + (882 + 814) = 482 + 1696 = 2178$ (equivalent
to 178) (2178 is the 1851st Composite Number)

A Sign for them is the Night that we remove from it the Day, so they are in darkness. (verse 37 of Sura 36): 3178 (or 3177) (3178 is the 2728th Composite Number)

♦ مَلِكُ الْجَنِّ King of the Jinna (Jinn – invisible creatures): 90 + 89 = 179 (179 is the 41st Prime Number) (230 is the 179th Composite Number) (1063 is the 179th Prime Number) (3179 is the 2729th Composite Number)

يوم إنتهاء الدنيا Day of Inhya (Ending) of Dunya (World before End Times): 56 + (58 + 65) = 56 + 123 = 179

صيحة + الله Saiha (Scream) + Allah: 113 + 66 = 179

الإمام + الله Al-Imam + Allah (God): 113 + 66 = 179

قعدة Qada:

أقطاب + الجبل Poles + The Mountain (may refer to Temple Mount): 113 + 66 = 179

كارثة حرب الأسلحة النووية Karitha (Catastrophe) of the Nuclear Weapons War: 726 + (210 + 135) + 108 = 726 + 453 = 1179 (1179 is the 985th Composite Number)

وعد + الطارق + النجم الثاقب Promise of + The Tariq, the Piercing Star (verse 2- 3 of Sura 86): 80 + (124 + 634) = 80 + (341 + 758) = 80 + 1099 = 1179

وعد + الطارق + الشعرى اليمنية Promise of + The Tariq (verse 1 of Sura 86) + The Shira Al-Yamaniya (name of Sirius Star as called by Ancient Arabs): 80 + [341 + (611 + 147)] = 80 + (341 + 758) = 80 + 1099 = 1179 [It is mentioned in verse 49 of Sura 53 (Al-Najm, meaning the Star), immediately before verses 50 - 51 that talk about the devastation of the people of Aad and Thamud by God]

و النجم + و الليل إذا يسر And (or By) the Star (verse 6 of Sura 55) + And (or By) the night when it travels (journeys or does Israa) (verses 4 of Sura 89): 6 + 124 + (6 + 71 + 702 + 270) = 6 + 124 + 1049 = 1179

و الشقوق + القدر + والليل إذا يسر And (or By) the Shaf’a (even) and the Watr (odd) and (or By) the night when it travels (journeys or does Israa) ? (verses 3 - 4 of Sura 89): 6 + (481 + 6 + 637) + (6 + 71 + 702 + 270) = 6 + 1124 + 1049 = 2179 (2179 is the 327th Prime Number) (2554 is the 2179th Composite Number)

مذنب سوفيت تائف Muzannab (Comet) of Swift - Tuttle: 792 + 556 + 831 (or 830) = 2179 (or 2178) (Swift-Tuttle Comet is the largest object, 26 Km in diameter, that makes repeated close
passes by the Earth every 133 years. It is considered as the single most dangerous object known to humanity. A shower of meteors (falling stars) associated with Swift–Tuttle Comet is called Perseids. The shower is visible annually starting from mid July, but peaks around August 11 – 13.

The Tariq (verse 1 of Sura 86) + Day of Taghyeer (Change) of Qutban (Two Poles): 341 + 56 + (1620 + 162) = 341 + (56 + 1782) = 341 + 1838 = 2179

The Tariq (verse 1 of Sura 86) + Day of Alignment (or lining up) + Eleven Planets and the Sun and the Moon (verse 4 of Sura 12) + Zilzal (Quake): 341 + 56 + [261 + 13 + 570 + 49 (or 48)] + 6 + (431 + 6 + 371) = 341 + 56 + [893 (or 892) + 6 + 808] = 341 + [56 + 1707 (or 1706)] + 75 = 341 + [1763 (or 1762) + 75] = 341 + 1838 (or 1837) = 2179 (or 2178)

Fayadanat (Floods) of the End Times: 1342 + 837 = 2179 (or 2180)

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of the Nihaya (End): 56 + (22 + 102) = 56 + 124 = 180 (180 is the 138th Composite Number) (231 is the 180th Composite Number) (1069 is the 180th Prime Number)

Day of the Star: 56 + 124 = 180

Nihaya (End) of the Haml (Pregnancy): 71 + 109 = 180

The Promise + The Dajjal: 111 + 69 = 180

the crazy: 180

Sineen (Sinai) (verse 2 of Sura 95): 180

65 Sana (years): 65 + 115 = 180

Qita (District): 180

Lined up: 180

Naql (Transportation): 180

Summer (verse 2 of Sura 106): 180

hears: 180

Bani (Children) Engleez (English People): 62 + 118 = 180

Ibad (Worshippers) of Iblees (Diablo or Devil): 77 + 103 = 180
Son of David (Anti-Christ) + Poles (of the Earth): $67 + 113 = 180$ (or 181)

Jinn (invisible creatures) + State of Gog and Magog: $53 + 45 + (23 + 6 + 53) = 53 + (45 + 82) = 53 + 127 = 180$

Hadd (Destruction) of Vatican: $9 + 171 = 180$ (or 179)

The Ihya (Resurrection or Revival) + Mubaya’a (pledge of allegiance): $52 + 128 = 180$

Istanbul, Turkey: $549 + 631 = 1180$ (equivalent to 180)

The God-fearing people are in paradises and (verse 54 of Sura 54): $(631 + 90) + 453 + 6 = 721 + 453 (or 454) + 6 = 1180$ (or 1181)

Astronauts of the Space + Apollo 11: $(211 + 913) + (45 + 11) = 1124 + 56 = 1180$

The Space Markaba (Shuttle or Vehicle): $267 + 913 = 1180$

Day of Qiyama (Upheaval or Resurrection) + Karitha (Catastrophe) of the Nuclear Weapons: $[56 + 155 (or 156)] + 726 + (135 + 108) = 211 (or 212) + 726 + 243 = 1180$ (1180 is the 986th Composite Number) (1403 is the 1180th Composite Number)

the Salibiyyoon (Crusaders) entered it for the first time: $639 + 229 + 67 + 245 = 1180$

So, march my worshippers at night. You are going to be followed (verse 23 of Sura 44. This is the 4437th verse of the Quran): 1180

Ibrahim (Abraham)’s Zabih (Slaughter) of Ismael: $710 + 259 + 211 (or 212) = 1180$ (or 1181)

Zuhur (Emergence) of the Dajjal: $1111 + 69 = 1180$

Lailat (Eve) of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year + 1444: $75 + 261 + (146 + 254) + 1444 = 75 + (261 + 400) + 1444 = 75 + (661 + 1444) = 75 + 2105 = 2180$ (2180 is the 1852nd Composite Number) (2556 is the 2180th Composite Number)

Nuclear weapons: $104 + 77 = 181$ (181 is the 42nd Prime Number) (232 is the 181st Composite Number) (1087 is the 181st Prime Number)
China: 181

Alfain (Two Thousand) + 19: 162 + 19 = 181 (This refers to year 2019)

Day of a Miracle: 56 + 125 = 181

Day of Dainuna (Judgment / Punishment): 56 + 125 = 181

Day of the Aziffa (verse 19 of Sura 40): 56 + 125 = 181

Sixth day: 125 + 56 = 181

Sixth + Yuly (July): 125 + 56 = 181 (George Bush Jr. was born on July 6, 1946)

Maqam (Place) (verse 46 of Sura 55): 181

The Qiyam (Resurrection): 181 (or 182)

Son of Hussein: 53 (or 52) + 128 = 181 (or 180)

The Sultan (or power): 181 (or 180)

Capable of hearing (verse 2 of Sura 67): 181 (or 180)

Ihya (Revival) of Kingdom of Jews: 21 + (135 + 25) = 21 + 160 = 181

The Swedieen: 181

The Cotbiyean (Polar people): 181

The Coptic (Egyptian Coptic): 181

Mexico: 181

Son of David (Anti-Christ) + Poles (of the Earth): 68 (or 67) + 113 = 181 (or 180)

The Dajjal (Anti-Christ) + Poles (of the Earth): 69 (or 68) + 112 (or 113) = 181 (or 182)

Ibrahim (Abraham)’s Zabh (Slaughter) of Ismael: 710 + 259 + 212 (or 211) = 1181 (or 1180) (equivalent to 181) (1181 is the 194th Prime Number) (1404 is the 1181st Composite Number)

That gets to know what is in the hearts (verse 7 of Sura 104): 1181
End (Intiha) of the Austral (Australians): 458 + 723 = 1181 (equivalent to 181)

Shocking Event of City of Lahore, Al-Pakistan: 265 + 916 = 1181 (equivalent to 181)

Devastation of Territories of Persia: 803 + 378 = 1181 (equivalent to 181)

Destruction of Tehran, Iran: 654 + (265 + 262) = 654 + 527 = 1181 (equivalent to 181)

The God-fearing people are in paradises and (verse 54 of Sura 54): (631 + 90) + 454 (or 453) + 6 = 1181 (or 1180)

Day of Hubut (Descent or Fall) of Adam + Hawa (Eve) to Earth: 56 + [22 + 45 (or 46) + 16 (or 15) + 41 + 1001] = 56 + 1125 (1124 or 1126) = 1181 (1180 or 1182)

We have opened (or conquered) for you an evident conquest (or victory) (verse 1 of Sura 48): 539 + 50 + 489 + 103 = 1181

Day of Qiyama (Upheaval or Resurrection) + Karitha (Catastrophe) of the Nuclear Weapons: [56 + 156 (or 155)] + 726 + (135 + 108) = 212 (or 211) + 726 + 243 = 1181 (or 1180)

The Figs and the Olives and Mount Sinai and this Balad (City or Country). (verse 1-3 of Sura 95): 2181 (= 3 x 727) (2181 is the 1853rd Composite Number)

Day of Thalatha wa Ishreen (Twenty Three) + Tammuz (July): 56 + (1036 + 6 + 630) + 453 = 56 + (1672 + 453) = 56 + 2125 = 2181

The Al-Thalith wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Third) + The Shaban: [ 1061 (or 1062) + (6 + 661) ] + 454 (or 453) = [ 1061 (or 1062) + 667 ] + 454 (or 453) = 1728 (or 1729) + 454 (or 453) = 2181 (2182 or 2183)

so he fills it with Qist (equity) and Adl (justice) like it was filled with Zulm (oppression) and Joor (injustice): [173 + 170 (or 169) + 6 + 105 (or 104)] + [61 + (480 + 971 + 120)] = 454 (or 453) + (61 + 1667) = 454 (or 453) + 1728 = 2182 (or 2181) (This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi)

On Friday, September 3, 1260 AD Julian (September 10, 1260 AD Gregorian) (Ramadan 25, 658 Hijri) (Elul 26, 5020 Jewish), in the Battle of

---

*Note: The text contains a mix of Arabic and English, with some mathematical calculations and historical references.*
Ain Jalut in Galilee, Northern Palestine, the Muslim Mamaleek (Mamluks) achieved a decisive victory over the Maghool (Mongols or Tatar).

♦ وعد النهایه Promise of the Nihaya (End): $80 + 102 = 182$ (182 is the 139th Composite Number) (234 is the 182nd Composite Number) (297 is the 234th Composite Number) (1091 is the 182nd Prime Number)

القيام The Qiyam (Resurrection): 182

القائم The Qa’im (The one who rises or gets resurrected): 182 (The Qa’im is a word used by the Shia to refer to the Mahdi)

وقوع Wuqu (Fall): 182

وفاة المهدي Wafat (Death) of the Mahdi: $92 + 90 = 182$

الدجال يأجوج + المهدي The Dajjal Gog + The Mahdi: $(69 + 23) + 90 = 92 + 90 = 182$

جان بولس John Paulus (Paul): $54 + 128 = 182$

ملك الجنوب King of the South: $90 + 92 = 182$

واقعة Waqia (Event) (Sura 56 is called Al-Waqia): 182

مدينة بن داود Madina (City or State) of Son of David: $109 + 73 (or 74) = 182 (or 183)$

سادس مايو Sixth + Mayo (May as known in Egypt): $125 + 57 (or 56) = 182 (or 181)$

Jamal Pasha, the Ottoman governor of Greater Syria, hanged prominent activists and intellectuals, opposed to his oppressive rule, in both Damascus and Beirut, on May 6, 1916 (Rajab 3, 1334 Hijri) (Iyar 3, 5676 Jewish) (2420, 989.5th Julian Day). In commemoration of this event, May 6 is celebrated annually as the Martyrs’ Day in Syria and Lebanon. He is referred to as the Jazzar (Butcher or Slaughterer). He was born on May 6, 1872 (Safar 27, 1289 Hijri). He was killed on July 21, 1922 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1340 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5682 Jewish) (2423, 256.5th Julian Day).

أهل السنة People of Sunna: $36 + 146 = 182$

عدو مبين Evident Enemy (verse 60 of Sura 36): $80 + 102 = 182$

دعاء إلى الله Called to God (verse 33 of Sura 41): $75 + 41 + 66 = 182$

بن آل دايف Son of Family of David: $52 + 31 + 99 = 182 (or 183)$

بلاد الإسبان Countries of the Hispanics: $37 + 145 = 182$
The Pope + Church: $37 + 145 = 182$

Promised Day: $56 + 126 = 182$

Day of + The Munadi (Caller) (verse 41 of Sura 50): $56 + 126 = 182$

Day of Hadd (Destruction) of Wall of the Jinna (Jinn - invisible creatures): $56 + [9 + (28 + 89)] = 56 + (9 + 117) = 56 + 126 = 182$

Day of Hadd (Destruction) of Barrier of Jinn (invisible creatures): $56 + [9 + (64 + 53)] = 56 + (9 + 117) = 56 + 126 = 182$

Dam of Aswan: $64 + 118 = 182$ (Aswan Dam in Egypt was opened on July 21, 1970)

Day of Hadd (Destruction) of Barrier Majuj (Magog): $56 + [9 + (64 + 53)] = 56 + (9 + 117) = 56 + 126 = 182$

Mountain of the Temple (or Temple Mount): $35 + 147 = 182$

Third Jewish Ma’bad (Temple): $(1031 + 116) + 35 = 1147 + 35 = 1182$ (1182 is the 987th Composite Number) (1405 is the 1182nd Composite Number)

The Third Haikal (Temple) of the Jews: $65 + 56 + 1061$ (or 1062) = 1182 (or 1183)

Promise of Atomic Bomb: $80 + (187 + 915) = 80 + 1102 = 1182$

The Nineteenth + July: $[562$ (or 561) + 570] + 50 = 1132 (or 1131) + 50 = 1182 (or 1181)

The Hadi wa Thalatheen (Thirty First): $54 + 6 + 1122 = 1182$

Hadi wa Thalatheen (Thirty First) + Yulu (July – in Egypt): $(23 + 6 + 1091) + 62 = 1120 + 62 = 1182$ (or 1181)

Entrance of the Arman (Armenians) into the religion of Allah (meaning Islam): $640 + 322 + 90 + (64 + 66) = 640 + 322 + 130 = 1182$ (equivalent to 182)

Gibran Khalil Gibran: $256 + 670 + 256 = 1182$ (Gibran Khalil Gibran’s book The Prophet was first published in 1923)

The one who knows the Secret (verse 6 of Sura 25): 1182

The Angels; O Mary, Allah conveys to you good news of a Word (verse 45 of Sura 3): 1182 (1182 is the 987th Composite Number)
Day of Istirdad (Recapture) of the Muslimeen (Muslims) of the Quds (Jerusalem): $(670 + 261 + 195) = 56 + 1126 = \textbf{1182}$

Al-Tasi Ashar (The Nineteenth) + May: $[561 \text{ (or } 562) + 570] + 51 = 1131 \text{ (or } 1132) + 51 = \textbf{1182} \text{ (or } \textbf{1183})$

Thalatheen (Thirty) + Ramadan: $1091 + 1091 = \textbf{2182}$

Al-Thalith wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Third) + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): $(1062 + 6 + 661) + 453 = 1729 + 453 = \textbf{2182}$

We sent our Messengers to track their footsteps and We followed that by Jesus son Mary (verse 27 of Sura 57): $\textbf{2182}$

Have you seen the one who denies the Deen (Judgment) (verse 1 of Sura 107): $\textbf{2182}$

his Kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin). In it, there is Sakina from your Lord and the remainder (verse 248 of Sura 2): $(95 + 51 + 481 + 840 + 95 + 145) + (90 + 262 + 6 + 117) = 1707 + 475 = \textbf{2182}$

Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as mixed people). And by/with the Truth, We have brought him down (descend him) and by/with the Truth, he has descended. And We have not sent you (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): $\textbf{2182} \text{ (or } \textbf{2181}) \text{ (} = 2 \times 1091 \text{ )} \textbf{2182} \text{ is the } 1854^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number} \textbf{2558} \text{ is the } 2182^{\text{nd}} \text{ Composite Number}$

Promise of the End Times come, they shall ruin your faces and enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Like the Salibiyyoon (Crusaders) entered it for the first time: $[5 + 80 + 838 \text{ (or } 837) + 113 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138] + (61 + 639 + 229 + 67 + 245) = 1941 \text{ (or } 1940) + 1241 = 3182 \text{ (or } 3181) \textbf{3182} \text{ is the } 2731^{\text{st}} \text{ Composite Number}$

And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (trial or test) for those who have disbelieved. So that, those who have been given the Book become certain and those who have believed grow in faith and do not have doubt those who have been given the Book (verse 31 of Sura 74): $(6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 500 + 6 + 41) + (154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414 + 453 + 6 + 26 + 791 + 99 + 102 + 6 + 31 + 613 + 791 + 414 + 453) = 1163 + 8019 = 9182 \text{ [The second segment, whose numerical value is } 8019 \text{ (equivalent to } 19), \text{ consists of } 19 \text{ words.]}$
Bombs: 183 (= 3 x 61) (183 is the 140th Composite Number) (1093 is the 183rd Prime Number)

He (God) assembles (gathers) you (verse 9 of Sura 64): 183

Natural Nakba (Disaster): 77 + 106 = 183

The Star + 11 Planets: 124 + 11 + 48 (or 49) = 183 (or 184)

Awwal (Beginning) of the Year: 37 + 146 = 183

was revealed (or brought down) in it (verse 185 of Sura 2): 88 + 95 = 183

The Anti-Christ: 492 + 691 = 1183 (equivalent to 183) (1183 is the 988th Composite Number) (1406 is the 1183rd Composite Number)

Jesus son of Mary + Christ: [150 + 52(or 53) + 290] + 691 = 492 (or 493) + 691 = 1183 (or 1184)

Lailat (Eve) of Ramadan 17th: 75 + (1091 + 17) = 75 + 1108 = 1183

Intisar (Victory) of the Mamaleek (Mamluks) + Hazima (Defeat) of Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): (742 + 172) + (67 + 202) = 914 + 269 = 1183

The Third Haikal (Temple) of the Jews: 65 + 56 + 1062 (or 1061) = 1183 (or 1182)

The Saint Peter’s Church + Vatican: (145 + 205 + 271) + 562 = 621 + 562 = 1183

Knowledge (or Knower) of the Ghayb (MetaPhysics) (verse 22 of Sura 59) & (verse 35 of Sura 53): 140 (or 141) + 1043 = 1183 (or 1184) (equivalent to 183)

He saw from the Greatest Ayat (Signs) of his Lord (God) (verse 18 of Sura 53): 211 + 90 + 412 (or 413) + 207 + 263 = 1183 (or 1184) (equivalent to 183)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Middle + Shaban + 1434 : 75 + (251 + 423) + 1434 = (75 + 674) + 1434 = 749 + 1434 = 1183

Afflicts them a Qari’a (punishment) for what they have done (verse 31 of Sura 13): 547 + 43 + 537 + 376 = 1183 (equivalent to 183)

When the Earth is shaken by a shake (verse 21 of Sura 89): 2183 (This is the 6014th verse from the beginning of the Quran and it is the 223rd verse from the end of the Quran.)
A Sign for them is the Night that we remove from it the Day, so they are in darkness. (verse 37 of Sura 36): $6 + 16 (or 17) + 75 + 71 + 740 + 95 + 287 + 782 + 45 + 1066 = 3183 \text{ (or } 3184) \text{ (equivalent to } 183) \text{ (= } 3 \times 1061) \text{ (3183 is the } 2732^{\text{nd}} \text{ Composite Number)}$

Day of the Farewell Hijja (Pilgrimage): $56 + (16 + 112) = 56 + 128 = 184$
(184 is the $141^{\text{st}}$ Composite Number)  (236 is the $184^{\text{th}}$ Composite Number)  (1097 is the $184^{\text{th}}$ Prime Number)  (3184 is the $2733^{\text{rd}}$ Composite Number)

Day of Mubaya’a (Pledge of Allegiance): $56 + 128 = 184$

Appointed term (verse 13 of Sura 35), (verse 33 of Sura 22) & (verse 4 of Sura 71): $34 + 150 = 184$

Inqilab (Coup or Change of Regime): $184$

Descent of the Ma’ida (Table of Food) (the Ma’ida that Jesus prays to God to bring down as a miraculous Sign is mentioned in Sura 5, titled Al-Ma’ida): $93 + 91 = 184$

The Star + 11 Planets: $124 + 11 + 49 \text{ (or } 48) = 184 \text{ (or } 183)$

Nakba (Catastrophe) + Mosque: $77 + 107 = 184$

The Zaqoom (name of a tree in Hell) (verse 62 of Sura 37): $184$

Nuclear Masat (Tragedy): $107 + 77 = 184$

Ibada (Annihilation) + Nuclear Weapon: $13 + (99 + 72) = 13 + 171 = 184$

Al-Hadd (The Destruction) + Al-Saiha (The Scream): $40 + 144 = 184$

Engleeziyoon (English People): $184$

Abadat (Worshippers) of Iblees (Diablo or Devil): $81 + 103 = 184$

Kingdom of Maseekh (False Messiah) Al-Awar (Defective-Eyed): $135 + 741 + 308 = 1184$  (1184 is the $989^{\text{th}}$ Composite Number)  (1407 is the $1184^{\text{th}}$ Composite Number)

We said to the angels: Prostrate to Adam, so they prostrated, except Iblees (Devil) was not among the prostraters (verse 11 of Sura 7): $346 + 838 \text{ (or } 837) = 1184 \text{ (or } 1183)$

We have prepared Jahannam (Hell) for the unbelievers as an abode (verse 102 of Sura 18): $1184$
Martyrdom of Al-Hussein (grandson of Prophet Mohammad (p)) + Karbala (town where he was martyred): (771 + 159) + 254 = 930 + 254 = 1184

Invasion of North Korea South (Korea): (423 + 237 + 417) + 107 = 1184 (equivalent to 184)

Annexation of South Korea: 840 + 344 = 1184 (equivalent to 184)

Promise of my Lord/God (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Catastrophe + War + China and Taiwan: 292 + 27 + 865 = 1184 (equivalent to 184)

The Fall of San Francisco City, America: 206 + 978 = 1184 (equivalent to 184)

Aya (Miraculous Sign) of the Planets + The Poles + The Star + The Tariq + Dry-up of Sea of Galilee: (17 + 80 + 144 + 124 + 341) + (164 + 210 + 104) = 706 + 478 = 1184 (equivalent to 184)

Aya (Miraculous Sign) of the Lining-up (alignment) of the Planets + The Poles + The Star + Dry-up of Sea of Galilee: (17 + 80 + 261 + 80 + 144 + 124) + (164 + 210 + 104) = 706 + 478 = 1184 (equivalent to 184)

Day of lining up of 11 Planets + The Sun and the Moon (verse 4 of Sura 12): 56 + [(261 + 11 + 48) + (431 + 6 + 371)] = 56 + (320 + 808) = 56 + 1128 = 1184

The One (God) who brought down, from the Heaven, water for you (verse 10 of Sura 16): (741 + 88 + 90 + 133) + 42 + 90 = 1052 + 42 + 90 = 1184 (equivalent to 184)

Knower (or Knowledge) of the Ghayb (MetaPhysics) (verse 22 of Sura 59) & (verse 35 of Sura 53): 141 (or 140) + 1043 = 1184 (or 1183) (equivalent to 184)

Jesus son of Mary + Christ: [150 + 53 (or 52) + 290] + 691 = 493 (or 492) + 691 = 1184 (or 1183)

Seal of the Prophets (verse 40 of Sura 33): 1041 + 143 (or 153) = 1184 (or 1194)

 Publishing of Book + The Jewish Madina (City/State): 550 + 423 (or 422) + (140 + 71) = 550 + [423 (or 422) + 211] = 550 + 634 (or 633) = 1184 (or 1183)

[ Father of Zionism, Jewish journalist Theodor Herzl's famous booklet titled Der Judenstaat (The Jewish State), advocating the creation of a Jewish state, was published in Vienna, Austria, on February 14, 1896 (Shaban 29 (or Ramadan 1), 1313 Hijri) (Shevat 30, 5656 Jewish).]

Day of Qiyama (Resurrection) of British United Kingdom: 212 + 972 = 1184 (equivalent to 184)
Day of Bid’a (Beginning) of Season of the Khareef (Autumn or Fall): \( 56 + (200 + 921) = 56 + 1121 = 1184 \)

Day of First of Ramadan: \( 56 + (37 + 1091) = 56 + 1128 = 1184 \)

He saw from the Greatest Ayat (Signs) of his Lord (God) (verse 18 of Sura 53): \([211 + 90 + 413 (411 or 412)] + (207 + 263) = 714 (712 or 713) + 470 = 1184 (1182 or 1183) \) (equivalent to 184)

Battle of Ain Jalut + The Mamaleek + The Mongols: \( 335 + 130 + 440 + (172 + 1107) = 905 + 1279 = 2184 \) [On Friday, September 3, 1260 AD Julian (September 10, 1260 AD Gregorian) (Ramadan 25, 658 Hijri) (Elul 26, 5020 Jewish), in the Battle of Ain Jalut in Galilee, Northern Palestine, the Muslim Mamaleek (Mamluks) achieved a decisive victory over the Maghool (Mongols or Tatar).]

And in the Haq (Truth, True/Right), he/it has descended and We have not sent you, except as a Bearer of Good News and a Warner (verse 105 of Sura 17): \( 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 (or 362) + (32 + 543 + 6 + 961) = 642 (or 643) + 1542 = 2184 (or 2185) \) \( (2184 \text{ is the } 1856^{th} \text{ Composite Number}) \) \( (2560 \text{ is the } 2184^{th} \text{ Composite Number}) \)

They used to insist on the great abomination (verse 46 of Sura 56): 2184

Takhreeb (Devastation) of the British United Kingdom: \( 1212 + 972 = 2184 \) (equivalent to 184)

The Self-Assured (or confident) (verse 27 of Sura 89): 185 \( (= 5 \times 37) \) \( (185 \text{ is the } 142^{nd} \text{ Composite Number}) \) \( (237 \text{ is the } 185^{th} \text{ Composite Number}) \) \( (1103 \text{ is the } 185^{th} \text{ Prime Number}) \)

The winners (verse 20 of Sura 59): 185

taught Adam: 140 + 45 (or 46) = 185 (or 186)

The Prophet Mohammad: 93 + 92 = 185

Nuzul (Descent) of Awwal (beginning) of the Wahy (Revelation): 93 + (37 + 55) = 93 + 92 = 185

The Baptist: 185

Ma’bad (Temple) of the Dajjal: 116 + 69 = 185

So, We (God) annihilated (verse 12 of Sura 17): 80 + 105 = 185
And by (with) the Truth (True/Right) he/it has descended and We have not sent you, except as a Bearer of Good News and a Warner (verse 105 of Sura 17):

\[6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 (or 361)] + (32 + 543 + 6 + 961) = 643 (or 642) + 1542 = 2185 (or 2184)

(2185 is the 1857th Composite Number) (2561 is the 2185th Composite Number)

I warn you about the Messiah (meaning the False Messiah or Dajjal), he remains, on Earth, for forty (This a Hadith): 3185 (or 3184) (3185 is the 2734th Composite Number)

Ramadan in which the Quran was descended as guidance to the people and evidences from the guidance (verse 185 of Sura 2): 1091 + (741 + 88 + 95 + 382 + 9 + 171 + 6 + 462 + 90 + 31) + 19 = 1091 + 2075 + 19 = 3185
Day of Deen (Religion or Judgment/ Punishment) of Allah: $56 + (64 + 66) = 56 + 130 = 186$

Day of Ajal (Date of End) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): $56 + (34 + 96) = 56 + 130 = 186$

Day of Salam (Peace) : $56 + 130 (or 131) = 186 (or 187)$

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of Mizan (Scale or Libra zodiac sign): $56 + (22 + 108) = 56 + 130 = 186$

[ Libra zodiac sign’s symbol is Scale of Justice. Libra starts on September 22 or 23, the day of Autumn Equinox in the Northern Hemisphere or Spring Equinox in the Southern Hemisphere. ]

Night (Eve) of the Promise: $75 + 111 = 186$

in the Dunya (World before the End Times) (verse 45 of Sura 3): $90 + 96 = 186$

Nisan 15: $171 + 15 = 186$  (Nisan 15 is Passover, the day on which the Exodus of Children of Israel from Egypt started.)

Sana (Year) of Hisab (Judgment or Accountability): $115 + 71 = 186$

Sana (Year) of Nihaya (End): $115 + 71 = 186$

Nihaya (End) of a Sana (Year): $71 + 115 = 186$

Known (verse 50 of Sura 56): $186$

And what we have brought down (verse 64 of Sura 16): $6 + 41 + 139 = 186$

The Bid’a (Beginning) + Nuzul (Descent) of the Wahy (Revelation): $38 + 93 + 55 = 186$

The Lana (Curse) (verse 35 of Sura 15) : $186$

has chosen him (verse 247 of Sura 2): $186 (or 185)$

for the prayer (verse 9 of Sura 62): $186 (or 187)$

taught Adam: $140 + 46 (or 45) = 186 (or 185)$

Hubut (Descent or Coming down) of Iblees + Adam + Hawwa (Eve): $22 + 103 + 45 (or 46) + 16 = 186 (or 187)$

Descent of a Star : $93 + 93 = 186$
The Saudia (This is the abbreviated name of Saudi Arabia): 186

Promise of the Dajjal + The Pope: (80 + 69) + 37 = 149 + 37 = 186

Lands of the English (People): 37 + 149 = 186

The Pope + The English (People): 37 + 149 = 186

Malhama (Battle of Megiddo (Armageddon): 123 + 63 = 186

Promise of the Zilzal (Quake): 80 + 106 = 186

What is Al-Haqqa (Due Event)? (verse 2 of Sura 69): 41 + 145 = 186

The Kindled (verse 6 of Sura 104): 186

We are sending the Camel as a Fitna (Trial) for them. (verse 27 of Sura 54): (52 + 337 + 187 + 535 + 75) = 1186 (equivalent to 186) (1186 = 2 x 593)

In it by the permission of their Lord from (verse 4 of Sura 97): 1186

The Dajjal + The Rafida (Rejecters): 69 + 1117 = 1186 (equivalent to 186)

Khuruj (Coming out) of Awar Dajjal (Anti-Christ): 809 + 377 = 1186 (equivalent to 186)

Day of Khuruj (Coming out) of Al-Hussein son Ali: 56 + [809 + 159 + 52 (or 52)] + 110 = 56 + 1130 (or 1131) = 1186 (or 1187)

The Zionist State’s expulsion of the Palestinians from Homeland: 213 + (76 + 207) + 340 + 90 + 260 = 213 + 283 + 340 + 90 + 260 = 1186

Promise of Day of descent of the Prophet, the Messiah Jesus son of Mary from the Heaven: 80 + 56 + 93 + 93 + 149 + 150 + 52 (or 53) + 290 + 90 + 133 = 1186 (or 1187)

Israa (miraculous journey) + Vatican + The Aqsa Mosque: 263 + 562 + (138 + 223) = 263 + (562 + 361) = 263 + 923 = 1186

إحياء (Resurrection) of Pope John Paul + Maqtal (Death) of the Pope Francis: 21 + 6 + (54 + 38) + 570 + 37 + 460 = 21 + 6 + 92 + 570 + 37 + 460 = 1186

In the name of Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful). I do not swear by Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times) and I do swear by the self-reproaching spirit (verse 1-2 of
Sura 75): 102 + [684 (or 685) + 1050] = 102 + 1734 (or 1735) = 1186 (or 1187)

He asks: When is Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval)? When (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 75): 100 + 62 + 56 + 186 (or 187) + 782 = 1186 (or 1187)

Arba’ wa Ishroon (Twenty Four) + Huzairan (June): (278 + 6 + 262) + 276 = 910 + 276 = 1186

When is Day of the Qiyama? When (from despicable water, then we place him in a firmly fixed place (verse 20 – 21 of Sura 77): 90 + [42 + 105 + 238 (or 239) + 90 + 501 + 120] = 90 + 1096 (or 1097) = 1186 (or 1187)

Or have you thought that People of the Cave and the Raqeem (verse 9 of Sura 18): 41 + 470 + 51 + 101 (or 102) + 136 + 6 + 381 = 1186 (or 1187)

Wake up of People of the Cave and Raqeem + The Mahdi: [1472 + 101 (or 102) + 136 + 6 + 381] + 90 = 2096 (or 2097) + 90 = 2186 (or 2187)

Book of Numerical Analysis of the Quran, the Hadith: 423 + (478 + 350) + 383 (or 382) + 553 = 2186 (or 2187)

The human from Alaq. Read and your Lord, the Akram (Most Generous or Honorable) who taught (verse 2 - 4 of Sura 96): 2046 + 140 = 2186

The Trumpet is blown, so you come in Afwaj (successive groups) (verse 18 of Sura 78): (740 + 90 + 327 + 937) + 92 = 2094 + 92 = 2186

Sitta Ishreen (Twenty Six) + Ramadan: (465 + 630) + 1091 = 1095 + 1091 = 2186 (equivalent to 186) (= 2 x 1093) (2186 is the 1858th Composite Number) (2562 is the 2186th Composite Number)

When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Aqsa + Like the Salibiyyoon (Crusaders) entered it the first time: 2722 (or 2723) + 223 + 1241 = 4186 (or 4187) (4186 is the 3611th Composite Number) (4837 is the 4186th Composite Number)

When the Youths resort to the Cave, then they say: Our Lord bring us, from you have, mercy and provide for us, regarding our affair, guidance (verse 10 of Sura 18): (701 + 17 + 921 + 41 + 136) + (218 + 253 + 453 + 90 + 104 + 253 + 6 + 25 + 81 + 90 + 292 + 505) = 1816 + 2370 = 4186

From Spring Equinox (March 20) till Autumn Equinox (September 22 or 23), there are 186 or 187 days.

United Nations resolution 186 (titled “Appointment and terms of reference of a
United Nations Mediator in Palestine™) was adopted on May 14, 1948.

♦ The Qiyama (Resurrection, Rise, Upheaval, or End Times): 187 (or 186)

(187 + 31 = 218) (187 is the 144th Composite Number) (240 is the 187th Composite Number)

(7187 is the 918th Prime Number)

القيامة The Qiyama (Resurrection, Rise, Upheaval, or End Times): 187 (or 186)

(187 + 31 = 218) (187 is the 144th Composite Number) (240 is the 187th Composite Number)

(7187 is the 918th Prime Number)

الإندلاع The Indila (Outbreak): 187

النهاية The Indila (Outbreak): 187

الزمانEnding of the Zaman (Time): 58 + 129 (or 128) = 187 (or 186)

إكمال الدين Ikmal (Completion) of the Deen (Religion): 92 + 95 = 187

يوم نهاية الحياة Day of Nihaya (End) of the Hayat (life): 56 + (71 + 60) = 131 = 187

نهاية Promise of the Nihaya (End) has arrived: 5 + 80 + 102 = 187

حاج وعد الحساب Promise of the Hisab (Judgment) has arrived: 5 + 80 + 102 = 187

يوم سلام Day of Salam (Peace): 56 + 131 (or 130) = 187 (or 186)

ليله الوداع Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Farewell: 75 + 112 (or 111) = 187 (or 186)

نهاية حياه محمد Nihaya (End) of life of Mohammad: (71 + 24) + 92 = 95 + 92 = 187

(Prophet Mohammad (p) died in 632 AD)

إمام عادل Imam Adil (Just, Fair, Equitable): 82 + 105 = 187

لا لا علمها does not know it: 31 + 156 = 187

قد كنتي We have brought you (verse 47 of Sura 20): 104 + 83 (or 84) = 187 (or 188)

نزول إنجيل Descent of Gospel: 93 + 94 = 187

يا آدم أسكن يا آدم أسكن O Adam Uskun (Reside, live, dwell, or inhabit) (verse 19 of Sura 7): [11 (or 10) + 45] + 131 = 56 (or 55) + 131 = 187 (or 186)

و ما بينهما إلا and what is between them except (verse 85 of Sura 15): 187

Hubut (Descent or Coming down) of Iblees + Adam + Hawwa (Eve): 22 + 103 + 46 (or 45) + 16 = 187 (or 186)

بدء النزول + أبولو 11 Bid’a (Beginning) of the Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) + Apollo 11:

7 + [124 + (45 + 11)] = 7 + (124 + 56) = 187 (The coming down of Apollo 11 began on July 22, 1969 and it splashed in the Pacific Ocean on July 24, 1969)
On surface: $110 + 77 = 187$

Sixth + Yulyu (July – in Egypt): $125 + 62 = 187$  
*July 6 is the 187th day of the year. George Bush Jr. was born on July 6, 1946.*

The Dajjal + Messiah: $69 + 118 = 187$

Dajjal (Anti-Christ) of the Engleez (English People): $38 + 149 = 187$

Balad (Country) of the Jinna (invisible creatures who may possess humans): $36 + 89 = 187$

Jinn (demons) + Sydney: $53 + 134 = 187$

The Janna (Paradise) + Jahannam (Hell): $89 + 98 = 187$

Worshippers of Ali: $77 + 110 = 187$

Son of Fatima (The Mahdi is a descendant of Fatima, Prophet Mohammad (p)’s daughter): $52$ (or 53) $+ 135 = 187$ (or 188)

John Paulus (Paul): $59 + 128 = 187$

To ruin your faces (meaning your best cities)  
(verse 7 of Sura 17): $107 + 80 = 187$

Bomb: $187$

The Camel (verse 27 of Sura 54), (verse 77 of Sura 7), (verse 155-158 of Sura 26): $187$

The Hadm (Destruction) of Mosque: $80 + 107 = 187$

Promise to a Mosque: $80 + 107 = 187$

Hadm (destruction) of the Mosque: $49 + 138 = 187$

Promise of Al-Hadda (The Destruction) + Countries/Lands of Jews: $80 + 45 + (37 + 25) = 80 + (45 + 62) = 80 + 107 = 187$

Al-Hadm (The Destruction) of Territories/Lands of State of Jews: $80 + (37 + 45 + 25) = 80 + 107 = 187$

What they are promised (verse 24 of Sura 72): $41 + 146 = 187$

What Allah has promised: $41 + (80 + 66) = 41 + 146 = 187$
The World/ International (i.e. The World War) : 187

Subhan Allah (Praise be to God): 121 + 66 = 187

The Ever-Present (or Resurrector) (verse 2 of Sura 3): 187

He asks: When is Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval)? When (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 75): 100 (or 101) + 62 + 56 + 187 (or 186) + 782 = 1187 (1186 or 1188)

The Ibtida (Beginning) + The Caliphate: 440 + 747 (or 746) = 1187 (or 1186)

Day of Khuruj (Coming out) of Al-Hussein son Ali: 56 + [809 + 159 + 53 (or 52) + 110] = 56 + 1131 (or 1130) = 1187 (or 1186)

Day of Hubut (Descent or Fall) of Adam and Hawa (Eve) to Earth: 56 + [22 + 45 (or 46) + 6 + 16 (or 15) + 41 + 1001] = 56 + 1131 (1130 or 1132) = 1187 (1186 or 1188)

The Hubut (Descent or Fall) of Adam + Hawa (Eve) to the Earth: 53 + 45 (or 46) + 16 (or 15) + 41 + 1032 = 1187 (1186 or 1188)

Day of Approach of Apollo 11 + the Moon: 56 + (704 + 45 + 11 + 371) = 56 + 1131 = 1187

The Euphrates will recede upon a treasure : 278 + 712 + 120 + 77 = 1187

Sabi wa Ushroon (Twenty Seven) + Shaban: (132 + 6 + 626) + 423 = 764 + 423 = 1187

Al-Sadis Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Sixth) + Safar: (156 + 661) + 370 = 817 + 370 = 1187

Day of Sadis wa Ishreen (Twenty Sixth) + Safar: 56 + (125 + 6 + 630) + 370 = (56 + 761) + 370 = 817 + 370 = 1187

Thani Ishroon (Twenty Second): 561 + 626 = 1187

The Serbs + Day of Majzara (Massacre) of Srebrenica: 323 + 56 + [255 + 553 (or 563)) = 323 + [56 + 808 (or 818)] = 323 + 864 (or 874) = 1187 (or 1197)

The Earth and what is between them (verse 85 of Sura 15): 1187

In Adna (Lowest or Nearest location) of the Ard (Land or Earth) (verse 3 of Sura 30): 90 + (65 + 1032) = 90 + 1097 = 1187
Promise of Zilzal (Quake) of the Earth: $80 + 75 + 1032 = 155 + 1032 = 1187$

Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The First Messiah + Magog: $(80 + 837) + (149 + 68) + 53 = 917 + (217 + 53) = 917 + 270 = 1187$

Laila (Night or Eve) of Bidaya (Beginning) of Ramadan: $75 + 22 + 1090 = 1187$

Lailat (Eve) of the Sha’waza (Sorcery or Witchcraft): $75 + 1112 = 1187$

The Anti-Christ + Babyl (Babylon): $461 + 691 + 35 = 1152 + 35 = 1187$

Finding of the Oldest Gospel: $776 + 110 + 125 + 176 = 1187$

Promise of Day of descent of the Prophet, the Messiah Jesus son of Mary from the Heaven: $80 + 56 + 93 + 93 + 149 + 150 + 53 (or 52) + 290 + 90 + 133 = 1187 (or 1186)$

The Mahdi, Secret of the End Times: $90 + (260 + 837) = 90 + 1097 = 1187$

Mawt (Death) of the Maseekh (Transformed/False Messiah): $446 + 741 = 1187$

Day of Darkness of New England: $56 + [970 (or 971) + 1135 (or 1136) + 26] = 56 + 1131 (1132 or 1133) = 1187 (1188 or 1189) [On Friday, May 19, 1780 (Jumada Ula 15, 1194 Hijri), starting from around 10:30 AM, much of New England (13 British colonies on the East Coast of North America that were the forerunners of what would become later the United States) and some parts of Canada turned, an utter destruction black with ominous clouds, erasing the sun. At midday, it was like midnight. The Americans were terrified. As the daytime hours of blackness wore on, some people began to think that there might never be light again and that Judgment Day may have come. The blackness lasted until midnight, when it finally dispersed and the stars appeared. This day is referred to as the Dark Day or Day of Darkness as well as Black Friday. Centuries later, scientists propose that the darkness of this day was the result of massive wildfires burning in the forests of Canada and a thick fog.]

Independence of Scotland: $622 (or 621) + 565 (or 566) = 1187 (1186 or 1188)$

Promise of Atomic Bomb has arrived: $(5 + 80) + (187 + 915) = 85 + 1102 = 1187$
from despicable water, then we place him in a firmly fixed place (verse 20 – 21 of Sura 77): 

\[90 + [42 + 105 + 239 (or 238) + 90 + 501 + 120] = 90 + 1097 (or 1096) = 1187 (or 1186)\]

the duration of it is one thousand years of what you count (verse 5 of Sura 32): 

\[1187 \text{ (equivalent to 187) } (1187 \text{ is the 195th Prime Number) } (1411 \text{ is the 1187th Composite Number)}\]

In the name of Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful). I do not swear by Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times) and I do swear by the self-reproaching spirit (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 75): 

\[102 + [685 (or 684) + 1050] = 102 + 1735 (or 1734) = 1187 (or 1186)\]

Or have you thought that People of the Cave and the Raqeem (verse 9 of Sura 18): 

\[41 + 470 + 51 + 102 (or 101) + 136 + 6 + 381 = 1187 (or 1186)\]

Wake up of People of the Cave and Raqeem + The Mahdi: 

\[1472 + 102 (or 101) + 136 + 6 + 381 + 90 = 2097 (or 2096) + 90 = 2187 (or 2186)\]

Book of Numerical Analysis of the Quran, the Hadith: 

\[423 + (478 + 350) + 383 (or 382) + 553 = 423 + 828 + 383 (or 382) + 553 = 2187 (or 2186)\]

sent you as Witness, and a Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and a Warner (verse 45 of Sura 33): 

\[2187\]

By the Figs and the Olives and Mount Sinai and this Balad (City or Country). (verse 1-3 of Sura 95): 

\[2187 \text{ (2187 = 3 x 3 x 3 x 3 x 3 x 3) } (2187 \text{ is the 1859th Composite Number) } (2563 \text{ is the 2187th Composite Number)}\]

O My Father, I saw eleven planets and the Sun and the Moon. I saw them (verse 4 of Sura 12): 

\[3187 \text{ (equivalent to 187) } (3187 \text{ is the 451st Prime Number) } (3705 \text{ is the 3187th Composite Number)}\]

By the permission of their Lord, from every command. Peace (verses 3-5 of Sura 97): 

\[90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241] + 130 (or 131) = 3057 (or 3058) + 130 (or 131) = 3187 (3188 or 3189)\]

When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Aqsa + Like the Salibiyyoon (Crusaders) entered it the first time: 

\[2723 \text{ (or 2722) + 223 + 1241 = 4187 (or 4186) \text{ (4187 is the 3612th Composite Number) } (4838 is the 4187th Composite Number)}\]

When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Aqsa + Like the Salibiyyoon (Crusaders) entered it the first time: 

\[2723 \text{ (or 2722) + 223 + 1241 = 4187 (or 4186) \text{ (4187 is the 3612th Composite Number) } (4838 is the 4187th Composite Number)}\]

So, eat from wherever you wish and do not approach this tree otherwise (or lest) you will become from the Zalimeen (oppressors or transgressors)
Muslims, under the leadership of Salah Eddeen Al-Ayyubi, defeated the Crusaders in the Battle of Hitteen (town of Hitteen that is known for its double hill, known as horns of Hitteen, is close to Tiberias, in Northern Palestine), on the feast of St. Martin le Boillant, Saturday, July 4, 1187 AD Julian (July 11, 1187 AD Gregorian) (Rabi Thani 26, 583 Hijri) (Tammuz 26, 4947 Jewish) (2154,793.5th or 2154,794th Julian Day). After a siege that lasted from September 20, 1187, Jerusalem, which was ruled by the Crusaders, finally surrendered on Friday, October 2, 1187 AD Julian (October 9, 1187 Gregorian) (Day of Israa & Miraj, Rajab 27, 583 Hijri) (Tishri 28, 4948 Jewish) (2154,883.5th Julian Day). On September 2, 1192 Julian (September 9, 1192 Gregorian) (Shaban 22 (or 23), 588 Hijri) (Elul 22, 4952 Jewish), Sultan Salah Eddeen and King of England Richard the Lion-hearted signed treaty over Jerusalem, at end of the Third Crusade, granting Muslim control over Jerusalem but allowing unarmed Christian pilgrims and merchants to visit the city. Crusaders re-gained control of Jerusalem for a 10- year period based on a treaty with the Ayubi Sultan, Al-Kamil Mohamadd. The Holy Roman Emperor Frederick II entered Jerusalem on March 17, 1229 (Rabi Thani 19, 626 AD), but control over Al-Aqsa Mosque was retained by the Muslims. In 1239, the 10-year treaty expired. Ayubi Sultan Al-Nasir Dawood captured Jerusalem in December 1239 AD (Jumada Al-Ula, 637 Hijri), but later, the Crusaders captured it again. Following a siege, Husam Eddeen Baraka Khan, leader of the Khawarizm, on behalf of Ayubi Sultan of Egypt Al-Salih, Najm-Eddeen Ayub, conquered Jerusalem from the Crusaders on July 11, 1244 AD Julian (July 18, 1244 AD Gregorian) (Safar 4, 642 AD) (Av 4, 5004 Jewish Calendar) (2175,620.5th Julian Day), but the citadel “Tower of David” held out against them until August 23, 1244 AD (Rabi Awwal 17, 642 Hijri) (Elul 17, 5004 Jewish), ending the second and last Kingdom of the Crusaders in Jerusalem. Jerusalem remained under the rule of Muslims until December 9, 1917 when Britain captured Jerusalem from the Ottomans.

6th day of July (7th Gregorian month) is the 187th day of the Gregorian year.

10th day of Rajab (7th Hijri month) is the 187th day of the Hijri year.

10th day of Tishri (7th Jewish month) is the 187th day of the regular religious Jewish year.

From Spring Equinox (March 20) till Autumn Equinox (September 22 or 23), there are 186 or 187 days.
Jacob: 188

Son of Fatima (The Mahdi is a descendant of Fatima, Prophet Mohammad(p)’s daughter): 53 (or 52) + 135 = 188 (or 187)

Abd Al-Muttalib (Grandfather of Prophet Mohammad (p)): 76 + 112 = 188

An Aya (Miraculous Sign) for the people (verse 259 of Sura 2): 17 (or 16) + 171 = 188 (or 187)

Hazza (Quake or Shake) of the World: 17 + 177 = 188

The Faza (Fear or Scare) (verse 103 of Sura 21): 188

Kingdom of Jinn (invisible creatures): 135 + 53 = 188

The Hour + Ihya (Resurrection or Revival): 167 + 21 = 188

Anti-Christ + The Pope: (461 + 690) + 37 = 1151 + 37 = 1188

King of Engleez (English People): 90 + 1098 = 1188

Laila (Night or Eve) of Bidaya (Beginning) of Ramadan: 75 + 22 + 1091 (or 1090) = 1188 (or 1187)

Day of Hubut (Descent or Fall) of Adam and Hawa (Eve) to Earth: 56 + [22 + 46 (or 45) + 6 + 16 (or 15) + 41 + 1001] = 56 + 1132 (1130 or 1131) = 1188 (1186 or 1187)

The Hubut (Descent or Fall) of Adam + Hawa (Eve) to the Earth: 53 + 46 (or 45) + 16 (or 15) + 41 + 1032 = 1188 (1186 or 1187)

Istiada (Getting back) of Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness): 541 + (412 + 235) = 541 + 647 = 1188

Istirdad (Re-Capture) of the Quds (Jerusalem) from the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 670 + 195 + 90 + 233 = 1188

Thawaran (Eruption or Flare up) of the Sun: 757 + 431 = 1188

Bid’a (Beginning) of Rihla (journey or voyage) of Space, Apollo 11: 7 + (243 + 882 + 45 + 11) = 7 + 1181 = 1188

Day of Darkness of New England: 56 + [971 (or 970) + 1135 (or 1136) + 26] = 56 + 1132 (1131 or 1133) = 1188 (1188 or 1189)
On the Throne, he has positioned himself (verse 5 of Sura 20): 110 + 601 + 477 = \(1188\) (equivalent to 188) \(= \) the 992\(^{nd}\) Composite Number.

From a thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend (or are brought down) in it, by the permission of their Lord, from every command. Peace (verses 3 - 5 of Sura 97): \([90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241] + 131\) \(= \) 3057 (or 3058) \(+ 131\) \(= \) 3188 (3187 or 3189)

Bidaya (Beginning) of the Hour: 22 + 167 = 189 (189 is the 146\(^{th}\) Composite Number) (243 is the 189\(^{th}\) Composite Number) (1129 is the 189\(^{th}\) Prime Number)

Bidaya (Beginning) of the Sawm (Fasting): 22 + 167 = 189

Alfain (Two Thousand) + 18: 171 + 18 = 189 (This refers to year 2018)

Day of Awwal (Beginning) of the Asad (Leo or Lion): 56 + (37 + 96) = 139 (July 23 is the 1\(^{st}\) day of Leo, zodiac sign)

Seventh Day: 133 + 56 = 189

His days are like your days: 57 + 132 = 189 (This is part of a Hadith about the Dajjal)

The King son of David: 121 + 53 (or 52) + 15 = 189 (or 188)

The first King: 121 + 68 = 189

The Pope John Paulus (Paul): 37 + (54 + 98) = 189

Kingdom of Jann (invisible creatures or demons): 135 + 54 = 189

Qiyam (Rise) of a Dajjal (Deceiver): 151 + 38 = 189

Qa’im (Shia refer to their Mahdi as Qa’im. This word means “Resurrected”) + Dajjal (Deceiver) = 151 + 38 = 189

hole in it (verse 17 of Sura 18): 94 + 95 = 189

Sykes–Picot: 151 (or 150) + 38 = 189 (or 188) [Sykes–Picot Agreement is secret agreement, between Britain & France, with the assent of Tsarist Russia, to divide the Middle East, among themselves, was concluded in May 16, 1916 (Rajab 13, 1334 Hijri) (Iyar 13, 5676 Jewish) (2421,000\(^{th}\) Julian day).]
The Imam Mahdi, Caliph of Muslimeen (Muslims): (113 + 90) + (725 + 261) = 203 + 986 = 1189 (1189 is the 993rd Composite Number) (993 is the 825th Composite Number) (1413 is the 1188th Composite Number)

The Malhama Al-Kbra (Big Battle) + Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Aya (Miraculous Sign) + Hazima (Defeat) of Bani (Children) of Israel: (154 + 263) + (80 + 212) + 48 + (67 + 62 + 303) = 417 + 292 + 48 + 432 = 1189

Seen what your Lord has done to Aad (verses 6 of Sura 89): 600 + 110 + 180 + 222 + 77 = 1189

Richard, LionHeart was crowned as King of England on July 6, 1189 AD (Jumada Ula 19, 585 Hijri) (Tammuz 19, 4949 Jewish).

The Faji’a (Sorrowful affliction): 190 ( = 2 x 5x 19 ) (190 is the 147th Composite Number) (244 is the 190th Composite Number) (1151 is the 190th Prime Number) (2566 is the 2190th Composite Number)

The Inviter invites (verse 6 of Sura 54): 84 + 106 = 190
People of Paradise (verse 55 of Sura 36): 101 (or 102) + 89 = **190 (or 191)**

Day of Promise of Jan (John or demons): 56 + 80 + 54 = **190**

The first Dajjal + Magog (or Jinn - demons): (69 + 68) + 53 = 137 + 53 = **190**

Soul (verse 7 of Sura 91): **190**

Beginning of Sana (year): 37 + 115 = **190**

Alfain (Two Thousand) + 19: 171 + 19 = **190** (This refers to year 2019)

Hadd (Destruction) of China: 9 + 181 = **190**

And the Day we Nab’ath (send, raise, or resurrect) from each nation a Witness (verse 84 of Sura 16): **1190** (1190 is the 994th Composite Number)

The Hour + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The Akhira (End Times): 167 + 186 (or 187) + 837 (or 838) = **1190** (1191 or 1192)

Twenty Four + Huzairan (June): (278 + 6 + 630) + 276 = 914 + 276 = **1190**

Al-Sabi Al-Ushroon (The Twenty Seventh) + Safar: [163 (or 164) + 657] + 370 = 820 (or 821) + 370 = **1190 (or 1191)**

The Caller calls (verse 41 of Sura 50): 65 + 126 = **191** (191 is the 43rd Prime Number) (245 is the 191st Composite Number) (1153 is the 191st Prime Number) (2567 is the 2191st Composite Number)

Name of the Mahdi: 101 + 90 = **191**

Who is the Mahdi?: (90 + 11) + 90 = 101 + 90 = **191**

As’hab (Companions) of the Mahdi: 101 (or 102) + 90 = **191 (or 192)**

The Ajal (Date of End) + The Nihaya (End) of Hayat (life): 65 + (71 + 55) = 65 + 126 = **191**

Nihaya (End) of life of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 71 + (24 + 96) = 71 + 120 = **191**

Haml (Pregnancy or Gestation) of an embryo: 78 + 113 = **191**
Waqfa (stand-up): 191 (This may refer to the Stand-up of Muslim pilgrims on Mount of Arafat on 9th of Zu Al-Hijja.)

للصلوة for the prayer (verse 9 of Sura 62): 191 (or 192)

إننا أنزلنا We have descended (sent down) (verse 41 of Sura 39 ) & (verse 105 of Sur 4): 52 + 139 = 191

وهم من كل and they from every (verse 96 of Sura 21): 6 + 45 + 90 + 50 = 191

ليلة الميلاد Lailat (Eve) of the Milad (birth): 75 + 116 = 191

كنعان Canaan: 191

سليمان Solomon: 191 (or 190)

ملك إنجليز King of Engleez (English People): 90 + 101 = 191

ملكة اليهود Kingdom of the Jews: 135 + 56 = 191

دولة إسلامية Islamic State: 45 + 146 (or 147) = 191 (or 192)

إحياء مملكة بابل Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of Babyl: 21 + (135 + 35) = 21 + 170 = 191

مدينة بأوجو و ماجوج Madina (City/State) of Gog and Magog: 109 + (23 + 6 + 53) = 109 + 82 = 191

قوم لوط People of Lut (or Lot): 146 + 45 = 191

على عده upon his servant (verse 1 of Sura 25): 110 + 81 = 191

صفویة Safaviya (Shia Persian State that persecuted Sunni Muslims): 191

الأبولنيون The Poloniyoon (Polish People): 191

كنعان Kin’an (Kin’an is the ancestor of the Canaanites, who is a son of Ham - son of Noah): 191

تكون حلفه There will be a Caliphate: 476 + 715 = 1191 (This is part of a Hadith about the Caliphate in the End Times and the Mahdi who will serve as a Caliph)

ثاني عشرين Thani Ishreen (Twenty Second): 561 + 630 = 1191

ليلة 25 Lailat (Eve) of 25 of Ramadan: (75 + 25) + 1091 = 100 + 1091 = 1191

ثم فلنا للملكه أسجدوا لأدم فسجدوا Then, we said to the andles: Prostrate to Adam, so they prostrated
(verse 11 of Sura 7): $540 + 181 + 165 (or 166) + 75 + 76 + 154 = 1191 (or 1192)

The Hour + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The Akhira (End Times): $167 + 187 (or 186) + 837 (or 838) = 1191 (1190 or 1192)

Istirja (Getting back or Re-capture) of the Muslims (Muslims) the Quds (Jerusalem): $735 + 261 + 195 = 1191

Day of Harq (Burning or Setting on Fire) of Ma’bad (Temple) of Artemis: $56 + (308 + 116 + 711) = 56 + 1135 = 1191

Istirja (Getting back or Re-capture) of the Muslims (Muslims) the Quds (Jerusalem): $735 + 261 + 195 = 1191

Fat’h (Conquest) of Australia: $488 + 703 = 1191 (= 3 \times 397) (1191 is the 995th Composite Number)

Hadd (Destruction) of the Vatican + Wafat (Death) of the Pope Francis: $(9 + 593) + (92 + 37 + 460) = 602 + 589 = 1191

Sabi wa Ishreen (Twenty Seven) + Shaban: $(132 + 6 + 630) + 423 (or 422) = 768 + 423 (or 422) = 1191 (or 1190)

After a long siege and confrontation with Salah Eddeen Al-Ayyubi since August 28, 1189, Akka (Acre) surrendered to the Crusaders of the Third Crusade on July 11, 1191 Julian (July 18, 1191 Gregorian) (Jumada Thania 17, 587 Hijri) (Tammuz 17, 4951 Jewish) (2156,261.5th Julian Day). One hundred years later, after a siege that started on April 5, 1291 (Rabi Thani 4, 690 Hijri), Mamluk Sultan of Egypt Al-Ashraf Khalil conquered Akka (Acre), the last capital of the remainder of the Crusaders’ Kingdom of Jerusalem, on May 18, 1291 (Jumada Ula 17, 690 Hijri) (Sivan 18, 5051 Jewish).

♦ Day of Nihaya (End) of Dunya (World before the End Times): $56 + (71 + 65) = 56 + 136 = 192 (192 is the 148th Composite Number) (246 is the 192nd Composite Number) (1163 is the 192nd Prime Number) (3711 is the 3192nd Composite Number)

Day of Sawm (Fasting): $56 + 136 = 192

what is Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment) ? (verse 17 of Sura 82): $41 + 56 + 95 = 192

Till Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment) (verse 78 of Sura 38): $41 + 56 + 95 = 192

Wuquf (Standing up): 192 (This may refer to the Stand-up of Muslim pilgrims on
Mount of Arafat on 9th of Zu Al-Hijja.)

Manhaj (Path, Style, Model, System, or Methodology) of the Prophethood: 98 + 94 = 192 (This is part of a Hadith about the Caliphate in the End Times and the Mahdi who will serve as a Caliph)

Islamic State: 45 + 147 (or 146) = 192 (or 191)

The human being (verse 3 of Sura 55): 192 (or 193)

And O Adam Uskun (Reside, live, dwell, or inhabit) (verse 19 of Sura 7): 6 + [10 (or 11) + 45] + 131 = [6 + 55 (or 56)] + 131 = 61 (or 62) + 131 = 192 (or 193)

Hubut (Descent or Coming down) of Iblees + Adam and Hawwa (Eve): 22 + 103 + 45 (or 46) + 6 + 16 = 192 (or 193)

The Sahayina (Zionists): 192

The haughty people (verse 75 of Sura 38): 192

The Prophet David: 99 + 93 = 192

Almaniyeen (Germans): 192

Al-Hollandiyoon (Dutch-people of Holland): 192

Believers: 192

Aqsa: 192

The Cane: 192

Aqwa (Most Powerful) Zilzal (Quake): 117 + 75 = 192

Indonesia: 192

Seventy: 192

Qiyama (Resurrection) of the Pope: 155 (or 156) + 37 = 192 (or 193)

The Black Dajjal (Deceiver/Anti-Christ) + Ihya (Resurrection): 69 + 102 + 21 = 192

Gog + Day of Ihya (Resurrection) of John Paul: 23 + 56 + 21 + (54 + 38) = (23 + 56 + 21) + 92 = 100 + 92 = 192
The Mahdi + Elias (Elijah): 90 + 102 = 192

The Black + King: 102 + 90 = 192

Aya (Sign) of Return of the Mahdi: [17 (or 16) + 85] + 90 = 102 (or 101) + 90 = 192

Day of Hazima (Defeat) of the Dajjal: 56 + 67 + 69 = 192

Hazima (Defeat) of the Dajjal + The Jews: 67 + 69 + 56 = 192

The Paradise is the abode (verse 41 of Sura 79): 89 + 15 + 88 = 192

(14 + 69 + 223) + 647 + 239 = 1192 (equivalent to 192)

Qita’ (District) of Gaza: 180 + 1012 = 1192 (equivalent to 192) (= 2 x 2 x 2 x 149)

Land of Canaan: 1001 + 191 = 1192

Khitam (End) of the Life of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 1041 + (55 + 96) = 1041 (or 1040) + 151 = 1192 (or 1191)

Then, we said to the andles: Prostrate to Adam, so they prostrated (verse 11 of Sura 7): 1192 (or 1191)

Awar (Defective-Eyed) Dajjal (Anti-Christ), Maseekh (False Messiah) Son of David: 308 + 69 + 741 + 74 (or 73) = 1192 (or 1191)

Khuruj (getting out or departure) of Saleebiyeen (Crusaders) from Akka (Acre): (809 + 202) + 90 + 91 = 1011 + 90 + 91 = 1192

The People about the Hour, say: The Knowledge of it is (verse 63 of Sura 33): (142 + 120 + 562) + (130 + 92 + 146) = 824 + 368 = 1192

The Thamin Ashar (Eighteenth): 622 (or 621) + 570 = 1192 (or 1191)

The Nineteenth + Yuliet (July – Egypt based on French): [561 (or 562) + 570] + 1091 = 1131 (or 1132) + 61 = 1192 (or 1193)

Sitta wa Ishreen (Twenty Six) + Ramadan: (465 + 6 + 630) + 1091 = 1101 + 1091 = 2192 (equivalent to 192)
Dwell you and your spouse the Janna (Paradise or Garden), so eat from wherever you wish and do not approach this Tree (verse 19 of Sura 7): 

\[
131 + (6 + 36 + 89 + 131 + 90 + 518 + 751 + 6 + 703 + 710 + 539) = 131 + 4061 = 4192
\]

(\(2 \times 2 \times 2 \times 2 \times 131\)) (4192 is the 3617th Composite Number)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): 

\[
(102 + 66 + 329 + 289) + [52 + 143 (or 144) + 90 + 75 + 335] + (6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335) + (75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111) + 505 + [487 + 137 (or 136) + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90] = [786 + 695 (or 696) + 724 + 1421] + [505 + 2061 (or 2060)] = 3626 (or 3627) + 2566 (or 2565) = 6192 (6191 or 6193)
\]

We have descended it in a blessed night. We have been warning. In it, every wise command gets distinguished, a command from us. We have been warning about. In it, every command is categorized. As a command from us, we are sending a mercy from your Lord. He is the Hearer, the Knower, Lord of the Heavens and the Earth and what is between them, if you are certain. There is no god except him, causes return of life and causes death. Your Lord and the Lord of your first fathers (ancestors). However, they are in doubt playing. (verse 3 – 9 of Sura 44): 

\[
90 + 75 + [267 + 52 + 71 + 1050 + 96 + 390 + 50 + 241 + 78 + 242 + 90 + 175 + 52 + 71 + 390 + 253 + 90 + 222 + 56 + 11 + 211 + 181 + 204 + 538 + 6 + 1032 + 6 + 41 + 108 + 51 + 510 + 256 + 31 + 36 + 32 + 11 + 28 + 6 + 460 + 264 + 6 + 204 + 75 + 128 + 32 + 45 + 90 + 320 + 168] = 90 + 75 + 9027 = 9192 (9193)
\]

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97):

\[
131 + (6 + 36 + 89 + 131 + 90 + 518 + 751 + 6 + 703 + 710 + 539) = 131 + 4061 = 4192
\]

(\(2 \times 2 \times 2 \times 2 \times 131\)) (4192 is the 3617th Composite Number)

We have descended it in a blessed night. We have been warning. In it, every wise command gets distinguished, a command from us. We have been warning about. In it, every command is categorized. As a command from us, we are sending a mercy from your Lord. He is the Hearer, the Knower, Lord of the Heavens and the Earth and what is between them, if you are certain. There is no god except him, causes return of life and causes death. Your Lord and the Lord of your first fathers (ancestors). However, they are in doubt playing. (verse 3 – 9 of Sura 44):

\[
90 + 75 + [267 + 52 + 71 + 1050 + 96 + 390 + 50 + 241 + 78 + 242 + 90 + 175 + 52 + 71 + 390 + 253 + 90 + 222 + 56 + 11 + 211 + 181 + 204 + 538 + 6 + 1032 + 6 + 41 + 108 + 51 + 510 + 256 + 31 + 36 + 32 + 11 + 28 + 6 + 460 + 264 + 6 + 204 + 75 + 128 + 32 + 45 + 90 + 320 + 168] = 90 + 75 + 9027 = 9192 (9193)
\]

We have descended it in a blessed night. We have been warning. In it, every wise command gets distinguished, a command from us. We have been warning about. In it, every command is categorized. As a command from us, we are sending a mercy from your Lord. He is the Hearer, the Knower, Lord of the Heavens and the Earth and what is between them, if you are certain. There is no god except him, causes return of life and causes death. Your Lord and the Lord of your first fathers (ancestors). However, they are in doubt playing. (verse 3 – 9 of Sura 44):

\[
90 + 75 + [267 + 52 + 71 + 1050 + 96 + 390 + 50 + 241 + 78 + 242 + 90 + 175 + 52 + 71 + 390 + 253 + 90 + 222 + 56 + 11 + 211 + 181 + 204 + 538 + 6 + 1032 + 6 + 41 + 108 + 51 + 510 + 256 + 31 + 36 + 32 + 11 + 28 + 6 + 460 + 264 + 6 + 204 + 75 + 128 + 32 + 45 + 90 + 320 + 168] = 90 + 75 + 9027 = 9192 (9193)
\]

We have descended it in a blessed night. We have been warning. In it, every wise command gets distinguished, a command from us. We have been warning about. In it, every command is categorized. As a command from us, we are sending a mercy from your Lord. He is the Hearer, the Knower, Lord of the Heavens and the Earth and what is between them, if you are certain. There is no god except him, causes return of life and causes death. Your Lord and the Lord of your first fathers (ancestors). However, they are in doubt playing. (verse 3 – 9 of Sura 44):

\[
90 + 75 + [267 + 52 + 71 + 1050 + 96 + 390 + 50 + 241 + 78 + 242 + 90 + 175 + 52 + 71 + 390 + 253 + 90 + 222 + 56 + 11 + 211 + 181 + 204 + 538 + 6 + 1032 + 6 + 41 + 108 + 51 + 510 + 256 + 31 + 36 + 32 + 11 + 28 + 6 + 460 + 264 + 6 + 204 + 75 + 128 + 32 + 45 + 90 + 320 + 168] = 90 + 75 + 9027 = 9192 (9193)
\]

We have descended it in a blessed night. We have been warning. In it, every wise command gets distinguished, a command from us. We have been warning about. In it, every command is categorized. As a command from us, we are sending a mercy from your Lord. He is the Hearer, the Knower, Lord of the Heavens and the Earth and what is between them, if you are certain. There is no god except him, causes return of life and causes death. Your Lord and the Lord of your first fathers (ancestors). However, they are in doubt playing. (verse 3 – 9 of Sura 44):

\[
90 + 75 + [267 + 52 + 71 + 1050 + 96 + 390 + 50 + 241 + 78 + 242 + 90 + 175 + 52 + 71 + 390 + 253 + 90 + 222 + 56 + 11 + 211 + 181 + 204 + 538 + 6 + 1032 + 6 + 41 + 108 + 51 + 510 + 256 + 31 + 36 + 32 + 11 + 28 + 6 + 460 + 264 + 6 + 204 + 75 + 128 + 32 + 45 + 90 + 320 + 168] = 90 + 75 + 9027 = 9192 (9193)
\]
Hubut (Descent or Coming down) of Iblees + Adam and Hawwa (Eve): $22 + 103 + 46 (or 45) + 6 + 16 = 193 (or 192)$

The human being (verse 3 of Sura 55): $193 (or 192)$

Al-Alfan (The Two Thousand): $193 (or 192)$

To make your faces look bad and (verse 7 of Sura 17): $107 + 80 + 6 = 193$

Day of the first Dajjal: $56 + (69 + 68) = 56 + 137 = 193$

Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) of the Pope: $156 + 37 = 193$

Aad (Ancient people whose city was destroyed by God) + Ingleez (English People): $75 + 118 = 193$

The Polandiyeen (Poles): $193$

The two Poles: $193$

So, he assembled (gathered or brought together) (verse 38 of Sura 26): $193$

And so that they know (verse 52 of Sura 14): $6 + 187 = 193$

Banishment: $193$

The Hadm (destruction) + Al-Imam: $80 + 113 = 193$

Nakba (Disaster) + Hadd (Destruction) of Mosque: $77 + 9 + 107 = 193$

Canberra, Capital of Australia: $284 + (206 + 703) = 284 + 909 = 1193$

Night of Hadd ( Destruction) of Al-Aqsa, Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem) + Palestine: $75 + 9 + 223 + 647 + 239 = 1193 (equivalent to 193) (1193 is the 196th Prime Number) (1417 is the 1193rd Composite Number)

Ithna Ashar (Twelve) Tribes: $(552 + 570) + 71 = 1122 + 71 = 1193$ (equivalent to 193)

In Adna (nearest or lowest location) of the Ard (Earth) and (verse 3 of Sura 30): $[90 + 65 + 1032] + 6 = (155 + 1032) + 6 = 1187 + 6 = 1193$

In the name of Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful). The Qaria (Horrible End Times Event) (verse 1 of Sura 101): $102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 407 = 1193$
The Hubut (Descent or Fall) of Adam and Hawa (Eve) to the Earth:

\[
53 + 45 (or 46) + 6 + 16 (or 15) + 41 + 1032 = 1193 (1192 or 1194)
\]

Lailat (Eve) of Ramadan 27th: 

\[
75 + (1091 + 27) = 75 + 1118 = 1193
\]

(1192 or 1194)

The Nineteenth + Yulyu (July - Egypt): 

\[
[561 (or 562) + 570] + 62 = 1131 (or 1132)
\]

(1192 or 1193)

The Nineteenth + Yuliet (July – Egypt based on French): 

\[
[562 (or 561) + 570] + 61 = 1132 (or 1131) + 61 = 1193 (or 1192)
\]

It is in the Ikhtilaf (Variation or Variability) of the Night and the Day and what Allah has created in the Heavens and the Earth and in the Days and the Nights so that you may know the number of years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment). Allah has not created that except in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date). He details the Ayat (Signs) to people who know. It is in the Ikhtilaf (Variation or Variability) of the Night and the Day and what Allah has created in the Heavens and the
Earth are signs to God-fearing people (verse 5 - 6 of Sura 10): \( (128 + 577 + 78 + 201 + 6 + 102 + 41 + 730 + 66 + 750 + 32 + 141 + 210) + [442 \text{ or } 443] + 176 + 206 + 51 + 90 + 1111 + 71 + 6 + 287 + 6 + 41 + 730 + 66 + 90 + 537 + 6 + 1032 + 441 \text{ or } 442 + 176 + 566] = 3062 + 6131 \text{ or } 6132 = 9193 \text{ (or 9194)}

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Worlds, the Rahman, the Raheem, Master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgement). You are whom we worship and seek help from. Guide us to the Straight Path, the path of those whom you have given bounties, not those who are the subject of wrath and (verse 1 – 7 of Sura 1): \( (102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 83 + 65 + 202 + 232 + 329 + 289 + 90 + 56) + (95 + 32 + 126 + 6 + 32 + 640 + 61 + 331 + 681 + 300 + 791 + 561 + 155 + 1210 + 1879 + 155 + 6) = 2132 + 7061 = 9193 \text{ (or 9194)}

(= 29 \times 317) \text{ (9193 is the 8053rd Composite Number)}

The Raheem. By the Dawn and Ten Nights and the Shaf’a and the Witr and the Night as it travels. Is there in that an oath for someone who has a brain? Haven’t you seen what your Lord has done to Aad, Iram, the one which has the pillars, which has never been created like it among the Bilad (cities or countries) (verse 1 – 8 of Sura 89): \( (289 + 6 + 314 + 6 + 71 + 570 + 6 + 481 + 6 + 637 + 6 + 71 + 702 + 270 + 35 + 90 + 750 + 200 + 740 + 211 + 71 + 600) + [110 + 180 + 222 + 77 + 241 + 1101 + 146 + 441 + 70 + 740 + 576 + 90 + 67 \text{ or } 68)] = 6132 + 4061 \text{ (or 4062)} = 10193 \text{ (or 10194)} \text{ (10193 is the 1252nd Prime Number)}

**♦**

**Bid’a (Beginning) of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval):** \( 7 + 187 \text{ (or 186)} = 194 \text{ (or 193)} \text{ (} = 2 \times 97\text{)} \text{ (194 is the 149th Composite Number)} \text{ (248 is the 194th Composite Number)} \text{ (314 is the 248th Composite Number)} \text{ (1181 is the 194th Prime Number)}

**Bid’a (Beginning) of Inha (Ending) of the Zaman (Time):** \( 7 + [58 + 129 \text{ (or 128)}] = 7 + 187 \text{ (or 186)} = 194 \text{ (or 193)}

**Day of Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) of Adam:** \( 56 + [93 + 46 \text{ (or 45)}] = 56 + 138 \text{ (or 139)} = 194 \text{ (or 195)}

**The Pope John Paulus (Paul):** \( 37 + (59 + 98) = 37 + 157 = 194 \)

**The King son of David:** \( 121 + 52 + 21 = 194 \)
City/State of the Jann (John or Jinn- invisible creatures): 109 + 85 = 194

South Germany: 61 + 133 = 194

Truthfulness (verse 80 of Sura 17): 194

Al-Byzantinya (The Byzantium): 194 (or 184)

Byzantines: 194

Nicopolis (where Battle of Nicopolis took place): 194

from Yahmoum (black smoke or something hot) (verse 43 of Sura 56): 90 + 104 = 194

One of (or among) the Absentees (verse 20 of Sura 27): 90 + 1104 = 1194 (= 2 x 3 x 199) (1194 is the 997th Composite Number) (1418 is the 1194th Composite Number)

Seal of the Prophets (verse 40 of Sura 33): 1041 + 153 (or 143) = 1194 (or 1184)

The Promised Land: 1032 + 162 = 1194 (equivalent to 194)

The Nineteenth + Yulyu (July - Egypt): [562 (or 561) + 570] + 62 = 1132 (or 1131) + 62 = 1194 (or 1193)

War of Nuclear Missiles: 210 + (907 + 77) = 210 + 984 = 1194

They will be standing up and looking on (verse 68 of Sura 39): 2194 (equivalent to 194) (= 2 x 1097) (2194 is the 1866th Composite Number)

The Hour. And the Moon has been cracked and if they are shown an Aya (sign or verse), they turn away and they say: “Magic” (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 54): 167 + (6 + 451) + (371 + 6 + 51 + 217 + 411 + 1087 + 6 + 153 + 268) = 167 + 457 + 2570 = 3194

They learn the stages (phases), so that you may know the number of years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment). Allah has not created except in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date). He details the Ayat (Signs) to people who know. It is in the Ikhtilaf (Variation or Variability) of the Night and the Day and what Allah has created in the Heavens and the Earth are signs to God-fearing people (verse 5 - 6 of Sura 10): (128 + 577 + 78 + 201 + 6 + 102 + 41 + 730 + 66 + 750 + 32 + 141 + 210) + [443 (or 442) + 176 + 206 + 51 + 90 + 1111 + 71 + 6 + 287 + 6 + 41 + 730 + 66 + 90 + 537 + 6 + 1032 + 441 (or 442) + 176 + 566] = 3062 + 6132 (or 6131) = 9194 (or 9193) (9194 is the 8054th Composite Number)
By the Dawn and Ten Nights and the Shaf’a and the Witr and the Night as it travels. Is there in that an oath for someone who has a brain? Haven’t you seen what your Lord has done to Aad, Iram, that has the pillars, the one that has never been created like it among the Bilad (cities or countries) (verse 1–8 of Sura 89): 

289 + 6 + 314 + 6 + 71 + 570 + 6 + 481 + 6 + 637 + 6 + 71 + 702 + 270 + 35 + 90 + 750 + 200 + 740 + 211 + 71 + 600) + [110 + 180 + 222 + 77 + 241 + 1101 + 146 + 441 + 70 + 740 + 576 + 90 + 68 (or 67)] = 6132 + 4062 (or 4061) = 10194 (or 10193)

♦

Al-Quds (Jerusalem): \[195 \text{ (195 is the } 150^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number)} \] (249 is the \[195^{\text{th}} \] Composite Number) (3714 is the \[3195^{\text{th}} \] Composite Number)

Sykes and Picot Agreement: \[151 + 6 + 38 = 195 \] [Sykes–Picot Agreement is secret agreement, between Britain & France, in collusion with Tsarist Russia, to divide the Middle East, among themselves, was concluded in May 16, 1916 (Rajab 13, 1334 Hijri) (Iyar 13, 5676 Jewish) \([2421,000^{\text{th}} \text{ Julian day}] \)]

Kanoon Al-Awwal (December as known in Greater Syria & Iraq): \[127 + 68 = 195 \]

Sadiq (Truthful or Honest): \[195 \]

Day of + The Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) (verse 105 of Sura 17): \[56 + 139 = 195 \]

Day of the Mizan (Scale or Libra): \[56 + 139 = 195 \]

Day of Awwal (Beginning) of the Nihaya (End): \[56 + (37 + 102) = 56 + 139 = 195 \]

We have descended (brought down) it/him (verse 3 of Sura 44) & (verse 1 of Sura 97): \[52 + 143 (or 144) = 195 \text{ (or 196)} \]

Day of Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) of Adam: \[56 + [93 + 46 (or 45)] = 56 + 139 (or 138) = 195 \text{ (or 194)} \]

The King son of David: \[121 + 53 (or 52) + 21 = 195 \text{ (or 194)} \]

Your god is but one (verse 4 of Sura 37): \[51 + 96 + 48 (\text{ or 49}) = 195 \text{ (or 196)} \]

The Poloniyeen (Polish People): \[195 \]

The drought: \[195 \]

The Jaheem (Hell) is the abode (verse 39 of Sura 79): \[92 + 15 + 88 = 195 \]
Kaf Ha Ya Ain Sad (one of the mysterious Opening Words/Letters, whose meaning is unknown, of 29 Suras in the Quran) (verse 1 of Sura 19): 195

The Natural Wahiya (Catastrophe): 58 + 137 = 195

Inha (Ending) of the First Dajjal: 58 + 69 + 68 = 195

The first Dajjal + Jinna (demons): (69 + 68) + 58 = 195

King of Israel + The Pope YoHanna (John) Paulus, the Second: [90 + 302 (or 303)] + (37 + 75 + 98 + 592) = 393 (or 392) + 802 = 1195 (or 1194)

King of Israel + The Pope YoHanna (John) Paulus + The Vatican: [90 + 302 (or 303)] + [(37 + 75 + 98) + 593] = 392 (or 393) + (210 + 593) = 392 (or 393) + 803 = 1195

Discovery of Gospel of Jesus Christ (the Messiah): 802 + (94 + 150 + 149) = 802 + 393 = 1195 (equivalent to 195)

Tabaddul (Change or Switching) of the Qutban (Two Poles), the Northern + the Southern + The Ihya (Resurrection): (436 + 193 + 412 + 102) + 52 = 1143 + 52 = 1195

Day of the Nahr (Slaughter) + The Adha: (56 + 289) + 850 = 345 + 850 = 1195 (= 5 x 239) (1195 is the 998th Composite Number) (1419 is the 1195th Composite Number)

First Day of Eid Al-Adha (10th of Zu Al-Hijja) is referred to as Day of the Nahr

Al-Sabi Al-Ishreem (The Twenty Seventh) + Safar: [164 (or 163) + 661] + 370 = 825 (or 824) + 370 = 1195 (or 1194)

The Third + Month of October: 1061 (or 1062) + 505 + 629 = 1195 (or 1196)

And We revived/resurrected by it/him a dead city, like that Khuruj (Coming out) (verse 11 of Sura 50): 2195 (= 5 x 439) (2195 is the 1867th Composite Number)

Appointed day. You will not be postponed from it, even an hour, and (verse 30 of Sura 34): 2195 (or 2196)

And when we said to the Angels: prostrate to Adam. They prostrated except Iblees, he refused and got haughty (verse 34 of Sura 2): 2195 (2194 or 2196)
And if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque, like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. (verse 7 of Sura 17): 

\[
\]

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 97): 

\[
[103 (or 102) + 66 + 330 (or 329) + 289 + 52 + 144 + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111] + 505 + (487 + 137 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90) = 3629 (or 3628) + 505 + 2061 = 6195 (or 6194)
\]

David Ben-Gurion, first Prime Minister of Israel, was born on October 16, 1886 (Muharram 16 (or 17), 1304 Hijri) (2410, 195th Julian Day) and died on December 1, 1973 (Zu Al-Qada 6, 1393 Hijri) (Kislev 6, 5734 Jewish) (2442, 017.5th Julian Day).

From year 1096 (Beginning of the first Crusade) till year 1291 (End of the Crusaders’ Kingdom in the Middle East), there are 195 years.

♦STEM♦

Believers: 196 (= 2 x 2 x 7 x 7) (196 is the 151st Composite Number) (250 is the 196th Composite Number) (1193 is the 196th Prime Number)

The Nima (Blessing or Blessings): 196

Alfain (Two Thousand) + and + 19: (171 + 6) + 19 = 177 + 19 = 196 (This refers to year 2019)

Those are on guidance (verse 5 of Sura 2): (67 + 110) + 19 = 177 + 19 = 196

And with Allah anyone and (verse 18 – 19 of Sura 72): 110 + 66 + 14 + 6 = 196

The Holandiyeen (Dutch): 196

Maysalun: 196 | An ultimatum was issued, on July 14, 1920, by Commander of the French Forces, General Henri Gouraud, to King Faisal bin Hussein’s Syrian Arab Kingdom (which was established by King Faisal on March 8, 1920) to surrender or fight which was accepted on July 20, 1920 by the Syrian government. However, early in the morning of July 24, 1920 (Zu Al-Qada 9, 1338 Hijri) (Av 9, 5680 Jewish Calendar) (2422,529.5th Julian Day), French forces broke a truce and attacked and defeated the Arab forces of led by Yusuf Al-Azma, Minister of War, in the Battle of Maysalun (a strategic hilly location about 12 miles west of Damascus, overlooking a
valley used as a passage to Damascus), captured Damascus the next day, and took control of Syria. Then, General Gouraud reportedly went to the tomb of Salah Eddin Al-Ayyubi (who defeated the Crusaders and liberated Jerusalem in 1187 AD), adjacent to the Umawi Mosque in Damascus, kicked it, and said: "Wake up, Salah Eddin. We have returned. My presence here consecrates victory of the Cross over the Crescent."

وعد العودة Promise of the Awda (Return): $80 + 116 = 196$

صومكم Sawmikom (Your Fasting): $196$ (This is part of a Hadith)

ساعكم Your Hour: $196$

نهاية دنياكم Nihaya (End) of your Dunya (World before the End Times): $71 + 125 = 196$

نجم ديفيد Star of David: $98 + 98$ (or 99) = $196$ (or 197)

جبل صهيون Mount Zion: $35 + 161 = 196$

ملعون Cursed : $196$

وعد موسى Promise of Moses: $80 + 116 = 196$

يوم وحي موسى Day of Wahy (Revelation) of Moses : $56 + (24 + 116) = 56 + 140 = 196$

أنا أنزلنا We have descended (brought down) it/him (verse 3 of Sura 44) & (verse 1 of Sura 97): $52 + 144$ (or 143) = $196$ (or 195)

نزول إيليس Nuzul (Descent) of Iblees : $93 + 103 = 196$

نزول آدم + حواء إلى أرض Nuzul (Descent) of Adam + Hawa (Eve) to Earth: $93 + [45$ (or 46) $+ 16 + 41 + 1001] = 93 + 1103$ (or 1104) = $1196$ (or 1197)

يوم هبوط آدم إلى الأرض Day of Hubut (Fall or Descent) of Adam to the Earth: $56 + [22 + 45$ (or 46) $+ 41 + 1032 ] = 56 + 1140$ (or 1141) = $1196$ (or 1197)

يوم اللوح المحفوظ Day of the Preserved Board (Location in Heaven, where every thing about life and the Quran is inscribed): $56 + (75 + 1065) = 56 + 1140 = 1196$ (equivalent to $196$)

تركيا + الباكستان Turkey + The Pakistan: $631 + 565 = 1196$ (equivalent to $196$) ($1196$ is the $999^{th}$ Composite Number) ($1420$ is the $1196^{th}$ Composite Number)

دولة أنتي كريست Dawla (State) of the Anti-Christ: $45 + (461 + 690) = 45 + 1151$ (or 1152) = $1196$ (or 1197) (equivalent to $196$)
The Hour is coming, so forgive, the nice forgiveness (verse 85 of Sura 15): \[167 + 447 (or 446) + 259 + 209 + 114 = 1196 \text{ (or 1195)}\]

The Raheem. Say : I seek refuge (verse 1 of Sura 114): \[289 + (130 + 777) = 289 + 907 = 1196\]

Day of Fall of a mine of Gold and Copper: \[56 + (175 + 133) + (707 + 6 + 119) = 56 + (308 + 832) = 56 + 1140 = 1196\]

The day the caller calls from a near place (location), the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): \[56 + 1140 = 1196\]

Day of Raj’a (Return) of Islamic Caliphate: \[56 + 278 + [716 + 146 (or 147)] = 56 + [278 + 862 (or 863)] = 56 + 1140 (or 1141) = 1196 \text{ (or 1197)}\]

The angels and spirit ascend to him in (verse 4 of Sura 70): \[673 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 46 + 90 = 1196 \text{ (or 1197)}\]

The Nineteenth + Juwilya (July – in Algeria & Tunis): \[562 \text{ (or 561)} + 570 + 64 = 1132 \text{ (or 1131)} + 64 = 1196 \text{ (or 1195)}\]

Twentieth + Month of Yulya (July): \[630 + (505 + 61) = 630 + 566 = 1196\]

Ninth Jewish Month + 25: \[(531 + 505 + 35) + 25 = 1171 + 25 = 1196\]

Feast/Festival of Lights, also known as Hanukkah or Feast of Dedication, is an 8-day Jewish Holiday that commemorates the victory of practicing Jews and re-dedication of the Jewish Temple in Jerusalem to God on Kislev 25 (165 B.C.), after it was transformed by Greek Seleucid King Antiochus IV into a pagan temple and was desecrated by performing pagan rituals in the Jewish Temple, such as slaughtering and offering unholy sacrifices to pagan gods, three years earlier also on Kislev 25 (168 B.C.) \(\text{ (Kislev or Kisleu is the 9th month in Jewish religious year)}\)

Zikra (Remembrance Day) of Majzara (Massacre) of Baghdad: \[930 + 255 + 1011 = 2196\]

Timur, Araj (Lame) + Majzara (Massacre) of Baghdad: \[(656 + 274) + (255 + 1011) = 930 + 1266 = 2196\]

Wafat (Death) of Al-Hasan, the Second + King of Al-Maghrib (Morocco): \[92 + (149 + 592) + (90 + 1273) = 92 + (741 + 1363) = 92 + 2104 = 2196 \text{ \[ Al-Hasan II, King of Morocco, died on Friday July 23, 1999 (Rabi Thani 9, 1420 Hijri) (Av 10, 5759 Jewish Calendar) \(\text{ (2451,382.5th or 2451,383th Julian Day)}\)\]}

Appointed day. You will not be postponed from it, even an hour, and (verse 30 of Sura 34): \[\text{2196} \text{ (or 2195)}\]
And when we said to the Angels: prostrate to Adam. They prostrated except Iblees, he refused and got haughty (verse 34 of Sura 2): 2196 (2194 or 2195)

Glory be upon the One who sent in a journey His servant at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): [120 (or 121) + 741 + 271] + (83 + 71 + 90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 223) = 1132 (or 1133) + 1064 = 2196 (or 2197)

From Alaq. Recite and your Lord is the Most Honorable, who taught with the pen (verse 2 – 4 of Sura 96): 90 + 2106 = 2196

Day of Nuzul (Descent) of the Quran + The Preserved Board (from which the Quran descended) + Bayt (House) of the Izza (location in the sky where the Quran descended from the Preserved Board): 56 + 93 + 382 (or 383) + (75 + 1065) + (412 + 113) = 56 + [93 + 382 (or 383) + 1140 + 525] = 56 + 2140 (or 2141) = 2196 (or 2197) (equivalent to 196) (2196 is the 1868th Composite Number) (2572 is the 2196th Composite Number)

Ihya (Resurrection) of Astronaut of the Space + Neil Armstrong: 21 + (215 + 913) + (90 + 1957) = 21 + (1128 + 2047) = 21 + 3175 = 3196

They ask you about the Hour, when will its docking be? while you are part of its remembrance (or mention). To your Lord is its end. (verse 42 - 44 of Sura 79): 177 + (120 + 167 + 62 + 307 + 130 + 451 + 90 + 927 + 41 + 222 + 502 ) = 177 + 3019 = 3196

Ramadan in which the Quran was descended as guidance to the people and evidences from the guidance (verse 185 of Sura 2): 1091 + (741 + 88 + 95 + 383 + 19 + 171 + 6 + 462 + 90 + 31 + 19) = 1091 + 1105 = 3196

Nineteen. And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (trial or test) for those who have disbelieved. So that, become certain, those who have been given (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): (535 + 570) + (6 + 41 + 154 + 102 + 282 + 62 + 105 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 62 + 535 + 850 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414) = 1105 + 5091 = 6196

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the
Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): (102 + 66 + 329 + 289) + [52 + 144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 335] + (6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335) + (75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505) + [487 + 137 (or 136) + 245 + 96] + (753 + 247) + (90 + 50 + 241 + 130 + 15 + 418 + 149 + 314) = [786 + 696 (or 695) + 724 + 1926] + 971 (or 970) + 1000 + 1093 = 4132 (or 4131) + [971 (or 970) + 1000] + 1093 = [4132 (or 4131) + 1971 (or 1970)] + 1093 = 6103 (6101 or 6103) + 1093 = 7196 (7194 or 7195) (7196 is the 6276th Composite Number)

Rajab 19 is the 196th day of Hijri Calendar

♦  عبده ليكون his servant to be (verse 1 of Sura 25): 81 + 116 = 197 (197 is the 45th Prime Number) (252 is the 197th Composite Number) (1201 is the 197th Prime Number)

نجمه دايفد Star of David: 98 + 99 (or 98) = 197 (or 196)

علاء الدين Ala-Eddeen (A heroic fictitious character who used flying carpet/rug for transportation): 102 + 95 = 197

الموصل The Mosul: 166

الاندلس The Andaleeb (Nightingale): 197

لقيموا To establish (verse 37 of Sura 14): 197

مكان بعيد a far (distant) location (verse 52 of Sura 34): 111 + 86 = 197

النيزك + زلزله The Naizak (Meteor) + Zalzala (Shaking Event): 118 + 79 = 197

واهيه أهل لندن Catastrophe + People of London: 27 + (36 + 134 ) = 27 + 170 = 197

بلاد صهابه Country of the Sahayina (Zionists): 36 + 161 = 197

بلاد صهيون Country of Zion: 36 + 161 = 197

الصربيين + يوم مجزرة سريبنيكا The Serbs + Day of Majzara (Massacre) of Srebrenica: 323 + 56 + [255 + 563 (or 553)] = 323 + [56 + 818 (or 808)] = 323 + 874 (or 864) = 1197 (or 1187)

الساعة موعدهم والساعة أدهمو وأمر أن المجرمين The Hour is their appointment and the Hour is Adha (more shrewd) and more bitter. The criminals (verse 46 – 47 of Sura 54): 167 + 165 + 6 + 167 + 20 + 6 + 241 + 51 + 374 = 1197

ضلال و سعر misguidedness and hotness (or heat) (verse 47 of Sura 54): 861 + 6 + 330 = 1197
The Rus (Russians) + The Intiha (End) + City of New York: 297 + 489 + 109 = 1197

Day of the Ibada (Annihilation) + Manhattan + London (or Sydney): 56 + 44 + 547 + 416 + 134 = 100 + 1097 = 1197

Dawla (State) of the Anti-Christ: 45 + 461 + 691 = 1197 (or 1196)

Promise of my Lord (God) comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Fatih (Conquest or Opening) of City/State of Al-Britan (The Britons): 5 + 80 + 212 + (488 + 109 + 303): 297 + 900 = 1197 (equivalent to 197) (1197 is the 1000th Composite Number) (1421 is the 1197th Composite Number)

Khatam (Seal or End) of the Hayat (Life) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 1041 (or 1040) + 60 + 96 = 1197 (or 1196)

Within few years, to Allah (verse 4 of Sura 30): 1197

Lord of the Universe, the Most Compassionate, Most Merciful, Master of Day (verses 2 - 4 of Sura 1): [202 + 231 (or 232) + 329] + (289 + 90 + 56) = 762 (or 763) + 435 = 1197 (or 1198)

We have brought down the Zikr (Message) (verse 9 of Sura 15): 108 + 138 + 951 = 1197

The angels and spirit ascend to him in (verse 4 of Sura 70): [673 + 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 46] + 90 = 1107 (or 1106) + 90 = 1197 (or 1196)

you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), we have descended it/him and in the Haq, it/he has descended. And we have not sent you (verse 104-105 of Sura 17): 1197 (1195 or 1196)

We have created the human in (verse of Sura): 134 + 781 + 192 (or 193) + 90 = 1197 (or 1198)

Thani wa Ishreen (Twenty Second): 561 (or 560) + 6 + 630 = 1197 (or 1196)

Day of Hubut (Fall or Descent) of Adam to the Earth: 56 + [22 + 46 (or 45) + 41 + 1032 ] = 56 + 1141 (or 1140) = 1197 (or 1196)

Day of Hubut (Descent) of Eleventh Apollo on the Moon: 56 + [22 + (23 + 570) + 45 + 110 + 371] = 56 + (22 + 593 + 45 + 110 + 371) = 56 + 1141 = 1197

Day of Raj’a (Return) of Islamic Caliphate: 56 + 278 + [716 + 147 (or 146)] = 56 + [278 + 863 (or 862)] = 56 + 1141 (or 1140) = 1197 (or 1196)
The Papal Basilica of Saint Peter + Vatican : 

Glory be upon the One who sent in a journey His servant at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): \( 13 	imes 13 \times 13 \) (equivalent to 197) (197 is the 1869th Composite Number) (2573 is the 2197th Composite Number)

Day of Nuzul (Descent) of the Quran + The Preserved Board (from which the Quran descended) + Bayt (House) of the Izza (location in the sky where the Quran descended from the Preserved Board): 

\[
56 + 93 + 383 + 1140 + 525 = 56 + 2141 \text{ (or 2140)} = 2197 \text{ (or 2196)}
\]

Eid (Feast) of the Fitr (Breaking of the Fast) + One Shawwal + 1437 : 

\[
(84 + 320) + [19 \text{ (or 18)} + 337] + 1437 = 404 + 356 \text{ (or 355)} + 1437 = 2197 \text{ (or 2196)}
\]

Ramadan in which the Quran was descended as guidance to the people and evidences from the guidance (verse 185 of Sura 2): 

\[
1091 + (741 + 88 + 95 + 383 + 19 + 171 + 6 + 463 + 90) + 31 + 19 = 1091 + 2056 + 31 + 19 = 3197 \text{ (or 3196)}
\]

Allah did not create divided it into stages so that you know number of the years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment) for people who know (verse 5 of Sura 10): 

\[
(309 + 128 + 577 + 78 + 201 + 6 + 102 + 41 + 730 + 66 + 750 + 32 + 141) + (210 + 443 + 176 + 206) = 3162 + 1035 = 4197
\]

They entered it the first time and they shall destroy, what they have built high, completely. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you and if you return, we return and we make Jahannam (Hell - Fire) for the unbelievers as an abode (verse 7 - 8 of Sura 17): 

\[
(645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013) + (140 + 262 + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 154 + 98 + 420 + 309) = 2743 + 2454 = 5197
\]
O You who have believed: when the prayer of Day of the Jumā (Friday, Congregation, or Gathering) is called for, strive to the remembrance of Allah and leave off the selling (or business). That is better for you if you know. When the prayer is finished, spread throughout the Ard (Earth or Land) and seek from the bounty of Allah and (verse 9 – 10 of Sura 62):

\[
\text{198} = 71 + (49 + 78) = 71 + 127
\]

\[
\text{198 is the 152}^{\text{nd}} \text{ Composite Number} \]

(1213 is the 198\text{th} Prime Number) (1198 is the 1001\text{st} Composite Number)

- Nihaya (End) of Mudda (Period) of Haml (Pregnancy): 71 + (49 + 78) = 71 + 127

- Kingdom of Saba (Sheba): 135 + 63 = 198

- Saleebiyoon (Crusaders): 198

- The Islamiyoon (Islamists): 198

- Madina (City/State) of the Jinna (Jinn - invisible creatures): 109 + 89 = 198

- Dawla (State) of the Dajjal + the Jinn (demons): (45 + 69) + 84 = 114 + 84 = 198

- The Dajjal + Satan: 69 + 129 (or 130) = 198 (or 199)

- The Dajjal + The Pope John Paul: 69 + [37 + (54 + 38)] = 69 + (37 + 92) = 198

- The Bidaya (Beginning) + The Dajjal Gog + Magog + Jinn (demons): 69 + 23 + 53 + 53 = 198

- The Bidaya (Beginning) of Secret of Promise of the Major Alamat (Signs): 22 + 260 + [80 + (573 + 263)] = 22 + 260 + (80 + 836) = 22 + 260 + 916 = 1198

- Lord of the Universe, the Most Compassionate, Most Merciful, Master of Day (verses 2 - 4 of Sura 1): [202 + 231 (or 232) + 329] + (289 + 91 + 56) = 762 (or 763) + 436 = 1198 (or 1199)
السبع العشرون + نوفمبر Al-Sabi Al-Ushroon (The Twenty Seventh) + November: $[163 (or 164) + 657] + 378 = 820 (or 821) + 378 = 1198 (or 1199)$

الاثنين + يوليو + 2022 Hadi Thalatheen (Thirty First) + Yulyu (July – in Egypt) + 2022 : $(23 + 1091) + 62 + 2022 = (1114 + 62) + 2022 = 1176 (or 1175) + 2022 = 2198 (or 2197)$

النصف من شعبان The Middle of Shaban + 1434 : $(251 + 90 + 423) + 1434 = 764 + 1434 = 2198$

الدراز + وعشرين + حزيران Rabi wa Ishreen (Twenty Fourth) + Huzairan (June) + 2013: $(273 + 6 + 630) + 276 + 2013 = (909 + 276) + 2013 = 1185 + 2013 = 3198$

♦ نهایه الزمان Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): $71 + 128 (or 129) = 199 (or 200)$
$199$ is the $46^{th}$ Prime Number $254$ is the $199^{th}$ Composite Number $1217$ is the $199^{th}$ Prime Number

ليلة بداية النهائية Eve of Bidaya (Beginning) of the Nihaya (End) : $75 + (22 + 102) = 75 + 124 = 199$

المسجد كما The Mosque, like (verse 7 of Sura 17): $138 + 61 = 199$

لها سعيها وهو for it the proper striving while he is (verse 19 of Sura 17): $199$

البلد الأمين The Ameen (Safe or Entrusted) Balad (City/Country/Place) (verse 3 of Sura 95): $67 + 132 = 199$

مدينة المهدي City of the Mahdi: $109 + 90 = 199$

أهل الإسلام People of Al-Islam : $36 + 163 = 199$

بلد الإسلام Country/City of Al-Islam: $36 + 163 = 199$

الإحياء + هد المسجد The Ihya (Resurrection) + Hadd (Destruction) of the Mosque: $52 + 9 + 138 = 199$

يوم هد لندن (أو سيدني) Day of Hadd (Destruction) of London (or Sydney): $56 + 9 + 134 = 199$

النجم + زلزال The Star + Zilzal (EarthQuake): $124 + 75 = 199$

هزيمه + إسلام Hazima (Defeat) + Islam: $67 + 132 = 199$

 السماء + الله The Heaven + Allah (God): $133 + 66 = 199$
Chooses (verse 75 of Sura 22): \(199\)

The Muslih (Reformer): \(199\)

Day of the Dajjal (AntiChrist) Son of David: \(56 + [69 + (53 + 21)] = 56 + (69 + 74) = 56 + 143 = 199\)

The first Dajjal + Ihyaa (Resurrection or Revival) of Pope + Babyl (Babylon): \((69 + 68) + (21 + 6 + 35) = 137 + 62 = 199\)

Day of King of Jinn (demons): \(56 + (90 + 53) = 56 + 143 = 199\)

Day of Engleez (English People) + Jews: \(56 + (118 + 25) = 56 + 143 = 199\)

Day of the Dajjal + Ihyaa (Resurrection) of Magog: \(56 + [69 + (21 + 53)] = 56 + (69 + 74) = 56 + 143 = 199\)

Day of Enemies of Allah: \(56 + (77 + 66) = 56 + 143 = 199\)

Bidaya (Beginning) of Secret of Promise of the End Times: \(22 + 260 + [80 + 837 (or 838)] = 22 + [260 + 917 (or 918)] = 22 + 1177 (or 1178) = 1199 (or 1200) (= 11 \times 109)\)

\(1199\) is the 1002\(^{nd}\) Composite Number \(1424\) is the 1199\(^{th}\) Composite Number

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of Season of the Khareef (Autumn or Fall): \(56 + [22 + (200 + 921)] = 56 + (22 + 1121) = 56 + 1143 = 1199\)

Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Universe, the Rahman, the Raheem (verses 1 – 3 of Sura 1): \(1199 (or 1200)\)

Lord of the Universe, the Most Compassionate, Most Merciful, Master of Day (verses 2 - 4 of Sura 1): \([202 + 232 (or 231) + 329] + (289 + 91 + 56) = 763 (or 762) + 436 = 1199 (or 1198)\)

the Book that you shall corrupt in the Ard (Earth or Land) (verse 2 of Sura 17): \(453 (or 454) + 624 + 90 + 1032 = 2199 (or 2200)\)

And you leave out the End Times (verse 21 of Sura 75): \(6 + 1356 + 837 (or 838) = 2199 (or 2200)\)

So, we drowned him and those with him, all together. And we said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), we descended it (or he) and in the Haq, it (or he) descended and we have not sent you except as a Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and Nazeer (Warner) (verse 103 - 105 of Sura 17): \(1437 + (6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 303 + 137 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80\)
The first verse of Sura 62 “The Friday” (5178th verse of the Quran) is the 199th verse from the first verse of Sura 70 “The Ma’arij” (5376th verse of the Quran).

♦ علق (Alaq): 200 (200 is the 153rd Composite Number)

وعقل (Brain): 200

عقل نفسي (Psychological): 200

قصي (Qasi): 200 (verse 22 of Sura 19)

قسم (Oath): 200 (verse 5 of Sura 89)

سأءكم (Your Sa’ee): 200 (The Sa’ee is a walk between the Safa and the Marwa in Mecca, performed as part of rituals of pilgrimage or omra that symbolizes the movement of Hajar between the Safa to the Marwa, in search of water for her baby, Ismael)

فصل (Season): 200

الامام (The Qist): 200 (verse 9 of Sura 55)

نهائي الزمان (Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time)): 71 + 129 (or 128) = 200 (or 199)

بداية نهاية الكون (Bidaya (Beginning) of Nihaya (End) of the Kawn (Universe)): 22 + 71 + 107 =
Day of + We descended it (or him) (verse 1 of Sura 97) & (verse 105 of Sura 17): 56 + 144 (or 143) = 200 (or 199)

Day of Inzal (Bringing down) of the Wahy (Revelation): 56 + (89 + 55) = 56 + 144 = 200

Day of the Assembly (Gathering) (verse 7 of Sura 42) & (verse 9 of Sura 64): 56 + 144 = 200

Day of Madina (City/State) of Baby (Babylon): 56 + (109 + 35) = 56 + 144 = 200

Day of Awda (Return) of life of Baby (Babylon): 56 + (85 + 24) + 35 = 56 + (109 + 35) = 56 + 144 = 200

Promise of Awda (Return) of Baby (Babylon): 80 + 85 + 35 = 200

Fatimiyeen (Fatimites): 200 (The Fatimites established a major state in the Middle East, but lost control of Jerusalem to the Crusaders)

City of Akka (Acre): 109 + 91 = 200

Londoniyoon (Londoners): 200

Bidaya (Beginning) of the Nihaya (End) + Gog + Magog: (22 + 102) + (23 + 53) = 124 + 76 = 200

The Byzantine State: 76 + 124 = 200

Three years: 1030 (or 1031) + 170 = 1200 (or 1201)

Bidaya (Beginning) of Secret of Promise of the End Times: 22 + 260 + [80 + 838 (or 837)] = 22 + [260 + 918 (or 917)] = 22 + 1178 (or 1177) = 1200 (or 1199) (1200 is the 1003rd Composite Number) (1425 is the 1200th Composite Number)

Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Universe, the Rahman, the Raheem (verses 1 – 3 of Sura 1): 1200 (or 1199)
Al-Sabi wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Seventh) + Safar: \[163 (or 164) + 6 + 661] + 370 = 830 (or 831) + 370 = \textbf{1200} (or \textbf{1201})

Two to each other are an enemy and you shall have in/on the Ard (Earth or Land) (verse 24 of Sura 7): \[902 + 80 + 6 + 90 + 90 + 1032 = \textbf{2200} \ (\textbf{2200} \text{ is the 1872}\textsuperscript{nd} \text{Composite Number}) \ (2576 \text{ is the 2200}\textsuperscript{th} \text{Composite Number})

the Book that you shall corrupt in the Ard (Earth or Land) (verse 2 of Sura 17): 454 (or 453) + 624 + 90 + 1032 = \textbf{2200} (or \textbf{2199})

And you leave out the End Times (verse 21 of Sura 75): 6 + 1356 + 838 (or 837) = \textbf{2200} (or \textbf{2199})

It does not come to you, except Baghta (all of a sudden). They ask you as if you have knowledge of it. Say: “The knowledge of it (verse 187 of Sura 7): \[3200 = (10 \times 320) \ (or \textbf{3201}) \text{ (equivalent to 200)} \ (3200 \text{ is the 2747}\textsuperscript{th} \text{Composite Number}) \ (3720 \text{ is the 3200}\textsuperscript{th} \text{Composite Number})

And their Prophet told them: It is the Aya (Sign) of his Kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin). In it, there is Sakina from your Lord and the remainder of what the Family of Moses and the family of Aaron left, carried by (verse 248 of Sura 2): \[6 + 131 + 75 + 107 + 51 + 16 + 95 + 51 + 481 + 840 + 95 + 145 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 117 + (81 + 620 + 31 + 116 + 6 + 32 + 262 + 483) = 2568 + 1632 = \textbf{4200}

July 19 is the \textbf{200}\textsuperscript{th} day of the Christian Calendar.

After verse 7 of Sura 17 (2036\textsuperscript{th} verse of the Quran), there are \textbf{4200} verses.

The Saf (line): \textbf{201} \ (\textbf{201} = 3 \times 67) \ (\textbf{201} \text{ is the 154}\textsuperscript{th} \text{Composite Number}) \ (256 \text{ is the 201}\textsuperscript{st} \text{Composite Number}) \ (2577 \text{ is the 2201}\textsuperscript{st} \text{Composite Number})

I swear (verse 1 of Sura 75): \textbf{201}

The Pen (verse 1 of Sura 68): \textbf{201}

So, We annihilated an Aya (Sign) (verse 12 of Sura 17): \[185 + 16 \ (or 17) = \textbf{201} \ (or \textbf{202})

The Certainty (or Certitude) (verse 99 of Sura 15) & (verse 5 of Sura 102): \textbf{201}
The years (verse 12 of Sura 17): 201

Laff (scrolls or from diverse backgrounds/places) (verse 104 of Sura 17): 201

City of Mohammad: 109 + 92 = 201

The Vatican (alternative Arabic spelling): 201 (or 202)

Sa’a (Hour or Clock) of Mecca: 136 + 65 = 201

The Caller calls (verse 41 of Sura 50): 65 + 136 = 201

From a place/location (verse 41 of 50): 90 + 111 = 201

From one thousand (verse 3 of Sura 97): 90 + 111 = 201

The Mahdi + The Promise: 90 + 111 = 201

Promise of the King: 80 + 121 = 201

Dajjal of the Engleez (English People): 38 + 132 = 201

Promise of the Dajjal + The Ihya (Resurrection) = 80 + 69 + 52 = 201

Awda (Return) of life of Pope John Paul: (85 + 24) + (6 + 54 + 38) = 109 + 98 = 201

Promise of Hadda (Incident of Destruction) of Masjid (Mosque): 80 + (14 + 107) = 80 + 121 = 201

Hadda (Incident of Destruction) + The Qiyama (Upheaval): 14 + 187 = 201

Bomb + Hadda (Incident of Destruction): 187 + 14 = 201

The Hadda (Incident of Destruction) + Manhattan: 45 + 156 = 201

The Wahiya (Catastrophe) + Hadd (Destruction) of London (or Sydney): 58 + 9 + 134 = 201

The Promise + Hazima (Defeat) of Gog: 111 + (67 + 23) = 111 + 90 = 201

Promise of Al-Hadda (Incident of Destruction) + Hadd (Incident of Destruction) of countries of Jews: 80 + 45 + 14 + 37 + 25 = 201

Building of the Ma’bad (Temple): 54 + 147 = 201
العصي
The Walking sticks (or canes): 201

النعيم
Al-Na’eeem (the bliss or enjoyment of blessings of God) (verse 8 of Sura 102): 201

كويكب + الأقطب
Kuwaikib (Asteroid or Small Planet) + The Aqtub (Poles): 58 + 143( or 144) = 201 (or 202)

الأقطب + جنّة
The Aqtub (Poles) + Janna (Paradise): 143 (or 144) + 58 = 201 (or 202)

هد أقصا
Hadd (Destruction) of Aqsa: 9 + 192 = 201

هد الصهاينة
Hadd (Destruction) of the Sahayina (Zionists): 9 + 192 = 201

يوم + الحقّة
Day of + Al-Haqqa (verse 1 of Sura 69): 56 + 145 = 201

اليهود + الحقّة
The Jews + Al-Haqqa (verse 1 of Sura 69): 56 + 145 = 201

يوم الجامع
Day of Al-Jami (The Mosque): 56 + 145 = 201

اليهود + الجامع
The Jews + Al-Jami (The Mosque): 56 + 145 = 201

غفر
Ghar (Cave): 1201 (equivalent to 201)

فأُلْكُوا بالطاغيّين
They were devastated by/in the Taghiya (verse 5 of Sura 69): 143 + 1058 = 1201 (equivalent to 201) (1201 is the 197th Prime Number) (1426 is the 1201st Composite Number)

الغفلين
The Ghafileen (unaware) (verse 205 of Sura 7): 1201 (or 1202)

ثلاث سنوات
Thalath (Three) years: 1031 (or 1030) + 170 = 1201 (or 1200)

السابع والعشرين + صغر
Al-Sabi wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Seventh) + Safar: [164 (or 163) + 6 + 661] + 370 = 831 (or 830) + 370 = 1201 (or 1200)

تبدل القطبين الشمالي + الجنوبي + جنّة
Tabaddul (Change or Switching) of the Qutban (Two Poles), the Northern + the Southern + Paradise: (436 + 193 + 412 + 102) + 58 = 1143 + 58 = 1201

رحلة الفضاء أبو ظبور
Rihla (Journey or Voyage) of the Space, Apollo: (243 + 913) + 45 = 1156 + 45 = 1201

آخرت
Akhira (End Times) (verse 7 of Sura 17): 1201 (or 1202)

ظهور المهدي
Zuhur (appearance) of the Mahdi: 1111 + 90 = 1201
Raj’a (Return) of the Islamic Caliphate: $278 + [746 \text{ or } 747 + 177 \text{ or } 178] = 1201 \text{ (or } 1202 \text{ or } 1203\text{)}$

Day of kicking out of the Palestinians: $56 + 805 + 340 = 1201 \text{ (equivalent to } 201\text{)}$

The Jews’ kicking out of the Palestinians: $805 + 56 + 340 = 1201$

Istish’had (Martyrdom) of Al-Hussein son of Ali son of Abi Talib: $771 + [159 + 53 \text{ or } 52 + 110 + 53 \text{ or } 52 + 13 + 42] = 771 + 430 \text{ (428 or 429)} = 1201 \text{ (or } 1200\text{)}$

Omar ibn Al-Khattab + Al-Quds (Jerusalem): $[310 + 53 \text{ or } 52 + 643] + 195 = 1006 \text{ (or } 1005) + 195 = 1201 \text{ (or } 1200\text{)}$

Day of entry of Omar of Al-Quds (Jerusalem): $(56 + 640 + 310) + 195 = 1201$

Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds) (verse 104 of Sura 17): $3201 \text{ (or } 3202\text{)} \text{ (3201 is the } 2748^{th} \text{ Composite Number}) \text{ (3721 is the } 3201^{st}\text{ Composite Number)}$

It does not come to you except Baghta (all of a sudden). They ask you as if you have knowledge of it. Say: “The knowledge of it” (verse 187 of Sura 7): $3201 \text{ (or } 3200\text{)} \text{ (equivalent to } 201\text{)}$

While you are part of its remembrance (or mention). To your Lord is its end. You are a Warner for those who fear it. As if the day they witness it, they shall not remain, except for an evening or its next morning. (verse 42 - 45 of Sura 79): $7201 \text{ (7202 or } 7203\text{)} = 19 \times 379 \text{ (7201 is the } 6281^{st}\text{ Composite Number)}$

Lord (God): $202 = 2 \times 101 \text{ (202 is the } 155^{th}\text{ Composite Number}) \text{ (258 is the } 202^{nd}\text{ Composite Number}) \text{ (1231 is the } 202^{nd}\text{ Prime Number)}$

Bilqees: $202$

The Al-Alfain (The Two Thousand): $202$

Jealousy of Eye: $72 + 130 = 202$

And We descended (brought down) the Iron (verse 25 of Sura 57): $6 + (139 + 57) = 6 + 196 = 202$

Wafat (Death) of Ali: $92 + 110 = 202$
Day of Promise of Allah: $56 + (80 + 66) = 56 + 146 = 202$

Day of Enemy of Allah: $56 + (80 + 66) = 56 + 146 = 202$

Day of King of the Jews: $56 + (90 + 56) = 56 + 146 = 202$

Day of the Dajjal Gog + John: $56 + (69 + 23) + 54 = 56 + (92 + 54) = 56 + 146 = 202$

Kingdom of Son of David (This refers to the Anti-Christ, not Jesus): $135 + 52 (or 53) + 15 = 202 (or 203)$

The first Dajjal + Pope John: $(69 + 68) + (6 + 59) = 137 + 65 = 202$

Edmond Allenby (The leader of the British army who captured Jerusalem from the Ottomans and entered Jerusalem on foot, through the Jaffa gate, on December 11, 1917): $109 (or 115) + 93 = 202 (or 208)$

It is to us is their Iyab (return/destination) (verse 25 of Sura 88): $51 + 92 + 59 = 202$

The Zionist: 202

So, We annihilated an Aya (Sign) (verse 12 of Sura 17): $185 + 17 (or 16) = 202 (or 201)$

Crusaders: 202

The Islamists: 202

The Two Poles: 202

Nihaya (End) of Mountain of the Temple (or Temple Mount): $71 + (35 + 96) = 71 + 131 = 202$

Nihaya (End) of the Wall of Wailing: $71 + (28 + 103) = 71 + 131 = 202$

Nihaya (End) of Wall of Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil): $71 + (28 + 103) = 71 + 131 = 202$

Aya (Miraculous Sign) of Homelands of the English (People): $16 (or 17) + 37 (or 36) + 149 = 202$

Aya (Miraculous Sign) + The Ihya (Resurrection) + London: $16 (or 17) + 52 + 134 = 202$
Day of Madina (City/State) of the Pope: $56 + (109 + 37) = 56 + 146 = 202$

Halak (Devastation) of Madina (City/State) of the Pope: $56 + (109 + 37) = 56 + 146 = 202$

City of the Prophet: $109 + 93 = 202$

The Vatican (alternative Arabic spelling): 202 (or 201)

The Saint Peter’s Basilica (Church) + The Vatican: $(133 + 205 + 271 + 593) = 609 + 593 = 1202$ (or 1201)

The distance between Vatican + The Aqsa Mosque: $217 + 62 + 562 + 138 + 223 = 1202$

Raj’a (Return) of the Islamic Caliphate: $278 + [747 (or 746) + 177 (or 178)] = 278 + 924 (923 or 925) = 1202$ (1201 or 1203)

And We brought to Moses the Book and We made him (verse 2 of Sura 17): $6 + 462 + 116 + 453 + 6 + 158 (or 159) = 1202$ (or 1203)

Yusuf Al-Azma: $156 + 1046 = 1202$ [On July 24, 1920 (Zu Al-Qada 9, 1338 Hijri) (Av 9, 5680 Jewish Calendar) (2422, 529.5th Julian Day), General Henri Gouraud’s French forces broke a truce, attacked, defeated the Arab forces of King Faisal bin Al-Hussein’s Syrian Arab Kingdom, led by Minister of War Yusuf Al-Azma, in the Battle of Maysalun, and captured Damascus the next day. This decisive battle led to the end of Syrian Arab Kingdom.]

Intisar (Victory) of Faransiyeen (French): $742 + 460 = 1202$

City of Damascus + Al-Sham + Syria: $109 + 444 + 372 + 277 = 1202$

The Ghafileen (unaware) (verse 205 of Sura 7): 1202 (or 1201)

West: 1202 (equivalent to 202)

Twelve Tribes: $(561 + 570) + 71 = 1131 + 71 = 1202$ (equivalent to 202)

Nuzul (Descent) of Apollo Eleven on the Moon: $93 + 45 + (13 + 570) + 110 + 371 = 93 + 45 + 583 + 110 + 371 = 1202$ (1202 is the 1004th Composite

The Iron, in it there is powerful (mighty) strength and benefits for the people and so that Allah knows (verse 25 of 57): 1202 (or 1203)

The Vikings: 1202 (or 1192) (equivalent to 202)
Number) 

(1428 is the 1202nd Composite Number)

The Western Wall + Al-Haram Al-Shareef (the Noble Sanctuary):  
(59 + 1243) + (279 + 621) = 1302 + 900 = 2202 (= 2 x 3 x 367) (equivalent to 202)  
(2202 is the 1874th Composite Number)

Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Laffifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds) (verse 104 of Sura 17): 3202 (or 3201)

(3202 is the 2749th Composite Number)

The Imam Mahdi: 113 + 90 = 203 (= 7 x 29) (= 141 + 62) (= 31 + 172)  
(203 is the 156th Composite Number) (259 is the 203rd Composite Number) (1237 is the 203rd Prime Number) (6203 is the 807th Prime Number)

(1237 is the Prime Number)

(6203 is the Prime Number)

The Imam Mahdi: 113 + 90 = 203 (= 7 x 29) (= 141 + 62) (= 31 + 172)  
(203 is the 156th Composite Number) (259 is the 203rd Composite Number) (1237 is the 203rd Prime Number) (6203 is the 807th Prime Number)

The Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it, by the permission of their Lord, from every command. Peace it is (verses 3-5 of Sura 97): [90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 130 (or 131)] + 15 = 3187 (3188 or 3189) + 15 = 3202 (3203 or 3204) (= 2 x 1601) (equivalent to 202) (3202 is the 2749th Composite Number) (3722 is the 3202nd Composite Number)

The Imam Mahdi: 113 + 90 = 203 (= 7 x 29) (= 141 + 62) (= 31 + 172)  
(203 is the 156th Composite Number) (259 is the 203rd Composite Number) (1237 is the 203rd Prime Number) (6203 is the 807th Prime Number)

The Imam Mahdi: 113 + 90 = 203 (= 7 x 29) (= 141 + 62) (= 31 + 172)  
(203 is the 156th Composite Number) (259 is the 203rd Composite Number) (1237 is the 203rd Prime Number) (6203 is the 807th Prime Number)
He was Abd (worshipper) (verse 3 of Sura 17): $56 + 71 + 76 = 203$

Jesus, son of (verse 6 of Sura 61) & (verse 45 of Sura 3): $150 + 53 = 203$

wonder that we have inspired (verse 2 of Sura 10): $76 + 51 + 76 = 203$

The Mahdi + YoHanna (John) Paul: $90 + (75 + 38) = 90 + 113 = 203$

between their hands (in front of them), a barrier and (verse 9 of Sura 36): $203$

Kingdom of Son of David: $135 + [53 (or 52) + 15] = 135 + 68 (or 67) = 203 (or 202)$

Day of the Jewish State: $56 + (76 + 71) = 56 + 147 = 203$ [Father of Zionism, Jewish journalist Theodor Herzl’s famous booklet titled Der Judenstaat (The Jewish State), advocating the creation of a Jewish state, was published in Vienna, Austria, on February 14, 1896 (Shaban 29, 1313 Hijri) (Shevat 30, 5656 Jewish Calendar).]

Day of the New Religion: $56 + (95 + 52) = 56 + 147 = 203$

Deen (Religion) of the Truth (verse 29 of Sura 9) & (verse 9 of Sura 61): $64 + 139 = 203$

The Free-Masonry: $203$

by the pen (verse 4 of Sura 96): $203$

The Pens: $203$

He said: O My Son (verse 102 of Sura 37): $131 + 72 = 203$

Kanoun Al-Awal (December– in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 9 : [126 (or 127) + 68] + 9 = 194 (or 195) + 9 = $203 (or 204)$ [Britain captured Jerusalem from the Ottoman Empire. The Ottoman Governor of Jerusalem sent a “Surrender Letter”, delivered by Mayor of Jerusalem, Hussein Al-Husseini, to the British invaders on Sunday, December 9, 1917 (Safar 24, 1336 Hijri) (Kislev 24, 5678 Jewish). Field Marshal Edmund Allenby, head of the invading British forces, entered Jerusalem on foot, through the Jaffa gate, on December 11, 1917]

Hadd (Destruction) of South Germany: $9 + (61 + 133) = 9 + 194 = 203$

Day of the Ma’bad (Temple): $56 + 147 = 203$

Day of Hadd (Destruction) of the Mosque: $56 + (9 + 138) = 56 + 147 = 203$
The Mosques are for Allah (verse 18 of Sura 72): 138 (or 139) + 65 = **203 (or 204)**

The Mosque + Mecca: 138 + 65 = **203**

Night of Mubaya’a (pledge of allegiance): 75 + 128 = **203**

The Promise + Mohammad: 111 + 92 = **203**

The Promise + The Jaheem (Hell): 111 + 92 = **203**

The Promise + John Paul: 111 + (54 + 38) = 111 + 92 = **203**

The Promise + The Dajjal Gog: 111 + (69 + 23) = 111 + 92 = **203**

Promise of Maji (Coming) of the Dajjal: 80 + 54 + 69 = **203**

The Dajjal + Ihya (Resurrection) of YoHanna (John) Paul: 69 + 21 + 75 + 38 = 90 + 113 = **203**

Promise of the Dajjal + Jan (John or Demons): 80 + (69 + 54) = 80 + 123 = **203**

YoHanna (John) Paulus (Paul): 75 + 128 = **203**

The Moubadoon (Banished/Exiled People): **203**

Except a little (verse 2 of Sura 73): 32 + 171 = **203**

Seven Nights (verse 7 of Sura 69): 132 + 71 = **203**

The Star + Zalzala (Quake or Shaking Event): 124 + 79 = **203**

The South Pole: 111 + 92 = **203**

The Life + Hadd (Destruction) of Sydney: 60 + 9 + 134 = **203**

Moscow + End: 132 + 71 = **203**

An Sign for them to believe (verse 109 of Sura 6): **203**

Who believes in him (verse 40 of Sura 10): **203**

Let them worship (verse 3 of Sura 106): **203**

The Daabba (that marks people as believers or unbelievers) + Inhizam (Defeat) of the Jews: 43 + (104 + 56) = 43 + 160 = **203**
The Dunya (World before the End Times) except one: 203  (This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi)

The Dunya (World before the End Times) shall be gone: 1107 + 96 = 1203  
(equivalent to 203)  (1203 is the 1005th Composite Number)  (1430 is the 1203rd Composite Number  
(This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi)

a Messenger who will come after me. His name is Ahmad.

When (verse 6 of Sura 61): 296 + 421 + 90 + 86 + 106 + 53 + 151 = 1203

of our worshippers whom we have given a mercy from what we have  
(verse 65 of Sura 18): 90 + (128 + 467 + 253 + 90 + 175) = 90 + 1113 = 1203

The Solar Karitha (Catastrophe): 757 + 446 = 1203

Tukhrij (bring out) (verse 1 of Sura 14): 1203

Takhruj (come out): 1203

Kharajt (you come out) (verse 149 of Sura 2. It is the 156th verse of the Quran): 1203

Ba’th (Resurrection) of the Muttaqeen (pious or God-fearing): 572 + 631 = 1203

Aqwa (Most Powerful) Earthly Zilzal (Quake): 117 + 75 + 1011 = 1203

[ On May 22, 1960 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1379 Hijri), the most powerful earthquake (measuring 9.5) ever recorded throughout history in the World happened in Valdivia, Chile.]

Kuwaikib (Asteroid or Small Planet) + Aqtab (Poles) of the Earth: 58 + (113 + 1032) = 58 + 1145 = 1203

We grew by it paradises and grain of harvest (verse 9 of Sura 50): (584 + 7) + (453 + 6 + 10 + 143) = 591 + 612 = 1203

It is We who revive and cause death and to Us is the final destination  
(verse 43 of Sura 50): 1203

H.M. and the evident Book. We have made it a Book (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 43): 1203 (or 1202)

And We brought to Moses the Book and We made him (verse 2 of Sura 17): 1203 (or 1202)

O you the Prophet, fear Allah, and do not obey (or follow) (verse 1 of Sura 33): 1203

That Book (verse 2 of Sura 2): 750 + 453 (or 454) = 1203 (or 1204)
From between their hands (in front of them), a barrier and from behind them, a barrier (verse 9 of Sura 36): 1203

Day the Trumpet has been blown: 56 + 730 + (90 + 327) = 56 + (730 + 417) = 1203

Laila (Eve or night) of First + Ramadan: 75 + (37 + 1091) = 75 + 1128 = 1203

In Bidaya (Beginning) of Ramadan: 90 + (22 + 1091) = 90 + 1113 = 1203

22 of Ramadan: 22 + 90 + 1091 = 1203

Raj’a (Return) of the Islamic Caliphate: 278 + [747 + 178 (or 177)] = 278 + 925 (or 924) = 1203 (or 1202)

Ruju (Return) of the Islamic Caliphate: 279 + [747 + 177 (or 178)] = 279 + 924 (or 925) = 1203 (or 1204)

according to your Lord is like one thousand years of what you count (verse 47 of Sura 22): 1203 (equivalent to 203)

Ascends to him in a day, the duration of it is one thousand years of (verse 5 of Sura 32): 1203

So, We said to Adam: This is an enemy to you (verse 117 of Sura 20): 1203 (or 1204) (equivalent to 203)

The Satan has come out (or emerged): 803 + 400 (or 401) = 1203 (or 1204)

O Za Al-Qarnain, the fact is that (verse 94 of Sura 18): 1152 + 51 = 1203

The Iron, in it there is powerful (mighty) strength and benefits for the people and so that Allah knows (verse 25 of 57): 1203 (or 1202)

And so that you may know the number of years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment) and every thing we have explained in detail (verse 12 of Sura 17): 2203 (2202 or 2204) (equivalent to 203) (2203 is the 328th Prime Number)

Inhabit you and your spouse this Janna (Paradise or Garden), so eat from wherever you wish (verse 19 of Sura 7): 2203

Qiyama (Resurrection) of Neil Armstrong: 156 + (90 + 1957) = 156 + 2047 = 2203 (Neil Armstrong, Apollo 11 astronaut who was the first human to step on the Moon. He was born on August 5, 1930 and died on August 25, 2012)
The astronaut Armstrong: 

And that the Hour is coming, no doubt about it, and that Allah resurrects those in the graves (verse 7 of Sura 22): 2203 (or 2204) (equivalent to 203)

And that the Hour is coming, no doubt about it, and that Allah resurrects those in the graves (verse 7 of Sura 22): 

The Haram to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings to show him of our Ayat (Signs). He is the All-Hearer, All-Seeker. (verse 1 of Sura 17): 3203 (or 3204) (equivalent to 203)

The Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it, by the permission of their Lord, from every command. Peace it is (verses 3 - 5 of Sura 97): 4203 (or 4202) (= 3 x 3 x 467) (4203 is the 3627th Composite Number)

Not the cursed ones and not the misguided (verse 7 of Sura 1): 4203 (or 4204)

What they say and glorify by praising your Lord before the rise of the Sun and before the Setting (Sunset) and during the Night glorify him and after the prostration and listen the day the Caller calls from (verse 39 – 41 of Sura 50): (41 + 202 + 6 + 70 + 54 + 222 + 132 + 115 + 431 + 6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 71 + 155 + 6 + 207 + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 126) + 90 = 4113 + 90 = 4203

From after him to Bani (Children) of Israel, inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as mixed crowd) and in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), we descended him/it and in the Haq (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): 90 + 4113 (or 4114) = 4203 (or 4204)
Say: I do not know whether soon is what you are promised or my Lord sets for it a (distant) term. Knower of the Ghayeb (Metaphysical realm or what will happen in the Future) does not reveal his Ghayeb to anyone, except whom he has selected as a Messenger (verse 25 - 27 of Sura 72): 7203 (or 7202)

July 22 is the 203rd day of the Gregorian calendar.

Rajab 26 (Eve of Israa and Miraj) is the 203rd day of the Hijri calendar.

203 meters are equal to 666 feet.

From the beginning of verse 9 of Sura 18 (beginning of the story of People of the Cave) to the end of verse 19 of Sura 18 (this is the first verse that mentions the wake-up of People of the Cave and their argument regarding how long they remained), there are 203 words.

From the beginning of verse 11 of Sura 18 (the first verse that refers to Allah making People of Cave sleep for a specific period) to the word فيها (about it) in verse 21 of Sura 18 (which mentions that there is connection between finding People of the Cave and the Hour), there are 203 words:

وكتلك أعلنا عليهم ليعلموا أن وعد الله حق وأن الساعة لا ريب فيها And like that, We let them be found, so that they know that the promise of Allah is true and the Hour there is no doubt about it (verse 21 of Sura 18): $6 + 770 + 822 + (155 + 187 + 51 + 80 + 66 + 108 + 6 + 51) + (167 + 31 + 212) + 96 = 6 + 770 + 822 + 704 + 410 + 96 = 2808$

Crusaders’ siege of Constantinople began on July 17, 1203 AD Julian (July 24, 1203 AD Gregorian) (Zu Al-Qada 6, 599 Hijri) (2160,650.5th Julian Day). Following the end of the first siege of Constantinople in 1203, on August 1, 1203 (Zu Al-Qada 22, 599 Hijri), the pro-Crusaders Alexios Angelos was crowned Emperor Alexios IV of the Byzantine Empire. From 1203 AD to 2019 (possible Beginning of the End Times), there are 816 years.

One of the possible dates of the death on the Cross of what looked like Jesus is at the 9th hour of the daytime (according to the Bible), meaning at 3:00 pm because Jews consider 6:00 am as beginning of the daytime), on Friday, April 3, 33 AD Julian (April 1, 33 AD Gregorian) (Nisan 14, 3793, the eve of Nisan 15, the beginning of Jewish Passover that commemorates God’s liberation of the Jews from slavery in Egypt by facilitating their exodus under the leadership of Moses.) (1733, 203.5th Julian Day)

On September 9, 1971 (2441,203.5th Julian Day), John Lennon released his "Imagine" album. The album went to Number 1 worldwide and became an enduring seller. The album is considered the most popular of his works. The song “Imagine“ (after which the album was named) is considered one of Lennon's top songs.
♦ The Iqab (Punishment): 204 \( (= 12 \times 17 ) \) (204 is the 157th Composite Number)  
(1249 is the 204th Prime Number)

سفك دم Safk Dam (Blood Shed): 160 + 44 = 204

نهاية الحياة الأولى Nihaya (End) of the first life: 71 + 55 + 78 = 204

أول نهاية الدنيا Awwal (Beginning) of Nihaya (End) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 37 + (71 + 96) = 37 + 167 = 204

أول الساعه Awwal (Beginning) of the Hour: 37 + 167 = 204

أول الصوم Awwal (Beginning) of the Sawm (Fasting): 37 + 167 = 204

يوم نزول الوحي Day of descent of the Wahi (Revelation): 56 + (93 + 55) = 56 + 148 = 204

سجن عكا Prison of Akka: 113 + 91 = 204

پسجم الدين Husam Eddeen : 109 + 95 = 204

صديق Siddiq (honest or truthful) (verse 41 of Sura 19) & (verse 56 of Sura 19): 204

الابق Al-Abqa : 204

ملكه الدجال Kingdom of Dajjal (Anti-Christ): 135 + 69 = 204

نهاية مسيحيه The End of Masihiya (Christianity): 71 + 133 = 204

سيدنيين Sydneyeen (Sydneyites) = 204

لندنيين Londoniyeen (Londoners): 204

49 49 Jewish Sana (Year /Years): 49 + (115 + 40) = 49 + 155 = 204

المساجد الله The Mosques are for Allah (verse 18 of Sura 72 ): 139 (or 138) + 65 = 204 (or 203)

أخرجت Akhrajat (It brought out or unearthed) (verse 2 of Sura 99): 1204 \( (= 2 \times 2 \times 7 \times 43 ) \) (1204 is the 1006th Composite Number )

Britain captured Jerusalem from the Ottoman Empire. The Ottoman Governor of Jerusalem sent a “Surrender Letter”, delivered by Mayor of Jerusalem, Hussein Al-Husseini, to the British invaders on Sunday, December 9, 1917 (Safar 24, 1336 Hijri) (Kislev 24, 5678 Jewish). Field Marshal Edmund Allenby, head of the invading British forces, entered Jerusalem on foot, through the Jaffa gate, on December 11, 1917 ]
Then, We abase him to the lowest of the low (verse 5 of Sura 95): $540 + 263 + 171 + 230 = 1204$ 

Mohammad Ali Agca: $(92 + 110) + 1002 = 1204$  
[Mohammad Ali Agca attempted to assassinate Pope John Paul II on May 13, 1981 (Rajab 9, 1401 Hijri) (Iyar 9, 5741 Jewish) (2444,737.5\textsuperscript{th} Julian Day) ]

The finding of the Original Gospel: $(807 + 110) + (125 + 162) = 917 + 287 = 1204$ (equivalent to 204)

Hadd (Destruction) of Al-Aqsa Mosque + Al-Kharab (the Devastation): $9 + 138 + 223 + 834 = 1204$ (equivalent to 1204)

The ruining + Al-Aqsa Mosque: $834 + 370 = 1204$

The Satan has come out (or emerged): $803 + 401 (or 400) = 1204$ (or 1203)

When they came to you from above you and from (verse 10 of Sura 33): $701 + (71 + 90 + 246) + (6 + 90) = 701 + 407 + 96 = 1204$

So, We said to Adam: This is an enemy to you (verse 117 of Sura 20): $1204$ (or 1203) (equivalent to 204)

In the name of Allah, the most Compassionate, Most Merciful + End of the State of Israel: $786 + (71 + 45 + 302 (or 303)) = 786 + 418 (or 419) = 1204$ (or 1205) (equivalent to 204)

Day of Promise of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders’) Entrance of the Quds (Jerusalem): $(56 + 80) + (640 + 233) + 195 = 136 + (873 + 195) = 136 + 1068 = 1204$

Entry of the Muslims into Constantinople: $640 + 261 + 303 = 1204$

Entry of the Muslims into Israel: $640 + 261 + 303 (or 302) = 1204$ (or 1203)

Al-Sabi Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Seventh) + November: $[164 (or 163) + 661] + 378 = 826 (or 825) + 378 = 1204$ (or 1203)

Al-Sabi wa Al-Ushroon (The Twenty Seventh) + November: $[163 (or 164) + 6 + 657] + 378 = 826 (or 827) + 378 = 1204$ (or 1205)

And that the Hour is coming, no doubt about it, and that Allah resurrects those in the graves (verse 7 of Sura 22): $980 (or 979) + 1224 = 2204$
(or 2203) (equivalent to 204) (2204 is the 1875th Composite Number)

And so that you may know the number of years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment) and every thing we have explained in detail (verse 12 of Sura 17): **2204** (or 2203) (equivalent to 204)

تاسع عشرين + يوليوا + 1981 = [531 (or 530) + 630] + 62 + 1981 = [1161 (or 1160) + 62] + 1981 = 1223 (or 1222) + 1981 = **3204** (or 3203)

Do not raise your voices above voice of the Prophet and do not speak aloud to him in talk, as you may speak aloud (verse 2 of Sura 49): **3204**

The Fourth Crusade siege of Constantinople started on **April 9, 1204** (Shaban 7, 600 Hijri) (Iyar 7, 4964 Jewish) (2160,917.5 Julian Day) and ended by conquering it on **April 12, 1204** (Shaban 10, 600 Hijri) (Iyar 10, 4964 Jewish) (2160,921.5 or 2160,922nd Julian Day).

Dar (Home or Abode) (verse 30 of Sura 15): **205** (205 is the 158th Composite Number) (261 is the 205th Composite Number) (1259 is the 205th Prime Number) (3725 is the 3205th Composite Number)

Alqa (Something that clings) (verse 14 of Sura 23): **205**

Alqa (a fight): **205**

Fortress: **205**

Safina (Ship): **205**

Baptist: **205**

The Saint: **205**

The False Pope: 37 + 168 = **205**

Burj (Tower or Zodiac Sign): **205**

Rajab (7th Hijri month): **205** (Israa and Miraj, miraculous heavenly journey, is on the Eve of 27th day of Rajab)

Aba Qasim: 4 + 201 = **205**

does not believe in Allah (verse 33 of Sura 69) 31 + 106 (or 107) + 68 = **205** (or 206)**
We brought it down to you (verse 1 of Sura 14): $144 (or 143) + 61 = 205 (or 204)$

Eve of Ajal (Date of End) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): $75 + (34 + 96) = 75 + 130 = 205$

Eve of Salam (Peace): $75 + 130 (or 131) = 205 (or 206)$

Awal (Beginning) of Nihaya (End) of Zaman (Time): $37 + 71 + 97 = 205$

Day of Nihaya (End) of the Ula (First One): $56 + (71 + 78) = 56 + 149 = 205$

(The Ula refers to the “World before beginning of the End Times”.)

Day of Nihaya (End) of the Haml (Pregnancy): $56 + (71 + 78) = 56 + 149 = 205$

Day of Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) of Apollo 11: $56 + 93 + (45 + 11) = 56 + (93 + 56) = 56 + 149 = 205$

Day of the Friday: $56 + 149 = 205$

Day of the Nahs (Omen): $56 + 149 = 205$

Day of the Messiah: $56 + 149 = 205$

Day of Promise of the Dajjal: $56 + (80 + 69) = 56 + 149 = 205$

Day of Mawlid (Birth) of the Dajjal: $56 + (80 + 69) = 56 + 149 = 205$

Day of the Mahdi + Elijah: $56 + 90 + 59 = 205$

Day of the Mahdi + John: $56 + 90 + 59 = 205$

Hadd (Destruction) of Mount Zion: $9 + (35 + 161) = 9 + 196 = 205$

Verily, we have brought you an Ayah (Sign) (verse 47 of Sura 20): $205 (or 206)$

The Engleez (English People) + the Jews: $149 + 56 = 205$

Solomon + David (verse 16 of Sura 27): $190 (or 191) + 15 = 205 (or 206)$

William son of Diana: $86 + 53 (or 52) + 66 (or 67) = 205$

Emergence of the Mahdi: $115 + 90 = 205$

Bay’a (Offering Allegiance) + Mahdi + Elijah = $87 + 59 + 59 = 205$
Mahdi, Promise of Allah (God): $59 + (80 + 66) = 59 + 146 = \textbf{205}$

Mahdi of the Sunnis: $59 + 146 = \textbf{205}$

India and Islam Abad: $59 + 6 + (132 + 8) = 59 + 6 + 140 = \textbf{205}$

Mahdi and Islam Abad: $59 + 6 + (132 + 8) = 59 + 6 + 140 = \textbf{205}$

The Messiah + The Jews: $149 + 56 = \textbf{205}$

Nihaya (End) of London (or Sydney): $71 + 134 = \textbf{205}$

Al-Aya (the Sign) + Life of London: $47 + 24 + 134 = \textbf{205}$

Al-Aya (the Sign) + Dakk (Bombardment) of Sydney: $47 + 24 + 134 = \textbf{205}$

War + Istanbul + Sydney, Australia: $210 + 158 + (134 + 703) = 210 + 158 + 837 = \textbf{1205}$ (equivalent to 205)

Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of the Maseekh (False Messiah), the Awar (attribute of the Dajjal): $21 + 135 + 741 + 308 = 156 + (741 + 308) = 156 + 1049 = \textbf{1205}$

Ghadder (Deceiver): \textbf{1205}

Ghadara (He/it left): \textbf{1205}

in Ghafla (unawareness or inattentiveness) (verse 1 of Sura 21): $90 + 1115 = \textbf{1205}$

Qaim (Valuable) to warn of punishment (verse 2 of Sura 18): $151 + 990 + 64 = \textbf{1205}$

Liberation of Al-Quds (Jerusalem) + Al-Sahayina (The Zionists): $818 + 195 + 192 = 1013 + 192 = \textbf{1205}$ (equivalent to 205)

In the name of Allah, the most Compassionate, Most Merciful + End of the State of Israel: $786 + [71 + 45 + 303 (or 302)] = 786 + 419 (or 418) = \textbf{1205}$ (or \textbf{1204}) (equivalent to 205) \textbf{(1205 is the 1007th Composite Number)} \textbf{(1432 is the 1205th Composite Number)}

Ghurra (Beginning): \textbf{1205}

They were surprised that a Warner came to them (verse 2 of Sura 50): \textbf{1205}
Day of Hadd (Destruction) of Mosque of Dome of the Rock: 

\[56 + 9 + [107 + (107 + 926)] = 56 + [9 + (107 + 1033)] = 66 + (9 + 1140) = 66 + 1149 = 1205 \text{ (equivalent to 205)}\]

Tanzeel (Revelation or Descended Message) from the Rahman (Most Compassionate), theRaheem (Most Merciful) (verse 2 of Sura 41): 1205 (or 1206)

Then, We abase him to the lowest of the low (verse 5 of Sura 95): 

\[540 + 263 + 171 + 231 = 1205 \text{ (or 1206)}\]

In the name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, Most Merciful, We have descended it/him in the Night of Qadr. And how would you know what the Night of Qadr is. (verses 1-2 of Sura 97): 

\[786 + 1419 = 2205 \text{ (or 2206)} \text{ (equivalent to 205)}\]

\[= 3 \times 735 \text{ (2205 is the 1876th Composite Number)}\]

Al-Thamin wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Eighth) + Zu Al-Qada: 

\[622 + 6 + 661 + (706 + 210) = 1289 + 916 = 2205\]

And (or By) the Shaf’a (even) and the Watr (odd) and (or By) the night when it travels (journeys or does Israa). Is there in that an oath to someone who has a brain? (verses 3 - 5 of Sura 89): 4205 \text{ (4205 is the 3629th Composite Number)}

Badr (Name of a major Battle in which Muslims were victorious against the unbelievers of Mecca): 206 \text{ (= 2 x 103) \text{ (206 is the 159th Composite Number) \text{ (262 is the 206th Composite Number)} \text{ (1277 is the 206th Prime Number)}}}

Ass (Anus): 206

Bida (Beginning) of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): 

\[7 + [71 + 128 (or 129)] = 7 + 199 (or 200) = 206 \text{ (or 207)}\]

Year of the Jubilee: 115 + 89 = 206

The Fall: 206

The Rituals: 206

The Sixth + May: 156 + 50 (or 51) = 206 (or 207)

Servants of us, who have (verse 5 of Sura 17): 78 + 81 + 47 = 206

The Broom (used by wizards for flying): 206
Capital: 206
Venus: 206
Londinium (Roman name of London): 206 (or 200 )

The Hisab (Judgment or Punishment) (verse 41 of Sura 14) + Nuclear Wahiya (Disaster): 102 + (27 + 77) = 102 + 104 = 206

Star + Poles: 93 + 113 (or 112) = 206 (or 205)

Day of Hadm (Destruction) of Dawla (State) of the Jews : 56 + 49 + 45 + 56 = 206

Nihaya (End) of England: 71 + 1135 (or 1136) = 1206 (or 1207)

Day of Inhiyar (Collapse) of Mine of Chile : 56 + 267 + (133 + 750) = 56 + 267 + 883 = 56 + 1150 = 1206

Barrier of Za Al-Qarnain: 64 + (701 + 441) = 64 + 1142 = 1206 (or 1205)

Ghara / Gharih (Raid or his Cave): 1206 (or 1205) (equivalent to 206)

Fifth Month : 701 + 505 = 1206

And completes his bounties/blessings upon you and guides you (verse 2 of Sura 48): 1206 (equivalent to 206)

What enters (or goes on) in/into the Earth (verse 2 of Sura 34): (41 + 43 + 90) + 1032 = 174 + 1032 = 1206 (equivalent to 206)

Then, We abase him to the lowest of the low (verse 5 of Sura 95): 540 + 264 (or 263) + 171 + 231 (or 230) = 1206 (1204 or 1205)

Even if you are in established (well-founded) Towers (verse 78 of Sura 4 which is the 571st verse of the Quran): 36 + (510 + 10 + 211 + 359) = 36 + 1170 = 1206 (equivalent to 206)

Tanzeel (Revelation or Descended Message) from the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful) (verse 2 of Sura 41): 1206 (or 1205)

لله رب العالمين الرحمن الرحيم to Allah, Lord of the World, the Rahaman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), Master of (verse 2 - 4 of Sura 1): 65 + 202 + 231 (or 232) + 329 + 289 + 90 = 1206 (or 1207)
There is no doubt about it. Allah does not Yukhlif (fail to fulfill) (verse 9 of Sura 3): $31 + 1175 = 1206$

An evening or its (following) morning (verse 46 of Sura 79): $385 + 7 + 814$ or $385 + 7 + 815 = 1206$ (or 1207)

The Hour: when will its docking be? While you are part of (verse 42 - 43 of Sura 79): $167 + 62 + 306 + 130 + 451 + 90 = 1206$ (or 1207)

The day the caller calls from a near place (location), the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): $56 + 75 + 31 + (95 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56) + (236 + 144) = (162 + 664) + 380 = 826 + 380 = 1196$

Three years: Thalathat (Three) years: $1036$ (or $1035$) + $170 = 1206$ (or 1205)

When the Earth is shaken by a shake after another shake (verse 21 of Sura 89): $(702 + 424) + [1032 + 24 (or 25) + 24 (or 25)] = 1126 + 1080$ (or 1082) = $2206$ (or 2208) (This is the $6014^{th}$ verse from the beginning of the Quran and it is the $223^{rd}$ verse from the end of the Quran.)

and the Moon has been cracked. And when they are shown a Sign, they turn away (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 54): $6 + 451 + 371 + 6 + 217 + 17 + 1087 = 2206$

bequeathed you (made you inherit) their land, their homes, and their Amwal (monies, properties, assets, etc.) (verse 27 of Sura 33): $767 + 1046 + 6 + 259 + 6 + 122$ (or 123) = $2206$ (or 2207)

Al-Thalatheen (The Thirtieth) + Yulyu (July – in Egypt) + 2022: $[1122$ (or $1121$) + $62] + 2022 = 1184$ (or 1183) + 2022 = $2206$ (or 2205)

In the name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, Most Merciful, We have descended it/him in the Night of Qadr. And how would you know what the Night of Qadr is. (verses 1 - 2 of Sura 97): $168 + 2038$ (or 2037) = $2206$ (or 2205) (equivalent to $205$) (= $2 \times 1103$) (2206 is the $1877^{th}$ Composite Number)

the Night, praise him and after the prostration. And listen the day the caller calls from a close place, the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq. That is (verse 40 – 42 of Sura 50): $[71 + 155 + 6 + 206 (or 207) + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236] + (144 + 141 + 750) = 2171$ (or 2172) + $1035 = 3206$ (or 3207) (This segment of verse 40 – 42 of Sura 50 consists of 16 words)

Day of Qiyam (Resurrection or Beginning of End Times): $56 + 151$ (or 150) = $207$ (or 206) ($207 = 3 \times 3 \times 23$) (207 is the $160^{th}$ Composite Number) (264 is the $207^{th}$ Composite Number) (2207 is the $329^{th}$ Prime Number)
Day of Promise of Nihaya (End): \((56 + 80) + 71 = 136 + 71 = 207\)

Bid’a (Beginning) of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): \(7 + [71 + 129 (or 128)] = 7 + 200 (or 199) = 207 (or 206)\)

Sivan 6 \(201 + 6 = 207\) (Shavuot is a Jewish holiday that celebrates the revelation of the Torah to Moses on Mount Sinai on 6th day of Sivan, which is 7 weeks after the exodus of the Jews from Egypt which is celebrated as Passover on Nisan 15.)

The Sixth + May \(156 + 51 (or 50) = 207 (or 206)\)

Jamal Pasha, the Ottoman governor of Greater Syria, hanged prominent activists and intellectuals, opposed to his oppressive rule, in both Damascus and Beirut, on May 6, 1916 (Rajab 3, 1334 Hijri) (Iyar 3, 5676 Jewish) (2420,989.5th Julian Day). In commemoration of this event, May 6 is celebrated annually as the Martyrs’ Day in Syria and Lebanon. He is referred to as the Jazzar (Butcher or Slaughterer). He was born on May 6, 1872 (Safar 27, 1289 Hijri). He was killed on July 21, 1922 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1340 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5682 Jewish) (2423,256.5th Julian Day).

His Lord (God) (verse 18 of Sura 53) & (verse 50 of Sura 18): 207

Gives respite (time to comply), but does not neglect: 207

The King William: \(121 + 86 = 207\)

Son of the Devil: \(52 (or 53 ) + 155 = 207 (or 208)\)

Banu (Children) of the Engleez (English People): \(58 + 149 = 207\)

Jinna (demons) + The Engleez (English People): \(58 + 149 = 207\)

The Zionism (or Zionist): 207

The Moubadeen (Banished/Exiled People): 207

Turned his back (verse 22 of Sura 79): 207

Towers: 207

In stretched-high pillars (verse 9 of Sura 109): \(114 + 93 = 207\)

The pillars of Buildings: \(114 + 93 = 207\)

An evening or its (following) morning (verse 46 of Sura 79): \(385 + 7 + 815 (or 814) = 1207 (or 1206) (1207 is the 1009th Composite Number) (1435 is the 1207th Composite Number)\)
I will exhaust him upwardly (increasingly or progressively).

He thought and considered (assessed or evaluated) (verse 17 – 18 of Sura 74): 371 + 170 (or 171) + 56 + 300 + 6 + 304 = 1207 (or 1208)

The Day they are Barizoon (clearly visible), shall not be hidden, to (verse 16 of Sura 40): 56 + [45 + 265 (or 266) + 31 + 700 + 110] = 56 + 1151 (or 1152) = 1207 (or 1208)

We created the human from a Nutfa (drop of sperm) (verse 2 of Sura 76): 1207 (or 1208)

Khuruj (Coming out) from Qubur (graves): 809 + 90 + 308 = 1207

Jesus son of Mary behind him: 150 + 52 (or 53) + 290 + 715 = 1207 (or 1208)

Visit of Shimon Peres of Mosque of the Jazzar: 223 + 406 + 229 + 107 + 242 = 1207 (President of Israel, Shimon Peres, visited Mosque of the Jazzar (Slaughterman) in Akka, Israel, on Tuesday, August 23, 2011 (Ramadan 23, 1432 Hijri) (Av 23, 5771 Jewish Calendar) (2455,796.5th Julian Day)]

to Allah, Lord of the World, the Rahaman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), Master of (verse 2 - 4 of Sura 1): 65 + 202 + 232 (or 231) + 329 + 289 + 90 = 1207 (or 1206)

Bidaya (Beginning) of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 22 + 186 (or 187) = 208 (or 209) (208 is the 161st Composite Number) (265 is the 208th Composite Number)

Bidaya (Beginning) of Inha (Ending) of the Zaman (Time): 22 + [58 + 128 (or 129)] = 22 + 186 (or 187) = 208 (or 209)

Free: 208

we gather them (verse 99 of Sura 18): 208 (or 209)

we fold (verse 104 of Sura 21): 208

we fold up the Sama (Sky or Heaven) (verse 104 of Sura 21): 75 + 133 = 208

in the Qist (Justice or Equity) and (verse 9 of Sura 55): 202 + 6 = 208

on Minhaj (path, style, system, or methodology): 110 + 98 (or 99) = 208 (or 209) (This is part of a Hadith about the style of the Caliphate of the End Times)
Saleem, the First: 140 + 68 = 208  (Ottoman Sultan Saleem I’s reign is notable for the enormous expansion of the Empire, particularly his conquest between 1516 and 1517 of the entire Mamluk Sultanate of Egypt, which included all of Sham (Greater Syria), Egypt, and Hejaz (where Mecca is located). With the heart of the Arab World now under their control, the Ottomans became the dominant power in the region and in the Islamic world. Upon conquering Egypt, Selim adopted the title of Caliph of Muslims after Al-Mutawakkil III, the last of the Abbasi Caliph in Cairo, formally surrendered the Caliph title and regalia [the sword, mantle and other relics of Prophet Muhammad (p)] to Sultan Selim in Constantinople. He was also granted the title of "Khadin Al-Haramain Al-Sharifain" (Servant of the Two Holy Sanctuaries) by from Barakat Effendi, the Sharif of Mecca, after he conquered Hijaz, in 1517. He died on September 22, 1520. During his reign, the size of the Ottoman empire tripled.)

Edmond Allenby: 105 + 103 = 208  (Edmond Allenby is the the leader of the British army which captured Jerusalem from the Ottomans on December 9, 1917, and he entered Jerusalem on foot, through the Jaffa gate, on December 11, 1917.)

Son of Yoseph (Joseph): 52 (or 53) + 156 = 208 (or 209)

Elijah of the Engleez (English People): 59 + 149 = 208

The Messiah Elijah: 149 + 59 = 208

Wahiya (Catastrophe) of Nuclear Weapons: 27 + (104 + 77) = 27 + 181 = 208

The consequence (reward or obstacle) (verse 83 of Sura 28 & verse 11 of Sura 90): 208

Jidar (Wall): 208

Al-Cotbiyoon (The Polar people): 208

Al-Coptyioon (The Egyptian Coptics): 208

Hadd (Destruction) of City of the Imam Mahdi : 9 + (109 + 90) = 9 + 199 = 208

The Bay’a (Offer of Allegiance) + The Mahdi : 118 + 90 = 208

The Dajjal Elijah + Ihya (Resurrection) of John: (69 + 59) + (21 + 59) = 128 + 80 = 208

The Mahdi + Ihya (Resurrection) of John Paul: 90 + (21 + 59 + 38) = 90 + 118 = 208

Kingdom of Son of David (This refers to the Anti-Christ, not Jesus : 135 + 52 (or 53) + 21 = 208 (or 209)

Jinn (Invisible creatures. They may possess humans) + Ihya (Resurrection) of
London: $53 + 21 + 134 = 208$

The distance between Vatican and the Aqsa Mosque: $217 + 62 + 562 + 138 + 6 + 223 = 1208$ (The $1010^{th}$ Composite Number)  

(1436 is the $1208^{th}$ Composite Number) (The real distance between the Vatican and the Aqsa Mosque is 1436 miles.)

The Papal Church of Saint Peter + Vatican: $(145 + 174 + 271 + 57) + 561 (or 562) = 647 + 561 (or 562) = 1208 (or 1209)$

Bayt Al-Maqdis (House of Holiness – refers to the Jewish Temple, the Aqsa Mosque, and Jerusalem) + Vatican: $(412 + 235) + 561 (or 562) = 647 + 561 (or 562) = 1208 (or 1209)$

The Third Ma’bad (Temple): $147 + 1061 (or 1062) = 1208 (or 1209)$

Ghurub (Sunset) (verse 39 of Sura 50): 1208

Thani Ashar (Twelfth) + Ailul (September): $(561 + 570) + 77 = 1131 + 77 = 1208$

Burj (Zodiac Sign) of the Virgo: $205 + 1003 = 1208$  [The zodiac sign, Virgo, ends on September 22 (or 21)]

The Creatures: 1208 (or 1207)

Jesus son of Mary behind him: $150 + 53 (or 52) + 290 + 715 = 1208 (or 1207)$

The Day they are Barizoon (clearly visible), shall not be hidden, to (verse 16 of Sura 40): $56 + [45 + 266 (or 265) + 31 + 700 + 110] = 56 + 1152 (or 1151) = 1208 (or 1207)$

I will exhaust him upwardly (increasingly or progressively). He thought and considered (assessed or evaluated) (verse 17 – 18 of Sura 74): $371 + 171 (or 170) + 56 + 300 + 6 + 304 = 1208 (or 1207)$

We created the human from a Nutfah (drop of sperm) (verse 2 of Sura 76): 1208 (or 1207)

Those who claim it is a lie. Have not we created you from despicable water? So, we placed it (or him) (verse 19 – 21 of Sura 77): $822 + 71 + 840 + 90 + 42 + 105 + 238 (or 239) = 2208 (or 2209)$

When the Earth is shaken by a shake after another shake (verse 21 of Sura 89): $(702 + 424) + [1032 + 25 (or 24) + 25 (or 24)] = 1126 + 1082 (or 1080) = 2208 (or 2206)  

(This is the 6014th verse from the beginning of the Quran and it is the 223rd verse from the end of the Quran.)
إِذَا زُلْزَلَتِ الأرض

When the Earth is shaken (verse 1 of Sura 99): $702 + 474 + 1032 = 2208$

(2208 is the 1878th Composite Number)

ذَٰلِكَ إِن هُمْ أَنْتَ نَوْدِي لِلصَّلَاوَهِ مِنْ يُومِ الْجَمَعَةِ فَاسْعَوْا إِلَى ذَّكَرِ اللّهِ وَدَرُوا الْبَيعَ ذَلِكَ

who have believed: when the prayer of Day of the Juma (Friday, Congregation, or Gathering) is called for, strive to the remembrance of Allah and leave off the selling (or business). That is (verse 9 of Sura 62):

$791 + 98 + 702 + 70 + 191 + 90 + 56 + 149 + (218 + 41 + 920 + 66 + 6 + 907 + 113 + 790) = 1998 + 149 + 3061 = 5208$

♦  

Bidaya (Beginning) of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): $22 + 187 = 209 (or 208)$

$209 = 11 \times 19$ (209 is the 162nd Composite Number) (266 is the 209th Composite Number) (1289 is the 209th Prime Number)

Bidaya (Beginning) of Inha (Ending) of the Zaman (Time): $22 + [58 + 129 (or 128)] = 22 + 187 (or 186) = 209 (or 208)

Inha (Ending) of the Hayat (life) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): $58 + (55 + 96) = 58 + 151 = 209$

Dahr (Term of the Worldly life): 209

Baraza (appeared clearly): 209

Barz Seeds: 209

The Safh (forgiveness) (verse 85 of Sura 15): 209

The Scriptures (verse 133 of Sura 20) & (verse 18 of Sura 87): 209

Joor (Injustice or Oppression): 209

على منهج on Minhaj (path, style, system, or methodology): $110 + 99 (or 98) = 209 (or 208)$

(This is part of a Hadith about the style of the Caliphate of the End Times)

The Qahtani: 209

يا صلحيه الله Allah will make him good: $143 + 66 (or 67) = 209 (or 210)$ (This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi)

The Prophet Moses: $93 + 116 = 209$

Wihda (Unification or Unity) of the Saudia (abbreviated name of Saudi Arabia): $23 + 186 = 209$

[ On September 23, 1932 (Jumada Ula 22 (or 21), 1351 Hijri ) (Elul 22, 5692 }
Jewish), the Kingdom of Najd and the Kingdom of Hijaz were united to form the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and Abdul Aziz became the King of Saudi Arabia. That is why today, the Saudi National Day is celebrated annually on September 23.

أول الصيام Awwal (Beginning) of the Siam (Fasting): 37 + 172 = 209

رجب 4 Rajab 4 : 205 + 4 = 209  [The Zionist Jews declared the establishment of the State of Israel on the land of Palestine on Friday, May 14, 1948 (Rajab 5, 1367 Hijri) (Iyar 5, 5708 Jewish Calendar) (2432,685.5th Julian Day), 8 hours before the British Mandate was due to end at midnight of May 14 - 15.]

ابن يوسف Son of Yoseph (Joseph): 53 (or 52) + 156 = 209 (or 208)

ملكة ابن داوود Kingdom of Son of David (This refers to the Anti-Christ, not Jesus = 135 + 53 (or 52) + 21 = 209 (or 208)

حائط الصين Ha’it (Wall) of China: 28 + 181 = 209

الدجال + قم The Dajjal + Qom (Iran’s top religious city): 69 + 140 = 209

الدجال + قم The Dajjal + Rise : 69 + 140 = 209

طر Fly: 209

جمعناهم we gather them (verse 99 of Sura 18): 209 (or 208)

هاجر Hajar (Immigrated or Mother of Ishmael): 209

أهجر Leave (or Emmigrate) (verse 5 of Sura 74): 209

نهائي المسجد End of the Mosque: 71 + 138 = 209

هد ابن جو المسجد Hadd (Destruction) of Son of Joe the Mosque: 9 + (53 + 9) + 138 = 9 + 62 + 138 = 209

فتح مدينته بيتر Fat’h (Conquest) of City of Peter (Petersburg): 488 + (109 + 612) = 488 + 721 = 1209

أختام الساعة Seals of the Hour: 1042 + 167 = 1209

من الليل فسحه و أدير السجد و سمع Of the Night, praise him and follow with the prostration. And listen (verse 40 – 41 of Sura 50): 90 + 71 + 155 + 6 + 207 + 104 + 6 + 570 (or 571) = 1209 (or 1210)

إعتيدل سبتمبر Equinox of September: 505 (or 506) + 704 = 1209 (or 1210)
The Autumn Equinox happens in the Northern Hemisphere annually either on September 22 or 23. September 23 is the 266th day of the Gregorian Calendar. Prior to 1948, the Autumn Equinox was an imperial ancestor worship holiday in Japan called Shūki kōrei-sai, relating to Shintoism, the most popular religion in Japan. Starting from 1948, for the sake of separation of religion and state mandated by Japan's postwar constitution, this holiday has been re-packaged as a non-religious, national holiday celebrated annually in Japan as a day on which to honor one's ancestors and remember the dead. Japanese people visit the graves on this day.

شهر سبتمبر  Month of September: 505 + 704 = 1209

مأساة قتله ذريته  Masat (Tragedy) of Atomic Bomb: 107 + (187 + 915) = 107 + 1102 = 1209

يوم احتتاح صدام حسين الكويت  Day of Saddam Hussein’s Ijtiyah (Invasion) of the Kuwait: 56 + [423 + (135 + 128) + 467] = 56 + (423 + 263 + 467) = 56 + 1153 = 1209

كنيسه قديس بطرس اليابوبيه + فاتيكان  The Papal Church of Saint Peter + Vatican: (145 + 174 + 271 + 57) + 562 (or 561) = 647 + 562 (or 561) = 1209 (or 1208)

بيت المقدس + فاتيكان  Bayt Al-Maqdis (House of Holiness – refers to the Jewish Temple, the Aqsa Mosque, and Jerusalem) + Vatican: (412 + 235) + 562 (or 561) = 647 + 562 (or 561) = 1209 (or 1208)

المعبد الثالث  The Third Ma’bad (Temple): 147 + 1062 (or 1061) = 1209 (or 1208) (equivalent to 209) ( = 3 x 13 x 31) (1209 is the 1011th Composite Number)

وعاد الآخره جتنا بكم ليفا و بالحق أنزله و بالحق نزل و وما أرسلنا إلا  Promise of the End Times, We bring you lafifa (scrolls or as mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), we descended it/him and in the Haq, it/he descended. And We have not sent you, except as (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): 2209 (or 2210) (2209 is the 1879th Composite Number) (2586 is the 2209th Composite Number)

لأبيه يا أبي رأيت أحد عشر كوكب و الشمس و  to his father: O My Father, I saw eleven planets and the Sun and (verse 4 of Sura 12): 48 + 11 + 403 + 61 + 611 + 13 + 570 + 49 + 6 + 431 + 6 = 2209

مكذبين آلم نخلفكم من ماء مهين فجعلناه Mukazibeen (Those who claim it is a lie). Have not we created you from despicable water? So, we placed it (or him) (verse 19 – 21 of Sura 77): 822 + 71 + 840 + 90 + 42 + 105 + 239 (or 238) = 2209 (or 2208)

June 5 is the 156th day of the Gregorian Calendar. There are 209 days remaining until the end of the year.

♦ حرب War: 210 (210 is the 163rd Composite Number) (267 is the 210th Composite Number) (1291 is the 210th Prime Number)

يوم نكبه نورويه Day of Nuclear Nakba (Disaster): 56 + (77 + 77) = 56 + 154 = 210
Day of Inhya (Ending) of the Dunya (World before End Times): 56 + (58 + 96) = 56 + 154 = **210**

Rajab 5 : 205 + 5 = **210**  [The Zionist Jews declared the establishment of the State of Israel on the land of Palestine on Friday, May 14, 1948 (Rajab 5, 1367 Hijri) (Iyar 5, 5708 Jewish Calendar) (2432,685.5th Julian Day), 8 hours before the British Mandate was due to end at midnight of May 14 - 15.]

Day of Milad (Birth) of the Dajjal: 56 + (85 + 69) = 56 + 154 = **210**

Nihaya (End) of Balad (Country/Land) of Iblees (Devil): 71 + (36 + 103) = 71 + 139 = **210**

Hazima (Defeat) of Engleez (English People) + Jews: 67 + (118 + 25) = 67 + 143 = **210**

Son of David of Engleez + Jews: (52 + 15) + (118 + 25) = 67 + 143 = **210**

The South Pacific Ocean: 61 + (98 + 51) = 61 + 149 = **210**

Sydney + Yajuj (Gog) + Majuj (Magog): 134 + (23 + 53) = 134 + 82 = **210**

Baraz (excrement, dung, manure): **210**

Rijz (Abomination) (verse 5 of Sura 75): **210**

Juzor (Isles): **210**

Kislev: **210** (Kislev is the 3rd month of the Jewish civil year and the 9th month of the ecclesiastical year in the Jewish Calendar. It is also known as Kisleu.)

Al-Qada: **210** (The name of the 11th Hijri month)

Sea: **210**

Pontiff (Pope or Bishop): **210**

Flew: **210**

The Pope YoHanna (John) Paulus (Paul): 37 + (75 + 98) = 37 + 173 = **210**

Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paulus (Paul): (21 + 37) + (54 + 98) = 58 + 152 = **210**
cause corruption (verse 152 of Sura 26): 210

separates/ judges (verse 25 of 32): 210

perished the first Aad (verse 50 of Sura 53): 56 + (76 + 78) = 56 + 154 = 210

People of Noah: 146 + 64 = 210

Tawafan (Flood) of Noah : 146 + 64 = 210

Month of Five : 505 + 705 = 1210 (1210 is the 1012th Composite Number)

Of the Night, praise him and follow with the prostration. And listen (verse 40 – 41 of Sura 50): 90 + 71 + 155 + 6 + 207 + 104 + 6 + 571 (or 570) = 1210

The Muzannab (Comet) of Swift - Tuttle: 823 + 556 + 831 = 2210 (equivalent to 210) (2210 is the 1880th Composite Number) (Swift–Tuttle Comet is the largest object, 26 Km in diameter, that makes repeated close passes by the Earth every 133 years. It is considered as the single most dangerous object known to humanity. A meteor shower associated with Swift–Tuttle Comet is called Perseids. The shower is visible annually starting from mid July, but peaks around August 11 - 13)

Glory be to the one who sent his servant in a journey at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed (verse 1 of Sura 17): 3210 (3211 or 3212) (equivalent to 210) (= 2 x 3 x 5 x 107) (3210 is the 2755th Composite Number)

Day of Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times): 56 + 155 (or 156) = 211 (or 212) (211 is the 47th Prime Number) (268 is the 211th Composite Number) (1297 is the 211th Prime Number) (6211 is the 808th Prime Number)

Day of Inha (Ending) of Zaman (Time): 56 + [58 + 97 (or 98)] = 56 + 155 (or 156) = 211 (or 212)

Lailat (Eve) of Nihaya (End) of Dunya : 75 + (71 + 65) = 75 + 136 = 211

Day of Bid’a (Beginning) of Nuzul (Descent) of the Wahy (Revelation): 56 + (7 + 93 + 55) = 56 + 155 = 211
Hadd (Destruction) of the Vatican: $9 + 202$ (or $201$) = **211** (or **210**)

The Summer (verse 2 of Sura 106): **211**

Buruj (Constellations or Towers) (Buruj is mentioned in verse 78 of Sura 4, which is the 571st verse of the Quran): **211**

The Qadisiya: **211** [ **Battle of the Qadisiya** is a decisive battle in which Muslims defeated the Persian Empire on Shaban 13, 16 Hijri (November 19, 636 AD), about 3 months after Muslims defeated the Byzantine Empire in the **Battle of Yarmook**.]

Qum (stand up and pray) the Night (verse 2 of Sura 73): $140 + 71 = 211$

Jazzar (Slaughterer): **211**

Sufyani: **211**

Ismael: **211** (or **212**)

The Samee (All-Hearer) (verse 1 of Sura 17): **211**

Son of Al-Hussein: $53$ (or $52$) + $159 = 211$ (or **212**)

I see (verse 102 of Sura 37): **211**

He saw (verse 18 of Sura 53): **211**

Son of David of Engleez (English People) + Jews: $(53 + 15) + 118 + 25 = 68 + 143 = 211$

Son of Joe of the English People: $(53 + 9) + 149 = 149 + 62 = 211$

The Jewish Madina (City/State): $140 + 71 = 211$ [Father of Zionism, Jewish journalist **Theodor Herzl**’s famous booklet titled **Der Judenstaat (The Jewish State)**, advocating the creation of a Jewish state, was published in Vienna, Austria, on February 14, 1896 (Shaban 29, 1313 Hijri) (Shevat 30, 5656 Jewish Calendar).]

Nakba (Disaster) of London: $77 + 134 = 211$
Hajar (Stone): 211
Hijr (Brain) (verse 5 of Sura 89): 211

The Ihya (Resurrection) + The Mubaya’a (pledge of allegiance): 52 + 159 = 211

Al-Qaeda: 211

The Ispaniyoon (Spanish people): 211

Kingdom of Gog + Magog: 135 + (23 + 53) = 135 + 76 = 211

Sydney + Yajuj (Gog) + Jann (demons): 134 + 23 + 54 = 211

Pope Francis + The Argentine: (6 + 460) + 745 = 466 + 745 = 1211

Day of the Nuclear War of the End Times: 56 + [210 + 837 (or 838) + 108] = 56 + 1155 (or 1156) = 1211 (equivalent to 211)

Barrier of Zu Al-Qarnain: 64 + (706 + 441) = 64 + 1147 = 1211 (equivalent to 211) (1211 is the 1013th Composite Number) (1440 is the 1211th Composite Number)

Day of Hubut (Descent or Fall) of Adam + Hawa (Eve) to the Earth: 56 + [22 + 45 (or 46) + 15 (or 16) + 41 + 1032] = 56 + 1155 (1156 or 1157) = 1211 (1212 or 1213)

Nuzul (Descent) of Adam to the Earth: 93 + 45 (or 46) + 41 + 1032 = 1211 (or 1212)

The Hour shall not arise until: 80 + 546 + 167 + 418 = 1211 (This is an introductory phrase that appears in several Hadiths about the End Times, usually at the beginning of the Hadith, to tell us that the Hour will not occur until a specific event mentioned in the Hadith occurs.)

Secret of Bidaya (Beginning) of Akhir (End) of the Time: 260 + [22 + 801 + 128 (or 129)] = 260 + 929 (or 930) = 1211 (or 1212)

Day of Ibtida (Beginning) of the Caliphate: 56 + [409 + 746 (or 747)] = 56 + 1155 (or 1156) = 1211 (or 1212)

Give me a respite (verse 14 of Sura 7): 1211

Like the Salibiyyoon (Crusaders) entered it the first time: 61 + 639 + 229 + 37 + 245 = 1211
Hadd (Destruction) of the Western Wall + Al-Haram Al-Shareef (the Noble Sanctuary): 9 + (59 + 1243) + (279 + 621) = 9 + (1302 + 900) = 9 + 2202 = 2211 (equivalent to 211) (2588 is the 2211th Composite Number)

And listen the Day the Caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq (verse 41 - 42 of Sura 50): (6 + 571) + (56 + 65 + 136 + 90 + 111) + (312 + 56 + 236 + 539 + 33) = (577 + 458) + 1176 = 1035 + 1176 = 2211 (equivalent to 211)

To provoke (or drive) them out of the land, so we drowned him (verse 103 of Sura 17): 3211 (or 3212) (3211 is the 2756th Composite Number) (3732 is the 3211th Composite Number)

In Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): (90 + 75 + 335) + [6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247] + 90 = 75 + 335 + [4621 (or 4620) + 90] = 500 + 4711 (or 4710) = 5211 (or 5210) (5211 is the 4517th Composite Number)

♦ My Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18): 212 (212 is the 164th Composite Number) (270 is the 212th Composite Number) (1301 is the 212th Prime Number) (7125 is the 6212th Composite Number)

Ishmael: 212 (or 211)

Son of the Hussein: 53 (or 52) + 159 = 212 (or 211) [ The Mahdi is the son of the Hussein or the Hasan, grandsons of Prophet Mohammad (p) ]

97 years: 97 + 115 = 212

Nihaya (End) of Siam (Fasting) : 71 + 141 = 212 (or 211)

Nihaya (End) of World : 71 + 141 (or 140) = 212 (or 211)

Day of Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, Beginning of End Times): 56 + 156 (or 155) = 212 (or 211)

Day of Inha (Ending) of Zaman (Time): 56 + [58 + 98 (or 97)] = 56 + 156 (or 155) = 212 (or 211)

Day of the Dainuna (Judgment / Punishment): 56 + 156 = 212
Day of Ikmal (Completion) of Deen (Religion): $56 + (92 + 64) = 56 + 156 = 212$

Day of the Miracle: $56 + 156 = 212$

Day of the Mi‘ad (Promised time or Appointment): $56 + 156 = 212$

Day of Laila (Eve or Night) of Farewell: $56 + [75 + 81 (or 80)] = 56 + 156 (or 155) = 212 (or 211)$

Day of Wihda (unification or unity) of Germany: $56 + (23 + 133) = 56 + 156 = 212$ [East and West Germany became officially re-unified on October 3, 1990 (2448, 167.5th Julian Day). Today, Germany celebrates annually the German Unity Day on October 3.]

Day of Bid’a (Beginning) of Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) of Apollo 11: $56 + 7 + [93 + (45 + 11)] = 56 + [7 + (93 + 56)] = 56 + (7 + 149) = 56 + 156 = 212$ (The coming down of Apollo 11 began on July 22, 1969 and it splashed in the Pacific Ocean on July 24, 1969)

The Sixth + Mayo (May as known in Egypt): $156 + 56 (or 57) = 212 (or 213)$

Vision (or apparition): $212$

Iria: $212$ (The apparition of the 3 children in Fatima, Portugal occurred in a location called Cova da Iria, meaning Cave of Iria)

Ayyar (May - in Greater Syria & Iraq, also it is a month in Jewish Calendar Calendar): $212$

Doubt (verse 21 of Sura 18): $212$

Ibhar (Sailing): $212$

Mizan (Scale) of Justice: $108 + 104 = 212$ [The Mizan (Scale) of Justice is the symbol of the Mizan (Libra) zodiac sign which starts around September 23, from the evening of September 22.]

Mussolini: $212$ [Benito Mussolini was born on July 29, 1883 (Ramadan 24, 1300 Hijri) (Tammuz 24, 5643 Jewish) and died on April 28, 1945 (Jumada Ula 15, 1364 Hijri) (Iyar 15, 5705 Jewish)]

George: $212$

Halak (Devastation) of Manhattan: $56 + 156 = 212$

Ihya (Revival) of Kingdom of the Jews: $21 + (135 + 56) = 21 + 191 = 212$

Day (it /he) rises (verse 38 of Sura 78) & (verse 6 of Sura 83): $56 + 156 = 212$
لما قام When he rose up (arose) (verse 19 of Sura 72) : $71 + 141 = 212$

المقام Al-Maqaam (Place of Abraham in Al-Haram Mosque): $212$ (There are Hadiths that mention that Mahdi will be given allegiance between Maqaam & Rukn in Haram Mosque in Mecca)

هد + الإمام المهدي Hadd (Destruction) + The Imam Mahdi : $9 + (113 + 90) = 9 + 203 = 212$

وعد + إسلام Promise + Islam: $80 + 132 = 212$

عوده حياه بابا جون بول Awda (Return) of life of Pope John Paul: $(85 + 24) + (6 + 59 + 38) = 109 + 103 = 212$

إبليس مدينة إبليس Madina (City/State) of Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil): $109 + 103 = 212$

نهاية دجال إبليس Nihaya (End) of Dajjal of Iblees (Devil): $71 + (38 + 103) = 71 + 141 = 212$

بلد مبدين Balad (Country/Land) of Moubadeen (Banished/Exiled People): $36 + 176 = 212$ (Australia started as a land of criminals, banished from Britain)

إنا عليهم It is upon (or unto) them (verse 8 of Sura 104): $57 + 155 = 212$

يوم هدم مسجد Day of Hadm (Destruction) of a Mosque: $56 + 49 + 107 = 212$

هدم يهود المسجد Jews’ Hadm (Destruction) of the Mosque: $49 + 25 + 138 = 212$

الأنواع Isles (or Islands): $212$

الأفق The Horizon (verse 7 of Sura 53): $212$

القطبيين Al-Cotbiyeen (The Polar people): $212$

القبطيين Al-Coptyiyeen (The Egyptian Coptics): $212$

الطرق النجم الثاقب + أقطاب The Tariq, the Piercing Star (verses 2-3 of Sura 86) + Poles (of the Earth): $(341 + 124 + 634) + 113 = 1099 + 113 = 1212$

رحلة الفضاء + أبولو 11 Voyage of the Space + Apollo 11 : $(243 + 913) + (45 + 11) = 1156 + 56 = 1212$

يوم هبوط آدم + حواء إلى الأرض Day of Hubut (Descent or Fall) of Adam + Hawa (Eve) to the Earth: $56 + [22 + 45 (or 46) + 16 (or 15) + 41 + 1032] = 56 + 1156 (1155 or 1157) = 1212 (1211 or 1213)$

سر بداية آخر الزمان Secret of Bidaya (Beginning) of Akhir (End) of the Time : $260 + [22 + 801 + 129 (or 128)] = 260 + 930 (or 929) = 1212 (or 1211)$
Day of Ibtida (Beginning) of the Caliphate: $56 + \left[ 409 + 747 \text{ (or 746)} \right] = 56 + 1156 \text{ (or 1155)} = \textbf{1212 (or 1211)}$

Takhreb (Ruin or Devastation): \textbf{1212} \text{ (equivalent to 212)}

We will remove this torment (verse 15 of Sura 44): $408 + 804 = \textbf{1212} \text{ (equivalent to 212)}$

Day of Nineteenth + Yulyu (July): $56 + \left[ 530 \text{ (or 531)} + 570 \right] + 56 = 56 + 1100 \text{ (or 1101)} + 56 = 56 + 1156 \text{ (or 1157)} = \textbf{1212 (or 1213)}$

Gourad: \textbf{1212} \text{ (equivalent to 212)}

[On July 24, 1920 (Zu Al-Qada 9, 1338 Hijri) (Av 9, 5680 Jewish Calendar) (2422, 529, 5th Julian Day), General Henri Gouraud’s French forces broke a truce, attacked, defeated the Arab forces of King Faisal bin Al-Hussein’s Syrian Arab Kingdom, led by Minister of War Yusuf Al-Azma, in the Battle of Maysalun, and captured Damascus the next day. This decisive battle led to the end of Syrian Arab Kingdom. ]

Damar (Destruction) of the United States: $245 + (479 + 488) = 245 + 967 = \textbf{1212} \text{ (equivalent to 212)} \text{ (2 x 2 x 3 x 101)} \text{ (1212 is the 1014th Composite Number)}$

(1441 is the 1212th Composite Number)

Tyrant People (verse 53 of Sura 51): $146 + 1066 = \textbf{1212} \text{ (equivalent to 212)}$

And even if you are in established (well-founded) Towers (verse 78 of Sura 4 which is the 571st verse of the Quran): $6 + 36 + 510 + 10 + 211 + 359 = \textbf{1212} \text{ (equivalent to 212)}$

Created the human being from a clinging particle (verse 2 of Sura 96): $[730 + 192 \text{ (or 193)}] + 90 + 200 = 922 \text{ (or 923)} + 90 + 200 = \textbf{1212 (or 1213)} \text{ (equivalent to 212)}$

On that day, people will come out (of their graves) (verse 6 of Sura 99): $766 + (304 + 142) = 766 + 446 = \textbf{1212}$

its death so Allah made him die one hundred years (verse 259 of Sura 2): \textbf{1212}

Western: \textbf{1212} \text{ (equivalent to 212)}

in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) it/he descended. And We have not sent you, except as a Mubashshir (Bearer of good news) (verse 105 of Sura 17): $141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 \text{ (or 361)} + 32 + 543 = \textbf{1212 (or 1211)}$

has sent for you Talut (Saul or Paul) (verse 247 of Sura 2): $104 + 572 + 90 + 446 = \textbf{1212}$
the Sky brings an evident smoke. It covers (verse 10 – 11 of Sura 44):

\[ (133 + 657) + (102 + 1320) = 790 + 1422 = 2212 \]

And bequeathed you (made you inherit) their land, their homes, and their Amwal (monies, properties, assets, etc.) (verse 27 of Sura 33): \((6 + 767 + 1046) + (6 + 259 + 6 + 122) = 1819 + 393 = 2212\) (or 2213) (equivalent to 212) (= \(2 \times 2 \times 7 \times 79\)) (2212 is the 1882nd Composite Number)

they shall destroy how high they can reach, an utter destruction. Perhaps your Lord (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17): \(649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 + 140 + 262 = 2212\)

the night, praise him and after the prostration. And listen the Day the caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear (verse 39 – 42 of Sura 50): 
\[ (101 + 155 + 6 + 207) + (104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 136 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236) = 2212 \text{ (or 2213)} \]

three hundred years and increased by nine (verse 25 of Sura 18): 
\[ (1030 + 451 + 170 + 6 + 24 + 531) = 2212 \]

Ayat (verses or signs) of the Book and what has been descended to you from your true Lord (verse 1 of Sura 13): \(2212\)

and the Moon has been cracked. And when they are shown a Sign, they turn away and (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 54): 
\[ (6 + 451 + 371 + 6 + 51) + (217 + 17 + 1087 + 6) = 885 + 1327 = 2212 \text{ (or 2213)} \]

Khamis Ishroon (Twenty Fifth) + Zu Al-Qada: 
\[ (701 + 626) + [706 \text{ (or 707)} + 179] = 1327 + 885 \text{ (or 886)} = 2212 \text{ (or 2213)} \]

They ask you about the Hour: When will its docking be? Say: The knowledge of it is with my Lord. Shall not reveal its timing except him. (verse 187 of Sura 7): 
\[ (177 \text{ (or 176)} + \{120 + 167 + 62 + 307 \text{ (or 306)} + 130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 212 + 31 + 59 + 542 + 32 + 11\} = 177 \text{ (or 176)} + 2035 \text{ (or 2034)} = 2212 \text{ (2210 or 2211)} \]

To provoke (or drive) them out of their land, so we drowned him (verse 103 of Sura 17): \(3212 \text{ (or 3211)} \) (equivalent to 212) (3212 is the 2757th Composite Number) (3734 is the 3212th Composite Number)

We appointed for Moses thirty nights and we completed it with ten so the term of his Lord was completed with forty nights (verse 142 of Sura 7): 
\[ 4212 \text{ (or 4213)} \text{ (equivalent to 212)} \text{ (4212 is the 3635th Composite Number)} \]

We made Aya (Sign) of the Night and the Day two Ayat (signs), so we erased Aya (Sign) of the Night and every thing we have detailed
in elaborate detail (verse 12 of Sura 17): \(71 + 6 + 287 + 471 + 185 + 16 + 71 + 6 + 154 + 16 + 287 + 337 + 1839 + 911 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 577 + 78 + 201 + 6 + 102 + 6 + 50 + 311 + 255 + 611\) \(= 1570 + 4465 + 1177 = 7212\)

One of the telephone area codes used exclusively in Manhattan, N.Y. is 212

♦ ترد Tard (Expulsion): 213 (213 is the 165\(^{th}\) Composite Number) (272 is the 213\(^{th}\) Composite Number) (1303 is the 213\(^{th}\) Prime Number) (3735 is the 3213\(^{th}\) Composite Number)

هروب Hurub (escape or exodus): 213

هجره Hijra (Migration, Immigration or Emigration): 213

سنة 98 98 years: 98 + 115 = 213

جعلنكم We made you (verse 14 of Sura 10): 213 (or 214)

الفزع The Qaz’a (Powerful Sound in the End Times, mentioned in some narrations): 213

الأفق The Horizon: 213

هو رب HoWa (He is Lord (verse 26 of Sura 27) & (verse 49 of Sura 53): 11 + 202 = 213

فنجينك Then, we saved you (verse 40 of Sura 20): 213 (or 214)

المعبد اليهودي The Jewish Ma’bad (Temple): 147 + 66 = 213

الأصنام The Idols: 213

السادس مايور The Sixth + Mayo (May as known in Egypt): 156 + 57 (or 56) = 213 (or 212)

Jamal Pasha, the Ottoman governor of Greater Syria, hanged prominent activists and intellectuals, opposed to his oppressive rule, in both Damascus and Beirut, on May 6, 1916 (Rajab 3, 1334 Hijri) (Iyar 3, 5676 Jewish) (2420, 989.5\(^{th}\) Julian Day). In commemoration of this event, May 6 is celebrated annually as the Martyrs’ Day in Syria and Lebanon. He is referred to as the Jazzar (Butcher or Slaughterer). He was born on May 6, 1872 (Safar 27, 1289 Hijri). He was killed on July 21, 1922 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1340 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5672 Jewish) (2423, 256.5\(^{th}\) Julian Day).

الدجال + جان + المهدي The Dajjal + Jan (John) + The Mahdi: 69 + 54 + 90 = 213

الزوار المسجد Al-Zawal (The Demise) of the Mosque: 75 + 138 = 213

الواقعة Al-Waqia (verse 1 of Sura 56): 213 (213 = 71 x 3)

يوم وعد نكبة Day of Promise of Nakba (Disaster): 56 + 80 + 77 = 213
Wahiya (Catastrophe) of the Qiyama (Resurrection): $27 + 186 = 213$

Son of Menasseh: $53 + 160 = 213$

Abraha (Christian leader who tried to destroy the Ka’ba, but failed.): $213$

Zoor (False): $213$

Day 9 + Zu Al-Hijjat: $56 + 9 + (706 + 442) = 56 + (9 + 1148) = 56 + 1157 = 1213$ (equivalent to 213) 
(1213 is the 198th Prime Number) 
(1442 is the 1213th Composite Number)

God has blown the Trumpet: $730 + 66 + 90 + 327 = 1213$ (equivalent to 213)

Created the human being from a clinging particle (verse 2 of Sura 96): $[730 + 193 (or 192)] + 90 + 200 = 923 (or 922) + 90 + 200 = 1213 (or 1212)$

But when the Promise of my Lord/God comes, he turns it into ruins. 
(verse 98 of Sura 18): $782 + 5 + 80 + 212 + 108 + 26 = 1213$ (equivalent to 213)

Hijra (Migration) of Mohammad from Mecca to Yathrib: $213 + (92 + 90 + 65 + 41 + 712) = 213 + 1000 = 1213$

And that is Aad (ancient people destroyed by God. Americans are today's Aad) who showed ingratitude for the signs (or blessings) of their Lord (verse 59 of Sura 11): $1213$ (equivalent to 213)

Tadmeer (Destruction) of the British Juzor (Isles) : $(400 + 4 + 40 + 10 + 200) + (1 + 30 + 3 + 7 + 200) + (1 + 30 + 2 + 200 + 10 + 9 + 1 + 50 + 10 + 5) = 654 + 241 + 318 = 1213$ (equivalent to 213)

You are embryos in the bellies of your Mothers (verse 32 of Sura 53): $1213$ (equivalent to 213)

Disaster + Warsaw City, Poland: $726 + 487 = 1213$ (equivalent to 213)

Al-Saiqa (The Shocking Event) + City of Lahore, Al-Pakistan: $297 + 916 = 1213$ (equivalent to 213)
Entrance of Braziliyeen (Brazilians) into Islam: 640 + 320 + 90 + 163 = 1213

And bequeathed you (made you inherit) their land, their homes, and their Amwal (monies, properties, assets, etc.) (verse 27 of Sura 33): (6 + 767 + 1046) + (6 + 259 + 6 + 123 (or 122)) = 1819 + 394 (or 393) = 2213 (or 2212) (2213 is the 330th Prime Number)

We appointed for Moses thirty nights and we completed it with ten so the term of his Lord was completed with forty nights (verse 142 of Sura 7): 4213 (or 4212) (equivalent to 213) (4213 is the 3636th Composite Number)

The Bombs: 214 (= 2 x 107) (214 is the 166th Composite Number) (273 is the 214th Composite Number) (1307 is the 214th Prime Number)

The Horizons (verse 53 of Sura 41): 214 (or 213)

Purify (verse 4 of Sura 74): 214

Ending of the Hayat (life) of the Dunya (World before the End Times) (verse 98 of Sura 10) & (verse 38 of Sura 79): 58 + (60 + 96) = 58 + 156 = 214

For an appointed term (verse 13 of Sura 35): 64 + 150 = 214

You have Deenakom (your day of judgment/punishment) (verse 6 of Sura 109): 90 + 124 = 214

In Sydney: 90 + 124 = 214

The Hadm (Destruction) + Sydney: 80 + 134 = 214

City of Angels: 109 + 105 (or 106) = 214 (or 215)

Lebanon + State of Ohio: 133 + (52 + 29) = 133 + 81 = 214 (Neil Armstrong spent the last part of his life in a town called Lebanon in State of Ohio.)

Intisar (Victory) of the Mamaleek (Mamluks) + Hazima (Defeat) of Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): (742 + 172) + (67 + 233) = 914 + 300 = 1214

Awda (Return) of Apollo 11 to the Earth: [85 + (45 + 11)] + 1032 = 141 + 41 + 1032 = 1214

The Saint Peter’s Church (or Basilica) + The Vatican: (145 + 205 +
The Awar Dajjal + the End Times: 
(308 + 69) + 837 = 377 + 837 = \textbf{1214}

Kharab (Devastation) of New York City: 
803 + (109 + 302) = 803 + 411 = \textbf{1214} (= 2 \times 607) \text{ (equivalent to 214)} \text{ (1214 is the 1015}^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number)} \text{ (1443 is the 1214}^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number)}

Promise of the Istifaf (Lining up or Alignment) + 
11 Planets + And the Sun and the Moon (verse 4 of Sura 12): 
80 + 261 + (11 + 48) + (6 + 431 + 6 + 371) = 80 + (261 + 59) + 814 = 80 + (320 + 814) = 80 + 1134 = \textbf{1214}

In the name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, Most Merciful, We have descended it/him in the Night of Qadr. And how would you know what the Night of Qadr is. (verses 1-2 of Sura 97): 
[(102 + 66 + 329 + 289) + (52 + 143)] + (90 + 75 + 335) + [6 + 41 + 235 + 41] + (75 + 335) = (786 + 195) + (500 + 323 + 410) = 981 + 1233 = \textbf{2214} \text{ (equivalent to 214)} \text{ (2214 is the 1883}^{\text{rd}} \text{ Composite Number)}

The Inqilab (Coup or Change of Regime): \textbf{215} \text{ (215 is the 167}^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number)} \text{ (274 is the 215}^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number)} \text{ (1319 is the 215}^{\text{th}} \text{ Prime Number)}

Seventh Yunyu (June): 133 + 82 = \textbf{215}

Miladya (Based on birth of Jesus) Year: \textbf{215}

Ministers: \textbf{215}

Homelands: \textbf{215}

Their homes (verse 25 of Sura 46): \textbf{215}

Tur (Mountain. It is used to refer to Mount Sinai or Mount of Olives) (verse 1 of Sura 52): \textbf{215}

The Masihiyoon (Christians): \textbf{215}

The Engleeziyoon (English People): \textbf{215}

City of Seoul: \textbf{215}

Astronaut: \textbf{215}

But they were astonished when came to them (verse 2 of Sura 50): \textbf{215}
Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paulus (Paul): $21 + (37 + 59 + 98) = 21 + 194 = 215$

Yazid son of Muawiya: $31 + 52 (or 53) + 132 = 215 (or 216)$

Barrier of Zi Al-Qarnain: $64 + (710 + 441) = 64 + 1151 = 1215 (equivalent to 215)$

Hadd (Destruction) of Barrier of Za Al-Qarnain: $(9 + 64) + (701 + 441) = 73 + 1142 = 1215 (or 215)$

Entrance of Al-Arman (the Armenians) into Islam: $640 + 322 + 90 + 163 (or 162) = 1215 (or 1214)$

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Hubut (Fall or Descent) of Adam to the Earth: $75 + [22 + 45 (or 46) + 41 + 1032 ] = 75 + 1140 (or 1141) = 1215 (or 1216)$

Lailat (Eve of Raj’a (Return) of Islamic Caliphate: $75 + 278 + [716 + 146 (or 147)] = 75 + [278 + 862 (or 863)] = 75 + 1140 (or 1141) = 1215 (or 1216)$

Day of Hour of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): $(56 + 136 + 186) + 837 (or 838) = 378 + 837 (or 838) = 1215 (or 1216) (equivalent to 215)$ (1215 is the 1016th Composite Number)

Book of Kashf (Revelation or Uncovering) of Secrets of the End of Time: $423 + [400 + 462 + 801 (or 802) + 129 (or 128)] = 423 + 1792 (1791 or 1793) = 2215 (2214 or 2216) (= 5 \times 443) (2215 is the 1884th Composite Number)

and in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) it/he descended. And We have not sent you, except as a Mubashshir (Bearer of good news) and as a Nazeer (Warner) (verse 105 of Sura 17): $(6 + 141) + [87 + 6 + 41 + 362 + 62 (or 32) + 543 + 6 + 961] = 147 + 2068 (or 2038) = 2215 (or 2185)$

in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is ? The Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is, till rise of (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): $(90 + 75 + 335) + [6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 ] + [ 131 (or 130) + 15 + 418 + 149 ] = 500 + 5002 (or 5001) + 713 (or 712) = 6215 (6213 or 6214)

♦ Allah HoWa is the Truth (verse 6 of Sura 22): $66 + 11 + 139 = 216 (216 is the
168th Composite Number)  (275 is the 216th Composite Number)  (1321 is the 216th Prime Number)

النكبة النووية The Nuclear Nakba (Disaster): 108 + 108 = 216

أرواح Spirits: 216

يزيد بن معاوية Yazid son of Muawiya: 31 + 53 (or 52) + 132 = 216 (or 215)

المسيح بن داود The Messiah son of David: 149 + 52 (or 53) + 15 = 216 (or 217)

بن داود الإنكليز Son of David of the Engleez (English People): (52 + 15) + 149 = 67 (or 68) + 149 = 216 (or 217)

سديني + محيطه Sydney + Oceania (Continent made up of Australia and nearby smaller islands): 134 + 82 = 216

سديني + الجنوب Sydney + The South: 124 + 92 = 216

سديني + يأوجو و مأوجو Sydney + Yajuj (Gog) and Majuj (Magog): 134 + (23 + 6 + 53) = 134 + 82 = 216

هاد (Destruction) of Vatican (alternative spelling of Vatican) + The Pope: 9 + 170 + 37 = 216

دولة فاطيكان Dawla (State) of Vatican: 45 + 171 = 216

قيامه بابا جان Qiyama (Resurrection) of Pope John: 156 + 6 + 54 = 216

أييلجه + جون بولس Elijah (Elias) + John Paulus (Paul): 59 + (59 + 98) = 59 + 157 = 216

إحياء إيليجيه البابا الهميدي Elijah’s Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope + Hadd (Destruction) of the Mahdi: (21 + 59 + 37) + (9 + 90) = 117 + 99 = 216

إحياء البابا جون + هاد الهميدي Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope John + Hadd (Destruction) of the Mahdi: 21 + 37 + 59 + 9 + 90 = 117 + 99 = 216

جاء وعد حائز المبكي Promise of the Wall of Wailing has arrived: (5 + 80) + (28 + 103) = 85 + 131 = 216

جاء وعد حائز إيليس Promise of the Wall of Iblees (Diabolus, Diablo, or Devil): (5 + 80) + (28 + 103) = 85 + 131 = 216

فاليديفيا Valdivia: 216  [ On May 22, 1960 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1379 Hijri), the most powerful earthquake (measuring 9.5) ever recorded throughout history in the World happened in Valdivia, Chile.]
Hazza (Quake or Shake) of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman: 17 + (71 + 128) = 17 + 199 = 216

Hazza (Quake or Shake) of the Earth + The Hour: (17 + 1032) + 167 = 1049 + 167 = 1216

Hazza (Quake or Shake) of the Earth + Nihaya (End) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): (17 + 1032) + (71 + 96) = 1049 + 167 = 1216

Hazza (Quake or Shake) of Nihaya (End) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 17 + (71 + 128) = 17 + 199 = 216

Hazza (Quake or Shake) of the Earth + The Hour: (17 + 1032) + 167 = 1049 + 167 = 1216

Hazza (Quake or Shake) of the Earth + The Hour: (17 + 1032) + 167 = 1049 + 167 = 1216

Hazza (Quake or Shake) of the Earth + The Hour: (17 + 1032) + 167 = 1049 + 167 = 1216

Hazza (Quake or Shake) of the Earth + The Hour: (17 + 1032) + 167 = 1049 + 167 = 1216

Hazza (Quake or Shake) of the Earth + The Hour: (17 + 1032) + 167 = 1049 + 167 = 1216

Hazza (Quake or Shake) of the Earth + The Hour: (17 + 1032) + 167 = 1049 + 167 = 1216

Ibtida (Beginning) of End Times: 409 + 807 (or 806) = 1216 (or 1215)

Awwal (First) phase of Akhira (End Times): 37 + 283 + 90 + 806 (or 807) = 1216 (or 1217)

The Promise + Nineteen (verse 30 of Sura 74): 111 + (535 + 570) = 111 + 1105 = 1216 (equivalent to 216)

The Trumpet has been blown (or sounded) (verse 20 of Sura 50) + The Dajjal: (730 + 90 + 327) + 69 = 1147 + 69 = 1216

And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), it (or he) descended and we have not sent you except as a Mubashir (bearer of good news) (verse 105 of Sura 17): (6 + 141) + [87 + 6 + 41 + 361 (or 362) + 32 + 542 (or 543)] = 147 + 1069 (1070 or 1071) = 1216 (1217 or 1218)

And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), it (or he) descended and we have not sent you except as a Mubashir (bearer of good news) (verse 105 of Sura 17) (or 146): (6 + 141) + [87 + 6 + 41 + 361 (or 362) + 32 + 542 (or 543)] = 147 + 1069 (1070 or 1071) = 1216 (1217 or 1218)

Qurban (Sacrificial offering) of the King Antiochus: 353 + 121 + 742 = 1216

Lailat (Eve) of Raj’a (Return) of Islamic Caliphate: 75 + 278 + [716 + 147 (or 146)] = 75 + [278 + 863 (or 862)] = 75 + 1141 (or 1140) = 1216 (or 1215)
Lailat (Eve) of Hubut (Fall or Descent) of Adam to the Earth:
$$75 + [22 + 46 (or 45) + 41 + 1032] = 75 + 1141 (or 1140) = 1216 \ (or \ 1215)$$

Laila (Eve or Night) of the Wahid (One) + Ramadan:
$$75 + 1141 (or \ 1140) = 1216 \ (or \ 1215) \ \ (This \ refers \ to \ Ramadan \ 1)$$

Ramadan + Night of the 19:
$$1091 + 75 + 31 + 19 = 1216$$

Khamis Ishroon (Twenty Fifth) + Zi Qada:
$$75 + 93 + 383 (or \ 382) + (75 + 1065) + (412 + 113) = 75 + [93 + 383 (or \ 382) + 1140 + 525] = 75 + 2141 (or \ 2140) = 2216 \ (or \ 2215)$$

Book of Kashf (Revelation or Uncovering) of Secrets of the End of Time:
$$423 (or \ 422) + [400 + 462 + 802 (or \ 801) + 129 (or \ 128)] = 423 (or \ 422) + 1793 (1791 \ or \ 1792) = 2216 \ (2214 \ or \ 2215)$$

Book of Kashif (Revealer or Uncoverer) of Secrets of the End of Time:
$$422 (or \ 423) + [401 + 462 + 802 (or \ 801) + 129 (or \ 128)] = 422 (or \ 423) + 1794 (1792 \ or \ 1793) = 2216 \ (2215 \ or \ 2217)$$

The Muzannab (Comet) of Swift and Tuttle:
$$823 + 556 + 6 + 831 (or \ 830) = 2216 \ (or \ 2215) \ (= \ 2 \times \ 2 \times \ 2 \times \ 277) \ \ (2216 \ is \ the \ 1885^{th} \ Composite \ Number)$$

Ramadan in which the Quran was descended as guidance to the people and evidences from the guidance (verse 185 of Sura 2):
$$1091 + (771 + 88 + 95 + 382 + 10 + 171 + 6 + 462 + 90) + 31 + 19 = 1091 + 75 + 31 + 19 = 3216$$

♦ The Known (verse 38 of Sura 15): 217 \ \ (217 \ is \ the \ 169^{th} \ Composite \ Number)\n(276 \ is \ the \ 217^{th} \ Composite \ Number) \ \ (1327 \ is \ the \ 217^{th} \ Prime \ Number) \ \ (2596 \ is \ the \ 2217^{th} \ Composite \ Number) \ \ (4217 \ is \ the \ 577^{th} \ Prime \ Number) \ \ (6217 \ is \ the \ 809^{th} \ Prime \ Number)$$

Apparition (vision): 217 (or 218)

The Jewish Year: 146 + 71 = 217

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of the Mizan (Scale or Libra zodiac sign):
$$56 + (22 + 139) = 56 + 161 = 217 \ \ \ (Libra \ zodiac \ sign’s \ symbol \ is \ Scale \ of \ Justice. \ Libra \ starts \ on \ September \ 22 \ or \ 23, \ the \ day \ of \ Autumn \ Equinox \ in \ the \ Northern \ Hemisphere \ or \ Spring \ Equinox \ in \ the \ Southern \ Hemisphere.)$$
Day of Wafat (death) of the Dajjal: 56 + 92 + 69 = 217

His name is my name: 106 + 111 = 217

Ali son of Abi Talib: 217 (or 218)

The First Messiah: 149 + 68 = 217

The Messiah son of David: 149 + 53 + 15 = 217 (or 216)

Son of David of the Engleez (English People): (53 + 15) + 149 = 68 (or 67) + 149 = 217 (or 216)

King of Kings: 90 + 127 = 217

Kingdom of Gog and Magog: 135 + (23 + 6 + 53) = 135 + 82 = 217

Kingdom of Oceania (Continent made up of Australia and nearby smaller Islands): 135 + 82 = 217

Madina (City/State) of the Prophet David: 109 + (93 + 15) = 109 + 108 = 217

Sydney + Star: 124 + 93 = 217

Descent of the Star: 93 + 124 = 217

Star of Bidaya (Beginning) of the Nihaya (End): 93 + (22 + 102) = 93 + 124 = 217

Malhama (Battle) of Mageddo: 154 + 63 = 217

Stones (verse 4 of Sura 105): 217

Ihya (Resurrection) of Turkey + The Pakistan: 21 + (631 + 565) = 21 + 1196 = 1217

Camel of God and allowing it to drink. So, they claimed he was a liar. (verses 13 – 14 of Sura 91): 1217 (or 1218) (1217 is the 199th Prime Number) (1446 is the 1217th Composite Number)

Tulu (Rise) of the Sun + The Mashriq (East): 115 + (431 + 671) = 115 + 1102 = 1217

Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paul + Maqtal
(Death) of the Pope Francis : $21 + 37 + (54 + 38) + 570 + 37 + 460 = 21 + 37 + 92 + 570 + 37 + 460 = 1217$

العثور على أنجيل عيسى Day of the finding of Gospel of Jesus: $56 + [(807 + 110) + (94 + 150)] = 56 + (917 + 244) = 56 + 1161 = 1217$ (equivalent to 217)

الوعد + يوم نزول نجم المسيح عيسى بن مريم من السماء The Promise + Day of descent of Star of the Messiah Jesus son of Mary from the Heaven : $111 + 56 + 93 + 93 + 149 + 150 + 52 (or 53) + 290 + 90 + 133 = 1217$ (or 1218)

الوعد + يوم نزول النبي المسيح عيسى بن مريم من السماء The Promise + Day of descent of the Prophet, the Messiah Jesus son of Mary from the Heaven: $111 + 56 + 93 + 93 + 149 + 150 + 52 (or 53) + 290 + 90 + 133 = 1217$ (or 1218)

و بالحق نزل وما ارسلنك الا مبشرا And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), it (or he) descended and we have not sent you except as a Mubashir (bearer of good news) (verse 105 of Sura 17): $(6 + 141) + [87 + 6 + 41 + 361 (or 362) + 32 + 543 (or 542)] = 147 + 1070 (1069 or 1071) = 1217$ (1216 or 1218)

رائد أبولو + أرمسترونغ Astronaut of Apollo + Armstrong: $(215 + 45) + 1957 (or 1958) = 260 + 1957$ (or 1958) $= 2217$ (or 2218) $= 3 \times 739$ (2217 is the $1886^{th}$ Composite Number)

حدث خساف منجم ذهب و نحاس Accident/Event of Khusf (Collapse) of mine of Gold and Copper: $512 (or 513) + 740 + 133 + 707 + 6 + 119 = 2217$ (or 2218)

كتاب كاتشيف أسرار آخر الزمان Book of Kashif (Revealer or Uncoverer) of Secrets of the End of Time: $423 (or 422) + [401 + 462 + 802 (or 801) + 129 (or 128)] = 423 (or 422) + 1794 (1792 or 1793) = 2217$ (2215 or 2216)

The distance between the Umawi Mosque and the Aqsa Mosque is 217.5 Km (135 miles or 117.45 nautical miles)

♦ علي ابن أبي طالب Ali son of Abi Talib: $110 + 53 (or 52) + 13 + 42 = 218$ (or 217) $= 2 \times 109$ (218 is the $170^{th}$ Composite Number) (278 is the $218^{th}$ Composite Number) (1361 is the $218^{th}$ Prime Number)

الدجال The Dajjal, the Messiah (Anti-Christ): $69 + 149 = 218$ (or 217) (218 = 31 + 187) (218 is the $170^{th}$ Composite Number) (278 is the $218^{th}$ Composite Number) (1361 is the $218^{th}$ Prime Number)

جأرد Jared: $218 + 576 = 794$ [Jared Kushner, son in law of Donald Trump, was born on January 10, 1981 (Rabi Awwal 5, 1401 Hijri) (Shevat 5, 5741 Jewish)]

ولادة الدجال إيليس Wilada (Birth) of the Dajjal (Deceiver), Iblees (Devil): $46 + (69 + 103) = 46 + 172 = 218$
The Dajjal, Elijah + The Mahdi: 69 + (59 + 90) = 69 + 149 = 218

The Dajjal, John + The Mahdi: 69 + (59 + 90) = 69 + 149 = 218

Mubaya’a (Offering of Allegiance to) the Mahdi: 128 + 90 = 218

Mus’haf (Scripture or Quran): 218

Descent of the Gospel: 93 + 125 = 218

Day of the Salam (Peace): 56 + 162 (or 161) = 218 (or 217)

He asks: When is the Day? (verse 6 of Sura 75): [100 (or 101) + 62] + 56 = 162 (or 163) + 56 = 218 (or 219)

Those (or such individuals), shall be (verse 19 of Sura 17): 147 + 71 = 218

The Hubut (Descent or Coming down) + Iblees + Adam + Hawwa (Eve): 53 + 103 + 46 (or 45) + 16 = 218 (or 217)

Apparition (vision): 218 (or 217)

Ayar (May as known in Greater Syria & Iraq) 6: 212 + 6 = 218

The Sixth + Yulyu (July): 156 + 62 = 218 (George W. Bush was born on July 6, 1946)

George W.: 212 + 6 = 218

Qiyama (Rise/Resurrection or Upheaval) of Son of Joe: 156 + (53 + 9) = 156 + 62 = 218

Qiyam (Rise/Resurrection or Upheaval) of Son of David: 151 + (52 + 15) = 151 + 67 = 218

And he when rose up: 6 + (71 + 141) = 6 + 212 = 218

Promise to the Mosque: 80 + 138 = 218

The Hadm (Destruction) + The Mosque: 80 + 138 = 218

Sydney of the Jinn: 134 + 84 = 218

Nihaya (End) + The New Religion: 71 + (95 + 52) = 71 + 147 = 218

Nihaya (End) + The Jewish State: 71 + (76 + 71) = 71 + 147 = 218
Nihaya (End) + The Temple: 71 + 147 = 218

Bani Yoseph (Children of Joseph): 62 + 156 = 218

Banu (Children) of Menasseh (Menasseh is a son of Joseph): 58 + 160 = 218

The Bomb: 218

We sent upon them (people of Thamud) a Saiha (Scream), so they became like crushed bits of hay. (verse 31 of Sura 54): 1218 (equivalent to 218) (1218 is the 1018th Composite Number) (1448 is the 1218th Composite Number)

Nakba (Catastrophe) of Nagasaki: 77 + 1141 (or 1142) = 1218 (or 1219)

Day of the Twelfth (Annual celebration of victory of the Protestants over the Catholics in Ireland): 56 + (592 + 570) = 56 + 1162 = 1218

Day of Nineteenth + Yulyu (July - Egypt): 56 + [530 (or 531) + 570] + 62 = 56 + [1100 (or 1101) + 62] = 56 + 1162 (or 1163) = 1218 (or 1219)

Day of Darkness of the New England: 56 + [970 (or 971) + 1135 (or 1136) + 57] = 56 + 1162 (1163 or 1164) = 1218 (1219 or 1220)

President of Israel + Shimon Peres: [280 + 303 (or 302)] + (406 + 229) = 583 (or 582) + 635 = 1218 (or 1217)

The Serbs + Day of the Majzara (Massacre) of Srebrenica: 323 + 56 + [286 + 553 (or 563)] = 323 + [56 + 839 (or 849)] = 323 + 895 (or 905) = 1218 (or 1228)

Day of Hubut (Descent or Fall) of Adam and Hawa (Eve) to the Earth: 56 + [22 + 45 (or 46) + 6 + 16 (or 15) + 41 + 1032] = 56 + 1162 (1161 or 1163) = 1218 (1217 or 1219)

The Promise + Day of descent of the Prophet, the Messiah Jesus son of Mary from the Heaven: 111 + 56 + 93 + 93 + 149 + 150 + 53 (or 52) + 290 + 90 + 133 = 1218 (or 1217)

And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), it (or he) descended and We have not sent you except as a Mubashir (bearer of good news) (verse 105 of Sura 17): (6 + 141) + [87 + 6 + 41 + 362 (or 361) + 32 + 543 (or 542)] = 147 + 1071 (1069 or 1070) = 1218 (1216 or 1217) (equivalent to 218)

How would you know what the Night of Qadr is (verses 1-2 of Sura 97) + Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The Hour + The Mahdi: [41 + 226 (or 235) + 41 + 75] + 335 + [(56 + 187) + 167] + 90 = [383 (or 392) + 335] + (243 + 167) +
90 = 718 (or 727) + (410 + 90) = 718 (or 727) + 500 = 1218 (or 1227)

Hubut (Descent) of Eleventh Apollo on surface of the Moon:
22 + (23 + 570) + 45 + 110 + 77 + 371 = 22 + 593 + 45 + 110 + 77 + 371 = 1218

Astronaut of Apollo + Armstrong: (215 + 45) + 1958 (or 1957) = 260 + 1958 (or 1957) = 2218 (or 2217) (= 2 x 1109) (2218 is the 1887th Composite Number) (2597 is the 2218th Composite Number)

Nineteen. And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels. (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): (535 + 570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 491) + 6 = 2212 (or 2213) + 6 = 2218 (or 2219)

Accident/Event of Khusf (Collapse) of mine of Gold and Copper: 513 (or 512) + 740 + 133 + 707 + 6 + 119 = 2218 (or 2217)

Eid (Feast) of the Fitr (Breaking of the Fast) + First of Shawwal + 1440 (Hijri): (84 + 320) + [37 + 337 (or 336)] + 1440 = [404 + 374 (or 373)] + 1440 = 778 (or 777) + 1440 = 2218 (or 2217)

And We appointed for Moses thirty nights and we completed it with ten so the term of his Lord was completed with forty nights (verse 142 of Sura 7): 4218 (or 4219) (equivalent to 218) (4218 is the 3640th Composite Number)

Mahmoud Ahmadi Nejjad (President of Iran): 98 + (63 + 58) = 98 + 121 = 219 (219 is the 171st Composite Number) (279 is the 219th Composite Number) (1367 is the 219th Prime Number) (7219 is the 923rd Prime Number)

The Prophet Yunus (Jonah): 93 + 126 = 219

The Saliheen (Righteous Individuals) (verse 122 of Sura 16), (verse 50 of Sura 68), (verse 100 of Sura 37), (verse 75 of Sura 9) & (verse 75 of Sura 21) & (verse 86 of Sura 21): 219 (or 220)

The Dunya (World before the End Times), a good deed (verse 122 of Sura 16): 96 + 123 = 219

Family of Jacob (verse 6 of Sura 12): 31 (or 32) + 288 = 219 (or 220)

Family of Abd Al-Muttalib (Grandfather of Prophet Mohammad (p)): 31 (or 32) + (76 + 112) = 31 (or 32) + 188 = 219 (or 220)
The Masihiyeen (Christians): 219

Al-Engleeziyeen (English People): 219

иhагr immigrates (verse 100 of Sura 4): 219

does not know it except: 31 + 156 + 32 = 219

He asks: When is the Day? (verse 6 of Sura 75): [101 (or 100) + 62] + 56 = 163 (or 162) + 56 = 219 (or 218)

Day of the Wusul (arrival): 56 + 163 = 219

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Inzal (Bringing down) of the Wahy (Revelation): 75 + (89 + 55) = 75 + 144 = 219

Aya (verse, sign, or miracle) descended upon him (verse 20 of Sura 10): 219

Seven Yunyu (June - Egypt): 137 + 82 = 219

The Bosniyeen (Bosnians): 219

Aya (Sign) + The Imam Mahdi: 16 (or 17) + 113 + 90 = 219 (or 220)

So, the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) (verse 84 of Sura 38): 219

Promise of + the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) (verse 94 of Sura 38 & verse 105 of Sura 17): 80 + 139 = 219

Kingdom of the Jinn (invisible creatures): 135 + 84 = 219

Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paulus (Paul) + Hadd (Destruction): 21 + [37 + (54 + 98)] + 9 = 21 + (37 + 152) + 9 = (21 + 189) + 9 = 210 + 9 = 219

The Pope John Paulus (Paul): 37 + (54 + 128) = 37 + 182 = 219

Awda (Return) of the Pope John Paul: 85 + (37 + 59 + 38) = 85 + 134 = 219

Tayr (bird, birds or what flies) (verse 16 of Sura 27), (verse 20 of Sura 27) & (verse 19 of Sura 38): 219

In it and that Allah (verse 7 of Sura 22): 219

with stones (verse 4 of Sura 105): 219
Awda (Return) + London: 85 + 134 = 219

King of the Engleez (English People): 90 + 1129 = 1219

Awda (Return) of Elias + The Earth: 85 + 102 + 1032 = 1219 (equivalent to 219)

Awda (Return) + Daabba (Animal) from the Earth/Land (verse 82 of Sura 27): 85 + (12 + 90 + 1032) = 85 + 1134 = 1219 (equivalent to 219)

We test him, then We turn him capable of hearing, seeing. (verse 2 of Sura 76): (497 + 238) + (181 + 303) = 735 + 484 = 1219 (equivalent to 219)

Ibtida (Beginning) of Amarat (Signs) of the Hour: 409 + [643 (or 642) + 167] = 409 + 810 (or 809) = 1219 (or 1218)

When the Promise of my Lord comes, he shall turn it into ruins and (verse 98 of Sura 18): 782 + 5 + 80 + 212 + 108 + 26 + 6 = 1219

shall rule the Arabs a man from Ahl Baity (People of my House), shall have a connection: 100 + 303 + 233 + 90 + 36 + 422 + 35 (36 or 37) = 1219 (1220 or 1221) (This is a Hadith about the Mahdi)

Day of Darkness of the New England: 56 + [971 (or 970) + 1135 (or 1136) + 57] = 56 + 1163 (1162 or 1164) = 1219 (1218 or 1220)

Day of Nineteenth + Yulyu (July - Egypt): 56 + [531 (or 530) + 570] + 62 = 56 + [1101 (or 1100) + 62] = 56 + 1163 (or 1162) = 1219 (or 1218)

Al-Tasi Al-Ishroon (The Twenty Ninth): 562 + 657 = 1219

Day of Tasi wa Ishroon (Twenty Ninth): 56 + (531 + 6 + 626) = 56 + 1163 = 1219

and the evident book. We have brought it/him in a blessed night. (verses 1 - 3 of Sura 44): 6 + 453 + 133 + 52 + 143 (or 144) + 90 + 75 + 267 (or 268) = 1219 (1220 or 1221)

And the Day the Trumpet is blown (or sounded) (verse 87 of Sura 27): 6 + (56 + 740 + 90 + 327) = 6 + 1213 = 1219 (equivalent to 219) (= 23 x 53) (1219 is the 1019th Composite Number ) (1449 is the 1219th Composite Number)

upon/ against them, We bring out a Daabba from the Earth/Land
(verse 82 of Sura 27): \(2219 = 7 \times 317\) (equivalent to 219) \(2219\) is the \(1888^{\text{th}}\) Composite Number \(2598\) is the \(2219^{\text{th}}\) Composite Number

قرار مكين إلى قدر معروف فقدنا فنعم القادر

a firm place for a known Qadr (period or duration). So, we have set the period. So, great are those who set the period (verse 21 – 23 of Sura 77): \(501 + 120 + 41 + 304 + 186 + 435 + 240 + 392 = 2219\)

أحستتم لأنفسكم وإن استم فئنها فإذا جاء وعد الآخره

You do well to yourselves and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17): \(559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837\) (or 838) = \(3219\) (or 3220)

إنا انزلنا في ليلة القدر وما أدرك ما ليلة القدر ليله القدر خير من الف شهر تنزل الملكه و الروح

We have descended him/it in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what the Lailat of Qadr is? Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): \(52 + [143 \text{ (or 144)} + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226] + [41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 \text{ (or 137)}] + 6 + 245 = 52 + [916 \text{ (or 917) + 3000}] + 6 + 245 = 52 + [3916 \text{ (3917) + 6} + 245] = 52 + [3922 \text{ (or 3923) + 245}] = 52 + 4167 \text{ (or 4168)} = 4219 \text{ (or 4220)}\)

\(4219\) is the \(578^{\text{th}}\) Prime Number

و وعدها موسي ثلاثين ليلة و أتممنها بعشر حتم مقت صب ربه أربعين ليلة

And We appointed for Moses thirty nights and we completed it with ten so the term of his Lord was completed with forty nights (verse 142 of Sura 7): \(4219\) \(\text{ (or 4218)}\)

♦ حيراء Hira (It is cave where God started to reveal the Quran to Prophet Mohammad (p) through Angel Gabriel): \(220\) \(\text{ (220 is the 172^{nd} Composite Number)}\) \(280\) is the \(220^{\text{th}}\) Composite Number \(1373\) is the \(220^{\text{th}}\) Prime Number

ملكة الجان Kingdom of the Jann (Jinn- invisible creatures): \(135 + 85 = 220\)

الساعة + ماجوج The Hour + Magog: \(167 + 53 = 220\)

أحيا الله لندن Allah Ahya (revived) London: \(20 + 66) + 134 = 86 + 134 = 220\)

الصالحين The Saliheen (Righteous Individuals) (verse 50 of Sura 68) & (verse 100 of Sura 37): \(220\) \(\text{ (or 219)}\)

آل عبد المطلب Family of Abd Al-Muttalib (Grandfather of Prophet Mohammad (p)): \(32 \text{ (or 31)} + (76 + 112) = 31 \text{ (or 32)} + 188 = 220 \text{ (or 219)}\)

آل عزوب Family of Jacob (verse 6 of Sura 12): \(32 \text{ (or 31)} + 288 = 220 \text{ (or 219)}\)

نصف Half: \(220\)

الجسابة The Jassasa: \(220\) \(\text{ (This is the name of Beast/Animal mentioned in a Hadith that led} \)
Tamim Al-Dari to meet the Dajjal

Say HoWa Allah is One (verse 1 of Sura 112): $130 + 11 + 66 + 13 = 220$

Perishing of Maliz (Malaysians): $132 + 88 = 220$

into the Deen (religion or judgment) of Allah (verse 2 of Sura 110): $90 + 64 + 66 = 220$

So, prostrate to Allah (verse 62 of Sura 53): $155 + 65 = 220$

Day of Quds (Jerusalem): $56 + 164 = 220$ [Jerusalem Day is an annual holiday celebrated in Israel on Iyar 28, the anniversary of Israel’s capture of the Old City of Jerusalem on June 7, 1967 (Iyar 28, 5727 Jewish)]

Thamin Ishreen (Twenty Eighth): $590 (or 591) + 630 = 1220 (or 1221)$

Nineteen Sana (years): $(535 + 570) + 115 = 1105 + 115 = 1220$ (equivalent to 220) (1220 is the 1020th Composite Number) (1450 is the 1220th Composite Number)

The Prince Charles: $282 + 938 = 1220$ (equivalent to 220)

Hadd (Destruction) of Barrier of Zu Al-Qarnain: $9 + 64 + (706 + 441) = 9 + 64 + 1147 = 1220$ (equivalent to 220)

The Dajjal + Anti-Christ: $69 + (461 + 690) = 69 + 1151 = 1220$ (equivalent to 220)

Ghayba (Absentee Status) of the Mahdi: $1017 + 113 + 90 = 1220$ (equivalent to 220)

Sent you as a Witness and bearer of glad tidings (good news) (verse 8 of Sura 48): $361 + 310 + 6 + 543 (or 542) + [107 (or 108) + 66 + 369 (or 370) + 110 + 236 + 333] + [(67 (or 68) + 419 + 186 (or 187)] = 327 + 1221 (or 1223) + 672 (673 or 674) = 2220 (2223 or 2224)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is better (verse 3 of Sura 97): $75 + 335 + 810 = 1220$

They perform Omra (Islamic visit with prescribed rituals) of Mosques of Allah, bearing witness upon themselves regarding their disbelief. These ones, their deeds are damned (verse 17 of Sura 9): $327 + [107 (or 108) + 66 + 369 (or 370) + 110 + 236 + 333] + [(67 (or 68) + 419 + 186 (or 187)] = 327 + 1221 (or 1223) + 672 (673 or 674) = 2220 (2223 or 2224)

Five + Jumada Al-Ula + 1389 : $705 + (58 + 68) + 1389 = (705 + 126) + 1389 = 831 + 1389 = 2220$ (2599 is the 2220th Composite Number) [Apollo 11 landed on the
Moon on July 20, 1969 (Jumada Al-Ula 5, 1389 Hijri)

Astronaut of the Space + Apollo + Armstrong: 215 + 913 + 45 + 90 + 1957 (or 1958) = 3220 (or 3221) (3220 is the 2764th Composite Number) (3743 is the 3220th Composite Number)

You do well to yourselves and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17): 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) = 3220 (or 3219)

Bidaya (Beginning) of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): 22 + [71 + 128 (or 129)] = 22 + 199 (or 200) = 221 (or 222) (= 13 x 17) (221 is the 173rd Composite Number) (282 is the 221st Composite Number) (1381 is the 221st Prime Number)

Kamal (Completion) of + Deen (Religion or Judgment) of Allah (verse 2 of Sura 110): 91 + (64 + 66) = 91 + 130 = 221

Al-Alfain (The Two Thousand) + 19: 202 + 19 = 221 (This may refer to year 2019)

Deen Zion (Religious Zionism): 45 + 176 = 221

People of Aad: 146 + 75 = 221

And they are for you an enemy (verse 50 of Sura 18): 221 (= 13 x 17)

Al-Halak (The devastation) + Sydney: 87 + 134 = 221

Hadd (Destruction) of Madina (City/State) of Iblees (DiasBolus, Diablo, or Devil): 9 + (109 + 103) = 9 + 212 = 221

Hadd (Destruction) of Balad (Country/Land) of Moubadeen (Banished/Exiled People): 9 + (36 + 176) = 9 + 212 = 221 (Australia started as a land of criminals, banished from Britain)

We engulf (or fit) it (verse 259 of Sura 2): 221

The eyes: 221

Promise of Ikhraj (Expulsion) + The Palestinians: 80 + 805 + 336 = 1221 (equivalent to 221)

Day of the Nuclear Missile + Sydney: 56 + 1031 + 134 = 56 + 1165 = 1221 (equivalent to 221)
Kharab (Devastation) of China + Korea: $803 + (181 + 237) = 803 + 418 = 1221$

Kharab (Devastation) of Kingdom of Britain: $803 + (135 + 283) = 803 + 418 = 1221$

Pope Francis, the Argentinian: $6 + 460 + 755 = 1221$

Approach of Apollo 11 from the Moon: $704 + 45 + 11 + 90 + 371 = 1221$

Thamin Ishreen (Twenty Eighth): $591$ (or $590$) $+ 630 = 1221$ (or $1220$)

On the Nineteenth: $90 + (561 + 570) = 90 + 1131$ (or $1132) = 1221$ (or $1222$)

Thamin Ishreen (Twenty Eighth): $591$ (or $590$) $+ 630 = 1221$ (or $1220$)

Approach of Apollo 11 from the Moon: $704 + 45 + 11 + 90 + 371 = 1221$

Maius/Maios (Maius is May in Latin and Maios is May in Greek) + Tisa Ashar (Nineteen): $116$ (or $117$) $+ (535 + 570) = 116$ (or $117$) $+ 1105 = 1221$ (or $1222$)

Day of Tisa Ishreen (Twenty Nine): $56 + (535 + 630) = 56 + 1165 = 1221$

Angels and We have not made their Idda (count, number, or period) (verse 31 of Sura 74): $116 + (535 + 570) = 116 + 1105 = 1221$ (or $1220$)

And the evident book. We have brought it/him in a blessed night. (verses 1 - 3 of Sura 44): $6 + 453 + 133 + 52 + 144$ (or $143$) $+ 90 + 75 + 268$ (or $267) = 1221$ (1219 or 1220)

And we brought Moses the Book and made him a guidance (verse 2 of Sura 17): $(6 + 463 + 116 + 453 + 6 + 158) + 19 = 1202 + 19 = 1221$

And we brought them Signs of afflictions (or catastrophes). (verse 33 of Sura 44): $1221$ (or $1222$)

for the Alameen (Peoples, Worlds) as a Nazeer (Warner) (verse 1 of Sura 25): $260$ (or $261$) $+ 961$ (or $960) = 1221$ (1220 or 1222)

And we brought them Signs of afflictions (or catastrophes). (verse 33 of Sura 44): $1221$ (or $1222$)

to every slanderer, back-biter. The one who, has accumulated money (or wealth) (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 104): $110 + 57 + 82 + 740 + 113 + 72 = 1221$

The World Trade: $1035 + 186$ (or $187) = 1221$ (or $1222$)

Bina (Buildings) of World Trade: $62 + 1004 + 155$ (or $156) = 1221$ (or $1222$)

End of Fatra (Period) of Haml (Pregnancy): $458 + 685 + 78 = 1221$
I swear by the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) and I do swear by the self-reproaching spirit. Does the human being think that we are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, we are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to deny what is coming ahead of him.

I swear by the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) and I do swear by the self-reproaching spirit. Does the human being think that we are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, we are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to deny what is coming ahead of him.

(verse 1 - 5 of Sura 75):

\[201 + 58 + 187 (or 186) + 6 + 31 + 201 + 223 + 119 + 81] + (193 + 81 + 163 + 1016 + 42 + 365 + 110 + 51 + 126 + 108 + 32 + 224 + 193 + 323 + 87) = 1107 (or 1106) + 3114 = 4221 (or 4220)

(4874 is the 4221st Composite Number)

Over it are Nineteen. And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (trial or test) for those who have disbelieved. So that, become certain, those who have been given (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74):

\[116 + (535 + 570) + (6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 105 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414) = 116 + 6105 = 6221 (6221 is the 810th Prime Number)

End of the Life of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 71 + (55 + 96) = 71 + 151 = 222 (222 is the 174th Composite Number) (284 is the 222nd Composite Number) (1399 is the 222nd Prime Number)

End of the Zaman (Time): 22 + [71 + 129 (or 128)] = 22 + 200 (or 199) = 222 (or 221)

End of the Deen (Religion or Judgment): 56 + (71 + 95) = 56 + 166 = 222

Completion of Deen (Religion or Judgment) of Allah (verse 2 of Sura 110): 92 + (64 + 66) = 92 + 130 = 222

The Waqfa (stand-up): 222
Haml (Pregnancy or Gestation) of the embryo: $78 + 144 = 222$

World Cup: $81 + 141 = 222$

Day of Nuclear Wahiya (Catastrophe): $56 + (58 + 108) = 56 + 166 = 222$

The Star (verse 6 of Sura 55) + The Hadd (Destruction) + Janna (Paradise): $124 + 40 + 58 = 222$

Hadd (Destruction) of the Jewish Temple: $9 + (147 + 66) = 9 + 213 = 222$

Hadd (Destruction) of the Mosque + Zilzal (Quake): $9 + (138 + 75) = 222$

Your Lord (verse 55 of Sura 53): 222

Camel of Allah (God) (verse 13 of Sura 91): $156 + 66 = 222$

Say: Has descended it (verse 102 of Sura 16): $130 + 92 = 222$

The Messiah Son of David (This refers to the Anti-Christ, not Jesus): $149 + (52 + 21) = 149 + 73 (or 74) = 222$ (or 223)

King of the Engleez (English People): $90 + 132 = 222$

Son of David of the Engleez (English People): $52 + 21 + 149 = 73 (or 74) + 149 = 222$ (or 223)

The Messiah + Aya (Sign) of the Jews: $149 + (17 + 56) = 149 + 73 = 222$

The Messiah + Aya (Sign) + Halak ( Devastation): $149 + (17 + 56) = 149 + 73 = 222$

The Safaviya (Shia Persian State that persecuted Sunni Muslims): 222

Bani (Children) of Manasseh: $62 + 160 = 222$

Menasseh son of Joe (Joseph): $160 + (53 + 9) = 160 + 62 = 222$

The Kin’an (Canaanites- ancient people who lived in Lebanon & Palestine): $1 + 30 + 20 + 50 + 70 + 1 + 50 = 222$

Nuclear Weapon + Tokyo: $171 + 51 = 222$

Catastrophe of the Poloniyeen (Polish People): $27 + 195 = 222$
Day of the Return of the Pope + Al-Ibada (The Annihilation): 56 + 85 + 37 + 44 = 222

YoHanna (John) Paulus (Paul) + Hadm (Destruction): 75 + 98 + 49 = 222

The Nuclear Missile + The Poloniyoon (Polish People): 191 + 1031 = 1222 (equivalent to 222) (1222 is the 1022nd Composite Number)

Land Collapse of City of Cairo: 771 + 451 = 1222 (equivalent to 222)

The Damar (Destruction) of City of Sydney, Australia: 276 + 946 = 1222 (equivalent to 222)

The Nuclear Weapons + City of Vancouver, B.C.: 243 + 979 = 1222 (equivalent to 222)

Nihaya (End) of the Roman Catholic Church: 71 + [176 + 632 (or 633) + 343] = 71 + 1151 (or 1152) = 1222 (or 1223)

Benedict, the Sixteenth: 496 + (156 + 570) = 496 + 726 = 1222

And We brought them Signs of afflictions (or catastrophes). (verse 33 of Sura 44): 1222 (or 1221)

In a blessed night. (verse 3 of Sura 44): 90 + 470 + 267 (or 268) = 1222 (or 1223)

so that they run in the sea by His command (verse 32 of Sura 14): 643 + 90 + 241 + 248 = 1222 (equivalent to 222)

The Ruining of City of Vancouver, British Columbia: 1243 + 979 = 2222 (equivalent to 222) (2222 is the 1890th Composite Number) (2601 is the 2222nd Composite Number)

Disaster of Karachi, Al-Pakistan: 726 + 1496 = 2222 (equivalent to 222)

♦ Al-Aqsa: 223 (223 is the 48th Prime Number) (285 is the 223rd Composite Number)

Day of the Sa’a (Hour or Clock): 56 + 167 = 223

Day of Nihaya (End) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 56 + (71 + 96) = 56 + 167 = 223

Awwal (Beginning) of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval or End Times): 37 + 186
Hurriya (Freedom or Liberty): 223

The Wuquf (Standing up): 223

Visit: 223

Night (Eve) of the descent of the Wahi (Revelation): 75 + (93 + 55) = 75 + 148 = 223

The Hubut (Descent or Coming down) of Iblees + Adam and Hawwa (Eve): 53 + 103 + 45 (or 46) + 6 + 16 = 223 (or 224)

Hadd (Destruction) of Madina (City/State) of Angels: 9 + [109 + 105 (or 106)] = 9 + 214 (or 215) = 223 (or 224)

Wall of the Quds (Jerusalem): 28 + 195 = 223

Seven from (or of) (verse 87 of Sura 15): 133 + 90 = 223

Burj (zodiac sign) of Gemini: 205 + 18 = 223

Georgia: 223

State of New South Wales (This is the State in Australia in which Sydney is located): 52 + (61 + 53 + 57) = 52 + 171 = 223

Madina (City/State) of the Prophet David: 109 + (93 + 21) = 109 + 114 = 223

Ihya (Resurrection or Revival) + Kingdom of Son of David: 21 + [135 + 52 (or 53) + 15] = 21 + 202 (or 203) = 223 (or 224)

The Messiah Son of David (Anti-Christ, not Jesus): 149 + (53 + 21) = 149 + 74 = 223

Son of David of the Engleez (English People): (53 + 21) + 149 = 74 (or 73) + 149 = 223 (or 222)

Barack (Obama’s first name): 223 (or 224)

Bless: 223

Mahmoud Ahmadi Nazad (Persian spelling of President of Iran’s name): 98 + (63 + 62) = 98 + 125 = 223
The Imam Ali: $113 + 110 = 223$

He is my Lord (verse 30 of Sura 13): $11 + 212 = 223$

Masonic Day: $56 + 167 = 223$

Masonic (Free Masons): $223$

Seven of (verse 87 of Sura 15): $133 + 90 = 223$

From Heaven: $90 + 133 = 223$

The Heaven + The Mahdi: $133 + 90 = 223$

The Resistance: $223$

Wazir (Minister) (verse 29 of Sura 20): $223$

Akbar (Greater): $223$

They ponder (verse 29 of Sura 38): $223$

Promise of Hadd (Destruction) of Sydney: $80 + 9 + 134 = 223$

Day of Hadd (Destruction) of Istanbul: $56 + 9 + 158 = 223$

The Germans: $223$

The Believers (verse 11 of Sura 33): $223$

Hijriya (Hijri year): $223$

In Night of the Qadr and how would you know what the Night of the Qadr is. (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 97): $90 + [75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 225 + (or 226) + 41] + (75 + 335) = [90 + 723 (or 724)] + 410 = 813 (or 814) + 410 = 1223 (or 1224) (1223 is the 200th Prime Number)

Then, we said to the andles: Prostrate to Adam, so they prostrated except (verse 11 of Sura 7): $[540 + 181 + 165 + (or 166) + 75 + 76 + 154] + 32 = 1191 (or 1192) + 32 = 1223 (or 1224)$

Al-Tasi Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Ninth): $562 + 661 = 1223$ (equivalent to 223)
Day of Tasi wa Ishreen (Twenty Ninth): $56 + (531 + 6 + 630) = 56 + 1167 = 1223$

Day of Tisa wa Ishroon (Twenty Nine): $56 + (535 + 6 + 626) = 56 + 1167 = 1223$

Tasi Ishreen (Twenty Ninth) + Yulyu (July): $(531 + 630) + 62 = 1161 + 62 = 1223$

Tasi wa Ishreen (Twenty Ninth) + Yuly (July): $(531 + 6 + 630) + 56 = 1167 + 56 = 1223$

Tisa wa Ishroon (Twenty Nine) + Mayo (May): $(535 + 6 + 626) + 56 = 1167 + 56 (or 57) = 1223 (or 1224)$

Tasi wa Ishreen (Twenty Ninth) + Mayo (May): $(531 + 6 + 630) + 56 = 1167 + 56 (or 57) = 1223 (or 1224)$

Khuruj (getting out or departure) of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders) from Akka (Acre): $(809 + 233) + 90 + 91 = 1042 + 90 + 91 = 1223$

I am from among the Warners (verse 92 of Sura 27): $52 + 90 + 1081 = 1223$

Then, We said to the angels: Prostrate to Adam, so they prostrated, except (verse 11 of Sura 7): $1223 (or 1222)$

Nihaya (End) of the Roman Catholic Church: $71 + [176 + 633 (or 632) + 343] = 71 + 1152 (or 1151) = 1223 (or 1222)$

The Third Jewish Haikal (Temple): $96 + 66 + 1061 (or 1062) = 1223 (or 1224) (equivalent to 223)$

Knights of the Round Table (associated with King Arthur): $391 + 82 + 750 = 1223$

Caliph Al-Mahdi Al Hashim: $756 + 90 + 377 = 90 + 1133 = 1223$
In which the Quran was revealed as a guidance to people and evidences (verse 185 of Sura 2). It is verse 192 of the Quran: **1223 (or 1224)** (equivalent to 223)

Ayat (verses) of the Quran and a book (verse 1 of Sura 27): **1223 (or 1224)**

Turkey + Pakistan + Paradise: \( (631 + 534) + 58 = 1165 + 58 = 1223 \)

Turkey + Pakistan + Resurrector: \( (631 + 534) + 58 = 1165 + 58 = 1223 \)

The human is at loss (verse 2 of Sura 103): **1223** (equivalent to 223)

Promise of my Lord/ God (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Karachi: \( (80 + 212) + 931 = 292 + 931 = 1223 \) (equivalent to 223)

Al-Hindiyeen (The Indians) + Al-Tahteem (The Destruction) + Al-Pakistan: \( 160 + 498 + 565 = 1223 \) (equivalent to 223)

Caliph + Al-Tahteem (The Destruction): \( 725 + 498 = 1223 \) (equivalent to 223)

Canada + The United States + Mexico: \( 75 + (479 + 488) + 181 = 75 + 967 + 181 = 1223 \) (equivalent to 223)

Canada + The United States + Mexico: \( 75 + (479 + 488) + 181 = (75 + 967) + 181 = 1223 \) (equivalent to 223)

Canada + The United States + Mexico: \( 75 + (479 + 488) + 181 = (75 + 967) + 181 = 1223 \) (equivalent to 223)

Canada + The United States + Mexico: \( 75 + (479 + 488) + 181 = (75 + 967) + 181 = 1223 \) (equivalent to 223)

Canada + The United States + Mexico: \( 75 + (479 + 488) + 181 = (75 + 967) + 181 = 1223 \) (equivalent to 223)

Saiqa (Shocking Event) of Manhattan, New York City: \( 265 + (547 + 109 + 302) = 265 + 958 = 1223 \) (equivalent to 223)

Damar (Destruction) of San Francisco City, America \( 245 + 978 = 1223 \) (equivalent to 223)

The Hadda (Incident of Destruction) + Nakba (Disaster) of London (or Sydney) + The United States: \( (45 + 77) + 134 + (479 + 488) = (122 + 134) + 967 = 256 + 967 = 1223 \) (equivalent to 223)

Mosques of Allah, bearing witness upon themselves of their disbelief. (verse 17 of Sura 9): \( 108 + 66 + 370 + 110 + 236 + 333 = 1223 \)

they perform Omra (visit with prescribed Islamic rituals) of Mosques of Allah, bearing witness upon themselves of their disbelief. These ones, their deeds are doomed (verse 17 of Sura 9): \( 327 + [108 (or 107) + 66 + 370 (or 369) + \)
110 + 236 + 333] + [(67 or 68) + 419 + 187 (or 186)] = 327 + 1223 (or 1221) + 673 (672 or 674) = 2223 (2220 or 2224)

The Nuclear Weapons + San Francisco City, American United States: 243 + 1980 = 2223 (equivalent to 223)

The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) on the Haq (Justice, Truth, Right/One, or Due Date); that is Day of the Khuruj (Coming out) (verse 42 of Sura 50): 56 + (236 + 144 + 141 + 750 + 50 + 840) = 56 + 1167 = 2223 (equivalent to 223)

(2223 is the 1891st Composite Number) (2602 is the 2223rd Composite Number)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful) + Haven’t you seen what your Lord has done to People of the Elephant (verse 1 of Sura 105): [102 + 66 + 329 (or 330) + 289] + [71 + 600 + 110 + 180 + 222 + 103 (or 104) + 151 ] = 786 (or 787) + 1437 (or 1438) = 2223 (or 2224)

[General Henri Gouraud was Representative of the French Government in the Middle East, in charge of enforcement of Sykes-Picot Agreement. After the victory of the French forces in Battle of Maysalun and conquering Damascus, General Gouraud reportedly went to the tomb of Salah Eddin Al-Ayyubi (who defeated the Crusaders and liberated Jerusalem in 1187 AD), adjacent to the Umawi Mosque in Damascus, kicked it, and said: “Wake up Salah Eddin. We have returned. My presence here consecrates victory of the Cross over the Crescent.”]

The first. However, they are, in doubt, playing around. So, wait for the Day on which the Sama (Sky or Heaven) brings smoke (verse 8 - 10 of Sura 44): (128 + 32 + 45 + 90 + 320 + 168 + 783) + (56 + 811 + 133) + 657 = 1566 + [1000 + 657] = 1566 + 1657 = 3223 (3223 is the 2766th Composite Number)

When Joseph said to his father: O My Father, I saw eleven planets, and the Sun and the Moon, I saw them prostrating for me (verse 4 of Sura 12): 4223 (or 4224) (equivalent to 223) ( = 41 x 103) (4223 is the 3644th Composite Number)

When Joseph said to his father: O My Father, I saw eleven planets, and the Sun and the Moon, I saw them prostrating for me (verse 4 of Sura 12): 4223 (or 4224) (equivalent to 223) ( = 41 x 103) (4223 is the 3644th Composite Number)

The first. However, they are, in doubt, playing around. So, wait for the Day on which the Sama (Sky or Heaven) brings smoke (verse 8 - 10 of Sura 44): (128 + 32 + 45 + 90 + 320 + 168 + 783) + (56 + 811 + 133) + 657 = 1566 + [1000 + 657] = 1566 + 1657 = 3223 (3223 is the 2766th Composite Number)
And We have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and We have not made their Idda (count, number, or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that those who have been given become assured (or certain) (verse 31 of Sura 74): 116 + 535 + 570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 102 (or 101) + 282 + 32 + 106 (or 105) + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414 = 6223 (or 6222)

Verse 83 of Sura 18 (2223rd verse of the Quran)

♦ The banishment: 224 (224 is the 175th Composite Number) (286 is the 224th Composite Number) (4224 = 6 x 704)

Barack: 224 (or 223)

Bid’a (Beginning) of descent of the Star: 7 + 93 + 124 = 224

Day of Nihaya (End) of Zaman (Time): 56 + 71 + 97 (or 98) = 224 (or 225)

Nuclear + Musiba (Calamity, Affliction, or Disaster) (verse 22 of Sura 57): 77 + 147 = 224

Awwal (Beginning) of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval or End Times): 37 + 187 (or 186) = 224 (or 223)

Eve of Friday: 75 + 149 = 224

Lailat (Eve) of Nihaya (End) of the Ula (First One): 75 + (71 + 78) = 75 + 149 = 224 (The Ula refers to our current life or world.)

Ihya (Resurrection or Revival) + Kingdom of Son of David: 21 + [135 + 53 (or 52) + 15] = 21 + 203 (or 202) = 224 (or 223)

The Pope John Paulus (Paul): 37 + (59 + 128) = 37 + 187 = 224

The Mahdi + London (or Sydney): 90 + 134 = 224

Druid (Ancient Pagan Sorcerers/Wizards in Celtic Lands who practiced human sacrifice): 224

Kingdom of the Jinna (Jinn – invisible creatures): 135 + 89 = 224

Qiyam (Resurrection) of Ahya Jinn (those who become alive by Jinn): 150 + (21 + 53) = 150 + 74 = 224
Ihya (Revival) + Qiyam (Resurrection) of Magog: $21 + 150 + 53 = 224$

Son of David + Qiyam (Resurrection): $(52 + 21) + 151 = 73 + 151 = 224$

The Dajjal + Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Sydney: $(69 + 21) + 134 = 90 + 134 = 224$

And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), it/he descended. And We have not sent you, except as a Mubashshir (Bearer of good news) and (verse 105 of Sura 17): $1224$ (or $1223$)

Ghazwa (Raid, Battle or Conquest) of Badr: $1018 + 206 = 1224$

In it (Ramadan), the Quran was revealed as a guidance for people and as evidences/signs. (verse 185 of Sura 2): $1224$ (or $1223$) (equivalent to $224$)

The number of years and the Hisab (Calculation). Allah has not created (verse 5 of Sura 10): $1224$

Akhir (End) of Shaban: $801$ (or $802$) + $423 = 1224$ (or $1225$)

The Twelfth of July: $(592 + 570) + 62 = 1162 + 62 = 1224$ (equivalent to $224$)

And that Allah resurrects those in the graves (verse 7 of Sura 22): $(6 + 51 + 66) + (582 + 90 + 90 + 339) = 1101 + 123 = 1224$ (equivalent to $224$)

Hadd (Destruction) of Barrier of Zi Al-Qarnain: $(9 + 64) + (710 + 441) = 73 + 1151 = 1224$ (equivalent to $224$)

The Third Jewish Haikal (Temple): $96 + 66 + 1062$ (or $1061$) $= 1224$ (or $1223$) (equivalent to $224$)

And that Allah resurrects those in the graves (verse 7 of Sura 22): $(6 + 51 + 66) + (582 + 90 + 90 + 339) = 1101 + 123 = 1224$ (equivalent to $224$)

Sperm Amshaj, We test him, then turn him (verse 2 of Sura 76): $1224$ (equivalent to $224$)

Your friend and did not seek selfish desires (verse 2 of Sura 53): $161 + (6 + 41) + 1016 = 161 + 47 + 1016 = 1224$ (equivalent to $224$)

In Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what Laila of the Qadr is. (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 97): $(90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75) + 335 = 889 + 335 = 1224$ (or $224$) (equivalent to $224$) (1224 is the 1023rd Composite Number)

(1456 is the 1224th Composite Number)

Creatures of the Space + Sydney: $(1177 + 913) + 134 = 2090 + 134 = 2224$ (equivalent to $224$) (2224 is the 1892nd Composite Number)
Until when Yajuj (Gog) and Majuj (Magog) have been opened (or unleashed) (verse 96 of Sura 21) + Sydney: \( (418 + 702 + 888) + (23 + 6 + 53) + 134 = (2008 + 82) + 134 = 2090 + 134 = 2224 \) (equivalent to 224)

Khamisa Ishreen (Twenty Five) + Zi Qada: \( (705 + 630) + (710 + 179) = 1335 + 889 = 2224 \)

they perform Omra (visit with prescribed Islamic rituals) of Mosques of Allah, bearing witness upon themselves regarding their disbelief. These ones, their deeds are damned (verse 17 of Sura 9): 327 + \( [108 (or 107) + 66 + 370 (or 369) + 110 + 236 + 333] + [(68 (or 67) + 419 + 187 (or 186)] = 327 + 1223 (or 1221) + 674 (672 or 673) = 2224 \) (2220 or 2223)

They shall ruin your faces and enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Like the Salibiyoon (Crusaders) entered it the first time: \( (107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138) + (61 + 639 + 229 + 37 + 245) = 1013 (or 1012) + 1211 = 2224 \) (or 2223)

Henri Joseph Eugene Gouraud + Maqbara (tomb or grave) of Salah Eddin: \( (265 + 106 + 70) + 1212 + 347 + [129 (or 128) + 95] = (441 + 1212) + 347 + 224 (or 223) = (1653 + 347) + 224 (or 223) = 2000 + 224 (or 223) = 2224 \) (or 2223)

[General Henri Gouraud was Representative of the French Government in the Middle East, in charge of enforcement of Sykes-Picot Agreement. After the victory of the French forces in Battle of Maysalun and conquering Damascus, General Gouraud reportedly went to the tomb of Salah Eddin Al-Ayyubi (who defeated the Crusaders and liberated Jerusalem in 1187 AD), adjacent to the Umawi Mosque in Damascus, kicked it, and said: “Wake up Salah Eddin. We have returned. My presence here consecrates victory of the Cross over the Crescent.”]

Khitab (Speech or Address) of Ralph Waldo Emerson + Harvard School of Divinity: \( 612 + (311 + 47 + 367) + (309 + 490 + 88) = 612 + (725 + 887) = 612 + 1612 = 2224 \) (On July 15, 1838, American thinker, Ralph Waldo Emerson, delivered his famous speech at Harvard’s School of Divinity graduation, discounting Biblical miracles and declaring Jesus a great man, but not God. The Protestant community reacted with outrage.)

When Joseph said to his father: O My Father, I saw eleven planets, and the Sun and the Moon, I saw them prostrating for me (verse 4 of Sura 12): \( 4224 \) (or 4223) (equivalent to 224) \( 4224 \) is the 3645\(^{th}\) Composite Number)

Lake: \( 225 \) (225 is the 176\(^{th}\) Composite Number) (287 is the 225\(^{th}\) Composite Number) (1427 is the 225\(^{th}\) Prime Number)
Crab (associated with Cancer zodiac sign): 225

Province: 225

Airplane (or Flying): 225

Masjid (Mosque) of Bani Umayya: 107 + 62 + 56 = 225

Hadd (Destruction) of Europe: 9 + 216 = 225

Day of Nihaya (End) of Time: 56 + [71 + 98 (or 97)] = 56 + 169 (or 168) = 225 (or 224)

Ihya (Resurrection or Revival) of Kingdom of the Dajjal (Anti-Christ): 21 + (135 + 69) = 21 + 204 = 225

Statue of Liberty: 971 + 254 = 1225 (equivalent to 225)

Eighteenth + Jullya (July – Algeria & Tunis): (591 + 570) + 64 = 1161 + 64 = 1225

William Arthur Philip Louis: 86 + 901 (or 902) + 132 + 106 = 1225 (or 1226)

The Muttaqeen (God-fearing people) are in paradises (verse 54 of Sura 54): 51 + (631 + 90) + 453 (or 454) = 51 + 721 + 453 (or 454) = 1225 (or 1226)

Istiada (Getting back) of the Aqsa Mosque from the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 541 + (138 + 223) + (90 + 233) = (541 + 361) + 323 = 902 + 323 = 1225 (1225 is the 1024th Composite Number)

(1457 is the 1225th Composite Number)

Aam (Year) 2019 Miladi (based on Birth of Christ): (111 + 2019) + 95 = 2130 + 95 = 2225

The day the Trumpet is blown (or sounded) and gather the criminals (guilty or evil-doers) on that day they are turn blueish (out of fear/horror) (verse 102 of Sura 20): 3225 (equivalent to 225) (3225 is the 2768th Composite Number)
Muslimoon (Muslims): 226 (= 2 x 113) (226 is the 177th Composite Number) (288 is the 226th Composite Number) (1429 is the 226th Prime Number)

صلاة صبح Prayer of Subh (Morning): 126 (or 131) + 100 = 226 (or 231)

The Umawi Mosque: 138 + 88 = 226 [The mosque is located in Damascus. The site of the mosque used to be the site of a temple of the Aramaic Canaanites for their god of thunderstorms and rain. When the Romans conquered Damascus in 64 AD, they transformed the temple into a temple for their own god of thunder, Jupiter, and was intended to serve as a response to the Jewish Temple of Jerusalem. In 391 AD, it was converted into Christian church, later on came to be known as Basilica of John the Baptist. It served as the seat of the Bishop of Damascus, who ranked second within the Patriarchate of Antioch after the patriarch himself. Damascus was besieged and captured by Muslim Arab forces led by Khalid ibn Al-Walid in 634 AD. Yazid son of Muawiya displayed the severed head of Al-Hussein (Prophet Mohammad’s (p) grandson) in his court on the site where the Umawi Mosque was later constructed by Caliph Al-Walid. The construction of the Umawi Mosque started by the commissioned by the Umawi Caliph Al-Walid in 705 AD (86 Hijri). Ibn Al-Faqih narrated that during the construction of the mosque, workers found a cave-chapel which had a box containing the severed head of Prophet Yahya son of Zakaria (John the Baptist). Caliph Al-Walid ordered that the head be buried under a specific pillar in the mosque which has been transformed into a shrine that still exists today. Salah Eddeen Al-Ayyubi was buried adjacent to the mosque and his tomb today is a shrine. The Mongols, under the leadership of Kitbuqa, in alliance with Crusader forces, captured Damascus from the Ayyubis in 1260 AD. A leader of the Crusaders in the invasion, Bohemond VI of Antioch, ordered Catholic Mass to be performed in the Umawi Mosque; however, the Muslim Mamluks, led by Sultan Qutuz and Baibars (military leader), took control the city later in the same year. The mosque was burned down several times, including: (a) in 1069 AD (461 Hijri) as a result of an uprising by the city's residents against the Fatimiyeen’s barbar army who garrisoned there, (b) in 1339 AD, (c) by Timur Lank who burned the whole city of Damascus on March 17, 1401 AD, (d) on October 13, 1479 (Rajab 26 - 27, 884 Hijri), (e) in 1893 AD (1311 Hijri). On May 6, 2001, Pope John Paul II visited the mosque, primarily to visit the relics of John the Baptist, becoming the first pope to visit a mosque.]

Tiberias (also known as Sea of Galilee): 226

الف سنة One Thousand years (verse 5 of Sura 32): 111 + 115 = 226

اليوم الحق The Day of the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) (verse 39 of Sura 78): 87 + 139 = 226

بداية مملكة النجال Bidaya (Beginning) of Kingdom of the Dajjal (Anti-Christ): 22 + (135 + 69) = 226

مفعول Mafoula (fulfilled) (verse 108 of Sura 17): 226 (or 227) (This is the 49th word after “Promise of the End Times” in verse 104 of Sura 17. In addition, it is the 49th word from the end of Sura 17)
Zilzal (Earthquake or Shaking Event) + Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment) (verse 4 of Sura 1): $75 + (56 + 95) = 75 + 151 = 226$

Night (or Eve) of + Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment) (verse 4 of Sura 1): $75 + (56 + 95) = 75 + 151 = 226$

You know (verse 2 of Sura 86): 226

Ubaid Allah son of Ziad: $86 + 66 + 52 (or 53) + 22 = 226 (or 227)$
[Governor of Iraq who was involved in the killing of Al-Hussein, grandson of Prophet Mohammad (p)]

The Jinn (invisible creatures/spirits that may enter/possess bodies of humans) + The Inss (Humankind or humans): $84 + 142 = 226$

They worship the Jinn (invisible creatures) (verse 41 of Sura 34): $142 + 84 = 226$

Kingdom of Dajjal of Jinn (invisible creatures): $135 + (38 + 53) = 135 + 91 = 226$

Sydney of the South: $134 + 92 = 226$

Sydney of the Jaheem (Hell): $134 + 92 = 226$

The Dajjal Gog + The Pope John Paul: $(69 + 23) + (37 + 59 + 38) = 92 + 134 = 226$

Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Awar (Defective-Eyed): $[80 + 838 (or 837)] + 308 = 918 (or 917) + 308 = 1226 (or 1225)$

Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Messiah, son of Joseph: $[80 + 838 (or 837)] + (149 + 53 + 106) = 918 (or 917) + 308 = 1226 (or 1225)$

Madina (City/State) of Awar (Defective-Eyed), Maseekh (False Messiah) son of David: $109 + 308 + 741 + 15 + 53 = 1226$

The Dajjal, Gog, the Maseekh (False Messiah), the Awar + The Jan (demons): $(69 + 23 + 741 + 308) + 85 = 1141 + 85 = 1226$

The Muttaqeen (God-fearing people) are in paradises (verse 54 of Sura 54): $51 + (631 + 90) + 454 (or 453) = 51 + 721 + 454 (or 453) = 1226 (or 1225)$

The Mahdi Ista‘ada (has recaptured) the Aqsa Mosque + Palestine: $536 + 90 + (138 + 223) + 239 = 536 + 90 + 361 + 239 = 1226$
Thamin wa Ishreen (Twenty Eighth) : 590 (or 591) + 6 + 630 = **1226 (or 1227)**

Sent to the illiterates a Messenger from them. (verse 2 of Sura 62):

\[
(572 + 90 + 132 + 297 (or 296)) + 135 = 1091 (or 1090) + 135 = **1226 (or 1225)**
\]

Blessed its surroundings, to show him (some) of our Ayat (Signs), He (verse 1 of Sura 17): (273 + 49 + 295 + 90) + 463 (or 462) + 56 = **707 + 463 (or 462) + 56 = 1226 (or 1225)**

Your Lord is the Knowledgeable Creator (verse 86 of Sura 15): 51 + 222 + 11 + 761 + 181 = **1226**

Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17) + When is Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, Beginning of End Times): (5 + 80 + 837) + [62 + 56 + 186 (or 187)] = 922 + 304 (or 305) = **1226 (or 1227)**

Day of Tanjees (Desecration) of the Bayt Al-Maqdis (House of Holiness): 56 + [523 + (412 + 235)] = 56 + (523 + 647) = 56 + 1170 = **1226 (1226 is the 1025th Composite Number)**

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) of Apollo 11: 56 + [22 + 93 + (45 + 11)] = 56 + 22 + (93 + 56) = 56 + (22 + 149) = 56 + 171 = **227**

You who have believed: when the prayer of Day of the Juma (Friday, Congregation, or Gathering) is called for, strive to the remembrance of Allah and leave off the selling (or business). That is (verse 9 of Sura 62): (17 + 791 + 99 + 702 + 70 + 191 + 90) + 56 + 149 + (218 + 41 + 920 + 66 + 6 + 907 + 113 + 790) = 1960 + 56 + 149 + 3061 = **5226**

Nihaya (End) of the life + The Dunya (World before the End Times)
(verse 98 of Sura 10) (verse 38 of Sura 79): 71 + (60 + 96) = 71 + 156 = **227 (227 is the 49th Prime Number)**

(289 is the 227th Composite Number) (1433 is the 227th Prime Number )

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) of Apollo 11: 56 + 22 + 93 + (45 + 11) = 56 + 22 + (93 + 56) = 56 + (22 + 149) = 56 + 171 = **227**
Then, He inspired to his servant (verse 10 of Sura 53): $105 + 41 + 81 = 227$

Allah has blessed (verse 58 of Sura 19): $161 + 66 = 227$

The Curse till (verse 35 of Sura 15): $186 + 41 = 227$

The Maloun (Cursed): 227

Ikrah (Compulsion) (verse 256 of Sura 2): 227

Religion of the Islam: $64 + 163$ (or 162) = 227 (or 226)

Mafoula (fulfilled) (verse 108 of Sura 17): 227 (or 226) (This is the 49th word after “Promise of the End Times” in verse 104 of Sura 17. In addition, it is the 49th word from the end of Sura 17)

before him (verse 107 of Sura 17): $90 + 137 = 227$

The Dajjal (Deceiver) son of Joseph: $69 + 52$ (or 53) + 106 = 227 (or 228)

Ubiad Allah son of Ziad: $86 + 66 + 53$ (or 52) + 22 = 227 (or 226)

[ Governor of Iraq who was involved in the killing of Al-Hussein, grandson of Prophet Mohammad (p) ]

Wafat (Death) of Fatima: $92 + 135 = 227$

Jan (John) Paul + Kingdom: $(54 + 38) + 135 = 92 + 135 = 227$

Kingdom of Dajjal of Jann (Jinn- invisible creatures): $135 + (38 + 54) = 135 + 92 = 227$

Kingdom of the South: $135 + 92 = 227$

Kingdom of the Jaheem (Hell-Fire): $135 + 92 = 227$

Madina (City/State) of English People: $109 + 118 = 227$

Sahioniyoon (Zionists): $90 + 5 + 10 + 6 + 50 + 10 + 6 + 50 = 227$

Masoniyeen (Free Masons): 227

Al-Mumineen (The Believers): 227

Isfahan: 227 (or 226)

Madina (City/ State) of Maseekh (False Messiah) Al-Awar (Deformed
Eyed) Dajjal (False Messiah): 109 + 1118 = \(\textbf{1227}\)

Partitioning of Island of Cyprus: \(610 + (225 + 392) = 610 + 617 = \textbf{1227}\)

You, we worship, and from you we seek support. Guide us to the path (verses 5 - 6 of Sura 1): \(\textbf{1227 (or 1228)}\)

لأي يوم أجلت ليوم الفصل وما أدريك ما يوم To which day it has been postponed. To Day of the Fasl (Separation or Judgment). And how would you know what the day is (verses 12 - 14 of Sura 77): \(\textbf{1227}\)

إلى يوم الوقت المعلوم قال رب تايل Till the Day of the Known Time. He said: “My Lord by what (verse 38-39 of Sura 15): \(\textbf{1227}\)

كل شيء فصلناه تفصيلا Every thing we have explained in detail (verse 12 of Sura 17): \(\textbf{1227 (or 1228)}\)

علىها تسعه عشر و (116 + 1105) + 6 = \(\textbf{1227}\)

لكل هؤله لجمه الدي جمع مال وا to every slanderer, back-biter. The one who, has accumulated money (or wealth) and (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 104): \(110 + 57 + 82 + 740 + 113 + 72 + 6 = 1221 + 6 = 1227\)

Thamin wa Ishreen (Twenty Eighth): \(591 (or 590) + 6 + 630 = \textbf{1227 (or 1226)}\)

تسعه عشرين + يوليو Tisa Ishreen (Twenty Nine) + Yulyu (July): \((535 + 630) + 62 = 1165 + 62 = \textbf{1227}\)

العشرين + شهر يولييه The Twentieth + Month of Yulya (July): \(661 + (505 + 61) = 661 + 566 = \textbf{1227}\)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Akhir (End) of the Cancer: \(75 + 801 (or 802) + 351 (or 350) = 75 + 1152 (1151 or 1153) = \textbf{1227 (1226 or 1228)}\)

حرق بسيليكا قديس بيتر Harq (Burning) of Basilica of Saint Peter: \(308 + [133 (or 134) + (174 + 612)] = 308 + [133 (or 134) + 786] = 308 + 919 (or 920) = \textbf{1227 (or 1228)}\)

وزاعية المقدس Day of Tadnees (Desecration) of the Bayt Al-Maqdis (House of Holiness): \(56 + 524 + (412 + 235) = 56 + (524 + 647) = 56 + 1171 = \textbf{1227}\)

بالحق + بدايه الأخرى + نهاية الحيوه الدنيا In the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) (verse 105 of Sura 17) + Bidaya (Beginning) of the End Times + Nihaya (End) of the life of the Dunya (World before the End Times): \(141 + [22 + 837 (or 838)] + (71 + 60 + 96) = 141 + 859 (or 860) + 227 = 1000 + 227 = \textbf{1227 (or 1228)}\) (equivalent to \(227\))

بكم لفيفا و بالحق أنزله و بالحق نزل وما أرسلنا إلا you Lafifa (scrolls or as mixed crowd) and in the
Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), we have descended it/ him and in the Haq, it/he has descended. And have not sent you, except as (verses 104 – 105 of Sura 17):

\[1227 \text{ (or} 1228) = 3 \times 409 \] (1227 is the 1026\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) (1460 is the 1227\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number)

Timur, the Araj (Lame) + Majzara (Massacre) of Baghdad: (656 + 305) + (255 + 1011) = \(961 + 1266 = 2227\) (equivalent to 227) (2227 is the 1895\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number)

The Dajjal (Deceiver) son of Joseph: 69 + 53 (or 52) + 106 = \(228\) (or 227) (228 is the 178\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) (290 is the 228\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) (1439 is the 228\textsuperscript{th} Prime Number)

Paradise of Bliss (verse 38 of Sura 70): \(58 + 170 = 228\)

which of the two parties is a more accurate counter (verse 12 of Sura 18): \(11 + 108 + 109 = 228\)

Day of Nihaya (End) of Dawla (State) of the Jews: \(56 + 71 + (45 + 56) = 56 + (71 + 101) = 56 + 172 = 228\)

The Daabba (that marks people as believers or unbelievers) + End of State of the Dajjal (Deceiver or Anti-Christ): \(43 + (71 + 45 + 69) = 43 + 185 = 228\)

Awda (Return) of Hayat (life) of Pope YoHanna (John) Paul:
\[(85 + 24) + [6 + (75 + 38)] = 109 + (6 + 113) = 109 + 119 = 228\]

Dajjal (Anti-Christ) of the Jews + The Pope John Paul: \(38 + 56 + (37 + 59 + 38) = 94 + 134 = 228\)

Dajjal (Anti-Christ) of the Jews + State of the Jinna (Jinn – invisible creatures): \((38 + 56) + (45 + 89) = 94 + 134 = 228\)

Dajjal (Anti-Christ) of the Jews + London: \((38 + 56) + 134 = 94 + 134 = 228\)

Dajjal (Anti-Christ) of the Jews + Madina (City/ State) of Jews: \((38 + 56) + (109 + 25) = 94 + 134 = 228\)

The Hadda (Incident of Destruction) in Countries/Lands of Jews: \(45 + 90 + 37 + 56 = 228\)

Country of the Sahayina (Zionists): \(36 + 192 = 228\)

From the Masjid (Mosque) (verse 1 of Sura 17): \(90 + 138 = 228\)
The Papal Basilica of the Saint Peter + Vatican: (133 + 205 + 271 + 57) + 562 = 666 + 562 = **1228**

Harq (Burning) of Basilica of Saint Peter: 308 + [134 (or 133) + (174 + 612)] = 308 + [134 (or 133) + 786] = 308 + 920 (or 919) = **1228 (or 1227)**

Day of Zafaf (Wedding) of Charles + Diana: 56 + (168 + 938 + 66) = 56 + 1172 = **1228**  

On Wednesday, July 29, 1981 Gregorian (July 16, 1981 Julian) (Ramadan 26 (or 27), 1401 Hijri) (Tammuz 27, 5741 Jewish Calendar) (2444,814.5th Julian Day), a worldwide television audience of over 700 million people watched the wedding of Charles, Prince of Wales, and Lady Diana Spencer at Saint Paul’s Cathedral in London.

Dajjal (Anti-Christ) of the Jews + Dabba (Animal) from the Earth/Land (verse 82 of Sura 27): (38 + 56) + (12 + 90 + 1032) = 94 + 1134 = **1228**  (equivalent to 228)

Awda (Return) of the American President George Bush: 85 + (311 + 312) + (212 + 308) = 85 + (623 + 520) = 85 + 1143 = **1228** (= 2 x 2 x 307)  (1228 is the **1027th** Composite Number)

Day of Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The American President, the Awar + The Jann (demons): (56 + 156) + (311 + 312) + 308 = 212 + 623 + 308 + 85 = **1228**

Day of Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The American President, the Messiah son of Joseph + The Jann (demons): (56 + 156) + (311 + 312) + [149 + 53 (or 52) + 106] + 85 = 212 + 623 + 308 (or 307) + 85 = **1228 (or 1227)**

Every thing we have explained in detail (verse 12 of Sura 17): **1228 (or 1227)**

You, we worship, and from you we seek support. Guide us to the path (verses 5 - 6 of Sura 1): **1228 (or 1227)**

In the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) (verse 105 of Sura 17) + Bidaya (Beginning) of the End Times + Nihaya (End) of the life of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 141 + [22 + 838 (or 837)] + (71 + 60 + 96) = [141 + 860 (or 859)] + 227 = 1001 (or 1000) + 227 = **1228 (or 1227)**  (equivalent to 228)

Day of the Qadar/Qadr (Destiny) + The End Times : (56 + 335) + 837 (or 838) = 391 + 837 (or 838) = **1228 (or 1229)**
Day of Maraka (Battle) of the End Times: $56 + [335 + 837 (or 838)] = 56 + 1172 (or 1173) = \textbf{1228 (or 1229)}$

Seals of the Qiyama (Upheaval): $1042 + 186 (or 187) = \textbf{1228 (or 1229)}$

Day of Ba'th (Resurrection) of Muttaqeen (pious or God-fearing individuals): $56 + (572 + 600) = 56 + 1172 = \textbf{1228}$

Astronaut of Apollo 11 + Armstrong: $215 + 45 + 11 + 1957 (or 1958) = \textbf{2228 (or 2229)}$

your Lord to Aad, Iram, the one which has the pillars, which (verse 6 - 8 of Sura 89): $\textbf{2228} (= 2 \times 2 \times 557) \ (2228 \text{ is the } \textbf{1896^{th}} \text{ Composite Number})$

Day of Punishment: $56 + 173 = \textbf{229}$

It is I who is Allah (God) (verse 14 of Sura 20): $111 + 52 + 66 = \textbf{229}$

A door from the Heaven (verse 14 of Sura 15): $6 + 90 + 133 = \textbf{229}$

The Sahib (Master) of the Time (a title of the Mahdi): $101 + 128 (or 129) = \textbf{229 (or 230)}$

The Hujja (Evidence) (title of the Mahdi) + The Qa’im (Riser or Resurrected) (a title of the Mahdi): $47 + 182 = \textbf{229}$

The Aya (Miraculous Sign) + The Qa’im (a title of the Mahdi): $47 + 182 = \textbf{229}$

The Hour, when (verse 42 of 79): $167 + 62 = \textbf{229}$

Prophet of the Hour: $62 + 167 = \textbf{229}$

President of Israel, Shimon Peres: \textbf{229}

[Verse 6-8 of Sura 89]: $2228 \text{ (equals } \textbf{229})$

[Verse 14 of Sura 15]: $229 \text{ (equals } \textbf{229})$

[Verse 14 of Sura 20]: $229 \text{ (equals } \textbf{229})$

[Verse 42 of 79]: $229 \text{ (equals } \textbf{229})$
The Islamiyoon (Islamists): 229

flies (to move from location to another by air): 229

The Heaven and the Mahdi: 133 + 6 + 90 = 229

The Mahdi + The Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date): 90 + 139 = 229

John (refers to Pope John Paul) + The Planets + The Mahdi: 59 + 80 + 90 = 229

Germany + Holland: 133 + 96 = 229

Lands of the Sahayina (Zionists): 37 + 192 = 229 (or 228)

Promise to the English People: 80 + 149 = 229

Day of YoHanna (John) Paulus (Paul): 56 + (75 + 98) = 56 + 173 = 229

The outer (or apparent) + The inner (or hidden) (verse 3 of Sura 57): 1136 (or 1137) + 93 = 1229 (or 1230) (1229 is the 201st Prime Number)

Seals of the Qiyama (Upheaval): 1042 + 187 (or 186) = 1229 (or 1228)

Book of this Dunya (World before End Times): 423 + (710 + 96) = (423 + 806) = 1229

This is part of the Lyrics of Um Kulthum’s song which hints to the Mahdi.

Book of Ahkira (End Times): 423 (or 422) + 806 (or 807) = 1229 (1228 or 1230)

Al-Tasi wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Ninth): 562 + 6 + 661 = 1229

Tasi wa Ishreen (Twenty Ninth) + Yulyu (July): (531 + 6 + 630) + 62 = 1167 + 62 = 1229

When will its docking be? while you are part of its remembrance (or mention). To your Lord (verse 42 - 45 of Sura 79): 2229 (equivalent to 229)
From them, but they claimed he was a liar (or rejected him), so the torment got them as they (verse 113 of Sura 6): 3229 (3229 is the 457th Prime Number) 3752 (the 3229th Composite Number)

So, be patient regarding what they say and glorify by praising your Lord before Rise of the Sun and before the Setting and from (verse 39 – 40 of Sura 50): (373 + 110 + 41 + 202 + 6 + 70 + 54 + 222 + 132) + (115 + 431 + 6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90) = 1210 + 2019 = 3229

The day on which the Crusaders conquered Jerusalem was Shaban 23 which is the 229th (or 230th) day of a Hijri year.

The Crusaders re-gained control of Jerusalem through a treaty with the Ayubi Sultan, Al-Kamil. Holy Roman Emperor Frederick II entered Jerusalem on March 17, 1229 AD (Rabi Thani 19, 626 Hijri), but control over Al-Aqsa Mosque was retained by the Muslims.
Promise to the Pope YoHanna (John) Paul: $80 + (37 + 75 + 38) = 80 + 150 = 230$

We have resurrected (verse 11 of Sura 50) + The Pope YoHanna (John) Paul: $80 + (37 + 75 + 38) = 80 + 150 = 230$

Mawlid (Birth) of the Pope YoHanna (John) Paul: $80 + (37 + 75 + 38) = 80 + 150 = 230$ (Pope John Paul II was born on May 18, 1920)

Ayar (May) + 18: $212 + 18 = 230$ (This refers to May 18)

Iraq's Ijtiyah (Invasion) of Kuwait: $423 + (371 + 436) = 423 + 807 = 1230$

Book of Akhira (End Times): $423 + 807 = 1230$ (1228 or 1229)

Rashad Khalifa: $505 + 725 = 1230$  [Dr. Rashad Khalifa was born on November 19, 1935 (Shaban 23, 1354 Hijri) in Egypt, but obtained his Master’s degree and Ph.D. in BioChemistry from the U.S. and lived afterwards in the U.S. He did extensive research on the mathematical structure of the Quran. He advocated a hypothesis that everything in the Quran is structured around the number 19. Because the number of verses of the Quran did not fit his hypothesis, he claimed that the last 2 verses of Sura 9 are not authentic verses and should be excluded from the Quran. He later claimed to be a Messenger of Allah. Such controversial findings and claims were rejected by many Muslim scholars. He was stabbed to death in Arizona on January 31, 1990. Nineteen years after the murder, on April 28, 2009, the police in Calgary, Canada arrested Glen Francis, a 52-year-old citizen of Trinidad and Tobago, on suspicion of killing Rashad Khalifa. On December 19, 2012, the jury of his trial in the U.S., after a three-hour deliberation, found Glen Francis guilty of first-degree murder. Today, there is still a group called Submitters (which is a translation of the word “Muslims”) who follow his teachings. ]

Reshma Bano Qureshi: $551 + 59 + 620 = 1230$  [Reshma Bano Qureshi, a Muslim girl, when she was 17 years old, went from Mumbai (Bombay), India (where she lives with parents) to the northern Indian city of AllahAbad (City of Allah. It is also a holy city for Hindus) to appear for an examination. Her sister was living in AllahAbad and had left her husband after being subjected to abuse and torture and taken her son with her, away from her husband. This made her sister’s husband so angry that he planned to punish his wife by spilling acid onto her face. On May 19, 2014 (Rajab 19, 1435 Hijri) (Iyar 19, 5774 Jewish), while Reshma was with her sister on the way to the exam center, her sister’s husband with 2 other men attacked her sister. While her sister’s husband was about to spill sulphuric acid onto her sister, Reshma jumped to defend her sister without noticing that he was carrying a bottle of acid, the acid was spilled by mistake into the face of Reshma, instead of her sister’s face. The two girls were left to suffer in agony on roadside for several hours after nobody called an ambulance. When they finally managed to get somebody to call their parents, they were taken to a police station and then a hospital. This incident caused Reshma severe facial burns, disfiguring Reshma’s face, particularly her left eye. Reshma lost sight in her left eye permanently. So, since that incident, Reshma has become an Awar (a person with a defective eye). Prophet Mohammad
(p) said that **Dajjal is an Awar**. She is one of tens of girls in India who suffer from an acid attack annually, but her campaign to bring attention the plight of such victims of acid attacks was successful in catching the attention of the media Worldwide.

أصحاب النار إلا منك و ما جعلنا عدتهم People of the Fire except as Angels and we have not made their Idda (number or period) (verse 31 of Sura 74): \[101 + 282 + 32 + 95 (96 or 97) + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 = 1230 (1231 or 1232)\]

 حياته وعد الآخرة + الأعور Promise of the End Times comes (verse 104 of Sura 14) + The Awar (who has a defect): \[[5 + 80 + 837 (or 838)] + 308 = 922 (or 923) + 308 = 1230 (or 1231)\]

العائد + المسجد الحرام The A’iz (Refugee) + Al-Haram Mosque: \[812 + 138 + 280 (or 279) = 1230 (or 1229)\] (equivalent to 230) (1230 is the 1028th Composite Number) (1463 is the 1230th Composite Number) (According to some Hadiths, the Mahdi will take refuge in Al-Haram Mosque in Mecca)

الجانب الغربي + الحرم الشريف The Western Side + Al-Haram Al-Shareef (the Noble Sanctuary): \[(87 + 1243) + (279 + 621) = 1330 + 900 = 2230 \text{ (equivalent to 230)}\]

الخمسه + جمادي الأولى + 1389 Five + Jumada Al-Ula + 1389 : \[705 + (58 + 78) + 1389 = (705 + 136) + 1389 = 841 + 1389 = 2230 \text{ (Apollo 11 landing on the Moon happened on July 20, 1969 which was the 5th of Jumada Al-Ula, 1389 Hijri )}\]

نزول القرآن من اللوح المحفوظ + بيت العزة Nuzul (Coming down) of the Quran from the Preserved Board + Bayt of the Izza : \[(93 + 382 (or 383) + 90 + 75 + 1065) + (412 + 113) = 1705 (or 1706) + 525 = 2230 \text{ (or 2231) (2230 is the 1898th Composite Number)}\]

والمسجد الحرام واخرج أهلمه منه أكبر عند الله والفتنه أكبر من القتل And the Haram (Sacred) Mosque and expelling its people out of it is greater (evil) in Allah’s view and the Fitna (inciting or encouraging trouble or strife) is greater (evil) than killing. (verse 217 of Sura 2): \[3230 \text{ (= 323 x 10) (equivalent to 230)}\]

The day on which the Crusaders conquered Jerusalem was **Shaban 23** which is the 230th (or 229th) day of a Hijri year.

♦ ليلة قيامه Lailat (Night or Eve) of Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): \[75 + 156 = 231 \text{ (231 is the 180th Composite Number)} \] \[294 \text{ is the 231st Composite Number} \] \[1453 \text{ is the 231st Prime Number} \] \[5231 \text{ is the 695th Prime Number} \]

نعمة الله Nima (Blessings) of Allah (verse 18 of Sura 16): \[165 + 66 = 231 \]

صلاة صبح Prayer of Subh (Morning): \[131 (or 126) + 100 = 231 \text{ (or 226)}\]

الفصل The Separation (verse 14 of Sura 77): \[231 \]
the Inviter invites to (verse 6 of Sura 54): \( (84 + 106) + 41 = 190 + 41 = 231 \)

Alef Lam Ra (one of the mysterious Opening Words/Letters of 29 Suras in the Quran) (verse 1 of Sura 10): \( 231 \)

The Fatimiyen (Fatimites – who established a major state in the Middle East, but lost control of Jerusalem to the Crusaders): \( 231 \) (or \( 230 \))

Rajab 26 : \( 205 + 26 = 231 \) (Israa and Miraj, miraculous heavenly journey, is on the Rajab 26 - 27)

The Londoniyoon (Londoners): \( 231 \)

The Sydneyoen (Sydneyites): \( 231 \)

Sahioniyeen (Zionists): \( 231 \)

The Brain: \( 231 \)

The Psychological: \( 231 \)

Allah, the eternal (verse 2 of Sura 112): \( 66 + 165 = 231 \)

the Alameen (World) (verse 2 of Sura 1): \( 231 \) (or \( 232 \))

The Alaq : \( 231 \)

The Mahdi + In the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) (verse 105 of Sura 17): \( 90 + 141 = 231 \)

The Covenant + The King: \( 110 + 121 = 231 \)

Ayar (May) + 19 : \( 212 + 19 = 231 \) (This refers to May 19)

Sivan 30 : \( 201 + 30 = 231 \) (Prince William was born Sivan 30, 5742 Jewish Calendar which is June 21, 1982)

City/State of Dajjal of the Jann (Jinn – invisible creatures): \( 109 + (38 + 84) = 109 + 122 = 231 \)

Awda (Return) of life of the Dajjal + Magog: \( (85 + 24) + (69 + 53) = 109 + 122 = 231 \)

Awda (Return) of life of Dajjal + The Jinn (demons): \( (85 + 24) + (38 + 84) = 109 + 122 = 231 \)
People of Al-Quds (Jerusalem): $36 + 195 = 231$

And after the prostration and listen the day the caller calls from (verses 40 - 41 of Sura 50): $1231$ (or $1232$) ($1231$ is the $202^{nd}$ Prime Number) ($1464$ is the $1231^{st}$ Composite Number)

People of the Fire except as Angels and we have not made their Idda (number or period) (verse 31 of Sura 74): $101 + 282 + 32 + 96 (95 or 97) + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 = 1231$ (or $1232$)

The Muttaqeen (God-fearing people) are in paradises and (verse 54 of Sura 54): $51 + (631 + 90) + 453 (or 454) + 6 = 51 + 721 + 453 (or 454) + 6 = 1231$ (or $1232$)

Nazeer (Warner) of Amreek (Americans): $960 + 271 = 1231$

Awar Maseekh (False Messiah) Son of David: $109 + 308 + 741 + 73 (or 74) = 1231$ (or $1232$)

Awda (Return) of life of the Maseekh (False Messiah) son of David, the Awar (who has a defect): $(85 + 24) + (741 + 52 + 21) + 308 = (109 + 814) + 308 = 923 + 308 = 1231$

Promise of the End Times comes (verse 104 of Sura 14) + The Awar (who has a defect): $[5 + 80 + 838 (or 837)] + 308 = 923$ (or $922) + 308 = 1231$ (or $1230$)

Until when Yajuj (Gog) and Magog have been opened (unleashed) and they from (verse 96 of Sura 21): $(418 + 702) + (888 + 23 + 6) + 53 + (6 + 45) + 90 = 1120 + 917 + 53 + 51 + 90 = 2231$ ($2231$ is the $1899^{th}$ Composite Number) ($2611$ is the $2231^{st}$ Composite Number)

Nuzul (Coming down) of the Quran from the Preserved Board + Bayt of the Izza : $93 + 383$ (or $382) + 90 + 75 + 1065) + (412 + 113) = 1706$ (or $1705) + 525 = 2231$ (or $2230$)

And listen the Day the caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq (verse 40 – 42 of Sura 50): $(6 + 207) + (104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141) = 213 + 2018 = 2231$

That has the pillars, which has never been created like it among the Bilad (countries or cities) (verses 7 - 8 of Sura 89): $3231$ (or $3232$) (equivalent to $231$)
Astronaut of the Space + Apollo 11 + Armstrong: 215 + 913 + 45 + 11 + 90 + 1957 (or 1958) = 3231 (or 3232) (3231 is the 2773rd Composite Number)

Rise of the Sun and before the Setting and of the night, praise him and after the prostration. And listen to the Day the caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear (verse 39 – 42 of Sura 50): (115 + 431 + 6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90) + [101 + 155 + 6 + 207 (or 208) + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 136 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236] = 2019 + 2212 (or 2213) = 4231 (or 4232)

So, he wanted to provoke them out of the Land, so we drowned him and the ones with him, all of them. And we said, from after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (from diverse back grounds). And in the Haq we descended it (or him) and in the Haq (verse 103 – 105 of Sura 17): (286 + 51 + 602 + 90 + 1032 + 1436 + 6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6 + 181) + (90 + 81 + 92 + 311 + 138 + 130 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141) = 4019 + 4212 = 8231

They ask you about the Hour: When will its docking be? Say: The knowledge of it is with my Lord. Shall not reveal its timing except him. It has become heavy in the Heavens and the Earth. It shall not come to you except Baghta (suddenly). They ask you as if you are privy about it. Say: The knowledge of it is with (verse 187 of Sura 7): (177 + 120 + 167 + 62 + 307 + 130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 212 + 31 + 59 + 542 + 32 + 11) + (1030 + 90 + 537 + 6 + 1032 + 31 + 871 + 32 + 1407 + 176 + 91 + 98 + 126 + 130 + 92 + 146 + 124) = 2212 + 6019 = 8231

They ask you about the Hour: When will its docking be? Say: The knowledge of it is with my Lord. Shall not reveal its timing except him. It has become heavy in the Heavens and the Earth. It shall not come to you except Baghta (suddenly). They ask you as if you are privy about it. Say: The knowledge of it is with (verse 187 of Sura 7): (177 + 120 + 167 + 62 + 307 + 130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 212 + 31 + 59 + 542 + 32 + 11) + (1030 + 90 + 537 + 6 + 1032 + 31 + 871 + 32 + 1407 + 176 + 91 + 98 + 126 + 130 + 92 + 146 + 124) = 2212 + 6019 = 8231

People of the Fire except as Angels and we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (trial or test) for those who have disbelieved. So that those who have been given the Book become certain and those who have believed grow in belief and those who have been given the Book do not become doubtful and the Believers and (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): (116 + 535 + 570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 96 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414) + (453 + 6 + 26 + 791 + 98 + 102 + 6 + 31 + 613 + 791 + 414 + 453 + 6 + 223 + 6) = 6212 + 4019 = 10231
Hadd (Destruction) of Al-Aqsa: $9 + 223 = 232$ (232 is the 181st Composite Number) (295 is the 232nd Composite Number) (1459 is the 232nd Prime Number)

The Big Jami (Mosque) of Bani Umayya: $114 + (62 + 56) + 263 = 114 + 118 = 232$ (It is located in Damascus and it is also known as the Umawi Mosque)

The Sa’a (Hour or Clock) + Mecca: $167 + 65 = 232$

Edmond Allenby (The leader of the British army who captured Jerusalem from the Ottomans and entered Jerusalem on foot, through the Jaffa gate, on December 11, 1917): $109$ (or 115) + 123 = 232 (or 238)

Ayar (May) + 20: 212 + 20 = 232 (This refers to May 20)

Rajab 27: $205 + 27 = 232$ (Israa and Miraj, miraculous heavenly journey, is on the Rajab 26 - 27)

The Alameen (World) (verse 2 of Sura 1): 232 (or 231)

Hadd (Destruction) of State of New South Wales (This is the State in Australia in which Sydney is located): $9 + (52 + 61 + 53 + 57) = 9 + 223 = 232$

Hadd (Destruction) of Masoniyoon (Free Masons): $9 + 223 = 232$

Day of Aya (Miraculous Sign) of Inha (Ending) of Dawla (State) of the Jews: $56 + 17 + 58 + 45 + 56 = 232$

Night of Halak (Devastation) of Dawla (State) of the Jews: $75 + 56 + 45 + 56 = 232$

Hadd (Destruction) + The Messiah Son of David (Anti-Christ, not Jesus): $9 + [149 + (53 + 21)] = 9 + (149 + 74) = 9 + 223 = 232$

King + Dajjal (AntiChrist) Son of David: $90 + [69 + 73 (or 74)] = 90 + 142 (or 143) = 232 (or 233)

The Nakba (Disaster) + Sydney: $108 + 124 (or 134) = 232 (or 242)$

Your vision (or apparition) (verse 5 of Sura 12): 232

King of the people (verse 2 of Sura 114): $90 + 142 = 232$

The Inss (Humankind or humans) and the Jinn (invisible creatures/spirits that may enter/possess bodies of humans) (verse 5 of Sura 72): $142 + 6 + 84 = 232$
City/State of Dajjal of the Jann (Jinn – invisible creatures): \( 109 + (38 + 85) = 109 + 123 = 232 \)

The Hazima (Defeat) + London: \( 98 + 134 = 232 \)

Atomic Bombs + London: \( (183 + 915) + 134 = 1098 + 134 = 1232 \)

(\( 1232 \) is the 1029th Composite Number)  \( (14865 \) is the 1232nd Composite Number) (equivalent to 232)

Nazeer (Warner) of America: \( 960 + 272 = 1232 \) (equivalent to 232)

Madina (City/State) of Awar (Defective eyed) Maseekh (False Messiah) son of David: \( 109 + 308 + 741 + 74 = 1232 \)

The Muttaqeen (God-fearing people) are in paradises and (verse 54 of Sura 54): \( 51 + (631 + 90) + 454 (or 453) + 6 = 51 + 721 + 454 (or 453) + 6 = 1232 (or 1231) \)

Month of September + 23: \( (505 + 704) + 23 = 1209 + 23 = 1232 \) (This refers to September 23)

Ring (or Seal) of Solomon: \( 1041 + 191 = 1232 \) (equivalent to 232)

Inhiyar (Collapse) of Mine of Copper and Gold: \( 267 + [133 + (119 + 6 + 707)] = 267 + (133 + 832) = 267 + 965 = 1232 \)

The Ghar (Cave): \( 1232 \) (equivalent to 232)

President of Israel, Shimon Peres, visited Mosque of the Jazzar (Slaughterer) in Akka, Israel, on Tuesday, August 23, 2011 (Ramadan 23, 1432 Hijri) (Av 23, 5771 Jewish Calendar) (2455,796.5th Julian Day)

The Akhira (End Times) (verse 7 of Sura 17) & (verse 104 of Sura 17): \( 1232 (or 1233) \)

The Raj’a (Return) + The Islamic Caliphate: \( 309 + [746 (or 747) + 177 (or 178)] = 309 + 923 (924 or 925) = 1232 (1233 or 1234) \)

People of the Fire except as Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that those who have been given the Book become certain (verse 31 of Sura 74): \( 101 (or 102) + 282 + 32 + 97 \)
Over it Nineteen. And we have not made People of Fire, except as (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): $116 + (930 + 570) + [(6 + 41) + (154 + 101 + 282 + 32)] = 116 + 1500 + (47 + 569) = 116 + (1500 + 616) = 116 + 2116 = 2232$ (2232 is the 1900th Composite Number) $(2612$ is the 2232th Composite Number)

that has the pillars, which has never been created like it among the Bilad (countries or cities) (verses 7 - 8 of Sura 89): $3232$ (or $3231$) (equivalent to 232)

you do well to yourselves and if you do badly, it is to yours. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17): $1013$ (or 1012) + $3219$ (or 3220) = $4232$ ($4232$ is the 3651st Composite Number)

The Nuclear weapon: $130 + 103 = 233$ (233 is the 51st Prime Number) $296$ is the 233rd Composite Number) $1471$ is the 233rd Prime Number)

The Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 233

The Islamiyee n (Islamists): 233

The land side (verse 68 of Sura 17): 233

We inspired Moses (verse 77 of Sura 20): $76 + 41 + 116 = 233$
233 (or 234)

He descends the Angels (verse 2 of Sura 16): $97 + 136$ (or $137) = 233$ (or 234)

Awwal (Beginning) of your fasting: $37 + 196 = 233$

Day of the Tawafan (Flood): $56 + 177 = 233$

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): $56 + [22 + 155$ (or $156)] = 56 + 177$ (or $178) = 233$ (or 234)

Eve of Day of the Nihaya (End): $75 + 56 + 102 = 233$

Night (or Eve) of Day of Hisab (Judgment): $75 + (56 + 102) = 75 + 158 = 233$

Zilzal (EarthQuake or Shaking Event) of Day of the Hisab (Judgment or Punishment): $75 + (56 + 102) = 75 + 158 = 233$

Hazza (Quake) of Valdivia: $17 + 216 = 233$ [On May 22, 1960 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1379 Hijri), the most powerful earthquake (measuring 9.5) ever recorded throughout history in the World happened in Valdivia, Chile.]

The Star + Awda (Return) of life: $124 + (85 + 24) = 124 + 109 = 233$

City of Sydney: $109 + 124 = 233$

The Lord (God): 233

Your Lord HoWa (is) (verse 25 of Sura 32): $222 + 11 = 233$

The West: **1233** (equivalent to 233)

Saiqa (Scream) of the United States: $266 + 967 = 1233$ (equivalent to 233)

Nuclear War of City of Sydney, Australia: $287 + 946 = 1233$ (equivalent to 233)

Nuclear Missiles of City of Islam Abad: $984 + 249 = 1233$ (equivalent to 233)

The Akhira (End Times) (verse 7 of Sura 17) & (verse 104 of Sura 17): **1233** (or 1232)

Laila (Eve or night) of the First + Ramadan: $75 + 68 + 1090$ (or $1091) = 75 + 143 + 1090$ (or $1091) = 1233$ (or 1234)

in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you
know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): 90 + 75 + (335 + 6 + 41 + 235 + 41 + 75 + 335) = 90 + 75 + 1068 = 1233

اﻟﺜﻮر + ﺖﻨﮭﯿاﻟ

The Nihaya (End) + The Thawr (Taurus or Bull/ Ox): 496 (or 497) + 737 = 1233 (or 1234)

اﻹﺳﻠﻤﯿﮫ اﻟﺨﻼﻓﮫ + اﻟﺮﺟﻌﮫ

The Raj’a (Return) + The Islamic Caliphate : 309 + [747 (or 746) + 177 (or 178)] = 309 + 924 (923 or 925) = 1233 (1232 or 1234)

أصحاب النار إلا ملأكم وما جعلنا عدتهم People of the Fire except as Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that those who have been given the Book become certain (verse 31 of Sura 74 ): 102 (or 101) + 282 + 32 + 97 (or 96) + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 = 1233 (or 1232)

و أنتم أنتله While you were humiliated (verse 123 of Sura 3): 1233

اذا فتحنا لك فتحا مبينا We have opened (or conquered) for you an evident conquest (or victory ) (verse 1 of Sura 48): 52 + 539 + 50 + 489 + 103 = 1233 (equivalent to 233) ( = 3 x 3 x 137)
(1233 is the 1030th Composite Number) (1466 is the 1233rd Composite Number)

روحم الرحمن إذا جاء نصر الله والفتح و Rahman, the Raheem. When victory of Allah comes and the Conquest and (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 110): [298 + 298 + 702 + 5 + 340 + 67 (or 66)] + (6 + 519 + 6) = 1702 (or 1701) + 531 = 1233 (or 1232)

الخليفة المهدي الهاشمي The Caliph + The Mahdi, the Hashimi (Mahdi’s family name): 756 + 90 + 387 = 1233 (equivalent to 233)

تسعه و عشرين + يوليو Tisa wa Ishreen (Twenty Nine) + Yulyu (July): (535 + 6 + 630) + 62 = 1171 + 62 = 1233

يوم زفاف تشنول و ديانا Day of Zafaf (Wedding) of Charles and Diana : 56 + [168 + 937 (or 938) + 6 + 66] = 56 + 1177 (or 1178) = 1233 (or 1234) [On Wednesday, July 29, 1981 Gregorian (July 16, 1981 Julian) (Ramadan 26 (or 27), 1401 Hijri) (Tammuz 27, 5741 Jewish Calendar) (2444.814.5th Julian Day), a worldwide television audience of over 700 million people watched the wedding of Charles, Prince of Wales, and Lady Diana Spencer at Saint Paul’s Cathedral in London.]

انتصار الفرنسيين Intisar (Victory) of the Faransiyeen (French): 742 + 491 = 1233

ملكه إنغليز Kingdom of Engleez (English People): 135 + 1098 = 1233

معبد اليهود الثالث The Third Ma’bad (Temple) of the Jews: 116 + 56 + 1061 (or 1062) = 1233 (or 1234) (equivalent to 233)

نبيهم إن أبيه ملكه إن يأتيكم التابوت فيه سكونه من ربكم Their prophet: It is the Aya (Sign) of his kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Coffin or Ark), in which there is Sakina from your Lord (verse 248 of Sura 2) : 2233 (or 2234) (equivalent to 2233)
HoWa (God) the one who got out those who deny (or cover) the truth, from People of the Book (Bible) (verse 2 of Sura 59): \(3233 \text{ or } 3234\) (equivalent to 233)

you do well to yourselves and if you do badly, it is to yours. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17): \(1013 \text{ or } 1012 + 3220 \text{ or } 3219 = 4233 \text{ (4231 or 4232)}

Funduq (Hotel): 234 (234 is the 182\text{nd} \text{Composite Number}) (297 is the 234\text{th} \text{Composite Number})

Muhammad Abd-Allah: \(92 + 76 + 66 = 234\)

From a Nutfa (sperm) (verse 5 of Sura 22): \(90 + 144 = 234\)

Al-Saiha (The Scream) + Al-Mahdi: \(144 + 90 = 234\)

The Truth has come (verse 81 of Sura 17) + Al-Mahdi: \((5 + 139) + 90 = 144 + 90 = 234\)

Buldan Islamiya (Islamic countries): \(87 + 147 \text{ (or } 146) = 234 \text{ (or } 233\)

The Dear, the Wise (verse 18 of Sura 64): \(125 + 109 = 234\)

Rope of Masad (verse 5 of Sura 111): \(40 + 90 + 104 = 234\)

Hadd (Destruction) of Statue of Liberty: \(9 + (971 + 254) = 9 + 1225 = 1234\) (equivalent to 234)

Laila (Eve or night) of the First + Ramadan: \(75 + [68 + 1091 \text{ (or } 1090)] = 75 + 1159 \text{ (or } 1158) = 1234 \text{ (or } 1233)\)

The Last King of Israel: \(90 + 302 \text{ (or } 303) + 842 = 1234 \text{ (or } 1235)\)

Prince of Believers + The Caliph: \([251 + 227 \text{ (or } 228)] + 756 = 478 \text{ (or } 479\) + 756 = 1234 (or 1235) (equivalent to 234)

The Raj’a (Return) + The Islamic Caliphate: \(309 + [747 \text{ (or } 746) + 177 \text{ (or } 178)] = 309 + 925 \text{ (923 or } 924) = 1234 \text{ (1232 or } 1233)\)

The Third Ma’bad (Temple) of the Jews: \(116 + 56 + 1062 \text{ (or } 1061) = 1234 \text{ (or}
1233) (equivalent to 234)

The Saleebiyeen (Crusaders') Entrance of the Aqsa Mosque: 640 + 233 + 138 + 223 = **1234** (= 2 x 617) (1234 is the 1031st Composite Number) (1467 is the 1234th Composite Number)

Day of Tawafan (Flood) of the Earth: 56 + (164 + 1032) = 56 + 1178 = **1234**

We brought Moses nine (verse 101 of Sura 17): [134 + 462 (or 463) + 107 (or 116)] + 530 = 704 (or 704) + 530 = **1234** (or **1242**)

Tis’a (Nine) + September: 530 + 704 = **1234**

Inha (Ending) of Burj (Zodiac Sign) of Virgo : 58 + [205 + 971 (or 972)] = 58 + 1176 (or 1177) = **1234** (or **1235**) [ The zodiac sign, Virgo, ends around September 22 ]

Their prophet: It is the Aya (Sign) of his kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Coffin or Ark), in which there is Sakina from your Lord (verse 248 of Sura 2) : **2234** (or **2233**) (equivalent to 234) (= 2 x 1117) (2234 is the 1902nd Composite Number)

Miladiya (Based on birth of Jesus) Year + 2019: (115 + 100) + 2019 = 215 + 2019 = **2234**

HoWa (God) the one who got out those who deny (or cover) the truth, from People of the Book (Bible) (verse 2 of Sura 59): **3234** (or **3233**)  

♦  

Safk Al-Dam (Shedding of the Blood): 160 + 75 = **235** (= 5 x 47 ) (235 is the 183rd Composite Number) (298 is the 235th Composite Number) (1483 is the 235th Prime Number) (3758 is the 3235th Composite Number)

The Judaism + Al-Mashiya (Christianity): 71 + 164 = **235**

The End of Al-Mashiya (Christianity): 71 + 164 = **235**

Nihaya (End) of 49 years: 71 + (49 + 115) = 71 + 164 = **235**

The Promise + Bidaya (Beginning) of the End: 111 + (22 + 102) = 111 + 124 = **235**

The Promise + The Star (verse 3 of Sura 86): 111 + 124 = **235**

The Covenant + Gog, Elias (Elijah): 110 + (23 + 102) = 110 + 125 = **235**
The Covenant + The Black Gog: $110 + (23 + 102) = 110 + 125 = 235$

Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment) (verse 4 of Sura 1) + The Jinn (demons): $(56 + 95) + 84 = 151 + 84 = 235$

The Maqdis (Holiness): 235

The Muqaddas (Holy): 235

Awda (Return) of Isa (Jesus): $85 + 150 = 235$

William of the English (People): $86 + 149 = 235$

Anti-Christ + The Jinn (demons): $(461 + 690) + 84 = 1151 + 84 = 1235$

The Last King of Israel: $90 + 303$ (or 302) + 842 = 1235 (or 1234)

The Last King of the Britan (Britons): $90 + 303 + 842 = 1235$

Day of Karitha (Catastrophe) of the Nuclear Weapons War: $56 + [726 + (210 + 135 + 108)] = 56 + (726 + 453) = 56 + 1179 = 1235$

The Ghadr (back-stabbing or betrayal): 1235

Inha (Ending) of Burj (Zodiac Sign) of Virgo: $58 + [205 + 972 (or 971)] = 58 + 1177 (or 1176) = 1235 (or 1234) [The zodiac sign, Virgo, ends around September 22]

Ninth + September: $531$ (or 530) + 704 = 1235 (or 1234)

They shall ruin your faces and enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Aqsa: $(107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138) + 223 = 1012 + 223 = 1235$

Entry of the Muslims into the Constantinople: $640 + 261 + 334 = 1235$

The Ruju (Return) + The Islamic Caliphate: $310 + [747 (or 746) + 177 (or 178)] = 310 + 925 (923 or 924) = 1235 (1233 or 1234)

Prince of Believers + The Caliph: $[251 + 228 (or 227)] + 756 = 479$ (or 478) + 756 = 1235 (or 1234)

The apparent (or outer) and the inner (verse 3 of Sura 57): $1137$ (or 1136) + 6 + 92 (or 93) = 1235 (1234 or 1236) (1235 is the 1032nd Composite Number) (1468 is the 1235th Composite Number)
knows the secret in the Heavens and the Earth. He has been
(verse 6 of Sura 25): \((150 + 291 + 90) + (539 + 6 + 1032 + 56 + 71) = 531 + 1704 = 2235\) (2235 is the 1903rd Composite Number)

for a closer than this in wisdom. And they remained in their Cave for three hundred years and increased by nine (verse 24 – 25 of Sura 18): \([333 + 90 + 706 + 504 (or 505) + 6 + 539 + 90 + 150 + 1030 + 56 + 170 + 6 + 24] + 531 = 3704 (or 3705) + 531 = 4235 (or 4236)\)

We wanted to provoke them out of their Land, so we drowned him and whomever was with him, all of them. And we said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (from mixed backgrounds).

And in the Haq, we descended it (or him) and in the Haq, it (or he) descended and (verse 103 – 105 of Sura 17): \((206 + 51 + 602 + 90 + 1032 + 1436 + 6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 302 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 64 + 62 + 200) + (6 + 141 + 144 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6) = 7704 + 531 = 8235\)

鹰 Promise of Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval or End Times): \(80 + 156 = 236\) (= \(2 \times 2 \times 59\)) (236 is the 184th Composite Number) (184 is the 141st Composite Number)

(299 is the 236th Composite Number) (1487 is the 236th Prime Number)

Awwal (Beginning) of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): \(37 + [71 + 128 (or 129)] = 37 + 199 (or 200) = 236 (or 237)\)

Day of Nihaya (End) of the Haml (Pregnancy): \(56 + (71 + 109) = 56 + 180 = 236\)

Inzal (Bringing down) of the Wahy (Revelation) + Mohammad: \((89 + 55) + 92 = 144 + 92 = 236\)

Shedder of the Blood: \(161 + 75 = 236\)

Laila (Night or Eve) of the Peace: \(75 + 161 (or 162) = 236 (or 237)\)

The Baptist: 236

The Safina (Ship): 236

They hear (verse 42 of Sura 50): 236

themselves (verse 17 of Sura 9): 236

Be and it is (verse 117 of Sura 2): \(70 + 166 = 236\)
Nuclear Fijia (Sorrowful Event): $159 + 77 = 236$

Day of the Deen (verse 4 of Sura 1) + The Jann (demons): $(56 + 95) + 85 = 151 + 85 = 236$

The Hour + The Dajjal: $167 + 69 = 236$

Day of the Promise: $(56 + 111) + 69 = 167 + 69 = 236$

Promise of Allah + The Mahdi: $(80 + 66) + 90 = 146 + 90 = 236$

The Qiyam (Resurrection) + Jan (John): $182 + 54 = 236$

Madineh Dujall of the Jinna (demons): $109 + 38 + 89 = 236$

Kingdom of Engleez (English People): $135 + 101 = 236$

Safavi State (Persian State that persecuted Sunni Muslims): $45 + 191 = 236$

Al-Burj (The Tower): 236

The Seven Seals: $1073 + 163 = 1236$ (equivalent to 236) ($= 2 \times 2 \times 3 \times 103$)

(1236 is the 1033rd Composite Number) (1469 is the 1236th Composite Number)

The apparent (or outer) and the inner (verse 3 of Sura 57): $1137 \text{ or } 1136 + 6 + 93 \text{ or } 92 = 1236$ ($1234 \text{ or } 1235$)

The Ghaddar (Deceiver or Betrayer or Treacherer): 1236

Nagasaki + Japan: $1141 \text{ or } 1142 + 95 = 1236$ ($1237 \text{ or } 1238$)

[The U.S. dropped the atomic bomb over Nagasaki, Japan at 11:02 a.m. (Japan Time) on August 9, 1945 (Ramadan 1, 1364 Hijri) (Av 30, 5705 Jewish), meaning on August 8, 1945 (Shaban 29, 1364 Hijri) at 9:02 PM (New York Time).]
We have sent you as Witness, and a Bearer of Good News and a Warner (verse 45 of Sura 33): **2236 (2237, 2238 or 2239)** (equivalent to 236)

The Agha Khan, Prince Kareem: \((1033 + 651) + (282 + 270) = 1684 + 552 = 2236\)

We said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End times comes, we bring you Lafifa (from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq we descend it (or him) (verse 104 – 105 of Sur a 17):

\[
(181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 302 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5) + [80 + 837 + 64 + 62 + 200 (or 201) + 6 + 141 + 143] = 2703 + 1533 (or 1534) = 4236 (or 4237)
\]

We returned to you the turn over the and we supplied you with monies and sons and we made you more in number. If you do well, you do well to yourselves and if you do badly, it is to yours. When Promise of the End Times comes (verse 6 – 7 of Sura 17):

\[
(259 + 90 + 256 + 155 + 6 + 160 + 80 + 6 + 112 + 6 + 214 + 721 + 341 + 51 + 559 + 559 + 281 + 51 + 502 + 116) + (782 + 5 + 80 + 838) = 4531 + 1705 = 6236
\]

Allah who created the Heavens and the Earth in six days, then he got seated on the throne. He covers the night by the day which it pursues incessantly. And (verse 54 of Sura 7):

\[
[66 (or 67) + 741 + 730 + 537 + 6 + 1032 + 90] + 465 + (52 + 540 + 477 + 110 + 601 + 1320 + 101 + 287 + 56 + 1019 + 6) = 3202 (or 3203) + 465 + 4569 = 8236 (or 8237)
\]

Aقسم بِيَمِينِيُّ الْقِيَامِ وَلَا أَقَسُمُ بِالنَّفْسِ الْأَلْوَامِ أَنْ أَجَّلَ الْإِنسَانَ أَنْ نَجْمعَ أَعْظَامَهُ بِلِيْهَا، وَمَا يُقَلِّمُهُ بِنَفْسِهِ إِلَّا أَنْ نَجْلِهَ بِنَفْسِهِ. O I swear by Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times). And I do swear by the self-reproaching spirit. Does the human being think that We are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, We are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to deny what is coming ahead of him. He asks: when will Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times) be? When he sparkles the sight and eclipses the Moon. And the Sun and the Moon are combined. The human being says, on that day: where is (verse 1 – 10 of Sura 75):

\[
(201 + 58 + 187 + 6 + 31 + 201 + 223 + 113 + 81 + 193 + 81 + 163 + 1016 + 42 + 365 + 110 + 51 + 126 + 108 + 32 + 224 + 193 + 323 + 87 + 100 + 62 + 56 + 187 + 782 + 302) + (323 + 6 + 740 + 371 + 61 + 431 + 6 + 371 + 146 + 192 + 766 + 61) = 5704 + 3532 = 9236
\]

The number of verses of the Quran is **6236**. Number **6236 = 6069 + 167**

Shaban 29 is the **236th day** of the Hijri calendar.

*Day of the Qiyam (Rise/Resurrection or Upheaval): 56 + 181 (or 182) = **237 (or 238)** (= \(3 \times 79\)) (237 is the **185**th Composite Number) (300 is the **237**th Composite Number)*
(1489 is the \textbf{237}\textsuperscript{th} Prime Number) \hfill (6023 is the \textbf{5237}\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number)

\begin{align*}
\text{Bid’a (Beginning) of the Nihaya (End) + The Zaman (Time): } & 7 + 102 + 128 \\
& \text{(or } 129) = 237 \text{ (or 238)} \\
\text{Awwal (Beginning) of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): } & 37 + [71 + 129] \\
& \text{(or } 128) = 37 + 200 \text{ (or } 199) = 237 \text{ (or 236)} \\
\text{Dajjal + Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): } & 38 + [71 + 128 \text{ (or } 129)] = 38 + 199 \text{ (or } 200) = 237 \text{ (or 238)}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{Hadda (Destruction) of the Aqsa: } & 14 + 223 = 237 \\
\text{Laila (Night or Eve) of the Peace: } & 75 + 162 \text{ (or } 161) = 237 \text{ (or 236)} \\
\text{Waqfa (Stand up) of the pilgrims on Arafat: } & 191 + 46 = 237
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{The Badr (Full Moon): } & 237 \\
\text{The Dubr (Back side or Ass) (verse 45 of Sura 54): } & 237 \\
\text{so that they know that (verse 21 of Sura 18): } & 186 \text{ (or } 187) + 51 = 237 \text{ (or 238)} \\
\text{from despicable water (or fluid) (verse 20 of Sura 77): } & 90 + 42 + 105 = 237 \\
\text{The Messiah son of David + Ihya (Resurrection): } & [149 + 52 \text{ (or } 53) + 15] + 21 = 216 \text{ (or } 217) + 21 = 237 \text{ (or 238)}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{State of the Sahayina (Zionists): } & 45 + 192 = 237 \\
\text{Kingdom of Elias (or Elijah): } & 135 + 102 = 237 \\
\text{Day of China: } & 56 + 181 = 237 \\
\text{Halak (Devastation) of China: } & 56 + 181 = 237 \\
\text{Day of Nuclear Weapons: } & 56 + (104 + 77) = 56 + 181 = 237 \\
\text{Korea: } & 237 \\
\text{The Star + Poles: } & 124 + 113 = 237 \\
\text{The Jewish Synagogue: } & 171 + 66 = 237 \\
\text{The Nabawi Mosque: } & 138 + 99 = 237 \text{ (It is Prophet Mohammad (p)’s Mosque in Medina)}
\end{align*}
Saida + Lebanon: $105 + 132 = 237$ (or $238$)

guides to him (or it) who turns/returns (to God) (verse 13 of Sura 42): $29 + 46 + 90 + 72 = 237$

His name is like my name (Part of a Hadith about the Mahdi): $106 + 131 = 237$

The Huda (Guide or Guidance) + son of + Fatima: $[50 + 52 (or 53)] + 135 = 102$ (or $103$) + $135 = 237$ (or $238$)

People of the Cave (verse 9 of Sura 18): $101$ (or $102$) + $136 = 237$ (or $238$)

Youths who believed in their Lord (verse 13 of Sura 18): $890 + 98$ (or $99$) + $249 = 1237$ (or $1238$) (equivalent to $237$) (1237 is the 203rd Prime Number) (1470 is the 1237th Composite Number)

their Cave for three hundred (verse 25 of Sura 18): $150 + 1031$ (or $1030$) + $56 = 1237$ (or $1236$)

Hour and the Moon has been cracked. And if they are shown (verses 1 – 2 of Sura 54): $136 + [6 + 451$ (or $450) + $371 + 6 + 51 + 217] = 136 + 1101$ (or $110$) = $1237$ (or $1238$)

of his worshippers to warn that (verse 2 of Sura 16): $1237$

It is me the Evident Warner (verse 89 of Sura 15): $(61 + 52 + 991) + 133 = 1104 + 133 = 1237$ (equivalent to $237$)

The Angels and the Spirit in it by permission (verse 4 of Sura 96): $1237$ (or $1236$)

As’hab (People or Companions) of the Fire except Angels and We have not made their Idda (number or period). (verse 31 of Sura 74): $102$ (or $101$) + $282 + 32 + 97 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 523 = 1237$ (or $1236$)

The paradise that the God-Fearing ones have been promised. (verse 35 of Sura 13): $1237$ (equivalent to $237$)

Kingship that will not be offered to anyone (verse 35 of Sura 38): $1237$

Nine + Settembre (September in Italian): $535 + 702 = 1237$

Nagasaki + Japan: $1142$ (1141 or 1143) + $95 = 1237$ ($1236$ or $1238$)

We have sent you as Witness, and a Bearer of Good News and a
Warner (verse 45 of Sura 33): \[2237 \text{ (2236, 2238 or 2239) } \text{(equivalent to 237)}\]

The Night, praise him and after the prostration. And listen the day the caller calls from a close place, the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq. That is (verse 40 – 42 of Sura 50): \((101 + 155 + 6 + 207 + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236) + (144 + 141 + 750) = 2202 + 1035 = 3237\) (This segment of verse 40 – 42 of Sura 50 consists of 16 words)

We said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq we descend it (or him) (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): \((181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 302 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5) + [ 80 + 837 + 64 + 62 + 201 \text{ (or 200)} + 6 + 141 + 143] = 2703 + 1534 \text{ (or 1533)} = 4237 \text{ (or 4236)}\)

O You who have believed: when the prayer of Day of the Juma (Friday, Congregation, or Gathering) is called for, strive to the remembrance of Allah and leave off the selling (or business). That is (verse 9 of Sura 62): \((11 + 17 + 791 + 99 + 702 + 70 + 191 + 90 + 56) + 149 + (218 + 41 + 920 + 66 + 6 + 907 + 113 + 790) = 2027 + 149 + 3061 = 5237\)

Allah who created the Heavens and the Earth in six days, then he got seated on the throne. He covers the night by the day which it pursues incessantly. And (verse 54 of Sura 7): \([67 \text{ (or 66)} + 741 + 730 + 537 + 6 + 1032 + 90] + 465 + (52 + 540 + 477 + 110 + 601 + 1320 + 101 + 287 + 56 + 1019 + 6) = 3203 \text{ (or 3202)} + 465 + 4569 = 8237 \text{ (or 8236)}\)

Ramadan 1 is the 237th (or 238th) day of a Hijri year.

Al-Walid son of Abd-al-Malik, the 6th Caliph of the Umayyad Dynasty, ordered the Governor of Medina, Omar son of Abd Al-Aziz (who later became a Caliph) to renovate and expand the Nabawi Mosque (Prophet Mohammad (p)’s Mosque) in Medina. This renovation and expansion took 3 years to be completed, from Rabi Awwal 88 Hijri (707 AD) till in 91 Hijri (710 AD). He significantly expanded the Mosque. He annexed the rooms of Prophet Mohammad (p)’s wives to the Mosque; those rooms used to be adjacent to the Mosque. He constructed 4 minarets for the Mosque in the 4 corners of the Mosque, which became the first minarets in Medina. He constructed 20 gates for the Mosque. He introduced the caved (or curved) Mihrab (where the leader of Muslim prayer stands) for the first time. He decorated the Mosque with Marble and Gold. The next renovation of the Mosque was done by Mohammad son of AbdAllah, the third Caliph of the Abbasi Dynasty. He was called Al-Mahdi. His sons Al-Hadi and Harun Al-Rashid, from his wife Al-Khaizaran, later on became Caliphs. This
renovation took 4 years to be completed from 161 Hijri (779 AD) till 165 Hijri (782 AD). He extended the Mosque to the North. His name was inscribed on the walls of the Mosque.

At night, after Taraweeh Prayer, on Friday **September 22**, 1256 (**Ramadan 1**, 654 Hijri) (Tishri 2, 5017 Jewish), the **Nabawi Mosque** (Prophet Mohammad (p)’s Mosque) in **Medina** was damaged by a fire, for the first time, due to an unintended accident caused by a servant of the Mosque, at the time of the last Abbasi Caliph **Al-Mutasim BiAllah**, who ordered its repair, but its repair could not be finished during his reign because of Mongols’ conquest of Baghdad, ending the **rule of Abbasi Dynasty** from Baghdad in 1258 AD which started in 750 AD, thus **lasted 508 years**. So, the fire could have been a sign of Allah that the **end of the Caliphate of Abbasi Dynasty** was approaching.

**American war planes** dropped an **atomic bomb** over **Nagasaki, Japan** on **August 9, 1945** (**Ramadan 1**, 1364 Hijri) (Av 30, 5705 Jewish). It was still **August 8** (**Shaban 29**) in the U.S.

The story of Moses’s encounter with Al-Khidr in Sura 18 consists of **237 words**. The story is **18 verses** long. The story starts in **verse 65 of Sura 18** and ends in **verse 82 of Sura 18**.

Following the 1967 war between Israel and the Arabs which resulted in Israel’s capture of the West Bank (including East Jerusalem and Aqsa Mosque), Gaza, Sinai and Golan Heights, **UN Security Council Resolution 237** issued on **June 14 1967**. It recommended to the parties involved in the 1967 conflict to respect the Geneva Convention principles regarding treatment of prisoners of war and protection of civilian persons; specifically called on Israel to ensure the safety, welfare and security of the inhabitants of the areas where military operations have taken place and to facilitate the return of those inhabitants who have fled the areas since the outbreak of hostilities.

♦ ** أصحاب الكهف** People of the Cave (verse 9 of Sura 18): 102 (or 101) + 136 = 238 (or 237)  
(238 is the 186th Composite Number)  
(301 is the 238th Composite Number)  
(1493 is the 238th Prime Number)

**الهدى + ابن + قاطمه** The Huda (Guide or Guidance) + son of + Fatima: [50 + 53 (or 52)] + 135 = 103 (or 102) + 135 = 238 (or 237)

**ململه إبليس** Kingdom of Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil): 135 + 103 = 238

**ململه + السماء** Angels + The Heaven: 105 + 133 = 238

**صيدا + لبنان** Saida + Lebanon: 105 + 133 (or 132) = 238 (or 237)

**زكرياء** Zacharia (verse 2 of Sura 19): 238

**حسين + علي** Hussein + Ali : 128 + 110 = 238  
(a) **Al-Hussein son of Ali** is Prophet Mohammad’s grandson, (b) **Hussein son of Ali** was Sharif of Mecca, who started the Arab revolution against the Ottomans and later on proclaimed himself as the Caliph of Muslims.]
Day of Promise of the Nihaya (End): $56 + 80 + 102 = 238$

Bid’a (Beginning) of the Nihaya (End) + The Zaman (Time): $7 + 102 + 129$ (or $128) = 238$ (or 237)

Dajjal + Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): $38 + [71 + 129$ (or 128$)] = 38 + 200$ (or 199) $= 238$ (or 237)

Wuqf (Stand up) of the pilgrims: $192 + 46 = 238$

What Allah has promised us (verse 22 of Sura 33): $238$

The knowledge of it (verse 63 of Sura 33): $238$

so that they know that (verse 21 of Sura 18): $187$ (or 186) $+ 51 = 238$ (or 237)

Day of the Qiyam (Resurrection or Rise): $56 + 182$ (or 181) $= 238$ (or 237)

Day of Al-Qaim (title of the Mahdi): $56 + 182 = 238$

Qiyam (Rise or Resurrection) + Bay’a (Pledge of Allegiance): $151$ (or 150) $+ 87 = 238$

Bay’a (Pledge of Allegiance) of Qa’im (Riser or Resurrected; a title of the Mahdi): $87 + 151$ (or 150) $= 238$

Star (verse 6 of Sura 55) + The Haqqa (Inevitable or Due Event) (verse 2 of Sura 69): $93 + 145 = 238$

Kippur (Atonement): $238$ (This is a Jewish Holiday)

Nihaya (End) of the Sawm (Fasting): $71 + 167 = 238$

Awda (Return) of life of the Pope John Paul: $(85 + 24) + (37 + 54 + 38) = 109 + 129 = 238$

The Messiah son of David + Ihya (Resurrection): $[149 + 53$ (or 52) $+ 15] + 21 = 217$ (or 216) $+ 21 = 238$ (or 237)

Hour of Elias (Elijah): $136 + 102 = 238$

Miracle of the Imam: $125 + 113 = 238$

And from the people (verse 75 of Sura 22): $6 + 90 + 142 = 238$
So, We made him (verse 2 of Sura 76): \( \text{238} \)

Inhizam (Defeat) of London (or Sydney): \( 104 + 134 = \text{238} \)

Nuclear Wahiya (Disaster) of London (or Sydney): \( (27 + 77) + 134 = 104 + 134 = \text{238} \)

I am an evident Warner (verse 70 of Sura 38): \( \text{1238} \) \((= 2 \times 619)\) (equivalent to \( \text{238} \)) \((\text{1238 is the 1034}^{\text{th}} \text{Composite Number})\) \((\text{1472 is the 1238}^{\text{th}} \text{Composite Number})\)

Youths who believed in their Lord (verse 13 of Sura 18): \( 890 + 99 \) (or 98) + 249 = \( \text{1238} \) (or \( \text{1237} \))

Hour and the Moon has been cracked. And if they are shown (verses 1 – 2 of Sura 54): \( 136 + [6 + 451 \) (or 450) + 371 + 6 + 51 + 217] = \( 136 + 1102 \) (or 1101) = \( \text{1238} \) (or \( \text{1237} \))

except an evening or the next morning (verse 46 of Sura 79): \( 32 + 385 + 7 + 814 = \text{1238} \)

In Adna (nearest or lowest location) of the Ard (Earth) and they (verse 3 of Sura 30): \([ (90 + 65) + 1032 \] + 6 + 45 = \( 155 + 1032 \) + (6 + 45) = \( 1187 + 51 = \text{1238} \)

Victory of the Religion + In the Haq + Medina (City or State) of Israel + Children of Abdu Al-Mutalib [Grandfather of Prophet Mohammad (p)] = \( \text{1238} \)

Khoruj (Coming out) from the Qubur (graves): \( 809 + 90 + 339 = \text{1238} \)

Allah’s Ba’th (Resurrection) of Mutlaqeen (pious or God-fearing): \( 572 + 66 + 600 = \text{1238} \)

Allah’s Ba’th (Resurrection) of Pakistaniyoon (Pakistanis): \( 572 + 66 + 600 = \text{1238} \)

Raised it up and placed (or put down) (verse 7 of Sura 55): \( 356 + 6 + 876 = \text{1238} \) (equivalent to \( \text{238} \))

Your Lord satisfied (verse 28 of Sura 89): \( 222 + 1016 = \text{1238} \) (equivalent to \( \text{238} \))

Who weights heavy on the scale (verse 6 of Sura 101): \( 90 + 1030 + 118 = \text{1238} \) (equivalent to \( \text{238} \))

Star (verse 6 of Sura 55) + Aqtab (Poles) of the Earth: \( 93 + 113 + 1032 = 93 + 1145 = \text{1238} \) \((\text{1238 is the 1905}^{\text{th}} \text{Composite Number})\)
Fat’h (Conquest) of Petersburg, Russia: 488 + (1473 + 277) = 488 + 1750 = 2238

My Lord! Respite (or reprieve) me till the Day they are revived (or resurrected) (verse 38 of Sura 79): 212 + 2026 = 2238

You are from among (verse 14 – 15 of Sura 7): 1211 + (41 + 56 + 638 + 131 + 71 + 90) = 1211 + 1027 = 2238

my blessing upon you and Radeet (I have accepted, favored or chosen) for you the Islam (verse 3 of Su ra 5): 570 + 6 + 1410 + 90 + 162 (or 163) = 2238 (or 2239)

We have sent you as Witness, and a Bearer of Good News and a Warner (verse 45 of Sura 33): 2238 (2237 or 2239) (equivalent to 238)

We have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (trial or test) for those who have disbelieved. So that those who have been given the Book become certain and those who have believed grow in belief and those who have been given the Book do not become doubtful and the Believers (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): 116 + (535 + 570) + (6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 105 + 6 + 41 + 65 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414) + (454 + 6 + 26 + 791 + 98 + 103 + 6 + 31 + 613 + 791 + 414 + 454 + 6 + 223) = 116 + (1105 + 5000) + 4017 = 116 + 6105 + 4017 = 10238

The numerical value of the names of all the Suras of the Quran is about: 40,238

Verse 98 of Sura 18 is the 2238th verse of the Quran.

Ramadan 1 is the 237th (or 238th) day of the Hijri Calendar

Filistin (Palestine): 239 (239 is the 52nd Prime Number) (302 is the 239th Composite Number) (1499 is the 239th Prime Number)

Ameen Husseini (Mufti of Jerusalem and Palestinian Political Leader): 101 + 138 = 239

The Jidar (Wall) (verse 82 of Sura 18): 239
The Oldest Gospel: $145 + 94 = 239$

End of China: $58 + 181 = 239$

Lined up + 11 Planets: $180 + [11 + 48 (or 49)] = 239$ (or 240)

Day of the Star + 11 Planets: $(56 + 124) + [11 + 48 (or 49)] = 180 + 59$ (or 60) $= 239$ (or 240)

Aya (Sign) from Heaven: $16 (or 17) + 90 + 133 = 239$ (or 240)

Punishment of Allah: $173 + 66 = 239$

God assembles you (verse 9 of Sura 64): $56 + 183 = 239$

Hour of Iblees (Devil): $136 + 103 = 239$

Day of Promise of Iblees (Devil): $56 + 80 + 103 = 239$

The apparent (explicit or audible) (verse 7 of Sura 87): $239$

The Hajr (fleeing or leaving): $239$

Promise of the Dajjal + The Mahdi: $(80 + 69) + 90 = 149 + 90 = 239$

The Mahdi + The Dajjal’s Resurrection of John: $(90 + 21) + (69 + 59) = 111 + 128 = 239$

The Jinn (demons) + Resurrection of the Pope John Paul: $(84 + 21) + (37 + 59 + 38) = 105 + 134 = 239$

King of the Engleez (English People): $90 + 149 = 239$

The Messiah, the Dajjal + Resurrection: $(149 + 69) + 21 = 218 + 21 = 239$

One thousand months, the angels descend (are brought down) (verses 3 - 4 of Sura 97): $(111 + 505 + 487) + 136 = 1103 + 136 = 1239$

The Sunset (verse 39 of Sura 50): $1239$

Nine + September: $535 + 704 = 1239$

the Hour: When will its docking be? Say: The knowledge of it is with my Lord (verse 187 of Sura 7): $[167 + 62 + 306 (or 307) + 130 + 92 + 146 + 124] + 212 = 1027$ (or 1028) $+ 212 = 1239$ (or 1240)
The distance between the Vatican and The Aqsa Mosque: \[217 + 6 + 593 + 138 + 6 + 223 = 1239\]

Nihaya (End) of the Vatican + Catholicism: \[71 + [593 (or 592) + 575] = 71 + 1168 (or 1167) = 1239 (or 1238)\]

Like the Muslimoon (Muslims) entered it the first time: \[61 + (639 + 261) + (37 + 245) = 61 + 896 + 282 = 61 + 1178 = 1239 \text{ (equivalent to 239)} \] (1239 is the 1035\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number)

The Caliph, Prince of the Believers, Omar bin Al-Khattab: \[756 + (251 + 227) + (310 + 52 + 643) = 756 + 478 + 1005 = 2239\]

Hadd (Destruction) of the Western Side + Al-Haram Al-Shareef (the Noble Sanctuary): \[9 + (87 + 1243) + (279 + 621) = 9 + (1330 + 900) = 9 + 2230 = 2239 \text{ (equivalent to 239)} \]

YaSeen and the wise Quran. You are, from the Messengers, on a straight path. (verses 1 - 4 of Sura 36): \[2239 \text{ (2239 or 2238) (2239 is the 333\textsuperscript{rd} Prime Number)}\]

We have sent you as Witness, and a Bearer of Good News and a Warner (verse 45 of Sura 33): \[2239 \text{ (2237 or 2238) (2239 is the 333\textsuperscript{rd} Prime Number)}\]

Better than one thousand months. The Angels and Spirit descend (or are brought down) in it by the permission (verses 3 - 4 of Sura 97): \[3239 \text{ (3239 is the 2781\textsuperscript{st} Composite Number)}\]

Till the Day they are revived (or resurrected). He said: you are from among those respite (or reprieved) till Day of the Known Time (verse 14 – 15 of Sura 7) & (verse 79 – 80 of Sura 38): \[(41 + 56 + 638 + 131 + 151 + 90) + (1281 + 41 + 56 + 537 + 217) = 1107 + 2132 = 3239\]

Nine teen (or ten). And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and we have not made their Idda (count, number, or period) except as a Fitna (test or trial) for those who have disbelieved (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): \[535 + [570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 105 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 306 (or 307)] = 535 + 2704 (or 3705) = 4239 (or 4240)\]
لأنفسكم وإن أستمَّلرُ فلها فإذا جاء وعد الآخرِه ليسوا وجوهكم وليدخلوا المسجد كمادخلوه أول مرة وليشرو ما علوا

to yourselves and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17):

An utter destruction. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17):

$
\frac{559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681}{138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 + 131 + 262 + 51 + 318} = 3535 + 3704 = 7239$

♦ The Dahr (Term of the Worldly life): 240 (240 is the 187th Composite Number) (303 is the 240th Composite Number) (1511 is the 240th Prime Number)

Al-Muqaddasa (Holy): 240

Lord: 240

Narrate (verse 13 of Sura 18): 240

Mufsidoon (Corruptors) (verse 94 of Sura 18): 240

The Joor (Injustice or Oppression): 240

China + India: 181 + 59 = 240

Lined up + 11 Planets: 180 + [11 + 49 (or 48)] = 240 (or 239)

Day of the Star + 11 Planets: (56 + 124) + [11 + 49 (or 48)] = 180 + 60 (or 59) = 240 (or 239)

The Pope YoHanna (John) Paulus (Paul): 37 + (75 + 128) = 37 + 203 = 240

The Pope + The Imam Mahdi: 37 + (113 + 90) = 37 + 203 = 240

The Mahdi + The Pope YoHanna (John) Paul: 90 + [37 + (75 + 38)] = 90 + 150 = 240

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of Promise of Gog and Magog: 56 + 22 = (56 + 22) + [80 + (23 + 6 + 53)] = 78 + 162 = 240

He asks: When is the Day? (verse 6 of Sura 75) + Bidaya (Beginning): 100 + (62 + 56) + 22 = (100 + 118) + 22 = 218 + 22 = 240
Bidaya (Beginning) of the Messiah, the Dajjal: $22 + (149 + 69) = 22 + 218 = 240$

Bidaya (Beginning) of the Dajjal + John + The Mahdi: $22 + [69 + (59 + 90)] = 22 + (69 + 149) = 22 + 218 = 240$

Bidaya (Beginning) of the Jinn (demons) + The Pope John Paul: $(22 + 84) + (37 + 59 + 38) = 106 + 134 = 240$

Ihya (Revival) of the Kingdom of the Jinn (demons): $21 + 135 + 84 = 240$

Jinn (Demons) + Son of Fatima (The Mahdi is a descendant of Fatima, Prophet Mohammed’s daughter): $53 + [52 (or 53) + 135] = 53 + 187 (or 188) = 240 (or 241)$

He (God) did not beget nor was He begotten (verse 3 of Sura 112): $70 + 44 + 76 + 50 = 240$

Western Wall: $28 + 1212 = 1240$ (1240 is the 1036th Composite Number)

The Hour: When will its docking be? Say: The knowledge of it is with my Lord (verse 187 of Sura 7): $[167 + 62 + 307 (or 306)] + 130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 212 = 1028 (or 1027) + 212 = 1240 (or 1239)$

People of the Fire, except Angels and We have not made their Idda (number or period) (verse 31 of Sura 74): $1240 (1241 or 1242)$

Hudna (Truce/Armistice) Itifaqiya (Agreement) + Israel + Syria: $597 + 64 + [302 (or 303) + 277] = 661 + 579 (or 580) = 1240 (or 1241)$

Papal Church of the Saint Peter + Vatican: $(145 + 205 + 271 + 57) + 562 = 678 + 562 = 1240$

Beings + The Outer Space: $482 + (913 + 845) = 482 + 1758 = 2240$ (2240 is the 1906th Composite Number)

They ask you about the Hour: When will its docking be? Say: The knowledge of it is with my Lord. Shall not reveal its timing except him. It has become heavy (verse 187 of Sura 7): $[176 (or 177) + 120 + 167 + 62 + 306 (or 307) + 130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 212 + 31 + 59 + 542 + 32 + 11] + 1030 = 2210 (2210 or 2212) + 1030 = 3240 (3241 or 3242)$
Iram (ancient city of Aad people whose city/state was destroyed by God for their disobedience): **241** (241 is the **53rd** Prime Number) (304 is the **241st** Composite Number) (1523 is the **241st** Prime Number)

Command (or order) (verse 50 of Sura 18): **241**

The Macedonian: **241**

Day of Ajal (Date of End) of the Hayat (life) of Dunya (World before the End Times): 56 + (34 + 55 + 96) = 56 + 185 = **241**

Master/King of the Day of Judgement (verse 4 of Sura 1): 90 (or 91) + (56 + 95) = 90 (or 91) + 151 = **241 (or 242)**

The Mahdi + Day of Judgement (verse 4 of Sura 1): 90 + (56 + 95) = 90 + 151 = **241**

Wafat (Death) of Al-Hasan: 92 + 149 = **241**  [ Al-Hasan II, King of Morocco, died on Friday July 23, 1999 (Rabi Thani 9, 1420 Hijri) (Av 10, 5759 Jewish Calendar) (2451,382.5th or 2451,383rd Julian Day) ]

The Falaq (DayBreak or Dawn) (verse 1 of Sura 113): **241**

City of Fana (Perishing): 109 + 132 = **241**

The Southern (Australia used to be called the Southern Land) Sydney: 134 + 107 = **241**

Sydney of the Jinn (demons) + Gog: 134 + (84 + 23) = 134 + 107 = **241**

The Messiah, the Dajjal, Yajuj (Gog): 149 + (69 + 23) = 149 + 92 = **241**

Promise of the Dajjal + John Paul: (80 + 69) + (54 + 38) = 149 + 92 = **241**

Moscow City: 109 + 132 = **241**

The War: **241**

The Pontiff (Pope or Bishop): **241**

The Sea: **241**

Al-Juzor (Isles): **241**

Al-Rijz (abomination, blasphemy, or evil deed) (verse 5 of Sura 74) & (verse 134 of
Sura 7): 241

241

Evangelium (Gospel): 241

Son of Jacob: 53 (or 52) + 188 = 241 (or 240)

Son of Abd Al-Muttalib (Grandfather of Prophet Mohammad (p)): 53 + (76 + 112) = 53 (or 52) + 188 = 241 (or 240)

In their truthfulness (verse 24 of Sura 33): 241

Abu Al-Qasim: 9 + 232 = 241

came with a repentant heart (verse 33 of Sura 50): 5 + 134 + 102 = 241

We (God) devastated (verse 36 of Sura 50 which is verse 4666 of Quran) + London: 107 + 134 = 241

We (God) devastated (verse 36 of Sura 50 which is verse 4666 of Quran) + London: 107 + 134 = 241

We (God) devastated (verse 36 of Sura 50 which is verse 4666 of Quran) + London: 107 + 134 = 241

Hudna (Truce/Armistice) Itifaqiya (Agreement) + Israel + Syria: (597 + 64) + [303 (or 302) + 277] = 661 + 580 (or 579) = 1241 (or 1240) [In 1949, Israel signed an Armistice (Truce) agreement with each of its neighbouring Arab countries to end 1948 war. The fourth and last of these Armistice agreements was signed between Israel and Syria on July 20, 1949 (Ramadan 23, 1368 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5709 Jewish Calendar) (2433,117.5 or 2433,118th Julian day).]

Signing of surrender of Japan: 586 + 591 (or 592) + 64 = 1241 (or 1242) [World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).]

Like the Salibiyyoon (Crusaders) entered it for the first time: 61 + 639 + 229 + 67 + 245 = 1241
Mukhtar (Chosen): 1241

Thu'me'iya wa Ishreen (Twenty Eight): 605 (or 606) + 6 + 630 = 1241 (or 1242)

Ithnain Ishreen (Twenty Two): 611 + 630 = 1241

At Akhir (End) of the Cancer: 90 + [801 (or 802) + 350 (or 351)] = 90 + 1151 (or 1152) = 1241 (1242 or 1243) (July 22 is the last day of the Cancer zodiac sign)

Allah is pleased with them (verse 8 of Sura 98): 1010 + 66 + 165 = 1241 (equivalent to 241) (1241 is the 1037th Composite Number) (1475 is the 1241st Composite Number)

Nuzul (Coming down) of Quran from the Preserved Board to Bayt of the Izza : [93 + 352 (or 351) + 90 + (75 + 1065)] + 41 + (412 + 113) = 1675 (or 1674) + 41 + 525 = 2241 (or 2240)

Fat’h (Conquest) of Petrograd (Petersburg), Russia: 488 + (1476 + 277) = 488 + 1753 = 2241 (2241 is the 1907th Composite Number)

Israel, inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring (verse 104 of Sura 17): 303 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 64 = 3241 (3241 is the 2783rd Composite Number)

From after him to Bani (Children) of Israel. Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), we descended it/him and in the Haq it/he descended. And We have not sent you, except as a Mubashshir (Bearer of good news) and as a Nazeer (Warner).

(verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): 90 + 6151 (or 6152) = 6241 (or 6242) (equivalent to 241)

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Rise, Upheaval, or End Times): 56 + 186 (or 187) = 242 (or 243) (= 2 x 11 x 11) (242 is the 188th Composite Number) (305 is the 242nd Composite Number) (1531 is the 242nd Prime Number) (6028 is the 5242nd Composite Number)

Day of Inha (Ending) of the Zaman (Time): 56 + [58 + 128 (or 129)] = 56 + 186 (or 187) = 242 (or 243)

Day of Kamal (Completion) of the Deen (Religion or Judgment): 56 + (91 + 95) = 56 + 186 = 242

Day of the Bid’a (Beginning) + Nuzul (Descent) of the Wahy (Revelation): 56 + (38 + 93 + 55) = 56 + 186 = 242
Day of Malhama (Battle) of Megiddo (Armageddon): $56 + (123 + 63) = 56 + 186 = 242$

Known Day (verse 50 of Sura 56): $56 + 186 = 242$

Day of + What is Al-Haqqa (Inevitable Event) ? (verse 2 of Sura 69): $56 + (41 + 145) = 56 + 186 = 242$

Day of Nihaya (End) of a Sana (Year): $56 + (71 + 115) = 56 + 186 = 242$

Day of Nihaya (End) of the World : $71 + 171$ (or 172) = 242 (or 243)

Lailat (Eve) of Nihaya (End) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): $75 + (71 + 96) = 75 + 167 = 242$

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Hour: $75 + 167 = 242$

Lailat (Eve) of descent of Wahy (Revelation) of the Wahid (One – attribute or name of God): $75 + (93 + 24 + 50) = 75 + 167 = 242$

Zilzal (Quake) of the Hour: $75 + 167 = 242$

Malik (Possessor, Master, or King) of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment) (verse 4 of Sura 1): $91$ (or 90) + 56 + 95 = 242 (or 241)

The Hijr (This is the title of Sura 15) (verse 80 of Sura 15): 242

Iqab (Punishment) of the Dajjal: $173 + 69 = 242$

Lucia + Fatima: $107 + 135 = 242$

But your god is one God (verse 6 of Sura 41): $92 + 96 + 36 + 18$ (or 19) = 242 (or 243)

who worships Allah (verse 11 of Sura 22): $90 + 86 + 66 = 242$

The Seas (verse 6 of Sura 81) & (verse 3 of Sura 82) : 242

Al-Buruj (Constellations or Towers) (verse 1 of Sura 85) = 242

His soldiers of the Jinn (invisible creatures/spirits that may possess humans) (verse 17 of Sura 27): $68 + 90 + 84 = 242$

Kingdom of Gog and the Jinn (demons): $135 + (23 + 84) = 135 + 107 = 242$

Day of Promise of the Dajjal + The Pope: $56 + 80 + 69 + 37 = 242$
Safawiyoon (Those who ruled Persia, persecuted Sunni majority of Persia and forced them to become Shia): 242

Lahore (city in Pakistan): 242

The End + Islam Abad: 102 + 140 = 242

Hadd (Destruction) of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 9 + 233 = 242

The Nakba (Disaster) + London (Sydney): 108 + 134 = 242

Day of Countries of the People of England: 56 + 37 + 149 = 56 + 186 = 242

Destruction of the Countries of the People of England: 56 + 37 + 149 = 56 + 186 = 242

The Jews of (+) Countries of the People of England: 56 + 37 + 149 = 56 + 186 = 242

People of the Right (verse 27 of Sura 56): 242

The Prophet Messiah: 93 + 149 = 242

Descent of Messiah: 93 + 149 = 242

The Sufyani (evil man who may emerge in the beginning of the End Times): 242

The Jazzar (Slaughterer or Butcher): 242

Abu Bakr, Baghdad: (9 + 222) + 1011 = 231 + 1011 = 1242

Abu Bakr Al-Baghdadi is the head of the Islamic State in Iraq & Syria

Bakr Baghdadi: 222 + 1020 (or 1021) = 1242 (or 1243)

West or Where the Sun sets: 1242 (equivalent to 242) (1242 is the 1038th Composite Number) (1476 is the 1242nd Composite Number)

Maghreb (West or Where the Sun sets): 1242 (1242 is the 1038th Composite Number) (1476 is the 1242nd Composite Number)

Fitna (Tribulation) of Gold: 535 + 707 = 1242

And We have not perished a city, except that it has a Known Book (verse 4 of Sura 15. This is the 1806th verse of the Quran): 1056 + 186 = 1242

in a firmly fixed place for a known period (duration) (verse 21 – 22 of Sura 77): (90 + 501 + 120 + 41 + 304) + 186 = 1056 + 186 = 1242
The Star + Maseekh (False Messiah) Al-Awar (Defective Eyed) Dajjal (Anti-Christ): 124 + 741 + 308 + 69 = 1242

Atomic Bomb + Islam Abad (capital of Pakistan): 1102 + 140 = 1242 (equivalent to 242)

Thamaniya wa Ishreen (Twenty Eight): 606 (or 605) + 6 + 630 = 1242 (or 1241)

At Akhir (End) of the Cancer: 90 + [801 (or 802) + 351 (or 350)] = 90 + 1152 (or 1151) = 1242 (1241 or 1243) (July 22 is the end of Cancer zodiac sign)

Khuruj (Coming out) from Maqabir (graves): 809 + 90 + 343 = 1242

get scattered what is in the graves (verse 9 of Sura 100. It is the 6155th verse of the Quran): 1242

The Akheera (Last One): 1242

People of the Fire, except Angels and We have not made their Idda (number or period) (verse 31 of Sura 74): 1242 (1240 or 1241) (1242 is the 1038th Composite Number)

I fear Allah, Lord of the Universe (verse 28 of Sura 5): 1242 (or 1243)

Signing of surrender of Japan: 586 + 592 (or 591) + 64 = 1242 (or 1241) [World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).]

We brought Moses nine (verse 101 of Sura 17): [134 + 462 (or 463) + 116 ] + 530 = 712 (or 713) + 530 = 1242 (or 1243)

The day the Trumpet is blown, so you come in Afwaj (successive groups) (verse 18 of Sura 78): 56 + (740 + 90 + 327 + 937 + 92) = 56 + 2186 = 2242 (= 2 x 19 x 59) (equivalent to 242) (2242 is the 1908th Composite Number) (2624 is the 2242nd Composite Number)

Wept in the graves The Ottoman Governor of Jerusalem sent a “Surrender Letter”, delivered by Mayor of Jerusalem, Hussein Al-Husseini, to the British invaders on Sunday, December 9, 1917 (Safar 24, 1336 Hijri)
Field Marshal Edmund Allenby, head of the invading British forces, entered Jerusalem on foot, through the Jaffa gate, on December 11, 1917.

Lailat (Eve) of Middle of Shaban + 1434 = 75 + (220 + 90 + 423) + 1434 = 75 + (733 + 1434) = 75 + 2167 = 2242

Permission has been given to those who have been attacked (or killed) for the injustice afflicted upon them (verse 39 of Sura 22): 3242

They ask you about the Hour: When will its docking be? Say: The knowledge of it is with my Lord. Shall not reveal its timing except him. It has become heavy (verse 187 of Sura 7): [177 (or 176) + 120 + 167 + 62 + 307 (or 306) + 130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 212 + 31 + 59 + 542 + 32 + 11] + 1030 = 2212 (2210 or 2211) + 1030 = 3242 (3240 or 3241)

The necks remained to (or by) it subdued (verse 4 of Sura 26): 1410 + 266 + 36 + 1530 (or 1531) = 3242 (or 3243) ( = 2 x 1621 ) (3242 is the 2784th Composite Number)

I do swear by Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of the End Times) and I do swear by the self-reproaching soul. Does the human being think that We are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, We are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to indulge in wicked deeds for the time ahead of him. (verse 1 – 6 of Sura 75): 4242 (or 4243)

From after him to Bani (Children) of Israel. Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), we descended it/him and in the Haq, it/he descended. And We have not sent you, except as a Mubashshir (Bearer of good news) and as a Nazeer (Warner). (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17) : 90 + 6152 (6151 or 6153) = 6242 (6241 or 6243) (equivalent to 242)

August 20, 1913 (Ramadan 17, 1331 Hijri) was the 242,0000th Julian Day.

Ramadan 6 is the 242th (or 243rd) day of a Hijri year

The United Nations Security Council Resolution 242 was adopted unanimously by the U.N. Security Council on November 22, 1967 (Shaban 19, 1387 Hijri), in the aftermath of the Six-Day War. The preamble refers to the "inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by war. The resolution calls for: (i) Withdrawal of Israel armed forces from territories occupied in the recent conflict; (ii) Termination of all claims or states of belligerency and respect for and acknowledgment of the
sovereignty, territorial integrity and political independence of every State in the area and their right to live in peace within secure and recognized boundaries free from threats or acts of force.

– Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Rise, Upheaval, or End Times): $56 + 187 = 243$ (or 242) ($= 3 \times 3 \times 3 \times 3 \times 3$) (243 is the 189th Composite Number) (306 is the 243rd Composite Number) (1543 is the 243rd Prime Number)

Day of Completion of the Deen (Religion): $56 + (92 + 95) = 56 + 187 = 243$

Day of Inha (Ending) of the Zaman (Time): $56 + [58 + 129 (or 128)] = 56 + 187 (or 186) = 243$ (or 242)

Day of Laila (Eve or Night) of the Farewell: $56 + [75 + 112 (or 111)] = 56 + 187 (or 186) = 243$ (or 242)

Day of a Bomb: $56 + 187 = 243$

Nihaya (End) of the World: $71 + 172 (or 171) = 243$ (or 242)

Nihaya (End) of the Siam (Fasting): $71 + 172 = 243$

Mizan (Scale or Balance-Scale) of the Justice: $108 + 135 = 243$ [ The Mizan (Scale or Balance-Scale) of the Justice is the symbol of the Mizan (Libra) zodiac sign which starts around September 23, from the evening of September 22. ]

No Doubt (verse 7 of Sura 22): $31 + 212 = 243$

Rihla (journey) (verse 2 of Sura 106): 243

The Ibhar (Sailing): 243

The vision (or apparition) (verse 27 of Sura 48): 243

The Sixth Day: $87 + 156 = 243$

The Nuclear Weapons: $135 + 108 = 243$

Day of Hubut (Descent or Coming down) of Iblees + Adam + Hawwa (Eve): $56 + [22 + 103 + 46 (or 45) + 16] = 56 + 187 (or 186) = 243$ (or 242)

Day of Bid’a (Beginning) of the Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) + Apollo 11: $56 + (7 + 124 + 45 + 11) = 56 + 187 = 243$ (The coming down of Apollo 11 began on July 22, 1969 and it splashed in the Pacific Ocean on July 24, 1969)
The Prophet Jesus: $93 + 150 = 243$

Descent of Jesus: $93 + 150 = 243$

Gospel of the Messiah (Christ): $94 + 149 = 243$

Halak (Perishing) of Dajjal of the Engleez (English People): $56 + (38 + 149) = 243$

The Messiah son of David + Ihya (Resurrection): $[149 + 52 (or 53) + 21] + 21 = 222 (or 223) + 21 = 243 (or 244)$

April: $243$

Kingdom of the Prophet David: $135 + (93 + 15) = 135 + 108 = 243$

Balad (Country/Land) of the Moubadeen (Banished/Exiled People): $36 + 207 = 243$

City/State of People of Jahannam (Hell): $109 + (36 + 98) = 109 + 134 = 243$

City of London (or Sydney): $109 + 134 = 243$

Promise of Dakk (Bombardment or Destruction) of London (or Sydney): $(5 + 80 + 24) + 134 = 109 + 134 = 243$

Awda (Return) of life of London: $(85 + 24) + 134 = 109 + 134 = 243$

End of Dajjal (Deceiver) of London: $71 + (38 + 134) = 71 + 172 = 243$

Dajjal (Deceiver) of the English People + the Jews: $38 + (149 + 56) = 38 + 205 = 243$

Al-Jazair (The Isles): $243$

The Hour + Gog + Magog: $167 + (23 + 53) = 167 + 76 = 243$

Wafat (Death) + Qiyam (Resurrection): $92 + 151 = 243$

Miracle of a Messiah: $125 + 118 = 243$

Qiyam (Resurrection) of John Paul: $151 + (54 + 38) = 151 + 92 = 243$

Awda (Return) of life of the Pope John Paul: $(85 + 24) + (37 + 59 + 38) = 109 + 134 = 243$
Qiyama (Outbreak of War) + Bay’a (Pledge of Allegiance) : 156 + 87 = 243

The Dakk (Bombardment or Destruction) + Son of Fatima (The Mahdi is a descendant of Fatima, Prophet Mohammad (p)’s daughter): 55 + 53 (or 52) + 135 = 243 (or 242)

Day of Son of Fatima : 56 + 52 + 135 = 243

The Jews’ Hadm (Destruction) of the Mosque: 49 + 56 + 138 = 243

Around her neck is a rope of (verse 5 of Sura 111): 90 + 23 + 40 + 90 = 243

Catastrophe + Seeniyoon (Chinese): 27 + 216 = 243

You will return (to your old wicked ways) (verse 15 of Sura 44) : 243

The Star + Poles (of the Earth) + Maseekh (False Messiah) Dajjal (Anti-Christ) + Jerusalem: 125 + 113 + 741 + 69 + 195 = 1243 (1243 is the 1039th Composite Number)

Bakr Baghdadi: 222 + 1021 (or 1020) = 1243 (or 1242) (Abu Bakr Al-Baghdadi is the head of the Islamic State in Iraq & Syria)

Day of the Ibtida (Beginning) + The Caliphate: 56 + [440 + 747 (or 746)] = 56 + 1187 (or 1186) = 1243 (or1242)

Day of Independence of Scotland: 56 + [622 (or 621) + 565 (or 566)] = 56 + 1187 (1186 or 1188) = 1243 (1242 or 1244)

Day of Al-Sadis Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Sixth) + Safar: 56 + (156 + 661) + 370 = 56 + (817 + 370) = 56 + 1187 = 1243

I saw eleven planets (verse 4 of Sura 12): 611 + 13 + 570 + 49 = 1243

Note that 1243 is equal to 113 x 11 (1243 = 113 x 11). This verse is talking about 11 planets.

The Tariq, the Piercing Star ( verses 2-3 of Sura 86) + The Poles (of the Earth): (341 + 124 + 634) + 144 = 1099 + 144 = 1243

On Friday, July 13, 1917 (472,985th Hijri day), three Catholic children, in a town called Fatima in Portugal, experienced the third of a series of 6 apparitions (visions) of a lady. During the apparition of July 13, the lady revealed to them 3 secrets about the future, which included murder of a Pope. ]
Day of Sabi wa Ushroon (Twenty Seven) + Shaban: \[56 + (132 + 6 + 626) + 423 = 56 + (764 + 423) = 56 + 1187 = \boxed{1243}\]

Seven from the Mathani (twosomes, couples, or pairs) and Quran (verse 87 of Sura 15): \[133 + (90 + 632) + [6 + 382 (or 383)] = 133 + 722 + 388 (or 389) = \boxed{1243 (or 1244)}\]

The Takhreeb (Devastation): \boxed{1243} (equivalent to \boxed{243})

Anti-Christ + John Paul: \[461 + 690 + (54 + 38) = 1151 + 92 = \boxed{1243}\]

Pharaoh of the End Times: \[406 + 837 = \boxed{1243}\]

Intisar (Victory) of Mamaleek (Mamluks) + Hazima (Defeat) of Saleebiyeen (Crusaders) + Akka: \[(742 + 141) + (67 + 202) + 91 = (883 + 269) + 91 = 1152 + 91 = 1243\]

Day of the Hubut (Descent or Fall) of Adam + Hawa (Eve) to the Earth: \[56 + [53 + 45 (or 46) + 16 (or 15) + 41 + 1032] = 56 + 1187 (1186 or 1188) = \boxed{1243 (or 1244)}\]

Day of the Nineteenth + Yuly (July): \[56 + [561 (or 562) + 570] + 56 = 56 + [1131 (or 1132) + 56] = 56 + 1187 (or 1188) = \boxed{1243 (or 1244)}\]

Day of Mawt (Death) Al-Hasan, the Second: \[56 + 446 + (149 + 592) = 56 + (446 + 741) = 56 + 1187 = \boxed{1243}\] [Al-Hasan II, King of Morocco, died around 4:30 pm on July 23, 1999 (Rabi Thani 9, 1420 Hijri) (Av 10, 5759 Jewish Calendar) (2451,382.5th Julian Day) ]

Allah after its death so Allah made him die one hundred (verse 259 of Sura 2): \boxed{1243}\n
The Western: \boxed{1243} (equivalent to \boxed{243})

Bulgaria: \boxed{1243 (or 1244)} (Bulgaria) gained its independence from the Ottoman Empire on September 22, 1908 (Shaban 26, 1326 Hijri). Bulgaria celebrates its independence annually as a national holiday on September 22

Al-Sa'iqa (the Scream) + City of Sydney + Australia: \[297 + (109 + 134) + 703 = 297 + (243 + 703) = 297 + 946 = \boxed{1243}\] (equivalent to \boxed{243})

The Nakba (Catastrophe) + England: \[108 + 1135 = \boxed{1243}\]

Al-Damar (The Destruction) of the United States: \[276 + 967 = \boxed{1243}\] (equivalent to \boxed{243})

And He made the Rivers function in your favour (verse 32 of Sura 14): \[6 + 860 + 90 + 287 = \boxed{1243}\] (equivalent to \boxed{243})
So, the Satan whispered to them so that it reveals to them what has been hidden from them (verse 20 of Sura 7): 1243

I fear Allah, Lord of the Universe (verse 28 of Sura 5): 1243 (or 1242)

in the Earth, the Malik (King or Sovereign) (verse 1 of Sura 62): 90 + (1032 + 121) = 1243

People of the Cave and (verse 9 of Sura 18): [101 (or 102) + 136] + 6 = 237 (or 238) + 6 = 1243 (or 1244)

We brought Moses nine (verse 101 of Sura 17): [134 + 463 (or 462) + 116 ] + 530 = 713 (or 712) + 530 = 1243 (or 1242)

Al - Sabi Al - Ushroon (The Twenty Seventh) + Shaban: [164 (or 163) + 657] + 422 (or 423) = 821 (or 820) + 422 (or 423) = 1243 (or 1242)

Ithnain wa Ishroon (Twenty Two): 611 + 6 + 626 = 1243

City of Copenhagen: 1243 (equivalent to 243)

Tadmeer (Destruction) of Copenhagen City, Al - Denmark: 654 + 1589 = 2243 (equivalent to 243) (2243 is the 334th Prime Number) (2625 is the 2243rd Composite Number)

Atomic Bomb + Nagasaki : (187 + 915) + 1141 (or 1142) = 1102 + 1141 (or 1142) = 2243 (or 2244) [The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time)]

in the Heavens and what is in the Earth, the Malik (King or Sovereign), the Quddous (Holy), the Aziz (Dear) (verse 1 of Sura 62): 90 + (537 + 6 + 41 + 90 + 1032 + 121 + 201 + 125) = 90 + 2153 = 2243

The necks remained to (or by) it subdued (verse 4 of Sura 26): 1410 + 266 + 36 + 1531 (or 1530) = 3243 (or 3242) (equivalent to 243) (3243 is the 2785th Composite Number)

And He made in your favour (verse 32 of Sura 14) + Taghyeer (Change) of Qutbai (Two Poles) of the Earth, the Northern + the Southern: (6 + 860 + 90) + (620 + 121 + 1032 + 412 + 102) = 956 + 2287 = 3243 (equivalent to 243)

I do swear by Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of the End Times) and I do swear by the self-reproaching soul. Does the human being think that We are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, We are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to indulge in wicked deeds for the time ahead of him. (verse 1 – 6 of Sura 75): 4243 (or 4242)

When comes Promise fulfilled. Then, we give back to you the turn against them and we supply you with monies and children and we make you more in number. If you do well, you do well to yourselves, and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When comes Promise (verse 5 – 7 of Sura 17): 6243

We created the Heavens and the Earth and what is between them in Six Days and we have not been touched by weariness. So, be patient regarding what they say and glorify by praising your Lord before rise of the Sun and before the setting (Sun-set) and from the Night glorify him and after the prostration. And listen the Day the caller calls from a place (verse 38 – 41 of Sura 50): 6202 + 6 + [1467 + 1568 (or 1569)] = 6202 + 6 + 3035 (or 3036) = 9243 (or 9244)

We have descended it in a blessed night. We have been warning. In it, every wise command gets distinguished, a command from us. We have been warning about. In it, every command is categorized. As a command from us, we are sending a mercy from your Lord. He is the Hearer, the Knower, Lord of the Heavens and the Earth and what is between them, if you are certain. There is no god except him, causes return of life and causes death. Your Lord and the Lord of your first fathers (ancestors). However, they are in doubt playing. So, wait for the day the Sky brings an evident smoke. It covers (verse 3 – 11 of Sura 44): [52 + 144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 267 + 52 + 71 + 1050 + 96 + 390 + 50 + 241 + 78 + 242 + 90 + 175 + 52 + 71 + 390 + 253 + 90 + 222 + 56 + 11 + 211 + 181 + 202 + 537 + 6 + 1032 + 6 + 41 + 108 + 51 + 510 + 256 + 31 + 36 + 32 + 11 + 28 + 6 + 460 + 262 + 6 + 202 + 75 + 128 + 32 + 45 + 90 + 132 + 5 + 168 + 783 + 56 + 811] + 133 + 657 + (102 +
1320) = [11031 (or 11030) + 133] + 657 + 1422 = [11164 (or 11163) + 657] + 1422 = 11821 (or 11820) + 1422 = 13243 (or 13242)

Ramadan 7 is the 243rd (or 244th) day of a Hijri year

January 6, 1941 (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1359 Hijri) was 243,0000.5th Julian Day, meaning it was the first day of 243rd period of 10,000 days.

♦

The Hijra (Immigration, Emigration, or Migration): 244 ( = 2 x 2 x 61 ) (244 is the 190th Composite Number) (308 is the 244th Composite Number) (1549 is the 244th Prime Number)

The Tard (Expulsion): 244

The Hurub (Escape): 244

إنجيل عيسى Gospel of Jesus: 94 + 150 = 244

by Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection) (verse 1 of Sura 75): 58 + 186 (or 187) = 244 (or 245)

اليوم الموعد The Promised Day (verse 2 of Sura 85) : 87 + 157 = 244

يوم الوعود + نكبة Day of the Promise + Nakba (Catastrophe): 56 + (111 + 77) = 56 + 188 = 244

اليوم الساعه + إحياء Day of the Hour + Ihya (Resurrection or Revival): 56 + (167 + 21) = 56 + 188 = 244

اليوم الفزع Day of + The Fazaa (Scare) (verse 103 of Sura 21): 56 + 188 = 244

جعلنا من made from (verse 9 of Sura 36): 154 + 90 = 244

بعده ليلا من his worshipper, at night, from (verse 1 of Sura 17): 244

سامه بن لادن Osama Bin Laden: 107 + (52 + 85) = 107 + 137 (or 138) = 244 (or 245)

قيمة + الجنن Qiyama (Resurrection) + The Jinna (demons): 155 + 89 = 244

المسيح ابن داوود + إحياء The Messiah son of David + Ihya (Resurrection): [149 + 53 (or 52) + 21] + 21 = 223 (or 222) + 21 = 244 (or 243)

إحياء سيدني (أو لندن) + الجنن Ihya (Resurrection) of Sydney (or London) + The Jinna (demons): (21 + 134) + 89 = 155 + 89 = 244
Ahya (Resurrected) State of New South Wales: \(21 \text{ or } 20 + (52 + 61 + 53 + 57) = 21 \text{ or } 20 + 223 = 244 \text{ (or } 243\)

Destroy (or destroyed): 244

Mufsideen (Corruptors): 244

The Southern Pole: \(142 + 102 = 244\)

The False/ Falsehood (verse 30 of Sura 22) : 244

Star + Qiyam (Resurrection) : \(93 + 151 = 244\)

Bulgaria: 1244 (or 1243) (Bulgaria gained its independence from the Ottoman Empire on September 22, 1908. Bulgaria celebrates its independence annually as a national holiday on September 22)

Awda (Return) of life of England: \((85 + 24) + 1135 \text{ (or } 1136\) = 109 + 1135 (or 1136) = 1244 (or 1245) (equivalent to 244)

Nuclear Nihaya (End) + Manhattan + Washington + London (or Sydney) : \(71 + 77 + 546 + 416 + 134 = 1244\)

Promise of the End Times, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds) (verse 104 of Sura 17): \([80 + 837 \text{ (or } 838\) ] + (64 + 62 + 201) = 917 \text{ (or } 918 + 327 = 1244 \text{ (or } 1245\)

Seven from the Mathani (twosomes, couples, or pairs) and Quran (verse 87 of Sura 15): \(133 + (90 + 632) + [6 + 383 \text{ (or } 382\) ] = 133 + 722 + 389 (or 388) = 1244 \text{ (or } 1243\)

Tafjeer (Bombing) and Majzara (Masacre) of Norway : \(693 + 6 + 255 + 290 = 1244 \text{ (On July 22, 2011 (Shaban 20, 1432 Hijri) (Tammuz 20, 5771 Jewish), Norway was the victim of twin terror attacks, by a white, Christian extremist Norwegian, the first being a car bomb blast which targeted government buildings in central Oslo, killing about 8 people, the second being a massacre at a youth camp on the island of Utoya, in which 69 people were killed.)}

Day of Istiada (Getting back) of Bayt-Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness): \(56 + [541 + (412 + 235)] = 56 + (541 + 647) = 56 + 1188 = 1244 \text{ (= } 2 \times 2 \times 311 \text{ ) (1244 is the 1040th Composite Number)}

Day of Istirdad (Re-Capture) of the Quds (Jerusalem) from the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): \(56 + (670 + 195 + 90 + 233) = 56 + 1188 = 1244\)
The Hijra (Migration) + Mohammad from Mecca to Yathrib: $244 + (92 + 90 + 65 + 41 + 712) = 244 + 1000 = 1244$

Day of Al-Sadis wa Al-Ishroon (The Twenty Sixth) + Safar: $56 + [155 (or 156) + 6 + 657] + 370 = 56 + [818 (or 819) + 370] = 56 + 1188 (or 1189) = 1244 (or 1245)$

Atomic Bomb + Nagasaki: $(187 + 915) + 1142 (or 1141) = 1102 + 1142 (or 1141) = 2244 (or 2243) (2244 is the 1909th Composite Number)$

We created the Heavens and the Earth and what is between them in Six Days and we have not been touched by weariness. So, be patient regarding what they say and glorify by praising your Lord before rise of the Sun and before the setting (Sun-set) and from the Night glorify him and after the prostration. And listen the Day the caller calls from a place (verse 38 – 41 of Sura 50): $(781 + 539 + 6 + 1032 + 6 + 41 + 108 + 90 + 465 + 52 + 6 + 41 + 151 + 90 + 1038 + 373 + 101 + 41 + 202 + 6 + 70 + 54 + 222 + 132 + 115 + 431) + 6 + (132 + 1239 + 6 + 90) + [71 + 155 + 6 + 208 (or 207) + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 126 + 90 + 111] = 6202 + 6 + [1467 + 1569 (or 1568) + 71 + 155 + 6 + 208 (or 207) + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 126 + 90 + 111] = 6202 + 6 + 3036 (or 3035) = 9244 (or 9243)

Following a siege, Husam Eddeen Baraka Khan, leader of the Khawarizm, on behalf of Ayubi Sultan of Egypt Al-Salih,Najm-Eddeen Ayub, conquered Jerusalem on July 11, 1244 AD Julian (July 18, 1244 AD Gregorian) (Safar 4, 642 AD) (Av 4, 5004 Jewish Calendar) (2175,620.5 or 2175,621st Julian Day), but the citadel “Tower of David” held out against them until August 23, 1244 AD, ending the second and last Kingdom of the Crusaders in Jerusalem who had re-gained control of Jerusalem through a treaty with Ayubi Sultan of Damascus in 1229 AD to be a buffer zone between him and the Ayubi Sultan of Egypt. Jerusalem remained under the rule of Muslims until December 9, 1917 when Britain captured Jerusalem from the Ottomans.

Note that 308, the numerical value of Al-Awar (attribute of the Dajjal), is the 244th Composite Number.

♦ دمار Damar (Destruction): $245$ ($= 5 \times 7 \times 7$) $(245$ is the 191st Composite Number $)$

(309 is the 245th Composite Number) $(1553$ is the 245th Prime Number $)$ $(2627$ is the 2245th Composite Number)

33 degrees : $33 + 212 = 245$

الآخره The Ahira (alternative spelling of the End Times): $245$ (or 246)

قیام نجال اليهود Qiyam (Rise) of Dajjal of the Jews: $151 + 38 + 56 = 245$
Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of the Jinna (demons): $(21 + 135) + 89 = 245$

Abi (Father of) Al-Qasim (Prophet Mohammad (p)’s Eldest Son): $13 + 232 = 245$

The Zahra (title of Fatima, daughter of Prophet Mohammad (p)): $245$

Fatima + Ali: $135 + 110 = 245$

Those who succeed (verse 51 of Sura 24): $245$

The Natural Nakba (Disaster): $108 + 137 = 245$

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of the Hour: $56 + (22 + 167) = 56 + 189 = 245$

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of the Sawm (Fasting): $56 + (22 + 167) = 56 + 189 = 245$

by Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection) (verse 1 of Sura 75): $58 + 187 (or 186) = 245 (or 244)$

The Spirit (verse 4 of Sura 97): $245$

Jibreel (Gabriel) (verse 98 of Sura 2): $245$

one thousand months, the angels descend and (verses 3 - 4 of Sura 97): $111 + 505 + 487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 = 1245 (or 1246) (1245 = 3 x 5 x 83 ) (1245 is the 1041st Composite Number )

Promise of the End Times, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds) (verse 104 of Sura 17): $80 + 838 (or 837) + 64 + 62 + 201 = 1245 (or 1244)$

Ibtida (Beginning) of the Major Alamat (Signs): $409 + (573 + 263) = 409 + 836 = 1245$

Day of the Hour + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The Major Alamat (Signs): $[56 + 167 + 186 (or 187)] + (573 + 263) = 409 (or 410) + 836 = 1245 (or 1246)$

The Day We (God) we perform Hashr (assemble or in-gather) the God-fearing (verse 85 of Sura 19. It is the 2335th verse of the Quran): $56 + 558 + 631 = 1245 (equivalent to 245)$

Day of Al-Sadis wa Al-Ishroon (The Twenty Sixth) + Safar: $56 + [156 (or 155) + 6 + 657] + 370 = 56 + [819 (or 818) + 370] = 56 + 1189 (or 1188) = 1245 (or 1244)$

Promise of the Istifaf (Lining up or Alignment) + 11
Planets + And the Sun and the Moon (verse 4 of Sura 12): $80 + 292 + (11 + 48) + (6 + 431 + 6 + 371) = 80 + (292 + 59) + 814 = 80 + (351 + 814) = 80 + 1165 = \boxed{1245}$

The Devastation of State of Al-Amreek (the Americans): $834 + 411 = \boxed{1245}$ (equivalent to $245$)

Ninth + September: $531$ (or $530$) + $714 = \boxed{1245}$ (or $1244$)

♦ Ma’soum (infallible): \boxed{246} (\text{246 is the 192}^{\text{nd}} \text{Composite Number}) (\text{310 is the 246}^{\text{th}} \text{Composite Number}) (\text{1559 is the 246}^{\text{th}} \text{Prime Number})

Zalzala (Shake or Quake) of the Hour (verse 1 of Sura 22): $79 + 167 = \boxed{246}$

The Nuclear Masat (Tragedy): $138 + 108 = \boxed{246}$

Philadelphia: \boxed{246} (or \boxed{256})

The Masia (Disobedience) : \boxed{246}

Day the Inviter invites (verse 6 of Sura 54): $56 + (84 + 106) = 56 + 190 = \boxed{246}$

The Seventh Yunyu (June): $164 + 82 = \boxed{246}$

The Astronaut : \boxed{246}

Storm: \boxed{246}

The Tur (Mountain. It is used to refer to Mount Sinai or Mount of Olives) (verse 1 of Sura 52): \boxed{246}

Like one thousand years (verse 47 of Sura 22): $131 + 115 = \boxed{246}$

Hadd (Destruction) of Korea: $9 + 237 = \boxed{246}$

Hadd (Destruction) of State of the Sahayina (Zionists): $9 + (45 + 192) = 9 + 237 = \boxed{246}$

Banu (Children of) Jacob: $58 + 188 = \boxed{246}$

Banu (Children of) Abd Al-Muttalib (Grandfather of Prophet Mohammad (p)) : $58 + (76 + 112) = 58 + 188 = \boxed{246}$

Safawiyeen (Those who ruled Persia & Azerbaijan, persecuted Sunni majority of Persia and forced them to become Shia): \boxed{246}
Maghara (Cave): 1246 (equivalent to 246) (1246 is the 1042nd Composite Number) (1480 is the 1246th Composite Number)

Lailat (Eve) of Tadnees (Desecration) of the Bayt Al-Maqdis (House of Holiness): 75 + 524 + (412 + 235) = 75 + (524 + 647) = 75 + 1171 = 1246

One thousand months, the angels descend (are brought down) (verses 3 - 4 of Sura 97): 111 + 505 + 487 + 137 (or 136) + 6 = 1246 (or 1245)

Day of the Hour + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The Akhira (End Times): 56 + 167 + 186 (or 187) + 837 = 1246 (or 1247)

Day of the Hour + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The Major Alamat (Signs): [56 + 167 + 186 (or 187)] + (573 + 263) = 410 (or 409) + 836 = 1246 (or 1245)

Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr + The Major Alamat (Signs): (75 + 335) + (573 + 263) = 410 + 836 = 1246

Ibtida (Beginning) of the End Times: 409 + 837 (or 838) = 1246 (or 1247)

To the People, their judgment, while they are, in heedlessness (verse 1 of Sura 21): 2246 (= 2 x 1123) (2246 is the 1911th Composite Number)

Khamisa Ishreen (Twenty Fifth) + Za Al-Qada: (705 + 630) + (701 + 210) = 1335 + 911 = 2246

Khamis Ishroon (Twenty Fifth) + Zi Al-Qada: [700 (or 701) + 626] + (710 + 210) = 1326 (or 1327) + 920 = 2246 (or 2247)

Sent his servant in a journey at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings to show him our Ayat (or Signs) (verse 1 of Sura 17): (271 + 83 + 71 + 90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 223) + (741 + 273 + 49 + 295 + 90 + 463) = 1335 + 1911 = 3246 (equivalent to 246) (= 2 x 3 x 541) (3246 is the 2788th Composite Number) (3772 is the 3246th Composite Number)

They ask you about the Hour. When will its docking be? While you are part of its remembrance. To your Lord is its end (destination). You are but a warner for those who fear it. As if (verse 42 – 46 of Sura 79): (176 + 120 + 562 + 62) + (307 + 130 + 451 + 90 + 927 + 41 + 222 + 502 + 92 + 451 + 990 + 90 + 917 + 116) = 920 + 5326 = 6246

Day the Caller calls (verse 41 of Sura 50): 56 + (65 + 126) = 56 + 191 = 247 (= 13 x 19) (247 is the 193rd Composite Number) (312 is the 247th Composite Number) (1567 is the
247th Prime Number)

Day of the Ajal (Date of End) + The Nihaya (End) of Hayat (life): 56 + 65 + (71 + 55) = 56 + (65 + 126) = 56 + 191 = 247

Day of Nihaya (End) of life of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 56 + [71 + (24 + 96)] = 56 + (71 + 120) = 56 + 191 = 247

Day of Waqfa (stand-up): 56 + 191 = 247

Day of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 56 + (71 + 120) = 56 + 191 = 247

Promise of the Hour: 80 + 167 = 247

Jibrael (Gabriel): 247 (or 246)

with (or in) the Spirit (verse 2 of Sura 16): 247

The Spirits: 247

Their Lord (verse 14 of Sura 91) & (verse 4 of Sura 97): 247

Lord of Adam: 202 + 45 = 247

Dawla (State) of the Vatican: 45 + 202 = 247

Rome: 247

Woman (verse 23 of Sura 27): 247

To be shown (verse 6 of Sura 99): 247

making a miracle, these (verse 5 of Sura 34): 180 + 67 = 247

HoWa (God), the Ever-Living and Ever-Present (verse 255 of Sura 2, which is the 262nd verse of Quran): 11 + (49 + 187) = 11 + 236 = 247

The Dajjal + Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of John Paulus (Paul): 69 + 21 + (59 + 98) = (69 + 21) + 157 = 90 + 157 = 247

The Mahdi + John Paulus (Paul): 90 + (59 + 98) = 90 + 157 = 247

The Mahdi + Elijah (Elias) + Pope John Paul: (90 + 59) + (6 + 54 + 38) = 149 + 98 = 247

The Mahdi + Hadd (Destruction) of Barrier of the Jinn (invisible creatures): 90 + [9 + (64 + 84)] = 90 + (9 + 148) = 90 + 157 = 247
The Southern Madina (City/State): $140 + 107 = 247$

Hadd (Destruction) of Kingdom of Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil): $9 + (135 + 103) = 9 + 238 = 247$

Day of Kingdom of the Jews: $56 + (135 + 56) = 56 + 191 = 247$

Hadd (Destruction) + Bay’a (Pledge of Allegiance) of Qa’im (Riser or Resurrected; a title of the Mahdi): $9 + (87 + 151) = 9 + 238 = 247$

Saiha (Scream) of Sydney: $113 + 134 = 247$

Saiha (Scream) of London: $113 + 134 = 247$

Saiha (Scream) of City/State of People of Jahannam (Hell): $113 + (36 + 98) = 113 + 134 = 247$

The Jinn + Life of London: $(84 + 29) + 134 = 113 + 134 = 247$

Lailat (Night or Eve) of End of the first Hudna (Truce): $75 + [71 + (37 + 64)] = 75 + (71 + 101) = 75 + 172 = 247$

and came with a repentant heart (verse 33 of Sura 50): $6 + (5 + 134 + 102) = 6 + 241 = 247$

Tragedy of Islam Abad: $107 + (132 + 8) = 107 + 140 = 247$

Al-Siniyoon (The Chinese): 247

Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) + Muslimoon (Muslims): $21 + 226 = 247$

Night of Ba’th (Resurrection) of Mutaqeen (pious or God-fearing): $75 + 572 + 600 = 1247$ (equivalent to 247) (1247 is the 1043rd Composite Number) (1482 is the 1247th Composite Number)

Entrance of two branches of Children of Isaac into Islam: $640 + 122 + 62 + 170 + 90 + 163 = 1247$ (equivalent to 247)

And grant me a Kingship that will not be suitable (verse 35 of Sura 38): $1247$ (equivalent to 247)

President of the United States: $280 + (479 + 488) = 280 + 967 = 1247$

The Caliph + The Imam Al-Hashim (Mahdi’s family): $756 + 113 + 378$ (or 377) = $1247$ (or $1246$) (equivalent to 247)
A prophet, a seal of the prophets: $63 + (1041 + 143) = 1247$ (or 1256) (equivalent to 247)

Day of Istirja (Getting back or Re-capture) of the Muslimeen (Muslims) the Quds (Jerusalem): $56 + (735 + 261 + 195) = 1247$

Al-Aqsa Mosque + Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem) + Palestine: $361 + 647 + 239 = 1247$ (equivalent to 247)

The Satans recite (verse 102 of Sura 2): $837 + 410 = 1247$ (equivalent to 247)

The Hour is coming, so forgive, the nice forgiveness (verse 85 of Sura 15): $51 + [167 + 447 (or 446) + 259 + 209 + 114] = 1247$ (or 1246)

Day of the Hour + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The Akhira (End Times): $56 + [167 + 187 (or 186) + 837] = 1247$ (or 1246)

Ibtida (Beginning) of the End Times: $409 + 838$ (or 837) = 1247 (or 1246)

Night of the Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97) + The End Times: $(75 + 335) + 837 = 1247$ (or 1248) (equivalent to 247)

Awwal (First) phase of the Akhira (End Times): $37 + 283 + 90 + 837$ (or 838) = 1247 (or 1248)

Qudam (Arrival) of Anwar Al-Sadat to Israel: $150 + 257 + 497 + 41 + 302$ (or 303) = $1247$ (or 1248) [Egyptian President Anwar Sadat arrived for surprise visit to Israel for the first time, at night, on Saturday, November 19, 1977 (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1397 Hijri), day of standing on Mount of Arafat, meaning eve of 1st day of Eid Al-Adha.]

Hazima (Defeat) of Ahmad Al-Aseer + Intisar (Victory) of Hizb Allah: $67 + (53 + 302) + 742 + (17 + 66) = 1247$ [Sunni Sheikh Ahmad Al-Aseer, Imam of Masjid (Mosque) of Bilal son Rabah in Abra, a district of city of Saida, Lebanon, and his ally former singer Fadl Shaker, were defeated by Shia’s Hizb Allah and the Lebanese Army in a battle that started on Sunday, June 23, 2013 (Shaban 14, 1434 Hijri) (Tammuz 15, 5773 Jewish) (2456,466.5th Julian). It lasted for about 24 hours till June 24, 2013. This means it happened in the Middle (or Half) of Shaban, traditionally an important day for Muslims.]

Al-Rabi wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Fourth) + Huzairan (June): $304 + 6 + 661 + 276 = 971 + 276 = 1247$

Nine + Settembre (September in Italian): $712 + 535 = 1247$

The One with Pillars: $1101 + 146 = 1247$ (This is a distinctive description in the Quran about Iram city which used to be distinguished by its pillars, like the U.S. (or N.Y.) is distinguished by its skyscrapers.)
Ithnain wa Ishreen (Twenty Two): \( 611 + 6 + 630 = 1247 \)

Day of Thani Ishreen (Twenty Second): \( 56 + (561 + 630) = 56 + 1191 = 1247 \)

The God-Fearing individuals are in Paradises and Springs, enter it in peace (verse 45 of Sura 15): \([ 631 + 90 + 453 \text{ or } 454 + 6 + 136 ] + (647 + 132 + 152 \text{ or } 151 ] = 1316 \text{ (or } 1317) + 931 \text{ (or } 930) = 2247 \text{ (or } 2247 \text{ is the } 1912^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number) }\)

Khamis Ishreen (Twenty Fifth) + Zu Al-Qada: \([670 \text{ (or } 669) + 661] + (706 + 210) = 1331 \text{ (or } 1330) + 916 = 2247 \text{ (or } 2246) \)

Khamis Ishroon (Twenty Fifth) + Zi Al-Qada: \([701 \text{ (or } 700) + 626] + (710 + 210) = 1327 \text{ (or } 1326) + 920 = 2247 \text{ (or } 2246) \)

If you do badly, then it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter (verse 7 of Sura 17): \( 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 \text{ (or } 838) + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 = 3247 \text{ (or } 3248) \)

Sent his servant in a journey at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings to show him our Ayat (or Signs) (verse 1 of Sura 17): \([3247 \text{ (or } 3246) \text{ (equivalent to } 247 \text{) } 3247 \text{ is the } 2789^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number) } 3773 \text{ is the } 3247^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number}) \)

in the name of your Lord who created. He created the human from Alaq (clot). Read and your Lord is the Akram (Most Generous or Honorable), who taught by the pen. He taught the human (verse 1 – 5 of Sura 96): \( 103 + 222 + 741 + 730 + 730 + 193 + 90 + 200 + 302 + 6 + 222 + 292 + 741 + 140 \) \( + (203 + 140 + 192) = 4712 + 535 = 5247 \)

He raised its thickness then completed it. And he made dark its night and brought out the light (brightness) of its forenoon. And afterwards, he spread out the Earth. He brought out of it its water and pasture. And the mountains, he settled them firmly (verse 26 – 32 of Sura 79): \( 307 + 120 + 920 + 492 + 305 + 731 + 41 \) \( + (133 + 59 + 350 + 126 + 152 + 6 + 1310 + 76 + 6 + 804 + 815 + 6 + 1032 + 76 + 750) + (19 + 804 + 96 + 48 + 6 + 316 + 6 + 67 + 268 ) = 2916 + (5701 + 1630) = 2916 + 7331 = 10247

Ayubi Sultan of Egypt captured Jerusalem from the Khawarizm in 1247 AD.

Raheel (Departure or Exodus): \( 248 \text{ (248 is the } 194^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number) } 314 \text{ is the } 248^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number) } 1571 \text{ is the } 248^{\text{th}} \text{ Prime Number) }\)
Day of Wuquf (Standing up): $56 + 192 = 248$

Apparition (vision): $248$ (or $249$)

Abraham (verse 258 of Sura 2): $248$

Mohammed, the Sixth: $92 + 156 = 248$

Al-Hasan II, King of Morocco, died on Friday July 23, 1999 (Rabi Thani 9, 1420 Hijri) (Av 10, 5759 Jewish Calendar) (2451,382.5th or 2451,383th Julian Day). On the same day, his son Mohammad was offered bay’a (pledge of allegiance) as Prince of the Believers and he was officially crowned as King Mohammad VI, the 23rd king of the Alawite dynasty, on July 30, 1999.

Qiyama (Resurrection or Rise) of John Paul: $156 + (54 + 38) = 156 + 92 = 248$

Qiyama (Rise) of the Dajjal Gog: $156 + (69 + 23) = 156 + 92 = 248$

Haram (Sanctuary): $248$

Hurrima (has been made forbidden): $248$

Rahm (womb or uterus): $248$

We placed him in (verse 21 – 23 of Sura 77): $158 + 90 = 248$

The Zahra (Planet Venus): $248$

11 Planets line up: $189 + [11 + 48 (or 49)] = 189 + 59 (or 60) = 248$ (or $249$)

Day of the Aqtab (Poles) + The Hazza (Quake): $56 + 144 + 48 = 248$

Day of the Qutba (Poles) of the Earth + The Hazza (Quake): $56 + (112 + 1032) + 48 = 56 + 1144 + 48 = 1248$

Aya (Miraculous Sign) of the Star + Zilzal (Quake) of the Earth: $(17 + 124) + (75 + 1032) = 141 + 1107 = 1248$ ($=8\times156$) (1248 is the 1044th Composite Number) (1484 is the 1248th Composite Number)

Day of the Qutba (Poles) of the Earth + The Hazza (Quake): $56 + (112 + 1032) + 48 = 56 + 1144 + 48 = 1248$

The Star + The Hazza (Quake) + The Day of Separation is the appointed time for all of them (verse 40 of Sura 44): $124 + 17 + (51 + 56 + 231 + 595 + 174) = 124 + 17 + 1107 = 1248$
Nihaya (End) of Burj (Zodiac Sign) of Virgo: \(71 + [205 + 972 \text{ (or 971)}] = 71 + 1177 \text{ (or 1176)} = 1248\) [ The zodiac sign, Virgo, ends on September 22 (or 21) ]

Its Maghreb (where the Sun sets): \(1248\) (equivalent to 248)

Turkey + Island of Cyprus: \(631 + (225 + 392) = 631 + 617 = 1248\)

Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Dakk (Bombardment or Destruction) of New York + London (or Sydney): \(5 + 80 + 837 + (24 + 302) = 922 + 326 = 1248\)

Israa (miraculous journey) + Tabut (Ark or Coffin) of Sakina (Solace): \(263 + (809 + 176) = 263 + 985 = 1248\) (= 8 \times 156\) (1248 is the 1044th Composite Number)

(1484 is the 248th Composite Number)

Verse 248 of Sura 2 is about the King of Israel who brings Tabut (Coffin or Ark) of the Sakina.
Haram (forbidden or impermissible): \(249\) (\(249\) is the 195\(^{th}\) Composite Number) (\(315\) is the 249\(^{th}\) Composite Number) (\(1579\) is the 249\(^{th}\) Prime Number) (\(2249\) is the 1914\(^{th}\) Composite Number) (\(2631\) is the 2249\(^{th}\) Composite Number)

Day of Hubut (Descent or Coming down) of Iblees + Adam and Hawwa (Eve): \(56 + [22 + 103 + 46 (or 45) + 6 + 16] = 56 + 193 (or 192) = \boxed{249 (or 248)}\)

Day of Bid’a (Beginning) of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): \(56 + [7 + 186 (or 187)] = 56 + 193 (or 194) = \boxed{249 (or 250)}\)

Day of the Hour: \(75 + [56 + (7 + 167)] = 75 + (56 + 174) = \boxed{249}\)

Day of Fasting: \(75 + [56 + (7 + 167)] = 75 + (56 + 174) = \boxed{249}\)

The Mubaya’a (Offering of Allegiance to) + The Mahdi: \(159 + 90 = \boxed{249}\)

The Imam, the Adil (Just, Fair, Equitable): \(113 + 136 = \boxed{249}\)

Kingdom of the Prophet David: \(135 + (93 + 21) = 135 + 114 = \boxed{249}\)

The Prophet Joseph: \(93 + 156 = \boxed{249}\)

The Mus’haf (Scripture or Quran): \(\boxed{249}\)

Apparition (vision): \(\boxed{249 (or 248)}\)

Immigrant: \(\boxed{249}\)

Pastures: \(\boxed{249 (or 250)}\)

Lined up + 11 Planets: \(189 + [11 + 49 (or 48)] = 189 + 60 (or 59) = \boxed{249 (or 248)}\)

Red: \(\boxed{249}\)

City of Islam Abad: \(109 + (132 + 8) = 109 + 140 = \boxed{249}\)

Hadd (Destruction) of Western Wall: \(9 + (28 + 1212) = 9 + 1240 = \boxed{1249}\) (equivalent to \(249\))

Saint Peter’s Basilica (Church) + City of Vatican: \([133 (or 134) + 174 + 271] + (109 + 562) = 578 (or 579) + 671 = \boxed{1249 (or 1250)}\)

Tree of the Maseekh (False or Transformed Messiah): \(508 + 741 = \boxed{1249}\)
this Tree (verse 19 of Sura 7): $710 + 539 = 1249$

Day of the Hubut (Descent or Fall) of Adam and Hawa (Eve) to the Earth: $56 + [53 + 45 (or 46) + 6 + 16 (or 15) + 41 + 1032] = 56 + 1193 (1192 or 1194) = 1249$

Hubut (Descent or Landing) of Apollo, the Eleventh on surface of the Moon: $22 + 45 + (54 + 570) + (110 + 77 + 371) = 22 + (45 + 624) + 558 = 22 + 669 + 558 = 1249$

Promise of the Atomic Bomb has arrived: $(5 + 80) + (218 + 946) = 85 + 1164 = 1249$

And We brought Moses nine (verse 101 of Sura 17): $1249$ (or $1248$)

Our Ayat (Signs) came to them, Mubsira (insightful or enlightening) (verse 13 of Sura 27): $[450 + 462 (or 463)] + 337 = 912 (or 913) + 337 = 1249$ (or $1250$)

Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds) (verse 104 of Sura 17): $5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 64 + 62 + 201 = 1249$ (or $1250$)

It is we who have brought down the Zikr (Message) (verse 9 of Sura 15): $52 + (108 + 138 + 951) = 52 + 1197 = 1249$

Allah gives you good news of a Word from him. His name is the Messiah Isa (Jesus) son of (verse 45 of Sura 3): $67 + 532 + 97 + 95 + 106 + 149 + 150 + 53 = 1249$

The knowledge of it is with my Lord. No one uncovers its timing, except he. (verse 187 of Sura 7): $1249$ (or $1249$ is the $204^{th}$ Prime Number) (1485 is the $1249^{th}$ Composite Number)

They ask you about the Hour. When will its docking be? Say: The knowledge of it is with my Lord. No one uncovers its timing except he. It has become a heavy burden in the Heavens and the Earth. It does not come to you except as Baghta (all of a sudden). (verse 187 of Sura 7): $7249$

The knowledge of it is with the humans. Over it are Nineteen. And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (trial or test) for those who have disbelieved. So that those who have been given the Book become certain and those who have believed grow in belief (verse 29 - 31 of Sura 74): $(562 + 116 + 535) + (570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 95 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414 + 453 + 6) + (26 + 791 + 98 + 102) = 1213 + 6019 + 1017 = 8249$
a lesson for those who fear. Are you the harder to create, or the heaven that he built? He raised its thickness then completed it. And he made dark its night and brought out the light (brightness) of its forenoon. And afterwards, he spread out the Earth. He brought out of it its water and pasture. And the mountains, he settled them firmly (verse 26 – 32 of Sura 79):

\[
(307 + 120 + 920 + 492 + 305 + 731 + 41) + (133 + 59 + 350 + 126 + 153 + 6 + 1310 + 76 + 6 + 804 + 815 + 6 + 1032 + 76 + 751 + 19 + 804 + 96 + 48 + 6 + 317 + 6) + [67 + 267 (or 268)] = 2916 + [6999 + 334 (or 335)] = 2916 + 7333 (or 7334) = 10249 (or 10250)
\]

♦ Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or Beginning of End Times) + The Deen (Religion or Judgment): 155 (or 156) + 95 = 250 (or 251) (= 2 x 5 x5 x 5 ) (250 is the 196th Composite Number) (316 is the 250th Composite Number) (1583 is the 250th Prime Number) (2250 is the 1915th Composite Number) (2632 is the 2250th Composite Number)

The Religion of High Value (verse 5 of Sura 98): 64 + 186 = 250

Day of Bid’a (Beginning) of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 56 + [ 7 + 187 (186) ] = 56 + 194 (or 193) = 250 (or 249)

Mary (or Marie): 250 (or 251)

Ibin Abd Al-Malik: 53 (or 52) + 76 + 121 = 250 (or 249)

Ibn Al-Walid ibin Abd Al-Malik is the 6th Umawi Caliph and one of the most prominent Caliphs. He reigned from 705 AD (86 Hijri) till 715 AD (97 Hijri). During his reign, the construction of the Aqsa Mosque was completed in 705 AD, the Umawi Mosque of Damascus’s construction was commissioned in 705 AD and finished in 714 AD (96 Hijri), and the tomb of Prophet Muhammad (p) became part of the Prophet Mohammad’s Mosque in Medina. Historians consider his reign as the apex of Islamic power. In the West, Muslims under the leadership of Tariq bin Ziyad started the conquest of Al-Andalus in 711 AD (93 Hijri). In the East, Muslims’ rule reached as far as the Indus River in India by 712 AD.

Bani (Children of) Jacob: 62 + 188 = 250

Bani (Children of) Abd Al-Muttalib (Grandfather of Prophet Mohammad (p)): 62 + 76 + 112 = 250

Al-Imam Al-Mahdi + The Hujja (Evidence ; title of the Mahdi): (113 + 90 ) + 47 = 203 + 47 = 250

a trustworthy advisor (verse 68 of Sura 7): 149 + 101 = 250
You are crazy (verse 6 of Sura 15): $71 + 179 = 250$

migrating (verse 100 of Sura 4): $250$ (or $249$)

Who has believed in Allah (verse 18 of Sura 9): $250$

And the Promised Day (verse 2 of Sura 85): $6 + (87 + 157) = 6 + 244 = 250$

The true Promise (verse 97 of Sura 21): $111 + 139 = 250$

And the Heaven (verse 7 of Sura 55) + The Promise: $(6 + 133) + 111 = 139 + 111 = 250$

The Scale of Balance (verse 7 of Sura 55) + The Promise: $139 + 111 = 250$

The City + The Covenant: $140 + 110 = 250$

The Entity (refers to State of Israel) + The Mosque: $112 + 138 = 250$

The Entity (refers to State of Israel) + Umma (Nation) of Islam: $112 + (46 + 92) = 112 + 138 = 250$

Wahiya (Catastrophe) of Al-Aqsa = $27 + 223 = 250$

The Tayr (bird, birds or what flies) (verse 16 of Sura 27), (verse 20 of Sura 27) & (verse 19 of Sura 38): $250$

Pastures: $250$ (or $249$)

State of the English People + the Jews: $45 + (149 + 56) = 45 + 205 = 250$

Al-Hadda (The Incident of Destruction) + Nihaya (End) of Sydney: $45 + (71 + 134) = 45 + 205 = 250$

Saint Peter’s Basilica (Church) + City of Vatican: $[134 (or 133) + 174 + 271] + (109 + 562) = 579 (or 578) + 671 = 1250$ (or $1249$) (1250 is the $1045^{th}$ Composite Number)

Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds) (verse 104 of Sura 17): $5 + 80 + 838$ (or $837$) + $64 + 62 + 201 = 1250$ (or $1249$)

Promise of the End Times, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds) and (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): $[80 + 837$ (or $838)] + (64 + 62 + 201 + 6) = 917$ (or $918) + 333 = 1250$ (or $1251$)
Mughadara (Departure): 1250

Day of Istiada (Getting back) of the Aqsā Mosque from Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 56 + 541 + (138 + 223) + (90 + 202) = 56 + [(541 + 361) + 292] = 56 + (902 + 292) = 56 + 1194 = 1250

my Lord does not misguide and does not forget (verse 52 of Sura 20): 31 + (840 + 212 + 6 + 31 + 130) = 31 + 1219 = 1250

Those whom we have chosen from our worshippers (verse 32 of Sura 35): 741 + 241 + 90 + 128 = 1250

He said: I am worshipper of Allah. He brought me the Book (verse 30 of Sura 19): 131 + 61 + 76 + 66 + 463 (or 462) + 453 (or 454) = 1250 (1249 or 1251)

Book of Numerical Analysis: 422 (or 423) + (478 + 350) = 422 (or 423) + 828 = 1250 (1251)

Book of Bidaya (Beginning) of Akhira (End Times): 422 (or 423) + (22 + 806) = 422 (or 423) + 828 = 1250 (1251)

Book of Kashif (Revealer) of Secret of the Hour: 422 (or 423) + 401 + (260 + 167) = 422 (or 423) + (401 + 427) = 422 (or 423) + 828 = 1250 (or 1251)

Book of Key of Secrets of the Akhira (End Times): 422 (or 423) + 529 + [462 + 837 (or 838)] = 422 (or 423) + [529 + 1299 (or 1300)] = 422 (or 423) + 1828 (or 1829) = 2250 (or 2251) (2250 is the 1915th Composite Number)

(1915 Composite Number)

(2250 Composite Number)

June 7, 1967: (276 + 7) + 1967 = 283 + 1967 = 2250
(This refers to June 7, 1967 (Iyar 28, 5727 Jewish), the day on which Israel captured the Old City of Jerusalem.)

Khamis wa Ishroon (Twenty Fifth) + Zu Al-Qada: (701 + 6 + 626) + [707 (or 706) + 210] = 1333 + 917 (or 916) = 2250 (or 2249)

An lesson for those who fear. Are you the harder to create, or the heaven that he built? He raised its thickness then completed it. And he made dark its night and brought out the light (brightness) of its forenoon. And afterwards, he spread out the Earth. He brought out of it its water and pasture. And the mountains, he settled them firmly (verse 26 – 32 of Sura 79):
(307 + 120 + 920 + 492 + 305 + 731 + 41) + (133 + 59 + 350 + 126 + 153 + 6 + 1310 + 48 + 6 + 317 + 6) + [67 + 268 (or 267)] = 2916 + [6999 + 335 (or 334)] = 2916 + 7334 (or 7333) = 10250 (or 10249)

♦  The Nisf (Half or Middle): 251  (251 is the 54th Prime Number)  (318 is the 251st Composite Number)  (2251 is the 335th Prime Number)

Nar  Fire: 251

نهاية صيف Nihaya (End) of Summer: 71 + 180 = 251

قناة باناما Panama Canal: 156 + 95 = 251

طرمب Trump: 251 (or 252)

إنيك المجنون You are the crazy: 71 + 180 = 251

ماري Mary (or Marie): 251 (or 250)

محراب Mihrab (place of worship or praying place) (verse 39 of Sura 3) & (verse 11 of Sura 19) & (verse 21 of Sur 38): 251

و الروح and the Spirit (verse 4 of Sura 97): 6 + 245 = 251

أنفسكم Yourselves (verse 7 of Sura 17): 251

كلمه من الله a word from Allah (verse 39 of Sura 3): (95 + 90) + 66 (or 67) = 185 + 66 (or 67) = 251 (or 252)

إصفهان Allah has chosen him (verse 247 of Sura 2): 66 + 185 (or 186) = 251 (or 252)

أمير Prince: 251

المسية الأسود The black Messiah: 149 + 102 = 251

المسية الياس The Messiah Elias (Elijah): 149 + 102 = 251

المسية بالأمل The Messiah + The Hope: 149 + 102 = 251

يوم المهدي + ملكه Day of the Mahdi + Angels: 56 + (90 + 105) = 56 + 195 = 251

يوم القدس Day of the Quds (Jerusalem): 56 + 195 = 251  [Jerusalem Day is an annual holiday celebrated in Israel on **Iyar 28**, the anniversary of Israel’s capture of the Old City of Jerusalem on June 7, 1967 (**Iyar 28, 5727 Jewish**)]
The Seventh Day: $87 + 164 = 251$

The Southern Pacific Ocean: $(98 + 51) + 102 = 149 + 102 = 251$

Al-Sinyeen (The Chinese): 251

Ihya (Resurrection) of Muslimeen (Muslims): $21 + 230 = 251$

Kuwaikib (Asteroid or Small Planet) + The Qutban (Two Poles): $58 + 193 = 251$

Janna (Paradise) + The Qutban (Two Poles): $58 + 193 = 251$

The Ghayba (Absence) + The Imam Mahdi: $1048 + 113 + 90 = 1251$

(equivalent to $251$) $(= 3 \times 3 \times 139)$ $(1251$ is the $1046^{th}$ Composite Number) $(1488$ is the $1251^{st}$ Composite Number)

The Devastation of London, Britain + Saiqa (Shocking Event): $834 + (134 + 283) = 834 + 417 = 1251$

Kuwaikib (Asteroid or Small Planet) + Aqtab (Poles) of the Earth + The Hazza (Quake or Shaking Event): $58 + (113 + 1032) + 48 = (58 + 1145) + 48 = 1203 + 48 = 1251$

The Hazza (Quake or Shaking Event) + Ba’th (Resurrection) of the Muttaqeen (pious or God-fearing): $48 + (572 + 631) = 48 + 1203 = 1251$ (equivalent to 251)

Al-Saba wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Seventh) + The Shaban: $[168 (or 169) + 661] + 422 (or 423) = 829 (or 830) + 422 (or 423) = 1251 (or 1252)$

City of Nagasaki: $109 + 1142 = 1251$ [The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time).]

Abu Bakr Baghdadi: $9 + [222 + 1020 (or 1021)] = 9 + 1242 (or 1243) = 1251 (or 1252)$ (Abu Bakr Al-Baghdadi is the head of the Islamic State in Iraq & Syria)

The Rahman, the Raheem. Nun + The Pen and what they write (verse 1 of Sura 68): $[(329 + 289 + 90) + (201 + 6 + 41)] + 335 = (668 + 248) + 335 = 916 + 335 = 1251$

He said: I am worshipper of Allah. He brought me the Book (verse 30 of Sura 19): $131 + 61 + 76 + 66 + 463 (or 462) + 454 (or 453) = 1251 (1249 or 1250)$
Book of Numerical Analysis: $423 \text{ or } 422 + (478 + 350) = 423 \text{ or } 422 + 828 = 1251 \text{ or } 1250$

Book of Bidaya (Beginning) of Akhira (End Times): $423 \text{ or } 422 + (22 + 806) = 423 \text{ or } 422 + 828 = 1251 \text{ or } 1250$

Book of Kashif (Revealer) of Secret of the Hour: $423 \text{ or } 422 + 401 + (462 + 837 \text{ or } 838) = 423 \text{ or } 422 + (401 + 427) = 423 \text{ or } 422 + 828 = 1251 \text{ or } 1250$

Book of Key of Secrets of the Akhira (End Times): $423 \text{ or } 422 + 529 + [462 + 837 \text{ or } 838] = 423 \text{ or } 422 + [529 + 1299 \text{ or } 1300] = 423 \text{ or } 422 + 1828 \text{ or } 1829 = 2251 \text{ or } 2252$

Book of Kashf (Secret Analyzer) of the Hour: $705 + 630 + [706 \text{ or } 707] + 210 = 1335 + 916 \text{ or } 917 = 2251 \text{ or } 2252\quad (2251 \text{ is the } 335^{th} \text{ Prime Number})$

Book of Key of Secrets of the Akhira (End Times): $423 \text{ or } 422 + 529 + [462 + 837 \text{ or } 838] = 423 \text{ or } 422 + [529 + 1299 \text{ or } 1300] = 423 \text{ or } 422 + 1828 \text{ or } 1829 = 2251 \text{ or } 2252$

Book of Bidaya (Beginning) of Akhira (End Times): $423 \text{ or } 422 + (22 + 806) = 423 \text{ or } 422 + 828 = 1251 \text{ or } 1250$

Book of Kashif (Revealer) of Secret of the Hour: $423 \text{ or } 422 + 401 + (462 + 837 \text{ or } 838) = 423 \text{ or } 422 + (401 + 427) = 423 \text{ or } 422 + 828 = 1251 \text{ or } 1250$

Book of Key of Secrets of the Akhira (End Times): $423 \text{ or } 422 + 529 + [462 + 837 \text{ or } 838] = 423 \text{ or } 422 + [529 + 1299 \text{ or } 1300] = 423 \text{ or } 422 + 1828 \text{ or } 1829 = 2251 \text{ or } 2252$

Book of Kashf (Secret Analyzer) of the Hour: $705 + 630 + [706 \text{ or } 707] + 210 = 1335 + 916 \text{ or } 917 = 2251 \text{ or } 2252\quad (2251 \text{ is the } 335^{th} \text{ Prime Number})$

Book of Bidaya (Beginning) of Akhira (End Times): $423 \text{ or } 422 + (22 + 806) = 423 \text{ or } 422 + 828 = 1251 \text{ or } 1250$

Book of Kashif (Revealer) of Secret of the Hour: $423 \text{ or } 422 + 401 + (462 + 837 \text{ or } 838) = 423 \text{ or } 422 + (401 + 427) = 423 \text{ or } 422 + 828 = 1251 \text{ or } 1250$

Book of Key of Secrets of the Akhira (End Times): $423 \text{ or } 422 + 529 + [462 + 837 \text{ or } 838] = 423 \text{ or } 422 + [529 + 1299 \text{ or } 1300] = 423 \text{ or } 422 + 1828 \text{ or } 1829 = 2251 \text{ or } 2252$

what Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is? Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit (verse 2 – 4 of Sura 97): $3251 \text{ or } 3252\quad (3251 \text{ is the } 458^{th} \text{ Prime Number})$

I do swear by the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) and I do swear by the self-reproaching spirit. Does the human being think that we are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, we are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to deny what is coming ahead of him. (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 75): $31 + [201 + 58 + 186 \text{ or } 187] + 6 + 31 + 201 + 223 + 119 + 81] + (193 + 81 + 163 + 1016 + 42 + 365 + 110 + 51 + 126 + 108 + 32 + 224 + 193 + 323 + 87) = 31 + [1106 \text{ or } 1107] + 3114] = 31 + 4220 \text{ or } 4221 = 4251 \text{ or } 4252$

Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr. Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace it is till (verse 2 – 5 of Sura 104): $740 + 113 + 72 \text{ or } 71 + 6 + 83 + 80 + 51 + 76 + 640 + 51 + 842 + 90 + 93 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 = 3251 \text{ or } 3252\quad (3251 \text{ is the } 458^{th} \text{ Prime Number})$
and we drowned him and those with him, all of them. And We said after him to Bani (Children) of Israel. Inhabit the Land.

When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) it/he descended.

(verse 103 - 105 of Sura 17): 1437 + (6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 30) + (62 + 303 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 + 6 + 141 + 87) = 1437 + (723 + 4091) = 1437 + 4814 = 6251

♦

Day of your Sawm (Fasting): 56 + 196 = 252 (≈ 126 x 2) (252 + 31 = 283)

(56 + 252 = 308) (252 is the 197th Composite Number) (319 is the 252nd Composite Number)

(398 is the 319th Composite Number) (1601 is the 252nd Prime Number) (This is part of a Hadith)

Day of your Hour: 56 + 196 = 252

Day of Nihaya (End) of your Dunya (World before the End Times): 56 + (71 + 125) = 56 + 196 = 252

Day of Star of David: 56 + [98 + 98 (or 99)] = 56 + 196 (or 197) = 252 (or 253)

Day of Maysalun: 56 + 196 = 252 [On July 24, 1920 (Zu Al-Qada 9, 1338 Hijri) (Av 9, 5680 Jewish Calendar) (2422,529.5th Julian Day), General Henri Gouraud’s French forces broke a truce, attacked, defeated the Arab forces of King Faisal bin Al-Hussein’s Syrian Arab Kingdom, led by Minister of War Yusuf Al-Azma, in the Battle of Maysalun, and captured Damascus the next day. This decisive battle led to the end of Syrian Arab Kingdom. ]

Day of Promise of the Awda (Return): 56 + (80 + 116) = 56 + 196 = 252

You are returning (verse 15 of Sura 44): 111 + 141 = 252

Day of Promise of Moses: 56 + (80 + 116) = 56 + 196 = 252

The Bidaya (Beginning) + Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): 53 + [71 + 128 (or 129)] = 53 + 199 (or 200) = 252 (or 253)

People of the Elephant (verse 1 of Sura 105): 101 (or 102) + 151 = 252 (or 253)
Trump: 252 (or 251)

Malounoon (Cursed individuals): 252

We make Jahannam (Hell) (verse 8 of Sura 17): 154 + 98 = 252

In the Manam (Sleep or Dream) (verse 102 of Sura 37): 90 + 162 = 252

We have brought down to you (verse 2 of Sura 39): 252

with it the Spirit (verse of 193 – 194 of Sura 26): 7 + 245 = 252

Allah has chosen him (verse 247 of Sura 2): 66 + 186 (or 185) = 252 (or 251)

And with Allah anyone and it is (verse 18 – 19 of Sura 72): (110 + 66 + 14 + 6) + 56 = 196 + 56 = 252

Inqisam (Division, Split-up, or Schism): 252

Algeria: 252

Lailat (Eve) of the Tawafan (Flood): 75 + 177 = 252

Mine of Copper: 133 + 119 = 252

33 minutes: 33 + 219 = 252

Hadd (Destruction) of City of London (or Sydney): 9 + (109 + 134) = 9 + 243 = 252

In the Manam (Sleep or Dream) (verse 102 of Sura 37): 90 + 162 = 252

We have brought down to you (verse 2 of Sura 39): 252

with it the Spirit (verse of 193 – 194 of Sura 26): 7 + 245 = 252

Allah has chosen him (verse 247 of Sura 2): 66 + 186 (or 185) = 252 (or 251)

And with Allah anyone and it is (verse 18 – 19 of Sura 72): (110 + 66 + 14 + 6) + 56 = 196 + 56 = 252

Inqisam (Division, Split-up, or Schism): 252

Algeria: 252

Lailat (Eve) of the Tawafan (Flood): 75 + 177 = 252

Mine of Copper: 133 + 119 = 252

33 minutes: 33 + 219 = 252

Hadd (Destruction) of City of London (or Sydney): 9 + (109 + 134) = 9 + 243 = 252
Give me respite till (verse 14 of Sura 7): $1211 + 41 = 1252$

Al-Sabi wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Seventh) + Shaban: $[163 \text{ (or 164)} + 6 + 661] + 422 \text{ (or 423)} = 830 \text{ (or 831)} + 422 \text{ (or 423)} = 1252 \text{ (or 1253)}$

Gomorrah: $1252 \text{ (or 1251)}$

And the Hour is coming, so forgive, the nice forgiveness (verse 85 of Sura 15): $(6 + 51) + [167 + 446 \text{ (or 447)} + 259 + 209 + 114] = 57 + 1195 \text{ (or 1196)} = 1252 \text{ (or 1253)}$

Those who give you Bay’a (allegiance), they are in fact giving allegiance to (verse 10 of Sura 48): $1252$

The Pope Francis, the Argentinian: $37 + 460 + 755 = 1252$

Yaqza (Wake up) of People of the Cave: $1015 + [101 \text{ (or 102)} + 136] = 1015 + 237 \text{ (or 238)} = 1252 \text{ (or 1253)}$

Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as (verse 31 of Sura 74): $[500 \text{ (or 501)} + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519] + 32 = 1220 \text{ (or 1221)} + 32 = 1252 \text{ (or 1253)}$

Abu Bakr Baghdadi: $9 + [222 + 1021 \text{ (or 1020)}] = 9 + 1243 \text{ (or 1242)} = 1252 \text{ (or 1251)} \text{ (Abu Bakr Al-Baghdadi is the head of the Islamic State in Iraq & Syria)}$

Prince of the Darkness: $251 + 1001 \text{ (or 1002)} = 1252 \text{ (or 1253)}$

Jizl (base or stem) of the Satan emerges (or rises): $119 + (733 + 400 \text{ (or 401)}) = 119 + 1133 \text{ (or 1134)} = 1252 \text{ (or 1253)}$ \text{ (equivalent to 252)} \text{ (This is part of a Hadith)}

The angels and spirit ascend to him in a day (verse 4 of Sura 70): $[673 + 136 \text{ (or 137)} + 6 + 245 + 46] + 90] + 56 = [1106 \text{ (or 1107)} + 90] + 56 = 1196 \text{ (or 1197)} + 56 = 1252 \text{ (or 1253)}$

He taught the Quran, created (verse 2 - 3 of Sura 55): $140 + 382 \text{ (or 383)} + 730 = 1252 \text{ (or 1253)}$

Intiha (End) of Fatra (Period) of the Haml (Pregnancy): $458 + 685 + 109 = 1252$

The approach + Apollo 11 from the Moon: $735 + 45 + 11 + 90 + 371 = 1252$

War of Iraq & Iran started on September 22, 1980 (Zu Al-Qada 12, 1400 Hijri)
The war ended after Iran accepted UN Resolution 598 calling for an immediate cease-fire (or truce) on July 18, 1988 (Zu Hijja 3, 1408 Hijri) and this truce came into effect on July 20, 1988.

There, the Believers were tested (afflicted or tried) and shaken by a powerful shaking event (verse 11 of Sura 33):

1252 (1253 or 1254)

World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).

Tasi Ishreen (Twenty Ninth) + Yulya (July): (561 + 530) + 61 = 1191 (or 1192) + 61 = 1252 (or 1253)

Tasi (Ninth) + Zu Hijja: 530 (or 531) + (706 + 16) = 530 (or 531) + 722 = 1252 (or 1253)

Tami, the Ottoman governor of Greater Syria, hanged prominent activists and intellectuals, opposed to his oppressive rule, in both Damascus and Beirut, on May 6, 1916 (Rajab 3, 1334 Hijri) (Iyar 3, 5676 Jewish) (2420,989.5th Julian Day). In commemoration of this event, May 6 is celebrated annually as the Martyrs’ Day in Syria and Lebanon. He is referred to as the Jazzar (Butcher or Slaughterer). He was born on May 6, 1872 (Safar 27, 1289 Hijri). He was killed on July 21, 1922 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1340 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5682 Jewish) (2423,256.5th Julian Day).

Day of Remembrance of Majzara (Massacre) of Baghdad: 56 + [930 + 255 + 1011] = 56 + 2196 = 2252

Day of Majzara (Massacre) of Timur, Araj (Lame) + Baghdad:
Eid of the Fitr (Feast of Breaking the Fast) + The First + Shawwal + 1443 (Hijri): (84 + 320) + (68 + 337) + 1443 = 404 + (405 + 1443) = 404 + 1848 = 2252

Atomic Bomb + Hadd (Destruction) of Nagasaki: (187 + 915) + [9 + 1141 (or 1142)] = 1102 + 1150 (or 1151) = 2252 (or 2253)  [The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time)]

Day of Wafat (Death) of Al-Hasan, the Second + King of Al-Maghrib (Morocco): 56 + 92 + (149 + 592) + (90 + 1273) = 56 + 92 + (741 + 1363) = 56 + (92 + 2104) = 56 + 2196 = 2252  [Al-Hasan II, King of Morocco, died on Friday July 23, 1999 (Rabi Thani 9, 1420 Hijri) (Av 10, 5759 Jewish Calendar) (2451,382.5th or 2451,383th Julian Day)]

Day of Ihya (Resurrection) of Astronaut of the Space + Neil Armstrong: 56 + 21 + (215 + 913) + (90 + 1957) = 56 + 21 + (1128 + 2047) = 56 + (21 + 3175) = 56 + 3196 = 3252  (3252 is the 2793rd Composite Number)

What Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is? Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit (verse 2 – 4 of Sura 97): 3252 (or 3251)

We have created the Heavens and the Earth and what is between them in six days (verse 38 of Sura 50): (134 + 781) + (537 + 6 + 1032 + 6 + 41 + 108 + 90 + 465 + 52) = 915 + 2337 = 3252

The third of the Thirteenth + September + 1917: [1061 (or 1062) + 570] + 704 + 1917: [1631 (or 1632) + 704] + 1917 = 2335 (or 2336) + 1917 = 4252 (or 4253)  (The 5th apparition of the 3 children in Fatima, Portugal about the End Times happened on September 13, 1917.)

Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr. Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace it is till (verse 2 – 5 of Sura 97): (75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810) + (90 + 111 + 505) + [487 + 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 (or 130) + 15 + 418] = (1630 + 706) + 2916 (or 2915) = 2336 + 2916 (or 2915) = 5252 (or 5251)

(56 + 255) + (656 + 274) + 1011 = 311 + 930 + 1011 = 2252

وَقُل لَهُمْ ائتِمَامِكُمْ مِنِّي، ۚ وَلَا تُحَمِّلْنَآ إِلَى مَا لا يُضَرِّنُنَا وَلَا يُضَرِّنَّنَا ذَلِكَ الْأَفْقَهُمُ الَّذِي ۗ يَتَّخِدُ عَلِيَّ الْأَفْقَهُمُ، لَا يَكُونُ لَكُمْ مَثَلُهُ مِنَ الْعَالَمِينَ
Hutama is the kindled Fire of Allah which delves into the hearts (verse 1–7 of Sura 104): (80 + 57 + 82 + 740 + 113 + 72 + 6 + 87 + 80 + 51 + 76 + 640 + 51 + 842 + 90 + 93) + 6 + (41 + 235 + 41 + 93 + 251) + (66 + 186 + 441 + 509 + 101 + 121) = (3161 + 6 + 661) + 1424 = 3828 + 1424 = 5252

September 9 is the 252nd day of the Gregorian Calendar
Ramadan 16 is the 252nd day of a Hijri Calendar.

Verse 17 of Sura 9 is the 1252nd verse of the Quran.

On January 1, 1837 (Ramadan 23, 1252 Hijri) (2392,011th Julian Day), a severe earthquake hit Northern Palestine and Southern Lebanon. The epicenter of this earthquake was near Safad. Many thousands of deaths with entire towns destroyed. About 28% of the population of Tiberias died and its city walls were destroyed. Seiche swept shores of Sea of Galilee killing many people. Moderate damage happened in Nazareth, Bethlehem, Hebron and Jerusalem. In Lebanon, Sidon was damaged considerably and in Tyre the fallen homes made the streets nearly impassable with people sleeping in boats and in tents alongside the shore.

♦ الله + إكمال الدين Allah + Ikmal (Completion) of the Deen (Religion or Judgment): 66 + (92 + 95) = 66 + 187 = 253 (253 is the 198th Composite Number) (320 is the 253rd Composite Number) (1607 is the 253rd Prime Number)
الدين إياك نعبد The Deen (Judgment or Religion), you are whom we worship (verse 3–4 of Sura 1): 95 + 32 + 126 = 253

البداية + نهاية الزمان The Bidaya (Beginning) + Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): 53 + [71 + 129 (or 128)] = 53 + 200 (or 199) = 253 (or 252)

كربلا Karbala: 253 (or 254) [Karbala is the town where Al-Hussein (r. a. a.), grandchild of Prophet Mohammad (s.a.w.s.) was killed on October 13, 680 AD (Muharram 10, 61 AH). Karbala is also used to refer to the incident of martyrdom of Al-Hussein.]

رجيم Rajeem (worthy of being stoned) (verse 25 of Sura 81) & (verse 34 of Sura 15): 253

كأس العالم The World Cup: 81 + 172 = 253

يوم نجح دايفد Day of Star of David: 56 + [98 + 99 (or 98)] = 56 + 197 (or 196) = 253 (or 252)

أصحاب الفيل People of the Elephant (verse 1 of Sura 105): 102 (or 101) + 151 = 253 (or 252)

زبينا Our Lord! (verse 12 of Sura 44): 253

رحمة Mercy (verse 98 of Sura 18): 253
Promise of the Punishment: $80 + 173 = 253$

taken into account and the Star (verses 5-6 of Sura 55): $123 + 6 + 124 = 253$

The Islamic State: $76 + 177 (or 178) = 253 (or 254)$

The Imam Mahdi + The Wahid (One): $(113 + 90) + 50 = 203 + 50 = 253$

a Messenger who will come after me. His name is Ahmad. When he came to them (verse 6 of Sura 61): $(296 + 421 + 90 + 86 + 106 + 53 + 151) + 50 = 1203 + 50 = 1253$ (equivalent to $253$) ($1253$ is the $1048^{th}$ Composite Number) ($1491$ is the $1253^{rd}$ Composite Number)

Prince of the Darkness: $251 + 1002 (or 1001) = 1253 (or 1252)$

Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as (verse 31 of Sura 74): $[501 (or 500) + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519] + 32 = 1221 (or 1220) + 32 = 1253 (or 1252)$

Jizl (base or stem) of the Satan emerges (or rises): $119 + (733 + 401 (or 400) = 119 + 1134 (or 1133) = 1253 (or 1252)$ (equivalent to $253$)

H. M. A revelation from the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Merciful) (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 41): $1253 (or 1254)$

He taught the Quran, created (verse 2 - 3 of Sura 55): $140 + 382 (or 383) + 730 = 1253 (or 1252)$

Say: I seek refuge by Lord of the people (verse 1 of Sura 114): $130 + 777 + 204 + 142 = 1253$

There, the Believers were tested (or tried) and shaken by a powerful shaking event (verse 11 of Sura 33): $1253 (1252 or 1254)$

Hamburg: $1253 (or 1254)$

Gomorrah: $1253 (or 1254)$

[World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrendered took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).]
Russia + Hadd (Destruction) of the United States: \(277 + 9 + (479 + 488) = 277 + (9 + 967) = 277 + 976 = 1253\)

Kingdom of Maseekh (False Messiah) Al-Awar (Deformed Eyed) Dajjal (False Messiah): \(135 + 741 + 308 + 69 = 1253\)

Khuruj (Coming out) of Awar Dajjal (Anti-Christ) Son of David: \((809 + 377) + 67 = 1253\) (or \(1254\))

Day of the Aya (Miraculous Sign) + Hazima (Defeat) of Israel + Istriada (Getting back or Re-capture) of Palestine: \(56 + 47 + 67 + 303 + 541 + 239 = 1253\)

Day of the Aya (Miraculous Sign) + Hazima (Defeat) of Israel + Fat’h (Conquest) of Aelia (Roman name of Jerusalem) + Palestine: \(56 + 47 + 67 + 303 + 488 + 53 + 239 = 1253\)

Day of Aya (Miraculous Sign) of Promise of Conquest of the Quds (Jerusalem) + Nihaya (End) of Dawla (State) of Israel: \((56 + 16 + 80 + 488 + 195) + (71 + 45 + 302) = 835 + 418 = 1253\)

And the Hour is coming, so forgive, the nice forgiveness (verse 85 of Sura 15): \((6 + 51) + [167 + 447 (or 446) + 259 + 209 + 114] = 57 + 1196 (or 1195) = 1253\) (or \(1252\))

Yaqza (Wake upning) of People of the Cave: \(1015 + [102 (or 101) + 136] = 1015 + 238 (or 237) = 1253\) (or \(1252\)) (equivalent to \(253\))

Al-Thani Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Second): \(592 (or 591) + 661 = 1253\) (or \(1252\))

Day of Thani wa Ishreen (Twenty Second): \(56 + [561 (or 560) + 6 + 630] = 56 + 1197 (or 1196) = 1253\) (or \(1252\))

Thani Ishreen (Twenty Second) + Yulyu (July – as known in Egypt): \([561 (or 560) + 630] + 62 = 1191 (or 1190) + 62 = 1253\) (or \(1252\)) (equivalent to \(253\)) (= \(7 \times 179\) )

\((1253\) is the \(1048^{th}\) Composite Number) \((1491\) is the \(1253^{rd}\) Composite Number)

Tasi (Ninth) + Zu Hijja: \((531 (or 530) + (706 + 16) = 531 (or 530) + 722 = 1253\) (or \(1252\))

The angels and spirit ascend to him in a day (verse 4 of Sura 70): \([673 + 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 46] + 90 + 56 = [1107 (or 1106) + 90 ] + 56 = 1197 (or 1196) + 56 = 1253\) (or \(1252\))

Kuwaikib (Asteroid or Small Planet) + And We (God) revived (or resurrected) with it (verse 11 of Sura 50) + Dead city like that Khuruj (Coming out) (verse 11 of Sura 50): \(58 + 93 + 2102 = 2253\) (equivalent to \(253\) ) (= \(3 \times 751\) ) \(2253\) is the \(1917^{th}\) Composite Number
About the Hour, when will its docking be, while you are part of its remembrance (or mention) (verse 46 of Sura 79): 2253 (2252 or 2254)

Khamis wa Ishreen (Twenty Fifth) + Zu Al-Qada: [701 (or 700) + 6 + 630] + (706 + 210) = 1337 (or 1336) + 916 = 2253 (or 2252)

Sixth + Ayar (May - in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 1916: [125 (or 124) + 212] + 1916 = 337 (or 336) + 1916 = 2253 (or 2252)  
[Jamal Pasha, the Ottoman governor of Greater Syria, hanged prominent activists and intellectuals, opposed to his oppressive rule, in both Damascus and Beirut, on May 6, 1916 (Rajab 3, 1334 Hijri) (Iyar 3, 5676 Jewish) (2420,989.5th Julian Day). In commemoration of this event, May 6 is celebrated annually as the Martyrs’ Day in Syria and Lebanon. He is referred to as the Jazzar (Butcher or Slaughterer). He was born on May 6, 1872 (Safar 27, 1289 Hijri). He was killed on July 21, 1922 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1340 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5682 Jewish) (2423,256.5th Julian Day).]

Ibtida (Beginning) of the Hijri Sana (Year) 1444: [409 + (146 + 254)] + 1444 = (409 + 400) + 1444 = 809 + 1444 = 2253

Atomic Bomb + Hadd (Destruction) of Nagasaki: (187 + 915) + [9 + 1142 (or 1141)] = 1102 + 1151 (or 1150) = 2253 (or 2252)  
[The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time)]

they shall ruin your faces and enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Like the Salibiyoon (Crusaders) entered it the first time: (107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138) + (61 + 639 + 229 + 67 + 245) = 1012 + 1241 = 2253

And if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and enter (verse 7 of Sura 17): 57 + 3197 (or 3196) = 3253 (or 3254) (equivalent to 253) (3253 is the 459th Prime Number)

that your Lord has inspired it. On that Day, the people come out dispersed to be shown their deeds. So, whoever (verse 5 – 7 of Sura 99): (53 + 222 + 25 + 36) + [766 + 304 + 141 (or 142)] + [1103 (or 1102) + 247 + 186 + 170] = 336 + [1211 (or 1212) + 1706 (or 1705)] = 336 + 2917 = 3253

The Thirteenth + September + 1917: [1062 (or 1061) + 570] + 704 + 1917: [1632 (or 1631) + 704] + 1917 = 2336 (or 2335) + 1917 = 4253 (or 4252)

The Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful). The Hour has approached and the Moon has cracked (or split). And if they shown an Aya (Sign), they turn away and say (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 54): [330 (or 329) + 289 + 1103] + [167 + 6 + 451 + 371 + 6 + 51 + 217 + 16 (or 17) + 1087 + 6 + 153] = 1722 (or 1721) + 2531 (or 1532) = 4253 (4253 is the 583rd Prime Number)
Abolishment of the Islamic Caliphate + Turkey’s Nafi (Exile) of last Caliph: 

\[
[1033 + 746 (or 747) + 177 (or 178)] + [631 + 140 + 801 (or 802) + 725] = 1956 (1957 or 1958) + 2297 (or 2298) = 4253 (or 4254)
\]

و مع من جميعا و قلنا من بعده لبني إسرائيل أسكروا الأرض فإذا جاء وعد الآخره جننا بكم لغفا و بالحق أنزلنا و بالحق نزل وما أرسلنا إلا و whomever was with him, Jamee'an (all of them). And we said, after him, to Bani (Children of) Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (Scrolls or From mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq we descended it (or him) and in the Haq, he descended and we have not sent you except as (verse 103 - 105 of Sura 17): 

\[
(6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 302 + 138 + 1032 + 80) + [701 (or 702) + 5] + (80 + 837 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 + 32) = 2337 + [706 (or 707) + 2210] = 2337 + 2916 (or 2917) = 5253 (or 5254)
\]

The Rahman, the Raheem. The Command of Allah has come (or is coming), so do not hasten it. Glorified and exalted above what they associate partners with. He descends the Angels with the Spirit from his command upon whomever he wishes of his worshippers (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 16): 

\[
[330 (or 329) + 289 + 411 + 241 + 66] + (111 + 974 + 125) + (6 + 511 + 111 + 586 + 97 + 137 + 247 + 90 + 246 + 110 + 90 + 312 + 90 + 82) = 1337 (or 1336) + (1210 + 2706) = 1337 (or 1336) + 3916 = 5253 (or 5252)
\]

أستم فلها فإذا جاء وعد الآخره ليسوا ووجهكم و لدخلوا المسجد كما دخلو أول مره و ليتروا ما علوا تبتيرا عسی ربك ان يرحمكم و إن ختم عندها و جعلنا جهنم للكفرین حصيرًا إن هذا الفرقاء ييدي للتي هي You do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach completely. Perhaps your Lord may forgive you. And if you return, we return and we make Jahannam (Hell) for the disbelievers an abode. This Quran guides to what is (verse 7 – 9 of Sura 17): 

\[
(502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 + 113 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 + 140 + 262 + 51 + 318) + (6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6) + (154 + 98 + 420 + 309 + 51 + 706 + 383 + 29 + 470 + 15) = 6916 + (702 + 2635) = 6916 + 3337 = 10253
\]

فأراد أن يستفزهم من الأرض فاغركته و من معه جميعا و قلنا من بعده لبني إسرائيل أسكروا الأرض فإذا جاء وعد الآخره جننا بكم لغفا و بالحق أنزلنا و بالحق نزل وما أرسلنا إلا و نذرنا So, we intended to provoke them out of the Land, so we drowned him and whomever was with him, all of them. And we said to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (from mixed backgrounds) and in the Haq we descended him and in the Haq, he descended. And we have not sent you except as Mubashir (bearer of good news) and a Nazeer (warner) (verse 103 – 104 of Sura 17): 

\[
(286 + 51) + [602 + 90 + 1032 + 1436 + 6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 303 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 55 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32 + 543 + 6 + 961] = 337 + 9916 (or 9917) = 10253 (or 10254)
\]

يا بيا المدنر فقادر و ريك فكبر و تياك فظهر و الرجز فآهجر ولا تمنى تستكتر و ريك فاصبر فاذا نفر في النافور فكان يوم عسير على الكفرین غير يسير O You the Muddathir! Rise up then warn and your Lord glorify and your clothes purify and the abomination leave and do not do favors to gain more in return. And for your Lord, be patient. When the Trumpet is sounded, that will be a difficult day, for the unbelievers, not
easy. (verse 1 – 10 of Sura 74): $27 + (775 + 140 + 1031 + 6 + 222 + 302 + 6 + 533 + 294 + 241 + 289 + 6 + 31 + 540 + 1580 + 6 + 252 + 373 + 782 + 350 + 90 + 388) + [830 + 766 + 56 + 340 + 110 + 391 + (or 392) + 1210 + 280] = 27 + 8243 + 3983 = 12253 (or 12254)

September 10 is the 253rd day of the Gregorian Calendar.

♦ مطهر Mutahhar (Purified): 254 (= 2 x 127) (254 is the 199th Composite Number)
  (321 is the 254th Composite Number) (1609 is the 254th Prime Number)

كرابلاء Karbala: 254 (or 253) [ Karkaba is the town where Al-Hussein (r. a. a.), grandchild of Prophet Mohammad (s.a.a.w.s.) was killed on October 13, 680 AD (Muharram 10, 61 AH). Karbala is also used to refer to the incident of martyrdom of Al-Hussein. ]

صيحه بالحق Scream in the Haq (verse 42 of Sura 50): 113 + 141 = 254

الدولة الإسلامية The Islamic State: 76 + 178 (or 177) = 254 (or 253)

الدولة الصليبية The Crusading State: 76 + 178 = 254

أربان Urban: 254 (or 260) (Pope Urban II who urged Christians to capture Jerusalem, and set the date for the departure of the first Crusade from Europe.)

الأكبر Al-Akbar (The Greatest) (verse 3 of Sura 9): 254

الحرية The Hurriya (Freedom or Liberty): 254

يوم نهایة مده حمل Day of Nihaya (End of Mudda) (Period of Haml) (Pregnancy): 56 + 71 + (49 + 78) = 56 + (71 + 127) = 56 + 198 = 254

يوم النهایة + الدنيا Day of the Nihaya (End) + The Dunya (World before the End Times): 56 + (102 + 96) = 56 + 198 = 254

نهایة الزمّ + الحياة Nihaya (End) of the Time + The life: [71 + 128 (or 129)] + 55 = 199
  (or 200) + 55 = 254 (or 255)

ليله بده الصيام Lailat (Eve) of Bid’a (Beginning) of the Siam (Fasting): (75 + 7) + 172 = 82 + 172 = 254

وعد الله حق Promise of Allah is Haq (True) (verse 21 of Sura 18): 80 + 66 + 108 = 254

وعد الله + يوم الإحياء Promise of Allah + Day of the Ihya (Resurrection): (80 + 66) + (56 + 52) = 146 + 108 = 254
Enemy of Allah + Day of the Ihya (Resurrection): (80 + 66) + (56 + 52) = 146 + 108 = 254

Planet Venus: 48 + 206 = 254

Burj (zodiac sign) of the Gemini: 205 + 49 = 254

The Ihya (Resurrection) + Kingdom of son of David: 52 + [135 + 52 (or 53) + 15] = 52 + 202 (or 203) = 254 (or 255)

The Trumpet. That is the Day of the Wa’eed (Warned-about Promise) (verse 20 of Sura 50): 327 + 750 + 56 + 121 = 1254 (1254 is the 1049th Composite Number)

The New World Order: 1021 (or 1022) + 181 (or 182) + 52 = 1254 (1255 or 1256)

Bidaya (Beginning) of the Akhira (End Times): 22 + 1232 (or 1233) = 1254 (or 1255)

Bid’a (Beginning) of Awwal (First) phase of the Akhira (End Times): 7 + [37 + 283 + 90 + 837 (or 838)] = 7 + 1247 (or 1248) = 1254 (or 1255)

Akhir (Last or End) of Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): 801 (or 802) + 453 = 1254

Hamburg: 1254 (or 1253)

Gomorrah: 1254 (or 1253)

Nuclear War + The United States: (210 + 77) + (479 + 488) = 287 + 967 = 1254

Saved Salih (Prophet sent to Thamud) and those who believed with him (verse 66 of Sura 11): 1254

Surrender of Bonaparte: 592 + 662 (or 661) = 1254 (or 1253)

The Raj’a (Return) + Kingdom of Maseekh (False Messiah), Dajjal: 309 + (135 + 741 + 69) = 309 + 945 = 1254

Khuruj (Coming out) of Awar Dajjal (Anti-Christ) Son of David: (809 + 377) + 68 (or 67) = 1186 + 68 (or 67) = 1254 (or 1253)

There, the Believers were tested (or tried) and shaken by a powerful shaking event (verse 11 of Sura 33): 1254 (or 1253)
a close location, the day they hear Al-Saiha (the Scream) (verses 40 - 42 of Sura 50): 111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 539 = 1254

Ninth Hijri Month: 531 + 505 + 218 = 1254

Khamis wa Ishreen (Twenty Fifth) + Zu Al-Qada: [701 (or 700) + 6 + 630] + [707 (or 706) + 210] = 1337 (or 1336) + 917 (or 916) = 2254 (or 2253)

About the Hour, when will its docking be, while you are part of its remembrance (or mention) (verse 42 - 43 of Sura 79): 2254 (2252 or 2253) (equivalent to 254) (2254 is the 1918th Composite Number) (1918 is the 1624th Composite Number)

And if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter (verse 7 of Sura 17): 3254 (3253 or 3255) (= 2 x 1627) (equivalent to 254) (3254 is the 2794th Composite Number) (3781 is the 3254th Composite Number)

Abolishment of the Islamic Caliphate + Turkey’s Nafi (Exile) of last Caliph: [1033 + 747 (or 746) + 177 (or 178)] + [631 + 140 + 801 (or 802) + 725] = 1957 (1956 or 1958) + 2297 (or 2298) = 4254 (4253 or 4255)

And we said, after him, to Bani (Children of) Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (Scrolls or From mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq we descended it (or him) and in the Haq it (or he) descended and we have not sent you except as (verse 103 - 105 of Sura 17): (6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 302 + 138 + 1032 + 80) + [702 (or 701) + 5] + (80 + 837 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 + 32) = 2337 + [707 (or 706) + 2210] = 2337 + 2917 (or 2916) = 5254 (or 5253)

To yourselves and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach completely. Perhaps your Lord may forgive you. And (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17): (281 + 6 + 51) + (502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 + 113 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 + 140 + 262 + 51 + 318) = 338 + 6916 = 7254
الآخرة والأولى إن في ذلك عبره لمن يخشى عذاب حلقا أو السماء بناها رفع سماها فسواها وأعطم ليلها وأخرج ضحاها والأرض بعد ذلك دحاها أخرج The Last (End Times) and the First (Current World). It is in that a lesson for those who fear. Are you the harder to create, or the heaven that he built? He raised its thickness then completed it. And he made dark its night and brought out the light (brightness) of its forenoon. And afterwards, he spread out the Earth. He brought out (verse 25 – 31 of Sura 79): 

\[ \text{(921 + 3999) + (629 + 3705) = 4920 + 4334 = 9254} \]

وأيها المدثر قم فأذن وربك فكبر وثوبك فطهر و الرجع فاحير ولا تمنى تستكبر و لربك فاصبر فإذا نقر في الناقور فذلك يوم يومنذ يوم عسير على الكافرين غير يسير. O You the Muddathir! Rise up then warn and your Lord glorify and your clothes purify and the abomination leave and do not do favors to gain more in return. And for your Lord, be patient. When the Trumpet is sounded, that will be a difficult day, for the unbelievers, not easy. (verse 1 – 10 of Sura 74): 

\[ \text{27 + (775 + 140 + 1031 + 6 + 222 + 302 + 6 + 533 + 294 + 241 + 289 + 6 + 31 + 540 + 1580 + 6 + 252 + 373 + 782 + 350 + 90 + 388) + [830 + 766 + 56 + 340 + 110 + 392 (or 391) + 1210 + 280] = 27 + 8243 + 3984 (or 3983) = 12254 (or 12253) } \]

September 11 is the 254th day in the Gregorian Calendar.

♦ نهر River (or Rivers): 255 (255 is the 200th Composite Number) \( 322 \) is the 255th Composite Number) (402 is the 322nd Composite Number) (1613 is the 255th Prime Number)

أردن: Jordan: 255 (This may refer to Jordan River or the country called Jordan)

مجزرة Majzara (Massacre): 255

وعد سقوط Promise of Suqut (Fall or Collapse): 80 + 175 = 255

الامة الإسلامية The Islamic Umma (Nation): 77 + 178 (or 177) = 255 (or 254)

نهاية الزمان + الحياة Nihaya (End) of the Time + The Hayat (life): \[ [71 + 129 (or 128)] + 55 = 200 + 55 = 255 (or 254) \]

يوم نهاية الزمن Day of Nihaya (End) of the Time: 56 + [71 + 128 (or 129)] = 56 + 199 (or 200) = 255 (or 256)

هيكل سليمان Haikal (Temple) of Solomon: 65 + 190 (or 191) = 255 (or 256)

الطهر The Airplane: 255 (or 256)

جبريل Jibrael (Gabriel): 255 (or 256)

بن جوزيف + جون بول Son of Joseph + John Paul: \( [52 (or 53) + 106] + (59 + 38) = 158 \) (or 159) + 97 = 255 (or 256)
The Messiah, the Dajjal + The Pope : \((149 + 69) + 37 = 218 + 37 = 255\)

The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The Dajjal: \(186 \text{ (or } 187) + 69 = 255 \text{ (or } 256\)

The New World Order: \(1021 \text{ (or } 1022) + 182 \text{ (or } 181) + 52 = 1255 \text{ (1254 or 1256)}\)

Bidaya (Beginning) of the Akhira (End Times): \(22 + 1233 \text{ (or } 1232) = 1255 \text{ (or } 1254\)

Bid’a (Beginning) of Awwal (First) phase of the Akhira (End Times): \(7 + [37 + 283 + 90 + 838 \text{ (or } 837)] = 7 + 1248 \text{ (or } 1247) = 1255 \text{ (or } 1254\)

I saw eleven (verse 4 of Sura 12): \(61 + 611 + 13 + 570 = 1255 \text{ (1255 is the } 1050^{th} \text{ Composite Number }) \) \(1494 \text{ is the } 1255^{th} \text{ Composite Number}\)

Al - Thani wa Al - Ishroon (The Twenty Second): \(592 + 6 + 657 = 1255\)

Thani wa Ishroon (Twenty Second) + Yulyu (July): \((561 + 6 + 626) + 62 = 1193 + 62 = 1255\)

Khamsa Ishreen (Twenty Five) + Zi Al - Qada: \((705 + 630) + (710 + 210) = 1335 + 920 = 2255\)

Abolishment of the Islamic Caliphate + Turkey’s Nafi (Exile) of last Caliph: \([1033 + 747 \text{ (or } 746) + 178 \text{ (or } 177)] + [631 + 140 + 801 \text{ (or } 802) + 725] = 1958 \text{ (1956 or } 1957) + 2297 \text{ (or } 2298) = 4255 \text{ (4253 or } 4254\)

Bani (Children of) Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (Scrolls or From mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq we descended it (or him) and we have not sent you except as (verse 103 - 105 of Sura 17): \((6 + 90 + 115 + 124) + [6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 303 \text{ (or } 302) + 138 + 1032 + 80 + 702 + 5] + (80 + 837 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 + 32) = 335 + [2710 \text{ (or } 2709) + 2210] = 335 + 4920 \text{ (or } 4919) = 5255 \text{ (or } 5254\)

Verse 255 of Sura 2, known as Verse of the Kursi (Seat), one of the most important verses of the Quran, is the 262^{th} verse of Quran.

♦ Nahar (Morning or Day): \(256 \text{ (256 is the } 201^{st} \text{ Composite Number}) \) \(323 \text{ is the } 256^{th} \text{ Composite Number} \) \(1619 \text{ is the } 256^{th} \text{ Prime Number} \) \(2639 \text{ is the } 2256^{th} \text{ Composite Number} \)
Nur (Light): 256
Burjan (Two Towers): 256 (or 255)
Gibran: 256 (or 255)
Philadelphia: 256 (or 246)
Hadd (Destruction) of Rome: 9 + 247 = 256
Day of Nihaya (End) of the Time: 56 + [71 + 129 (or 128)] = 56 + 200 (or 199) = 256 (or 255)
Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of Nihaya (End) of the Kawn (Universe): 56 + [22 + 71 (or 70) + 107] = 56 + 200 (or 199) = 256 (or 255)
Gathering the people (verse 9 of Sura 3): 114 + 142 = 256
Haikal (Temple) of Solomon: 65 + 191 (or 190) = 256 (or 255)
Haikal (Temple) of Kingdom of the Jews: 65 + (135 + 56) = 65 + 191 = 256
The Airplane: 256
Malouneen (Cursed individuals): 256
Al-Qasitoon (Disbelievers) (verse 15 of Sura 72): 256
Certain (verse 7 of Sura 44): 256
The Island: 256
The Crab (associated with Cancer zodiac sign): 256
Jibrael (Gabriel): 256 (or 255)
Son of Joseph + John Paul: (53 + 106) + (59 + 38) = 159 + 97 = 256
Ibada (Annihilation) of the City of London: 13 + (109 + 134) = 13 + 243 = 256
Al-Hadda (the Incident of Destruction) + Nakba (Disaster) of London (or Sydney): (45 + 77) + 134 = 122 + 134 = 256
Al-Hadd (the Destruction) + Europe: 40 + 216 = 256
The European: 256

The New World Order: $1022 + 182 + 52 = 1256$ (equivalent to 256)

(1256 is the 1051st Composite Number) (1495 is the 1256th Composite Number)

Ibada (Annihilation) of City of Copenhagen: $13 + 109 + 1134 = 1256$

(equivalent to 256)

Hadd (Destruction) of Al-Aqsa Mosque + Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem) + Palestine: $9 + 361 + 647 + 239 = 1256$ (equivalent to 256)

Three Hundred years (verse 25 of Sura 18): $1030 (or 1031) + 56 + 170 = 1256$ (or 1257) (equivalent to 256)

The One who sent in a journey his servant, at night, from (verse 1 of Sura 17): 1256 (equivalent to 256)

The Caliph + The Imam Al-Hashimi: $756 + 113 + 387 = 1256$ (equivalent to 256)

War of the Nuclear Missiles: $210 + (938 + 108) = 210 + 1046 = 1256$ (equivalent to 1256)

Khamis wa Ishreen (Twenty Fifth) + Zi Al-Qada: $[700 (or 701) + 6 + 630] + (710 + 210) = 1336 (or 1337) + 920 = 2256 (or 2257)

By the Sun and its brightness and by the moon when it follows it and the Day when it reveals it and the Night when it covers it and the Heaven and who built it and the Earth and who spread it (verse 1 – 6 of Sura 91): $[6 + (431 + 6 + 815 + 6 + 371) + 702] + [(436 + 6 + 287 + 702 + 39 + 6 + 71 + 702 + 1316 + 6 + 133 + 6) + (41 + 59 + 6 + 1032 + 6 + 41 + 24)] = (6 + 1629 + 702) + (3710 + 1209) = 2337 + 4919 = 7256

Rivers: 257 (257 is the 55th Prime Number) (324 is the 257th Composite Number)

(1621 is the 257th Prime Number)

Promise of the Tawafan (Flood): $80 + 177 = 257$

Prayer of the Subh (Morning): $126 (or 131) + 131 = 257 (or 262)$
Nuzul (Descent) of Adam + Hawwa (Eve) + Iblees (Evil Jinn or Demon): 93 + 45 (or 46) + 16 + 103 = 257 (or 258)

Descent of Wahy (Revelation) of the Wahid (One – attribute or name of God) + The Mahdi: (93 + 24 + 50) + 90 = 167 + 90 = 257

Kingdom of Dajjal of the Jinn (invisible creatures): 135 + (38 + 84) = 135 + 122 = 257

The Mahdi + Nihaya (End) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 90 + (71 + 96) = 90 + 167 = 257

The Hour + The Mahdi: 167 + 90 = 257

Day of the Promise + The Mahdi: (56 + 111) + 90 = 167 + 90 = 257

Day of Promise of the King: 56 + (80 + 121) = 56 + 201 = 257

Day of Promise of the Dajjal + The Ihya (Resurrection): 56 + (80 + 69 + 52) = 56 + 201 = 257

Day of Awda (Return) of life of Pope John Paul: 56 + (85 + 24) + (6 + 54 + 38) = 56 + (109 + 98) = 56 + 201 = 257

The Muslims: 257

Canaanites: 257

Her neck is a rope of Masad (verse 5 of Sura 111): (23 + 40 + 90) + 104 = 153 + 104 = 257

Day of Jews’ kicking out of the Palestinians: (56 + 805 + 56) + 340 = 917 + 340 = 1257 (equivalent to 257) (= 3 x 419) (1257 is the 1052nd Composite Number) (1496 is the 1257th Composite Number)

Day of Istish’had (Martyrdom) of Al-Hussein son of Ali son of Abi Talib: 56 + 771 + [159 + 53 (or 52) + 110 + 53 (or 52) + 13 + 42] = 56 + [771 + 430 (428 or 429)] = 56 + 1201 (or 1200) = 1257 (or 1256)

Battle of Aughrim: 1257 [Battle of Aughrim is a battle in Ireland in which Protestants defeated the Catholics on July 12, 1691 Julian (July 22, 1691 Gregorian). It is known as “Aughrim of the Slaughter”. It is celebrated by Protestants annually on July 12 as part of a celebration called the Twelfth or OrangeMen’s Day.]

Day of Omar ibn Al-Khattab + Al-Quds (Jerusalem): 56 + [310 + 53 (or 52) + 643] + 195 = 56 + [1006 (or 1005) + 195] = 56 + 1201 (or 1200) = 1257 (or 1256)
Day of Zuhur (appearance) of the Mahdi: $56 + (1111 + 90) = 56 + 1201 = 1257$

Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Qadr (Destiny): $5 + 80 + 837$ (or 838) + $335 = 922 + 335 = 1257$ (or 1258)

Harut + Marut (Angels) (verse 102 of Sura 2): $611$ (or 612) + $646$ (or 647) = $1257$ (or 1259) (equivalent to 257)

Three Hundred years (verse 25 of Sura 18): $1031$ (or 1030) + $56 + 170 = 1257$ (or 1256) (equivalent to 257)

The Tariq (Unexpected Event), the Piercing Star (verses 2-3 of Sura 86) + Tabaddul (Switch or Change) of the Qutbain (Two Poles), the Northern and the Southern: $[341 + (124 + 634)] + [436 (or 437) + (202 + 412 + 6 + 102)] = 1099 + 1158 = 2257$ (or 2258)

The Fifth + Jumada Al-Ula + 1389: $732 + (58 + 78) + 1389 = 2257$ (5th of Jumada Al-Ula, 1389 Hijri was July 20, 1969, the day on which Apollo 11 landed on the Moon.)

Khamsa wa Ishreen (Twenty Five) + Zu Al-Qada: $705 + 6 + 360 + 706 (or 707) + 210 = 1341 + 916 (or 917) = 2257$ (or 2258)

Descended unto his worshipper and whomever was with him, all of them. And we said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. (verse 103 – 104 of Sura 17): $6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6) + [181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 302 (or 303) + 138 + 1032] = 341 + 1916 (or 1917) = 2257$ (or 2258)
The Angels with the Spirit from his command upon whomever he wishes of his worshippers that you warn that there is god except I so fear me (verse 2 of Sura 16):

\[(137 + 247 + 90 + 246 + 110 + 90) + (312 + 90 + 82 + 51 + 958 + 56 + 31 + 36 + 32 + 52 + 637) = 920 + 2337 = 3257\]

The Raheem (Merciful)
We have descended him/it in Night of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Night of Qadr is? The Night of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels descend (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97):

\[(289 + 52) + [143 + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226] + (41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136) = 341 + [916 + 3000] = 341 + 3916 = 4257\]

Nakba (Disaster) of the Nuclear Weapons: 77 + (104 + 77) = 77 + 181 = 258
(258 is the 202nd Composite Number) (325 is the 258th Composite Number) (1627 is the 258th Prime Number) (3258 is the 2797th Composite Number)

And We make Jahannam (Hell) (verse 8 of Sura 17): 6 + (154 + 98) = 6 + 252 = 258

Raheem (Merciful) (verse 18 of Sura 16): 258
Abraham: 258 (or 259)
Nahr (slaughter of animals as a sacrifice): 258

Crime: 258

The Nihaya (End) + Qiyama (Resurrection/Rise, Upheaval, or Beginning of End Times): 102 + 156 (or 155) = 258 (or 257)

the Hisab (Judgment) starts (verse 41 of Sura 14): 156 + 102 = 258

The Ququf (Standing-up) + Mount: 223 + 35 = 258

for the sake of Allah (or in path of Allah) (verse 100 of Sura 4): 258

No Ikrah (Compulsion) (verse 256 of Sura 2): 31 + 227 = 258

Hadd (Destruction) of Haram (Forbidden): 9 + 249 = 258

Day of Lord (God): 56 + 202 = 258

Day of Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 56 + 202 = 258
Day of Wafat (Death) of Ali: \(56 + (92 + 110) = 56 + 202 = 258\)

Lailat (Eve) of Awwal (Beginning) of the Year: \(75 + (37 + 146) = 75 + 183 = 258\)

Lights: 258 [Feast/Festival of Lights, also known as Hanukkah or Feast of Dedication, is an 8-day Jewish Holiday that commemorates the victory of practicing Jews and re-dedication of the Jewish Temple in Jerusalem to God on Kislev 25 (165 B.C.), after it was transformed by Greek Seleucid King Antiochus IV into a pagan temple and was desecrated by performing pagan rituals in the Jewish Temple, such as slaughtering and offering unholy sacrifices to pagan gods, three years earlier also on Kislev 25 (168 B.C.)]

Nuzul (Descent) of Adam + Hawwa (Eve) + Iblees (Evil Jinn or Demon): \(93 + 46 \text{ or } 45 + 16 + 103 = 258 \text{ or } 257\)

Curse of Iblees (Devil): \(155 + 103 = 258\)

Madina (City/State) of the Engleez (English People): \(109 + 149 = 258\)

Kingdom of Dajjal of the Jann (Jinn - invisible creatures): \(135 + 38 + 85 = 258\)

The Sahioniyo (Zionists): 258

The Masoniyeen (Free Masons): 258

Madrid (capital of Spain): 258

The Manna + The Quails (verse 57 of Sura 2): \(121 + 137 = 258\)

Magog have been opened (unleashed) and they from every direction (verse 96 of Sura 21): \(53 + 6 + 45 + 90 + 50 + 14 = 258\)

Zilzal (EarthQuake or Shaking Event) + Hadd (Destruction) of Gog + Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment/Punishment) (verse 4 of Sura 1): \(75 + (9 + 23) + (56 + 95) = 75 + 32 + 151 = 258\)

Month of Nine Hijri: \(505 + 535 + 218 = 1258\)

Month of Zu Al-Hijja: \(505 + [706 \text{ or } 707 + 47] = 505 + 753 \text{ or } 754 = 1258 \text{ or } 1259\)

Month of Tisa (Nine) + Zu Hijja: \(535 + [707 \text{ or } 706 + 16] = 535 + 723 \text{ or } 722 = 1258 \text{ or } 1257\)

When the prayer of Day of Friday is called for, strive to the mention of Allah and leave the selling. That is better for you if you know. Once the prayer is finished,
disperse in the land and seek from the bounty of Allah and mention Allah a lot, perhaps (verse 9 of Sura 62): $702 + 70 + 191 + 90 + 56 + 149 = 1258$

Harq (Burning) of Basilica of the Saint Peter: $308 + [133 (or 134) + (205 + 612)] = 308 + [133 (or 134) + 817] = 308 + 950 (or 951) = 1258 (or 1259)$

Hadd ( Destruction) of Saint Peter’s Basilica (Church) + City of Vatican: $9 + [133 (or 134) + 174 + 271] + (109 + 562) = 9 + [578 (or 579) + 671] = 9 + 1249 (or 1250) = 1258 (or 1259)$

in the Book that you shall corrupt in (verse 4 of Sura 17): $90 + 454 (or 453) + 624 + 90 = 1258 (or 1257)$

Harut + Marut (Angels) (verse 102 of Sura 2): $612 (or 611) + 646 (or 647) = 1258 (or 1257) (equivalent to 258)$

Zilzal (Quake or Shaking Event) of the Earth + Day of the Deen (Judgment or Punishment) (verse 4 of Sura 1): $(75 + 1032) + (56 + 95) = 1107 + 151 = 1258$ (or 1257)

(1258 is the 1053rd Composite Number)

Voyage of the Space + Luna 15 : $(243 + 913) + (87 + 15) = 1156 + 102 = 1258$ [On July 13 1969, three days before the launch of Apollo 11, the Soviet Union launched its own spacecraft, the unmanned Luna 15 to land on the moon, collect lunar soil by means of a robot and bring it back to Earth. Luna 15 crash-landed in the Sea of Crises on the Moon on July 21, 1969. ]

 Promise of Tawafan (Flood) of the Earth: $80 + (164 + 1032) = 80 + 1178 = 1258$

 Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Tariq (verse 1 of Sura 86): $(80 + 837) + 341 = 917 + 341 = 1258$ (or 1257)

 Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Qadr (Destiny) : $5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 335 = 923 + 335 = 1258 (or 1257)$

 Promise of the End Times comes (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 97): $(289 + 52) + [144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226] = 341 + 917 (or 916) = 1258 (or 1257)$

Istiada (Getting back) of Muslimeen (Muslims) the Quds (Jerusalem) from Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): $541 + 230 + 195 + 90 + 202 = 1258$

Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Qadr (Destiny) : $5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 335 = 923 + 335 = 1258 (or 1257)$

The raheem. We descended it in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 97): $(289 + 52) + [144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226] = 341 + 917 (or 916) = 1258 (or 1257)$

Istiada (Getting back) of Muslimeen (Muslims) the Quds (Jerusalem) from Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): $541 + 230 + 195 + 90 + 202 = 1258$

Intifada (Uprising) of Khurasani: $1337 + 921 = 2258$
Paradises, running underneath them are the rivers (verse 14 of Sura 22): 453 (or 454) + [613 + 90 + 814 + 288 (or 287)] = 453 (or 454) + 1805 (or 1804) = 2258 (2257 or 2259) (equivalent to 258) (2258 is the 1922nd Composite Number)

And how would you know what the Night of Qadr is? The Angels descend (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): (2180,582.5th Julian Day) . The last Abbasi Caliph in Baghdad was killed on February 20, 1258 (Safar 15, 656 Hijri). Ramadan 22 is the 258th day in Hijri Calendar.

♦ if your water (source) becomes (verse 30 of Sura 67): 259 (= 7 x 37)
(259 is the 203th Composite Number)  (326 is the 259th Composite Number)  (1637 is the 259th Prime Number )

Norway: 259

Ramada (Return) of life + Qiyam (Resurrection) : (85 + 24) + 150 = 109 + 150 = 259
Day of the Imam Mahdi: $56 + (113 + 90) = 56 + 203 = \textbf{259}$

Day of YoHanna (John) Paul + The Mahdi: $56 + [(75 + 38) + 90] = 56 + (113 + 90) = 56 + 203 = \textbf{259}$

Awda (Return) of Hayat (life) of the Pope YoHanna (John) Paul: $85 + 24 + [37 + (75 + 38)] = 109 + (37 + 113) = 109 + 150 = \textbf{259}$

Awda (Return) of Hayat (life) of Kingdom of David: $85 + 24 + (135 + 15) = 109 + 150 = \textbf{259}$

Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil): $21 + (135 + 103) = 21 + 238 = \textbf{259}$

Solomon son of David: $191 + 53 + 15 = \textbf{259}$ (or $258$

Son of David of the Sahayina (Zionists): $52 + 15 + 192 = 67$ (or $68$) $+ 192 = \textbf{259}$ (or $260$

Countries of the Messiah Son of David: $37 + 222$ (or $223$) $= \textbf{259}$ (or $260$

Harami (Thief): $\textbf{259}$ (or $258$

Ibrahim (Abraham): $\textbf{259}$ (or $258$

Nahir (Slaughterer of animals as a sacrifice): $\textbf{259}$

Inhar (Slaughter an animal a sacrifice) (verse 2 of Sura 108): $\textbf{259}$

The Musliheen (Reformers) (verse 170 of Sura 7): $\textbf{259}$

The people to a Day there is no (verse 9 of Sura 3): $142 + 86 + 31 = \textbf{259}$

(This is the $\textbf{302}^{\text{nd}}$ verse of the Quran)

so forgive (verse 85 of Sura 15): $\textbf{259}$ (or $258$

Mutahara (purified) (verse 2 of Sura 98): $\textbf{259}$

Mutahirahu (Has purified him): $\textbf{259}$

City of Lenin: $109 + 150 = \textbf{259}$

Apparition (vision) of children: $217$ (or $218$) $+ 42 = \textbf{259}$ (or $260$

Their Monastery (or Homelands) (verse 2 of Sura 59): $\textbf{259}$ (or $260$)
Papal Basilica of the Saint Peter + The Vatican: \((133 + 205 + 271 + 57) + 593 = 666 + 593 = \boxed{1259}\) (\(1259\) is the \(205^{th}\) Prime Number) \((1498\) is the \(1259^{th}\) Composite Number)

Harq (Burning) of Basilica of the Saint Peter: \(308 + [134 \text{ (or } 133) + (205 + 612)] = 308 + [134 \text{ (or } 133) + 817] = 308 + 951 \text{ (or } 950) = \boxed{1259 \text{ (or } 1258)}\)

Hadd (Destruction) of Saint Peter’s Basilica (Church) + City of Vatican: \(9 + [134 \text{ (or } 133) + 174 + 271] + (109 + 562) = 9 + [579 \text{ (or } 578) + 671] = 9 + 1250 \text{ (or } 1249) = \boxed{1259 \text{ (or } 1258)}\)

The Pope Benedict, the Sixteenth: \((37 + 496) + (156 + 570) = 533 + 726 = \boxed{1259 \text{ (equivalent to } 259)}\)

Harut + Marut (Angels) (verse 102 of Sura 2): \(612 \text{ (or } 611) + 647 \text{ (or } 616) = \boxed{1259 \text{ (or } 1258)}\)

Day of Raj’a (Return) of the Islamic Caliphate: \(56 + 278 + [747 + 178 \text{ (or } 177)] = 56 + [278 + 925 \text{ (or } 924)] = 56 + 1203 \text{ (or } 1202) = \boxed{1259 \text{ (or } 1258)}\)

Day of Ruju (Return) of the Islamic Caliphate: \(56 + 279 + [747 + 177 \text{ (or } 178)] = 56 + [279 + 924 \text{ (or } 925)] = 56 + 1203 \text{ (or } 1204) = \boxed{1259 \text{ (or } 1260)}\)

Takhrujun (come out) (verse 19 of Sura 30): \(\boxed{1259}\)

Khuruj (Coming out) of Awar Dajjal (Anti-Christ) Son of David: \((809 + 377) + 73 \text{ (or } 74) = 1186 + 73 \text{ (or } 74) = \boxed{1259 \text{ (or } 1260)}\)

I am a human like you, but revelations are inspired to me (verse 6 of Sura 41): \(52 + 502 + 630 + 34 + 41 = \boxed{1259 \text{ (equivalent to } 259)}\)

We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or mixed people) and on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), We have brought it/him down and on the Haq, it/he has descended and We have not sent you (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): \(64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 \text{ (or } 144) + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 = \boxed{1259 \text{ (or } 1260) \text{ (equivalent to } 259)}\)

the Holy that Allah has written for you (verse 21 of Sura 5): \(240 + 441 +\)
422 + 66 + 90 = **1259**

Al-Thani wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Second) : 592 (or 591) + 6 + 661 = **1259** (or **1258**)

Second and Eighteen + July Thani wa Ishreen (Twenty Second) + Yulu (July – in Egypt): (561 + 6 + 630) + 62 = **1259** (equivalent to **259**)

The Twenty Second and the book and the Rahim and the Raheem. By the evident Book (verse 1 of Sura 44): 329 + 289 + 48 + [6 + 454 (or 453) + 133] = 329 + 289 + 48 + 593 (or 592) = **1259** (or **1258**)

The Rahim, the Raheem + We have opened (or conquered) for you (verse 1 of Sura 48): (329 + 289) + (52 + 539 + 50) = 618 + 641 = **1259**

Tabaddul (Change or Switching) of the Northern + the Southern Poles + Zilzal (Quake) of the Earth: 436 + (202 + 412 + 102) + (75 + 1032) = (436 + 716) + 1107 = 1152 + 1107 = **2259**

Paradises, running underneath them are the rivers (verse 14 of Sura 22): 454 (or 453) + [613 + 90 + 814 + 288 (or 287)] = 454 (or 453) + 1805 (or 1804) **2259** (or **2258** or **2257**) (= 3 x 3 x **251**) (equivalent to **259**) (2259 is the 1923rd Composite Number) (1923 is the 1629th Composite Number) (2642 is the 2259th Composite Number)

Israel: inhabit the Land. When comes (verse 104 of Sura 17): **2259**

our Ayat (Signs) in the horizons and inside of them (in themselves/ their souls) until it is clear to them that it/he is the truth (verse 53 of Sura 41): **2259** (or **2258**)

No ! No ! When the Earth experiences a Dak (destructive or shaking event), a Dak after another (verse 21 of Sura 89): 51 + (702 + 424) + (1032 + 25 + 25) = 51 + (1126 + 1082) = 51 + 2208 = **2259**

He said: This is mercy from my Lord. When Promise comes (verse 98 of Sura 18): 131 + 706 + 253 + 90 + 212 + 782 + 5 + 80 = **2259**

The Imam Mahdi + The Caliph + Secrets of the End Times: (113 + 90) + 756 + [462 + 838 (or 837)] = 203 + 756 + 1300 (or 1299) = **2259** (or **2258**)

Day of Qiyama (Resurrection) of Neil Armstrong: 56 + [156 + (90 + 1957 (or 1958))] = 56 + (156 + 2047 (or 2048)) = 56 + 2203 (or 2204) = **2259** (or **2260**)

Neil Armstrong, Apollo 11 astronaut who was the first human to step on the Moon. He was born on August 5, 1930 and died on August 25, 2012

And if you do badly, it is to yourselves.
When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter (verse 7 of Sura 17): \(3259\) (3259 is the 461st Prime Number)

Haven’t you seen how your Lord has done to Aad, Ira m, the one which has the pillars, which has never (verse 6-8 of Sura 89): \(1501 + 1758 = 3259\)

Glory to the one who sent in a journey his Abd (worshipper or servant) at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings (verse 1 of Sura 17): \(3259\)

There has been for you an Aya (Sign) in two parties who met (for a fight). One party is fighting for the sake of Allah and the other one, a disbeliever (verse 13 of Sura 3): \(4259\) (or 4260) (4259 is the 584th Prime Number)

The draft of the British Mandate over Palestine was confirmed by the League of Nations on July 24, 1922 (Zu Al-Qada 29, 1340 Hijri) (Tammuz 28, 5682 Jewish Calendar) (2423, 259.5th Julian Day).

Ramadan 23 is the 259th day in the Hijri Calendar.

♦ Al-Mustafa (The Chosen. This is one of the names/words that refer to Prophet Mohammad (p)) : \(260\) (260 is the 204th Composite Number) (327 is the 260th Composite Number) (1657 is the 260th Prime Number)

Urban: \(260\) (or 254) (Pope Urban II who urged Christians to capture Jerusalem, and set the date for the departure of the first Crusade from Europe.)

Day of Awwal (Beginning) of the Sawm (Fasting): \(56 + (37 + 167) = 56 + 204 = 260\)

Day of Awwal (Beginning) of the Hour: \(56 + (37 + 167) = 56 + 204 = 260\)

Day of the Punishment: \(56 + 204 = 260\)

Day of Nihaya (End) of Masihiya (Christianity): \(56 + (71 + 133) = 56 + 204 = 260\)

Secret: \(260\)

Apparition (vision) of children: \(218\) (or 217) + 42 = \(260\) (or 259)
And the Mosque is for Allah (verse 18 of Sura 72): \((6 + 51) + (138 + 65) = 57 + 203 = 260\)

أول زيارته Awwal (first) visit: \(37 + 223 = 260\)

معصية آدم Masia (Disobedience) of Adam: \(215 + 45 = 260\)

رائد أبولو Astronaut of Apollo: \(215 + 45 = 260\)

وادي نوويه + مانهاطن Nuclear Wahiya (Catastrophe) + Manhattan: \((27 + 77) + 156 = 260\)

ابن داود الصهابي Son of David of the Sahayina (Zionists): \((53 + 15) + 192 = 68\) (or 67) + 192 = 260 (or 259)

يوحنا المعمد John the Baptist: \(75 + 185 = 260\)

لوس أنجلوس Los Angeles: \(96 + 164\) (or 160) = 260 (or 250)

كندھار Kandahar: 260

لکم دینکم و لي You have your judgment/punishment and I have (verse 6 of Sura 109): \(90 + 124 + 46 = 260\)

عسعس A’sA’s (verse 17 of Sura 81): 260

الهkim الله واحد لا اله الا هو your God is one God. There is no god except HoWa (Allah). (verse 163 of Sura 2. This is the 170th verse of the Quran): 260 (Note that the number of the verse, 163, is also the numerical value of the word الإسلام (Al-Islam). Furthermore, the verse's order in the Quran is 170 which is the numerical value of مسلم (Muslim).)

الإبادة + صينيون The Annihilation + Siniyoon (Chinese): \(44 + 216 = 260\)

هاد + الصينيين Hadd (Destruction) + Al-Seeniyeen (The Chinese): \(9 + 251 = 260\)

النهیا + استانبول The Nihaya (End) of Istanbul: \(102 + 158 = 260\)

قنبلة ذریه + استانبول Atomic Bomb + Istanbul: \(1102 + 158 = 1260\) (equivalent to 260)

(1260 is the 1054th Composite Number) (1500 is the 1260th Composite Number)

حائط الصين العظیم Great Ha’it (Wall) of China: \((28 + 181) + 1051 = 209 + 1051 = 1260\) (equivalent to 260)

الксف + اصفهان إيران The Khusf (Land Collapse) + Isfahan, Iran: \(771 + (227 + 262) = 771 + 489 = 1260\) (equivalent to 260)

ألم تر كيف فعل ربك بعد Have you not seen what your Lord did to Aad (verse 6 of Sura 89):
1260 (equivalent to 260)

Madina (City/State) of the Anti-Christ: 109 + (461 + 690) = 109 + 1151 (or 1152) = 1260 (or 1261)

Khuruj (Coming out) of Awar Dajjal (Anti-Christ) Son of David: (809 + 308 + 69) + [53 (or 52) + 21] = 1186 + 74 (or 73) = 1260 (or 1259)

Khuruj (Coming out) of Awar Dajjal (Anti-Christ) + Ihya (Resurrection) of Magog: (809 + 308 + 69) + (21 + 53) = 1186 + 74 = 1260 (or 1259)

We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or mixed people) and on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), We have brought it/him down and on the Haq, it/he has descended and We have not sent you (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 (or 143) + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 = 1260 (or 1259)

Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Compassionate), Q and the glorified Quran (verse 1 of Sura 50): 1260 (or 1261)

Book of the Akhira (End Times): 423 (or 422) + 837 (or 838) = 1260 (1259 or 1261)

Day of Ruju (Return) of the Islamic Caliphate: 56 + 279 + [747 + 178 (or 177)] = 56 + [279 + 925 (or 924)] = 56 + 1204 (or 1203) = 1260 (or 1259)

Vision of Yoseph (Joseph) + Istifaf (alignment or lining up or formation of a line) + Eleven Planets (verse 4 of Sura 12): (212 + 156) + 261 + [13 + 570 + 48 (or 49)] = 368 + 261 + 631 (or 632) = 1260 (or 1261)

Day of Qiyama (Resurrection) of Neil Armstrong: 56 + [156 + (90 + 1958 (or 1957))] = 56 + (156 + 2048 (or 2047)) = 56 + 2204 (or 2203) = 2260 (or 2259)

The Thalith Ashar (Thirteenth) + October: [1061 (or 1062) + 570] + 629 = 1631 (or 1632) + 629 = 2260 (or 2261)

City of Petersburg, Russia: 109 + 1874 + 277 = 2260 (2260 is the 1924th Composite Number) (2643 is the 2260th Composite Number)

He made the Sabbath (Saturday) be on those who differed in it (or regarding it/him) and your Lord will judge (or settle disputed matters) among them on the day (verse 124 of Sura 16): 3260 (= 2 x 2 x 5 x 163) (equivalent to 260) (3260 is the 2798th Composite Number)

2013 + Al-Rabi wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Fourth) + Huzairan (June) + 2013: (304 + 6 + 661) + 276 + 2013 = (971 + 276) + 2013 = 1247 + 2013 = 3260
According to Revelation 11 of the Bible, Christians are expecting **two witnesses** to emerge in the End Times and to prophesy for **1,260 days**.

On **March 1, 1260** (Rabi Awwal 16, 658 Hijri), the Mongols, under the command of Mongol Christian named Kitbuqa, conquered **Damascus**, ending the Ayyubi Sultanate.

On **Friday, September 3, 1260 AD Julian (September 10, 1260 AD Gregorian) (Ramadan 25, 658 Hijri) (Elul 26, 5020 Jewish)**, in the **Battle of Ain (Spring) of Jalut (Goliath)** in Galilee, Northern Palestine, the **Muslim Mamaleek (Mamluks)** achieved a decisive victory over the **Maghool (Mongols)**. The Mamluks liberated Damascus from the Mongols on **September 8, 1260**.

♦ **المسلمين** (Muslims): **261**  
(261 is the **205**th Composite Number)  
(328 is the **261**th Composite Number)  
(1663 is the **261**th Prime Number)  
(3261 is the **2799**th Composite Number)

♦ **كنعانيين** (Canaanites): **261**  
ليله القيمه Night of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval): 75 + 186 (or 187) = **261** (or 262)  
ارصاف Istifaf (Alignment or Formation of a line): **261** (or 260)

♦ **ليله نزول نجم** Lailat (Eve or Night) of Descent of a Star : 75 + (93 + 93) = 75 + 186 = **261**  
ليله وعد الزلزال Descent of a Star + Zilzal (Quake): (93 + 93) + 75 = 75 + 186 = **261**

♦ **روميه** Rumia (name used by Ancient Arabs to refer to Rome): **261**  
هرون Harun (Aaron): **261** (or 262)  
رأس Head (or Leader): **261**

♦ **نودي للصلوه** The call has been made for the Prayer (verse 9 of Sura 62, the title of this Sura is Friday): 70 + 191 = **261**

♦ **يدمروا** Yudammiru (destroy): **261**

♦ **إجتياح العراق كويت** The Iraq’s Ijtiyah (Invasion) of Kuwait: 423 + (402 + 436) = 423 + 838 = **1261**

♦ **المسيح جورج بوش** The Maseekh (False Messiah) George Bush: 741 + (212 + 308) = 741 + 520 = **1261**
Madina (City/State) of the Anti-Christ: 109 + (461 + 691) = 109 + 1152 (or 1151) = 1261 (or 1260)

Amshaj, We test him, then turn him capable of hearing (verse 2 of Sura 76): 345 + (497 + 238) + 181 = (345 + 735) + 181 = 1080 + 181 = 1261 (equivalent to 261)

Saint Peter’s Church + City of Vatican: (145 + 174 + 271) + (109 + 562) = 590 + 671 = 1261

We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or mixed people) and on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), We have brought it/him down and on the Haq, it/he has descended and We have not sent you (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): 1261 (1259 or 1260) (equivalent to 261) (1261 is the 1055th Composite Number) (1501 is the 1261st Composite Number)

Vision of Yoseph (Joseph) + Istifaf (alignment or lining up or formation of a line) + Eleven Planets (verse 4 of Sura 12): (212 + 156) + 261 + [13 + 570 + 49 (or 48)] = 368 + 261 + 632 (or 631) = 1261 (or 1260)

Saint Petersburg, Russia: 511 + 1473 + 277 = 2261 (equivalent to 261) (2261 is the 1925th Composite Number) (2644 is the 2261st Composite Number)

The Thalith Ashar (Thirteenth) + October: [1062 (or 1061) + 570] + 629 = 1632 (or 1631) + 629 = 2261 (or 2260)

Turkey’s Invasion of Island of Cyprus: 1013 + (631 + 225 + 392) = 1013 + 1248 = 2261

The Rahman, the Raheem. When victory of Allah comes and the Conquest and you see the people enter into the Deen (religion or judgment) of Allah in groups, glorify by praising your Lord and ask for his forgiveness. He is (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 110): [329 (or 330) + 289 + 702 + 5 + 340] + (66 + 6 + 519 + 6 + 611 + 142 + 700 + 90 + 64 + 66 + 92 + 150 + 54 + 222 + 6 + 1746 + 56) = 1665 (or 1666) + 4596 = 6261 (6261 is the 5447th Composite Number)

Prayer of the Subh (Morning): 131 (or 126) + 131 = 262 (or 257) (262 is the 206th Composite Number) (329 is the 262nd Composite Number) (1667 is the 262nd Prime Number) (1965 is the 1667th Composite Number)

Day of Badr: 56 + 206 = 262

Day of Bid’a (Beginning) of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): 56 + 7 + [71 + 128 (or 129)] = 56 + [7 + 199 (or 200)] = 56 + 206 (or 207) = 262 (or 263)
Lailat (Night or Eve) of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval): $75 + 187 = 262$ (or $261$)

The Promise + Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment) (verse 4 of Sura 1): $111 + (56 + 95) = 111 + 151 = 262$

The wonder, all the wonder: $106 + 50 + 106 = 262$ (This is a saying attributed to Imam Ali)

an illustrious planet: $48 + 214 = 262$ (This is part of a Hadith that describes the Mahdi)

Your Lord (verse 24 of Sura 79) & (verse 248 of Sura 2): 262

Blessed: 262 (or 263)

Iran: 262

The Sahionyeeen (Zionists): 262

Revival of Iram (City/State of people of Aad): $21 + 241 = 262$

People of Moses: $146 + 116 = 262$

Harun (Aaron) (verse 248 of Sura 2): 262 (or 161)

The People ask you (verse 63 of Sura 33): 262 (or 263)

The Qiyama + Gog + Magog: $186$ (or $187$) + $(23 + 53) = 186$ (or $187$) + 76 = 262 (or 263)

Kingdom of Dajjal of the Jinna (demons): $135 + 38 + 89 = 262$

Study/Knowledge of Verbal Expression (or Words, Phraseology, and Argumentation): $140 + 122 = 262$

The Truth (or True/Right) has come + Al-Bay’a (the offering of Allegiance): $(5 + 139) + 118 = 144 + 118 = 262$

Gates of Heaven + Al-Bay’a (The offering of Allegiance): $(11 + 133) + 118 = 144$ (or 145) + 118 = 262 (or 263)

Al-Saiha (The Scream) + Al-Bay’a (The offering of Allegiance): $144 + 118 = 262$

Gates of Heaven + The Ojuba (Miracle): $(11 + 133) + 118 = 144 + 118 =$ 262
Al-Saiha (The Scream) + The Ojuba (Miracle): 144 + 118 = 262

Jews’ Hadd (Destruction) of a Mosque + The King: (9 + 25 + 107) + 121 = 141 + 121 = 262

King of Jews + Hadd (Destruction) of the Mosque: 90 + 25 + 9 + 138 = 115 + 147 = 262

Wafat (Death) + Ihya (Resurrection) of the English People: 92 + 21 + 149 = 262

Aya (Miraculous Sign) of Al-Mahdi + Ihya (Reviving or Resurrection) of London: (17 + 90) + (21 + 134) = 107 + 155 = 262

Dakk (Bombardment) + Inhizam (The Defeat) of Sydney: 24 + 104 + 134 = 262

Death of people of Sydney: 92 + 36 + 134 = 262

End of Revival (resurrection or bringing to life): (71 + 21) + 36 + 134 = 262

Nuclear Wahiya (Catastrophe) + Istanbul: (27 + 77) + 158 = 104 + 158 = 262

Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil) + The Wailing: 103 + 103 = 262

Turkey + The Pakistaniyoon (Pakistanis): 631 + 631 = 1262 (equivalent to 262)

Wall of Al-Buraq + Al-Haram Al-Shareef (the Noble Sanctuary): (28 + 334) + (279 + 621) = 362 + 900 = 1262

The Two Wests (verse 17 of Sura 55): 1262 (equivalent to 262)

His wealth (did not) exempt him (verse 2 of Sura 111): 1262 (equivalent to 262)

It will arouse clouds (verse 9 of Sura 35): 1190 + 72 = 1262 (equivalent to 262)

(God) said to him: "You remained (dead) for one hundred years" (verse 259 of Sura 2): 1262 (equivalent to 262)

A dead city like (verse 11 of Sura 50): 41 + 451 + 770 = 1262 (equivalent to 262)

(= 2 x 631) (1262 is the 1056th Composite Number) (1502 is the 1262nd Composite Number)
to Allah, Lord of the World, the Rahaman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), Master of Day of (verse 2 - 4 of Sura 1): [65 + 202 + 231 (or 232) + 329 + 289 + 90] + 56 = 1206 (or 1207) + 56 = **1262 (or 1263)**

**Nasr (Victory) of the France + Battle of Maysalun**: (340 + 391) + (335 + 196) = 731 + 531 = **1262**  [On **July 24, 1920** (Zu Al-Qada 9, 1338 Hijri) (**Av 9, 5680** Jewish Calendar) (2422, **529.5th Julian Day**), General **Henri Gouraud’s French forces** broke a truce, attacked, defeated the Arab forces of King Faisal bin Al-Hussein’s Syrian Arab Kingdom, led by Minister of War **Yusuf Al-Azma**, in the **Battle of Maysalun**, and captured Damascus the next day. This decisive battle led to the end of Syrian Arab Kingdom.]

**Hadd (Destruction) of Hamburg**: 9 + 1253 (or 1254) = **1262 (or 1263)**

**Erdogan**: 1262 (Rabaj Erdogan is **President of Turkey**)

**Virgin Mary**: 290 + 972 = **1262** (equivalent to 262)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem + Nay, I swear by the Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) (verse 1 of Sura 75): [102 + 66 + 329 + 289] + [31 + 205 + 58 + 186 (or 187)] = 786 + 476 (or 477) = **1262 (or 1263)**

The Rahman, the Raheem. When victory of Allah comes and the conquest and (verse 1 of Sura 110): **2262** (2262 is the **1926th Composite Number**)

The Rahim, the Sibghin who is sent, in a journey, his servant, at night from the Haram Mosque to the Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): **2262** (or 2263)

From the Night glorify him and after the prostration and listen on the Day the Caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear (verse 40 – 42 of Sura 50): (90 + 71 + 155 + 6 + 207 + 104) + [(6 + 571 + 56) + (65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236)] = 633 + (633 + 996) = 633 + 1629 = **2262**

Verse **255** of Sura 2, known as Verse of the Kursi (Seat), is the **262nd** verse of Quran.

**Israa (miraculous heavenly journey at night)**: **263 (or 262)** (263 is the **56th Prime Number**)

**Bisat (rug or carpet) of Solomon**: 72 + 191 (or 190) = **263 (or 262)**

**Solomon son of David**: 190 (or 191) + 52 (or 53) + 21 = **263 (264 or 265)**
Day of Bid’a (Beginning) of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): $56 + 7 + [71 + 129 (or 128)] = 56 + [7 + 200 (or 199)] = 56 + 207 (or 206) = \text{263 (or 262)}$

Jumada + Rajab: $58 + 205 = \text{263}$ (This is part of a saying attributed by the Shia to Imam Ali, about the End Times.)

Qiyama (Upheaval) of the Kawn (Universe): $156 + 107 = \text{263}$

The King AbdAllah: $121 + (76 + 66) = 121 + 142 = \text{263}$

Saddam Hussein: $135 + 128 = \text{263}$

Hussein + Fatima: $128 + 135 = \text{263}$

The People ask you (verse 63 of Sura 33): $\text{263 (or 262)}$

Rabbani (from the Lord/God): $\text{263}$

To your Lord (God) (verse 44 of Sura 79): $41 + 222 = \text{263}$

to Him in a Day which is (verse 4 of Sura 70): $46 + 90 + 56 + 71 = \text{263}$

Nuzul (Descent) of + Iblees (Evil Jinn or Demon) + Adam and Hawwa (Eve): $93 + 103 + 45 (or 46) + 6 + 16 = \text{263 (or 264)}$

Hubut (Descent) of Adam + Hawwa (Eve) from the Janna (Paradise or Garden): $22 + 46 (or 45) + 16 + 89 = \text{263 (or 262)}$

clean water (verse 48 of Sura 25): $42 + 221 = \text{263}$

Hasn’t he made their scheme (or scheming) (verse 2 of Sura 105): $\text{263}$

to gather you (verse 12 of Sura 6): $\text{263}$

you Lafif (scrolls or from diverse backgrounds/places) (verse 104 of Sura 17): $62 + 201 = \text{263}$

The Pope YoHanna (John) Paulus (Paul) + Magog: $(37 + 75 + 98) + 53 = 210 + 53 = \text{263}$

The Pope YoHanna (John) Paulus (Paul) + Jinn (invisible creatures): $(37 + 75 + 98) + 53 = 210 + 53 = \text{263}$

Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) of the Southern (Australia used to be called the Southern Land): $156 + 107 = \text{263}$
The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) of Gog + Magog: 187 (or 186) + (23 + 53) = 187 (or 186) + 76 = 263 (or 262)

Al-Hadd (Destruction) + The Aqsa: 40 + 223 = 263

Al-Kuba (The Big): 263

Al-Kabeer (The Big) (verse 11 of Sura 85): 263

Blessed (verse 9 of Sura 50): 263 (or 262)

Bermuda: 263

Hadd (Destruction) of the Masoniyoon (Free-Masons): 9 + 254 = 263

Qatl (Killing) of Muslims of Srebrenica: 530 + 180 + 553 (or 563) = 1263 (or 1273) (1263 is the 1057th Composite Number) (1503 is the 1263rd Composite Number)

Caliph of the Muslim (Muslims) + Russia: (725 + 261) + 277 = 986 + 277 = 1263 (equivalent to 263)

Conquering Constantinople + Fall of Russians: 488 + 334 + 175 + 266 = 1263 (equivalent to 263)

Conquering Constantinople + Al-Saiha (The Scream) + The Russians: 488 + 334 + 144 + 297 = 1263 (equivalent to 263)

Conquering Constantinople + City of Babyl (Babylon) of the Russians: 488 + 334 + 144 + 297 = 1263 (equivalent to 263)

Al-Malhama (The Battle) + Al-Aqsa + Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem) + Palestine: 154 + 223 + 647 + 239 = 1263 (equivalent to 263)

Vladimir Putin + Hadd (Destruction) of City of New York: (375 + 468) + [9 + (109 + 302)] + 843 + (9 + 411) = 843 + 420 = 1263

Those before you, so that perhaps (verse 183 of Sura 2): 791 + 90 + 192 + 190 = 1263

The Promise + Anti-Christ: 111 + [461 + 691 (or 690)] = 111 + 1152 (or 1151) = 1263 (or 1262)
Harut and Marut (Angels) (verse 102 of Sura 2): 611 (or 612) + 6 + 646 (or 647) = 1263 (or 1265) (equivalent to 263)

My Lord, the Azeem (Great or Magnificent): 212 + 1051 = 1263

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem + Nay, I swear by the Day of the Qiya ma (Resurrection or Upheaval) (verse 1 of Sura 75): [102 + 66 + 329 + 289] + [31 + 205 + 58 + 187 (or 186)] = 786 + 477 (or 476) = 1263 (or 1262)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem + The Mawt (Death): [102 + 66 + 329 + 289] + 477 = 786 + 477 = 1263

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem + Fall (collapse) of New York: [102 + 66 + 329 + 289] + (175 + 302) = 287 + 9 + 967 = 1263

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem + Operation Gomorrah: 155 + 322 (or 321) + [102 + 66 + 329 + 289] = 786 + 477 (or 476) = 1263 (or 1262) (Code name of the attack launched by Britain against Hamburg, Germany in WW II that started on July 23 – 24, 1943 )

Hadd (Destruction) of Hamburg: 9 + 1254 (or 1253) = 1263 (or 1262)

Nuclear War + Hadd ( Destruction) of the United States: (210 + 77) + 9 + (479 + 488) = 287 + 9 + 967 = 1263

An Aya (verse), they turn away and they say (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 54): 1263 (or 1262)

Day of Qudum (arrival) of Anwar Al-Sadat + Israel: 56 + 150 + 257 + 497 + 303 (or 302) = 1263 (or 1262) [ Egyptian President Anwar Sadat arrived for surprise visit to Israel for the first time, at night, on Saturday November 19, 1977 (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1397 Hijri), day of standing on Mount of Arafat, meaning eve of 1st day of Eid Al-Adha. ]

Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr + Sabi Ishreen (Twenty Seventh) + Ramadan: (75 + 335) + [(132 (or 133) + 630) + 1091] = 410 + (762 (or 763) + 1091) = 410 + 1853 (or...
1854) = 2263 (or 2264) (2263 is the 1927th Composite Number) (2646 is the 2263rd Composite Number)

The Raheem. Glory to the one who sent, in a journey, his servant, at night from the Haram Mosque to the Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): 2263 (or 2262)

They came to you from above you and from below you and when the eye-sights swerved (verse 10 of Sura 33): 3263 (= 13 x 251) (equivalent to 263) (3263 is the 2801st Composite Number)

And how would you know what is Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr? Laila of the Qadr is better than one thousand nights. The Angels descend (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 97): 6 + 41 + 225 (or 226) + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 127 = 3263 (or 3264)

When Joseph said to his father: O My Father, I saw eleven planets and the Sun and the Moon, I saw them for me (verse 4 of Sura 12): 4263 (4263 is the 3677th Composite Number)

When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun and Moon are combined, the human being, on that day, says: Where is the escape? No, there is no refuge. (verse 7 - 11 of Sura 75): 782 + 302 + 323 + 6 + 740 + 371 + 6 + 113 + 431 + 371 + 146 + 193 (or 192) + 766 + 61 + 351 + 51 + 31 + 213 = 5263 (or 5262)

Day of Wahiya (Catastrophe) of Nuclear Weapons: 56 + [27 + (104 + 77)] = 56 + (27 + 181) = 56 + 208 = 264 (264 is the 207th Composite Number) (1693 is the 264th Prime Number)

Day we fold up the Sama (Sky) (verse 104 of Sura 21): 56 + (75 + 133) = 56 + 208 = 264

Manna and Quails (verse 57 of Sura 2): 121 + 137 = 264

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 56 + [22 + 186 (or 187)] = 56 + 208 (or 209) = 264 (or 265)

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of Inha (Ending) of the Zaman (Time): 56 + 22 + [58 + 128 (or 129)] = 56 + [22 + 186 (or 187)] = 56 + 208 (or 209) = 264 (or 265)

Bid’a (Beginning) of the Nihaya (End) + Qiyama (Resurrection/Rise, Upheaval, or End Times): 7 + [102 + 155 (or 156)] = 7 + 257 (or 258) = 264 (or 265)
The beginning of the Hour: $75 + (22 + 167) = 75 + 189 = 264$

The beginning of the Sawm (Fasting): $75 + (22 + 167) = 75 + 189 = 264$

The first of your Sawm (Fasting): $196 + 68 = 264$

Nuzul (Descent) of Iblees (Evil Jinn or Demon) + Adam and Hawwa (Eve): $93 + 103 + 46 (or 45) + 6 + 16 = 264 (or 263)$

Kingdom of the Engleez (English People): $135 + 1129 = 1264$

We (God) are going to remove the torment. (verse 15 of Sura 44): $1264$ (equivalent to 264) (1264 is the $1058^{th}$ Composite Number)

The Trumpet, so you come (verse 18 of Sura 78): $327 + 937 = 1264$

And that the Hour, there is no doubt about it when (verse 21 of Sura 18): $(6 + 51 + 167 + 31 + 212 + 96) + 701 = 563 + 701 = 1264$

Or have you thought that People of the Cave and the Raqeeem were (verse 9 of Sura 18): $(41 + 470 + 51) + [101 (or 102) + 136 + 6 + 381 + 78] = 562 + 702 = 1264 (or 1265)$

Resurrected us from our resting place (or grave). This is what Al-Rahman (God) has promised (verse 52 of Sura 36): $623 + 90 + 395 + 706 + 41 + 80 + 329 = 2264 (= 2\times2\times2\times283)$ (2264 is the $1928^{th}$ Composite Number) (2648 is the $2264^{th}$ Composite Number)

Mukazeeen (Those who claim it is a lie). Have not we created you from despicable water? So, we placed it (or him) in a firmly-fixed place for a Qadr (period or duration). (verse 19 – 22 of Sura 77): $[822 + 71 + 840 + 90 + 42 + 105 + 238 (or 239)] + (90 + 501 + 120 + 41 + 304) = 2208 (or 2209) + 1056 = 3264 (or 3265) (3264 is the $2802^{nd}$ Composite Number)

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): $56 + [22 + 187 (or 186)] = 56 + 209 (or 208) = 265 (or 264) (265 is the $208^{th}$ Composite Number) (333 is the $265^{th}$ Composite Number) (1697 is the $265^{th}$ Prime Number) (3792 is the $3265^{th}$ Composite Number)

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of Inha (Ending) of the Zaman (Time): $56 + 22 + [58 + 129 (or 128)] = 56 + [22 + 187 (or 186)] = 56 + 209 (or 208) = 265 (or 264)

Day of Inha (Ending) of the Hayat (life) of the Dunya (World before the End Times) (verse 98 of Sura 10) & (verse 38 of Sura 79): $56 + [58 + (55 + 96)] = 56 + (58 + 151) =
56 + 209 = 265

Nihaya (End) of Zaman (time) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 71 + 98 + 96 = 265

Bid’a (Beginning) of the Nihaya (End) + Qiyama (Resurrection/Rise, Upheaval, or End Times): 7 + [102 + 156 (or 155)] = 7 + 258 (or 257) = 265 (or 264)

Bid’a (Beginning) of Nahr (Slaughter): 7 + 258 = 265

Day of + the Safh (Forgiveness) (verse 85 of Sura 15): 56 + 209 = 265

Day of + the Scriptures (verse 133 of Sura 20) & (verse 18 of Sura 87): 56 + 209 = 265

Day of Joor (Injustice or Oppression): 56 + 209 = 265

Day + we gather them (verse 99 of Sura 18): 56 + 209 (or 208) = 265 (or 264)

Day of Wihda (Unification or Unity) of the Saudia (abbreviated name of Saudi Arabia): 56 + (23 + 186) = 56 + 209 = 265 [ On September 23, 1932 (Jumada Ula 22 (or 21), 1351 Hijri) (Elul 22, 5692 Jewish), the Kingdom of Najd and the Kingdom of Hijaz were united to form the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and Abdul Aziz became the King of Saudi Arabia. That is why today, the Saudi National Day is celebrated annually on September 23.]

Day of Rajab 4 : 56 + (205 + 4) = 56 + 209 = 265 [ The Zionist Jews declared the establishment of the State of Israel on the land of Palestine on Friday, May 14, 1948 (Rajab 5, 1367 Hijri) (Iyar 5, 5708 Jewish Calendar) (2432,685.5 ſ Julian Day), 8 hours before the British Mandate was due to end at midnight of May 14 - 15.]

Day of Awwal (Beginning) of the Siam (Fasting): 56 + (37 + 172) = 56 + 209 = 265

Bidaya (Beginning) of Mizan (Scale or Balance-Scale) of the Justice: 22 + (108 + 135) = 22 + 243 = 265 [ The Mizan (Scale or Balance-Scale) of the Justice is the symbol of the Mizan (Libra) zodiac sign which starts around September 23, starting from the evening of September 22 ]

Saiqa (Shocking Event or Lightning Strike) (verse 13 of Sura 41): 265 (or 266) [ On February 11, 2013 (2456,334.5 ſ Julian Day) (42nd day in Gregorian Calendar), a lightning struck Saint Peter’s Basilica twice around 6 pm, few hours after Pope Benedict XVI announced his resignation. Pope Benedict XVI served the 265th pontificate and Pope Francis shall serve the 266th pontificate.]

Barizoon (clearly visible) (verse 16 of Sura 40): 265 (or 266)
The Qaideen (individuals who chose to sit down and not act the way they should) (verse 86 of Sura 9): 265 (or 266)

Henri: 265  (Henri Gouraud is representative of the French Government in the Middle East, in charge of enforcement of Sykes-Picot Agreement.)

Tehran: 265

Groups of Birds (verse 3 of Sura 105): 219 (or 220) + 46 = 265 (or 266)

Our Spirit (verse 91 of Sura 21): 265

Wali (verse 5 of Sura 19) + Family of Yacob (Jacob) (verse 6 of Sura 19): 46 + [31 (or 32) + 188] = 46 + 219 (or 220) = 265 (or 266)

Allah chooses (or anoints) (verse 75 of Sura 22): 66 + 199 = 265

From Children of Fatima: 90 + 40 + 135 = 265  (This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi)

Al-Mahdi, child/son of Fatima: 90 + 40 + 135 = 265

Solomon son of David: 191 (or 190) + 53 (or 52) + 21 = 265 (or 264 or 263)

Son of David of the Sahayina (Zionists): (52 + 21) + 192 = 73 (or 74) + 192 = 265 (or 266)

Bilqees + Saba (Sheba): 202 + 63 (or 64): 265 (or 266)

Has he been one of the Ghaibeen (Absentees) (verse 20 of Sura 27): (71 + 90) + 1104 = 161 + 1104 = 1265 (equivalent to 265) (1265 is the 1059th Composite Number)  (1505 is the 1265th Composite Number)

Lailat (Eve) of the Hour + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The Akhira (End Times): 75 + 167 + 186 (or 187) + 837 (or 838) = 1265 (1266 or 1267)

Secret of the End Times + The Hour: 260 + 838 (or 837) + 167 = 1265 (or 1264)

Secret of the End Times + Nihaya (End) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 260 + 838 (or 837) + (71 + 96) = 260 + 838 (or 837) + 167 = 1265 (or 1264)

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. The praise be to Allah, Lord of the Alameen (Universe) (verse 1 of Sura 1):  66 + 329 + 289 + 83 + 65 + 202 + 231 (or 232) = 1265 (or 1266)
to Allah, Lord of the Worlds (People), the Rahman, the Raheem, Master of Day of (verse 2 – 5 of Sura 1): \[65 + 202 + 232 + 330 \text{ (or } 329) + 289 + 91\] + 56 = 1209 \text{ (or } 1208) + 56 = \textbf{1265 (or } 1264)\]

Of the Night, praise him and follow with the prostration. And listen the day (verse 40 – 41 of Sura 50): \[90 + 71 + 155 + 6 + 207 + 104 + 6 + 570 \text{ (or } 571)\] + 56 = 1209 + 56 = \textbf{1265 (or } 1264)\]

Inha (Ending) of Burj (Zodiac Sign) of the Virgo : \[58 + [205 + 1002 \text{ (or } 1003)] = 58 + 1207 \text{ (or } 1208) = \textbf{1265 (or } 1266)\] [ The zodiac sign, Virgo, ends around \textbf{September 22 }]

Day of Itidal (Equinox) of September: \[56 + [505 \text{ (or } 506) + 704] =56 + 1209 \text{ (1210) } = \textbf{1265 (or } 1266)\] (The \textbf{Autumn Equinox} happens in the Northern Hemisphere annually either on \textbf{September 22} or 23.)

Day of Taadul (Equinox) of September: \[56 + (505 + 704) = 56 + 1209 = \textbf{1265}\]

the Spirit, from his command, upon whomever he wishes, from among his worshippers (verse 15 of Sura 40): \[245 + 90 + 246 + 110 + 90 + 312 + 90 + 82 = 1265\]

Do not corrupt in the Earth/Land. They say: We are but reformers (verse 11 of Sura 2): \[(31 + 551 + 90 + 1032) + [138 \text{ (or } 137) + 92 + 108 + 224] = 1704 + 561 \text{ (or } 562) = \textbf{2265 (or } 2266)\]

So, we have set the period. So, great are those who set the period. Woe (verse 21 – 24 of Sura 77): \[(501 + 120 + 41 + 304 + 186 + 435 + 240 + 392) + 46 = 2219 + 46 = \textbf{2265 (= 3 x 5 x 151) (2265 is the 1929th Composite Number)}\]

\textbf{3265 (or } 3264) \textbf{ (3265 is the 2803rd Composite Number)}

\textbf{Mukazibeen (Those who claim it is a lie). Have not we created you from despicable water ? So, we placed it in a firm place for a Qadr (period or duration). (verse 19 – 22 of Sura 77):} \[822 + 71 + 840 + 90 + 42 + 105 + 239 \text{ (or } 238)] + (90 + 501 + 120 + 41 + 304) = 2209 \text{ (or } 2208) + 1056 = \textbf{3265 (or } 3264) \textbf{ (3265 is the 2803rd Composite Number)}\]

\textbf{Pope Benedict XVI was the 263\textsuperscript{th} Pope and he served the 265\textsuperscript{th} pontificate.}

\textbf{Russians:} \textbf{266} \textbf{(= 2 x 7 x 19) (266 is the 209\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) (334 is the 266\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) (1699 is the 266\textsuperscript{th} Prime Number) (4924 is the 4266\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number)}

\textbf{Saiqa (Shocking Event or Lightning Strike) (verse 13 of Sura 41 ):} \textbf{266 (or } 265) 

\textbf{On February 11, 2013 (2456,334.5\textsuperscript{th} Julian Day), a lightning struck Saint Peter’s Basilica twice around 6 pm, few hours after Pope Benedict XVI announced his resignation. Pope Benedict XVI served the 265\textsuperscript{th} pontificate and Pope Francis shall serve the 266\textsuperscript{th} pontificate.} \]
The Nihaya (End) + Al-Masihiya (Christianity): $102 + 164 = 266$

The Nihaya (End) + 49 years: $102 + (49 + 115) = 266$

Fall of Akka (Acre): $175 + 91 = 266$ (Fall of Akka and its conquest by British forces happened on September 23, 1918. September 23 is the 266th day of the Gregorian calendar.)

that he perished the first Aad (verse 50 of Sura 53): $56 + 56 + (76 + 78) = 56 + 56 + 154 = 266$

Groups of Birds (verse 3 of Sura 105): $220$ (or $219) + 46 = 266$ (or 265)

Mawlid of the Saudia (abbreviated name of Saudi Arabia): $80 + 186 = 266$

[On September 23, 1932 (Jumada Ula 22 (or 21), 1351 Hijri) (Elul 22, 5692 Jewish), the Kingdom of Najd and the Kingdom of Hijaz were united to form the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and Abdul Aziz became the King of Saudi Arabia. That is why today, the Saudi National Day is celebrated annually on September 23.]

Promise of the Qiyama (Resurrection): $80 + 186$ (or 187) = 266 (or 267)

Promise of the Curse: $80 + 186 = 266$

Promise to Lands of the English People: $80 + (37 + 149) = 80 + 186 = 266$

The Hadm (Destruction) + Lands of the English People: $80 + 37 + 149 = 80 + 186 = 266$

The Qaideen (individuals who chose to sit down and not act the way they should) (verse 86 of Sura 9): 266 (or 265)

Day of + Rijz (Abomination) (verse 5 of Sura 75): $56 + 210 = 266$

Day of Baraz (excrement, dung, manure): $56 + 210 = 266$

Day of War: $56 + 210 = 266$

Day of Pontiff (Pope or Bishop): $56 + 210 = 266$

Day of the Pope YoHanna (John) Paulus (Paul): $56 + [37 + (75 + 98)] = 56 + (37 + 173) = 56 + 210 = 266$

Day of Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paulus (Paul): $56 + (21 + 37) + (54 + 98) = 56 + (58 + 152) = 56 + 210 = 266$

Barizoon (clearly visible) (verse 16 of Sura 40): 266 (or 265)

Soor (rampart, fence, or wall): 266
The Nakba (Catastrophe) + Istanbul: 108 + 158 = 266

and your God is one God. There is no god except HoWa (Allah).
(verse 163 of Sura 2. This is the 170th verse of the Quran): 266  
(Note that the number of the verse, 163, is also the numerical value of the word الإسلام (Al-Islam). Furthermore, the verse's order in the Quran is 170 which is the numerical value of مسلم (Muslim).)

Son of David of the Sahayina (Zionists): (53 + 21) + 192 = 74 (or 73) + 192 = 266 (or 265)

Wali (verse 5 of Sura 19) + Family of Yacob (Jacob) (verse 6 of Sura 19):  
46 + [32 (or 31) + 188] = 46 + 220 (or 219) = 266 (or 265)

Yahya (John) (verse 7 of Sura 19) + Zakaria (verse 7 of Sura 19): 28 (or 29) + 238 = 266 (or 267) (This refers to Prophet John son of Zakaria, known by the Christians as John the Baptist)

The Twelve Asbat (Tribes): 104 + 592 + 570 = 1266 (equivalent to 266)  
(= 2 x 3 x 211) (1266 is the 1060th Composite Number)  
(1506 is the 1266th Composite Number)

Tukhsiru (Depreciate, Decrease, temper with the balance-scale) (verse 9 of Sura 55): 1266 (or 1267)

Inha (Ending) of Burj (Zodiac Sign) of the Virgo : 58 + [205 + 1003 (or 1002)] = 58 + 1208 (or 1207) = 1266 (or 1265)  
[ The zodiac sign, Virgo, ends around September 22 ]

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. The praise be to Allah, Lord of the Alameen (Universe) (verse 1 of Sura 1): 66 + 329 + 289 + 83 + 65 + 202 + 232 (or 231) = 1266 (or 1265)

Markaba (Vehicle) of the Space + Luna: [ 267 + 912 (or 913)] + 87 = 1179 (1180) + 87 = 1266 (or 1267)

Majzara (Massacre) of Baghdad: 255 + 1011 = 1266

the Raheem. Thanks to Allah who descended (verse 1 of Sura 18): 1266

Lailat (Eve) of the Hour + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The Akhira (End Times): 75 + 167 + 187 (or 186) + 837 (or 838) = 1266 (1265 or 1267)

Pope Franciscus (Francis) + Argentina: (6 + 546) + 714 = 552 + 714 = 1266

Promise of Khuruj (Coming out) of the Awar, the Dajjal: 80 + 809 + (308 + 69) = 80 + (809 + 377) = 80 + 1186 = 1266
Khuruj (Coming out) of Messiah, the Awar (Deformed Eyed Messiah. He is Anti-Christ): 809 + 457 = 1266 (equivalent to 266)

Promise of the Dajjal, the Awar + Tabut (Coffin or Ark): (80 + 69 + 308) + 809 = 1266

Idam (Execution/Killing) of the Caesar Nikolay, the Second: 116 + 431 + 127 (or 126) + 592 = 1266 (or 1265)

Of the Night, praise him and follow with the prostration.
And listen the day (verse 40 – 41 of Sura 50): [90 + 71 + 155 + 6 + 207 + 104 + 6 + 571 (or 570)] + 56 = 1210 + 56 = 1266 (or 1265)

Day of Itidal (Equinox) of September: [56 + 506 (or 505)] + 704 = 1266 (or 1265) (The Autumn Equinox happens in the Northern Hemisphere annually either on September 22 or 23.)

The Ninth + September: 562 (or 561) + 704 = 1266 (or 1265)

Say: The knowledge of it is with my Lord. Shall not reveal its timing (verse 187 of Sura 7): 562 + (62 + 306 + 130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 212 + 31 + 59 + 542) = 562 + 1704 = 2266

Do not corrupt in the Earth/Land. They say: We are but reformers (verse 11 of Sura 2): (31 + 551 + 90 + 1032) + [138 (or 137) + 92 + 108 + 224] = 1704 + 562 (or 561) = 2266 (or 2265)

Signing of surrender of Japan + The Second World War : [586 + 592 (or 591) + 64] + (241 + 187 + 597) = 1241 (or 1242) + 1025 = 2266 (or 2267) [World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).]

The Hour has approached and the Moon has been cracked. And if they are shown an Aya (Sign), they turn away (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 54): (1103 + 562 + 6 + 451 + 371 + 6 + 51 + 217 + 17) + 1087 = 3179 + 1087 = 4266

Has approached for the People their
judgment while they are in Ghafla (unattentiveness, heedlessness) turned away (tuned out). What comes as a reminder from their Lord (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 21): \[703 + [171 + 116 \text{ (or 115)} + 6 + 45 + 1115 + 1166 + 41 + 466 + 90 + 920 + 90 + 247] = 703 + 4563 \text{ (or 4562)} = 5266 \text{ (or 5265)}\]

From fertilization of the egg till delivery of a baby (meaning from conception to birth, called the gestation period), there are \textbf{266 days} (= 38 weeks = 38 x 7 days). \textbf{September 23} is the \textbf{266th day} of the Gregorian Calendar, so it can be the due date for the labor pains to start and the baby to be born.

\textbf{Shawwal 1} [first day of Eid of Fitr (Breaking of the Fast)] is the \textbf{266th day} of Hijri Calendar.

\textbf{Teveth 2} (the 7th day of Hanukkah - a Jewish Holiday that lasts 8 days) is the \textbf{266th day} of the Jewish year that starts on \textbf{Nisan 1}.

\textbf{Verse 259} of \textbf{Sura 2} is the \textbf{266th verse} of the Quran.

\textbf{Pope Francis} is the \textbf{264th Pope} and he shall serve the \textbf{266th pontificate}.

Number \textbf{334} is the \textbf{266th Composite Number}. The \textbf{9th} of Zu Al-Hijja is the \textbf{334th day} of the Hijri year.

The \textbf{266th word} of \textbf{Sura 15} is \texttt{اللَعْنَة} \texttt{The Lana (Curse)} whose numerical value is:

- \texttt{اللَعْنَة} \texttt{The Lana (Curse)} (verse 35 of Sura 15): 186
- \texttt{القِيْمَة} \texttt{The Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval)}: 186 (or 186)

- \texttt{إِنْهِيَار} \texttt{Inhiyar (Collapse)}: \textbf{267} (= 3 x 89) \textbf{(267 is the 210th Composite Number)} \textbf{(335 is the 267th Composite Number)} \textbf{(1709 is the 267th Prime Number)} \textbf{(4925 is the 4267th Composite Number)}

- \texttt{سَقُوط + وفَاه} \texttt{Suqut (Fall) + Wafat (Death)}: 175 + 92 = \textbf{267}

- \texttt{مِرْكَبَة} \texttt{Blessed (verses 3 of Sura 44)}: \textbf{267 (or 268)}

- \texttt{مَرْكَبَة} \texttt{Markaba (Boat, Ship, or Vehicle)}: \textbf{267}

- \texttt{أَوَل حَمَلَة صلِيبِيه} \texttt{First Crusade Expedition}: \textbf{37} + (83 + 147) = 37 + 230 = \textbf{267}

- \texttt{وَعْد الْقِيْمَة} \texttt{Promise of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval)}: \textbf{80} + 187 (or 186) = \textbf{267 (or 266)}

- \texttt{يَحِي + زَكْرِيَا} \texttt{Yahya (John) (verse 7 of Sura 19) + Zakaria (verse 7 of Sura 19)}: 29 (or 28) + 238 = \textbf{267 (or 266)} \texttt{(This refers to Prophet John son of Zakaria, known by the Christians as John the Baptist)}
How would you know (verse 2 of Sura 86): $41 + 226 = 267$

More grievous and more bitter (verse 46 of Sura 54): $20 + 6 + 241 = 267$

Lailat (Eve) of Day of Sawm (Fasting): $75 + 56 + 136 = 267$

the Day the caller calls (verse 39 – 42 of Sura 50): $56 + 75 + 136 = 267$

The Bay’a (Pledge of Allegiance) + The Hasan: $118 + 149 = 267$

Kingdom of the Engleez (English People): $135 + 132 = 267$

Halak (Devastation) of Bani (Children) of the Ingleez (English People): $56 + (62 + 149) = 56 + 211 = 267$

Hadd ( Destruction) of the Masoniyeen (Free-Masons): $9 + 258 = 267$

Son of Joe + The English People + The Jews: $62 + 149 + 56 = 267$ (or 266)

City of Istanbul: $109 + 158 = 267$

Return + Life of Istanbul: $(85 + 24) + 158 = 109 + 158 = 267$

Center: 267

and from below (verse 10 of Sura 33): $(6 + 90) + 171 = 96 + 171 = 267$

The End + Al-Yapaniyeen (The Japanese): $102 + 165 = 267$

Nakba (Disaster) of the Annihilation+ Tokyo, Japan: $(77 + 44) + (51 + 95) = 121 + 146 = 267$

Atomic Bomb of Al-Yapaniyeen (The Japanese): $1102 + 165 = 1267$ (equivalent to 267)

Hungary: $1267$ (equivalent to 267) $= 7 \times 181$ (1267 is the 1061st Composite Number) $= 1507$ is the 1267th Composite Number

Those who offer Bay’a to you are offering Bay’a to Allah (verse 10 of Sura 48): $791 + 169 + 92 + 149 + 66$ (or 67) $= 1267$ (or 1268)

In the Akhira (End Times) is one the Saliheen (Righteous) (verse 122 of Sura 16): $(90 + 838 + 120) + 219$ (or 220) $= 1048 + 219$ (or 220) $= 1267$ (or 1268)

So, how come these people do not understand the
Like We started the First Creation, We return it. (That is) a promise upon us (verse 104 of Sura 21): \[1267\] (equivalent to 267)

We have descended it/him in a blessed night. (verses 1 - 3 of Sura 44): \[48 + 6 + 453 + 133 + 52 + 143 + 90 + 75 + 267\] (or 268) = \[1267\] (1268 or 1269) (equivalent to 267)

The Spirit and the Angels in line. They do not speak, except the ones (verse 38 of Sura 78): \[1267\]

Command. Peace it is until rise of the dawn (verse 5 - 6 of Sura 97): \[1267\] (or 1268)

When will this Promise be? (verse 71 of Sura 27): \[450 + (706 + 111) = 450 + 817 = 1267\]

Tukhsiru (Depreciate, Decrease, temper with the balance-scale) (verse 9 of Sura 55): \[1267\] (or 1266)

Day of Nuzul (Descent) of Adam to the Earth: \[56 + [93 + 45 (or 46) + 41 + 1032] = 56 + 1211\] (or 1212) = \[2267\] (or 2268)

When their Messenger comes, matters will be judged between them in justice (verse 47 of Sura 10): \[(702 + 5 + 341) + (910 + 107 + 202) = 1048 + 1219 = 2267\]

Day of Accident/Event of mine of gold + copper: \[56 + [512 (or 513) + 740 + 133 + 707 + 119]\] = 56 + 2211 = \[2267\] (or 2268)

Signing of surrender of Japan + The Second World War: \[[586 + 592 (or 591) + 64] + [241 + 187 + 597] = 1242 (or 1241) + 1025 = 2267\] (or 2266)

[World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).]

When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun (and the Moon) are combined, (verse 6 - 8 of Sura 75): \[3267\] (or 3266) (3267 is the 2805th Composite Number)
Sahib (Companion) of the Hour: $101 + 167 = 268$

Sahib (Companion) of Nihaya (End) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): $101 + (71 + 96) = 101 + 167 = 268$

Allah has chosen you: $268$ (or $267$)

Hubut (Descent) of Adam and Hawwa (Eve) from the Janna (Paradise or Garden): $22 + 45 (or 46) + 6 + 16 + 89 = 268$ (or 269)

Lailat (Eve) of Bid’a (Beginning) of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): $75 + [7 + 186 (187)] = 75 + 193$ (or $194) = 268$ (or 269)

Day of my Lord: $56 + 212 = 268$

Day of Ibhar (Sailing): $56 + 212 = 268$

Blessed (verses 3 of Sura 44): $268$ (or 267)

Malik (King or Master) of the people, god (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 114): $90 + 142 + 36$ (or 37) = $268$ (or 269)

Treasure of Solomon: $77 + 191$ (or 190) = $268$ (or 267)

Mother of the Believers: $41 + 227$ (or 228) = $268$ (or 269)

We have descended unto you (verse 89 of Sura 16) & (verse 23 of Sura 76): $138 + 130 = 268$

Allah. I am for you (verse 2 of Sura 11): $67 + 111 + 90 = 268$

does not know them except (verse 22 pf Sura 18): $41 + 195 + 32 = 268$

The Star + The Poles: $124 + 144$ (or 143) = $268$ (or 267)

H. M. and the evident book. We have brought it/him in a blessed night. (verses 1-3 of Sura 44): $48 + [6 + 453 + 133 + 52 + 143 (or 144) + 90 + 75 + 268$ (or 267]) = $48 + 1220 (1219 or 1221) = 1268$ (1267 or 1269) (equivalent to $268$) $= 2 \times 2 \times 317$ ($1268$ is the 1062$^{nd}$ Composite Number) $10333$ is the 1268$^{th}$ Prime Number)
prevented the people from believing when the Huda (Guide or Guidance) came to them (verse 94 of Sura 17): (160 + 142 + 51 + 114 + 701 + 50) + 50 = 1218 + 50 = 1268

In the Akhira (End Times) is one of the Saliheen (Righteous) (verse 122 of Sura 16): (90 + 838 + 120) + 220 (or 219) = 1048 + 220 (or 219) = 1268 (or 1267)
(This is the 2023rd verse from the beginning of Sura 1)

Over it are Nineteen. And have not (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74):
(116 + 535 + 570) + (6 + 41) = 1221 + 47 = 1268

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. I do not swear by Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times) and (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 75): 1268 (or 1269)

Command. Peace it is until rise of the dawn (verse 5 - 6 of Sura 97): 1268 (or 1267)

Day of Nuzul (Descent) of Adam to the Earth: 56 + [93 + 46 (or 45) + 41 + 1032] = 56 + 1212 (or 1211) = 1268 (or 1267)

The Fifth Month: 536 + 732 = 1268

Day of Takhreeb (Ruin or Devastation): 56 + 1212 = 1268 (equivalent to 268)

Western Side: 56 + 1212 = 1268 (equivalent to 268)

Twenty Second + Ailul (September): [561 (or 560) + 630] + 77 = 1191 (or 1190) + 77 = 1268 (or 1267)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr + Saba’ Ishreen (Twenty Seventh) + Ramadan: (75 + 335) + (137 + 661) + 1091 = 410 + (767 + 1091) = 410 + 1858 = 2268 (2268 is the 1931st Composite Number)

The Fourth + Ab (August - in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 1961: [304 + 3 (or 4)] + 1961 = 307 (or 308) + 1961 = 2268 (or 2269) [Barack Obama was born at 7:24 pm on Friday, August 4, 1961 (Safar 22, 1381 Hijri) (2437, 516th Julian Day)]

And they ask you about Zi Al-Qarnain, say: I will narrate to you, about him, a mention (verse 83 of Sura 18): 3268
When it falls. Your friend has not gone astray and not Ghawa (let his desires mislead him). And he does not speak out of whim, but rather it is (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 53): 3268 (3268 is the 2806th Composite Number)

We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is, till (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): [52 + 143 + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 235 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241] + (130 + 15 + 418) = 5705 + 563 = 6268

♦ The Hour + The Nihaya (End): 167 + 102 = 269 (269 x 3 = 807) (269 is the 57th Prime Number) (338 is the 269th Composite Number) (1723 is the 269th Prime Number)

Lailat (Eve) of Bid’a (Beginning) of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 75 + [7 + 187 (186)] = 75 + 194 (or 193) = 269 (or 268)

Knowledge of the Time: 140 + 129 (or 128) = 269 (or 268)

Knowers of the Time: 141 + 128 (or 129) = 269 (or 270)

He has Knowledge (verse 40 of Sura 27) & (verse 85 of Sura 43) & (verse 43 of Sura 13): 129 + 140 = 269

About it is more knowledgeable: 126 + 143 = 269 (This is part of a Hadith about the Hour)

based on knowledge, as a Huda (Guidance or Guide) (verse 52 of Sura 7): (110 + 140) + 19 = 250 + 19 = 269

His name is name of a prophet: 106 + (101 + 62) = 106 + 163 = 269

Sahib (Companion) of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): 101 (or 100) + [71 + 97 (or 98)] = 101 (or 100) + 168 (or 169) = 269 (268 or 270)

The Ashsab (People or Companions) + The Cave: 133 + 136 = 269

Wahy (Revelation or Inspiration) + Jibreel (Gabriel): 24 + 245 = 269

We descended upon you (verse 2 of Sura 20) & (verse 41 of Sura 39) & (verse 64 of Sura 16): 139 + 130 = 269

We have brought you the Haq (Truth or True One) and (verse 78 of Sura 43): 123 +
Caliph Al-Walid ibn Abd Al-Malik is the 6th Umayyad Caliph and one of the most prominent caliphs. He reigned from 705 AD (86 Hijri) till 715 AD (97 Hijri). During his reign, the construction of the Aqsa Mosque was completed in 705 AD, the Umayyad Mosque of Damascus’s construction was commissioned in 705 AD and finished in 714 AD (96 Hijri), and the tomb of Prophet Muhammad (p) became part of the Prophet Mohammad’s Mosque in Medina. Historians consider his reign as the apex of Islamic power. In the West, Muslims under the leadership of Tariq bin Ziyad started the conquest of Al-Andalus in 711 AD (93 Hijri). In the East, Muslims’ rule reached as far as the Indus River in India by 712 AD.

Their Prophet: It is the Aya (Sign) of his kingship (verse 248 of Sura 2): 107 + 51 + 16 (or 17) + 95 = 269 (or 270)

Malik (King or Master) of the people, god (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 114): 90 + 142 + 37 (or 36) = 269 (or 268)

Jesus, Messiah (Jesus Christ): 150 + 119 (or 118) = 269 (or 268)

we made him a guidance to Bani (Children) (verse 2 of Sura 17): 269
Sura 16): \(140 + 129 = 269\)

اﻟﺼﺎﻟﺤﯿﻦ + أوﻟﯿﺎء Awliya + Al-Saliheen (Righteous): \(49 + 220 = 269\) (or \(219\))

مع الساجدين with the prostrators (verse 32 of Sura 15): \(110 + 159 = 269\)

لمجَنون و ما هو إلا crazy, and he (or it) is not but (verse 52 of Sura 68): \(269\)

بكم لنفسا 없ي Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds) and (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): \(62 + 201 + 6 = 269\)

إﻻ ھﻮ ﻣﺎ و ﻟﻤﺠﻨﻮن and (verse 52 of Sura 68): \(269\)

و ﻟﻔﯿﻔﺎ ـ Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds) and (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): \(62 + 201 + 6 = 269\)

مبارك و blessed and (verse 96 of Sura 3): \(263\) (or \(364\)) + 6 = \(269\) (or \(270\))

هزيمة صليبيين Hazima (Defeat) of Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): \(67 + 202 = 269\)

يوم هجرة Day of Hijra (Migration): \(56 + 213 = 269\)

هجرة اليهود Hijra (Migration) of the Jews: \(213 + 56 = 269\)

طرد اليهود Tard (Expulsion) of the Jews: \(213 + 56 = 269\)

مبارك و blessed and (verse 96 of Sura 3): \(263\) (or \(364\)) + 6 = \(269\) (or \(270\))

Hubut (Descent) of Adam and Hawwa (Eve) from the Janna (Paradise or Garden): \(22 + 46\) (or \(45\)) + 6 + 16 + 89 = \(269\) (or \(268\))

Sidra (a tree at the highest level in Heaven, near Paradise) (verse 14 of Sura 53): \(269\)

جمادى و رجب Jumada and Rajab: \(58 + 6 + 205 = 269\) (This is part of a saying attributed by the Shia to Imam Ali, about the End Times.)

ساحر Magician (verse 2 of Sura 54) & (verse 4 of Sura 38): \(269\)

إسراء + بابا Israa (miraculous heavenly journey at night) + Pope: \(263 + 6 = 269\)

قیامه يوحنا بول Qiyama (Rise or Resurrection) of YoHanna (John) Paul: \(156 + (75 + 38) = 156 + 113 = 269\)

قیامِه الإمام Qiyama (Rise) of the Imam: \(156 + 113 = 269\)

عبادنا أولى بأس Servants of us, who have might (verse 5 of Sura 17): \((78 + 81 + 47) + 63 = 206 + 63 = 269\)

و من عاقب And who punishes (verse 60 of Sura 55): \(6 + 90 + 173 = 269\)

يده الملك و هو عليه has in his hands the dominion and he is of every (verse 1 of Sura 67): \(21 + 121 + 6 + 11 + 110 = 269\)
Deen (Religion or Judgment) of Allah + The Haq (Truth or True/Right): 
\[ (64 + 66) + 139 = 130 + 139 = 269 \]

That Allah (God) is the Haq (Truth or True/Right) (verse 6 of Sura 22):
\[ (53 + 66 + 11) + 139 = 130 + 139 = 269 \]

I am Allah, there is no God but me (verse 14 of Sura 20):
\[ 52 + 66 + 31 + 36 + 32 + 52 = 269 \]

It is He who is Lord (verse 49 of Sura 53):
\[ 56 + (11 + 202) = 56 + 213 = 269 \]

Allah + The Imam Mahdi:
\[ 66 + 113 + 90 = 269 \]

Qiyama (Rise, Resurrection, or Upheaval) + Poles (of the Earth):
\[ 156 + 113 = 269 \]

Sudra (a tree at the highest level in Heaven, near Paradise) (verse 14 of Sura 53):
\[ 269 \]

Republic:
\[ 269 \]

Wherever you wish (verse 19 of Sura 7):
\[ 1269 \]

the human from a drop of mingled sperm, in order to try him (verse 2 of Sura 76):
\[ 1269 \]

And he (or it) is not, but a Zikr (Memory or Reminder) for the Alameen (World) (verse 52 of Sura 68):
\[ 6 + 40 (or 41) + 11 + 32 + 920 + 260 = 1269 \text{ (or } 1270) \]

And if they Yuridu (intend, plan or attempt) to trick you, your judge is (verse 62 of Sura 8. This is the 1222nd verse from the beginning of the Quran and the 5015th verse from the end of the Quran):
\[ 6 + 51 + 230 (or 231) + 51 + 710 + 131 + 90 = 1269 \text{ (or } 1270) \]

The Khuruj (Coming out) from the Qubur (graves):
\[ 840 + 90 + 339 = 1269 \]

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. I do not swear by Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times) and (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 75):
\[ 1269 \text{ (or } 1268) \]

And the evident book. We have brought it/him in a blessed night. (verses 1 - 3 of Sura 44):
\[ 48 + [6 + 453 + 133 + 52 + 144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 268 (or 267)] = 48 + 1221 (1219 or 1220) = 1269 \text{ (1267 or 1268)} \]
the Rahman, the Raheem. We have sent Noah to his people (verse 1 of Sura 71): \(329 + 289 + 52 + 342 + 65 + 41 + 151 = 1269\)

He was Sincere (or Chosen) and was a Messenger, Prophet (verse 51 of Sura 19): \((71 + 761) + (6 + 71 + 297 + 63) = 832 + 437 = 1269\)

The Dunya (World before the End Times) except a day, Allah shall send a man, from us, who shall fill it: \(96 + 32 + 56 + 602 + 66 + 234 + 91 + 92 = 1269\) (This is a Hadith)

Yahthi (grasps) the money (to give away) in a Hathi (grasp). He does not count them: \(1269\) (This is a Hadith about the Mahdi)

The Knower + Secret of the Akhira (End Times): \(172 + (260 + 837) = 1269\) (or 1270)

Secrets of Akhira (End Times): \(462 + 807\) (or 806) = \(1269\) (or 1268)

Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr + Bidaya (Beginning) of the End Times: \((75 + 335) + [22 + 837 (or 838)] = 410 + 859 (or 860) = 1269\) (or 1270)

Bidaya (Beginning) of Awwal (First) phase of the Akhira (End Times): \(22 + [37 + 283 + 90 + 837 (or 838)] = 22 + 1247 (or 1248) = 1269\) (or 1270)

Sayaha (as much striving as needed) while he is a believer, such individuals, their striving is thanked. (verse 19 of Sura 17): \(146 + 6 + 11 + 137 (or 136) + 147 (or 148) + 71 + 185 + 567 = 1269\)

Itifaq (Agreement) of Surrender of Japan: \(582 + 592\) (or 591) + 95 = \(1269\) (or 1268) [World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, \textbf{September 2, 1945} around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, \textbf{September 1, 1945} around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish).]

Created the Heavens (verse 3 of Sura 10): \(730 + 539 \) (537 or 539) = \(1269\)

The Hour and the Moon has been cracked. And if they are shown (verses 1 – 2 of Sura 54): \(1269\)

Coup of Hafiz Al-Assad: \(184 + (989 + 96) = 184 + 1085 = 1269\) (On \textbf{November 13, 1970} (Ramadan 14, 1390 Hijri), a coup known as the Corrective Movement, brought Hafiz Assad to power in Syria.)
The Middle of the Month of Shaban: \(251 + 90 + 505 + 423\) (or \(422\)) = 1269

Nihaya (End) of the Vatican + The Catholicism: \(71 + [592\) (or 593) + 606\] = 71 + 1198 (or 1199) = 1269 (or 1270)

Inhiyar (Collapse) of Mine of Copper + Chile: \([267 + (133 + 119)] + 750 = (267 + 252) + 750 = 519 + 750 = 1269\)

Hadd (Destruction) of Great Ha’it (Wall) of China: \(9 + (28 + 181) + 1051 = 9 + 209 + 1051 = 1269\) (equivalent to 269)

By it/him a dead city like that (verse 11 of Sura 50): 1269 (equivalent to 269)

Promise of my Lord (God) comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The British United Kingdom: \((5 + 80 + 212) + (166 + 488 + 318) = 297 + 972 = 1269\) (Notice how 972 is twisted number of 297)

Promise of Allah + Qiyam (Resurrection or Upheaval) of the British United Kingdom: \((80 + 66) + 151 + (166 + 488 + 318) = 146 + 151 + 972 = 1269\)

Qiyam (Resurrection or Upheaval) of London, England, Britain: \(150\) (or \(151\)) + (134 + 702 + 283) = 150 (or 151) + 1119 = 1269 (or 1270)
The Fourth + Ab (August - in Greater Syria & Iraq) +1961: 304 + 4 (or 3) + 1961 = 2269 (or 2268) (equivalent to 269)  [ Barak Obama was born on Friday, August 4, 1961 at 7:24 pm (Safar 22, 1381 Hijri) ]

And so that those who have been given knowledge know that it (or he ) is the truth from your Lord, so they believe in it (or him). (verse 54 of Sura 22): 2269 (equivalent to 269)

The Ghayeb (Metaphysical realm or what will happen in the Future) does not reveal (verse 26 of Sura 72): 2269

Khib’a (what is hidden) in the Heavens and the Earth (verse 25 of Sura 27): 603 + 90 + 538 + 6 + 1032 = 2269

It is in this a Balagh (proclamation, announcement, or notification) to people who are worshippers. And we have not (verse 106 – 107 of Sura 21): 51 + [90 + 706 + 1063 + 176 + 136 (or 137) ] = 51 + 2218 (or 2219) = 2269 (or 2270)

Comes to them as Baghta (suddenly) and (verse 66 of Sura 43): 856 + 1407 + 6 = 2269

Haven’t we created you from Maheen (humiliating or despicable) water. So, we placed it (verse 19 – 21 of Sura 77): 882 + 71 + 840 + 90 + 42 + 105 + 238 = 2269

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. A.L.M. These are Ayat (verses or signs) of the Book (verse 1 of Sura 13): 66 + 329 + 289 + 271 + 411 + 453 = 2269

Allah and the Conquest and you see the people entering into Deen (Religion or Judgment) of Allah (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 110): [66 + 6 + 519 + 6 + 611 + 141 (or 142) + 700] + (90 + 64 + 66 ) = 2049 (or 2050) + 220 = 2269 (or 2270)

From the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings to show him of (verse 1 of Sura 17): 2269 (or 2268)

Nuzul (Descent) of the Quran, the Majeed (Glorious) + The Preserved Board to the Bayt of the Izza : 93 + [382 (or 383) + 88] + (75 + 1065) + 41 + (412 + 113) = [93 + 470 (or 471) + 1140] + (41 + 525)= 1703 (or 1704) + 566 = 2269 (or 2270)

We subjected you to Fitan (trials or tribulations), so you remains for years (verse 40 of Sura 20): 2269

not undeserved. So, what will make you disbelieve (verse 6 – 7 of Sura 95): 2269
him is what is in the Heavens and what is (verse 5 – 6 of Sura 20): \[329 + 110 + 601 + 477 + 35 + 41 + 90 + 539 (537 or 538) + 6 + 41 = 2269 \] (2267 or 2268)

Upon his worshipper so that he will be, for the World, a warner, the one who (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 25): \[111 + 2159 = 2269 \]

a Messenger, from Allah, confirming what they have, a group cast away (verse 101 of Sura 2): \[2269 \]

We give you good news of a son. His name is Yahya (John). We have not made before him (verse 7 of Sura 19): \[2269 \]

Nineteen. And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and we have not (verse 30 – 31 of Sura 74): \[(535 + 570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 501) + (6 + 41) = 2222 + 47 = 2269 \]

That Promise of Allah is true and that the Hour, there is no doubt about it. When they dispute among each other (verse 21 of Sura 18): \[51 + \[80 + 66 + 108 + 6 + 51 + 167 + 31 + 212 + 96 + 701 + 593 (or 594) + 107 \] = 51 + 2218 (or 2219) = 2269 (or 2270) \]

And the Quran the one of Remembrance. However, those who have disbelieved are in (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 38): \[(6 + 383 + 710 + 951) + [32 + 791 + 306 (or 307) + 90] = 2050 + 1219 (or 1220) = 2269 (or 2270) \]

And listen the Day the caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear (verse 40 – 41 of Sura 50): \[6 + 90 + 71 + 155 (or 157) + 6 + 208 (or 207) + 104 + 6 + 571] + (56 + 65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236) = 1217 (or 1219) + 1052 = 2269 (or 2271) \]

No, when the Ard (Earth or Land) is striked, a strike after a strike and comes (verse 21 – 22 of Sura 89): \[51 + [702 + 424 + 1032 + 25 + 24 (or 25) + 6 + 5] = 51 + 2218 (or 2219) = 2269 (or 2270) \]

Eleven planets and the Sun and the Moon, I saw them to me prostrating (verse 4 of Sura 12): \[2269 (or 2270) \] (equivalent to 269) (2269 is the 337th Prime Number)

Interpretation of the Ahadith (narrations) and completes his blessing upon you and upon (verse 6 of Sura 12): \[2269 \]
the Earth (verse 25 of Sura 27): $813 + 634 + 90 + 538 + 6 + 1032 + 6 + 150 = 3269 \quad (= 7 \times 467)$

(3269 is the 2807th Composite Number)

eel alors le riz pour les cœurs qui sont

The home of the End Times is better for those who fear (Allah) (verse 32 of Sura 6): 3269

ا يذين خير الآخرين

a Warner, most of them turned away. They do not hear (verse 4 of Sura 41): 3269

إن الساعه اتته أكاد أخفها لتجزي كل نفس بما تسعى فلا يصدنك عنها من لا يؤمن

The Hour is coming.

I almost hide it, so that every soul gets rewarded based on what it strives to do. Do not let, push you away from it, those who do not believe (verse 15 – 16 of Sura 20): $51 + [562 + 417 (or 416) + 26 + 697 + 450 + 50 + 190 + 43 + 540 + 111 + 174 + 126 + 90 + 31 + 106 (or 107)] = 51 + 3218 (or 3219) = 3269 (or 3270)

سنتنا موسى تسع آيات بينت فعل بني إسرائيل إذ جاءهم

We brought Moses nine evident Ayat (miraculous signs. So ask Bani (Children) of Israel. When he came to them (verse 101 of Sura 17): $3219 (3218 or 3220) + 50 = 3269 (3268 or 3270)

بنى إسرائيل أشكلوا الأرض فإذا جاء وعد الآخرين

To Bani (Children) of Israel, inhabit the Land. When Promise the End Times comes (verse 104 of Sura 17): 3269 (3268 or 3270)

اشكلوا الأرض فإذا جاء وعد الآخرين

inhabit the Land. When Promise the End Times comes (verse 104 of Sura 17): 3269 (or 3270)

و بالحق أنزلنا و بالحق نزل وما أرسلنا إلا مبشرًا و نذيرًا و قراءًا فرقناه

we bring you Lafifa (from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq, we descended it (or him) and in the Haq, it (or he) descended. And we have not sent you except as Mubashir (bearer of good news) and a Nazeer (warner). And a Quran we spaced it (verse 105 – 106 of Sura 17): $6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32 + 543 + 6 + 961 + 6 + 353 + 436 = 3269$

هذا الدنيا عيون أنت فيها البصر هذا الدنيا سماء أنت فيها

This Dunya (World before the End Times) is eyes, you are in them the sight. This Dunya is a sky, you are in it: $711 (or 710) + 96 + 136 + 451 + 96 + 323 + 711 (or 710) + 96 + 102 + 451 + 96 = 3269 (3267 or 3268) \quad (This \ is \ part \ of \ Um Kulthum’s \ song)$

ترين لهم إن أيه ملكه إن يأتيكم الثواب فيه سكينة من ربيكم و بقية مما ترك من ربيكم و بقية مما ترك

And their Prophet told them: It is the Aya (Sign) of his kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Coffin or Ark). In it, there is Sakina (Solace) from your Lord and the remainder of what was left by (verse 248 of Sura 2): $2568 \ (or 2569) + 701 = 3269 \ (or 3270)$

من ربيكم و بقية مما ترك آل موسى و آل هارون تحمله الملوكه إن في ذلك لأبكم.
and recite the Quran rhythmically. We are going to Nulqi (throw/ deliver/ reveal/ bestow) to/upon you a heavy message (verse 4- 5 of Sura 73): **3269** (or **3270**)

**Translation:**

We are going to Nulqi (throw/ deliver/ reveal/ bestow) a heavy message to/upon you. This message is derived from the verses 4- 5 of Sura 73, which urges believers to recite the Quran rhythmically. The message is a warning and a reminder of the Day of Judgment.

The message is addressed to all mankind, reminding them of the whisperer, the Khannas, who whispers into the chests of people. It also mentions the Day of Talaqi, when the people will be Barizoon (clearly visible), and their actions will be revealed.

Further, it refers to the Promises of the Lord and the events that will unfold on that day. The message also includes references to the events of the Day of Judgment, such as the destruction of the faces, the entry of the Mosque, and the destruction of the houses.

The message concludes with a reminder to ask for forgiveness from the Lord and to seek His mercy. It also mentions the importance of remembering the Day of Judgment and preparing for it.

**Mathematical Notes:**

The numbers used in the document are likely related to the verses mentioned. For example, the number **3269** is mentioned in the context of Nulqi and the heavy message. The numbers **1218** and **4269** are also mentioned in connection with the Day of Judgment.

The mathematical expressions used in the document are likely related to the verses and their translation. The numbers are added together to form the total number, which is mentioned as **4269** (or **4270**).

**Other References:**

The document also includes references to the verses of the Quran, mentioning specific sections such as Sura 73, Sura 114, Sura 40, Sura 2, and Sura 18. These verses are mentioned in the context of the heavy message and the events of the Day of Judgment.
When will its docking be? while you are part of its remembrance (or mention). To your Lord is its end. You are a Warner for those who fear it. (verse 42 - 45 of Sura 79): 62 + 306 + 130 + 451 + 90 + 926 (or 927) + 41 + 222 + 502 (or 501) + 92 + 451 + 990 + 90 + 916 = 5269 (5268 or 5270) (5269 is the 4570th Composite Number)

أحسن تقيم ثم رددته أسفل سفين إلا الذين آمنوا وعملوا الصالحات فهم أجر غير ممنون best Taqweem (shape or form), then we abase him to the lowest of the low, except those who have believed and done the good deeds, they shall have a reward not undeserved. (verse 4 - 6 of Sura 95): 5269

إذا نودي للصلوحة من يوم الجمعه فاسعوا إلى ذكر الله وذروا البيع ذلکم خير لكم إن When the prayer has been called for on Day of the Juma (Friday, Congregation, or Gathering), strive to the remembrance of Allah and leave off the selling (or business). That is better for you if (verse 9 of Sura 62): 702 + 70 + 191 + 90 + 56 + 149 + 217 (or 218) + 41 + 920 + 66 + 6 + 907 + 113 + 790 + 810 + 90] + 51 = 5218 (or 5219) + 51 = 5269 (or 5270)

في ليلة القدر وما أدريك ما ليلة القدر ليلة القدر خير من ألف شهر تنزل الملئكة و الروح فيها بإذن ربك من كل in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): (90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 235 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90) + 50 = 5219 + 50 = 5269

The Raheem. A book, its verses, have been detailed (or designed to fit) for people who know, Bashir (bearer of good news) and a Nazeer (warner). However, most of them turned away, they are (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 41): 6269 (6269 is the 815th Prime Number)

Verse 19 of Sura 19 (Mary) is the 2269th verse of the Quran.

On Tuesday, September 21, 2004 (Shaban 6, 1425 Hijri) (Tishri 6, 5765 Jewish) (2453,269.5th Julian Day), construction of Burj (Tower) of Khalifa (Caliph) in Dubai started, which initially was called Burj Dubai. Since the completion of its construction till the present time, it remains not only the World’s tallest building, but also the tallest man-made structure ever built at 829.8 meters (2,722.44 ft) high and 163 floors. The date of the opening ceremony, January 4, 2010 (Muharram 17, 1431 Hijri) (Tevet 18, 5770 Jewish) (2455,200.5 Julian Day), was chosen because January 4 is the anniversary of the accession to the throne of Sheikh Mohammad, the Ruler of Dubai, after his brother's death on January 4, 2006.
the knowledge of it is with (verse 63 of Sura 33): $270$

Kareem (Honorable) (verse 11 of Sura 57) & (verse 17 of Sura 44): $270$

The King Al-Hasan: $121 + 149 = 270$ [Al-Hasan II, King of Morocco, was crowned on March 3, 1961, after the death of his father on February 26, 1961. He died around 4:30 pm on July 23, 1999 (Rabi Thani 9, 1420 Hijri) (Av 10, 5759 Jewish Calendar) (2451,382.5th Julian Day).]

Abd Allah + Hussein: $(76 + 66) + 128 = 142 + 128 = 270$

[(A) AbdAllah, the First (King of Jordan), son of Hussein bin Ali (Sharif of Mecca who started the Arab Revolution in 1916), was assassinated, at the age 69, while entering the Aqsa Mosque for Friday noon prayer on July 20, 1951 (Shawwal 15, 1370 Hijri) (Tammuz 16, 5711 Jewish) (2433,847.5th Julian Day).

(B) King AbdAllah son of Hussein is the current King of Jordan. His grandfather is King AbdAllah, the First.]

Ameen Al-Husseini (Mufti of Jerusalem and Political Leader): $101 + 169 = 270$

The Promised Imam: $113$ (or 112) + 157 = $270$ (or $269$)

Eid (Holiday) of the Saudia: $84 + 186 = 270$ [ On September 23, 1932 (Jumada Ula 22, 1351 Hijri) (Elul 22, 5692 Jewish), the Kingdom of Najd and the Kingdom of Hijaz were united to form the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and Abdul Aziz became the King of Saudi Arabia. That is why today, the Saudi National Day is celebrated annually on September 23.]

Qasf (Bombardment): $270$

Wahiya (Catastrophe) of the Nuclear Weapons: $27 + (135 + 108) = 27 + 243 = 270$

The Huda (Guide or Guidance), except that they said (verse 94 of Sura 17): $50 + (32 + 51 + 137) = 50 + 220 = 270$

City of the Peace: $109 + 161$ (or 162) = $271$ (or $270$)

Clock of London: $136 + 134 = 270$

The Sa’a (Hour or Clock) has approached (verse 1 of Sura 54): $1103 + 167 = 1270$

The Spacial Markaba (Shuttle or Vehicle), Apollo: $[298 + 927$ (or 928)] + 45 $= 1225$ (or 1226) + 45 = $1270$ (or 1271)

The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval)? When (the sight) is sparkled (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 75): $186$ (or 187) + $782 + 302 = 1270$ (or 1271)

the torment reaches them (verse 44 of Sura 14): $466 + 804 = 1270$ (= $2 \times 5 \times 127$)

قصف

الهدى: إلا أن قالوا

المدينة السلمية

ساعة لندن

الساعة: هي أقربت

المركبة الفضائية: أبولو

القيمة: فإذا برق

عذابهم: يأتهم العذاب
(equivalent to 270) (1270 is the 1064th Composite Number) (1510 is the 1270th Composite Number)

And you are in this city/country (verse 2 of Sura 90): 1270

... matters will be judged between them in justice and they (verse 47 of Sura 10): (910 + 107 + 202) + (6 + 45) = 1219 + 51 = 1270

... Thani wa Ishroon (Twenty Second) + Ailul (September): (561 + 6 + 626) + 77 = 1193 + 77 = 1270

Khams Ashar (Fifteen): 700 + 570 = 1270

... Fourteen Shaban: (278 + 570) + 422 (or 423) = 848 + 422 (or 423) = 1270 (or 1271)

... Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr + Bidaya (Beginning) of the End Times: (75 + 335) + [22 + 838 (or 837)] = 410 + 860 (or 859) = 1270 (or 1269)

... Nihaya (End) of the Vatican + The Catholicism: 71 + [593 (or 592) + 606] = 71 + 1199 (or 1198) = 1270 (or 1269)

... Tadleel (Misguidance) (verse 2 of Sura 105): 1270

We have sent unto you a Messenger, a witness upon you (verse 15 of Sura 73): 52 + [342 + 101 + 296 (or 297) + 309 (or 310) + 170] = 52 + 1218 (or 1219) = 1270 (or 1271)

We have sent you as Witness, and a Bearer of Good News (verse 45 of Sura 33): 52 + [361 + 309 (or 310) + 6 + 542 (or 543)] = 52 + 1218 (1219 or 1220) = 1270 (1271 or 1272)

... And he (or it) is not, but a Zikr (Memory or Reminder) for the Alameen (World) (verse 52 of Sura 68): 6 + 41 (or 40) + 11 + 32 + 920 + 260 = 1270 (or 1269)

Day of Awda (Return) of Apollo 11 to the Earth: 56 + [85 + (45 + 11)] + 1032 = 56 + (141 + 41 + 1032) = 56 + 1214 = 1270

Nuzul (Descent) of the Quran, the Majeed (Glorious) + The Preserved Board to the Bayt of the Izza: 93 + [383 (or 382) + 88] + (75 + 1065) + 41 + (412 + 113) = [93 + 471 (or 470) + 1140] + (41 + 525) = 1704 (or 1703) + 566 = 2270 (or 2269)

Eleven planets and the Sun and the Moon, I saw them to me prostrating (verse 4 of Sura 12): 2270 (or 2269) (= 2 x 5 x 227) (2270 is the 1932nd Composite Number) (2654 is the 2270th Composite Number)
That Promise of Allah is true and that the Hour, there is no doubt about it. When they dispute among each other (verse 21 of Sura 18): 51 + [ 80 + 66 + 108 + 6 + 51 + 167 + 31 + 212 + 96 + 701 + 594 (or 593) + 107 ] = 51 + 2219 (or 2218) = 2270 (or 2269)

Allah and the Conquest and you see the people entering into Deen (Religion or Judgment) of Allah (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 110): [66 + 6 + 519 + 6 + 611 + 142 (or 141) + 700] + (90 + 64 + 66) = 2050 (or 2049) + 220 = 2270 (or 2269)

And then they shall not remain after you except for a little while. (verse 76 of Sura 17): 6 + 702 + 31 + 598 + 730 + 32 + 171 = 2270

No, when the Ard (Earth or Land) is struck, a strike after a strike and comes (verse 21 – 22 of Sura 89): 51 + [702 + 424 + 1032 + 25 + 25 (or 24) + 6 + 5] = 51 + 2219 (or 2218) = 2270 (or 2269)

To Bani (Children) of Israel, inhabit the Land. When Promise the End Times comes (verse 104 of Sura 17): 3270 (3268 or 3269) (3270 is the 2808th Composite Number)

And their Prophet told them: It is the Aya (Sign) of his kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Coffin or Ark). In it, there is Sakina (Solace) from your Lord and the remainder of what was left by the family of Moses and the family of Aaron, carried by the Angels. It is in that an Aya (Sign) for you if you are believers (verse 248 of Sura 2): 2569 (or 2568) + 701 = 3270 (or 3269)

And their Prophet told them: It is the Aya (Sign) of his kingship that he brings you the Tabut (Coffin or Ark). In it, there is Sakina (Solace) from your Lord and the remainder of what was left by the family of Moses and the family of Aaron, carried by the Angels. It is in that an Aya (Sign) for you if you are believers (verse 248 of Sura 2): 2569 (or 2568) + 701 = 3270 (or 3269)

And the Quran the one of Remembrance. However, those who have disbelieved are in (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 38): 6 = 383 + 710 + 951) + [32 + 791 + 307 (or 306) + 90] = 2050 + 1220 (or 1219) = 3270 (or 3269)

And the Quran the one of Remembrance. However, those who have disbelieved are in (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 38): (6 + 383 + 710 + 951) + [32 + 791 + 307 (or 306) + 90] = 2050 + 1220 (or 1219) = 3270 (or 3269)

In it, there is Sakina (Solace) from your Lord and the remainder of what was left by the family of Moses and the family of Aaron, carried by the Angels. It is in that an Aya (Sign) for you if you are believers (verse 247 – 248 of Sura 2): (95 + 145 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 117 + 81 + 620 + 32 + 116 + 6) + [ 32 + 262 + 483 +
\[
137 + 51 + 90 + 750 + 48 + 90 + 510 + 197 (\text{or } 196) = 1570 + 2700 (\text{or } 2699) = 4270 (\text{or } 4269)
\]

When the prayer has been called for on Day of the Juma (Friday, Congregation, or Gathering), strive to the remembrance of Allah and leave off the selling (or business). That is better for you if (verse 9 of Sura 62): 702 + 70 + 191 + 90 + 56 + 149 + 218 (or 217) + 41 + 920 + 66 + 6 + 907 + 113 + 790 + 810 + 90 + 51 = 5219 (or 5218) + 51 = 5270 (or 5269)

When will its docking be? while you are part of its remembrance (or mention). To your Lord is its end. You are a Warner for those who fear it. (verse 42 - 45 of Sura 79): 62 + 306 + 130 + 451 + 90 + 927 (or 926) + 41 + 222 + 502 (or 501) + 92 + 451 + 990 + 90 + 916 = 5270 (5268 or 5269)

they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you, and if you return, we return and we make Jannah (Hell) for the Disbelievers as an abode (verse 7 - 8 of Sura 17): (107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245) + [(6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1012 + 140 + 262 + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 154 + 98 + 30) + (392 + 308)] = 2000 + (3570 + 700) = 2000 + 4270 = 6270

♦ بطرس Petrus (Peter): 271 (271 is the 58th Prime Number) (340 is the 271st Composite Number) (1741 is the 271st Prime Number)

منافق Munafiq (Hypocrite): 271

المفسدون The Mufsidoon (Corruptors): 271

أمريك Amreek (Americans): 271

الصين + الهند China + India: 181 + 90 = 271

مدينة السلام City of the Peace: 109 + 162 (or 161) = 271 (or 270)

ملكه النجال بن داود Kingdom of Dajjal (AntiChrist) Son of David: 135 + 69 + 67 (or 68) = 271 (or 272)

مكره Makrooh (Detestable, Disliked, or Abomination): 271

ليله صومكم Lailat (Eve) of Sawmikom (Your Fasting): 75 + 196 = 271

ليله نزل إبليس Lailat (Eve) of Nuzul (Descent) of Iblees (Evil Jinn or Demon): 75 + (93 + 103) = 75 + 196 = 271
Day of Masia (Disobedience): $56 + 215 = 271$

Day of the Inqilab (Coup or Change of Regime): $56 + 215 = 271$

Alef Lam Meem Ra (one of the mysterious Opening Words/Letters of 29 Suras in the Quran) (verse 1 of Sura 13): 271

Sura (Chapter of the Quran): 271

Inha (Ending) of expulsion: $58 + 244 = 271$

Inha (Ending) of the Jewish Temple: $58 + (147 + 66) = 58 + 213 = 271$

Hadd (Destruction) of Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil) + The Wailing: $9 + (103 + 103) = 9 + 262 = 271$

Nuclear Missile + Al-Amreek (The Americans): $969 + 302 = 1271$ (equivalent to 271) (1271 is the 1065th Composite Number) (1512 is the 1271st Composite Number)

Day of Kharab (Devastation) of City/State of Israel: $56 + 803 + 109 + 303 = 1271$ (equivalent to 271)

Kharab (Devastation) of City/State of the Jews, Israel: $803 + 109 + 56 + 303 = 1271$ (equivalent to 271)

Hadd (Destruction) of Wall of Al-Buraq + Al-Haram Al-Shareef (the Noble Sanctuary): $9 + (28 + 334) + (279 + 621) = 9 + (362 + 900) = 9 + 1262 = 1271$ (equivalent to 271)

Papal Church of the Saint Peter + The Vatican: $(145 + 205 + 271 + 57) + 593 = 678 + 593 = 1271$

We have sent you as Witness, and a Bearer of Good News (verse 45 of Sura 33): $52 + [361 + 310 (or 309) + 6 + 542 (or 543)] = 52 + 1219 (1218 or 1220) = 1271$ (1270 or 1272)

We have sent unto you a Messenger, a witness upon you (verse 15 of Sura 73): $52 + [342 + 101 + 297 (or 296) + 309 (or 310) + 170] = 52 + 1219 (1218 or 1220) = 1271$ (1270 or 1272)

Calgary: 1271 (equivalent to 271)

Fifteenth: $701 + 570 = 1271$
45 = 1226 (or 1225) + 45 = 1271 (or 1270)

ما يشاء و يثبت (wipes out) whatever He (God) wishes and affixes (whatever He wishes). (verse 39 of Sura 13): 1271 (equivalent to 271)

يسعون الصيحة بالحق ذلك They hear the Saiha (Scream) on the Haq (True or Due Date), that is (verse 42 od Sura 50): (236 + 144) + 141 + 750 = 436 + 141 + 750 = 1271

والكتب المبين إنا أنزلته في لهى ميركه إنا And the Evident Book, we descended it in a blessed Night, we (verse 2 – 4 of Sura 44): (6 + 453 + 133 + 90 + 75 + 267) + 52 = 1219 + 52 = 1271

القيامة فإذا برق the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval)? When (the sight) sparkled (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 75): 187 (or 186) + 782 + 302 = 1271 (or 1270)

أربعة عشر شعبان Fourteen Shaban: (278 + 570) + 423 (or 422) = 848 + 423 (or 422) = 1271 (or 1270)

أن يعمروا مسجد الله شهدين على أنفسهم بالكفر أو نكث حبطت أعمالهم that they perform Omra (Islamic visit with prescribed rituals) of Mosques of Allah, bearing witness upon themselves regarding their disbelief. These ones, their deeds are damned (verse 17 of Sura 9): 51 + 327 + [107 (or 108) + 66 + 369 (or 370) + 110 + 236 + 333] + [(67 (or 68) + 419 + 186 (or 187)] = 51 + [327 + 1221 (or 1223) + 672 (673 or 674)] = 51 + 2220 (2223 or 2224) = 2271 (2274 or 2275)

نزول القرآن من اللوح المحفوظ إلى بيت العزة Nuzul (Coming down) of the Quran from the Preserved Board to Bayt of the Izza: [93 + 382 (or 383) + 90 + (75 + 1065)] + 41 + (412 + 113) = 1705 (or 1706) + 41 + 525 = 2271 (or 2272)

إن نشأ نخسف بهم الأرض If We wish, we collapse the Earth/Ground under them (verse 9 of Sura 34): 2271 (2271 is the 1933rd Composite Number)

ليسوا وجوهكم و نبئوا المسجد مما دخلوه أول مره و لمثبتوما صادقى ربيكم أن يرحمكم و إن عذبم they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach , an utter destruction. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you, and if you return, we return and we make Jahannam (Hell) for the Disbelievers as an abode (verse 7 - 8 of Sura 17): (113 + 80 + 6 + 680 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 648 + 41) + (106 + 1012 + 140 + 262 + 51) + (318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 154 + 98 + 420 + 308) = (2700 + 1571) + 2000 = 4271 + 2000 = 6271

♦ يوم النكبة النووية Day of the Nuclear Nakba (Disaster): 56 + (108 + 108) = 56 + 216 = 272 (272 is the 213th Composite Number) (341 is the 272nd Composite Number)

ملكه الدجال ابن داود Kingdom of Dajjal (AntiChrist) Son of David: 135 + 69 + 68 (or 67) = 272 (or 271)
Kingdom of the first Dajjal: $135 + (69 + 68) = 135 + 137 = \text{272}$

And that he perished the first Aad (verse 50 of Sura 53): $6 + 56 + 56 + (76 + 78) = 6 + (56 + 56 + 154) = 6 + 266 = \text{272}$

Upon you hail of rocks (verse 17 of Sura 67): \text{272}

And Those who do not believe (verse 13 of Sura 48): \text{272}

We erased (annihilated) Aya (Sign) of the Night (verse 12 of Sura 17): \text{272 (or 273)}

America: \text{272}

Britan (Britons): \text{272}

Arabs: \text{272}

Hebrews: \text{272}

People of Yunus (Jonah) (verse 98 of Sura 10): $146 + 126 = \text{272}$

Promise of Allah + Yunus (Jonah): $(80 + 66) + 126 = 146 + 126 = \text{272}$

The Mahdi + The Qaim (Riser - title of the Mahdi): $90 + 182 = \text{272}$

Al-Imam Al-Mahdi + The Dajjal: $(113 + 90) + 69 = 203 + 69 = \text{272}$

People of the (Hell) Fire, except Angels and We (God) have not made their Idda (count, number, or period), except (verse 31 of Sura 74): $[101 (or 102) + 282 + 32 + 105 (or 106)] + 6 + (41 + 154 + 519) + 32 = 520 (521 or 522) + 6 + 714 + 32 = \text{1272 (or 1273 or 1274)}$

Have mercy on you and if you return, We will return and We make Jahanam (Hell) (verse 8 of Sura 17): \text{1272}

The Holy Land: $1032 + 240 = \text{1272 (equivalent to 272)}$

Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of the Maseekh (False Messiah) son of David, the Awar (attribute of the Dajjal): $(21 + 135) + 741 + [52 (or 53) + 15] + 308 = 156 + [741 + 67 (or 68) + 308] = 156 + 1116 (or 1117) = \text{1272 (or 1273)}$

Entrance of South America into Islam: $640 + 272 + 107 + 90 + 163 = \text{1272 (equivalent to 272)}$

The Mukhtar (Chosen): \text{1272}
We have sent you as Witness, and a Bearer of Good News (verse 45 of Sura 33): \(52 + 1220 = 1272\) (equivalent to \(272\)) \((1272\) is the \(1066^{th}\) Composite Number\) \((1513\) is the \(1272^{nd}\) Composite Number\)

Nuzul (Coming down) of the Quran from the Preserved Board to Bayt of the Izza : \([93 + 383\) (or 382) + 90 + (75 + 1065)] + 41 + (412 + 113) = 1706 (or 1705) + 41 + 525 = \(2272\) (or \(2271\))

the Aqsa Mosque, which We have blessed its surroundings (verse 1 of Sura 17): \(2272\) (or \(2274\))

Let the human look into what he was created of (verse 5 of Sura Al-Tariq Sura 86): \(1270 + 192 + 80 + 730 = 2272\) (equivalent to \(272\)) \((2272\) is the \(1934^{th}\) Composite Number\) \((2656\) is the \(2272^{nd}\) Composite Number\)

a Qarya (city, town, or country), We order that its people who live lavishly (be allowed to do whatever they want), but they commit evil deeds in it so our punishment order becomes deserved so We destroy it, a complete destruction. (verse 16 of Sura 17): \(315 + 292 + 736 + 327 + 96 + 188 + 116 + 167 + 380 + 655 = 3272\)

♦ Raj'a (Returns) : \(273\) \((273\) is the \(214^{th}\) Composite Number\) \((1753\) is the \(273^{rd}\) Prime Number\) \((4273\) is the \(587^{th}\) Prime Number\)

Yajuj (Gog) and Magog and they from every (verse 96 of Sura 21): \(23 + 6 + 53 + 6 + 45 + 90 + 50 = 273\)

Punishment of the Dajjal : \(204 + 69 = 273\)

Fourth: \(273\)

Four: \(273\)

Magicians (or He bewitched him): \(273\)

Safawiyoon (Those who ruled Persia, persecuted the Sunni majority of Persia and forced them to become Shia): \(273\)

Paris: \(273\)

Warsaw (Poland): \(273\)

City of Quds (Jerusalem): \(109 + 164 = 273\)
City of Sydney: 109 + 164 = 273

City of Sidon (ancient name of Saida, Lebanon): 109 + 164 = 273

Abra: 273

of the Migration: 273

Bid’a (Beginning) of Promise of the Qiyama (End Times, Resurrection, or Upheaval): 7 + [80 + 186 (or 187)] = 7 + 266 (or 267) = 273 (or 274)

Yajuj (Gog) and Magog and they from every (verse 96 of Sura 21): (23 + 6 + 53 + 6 + 45 + 90) + 50 = 223 + 50 = 273

we descend the Angels (verse 8 of Sura 15): 137 + 136 (or 137) = 273 (or 274)

And How would you know (verse 27 of Sura 74): 273 (or 282)

God gives times (to comply), but does not neglect (compliance): 273

Bani Ismael (Children of Ishmael): 62 + 211 (or 212) = 273 (or 274)

The West or Where the Sun sets, Morocco, or Tunis/Algeria/Morocco Region): 1273 ( = 19 x 67 ) (1273 is the 1067th Composite Number)

The American United States : 478 (or 479) + 488 + 307 = 1273 (or 1274)

We have sent a Messenger, a witness upon you (verse 15 of Sura 73): 1273 (or 1272)

We have sent you as Witness, and a Bearer of Good News (verse 45 of Sura 33): 1273 (1272 or 1274)

Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of the Maseekh (False Messiah) son of David, the Awar (attribute of the Dajjal): (21 + 135) + 741 + [53 (or 52) + 15] + 308 = 156 + [741 + 68 (or 67) + 308] = 156 + 1117 (or 1116) = 1273 (or 1272)

Coming out from the Maqabir (graves): 809 + 90 + 374 = 1273

The Ninth + Settembre (September in Italian): 561 (or 562) + 712 = 1273 (or 1274)

Fitna (Trial) of the Gold : 535 + 738 = 1273 (There is a Hadith that mentions this Fitna)

Dropping an Atomic Bomb: 171 + (187 + 915) = 171 + 1102 = 1273
Signing of surrender of the Japan: 586 + 592 (or 591) + 95 = 1273 (or 1272)

[World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).]

That whispers in the hearts (verse 5 of Sura 114): 1273

When his Lord called him in the Holy Valley, Tuwa (verse 16 of Sura 79): (701 + 61 (or 60) + 207 + 44) + (235 + 25) = 1013 (or 1012) + 260 = 1273 (or 1272)

your Lord, the Magnificent (verse 96 of Sura 56): 222 + 1051 = 1273

Islamic Caliphate + Night of the Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97): (716 + 147) + (75 + 335) = 863 + 410 = 1273

End of the Saint Peter’s Basilica (Church) + The Vatican: 71 + (133 + 205 + 271) + 593 = 71 + (609 + 593) = 71 + 1202 = 1273

Day of Mamaleek + Mongols: 56 + 141 + 1076 = 1273

People of the (Hell) Fire, except Angels and We (God) have not made their Idda (count, number, or period), except (verse 31 of Sura 74): [102 (or 101) + 282 + 32 + 105 (or 106)] + 6 + (41 + 154 + 519) + 32 = 521 (522 or 520) + 6 + 714 + 32 = 1273 (1274 or 1272)

Qatl (Killing) of Muslims of Srebrenica: 530 + 180 + 563 (or 553) = 1273 (or 1263)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Middle of Shaban: 75 + (251 + 90 + 423) + 1434 = (75 + 764) + 1434 = 839 + 1434 = 2273 (2273 is the 338th Prime Number)

Day of Accident/Event of mine of gold and copper: 56 + 512 (or 513) + 740 + 133 + 707 + 6 + 119 = 2273 (or 2274)

the Aqsa Mosque, which We have blessed its surroundings (verse 1 of Sura 17): 2273 (2272 or 2274)

when will Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times) be? When he sparkles the sight and eclipses the Moon. And the Sun and the Moon are combined. The human being says, on that day: where is the refuge? (verse 6 – 10 of Sura 75): (62 + 56 + 187 + 782 + 302 + 323) + (6 + 740 + 371 + 6 + 113 + 431 + 6 + 371 + 146 + 193 + 766 + 61 + 351) = 1712 + 3561 = 5273
Barack Obama: 223 (or 224) + 51 = 274 (or 275) (274 is the 215th Composite Number) (343 is the 274th Composite Number) (1759 is the 274th Prime Number) [Barack Obama was born on Friday, August 4, 1961 Gregorian (July 22, 1961 Julian) (Safar 22, 1381 Hijri) (2437,515.5th or 2437,516th Julian Day) in Honolulu, Hawaii at 7:24 PM local time, meaning at 8:24 AM in Jerusalem on August 5, 1961 (July 23, 1961 Julian) (Safar 23, 1381 Hijri)]

Park 51: 223 + 51 = 274 [On Wednesday, at 6:30 p.m., September 21, 2011 (Shawwal 22, 1432 Hijri) (Elul 22, 5771 Jewish) (2455,825.5th Julian Day), Park 51, an Islamic Cultural Center (which includes a Mosque), located on Park Place street in New York City, two blocks from the World Trade Center site, was opened with a photo exhibit of New York children of different ethnicities.]

٧٨٨ لَعَظَمَتْنَا رَبَّكَ لَكُمْ وَعَدَّه ١٠٤:٢ (104:2) collected Mal (money, assets, or wealth) and counted it (verse 2 of Sura 104): 274

٧٨٨ وَقَوْعَ وَقَاتَ (104:2) Wuqu (Fall) + Wafat (Death): 182 + 92 = 274

Barakت We have blessed (verse 1 of Sura 17): 274 (or 273)

٧٨٨ وَنَزَلَنَا الرَّقْبُ ١٧:٨ (17:8) we descend the Angels (verse 8 of Sura 15): 137 + 137 (or 136) = 274 (or 273)

٧٨٨ لَيْلَتِ نَهَائِيِ الرَّزْمُ (17:8) Eve of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): 75 + [71 + 128 (or 129)] = 75 + 199 (or 200) = 274 (or 275)

٧٨٨ مَالِكُ يَوْمِ الْإِيَّاكِ (1:4) Malik (Possessor or King) of Day of Judgment. You are the one (verse 4 – 5 of Sura 1): 274 (or 273)

٧٨٨ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ بِذَٰلِكَ Bida (Beginning) of Promise of the Qiyama (End Times, Resurrection, or Upheaval) : 7 + [80 + 187 (or 186)] = 7 + 267 (or 266) = 274 (or 273)

٧٨٨ يَوْمُ الْعَظْمُ + الْيَلِيسُ + أَدَمُ + حَوَاءٍ (15:8) Day of the Hubut (Descent or Coming down) + Iblees + Adam + Hawwa (Eve): 56 + [53 + 103 + 46 (or 45) + 16] = 56 + 218 (or 217) = 274 (or 273)

٧٨٨ أَعْرِجَ (1:5) A’raj (Limper which means someone who cannot walk properly): 274 (an Islamic narration mentions that there will be an A’raj coming from the Al-Maghreb in the End Times. Al-Maghreb’s numerical value is equal to numerical value of the U.S.)

٧٨٨ أَرْجَعَ (1:5) Arraj (person who performs Miraj - a journey to Heaven): 274

٧٨٨ أَرْجَعُ (1:5) Irja (Return): 274

٧٨٨ اللَّهُ بَيْتِ (123:1) Allah in Badr (verse 123 of Sura 3): 66 + 208 = 274

٧٨٨ وَإِنَّهُ لَمَا قَامَ (72:19) And when arose (verse 19 of Sura 72): 274
and if/when they are shown (verses 1-2 of Sura 54): $6 + 51 + 217 = 274$

I am your Lord (God) (verse 12 of Sura 20): $52 + 222 = 274$

I am the Messiah Son of David: $52 + 149 + (52 + 21) = 52 + [149 + 73 (or 74)] = 52 + 222 (or 223) = 274$

The Messiah Son of David + The Ihya (Resurrection): $149 + (52 + 21) + 52 = [149 + 73 (or 74)] + 52 = 222 (or 223) + 52 = 274 (or 275)$

Son of your Lord: $52 + 222 = 274$

Day of the Messiah, the Dajjal: $56 + (149 + 69) = 56 + 218 = 274$

Halak (Devastation) of the Messiah, the Dajjal: $56 + (149 + 69) = 56 + 218 = 274$

Day of the Dajjal, Elijah + The Mahdi: $56 + 69 + (59 + 90) = 56 + (69 + 149) = 56 + 218 = 274$

Day of the Dajjal + John + The Mahdi: $56 + [69 + (59 + 90)] = 56 + (69 + 149) = 56 + 218 = 274$

Day of Mubaya’a (Offering of Allegiance to) the Mahdi: $56 + (128 + 90) = 56 + 218 = 274$

Christian Churches: $141 + 133 = 274$

accumulated (or piled up) money (or assets) and enumerated it (verse 2 of Sura 104): $113 + 72 + 6 + 83 = 274$

The Magyars (Hungarians): $274$

The Rihtla (journey): $274$

Nihaya (End) of the Imam Mahdi: $71 + (113 + 90) = 71 + 203 = 274$

Mubaya’a (Offering Allegiance) to King of the Jews: $128 + 90 + 56 = 274$

King of Engleeziyoon (English People): $90 + 184 = 274$

Hadd (Destruction) of Tehran: $9 + 265 = 274$

People of Salih (Prophet sent to Thamud before they got destroyed by God): $146 + 128$
Qiyam (Rise) of the Star: 150 (or 151) + 124 = 274 (or 275)

Qudum (Coming) of the Star: 150 + 124 = 274

The American United States: 479 + 488 + 307 = 1274 (or 1273) (1274 is the 1068th Composite Number) (1515 is the 1274th Composite Number)

And We made the night and the day (morning) as two Ayat (Signs). So, We erased (or annihilated) Aya (Sign) of the night and (verse 12 of Sura 17): 1274 (or 1275)

People of the (Hell) Fire, except Angels and We (God) have not made their Idda (count, number, or period), except (verse 31 of Sura 74): [102 (or 101) + 282 + 32 + 106 (or 105)] + 6 + (41 + 154 + 519) + 32 = 522 (520 or 521) + 6 + 714 + 32 = 1274 (1272 or 1273)

Day of Nakba (Catastrophe) of Nagasaki: 56 + [77 + 1141 (or 1142)] = 56 + 1218 (or 1219) = 1274 (or 1275)

Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of the Maseekh (False Messiah), the Dajjal, the Awar (attribute of the Dajjal): (21 + 135) + (741 + 69) = 156 + (810 + 308) = 156 + 1118 = 1274

gets misguided, say: I am from (verse 92 of Sura 27): 1274

Haughtiness (or arrogance): 1274

The Third Jewish Ma’bad (Temple): (147 + 66) + 1061 (or 1062) = 213 + 1061 (or 1062) = 1274 (or 1275) (equivalent to 274)

A.L.M. That Book (verse 2 of Sura 2): 71 + [750 + 453 (or 454)] = 71 + 1203 (or 1204) = 1274 (equivalent to 274)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Q and the Quran (verse 1 of Sura 50): 1274 (or 1275)

Intisar (Victory) of the Mamaleek (Mamluks) + Hazima (Defeat) of Saleebiyeen (Crusaders) + Akka: (742 + 172) + (67 + 202) + 91 = (914 + 269) + 91 = 1183 + 91 = 1274

Hubut (Descent) of voyage of Eleventh Apollo + The Moon: 22 + 243 + (23 + 570) + 45 + 371 = 22 + 243 + 593 + 45 + 371 = 1274
The Nuclear Missile + City of London: 1031 + 243 = 1274 (equivalent to 274)

The Nuclear Missile + Coming out of + The Tariq, the Star (verse 2 - 3 of Sura 86): 809 + (124 + 341) = 809 + 465 = 1274 (equivalent to 274)

The Nuclear Missile + Tabadul (Switch) of the Qutban (Two Poles), the Northern and the Southern: 124 + (437 + 193 + 412 + 6 + 102) = 124 + 1150 = 1274

The Nuclear Missile + Thani wa Ishreen (Twenty Second) + Ailul (September): [561 (or 560) + 6 + 630] + 77 = 1197 (or 1196) + 77 = 1274 (or 1273)

The Nuclear Missile + The Ninth + Settembre (September in Italian): 562 (or 561) + 712 = 1274 (or 1273)

The Nuclear Missile + the Aqsa Mosque, which We have blessed its surroundings (verse 1 of Sura 17): 2274 (2272 or 2273)

The Nuclear Missile + O You who have believed, the Siam (Fasting) has been decreed upon you like it has been decreed upon (verse 183 of Sura 2): [27 + 791 + 99 (or 98)] + (422 + 170 + 172) + 61 + 422 + 110 = [917 (or 916) + 764] + 61 + 422 + 110 = [1681 (or 1680) + 61] + 422 + 110 = [1742 (or 1741) + 422] + 110 = 2164 (or 2163) + 110 = 2274 (or 2273)

The Nuclear Missile + Day of Accident/Event of mine of gold and copper : 56 + 513 (or 512) + 740 + 133 + 707 + 6 + 119 = 2274 (or 2273)

The Atomic Bomb of Nagasaki: 187 + 1141 (or 1142) + 946 = 2274 (or 2275)

The Nuclear Missile + Thamud through its oppression, when (verse 11 - 12 of Sura 91): 550 + 1023 (or 1024) + 701 = 2274 (or 2275)

The Nuclear Missile + their most wicked. So, the Messenger of Allah said to them: Camel of Allah and allowing it to drink. However, they did not believe him (verse 12 - 14 of Sura 91): 408 + 211 + 75 + 296 + 66 + 156 + 66 + 6 + 177 + 813 = 2274

The Nuclear Missile + Night of the Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97) + Saba` wa Ishreen (Twenty Seventh) + Ramadan: (75 + 335) + [(137 + 6 + 630) + 1091] = 410 + (773 + 1091) = 410 +
1864 = 2274 (= 2 x 3 x 379) (equivalent to 274) (2274 is the 1935th Composite Number) 
(2660 is the 2274th Composite Number)

And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels descend (verse 2 - 4 of Sura 97): 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 137 (or 136) = 3274 (or 3273) (= 2 x 1637) (3274 is the 3868th Composite Number)

The Sun from the Mashriq (East), so bring it from the Maghreb (West), so he got confounded (verse 258 of Sura 2): 4274 (equivalent to 274) (= 2 x 2137) (4274 is the 3688th Composite Number)

And their Prophet told them: It is the Aya (Sign) of his Kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Coffin or Ark). In it, there is Sakina from your Lord and remainder of what was left by the family of Moses and the family of Aaron, carried by the Angels. In that, there is an Aya (Sign) (verse 248 of Sura 2): 5274 (or 5273) (equivalent to 274) (5274 is the 4574th Composite Number)

Irja’a (Recapturing or Return): 275 (275 is the 216th Composite Number) 
(344 is the 275th Composite Number) (1777 is the 275th Prime Number)

Barack Obama: 224 (or 223) + 51 = 275 (or 274)
Idrees (verse 56 of Sura 19): **275**  (*Idrees* is a prophet mentioned in the Quran)

Eve of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): $75 + [71 + 129 (or 128)] = 75 + 200 (or 199) = 275 (or 274)

Nihaya (End) of 49 Jewish Sana (Year /Years): $71 + [49 + (115 + 40)] = 71 + 204 = 275

in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), it/he descended. And We have not (verse 105 of Sura 17): $141 + 87 + 6 + 41 = 275$

his servant at night from the (verse 1 of Sura 17): $83 + 71 (or 70) + 90 + 31 = 275 (or 274)$

Wednesday: **275**

Qiyam (Rise) of the Star: $151 (or 150) + 124 = 275 (or 274)$

Arizona: **275**

People of Palestine: $36 + 239 = 275$

Al-Mufsideen (Corruptors): **275**

The Third Jewish Ma’bad (Temple): $(147 + 66) + 1062 (or 1061) = 213 + 1062 (or 1061) = 1275 (or 1274) (equivalent to 275)

Cursed are the hands of Abi Lahab and he is cursed (verse 1 of Sura 111): **1275** (equivalent to 275)  (*1275* is the 1069th Composite Number )  (*1516* is the 1275th Composite Number)

So, We said to Adam: This is an enemy to you and to your wife (verse 117 of Sura 20): **1275**

The one who knows the secret (verse 6 of Sura 25): **1275**

We have killed the Messiah, Isa (Jesus) son of Mary (verse 4 of Sura 157): $51 + 581 + 149 + 150 + 53 + 290 = 1275$

*War of Iraq & Iran* started on **September 22, 1980** (Zu Al-Qada 12, 1400 Hijri) (Tishri 12, 5741 Jewish) (2444,504.5th Julian Day). The war ended after Iran accepted UN Resolution 598 calling for an immediate cease-fire (or truce) on **July 18, 1988** (Zu Hijja 3, 1408 Hijri) and this truce came into effect on **July 20, 1988**.

*The Saleebiyeen (Crusaders’) entry into the Aqsa Mosque: 640*
In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Q and the Quran (verse 1 of Sura 50): \(1275\) (or \(1274\))

The Rahman, the Raheem + We have opened (or conquered) (verse 1 of Sura 48): \((329 + 289) + (52 + 539) = 618 + 591 = 1275\)

The Thani Ashar (Twelfth) Imam: \(113 + (592 + 570) = 113 + 1162 = 1275\)

Who made the Sun (verse 5 of Sura 10): \(1275\)

We have opened (or conquered) (verse 1 of Sura 48): \((329 + 289) + (52 + 539) = 618 + 591 = 1275\)

The Thani Ashar (Twelfth) Imam: \(113 + (592 + 570) = 113 + 1162 = 1275\)

Who made the Sun (verse 5 of Sura 10): \(1275\)

And We made the Night and the Day as two Ayat (Signs). So, We erased (or annihilated) Aya (Sign) of the Night and (verse 12 of Sura 17): \(6 + 154 + 71 + 6 + 287 + 472\) (or \(471\)) + \(185 + 17\) (or \(16\)) + \(71 + 6 = 1275\) \(1273\) or \(1274\)

The Atomic Bomb of Nagasaki: \(187 + 1142\) (or \(1141\)) + \(946 = 2275\) (or \(2274\))

The Ninth + September: \(561\) (or \(562\)) + \(714 = 1275\) (or \(1276\))

The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time). [The Atomic Bomb of Nagasaki: \(187 + 1142\) (or \(1141\)) + \(946 = 2275\) (or \(2274\))]

they believe when the Huda (Guidance or Guide) came to them, except that they said: Has Allah sent a human (verse 94 of Sura 17): \((112 + 701 + 50\) (or \(49\)) + \(50 + 32 + 51 + 137 + 573\)) + \([66\) (or \(67\)) + \(503\)] = \(1706\) \(1705\) + \(569\) (or \(570\)) = \(2275\)

The safe Balad (Country or City). We have created the human, in best Taqweem (shape or form). Then, we abase him to the lowest of the low (verse 3 – 5 of Sura 95): \(3275\)

you took on the Calf (verse 51 of Sura 2): \(2141 + 134 = 2275\)

You took on the Calf (verse 51 of Sura 2): \(2141 + 134 = 2275\)

The safe Balad (Country or City). We have created the human, in best Taqweem (shape or form). Then, we abase him to the lowest of the low (verse 3 – 5 of Sura 95): \(3275\)

the day the Hour arises (begins), the wrong-doers swear that they do not remain for more than an hour (verse 55 of Sura 30): \(3275\)
الله الناس من شر الوسواس الخناس الذي يوнос في صدور الناس من الجن، و god of the people from the evilness of the whisperer, the Khannas, who whispers into chests of the people from the Jinna (invisible creatures) and (verse 3 – 6 of Sura 114): 3269 + 6 = 3275 (or 3274) (3275 is the 2812th Composite Number)

ليسوا وجههم وليدخلوا المسجد كما دخلوه أول مره وليترووا ما علوا ويتبروا عنيه ريمك أن they shall make faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach completely. Perhaps your Lord may (verse 7 - 8 of Sura 17): [113 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 (or 1012) + 140 + 262] + 51 = 4224 (or 4223) + 51 = 4275 (or 4274)

له تمييدا ثم يطمئن أن أزيد كلا إنه كان لا يتلقى عنده سأرهه صعودا إنه فكر وقدر فقتل كيف قدر for him a paving. Then, he in greed expected that I will give more. No, he was stubborn against our Ayat (Signs). I will exhaust him upwardly (increasingly or progressively). He thought and Qaddar (considered, assessed or evaluated). So, he will be killed the way he Qaddar (considered, assessed or evaluated). (verse 14 – 19 of Sura 74): 35 + 460 + 540 + 51 + 22 + 51 + 56 + 71 + 493 (or 492) + 135 + 371 + 171 + 56 + 300 + 6 + 304 + 610 + 110 + 304 = 4275 (or 4274)

التحتاف فنه تقاتل في سبيل الله وأخرى كافره برونهم مثلهم who met : a party fighting for the sake of Allah and the other one, a disbeliever, which sees them as if they are twice their actual number. (verse 13 of Sura 3): 4275 (or 4274) (4275 is the 3687th Composite Number)

♦ الدمار The Damar (Destruction): 276 (276 is the 217th Composite Number) (345 is the 276th Composite Number) (1783 is the 276th Prime Number) (7196 is the 6276th Composite Number)

معصية آدم + حواء Masia (Disobedience) of Adam + Hawwa (Eve) : 215 + 45 (or 46) + 16 (or 15) = 276 (275 or 277)

برسيد Perseid: 276 (Perseid/ Perseids is a shower of meteors (falling stars) that is visible annually starting from mid July, but peaks around August 11 – 13, as Earth passes through a stream of debris from Comet Swift-Tuttle. This comet is the largest object, 26 Km in diameter, that makes repeated close passes by the Earth every 133 years. Comet Swift-Tuttle is considered the single most dangerous object known to humanity.)

حزيران Huzairan (June): 276

روسي Russian: 276

رابع أب Fourth + Ab (August - in Greater Syria & Iraq): 273 + 3 (or 4) = 276 (or 277)

يوم عيد ميلاد أوباما Day of Eid (Feast) of Milad (Birth) of Obama : 56 + (84 + 85 + 51) = 56 + 220 = 276 | Barack Obama was born on Friday, August 4, 1961 Gregorian (July 22, 1961 Julian) (Safar 22, 1381 Hijri) (2437,515.5th or 2437,516th Julian Day) in Honolulu, Hawaii at 7:24 PM local
time, meaning at 8:24 AM in Jerusalem on August 5, 1961 (July 23, 1961 Julian) (Safar 23, 1381 Hijri)

He came to them, so shall (verse 5 of Sura 6): \(50 + 226 = 276\)

He came with the guidance from Him (verse 37 of Sura 28): \(5 + 52 + 90 + 129 = 276\)

The Qiyama (Resurrection/Rise or Upheaval) + The Mahdi: \(186 \text{ (or 187)} + 90 = 276 \text{ (or 277)}\)

China + Silla (ancient name of Korea): \(181 + 95 = 276\)

The valuable religion (verse 36 of Sura 9): \(95 + 181 = 276\)

an infertile day (verse 55 of Sura 22): \(56 + 220 = 276\)

Wari (Pious): \(276\)

Awar (Defect or harm): \(276\)

Sammy Davis: \(111 + 165 = 276\)

Krohn: \(276\)  
| During his first visit to Fatima, Pope John Paul II was attacked with a knife (or dagger) and wounded by Juan Fernandez y Krohn, a fanatical, ultra-conservative Spanish Catholic priest on May 12, 1982 (Rajab 19, 1402 Hijri) (Iyar 19, 5742 Jewish) (2445, 101.5th Julian Day).|

Day of Qiyam (Rise or Resurrection) of the Dajjal: \(56 + 151 + 69 = 276\)

The Ihya (Resurrection or Revival) + Kingdom of the Jinna (demons): \(52 + (135 + 89) = 52 + 224 = 276\)

Allah, there is no God except HoWa (God) (verse 255 of Sura 2, known as Verse of the Kursi (Seat). It is verse 262nd of Quran): \(276\)

Musta’wiz (Seeker of Refuge): \(1276\) (equivalent to \(276\)) \(1276\) is the 1070th Composite Number) \(1517\) is the 1276th Composite Number) \(1796\) is the 1517th Composite Number)

Four are Hurm (Haram or Forbidden), that is (verse 36 of Sura 9): \(1276\)

He thought and estimated. So, he was killed (verse 18 – 19 of Sura 74): \(1276\)

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. O You the Mazzamil, stay up the Night except for a little (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 73): \[67 \text{ (or 66)} + 330 \text{ (or 329)} + 11 + 17 + [148 + 140 + 71 + 32 + 171] = 714 \text{ (or 713)} + 562 = 1276 \text{ (or 1275)}\)
النinth + سيبتمبر: $562 \text{ or } 561 + 714 = 1276 \text{ (or 1275)}$

الساعة + إقتربت الساعه و: $703 + (400 + 167 + 6) = 703 + 573 = 1276$

مركب لونا الفضي: $262 + 87 + 927 \text{ (or 928)} = 1276$

الساعة + إقتربت الساعه و: $703 + (400 + 167 + 6) = 703 + 573 = 1276$

الساعة في غفلة: $71 + 90 + 1115 = 1276$

تفجير أتويل: $693 + (447 + 121 + 15) = 693 + 583 = 1276$

تهيؤ في الأرض فلا تأمل علا: $481 + 90 + (1032 + 111 + 461 + 101) = 571 + 1705 = 2276 \text{ (2276 is the 1937th Composite Number)}$

ما أدرك ما سفر لا تبقى ولا تذكر لواحة للبشر عليها: $31 + 201 + 58 + 186 + 6 + 31 + 1300 + 50 + 562 + 116 = 714 + 2562 = 3276 \text{ (3276 is the 2813th Composite Number)}$

لا أقسم يوم القيامة ولا أقسم بالنفس اللوامة احسب الإنسان النجم عظامه بل يقدر عليه أن نموذ: $31 + 201 + 58 + 186 + 6 + 31 + 1300 + 50 + 562 + 116 = 714 + 2562 = 3276$

أعور: $277 \text{ (277 is the 59th Prime Number)}$

حذيران 1: $276 + 1 = 277 \text{ (This refers to June 1)}$

معصبيه آدم + حواء: $215 + 46 \text{ (or 45)} + 16 = 277$
السنة الميلادية The Miladiya (Based on birth of Jesus) Year: 146 + 131 = 277

رابع آب Fourth + Ab (August - in Greater Syria & Iraq): 273 + 4 (or 3) = 277 (or 276)

نزول وحي + العهد + الواحد Descent of Wahy (Revelation) + The Covenant + The Wahid (One – attribute or name of God): 93 + 24 + 110 + 50 = 277

يوم بداية نهاية الزمان Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): 56 + 22 + [71 + 128 (or 129)] = 56 + [22 + 199 (or 200)] = 56 + 221 (or 222) = 277 (or 278)

يوم كمال + دين الله Day of Kamal (Completion) of + Deen (Religion or Judgment) of Allah (verse 2 of Sura 110): 56 + [91 + (64 + 66)] = 56 + (91 + 130) = 56 + 221 = 277

مبايعه الحسن Mubaya’a (Pledge of Allegiance) of the Hasan: 128 + 149 = 277

المسيح الدجال إيليه The Messiah Dajjal Elijah: 149 + 69 + 59 = 277

مسيح ابن جوسيف Messiah son of Joseph: 118 + 53 (or 52) + 106 = 277 (or 276)

الدجال بن يوسف The Dajjal (Anti-Christ) son of Yoseph (Joseph): 69 + (52 + 156) = 69 + 208 = 277

ويليام ملك إنجليز William, King of Engleez (English People): 86 + (90 + 101) = 86 + 191 = 277

الدجال إيليه إنكليز The Dajjal, Elijah of the Engleez (English People): 69 + (59 + 149) = 69 + 208 = 277

المملكه الدجال بن داود Kingdom of Dajjal (AntiChrist) Son of David: 135 + 69 + 73 (or 74) = 277 (or 278)

الفاسق The decadence: 277

العاصفة The Storm: 277

يوم زلزال + طوفان Day of Zilzal (Quake) + Tawafan (Flood): 56 + 75 + 146 = 277

ءاية للعالمين Aya (Sign) for the Alameen (World) (verse 91 of Sura 21): 17 + 260 (or 261) = 277 (or 278)

المهدي بن فاطمة The Mahdi, son of Fatima : 90 + [52 (or 53) + 135] = 90 + 187 = 277 (or 278)
The Qiyama (Resurrection/ Rise or Upheaval) + The Mahdi: 187 (or 186) + 90 = 277 (or 276)

Syria: 277
Russia: 277
The Rum (Eastern Romans): 277
China and India: 181 + 6 + 90 = 277
Germany + Bohemia (Czech) + Sweden: 133 + 74 + 70 = 277
The Holy Valley (verse 16 of Sura 79) & (verse 12 of Sura 20): 42 + 235 = 277
People of the Righteousness: 101 + 176 = 277
The Ma’soum (infallible): 277
Karawan (Canary bird): 277

During his first visit to Fatima, Pope John Paul II was attacked with a knife (or dagger) and wounded by Juan Fernandez y Krohn, a fanatical, ultra-conservative Spanish Catholic priest on May 12, 1982 (Rajab 19, 1402 Hijri) (Iyar 19, 5742 Jewish) (2445, 101.5th Julian Day).

Those who ruled Persia, persecuted the Sunni majority of Persia and forced them to become Shia): 277
Nakkiru (Change it to make it unrecognizable) (verse 41 of Sura 27): 277
Halak (Devastation or Perishing) of Aad People (ancient people whose civilization was destroyed by God because of their disobedience. Americans are today's Aad People): 56 + 146 + 75 = 277
People like the People of Aad (or Transgressors): 146 + 131 = 277
Enemy of Allah + Night of Ihyaa (Resurrection or Revival) of Babylon (Babylon): (80 + 66) + (75 + 21 + 35) = 146 + 131 = 277
Lailat (Eve) of Raj’ a (Return) of the Islamic Caliphate: 75 + 278 + [747 + 177 (or 178)] = 75 + [278 + 924 (or 925)] = 75 + 1202 (or 1203) = 1277 (or 1278)
September + 3 + Ten: 704 + (3 + 570) = 704 + 573 = 1277 (This refers to September 13)
Day of Approach of Apollo 11 from the Moon: $56 + (704 + 45 + 11 + 90 + 371) = 1277$

The President + the United States: $311 + [478 (or 479) + 488] = 311 + 966 = 1277 (or 1278)$

President of the United States: $280 + 30 + (479 + 488) = 280 + 30 + 967 = 1277$

Their eyes were in a cover (verse 101 of Sura 18): $176 + 90 + 1011 = 1277$

The Ever-living who does not die (verse 58 of Sura 25): $49 + 741 + 31 + 456 = 1277$

There is god but He who gives life and causes death. Your Lord and the Lord of your first fathers (ancestors). (verse 8 of Sura 44): $31 + 36 + 32 + 11 + 28 + 6 + 460 + 262 + 6 + 202 + 75 + 128 = 1277 (or 1276)$

Hadd (Destruction) of Western Side: $9 + 56 + 1212 = 9 + 1268 = 1277$

The Ibtida (Beginning) + The End Times : $440 + 837 (or 838) = 1277 (or 1278)$

Day of Intiha (End) of Fatra (Period) of Haml (Pregnancy): $56 + [458 + 685 + 78] = 56 + 1221 = 1277$

The Maghara (Cave): 1277

Zikra (remembrance day) of vision (apparition) of Fatima: $930 + (212 + 135) = 930 + 347 = 1277$ (equivalent to 277) (1277 is the 206th Prime Number) (1518 is the 1277th Composite Number)

Fall of Atomic Bomb : $175 + 187 + 915 = 1277$

Hadd (Destruction) of the United States of America: $9 + [478 (or 479) + 488] + 302 = 9 + [966 (or 967) + 302] = 9 + 1268 (or 1269) = 1277 (or 1278)$

Hadd (Destruction) of New York + The United States: $9 + 302 + [478 (or 479) + 488] = 9 + [302 + 966 (or 967)] = 9 + 1268 (or 1269) = 1277 (or 1278)$

The finding of People of the Cave and the Raqem + Gospel of the Messiah Jesus son of Mary: $(807 + 110) + (101 + 136 + 6 + 381) + (94 + 149 + 150 + 53 + 290) = 917 + 624 + 736 (or 735) = 2277 (or 2276) (2277 is the 1938th Composite Number) (2664 is the 2277th Composite Number)
Ibtida (Beginning) of Ruju (Return) of Apollo 11 from the Moon to the Earth:
\[ 409 + (279 + 45 + 11) + (90 + 371 + 41 + 1032) = 409 + (335 + 1534) = 409 + 1868 = 2277 \]

Its knowledge is with my Lord. No one uncovers its timing, except he. It has become heavy in the Heavens and the Earth (verse 187 of Sura 7):

Taghayur (Change) of Qutbai (Two Poles) of the Earth, the Northern + the Southern:
\[ 1610 + (121 + 1032 + 412 + 102) = 1610 + 1667 = 3277 \]

(3277 is the 2814th Composite Number)

Like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you and if you return, we return and (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17):

Night of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it, by the permission of their Lord, from (or for) every Amr (command or matter) (verses 3 - 4 of Sura 97):
\[ (75 + 335) + (810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241) = 410 + 3867 = 4277 \]

(4277 is the 3689th Composite Number)

♦

Raj’a (Return):
\[ 278 = 2 \times 139 \] (278 is the 218th Composite Number) (348 is the 278th Composite Number) (1789 is the 278th Prime Number)

Four:

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time):
\[ 56 + 22 + [71 + 129 (or 128)] = 56 + [22 + 200 (or 199)] = 56 + 222 (or 221) = 278 \]

Day of Nihaya (End) of the Hayat (life) of the Dunya (World before the End Times):
\[ 56 + [71 + (55 + 96)] = 56 + (71 + 151) = 56 + 222 = 278 \]

Day of the Waqfa (stand-up):
\[ 56 + 222 = 278 \]

Day of Ikmal (Completion) of + Deen (Religion or Judgment) of Allah (verse 2 of Sura 110):
\[ 56 + [92 + (64 + 66)] = 56 + (92 + 130) = 56 + 222 = 278 \]

People of the Ukhdud have been killed (verse 4 of Sura 85):
\[ 530 + (102 + 646) = 530 + 748 = 278 \]

Aya (Sign) for the Alameen (World) (verse 91 of Sura 21):
\[ 17 + 261 (or 260) = 278 \] (or 277)
The Mahdi, son of Fatima: $90 + 53 (or 52) + 135 = 278 (or 277)$

The Dajjal (Deceiver) son of Yoseph (Joseph): $69 + (53 + 156) = 69 + 209 = 278 (or 277)$

Kingdom of Dajjal (AntiChrist) Son of David: $135 + 69 + [53 (or 52) + 15] = 135 + 69 + 74 (or 73) = 278 (or 277)$

Dawla (State) of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): $45 + 233 = 278$

Recede: 278

Bewitches (casts a spell or applies magic): 278

Island of Jinn (demons): $225 + 53 = 278$

The Saiha (Scream) + London (or Sydney): $144 + 134 = 278$

Ezra (or Uzair): 278

Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) + The Muslimoon (Muslims): $21 + 257 = 278$

Night of Ba’th (Resurrection) of the Mutaqeen (pious or God-fearing): $75 + 572 + 631 = 1278$ (equivalent to 278)

Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of the Maseekh (False Messiah) son of David, the Awar (attribute of the Dajjal): $(21 + 135) + 741 + [52 (or 53) + 21] + 308 = 156 + [741 + 73 (or 74) + 308] = 156 + 1122 (or 1123) = 1278 (or 1279)$

Hadd (Destruction) of the United States of America: $9 + [479 (or 478) + 488] + 302 = 9 + [967 (or 966) + 302] = 9 + 1269 (or 1268) = 1278 (or 1277)$

Hadd (Destruction) of New York + The United States: $9 + 302 + [479 (or 478) + 488] = 9 + [302 + 967 (or 966)] = 9 + 1269 (or 1268) = 1278 (or 1277)$

Hadd (Destruction) of London, England: $9 + [134 + 1135 (or 1136)] = 9 + 1269 (or 1270) = 1278 (or 1279) (equivalent to 278)

God has sent/resurrected for you Talut (Saul or Paul) (verse 247 of Sura 2): 278 (equivalent to 278) (1278 is the 1071st Composite Number) (1519 is the 1278th Composite Number)

Lailat (Eve) of Raj’a (Return) of the Islamic Caliphate: $75 + 278 + [747 + 178 (or 177)] = 75 + [278 + 925 (or 924)] = 75 + 1203 (or 1202) = 1278 (or 1277)$

Nihaya (End) of Burj (Zodiac Sign) of the Azra (Virgin or Virgo): $71 + [205 +
1002 (or 1003) = 71 + 1207 (or 1208) = 1278 (or 1279)  [The zodiac sign, Virgo, ends on September 22 (or 21)]

The second Jewish Temple (Temple): (524 + 96 + 66) + 592 = 686 + 592 = 1278

Tisa (Nine or Ninth) + Za Al-Hijja: 530 + (701 + 47) = 530 + 748 = 1278

People of the Ukhdud. The Fire with the fuel (verse 4 – 5 of Sura 85): (102 + 646) + (282 + 1101 + 147) = 748 + 1530 = 2278

Ibtida (Beginning) of Ruju (Return) of Apollo 11 from the Moon to the Earth: 409 + (279 + 45 + 11) + (90 + 371 + 41 + 1032) = 409 + (335 + 1534) = 409 + 1869 = 2278 (2278 is the 1939th Composite Number)

♦ The Haram (Sanctuary): 279 (= 3 x 3 x 31) (279 is the 219th Composite Number) (350 is the 279th Composite Number) (1801 is the 279th Prime Number) (2279 is the 1940th Composite Number) (2666 is the 2279th Composite Number)

The Rahm (Womb or Uterus): 279

Ruju (Return): 279

The Raheel (Departure or Exodus): 279

Promise of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman: 80 + [71 + 97 (or 98)] = 80 + 199 = 279 (or 280)

Day of the Wuquf (Standing up): 56 + 223 = 279

The number of years (verse 5 of Sura 10): 78 + 201 = 279

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Awwal (Beginning) of the Sawm (Fasting): 75 + (37 + 167) = 75 + 204 = 279

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Awwal (Beginning) of the Hour: 75 + (37 + 167) = 75 + 204 = 279

Awwal (Beginning) of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval or End Times): 56 + [37 + 186 (or 187)] = 56 + 223 (or 224) = 279 (or 280)

Day of the Hubut (Descent or Coming down) of Iblees + Adam and Hawwa (Eve): 56 + [53 + 103 + 45 (or 46) + 6 + 16] = 56 + 223 (or 224) = 279 (or 280)
The Masonic State: 76 + 203 = 279

The Dajjal, Messiah son of Joe: 69 + 149 + 52 (or 53) + 9 = 279 (or 280)

The Promise + Gog + Jinn (demons) + John Paul: 111 + (54 + 38) = 111 + 76 + 92 = 279

Gog + Magog + The Imam Mahdi: (23 + 53) + (113 + 90) = 76 + 203 = 279

People of city of London: 36 + 109 + 134 = 279

In a hole in it (verse 17 of Sura 18): 90 + (94 + 95) = 90 + 189 = 279

In the Sacred (or Holy) valley (verse 16 of Sura 78): 2 + (42 + 235) = 4 + 277 = 279

Mustaffeen (Lined up/ forming a line/ aligned or Chosen): 279

The Red: 279

Descended (Revealed) unto his servant (verse 1 of Sura 18): 279

To me. I am but an evident Warner (verse 70 of Sura 38): 1279

(1279 is the 207th Prime Number) (1520 is the 1279th Composite Number)

Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of the Maseekh (False Messiah) son of David, the Awar (attribute of the Dajjal): (21 + 135) + 741 + [53 + 21] + 308 = 156 + [741 + 74 (or 73) + 308] = 156 + 1123 (or 1122) = 1279 (or 1278)

Finding of Gospel of Jesus Christ: (776 + 110) + (94 + 150 + 149) = 886 + 393 = 1279

The finding of People of the Cave + The Gospel: (807 + 110) + (101 + 136) + 125 = 917 + 237 + 125 = 1279

Nihaya (End) of Burj (Zodiac Sign) of the Azra (Virgin or Virgo): 71 + [205 + 1003 (or 1002)] = 71 + 1208 (or 1207) = 1279 (or 1278) [The zodiac sign, Virgo, ends on September 22 (or 21)]

The Jam’an (two assembled forces) met and Allah is of everything (verse 41 of Sura 8): 541 + 195 + 6 + 66 + 110 + 50 + 311 = 1279

Nuzul (Descent) of Apollo Eleven on surface of the Moon: 93 + 45 + (13 + 570) + 110 + 77 + 371 = 93 + 45 + 583 + 110 + 77 + 371 = 1279
Tasi (Ninth) + Za Al-Hijja: 531 (or 530) + (701 + 47) = 531 (or 530) + 748 = 1279 (or 1278)

we placed him in a firmly-fixed place for a known Qadr (period or duration). So, we have set the period. So, great are those who set the period. Woe on that day (verse 21 – 24 of Sura 77): \[158 + 90 + 501 (or 500) + (120 + 41 + 304 + 186 + 435 + 240 + 392) + 46 + 766 = 749 (or 748) + 2530 = 3279 (or 3278)\]

we placed him in a firmly-fixed place for a known Qadr (period or duration). So, we have set the period. So, great are those who set the period. Woe on that day (verse 21 – 24 of Sura 77): \[(158 + 90) + (501 + 120 + 41 + 304 + 186 + 435 + 240 + 392) + 46 + 766 = 248 + [(2219 + 46) + 766] = 248 + (2265 + 766) = 248 + 3031 = 3279\]

Al-Haram (The Impermissible or forbidden): 280 (280 is the 220th Composite Number) (351 is the 280th Composite Number) (1811 is the 280th Prime Number) (2667 is the 2280th Composite Number)

Promise of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman: 80 + [71 + 98 (or 97)] = 80 + 200 (or 199) = 280 (or 279)

Day of the Hubut (Descent or Coming down) + Iblees + Adam and Hawwa (Eve): 56 + [53 + 103 + 46 (or 45) + 6 + 16] = 56 + 224 (or 223) = 280 (or 279)

Day of Awwal (Beginning) of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval or End Times): 56 + [37 + 187 (or 186)] = 56 + 224 (or 223) = 280 (or 279)

Day of Qiyama (Rise or Resurrection) + The Dajjal: 56 + 155 (or 156) + 69 = 280 (or 281)

YoHanna (John), Baptist: 75 + 205 = 280

The Red: 280

President: 280

The Dajjal, Messiah son of Joe: 69 + 149 + 53 (or 52) + 9 = 280 (or 279)

The False One (or Falsehood) does not create/start and does not restore/return (verse 49 of Sura 34): 280

Breaking: 280

The Immigrant: 280
Vatican City: 109 + 171 = 280

Basilica + City of the Pope: 134 (or 133) + (109 + 37) = 134 (or 133) + 146 = 280 (or 279)

The Saint Peter’s Basilica (Church) + City of Vatican: (133 + 205 + 271) + (109 + 562) = 609 + 671 = 1280

Zu Al-Qada'at: 706 (or 707) + 574 = 1280 (or 1281)

Day of Ghazwa (Battle) of Badr: 56 + (1018 + 206) = 56 + 1224 = 1280

Musta’eez (Seeker of Refuge): 1280 (equivalent to 280) (1280 is the 1072nd Composite Number) (1521 is the 1280th Composite Number)

♦

Yanaad Al-Mandad Men the Caller calls from (verse 41 of Sura 50): (65 + 126) + 90 = 191 + 90 = 281 (281 is the 60th Prime Number) (352 is the 281st Composite Number) (1823 is the 281st Prime Number) (7201 is the 6281st Composite Number) (3811 is the 3281st Composite Number)

Yanaad Al-Mandad + Al-Mahdi the Caller calls (verse 41 of Sura 50) + The Mahdi: (65 + 126) + 90 = 191 + 90 = 281

Arieh Ab Four + Ab (August – in Greater Syria & Iraq): 278 + 3 (or 4) = 281 (or 282)

Huzairan 5 Huzairan (June – in Greater Syria Iraq) + 5 = 276 + 5 = 281 (Israel started the 6-day war against its Arab neighboring countries by attacking Egypt on June 5, 1967. It captured the old city of Jerusalem on June 7, 1967.)

Awra (Parts of human body that should be covered): 281

La Nafsik To yourselves (verse 7 of Sura 17): 281

La Yom Al-Qiyama by Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, Beginning of the End Times) and do not (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 75): 281 (or 282)

Jaa Ajaleem Faan Allah Ajaluhom (their Date of End) has arrived, Allah (verse 45 of Sura 35): 5 + (79 + 131 + 66) = 5 + 276 = 281

Al-Deen + Al-Qiyama The Deen (Judgment or Religion) (verse 4 of Sura 1) + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 95 + 186 (or 187) = 281 (or 282)

American: 281 (or 271)
The Dajjal George: \(69 + 212 = 281\)

Day of Qiyama (Rise, Resurrection, or Upheaval) of the Dajjal: \((56 + 156) + 69 = 212 + 69 = 281\)

Hadd (Destruction) of America: \(9 + 272 = 281\)

Hadd (Destruction) of Britan (Britons): \(9 + 272 = 281\)

Brisbane (city in Australia): \(281\) (or 271)

Day of Istiada (Getting back) of the Aqsa Mosque from the Saleebyieneen (Crusaders): \(56 + 541 + (138 + 223) + (90 + 233) = 56 + [(541 + 361) + 323] = 56 + (902 + 323) = 56 + 1225 = \text{1281} \) \((1281\text{ is the 1073}\text{rd Composite Number})\) \((1522\text{ is the 1281}\text{st Composite Number})\)

Ghafir (Forgiver) (verse 3 of Sura 40): \text{1281}\n
The Mughadara (Departure): \text{1281}\n
Promise of End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) & (verse 104 of Sura 17): \(80 + 1201\) (or 1202) = \text{1281} (or 1282)

Book of Bidaya (Beginning) of Akhira (End Times): \(422\) (or 423) + [22 + 837 (or 838)] = 422 (or 423) + 859 (or 860) = \text{1281} (1282 or 1283)

When we made an appointment with (or promised) Moses forty (verse 51 of Sura 2): \(131\) (or 132) + 116 + 333 = \text{1281} (or 1282)

We have not made their Idda (count, number, or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) (verse 31 of Sura 74): \(41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 = \text{1281}\)

the caller calls from a close location, the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) on the Haq (Truth or Due Date) (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): \((65 + 126) + [90 + (111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141)] = 191 + (90 + 1000) = 191 + 1090 = \text{1281}\) (equivalent to \text{281}\)

Until when Yajuj (Gog) and Majuj (Magog) have been opened (or unleashed) and they from every (verse 96 of Sura 21): \([(418 + 702 + 888) + (23 + 6 + 53)] + (6 + 45 + 90 + 50) = (2008 + 82) + (6 + 45 + 90 + 50) = 2090 + 191 = \text{2281}\)

Second Shia Shirin + Ramadan: \((561 + 630) + 1090\) (or 1091) = \text{1191} + 1090 (or 1091) = \text{2281} (or 2282)

And the day the Hour arises (begins), the wrong-doers swear that they do not remain for more than an hour (verse 55 of Sura 30): \text{3281}\
in Ghafla (unawareness or inattentiveness) turned away (verse 1 of Sura 21): 1115 + 1166 = 2281

أرﺿﮭﻢ  ﻣﻦ  اﻟﻔﻠﺴﻄﯿﻨﯿﯿﻦ  إﺧﺮاج (Driving out or Expulsion) of the Filistiniyeen (Palestinians)

♦ 

النار The Fire (verse 31 of Sura 74): 282 (282 is the 221st Composite Number)

(354 is the 282nd Composite Number) (1831 is the 282nd Prime Number)

المحراب The Mihrab (place of worship or praying place) (verse 39 of Sura 3) & (verse 11 of Sura 19) & (verse 21 of Sur 38): 282

أول  ﻣﺮه first time (verse 7 of Sura 17): 37 + 245 = 282

قَنُبﻠﻪ Bomb of Japan: 187 + 95 = 282

الدِين + ﻟِﻠَدِين The Deen (Judgment or Religion) (verse 4 of Sura 1) + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 95 + 187 (or 186) = 282 (or 281)

يوم وقته + جبل Day of Waqfa (Standing-up) + Mount : 56 + (191 + 35) = 56 + 226 = 282

الإنس في The human in (verse 4 of Sura 95): 192 + 90 = 282

6 حزيران Huzairan (June) + 6 : 276 + 6 = 282

نهاية الصيف Nihaya (End) of the Summer: 71 + 211 = 282

ربع Spring: 282

إمام نهاية الزمان Imam of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): 82 + [71 + 129 (or 128)] = 82 + 200 (or 199) = 282 (or 281)

أَرْبَعِهُ أَب Four + Ab (August – in Greater Syria & Iraq): 278 + 4 (or 3) = 282 (or 281)

مَعْصِيِهِ آَمَرُ وَحَوَاَهُ Masia (Disobedience) of Adam and Hawwa (Eve) : 215 + 45 (or 46) + 6 + 16 = 282 (or 283)

He came with the guidance from Him and (verse 37 of Sura 28): (5 + 52 + 90 + 129) + 6 = 276 + 6 = 282
Nihaya (End) of Kingdom of Gog + Magog : 71 + (135 + 23 + 53) = 71 + 211 = 282

Ihya (Resurrection) of the Muslimeen (Muslims): 21 + 261 = 282

Tafjeer (Bombing) of the King David Hotel : 693 + (447 + 121 + 21) = 693 + 589 = 1282

[On July 22, 1946 (Shaban 23, 1365 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5706 Jewish) (2432, 023.5th Julian day), the western part of the southern wing of King David Hotel in Jerusalem, which was serving as headquarters of the British Mandate, collapsed due to explosives set off by Irgun, a Zionist terrorist group led by Menahim Begin, who later became Prime Minister of Israel.]

Benedictus (Benedict), the Sixteenth: 556 + (156 + 570) = 556 + 726 = 1282 (equivalent to 282)

The disaster + City of Washington: 757 + 109 + 416 = 1282 (equivalent to 282) ( = 2 x 641) (1282 is the 1074th Composite Number) (1524 is the 1282nd Composite Number)

When we made an appointment with (or promised) Moses forty (verse 51 of Sura 2): 701 + 132 + 116 + 333 = 1282

Inattentiveness of the Hour: 1115 + 167 = 1282

Promise of End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17): 80 + 1202 (or 1201) = 1282 (or 1281)

Promise of Raj’a (Return) + The Islamic Caliphate : 80 + 278 + [747 (or 746) + 177 (or 178)] = 80 + [278 + 924 (923 or 925)] = 80 + 1202 (1201 or 1203) = 1282 (1281 or 1283)

When we made an appointment with (or promised) Moses forty (verse 51 of Sura 2): 701 + 132 + 116 + 333 = 1282

Alfain (Two Thousand) and Nineteen: 171 + 6 + (535 + 570) = 171 + 6 + 1105 = 1282 (This refers to year 2019)

Abu Bakr Al-Baghdadi: (9 + 222) + 1051 (or 1052) = 231 + 1051 (or 1052) = 1282 (or 1283) (Abu Bakr Al-Baghdadi is the head of the Islamic State in Iraq & Syria)

Book of Bidaya (Beginning) of Akhira (End Times): 423 (or 422) + [22 + 837 (or 838)] = 423 (or 422) + 859 (or 860) = 1282 (1281 or 1283)

The Book + Numerical Analysis: 454 (or 453) + (478 + 350) = 454 (or 453) + 828 = 1282 (or 1281)

The Book + Kashif (Revealer) of Secret of the Hour: 454 (or 453) + 401 + (260 + 167) = 454 (or 453) + (401 + 427) = 454 (or 453) + 828 = 1282 (or 1281)

The Book + Key of Secrets of the Akhira (End Times): 454 (or 453) +
529 + [462 + 837 (or 838)] = 454 (or 453) + [529 + 1299 (or 1300)] = 454 (or 453) + 1828 (or 1829) = 2282 (or 2281)

Al-Saba wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Seventh) + The Shaban: [168 (or 169) + 661] + 453 (or 454) = 829 (or 830) + 453 (or 454) = 1282 (or 1283)

Al-Saba wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Seventh) + Tammuz (July): [168 (or 169) + 661] + 453 (or 454) = 829 (or 830) + 453 (or 454) = 1282 (or 1283)

Al-Thamin Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Eighth): 621 (or 622) + 661 = 1282 (or 1283)

Thani Ishreen (Twenty Second) + Ramadan: 561 + 630 = 1191 + 1091 (or 1090) = 2282 (or 2281)

Israa (Miraculous heavenly journey) + 2019: 263 + 2019 = 2282

And you see the oppressors, when they see the torment, they say: “Is there a way to turn it away?” (verse 44 of Sura 42): 3282 (equivalent to 282) ( = 2 x 3 x 547) (3282 is the 2819th Composite Number)

And how would you know what Saqar is? It does not keep and does not leave. It darkens the humans. Over it (verse 27 – 29 of Sura 74): 6 + (41 + 226 + 41 + 360 + 31 + 512 + 6 + 31 + 1300 + 50 + 562 + 116) = 6 + 3276 = 3282

Rise of the Sun and before the Setting and of the night, praise him and after the prostration. And listen the Day the caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq, that is Day of (verse 39 – 42 of Sura 50): 115 + 431 + 6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 71 + 155 + 6 + 207 (or 208) + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141 + 750 + 56 = 5282

People of the Fire except as Angels and we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that shall become certain those who have been given the Book and grow (verse 31 of Sura 74): (102 + 282 + 32 + 97 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 523 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414 + 454) + (6 + 26) = 5250 + 32 = 5282

And we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have

Over it are Nineteen. And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (trial or test) for those who have disbelieved. So that, become certain, those who have been given (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): 116 + 535 + 570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 102 (or 101) + 282 + 62 + 105 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 62 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414 = 6282 (or 6821) (This segment of verse 30 – 31 of Sura 74 consists of 19 words)

And we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have
disbelieved so that those who have been given the Book become certain and grow in faith those who
(verse 31 of Sura 74): 6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 106 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 523 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 
307 + 660 + 791 + 414 + 454 + 6 + 26 + 791 = 6282  (This segment of verse 31 of Sura 74 consists 
of 19 words)

و  اﻟﻤﻠﺌﻜﮫ  ﺗﻨﺰل ﺷﮭﺮ  أﻟﻒ ﻣﻦ ﺧﯿﺮ  اﻟﻘﺪر ﻟﯿﻠﮫ  اﻟﻘﺪر ﻟﯿﻠﮫ  ﻣﺎ أدرك ﻣﺎ و اﻟﻘﺪر ﻟﯿﻠﮫ ﻓﻲ أﻧﺰﻟﻨﮫ إﻧﺎ اﻟﺮﺣﯿﻢ رﺣﻤﻦ
أﻣﺮ  ﻛﻞ  ﻣﻦ  رﺑﮭﻢ  ﺑﺈذن  ﻓﯿﮭﺎ  اﻟﺮوح
Rahman, the Raheem. We have descended him in Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Laila of the Qadr is? Laila of the Qadr is better than
one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it, by the permission of their Lord, from
every command. (verses 1 - 4 of Sura 97): ( 298 + 289 + 52 + 143 + 90 + 75) + 335 + [6 + 41 + 225 (or 
226) + 41 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 8 10 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 8 10 + 90 + 50 + 241) = 947 + [335 + 5000 (or 5001)] = 947 + 5335 (or 5336) = 6282 (or 6283 ) (equivalent
to 282)  (6282 is the 5464th Composite Number)   (7202 is the 6282nd Composite Number)

و اﻟﻛﺗب  أوﺗوا  اﻟذﯾن ﯾﺳﺗﯾﻘن ل ﻛﻔروا ﻟﻠذﯾن  ﻓﺗﻧﮫ إﻻ ﻋدﺗﮭم  ﺟﻌﻠﻧﺎ ﻣﺎ و ﻣﻼءﻛت إﻻ اﻟﻧﺎر أﺻﺣب ﺟﻌﻠﻧﺎ ﻣﺎ و  ﻋﺷر  ﺗﺳﻌﮫ
Nineteen. And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for
those who have disbelieved so that those who have been given the Book become certain and those who
have believed grow in faith and do not have doubt those who have been given the Book (verse 30 - 31
of Sura 74): (535 + 570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 492 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 523 + 32 + 535 + 
820 + 307 + 30) + (630 + 791 + 414 + 453 + 6 + 26 + 791 + 99 + 103 + 6 + 31 + 613 + 791 + 414 + 453 + 6 + 26 + 791 + 99 + 103 + 6 + 31 + 613 + 791 + 414 + 453) = 1105 + 6 + 9171 =
10282 (10283) [This segment consists of 27 words whose numerical value is equivalent to “The Twenty Seven”, followed by the word “the Book” whose numerical value is equal to numerical value of Tammuz (July)]

تسعه عشر و ما جعلنا أصحاب النار إلا ملاءكت و ما جعلنا عدتهم إلا فته للذين كفروا ل يسيقن الذين أتونا الكتب و
يزداد الذين عامنا إيمانا و لا يربطاب الذين أتونا الكتب Nineteen. And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for
those who have disbelieved so that those who have been given the Book become certain and those who
have believed grow in faith and do not have doubt those who have been given the Book (verse 30 - 31
of Sura 74): (535 + 570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 492 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 523 + 32 + 535 + 
820 + 307 + 30) + (630 + 791 + 414 + 453 + 6 + 26 + 791 + 99 + 103 + 6 + 31 + 613 + 791 + 414 + 453 + 6 + 26 + 791 + 99 + 103 + 6 + 31 + 613 + 791 + 414 + 453) = 1105 + 6 + 9171 =
10282

1282 is the 1074th Composite Number. Number 1074 is equivalent to 74, the number of Sura 74

♦  Day of Ququf (Standing-up) + Mount : 56 + (192 + 35) = 56 + 227 = 283 (252 + 31 = 283) (283 is the 61st Prime Number) (355 is the 283rd Composite Number) (1847 is the 283rd Prime Number) (4945 is the 4283rd Composite Number)

Lailat (Eve) of Bidaya (Beginning) of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval):
75 + [22 + 186 (or 187)] = 75 + 208 (or 209) = 283 (or 284)

Day of Nihaya (End) of the Hayat (life) of the Dunya (World before the
End Times: $56 + [71 + (60 + 96)] = 56 + (71 + 156) = 56 + 227 = 283$

the Curse till Day of (verse 35 of Sura 15): 283

till Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval or Beginning of End Times) (verse 12 of Sura 6): $(41 + 56) + 186 (or 187) = 97 + 186 (or 187) = 283 (or 284)$

7 Huzairan (June) + 7: $276 + 7 = 283$

The Inqisam (Division, Split-up, or Schism): 283

Masia (Disobedience) of Adam and Hawwa (Eve): $215 + 46 (or 45) + 6 + 16 = 283 (or 282)$

The Zionist State: 76 + 207 = 283

Britain: 283

Island of Jinna (invisible creatures that may possess humans): $225 + 58 = 283$

London of the English People: $134 + 149 = 283$

City/State of Jews of the (or Jewish) People of England: $(109 + 25) + 149 = 134 + 149 = 283$

The Messiah Jesus: $149 + 134 (or 133) = 283 (or 282)$

Jesus of the Engleez (English People): $134 (or 133) + 149 = 283 (or 282)$

Nihaya (End) of Madina (City/State) of Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil): $71 + (109 + 103) = 71 + 212 = 283$

Nihaya (End) of Balad (Country/Land) of Moubadeen (Banished/Exiled People): $71 + (36 + 176) = 71 + 212 = 283$ (Australia started as a land of criminals, banished from Britain)

The Malounoon (Cursed individuals): 283

ascends (or moves) (verse 2 of Sura 34): 283

This is their abode (home) on the Day of Judgement/Punishment (verse 56 of Sura 56): 283

Burj (Zodiac Sign) of Hamal (Lamb or Aries): $205 + 78 = 283$
Fajr (Dawn): 283

So, the angels prostrated (verse 73 of Sura 38): \(147 + 136 = 283\)

Ma’ida (Table of Food) from the Heaven (The story of the Ma’ida that Jesus asks God to bring down as a miraculous Sign is mentioned in verses 112-115 of Sura 5, titled Al-Ma’ida): \(60 + 90 + 133 = 283\)

Day of Wafat (Death) of Fatima: \(56 + (92 + 135) = 56 + 227 = 283\)

Promise + The Imam Mahdi: \(80 + (113 + 90) = 80 + 203 = 283\)

Arabic (or Arab) (verse 2 of Sura 12): 283

Free-Masonic Temple: \(116 + 167 = 283\)

Temple of the Hour: \(116 + 167 = 283\)

Abu Bakr Al-Baghdadi: \((9 + 222) + 1052 = 231 + 1052 = 1283\) (or 1282) (Abu Bakr Al-Baghdadi is the head of the Islamic State in Iraq & Syria)

The torment for a little while, (but) you are going to revert/return (to your disobedience). The day (verse 15 - 16 of Sura 44): 1283

The Holy Lands: \(1043 + 240 = 1283\) (equivalent to 283)

The American United States: \(478 (or 479) + 488 + 317 = 1283\) (or 1284) (1283 is the 208th Prime Number) (1525 is the 1283rd Composite Number)

Hadd (Destruction) of the American United States: \(9 + [479 + 488 + 307] = 9 + 1274 = 1283\)

Al-Saba wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Seventh) + The Shaban: \([168 (or 169) + 661] + 454 (or 453) = 829 (or 830) + 454 (or 453) = 1283\) (or 1282)

Thamin Ishreen (Twenty Eighth) + Yulyu (July): \((591 + 630) + 62 = 1221 + 62 = 1283\)

Al-Thamin Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Eighth): \(622 (or 621) + 661 = 1283\) (or 1282)

Ibtida (Beginning) of War of Iraq + Iran: \(409 + (210 + 402 + 262) = 409 + 874 = 1283\) | War of Iraq & Iran started on September 22, 1980 (Zu Al-Qada 12, 1400 Hijri) (Tishri 12, 5741 Jewish) (2444,504.5th Julian Day). The war ended after Iran accepted UN Resolution 598 calling for an immediate cease-fire (or truce) on July 18, 1988 (Zu Hijja 3, 1408 Hijri)
and this truce came into effect on **July 20, 1988**.

**Tasi (Ninth) + Zu Al-Hijja**:

\[
530 \text{ (or } 531) + (706 + 47) = 530 \text{ (or } 531) + 753 = 1283 \text{ (or } 1284)
\]

**The Tasi (Ninth) + Zu Hijja**:

\[
561 \text{ (or } 562) + (706 + 16) = 561 \text{ (or } 562) + 722 = 1283 \text{ (or } 1284)
\]

**The Atrak’s (Turks) invasion of Island of Cyprus**:

\[
1013 + 653 + 225 + 392 = 1013 + (653 + 225 + 392) = 1013 + (653 + 617) = 1013 + 1270 = 2283 = (3 \times 761)
\]

(2283 is the 1943rd Composite Number)  
(2670 is the 2283rd Composite Number)

**Taghayur (Change) of Qutbai (Two Poles) of the Earth, the Northern and the Southern**:

\[
1610 + (121 + 1032 + 412 + 6 + 102) = 1610 + 1673 = 3283 = (2820 \text{ th Composite Number})
\]

**Thani wa Ishroon (Twenty Two) + Ramadan**:

\[
561 + 6 + 626 + 1090 \text{ (or } 1091) = 1193 + 1090 \text{ (or } 1091) = 2283 \text{ (or } 2284)
\]

**To make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach completely. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, We return** (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17):

\[
\]

**Nineteen. And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbeliefed so that those who have been given the Book become certain and those who have believed grow in faith and do not have doubt those who have been given the Book** (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74):

\[
535 + 570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 492 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 523 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 30) + (630 + 791 + 414 + 453 + 6 + 26 + 791 + 99 + 103 + 6 + 31 + 613 + 791 + 414) + 454 = (4661 + 5168) + 454 = 9829 + 454 = 10283
\]

(284 is the 222nd Composite Number)  
(356 is the 284th Composite Number)  
(4946 is the 4284th Composite Number)

**Lailat (Eve) of Inha (Ending) of the Hayat (life) of the Dunya (World before the End Times)** (verse 98 of Sura 10) & (verse 38 of Sura 79):

\[
75 + [58 + (55 + 96)] = 75 + (58 + 151) = 56 + 209 = 284 = (2 \times 2 \times 71) \text{ (284 is the 222nd Composite Number)}  
(356 is the 284th Composite Number)  
(4946 is the 4284th Composite Number)
\]

**Lailat (Eve) of Bidaya (Beginning) of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval):**

\[
75 + [22 + 187 \text{ (or } 186)] = 75 + 209 \text{ (or } 208) = 284 \text{ (or } 283)
\]

**Lailat (Eve) of Awwal (Beginning) of the Siam (Fasting):**

\[
75 + (37 + 172) = 75 +
209 = 284

(verse 12 of Sura 6): (41 + 56) + 187 (or 186) = 97 + 187 (or 186) = 284 (or 283)

Does not know it except Allah: 31 + 155 (or 156) + 32 + 66 = 284 (or 285)

The Mercy (verse 13 of Sura 57) & (verse 12 of Sura 6): 284

Quintessence of clay (verse 12 of Sura 23): 125 + 90 + 69 = 284

Salah Eddeen Al-Ayyubi (The Muslim leader who liberated Jerusalem from the Crusaders): (129 + 95) + 60 = 224 + 60 = 284

The Prophet Solomon: 93 + 191 (or 190) = 284 (or 283)

Qiyama (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paul: 155 (or 156) + (37 + 54 + 38) = 155 (or 156) + 129 = 284 (or 285)

Promise of the Punishment: 80 + 204 = 284

Irja’ee (Return): 284

Saitara (Control): 284

The Rajeem (worthy of being stoned) (verse 25 of Sura 81) & (verse 34 of Sura 15): 284

Kingdom of the Ingleez (English): 135 + 149 = 284

Canberra (Capital of Australia): 284 (located on Latitude 35 degrees South and on Longitude 149 degrees East)

The Farthest South: 192 (or 201) + 92 = 284 (or 293)

The Saiha (Scream) + Islam Abad: 144 + 140 = 284

Occupation + Islam Abad City, Al-Pakistan: 470 + 814 = 1284

The Indians’ Tadmeer (Destruction) of Pakistan: 654 + 96 + 534 = 1284

The American United States: 479 (or 478) + 488 + 317 = 1284 (or 1283) (= 2 x 2 x 3 x 107) (1284 is the 1075th Composite Number) (1526 is the 1284th Composite Number)

The Free Officers: 843 + 441 = 1284 (Revolution of 23 Yulyu is the military coup by the Free Officers Movement on July 23, 1952 (Zu Al-Qada 1, 1371 Hijri) (Av 1, 5712 Jewish), led by Muhammad Nageeb and Gamal Abd- Nasir, that forced King of Egypt, Farouk I, to
abdicate the throne in favor of his infant son Ahmed Fuad. He was exiled on July 26, 1952. The monarchy in Egypt ended when Egypt became a republic on June 18, 1953.)

\[
(6 + 519 + 6) + (611 + 142) = 531 + 753 = 1284
\]

\[
\text{Zi Qadat} : 710 + 574 = 1284
\]

\[
\text{Tasauq} + \text{ ذو الحجة} \quad \text{Tasai (Ninth)} + \text{ Zu Al-Hijja} : 531 (or 530) + (706 + 47) = 531 (or 530) + 753 = 1284 (or 1283)
\]

\[
\text{التاسع} + \text{ ذو حجه} \quad \text{The Tasi (Ninth)} + \text{ Zu Hijja} : 562 (or 531) + (706 + 16) = 562 (or 531) + 722 = 1284 (or 1283)
\]

We sent Moses with our Ayat (Signs) and an evident Sultan (authority) (verse 23 of Sura 40. This is the 4156th verse of the Quran): (104 + 342 + 116) + (464 + 6 + 150 + 102) = 562 + 722 = 1284

\[
\text{they say: when will this Promise be (materialize), if you are truthful?} \text{ (verse 29 of sura 34): 2284 (or 2285) (2284 is the 1944th Composite Number)}
\]

\[
\text{The Sixth} + \text{Ayar (May as known in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 1916: (156 + 212) + 1916 = 368 + 1916 = 2284} \quad \text{[ Jamal Pasha}, \text{ the Ottoman governor of Greater Syria, hanged prominent activists and intellectuals, opposed to his oppressive rule, in both Damascus and Beirut, on May 6, 1916 (Rajab 3, 1334 Hijri) (Iyar 3, 5676 Jewish) (2420,989.5th Julian Day). In commemoration of this event, May 6 is celebrated annually as the Martyrs’ Day in Syria and Lebanon. He is referred to as the Jazzar (Butcher or Slaughterer). He was born on May 6, 1872 (Safar 27, 1289 Hijri). He was killed on July 21, 1922 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1340 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5682 Jewish) (2423,256.5th Julian Day).]}
\]

\[
\text{Thani wa Ishroon (Twenty Two) + Ramadan: (561 + 6 + 626) + 1091 (or 1090) = 1193 + 1091 (or 1090) = 2284 (or 2283)}
\]

\[
\text{Henri Joseph Eugene Gouraud + Maqbara (tomb or grave) of Salah Eddin Al-Ayyubi: (265 + 106 + 70) + 1212 + 347 + (129 + 95 + 60) = (441 + 1212) + 347 + 284 = 1653 + 347 + 284 = 2284} \quad \text{[General Henri Gouraud was Representative of the French Government in the Middle East, in charge of enforcement of Sykes-Picot Agreement. After the victory of the French forces in Battle of Maysalun and conquering Damascus, General Gouraud reportedly went to the tomb of Salah Eddin Al-Ayyubi (who defeated the Crusaders and liberated Jerusalem in 1187 AD), adjacent to the Umawi Mosque in Damascus, kicked it, and said: “Wake up Salah Eddin. We have returned. My presence here consecrates victory of the Cross over the Crescent.”]}
\]

\[
\text{And we said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Laffifa (scrolls or mixed crowd). And in the Haq we descended it}
\]
(or he) and in the Haq, it (or he) descended and we have not sent you (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): \[6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 303 \text{ (or 302)} + [138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 1233 \text{ (or 1232)} + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 = 753 \text{ (or 752)} + 4531 \text{ (or 4530)} = 5284 \text{ (or 5283)}

♦  The Saiha (Scream) on the Haq. (verse 42 of Sura 50): 144 + 141 = 285 (285 is the 223\textsuperscript{rd} Composite Number)  (357 is the 285\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number)  (1867 is the 285\textsuperscript{th} Prime Number)  (2285 is the 1945\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number)

Day of Nihaya (End) of Mudda (Period) of the Haml (Pregnancy): 56 + 71 + (49 + 109) = 56 + (71 + 158) = 56 + 229 = 285

Does not know it except Allah: 31 + 156 (or 155) + 32 + 66 = 285 (or 284)

The Zaman (Time) + The life of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 129 (or 128) + (60 + 96) = 129 (or 128) + 156 = 285 (or 284)

Dajjal (Anti-Christ), Messiah Son of David: 69 + 149 + 67 (or 68) = 285 (or 286)

Qiyam (Resurrection) of Sydney: 151 + 134 = 285

And guidance to people of the World (human-kind) (verse 96 of Sura 3): 6 + 19 + 260 = 285 (or 286)

Seals of Day of the Qiyama (Upheaval): 1042 + 56 + 187 = 1285

Day of Wusul (arrival) of Anwar Al-Sadat to Israel: 56 + 132 + 257 + 497 + 41 + 302 = 1285  [Egyptian President Anwar Sadat arrived for surprise visit to Israel for the first time, at night, on Saturday November 19, 1977 (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1397 Hijri), day of standing on Mount of Arafat, meaning eve of 1\textsuperscript{st} day of Eid Al-Adha.]

the twinkling of the thirteenth crescent + Yulyu (July): (562 + 661) + 62 = 1223 + 62 = 1285

A Sign for them is the Night that we remove from it the Day (verse 37 of Sura 36): 1285 (or 1284) (= 5 x 257) (1285 is the 1076\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) (1527 is the 1285\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number)

that he brings you the Tabut (Coffin or Ark). In it, there is Sakina from your Lord and the remainder of what was left by the Family of Moses and the Family of Aaron (verse 248 of Sura 2): [51 + 481 (or 480)] + (840 + 95 + 145 + 90
Man from the darknesses to the light by permission of their Lord to the path of the Aziz (Dear One) (verse 1 of Sura 14): \((90 + 1401 + 41) + (287 + 753 + 247 + 41 + 300 + 125) = 1532 + 1753 = 3285\)

And say: the Truth (True/Right) has come and (verse 81 of Sura 17): \(286\) (is the 224th Composite Number) \(358\) (is the 286th Composite Number) \(1871\) (is the 286th Prime Number) \(2674\) (is the 2286th Composite Number)

Jordan: 286

The Majzara (Massacre): 286

The Nuclear Musiba (Calamity, Affliction, or Disaster): \(178 + 108 = 286\)

We have descended it/him in (verse 1 of Sura 97): \(51 + 144 \text{ (or 143)} + 90 = 286 \text{ (or 285)}\)

Hadda (Destruction) of America (U.S.): \(14 + 272 = 286\)

Khusf (Collapse) of City of Vancouver: \(740 + 546 = 1286\) (equivalent to 286)

China + Devastation of the Amreek (Americans): \(181 + (803 + 302) = 181 + 1105 = 1286\) (equivalent to 286)

Nuclear Weapons + Devastation of the Amreek (Americans): \(181 + (803 + 302) = 181 + 1105 = 1286\) (equivalent to 286)

So ask Bani Israel. When he came to them (verse 101 of Sura 17): \([170 + 62 + 303 \text{ (or 302)}] + (701 + 50) = 535 + 751 = 1286\)

Praise be on the one who sent on a journey, his servant, at night (verse 1 of Sura 17): \(120 \text{ (or 121)} + 741 + 271 + 83 + 71 = 1286 \text{ (or 1287)} \text{ (1286 = 2 x 643)}\)

The Aqsa which we have blessed its surroundings (verse 1 of Sura 17): \(1286 \text{ (or 1287)}\) (equivalent to 286)

Ghafoor (Forgiving) (verse 12 of Sura 60): 1286

Day of Iraq’s Ijtiyah (Invasion) of Kuwait: \(56 + [423 + (371 + 436)] = 56 + (423 + 807) = 56 + 1230 = 1286\)
The Eighth Month Miladi (based on Birth of Christ) + 2: (536 + 622 + 126) + 2 = 1284 + 2 = 1286 (Iraq started its invasion of Kuwait on August 2, 1990)

Have you not seen what your Lord (God) did to People (verse 1 of Sura 105): 71 + 600 + 110 + 180 + 222 + 103 (or 104) = 1286 (or 1287) (equivalent to 286)

HoWa (God) revives and causes death and to Him you return (verse 56 of Sura 10): 1286 (equivalent to 286)

Say: I do not know (or my God knows better) whether what you are promised is soon (verse 25 of Sura 72): 1286

Kingdom of the Anti-Christ: 135 + (461 + 690) = 135 + 1151 (or 1152) = 1286 (or 1287)

Ikhtifa (Disappearance) of the Imam Mahdi: 1083 + 113 + 90 = 1286 (equivalent to 286)

Lailat (Eve) of Nuzul (Descent) of Adam to the Earth: 75 + [93 + 45 (or 46) + 41 + 1032] = 75 + 1211 (or 1212) = 1286 (or 1287)

And We decreed unto Bani (Children) of Israel in the Book that you shall corrupt in the Ard (Earth or Land) twice and that you shall elevate to a great height. (verse 4 of Sura 17): (6 + 961 + 41 + 62 + 302) + 90 + (453 + 624 + 90) + (1032 + 700 + 6 + 580 + 107 + 232 (or 233) = 1372 + 90 + 1167 + 2657 (or 2658) = 5286 (or 5287)

The Day (or Morning): 287 ( = 7 x 41) (287 is the 225th Composite Number) (360 is the 287th Composite Number) (1873 is the 287th Prime Number)

The light: 287
Nuclear War: 210 + 77 = 287
The Nuclear Weapons + The Ibada (Annihilation): (135 + 108) + 44 = 243 + 44 = 287
Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times) + The Ibada (Annihilation): [56 + 187 (or 186)] + 44 = 243 + 44 = 287
Day of the Fasl (Separation or Judgment) (verse 14 of Sura 77): 56 + 231 = 287
يوم يدع الداع إلى : 56 + (84 + 106) + 41 = 56 + 190 + 41 = 56 + 231 = 287

لداني حسابهم إلى الناس: 171 + 116 = 287

عن الساعه: 120 + 167 = 287

من مكان بعيد: 90 + (111 + 86) = 90 + 197 = 287

عليهم سبع: 155 + 132 = 287

ياجوج وماجوج وهم من كل حدب: 23 + 6 + 53 + 6 + 45 + 90 + 50 + 14 = 287

الدجال: 69 + (212 + 6) = 69 + 218 = 287

الصحاف الأولي: 209 + 78 = 287

الإنجيل الأصلي: 125 + 162 = 287

من بين أيديهم: 90 + (62 + 70 + 65) = 90 + 197 = 287

الملعونين: 287

من عين عاليه: 90 + 130 + 67 = 287

قال يوسف: 131 + 156 = 287

محمد ابن عبد الله: 92 + 53 + 76 + 66 = 287

مروف: 287

قلت مذهبي: 530 + 757 = 1287 (equivalent to 287)

الإبادة + مدينة لندن: 44 + 243 = 287

الإبادة + مدينة سيديني: 44 + 243 = 287

بريطانيا: 287

هده باريس: 14 + 273 = 287

الهده + لاهور: 45 + 242 = 287
Al-Hadd (Destruction) of Al-Seeniyoon (The Chinese): $40 + 247 = 287$

Nihaya (End) of Seeniyoon (Chinese): $71 + 216 = 287$

Al-Burjan (The Two Towers): $287$

Ahad Ashar (Eleven) + September: $(13 + 570) + 704 = 583 + 704 = 1287$ (This refers to September 13 + 10, meaning September 23)

Khusf (Land Collapse) of Manhattan: $740 + 547 (or 546) = 1287 (or 1286)$ (equivalent to 287)

Ibada (Annihilation) of the American United States: $13 + 1274 = 1287$ (equivalent to 287)

The White House: $443 + 844 = 1287$ (equivalent to 287)

The American President + Al-Rabi Al-Arbaoon (The forty fourth): $(311 + 312) + (304 + 360) = 623 + 664 = 1287$ (equivalent to 287)

Tulu (Rise or Coming out) of the Sun + The Maseekh (False Messiah): $115 + 431 + 741 = 1287$ (equivalent to 287)

The Hour is their appointment and the Hour is Adha (more shrewd) and more bitter. The criminals are in (verse 46 – 47 of Sura 54): $\sum (167 + 165 + 6 + 167 + 20 + 6 + 241 + 51 + 374) + 90 = 1197 + 90 = 1287$

in misguidedness and hotness (or heat) (verse 47 of Sura 54): $90 + (861 + 6 + 330) = 90 + 1197 = 1287$

Kingdom of the Anti-Christ: $135 + (461 + 691) = 135 + 1152 (or 1151) = 1287$ (or 1286)

Kharab (Devastation) of the British Kingdom: $803 + 166 + 318 = 1287$ (equivalent to 287)

Nuclear Missiles of Al-Britan (The Britons): $984 + 303 = 1287$ (equivalent to 287)

The Nuclear Weapon of City of Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada: $233 + 1054 = 1287$ (equivalent to 287)
The Annihilation + City of Copenhagen: 44 + 1243 = 1287 (equivalent to 287)

Praise be on the one who sent on a journey, his servant, at night (verse 1 of Sura 17): 121 (or 120) + 741 + 271 + 83 + 71 = 1287 (or 1286)

The Aqsa which we have blessed its surroundings (verse 1 of Sura 17): 1287 (or 1286) (equivalent to 287)

Lailat (Eve) of Nuzul (Descent) of Adam to the Earth: 75 + [93 + 46 (or 45) + 41 + 1032] = 75 + 1212 (or 1211) = 1287 (or 1286)

Have you not seen what your Lord (God) did to People (verse 1 of Sura 105): 71 + 600 + 110 + 180 + 222 + 104 (or 103) = 1287 (or 1286) (equivalent to 287)

and We have not made their Idda (count, number, or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) (verse 31 of Sura 74): 6 + (41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535) = 6 + 1281 = 1287 (or 1286) (equivalent to 287)

I warn you about the Messiah (meaning the False Messiah or Dajjal), he remains, on Earth, for forty mornings (This a Hadith): 3287

And We decreed unto Bani (Children) of Israel in the Book that you shall corrupt in the Ard (Earth or Land) twice and that you shall elevate to a great height. (verse 4 of Sura 17): (6 + 961 + 41 + 62 + 302) + 90 + (453 + 624 + 90) + (1032 + 700 + 6 + 580 + 107 + 233 (or 232) = 1372 + 90 + 1167 + 2658 (or 2657) = 5287 (or 5286)

When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall enter the Mosque, like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. (verse 7 - 8 of Sura 17): (782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 113 + 80 + 6 + 680) + (138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 + 131 + 262 + 51 + 318) = 2583 + 3704 = 6287

And We have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that those who have been given the Book become assured (or certain) and those who have believed grow in belief (or faith) and do not have doubt who have been given (verse 31 of Sura 74): (154 + 102 + 282 + 32 + 106
+ 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307) + (660 + 791 + 414 + 453 + 6 + 26 + 791 + 99 + 102 + 6 + 31 + 613 + 791 + 414) = 3090 + 5197 = 8287  (8287 is the 226th Prime Number)

♦ محرم Muharram (1st Hijri month. It means “Forbidden”): 288 (288 is the 226th Composite Number)  (361 is the 288th Composite Number)

محرم Muharram (Forbidden): 288

هد الحرم Hadd ( Destruction) of the Haram (Sanctuary): 9 + 279 = 288

جبيل رحمه Mount of Mercy: 35 + 253 = 288 (Mount of Arafat is known as Mount of Mercy)

النهاييه + القيمه The Nihaya (End) + The Qiyama (Resurrection/Rise, Upheaval, or End Times): 102 + 186 (or 187) = 288 (or 289)

يوم كبير Big Day (verse 3 of Sura 11): 56 + 232 = 288

فجمعهم So, we gather them (verse 99 of Sura 18): 288 (or 289)

رجفة Tremor (or Shake): 288

أول مره و the first time and (verse 7 of Sura 17): 37 + 245 + 6 = 288

رحله أبولو Voyage of Apollo : 243 + 45 = 288

النزول + أدم + حواء + إيليس The Nuzul (Descent) + Adam + Hawwa (Eve) + Iblees (Evil Jinn or Demon): 124 + 45 (or 46) + 16 + 103 = 288 (or 289)

الدجال + اليابا بول + المهدي The Dajjal + The Pope Jan (John) Paul + The Mahdi: 69 + (37 + 54 + 38) + 90 = 69 + 129 + 90 = 288

إحياء مملكه الإنجليز Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of the Engleez (English People): 21 + (135 + 132) = 21 + 267 = 288

ربك + الله Your Lord (verse 55 of Sura 53) + Allah : 222 + 66 = 288

هاد الدولة الماسونيه Hadd (Destruction) of the Masonic State: 9 + (76 + 203) = 9 + 279 = 288

حرف Digging: 288

حرف Harrafa (Twists the meaning inappropriately): 288

الكنعانيون The Kin’aniyoon (Canaanites): 288
Hadda (Incident of Destruction) of the American United States:  

14 + 1274 = 1288  

(1288 is the 1079th Composite Number)  
(1530 is the 1288th Composite Number)

Fixated (or mesmerized) are the sights (verse 97 of Sura 21): 995 (or 996) + 293 (or 294) = 1288 (or 1289)

A House brought down (verse 96 of Sura 3): 412 + 876 = 1288

Compensation (or Reparation) for a House: 876 + 412 = 1288

The Dajjal, King of the Engleez (English People): 69 + (90 + 1129) = 69 + 1219 = 1288

Day of Inhiyar (Collapse) of a Mine of Copper and Gold: 56 + 267 + [119 + 6 + 707)] = 56 + 267 + (133 + 832) = 56 + (267 + 965) = 56 + 1232 = 1288

Inhiyar (Collapse) of a mine of the gold + the copper: 267 + 133 + 738 + 150 = 1288

Your Lord and so that you know the number of years and the Hisab (Judgment) and every (verse 12 of Sura 17): 1288

Day of the Raj’a (Return) + The Islamic Caliphate: 56 + 309 + [746 (or 747) + 177 (or 178)] = 56 + [309 + 923 (924 or 925)] = 56 + 1232 (1233 or 1234) = 1288 (1289 or 1290)

Day of the Akhira (End Times) (verse 7 of Sura 17): 56 + 1232 (or 1233) = 1288 (or 1289)

Day 23 + Month of September: 56 + [23 + (505 + 704)] = 56 + (23 + 1209) = 56 + 1232 = 1288 (This refers to September 23)

The Alameen (People or World). The Rahman, the Raheem, Master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment). You are whom we worship and you are whom (verse 2 – 5 of Sura 1): 232 + [329 + 289 + 91 (or 90) + 56 + 95 + 32 + 126 + 6 + 32] = 232 (or 231) + 1056 (or 1055) = 1288 (or 1287)

Approach of Adam + The tree: 704 + 45 (or 46) + 539 = 1288 (or 1289)

The Ninth + Zi Hijja: 562 (or 561) + (710 + 16) = 562 (or 561) + 726 = 1288 (or 1287)

Ninth + Al-Zi Hijja: 531 (or 530) + (710 + 47) = 531 (or 530) + 757 = 1288 (or 1287)
We descended it (or him) in a blessed night; we had been warning. In it, gets distinguished (verse 3 – 4 of Sura 44):

\[
52 + 144 + 90 + 75 + 268 + 52 + 71 + (1050 + 96 + 390) = 752 + 1536 = 2288
\]

Every (illegitimate) drink is Muhtadhir (gets you closer to dying). They called their friend (verses 28 - 29):

\[
2288
\]

A book we descended unto you to bring out the people from the darknesses to the light by permission of their Lord to the path of the Aziz (Dear One) (verse 1 of Sura 14):

\[
454 + 143 + 61 + 1233 + 142 + 90 + 1402 + 41 + (287 + 753 + 247 + 41 + 300 + 125) = 3535 + 1753 = 5288
\]

And the Trumpet is blown, so all the ones in the heavens and on earth shall faint in shock, except whoever Allah wills. Then, once it is blown another time, they shall be standing (or resurrected) and looking on (verse 68 of Sura 39):

\[
8288 (or 8289)
\]

Allah Akbar (God is Greater): 66 + 223 = 289 \(= 17 \times 17\) (289 is the 227th Composite Number) 362 is the 289th Composite Number) (1879 is the 289th Prime Number)
So, we gather them (verse 99 of Sura 18): 289 (or 288)

So they prostrated except Iblees. (verse 11 of Sura 7): 289

The Nuzul (Descent) + Adam + Hawwa (Eve) + Iblees (Evil Jinn or Demon): 124 + 46 (or 45) + 16 + 103 = 289 (or 288)

The Nihaya (End) + The Qiyama (Resurrection/Rise, Upheaval, or Beginning of End Times): 102 + 187 (or 186) = 289 (or 288)

The Raheem (Most Merciful): 289

The Harami (Thief): 289 (or 290)

Muharram 1 : 288 + 1 = 289 (Muharram 1 is the first day of the Hijri year)

Hadd (Destruction) of the Haram (Forbidden): 9 + 280 = 289

The Lights: 289 [Festival of Lights, also known as Hanukkah, is an 8-day Jewish Holiday that commemorates the victory of practicing Jews and re-dedication of the Jewish Temple in Jerusalem to God on Kislev 25 (165 BC), after it was transformed by Greek Seleucid King Antiochus IV into a pagan temple and was desecrated by performing pagan rituals in the Jewish Temple, such as slaughtering and offering unholy sacrifices to pagan gods, three years earlier also on Kislev 25 (168 BC)]

The Nahr (slaughter): 289 (The first day of Eid Al-Adha is called Day of the Nahr because it is recommended for Muslims to slaughter animals as a sacrifice on that day to commemorate Prophet Abraham’s willingness to sacrifice his son Ismael)

Fitr (Breaking of the Fast. This is the Islamic Holiday at the end of Ramadan and starts on the 1st of month of Shawwal): 289

Inha (Ending) of Nima () of Allah: 58 + (165 + 66) = 58 + 231 = 289

Day of beginning of your Sawm (fasting): 56 + (37 + 196) = 56 + 233 = 289

Day of the Lord (God): 56 + 233 = 289

Day of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 56 + 233 = 289

Day of Promise of the Dajjal + the Jinn (demons): 56 + (80 + 69 + 84) = 56 + 233 = 289

Day of Hazza (Quake) of Valdivia: 56 + (17 + 216) = 56 + 233 = 289

[On May 22, 1960 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1379 Hijri), the most powerful earthquake (measuring 9.5) ever recorded throughout history in the World happened in Valdivia, Chile.]
رعي أيلول Ruya (apparition or vision) of Elul (September): 212 + 77 = 289

الساعة + الدجال + ماجوج The Hour + The Dajjal + Magog: 167 + 69 + 53 = 289

يوم وعد عدوه إبن داوود Day of Promise of Awda (Return) of Son of David: 56 + 80 + 85 + (53 + 15) = 56 + 80 + 85 + 68 = 289

وعد نهاية المسجد Promise of End of the Mosque: 80 + 71 + 138 = 289

وعد هد إبن جو المسجد Promise of Hadd (Destruction) of Son of Joe the Mosque: 80 + 9 + (53 + 9) + 138 = 9 + 62 + 138 = 289

للحقيقة لما جاءهم To the True/Right (i.e. the Mahdi) when he came to them (verse 43 of Sura 34): 168 + 71 + 50 = 289

الجريمة The Crime: 289

فايجر Then leave (or get/go away) (verse 5 of Sura 74): 289

أوكرانيا Ukraine: 289

الهد + مدينة إسلام أباد Al-Hadd (Destruction) of City of Islam Abad: 40 + 249 = 289

الإبادة + اليابانيين The Annihilation + Al-Yapaniyeen (The Japanese): 44 + 165 = 289

وعد هدم مدينة طوكيو Promise of Hadm (Destruction) of Tokyo City: 80 + 49 + 160 = 289

غزو الصين اليابان China’s Invasion of Japan: 1013 + 181 + 95 = 1289 (equivalent to 289)

الصواريخ النووية + مدينة سيدني The Nuclear Missiles of City of Sydney: 1046 + 243 = 1289 (equivalent to 289)

مدينة استنبول تركيا City of Istanbul, Turkey: 109 + 549 + 631 = 1289 (equivalent to 289)

خفف استنبول Land Collapse of Istanbul: 740 + 549 = 1289 (equivalent to 289)

استعاده مسلمين القدس من الصليبيين Istiada (Getting back) of Muslimeneen (Muslims) the Quds (Jerusalem) from the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 541 + 230 + 195 + 90 + 233 = 1289

يوم الرجوع + الخلافة الإسلامي Day of the Raj’a (Return) + The Islamic Caliphate: 56 + 309 + [747 (or 746) + 177 (or 178)] = 56 + [309 + 924 (923 or 925)] = 56 + 1233 (1232 or 1234) = 1289 (1288 or 1290)

يوم الخليفة المهمي الهاشمي Day of the Caliph + The Mahdi, the Hashimi (Mahdi’s family name): 56 + (756 + 90 + 387) = 56 + 1233 = 1289 (equivalent to 289)
Day of + the Akhira (End Times) (verse 7 of Sura 17): 56 + 1233 (or 1232) = 1289 (or 1288)

Tasi’a (Ninth) + Zu Al-Hijja: 536 + (706 + 47) = 536 + 753 = 1289

Hadd (Destruction) of the Saint Peter’s Basilica (Church) + City of Vatican: 9 + (133 + 205 + 271) + (109 + 562) = 9 + (609 + 671) = 9 + 1280 = 1289

الحمد لله رب العلمين الرحمن الرحيم Master of (verse 2 - 4 of Sura 1): 83 + 65 + 202 (or 204) + 231 (or 232) + 329 (or 330) + 289 + 90 (or 91) = 1289 (or 1294) (equivalent to 289) (or 289 is the 209th Prime Number). (1532 is the 1289th Composite Number)

Joseph said to his father: O Father, I saw (verse 4 of Sura 12): 1289

When Promise of my Lord comes, he turns into ruins and thus (verse 98 of Sura 18): 782 + 5 + 80 + 212 + 108 + 25 (or 26) + 6 + 71 = 1289 (or 1290)

The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) has approached: 1103 + 186 (or 187) = 1289 (or 1290)

Approach of Adam + The tree: 704 + 46 (or 45) + 539 = 1289 (or 1288)

Al-Thamin wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Eighth): 622 + 6 + 661 = 1289

Wahiya (Catastrophe) + Hadd (Destruction) of Hamburg: 27 + 9 + 1253 (or 1254) = 1289 (or 1290)

The Israeli President Shimon Peres: [311 + 344 (or 343)] + (406 + 229) = 655 (or 654) + 635 = 1289 (or 1290)

Visit of Anwar Sadat to Israel: 223 + (257 + 466) + 41 + 302 = 223 + (723 + 41 + 302) = 223 + 1066 = 1289 [Egyptian President Anwar Sadat arrived for surprise visit to Israel for the first time, at night, on Saturday November 19, 1977 (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1397 Hijri), day of standing on Mount of Arafat, meaning eve of 1st day of Eid Al-Adha.]

Intifada (Uprising) of the Khurasani: 1337 + 952 = 2289

We have created the human in (verse 2 – 4 of Sura 95): (180 + 6 + 706 + 67 + 132) + [134 + 781 + 193 (or 192) + 90] = 1091 + 1198 (or 1197) = 2289 (or 2288)

in the Book that you shall corrupt in the Ard (Earth or Land) (verse 4 of Sura 17): 90 + 453 (or 454) + 624 + 90 + 1032 = 2289 (or 2290)
When the Earth (or Land) is shaken (by) its Quake (or Shaking Event). (verse 1 of Sura 99): 2289  (equivalent to 289)  (= 3 x 7 x 109)  (2289 is the 1948th Composite Number)

Fire-Storm + Operation Gomorrah + Hamburg + Germany : (246 + 251) + (155 + 1251) + 1253 (or 1254) + 133 = 497 + 1406 + 1386 (or 1387) = 3289 (or 3290)

Atmamt (I have completed) my blessing upon you and Radeet (I have accepted, favored or chosen) for you the Islam  (verse 3 of Sura 5): 881 + 170 + 570 + 6 + 1410 + 90 + 162 (or 163) = 3289 (or 3290)  (2289 is the 1948th Composite Number)

Very high in the ranks, who has the Throne, he casts the Spirit, from his command, upon whomever he wishes, from among his worshippers to warn about Day of the Talaq (Meeting). The Day they are Barizoon (clearly visible), shall not be hidden, to Allah, of them, anything. For whom is the Mulk (Kingship or Dominion)? (verse 15 – 16 of Sura 40): 706 + 601 + 150 + 245 + 90 + 246 + 110 + 90 + 312 + 90 + 82 + 990 + 56 + 562 + 56 + 45 + 265 + 31 + 700 + 110 + 66 + 135 + 310 + 120 + 121 = 6289

And the Trumpet is blown, so all the ones in the heavens and on earth shall faint in shock, except whoever Allah wills. Then, once it is blown another time, they shall be standing (or resurrected) and looking on (verse 68 of Sura 39): 8289 (or 8288)

What has been forbidden: 41 + 249 = 290  ( = 10 x 29)  (290 is the 228th Composite Number ) (1439 is the 228th Prime Number) (363 is the 290th Composite Number) (1889 is the 290th Prime Number) (3820 is the 3290th Composite Number)

The Harami (Thief): 290 (or 289)

Muharram 2 : 288 + 2 = 290

Khosrau (Emperor of Persia at the Time of Prophet Mohammad p): 290

Norway: 290
Messengers: 290

Hussein + McMahon: \(128 + 162 (\text{or } 163) = 290 \text{ (or } 291)\)

(\text*{Hussein – McMahon Correspondence} is the exchange of letters between the Sharif of Mecca, Hussein son of Ali and the British High Commissioner in Egypt, Henry McMahon from July 14, 1915 to January 30, 1916.)

Hussein son of Ali: \(128 + [52 \text{ (or } 53) + 110] = 128 + 162 \text{ (or } 163) = 290 \text{ (or } 291)\)

- (a) Al-Hussein son of Ali is Prophet Mohammad’s grandson,
- (b) Hussein son of Ali was Sharif of Mecca, who started the Arab revolution against the Ottomans and later on proclaimed himself as the Caliph of Muslims.

Bay’a (offer of allegiance) of the Imam Mahdi: \(87 + (113 + 90) = 87 + 203 = 290\)

Promise of War: \(80 + 210 = 290\)

Promise of the Pope YoHanna (John) Paulus (Paul): \(80 + (37 + 75 + 98) = 80 + 210 = 290\)

For the Muslimeen (Muslims) (verse 89 of Sura 16) & (verse 102 of Sura 16): 290

Promise of the Dajjal + On the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) (verse 105 of Sura 17): \(80 + 69 + 141 = 149 + 141 = 290\)

The Messiah, Dajjal of Iblees (Devil): \(149 + (38 + 103) = 149 + 141 = 290\)

In the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), We have descended it/him and (verse 105 of Sura 17): \(141 + [143 \text{ (or } 144) + 6] = 141 + 149 \text{ (or } 150) = 290 \text{ (or } 291)\)

Jesus, the Messiah: \(141 + 149 = 290\)

Maryam (Mary): 290

Sura 19: \(271 + 19 = 290 \text{ (Sura 19 of the Quran is titled Sura of Mary)}\)

Apparition (vision) of the children: \(217 \text{ (or } 218) + 73 = 290 \text{ (or } 291)\)

Apparition (vision) of three children: \(217 \text{ (or } 218) + 1031 \text{ (or } 1030) + 42 = 1290 \text{ (or } 1291)\)

Third Secret: \(1030 \text{ (or } 1031) + 260 = 1290 \text{ (or } 1291)\)

Day of Inha (Ending) of Burj (Zodiac Sign) of Virgo: \(56 + 58 + 205 + 971 \text{ (or } 972) = 1290 \text{ (or } 1291)\)
When Promise of my Lord comes, he turns into ruins and thus (verse 98 of Sura 18): $782 + 5 + 80 + 212 + 108 + 26 + (25 + 6 + 71) = 1290$ (or 1289)

The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) has approached: $1103 + 187$ (or 186) = 1290 (or 1289)

Day of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders’) Entrance of the Aqsa Mosque: $56 + (640 + 233 + 138 + 223) = 56 + 1234 = 1290$ (1290 is the 1080th Composite Number)

Day of Intiha (End) of Lahore, Pakistan: $56 + 458 + (242 + 534) = 56 + 458 + 776 = 1290$

Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Nuclear Weapon + Islam Abad: $(80 + 837) + 233 + 140 = 917 + 233 + 140 = 1290$

The Tadmeer (Destruction) + Karachi City, Al-Pakistan: $685 + 109 + 931 + 565 = 2290$ (2290 is the 1949th Composite Number)

And they say: when will this Promise be (materialize), if you are truthful? (verse 29 of sura 34): 2290 (or 2291)

On July 18, 1290 AD (Rajab 9, 689 Hijri) (Tisha B’Av in Jewish Calendar), King Edward I issued an edict expelling all Jews from England. The Royal decree ordered all Jews to leave England before November 1, 1290; otherwise, they would be liable to be executed. It took 366 years for this edict to be revoked in 1656 AD.

Daniel 12:11-12 of the Bible says: 

11 “From the time that the daily sacrifice is abolished and the abomination that causes desolation is set up, there will be 1,290 days. 
12 Blessed is the one who waits for and reaches the end of the 1,335 days.”

The Secret (verse 6 of Sura 25): 291 (291 = 3 x 97) (291 is the 229th Composite Number) (364 is the 291st Composite Number) (1901 is the 291st Prime Number)

Apparition (vision) of the children: 218 (or 217) + 73 = 291 (or 290) (This refers to the apparition/vision of 3 children in Fatima, Portugal in which 3 secrets about the future were revealed. This third secret is about the End Times and the killing of a Pope.)

Day of Nihaya (End) of the Masihiya (Christianity): $56 + (71 + 164) = 56 + 235 = 291$

Day of Nihaya (End) of 49 years: $56 + [71 + (49 + 115)] = 56 + (71 + 164) = 56 + 235 = 291$
Arman (Armenians): 291

Hussein + McMahon: 128 + 163 (or 162) = 291 (or 290)  
(Hussein –McMahon  
Correspondence is the exchange of letters between the Sharif of Mecca, Hussein son of Ali and the  
British High Commissioner in Egypt, Henry McMahon from July 14 1915 to January 30, 1916)

Hussein son of Ali : 128 + [53 (or 52) + 110] = 128 + 163 (or 162) = 291 (or 290)

Son of Zakaria : 53 (or 52) + 238 = 291 (or 290)

And on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), We have descended  
it/him (verse 105 of Sura 17): 6 + 141 + 144 (or 143) = 291 (or 290)

Every Command (verse 4 of Sura 97): 50 + 241 = 291

Between us and them a barrier (verse 94 of Sura 18): 291

He shall turn it into ruins and Promise shall be (verse 98 of Sura 18): 291

Promise of Day of Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of End Times): 80 + [56 + 155 (or 156)] = 80 + 211 (or 212) = 291 (or 292)

Hour of Qiyama (Resurrection): 136 + 155 (or 156) = 291 (or 291)

Qiyama (Rise or Resurrection) of a Kingdom: 156 + 135 = 291

Fatima + Qiyama (Upheaval): 135 + 156 = 291

Day of Awda (Return) of Jesus : 56 + 85 + 150 = 291

Al-Siddiqoon (The Righteous Believers) (verse 19 of Sura 57): 291

It is up to us to provide guidance (verse 12 of Sura 92): 291

Londra (London): 291

Promise to the Descendants of the English People: 80 + (62 + 149) = 80 + 211 = 291

Zilzal (Quake) of Valdivia: 75 + 216 = 291  
[On May 22, 1960 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1379 Hijri), the most powerful earthquake (measuring 9.5) ever recorded throughout history in the  
World happened in Valdivia, Chile.]

its Zilzal (Quake) and brings out (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 99): 75 + (15 + 6 + 1204) = 75 + 1216 = 1291
The American President + Al-Rabi Al-Arbaeen (The forty fourth): 
(311 + 312) + (304 + 364) = 623 + 668 = **1291**

Son of Satan + The End Times: (53 + 401) + 837 = 454 + 837 = **1291**

Jinn (demons) of Satan + The End Times: (53 + 401) + 837 = 454 + 837 = **1291**

King of Bani (Children of) Israel + The End Times: (90 + 62 + 302) + 837 (or 838) = 454 + 837 (or 838) = **1291** (or **1292**)

Dajjal (Anti-Christ/ Deceiver) of Washington + The End Times: (38 + 416) + 837 = 454 + 837 = **1291** (equivalent to **291**)

Paradises of The End Times: 454 (or 453) + 837 (or 838) = **1291** (or **1292**)
(equivalent to **291**)

The Tariq + Poles + The End Times: (341 + 113) + 837 (or 838) = 454 (or 453) + 837 (or 838) = **1291** (or **1292**)

Made the Sun be of service (verse 13 of Sura 35): 860 + 431 = **1291**

Lailat (Eve) of Qurban (Sacrificial offering ) of the King Antiochus : 75 + (353 + 121 + 742) = 75 + 1216 = **1291**

Day of Inha (Ending) of Burj (Zodiac Sign) of Virgo: 56 + 58 + 205 + 972 (or 971) = **1291** (or **1290**)

Al-Tasi wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Ninth) + Yulyu (July): (562 + 6 + 661) + 62 = 1229 + 62 = **1291**

My Lord. When the Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18): 212 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 212 = **1291**

We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or mixed people) and on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), We have brought it/him down and on the Haq, it/he has descended and We have not sent you except (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): [64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 (or 144) + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 (or 362)] + 32 = 1259 (1260 or 1261) + 32 = **1291** (1292 or **1293**)

Apparition (vision) of three children: 218 (or 217) + 1031 (or 1030) + 42 = **1291** (or **1290**)

Third Secret: 1031 (or 1030) + 260 = **1291** (or **1290**) (**1291** is the **210th** Prime Number) (**1534** is the **1291st** Composite Number)
After 4 years of siege, the First Crusade captured Akka (Acre), for the first time, on May 26, 1104 Julian (June 2, 1104 Gregorian) (Shaban 29, 497 Hijri) (Iyar 29, 4864 Jewish). In 1187, Salah Eddeen Al-Ayyubi liberated Akka from the Crusaders. After a long siege and confrontation with Salah Eddeen Al-Ayyubi since August 28, 1189 (September 4, 1189 Gregorian) (Rajab 13, 585 Hijri), Akka (Acre) surrendered to the Crusaders of the Third Crusade on July 11, 1191 Julian (July 18, 1191 Gregorian) (Jumada Thania 16, 587 Hijri) (Tammuz 17, 4951 Jewish) (2156.261 Julian Day). One hundred years later, after a siege that started on April 5, 1291, Mamluk Sultan of Egypt Al-Ashraf Khalil conquered Akka (Acre), the last capital of the remainder of the Crusaders’ Kingdom, on May 18, 1291 (May 25, 1291 Gregorian) (Jumada Ula 17, 690 Hijri) (Sivan 18, 5051 Jewish). His father, Sultan Qalawun, conquered the Tripoli in 1289, and in 1290 marched on Akka, but he died in
November 1290 before launching the attack. He was succeeded by his son Al-Ashraf Khalil who decided to continue the attack. **Early in the morning of May 18, 1291**, the Sultan gave his order to launch an all-out attack on all points. Al-Ashraf Khalil’s army re-captured Akka by sunset on that day, with the exception of a fortress that served as headquarters of the Templars which stood on the west side of the city seashore. Under the cover of darkness, Thibaud Gaudin, the new Master of the Temple, left the fortress for Sidon with a few followers. On **May 28, 1291** (June 4, 1291 Gregorian), the Sultan’s forces captured the remaining fortress. With the fall of Akka, the Crusaders lost their last major stronghold of the **Crusaders’ Kingdom in the Middle East**. The capture of the Akka by the Mamluks marked the end of further crusades to the Levant. The **Crusaders’ Kingdom** continued to exist, theoretically, on the **Island of Cyprus**, where the Crusaders schemed and planned to recapture the mainland, but in vain.

---

- The Crusade Expedition: $114 + 178 = 292$  
  ($292 + 31 = 323$)  
  ($292$ is the 230th Composite Number)  
  ($365$ is the 292nd Composite Number)  
  ($1907$ is the 292nd Prime Number)

- Promise of my Lord (God). (verse 98 of Sura 18): $80 + 212 = 292$

- Promise of Day of Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times): $80 + [56 + 156 (or 155)] = 80 + 212 (or 211) = 292 (or 291)

- Promise of Day of the Dainuna (Judgment / Punishment): $80 + (56 + 156) = 80 + 212 = 292$

- Promise of Day of Wihda (unification or unity) of Germany: $80 + [56 + (23 + 133)] = 80 + (56 + 156) = 80 + 212 = 292 \[ \text{[ East and West Germany became officially re-unified on October 3, 1990 (2448, 167.5th Julian Day). Today, Germany celebrates annually the German Unity Day on October 3.]} \]

- Berlin (Germany's capital): 292

- Hour of Qiyama (Resurrection): $136 + 156 (or 155) = 292$

- Day of 236: $56 + 236 = 292$  
  (Shaban 29 is the 236th day in the Hijri Calendar)

- Day they hear (verse 42 of Sura 50): $56 + 236 = 292$

- Day of Inzal (Bringing down) of the Wahy (Revelation) + Mohammad: $56 + (89 + 55) + 92 = 56 + (144 + 92) = 56 + 236 = 292$

- Day of Nuclear Fajia (Catastrophe): $56 + (159 + 77) = 56 + 236 = 292$

- Day of Bina (Construction) of Dam of Aswan: $56 + 54 + 64 + 118 = 292$

- For Day of Badr: $86 + 206 = 292$
Amarna (Ordered): 292
Amrina (Our Order or Command): 292
Serbs: 292
Basar (Vision): 292
Patience: 292
Head (Beginning): 292
The Hour + Halak (Devastation) of the Dajjal: $167 + (56 + 69) = 167 + 125 = 292$
The Dajjal (Anti-Christ), Messiah Son of David: $69 + 149 + 74$ (or 73) = 292 (or 291)
The Dajjal (Deceiver or Anti-Christ) + Al-Aqsa: $69 + 223 = 292$
Promise to Ishmael: $80 + 212$ (or 211) = 292 (or 291)
The Promise to China: $111 + 181 = 292$
Sydney + Istanbul: $134 + 158 = 292$
The Kin’aniyeen (Canaanites): 292
Family (Descendants) of Harun (Aaron): $31 + 261 = 292$
Hadd (Destruction) of Britain: $9 + 283 = 292$
Promise to the Coptics: $80 + 212 = 292$
The Istifaf (Alignment, Lining up, or Formation of a line): 292 (or 291)
We (God) bring down (from Heaven) upon them (verse 4 of Sura 26): 292
Night (or Eve) of descent (coming down) of the Star: $75 + 93 + 124 = 292$
Descent of the Star + Zilzal (Quake): $(93 + 124) + 75 = 217 + 75 = 292$
Paradises of The End Times: $454$ (or 453) + $838$ (or 837) = 1292 (or 1291)
(equivalent to 292 or 291)
The Tariq + Poles + The End Times: $(341 + 113) + 837 = 454$ (or 453) + 838 (or 837) = 1292 (or 1291)

Promise + The Tariq, the piercing Star (verse 2 - 3 of Sura 86) + Poles: $80 + (341 + 124 + 634) + 113 = 80 + 1099 + 113 = 1292$

It is mentioned in verse 49 of Sura 53 (Sura of the Star), immediately before verses 50 - 51 that talk about the devastation of the people of Aad and Thamud by God

the Moon taken into account and the Star and the trees prostrate (verse 5-6 of Sura 55): 1292

Hadd ( Destruction) of the American United States: $9 + [478 (or 479) + 488 + 317] = 9 + 1283 (or 1284) = 1292 (or 1293)

Halak (Devastation) of Nagasaki + Japan: $56 + [1141 (or 1142) + 95] = 56 + 1236 (or 1237) = 1292 (or 1293) [The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 (Ramadan 1, 1364) at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 (Shaban 29, 1364) at 9:02 PM (New York Time)]

Lord of the Alameen (People, Worlds, or Universe), the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), Master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment) (verse 2 - 4 of Sura 1): $[202 + 231 (or 232) + 329 + 289 + 90] + 56 + 95 = 1141 (or 1142) + 56 + 95 = 1292 (or 1293)

For a Day, there is no doubt about it. Allah does not Yukhlf (fail to fulfill) (verse 9 of Sura 3): $86 + 1206 = 1292$

The Great War: $241 + 1051 = 1292$

The Iraq’s Ijtiyah (Invasion) of The Kuwait: $423 + (402 + 467) = 423 + 869 = 1292$

The Saint Peter’s Church + City of Vatican: $(145 + 205 + 271) + (109 + 562) = 621 + 671 = 1292$

Nine + Zi Al-Hijja: $535 + (710 + 47) = 535 + 757 = 1292$

Tenth + Zu Hijja: $570 + (706 + 16) = 570 + 722 = 1292$ (10th of Zu Hijja is the first day of Eid of the Adha (Feast of the Sacrifice). This day is known as Day of the Slaughter)

The Prince Charles and Diana: $282 + 938 + 6 + 66 = 1292$

| On Wednesday, July 29, 1981 Gregorian (July 16, 1981 Julian) (Ramadan 26 (or 27), 1401 Hijri) |
(Tammuz 27, 5741 Jewish Calendar) (2444,814.5th Julian Day), a worldwide television audience of over 700 million people watched the wedding of Charles, Prince of Wales, and Lady Diana Spencer at Saint Paul’s Cathedral in London.

ملك بني إسرائيل + الأخرى King of Bani (Children of) Israel + The End Times: (90 + 62 + 303) + 837 = 455 + 837 = 1292

أوتوا العلم أنه الحق من ريك فيمنوا به who have been given knowledge know that it (or he) is the truth from your Lord, so they believe in it (or him). (verse 54 of Sura 22): 1292 (equivalent to 292)

Regarding Al-Ghayb (the Metaphysical World & the End Times) and he came with a repentant heart (verse 33 of Sura 50): 1045 + (6 + 5 + 134 + 102) = 1045 + 247 = 1292 (1292 is the 1081st Composite Number) (1535 is the 1292nd Composite Number)

الطارق + أقطاب + يوم اصطفاف + أحد عشر كوكبا و الشمس و القمر + زلزال The Tariq (verse 2 of Sura 86) + Poles + Day of Alignment (or lining up) + Eleven Planets and the Sun and the Moon (verse 4 of Sura 12) + Zilzal (Quake): (341 + 113 + 56 + [261 + 13 + 570 + 49 (or 48)] + 6 + (431 + 6 + 371) = (341 + 113 + 56 + [1893 (or 892) + 6 + 808] = 454 + [56 + [1707 (or 1706)] + 75 = 454 + 1763) (or 1762)) + 75 = 454 + 1838 (or 1837) = 2292 (or 2291)

قلق البصر و خسف القمر و جمع الشمس the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun (and the Moon) are combined (verse 6 - 8 of Sura 75): 2292

يوم دخول الخليفة أمير المؤمنين عمر إيليا Day of entry of the Caliph, Prince of the Believers, Omar + Elia (Aelia – Jerusalem as called by the Romans): 56 + 640 + 756 + (251 + 227) + 310 + 52 = (56 + 640 + 756 + 478 + 310) + 52 = 2240 + 52 = 2292 (equivalent to 292) (2292 is the 1951st Composite Number) (2681 is the 2292nd Composite Number)

إن عنيك لعنتي إلى يوم الدين قال رب أن عثرني إلى يوم يعثون My curse shall be upon you till Day of the Deen (Judgment). He said: “So, give me respite till the day they get resurrected” (verses 78 – 79 of Sura 38): 3292 (or 4294) (= 2 x 2 x 823) (3292 is the 2829th Composite Number) (3824 is the 3292nd Composite Number)

Jacques de Molay became the 23rd and last Grand Master of the Order (Society) of Knights of Templars, from April 20, 1292 AD (Jumada Ula 1, 691 Hijri) (Iyar 2, 5052 Jewish) until it was dissolved in 1307 AD. He was later burned at stake on March 18, 1314 AD (Zu Al-Qada 29, 713 Hijri) (Adar 29, 5074 Jewish).

♦ 237 يوم Day of 237: 56 + 237 = 293 (293 is the 62nd Prime Number) (366 is the 293rd Composite Number) (1913 is the 293rd Prime Number) (4956 is the 4293rd Composite Number)

الإسرا The Israa (miraculous heavenly journey): 293 (or 294)

يوم أول نهاية الزمان Day of Awwal (Beginning) of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): 56 + 37 +
The Markab (Boat, Ship, or Vehicle): \(293\)

York Al-Jadida (The New York): \(236 + 57 = 293\)

To the people, their Judgment, and (verse 1 of Sura 21): \((171 + 116) + 6 = 287 + 6 = 293\)

Muharrama (forbidden) (verse 26 of Sura 5): \(293\)

Promise of + The Waqia (Event) (Sura 56): \(80 + 213 = 293\)

Hadda (Incident of Destruction) of the Haram (Sanctuary or Forbidden Place. It refers to the Aqsa Compound): \(14 + 279 = 293\)

And they said: Crazy (verse 9 of Sura 54): \(6 + 138 + 149 = 293\)

The Beautiful Names (verse 8 of Sura 20): \(134 + 159 = 293\)

The Farthest South: \(201 \text{ (or 192) } + 92 = 293 \text{ (or 284) }\)

Faji’a (Catastrophe) of Sydney (or London): \(159 + 134 = 293\)

Al-Imam Al-Mahdi + King: \((113 + 90) + 90 = 203 + 90 = 293\)

Night of Mubaya’a (offering of allegiance to) the Mahdi: \((75 + 128) + 90 = 203 + 90 = 293\)

in Bacca (Mecca), blessed (verse 96 of Sura 3): \(29 + 264 = 293\)

Then, He inspired to his servant what He inspired (verse 10 of Sura 53): \(105 + 41 + 81 + 41 + 25 = 293\)

The American President + Al-Rabi Al-Arbaaon (The forty-fourth): \((311 + 312) + (304 + 6 + 360) = 623 + 670 = 1293 \text{ (equivalent to 293) }\)

Hadd (Destruction) of the American United States: \(9 + [479 \text{ (or 478) } + 488 + 317] = 9 + 1284 \text{ (or 1283) } = 1293 \text{ (or 1292) } \text{ (equivalent to 293) }\) \(1293 = 3 \times 431 \) \(1293 \) is the \(1082^{\text{nd}}\) Composite Number \(1536 \) is the \(1293^{\text{rd}}\) Composite Number

Halak (Devastation) of Nagasaki + Japan: \(56 + [1142 \text{ (or 1141) } + 95] = 56 + 1237 \text{ (or 1236) } = 1293 \text{ (or 1292) } \) \[The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time)\]
Lord of the Alameen (People, Worlds, or Universe), the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), Master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment) (verse 2 – 4 of Sura 1): 202 + 232 (or 231) + 329 + 289 + 90 + 56 + 95 = 1293 (or 1292)

The Virgin Mary: 290 + 1003 = 1293 (equivalent to 293)

Nine Hundred + Seventeen: [530 + 56] + (137 + 570) = 586 + 707 = 1293 (This refers to year 917. Number 917 is the numerical value of “Promise of the End Times”)

He choose you and did not make it difficult for you to practice the religion (verse 78 of Sura 22): 1293 (equivalent to 293)

We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds) and on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), We have brought it/him down and on the Haq, it/he has descended and We have not sent you except (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): [64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 (or 143) + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 (or 361)] + 32 = 1261 (1259 or 1260) + 32 = 1293 (1291 or 1292)

Your Lord (God) satisfied and blessed (verse 28 of Sura 89): 2293 (equivalent to 293) (2293 is the 341st Prime Number)

The astronaut Neil Armstrong: 246 + [90 + 1957 (or 1958)] = 246 + 2047 (or 2048) = 2293 (or 2294)

Taghayeer (Change) of Qutbai (Two Poles) of the Earth, the Northern and the Southern: 1620 + (121 + 1032 + 412 + 6 + 102) = 1620 + 1673 = 3293

We have descended it/him in Night of the Qadr and how would you know what (or which) Night of the Qadr is? Night of the Qadr is better than (goodness from) one thousand months (verses 1 - 3 of Sura 97): 3293 (or 3294) (= 37 x 89) (3293 is the 2830th Composite Number)

What Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Laila of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace it is till (verse 2 - 5 of Sura 97): 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 (or 130) + 15 + 418 = 5293 (5291 or 5292)
The Israa (miraculous heavenly journey): 294 (or 293) (294 is the 231st Composite Number) (368 is the 294th Composite Number) (1931 is the 294th Prime Number) (4294 is the 3704th Composite Number)

Rabii 12: 282 + 12 = 294 [Rabii 12 is the day on which Prophet Mohammad (p) was born, the day of his arrival to Medina, and also the day on which he died.]

Day of Nihaya (End) of the Sawm (Fasting): 56 + (71 + 167) = 56 + 238 = 294

Yom Kippur (Day of Atonement): 56 + 238 = 294

Day of Kingdom of Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil): 56 + (135 + 103) = 56 + 238 = 294

The Nuzul (Descent) of Iblees (Evil Jinn or Demon) + Adam and Hawwa (Eve): 124 + 103 + 45 (or 46) + 6 + 16 = 294 (or 295)

The Hubut (Descent) + Adam + Hawwa (Eve) from the Janna (Paradise or Garden): 53 + 46 (or 45) + 16 + 89 = 294 (or 293)

Scriptures of Moses (verse 36 of Sura 53): 178 + 116 = 294

Church of Christ (or ChristChurch): 145 + 149 = 294

Ruya (apparition or vision) of Elul (September): 217 + 77 = 294

Qiyam (Resurrection or Rise) of enemies of Allah: 151 + (77 + 66) = 151 + 143 = 294

Pennsylvania: 294

I supplicate (or pray) to my Lord (God) (verse 20 of Sura 72): 82 + 212 = 294

He said: O Adam, tell them (verse 33 of Sura 2): 131 + 55 + 108 = 294

Then, purify (verse 4 of Sura 74): 294

Promise of the Hadm (Destruction) + Sydney: 80 + 80 + 134 = 294

The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The Southern (Australia used to be called the Southern Land): 187 + 107 = 294

Island of the Dajjal: 225 + 69 = 294
Godfrey: **1294 (or 1300)** (1294 is the 1083rd Composite Number) (1537 is the 1294th Composite Number) (Godfrey de Bouillon was one of the leaders of the Crusaders in the siege of Jerusalem. After they conquered Jerusalem on **July 15, 1099**, he became ruler of Kingdom of Jerusalem on **July 22, 1099** (Ramadan 1)

Day of Tafjeer (Bombing) + Majzara (Masacre) + Norway: 56 + (693 + 255 + 290) = 56 + 1238 = **1294** (On **July 22, 2011** (Shaban 20, 1432 Hijri) (Tammuz 20, 5771 Jewish), Norway was the victim of twin terror attacks, by a white, Christian extremist Norwegian, the first being a car bomb blast which targeted government buildings in central Oslo, killing about 8 people, the second being a massacre at a youth camp on the island of Utøya, in which 69 people were killed.)

You know whether it is soon what you have been promised or whether my Lord will make for it (verse 25 of Sura 72): 215 + 313 + 41 + 536 + 41 + 113 + 35 = **1294** (equivalent to 294)

Praise be to Allah, Lord of the World, the Rahaman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), Master of (verse 2 - 4 of Sura 1): 83 + 65 + 204 (or 202) + 232 (or 231) + 330 (or 329) + 289 + 91 (or 90) = **1294** (or **1289**)

The Dajjal + Naql (transporation) of John Paul + The Vatican + The Aqsa Mosque: (69 + 180 + 54 + 38) + 592 (or 593) + (138 + 223) = 341 + 592 + 361 = **1294** (or **1295**)

The Khuruj (getting out/ exiting) + Paradises: 840 + 454 (or 453) = **1294** (or **1293**)

Day of Khuruj (Coming out) from the Qubur (graves): 56 + (809 + 90 + 339) = 56 + 1238 = **1294**

Day of Allah’s Ba’th (Resurrection) of Mutaqeen (pious or God-fearing): 56 + 572 + 66 + 600 = 56 + 1238 = **1294**

you created him from clay (verse 12 of Sura 7) & (verse 76 of Sura 38): 1135 + 90 + 69 = **1294**

Inhiyar (Collapse) of Mine of the Copper and the Gold: 267 + [133 + (150 + 6 + 738)] = 267 + (133 + 894) = 267 + 1027 = **1294**

a Messenger from them came to them, but they claimed he was a liar (verse 113 of Sura 16): 50 + 296 + 135 + 813 = **1294** (Verse 113 of Sura 16 is the **4223rd** verse from the end of the Quran.)

The astronaut Neil Armstrong: 246 + [90 + 1958 (or 1957)] = 246 + 2048 (or 2047) = **2294** (or **2293**)
The Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of the End Times) and I do swear by the self-reproaching spirit. Does the human being think that We will not assemble his bones (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 75): 2294

Ijtiyah (Invasion) of the German army Luxembourg: 423 + 344 + 163 + 1364 = 2294  (2294 is the 1952nd Composite Number)  (2684 is the 2294th Composite Number) (Germany invaded Luxembourg on August 2, 1914)

The Zalzala (Shaking or Quaking) of the Hour is a great matter. The day you see it (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 22): 79 + 167 + 310 + 1020 + 56 + 662 = 2294 (or 2295)

About the Hour, when will its docking be? while you are part of its remembrance (or mention) . To (verse 42 - 44 of Sura 79): 2294 (2293 or 2295)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Glory to the one who transported his worhipper at night from the Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): 102 + 67 + 330 + 121 + 741 + 262 + 83 + 71 + 90 + 138 = 2294

The Arabic Revolutions + The Akhira (End Times): (1138 + 318) + 838 (or 837) = 1456 + 838 (or 837) = 2294 (or 2293)

Seven from the Mathani (twosomes, couples, or pairs) and the Great Quran (verse 87 of Sura 15): 133 + 90 + 632 + 6 + 382 (or 383) + 1051 = 2294 (or 2295)

My curse shall be upon you till Day of the Deen (Judgment). He said: “So, give me respite till the day they get resurrected (verses 78 – 79 of Sura 38): 3294 (or 4292)

We have descended it/him in Night of the Qadr and how would you know what (or which) Night of the Qadr is ? Night of the Qadr is better than (or from) one thousand months (verses 1 - 3 of Sura 97): 3294 (or 3293)  (equivalent to 294) (3294 is the 2831st Composite Number)

We have descended it/him in Night of the Qadr and how would you know what (or which) Night of the Qadr is ? Night of the Qadr is better than (or from) one thousand months (verses 1 - 3 of Sura 97): 3294 (or 3293)  (equivalent to 294) (3294 is the 2831st Composite Number)

Before rise of the Sun and before the Setting and of the night glorify him
and after the prostration. And listen the Day the caller calls from a close place, the Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq. That is Day of the Khuruj (Coming out or Departure) (verse 39 – 42 of Sura 50): 132 + (115 + 431 + 6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 101 + 155 + 6 + 207 + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 136 + 90 + 111) + (312 + 56) + (236 + 144 + 141 + 750 + 56 + 840) = (132 + 3627) + 368 + 2167 = 3759 + 368 + 2167 = 5294

♦ يسوع المسيح Yasu (Yashua or Jesus), the Messiah (Christ): 146 + 149 = 295 (= 5 x 59)
(295 is the 232nd Composite Number) (1933 is the 295th Prime Number) (4295 is the 3705th Composite Number) (3295 is the 2832nd Composite Number)

John, the Baptist: 59 + 236 = 295
King of the English People + The Jews: 90 + (149 + 56) = 90 + 205 = 295
Qita (District) of Columbia: 180 + 115 = 295
Revival or Resurrection of New York: 21 + 302 = 295
Countries of the Sahioniyoon (Zionists): 37 + 258 = 295 (or 294)
Awda (Return) of the Pope YoHanna (John) Paulus (Paul): 85 + (37 + 75 + 98) = 85 + 210 = 295
Death of the Imam Mahdi: 92 + (113 + 90) = 92 + 203 = 295
Zalzala (Shaking or Quake) of Valdivia: 79 + 216 = 295

 Catastrophe of the United States of America: 27 + [478 (or 479) + 488] + 302 = 27 + [966 (or 967) + 302] = 27 + 1268 (or 1269) = 1295 (or 1296) (1295 is the 1084nd Composite Number) (1538 is the 1295th Composite Number)

dajjal + Naql (transportation) of John Paul + The Vatican + The Aqsa Mosque : (69 + 180 + 54 + 38) + 593 (or 592) + (138 + 223) = 341 + 593 (or 592) + 361 = 1295 (or 1294)

Line of Latitude 33 degrees North: 609 + (1070 + 33) + 212 + 371 = (609 + 1103) + 212 + 371 = (1712 + 212) + 371 = 1924 + 371 = 2295

The Zalzala (Shaking or Quaking) of the Hour is a great matter. The day you see it (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 22): 79 + 167 + 311 (or 310) + 1020 + 56 + 662 = 2295 (or 2294) [ On May 22, 1960 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1379 Hijri), the most powerful earthquake (measuring 9.5) ever recorded throughout history in the World happened in Valdivia, Chile.]

حتى إذا فتحت ياجوج وملجوج وهم من كل حدب
(unleashed) and they from every direction (verse 96 of Sura 21): \( (418 + 702) + (888 + 23 + 6) + 53 + (645) + 90 + 50 + 14 = 1120 + 917 + 53 + 51 + 90 + 50 + 14 = 2295 \)

سبعاً من المثنى والقرآن العظيم Seven from the Mathani (twosomes, couples, or pairs) and the Great Quran (verse 87 of Sura 15): \( 133 + 90 + 632 + 6 + 383 \) (or 382) + 1051 = \( 2295 \) (or \( 2294 \)) \( (2295 \) is the \( 1953 \)rd Composite Number) \( (2685 \) is the \( 2295 \)th Composite Number)

♦ جِاءَ وَعَدُّ يَوْمَ قِيْمِهِ Promise of Day of Qiyama (Resurrection, Outbreak of War, or Beginning of End Times) comes: \( 5 + 80 + [56 + 155 \) (or 156) \( ] = 5 + 80 + 211 \) (or 212) = \( 296 \) (or \( 297 \)) \( (296 + 31 = 327 \) ) \( 296 \) is the \( 233 \)rd Composite Number) \( (370 \) is the \( 296 \)th Composite Number) \( (1949 \) is the \( 296 \)th Prime Number)

أميرهم Their Ameer (Commander or Prince): \( 296 \) (This term was used in a Hadith about descent of Jesus and his praying behind the Ameer or Imam of Muslims at that time, who is supposedly the Mahdi.)

رسولّ Messenger (from God) (verse 13 of Sura 44): \( 296 \)

رساله Message: \( 296 \)

صورو Trumpet (verse 20 of Sura 50): \( 296 \)

الحج الأكبر Greatest Hajj (Pilgrimage) (verse 3 of Sura 9): \( 42 + 254 = 296 \)

الصّعّيقة The Saiqa (Shocking Event or Lightning Strike) (verse 44 of Sura 51) \& (verse 55 of Sura 2): \( 296 \) (or \( 297 \))

يوم الجور Day of the Joor (Injustice or Oppression): \( 56 + 240 = 296 \)

عاصمته المهدي Capital of the Mahdi: \( 206 + 90 = 296 \)

و بالحق أنزله و And on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) We have descended it/him and (verse 105 of Sura 17): \( 6 + 141 + 143 \) (or 144) + 6 = \( 296 \) (or \( 297 \))

كوكب الزهرة The Zahra Planet (Venus): \( 48 + 248 = 296 \)

إيرلندا Ireland: \( 296 \)

إني أنا الله لا آله It is I am Allah (God) (verse 14 of Sura 20): \( (111 + 52 + 66) + (31 + 36) = 229 + 67 = 296 \)

يوم عيسى + المهدي Day of Jesus + The Mahdi: \( 56 + 150 + 90 = 296 \)

يوم البابا يوحنا بول + المهدي Day of the Pope YoHanna (John) Paul: \( 37 + (75 + 38) + 90 = (37 +
113) + 90 = 56 + (150 + 90) = 296

Day of Qiyam (Resurrection) of the Mahdi: 56 + 150 + 90 = \textbf{296}

The Wahid (One, refers to God) + Qiyama (Resurrection) of the Mahdi: 50 + 156 + 90 = \textbf{296}

Promise of Allah + Jesus: (80 + 66) + 150 = 146 + 150 = \textbf{296}

Promise of Allah + Qiyam (Resurrection): (80 + 66) + 150 = 146 + 150 = \textbf{296}

Khuf (Collapse) + Al-Aqsa Mosque + Al-Quds (Jerusalem): 740 + 556 = \textbf{1296} (equivalent to \textbf{296}) (1296 is the 1085\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) (1539 is the 1296\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number)

Sitta Ishroon (Twenty Six) + Rajab: (465 + 626) + 205 = 1091 + 205 = 1296

The Sheikh Ahmad Al-Aseer (Lebanese Sunni Sheikh): 941 + (53 + 302) = 941 + 355 = \textbf{1296} [Sunni Sheikh Ahmad Al-Aseer, Imam of Masjid (Mosque) of Bilal son Rabah in Abra, a district of city of Saïda, Lebanon, and his ally former singer Fadl Shaker, were defeated by Shia’s Hizb Allah and the Lebanese Army in a battle that started on Sunday June 23, 2013 (Shaban 14, 1434 Hijri) (Tammuz 15, 5773 Jewish) (2456, 466.5\textsuperscript{th} Julian). It lasted for about 24 hours till June 24, 2013. This means it happened in the Middle (or Half) of Shaban, traditionally an important day for Muslims.]

The Fourteenth + Shaban: (304 + 570) + 422 (or 423) = \textbf{1296} (or \textbf{1297})

The Fourteenth + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): (273 + 570) + 453 = 843 + 453 = \textbf{1296}

It is who I am, for you an evident Warner (verse 49 of Sura 22): \textbf{1296} (equivalent to \textbf{296})

And does not urge on feeding the Poor (verse 3 of Sura 107): \textbf{1296} (equivalent to \textbf{296})

The finding of Flying Saucers: (807 + 110) + (154 + 225) = 917 + 379 = \textbf{1296}

Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Flying Saucer: (80 + 837) + (154 + 225) = 917 + 379 = \textbf{1296}

Wahiya (Catastrophe) of the United States of America: 27 + [479 (or 478) + 488] + 302 = 27 + [967 (or 966) + 302] = 27 + 1269 (or 1268) = \textbf{1296} (or \textbf{1295})
Hadd (Destruction) of the White House: \[ 9 + (443 + 844) = 9 + 1287 = 1296 \]

Ghurra (Beginning) of Ramadan: \[ 1205 + 1091 \text{ (oe 1090)} = 2296 \text{ (or 2295)} \]

(2296 is the \text{1954th} Composite Number)

The Miladiya (Based on birth of Jesus) Year + 2019: \[ (146 + 131) + 2019 = 277 + 2019 = 2296 \]

Day of Nuzul (Coming down) of Quran from the Preserved Board to Bayt of the Izza: \[ 56 + [93 + 351 \text{ (or 352)} + 90 + (75 + 1065)] + 41 + (412 + 113) = 56 + [1674 \text{ (or 1675)} + 41 + 525] = 56 + 2240 \text{ (or 2241)} = 2296 \text{ (or 2297)} \]

November 2 + 1916: \[ (378 + 2) + 1916 = 380 + 1916 = 2296 \]

[At the Holy Al-Haram Mosque, Mecca, Hussein bin Ali proclaimed to be King of the Arabs and Prince of the Believers on \text{November 2, 1916} (Muharram 6, 1335 Hijri).]

He made the Sabbath (Saturday) be on those who differed in it (or regarding it/him) and your Lord will judge (or settle disputed matters) among them (verse 124 of Sura 16): \[ 3296 \text{ (equivalent to 296)} \]

(3296 is the \text{2833rd} Composite Number)

Jesus son of Mary said: God, our Lord, bring down unto us a Ma'ida (Table of Food) from the Heaven that will be a feast from the first one and last one among us and as an Aya (Sign) from you and provide us sustenance (bounties), and you are the best sustainer (or provider of bounties) (verse 114 of Sura 5):

\[ 5296 \text{ (or 5297)} \]

(5296 is the \text{4594th} Composite Number)

He also descended upon his servant the Book, and did not create in it crookedness, Qaim (valuable) to warn of powerful might and give good news to the Believers who do good deeds that there is for them a good reward. (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 18):

\[ (65 + 741 + 88 + 110 + 81 + 454 + 6 + 70 + 113 + 35 + 80) + [151 + 990 + 64 + 319 + 90 + 89 + 6 + 512 + 227 + 791 + 206 + 559 + 51 + 75 + 205 + 118 \text{ (or 119)}] = 1843 + 4453 \text{ (or 4454)} = 6296 \text{ (or 6297)} \]

Ransome of Ismael: \[ 85 \text{ (or 86)} + 212 = 297 \text{ (or 298)} \]

(297 is the \text{234th} Composite Number)

(371 is the \text{297th} Composite Number)

(1951 is the \text{297th} Prime Number)

Day of 29 + Ayar (May): \[ 56 + 29 + 212 = 85 + 212 = 297 \]

The Pope Urban: \[ 37 + 260 \text{ (or 254)} = 297 \text{ (or 291)} \]

(Pope Urban II who urged Christians to capture Jerusalem, and set the date for the departure of the first Crusade from Europe.)

Promise of my Lord comes. (verse 98 of Sura 18): \[ (5 + 80) + 212 = 85 + 212 = 297 \]
Enemy of my Lord (God) comes: $5 + 80 + 212 = 297$

Promise of Day of Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) comes: $5 + 80 + (56 + 156) = 5 + 80 + 212 = 297$ (or 296)

Mawlid (Birth) of George comes: $5 + (80 + 212) = 5 + 292 = 297$

When his Promise emerged: $212 + 85 = 297$

The Promise + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): $111 + 186 = 297$

And on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) We have descended it/him and (verse 105 of Sura 17): $6 + 141 + 144 = 297$ (or 296)

Day of Wafat (Death) of Al-Hasan: $56 + (92 + 149) = 56 + 241 = 297$
[Al-Hasan II, King of Morocco, died on Friday July 23, 1999 (Rabi Thani 9, 1420 Hijri) (Av 10, 5759 Jewish Calendar) (2451, 382.5th or 2451, 383th Julian Day)]

Muharram + 9: $288 + 9 = 297$

Awda (Return) of George: $85 + 212 = 297$

George + The Jan (demons): $212 + 85 = 297$

Awda (Return) + My Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18): $85 + 212 = 297$

Prince William was born on June 21, 1982

Master of the Resistance: $74 + 223 = 297$

The shaking of the Hour (verse 1 of Sura 22): $51 + 79 + 167 = 297$

Shaking Event of your Lord (God): $75 + 222 = 297$

Promise of descent (coming down) of the Star: $80 + 93 + 124 = 297$

The Planets + Descent (coming down) of the Star: $80 + 93 + 124 = 297$

Red Planet: $48 + 249 = 297$

We have decorated the Worldly Heaven (or sky) (verse 6 of Sura 37): $68 + 133 + 96 = 297$

Basra (Iraqi city on the Arabian Gulf): $297$
Our Command comes (verse 82 of Sura 11): 5 + 292 = 297

The Saiqa (Shocking Event or Lightning Strike): 297

The Rus (Russians): 297

Hadda (Incident of Destruction) of Britain: 14 + 283 = 297

The Imam Mahdi + Gospel: 203 + 94 = 297

And sent (verse 3 of Sura 105): 6 + 291 = 297

Romans: 297

The Suras (Chapters of the Quran): 297

The Soor (rampart, fence, or wall): 297

In stretched-high pillars (verse 9 of Sura 104): 90 + (114 + 93) = 90 + 207 = 297

In the pillars of Buildings: 90 + (114 + 93) = 90 + 207 = 297

In Towers: 90 + 207 = 297

Allah is All-Hearing (verse 75 of Sura 2): 51 + 66 + 180 = 297

Day of Qiyama (Resurrection) + The Jann (Jinn – invisible creatures): (56 + 156) + 85 = 212 + 85 = 297

Awda (Return) of Madina (City/State) of Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil): 85 + (109 + 103) = 85 + 212 = 297

Medina (City/State) of Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil) + The Jann (Jinn-invisible creatures): (109 + 103) + 85 = 212 + 85 = 297

Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil) + Awda (Return) of life + The Jann (Jinn-invisible creatures): 103 + 85 + 24 + 85 = 297

Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil) + Day of Awda (Return) of Magog: 103 + (56 + 85 + 53) = 103 + 194 = 297

Jann (John or Jinn-invisible creatures) + Awda (Return) of life of Sydney: 54 + 85 + 24 + 134 = 297


Sydney + Madina (City/State) of Jann (Jinn - invisible creatures): 134 + (109 + 54) = 134 + 163 = 297

City of Jann (Jinn - invisible creatures) of Sydney: 109 + 54 + 134 = 297

Sydney + Madina (City/State) of Jan (Jinn - invisible creatures): 134 + (109 + 54) = 134 + 163 = 297

The Covenant + Sydney + Magog: 110 + 134 + 53 = 297

The Covenant of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Day of Ihya (Resurrection) of the Amreek (Americans): (80 + 838) + (56 + 21 + 302) = 918 + 379 = 1297 (equivalent to 297)

Sectarian Fitna (strife): 535 + 762 = 1297 (equivalent to 297) (1297 is the 211th Prime Number)

From it (or part of it), is for drinking and from it (or part of it), for trees. In it (verse 10 of Sura 16): 1297

Hadda (Incident of Destruction) of the American United States: 14 + [478 (or 479) + 488 + 317] = 14 + 1283 (or 1284) = 1297 (or 1298)

We have sent upon them a roaring wind (verse 19 of Sura 54): 1297 (equivalent to 297)

Salah Eddeen Al-Ayyubi + Tahreer (Liberation) of Al-Quds (Jerusalem): (129 + 95 + 60) + (818 + 195) = 284 + 1013 = 1297

Istirdad (Re-capture) of Muslimeen (Muslims) of the Quds (Jerusalem) + Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 670 + 230 + 195 + 202 = 1297

Bidaya (Beginning) of Ghazu (Invasion) of Iran: 22 + (1013 + 262) = 22 + 1275 = 1297  [War of Iraq & Iran started on September 22, 1980 (Zu Al-Qada 12, 1400 Hijri) (Tishri 12, 5741 Jewish) (2444.504.5th Julian Day). The war ended after Iran accepted UN Resolution 598 calling for an immediate cease-fire (or truce) on July 18, 1988 (Zu Hijja 3, 1408 Hijri) and this truce came into effect on July 20, 1988.]

Awda (Return) of Rihla (Journey or Voyage) of the Space: 85 + (243 + 913) + (45 + 11) = 85 + (1156 + 56) = 85 + 1212 = 1297

The Pope Franciscus (Francis) + Argentina: (37 + 546) + 714 = 583 + 714 = 1297

The Last King of Bani (Children) of Israel: 90 + 62 + 303 (or 302) + 842 =
The American President + Al-Rabi wa Al-Arbaeen (The Forty Fourth): (311 + 312) + (304 + 6 + 364) = 623 + 674 = **1297** (equivalent to **297**) (Obama is the 44th President of the U.S.)

Day of Itifaqiya (Agreement) of Hudna (Truce/Armistice) + Israel + Syria: 56 + (597 + 64) + [303 (or 302) + 277] = 56 + 661 + 580 (or 579) = 56 + 1241 (or 1240) = **1297**  
In 1949, Israel signed an Armistice (Truce) agreement with each of its neighbouring Arab countries to end 1948 war. The fourth and last of these Armistice agreements was signed between Israel and Syria on **July 20, 1949** (Ramadan 23, 1368 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5709 Jewish Calendar) (2433,117.5 or 2433,118th Julian day).

Eleventh + September : [23 (or 22) + 570] + 704 = 593 (or 592) + 704 = **1297** (or 1296)

The Fourteenth + Shaban : (304 + 570) + 423 (or 422) = 874 + 423 (or 422) = **1297** (or 1296)

Day of signing of surrender of Japan : 56 + [586 + 591 (or 592) + 64] = 56 + 1241 (or 1242) = **1297** (or 1298)  
**World War II** ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, **September 2, 1945** around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, **September 1, 1945** around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).

Believe and do good deeds and persevere by the Truth and persevere by patience (verse 3 of Sura 103): **2297** (equivalent to **297** (2297 is the 342nd Prime Number)

Day of Nuzul (Coming down) of Quran from the Preserved Board to Bayt of the Izza: 56 + [93 + 352 (or 351) + 90 + (75 + 1065)] + 41 + (412 + 113) = 56 + [1675 (or 1674) + 41 + 525] = 56 + 2241 (or 2240) = **2297** (or 2296)  

You do well to yourselves. And if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When comes, (verse 7 of Sura 17): (559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 80) + 702 = 1595 + 702 = **2297** (2298 or 2299)

Turkey’s Nafi (Exile or Banishment) of the last Caliph : 140 + 631 + 801 (or 802) + 725 = **2297** (or 2298)

November 2 + 1917 : (378 + 2) + 1917 = 380 + 1917 = **2297**
[Balfour Declaration (or Promise)] by the British government to facilitate the creation of a homeland in Palestine for the Jews was offered to the Jews in a letter signed by Britain’s Foreign Minister on November 2, 1917 (Muharram 16 (or 17), 1336 Hijri) (Heshvan 17, 5678 Jewish) (2421,534.5th or 2421,535th Julian Day)

من بعده لبني إسرائيل أسكنوا الأرض فإذا جاء وعد الآخره جتنا بكم لفيفاً بالحق أنزلناه بالحق نزل و

After him to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Ard (Land or Earth). When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq we descended it (or him) and in the Haq, it (or he) descended and (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): (90 + 81 + 92 + 303 + 138) + [1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 (or 143) + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6] = 704 + 3593 (or 3592) = 4297 (or 4296)

ٍقال عيسى ابن مريم الله ربنا أنزل علينا مانده من السماء تكون لنا عيداً لأولنا وأخرنا وأيه منك وأرزقنا وأنت خير الرزقين

Jesus son of Mary said: God, our Lord, bring down unto us a Ma’ida (Table of Food) from the Heaven that will be a feast from the first one and last one among us and as an Aya (Sign) from you and provide us sustenance (bounties), and you are the best sustainer (or provider of bounties) (verse 114 of Sura 5): 5297 (or 5296) (5297 is the 702nd Prime Number)

♦

الدولة الصفوية The Safavi State (Persian State that persecuted Sunni Muslims): 76 + 222 = 298 (= 2 x 149) (298 is the 235th Composite Number) (372 is the 298th Composite Number) (1973 is the 298th Prime Number)

محرم + 10 Muharram + 10 : 288 + 10 = 298 (Al-Hussein, Prophet Mohammad (p)’s grandson, was martyred on the Muharram 10, 61 Hijri.)

قدأ إسماعيل Ransome of Ismael : 86 (or 85) + 212 = 298 (or 297)

الوعود + الجهن + جهنم The Promise + The Janna (Paradise) + Jahannam (Hell): 111 + (89 + 98) = 111 + 187 = 298

الوعود + القيامة The Promise + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 111 + 187 (or 186) = 298 (or 297)

ليلة يوم القيامة Lailat (Eve) of Day of the Hour : 75 + (56 + 167) = 75 + 223 = 298

ليلة يوم الصوم Lailat (Eve) of Day of the Sawm (Fasting): 75 + (56 + 167) = 75 + 223 = 298

ليلة أول القيمه Lailat (Eve or Night) of Awwal (Beginning) of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval or End Times): 75 + [37 + 186 (or 187)] = 75 + 223 (or 224) = 298 (or 299)

الفاعجه النووية The Nuclear Fijia (Sorrowful Event): 190 + 108 = 298

المركز The Markaz (Center): 298
The Inhiyar (Collapse): 298

The Markaba (Boat, Ship, or Vehicle): 298

It is us who brought down (verse 9 of Sura 15): 52 + 108 + 138 = 298

The Hour + The Dajjal son of Joe: 167 + (69 + 53 + 9) = 167 + 131 = 298

Ahl Iran (People of Iran): 36 + 262 = 298

The Hour + The Dajjal son of Joe: 167 + (69 + 53 + 9) = 167 + 131 = 298

Ahl Iran (People of Iran): 36 + 262 = 298

Country of the Sahioneyeen (Zionists): 36 + 262 = 298

Countries of Muslims: 37 + 261 = 298

They said: We believe in Allah (verse 84 of Sura 40): 138 + 92 (or 93) + 68 = 298 (or 299)

The Star + Poles + Jaheem (Hell): 124 + 113 + 61 = 298

Promise of Mujiza (Miracle) of a Star: 80 + 125 + 93 = 298

Miracle of Planets + The Star: 125 + 49 + 124 = 298

Hadd (Destruction) + Qiyama (Resurrection) of Sydney: 9 + 155 (or 156) + 134 = 298 (or 299)

South Korea: 61 + 237 = 298

Mazameer (Trumpets or Horns): 298

N and the Pen and what they record. You are not by the blessing (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 68): 50 + 1248 = 1298

Planets + Tariq Star + Poles (of the Earth) + Aya (Miraculous Sign) of Awda (Return) of the Mutaqeen (pious or God-fearing individuals): (49 + 93 + 310 + 113) + (17 + 85) + 631 = 565 + (102 + 631) = 565 + 733 = 1298 (equivalent to 298)

Tariq Star + Poles (of the Earth) + Eleven Planets (verse 4 of Sura 12) + Qiyam (Resurrection): (93 + 310 + 113) + (13 + 570 + 48) + 151 = (516 + 631) + 151 = 1147 + 151 = 1298 (equivalent to 298)

The Trumpet was blown (or sounded) (verse 20 of Sura 50) + Qiyam (Resurrection): (730 + 90 + 327) + 151 = 1147 + 151 = 1298 (equivalent to 298)

The Trumpet was blown (or sounded) (verse 20 of Sura 50) + Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment): (730 + 90 + 327) + (56 + 95) = 1147 + 151 = 1298
Day of Khuruj (Coming out) from Maqabir (graves): $56 + (809 + 90 + 343) = 1298$

Visit of Shimon Peres of Mosque of the Jazzzar, Akka: $(223 + 406 + 229 + 107 + 242) + 91 = 1207 + 91 = 1298$ [President of Israel, Shimon Peres, visited Mosque of the Jazzzar (Slaughterer) in Akka, Israel, on Tuesday, August 23, 2011 (Ramadan 23, 1432 Hijri) (Av 23, 5771 Jewish Calendar) (2455,796.5th Julian Day)]

Does not guide the oppressive people (verse 258 of Sura 2): $31 + 29 + 177 + 1061 = 1298$

People of the Book, but will believe in him (Jesus as a prophet, not God) before his (Jesus') death. (verse 159 of Sura 4): $1298$ (or $1297$)

And we made in - between their hands (in front of them) a barrier and from their behind (verse 9 of Sura 36): $(6 + 154 + 90) + (62 + 70 + 65 + 6 + 90 + 755) = 250 + 1048 = 1298$

And the Moon taken into account and the Star and the trees prostrate (verse 5-6 of Sura 55): $1298$ (1298 is the 1086th Composite Number) (1541 is the 1298th Composite Number)

Day of signing of surrender of Japan: $56 + [586 + 592 (or 591) + 95] + (241 + 187 + 597) = 1273 (or 1272) + 1025 = 2298 (or 2297) [World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).]

Signing of surrender of the Japan + The Second World War: $(586 + 592 (or 591) + 95) + (241 + 187 + 597) = 1273 (or 1272) + 1025 = 2298 (or 2297)

If (or when) the Earth (or Land) is shaken (by) its Quake (or Shaking Event). (verse 1 of Sura 99) + Hadd (Destruction): $2289 + 9 = 2298$ (equivalent to 298)

Taken into account (are in judgment or held accountable) and the Star and the trees prostrate and the Heaven, he raised it, and put (installed) (verse 5-7 of Sura 55): $2298$

Land of the Arabs returns to being pastures and rivers: $2298$ (or 2297) (This is part of a Hadith)

Turkey’s Nafi (Exile or Banishment) of the last Caliph: $140 + 631 + 802 (or 801) + 725 = 2298 (or 2297) = 2 x 3 x 383$ (2298 is the 1955th Composite Number)
Eleventh + September + 2001: \[(23 + 570) + 704 + 2001 = (593 + 704) + 2001 = 1297 + 2001 = 3298\]

And my curse shall be upon you till Day of the Deen (Judgment). He said: “So, give me respite till the day they get resurrected (verses 78 – 79 of Sura 38): 3298 (3298 is the 2835th Composite Number)

Jesus, the Messiah (Jesus Christ): \[150 + 149 = 299 (or 300) \] (299 is the 236th Composite Number) (374 is the 299th Composite Number) (2691 is the 2299th Composite Number) (3299 is the 463rd Prime Number)

The Messiah (Christ) Jesus (verse 45 of Sura 3): 150 + 149 = 299

His name is name of Mohammad: 106 + (101 + 92) = 106 + 193 = 299

their Lord, the Huda (Guide or Guidance) (verse 23 of Sura 53): 249 (or 247) + 50 = 299 (or 297)

At night from the Haram Masjid (Mosque) (verse 1 of Sura 17): 71 + 90 + 138 = 299

Voyage of Apollo 11 : (243 + 45) + 11 = 288 + 11 = 299

They said: We believe in Allah (verse 84 of Sura 40): 138 + 93 (or 92 ) + 68 = 299 (or 298)

which of the two parties is a more accurate counter for the how (verse 12 of Sura 18): 11 + 108 + 109 + 71 = 299

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Awwal (Beginning) of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval or End Times): 75 + [37 + 187 (or 186)] = 75 + 224 (or 223) = 299 (or 298)

When is Day of the Qiyam/Qa’im ? : 62 + 56 + 181 (or 182) = 299 (or 300)

Path (verse 23 of Sura 37): 299

The Magic (or Sorcery) (verse 102 of Sura 2): 299

Day of the Ibhar (Sailing): 56 + 243 = 299

Red Yam (Sea): 50 + 249 = 299

Kingdom of Quds (Jerusalem): 135 + 164 = 299 (Kingdom of Jerusalem was the
name of the Kingdom of the Crusaders in the Middle East)

- Halak (Devastation) of City of London: \(56 + 243 = 299\)
- Wahiya (Catastrophe) of America (U.S.): \(27 + 272 = 299\)
- Promise of Return of Sydney: \(80 + 85 + 134 = 299\)
- Promise of Awda (Return) of the Jann (Jinn – invisible creatures that may possess humans) + Sydney: \(80 + 85 + 134 = 299\)
- Hadd (Destruction) + Qiyama (Resurrection) of Sydney: \(9 + 156 (or 155) + 134 = 299\) (or 298)

- Ibtida (Beginning) of Khareef (Autumn or Fall): \(409 + 890 = 1299\)
- Those who have feared (verse 212 of Sura 2) & (verse 201 of Sura 7): \(791 + 508 = 1299\)
- We narrate unto you their news in the Haq. They are Youths who believed (verse 13 of Sura 18): \(1299\)
- And recite what has been revealed to you from Book of your Lord (verse 27 of Sura 18): \(6 + 431 + 41 + 25 + 61 + 90 + 423 (or 422) + 222 (or 224) = 1299 (or 1300)\)
- Secrets of the End Times: \(462 + 837 (or 838) = 1299 (or 1300)\) (= \(3 \times 433\)) \(1299\) is the \(1087\)th Composite Number \(1542\) is the \(1299\)th Composite Number

- Nine Hundred and Seventeen: \([530 (or 531) + 56] + 6 + (137 + 570) = 586\) \(or 587\) + 6 + 707 = \(1299 (or 1300)\) (This refers to year \(917\). Number \(917\) is the numerical value of “Promise of the End Times”)

- And the ones with him, all of them. And we said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the Akhira (End Times) comes, we bring you Lafif (Scrolls or From diverse backgrounds) (verse 103 – 104 of Sura 17): \((6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 312 + 138 + 1032 + 782) + (5 + 80 + 838 + 64 + 62 + 201) = 3049 + 1250 = 4299\)

- The Wahy (Revelation or Inspiration) + Jibreel (Gabriel): \(55 + 245 = 300\) \(300\) is the \(237\)th Composite Number \(375\) is the \(300\)th Composite Number \(1987\) is the \(300\)th Prime Number
The Knowledge + the Time: 171 + 129 (or 128) = 300 (or 299)

The Knower + the Time: 172 + 128 (or 129) = 300 (or 301)

He has the Knowledge: 129 + 171 = 300

Asha b (People or Companions) of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time):
101 (or 102) + [71 + 128 (or 129)] = 101 (or 102) + 199 (or 200) = 300 (301 or 302)

Sahib (Companion or Owner) of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time):
101 (or 100) + [71 + 128 (or 129)] = 101 (or 100) + 199 (or 200) = 300 (299 or 301) (This refers to the Mahdi)

His name is name of the Prophet: 106 + (101 + 93) = 106 + 194 = 300

Jesus, the Messiah (Jesus Christ): 150 + 150 (or 149) = 300 (or 299)

The Imam, son of Fatima: 113 + 52 (or 53) + 135 = 300 (or 301)

Imam Ali son of Abi Talib: 82 + [110 + 53 (or 52) + 13 + 42] = 82 + 218 (or 217) = 300 (or 299)

King + AbdAllah, the First: 90 + (76 + 66) + 68 = 90 + (142 + 68) = 90 + 210 = 300 [AbdAllah, the First (King of Jordan), son of Hussein bin Ali (Sharif of Mecca who started the Arab Revolution in 1916), was assassinated, at the age 69, while entering the Aqsa Mosque for Friday noon prayer on July 20, 1951 (Shawwal 15, 1370 Hijri) (Tammuz 16, 5711 Jewish) (2433,847.5th Julian Day). His Jordanian army had captured the Jewish Quarter of Old City of Jerusalem on May 28, 1948.]

King Faisal: 90 + 210 = 300

Caliph Al-Walid ibn Abd Al-Malik: 50 + [53 (or 52) + 76 + 121] = 50 + 250 (or 249) = 300 (or 299) [Caliph Al-Walid ibn Abd Al-Malik is the 6th Umawi Caliph and one of the most prominent Caliphs. He reigned from 705 AD (86 Hijri) till 715 AD (97 Hijri). During his reign, the construction of the Aqsa Mosque was completed in 705 AD, the Umawi Mosque of Damascus’s construction was commissioned in 705 AD and finished in 714 AD (96 Hijri), renovation and expansion of the Nabawi Mosque (Prophet Mohammad’s Mosque) which took 3 years to be completed, from Rabi Awwal 88 Hijri (707 AD) till in 91 Hijri (710 AD). Historians consider his reign as the apex of Islamic power. In the West, Muslims under the leadership of Tariq bin Ziyad started the conquest of Al-Andalus in 711 AD (93 Hijri). In the East, Muslims’ rule reached as far as the Indus River in India by 712 AD.]

O Zakaria! We (verse 7 of Sura 19): 248 (or 249) + 52 = 300 (or 301)

Miriam (Mary): 300
O Mariam (Mary) (verse 45 of Sura 3): 300

who was (used to be) in (verse 29 of Sura 19) + Mahd (cradle or bed of babies):

(90 + 71 + 90) + 49 = 251 + 49 = 300

From sperm that gets ejaculated (verse 37 of Sura 75):

90 + 100 + 110 = 300

The Masool (person responsible for or being questioned about) it:

174 + 126 = 300

(This is part of a Hadith about the Hour)

Allah, confirming (verse 101 of Sura 2):

66 + 234 = 300

Allah, a man:

66 + 234 = 300 (This is part of a Hadith about Allah sending a man who is believed to be the Mahdi)

Allah will make him good in:

143 + 67 (or 66) + 90 = 300 (or 299) (This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi)

The Mahdi, Allah will make him good:

90 + 143 + 67 (or 66) = 300 (or 299)

except Allah. I am for you (verse 2 of Sura 11):

32 + 67 (or 66) + 111 + 90 = 300 (or 299)

Aya (Sign) of Promise of the Imam Mahdi:

17 + 80 + 113 + 90 = 300

The Awliya + Al-Saliheen (Righteous):

80 + 220 (or 219) = 300 (or 299)

The well-guarded pearls (verse 23 of Sura 56):

103 + 197 = 300

When is Day of the Qiyam/Qa’im?:

62 + 56 + 182 (or 181) = 300 (or 299)

Sayaha (as much striving as needed) while he is a believer (verse 19 of Sura 17):

146 + 6 + 11 + 137 (or 136) = 300 (or 299)

while he is a believer, such individuals (verse 19 of Sura 17):

6 + 11 + 137 (or 136) + 147 (or 148) = 300 (or 301)

Hazima (Defeat) of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders):

67 + 233 = 300

Day of the Hijra (Migration):

56 + 244 = 300

Chests (verse 5 of Sura 114):

300

path (verse 7 of Sura 1): 300
Freud: 300  [Dr. Sigmund Freud] is a Jewish Austrian medical doctor and one of the pioneers of the theories and practice of clinical psychology and psychiatry. He was born on Tuesday, May 6, 1856 (Shaban 29 or Ramadan 1, 1272 Hijri) (Iyar 1, 5616 Jewish) and died on Saturday, September 23, 1939 (Shaban 9, 1358 Hijri) (Tishri 10, 5700 Jewish) (2429,529.5 or 2429,530th Julian Day).]

Labid bin A’sam: 46 + 53 (or 52) + 201 = 300 (or 329)
(Labid bin Al-A’sam was a Jewish man who made a magic spell to harm Prophet Mohammad (p). Because of this incident, Allah revealed Sura 113 & 114. The Dajjal may play the role of Labid bin Al-A’sam and create magic spells against the Mahdi and the Muslims.)

The Magician (verse 49 of Sura 43): 300  [According the Quran, both Prophet Moses (p) and Prophet Mohammad (p) have been called a Magician, by their enemies.]

Mohammad Al-Qahtani: 92 + 208 (or 209) = 300 (or 301)  [The man who claimed to be the Mahdi and took over the Mosque Al-Haram in Mecca on November, 20, 1979 (Muharram 1, 1400 Hijri).]

Thought: 300

Kufir/Kafir (Disbelief or disbeliever): 300 (or 301)

The Sidra (a tree at the highest level in Heaven, near Paradise) (verse 16 of Sura 53): 300

The wise, you are from among (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 36): 300

And Allah Aleem Hakeem: 300

Allah the Dear, the Wise (verse 9 of Sura 27) & (verse 2 of Sura 45): 66 + 125 + 109 = 300

The Republic: 300

Parchment (verse 3 of Sura 52): 300

Say: O People (verse 49 of Sura 22): 300 (or 299)

Be upon them locked/sealed (verse 8 of Sura 104): 155 + 145 = 300

Nakba (Catastrophe) of the Aqsa: 77 + 223 = 300

Israa (heavenly journey) + The Pope: 263 + 37 = 300
Day of Kingdom of the Jews + Jinn (demons): \(56 + (135 + 56) + 53 = 247 + 53 = 300\)

Halak (Devastation) of Kingdom of the Jews + Magog: \(56 + (135 + 56) + 53 = 247 + 53 = 300\)

Nimrod (Oppressive Ruler at the time of Prophet Abraham): \(300\)

Dajjal of the Sahioniyeen (Zionists): \(38 + 262 = 300\)

Haqqa (Inevitable/Due Event)!

Wahiya (Catastrophe) of Abra: \(27 + 273 = 300\)

Sitta Ishreen (Twenty Six) + Rajab: \(465 + 630 + 205 = 1095 + 205 = 1300\)

He taught him the Bayan (Proper Understanding or Interpretation). The Sun and the Moon are being held accountable and the Star.

Day of Tafjeer (Bombing) and Majzara (Masacre) of Norway: \(56 + (693 + 6 + 255 + 290) = 56 + 1244 = 1300\)

(On July 22, 2011 (Shaban 20, 1432 Hijri) (Tammuz 20, 5771 Jewish), Norway was the victim of twin terror attacks, by a white, Christian extremist Norwegian, the first being a car bomb blast which targeted government buildings in central Oslo, killing about 8 people, the second being a massacre at a youth camp on the island of Utøya, in which 69 people were killed.)

The Suqut (Fall) + Bina (Buildings) of World Trade Center: \(206 + 62 + (267 + 609 + 156) = 206 + 62 + 1032 = 206 + 1094 = 1300\)

The Suqut (Fall) + The World Trade Center: \(206 + 267 + (640 + 187) = 206 + 267 + 827 = 206 + 1094 = 1300\)

Twin Towers + Manhattan: \((256 + 498) + 546 (or 547) = 754 + 546 (or 547) = 1300 (or 1301)\)
Burja (Two Towers) of the World Trade Center: \[206 + 267 + 640 + 187 = 1300\]

Inhiyar (Collapse) of Burja (Two Towers) of the World Trade: \[267 + 206 + 640 + 187 = \textbf{1300}\]

Inhiyar (Collapse) of Mine of the Copper + Chile: \[(267 + 283) + 750 = 550 + 750 = \textbf{1300} \text{ (equivalent to 300)}\]

Drowning: \textbf{1300}

And you created him from clay (verse 76 of Sura 38) & (verse 12 of Sura 7. This is the \textbf{966th verse} of the Quran): \[6 + 1135 + 90 + 69 = \textbf{1300}\]

Message of my Lord and I am for you a trustworthy advisor (verse 68 of Sura 7): \[(690 + 212 + 6 + 52 + 90) + (149 + 101) = 1050 + 250 = \textbf{1300}\]

And recite what has been revealed to you from Book of your Lord (verse 27 of Sura 18): \[6 + 431 + 41 + 25 + 61 + 90 + 422 \text{ (or 423) + 224} \text{ (or 222)} = \textbf{1300 (or 299)}\]

They found a worshipper of our worshippers whom we have given a mercy from what we have and (verse 65 of Sura 18): \textbf{1300}

The Haq (Truth or True One) from us, they said: This is (verse 76 of Sura 10): \textbf{1300 (or 1299)}

The Mahdi is from Itraty (My Family), son (or a descendent) of: \[90 + 90 + 1080 + 40 = \textbf{1300} \text{ (This part of a Hadith about the Mahdi)}\]

Secret of the Akhira (End Times) + The Imam Mahdi: \[260 + 837 \text{ (or 836)} + (113 + 90) = 1097 \text{ (or 1098) + 203 = \textbf{1300 (or 1301)}}\]

Secrets of the End Times: \[462 + 838 \text{ (or 837)} = \textbf{1300 (or 1299)} \text{ (equivalent to 300)}\]

The Bidaya (Beginning) + Awwal (First) phase of the Akhira (End Times): \[53 + [37 + 283 + 90 + 837 \text{ (or 838)}] = 53 + 1247 \text{ (or 1248)} = \textbf{1300 (or 1301)}\]

This is part of a poem about the Dunya (World before the End Times) written by Al-Hadi Adam which became a song by top Egyptian singer, Um Kulthum.

Book of Nihaya (End) of this Dunya (World before End Times): \[423 + 71 + (710 + 96) = 423 + (71 + 806) = 423 + 877 = \textbf{1300}\]
Nihaya (End) of Book of this Dunya (World before End Times): $71 + 423 + (710 + 96) = 71 + (423 + 806) = 71 + 1229 = 1300$

Nihaya (End) of Book of Akhira (End Times): $71 + (423 + 806) + 1229 = 1300$

Abd (Worshipper, Slave or Servant) of Allah, he brought me the Book and made me a Prophet (verse 30 of Sura 19): **1300**

Allah gives you good news of a Word from him. His name is the Messiah Isa (Jesus) son of (verse 45 of Sura 3): $51 + (67 + 532 + 97 + 95 + 106 + 149 + 150 + 53) = 51 + 1249 = 1300$

is with Allah, and I am only a Nazeer (Warner) (verse 26 of Sura 67): **1300**

The Muzzamil, stay up the night (in prayers), except for a little while, half of it or decrease from it a little (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 73): **1300 (or 1301)**

that People of the Cave + The Raqeem were of our Ayat (Signs or Verses) (verse 9 of Sura 18): $51 + [101 (or 102) + 136 + 381 + 78 + 90 + 463 ] = 51 + 1249 (or 1250) = 1300 (or 1301)**

Your Lord judges between them (verse 78 of Sura 27): $51 + (222 + 920 + 107) = 51 + 1249 = 1300$

Al-Khams Ashar (The Fifteen): $700 + 570 = 1300$

Ninth Hundred and Seventeen: $[531 (or 530) + 56] + 6 + (137 + 570) = 587 (or 586) + 6 + 707 = 1300 (or 1299) (This refers to year 917. Number 917 is the numerical value of “Promise of the End Times”) **1300 (or 1299)**

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. I do not swear by Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times) and I do not (verse 1-2 of Sura 75): **1300 (or 1299)**

Godfrey : **1300 (or 1294)** [Godfrey de Bouillon was one of the leaders of the Crusaders in the siege of Jerusalem. After they conquered Jerusalem on July 15, 1099, he became ruler of Kingdom of Jerusalem on July 22, 1099 (Ramadan 1).]

He sought refuge in Allah : $1232 + 68 = 1300$

Day of Atomic Bomb + Nagasaki: $56 + (187 + 915) + 1142 (or 1141) = 56 + [1102 + 1142 (or 1141)] = 56 + 2244 (or 2243) = 2300 (or 2299) (2300 is the 1957th Composite Number) (2692 is the 2300th Composite Number) [The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time)]
الرحمن الرحيم بررك الذي بيد الملك وهو على كل The Rahman, the Raheem. Blessed is the one who has in his hands the dominion and he is of every (verse 1 of Sura 67). This is the 5242nd verse of the Quran: $(329 + 289 + 622 + 741 + 21 + 121 + 6 + 11 + 110) + 50 = 2250 + 50 = 2300$

و إن أنعوا القرآن فمن أهتمي فإما بيتدي لنفسه و And recite to them the Quran. Whoever gets guided, he gets guided for (benefit of) himself and (verse 92 of Sura 27): 2300

تلك آية الكتاب والذى أنزل إليك من These are Ayat (verses) of the Book and what has been descended unto you from (verse 1 of Sura 13): 2300

و لمنى السماوات وفي الأرض In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Glory to the one who transported his worshipper at night from the Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): $(102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 120 + 741 + 271 + 83) + (71 + 90 + 138) = 2001 + 299 = 2300$

يا زكريا! نحن نعطيك خبرة من فرد قومه يحيو اسمه بمجرد نجاه O Zakaria! We give you good news of a boy whose name is Yahya. We have not made (verse 7 of Sura 19): $[247 (or 248) + 51 + 572 + 1072 + 106] + [28 (or 29) + 70 + 153] = 2049 (or 2050) + 251 (or 252) = 2300 (or 2302)$

نبي إنه أرسلنا شهيدا ومبتازا ونذير Prophet, we have sent you as a Witness, Mubashir (Bearer of good news), and a Warner (verse 45 of Sura 33): 2300 (or 2301)

عوج فيما لبنت وأبا شدنا من لنده وينش Oumma, we give you good news of a boy whose name is Yahya. We have not made (verse 7 of Sura 19): $[247 (or 248) + 51 + 572 + 1072 + 106] + [28 (or 29) + 70 + 153] = 2049 (or 2050) + 251 (or 252) = 2300 (or 2302)$

لما جاءهم رسول من عند الله مصدق لما معهم نبذ فريق When a Messenger from Allah, confirming what they have, a Fareeq (party or group) casted away (verse 101 of Sura 2): $71 + 50 + 296 + 90 + 124 + 67 (or 66) + 234 + 71 + 155 + 752 + 390 = 2300 (or 2299)$

عليكم كما أرسلنا إلى روسا فعمل فرسات رسول Upon you like we sent to Pharaoh a Messenger, but Pharaoh disobeyed the Messenger (verse 15 – 16 of Sura 73): $170 + 61 + 342 + 41 + 406 + 297 (or 296) + 250 + 406 + 327 = 2300 (or 2299)$

に入れ في السموم والأرض The Khib’a (what is hidden) in the Heavens and the Earth (verse 25 of Sura 27): $634 + 90 + 538 + 6 + 1032 = 2300$

ثم بعثه لعلم أي الحبيب أحسنًا مما أتبع أم Then, we revived them so that we know which of the two parties is a more accurate counter of how long they remained in duration (verse 12 of Sura 18): 2300 (or 2301)

زازل فيملا الأرض قسطا و عدلا، كما ملئت جورا Zalazil (Shaking Events), so he fills the Earth with Equity and Justice, like it was filled with Inequity: 2300 (Part of a Hadith about the Mahdi.)

يكون في آخر أمتى خليفة يحيي المل حنفي There will be at the End of my Nation a Caliph who fills his hands with money (to give it away) in a grasp: 3300 (or 3301) (This is a Hadith about the Mahdi)
Qiyama (Resurrection) of Astronaut of Space + Neil Armstrong:
156 + (215 + 882) + (90 + 1957) = 156 + (1097 + 2047) = 156 + 3144 = 3300

O you whom the Zikr has been descended upon him, you are crazy. Why don’t you bring us the angels if (verse 7 of Sura 15): 3249 (or 3250) + 51 = 3300 (or 3301)

When the Youths resorted to the Cave. Then, they said: Our Lord bring us, from what you have, mercy and provide to us (verse 10 of Sura 18): (701 + 17 + 921 + 41 + 136 + 218 + 253 + 453 + 90 + 104 + 253 + 6 + 26) + 30 + 51 = (3219 + 30) + 51 = 3249 + 51 = 3300

We have descended upon you the Book, except to clarify to them what they differ (or dispute) about and as a guidance (verse 64 of Sura 16): (139 +130) + (453 + 32 + 492 + 74 + 741 + 1118 + 95 + 6 + 19) = 269 + 3031 = 3300

We revealed unto you this Quran and though you had been, before it, one of the Ghafileen (Unaware) (verse 3 of Sura 12): 3300

The Pen and what they record. You are not, by the grace of your Lord, crazy. And you shall have a deserved reward and you have a moral character (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 68): (201 + 6 + 41) + [335 + 41 + 451 + 167 + 222 + 151 +
6 + 51 + 50 + 235 (or 234) + 1210 + 186 + 6 + 71 + 140 + 730 = 248 + 4052 (or 4051) = 4300 (or 4299) (4300 is the 3709th Composite Number)

طه ما أنزلنا عليك القرآن لتشفي إلا تذكره لمن يخشى تنزل ممن خلق TaHa! We have not descended the Quran upon you to make you miserable, but as a reminder for those who fear. Tanzeel (a descended Book) from who created (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 20): 14 + 41 + 139 + 130 + 382 (or 383) + 840 + 32 + 1325 + 120 + 920 + 497 (or 498) + 130 + 730 = 5300 (or 5302)

يستطيعونك من الأرض ليخرجوك منها وإذا لا يثبتون خلافكم إلا قليلا سنه من قد provoke you of the Land to drive you out of it and they do not remain after you except a little while, the way of whom (verse 7 of Sura 17): 5300

فإذا جاء وعد الآخرة جننا بكم لفيها و بالحق أنزلنها وبالحق ننزل وما أرسلنك إلا مبشرا و نذيرا و قرئنا فرقنا When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq, we descended it (or him) and in the Haq, it (or he) descended. And we have not sent you except as Mubashir (bearer of good news) and a Nazeer (warner). And a Quran we spaced it (verse 104 – 106 of Sura 17): (782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 64 + 62 + 201) + (6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32 + 543 + 6 + 961 + 6 + 353 + 436) = 2031 + 3269 = 5300

الرقيم كتاب فصلت فايهت قراءان عربيا لقوم يعلون بشيرا و نذيرا فاعرض أكثرهم فهم لا The Raheem. A book, its verses, have been detailed (or designed to fit) for people who know, Bashir (bearer of good news) and a Nazeer (warner). However, most of them turned away, they do not (verse 2 - 4 of Sura 41): 6269 + 31 = 6300 (6300 is the 5480th Composite Number)

إن أصحاب الكهف والرقم كانو من أيتانا عجب إذ أوى الفتيه إلى الكهف فقالو ربيتنا أنت من لدنك رحمه وهب لنا من أمرنا رشد فضرينا that People of the Cave were of our signs as a wonder. When the Youths resorted to the Cave, then they said: Our Lord bring us, from you have, mercy and provide for us, regarding our matter, guidance. So, we striked (verse 9 – 11 of Sura 18): 51 + [3219 + 3030 (or 3031)] = 51 + 6249 (or 6250) = 6300 (or 6301)

أغدا ألقاك هذة الدنيا كتاب أنت فيه الفكر هذة الدنيا ليال أنت فيها العمر هذة الدنيا عيون أنت فيها البصر هذة الدنيا سماء أنت فيها Is it tomorrow that I will meet you? This Dunya (World before the End Times) is a Book, you are in it the thoughts. This Dunya is Nights, you are in them the Omr (life span). This Dunya is eyes, you are in them the sight. This Dunya is a Sky, you are in it: (1006 + 152 + 711 + 96 + 423 + 451 + 95 + 331 + 711 + 96 + 71 + 451 + 96 + 341) + (711 + 96 + 136 + 451 + 96 + 323 + 711 + 96 + 102 + 451 + 96) = 5031 + 3269 = 8300 (This is part of Um Kulthum’s song which hints to the Mahdi and the End Times)

Al-Walid son of Abd al-Malik, the 6th Caliph of the Umawi Dynasty, ordered the Governor of Medina, Omar son of Abd Al-Aziz (who later became a Caliph) to renovate and expand the the Nabawi Mosque (Prophet Mohammad’s Mosque) in Medina. This renovation and expansion took 3 years to be completed, from Rabi Awwal 88 Hijri (707 AD) till in 91 Hijri (710 AD). He significantly expanded the Mosque. He annexed the rooms of Prophet Mohammad’s wives to the Mosque; those rooms used to be adjacent to the Mosque. He constructed 4 minarets for the Mosque in the 4 corners of the Mosque, which became the first minarets in Medina. He constructed 20 gates for
the Mosque. He introduced the caved (or curved) Mihrab (where the leader of Muslim prayer stands) for the first time. He decorated the Mosque with Marble and Gold. The next renovation of the Mosque was done by Mohammad son of AbdAllah, the third Caliph of the Abbasi Dynasty. He was called Al-Mahdi. His sons Al-Hadi and Harun Al-Rashid, from his wife was Al-Khaizaran, later on became Caliphs. This renovation took 4 years to be completed from 161 Hijri (779 AD) till 165 Hijri (782 AD). He extended the Mosque to the North. His name was inscribed on the walls of the Mosque.

Gibran Khalil Gibran is a Lebanese author, philosopher, and painter, born in Bsharri, Lebanon on January 6, 1883 (Safar 26, 1300 Hijri), but lived most of his life in the U.S., where he was known as Kahlil Gibran. Gibran Khalil Gibran is considered the third best selling poet in history, after Shakespeare and Lao Tse. His most famous book is titled “The Prophet”. This book has been translated to almost all main languages of the World and is considered one of the best selling books of the 20th Century.

Benito Mussolini was born on July 29, 1883 (Ramadan 24, 1300 Hijri) (Tammuz 24, 5643 Jewish) and died on April 28, 1945 (Jumada Ula 15, 1364 Hijri) (Iyar 15, 5705 Jewish).

Sura 68 (The Pen), which starts with the letter “N”, consists of 300 words.

From the word “Huda” (Guide or Guidance) in verse 2 of Sura 17 to the word “Al-Akhira” (The End Times) in verse 7 of Sura 17, there are 300 letters.

♦ الركن The Rukn (A corner of the Ka’ba. Some narrations state that the Mahdi will be offered Bay’a between the Rukn & Maqam): 301 (301 is the 238th Composite Number) (376 is the 301st Composite Number) (1993 is the 301st Prime Number)

كفار Kuffar (Unbelievers, or Deniers of the Truth): 301

مسار Masar (Path): 301

القصف The Qasf (Bombardment): 301

الإسطفائي آدم Allah chose Adam (verse 33 of Sura 3): 301 (or 302)

المنادي من the Caller calls from (verse 41 of Sura 50): (75 + 136) + 90 = 211 + 90 = 301

رسوله His Messenger (verse 33 of Sura 9): 301

الكريم The honourable: 301

عبد الله + الحسين Abd Allah + Al-Hussein: (76 + 66) + 159 = 142 + 159 = 301

[(A) AbdAllah, the First (King of Jordan), son Hussein bin Ali (Sharif of Mecca who started the Arab Revolution in 1916), was assassinated, at the age 69, while entering the Aqsa Mosque for Friday noon prayer on July 20, 1951 (Shawwal 15, 1370 Hijri) (Tammuz 16, 5711 Jewish) (2433,847.5th]}
Julian Day). (B) King Abd Allah son of Hussein is the current King of Jordan. His grandfather is King AbdAllah, the First.

Mohammad Al-Qahtani: 92 + 209 (or 208) = 301 (or 300) [The man who claimed to be the Mahdi and took over the Mosque Al-Haram in Mecca on November, 20, 1979 (Muharram 1, 1400 Hijri).]

The Wahiya (Catastrophe) + The Nuclear Weapons: 58 + (135 + 108) = 58 + 243 = 301

City/State of the Sahayina (Zionists): 109 + 192 = 301

Qiyam (Resurrection or Rise) of Pope YoHanna (John) Paul: 151 + (37 + 75 + 38) = 151 + 150 = 301

The Dajjal Gog + Ihya (Resurrection) of Pope John Paul + The Mahdi: (69 + 23) + (21 + 6 + 54 + 38) + 90 = 92 + (21 + 98) + 90 = 92 + 119 + 90 = 301

Day of Hazima (defeat) + Izala (Annihilation) of London: 56 + 67 + 44 + 134 = 301

Al-Wahiya (the Catastrophe) + City of London: 58 + 109 + 134 = 301

Offering Allegiance to King of the Jews: 27 + (128 + 90 + 56) = 27 + 274 = 301

There will be a Caliphate based on: 476 + 715 + 110 = 1301 (1301 is the 212th Prime Number) (1545 is the 1301st Composite Number)

The Muzzamil, stay up the night (in prayers), except for a little while, half of it or decrease the period a little (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 73): 1301 (or 1300)

The Haq, but most people do not believe (verse 1 of Sura 13): 1301

matters will be judged between them in justice and they will not be (verse 47 of Sura 10): 910 + 107 + 202 + (6 + 45) + 31 = (1219 + 51) + 31 = 1270 + 31 = 1301

The Spirit and the Angels stand in line. They do not speak (verse 38 of Sura 78): 1301

Mother of the Book and others (verse 7 of Sura 3): 41 + 453 + 6 + 801 = 1301
The Tadleel (Misguidance): 1301

Inhiyar (Collapse) of Towers of the Al-Alamiya (World) Trade: 267 + 207 + 640 + 187 = \textbf{1301}

Al-Khamis Ashar (The Fifteenth): 701 + 570 = \textbf{1301}

Fourteen + Tammuz (July): \((278 + 570) + 453 = 848 + 453 = \textbf{1301}\)

And thus we let them be found so that they know that the Promise of Allah is true and that (verse 21 of Sura 18): \( [6 + 770 + 822 + 155 + 186 (or 187) + 51 + 80 + 66 + 108 + 6] + 51 = 2250 \) (or 2251) = \textbf{2301 (or 2302)}

Then, we revived them so that we know which of the two parties is a more accurate counter of how long they remained in duration (verse 12 of Sura 18): \textbf{2301 (or 2300)}

November 1 + 1922 : \((378 + 1) + 1922 = 379 + 1922 = \textbf{2301}\)

[On November 1, 1922 (Rabi Awwal 11, 1341 Hijri) (Heshvan 10, 5683 Jewish Calendar) (2423,359.5th or 2423,360th Julian Day), \textit{Ottoman Sultanate} was abolished. The last Sultan Mehmed VI was forced to leave Turkey. He left Constantinople (Istanbul), aboard the British Warship \textit{Malaya} on November 17, 1922. He initially went to Malta for exile, but later on, he moved to the Italian Riviera.]

There will be at the End of my Nation a Caliph who fills his hands with money (to give it away) in a grasp: \textbf{3301 (or 3300)} (This is a Hadith about the Mahdi)

those who have believed (grow in) faith and those who have given the Book do not have doubt (verse 31 of Sura 74): \([791 + 99 + 103 (or 102) + 6 + 31 + 613 + 791 + 414 ] + 453 = 2848 \) (or 2847) + 453 = \textbf{3301 (or 3300)} (3301 is the 464th Prime Number)

And their Prophet told them: It is the Aya (Sign) of his Kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin). In it, there is Sakina from your Lord and the remainder of what was left by the family of (verse 248 of Sura 2): \((6 + 131 + 75 + 107 + 51 + 17 + 95 + 51 + 481 + 840 + 95 + 145 + 90 + 262 + 6) + (117 + 81 + 620 + 31) = 2452 + 849 = \textbf{3301}"

\textbf{♦} Israel : \textbf{302 (or 303)} \( (302 = 2 \times 151) \) \( (302 \) is the 239th Composite Number) \( (1997 \) is the 302nd Prime Number) \( (3302 \) is the 2837th Composite Number)

The Holy Valley Tuwa (verse 12 of Sura 20): \((42 + 235) + 25 = 277 + 25 = \textbf{302}"

The Holy Balad (Country): \(67 + 235 = \textbf{302}"

Israel
My Righteous Worshippers (verse 105 of Sura 21): $87 + 215 = 302$ (or $303$)

Allah has chosen him (verse 247 of Sura 2): $51 + 66 + 185 = 302$ (or $303$)

The Amreek (Americans): $302$

New York: $302$

Hadd (Destruction) of York Al-Jadida (The New York): $9 + (236 + 57) = 302$

Day of the Nuclear Masat (Tragedy): $56 + (138 + 108) = 302$

Seven years: $132 + 170 = 302$

Iqra (Recite or Read) (verse 1 of Sura 96): $302$

Lightning: $302$

Baruq (verse 7 of Sura 75): $302$

Tomb: $302$

Qurb (Closeness or Nearness): $302$

Baqara: $302$

They prostrated, except Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil) who refused (verse 116 of Sura 20): $302$

Lailat (Eve) of Nuzul (Descent) of Iblees (Evil Jinn or Demon): $75 + (124 + 103) = 302$

The Makrooh (Detestable, Disliked, or Abomination): $302$

The Munafiq (Hypocrite): $302$

Son of Haram (forbidden/illegitimate relationship): $53 + 249 = 302$

Day of the Masia (Disobedience): $56 + 246 = 302$

The Right Eye: $161 + 141 = 302$

Has the ability to see (verse 125 of Sura 20): $302$ (or $303$)
Al-Sahira (Wake upning state) (verse 14 of Sura 79): 302

Eye-opener (verse 2 of verse 76): 302 (or 303)

Koriyoon (Koreans): 302

China + The Warned-about (verse 20 of Sura 50): 181 + 121 = 302

Nuclear Weapons + The Warned-about (verse 20 of Sura 50): 181 + 121 = 302

Elijah + Day of Al-Qiyama (Beginning of the End Times, War): 59 + 56 + 187 = 302

based on Minhaj (Style or Model) of the Prophethood: 110 + 98 (or 99) + 94 = 302 (or 303) (This is part of a Hadith about the Caliphate in the End Times and the Mahdi who will serve as a Caliph)

The Mahdi, grandson of Ali: 90 + 102 + 110 = 302 [The Mahdi is expected to be a grandson of Fatima (prophet Mohammad’s daughter) and her husband Ali bin Abi Taleb (the last of the four Guided Caliphs who succeeded Prophet Mohammad (p) in the governorship of Muslims.]

The Mahdi, Son of the Hussein: 90 + [53 (or 52) + 159] = 90 + 212 (or 211) = 302 (or 301) [The Mahdi is either son of the Hussein or the Hasan, grandsons of Prophet Mohammad (p)]

Mubaya’a (Offering Allegiance) to the Caliph + Al-Haram Mosque (in Mecca): 128 + 756 + 418 = 1302 (equivalent to 302)

Victory from Allah and a soon Conquest (verse 13 of Sura 61): (340 + 90 + 66) + (488 + 312) = 496 + 6 + 800 = 1302 (equivalent to 302)

Two Wests (verse 17 of Sura 55): 1302 (equivalent to 302)

The Fifteenth: 732 + 570 = 1302

It was for the Mushrikeen (Polytheists) that they visit the Mosques of Allah (verse 17 of Sura 9. This is the 1252nd verse of the Quran): 1302 (or 1303)

Golda Meir: 1041 + 261 = 1302 (Golda Meir was the Prime of Israel during 1967 war)

The Western Wall: 59 + 1243 = 1302 (equivalent to 302)

Day of Ibtida (Beginning) of the End Times: 56 + [409 + 837 (or 838)] = 56 +
Fat’h (Opening or Conquest) of Peterburg: $488 + 1814 = 2302$ (= $2 \times 1151$) 

Kingdom of the Jinn (demons) + Space Creatures: $135 + [84 + (1177 + 906)] = 135 + (84 + 2083) = 135 + 2167 = 2302$

Kingdom of the Jinn + When Yajuj (Gog) and Majuj (Magog) have been opened (unleashed) and they from every direction Yansiloon (descend or breed) (verse 96 of Sura 21): $(135 + 84) + 2083 = 219 + 2083 = 2302$

You do well to yourselves. And if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When comes, (verse 7 of Sura 17): 

\[
(559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 80) + (702 + 5) = 1595 + 707 = 2302
\]

O Zakaria! We give you good news of a boy whose name is Yahya. We have not made (verse 10 of Sura 19): 

\[
[248 \text{ (or 247)} + 51 + 572 + 1072 + 106] + [29 \text{ (or 28)} + 70 + 153] = 2050 \text{ (or 2049)} + 252 \text{ (or 251)} = 2302 \text{ (or 2300)}
\]

TaHa, We have not descended (or revealed) to you the Quran so that you get distressed, but as a reminder to those who fear. Tanzeel (descended message) from the one who created (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 20): 

\[
14 + 41 + 139 + 130 + 383 \text{ (or 382)} + 840 + 32 + 1325 + 120 + 920 + 498 \text{ (or 497)} + 130 + 730 = 5302 \text{ (or 5300)}
\]

On the Minhaj (path or model) of the Prophethood: 

\[
110 + 99 + 94 = 303 \quad \text{(303 is the 240th Composite Number)}
\]

\[
248 \text{ (or 247)} + 51 + 572 + 1072 + 106 + 29 \text{ (or 28)} + 70 + 153 = 2050 \text{ (or 2049)} + 252 \text{ (or 251)} = 2302 \text{ (or 2300)}
\]

\[
5302 \text{ (or 5300)}
\]

On the Minhaj (path or model) of the Prophethood: 110 + 99 + 94 = 303 (303 is the 240th Composite Number) (378 is the 303rd Composite Number) (1999 is the 303rd Prime Number) (5303 is the 703rd Composite Number)

My Righteous Worshippers (verse 105 of Sura 21): 87 + 216 (or 215) = 303 (or 302)

The Arab (Arabs): 303

Israel: 303 (or 302)

The Hebrews: 303

The Britons: 303
State of the Masoniyeen (Free-Masons): 45 + 258 = 303

Qistantiniya (Constantinople): 303 (or 304)

Promise of Day of the Hour: 80 + (56 + 167) = 80 + 223 = 303

Promise of the Aqsa: 80 + 223 = 303

Barraq: 303 (Barraq is the Arabic spelling of “Barack”. It means “Lightning or Sparkling”)

Buraq (The animal that transported Prophet Mohammad (p) in Israa journey): 303

Qarib (Boat): 303

Baqir: 303

And we have not made As’hab (People or Companions) (verse 31 of Sura 74): 303

Awda (Return) of the Messiah, the Dajjal: 85 + (149 + 69) = 85 + 218 = 303

Promise of the Dajjal Messiah has arrived: (5 + 80) + (149 + 69) = 85 + 218 = 303

The Dajjal Messiah + The Jan (demons): (149 + 69) + 85 = 218 + 85 = 303

Hadd (Destruction) of Island of the Dajjal: 9 + (225 + 69) = 9 + 294 = 303

Samurra (or Samara): 303

Germany + Holland + Bohemia (Czech): 133 + 96 + 74 = 303

Establish the Prayers (verse 78 of Sura 17): 303

His wealth did not exempt him (verse 2 of Sura 111): 41 + 1061 + 76 = 1303

(1303 is the 213rd Prime Number)

(1547 is the 1303rd Composite Number)

It was for the Mushrikeen (Polytheists) that they visit the Mosques of Allah (verse 17 of Sura 9. This is the 1252nd verse of the Quran): 1303 (or 1302)

Bulgariyeen (Bulgarians): 1303 (equivalent to 303)

Zawaj (Marriage) of the Prince Charles + Diana: 17 + 282 + 938 + 66 = 1303
Secret of the Ghayb (Unseen, Future, or Metaphysical World): $260 + 1043 = 1303$

Day of Ibtida (Beginning) of the End Times: $56 + [409 + 838 (or 837)] = 56 + 1247 (or 1246) = 1303 (or 1302)$

The Sun rises from the Maghreb (West): $(509 + 431) + (90 + 1273) = 940 + 1363 = 2303$ (equivalent to 303) ($2303$ is the 1960th Composite Number) ($2696$ is the 2303rd Composite Number)

Listen the Day the Caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Saihat (Scream) by/on the Haq (Truth) (verse 41 - 42 of Sura 50):

$(571 + 56) + (65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312) + 56 + (236 + 539 + 141) = (627 + 704) + 56 + 916 = (1331 + 56) + 916 = 1387 + 916 = 2303$ (equivalent to 303)

Islamic Caliphate + 1440: $[716 + 147 (or 146)] + 1440 = 863 (or 862) + 1440 = 2303 (or 2302)$

Those who have been forced to leave from their Homelands without a right (unrightfully) (verse 40 of Sura 22): $3303 \quad (= 3 \times 3 \times 367) \quad (3303$ is the 2838th Composite Number $)$

Israel, inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you (verse 104 of Sura 17): $(303 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 64) + 62 = 3241 + 62 = 3303$

Cursed are the hands of Abi Lahab and he is cursed. His Mal (money or assets) and what he has earned shall not exempt him, he shall experience a fire with a flame and (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 111): $(802 + 15 + 13 + 37 + 6 + 402 + 41 + 1061 + 125 + 76 + 6 + 41 + 82) + (200 + 252 + 1101 + 37 + 6) = 2707 + 1596 = 4303$ ($4303$ is the 3712th Composite Number)

Eve of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace it is till rise of the Dawn (verse 3 - 5 of Sura 97): $5303$ ($5303$ is the 703rd Prime Number)

The Raheem. Recite in the name of your Lord who created. He created the human from Alaq. Recite and the your Lord, the Akram (Most Honorable) who taught (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 96): $5303$ (or 5302)

On February 26, 1928 (Ramadan 5, 1346 Hijri) (Adar I 5, 5688 Jewish Calendar) (2425,302.5 or 2425,303th Julian Day), Ariel Sharon, who served as Prime Minister of Israel, was born, as Ariel Scheinermann.
When is Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 62 + 56 + 186 (or 187) = 304 (or 305) (2 x 2 x 2 x 19 = 19 x 16) (304 is the 241st Composite Number) (380 is the 304th Composite Number) (2003 is the 304th Prime Number)

Day of Qiyama (Resurrection) of Mohammad (p): 56 + 156 + 92 = 304

Day of Qiyama (Resurrection) of John Paul: 56 + 156 + (54 + 38) = 56 + 156 + 92 = 304

Inzal (bringing down) of the Wahy (Revelation or Inspiration) + The Covenant + The Wahid (One, an attribute of God): 89 + 55 + 110 + 50 = 304

Hadd (Destruction) of Qita (District) of Columbia: 9 + (180 + 115) = 9 + 295 = 304

Qadar (destiny): 304

Ape (or monkey): 304

The Magicians: 304

The Regret (verse 39 of Sura 19): 304

The Fourth: 304

Day of Raheel (Departure or Exodus): 56 + 248 = 304

Raheel (Departure or Exodus) of the Jews: 248 + 56 = 304

Madina (City/ State) of the Quds (Jerusalem): 109 + 195 = 304

Qistantiniya (Constantinople): 304 (or 303)

Seventy Thousand: 192 + 112 (or 111) = 304 (or 303)

Muharram 16: 288 + 16 = 304 [Balfour Declaration (or Promise) by the British government to facilitate the creation of a homeland in Palestine for the Jews was offered to the Jews in a letter signed by Britain’s Foreign Minister on November 2, 1917 (Muharram 16 (or 17), 1336 Hijri) (Heshvan 17, 5678 Jewish) (2421,534.5th or 2421,535th Julian Day)]

Aya (Sign) of Muharram: 16 (or 17 ) + 288 = 304 (or 305)

Aya (Sign) of the Nahar (Day or Morning) (verse 12 of Sura 17): 17 (or 16) + 287 = 304 (or 303)
Aya (Sign) of Day of the Separation (verse 14 of Sura 77): $17 + (56 + 231) = 17 + (56 + 231) = 17 (or 16) + 287 = 304 (or 303)

They used to worship the Jinn (invisible creatures/spirits that may enter/possess bodies of humans) (verse 41 of Sura 34): $78 + 142 + 84 = 304$

And did not create in it crookedness (verse 1 of Sura 18): $6 + 70 + 113 + 35 + 80 = 304$

Al-Nutfa (sperm) Alaqa (clinging object) (verse 14 of Sura 23): $175 + 205 = 304$

In Al-Sahira (Wake-up state) (verse 14 of Sura 79): $2 + 302 = 304$

In the Holy Valley, Tuwa (verse 16 of Sura 79): $2 + 42 + 235 + 25 = 304$

Haven’t we perished the First Ones? (verse 16 of Sura 77): $71 + 105 + 128 = 304$

End of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): $71 + 233 = 304$

Armageddon: $304 (or 314)$

Ihya (Resurrection) of the English People + London: $21 + 149 + 134 = 304$

Ihya (Resurrection) of London of the English People: $21 + (134 + 149) = 21 + 283 = 304$

Ihya (Resurrection) of Britain: $21 + 283 = 304$

Prince of Wales: $251 + 53 = 304$ (Prince of Wales is a title traditionally granted to the heir apparent to the reigning monarch of the U.K.)

Ihya (Resurrected People) of Sydney of the Engleez (English People): $21 + 134 + 149 = 304$

The Messiah + Ihya (Resurrection) of Sydney: $149 + (21 + 134) = 149 + 155 = 304$

Ihya (Resurrected People) of the Messiah Jesus (transliteration of Jesus, not Isa as mentioned in Quran, so this is the False Jesus): $21 + 149 + 134 = 304$

Day of Qiyama (Rise) of a Star: $56 + 155 (or 156) + 93 = 304 (or 305)$

Day 11 Planets line up: $56 + [189 + 11 + 48 (or 49)] = 56 + 248 (or 249) = 304 (or 305)$
Aya (Verse) 288 : 16 (or 17) + 288 = 304 (or 305) [The 288th verse of the Quran (which is verse 281 of Sura 2) is the last verse revealed to Prophet Mohammad (p)]

Last Aya (verse) that descended : 801 (or 802) + 16 (or 17) + 487 = 1304 (1305 or 1306)

I saw eleven planets (verse 4 of Sura 12): 1304 (= 2x2x2x163 = 8 x 163) (1304 is the 1090th Composite Number) (1304 is the 752nd Composite Number)

Bid’a (Beginning) of Awda (Return) of Rihla (Journey or Voyage) of the Space: 7 + 85 + (243 + 913) + (45 + 11) = 7 + 85 + (1156 + 56) = 7 + (85 + 1212) = 7 + 1297 = 1304

Day of Nihaya (End) of Burj (Zodiac Sign) of Virgo: 56 + 71 + 205 + 972 (or 971) = 1304 (or 1303)

upon their ears , in the Cave, for years (verse 11 of Sura 18): 1304 (or 1303)

God shall support those who support Him. He is Almighty and dear. (verse 40 of Sura 22): 1304

As if they had not dwelt and prospered in it. (verse 68 of Sura 11): 1304

Tarheel (Deportation) of Filisteeniyeen (Palestinians) + State of Israel: 648 + 309 + (45 + 302 ) = 648 + 309 + 347 = 1304

Tarheel (Deportation) of Filisteeniyeen (Palestinians) + Al-Hadda (the Incident of Destruction) of Israel: 648 + 309 + (45 + 302 ) = 648 + 309 + 347 = 1304

Tarheel (Deportation) of Filisteeniyeen (Palestinians) + Al-Hadda (the Incident of Destruction) of New York: 648 + 309 + (45 + 302 ) = 648 + 309 + 347 = 1304

Land of the Britons (or Israel): 1001 + 303 (or 302) = 1304 (or 1303) (equivalent to 304)

Land of the Arabs: 1001 + 303 = 1304 (equivalent to 304)

The Khuruj (Coming out) from the Maqabir (graves): 840 + 90 + 374 = 1304

Day of Mamaleek + The Mongols: 56 + (141 + 1107) = 56 + 1248 = 1304

Nihaya (End) of Kingdom of Engleez (English People): 71 + (135 + 1098) = 71
+ 1233 = 1304

Thalith Ashar (Thirteenth) + September: [1030 (or 1031) + 570] + 704 = 1600 (or 1601) + 704 = 2304 (or 2305)

So that you may read it slowly and We have descended it in a descent (verse 106 of Sura 17): 2304 (2304 is the 1961st Composite Number)

♦ Sydney, New South Wales (This is the State in Australia in which Sydney is located): 134 + (61 + 53 + 57) = 134 + 171 = 305 (305 is the 242nd Composite Number) (381 is the 305th Composite Number) (2011 is the 305th Prime Number)

When is Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 62 + [56 + 187 (or 186)] = 62 + 243 (or 242) = 305 (or 304)

Year Alfain (Two Thousand) + 19: 115 + (171 + 19) = 115 + 190 = 305 (This refers to year 2019)

Day of Haram (Forbidden): 56 + 249 = 305

Day 11 Planets line up: 56 + [189 + 11 + 49 (or 48)] = 56 + 249 (or 248) = 305 (or 304)

Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of the Messiah: (21 + 135) + 149 = 156 + 149 = 305

Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of the Ingleez (English People): (21 + 135) + 149 = 156 + 149 = 305

Promise of Allah is True (or Truth) (verse 5 of Sura 35): 51 + 80 + 66 + 108 = 305

The A’raj (Limper which means someone who cannot walk properly): 305 (An Islamic narration mentions that there will be an A’raj coming from the U.S. Al-Maghreb in the End Times. Al-Maghreb’s numerical value is equal to numerical value of “the U.S.”)

blessed water (verse 9 of Sura 50): 42 + 263 = 305 (or 304)

Lasting (or eternal) (verse 71 of Sura 28): 305 (or 304)

For the valuable religion (verse 43 of Sura): 124 + 181 = 305

Prostrate to Adam, so they prostrated (verse 50 of Sura 18): 75 + 76 + 154 =
Filistiniyoon (Palestinians): 305

The Arabs: 305

The Thunder: 305

The Qiyam (Rise or Resurrection) + The Star: 181 (or 182) + 124 = 305 (or 306)

Aya (Verse) 288 = 17 (or 16) + 288 = 305 (or 304) [The 288th verse of the Quran (which is verse 281 of Sura 2) is the last verse revealed to Prophet Mohammad (p)]

Last Aya (verse) that descended: 801 (or 802) + 17 (or 16) + 487 = 1305 (1304 or 1306) (1305 is the 1091st Composite Number)

Visit of Shimon Peres + Jami (Mosque) of the Jazzar (Slaughterer): 223 + (406 + 229) + (114 + 242) + 91 = (223 + 635 + 356) + 91 = 1214 + 91 = 1305

[ President of Israel, Shimon Peres, visited Mosque of the Jazzar (Slaughterer) in Akka, Israel, on Tuesday, August 23, 2011 (Ramadan 23, 1432 Hijri) (Av 23, 5771 Jewish Calendar) (2455,796.5th Julian Day) ]

the Quran, created the human being (verses 2- 3 of Sura 55): 383 (or 382) + 730 + 192 (or 193) = 1305 (1304 or 1306)

If (or when) it has been shaken (verse 4 of Sura 56): 702 + 603 = 1305 (= 3x3x5 x 29) (1305 is the 1091st Composite Number)

An اصحاب الكهف و الرقم كانوا من عائتنا that People of the Cave and the Raqeeem were of our Ayat (Verses or Signs) (verse 9 of Sura 18): 51 + [101 + 136 + 6 + 381 + 78 + 90 + 462 (or 463)] = 51 + 1254 (or 1255) = 1305 (or 1306)

Thalith Ashar (Thirteenth) + September: [1031 (or 1030) + 570] + 704 = 1601 (or 1600) + 704 = 2305 (or 2304)

Created the Heavens and the Earth (verse 3 of Sura 10): 730 + 537 (538 or 539) + 6 + 1032 = 2305 (2306 or 2307) (equivalent to 305) (= 5 x 461) (2305 is the 1962nd
The Earth, then travels to it in a day, the duration of it is one thousand years of what you count (verse 5 of Sura 32): \( 3305 \) (= \( 5 \times 661 \)) (\( 3305 \) is the \( 2840^{th} \) Composite Number)

So, we erased Aya (Sign) of the Night and we made Aya (Sign) of the Day insightful so that you seek Fadl (bounty, grace or blessing) from your Lord and so that you know (verse 12 of Sura 17): \( 287 + 471 + 185 + 16 + 71 + 6 + 154 + 411 + 287 + 732 + 1839 + 911 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 577 \) = 1601 + 4704 = 6305

Wednesday: \( 306 \) (= \( 18 \times 17 \)) (\( 306 \) is the \( 243^{rd} \) Composite Number) (\( 382 \) is the \( 306^{th} \) Composite Number) (\( 2017 \) is the \( 306^{th} \) Prime Number)

\[ \text{One + Muharram : } 18 \text{ (or 19)} + 288 = 306 \text{ (or 307)} \]

The Irja’a (Return, Bringing back, Moving backwards): \( 306 \)

Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment) (verse 12 of Sura 51): \( 155 \) (or \( 156 \)) + \( (56 + 95) \) = \( 155 \) (or \( 156 \)) + \( 151 \) = \( 306 \) (or \( 307 \))

Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The Pope YoHanna (John) Paul: \( 156 + (37 + 75 + 38) \) = \( 156 + 150 \) = \( 306 \)

Angels and we have not made (verse 31 of Sura 74): \( 105 \) (or \( 106 \)) + \( (6 + 41 + 154) \) = \( 105 \) (or \( 106 \)) + \( 201 \) = \( 306 \) (or \( 307 \))

Continental: \( 306 \)

Kafour (ungrateful, rejecter of the truth) (verse 24 of Sura 76): \( 306 \)

The Kaffara (Atonement or Act intended to compensate for committing an act of disobedience to God): \( 306 \)

its settling (occurrence or docking) (verse 187 of Sura 7): \( 306 \) (or \( 307 \))

in Qadar (verse 49 of Sura 54): \( 306 \)

Bid’a (Beginning) of the Magic: \( 7 + 299 \) = \( 306 \)

33 degrees South: \( (33 + 212) + 61 \) = \( 245 + 61 \) = \( 306 \)

Jami (Mosque) of Aqsa: \( 114 + 192 \) = \( 306 \)
The Hawariyeen (Disciples of Jesus) (verse 14 of Sura 61): 306 (or 316)

The Dear, the Knowledgeable (verse 78 of Sura 27): 125 + 181 = 306

Day of Wahiya (Catastrophe) of Al-Aqsa: 56 + 27 + 223 = 306

Elijah’s Dakk ( Destruction) of Al-Aqsa: 59 + 24 + 223 = 306

Sitta wa Ishreen (Twenty Six ) + Rajab: (465 + 6 + 630) + 205 = 1101 + 205 = 1306

Za Al-Qadat : 701 + 605 = 1306

Day of Mughadara (Departure): 56 + 1250 = 1306

Qiyama (Rise or Upheaval) of Anti-Christ: 155 (or 156) + 151 (or 152) = 1306

The Prince William Charles: 282 + (86 + 938) = 282 + 1024 = 1306

(references to Prince William son of Charles)

The Papal Basilica of Saint Peter + City of Vatican : [133 (or 134) + 174 + 271 + 57] + (109 + 562) = 635 (or 636) + 671 = 1306 (or 1307)

Nineteen. And we have not made (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): (535 + 570) + (6 + 41 + 154) = 1105 + 201 = 1306

that People of the Cave and the Raqeem were of our Ayat (Verses or Signs) (verse 9 of Sura 18): 51 + [101 + 136 + 6 + 381 + 78 + 90 + 463 (or 462)] = 51 + 1255 (or 1254) = 1306 (or 1305)

Or has been among the Absentees (verse 20 of Sura 27): 1306 (equivalent to 306) (= 2 x 653) (1306 is the 1092nd Composite Number ) (1551 is the 1306th Composite Number)

أنزل من السماء ماء لكم منهم شرب ومنه شجر فيه تسيمون Brought down, from the Heaven, water for you. Part of it is for drinking and part of it is for trees, from which you benefit. (verse 10 of Sura 16): [88 + (90 + 133) + 42 ] + 90 + ( 95 + 503 + 6 +95 + 503 + 95 + 566) = [(88 + 223) + 42 ] + (90 + 1863) = (311 + 42) + 1953 = 353 + 1953 = 2306 (equivalent to 306) (= 2 x 1153) (2306 is the 1963rd Composite Number)

Created the Heavens and the Earth (verse 3 of Sura 10) : 730 + 538 (537 or 539) + 6 + 1032 = 2306 (2305 or 2307)
Knowledge of the Hour (verse 34 of Sura 31): 140 + 167 = 307 (307 is the 63rd Prime Number) 
(384 is the 307th Composite Number) 
(2027 is the 307th Prime Number)

Its docking (verse 42 of Sura 79): 307 (or 306)

Aam (Year) Alfain (Two Thousand) and 19: 111 + (171 + 6 + 19) = 111 + 196 = 307

The Yarmuk: 307

One + Muharram: 19 (or 18) + 288 = 307 (or 306)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Rajab 27: 75 + (205 + 27) = 75 + 232 = 307

The Fourth + Ab (August - in Greater Syria & Iraq): 304 + 3 (or 4) = 307 (or 308)

(Barack Obama was born on Friday, August 4, 1961)

Disbelieved (or covered the truth) (verse 6 of Sura 98): 307

The Amerkiya (American): 307

The Russian: 307

Shuhub (Meteors also known as Shooting/Falling Stars): 307 (Meteors consist of fragments of material in Space that burn up or vaporize when they have a close encounter with Space Objects)

The Perseid: 307 (Perseid/Perseids is a shower of meteors (falling stars) that is visible annually starting from mid July, but peaks around August 11 – 13, as Earth passes through a stream of debris from Comet Swift-Tuttle. This comet is the largest object, 26 Km in diameter, that makes repeated close passes by the Earth every 133 years. Comet Swift-Tuttle is considered the single most dangerous object known to humanity.)

Angels and we have not made (verse 31 of Sura 74): 106 (or 105) + (6 + 41 + 154) = 106 (or 105) + 201 = 307 (or 306)

Promise of Nihaya (End) of the life of the Dunya (World before the End Times): (80 + 71) + (60 + 96) = 151 + 156 = 307

Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning) + Day of Al-Deen (The Religion or Judgment) (verse 12 of Sura 51): 156 + (56 + 95) = 156 (or 155) + 151 = 307 (or 306)
Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning) + Qa’im (This is the word used by Shia to refer to their Mahdi): 156 (or 155) + 151 = 307 (or 306)

Night of Dajjal + The Pope John Paulus (Paul): (75 + 38) + (37 + 59 + 98) = 113 + 194 = 307

Nihaya (End) of Kingdom of Engleez (English People): 71 + (135 + 101) = 71 + 236 = 307

The Defect: 307

Wari (Pious): 307

Eve (or night) of Hadd (Destruction) of Al-Aqsa: 75 + 9 + 223 = 307

Eve (or night) of Promise of Hadda (Incident of Destruction) of the Mosque: 75 + 80 + 14 + 138 = 307

Temple of Solomon: 116 + 191 (or 190) = 307 (or 306)

Temple of Kingdom of the Jews: 116 + (135 + 56) = 116 + 191 = 307

Fall of Moscow: 175 + 132 = 307

And strive for the sake of Allah the true way of striving (verse 78 of Sura 22): 307

Upon his servant to be (verse 1 of Sura 25): (110 + 81) + 116 = 191 + 116 = 307

Tulu (Rise) of the Sun from the Mashriq (East): 115 + 90 + (431 + 671) = 115 + 1102 = 1307

Al-Musta’wiz (The Seeker of Refuge): 1307 (equivalent to 307) (1552 is the 1307th Composite Number) (1307 is the 214th Prime Number)

Al-Mo’wizatayn (The 2 Suras that should be recited to seek refuge to Allah against magic spells. They are Sura 113 & 114): 1307 (equivalent to 307)

Qiyama (Rise) of Anti-Christ: 156 (or 155) + 151 (or 152) = 1307 (1306 or 1308)

The King Philip the Fourth’s Tard (Expulsion) of the Jews from France: 213 + 121 + (132 + 304) + 56 + 90 + 391 = 213 + 121 + 436 + 56 + 90 + 391 = 1307
(On July 22, 1306 AD, King Philip IV expelled the Jews from France.)
Al-Khusf (The Collapse) + City of Lenin, Russia: $771 + 536 = 1307$ (equivalent to 307)

The Kharab (Devastation) + Petersburg: $834 + 1473 = 2307$ ($= 3 \times 769$)

(2307 is the $1964^{th}$ Composite Number) (equivalent to 307)

uncovers its timing, except he. It has become heavy in the Heavens and (verse 187 of Sura 7): $59 + 542 + 32 + 11 + 1030 + 90 + 537 (538 or 539) + 6 = 2307$ ($2308$ or $2309$)

Al-Alfain (The Two Thousand) + Nineteen: $202 + (535 + 570)$:

$202 + 1105 = 1307$ (This refers to year 2019)

Awda (Return) of Space astronauts of Apollo 11 to the Earth:

$85 + (211 + 882) + (45 + 11) + 1032 = 2307$

Astronaut of Apollo + Neil Armstrong: $(215 + 45) + 90 + 1957 (or 1958) = 260 + 2047 (or 2048) = 2307 (or 2308)$

So, the torment got them as they were oppressors (verse 113 of Sura 16):

$3307$ (or $3308$)

Have you to drive us out of our Land by your magic, O Moses (verse 57 of Sura 20): $3307$ (3307 is the $465^{th}$ Prime Number)

At dawn on Friday, October 13, 1307 (Rabi Thani 15, 707 Hijri), hundreds of Knights Templars were simultaneously arrested by the order of King of France, Philip IV the Fair. It was the beginning of the end of the Knights Templar order. They were accused of heresy, idol worshipping, and engaging in homosexual practices. Among the accusations is that as part of induction rituals, new members were forced to spit on the cross, deny Christ, engage in indecent kissing.

♦

The Awar (Person who has a physical defect): $308$ ($= 2 \times 2 \times 7 \times 11$) ($308$ is the $244^{th}$ Composite Number) ($385$ is the $308^{th}$ Composite Number) ($2029$ is the $308^{th}$ Prime Number)

(Several Hadiths describe the Dajjal as an Awar with a defective eye)

Baruq (Baruch – Jewish version of Barack’s name): $308$

Bush (i.e. George Bush): $308$

Day of the Bidaya (Beginning) + Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): $56 + 53 + [71 + 128 (or 129)] = 56 + [53 + 199 (or 200)] = 56 + 252 (or 253) = 308 (or 309)

Day of 252: $56 + 252 = 308$ (September 9 is the $252^{nd}$ day of the Gregorian Calendar)
Day of Inqisam (Division, Split-up, or Schism): $56 + 252 = 308$

The Mubaya’a (Pledge of Allegiance) + The Hasan: $159 + 149 = 308$

The Hussein + The Hasan: $159 + 149 = 308$

We have descended him/it in the Night of (verse 1 of Sura 97) & (verse 3 of Sura 44): $143 (or 144) + 90 + 75 = 308 (or 309)$

How would you know what is (verse 1 of Sura 97) & (verse 27 of Sura 74): $41 + (226 + 41) = 41 + 267 = 308$

Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) of the Wahy (Revelation) + The Covenant + The Wahid (One – attribute or name of God): $93 + 55 + 110 + 50 = 308$

Allah in groups, then glorify (verse 2 - 3 of Sura 110): $66 + 92 + 150 = 308$

Bad’a (Beginning) of Burj (Sign) of the Leo: $7 + (205 + 96) = 7 + 301 = 308$

(July 23 is the first day of Leo zodiac sign)

Fall of a Mine: $175 + 133 = 308$

Day of Zilzal (Quake) + Tawafan (Flood): $56 + (106 + 146) = 56 + 252 = 308$

The Fourth + Ab (August - in Greater Syria & Iraq): $304 + 4 (or 3) = 308 (or 307) (Barack Obama was born on Friday, August 4, 1961)

Milad (Birth) of Barack: $85 + 223 = 308$  
[Barack Obama was born on Friday, August 4, 1961 Gregorian (July 22, 1961 Julian) (Safar 22, 1381 Hijri) (2437,515.5th or 2437,516th Julian Day) in Honolulu, Hawaii at 7:24 PM local time, meaning at 8:24 AM in Jerusalem on August 5, 1961 (July 23, 1961 Julian) (Safar 23, 1381 Hijri) ]

Awda (Return) of Barack: $85 + 223 = 308$

The Messiah son of Joseph: $149 + 53 (or 52) + 106 = 308 (or 307)$

Promise of the Dajjal (Deceiver) son of Joseph: $80 + [69 + 53 (or 52) + 106] = 80 + 228 (or 227) = 308 (or 307)$

The Messiah, the Dajjal + The Mahdi: $(149 + 69) + 90 = 218 + 90 = 308$

The Messiah son of David + The Jan (demons): $[149 + (53 + 21)] + 85 = (149 + 74) + 85 = 223 + 85 = 308$
William, King of the Engleez (English People): $86 + (90 + 132) = 86 + 222 = 308$

Son of David of the Engleez (English People), William: $[(52 + 21) + 149] + 86 = [73 (or 74) + 149] + 86 = 222$ (or 223) + 86 = $308$ (or $309$)

Name of his Lord (verse 15 of Sura 87): $101 + 207 = 308$

The Dajjal, King of the Engleez (English People): $69 + (90 + 149) = 69 + 239 = 308$

End of Korea: $71 + 237 = 308$

Nihaya (End) of State of the Sahayina (Zionists): $71 + (45 + 192) = 71 + 237 = 308$

Day of Promise of Nihaya (End) of Dawla (State) of the Jews: $56 + 80 + 71 + (45 + 56) = 56 + 80 + (71 + 101) = 56 + (80 + 172) = 56 + 252 = 308$

John Paul + The Messiah, Son of David: $92 + (149 + 52 + 15) = 92 + 216$ (or 217) = $308$ (or $309$)

Hadd (Destruction) of South Germany + Angels: $9 + (61 + 133) + 105 = (9 + 194) + 105 = 203 + 105 = 308$

Tombs: $308$

Harq (Burning or setting on Fire): $308$

Shahab (Meteors also known as Shooting/Falling Star) (verse 10 of Sura 37): $308$

(Meteor consists of fragments of material in Space that burn up or vaporize when they have a close encounter with Space Objects)

The Karawan (canary bird): $308$

Holy Lands/Countries: $68 + 240 = 308$

Harmageddon (Armageddon): $308$ (or $318$)

Day of the Moon + The Mars: $56 + (371 + 881) = 56 + 1252 = 1308$

Day of the approach + Apollo 11 from the Moon: $56 + (735 + 45 + 11 + 90 + 371) = 56 + 1252 = 1308$

Day of Yaqza (Wake up) of People of the Cave: $56 + 1015 + [101 (or 102) + 136] = 56 + [1015 + 237 (or 238)] = 56 + 1252 (or 1253) = 1308$ (or $1309$)
coming the drunkenness of the death came in the Haq (Truth or Due Date) (verse 19 of Sura 50): $1308$ (equivalent to $308$)

Then, He (God) resurrected him and asked him: "How long?" (verse 259 of Sura 2): $1308$ (equivalent to $308$)

The progeny of those whom we carried with Noah. (verse 3 of Sura 17): $915 + (90 + 128 + 110 + 64) = 915 + 393 = 1308$

Give me a respite till the day (verse 14 of Sura 7): $(1211 + 41) + 56 = 1252 + 56 = 1308$

Qiyama (Rise / Resurrection) + Anti-Christ: $156$ (or $155$) + $152$ (or $151$) = $1308$ ($1306$ or $1307$)

Lailat (Eve) of the Raj’a (Return) + The Islamic Caliphate: $75 + 309 + [747 + 177 (or 178)] = 75 + [309 + 924 (or 925)] = 75 + 1233 (or 1234) = 1308 (or $1309$)

Day of Intiha (End) of Fatra (Period) of the Haml (Pregnancy): $56 + [458 + 685 + 109] = 56 + 1252 = 1308$

So they called their friend. He came and Aqar (caused the Camel to become defective or crippled). (verse 29 of Sura 54): $1308$ (equivalent to $308$) ($1308$ is the $1093^{rd}$ Composite Number) ($2223$ is the $1308^{th}$ Composite Number)

Dajjal (Deceiver) of the Kingdom of Israel, the Akhir (Last): $[38 + 135 + 302 (or 303)] + 833 = 475 (or 476) + 833 = 1308$ (or $1309$)

The Prince Will son of Charles: $282 + 36 + 52$ (or $53$) + $938 = 1308$ (or $1309$)

Destruction of the United Kingdom: $654 + 166 + 488 = 1308$

they were astonished (bewildered) when a Warner came to them from them (verse 2 of Sura 50): $1308$

Day of Itifaqiya (Agreement) of Surrender of Japan: $56 + [597 + 591 (or 592) + 64] = 56 + 1252 (or 1253) = 1308$ (or $1309$) | World War II ended on the day Japan
signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, **September 2, 1945** around **9:00 AM** (Tokyo Time) (**Ramadan 24**, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5<sup>th</sup> Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on **Saturday, September 1, 1945** around **8:00 PM** (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (**Ramadan 23**, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar). [ ]

The result of their plan (or scheme). We have destroyed them and all their people. So, these were their houses (verse 51 of Sura 27): **2308** ($= 2 \times 2 \times 577$) (**2308** is the **1965**<sup>th</sup> Composite Number) (**2702** is the **2308**<sup>th</sup> Composite Number)

Like (Similar to) how your Lord got you out of your home on the Haq and a group of (verse 5 of Sura 8): **2308**

Astronaut of Apollo + Neil Armstrong: 
**(215 + 45) + 90 + 1958 (or 1957) = 260 + [90 + 1958 (or 1957)] = 260 + 2048 (or 2047) = 2308 (or 2307)**

to them their Prophet: It is the Aya (Sign) of his Kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin). In it, there is Sakina from your Lord. (verse 248 of Sura 2): **2308 (or 2309)** (equivalent to 308)

uncovers its timing, except he. It has become heavy in the Heavens and (verse 187 of Sura 7): **59 + 542 + 32 + 11 + 1030 + 90 + 538 (537 or 539) + 6 = 2308** (2307 or 2309)

So, the torment got them as they were oppressors (verse 113 of Sura 16): **3308 (or 3307)** ($= 2 \times 2 \times 827$) (**3308** is the **2842**<sup>nd</sup> Composite Number) (**3841** is the **3308**<sup>th</sup> Composite Number)

44 weeks is equal to 308 days.

On Saturday, **August 5, 1944** (**Shaban 16** (or 15), 1363 Hijri) (Av 16, 5704 Jewish) (2431,307.5<sup>th</sup> or 2431,308<sup>th</sup> Julian Day), during World War II, the Wola (or Woli) massacre (or slaughter) started. Wola is a district within Warsaw, Poland. It continued for 7 days till **August 12, 1944** (**Shaban 23** (or 22), 1363 Hijri). It was the systematic killing of around 40,000 - 50,000 of Polish people including women, children and patients in hospitals (without distinction was made between Polish civilians and resistance fighters) in organized mass executions throughout the Wola district of the Polish capital Warsaw by Nazi German troops during the Warsaw Uprising in 1944.

Day of Allah’s Ikmal (Completion) of the Deen (Religion or Judgment): **56 + (92 + 66 + 95) = 56 + 253 = 309** (**309** is the **245**<sup>th</sup> Composite Number) (**386** is the **309**<sup>th</sup> Composite Number) (**2039** is the **309**<sup>th</sup> Prime Number) (**5309** is the **704**<sup>th</sup> Prime Number)

Day of the Deen (Judgment or Religion), you are whom we worship (verse 3 – 4 of Sura 1): **56 + (95 + 32 + 126) = 56 + 253 = 309**
Day of the Bidaya (Beginning) + Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): $56 + 53 + [71 + 129 (or 128)] = 56 + [53 + 200 (or 199)] = 56 + 253 (or 252) = \textbf{309 (or 308)}$

Day of Promise of Punishment: $(56 + 80) + 173 = 136 + 173 = \textbf{309}$

Filistinyeen (Palestinians): \textbf{309}

The Raj’a (Return): \textbf{309}

Island of the Jinn: $225 + 84 = \textbf{309}$

Wafat (Death) of Ali son of Abi Talib: $92 + [110 + 52 (or 53) + 13 + 42] = 92 + 217 (or 218) = \textbf{309 (or 310)}$

The Fourth: \textbf{309}

Qatar: \textbf{309}

Lord (God) of the Kawn (Universe): $202 + 107 = \textbf{309}$

Deserts: \textbf{309}

True (Truth or Right of) Certainty. (verse 95 of Sura 56): $108 + 201 = \textbf{309}$

Hazima (Defeat) of Lahore: $67 + 242 = \textbf{309}$

Promise of the Wreckage of Islam Abad: $80 + 89 + 140 = \textbf{309}$

Saiha (Scream) + Halak (Devastation) of Islam Abad: $113 + 56 + 140 = \textbf{309}$

Duke of Cambridge: $30 + 279 = \textbf{309}$

The years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment) (verse 5 of Sura 10) & (verse 12 of Sura 17): $201 + 6 + 102 = \textbf{309}$

words of the last verse: $491 + 801 + 17 (or 16) = \textbf{1309 (or 1308)}$

The Prince William son of Charles: $282 + 36 + 53 (or 52) + 938 = \textbf{1309 (or 1308)}$ ($= 7 \times 11 \times 17$) \textbf{(1309 is the 1094th Composite Number)}
On Wednesday, July 29, 1981 Gregorian (July 16, 1981 Julian) (Ramadan 26 (or 27), 1401 Hijri) (Tammuz 27, 5741 Jewish Calendar) (2444,814.5th Julian Day), a worldwide television audience of over 700 million people watched the wedding of Charles, Prince of Wales, and Lady Diana Spencer at Saint Paul’s Cathedral in London.

Day of Promise of Nakba (Disaster) + Halak (Devastation) of City of Karachi: (56 + 80 + 77) + 56 + (109 + 931) = 213 + 56 + 1040 = 1309 (equivalent to 309)

India’s Tadmeer (Destruction) of Pakistan: 654 + (90 + 565) = 654 + 655 = 1309 (equivalent to 309)

We (God) bring out Mawta (dead people): 853 + 456 = 1309

Hadd (Destruction) of Burja (Two Towers) of Alamiya (World/International) Trade Center: 9 + 206 + (267 + 640 + 187) = 9 + (206 + 1094) = 9 + 1300 = 1309

Halak (Devastation) of Hamburg: 56 + 1253 (or 1254) = 1309 (or 1310)

Night (or Eve) of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders’) Entrance of the Aqsa Mosque: 75 + (640 + 233 + 138 + 223) = 75 + 1234 = 1309

Lailat (Eve) of the Raj’a (Return) + The Islamic Caliphate: 75 + 309 + [747 + 178 (or 177)] = 75 + [309 + 925 (or 924)] = 75 + 1234 (or 1233) = 1309 (or 1308) (equivalent to 309)

Day of Yaqza (Wake up) of People of the Cave: 56 + 1015 + [102 (or 101) + 136] = 56 + [1015 + 238 (or 237)] = 56 + 1253 (or 1252) = 1309 (or 1308)

Day of Itifaqiya (Agreement of Surrender of Japan): 56 + [597 + 592 (or 591) + 64] = 56 + 1253 (or 1252) = 1309 (or 1308) [World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).]

Thalatha Ashar (Thirteen) + September: [1035 (or 1036) + 570] + 704 = 1605
And Listen the Day the Caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Sahat (Scream) by/on the Haq (Truth) (verse 41 - 42 of Sura 50): $6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + (236 + 539 + 141) = (1337 + 56) + 916 = 1393 + 916 = 2309$ (equivalent to 309)

Listen the Day they hear the Sahat (Scream) by/on the Haq (Truth) (verse 41 - 42 of Sura 50): $6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + (236 + 539 + 141) = (1337 + 56) + 916 = 1393 + 916 = 2309$ (equivalent to 309)

(2703 is the 2309th Composite Number)

The Raheem. Read in the name of your Lord who created.

He created (or Creator of) the human (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 96): $2309$ (or $2308$) (equivalent to 309) ($2309$ is the 343rd Prime Number)

The Day of Ibtida (Beginning) + the Hijri Sana (Year) + 1444: $56 + [409 + (146 + 254)] + 1444 = 56 + (409 + 400) + 1444 = (56 + 809) + 1444 = 865 + 1444 = 2309$

how would you know what Lailat of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 97): $(41 + 226 + 41 + 470 + 335 + 470 + 335) + (810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 137 + 6 + 245) = 1918 + 2391 = 4309$

According to Google satellite, the distance between Saint Peter’s Basilica and the Aqsa Mosque is 1436 miles (2311 Km or 1247.85 nautical miles), but the distance between the Vatican and Jerusalem in general is around 1435 miles (2309.409 Km or 1247 nautical miles).

1435 miles are equal to 2309.409 Kilometers (Km). Number 2309 is equivalent to the numerical value of:

$2309$ is the number of lunar years.
People of the Cave remained sleeping as indicated in verse 25 of Sura of the Kahf (Cave) (Sura 18) which immediately precedes Sura of Maryam (Mary) (Sura 19).

♦️ I bear witness (first part of Muslims' Testimony of Faith): 310 (310 is the 246th Composite Number) 387 is the 310th Composite Number 2053 is the 310th Prime Number 6107 is the 5310th Composite Number

Witness (verse 3 of Sura 85): 310

Omar (i.e. Omar bin Al-Khattab): 310

Omr (age or life span): 310

Wafat (Death) of Ali son of Abi Talib: 92 + [110 + 53 (or 52) + 13 + 42] = 92 + 218 (or 217) = 310 (or 309)

The Believers and were shaken (verse 11 of Sura 33): 223 + 6 + 81 = 310

And Qaddar (made an assessment) (verse 18 of Sura 74): 6 + 304 = 310

Tariq (Star): 310

John Paul + The Dajjal Messiah: (54 + 38) + (149 + 69) = 92 + 218 = 310

Dajjal (Deceiver) of America: 38 + 272 = 310

Iranian Dajjal (Deceiver): 38 + 272 = 310

Building of Haikal (Temple) of Solomon: 54 + (65 + 191) = 54 + 256 = 310

Nasl (progeny) of Jinn (invisible creatures) and Inss (Human race): 140 + 53 (or 54) + 6 + 111 = 310 (or 311)

Kerman (province in Iran): 310 (or 311)

Al-Mustafeen (The Lined up/ forming a line/ aligned or the Chosen) (verse 47 of Sura 38): 310

Marsa (Dock or where boats land): 310

Masra (Path): 310
Phoenix: 310

Ruqud (lying down asleep) (verse 18 of Sura 18): 310

Ihraq (Burning or Setting on Fire): 310

The Vatican City: 109 + 201 (or 202) = 310 (or 311)

Catastrophe of Britain: 27 + 283 = 310

Night of Qadr is better than (verse 3 of Sura 97): 1310 (equivalent to 310)

Day of the Furqan (Quran), the Day the Jam’an (two assembled forces) met (verse 41 of Sura 8): (56 + 462) + (56 + 541 + 195) = 518 + 792 = 1310

The distance between the Vatican and the Aqsa Mosque: 217 + 90 + 592 (or 593) + 41 + (138 + 223) = 217 + 90 + 592 (or 593) + 41 + 370 = 1310 (or 1311)

The Saint Peter’s Basilica (Church) + City of the Vatican: [133 (or 134) + 205 + 271] + (109 + 592 (or 593) = 609 (or 610) + 701 (or 702) = 1310 (1311 or 1312)

I saw eleven planets and (verse 4 of Sura 12): 1310

The finding of Gospel of Jesus Christ: (807 + 110) + (94 + 150 + 149) = 917 + 393 = 1310 (equivalent to 310)

The Ninth + Za Al-Hijja: 562 + (701 + 47) = 562 + 748 = 1310

Thamaniya (Eight) + September: 606 (or 605) + 704 = 1310 (or 1309)

The Hour. When will its docking be? Say: the knowledge of it is with my Lord. No one uncovers its timing, except he. (verse 187 of Sura 7. This is the 1141st verse of the Quran): 562 (or 167) + [ 62 + 307 + 130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 212 + 31 + 59 + 542 + 32 + 11 ] = 562 (or 167) + 1748 (or 1747) = 2310 (or 1915)

The Hour is coming, no doubt about it. And that Allah resurrects (verse 6 – 7 of Sura 22): (311 + 314 + 6 + 51 + 167 + 417 + 31 + 212 + 96) + (6 + 51 + 66 + 582) = 1605 + 705 = 2310
And when it (the Sun) sets (verse 17 of Sura 18): 6 + 702 + 1602 = 2310 (equivalent to 310) (2310 = 2 x 3 x 5 x 7 x 11) (2310 is the 1966th Composite Number)
descended (brought down) from the Heaven (verse 10 of Sura 16): $88 + 90 + 133 = 311$

John, the Baptist: $75 + 236 = 311$

The Vatican City: $109 + 202$ (or 201) = 311 (or 310)

The Saint Peter’s Basilica (Church) + City of the Vatican: $133$ (or 134) + 205 + 271 + $[109 + 593$ (or 592)] = 609 (or 610) + 702 (or 701) = 1311 (1310 or 1312) (equivalent to 311) (1311 is the 1096th Composite Number)

The distance from the Vatican to the Aqsa Mosque: $217 + 90 + 593$ (or 592) + 41 + (138 + 223) = $217 + 90 + 593$ (or 592) + 41 + 370 = 1311 (or 1310)

[Hadd (Destruction) of the Western Wall: $9 + (59 + 1243) = 9 + 1302 = 1311$

The One who has the Throne (refers to God) (verse 20 of Sura 81): 1311 (equivalent to 311)

Zu Al-Qadat: $706$ (or 707) + 605 = 1311 (or 1312)

Zi Qadat + 27: $(710 + 574) + 27 = 1284 + 27 = 1311$

Al-Thani Al-Ishroon (The Twenty Second) + Yulyu (July): $(592 + 657) + 62 = 1249 + 62 = 1311$

Ithnan wa Ishroon (Twenty Two) + Ailul (September): $(602 + 6 + 626) + 77 = 1234 + 77 = 1311$

The Musta’eez (Seeker of Refuge): 1311 (equivalent to 311)

So, seek refuge (verse 200 of Sura 7): 1311 (equivalent to 311)

So, take off your shoes. You are in the Holy Valley (verse 12 of Sura 20): 1311

Qiyama (Resurrection) of a Nazeer (Warner) + Jerusalem: $156 + 960 + 195 = 1311$

That day, the people shall be gathered for it and that is a day Mashhood (to be witnessed) (verse 103 of Sura 11): $751 + (56 + 159 + 35 + 142 + 6 + 751 + 56 + 355) = 751 + 1560 = 2311$

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Praise be to
Allah who descended, unto his worshipper, the Book and (verse 1 of Sura 18): \( (66 + 329) + [289 + 83 + 65 + 741 + 88 + 110 + 81 + 453 \text{ or } (454) + 6] = 395 + 1916 \text{ or } 1917 = 2311 \)

\[(66 + 329) + [289 + 83 + 65 + 741 + 88 + 110 + 81 + 453 \text{ or } 454 + 6] = 395 + 1916 \text{ or } 1917 = 2311 \]

in which the Quran was revealed as a guidance for people and as evidences/signs for guidance and distinction (of good versus evil), so whoever witnesses (verse 185 of Sura 2): \( 2311 \) (equivalent to \( 311 \)) \((2311 \text{ is the } 344^{\text{th}} \text{ Prime Number})\)

♦ Near (verse 41 of Sura 50) & (verse 17 of Sura 42): \( 312 \) \((= 2 \times 156) \) \((312 \text{ is the } 247^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number})\) \((390 \text{ is the } 312^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number})\) \((2069 \text{ is the } 312^{\text{th}} \text{ Prime Number})\)

\[\text{مدينه الإمام المهدي} \quad \text{City of Imam Mahdi: } 109 + (113 + 90) = 109 + 203 = 312 \]

\[\text{إسرايل} \quad \text{Israel: } 312 \text{ (or } 311) \]

\[\text{أستراليا} \quad \text{Australia: } 312 \text{ (or } 311) \]

\[\text{นามه أمر الله} \quad \text{Command of Allah has come (verse 14 of Sura 57): } 5 + 241 + 66 \text{ (or } 67) = 312 \text{ (or } 313) \]

\[\text{ابن علي} \quad \text{The Hasan son of Ali : } 149 + 53 + 110 = 312 \]

\[\text{ملك سليمان} \quad \text{The King Solomon: } 121 + 191 \text{ (or } 190) = 312 \text{ (or } 311) \]

\[\text{شباك} \quad \text{Shabat (February): } 312 \]

\[\text{الأمريكي} \quad \text{The American: } 312 \]

\[\text{ابن جو + دولة الإنجليز + اليهود} \quad \text{Son of Joe + State of the English People + the Jews: } 62 + 45 + (149 + 56) = 62 + 45 + 205 = 312 \text{ (or } 311) \]

\[\text{هد + إسرائيل} \quad \text{Hadd (Destruction) + Israel: } 9 + 303 = 312 \]

\[\text{هد البريطان} \quad \text{Hadd (Destruction) of the Britons: } 9 + 303 = 312 \]

\[\text{وعد هد ماسونيون} \quad \text{Promise of Hadd (Destruction) of Free-Masons : } 80 + 9 + 223 = 312 \]

\[\text{هد دولة الماسونيين} \quad \text{Hadd (Destruction) of State of the Masoniyeen (Free-Masons): } 9 + (45 + 258) = 9 + 303 = 312 \]

\[\text{الهد + أمريكا} \quad \text{Al-Hadd (Destruction) of America (U.S.): } 40 + 272 = 312 \]

\[\text{هد + قارب} \quad \text{Hadd (Destruction) of a boat : } 9 + 303 = 312 \]
In the religion of Allah, in groups (verse 2 of Sura 110): $90 + 64 + 66 + 92 = 312$

War of the Nihaya (End): $210 + 102 = 312$

Nihaya (End) of the War: $71 + 241 = 312$

Al-Hawariyoon (Disciples of Jesus) (verse 14 of Sura 61): 312

They are deaf, dumb (or mute), blind (verse 18 of Sura 2): $130 + 62 + 120 = 312$

War + Atomic Bomb: $210 + 1102 = 1312$ (1312 is the 1097th Composite Number) (1558 is the 1312th Composite Number)

Zu Al-Qadat: $707$ (or 706) + 605 = 1312 (or 1311)

Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17): $80 + 1232$ (or 1233) = 1312 (or 1313)

Promise of the Raj’a (Return) + The Islamic Caliphate: $80 + 309 + [746 (or 747) + 177 (or 178)] = 80 + [309 + 923 (924 or 925)] = 80 + 1232 (1233 or 1234) = 1312 (1313 or 1314)

The Saint Peter’s Basilica (Church) + City of the Vatican: $[134 (or 133) + 205 + 271] + [109 + 593 (or 592)] = 610 (or 609) + 702 (or 701) = 1312 (1310 or 1311)

Huzairan (June) 23 + 2013 = (276 + 23) + 2013 = 299 + 2013 = 2312 (2312 is the 1967th Composite Number) (2706 is the 2312th Composite Number)

For the one who fears torment of the End Times. That day, the people shall be gathered for it and that is (verse 103 of Sura 11): $(120 + 681 + 773 + 838 + 751 + 56 + 159 + 35 + 142 + 6) + 751 = 3561 + 751 = 4312$

♦ O Israel: $11 + 302$ (or 303) = 313 (or 314) (313 is the 65th Prime Number) (391 is the 313th Composite Number) (2081 is the 313th Prime Number)

Israelite: 313

The British: 313

The Arabian: 313
The Spring: 313

September: 313

Burj (Zodiac Sign) of Mizan (Scale or Libra): 205 + 108 = 313

The Nihaya (End) + The Summer: 102 + 211 = 313

Day of Qiyama (Resurrection) + The Nihaya (End): [56 + 155 (or 156)] + 102 = 211 (or 212) + 102 = 313 (or 314)

Hisab (Judgment/Punishment) of Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection): 71 + [56 + 186 (or 187)] = 71 + 242 (or 243) = 313 (or 314)

Promise of the Lord: 80 + 233 = 313

Promise of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 80 + 233 = 313

Command of Allah has come (verse 14 of Sura 57): 5 + 241 + 67 (or 66) = 313 (or 312)

Soon: 313 (or 312)

An enemy for you and your wife, so do not (verse 117 of Sura 20): 313

Nihaya (End) of the life of the Dunya (World before the End Times) + Bidaya (Beginning) of the Dajjal: 71 + 55 + 96 + 22 + 69 = 313

The Mahdi + Day of Nihaya (End) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): (90 + 56) + (71 + 96) = 313

Promise of Allah + The Hour: (80 + 66) + 167 = 146 + 167 = 313

Raj’a (Return) of Babyl (Babylon): 278 + 35 = 313

Army: 313

Mazameer of David: 298 + 15 (or 21) = 313 (or 319)

Israa + Al-Wahid (the One, refers to Oneness of God): 263 + 50 = 313

Who is in the Heaven (verse 17 of Sura 67): 90 + 90 + 133 = 313

The Mahdi + in the Heaven: 90 + 90 + 133 = 313

Night of Promise of Dakk (Bombardment or Destruction) of Sydney: 75 + 80 +
The Nakba (Disaster) + End of Sydney: \( (108 + 71) + 134 = 179 + 134 = 313 \)

Nakba (Disaster) of Atomic Bomb + Sydney: \( 77 + 1102 + 134 = 1313 \)

Night of Khuruj (Coming out) from the Qubur (graves): \( 75 + (809 + 90 + 339) = 75 + 1238 = 1313 \)

Night of Allah’s Ba’th (Resurrection) of Mutaqeen (pious or God-fearing): \( 75 + (572 + 66 + 600) = 75 + 1238 = 1313 \) (equivalent to 313)

Night of Allah’s Ba’th (Resurrection) of Pakistaniyoons (Pakistanis): \( 75 + (572 + 66 + 600) = 75 + 1238 = 1313 \)

The eye-sights are cast down (verse 44 of Sura 70): \( 975 + 338 = 1313 \) (equivalent to 313)

We revived them so that they may question among themselves (verse 19 of Sura 18): \( 667 + 539 + 107 = 1313 \) (equivalent to 313)

Revealed to me. I am not but an evident Warner (verse 70 of Sura 38): \( 1313 \) (equivalent to 313)

The Rahman, the Raheem. We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97): \( 329 \) (or 330) + 289 + 52 + 143 (or 144) + 90 + 75 + 335 = \( 1313 \) (1314 or 1315)

The Hour, say “The Knowledge of it is with Allah. And how would you know? Perhaps the Hour is. (verse 63 of Sura 33): \( 1313 \) (1313 is the \( 1098^\text{th} \) Composite Number) \( 1098 \) is the \( 913^\text{th} \) Composite Number) (1560 is the \( 1313^\text{th} \) Composite Number)
And if you return, We return and we make Jahanam (Hell), for the Disbelievers, an abode (verse 8 of Sura 17): (162 + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51 + 514) + (125 + 6 + 154 + 98 + 420 + 308) = 1202 + 1111 = 2313

your Lord may have mercy on you.

To the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings to show him from our Ayat (Signs) (verse 1 of Sura 17): **2313** (or **2314**) (equivalent to **313**) (2313 is the 1968th Composite Number) (2708 is the 2313th Composite Number)

The Israa (miraculous heavenly journey) + 2019 = 2313 (equivalent to 313)

The Israa (miraculous heavenly journey) + 2019 = 2313

The Israa (miraculous heavenly journey) + 2019 = 2313 (equivalent to 313)

Huziran (June) 24 + 2013 : (276 + 24) + 2013 = 300 + 2013 = 2313

Night of Fat’h (Conquest or Opening) of Petersburg, Russia: (75 + 488) + (1473 + 277) = 563 + 1750 = 2313 (equivalent 313)

Line of **Latitude 51 degrees North**: 609 + 1070 + (51 + 212) + 371 = 609 + (1070 + 263) + 371 = (609 + 1333) + 371 = 1942 + 371 = 2313 (= 1922 + 391) (London is located on **Latitude 51 degrees North**)

The Figs and the Olives and Mount Sinai and this safe Balad (City or Country). (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 95): 2313 (equivalent to 313)

forty nights, then, you took on the Calf from (verse 51 of Sura 2): (333 + 75 + 540) + (2141 + 134) + 90 = 948 + 2275 + 90 = **3313**

sent on a journey his servant at night from the Haram Mosque Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque, which we have blessed its surroundings, to show him from our Ayat (signs). He is (verse 1 of Sura 17): **3313** (or **3314**) (equivalent to **313**) (3313 is the 466th Prime Number)

The Qadr. Laila (Eve) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from (verse 2 – 4 of Sura 97): 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 128 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 = 4313

The Hour. When will its docking be ? While you are part of its Zikra (remembrance or mention). To your Lord is its Muntaha (end or destination). You are but a warner for those who fear it. As if on the day they see it, they do not remain, except an evening (verse 42 – 46 of Sura 79): [562 + 62 + 306 (or 307) + 130 + 451 + 90 + 927 + 41 + 222 + 502 + 92 + 451 + 990 + 90] + (917 + 116 + 56 + 272 + 70 + 549 + 32 + 385) = 4916 (or 4917) + 2397 = **7313** (or **7314**)
Father of Zionism, Jewish journalist Theodor Herzl’s famous booklet titled Der Judenstaat (The Jewish State), advocating the creation of a Jewish state, was published in Vienna, Austria, on February 14, 1896 (Shaban 29 or 30, 1313 Hijri) (Shevat 30, 5656 Jewish Calendar).

There is another interesting aspect about the date of Herzl’s Book, Shaban 29 (or 30), 1313 Hijri, is the fact that numerical value of Shaban is equal to the numerical value of the word “Book”. So, the date (Shaban + 1313) is numerically equal to (Book + Promise of the End Times).

♦️

الفجر The Fajr (Dawn) (verse 1 of Sura 89) & (verse 5 of Sura 97): 314 (314 = 2 x 157) (314 is the 248th Composite Number) (392 is the 314th Composite Number) (2083 is the 314th Prime Number) (Verse 1 of Sura 89 is the 243rd verse from the end of the Quran, meaning there are 242 verses after it.)

The Jifr (A book of esoteric knowledge of the Shia): 314

أرمجيدون Armageddon: 314 (or 304)

الفرج The Faraj (Relief): 314

قدير Qadeer (capable) (verse 41 of Sura 8) & (verse 33 of Sura 46): 314

مسحور Bewitched (verse 101 of Sura 17): 314 (or 315)

صدرك your chest (verse 2 of Sura 7): 314

الحسين من مكه Al-Hussein from Mecca : 159 + 90 + 65 = 314

الحميل زوج Burj (Zodiac Sign) of the Hamal (Lamb or Aries): 205 + 109 = 314

بدايه و وعد ربي Bidaya (Beginning) of + Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18): 22 + (80 + 212) = 22 + 292 = 314

إلى يوم القيامة لا to day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval or Beginning of End Times), no (verse 12 of Sura 6): [(41 + 56) + 186 (or 187)] + 31 = [97 + 186 (or 187)] + 31 = 283 (or 284) + 31 314 (or 315)

ربب فيها و doubt about it and (verse 7 of Sura 22): 212 + 96 + 6 = 314

وأيه حرب نووي Wahiya (Catastrophe) of Nuclear War: 27 + (210 + 77) = 27 + 287 = 314

يوم نكبه أسلحة نوويه Day of Nakba (Disaster) of the Nuclear Weapons: 56 + [77 + (104 + 77)] =
56 + (77 + 181) = 56 + 258 = 314

Day of Nuzul (Descent) of Adam + Hawwa (Eve) + Iblees (Evil Jinn or Demon): 56 + [93 + 46 (or 45) + 16 + 103] = 56 + 258 (or 257) = 314 (or 313)

Day of Curse of Iblees (Devil): 56 + (155 + 103) = 56 + 258 = 314

Day of Nahr (slaughter): 56 + 258 = 314

Day of the Ququf (Standing-up) + Mount: 56 + (223 + 35) = 56 + 258 = 314

Day (Feast or Festival) of Lights: 56 + 258 = 314

Feast/Festival of Lights, also known as Hanukkah, is an 8 - day Jewish Holiday that commemorates the victory of practicing Jews and re-dedication of the Jewish Temple in Jerusalem to God on Kislev 25 (165 B.C.), after it was transformed by Greek Seleucid King Antiochus IV into a pagan temple and was desecrated by performing pagan rituals in the Jewish Temple, such as slaughtering and offering unholy sacrifices to pagan gods, three years earlier also on Kislev 25 (168 B.C.)

Day of the Nihaya (End) + Qiyama (Resurrection/Rise, Upheaval, or Beginning of End Times): 56 + [102 + 156 (or 155)] = 56 + 258 (or 257) = 314 (or 313)

Day the Hisab (Judgment) starts (verse 41 of Sura 14): 56 + (156 + 102) = 56 + 258 = 314

Day of Qiyama (Upheaval) of Elias (Elijah): 56 + (156 + 102) = 56 + 258 = 314

Ruju (Return) of Babylon: 279 + 35 = 314

We do not descend the Angels (verse 8 of Sura 15): 41 + 137 + 136 (or 137) = 314 (or 315)

Red Lion: 65 + 249 = 314

Lailat (Eve or Night) in which 11 Planets lined up: 75 + [180 + 11 + 48 (or 49)] = 75 + 239 (or 240) = 314 (or 315)

199 years: 199 + 115 = 314

The Promise + The Imam Mahdi: 111 + (113 + 90) = 111 + 203 = 314

The Promise + The Mahdi + YoHanna (John) Paul: 111 + 90 + (75 + 38) = 111 + (90 + 113) = 111 + 203 = 314

The Promise + The Mahdi + Elijah + Jan (John or Demons): 111 + [90 + (59 + 54)] = 111 + (90 + 113) = 111 + 203 = 314
The Mahdi + The Dajjal + Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope
John Paul: 90 + 69 + 21 + (37 + 59 + 38) = 90 + 69 + 21 + 134 = 314

The Zionist Entity: 112 + 202 = 314 (Muslims refer to State of Israel as the Zionist Entity)

Madina (City/State) of the English People + the Jews: 109 + (149 + 56) = 109 + 205 = 314

Sykes–Picot Agreement: 125 + (151 + 38) = 125 + 189 = 314

Awda (Return) + The Saleebiyoon (Crusaders): 85 + 229 = 314

Awda (Return) + The Islamiyoon (Islamists): 85 + 229 = 314

And how would you know what (verse 2 of Sura 86): (6 + 41) + [226 (or 235) + 41] = 47 + 267 (or 276) = 314 (or 323)

I am your Lord (God) (verse 24 of Sura 79): 52 + 262 = 314

Miraj (Ascension to Heaven): 314

He flew + The Carpet: 210 + 104 = 314

The Pope YoHanna (John) Paulus (Paul) + The Sijjada (Carpet): (37 + 75 + 98) + 104 = 210 + 104 = 314

Island of the Jinna (invisible creatures that may possess humans): 225 + 89 = 314

Awar (who a defect. This refers to the Dajjal) + The Pope: 277 + 37 = 314

Countries/Lands of the Romans (or Russia): 37 + 277 = 314

The Pope + Russia: 37 + 277 = 314

The Pope YoHanna (John) Paulus (Paul) + Nuclear Wahiya (Catastrophe): (37 + 75 + 98) + (27 + 77) = 210 + 104 = 314

Sea of Galilee (also known as Lake of Tiberias): 210 + 104 = 314

The Ma’ida (Table of Food) from the Heaven (The story of the Ma’ida that Jesus asks God to bring down as a miraculous Sign is mentioned in verses 112 - 115 of Sura 5, titled Al-Ma’ida): 91 + 90 + 133 = 314
your water (source) becomes Ghawr (sunk deep into the Earth) (verse 30 of Sura 67): \(1314\) (equivalent to \(314\))

Day of Promise of Tawfan (Flood) of the Earth: \(56 + [80 + (164 + 1032)] = 56 + 1258 = 1314\)

Empty, (sitting) on its (past) thrones (verse 259 of Sura 2): \(1314\) (equivalent to \(314\))

Khusf (Collapse or Catastrophe) of the British Island: \(740 + (256 + 318) = 740 + 574 = 1314\) (equivalent to \(314\))

Wahiya (Catastrophe) of the White House : \(27 + (443 + 844) = 27 + 1287 = 1314\)

Adna (nearest or lowest location) of the Ard (Land/Earth) and they, after (verse 3 of Sura 30): \(1314\)

Kharab (Devastation) of Abra + Saida + Lebanon: \(803 + (273 + 105 + 133) = 803 + 511 = 1314\) [Sunni Sheikh Ahmad Al-Aseer, Imam of Masjid (Mosque) of Bilal son Rabah in Abra, a district of city of Saida, Lebanon, and his ally former singer Fadl Shaker, were defeated by Shia’s Hizb Allah and the Lebanese Army in a battle that started on **Sunday June 23, 2013** (Shaban 14, 1434 Hijri) (Tamuz 15, 5773 Jewish) (2456.466.5th Julian). It lasted for about 24 hours till **June 24, 2013**. This means it happened in the Middle (or Half) of Shaban, traditionally an important day for Muslims.]

Day of Istiada (Getting back) of Muslimeen (Muslims) the Quds (Jerusalem) from Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): \(56 + (541 + 230 + 195 + 90 + 202) = 56 + 1258 = 1314\)

Day of Intifada (Uprising) of Khurasani: \(56 + (1337 + 921) = 56 + 2258 = 1314\)

And the drunkenness of the death came in the Haq (Truth) (verse 19 of Sura 50): \(1314\) (equivalent to \(314\))

Khuruj (Coming out) of the Hussein son of Ali to the Kufa : \(809 + 159 + 53\) (or \(52\)) + \(110 + 41 + 142 = 1314\) (or \(1313\))

The Rahman, the Raheem. We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97): \(329\) (or \(330\)) + \(289 + 52 + 144\) (or \(143\)) + \(90 + 75 + 335 = 1314\) (1313 or 1315)
We do not descend the Angels except in the Haq and they have not been (verse 8 of Sura 15): \[41 + 137 + 136 \text{ (or 137)} + 32 + 141 + 6 + 41 + 78 + 702 = 314 \text{ (or 315)} + 1000 = 1314 \text{ (or 1315)}

We sent Moses with our Ayat (Signs) and an evident Sultan (authority) (verse 23 of Sura 40): \[134 + 342 + 116 + 464 \text{ (or 465)} + 6 + 150 + 102 = 1056 \text{ (or 1057)} + 258 = 1314 \text{ (or 1315)}

We forbid the Mosques of Allah (from having the name of Allah) mentioned (verse 114 of Sura 2): \[160 + 107 \text{ (or 108)} + 66 + 51 + 930 = 1314 \text{ (or 1315)}

We made subservient, to you, the Night and the Day (verse 33 of Sura 14): \[(860 + 90) + 71 + 6 + 287 = 950 + 364 = 1314 \]

The Night and the Day-time (Morning) and the Sun and the Moon and the Stars (verse 12 of Sura 16): \[(71 + 6) + (287 + 6 + 431 + 6 + 371 + 6 + 130) = 77 + 1237 = 1314 \text{ (equivalent to 314)}

The Ninth + Zu Al-Hijja : \[561 \text{ (or 562)} + 706 + 47 = 561 \text{ (or 562)} + 753 = 1314 \text{ (or 1315)}

A day, the duration of it is one thousand years of what you count (verse 5 of Sura 32): \[(56 + 71 + 350) + (111 + 115 + 81 + 530) = 477 + 837 = 1314 \text{ (equivalent to 314)} \text{ (1314 is the 1099th Composite Number) (1561 is the 1314th Composite Number)}

The life of the Dunya (World before the End Times) is a passing enjoyment and the End Times is home of the Qarar (Final Settlement) (verse 39 of Sura 40): \[59 + 96 + 511 + 6 + 51 + 838 \text{ (or 837)} + (15 + 205 + 532) = 1562 \text{ (or 1561)} + 752 = 2314 \text{ (equivalent to 314)} \text{ (2314 is the 1969th Composite Number) (2709 is the 2314th Composite Number)}

Corrective Movement + Coup of Hafiz Al-Assad + Syria \[2314 \text{ [On November 13, 1970 (Ramadan 14, 1390 Hijri), a coup known as the Corrective Movement, brought Hafiz Assad to power in Syria. On November 19, 1970 (Ramadan 20, 1390 Hijri), Hafiz Assad became Prime Minister of Syria.]} \]

Ihya (Resurrection) of the astronaut Neil Armstrong: \[21 + (246 + 90 + 1957) = 21 + 2293 = 2314 \]

To the Aqsa Mosque, which We have blessed its surroundings, to show him from our Ayat (Signs). (verse 1 of Sura 17): \[41 + 138 + 223 + 741 + 273 + \]
49 + 295 + 90 + 464 (or 463) = 2314  (or 2313)

sent on a journey his servant at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque, which we have blessed its surroundings, to show him from our Ayat (signs). It is HoWa (He)  (verse 1 of Sura 17):

\[ [271 + 83 + 71 + 90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 223 + 741 + 273 (or 274) + 49] + (295 + 90 + 464 + 56 + 11) = 2398 (or 2399) + 916 = 3314 (or 3315) \]

(= 2 x 1657)  (equivalent to 314)  (3314 is the 2847th Composite Number)

Or have you thought that People of the Cave and the Raqeem were of our Ayat (Signs or Verses) for wonder. When the Youths resorted to the Cave (verse 9 – 10 of Sura 18): 41 + 470 + 51 + 101 (or 102) + 136 + 381 + 78 + 90 + 463 (462 or 464) + 76 + 701 + 17 + 921 + 41 + 136 = 3314 (3315 or 3316)

It is in that an Aya (Sign) for the one who fears torment of the End Times. That day, shall be gathered (verse 103 of Sura 11): [51 + 90 + 750 + 46 (or 47) + 120] + [681 + 773 + 838 (or 837) + 750 + 56 + 159] = 1057 (or 1058) + 3257 (or 3256) = 3314 (3313 or 3315)

Those who harm Allah and his Messenger, Allah has cursed them in the Dunya (World before the End Times) and in the End Times and has prepared for them a Muheen (insulting, demeaning, or humiliating) torment (verse 57 of Sura 33):

\[ 4314 \]

the Book and made him a guidance to Bani (Children) of Israel. Do not take beside me a Wakeel (Guardian). The progeny of (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 17): [ 454 (or 453) + 6 + 159 (or 158) + 19 + 30] + (62 + 303 + 32 + 2107 + 90 + 70 + 67) + 915 = [668 (or 667) + 2731] + 915 = 3399 (or 3398) + 915 = 4314 (or 4313)

The Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it in Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what Laila of the Qadr is? Laila of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command.  
(verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): 329 + 289 + 51 + 144 + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 = 6314

(6314 is the 5492nd Composite Number)

2314 is the 1969th Composite Number. In 1969, Apollo 11 landed on the Moon.

Jacques de Molay became the 23rd and last Grand Master of the Order (Society) of Knights of Templars, from April 20, 1292 AD (Jumada Ula 1, 691 Hijri) (Iyar 2, 5052 Jewish) until it was dissolved in 1307 AD. He was later burned at stake on March 18, 1314 AD (Zu Al-Qada 29, 713 Hijri) (Adar 29, 5074 Jewish).
The Fujjar (wrong-doers, wicked) (verse 14 of Sura 82): 315 (315 is the 249th Composite Number) (393 is the 315th Composite Number) (2087 is the 315th Prime Number)

The Fajir (wrong-doer, wicked): 315

Cave Hira: 105 + 210 = 315

[Cave Hira is the cave in which Prophet Mohammad (p) used to stay for long periods to contemplate about life. In this cave, he received the first revelation of the Quran from God through angel Gabriel. It is located in Mountain of the Light, near Mecca]

Day of Nahir (Slaughterer): 56 + 259 = 315

Day of Ibrahim (Abraham): 56 + 259 = 315 (or 314)

Day of Harami (Thief): 56 + 259 (or 258) = 315 (or 314)

Day of the Deen (Judgment or Religion), you are whom we worship and (verse 3 – 4 of Sura 1): 56 + (95 + 32 + 126) + 6 = 56 + (253 + 6) = 56 + 259 = 315

Umra (religious visit): 315

Bewitched (verse 101 of Sura 17): 315 (or 314)

Shuhud (Witnesses) (verse 7 of Sura 85): 315

الإمام وفاته: Wafat (Death) of the Imam Ali: 92 + 113 + 110 = 315

Hussein son of Fatima: 128 + 52 + 135 = 315

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Bara’ a (Absolution, Forgiveness): 75 + 240 = 315 (Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Bara’a refers to Eve of Shaban 15 or Middle of Shaban)
Nār Hāmī: Hot (or blazing) Fire: \(251 + 64 = 315\)

ṣītāra: The Saitara (Control): \(315\)

Qari: Community/town/city: \(315\)

Ruqia: Ruqia (Recitations for protection against demons): \(315\)

Exiling + Palestine: \(78 + 239 = 315\)

Ruqia + China: \(181 + 134 = 315\)

Nuclear Weapons + Sydney: \(181 + 134 = 315\)

Kharāb Fānkūf Vancovu: \(803 + 512 = 1315\)

equivalent to \(315\) (\(= 5 \times 263\) (\(1315\) is the \(1100^{th}\) Composite Number) (\(1562\) is the \(1315^{th}\) Composite Number)

His progeny (verse 50 of Sura 18): \(1315\) (equivalent to \(315\))

These are Ayat (Signs) of the Book (verse 1 of Sura 15): \(1315\) (or \(1314\))

I am but from among the Warners (verse 92 of Sura 27): \(92 + (52 + 90 + 1081) = 1315\)

We sent Moses with our Ayat (Signs) and an evident Sultan (authority) (verse 23 of Sura 40): \([134 + 342 + 116 + 465 (or 464)] + (6 + 150 + 102) = 1057 (or 1056) + 258 = 1315\) (or \(1314\))

forbid the Mosques of Allah (from having the name of Allah) mentioned (verse 114 of Sura 2): \(160 + 107 (or 108) + 66 + 51 + 930 = 1314\) (or \(1315\))

Has made a covenant upon himself the mercy to gather you for (verse 12 of Sura 6): \(422 + 110 + 195 + 284 + 263 + 41 = 1315\)

The Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval or Beginning of End Times), no doubt about it, those (verse 12 of Sura 6): \(186 (or 187) + (31 + 212 + 95 + 791) = 186 (or 187) + 1129 = 1315\) (or \(1316\))
We do not descend the Angels except in the Haq and they have not been (verse 8 of Sura 15): 
\[ [41 + 137 + 137 (or 136)] + (32 + 141 + 6 + 41 + 78 + 702) = 315 (or 314) + 1000 = 1315 (or 1314) \]

We created you from despicable water, then we place it (verse 20 – 21 of Sura 77): 
\[ 840 + 90 + 42 + 105 + 238 (or 239) = 1315 (or 1316) \]

The Hour is their appointment and the Hour is more grievous (verse 46 of Sura 54): 
\[ 562 + (165 + 6 + 562 + 20) = 1315 \]

The Ninth + Zu Al-Hijja: 
\[ 562 (or 561) + (706 + 47) = 562 (or 561) + 753 = 1315 (or 1314) \]

The Hour is their appointment and the Hour is more grievous (verse 46 of Sura 54): 
\[ 562 + 753 = 1315 \]

The Ninth + Zu Al-Hijja: 
\[ 562 (or 561) + (706 + 47) = 1315 (or 1314) \]

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. O People, fear your Lord. The Zalzala (shaking) of the Hour (verse 1 of Sura 22): 
\[ 66 + 329 + 289 + 27 + 142 + 508 + 262 + 51 + 474) + 562 = 2315 \]

Or have you thought that the Youths resorted to the Cave (verse 9 – 10 of Sura 18): 
\[ 41 + 470 + 51 + 102 (or 101) + 136 + 381 + 78 + 90 + 463 (462 or 464) + 76 + 701 + 17 + 921 + 41 + 136 = 3315 \]

Or have you thought that the Youths resorted to the Cave (verse 9 – 10 of Sura 18): 
\[ [51 + 90 + 750 + 47 (or 46) + 120] + [681 + 773 + 838 (or 837) + 750 + 56 + 159] = 1058 (or 1057) + 3257 (or 3256) = 3315 (3313 or 3314) \]

Or have you thought that the Youths resorted to the Cave (verse 9 – 10 of Sura 18): 
\[ 41 + 470 + 51 + 102 (or 101) + 136 + 381 + 78 + 90 + 463 (462 or 464) + 76 + 701 + 17 + 921 + 41 + 136 = 3315 (3314 or 3316) \]

Or have you thought that the Youths resorted to the Cave (verse 9 – 10 of Sura 18): 
\[ 41 + 470 + 51 + 102 (or 101) + 136 + 381 + 78 + 90 + 463 (462 or 464) + 76 + 701 + 17 + 921 + 41 + 136 = 3315 (3314 or 3316) \]

Or have you thought that the Youths resorted to the Cave (verse 9 – 10 of Sura 18): 
\[ 41 + 470 + 51 + 102 (or 101) + 136 + 381 + 78 + 90 + 463 (462 or 464) + 76 + 701 + 17 + 921 + 41 + 136 = 3315 (3314 or 3316) \]

Or have you thought that the Youths resorted to the Cave (verse 9 – 10 of Sura 18): 
\[ 41 + 470 + 51 + 102 (or 101) + 136 + 381 + 78 + 90 + 463 (462 or 464) + 76 + 701 + 17 + 921 + 41 + 136 = 3315 (3314 or 3316) \]

Or have you thought that the Youths resorted to the Cave (verse 9 – 10 of Sura 18): 
\[ 41 + 470 + 51 + 102 (or 101) + 136 + 381 + 78 + 90 + 463 (462 or 464) + 76 + 701 + 17 + 921 + 41 + 136 = 3315 (3314 or 3316) \]

Or have you thought that the Youths resorted to the Cave (verse 9 – 10 of Sura 18): 
\[ 41 + 470 + 51 + 102 (or 101) + 136 + 381 + 78 + 90 + 463 (462 or 464) + 76 + 701 + 17 + 921 + 41 + 136 = 3315 (3314 or 3316) \]
descended it in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): 4315 (3315 is the 3724th Composite Number)

We have descended it in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): 5315 (5315 is the 4610th Composite Number)

And we said, after him, to Bani (Children of) Israel: Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from diverse backgrounds). And in the Haq we descended it (or he) and in the Haq, it (or he) descended and we have not sent you except as a Muhashir (bearer of good news) and a Warn er. And a Quran we haved spaced it so that you recite it to the people on (verse 104 – 106 of Sura 17): [701 (or 702) + 5] + (80 + 837 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 + 32) + (542 + 6 + 960 + 6 + 352 + 435 + 736 + 110 + 142 + 110 ) = [706 (or 707) + 2210] + 3399 = 2916 (or 2917) + 3399 = 6315 (or 6316)

When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (from mixed backgrounds), and in the Haq we descended it (or him) and in the Haq it (or he) descended. And we have not sent you except as a Ru'i (the bearer of good news). And in the Haq we descended it (or him) and in the Haq it (or he) descended and we have not sent you except as a Muhashir (bearer of good news) and a Warn er. And a Quran we haved spaced it so that you recite it to the people on (verse 104 - 106 of Sura 17): [6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 302 + 137 (or 138) + 1032] + (782 + 5 + 80 + 1232 (or 1233) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 + 32] + 32 = 753 (or 752) + [4530 (or 4531) + 32] = 753 (or 752) + 4562 (or 4563) = 5315

And we said, after him, to Bani (Children of) Israel: Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from diverse backgrounds). And in the Haq we descended it (or he) and in the Haq it (or he) descended and we have not sent you except as a Ru'i (the bearer of good news). And in the Haq we descended it (or he) and in the Haq it (or he) descended and we have not sent you except as a Muhashir (bearer of good news) and a Warn er. And a Quran we haved spaced it so that you recite it to the people on (verse 104 - 106 of Sura 17): [701 (or 702) + 5] + (80 + 837 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 + 32) + (542 + 6 + 960 + 6 + 352 + 435 + 736 + 110 + 142 + 110 ) = [706 (or 707) + 2210] + 3399 = 2916 (or 2917) + 3399 = 6315 (or 6316)

And we said, after him, to Bani (Children of) Israel: Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from diverse backgrounds). And in the Haq we descended it (or he) and in the Haq it (or he) descended and we have not sent you except as a Ru'i (the bearer of good news). And in the Haq we descended it (or he) and in the Haq it (or he) descended and we have not sent you except as a Muhashir (bearer of good news) and a Warn er. And a Quran we haved spaced it so that you recite it to the people on (verse 104 - 106 of Sura 17): [6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 302 + 137 (or 138) + 1032] + (782 + 5 + 80 + 1232 (or 1233) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 + 32] + 32 = 753 (or 752) + [4530 (or 4531) + 32] = 753 (or 752) + 4562 (or 4563) = 5315

So, he intended to provoke them out of the Land. So we drowned him and whomever was with him, Jamee'an (all of them). And we said, after him, to Bani (Children of) Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq we descended it (or him) and in the Haq it (or he) descended. And we have not sent you except as a Muhashir (bearer of good news) and a Warn er. And a Quran we haved spaced it so that you recite it to the people on (verse 104 - 106 of Sura 17): [6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 302 + 137 (or 138) + 1032] + (782 + 5 + 80 + 1232 (or 1233) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 + 32] + 32 = 753 (or 752) + [4530 (or 4531) + 32] = 753 (or 752) + 4562 (or 4563) = 5315

World War I ended on November 11, 1918 (Safar 6, 1337 Hijri). November 11 is the 315th day of the Gregorian Calendar.

The first Zionist Congress was convened by its chairman, Theodor Herzl, and held in Switzerland on August 29 - 31, 1897 (Rabi Thani 1 - 3, 1315 Hijri) (Elul 1 - 3, 5657 Jewish) (2414,165.5th –
Golda Meir, former Prime Minister of Israel, was born on May 3, 1898 Julian (May 15, 1898 Gregorian) (Zu Al-Hijja 23, 1315 Hijri) (Iyar 23, 5658 Jewish) in Kiev, Ukraine. She died on December 8, 1978 (Muharram 7, 1399 Hijri) (Kislev 8, 5739 Jewish) (2443, 850.5th Julian Day). She served as Prime Minister of Israel from March 17, 1969 to June 3, 1974.
The Catastrophe + City of the People of England: $58 + 258 = 316$

Hadda (Incident of Destruction) of New York: $14 + 302 = 316$

Iram (U.S.) + Canada: $(1 + 200 + 40) + (70 + 1 + 4) = 241 + 75 = 316$

Vanishing (End) of America (the U.S.): $(7 + 6 + 1 + 30) + (1 + 40 + 200 + 10 + 20 + 1) = 44 + 272 = 316$

Hadda (Incident of Destruction): $14 + 302 = 316$

The Nuclear War + The United States: $349 + 967 = 1316$

Hell Fire + The United States: $(251 + 98) + 967 = 349 + 967 = 1316$

Devastation of Islands of the Britons: $803 + (210 + 303) = 803 + 513 = 1316$

The Disaster + The British Juzor (Isles): $757 + 559 = 1316$ (equivalent to 316)

Tadmeer (Destruction) of Vancouver Island: $654 + 662 = 1316$ (equivalent to 316)

The God-Fearing individuals are in Paradises and Springs (verse 45 of Sura 15): $631 + 90 + 453 (or 454) + 6 + 136 = 1316$ (or 1317) (1316 is the 1101st Composite Number)

The result of their plan (or scheme). We have destroyed them and all their people (verse 51 of Sura 27): $1316$ (or 1317) (2712 is the 2316th Composite Number)

You have an appointed (an appointment or appointed time in a) Day. You will not be postponed from it, even an hour, and you will not be (verse 30 of Sura 34): $2316$ (or 2317) $= 2 \times 2 \times 3 \times 193$ (2316 is the 1971st Composite Number)

Or have you thought that People of the Cave and the Raqeem were of our Ayat (Signs or Verses) for wonder. When the Youths resorted to the Cave (verse 9 – 10 of Sura 18): $41 + 470 + 51 + 102 (or 101) + 136 + 381 + 78 + 90 + 464 (462 or 463) + 76 + 701 + 17 + 921 + 41 + 136 = 3316$ (3314 or 3315)
After a Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (from mixed backgrounds) and in the Haq we descended it (or him) and in the Haq it (or he) descended. And we have not sent you except as a Muhashir (bearer of good news) and a Warner. And a Quran we haved spaced it so that you recite it to the people on (verse 104 – 106 of Sura 17): [702 (or 701) + 5]  + (80 + 837 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 + 32) + (542 + 6 + 960 + 6 + 352 + 435 + 736 + 110 + 142 + 247 + 186 + 170] = 8399 + [121 1 (or 1212) + 1706 (or 1705)] = 8399 + 2917 = 11316

The Messiah, the Muzayyaf (False /Fraud/ Impostor) : 149 + 168 = 317
(317 is the 66th Prime Number) (395 is the 317th Composite Number) (2099 is the 317th Prime Number. 1317 + 782 = 2099)

Night (Eve) of the day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 75 + [56 + 186 (or 187)] = 75 + 242 (or 243) = 317 (or 318)

Fire of Allah (God) (verse 6 of Sura 104): 251 + 66 = 317

Separates between them (verse 25 of Sura 32): 210 + 107 = 317

To/till the Day of the Separation (verses 13 of Sura 77): 86 + 231 = 317

Eid Kabeer (Big Feast): 84 + 232 = 317 | Eid of the Adha (Sacrifice) is also known as Eid Kabeer (Big Feast) because it is longer than Eid of the Fitr (Breaking of the Fast). Eid of the Adha lasts 4 days while Eid of the Fitr lasts 3 days]

Island of the South: 225 + 92 = 317 (This refers to Australia)

Island of the Jaheem (Hell): 225 + 92 = 317

Island of the Dajjal Gog: 225 + (69 + 23) = 225 + 92 = 317
Hadd (Destruction) of the Awar (who has a defect): $9 + 308 = 317$

Zilzal (EarthQuake or Shaking Event) + The Nakba (Disaster) + Sydney: $75 + 108 + 134 = 317$

Day of the Zilzal (Quake or Shaking Event) + Qiyama (Resurrection): $(56 + 106) + 155 = 317$

Qiyama (Rise or Upheaval) of Qutban (Two Poles): $155 + 162 = 317$

The Haq (Truth) (verse 105 of Sura 17) + Ihlak (Perishing or Devastation) of Dawla (State) of Gog + Jinn (demons): $(139 + 57 + 45) + (23 + 53) = 241 + 76 = 317$

The Haq (Truth) (verse 105 of Sura 17) + The Hadda (Incident of Destruction) + Ihlak (Perishing or Devastation) of Gog + Magog: $(139 + 45 + 57) + (23 + 53) = 241 + 76 = 317$

Dawla (State) of Britan (Britons): $45 + 272 = 317$

Hadda (Incident of Destruction) of the Britan (Britons): $14 + 303 = 317$

Hadda (Incident of Destruction) of the Amareek (Americans): $14 + 303 = 317$

And flee with Al-Sujud (the prostration) (verse 40 of Sura 50): $213 + 104 = 317$

Aya (Sign) + Hadd ( Destruction) of London + Life of Sydney: $16 + (9 + 134) + (24 + 134) = 16 + 143 + 158 = 317$

Wahiya (Catastrophe) + Qiyama (Resurrection) of Sydney: $27 + 156 + 134 = 317$

The Hadm (Destruction) + Korea: $80 + 237 = 317$

Promise to Korea: $80 + 237 = 317$

The Nihaya (End) + City of Seoul: $102 + 215 = 317$

Cova da Iria (Cave of Iria): $105 + 212 = 317$ (The apparitions of the 3 children in Fatima, Portugal in 1917, happened in a field belonging to the family of Lucia (the main girl in the apparitions) called Cova da Iria in Portuguese language, which means “Cave of Iria”)

Cave of Ruya (Apparition or Vision): $105 + 212 = 317$

Tisa Ashar (Nineteen) + Ayar (May): $(535 + 570) + 212 = 1105 + 212 = 1317$
Promise of my Lord (God) comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Saiqa (Shocking Event) + The Taiwanese War: $297 + 265 + 755 = 1317$ (equivalent to 317) ($= 3 \times 439$) (1317 is the 1102nd Composite Number) (1564 is the 1317th Composite Number)

Dajjal (Deceiver) of the Kingdom of Israel, the Akheer (Last): $[38 + 135 + 302 (or 303)] + 842 = 475 (or 476 ) + 842 = 1317$ (or 1318)

Hobart (capital of Tasmania Island/State, Australia) + Australia: $614 + 703 = 1317$

He has seen of the Great Ayat (Signs) of his Lord (verse 18 of Sura 53): $1317$ (or 1318)

You return, We return and make Hell for the unbelievers (verse 8 of Sura 17): $1317$ (or 1318) (equivalent to 317)

Every Command. Peace it is till rise of the Dawn (verses 4 – 5 of Sura 97): $(50 + 241) + [130 (or 131) + 15 + 418 + 149 + 314 ] = 291 + 1026 (or 1027) = 1317$ (or 1318)

Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17): $5 + 80 + 1232 (or 1233) = 1317$ (or 1318)

Istirdad (Re-capture) of Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness): $670 + (412 + 235) = 670 + 647 = 1317$

Day of the Iraq’s Ijtiyah (Invasion) of Kuwait: $56 + [423 + (402 + 436)] = 56 + (423 + 838) = 56 + 1261 = 1317$

The God-Fearing individuals are in Paradises and Springs (verse 45 of Sura 15): $631 + 90 + 454 (or 453) + 6 + 136 = 1317$ (or 1316)

Praise him and after the prostration. And listen the Day the caller calls (verse 40 – 41 of Sura 50): $[155 + 6 + 208 (or 207) + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56] + (75 + 136) = 1106 (or 1105) + 211 = 1317$ (or 1316)

The result of their plan (or scheme). We have destroyed them and all their people (verse 51 of Sura 27): $1317$ (or 1316)

Taghayur (Change) of the Qutan (Two Poles), Northern + the Southern: $1610 + (193 + 412 + 102) = 1610 + 707 = 2317$

You have an appointed (an appointment or appointed time in a) Day. You will not be postponed from it, even an hour, and you will not be (verse 30 of Sura 34): $2317$ (or 2316) ($2317$ is the 1972th Composite Number)
When (or if) the victory of Allah and the Conquest come (or arrive) and you see the people entering into the Deen (Religion or Judgment) of Allah (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 110): 3317 (equivalent to 317)

would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission (verse 2 - 4 of Sura 97): (226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 127 + 6 + 245 + 96) + 753 = 4564 + 753 = 4317

♦

Qiyam (Rise) of the Hour: 151 + 167 = 318 (318 is the 251st Composite Number)  (396 is the 318th Composite Number)  (2111 is the 318th Prime Number)  (2715 is the 318th Composite Number)

Day of the Deen (Religion, Judgment) (verse 4 of Sura 1) + The Hour: (56 + 95) + 167 = 151 + 167 = 318

Eve of Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, Beginning of the End Times):
75 + (56 + 187) = 75 + 243 (or 242) = 318 (or 317)

Eve of the Nuclear Weapons: 75 + (135 + 108) = 75 + 243 = 318

Mosque of Jazzar (Slaughterer): 107 + 211 = 318  [ President of Israel, Shimon Peres, visited Mosque of the Jazzar (Slaughterer) in Akka, Israel, on Tuesday, August 23, 2011 (Ramadan 23, 1432 Hijri) (Av 23, 5771 Jewish Calendar) (2455,796.5th Julian Day) ]

Nahrikom (Your Slaughter): 318

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Nihaya (End) of the Siam (Fasting): 75 + (71 + 172) = 75 + 243 = 318

Hareeq (burning fire): 318

Adha (more shrewd) and more bitter (verse 46 – 47 of Sura 54): 20 + 6 + 241 + 51 = 318

Harmageddon (Armageddon): 318 (or 308)

Balfour (British Foreign Minister who signed ominous Balfour Declaration in 1917): 318  [ Balfour Declaration (or Promise) by the British government to facilitate the creation of a homeland in Palestine for the Jews was offered to the Jews in a letter signed by Britain’s Foreign Minister on November 2, 1917 (Muharram 16 (or 17), 1336 Hijri) (Heshvan 17, 5678 Jewish) (2421,534.5th or 2421,535th Julian Day) ]
Awda (Return) of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): $85 + 233 = 318$

People of Fire: $36 + 282 = 318$

Balad (Country) of the Prince: $36 + 282 = 318$

The Prince Will (nick name of William): $282 + 36 = 318$

The British: $318$

Zilzal (EarthQuake or Shaking Event) of City of London: $75 + (109 + 134) = 75 + 243 = 318$

He has seen of the Great Ayat (Signs) of his Lord (verse 18 of Sura 53): $1318$ (or $1317$) ($1318$ is the $1103^{rd}$ Composite Number)

Ruya (apparition or vision) of Lucy + Jacinta + Francisco: $212 + [106 + (514 + 486)] = 212 + (106 + 1000) = 212 + 1106 = 1318$

Every Command. Peace it is till rise of the Dawn (verses 4 – 5 of Sura 97): $(50 + 241) + [131$ (or $130) + 15 + 418 + 149 + 314 ] = 291 + 1027$ (or $1026$) $= 1318$ (or $1317$)

Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17): $5 + 80 + 1233$ (or $1232$) $= 1318$ (or $1317$)

The Islamic Caliphate: $1141$ (or $1142$) + $177$ (or $178$) $= 1318$ $($or $1319$ or $1320$$)$

The Papal Church of Saint Peter + City of Vatican: $(145 + 174 + 271 + 57) + (109 + 562) = 647 + 671 = 1318$

the End Times and strives for it Sayaha (as much striving as needed) while he is a believer. (verse 19 of Sura 17): $837$ (or $838$) + $6 + 140 + 36 + 146 + 6 + 11 + 136 = 1318$ (or $1319$)

You return, We return and make Hell for the unbelievers (verse 8 of Sura 17): $1318$ (or $1317$) (equivalent to $318$)

Day of Nasr (Victory) of the France + Battle of Maysalun: $56 + (340 + 391) + (335 + 196) = 56 + (731 + 531) = 56 + 1262 = 1318$

[ On July 24, 1920 (Zu Al-Qada 9, 1338 Hijri) $($Av 9, 5680 Jewish Calendar$)$ (2422,529.5$^{th}$ Julian Day), General Henri Gouraud’s French forces broke a truce, attacked, defeated the Arab forces of King Faisal bin Al-Hussein’s Syrian Arab Kingdom, led by Minister of War Yusuf Al-Azma, in the Battle of Maysalun, and captured Damascus the next day. This decisive battle led to the end of Syrian Arab Kingdom. ]
When will this promise be (verse 71 of Sura 27): 1318

Day of Hadd (Destruction) of Hamburg: \(56 + [9 + 1253 \text{ (or 1254)}] = 56 + 1262\) (or 1263) = 1318 (or 1319)

The Hour + The Anti-Christ: \(167 + [461 + 690 \text{ (or 691)}] = 167 + 1151\) (or 1152) = 1318 (or 1319)

Dajjal (Deceiver) of the Kingdom of Israel, the Akheer (Last): \([38 + 135 + 303 \text{ (or 302)}] + 842 = 476 \text{ (or 475)} + 842 = 1318 \text{ (or 1317)}\)

The Prince Will (nickname of William) son of Charles: \(282 + 46 + 52 \text{ (or 53)} + 938 = 1318 \text{ (or 1319)} \text{ (equivalent to 318)}\)

The Hour is coming. There is no doubt about it. (verse 7 of Sura 22): \(562 + (417 + 31 + 212 + 96) = 562 + 756 = 1318\)

Astronaut of Apollo 11 + Neil Armstrong: \(215 + 45 + 11 + 90 + 1957 \text{ (or 1958)} = 2318 \text{ (or 2319)} \text{ (2318 is the 1973rd Composite Number)}\)

lewad ana kariiste The Muharram (1st Hijri month; It means “the Forbidden”): 319 (319 is the 252nd Composite Number) \(398 \text{ is the 319th Composite Number}\) (2113 is the 319th Prime Number) \(3319 \text{ is the 467th Prime Number}\)

The Muharram (Forbidden): 319

Rabi Awwal (3rd Hijri month): 282 + 37 = 319

Mount of the Mercy: 35 + 284 = 319 (Mount of Arafat is known as Mount of Mercy)

Shaheed (Witness) (verse 53 of Sura 41) & (verse 9 of Sura 85): 319

Day of Israa (miraculous heavenly journey): 56 + 263 = 319

Day of Nuzul (Descent) of Iblees (Evil Jinn or Demon) + Adam and Hawwa (Eve): \(56 + [93 + 103 + 45 \text{ (or 46)} + 6 + 16] = 56 + 263 \text{ (or 264)} = 319 \text{ (or 320)}\)

Day of Qiyama (Upheaval) of the Kawn (Universe): \(66 + 156 + 107 = 212 + 107\)
319

Day of + To your Lord (God) (verse 44 of Sura 79): 56 + (41 + 222) = 56 + 263 = 319

Apparition (or Vision) of Lucia: 212 + 107 = 319 (This refers to the vision of 3 children in a Catholic town called Fatima, Portugal, in which they saw a Pope being killed.)

And their prophet told them (verse 248 of Sura 2): (6 + 131 + 75) + 107 = 212 + 107 = 319

A blessed, we (verses 3 of Sura 44): 267 (or 268) + 52 = 319 (or 320)

Yahya (John) son of Zakaria: 29 + 52 (or 53) + 238 = 319 (or 320)

Awda (Return) of life of the Pope YoHanna (John) Paulus (Paul): (85 + 24) + (37 + 75 + 98) = 109 + 210 = 319

Ihya (Revival) of the Safavi State: 21 + (76 + 222) = 21 + 298 = 319 (or 320)
(The Safavi State is the Persian State that persecuted Sunni Muslims)

Mazameer of David: 298 + 21 (or 15) = 319 (or 313)

Aya (Sign) of Israel: 17 + 302 (or 303) = 319 (or 320)

The Imam Mahdi + The Awda (Return): 113 + 90 + 116 = 319

Fall of City of Babyl (Babylon): 175 + (109 + 35) = 175 + 144 = 319

Fall of Bizantiyoon (Byzantines): 175 + 144 = 319

City of Babyl (Babylon) of the Bizantiyoon (Byzantines): (109 + 35) + 175 = 144 + 175 = 319

Promise of Ihya (resurrection) of the Atrak (Turks) + the Pakistan: 80 + 21 + 653 + 565 = 1319 (equivalent to 319)

Takhreeb (Ruining) of the Kawn (Universe): 1212 + 107 = 1319 (equivalent to 319)

The Latin Kingdom of Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness): 135 + (412 + 235) + 537 = 135 + 647 + 537 = 1319 (This is one of names that were used to refer to Kingdom of Jerusalem that the Crusaders established in the Middle East)

The Pope Benedictus (Benedict), the Sixteenth: 37 + 556 + (156 + 570) = (37 + 556) + 726 = 593 + 726 = 1319
Karitha (Catastrophe) of the Vatican: $726 + 593 = 1319$ (equivalent to 319)

the End Times and strives for it Sayaha (as much striving as needed) while he is a believer (verse 19 of Sura 17): $838 (or 837) + 6 + 140 + 36 + 146 + 6 + 11 + 136 = 1319$ (or 1318)

Day of Hadd (Destruction) of Hamburg: $56 + [9 + 1254 (or 1253)] = 56 + 1263 (or 1262) = 1319$ (or 1318)

H.M. and the evident Book, We have descended it (or him) on a blessed night, we (verses 1 - 3 of Sura 44): $1319$ (1320 or 1321)

The Approach + Adam + The tree: $735 + 45 (or 46) + 539 = 1319$ (or 1320)

Bidaya (Beginning) of Awda (Return) of Rihla (Journey or Voyage) of the Space: $22 + 85 + (243 + 913) + (45 + 11) = 22 + 85 + (1156 + 56) = 22 + (85 + 1212) = 22 + 1297 = 1319$

The first Marhala (Phase or Period) of the End Times: $314 + 78 + 90 + 837 (or 838) = 1319$ (or 1320)

The Rahman, the Raheem. We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr and (verse 1 of Sura 97): $[329 (or 330) + 289 + 52 + 143 (or 144) + 90 + 75 + 335] + 6 = 1313$ (or 1314) + 6 = $1319$ (or 1320)

The Hour + The Anti-Christ: $167 + [461 + 691 (or 690)] = 167 + 1152 (or 1151) = 1319$ (or 1318)

the Arub a man from Ahl Baity (People of my House). His name shall have a connection with (or be similar to) (This is a Hadith) + Mohammad: $[303 + 233 + 90 + 36 + 422 + 37 (or 36) + 106] + 92 = 1227 + 92 = 1319$

The Prince Will (nickname of William) son of Charles: $282 + 46 + 53 (or 52) + 938 = 1319$ (or 1318) (equivalent to 319) (1319 is the 215th Prime Number) (1566 is the 1319th Composite Number) (1850 is the 1566th Composite Number)

When the Hour comes to them (verse 31 of Sura 6): 1319

The Tasi (Ninth) + Zi Al-Hijja: $562 + (710 + 47) = 562 + 757 = 1319$

The knowledge of it is with Allah and how would you know, perhaps the Hour (verse 63 of Sura 33): $(146 + 124 + 66 + 6 + 41 + 244 + 130) + 562 = 757 + 562 = 1319$
العالمين الرحمن الرحيم ملك يوم الدين إيان نعبد وإيان نستعين إهدنا الصرط

The Alameen (World or People). The Rahman, the Raheem, Master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment). You are whom we worship and you are whom we seek help from. Guide to the Path (verse 2 – 6 of Sura 1): 

\[232 \text{ or } 231 + 330 \text{ (or } 329) + [289 + 90 \text{ (or } 91) + 56 + 95 + 32 + 126 + 6 + 32 + 640 + 61 + 330] = 562 \text{ (or } 561) + 1757 \text{ (or } 1758) = 2319 \text{ (or } 2318)\]

اﻟﻮاھﯿﮫ  +  ﺳﺎﺋﺖ  ﺑﻄﺮﺳﺒﺮغ  روﺳﯿﺎ

The Wahiya (Catastrophe) + Saint Petersburg, Russia: 

\[58 + 1984 + 277 = 58 + 2261 = 2319 \text{ (}= 3 \times 773) \text{ (}2319\text{ is the } 1974\text{th Composite Number}) \text{ (}2716\text{ is the } 2319\text{th Composite Number})\]

أﺑﻮﻟﻮ  راﺋﺪ

11 + آرﻣﺴﺘﺮوﻧﻎ  ﻧﯿﻞ

Astronaut of Apollo 11 + Neil Armstrong: 

\[215 + 45 + 11 + 90 + 1958 \text{ (or } 1957) = 2319 \text{ (or } 2318)\]

والتين والزيتون وطور سيناء وهذا البلد الأمين

By the Figs and the Olives and Mount Sinai and this safe Balad (City or Country). (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 95): 

\[2319 \text{ (equivalent to } 319)\]

و  ﻣﺮت  أول  دﺧﻠﻮه ﻛﻤﺎ  اﻟﻤﺴﺠﺪ  ﻟﯿﺪﺧﻠﻮا و  وﺟﻮھﻜﻢ  ﻟﯿﺴﺆا  اﻵﺧﺮه وﻋﺪ

Promise of the End Times, they shall ruin your faces (or make your faces look bad) and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and (verse 7 of Sura 17): 

\[80 + 838 + 107 + 80 + (6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 640 + 6) = 1105 + 2214 = 3319 \text{ (equivalent to } 319)\]

و ﻣﺮه أول دﺧﻠﻮه ﻛﻤﺎ اﻟﻤﺴﺠﺪ ﻟﯿﺪﺧﻠﻮا و وﺟﻮﮭﻜﻢ ﻟﯿﺴﺆا اﻵﺧﺮه وﻋﺪ ﺟﺎء ﻓﺈذا ﻓﻠﮭﺎ أﺳﺎﺗﻢ إن و ﻷﻧﻔﺴﻜﻢ أﺣﺴﻨﺘﻢ أﺣﺴﻨﺘﻢ

If you do well, you do well to yourselves and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, we return and make Jahannam (Hell) (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17): 

\[(559 + 559 + 281) + (6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 + 140 + 262 + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 154 + 98) = 1399 + 7920 = 9319\]

On July 23, 1319 AD, the Battle of Chios happened. It was a naval battle fought off the shore of the eastern Aegean island of Chios between a Latin Christian (mainly Knights Hospitallier) fleet and a Muslim Turkish fleet from the Aydinid emirate. The battle ended in a decisive Christian victory.
Sura 89 is the 243rd verse from the end of the Quran, meaning there are 242 verses after it.

The Fujur (Immoral Conduct): 320

my Lord, he made him (verse 98 of Sura 18): 212 + 108 = 320

my Lord is true. (verse 98 of Sura 18): 212 + 108 = 320

Awwal (First) Phase: 37 + 283 = 320

The first day of your fasting: 56 + (196 + 68) = 56 + 264 = 320

The Fitr (this is the Islamic Holiday at the end of Ramadan and starts on the 1st day of the month of Shawwal): 320

The Fitr (Creation): 320

The Muharram 1: 319 + 1 = 320 (Muharram 1 is the first day of the Hijri year)

And a day of Nahr (slaughter): 6 + (56 + 258) = 6 + 314 = 320

Day of Nahr (slaughter) + Pope: (56 + 258) + 6 = 314 + 6 = 320

Nakba (Disaster) of the Nuclear Weapons: 77 + (135 + 108) = 77 + 243 = 320

Nakba (Catastrophe) of City of London (or Sydney): 77 + (109 + 134) = 77 + 243 = 320

the people, god of the people (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 114): 142 + 36 + 142 = 320

Zilzal (Quake) + The Natural Nakba (Disaster): 75 + (108 + 137) = 75 + 245 = 320

Lining up (Alignment) of 11 Planets: 261 + 11 + 48 = 320

descends from the Heaven (or Sky) (verse 2 of Sura 34): 97 + 90 + 133 = 320

Day of Nuzul (Descent) of + Iblees (Evil Jinn or Demon) + Adam and Hawwa (Eve): 56 + [93 + 103 + 46 (or 45) + 6 + 16] = 56 + 264 (or 263) = 320 (or 319)

Mustafa Kemal: 229 + 91 = 320 | Mustafa Kemal Ataturk is man who became President of Turkey and was behind the end of the Ottoman Sultanate and abolition of the Caliphate. He was born on May 19, 1881 (Jumada Thania 19, 1298 Hijri) (Iyar 20, 5641 Jewish) (2408,219.5th Julian Day). He died on November 10, 1938 (Ramadan 17, 1357 Hijri) (Heshvan 16, 5699 Jewish) (2429,212.5th Julian Day). ]
Cancer: 320  (The Zodiac sign of both Bush and Prince William is Cancer)

Wall of Berlin: 28 + 292 = 320

Sykes and Picot Agreement: 125 + (151 + 6 + 38) = 125 + 195 = 320

(Sykes–Picot Agreement is secret agreement, between Britain & France, with the assent of Tsarist Russia, to divide the Middle East, among themselves, was concluded in May 16, 1916 (Rajab 13, 1334 Hijri) (Iyar 13, 5676 Jewish) (2421,000th Julian day) )

Yahya (John) son of Zakaria: 29 + 53 (or 52) + 238 = 320 (or 319)

The Rajifa (Shaking Event) (verse 6 of Sura 79): 320

Receding/ Recession: 320

The Nihaya (End) + The Messiah, the Dajjal: 102 + (149 + 69) = 102 + 218 = 320

The Messiah Dajjal, Elias (Elijah): (149 + 69 ) + 102 = 218 + 102 = 320

Mahdi of the Muslimeen (Muslims): 59 + 261 = 320

My progeny (verse 37 of Sura 14): 1320  (equivalent to 320 )

H.M. and the evident Book, We have descended it/him (brought it/him down) on a blessed night, we (verses 1 - 3 of Sura 44): 1320 (1319 or 1321) (equivalent to 320) (1320 is the 1104th Composite Number) (1568 is the 1320th Composite Number) (1852 is the 1568th Composite Number)

Visit of Anwar Al-Sadat to Israel: 223 + (257 + 497) + 41 + 302 = 223 + (754 + 41 + 302) = 223 + 1097 = 1320  [Egyptian President Anwar Sadat arrived for surprise visit to Israel for the first time, at night, on Saturday November 19, 1977 (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1397 Hijri), day of standing on Mount of Arafat, meaning eve of 1st day of Eid Al-Adha.]

Visit of Anwar Al-Sadat to Israel: 223 + (257 + 497) + 41 + 302 = 223 + (754 + 41 + 302) = 223 + 1097 = 1320  [Egyptian President Anwar Sadat arrived for surprise visit to Israel for the first time, at night, on Saturday November 19, 1977 (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1397 Hijri), day of standing on Mount of Arafat, meaning eve of 1st day of Eid Al-Adha.]

The Islamic Caliphate: 1142 (or 1141) + 178 (or 177) = 1320 (1318 or 1319)

The Approach + Adam + The tree : 735 + 46 (or 45) + 539 = 1320 (or 1319)

The Rahman, the Raheem. When (verse 1 of Sura 110) : 329 (or 330) + 289 +
The Rahman, the Raheem. We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr and (verse 1 of Sura 97): [329 (or 330) + 289 + 52 + 144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 335] + 6 = 1314 (or 1313) + 6 = **1320 (or 1319)**

Day of Intiha (End) of this Dunya (World before the End Times): 56 + 458 + (710 + 96) = 56 + 458 + 806 = **1320**

The first Marhala (Phase or Period) of the End Times: 314 + 78 + 90 + 838 (or 837) = **1320 (or 1319)**

The people for three consecutive nights (verse 10 of Sura 19): 142 + 1030 (or 1031) + 71 + 77 = **1320 (or 1321)**

Promise of the Istifaf (Lining up or Alignment) + 11 Planets + And the Sun and the Moon (verse 4 of Sura 12) + Zilzal (Quake): 80 + 292 + (11 + 48) + (6 + 431 + 6 + 371) + 75 = 80 + (292 + 59) + 814 + 75 = 80 + (351 + 814) + 75 = (80 + 1165) + 75 = **1245 + 75 = 1320**

And made subservient, to you, the Night and the Day (verse 33 of Sura 14): 6 + (860 + 90 + 71 + 6 + 287) = 6 + 1314 = **1320** (equivalent to **320**) ***

And He made the Night and Nuclear War function in your favour: 6 + 860 + 90 + 71 + 6 + 287 = **1320**

Qiyama (Resurrection or Outbreak) + The Atomic Bomb: 156 + (218 + 946) + 156 + 1164 = **1320**

Istiada (Getting back) of the Muslimeen (Muslims) the Quds (Jerusalem) from the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 541 + 261 + 195 + 90 + 233 = **1320**

Istiada (Getting back) of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders) the Quds (Jerusalem) from the Muslimeen (Muslims): 541 + 233 + 195 + 90 + 261 = **1320**

Entry of Francis into the religion of Allah: 640 + 460 + 90 + 64 + 66 = **1320**

One November + 1922 : (19 + 378) + 1922 = 398 + 1922 = **2320**

[On November 1, 1922 (Rabi Awwal 11, 1341 Hijri) (Heshvan 10, 5683 Jewish Calendar) (2423,59th or 2423,60th Julian Day), Ottoman Sultanate was abolished. The last Sultan Mehmed VI was forced to leave Turkey. He left Constantinople (Istanbul), aboard the British Warship Malaya on November 17, 1922. He initially went to Malta for exile, but later on, he moved to the Italian Riviera.]
the Sun a source of shine and the Moon a source of light, and Qaddarhu (classified) it into Manazil (levels, stages, or positions) (verse 5 of Sura 10): \(2320\) (equivalent to \(320\)) \((2320\) is the \(1975^{th}\) Composite Number) \((2717\) is the \(2320^{th}\) Composite Number)

Atomic Bomb + Nakba (Catastrophe) of Nagasaki : \((187 + 915) + (77 + 1141 (or 1142)) = 1102 + 1218 (or 1219) = 2320 (or 2321) \] [The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on \textbf{August 9, 1945} at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on \textbf{August 8, 1945} at 9:02 PM (New York Time)]

Unto Bani (Children) of Israel in the Book that you shall corrupt in the Ard (Earth or Land) twice and that you shall elevate to a great height. (verse 4 of Sura 17): \([41 + 62 + 302 (or 301) + 90 + 453 + 624 + 90] + (1032 + 700) + 6 + (580 + 107 + 233) = [1662 (or 1661) + 1732 + 6] + 920 = 3400 (or 3399) + 920 = 4320 (or 4319)

\[77 + 1141 (or 1142) + 1975 + 2717 = 5900 (or 5899)\]

\[535 + 3 (or 4) + 5782 = 538 (or 539) + 5782 = 6320 \] (August 6, 2022 is Av 9, 5782 according to the Jewish Calendar)

Yasir Arafat collapsed and was unconscious for about 10 minutes in Ramallah on October 27, \textbf{2004} (Ramadan 12, 1425 Hijri). He died in France on November 11, 2004 (Ramadan 27, 1425 Hijri) (2453, \textbf{320}.5th Julian day) and was buried the next day, on Friday, November 12, 2004.

\[2453 + 320.5 = 2773.5 \]

\[2453 + 320.5 = 2773.5 \]

The Messengers: \(321\) \((= 3 \times 107)\) (321 is the \(254^{th}\) Composite Number) (400 is the \(321^{st}\) Composite Number) (3857 is the \(3321^{st}\) Composite Number)

**The See (or Seat):** \(321\)

Al-Hussein son of Ali : \(159 + 52 (or 53) + 110 = 321 (or 322)\)

My Lord is true (verse 98 of Sura 18): \(212 + 109 = 321\)

Day of Bid’a (Beginning) of Nahr (Slaughter): \(56 + (7 + 258) = 56 + 265 = 321\)

Hadd (Destruction) + The city of the Imam Mahdi : \(9 + 109 + (113 + 90) = 9 + 109 + 203 = 321\)

The Bay’a (Offer of Allegiance) + The Imam Mahdi : \(118 + 113 + 90 = 321\)

Rug (or Carpet) of the Wind : \(72 + 249 = 321\)  (This is a Flying Rug/Carpet used by AlaEddeen)

Bidaya (Beginning) of the Magic: \(22 + 299 = 321\)

The Pope + Kingdom of the English (People): \(37 + (135 + 149) = 37 + 284 = 321\)
The Hour + Awda (Return) of the Dajjal (Anti-Christ): $167 + (85 + 69) = 167 + 154 = 321$

The Hour + The Jann (Jinn – invisible creatures) + The Dajjal (Anti-Christ): $167 + (85 + 69) = 167 + 154 = 321$

Day the Caller calls (verse 41 of Sura 50) + Son of David: $(56 + 65 + 126) + (53 + 21) = 247 + 74 = 321$

Day the Caller calls (verse 41 of Sura 50) + Ihya (Resurrection) of Magog: $(56 + 65 + 126) + (21 + 53) = 247 + 74 = 321$

Day of kingdom of the Jews + Resurrection of Jinn: $56 + (135 + 56) + (21 + 53) = 247 + 74 = 321$

Aya (Sign) of Promise of Ihya (Resurrection) of the Imam Mahdi: $17 + 80 + 21 + 113 + 90 = 321$

Al-Thani wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Second) + Yulyu (July – as known in Egypt): $[(592 (or 591) + 6 + 661) + 62 = 1259 (or 1258) + 62 = 1321 (or 1320)$

The Rahman, the Raheem. When (verse 1 of Sura 110): $330 (or 329) + 289 + 702 = 1321 (or 1320) \ (1321 is the 216th Prime Number) \ (1569 is the 1321st Composite Number)$

The Ard (Earth or Land) is struck, a strike after a strike and your Lord comes and (verse 21 – 22 of Sura 89): $1032 + 25 + 25 + 6 + 5 + 222 + 6 = 1321$

Al-Khamisa wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Fifth) + Zu Al-Qada: $[737 + 6 + 661] + [707 (or 706) + 210] = 1404 + 917 (or 916) = 2321 (or 2320)$

You do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End comes (verse 7 of Sura 17): $(502 + 116 + 781 + 5) + (80 + 837) = 1404 + 917 = 2321$

When Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as mixed people) and by the Truth, We descend him (verses 104 - 105 of Sura 17): $782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 = 2321 \ (or 2322)$

(-equivalent to 321) \ (11 x 211) \ (2321 is the 1976th Composite Number)

Ahsanum Ahsanum for you, and any good that you do will be good for you and your faces will be beautiful. When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad (ruin your faces) and they shall enter the Mosque as they entered it the first time and shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you, but if you return, we return and we make Jahannam (Hell) (verse 7 - 8 of Sura 17): $[559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 +$
838 + 108 (or 107) + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 ] + (37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 + 140 + 262 + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 154 + 98) = 7596 (or 7595) + 1725 = 9321 (or 9320)

♦  Al-Arman (the Armenians): 322 (322 is the 255th Composite Number) (255 is the 200th Composite Number) (402 is the 322nd Composite Number) (497 is the 402nd Composite Number) (2137 is the 322nd Prime Number)

ساعة القيامة Hour of the Qiyama (Resurrection or beginning of End Times): 136 + 186 (or 187) = 322 (or 323)

وعدة يوم القيامة Promise of Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or beginning of the End Times):
80 + (56 + 186) = 80 + 242 (or 243) = 322 (or 323)

بنت سبتمبر + 9 September + 9 : 313 + 9 = 322

کش Kabsh (Sheep): 322

الحسن بن علي Al-Hussein son of Ali: 159 + 53 (or 52) + 110 = 322 (or 321)

نور الله Light of Allah (verse 8 of Sura 61): 256 + 66 = 322

جبل النور Mount of the Light (where Hira Cave is located, near Mecca): 35 + 287 = 322

أمريكان Americans: 322

هدم باريس Hadm (Destruction) of Paris: 49 + 273 = 322

البحرين The Pacific Ocean: 98 + 224 = 322

بلاد الدجال المسيح بن داود Countries of Dajjal (Anti-Christ), Messiah son of David: 37 + 69 + 149 + 52 + 15 = 322

الدب + الدجال المسيح بن داود The Bear (King Arthur’s symbol) + Dajjal (Anti-Christ), Messiah son of David: 37 + 69 + 149 + 52 + 15 = 322

المملكة دجال الإنكليز Kingdom of Dajjal (Anti-Christ) of the English People: 135 + (38 + 149) = 135 + 187 = 322

دولة أعور State of Awar (Defective-eyed Anti-Christ): 45 + 277 = 322

الدهو + روسيا Al-Hadda (Destruction) + Russia: 45 + 277 = 322
Perishing + Russians (or Saiqa- Shocking Event): 56 + 266 = 322

Nihaya (End) + Al-Seeniyeen (The Chinese): 71 + 251 = 322

Atomic Bomb + Seeniyeen (Chinese): 1102 + 220 = 1322 (equivalent to 322)

The Atomic Bomb + Istanbul: 1164 + 158 = 1322 (equivalent to 322)

(= 2 x 661) (1322 is the 1105\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) (1570 is the 1322\textsuperscript{nd} Composite Number)

Al-Muqashqishatan (This is a word used to refer to Sura 113 & 114): 1322 (equivalent to 322)

Day of Majzara (Massacre) of Baghdad: 56 + (255 + 1011) = 56 + 1266 = 1322

Day of the Ninth + September: 56 + 562 + 704 = 1322

make him, my Lord, pleasing (verse 6 of Sura 19): 1322

When Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Laffifa (scrolls or as mixed people) and by the Truth, We descend him (verses 104 - 105 of Sura 17): 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 (or 144) = 2322 (or 2321 or 2323) (equivalent to 322) (2322 is the 1977\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number)

you do badly, it is to yourselves . When the Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17): 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) = 2322 (or 2323) (equivalent to 322)

from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream or Shout) in the Haq (Turth or Justice). That is Day of the (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): (90 + 111 + 312 + 56) + (236 + 539 + 141 + 750 + 56 + 31) = 569 + 1753 = 2322

The Caller calls from a close place. The day they hear the Saihat (Scream) on the Haq, that is Day of the Khuruj (Coming out) (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): (65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312) + 56 + (236 + 539 + 141 + 750 + 56 + 840) = 704 + 56 + 2562 = 3322

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval or Beginning of End Times)? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun and (the Moon) are combined, (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 75): 3322 (or 3323) (= 2 x 11 x 151) (3322 is the 2854\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number)

Zu Al-Qada 27 is the 322\textsuperscript{nd} day of the Hijri year.

Safar 4 is the 33\textsuperscript{rd} day of the Hijri Calendar, meaning it is the 322\textsuperscript{nd} day from the end of the Hijri year.
November 18 is the 322\textsuperscript{nd} day of the Gregorian Calendar.

February 12 is the 43\textsuperscript{rd} day of the Gregorian Calendar. There are 322 days remaining until the end of the year.

♦  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ساعة القيامة</td>
<td>Hour of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times): $136 + 187$ (or $186) = 323$ (or 322) $323 = 17 \times 19$ (323 is the 256\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) (403 is the 323\textsuperscript{rd} Composite Number) (2141 is the 323\textsuperscript{rd} Prime Number) (6122 is the 5323\textsuperscript{rd} Composite Number) (5323 is the 705\textsuperscript{th} Prime Number)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>وعد يوم القيامة</td>
<td>Promise of Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times): $80 + (56 + 187) = 80 + 243$ (or 242) = 323 (or 322)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>يوم وعد القيامة</td>
<td>Day of Promise of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times): $56 + [80 + 187$ (or 186))] = 56 + 267 (or 266) = 323 (or 322)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>قيامة الساعة</td>
<td>Qiyama (Break out or Beginning) of the Hour: $156$ (or $155) + 167 = 323$ (or 322)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Suez Canal: $156 + 167 = 323$ [Suez Canal is an artificial sea-level waterway in Egypt, connecting the Mediterranean Sea and the Red Sea. The ceremony for the beginning of construction of Suez Canal was held on April 25, 1859 (Ramadan 22, 1275 Hijri) (2400, 159.5\textsuperscript{th} Julian Day). On April 24, 1957 (Ramadan 23, 1376 Hijri) (Nisan 23, 5717 Jewish), the canal was fully re-opened to navigation after being closed since 1956 Suez Canal war and on that day, the Egyptian government issued a Declaration in a letter addressed to the U.N. Secretary General in which Egypt pledged to maintain uninterrupted navigation to all nations through Suez Canal, in accordance with Constantinople Convention of 1888.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>نطقه السويس</td>
<td>Suez Canal: 156 + 167 = 323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>قيامة حوله</td>
<td>we have blessed its surroundings (verse 1 of Sura 17): $274 + 49 = 323$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>بدایة برج الأسد</td>
<td>Bidaya (Beginning) of Burj (Sign) of the Asad (Leo or Lion): $22 + (205 + 96) = 22 + 301 = 323$ (July 23 is the 1\textsuperscript{st} day of Leo, zodiac sign)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ليلة يصفف 11 كوكب</td>
<td>Lailat (Eve or Night) in which 11 Planets line up: $75 + [189 + 11 + 48$ (or 49)] = 75 + 248 (or 249) = 323 (or 324)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>وعد نزول عيسى</td>
<td>Promise of Descent of Jesus: $(80 + 93) + 150 = 173 + 150 = 323$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>عقاب عيسى</td>
<td>Jesus + Punishment: $150 + 173 = 323$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الصرب</td>
<td>The Serbs: 323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>وعد الأسلحة النووية</td>
<td>Promise of the Nuclear Weapons: $80 + (135 + 108) = 80 + 243 = 323$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
If the Paradise will be the abode (verse 41 of Sura 79): 131 + (89 + 15 + 88) = 323

Kingdom of the King son of David: 135 + 121 + 52 (or 53) + 15 = 323 (or 324)

The Pope + Dajjal (Anti-Christ), Messiah Son of David: 37 + 69 + 149 + 68 (or 67) = 323 (or 322)

Promise to City of London: 80 + 109 + 134 = 323

The Destruction + City of London: 80 + 109 + 134 = 323

Promise of Awda (Return) of life of Sydney: 80 + (85 + 24) + 134 = 80 + 109 + 134 = 323

Promise of the Jann (Jinn- invisible creatures) + Life of Sydney: 80 + 85 + 24 + 134 = 323

Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of the Amreek (Americans): 21 + 302 = 323

Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of New York: 21 + 302 = 323

Atlanta, Georgia: 100 + 223 = 323

The eye-sight (verse 7 of Sura 75): 323

The Patience: 323

September: 323

Name of your Lord (God) (verse 8 of Sura 73): 101 + 222 = 323

They ask you about the Hour. When will its docking be? Say: “The knowledge of it is with (verse 187 of Sura 7): 1323 (or 1324) (equivalent to 323) (1323 is the 1106th Composite Number)

The Saint Peter’s Church + City of the Vatican: (145 + 205 + 271) + (109 + 593) = 621 + 702 = 1323

that he may have mercy on you and if you return, We return and We make Jahannam (Hell) (verse 8 of Sura 17): 1323

Day of Qudum (Arrival) of Mohammad Anwar Sadat + Israel: 56 + 150 + 92 + 257 + 466 + 302 (or 303) = 1323 (or 1324) [Egyptian President Anwar Sadat arrived for surprise visit to Israel for the first time, at night, on Saturday November 19, 1977]
(Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1397 Hijri), day of standing on Mount of Arafat, meaning eve of 1st day of Eid Al-Adha.]

\[
\text{Tenth + Zu Al-Hijja : 570 (or 571) + (706 + 47) = 570 (or 571) + 753 = 1323 (or 1324) (10\text{th} \text{ of Zu Hijja is the first day of Eid of the Adha (Feast of the Sacrifice). This day is known as Day of the Slaughter) }}
\]

[ Balfour Declaration (or Promise) by the British government to facilitate the creation of a homeland in Palestine for the Jews was offered to the Jews in a letter signed by Britain’s Foreign Minister on November 2, 1917 (Muharram 16 (or 17), 1336 Hijri) (Heshvan 17, 5678 Jewish) (2421,534.5\text{th} or 2421,535\text{th} Julian Day) ]

The Poles (of the Earth) + The Tariq (Star) + The End Times: 144 + 341 + 838 (or 837) = 1323 (or 1322) (equivalent to 323)

Zilzal (Quake) of the Ard (Earth) + Valdivia: (75 + 1032) + 216 = 1107 + 216 = 1323 [ On May 22, 1960 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1379 Hijri), the most powerful earthquake (measuring 9.5) ever recorded throughout history in the World happened in Valdivia, Chile.]

The Ard (Earth) its Zilzal (Quake) and brings out (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 99): 1032 + 75 + (15 + 6 + 1204) = (1032 + 75) + 1216 = 1107 + 1216 = 2323

Taghayur (Change) + The Qutban (Two Poles), the Northern and the Southern: 1610 + 193 + 412 + 6 + 102 = 2323

أَسَاتِمُ فَلِياَ فَإِذَا جَاءَ وَعَدُّ الْآخَرِ: when the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun and (the Moon) are combined, (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 75): 3323 (3323 is the 468\text{th} Prime Number)

Day of signing of surrender of Japan + The Second World War : 56 + [586 + 592 (or 591) + 64] + (241 + 187 + 597) = 56 + (1242 (or 1241) + 1025) = 56 + 2267 (or 2266) = 2323 (or 2322) [ World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5\text{th} Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar). ]

The poles, the North and the South: 144 + 1444 = 2323 (or 2322) (2323 is the 1978\text{th} Composite Number) (2721 is the 2323\text{rd} Composite Number)

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval or Beginning of End Times)? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun and (the Moon) are combined, (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 75): 3323 (3323 is the 468\text{th} Prime Number)
November 19 is the 323rd day of the Gregorian Calendar.

February 11 is the 42nd day of the Gregorian Calendar. There are 323 days remaining until the end of the year.

♦ مملكة الملك ابن داوِد Kingdom of the King son of David: 135 + 121 + 53 (or 52 ) + 15 = 324 (or 323) (324 is the 257th Composite Number) (404 is the 324th Composite Number) (2143 is the 324th Prime Number)

سبتمبر + 11 September + 11 : 313 + 11 = 324

١١ سحراً  يوم سحر Day of Magic: 56 + 268 = 324

١١ ليالي حرام Lailat (Eve) of Haram (Forbidden): 75 + 249 = 324

١١ من أنزلنا عليك TaHa , We have not descended (or revealed) upon you (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 20) : 14 + 41 + 139 + 130 = 324

١١ عودة فلسطينين Awda (Return) of Palestine: 85 + 239 = 324

المهدى أمير المؤمنين + الخليفة The Mahdi, Prince of Believers + The Caliph: 90 + 478 + 756 = 1324 (equivalent to 324) (1324 is the 1107th Composite Number) (1573 is the 1324th Composite Number)

١١ فتح لندن إنكلترا Fat’h (Conquest) of London, England: 488 + (134 + 702) = 488 + 836 = 1324

١١ فتح مدينته يهود + إنكلترا Fat’h (Conquest) of Madina (City/State) of Jews + England: 488 + (109 + 25) + 702 = 488 + (134 + 702) = 488 + 836 = 1324

١١ بَن غوْرِوْئَن Ben-Gurion: 52 + 1272 = 1324 [ David Ben-Gurion, first Prime Minister of Israel, was born on October 16, 1886 (Muharram 16 (or17), 1304 Hijri) (Tishri 17, 5647 Jewish) (2410,195.5th or 2410,196th Julian Day) and died on December 1, 1973 (Zu Al-Qada 6, 1393 Hijri) (Kislev 6, 5734 Jewish ) (2442,017.5th or 2442,017.5th Julian Day) ]

١١ هد إسرائيل + تحرير القدس Hadd (Destruction) of Israel + Liberation of Al-Quds (Jerusalem): (9 + 302) + (818 + 195) = 311 + 1013 = 1324

١١ غزو + هد إسرائيل Invasion + Hadd ( Destruction) of Israel: 1013 + 9 + 302 = 1324

١١ يوم وعد استعاده بيت المقدس Day of Promise of Ist’ada (Getting back or Recapture) of Bayt Al-Maqdis (House of Holiness): (56 + 80) + 541 + (412 + 235) = 136 + 541 + 647 = 1324

١١ استعاده المسجد الأقصا + معبد ابن داوِد + فلسطين Getting back Al-Aqsa Mosque + Temple of Son of David + Palestine : 541 + 361 + (116 + 52 + 15) + 239 = 541 + 361 + 183 + 239 = 1324
The Muslims’ getting back Al-Aqsa Mosque + Kingdom of the Jews: \((541 + 231 + 361) + (135 + 56) = 1133 + 191 = 1324\)

The Muslims’ getting back Al-Aqsa Mosque + Al-Inhizam (The Defeat) of the Jews: \((541 + 231 + 361) + (135 + 56) = 1133 + 191 = 1324\)

Ayat (Signs) of the Book and an evident Quran (verse 1 of Sura 15): \(1324\) (or 1325)

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. H.M. By the evident Book (verse 1 of Sura 44): \(66 + 329 + 289 + 48 + [6 + 453 (or 454) + 133] = 66 + [329 + 289 + 48 + 592 (or 593)] = 66 + 1258 (or 1259) = 1324 (or 1325)

The Rahman, the Raheem + TaHa, We have not descended (or revealed) to you the Quran (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 20): \((329 + 289) + 14 + [(41 + 139 + 130) + 383] = 618 + 14 + [310 + 382 (or 383)] = 618 + [14 + 692 (or 693)] = 618 + 706 (or 707) = 1324 (or 1325)

An humiliation, so fear (verse 123 of Sura 3): \(736 + 588 = 1324\)

The Angels and the Spirit ascend to him in a day that (verse 4 of Sura 70): \(1324\)

Day of Qudum (Arrival) of Mohammad Anwar Sadat + Israel: \(56 + 150 + 92 + 257 + 466 + 303 (or 302) = 1324 (or 1323)\) [Egyptian President Anwar Sadat arrived for surprise visit to Israel for the first time, at night, on Saturday November 19, 1977 (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1397 Hijri), day of standing on Mount of Arafat, meaning eve of 1st day of Eid Al-Adha.]

\[10^{th}\] of Zu Hijja is the first day of Eid of the Adha (Feast of the Sacrifice). This day is known as Day of the Slaughter.

The Tasi’a (Ninth) + Zi Al-Hijja: \(567 + (710 + 47) = 567 + 757 = 1324\)

You are part of its Zikra (remembrance or mention). To your Lord is its Muntaha (end or destination). You are (verse 43 – 45 of Sura 79): \(451 + 90 + 926 + 41 + 222 + 502 + 92 = 2324\) \(2324\) is the 1979\(^{th}\) Composite Number \(2722\) is the 2324\(^{th}\) Composite Number

We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 97): \(5077 + 247 = 5324\)
القدر. ليله القدر خير من ألف شهر تنزل الملكه و الروح فيها بإذن ربيهم من كل أمر سلم هي حتى مطلع the Qadr. Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is, till rise of (verse 2 – 5 of Sura 97): \[335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 \text{(or 137)} + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 130 \text{(or 131)} + 15 + (418 + 149) = 4757 \text{(or 4758)} + 567 = 5324 \text{(or 5325)} \text{ (5324 is the 4618th Composite Number)}

Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Alameen (Universe), the Rahman, the Rahim, Master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgement). You are whom we worship and whom seek support from. Guide us to the Straight Path, the path of those whom you have blessed, not those on whom the wrath is and not the Mis-guided. (verse 2 – 7 of Sura 1): \[52 + 65 + 202 + 231 + 329 + 289 + 90 + 56 + 95 + 32 + 126 + (6 + 32 + 640 + 60 \text{(or 61)} + 330 + 681 + 299 + 791 + 561 + 155 + 1210 + 1879 + 155 + 6 + 31 + 921 \text{(or 922)} \] = 1567 + 7757 \text{(7758 or 7759)} = 9324 \text{(9325 or 9326)}

Iraq’s King Faisal bin Hussein died by poisoning on September 8, 1933 (Jumada Ula 18, 1352 Hijri) (Elul 17, 5693 Jewish) \([2427,323.5^{th} \text{ or } 2427,324^{th} \text{ Julian Day}].\)

♦  
First of Muharram: \[37 + 288 = 325 \] (325 is the 258th Composite Number)  
(405 is the 325th Composite Number) \(2723 \text{ is the 2325th Composite Number} \) (1st of Muharram is the 1st day of a Hijri year)

December 9: \[316 + 9 = 325 \] [Britain captured Jerusalem from the Ottoman Empire. The Ottoman Governor of Jerusalem sent a “Surrender Letter”, delivered by Mayor of Jerusalem, Hussein Al-Husseini, to the British invaders on Sunday, December 9, 1917 \([\text{Safar 24, 1336 Hijri}] \) (Kislev 24, 5678 Jewish). Field Marshal Edmund Allenby, head of the invading British forces, entered Jerusalem on foot, through the Jaffa gate, on December 11, 1917]

Maghfira ( Forgiveness) (verse 6 of Sura 13): \[325 \]

The day He (God) gathers you for the Day of (verse 9 of Sura 64): \[56 + 183 + 86 = 325 \]

Day of Tard (Expulsion) of the Jews: \[56 + (213 + 56) = 56 + 269 = 325 \]

Dawla (State) of Vatican: \[45 + (109 + 171) = 45 + 280 = 325 \]

Arba (Four) Days: \[273 + 52 = 325 \]

City/State of the Messiah, Son of David. (This refers to the Anti-Christ, not Jesus): \[109 + (149 + 52 + 15) = 109 + 216 = 325 \]

Al-Saiha (the Scream) (or Canadians) + Nuclear Weapons (or China): \[144 + 181 = 325 \]

أول محرم First of Muharram: \[37 + 288 = 325 \] (325 is the 258th Composite Number)  
(405 is the 325th Composite Number) \(2723 \text{ is the 2325th Composite Number} \) (1st of Muharram is the 1st day of a Hijri year)
Nuclear Missiles + Amerikiyeen (Americans): $984 + 341 = 1325$

Atomic Bombs + Sahioniyooun (Zionists): $1098 + 227 = 1325$

Atomic Bombs + Isfahan: $1098 + 227 = 1325$

The Devastation of Al-Franciyeen (the French): $834 + 491 = 1325$

The Devastation + Al-Koriyoon Al-Janubiyoon (The South Koreans): $834 + 491 = 1325$ (equivalent to $325$)

Attack + City of Seoul: $110 + 215 = 325$

Al-Saiha (the Scream) + Nuclear Weapons (or China): $144 + 181 = 325$

Day of the Khuruj (Coming out) from the Qubur (graves): $56 + (840 + 90 + 339) = 1325$

Ayat (Signs) of the Book and an evident Quran (verse 1 of Sura 15): $1325$ (or $1324$)

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. H.M. By the evident Book (verse 1 of Sura 44): $66 + 329 + 289 + 48 + [6 + 454 (or 453) + 133] = 66 + [329 + 289 + 48 + 593 (or 592)] = 66 + 1259 (or 1258) = 1325$ (or $1324$)

The Rahman, the Raheem + TaHa , We have not descended (or revealed) to you the Quran (verse 1-2 of Sura 20): $(329 + 289) + 14 + [(41 + 139 + 130) + 383] = 618 + 14 + [310 + 383 (or 382)] = 618 + [14 + 693 (or 692)] = 618 + 707 (or 706) = 1325$ (or $1324$)

The Rahman, the Raheem. When comes (verse 1 of Sura 110): $329 + 289 + 702 + 5 = 1325$

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We have opened (or conquered) for you (verse 1 of Sura 48): $(66 + 329 + 289) + (52 + 539 + 50) = 684 + 641 = 1325$

Fat'h (Conquest) of the End Times: $488 + 837$ (or $838$) = $1325$ (or $1326$)

Fat’h (Conquest) of Sydney, Australia: $488 + (134 + 703) = 488 + 837 = 1325$ ($1325$ is the $1108^{th}$ Composite Number)

Maghfira (Forgiveness): $1325$

Tenth + Zu Al-Hijja: $571 + [707 (or 706) + 47] = 571 + 754 (or 753) = 1325$
(or 1324) (1325 is the 1108th Composite Number) [10th of Zu Hijja is the first day of Eid (Feast) of the Adha (Sacrifice), which is also known as Day of the Slaughter.]

The infamous first Christian ecumenical council known as First Council of Nicaea was held from May 20, 325 till June 19, 325. The Council adopted Trinity as a Christian doctrine, deviating Christians from the true Unitarian teachings of Prophet Jesus (p).

Day of Wahiya (Catastrophe) of the Nuclear Weapons: $56 + [27 + (135 + 108)] = 56 + (27 + 243) = 56 + 270 = 326 (= 2 \times 163)$ (326 is the 259th Composite Number) (406 is the 326th Composite Number)

Day of Wahiya (Catastrophe) of the Nuclear Weapons: $56 + (27 + 243) = 56 + 270 = 326$

Bilal son of Rabah: $63 + 52 + 211 = 326 (or 327)$

Kingdom of Solomon: $135 + 192 = 326$

Dakk (Bombardment or Destruction) of New York: $24 + 302 = 326$

Dakk (Bombardment or Destruction) + The Amreek (Americans): $24 + 302 = 326$

Hadm (Destruction) + Russia: $49 + 277 = 326$

The Haqqa (verse 1 of Sura 69) + Nuclear Weapons: $145 + (104 + 77) = 145 + 181 = 326$

Al-Haqqa (verse 1 of Sura 69) + Al-Seen (China): $145 + 181 = 326$

The Vanishing of Al-Seeniyeen (The Chinese): $75 + 251 = 326$

Entry of Pope Francis into the religion of Allah: $640 + 6 + 460 + 90 + 64 + 66 = 1326$

Then, We said to the angels: Prostrate to Adam, so they prostrated, except Iblees (Devil) (verse 11 of Sura 7): $1326 (1325 \ or \ 1327)$

Day when the torment reaches them (verse 44 of Sura 14): $56 + (466 + 804) = 56 + 1270 = 1326$ (1326 is the 1109th Composite Number) (1575 is the 1326th Composite Number)

Remove this torment from upon us (verse 12 of Sura 44): $401 + 121 + 804 = 1326$

When (the sight) is sparkled Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval)? When (the sight) is sparkled (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 75): $56 + [186 (or 187) + 782 + 302] = 56 + 1270 (or 1271) = 1326 (or 1327)$

Then, We said to the angels: Prostrate to Adam, so they prostrated, except Iblees (Devil) (verse 11 of Sura 7): $1326 (1325 \ or \ 1327)$

Then, We said to the angels: Prostrate to Adam, so they prostrated, except Iblees (Devil) (verse 11 of Sura 7): $1326 (1325 \ or \ 1327)$

Then, We said to the angels: Prostrate to Adam, so they prostrated, except Iblees (Devil) (verse 11 of Sura 7): $1326 (1325 \ or \ 1327)$

Then, We said to the angels: Prostrate to Adam, so they prostrated, except Iblees (Devil) (verse 11 of Sura 7): $1326 (1325 \ or \ 1327)$
Bid-a (Beginning) of the first Marhala (Phase or Period) of the End Times: 7 + [314 + 78 + 90 + 837 (or 838)] = 7 + 1319 (or 1320) = 1326 (or 1327)

The Hour + Day of the Qiyama + Promise of the Akhira (End Times): 167 + [56 + 186 (or 187)] + (80 + 837) = [167 + 242 (or 243)] + 917 = 409 (or 410) + 917 = 1326 (or 1327)

The Hour + Day of the Qiyama + Promise of the Major Alamat (Signs): 167 + (56 + 187) + (80 + 542 + 263) = 167 + 243 + 916 = 1326

Taghayur (Change) of the Qutbain (Two Poles), the Northern and the Southern: 1610 + (202 + 412 + 102) = 1610 + 716 = 2326 (equivalent to 326)

(2326 is the 1981st Composite Number)

(2724 is the 327th Composite Number)

(2179 is the 327th Prime Number)

What is the Qadr? Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is, till rise of (verse 2 - 5 of Sura 97): 335 + 75 + [335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 (or 130) + 15 + 418 + 149] = 335 + 75 + 4916 (or 4915) = 5326 (or 5325)

The Messenger: 327 (= 3 x 109) (296 + 31 = 327) (327 is the 260th Composite Number)

The Message: 327

Al-Soor (The Trumpet or Trump) (verse 20 of Sura 50): 327

Drumpf: 327 (The original, real family name of Donald Trump is Drumpf)

Lailah (Eve or Night) of day of Sawmikom (your fasting): 75 + (56 + 196) = 75 + 252 = 327

they perform Omra (visit with prescribed religious rituals) (verse 17 of Sura 9): 327

We bring you Lafif (Scrolls or From diverse backgrounds & places) (verse 104 of Sura 17): (64 + 62) + 201 = 126 + 201 = 327

The Caller from a place (verse 41 of Sura 50): 126 + (90 + 111) = 126 + 201 = 327

The Caller calls (verse 41 of Sura 50): 80 + (56 + 65 + 126) = 80 + 247 = 327
Bilal son of Rabah: $63 + 53 \text{ or } 52 + 211 = 327 \text{ (or 326)}$

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Promise of End of the first Hudna (Truce): $75 + 80 + [71 + (37 + 64)] = 75 + [80 + (71 + 101)] = 75 + (80 + 172) = 75 + 252 = 327$

The Muharram + 8 : $319 + 8 = 327$

Promise of Nuzul (descent or coming down) of the Messiah has arrived: $5 + 80 + 93 + 149 = 327$

Dakk ( Destruction) of the Britan (Britons): $24 + 303 = 327$

Dakk ( Destruction) of the Amareek (Americans): $24 + 303 = 327$

Of the Jinn (invisible creatures/spirits that may enter/possess bodies of humans) and the People: $90 + 89 + 6 + 142 = 327$

Kingdom of the Sahayina (Zionists): $135 + 192 = 327$

Madina (City/State) of the Dajjal Messiah (Anti-Christ): $109 + 149 + 69 = 327$

Awda (Return) of life + The Dajjal Messiah (Anti-Christ): $(85 + 24) + (69 + 149) = 109 + 218 = 327$

Balad (Country) of Dajjal (Anti-Christ), Messiah Son of David: $36 + 69 + 149 + 73 \text{ (or 74)} = 327 \text{ (or 328)}$

Island of Elias (Elijah): $225 + 102 = 327$

Island of the End: $225 + 102 = 327$

The Fasiqoon (wrong-doers) ( verse 19 of Sura 59): $327 \text{ (or 328)}$

Bid-a (Beginning) of the first Marhala (Phase or Period) of the End Times: $7 + [314 + 78 + 90 + 838 \text{ (or 837)}] = 7 + 1320 \text{ (or 1319)} = 1327 \text{ (or 1326)} \text{ (equivalent to 327)} \text{ (1327 is the 217th Prime Number)} \text{ (1576 is the 1327th Composite Number)}$

Awwal (First) phase of Promise of the Akhira (End Times): $37 + 283 + 90 + 80 + 837 \text{ (or 838)} = 1327 \text{ (or 1328)}$

Ibtida (Beginning) of Promise of the End Times: $409 + [80 + 837 \text{ (or 838)}] = 80 + 917 \text{ (or 918)} = 1327 \text{ (or 1326)}$
Night of the Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97) + Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17): (75 + 335) + [80 + 837 (or 838)] = 410 + 917 (or 918) = 1327 (or 1328)

The Hour + Day of the Qiyama + Promise of the Akhira (End Times): 167 + (56 + 187) + [80 + 837 (or 838)] = (167 + 243) + 917 (or 918) = 410 + 917 (or 918) = 1327 (or 1328)

Your Lord (God) that He may have mercy on you and if you return, We return (verse 8 of Sura 17): 1327

Kingship that will not be offered to anyone (verse 35 of Sura 38): 1327

He used to not believe in Allah, the Azeem (Great or Magnificent) (verse 33 of Sura 69): 71 + 31 + 106 (or 107) + 68 + 1051 = 1327 (or 1328)

Blessed Zikr We have descended it (verse 50 of Sura 21): 1327 (or 1326)

The Fourteenth + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): (304 + 570) + 453 = 874 + 453 = 1327

Khamis Ishroon (Twenty Fifth): 701 (or 700) + 626 = 1327 (or 1326)

Day of Fifteen: 56 + (701 + 570) = 56 + 1271 = 1327

Yuly (July – in Egypt): (701 + 570) + 56 = 1271 + 56 = 1327

The Eleventh + September: [53 (or 54) + 570] + 704 = 623 (or 624) + 704 = 1327 (or 1326)

Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq, that is (verse 42 of Sura 50): (56 + 236 + 144 + 141) + 750 (or 751) = 577 + 750 (or 751) = 1327 (or 1328)

The Hour has approached and “in” (verse 1 of Sura 54): 703 + (400 + 167 + 6 + 51 ] = 703 + 624 = 1327

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval)? When (the sight) is sparkled (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 75): 56 + [187 (or 186) + 782 + 302] = 56 + 1271 (or 1270) = 1327 (or 1326)

they are shown an Aya (Sign), they turn away and (verse 2 of Sura 54): 217 + 17 + 1087 + 6 = 1327

Day of Nuzul (Coming down) of the Quran from the Preserved Board to Bayt of the Izza : 56 + [93 + 382 (or 383) + 90 + (75 + 1065)] + 41 + (412 + 113) = 56 + 1705 (or 1706) + 41 + 525 = 56 + 2271 (or 2272) = 2327 (or 2328)

We have descended it/him and on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), it/he has descended. And We have not sent you except as a
Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and a Nazeer (Warner). (verse 105 of Sura 17): \textbf{2327 (or 2328)} (2327 is the 1982$^{\text{nd}}$ Composite Number)

\begin{align*}
\text{Taghayeer (Change) of the Qutban (Two Poles), the Northern + the Southern:} & \quad 1620 + (193 + 412 + 102) = 1620 + 707 = 2327 \\
\text{And We do not torment until We send a Messenger. (verse 15 of Sura 17):} & \quad 2327
\end{align*}

Allah in Badr while you were humiliated ones, so fear Allah, perhaps you become thankful (verse 123 of Sura 3): \textbf{3327} 

\begin{align*}
\text{The Raheem. A.L.M. These are Ayat (verses or signs) of the Book and what has been descended (or revealed) to you from your Lord, the Haq (Truth), but (verse 1 of Sura 13):} & \quad (289 + 271 + 411 + 453) + (6 + 741 + 88 + 61 + 90 + 222 + 139 + 6 + 100) = 1874 + 1453 = 3327 \\
\text{those who have believed grow in faith and those who have given the Book do not have doubt (verse 31 of Sura74):} & \quad (26 + 791 + 99 + 103 + 6 + 31 + 613 + 791 + 414) + 453 = 2874 + 453 = 3327 (3327 is the 2858$^{\text{th}}$ Composite Number)
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission (verse 2 - 4 of Sura 97):} & \quad (226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 137 + 6 + 245 + 96) + 753 = 4574 + 753 = 4327 (4327 is the 591$^{\text{st}}$ Prime Number)
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{O’ You who have believed, when the call has been made for the Prayer on Day of the Friday, strive to the Zikr (remembrance or mention) of Allah and quit the selling} & \quad \text{(verse 8 – 9 of Sura 62):} \quad (140 + 1043 + 6 + 345 + 203 + 43 + 510 + 596 + 27 + 791) + (99 + 702 + 70 + 186 + 90 + 56 + 149 + 218) + [41 + 920 + 66 (or 67) + 6 + 907 + 113 ] = 3704 + 1570 + 2053 (or 2054) = 7327 (or 7328)
\end{align*}

\begin{itemize}
\item ♦ Al-Basra (Iraqi city on the Arabian Gulf): \textbf{328} (328 is the 261$^{\text{st}}$ Composite Number) (408 is the 328$^{\text{th}}$ Composite Number) (2203 is the 328$^{\text{th}}$ Prime Number)
\item ایرانین: \textbf{328}
\item الرومان: \textbf{328}
\item الفاسقو: \textbf{328} (or 327)
\end{itemize}
the evident, We have descended it (or him) (verses 2 - 3 of Sura 44): 328 (or 329)

Covenant of Abraham: 79 + 248 = 328

It is Alaina (up to us or our duty) their Hisab (Judgment or Punishment) (verse 26 of Sura 88): 51 + 161 + 116 = 328

Awda (Return) of the Prophet Jesus: 85 + 93 + 150 = 328

The Prince Will: 282 + 46 = 328

Melbourne: 328 (or 338) (located on Latitude 37 degrees South)

Island of Iblees (Devil): 225 + 103 = 328

Balad (Country) of Dajjal (Anti-Christ), Messiah Son of David: 36 + 69 + 149 + 74 (or 73) = 328 (or 327)

Planets Mustafeen (aligned): 49 + 279 = 328

Halak (Devastation) of America (U.S.): 56 + 272 = 328

Bomb of Nagasaki: 187 + 1141 (or 1142) = 1328 (or 1329) [The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time).]

Istirdad (Re-capture) of Muslimeen (Muslims) of the Quds (Jerusalem) + The Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 670 + 230 + 195 + 233 = 1328

Awwal (First) phase of Promise of the Akhira (End Times): 37 + 283 + 90 + 80 + 838 (or 837) = 1328 (or 1327)

Night of the Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97) + Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17): (75 + 335) + [80 + 838 (or 837)] = 410 + 918 (or 917) = 1328 (or 1327)

The Hour + Day of the Qiyama + Promise of the Akhira (End Times): 167 + (56 + 187) + [80 + 838 (or 837)] = (167 + 243) + 918 (or 917) = 410 + 918 (or 917) = 1328 (or 1327) (= 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 83) (1328 is the 1110th Composite Number) (1110 is the 923rd Composite Number) (1577 is the 1328th Composite Number)

The Eleventh + September: [54 (or 53) + 570] + 704 = 624 (or 623) + 704 = 1328 (or 1327)

Tenth + Zi Al-Hijja: 571 (or 570) + (710 + 47) = 571 (or 570) + 757 = 1328 (or 1327)
Ashara (Ten) + Zu Al-Hijja : 575 + (706 + 47) = 575 + 753 = 1328

The day they hear the Saiha (Scream) of the Truth. That is
(verse 42 of Sura 50): (56 + 236 + 144 + 141) + 751 (or 750) = 577 + 751 (or 750) = 1328 (or 1327)

People of the Cave and the Raqeeem were of our Ayat (Signs or Verses) as a wonder (verse 9 of Sura 18):
(101 + 136 + 6 + 381) + [77 (or 78) + 90 + 462 + 75] = 624 + 704 (or 705) = 1328 (or 1329)

Ithnain Ishroon (Twenty Two) + Ramadan : (611 + 626) + 1091 = 1237 + 1091 = 2328

Armstrong + The Moon: 1957 + 371 = 2328 (equivalent to 328)
(2328 is the 1983rd Composite Number)

the Aqsa Mosque, which We have blessed its surroundings, to show him from our Ayat (Signs). It is
(verse 1 of Sura 17): 138 + 223 + 741 + 273 + 49 + 295 + 90 + 463 + 56 = 2328

When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq we descended it (or him) and (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17):
(782 + 5 + 80 + 837) + [64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 (or 143) + 6] = 1704 + 624 (or 623) = 2328 (or 2327)

you do badly, it is to yourselves. When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it (verse 7 of Sura 17): [502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838)] + [113 + 80 + (6 + 681 + 138) + 61 + 645 + (37 + 245) = [2322 (or 2323) + 113] + (80 + 825 + 61) + 645 + 282 = 2435 (or 2436) + (966 + 645) + 282 = 2435 (or 2436) + (1611 + 282) = 2435 (or 2436) + 1893 = 4328 (or 4329) (= 2 x 2 x 2 x 541) (4328 is the 3736th Composite Number)

After him to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Ard (Land or Earth). When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq we descended it (or him) and in the Haq, it (or he) descended and not (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): (90 + 81 + 92 + 303 + 138) + [1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 55 + 62 + 200 (or 201)] + (6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6) = 704 + [3053 (or 3054) + 571] = 704 + 3624 (or 3625) = 4328 (or 4329)

Very high in the ranks, who has the Throne, he casts the Spirit, from his command, upon whomever he wishes, from among
his worshippers to warn about Day of the Talaq (Meeting). (verse 15 of Sura 40): (360 + 638 + 706) + (601 + 150 + 245 + 90 + 246 + 110 + 90 + 312 + 90 + 82 + 990 + 56 + 562) = 1704 + (601 + 3023) = 1704 + 3624 = 5328

وعلى النعيم والشهداء فثبتكم بما كنتم تعملون يا الذين أمانوا إذا نودى إلى صلالة من يوم الجمعه فاسعروا إلى ذكر الله وذرو البيع

Knower of the Ghayb (Future or Unseen/Unwitnessed) and the Witnessed, so he lets you know what you used to do. O’ You who have believed, when the call has been made for the Prayer on Day of the Friday, strive to the Zikr (remembrance or mention) of Allah and quit the selling (verse 8 – 9 of Sura 62): (140 + 1043 + 6 + 345 + 203 + 43 + 510 + 596 + 27 + 791) + (99 + 702 + 70 + 186 + 90 + 56 + 149 + 218) + [41 + 920 + 67 (or 66) + 6 + 907 + 113 ] = = 3704 + [1570 + 2054 (or 2053)] = 3704 + 3624 (or 3623) = 7328 (or 7327)

♦ The Rahman (Most Compassionate. It is an Attribute of Allah): 329 (or 330)

(829 = 7 x 47) (329 is the 262nd Composite Number) (1667 is the 262nd Prime Number) (410 is the 329th Composite Number) (2207 is the 329th Prime Number)

Tariqi (My Way): 329

أربع مائه Four Hundred: 273 + 56 = 329

معلم مجنون Crazy Teacher (verse 14 of Sura 44): 180 + 149 = 329

المحرم + 10: The Muharram + 10: 319 + 10 = 329 (Al-Hussein, Prophet Mohammad (p)’s grandson, was martyred on the Muharram 10, 61 Hijri)

ملحمة بدر Malhama (Battle) of Badr (Major battle in which Muslims were victorious against the unbelievers of Mecca): 123 + 206 = 329

هلاك عبرا Halak (Devastation) of Abra: 56 + 273 = 329 [Sunni Sheikh Ahmad Al-Aseer, Imam of Masjid (Mosque) of Bilal son Rabah in Abra, a district of city of Saida, Lebanon, and his ally former singer Fadl Shaker, were defeated by Shia’s Hizb Allah and the Lebanese Army in a battle that started on Sunday June 23, 2013 (Shaban 14, 1434 Hijri) (Tammuz 15, 5773 Jewish) (2456,466.5th Julian). It lasted for about 24 hours till June 24, 2013. This means it happened in the Middle (or Half) of Shaban, traditionally an important day for Muslims.]

واهي نيويورك Wahiya (Catastrophe) of New York: 27 + 302 = 329

هاد هانت برلين Hadd (Destruction) of Wall of Berlin: 9 + (28 + 292) = 9 + 320 = 329

الوعود + المسيح الدجال The Promise + The Messiah, the Dajjal: 111 + (149 + 69) = 111 + 218 = 329

ملاكه بني الإنجليز Kingdom of Bani (Children) of the Engleez (English People): 135 + (62 + 132)
Kingdom of the King son of David: 135 + [121 + 52 (or 53) + 21] = 135 + 194 (or 195) = 329 (or 330)

The Pope + Dajjal (Anti-Christ), Messiah Son of David: 37 + [69 + 149 + 74 (or 73)] = 37 + 292 (or 291) = 329 (or 328)

Elias (Elijah) of Masoniyeen (Free-Masons): 102 + 227 = 329

Nihaya (End) of the Masoniyeen (Free-Masons): 71 + 258 = 329

The Palace (verse 44 of Sura 27): 329

Nicopol Fortress: 205 + 124 = 329

Arbaoon

Yahya (John) son of Zacharia: 38 + 53 + 238 = 329 (or 328) Yahya means the one who returns to life.

Hazima (Defeat) of Iran: 67 + 262 = 329

Day of Exile + Al-Quds (Jerusalem): (56 + 78) + 195 = 134 + 195 = 329

Sydney + Al-Quds (Jerusalem): 134 + 195 = 329

China + Hadda (Incident of Destruction) of Sydney: (181 + 14) + 134 = 195 + 134 = 329

Nuclear Weapons + Hadda (Incident of Destruction) of Sydney: (181 + 14) + 134 = 195 + 134 = 329

The Book has been placed (verse 69 of Sura 39): 876 + 453 (or 454) = 1329 (or 1330)

Kashf (uncovering) of the End of Time: 400 + 801 + 128 (or 129) = 1329 (or 1330)

That God has sent/resurrected for you Talut (Saul/ Paul) (verse 247 of Sura 2): 1329 (or 1328)

Day of Khuruj (Coming out) from the Maqabir (graves): 56 + (809 + 90 + 374) = 56 + 1273 = 1329

From one thousand months, the angels descend (are brought down) (verses 3 - 4 of Sura 97): 90 + (111 + 505 + 487) + 136 (or 137) = 90 + 1103 + 136 (or 137) = 1329
brought down it the Trust-worthy Spirit upon your heart so that you become one of (verse of 193 – 194 of Sura 26): $(87 + 7 + 245 + 132 + 110 + 152) + (506 + 90) = 733 + 596 = 1329$

The knowledge of it is with my Lord. No one uncovers (verse 187 of Sura 7): $(167 + 62 + 306 + 130 + 92) + (146 + 124 + 212 + 31 + 59) = 757 + 572 = 1329$

Tadnees (Desecration) of the Second Jewish Haikal (Temple): $524 + (147 + 66 + 92) = 524 + 805 = 1329$

Bina (Construction or Building) of the Third Jewish Ma’bad (Temple): $54 + (147 + 66) + 1062 (or 1061) = 54 + [213 + 1062 (or 1061)] = 54 + 1275 (or 1274) = 1329 (or 1328)$

Bomb of Nagasaki: $187 + 1142 (or 1141) = 1329 (or 1328)$ [ The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time). ]

Day of signing of surrender of Japan: $56 + (586 + 592 + 95) = 56 + 1273 = 1329$ [ World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar). ]

Halak (Devastation) of American United States: $56 + [478 (or 479) + 488 + 307 ] = 56 + 1273 (or 1274) = 1329 (or 1330) (equivalent to 329)

Ibtida (Beginning) of the Khareef (Autumn or Fall): $408 (or 409) + 921 = 1329 (or 1330)$

It is in the Ikhtilaf (Variation or Variability) of the Night and (verse 6 of Sura 10): $[51 + 90 + 1111 (or 1112)] + (71 + 6) = 1252 (or 1253) + 77 = 1329 (or 1330)$

Ashara (Ten) + Zu Al-Hijja: $575 + [707 (or 706) + 47] = 575 + 754 (or 753) = 1329 (or 1328)$

Who fears the Rahman (God) (verse 33 of Sura 50): $90 + 910 + 329 = 1329 (or 1330)$

The Mahdi + fears the Rahman (God) (verse 33 of Sura 50): $90 + 910 + 329 = 1329 (or 1330) (= 2 x 443) (1329 is the 1111th Composite Number) (1578 is the 1329th Composite Number)
Intisar (Victory) of France + Maysalun: \((742 + 391) + 196 = 1133 + 196 = 1329\)

On July 24, 1920 (Zu Al-Qada 9, 1338 Hijri) (Av 9, 5680 Jewish Calendar) (2422,529.5\(^{th}\) Julian Day), General Henri Gouraud's French forces broke a truce, attacked, defeated the Arab forces of King Faisal bin Al-Hussein’s Syrian Arab Kingdom, led by Minister of War Yusuf Al-Azma, in the Battle of Maysalun, and captured Damascus the next day. This decisive battle led to the end of Syrian Arab Kingdom.

The Euphrates is about to recede upon a mountain of gold: \(2329 = (17 \times 137)\) (2329 is the 1984\(^{th}\) Composite Number) (2727 is the 2329\(^{th}\) Composite Number) (This is a Hadith)

Day of Accident/Event of Khusf (Collapse) of mine of the gold and the copper: \(56 + 512 (or 513) + 740 + 133 + 738 + 150 = 2329 (or 2330)\)

Fourteen + Ramadan + 1390: \((278 + 570) + 1091 + 1390 = 848 + 1091 + 1390 = 3329\) (3329 is the 469\(^{th}\) Prime Number) (On November 13, 1970 (Ramadan 14, 1390 Hijri), a coup known as the Corrective Movement, brought Hafiz Assad to power in Syria.)

The Eleventh + September + 2001: \((54 + 570) + 704 + 2001 = 624 + 704 + 2001 = 3329\)

After him to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Ard (Land or Earth). When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq we descended it (or him) and in the Haq, it (or he) descended and not (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): \[(90 + 81 + 92 + 303 + 138) + [1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 55 + 62 + 201 (or 200)] + (6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6) = 704 + [3054 (or 3053) + 571] = 704 + 3625 (or 3624) = 4329 (or 4328)\]

After that you do badly, it is to yourselves. When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it (verse 7 of Sura 17): \[(502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837)] + 113 + 80 + (6 + 681 + 138) + 61 + 645 + (37 + 245) = [2323 (or 2322) + 113] + (80 + 825 + 61) + 645 + 282 = 2436 (or 2435) + (966 + 645) + 282 = 2436 (or 2435) + (1611 + 282) = 2436 (or 2435) + 1893 = 4329 (or 4328)\) (4329 is the 3737\(^{th}\) Composite Number)

The Rahman (verse 1 of Sura 55): \(330 (or 329)\) (330 is the 263\(^{rd}\) Composite Number) (411 is the 330\(^{th}\) Composite Number) (2213 is the 330\(^{th}\) Prime Number)

Day of Qudum (Coming) of the Star: \(56 + (150 + 124) = 56 + 274 = 330\)

The Path (verse 6 of Sura 1): \(330 (or 331)\)

Finiqiyeen (Phoenicians): \(330\)
HARDSHIP: 330

EGYPT: 330

Kingdom of the Quds (Jerusalem): $135 + 195 = 330$ (Kingdom of Jerusalem was the name of the Kingdom of the Crusaders in the Middle East)

Kingdom of the King son of David: $135 + 121 + 53$ (or 52) $+ 21 = 330$ (or 329)

Kingdom of the King son of David: $135 + 121 + 53$ (or 52) $+ 21 + 135 + 121 + 53 = 330$ (or 329)

Kingdom of the King son of David: $135 + 121 + 53$ (or 52) $+ 21 + 135 + 121 + 53 = 330$ (or 329)

with an Aya (Sign) of your Lord (verse 48 of Sura 20): $18$ (or 19) $+ 90 + 222 = 330$ (or 331)

Al-Walid ibin Abd Al-Malik: $81 + [52$ (or 53) $+ 76 + 121] = 81 + 249$ (or 250) $= 330$ (or 331) [Caliph Al-Walid ibin Abd Al-Malik is the 6th Umawi Caliph and one of the most prominent Caliphs. He reigned from 705 AD (86 Hijri) till 715 AD (97 Hijri). During his reign, the construction of the Aqsa Mosque was completed in 705 AD, the Umawi Mosque of Damascus’s construction was commissioned in 705 AD and finished in 714 AD (96 Hijri), and the tomb of Prophet Muhammad (p) became part of the Prophet Mohammad’s Mosque in Medina. Historians consider his reign as the apex of Islamic power. In the West, Muslims under the leadership of Tariq bin Ziyad started the conquest of Al-Andalus in 711 AD (93 Hijri). In the East, Muslims’ rule reached as far as the Indus River in India by 712 AD.]

The Imam Ali son of Abi Talib: $113 + [110 + 52$ (or 53) $+ 13 + 42] = 113 + 217$ (or 218) $= 330$ (or 331)

Labid bin Al-A’sam: $46 + 52$ (or 53) $+ 232 = 330$ (or 331) (Labid bin Al-A’sam was a Jewish man who made a magic spell to harm Prophet Mohammad (p). Because of this incident, Allah revealed Sura 113 & 114. The Dajjal may play the role of Labid bin Al-A’sam and create magic spells against the Mahdi & Muslims)

And they are in a hole in it (verse 17 of Sura 18): $51 + (90 + 94 + 95) = 51 + 279 = 330$

Arba’a (Four) Days: $278 + 52 = 330$

From one thousand months, the angels descend (are brought down) (verses 3 - 4 of Sura 97): $90 + (111 + 505 + 487) + 137$ (or 136) $= 90 + 1103 + 137$ (or 136) $= 1330$ (or 1329)

Catastrophe (or Ending of) + America (U.S.) $: 58 + 272 = 330$

Halak (Devastation) of American United States: $56 + [479$ (or 478) $+ 488 + 307 ] = 56 + 1274$ (or 1273) $= 1330$ (or 1329) (equivalent to 330)
Al-Halak (The Devastation) + City of London: 87 + (109 + 134) = 87 + 243 = 330

Miraculous Event + City of London: 87 + (109 + 134) = 87 + 243 = 330

The Land Collapse + The British Juzor (Isles): 771 + 559 = 1330 (equivalent to 330)

The Land Collapse + British Iram (Iram is an ancient city of Aad people): 771 + 241 + 318 = 771 + 559 = 1330 (equivalent to 330)

The Western Side: 87 + 1243 = 1330 (equivalent to 330) (1330 is the 1112th Composite Number)

The Bulgariyoon (Bulgarians): 1330 (equivalent to 330)

The Maseekh (False Messiah), the Dajjal, George Bush: (741 + 69) + (212 + 308) = 810 + 520 = 1330

Ibtida (Beginning) of the Khareef (Autumn or Fall): 409 (or 408) + 921 = 1330 (or 1329)

Verse 12 of Sura 55: 6 + 41 + 977 + 6 + 300 = 1330 (equivalent to 330)

Day of the Atomic Bomb of Nagasaki: 56 + [187 + 1141 (or 1142) + 946] = 56 + 2274 (or 2275) = 2330 (or 2331) [The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time).]

Byzantium (today’s Istanbul) was renamed Nova Roma (New Rome) during a dedication ceremony, though it was more popularly referred to as Constantinople. Constantinople was designated as capital of Roman Empire by its founder, Emperor Constantine I, on May 11, 330 AD (May 12, 330)
Gregorian) (Sivan 7, 4090 Jewish).

♦ Al-Kufr (Disbelief): 331 (331 is the 67th Prime Number) (412 is the 331st Composite Number)

Munafiqeen (Hypocrites): 331

Al-Fasiqeen (The wrong-doers) (verse 6 of Sura 29): 331 (or 332)

Djalal (Deceiver) of Iran: 69 + 262 = 331

Majzara (Massacre) of Gog and Magog: 255 + (23 + 53) = 255 + 76 = 331

City of Al-Masih (Messiah) bin Dawood (Son of David) (This refers to the Anti-Christ, not Jesus): 109 + 222 (or 223) = 331 (or 332)

The Imam Ali son of Abi Talib: 113 + [110 + 53 (or 52) + 13 + 42] = 113 + 218 (or 217) = 331 (or 330)

Al-Walid ibin Abd Al-Malik: 81 + [53 (or 52) + 76 + 121] = 81 + 250 (or 249) = 331 (or 330)  [Caliph Al-Walid ibin Abd Al-Malik is the 6th Umawi Caliph and one of the most prominent Caliphs. He reigned from 705 AD (86 Hijri) till 715 AD (97 Hijri). During his reign, the construction of the Aqsa Mosque was completed in 705 AD, the Umawi Mosque of Damascus’s construction was commissioned in 705 AD and finished in 714 AD (96 Hijri), and the tomb of Prophet Muhammad (p) became part of the Prophet Mohammad’s Mosque in Medina. Historians consider his reign as the apex of Islamic power. In the West, Muslims under the leadership of Tariq bin Ziyad started the conquest of Al-Andalus in 711 AD (93 Hijri). In the East, Muslims’ rule reached as far as the Indus River in India by 712 AD.]

Labidbin Al-A’sam: 46 + 53 (or 52) + 232 = 331 (or 330)

(Labid bin Al-A’sam was a Jewish man who made a magic spell to harm Prophet Mohammad (p). Because of this incident, Allah revealed Sura 113 & 114. The Dajjal may play the role of Labid bin Al-A’sam and create magic spells against the Mahdi & Muslims)

Mubay’a (Offering of Allegiance to) of the Imam Mahdi: 128 + 113 + 90 = 331

Church of the Qiyama (also known as Church of the Holy Sepulchre, located in Jerusalem): 145 + 186 (or 187) = 331 (or 332)
Day of Wednesday: $56 + 275 = \underline{331}$

Eye of the Yaqeen (Certainty) (verse 7 of Sura 102): $130 + 201 = \underline{331}$

Florida: \underline{331}

Land of Egypt: $(1 + 200 + 800) + (40 + 90 + 200) = 1001 + 330 = \underline{1331}$

Key for Opening Countries of the Rum (Eastern Romans): $529 + 488 + (37 + 277) = 529 + 488 + 314 = \underline{1331}$

Day of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders’) Entrance into the Aqsa Mosque: $56 + (640 + 233 + 41 + 138 + 223) = 56 + 1275 = \underline{1331}$

Massacre of Mongols: $255 + 1076 = \underline{1331}$

Massacre of Gog + Magog: $255 + (86 + 52 (or 53) + 938) = 255 + 1076 (or 1077) = \underline{1331} (or \underline{1332})$

So that you may know the number of years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment) and every thing (verse 12 of Sura 17): \underline{1331}

Magnificent matter (verse 1 of Sura 22): $311 + 1020 = \underline{1331}$

The evident sign of what is in the First Scriptures been brought to them (verse 133 of Sura 20): \underline{1331}

Ghufan (Forgiveness): \underline{1331}

Fifteen + Yuly (July – in Egypt): $(705 + 570) + 56 = 1275 + 56 = \underline{1331}$

Khamis Ishreen (Twenty Fifth): $701 + 630 = \underline{1331}$

Khamsa Ishroon (Twenty Five): $705 + 626 = \underline{1331}$

Listen on the Day when the caller calls from a close place (verse 41 of Sura 50): $(571 + 56) + (65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312) = 627 + 704 = \underline{1331} (\text{equivalent to } 331) (\text{or } 331) = 11 \times 11 \times 11) (\underline{1331} \text{ is the } \underline{1113}^{th} \text{ Composite Number})$

Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The Hour: $[5 + 80 + 837 (or 838)] + [56 + 186 (or 187) + 167] = 922 (or 923) + 409 (or 410) = \underline{1331} (\underline{1332} \text{ or } \underline{1333})$

Ithnain Ishreen (Twenty Two) + Ramadan: $(611 + 630) + 1090 (or 1091) = 1241 + 1090 (or 1091) = \underline{2331} (\text{or } \underline{2332})$
if your water (source) becomes Ghawr (sunk deep into the Earth), who will provide you? (verse 30 of Sura 67): \(2331\) (equivalent to \(331\)) \((2730\) is the \(2331^{\text{st}}\) Composite Number)

his kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Coffin or Ark). In it, there is Sakina (Solace) from your Lord and the remainder of what was left by the family of Moses and the family of Aaron (verse 248 of Sura 2): \(95 + 51 + 481 + 840 + 95 + 145 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 117 + 81 + 620 + 32 + 116 + 6 + 32 + 262 = 3331\) \((3331\) is the \(470^{\text{th}}\) Prime Number)

- Al-Kufar (Disbelievers): \(332\) \((332\) is the \(264^{\text{th}}\) Composite Number) \((413\) is the \(332^{\text{nd}}\) Composite Number)
- Israa (miraculous journey) of the Dajjal (Deceiver or Anti-Christ): \(263\) (or \(262\)) + \(69\) = \(332\) (or \(331\))
- When he did Israa (miraculous journey): \(71 + 261 = 332\)
- The Masar (Path): \(332\)
- Romanov: \(332\)
- Suriyoon (Syrians): \(332\)
- Rusiyoone (Russians): \(332\)
- Iraniyeen (Iranians): \(332\)
- Varna (city in Bulgaria): \(332\)
- Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, Beginning of End Times) + The Mahdi: \([56 + 186\) (or \(187\))\] + \(90\) = \(243\) (or \(242\)) + \(90\) = \(332\) (or \(333\))
- Church of the Qiyama (also known as Church of the Holy Sepulchre, located in Jerusalem): \(145 + 187\) (or \(186\)) = \(332\) (or \(331\))
- We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): \(64 + 62 + 200\) (or \(201\)) + \(6\) = \(332\) (or \(333\))
- Subhan (Glory be) to My Lord: \(120\) (or \(121\)) + \(212\) = \(332\) (or \(333\))
- He used to not believe in Allah (verse 33 of Sura 69): \(56 + (71 + 31 + 106 + 68) = 56 + 276\) (or \(277\)) = \(332\) (or \(333\))
The Messenger believed what has descended (or revealed) to him from his Lord, and the Believers (verse 285 of Sura 2. It is the 292nd verse of the Quran): 1332 (equivalent to 332) (1332 is the 1114th Composite Number) (1582 is the 1332nd Composite Number)

(We discovered that there are 1332 verses from verse 50 of Sura Al-Qamar (The Moon) - Sura 54 till the end of the Quran. Verse 50 could be referring to the End of the United States.)

Inha (Ending) of the American United States: 58 + 1274 = 1332 (equivalent to 332)

Land of Florida: 1001 + 331 = 1332 (equivalent to 332)

Land of Al-Kufri/Al-Kuffar (Disbelief or Disbelievers): (1 + 200 + 800) + (1 + 30 + 20 + 80 + 200) = 1001 + 331 = 1332 (equivalent to 332)

They corrupt in the Ard (Earth or Land) (verse 152 of Sura 26): 1332 (equivalent to 332)

The finding of the Oldest Gospel + The Church: (807 + 110 + 145 + 94) + 176 = 1156 + 176 = 1332 (equivalent to 332)

People of Noah rejected (verse 105 of Sura 26): 1332 (equivalent to 332)

Night of the Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97) + Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17): (75 + 335) + [5 + 80 + 837 (or 838)] = 410 + 922 (or 923) = 1332 (or 1333)

Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The Hour: [5 + 80 + 838 (or 837)] + [56 + 186 (or 187) + 167] = 923 (or 922) + 409 (or 410) = 1332 (1331 or 1333)

Fifteen + Yulyu (July – in Egypt): (700 + 570) + 62 = 1270 + 62 = 1332 (The Crusaders entered Jerusalem for the first time on July 15, 1099)

Ten + Zi Al-Hijja: 575 + (710 + 47) = 575 + 757 = 1332

Those, for them, there are Paradises of Eden, running (verse 31 of Sura 18): [67 + 75 + 453 (or 454) + 124] + 613 = 719 (or 720) + 613 = 1332 (or 1333)

for them, there are Paradises, running underneath them are the rivers (verse 25 of Sura 2) & (verse 11 of Sura 85): 2332 (or 2333)
Ithnain Ishreen (Twenty Two) + Ramadan : (611 + 630) + 1091 (or 1090) = 1241 + 1091 (or 1090) = 2332 (or 2331)

Akmalt (I have completed) of your Deen (Religion or Judgment) for you and Atmamt (completed) my blessing upon you (verse 3 of Sura 5) : 491 + 90 + 124 + 6 + 881 + 170 + 570 = 2332

the Prophet, we have sent you as a witness, Mubashir (bearer of good news), and a Warner (verse 45 of Sura 33): 2332 (2331 or 2333)

To Bani (Children) of Israel, inhabit the Land. However, when Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you (verse 104 of Sura 17): 3332 (or 3333 or 3334)

Taghayur (Change) of the Qutbain (Two Poles), the Northern and the Southern: 1610 + (202 + 412 + 6 + 102) = 1610 + 722 = 2332 (equivalent to 332) (2332 is the 1987th Composite Number) (2732 is the 2332nd Composite Number)

Behave well, it is to yourselves. If you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin (verse 7 of Sura 17): (559 + 281) + 6 + [51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838)] + 113 = 840 + 6 + 2373 (or 2374) + 113 = 3332 (or 3333) (3332 is the 2861st Composite Number)

♦ The Qabr (tomb or grave): 333 (= 3 x 3 x 37) (333 is the 265th Composite Number) (414 is the 333rd Composite Number) (2239 is the 333rd Prime Number) (5333 is the 706th Prime Number) (10333 is the 1268th Prime Number) (2187 = 3 x 3 x 3 x 3 x 3 x 3)

The lightning (verse 20 of Sura 2): 333

The Cows (verse 70 of Sura 2): 333

The Qurb (Closeness or Nearness): 333

Arbaeen (Forty): 333 [There are several Hadiths stating that the Dajjal will remain for 40 days. So, perhaps the intended message of these Hadiths was to tell us that the Dajjal will emerge on a day that is equal to the numerical value of word Arbaeen (Forty).]

The New York (New Yorkers): 333

forbid the Mosques of Allah (verse 114 of Sura 2. This is the 121st verse): 160 + 107 (or 108) + 66 (or 67) = 333 (334 or 335)

Promise of our Lord (verse 108 of Sura 17): 80 + 253 = 333
Lailat (Eve) of Nahr (Slaughter): $75 + 258 = \textbf{333}$

Lailat (Eve) of Ibrahim (Abraham): $75 + 258 = \textbf{333}$ (or $259$)

Milla (religion or sect) of Abraham (verse 161 of Sura 6) & (verse 123 of Sura 16): $75 + 258 = \textbf{333}$ (or $334$)

Lailat (Eve) of Nuzul (Descent) of Adam + Hawwa (Eve) + Iblees (Evil Jinn or Demon): $75 + 93 + 46 + 16 + 103 = 75 + 258 = \textbf{333}$ (or $332$)

in the disbelief (verse 17 of Sura 9): $\textbf{333}$

taught the human (verse 5 of Sura 96): $140 + 193 = \textbf{333}$

He is my Lord. There is no god except he (verse 30 of Sura 13): $\textbf{333}$

We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): $64 + 62 + 201 = \textbf{333}$ (or $332$)

Day of Masia (Disobedience) of Adam + Hawwa (Eve): $56 + 215 + 46 + 16 = \textbf{333}$ (or $332$)

Kingdom + Saleebiyoon (Crusaders): $135 + 198 = \textbf{333}$

Son of the Haram (forbidden or illegitimate relationship): $53 + 280 = \textbf{333}$ (or $332$)

Awar (Defective-eyed) of the Jews: $277 + 56 = \textbf{333}$

The Promise + The Messiah Son of David (This refers to the Anti-Christ, not Jesus): $111 + [149 + (52 + 21)] = 111 + 170 = \textbf{333}$ (or $334$)

The Promise + Son of David of the Engleez (English People): $111 + (52 + 21) = 111 + 170 = \textbf{333}$ (or $334$)

King of Balad (Country/Land) of the Moubadeen (Banished/Exiled People): $90 + 207 = \textbf{333}$

The Hour + Day of the Covenant: $167 + 56 + 110 = 167 + 166 = \textbf{333}$

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, Beginning of End Times) + The Mahdi: $56 + 187 + 90 = \textbf{333}$ (or $332$)

Tulu (Rise) of the Messiah, the Dajjal: $115 + 149 + 69 = 115 + 218 = \textbf{333}$

Iram (City/State of people of Aad destroyed by God) of the South: $241 + 92 = \textbf{333}$
(This most likely refers to **Sydney or Australia**)

Madina (City/State) of Aad, the Engleez (English People): $109 + (75 + 149) = 333$

Lady Liberty (formally known as Statue of Liberty, located in New York): $79 + 254 = 333$

Day of Russia: $56 + 277 = 333$

The Jews + Russia: $56 + 277 = 333$

End of the Sioniyeen (Zionists): $71 + 262 = 333$

The Zawal (Demise) + City of the People of England: $75 + 109 + 149 = 333$

Latitude 51 degrees: $1070 + (51 + 212) = 1070 + 263 = 1333$ (London is located on Latitude **51 degrees** North)

Bermuda Triangle: $1070 + 263 = 1333$ (equivalent to 333)

The Two Wests (verse 17 of Sura 55): **1333** (equivalent to 333)

You would see the people (of Aad) dead. (verse 7 of Sura 69): **1333** (equivalent to 333)

The one who sent his Messenger (verse 9 of Sura 61): $741 + 291 + 301 = 1333$ (equivalent to 333)

Allah created the Heavens (verse 9 of Sura 30): $730 + 66 + 537 (538 or 539) = 1333$ (1334 or 1335)

Night of the Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97) + Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17): $(75 + 335) + [5 + 80 + 838 (or 837)] = 410 + 923 (or 922) = 1333$ (or 1332)

Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The Hour: $[5 + 80 + 838 (or 837)] + [56 + 187 (or 186) + 167] = 923 (or 922) + 410 (or 409) = 1333$ (1331 or 1332)

Mohammad Anwar Al-Sadat arrived to Israel: $144 + 92 + 257 + 497 + 41 + 302 (or 303) = 1333$ (or 1334) [Egyptian President **Anwar Sadat** arrived for surprise visit to Israel for the first time, at night, on Saturday **November 19, 1977** (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1397 Hijri), day of standing on Mount of Arafat, meaning eve of 1st day of Eid Al-Adha.]

The Spirit and the Angels stand up in line. They do not
speak except (verse 38 of Sura 78): $156 + 245 + 6 + 136 \text{ (or 137)} + 171 + 31 + 556 + 32 = 1333 \text{ (or 1334)}$

So, the Satan whispered to them so that it reveals to them what has been hidden from them of (verse 20 of Sura 7): $1243 + 90 = 1333$

End of Caliphate of Al-Hussein: $458 + (716 + 159) = 1333$

Quake of the Earth of Valdivia: $75 + 216 + 1042 = 1333$

[On May 22, 1960 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1379 Hijri), the most powerful earthquake (measuring 9.5) ever recorded throughout history in the World happened in Valdivia, Chile.]

Khamis wa Ishroon (Twenty Fifth): $701 + 6 + 626 = 1333$

Fifteenth + Yulu (July – in Egypt): $(701 + 570) + 62 = 1333$

Akma (I have completed) of your Dunya (World before the End Times) for you and Atmamt (completed) my blessing upon you: $491 + 90 + 125 + 6 + 881 + 170 + 570 = 2333$

the Prophet, we have sent you as a witness, Mubashir (bearer of good news), and a warner (verse 45 of Sura 33): $2333 \text{ (or 2334)} \text{ (2333 is the 345th Prime Number)}$

Agreement of Surrender of Japan + Nihaya (End) of the Second World War: $56 + [597 + 591 \text{ (or 592)} + 64] + [241 + 187 + 597 \text{ (or 596)}] = 56 + 1252 \text{ (or 1253)} + 1025 \text{ (or 1024)} = 2333 \text{ (or 2334)} \text{ (World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).}]

There are, for them, Paradises, running underneath it are rivers (verse 25 of Sura 2): $2333 \text{ (or 2332)}$
To Bani (Children) of Israel, inhabit the Land. However, when Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you (verse 104 of Sura 17): 3333 (or 3332 or 3334) (= 3 x 11 x 101) (equivalent to 333) (3333 is the 2862nd Composite Number) (3870 is the 3333rd Composite Number)

Behave well, it is to yourselves (your own good). If you do badly, it is for (the detriment of) it. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin (verse 7 of Sura 17): (559 + 281) + 6 + [51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837)] + 113 = 840 + 6 + 2374 (or 2373) + 113 = 3333 (or 3332)

The Greek Emperor, Alexander the Great, conquered the Middle East in 333 BC. Jerusalem effectively fell under the control of Alexander the Great, even if it was not conquered.

November 19, 1914 was Muharram 1, 1333 Hijri, meaning the first day of year 1333 Hijri.

The McMahon–Hussein Correspondence refers to an exchange of letters from July 14, 1915 (Ramadan 1 (or 2), 1333 Hijri) to January 30, 1916 between Sir Henry McMahon, British High Commissioner in Egypt and the Sheriff of Mecca, Al-Hussein bin Ali. In this correspondence, McMahon encouraged Al-Hussein to revolt against the Ottoman Empire and he promised that Britain would recognize the independence of Arabs. The most notable letter was the the letter from McMahon to Hussein on October 24, 1915 (Zu Hijja 15, 1333 Hijri) (Heshvan 16, 5676 Jewish) (2420,794.5th Julian Day) promising the Sheriff of Mecca that Britain will recognize and support the independence of the Arabs within the territories proposed by him.

Zu Al-Hijja 9 is the 333rd (or 334th) day of the Hijri year. It is the Day of Arafa.

November 29 is the 333rd day in normal years of the Gregorian Calendar or the 334th day in leap years).

On November 29, 1922, Prime Minister of Egypt Ziwar Pasha accepted the British demand regarding protection of its interests.

On Saturday night, November 29, 1947 (Muharram 16, 1367 Hijri) (Kislev 16, 5708 Jewish Calendar) (2432,518.5th or 2432,519th Julian Day), the U.N. voted in favour of partitioning Palestine, paving the way for the creation of State of Israel.

After February 1, there are 333 days till end of the year in Gregorian Calendar. This means February 2 is the 333rd day from the end of the year in Gregorian Calendar.
Adar 8 is the 333rd day of the Jewish ecclesiastical year that starts on Nisan 1.

Elul 8 is the 333rd day of the Jewish civil year that starts on Tishri 1.

♦ al-Buraq (Animal that transported Prophet Mohammad (p) in his Israa that he tied to the Wailing/Al-Buraq Wall): 334 (\(= 2 \times 167\)) (334 is the 266th Composite Number) (415 is the 334th Composite Number) (2243 is the 334th Prime Number)

al-Barraq (sparkling, like lightning): 334 [On February 11, 2013 (2456, 334.5th Julian Day), a lightning struck Saint Peter’s Basilica twice around 6 pm, few hours after Pope Benedict XVI announced his resignation. Pope Benedict XVI served the 265th pontificate and Pope Francis shall serve the 266th pontificate.]

al-Qarib (Boat): 334

al-Baqir (Person of great knowledge): 334 (or 333)

 عبرور اليهود Crossing of the Jews: \(278 + 56 = 334\) (This refers to the splitting of the Red Sea and Children of Israel’s miraculous Crossing of the Red Sea led by Moses.)

الوعد + يوم الساعه The Promise + Day of the Hour: \(111 + (56 + 167) = 111 + 223 = 334\)

ليلة إبراهيم Lailat (Eve) of Ibrahim (Abraham): \(75 + 259\) (or 258) = 334 (or 333)

مله إبراهيم Milla (religion or sect) of Abraham (verse 161 of Sura 6) & (verse 123 of Sura 16): \(75 + 259\) (or 258) = 334 (or 333)

القسطنطينيه The Qistantiniya (Constantinople): 334

إفرنج Ifranj (Franks/Franca who ruled over a significant part of Western Europe): 334

بلاد الروس Countries (or Lands) of the Russians: \(37 + 297 = 334\)

منع مساجد الله forbid the Mosques of Allah (verse 114 of Sura 2. This is the 121st verse): \(160 + 108\) (or 107) + 66 (or 67) = 334 (333 or 335)

أين قطع من متي a drop of sperm (verse 37 of Sura 75): \(144 + 90 + 100 = 334\)

الإمام المهدي + موسكو Imam Mahdi + Moscow: \(203 + 132 = 334\)

المانيا هولندا بولونيا Germany + Holland + Poland: \(133 + 96 + 105 = 334\)

وما ادراك ما هيه And how would you know what it is? (verse 10 of Sura 101): 334 (or 343)
وَعَدُ آيَةُ النِّجَم + أُقْطَاب

Night of + The Heaven and the Tariq and how would you know what the Tariq Star is? (verses 1 - 3 of Sura 86): 75 + [(133 + 6) + 341] + [6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 341 + 124] = 75 + [(139 + 341) + 655 + 124] = 75 + (480 + 655 + 124) = 75 + 1259 = 1334 (= 2 x 23 x 29) (667 x 2 = 1334) (1334 is the 1116th Composite Number)

وَعَدُ آيَةُ طَلْوَعِ النِّجَم + ﺗﺤِورَ + ﺳَمَاءٍ وَتَارِقَ + إِذَا أُدرِكَتَ + إِذَا أُدرِكَتَ

Planets line up + Tahawwul (Change): (16 + 80) + (115 + 431) + (189 + 11 + 48) + 444 = 96 + (546 + 248) + 444 = (96 + 794) + 444 = 890 + 444 = 1334 (equivalent to 334)

خَلْقُ اللهُ السَّماوَاتِ Allah created the Heavens (verse 9 of Sura 30): 730 + 66 + 538 (537 or 539) = 1334 (1333 or 1335)

بِرِيطَانِيَّةُ العَظِيمَ Great Britain: 283 + 1051 = 1334

يَوْمُ نَهْيَاءُ بِرْجٍ + بُرْجُ الْعَذْرَا Day of Nihaya (End) of Burj (Zodiac Sign) of the Azra (Virgin or Virgo): 56 + 71 + 205 + 1002 (or 1003) = 56 + 1278 (or 1279) = 1334 (or 1335)

بُدَأَ أُولُّ مُرَاحِلِهُ وَعَدُ السَّمَاوَاتِ Bid’a (Beginning) of Awwal (First) phase of Promise of the Akhira (End Times): 7 + [37 + 283 + 90 + 80 + 837 (or 838)] = 7 + 1327 (or 1328) = 1334 (or 1335)

يَوْمُ زِيارَةُ آنَوَرٍ + إِسْرَائِيْل Day of visit of Anwar Al-Sadat + Israel: 56 + [223 + (257 + 496 (or 497))] + 302 = 56 + (223 + 753 (or 754)) + 302 = 56 + [976 (or 977) + 302] = 56 + 1278 (or 1279) = 1334 (or 1335) [Egyptian President Anwar Sadat arrived for surprise visit to Israel for the first time, at night, on Saturday November 19, 1977 (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1397 Hijri), day of standing on Mount of Arafat, meaning eve of 1st day of Eid Al-Adha. Zu Al-Hijja 9 is the 334th day of a Hijri year and Zu Al-Hijja 10 is the 335th day of a Hijri year.]

قُمَّدَ مُحَمَّدٌ آنَوَارُ السَّمَاءِ إِلَى إِسْرَائِيل Mohammad Anwar Al-Sadat arrived to Israel: 144 + 92 + 257 + 497 + 41 + 303 (or 302) = 1334 (or 1333)

يَقُومُ الْرِّوْحُ وَالْمَلَأَاتُ صَافٍ لاَ يَكْلِمُونَ إِلَّاَا The Spirit and the Angels stand up in line. They do not speak except (verse 38 of Sura 78): 156 + 245 + 6 + 137 (or 136) + 171 + 31 + 556 + 32 = 1334 (or 1333)

خَروْجُ إِسْرَائِيْلٍ إِلَى الْلُّبْنَان Khuruj (Departure or Coming out) of Israel from Lebanon: 809 + 302 (or 303) + 90 + 133 = 1334 (or 1335)

يَكْيَدُ يَنفِعُهُمْ إِيْمَانُهُمْ لَمَّا رَأَوْاً بَأَسَى سَيْت Their belief does not benefit them when they see our punishment, the way (verse 85 of Sura 40): 1334

وَالْأَرْضُ ذاتُ الصَّدْعَ And the Land that has a crack (verse 12 of Sura 86): 6 + 1032 + 1101 + 195 = 2334 (equivalent to 334)
Day of Itifaqiya (Agreement) of Surrender of Japan + Nihaya (End) of the Second World War: 56 + [597 + 592 (or 591) + 64] + [241 + 187 + 597 (or 596)] = 56 + [1253 (or 1252) + 1025 (or 1024)] = 56 + 2278 (or 2277) = 2334 (or 2333)

World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar). [World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).]

Day the Sun rises from its Maghreb (West or where it sets): 56 + 509 + 431 + 90 + 1248 = 2334 (= 2 x 3 x 389) (2334 = 2 x 1167) (2334 is the 1988th Composite Number)

We bring out to them a Daabba, from the Earth/Land, that speaks to them. People (have not believed) our Ayat (Sign) (verse 82 of Sura 27): 3334 (equivalent to 334) (= 2 x 1667) (3334 is the 2863rd Composite Number)

To Bani (Children) of Israel, inhabit the Land. However, when Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you (verse 104 of Sura 17): 3334 (or 3335) (equivalent to 334) (= 2 x 1667) (equivalent to 334) (3334 is the 2863rd Composite Number)

When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17): 3334 (or 3335) (equivalent to 334) (= 2 x 1667) (equivalent to 334) (3334 is the 2863rd Composite Number)

The Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace (verse 3 - 5 of Sura 97): (335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753) + [247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 (or 130)] = 3575 (or 3574) + 759 (or 758) = 4334 (4332 or 4333)

Sykes–Picot Agreement is secret agreement, between Britain & France, with the assent of Tsarist Russia, to divide the Middle East, among themselves, was concluded in May 16, 1916 (Rajab 13, 1334 Hijri) (Iyar 13, 5676 Jewish) (2421,000th Julian day).
(3335 is the 2864th Composite Number)

The Qadar (Destiny): 335

he is capable (verses 8 - 9 of Sura 86): 335

The Ape (or monkey): 335

We have descended it (or him) in (verse 1 of Sura 97) & (verse 3 of Sura 44):
102 (or 52) + 143 + 90 = 335 (or 285)

Nisf (Half or Middle) of a Sana (Year): 220 + 115 = 335

Three + Mars (March): 1035 (or 1036) + 300 (or 301) = 335 (336 or 337)
(The Ottoman Caliphate was abolished on March 3, 1924)

The Muharram 16 : 319 + 16 = 335  |  [Balfour Declaration (or Promise) by the British government to facilitate the creation of a homeland in Palestine for the Jews was offered to the Jews in a letter signed by Britain’s Foreign Minister on November 2, 1917 (Muharram 16 (or 17), 1336 Hijri) (Heshvan 17, 5678 Jewish) (2421,534.5th or 2421,535th Julian Day) ]

Promise of Day of Nihaya (End) of the Time: 80 + 56 + [71 + 128 (or 129)] = 80 + [56 + 199 (or 200)] = 80 + 255 (or 256) = 335 (or 336)

Promise of Majzara (Massacre): 80 + 255 = 335

Day of Ruju (Return): 56 + 279 = 335

Ruju (Return) of the Jews: 279 + 56 = 335

Ruju (Return) of Apollo 11: 279 + (45 + 11) = 279 + 56 = 335

The Raheel (Departure or Exodus) + the Jews: 279 + 56 = 335

Day of the Raheel (Departure): 56 + 279 = 335

Yusatiroon (the lines they write) (verse 1 of Sura 68): 335

the Buruj (Constellations) and the Day (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 85): 242 + 6 + 87 = 335

My Lord, he turned it into ruins (verse 98 of Sura 18): (202 + 108) + 25 (or 26) = 310 + 25 (or 26) = 335 (or 336)

It is me your Lord (verse 12 of Sura 20): 61 + 52 + 222 = 335

Allah has knowledge of (verse 34 of Sura 31): 335
Ajal مسمى إن أجل الله Designated (or pre-determined) Ajal (Date of End). The Ajal of Allah (verse 4 of Sura 71): 335

معركة Battle: 335

الإرمجدون The Armageddon: 335

إنفجار Infijar (Explosion): 335

و من معه جميعا and whomever was with him, all of them. (verse 103 of Sura 17): 6 + (90 + 115 + 124) = 335

المنزال + الوحي + العهد + الواحد The Inzal (bringing down) + the Wahy (Revelation or Inspiration) + The Covenant + The Wahid (One, an attribute of God) : 120 + 55 + 110 + 50 = 335

رسالهم Their Messengers (verse 25 of Sura 35): 335

إسكندر Alexander: 335

هرقل Hercules: 335

الدجال Nero The Dajjal: 69 + 266 = 335

الناس لا يؤمنون The People do not believe (verse 1 of Sura 13): 142 + 31 + 162 = 335

المعصية + هبوط أدم واوحاء The Masia (Disobedience to God) + Hubut (Descent) of Adam and Hawwa (Eve): 246 + (22 + 45 + 6 + 16) = 246 + 89 = 335

ليلة معصية أدم Lailat (Eve or Night) of Masia (Disobedience) of Adam: 75 + [215 + 45 (or 46)] = 75 + 260 (or 261) = 335 (or 336)

ليلة أول زيارته Lailat (Eve) of Awwal (first) visit : 75 + (37 + 223) = 75 + 260 = 335

بسيليكا + الفاتيكان Basilica + The Vatican : 133 + 202 = 335

نزول النبي المسيح Descent of the Prophet Messiah: 93 + (93 + 149) = 93 + 242 = 335

يوم قيامة + جان بول Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection) + John Paul: (56 + 187) + (54 + 38) = 243 + 92 = 335

يوم قيامة + الدجال + جان Day of Qiyama (Resurrection, Rise, Upheaval, or Beginning of End Times) + The Dajjal+ Jan (John or Demons): (56 + 156) + 69 + 54 = 212 + 123 = 335

قال يوسف لأبيه Joseph said to his father (verse 4 of Sura 12): (131 + 156) + 48 = 287 + 48 = 335
for it Sayaha (as much striving as needed) while he is a believer (verse 19 of Sura 17): \[36 + 146 + 6 + 11 + 136 = 335\]

From the Spirit: \[90 + 245 = 335\]

From one thousand months, the angels descend and (verses 3 - 4 of Sura 97): \[90 + (111 + 505 + 487 + 136 + 6) = 90 + 1245 = 1335\]

Allah created the Heavens (verse 9 of Sura 30): \[730 + 66 + 539 (537 or 538) = 1335 (1333 or 1334)\]

The Day the Jam’an (two assembled forces) met and Allah is of every thing (verse 41 of Sura 8): \[56 + (541 + 195 + 6 + 66 + 110 + 50 + 311) = 56 + 1279 = 1335\]

The Piercing Star (verse 3 of Sura 86) + Paradises of Eden (verse 72 of Sura 9): \[124 + 634\] + \[453 (or 454) + 124\] = \[758 + 577 (or 578) = 1335 (or 1336)\] (1335 is the 1117th Composite Number) (1586 is the 1335th Composite Number) (1874 is the 1586th Composite Number)

Burja (Two Towers) of the Tijara Al-Alamiya (World Trade) + New York: \[(206 + 640 + 187) + 302 = 1033 + 302 = 1335\]

Day of visit of Anwar Al-Sadat + Israel: \[56 + [223 + (257 + 497 (or 496))] + 302 = 56 + (223 + 754 (or 753)) + 302 = 56 + [977 (or 976) + 302] = 56 + 1279 (or 1278) = 1335 (or 1334)\] [Egyptian President Anwar Sadat arrived for surprise visit to Israel for the first time, at night, on Saturday November 19, 1977 (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1397 Hijri), day of standing on Mount of Arafat, meaning eve of 1st day of Eid Al-Adha. Zu Al-Hijja 9 is the 334th day of a Hijri year and Zu Al-Hijja 10 is the 335th day of a Hijri year.]

Sent on a journey his servant at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): 1335

O You, the Muzzamil, stay up the night (in prayers), except a little, half of it or subtract from it a little or (verse 1- 4 of Sura 73): 1335

by Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times) and I do swear by the self-reproaching spirit. Does the human being think that We shall not assemble (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 75): 1335 (or 1336)

The Hisab (Calculation or Judgment) and every thing we have detailed it, in minute detail. (verse 12 of Sura 17): \[102 + 6 + 50 + 311 (or 310) + 255 + 611 = 1335 (or 1334)\]

Raheem (Most Merciful), Malik (Possessor or King) of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment). You are whom we worship and you are whom we seek help from (verse 3 – 5 of Sura 1): \[258 + (90 + 56 + 95 + 32 + 126 + 6 + 32 + 640) = 258 + 1077 = 1335\]
Day of Nihaya (End) of Burj (Zodiac Sign) of the Azra (Virgin or Virgo): 56 + [71 + 205 + 1003 (or 1002)] = 56 + 1279 (or 1278) = 1335 (or 1334)

Apparition (Vision) of Lucia + Jacinta + Francisco: 217 + (107 + 525 + 486) = 217 + 1118 = 1335 [The 3 children in Fatima, Portugal, who had apparitions (visions) in 1917 (1335 Hijri) about the End Times.]

Begin (Beginning) of Awwal (First) phase of Promise of the Akhira (End Times): 7 + [37 + 283 + 90 + 80 + 838 (or 837)] = 7 + 1328 (or 1327) = 1335 (or 1334)

The Jews’ finding of Gospel of Jesus Christ: (776 + 56 + 110) + (94 + 150 + 149) = 942 + 393 = 1335 (equivalent to 335)

The Promise + Inhizam (Defeat) of the Kingdom of Israel + Conquest of Jerusalem: 111 + (104 + 135 + 302) + (488 + 195) = 111 + (541 + 683) = 111 + 1224 = 1335

The Promise + Maraka (Battle) of Badr + Conquest of the Quds (Jerusalem): 111 + (335 + 206) + (488 + 195) = 111 + (541 + 683) = 111 + 1224 = 1335

Promise of the Conquest + Istiada (Getting back or Re-capture) of the Quds (Jerusalem): 80 + 519 + (541 + 195) = 80 + 519 + 736 = 1335

The Hadm (Destruction) + Israel + The Conquest + Palestine + The Quds (Jerusalem): 80 + 302 (or 303) + 519 + 239 + 195 = 1335 (or 1336)

Khuruj (Departure or Coming out) of Israel from Lebanon: 809 + 303 (or 302) + 90 + 133 = 1335 (or 1334)
Khuruj (Coming out) of the Messiah, the Awar, the Daijul (Anti-Christ): 809 + (149 + 308 + 69) = 809 + 526 = \textbf{1335}

Khuruj (Coming out) of George W. Bush: 809 + (212 + 6 + 308) = 809 + 526 = \textbf{1335}

Khamsa Ishreen (Twenty Five): 705 + 630 = \textbf{1335}

The Thalith Ashar (Thirteenth) + September: \[1061 \text{ (or 1062)} + 570 + 704 = 2335 \text{ (or 2336)} \] (2335 is the 1989\textsuperscript{th} Composite number) (2735 is the 2335\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number)

The Promise + Maraka (Battle) of Nihaya (End) of England + Conquest of the Quds (Jerusalem): 111 + 335 + [71 + 1135 (or 1136)] + (488 + 195) = 111 + [335 + 1206 (or 1207)] + 683 = 111 + 1541 + 683 = \textbf{2335}

Those who have disbelieved from People of the Book and the Polytheists (verse 1 of Sura 98): \textbf{2335 (or 2334)}

The True Promise, the sights will be st unned (verse 97 of Sura 21): \textbf{2335 (or 2336)}

Day of Accident/Event of Khusf (Collapse) of mine of the gold and the copper: 56 + 512 (or 513) + 740 + 133 + 738 + 6 + 150 = \textbf{2335 (or 2336)}

The Qadr.

And how would you know what Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 97): \[335 + [6 + 41 + 225 \text{ (or 226)} + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 \text{ (or 137)} + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241] = 335 + 5000 \text{ (5001 or 5002)} = \textbf{5335 (5336 or 5337)} \]
September 13, 335 AD, Emperor Constantine the Great consecrated the Church of the Holy Sepulchre (Tomb of Jesus) in Jerusalem. Today, Christian Arabs call it Church of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of End Times). The Eastern Orthodox Church celebrates the anniversary of this event on September 13 annually. According to Eusebius of Caesarea, the Roman emperor Hadrian in the 2nd century AD built a temple dedicated to the Roman pagan goddess Venus to cover the cave in which Jesus had been buried. Around 325 AD (or 326 AD), the first Christian emperor, Constantine the Great, ordered that the temple be replaced by a church. During the building of the Church, Constantine's mother, Helena, is believed to have re-discovered the True Cross and the tomb of Jesus. After her arrival to Jerusalem, empress Helen destroyed all the pagan temples and reconsecrated the places desecrated by the pagans. She was interested in finding the Cross on which Jesus Christ was crucified based on Christians’ beliefs. So, she ordered the excavation of the place where the temple of Venus stood. There, they discovered the Sepulchre (Tomb / Grave) of Jesus and Golgotha (place of the crucifixion), and they also found three crosses and some nails. In order to determine upon which of the three crosses Jesus was crucified, Patriarch Macarius gave orders to place a dead person, who was being carried to a place of burial, upon each cross in turn. When the dead person was placed on the Cross of Christ, he immediately came alive. With the greatest of joy the empress Helen and Patriarch Macarius raised up the Life-Creating Cross and displayed it to all the people standing about. This Cross is today called “The True Cross”. The empress Helen began the construction of Church of the Qiyama which enclosed within its walls, the Golgotha (place of the Crucifixion), and the Sepulchre (Tomb / Grave) of Jesus, located near each other. The consecration of the Church was attended by hierarchs of Christian Churches from around the World: Bythnia, Thrace, Cilicia, Cappadocia, Syria, Mesopotamia, Phoenicia, Arabia, Palestine, and Egypt.

On November 26 (or 27), 1095 Julian (Zu Al-Qada 25 (or 26), 488 Hijri) (Kislev 26, 4856 Jewish) (2121,335.5th Julian Day), during the Council of Clermont in France, Pope Urban II delivered a speech urging the Christians to capture the Holy Land from the Muslims. This led to the first Crusade to start from Europe on August 15, 1096 and finally conquer Jerusalem on July 15, 1099.

Pope Benedict announced his resignation on February 11, 2013 (Rabi Thani 1, 1434 Hijri) (2456,334.5th or 2456,335th Julian Day).

Verse 1 of Sura Al-Rahman (Sura 55) is the 1335th verse in the Quran if we start counting from the end of the Quran, meaning there are 1334 verses after it till the end of the Quran.

Daniel 12:11-12 of the Bible says: “From the time that the daily sacrifice is abolished and the abomination that causes desolation is set up, there will be 1,290 days.” Blessed is the one who waits for and reaches the end of the 1,335 days.”

The 10th of Zu Al-Hijja (first day of Eid of the Adha) is the 335th (or 334th) day in Hijri Calendar.

Verse 27 of Sura Al-Hajj (Sura 22) that discusses the Hajj (Pilgrimage) is located on page 335 of the Quran.
Composite Number: (2736 is the 2336th Composite Number) (6336 = 9 x 704)

ilm (Knowledge or Sign) for the Hour (verse 61 of Sura 43): 140 + 196 (or 197) = 336 (or 337)

The knowledge of it is with Allah (verse 187 of Sura 7) & (verse 63 of Sura 33): 146 + 124 + 66 (or 67) = 336 (or 337)

with my Lord. (verse 187 of Sura 7): 124 + 212 = 336

My Lord, he turned it into ruins (verse 98 of Sura 18): (202 + 108) + 26 (or 25) = 310 + 26 (or 25) = 336 (or 335)

From his Command (verse 2 of Sura 16): 336

The Muharram 17: 319 + 17 = 336

Sixth + Ayar (May - in Greater Syria & Iraq): 124 (or 125) + 212 = 336 (or 337)

[Jamal Pasha, the Ottoman governor of Greater Syria, hanged prominent activists and intellectuals, opposed to his oppressive rule, in both Damascus and Beirut, on May 6, 1916 (Rajab 3, 1334 Hijri) (Iyar 3, 5676 Jewish) (2420, 989.5th Julian Day). In commemoration of this event, May 6 is celebrated annually as the Martyrs’ Day in Syria and Lebanon. He is referred to as the Jazzar (Butcher or Slaughterer). He was born on May 6, 1872 (Safar 27, 1289 Hijri). He was killed on July 21, 1922 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1340 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5682 Jewish) (2423, 256.5th Julian Day).]

Three + Mars (March): 1035 (or 1036) + 301 (or 300) = 336 (335 or 337)
(The Ottoman Caliphate was abolished on March 3, 1924)

Day of the Haram (Forbidden): 56 + 280 = 336

for which the people shall be gathered (verse 103 of Sura 11): 159 + 35 + 142 = 336

by the self-reproaching soul (verse 2 of Sura 75): 223 + 113 = 336

Perseids: 336 (Perseids is the name of a meteor shower associated with Swift–Tuttle Comet. The shower is visible annually starting from mid July, but peaks around August 11 – 13. Swift–Tuttle Comet is the largest object, 26 Km in diameter, that makes repeated close passes by the Earth every 133 years. It is considered as the single most dangerous object known to humanity.)

Hadd (Destruction) of Kingdom of the Sahayina (Zionists): 9 + (135 + 192) = 9 + 327 = 336

Hadd (Destruction) of Madina (City/State) of the Dajjal Messiah (Anti-Christ): 9 + (109 + 149 + 69) = 9 + 327 = 336
Indeed, they used to worship the Jinn (invisible creatures/spirits that may enter/possess bodies of humans) (verse 41 of Sura 34): $32 + (78 + 142 + 84) = 32 + 304 = 336$

The Christian Churches: $172 + 164 = 336$

Russieen (Russians): $336$

Al-Filistinyyeen (The Palestinians): $336$

Al-Mukarrama (The Honored): $336$

As for the one whose good deeds are light (verse 8 of Sura 101): $1336$ (or $1337$)

Eden’s Paradises + The Piercing Star: $[454 (or 453) + 124] + [124 + 634] = 578$ (or $577$) + $758 = 1336$ (or $1335$) $= 2 \times 2 \times 167$) (1336 is the 1118th Composite Number) (1587 is the 1336th Composite Number)

brought you seven from the Mathani (twosomes, couples, or pairs) (verse 87 of Sura 15): $[481 (or 482) + 133 + 90] + 632 = 704$ (or $705$) + $632 = 1336$ (or $1337$) (equivalent to 336)

And listen on the Day when the caller calls from a close place (verse 41 of Sura 50): $[6 + 570 (or 571) + 56] + (65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312) = 632$ (or $633$) + $704 = 1336$ (or $1337$)

Say : The knowledge of it is with my Lord (God). No one uncovers its timing, (verse 187 of Sura 7): $(130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 212) + (31 + 59) + 542 = 704 + (90 + 542) = 704 + 632 = 1336$

until Nabath (we send or resurrect) a Messenger (verse 15 of Sura 17): $418 + [622 + 296 (or 297)] = 418 + 918$ (or $919$) $= 1336$ (or $1337$)

Fifteen + Yulya (July – in Egypt): $(705 + 570) + 61 = 1275 + 61 = 1336$

Slaughter. Your enemy is the Abtar (Amputate or Childless) (verse 2 - 3 of Sura 108): $259 + (51 + 381 + 51 + 634) = 259 + 1077 = 1336$

Paradises and Rivers, in a seat of truth, at (the palace) (verse 54 – 55 of Sura 54): $453$ (or $454$) + $6 + 255 + 90 + 214 + 194 + 124 = 1336$ (or $1337$)

So take off your shoes. You are in the holy valley, Tuwa (verse 12 of Sura 20): $781 + 180 + 71 + 44 + 235 + 25 = 1336$
And so that you may know the number of years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment) and every thing (verse 12 of Sura 17): $6 + 1330 \text{ (or 1331)} = \text{1336 (or 1337)}$

by the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of the End Times) and I do swear by the self-reproaching spirit. Does the human being think that we are not going to assemble (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 75): $58 + 187 \text{ (or 186)} + 6 + 31 + 201 + 223 + 113 + 81 + 192 \text{ (or 193)} + 81 + 163 = \text{1336 (or 1337)}$

And the Book has been placed (verse 49 of Sura 18): $\text{1336}$

The Maseekh (False Messiah), the Dajjal, George W. Bush: $(741 + 69) + (212 + 6 + 308) = 810 + 526 = \text{1336}$

I seek refuge in Allah from the Satan : $777 + [68 + 90 + 401 \text{ (or 400)}] = 777 + 559 \text{ (or 558)} = \text{1336 (or 1335)}$

The End Times + Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: $837 + (135 + 62 + 302) = 837 \text{ (or 838)} + 499 \text{ (or 500)} = \text{1336 (or 1337)}$

Fifteen + Yulya (July – in Egypt): $(705 + 570) + 61 = 1275 + 61 = \text{1336}$

Khamis wa Ishreen (Twenty Fifth): $700 \text{ (or 701)} + 6 + 630 = \text{1336 (or 1337)}$

Zu Al-Qadat + 25 : $(706 + 605) + 25 = 1311 + 25 = \text{1336}$

O You the People: fear your Lord. The Zalzala (Shaking or Quaking) of the Hour is a matter (verse 1 of Sura 22): $[10 + 17 + 142 + 507 \text{ (or 508)} + 262 + 51 + 474 + 562] + 311 = 2025 \text{ (or 2026)} + 311 = \text{2336 (or 2337)}$

Day of Al-Khamis wa Al-Ishroon (Twenty Fifth) + Zu Al-Qada: $56 + [732 \text{ (or 731)} + 6 + 657] + (706 + 179) = [56 + 1395 \text{ (or 1394)}] + 885 = 1451 \text{ (or 1450)} + 885 = \text{2336 (or 2335)}$

The Thalith Ashar (Thirteenth) + September: $[1062 \text{ (or 1061)} + 570] + 704 = 1632 \text{ (or 1631)} + 704 = \text{2336 (or 2335)}$

Day of Accident/Event of Khusf (Collapse) of mine of the gold and the copper : $56 + 513 \text{ (or 512)} + 740 + 133 + 738 + 6 + 150 = \text{2336 (or 2335)}$

Israel: Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or mixed crowd). And in the Haq we descended it (or he) and in the Haq, (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): $[302 \text{ (or 303)} + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5] + [80 + 1233 \text{ (or 1232)} + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 + 6 + 141] = 2259 + 2077 = \text{4336}$

And how would you know what Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is ? Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr
is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 97): 335 + [6 + 41 + 226 (or 225) + 41 + 75 + 335+ 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 ] = 335 + 5001 (5000 or 5002) = 5336 (5335 or 5337)

Verse 55 of Sura 54 (the last verse of Sura 54) is the 1336th verse from the end of the Quran.

In 336 AD, the Church of the Holy Sepulchre (Church of the Qiyama) was built in Jerusalem, on the site where Jesus was supposedly buried.

Balfour Declaration (or Promise) by the British government to facilitate the creation of a homeland in Palestine for the Jews was offered to the Jews in a letter signed by Britain’s Foreign Minister on November 2, 1917 (Muharram 16 (or 17), 1336 Hijri) (Heshvan 17, 5678 Jewish) (2421,534.5th or 2421,535th Julian Day)

Bolshevik Communist Revolution in Russia led by Vladimir Lenin, that led to 5 - 6 years of civil war, started on November 7, 1917 (October 25, 1917 based on Julian Calendar used in Russia at that time) (Muharram 22, 1336 Hijri)

The Ottoman Governor of Jerusalem sent a “Surrender Letter”, delivered by Mayor of Jerusalem, Hussein Al-Husseini, to the British invaders on Sunday, December 9, 1917 (Safar 24, 1336 Hijri) (Kislev 24, 5678 Jewish). Field Marshal Edmund Allenby, head of the invading British forces, entered Jerusalem on foot, through the Jaffa gate, on December 11, 1917.

♦ مملكه صليبيين Kingdom of Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 135 + 202 = 337 (337 is the 68th Prime Number) (418 is the 337th Composite Number) (2269 is the 337th Prime Number) (4337 is the 592nd Composite Number)

أمير وليم Prince William: 251 + 86 (or 96) = 337 (or 347)

الوعد الصادق The Truthful Promise: 111 + 226 = 337 (This is the name used by Hizb Allah to refer to its attack on Israel that started on July 12, 2006)

يوم الدين + القيمه Day of the Deen (Judgment or Religion) (verse 4 of Sura 1) + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 56 + [95 + 186 (or 187)] = 56 + 281 (or 282) = 337 (or 338)

علمها عند الله The knowledge of it is with Allah (verse 187 of Sura 7) & (verse 63 of Sura 33): 146 + 124 + 67 (or 66) = 337 (or 336)

قل الله أعلم Say: Allah is more knowledgeable (verse 26 of Sura 18): 130 + 66 + 141 = 337

علم لنساهم ilm (Knowledge or Sign) for the Hour (verse 61 of Sura 43): 140 + 197 (or 196) = 337 (or 336)
Knower for the Hour: $141 + 196 = \text{337}$

The human. He taught him (verse of Sura): $192 (or 193) + 730 = \text{337 (or 338)}$

Mubsira (insightful) (verse 12 of Sura 17): 337

The Kaffara (Atonement or Act intended to compensate for committing an act of disobedience to God): 337

Descent of Gospel of Jesus: $(93 + 94) + 150 = 187 + 150 = \text{337}$

Lailat (Night or Eve) of Israa (miraculous heavenly journey): $75 + 262 (or 263) = \text{337 (or 338)}$

Sixth Apparition (or Vision): $125 + 212 = \text{337}$ (The 6th apparition of the 3 children in Fatima, Portugal happened on October 13, 1917)

Sixth + Ayar (May - in Greater Syria & Iraq): $125 (or 124) + 212 = \text{337 (or 336)}$

Jamal Pasha, the Ottoman governor of Greater Syria, hanged prominent activists and intellectuals, opposed to his oppressive rule, in both Damascus and Beirut, on May 6, 1916 (Rajab 3, 1334 Hijri) (Iyar 3, 5676 Jewish) (2420,989.5th Julian Day). In commemoration of this event, May 6 is celebrated annually as the Martyrs' Day in Syria and Lebanon. He is referred to as the Jazzar (Butcher or Slaughterer). He was born on May 6, 1872 (Safar 27, 1289 Hijri). He was killed on July 21, 1922 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1340 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5682 Jewish) (2423,256.5th Julian Day).]

Sixth + Iyar: $125 (or 124) + 212 = \text{337 (or 336)}$ [The Jews announced the unilateral establishment of the State of Israel on the land of Palestine at 4:00 pm (Time in Palestine) on Friday, May 14, 1948 Gregorian (May 1, 1948 Julian) (Rajab 5, 1367 Hijri) (Iyar 5, 5708 Jewish Calendar) (2432,685.5th Julian Day). Today, Israel celebrates Independence Day on Iyar 5, not May 14. The Jews declared the independence of Israel 8 hours before the end of the British Mandate of Palestine, which was due to finish at midnight of May 14-15, 1948. The Arab countries did not send their armies to Palestine until May 15, 1948 (Iyar 6, 5708 Jewish Calendar), the day after the end of the British Mandate at midnight of May 14, 1948. Today, Palestinians annually commemorate Day of the Nakba (Catastrophe) on May 15.]

Three + Mars (March): $1036 (or 1035) + 301 (or 300) = \text{337 (335 or 336)}$

(The Ottoman Caliphate was abolished on March 3, 1924)

One + The Muharram: $18 (or 19) + 319 = \text{337 (or 338)}$

Day of Four + Ab (August – in Greater Syria & Iraq): $56 + [278 + 3 (or 4)] = 56 + 281 (or 282) = \text{337 (or 338)}$

Shawal: 337
in vain and they wondered (verse 3 – 4 of Sura 38): 68 + 181 + 6 + 181 = 337

Majzara (Massacre) of Gog and Magog: 255 + (23 + 6 + 53) = 255 + 82 = 337

Pope of Al-Kuffar (Unbelievers): 6 + 331 = 337

The Pope + Disbelief (or Disbelievers): 37 + 300 = 337

The Pope + Disbelief + Disbelievers): 37 + 300 = 337

Amerikiyoon (Americans): 337 (equivalent to 337)

Day of Hadd (Destruction) of America: (56 + 9) + 272 = 65 + 272 = 337

Day of Hadd (Destruction) of Britan: (56 + 9) + 272 = 65 + 272 = 337

The Continent: 337

Tur of Sinai (Mount Sinai): 215 + 122 (or 121) = 337 (or 336)

It is from Solomon (verse 30 of Sura 27): 337 (or 336)

god except Me so worship me (verse 14 of Sura 20): 36 + 32 + 52 + 217 = 337

their Lord from (verse 4 of Sura 97): 247 + 90 = 337

The Day the Caller calls from (verse 41 of Sura 50): (56 + 65 + 126) + 90 = 247 + 90 = 337

Day the Caller calls (verse 41 of Sura 50) + The Mahdi: (56 + 65 + 126) + 90 = 247 + 90 = 337

the day the caller calls from a close location, the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) on the Haq (Truth or Due Date) (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): 56 + (65 + 126 + 90 + 111) + (312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141) = 56 + 392 + 889 = 1337 (equivalent to 337)

And listen on the Day when the caller calls from a close place (verse 41 of Sura 50): (6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 126 + 90 + 111) + 312 = 1025 + 312 = 1337 (equivalent to 337) (1337 is the 1119th Composite Number) (1588 is the 1337th Composite Number)

The evident Book. We have descended it in a blessed night. We have been warning. (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 44): 1337 (1336 or 1338)

a mercy from my Lord. When (verse 98 of Sura 18): 1337
Intifada (Uprising): 1337

Day of the Mughadara (Departure): 56 + 1281 = 1337

The Papal Basilica of the Saint Peter + City of Vatican: 
(133 + 205 + 271 + 57) + (109 + 562) = 666 + 671 = 1337

Qatl (Killing) of Last Pope: 530 + [801 (or 802) + 6] = 530 + 807 (or 808) = 1337 (or 1338)

And so that you may know the number of years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment) and everything (verse 12 of Sura 17): 6 + 1331 (or 1330) = 1337 (or 1336) (equivalent to 337)

whether it is soon what you have been promised or whether my Lord will make for it distant time (verse 25 of Sura 72): 313 + 41 + 536 + 41 + 113 + 35 + 212 + 46 = 1337 (or 1336) (equivalent to 337)

brought you seven from the Mathani (twosones, couples, or pairs) (verse 87 of Sura 15): 482 (or 481) + 133 + 90 + 632 = 1337 (1336 or 1338) (equivalent to 337)

To be, for people of the World, a Warner (verse 1 of Sura 25): 116 + 260 (or 261) + 961 = 1337 (or 1338) (equivalent to 337)

The Caliph, the Imam, the Mahdi Al Hashim: 756 + 113 + 90 + 378 (or 377) = 1337 (or 1336) (equivalent to 337)

until Nabath (we send or resurrect) a Messenger (verse 15 of Sura 17): 418 + [622 + 297 (or 296)] = 418 + 919 (or 918) = 1337 (or 1336)

Messenger from Allah, reciting purified scriptures (verse 2 of Sura 98): 296 + 90 + 66 (or 67) + 447 + 179 + 259 = 1337 (or 1338) (equivalent to 337)

Caliph + Torah : 725 + 612 = 1337

the Arabs a man from Ahl Baity (People of my House). His name will be similar to my name (This is part of a Hadith): 303 + 233 + 90 + 36 + 422 + 36 + 106 + 111 = 1337 (equivalent to 337)

Day of Wahiya (Catastrophe) of Hamburg: 56 + [27 + 1254 (or 1253)] = 56 + 1281 (or 1280) = 1337 (or 1336)

Chicago: 1337 (equivalent to 337)

Allah (God) wishes facility for you and does not wish hardship
(verse 185 of Sura 2): \[ 1337 \text{ (equivalent to 337)} \]

- Xaimes wə Xaeroon (Twenty Fifth): \[ 701 \text{ (or 700)} + 6 + 630 = 1337 \text{ (or 1336)} \]
- Xaxmes wə Xaeroon (Twenty Five): \[ 705 + 6 + 626 = 1337 \]
- Fifteen + Yulu (July – in Egypt): \( (705 + 570) + 62 = 1275 + 62 = 1337 \)
- Awwal (Beginning) of November + 1922: \( (37 + 378) + 1922 = 415 + 1922 = 2337 \)

[On Wednesday, **November 1, 1922** (Rabi Awwal 11, 1341 Hijri) (Heshvan 10, 5683 Jewish Calendar) (2423,359.5th or 2423,360th Julian Day), Ottoman Sultanate was abolished. The last Sultan Mehmed VI was forced to leave Turkey. He left Constantinople (Istanbul), aboard the British Warship *Malaya* on **November 17, 1922**.]

- He wishes of his worshippers that you warn that there is god except I so fear me (verse 2 of Sura 16): \[ 312 + (90 + 82 + 51 + 958 + 56 + 31 + 36 + 32 + 52 + 637) = 312 \text{ (or 311)} + 2025 = 2337 \text{ (or 2336)} \]

- When the Earth is shaken (verse 4 of Sura 56): \[ 2337 \text{ (2337 is the 1991st Composite Number)} \]

[Signing of surrender of Japan + Nihaya (End) of the Second World War: \( [586 + 591 \text{ (or 592)} + 64] + 71 + (241 + 187 + 597) = 1241 \text{ (or 1242)} + 71 + 1025 = 2337 \text{ (or 2338)} \)]

- And how would you know what Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 97): \[ 335 + [6 + 41 + 226 \text{ (or 225)} + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 137 \text{ (or 136)} + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 ] = 335 + 5002 \text{ (5000 or 5001)} = 5337 \text{ (5335 or 5336)} \]

Al-Hussein (r.a.a.), Prophet Mohammad’s (p) grandson, was martyred on Muharram 10, 61 Hijri (October 10, 680 AD Julian) (October 13, 680 AD Gregorian) (Heshvan 10, 4441 Jewish). From 680 AD to 2019 AD (possible Beginning of the End Times), there are **1339 years**.

- Shawwal 1: \[ 337 \text{ (or 336)} + 1 = 338 \text{ (or 337)} \text{ (338 is the 269th Composite Number)} \]
(420 is the 338th Composite Number)  (2273 is the 338th Prime Number)
[ Shawwal 1 is the first day of Eid (Feast) of the Fitr (Breaking of the Fast) ]

واحد المحرم One + The Muharram (1st month in Hijri Calendar. It means “the Forbidden): 19 (or 18) + 319 = 338 (or 337)  (This is 1st day of Muharram, meaning 1st day of a Hijri year.)

سنّة هجريّة Hijri Sana (Year) : 115 + 223 = 338

أعصرهم Their sights (verse 20 of Sura 2): 338 (or 339)

ليلة إسرا Lailat (Night or Eve) of Israa (miraculous heavenly journey): 75 + 263 (or 262) = 338 (or 337)

ليله نزول إبليس + آدم و حواء Lailat (Eve) of Nuzul (Descent) of Iblees (Evil Jinn or Demon) + Adam and Hawwa (Eve): 75 + [93 + 103 + 45 (or 46) + 6 + 16] = 75 + 263 (or 264) = 338 (or 339)

يوم معصيهم آدم و حواء Day of Masia (Disobedience) of Adam and Hawwa (Eve): 56 + [215 + 45 (or 46) + 6 + 16] = 56 + 282 (or 283) = 338 (or 339)

يوم + أول مره Day of + Awwal (First) Marra (Time) (verse 7 of Sura 17): 56 + (37 + 245) = 56 + 282 = 338

يوم الدين + القيامه Day of the Deen (Judgment or Religion) (verse 4 of Sura 1) + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 56 + [95 + 187 (or 186)] = 56 + 282 (or 281) = 338 (or 337)

يوم النار Day of the Fire: 56 + 282 = 338

الناس حسابهم و هم except as Angels and We have not made (verse 31 of Sura 74 ): 32 + 105 + 6 + 41 + 154 = 338

الساعة موعدهم و The Hour is their appointment and (verse 46 of Sura 54): 167 + 165 + 6 = 338

موعدهم و الساعة Their appointment and the Hour (verse 46 of Sura 54): 165 + 6 + 167 = 338

لا ريب فيه There is no doubt about it (verse 2 of Sura 2) & (verse 99 of Sura 17) & (verse 7 of Sura 42): 31 + 212 + 95 = 243 + 95 = 338

للمتّى و حسبهم و هم To the people, their Judgment, and they are (verse 1 of Sura 21): (171 + 116) + (6 + 45) = 287 + 51 = 338

الإنسان علّمه The human. He taught him (verse of Sura ): 193 (or 192) + 145 = 338 (or 337)

ويكل الناس في And he speaks to the People in (verse 46 of Sura 3): 338

أول برج الأسد Awwal (Beginning) of Burj (Sign) of the Asad (Leo or Lion): 37 + (205 + 96) = 37 + 301 = 338 (July 23 is the 1st day of Leo, zodiac sign)
The Shuhub (Shooting/Falling Stars or Meteors which consist of fragments of material in Space that burn up or vaporize when they have a close encounter with Space Ojects): 338

Britaniyoon (Britons): 338
Franja (Franks/Franca who ruled over a significant part of Western Europe): 338
The Perishing of Al-Canadiyeen (The Canadians): 163 + 175 = 338
Nihaya (End) of City of Istanbul: 71 + 267 = 338
Hadm (Destruction) of City of Istanbul, Turkey: 49 + 1289 = 1338 (equivalent to 338)

The Tadmeer (Destruction) + The Atrak (Turks): 685 + 653 = 1338 (equivalent to 338)
Nuclear Missile + The Britaniyoon (Britons): 969 + 369 = 1338 (equivalent to 338) (= 2 x 3 x 223) (equivalent to 338) (1338 is the 1120th Composite Number)

Day of Hadd (Destruction) of the American United States: 56 + 9 + [478 (or 479) + 488 + 307] = 56 + 9 + 1273 (or 1274) = 1338 (or 1339)
Al-Intiha (the End) of Manhattan, New York: 489 + (547 + 302) = 489 + 849 = 1338 (equivalent to 338)

As if they are collapsed trunks of Palm trees (verses 19-20 of Sura 54):

The evident Book. We have descended it in a blessed night. We have been warning. (verse 2-3 of Sura 44): 1338 (1336 or 1337)
Messenger from Allah, reciting purified scriptures (verse 2 of Sura 98): 296 + 90 + 67 (or 66) + 447 + 179 + 259 = 1338 (or 1337)
Qatl (Killing) of Last Pope: 530 + [802 (or 801) + 6] = 530 + 808 (or 807) = 1338
(or 1337)

Nihaya (End) of Francis + Akhir (Last) Pope: 
(71 + 460) + [801 (or 802) + 6] = 531 + 807 (or 808) = **1338 (or 1339)**

Nihaya (End) of Francis + Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paulus (Paul), the Second: 
(71 + 460) + (21 + 37 + 98 + 592) = 531 + 807 = **1338**

To be, for people of the World, a Warner (verse 1 of Sura 25): 
116 + 261 (or 260) + 961 = **1338 (or 1337)** (equivalent to 338)

Kharab (Devastation) of Great British Kingdom: 803 + 1535 = **2338** (equivalent to 338)

The Qadr is better than one thousand months. Descend (verse 3-4 of Sura 97): 
335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 = **2338** (= 2 x 7 x 167) (2338 is the 1992nd Composite Number)

Atomic Bomb + Nagasaki + Japan: 
(187 + 915) + 1141 (or 1142) + 95 = [1102 + 1141 (or 1142)] + 95 = 2243 (or 2244) + 95 = **2338 (or 2339)** [The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time)]

Signing of surrender of Japan + Nihaya (End) of the Second World War: 
[586 + 592 (or 591) + 64] + 71 + (241 + 187 + 597) = 1242 (or 1241) + 71 + 1025 = **2338 (or 2337)**

The Tombs (or Graves): **339** (= 3 x 113) (339 is the 270th Composite Number)
(4339 is the 593rd Prime Number) **3339** is the 2868th Composite Number)

The Harq (Burning or setting on Fire): **339**

The Shahab (Shooting/Falling Star or Meteor which consists of fragments of material in Space that burn up or vaporize when they have a close encounter with Space Ojects): **339**

Their sights (verse 20 of Sura 2): **339 (or 338)**

They will return (verse 95 of Sura 21): **339**

Al-Baruq (or the Baruch: Barack’s Jewish name): **339** (= 308 + 31)

Shawwal 1: **337 + 2 = 339**
Day of the Inqisam (Division, Split-up, or Schism): $56 + 283 = 339$

The Greek Church: $176 + 163 = 339$

The Church + The Islam: $176 + 163 = 339$

Hadd (Destruction) of the Western Side: $9 + (87 + 1243) = 9 + 1330 = 1339$ (equivalent to $339$) ($= 13 \times 103$) ($1339$ is the $1121$st Composite Number) ($1590$ is the $1339$th Composite Number)

David Ben-Gurion: $15 \ (or \ 21) + 1324 = 1339 \ (or \ 1345)$ [David Ben-Gurion, first Prime Minister of Israel, was born on October 16, 1886 (Muharram 17, 1304 Hijri) (Tishri 17, 5647 Jewish) (2410,195.5th or 2410,196th Julian Day) and died on December 1, 1973 (Zu Al-Qada 6, 1393 Hijri) (Kislev 6, 5734 Jewish) (2442,017.5th or 2442,018th Julian Day)]

Nihaya (End) of the United States of America: $71 + [478 \ (or \ 479) + 488] + 302 = 71 + [966 \ (or \ 967) + 302] = 71 + 1268 \ (or \ 1269) = 1339 \ (or \ 1340)$

Nihaya (End) of New York + The United States: $71 + 302 + [478 \ (or \ 479) + 488] = 71 + [302 + 966 \ (or \ 967)] = 71 + 1268 \ (or \ 1269) = 1339 \ (or \ 1340)$

Jumada Al-Akhira + 22 + 1422 : $[58 + 837 \ (or \ 838)] + 22 + 1422 = [895 \ (or \ 896) + 22] + 1422 = 917 \ (or \ 918) + 1422 = 2339 \ (or \ 2340)$ [Sept. 11, 2001 was Al-Akhira (or Jumada Al-Thania) 22, 1422 Hijri]

One thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission (verse 3 – 4 of Sura 97): $2339$

Day of Itifaqiya (Agreement of Surrender of Japan): $56 + [597 + 591 \ (or \ 592) + 95] = 56 + 1283 \ (or \ 1284) = 1339 \ (or \ 1340)$ [World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).]

Atomic Bomb + Nagasaki + Japan: $(187 + 915) + 1142 \ (or \ 1141) + 95 = [1102 + 1142 \ (or \ 1141)] + 95 = 2244 \ (or \ 2234) + 95 = 2339 \ (or \ 2338)$ [The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time)]

One thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission (verse 3 – 4 of Sura 97): $2339$

Atomic Bomb + Nagasaki + Japan: $(187 + 915) + 1142 \ (or \ 1141) + 95 = [1102 + 1142 \ (or \ 1141)] + 95 = 2244 \ (or \ 2234) + 95 = 2339 \ (or \ 2338)$ [The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time)]

Atomic Bomb + Nagasaki + Japan: $(187 + 915) + 1142 \ (or \ 1141) + 95 = [1102 + 1142 \ (or \ 1141)] + 95 = 2244 \ (or \ 2234) + 95 = 2339 \ (or \ 2338)$ [The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time)]

And made the Fulk (boats or cosmos/constellations/galaxies) be subservient to you so that they run in the sea by His command (verse 32 of Sura 14): $6 + 860 + 90 + 161 + 643 + 90 + 241 + 248 = 2339 \ (2339 \ is \ the \ 346^{th} \ Prime \ Number)$

كفيته ذريه + انغاسكي + اليابان Atomic Bomb + Nagasaki + Japan: $(187 + 915) + 1142 \ (or \ 1141) + 95 = [1102 + 1142 \ (or \ 1141)] + 95 = 2244 \ (or \ 2234) + 95 = 2339 \ (or \ 2338) \ [The \ U.S. \ dropped \ an \ Atomic \ Bomb \ on \ Nagasaki, \ Japan \ on \ August \ 9, \ 1945 \ at \ 11:02 \ AM \ (Japan \ Time), \ meaning \ on \ August \ 8, \ 1945 \ at \ 9:02 \ PM \ (New \ York \ Time)]$

And made the Fulk (boats or cosmos/constellations/galaxies) be subservient to you so that they run in the sea by His command (verse 32 of Sura 14): $6 + 860 + 90 + 161 + 643 + 90 + 241 + 248 = 2339 \ (2339 \ is \ the \ 346^{th} \ Prime \ Number)$

الرحمه الرحيم إنا أنزلناه في ليله القدر و ما أدرك ما ليله القدر ليله القدر خير من ألف شهر تنزل الملوكه و الروح فيها بينن
The Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it in Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what Laila of the Qadr is? Laila of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace it is till rise of the Dawn (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): \[329 + 289 + 51 + 144 + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 225 (or 226) + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 130 + 15 + 418 + 149] + 314 = 7025 (or 7026) + 314 = 7339 (or 7340)

♦  ﻋُوْم ِ ﺔَرَھِمَ ھِوٓ ﺔَرَھِمَ (الْرَّحْمَةُ) ﻋَوْم ِ ﺔَرَھِمَ (الْرَّحْمَةُ)

Day of + the Mercy (verse 13 of Sura 57) & (verse 12 of Sura 6): 56 + 284 = 340 (340 is the 271\textsuperscript{st} Composite Number) (423 is the 340\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number)

Day of Promise of the Punishment: 56 + 80 + 204 = 340

Formosa: 340

Moon: 340

Persians: 340

Nasr (Victory) (verse 1 of Sura 110): 340

Maseer (Fate) (verse 43 of Sura 50): 340

Mufakkir (Thinker): 340

Safar (Travel): 340

Difficult (unpleasant and characterized by hardship) (verse 9 of Sura 74): 340

Nuyasiruka (We will facilitate for you traveling in a path) (verse 8 of Sura 87): 340

He (God) will show you (verse 93 of Sura 27): 340

Countries of the Arabs: 37 + 303 = 340

The Palestinians: 340

Countries of the Hebrews: 37 + 303 = 340

City/State of Al-Sahioniyeen (The Zionists): 109 + 231 = 340

Kingdom of the English People + the Jews: 135 + 149 + 56 = 340

Countries of the Britons: 37 + 303 = 340
Lands of Al-Amareek (the Americans): $37 + 303 = 340$

District of Columbia: $225 + 115 = 340$

Ihlak (Devastating) Britain: $57 + 283 = 340$

In fierce hot wind of Hell (or poisons) and simmering water (verse 42 of Sura 56): $90 + 146 + 6 + 98 = 340$

In the Boat (verse 11 of Sura 69): $340$

And Those who do not believe in God (verse 13 of Sura 48): $340$

The Christian Church: $176 + 164 = 340$

Dajjal (Deceiver) of Israel: $38 + 302$ (or $303) = 340$ (or $341$

Khuruj (Coming out) of the Awar (Defective-eyed) Messiah Son of David: $809 + 308 + 149 + 74 = 1340$ (equivalent to $340$

Ihya (Return) of the Latin Kingdom of Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness): $21 + [135 + (412 + 235) + 537] = 21 + (135 + 647 + 537) = 21 + 1319 = 1340$

(This is one of names that were used to refer to Kingdom of Jerusalem that the Crusaders established in the Middle East)

We bring out the dead people (verse 57 of Sura 7): $853 + 487 = 1340$ (equivalent to $340$

Nihaya (End) of the United States of America: $71 + [479 (or 478) + 488] + 302 = 71 + [967 (or 966) + 302] = 71 + 1269 (or 1268) = 1340$ (or $1339$

Nihaya (End) of New York + The United States: $71 + 302 + [479 (or 478) + 488] = 71 + [302 + 967 (or 966)] = 71 + 1269 (or 1268) = 1340$ (or $1339$

Nihaya (End) of London, England: $71 + [134 + 1135 (or 1136)] = 71 + 1269 (or 1270) = 1340$ (or $1341$) (equivalent to $340$) (1340 is the $1122^{nd}$ Composite Number) (1591 is the $1340^{th}$ Composite Number)

Day of Itifaqiya (Agreement) of Surrender of Japan: $56 + [597 + 592 (or 591) + 95] = 56 + 1284 (or 1283) = 1340$ (or $1339$) World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5$^{th}$ Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).
Day of the Ninth + Zu Hijja: \(56 + 562 + (706 + 16) = (56 + 562) + 722 = 618 + 722 = 1340 \)

Day of the Ibtida (Beginning) + the Hijri Sana (Year) + 1444: 
\[56 + [(440 + (146 + 254)) + (1444 = 56 + (440 + 400) + 1444 = (56 + 840) + 1444 = 896 + 1444 = 2340 \]

Jumada Al-Akhira + 22 + 1422: 
\[\begin{align*}
[58 + 837 (or 838)] + 22 + 1422 &= 58 + 837 (or 838) + 22 + 1422 = 2340 (or 2339) \\
\text{Sept. 11, 2001 was Jumada Al-Akhira (or Jumada Al-Thania) 22, 1422 Hijri} 
\end{align*}\]

This is a mercy from My Lord. When the Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18): \(2340 \) (or 2341) (This is the 1993rd Composite Number)

when you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17): 
\[\begin{align*}
502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 113 + 80 + (6 + 681 + 138) &= 2322 (or 2323) + 113 + (80 + 825) = 2435 (or 2436) + 905 = 3340 \text{ (or 3341)} \\
\end{align*}\]
(equivalent to 340) (= \(2 \times 2 \times 5 \times 67\) ) (3340 is the 2869th Composite Number)

The Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it in Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what Laila of the Qadr is? Laila of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace it is till rise of the Dawn (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): 
\[\begin{align*}
329 + 289 + 51 + 144 + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 (or 225) + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 130 + 15 + 418 + 149] + 314 = 7026 (or 7025) + 314 = 7340 \text{ (or 7339)} \\
\end{align*}\]

Jamal Pasha, the Ottoman governor of Greater Syria, hanged prominent activists and intellectuals, opposed to his oppressive rule, in both Damascus and Beirut, on May 6, 1916 (Rajab 3, 1334 Hijri) (Iyar 3, 5676 Jewish) (2420.989.5th Julian Day). In commemoration of this event, May 6 is celebrated annually as the Martyrs’ Day in Syria and Lebanon. He is referred to as the Jazzar (Butcher or Slaughterer). He was born on May 6, 1872 (Safar 27, 1289 Hijri). He was killed on July 21, 1922 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1340 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5682 Jewish) (2423,256.5th Julian Day).
The Spirit in it (verse 4 of Sura 97): \(245 + 96 = 341\)  
(341 is the 272\textsuperscript{nd} Composite Number) \(424\) is the 341\textsuperscript{st} Composite Number \(2293\) is the 341\textsuperscript{st} Prime Number \(5014\) is the 4341\textsuperscript{st} Composite Number

From Fire (verse 12 of Sura 7): \(90 + 251 = 341\)

Day of Maghfira (Forgiveness): \(56 + 285 = 341\)

the Qadr and (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 97): \(335 + 6 = 341\)

The Omr (age or life span): \(341\)

December 25: \(316 + 25 = 341\)  
[This refers to December 25, the day of Christmas (birth of Jesus as celebrated by Christians).]

The Tariq (a Star or Unexpected Event) (verse 1 of Sura 86): \(341\)

Istifaf (Alignment, Lining-up or Formation of a line) of the Planets: \(261 + 80 = 341\)

The Planets + The Naizak (Meteor) + The Poles (of the Earth): \(80 + 118 + 143 = 341\) (or 342)

The Zilzal (Quake) + The Tawafan (Flood) + Janna (Paradise): \(106 + 177 + 58 = 341\)

and those with him, all of them. And (verse 103 – 104 of Sura 17): \(6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6 = 335 + 6 = 341\)

The World Malhama (War): \(154 + 187 = 341\)

The Ihraq (Burning or Setting on Fire): \(341\)

Dajjal (Deceiver) of Israel: \(38 + 303 = 341\) (or 340)

The Witnesses (verse 51 of Sura 40): \(341\) (or 342)

Asrafa (transgressed) (verse 127 of Sura 20): \(341\)

We have revived (or resurrected) the Muslimeen (Muslims): \(80 + 261 = 341\)
Mountain (or Mount) of Temple of Solomon: 35 + (116 + 190) = 35 + 306 = 341

The Qura (towns or cities) (verse 7 of Sura 42): 341

He Traveled: 341

The Masra (Path): 341

When he did Israa (miraculous journey): 71 + 270 = 341

The Marsa (Dock or where boats land): 341

The Dajjal + Naql (transporation) of John Paul: (69 + 180 + 54 + 38) = 341

Knowledge of Certainty (or Certitude) (verse 5 of Sura 102): 140 + 201 = 341

Faris (Persia): 341

Amerikiyeen (Americans): 341

You Lord shall give you (verse 5 of Sura 93): 119 + 222 = 341

Promise of my Lord/God comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Al-Ibada (The Annihilation): 297 + 44 = 341

Al-Rus (the Russians) + Al-Ibada: 297 + 44 = 341

Britain: 58 + 283 = 341

Inha (Ending) of Britain: 58 + 283 = 341

the Spirit in it by permission of their Lord (verse 4 of Sura 97): (245 + 96) + (750 + 247) = 341 + 1000 = 1341

The Hell of City of London (or Sydney): 98 + (109 + 134) = 98 + 243 = 341

Enter it for eternity (verse 73 of Sura 39): 647 + 694 = 1341 (equivalent to 341)

China + The Atomic Bombs: 181 + (214 + 946) = 181 + 1160 = 1341 (equivalent to 341) (= 3 x 3 x 149) (1341 is the 1123rd Composite Number) (1592 is the 1341st Composite Number)

Inha (Ending) of the American United States: 58 + [478 (or 479) + 488 + 317] = 58 + 1283 (or 1284) = 1341 (or 1342)
The Wahiya (Disaster) + The American United States: $58 + [478 (or 479) + 488 + 317] = 58 + 1283 (or 1284) = \textbf{1341 (or 1342)}$

Khamsa wa Ishreen (Twenty Five): $705 + 6 + 630 = \textbf{1341}$

Bidaya (Beginning) of the first Marhala (Phase or Period) of the End Times: $22 + [314 + 78 + 90 + 837 (or 838)] = 22 + 1319 (or 1320) = \textbf{1341 (or 1342)}$

Shimon Peres + Masjid (Mosque) of Ahmad Pasha, the Jazzar (Slaughterer): $(406 + 229) + 107 + [(53 + 304) + 242] = 635 + (107 + 599) = 635 + 706 = \textbf{1341}$

It does not come to you, except all of a sudden (verse 187 of Sura 7): $2341$

Benefit a soul its belief if it has not believed before nor earned righteousness (verse 158 of Sura 6): $2341$

Abi (Father) of Lahab (Flame) and he is cursed. Shall not exempt him his money and what he has earned. He shall suffer in a fire (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 111): $(13 + 37 + 6 + 402 + 41 + 1061 + 125 + 76 + 6 + 41 + 82 + 200) + 251 (or 252) = 2090 + 251 (or 252) = \textbf{2341 (or 2342)}$

When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17): $[502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837)] + 113 + 80 + (6 + 681 + 138) = [2323 (or 2322) + 113] + (80 + 825) = 2436 (or 2435) + 905 = \textbf{3341 (or 3340)} = 13 \times 257$ (equivalent to $341$) ($3341$ is the $2870^{th}$ Composite Number)

The rahman the Raheem. We descended it in Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what Laila of the Qadr is? Laila of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace it is till rise of the Dawn (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): $(330 + 289 + 51 + 144 + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241) + (130 + 15 + 418 + 149 + 314) = 5315 + 1026 = \textbf{7341}$

On Wednesday, November 1, 1922 (Rabi Awwal 11, 1341 Hijri) (Heshvan 10, 5683 Jewish Calendar) (2423,559.5th or 2423,560th Julian Day) (474, 921st or 474,922nd Hijri Day), the Ottoman Sultanate was abolished by Turkish Grand National Assembly and the last Sultan, Mehmed VI was exiled.

♦ The Qahira (Cairo): $342$ ($342$ is the $273^{rd}$ Composite Number) ($425$ is the $342^{nd}$ Composite Number) ($2297$ is the $342^{nd}$ Prime Number) ($6144$ is the $5342^{nd}$ Composite Number)

Britons: $342$
Bidaya (Beginning) of Wall of Berlin: $22 + (28 + 292) = 22 + 320 = 342$

The Planets + The Naizak (Asteroid) + The Poles (of the Earth): $80 + 118 + 144 (or 143) = 342 (or 341)$

Whom Allah has chosen him: $90 + (186 + 66) = 90 + 252 = 342$

Blessed Night (verse 3 of Sura 44): $75 + 267 (or 268) = 342 (or 343)$

Day of the Nuclear Musiba (Calamity, Affliction, or Disaster): $56 + (178 + 108) = 56 + 286 = 342$

Day of the Majzara (Massacre): $56 + 286 = 342$

Bidaya (Beginning) of the Fitr (Breaking of the Fast): $22 + 320 = 342$

Eid (Feast or Festival) of the Lights: $84 + 258 = 342$  
[Feast/Festival of Lights, also known as Hanukkah, is an 8-day Jewish Holiday that commemorates the victory of practicing Jews and re-dedication of the Jewish Temple in Jerusalem to God on Kislev 25 (165 BC), after it was transformed by Greek Seleucid King Antiochus IV into a pagan temple and was desecrated by performing pagan rituals in the Jewish Temple, such as slaughtering and offering unholy sacrifices to pagan gods, three years earlier also on Kislev 25 (168 BC).]

The Witnesses (verse 51 of Sura 40): $342 (or 341)$

The Martyrs (verse 19 of Sura 57): $342$

Madina (City/State) of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): $109 + 233 = 342$

From Jews of Isfahan: $90 + 25 + 226 = 342$

The Hadd (Destruction) + Israel: $40 + 302 = 342$

Nihaya (End) of Amreek (Americans): $71 + 271 = 342$

The Hadd (Destruction) + New York: $40 + 302 = 342$

Hadd (Destruction) + The New York (New Yorkers): $9 + 333 = 342$

Hadd (Destruction) + Lady Liberty (formally known as Statue of Liberty): $9 + (79 + 254) = 9 + 333 = 342$

Iram, that has (verse 7 of Sura 89): $241 + 1101 = 1342 (equivalent to 342)$
Day of the Tawafan (Flood) + Awda (Return) of Hayat (life):

\[
(56 + 177) + (85 + 24) = 233 + 109 = 342
\]

The Samiri (verse 85 of Sura 20): 342

The Wahiya (Disaster) + The American United States: 58 + [479 (or 478) + 488 + 317] = 58 + 1284 (or 1283) = 1342 (or 1341)

The American United States: 58 + [479 (or 478) + 488 + 317] = 58 + 1284 (or 1283) = 1342 (or 1341)

Mujiza (Miracle) of Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pakistan + Turkey:

\[
(125 + 21) + 565 + 631 = 146 + 565 + 631 = 1342
\]

Promise of Allah + The Pakistan + Turkey: (80 + 66) + 565 + 631 = 146 + 565 + 631 = 1342 (1342 is the 1124th Composite Number) (1593 is the 1342nd Composite Number)

The Angels and the Spirit descend in it, by permission of their Lord, for every command (verse 4 of Sura 97):

\[
487 + 127 (or 126) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 = 2342 (or 2341)
\]

Abi (Father) of Lahab (Flame) and he is cursed. Shall not exempt him his money and what he has earned. He shall burn in a fire (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 111):

\[
(13 + 37 + 6 + 402 + 41 + 1061 + 125 + 76 + 6 + 41 + 82 + 200) + 252 (or 251) = 2090 + 252 (or 251) = 2342 (or 2341)
\]

The caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq, that is Day of the Khuruj (Coming out or Departure) (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50):

\[
(75 + 136) + (90 + 111 + 312 + 56) + [236 + 539 + 141 + 750 (or 751) + 56 + 840] = 211 + [569 + 2562 (or 2563)] = 211 + 3131 (or 3132) = 3342 (or 3343)
\]

When we appointed for Moses forty nights. Then, you took on the Calf from after him (verse 51 of Sura 2):

\[
4342 (or 4343) (4342 is the 3748th Composite Number)
\]

French troops started the Allies’ occupation of Istanbul on November 12, 1918 (Safar 7, 1337 Hijri), followed by British troops on November 13, 1918. The Allies’ occupation of Istanbul lasted until September 23, 1923 (Safar 11, 1342 Hijri).
On October 29, 1923 (Rabi Awwal 19 (or 18), 1342 Hijri) (2423,721.5\textsuperscript{th} or 2423,722\textsuperscript{nd} Julian day), the Turkish parliament established the Republic of Turkey and Mustafa Kemal Ataturk was elected as President, which meant the end of the Ottoman Empire.

The last Ottoman Caliph was Abdul Majid II served from November 19, 1922 till Monday, March 3, 1924 (Rajab 27, 1342 Hijri) (2423,847.5 or 2423,848\textsuperscript{th} Julian Day) (475,409 or 475,410\textsuperscript{th} Hijri Day), the day on which the Ottoman Caliphate was abolished. On the next day, March 4,1924, he had to leave Turkey. He chose to go to Paris, France and he died there on August 23, 1944.
1131 (or 1132) + 212 = 1343 (or 1344)

Hadd (Destruction) of Great Britain: $9 + (283 + 1051) = 9 + 1334 = 1343$
($1343$ is the $1125^{th}$ Composite Number)  ($1594$ is the $1343^{rd}$ Composite Number)

The caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq, that is Day of the Khuruj (Coming out or Departure) (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): $(75 + 136) + (90 + 111 + 312 + 56) + [236 + 539 + 141 + 751 (or 750) + 56 + 840] = 211 + [569 + 2563 (or 2562)] = 211 + 3132 (or 3131) = 3343 (or 3342)

In 343 BC, Persian Emperor Artaxerxes destroyed several cities in the Middle East that rebelled against his oppressive rule.

♦  These are the People of the Right: $67 + 101 (or 102) + 176 = 344 (or 345)$
($344$ is the $275^{th}$ Composite Number)  ($427$ is the $344^{th}$ Composite Number)  ($2311$ is the $344^{th}$ Prime Number)

الحجر الأسود  The Black Stone: $242 + 102 = 344$

 أصحاب الحجر  People of the Hijr (They are People of Thamud) (verse 80 of Sura 15): $102 (or 101) + 242 = 344 (or 343)$

صعود إلى السماء  Ascension to Heaven: $170 + 41 + 133 = 344$

برج الميزان  Burj (Zodiac Sign) of the Mizan (Scale or Libra): $205 + 139 = 344$

يوم محرم  Muharram (Forbidden) Day: $56 + 288 = 344$

يوم القيامة + الياس  Day of Al-Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + Elias (Elijah): $(56 + 186) + 102 = 242 + 102 = 344$

الدك (the Bombardment or Destruction) of London + Ihya (Revival) of Sydney: $55 + 134 + 21 + 134 = 344$

الدك لندن  War of London: $210 + 134 = 344$

كوريا الجنوبية  South Korea: $237 + 107 = 344$

بلد الأعرور  Balad (Country) of the Awar: $36 + 308 = 344$
Night of Allah’s Ba’th (Resurrection) of the Mutaqeen (pious or God-fearing): 75 + 572 + 66 + 631 = 1344 (equivalent to 344)

Nihaya (End) of Pope Francis + Akhir (Last) Pope: (71 + 6 + 460) + [801 (or 802) + 6] = 537 + 807 (or 808) = 1344 (or 1345)

Nihaya (End) of Pope Francis + Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paulus (Paul), the Second: (71 + 6 + 460) + (21 + 37 + 59 + 98 + 592) = 537 + 807 = 1344

Amstrong stepped on the Moon: 16 + 1957 (or 1958) + 371 = 1344 (or 1345)

Day of Approach of Adam + The tree: 56 + [704 + 45 (or 46) + 539] = 56 + 1288 (or 1289) = 1344 (or 1345)

Sent on a journey his servant, at night, from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): 271 + 83 + 71 + 90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 232 = 1344

We have brought you seven of / from the Mathani (twosomes, couples, or pairs) and (verse 87 of Sura 15): 483 (or 482) + 133 + 90 + 632 + 6 = 1344 (or 1343)

In the Trumpet, that is the Warned-about Day (verse 20 of Sura 50): (90 + 327) + (750 + 56 + 121) = 417 + 927 = 1344 (equivalent to 344) (1344 is the 1126th Composite Number) (1595 is the 1344th Composite Number)

The Line of Latitude 51 degrees North: 609 + 1101 + (51 + 212) + 371 = 609 + (1101 + 263) + 371 = (609 + 1364) + 371 = 1973 + 371 = 2344 (= 1922 + 422) (London is located on Latitude 51 degrees North)

The 19th of Zu Hijja is the 344th day of Hijri year.
sent, in a journey, his worshipper (or servant) (verse 1 of Sura 17): $262 + 83 = 345$

Israa (heavenly journey) of Gog and Magog: $263 + (23 + 6 + 53) = 263 + 82 = 345$

Voyage of Luna 15: $243 + (87 + 15) = 243 + 102 = 345$  [On July 13 1969, three days before the launch of Apollo 11, the Soviet Union launched its own spacecraft, the unmanned Luna 15 to land on the moon, collect lunar soil by means of a robot and bring it back to Earth. Luna 15 crash-landed in the Sea of Crises on the Moon on July 21, 1969.]

Al-Qadeer (the capable): $345$

The Shahada (Martyrdom, Physical Realm, what is witnessed, or what can be sensed using our 5 senses) (verse 22 of Sura 59): $345$ (or $346$)

Victory comes (verse 1 of Sura 110): $5 + 340 = 345$

to them, their Prophet: It is the Aya (Sign) of his Kingship (verse 248 of Sura 2): $(75 + 107 + 51 + 17) + 95 = 250 + 95 = 345$

Inzala (Brought down) of the Wahy (Revelation) upon Mohammad: $56 + (110 + 92) = 143 + 202 = 345$

Day of the Nuzul (Descent) + Adam + Hawwa (Eve) + Iblees (Evil Jinn or Demon): $56 + [124 + 46 (or 45) + 16 + 103] = 56 + 289$ (or 288) = $345$ (or $344$)

Day of the Qiyama (Upheaval) + The Nihaya (End): $(56 + 187) + 102 = 243 + 102 = 345$

Day of the Lights: $56 + 289$ = $345$  [Festival of Lights, also known as Hanukkah, is an 8-day Jewish Holiday that commemorates the victory of practicing Jews and re-dedication of the Jewish Temple in Jerusalem to God on Kislev 25 (165 BC), after it was transformed by Greek Seleucid King Antiochus IV into a pagan temple and was desecrated by performing pagan rituals in the Jewish Temple, such as slaughtering and offering unholy sacrifices to pagan gods, three years earlier also on Kislev 25 (168 BC).]

Day of the Nahr (slaughter): $56 + 289$ = $345$  (The first day of Eid of the Adha (Sacrifice), which is the 10th of Zu Al-Hijja, is called Day of the Nahr (Slaughter) because it commemorates Abraham’s willingness to slaughter his son, Ismael, as a sacrifice)

Day of Fitr (this is the Islamic Holiday at the end of Ramadan and starts on the 1st day of the month of Shawwal): $56 + 289$ = $345$

Day of Muharram 1: $56 + (288 + 1) = 56 + 289$ = $345$ (Muharram 1 is the first day of the Hijri year)
Day of the Raheem (Most Merciful): $56 + 289 = 345$

Day of Inha (Ending) of Nima () of Allah: $56 + [58 + (165 + 66)] = 56 + (58 + 231) = 56 + 289 = 345$

Day of Ruya (apparition or vision) of Elul (September): $56 + (212 + 77) = 56 + 289 = 345$

O My Son, I see (verse 102 of Sura 37): $11 + 62 + 61 + 211 = 345$

He saw (verse 18 of Sura 53): $134 + 211 = 345$ (This is the 1435th verse from the end of the Quran)

Say: You have an appointment (or appointed time) (verse 30 of Sura 34): 345

Awda (Return) of hearing of the Imam Mahdi: $85 + 170 + 90 = 345$

Elias (Elijah) + Awda (Return) of life of Sydney: $102 + (85 + 24) + 134 = 1345$

Destruction of Al-Dajjal (Anti-Christ): $276 + 69 = 345$

State of Kufr/Kuffar (Disbelief/ Disbelievers): $45 + 300 = 345$

Bidaya (Beginning) of Suez Canal: $22 + (156 + 167) = 22 + 323 = 345$

The Maseekh (False Messiah) George Bush, the Son: $741 + (212 + 308) + 84 = (741 + 520) + 84 = 1261 + 84 = 1345$ ($= 5 \times 269$) (1345 is the 1127th Composite Number)

David Ben-Gurion: $21 + [52 (or 53) + 1272] = 21 + 1324 (or 1325) = 1345$ (or 1346)

David Ben-Gurion, first Prime Minister of Israel, was born on October 16, 1886 (Muharram 17, 1304 Hijri) (Tishri 17, 5647 Jewish) (2410,195.5th or 2410,196th Julian Day) and died on December 1, 1973 (Zu Al-Qada 6, 1393 Hijri) (Kislev 6, 5734 Jewish) (2442,017.5th or 2442,017.5th Julian Day)

David Ben-Gurion: $21 + [52 (or 53) + 1272] = 21 + 1324 (or 1325) = 1345$ (or 1346)
Day of Approach of Adam + The tree: $56 + [704 + 46 (or 45) + 539] = 56 + 1289 (or 1288) = \text{1345 (or 1344)}$

Your Fasting + Your Slaughter + Beginning of your year: $196 + 318 + (261 + 570) = 196 + 318 + 831 = \text{1345 (These are key words in an important Hadith)}$

Nihaya (End) of Pope Francis + The Catholic Church: $71 + (6 + 460) + [176 + 632 (or 633)] = 71 + 466 + 808 (or 809) = \text{1345 (or 1346)}$

Nihaya (End) of Pope Francis + Akhir (Last) Pope: $71 + 6 + 460 + [802 (or 801) + 6] = 537 + 808 (or 807) = \text{1345 (or 1344)}$

Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paulus (Paul) + Nikaya (End) of Pope Francis + The Vatican: $(21 + 37 + 98) + (71 + 6 + 460 + 593) = 215 + 1130 = \text{1345 (or 1346)}$

Day of Istiada (Getting back) of Muslimeen (Muslims) the Quds (Jerusalem) from the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): $56 + (541 + 230 + 195 + 90 + 233) = 56 + 1289 = \text{1345}$

Nihaya (End) of the American United States: $71 + (479 + 488 + 307) = 71 + 1274 = \text{1345 (equivalent to 345)}$

Nakba (Catastrophe) of the United States of America: $77 + [478 (or 479) + 488] + 302 = 77 + [966 (or 967) + 302] = 77 + 1268 (or 1269) = \text{1345 (or 1346)}$

Nakba (Catastrophe) of New York + The United States: $77 + 302 + [478 (or 479) + 488] = 77 + [302 + 966 (or 967)] = 77 + 1268 (or 1269) = \text{1345 (or 1346)}$

Day of Wahiya (Catastrophe) + Hadd (Destruction) of Hamburg: $56 + [27 + 9 + 1253 (or 1254)] = 56 + 1289 (or 1290) = \text{1345 (or 1346)}$

Day of When the Earth (or Land) is shaken (by) its Quake (or Shaking Event). (verse 1 of Sura 99): $56 + 2289 = \text{2345 (equivalent to 345)} (2345 is the 1997th Composite Number)}$

The Rahman, the Raheem. The Hour has approached and (verse 1 of Sura 54): $329 (or 330) + 289 + 1103 + 167 + 6 + 451 = \text{2345 (or 2346)}$

Lailat (Eve) of Nuzul (Descent) of the Quran, the Majeed (Glorious) + The Preserved Board to the Bayt of the Izza: $75 + 93 + [383 (or 382) + 88] + (75 + 1065) + 41 + (412 + 113) = 75 + [93 + 471 (or 470) + 1140] + (41 + 525) = 75 + [1704 (or 1703) + 566] = 75 + 2270 (or 2269) = \text{2345 (or 2344)}$

Day of Fire-Storm + Operation Gomorrah + Hamburg
Germany : 56 + (246 + 251) + (155 + 1251) + [1253 (or 1254) + 133] = 56 + [497 + 1406 + 1386 (or 1387)] = 56 + 3289 (or 3290) = 3345 (or 3346)

الذي جمع مالا و عدده يحسب أن ماله أخلده كلاً لينذن في الحطمة و ما أدرك ما الحطمه

الذي جمع مالا و عدده يحسب أن ماله أخلده كلاً لينذن في الحطمة و ما أدرك ما الحطمه

And how would you know what the Hutama is? (verse 2 – 5 of Sura 104): (740 + 113 + 72 + 6 + 83 + 80 + 51 + 76 + 640 + 51 + 842 + 90 + 93 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 93) = 1095 + 2250 = 3345

We have descended it/him in Night of the Qadr and how would you know what (or which) Night of the Qadr is? Night of the Qadr is better than (goodness from) one thousand months (verses 1 - 3 of Sura 97): 52 + 3293 (or 3294) = 3345 (or 3346) (= 3 x 5 x 223) (3345 is the 2873rd Composite Number) (3884 is the 3345th Composite Number)

Pope Benedict XVI was born on Saturday, April 16, 1927 (Shawwal 13, 1345 Hijri).

The 20th of Zu Hijja is the 345th day of Hijri year.
23 + ﻫـ ﺳﯿﺒﻄﻤﺒﺮ September + 23 : 323 + 23 = 346 (This refers to September 23)

رژا + ﻒﻠﺘـ Ruya (Apparition or Vision) + Fatima: 212 + 134 (or 135) = 346 (or 347)

رئیس جعله دکاء my Lord, he will turn it into ruins (verse 98 of Sura 18): 212 + 108 + 26 = 346

جاهل رسو A Messenger came to them (verse 113 of Sura 16) : 50 + 296 = 346

The Shahada (Martyrdom, Physical Realm, or what is witnessed, or what can be sensed using our 5 senses) (verse 22 of Sura 59) : 346 (or 345)

روزي ﺳـ ﺗ ﺟ ﻫ Day of the Harami (Thief): 56 + 290 (or 289) = 346 (or 345)

الوعد + يوم الدين + الجن Inzal (Bringing down) of the Wahy (Revelation) upon Mohammad : (89 + 55) + (110 + 92) = 144 + 202 = 346

الوعده + يوم الدين + الاجزاء The Promise + Day of the Deen (verse 4 of Sura 1) + The Jinn (demons): 111 + (56 + 95) + 84 = 111 + (151 + 84) = 111 + 235 = 346

الدك + ساعه ﯼ The Dakk (Destruction) + Hour Qiyama (Resurrection or Outbreak of War): 55 + 136 + 155 = 346 (or 347)

الساعة + قيامة ياجوج The Hour + Qiyama (Upheaval) of Gog : 167 + 156 + 23 = 346

الإبادة + إسرائيل The Ibada (Annihilation) + Israel: 44 + 302 (or 303) = 346 (or 347)

زوال إسرائيل Zawal (End) of Israel : 44 + 302 (or 303) = 346 (or 347)

زوال الأمريكي Zawal (Extinction or End) of the Amreek (Americans): 44 + 302 = 346

زوال نيويورك (أو إسرائيل أو البريطان) Zawal (Demise) of New York (Israel or Britons): 44 + 302 (or 303) = 346 (or 347)

الدنمارك The Denmark: 346

إحياء + ياجوج + الأمريكي Ihyaa (Resurrection) + Yajuj (Gog) + The Amreek (Americans) : 21 + 23 + 302 = 346

يوم قيامة لندن (أو سيدني) Day of Qiyama (Upheaval) of London (or Sydney): (56 + 156) + 134 = 212 + 134 = 346

سيدني + مدينة إبليس Sydney + Madina (City) of Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil): 134 + (109 + 103) = 134 + 212 = 346

إبليس + عوده حياة سيدني Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil) + Awda (Return) of life of Sydney:
103 + (85 + 24) + 134 = 103 + 109 + 134 = 346

Awda (Return) of Jesus + Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of the Mahdi: (85 + 150) + (21 + 90) = 235 + 111 = 346

Awda (Return) of Jesus + Aya (Sign) of the Prophethood: (85 + 150) + (17 + 94) = 235 + 111 = 346

The Promise + Awda (Return) of Jesus: 111 + (85 + 150) = 111 + 235 = 346

The Ghashia (Overwhelming Event) (verse 1 of Sura 88): 1346 (or 1347)

The Caliph + The Imam Mahdi Al-Hashimi (Mahdi’s family name): 756 + 113 + 90 + 387 = 1346 (equivalent to 346)

Istish’had (Martyrdom) of Al-Hussein son of Ali + Karbala: 771 + [159 + 52 (or 53) + 110] + 254 (or 253) = [771 + 321 (or 322)] + 254 (or 253) = 1092 (or 1093) + 254 (or 253) = 1346 (1345 or 1347)

Karbala is the town where Al-Hussein (r. a. a.), grandchild of Prophet Mohammad (s.a.a.w.s.) was killed on October 10, 680 AD Julian (October 13, 680 AD Gregorian) (Muharram 10, 61 AH) (1969,710.5th or 1969,711th Julian Day). Karbala is also used to refer to the incident of martyrdom of Al-Hussein.

Praise be to Allah, Lord of the World, the Rahaman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), Master of Day of (verse 2 - 4 of Sura 1): [83 + 65 + 202 + 232 (or 231) + 329 + 289 + 90 (or 91)] + 56 = 1290 (1289 or 1291) + 56 = 1346 (1345 or 1347)

The Day of Al-Thani Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Second): 87 + [592 (or 591) + 6 + 661] = 87 + 1259 (or 1258) = 1346 (or 1345)

David Iben Gurion: 21 + [53 (or 52) + 1272] = 21 + 1325 (or 1324) = 1346 (or 1345) [David Ben-Gurion, first Prime Minister of Israel, was born on October 16, 1886 (Muḥarram 17, 1304 Hijri) (Tishri 17, 5647 Jewish) (2410,195.5th or 2410,196th Julian Day) and died on December 1, 1973 (Zu Al-Qada 6, 1393 Hijri) (Kislev 6, 5734 Jewish) (2442,017.5th or 2442,017.5th Julian Day) ]

City of Nagasaki + Japan: (109 + 1142) + 95 = 1251 + 95 = 1346 [The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time). ]
Day of Third Secret: 56 + [1030 (or 1031) + 260] = 56 + 1290 (or 1291) = \textcolor{red}{1346 (or 1347)}

Juan Fernandez y Krohn: (657 + 402) + (1 + 276) = 1069 + 277 = \textcolor{red}{1346 (equivalent to 364)} \textcolor{blue}{(1346 is the 1128\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) [During his first visit to Fatima, Pope John Paul II was attacked with a knife (or dagger) and wounded by Juan Fernandez y Krohn, a fanatical, ultra-conservative Spanish Catholic priest on May 12, 1982 (Rajab 19, 1402 Hijiiri) (Iyar 19, 5742 Jewish) (2445,101.5\textsuperscript{th} Julian Day).]

Nihaya (End) of Pope Francis + The Catholic Church: 71 + (6 + 460) + [176 + 633 (or 632)] = 71 + 466 + 809 (or 808) = \textcolor{red}{1346 (or 1345)}

The Promise + Anti-Christ + The Jinn (demons): 111 + (461 + 690) + 84 = 111 + 1151 + 84 = \textcolor{red}{1346}

O You, the Muzzamil, stay up the night (in prayers), except a little, half of it or subtract from it a little or add (verse 1-4 of Sura 73): \textcolor{red}{1346}

The King William Arthur Philip Louis: 121 + (86 + 901 + 132 + 106) = 121 + 1225 = \textcolor{red}{1346 (or 1347)} \textcolor{blue}{(1346 = 2 \times 673) (1346 is the 1128\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number)} \textcolor{blue}{((1598 is the 1346\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number))}

Al-Thani wa Al-Ishroon (The Twenty Second) + Ramadan: (592 + 6 + 657) + 1091 (or 1090) = 1255 + 1091 (or 1090) = \textcolor{red}{2346 (or 2345)}

Last President + The American United States: (801 + 271) + (479 + 488 + 307) = 1072 + 1274 = \textcolor{red}{2346}

The Rahman, the Raheem. The Hour has approached and Enoch (verse 1 of Sura 54): 330 (or 329) + 289 + 1103 + 167 + 6 + 451 = \textcolor{red}{2346 (or 2345)}

Eve of Nuzul (Descent) of the Quran from the Preserved Board to Bayt Al-Izza: 75 + [93 + 382 (or 383) + 90 + (75 + 1065) + 41 + (412 + 113) = 75 + 93 + 382 (or 383) + 90 + 1140 + 41 + 525] = 75 + 2271 (or 2272) = \textcolor{red}{2346 (or 2347)} \textcolor{blue}{(2346 is the 1998\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number)}

Rise of the Sun and before the Setting and of the night, praise him and after the prostration. And listen the Day the caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) (verse 39 – 42 of Sura 50): (115 + 431 + 6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 71 + 155 + 6) + [208 (or 207) + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 136 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144] = 2251 + 2095 = \textcolor{red}{4346}

out of the Land, so we drowned him and the ones with him, all of them. And we said, from after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (from diverse backgrounds). And in the Haq we descended it
(or him) and in the Haq it (or he) descended. And we have not sent you except as a Mubashir (Bearer of good news) (verse 103 – 105 of Sura 17): (90 + 1032 + 1436 + 6) + (90 + 115 + 124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 302 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 55 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6) + (41 + 362 + 32 + 543) = (2564 + 4570) + 1212 = 7134 + 1212 = 8346

Due to an earthquake that affected Constantinople on May 19, 1346 (Muharram 26, 747 Hijri) (Iyar 26, 5106 Jewish), several parts of Hagia (Aya) Sophia collapsed. Consequently, the church was closed until 1354, when repairs were undertaken by architects Astras and Peralta. After the Ottomans conquered Constantinople on May 29, 1453 Julian (June 7, 1453 Gregorian) (Jumada Al-Ula 20, 857 Hijri) (Sivan 21, 5213 Jewish) (2251, 914.5th 2251,915th Julian Day), Hagia Sophia was converted into a mosque, serving as the Cami-i Kebir “Grand Mosque” of the Ottoman sultans.

On September 11, 1927 (Rabi Awwal 14, 1346 Hijri) (Elul 14, 5687 Jewish), at 22:15 UTC, an earthquake struck Crimea.

On April 10, 1928 (Shawwal 19, 1346 Hijri) (Nisan 19, 5688 Jewish), Turkey became secular and a constitutional provision that used to declare Islam as official religion was deleted.

Construction of the Sanctuary of Fatima in Portugal started on May 13 1928 (Zu Al-Qada 23, 1346 Hijri) (Iyar 23, 5688 Jewish). The Sanctuary of Fatima was opened and consecrated on October 7, 1953 (Muharram 28, 1373 Hijri) (Tishri 28, 5714 Jewish).

Day of Hour of Qiyama (Resurrection or Outbreak of War): 56 + 136 + 155 = 347 (or 348) (347 is the 69th Prime Number) (430 is the 347th Composite Number) (2341 is the 347th Prime Number) (5347 is the 707th Prime Number)

Day of Zilzal (Quake) of Valdivia: 56 + (75 + 216) = 56 + 291 = 347

[On May 22, 1960 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1379 Hijri), the most powerful earthquake (measuring 9.5) ever recorded throughout history in the World happened in Valdivia, Chile.]

the Day the caller calls from (verse 41 of Sura 50): (56 + 65 + 136) + 90 = 257 + 90 = 347

Donald Trump: 90 (or 89) + 257 = 347 (or 346)

Donald Trump: 95 + 252 (or 251) = 347 (or 346)

Armilus: 347 (Armilus is the Anti-Christ based on Jewish Beliefs)

And he saw him (or it) (verse 13 of Sura 53): 6 + 134 + 207 = 347

Ruya (Apparition or Vision) + Fatima: 212 + 135 = 347

Day of the Secret: 56 + 291 = 347
Sho’om (Omen): 347 (or 346)

The Haram (Forbidden) + Hubut (Descent) of Adam: 280 + (22 + 45) = 280 + 67 = 347

The Haram (Forbidden) Balad (City/Country): 67 + 280 = 347

State of Israel: 45 + 302 = 347

Zawal (End) of Israel: 44 + 303 (or 302) = 347 (or 346)

The Down Under (refers to Australia): 92 + 255 = 347

Island Tasmania (Main Island of an Australian State): 225 + 122 (or 118) = 347 (or 343)

Island of Dajjal of the Jinn (invisible creatures): 225 + (38 + 84) = 225 + 122 = 347

Lud Gate of the Awar (refers to the Dajjal): (5 + 34) + 308 = 39 + 308 = 347

The Holy Kas (Cup or Grail): 112 + 235 = 347

Around her neck is a rope of Masad (verse 5 of Sura 111): 90 + 23 + 40 + 90 + 104 = 347

Maqbara (Grave): 347

Exodus (or Escape) from Sydney: 213 + 134 = 347

Expulsion (of Palestinians) + Sydney: 213 + 134 = 347

The Hadda (Incident of Destruction) of New York: 45 + 302 = 347

The Hadda (Incident of Destruction) of the Amreek (Americans): 45 + 302 = 347

Expulsion (of Palestinians) + State of the Jews: 213 + 134 = 347

And the Tariq (verse 1 of Sura 86): 6 + 341 = 347

And the Spirit in it (verse 4 of Sura 97): 6 + (245 + 96) = 6 + 341 = 347

And the Spirit in it by permission of their Lord (verse 4 of Sura 97): 6 + (245 + 96) + (750 + 247) = (6 + 341) + 1000 = 347 + 1000 = 1347
الحمد لله رب العالمين الرحمن الرحيم مالك يوم القيامة (Praise be to Allah, Lord of the World, the Rahaman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), Master of Day of (verse 2 - 4 of Sura 1): [83 + 65 + 202 + 232 (or 231) + 329 + 289 + 91 (or 90)] + 56 = 1291 (1289 or 1290) + 56 = 1347 (1345 or 1346)

I bear witness that there is no God, except Allah And that I bear witness that Mohammad is a Messenger of Allah ( Muslims' Testimony of Faith): 526 + 821 (or 822) = 1347 (or 1348) (equivalent to 347)

Day of Third Secret: 56 + [ 1031 (or 1030) + 260] = 56 + 1291 (or 1290) = 1347 (or 1346)

Ismi al-Esareel A'skwaw al-ard Fa'ada to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When (verse 104 of Sura 17): 92 + (303 + 138 + 1032 + 782) = 92 + 2255 = 2347

The Imam, Prince of the Believers + The Caliph: 113 + (251 + 227) + 756 = 113 + 478 + 756 = 1347

Herostratus: 1347 (or 1348) (Herostratus was Greek man, in the 4th-century BC, who destroyed the Temple of Artemis, one of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World, for the sake of fame. His act prompted the creation of a damnatio memoriae law, forbidding anyone to mention his name. Nevertheless, his name has become a metonym for someone who commits a bad act in order to become famous.)

The Ninth Month Hijri: (536 + 562) + 249 = 1098 + 249 = 1347

Qiyam (Resurrection) of Turkey + The Pakistan: 151 (or 150) + (631 + 565) = 151 (or 150) + 1196 = 1347 (or 1346) (= 3 x 449) (1347 is the 1129th Composite Number) (1599 is the 1347th Composite Number)

Mustafa Kemal Ataturk: (229 + 91) + 1027 (or 1028) = 320 + 1027 (or 1028) = 1347 (or 1348) (equivalent to 347) [Mustafa Kemal Ataturk is the man who was behind the end of the Ottoman Sultanate and abolition of the Caliphate. He became President of Turkey. He was born on May 19, 1881 (Jumada Thania 19, 1298 Hijri) (Iyar 20, 5641 Jewish) (2408,219.5th Julian Day). He died on November 10, 1938 (Ramadan 17, 1357 Hijri) (Heshvan 16, 5699 Jewish) (2429,212.5th Julian Day).]

General Henri Gouraud + Qabr (Tomb or Grave) of Salah Eddeen Al-Ayyubi : 284 + (265 + 1212) + 302 + (129 + 95 + 60) = (284 + 1477) + (302 + 284) = 1761 + 586 = 2347 | General Henri Gouraud was Representative of the French Government in the Middle East, in charge of enforcement of Sykes-Picot Agreement. After the victory of the French forces in Battle of Maysalun and conquering Damascus, General Gouraud reportedly went to the tomb of Salah Eddin Al-Ayyubi (who defeated the Crusaders and liberated Jerusalem in 1187 AD), adjacent to the Umawi Mosque in Damascus, kicked it, and said: “Wake up Salah Eddin. We have returned. My presence here consecrates victory of the Cross over the Crescent.”]
Once their Messenger comes, he judges matters among them by justice (verse 47 of Sura 10): 2347 (equivalent to 347)

What Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): (41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136) + (6 + 245) + 96 = 3000 + 251 + 96 = 3347 (3347 is the 472nd Prime Number)

In Turkey, at the time of President Kemal Ataturk, the language revolution to replace the Arabic script of the Turkish language with Latin script officially began in 1928. In May 1928, numbers written in Arabic were replaced with their Western equivalents. On November 1, 1928 (Jumada Ula 17, 1347 Hijri), the Grand National Assembly approved the new Latin alphabet of Turkish language that had been devised by a committee of scholars. Many members of the assembly favored gradually introducing the new letters over a period up to five years. However, Ataturk insisted that the transition last only a few months, and his opinion prevailed. On January 1, 1929 (Rajab 19, 1347 Hijri) (Teveth 19, 5689 Hijri), it became unlawful to use the Arabic alphabet to write in Turkish language.

The Vatican, which used to be part of the Kingdom of Italy, became an independent state, on Monday, February 11, 1929 (Ramadan 1 (or Shaban 29), 1347 Hijri). Pope Benedict announced his resignation on February 11, 2013. February 11 is the 42nd day of the Gregorian Calendar.
Day of Hour of Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 56 + (136 + 156) = 56 + 292 = **348** (or 347)    (348 is the 278th Composite Number)    (432 is the 348th Composite Number)    (2347 is the 348th Prime Number)    (2750 is the 2348th Composite Number)

Day + Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18): 56 + (80 + 212) = 56 + 292 = **348**

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Tribulation, Beginning of End Times) + Angels: 56 + 156 + 105 = **348**

Ruya (Apparition or Vision) of Nihaya (End) of Dunya (World before the End Times): 212 + (71 + 65) = 212 + 136 = **348**

Wilada (Birth) of Israel: 46 + 302 (or 303) = **348** (or 349)

State of Israel: 45 + 303 (or 302) = **348** (or 347)

Nuzul (Descent) of the Wahy (Revelation or Inspiration) upon the Mahdi: (93 + 55) + 110 + 90 = 148 + 110 + 90 = **348**

The Hadda (Incident of Destruction) + The Briton (Britons): 45 + 303 = **348**

We perish (verse 16 of Sura 17) + Sydney: 105 + (109 + 134) = 105 + 243 = **348**

Promise of the End Times. To ruin your faces (your best cities). (verse 7 of Sura 17) + City of Sydney: (80 + 838 + 107 + 80) + (109 + 134) = 1105 + 243 = **348** (equivalent to 348)

Promise of the End Times + Bomb + City of Sydney: (80 + 838) + 187 + (109 + 134) = (918 + 187) + 243 = 1105 + 243 = **1348** (equivalent to 348)

Mustafa Kemal Ataturk: (229 + 91) + 1028 (or 1027) = 320 + 1028 (or 1027) = **1348** (or 1347) (equivalent to 348)   [Mustafa Kemal Ataturk is the man who was behind the end of the Ottoman Sultanate and abolition of the Caliphate. He became President of Turkey. He was born on May 19, 1881 (Jumada Thania 19, 1298 Hijri) (Iyar 20, 5641 Jewish) (2408,219.5th Julian Day). He died on November 10, 1938 (Ramadan 17, 1357 Hijri) (Heshvan 16, 5699 Jewish) (2429,212.5th Julian Day). ]
Al-Tisa Ashar (The Nineteen) + Ayar (May): (566 + 570) + 212 = 1136 + 212 = 1348

Herostratus: 1348 (or 1347) (Herostratus was Greek man, in the 4th-century BC, who destroyed the Temple of Artemis, one of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World, for the sake of fame. His act prompted the creation of a damnatio memoriae law, forbidding anyone to mention his name. Nevertheless, his name has become a metonym for someone who commits a bad act in order to become famous.)

Iraq started its invasion of Kuwait on August 2, 1990 and within 2 days, almost all of Kuwait became under its control.

The Rum (Eastern Romans) have been defeated in Adna (nearest or lowest location) of the Ard (Land/Earth) and they, after their defeat (verse 1-3 of Sura 30): 5348 (5348 is the 4640th Composite Number)

The Sun of the Hour: when? (verse 42-43 of Sura 79): (120 + 167) + 62 = 287 + 62 = 349 (349 is the 70th Prime Number) (434 is the 349th Composite Number) (2351 is the 349th Prime Number)
President of Israel, Shimon Peres, visited **Mosque of the Jazzar (Slaughterer)** in Akka, Israel, on Tuesday, August 23, 2011 (Ramadan 23, 1432 Hijri) (Av 23, 5771 Jewish Calendar) (2455,796.5th Julian Day)

**Mosque of the Qiyama**: 107 + [56 + 186 (or 187)] = 107 + 242 (or 243) = 349 (or 350)

**The Nuclear War**: 241 + 108 = 349

**Fire of Hell (verse 109 of Sura 9)**: 251 + 98 = 349

**The Hareeq (burning fire) (verse 9 of Sura 22)**: 349

**The Biggest Tamma (Burial Event) (verse 34 of Sura 79)**: 86 + 263 = 349

**Fitrikom (Your Breaking of the Fast)**: 349 (This is part of a Hadith)

**Hadd (Destruction) of Persians**: 9 + 340 = 349

**The Perishing of Iran**: 87 + 262 = 349

**Annihilation of City of Isfahan**: 13 + 336 = 349

**We have sent upon them roaring wind** (verse 19 of Sura 54): 1349 (equivalent to 349)

**No, he shall be left alone in the Hutama (Destructive Event) and how would you know** (verse 4 – 5 of Sura 104): 1349

**Kharab (Devastation) + Jazair (Isles) of the Britons**: 834 + (212 + 303) = 834 + 515 = 1349 (equivalent to 349)

**Nuclear Missiles + Bani Al-Britan (Children of Britons)**: 984 + 365 = 1349 (equivalent to 349)

**The Zawal (End or Cessation of Existence) + The American United States**: 75 + (479 + 488 + 307) = 75 + 1274 = 1349 (equivalent to 349)

**Canada + The American United States**: 75 + (479 + 488 + 307) = 75 + 1274 = 1349 (equivalent to 349)

**Kharab (Devastation) + City of Vancouver**: 803 + 546 = 1349 (equivalent to 349)

**Nuclear Karitha (Catastrophe) + Manhattan**: (726 + 77) + 546 = 803 + 546 (or 547) = 1349 (or 1350)
The Tadmeer (Destruction) + Paris, France: $685 + 664 = 1349$ (equivalent to $349$)

Ecliptic line (Path on which 11 Planets, the Sun and the Moon may line up): $609 + 740 = 1349$ (equivalent to $349$) ($1349$ is the $1131^{st}$ Composite Number) ($1602$ is the $1349^{th}$ Composite Number)

Bidaya (Beginning) of Awwal (First) phase of Promise of the Akhira (End Times): $22 + [37 + 283 + 90 + 80 + 837 (or 838)] = 22 + 1327 (or 1328) = 1349 (or 1350)

Magic + Sha’waza (Sorcery or Witchcraft): $268 + 1081 = 1349$

The Papal Church of the Saint Petrus (Peter) + City of Vatican: $(145 + 205 + 271 + 57) + (109 + 562) = 678 + 671 = 1349$

Sent on a journey his servant at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed (verse 1 of Sura 17): $2349$ (or $2350$) (equivalent to $349$) ($2349$ is the $2000^{th}$ Composite Number)

Itifaqiya (Agreement) of Surrender of Japan + Nihaya (End) of the Second World War: $[597 + 592 (or 591) + 64] + 71 + [241 + 187 + 597 (or 596)] = 1253 (or 1252) + 71 + 1025 (or 1024) = 2349 (or 2348) [World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 a.m. (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5 Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 p.m. (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).]

Karitha (Catastrophe) of the Nuclear Weapons War + The American United States: $[726 + (241 + 108)] + (479 + 488 + 307) = (726 + 349) + 1274 = 1075 + 1274 = 2349$

the Hour arises, on that day will lose (verse 27 of Sura 45): $2349$

Praise be to Lord of the Universe, the Rahman, the Raheem, master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment) . You are whom we worship and you are whom we seek help from. Guide us to the Straight Path (verse 2 – 5 of Sura 1): $3349$ (equivalent to $349$) ($3349$ is the $2876^{th}$ Composite Number)

The dawn and Ten Nights and the Even and the Odd and the Night as it travels. Is there in this an oath for someone with a brain? Have you not seen what your Lord has done (verse 1 – 6 of Sura 89): $(314 + 6 + 71 + 570 + 6 + 481 + 6 + 637) + (6 + 71 + 702 + 270 + 35 + 90 + 750 + 200 + 740 + 211 + 71 + 600 + 110 + 180 + 222) = 2091 + 4258 = 6349$
Qarn (Horn or Breed/Nation): \(350\)  
\(350\) is the \(279^{th}\) Composite Number  
\(435\) is the \(350^{th}\) Composite Number  
(There is a Hadith that mentions the Horn (or Two Horns) of Satan that will emerge)

\[
\text{Miqdaruhu (the duration of it) (verse 5 of Sura 32):} \quad 350
\]

\[
\text{Numerical:} \quad 350
\]

\[
\text{Alexandria:} \quad 350
\]

Nuzul (descent or coming down) of the Wahy (Revelation) upon Mohammad:  
\(93 + 55 + 110 + 92 = 350\)

Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time) + The Life of the Dunya (World before the End Times):  
\([71 + 128\text{ (or 129)}] + (55 + 96) = 199\text{ (or 200)} + 151 = 350\text{ (or 351)}\)

Nihaya (End) of the Masonic State:  
\(71 + (76 + 203) = 71 + 279 = 350\)

Day of the Israa (Miraculous heavenly journey):  
\(56 + 294 = 350\)

The Cancer: \(350\text{ (or 351)}\)  
(The Zodiac sign of both George Bush and Prince William is Cancer)

Day of Qiyam (Resurrection or Upheaval) of enemies of Allah:  
\(56 + [151 + (77 + 66)] = 56 + (151 + 143) = 56 + 294 = 350\)

The Prince son of David:  
\(282 + 53\text{ (or 52)} + 15 = 350\text{ (or 349)}\)

Hadd (Destruction) of Mountain of Temple of Solomon:  
\(9 + 35 + (116 + 190) = 9 + (35 + 306) = 9 + 341 = 350\)

The Nuclear Nakba (Disaster) + Sydney (or London):  
\((108 + 108) + 134 = 216 + 134 = 350\)

From their Homelands:  
\(350\)

War + Islam Abad:  
\(210 + (132 + 8) = 210 + 140 = 350\)

Al-Nakba (The Catastrophe) of Lahore:  
\(108 + 242 = 350\)

Istanbul + Aqsa:  
\(158 + 192 = 350\)

Hadm (Destruction) + Nakba (Catastrophe) of Istanbuliyoon (Istanbulites):
49 + 77 + 224 = 350

The Third of Muharram: 1062 + 288 = 1350 (equivalent to 350) (1350 is the 1132th Composite Number) (1603 is the 1350th Composite Number)

Day of Inhiyar (Collapse) of Mine of the Copper and the Gold: 56 + 267 + [133 + (150 + 6 + 738)] = 56 + 267 + (133 + 894) = 56 + (267 + 1027) = 56 + 1294 = 1350

Karthia (Disaster) of India + Pakistan: 726 + 90 + 534 = 1350 (equivalent to 350)

Allah and the Conquest and you see the people (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 110): 1350

Zilzal (Quake or Shaking Event) of the Earth + Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) (verse 6 of Sura 75): (75 + 1032) + [56 + 187 (or 186)] = 1107 + 243 (or 242) = 1350 (or 1349) (equivalent to 350)

Bidaya (Beginning) of Awwal (First) phase of Promise of the Akhira (End Times): 22 + [37 + 283 + 90 + 80 + 838 (or 837)] = 22 + 1328 (or 1327) = 1350 (or 1349)

Al-Thani wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Second) + Ramadan: [592 (or 591) + 6 + 661] + 1091 = 1259 (or 1258) + 1091 = 2350 (or 2349)

so that those who have been given the Book become certain and become more (verse 31 of Sura 74): 660 + 791 + 414 + 453 + 6 + 26 = 2350

Sent on a journey his servant at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed (verse 1 of Sura 17): 2350 (or 2349) (2350 is the 2001st Composite Number) (2752 is the 2350th Composite Number)

After him to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the land. When the Promise of the End Times comes (verse 104 of Sura 17): 81 + 92 + 303 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) = 3350 (or 3351) (equivalent to 350) (3350 is the 2877th Composite Number)

We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is

You the Tabut (Coffin or Ark). In it, there is Sakina from your Lord and remainder of what was left by the family of Moses and the family of Aaron, carried by the Angels. In that, there is an Aya (Sign) for you (verse 248 of Sura 2): 4350 (= 435 x 10) (equivalent to 350) (4350 is the 3755th Composite Number)

After him to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the land. When the Promise of the End Times comes (verse 104 of Sura 17): 81 + 92 + 303 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) = 3350 (or 3351) (equivalent to 350) (3350 is the 2877th Composite Number)
better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is, till rise of (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): (144 + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 128 + 6 + 245 + 96) + (753 + 247) + 90 + (50 + 241 + 131 + 15 + 418 + 149) = 4256 + (1000 + 90 + 1004) = 4256 + 2094 = 6350

♦ القرآن Qarna (Twos or Two Breeds/Nations): 351 (= 3x3x3 x 13) (351 is the 280th Composite Number) (436 is the 351st Composite Number) (2371 is the 351st Prime Number) (There is a Hadith that mentions the Horn (or Two Horns) of Satan that will emerge)

قرآن Quran : 351 (or 352)

نزول الوحي + الإمام المهدي Nuzul (Descent) of the Wahy (Revelation or Inspiration) + The Imam Mahdi : (93 + 55) + (113 + 90) = 148 + 203 = 351

نهايته الزمان + الحياة الدنيا Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time) + The Life of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 71 + 129 (or 128) + (55 + 96) = 71 + 129 (or 128) + 151 = 351 (or 350)

و المعراج And the Miraj (Ascension to Heaven): 6 + 345 = 351

الإصطفاف + 11 كوكب The Istifaf (Lining up or Alignment) + 11 Planets : 292 + (11 + 48) = 292 + 59 = 351

السرطان The Cancer: 351 (or 350) (The Zodiac sign of both George Bush and Prince William is Cancer)

براك حسين Barack Hussein: 223 (or 224) + 128 = 351 (or 352)

دوند طرومب Donald Trump: 94 (or 95) + 257 = 351 (or 352)

الدجال الأمير The Dajjal, the Prince: 69 + 282 = 351

جورج إبن وليم George son of William : 212 + 53 (or 52) + 86 = 351 (or 350)

عوذه نيرو Awda (Return) of Nero: 85 + 266 = 351

نيرو + الجان Nero + The Jan (demons): 266 + 85 = 351

نشيء Breed (such as the People resurrected by the Dajjal): 351

إحياء مملكة القدس Ihya (Revival) of Kingdom of the Quds (Jerusalem): 21 + (135 + 195) = 21 + 330 = 351

مملكة المسيح بن داود Kingdom of the Messiah Son of David: 135 + 149 + 67 (or 68) = 351 (or 352)
City of Lahore: 109 + 242 = 351

Iraqa Dam (Blood Shed): 307 + 44 = 351

The refuge (verse 10 of Sura 75): 351

Nasara (Christians): 351

The Beasts (verse 5 of Sura 81): 351

The pasture (or dead people) (verse 4 of Sura 87): 351

The Nakba (Catastrophe) + City of Sydney: 108 + 109 + 134 = 351

Promise to Sydney + The Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) + The Jann (Jinn - invisible creatures): (80 + 134 + 52) + 85 = 266 + 85 = 351

The Maseekh (False Messiah) George W. Bush, the Son: 741 + (212 + 6 + 308) + 84 = (741 + 526) + 84 = 1267 + 84 = 1351

Nakba (Catastrophe) of the American United States: 77 + (479 + 488 + 307) = 77 + 1274 = 1351 (equivalent to 351)

Al-Thamin wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Eighth) + Yulyu (July): (622 (or 621) + 6 + 661) + 62 = 1289 (or 1288) + 62 = 1351 (or 1350)

The Angels and the Spirit descend in it, by/ in the permission of their Lord, for every matter (verse 4 of Sura 97): [487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96] + (753 + 247) + (90 + 50 + 241) = 970 (or 971) + 1000 + 381 = 2351 (or 2352) (equivalent to 351)

(2351 is the 349th Prime Number) (2754 is the 2351st Composite Number)

Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the land. When (the Promise) comes (verse 104 of Sura 17): 92 + 302 (or 303) + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 = 2351 (or 2352) (equivalent to 351)

After him to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the land. When the Promise of the End Times comes (verse 104 of Sura 17): 81 + 92 + 303 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) = 3351 (or 3350) (equivalent to 351) (3351 = 3 x 1117)

(3351 is the 2878th Composite Number) (3891 is the 3351st Composite Number)
Quran: 352 (or 351) (352 is the 281st Composite Number) (437 is the 352nd Composite Number) (2377 is the 352nd Prime Number) (2755 is the 2352nd Composite Number) (8404 is the 7352nd Composite Number)

Qurban (Sacrificial offering): 352 (or 353)

Donald Trump: 95 (or 94) + 257 = 352 (or 351)

Barack Hussein: 224 (or 223) + 128 = 352 (or 351)

My Lord, he turns it into ruins and (verse 98 of Sura 18): (212 + 108 + 26) + 6 = 346 + 6 = 352

Greatest Day of the Hajj (Pilgrimage) (verse 3 of Sura 9): 56 + (42 + 254) = 56 + 296 = 352

The Qiyama (Resurrection) + The Kingdom: 186 (or 187) + 166 = 352 (or 353)

The Saudi Kingdom: 166 + 186 = 352

Island of Dajjal of the Jinna (demons): 225 + (38 + 89) = 225 + 127 = 352

Kingdom of the Messiah Son of David: 135 + 149 + 68 (or 67) = 352 (or 351)

The Promise + The Messiah, the Dajjal, Yajuj (Gog): 111 + [149 + (69 + 23)] = 111 + (149 + 92) = 111 + 241 = 352

Ahya (Resurrected People) of the Kufar (unbelievers): 21 + 331 = 352

The AsSyrians: 352

Digging up/out: 352

There are no Jinna (invisible creatures/spirits that may enter/possess bodies of humans) in your friend (verse 46 of Sura 34): 41 + 163 + 90 + 58 = 352

Apparition (or vision) + Fatima: 217 (or 218) + 135 = 352 (or 353)

The Third Secret: 291 + 1061 (or 1062) = 1352 (or 1353) (1352 is the 1134th Composite Number)

Book of the End of Time: 423 + 801 + 128 (or 129) = 1352 (or 1353)

Qiyama (Resurrection) of Turkey + The Pakistan: 156 (or 155) + (631 +
لنبي إسرائيل أسكنوا الأرض فانا جاء إلى بني إسرائيل: Inhabit the land. When (the Promise) comes (verse 104 of Sura 17): 92 + 303 (or 302) + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 = 2352 (or 2351) (equivalent to 351)

تنزل الملائكة والروح فيها إذا ذهب من كل أمر The Angels and the Spirit descend in it, by/ in the permission of their Lord, for every matter (verse 4 of Sura 97): [487 + 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96] + (753 + 247) + (90 + 50 + 241) = 971 (or 970) + 1000 + 381 = 2352 (or 2351) (equivalent to 352) (2352 is the 2002nd Composite Number)

♦ قربان Qurban (Sacrificial offering): 353 (or 352) (353 is the 71st Prime Number) (438 is the 353rd Composite Number) (2353 is the 159th Prime Number) (353 is the 71st Prime Number) (438 is the 353rd Composite Number) (2381 is the 353rd Prime Number)

الكبش The Kabsh (Sheep): 353

يوم قدا إسماعيل Day of Ransome of Ismael : 56 + [85 (or 86) + 212] = 56 + 297 (or 298) = 353 (or 354)

محرقه Mahraqa : 353 (Mahraqa is the word used in Arabic to refer to the Holocaust. It means “Burning Incident”)

الساعة + القيم The Hour + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 167 + 186 (or 187) = 353 (or 354)

إن الدين لواقع that the Deen (Judgment) is destined to happen (verse 6 of Sura 51): 51 + 95 + 207 = 353

مصحف فاطمة Mus’haf (Scripture or Quran) of Fatima: 218 + 135 = 353

قل هو ربي Say : He is my Lord (verse 30 of Sura 13): 130 + 11 + 212 = 353

إنشاء Insha (Construction): 353

ملكة المسيح النجاح Kingdom of the Dajjal (Deceiver, False, Anti-Christ) Messiah: 135 + (149 + 69) = 135 + 218 = 353

إسراء ملك Israa (miraculous journey) of a King: 263 + 90 = 353

إسراء المهدي Israa (miraculous journey) of the Mahdi: 263 + 90 = 353

الأمريكان Al-American (The Americans): 353

أمير الأمل The Prince of Hope: 251 + 102 = 353
The black Messiah + The Hope: (149 + 102) + 102 = 353

The Southern Hemisphere: 251 + 102 = 353

The Promise has arrived + Hadda (Incident of Destruction) of Al-Aqsa: (5 + 111) + (14 + 223) = 116 + 237 = 353

Temple + Hadda (Incident of Destruction) of Al-Aqsa: 116 + (14 + 223) = 353

For it (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Hadda (Incident of Destruction) of Al-Aqsa: 116 + (14 + 223) = 353

On it (verse 30 of Sura 74) + Hadda (Incident of Destruction) of Al-Aqsa: 116 + (14 + 223) = 353

Jesus + The Imam Mahdi: 150 + (113 + 90) = 150 + 203 = 353

Descended (sent down), from the Heaven, water (verse 21 of Sura 39): (88 + 90 + 133) + 42 = 311 + 42 = 353

Madina (City/State) of the Hijra (Migration): 109 + 244 = 353

The Prophet, Al-Mustafa (the Chosen): 93 + 260 = 353 (This refer to Prophet Mohammad, but Al-Mustafa is also the name of the Prophet in Gibran Khalil Gibran’s book, “The Prophet”)

Apparition (or vision) + Fatima: 218 (or 217) + 135 = 353 (or 352)

[ This refers to apparition of the three Catholic children, in a town called Fatima in Portugal, in 1917 (1335 Hijri), who saw a lady holding a rosary (the Catholics believe this lady is Mary, mother of Jesus), who told them about future events, revealing to them 3 secrets. The third secret was not revealed by the Catholic Church until June 26, 2000. For the Third Secret, the children were able to visualize events that included a Pope passing by a big city, half in ruins and later, this Pope and a group of bishops and priests were killed by soldiers. ]

The Third Secret: 291 + 1062 (or 1061) = 1353 (or 1352) (1353 is the 1135th Composite Number) (1606 is the 1353rd Composite Number)

Book of the End of Time: 423 + 801 + 129 (or 128) = 1353 (or 1352)

Day of Istirdad (Re-capture) of Muslimeen (Muslims) of the Quds (Jerusalem) + Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 56 + (670 + 230 + 195 + 202) = 56 + 1297 = 1353

Years among the people of Madian, then you came (verse 40 of Sura 20): 1353
Entry of Francis into the Islam: $640 + 460 + 90 + 163 = 1353$

Sunna (way or tradition) of Allah, a change. The People ask you about the Hour. Say: the knowledge of it is with Allah. And how would you know, perhaps the Hour (verse 62 - 63 of Sura 33): 2353

Day of Turkey’s Nafi (Exile or Banishment) of the last Caliph: $56 + [140 + 631 + 801 (or 802) + 725] = 56 + 2297 (or 2298) = 2353 \text{ (or 2354)}$

We sent upon them a roaring wind on a continually ominous day (verse 19 of Sura 54): $2353 \text{ (equivalent to 353)} \text{ (2353 is the 2003rd Composite Number)}$

Descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): [143 (or 144) + 90 + 75 + 335] + [6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247] + 90 = 643 (or 644) + [4620 (or 4621) + 90] = 643 (or 644) + 4710 (or 4711) = 5353 \text{ (5354 or 5355)} \text{ (5353 is the 4644th Composite Number)}$

The Hour + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): $167 + 187 \text{ (or 186)} = 354 \text{ (or 353) \text{ (354 is the 282nd Composite Number}}} \text{ (440 is the 354th Composite Number)} \text{ (2383 is the 354th Prime Number)}$

The Promise + Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): $111 + (56 + 187) = 111 + 243 = 354$

Day of Ransome of Ismael: $56 + [86 (or 85) + 212] = 56 + 298 \text{ (or 297)} = 354 \text{ (or 353)}$

Day the people shall stand up (or rise) (verse 6 of Sura 83): $56 + 156 + 142 = 354$

Qiyam (Rise) of the Imam Mahdi: $151 + (113 + 90) = 151 + 203 = 354$

Promise of End + The Imam Mahdi: $(80 + 71) + (113 + 90) = 151 + 203 = 354$

When Abd Allah arose (verse 19 of Sura 72): 354

My Lord, the Highest (or Supreme): $212 + 142 = 354$

your Lord and the angels come (verse 22 of Sura 89): 354
Hazm (Defeat) Israel:\[ 52 + 302 = 354 \]
Barraq Obama: \[ 303 + 51 = 354 \] (Barraq is the Arabic spelling of Barack. It means “Lightning or Sparkling”)

Sent in a journey his servant (verse 1 of Sura 17): \[ 271 + 83 = 354 \]

The Dajjal + Qiyyama (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paul: \[ 69 + 156 + (37 + 54 + 38) = 56 + (69 + 156 + 129) = 354 \]

Wahid wa Arbaaon (Forty one): \[ 19 + 6 + 329 = 354 \]

Day of the Nahr (Slaughter) + Hadd (Destruction): \[ (56 + 289) + 9 = 345 + 9 = 354 \]
[ The first day of Eid of the Adha (Sacrifice) is known as Day of the Nahr (Slaughter) ]

The Dawn (verse 1 of Sura 89) + The Hadd (Destruction): \[ 314 + 40 = 354 \]

Day of Promise of the Messiah, the Dajjal: \[ 56 + 80 + 149 + 69 = 354 \]

Virginia: \[ 354 \]

End of Britain: \[ 71 + 283 = 354 \]

End of the Zionist State: \[ 71 + (76 + 207) = 71 + 283 = 354 \]

Punishment + Nuclear Weapons: \[ 173 + 181 = 354 \]

Peking + America: \[ 82 + 272 = 354 \]

Annihilation of Amerikiyeen (Americans): \[ 13 + 341 = 354 \]

The Tariq (Unexpected Event or Star) (verse 1 of Sura 86) + Ibada (Annihilation): \[ 341 + 13 = 354 \]

Peking + Britan (Britons): \[ 82 + 272 = 354 \]

Two branches + Children of Isaac: \[ 122 + 62 + 170 \] (or 171) = \[ 354 \] (or 353)

Two branches + Children of Esau: \[ 122 + 62 + 170 = 354 \]

The attack (or onslaught) of the Unbelievers: \[ 54 + 300 = 354 \]
The Halak (Devastation) of City of Istanbul: \(87 + 267 = 354\)

Saiqa (Shocking Event) of Maliz (Malaysians): \(266 + 88 = 354\)

The Truth has come (verse 81 of Sura 17) + The Pope YoHanna (John) Paulus (Paul): \(144 + (37 + 75 + 98) = 144 + 210 = 354\)

New Religion + Elijah + The Pope Yohanna (John) Paulus (Paul): \((64 + 21) + 59 + (37 + 75 + 98): 85 + 59 + 210 = 354\)

Elijah + Return + The Pope Yohanna (John) Paulus (Paul): \(59 + 85 + 210 = 354\)

The Promise + Descent of Jesus: \(111 + (93 + 150) = 111 + 243 = 354\)

Descent of Jesus + Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of the Mahdi: \((93 + 150) + (21 + 90) = 243 + 111 = 354\)

Adam tasted a tree: \(45 + 801 + 508 = 1354\)

The Earth, the Malik (King or Sovereign), the Quddous (Holy) (verse 1 of Sura 62): \(1032 + 121 + 201 = 1354\)

in the Trumpet, so you come (verse 18 of Sura 78): \(90 + 327 + 937 = 1354\)

Sixteen + The Muharram : \((465 + 570) + 319 = 1035 + 319 = 1354\)

[ Balfour Declaration (or Promise) by the British government to facilitate the creation of a homeland in Palestine for the Jews was offered to the Jews in a letter signed by Britain’s Foreign Minister on November 2, 1917 (Muharram 16 (or 17), 1336 Hijri) (Heshvan 17, 5678 Jewish) (2421,534.5th or 2421,535th Julian Day) ]

The Tenth + Zu Al-Hijja : \((601 (or 602)) + (706 + 47) = 601 (or 602) + 753 = 1354 (or 1355)\)

Day of Qudum (Arrival) of Mohammad Anwar Al-Sadat + Israel: \(56 + 150 + 92 + 257 + 497 + 302 (or 303) = 1354 (or 1355)\) [ Egyptian President Anwar Sadat arrived for surprise visit to Israel for the first time, at night, on Saturday November 19, 1977 (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1397 Hijri), day of standing on Mount of Arafat, meaning eve of 1st day of Eid Al-Adha.]

Southern Half of the Earth: \(220 + 1032 + 102 = 1354\) (equivalent to 354)

Invasion + Karachi: \(423 + 931 = 1354\) (equivalent to 354)

China’s Occupation of Australia: \(470 + 181 + 703 = 1354\)
Day of the Atomic Bomb + Sydney: 56 + 1164 + 134 = 1354
The Disaster of San Francisco: 757 + 597 = 1354 (equivalent to 354)
The Nuclear War + San Francisco, California: 349 + 1005 = 1354
The Atomic Bomb + San Francisco, California: 56 + 1164 + 134 = 1354
The Disaster of San Francisco: 757 + 597 = 1354 (equivalent to 354)
Al-Hadm (Destruction) of American United States: 80 + 1274 = 1354 (equivalent to 354)
Promise of American United States: 80 + 1274 = 1354 (equivalent to 354)
Nihaya (End) of the American United States: 71 + [478(or 479 + 488 + 317)] = 1354 (or 1355) (1354 is the 1136th Composite Number)
Al-Hadm (Destruction) of American United States: 80 + 1274 = 1354 (equivalent to 354)
Casa Blanca (The White House) (largest city in Morocco): (234 + 845) + 1273 = 2354 (equivalent to 354)
Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is? Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is better (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 97): 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 = 2354 (equivalent to 354) (2354 is the 2004th Composite Number)
Al-Hadm (Destruction) of American United States: 80 + 1274 = 1354 (equivalent to 354)
Casa Blanca (The White House) (largest city in Morocco): (234 + 845) + 1273 = 2354 (equivalent to 354)
Atmamt (I have completed) my blessing upon you and Radeet (I have accepted, favored or chosen) for you the Islam as a religion (verse 3 of Sura 5): 881 + 170 + 570 + 6 + 1410 + 90 + 162 (or 163) + 65 = 3354 (or 3355) (3354 is the 2881st Composite Number)
That is Jesus son of Mary, saying of the Truth, the one in whom (or which) (verse 34 of Sura 19): (750 + 150 + 53 + 290) + (136 + 139 + 741 + 95) = 1243 + 1111 = 2354 (equivalent to 354) (2354 is the 2004th Composite Number)
(2757 is the 2354th Composite Number)
Atmamt (I have completed) my blessing upon you and Radeet (I have accepted, favored or chosen) for you the Islam as a religion (verse 3 of Sura 5): 881 + 170 + 570 + 6 + 1410 + 90 + 162 (or 163) + 65 = 3354 (or 3355) (3354 is the 2881st Composite Number)
That is Jesus son of Mary, saying of the Truth, the one in whom (or which) (verse 34 of Sura 19): (750 + 150 + 53 + 290) + (136 + 139 + 741 + 95) = 1243 + 1111 = 2354 (equivalent to 354) (2354 is the 2004th Composite Number)
(2757 is the 2354th Composite Number)
Descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord (verse 1-4 of Sura 97): [143 (or 144) + 90 + 75 + 335] + [6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247] + 90 = 643 (or 644) + [4621 (or 4620) + 90] = 643 (or 644) + 4711 (or 4710) = 5354 (5353 or 5355) (5354 is the 4645th Composite Number)

The number of days of a regular Hijri year is 354 days.

♦ عرفه أراfa: 355 (355 is the 283rd Composite Number) (441 is the 355th Composite Number) (2389 is the 355th Prime Number) (Arafat refers to Mount Arafat (or Arafah), near Mecca.)

شوال وحد: Shawwal One: 337 + 18 (or 19) = 355 (or 356)

نهاية الزمن + الحياة الدنيا: Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time) + The life of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 71 + [128 (or 129) + 60 + 96] = 71 + 284 (or 285) = 355 (or 356)

مشهود: MashHood (Witnessed) (verse 3 of Sura 85) & (verse 78 of Sura 17): 355

وأرraigه من: show him from (verse 1 of Sura 17): 265 + 90 = 355

من روحنا: of (or from) our Spirit (verse 91 of Sura 21): 90 + 265 = 355

ليلة الحرام: Lailat (Eve) of the Haram (Forbidden): 75 + 280 = 355

هزم إسرائيل: Hazm (Defeat) Israel: 52 + 303 (or 302) = 355 (or 354)

وفاة الملك عبد الله: Wafat (Death) of the King AbdAllah: 92 + [121 + (76 + 66)] = 92 + (121 + 142) = 92 + 263 = 355

أحمد الأسير: Ahmad Al-Aseer (Lebanese Sunni Sheikh): 53 + 302 = 355

Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Kuwaibib (Small Planet or Asteroid): (5 + 80 + 212) + 58 = 297 + 58 = 355

نهاية مملكة الإنجليز: Nihaya (End) of the Kingdom of the Engleez (English People): 71 + (135 + 149) = 71 + 284 = 355

الوعيد + نجل عيسى: The Promise + Gospel of Jesus: 111 + (94 + 150) = 111 + 244 = 355
Aya (Sign) of his Kingship (verse 248 of Sura 2) + Gospel of Jesus: (16 + 95) + (94 + 150) = 111 + 244 = **355**

Saiha (Scream) of Lahore: 113 + 242 = **355**

Annihilation of Cairo: 13 + 342 = **355**

Hadda (Incident of Destruction) of Persia: 14 + 341 = **355**

Catastrophe of Iraniyoon (Iranians): 27 + 328 = **355**

Ibada (Annihilation) of Britaniyeen (Britons): 13 + 342 = **355**

Hadda (Incident of Destruction) of Amerikiyoon (Americans): 14 + 341 = **355**

Hadd (Destruction) of Al-Denmark (The Denmark): 9 + 346 = **355**

Day of the Magic: 56 + 299 = **355**

Magic and Sha’waza (Sorcery or Witchcraft): 268 + 6 + 1081 = **1355**

Fall of the Bangaliyoon (Bengalis): 175 + 1180 = **1355** (equivalent to **355**)

Fall of Istanbul: 175 + 1180 = **1355** (equivalent to **355**)

Al-Karitha (The Disaster) of Isfahan City, Iran: 758 + 598 = **1355** (equivalent to **355**)

Leningrad (Petersburg): **1355**

Nihaya (End) of the American United States: 71 + [479 (or 478) + 488 + 317] = 71 + 1284 (or 1283) = **1355** (or **1354**)  

We command its well-off people, yet they do evil deeds (verse 16 of Sura 17): **1355**

Commonwealth of Australia: 652 (or 658) + 703 = **1355** (or **1361**)

The Malhama Al-Kubra (Big Battle) + Hazima (Defeat) + Hadm (Destruction) of Israel + Awda (Return) of Palestine + Al-Quds (Jerusalem): (154 + 263) + [67 + 49 + 303 (or 302) + 85 + 239] + 195 = 417 + 743 (or 742) + 195 = **1355** (or **1354**)  

the Trumpet, so you come in Afwaj (successive groups) (verse 18 of Sura 78): 327 + 937 + 91 (or 92) = **1355** (or **1356**)
Day of Ibtiida (Beginning) of Khareef (Autumn or Fall): $56 + (409 + 890) = 56 + 1299 = 1355$ (The Autumn Season starts on day of Autumn Equinox which is September 22 or 23)

Al-Ithnain wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Two) + Ailul (September): $(642 + 6 + 630) + 77 = 1278 + 77 = 1355$ (This refers to September 22)

Day of Qudum (Arrival) of Mohammad Anwar Al-Sadat + Israel: $56 + 150 + 92 + 257 + 303 (or 302) = 1355$ (or 1354) [Egyptian President Anwar Sadat arrived for surprise visit to Israel for the first time, at night, on Saturday November 19, 1977 (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1397 Hijri), day of standing on Mount of Arafat, meaning eve of 1st day of Eid Al-Adha.]

The Tenth + Zu Al-Hijja: $602 + (706 + 47) = 602 (or 601) + 753 = 1355$ (or 1354) ($1355$ is the $1137^{th}$ Composite Number) ($1610$ is the $1355^{th}$ Composite Number)

The Kharab (Devastation) of Dhaka City, Bangladesh: $834 + 1521 = 2355$ (equivalent to $355$)

And we brought Moses nine evident Ayat (miraculous signs). So ask Bani (Children) (verse 101 of Sura 17): $(6 + 134 + 462) + (116 + 530 + 412 + 463 + 170 + 62) = 602 + 1753 = 2355$

O My Father, I saw eleven planets and the Sun and the Moon, I saw them, for me, prostrating (verse 4 of Sura 12): $[413 + 61 + 611 + 13 + 570 + 49 (or 48) + 6 + 31] + (400 + 6 + 371 + 656 + 40 + 128) = 1754$ (or 1753) + $1601 = 3355$ (or $3354$) ($3355$ is the $2882^{nd}$ Composite Number)

That is (verse 9 of Sura 62): $90 + 56 + 149 + 217 (or 218) + 41 + 920 + 66 + 6 + 907 + 113 + 790 = 3355$ (or $3356$) of Day of the Juma (Friday, Congregation, or Gathering), strive to the remembrance of Allah and leave off the selling (or business).
And we said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or mixed crowd) and (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): [6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 303 (or 302)] + [138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 1232 (or 1233) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6] = 753 (or 752) + 3602 (or 3603) = 4355 (or 4356)

We have decreed unto Bani (Children) of Israel in the Book that you shall corrupt in the Ard (Earth or Land) twice (verse 4 of Sura 17): 961 + 41 + 62 + 302 (or 303) + 90 + 453 (or 454) + 624 + 90 + 1032 + 700 = 4355 (or 4356)

Descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): [144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 335] + [6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 5 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247] + 90 = 644 (or 643) + [4621 (or 4620) + 90] = 644 (or 643) + 4711 (or 4710)] = 5355 (5353 or 5354) (5354 is the 4646th Composite Number) = 5355 (5353 or 5354)

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. O the People fear your Lord. The shaking of the Hour is a great matter. The day you see it, every nursing mother shall be distracted away from what she has nursed and every pregnant one shall abort (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 22): (66 + 329 + 289 + 27 + 142 + 508 + 262 + 51 + 79) + (167 + 310 + 1020 + 56 + 662 + 1135 + 50 + 1115 + 111 + 1471 + 6 + 1270 + 50 + 1101 + 78) = 1753 + 8602 = 10355

♦ Pharaoh: 356 ( = 2 x 2 x 89) (356 is the 284th Composite Number) (442 is the 356th Composite Number) (2356 is the 2006th Composite Number) (3356 is the 2883rd Composite Number)
Franco (Francis): 356
The Maghfira (Forgiveness): 356

Dawla (State) of Vatican: 45 + (109 + 202) = 45 + 311 = 356

Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time) + The life of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 71 + [129 (or 128) + 60 + 96] = 71 + 285 (or 284) = 356 (or 355)

Bid’a (Beginning) of the Nuclear War: 7 + (241 + 108) = 7 + 349 = 356
The First of Muharram: 68 + 288 = 356
Shawwal One: 337 + 19 = 356 (This is the 1st day of month of Shawwal which is
the 1st day Eid (Feast) of the Fitr (breaking of the fast). It is the 1st day after the end of Ramadan.

Qaroon (Korah, an oppressive, very rich man) (verse 24 of Sura 40): 356 (or 357)

Jami (Mosque) of the Jazzar (Slaughterer): 114 + 242 = 356

Bin Joe + King of the English People + The Jews: 61 + 90 + (149 + 56) = 61 + 90 + 205 = 356 (or 357)

Day of Son of David + Hadd (Destruction) of the Aqsa: 56 + (53 + 15) + (9 + 223) = 56 + 68 + 232 = 356

Mount Al-Carmel: 35 + 321 = 356

England, United Kingdom: 702 + (166 + 488 ) = 702 + 654 = 1356 (equivalent to 356)

The Fat’h (Conquest) of Sydney, Australia: 519 + (134 + 703) = 519 + 837 = 1356

The Fat’h (Conquest) + The End Times: 519 + 837 (or 838) = 1356 (or 1357)

The Maghfira (Forgiveness): 1356

Bid’a (Beginning) of Magic + Sha’waza (Sorcery or Witchcraft): 7 + (268 + 1081) = 7 + 1349 = 1356

When we appointed for Moses forty nights. (verse 51 of Sura 2): 1281 (or 1282) + 75 = 1356 (or 1357)

The Trumpet, so you come in Afwaj (successive groups) (verse 18 of Sura 78): 327 + 937 + 92 (or 91) = 1356 (or 1355)

Rabi Ushreen (Twenty Fourth) + Tammuz (July as known in Greater Syria & Iraq): (273 + 630) + 453 = 903 + 453 = 1356 (equivalent to 356) (= 2 x 2 x 3 x 113) (1356 is the 1138th Composite Number)

We have descended him/it in Night of the Qadr and how would you know what the Night of Qadr is. The Night of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by the permission of their Lord for every matter (or command). Peace, it is, until the rise (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): [143 (or 144) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 ] + (41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136) + 6 + (245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241) + [130 (or 131) + 15 + 418 + 149 ] = [916 (or 917) + 3000] + 6 + [1722 + 712 (or 713)] = 3916 (or 3917) + 6 = 3922 (or 3923) + 2434 (or 2435) = 6356 (or 6357) (6356 is the 5528th Composite Number)
Alexander, the Great was born on July 20, 356 BC.

- At dawn, during the Fajr prayer at Great Mosque of Kufa in Iraq, on Ramadan 19, 40 Hijri (January 26, 661 Julian) (January 29, 661 Gregorian), Ali bin Abi Talib, the 4th Caliph of Muslims, was hit on his head by a poisoned sword. He died 2 days later, on January 28, 661 AD Julian (January 29, 661 Gregorian) (Ramadan 21, 40 Hijri) (Shevat 22, 4421 Jewish) (1962, 515.5 Julian Day). From Imam Ali’s death in 661 AD till 2019 (possible beginning of the End Times), there are 1358 years.

♦ وعد روسيا Promise of Russia: $80 + 277 = 357$ ($= 3 \times 7 \times 17$) ($357$ is the $285^{th}$ Composite Number) ($444$ is the $357^{th}$ Composite Number) ($2399$ is the $357^{th}$ Prime Number)

 وعد أعور Promise of Awar (person who has a defect): $80 + 277 = 357$

 هدم الأعور Hadm (Destruction) of the Awar: $49 + 308 = 357$

 أول الفطر Awwal (Beginning) of the Fitr (Breaking of the Fast): $37 + 320 = 357$

 آخر برج السرطان Akhir (End) of Burj (sign) of the Cancer: $801$ (or 802) + 205 + 351 (or 350) = 357 (356 or 358)

المسيح بن يوسيف The Messiah son of Yoseph (Joseph): $149 + (52 + 156) = 149 + 208 = 357$ (or 358)

سيديني + ولايه جنوب ويلز الجديده Sydney + State of New South Wales: $134 + (52 + 61 + 53 + 57) = 134 + 223 = 357$

ملكه المسيح بن داوود Kingdom of the Messiah Son of David (This refers to the Anti-Christ, not Jesus): $135 + [149 + 73$ (or 74)] $= 135 + 222$ (or 223) $= 357$ (or 358)

دخول البابا فرنسيس في دين الله Entry of the Pope Francis into the religion of Allah: $640 + 37 + 460 + 90 + 64 + 66 = 1357$

إذ وعندنا موسى أربعين ليله When we appointed for Moses forty nights. (verse 51 of Sura 2): $1282$ (or 1281) + 75 = $1357$ (or 1356)

الوعد + إبتداء الآخره The Promise of Ibtida (Beginning) of the End Times: $111 + [409 + 837$ (or 838)] $= 111 + 1246$ (or 1247) $= 1357$ (or 1358) ($1357$ is the $1139^{th}$ Composite Number) ($1612$ is the $1357^{th}$ Composite Number)

الوعد + يوم الساعة + القيمه + الآخره The Promise + Day of the Hour + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The End Times: $111 + 56 + 167 + 186$ (or 187) + 837 = $1357$ (or 1358)
And listen on the Day when the caller calls from a close place (verse 41 of Sura 50):  

\[(6 + 571 + 56 + 75 + 136 + 90) + (111 + 312) = 934 + 423 = 1357\]

between them in Six Days and we have not been touched by weariness. So, be patient regarding what they say and glorify by praising your Lord before rise (verse 38 – 39 of Sura 50):  

\[(108 + 90) + 465 + (52 + 6 + 41 + 151 + 90 + 1038 + 373 + 101 + 41 + 202 + 6 + 70 + 54 + 222 + 132) + 115 = (198 + 465 + 2579) + 115 = 2242 + 115 = 2357\]

Nihaya (End) of Nuclear War:  

\[71 + (210 + 77) = 71 + 287 = 358 \quad (= 2 \times 179)\]  

(358 is the 286th Composite Number)  
(2411 is the 358th Prime Number)

Wahid wa Arbaeen (Forty One):  

\[(19 + 6) + 333 = 25 + 333 = 358\]

The Promise + Day the caller calls (verse 41 of Sura 50):  

\[111 + (56 + 65 + 126) = 111 + 247 = 358\]

Akhir (End) of Burj (sign) of the Cancer:  

\[802 (or 801) + 205 + 351 (or 350) = 358 \quad (356 or 357) \quad (July 22 is the last day of the Cancer zodiac sign)\]

The Messiah son of Yoseph (Joseph):  

\[149 + [53 (or 52) + 156] = 149 + 209 (or 208) = 358 \quad (or 357)\]

Kingdom of Day of the Hour:  

\[135 + (56 + 167) = 135 + 223 = 358\]

Kingdom of the Messiah Son of David:  

\[135 + [149 + 74 (or 73)] = 135 + 223 (or 222) = 358 \quad (or 357)\]

And We said after him (verse 104 of Sura 17):  

\[358\]

Lailat (Eve or Night) of descent (coming down) of Jesus + The Hadd (Destruction):  

\[(75 + 93 + 150) + 40 = 318 + 40 = 358\]

Day of Israel:  

\[56 + 302 (or 303) = 358 \quad (or 359)\]

Halak (Devastation) of Israel:  

\[56 + 302 (or 303) = 358 \quad (or 359)\]

Halak (Devastation) of the Amreek (Americans):  

\[56 + 302 = 358\]

Halak (Devastation) of New York:  

\[56 + 302 = 358\]

The Prince William son of Charles:  

\[282 + [86 + 53 (or 52) + 938] = 282 + 1076 (or 1077) = 1358 \quad (or 1359) \quad (1614 is the 1358th Composite Number)\]
Lailat (Eve) of Nihaya (End) of Kingdom of William son of Charles: \(75 + 71 + 135 + 86 + 52 = 281 + 1077 = 1358\) (or 1357)

The Prince William son of Charles: \(282 + [86 + 53 + 938] = 282 + 1076 = 1358\) (or 1359) (equivalent to 358)

Hadd (Destruction) of Canada + The American United States: \(9 + 75 + 479 + 488 + 307 = 9 + 75 + 1274 = 1358\)

Nihaya (End) of the White House: \(71 + (443 + 844) = 71 + 1287 = 1358\)

The Tenth + Zi Al-Hijja: \(601 + (710 + 47) = 601 + 757 = 1358\) (or 1359)

Day of Fat’h (Opening or Conquest) of Peterburg: \(56 + (488 + 1814) = 56 + 2302 = 2358\) (2358 is the 2007th Composite Number)

Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Alameen (Universe), the Rahman, the Raheem, Master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgement). You are whom we worship and seek support from. Guide us to the Straight Path, the path of those whom you have blessed, not those on whom the wrath is and not the Mis-guided. (verse 2 – 7 of Sura 1): \(83 + 65 + 202 + 232 + 330 + 289 + 91 + 56 + 95 + 32 + 126 + [6 + 32 + 640 + 60 = 330 + 681 + 299 + 791 + 561 + 155 + 1210 + 1879 + 155 + 6 + 31 + 921 = 1601 + 7757 (7758 or 7759) = 9358 (9359 or 9360)

About it is more knowledgeable than: \((126 + 143) + 90 = 269 + 90 = 359\) (This is part a Hadith about the Hour)

the Muzzamil, stay up the night (verse 1- 2 of Sura 73): \(359\)

The Planets Mustafeen (lined-up/aligned or choosing): \(80 + 279 = 359\)
The red planet: $79 + 280 = 359$

So, they prostrated except Iblees. He was not (verse 11 of Sura 7): 359

Muharram 10 + 61 : $(288 + 10) + 61 = 298 + 61 = 359$ (Al-Hussein, Prophet Mohammad (p)'s grandson, was martyred on the Muharram 10, 61 Hijri)

The Awda (Return) + The Prophet Jesus: $116 + 93 + 150 = 359$

Day of Israel: $56 + 303$ (or 302) = 359 (or 358)

Halak (Devastation) of Israel: $56 + 303$ (or 302) = 359 (or 358)

Halak (Devastation) of the Britan (Britons): $56 + 303 = 359$

The Messiah, The Pope Yohanna (John) Paul: $149 + (37 + 75 + 98 ) = 149 + 210 = 359$

Son of Yoseph (Joseph), Pope Yohanna (John) Paul: $(53 + 156) + (37 + 75 + 38) = 209 + 150 = 359$

Jesus + Promise of Aya (Sign) of Ihya (Resurrection) + The Ma’ida (Table of Food) (the Ma’ida that Jesus prays to God to bring down as a miraculous Sign is mentioned in Sura 5, titled Al-Ma’ida): $150 + (80 + 17 + 21) + 91 = 150 + 118 + 91 = 359$

The Prince William son of Charles: $282 + [86 + 53 (or 52) + 938] = 282 + 1077$ (or 1076) = 1359 (or 1358)

The Sectarian Fitna (Strife): $566 + 793 = 1359$ (equivalent to 359)

The Zawal (End or Cessation of Existence) + The American United States: $75 + (479 + 488 + 317) = 75 + 1284 = 1359$ (equivalent to 359)

Canada + The American United States: $75 + (479 + 488 + 317) = 75 + 1284 = 1359$ (equivalent to 359)

From wherever you wish (verse 19 of Sura 7): $90 + (518 + 751) = 90 + 1269 = 1359$

About the Hour: When will its docking be? Say, its knowledge is with my Lord (verse 187 of Sura 7. It is the 1141st verse of the Quran): 1359 (1359 = $3 \times 3 \times 151$) (1359 is the 1141st Composite Number) (1615 is the 1359th Composite Number)

Order of Composite Adad (Number): $(1012 + 80) + 267 = 1092 + 267 = 1359$
The Tenth + Zi Al-Hijja: 602 (or 601) + (710 + 47) = 602 (or 601) + 757 = 1359 (or 1358)

Istirdad (Re-capture) of the Muslimeen (Muslims) of the Quds (Jerusalem) + The Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 670 + 261 + 195 + 233 = 1359

Wafat (Death) of the Pope Francis + Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paulus (Paul), the Second: (92 + 460) + (21 + 37 + 59 + 98 + 592) = 552 + 807 = 1359

O the Prophet, we have sent you as a witness, Mubashir (bearer of good news), and a warner (verse 45 of Sura 33): 2359 (or 2360)

He said: Give me respite till the day they are resurrected (verse 79 of Sura 38): 2359

Enjoy yourselves in your homes for three days (verse 65 of Sura 11): 2359

Some of the Ayat (Signs) of your Lord (God) occur, a soul will not benefit (verse 158 of Sura 6): 2359 (or 2360) (equivalent to 359) (= 7 x 337) (2359 is the 2008th Composite Number) (2762 is the 2359th Composite Number)

On Wednesday, November 1, 1922 (Rabi Awwal 11, 1341 Hijri) (Heshvan 10, 5683 Jewish Calendar) (2423, 359.5th or 2423, 360th Julian Day), the Ottoman Sultanate was abolished by Turkish Grand National Assembly and the last Sultan, Mehmed VI was exiled.

Saqar (Fire of Hell) (verse 42 of Sura 74) & (verse 48 of Sura 54): 360 (360 is the 287th Composite Number, the numerical value of حرب نووية Nuclear War) (447 is the 360th Composite Number) (2423 is the 360th Prime Number)

Day of the Regret (verse 39 of Sura 19): 56 + 304 = 360
Bid’a (Beginning) of the Hour + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 7 + [167 + 186 (or 187)] = 7 + 353 (or 354) = 360 (or 361)

We have descended it/him in a night (verse 3 of Sura 44): 52 + 143 (or 144) + 90 + 75 = 360 (or 361)

from every direction Yansiloon (descend or breed) (verse 96 of Sura 21): 90 + 50 + 14 + 206 = 360

Imran (family of Moses & Mary) (verse 33 of Sura 3): 360 (or 361)

The Arbaaon (Forty): 360

Hazima (Defeat) of Saleebiyeen (Crusaders) + Akka (Acre): (67 + 202) + 91 = 360

Qandahar: 360

The Flying Carpet: 104 + 256 = 360

Bilqees + Queen of Saba (Sheba): 202 + [95 + 63 (or 64)] = 202 + 158 (or 159) = 360 (or 361)

The Wahiya (Catastrophe) + New York: 58 + 302 = 360

The Wahiya (Catastrophe) + Israel: 58 + 302 = 360

Banu Israel (Children of Israel): 58 + 302 = 360

Jinna (Jinn – invisible creatures) + Israel: 58 + 302 = 360

Kafireen (Disbelievers): 360 (or 361)

Let them be warned by him and know that He (God) is one God. (verse 52 of Sura 14): 1003 + 7 + 193 + 92 + 11 + 36 + 18 (or 19) = 1360 (or 1361) (equivalent to 360) (1360 is the 1142nd Composite Number) (1616 is the 1360th Composite Number)

we descended it/him and in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) it/he descended. And We have not sent you, except as a Mubashshir (Bearer of good news) (verse 105 of Sura 17): 1360 (or 1361)

The Ashira (Tenth) + Zu Al-Hijja: 607 + [706 (or 707) + 47] = 607 + 753 (or 754) = 1360 (or 1361)

Day of the Khuruj (Coming out) from the Maqabir (graves): 56 + (840 + 90
O the Prophet, we have sent you as a witness, Mubashir (bearer of good news), and a warner (verse 45 of Sura 33): 2360 (2359 or 2361)

until the Euphrates has receded upon a mountain of gold (This is a Hadith): 2360 (2360 is the 2009th Composite Number) (2763 is the 2360th Composite Number)

Some of the Ayat (Signs) of your Lord (God) occur, a soul will not benefit (verse 158 of Sura 6): 2360 (or 2359) (equivalent to 360)

And of the night, praise him and after the prostration. And listen the Day the caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq, that is Day of (verse 40 – 42 of Sura 50):

361

The Red Yam (Sea): 81 + 280 = 361 (Yam means Sea in both Arabic & Hebrew)

Moshe (Moses): 361

Omran/ Imran (Construction or Visitation): 361 (or 360)

Building of Temple of Solomon: 54 + (116 + 191) = 54 + 307 = 361

Bid’a (Beginning) of the Hour + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 7 + [167 + 187 (or 186)] = 7 + 354 (or 353) = 361 (or 360)

The knowledge is with Allah (verse 26 of Sura 67): 361

We have descended it/him in a night (verse 3 of Sura 44): 52 + 144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 = 361 (or 360)

What descends from the Heaven (or Sky) (verse 2 of Sura 34): 41 + (97 + 90 + 133) = 41 + 320 = 361

King AbdAllah, the First, son Hussein bin Ali, of Jordan was
assassinated while entering the Aqsa Mosque for Friday noon prayer on July 20, 1951 at the age 69. (Shawwal 15, 1370 Hijri) (Tammuz 16, 5711 Jewish) (2433,847.5 Julian Day) 

George son of William : $212 + 53 \text{ (or 52)} + 96 = 361 \text{ (or 360)}$ (George son of the Prince William was born on July 22, 2013)

The Finiqiyeen (Phoenicians): 361

We sent you (verse 105 of Sura 17): 361

Two witnesses: 361 (Christians are expecting 2 Witnesses to appear in the End Times)

We (God) strike (verse 16 of Sura 44): 361

Jinna (Jinn – invisible creatures) + Israel: $58 + 303 \text{ (or 302)} = 361 \text{ (or 360)}$

Jinna (Jinn – invisible creatures) + Baraq/Buraq (Arabic spelling of Barack or the name of the animal that transported Prophet Mohammad (p) in his miraculous Israa journey): $58 + 303 = 361$

Banu (Children of) Israel: $58 + 303 \text{ (or 302)} = 361 \text{ (or 360)}$

The Catastrophe + Israel: $58 + 303 = 361$

Descendants of Al-Britan (The Britons): $58 + 303 = 361$

Inha (Ending) of the Britons: $58 + 303 = 361$

Al-Wahiya (The Catastrophe) + Al-Britan (The Britons): $58 + 303 = 361$

Al-Munafiqueen (The Hypocrites): 361 (or 362)

Kafireen (Disbelievers): 361 (or 360)

Of the most evil of whom He (God) has created (verse 2 of Sura 113): 1361 (equivalent to 361) (1361 is the 218th Prime Number)

Let them be warned by him and know that He (God) is one God. (verse 52 of Sura 14): $1003 + 7 + 193 + 92 + 11 + 36 + 19 \text{ (or 18)} = 1360 \text{ (or 1361)}$ (equivalent to 360) (1360 is the 1142nd Composite Number) (1616 is the 1360th Composite Number)

we descended it/him and in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) it/he descended. And We have not sent you, except as a Mubashshir (Bearer of good news) (verse 105 of Sura 17): 1361 (or 1360)
We let them be found, so that they know that the promise of Allah (verse 21 of Sura 18): $822 + 155 + 187 + 51 + 80 + 66 = 1361$

The Ashira (Tenth) + Zu Al-Hijja: $607 + [707 (or 706) + 47] = 607 + 754 (or 753) = 1361 (or 1360)$

Gabriel and Michael (verse 98 of Sura 2): $245 + 6 + 110 (or 101) = 361 (or 352)$

Nakba (Catastrophe) of the American United States: $77 + (479 + 488 + 317) = 77 + 1284 = 1361$

Commonwealth of Australia: $658 (or 652) + 703 = 1361 (or 1355)$

Day of The Prophet, the Messiah, Jesus son of Mary + Hadd (Destruction) of British City of London: $(56 + 93 + 149 + 150 + 53 + 290) + (9 + 561) = 791 + 570 = 1361$ (equivalent to 361)

Day of the descent of Star of the Messiah, Jesus son of Mary + The ending of the Jews of Al-Awar (The Defective-eyed) Dajjal (Anti-Christ): $(56 + 93 + 93 + 149 + 150 + 53 + 290) + (56 + 44 + 308 + 69) = 884 + 477 = 1361$ (equivalent to 361)

Day of the descent of Star of the Messiah, Jesus son of Mary + Zawal (End) of Countries of Kingdom Son of David (Anti-Christ): $44 + 37 + 135 + 53 + 21 + 38 + 149 = 884 + 477 = 1361$ (equivalent to 361)

O the Prophet, we have sent you as a witness, Mubashir (bearer of good news), and a warner (verse 45 of Sura 33): $2361 (2359 or 2360)$

(2361 is the 2010th Composite Number) ($2764$ is the $2361^{st}$ Composite Number)

And We have decreed unto Bani (Children) of Israel in the Book that you shall corrupt in the Ard (Earth or Land) twice (verse 2 of Sura 17): $6 + 961 + 41 + 62 + 302 (or 303) + 90 + 453 (or 454) + 624 + 90 + 1032 + 700 = 4361 (or 4362)$

The Aqsa Mosque's construction on the site of small modest Mosque built at the time of Caliph Omar
bin Khattab was commissioned by Umawi Caliph Abd Al-Malik bin Marwan, but that his son, Caliph Al-Walid bin Abd Al-Malik (who ruled from 705 AD till 715 AD) oversaw its completion in 705 AD. In 713 - 714 AD, a series of earthquakes ravaged Jerusalem, destroying the eastern section of the mosque, which was subsequently rebuilt during Caliph Al-Walid's rule. In order to finance its reconstruction, Al-Walid had gold from the Dome of the Rock minted to use as money to purchase the materials. In 1033 AD, an earthquake severely damaging the mosque. On July 11, 1927, a major earthquake in Palestine damaged the Aqsa Mosque and Dome of the Rock Mosque.

♦ رسول الله Messenger of Allah (God) (verse 13 of Sura 91): 296 + 66 = 362 (= 2 x 181 )
(362 is the 289th Composite Number) (450 is the 362th Composite Number) (2441 is the 362nd Prime Number)

بابا فرنكو Pope Franco (Francis): 6 + 356 = 362

النبي + آنزلنا عليكم The Prophet + We descended (revealed or sent down) unto you
(verse 41 of 39): 93 + (139 + 130) = 93 + 269 = 362

ربيع الأول 12 Rabi Al-Awwal 12: (282 + 68) + 12 = 350 + 12 = 362
[ On 12th of Rabi Awwal the following 3 events happened: (1) Birth of Prophet Mohammad on Monday (p), (2) Prophet Mohammad’s (p) arrival to Medina in his migration journey from Mecca on Friday, (3) Death of Prophet Mohammad (p) on Monday.]

وفاة الملك الحسن Wafat (Death) of the King, Al-Hasan: 92 + (121 + 149) = 92 + 270 = 362
[ Al-Hasan II, King of Morocco, died around 4:30 pm on July 23, 1999 (Rabi Thani 9, 1420 Hijri) (Av 10, 5759 Jewish Calendar) (2451, 382.5th Julian Day) ]

المبايعة + الإمام المهدي The Mubaya’a (Offering of Allegiance to) + The Imam Mahdi: 159 + 113 + 90 = 362

محمد أمين الحسيني Mohammad Ameen Al-Husseini (Mufti of Jerusalem. He died on July 4, 1974): 92 + (101 + 169) = 92 + 270 = 362

قدعا ربه So, he supplicated (or prayed) to his Lord (God) (verse 10 of Sura 54): 155 + 207 = 362

معتصم الينابيع Wall of Al-Buraq (Wall of Wailing): 28 + 334 = 362

الرئيس أوباما The President Obama: 311 + 51 = 362

الرئيسان The Raisan (Two Presidents): 362

يوم الأربعاء The Day of Wednesday: 56 + 306 = 362

دولة إسرائيل The Israelite State: 45 + 318 (or 317) = 362 (or 363)
Kingdom of Masoniyeen (Free-Masons): 135 + 227 = 362

The Messiah son of Manasseh: 149 + (53 + 160) = 149 + 213 = 362 (or 361)

Al-Munafiqeen (The Hypocrites): 362 (or 361)

Army + Al-Baida (the Desert): 313 + 49 = 362

Promise of Hadd (Destruction) of the American United States: 80 + 9 + [478 (or 479) + 488 + 307] = 80 + 9 + 1273 (or 1274) = 1362 (or 1363) (equivalent to 362)

(1362 is the 1143rd Composite Number)

In the name of the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), Q and the Glorified Quran (verse 1 of Sura 50): 1362 (or 1363)

The Ghufan (Forgiveness): 1362

Fat’h (Conquest) of Petersburgh: 488 + 1874 = 2362 ( = 2 x 1181) (2362 is the 2011th Composite Number)

The Souriyoone (Syrians): 363 (363 is the 290th Composite Number) (2447 is the 363rd Prime Number)

The Russiyoone (Russians): 363
Al-Iraniyeen (Iranians): 363

Israelite State: 45 + 318 (or 317) = 363 (or 362)

Tard (Expulsion) of Jews of Spain: 213 + 25 + 125 (or 124) = 363 (or 362)
(The deadline of the expulsion of the Jews from Spain was originally July 31, 1492, but it was later postponed to August 2, 1492 (Shawwal 8, 897 Hijri) (Av 9, 5252 Jewish).)

Promise of Hadd (Destruction) of the American United States: (80 + 9) + [478 (or 479) + 488 + 307] = 89 + 1274 (or 1273) = 1363 (or 1362)

Expulsion of Jews of Spain: 213 + 25 + 125 (or 124) = 363 (or 362)
(The deadline of the expulsion of the Jews from Spain was originally July 31, 1492, but it was later postponed to August 2, 1492 (Shawwal 8, 897 Hijri) (Av 9, 5252 Jewish).)

Tard (Expulsion) of Jews of Spain: 213 + 25 + 125 (or 124) = 363 (or 362)
(The deadline of the expulsion of the Jews from Spain was originally July 31, 1492, but it was later postponed to August 2, 1492 (Shawwal 8, 897 Hijri) (Av 9, 5252 Jewish).)

The Maghreb (West): 90 + 1273 = 1363 (1363 is the 1144th Composite Number) (1620 is the 1363rd Composite Number)

King of Al-Maghrib (Morocco): 90 + 1273 = 1363

In the name of the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), Q and the Glorified Quran (verse 1 of Sura 50): 1363 (or 1362)

Day of the King Philip the Fourth’s Tard (Expulsion) of the Jews from France: 56 + 213 + 121 + (132 + 304) + 56 + 90 + 391 = 56 + (213 + 121 + 436 + 56 + 90 + 391) = 56 + 1307 = 1363 (On July 22, 1306 AD, King Philip IV expelled the Jews from France.)

Intiha (End) of occupation of Israel of Lebanon: 458 + 470 + 302 (or 303) + 133 = 1363 (or 1364)

Hazima (Defeat) of the Sheikh Ahmad Al-Aseer: 67 + (941 + 53 + 302) = 67 + 1296 = 1363 [Suni Sheik Ahmad Al-Aseer, Imam of Masjid (Mosque) of Bilal son Rabah in Abra, a district of city of Saida, Lebanon, and his ally former singer Fadl Shaker, were defeated by Shia’s Hizb Allah and the Lebanese Army in a battle that started on Sunday June 23, 2013 (Shaban 14, 1434 Hijri) (Tammuz 15, 5773 Jewish) (2456, 466.5th Julian). It lasted for about 24 hours till June 24, 2013. This means it happened in the Middle (or Half) of Shaban, traditionally an important day for Muslims.]

Hazima (Defeat) of the Sheikh Ahmad Al-Aseer + Nasr (Victory) of Hizb Allah + The Lebanese Army: 67 + (53 + 302) + 340 + (17 + 66) + (344 + 174) = 67 + 355 + (340 + 83 + 518) = 67 + 355 + 941 = 1363

Day of Awda (Return) of Space astronauts of Apollo 11 to the Earth: 56 + [85 + (211 + 882) + (45 + 11) + 41 + 1032] = 56 + 2307 = 2363 (= 17 x 139) (2363 is the 2012th Composite Number) (2766 is the 2363rd Composite Number)
Bani Israel (Children of Israel): $62 + 302 = 364$ (or $365$) ($364$ is the $291^{st}$ Composite Number)  $452$ is the $364^{th}$ Composite Number)  $2459$ is the $364^{th}$ Prime Number)

Kingdom + The Saleebiyoon (Crusaders): $135 + 229 = 364$

The Night and Day (or Morning) (verse 33 of Sura 14) & (verse 12 of Sura 17): $71 + 6 + 287 = 364$

Day of Bad’a (Beginning) of Burj (Sign) of the Leo: $56 + 7 + (205 + 96) = 56 + (7 + 301) = 56 + 308 = 364$

Lailat (Eve) of Muharram 1: $75 + (288 + 1) = 75 + 289 = 364$

Lailat (Eve) of the Nahr (Slaughter): $75 + 289 = 364$

Your Qadar (Destiny): $364$

Church of the Christians: $145 + 219 = 364$

The Arbaeen (Forty): $364$

The Hour is their appointment (or appointed time) (verse 46 of Sura 54): $364$

Nakba (Disaster) of Nuclear War: $77 + (210 + 77) = 77 + 287 = 364$

Upon them seven nights and (verse 7 of Sura 69): $(155 + 132) + (71 + 6) = 287 + 77 = 364$

Blessed is the one who brought down (verse 1 of Sura 25): $623 + 741 = 1364$ (equivalent to $364$)  $(1364$ is the $1145^{th}$ Composite Number $)$

The Maseekh (False or Transformed Messiah), the American President: $741 + (311 + 312) = 741 + 623 = 1364$

Day of Mawt (Death) the King Al-Hasan, the Second: $56 + 446 + [121 + (149 + 592)] = 56 + 446 + (121 + 741) = 56 + (446 + 862) = 56 + 1308 = 1364$  [Al-Hasan II, King of Morocco, died around 4:30 pm on July 23, 1999 (Rabi Thani 9, 1420 Hijri) (Av 10, 5759 Jewish Calendar)  (2451,382.5th Julian Day)]

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection), the torment of the burning fire (verse 9 of Sura 22): $56 + 186 (or 187) + 773 + 349 = 1364$ (or $1365$) (equivalent to $364$)

Day of the Qiyama (the Resurrection) the torment of (verse 9 of Sura 22) + The Nuclear War: $56 + 186 (or 187) + 773 + 349 = 1364$ (or $1365$)
Space Beings: $482 + 882 = \textbf{1364}$ (equivalent to \textbf{364})

The Latitude 51 degrees : $1101 + (51 + 212) = 1101 + 263 = \textbf{1364}$ (\textit{London} is located on Latitude 51 degrees North)

Luxembourg : \textbf{1364}

Allah does not guide the Oppressive People (verse 258 of Sura 2): \textbf{1364} (equivalent to \textbf{364})

Intiha (End) of occupation of Israel of Lebanon: $458 + 470 + 303 (or 302) + 133 = \textbf{1364 (or 1363)}$

The Fifteenth + Yulyu (July – in Egypt) : $(732 + 570) + 62 = 1302 + 62 = \textbf{1364}$ [ The Crusaders captured for the first time Jerusalem on \textbf{July 15, 1099} Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) ]

The Prince Husam Eddeen Baraka Khan (Leader of the Khawarizm who re-captured Jerusalem from the Crusaders): $282 + (109 + 95 + 227) = 282 + 1082 = \textbf{1364}$ (equivalent to \textbf{364})

She said: I have wronged (or harmed) my myself (verse 44 of Sura 27): \textbf{2364} (equivalent to \textbf{364}) \textbf{2364 is the 2013th Composite Number} (2364 is the 2013th Composite Number)

Messenger of God, Camel of God and allowing it to drink. So, they accused him of lying. So, their Lord (God) murmured (or sent a punishment) upon them. (verse 13 of Sura 91): \textbf{2364 (or 2365) (equivalent to 364)}

The People ask you about the Hour, say: The Knowledge of it is with Allah. How would you know? Perhaps the Hour will be soon.” (verse 63 of Sura 33): $142 + 120 + 167 + 130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 66 + 6 + 41 + 244 + 130 + 167 + 476 + 313 = \textbf{2364}$

Lailat (Night or Eve) of Intifada (Uprising) of the Khurasani: $75 + (1337 + 952) = 75 + 2289 = \textbf{2364}$

Day of Itifqiya (Agreement) of Surrender of Japan + the Second World War: $56 + [597 + 591 (or 592) + 95] + [241 + 187 + 597 (or 596)] = 56 + 1283 (or 1284) + 1025 (or 1024) = \textbf{2364 (or 2365)}$ [\textbf{World War II} ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, \textbf{September 2, 1945} around \textbf{9:00 AM} (Tokyo Time) (\textbf{Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri}) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5\textsuperscript{th} Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, \textbf{September 1, 1945} around \textbf{8:00 PM} (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (\textbf{Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri}) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar). ]
On Saturday, July 28, 1945, at 9:40 a.m. local time, (Shaban 18, 1364 Hijri) (Av 18, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,664.5th or 2431,665th Julian day), during World War II, a U.S. bomber, piloted in thick fog by Lieutenant Colonel William Franklin Smith, Jr., in a routine mission transporting soldiers from Massachusetts to New York City's LaGuardia Airport, crashed into the north side of the Empire State Building, in New York, between the 79th and 80th floors, where the offices of the National Catholic Welfare Council were located. The building consists of 102 floors and it is 1,454 ft (443.2 m) high. The crash resulted in fourteen deaths (three crewmen and eleven people in the building).

The Ifranj (Franks/Franca who ruled over a significant part of Western Europe): 365 (or 364) (365 is the 292nd Composite Number) (453 is the 365th Composite Number)
(The Crusaders used to be called the “Ifranj” by the Arabs)

Bani (Children) of Israel: 62 + 303 = 365 (or 364)
Prophet of Israel: 62 + 303 = 365
Son of Joe of Israel: (53 + 9) + 303 = 62 + 303 = 365
Bani (Children) of Britons: 62 + 303 = 365
Irelandiyeen (Irish): 365
Alexander: 365
Vladimir: 365 (or 375)

Omr (age or life span) of the Hayat (life): 310 + 55 = 365
Day of Wafat (Death) of Ali son of Abi Talib: 56 + 92 + [ 110 + 52 (or 53) + 13 + 42 ] = 56 + 92 + 217 (or 218) = 365 (or 366)
Qiyama (Resurrection) of Pope John Paul: 155 (or 156) + (37 + 75 + 98) = 155 (or 156) + 210 = 365 (or 366)
Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qiyama (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paul: 75 + 156 + (37 + 59 + 38) = 75 + 156 + 134 = 365
Lailat (Eve or Night) of the miracle + The Pope John Paul: 75 + 156 + ((37 + 59 + 38) = 75 + 156 + 134 = 365
Night of Qiyama (Resurrection) of London: $75 + 156 + 134 = 365$

Nihaya (End) of Island of the Dajjal: $71 + (225 + 69) = 71 + 294 = 365$

Day of Zawaj (Marriage) of the Prince Charles and Diana: $56 + (17 + 282 + 938 + 6 + 66) = 56 + 1309 = 1365$  
[ On Wednesday, July 29, 1981 Gregorian (July 16, 1981 Julian) (Ramadan 26 or 27), 1401 Hijri (Tammuz 27, 5741 Jewish Calendar) (2444,814.5th Julian Day), a worldwide television audience of over 700 million people watched the wedding of Charles, Prince of Wales, and Lady Diana Spencer at Saint Paul’s Cathedral in London. ]

Wafat (Death) of Pope Francis + Akhir (Last) Pope: $(92 + 6 + 460) + 801 (or 802) + 6 = 558 + 807 (or 808) = 1365 (or 1366)$

Wafat (Death) of Pope Francis + Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paulus (Paul), the Second: $(92 + 6 + 460) + (21 + 37 + 59 + 98 + 592) = 558 + 807 = 1365$ (1365 is the 1146th Composite Number)  
(1623 is the 1365th Composite Number)

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection) the torment of (verse 9 of Sura 22) + The Nuclear War: $56 + 187 (or 186) + 773 + 349 = 1365$ (or 1364)

Thalath Ishreen (Twenty Third) + September : $[1031 (or 1030) + 630] + 704 = 2365 (or 2364)$ (2365 is the 2014th Composite Number)

I saw eleven planets and the Sun and (verse 4 of Sura 12): $156 + 48 + 11 + 403 + 61 + 611 + 13 + 570 + 49 + 6 + 431 + 6 = 2365$

You took on the Calf from (verse 51 of Sura 2): $(2141 + 134) + 90 = 2275 + 90 = 2365$

Day of Itifaqiya (Agreement) of Surrender of Japan + the Second World War: $56 + [597 + 592 (or 591) + 95] + [241 + 187 + 597 (or 596)] = 56 + 1284 (or 1283) + 1025 (or 1024) = 2365 (or 2364)$  
[ World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar). ]

Itifaq (Agreement) of Surrender of Japan + Nihaya (End) of the Second World War: $[582 + 592 (or 591) + 95] + 71 + [241 + 187 + 597 (or 596)] = 1269 (or 1268) + 71 + 1025 (or 1024) = 2365 (or 2364)
George Bush was born on Saturday, Shaban 7 (or 6), 1365 Hijri (July 6, 1946). On July 22, 1946 (Shaban 23, 1365 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5706 Jewish) (2432,023.5th Julian day), the western part of the southern wing of King David Hotel in Jerusalem, which was serving as headquarters of the British Mandate, collapsed due to explosives set off by Irgun, a Zionist terrorist group led by Menahim Begin, who later became Prime Minister of Israel.

John son of Zacharia: $75 + 53 + 238 = 366$ (or 365) (366 is the 293rd Composite Number) (2473 is the 366th Prime Number)

Alexander: 366

Day of Wafat (Death) of Ali son of Abi Talib: $56 + 92 + [110 + 53 (or 52) + 13 + 42] = 56 + 92 + 218 (or 217) = 366$ (or 365)

World War: $210 + 156 = 366$

The Maraka (Battle): 366

Promise of the Majzara (Massacre): $80 + 286 = 366$

The Infijar (Explosion): 366

Cities of America: $94 + 272 = 366$

Cities of Britons: $94 + 272 = 366$

Qiyama (Resurrection) of Pope John Paul: $156$ (or 155) + $(37 + 75 + 98 ) = 156$ (or 155) + 210 = 366 (or 365)

Wafat (Death) of Pope Francis + Akhir (Last) Pope: $(92 + 6 + 460) + 802$ (or 801) + 6 = $558 + 808$ (or 807) = 1366 (or 1365)

Key of the End Times: $529 + 837$ (or 838) = 1366 (or 1367) (= 2 x 683)

And we have not sent you, except as a Mubashshir (Bearer of good news) and (verse 105 of Sura 17): 143 (or 144) + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 (or 362) + 32 + 543 + 6 = 1366 (or 1367)

Hierostratus + Harq (Burning or Setting on fire) of Artemis: $1347$ (or 1348) + 308 + 711 = 2366 (or 2367)

They do not remain after you except for a little while,
the way of whom we sent before you (verse 76 - 77 of Sura 17): \[31 + 598 + 731 (or 730) + 32 + 171 + (115 + 90 + 104 + 342 + 152) = 1563 (or 1562) + 803 = \textbf{2366 (or 2365)} \]

منها و إذا لا يبلغون خلفك إلا قليلا of it and then, they do not remain after you except for a little while (verse 76 of Sura 17): \[(96 + 6 + 702) + [31 + 598 + 730 (or 731) + 32 + 171] = 804 + 1562 (or 1563) = \textbf{2366 (or 2367)} \]

إني نذرت للرحمن صوما فلن أكل اليوم إنسيا I have vowed a fast for the Rahman (Most Compassionate), so I am not going to speak to a human being today (verse 26 of Sura 19): \textbf{2366} 

\text{Thalith wa Ishroon (Twenty Third) + September: } [1030 (or 1031) + 6 + 626] + 704 = \textbf{1662 (or 1663)} + 704 = \textbf{2366 (or 2367)} \text{ (2366 is the 2015th Composite Number)}

\text{Thalatha Ishroon (Twenty Three) + September: } (1036 + 626) + 704 = 1662 + 704 = \textbf{2366}

♦ Promise of Nuclear War: \[80 + (210 + 77) = 80 + 287 = \textbf{367} \text{ (367 is the 73rd Prime Number)} \]  
\[455 \text{ is the 367th Composite Number} \]  
\[2477 \text{ is the 367th Prime Number} \]

\text{Promise of War + Nakba (Disaster): } 80 + 210 + 77 = \textbf{367} 

\text{Day of Hadd (Destruction) of City of New York: } 56 + (9 + 302) = 56 + 311 = \textbf{367} 

\text{Madina (City/State) of the Masoniyeen (Free-Masons): } 109 + 258 = \textbf{367} 

\text{The Curse shall be upon you (verse 35 of Sura 15): } 51 + 130 + 186 = \textbf{367} 

\text{The Sixth + Ayar (May as known in Greater Syria & Iraq): } 155 (or 156) + 212 = \textbf{367 (or 368)} \]  
\[ \text{ Jamal Pasha, the Ottoman governor of Greater Syria, hanged prominent activists and intellectuals, opposed to his oppressive rule, in both Damascus and Beirut, on } \textbf{May 6, 1916} \text{ (Rajab 3, 1334 Hijri) (Iyar 3, 5676 Jewish) (2420,989.5th Julian Day). In commemoration of this event, May 6 is celebrated annually as the } \textbf{Martyrs’ Day} \text{ in Syria and Lebanon. He is referred to as the Jazzar (Butcher or Slaughterer). He was born on } \textbf{May 6, 1872} \text{ (Safar 27, 1289 Hijri). He was killed on } \textbf{July 21, 1922} \text{ (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1340 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5682 Jewish) (2423,256.5th Julian Day).} \]

\text{Day of Martyrs: } 56 + 311 = \textbf{367} 

\text{The Curse shall be upon you (verse 35 of Sura 15): } 51 + 130 + 186 = \textbf{367} 

\text{Iblees (Devil) + Jinn (demons) + Day of Qiyama (Rise, Resurrection, Upheaval, or Beginning of End Times): } (103 + 53) + [(56 + 155 (or 156)] = [156 + 211 (or 212)] = \textbf{367 (or 368)}
Lailat (Eve or Night of) + Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18): $75 + (80 + 212) = 75 + 292 = 367$

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Istifaf (Alignment, Lining up, or Formation of a line): $75 + 292 = 367$

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Descent of the Star + Zilzal (Quake): $75 + [(93 + 124) + 75] = 75 + (217 + 75) = 75 + 292 = 367$

The Perseids: 367 (Perseid/ Perseids is a shower of meteors (falling stars) that is visible annually starting from mid July, but peaks around August 11 – 13, as Earth passes through a stream of debris from Comet Swift-Tuttle. This comet is the largest object, 26 Km in diameter, that makes repeated close passes by the Earth every 133 years. Comet Swift-Tuttle is considered the single most dangerous object known to humanity.)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Paradises of The End Times: $75 + [454 (or 453) + 838 (or 837)] = 75 + 1292 (or 1291) = 1367 (or 1366) (equivalent to 367) (1367 is the 219th Prime Number) (1625 is the 1367th Composite Number)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Tariq + Poles + The End Times: $75 + (341 + 113) + 837 = 75 + [454 (or 453) + 838 (or 837)] = 75 + 1292 (or 1291) = 1367 (or 1366)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Promise + The Tariq, the piercing Star (verse 2 - 3 of Sura 86) + Poles: $75 + [80 + (341 + 124 + 634) + 113] = 75 + [80 + 1099 + 113] = 75 + 1292 = 1367$

Anzalnaha fi lijeh al qadar Wala ana ardra ma lijeh al qadar descended it (or him) in the Night of Qadr and how would you know what the Night of Qadr is (verse 1-2 of Sura 97): $(143 (or 144) + 90 + 75 + 335) + [6 + 41 + 226 + 41] + (75 + 410) = 643 (or 644) + 314 + 410 = 1367 (or 1368) (equivalent to 367)$

Anzalnaha wa ba'lqeh nhala w ma arsallnaka al mibarah we descended it/him and in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) it/he descended. And We have not sent you, except as a Mubashshir (Bearer of good news) and (verse 105 of Sura 17): $144 (or 143) + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 (or 362) + 32 + 543 + 6 = 1367 (or 1368)$

Allah qad bayth lkm tlelit melk God has sent/resurrected for you Talut (Saul or Paul) as a king (verse 247 of Sura 2): $1367 (1368 or 1369)$

Jagle la wojj qam lihndr make for it crookedness. Qaim (Valuable or title that refers to the Mahdi) to warn (verses 1 – 2 of Sura 18): $113 + 35 + 79 (or 80) + 150 (or 151) + 990 = 1367 (or 1368)$

Ruju (Return) of Apollo 11 + The Earth: $279 + (45 + 11) + 1032 = (279 + 56) + 1032 = 335 + 1032 = 1367$

An mantqin fiti jindt wiyun The Mutaqeen (pious people) are in paradises and springs (verse 45 of
Sura 15): \[ 51 + (631 + 90 + 453 \text{ or } 454 + 6 + 136) = 51 + 1316 \text{ or } 1317 = 1367 \text{ (or } 1368) \]

Seen how your Lord dealt with People of the Elephant (verse 1 of Sura 105): \[ 600 + 110 + 180 + 222 + 104 \text{ or } 103 + 151 = 1367 \text{ (or } 1366) \]

his name is Yahya (John). We have not made (verse 7 of Sura 19): \[ 106 + 38 + 70 + 153 = 368 \]

Key of the End Times: \[ 529 + 838 \text{ or } 837 = 1367 \text{ (or } 1366) \]

Lailat (Eve or Night) of The Tariq (verse 2 of Sura 86) + Poles + Day of Alignment (or lining up) + Eleven Planets and the Sun and the Moon (verse 4 of Sura 12) + Zilzal (Quake) : \[ 75 + 341 + 113 + 56 + [261 + 13 + 570 + 49 \text{ (or } 48)] + 6 + [431 + 6 + 371] = 75 + (341 + 113) + 56 + [893 \text{ (or } 892) + 6 + 808] = 75 + 454 + [56 + [1707 \text{ (or } 1706)] + 75 = 75 + 454 + 1763 \text{ (or } 1762) + 75 = 75 + [454 + 1838 \text{ (or } 1837)] = 75 + 2292 \text{ (or } 2291) = 2367 \text{ (or } 2366) \]

Qiyam (Rise) of the Muzannab (Comet) of Swift and Tuttle: \[ 151 + (823 + 556 + 6 + 831) = 151 + 2216 = 2367 \]

And he has eclipsed the Moon. And the Sun and the Moon have been united (verse 6 - 8 of Sura 75): \[ 2367 \text{ (} = 3 \times 3 \times 263\text{) (}2367\text{ is the }2016^{th}\text{ Composite Number) }\]

The Moon has been cracked and if they are shown an Aya (verse), they turn away and they say: “Continuous Magic” (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 54): \[ 451 + (371 + 6 + 51 + 217 + 17 + 1087 + 6 + 153 + 268 + 740) = 451 + 2916 = 3367 \]

The Zionist Jews declared the establishment of the State of Israel on the land of Palestine on May 14, 1948 (Rajab 5, 1367 Hijri) (Iyar 5, 5708 Jewish Calendar).

When will its docking (settlement or arrival) be? (verse 187 of Sura 7) & (verse 42 of Sura 79): \[ 62 + 306 \text{ or } 307 = 368 \text{ (or } 369) \text{ (}368\text{ is the }294^{th}\text{ Composite Number) (}456\text{ is the }368^{th}\text{ Composite Number) (}2503\text{ is the }368^{th}\text{ Prime Number) (}2368\text{ is the }2017^{th}\text{ Composite Number) (}2772\text{ is the }2368^{th}\text{ Composite Number) }\]

Say: The knowledge of it (verse 187 of Sura 7): \[ 130 + 92 + 146 = 368 \]

close, the day (verse 41 - 42 of Sura 50): \[ 312 + 56 = 368 \]
Haikal (Temple) of Israel: $65 + 303 \ (or \ 302) = 368 \ (or \ 367)$

The Dajjal, son of David’s Hadd ( Destruction) of the Aqsa: $9 + (69 + 52 + 15) + 223 = 9 + 136 + 223 = 368$

Night of the Israa (heavenly journey): $75 + 293 \ (or \ 294) = 368 \ (or \ 369)$

Vision (or apparition) of Yusuf (Joseph) (verse 4 of Sura 12): $212 + 156 = 368$

The Sixth + Ayar (May as known in Greater Syria & Iraq): $156 \ (or \ 155) + 212 = 368 \ (or \ 367)$

The Prince William: $282 + 86 \ (or \ 96) = 368 \ (or \ 378)$

Qiyam (Rise) of the Dajjal Messiah: $150 + (149 + 69) = 150 + 218 = 368$

Kingdom of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): $135 + 233 = 368$

Israeliyoon (Israelites): $368 \ (or \ 369)$

New Yorkiyoon (New Yorkers): $368$

The Amerikiyoon (Americans): $368$

Catastrophe of Amerikiyoon (Americans): $27 + 341 = 368$

Nuclear Missile: $969 + 399 = 1368 \ (equivalent \ to \ 368)$

The Nuclear Missile + Amerikiyoon (Americans): $1031 + 337 = 1368 \ (equivalent \ to \ 368)$

Al-Khusuf (The Land Collapse) + San Francisco: $771 + 597 = 1368 \ (equivalent \ to \ 368)$

Theodor Herzl (Father of Zionism): $726 + 642 = 1368 \ (equivalent \ to \ 368)$

Father of Zionism, Jewish journalist Theodor Herzl was born on May 2, 1860 (Shawwal 10, 1276 Hijri) (Iyar 10, 5620 Jewish Calendar) (2400,532.5$^{\text{th}}$ Julian Day) and died on July 3, 1904 (Rabi Thani 19, 1322 Hijri) (Tamuz 20, 5664 Jewish) (2416,664.5$^{\text{th}}$ Julian Day). His famous booklet titled Der Judenstaat (The Jewish State), advocating the creation of a Jewish state, was published in Vienna, Austria, on February 14, 1896 (Shaban 29, 1313 Hijri) (Shevat 30, 5656 Jewish) (2413,603.5$^{\text{th}}$ Julian Day). Later, he finished writing Altneuland (The Old New Land) on
April 30, 1902 (Muharram 22, 1320 Hijri), a novel outlining his vision for a Jewish state in the Land of Israel. This novel tells the story of two European Jews on their way to retire to a remote Pacific island, they stop in Jaffa, Palestine, they find Palestine a backward, destitute, sparsely populated country. They spend the next twenty years on the island. As they pass through Palestine on their way back to Europe, they discover that Palestine has been drastically transformed into cosmopolitan modern society.

قل إنما علمها عند ربي لا يجلبها لوقتها إلا  Say: The knowledge of it is with my Lord. Shall not reveal its timing except (verse 187 of Sura 7): \((130 + 92 + 146) + (124 + 212 + 31 + 59 + 542 + 32) = 368 + 1000 = 1368\)

الله قد بعث لكم طلعت ملكا  God has sent/resurrected for you Talut (Saul or Paul) as a king (verse 247 of Sura 2): \(1368\) (1367 or 1369)

اقرأ باسم ربك الذي Recite in the name of your Lord, the one. (verse 1 of Sura 96) : \(1368\)

أنزلها في ليله القدر و ما أدركا ما ليله القدر descended it (or him) in the Night of the Qadr and how would you know what the Night of Qadr is (verse 1-2 of Sura 97): \([144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 335] + [6 + 41 + 226 + 41] + (75 + 410) = 644 (or 643) + 314 + 410 = 1368 (or 1367)\) (equivalent to \(368\))

إن عذبنا وجعلنا جهنم للعكرین If you return, we return and make Jahannam (Hell) for the unbelievers (verse 8 of Sura 17): \(1368\) (or 1369)

ان المتقین في جنات و عيون The Mutaqeen (pious people) are in paradises and springs (verse 45 of Sura 15): \(51 + [631 + 90 + 454 (or 453) + 6 + 136] = 51 + 1317 (or 1316) = 1368 (or 1367)\)

الإنتفاش The Intifada (Uprising): \(1368\)

قربان رابع أنطيوخوس Qurban (Sacrificial offering) of Rabi (Fourth) Antiochus: \(353 + (273 + 742) = 353 + 1015 = 1368\)

بسيليكا القديس بطرس البابوسي + مدينة الفاتيكان Papal Basilica of Saint Peter + City of the Vatican: \((133 + 205 + 271 + 57) + (109 + 593) = 666 + 702 = 1368\) (1368 is the \(1148\)th Composite Number)

(1626 is the \(1368\)th Composite Number)

♦  إيان مرساها When will its docking (settlement or arrival) be? (verse 187 of Sura 7) & (verse 42 of Sura 79): \(62 + 307 (or 306) = 369 (or 368)\) (369 is the \(295\)th Composite Number) (458 is the \(369\)th Composite Number)

يلسون أيان يوم الدين They ask: when will Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment) be? (verse 12 of Sura 51): \(156 (or 157) + 62 + 56 + 95 = 369 (or 370)\)

أن يرحمكم that he may have mercy on you (verse 8 of Sura 17): \(51 + 318 = 369\)
praise Him and after the prostration (verse 40 of Sura 50): $155 + 6 + 208 = 369$ (or $368$)

Night of the Israa (heavenly journey): $75 + 294 = 369$ (or $368$)

Night of Qiyam (Resurrection or Upheaval) of enemies of Allah: $75 + [151 + (77 + 66)] = 75 + (151 + 143) = 75 + 294 = 369$

Day of Raj’a (Return) of Babyl: $56 + (278 + 35) = 56 + 313 = 369$

The King Mohammed, the Sixth: $121 + (92 + 156) = 121 + 248 = 369$

[S Al-Hasan II, King of Morocco, died on Friday July 23, 1999 (Rabi Thani 9, 1420 Hijri) (Av 10, 5759 Jewish) (2451,382.5th or 2451,383th Julian Day). On the same day, his son Mohammad was offered bay’a (pledge of allegiance) as Prince of the Believers and he was officially crowned as King Mohammad VI, the 23rd king of the Alawite dynasty, on July 30, 1999]

The Franja (Franks/Franca who ruled over a significant part of Western Europe): 369

The Britaniyoon (British/Britons): 369

Israeliyoon (Israelites): 369 (or 368)

The Masonic Kingdom: $166 + 203 = 369$

Hazima (Defeat) of Israel: $67 + 302 = 369$ (or 370)

Germany + Holland + Bohemia (Czech) + Belgium: $133 + 96 + 74 + 66 = 369$

The Prince William son of Charles: $282 + 96 (or 86) + 53 + 938 = 1369$ (or 1359)

Day of Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17): $56 + (80 + 31) + 1202 = 1369$ (or $1368$)

Day of Promise of the Raj’a (Return) + The Islamic Caliphate: $56 + (80 + 31) + 278 + [747 (or 746) + 177 (or 178)] = 56 + 111 + [278 + 924 (923 or 925)] = 56 + [111 + 1202 (1201 or 1203)] = 56 + 1313 (1312 or 1314) = 1369 (1368 or 1370)

God has sent/resurrected for you Talut (Saul or Paul) as a king (verse 247 of Sura 2): 1369 (or 1368)

About the Hour: When will its docking be? Say, the knowledge of it is with my Lord (verse 187 of Sura 7): 1369
If you return, we return and make Jahannam (Hell) for the unbelievers (verse 8 of Sura 17): 1369 (1368 or 1370) (= 37 x 37) (1369 is the 1149th Composite Number)

if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they destroy how high hey reach utterly. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you and (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17): 7369

Signing of surrender of the Japan + Nihaya (End) of the Second World War: [586 + 592 (or 591) + 95] + 71 + (241 + 187 + 597) = 1273 (or 1272) + 71 + 1025 = 2369 (or 2368)

and how would you know what the Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Laila of the Qadr is better than (verses 1 - 3 of Sura 97): 144 + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 = 2369

The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time).

and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they destroy how high hey reach utterly. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you and (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17): 7369

The Atomic Bomb of Nagasaki + Japan: [187 + 1141 (or 1142) + 946] + 95 = 2274 (or 2275) + 95 = 2369 (or 2370) (= 23 x 103) (2369 is the 2018th Composite Number)

[The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time).]

The First Crusade Expedition: 78 + (114 + 178) = 78 + 292 = 370

On July 22, 1946 (Shaban 23, 1365 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5706 Jewish) (2432,023,5th Julian day), the western part of the southern wing of King David Hotel in Jerusalem, which was serving as headquarters of the British Mandate, collapsed due to explosives set off by Irgun, a Zionist terrorist group led by Menahim Begin, who later became Prime Minister of Israel.

The King David Funduq (Hotel): 234 + 121 + 15 (or 21) = 370 (or 376)

The King David Hotel in Jerusalem, which was serving as headquarters of the British Mandate, collapsed due to explosives set off by Irgun, a Zionist terrorist group led by Menahim Begin, who later became Prime Minister of Israel.

Fall of Al-Quds (Jerusalem): 175 + 195 = 370

The King David Funduq (Hotel): 234 + 121 + 15 (or 21) = 370 (or 376)
Mecca Mukarrama (Honored): $65 + 306 = 370$

Crash of an airplane: $145 + 225 = 370$

Evident Magic (verse 43 of Sura 34): $268 + 102 = 370$

Omr (age or life span) of the Hayat (life): $310 + 60 = 370$

Nihaya (End) of voyage of Apollo 11: $71 + 243 + 45 + 11 = 370$

The Hour is their appointment and (verse 46 of Sura 54): $370$

They ask: when will Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment) be? (verse 12 of Sura 51): $157$ (or 156) + $62 + 56 + 95 = 370$ (or 369)

And how would you know what the Day is? (verse 14 of Sura 77): $(6 + 41 + 226 + 41) + 56 = 314 + 56 = 370$

Day of Miraj (Ascension to Heaven): $56 + 314 = 370$

Day of Wahiya (Catastrophe) of Nuclear War: $56 + [27 + (210 + 77)] = 56 + (27 + 287) = 56 + 314 = 370$

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of + Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18): $(56 + 22) + (80 + 212) = 78 + 292 = 370$

Day of Ruju (Return) of Babyl: $56 + (279 + 35) = 56 + 314 = 370$

Nakba (Catastrophe) of York Al-Jadida (The New York): $77 + (236 + 57) = 77 + 293 = 370$

makes you victorious (verse 3 of Sura 48): $370$

Tasman Sea: $210 + 160 = 370$

Banu (Children of) Israel: $58 + 312$ (or 311) $= 370$ (or 369)

Al-Wahiya (The Catastrophe) + Israel: $58 + 312$ (or 311) $= 370$ (or 369)

Jinna (demons) + Israel: $58 + 312 = 370$

Hazima (Defeat) of Israel: $67 + 303$ (or 302) $= 370$ (or 369)

Hazima (Defeat) of the Britan: $67 + 303 = 370$
They will not return (verse 95 of Sura 21): \(31 + 339 = 370\)

To Al-Rahman (verse 85 of Sura 19): \(41 + 329 = 370\)

Narrate to you (verse 13 of Sura 18): \(240 + 130 = 370\)

Kingdom of King of the Last King of the Britan (Britons): \(135 + (90 + 303 + 842) = 135 + 1235 = 1370\)

Day of the Ninth + Zu Al-Hijja: \(56 + [561 (or 562) + (706 + 47)] = 56 + [561 (or 562) + 753] = 56 + 1314 (or 1315) = 1370 (or 1371)\)

Vatican + The Catholic Church: \(562 (or 561) + 176 + 632 (or 633) = 562 (or 561) + 809 (or 808) = 1370 (or 1371)\)

The First Great War: \((241 + 1051) + 78 = 1292 + 78 = 1370\)

If you return, we return and make Jahannam (Hell) for the unbelievers (verse 8 of Sura 17): \(1370 (1368 \ or \ 1369)\)

how would you know? Perhaps the Hour will be soon.” (verse 63 of Sura 33): \(41 + 244 + 130 + 167 + 476 + 312 (or 313) = 1370 (or 1371)\)

When the Promise of my Lord comes, he shall turn it into ruins and the Promise (verse 98 of Sura 18): \(782 + 5 + 80 + 212 + 108 + 26 + 6 + 71 + 80 = 1370 (\text{equivalent to 370}) \) 1370 is the 1150th Composite Number (1629 is the 1370th Composite Number)

and they are, from every direction, coming. And the Haq (True) Promise has approached (verse 96 – 97 of Sura 21): \(6 + 45 + 90 + 50 + 14 + 206 + 6 + 703 + 111 + 139 = 1370\)

The Caller from a close place. The day they hear the Saiha (Scream or Shout) in the Haq (Truth or Justice), that is (verse 41 - 42 of Sura 50): \([136 + 90 + 110 (or 111) + 312 + 56] + [236 + 144 + 141 + 750 (or 751)] = 704 (or 705) + 1666 (or 1677) = 2370 (or 2371)\)

Thalath wa Ishreen (Twenty Third) + September: \([1030 (or 1031) + 6 + 630] + 704 = 1666 (or 1667) + 704 = 2370 (or 2371)\)

Thalatha Ishreen (Twenty Three) + September: \((1036 + 630) + 704 = 1666 + 704 = 2370\)

The Atomic Bomb of Nagasaki + Japan: \([187 + 1142 (or 1141) + 946] + 95 = 2275 (or 2274) + 95 = 2370 (or 2369) \) 2370 is the 2019th Composite Number [The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning
on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time).

Awda (Return) of Rihla (Journey or Voyage) of the Space to the Earth:

\[85 + (243 + 913) + (45 + 11) + (41 + 1032) = 85 + (1156 + 56) + (41 + 1032) = (85 + 1212) + 1073 = 1297 + 1073 = 2370\]

you do well, you do well to yourselves. If you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad (ruin your faces) (verse 7 of Sura 17):

\[559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 1232 + 117 + 80 = 4370\]

\[\text{The Moon (verse 8 of Sura 75) & (verse 1 of Sura 54): } 371 \text{ (} = 7 \times 53 \text{) (371 is the 297}^{\text{th}} \text{Composite Number)} \]

\[\text{(460 is the 371}^{\text{st}} \text{Composite Number) (2539 is the 371}^{\text{st}} \text{Prime Number)} \]

\[\text{The Crimea: } 371\]

\[\text{Iraq: } 371\]

\[\text{Al-Furs (Persians): } 371\]

\[\text{City/State of the Sioniyeen (Zionists): } 109 + 262 = 371\]

\[\text{City of York Jadida (New York): } 109 + (236 + 26) = 109 + 262 = 371\]

\[\text{The Safar (Travel): } 371\]

\[\text{Sura Q: } 271 + 100 = 371\]

\[\text{command, Peace (verses 4 – 5 of Sura 97): } 241 + 130 (or 131) = 371 \text{ (or 372)}\]

\[\text{And our Command is not but (verse 50 of Sura 54): } 371\]

\[\text{Aqir (Barren, a woman cannot bear children) (verse 5 of Sura 19): } 371\]

\[\text{The Nasr (Victory): } 371\]

\[\text{The Mufakkir (Thinker): } 371\]

\[\text{The Maseer (Fate or Destiny) (verse 43 of Sura 50): } 371\]

\[\text{Promise of the Hour + Bidaya (Beginning) of the Nihaya (End): } (80 + 167) + (22 + 102) = 247 + 124 = 371\]

\[\text{Day the Caller (or Announcer) caller (or announces) (verse 41 of}\]
Sura 50) + Bidaya (Beginning) of the Nihaya (End): (56 + 65 + 126) + (22 + 102) = 247 + 124 = 371

وعد الساعة + النجم Promise of the Hour + The Star : (80 + 167) + 124 = 247 + 124 = 371

بداية قطركم Bidaya (Beginning) of Fitrkom (Your Breaking of the Fast): 22 + 349 = 371

بداية الحرب النووية Bidaya (Beginning) of the Nuclear War: 22 + (241 + 108) = 22 + 349 = 371

الساعر The Saer (Hell-Fire) (verses 4 of Sura 22) & (verse 7 of Sura 42): 371

لبوري منمنمة فتريكم Day of Wilada (Birth) of Sahib (Companion) of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): (56 + 46) + 101 (or 100) + [71 + 97 (or 98)] = 102 + [101 (or 100) + 168 (or 169)] = 102 + 269 (268 or 270) = 371 (370 or 372)

يوم وفاة الإمام علي Day of Wafat (Death) of the Imam Ali : 56 + 92 + (113 + 110) = 56 + 92 + 223 = 371

هد حائط البراق Hadd (Destruction) of Wall of Al-Buraq (Wailing Wall in Jerusalem): 9 + (28 + 334) = 9 + 362 = 371

الرئيسين The Raisain (Two Presidents): 371

الدجال + إسرائيل The Dajjal + Israel : 69 + 302 (or 303) = 371 (or 372)

الدجال الأمريكي The American Dajjal : 69 + 302 (or 312) = 371 (or 381)

زينا السماء الدنيا بزيته We have decorated the Worldly Heaven (or sky) with (by) decoration (verse 6 of Sura 37): (68 + 133 + 96) + 74 = 297 + 74 = 371

نطوي السماء كتلي السجل We fold up the Heaven (Sky) like fold-up of the Sijil (verse 104 of Sura 21): 371

لهم رسول To them, Messenger (verse 13 of Sura 91): 75 + 296 = 371

واهية كورية الجنوبية Wahiya (Catastrophe) of South Korea: 27 + 344 = 371

الصعقة + كندا The Saiqa (Shocking Event) of Canada: 296 + 75 = 371

خشف تركيا Khusuf (Collapse) of Turkey: 740 + 631 = 1371 (equivalent to 371) (= 3 x 457)

(1371 is the 1151st Composite Number) (1630 is the 1371st Composite Number) (1924 is the 1630th Composite Number)

كتب على نفسه الرحمة لجمعكم إلى يوم Has prescribed upon himself the mercy to gather you for a day (verse 12 of Sura 6): (422 + 110 + 195 + 284 + 263 + 41) + 56 = 1315 + 56 = 1371

يوم القيمة لا ريب فيه الذين Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval or Beginning of End
No doubt about it, those (verse 12 of Sura 6): \[56 + [186 (or 187) + 31 + 212 + 95 + 791] = 56 + 1315 (or 1316) = 1371 \] or 1372

Day they see it, they do not remain except an evening or (verse 46 of Sura 79): \[56 + 1315 = 1371 \]

Visit of Mohammad Anwar Al-Sadat + Israel: \[223 + [92 + (257 + 497)] + 302 = [223 + (92 + 754)] + 302 = (223 + 846) + 302 = 1069 + 302 = 1371 \]

Egyptian President Anwar Sadat arrived for surprise visit to Israel for the first time, at night, on Saturday November 19, 1977 (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1397 Hijri), day of standing on Mount of Arafat, meaning eve of 1st day of Eid Al-Adha.]

The sight is sparkled and (the Moon) is eclipsed (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 75): \[302 + (323 + 6 + 740 ) = 302 + 1069 = 1371 \]

that Day, Eight (verse 17 of Sura 69 ): \[766 + 605 (or 606) = 1371 \] or 1372

how would you know? Perhaps the Hour will be soon.” (verse 63 of Sura 33): \[41 + 244 + 130 + 167 + 476 + 313 (or 312) = 1371 \] or 1370

before the Setting (Sun-set) (verse 39 of Sura 50): \[132 + 1239 = 1371 \]

Bidaya (Beginning) of Magic + Sha’waza (Sorcery or Witchcraft): \[22+ (268 + 1081) = 22 + 1349 = 1371 \]

Vatican + The Catholic Church: \[562 (or 561) + [ 176 + 633 (or 632) ] = 562 (or 561) + 809 (or 808) = 1371 \] or 1370

Hadd (Destruction) of City of Hamburg: \[9 + 109 + 1253 (or 1254) = 1371 \] or 1372

The Naqoos (Bell) + The Big Ben + London + Britania (Britain): \[248 + 52 + 263 (or 264) + (134 + 674) = 563 + 808 = 1371 \]

The Big Jaras (Bell) + London + Britania (Britain): \[(294 + 263) + (140 + 674) = 557 + 814 = 1371 \]

The Euphrates is close to recede upon (or uncover) a Treasure of Gold: \[(336 + 712 + 51) + (278 + 120) + (77 + 90 + 707) = (1099 + 398) + 874 = 1497 + 874 = 2371 \]

Allah created the Heavens and the Earth (verse 9 of Sura 30): \[730 + 66 + \]
537 (538 or 539) + 6 + 1032 = 2371 (2372 or 2373)

Thalath wa Ishreen (Twenty Third) + September : [1031 (or 1030) + 6 + 630] + 704 = 1667 (or 1666) + 704 = 2371 (or 2370)

Day of the Ninth + Zu Al-Hijja = 56 + 562 + (706 + 47) = 56 + 562 + 753 = 1371

The Caller from a close place. The day they hear the Saiha (Scream or Shout) in the Haq (Truth or Justice), that is (verse 41 - 42 of Sura 50): [136 + 90 + 111 (or 110) + 312 + 56] + [236 + 144 + 141 + 750 (or 751)] = 705 (or 704) + 1666 (or 1667) = 2371 (or 2370)

In Ghafala (unawareness or inattentiveness) turned away (verse 1 of Sura 21): 90 + 1115 + 1166 = 2371 (2371 is the 351st Prime Number) (436 is the 351st Composite Number)

Provoke them out of the Land, so We drowned him and those with him (verse 103 of Sura 17): 3371 (or 3372) (equivalent to 371) (3371 is the 475th Prime Number)

The Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times). When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun and Moon are combined. The human being says: (verse 6 – 10 of Sura 75): (582 + 782 + 302) + (323 + 6 + 740 + 371 + 6 + 113 + 431 + 6 + 371 + 146 + 192) = 1666 + 2705 = 4371

The Qadr ? Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every (verse 2 - 4 of Sura 97): 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 = 4371 (4371 is the 3774th Composite Number)

Sun and before the Setting (Sun-set) and from the Night glorify him and after the prostration. And listen the Day the Caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream or Shout) in the Haq (Turth or Justice). That is Day of the Khuruj (Coming-out) (verse 39 – 42 of Sura 50): (400 + 6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 71 + 155 + 6 + 207 + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312) + 56 + (236 + 539 + 141 + 750 + 56 + 840) = 3753 + 56 + 2562 = 6371

If you do well, you do well to yourselves and if you do badly, it is for you. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque, like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, we return and we make Jahanam (Hell) (verse 7 - 8 of Sura 17): (51 + 559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681) + (138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 + 140 + 162 + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 154 + 98) = 4704 + 4667 = 9371
AshSham (Greater Syria): 372 (372 is the 298th Composite Number) (2543 is the 372nd Prime Number)

Lebanon + Palestine: 133 + 239 = 372

Tower of the Clock: 205 + 167 = 372

Day of the Maghfira (Forgiveness): 56 + 316 = 372

Command, Peace (verses 4 - 5 of Sura 97): 241 + 131 (or 130) = 372 (or 371)

Deen (Religion or Judgment) of Allah in groups, then glorify (verse 2 - 3 of Sura 110): 64 + (66 + 92 + 150) = 64 + 308 = 372

Day of Nakba (Catastrophe) of Palestine: 56 + 77 + 239 = 372

The Iranian Dajjal (Deceiver): 69 + 303 = 372

The Dajjal + Baraq (or Buraq): 69 + 303 = 372

The Dajjal (Deceiver) + Israel: 69 + 303 (or 302) = 372 (or 371)

The Americans: 372

New Yorkers: 372

Israelites: 372 (or 373)

The Heaven + Palestine: 133 + 239 = 372

People: 372

Hadd (Destruction) of City of Hamburg: 9 + 109 + 1254 (or 1253) = 1372 (or 1371) (1372 is the 1152nd Composite Number) (1631 is the 1372nd Composite Number)

The Hour has approached and the Moon has been split and when they are shown (verses 1 - 2 of Sura 54): 1103 + [167 + 6 + 451 (or 450) + 371 + 6 + 51 + 217] = 1103 + 1269 (or 1268) = 2372 (or 2371)

The Hour and the Moon has been split and when they are shown an Aya (sign), they turn away (verses 1-2 of Sura 54): 2372 (or 2373)

Thalatha wa Ishroon (Twenty Three) + September: (1036 + 6 + 626) + 704
= 1668 + 704 = 2372 (= 3 \times 7 \times 113) \text{ (2373 is the 2021}^{\text{st}} \text{Composite Number}) \quad \text{(2778 is the 2373}^{\text{rd}} \text{Composite Number)}

الحركة التصحيحية + إنقلاب حافظ الأسد + سوريا The Corrective Movement + Coup of Hafiz Al-Assad + Syria : 2372 (or 2371) (= 2 \times 2 \times 593) \text{ (2372 is the 2020}^{\text{th}} \text{Composite Number}) \quad \text{(2776 is the 2372}^{\text{nd}} \text{Composite Number)} \text{ [ On November 13, 1970 (Ramadan 14, 1390 Hijri), a coup known as the Corrective Movement, brought Hafiz Assad to power in Syria. On November 19, 1970 (Ramadan 20, 1390 Hijri), Hafiz Assad became Prime Minister of Syria. ]}

♦ البرترينيين Al-Britaniyeen (The British/Britons): 373 \text{ (373 is the 74}^{\text{th}} \text{Prime Number}) \quad \text{(464 is the 373}^{\text{rd}} \text{Composite Number}) \quad \text{(2549 is the 373}^{\text{rd}} \text{Prime Number}) \quad \text{(4373 is the 597}^{\text{th}} \text{Prime Number)}

אָנָשִׁיֵם Israeliyeen (Israelites): 373

المملكة الصهيونية The Zionist Kingdom: 166 + 207 = 373

إحياء مملكة المسيح ابن داود Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of the Messiah son of David: \((21 + 135) + 149 + [53 (or 52) + 15] = 156 + [149 + 68 (or 67)] = 156 + 217 (or 216) = 373 \text{ (or 372)}

عيد الأثوار Eid (Feast or Festival) of the Lights: 84 + 289 = 373 \text{ (Feast/Festival of Lights, also known as Hanukkah, is an 8-day Jewish Holiday that commemorates the victory of practicing Jews and re-dedication of the Jewish Temple in Jerusalem to God on Kislev 25 (165 BC), after it was transformed by Greek Seleucid King Antiochus IV into a pagan temple and was desecrated by performing pagan rituals in the Jewish Temple, such as slaughtering and offering unholy sacrifices to pagan gods, three years earlier also on Kislev 25 (168 BC).)}

عيد النحر Eid of the Nahr (Slaughter): 84 + 289 = 373

عيد فطر Eid (Feast or Holiday) of Fitr (Breaking of the Fast): 84 + 289 = 373

نهاية نيويورك Nihaya (End) of New York: 71 + 302 = 373

نهاية إسرائيل Nihaya (End) of Israel: 71 + 302 (or 303) = 373 \text{ (or 374)}

هد بني إسرائيل Hadd (Destruction) of Bani (Children) of Israel: 9 + 62 + 302 (or 303) = 373 \text{ (or 374)}

الكرسي البابوي The Papal See (or Seat): 321 + 52 = 373

لا يكادون يفهمون They barely understand (verse 93 of Sura 18): 373

المدينة رجل The city, a man (verse 20 of Sura 36): 140 + 233 = 373
Vision (or apparition) of Yusuf (Joseph) (verse 4 of Sura 12): 217 (or 218) + 156 = 373 (or 374)

The Fayadanat (Floods): 1373

Getting out Palestinians + Their Homelands: (805 + 309) + 259 = 1114 + 259 = 1373

Istirdad (Re-capture) of Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness): 56 + 670 + (412 + 235) = 56 + (670 + 647) = 56 + 1317 = 1373

Terra Australis (“The Southern Land”. It is an old name of Australia): 611 + 762 = 1373 (1373 is the 220th Prime Number) (1632 is the 1373rd Composite Number)

Atomic Bomb + Amreek (Americans): (187 + 905) + 271 = 1102 + 271 = 1373

The Mongols + Majzara (Massacre) of Baghdad: 1107 + (255 + 1011) = 1107 + 1266 = 2373

If you do badly, it is for (the detriment of) it. When Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17): (51 + 502 + 116) + [782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838)] = 669 + 1704 (or 1705) = 2373 (or 2374) (2373 is the 2021st Composite Number) (2778 is the 2373rd Composite Number)

Apollo + Armstrong + The Moon: 45 + (1957 + 371) = 45 + 2328 = 2373

The Hour and the Moon has been split and when they are shown an Aya (sign), they turn away (verses 1 - 2 of Sura 54): 2373 (or 2372)

And the Moon has been cracked and if they are shown an Aya (verse), they turn away and they say: “Continuous Magic” (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 54): [6 + 51 (or 50)] + 400 + (371 + 6 + 51 + 217 + 17 + 1087 + 6 + 153 + 268 + 740) = 57 (or 56) + 400 + 2916 = 3373 (or 3372)

The Maqabir (Graves): 374 (2 x 11 x 17) (374 is the 299th Composite Number)

(465 is the 374th Composite Number) (2551 is the 374th Prime Number) (3916 is the 3374th Composite Number)

The Criminals (verse 47 of Sura 54): 374

Bina (Building or Construction) of Wall of Berlin: 54 + (28 + 292) = 54 + 320 =
Allah will make him good in a (or one) night: \[143 + 66 (or 67) + 90 \] = 299 (or 300) + 75 = **374 (or 375)** (This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Sihr (Magic or Sorcery): 75 + 299 = **374**

First of Shawwal: 37 + 337 = **374** [1st day of month of Shawwal is the 1st day of Eid (Feast) of the Fitr (Breaking of the Fast). Shawwal is the month after Ramadan.]

Day of your Slaughter: 56 + 318 = **374**

Day of Balfour: 56 + 318 = **374**

Promise of the Nahr (Slaughter) has arrived: 5 + 80 + 289 = **374**

Promise of Qiyam (Resurrection or Upheaval) of enemies of Allah: 80 + [151 + (77 + 66)] = 80 + (151 + 143) = 80 + 294 = **374**

Qiyama (Rise/Resurrection or Upheaval) + The Messiah, the Dajjal: 156 + (149 + 69) = 156 + 218 = **374**

Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of the Messiah, the Dajjal: (19 + 135) + 149 + 69 = 156 + (149 + 69) = 156 + 218 = **374**

End of State of the Masoniyeen (Free-Masons): 71 + 303 = **374**

End of Israel: 71 + 303 (or 302) = **374 (or 373)**

Hadd (Destruction) of Bani (Children) of Israel: 9 + 62 + 303 (or 302) = **374 (or 373)**

Catastrophe of Dawla (State) of the Amreek (Americans): 27 + 45 + 302 = **374**

This is the interpretation of my vision (or apparition) (verse 100 of Sura 12): 706 + 447 + 221 (or 222) = **1374 (or 1375)** (equivalent to **374**) (= 2 x 3 x **293** (1374 is the **1153rd** Composite Number) (1633 is the **1374th** Composite Number)

The name of your Lord, the Magnificent (verse 96 of Sura 56): 101 + 222 + 1051 = **1374**

Forgive me and grant me (verse 35 of Sura 38): 1281 + 40 + 13 + 40 = **1374** (equivalent to **374**)
This is the interpretation of my vision (verse 100 of Sura 12): \[706 + 447 + 221 = 1374\] (or 1375)

Who fears the Rahman (God) regarding the Ghayb (Metaphysical World, Hidden, or Future) (verse 33 of Sura 50): \[90 + 910 + 329 + 1045 = 2374\] (or 2375) \((= 2 \times 1187)\) (2374 is the 2022nd Composite Number)

If you do badly, it is for (the detriment of) it. When Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17): \[51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 = 2374\] (or 2373)

From an ancestry (or extract) of clay (or mud) (verse 12 of Sura 23): \[90 + 126 (or 125) + 90 + 69 = 375\] (or 374) \((375\) is the 300th Composite Number) \((466\) is the 375th Composite Number)

From the Sadiqeen (Honest or Truthful Ones) (verse 106 of Sura 7): \[90 + 285 (or 286) = 375\] (or 376)

From the Siddiqeen (Righteous Ones or Believers) (verse 106 of Sura 7): \[90 + 285 = 375\]

Allah will make him good in a (or one) night: \[143 + 67 (or 66) + 90 + 75 = 375\] (or 374) \((This\ is\ part\ of\ a\ Hadith\ about\ the Mahdi)\)

To make him Aya (Sign) for the People (verse 21 of Sura 19): \[375\]

Bidaya (Beginning) of the Hour + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): \[22 + [167 + 186 (or 187)] = 22 + 353 (or 354) = 375\] (or 376)

Wihda (Unification or Unity) of the Saudi Kingdom: \[23 + (166 + 186) = 375\] \((On\ September\ 23,\ 1932\ (Jumada\ Ula\ 22\ (or\ 21),\ 1351\ Hijri)\ (Elul\ 22,\ 5692\ Jewish),\ the\ Kingdom\ of\ Najd\ and\ the\ Kingdom\ of\ Hijaz\ were\ united\ to\ form\ the\ Kingdom\ of\ Saudi\ Arabia\ and\ Abdul\ Aziz\ became\ the\ King\ of\ Saudi\ Arabia.\ That\ is\ why\ today,\ the\ Saudi\ National\ Day\ is\ celebrated\ annually\ on\ September\ 23.)\)

Da’ish (The Acronym of “Islamic State in Iraq and Syria” or I.S.I.S.): \[375\]

You are in the Holy Valley, Tuwa (verse 12 of Sura 20): \[71 + 44 + 235 + 25 = 375\] \((375\) is the 300th Composite Number)

Be the first of the Muslimeen (Muslims) (verse 12 of Sura 39): \[375\]

The House and the Faith (this refers to Madina) (verse 9 of Sura 59): \[236 + 6 + 133 = 375\]
Abraham + Moses (verse 19 of Sura 87): \( 259 \) (or \( 258 \)) + \( 116 = 375 \) (or \( 374 \))

Asbat (Children or tribes) of Israel: \( 73 + 302 \) (or \( 303 \)) = \( 375 \) (or \( 376 \))

O Bani (Children of Israel) (verse 6 of Sura 61): \( 11 \) (or \( 10 \)) + \( 62 + 302 \) (or \( 303 \)) = \( 375 \) (or \( 374 \))

O Bani (Children) of the Arabs: \( 10 \) (or \( 11 \)) + \( 62 + 302 \) = \( 375 \) (or \( 376 \))

Vladimir: \( 375 \) (or \( 365 \))

Upon (or unto) them birds (verse 3 of Sura 105): \( 155 + 220 = 375 \)

The Haikal (Temple) + Al-Haram (the Sanctuary): \( 96 + 279 = 375 \)

Hadda (Destruction) of Al-Aqsa Mosque: \( 14 + 361 = 375 \)

Hadda (Destruction) of Banu Israel (Children of Israel): \( 14 + 361 = 375 \)

Hadda (Destruction) of Banu Al-Britan (Children of the Britons): \( 14 + 361 = 375 \)

The Red Indians (This is how Arabs used to refer to native Indians of America): \( 96 + 279 = 375 \)

Day of the Approach + Adam + The tree: \( 56 + [735 + 45 \text{ or } 46] + 539 = 56 + 1319 \text{ or } 1320 = 1375 \) (or \( 1376 \))

Nihaya (End) of the Pope Francis + Akhir (Last) Pope: \( 71 + (37 + 460) + [801 \text{ or } 802] + 6 = 71 + 497 + 807 \text{ or } 808 = 1375 \) (or \( 1376 \))

Nihaya (End) of the Pope Francis + Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paulus (Paul), the Second: \( (71 + 37 + 460) + (21 + 37 + 59 + 98 + 592) = 568 + 807 = 1375 \)

Ibtida (Beginning) of the Iraqi–Iranian War: \( 409 + 241 + (417 + 308) = 409 + (241 + 725) = 409 + 966 = 1375 \) [War of Iraq & Iran started on September 22, 1980 (Zu Al-Qada 12, 1400 Hijri) (Tishri 12, 5741 Jewish) (2444.504.5th Julian Day). The war ended after Iran accepted UN Resolution 598 calling for an immediate cease-fire (or truce) on July 18, 1988 (Zu Hijja 3, 1408 Hijri) and this truce came into effect on July 20, 1988.]

When they came to you from above you and from below (verse 10 of Sura 33): \( 701 + (71 + 90 + 246) + (6 + 90) + 171 = (701 + 407 + 96) + 171 = 1204 + 171 = \text{1375} \) (= \( 5 \times 5 \times 5 \times 11 \)) (\( 1375 \) is the \( 1154^{\text{th}} \) Composite Number) (1634 is the \( 1375^{\text{th}} \) Composite Number)

He said: The knowledge of it is with my Lord in a Book. My Lord does not mislead and does not forget (verse 52 of Sura 20): \( 2375 \)
And yet among the people, there is someone who argues/disputes about Allah, without knowledge, and follow every rebellious Satan! It has been Kutiba (written or decreed) upon him is that who takes him (satan) as a leader, he (satan) will misguide him and guide/lead him to the torment of Hell-fire (verses 3 - 4 of Sura 22): 6375 (6375 is the 5543rd Composite Number)

♦ Qari’a (Terrifying Event in End Times) (verse 1 of Sura 101): 376 (376 is the 301st Composite Number) (468 is the 376th Composite Number) (2579 is the 376th Prime Number) (3376 is the 2899th Composite Number)

Wahiya (Catastrophe) of the Nuclear War: 27 + (241 + 108) = 27 + 349 = 376

Day of Nakba (Disaster) of the Nuclear Weapons: (56 + 77) + (135 + 108) = 133 + 243 = 376

Day of the Fitr (Breaking of the Fast): 56 + 320 = 376

We descended upon our Abd (worshipper or servant) (verse 41 of Sura 8): 139 + 110 + 127 = 376

The Nile River: 255 + 121 = 376

The Red Lion: 96 + 280 = 376

The King David Hotel: 234 + 121 + 21 (or 15) = 376 (or 370) [On July 22, 1946 (Shaban 23, 1365 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5706 Jewish) (2432,023.5th Julian day), the western part of the southern wing of King David Hotel in Jerusalem, which was serving as headquarters of the British Mandate, collapsed due to explosives set off by Irgun, a Zionist terrorist group led by Menahim Begin, who later became Prime Minister of Israel.]

Bidaya (Beginning) of the Hour + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 22 + [167 + 187 (or 186)] = 22 + 354 (or 353) = 376 (or 375)

Day of Lining up (Alignment) of 11 Planets: 56 + (261 + 11 + 48) = 56 + 320 = 376

Day of + descends from the Heaven (or Sky) (verse 2 of Sura 34): 56 + (97 + 90 + 133) = 56 + 320 = 376

Day of + The Rajifa (Shaking Event) (verse 6 of Sura 79): 56 + 320 = 376

O Bani (Children) of Israel (verse 6 of Sura 61): 11 (or 10) + 62 + 303 (or 302) = 376 (374 or 375)
Asbat (Children or tribes) of Israel: $73 + 303 = 376$ (or 375)

Son of Joe + Medina (City/State) of the English People + the Jews:
$62 + 109 + (149 + 56) = 62 + 109 + 205 = 376$ (or 375)

Hadd (Destruction) of Madina (City/State) of the Masoniyeen (Free-Masons):
$9 + (109 + 258) = 9 + 367 = 376$

And (God) makes you victorious (verse 3 of Sura 48): $6 + 370 = 376$

Descent + Ma’ïda (Table of Food) from the Heaven: $93 + (60 + 90 + 133) = 93 + 283 = 376$ (The story of the Ma’ïda that Jesus asks God to bring down as a miraculous Sign is mentioned in verses 112-115 of Sura 5, titled Al-Ma’ïda)

Descent of Jesus + The Heaven: $93 + 150 + 133 = 376$

taught Adam all the names (verse 31 of Sura 2): $376$ (or 375)

To be for people of the World (verse 1 of Sura 25): $376$ (or 377)

Those who have been given the knowledge (verse 54 of Sura 22): $1376$ (equivalent to 376) ($1376$ is the $1155^{th}$ Composite Number) ($1635$ is the $1376^{th}$ Composite Number)

Except Iblees (Devil), he got haughty and he was one of those who reject faith (verse 74 of Sura 38): $1376$ (or 1377)

Praise (Glory) be to the one who transported his worshipper at night from (verse 1 of Sura 17): $1376$

descended it (or him) in the Night of Qadr and how would you know what the Night of Qadr is (verse 1-2 of Sura 97): $(143 + 90 + 75 + 335) + [6 + 41 + 235 (or 226) + 41] + (75 + 410) = 643 + 323 (or 314) + 410 = 1376$ (or 1367) (equivalent to 376)

Day of the Approach + Adam + The tree: $56 + [735 + 46 (or 45) + 539] = 56 + 1320 (or 1319) = 1376$ (or 1375)

Nihaya (End) of the Pope Francis + The Catholic Church: $71 + [176 + 632 (or 633)] = 71 + 497 + 808 (or 809) = 1376$ (or 1377)

Nihaya (End) of the Pope Francis + Akhir (Last) Pope: $71 + (37 + 460) + [802 (or 801) + 6] = 71 + 497 + 808 (or 807) = 1376$ (or 1375)

Day of the Muslimen’s (Muslims) Istiada (Getting back) of the Quds (Jerusalem) from the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): $56 + (541 + 261 + 195 + 90 + 233) = 56 +
In the name of your Lord, the Magnificent (verse 96 of Sura 56): 103 + 222 + 1051 = 1376

a seat of Truth in the court/paradise of the Omnipotent King/God. (verse 55 of Sura 54): 214 + 194 + 124 + 100 + 744 = 1376 (equivalent to 376)

Island of the Anti-Christ: 225 + (461 + 690) = 225 + 1151 (or 1152) = 1376 (or 1377)

Their sights are cast down, exhausted by humiliation. That is the Day which (verse 44 of Sura 70): (975 + 338) + (750 + 735) + (750 + 87) + 741 = (1313 + 1485) + 837 + 741 = (2798 + 837) + 741 = 3635 + 741 = 4376 (= 2 x 2 x 2 x 547) (4376 is the 3778th Composite Number)

who has the Throne, he casts the Spirit, from his command, upon whomever he wishes, from among his worshippers to warn about Day of the Talaq (Meeting). The Day they are Barizoon (clearly visible), shall not be hidden, to Allah, of them, anything. For whom is the Mulk (Kingship or Dominion) Al-Yawm (The Day, Today, This Day) ? (verse 15 – 16 of Sura 40): (706 + 601 + 150 + 245 + 90 + 246 + 110 + 90 + 312 + 90 + 82 + 990 + 56 + 562 + 56) + 45 + 265 + 31 + 700 + 110 + 66 + 135 + 310 + 120 + 121) + 87 = 6289 + 87 = 6376

And we made the Night and the Day two Ayat (signs), so we erased Aya (Sign) of the Night and we made Aya (Sign) of the Day insightful, so that you seek from the bounty of your Lord and that you know the number of years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment) and every thing we have detailed in elaborate detail (verse 12 of Sura 17): 7376 (7376 is the 6437th Composite Number)

♦ The Dajjal, the Awar: 69 + 308 = 377 (377 is the 302nd Composite Number )

(469 is the 377th Composite Number) (2591 is the 377th Prime Number)

The Dajjal Bush: 69 + 308 = 377

The Dajjal, Messiah son of Joseph: 69 + 149 + 53 (or 52) + 106 = 377 (or 376)
The Sho’om (Omen): 377 (or 378)

Basilica of the Saint Paul: 134 (or 133) + 205 + 38 = 377 (or 376)

Al-Nasirah (Nazareth – city in Palestine): 377

Territories of Al-Filistinyeen (The Palestinians): 37 + 340 = 377

Cities of Britain: 94 + 283 = 377

The Fall of Nuclear Weapon: 206 + 171 = 377

Al-Saiha (The Scream) + The Nuclear Weapon: 144 + 233 = 377

The Nuclear Weapons + Yapaniyeen (Japanese people): 243 + 134 = 377

Takhreeb (Devastation) + Al-Yapaniyeen (The Japanese): 1212 + 165 = 1377 (equivalent to 377) (1377 is the 1156th Composite Number)

In the name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, Most Merciful + We have opened (conquered) for you (verse 1 of Sura 48): 786 + 52 + 539 = 1377 (or 1376)

The Nuclear Weapons + Sydney: 243 + 134 = 377

Ghazu (Invasion) of Luxembourg: 1013 + 1364 = 2377 (equivalent to 377) (2377 is the 352nd Prime Number) (2782 is the 2377th Composite Number)

Kharab (Devastation) of Karachi City, Pakistan: 803 + 1574 = 2377 (equivalent to 377) (2377 is the 352nd Prime Number) (2782 is the 2377th Composite Number)

You have an appointed (an appointment or appointed time in a) Day. You will not be postponed from it, even an hour, and you will not be Tustaqaqdamoon (advanced to an earlier time) (verse 30 of Sura 34): 2019 + 1358 = 3377 (or 3376) (= 11 x 307) (3377 is the 2900th Composite Number)

The Angels and Spirit descend in it by permission of Their Lord from every command. Peace it is till rise of the Dawn (verse 4 – 5 of Sura 97): 3377 (or 3378)
Day of Hour of Qiyama (Resurrection): $56 + 136 + 186 = 378$ (or $379$)

$378$ is the $303^{rd}$ Composite Number  $470$ is the $378^{th}$ Composite Number  $2593$ is the $378^{th}$ Prime Number  $5055$ is the $4378^{th}$ Composite Number

The Sho’om (Omen): $378$ (or $377$)

The Big Eid (Feast): $115 + 263 = 378$  [ The Big Eid refers to Eid of the Adha (Sacrifice) ]

The Curse till Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment) (verse 35 of Sura 15): $186 + 41 + (56 + 95) = (186 + 41) + 151 = 227 + 151 = 378$

Nihaya (End) of the life of the Dunya (World before the End Times)  + Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment) (verse 35 of Sura 15): $[71 + (60 + 96)] + (56 + 95) = (71 + 156) + 151 = 227 + 151 = 378$

Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of the Messiah son of David: $(21 + 135) + 149 + [52 (or 53) + 21] = 156 + [149 + 73 (or 74)] = 156 + 222 (or 223) = 378$ (or $379$)

November: $378$

The grave: $378$

Jamal Pasha: $74 + 304 = 378$  [ Jamal Pasha, the Ottoman governor of Greater Syria, hanged prominent activists and intellectuals, opposed to his oppressive rule, in both Damascus and Beirut, on May 6, 1916 (Rajab 3, 1334 Hijri) (Iyar 3, 5676 Jewish) (2420,989.5th Julian Day). In commemoration of this event, May 6 is celebrated annually as the Martyrs’ Day in Syria and Lebanon. He is referred to as the Jazzar (Butcher or Slaughterer). He was born on May 6, 1872 (Safar 27, 1289 Hijri). He was killed on July 21, 1922 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1340 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5682 Jewish) (2423,256.5th Julian Day). ]

Warsaw, Poland: $273 + 105 = 378$

Hadd (Destruction) of the Masonic Kingdom: $9 + (166 + 203) = 9 + 369 = 378$

Destruction of the Britaniyoon (Britons): $9 + 369 = 378$

Destruction of Israeliyoon (Israelites): $9 + 369 = 378$

Destruction of Satan: $9 + 369$ (or $370) = 378$

The Prince William: $282 + 96$ (or $86) = 378$ (or $368$)

Al Hashim (Mahdi's family): $378$ (or $377$)
The falsehood (or false one) has been destroyed. Indeed, the falsehood (or false one) was (destined to be destroyed.) (verse 81 of Sura 17):

The Annihilation of Lands of the Russians: $44 + 334 = 378$

The Annihilation of Al-Qistantiniya (Constantinople): $44 + 334 = 378$

Al-Inhizam (The Defeat) of City of Sydney: $135 + (109 + 134) = 135 + 243 = 378$

Al-Hurub (The Exodus or Escape) + Sydney: $244 + 134 = 378$

Hadda (Destruction) of Bani Amreek (Children of Americans): $14 + 364 = 378$

Hadda (Destruction) of Bani (Children of) New York: $14 + 364 = 378$

Inhizam (Defeat) of the American United States: $104 + 1274 = 1378$ (equivalent to $378$) (1378 is the 1157th Composite Number) (1638 is the 1378th Composite Number)

Cities of the American United States: $94 + (479 + 488 + 317) = 94 + 1284 = 1378$

Zawal (Demise) of Great Britain: $44 + 283 + 1051 = 1378$ (equivalent to $378$)

Third Apparition (or vision) + Fatima: $(1031 + 212) + 135 = 1243 + 135 = 1378$

On Friday, July 13, 1917 (472,985th Hijri day), three Catholic children, in a town called Fatima in Portugal, experienced the third of a series of 6 apparitions (visions) of a lady, she revealed to them 3 secrets about the future, which included murder of a Pope. ]

The General Henri Gouraud + Qabr (Tomb or Grave) of Salah Eddeen Al-Ayyubi: $315 + (265 + 1212) + 302 + (129 + 95 + 60) = (315 + 1477) + (302 + 284) = 1792 + 586 = 2378$ (2783 is the 2378th Composite Number) [ General Henri Gouraud was Representative of the French Government in the Middle East, in charge of enforcement of Sykes-Picot Agreement. After the victory of the French forces in Battle of Maysalun and conquering Damascus, General Gouraud reportedly went to the tomb of Salah Eddin Al-Ayyubi (who defeated the Crusaders and liberated Jerusalem in 1187 AD), adjacent to the Umawi Mosque in Damascus, kicked it, and said: “Wake up Salah Eddin. We have returned. My presence here consecrates victory of the Cross over the Crescent.”]

When is Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval or Beginning of End Times)? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the
Sun (and Moon) are combined, (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 75): \(3378 = 2 \times 3 \times 563\) \((3378\) is the 2901st Composite Number\) \((3922\) is the 3378th Composite Number\)

Day the Caller calls from a close place. The day they hear the Saihat (Scream) on the Haq, that is Day of the Khuruj (Coming out) (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): \(56 + (65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312) + 56 + (236 + 539 + 141 + 750 + 56 + 840) = 56 + (704 + 56 + 2562) = 56 + 3322 = 3378\)

Day of Hour of the Qiyama (Resurrection): \(56 + (136 + 187) = 56 + 323 = 379\) \((379\) is the 75th Prime Number\) \((471\) is the 379th Composite Number\) \((2609\) is the 379th Prime Number\) \((8435\) is the 7379th Composite Number\)

Day of Qiyama (Rise, Resurrection, or Beginning) + The Hour: \(56 + 156 = 212 + 167 = 379\)

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of Burj (Sign) of the Asad (Leo or Lion): \(56 + 22 + (205 + 96) = 56 + (22 + 301) = 56 + 323 = 379\) \((July 23\) is the 1st day of Leo, zodiac sign\)

Execution of Saddam Hussein: \(116 + (135 + 128) = 116 + 263 = 379\)

Hadd (Destruction) of Al-Aqsa Mosque: \(9 + 370 = 379\)

Damar (Destruction) of London: \(245 + 134 = 379\)

Nakba (Catastrophe) of New York: \(77 + 302 = 379\)

Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of the Messiah son of David: \((21 + 135) + 149 + [53 (or 52) + 21] = 156 + [149 + 74 (or 73)] = 156 + 223 (or 222) = 379\) \((or 378)\)

On Wednesday, November 1, 1922, the Ottoman Sultanate was abolished. The last Sultan Mehmed VI was forced to leave Turkey. He left Constantinople (Istanbul), aboard the British Warship Malaya on November 17, 1922. He initially went to Malta for exile, but later on, he moved to the Italian Riviera.]
Oceania (Continent that consists of Australia and the nearby small Islands): \(379\)

Day of Ihya (Resurrection) of the Amreek (Americans): \((56 + 21) + 302 = 77 + 302 = 379\)

Satans: \(379\) (or \(380\))

Israel + Gog + Magog: \(303\) (or \(302\)) + 23 + 53 = \(379\) (or \(378\))

South America: \(272 + 107 = 379\)

moves in it (the sky) (verse 2 of Sura 34): \(283 + 96 = 379\)

Flying Saucers: \(154 + 225 = 379\)

Fada’iya (Space) Beings: \(482 + 897\) (or 906) = \(1379\) (or \(1388\))

Victoria + Vancouver Island: \(717 + (225 + 437) = 717 + 662 = 1379\)

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97): \(1379\) (or \(1380\))

Approach of Adam from the Tree: \(704 + 46\) (or 45) + 90 + 539 = \(1379\) (or \(1378\))

Hadd (Destruction) of Vatican + The Catholic Church: \(9 + [562\) (or 561) + 176 + 632 (or 633)] = 9 + 1370 (or 1371) = \(1379\) (or \(1378\) or \(1380\))

Tasi wa Ishreen (Twenty Ninth) + Ayar (May): \(531 + 6 + 630\) + 212 = \(1167 + 212 = 1379\)

Tisa wa Ishroon (Twenty Nine) + Ayar (May): \(535 + 6 + 626\) + 212 = \(1167 + 212 = 1379\)

Alamat (Signs) of the End Times: \(542 + 837\) (or 838) = \(1379\) (or \(1380\)) (equivalent to \(379\))

Mubashir (Bearer of good news) of the End Times: \(542 + 837\) (or 838) = \(1379\) (or \(1380\))

Secrets of + Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17): \(462 + [80 + 837\) (or 838)] = \(462 + 917\) (or 918) = \(1379\) (or \(1380\)) (= \(7 \times 197\)) (equivalent to \(379\)) \(1379\) is the \(1158^{th}\) Composite Number)

\(1639\) is the \(1379^{th}\) Composite Number

Secrets of Promise of the End Times: \(462 + [80 + 837\) (or 838)] = \(462 + 917\)
And if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17): $6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837$ (or 838) = **2379 (or 2380)**

(2379 is the 2026th Composite Number)

Itifaqiya (Agreement) of Surrender of Japan + Nihaya (End) of the Second World War: $[597 + 591$ (or 592) $+ 95] + 71 + [241 + 187 + 597$ (or 596)], $= 1283$ (or 1284) $+ 71 + 1025$ (or 1024) = **2379 (or 2380)**

[World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, **September 2, 1945** around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, **September 1, 1945** around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).]

Country telephone code of the Vatican is: 379

Al-Hussein (r.a.a.), Prophet Mohammad’s (p) grandson was martyred on Muharram 10, 61 Hijri (October 10, 680 AD). From 61 Hijri to 1440 Hijri, there are 1379 Hijri years.

♦ They will hear the Saiha (Scream) (verse 42 of Sura 50): **380**

(380 is the 304th Composite Number)  (472 is the 380th Composite Number)  (3925 is the 3380th Composite Number)

November $+ 2 = 378 + 2 = 380$  

(A) At the Holy Al-Haram Mosque, Mecca, Hussein bin Ali proclaimed to be King of the Arabs and Prince of the Believers on **November 2, 1916** (Muharram 6, 1335 Hijri).  

(B) On **November 2, 1917**, in a letter which came to be known as **Balfour Declaration**, Britain promised the Jews to facilitate the creation of a Jewish State in Palestine.

Satans: **380 (or 379)**

The Dajjal, the President: $69 + 311 = 380$

Verily, I am Allah, there is no god, except me (verse 14 of Sura 20): **380**

Abraham and Moses (verse 19 of Sura 87): $258$ (or 259) $+ 116 = 380$ (or 381)

Fatima Al-Zahra (title of Fatima, daughter of Prophet Mohammad (p)): $135 + 245 = 380$

City of Peter: $109 + 271 = 380$

Mufassir (Interpreter): **380**
And if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17): 2380 (or 2379) (2380 is the 2027th Composite Number).

Your enemy (verse 3 of Sura 108): 381 (= 3 x 127) (381 is the 305th Composite Number) (473 is the 381st Composite Number) (2621 is the 381st Prime Number) (5381 is the 709th Prime Number) (3381 is the 2904th Composite Number) (3926 is the 3381st Composite Number)

From every Amr (command or matter) (verse 4 of Sura 97): (90 + 50) + 241 = 140 + 241 = 381

The Angels + Spirit: 136 + 245 = 381 (or 382)

The number of years + The Hisab (Calculation or Judgment) (verse 12 of Sura 17): (78 + 201) + 102 = 279 + 102 = 381

The Raqeem (verse 9 of Sura 18): 381

Mubaya’a (Offer of Allegiance) to the Mahdi + The Wahid (One –
name that refers to God): \((128 + 113) + (90 + 50) = 241 + 140 = \boxed{381}\)

Wilada (Birth) of Alexander : \(46 + 335 = \boxed{381}\)

Ajal (Date of End) of Dawla (State) of Israel: \(34 + 45 + 302 (or 303) = \boxed{381 (or 382)}\)

Lailat (Eve) of Wednesday: \(75 + 306 = \boxed{381}\)

Lailat (Eve) of One + Muharram : \(75 + [18 (or 19) + 288] = 75 + 306 (or 307) = \boxed{381 (or 382)}\)

Al-Firdous (Heaven): \(\boxed{381}\)

Bid’a (Beginning) of Bina (Building or Construction) of Wall of Berlin : \(7 + [54 + (28 + 292)] = 7 + (54 + 320) = 7 + 374 = \boxed{381}\)

dejaliyoon (American): \(\boxed{381}\)

Hadd (Destruction) of New Yorkiyeen (New Yorkers) : \(9 + 372 = \boxed{381}\)

Hadd (Destruction) of the Amerikiyeen (Americans) : \(9 + 372 = \boxed{381}\)

The enemy of my Lord comes + The Jinn (demons): \((5 + 80 + 212) + 84 = 297 + 84 = \boxed{381}\)

Ojouba (Miracle) of the Israa (miraculous journey): \(87 + 294 = \boxed{381}\)

Qiyam (Resurrection) of Muslimeen (Muslims): \(151 (or 150) + 230 = \boxed{381 (or 380)}\)

Lailat (Eve) of Sitta wa Ishreen (Twenty Six ) + Rajab: \(75 + (465 + 6 + 630) + 205 = 75 + (1101 + 205) = 75 + 1306 = \boxed{1381}\)

From my Lord (God). When promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18): \(\boxed{1381} (equivalent to 381)\)
by/ in the permission of their Lord, for every matter (verse 4 of Sura 97):

\[(753 + 247) + (90 + 50 + 241) = 1000 + 381 = 1381\]

The Saghireen (Debased Creatures) (verse 13 of Sura 7): **1381 (or 1382)**

Day of Maghftira (Forgiveness): 56 + 1325 = **1381**

Yajuj (Gog) and Magog have been opened (unleashed) and they from every direction Yansiloon (descend or breed) (verse 96 of Sura 21):

\[(888 + 23 + 6 + 53 + 6 + 45) + (90 + 50 + 14 + 206) = 1021 + 360 = 1381 \text{ (equivalent to 381)}\]

Clearly Evident Messenger. Then, they turned away (verse 13 - 14 of Sura of the Dukhan "Smoke" Sura 44):

\[(296 + 102) + (540 + 443 ) = 398 + 983 = 1381 \text{ (equivalent to 381)}\]

You will be resurrected on Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection) (verse 16 of Sura 23): **1381 (equivalent to 381)**

Ibtida (Beginning) of Major Alamat (Signs) of the Hour: 409 + [542 (or 541) + 167] + 263 = [409 + 709 (or 708)] + 263 = 1118 (or 1117) + 263 = **1381 (or 1380)**

Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Hour + Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18): \[ [80 + 837 (or 838)] + [167 + (5 + 80 + 212)] = 917 \text{ (or 918)} + (167 + 297) = 917 \text{ (or 918)} + 464 = 1381 \text{ (or 1382) \ (equivalent to 381)} \] (1381 is the 221st Prime Number) \[ (1641 is the 1381st Composite Number)\]

Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Kingdom of Bani (Children of) Israel is from the Nile to the Euphrates: \[ [80 + 837 (or 838)] + [(135 + 62 + 303) + 90 + (121 + 41 + 712)] = 917 \text{ (or 918)} + (500 + 90 + 874) = 917 \text{ (or 918)} + 1464 = 2381 \text{ (or 2382) \ (equivalent to 381)} \]

Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Your State is from the Nile to the Euphrates: \[ [80 + 837 (or 838)] + [500 + 90 + (121 + 41 + 712)] = 917 \text{ (or 918)} + (500 + 90 + 874) = 917 \text{ (or 918)} + 1464 = 2381 \text{ (or 2382) \ (equivalent to 381)} \] (2381 is the 353rd Prime Number)

**Barack Obama** was born on **Friday, August 4, 1961** Gregorian (July 22, 1961 Julian) (Safar 22, 1381 Hijri) (Av 22, 5721 Jewish) (2437,515.5th Julian Day) in Honolulu, Hawaii at **7:24 p.m. local time**. Based on Jerusalem Time, it was **8:24 a.m.** on **Saturday, August 5, 1961** Gregorian (July 23, 1961 Julian) (Safar 23, 1381 Hijri) (Av 23, 5721 Jewish) (2437,516.5th Julian Day).

**Abdullah II**, the current **King of Jordan**, was born on **January 30, 1962** (Shaban 23, 1381 Hijri).
The People ask you about (verse 63 of Sura 33): $120 \; (or \; 121) + 142 + 120 = 382 \; (or \; 383)$ 

The Qadr. And how (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 97): $335 + 6 + 41 = 382$

His worshipper (or servant) at night from the Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): $382$

The wonder, all the wonder is between Jumada: $106 + 50 + 106 + 62 + 58 = 382$ (This is a saying attributed to Imam Ali)

Mother of the Qura (towns/cities) (verse 7 of Sura 42): $41 + 341 = 382$

The Shami (Syrian): $382$

Ajal (Date of End) of Dawla (State) of Israel: $34 + 45 + 303 \; (or \; 302) = 382 \; (or \; 381)$

Lailat (Eve) of One + Muharram: $75 + [\; 19 \; (or \; 18) + 288\; ] = 75 + 307 \; (or \; 306) = 382 \; (or \; 381)$

Al-Awar (Defective Eyed) Son of David: $308 + 53 \; (or \; 52) + 21 = 308 + 74 \; (or \; 73) = 382 \; (or \; 381)$

The British Dajjal: $69 + 313 = 382$

And (God) taught Adam all the names (verse 31 of Sura 2): $382 \; (or \; 381)$

to people who know (verse 5 of Sura 10): $176 + 206 = 382$

The Holy Temple: $147 + 235 = 382$

Continent of Gog + Magog: $306 + (23 \; + \; 53) = 306 + 76 = 382$

Hadd (Destruction) of the Zionist Kingdom: $9 + (166 + 207) = 9 + 373 = 382$

Shuayb: $382$

Isaac + Ishmael: $170 \; (or \; 169) + 212 \; (or \; 211) = 382 \; (or \; 381)$

Esau + Ishmael: $(170 \; + \; 211 \; (or \; 212) = 381 \; (or \; 382)$
City of Paris: 109 + 273 = 382

City of Warsaw (Poland): 109 + 273 = 382

Al-Nasara (This is the word used in the Quran to refer to Christians): 382

The Saghireen (Debased Creatures) (verse 13 of Sura 7): 1382 (or 1381) (= 2 x 691) (1382 is the 1160th Composite Number) (1642 is the 1382nd Composite Number)

Day of Bid-a (Beginning) of the first Marhala (Phase or Period) of the End Times: 56 + 7 + [314 + 78 + 90 + 837 (or 838)] = 56 + [7 + 1319 (or 1320)] = 56 + 1326 (or 1327) = 1382 (or 1383)

Day of the Furqan (Quran), the Day the Jam’an (two assembled forces) met and Allah (verse 41 of Sura 8): (56 + 462) + (56 + 541 + 195) + 6 + 66 = 518 + 792 + 6 + 66 = 1382

Istirja (Getting back or Re-capture) of Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness): 735 + (412 + 235) = 735 + 647 = 1382

Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Hour + Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18): [80 + 838 (or 837)] + [167 + (5 + 80 + 212)] = 918 (or 917) + (167 + 297) = 918 (or 917) + 464 = 1382 (or 1381)

Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Kingdom of Bani (Children of) Israel is from the Nile to the Euphrates: [80 + 837 (or 838)] + [(135 + 62 + 303) + 90 + (121 + 41 + 712)] = 918 (or 917) + (500 + 90 + 874) = 918 (or 917) + 1464 = 2382 (or 2381)

Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Your State is from the Nile to the Euphrates: [80 + 837 (or 838)] + [500 + 90 + (121 + 41 + 712)] = 918 (or 917) + (500 + 90 + 874) = 918 (or 917) + 1464 = 2382 (or 2381)

in a blessed night. We have been warning. In it, gets distributed every command (verse 3 – 4 of Sura 44): 2382 (or 2383)

from your Lord and the remainder of what the Family of Moses and the Family of Harun left, carried by the Angels. It is in (verse 248 of Sura 2): 90 + 262 + 6 + 117 + 81 + 620 + 31 + 116 + 6 + 31 + 262 (or 261) + 483 + 136 (or 137) + 51 + 90 = 2382 (or 2383)

You do well to yourselves and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise comes (verse 7 of Sura 17): 2382

Jannat (Paradises or Gardens) of Eden, flowing underneath it, are the rivers (verse 8 of Sura 98): 2382 (2381 or 2383)
Promise of Fat’h (Opening or Conquest) of Peterburg: $80 + (488 + 1814) = 80 + 2302 = 2382$ (2382 is the $2028^{th}$ Composite Number) (2787 is the $2382^{nd}$ Composite Number)

 till the Evidence comes, a Messenger from Allah reciting purified scriptures, in it, there are valuable books (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 98): $3382$ (3382 is the $2905^{th}$ Composite Number)

Al-Hasan II, King of Morocco, died on July 23, 1999 (Rabi Thani 9, 1420 Hijri) (Av 10, 5759 Jewish Calendar) (2451, $382.5^{th}$ or 2451, $383^{th}$ Julian Day)

♦ The Quran: $383$ (or 382) (383 is the $76^{th}$ Prime Number) (475 is the $383^{rd}$ Composite Number) (2647 is the $383^{rd}$ Prime Number)

We return and We make Jahannam (Hell) (verse 8 of Sura 17): $383$

The Prophet Jesus, the Messiah: $93 + (141 + 149) = 93 + 290 = 383$

we descended it/him and in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) it/he descended. And (verse 105 of Sura 17): $[143 (or 144) + 6] + 141 + (87 + 6) = [149 (or 150) + 141] + 93 = 290 (or 291) + 93 = 383$ (or 384)

The Sufli (Low-level, Under, or Bottom Pit) World: $172 + 211 = 383$

Kusf (Falling piece) from the Sama (Sky or Heaven) (verse 187 of Sura 26): $160 (or 161) + 90 + 133 = 383$ (or 384)

Raj’a (Return) of Angels: $278 + 105$ (or 106) = $383$ (or 384)

The Angels with (or in) the Spirit (verse 2 of Sura 16): $136$ (or 137) + 247 = $383$ (or 384)

How would you know what the Night (verses 1-2 of Sura 97): $[41 + 226 + 41] + 75 = 308 + 75 = 383$

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Awar : $75 + 308 = 383$

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Nuzul (descent or coming down) of the
Wahy (Revelation or Inspiration) + The Covenant + The Wahid (One, an attribute of God): \(75 + (93 + 55 + 110 + 50) = 75 + 308 = 383\)

Wahy (Revelation or Inspiration) of the Mahdi + Lailat (Eve) of Bid'a (Beginning) of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): \((24 + 90) + 75 + [7 + 187 (186)] = 114 + [75 + 194 (or 193)] = 114 + 269 (or 268) = \text{383 (or 382)}\)

The knowledge of it is with Allah and what (or how) (verse 63 of Sura 33): \(146 + 124 + 66 + 6 + 41 = 383\)

The People ask you about (verse 63 of Sura 33): \(121 (or 120) + 142 + 120 = \text{383 (or 382)}\)

The Sabireen (patient individuals) (verse 102 of Sura 37): \(383 (or 384)\)

Mawlid (Birth) of Israel: \(80 + 303 (or 302) = \text{383 (or 382)}\) (State of Israel was born on \text{May 14, 1948})

Promise of the Britan (Britons): \(80 + 303 = 383\)

Day of the Messenger: \(56 + 327 = 383\)

Romanov: \(383\)

A man walking (or moving) fast (verse 20 of Sura 36): \(233 + 150 = 383\)

The Sabireen (Patient Individuals) (verse 85 of Sura 21): \(303\)

The Nuclear Weapons + Islam Abad: \(243 + 140 = 383\)

State of Florida: \(52 + 331 = 383\)

As-hab (Companions or Individuals associated with) of Hell-Fire (verse of 31 of Sura 74) & (verse 6 of Sura 40): \(101 (or 102) + 282 = \text{383 (or 384)}\)

As-hab (Companions) of Imam of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): \(101 + 82 + [71 + 129 (or 128)] = 101 + [82 + 200 (or 199)] = 101 + 282 (or 281) = \text{383 (or 382)}\)

Sahib (Companion or Individual associated with) of the Mihrab (praying place, place of worship): \(101 + 282 = 383\)

Nineteenth + Rabi: \((531 + 570) + 282 = 1101 + 282 = 1383\)

Sahib (author or Individual associated with) + Book of Bidaya (Beginning) of Akhira (End Times): \(101 + 423 (or 422) + [22 + 837 (or 838)] = 101 + 423 (or 422) + 859 (or 860) = 101 + 1282 (1281 or 1283) = \text{1383 (or 1384)}\)
Destruction + Great Britain: $49 + 1334 = 1383$

When the sky brings (verse 10 of Sura 44) + State of Florida: $(56 + 811 + 133) + 383 = 1000 + 383 = 1383$

Subhan (Glory be) to My Lord, the Azeem (Great or Magnificent): $120 (or 121) + (212 + 1051) = 120 (or 121) + 1263 = 1383 (or 1384) \ (1383 \text{ is the } 1161^{st} \text{ Composite Number})$

He used to not believe in Allah, the Azeem (Great or Magnificent) (verse 33 of Sura 69): $[56 + 71 + 31 + 106 (or 107) + 68] + 1051 = 332 (or 333) + 1051 = 1383$

removing the torment a little (or for a little while) (verse 15 of Sura 44): $408 + 804 + 171 = 1383$

He said: Give me respite till (verse 14 of Sura 7): $131 + (1211 + 41) = 131 + 1252 = 1383$

The day they hear the Saiha (Scream) of the Truth. That is the day (verse 42 of Sura 50): $56 + [236 + 144 + 141 + 750 (or 751)] + 56 = 56 + 1327 (or 1328) = 1383 (or 1384)$

Day of the Fourteenth + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): $56 + (304 + 570) + 453 = 56 + 874 + 453 = 56 + 1327 = 1383$

Day of Khamis Ishroon (Twenty Fifth): $56 + (701 + 626) = 56 + 1327 = 1383$

Day of Bid’a (Beginning) of the first Marhala (Phase or Period) of the End Times: $56 + 7 + [314 + 78 + 90 + 838 (or 837)] = 56 + [7 + 1320 (or 1319)] = 56 + 1327 (or 1326) = 1383 (or 1382)$

Day of Awwal (First) phase of Promise of the Akhira (End Times): $56 + [37 + 283 + 90 + 80 + 837 (or 838)] = 56 + 1327 (or 1328) = 1383 (or 1384)$

in a Book that does not misguide (verse 52 of Sura 20): $90 + 422 (or 423) + 31 + 840 = 1383 (or 1384)$

what has been slaughtered in the name of other than Allah (verse 115 of Sura 16): $1383$

July 13, 1917 (Ramadan 23, 1335 Hijri) is the date of the third apparition/vision of the three Catholic children in Fatima, Portugal, on which 3 secrets about the future were revealed to them.
Tammuz (July – Greater Syria & Iraq)  

\[ 13 + 1917 = (453 + 13) + 1917 = 466 + 1917 = 2383 \]

in a blessed night. We have been warning. In it, gets
distributed every command (verse 3 – 4 of Sura 44): 2383 (or 2382) (equivalent to 383)

from your Lord and the remainder of
what the Family of Moses and the Family of Harun left, carried by the Angels. It is in (verse 248 of
Sura 2): 90 + 262 + 6 + 117 + 81 + 620 + 31 + 116 + 6 + 31 + 262 (or 261) + 483 + 137 (or 136) + 51 + 90 = 2383 (or 2382)

The Angels and the Spirit descend in it, by/ in the
permission of their Lord, for every matter (verse 4 of Sura 97): 487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 249 (or 247) + 90 + 80 (or 50) + 241 = 2383

Jannat (Paradises or Gardens) of Eden, flowing underneath it, are the
rivers (verse 8 of Sura 98): 2383 (2381 or 2382)

That there are, for them, Paradises, running underneath it are
rivers (verse 25 of Sura 2): 2383 (or 2384) (2383 is the 354th Prime Number) (2788 is the 2383rd Composite Number)

And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months.

The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of (verse 2 - 4 of Sura 97): 6 + 41 + 235 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + [137 (or 136) + 6] + (245 + 96 + 753) = [3146 + 143 (or 142)] + 1094 = 3289 (or 3288) + 1094 = 4383 (or 4382)

Al-Hasan II, King of Morocco, died on Friday July 23, 1999 (Rabi Thani 9, 1420 Hijri) (Av 10, 5759 Jewish Calendar)  (2451,382.5th or 2451,383th Julian Day)

♦ Qurban (Sacrificial offering): 384 (or 383)  (384 is the 307th Composite Number)  (476 is the 384th Composite Number)

Day of Covenant of Abraham : 56 + (79 + 248) = 56 + 328 = 384

The Mahraqa (Burning Incident or Holocaust): 384  (The Mahraqa is the word used in Arabic to refer to the Holocaust. It means the “Burning Incident”)

Kusf (Falling piece) from the Sama (Sky or Heaven) (verse 187 of Sura 26): 161 (or 160) + 90 + 133 = 384 (or 383)

The Sabireen (patient individuals) (verse 102 of Sura 37): 384 (or 383)
Tariq ibn Ziyad (The Muslim leader who established the Andalus): $310 + 52 \times 53 + 22 = 384$ (or 385)

Awda (Return) of Jesus Christ: $85 + (150 + 149) = 85 + 299 = 384$

Night of Filistinyeen (Palestinians): $75 + 309 = 384$

Al-Ib’ad (The Exile) + People of Palestine: $109 + 36 + 239 = 384$

Rus (Russians) + Engleez (English People): $266 + 118 = 384$

Saiqa (Shocking Event) + Engleez (English People): $266 + 118 = 384$

The Nuclear Missiles + Britaniyoon (Britons): $1046 + 338 = 1384$

I have sought refuge in my Lord (verse 27 of Sura 40): $1170 + 214 = 1384$

Subhan (Glory be) to My Lord, the Azeem (Great or Magnificent): $121$ (or 120) + $212 + 1051 = 121 (or 120) + 1263 = 1384$ (or 1383)

Awda (Return) of voyage of Apollo 11: $85 + 243 + 45 + 11 = 384$

The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time).

Landing on the Moon + The Mars: $22 + 110 + 371 + 881 = 1384$ (1384 is the 1162nd Composite Number) (1644 is the 1384th Composite Number)

Day of Awwal (First) phase of Promise of the Akhira (End Times): $56 + [37 + 283 + 90 + 80 + 838 (or 837)] = 56 + 1328 (or 1327) = 1384$ (or 1383)

Day of Istirdad (Re-capture) of Muslimeen (Muslims) of the Quds (Jerusalem) + The Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): $56 + (670 + 230 + 195 + 233) = 56 + 1328 = 1384$

Day of Ist Rdad (Re-capture) of Muslims (Muslims) of the Quds (Jerusalem) + The Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): $56 + (670 + 230 + 195 + 233) = 56 + 1328 = 1384$

Day of the Eleventh + September: $56 + [54 (or 53) + 570] + 704 = 56 + [624 (or 623) + 704] = 56 + 1328 (or 1327) = 1384$ (or 1383)

Day of Tenth + Zi Al-Hijja: $56 + [571 (or 570) + (710 + 47)] = 56 + [571 (or 570) + 757] = 56 + 1328 (or 1327) = 1384$ (or 1383)

Day of Ashara (Ten) + Zu Al-Hijja: $56 + 575 + (706 + 47) = 56 + (575 + 753) = 56 + 1328 = 1384$
The day they hear the Saiha (Scream) of the Truth. That is the day (verse 42 of Sura 50): \( (56 + 236 + 144 + 141) + 751 + 56 = 1328 + 56 = 1384 \) (or 1383)

Apollo 11 + Armstrong + The Moon: \( (45 + 11) + 1957 + 371 = 2384 \) (equivalent to 384) (2384 is the 2029th Composite Number)

Very high in the ranks, who has the Throne, he casts the Spirit, from his command, upon whomever he wishes, from among his worshippers to warn about Day of the Talaq (Meeting). The Day (verse 15 – 16 of Sura 40): \( (360 + 638 + 706) + (601 + 150 + 245 + 90 + 110 + 90 + 82 + 990 + 56 + 562) + 56 = 1704 + (601 + 3023) + 56 = 5328 + 56 = 5384 \)

Arbaoon (Forty) days: \( 329 + 56 = 385 \) (385 is the 308th Composite Number) (477 is the 385th Composite Number) (2659 is the 385th Prime Number)

Despicable water, then we place it (verse 20 – 21 of Sura 77): \( 42 + 105 + 238 \) (or \( 239 \)) = 385 (or 386)

Nihaya (End) of the Zionist Entity: \( 71 + (112 + 202) = 71 + 314 = 385 \)

(Muslims refer to State of Israel as the Zionist Entity)

Tariq ibin Ziyad (The Muslim leader who established the Andalus): \( 310 + 53 \) (or \( 52 \)) + 22 = 385 (or 384)

The Dajjal Neron (Nero): \( 69 + 316 = 385 \)

Day of Malhama (Battle) of Badr: \( 56 + (123 + 206) = 56 + 329 = 385 \)

Ramadan, the Mubarak (Blessed): \( 1091 + 294 = 1385 \)

Day of Bomb of Nagasaki: \( 56 + [187 + 1142 (or 1141)] = 56 + 1329 \) (or \( 1328 \)) = 1385 (or 1384) [The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time).]

Accident/Event of Khusf (Collapse) of a mine: \( 512 (513) + 740 + 133 = 1385 \) (or 1386) (= \( 5 \times 277 \)) (1385 is the 1163rd Composite Number)

And then they shall not remain after you except for a little while. Sunna (way or year) (verse 76 – 77 of Sura 17): \( 6 + 702 + 31 + 598 + 730 (or 731 + 32 + 171) + 115 = 2270 + 115 = 2385 \) (or 2386)
The Eighth + The Muharram + 1444: [622 (or 621) + 319] + 1444 = 941
(or 940) + 1444 = 2385 (or 2384) (2385 is the 2030th Composite Number) (2792 is the 2385th Composite Number) Muharram 8, 1444 Hijri is August 6, 2022 (Av 9, 5782 Jewish Calendar)

The numerical value of all of the mysterious 30 Opening Nourani Letters/Words, whose meaning/significance is unknown, of 29 Suras is: 3385 (equivalent to 385) (= 5 x 677 ) (3385 is the 2908th Composite Number)

command. Peace it is (verse 4 - 5 of Sura 97): 241 + 130 (or 131) + 15 = 386
(or 387) (= 2 x 193) (386 is the 309th Composite Number) (478 is the 386th Composite Number)
(2793 is the 2386th Composite Number) (5387 is the 710th Prime Number)

Command Peace it is (verse 4 - 5 of Sura 97): 241 + 130 (or 131) + 15 = 386
(or 387) (= 2 x 193) (386 is the 309th Composite Number) (478 is the 386th Composite Number)
(2793 is the 2386th Composite Number) (5387 is the 710th Prime Number)

The numerical value of all of the mysterious 30 Opening Nourani Letters/Words, whose meaning/significance is unknown, of 29 Suras is: 3385 (equivalent to 385) (= 5 x 677 ) (3385 is the 2908th Composite Number)

Al-Bay’a (the Offering of Allegiance) + Al-Imam Al-Mahdi + Mecca:
118 + 113 + 90 + 65 = 386

The Mahdi + Messenger: 90 + 296 = 386

Hadd (Destruction) of the Awar (who has a defect), the Dajjal: (9 + 308) + 69 = 317 + 69 = 386

Marqoom (numbered or decreed) (verse 9 of Sura 83): 386

Mashoom (Ominous): 386 (or 387)

Lucifer (Satan): 386

The Dajjal, the Messiah, the Muzayyaf (False/Fraud/Impostor) : 69 + (149 + 168) = 69 + 317 = 386

How would you know what (or who) is (verse 27 of Sura 74): 41 + (235 + 41) + 69 = (41 + 276) + 69 = 317 + 69 = 386

Madina (City/State) of the Rum (Romans): 109 + 277 = 386
The Hebrew Countries: $68 + 318 = 386$

The British Countries: $68 + 318 = 386$

Israel + The Jinn (demons): $302$ (or $303) + 84 = 386$ (or $387$)

Qiyama (Resurrection) of Muslims (Muslims): $156$ (or $155) + 230 = 386$ (or $385$)

(Israel + The Jinn = $302$ (or $303) + 84 = 386$ (or $387$)

God) provided with cattle and children (verse 133 of Sura 26): $386$

Joshua (is an Israelite prophet who lived at the same time as Moses and lead the Israelites after the death of Moses): $386$

Al - Ib'ad (the Exile) + Russia: $109 + 277 = 386$

Hadda (Incident of Destruction) of New Yorkiyeen (New Yorkers): $14 + 372 = 386$

Beginning of Mubashir (Bear of good news) of the End Times: $7 + 542 + 837 = 1386$ (equivalent to $386$)

Beginning (Beginning) of the Alamat (Signs) of the End Times: $7 + [542 + 837$ (or $838)] = 7 + 1379$ (or $1380) = 1386$ (or $1387$)

Beginning of the Alamat (Signs) of Sydney, Australia: $7 + 542 + (134 + 703) = 7 + 542 + 837 = 1386$ (equivalent to $386$)

The Day they see what they are promised, they will not remain (alive) except for an hour (verse 35 of Sura 46): $1386$ (equivalent to $386$)

Number of words of the last verse: $78 + [491 + 801 + 16$ (or $17)] = 78 + 1308$ (or $1309) = 1386$ (or $1387$)

Has never been created like it (verse 8 of Sura 89): $1386$ (equivalent to $386$)

Didn’t we create you from despicable water, then we place it (verse 20 – 21 of Sura 77): $(71 + 840 + 90) + [42 + 105 + 238$ (or $239)] = 1001 + 385$ (or $386) = 1386$ (or $1387$)

Hamburg, Germany: $1253$ (or $1254) + 133 = 1386$ (or $1387$)

Accident/Event of Khusf (Collapse) of a mine: $513$ (or $512) + 740 + 133 = 1386$ (or $1385$)
Day of Khamis Ishreen (Twenty Fifth): \(56 + [700 \text{ (or 701)} + 630] = 56 + 1330 \) (or 1331) = \(1386 \) (or \(1387\)) (equivalent to \(386\)) (\(1386\) is the \(1164^{th}\) Composite Number) (\(1646\) is the \(1386^{th}\) Composite Number)

The Raheem. And the Dawn and Ten Nights and the Even and the Odd (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 89): \(289 + 6 + 314 + 6 + 71 + 570 + 6 + 481 + 6 + 637 = 2386\) (\(2386\) is the \(2031^{st}\) Composite Number)

The Kafiroon (Unbelievers) (verse 1 of Sura 109): \(387\) (\(387\) is the \(310^{th}\) Composite Number) (\(480\) is the \(387^{th}\) Composite Number) (\(3934\) is the \(3387^{th}\) Composite Number)

The Spirit and the Angels (verse 38 of Sura 78): \(245 + 6 + 136 \) (or 137) = \(387\) (or \(388\))

The Angels and the Spirit (verse 4 of Sura 97): \(136 \) (or 137) + 6 + 245 = \(387\) (or \(388\))

Their Lord from Kul (every or eat) command (verse 4 of Sura 97): \(247 + 90 + 50 = 387\)

Command. Peace it is (verse 4 - 5 of Sura 97): \(241 + 131 \) (or 130) + 15 = \(387\) (or \(386\))

The knowledge is with (verse 26 of Sura 67): \(387\)

Al-Ma’mour (House of Worship for angels in the Seventh Heaven, located above the Haram Mosque in Mecca) (verse 4 of Sura 52): \(387\)

Mashoom (Ominous): \(387\) (or \(386\))

The First of the Muharram: \(68 + 319 = 387\)

Day of Majzara (Massacre) of Gog and Magog: \(56 + [255 + (23 + 53)] = 56 + (255 + 76) = 56 + 331 = 387\)

Milad (Birth) of Israel: \(85 + 302 \) (or 303) = \(387\) (or \(388\)) (State of Israel was born on May 14, 1948)

Al-Hashimi (Mahdi): \(387\)

Promise of my Lord (God) comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Imam Mahdi: \((5 + 80 + 212) + 90 = 297 + 90 = 387\)
Orphalese (city in which the Prophet Al-Mustafa lived - Gibran Khalil Gibran’s book “The Prophet”): \[387 \text{ (or 388)}\]

Исаак и Иесса: \[170 + 6 + 211 = 387\]

Корун (Генераций) (verse 31 of Sura 36): \[387\]

Исраил и Тынын (демоны): \[303 \text{ (or 302) } + 84 = 387 \text{ (or 386)}\]

Арда (Возвращение) Израиля: \[85 + 302 \text{ (or 303) } = 387 \text{ (or 388)}\]

Год Воскресения (Воскресение) + Меркина (Бэбэл): \[56 + 187 \text{ (or 186)} \](+ 109 + 35) = 243 + 144 = 387

Большой осадок \[124 + 263 = 387\]

Большая звезда \[124 + 263 = 387\]

Звезда + Исраа (Сверхъестественное путешествие): \[124 + 263 = 387\]

Звезда + Благословленный (verse 9 of Sura 50): \[124 + 263 = 387\]

Всякий, кто на нем, погибает \[282 + 105 = 387\]

Так, он бросил свой осадок (расска, штат, или баран) (verse 32 of Sura 26): \[221 + 166 = 387\]

Справедливость (Господь) пришел (verse 81 of Sura 17) + Меркина (Бэбэл): \[5 + 139 = 144 + 243 = 387\]

В Бэбэл + Сидней + Саида (Крик): \[144 + (109 + 134) = 144 + 243 = 387\]

Трагедия Эбра + Саида: \[9 + 273 + 105 = 387\]

[Суннитский шейх Ахмед Асир, имам Масджид (Мечети) Масджид Бильал сына Рабаха в Эбра, район города Саида, Ливан, и его бывший певец Фадл шакер, были дважды исламские Захиб Аля и армия Ливана в битве, начавшейся в воскресенье 23 июня 2013 года (Шабан 14, 1434 хидры) (Тамуза 15, 5773 июля) (2456, 466.5-й Иулл). Это продолжалось примерно 24 часа до 24 июня 2013 года. Это означает, что оно произошло во вторую половину Шабан, традиционно важный день для мусульман.]

Трагедия Эбра + Июнь \[9 + 273 + (82 + 23) = 387\]

Огонь + Могущественный \[282 + 105 = 387\]

The Fire (verse 31 of Sura 74) + Angels (verse 31 of Sura 74): \[282 + 105 = 387\]
And the Raqeem (verse 9 of Sura 18): 6 + 381 = 387

Number of years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment) (verse 5 of Sura 10) & (verse 12 of Sura 17): 78 + (201 + 6 + 102) = 78 + 309 = 387

Number of words of the last verse: 78 + [491 + 801 + 17 (or 16)] = 78 + 1309 (or 1308) = 1387 (or 1386)

Nineteen + Rabi : (535 + 570) + 282 = 1387

Didn’t we create you from despicable water, then we place it (verse 20 – 21 of Sura 77): 71 + 840 + 90 + 42 + 105 + 239 (or 238) = 1387 (or 1386)

Day of Majzara (Massacre) of Mongols : 56 + 255 + 1076 = 1387

Day of Majzara (Massacre) of Gog + Magog : 56 + 255 + (86 + 52 (or 53) + 938) = 56 + 255 + 1076 (or 1077) = 1387 (or 1388)

Listen the day the caller calls from a close place, the day (verse 41 - 42 of Sura 50) : (571 + 56) + (65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312) + 56 = (627 + 704) + 56 = 1331 + 56 = 1387

Day of Ghufran (Forgiveness) : 56 + 1331 = 1387

Hamburg, Germany : 1254 (or 1253) + 133 = 1387 (or 1386)

To warn by it (verse 2 of Sura 7): 1380 + 7 = 1387

Bid’a (Beginning) of the Alamat (Signs) of the End Times: 7 + [ 542 + 838 (or 837)] = 7 + 1380 (or 1379) = 1387 (or 1386)

Istirdad (Re-Capture) of Muslimeen (Muslims) of the Quds (Jerusalem) from Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 670 + 230 + 195 + 90 + 202 = 1387 (= 19 x 73) (1387 is the 1165th Composite Number) (1647 is the 1387th Composite Number)

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Has approached (verse 1 of Sura 21): 1387

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. The Hour has approached the Moon has been cracked (verse 1 of Sura 54): 2387 (2387 is the 2032nd Composite Number) (2794 is the 2387th Composite Number)

that you do not worship except Allah. I am for you from him a Nazeer (Warner) and Basheer (Bearer of good news) (verse 2 of Sura 11): 32 + 483 + 32 + 66 + 111 + 90 + 95 + 960 + 6 + 512 = 2387
Ahmad Al-Aseer + Fadl Shakir + The Lebanese Army + Hizb-Allah: (53 + 302) + (910 + 521) + (344 + 174) + (17 + 66) = (555 + 1431) + (518 + 83) = 1786 + 601 = 2387

And how would you know what Saqar is? It does not keep and does not leave. It darkens the humans. Over it, Nineteen (verse 27 – 29 of Sura 74): (6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 360 + 31 + 512 + 6 + 31 + 1300 + 50 + 562 + 116) + (535 + 570) = 3282 + 1105 = 4387

On Monday, June 5, 1967 (Safar 26, 1387 Hijri) (Iyar 26, 5727 Jewish) (2439,646.5th or 2439,647th Julian Day), Israel launched its 6-day war against the Arabs. Israel captured Gaza City on June 6, 1967. Israel captured East Jerusalem including the Old City of Jerusalem and the Aqsa Mosque and therefore, all of Jerusalem became under its control on Wednesday, June 7, 1967 (Safar 28, 1387 Hijri) (Iyar 28, 5727 Jewish) (2439,648.5th or 2439,649th Julian Day). Iyar 28 is celebrated in Israel as Jerusalem Day.

From 632 AD (year in which Prophet Mohammad (p) died) to 2019 (possible beginning of the End Times), there are 1387 years.

The Naqoor (Trumpet) (verse 8 of Sura 74): 388 (= 2x 2x 97) (388 is the 311th Composite Number) (481 is the 388th Composite Number) (2677 is the 388th Prime Number)

Milad (Birth) of Israel: 85 + 303 (or 302) = 388 (or 387) (State of Israel was born on May 14, 1948)

The Messiah, King of the Engleez (English People): 149 + (90 + 149) = 149 + 239 = 388

Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18) + 40 days: (80 + 212) + (40 + 56) = 292 + 96 = 388

Promise of the Awar (who has a defective eye): 80 + 308 = 388

Promise of Bush: 80 + 308 = 388

The Hadm (Destruction) + The Awar: 80 + 308 = 388

Hadd (Destruction) of Israel + Gog + Magog: 9 + (303 + 23 + 53) = 9 + 379 = 388

Continent of Oceania (Australia and nearby Islands): 306 + 82 = 388
Continent of Gog and Magog: $306 + (23 + 6 + 53) = 306 + 82 = 388$

Space Beings: $482 + 906$ (or 897) = $1388$ (or 1379) (1388 is the 1166th Composite Number)

New South Wales (Australian State whose capital is Sydney) + Australia: $[66 + 566$ (or 567) $+ 53] + 703 = 685$ (or 686) $+ 703 = 1388$ (or 1389)

From where the Qarna (two horns or groups/nations) of Satan emerge: $518 + 119 + 351 + 400$ (or 401) = $1388$ (or 1389) (This is a segment of a Hadith)

From where the Qarn (horn or group/nation) of Satan emerge: $518 + 119 + 350 + 401$ (or 400) = $1388$ (or 1389) (This is a segment of a Hadith)

When is Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval)? When (the sight) is sparkled (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 75): $1388$ (or 1389)

So, give me respite till day (verse 79 of Sura 38): $(1291 + 41) + 56 = 1332 + 56 = 1388$

O My son: I see in the Manam (Sleep or Dream) that I am slaughtering you (verse 102 of Sura 37): $72$ (or 73) + $(61 + 211 + 90 + 162 + 61 + 731) = 72$ (or 73) + $1316 = 1388$ (or 1389)

Lailat (Night or Eve) of Miraj (Ascension to Heaven): $75 + 314 = 389$

$L = 7 \times 389$ (389 is the 77th Prime Number) (482 is the 389th Composite Number) (3389 is the 477th Prime Number)

Lailat (Eve) of Bidaya (Beginning) of + Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18): $75 + [22 + (80 + 212)] = 75 + (22 + 292) = 75 + 314 = 389$

And how would you know what the night (verse 2 of Sura 97): $(6 + 41 + 226 + 41) + 75 = 314 + 75 = 389$

Apparition (vision) of children of Fatima (village in Portugal): $212 + 42 + 135 = 389$

Manam (Sleep or Dream) of Abraham: $131 + 258$ (or 259) = $389$ (or 390)

Arbaeen (Forty) days: $333 + 56 = 389$

Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18) + 40 days: $(80 + 212) + [40 + 57$ (or 56)] = $292 + 97$ (or 96) = $389$ (or 388)
Enemy of my Lord + 40 days: \((80 + 212) + [40 + 57 \text{ (or 56)}] = 292 + 97 \text{ (or 96)} = \text{389 (or 388)}

Light of the Faith: \(256 + 133 = \text{389}\)

Which of your Lord’s signs (or blessings)? (verse 13 of Sura 55): \(93 + 33 \text{ (or 34)} + 263 = \text{389 (or 390)} \text{ (equivalent to 389)}

from their Lord, the Huda (Guide or Guidance) (verse 23 of Sura 53): \(90 + [249 \text{ (or 247)} + 50] = 90 + 299 \text{ (or 297)} = \text{389 (or 387)}

The Sultan Saleem, the First: \(181 + (140 + 68) = 181 + 208 = \text{389}\)

(Ottoman Sultan Saleem I’s reign is notable for the enormous expansion of the Empire, particularly his conquest between 1516 and 1517 of the entire Mamluk Sultanate of Egypt, which included all of Sham (Greater Syria), Egypt, and Hejaz (where Mecca is located). With the heart of the Arab World now under their control, the Ottomans became the dominant power in the region and in the Islamic world. Upon conquering Egypt, Selim took the title of Caliph of Islam. He was also granted the title of "Khâdim Al-Haramain Al-Sharifain" (Servant of the Holy Cities of Mecca and Medina) by the Sharif of Mecca in 1517. He died on September 22, 1520. During his reign, the size of the Ottoman empire tripled.)

Promise of my Lord (God) (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Hanna (John) Paul: \((80 + 212) + (59 + 38) = 292 + 97 = \text{389}\)

Promise of my Lord (God) (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Hanna (John) + Dajjal (Deceiver or Anti-Christ): \((80 + 212) + (59 + 38) = 292 + 97 = \text{389}\)

Promise of my Lord (God) comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Dajjal Gog: \((5 + 80 + 212) + (69 + 23) = 297 + 92 = \text{389}\)

Lord (or God) of the Engleez (English People): \(240 + 149 = \text{389}\)

Lord (or God) + The Messiah: \(240 + 149 = \text{389}\)

Duke of Cambridge: \(110 + 279 = \text{389} \text{ (Prince William is Duke of Cambridge)}\)

Night of Hadda (Incident of Destruction) Al-Aqsa + Nakba (Catastrophe): \((75 + 14) + 223 + 77 = 88 + 223 + 77 = \text{389}\)

Oldest Gospel of Jesus: \(145 + (94 + 150) = 145 + 244 = \text{389}\)

Gospel of Jesus + Church: \((94 + 150) + 145 = 244 + 145 = \text{389}\)

Discovery of Gospel of Jesus son of Mary: \(802 + 94 + (150 + 53 + 290) = 802 + (94 + 493) = 802 + 587 = \text{1389 (equivalent to 389)}\)
Discovery of the evident Book (verse 2 of Sura 44): $802 + (454 + 133) = 1389$ (equivalent to 389)

I see in the Manam (Sleep or Dream) that I am slaughtering you (verse 102 of Sura 37): $(11 + 62) + (61 + 211 + 90 + 162 + 61 + 731) = 73$ (or 72) + 1316 = 1389 (or 1388)

Awda (Return) of Land of the Arabs: $85 + 1001 + 303 = 1389$ (equivalent to 389)

Al-Khamis Al-Ishroon (The Twenty Fifth): $732 + 657 = 1389$

Day Khamis wa Ishroon (Twenty Fifth): $56 + (701 + 6 + 626) = 56 + 1333 = 1389$

When is Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval)? When (the sight) is sparkled (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 75): 1389 (or 1388)

Day Mohammad Anwar Al-Sadat arrived to Israel: $56 + [144 + 92 + 257 + 497 + 41 + 302 (or 303)] = 56 + 1333 (or 1334) = 1389 (or 1390)

[ Egyptian President Anwar Sadat arrived for surprise visit to Israel for the first time, at night, on Saturday November 19, 1977 (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1397 Hijri), day of standing on Mount of Arafat, meaning eve of 1st day of Eid Al-Adha.]

Secret of the End Times + Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18): $[260 + 837 (or 838)] + (80 + 212) = 1097 (or 1098) + 292 = 1389 (or 1390) (equivalent to 389)

Day of Intiha (Ending) of Caliphate of Al-Hussein: $56 + 458 + (716 + 159) = 56 + 1333 = 1389$

Day of the Spirit and the Angels stand up in line. They do not speak except (verse 38 of Sura 78): $56 + [156 + 245 + 6 + 136 (or 137) + 171 + 31 + 556 + 32] = 56 + 1333 (or 1334) = 1389 (or 1390)$

New South Wales (Australian State whose capital is Sydney) + Australia: $[66 + 567 (or 566) + 53] + 703 = 686 (or 685) + 703 = 1389 (or 1388)

Where the Qarna (two horns or groups/nations) of the Satan emerge: $518 + 119 + 351 + 401 (or 400) = 1389 (or 1388) (This is a segment of a Hadith)

The Hour has approached and the Moon has been split and when they are shown an Aya (sign) (verses 1-2 of Sura 54): 2389 (or 2388) (2389 is the 355th Prime Number)
The Israeli Knesset voted in favor of a decree to **rebuild Jerusalem** on the eve of Passover, April 1, 1969 (Muharram 13, 1389 Hijri) (Nisan 13, 5729 Jewish Calendar).

**Apollo 11** (the 1st Space voyage with a human crew to land on the Moon) landed on the moon at 8:18 p.m. UTC, on **July 20, 1969** based on Gregorian Calendar (**July 7, 1969** based on Julian Calendar) (Jumada Al-Ula 5, 1389 Hijri) (Av 5, 5729 Hebrew) (2440,422.5th or 2440,423th Julian day). Apollo 11’s commander, **Neil Armstrong**, stepped out of Apollo’s Space Craft into the surface of Moon at 2:56 a.m. UTC, on **July 21, 1969** (2440,423.5th or 2440,424th Julian day), becoming the first man to set foot on the Moon and on a planetary body, other than the Earth, in general. Apollo 11 began its journey back to Earth at 4:56 pm local time on **July 22, 1969** (4:56 a.m. UTC, 12:56 a.m. EDT on July 22). Apollo 11’s crew returned to Earth and landed in the Pacific Ocean, **just before dawn** at 4:51 a.m. local time on **July 25, 1969** (4:51 p.m. UTC, 12:51 p.m. EDT, on **July 24, 1969**) (Jumada Al-Ula 9, 1389 Hijri) (Av 9, 5729 Jewish Calendar).

**The Aqsa Mosque** was set on fire by an Australian tourist named Denis Michael Rohan, on **August 21, 1969** (Jumada Thania 7, 1389 Hijri) (Elul 7, 5729 Jewish) (2440,454.5th Julian Day). Denis Michael Rohan, a Zionist Christian, stated that he considered himself **"the Lord's emissary"** and that he tried to destroy the al-Aqsa Mosque, acting upon divine instructions to enable the Jews of Israel to rebuild the Temple on the Temple Mount, in accordance with the Book of Zechariah, thereby hastening the second coming of Jesus Christ.

---

**Manam (Sleep or Dream) of Ibrahim (Abraham):** $131 + 259 = 390$ (390 is the 312th Composite Number) $483$ is the 390th Composite Number) **(2687 is the 390th Prime Number)**

**Mount of Arafah:** $35 + 355 = 390$

**Day of standing of pilgrims on Mount of Arafah, 9th of Zu Hijja, is the 334th day in Hijri Calendar**

$61 + 10 = 329 + 61 = 390$ (Al-Hussein, Prophet Mohammad (p)’s grandson, was martyred on the **Muharram 10, 61 Hijri**)

**The Imam Mahdi, son of Fatima:** $113 + 90 + 52 (or 53) + 135 = 390$ (or 391)

**Prince of Wales, William:** $(251 + 53) + 86 = 304 + 86 = 390$ **(Prince of Wales is a title traditionally granted to the heir apparent to the reigning monarch of the U.K. If Charles becomes the monarch, William becomes Prince of Wales)**

**Which of your Lord’s signs (or blessings)?** (verse 13 of Sura 55): $93 + 34 (or 33) + 263 = 390$ **(or 389)**

**Victory (support leading to victory) arrived to them** (verse 110 of Sura 12): $50 + 340$
Your abode is the Fire (verse 15 of Sura 57): 108 + 282 = 390

Messengers: 390

Mursileen (Have been sending) (verse 6 of Sura 44): 390

To turn you into a (Miraculous) Sign for the people (verse 259 of Sura 2): 203 + 16 (or 17) + 171 = 390 (or 391)

Sura of the Bees : 271 + 119 = 390

in the Chests (verse 5 of Sura 114): 90 + 300 = 390

The lined-up (aligned) Planets: 80 + 310 = 390

a blessed night, we have been (verse 3 of Sura 44): 390 (or 391)

H.M. and the evident Book, We have descended it (or him) on a blessed night, we have been (verses 1 - 3 of Sura 44): 1390 (1391 or 1392) (1390 = 10 x 139) (1390 is the 1168th Composite Number) (1650 is the 1390th Composite Number)

Secret of the End Times + Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18): [260 + 838 (or 837)] + (80 + 212) = 1098 (or 1097) + 292 = 1390 (or 1389) (equivalent to 390)

Day of the Spirit and the Angels stand up in line. They do not speak except (verse 38 of Sura 78): 56 + [156 + 245 + 6 + 137 (or 136) + 171 + 31 + 556 + 32] = 56 + 1334 (or 1333) = 1390 (or 1389)

Entry of the Pope Francis into the Islam : 640 + 37 + 460 + 90 + 163 = 1390

Halak (Devastation) of Great Britain: 56 + (283 + 1051) = 56 + 1334 = 1390 (equivalent to 390)

Day Mohammad Anwar Al-Sadat arrived to Israel: 56 + [144 + 92 + 257 + 497 + 41 + 303 (or 302)] = 56 + 1334 (or 1333) = 1390 (or 1389) [ Egyptian President Anwar Sadat arrived for surprise visit to Israel for the first time, at night, on Saturday November 19, 1977 (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1397 Hijri), day of standing on Mount of Arafat, meaning eve of 1st day of
Eid Al-Adha.

About the Hour. When will its docking be? Say: The knowledge of it is with my Lord. No (verse 187 of Sura 7): 1359 + 31 = **1390 (or 1400)**

**Better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend (or are brought down)** (verses 3-5 of Sura 97): (810 + 90 + 111 + 505) + 487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 = [1516 + 487 + 136 (or 137)] + 6 + 245 = 2139 (or 2140)

**(= 10 x 239)** (2390 is the 2034th Composite Number) (2798 is the 2390th Composite Number)

**Victory of Allah and the Conquest and you see the people entering** (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 110): 340 + (66 + 6 + 519 + 6 + 611 + 142 + 700) = 340 + 2050 = **2390**

**Better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend (or are brought down)** (verses 3-5 of Sura 97): (810 + 90 + 111 + 505) + 487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 = [1516 + 487 + 136 (or 137)] + 6 + 245 = 2139 (or 2140)

**(= 10 x 239)** (2390 is the 2034th Composite Number) (2798 is the 2390th Composite Number)

**Sign of the Day eye-opener so that you seek a bounty** (verse 12 of Sura 17): 16 (or 17) + 287 + 337 + 1839 + 911 = **3390 (or 3391)**

**When Joseph said to his father: O My Father,** I saw eleven planets, and the Sun and the Moon, I saw them prostrating for me (verse 4 of Sura 12): **4390 (4391 or 4392)** (equivalent to **390**) (= 2 x 5 x 439) (4390 is the 3792nd Composite Number) (5068 is the 4390th Composite Number)

**And We said from after him to Bani (Children) of Israel, inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as mixed crowd) and in the Haq we descended him/it and in the Haq (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17):** (6 + 181) + [90 + 4113 (or 4114)] = 187 + 4203 (or 4204) = **4390 (or 4391)**

**From 632 AD (year of death of Prophet Mohammad (p)) to 2022 AD (end of the first phase of the End Times), there are 1390 years.**

On **November 13, 1970 (Ramadan 14, 1390 Hijri),** a coup known as the Corrective Movement, brought Lieutenant General **Hafiz Al-Asad** to power in Syria. On **November 19, 1970 (Ramadan 20, 1390 Hijri)** (Heshvan 20, 5731 Jewish), the Regional Command announced the appointment of **Hafiz Al-Asad** as Prime Minister and Minister of Defense of Syria. On **March 12, 1971 (Muharram 15, 1391 Hijri),** **Hafiz Al-Asad** was elected **President of Syria** in a referendum.

On **November 27, 1970,** Syria joined the pact linking Libya, Egypt and Sudan.

**Verse 1 of Sura 54** is the **1390th verse** from the end of the Quran.

♦ **العصر** (Al-Asr, The Epoch) (verse 1 of Sura 103): **391** (391 is the 313th Composite Number) (484 is the 391st Composite Number)

**War of China: 210 + 181 = 391**
War of Nuclear Weapons: $210 + (104 + 77) = 210 + 181 = 391$

Day of the Qadar (Destiny): $56 + 335 = 391$

Day of 335: $56 + 335 = 391$ (1st day of Eid Al-Adha, 10th of Zu Hijja is the 335th day in Hijri Calendar)

For what is after the Hijra: $71 + 76 + 244 = 391$

Nihaya (End) of Cancer: $71 + 320$ (or 319) $= 391$ (or 390) (July 22 is the last day of the Cancer zodiac sign)

Our victory (or our support that leads to victory) (verse 110 of Sura 12): $391$

The Imam Mahdi, son of Fatima: $(113 + 90) + [53$ (or 52) $+ 135] = 203 + 188$ (or 187) $= 391$ (or 390)

France: $391$

Knights: $391$

Zawal (End) of Dawla (State) of Israel: $(44 + 45) + 302$ (or 303) $= 89 + 302$ (or 303) $= 391$ (or 392)

Promise of Hadd (Destruction) of Israel: $80 + [9 + 302$ (or 303)] $= 80 + 311$ (or 312) $= 391$ (or 392)

Promise of the Hadd (Destruction) of New York: $80 + (9 + 302) = 80 + 311 = 391$

Promise of the Hadd (Destruction) of the Amreek (Americans): $80 + (9 + 302) = 80 + 311 = 391$

The Jinna (Jinn – invisible creatures) + Israel: $89 + 302$ (or 303) $= 391$ (or 392)

The Kafireen (Unbelievers) (verse 1 of Sura 33): $391$ (or 392)

Path to Hell (verse 23 of Sura 37): $299 + 92 = 391$

The Qareen (evil, invisible Companion) (verse 38 of Sura 43): $391$

The Muzayaf (False/Fraud/Imposter) Messiah, Son of David: $(168 +
149) + (53 + 21) = 317 + 74 = 391 (or 390)

Elias (Elijah) + Qiyama (Resurrection) of Sydney: 102 + 155 (or 156) + 134 = 391 (or 392)

Promise of Hadd (Destruction) + Koriyoon (Koreans): 80 + 9 + 302 = 391

Promise of the Karitha (Disaster) + War of South Korea: 80 + 757 + 210 + 344 = 1391

Nihaya (End) of the first Marhala (Phase or Period) of the End Times: 71 + [314 + 78 + 90 + 838 (or 837)] = 71 + 1320 (or 1319) = 1391 (or 1390)

Day of Khuruj (Departure or Coming out) of Israel from Lebanon: 56 + [809 + 303 (or 302) + 90 + 133] = 56 + 1335 (or 1334) = 1391 (or 1390)

Realization of the fourth verse + Sura Yusuf (Joseph): 608 + [47 (or 48) + 309] + (271 + 156) = 608 + [356 (or 357) + 427] = 608 + 783 (or 784) = 1391 (or 1392)

(= 13 x 107) (1391 is the 1169th Composite Number) (1651 is the 1391st Composite Number)

Wafat (Death) of the Pope Francis + Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paulus (Paul), the Second: (92 + 37 + 460) + (21 + 37 + 54 + 98 + 592) = 589 + 802 = 1391

Khamsa Ishreen (Twenty Five) + Yuly (July): (705 + 630) + 56 = 1335 + 56 = 1391

Better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend (or are brought down) (verses 3 - 5 of Sura 97): (810 + 90 + 111 + 505) + 487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 = [1516 + 487 + 137 (or 136)] + 6 + 245 = 2140 (or 2139) + 6 + 245 = 2391 (or 2390)

(= 3 x 797) (2391 is the 2035th Composite Number) (2799 is the 2391st Composite Number)

Sana (Year). They shall wander in the Ard (Earth or Land). So do not feel sad for (verse 26 of Sura 5): 115 + (481 + 90) + (1032 + 111 + 461 + 101) = 115 + (571 + 1705) = 115 + 2276 = 2391

Sign of the Day an eye-opener so that you seek a bounty (verse 12 of Sura 17): 17 (or 16) + 287 + 337 + 1839 + 911 = 3391 (or 3390)

Joseph to his father: O My Father, I saw
eleven planets, and the Sun and the Moon, I saw them (verse 4 of Sura 12): 3391 (or 3392) (equivalent to 391) (3391 is the 478th Prime Number) (4615 is the 3391st Composite Number)

When Joseph said to his father: O My Father, I saw eleven planets, and the Sun and the Moon, I saw them prostrating for me (verse 4 of Sura 12): 4391 (4390 or 4392) (equivalent to 391) (4391 is the 598th Prime Number) (5069 is the 4391st Composite Number)

When the prayer is completed, spread out in the Earth and seek from the bounty of Allah and remember Allah a lot, perhaps you may benefit (verse 10 of Sura 62): 9391

♦ The Two Witnesses: 392 ( = 2 x 2 x 2 x 7 x 7 ) (392 is the 314th Composite Number) (485 is the 392nd Composite Number) (2693 is the 392nd Prime Number) (2392 is the 2036th Composite Number)

The caller calls from a place (verse 41 of Sura 50): (65 + 126 + 90) + 111 = 281 + 111 = 392

Day for which the people shall be gathered (verse 103 of Sura 11): 56 + (159 + 35 + 142) = 56 + 336 = 392

Wafat (Death) of King + AbdAllah, the First: 92 + [90 + (76 + 66) + 68 = 90 + 142 + 68] = 92 + 300 = 392 [King AbdAllah, the First, son Hussein bin Ali, of Jordan was assassinated while entering the Aqsa Mosque for Friday noon prayer on July 20, 1951 at the age 69. (Shawwal 15, 1370 Hijri) (Tammuz 16, 5711 Jewish) (2433,847.5th Julian Day)]

Eid (Feast) of Milad (Birth) of Barack: 84 + 85 + 223 = 392 [Barack Obama was born on Friday, August 4, 1961 Gregorian (July 22, 1961 Julian) (Safar 22, 1381 Hijri) (Av 22, 5721 Jewish) (2437,515.5th Julian Day) in Honolulu, Hawaii at 7:24 p.m. local time. Based on Jerusalem Time, it was 8:24 a.m. on Saturday, August 5, 1961 Gregorian (July 23, 1961 Julian) (Safar 23, 1381 Hijri) (Av 23, 5721 Jewish).]

Safar 22: 370 + 22 = 392

Hubut (Descent) + The Aqsa Mosque: 22 + (138 + 232) = 22 + 370 = 392
Zawal (End) of Dawla (State) of Israel: \((44 + 45) + 303\) (or 302) = \(392\) (or 391)

Descent of Jesus Christ: \(93 + 150 + 149 = 392\)

The Prophet Jesus, the Messiah (Christ): \(93 + 150 + 149 = 392\)

Day of descent of the Prophet Jesus: \(56 + 336 = 392\)

Promise of Awda (Return) of life of the Mahdi: \(80 + (85 + 24) + 90 = 80 + 109 + 203 = 392\)

Cyprus: \(392\)

Israa (miraculous heavenly journey) of the Dajjal + Pope Jan (John or Demons): \(263 + 69 + (6 + 54) = 263 + (69 + 60) = 263 + 129 = 392\)

Ihya (Resurrection or Revival) of the Pope John Paulus (Paul) + Wafat (Death) of the Mahdi: \(21 + [37 + (54 + 98)] + (92 + 90) = [21 + (37 + 152)] + 182 = (21 + 189) + 182 = 210 + 182 = 392\)

Ihya (Revival) of Sykes–Picot + Wafat (Death) of the Mahdi: \(21 + [151 \text{ (or} 150 \text{)} + 38] + (92 + 90) = [21 + 189 \text{ (or} 188\text{)}] = 210 \text{ (or} 209) + 182 = 392 \text{ (or} 391\text{)}\)

(Sykes–Picot was a secret agreement, between Britain & France, with the assent of Tsarist Russia, to divide the Middle East, among themselves, was concluded in May 16, 1916 (Rajab 13, 1334 Hijri), which is the \(2421,000\text{th}\) Julian day)

The Promise + The Dajjal George: \(111 + (69 + 212) = 111 + 281 = 392\)

Bush, the Son (Junior): \(308 + 84 = 392\)

Bush + The Jinn (demons): \(308 + 84 = 392\)

The Awar (who has a defect) + The Jinn (demons): \(308 + 84 = 392\)

King of Israel: \(90 + 302 \text{ (or} 303) = 392 \text{ (or} 393\)\)

Your enemy is (verse 3 of Sura 108): \(381 + 11 = 392\)

Family of Imran (Sura 3): \(31 \text{ (or} 32) + 361 = 392 \text{ (or} 393\)\)

Be Apes (verse 65 of Sura 2): \(83 + 309 = 392\)

The Janna (Paradise) + The Arabs: \(89 + 303 = 392\)

The Jinna (Jinn – invisible creatures) + Israel: \(89 + 303 \text{ (or} 302) = 392 \text{ (or} 391\)
Elias (Elijah) + Qiyama (Resurrection) of Sydney: $102 + 156 = 392$

Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil) + Qiyama (Resurrection or Rise) of Sydney: $103 + (155 + 134) = 392$

Inha (Ending) of Great Britain: $58 + (283 + 1051) = 1392$

the Raheem (Most Merciful). Has approached (verse 1 of Sura 54): $289 + 1103 = 1392$

Allah says: O Jesus, I am going to make you die and lift you to me (verse 55 of Sura 3): $1392$

Joseph to his father: O My Father, I saw eleven planets, and the Sun and the Moon, I saw them (verse 4 of Sura 12): $3392$

(The 4th verse of Sura 12 is about Prophet Yusuf’s (Joseph) vision)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. The praise be to Allah, Lord of the Alameen (Universe), the Rahman, the Raheem, Malik (Possessor or King) of Day of the Deen (Judgment or Religion). You are whom we worship and (verse 1 – 5 of Sura 1): $102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 83 + 65 + 202 + 232 + 329 + 289 + 91 + 56 + (95 + 32 + 126) = 2392$

And if we intend to perish (or destroy) a town (or city), we let its people who live lavishly/extravagantly (do whatever they want), so they commit evil deeds in it. Then, the punishment becomes due to it, so We destroy it, an utter (or total) destruction (verse 16 of Sura 17): $4392$ (or $3793$ Composite Number)
So, that they know that (verse 21 of Sura 18): 393 (= 3 x 131) (393 is the 315th Composite Number)

Gospel of Jesus Christ (the Messiah): 94 + 150 + 149 = 393

The Pope Franco (Francis): 37 + 356 = 393

The American State: 76 + 307 (or 317) = 393 (or 403)

Kingdom of the Masoniyeen (Free-Masons): 135 + 258 = 393

King of Israel: 90 + 303 (or 302) = 393 (or 392)

Awda (Return) of Bush: 85 + 308 = 393

Bush + The Jan (Jinn – demons): 308 + 85 = 393

The Awar (attribute of the Dajjal) + The Jan (Jinn – demons): 308 + 85 = 393

whom We carried with Noah (verse 3 of Sura 17): 393

Promise of Qiyama (Resurrection) of Istanbul: 80 + 155 + 158 = 393

Qiyam (Rise or Resurrection) of Lahore: 151 + 242 = 393

The Ghayba (Absence) + Al-Miraj (journey to Heaven): 1048 + 345 = 1393

( equivalent to 393) (= 7 x 199) (1393 is the 1171st Composite Number) (1653 is the 1393rd Composite Number)

Secrets of End of the Time: 462 + 802 (or 801) + 129 = 1393 (or 1392)

And listen the Day the Caller calls from a close place. The Day (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): (6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 126 + 90 + 111) + (312 + 56) = 1025 + 368 = 1393

Al-Khamis Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Fifth): 732 (or 731) + 661 = 1393 (or 1392)

Day of Khamis wa Ishreen (Twenty Fifth): 56 + [701 (or 700) + 6 + 630] = 56 + 1337 (or 1336) = 1393 (or 1392)

Khamis wa Ishreen (Twenty Fifth) + Yulyu (July – in Egypt): (701 + 6 + 630) + 62 = 1337 + 56 = 1393 (or 1392)
Khamis Ishreen (Twenty Fifth) + Yulyu (July – in Egypt): (701 + 630) + 62 = 1331 + 62 = 1393 (or 1392)

♦ مدينه الدجال المسيح بن داود Madina (City / State) of Dajjal (Anti-Christ), Messiah Son of David: 109 + [69 + 149 + 67 (or 68)] = 109 + 285 (or 286) = 394 (or 395) (394 is the 316th Composite Number) (488 is the 394th Composite Number) (2707 is the 394th Prime Number)

١٠٩ ﻣﺪﯾﻨﮫ١٠٩ مدينه الدجال المسيح بن داود

اللهؤولد فاطمه Apparition (vision) of the children of Fatima: [217 (or 218) + 42] + 135 = 259 (260) + 135 = 394 (or 395)

٢٤ SAFAR Safar 24: 370 + 24 = 394

１٣٦ صوم + نحر Sawm (Fasting) + Nahr (slaughter): 136 + 258 = 394

٤٨٨ ﯾﻮام ﯾﻮام One day of Awwal (Beginning) of Burj (Sign) of the Asad (Leo or Lion): 56 + [37 + (205 + 96)] = 56 + (37 + 301) = 56 + 338 = 394 (July 23 is the 1st day of Leo, zodiac sign)

٢٠٢ ﯾﻮام ﯾﻮام

لبنى إسراميل To Bani (Children) of Israel: 92 + 302 (or 303) = 394 (or 395)

٣٩٤ ﯾﻮام ﯾﻮام

الذى أسرى ﺑﻌﺒﺪه ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺴﺠﺪ The One who made his servant travel in a journey (or transported his servant) at night from the Masjid (Mosque or Place of Worship) (verse 1 of Sura 17): 1394

١٣٩٤ ﯾﻮام ﯾﻮام

السيخ + أسرى ﺑﻌﺒﺪه ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺴﺠﺪ The Maseekh (False Messiah) + Made his servant travel in a journey (or transported his servant) at night from the Masjid (Mosque or Place of Worship) (verse 1 of Sura 17): 741 + 271 + (83 + 71 + 90 + 138 ) = 741 + 271 + 382 = 1394

١٣٩٤ ﯾﻮام ﯾﻮام

الغيب واﻟﺸﮭﺪه The Ghayb (Unseen/ Metaphysical Realm, or Future) and the Shahada (Physical Realm, what is witnessed, or what can be sensed using our 5 senses) (verse 22 of Sura 59): 1043 + 6 + 345 (or 346) = 1394 (or 1395) (1394 is the 1172nd Composite Number) (1654 is the 1394th Composite Number)

١٣٩٤ ﯾﻮام ﯾﻮام

يوم قابل ذره + نخاسك + اليابان Day of Atomic Bomb + Nagasaki + Japan: 56 + (187 + 915) + 1141 (or 1142) + 95 = 56 + [1102 + 1141 (or 1142)] + 95 = 56 + 2243 (or 2244) + 95 = 2394 (or 2395) [The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time).]

٢٣٩٤ ﯾﻮام ﯾﻮام

يوم توقيع إستسلام يابان + نهايه الحرب العالميه الثانيه Day of Signing of surrender of Japan + Nihaya (End) of the Second World War: 56 + [586 + 592 (or 591) + 64] + 71 + (241 + 187 + 597) = 56 + [1242 (or 1241) + 71 + 1025] = 56 + 2338 (or 2337) = 2394 (or 2393)

٢٣٩٤ ﯾﻮام ﯾﻮام

أخسستكم أحسنتكم لأنفسكم و إن استم فليما إذا جاء وعد الأخيرات ليسيوها ووجوهكم وليدخلوا المسجد كما دخلوه أول مرت وليتبروا ما

١٣٩٤ ﯾﻮام ﯾﻮام
you do well, you do well to yourselves. If you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the
End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad (ruin your faces) and shall enter the
Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter
destruction. (verse 7 of Sura 17): $(559 + 552 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 1232 + 117 + 80) + (6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 640 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013) = 4370 + 4024 = 8394$

**Manhattan** was established as **New Amsterdam** in 1625. From 1625 to 2019, there are **394 years**.

- **Apparition (vision) of the children of Fatima**: $218 + 42 + 135 = 260$
  - (or 259) + 135 = 395 (or 394) $\ (= 5 \times 79)$ (395 is the 317th Composite Number) (489 is the 395th Composite Number) (2711 is the 395th Prime Number)

- **Mount Sinai (verse 2 of Sura 95)**: $215 + 180 = 395$

- **Madina (City / State) of Dajjal (Anti-Christ), Messiah Son of David**: $109 + 69 + 149 + 68 (or 67) = 395 (or 394)$

- **To Bani (Children) of Israel**: $92 + 302 (or 303) = 395 (or 394)$

- **ruins and thus the Promise of my Lord is.” (verse 98 of Sura 18)**: $26 + (6 + 71 + 80 + 212) = 26 + 369 = 26 + 369 = 395$

- **Safar 25**: $370 + 25 = 395$

- **Lailat (Eve) of the Muharram 1**: $75 + (319 + 1) = 75 + 320 = 395$
  - (Muharram 1 is the first day of the Hijri year)

- **Lailat (Eve) of the Fitr**: $75 + 320 = 395$ (The Fitr is the Islamic Holiday at the end of Ramadan and starts on the 1st day of month of Shawwal)

- **Lailat (Eve) of the first day of your fasting**: $75 + 56 + 196 + 68 = 75 + (56 + 264) = 75 + 320 = 395$

- **Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate)**: $66 + 329 = 395$

- **The Khamis wa Al-Ishroon (Twenty Fifth)**: $732 + 6 + 657 = 1395$

- **Khuruj (Departure or Coming out) of Israel from South Lebanon**: $809 + 302 (or 303) + 90 + 61 + 133 = 1395 (or 1396) (1395 is the 1173rd Composite Number)

- **The Ghayb (Unseen/ Metaphysical Realm, or Future) and the Shahada (Physical Realm, what is witnessed, or what can be sensed using our 5 senses)** (verse 22 of Sura 59): $1043 + 6$
The Ghaib (Absentee) and the Miraj (journey to Heaven): 1044 + 6 + 345 = 1395 (equivalent to 395)

T. The Hour and the Moon has been cracked (verse 1 of Sura 54):
(400 + 167 + 6 + 451) + 371 = 1024 + 371 = 1395

Lailat (Eve) of The Saleebiyeen (Crusaders)’s Istarada (Getting back) of the Quds (Jerusalem) from the Muslimeen (Muslims): 75 + (541 + 261 + 195 + 90 + 233) = 75 + 1320 = 1395

The Space Beings: 482 + 913 = 1395 (equivalent to 395)

Hadd (Destruction) of Hamburg, Germany: [9 + 1253 (or 1254)] + 133 = 1262 (or 1263) + 133 = 1395 (or 1394)

Day of Atomic Bomb + Nagasaki + Japan: 56 + (187 + 915) + 1142 (or 1141) + 95 = 56 + [1102 + 1142 (or 1141)] + 95 = 56 + 2244 (or 2243) + 95 = 2395 (or 2394) (= 5 x 479) (2395 is the 2038th Composite Number) [ The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time). ]

The two hands of Abi Lahab and he is cursed. Shall not exempt him his money (or wealth) and what he has gained (or earned). He shall suffer in a fire with a flame and his woman (or wife), carrier of the wood. On her neck (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 111): 15 + 13 + 37 + 6 + 402 + 41 + 1061 + 125 + 76 + 6 + 41 + 82 + 200 + 252 + 1101 + 37 + 6 + 647 + 84 + 50 + 90 + 23 = 4395 (4395 is the 3796th Composite Number)

End Times, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17): (807 + 108 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 + 140 + 262) + (51 + 318) = 5026 + 369 = 5395

Israa (miraculous journey) + The Heaven: 263 + 133 = 396 (396 is the 318th Composite Number) (490 is the 396th Composite Number) (2713 is the 396th Prime Number)

Known: 396

The Tariq + The Hayat (Life): 341 + 55 = 396
Safar 26 : 370 + 26 = 396

Awda (Return) of Jesus + Wafat (Death) of the Dajjal : (85 + 150) + (92 + 69) = 235 + 161 = 396

Bidaya (Beginning) of Bina (Building or Construction) of Wall of Berlin : 22 + [54 + (28 + 292)] = 22 + (54 + 320) = 22 + 374 = 396

Island of Tasmania: 225 + 171 = 396

To them, their Prophet: It is the Aya (Sign) of his Kingship is that (verse 248 of Sura 2):

Wafat (Death) of the Pope Francis + Akhir (Last) Pope: (92 + 37 + 460) + 801 (or 802) + 6 = 589 + 807 (or 808) = 1396 (or 1397)

Wafat (Death) of the Pope Francis + Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paulus (Paul), the Second: (92 + 37 + 460) + (21 + 37 + 59 + 98 + 592) = 589 + 807 = 1396

The Autumn Equinox: 506 + 890 = 1396 (or 1397) (The Autumn Equinox happens in the Northern Hemisphere annually either on September 22 or 23.)

Hadd (Destruction) of Hamburg, Germany : [9 + 1254 (or 1253)] + 133 = 56 + [1263 (or 1262) + 133] = 1396 (or 1395)

The Dunya (World before the End Times) is a Book, you are in it the thoughts: 96 + 423 + 451 + 95 + 331 = 1396 (This is part of the lyrics of Um Kulthim’s song which hints to the Mahdi)

Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as mixed people) and by the Truth (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): 1396 (or 1397)

Khuruj (Departure or Coming out) of Israel from South Lebanon : 809 + 303 (or 302) + 90 + 61 + 133 = 1396 (or 1395)

Visit of Prime Minsiter of Israel, Shimon Peres + Al-Hasan, the Second : 223 + 280 + 215 + 302 (or 303) + 406 + 229 + 149 + 592 = 1655 (or 1656) + 741 = 1396 (or 1397) [Around 10:00 pm, on Monday night, July 21, 1986 (Zu Al-Qada 14, 1406 Hijri) (Tammuz 14, 5746 Jewish) (2446,632.5th Julian Day), Israeli Prime Minister, Shimon Peres, arrived to Morocco to meet King Al-Hassan II. The visit was supposed to end on July 23, but was extended till July 24, 1986. In response to this visit, Syria cut all of its diplomatic ties with Morocco.]
Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Beginning of the End Times). When the sight is sparkled and (the Moon) is eclipsed (verse 6 – 8 of Sura 75): (56 + 187 + 782) + (302 + 323 + 6 + 740) = 1025 + 1371 = **2396** (2396 is the **2039th** Composite Number)

And after the prostration. And listen the Day the Caller from a close place. The day they hear the Saiha (Scream or Shout) in the Haq (Truth or Justice), that is (verse 40 - 42 of Sura 50): (6 + 207 + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 75) + [136 + 90 + 110 (or 111) + 312 + 56 + 236 + 539 + 141 + 750] = 1026 + 2370 (or 2371) = 3396 (or 3397)

The Ottomans decisively defeated an alliance of Europeans, in what is referred to as the last Crusade against Muslims, in a battle around Ottoman-ruled **Nicopolis/Nicopol Fortress**, Bulgaria (which was besieged by the Crusaders starting from September 12, 1396 AD), on September 25, **1396 AD** (Zu Hijja 21, **798 Hijri**).

♦ **يوم الطارق** Day of the Tariq (Unexpected Event) (verse 1 of Sura 86): 56 + 341 = **397** (397 is the **78th** Prime Number) (**492** is the **397th** Composite Number) (**2807** is the **2397th** Composite Number) (**6397** is the **834th** Prime Number) (**5075** is the **4397th** Composite Number)

**و العصر** And the Asr (Epoch or Squeeze) (verse 1 of Sura 103): 6 + 391 = **397**

جرس لندن: 263 + 134 = **397**

**Safar 27 : 370 + 27 = 397**

One November: 19 + 378 = **397** [On Wednesday, **November 1, 1922** (Rabi Awwal 11, **1341 Hijri** (Heshvan 10, 5683 Jewish Calendar) (2423, **359.5th** or 2423, **360th** Julian Day), **Ottoman Sultanate** was abolished. The last Sultan Mehmed VI was forced to leave Turkey. He left Constantinople (Istanbul), aboard the British Warship **Malaya** on November 17, 1922. He initially went to Malta for exile, but later on, he moved to the Italian Riviera.]

ولادة جورج إبن وليم **Wilada (Birth) of George son of William**: 46 + [212 + 53 (or 52) + 86] = 46 + 351 (or 350) = **397 (or 396)**

**François (Francis – in French): 397**

**ملكيه الصهيونيين** Kingdom of the Sahioniyeen (Zionists): 135 + 262 = **397**

**نجم + يوم الإبادة + مملكة الدجال** Star + Day of the Annihilation of Kingdom of Dajjal (Anti-Christ): 93 + (56 + 44) + (135 + 69) = 93 + 100 + 204 = **397**

**القطبان + مملكة الدجال** The two Poles + Kingdom of Dajjal (Anti-Christ): 193 + (135 + 69) = 193 + 204 = **397**
Zawal (Demise or End) of Kingdom of Messiah Dajjal (Anti-Christ): $44 + (135 + 149 + 69) = 44 + 353 = 397$

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + Nuclear Nakba (Catastrophe): $(56 + 187) + (77 + 77) = 243 + 154 = 397$

Nuclear Nakba (Catastrophe) + City of London (or Sydney): $(56 + 187) + (109 + 134) = 154 + 243 = 397$

The pillars which has never been created (verse 7-8 of Sura 89): $1397$ ($= 11 \times 127$) ($1397$ is the $117^{th}$ Composite Number) ($1658$ is the $1397^{th}$ Composite Number)

Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as mixed people) and by the Truth (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): $1397$ (or $1396$)

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of the first Marhala (Phase or Period) of the End Times: $56 + 22 + [314 + 78 + 90 + 837 (or 838)] = 56 + 22 + 1319 (or 1320) = 56 + 1341 (or 1342) = 1397$ (or $1398$)

Wafat (Death) of the Pope Francis + Akhir (Last) Pope: $92 + 37 + 460 + 802 (or 801) + 6 = 1397$ (or $1396$)

Khamsa Ishreen (Twenty Five) + Yulyu (July – in Egypt): $(705 + 630) + 62 = 1335 + 62 = 1397$

Visit of Prime Minsiter of Israel, Shimon Peres + Al-Hasan, the Second: $[223 + 280 + 215 + 303 (or 302) + 406 + 229] + (149 + 592) = 1656$ (or $1655$) + $741$ = $1397$ (or $1396$) [Around 10:00 pm, on Monday night, July 21, 1986, (Zu Al-Qada 14, 1406 Hijri) (Tammuz 14, 5746 Jewish) (2446,632.5$^{th}$ Julian Day), Israeli Prime Minister, Shimon Peres, arrived to Morocco to meet King Al-Hassan II. The visit was supposed to end on July 23, but was extended till July 24, 1986. In response to this visit, Syria cut all of its diplomatic ties with Morocco.]

Ramadan in which the Quran was brought down (or revealed) (verse 185 of Sura 2): $2397$ (or $2398$)

From 622 AD (year of Hijra (Migration) of Prophet Mohammad (p) from Mecca to Medina) to 2019 AD (possible beginning of the End Times), there are $1397$ years.

Promise of Balfour: $80 + 318 = 398$ ($398$ is the $319^{th}$ Composite Number) ($319$ is the $252^{nd}$ Composite Number) ($493$ is the $398^{th}$ Composite Number) | Balfour Declaration (or Promise) by the British government to facilitate the creation of a homeland in Palestine for the Jews was offered to the Jews in a letter signed by Britain’s Foreign Minister on
November 2, 1917 (Muharram 16 (or 17), 1336 Hijri) (Heshvan 17, 5678 Jewish) (2421,534.5th or 2421,535th Julian Day)]

**Promise of People of Fire:** $80 + (36 + 282) = 80 + 318 = 398

**Promise of Awda (Return) of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders):** $80 + (85 + 233) = 80 + 318 = 398

**Muharram (Forbidden) Covenant:** $110 + 288 = 398

**Migration of the Prophet Mohammad:** $213 + 93 + 92 = 398

**Day of Bidaayah (Beginning) of the Fitr (Breaking of the Fast):** $56 + (22 + 320) = 56 + 342 = 398

**Battle of Megido (Armageddon):** $335 + 63 = 398

**Nihaya (End) of Kingdom of the Sahayina (Zionists):** $71 + (135 + 192) = 71 + 327 = 398

**Fall of Aqsa:** $175 + 223 = 398

**Evident Messenger (verse 13 of Sura 44):** $296 + 102 = 398

**And say: the Truth (True/Right) has come and (the falsehood) has been destroyed. (verse 81 of Sura 17):** 398

**Bay’a (Offer of Allegiance) + Hadd (Destruction) of New York:** $87 + (9 + 302) = 87 + 311 = 398

**Country of Al-Amerikiyeen (The Americans):** $36 + 372 = 398

**Islam + Rus (Russians):** $132 + 266 = 398

**Moscow + Rus (Russians):** $132 + 266 = 398

**The Russians’ Occupation of Turkey:** $470 + 297 + 631 = 1398 (equivalent to 398)

**Land Collapse of City of Istanbul:** $740 + 658 = 1398 (equivalent to 398)

**Promise of the Atomic Bombs + Istanbul:** $80 + 1160 + 158 = 1398 (equivalent to 398)

**Awar Maseekh (False Messiah) Son of David + The Damar (Destruction):** $(308 + 741 + 73) + 276 = 1122 + 276 = 1398$
Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of the first Marhala (Phase or Period) of the End Times: $56 + 22 + \lfloor 314 + 78 + 90 + 838 \rfloor = 56 + 22 + 1320 = 56 + 1342 = 1398$ or 1397 ($1398$ is the 1176th Composite Number)

(1659 is the 1398th Composite Number)

Intisar (Victory) of Faransiyeen (French) + Maysalun: $(742 + 460) + 196 = 1202 + 196 = 1398$ [On July 24, 1920 (Zu Al-Qada 9, 1338 Hijri) (Av 9, 5680 Jewish Calendar) (2422, 529.5 Julian Day), General Henri Gouraud’s French forces broke a truce, attacked, defeated the Arab forces of King Faisal bin Al-Hussein’s Syrian Arab Kingdom, led by Minister of War Yusuf Al-Azma, in the Battle of Maysalun, and captured Damascus the next day. This decisive battle led to the end of Syrian Arab Kingdom.]

Ramadan in which the Quran was brought down (or revealed) (verse 185 of Sura 2): $2398$ or 2397) $2808$ is the 2398th Composite Number) $2398$ is the 2041st Composite Number)

FaAghragnah (so we drowned him) and the ones with him, all of them. And we said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the Akhira (End Times) comes (verse 103 – 104 of Sura 17): $1437$ or $1436 + 6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 302 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 = 5398$ (5399 or 5400)

From 621 AD [year of Israa (miraculous heavenly journey) of Prophet Mohammad (p)] to 2019 AD (possible beginning of the End Times), there are 1398 years.

♦

Al-Israeliyyoon (Israelites): 399 (399 is the 320th Composite Number) (494 is the 399th Composite Number) (5399 is the 712th Prime Number)

The New Yorkiyoon (New Yorkers): 399

Nicopolis Fortress: 205 + 194 = 399

Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq (verse 105 of Sura 17): $(108 + 144) + (6 + 141) = 252 + 147 = 399$

The Warned-about Day (verse 20 of Sura 50) + Nihaya (End) of life of the Dunya (World before the End Times): $(56 + 121) + (71 + 55 + 96) = 177 + 222 = 399$

Miracle of the Ihya (Resurrection) + Nihaya (End) of life of the Dunya (World before the End Times): $(125 + 52) + (71 + 55 + 96) = 177 + 222 = 399$

Bay’a (Offer of Allegiance) + Hadd (Destruction) of the Britan (Britons): 87 + $(9 + 303) = 87 + 312 = 399$
The Warned-about Day (verse 20 of Sura 50) + The Nuclear Wahiya (Catastrophe) + Halak (Devastation) : 

\[(56 + 121) + [(58 + 108) + 56] = 177 + (166 + 56) = 177 + 222 = 399\]

Day of Nuclear Wahiya (Catastrophe) + Bay’a (Offer of Allegiance) of the Mahdi: 

\[[56 + (58 + 108)] + (87 + 90) = (56 + 166) + 177 = 222 + 177 = 399\]

Wahiya (Catastrophe) of the Amerikiyeen (Americans): 

\[27 + 372 = 399\]

Saiqa (Shocking Event) + Sydney: 

\[265 + 134 = 399\]

Saiqa (Shocking Event) + London: 

\[265 + 134 = 399\]

Saiqa (Shocking Event) of Dhaka City: 

\[265 + 134 = 399\]

Saiqa (Shocking Event) of Yapaniyeen (Japanese): 

\[165 + 134 = 399\]

The Saiha (Scream) of Tokyo City, Japan: 

\[144 + 255 = 399\]

Saiqa (Shocking Event) + Copenhagen: 

\[265 + 1134 = 1399\]  

(also equivalent to 399)

Khamis wa Ishreen (Twenty Fifth) + Yulyu (July – in Egypt): 

\[(701 + 6 + 630) + 62 = 1337 + 62 = 1399\]  

(or 1398)

Al-Khamis wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Fifth): 

\[732 + 6 + 661 = 1399\]

Qurban (Sacrificial offering) of Antiochus, the Rabi (Fourth): 

\[353 + (742 + 304) = 353 + 1046 = 1399\]

Rise and warn and your Lord (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 74): 

\[140 + 1031 + 6 + 222 = 1399\]

my Lord. When Promise of my Lord comes, he turns it into (verse 98 of Sura 18): 

\[212 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 212 + 108 = 1399\]

If you do well, you do well to yourselves (verse 7 of Sura 17): 

\[559 + 559 + 281 = 1399\]

do good, you do well to yourselves and if you do badly (verse 7 of Sura 17): 

\[559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 = 1399\]

The first Marhala (Phase or Period) of Promise of the End Times: 

\[314 + 78 + 90 + 80 + 837 (or 838) = 1399\]  

(or 1400)

Secret of Promise of the End Times + Nihaya (End) of life of
the Dunya (World before the End Times): \(260 + \frac{[80 + 837 \text{ (or 838)}]}{2} + (71 + 55 + 96) = [260 + 917 \text{ (or 918)}] + (71 + 55 + 96) = 1177 \text{ (or 1178)} + 222 = 1399 \text{ (or 1400)} \) (1399 is the 222\textsuperscript{nd} Prime Number) (1660 is the 1399\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number)

Hadd (Destruction) of Western Side + Al-Haram Al-Shareef (the Noble Sanctuary) + Nihaya (End) of life of the Dunya (World before the End Times) \(9 + (56 + 1212) + (279 + 621) + (71 + 55 + 96) = (9 + 2168) + 222 = 2177 + 222 = 2399 \) (equivalent to \(399\) (2399 is the 357\textsuperscript{th} Prime Number)

And the unbelievers said: “This is a lying Magician. Has he made the gods (verse 4 – 5 of Sura 38): \(6 + 131 + 388 + 706 + 269 + 723 + 104 + 72 = 2399\)

Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. Laila of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace it is till rise of (verse 2 – 5 of Sura 97): \(75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 130 + 15 + 418 + 149 = 5399 \) (5399 is the 712\textsuperscript{th} Prime Number)

FaAghragnah (so we drowned him) and the ones with him, all of them. And we said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the Akhira (End Times) comes (verse 103 – 104 of Sura 17): \(1437 \text{ (or 1436)} + 6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 303 \text{ (or 300)} + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 \text{ (or 838)} = 5399 \) (5398 or 5400)

♦ The Israeliyoon (Israelites): \(400 \) (400 is the 321\textsuperscript{st} Composite Number) (495 is the 400\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) (2741 is the 400\textsuperscript{th} Prime Number) (2400 is the 2042\textsuperscript{nd} Composite Number)

The Satan (verse 6 of Sura 35): \(400 \) (or 401)  

Caesar: \(400\)  

Sun: \(400\)  

Donald John Trump: \(95 + 54 + 251 \text{ (or 252)} = 400 \) (or 401)

Death: \(400\)  

Nasrikom (Your Victory): \(400\)  

Nasarakom (He made you victorious) (verse 123 of Sura 3): \(400\)  

Inhiyar (Collapse) of a Mine : \(267 + 133 = 400\)
Markaba (Vehicle or Shuttle) of the Sky: 267 + 133 = 400

The Qadar (Destiny) + The Ajal (Date of End): 335 + 65 = 400

The Hijri year: 146 + 254 = 400

Lailat (Eve) of First of Muharram: 75 + (37 + 288) = 75 + 325 = 400

Promise of my Lord, he will turn it into (verse 98 of Sura 18): 80 + 212 + 108 = 400

Bidaya (Beginning) of November: 22 + 378 = 400

[ On Wednesday, November 1, 1922 (Rabi Awwal 11, 1341 Hijri) (Heshvan 10, 5683 Jewish Calendar) (2423,359,5th or 2423,360th Julian Day), Ottoman Sultanate was abolished. The last Sultan Mehmeh VI was forced to leave Turkey. He left Constantinople (Istanbul), aboard the British Warship Malaya on November 17, 1922.]

Prince of the Inglieez (English People): 251 + 149 = 400

Kashf (Revelation or Uncovering): 400

Egyptians: 400

The Daajjal, Gog, the Messiah son of Joseph: (69 + 23) + (149 + 53 + 106) = 92 + 308 = 400

The Messiah Son of David + Awda (Return) of Jan (John or demons) Paul: [149 + (53 + 21)] + 85 + (54 + 38) = (149 + 74) + 85 + 92 = 223 + 85 + 92 = 400

Madina (City/State) of Daajjal (Anti-Christ), Messiah Son of David: 109 + 69 + 149 + 73 (or 74) = 400 (or 401)

Germany + Holland + Poland + Belgium: 133 + 96 + 105 + 66 = 400

Bilqees + Saba (Sheba): 202 + [135 + 63 (or 64)] = 202 + 198 (or 199) = 400 (or 401)

The Bay’a (Pledge of Allegiance) of Al-Mahdi + The Wahiya (Catastrophe) of Sydney: (118 + 90) + (58 + 134) = 208 + 192 = 400

Mubaya’a (Pledge of Allegiance) + America: 128 + 272 = 400
The Maseekh (False Messiah), the Prince, the Awar (attribute of the Dajjal), the Dajjal: $741 + 282 + 308 + 69 = 1400$ (equivalent to 400) (1400 is the 1177th Composite Number) (1661 is the 1400th Composite Number)

President of Russia, Vladimir Putin: $(280 + 277) + (375 + 468) = 557 + 843 = 1400$

Election of Donald Trump: $1054 + 95 + 251 (or 252) = 1400 (or 1401)$

Secret of Promise of the End Times + Nihaya (End) of life of the Dunya (World before the End Times): $260 + [80 + 838 (or 837)] + (71 + 55 + 96) = [260 + 918 (or 917)] + (71 + 55 + 96) = 1178 (or 1177) + 222 = 1400 (or 1399)

The first Marhala (Phase or Period) of Promise of the End Times: $314 + 78 + 90 + 80 + 838 (or 837) = 1400 (or 1399)$

FaAghragnah (so we drowned him) and the ones with him, all of them. And we said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the Akhira (End Times) comes (verse 103 – 104 of Sura 17): $1437 (or 1436) + 6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 303 (or 302) + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) = 5400 (5398 or 5399)

From 622 AD (year of Prophet Mohammad’s (p) migration from Mecca to Madina) to 2022 (or 2023) (End of the first phase of the End Times), there are 1400 (or 1401) years.

Year 1400 Hijri (the beginning of the current Hijri century) is equivalent to 400, the numerical value of the Satan. The first day of 1400 Hijri, Muharram 1, 1400 Hijri was November 20, 1979. On November 20, 1979, a man claimed to be the Mahdi in Mecca and his supporters took over the Haram Mosque in Mecca. This incident lasted till December 4, 1980.

The Satan (verse 6 of Sura 35): $401 (or 400) (401 is the 79th Prime Number) (496 is the 401st Composite Number)

Donald John Trump: $95 + 54 + 252 (or 251) = 401 (or 400)

The Spirit rises (verse 38 of Sura 78): $156 + 245 = 401$
The human in best (verse 4 of Sura 95): 192 (or 193) + 90 + 119 = 401 (or 402)

The lowest of the low (verse 5 of Sura 95): 171 + 230 (or 231) = 401 (or 402)

The Mahdi + Hadd (Destruction) of New York: 90 + 9 + 302 = 401

The Mahdi + Hadd (Destruction) of Israel: 90 + 9 + 302 = 401

Communism: 401

Day of the Miraj (Ascension to Heaven): 56 + 345 = 401

Day of + Your Fasting + Your Slaughter + Ras (Head or Beginning) of your year: 56 + [196 + 318 + (261 + 570)] = 56 + (196 + 318 + 831) = 56 + 1345 = 1401 (These are key words in a Hadith)

Bidaya (Beginning) of Alamat (Signs) of the End Times: 22 + [542 + 837 (or 838)] = 22 + 1379 (or 1380) = 1401 (or 1402)

The Darknesses (verse 1 of Sura 14): 1401 (or 1402)

The Vatican + The Catholic Church: 592 (or 593) + [176 + 633 (or 632)] = 592 (or 593) + 809 (or 808) = 1401 (or 1402)

Last Pope + The Vatican: [802 (or 801) + 6] + 593 = 808 (or 807) + 593 = 1401 (or 1400)

Indeed, they rejected the Haq (True/Right) when he came to them,
so shall (verse 5 of Sura 6): \((184 + 729 + 141 + 71) + (50 + 226) = 1125 + 276 = 1401\)

No, he has been stubborn against our Ayat (Signs). I shall exhaust him Sooda (upwardly or increasingly). He (verse 16 - 18 of Sura 74): \(51 + (56 + 71) + (492 (or 493) + 134 + 371 + 171 + 56) = 51 + 127 + 1223 (or 1224) = 1401 (or 1402)\)

Kingdom of Israel is from the Nile to the Euphrates: \([135 + 302 (or 303)] + 90 + (121 + 41 + 712) = 437 (or 438) + 90 + 874 = 1401 (or 1402)\) (equivalent to 401)

\((= 3 \times 467) \quad (1401 \text{ is the } 1178^{th} \text{ Composite Number}) \quad (1662 \text{ is the } 1401^{st} \text{ Composite Number})\)

The Khan (Leader) of the Mongols, Timur Lank/Lang (meaning the Araj or lame) destroyed Baghdad on Zu Al-Qada 26 (or 27), 803 Hijri (July 9, 1401 AD), after a siege that started 6 weeks earlier, and massacred most its inhabitants. Baghdad was conquered by Timur for the first time in the Summer of 1393 AD. His military campaigns caused the deaths of 17 million people, amounting to about 5% of the world population.

Mohammad Ali Agca attempted to assassinate Pope John Paul II on May 13, 1981 (64th anniversary of the first apparition in Fatima, Portugal) (Rajab 9, 1401 Hijri) (Iyar 9, 5741 Jewish) (2444,737.5th Julian Day). Pope John Paul II read the third Secret for the first time on July 18, 1981 (Ramadan 16, 1401 Hijri) (Tammuz 16, 5741 Jewish) (2444,803.5th Julian Day), according to Cardinal Bertone.

On Wednesday, July 29, 1981 Gregorian (July 16, 1981 Julian) (Ramadan 26 (or 27), 1401 Hijri) (Tammuz 27, 5741 Jewish Calendar) (2444,814.5th Julian Day), a worldwide television audience of over 700 million people watched the wedding of Charles, Prince of Wales, and Lady Diana Spencer at St. Paul's Cathedral in London.

Barack Hussein Obama: \(223 \text{ (or 224) } + 128 + 51 = 402 \text{ (or 403)} \) 
\((= 2 \times 3 \times 67) \quad (402 \text{ is the } 322^{nd} \text{ Composite Number}) \quad (497 \text{ is the } 402^{nd} \text{ Composite Number})\)
(2753 is the 402nd Prime Number)

Cursed (verse 1 of Sura 111): 402

Day of Sho’om (Omen): 56 + 346 (or 347) = 402 (or 403)

Day 23 + September: 56 + (23 + 323) = 56 + 346 = 402 (This refers to September 23)

Peace be on Al Yaseen (verse 130 of Sura 37): 402 (or 403)

We have not sent you (verse 105 of Sura 17): 41 + 361 (or 362) = 402 (or 403)

Day of Wilada (Birth) of Walid ibn Abd Al-Malik: (56 + 46) + 50 + [53 (or 52) + 76 + 121] = 102 + [50 + 250 (or 249)] = 102 + 300 (or 299) = 402 (or 401)

Caliph Al-Walid ibn Abd Al-Malik is the 6th Umawi Caliph and one of the most prominent Caliphs. He reigned from 705 AD (86 Hijri) till 715 AD (97 Hijri). During his reign, the construction of the Aqsa Mosque was completed in 705 AD, the Umawi Mosque of Damascus’s construction was commissioned in 705 AD and finished in 714 AD (96 Hijri), and the tomb of Prophet Muhammad (p) became part of the Prophet Mohammad’s Mosque in Medina. Historians consider his reign as the apex of Islamic power. In the West, Muslims under the leadership of Tariq bin Ziyad started the conquest of Al-Andalus in 711 AD (93 Hijri). In the East, Muslims’ rule reached as far as the Indus River in India by 712 AD.

Shall rule seven years: 100 + (132 + 170) = 100 + 302 = 402

shall rule Israel: 100 + 302 (or 303) = 402 (or 403)

shall rule the Amreek (Americans): 100 + 302 = 402

Dajjal of Bani (Children) of Israel: 38 + [62 + 302 (or 303)] = 38 + 364 (or 365) = 402 (or 403)

The black Dajjal of the Sahioniyeen (Zionists): (38 + 262) + 102 = 300 + 102 = 402

Messiah son of Joe of Kingdom of the Jews: (149 + 53 + 9) + (135 + 56) = 211 + 191 = 402

Son of Joe of the English People + Kingdom of the Jews: (53 + 9) + 149 + (135 + 56) = (62 + 149) + 191 = 211 + 191 = 402

Son of Joe + Kingdom of the English People + the Jews: (53 + 9) + 135 + 149 + 56 = 62 + 340 = 402

Sufyani of Kingdom of the Jews: 211 + (135 + 56) = 211 + 191 = 402
To the Aqsa Mosque: \[41 + (138 + 223) = 41 + 361 = 402\]

Your Lord has done (verse 1 of Sura 105) & (verse 6 of sura 89): \[402\]

Perhaps your Lord (verse 8 of Sura 17): \[140 + 262 = 402\]

The human in best (verse 4 of Sura 95): \[193 \text{ or } 192 + 90 + 119 = 402 \text{ (or } 401\text{)}\]

The lowest of the low (verse 5 of Sura 95): \[171 + 231 \text{ or } 230 = 402 \text{ (or } 401\text{)}\]

City of York Al-Jadida (The New York): \[109 + (236 + 57) = 109 + 293 = 402\]

Countries/Territories of Children of the Britons: \[37 + 62 + 303 = 402 \text{ (or } 401\text{)}\]

The Asfar (Franks/Franca who ruled over a significant part of Western Europe): \[402\]

Africa: \[402\]

Tabba (Cursed): \[402\]

The Iraq: \[402\]

The angels, all of them together (verse 73 of Sura 38): \[402 \text{ (or } 401\text{)}\]

Hadd (Destruction) of Kingdom of the Masoniyeen (Free-Masons): \[9 + (135 + 258) = 9 + 393 = 402\]

King of Israel + Hadd (Destruction): \[(90 + 303) + 9 = 393 + 9 = 402\]

The black Messiah + Qa’im (The Shia refer to their Mahdi as the Qa’im): \[(102 + 149) + 151 = 251 + 151 = 402\]

The black Messiah + Qiyam (Resurrection): \[(102 + 149) + 151 = 251 + 151 = 402\]

The Black of the Kuffar (Unbelievers): \[71 + 331 = 402\]

The Left/North (verse 41, Sura 56): \[402\]

(God) erases (wipes out) whatever He wishes and affixes (whatever He wishes). (verse 39 of Sura 13): \[1402 \text{ (equivalent to } 402\text{)}\]
The Darknesses (verse 1 of Sura 14): 1402 (or 1401)

They could not see, so they oppressed (or hurt) it (verse 59 of Sura 17): 1402 (equivalent to 402)

Then, throw it into the Sea which will throw him (verse 39 of Sura 20): 976 + 90 + 81 + 255 = 1402

Neither prostrate to the Sun nor to the Moon (verse 37 of Sura 41): 1402

Day of Promise of Majzara (Massacre) of Baghdad: (56 + 80) + 255 + 1011 = 136 + 1266 = 1402

Bidaya (Beginning) of Alamat (Signs) of the End Times: 22 + [542 + 838 (or 837)] = 22 + 1380 (or 1379) = 1402 (or 1401)

The Vatican + The Catholic Church: 593 (or 592) + [176 + 633 (or 632)] = 593 (or 592) + 809 (or 808) = 1402 (or 1401)

The Figs and the Olives and Mount Sinai (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 95): 1402 (equivalent to 402)

And the Night when it prevails. Your Lord has not forsaken you and is not displeased (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 93): 1402

The Raheem. When Victory of Allah comes (verse 1 of Sura 110): 1402

Third World War: 210 + 156 + 1036 = 1402 (equivalent to 402)

Kingdom of Israel is from the Nile to the Euphrates: [135 + 303 (or 302)] + 90 + (121 + 41 + 712) = 438 (or 437) + 90 + 874 = 1402 (or 1401) (equivalent to 402)

The Black Messiah + Anti-Christ: (149 + 102) + (461 + 690) = 251 + 1151 = 1402

The Messiah, Anti-Christ, Elias (Elijah): 149 + (461 + 690) + 102 = 149 + 1151 + 102 = 1402

Promise of the Dajjal, Anti-Christ, Elias (Elijah): (80 + 69) + (461 + 690) + 102 = 149 + 1151 + 102 = 1402
Khuruj (Coming out) of the Awar (one who has a defect), Dajjal (Anti-Christ), Messiah Son of David: 809 + 308 + 69 + 149 + 67 (or 68) = 1402 (or 1403)

No, he has been stubborn against our Ayat (Signs). I shall exhaust him Sooda (upwardly or increasingly). He (verse 16 - 18 of Sura 74): 51 + (56 + 71) + (493 (or 492) + 134 + 371 + 171 + 56) = 51 + 127 + 1224 (or 1223) = 1402 (or 1401)

William son of Charles Windsor: [86 + 52 (or 53) + 938] + 326 = 1076 (or 1077) + 326 = 1402 (or 1403) (2 x 701) (1402 is the 1179th Composite Number)

They rejected the Haq (True/Right) when he came to them, so shall come to them the news of what they used to mock (verse 5 of Sura 6): 2402 (or 2403) (= 2 x 1201) (2402 is the 2044th Composite Number)

by this Balad (Country or City) and you are free in this Balad and a father (or parent) and what he begot (or gave birth to). We have created the human in a struggle (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 90): (708 + 67 + 6 + 451 + 38 + 708 + 67 + 6) + (41 + 6 + 41 + 40) + [134 + 781 + 192 (or 193) + 90 + 26 ] = 2051 + 128 + 1223 (or 1224) = 3402 (or 3403) (equivalent to 402) (3402 is the 2923rd Composite Number)

Before Tulu (rise or emergence) of the Sun and before the Setting and of the night, praise him and after the prostration. And listen the Day the caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq, that is (verse 39 – 41 of Sura 50): (132 + 115 + 431 + 6 + 132 + 1239) + (6 + 90) + [71 + 155 + 6 + 207 (or 208) + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 75] = 2055 + (96 + 1251) = 2055 + 1347 = 3402

Prince William was born on June 21, 1982 (Shaban 29, 1402 Hijri) (2445,141.5th Julian Day)

Israel started its invasion of Lebanon on Sunday, June 6, 1982 (Shaban 14, 1402 Hijri) (Sivan 15, 5774 Jewish).
Irja (Bringing back, turning back or Moving backwards) of the Time: 275 + 128 = 403

Day of Sho’om (Omen): 56 + 347 (or 346) = 403 (or 402)

Those (or such individuals), their striving shall be (verse 19 of Sura 17): (147 + 71) + 185 = 218 + 185 = 403

Pope François (Francis – in French): 6 + 397 (or 396) = 403 (or 402)

The Fasting like (verse 183 of Sura 2): 170 + 172 + 61 = 403

First World War: 37 + (210 + 156) = 37 + 366 = 403

Battle of Boyne: 335 + 68 = 403 [On July 1, 1690 Julian (July 11, 1690 Gregorian), Battle of the Boyne happened in Ireland. The armies of Protestant King of Britain & Ireland William III of Orange defeated those of the exiled former Catholic king James II. It is celebrated by Protestants annually on July 12 as part of a celebration called the Twelfth or Orangmen’s Day.]

Day of Nuclear Wahiya (Disaster) + City of London (or Sydney): (56 + 27 + 77) + (109 + 134) = 160 + 243 = 403

Day of Promise of Zawal (End) of Israel: 56 + [44 + 303 (or 302)] = 56 + 347 (or 346) = 403 (or 402)

Promise of Ihya (Resurrection) of the Amreek (Americans): 80 + 21 + 302 = 403

Promise of Ihya (Resurrection) of New York: 80 + 21 + 302 = 403

Promise of Ihya (Revival) of Israel: 80 + 21 + 302 (or 303) = 403 (or 404)

Barack Hussein Obama: 224 (or 223) + 128 + 51 = 403 (or 402)

Dajjal of Bani (Children) of the Britan (Britons): 38 + (62 + 303) = 38 + 365 = 403 (or 402)

Dajjal of Bani (Children) of Israel: 38 + [62 + 303 (or 302)] = 38 + 365 (or 364) = 403 (or 402)

مملك إسرائيل: يملك إسرائيل (or Israel shall be ruled by): 100 + 303 = 403

ملك العرب: يملك العرب (or the Arabs shall be ruled by): 100 + 303 = 403
shall rule the Britons (or the Britons shall be ruled by): $100 + 300 = 403$

William son of Charles Windsor: $[86 + 53 (or 52) + 938] + 326 = 1077$ (or 1076) + $326 = 1403$ (or 1402) (1403 is the 1180th Composite Number) (1665 is the 1403rd Composite Number)

The Angels with (or in) the Spirit from his command upon whomsoever he wishes from his worshippers (verse 2 of Sura 16): $[136 (or 137) + 247 + 90 + 246] + (110 + 90 + 312 + 90 + 82) = 719$ (or 720) + $684 = 1403$ (or 1404) ($1403$ is the 1180th Composite Number) (1665 is the 1403rd Composite Number)

Fourth + Augustus (August): $273 + 1130 = 1403$

Awwal (Beginning) of the End Times + The Dajjal + Inhya (Revival) of Kingdom of Israel: $[37 + 838 (or 837)] + 69 + [21 + 135 + 303 (or 302)] = 875$ (or 874) + $69 + 459 (or 458) = 1403$ (1401 or 1402)

Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval) + Awd (Return) of life of the Pope John Paul: $[80 + 837 (or 838)] + [56 + 187 (or 186)] + (85 + 24) + (37 + 59 + 38) = 917$ (or 918) + $243 + 109 + 134 = 1403$ (1402 or 1404)

by this Balad (Country or City) and you are free in this Balad and a father (or parent) and what he begot (or gave birth to). We have created the human in a struggle (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 90): $[708 + 67 + 6 + 451 + 38 + 708 + 67 + 6] + (41 + 6 + 41 + 40) + [134 + 781 + 193 (or 192) + 90 + 26] = 2051 + 128 + 1224 (or 1223) = 3403$ (3402) (3403 is the 2924th Composite Number)

Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): $[143 (or 144) + 90 + 75 + 335] + [6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247] + 90 + 50 = 643$ (or 644) + $[4620 (or 4621) + 90 + 50] = 643 (or 644) + 4760 (or 4761) = 5403$ (5404 or 5405) (= 3 x 1801) (5403 is the 4690th Composite Number)

the Sun and before the Setting and before the night, praise him and after the prostration. And listen the Day the caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq, that is Day of the Khuruj (Coming out or Departure) (verse 39 – 42 of Sura 50): $[431 + 6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 71 + 155 + 6 + 208 (or 207) + 104 + 6 + 571] + (56 + 65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 539 + 141 + 750 + 56 + 840) = 3025 + 3378 = 6403$
 Eid (Feast) of the Fitr (Breaking of the Fast) : $84 + 320 = 404$ ( = $2 \times 2 \times 101$)  
 ($404$ is the $324^{th}$ Composite Number)  
 ($500$ is the $404^{th}$ Composite Number)  
 ($2777$ is the $404^{th}$ Prime Number)  
 ($4404$ is the $3804^{th}$ Composite Number)  
 ($5084$ is the $4404^{th}$ Composite Number)  
 (Eid of the Fitr starts immediately after the end of Ramadan, on the first day of the month of Shawwal.)

 Promise of Ihya (Revival) of Israel: $80 + 21 + 303$ (or $302$) = $404$ (or $403$)

 Day of Wilada (Birth) of Israel: $56 + [46 + 302$ (or $303$)] = $56 + 348$ (or $349$) = $404$ (or $405$)  
 (State of Israel was born on May 14, 1948)

 November 26: $378 + 26 = 404$

 He asks: when will the Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) be?  
 (verse 6 of Sura 75): $[100 (or 101) + 62] + (56 + 186) = 162$ (or $163$) + $242$ (or $243$) = $404$ (or $405$ or $406$)

 Donald John Trump: $94 + 59 + 251 = 404$

 The Sixth Apparition (Vision): $243 + 161 = 404$ (The $6^{th}$ apparition of the 3 children in Fatima, Portugal happened on October 13, 1917)

 The Fourth Hudna (Armistice or Truce): $95 + 309 = 404$  
 [ Prophet Mohammad (p) mentioned that there will be 4 truces (or armistices) between Muslims and Bani Asfar (Western Romans), then they break the $4^{th}$ truce and attack Muslims. In 1949, Israel signed an Armistice (Truce) agreement with each of its neighbouring Arab countries to end 1948 war. The fourth and last of these Armistice agreements was signed between Israel and Syria on July 20, 1949 (Ramadan 23, 1368 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5709 Jewish Calendar) (2433,117.5 or 2433,118$^{th}$ Julian day). ]

 Day of Nuzul (Descent) of the Wahy (Revelation or Inspiration) upon the Mahdi : $56 + (93 + 55) + 110 + 90 = 56 + (148 + 110 + 90) = 56 + 348 = 404$

 Church of Jan (John), Baptist : $145 + (54 + 205) = 145 + 259 = 404$

 The Nihaya (End) + New York: $102 + 302 = 404$

 The Israeliyeen (Israelites): $404$

 The Most High, Most Great (verse 62 of Sura 22): $404$

 The Red Star: $124 + 280 = 404$

 Basilica of Peter: $133 + 271 = 404$

 And the Fajr (Dawn) (verse 1 of Sura 89) + The Jinn (demons): $(6 + 314) + 84 = 404$
320 + 84 = 404

The End of the Messiah Dajjal + The Jinn (demons): [102 + (149 + 69)] + 84 = 320 + 84 = 404

The Messiah Dajjal, Elias (Elijah) + The Jinn (demons): [(149 + 69) + 102] + 84 = (218 + 102) + 84 = 320 + 84 = 404

Your Lord (God), the Most High (verse 24 of Sura 79): 262 + 142 = 404

in a day, the duration of it is one thousand years of what you count (verse 5 of Sura 32): 90 + (56 + 71 + 350) + (111 + 115 + 81 + 530) = 90 + (477 + 837) = 90 + 1314 = 1404

Al-Khamisa wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Fifth): 737 + 6 + 661 = 1404

Al-Ishreen and the Twenty-Fifth: 1000 + 900 + 17 = 1404 (This refers to year 1917)

Day of the Mushlimeen (Muslims’) Istita (Getting back or Recapture) of the Alqsa from the Saleebeyen (Crusaders): 56 + (541 + 261) + 223 + (90 + 233) = 56 + (802 + 223) + 323 = 56 + 1348 = 1404

Awda (Return) of the Latin Kingdom of Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness): 85 + [135 + (412 + 235) + 537] = 85 + (135 + 647 + 537) = 85 + 1319 = 1404

(Let our Abd [worshipper or servant], the Day of the Furqan, the Day the Jam’an [two assembled forces] met and Allah is capable of every thing. This is one of names that were used to refer to Kingdom of Jerusalem that the Crusaders established in the Middle East)

Laylat (Eve) of Bomb of Nagasaki: 75 + [187 + 1142 (or 1141)] = 75 + 1329 (or 1328) = 1404 (or 1403) [ The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time). ]

Laylat (Eve) of Halak (Devastation) of American United States: 75 + 56 + [478 (or 479) + 488 + 307 ] = 75 + [56 + 1273 (or 1274)] = 75 + 1329 (or 1330) = 1404 (or 1405)

Nine evident Ayat (Signs) (verse 101 of Sura 17): 530 + 412 (or 411) + 462 (or 463) = 1404 (or 1405)
(verse 41 of Sura 8): \(110 + 127 + 56 + 462 + 56 + 541 + 195 + 6 + 66 + 110 + 50 + 311 + 314 = 2404\) (equivalent to \(404\)) \(= 2 \times 2 \times 601\) \(2404\) is the \(2046^{th}\) Composite Number \(2814\) is the \(2404^{th}\) Composite Number

Day of Itifaqiya (Agreement) of Surrender of Japan + Nihaya (End) of the Second World War: \(56 + [597 + 591 (or 592) + 64] + 71 + [241 + 187 + 597 (or 596)] = 56 + 1252 (or 1253) + 71 + 1025 (or 1024) = 2404 (or 2405)\) \(\text{World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish) (2431,700.5 Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish).}\]

Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Worlds (People), the Rahman, the Raheem, Master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgement). You are whom we worship and seek support from. Guide us to the Straight Path, the path of those whom you have given bounties, not those who are the subject of wrath and (verse 2 – 7 of Sura 1): \(8404\) \(8404\) is the \(7352^{th}\) Composite Number

† Rosary of Mary: \(115 + 290 = 405\) \(405\) is the \(325^{th}\) Composite Number \(501\) is the \(405^{th}\) Composite Number \(2789\) is the \(405^{th}\) Prime Number

Nusraniya (Christianity): \(405\) (or 406)

منام + الرعاية The Manam (Dream) + The Vision: \(162 + 243 = 405\)

النحاسية The First + Shawwal: \(68 + 337 = 405\) \(1^{st} \text{ day of Eid of the Fitr is on the } 1^{st} \text{ day of Shawwal}\)

يوم قطركم Day of Fitrikom (Your Breaking of Fast): \(56 + 349 = 405\) \(\text{This is part of a Hadith}\)

يوم الحرب النووية Day of the Nuclear War: \(56 + (241 + 108) = 56 + 349 = 405\)

يوم النار جهنم Day of Hell Fire: \(56 + (251 + 98) = 56 + 349 = 405\)

يوم الحريق Day of the burning fire (verse 9 of Sura 22): \(56 + 349 = 405\)

انزلنا في ليلة القدر و ما أدرى ما ليلة القدر ليلة القدر خير من ألف شهر تنزل المنكبه و الروح فيها بان ربيهم من كل
Day of the Biggest Tamma (End Times Event) (verse 34 of Sura 79): $56 + (86 + 263) = 56 + 349 = 405$

Bilad Al-Amerikiyoon (Countries/Territories of the Americans): $37 + 368 = 405$

State of Banu (Children of) Israel: $45 + 58 + 302 (or 303) = 405 (or 406)$

State of Jinna (demons) + Israel: $45 + 58 + 302 (or 303) = 405 (or 406)$

The Haj Mohammad Ameen Al-Husseini (Mufti of Jerusalem and Palestinian Leader): $405$

Nihaya (End) of Constantinople: $71 + 334 = 405$

He asks: when will the Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) be? (verse 6 of Sura 75): $[100 (or 101) + 62] + [56 + 187 (or 186) ] = 162 (or 163) + 243 (or 242) = 405 (or 406)$

Promise of my Lord comes, he will turn it into ruins” (verse 98 of Sura 18): $(5 + 80) + (212 + 108) = 85 + 320 = 405$

November 27: $378 + 27 = 405$

My Lord. When the Promise of my Lord comes, he will turn it into ruins” (verse 98 of Sura 18): $(202 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 202 + 108) + 26 = 1379 + 26 = 1405$

September 6 + 1946 = 1405 (George Bush Jr. was born on July 6, 1946)

Nihaya (End) of Great Britain: $71 + (283 + 1051) = 71 + 1334 = 405$

(equivalent to 405) (1405 is the 1182nd Composite Number) (1668 is the 1405th Composite Number)

Nazeer (Warner) of Iqab (Punishment) of America: $960 + 173 + 272 = 1405$

(equivalent to 405)

Lailat (Eve) of Halak (Devastation) of the American United States: $75 + 56 + [479 (or 478) + 488 + 307 ] = 75 + [56 + 1274 (or 1273)] = 75 + 1330 (or 1329) = 1405 (or 1404)$

Nine evident Ayat (Signs) (verse 101 of Sura 17): $530 + 412 (or 411) + 463 (or 462) = 1405 (or 1404)$
Day of Magic + Sha’waza (Sorcery or Witchcraft): 56 + (268 + 1081) = 56 + 1349 = 1405

we create you from despicable water, then we placed it
(verse 20 – 21 of Sura 77): \[71 + 840 + 90 + 42 + 105 + 238 \text{ (or 239)} + 90 = 1315 \text{ (or 1316)} + 90 = 1405 \text{ (or 1406)}

Subhan Allah (Praise be to God) + Hazima (Defeat) + Petersburg + Russia: (121 + 66) + 67 + (1874 + 277) = 187 + 67 + 2151 = 2405 (equivalent to 405)

Day of Karitha (Catastrophe) of the Nuclear Weapons War + The American United States: 56 + [726 + (241 + 108)] + (479 + 488 + 307) = 56 + (726 + 349) + 1274 = 56 + (1075 + 1274) = 56 + 2349

2405

Day the Hour arises, on that day will lose (verse 27 of Sura 45): 2405

Armstrong + Surface of the Moon: 1957 (or 1958) + 77 + 371 = 2405 (or 2406)

Day of Itifaqiya (Agreement) of Surrender of Japan + Nihaya (End) of the Second World War: 56 + [597 + 592 (or 591) + 64] + 71 + [241 + 187 + 597 (or 596)] = 56 + [1253 (or 1252) + 71 + 1025 (or 1024)] = 56 + 2349 (or 2348) = 2405 (or 2404)

World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).

In the name of Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful) I seek refuge in Allah from Satan Al-Rajeem (that deserves to be pelted): (102 + 66 + 329 + 289) + [777 + 68 + 90 + 400 (or 401) + 284] = 786 + 1619 (or 1620) = 2405 (or 2406) (2405 is the 2047th Composite Number) (2815 is the 2405th Composite Number)

Iram, the one which has the pillars, which has never been created like it among (verses 7 - 8 of Sura 89): 3405 (equivalent to 405) (= 3 x 5 x 227) (3405 is the 2926th Composite Number)

Numerical Analysis of the Quran, Hadith, Arabic Words + Historical Events: (478 + 350) + 382 (or 383) + 553 + (522 + 318) + (545 + 1257) = 828 + [382 (or 383) + 553 + 840 + 1802] = 828 + 3577 (or 3578) = 4405 (or 4406)

4405 (or 4406) (4405 is the 3805th Composite Number)

We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat
of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): \[ 52 + 143 \text{ (or 144)} + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 \text{ (or 137)} + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 = 695 \text{ (or 696)} + [4621 \text{ (or 4620)} + 90] = 695 \text{ (or 696)} + 4710 \text{ (or 4711)} \]
\[ = 5405 \text{ (or 5406)} \text{ (5405 is the 4692^{nd} Composite Number)} \]

In July 614 AD, the Persian King Khosrau II conquered Jerusalem, in alliance with the Jews. They massacred the Christians of Jerusalem and burned down their churches. From 614 AD to 2019 (possible Beginning of the End Times), there are 1405 years.

♦ نصر الله Victory of Allah (verse 1 of Sura 110): \(340 + 66 = 406 \text{ (406 is the 326^{th} Composite Number)} \) (502 is the 406^{th} Composite Number) (2791 is the 406^{th} Prime Number) (2406 is the 2048^{th} Composite Number)

نصرانيه Nusraniya (Christianity): 406 (or 405)

دونالد جان طرومب Donald John Trump: 95 + 54 + 257 = 406

فرعون Pharaoh: 80 + 200 + 70 + 6 + 50 = 406

برج ساعة مكة Tower of Clock of Mecca: 205 + 136 + 65 = 406

الحرم The Forbidden Day: 87 + 319 = 406

الدنيا عمر Omr (age or life span) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 310 + 96 = 406

القرآن Wahy (Revelation) of the Quran: 24 + 382 (or 383) = 406 (or 407)

يُنزل الوحي على محمد Day of Nuzul (descent or coming down) of the Wahy (Revelation) upon Mohammad: 56 + (93 + 55 + 110 + 92) = 56 + 350 = 406

ليلة الطرف Eve of + the Tariq (verse 1 of Sura 86): 75 + 341 = 416

يسأل أيام يوم القيامة He asks: when will the Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) be? (verse 6 of Sura 75): \[101 \text{ (or 100)} + 62 + [56 + 187 \text{ (or 186)}] = 163 \text{ (or 162)} + 243 \text{ (or 242)} = 406 \text{ (or 407)} \]

أقبلوك من فوقكم They came to you, from above you (verse 10 of Sura 33): 70 (or 71) + 90 + 246 = 406 (or 407)

أغشينهم Aghshainahom (covered them) (verse 9 of Sura 36): 1406 (or 1407)

انهزام إسرائيل Inhizam (Defeat) of Israel: 104 + 302 (or 303) = 406 (or 407)
Ending of Dawla (State) of Israel: 58 + 45 + 303 (or 302) = 406 (or 405)

Nuclear Wahiya (Disaster) + New York: (27 + 77) + 302 = 104 + 302 = 406

Promise of Hazima (Defeat) of Britain: 80 + 67 + 283 = 406

Bilad of the Franja (Franks/Franca who ruled over a significant part of Western Europe): 37 + 369 = 406

Bilad Satan (Countries of Satan): 37 + 369 = 406

America (U.S.) + London: 272 + 134 = 406

State of Banu (Children of) Israel: 45 + 58 + 303 (or 302) = 406 (or 405)

State of Jinna (demons) + Israel: 45 + 58 + 303 (or 302) = 406 (or 405)

Evilness of the sneaky Whisperer (verse 4 of Sura 114): 500 + 164 + 742 = 1406 (equivalent to 406) (1406 is the 1183rd Composite Number) (1670 is the 1406th Composite Number)

Rabi (Fourth) Antiochus: 273 + 1133 = 1406

Bid-a (Beginning) of the first Marhala (Phase or Period) of Promise of the End Times: 7 + [314 + 78 + 90 + 80 + 837 (or 838)] = 7 + 1399 (or 1400) = 1406 (or 1407)

Operation Gomorrah: 155 + 1251 (or 1252) = 1406 (or 1407)

created like it among (verse 8 of Sura 89): 1406

Qudum (arrival) of the American Army to Lebanon + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 15 + 1958: [150 + (344 + 312) + 41 + 133] + (453 + 15 + 1958) = (150 + 656 + 41 + 133) + 2426 = 980 + 2426 = 3406

Al-Qari’a (The Qari’a) (Terrifying Event in End Times) (verse 1 of Sura 101): 407 = 11 x 37 (407 is the 327th Composite Number) (504 is the 407th Composite Number) (2797 is the 407th Prime Number)

The call has been made for the Prayer on the Day of (verse 9 of Sura 62, the title of this Sura is Friday): (70 + 191) + (90 + 56) = 261 + 146 = 407
Head (Beginning) of the year: 261 + 146 = 407

Bid’a (Beginning) of the Hijri year: 7 + (146 + 254) = 7 + 400 = 407

Wahi (Revelation) of the Quran: 24 + 383 (or 382) = 407 (or 406)

Seventh + Huziran (June): 132 (or 133) + 275 (or 276) = 407 (408 or 409)

Awar of Eye (person with a defective eye): 277 + 130 = 407

Bid’a (Beginning) of the Satan: 7 + 400 (or 401) = 407 (or 408)

Inhizam (Defeat) of Israel: 104 + 303 (or 302) = 407 (or 406)

Nuclear Wahiya (Disaster) + The Britan (Britons): (27 + 77) + 303 = 104 + 303 = 407

The Wahiya (Catastrophe) + The Nuclear War: 58 + (241 + 108) = 58 + 349 = 407

Day of the Nakba (Disaster) + The Nuclear Weapons: (56 + 108) + (135 + 108) = 164 + 243 = 407

Bay’a (Offer of Allegiance) + The Nuclear Weapons Nakba (Disaster): 87 + (77 + 135 + 108) = 87 + 320 = 407

Août (August – in French. It is used in Iran, Algeria, Tunis, and French-speaking countries): 407

The Holy Temple of the Jews: 116 + 56 + 235 = 407

The Ordered Departure of the Palestinians: 67 + 340 = 407

Kingdom of Britan (Britons): 135 + 272 = 407


They came to you from above you (verse 10 of Sura 33): 71 (or 70) + 90 + 246 = 407 (or 406)

Night of Israa (miraculous journey) of the Dajjal (Deceiver): 75 + 263 + 69 = 407

The Israa (miraculous journey) + The Imam: 294 + 113 = 407

Saiha (Scream) + The Israa (miraculous journey): 113 + 294 = 407
Descent of the Ma’ida (Table of Food) from the Heaven (The story of the Ma’ida that Jesus asks God to bring down as a miraculous Sign is mentioned in verses 112-115 of Sura 5, titled Al-Ma’ida): $93 + (91 + 90 + 133) = 93 + 314 = 407$

Day of Arafah: $56 + 351 = 407$

The Raheem. By the Mursalat (Emissaries/ Messengers or Winds) Arafah (verse 1 of Sura 77): $[289 + 6 + 761 (or 762)] + 351 = 1056 (or 1057) + 351 = 1407 (or 1408)$

Baghta (Unexpectedly or All of a sudden) (verse 187 of Sura 7): $1407$

Lailat (Eve) of Ten + Zi Al-Hijja: $75 + [575 + (710 + 47)] = 75 + (575 + 757) = 75 + 1332 = 1407$

Bid-a (Beginning) of Secret of Promise of the End Times + Nihaya (End) of life of the Dunya (World before the End Times): $7 + 260 + [80 + 838 (or 837)] + (71 + 55 + 96) = 7 + [260 + 918 (or 917)] + (71 + 55 + 96) = 7 + [1178 (or 1177) + 222] = 7 + 1400 (or 1399) = 1407 (or 1406)$

Operation Gomorrah: $155 + 1252 (or 1251) = 1407 (or 1406)$

the duration of it is fifty thousand years (verse 4 of Sura 70): $71 + (350 + 760 + 111 + 115) = 71 + 1336 = 1407$

Nineteen and have not (verse 30 – 31 of Sura 74): $(535 + 570) + 6 + 41 + (154 + 101) = (1105 + 6 + 41) + 255 = 1152 + 255 = 1407$

their Cave three hundred years (verse 25 of Sura 18): $150 + 1031 + 56 + 170 = 1407$

Raj’a (Return) of Apollo 11 to the Earth: $278 + 45 + 11 + 41 + 1032 = 1407$

When the eye-sight is sparkled (or dazzled) (verse 7 of Sura 75): $1407 (equivalent to 407)$

How would you know what the Tariq (Unexpected Event) is? The Piercing Star. (verses 2- 3 of Sura 86): $41 + 226 (or 235) + 41 + 341 + 124 + 634 = 1407 (or 1416)$

From every command. Peace it is till rise of the Dawn (verses 4 - 5 of Sura 97): $90 + 50 + 241 + 130 (or 131) + 15 + 418 + 149 + 314 = 1407 (or 1408)$
(1407 is the 1184th Composite Number) (1671 is the 1407th Composite Number)

Peace it is till the rise of the Dawn. (verses 4 - 5 of Sura 97): (753 + 247) + [90 + 50 + 241 + 130 (or 131) + 15 + 418 + 149 + 314] = 1000 + 1407 (or 1408) = 2407 (or 2408) (2407 is the 2049th Composite Number)

(1671 is the 1407th Composite Number)

The Ottoman Caliphate lasted from 1517 till 1924, meaning 407 years.

♦ Work of Magic (or he did an act of magic): 140 + 268 = 408 (408 is the 328th Composite Number) (505 is the 408th Composite Number)

Men of the Jinn (invisible creatures that may possess humans) (verse 6 of Sura 72): 234 + 90 + 84 = 408

Seventh + Huziran (June): 132 (or 133) + 276 (or 275) = 408 (407 or 409)

forty nights (verse 51 of Sura 2): 333 + 75 = 408

City of Angels + South of Germany: (109 + 105) + (61 + 133) = 214 + 194 = 408

Bani (Children) of Hashim: 62 + 346 = 408

Loyalists of Allah (verse 14 of Sura 61): 342 + 66 = 408

Son of Joseph + State of the English People + the Jews: 158 (or 159) + 45 + (149 + 56) = 158 (or 159) + 45 + 205 = 408 (or 409)

California: 408
Kāshfūwā (verse 15 of Sura 44): 408

Al-Hadd (Destruction) of Al-Amerikiyoon (The Americans): 40 + 368 = 408

Had (Destruction) of Al-New Yorkiyyoon (The New Yorkers): 9 + 399 = 408

Nihaya (End) of Amerikiyoon (Americans): 71 + 337 = 408

Al-Malhama Al-Kubra (The Big Battle - Armageddon): 154 + 254 = 408

O you who have believed: Be Loyalists of Allah (verse 14 of Sura 61): 1408 (equivalent to 408)

Has not the evident sign of what is in the First Scriptures been brought to them? (verse 133 of Sura 20): 1408 (equivalent to 408)

Khuruj (Coming out) of Awar Dajjal (Anti-Christ), Messiah Son of David: 809 + [308 + 69 + 149 + 73 (or 74)] = 809 + 599 (or 600) = 1408 (or 1409)

By the Figs and the Olives and Mount Sinai (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 95): 1408 (equivalent to 408)

The Day of Al-Thani Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Second) + Yulyu (July): 87 + [592 (or 591) + 6 + 661] + 62 = [87 + 1259 (or 1258)] + 62 = 1346 (or 1345) + 62 = 1408 (or 1407)

Invasion of the Space Beings: 1013 + [482 + 912 (or 913)] = 1013 + 1394 (or 1395) = 2408 (equivalent to 408)

They rejected the Haq (True/Right) when he came to them, so shall come to them the news of what they used to mock (verse 5 of Sura 6): 2408 (or 2407) (2408 is the 2050th Composite Number)

Ibtida (Beginning): 409 (409 is the 80th Prime Number)  (506 is the 409th Composite Number)  (2803 is the 409th Prime Number)  (5090 is the 4409th Composite Number)

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The Hour: 56 + [186 (or 187) + 167] = 56 + 353 (or 354) = 409 (or 410)

Day of Qurban (Sacrificial offering): 56 + 353 (or 352) = 409 (or 408)

Glorious Quran (verse 21 of Sura 85): 383 (or 382) + 57 = 409 (or 408)
Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Buraq (animal that transported Prophet Mohammad (p) in the Israa. The Western Wall is called, by the Muslims, Wall of the Buraq): 75 + 334 = 409

Jamal, the Pasha: 74 + 335 = 409

The Holy Spirit (verse 102 of Sura 16): 214 + 195 = 409

forgiving (verse 3 of Sura 110): 409 (or 410)

Church of John, Baptist: 145 + 59 + 205 = 409

Seventh + Huziran (June): 133 (or 132) + 276 (or 275) = 409 (407 or 408)

The Aya (verse 1 + Sura 89 = (48 + 1) + (271 + 89) = 49 + 360 = 409
(This refers to verse 1 of Sura 89, called Al-Fajr, meaning “The Dawn”.)

Moscow, Russia: 132 + 277 = 409

Men of the Jann (Jinn - invisible creatures that may possess humans): 234 + 90 + 85 = 409

Son of Joseph + State of the Engleez (English People) + the Jews: 159 (or 158) + 45 + (149 + 56) = 159 (or 158) + 45 + 205 = 409 (or 408)

Whatever Allah (God) wishes: 41 + 302 + 66 = 409

So, Allah (God) says to them “Die”, then he resurrected them. (verse 243 of Sura 2): 1409 (or 1410) (1409 is the 223rd Prime Number) (1673 is the 1409th Composite Number)

Operation Gomorrah: 155 + 1254 (or 1253) = 1409 (or 1408)

Surrender of Napoleon Bonaparte: 592 + (155 + 662) = 592 + 817 = 1409

Bad’a (Beginning) of Third World War: 7 + (210 + 146 + 1036) = 7 + 1402 = 1409

Hadd (Destruction) of the Vatican + Last Pope: 9 + 593 + [801 (or 802) + 6] = 9 + 593 + 807 (or 808) = 1409 (or 1410)

Hadd (Destruction) of the Vatican + The Catholic Church: 9 + 592 (or 593) + 176 + 632 (or 633) = 1409 (1410 or 1411)

The approach + Adam to the Tree: 735 + 45 (or 46) + 90 + 539 = 1409 (or 1410)
Lailat (Eve or Night) of Khuruj (Departure or Coming out) of Israel from Lebanon: \[75 + \text{[809 + 302 (or 303) + 90 + 133]} = 75 + 1334 (or 1335) = 1409 \text{ (or 1410)}\]

Khuruj (Coming out) of Awar Dajjal (Anti-Christ), Messiah Son of David: \[809 + \text{[308 + 69 + 149 + 74 (or 73)]} = 809 + 600 (or 599) = 1409 \text{ (or 1408)}\]

Day of Landing on the Moon + Mars: \[56 + \text{(22 + 110 + 371 + 850)} = 1409 \]

And if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When the Promise of the End Times comes, (verse 7 of Sura 17): \[6 + 51 + \text{[502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 30]} = 57 + 2352 (or 2353) = 2409 \text{ (or 2410)}\]

Say: You have an appointed day. You will not postponed (delayed or put back) from it even an hour (verse 30 of Sura 34): \[2409 \text{ (or 2410)}\]

Say: The knowledge of it is with my Lord. No one uncovers its timing, except he. It has become heavy (verse 187 of Sura 7): \[2409\]

The Caliph, Omar ibn Al-Khattab + Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness): \[756 + \text{[310 + 53 (or 52) + 643]} + 647 = 756 + 1006 (or 1005) + 647 = 1762 (or 1761) + 647 = 2409 \text{ (or 2408)} \text{ (2409 is the 2051st Composite Number)}\]

The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on **August 9, 1945** at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on **August 8, 1945** at 9:02 PM (New York Time).]

From **610 AD** (year in which Prophet Mohammad (p) received the first revelation from God) to **2019 AD** (possible Beginning of the End Times), there are **1409 years**.
Lailat (Eve) of Nisf (Half or Middle) of a Sana (Year): 75 + (220 + 115) = 75 + 335 = 410 (July 2 is the 183rd day of the year in the Christian Calendar. July 2 is the midpoint of the Christian Calendar because there are 182 days before it and 182 days after it. July 2 falls on the same day of the week as New Year's Day in the Christian Calendar.)

Lailat (Eve) of the Muharram 16 : 75 + (319 + 16 ) = 75 + 335 = 410

[Balfour Declaration (or Promise) by the British government to facilitate the creation of a homeland in Palestine for the Jews was offered to the Jews in a letter signed by Britain’s Foreign Minister on November 2, 1917 (Muharram 16 or 17, 1336 Hijri) (Heshvan 17, 5678 Jewish) (2421,534.5th or 2421,535th Julian Day) ]

Awwal (Beginning) of Eid (Feast or Holiday) of Fitr (Breaking of the Fast) : 37 + (84 + 289) = 37 + 373 = 410

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The Hour : 56 + [187 (or 186) + 167] = 56 + 354 (or 353) = 410 (or 409)

On the Haq (verse 105 of Sura 17) + Lailat (Eve) of Bid’a (Beginning) of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 141 + 75 + [7 + 187 (186)] = 141 + [75 + 194 (or 193)] = 141 + 269 (or 268) = 410

Day of Hazm (Defeat) Israel : 56 + [52 + 302 (or 303)] = 56 + 354 (or 355) = 410 (or 411)

بكم لفيفا و بالحق you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds) and in the Haq (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 = 410

في شك in doubt (verse 9 of Sura 44): 90 + 320 = 410

أعمال سحر Works of Magic : 142 + 268 = 410

الشيطنين The Satans (verse 97 of Sura 23) & (verse 102 of Sura 2) & (verse 65 of Sura 37): 410 (or 411)

الراهما. حمبا The Raheem. Glory to (verse 1 of Sura 17): 289 + 121 = 410

التأم forgive (verse 3 of Sura 110): 410 (or 409)

ملك الناس إله الناس Malik (King or Master) of the people, god of the people (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 114): 90 + (142 + 36 + 142) = 90 + 320 = 410

الناس إله الناس من The People, god of the people from (verse 2 – 4 of Sura 114): 142 + 36 + 142 + 90 = 410

Eve of the Inzal (bringing down) + the Wahy (Revelation or Inspiration) + The Covenant + The Wahid (One, an attribute of God) : 75 + (120 + 55 + 110 + 50) = 75
Maji (Coming or Arrival) to Jami (Mosque) of the Jazzar (Slaughterer): $54 + (114 + 242) = 54 + 356 = \boxed{410}$

Stones of Sijeel (verse 4 of Sura 105): $217 + 90 + 103 = \boxed{410}$

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Masia (Disobedience to God) + Hubut (Descent) of Adam and Hawwa (Eve): $75 + [246 + (22 + 45 + 6 + 16)] = 75 + 335 = \boxed{410}$

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Ruju (Return) of Apollo 11: $75 + (279 + 56) = 75 + 335 = \boxed{410}$

Hadd (Destruction) of Communism: $9 + 401 = \boxed{410}$

Abd (worshipper) of Allah rose up, calling Him (Allah), they almost rose up (verse 19 of Sura 72): $141 + (76 + 66 + 95 + 32) = 141 + 269 = \boxed{410}$

Day of: When Abd (worshipper) of Allah rose up (verse 19 of Sura 72): $56 + (71 + 141 + 76 + 66) = 56 + 354 = \boxed{410}$

Day of my Lord, the Highest (or Supreme): $56 + (212 + 142) = 56 + 354 = \boxed{410}$

the Hour, there is no doubt (verse 21 of Sura 18): $167 + (31 + 212) = 167 + 243 = \boxed{410}$

you Lafifa (scrolls or as mixed people) and in the Haq (verses 104 - 105 of Sura 17): $62 + 201 + 6 + 141 = \boxed{410}$

So, when he told them their names (verse 32 of Sura 2): $410$ or $409$

deny what is destined to come ahead. He asks: when will the Day? (verse 5 of Sura 75): $323 + 87 = \boxed{410}$

The Dawn (verse 1 of Sura 89): $(40 + 56) : 314 + 96 = \boxed{410}$

Wahid wa Arbaoon (Forty one) days: $(19 + 6 + 329) + 56 = 354 + 56 = \boxed{410}$

The Promise + Bidaya (Beginning) of the Nihaya (End) + Awda (Return) of the Mahdi: $111 + (22 + 102) + (85 + 90) = 111 + 124 + 175 = \boxed{410}$

Day of the Dajjal + Qiyama (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paul: $56 + 69 + 156 + (37 + 54 + 38) = 56 + (69 + 156 + 129) = 56 + 354 = \boxed{410}$

Day of + Sent in a journey his servant (verse 1 of Sura 17): $56 + (271 + 83) = \boxed{410}$
56 + 354 = 56 + 354 = 410

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The Mahdi + Nakba (Catastrophe): [ (56 + 187) + 90 ] + 77 = (243 + 90) + 77 = 333 + 77 = 410

Failure: 410

The Mahdi + Nakba (Catastrophe) of City of London (or Sydney) = 90 + [77 + (109 + 134)] = 90 + (77 + 243) = 90 + 320 = 410

The Nakba (Disaster) + Israel: 108 + 302 (or 303) = 410 (or 411)

The Nakba (Disaster) + The Amreek (Americans): 108 + 302 = 410

The Nakba (Disaster) + New York: 108 + 302 = 410

Dawla (State) of Bani (Children of) Israel: 45 + 62 + 303 = 410 (or 409)

The Hadda (Incident of Destruction) + Bani (Children of) Israel: 45 + [62 + 303 (or 302)] = 45 + 365 (or 364) = 410 (or 409)

Saiqa (Shocking Event) (verse 13 of Sura 41) + The Saiha (Scream) (verse 42 of Sura 50): 266 (or 265) + 144 = 410 (or 409)

Promise of my Lord (God) comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Imam: (5 + 80 + 212) + 113 = 297 + 113 = 410

Enemy of my Lord (God) has arrived + YoHanna (John) Paul: (5 + 80 + 212) + (75 + 38) = 297 + 113 = 410

Day of Qiyama (Rise or Resurrection) of the Jan (demons) + YoHanna (John) Paul: (56 + 156) + 85 + (75 + 38) = 212 + 85 + 113 = 410

Stones of Sijeel (dry clay) (verse 4 of Sura 105): 217 + 90 + 103 = 410

Promise of descent (coming down) of the Star + The Poles (of the Earth): (80 + 93 + 124) + 113 = 297 + 113 = 410

The Planets + Descent (coming down) of the Star + The Poles (of the Earth): (80 + 93 + 124) + 113 = 297 + 113 = 410

Destruction of Al-Aqsa Mosque: 49 + (138 + 223) = 49 + 361 = 410

Awwal (Beginning) of Eid (Feast or Holiday) of the Nahr (Slaughter): 37 + (84 + 289) = 37 + 373 = 410 [ Zu Al-Hiija 10 is the first day of Eid of the Adha (Sacrifice) and it is called Day of the Nahr (Slaughter) ]
Day of the Tenth + Zu Al-Hijja : 56 + 601 (or 602) + (706 + 47) = 56 + [601 (or 602) + 753] = 56 + 1354 (or 1355) = \textbf{1410 (or 1411)} (= 10 \times 141) \text{ (equivalent to 410) (1410 is the 1186\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number)} \quad (1674 \text{ is the 1410\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number}) \quad [10\text{th day of Zu Hijja is 1\textsuperscript{st} day of Eid of the Adha (Sacrifice)}]

Lailat (Eve) of Al-Thani wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Second) + Ailul (September): 75 + [591 (or 592) + 6 + 661] + 77 = 75 + [1258 (or 1259) + 77] = 75 + 1335 (or 1336) = \textbf{1410}

Lailat (Eve) of Twenty Five : 75 + (705 + 630) = 75 + 1335 = 1410

Radeet (accepted, favored or chosen) (verse 3 of Sura 5): 1410

The approach + Adam to the Tree : 735 + 46 (or 45) + 90 + 539 = \textbf{1410 (or 1409)}

Day Adam tasted a tree: 56 + (45 + 801 + 508) = 56 + 1354 = \textbf{1410}

The Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times) + The Hour + The Akhira (End Times) + The Dajjal + Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paul : (187 + 167 + 837) + 69 + 21 + (37 + 54 + 38) = 1191 + 69 + 21 + 129 = \textbf{1410}

Night of+ Sent on a journey his servant at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): 75 + 1335 = \textbf{1410}

Hadd ( Destruction) of the Vatican + Last Pope: 9 + 593 + [802 (or 801) + 6] = 9 + [593 + 808 (or 807)] = 9 + 1401 (or 1400) = \textbf{1410 (or 1409)}

Hadd ( Destruction) of the Vatican + The Catholic Church: 9 + [593 (or 592) + 176 + 632 (or 633)] = 9 + 1401 = \textbf{1410 (1409 or 1411)}

Lailat (Eve of Apparition (Vision) of Lucia + Jacinta + Francisco: 75 + [217 + (107 + 525 + 486)] = 75 + (217 + 1118) = 75 + 1335 = \textbf{1410}

Night of the Jews’ finding of Gospel of Jesus Christ: 75 + (776 + 56 + 110) + (94 + 150 + 149) = 75 + (942 + 393) = 75 + 1335 = \textbf{1410 (equivalent to 410)}

One Thousand + Nine Hundred and Seventeen: 111 + (530 + 56) + 6 + (137 + 570) = 111 + 586 + 6 + 707 = \textbf{1410 (This refers to year 1917. What is amazing is that year 1917 was year 1335 Hijri. )}

Night of Khuruj (Departure or Coming out) of Israel from Lebanon: 75 + [809 + 303 (or 302) + 90 + 133] = 75 + 1335 (or 1334) = \textbf{1410 (or 1409)}

Night of Khuruj (Coming out) of the Messiah, the
Awar, the Dajjal (Anti-Christ): $75 + [809 + (149 + 308 + 69)] = 75 + (809 + 526) = 75 + 1335 = \textbf{1410}$

ليلة + الذين كفروا من أهل الكتاب و المشركين Lailat (Eve or Night) of + Those who have disbelieved from People of the Book and the Polytheists (verse 1 of Sura 98): $75 + 2335$ (or 2334) \textbf{2410 (or 2409)}

(\textbf{2410} is the 2052\textsuperscript{nd} Composite Number) (\textbf{2821} is the 2410\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number)

قل لكم ميعاد يوم لا تستأخرون عنه ساعة Say: You have an appointed day. You will not postponed (delayed or put back) from it even an hour (verse 30 of Sura 34): \textbf{2410 (or 2409)}

وقل أع далهم لو ذهبوا إلى iPhone And if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When the Promise of the End Times comes, (verse 7 of Sura 17): $(6 + 51) + [502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837$ (or 838) + 30] = $57 + 2353$ (or 2352) = \textbf{2410 (or 2409)}

And if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When the Promise of the End Times comes, (verse 7 of Sura 17): $(6 + 51) + [502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837$ (or 838) + 30] = $57 + 2353$ (or 2352) = \textbf{2410 (or 2409)}

اللغة الخلفية + تركيا Iğha (Abolishment) of the Caliphate + Turkey: $[1033 + 746$ (or 747)] + 631 = 1779 (or 1780) + 631 = \textbf{2410 (or 2411)}

يوم وقى أرمسترونغ القمر Day of Amstrong’s stepping on the Moon: $56 + 26$ (or 25) + 1957 (or 1958) + 371 = \textbf{2410 (or 2411)}

يوم واقع أولو أرمسترونغ القمر Apollo 11 + Amstrong’s stepping on the Moon: $(45 + 11) + 26$ (or 25) + 1957 (or 1958) + 371 = \textbf{2410 (or 2411)}

جعلوا يذكروا و ءايهوا لندعوا bless, so that they ponder (think deeply) upon its Ayat (Verses or Signs) and those who have brains to learn (or remember) (verse 29 of Sura 38): $263 + 253 + 417 + 6 + 1360 + 44 + 67 = \textbf{2410 (equivalent to 410)}$

نزى الروح الأولم علي قلبك لتكون من المنذرين brought down it the Trust-worthy Spirit upon your heart so that you become one of the warners (verse of 193 – 194 of Sura 26): $87 + 7 + 245 + 132 + 110 + 152 + 506 + 90 + 1081 = \textbf{2410}$

بيوم القيامه و لا أقسم بالنفس اللواءم احسب الإنسان آل ننجم عظامه بلي قدرين علي أن نسوي بانه بل يريد By Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of the End Times) and I do swear by the self-reproaching spirit. Does the human being think that We are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, We are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes (verse 1 – 5 of Sura 75): \textbf{3410}

أحسب الإنسان آل ينجم عظامه بلي قدرين علي أن نسوي بانه بل يريد الإنسان ليفرح أمامه يسلي رجع يام Does the human being think that We shall not assemble his bones. Yes, We are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to deny what is destined to come ahead. He asks: when will the Day? (verse 3 - 6 of Sura 75): \textbf{3410}
(translated from Arabic)

done good deeds, for them, there is a reward, not undeservedly. So, what will make you disbelieve after now (verse 6 – 7 of Sura 95): 3334 (or 3335) + 76 = 3410 (or 3411)

When will its docking (arrival) be? Say : The knowledge of it is with my Lord (God). No one uncovers its timing, except he. It has become heavy in the Heavens and (verse 187 of Sura 7): 1704 + 1706 = 3410 (3410 is the 2930th Composite Number)

And we gave Moses nine evident Ayat (miraculous signs), so ask Bani (Children) of Israel about when he came to them (verse 101 of Sura 17): 3410 (or 3409)

We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat of Qadr is? The Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is, till rise of (verse 2 - 5 of Sura 97): [52 + 144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241] + [131 (or 130) + 15 + 418 + 149] = 696 (or 695) + 5001 (or 5002) + 713 (or 712) = 6410 (6408 or 6409) (6410 is the 5575th Composite Number)

We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat of Qadr is? The Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is, till rise of (verse 2 - 5 of Sura 97): [52 + 144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241] + [131 (or 130) + 15 + 418 + 149] = 696 (or 695) + 5001 (or 5002) + 713 (or 712) = 6410 (6408 or 6409) (6410 is the 5575th Composite Number)

Victory of Allah comes (verse 1 of Sura 110): 5 + (340 + 66) = 5 + 406 = 411 (411 = 3 x 137) (411 is the 330th Composite Number) (508 is the 411th Composite Number) (2833 is the 411th Prime Number)

Qadar (Destiny) of Bani (Children) of Adam: 304 + 62 + 45 = 411

Hijja (Pilgrimage): 411
Day of Arafah: $56 + 355 = 411$  

[Arafa or Arafat is a mountain or hill near Mecca that is a very important part of Muslims’ pilgrimage. The Day of Arafah is 9th of Zu Hijja the day before 10th of Zu Hijja, 1st day of Eid of the Adha (Sacrifice). On Day of Arafah, pilgrims stand on the mountain of Arafah (Arafat).]

Day of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time) + The life of the Dunya (World before the End Times): $56 + 71 + [128 (or 129) + 60 + 96] = 56 + [71 + 284 (or 285)] = 56 + 355 (or 356) = 411 (or 412)

MashHood (Witnessed) Day (verse 103 of Sura 11): $56 + 355 = 411$

Day of Hazm (Defeat) Israel: $56 + [52 + 303 (or 302)] = 56 + 355 (or 354) = 411 (or 410)

The Satans (verse 97 of Sura 23) & (verse 102 of Sura 2) & (verse 65 of Sura 37): 411 (or 410)

Wilada (Birth) of Alexander: $46 (or 45) + 365 = 411 (or 410)$

The Nakba (Disaster) + Israel: $108 + 303 (or 302) = 411 (or 410)$

Al-Nakba (the Disaster) + The Arabs: $108 + 303 = 411$

Al-Almaniyyoon (The Germans) + Al-Holandiyyoon (The Dutch - people of Holland): $219 + 192 = 411$

Hadd (Destruction) of Wall of Al-Buraq: $[9 + (28 + 334)] + 40 = (9 + 362) + 40 = 371 + 40 = 411$

Ayat (Signs) (verse 18 of Sura 53) & (verse 54 of Sura 8): 411 (412 or 413)

The Dajjal + Ihya (Resurrection) of Pope John Paul + The Aqsa: $69 + 21 + (6 + 54 + 38) + 223 = 69 + 21 + 98 + 223 = 411$

End of Dajjal of Israel: $(71 + 38) + 302 (or 303) = 411 (or 412)$

Madina (City or State) of Israel: $109 + 302 (or 303) = 411 (or 412)$

City of New York: $109 + 302 = 411$

Hadd (Destruction) of City of York Al-Jadida (The New York): $9 + [109 + (236 + 57)] = 9 + (109 + 293) = 9 + 402 = 411$

Madina (City/State) of the Amreek (Americans): $109 + 302 = 411$
Awda (Return) of life of the Amreek (Americans): 85 + 24 + 302 = 411

Balad (Country or Land) of the Red Indians (This is Arabs how used to refer to ancient America): 36 + (96 + 279) = 36 + 375 = 411

United States: 481 (or 480) + 930 (or 931) = 1411 (or 1412 or 1410)

The Ninth Hebrew Month: 536 + 313 + 562 (or 561) = 1411 (or 1410)

Day of Magic and Sha’waza (Sorcery or Witchcraft): 56 + (268 + 6 + 1081) = 1411

The Magic + The Sha’waza (Sorcery or Witchcraft): 299 + 1112 = 1411

Hadd ( Destruction) of the Vatican + The Catholic Church: 9 + 593 (or 592) + 176 + 633 (or 632) = 1411 (1409 or 1410)

Ghar (Cave) of Hira (where Prophet Mohammad (p) received the first revelation of the Quran): 1201 + 210 (or 220) = 1411 (or 1421) (equivalent to 411) (1411 is the 1187th Composite Number)

Ilgha (Abolishment) of the Caliphate + Turkey: 1033 + 747 (or 746) + 631 = 1780 (or 1779) + 631 = 2411 (or 2410)

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. The Hour has approached and has been cracked (verse 1 of Sura 54): 2411

that an Oath to someone who has a brain. Have you not seen what your Lord has done to Aad (verse 5 – 6 of Sura 89): 750 + 200 + 740 + 211 + 71 + 600 + 110 + 180 + 222 + 77 = 2411 (2411 is the 358th Prime Number)

Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what Laila of the Qadr is? Laila of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): [75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 (or 225) + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810] + (90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241) = 2354 (or 2353) + 3057 = 5410 (or 5411)

City of the Britons : 109 + 303 = 412 ( = 2 x 2 x 103) (412 is the 331st Composite Number) (510 is the 412th Composite Number) (2837 is the 412th Prime Number) (3302 is the 2837th Composite Number) (2823 is the 2412th Composite Number)

City-State of the Hebrews: 109 + 303 = 412
City/State of the Arabs: 109 + 303 = 412

City/State of Israel: 109 + 303 (or 302) = 412 (or 411)

Lailat (Eve) of One + The Muharram: 75 + [18 (or 19) + 319] = 75 + 337 (or 338) = 412 (or 413) (This is 1st day of Muharram, meaning 1st day of a Hijri year.)

Breaking of Cross: 280 + 132 = 412

Maraka (Battle) of Hitteen: 335 + 77 = 412

know what the Haqqa (Due Event) is (verse 3 of Sura 69): (226 + 41) + 145 = 267 + 145 = 412

Fall of the State of the Sahayina (Zionists): 175 + (45 + 192) = 175 + 237 = 412

End of Dajjal of Israel: (71 + 38) + 303 (or 302) = 412 (or 411)

Madina (City/State) of Qistantiniya (Constantinople): 109 + 303 = 412

Ayat (Signs) (verse 18 of Sura 53) & (verse 54 of Sura 8): 412 (411 or 413)

House (verse 96 of Sura 3): 412

The Mahdi + The Hussein son of Ali: 90 + [159 + 53 (or 52) + 110] = 90 + 322 (or 321) = 412

Awda (Return) of life of the Arabs: (85 + 24) + 303 = 109 + 303 = 412

The Pope YoHanna (John) Paulus (Paul) + The Vatican (Arabic alternative spelling): (37 + 75 + 98) + 202 = 210 + 202 = 412

Qiyam (Resurrection) of the Muslimeen (Muslims): 151 (or 150) + 261 = 412 (or 411)

Allah, there is no God except HoWa (God), the ever living and ever present (verse 255 of Sura 2. This verse is called Ayat Al-Kursi) & (verse 2 of Sura 3): 66 + 31 + 36 + 32 + 11 + 49 + 187 = 412

by Stones of Sijeel (verse 4 of Sura 105): 219 + 90 + 103 = 412

United States: 481 (or 480) + 931 (or 930) = 1412 (or 1411 or 1410) (equivalent to 412) (1412 is the 1188th Composite Number) (1676 is the 1412th Composite Number)

Day of Bid’a (Beginning) of Magic + Sha’waza (Sorcery or Witchcraft):
56 + 7 + (268 + 1081) = 56 + (7 + 1349) = 56 + 1356 = 1412

Day of the Maghfira (Forgiveness): 56 + 1356 = 1412

Salah Eddeen + Istiada (Bring-back) of Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness): (129 + 95) + 541 + (412 + 235) = 224 + (541 + 647) = 224 + 1188 = 1412

so shall come to them the news of what they used to mock (verse 5 of Sura 6): 1412 (or 1411)

Has Approached to the people their Judgment and they are in Ghafla (unawareness or inattentiveness) turned away (verse 1 of Sura 21): 3412 (= 2 x 2 x 853) (3412 is the 2932nd Composite Number)

of Day of the Juma (Friday, Congregation, or Gathering), strive to the remembrance of Allah and leave off the selling (or business). That is better for you if know. (verse 9 of Sura 62): [90 + 56 + 149 + 217 (or 218) + 41 + 920 + 66 + 6 + 907 + 113 + 790] + (810 + 90 + 51 + 510 + 596) = 3355 (or 3356) + 2057 (or 2056) = 5412

From 610 AD (Beginning of Quran Revelations from Allah (God) to Prophet Mohammad (p)) to 2022 (or 2023) AD (possible End of the first phase of the End Times), there are 1412 (or 1413) years.

First World War: (210 + 156) + 47 = 366 + 47 = 413 (= 7 x 59) (413 is the 332nd Composite Number) (511 is the 413th Composite Number) (2843 is the 413th Composite Number) (3413 is the 480th Prime Number)

Hadd (Destruction) of Basilica of Peter: 9 + (133 + 271) = 9 + 404 = 413

from Shubak (Window): 90 + 323 = 413

Ayat (Signs) (verse 18 of Sura 53) & (verse 54 of Sura 8): 413 (411 or 412)

You came (verse 40 of Sura 20): 413

Seven + Huzairan (June): 137 + 276 = 413

Lailat (Eve) of One + The Muharram : 75 + [19 (or 18) + 319] = 75 + 338 (or 337) = 413 (or 412) (This is 1st day of Muharram, meaning 1st day of a Hijri year.)

Lailat (Eve) of Shawwal 1 : 75 + [337 (or 336) + 1] = 75 + 338 (or 337) = 413 (or 412) [ Shawwal 1 is the first day of Eid (Feast) of the Fitr (Breaking of the Fast) ]
Lailat (Eve) of Awwal (Beginning) of Burj (Sign) of the Asad (Leo or Lion):
75 + 37 + (205 + 96) = 75 + (37 + 301) = 75 + 338 = 413 (July 23 is the 1st day of Leo, zodiac sign)

Lailat (Eve) of Day of the Deen (Judgment or Religion) (verse 4 of Sura 1) + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 75 + 56 + [95 + 187 (or 186)] = 75 + [56 + 282 (or 281)] = 75 + 338 (or 337) = 413 (or 412)

And how would you know what the Tariq is, the Piercing Star (verse 2 - 3 of Sura 86): 1413 (1413 is the 1189th Composite Number) (1189 is the 993rd Composite Number) (1677 is the 1413th Composite Number)

Whence the sight is sparkled and (verse 7 – 8): 782 + 302 + 323 + 6 = 1413

In the name of Allah, The Rahman, the Raheem. Recite in the name of your Lord (verse 1 of Sura 96): 1413 (or 1414)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. Descend (verse 3-4 of Sura 97): 75 + (335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487) = 75 + 2338 = 2413 (2413 is the 2054th Composite Number) (2824 is the 2413th Composite Number)

is coming, I almost hide it, for each soul to be rewarded what it strives to do (verse 15 of Sura 20): 2413

The Aziz (Most Dear), the Raheem (Most Merciful) (verse 5 of Sura 30): 125 + 289 = 414 (414 is the 333rd Composite Number) (512 is the 414th Composite Number) (2851 is the 414th Prime Number)

Wahid wa Arbaeen (Forty One) days: (19 + 6 + 333) + 56 = 358 + 56 = 414

We came to you with an Aya (Sign) of your Lord (verse 48 of Sura 20): 84 + 18 (or 19) + 90 + 222 = 414 (or 415)

based on Qadar (verse 40 of Sura 20): 110 + 304 = 414

How he assessed (verse 19 of Sura 74): 110 + 304 = 414

Bidaya (Beginning) of the first Marhala (Phase or Period): 22 + [314 + 78] = 392 + 22 = 414

stay up the night (in prayers), except for a little while (verse 2 of Sura 73): 414

And the curse shall be upon you till (verse 35 of Sura 15): 414
Dawla (State) of Satan: \(45 + 369\) (or \(370\)) = 414 (or 415)

The Promise + Israel: 111 + 303 = 414

Hazima (Defeat) of Dawla (State) of Israel: \(67 + 45 + 302\) (or 303) = 414 (or 415)

Son of Yoseph (Joseph) + The English People + The Jews: 209 + 149 + 56(+) 209 + 205 = 414

the Awar Dajjal (Anti-Christ) + The Pope: \(308 + 69\) + 37 = 377 + 37 = 414 (or 413)

City of Sydney, New South Wales (This is the State in Australia in which Sydney is located): 109 + 134 + (61 + 53 + 57) = 109 + (134 + 171) = 109 + 305 = 414

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + Nuclear weapon: \(56 + 187\) + \(99 + 72\) = 243 + 171 = 414

O You the Disbelievers (verse 1 of Sura 109): 27 (or 28) + 387 (or 388) = 414 (or 416)

Fat’h (Conquest) of City of Saint Peter (Petersburg): 488 + (109 + 205 + 612) = 488 + 926 = 1414

The Maseekh (False Messiah), the Dajjal, George Bush, the Son: \((741 + 69\) + (212 + 308) + 84 = (810 + 520) + 84 = 1330 + 84 = 1414

Bid’a (Beginning) of Raj’a (Return) of Apollo 11 to the Earth : \(7 + (278 + 45 + 11 + 41 + 1032) = 7 + 1407 = 1414\)

Al-Rabi Al-Ishroon (The Twenty Fourth) + Tammuz (July): \(304 + 657\) + 453 = 961 + 453 = 1414 (1414 is the 1190th Composite Number)

Tammuz (July- in Greater Syria & Iraq) 16 + 1945 = (453 + 16) + 1945 = 469 + 1945 = 2414 (2414 is the 2055th Composite Number) (2825 is the 2414th Composite Number)

And We have not made their Idda (count, number, or period), except as a Fitna (trial) for those who have disbelieved (unbelievers) (verse 31 of Sura 74): 2414

After him to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring (verse 104 of Sura 17): \(81 + 92 + 303 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837\) (or 838) + 64 = 3414 (or 3415) (equivalent to 414) (3414 is the 2933rd Composite Number)

And what have We made their Idda for except as a Fitna (trial) for those who disbelieved? After him to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring (verse 104 of Sura 17): \(81 + 92 + 303 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837\) (or 838) + 64 = 3414 (or 3415) (equivalent to 414) (3414 is the 2933rd Composite Number)
Have you not seen what (our Lord) has done your Lord to Aad, Iram, the one which has their pillars, which has never been created like it among the Bilad (countries or cities), and Thamud who carved the rocks in the valley, and Pharaoh of the Awtad (Stakes), the ones

\[
\begin{align*}
&= (71 + 600 + 110 + 180) + (222 + 77 + 241 + 110 + 146 + 441 + 70 + 740 + 576 + 90 + 68 + 6 + 550 + 791 + 13 + 921 + 44 + 6 + 406 + 710 + 443 + 791) = 961 + 8453 = 9414 \\
&= 9414 \text{ is the } 8249^{th} \text{ Composite Number}
\end{align*}
\]

Lúcia de Jesus dos Santos is one of the 3 children of the apparitions in Fatima, Portugal. She outlived the other 2 children who had died very young. She is the one who revealed the 3 secrets several years after the secrets had been revealed to the children in the apparitions. She was born on March 28, 1907 (Safar 13, 1325 Hijri) (Nisan 13, 5667 Jewish) (2417,662.5 or 2417,663rd Julian Day). She died on February 13, 2005 (Muharram 4, 1426 Hijri) (Adar I 4, 5765 Jewish) (2,453,414.5th or 2,453,415th Julian Day).

\[\text{♦} \quad \text{شﻤﺴﯿﮫ} \quad \text{Solar} : 415 \quad (415 \text{ is the } 334^{th} \text{ Composite Number}) \quad (513 \text{ is the } 415^{th} \text{ Composite Number})\]

\[\text{أوائل نوفمبر} \quad \text{Awwal (Beginning) of November} : 37 + 378 = 415 \quad \text{[On Wednesday, November 1, 1922 (Rabi Awwal 11, 1341 Hijri) (Heshvan 10, 5683 Jewish Calendar) (2423,359,5th or 2423,360th Julian Day), Ottoman Sultanate was abolished. The last Sultan Mehmed VI was forced to leave Turkey. He left Constantinople (Istanbul), aboard the British Warship Malaya on November 17, 1922. ]}\]

\[\text{انقسام الإسلام} \quad \text{Inqisam (Division, Split-up, or Schism) of the Islam} : 252 + 163 = 415\]

\[\text{يا يابوا الكافرون} \quad \text{O You the Disbelievers (verse 1 of Sura 109): 27 (or 28) + 388 (or 387) = 415 (414 or 416)}\]

\[\text{دولة شيطان} \quad \text{Dawla (State) of Satan: 45 + 370 (or 369) = 415 (or 414)}\]

\[\text{ما يدرك تعل} \quad \text{how would you know, perhaps (verse 63 of Sura 33): 41 + 244 + 130 = 415}\]

\[\text{ميابعه + حرب نووهي} \quad \text{Mubaiya'a (Offering Allegiance) + Nuclear War: 128 + (210 + 77) = 128 + 287 = 415 (415 is the } 334^{th} \text{ Composite Number}) \quad (513 \text{ is the } 415^{th} \text{ Composite Number})\]

\[\text{اللعبة + حرب نووهي} \quad \text{The Ka’ba (Offering Allegiance will be near the Ka’ba) + Nuclear War: 128 + (210 + 77) = 128 + 287 = 415}\]

\[\text{يوم قيامة + الامام المهدي} \quad \text{Day of Qiyama (Rise or Upheaval) + The Mahdi : [56 + 156 (or 155)] + (90 + 113) = 212 (or 211) + 203 = 415 (or 414)}\]

\[\text{الامام المهدي + المقام} \quad \text{Al-Imam Al-Mahdi + Al-Maqam (Place of Abraham in Al-Haram Mosque. The Mahdi will be given allegiance between Maqam & Rukn in Haram Mosque in Mecca) : (113 + 90)}\]
When he (the Mahdi) rose up (verse 19 of Sura 72) + Imam Al-Mahdi: 
$212 + 203 = 415$

The Imam Mahdi, Son of the Hussein: $(113 + 90) + (53 + 159) = 203 + 212 = 415$ (or 414) (The Mahdi is either son of the Hussein or Hasan, grandsons of Prophet Mohammad (p))

The Day when the Caller calls (announcing the Mahdi) (verse 41 of Sura 50) + In the name of Allah: $(56 + 65 + 126) + (102 + 66) = 247 + 168 = 415$

People/Guardians of the (Hell) Fire, other than (verse 31 of Sura 74): $101 + 282 + 32 = 415$ (or 416)

The Hour + Israa (miraculous journey) + Tabut (Ark or Coffin) of Sakina (Solace): $167 + [263 + (809 + 176)] = 167 + (263 + 985) = 167 + 1248 = 1415$

The Landing on the Moon + The Mars: $53 + 110 + 371 + 881 = 1415$

Bid’a (Beginning) of Ruju (Return) of Apollo 11 to the Earth: $7 + (279 + 45 + 11 + 41 + 1032) = 7 + 1408 = 1415$

Fourteen + Month of July: $(278 + 570) + (505 + 62) = 848 + 567 = 1415$

Say: For you, there is an appointed day. You will not be postponed from it, even an hour, and (verse 30 of Sura 34): $2415$ (or 2416) (2415 is the 2056th Composite Number)

To yourselves and if you do badly, it is to yourselves . When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad. And they shall enter the Mosque, like they entered it the first (verse 7 of Sura 17): 
$[281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 64] = 3415$ (or 3414) (equivalent to 415)

Say: The knowledge of it is with my Lord (God). No one uncovers its timing, except he. It is has become a heavy burden in the Heavens and the Earth. It shall not come to you except as all of a sudden (verse 187 of Sura 7): $(130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 212) + (31 + 59) + (542 + 32 + 11 + 1030 + 90 + 537 + 6 +$
\[ 1032 + 31 + 871 + 32 + 1407 = 704 + (90 + 5621) = 704 + 5711 = 6415 = 5 \times 1283 \] (6415 is the 5580\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number)

Washington: 416 (416 is the 335\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) (514 is the 416\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number)

The Shia: 416 (equivalent to 416) The Furqa (Division, Split-up, or Schism): 416

is coming (verse 85 of Sura 15): 416 (or 417) Apollo + The Moon: 45 + 371 = 416

Day of Bid’a (Beginning) of the Hour + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 56 + 7 + [167 + 186 (or 187)] = 56 + [7 + 353 (or 354)] = 56 + 360 (or 361) = 416 (or 417)

Day of Qiyama (Upheaval) + The Punishment: (56 + 156) + 204 = 212 + 204 = 416

Day of Inha (Ending) of Israel: 56 + [58 + 302 (or 303)] = 56 + 360 (or 361) = 416 (or 417)

Day of Inha (Ending) of New York: 56 + 58 + 302 = 416

Day of the Wahiya (Disaster) + The Amreek (Americans): 56 + 58 + 302 = 416

What is going to be (happen) till day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of End Times): 416 (or 417) (This is part of a Hadith)

Balad (Country) of Satans: 36 + 380 (or 379) = 416 (or 415)

The Arbaoon (Forty): 360 + 56 = 416

People/Guardians of the (Hell) Fire, other than (verse 31 of Sura 74): 102 + 282 + 32 = 416 (or 415)

Night of the Tariq: 75 + 341 = 416

Night of Istifaf (lining up or alignment) of the Planets: 75 + (261 + 80) = 75 + 341 = 416
أو الجوار: عودة أوجوس، أوار (من يعده): $85 + 23 + 308 = 416$

أو الجوار: عودة أوجوس، بوش: $85 + 23 + 308 = 416$

الحساب + بحر الجليل: $	ext{The Judgment} + 	ext{Sea of Galilee} = 102 + (210 + 104) = 102 + 314 = 416$

و ما ادراك ما + الحساب: And how would you know what (or who) is (verse 2 of Sura 86) + The Judgment: $[6 + 41 + 226$ (or 235) + 41] + 102 = 314 (or 323) + 102 = 416 (or 425)

و ما ادراك ما + الياس: And how would you know what (or who) is (verse 2 of Sura 86) + Elias (Elijah): $314 + 102 = 416$

الحساب + النهاية مدينته (أو سيدني): The Hisab (Judgment) + Nihaya (End) of City of London (or Sydney): $102 + (71 + 109 + 134) = 102 + 314 = 416$

عمق مدينته لندن (أو سيدني): Punishment of City of London (or Sydney): $(173 + 109) + 134 = 416$

النار + مدينته سيدني: The Fire + City of Sydney: $282 + 134 = 416$

الياس + النهاية مدينته سيدني: Elias (or Elijah) + Nihaya (End) of City of Sydney: $102 + (71 + 109 + 134) = 102 + 314 = 416$

الأسود + بحر الجليل: The Black + Sea of Galilee: $102 + 314 = 416$

الياس + مدينته الإنكليز + اليهود: Elias (or Elijah) + City/State of the English People + The Jews: $102 + (109 + 149 + 56) = 102 + 314 = 416$

و إنه لما قام عبد الله: And when AbdAllah (Servant of Allah ) rose up (verse 19 of Sura 72): $416$

من ديرهم لأول: from their Monastery/Homelands for the beginning of (verse 2 of Sura 59): $90 + 259 + 67 = 416$ (416 is the $335^{th}$ Composite Number)

كنيسة بطرس: Church of Petrus (Peter): $145 + 271 = 416$ (This refers to Saint Peter’s Basilica)

يا تابع الناس فيه: He will bring you the Tabut ( Coffin) in which (verse 248 of Sura 2): $1416$ (1416 is the $1192^{nd}$ Composite Number) $1680$ is the $1416^{th}$ Composite Number

إلى المسجد الأقصى الذي بركنا: To the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed (verse 1 of Sura 17): $41 + 138 + 223 + 741 + 273$ (or 274) = $1416$ (or 1417)

السحر + الشعوذة: The Magicians + The Sha’waza (Sorcery or Witchcraft): $304 + 1112 = 1416$

ليلة خمسة و عشرين: Lailat (Eve) of Bidaya (Beginning) of Khamsa wa Ishreen (Twenty Five): $75 + (705 + 6 + 630) = 75 + 1341 = 1416$
أولى مرحلة الأولى من الآخرين: ليلت (Eve) of Bidaya (Beginning) of the first Marhala (Phase or Period) of the End Times: \[75 + 22 + [314 + 78 + 90 + 837 (or 838)] = 75 + [22 + 1319 (or 1320)] = 75 + 1341 (or 1342) = 1416\]

وأخيرة الأرض: عودة رحله أبولو 11 + المجرة + العام: \[85 + 243 + 45 + 11 + 1032 = 384 + 1032 = 1416\]

تدمير أستراليين: Tadmeer (Destruction) of Australiyeen (Australians): \[654 + 762 = 1416\]

و ما ادراك ما: How would you know what (or who) is (verse 2 of Sura 86) + Atomic Bomb: \[6 + 41 + 226 (or 235) + 41] + (187 + 915) = 314 (or 323) + 1102 = 1416 (or 1425)

وقبل ذريه: Atomic Bomb + Nihaya (End) of City of London (or Sydney): \[(187 + 915) + (71 + 109 + 134) = 1102 + 314 = 1416\]

حدث خسف المنجم: Accident/Event of Khusf (Collapse) of the mine: \[512 (or 513) + 740 + 164 = 1416 (or 1417)\]

يوم عاصفة: Day of Fire-Storm + Operation Gomorrah + Hamburg + Germany: \[56 + [(246 + 251) + (155 + 321) + 1254 (or 1253) + 133] = 56 + 2360 (or 2359) = 1416 (or 1415)\]

قل لكم: Say: For you, there is an appointed day. You will not be postponed from it, even an hour, and (verse 30 of Sura 34): \[2416 (or 2415)\]

هم في غفلته معرضون: they are, in heedlessness, turning away (verse 1 of Sura 21): \[2416\]

Comet Hale–Bopp was discovered on July 23, 1995, (Safar 25, 1416 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5755 Hebrew) (2449, 922\textsuperscript{nd} Julian day). It remained visible to the naked eye for a record 18 months, twice as long as the previous record holder, the Great Comet of 1811. The comet likely made its last perihelion 4,200 years ago. Astronomers believe the previous visit of Comet Hale–Bopp was probably in July 2215 BC.

♦ الملحمة الكبرى: Al-Malhama Al-Kubra (The Big Battle): \[154 + 263 = 417 \ (417 = 3 \times 139)\] (417 is the 336\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) (515 is the 417\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) (2828 is the 2417\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number)
Composite Number)  

(3966 is the 3417th Composite Number)  (5417 is the 715th Prime Number)

Day of Bid'a (Beginning) of the Hour + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 56 + 7 + [167 + 187 (or 186)] = 56 + [7 + 354 (or 353)] = 56 + 361 (or 360) = 417 (or 416)

Israa (miraculous heavenly journey) + The Malhama (Battle): 263 + 154 = 417

The Mashoom (Ominous): 417 (or 418)

Day we Nabtish (strike, hit, chastise, or punish) (verse 16 of Sura 44): 56 + 361 = 417

What We have descended unto our servant (verse 41 of Sura 8): (41 + 139 + 110 + 127) = 417

The Messenger, Al-Mahdi: 327 + 90 = 417

In the Trumpet (verse 13 of Sura 69) & (verse 99 of Sura 18): 90 + 327 = 417

Donald the Soor (Arabic word that means “Trumpet or Trump”): 90 + 327 = 417 (Donald Trump’s original family name is Drumpf)

His name + Mustafa Kamal: 106 + 220 + 91 = 417

Qiyama (Upheaval) + Your Lord: 155 + 262 = 417

Qiyama (Upheaval) + The Sahioniyeen (Zionists): 155 + 262 = 417

London, Britain: 134 + 283 = 417

Saint George: 205 + 212 = 417

The Faquq (Caliph Omar bin Al-Khattab used to be referred to as Al-Faruq): 417

City of Imam Mahdi: 109 + (113 + 90) + 105 = (109 + 203) + 105 = 312 + 105 = 417

Madina (City/State) of the Awar (refers to Dajjal): 109 + 308 = 417

And from below you (verse 10 of Sura 33): 6 + 90 + 171 + 250 = 417

Nakba (Catastrophe) of the Philistiniyeen (Palestinians): 77 + 340 = 417

Qiyama (Resurrection) of the Muslimeen (Muslims): 156 (or 155) + 261 = 417 (or
Day of Al-Aqsa Mosque: 56 + (223 + 138) = 56 + 361 = 417
Day of Inha (Ending) of Israel: 56 + [58 + 303 (or 302)] = 56 + 361 (or 360) = 417 (or 416)
Day of the Children of Israel: 56 + (58 + 303) = 56 + 361 = 417
Halak Banu Israel (Perishing of Children of Israel): 56 + 58 + 303 = 417
Party of Satan (verse 19 of Sura 58): 17 + 400 = 417
His Ayat (Signs) (verse 31 of Sura 31): 417 (or 418)
The Right of Return (This phrase is used to refer to Palestinians right to return to Palestine): 108 + 309 = 417
The Right of Palestinians: 108 + 309 = 417
Punishment for the Expulsion (of Palestinians): 173 + 244 = 417
Damar (Destruction) of Temple of the Jews: 245 + (116 + 56) = 245 + 172 = 417
Damar (Destruction) of Free-Masonry: 245 + 172 = 417
Masonic Temple + City/State of Jews: (116 + 167) + 109 + 25 = 283 + 134 = 417
Temple of the Hour + City/State of Jews: (116 + 167) + 109 + 25 = 283 + 134 = 417
The Muslimeen (Muslims) + Joseph: 261 + 156 = 417
Al-Muslimeen (The Muslims) + Dajjal Messiah (False Messiah): 261 + (118 + 38 ) = 261 + 156 = 417
Al-Muslimeen + Son of Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil): 261 + 156 = 417
The Muslimoon (Muslims) + Manasseh (Joseph’s son): 257 + 160 = 417
He (God) says to it: Be and it becomes (verse 82 of Sura 36): 417
Alexander, the Great: 366 + 1051 = 1417
Qatl (Killing) of Muslims of Srebrenica, Bosnia : [530 + 180 + 553 (or
Battle of Ain Jalut + Nasr (Victory) of the Mamaleek: \((335 + 130 + 440) + (340 + 172) = 905 + 512 = 1417\) [On Friday, September 3, 1260 AD Julian (September 10, 1260 AD Gregorian) (Ramadan 25, 658 Hijri) (Elul 26, 5020 Jewish), in the Battle of Ain Jalut in Galilee, Northern Palestine, the Muslim Mamaleek (Mamluks) achieved a decisive victory over the Maghool (Mongols or Tatar).]

Accident/Event of Khusf (Collapse) of the mine: \(513 + 740 + 164 = 1417\)

you know what Day of the Deen (Judgment or Religion) is, then how would you know what Day of the Deen (Judgment or Religion) is (verse 17 – 18 of Sura 82): \([226 + 41 + 56 + 95] + 450 + [41 + 226 + 41 + 56 + 95] = 418 + 450 + 459 = 1417\) (1417 is the 1193rd Composite Number) (1681 is the 1417th Composite Number)

Accident/Event of Khusf (Collapse) of the mine: \(513 + 740 + 164 = 1417\)

The Magic and the Sha’waza (Sorcery or Witchcraft): \(299 + 6 + 1112 = 1417\)

Khamis Ishroon (Twenty Fifth) + Ramadan: \(700 + 626 + 1091 = 2417\) (Saint Peter’s Basilica is known as Basilica of the Pope or Papal Basilica)

Promise of my Lord comes, he shall turn it into ruins and thus Promise of my Lord shall be fulfilled. And we left some of them on that Day mingle with (verse 98 – 99 of Sura 18): \((5 + 80 + 212 + 108 + 25 + 6 + 71 + 80 + 212 + 109 + 6 + 671 + 917 + 766 + 59) + 90 = 3327 + 90 = 3417\)

Verse 3 of Sura 44 is the 4417th verse of the Quran.

8 Gregorian years which are equal to about 2922 days, meaning 417 weeks + 3 days.
Papal Church + Dawla (State) of the Vatican: \[(145 + 26) + (45 + 202) = 171 + 247 = 418\] (Saint Peter’s Basilica is known as Basilica of the Pope or Papal Basilica)

Papal Church + Roma (Rome): \[(145 + 26) + (45 + 202) = 171 + 247 = 418\]

Vatican + Roma (Rome): \[171 + 247 = 418\]

Al-Quds + Al-Aqsa (Jerusalem): \[223 + 195 = 418\]

The Saint Pierre (Peter): \[205 + 213 = 418\]

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The Church: \[(56 + 186 (or 187)) + 176 = 242 (or 243) + 176 = 418 (or 419)\]

The Mashoom (Ominous): \[418 (or 417)\]

Day of Wafat (Death) of the King, Al-Hasan: \[56 + [92 + (121 + 149)] = 56 + 270 = 418\] \[\text{[Al-Hasan II, King of Morocco was crowned on March 3, 1961, after the death of his father on February 26, 1961. He died around 4:30 pm on July 23, 1999 (Rabi Thani 9, 1420 Hijri) (Av 10, 5759 Jewish Calendar) (2451,382.5th Julian Day]}\]

Day of the Mubaya’a (Offering of Allegiance to) + The Imam Mahdi: \[56 + (159 + 113 + 90) = 56 + 362 = 418\]

Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or Beginning of End Times) + Israa (miraculous heavenly journey): \[155 (or 156) + 263 = 418 (or 419)\]

The evident sign of what is in the First Scriptures. (verse 133 of Sura 20):

Wahiya (Catastrophe) of Nuclear Weapons War: \[27 + (210 + 104 + 77) = 27 + 391 = 418\]

Nihaya (End) of Dawla (State) of Israel: \[71 + 45 + 302 (or 303) = 418 (or 419)\]

Kingdom of Britain: \[135 + 283 = 418\]

The Inhizam (Defeat) + Britain: \[135 + 283 = 418\]

China + Korea: \[181 + 237 = 418\]

Magog of Bani (Children) of Israel: \[53 + (62 + 303) = 53 + 365 = 418\]

until (verses 5 of Sura 97): \[418\]
Day of Sadma (Shock) of Al-Aqsa: 56 + 139 + 223 = 418

Al-Islam + The Islamic Umma (Nation): 163 + 255 = 418

Al-Wahiya (the Catastrophe) + Nihaya (End) of Sydney + Ihya (Resurrection or Revival) of London: 58 + 71 + 134 + 21 + 134 = 418

We have descended him from (verse 1 of Sura 97) + the Sama (Sky or Heaven): 52 + 143 (or 144) + 90 + 133 = 419 (or 418)

We descended it (or him) in the Night of Qadr.

And how would you know what the Night of Qadr is (verses 1 - 2 of Sura 97): 52 + 143 (or 144) + 90 + [75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 (or 225) + 41 + 75 + 335] = 52 + 143 (or 144) + 90 + 1133 (or 1134) = 1418 (1419 or 1420) (equivalent to 418)

Monasteries, churches, synagogues, and mosques would have been destroyed (verse 40 of Sura 22): 1418 (1419 or 1420)

Basilica of the Saint Peter + Vatican + Roma (Rome): (133 + 205 + 271) + 562 + 247 = (609 + 562) + 247 = 1171 + 247 = 1418

Basilica of San Peter + Vatican : (133 + 111 + 612) + 562 = 856 + 562 = 1418

Basilica of San Petri (Peter – in Latin) + Vatican : (133 + 111 + 612) + 562 = 856 + 562 = 1418

Tabut (Coffin) + The Saint Peter’s Basilica (Church): 809 + (133 + 205 + 271) = 809 + 609 = 1418

The Masjid (Mosque) + The Saint Peter’s Basilica (Church) + City of Vatican: 138 + [(133 + 205 + 271) + (109 + 562)] = 138 + (609 + 671) = 138 + 1280 = 1418

People of Pharaoh, the Warners (verse 41 of Sura 54): [31 (or 32) + 406] + 981 = 437 (or 438) + 981 = 1418 (or 1419)

Bid’a (Beginning) of the Magic + The Sha’waza (Sorcery or Witchcraft) : 7 + (299 + 1112) = 7 + 1411 = 1418

Istiada (Getting back) of Muslimeen (Muslims) of Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness): 541 + 230 + (412 + 235) = 541 + 230 + 647 = 1418

Istirdad (Re-Capture) of Muslimeen (Muslims) of the Quds (Jerusalem) from the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 670 + 230 + 195 + 90 + 233 = 1418
Godfrey de Bouillon: $1300 + (14 + 104) = 1300 + 118 = 1418$

Godfrey de Bouillon was one of the leaders of the Crusaders in the siege of Jerusalem. After they conquered Jerusalem on July 15, 1099, he became ruler of Kingdom of Jerusalem on July 22, 1099

Day of the Ghufran (Forgiveness): $56 + 1362 = 1418$

Al-Rabi Al-Ushreen (The Twenty Fourth) + Tammuz (July): $(304 + 661) + 453 = 965 + 453 = 1418$ (equivalent to 418)

The Inhizam (Defeat) + The American United States: $135 + [478 (or 479) + 488 + 317] = 135 + 1283 (or 1284) = 1418 (or 1419)

He resurrects the Dead and that he is capable of every thing (verse 6 of Sura 22): $1418 = (2 \times 709)$ (1418 is the 1194th Composite Number)

Neil Armstrong + The Moon: $(90 + 1957) + 371 = 2047 + 371 = 2418$ (equivalent to 418) (2418 is the 2058th Composite Number) (2829 is the 2418th Composite Number)

Fall of Atomic Bomb + Nagasaki : $(175 + 187 (or 186) + 915) + 1141 (or 1142) = 1277 + 1141 (or 1142) = 2418 (or 2419) [ The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time). ]

Khamis Ishroon (Twenty Fifth) + Ramadan: $[701 (or 700) + 626] + 1091 = 1327 (or 1326) + 1091 = 2418 (or 2417)

Verse 4 of Sura 44 is the 4418th verse of the Quran.

Nihaya (End) of Dawla (State) of Israel : $71 + 45 + 303 (or 302) = 419 (or 418) (419 x 2 = 838) (419 is the 81st Prime Number) (517 is the 419th Composite Number)

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The Church: $(56 + 187 (or 186) + 176 = 243 (or 242) + 176 = 419 (or 418)

Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or Beginning of End Times) + Israa (miraculous heavenly journey) : $156 (or 155) + 263 = 419 (or 418)

From the Rahman (verse 2 of Sura 41): $90 + 329 = 419$

The Hasan, son of Ali, son of Abi Talib : $149 + 52 (or 53) + 110 + 53 (or 52) + 13 + 42 = 419 (418 or 420)
Day of Tard (Expulsion) of Jews of Spain: \(56 + [213 + 25 + 125 \text{ or } 124] = 56 + 363 \text{ or } 362 = 419 \text{ or } 418\) (The deadline of the **expulsion of the Jews from Spain** was originally July 31, 1492, but it was later postponed to **August 2, 1492** (Shawwal 8, 897 Hijri) (Av 9, 5252 Jewish Calendar)

Saiqa (Shocking Event) of Country of the English: \(265 + 154 = 419\)

The Catastrophe of Banu Al-Britan (Children of the Britons): \(58 + 361 = 419\)

The Nuclear Weapon + Lands of the English People: \(233 + 186 = 419\)

Allah descends (sends down), from the Heaven, water (verse 21 of Sura 39): 419

We have descended him from (verse 1 of Sura 97) + the Sama (Sky or Heaven): \(52 + 144 \text{ or } 143 + 90 + 133 = 419 \text{ or } 418\)

We descended it (or him) in the Night of Qadr. And how would you know what the Night of Qadr is (verses 1 - 2 of Sura 97): \(52 + 144 \text{ or } 143 + 90 + [75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 \text{ or } 225 + 41 + 75 + 335] = 52 + 144 \text{ or } 143 + 90 + 1133 \text{ or } 1134 = 1419 \text{ (1418 or 1420) (equivalent to 419)} \) (= 3 x 11 x 43) \((1419 \text{ is the } 1195^{th} \text{ Composite Number})\)

We descended it in a blessed Night (verse 3 of Sura 44): \(51 + 144 + 90 + (470 + 663) = 51 + 144 + 90 + 1133 = 1419\)

The Nuclear Missiles + The Britaniyeyen (Britons): \(1046 + 373 = 1419\)

Al-Waleed bin Al-Mugheera: \(81 + (52 + 1286) = 81 + 1338 = 1419\)

[**Al-Waleed bin Al-Mugheera** was the richest man in Mecca who pondered about Islam, but finally decided it was magic. He never became a Muslim. **His son, Khalid bin Al-Waleed**, converted to a Muslim and became the leader of the armies of Muslims. Verses 11 – 26 of Sura 74 are about Al-Waleed bin Al-Mugheera.]

Salah Eddeen Al-Ayyubi + Fat’h (Conquest) of Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness): \((129 + 95 + 60) + 488 + (412 + 235) = 284 + (488 + 647) = 284 + 1135 = 1419\)

Monasteries, churches, synagogues, and mosques would have been destroyed (verse 40 of Sura 22): **1419 \text{ (1418 or 1420)}**

People of Pharaoh, the Warners (verse 41 of Sura 54): \([32 \text{ or } 31] + 406 + 981 = 438 \text{ or } 437 + 981 = 1419 \text{ or } 1418\)

We descended him from (verse 1 of Sura 97) + the Sama (Sky or Heaven): \(52 + 144 \text{ or } 143 + 90 + 133 = 419 \text{ or } 418\)
the Raheem + We have opened (or conquered) for you a conquest (or victory) (verse 1 of Sura 48): 289 + (52 + 539 + 50 + 489) = 289 + 1130 = 1419

Fall of Atomic Bomb + Nagasaki: (175 + 187 + 915) + 1142 (or 1141) = 2419 (or 2418) (2419 is the 2059th Composite Number) (2830 is the 2419th Composite Number) [The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 A.M. (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time).]

We have sent unto you a Messenger, as witness upon you, like we sent, to Pharaoh, a Messenger (verse 15 of Sura 73): 1716 + 703 = 2419

A.L.M. the Rum (Eastern Romans) have been defeated in Adna (nearest or lowest location) of the Ard (Land/Earth) and they, after their defeat, shall triumph (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 30): 5419 (5419 is the 716th Prime Number)

What moves (or ascends) in it (verse 2 of Sura 34): 41 + 283 + 96 = 420 (420 is the 338th Composite Number) (518 is the 420th Composite Number) (2903 is the 420th Prime Number) (2831 is the 420th Composite Number) (3294 is the 2831st Composite Number) (2903 is the 420th Prime Number) (3294 is the 2831st Composite Number)

Lailat (Night or Eve) of the Miraj (Ascension to Heaven): 75 + 345 (or 344) = 420 (or 419)

Day of your Qadr: 56 + 364 = 420

Day of your Qadar (Destiny): 56 + 364 = 420

The Arbaeen (Forty) Days: 364 + 56 = 420

Ihtada (has been guided) (verse 135 pf Sura 20): 420

The Fire except Angels (verse 31 of Sura 74): 420 (or 419)

The Hasan, son of Ali, son of Abi Talib: 149 + 53 (or 52) + 110 + 53 (or 52) + 13 + 42 = 420 (419 or 418)

Apparition (vision) of the children + Fatima: (212 + 73) + 135 = 285 + 135 = 420

Day of Nakba (Disaster) of Nuclear War: 56 + [77 + (210 + 77)] = 56 + (77 + 287) = 56 + 364 = 420
End of the Nuclear War: \( 71 + (241 + 108) = 71 + 349 = 420 \)

Hadd (Destruction) City of New York: \( 9 + (109 + 302) = 9 + 411 = 420 \)

Day of Bani (Children) of Israel: \( 56 + [62 + 302 (or 303)] = 56 + 364 (or 365) = 420 (or 421) \)

Halak (Devastation) of Bani (Children) of Israel: \( 56 + [62 + 302 (or 303)] = 56 + 364 (or 365) = 420 (or 421) \)

Kingdom of Dajjal (Anti-Christ), Messiah Son of David: \( 135 + (69 + 149 + 67) = 135 + 285 = 420 \)

Day of the Fifteenth + Yulyu (July – in Egypt): \( 56 + [(732 + 570) + 62] = 56 + (1302 + 62) = 56 + 1364 = 1420 \) \[ The Crusaders entered Jerusalem for the first time on July 15, 1099 AD Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) \]

Al-Rabi wa Al-Ishroon (The Twenty Fourth) + Tammuz (July): \( 304 + 6 + 657 + 453 = 967 + 453 = 1420 \)

Day of the Prince Husam Eddeen Baraka Khan: \( 56 + [282 + (109 + 95 + 227)] = 56 + (282 + 1082) = 56 + 1364 = 1420 \) (equivalent to 420) \( 1420 \) is the 1196th Composite Number

Day of the Night of Qadr: \( 75 + 335 + [(6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + (75 + 335) = 696 (or 695) + 314 + 410 = 1420 (or 1419) \) (1420 is the 1196th Composite Number)

Day of the Night of Qadr: \( 75 + 335 + [6 + 41 + 225 (or 225) + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241] = 75 + [335 + 5010 (or 5000)] = 75 + 5345 (or 5335) = 5420 \)
The Messengers (verse 123 of Sura 26): \(421\) (\(421\) is the 82nd Prime Number) 
\(519\) is the 421st Composite Number

My Ayat (Signs) (verse 42 of Sura 20): \(421\) (or \(422\))

Madina (City or State) of Israel: \(109 + 312\) (or \(311\)) = \(421\) (or \(411\))

Awda (Return) of life + Israel: \((85 + 24) + 312 = 421\)

Halak (Devastation) of Bani (Children) of Israel: \(56 + [62 + 303\) (or \(302\)] = 56 + 365 (or 364) = \(421\) (or \(420\))

Like Lamh (a glimpse) of the eye-sight (verse 77 of Sura 16): \(98 + 323 = 421\)

Every command. Peace (verses 4 - 5 of Sura 97): \(50 + 241 + 130\) (or \(131\)) = \(421\) (or \(422\))

the duration of it is (verse 5 of Sura 32): \(71 + 350 = 421\)

for the Unbelievers (verse 8 of Sura 17): \(421\) (or \(422\))

Promise of + the Tariq (verse 1 of Sura 86): \(80 + 341 = 421\)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Sho’om (Omen): \(75 + 346\) (or \(347\)) = \(421\) (or \(422\))

And how would you know? Perhaps (verse 33 of Sura 63): \(421\)

upon them Birds in groups (verse 3 of Sura 105): \(421\)

Seventh + Muharram: \(133\) (or \(132\)) + 288 = \(421\) (or \(420\))

Godfrey de Bouillon (He was one of the leaders of the Crusaders in the siege of Jerusalem. After they conquered Jerusalem on July 15, 1099 AD, he became ruler of Kingdom of Jerusalem on July 22, 1099 AD.): \(303 + (14 + 104) = 303 + 118 = 1421\)

Promise of the End Times, they shall ruin (verse 7 of Sura 17): \(80 + 1233 + 108 = 1421\)

The End Times. They shall ruin your faces (verse 7 of Sura 17): \(1233 + 107 + 80 = 1421\)

Bidaya (Beginning) of the first Marhala (Phase or Period) of
Promise of the End Times: $22 + [314 + 78 + 90 + 80 + 837 (or 838)] = 22 + 1399 (or 1400) = \textbf{1421} \text{ (or 1422)}$ (equivalent to $421$) ($1421$ is the $1197^{th}$ Composite Number)

Night of Qadr is better than One Thousand (verse 3 of Sura 97): $75 + (335 + 810 + 90 + 111) = 75 + 1345 = \textbf{1421}$

أخفِها لِتَجزَآ كُلّ نَفْس بِمَا هِيدَت (the Hour). To be rewarded/punished each soul for (verse 15 of Sura 20): $\textbf{1421}$ (equivalent to $421$)

خمس عشرين + رمضان: $[700 (or 701) + 630] + 1091 = 1330 (or 1331) + 1091 = \textbf{2421 (or 2422)}$ (=$9 \times 269$) ($2832$ is the $2421^{st}$ Composite Number)

(3295 is the $2832^{nd}$ Composite Number)

Day of Itifaq (Agreement) of Surrender of Japan + Nihaya (End) of the Second World War: $56 + [582 + 592 (or 591) + 95] + 71 + [241 + 187 + 597 (or 596)] = 56 + [1269 (or 1268) + 71 + 1025 (or 1024)] = 56 + 2365 (or 2364) = \textbf{2421 (or 2420)}$

[World War II] ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, \textbf{September 2, 1945} around \textit{9:00 AM} (Tokyo Time) (\textbf{Ramadan 24}, 1364 Hijri (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar)) (2431, 700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, \textbf{September 1, 1945} around \textit{8:00 PM} (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (\textbf{Ramadan 23}, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).

The \textbf{Third Secret}, of the third apparition of the children in Fatima, Portugal, was not revealed by the Catholic Church until \textbf{June 26}, 2000 Gregorian (\textbf{June 13}, 2000 Julian) (Rabi Awwal 23, \textbf{1421 Hijri}) (Sivan 23, 5760 Jewish) (2451, \textit{721.5}th or 2451, \textit{722}nd Julian day).

♦  

\textbf{422} = 2 \times 211$  ($422$ is the $339^{th}$ Composite Number)  ($520$ is the $422^{nd}$ Composite Number)  ($2917$ is the $422^{nd}$ Prime Number)

شعبان (8th Hijri month): \textbf{422 (or 423)}

كتب Kitab (Book): \textbf{422 (or 423)}

كتب Kutiba (written or decreed) (verse 4 of Sura 22): \textbf{422}

كل أمر سلام Every command. Peace (verses 4 - 5 of Sura 97): $50 + 241 + 131 (or 130) = \textbf{422 (or 421)}$

ليلة شؤم ل الكافرين for the Unbelievers (verse 8 of Sura 17): \textbf{421 (or 422)}

نهاية السرطان Nihaya (End) of the Cancer: $71 + 351 (or 350) = \textbf{422 (or 421)}$ (July 22 is the last
day of the **Cancer** zodiac sign

- **Bidaya (Beginning)** of the Hijri year: $22 + (146 + 254) = 22 + 400 = 422$
- **Sura of Elephant** (Sura 105): $271 + 151 = 422$
- Day of Promise of the Majzara (Massacre): $(56 + 80) + 286 = 136 + 286 = 422$
- **Awda (Return)** of Jews + Israel: $(85 + 25) + 312 = 110 + 312 = 422$
- **Awda** (Return) of Kingdom of Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): $85 + (135 + 202) = 85 + 337 = 422$
- **Qurban** of the Dajjal (Deceiver or Anti-Christ): $353$ (or $352) + 69 = 422$ (or 421)
- **Bidaya** (Beginning) of the Satan: $22 + 400$ (or 401) = 422 (or 423)
- **Son of Satan**: $53 + 369$ (or 370) = 422 (or 423)
- **Jinn (demons) + Satan**: $53 + 369$ (or 370) = 422 (or 423)
- **Satan + Magog**: $369$ (or 370) + 53 = 422 (or 423)
- **The Dajjal + The American (Americans)**: $69 + 353 = 422$
- **Babyl (Babylon) of Israel + The Jinn (demons)**: $35 + 303 + 84 = 422$
- **Israel + Balad (Country) of the Jinn (demons)**: $302$ (or 303) + 36 + 84 = 422 (or 423)
- **Balad (Country) of Lucifer (Satan)**: $36 + 386 = 422$
- **Balad (Country) of The Dajjal, the Messiah, the Muzayyaf (False/Fraud/Impostor)**: $36 + [69 + (149 + 168)] = 36 + (69 + 317) = 36 + 386 = 422$
- **The first Muzayyaf (False/Fraud/Impostor) Messiah + The Pope**: $(149 + 168 + 68) + 37 = 385 + 37 = 422$

---

**Hazima (Defeat) of Ahmad Al-Aseer**: $67 + (53 + 302) = 67 + 355 = 422$

[Sunni Sheikh Ahmad Al-Aseer, Imam of Masjid (Mosque) of Bilal son Rabah in **Abra**, a district of city of **Saida**, Lebanon, and his ally former singer Fadl Shaker, were defeated by Shia’s Hizb Allah and the Lebanese Army in a battle that started on **Sunday June 23, 2013** (Shaban 14, 1434 Hijri) (Tammuz 15, 5773 Jewish) (2456, 466, 5th Julian). It lasted for about 24 hours till **June 24, 2013**. This means it happened in the Middle (or Half) of Shaban, traditionally an important day for Muslims.]

---

**Washington**: 422 (or 416)
Inqiar (Collapse or Cave in): 422

Baity (my House): 422

محمد عبد الله عبد المطلب Mohammad, Abd-Allah, Abd-Al-Mutalib: 92 + [76 + 66 (or 67)] + (76 + 112) = 92 + 142 (or 143) + 188 = 422 (or 423) (This is the name of Prophet Mohammad (p), including the name of his father and his grandfather)

فيصل ابن الحسين Faisal son the Hussein: 210 + 53 (or 52) + 159 = 422 (or 421)

موشي دابان Moshe Dayan: 356 + 66 (or 65) = 422 (or 421)

دونالد دراميف Donald Drumpf: 95 (or 94) + 327 = 422 (or 421) (Donald Trump’s original family name is Drumpf)

دونالد الصور Donald, the Soor (Arabic word that means “Trumpet or Trump”): 95 (or 94) + 327 = 422 (or 421)

ديفيد بن غوريون David Ben-Gurion: 98 (or 99) + 1324 = 1422 (or 1423) [David Ben-Gurion, first Prime Minister of Israel, was born on October 16, 1886 (Muharram 17, 1304 Hijri) (Tishri 17, 5647 Jewish) (2410,195.5th or 2410,196th Julian Day) and died on December 1, 1973 (Zu Al-Qada 6, 1393 Hijri) (Kislev 6, 5734 Jewish) (2442,017.5th or 2442,018th Julian Day)]

السحرة و الشعوذة The Magicians and the Sha’waza (Sorcery or Witchcraft): 304 + 6 + 1112 = 1422

رحمة من ربي إذا جاء وعد mercy from my Lord. When promise comes (verse 98 of Sura 18): 1422

عليها تسعة عشر وما جعلنا Over it nineteen. And We have not made (verse 31 of Sura 74): 116 + 535 + 570 + 6 + 41 + 154 = 1422

بحسبا و النجم و الشجر يسجدا و السماء رفعها and are taken into account and the Star and the trees prostrate and He raised the sky and (verse 5 - 7 of Sura 55): 1422

بداية سر وعهد الآخره + نهاية الحياة الدنيا Bidaya (Beginning) of Secret of Promise of the End Times + Nihaya (End) of life of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 22 + 260 + [80 + 838 (or 837)] + (71 + 55 + 96) = 22 + [260 + 918 (or 917)] + (71 + 55 + 96) = 22 + [1178 (or 1177) + 222] = 22 + 1400 (or 1399) = 1422 (or 1421)

بداية المرحلة الأولى من وعد الآخره Bidaya (Beginning) of the first Marhala (Phase or Period) of Promise of the End Times: 22 + [314 + 78 + 90 + 80 + 838 (or 837)] = 22 + 1400 (or 1399) = 1422 (or 1421) (1422 is the 1198th Composite Number) (1686 is the 1422nd Composite Number)

شهر ذوا القعدة Month of Zu Al-Qada: 505 + [707 (or 706) + 210] = 505 + 917 (or 916) = 1422 (or
The Raheem (Most Merciful). A.L.M. These are Ayat (verses or signs) (verse 1 of Sura 13): 1422

A.L.M. These are Ayat (verses or signs) of the Book and what has been descended (or revealed) (verse 1 of Sura 13): 2422 (or 2421)

And they are in Ghafla (inattentiveness or heedlessness), turning away. (verse 1 of Sura 21): 2422

When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque, like they entered it. (verse 7 of Sura 17): 3422 (3423 or 3424) (3422 is the 2941st Composite Number)

Lord Fa-Kabbir (glorify by saying Allah Akbar) and your clothes purify and the abomination quit and do not Tumanin (do a good deed and tell the receiver that it is a favor) (verse 1 of Sura 74): 4422

Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend (or are brought down) in it, by the permission of their Lord, from every command. Peace it is (verses 3-5 of Sura 97): (75 + 335) + [(810 + 90 + 111 + 505) + 487] + [136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 130 (or 131) + 15 ] = 410 + (1516 + 487) + 2009 (2010 or 2011) = 410 + [2003 + 2009 (2010 or 2011)] = 4422 (4423 or 4424) (equivalent to 422) (4422 is the 5586th Composite Number)

We said after him to Bani (Children) of Israel. Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq it/he descended. And We have not sent you, except as a Mubashshir (Bearer of good news) and as a Nazeer (Warner). (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): (181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 302 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141) + (143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32 + 543 + 6 + 961) = 4095 + 1327 = 6422 (equivalent to 422) (6422 is the 5586th Composite Number)

After 18 months and 7 days after beginning of the siege of Jerusalem on Tevet 10, Nebuchadnezzar and his Babylonian forces breached the walls of Jerusalem on Tammuz 17 of the Jewish Calendar, on
their way to destroying the First Temple three weeks later, meaning almost 19 months after beginning of the siege, on Av 9 (Tisha B’Av) of the Jewish Calender. Av 9 is the same day on which the Second Temple was later destroyed around 70 AD. Rabbinical Jewish sources state that the destruction of the First Temple happened in 422 B.C.E., while Secular sources state it happened was in 586 (or 587) B.C.E. If the End Times starts in 2019, that means 422 + 2018 = 2440 years after destruction of the First Temple.

In 1917, three Catholic children (Lucia, Jacinta, and Francisco), in a town called Fatima in Portugal, experienced 6 apparitions (visions) of the Virgin Mary on: May 13, June 13, July 13, August 19, September 13, and October 13, 1917. The 2nd apparition happened on June 13, 1917 (Shaban 23, 1335 Hijri) (Sivan 23, 5677 Jewish). On July 13, 1917 (Ramadan 23, 1335 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5677 Jewish) (2421,422.5th or 2421,423rd Julian Day) (472,985th Hijri day), date of the third and most important apparition, the Virgin Mary told them three secrets about future events, including a vision regarding the murder of a Pope.

On May 19, 1950 (May 6, 1950 Julian) (Shaban 2, 1369 Hijri) (Sivan 3, 5710 Jewish) (2433,420.5 or 2433,421st Julian Day), the first 175 Jews were airlifted out of Iraq in two planes to Israel. Jews started leaving Iraq earlier by land, but that was not sufficient, so air transportation was deemed necessary.

Apollo 11 (the 1st Space voyage with a human crew to land on the Moon) landed on the moon at 8:18 p.m. UTC, on July 20, 1969 based on Gregorian Calendar (Jumada Al-Ula 5, 1389 Hijri) (Av 5, 5729 Hebrew) (2440,422.5th or 2440,423rd Julian day). Apollo 11’s commander, Neil Armstrong, stepped out of Apollo’s Space Craft into the surface of Moon at 2:56 a.m. UTC, on July 21, 1969 (2440,423.5th or 2440,424th Julian day), becoming the first man to set foot on the Moon and on a planetary body, other than the Earth, in general.

The new first tower of the World Trade Center called “One World Trade Center” was completed on August 30, 2012 (Shawwal 12, 1433 Hijri) (Elul 12, 5772 Jewish) (2456,169.5 Julian Day), and the final component of its spire installed on May 10, 2013 (Jumada Thania 29, 1434 Hijri) (2456,422.5th or 2456,423rd Julian Day).

On September 11, 2001 Gregorian (August 29, 2001 Julian) (Jumada Thania 22 (or 23), 1422 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5761 Jewish) (2452,163.5th Julian day), the Zionists implemented their terrorist attack on New York City and Washington DC.

♦ شعبان Shaban (8th Hijri month): 423 (or 422) (423 is the 340th Composite Number) (522 is the 423rd Composite Number) (2927 is the 423rd Prime Number)

 كتاب Book: 423 (or 422)

أم القرآن Mother of the Quran: 41 + 382 (or 383) = 423 (or 424) (Sura 1 – Al-Fatiha – is called Mother of the Quran)
Mohammad, Abd-Allah, Abd-Al-Mutalib: 

\[92 + [76 + 67 \text{ (or 66)}] + (76 + 112) = 92 + 143 \text{ (or 142)} + 188 = \textbf{423 (or 422)} \] 

(This is the name of Prophet Mohammad (p), including the name of his father and his grandfather)

And what We have descended unto our servant (verse 41 of Sura 8): 

\[6 + 41 + 139 + 110 + 127 = \textbf{423} \]

I am Messenger of Allah (verse 158 of Sura 7) & (verse 6 of Sura 61): 

\[61 + 296 + 66 = \textbf{423} \]

And when a Messenger came (verse 101 of Sura 2): 

\[6 + 71 + 50 + 296 = \textbf{423} \]

Lailat (Eve) of Nuzul (Descent) of the Wahy (Revelation or Inspiration) upon the Mahdi: 

\[75 + (93 + 55) + 110 + 90 = 75 + (148 + 110 + 90) = 75 + 348 = \textbf{423} \]

Arabic tongue (verse 103 of Sura 16): 

\[141 + 282 = \textbf{423} \]

Wafat (Death) of the Imam Ali son of Abi Talib: 

\[92 + 113 + [110 + 53 \text{ (or 52)} + 13 + 42] = 92 + 113 + 218 \text{ (or 217)} = \textbf{423 (or 422)} \]

And when a Messenger came (verse 101 of Sura 2): 

\[6 + 71 + 50 + 296 = \textbf{423} \]

My Lord, he turns into ruins and was (verse 98 of Sura 18): 

\[212 + 108 + 26 + 6 + 71 = \textbf{423} \]

Close place (or location) (verse 41 of Sura 50): 

\[111 + 312 = \textbf{423} \]

Insibah (Withdrawal) of Israel: 

\[121 \text{ (or 122)} + 302 = \textbf{423 (or 424)} \]

Ijtiyah (Invasion): \[\textbf{423} \]

Tariq + Poles: 

\[310 + 113 = \textbf{423} \]

a little (or for a little while), but you are going to be reverting (meaning to your mischievous ways). (verse 15 of Sura 44): \[\textbf{423} \]

Gog of the Satan: 

\[23 + 400 \text{ (or 401)} = \textbf{423 (or 424)} \]

Bidaya (Beginning) of the Satan: 

\[22 + 401 \text{ (or 400)} = \textbf{423 (or 422)} \]

Son of Satan: 

\[53 + 370 \text{ (or 369)} = \textbf{423 (or 422)} \]

Jinn (demons) + Satan: 

\[53 + 370 \text{ (or 369)} = \textbf{423 (or 422)} \]

Satan + Magog: 

\[369 \text{ (or 370)} + 53 = \textbf{423 (or 423)} \]
Israel + Balad (Country) of the Jinn (demons): 303 (or 302) + 36 + 84 = 423 (or 422)

Promise of Hadd (Destruction) of Lands of the Russians: 80 + (9 + 334) = 80 + 343 = 423

Promise of Hadd (Destruction) of Constantinople: 80 + (9 + 334) = 80 + 343 = 423

Halak (Devastation) of the Rusiyeen (Russians): 56 + 367 = 423

Day of the Rusiyeen (Russians): 56 + 367 = 423

Hadda (Destruction) of Moscow, Russia: 14 + (132 + 277) = 14 + 409 = 423

The Tariq, the Piercing Star (verses 2-3 of Sura 86) + Wahiya (Catastrophe) of Rus (Russians): 1099 + 58 + 266 = 1423 (equivalent to 423)

These are Ayat (verses) of the Wise Book (verse 2 of Sura 31): 1423 (or 1424 or 1425)

HoWa (or He), the one who has descended (or revealed), to you, the Book (verse 7 of Sura 3): 1423 (or 1424) (This segment of verse 7 of Sura 3 consists of 19 letters)

we have spaced it so that you recite to the people (verse 106 of Sura 17): 435 + 736 + 110 + 142 = 1423

Bomb of Nagasaki, Japan: 187 + 1141 (or 1142) + 95 = 1423 (or 1424) [ The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 (Shaban 30, 1364 Hijri) at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 (Shaban 29, 1364 Hijri) at 9:02 PM (New York Time). ]

The Haram to the Aqsa Mosque which (verse 1 of Sura 17): 1423 (equivalent to 423)

Whenever a Qarn (horn or group/nation) comes out, it will get cut off: 91 + 803 + 350 + 179 = 1423 (equivalent to 423) (This phrase appears in a Hadith mentioned in Ibn Maja. Prophet Mohammad (p) repeated this phrase 20 times.)

Day of Ruju (Return) of Apollo 11 + the Earth: 56 + (279 + 45 + 11 + 1032) = 56 + 1367 = 1423

David Ben-Gurion: 99 (or 98) + 1324 = 1423 (or 1422) [ David Ben-Gurion, first Prime Minister of Israel, was born on October 16, 1886 (Muharram 17, 1304 Hijri) (Tishri 17, 5647 Jewish) (2410, 195.5th or 2410, 196th Julian Day) and died on December 1, 1973 (Zu Al-Qada 6, 1393 Hijri) (Kislev 6, 5734 Jewish) (2442, 017.5th or 2442, 017.5th Julian Day) ]
The Warners have arrived to People of Pharaoh (verse 41 of Sura 54): 1423 (or 1424) (1423 is the 224th Prime Number) (1687 is the 1423rd Composite Number)

Month of Ramadan which was brought down (verse 185 of Sura 2): 2423 (or 2424)

Proper verses that are the mother of the Book and others which are Mutashabihat (allegorical or mysterious) (verse 7 of Sura 3): 3423 (or 3424)

The Qudum (arrival) of the American Army to Beirut 1958: 150 + (344 + 312) + 41 + 618 + 1958 = (150 + 656 + 41 + 618) + 1958 = 1465 + 1958 = 3423 (equivalent to 423) (3423 is the 2942nd Composite Number)

Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend (or are brought down) in it, by the permission of their Lord, from every command. Peace it is (verses 3-5 of Sura 97): (75 + 335) + [(810 + 90 + 111 + 505) + 487] + [136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 (or 130) + 15] = 410 + (1516 + 487) + 2010 (2009 or 2011) = 410 + [2003 + 2010 (2009 or 2011)] = 410 + 4013 (or 4014) = 4423 (4422 or 4424) (equivalent to 423) (4423 is the 602nd Prime Number)

And for your Lord, be patient. Then, when the Trumpet is sounded. That will be a tough day, upon the unbelievers, not easy. Leave me with whom I created alone And I made for him extensive wealth and sons as witnesses and I paved for him, such a paving. Then, he gets greedy that I will give more. No, he has been stubborn against our signs. I will exhaust him increasingly (or progressively). He thought and Qaddar (assessed). So, he will be killed the way he Qaddar (assessed). Then, he will be killed the way he Qaddar (assessed). Then, he frowned. Then, he frowned and he scowled. Then, he...
turned away and got haughty. So, he said: This is nothing but preserved magic. This is nothing but saying of the humans. I shall cast him into Saqar (place in Hell). And how would you know what Saqar is? It does not keep and it does not leave. (verse 7 – 28 of Sura 74): 6 + 252 + 373 + 782 + 350 + 90 + 388 + 830 + 766 + 56 + 340 + 110 + 392 + 1210 + 280 + 960 + 6 + 90 + 1130 + 29 + 6 + 503 + 35 + 72 + 95 + 6 + 112 + 316 + 6 + 454 + 35 + 460 + 540 + 129 + 51 + 22 + 51 + 56 + 71 + 494 + 135 + 371 + 171 + 56 + 300 + 6 + 304 + 610 + 110 + 304 + 540 + 530 + 110 + 304 + 540 + 1150 + 540 + 132 + 6 + 262 + 540 + 207 + 6 + 683 + 211 + 51 + 706 + 32 + 268 + 716 + 51 + 706 + 32 + 136 + 533 + 196 + 360 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 360 + 31 + 512 + 6 + 31 + 1302 = 26423

On March 29, 2002 (Muharram 15, 1423 Hijri) (Nisan 16, 5762 Jewish), Israel began what it called “Operation Defensive Shield”, an invasion of Palestinian towns in the West Bank. During the Operation, Israeli tanks and troops besieged Arafat’s Palestinian Authority Headquarters in RamAllah, prohibiting him from leaving till May 2, 2002 (Safar 19 (or 20), 1423 Hijri) (Iyar 20, 5762 Jewish). At approximately 2:00 a.m. on April 2, 2002 (Muharram 19, 1423 Hijri is 19th day of 1423 Hijri) (Nisan 20, 5762 Jewish), the Israeli forces invaded Bethlehem (the birth town of Jesus, which is about 20 miles south of Ramallah) using about 250 tanks and armored carriers of troops, F-16 fighter jets, and Apache gunships. By 4:30 a.m., Israeli forces seized full control over Bethlehem, except the Old Town of Bethlehem. Around 11:30 a.m., Israeli occupation forces shelled Santa Maria Church, and as a result, several priests and nuns were wounded. About 200 Palestinian civilians and militants fled to the Church of the Nativity, seeking refuge, including Muhammad Al-Madani, the governor of Bethlehem. In addition, there were some 200 monks resident in the church. The Israeli security forces besieged the Church of the Nativity (located over the birthplace cave of Jesus) in Bethlehem, for 39 days, from April 2, 2002 (Muharram 19, 1423 Hijri) (Nisan 20, 5762 Jewish) till May 10, 2002 (Safar 27 (or 28), 1423 Hijri) (Iyar 28, 5762 Jewish). During the siege, Israeli army snipers, from their rooftop positions surrounding the Church, killed seven Palestinians who were in the Church. After 39 days of siege, an agreement was reached, according to which the Palestinian militants turned themselves in to Israel and were exiled to Europe and the Gaza Strip. Palestinians had last sought refuge in the Church of the Nativity during Israel’s capture of the West Bank in June 1967.

Israel started the construction of the Barrier (or Wall) between Israel and the Western Bank on June 16, 2002 (Rabi Thani 5, 1423 Hijri) (Tammuz 6, 5762 Jewish) (2452,441.5th Julian Day).

Sura of the Star (Sura 53) was the 23rd Sura revealed. Sura of the Star consists of 1423 letters.

Shaban is the 8th month in the Hijri Calendar. Iyar is the 8th month in the Hebrew Calendar.

_day_of_vision_yusuf_day_of_nuclear_war_
$424$ (or $423$) (Sura 1 – Al-Fatiha – is called Mother of the Quran)

$424$ (or $425$)

And we descended it/him and in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) it/he descended. And We have not (verse 105 of Sura 17):

Mubaya’a (Offering Allegiance) to a Messenger: $128 + 296 = 424$

The Southern Pacific Ocean: $(98 + 224) + 102 = 322 + 102 = 424$

State of Israel + Gog + Magog: $45 + (303 + 23 + 53) = 45 + 379 = 424$

China + City of Sydney: $181 + 243 = 424$

Nuclear Weapons + City of Sydney: $181 + 243 = 424$

Nihaya (End) of Sydney + Awda (Return) of London: $71 + 134 + 85 + 134 = 205 + 219 = 424$

Al-Qiyam (the Resurrection) + City of London: $181 + 243 = 424$ (or $425$)

Dak (Bombardment) of Lahore + Istanbul: $24 + 242 + 158 = 424$

Rus (Russians) + Istanbul: $266 + 158 = 424$

Saiqa (Shocking Event) of Istanbul: $266 + 158 = 424$

Sydney + Istanbul + Moscow: $(134 + 158) + 132 = 292 + 132 = 424$

Sydney + Istanbul + Islam: $(134 + 158) + 132 = 292 + 132 = 424$

Promise of my Lord/God (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Moscow = $(80 + 212) + 132 = 292 + 132 = 424$

Withdrawal of Israel: $122$ (or $121$) + $302$ (or $303$) = $424$ (or $425$)

Intiha (End) of occupation of Israel of South Lebanon: $458 + 470 + 302$ (or $303$) + $61 + 133 = 1424$ (or $1425$)

And that he resurrects the Dead and that he is capable of every thing (verse 6 of Sura 22): $1424$ (or $1424$ is the $1199^{th}$ Composite Number)

Lailat (Eve) of Magic + Shawaza (Sorcery): $75 + (268 + 1081) = 75 + 1349 = 1424$
These are Ayat (verses) of the Wise Book (verse 2 of Sura 31): 1424
(1423 or 1425)

HoWa (or He), the one who has descended (or revealed), to you, the
Book (verse 7 of Sura 3): 1424 (or 1423)

Bomb of Nagasaki, Japan: 187 + 1142 (or 1141) + 95 = 1424 (or 1423)
[The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time).]

Except as Angels and We have not made their Idda (count, number, or period) except as (verse 31 of Sura 74): 32 + 105 (or 106) + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 = 1424 (or 1425)

The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time).]

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Magic + Sha’waza (Sorcery or Witchcraft): 75 + (268 + 1081) = 75 + 1349 = 1424

Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin (verse 7 of Sura 17): 5 + 80 + 1232 + 107 = 1424

The Warners have arrived to People of Pharaoh (verse 41 of Sura 54): 1424 (or 1423)

Al-Rabi wa Al-Ushreen (The Twenty Fourth) + Tammuz (July as known in Greater Syria & Iraq): (304 + 6 + 661) + 453 = 971 + 453 = 1424 (equivalent to 424)

Khamis wa Ishroon (Twenty Fifth) + Ramadan: [701 (or 700) + 6 + 626] + 1091 = 1333 (or 1332) + 1091 = 2424 (or 2423)

Month of Ramadan which was brought down (verse 185 of Sura 2): 2424 (or 2423)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. When Victory of Allah comes and the Conquest (verse 1 of Sura 110): 2424

Day of Signing of surrender of the Japan + Nihaya (End) of the Second World War: 56 + [586 + 591 (or 592) + 95] + 71 + (241 + 187 + 597) = 56 + [1272 (or 1273) + 71 + 1025] = 56 + 2368 (or 2369) = 2424 (or 2425) (2424 is the 2063rd Composite Number) (2836 is the 2424th Composite Number)

Proper verses that are the mother of the Book and others which are Mutashabihat (allegorical or mysterious) (verse 7 of Sura 3): 3424 (or 3423) (3424 is the 2943rd Composite Number)

Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend (or are brought down) in
it, by the permission of their Lord, from every command. Peace it is (verses 3-5 of Sura 97):

\[
(75 + 335) + \left[ (810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487) + [137 \text{ or } 136] + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 \text{ or } 130 + 15 \right] = 410 + (1516 + 487) + 2011 \text{ (2010 or 2009)} = 410 + [2003 + 2011 \text{ (2010 or 2009)}] = 410 + 4014 \text{ (4013 or 4012)} = 4424 \text{ (or 4423 or 4422)} \text{ (4424 is the 3821st Composite Number)}
\]

(5108 is the 4424th Composite Number)

Verse 10 of Sura 44 is the 4424th verse of the Quran.

The U.S. - led invasion of Iraq started on March 19, 2003 (Muharram 15, 1424 Hijri).

♦ ليله نزول الوحي على محمد Lailat (Eve or Night) of Nuzul (descent or coming down) of the Wahy (Revelation) upon Mohammad: \(75 + (93 + 55 + 110 + 92) = 75 + 350 = 425 \text{ (425 is the 342nd Composite Number)}\)

سبعه محرم Seven + Muharram: 137 + 288 = 425

هلاك البريطانيون Halak (Devastation) of the Britaniyoon (Britons): 56 + 369 = 425

دولة شياطين Dawla (State) of Satans: 45 + 380 (or 379) = 425 (or 424)

الدولة الإسرائيليه The Israelite State: 76 + 349 (or 348) = 425 (or 424)

هد واشنطن Hadd (Destruction) of Washington: 9 + 416 = 425

هزة كاليفورنيا Quake (or Shaking Event) of California: 17 + 408 = 425

مريم + فاطمة Maryam (Mary) + Fatima: 290 + 135 = 425

كنيسة يوحننا معدان Church of YoHanna (John), Baptist: \(145 + (75 + 205) = 145 + 280 = 425\)

أسرى بعده ليلا Sent on a journey his servant at night (verse 1 of Sura 17): 425

الدجال + نقل جان بول من الفتيكان إلى المسجد الأقصى The Dajjal + Naql (transportation) of John Paul from the Vatican to the Aqsa Mosque: \((69 + 180 + 54 + 38) + 90 + 592 \text{ (or 593)} + 41 + (138 + 223) = 341 + 90 + 592 \text{ (or 593)} + 41 + 361 = 1425 \text{ (or 1426)}\)
My Lord. When the Promise of my Lord comes, he turns into ruins (verse 98 of Sura 18): \((212 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 212) + (108 + 26) = 1291 + 134 = 1425\)

Third Secret + Fatima: \([1030 \text{ (or } 1031\text{) } + 260] + 135 = 1290 \text{ (or } 1291\text{) } + 135 = 1425 \text{ (or } 1426\text{)}\)

These are Ayat (verses) of the Wise Book (verse 2 of Sura 31): 1425

Al-Khusf (The Land Collapse) of the United Kingdom: \(771 + 166 + 488 = 1425\) (This is equivalent to 425)

Intiha (End) of the United States: \(458 + 967 = 1425\) (equivalent to 425)

(1425 is the 1200th Composite Number) (1689 is the 1425th Composite Number)

Day of Signing of surrender of the Japan + Nihaya (End) of the Second World War: \(56 + [586 + 592 \text{ (or } 591\text{) } + 95] + 71 + (241 + 187 + 597) = 56 + [1273 \text{ (or } 1272\text{) } + 71 + 1025] = 56 + 2369 \text{ (or } 2368\text{)} = 2425 \text{ (or } 2424\text{)} \) (2838 is the 2425th Composite Number)

Nakba (Disaster) of the Nuclear War: \(77 + (241 + 108) = 77 + 349 = 426\) (426 is the 343rd Composite Number) (526 is the 426th Composite Number)

Day of Nihaya (End) of voyage of Apollo 11: \(56 + (71 + 243 + 45 + 11) = 56 + 370 = 426\)

The Dajjal, Messiah son of Yoseph (Joseph): \(69 + 149 + [52 \text{ (or } 53\text{) } + 156] = (69 + 149) + 208 = 218 + 208 \text{ (or } 209\text{)} = 426 \text{ (or } 427\text{)}\)

Awar (who has a defect eye) of the Engleez (English People): \(277 + 149 = 426\)

The Messiah + Awar (who has a defective eye): \(149 + 277 = 426\)

Moshe Dayan: \(361 + 65 \text{ (or } 66\text{)} = 426 \text{ (or } 427\text{)}\)

Day of fall of Al-Quds (Jerusalem): \(56 + (175 + 195) = 56 + 370 = 426\)

Haikal (Temple) of Banu (Children of) Israel: \(65 + 361 \text{ (or } 360\text{)} = 426 \text{ (or } 425\text{)}\)

Promise of Zawal (End) of Israel: \(80 + [44 + 302 \text{ (or } 303\text{)]} = 80 + 346 \text{ (or } 347\text{)} = 426 \text{ (or } 427\text{)}\)
An يرحمك وان That He may have mercy on you. And if (verse 8 of Sura 17): 426

يوم وعد قيامة سيدني Day of Promise of Qiyama (rise or resurrection) of Sydney: 56 + 80 + 156 + 134 = 426

ساعة قيامة سيدني Hour of Qiyama (rise or resurrection) of Sydney: 136 + 156 + 134 = 426

وعد ربي + سيدني Promise of my Lord (God) (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Sydney: (80 + 212) + 134 = 426

وعد ربي جعله دكة (108 + 107) = 292 + 134 = 426

ثالث سر + فاطمة Third Secret + Fatima: [1031 (or 1030) + 260] + 135 = 1291 (or 1290) + 135 = 1426 (or 1425)

الجِلّال + نقل جان بول من الفتيان إلى المسجد الأقصى The Dajjal + Naql (transportation) of John Paul from the Vatican to the Aqsa Mosque: (69 + 180 + 54 + 38) + 90 + 593 (or 592) + 41 + (138 + 223) = 341 + 90 + 593 (or 592) + 41 + 361 = 1426 (or 1425) (1426 is the 1201st Composite Number)

(1690 is the 1426th Composite Number)

الخريف تعادل Taadul (Equinox or Equality) of the Autumn: 505 + 921 = 1426

(The Autumn Equinox happens in the Northern Hemisphere annually either on September 22 or 23.)

الثالث والعشرين + سبتمبر Al-Thalith Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Third) + September: [1061 (or 1062) + 661] + 704 = 1722 (or 1723) + 704 = 2426 (or 2427)

يوم ثلاث وعشرين + سبتمبر Day of Thalath wa Ishreen (Twenty Third) + September: 56 + [1030 (or 1031) + 6 + 630] + 704 = [56 + 1666 (or 1667)] + 704 = 1722 (or 1723) + 704 = 2426 (or 2427)

الCaller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq (Justice), that is (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): (65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312) + 56 + [236 + 539 + 141 + 750 (or 751)] = 704 + [56 + 1666 (or 1667)] = 704 + 1722 (or 1723) = 2426 (or 2427)

1958 + تموز (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 15 + 1958 = 2426

خامس عشر + يولي + 1099 Fifteenth + Yuly (July) + 1099: (701 + 570) + 56 + 1099 = (1271 + 56) + 1099 = 1327 + 1099 = 2426 [The Crusaders conquered Jerusalem on July 15, 1099 Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian)]

خمسه عشر + رمضان Khamsa Ishreen (Twenty Five) + Ramadan: (705 + 630) + 1091 = 1355 + 1091 = 2426 (equivalent to 426) (2426 is the 2065th Composite Number)

 رمضان الذي أنزل فيه القرآن Ramadan in which the Quran was brought down (or revealed) (verse 185 of Sura 2): 1090 + 771 + 88 + 95 + 382 (or 382) = 2426 (2427 or 2428)
Very high in the ranks, who has the Throne, he casts the Spirit, from his command, upon whomever he wishes, from among his worshippers to warn about Day of the Talaq (Meeting). The Day they are Barizoon (clearly visible), shall not be hidden, (verse 15 – 16 of Sura 40): $(360 + 638 + 706) + (601 + 150 + 245 + 90 + 246 + 110 + 90 + 124 + 90 + 82 + 990 + 56 + 562 + 56 + 45 + 266 + 31 + 90 + 312 + 90 + 82 + 990 + 56 + 562 + 56 + 45 + 266 + 31 + 700) = 1704 + 4722 = 6426

♦ secret of the hour: $260 + 167 = 427$ ($= 7 \times 61$) ($427$ is the $344^{th}$ composite number) ($527$ is the $427^{th}$ composite number) ($3977$ is the $3427^{th}$ composite number)

Day we fold up the heaven (sky) like the Sijil’s fold-up (verse 104 of Sura 21): $56 + (75 + 133 + 39 + 124) = 56 + 371 = 427$

Battle of Armageddon: $123 + 304 = 427$

Moshe Dayan: $361 + 66$ (or 65) = $427$ (or 426)

Day of the Nasr (victory): $56 + 371 = 427$

Day of the Moon: $56 + 371 = 427$

Apollo 11 + The Moon: $(45 + 11) + 371 = 56 + 371 = 427$

and Zawal (end) of Israel: $80 + [44 + 303$ (or 302)] = $80 + 347$ (or 346) = $427$ (or 426)

Israelite City/State: $109 + 318$ (or 317) = $427$ (or 426)

Awda (return) of son of Mary: $85 + 52$ (or 53) + $290 = 427$ (or 428)

The Dajjal, Messiah son of Yoseph (Joseph): $69 + 149 + [53$ (or 52) + $156] = $69 + [149 + 209$ (or 208)] = $69 + 358$ (or 357) = $427$ (or 426)

The poles (of the earth) + Britain: $144 + 283 = 427$

The Saiha (scream) + Britain: $144 + 283 = 427$

Hadd (destruction) of Britain: $9 + (135 + 283) = 9 + 418 = 427$

Hadd (destruction) of China + Korea: $9 + (181 + 237) = 9 + 418 = 427$

Martin Luther: $691 + 736 = 1427$ (Martin Luther is the father/founder of Protestantism) ($1427$ is the $225^{th}$ prime number) ($1691$ is the $1427^{th}$ composite number)
Qatl (Killing) of Muslims of Srebrenica, Bosnia: \[530 + 180 + 563 (or 553)] + 154 = 1273 (or 1263) + 154 = 1427 (or 1417)

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of Magic + Sha’waza (Sorcery or Witchcraft): \[56 + 22 + (268 + 1081) = 56 + (22 + 1349) = 56 + 1371 = 1427\]

Day the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) breaks out (erupts or starts) + The Israa + the Miraj (miraculous heavenly journey): \[56 + 546 + 186 (or 187)] + (294 + 345) = 788 (or 789) + 639 = 1427 (or 1428)

Itidal (Equinox) of the Autumn: \[506 + 921 = 1427 \] (The Autumn Equinox happens in the Northern Hemisphere annually either on September 22 or 23.)

Al-Thalith Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Third) + September: \[1062 (or 1061) + 661 + 704 = 1723 (or 1722) + 704 = 2427 (or 2426)\]

Day of Thalath wa Ishreen (Twenty Third) + September: \[56 + [1031 (or 1030) + 6 + 630] + 704 = [56 + 1667 (or 1666)] + 704 = 1723 (or 1722) + 704 = 2427 (or 2426)\]

After him to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the land. When (verse 104 of Sura 17): \[81 + 92 + 302 (or 303) + 138 + 1032 + 782 = 2427 (or 2428) \] (equivalent to 427)

The Angels and the Spirit in it, by the permission of their Lord from every Amr (command or matter), peace, it is, till (verses 4 - 5 of Sura 97): \[(136 + 6 + 245 + 96) + (753 + 247) + (90 + 50 + 241) + [130 (or 131) + 15 + 418] = 483 + 1000 + 381 + 563 (or 564) = 2427 (or 2428) (= 3 x 809) \] (2427 is the 2066th Composite Number)

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times). When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun and Moon are combined. The human being says: (verse 6 – 10 of Sura 75): \[56 + (582 + 782 + 302)] + (323 + 6 + 740 + 371 + 6 + 113 + 431 + 371 + 146 + 192) = (56 + 1666) + 2705 = 1722 + 2705 = 4427

who has the Throne, he casts the Spirit, from his command, upon whomever he wishes, from among his worshippers to warn about Day of the Talaq (Meeting). The Day they are Barizoon (clearly visible), shall not be hidden, (verse 15 – 16 of Sura 40): \[(706 + 601 + 150 + 245 + 90 + 246 + 110 + 90 + 312 + 90 + 82) + (990 + 56 + 562 + 56 + 45 + 265 + 31 + 700) = 2722 + 2705 = 5427\]
Tawheed (Unification or Believing in Oneness of God): \(428\) (\(428\) is the \(345^{th}\) Composite Number) (\(528\) is the \(428^{th}\) Composite Number)

Taipei: \(428\)

Raj’a (Return) of Jesus: \(278 + 150 = 428\)

Awda (Return) of Son of Mary: \(85 + 53 \text{ (or} 52) + 290 = 428 \text{ (or} 427\)

Al-Hussein son of Ali son of Abi Taleb: \(159 + (52 + 110 + 52 + 13 + 42) = 159 + 269 = 428\)

It knowledge of it is with Allah (verse 187 of Sura 7): \(428\)

To the people, their Judgment, and they are in (verse 1 of Sura 21): \((171 + 116) + (6 + 45) + 90 = (287 + 51) + 90 = 338 + 90 = 428\)

On Shawwal 1: \(90 + (337 + 1) = 90 + 338 = 428\)

Wall of the Satan: \(28 + 400 = 428\)

The World War: \(241 + 187 = 428\)

Al-Haqa (Inevitable Event) + Britain: \(145 + 283 = 428 \text{ (equivalent to} 428\)

Halak (Perishing) of New Yorkiyeen (New Yorkers): \(56 + 372 = 428 \text{ (equivalent to} 428\)

Halak (Perishing) of Al-Amerikiyeen (The Americans): \(56 + 372 = 428 \text{ (equivalent to} 428\)

Zwal (Vanishing) of Al-Amerikan (The Americans): \(75 + 353 = 428 \text{ (equivalent to} 428\)

Al-Hadda (Incident of Destruction) of State of Florida: \(45 + 383 = 428 \text{ (equivalent to} 428\)

Saiha (Scream) of Denmark: \(113 + 315 = 428 \text{ (equivalent to} 428\)

The Nuclear Missiles of Paris City: \(1046 + 382 = 1428 \text{ (equivalent to} 428\)

Collapse of City of Peter: \(771 + 657 = 1428\)
When they wondered how a warner came to them in vain and they were  of Sura 38: (68 + 181 + 6 + 181) + (51 + 50 + 990) = 337 + 1091 = 1428

Day the Qiyama (Resurrection, Beginning of End Times, Upheaval) breaks out (erupts or starts) + The Israa + the Miraj (miraculous heavenly journey): [56 + 546 + 187 (or 186)] + (294 + 345) = 789 (or 788) + 639 = 1428 (or 1427) (1428 is the 1202nd Composite Number) (1692 is the 1428th Composite Number)

After him to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the land. When (verse 104 of Sura 17): 81 + 92 + 303 (or 302) + 138 + 1032 + 782 = 2428 (or 2427) (equivalent to 428) (2428 is the 2067th Composite Number)

And we said, after him, to Bani (Children of) Israel: Inhabit the land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq, we descended it (or him) and in the Haq, it (or he) descended. And we have not sent you except as a Mubashir (Bearer of Good News) and a Nazeer (Warner) (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): 6422 + 6 = 6428 (These are all the words of verse 104-105 of Sura 17 which are the 23 words)

Haikal (Temple) of Bani (Children of) Israel: 65 + 364 (or 365) = 429 (or 430) (429 is the 346th Composite Number) (529 is the 429th Composite Number)

Day of Nihaya (End) of New York: 56 + (71 + 302) = 56 + 373 = 429

Day of Nihaya (End) of Israel : 56 + [71 + 302 (or 303)] = 56 + 373 (or 374) = 429 (or 430)

Eve of Hazm (Defeat) of Israel : 75 + [52 + 302 (or 303)] = 75 + 354 (or 355) = 429 (or 430)

Wahiya (Catastrophe) of Third World War : 27 + (210 + 156 + 1036) = 27 + 402 = 1429 (1429 is the 226th Prime Number) (1694 is the 1429th Composite Number)

Bidaya (Beginning) of Raj’a (Return) of Apollo 11 to the Earth : 22 + (278 + 45 + 11 + 41 + 1032) = 22 + 1407 = 1429
Intiha (End) of Azra (Virgin or Virgo): 458 + 971 (or 972) = 1429 (or 1430)

Intisar (Victory) of the Faransiyeen (French) + Maysalun: (742 + 491) + 196 = 1233 + 196 = 1429

[ On July 24, 1920 (Zu Al-Qada 9, 1338 Hijri) (Av 9, 5680 Jewish Calendar) (2422, 529th Julian Day), General Henri Gouraud’s French forces broke a truce, attacked, defeated the Arab forces of King Faisal bin Al-Hussein’s Syrian Arab Kingdom, led by Minister of War Yusuf Al-Azma, in the Battle of Maysalun, and captured Damascus the next day. This decisive battle led to the end of Syrian Arab Kingdom. ]

The Angels and the Spirit in it, by the permission of their Lord from every Amr (command or matter), peace, it is, till (verses 4 - 5 of Sura 97): [137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96] + (753 + 247) + (90 + 50 + 241) + [131 (or 130) + 15 + 418] = 484 (or 483) + 1000 + 381 + 564 (or 563) = 2429 (or 2427 or 2428) (= 7 x 347) (2429 is the 2068th Composite Number)

From one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by the permission (verse 3 – 4 of Sura 97): 90 + [111 + 505 + 487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753] = 90 + 2339 (or 2340) = 2429 (or 2430)

In his first international tour as a presidential candidate, that included 7 countries, Barack Obama visited Israel and the occupied territories. Obama arrived in Israel at night on Tuesday, July 22, 2008 (Rajab 19 (or 18), 1429 Hijri) (Tammuz 19, 5768 Jewish Calendar) (2454, 669.5th Julian Day). He met Israeli and Palestinian officials on Wednesday, July 23, 2008 (Rajab 20 (or 19), 1429 Hijri) (Tammuz 20, 5768 Jewish). Finally, Obama made a surprise visit around Dawn (shortly after 5:00 AM, before sunrise, while a clear moon helped illuminate a still-dark sky) to the Western Wall of the Aqsa Mosque (also known as Wall of Wailing for the Jews) on Thursday, July 24, 2008 (Rajab 21 (or 20), 1429 Hijri) (Tammuz 21, 5768 Jewish Calendar) shortly before leaving Israel to Germany. While wearing a white Yarmulke (Jewish skullcap), Obama visited the Western Wall for about 10 minutes and placed a prayer note addressed to God, in the cracks in between the stones of the Western Wall, that he had written earlier on stationery of King David Hotel where he was staying in his visit, and he bowed his head towards the Wall in quiet contemplation. An orthodox Jew yelled over and over: “Obama, Jerusalem is not for sale!”

♦ Al-Hussein son of Ali son of Abi Talib: 159 + 53 (or 52) + 110 + 53 (or 52) + 13 + 42 = 430 (428 or 429) (430 is the 347th Composite Number) (530 is the 430th Composite Number)

Haikal (Temple) of Bani (Children of) Israel: 65 + 365 (or 364) = 430 (or 429)

The Meroving (Merovingians, family/dynasty of the Franks that ruled France & Germany from 481 to 752 AD): 430
Ihya (Revival) of Dawla (State) of Bani (Children of) Israel: 21 + [45 + 62 + 302 (or 303)] = 21 + 409 (or 410) = 430 (or 431)

Day of Nihaya (End) of Israel: 56 + [71 + 303 (or 302)] = 56 + 374 (or 373) = 430 (or 429)

Day of Hazm (Defeat) of Israel: 75 + [52 + 303 (or 302)] = 75 + 355 (or 354) = 430 (or 429)

Day of End of Shaban: 423 + 7 = 430 (George Bush was born on Shaban 7, 1365 Hijri, meaning on July 6, 1946)

Birth of the Dajjal (Deceiver), Iblees (Devil) George: 46 + (69 + 103) + 212 = (46 + 172) + 212 = 218 + 212 = 430

The Messiah, the Dajjal, George: (149 + 69) + 212 = 219 + 212 = 430

Day of Qiyama (Rise or Resurrection) of the Messiah, the Dajjal: (56 + 156 + 149) + 69 = 361 + 69 = 430

Day of Promise of Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) of enemies of Allah: 56 + 80 + [151 + (77 + 66)] = 56 + 80 + (151 + 143) = 56 + (80 + 294) = 56 + 374 = 430

Day of Qiyama (Rise/Resurrection or Upheaval) of Son of David: [156 + (53 + 15)] + 212 = (156 + 62) + 212 = 218 + 212 = 430

hide it (the Hour). To be rewarded/punished each soul for (verse 15 of Sura 20): 1430 (equivalent to 430) (1430 is the 1203rd Composite Number) (1695 is the 1430th Composite Number)

Beginning of Ruju (Return) of Apollo 11 to the Earth: 22 + (279 + 45 + 11 + 41 + 1032) = 22 + 1408 = 1430

End of Azra (Virgin or Virgo): 458 + 972 (or 971) = 1430 (or 1429)

Driving out or Expulsion of the Filistiniyeen (Palestinians) from the Quds (Jerusalem): 805 + 340 + 90 + 195 = 1430

Lailat (Eve) of Magic and Shawaza (Sorcery): 75 + (268 + 6 + 1081) = 75 + 1355 = 1430

When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin (verse 7 of Sura 17): [502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837)] + 107 = 2323 (or 2322) + 107 = 2430 (or 2429)

Fifteen + Yuly (July) + 1099: (705 + 570) + 56 + 1099 = (1275 + 56)
The Crusaders conquered Jerusalem on July 15, 1099 Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian)] (2430 is the 2069th Composite Number) (2844 is the 2430th Composite Number)

There are 77,430 words in the Quran, excluding all the unnumbered 112 introductory Basmalas.

♦  ﺍﻟﺸﻤﺲ The Sun: 431  (431 is the 83rd Prime Number)  (531 is the 431st Composite Number) (3001 is the 431st Prime Number)

وعد الإستحقاق + 11 كوكب Promise of The Istifaf (Lining up or Alignment) + 11 Planets : 80 + 292 + (11 + 48) = 80 + (292 + 59) = 80 + 351 = 431

فقران Furqan (verse 1 of Sura 25): 431

يوم بداية الساعة + القيمة Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of the Hour + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 56 + 22 + [167 + 186 (or 187)] = 56 + [22 + 353 (or 354)] = 56 + 375 (or 376) = 431 (or 432)

ليلة الأول محرم Lailat (Eve) of the First of Muharram: 75 + (68 + 288) = 75 + 356 = 431

يوم وحده المملكة السعودية Day of Wihda (Unification or Unity) of the Saudi Kingdom: 56 + 23 + (166 + 186) = 56 + (23 + 352) = 56 + 375 = 431  |  On September 23, 1932 (Jumada Ula 22 (or 21), 1351 Hijri ) (Elul 22, 5692 Jewish), the Kingdom of Najd and the Kingdom of Hijaz were united to form the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and Abdul Aziz became the King of Saudi Arabia. That is why today, the Saudi National Day is celebrated annually on September 23.]

القيصر The Qaysar (The Caesar): 431

براق حسين Barraq (Arabic spelling of Obama’s first name) + Hussein: 303 + 128 = 431

حسام الدين بركة Husam Eddeen Baraka : [(109 + 95) + 227 = 204 + 227 = 431

المصرع The Masra’a (Death): 431

رسول منهم a Messenger from them (verse 113 of Sura 16): 296 + 135 = 431

أربعون صباحا Arbaoon (Forty) mornings: 329 + 102 (or 101) = 431 (or 430)

أيكم ينفعهم إيمانهم Their belief will not benefit them (verse 85 of Sura 40): 431

هد واشنطن Hadd (Destruction) of Washington: 9 + 422 = 431

إحياء دولة بنى اسرائيل Ihya (Revival) of Dawla (State) of Bani (Children of) Israel: 21 + [45 + 62 + 303 (or 302)] = 21 + 410 (or 409) = 431 (or 430)
Dawla (State) of Israel + The Jinn (demons): 45 + [302 (or 303) + 84] = 45 + 386 (or 387) = 431 (or 432)

Dawla (State) of Lucifer (Satan): 45 + 386 = 431

Dawla (State) of the Dajjal, the Messiah, the Muzayyaf (False /Fraud/Impostor): 45 + [69 + (149 + 168)] = 45 + (69 + 317) = 45 + 386 = 431

Nihaya (End) of the Awar + The Ahya (Resurrected People): (71 + 308) + 52 = 379 + 52 = 431

By/with the Truth, We have brought it/him down (descended it/him) and by/with the Truth (verse 105 of Sura 17): 431 (or 432)

The Dajjal Messiah son of Manasseh: 69 + 149 + (53 + 160) = 69 + 149 + 213 = 431

The Dajjal Messiah + Hurub (Exodus or Escape): 69 + 149 + 213 = 431

Promise of my Lord/God comes, He (God) turns it into ruins (verse 98 of Sura 18): (5 + 80 + 212) + (108 + 26) = 297 + 134 = 431

Promise of my Lord(God) comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + London: (5 + 80 + 212) + 134 = 431

Al-Saiqa (Shocking Event) of London: 297 + 134 = 431

The Russians + London: 297 + 134 = 431

Promise of Day of Qiyama (Resurrection) of Sydney comes: 5 + 80 + (56 + 156) + 134 = 297 + 134 = 431

Day of Qiyama (Resurrection) + Return of Sydney: (56 + 156) + 85 + 134 = (212 + 85) + 134 = 297 + 134 = 431

He bestows it (verse 4 of Sura 62): 431

Egyptians: 1 + 30 + 40 + 90 + 200 + 10 + 10 + 50 = 431

Banu Al-Amreek (Children of Americans): 71 + 360 = 431

Catastrophe + Al-Britaniyeen (The Britons): 58 + 373 = 431
Ibada (Annihilation) of Al-Aqsa, Al-Quds (Jerusalem): 13 + (223 + 195) = 418 + 13 = 431

Al-Hadd (Destruction) of France: 40 + 391 = 431

Hadm (Destruction) of City of Paris: 49 + 382 = 431

Annihilation of Kingdom of Britain: 13 + 418 = 431

The Catastrophe + Al-Britaniyeen (The Britons): 58 + 373 = 431

Messenger of/to England: 296 + 1135 = 1431 (equivalent to 431)

Ahmed Al-Asee + Kharab (Devastation) of Abra: (53 + 302) + (803 + 273) = 355 + 1076 = 1431 [Sunni Sheikh Ahmed Al-Asee, Imam of Masjid (Mosque) of Bilal son Rabah in Abra, a district of city of Saida, Lebanon, and his ally former singer Fadl Shaker, were defeated by Shia’s Hizb Allah and the Lebanese Army in a battle that started on Sunday June 23, 2013 (Shaban 14, 1434 Hijri) (Tammuz 15, 5773 Jewish) (2456,466.5th Julian). It lasted for about 24 hours till June 24, 2013. This means it happened in the Middle (or Half) of Shaban, traditionally an important day for Muslims.]

Fadl Shaker: 910 + 521 = 1431

Qiyam (Resurrection) of Pope John Paul, the Second + The dead (people): 150 (or 151) + (37 + 75 + 98 + 592) + 479 = 150 (or 151) + 802 + 479 = 1431 (or 1432) (equivalent to 431) (= 3x3x3 x 53) (1431 is the 1204th Composite Number) (1696 is the 1431st Composite Number)

Masra (Murder or Death) of Francis + Hadd (Destruction) of Vatican: (400 + 460) + (9 + 562) = 860 + 571 = 1431

Bidaya (Beginning) of the End Times + Hadd (Destruction) of the Vatican: [22 + 838 (or 837)] + (9 + 562) = 860 (or 859) + 571 = 1431 (or 1430)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Bid’a (Beginning) of Magic + Sha’waza (Sorcery or Witchcraft): 75 + 7 + (268 + 1081) = 75 + (7 + 1349) = 75 + 1356 = 1431

The Spirit in it by permission of their Lord, from (verse 4 of Sura 97): (245 + 96) + [(753 + 247) + 90] = 341 + (1000 + 90) = 341 + 1090 = 1431

Khamsa wa Ishreen (Twenty Five) + Ramadan: (705 + 6 + 630) + 1090 (or 1091) = 1341 + 1090 (or 1091) = 2431 (or 2432) (equivalent to 431)

Hierostratus + Harq (Burning or Setting on fire) of Haikal (Temple) of Artemis: 1347 (or 1348) + (308 + 65 + 711) = 1348 (or 1347) + 1084 = 2431 (or 2432)
To Bani (Children) of Israel, inhabit the Land, but when promise comes (verse 104 of Sura 17): 2431 (or 1432) (equivalent to 431) (£ = 11 x 13 x 17)
(2431 is the 2070th Composite Number)

بسم الله الرحمن الرحيم سبحن الذي أسرى بعده ليلاً من المسجد الحرام إلى المسجد الأقصى الذي باركنا حوله لنزية من

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Glory be upon the One who sent in a journey his worshipper at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings to show him from (verse 1 of Sura 17): [120 (or 121) + 741 + 271 + 83 + 71 + 90] + (138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 223 + 741 + 274 + 49 + 295 + 90) = 2162 (or 2163) + 2269 = 4431 (or 4432)

♦ The Communism: 432 (432 is the 348th Composite Number) (532 is the 432nd Composite Number)

بيتك your House (verse 37 of Sura 14): 432

في ليلة مباركة in a blessed night (verses 3 of Sura 44): 90 + 75 + 267 (or 268) = 432 (or 433)

يوم بداية الساعه + القيامه Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of the Hour + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 56 + 22 + [167 + 187 (or 186)] = 56 + [22 + 354 (or 353)] = 56 + 376 (or 375) = 432 (or 431)

السادس + حزيران The Sixth + Huzairan (June – in Greater Syria & Iraq): 156 + 276 = 432

دولة إسرائيل + الجند Dawla (State) of Israel + The Jinn (demons): 45 + [303 (or 302) + 84] = 45 + 387 (or 386) = 432 (or 431)

وعد يوم الساعه + البابا جان بول Promise of Day of the Hour + The Pope John Paul: (80 + 56 + 167) + 37 + (54 + 38) = 303 + (37 + 92) = 303 + 129 = 432

يوم واهيه الحرب النووية Day of Wahiya (Catastrophe) of the Nuclear War: 56 + [27 + (241 + 108)] = 56 + (27 + 349) = 56 + 376 = 432

المدن الأمريكية The American Cities: 125 + 307 (or 317) = 432 (or 442)

وعد ربي جعله دكاء و Promise of my Lord/God, He (God) turns it into ruins and (verse 98 of Sura 18): (80 + 212) + (108 + 26) + 6 = 292 + 134 + 6 = 432

غلب طغالي Taghalub (Victory): 432

غلب الشيطان Ghulb (Victory) of the Satan: 1032 + 400 (or 401) = 1432

غلب الشيطان the Satan has been defeated : 1032 + 400 (or 401) = 1432 (1432 is the 1205th
The Dead, We revived it and We got out (verse 33 of Sura 36): 486 + 85 (or 86) + 6 + 855 = 1432 (or 1433)

The Tabut (Coffin or Ark), in which there is Sakina from your Lord (verse 248 of Sura 2): 1432

Qiyam (Resurrection) of Pope John Paul, the Second + The dead (people): 151 (or 150) + (37 + 75 + 98 + 592) + 479 = 151 (or 150) + 802 + 479 = 1432 (or 1431) (equivalent to 432)

Day of Nihaya (End) of the Pope Francis + The Catholic Church: 56 + 71 + (37 + 460) + [176 + 632 (or 633)] = 56 + 71 + 497 + 808 (or 809) = 56 + 1376 (or 1377) = 1432 (or 1433)

Day of Nihaya (End) of the Pope Francis + Akhir (Last) Pope: 56 + 71 + (37 + 460) + [802 (or 801) + 6] = 56 + [71 + 497 + 808 (or 807)] = 56 + 1376 (or 1375) = 1432 (or 1431)

To Bani (Children) of Israel, inhabit the Land, but when promise comes (verse 104 of Sura 17): 2432 (or 1431) (equivalent to 432) (= 11 x 13 x 17) (2432 is the 2071st Composite Number)

Hierostratous + Harq (Burning or Setting on fire) of Haikal (Temple) of Artemis: 1348 (or 1347) + (308 + 65 + 711) = 1348 (or 1347) + 1084 = 2432 (or 2431)

Al-Thalith wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Third) + September: [1061 (or 1062) + 6 + 661] + 704 = 1728 (or 1729) + 704 = 2432 (or 2433)

Day of Thalatha wa Ishreen (Twenty Three) + September: 56 + (1036 or 1035) + 6 + 630) + 704 = 56 + 1672 (or 1671) + 704 = 56 + 2376 (or 2375) = 2432 (or 2431)

Fifteenth + Yulyu (July – in Egypt) + 1099: (701 + 570) + 62 + 1099 = (1271 + 62) + 1099 = 1333 (or 1332) + 1099 = 2432 (or 2431) [The Crusaders conquered Jerusalem on July 15, 1099 Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian)]

Six + May + 1916: [465 + 51 (or 50)] + 1916 = 516 (or 515) + 1916 = 2432 (or 2431) [Jamal Pasha, the Ottoman governor of Greater Syria, hanged prominent activists and intellectuals, opposed to his oppressive rule, in both Damascus and Beirut, on May 6, 1916 (Rajab 3, 1334 Hijri) (Iyar 3, 5676 Jewish) (2420,989.5th Julian Day). In commemoration of this event, May 6 is celebrated annually as the Martyrs’ Day in Syria and Lebanon. He is referred to as the Jazzar (Butcher or Slaught er er). He was born on May 6, 1872 (Safar 27, 1289 Hijri). He was killed on July 21, 1922 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1340 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5682 Jewish) (2423,256.5th Julian Day).]
1091 (or 1090) = 1341 + 1091 (or 1090) = 2432 (or 2431) (equivalent to 432) (3432 is the 2951st Composite Number)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Glory be upon the One who sent in a journey his worshipper at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings to show him from (verse 1 of Sura 17): [102 + 66 + 329 (or 330) + 289 + 121 (or 120) + 741 + 271 + 83 + 71 + 90] + (138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 223 + 741 + 274 + 49 + 295 + 90) = 2163 (2162 or 2164) + 2269 = 4432 (4431 or 4433)

Number of words of the Quran is: 77432 words

♦ في ليلة مباركة (433 is the 84th Prime Number) (533 is the 433rd Composite Number) (3019 is the 433rd Prime Number)

It is until (verse 5 of Sura 97): 15 + 418 = 433

رب العالمين (verse 6 of Sura 83): 202 + 231 (or 232) = 433 (or 434)

يوم الشؤم (Omen): 56 + 377 (or 378) = 433 (or 434)

كولومبيا البريطانية The British Columbia: 115 + 318 = 433

يوم الأعرار النجوم Day of the Awar, the Dajjal: 56 + (308 + 69) = 56 + 377 = 433

إسرائيل + جان + يأوجه + مأوجه Israel + John + Gog + Magog: 303 + 54 + 23 + 53 = 433

السلاح النووي + لندنيون The Nuclear Weapon + Londoniyoon (Londoners): 233 + 200 = 433

سقوط مدينة إنكلنز Fall of the Madina (City/State) of the Engleess (English People): 175 + 109 + 149 = 433

هاد دوله إسرائيل + يأوجه + مأوجه Hadd (Destruction) of State of Israel + Gog + Magog: 9 + 45 + (303 + 23 + 53) = 9 + (45 + 379) = 9 + 424 = 433

معركة جبل مجيدو Maraka (Battle) of Mount of Mageddo: 335 + (35 + 63) = 335 + 98 = 433

السماء + كفر The Heaven + Kufr (Disbelief): 133 + 300 = 433

الموتى أحياها واخرجنا The Dead, we revived it and we got out (verse 33 of Sura 36): 486 + 86 (or 85) + 6 + 855 = 1433 (or 1432)
He brings out the Living from the Dead (verse 19 of Sura 30): $813 + 49 + 90 + 481 = 1433$ $(1433$ is the $227^{th}$ Prime Number $)$ $(1700$ is the $1433^{rd}$ Composite Number $)$

Day of Nihaya (End) of the Pope Francis + The Catholic Church: $56 + 71 + (37 + 460) + [176 + 633 (or 632)] = 56 + 71 + 497 + 809 (or 808) = 56 + 1377 (or 1376) = 1433 (or 1432)$

About the Hour. Say: “The Knowledge of it is with Allah. And how would you know? Perhaps the Hour is (verse 63 of Sura 33): $1433$

Day of Ghazu (Invasion) of Luxembourg: $56 + (1013 + 1364) = 56 + 1377 =$ $2433$ $(= 3 \times 811)$ $(2433$ is the $2072^{nd}$ Composite Number $)$

Al-Thalith wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Third) + September: $[1062 (or 1061) + 6 + 661] + 704 = 1729 (or 1728) + 704 =$ $2433$ (or $2432$)

Those who have disbelieved from People of the Book and the Polytheists would not have desisted until the Bayina (Evidence) came to them, a Messenger from Allah, reciting purified scriptures, in which there are valuable books and those who have been given the Book would not have become divided (parted ways) except after the Bayina (Evidence) came to them and they have not been (verse 1 – 5 of Sura 98): $(70 + 80 + 791 + 307 + 90 + 36 + 453 + 6 + 651 + 250 + 418 + 856 + 98 + 296 + 90 + 67 + 447 + 178 + 259 + 96 + 422 + 155 + 6 + 41) + (780 + 791) + [413 (or 414) + 453 (or 454) + 32 + 90 + 76 + 41 + 450 + 98 + 6 + 41] = 6162 + (1571 + 1700)$ $= 6162 + 3271 =$ $9433$

1433 Hijri years are equal to $507,807.33$ days

The Hour + Promise of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, End Times): $167 + (80 + 187) = 167 + 267 = 434$ $(434$ is the $349^{th}$ Composite Number $)$ $(534$ is the $434^{th}$ Composite Number $)$ $(3023$ is the $434^{th}$ Prime Number $)$

Day of Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + Day of the Hour: $[56 + 155 (or 156)] + (56 + 167) = 211$ (or 212) + $223 = 434$ (or $435$)

In the name of Allah (verse 1 of Sura 1) + Promise of the Qiyama: $(102 + 66) + [80 + 186 (or 187)] = 168 + 266 (or 267) =$ $434$ (or $435$)

Bid’a (Beginning) of secret of the Hour: $(7 + 260) + 167 = 267 + 167 =$ $434$

Maji (Coming) of Abraha for the Hadd (Destruction) of the Ka’ba: $54 + 213 (or 214) + 39 + 128 =$ $434$ (or $435$)
لأدم فسجدوا الا أبليس لم To Adam, so they prostrated, except Iblees (Devil) was not (verse 11 of Sura 7): 434 (or 435)

يوم + اللعن إلى يوم الدين Day of + The Curse till Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment) (verse 35 of Sura 15): 56 + [186 + 41 + (56 + 95)] = 56 + [(186 + 41) + 151] = 56 + (227 + 151) = 56 + 378 = 434

يوم الشؤم Day of the Sho’om (Omen): 56 + 378 (or 377) = 434 (or 433)

أجل الشيخن أجل للدين + أجل الدين Day of Nihaya (End) of the life of the Dunya (World before the End Times) + Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment) (verse 35 of Sura 15): 56 + [71 + (60 + 96)] + (56 + 95) = 56 + (71 + 156) + 151 = 56 + (227 + 151) = 56 + 378 = 434

الساعة + مبارك The Hour + Blessed (verses 3 of Sura 44): 167 + 267 (or 268) = 434 (or 435)

يوم يناد المنداد + اليوم الدين Day the Caller calls (verse 41 of Sura 50) + The Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, Beginning of the End Times): (56 + 65 + 126) + 187 = 247 + 187 = 434

الساعة أدهى وأمر The Hour is more grievous and more bitter (verse 46 of Sura 54): (167 + 20) + (6 + 241) = 187 + 247 = 434

الرحيم الحاقة the Raheem. The Haqqa (Inevitable Event) (verse 1 of Sura 69): 289 + 145 = 434

إنما علمها عند الله و The Knowledge of it is with Allah (God). And (verse 63 of Sura 33): 434

رب العالمين Lord of the Alameen (People, World, or Universe) (verse 2 of Sura 1) & (verse 6 of Sura 83): 202 + 232 (or 231) = 434 (or 433)

ما أرسلت إلا have not sent you except (verse 105 of Sura 17): 434 (or 435)

البابا فرنسوا The Pope François (Francis – in French): 37 + 397 = 434

مسجد بلال ابن رباح Masjid (Mosque) of Bilal son of Rabah: 107 + [63 + 53 (or 52) + 211] = 107 + 327 (or 326) = 434 (or 433)

هلاك عبرا + سيدا Halak (Devastation) of Abra + Saida: 56 + (273 + 105) = 56 + 378 = 434

القدس + فلسطين The Quds (Jerusalem) + Palestine: 195 + 239 = 434

أربعين صباح Arbaeen (Forty) Mornings: 333 + 101 (or 102) = 434 (or 435) (This is part of a Hadith in which Prophet Mohammad (p) says Dajjal will remain for 40 mornings)

حتوله لنريه من Its surroundings to show him from our signs (verse 1 of Sura 17): 49 + 295 + 90 =
The Angels and the Spirit ascend to him (verse 4 of Sura 70): 434 (or 433)

When we heard the guidance, we believed (verse 13 of Sura 72): 434 (or 435)

Coming-down of + The Tariq (verse 1 of Sura 86): 93 + 341 = 434

The Star + Tariq: 124 + 310 = 434

The Fourth + Augustus (August): 304 + 1130 = 1434 (= 2 x 3 x 239) (Barack Obama was born on 4th of August, 1961) (1434 is the 1206th Composite Number) (1701 is the 1434th Composite Number)

The Quran, the Azim (Great or Magnificent) (verse 87 of Sura 15): 383 + 1051 = 1434

Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Ibida (Beginning) of Alamat (Signs) of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): (5 + 80 + 212) + 409 + [542 + 186 (or 187)] = 297 + [409 + 728 (or 729)] = 297 + 1137 (or 1138) = 1434 (or 1435)

The Pope John Paul, the Second + End of Vatican: (37 + 75 + 98 + 592) + 71 + 561 (or 562) = 1434 (or 1435)

Khuruj (Coming out or Exodus) of the Filistiniyeen (Palestinians) from the Quds (Jerusalem): (809 + 340 + 90) + 195 = 1239 + 195 = 1434

The Trumpet was blown (or sounded) (verse 20 of Sura 50) + Nuclear War: (730 + 90 + 327) + (210 + 77) = 1147 + 287 = 1434

Ajuj (or Yajuj - Gog) & Majuj (Magog) corruptors on Earth: 13 (or 23) + 6 + 53 + 240 + 90 + 1032 = 1434 (or 1444) (equivalent to 434)

Slowly (or gradually) and We have descended it/him a descent. Say: Believe (verse 106 – 107 of Sura 17): 560 + 6 + 142 (or 143) + 498 + 130 + 98 (or 99) = 1434 (1435 or 1436)

And a Messenger from them came to them, but they claimed he was a liar (verse 113 of Sura 16): (6 + 134) + (50 + 296 + 135 + 813) = 140 + 1294 = 1434
Joseph said to his father: O Father, I saw Ahad (verse 4 of Sura 12): \(1434\) (or \(1433\))

You know, perhaps the Hour is soon. Will (or wish to) hasten it (verse 17-18 of Sura 42): \(853 + 581 = 1434\)

The people to a Day there is no doubt about it. Allah does not renege (verse 9 of Sura 3): \(142 + 86 + 31 + 212 + (95 + 51 + 66 (\text{or} 67)) + 31 + 720 = 1434\) (or \(1435\))

I say: I shall fill Jahannam (Hell) from you and those who follow you, all of you (or all-together). (verse 85 of Sura 38): \(1434\)

This Worldly life is a temporary pleasure, and (verse 39 of Sura 40): \(1434\)

The Muzzamil, stay up the night (in prayers), except for a little while, half of it or decrease the period a little, or increase it (a little) (verse 1-4 of Sura 73): \(1434\)

The (direction of) the rise of the Sun, he found it, rising upon people. Have not (verse 90 of Sura 18): \(1434\)

A path, until he reached between the two barriers (verse 92 of Sura 18): \(2434\) (or \(2433\)) \(= 2 \times 1217\) (\(2434\) is the \(2073^{rd}\) Composite Number) \(2848\) is the \(2434^{th}\) Composite Number)

The Angels and the Spirit ascend to him in a Day, its value is fifty (verse 4 of Sura 70): \(2434\) (or \(2433\))

by our Command. You did not used to know what the book is and nor the faith. And but We have made it. (verse 52 of Sura 42): \(2434\) (\(2435\) or \(2436\))

I shall come to them from between their hands and from behind them and from their right and from their left (verse 17 of Sura 7): \(2434\) (\(2435\) or \(2436\))

To let you know the Ghayb (Unseen, Future, or Metaphysical aspects of life), and but Allah chooses from his Messengers whom (verse 179 of Sura 3): \(2434\)

O People of the Book, our Messenger has come to you, clarifying for you, after a long period from the (previous) Messengers, that. (verse 19 of Sura 5): \(2434\) (\(2435\) or \(2436\))

Allah upon the Believers when he sent them a Messenger from them. (verse 164 of Sura 3): \(2434\) (\(2435\) or \(2436\))
ءاﯾﺖ رﺑﻚ ﻻ ﯾﻨﻔﻊ نﻔﺴﺎ اﯾﻤﻨﮭﺎ ﻟﻢ ﺗﻜﻦ ﺗﻜﻦ اﻣﻨﺖ ﻣﻦ ﻗﺒﻞ او

سَأَتِي رَبِّي لَا يِنْفَعُ نَفْسِي إِيَنَّا لَا يُجِبِرُنِي مِنْ أَنْ

I have for you neither harm nor guidance. Say: will not protect me from Allah (verse 21 of Sura 71): **2434** (or **2435**)

اَنْفِعْ نَفْسِي إِنْا لَا يُجِبِرُنِي مِنْ أَنْ

Allah above their hands. So, whoever violates (his pledge), then he is violating to the detriment of himself. And whoever keeps what he has pledged (verse 10 of Sura 48): **2434**

اَنْفِعْ نَفْسِي إِنْا لَا يُجِبِرُنِي مِنْ أَنْ

O My Father, this is the interpretation of my vision, from before. My Lord has made it (verse 100 of Sura 12): **2434** (2435 or 2436)

اَنْفِعْ نَفْسِي إِنْا لَا يُجِبِرُنِي مِنْ أَنْ

The gathering, that is the day of the Taghabun (verse 9 of Sura 64): **2434**

اَنْفِعْ نَفْسِي إِنْا لَا يُجِبِرُنِي مِنْ أَنْ

This is their place on Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment) (verse 54 of Sura 56): **2434**

اَنْفِعْ نَفْسِي إِنْا لَا يُجِبِرُنِي مِنْ أَنْ

The one who sent on a journey his servant at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque, which we have blessed its surroundings, to show him (verse 1 of Sura 17): **3434** (3435 or 3436) (equivalent to 434) (3434 is the 2952**nd** Composite Number)

اَنْفِعْ نَفْسِي إِنْا لَا يُجِبِرُنِي مِنْ أَنْ

The True Promise, the sights of those who disbelieve will be stunned (verse 97 of Sura 21): **3434** (3433 or 3435)

اَنْفِعْ نَفْسِي إِنْا لَا يُجِبِرُنِي مِنْ أَنْ

capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to deny what is coming ahead of him. He asks: when will Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of the End Times) be? When the sight sparkled and (verse 4 – 8 of Sura 75): **3434** (3435 or 3436)

اَنْفِعْ نَفْسِي إِنْا لَا يُجِبِرُنِي مِنْ أَنْ
لئن سأل أبا القTERSآملة: "أيّام الآمن الله يهاب، وعذابه أكيم!" (القرآن، سورة 75:3)

And I do swear by the self-reproaching spirit. Does the human being think that We are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, We are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to deny what is coming ahead of him. He asks: when will Day of the Qiyama be? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun (and the Moon) are combined, (verse 1–9 of Sura 75): 7434 (or 7435) (equivalent to 434) (7434 is the 6491\textsuperscript{st} Composite Number)

In Daniel’s vision in the Bible:

“From the issuing of the decree to restore and rebuild Jerusalem until the Anointed One, the ruler, comes, there will be seven 'sevens,' and sixty-two sevens.” (Daniel 9:25)

The 62 sevens are equal to: $62 \times 7 = 434$

In Daniel’s vision in the Bible:

“From the issuing of the decree to restore and rebuild Jerusalem until the Anointed One, the ruler, comes, there will be seven 'sevens,' and sixty-two sevens.” (Daniel 9:25)

The 62 sevens are equal to: $62 \times 7 = 434$

We evaluated (verse 23 of Sura 77): 435 ($= 31 + 404$) (435 is the 350\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) (535 is the 435\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) (3037 is the 435\textsuperscript{th} Prime Number)

Almighty Allah, being witness (verse 17 of Sura 9): $66 + 369 (or 370) = 435 (or 436)$

They perform Omra (visit with prescribed religious rituals) of Mosques (verse 17 of Sura 9): $327 + 108 (or 107) = 435 (or 434)$

We have not sent you, except as (verse 105 of Sura 17): $41 + 362 (or 361) + 32 = 435 (or 434)$

They perform Omra (visit with prescribed religious rituals) of Mosques (verse 17 of Sura 9): $327 + 108 (or 107) = 435 (or 434)$

We evaluated (verse 23 of Sura 77): 435 ($= 31 + 404$) (435 is the 350\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) (535 is the 435\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) (3037 is the 435\textsuperscript{th} Prime Number)

Almighty Allah, being witness (verse 17 of Sura 9): $66 + 369 (or 370) = 435 (or 436)$

They perform Omra (visit with prescribed religious rituals) of Mosques (verse 17 of Sura 9): $327 + 108 (or 107) = 435 (or 434)$

We have not sent you, except as (verse 105 of Sura 17): $41 + 362 (or 361) + 32 = 435 (or 434)$

They perform Omra (visit with prescribed religious rituals) of Mosques (verse 17 of Sura 9): $327 + 108 (or 107) = 435 (or 434)$

We have not sent you, except as (verse 105 of Sura 17): $41 + 362 (or 361) + 32 = 435 (or 434)$

They perform Omra (visit with prescribed religious rituals) of Mosques (verse 17 of Sura 9): $327 + 108 (or 107) = 435 (or 434)$
Church of Jan (John), the Baptist: $145 + (54 + 236) = 145 + 290 = 435$

To Adam. So, they prostrated except Iblees. He was not (verse 11 of Sura 7): $435 \text{ (or 434)}$

Faraqnahu (we have spaced it) (verse 106 of Sura 17): $435 \text{ (or 436)}$

except for a little while, half of it or (verse 2 of Sura 73): $435$

the angels except in the Haq and they have not (verse 8 of Sura 15): $435$

wants the Ajila (what is coming hastily) (verse 18 of Sura 17): $435$

O My Son, I see in (verse 102 of Sura 37): $11 + 62 + 61 + 211 + 90 = 435$

Nihaya (End) of Kingdom + The Saleebiyoon (Crusaders): $71 + (135 + 229) = 71 + 364 = 435 \text{ (or 436)}$

Nihaya (End) of Bani (Children) of Israel: $71 + [62 + 302 \text{ (or 303)}] = 71 + 364 \text{ (or 365)} = 435 \text{ (or 436)}$

Lebanon + Israel: $133 + 302 \text{ (or 303)} = 435 \text{ (or 436)}$

Victory of the Deen (Religion or Judgment): $340 + 95 = 435$

Ibn (son) of AbdAllah bin (son) of Abd Al-Mutalib: $53 + (76 + 66) + 52 + (76 + 112) = 53 + 142 + 52 + 188 = 435$ (Prophet Mohammad (p)’s father’s name was AbdAllah and his paternal grandfather’s name was Abd Al-Mutalib)

The Prophet + Whom Allah has chosen him: $93 + [90 + (186 + 66)] = 93 + (90 + 252) = 93 + 342 = 435$

And he was a Messenger, Prophet (verse 51 of Sura 19): $6 + 71 + 296 \text{ (or 297)} + 62 \text{ (or 63)} = 435 \text{ (or 437)}$

The Quddous (Holy), the Aziz (Dear), the Hakeem (Wise) (verse 1 of Sura 62): $201 + 125 + 109 = 435$

Day of Execution of Saddam Hussein: $56 + [116 + (135 + 128)] = 56 + (116 + 263) = 56 + 379 = 435$

Day of Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + Day of the Hour: $[56 + 156 \text{ (or 155)}] + (56 + 167) = 212 \text{ (or 211)} + 223 = 435 \text{ (or 434)}$

Lailat (Eve) of Bid’a (Beginning) of the Hour + The Qiyama (Resurrection
(or Upheaval): $75 + 7 + [167 + 186 (or 187)] = 75 + [7 + 353 (or 354)] = 75 + 360 (or 361) = \textbf{435} (or 436)

Day of Hadd (Destruction) of the Aqsa Mosque: $56 + 9 + (138 + 232) = 56 + (9 + 370) = 56 + 379 = \textbf{435}

Day of November + 1 : $56 + (378 + 1) = 56 + 379 = \textbf{435}$

[ On Wednesday, \textbf{November 1, 1922} (Rabi Awwal 11, 1341 Hijri) (Heshvan 10, 5683 Jewish Calendar) (2423,359.5th or 2423,360th Julian Day), \textbf{Ottoman Sultanate} was abolished. The last Sultan Mehmed VI was forced to leave Turkey. He left Constantinople (Istanbul), aboard the British Warship \textit{Malaya} on \textbf{November 17, 1922}. He initially went to Malta for exile, but later on, he moved to the Italian Riviera.]

Majī (Coming) of Abraha for the Hadd (Destruction) of the Ka’ba: $54 + 214 (or 213) + 39 + 128 = \textbf{435} (or 434)

Day of Promise of Qudum (Coming or Arrival) of the Messiah: $56 + 80 + 150 + 149 = \textbf{435}$

Day of Promise of Jesus, the Messiah (Christ): $56 + 80 + 150 + 149 = \textbf{435}$

The Prophet Son of Mary: $93 + [52 (or 53) + 290] = 93 + 342 (or 343) = \textbf{435} (or \textbf{436})$

Descent of son of Mary: $93 + [52 (or 53) + 290] = 93 + 342 (or 343) = \textbf{435} (or \textbf{436})$

To Adam, so they prostrated, except Iblees (Devil) was not (verse 11 of Sura 7): $\textbf{435} (or \textbf{434})$

knows the soldiers of your Lord (verse 31 of Sura 74): $\textbf{435}$

When we heard the guidance, we believed (verse 13 of Sura 72): $\textbf{435} (or \textbf{434})$

Arbaeen (Forty) Mornings: $333 + 102 (or 101) = \textbf{435} (or \textbf{434})$

The Raheem (Most Merciful), Master of the Day (verses 3-4 of Sura 1): $[289 + 90 (or 91)] + 56 = 379 (or 380) + 56 = \textbf{435} (or \textbf{436})$

HoWa Allah is Ahad (One). Allah is the Samad (Eternal & Absolute). He does not beget (verses 1-3 of Sura 112): $\textbf{435} (\textbf{436} \textbf{or} \textbf{437})$

In the name of Allah (verse 1 of Sura 1) + Promise of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) : $(102 + 66) + [80 + 187 (or 186)] = 168 + 267 (or 266) = \textbf{435} (or \textbf{434})$

In the Haq (verse 105 of Sura 17) + The Israa (miraculous heavenly journey):
141 + 294 = 435

The Haq (verse 105 of Sura 17) + Messenger: 139 + 296 = 435

He saw from (verse 18 of Sura 53): (134 + 211) + 90 = 345 + 90 = 435

Day of Nakba (Catastrophe) of New York: 56 + (77 + 302) = 56 + 379 = 435

Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Mahdi + Jinn (demons): (80 + 212) + (90 + 53) = 292 + 143 = 435

Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Dajjal + Ihya (Resurrection) of Magog: (80 + 212) + [90 + (21 + 53)] = 292 + (90 + 74) = 292 + 143 = 435

The Mahdi + The Miraj (miraculous journey to Heaven): 90 + 345 = 435

The Mahdi + The Shahada (Martyrdom, Physical Realm, what is witnessed, or what can be sensed using our 5 senses) (verse 22 of Sura 59): 90 + 345 (or 346) = 435 (or 436)

The Dawn (verse 1 of Sura 89) & (verse 5 of Sura 97) + The Nile: 314 + 121 = 435

The Water is supposed to be divided between them. (verse 28 of Sura 54): 435

O Adam, shall I guide you to Tree of the Khuld (Eternity or Immortality) and (verse 120 of Sura 20): 1435 (1435 is the 1207th Composite Number) (1702 is the 1435th Composite Number)

Day of approach of Adam to the Tree: 56 + [704 + 46 (or 45) + 90 + 539] = 56 + 1379 = 1435 (or 1434)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Adam’s tasting of a tree: 75 + (807 + 45 + 508) = 75 + 1360 = 1435
to bring out the people from (verse 1 of Sura 14): $1203 + 142 + 90 = 1435$

Day of Hadd ( Destruction) of Vatican + The Catholic Church: $56 + [562 (or 561) + 176 + 632 (or 633)] = 56 + [9 + 1370 (1369 or 1371)] = 56 + 1379 (1378 or 1380) = 1435 (1434 or 1436)

Day of Hadd ( Destruction) of the Aqsa Mosque: $56 + 9 + (138 + 232) = 56 + (9 + 370) = 56 + 379 = 1435$

Day of Hadd ( Destruction) of Vatican + The Catholic Church + Israa of the Messiah, the Dajjal + The Aqsa Mosque: $263 + (149 + 69) + 593 + (138 + 223) = 263 + 218 + 593 + 361 = 1435$

The Pope John Paul, the Second + End of Vatican : $37 + 75 + 98 + 592 + 71 + 562 (or 561) = 802 + 71 + 562 (or 561) = 1435 (or 1434)$

We shall remove (or lift) the torment a little (or for a little while) (verse 15 of Sura 44): $1435$

The people to a Day there is no doubt about it. Allah does not renege (verse 9 of Sura 3): $142 + 86 + 31 + 212 + 95 + 51 + 67 (or 66) + 31 + 720 = 1435 (or 1434)$

Words of my Lord and even if we bring (a sea) like it as additional supply (verse 109 of Sura 18): $1435$

Its Ayat (verses), an Arabic Quran for people who know (verse 3 of Sura 41): $417 (or 418) + 353 + 283 + 176 + 206 = 1435 (or 1436)$

We (God) have not made People (or Guardians) of the (Hell) Fire, except Angels and We (God) have not made their Idda (count, number, or period) (verse 31 of Sura 74): $[41 + 154 + 101 (or 102) + 282 + 32 + 105 (or 106)] + 6 + (41 + 154 + 519) = 715 (716 or 717) + 6 + 714 = 1435 (1436 or 1437)$

The Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful). Cursed are the two hands of (verse 1 of Sura 111): $329 (or 330) + 289 + 802 + 15 = 1435 (or 1436)$

Slowly (or gradually) and We have descended it/him a descent. Say: Believe (verse 106 – 107 of Sura 17): $560 + 6 + 142 (or 143) + 498 + 130 + 99 (or 98) = 1435 (1434 or 1436)$

you know what Day of the Deen (Judgment or Religion) is, then how would you know what Day of the Deen (Judgment or Religion) is (verse 17 – 18 of Sura 82): $[235 (or 226) + 41 + 56 + 95] + 540 + [41 + 235 (or 226) + 41 + 56 + 95] = 427 + 540 + 468 = 1435 (or 1417)$
Praise be to Allah, Lord of the World, the Rahaman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), Master of Day of (verse 2-4 of Sura 1) + The Mahdi: \[ (83 + 65 + 202 + 231) + 329 + 289 + 90 + 56) + 90 = 1345 \text{ (or 1346)} \]

From gushing water coming out from the solid parts (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 86): \[ 1435 \]

The God-fearing shall be in paradises and rivers. (verse 54 of Sura 54): \[ (631 + 90) + [453 (or 454) + 6 + 255] = 721 + 714 (or 715) = 1435 \text{ (or 1436)} \]

The progeny of whom we have carried with Noah. He was (verse 3 of Sura 17): \[ ([915 + 90 + 129] + (110 + 64)] + (56 + 71) = (1134 + 174) + 127 = 1308 + 127 = 1435 \]

And the day we send/resurrect from each nation a witness upon them from (verse 89 of Sura 16): \[ 1435 \]

If we intend to destroy a town/city (verse 16 of Sura 17): \[ 1435 \]

Enters those (verse 14 of Sura 22): \[ 644 + 791 = 1435 \text{ (equivalent to 435)} \]

Prevailed over their affair (verse 21 of Sura 18): \[ + 110 + 286 = 1435 \text{ (equivalent to 435)} \]

So, seek refuge in Allah, He is (verse 200 of Sura 7): \[ 1311 + 68 + 56 = 1435 \text{ (equivalent to 435)} \]

more oppressive than those who forbid the Mosques of Allah (verse 114 of Sura 2): \[ 971 + 130 + 160 + 108 (or 107) + 66 (or 67) = 1435 (1434 or 1436) \]

by our Command. You did not used to know what the book is and nor the faith. And but We have made it. (verse 52 of Sura 42): \[ 2435 \text{ (2434 or 2436)} \text{ (equivalent to 435)} \]

\[ (5 \times 487) \text{ (2435 is the 2074th Composite Number) (2849 is the 2435th Composite Number)} \]

Day of Tasi wa Ishreen (Twenty Ninth) + Ayar (May): \[ 56 + (531 + 6 + 630) + 212 = 1435 \]

Day of Tisa wa Ishroon (Twenty Nine) + Ayar (May): \[ 56 + (535 + 6 + 626) + 212 = 1435 \]

Ayat (Signs) of your Lord. Does not benefit a soul its belief if it have not believed before or (verse 158 of Sura 6): \[ 2435 \text{ (2434 or 2436)} \]
I shall come to them from between their hands and from behind them and from their right and from their left (verse 17 of Sura 7): **2435** (2434 or 2436)

O People of the Book, our Messenger has come to you, clarifying for you, after a long period from the (previous) Messengers, that. (verse 19 of Sura 5): **2435** (2434 or 2436)

Designated (or pre-determined) Ajal (Date of End). The Ajal of Allah, when it comes, cannot be postponed if you (verse 4 of Sura 71): **2435** (or 2436)

We are sending the Camel as a Fitna (trial) for them. So watch them and be patient. And inform them (verse 27 of Sura 54): **2435**

And I have chosen you, so listen to what is being revealed (or inspired) (verse 13 of Sura 20): \(6 + 52 + 1621 + (651 + 71) + 34 = (58 + 1621) + (722 + 34) = 1679 + 756 = 2435\) (equivalent to 435)

The good deeds, for them, there is a reward, not undeserved. So, what (verse 6 – 7 of Sura 95): **2435** (or 2436)

The Spirit in it by the permission of their Lord for every matter (or command). Peace, it is, until the rise (verses 4 - 5 of Sura 97): \((245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241) + [131 (or 130) + 15 + 418 + 149] = 1722 + 713 = 2435\) (or 2434)

Lailat (Eve) of Nuzul (Descent) of the Quran, the Majeed (Glorious) from the Preserved Board to the Bayt of the Izza: \(75 + 93 + [383 (or 382) + 88] + 90 + (75 + 1065) + 41 + (412 + 113) = 75 + [93 + 471 (or 470) + 90 + 1140] + (41 + 525) = 75 + [1794 (or 1793) + 566] = 75 + 2360 (or 2359) = 2435\) (or 2434)

The Quran, the Kareem (Honorable) descended + The Preserved Board (from which the Quran descended) + Bayt (House) of the Izza (location in the sky where the Quran descended from the Preserved Board): \(87 + [382 (or 383) + 301] + (75 + 1065) + (412 + 113) = [87 + 683 (or 684) + 1140] + 525 = [776 (or 777) + 1140] + 525 = 1910 (or 1911) + 525 = 2435\) (or 2436)

Neil Armstrong stepped on the Moon: \(16 + 90 + 1958 (or 1957) + 371 = 2435\) (or 2434)

Day of Itifaqiya (Agreement) of Surrender of Japan + Nihayat (End) of the Second World War: \(56 + [597 + 591 (or 592) + 95] + 71 + [241 + 187 + 597] = 56 + [1283 (or 1284) + 71 + 1025] = 56 + 2379 (or 2380) = 2435\) (or 2436)
World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).
the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq we have descended it/him and in the Haq, it/he has descended and We have not sent you (verses 104 – 105 of Sura 17):

إلا الذين آمنوا وعملوا الصلاحت فلهم أجر غير ممنون فما يكذب بعد بادين

Except those who have believed and done good deeds, for them, there is a reward, not undeservedly. So, what will make you disbelieve in the Deen (Religion or Judgment) (verse 6 – 7 of Sura 95):

عند السنين والحساب ما خلق الله ذلك إلا بالحق يفصل الآيات لقوم يعلمون إن في اختلاف عدد السنين والحساب ما خلق الله ذلك إلا بالحق يفصل الآيات لقوم يعلمون إن في اختلاف number of the years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment). Allah has not created that except in the Haq. He details the Ayat (Signs) to people who know. It is in the Ikhtilaf (Variation or Variability) (verse 5 - 6 of Sura 10):

و لم يجعل له عوجاً فيما ليذرن بأساً شديداً من لنده وبيت المؤمنين الذين يعلمون الصلاحات إن لهم And did not make for it crookedness. Qaim (Valuable or title that refers to the Mahdi) to warn of great might from Him and deliver good news to the believers, those who do good deeds that there is for them (verses 1 – 2 of Sura 18):

لا تبقى ولا تذر لواحة للبشر عليها سبع عشرما جعلنا أصحاب النار إلا ملائكه Does not keep and des not leave alone. It darkens people. On it there are nineteen. And We have not made As’hab (People or Leaders) of the Fire except Angels (verses 28 – 31 of Sura 74):

يداً ابي لهب وتب ما أغنى عنه ماله وما كسب سيصلى ناراً ذات لهب وآمراته حماله الحطب في جيداً حبل The two hands of Abi Lahab and he is cursed. Shall not exempt him his money (or wealth) and what he has gained (or earned). He shall suffer in a fire with a flame and his woman (or wife), carrier of the wood. On her neck, there is rope (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 111):

ليله ناك وكان وعد ربي حقاً وتركنا بعضهم بعضهم يومذ يوج في بعض ونفح في الصور فجعلناهم He turns it into ruins and the Promise of my Lord comes true. And We shall leave some of them on that Day make waves against the others (each other) and the Trumpet shall be blown (sounded), so We gather them. (verse 98 – 99 of Sura 18): 3999 + 1436 (or 1435) = 5435 (or 5434) (equivalent to 435) (5435 is the 4717th Composite Number)

الارض واتبغوا من فضل الله واذكروا الله كثيراً لعلكم The landscape: Aim for the benefit of Allah and remember Allah a lot, perhaps you may (verse 10 of Sura 62): 1032 + 6 + 1410 + 90 + 910 + 66 (or 67) + 6 + 928 + 66 (or 67) + 731 + 190 = 5435 (5436 or 5437)

الساعة أين مرسها فيم أنت من ذكرها في ربك منتهيه إنما أنت منتر من يخشى The Hour: When will its docking be? while you are part of its remembrance (or mention). To your Lord is its end. You are a Warner for those who fear it. (verse 42 - 45 of Sura 79): 5435 (5436 or 5437)

بسم الله الرحمن الرحيم لا أقسم بيوم القيامة ولا أقسم بالنفس اللوامه أيحسب الإنسان ألت نجمع عظامه بل قادرين على أن
In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem.

I do swear by the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of the End Times) and I do swear by the self-reproaching spirit. Does the human being think that We are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, We are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to deny what is coming ahead of him. He asks: when will Day of the Qiyama be? (verse 1 - 6 of Sura 75):

\[ 5031 + [100 \text{ (or 101)} + 62 + 56 + 186 \text{ (or 187)}] = 5031 + 404 (405 \text{ or 406}) = 5435 \text{ (5436 or 5437)} \]

merasa\\u00e2\\u0080\\u0094\\u2018

It has become heavy in the Heavens and the Earth. It does not come to you, except as all of a sudden. They ask you as if you are privy to it. Say (verse 187 of Sura 7):

\[ 7435 \text{ (7434 or 7436)} \ (7435 = 5 \times 1487) \] (equivalent to 435) \ (7435 is the 6492\text{nd} Composite Number)

The Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of the End Times) and I do swear by the self-reproaching spirit. Does the human being think that We are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, We are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to deny what is coming ahead of him. He asks: when will Day of the Qiyama be? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun (and the Moon) are combined (verse 1 – 9 of Sura 75):

\[ 7435 \text{ (7434 or 7436)} \]

Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Worlds (People), the Rahman, the Raheem, Master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment). You are whom we worship and seek support from. Guide us to the Straight Path, the path of those whom you have given bounties, not those who are the subject of wrath and not (verse 2 – 7 of Sura 1):

\[ 8435 \text{ (8436 or 8437)} \ (8435 \text{ is the 7379\text{th} Composite Number}) \]

- Malaysian Airlines Flight 370 disappeared at 12:41 a.m. local time in Malaysia (4:41 p.m. U.T.C., Friday, March 7, 2014) on Saturday, March 8, 2014 (Jumada Ula 6, 1435 Hijri) (2456,724.5\text{th} Julian Day).

\[ 436 = 218 + 218 \ (2 \times 2 \times 109) \ (436 \text{ is the 351\text{st} Composite Number}) \ (536 \text{ is the 436\text{th} Composite Number}) \ (3041 \text{ is the 436\text{th} Prime Number}) \]

300 The Cave (verse 9 of Sura 18) + 300 : 136 + 300 = 436 (In Sura 18, the story of People of the Cave tells us that they remained in the Cave for 300 years.)

\[ 173 + 263 = 436 \]
Promise of Hadd (Destruction) of Dawla (State) of Israel: $80 + 9 + 45 + 302 = 436 \text{ (or 437)}$

Hisab (Judgment) of Bani (Children) of Israel: $71 + [62 + 303 \text{ (or 302)}] = 71 + 365 \text{ (or 364)} = 436 \text{ (or 435)}$

Nihaya (End) of Bani (Children) of Israel: $71 + 62 + 303 \text{ (or 302)} = 436 \text{ (or 435)}$

Nihaya (End) of Omr (age or life span) of the Hayat (life): $71 + (310 + 55) = 71 + 365 = 436$

Even if will not remain from the Dunya (World before the End Times) except: $(36 + 70 + 112) + (90 + 96 + 32) = 218 + 218 = 436 \text{ (This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi)}$

Lailat (Eve) of Bid’a (Beginning) of the Hour + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): $75 + 7 + [167 + 187 \text{ (or 186)}] = 75 + [7 + 354 \text{ (or 353)}] = 75 + 361 \text{ (or 360)} = 436 \text{ (or 435)}$

He has knowledge of the Hour (verse 85 of Sura 43) & (verse 34 of Sura 31): $(129 + 140) + 167 = 269 + 167 = 436$

And the Mizan (Scale or Balance) and how would you know (verse 17 of Sura 42): $436$

will its docking be? Say (verse 187 of Sura 7): $306 \text{ (or 307)} + 130 = 436 \text{ (or 437)}$

will its docking be? While you are (verse 42 – 46 of Sura 79): $306 \text{ (or 307)} + 130 = 436 \text{ (or 437)}$

The Raheem (Most Merciful), Master of the Day (verses 3 - 4 of Sura 1): $[289 + 91 \text{ (or 90)}] + 56 = 380 \text{ (or 379)} + 56 = 436 \text{ (or 435)}$

A Messenger came to them from (verse 101 of Sura 2): $436$

Promise of my Lord/God comes, he turns it into ruins and (verse 98 of Sura 18): $(5 + 80) + [212 + 108 + 25 \text{ (or 26)} + 6] = 85 + 351 \text{ (or 352)} = 436 \text{ (or 437)}$

Eid (Feast) of Qurban (Sacrificial offering): $84 + 352 \text{ (or 353)} = 436 \text{ (or 437)}$ (Eid of Qurban refers to Eid of the Adha)

Faraqnahu (we have spaced it) (verse 106 of Sura 17): $436 \text{ (or 435)}$

Scriptures of Abraham (verse 19 of Sura 87): $178 + 258 \text{ (or 259)} = 436 \text{ (or 437)}$
The Nusraniya (Christianity): 436 (or 437)

The Rosary + Mary: 146 + 290 = 436

Gospel of Son of Mary: 94 + [52 (or 53) + 290] = 94 + 342 (or 433) = 436 (or 437)

The Prophet Son of Mary: 93 + [53 (or 52) + 290] = 93 + 343 (or 342) = 436 (or 435)

Descent of son of Mary: 93 + [53 (or 52) + 290] = 93 + 343 (or 342) = 436 (or 435)

We made them Leaders calling to (verse 41 of Sura 28): 436 (or 435)

every command. Peace it is (verse 4 - 5 of Sura 97): 50 + [241 + 130 (or 131) + 15] = 50 + 386 (or 387) = 436 (or 437)

we divided it into Manazil (stages or phases) (verse 5 of Sura 10): 309 + 128 (or 127) = 436 (or 437)

the human being (think) that We are not going to (verse 3 of Sura 75): 192 (or 193) + 81 + 163 = 436 (or 437)

Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) (verse 42 of Sura 50): (56 + 236) + 144 = 292 + 144 = 436

Allah, being witness (verse 17 of Sura 9): 66 + 370 (or 369) = 436 (or 435)

Our might (or punishment), they said: We believe in Allah alone (verse 84 of Sura 40): 436 (435 or 437)

Coveted Victory (verse 3 of Sura 48): 341 + 95 = 436

New York + Sydney: 302 + 134 = 436

The Messiah, the Dajjal, George W.: (149 + 69) + (212 + 6) = 218 + 218 = 436

City of the Messenger: 109 + 327 = 436

Ibn (son) of AbdAllah ibn (son) of Abd Al-Mutalib: 53 + [76 + 66 (or 67)] + 53 + (76 + 112) = 53 + 142 (or 143) + 53 + 188 = 436 (or 437) (Prophet’s father’s name was AbdAllah and his paternal grandfather’s name was Abd Al-Mutalib)

Kuwait: 436
Eid (Holiday) of the Saudi Kingdom: 84 + (166 + 186) = 436

[On September 23, 1932 (Jumada Ula 22 (or 21), 1351 Hijri) (Elul 22, 5692 Jewish), the Kingdom of Najd and the Kingdom of Hijaz were united to form the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and Abdul Aziz became the King of Saudi Arabia. That is why today, the Saudi National Day is celebrated annually on September 23.]

Day of visit of Mohammad Anwar Sadat to Israel: 56 + 223 + 92 + 257 + 465 (or 466) + 41 + 302 = 1436 (or 1437)

[Egyptian President Anwar Sadat arrived for surprise visit to Israel for the first time, at night, on Saturday November 19, 1977 (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1397 Hijri), day of standing on Mount of Arafat, meaning eve of 1st day of Eid Al-Adha.]

For Allah to forgive you (verse 2 of Sura 48): 1320 + 50 + 66 (or 67) = 1436 (or 1437)

For Allah. He has taken upon himself the mercy to gather you for Day of (verse 12 of Sura 6. This is the 5436th verse from the end of the Quran): [65 (or 66) + 422 + 110 + 195 + 284 + 263] + (41 + 56) = 1339 + 97 = 1436 (or 1437)

The Trumpet is blown, so we gather them (verse 99 of Sura 18): 730 + 90 + 327 + 289 (or 288) = 1436 (or 1435)

The Ghurub (Sunset) and from the Night (verse 39 - 40 of Sura 50): 1436

The Raheem. Has there ever come upon the human a period of the Dahr (Time) (verse 1 of Sura 76): 1436 (or 1435)

We have not made People of the (Hell) Fire, except Angels and We have not made their Idda (count, number, or period) (verse 31 of Sura 74): 41 + 154 +
The demeaning torment from Pharaoh (verse 30 – 31 of Sura 44): \( 1436 \) (or \( 1435 \) or \( 1437 \))

We have sent Noah to his people (verse 1 of Sura 71): \( 102 + [66 + 329 + 289 + 52 + 342 + 64 (or 65) + 41 + 151] = 102 + 1334 (or 1335) = 1436 \) (or \( 1437 \))

When Our Command came, We (God) saved Salih (the prophet sent to Thamud) and those who believed. (verse 66 of Sura 11): \( 5 + 292 + 114 + 129 (or 130) + 797 + 99 \) (or 98) = \( 1436 \) (or \( 1435 \) or \( 1437 \))

As a guidance for people and as evidences/signs for guidance and distinction (of good versus evil), so whoever (verse 185 of Sura 2):

Its Ayat (verses), an Arabic Quran for people who know (verse 3 of Sura 41): \( 418 \) (or \( 417 \)) + \( 353 + 283 + 176 + 206 \) = \( 1436 \) (or \( 1435 \)) (This is the 2016th verse from the end of the Quran.)

The Bayina (Evidence), a Messenger from Allah, reciting purified scriptures (verse 2 of Sura 98 ): \( 98 + [296 + 90 + 67 (or 66) + 447 + 179 + 259] = 98 + 1338 \) (or 1337) = \( 1436 \) (or \( 1435 \))

Paradises and Rivers, in a seat of truth, at (the palace) of a king (verse 54 – 55 of Sura 54): \([453 (or 454) + 6 + 255 + 90 + 214 + 194 + 124] + 100 = 1336 \) (or \( 1337 \)) + 100 = \( 1436 \) (or \( 1437 \))

The Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful).
Cursed are the two hands of (verse 1 of Sura 111): \( 330 (or 329) + 289 + 802 + 15 = 1436 \) (or \( 1435 \))

Hour is coming, so forgive, the nice forgiveness. It is your Lord (verse 85 – 86 of Sura 15): \( 136 + 446 + 258 \) (or \( 259 \)) + \( 209 + 114 + 51 + 222 = 1436 \) (or \( 1437 \))

The people ask you about the Hour. Say: the knowledge of it is with (verse 63 of Sura 33): \( 120 \) (or \( 121 \)) + \( 142 + 120 + 562 + 130 + 92 + 146 + 124 = 1436 \) (or \( 1437 \))

The torment would have come to you and it shall come to them (verse 53 of Sura 29): \( 1436 \)
more oppressive than those who forbid the Mosques of Allah (verse 114 of Sura 2. This is the 121st verse): 971 + 130 + 160 + 107 (or 108) + 67 (or 66) = 1436 (1434 or 1435)

Then, ascends to it in a day, the duration of it is (verse 5 of Sura 32): (540 + 283 + 46 + 90 + 56) + (71 + 350) = 1015 + 421 = 1436

The distance from Basilica of the Vatican to the Aqsa Mosque : 217 + 90 + 134 + 593 + 41 + 138 + 223 = 1436 (The real distance from Saint Peter’s Basilica in the Vatican to the Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem is 1436 miles)

he makes you enjoy, good enjoyment, till a Musamma (named or specified) Ajal (Date of End) (verse 3 of Sura 11): 1436

Their Ajal (Date of End), they will not be able to postpone it (verse 34 of Sura 7): 79 + 31 + 1326 (or 1327) = 1436 (or 1437)

and what they record. You are not, by the grace (or blessing) (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 68): (6 + 41) + (335 + 41 + 451 + 222) = 47 + 1389 = 1436

And the Moon, I saw them, for me, prostrating. He said: O My Son! Do not (verse 4 - 5 of Sura 12): 6 + 371 + 656 + 40 + 128 (or 127) + 131 + 11 + 62 + 31 = 1436 (or 1435)

in this Dunya (World before the End Times) and on Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of End Times), they are from (verse 42 of Sura 28): 90 + 711 + 96 + 155 + 6 + 56 + 187 (or 186) + 45 + 90 = 1436 (or 1435)

their Cave for three hundred years, and increased by (verse 25 of Sura 18): 150 + 1030 (or 1031) + 56 + 170 + 6 + 24 = 1436 (or 1437)

Slowly (or gradually) and We have descended it/him a descent. Say: Believe (verse 106 – 107 of Sura 17): [560 + 6 + 143 (or 142) + 498 + 130] + 99 (or 98) = 1337 (or 1336) + 99 (or 98) = 1436 (1434 or 1435)

Your Lord, do you deny (verse 13 of Sura 55): 263 + 1173 = 1436

Ninth Month + The Hijri year : [531 (or 530) + 505] + (146 + 254) = 1036 (or 1035) + 400 = 1436 (or 1435)

The General Henri Gouraud was Representative of the French Government in the Middle East, in charge of enforcement of Sykes-Picot Agreement. After victory of the French forces in Battle of Maysalun and conquering Damascus, General Gouraud reportedly went to the tomb of Salah Eddin Al-Ayyubi (who defeated the Crusaders and liberated Jerusalem in 1187 AD), adjacent to the Umawi Mosque in Damascus, kicked it, and said: “Wake up Salah Eddin. We have returned. My presence here consecrates victory of the Cross over the Crescent.”]
Shall rule Israel + a man from Ahl Baity (People of my House). His name shall have a connection with my name (This is Hadith): 

(100 + 302) + (233 + 90 + 36 + 422 + 36 + 106 + 111) = 402 + 1034 = 1436

Shall rule the Amreek (Americans) + a man from Ahl Baity (People of my House). His name shall have a connection with my name (This is a Hadith):

(223 (or 224) + 128 + 51) + (233 + 90 + 36 + 422 + 36 + 106 + 111) = 402 (or 403) + 1034 = 1436

Barack Hussein Obama + a man from Ahl Baity (People of my House). His name shall have a connection with my name (This is a Hadith): 

[86 + 52 (or 53) + 938 + 326] + (233 + 90 + 36 + 422 + 36 + 106 + 111) = 1402 (or 1403) + 1034 = 2436 (or 2437)

Their prophet (said) that Allah has resurrected for you Talut (Saul or Paul) (verse 247 of Sura 2):

107 + 51 + 66 (or 67) + 104 + 572 + 90 + 446 = 1436 (or 1437)

(= 2 x 2 x 359)

That has the Buruj (Constellations) and the Day (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 85):

1101 + 242 + 6 + 87 = 1436 (1436 is the 1208th Composite Number) (1703 is the 1436th Composite Number)

William son of Charles Windsor + a man from Ahl Baity (People of my House). His name shall have a connection with my name (This is a Hadith):

[86 + 52 (or 53) + 938 + 326] + (233 + 90 + 36 + 422 + 36 + 106 + 111) = 1402 (or 1403) + 1034 = 2436 (or 2437)

So, We sealed upon their ears in the Cave for years (verse 11 of Sura 18):

[1133 + 110 + 797 (or 798) + 90 + 31] + (105 + 170) = 2161 (or 2162) + 275 = 2436 (or 2437)

We sealed upon their ears in the Cave for a number of years (verse 11 of Sura 18): 

2436 (or 3435)

by our Command. You did not used to know what the book is and nor the faith. And but We have made it. (verse 52 of Sura 42):

2436 (2435 or 2437)

روات برك لا ينفع نفس أذانها لم تكن عائمة من قبل أو Ayat (Signs) of your Lord. Does not benefit a soul its belief if it have not believed before or (verse 158 of Sura 6): 

2436 (2434 or 2435)

O People of the Book, our Messenger has come to you, and clarified things for you, after a long period from the (previous) Messengers. (verse 19 of Sura 5):

2436 (2434 or 2435)

What I have brought of a Book and Wisdom. Then, a Messenger came to you (verse 81 of Sura 3):

2436 (or 2435)
Allah upon the Believers when he sent them a Messenger from them. (verse 164 of Sura 3): $67 + (66 + 110 + 228 (or 227) + 701 + 572 + 135 + 297 + 90 + 236 = 2436$ (or 2435)

Then, repent to him. He makes you enjoy, good enjoyment, till a Musamma (named or specified) Ajal (Date of the End) (verse 3 of Sura 11): $2436$ (or 2437)

The Command of Allah is coming (has approached). So, do not hasten it. Glorified and exalted is he. (verse 1 of Sura 16): $402 + 241 + (66 (or 67)) + 111 + 974 + 125 (or 126) + 6 + 511 (or 510) = 2436$ (or 2437)

I shall come to them from between their hands and from behind them and from their right and from their left (verse 17 of Sura 7): $2436$ (or 2437)

by the self-reproaching soul. Does the human being think that We are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, We are capable of (verse 2 – 4 of Sura 75): $(223 + 113) + [81 + 192 (or 93) + 81 + 163 + 1016 + 42 + 364 + 110] + 51 = 336 + (2049 (or 2050)) + 51 = 336 + 2100 (or 2101) = 2436$ (or 2437)

Day of Itifaqiya (Agreement) of Surrender of Japan + Nihaya (End) of the Second World War: $56 + (597 + 592 (or 591) + 95) + 71 + (241 + 187 + 597) = 56 + [1284 (or 1283) + 71 + 1025] = 56 + 2380 (or 2379) = 2436$ (or 2437)

on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 a.m. (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431, 700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 p.m. (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).
The Water is supposed to be divided between them. Every (illegitimate) drink is Muhtadhir (gets you closer to dying). (verse 28 of Sura 54): 2436

O My Father, this is the interpretation of my vision, from before. My Lord has made it (verse 100 of Sura 12): 2436 (2434 or 2435)

He is the Knowledgeable Creator. And We have brought you seven of the Mathani and (verse 86 – 87 of Sura 15): 2436 (or 2437)

You will corrupt on Earth twice (verse 4 of Sura 17): 624 + 80 (or 90) + 1032 + 700 = 2436 (or 2446)

So, when he came to it, he was called: O Moses! So, take off your shoes. You are in the holy valley, Tuwa (verse 11 - 12 of Sura 20): (151 + 417 + 70 + 11 + 116 + 61 + 52 + 222) + (781 + 180 + 71 + 44 + 235 + 25) = 1100 + 1336 = 2436

And no one binds like his binding. O' you, the Mutmainna (assured, serene, or restful) soul: return to (verse 26 - 28 of Sura 89): 2436 (or 2437)

you do badly, it is to yourselves. When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin (verse 7 of Sura 17): [502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837)] + 113 (or 114) = 2323 (or 2322) + 113 (or 114) = 2436 (2435 or 2437)

Fifteen + Yulyu (July – in Egypt) + 1099 : (705 + 570) + 62 + 1099 = 1275 + (62 + 1099) = 1275 + 1161 = 2436 (2436 is the 2075th Composite Number) (2850 is the 2436th Composite Number) [The Crusaders conquered Jerusalem on July 15, 1099 Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian)]

Your Lord who created. He created the human from Alaq. Read and your Lord (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 96): 3436 (or 3435)

The Rahman on the throne Istawa (got seated). For him is what is in the Heavens and what is the Earth and what is (verse 5 – 6 of Sura 20): 3436 (3437 or 3438)
(destructive or shaking event), a Dak after another, and your Lord comes and the Angels line by line. And on that day, Jahannam (Hell) is brought forth. On that day, (verse 21 – 23 of Sura 89): 1032 + 25 + 25 + 6 + 5 + 222 + 6 + 121 + 171 + 171 + 6 + 14 (or 15) + 766 + 100 + 766 = 3436 (or 3437)

And on that day, Jahannam (Hell) is brought forth. On that day, (verse 21 – 23 of Sura 89): 1032 + 25 + 25 + 6 + 5 + 222 + 6 + 121 + 171 + 171 + 6 + 14 (or 15) + 766 + 100 + 766 = 3436 (or 3437)

قعود وهم علي ما يفعلون بالمؤمنين شهود وما نفعوا منهم إلا أن ائذينا بالله العزيز الحميد الذي له ملك السموت seated and they are, regarding what they are doing to the believers, witnesses. And they have not Naqamu (taken revenge or habored ill-feelings and intentions) against them, except because they believe in Allah, the Aziz (Dear, Exalted, or Almighty), the Hameed (Worthy of Praise), the one to whom belongs Mulk (kingship, dominion, mastery, or ownership) of the Heavens (verse 6 – 9 of Sura 85): 180 + 6 + 45 + 110 + 41 + 246 + 229 + 315 + 6 + 41 + 197 + 135 + 32 + 51 + 113 + 68 + 125 + 93 + 741 + + 35 + 90 + 537 (or 538) = 3436 (or 3437)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is ? Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is better (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 97): 3436 (3435 or 3437)

سافلين إلا الذين أمنوا وأعمالهم الصالحات فلم أجرب غير the Low except those who have believed and done good deeds, for them, there is a reward, not (verse 5 – 6 of Sura 95): 3436 (or 3435)

قدرون على أن نسوي بنائه بل يريد الإنسان ليفرح أمامه يسأب آذان يوم القيمه فاذ برق البصر و capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to deny what is coming ahead of him. He asks: when will Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of the End Times) be ? When the sight is sparkled and (verse 4 – 8 of Sura 75): 3436 (3435 or 3437) (3436 is the 2954th Composite Number)

الذي لم يجعل له عوجاً فيما ليذر بأساً شديداً من لده ويبشر المؤمنين الذين يعملون الصالحات ان لهم And did not make for it crookedness. Qaim (Valuable or title that refers to the Mahdi) to warn of great might from Him and deliver good news to the believers, those who do good deeds that there is for them (verses 1 – 2 of Sura 18): 4436 (4435 or 4437)

Some of it are Ayat (verses) Muhkamat; they are Mother of the Book. And others Mutashabihat (allegorical or metaphorical). As for those (verse 7 of Sura 3): 95 + 413 (or 412) + 509 + 55 + 41 + 454 + 6 + 801 + 1149 + 122 + 791 = 4436 (or 4435)
Does not keep and does not leave alone. It darkens people. On it are nineteen. And We have not made As’hab (People or Leaders) of the Fire except Angels (verses 28 – 31 of Sura 74): 4436 (4434 or 4435)

By the Promised Day and a witness, People of the Ukhdoud have been killed, the Fire characterized by the fuel. When (verse 2 – 6 of Sura 85): 4436 (or 4435)

A straight path. It is a Tanzeel (Brought-down Revelation) from the Dear, the Merciful, to you warn a people whose fathers were not warned (verse 4 - 6 of Sura 36): [299 (or 300) + 650 + 497 + 125 + 289 + 1380 + 206 + 51 + 90 + 1112] = 4436 (or 4437)

The Command of Allah is coming so do not hasten it. Glorified and exalted is he above what they worship beside him. He descends the Angels with the Spirit from his command upon whomever (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 16): 4436 (or 4437)

Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) it descended. And We have not sent you (verse 103 - 105 of Sura 17): 302 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 (or 143) + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 (or 362) = 4436 (4435 or 4437)
64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 = 335 + 410 + 100 (or 4102) = 4436 (4435 or 4437)

the Akhira (End Times) comes, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq it (or he) descended and we have not sent you except as a Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and a Warner. And a Quran Faraqnah (we have spaced it) (verse 104 – 106 of Sura 17): [838 (or 837) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 (or 361)] + [32 + 543 + 6 + 961 + 6 + 353] = 2100 (or 2099) + [1900 (or 1901) + 436 (or 435)] = 2100 (or 2099) + 2336 (2335 or 2337) = 4436 (4435 or 4437)

the Akhira (End Times) comes, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq it (or he) descended and we have not sent you except as a Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and a Warner. And a Quran Faraqnah (we have spaced it) (verse 104 – 106 of Sura 17): [838 (or 837) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 (or 361) + 32 + 543 + 6 + 961 + 6 + 353] + 436 (or 435) = 4000 (or 3999) + 436 (or 435) = 4436 (4435 or 4437)

The Hour: When will its docking be? while you are part of its remembrance (or mention). To your Lord is its end. You are a Warner for those who fear it. (verse 42 - 45 of Sura 79): 5436 (5435 or 5437)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. I do swear by the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of the End Times) and I do swear by the self-reproaching soul. Does the human being think that We are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, We are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to deny what is coming ahead of him. He asks: when will Day of the Qiyama be? (verse 1 – 6 of Sura 75): 5031 + [100 (or 101) + 62 + 56 + 187 (or 186)] = 5031 + 405 (404 or 406) = 5436 (5435 or 5437)

the Book and made it/him a guidance to Bani (Children) of Israel. Do not take, besides me, a patron. The progeny of the ones whom we carried with Noah. He was a thankful worshipper (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 17): 5436 (or 5437)

Promise of my Lord comes, he shall turn it into ruins and thus Promise of my Lord shall be fulfilled. And we let some of them make waves against others. And the Trumpet shall be blown (verse 98 – 99 of Sura 18): 5436 (or 5437)

My Lord.
When Promise of my Lord comes, he shall turn it into ruins and thus Promise of my Lord shall be fulfilled. And we let some of them make waves against others. And the Trumpet shall be blown (verse 98 – 99 of Sura 18): 6436 (or 6437)

الله الرحمن الرحيم الّذين كفروا لو كانوا مسلمين ذرههم وأكلوا ويتمنوا ويلهم Allah, the Rahman, the Raheeem. A.L.R. These are verses of the Book and an evident Quran. Perhaps those who have disbelieved wish they were Muslims. Let them eat and enjoy and be distracted by (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 15): (66 + 329 + 289 + 231 + 450 + 412 + 453 + 6 + 351 + 102 + 243 + 20 + 791 + 307) + 36 + 78 + 230 + 945 + 68 + 6 + 927 + 6 + 90) = 4050 + 2386 = 6436 (or 6437) (equivalent to 1436)

Taqweem (shape or form), then we abase him to the lowest of low, except those who have believed and done good deeds, for them, there is a reward, not undeservedly. So, what will make you disbelieve, after now, in the Deen (Religion or Judgment)? Isn’t Allah the most wise (verse 4 – 8 of Sura 95): [ 556 + 540 + 263 + 171 + 231 (or 230) + 32 + 791 + 98 (or 99) + 6 + 147 + 561 (559 or 560) + 155 + 204 + 1210 + 186 + 121 + 752 + 76] + [97 + 101 + 67 (or 66) + 71] = 6100 (6099 or 6101) + 336 (or 335) = 6436 (6435 or 6437) (equivalent to 1436)

The Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of the End Times) and I do swear by the self-reproaching soul. Does the human being think that We are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, We are capable of re-constructing even his finger-tips. However, the human being wishes to deny what is coming ahead of him. He asks: when will Day of the Qiyama be? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed. And the Sun (and the Moon) are combined (verse 1 – 9 of Sura 75): ( 187 + 6 + 31 + 201 + 233 + 113 + 81 + 193 + 81 + 163 + 1016 + 42) + (365 + 110 + 51 + 126 + 32 + 224 + 193 + 323 + 87 + 101 + 62 + 56 + 187 + 782 + 302 + 323 + 6 + 740 + 371 + 6 + 113 + 431 ) = 2337 + 5099 = 7436

The Mosques are for Allah, so do not Tadu (invoke, call or pray to) along with Allah any thing. And that when a worshipper of Allah arose Yaduh (invoking, calling or praying to) him, they were about to attack him. Say: I Adu (invoke, call or pray to) my Lord and do not worship any thing along with him. Say: I do not have the capacity for harm or guidance. Say: No one will protect me from Allah and I will not find a refuge in other than Him, except a proclamation (verse 18 – 23 of Sura 72): [51 + 139 + 66 + 111 + 481 + 110 + 66 + 14 + 6 + 56] + [ 71 + 141 + 76 + 66 + 95 + 32 + 142 + 115 + 37 + 130 + 92 + 82 + 212 + 6 + 31 + 521 + 7 + 14 + 130 + 61 + 31 + 91 + 90 + 1001 + 6 + 31 + 505 + 130 + 61 + 80 + 283 + 90 + 66 + 14 + 6 + 80 + 8 + 90 + 65 + 483 + 32 + 1033 (or 1034 )] = 1100 + 6336 (or
will its docking be? Say: the knowledge of it is with my Lord (God). No one uncovers its timing, except he. It has become heavy in the Heavens and the Earth. It does not come to you, except as all of a sudden. They ask you as if you are privy to it. Say (verse 187 of Sura 7): [306 (or 307) + 130 + (92 + 146 + 124 + 212 + 31 + 59 + 542 + 32 + 11 + 1030 + 90 + 539 + 6 + 1032 + 31 + 871 + 32 + 1407 + 176 + 91 + 98 + 126 + 130 + 92) = 436 (or 437) + 7000 = 7436 (or 7437) (equivalent to 436)

وإذا أعترونا عليهم ليعلمو إن وعد الله حق وإن الساعه لا ريب فيها إذ يتزعون بينهم أمراً ففقالوا أبنوا عليهم ريبهم أعلم بهم قال الذين علىهم المغضوب عليهم ولا

And thus we let them be found so that they know that the Promise of Allah is true and that the Hour there is no doubt about it. They argue among each other. So, they said: build above them a building; their Lord is more knowledgeable about them. Those who prevailed said (verse 21 of Sura 18): [6 + 770 + 822 + 155 + 186 + 51 + 80 + 66 + 108 + 6 + 51 + 167 + 31 + 212 + 96 + 701 + 593 ) + [107 + 286 + 218 + 60 + 155 + 113 (or 114) + 247 + 141 + 47 + 131 + 791 + ] = 4101 + 3335 (or 3336) = 7436 (or 7437)

Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Worlds (People), the Rahman, the Raheem, Master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgement). You are whom we worship and seek support from. Guide us to the Straight Path, the path of those whom you have given bounties, not those who are the subject of wrath and not (verse 2 – 7 of Sura 1): [83 + 65 + 202 + 231 + 329 + 289 + 90 + 56 + 95 + 32 + 126 + 6 + 32 + 640 + 61] + [331 (or 330) + 681 + 299 (or 300) + 790 + 561 + 155 + 1210 + 1879 + 155 + 6 + 31] = 2337 + 6099 (6098 or 6100) = 8436 (8435 or 8437)

We have created you from soil, then from sperm, then from a leech-like clot, then from a morsel of flesh, partly formed and partly unformed (verse 5 of Sura 22): 8436

We have created you from soil, then from sperm, then from a leech-like clot, then from a morsel of flesh, partly formed and partly unformed (verse 5 of Sura 22): 8436

And thus we let them be found so that they know that the Promise of Allah is true and that the Hour there is no doubt about it. They argue among each other. So, they said: build above them a building; their Lord is more knowledgeable about them. Those who prevailed said (verse 21 of Sura 18): [6 + 770 + 822 + 155 + 186 + 51 + 80 + 66 + 108 + 6 + 51 + 167 + 31 + 212 + 96 + 701 + 593 ) + [107 + 286 + 218 + 60 + 155 + 113 (or 114) + 247 + 141 + 47 + 131 + 791 + ] = 4101 + 3335 (or 3336) = 7436 (or 7437)
بيوم القيامة ولا أقسم بالنفس اللوافم احسب الإنسان أن نجمع عظامه بلي قادرين على أن نسوي نباته بل يريد الإنسان ليفجر أمامه
يسأل أيان يوم القيامة إذا برق النصر و حسم القمر و جمع الشمس و القمر يقول الإنسان يومئذ أين المفر كلا
by the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of the End Times) and I do swear by the self-reproaching spirit. Does the human being think that We are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, We are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to deny what is coming ahead of him. He asks: When will Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of the End Times) be?
When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun and the Moon are combined, the human being, on that day, says: Where is the escape? No, (verse 1 - 11 of Sura 75):

♦

 آل فرعون People of Pharaoh (verse 41 of Sura 54): 31 (or 32) + 406 = 437 (or 438) (= 19 x 23)
(437 is the 352nd Composite Number) (537 is the 437th Composite Number) (3049 is the 437th Prime Number)

أسبات بنية إسرائيل Asbat (Children or tribes) of Bani (Children) of Israel: (73 + 62) + 302 (or 303) = 135 + 302 (or 303) = 437 (or 438)

مملكة إسرائيل Kingdom of Israel: 135 + 302 (or 303) = 437 (or 438)

الانهزام + إسرائيل The Inhizam (Defeat) + Israel : 135 + 302 (or 303) = 437 (or 438)

وعهد دولة إسرائيل Promise of Hadd (Destruction) of Dawla (State) of Israel : 80 + 9 + 45 + 303 (or 302) = 437 (or 436)

يا بني إسرائيل إني O Bani (Children) of Israel: I am (verse 6 of Sura 61): 11 + 62 + 303 (or 302) + 61 = 437 (or 436)

و أتل And recite (verse 27 of Sura 18): 6 + 431 = 437

الوحي + القرآن The Wahy (Revelation) + The Quran: 55 + 382 (or 383) = 437 (or 438)

صفح مطهره Purified Scriptures (verse 2 of Sura 98): 178 (or 179) + 259 = 437 (or 438)

صحف إبراهيم Scriptures of Abraham (verse 19 of Sura 87): 178 + 259 (or 258) = 437 (or 436)

إنجيل ابن مريم Gospel of Son of Mary: 94 + [53 (or 52) + 290] = 94 + 343 (or 432) = 437 (or 436)

النصرانيه The Nusriana (Christianity): 437 (or 436)

352 = 19 x 23
94 = 2 x 47
3049 = 7 x 864
303 = 3 x 101
437 = 19 x 23
The Tower of the Clock + Mecca: \((205 + 167) + 65 = 372 + 65 = \boxed{437}\)

The Sun (verse 4 of Sura 12): \(6 + 431 = \boxed{437}\)

The Sun and (verse 5 of Sura 55), (verse 39 of Sura 50) & (verse 9 of Sura 75): \(431 + 6 = 437\)

City of the Mahdi + Angels + Basilica: \((109 + 90) + [105 (or 106) + 133] = 199 + 238 (or 239) = \boxed{437 (or 438)}\)

Vancouver: \(\boxed{437}\)

Wancouver (alternative spelling of Vancouver) + Canada: \(362 (or 363) + 75 = \boxed{437 (or 438)}\)

Wali (Guardian) of the Asr (Age): \(46 + 391 = \boxed{437}\) (This is one of the titles of the Mahdi)

His name is between Jumada and Rajab: \((106 + 62) + (58 + 6 + 205) = 168 + 269 = \boxed{437}\) (This is a saying attributed to Imam Ali about the Mahdi and the End Times)

His name is + Al-Walid + Son of Abd Al-Malik: \(106 + 81 + (53 + 76 + 121) = 106 + 81 + 250 = \boxed{437}\) [The Caliph Al-Walid son of Abd Al-Malik was one of the most prominent Umayyad Caliphs who reigned from 705 AD (86 Hijri) till 715 AD (96 Hijri). During his reign, the construction of the Aqsa Mosque was completed in 705 AD, construction of the Umayyad Mosque of Damascus was commissioned in 705 AD and finished in 715 AD (96 Hijri). Historians consider his reign as the apex of Islamic power. In the West, Muslims under the leadership of Tariq bin Ziyad started the conquest of Al-Andalus in 711 AD (93 Hijri). In the East, Muslims’ rule reached as far as the Indus River in India by 712 AD.]

The Imam Mahdi + Mohammad Abd Allah: \((113 + 90) + [92 + (76 + 66)] = 203 + (92 + 142) = 203 + 234 = \boxed{437}\)

the Huda (Guide or Guidance) from their Lord came to them (verse 23 of Sura 53): \(50 + 90 + 247 (or 249) + 50 = \boxed{437 (or 439)}\)

Ibn (son) of AbdAllah ibn (son) of Abd Al-Mutalib: \(53 + [76 + 67 (or 66)] + 53 + (76 + 112) = 53 + 143 (or 142) + 53 + 188 = \boxed{437 (436 or 435)}\) (Prophet’s father’s name was AbdAllah and his paternal grandfather’s name was Abd Al-Mutalib)

and was a Messenger, Prophet (verse 51 of Sura 19): \(6 + 71 + 297 + 63 = \boxed{437}\)

Feiha (in them or it) the Omr (life span): \(96 + 341 = \boxed{437}\) (This is part of Um Kulthum’s
song which hints to the Mahdi and the End Times)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Wall of the Buraq (animal that transported Prophet Mohammad (p) in the Israa. The Western Wall is called, by the Muslims, Wall of the Buraq): 75 + (28 + 334) = 75 + 362 = 437

Day of Wilada (Birth) of Alexander : 56 + (46 + 335) = 56 + 381 = 437

Of every command. Peace it is (verse 4 - 5 of Sura 97): 50 + [241 + 131 (or 130) + 15] = 50 + 386 (or 387) = 437 (or 436)

And in the Haq (True/Right), We have descended him/it and in the Haq (True/Right) (verse 105 of Sura 17): 6 + 141 + 143 (or 144) + 6 + 141 = 437 (or 438)

Promise of my Lord/God comes, he turns it into ruins and (verse 98 of Sura 18): 5 + 80 + 212 (or 214) + 108 + 26 + 6 = 437 (or 439)

will its docking be ? While you are (verse 42 – 46 of Sura 79): 307 (or 306) + 130 = 437 (or 436)

will its docking be ? Say (verse 187 of Sura 7): 307 (or 306) + 130 = 437 (or 436)

The Nashia (event or prayer) of the Night (verse 6 of Sura 73): 366 + 71 = 437

They are on the Fire (verse 13 of Sura 51): 45 + 110 + 282 = 437

People of the Elephant. Has not he made (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 105): 437 (or

self-reproaching soul. Does the human being think that we are not going to (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 75): 82 + 81 + 193 (or 192) + 81 = 437 (or 436)

Our might (or punishment), they said: We believe in Allah alone (verse 84 of Sura 40): 437 (435 or 436)

The Raheem (Most Merciful), praise be to Allah (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 1) & (verse 1 of Sura 18): 289 + 83 + 65 = 437

Master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment). You are the one we worship and you are (verse 4 – 5 of Sura 1): 437 (or 438)

divided it into Manazil (stages or phases) (verse 5 of Sura 10): 309 + 128 = 437

runs till a specified Ajal (term or end date) (verse 14 of Sura 35): 437

The Spirit to him in a day (verse 4 of Sura 70): 245 + 46 + 90 + 56 = 437
Shall not benefit you today (verse 39 of Sura 43): $80 + 270 + 87 = 437$

They shall not be supported to victory (verse 42 of Sura 28): $31 + 406 = 437$

They say: He is crazy (verse 51 of Sura 68): $202 + 56 + 179 = 437$

Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Washington: $21 + 416 = 437$

The Balad (Country) of Satan: $36 + 401 (or 400) = 437 (or 436)$

Nuclear Wahiya (Catastrophe) of the Amreek (Americans): $27 + 302 + 108 = 437$

Nuclear Wahiya (Catastrophe) of the New York: $27 + 302 + 108 = 437$

They are on the Fire (verse 13 of Sura 51): $45 + 110 + 282 = 437$

Mahraqa (Burning Incident or Holocaust): $437$ (The Mahraqa is the word used in Arabic to refer to the Holocaust. It means the “Burning Incident”)

Malhama (Battle) of Armageddon: $123 + 314 (or 304) = 437 (or 427)$

Shaban + 15: $422 (or 423) + 15 = 437 (or 438)$

Awwal (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $37 + (146 + 254) = 37 + 400 = 437$

Eid (Feast) of Qurban (Sacrificial offering): $84 + 353 (or 352) = 437 (or 436)$ (Eid of Qurban refers to Eid of the Adha)

Day of visit of Mohammad Anwar Sadat to Israel: $56 + 223 + 92 + 257 + 466 (or 465) + 41 + 302 = 1437 (or 1436)$ [Egyptian President Anwar Sadat arrived for surprise visit to Israel for the first time, at night, on Saturday November 19, 1977 (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1397 Hijri), day of standing on Mount of Arafat, meaning eve of 1st day of Eid Al-Adha.]

The Asghar (Shorter or Smaller) Eid (Feast or Holiday): $115 + 1322 = 1437$ (Eid of the Fitr is known as the Shorter Eid relative to Eid of the Adha which is the bigger or longer Eid.)

The Gharoor (Deceiver) (verse 33 of Sura 31) & (verse 5 of Sura 35): $1437$

The Ghuroor (Conceit) (verse 20 of Sura 57): $1437$

So, we seized (or grasped) him (verse 40 of Sura 28) & (verse 16 of Sura 73): $1437 (or 1436)$
So we drowned him (verse 103 of Sura 17): **1437 (or 1436)**

(When) Our Command came, We (God) saved Salih (the prophet sent to Thamud) and those who believed. (verse 66 of Sura 11): \[5 + 292 + 114 + 130 (or 129) + 6 + 791 + 99 \ (or \ 98) = 1437 \ (1435 \ or \ 1436)\]

This. Verily, the Command of your Lord has arrived and they are (verse 76 of Sura 11): **1437 (1436 or 1439)**

Zalazil (Shaking Events), so he fills the Earth with Equity: **1437 (or 1438)** (This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi.)

Allah pulls it off if he wishes: \[366 + 67 \ (or \ 66) + 702 + 302 = 1437 \ (or \ 1436)\] (This is part of a Hadith about the Caliphate in the End Times and the Mahdi who will serve as a Caliph)

Wise and Expert, that you do not worship except (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 11): \[78 + 812 + 32 \ (or \ 482) + 32 = 1437 \ (or \ 1436)\]

when those who disbelieved are about (or scheming) to slip you (verse 51 of Sura 68): \[51 + (35 + 791 + 307 + 253) = 51 + 1386 = 1437\]

Your Lord, not changing his words, and you will not find (verse 27 of Sura 18): **1437 (1439 or 1440)**

we revived them (verse 19 of Sura 18): \[770 \ (or \ 771) + 667 \ (or \ 668) = 1437 \ (or \ 1439)\]

their Cave for three hundred years, and increased by (verse 25 of Sura 18): \[150 + 1031 \ (or \ 1030) + 56 + 170 + 6 + 24 = 1437 \ (or \ 1436)\]

We (God) have not made People (or Guardians) of the (Hell) Fire, except Angels and We (God) have not made their Idda (count, number, or period) (verse 31 of Sura 74): \[41 + 154 + 102 \ (or \ 101) + 282 + 32 + 106 \ (or \ 105) + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 = 1437 \ (1435 \ or \ 1436)\]

Haven’t you seen what your Lord has done to People of the Elephant (verse 1 of Sura 105): \[71 + 600 + 110 + 180 + 222 \ (or \ 224) + 103 \ (or \ 104) + 151 = 1437 \ (1438 \ or \ 1439)\]

people those who say “We have believed in Allah and in the Last Day” (verse 8 of Sura 2): \[111 + 90 + 146 + 93 + 69 \ (or \ 68) + 6 + 89 + 833 = 1437 \ (or \ 1436)\]

Antiochus, the Rabi (Fourth): \[1133 + 304 = 1437\]
Masra (Murder or Death) of Pope Francis + Hadd (Destruction) of Vatican: 
\[(400 + 6 + 460) + (9 + 562) = 866 + 571 = 1437\]

And the Spirit in it by permission of their Lord from (verse 4 of Sura 97): 
\[6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 = 1437\]

Hour is coming, so forgive, the nice forgiveness. It is your Lord (verse 85 – 86 of Sura 15): 
\[136 + 446 + 259 + 209 + 114 + 51 + 222 = 1437\]

The End Times, they shall make your faces look bad (verse 7 of Sura 17): 
\[1233 + 124 + 80 = 1437\]

Their Ajal (Date of End), they will not be able to postpone it (verse 34 of Sura 7): 
\[79 + 31 + 1327 = 1437\]

Bomb of City of Nagasaki: 
\[187 + 109 + 1141 = 1437\]

[Nihaya (End) of Azra (Virgin or Virgo): 
\[466 + 971 = 1437\]

Do not make the Mizan (Balance or Scale) deficient (verse 9 of Sura 55): 
\[31 + 1267 + 139 = 1437\]

and the Moon are taken into account and the Star and the trees prostrate and the Sama (Sky or Heaven) (verse 5 - 7 of Sura 55): 
\[1437\]

you worship besides Allah are the fuel of Hell, you are 
(verse 98 of Sura 21): 
\[52 + 160 + 757 + 210 + 252 = 1437\]

For Allah. He has taken upon himself the mercy to gather you for Day of (verse 12 of Sura 6): 
\[66 (or 65) + 422 + 110 + 195 + 284 + 263 + (41 + 56) = 1340 + 97 = 1437\]

We have brought it down to you to bring out (verse 1 of Sura 14): 
\[1437\]

We have given you the Kawthar (Abundance or River in Paradise), 
so pray to your Lord and (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 108): 
\[52 + 160 (or 161) + 757 + 210 + 252 (or 254) + 6 = 1437\]
The People, fear your Lord. It is the shaking (verse 1 of Sura 42): 142 + 508 + 262 (or 264) + 51 + 474 = 1437 (or 1439)

We have sent Noah to his people (verse 1 of Sura 71): 102 + [66 + 329 + 289 + 52 + 342 + 65 (or 64) + 41 + 151] = 102 + 1335 (or 1334) = 1437 (or 1436)

and exalted is he above what they worship beside him. He descends the Angels (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 16): 1437

Allah, he is the one who has supported you by his aid and by the Believers (verse 62 of Sura 8. This is the 1222nd verse from the beginning of the Quran and the 5015th verse from the end of the Quran): 1437 (1435 or 1436)

For Allah to forgive you (verse 2 of Sura 48): 1320 + 50 + 67 (or 66) = 1437 (or 1436)

When a warner, came to them, from among them. So, said (verse 2 of Sura 50): (51 + 50) + (990 + 135 + 211) = 101 + 1336 = 1437

Has Allah sent a human Messenger (verse 94 of Sura 17): 573 + 66 + 502 (or 503) + 296 (or 297) = 1437 (1438 or 1439)

Mubashir (bearer of good news) of a Messenger who will come after me (verse 6 of Sura 61): 542 (or 543) + 298 + 421 + 90 + 86 = 1437 (or 1438)

The one whom Jesus son of Mary shall pray behind him: 90 + 140 + 150 + 52 (or 53) + 290 + 715 = 1437 (or 1438)

The Imam Mahdi + Prince of the Believers + The Caliph: (113 + 90) + [251 + 227 (or 228)] + 756 = 203 + 478 (or 479) + 756 = 1437 (or 1438)
Their prophet (said) that Allah has sent for you Talut (Saul or Paul)  
(verse 247 of Sura 2): 107 (or 109) + 51 + 67 (or 66) + 104 + 572 + 90 + 446 = 1437 (or 1439)  

And Allah shall not fail in his promise and it is a day for your  
Lord is like (verse 47 of Sura 22): 6 + 80 + 720 + 66 + 85 + 6 + 51 + 57 + 124 + 222 (or 224) + 20 = 1437 (or 1439)  

The Ottomans led by Sultan Mohammad II conquered and entered Constantinople on May 29, 1453  

The Ottomans led by Sultan Mohammad II conquered and entered Constantinople on May 29, 1453  

The Ottomans led by Sultan Mohammad II conquered and entered Constantinople on May 29, 1453  

The Ottomans led by Sultan Mohammad II conquered and entered Constantinople on May 29, 1453  

(1704 is the 1437th Composite Number)  

William son of Charles Windsor + a man from Ahl Baity (People of my House). His name shall have a connection with my name (This is Hadith): [86 + 53 (or 52) + 938 + 326] + (233 + 90 + 36 + 422 + 36 + 106 + 111) = 1403 (or 1402) + 1034 = 2437 (or 2436)  

(2437 is the 361st Prime Number)  

The Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin (verse 7 of Sura 17): [502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837)] + 114 (or 113) = 2323 (or 2322) + 114 (or 113) = 2437 (2435 or 2436)  

After him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When (verse 103 – 104 of Sura 17): 90 + 81 + 92 + 312 (or 311) + 138 + 1032 + 782 = 2437 (or 2436)
Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq it/he descended. And We have not sent you, except as a Mubashshir (Bearer of good news) and as a Nazeer (Warner) (verse 105 of Sura 17):

\[
[(108 + 144) + (6 + 141)] + [87 + 6 + 41 + 362 (or 361) + 32 + 543 + 6 + 961] = (252 + 147) + 2038 (or 2037) = 399 + 2038 (or 2037) = 2437 (or 2436)
\]

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. A.L.M. Tanzeel (Descended Mesage or Revelation), there is no doubt about it, from the Lord (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 32):

\[
(102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 71 + 497 + 453 + 31 + 212 + 95 + 90 + 202 (or 204) = 2437 (or 2439)
\]

taken into account and the Star and the trees prostrate and the sky he rasied it and placed the Mizan (Balance or Scale) (verse 5 - 7 of Sura 55):

\[
123 + 6 + 124 + 6 + 534 + 128 + 6 + 133 + 356 + 6 + 876 + 139 = 2437
\]

the Sun and the Moon are combined (or united). The human says, on that day: where is the escape ? (verse 9 – 10 of Sura 75):

\[
2437
\]

Youths to the Cave, then they say: Our Lord bring us, from what you have, mercy (verse 10 of Sura 18):

\[
890 + 41 + 136 + 218 + 253 + 452 (or 453) + 90 + 104 + 253 = 2437 (or 2438)
\]

So, we sealed upon their ears in the Cave for years (verse 11 of Sura 18):

\[
2437 (or 2436) (equivalent to 437)
\]

in their Cave three hundred years and increased by nine. Say: Allah is more knowledgeable about (verse 25 – 26 of Sura 18):

\[
[90 + 150 + 1030 (or 1031)] + (56 + 170 + 6 + 24 + 531 + 130 + 66 + 141 + 43) = 1270 (or 1271) + 1167 = 2437 (or 2438)
\]

And we gave him the Wisdom (verse 12 of Sura 19):

\[
2437 (or 2439)
\]

Musamma (specified) Ajal (Date of End). The Ajal set by Allah, when it comes (becomes due), cannot be postponed if you (verse 4 of Sura 71):

\[
[34 + 150 + 51
\]

A.L.M. Tanzeel (Descended Messeage or Revelation), there is no doubt about it, from the Lord (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 32):
The Command of Allah is coming (has approached). So, do not hasten it. Glorified and exalted is he. (verse 1 of Sura 16): 402 + 241 + 66 (or 67) + 111 + 974 + 126 (or 125) + 6 + 511 (or 510) = 2437 (2436 or 2438)

And how would you know what the Haqqa is. Thamud claimed it was a lie (verses 1 - 4 of Sura 69): (114 + 41 + 145) + (6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 145 + 1122 + 550 + 6 ) = 300 + 2137 = 2437

The good deeds, for them, there is a reward, not undeserved. So, what (verse 6 – 7 of Sura 95): 2437 (2435 or 2436)

He is the Knowlegeable Creator. And We have brought you seven of the Mathani and (verse 86 – 87 of Sura 15): 2437 (2436 or 2438)

what comes to them from mention of their Lord, so telling, but (verse 2 of Sura 21): 2437 (or 2438 or 2439)

prostrate to Allah who brings out the Khib’a (what is hidden) (verse 25 of Sura 27): 2437 (or 3436)

Fareeq (party or group) of those who have been given, casted away (verse 101 of Sura 2): 752 + 390 + 90 + 791 + 414 = 2437

Aren’t they awaiting but the Hour to come to them (verse 18 of Sura 47): 115 + 1216 + 32 + 167 + 51 + 856 = 2437

from the Night, praise him and after the prostration. And listen the day the caller calls from a close place, the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) (verse 39 – 42 of Sura 50): 2437

by the self-reproaching soul. Does the human being think that we are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, we are capable of (verse 2 – 4 of Sura 75): (223 + 113) + [81 + 193 (or 192) + 81 + 163 + 1016 + 42 + 364 + 110] + 51 = 336 + [2050 (or 2049) + 51] = 336 + 2101 (or 2100) = 2437 (or 2436)

This Life of the Dunya (World before the End Times) is (nothing) but amusement and play and the Home of the End Times is the Hayawan (eternal life or life of eternity) if they (verse 64 of Sura 29): 710 (or 711) + 55 + 96 + 32 + 41 + 6 + 102 + 6 + 51 + 236 + 837 (or 838) + 45 + 106 + 36 + 78 = 2437 (2438 or 2439)

From who created the Earth and the Heavens (verse 4 of Sura 20): 130 + 730 + 1032 + 6 + 539 (537 or 538) = 2437 (2435 or 2436)
The Rahman on the throne Istawa (got seated). For Him is what is in the heavens and what is in the earth and what is (verse 5 – 6 of Sura 20): 329 (or 329) + 110 + 601 + 477 + 35 + 41 + 90 + 538 (537 or 539) + 6 + 41 + 90 + 1032 + 6 + 41 = 3437 (or 3439)

Disagreement among the people and Zalazil (Shaking Events). So, He fills the earth with equity and justice like it was filled: 3437 (or 3439) (This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi)

and the Raqeeem were of our Ayat (Signs or Verses) as a wonder. When the Youths resorted to the Cave, then they said: Our Lord, bring us (verse 9 – 10 of Sura 18): 3437 (or 3438)

Youths to the Cave, then they said: Our Lord bring us, from what you have, mercy and provide for us, regarding our affair, guidance (verse 10 of Sura 18) [890 + 41 + 136 + 218 + 253 + 452 (or 453) + 90 + 104 + 253] + [6 + 26 (or 25) + 81 + 90 + 292 + 505] = 2437 (or 2438) + 1000 (or 999) = 3437 (or 3438)

The Hour is coming. I almost hide it, so that every soul gets rewarded based on what it strives to do. Do not let, push you away from it (verse 15 – 16 of Sura 20): 51 + [ 562 + 417 (or 416) + 26 + 697 + 450 + 50 + 190 + 43 + 540 + 111 + 174 + 126] = 51 + 3386 (or 3385) = 3437 (or 3436)

the Earth experiences a Dak (destructive or shaking event), a Dak after another, and your Lord comes and the Angels line by line. And on that day, Jahannam (Hell) is brought forth. On that day, (verse 21 – 23 of Sura 89): 1032 + 25 + 25 + 6 + 5 + 222 + 6 + 121 + 171 + 171 + 6 + 15 (or 14) + 766 + 100 + 766 = 3437 (or 3436)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is better (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 97): 3437 (3435 or 3436)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is better (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 97): 3437 (3435 or 3436)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is better (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 97): 3437 (3435 or 3436)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is better (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 97): 3437 (3435 or 3436)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is better (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 97): 3437 (3435 or 3436)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is better (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 97): 3437 (3435 or 3436)
capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to deny what is coming ahead of him. He asks: when will Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of the End Times) be? When the sight is sparkled and (verse 4 – 8 of Sura 75): 3437 (3435 or 3436)

Over it, there are nineteen. And we have not made Ashab (Guardians) of the Fire, except as angels and we have not made their Idda (number) except as Fitna (trial or test) for those (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): 116 + 535 + 570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 102 + 282 + 32 + 492 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 = 4437

R. A book whose verses have been firmly structured, then detailed, from Hakeem (Wise) and Khabeer (Expert), that you do not worship except Allah. I am (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 11): 200 + 423 (or 422) + 469 + 417 (or 416) + 540 + 600 + 90 + 84 + 78 + 812 + 32 + 483 + 32 + 66 + 111 = 4437 (4435 or 4436) (This segment of verse 1 - 2 of Sura 11 consists of 15 words)

and the Great Quran (verse 85 – 87 of Sura 15): 178 + 114 + 51 + 222 (or 224) + 11 + 762 + 181 + 6 + 134 + 483 + 133 + 90 + 632 + 6 + 383 + 1051 = 4437 (or 4439)

And did not make for it crookedness. Qaim (Valuable or title that refers to the Mahdi) to warn of great might from Him and deliver good news to the believers, those who do good deeds that there is for them (verses 1 – 2 of Sura 18): 6 + 41 + 113 + 35 + 80 + 151 + 990 + 64 + 319 + 90 + 89 + 6 + 512 + 228 (or 227) + 791 + 206 + 561 (or 560) + 51 + 75 = 4437 (4435 or 4436)

of its remembrance, to your Lord is its end. You are a warner for those who fear (or concerned about) it. As if (verses 43 – 46 of Sura 79): + 90 + 926 (or 927) + 41 + 222 (or 224) + 502 (or 501) + 92 + 451 + 990 + 90 + 917 (or 916) + 116 = 4437 (4436, or 4439)

a straight path. It is a Tanzeel (Brought-down Revelation) from the Dear, the Merciful, to you warn a people whose fathers were not warned (verse 4 - 6 of Sura 36): [300 (or 299) + 650 + 497 + 125 + 289 + 1380 + 147] + (41 + 951 + 57) = 3388 (or 3387) + 1049 = 4437 (or 4436)

Allah to you, Musadiq (confirming or confirmer of) what I have between my hands of the Torah and Mubashir (Bearing or Bearer of good news) of a Messenger who will come after me. His name is Ahmad. When he came to them with the Bayinat (Proofs or Evidences), they said: This is (verse 6 of Sura 61): (67 + 101) + (235 + 71 + 62 + 24 + 90 + 643 + 6 + 543 + 298 + 421 + 90 + 86) + [106 + 53 + 151 + 50 + 496 + 138 + 706 (or 707)] = 168 + [2569 + 1700 (or 1701)] = 168 + 4269 (or 4270) = 4437 (or 4438)
My Lord is Haq. And we let some of them make waves against others. And shall be blown (verse 98 – 99 of Sura 18): 4437 (or 4439)

O You the Muddathir! Rise up then warn and your Lord do magnify (or glorify) and your clothes do purify and the abomination do leave and do not Tumanin (do not remind those to whom you do a favor) (verse 1 – 6 of Sura 74): 17 + 775 + 140 + 1030 (or 1031) + 6 + 222 + 302 + 6 + 533 + 294 + 241 + 288 (or 289) + 6 + 31 + 540 = 4437

The Command of Allah is coming so do not hasten it. Glorified and exalted is he above what they worship beside him. He descends the Angels with the Spirit from his command upon whomever (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 16): 4437 (or 4436)

So that you seek bounty from your Lord and so that you know number of the years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment) and every thing (verse 12 of Sura 17): 1839 + 910 (or 911) + 90 + 262 + 6 + 577 + 78 + 201 + 6 + 102 + 6 + 50 + 310 (or 311) = 4437 (4438 or 4439)

The Command of Allah is coming so do not hasten it. Glorified and exalted is he above what they worship beside him. He descends the Angels with the Spirit from his command upon whomever (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 16): 4437 (or 4436)

An يستفزهم من الأرض فأغرقنهم و من معه جميعا و قلنا من بعدة لبني إسرائيل أسكنوا  لابن الله سكنا من علما ما و الحاق جئنا و عد جاء فما أن الأرض أسكنوا إسرائيل بني

And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) it descended. And We have not sent you (verse 103 – 105 of Sura 17): 302 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 (or 143) + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 (or 361) = 4437 (4436 or 4435)

And we let some of them make waves against others. And shall be blown (verse 98 – 99 of Sura 18): 4437 (or 4439)
the Book and made it/him a guidance to Bani (Children) of Israel. Do not take, besides me, a patron. The progeny of the ones whom we carried with Noah. He was a thankful worshipper (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 17): 5437 (5436 or 5438)

The progeny of the ones whom we carried with Noah. He was a thankful worshipper (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 17):

The land and seek from the bounty of Allah and remember Allah a lot, perhaps you may (verse 10 of Sura 62): 1032 + 6 + 1410 + 90 + 910 + 67 (or 66) + 6 + 928 + 67 (or 66) + 731 + 190 = 5437 (5435 or 5436)

...Basheer (Bearer of good news) and that you ask your Lord forgiveness, then repent to him. He shall make you enjoy, good enjoyment till a specified Ajal (End Date or Time) and gives (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 11): 512 + 6 + 51 + 1748 + 262 (or 264) + 540 + 415 + 46 + 580 + 511 + 119 + 41 + 34 + 150 + 6 + 416 = 5437 (or 5439)

The Hour: When will its docking be? while you are part of its remembrance (or mention). To your Lord is its end. You are a Warner for those who fear it. (verse 42 - 45 of Sura 79): 167 + 62 + 306 (or 307) + 130 + 451 + 90 + 927 (or 926) + 41 + 222 + 502 (or 501) + 92 + 451 + 990 + 90 + 916 (or 917) = 5437 (or 5439)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. I do swear by the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of the End Times) and I do swear by the self-reproaching soul. Does the human being think that We are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, We are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to deny what is coming ahead of him. He asks: when will Day of the Qiyama be? (verse 1 – 6 of Sura 75): 5031 + [101 (or 100) + 62 + 56 + 187 (or 186)] = 5031 + 406 (404 or 405) = 5437 (5435 or 5436) (5437 is the 718th Prime Number)

Promise of my Lord, he shall turn it into ruins and thus Promise of my Lord shall be fulfilled. And we let some of them make waves against others. And the Trumpet shall be blown (verse 98 – 99 of Sura 18): 5437 (or 5439)

...These are verses of the Book and an evident Quran. Perhaps those who have disbelieved wish they were Muslims. Let them eat and enjoy and be distracted by (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 15): [66 + 329 + 289 + 231 + 450 + 412 (or 413) + 453 (or 454) + 6 + 352 (or 351) + 102 + 243 + 20 + 791 + 307] + (36 + 78 + 230 + 945 + 68 + 6 + 927 + 6 + 90) = 4051 (4052 or 4053) + 2386 = 6437 (6438 or 6439) (6437 is the 5600th Composite Number)

...We ask him to the lowest of low, except those who have believed and done good deeds, for them, there is a reward, not undeservedly. So, what will make you disbelieve, after now, in the Deen (Religion or Judgment)? Isn’t Allah the most wise (verse 4 – 8 of Sura 95): [556 + 540 + 263 (or 264) + 171 + 231 + 32 + 791 + 99 (or 98) + 6 + 147 + 561 (559 or 560) + 155 + 204 + 1210 + 186 + 121 + 752 + 76] + [97 + 101 + 67 (or 66) + 71] = 6101 (6100 or 6102) + 336 (or 335) = 6437 (or 6436)
So, be patient regarding what they say and praise, by thanking, your Lord before rise of the Sun and before the Ghurub (Sun-Set). And from the Night, praise him and after the prostration. And listen the day the caller calls from a close place, the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq. That is (verse 39 – 42 of Sura 50): 6437 (or 6436)

And we said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq, we descended it (or him) and in the Haq, it (or he) descended. And we have not sent you except as a Mubashir (Bearer of Good News) and a Nazeer (Warner) (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): 6437 (or 6438)

When Promise of my Lord comes, he shall turn it into ruins and thus Promise of my Lord shall be fulfilled. And we let some of them make waves against others. And the Trumpet shall be blown (verse 98 – 99 of Sura 18): 212 + (782 + 5 + 80 + 212 + 108 + 26 + 6 + 71 + 80 + 212 + 109 + 6 + 671 + 917 + 766 + 59 + 90 + 872 + 6 + 730 + 90 + 327) = 212 + 6225 = 6437

Allah has promised those who have believed and did good deeds that he shall make them successors in the Ard (Earth or Land) like he made successors those (verse 55 of Sura 24): [80 + 66 + 791 + 98 (or 97) + 150 + 6 + 147 (or 146) ] + [599 (or 600) + 1305 + 90 + 1032 + 61 + 1171 + 791 + 90] = 1338 (1336 or 1337) + 5099 (or 5100) = 6437 (or 6436)

Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what Laila of the Qadr is? Laila of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace it is till rise of the Dawn (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): [75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50] + [241 + 130 (or 131) + 15 + 418 + 149 + 314] = 5170 (or 5171) + 1267 (or 1268) = 6437 (or 6438)

Rahman the Raheem. O You the Muzzamil. Stand up the Night, except a little. Half of it or subtract from it a little or add to it. And recite the Quran as a recital. We are going to Nulqi (throw or deliver) unto you a heavy Qawl (message or revelation). Verily, the Nashia (event or prayer) of the night is more impacting and best of what is said (verse 1 – 6 of Sura 73): (299 + 289 + 11 + 17 + 148 + 140 + 71 + 32 + 171 + 225 + 7 + 241 + 95 + 171 + 7 + 11 + 115 + 6 + 630 + 383 + 1041 + 52) + [(250 + 130 + 137 + 641 + 51 + 366) + (71 + 15 + 305 + 16 + 6 + 147 + 140)] = 4162 + (1575 + 700) = 4162 + 2267 = 6437

O You the Muddathir! Rise up then warn and your Lord do magnify (or glorify) and your clothes do purify + The abomination do leave and do not Tumanin (do not remind those to whom you do a favor about your favor), you gain more. When (verse 1 – 8 of Sura 74): [ 28 (or 27) + 775 + 140 + 1031 + 6 + 222
The Mosques are for Allah, so do not Tadu (invoke, call or pray to) along with Allah anything. And that when a worshipper of Allah arose Yaduh (invoking, calling or praying to) him, they were about to attack him. Say: I Adu (invoke, call or pray to) my Lord and do not worship anything along with him. Say: I do not have the capacity for harm or guidance. Say: No one will protect me from Allah and I will not find a refuge in other than Him, except as all of a sudden. They ask you as if you are privy to it. Say (verse 187 of Sura 7):

$$+302 + 6 + 533 + 294 \rightleftharpoons +(241 + 289 + 6 + 31 + 540 + 1580 + 6 + 252 + 373 + 782) = 3337 \text{ (or 3336)} + 4100 = 7437 \text{ (or 7436)}$$

و كذلك أعترنا عليهم ليعملوا إن وعد الله حق و ان الساعة لا يريب فيها إذ يتتنزون بينهم أمره فقالوا أنروا عليهم بنين ابحث(ii) ربي وأعمل بهم قال الذين غلوا And thus we let them be found so that they know that the Promise of Allah is true and that the Hour there is no doubt about it. They argue among each other. So, they said: build above them a building; their Lord is more knowledgeable about them. Those who prevailed said (verse 21 of Sura 18): (6 + 770 + 822 + 155 + 186 + 51 + 80 + 66 + 108 + 6 + 51 + 167 + 31 + 212 + 96 + 701 + 593) + [107 + 286 + 218 + 60 + 155 + 114 (or 113) + 247 + 141 + 47 + 131 + 791 + 1039] = 4101 + 3336 (or 3335) = 7437 (or 7436)

بسم الله الرحمن الرحيم. In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. The Hiasb (Judgment) of the people has approached while they are in Ghafla (unawareness or inattentiveness) turned away. Whatever comes to them of mention of their Lord, they listen to it while they are playing around (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 21): 7437 (or 7439)

إن أحسنتنا أحسنتم لأخفكم و إن استسلمتم فإذا جاء وعد الآخرت ليسوا ووجوهكم و يدخلوا المسجد كما دخلوه أول مرت و ليئرون ما علوا نتبروا If you do well, you do well to yourselves, and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces (make your faces look bad) and
they shall enter the Masjid (Place of worship) like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they can reach, an utter destruction. (verse 7 of Sura 17): 

\[
\begin{align*}
&= [51 + 559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 1233] + [108 (or 107) + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 640 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013] = [1169 + 3056 (or 3055)] + 4212 (or 4224) + 4212 = 8437 (or 8436) 
\end{align*}
\]

Verse 17: An insult to them is the ground on which they came the first time and we shall destroy it, how high they can reach, an utter destruction.

And we said , after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq (Due Date) it descended. And we have not sent you (verse 103 - 105 of Sura 17):

\[
\begin{align*}
&= [51 + 602 + 90 + 1032 + 1437 (or 1436) + 6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 303 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 126 + 6 + 640 + 61 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013] + [838 + 65 (or 64) + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 (or 143) + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 (or 361)] = 6337 (or 6336) + 2100 (or 2099) = 8437 (8436) (equivalent to 1437)
\end{align*}
\]

Say: the knowledge of it is with my Lord (God). No one uncovers its timing, except he. It has become heavy in the Heavens and the Earth. It does not come to you, except all of a sudden. They ask you as if you are privy to it. Say: the knowledge of it is with Allah, but most of the people (verse 187 of Sura 7):

\[
\begin{align*}
&= [83 + 65 + 202 + 231 + 329 + 289 + 90 + 56 + 95 + 32 + 126 + 6 + 32 + 640 + 61] + [331 (or 330) + 681 + 300 (or 299) + 790 + 561 + 155 + 1210 + 1879 + 155 + 6 + 31] = 2337 + 6100 (6098 or 6099) = 8437 (8435 or 8436) (equivalent to 1437)
\end{align*}
\]

Verse 75: Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Worlds (People), the Rahman, the Raheem, Master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgement). You are whom we worship and seek support from. Guide us to the Straight Path, the path of those whom you have given bounties, not those who are the subject of wrath and not (verse 2 - 7 of Sura 1):

\[
\begin{align*}
&= [58 + 187 (or 186) + 6 + 31 + 201 + 223 + 113 + 81 + 193 (or 192) + 81 + 163 ] + [1016 + 42 + 365 (or 364) + 110 + 51 + 126 + 108 + 32 + 224 + 193 (or 192) + 323 + 87 + 100 + 62 + 56 + 187 (or 186) + 782 + 302 + 323 + 6 + 740 + 371 + 6 + 113 + 431 + 6 + 371 + 146 + 192 (or 193) + 766 + 61 + 351] + 51 = 1337 (or 1336) + [8049 (or 8050) + 51] = 1337 (or 1336) + 8100 (or 8101) = 9437 (or 9436) (equivalent to 1437)
\end{align*}
\]

And we said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq (Due Date) it descended. And we have not sent you (verse 103 - 105 of Sura 17):

\[
\begin{align*}
&= [51 + 559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 1233] + [108 (or 107) + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 640 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013] = [1169 + 3056 (or 3055)] + 4212 (or 4224) + 4212 = 8437 (or 8436) 
\end{align*}
\]

An insult to them is the ground on which they came the first time and we shall destroy it, how high they can reach, an utter destruction.

And we said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq (Due Date) it descended. And we have not sent you (verse 103 - 105 of Sura 17):

\[
\begin{align*}
&= [51 + 559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 1233] + [108 (or 107) + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 640 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013] = [1169 + 3056 (or 3055)] + 4212 (or 4224) + 4212 = 8437 (or 8436) 
\end{align*}
\]

An insult to them is the ground on which they came the first time and we shall destroy it, how high they can reach, an utter destruction.
Those who have disbelieved from People of the Book and the Polytheists would not have desisted until the Bayina (Evidence) came to them, a Messenger from Allah, reciting purified scriptures, in which there are valuable books and those who have been given the Book would not have become divided (parted ways) except after the Bayina (Evidence) came to them and (they) have not been (verse 1 – 5 of Sura 98): 

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{5} \text{verse} = 1338 + 8099 = 9437
\]

The distance between the Vatican and Jerusalem, according to the measurement tools of Google Maps, is about 1435 - 1437 miles.

- Indila (Outbreak) of the Fire: \(156 + 282 = 438\) (438 is the 353rd Composite Number) (538 is the 438th Composite Number) (3061 is the 438th Prime Number)
- People of Pharaoh (verse 41 of Sura 54): \(32 (or 31) + 406 = 438 (or 437)\)
- Asbat (Children or tribes) of Bani (Children) of Israel: \(73 + 62 + 303 (or 302) = 135 + 303 (or 302) = 438 (or 437)\)
- Kingdom of Israel: \(135 + 303 (or 302) = 438 (or 437)\)
- Kingdom of the Britan (Britons): \(135 + 303 = 438\)
- The Inhizam (Defeat) + Israel: \(135 + 303 (or 302) = 438 (or 437)\)
- Avar of the Eye (person with a defective eye): \(277 + 161 = 438\)
- Avar of Sahayina (Zionists): \(277 + 161 = 438\)
- Donald John Trump + Dajjal: \((95 + 54 + 251) + 38 = 400 + 38 = 438\)
- Our Lord: You shall be gathering (verse 9 of Sura 3): \(438\)
- The Wahy (Revelation) + The Quran: \(55 + 383 (or 382) = 438 (or 437)\)
- Purified Scriptures (verse 2 of Sura 98): \(179 (or 178) + 259 = 438 (or 437)\)
- City of the Mahdi + Angels + Basilica: \((109 + 90) + [106 (or 105) + 133] = 199 + 239 (or 238) = 438 (or 437)\)
- Vancouver (alternative spelling of Vancouver) + Canada: \(363 (or 362) + 75 = 438 (or 437)\)
The Imam Mahdi + Mohammad Abd Allah: \( (113 + 90) + [92 + (76 + 67 \text{ or } 66)] = 203 + [92 + 143 \text{ or } 142] = 203 + 235 \text{ or } 234 = 438 \text{ or } 437 \)

And in the Haq (True/Right), We have descended him/it and in the Haq (True/Right) (verse 105 of Sura 17): \( 6 + 141 + 144 \text{ or } 143 + 6 + 141 = 438 \text{ or } 437 \)

The Raheem (Most Merciful), praise be to Allah (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 1) \& (verse 1 of Sura 18): \( 289 + 83 + 66 \text{ or } 65 = 438 \text{ or } 437 \)

Master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment). You are the one we worship and you are (verse 4 – 5 of Sura 1): \( 438 \text{ or } 437 \)

The Deen (Judgment or Religion). He said: My Lord (verse 78 – 79 of Sura 38): \( 95 + 131 + 212 = 438 \)

Malhama (Battle of Armageddon): \( 123 + 315 \text{ or } 314 = 438 \text{ or } 437 \)

Wahhibi nuclear Catastrophe of the Amareek (Americans): \( 27 + 303 \text{ or } 302 + 108 = 438 \text{ or } 437 \)

Day Filistiniyoon (Palestinians) were exiled: \( 56 + 77 + 305 = 438 \)

Ahmad Al-Aseer + Hizb Allah: \( (53 + 302) + (17 + 66) = 355 + 83 = 438 \)

Sunni Sheikh Ahmad Al-Aseer, Imam of Masjid (Mosque) of Bilal son Rabah in Abra, a district of city of Saida, Lebanon, and his ally former singer Fadl Shaker, were defeated by Shia’s Hizb Allah and the Lebanese Army in a battle that started on Sunday June 23, 2013 (Shaban 14, 1434 Hijri) (Tammuz 15, 5773 Jewish) (2456, 466.5th Julian). It lasted for about 24 hours till June 24, 2013. This means it happened in the Middle (or Half) of Shabban, traditionally an important day.

Shuban + 15th: \( 423 + 15 = 438 \)

The Bid’a (Beginning) of the Hijri year: \( 38 + (146 + 254) = 38 + 400 = 438 \)

The Baghta (Unexpectedly or All of a sudden): \( 1438 \text{ (1705 is the } 1438^{th} \text{ Composite Number)} \text{ (1438 is the } 1210^{th} \text{ Composite Number)} \text{ (1210 is the } 1012^{th} \text{ Composite Number)} \)

The Mughadara (Departure) + Mohammad + Mecca: \( 1281 + 92 + 65 = 1438 \)

Day of visit of Mohammad Anwar Sadat to Israel: \( 56 + 223 + 92 + 257 + 466 + 41 + 303 \text{ (or } 302) = 1438 \text{ (or } 1437 \)

Egyptian President Anwar Sadat arrived for surprise visit to Israel for the first time, at night, on Saturday November 19, 1977 (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1397 Hijri), day of standing on Mount of Arafat, meaning eve of 1st day of Eid Al-Adha.

Zalazil (Shaking Events), so he fills the Earth with Equity: \( 1438 \text{ (or } 1437 \)

(This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi.)
Your Lord, not changing his words, and you will not find (verse 27 of Sura 18): **1438 (1437 or 1439)**

Then, we revived them so that we know which (verse 12 of Sura 18): **1438 (or 1439)**

unto you their news in the Haq. They are youths who believed in their Lord and we increased them in guidance (verse 13 of Sura 18): **1438 (1437 or 1439)**

Then, we revived them so that we know which (verse 19 of Sura 18): **1438 (1437 or 1439)**

Allah is Haq (Real or True) and that the Hour, there is no doubt about it, when (verse 21 of Sura 18): **66 (or 67) + 108 + 6 + 51 + 167 + 31 + 212 + 96 + 701 = 1438 (or 1439)**

Masra (Murder or Death) of Pope Francis + Hadd (Destruction) of Vatican: **[400 + 6 + 461 (or 460)] + (9 + 562) = 867 (or 866) + 571 = 1438 (or 1437)**

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. The Command is coming. (verse 1 of Sura 16): **1438 (or 1439)**

the Muzzamil. Stand up the Night, except a little. Half of it or subtract from it a little or add to it and (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 73): **(148 + 140 + 71 + 32 + 170 + 225 + 7 + 241 + 95 + 170) + (7 + 11 + 115 + 6) = 1299 + 139 = 1438 (or 1439)**

Nineteen. And we have not made Ashab (Guardians or People) of the (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): **535 + 570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 101 (or 102) + 31 = 1438 (or 1439)**

Haven’t you seen what your Lord has done to People of the Elephant (verse 1 of Sura 105): **71 + 600 (or 601) + 110 + 180 + 222 + 104 (or 103) + 151 = 1438 (or 1437 or 1439)**

A boy, his name is Yahya (John). We have not made (verse 7 of Sura 19): **1071 (or 1070) + (106 + 38 + 70 + 153) = 1071 (or 1070) + 1367 = 1438 (or 1437)**

Hour is coming, so forgive, the nice forgiveness. It is your Lord (verse 85 – 86 of Sura 15): **136 + 447 (or 446) + 259 + 209 + 114 + 51 + 222 = 1438 (or 1437)**

Hour to come to them (verse 18 of Sura 47): **531 + 51 + 856 = 1438**

They do not remain except an evening or (verse 46 of Sura 79): **1438**

Promise of the Akhira (End Times), we bring you (verse 104 of Sura 17):
80 + 1232 (or 1233) + 64 + 62 = 1438 (or 1439)

The End Times, we have prepared for them (verse 10 of Sura 17): 837 (or 838) + 526 + 75 = 1438 (or 1439)

إن من أهل الكتب إلا ليومون به قبل موعته no one of the People of the Book, but will believe in him before his death. (verse 159 of Sura 4): 51 + 90 + 36 + 453 (or 454) + 32 + 186 + 7 + 132 + 451 = 1438 (or 1439)

اذ ذكّت الأرض ذلك ذلك وجاء ربك When the Earth experiences a Dak (destructive or shaking event), a Dak after another, and your Lord comes (verse 21 – 22 of Sura 89): 701 + 424 + 1032 + 25 + 25 + 6 + 5 + 222 = 1438

في يوم كان مقداره خمسين ألف in a day, the duration of it is fifty thousand (verse 4 of Sura 70): 90 + 56 + 71 + 350 + 760 + 111 = 1438

ليله هزيمه الشيخ أحمد الأسير Lailat (Eve or Night) of Hazima (Defeat) of the Sheikh Ahmad Al-Aseer: 75 + 67 + (941 + 53 + 302) = 75 + (67 + 1296) = 75 + 1363 = 1438

يوم استرجاع بيت المقدس Day of Istirja (Getting back or Re-capture) of Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness): 56 + [735 + (412 + 235)] = 56 + (735 + 647) = 56 + 1382 = 1438

قتيله مدينة ناغاساكي Bomb of City of Nagasaki: 187 + 109 + 1142 (or 1141) = 1438 (or 1437)

[The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time)]

نهايت عذراء Nihaya (End) of Azra (Virgin or Virgo): 466 + 972 (or 971) = 1438 (or 1437)

تعبدون من دون الله حسب جهتهم أنتم you worship besides Allah are the fuel of Hell, you are (verse 98 of Sura 21): 1438 (or 1437)

يدخلون في دين الله أفواج فسح يحمد ربك entering into Deen (Religion or Judgment) of Allah in Afwaj (successive groups), so praise by thanking your Lord (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 110): [700 + 90 + 64 + 66 + 92 (or 91) + 150] + [54 + 222 (or 224)] = 1162 (or 1161) + 276 (or 278) = 1438 (1437 or 1439)

ذكر اسم ربه قصلي he mentions the name of his Lord, then he prays (verse 15 of Sura 87): 920 + 101 + 207 + 210 = 1438

و النهار إذا كملني And the Day as it becomes clear (verse 2 of Sura 92): 6 + 287 + 702 + 443 = 1438

جعلنا الليل والنهار أيتين فمحونا أيه الليل وجعلنا آيه we made the Night and the Day as two Ayat (Signs). So, we erased (or annihilated) Aya (Sign) of the Night and and we made Aya (Sign) (verse 12 of Sura 17): 154 + 71 + 6 + 287 + 472 (or 471) + 185 + 16 (or 17) + 71 + 6 + 154 + 16 (or 17) = 1438 (1437, 1439, or 1440)
We have brought it down to you to bring out (verse 1 of Sura 14): \(1438\) (or 1437)

upon you the Book, clarifier for every thing (verse 89 of Sura 16):
\[130 + 453 \text{ (or 454)} + 464 \text{ (or 463)} + 80 + 311 \text{ (or 310)} = 1438 \text{ (or 1437 or 1439)}\]

We have given you the Kawthar (Abundance or River in Paradise), so pray to your Lord and (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 108):
\[52 + [161 \text{ (or 160)} + 757 + 210 + 252 + 6] = 52 + 1386 \text{ (or 1385)} = 1438 \text{ (or 1437)}\]

We have sent Noah to his people (verse 1 of Sura 71):
\[102 + 66 \text{ (or 67)} + 330 \text{ (or 329)} + 289 + 52 + 342 + 65 \text{ (or 64)} + 41 + 151 = 1438 \text{ (or 1437 or 1439)}\]

We sent upon them (Aad People) a roaring wind in (verse 19 of Sura 54):
\[52 + 342 + 155 + 219 \text{ (or 218)} + 580 \text{ (or 581)} + 90 = 1348 \text{ (1347 or 1348)} + 90 = 1438 \text{ (or 1437 or 1439)}\]

and exalted is he above what they worship beside him. He descends the Angels (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 16):
\[1438 \text{ (or 1439)}\]

And Allah shall not fail in his promise and it is a day for your Lord is like (verse 47 of Sura 22):
\[6 + 80 + 720 + 67 \text{ (or 66)} + 85 + 6 + 51 + 57 + 124 + 222 + 20 = 1438 \text{ (or 1437 or 1439)}\]

ZaZalika (like that), your Lord shall choose you (verse 6 of Sura 12):
\[771 \text{ (or 770)} + 445 + 222 \text{ (or 224)} = 1438 \text{ (or 1437 or 1439)}\]

attack him. Say: I Adu (invoke, call or pray to) my Lord and do not worship any thing along with him. Say: I (verse 19 – 21 of Sura 72):
\[115 + 37 \text{ (or 36)} + 130 + 92 + 82 + 212 + 6 + 31 + 521 + 7 + 14 \text{ (or 13)} + 130 + 61 = 1438 \text{ (1436 or 1437)}\]

did not make for it crookedness. Qaim (Valuable or title that refers to the Mahdi) to warn (verses 1 – 2 of Sura 18):
\[70 + 113 + 35 + 79 \text{ (or 80)} + 151 \text{ (or 150)} + 990 = 1438 \text{ (1437 or 1439)}\]

Has Allah sent a human Messenger (verse 94 of Sura 17):
\[573 + 66 + 503 \text{ (or 502)} + 296 \text{ (or 297)} = 1438 \text{ (1437 or 1439)}\]

for what is in my hands of the Torah and Mubashir (bearer of good news) (verse 6 of Sura 61):
\[1438 \text{ (or 1439)}\]

Mubashir (bearer of good news) of a Messenger who will come after me (verse 6 of Sura 61):
\[543 \text{ (or 542)} + 298 + 421 + 90 + 86 = 1438 \text{ (or 1437)}\]

The one whom Jesus son of Mary shall pray behind him : 90 + 140 +
150 + 53 (or 52) + 290 + 715 = 1438 (or 1437)

The Imam Mahdi + Prince of the Believers + The Caliph: 

الإمام المهدي + أمير المؤمنين + الخليفة

(113 + 90) + [251 + 228 (or 227)] + 756 = 203 + 479 (or 478) + 756 = 1438 (or 1437)

shall rule Constantinople + a man from Ahl Baity (People of my House). His name shall have a connection with my name (This is Hadith): 

(100 + 303) + [233 + 90 + 36 + 422 + 37 (or 36) + 106 + 111] = 403 + 1035 (or 1034) = 1438 (or 1437) (equivalent to 438) (The Ottomans led by Sultan Mohammad II conquered and entered Constantinople on May 29, 1453)

shall rule the Arabs a man from Ahl Baity (People of my House). His name shall have a connection with my name (This is a Hadith): [100 + 303 + 233 + 90 + 36 + 422 + 37 (or 36)] + 106 + 111 = 1221 (or 1220) + 106 + 111 = 1438 (or 1437) (equivalent to 438)

shall rule Israel + a man from Ahl Baity (People of my House). His name shall have a connection with (or be similar to) my name (This is Hadith): (100 + 303 (or 302) + [233 + 90 + 36 + 422 + 37 (or 36) + 106 + 111] = 403 (or 402) + 1035 (or 1034) = 1438 (or 1437)

shall rule the Amareek (Americans) + a man from Ahl Baity (People of my House). His name shall have a connection with (or be similar to) my name (This is a Hadith): [100 + 303 (or 302)] + [233 + 90 + 36 + 422 + 37 (or 36) + 106 + 111] = 403 (or 402) + 1035 (or 1034) = 1438 (or 1437)

Barack Hussein Obama + a man from Ahl Baity (People of my House). His name shall have a connection with (or be similar to) my name (This is a Hadith): [224 (or 223) + 128 + 51] + [233 + 90 + 36 + 422 + 37 (or 36) + 106 + 111] = 403 (or 402) + 1035 (or 1034) = 1438 (or 1437)

Donald John Trump + a man from Manhattan, New York. His name shall have a connection with (or be similar to) my name (This is a Hadith): (94 + 59 + 251) + [233 + 90 + 156 + 302 + 36 (or 37) + 106 + 111] = 404 + 1034 (or 1035) = 1438 (or 1439) (Donald Trump’s main residence throughout most of his life as an adult was in Manhattan, New York)

shall rule the Amareek (Americans) + a man from Manhattan, New York. His name shall have a connection with (or be similar to) my name (This is a Hadith): (94 + 59 + 251) + [233 + 90 + 156 + 302 + 36 (or 37) + 106 + 111] = 404 + 1034 (or 1035) = 1438 (or 1439) (Donald Trump’s main residence throughout most of his life as an adult was in Manhattan, New York)

shall rule The Britan (Britons) + a man from Ahl Baity (People of my House). His name shall have a connection with my name (This is Hadith): 

(100 + 303) + [233 + 90 + 37 (or 36) + 422 + 36 + 106 + 111] = 403 + 1035 (or 1034) = 1438 (or 1437)
1437) (equivalent to 438)

William son of Charles Windsor + a man from Ahl Baity (People of my House). His name shall have a connection with my name (This is a Hadith): $[86 + 53 + 938 + 326] + [233 + 90 + 36 + 422 + 37] = 1403$ (or 1402) + 1035 = $2438$ (2436 or 2436)

The sight did not swerve and did not go wrong (verse 17 of Sura 53): $2438$

Six + Mayo (May as known in Egypt) + 1916: $[465 + 57] + 1916 = 2438$ (or 2437) ($2438$ is the $2076^\text{th}$ Composite Number)

People that they believe when the Huda (Guide or Guidance) came to them, except that they said: Has Allah sent a human (verse 94 of Sura 17): $111 + 51 + 113 + 701 + 50 + 50 + 32 + 51 + 138 + 73 + 66 + 502$ (or 503) = $2438$ (or 2439)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. A.L.M. Tanzeel (Descended Message or Revelation), there is no doubt about it, from the Lord (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 32): $[102 + 66 + 329] + 289 + 71 + 497 + 454 + 31 + 212] + (95 + 90 + 202) = 2051$ (or 2052) + 387 = $2438$ (2437 or 2439)

Nineteen. And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as (verse 30 – 31 of Sura 74): $570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 500$ (or 501) + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 = $2438$ (2439)

Youths to the Cave, then they say: Our Lord bring us, from what you have, mercy (verse 10 of Sura 18): $890 + 41 + 136 + 218 + 253 + 453$ (or 452) + 90 + 104 + 253 = $2438$ (or 2437)

in their Cave three hundred years and increased by nine. Say: Allah is more knowledgeable about (verse 25 – 26 of Sura 18): $90 + 150 + 1031$ (or 1030) + 56 + 170 + 6 + 24 + 531 + 130 + 66 (or 67) + 141 + 43 = $2438$ (2437 or 2439)

This is a mercy from My Lord. When the Promise of my Lord comes, He will turn it into (verse 98 of Sura 18): $706$ (or 707) + 253 + 90 + 202 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 212 + 108 = $2438$ (or 2439)

take the Book strongly. And we gave him the Wisdom (verse 12 of Sura 19): $2438$ (2437 or 2439)
The Command of Allah is coming (has approached). So, do not hasten it. Glorified and exalted is he. (verse 1 of Sura 16): $402 + 241 + 67 \text{ (or 66)} + 111 + 974 + 126 \text{ (or 125)} + 6 + 511 \text{ (or 510)} = 2438 \text{ (2437 or 2436)}$

He is the Knowledgeable Creator. And we have brought you seven of the Mathani and (verse 86 – 87 of Sura 15): $2438 \text{ (2436 or 2437)}$

what comes to them from mention of their Lord, so telling, but (verse 2 of Sura 21): $2438$

Their Prophet told them: It is the Aya (Sign) of his Kingship is that he beings you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin), in it there is Sakina from your Lord (verse 248 of Sura 2): $131 + 75 + 107 + 51 + 16 + 95 + 51 + 481 + 839 \text{ (or 840)} + 95 + 145 + 90 + 262 = 2438 \text{ (2439 or 2440)}$

prostrate to Allah who brings out the Khib’a (what is hidden) (verse 25 of Sura 27): $2438 \text{ (2436 or 2437)}$

by the self-reproaching soul. Does the human being think that we are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, we are capable of (verse 2 – 4 of Sura 75): $(223 + 113) + [81 + 193 \text{ (or 192)} + 81 + 163 + 1016 + 42 + 365 \text{ (or 364)} + 51] = 336 + [2051 \text{ (or 2050)} + 51] = 2438 \text{ (2436, 2437, or 2439)}$

This Life of the Dunya (World before the End Times) is (nothing) but amusement and play and the Home of the End Times is the Hayawan (eternal life or life of eternity) if they (verse 64 of Sura 29): $[710 \text{ (or 711)} + 55 + 96 + 32 + 41 + 6 + 102 + 6] + 51 + [236 + 838 \text{ (or 837)} + 45 + 106 + 36 + 78] = [1048 \text{ (or 1049)} + 51] + 1339 \text{ (or 1338)} = 2438 \text{ (2437 or 2439) \text{ (equivalent to 1438)}}$

The Rahman on the throne Istawa (got seated). For him is what is in the Heavens and what is in the Earth and what is (verse 5 – 6 of Sura 20): $329 \text{ (or 330)} + 110 + 601 + 477 + 35 + 41 + 90 + 539 \text{ (537 or 538)} + 6 + 41 + 90 + 1032 + 6 + 41 = 3438 \text{ (3436, 3437, or 3439)}$

Disagreement among the people and Zalazil (Shaking Events), so he fills the Earth with equity and justice like it was filled: $3438 \text{ (or 3439)}$

(This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi)

and the Raqeem were of our Ayat (Signs or Verses) as a wonder. When the Youths resorted to the Cave, then they said: Our Lord, bring us (verse 9 – 10 of Sura 18): $3438 \text{ (3437 or 3439)}$

Youths to the Cave, then they said: Our Lord bring us, from what you have, mercy and provide for us, regarding our affair, guidance (verse 10 of Sura 18): $[890 + 41 + 136 + 218 + 253 \text{ (or 255)} + 453 \text{ (or 452)} + 90 + 104 + 253] + (6 + 26 + 81 + 90 + 292 + 505) = 2438 \text{ (2437 or 2439)} + 1000 = 3438 \text{ (3437 or 3439)}$
The believers are seated and they are, regarding what they are doing to the believers, witnesses. And they have not Naqamu (taken revenge or harbored ill-feelings and intentions) against them, except because they believe in Allah, the Aziz (Dear, Exalted, or Almighty), the Hameed (Worthy of Praise), the one to whom belongs Mulk (kingship, dominion, mastery, or ownership) of the Heavens (verse 6 – 9 of Sura 85): 

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is better (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 97): 

Lo, how the human being thinks that We are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, we are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to indulge in wicked deeds for the time ahead of him. He asks: (verse 2 – 6 of Sura 75): 

When the sight is sparkled and (verse 4 – 8 of Sura 75): 

Capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to deny what is coming ahead of him. He asks: when will Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of the End Times) be? When the sight is sparkled and (verse 4 – 8 of Sura 75): 

Insightful so that you seek bounty from your Lord (verse 12 of Sura 17): 

And who I hope will forgive my sin on Day of the Deen (Judgment or Religion) (verse 82 of Sura 26. This is the 3014th verse of the Quran): 

(Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every (verse 2 - 4 of Sura 97): 

Allah to you, Musadiq (confirming or confirmer of) what I have between my hands of the Torah and Mubashir (Bearing or Bearer of good news) of a Messenger who will come after me. His name is Ahmad. When he came to them with the Bayi nat (Proofs or Evidences), they said: This is (verse 6 of Sura 61): 


A book whose verses have been firmly structured, then detailed, from Hakeem (Wise) and Khabeer (Expert), that you do not worship except Allah. I am (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 11): 200 + 423 + 469 + 418 (or 417) + 540 + 600 + 90 + 84 + 78 + 812 + 32 + 483 + 32 + 66 (or 67) + 111 = 4438 (4437 or 4439)

My Lord is Haq. And we let some of them make waves against others. And shall be blown (verse 98 – 99 of Sura 18): 4438 (or 4437 or 4439)

The Command of Allah is coming so do not hasten it. Glorified and exalted is he above what they worship beside him. He descends the Angels with the Spirit from his command upon whomever (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 16): 4438 (4437 or 4439)

So that you seek bounty from your Lord and so that you know number of the years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment) and every thing (verse 12 of Sura 17): 1839 + 911 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 577 + 78 + 201 + 6 + 102 + 6 + 50 + 310 (or 311) = 4438 (or 4439)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Glory be upon the One who sent in a journey his worshipper at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings to show him from (verse 1 of Sura 17): [102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 120 (or 121) + 741 + 271 + 83 + 70 (or 71) + 90] + (138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 232 + 741 + 273 + 49 + 295 + 90) = 2161 (2162 or 2163) + 2277 = 4438 (4439 or 4440)

to provoke them out of the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One) we descended it/him and in the Haq it descended. And we have not sent you (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): 302 (or 303) + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 (or 143) + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 (or 361) = 4438 (4437 or 4439)

of its remembrance, to your Lord is its end. You are a warner for those who fear (or concerned about) it. As if (verses 43 – 46 of Sura 79): 90 + 927 (or 926) + 41 + 222 (or 224) + 502 (or 501) + 92 + 451 + 990 + 90 + 917 (or 916) + 116 = 4438 (4436, 4437, or 4439)

they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time
and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, we return and make (verse 7 - 8 of Sura 17): 113 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 106 + 1012 + 131 + 262 + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 154 = 5438

the Book and made it/him a guidance to Bani (Children) of Israel. Do not take, besides me, a patron. The progeny of the ones whom we carried with Noah. He was a thankful worshipper (verse 2 - 3 of Sura 17): 5438 (5436 or 5437)

We have not made the People of the Fire except as Angels and We have not made their Idda (count, number, or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that, will become certain, those who have been given the Book (verse 31 of Sura 74): 41 + 154 + 101 (or 102) + 282 + 32 + 96 (or 97) + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414 + 453 = 5438 (or 5439)

Basheer (Bearer of good news) and that you ask your Lord forgiveness, then repent to him. He shall make you enjoy, good enjoyment till a specified Ajal (End Date or Time) and gives (verse 2 - 3 of Sura 11): 512 + 6 + 51 + 1748 + 262 + 540 + 415 + 46 + 580 + 511 (or 512) + 119 + 41 + 34 + 150 + 6 + 417 (or 416) = 5438 (5437 or 5439)

The Hour: When will its docking be? while you are part of its remembrance (or mention). To your Lord is its end. You are a Warner for those who fear it. (verse 42 - 45 of Sura 79): 167 + 62 + 307 (or 306) + 130 + 451 + 90 + 927 (or 926) + 41 + 222 + 502 (or 501) + 92 + 451 + 990 + 90 + 916 (or 917) = 5438 (5436, 5437, or 5439)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. I do swear by the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of the End Times) and I do swear by the self-reproaching soul. Does the human being think that We are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, We are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to deny what is coming ahead of him. He asks: when will Day of the Qiyama be? (verse 1 - 6 of Sura 75): 5438 (5437 or 5439)
day the Calls calls from a near place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq, that is Day of the Khuruj (Departure or Coming out) (verse 39 – 42 of Sura 50): 5438 (or 4439)

الله الرحمن الرحيم أفر تلك أين الكتاب و قرآن مبين ربما يود الذين كفروا لو كانوا مسلمين ذرهم يأكلوا ويمتعوا و يلبسهم Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. A.L.R. These are verses of the Book and an evident Quran. Perhaps those who have disbelieved wish they were Muslims. Let them eat and enjoy and be distracted by (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 15): 6438 (6437 or 6439)

الرحمن الرحيم إنا أنزلنا في ليل القدر وما أدراك ما ليل القدر ليله القدر خبر من ألف شهر تنزل الملائكة والروح فيها بذين ربيهم من كل أمر سلام The Rahman, the Raheem. We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): 6438 (6437 or 6439)

فأصاب على ما يقولون و سبب بحمد ربك قبل طلوع الشمس و قبل الغروب و من الليل فسبيحه و أذكار السجود و استمع يوم يناد من بعده لبني إسرائيل أسكنوا الأرض فإذا جاء وعد الآخره جنبا بجنا فيكفا و بالحق أنزلنا بالحق نزل و ما أرسلنا إلا مبشرا و نذيرا So, be patient regarding what they say and praise, by thanking, your Lord before rise of the Sun and before the Ghurub (Sun-Set). And from the Night, praise him and after the prostration. And listen the day the caller calls from a close place, the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq. That is (verse 39 – 42 of Sura 50): 6438 (6436 or 6437)

و قلنا من بعد لي نبأ إسرائيل أسكنوا الأرض فإذا جاء وعد الآخره جنبا بجنا فيكفا و بالحق أنزلنا بالحق نزل و ما أرسلنا إلا مبشرا و نذيرا And we said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, you bring you Lafifa (from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq, we descended it (or him) and in the Haq, it (or he) descended. And we have not sent you except as a Mubashir (Bearer of Good News) and a Nazeer (Warner) (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): 6438 (6437 or 4439)

وعند الله الذين أمنوا منكم و عملوا الصلاحات ليستخلصهم في الأرض كما استخلف الذين من Allah has promised those who have believed and did good deeds that he shall make them successors in the Ard (Earth or Land) like he made successors those (verse 55 of Sura 24): 6438 (6437 or 4439) (equivalent to 1438)

و تعالى إياها المفضل ديمهم إلا قليلا نصفه أو نقص منه قليلا أو زد عليه و رتل الوفاء لينبأ إن ناشئه اليل هي أشد و طأ وأقوم قيلًا Rahman the Raheem. O You the Muzzamil. Stand up the Night, except a
little. Half of it or subtract from it a little or add to it. And recite the Quran as a recital. We are going to Nulqi (throw or deliver) unto you a heavy Qawl (message or revelation). Verily, the prayer of the night is more impacting and best of what is said (verse 1 – 6 of Sura 73): [299 (or 298) + 289 + 11 + 17 + 148 + 140 + 71 + 32 + 171 + 225 + 7 + 241 + 95 + 171 + 7 + 115 + 6 + 630 + 383 + 1041 + 52] + (250 + 130 + 137 + 641 + 51 + 366 + 71 + 15 + 305 + 16 + 6 + 147 + 141) = 4162 (or 4161) + 2276 = 6438 (or 6437)

Inaى انذلنا في ليلى القدر وما أدرك ما ليلى القدر ليلة القدر خير من ألف شهر تنزل الملائكة و الروح فيها بابن ربيهم من كل أمر سلام هي حتى مطلع الفجر. Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what Laila of the Qadr is? Laila of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace it is till the rise of the Dawn (verse 1 – 5 of Sura 97): 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 (or 130) + 15 + 418 + 149 + 314 = 6438 (6437 or 6439)

أحسنتم لأنفسكم و إن أستكم فلها فإذا جاء وعد الآخره ليسوا و هوجم و ليدخلوا المسجد كما دخلوه أول مرة و لتهبوا ما عوا تثير اعنى يومكم if you do well for yourselves and if you do bad, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. Perhaps your Lord (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17): 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 107 (or 108) + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 + 140 + 262 = 7438 (7437 or 7439)

إذا أزنناه في ليلى القدر وما أدرك ما ليلى القدر ليلى القدر خير من ألف شهر تنزل الملائكة و الروح فيها بابن ربيهم من كل أمر سلام هي حتى و لول كن اكن اكن لامك لاحيان و لا رشادا يدل على أن يبن ين في ملك من الله أحد و إن أدن من دونه متلخدا إلا بلاغا. The Mosques are for Allah, so do not Tadu (invoke, call or pray to) along with Allah any thing. And that when a worshipper of Allah arose Yaduh (invoking, calling or praying to) him, they were about to attack him. Say: I Adu (invoke, call or pray to) my Lord and do not worship any thing along with him. Say: I do not have the capacity for harm or guidance. Say: No one will protect me from Allah and I will not find a refuge in other than Him, except a proclamation (verse 18 – 23 of Sura 72): 51 + [139 + 66 (or 65) + 111 + 481 + 110 + 67 (or 66) + 14 + 6 + 56] + [71 + 141 + 76 + 66 (or 67) + 95 + 32 + 142 + 115 + 37 + 130 + 92 + 82 + 212 + 6 + 31 + 521 + 7 + 14 + 130 + 61 + 31 + 91 + 90 + 1001 + 6 + 31 + 505 + 130 + 61 + 80 + 283 + 90 + 66 + 14 + 6 + 80 + 8 + 90 + 65 + 483 + 32 + 1034] = [51 + 1050 (or 1049)] + 6337 (or 6338) = 1101 (or 1100) + 6337 (or 6338) = 7438 (7437 or 7439)

مراساها كل أنما علمها عند ربي لا يجلبها لوقتها إلا هو تقلت في السماوات والأرض لا تأتيكم إلا بغتة يسألونك كأنك حي عندها قل will its docking be? Say: the knowledge of it is with my Lord (God). No one uncovers its timing, except he. It has become heavy in the Heavens and the Earth. It does not come to you, except
as all of a sudden. They ask you if you are privy to it. Say: (verse 187 of Sura 7):  

\[ \begin{align*}
&[307 (or 306) + 130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 212 + 31 + 59] + (542 + 32 + 11 + 1030 + 90 + 539 + 6 + 1032 + 31 + 871 + 146 + 124 + 212 + 31 + 59) + (542 + 32 + 11 + 1030 + 90 + 539 + 6 + 1032 + 31 + 871 + 177 (or 176) + 91 + 98 + 126 + 130 + 92) = 1101 (or 1100) + 6337 (or 6336) = 7438 \\
&[6 + 770 + 822 + 155 + 187 + 51 + 80 + 66 + 108 + 6 + 51 + 167 + 31 + 212 + 96 + 701 + 593 (or 594)] + [107 + 286 + 218 + 60 + 155 + 114 (or 113) + 247 + 141 + 47 + 131 + 791] = 4102 (or 4103) + 3336 (or 3335) = 7438 (7437 or 7439) \\
&[83 + 65 + 202 + 232 (or 231) + 329 + 289 + 90 (or 91) + 56 + 95 + 32 + 126 + 6 + 32 + 640 + 61] + [331 (or 330) + 681 + 300 (or 299) + 790 + 561 + 155 + 1210 + 1879 + 155 + 6 + 31] = 2338 (2337 or 2339) + 6100 (or 6099) = 8438 (8437 or 8439) \\
&[58 + 187 (or 186) + 6 + 31 + 201 + 223 + 113 + 81 + 192 (or 193) + 81 + 163] + [1016 + 42 + 365 (or 364) + 110 + 51 + 126 + 108 + 32 + 224 + 193 (or 192) + 323 + 87 + 101 (or 100) + 62 + 56 + 187]
\end{align*} \]

And thus we let them be found so that they know that the Promise of Allah is true and that the Hour there is no doubt about it. They argue among each other. So, they said: build above them a building; their Lord is more knowledgeable about them. Those who prevailed said (verse 21 of Sura 18):  

\[ \begin{align*}
&\text{In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. The Hiasb (Judgment) of the people has approached while they are in Ghafla (unawareness or inattentiveness) turned away.} \\
&\text{Whatever comes to them of mention of their Lord, they listen to it while they are playing around (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 21):} \\
&\text{Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Worlds (People), the Rahman, the Raheem, Master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgement). You are whom we worship and seek support from. Guide us to the Straight Path, the path of those whom you have given bounties, not those who are the subject of wrath and not (verse 2 – 7 of Sura 1):} \\
&\text{by the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of the End Times) and I do swear by the self-reproaching spirit. Does the human being think that We are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, We are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to deny what is coming ahead of him. He asks : When will Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of the End Times) be? When he sparkles the sight and eclipses (or collapses) the Moon and the Sun and the Moon have been united. The human being says on that day: where is the refuge? No} (verse 1 - 11 of Sura 75):
\end{align*} \]
Those who have disbelieved from People of the Book and the Polytheists would not have desisted until the Bayina (Evidence) came to them, a Messenger from Allah, reciting purified scriptures, in which there are valuable books and those who have been given the Book would not have become divided (parted ways) except after the Bayina (Evidence) came to them and (they) have not been (verse 1 – 5 of Sura 98): \[
\textbf{9438 (or 9437)} \equiv \text{equivalent to 1438}
\]

And when they are shown a Sign, they turn away and they say: Continuous Magic. And they reject (the warning) and follow their own whims, but every matter shall be settled. And has reached them of the news what in them is deterrent. Great wisdom, but the (warnings of) warners may not suffice. (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 54): \[
\textbf{11438 (or 11439)}
\]

The Tatars besieged and then conquered Kazan and made it the capital of their Khanate in 1438.

May 26, 2013 (May 13, 2013 Julian) (Rajab 17, 1434 Hijri) (Sivan 17, 5773 Jewish) (2456, 438th Julian Day). \textbf{Rajab 17, 1434 Hijri} was 508,000th Hijri Day.
(verse 12 of Sura 18): $220 + (11 + 108 + 100) = 220 + 219 = 439$

يوم القرآن  Day of the Quran: $56 + 383 = 439$

يوم + أصحاب النار  Day + Companions of the Fire (verse 31 of Sura 74): $56 + (101 + 282) = 56 + 383 = 439$

يوم أصحاب المحراب  Day of Companions of the Mihrab (Place of Worship): $56 + (101 + 282) = 56 + 383 = 439$

مقام إبرهيم  Maqam (Place) of Abraham: $181 + 258$ (or 259) = $439$ (or 440)

(verse 98 of Sura 18): $5 + 80 + 214$ (or 212) + $108 + 26 + 6 = 439$ (or 437)

(verse 1 of Sura 97): $66 + 329 + 289 + 52 + 143 + 90 + 470 = 1439$

(verse 4 of Sura 97): $6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 249$ (or 247) + $90 = 1439$ (or 1437)

(1706 is the 1439th Composite Number)

(290 is the 1439th Prime Number)

(verse 187 of Sura 7): $32 + 1407 = 1439$

(verse 31 of Sura 74): $41 + 154 + 101$ (or 102) + $282 + 32 + 105$ (or 106) + $6 + 41 + 154 + 523$ (or 519) = $1439$ (or 1440)

We have not made People of the (Hell) Fire, except Angels and We have not made their Idda (count, number, or period) (verse 31 of Sura 74): $41 + 154 + 101$ (or 102) + $282 + 32 + 105$ (or 106) + $6 + 41 + 154 + 523$ (or 519) = $1439$ (or 1440)

We have not made People of the (Hell) Fire, except Angels and
Day of Nineteenth Rabi: \(56 + (531 + 570) + 282 = 56 + 1101 + 282 = 1439\)

He said: Give me respite till Day of (verse 14 of Sura 7): \((131 + 1211 + 41) + 56 = 1383 + 56 = 1439\)

And He brings out the Living from the Dead (verse 19 of Sura 30): \((813 + 49 + 90 + 481) = 1433 = 1439\)

This. Verily, the Command of your Lord has arrived and they are (verse 76 of Sura 11): \(1439 (1436 \text{ or } 1437)\)

and the Great Quran (verse 87 of Sura 15): \(6 + 382 (\text{ or } 383) + 1051 = 1439 (\text{ or } 1440)\)

Book whose Ayat (verses or signs) have been detailed (verse 3 of Sura 41): \(422 (\text{ or } 423) + [600 + 417 (\text{ or } 418)] = 1017 (\text{ or } 1018) = 1439 (1440 \text{ or } 1441)\)

And we have empowered in the Ard (Land or Earth) and (verse 10 of Sura 7): \(1439\)

Then, we revived them so that we know which (verse 12 of Sura 18): \(540 + 771 (\text{ or } 770) + 220 + 11 = 1439 (\text{ or } 1438)\)

unto you their news in the Haq. They are youths who believed in their Lord and we increased them in guidance (verse 13 of Sura 18): \(130 + 130 + 98 + 141 + 96 + 495 + 98 (\text{ or } 99) + 249 + 6 + 107 (\text{ or } 106) + 19 = 1420 (\text{ or } 1421) + 19 = 1439 (\text{ or } 1440)\)

unto you their news in the Haq. They are youths who believed in their Lord and we increased them in guidance (verse 13 of Sura 18): \(130 + 98 + 141 + 96 + 495 + 98 (\text{ or } 99) + 249 + 6 + 107 (\text{ or } 106) + 19 = 130 + 1309 = 1439 (\text{ or } 1440)\)

ZaZalika ("In addition" or "That is how") we revived them (verse 19 of Sura 18): \(771 (\text{ or } 770) + 668 (\text{ or } 667) = 1439 (1437 \text{ or } 1438)\)

Allah is Haq (Real or True) and that the Hour, there is no doubt about it, when (verse 21 of Sura 18): \(67 (\text{ or } 66) + 108 + 6 + 51 + 167 + 31 + 212 + 96 + 701 = 1439 \text{ (or } 1438)\)

Your Lord, not changing his words, and you will not find (verse 27 of Sura 18): \(1439 (1437 \text{ or } 1438)\)

ZaZalika (like that), your Lord shall choose you (verse 6 of Sura 12): \(770 (\text{ or } 771) + 445 + 224 (\text{ or } 222) = 1439 (1437 \text{ or } 1438)\)

attack him. Say: I Adu (invoke, call or pray to) my
Lord and do not worship any thing along with him. Say: I (verse 19 – 21 of Sura 72): 115 + 37 + 130 + 92 + 82 + 214 (or 212) + 6 + 31 + 521 + 7 + 13 + 130 + 61 = 1439 (or 1437)

بسم الله الرحمن الرحيم امَر In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. The Command is coming. (verse 1 of Sura 16): 1439 (or 1438)

الزمن لم يلبث إلا قليل ونصفه أو أقصى منه قليل أو زد عليه the Muzzamil. Stand up the Night, except a little. Half of it or subtract from it a little or add to it (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 73): 155 (or 148) + 140 + 71 + 32 + 170 (or 171) + 225 + 7 + 241 + 95 + 170 (or 171) + 7 + 11 + 115 = 1439 (1438 or 1437)

تسع العشيرة وما جعلنا أصحاب ال Nineeteen. And we have not made Ashab (Guardians or People) of the (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): 535 + 570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 102 (or 101) + 31 = 1439 (or 1438)

وعده الآخرة جينا بكم. Promise of the Akhira (End Times), we bring you (verse 104 of Sura 17): 80 + 1233 (or 1232) + 64 + 62 = 1439 (or 1438)

الأخرى أعطتنا لهم. The End Times, we have prepared for them (verse 10 of Sura 17): 838 (or 837) + 526 + 75 = 1439 (or 1438)

إن من أهل الكتاب إلا ليؤمن به قبل موته. no one of the People of the Book, but will believe in him before his death. (verse 159 of Sura 4): 51 + 90 + 36 + 454 (or 453) + 32 + 186 + 7 + 132 + 451 = 1439 (or 1438)

ألا ترا كيف فعل ربك بأصحاب الفيل. Have you not seen what your Lord has done to People of the Elephant (verse 1 of Sura 105): 71 + 601 (or 600) + 110 + 180 + 222 + 104 (or 103) + 151 = 1439 (1437 or 1438)

يدخلون في دين الله أفواج فضيح entering into Deen (Religion or Judgment) of Allah in Afwaj (successive groups), so praise by thanking your Lord (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 110): 700 + 90 + 64 + 66 + 91 (or 92) + 150 + 54 + 224 (or 222) = 1439 (or 1437)

ول ان يخلف الله وعده وإن يوما عند ربك. And Allah shall not fail in his promise and it is a day for your Lord is like (verse 47 of Sura 22): 6 + 80 + 720 + 66 + 85 + 6 + 51 + 57 (or 56) + 124 + 224 (or 222) + 20 = 1439 (1436 or 1437)

ساعة لاتيه فاصفح الصفح الجميل إن ربك Hour is coming, so forgive, the nice forgiveness. It is your Lord (verse 85 – 86 of Sura 15): 136 + 446 + 259 + 209 + 114 + 51 + 224 (or 222) = 1439 (or 1437)

جعلنا الليل والنهار أينتين فنحن أين الليل وجعلنا أينه we made the Night and the Day as two Ayat (Signs). So, we erased (or annihilated) Aya (Sign) of the Night and and we made Aya (Sign) (verse 12 of Sura 17): 154 + 71 + 6 + 287 + 471 (or 472) + 185 + 17 (or 16) + 71 + 6 + 154 + 17 (or 16) = 1439 (1437, 1438, or 1440)

عليك الكتاب نبينا لكل شيء upon you the Book, clarifier for every thing (verse 89 of Sura 16): 130 + 454 (or 453) + 464 (or 463) + 80 + 311 (or 310) = 1439 (1437 or 1438)
We have given you the Kawthar (Abundance or River in Paradise), so pray to your Lord and (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 108): 52 + 160 (or 161) + 757 + 210 + 254 (or 252) + 6 = 1439 (1437 or 1438)

The People, fear your Lord. It is the shaking (verse 1 of Sura 42): 142 + 508 + 264 (or 262) + 51 + 474 = 1439 (or 1437)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We have sent Noah to his people (verse 1 of Sura 71): 102 + 67 (or 66) + 330 (or 329) + 289 + 52 + 342 + 65 (or 64) + 41 + 151 = 1439 (1437 or 1438)

We sent upon them (Aad People) a roaring wind in (verse 19 of Sura 54): 52 + 342 + 155 + 219 (or 218) + 581 (or 580) + 90 = 1439 (1437 or 1438)

and exalted is he above what they worship beside him. He descends the Angels (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 16): 1439 (or 1438)

He did not make for it crookedness. Qaim (Valuable or title that refers to the Mahdi) to warn (verses 1 – 2 of Sura 18): 70 + 113 + 35 + 80 (or 79) + 151 (or 150) + 990 = 1439 (1437 or 1438)

Has Allah sent a human Messenger (verse 94 of Sura 17): 573 + 66 + 503 (or 502) + 297 (or 296) = 1439 (1437 or 1438)

for what is in my hands of the Torah and Mubashir (bearer of good news) (verse 6 of Sura 61): 1439 (or 1438)

When the Earth experiences a Dak (destructive or shaking event), a Dak after another, and your Lord comes (verse 21 – 22 of Sura 89): 701 + 424 + 1032 + 25 (or 24) + 24 (or 25) + 6 + 5 + 222 = 2439 (2438 or 2440) (2439 is the 2077th Composite Number) (2854 is the 2439th Composite Number)

He fills it with equity and justice like it was filled with oppression and aggression: 422 + [87 + 170 + 6 + 105 + 61 + 480 + 971 + 6 + 131 (or 132)] = 422 + 2017 (or 2018) = 2439 (or 2440) (This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi)

People that they believe when the Huda (Guide or Guidance) came to them, except that they said: Has Allah sent a human (verse 94 of Sura 17): 111 + 51 + 113 + 701 + 50 + 50 + 32 + 51 + 138 + 73 + 66 + 503 (or 502) = 2439 (or 2438)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. A.L.M. Tanzeel (Descended Message or Revelation), there is no doubt about it, from the Lord (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 32): [102 + 66 + 330 (or 329) + 289 + 71 + 497 + 454 (or 453) + 31 + 212] + (95 + 90 + 202) = 2051 (or 2052) + 387 = 2439 (2437 or 2438)

Arabic: 

إذا أعطيناك الكوثر فصلن لريك

و ركب فصلالكوثر أعطينك إنا

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem.

But we have not made People of ten. And we have not made People of
the Fire except as Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as
(verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): $570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 501 (or 500) + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 = 2439 (or 2438)

Youths to the Cave, then they said: Our Lord bring us, from what you have, mercy (verse 10 of Sura 18) $890 + 41 + 136 + 218 + 255 (or 253) + 452 + 90 + 104 + 253 = 2439 (or 2437)

in their Cave three hundred years and increased by nine. Say: Allah is more knowledgeable about (verse 25 – 26 of Sura 18): $90 + 150 + 1031 (or 1030) + 56 + 170 + 6 + 24 + 531 + 130 + 67 (or 66) + 141 + 43 = 2439 (2437 or 2438)

This is a mercy from My Lord. When the Promise of my Lord comes, He will turn it into (verse 98 of Sura 18): $[707 (or 706) + 253 + 90 + 202 + 782 + 5] + (80 + 212 + 108) = 2039 (or 2038) + 400 = 2439 (or 2438)

take the Book strongly. And we gave him the Wisdom (verse 12 of Sura 19): 2439 (or 2438)

Their Prophet told them: It is the Aya (Sign) of his Kingship that he brings you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin), in it there is Sakina from your Lord (verse 248 of Sura 2 ): $131 + 75 + 107 + 51 + 16 (or 17) + 95 + 51 + 481 + 840 + 95 + 145 + 90 + 262 = 2439 (or 2440)

O My Father, this is the interpretation of my vision, from before. My Lord has made it (verse 100 of Sura 12): 2439 (2436 or 2437)

In the Haq and the Hour is coming so forgive, the nice forgiveness. It is your Lord who is the Creator (verse 85 – 86 of Sura 15): 2439 (or 2438)

This Life of the Dunya (World before the End Times) is (nothing) but amusement and play and the Home of the End Times is the Hayawan (eternal life or life of eternity) if they (verse 64 of Sura 29): $[711 (or 710) + 55 + 96 + 32 + 41 + 6 + 102 + 6] + 51 + [236 + 838 (or 837) + 45 + 106 + 36 + 78] = [1048 (or 1049) + 51] + 1339 (or 1338) = 1100 (or 1099) + 1339 (or 1338) = 2439 (2437 or 2438) (equivalent to 1439)

what comes to them from mention of their Lord, so telling, but (verse 2 of Sura 21): 2439 (2437 or 2438)

The Conquest and you see the people enter into religion of Allah in groups, praise (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 110): 2439 (or 2440)

To them (yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces (make your faces lok bad) and shall (verse 7 of Sura 17): $116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 1233 + 107 + 80 + 6 + 30 = 2439
After him to Bani (Children) of Israel: inhabit the Land. When Promise the End Times comes (verse 104 of Sura 17): 

\[ \text{(90 + 81) + [92 + 302 (or 303) + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838)] = 171 + 3268 (3268 or 3269) = 3439 (or 3440 or 3441)} \]

(equivalent to 1439) (3439 is the 2957th Composite Number)

The Rahman on the throne Istawa (got seated). For him is what is in the Heavens and what is in the Earth and what is (verse 5 – 6 of Sura 20):

\[ \text{330 (or 329) + 110 + 601 + 477 + 35 + 41 + 90 + 539 (537 or 538) + 6 + 41 + 90 + 1032 + 6 + 41 = 3439 (3436, 3437, or 3438)} \]

Disagreement among the people and Zalazil (Shaking Events), so he fills the Earth with equity and justice like it was filled:

\[ (1112 + 90 + 142 + 6 + 75) + [161 + 1032 + 170 (or 169) + 6 + 104 (or 105) + 61 + 480] = 1425 + 2014 (2013 or 2015) = 3439 (3438 or 3440) \] (This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi)

And the Raqeeem were of our Ayat (Signs or Verses) as a wonder. When the Youths resorted to the Cave, then they said: Our Lord, bring us (verse 9 – 10 of Sura 18):

\[ \text{890 + 41 + 136 + 218 + 255 (or 253) + 452 + 90 + 104 + 253] + (6 + 26 + 81 + 90 + 292 + 505) = 2439 (or 2437) + 1000 = 3439 (or 3437)} \]

Youths to the Cave, then they said: Our Lord bring us, from what you have, mercy and provide for us, regarding our affair, guidance (verse 10 of Sura 18) [890 + 41 + 136 + 218 + 255 (or 253) + 452 + 90 + 104 + 253] + (6 + 26 + 81 + 90 + 292 + 505) = 2439 (or 2437) + 1000 = 3439 (or 3437)

And on that day, Jahannam (Hell) is brought forth. On that day, (verse 21 – 23 of Sura 89): 1032 + 25 + 25 + 6 + 224 (or 222) + 6 + 121 + 171 + 171 + 6 + 15 (or 14) + 766 + 100 + 766 = 3439 (or 3437)

The Earth experiences a Dak (destructive or shaking event), a Dak after another, and your Lord comes and the Angels line by line.

And listen the Day the caller calls (verse 39 – 41 of Sura 50): (115 + 431 + 6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 101 + 157 + 6 + 208 + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 75 + 136 = 3439)

The Earth is filled with oppression and aggression: 418 + 880 + 1032 + 971 + 6 + 132 = 3439 (equivalent to 1439) (This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi)

Disagreement among the people and Zalazil (Shaking Events), so he fills the Earth with equity and justice like it was filled:

\[ \text{6 + 26 + 81 + 90 + 292 + 505} \] + [161 + 1032 + 170 (or 169) + 6 + 104 (or 105) + 61 + 480] = 1425 + 2014 (2013 or 2015) = 3439 (3438 or 3440)

(This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi)

The Rahman on the throne Istawa (got seated). For him is what is in the Heavens and what is in the Earth and what is (verse 5 – 6 of Sura 20):

\[ \text{330 (or 329) + 110 + 601 + 477 + 35 + 41 + 90 + 539 (537 or 538) + 6 + 41 + 90 + 1032 + 6 + 41 = 3439 (3436, 3437, or 3438)} \]

Our Lord bring us, from what you have, mercy and provide for us, regarding our affair, guidance (verse 10 of Sura 18) [890 + 41 + 136 + 218 + 255 (or 253) + 452 + 90 + 104 + 253] + (6 + 26 + 81 + 90 + 292 + 505) = 2439 (or 2437) + 1000 = 3439 (or 3437)

Our Lord bring us, from what you have, mercy and provide for us, regarding our affair, guidance (verse 10 of Sura 18) [890 + 41 + 136 + 218 + 255 (or 253) + 452 + 90 + 104 + 253] + (6 + 26 + 81 + 90 + 292 + 505) = 2439 (or 2437) + 1000 = 3439 (or 3437)

And listen the Day the caller calls (verse 39 – 41 of Sura 50): (115 + 431 + 6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 101 + 157 + 6 + 208 + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 75 + 136 = 3439)

The Earth experiences a Dak (destructive or shaking event), a Dak after another, and your Lord comes and the Angels line by line.

And listen the Day the caller calls (verse 39 – 41 of Sura 50): (115 + 431 + 6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 101 + 157 + 6 + 208 + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 75 + 136 = 3439)

Our Lord bring us, from what you have, mercy and provide for us, regarding our affair, guidance (verse 10 of Sura 18) [890 + 41 + 136 + 218 + 255 (or 253) + 452 + 90 + 104 + 253] + (6 + 26 + 81 + 90 + 292 + 505) = 2439 (or 2437) + 1000 = 3439 (or 3437)

The Rahman on the throne Istawa (got seated). For him is what is in the Heavens and what is in the Earth and what is (verse 5 – 6 of Sura 20):

\[ \text{330 (or 329) + 110 + 601 + 477 + 35 + 41 + 90 + 539 (537 or 538) + 6 + 41 + 90 + 1032 + 6 + 41 = 3439 (3436, 3437, or 3438)} \]

And listen the Day the caller calls (verse 39 – 41 of Sura 50): (115 + 431 + 6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 101 + 157 + 6 + 208 + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 75 + 136 = 3439)

The Rahman on the throne Istawa (got seated). For him is what is in the Heavens and what is in the Earth and what is (verse 5 – 6 of Sura 20):

\[ \text{330 (or 329) + 110 + 601 + 477 + 35 + 41 + 90 + 539 (537 or 538) + 6 + 41 + 90 + 1032 + 6 + 41 = 3439 (3436, 3437, or 3438)} \]
Loaves. I conjure thee among His signs on what we have cast in the Night watch to show you of our tokens. It is He who is the All-Hearer, All-Seer. And we brought Moses (verse 1-2 of Sura 17): 271 + 83 + 70 + 90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 223 + 741 + 273 + 49 + 295 + 90 + 462 + 56 + 11 + 211 + 6 + 462 + 116 = 4439

So that you seek bounty from your Lord (verse 12 of Sura 17): 337 + [1839 + 910 (or 911) + 90 + 262] = 337 + 3102 (or 3101) = 3439 (or 3438)

The Raheem. The Command of Allah is coming so do not hasten it. Glorified and exalted is he above what they worship beside him. He descends the Angels with the Spirit from his command upon whomever (verse 1-2 of Sura 16): 4439 (4437 or 4438)

A book whose verses have been firmly structured, then detailed, from Hakeem (Wise) and Khabeer (Expert), that you do not worship except Allah. I am (verse 1-2 of Sura 11): 200 + 423 + 469 + 418 (or 417) + 540 + 600 + 90 + 84 + 78 + 812 + 32 + 483 + 32 + 67 (or 66) + 111 = 4439 (4437 or 4438)

The nice forgiveness. It is your Lord who is the knowledgeable Creator. And we have brought you seven of/from the Mathani and the Great Quran (verse 85-87 of Sura 15): 178 + 114 + 51 + 224 (or 222) + 11 + 762 + 181 + 6 + 134 + 483 + 133 + 90 + 632 + 6 + 383 + 1051 = 4439 (or 4437)

I will make for you a household and ten thousand of the kindred to comfort you. So that you seek bounty from your Lord and so that you know number of the years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment) and every thing (verse 12 of Sura 17): 1839 + 911 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 577 + 78 + 201 + 6 + 102 + 6 + 50 + 311 (or 310)
In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Glory be upon the One who sent in a journey his worshipper at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings to show him from (verse 1 of Sura 17): 102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 120 (or 121) + 741 + 271 + 83 + 71 (or 70) + 90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 232 + 741 + 273 + 49 + 295 + 90 = 4439 (4438 or 4440)

Glory be upon the One who sent in a journey his worshipper at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings to show him from (verse 1 of Sura 17): 102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 120 (or 121) + 741 + 271 + 83 + 71 (or 70) + 90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 232 + 741 + 273 + 49 + 295 + 90 = 4439 (4438 or 4440)

In the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One) we descended it/him and in the Haq it descended and we have not sent you except as (verse 103 – 105 of Sura 17): 124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 303 (or 302) + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 1232 (or 1233) + 55 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 (or 143) + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 (or 361) + 32 = 5439 (5436, 5437, or 5438)

And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One) we descended it/him and in the Haq it descended and we have not sent you except as (verse 103 – 105 of Sura 17): 124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 303 (or 302) + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 1232 (or 1233) + 55 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 (or 143) + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 (or 361) + 32 = 5439 (5436, 5437, or 5438)

And we let some of them make waves against others. And shall be blown (verse 98 – 99 of Sura 18): 4439 (or 4437 or 4438)

when Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One) we descended it/him and in the Haq it descended and we have not sent you except as (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): 303 (or 302) + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 383 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 (or 143) + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 (or 361) = 4439 (4437 or 4438)

If you return, we return and make (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17): 113 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1012 + 131 + 262 + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 154 = 5439 (5439 is the 4720th Composite Number)

And we let some of them make waves against others. And shall be blown (verse 98 – 99 of Sura 18): 4439 (or 4437 or 4438)

Glory be upon the One who sent in a journey his worshipper at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings to show him from (verse 1 of Sura 17): 102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 120 (or 121) + 741 + 271 + 83 + 71 (or 70) + 90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 232 + 741 + 273 + 49 + 295 + 90 = 4439 (4438 or 4440)

And we let some of them make waves against others. And shall be blown (verse 98 – 99 of Sura 18): 4439 (or 4437 or 4438)
make waves against others. And the Trumpet shall be blown (verse 98 – 99 of Sura 18): 5439 (or 5437)

We have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and We have not made their Idda (count, number, or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that, will become certain, those who have been given the Book (verse 31 of Sura 74): 41 + 154 + 101 (or 102) + 282 + 32 + 97 (or 96) + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414 + 453 = 5439 (or 5438)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. I do swear by the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of the End Times) and I do swear by the self-reproaching soul. Does the human being think that We are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, We are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to deny what is coming ahead of him. He asks: when will Day of the Qiyama be? (verse 1 - 6 of Sura 75): 5439 (5437 or 5438)

We made it/him a guidance to Bani (Children) of Israel. Do not take, besides me, a patron. The progeny of the ones whom we carried with Noah. He was a thankful worshipper. And we decreed to Children of Israel in (verse 2 – 4 of Sura 17): 6439 (6439 is the 5602nd Composite Number)

And we said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Laifia (from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq, we descended it (or him) and in the Haq, it (or he) descended. And we have not sent you except as a Mubashir (Bearer of Good News) and a Nazeer (Warner) (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): (6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 312 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141) + (87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32 + 543 + 6 + 961) = 4401 + 2038 = 6439

Remember the mercy of your Lord, his servant Zakaria. When he called unto his Lord, an in private call. He said: My Lord, my bones have weakened and my head has become full of grey hair (verse 2 of Sura 19): 6439 (equivalent to 1439) (The first 19 words (after the introductory mysterious letters) of Sura 19)
Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. A.L.R. These are verses of the Book and an evident Quran.
Perhaps those who have disbelieved wish they were Muslims. Let them eat and enjoy and be distracted by (verse 1–3 of Sura 15): 66 + 329 + 289 + 231 + 450 + 413 (or 412) + 454 (or 453) + 6 + 352 (or 351) + 102 + 243 + 20 + 791 + 307] + (36 + 78 + 230 + 945 + 6 + 90) = 4053 (4051 or 4052) + 2386 = 6439 (6437 or 6438)

Allah has promised those who have believed and did good deeds that he shall make them successors in the Ard (Earth or Land) like he made successors those (verse 55 of Sura 24): 80 + 66 + 791 + 99 (or 98) + 150 + 6 + 147] + [ 560 (or 559) + 1305 + 90 + 1032 + 61 + 1171 + 791 + 90] = 1339 (or 1338) + 5100 (or 5099) = 6439 (6437 or 6438) (equivalent to 1439)

And that when a worshipper of Allah rose up Yaduh (invoking, calling or praying to) him, they were about to attack him. Say: I Adu (invoke, call or pray to) my Lord and do not worship any thing along with Allah anything. Say: I do not have the capacity for harm or guidance. Say: No one will protect me from Allah and I will not find a refuge in other than Him, except a proclamation (verse 18–23 of Sura 72): 51 + 138 + 66 + 111 + 481 + 110 + 65 + 14 + 6 + 56 + 71 + 141 + 76 + 66 + 95 + 32 + 142 + 115 + 37 + 130 + 92 + 82 + 212 + 6 + 93 + 61 + 31 + 91 + 90 + 1001 + 6 + 31 + 505 + 130 + 61 + 80 + 283 + 90 + 66 + 13 + 6 + 80 + 8 + 90 + 65 + 483 + 32 + 1033 = 7439 (7439 is the 6496th Composite Number)

you do well for your selves and if you do bad, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. Perhaps your Lord (verse 7–8 of Sura 17): 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 108 (or 107) + 80 +
And thus we let them be found so that they know that the Promise of Allah is true and that the Hour there is no doubt about it. They argue among each other. So, they said: build above them a building; their Lord is more knowledgeable about them. Those who prevailed over their affair said (verse 21 of Sura 18):

\[6 + 770 + 822 + 155 + 187 + 51 + 80 + 66 + 108 + 6 + 51 + 167 + 31 + 212 + 96 + 701 + 594 + 107 + 286 + 218 + 60 + 155 + 114 + 247 + 141 + 47 + 131 + 791 + 1039 = 6400 + 1039 = 7439\]

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. The Hiasb (Judgment) of the people has approached while they are in Ghafla (unawareness or inattentiveness) turned away. Whatever comes to them of mention of their Lord, they listen to it while they are playing around (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 21):

\[52 + 143 (or 144) + 90 + 470 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 470 + 335 + 470 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 128 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 249 (or 247) + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 + 15 = 7439 (7437 or 7438)\]

We descended it in Lailat (Night or Eve) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it, by permission of their Lord, from every command. Peace is till (verse 1 – 5 of Sura 97):

\[83 + 65 + 202 + 232 (or 231) + 329 + 289 + 91 (or 90) + 56 + 95 + 32 + 126 + 6 + 32 + 640 + 61 + [331 (or 330) + 681 + 300 (or 299) + 790 + 561 + 155 + 1210 + 1879 + 155 + 6 + 31] = 2339 (2337 or 2338) + 6100 (or 6099) = 8439 (8437 or 8438) (8439 is the 7383rd Composite Number)\]

In the name of Allah, Lord of the Worlds (People), the Rahman, the Raheem, Master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgement). You are whom we worship and seek support from. Guide us to the Straight Path, the path of those whom you have given bounties, not those who are the subject of wrath and not (verse 2 – 7 of Sura 1):

\[\frac{\[83 + 65 + 202 + 232 (or 231) + 329 + 289 + 91 (or 90) + 56 + 95 + 32 + 126 + 6 + 32 + 640 + 61\] \times \frac{1}{2} = 2339 (2337 or 2338) + 6100 (or 6099) = 8439 (8437 or 8438) (8439 is the 7383rd Composite Number)\]

If you do well, you do well to yourselves, and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces (make your faces look bad) and they shall enter the Masjid (Place of worship) like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they can reach, an utter destruction. (verse 7 of Sura 17):

\[51 + 559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 1233 + 113 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 640 + 6 + 649 + 41 +\]
Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Justice), we descended it/him and in the Haq (Justice) it descended. And we have not sent you except as a Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and a Nazeer (Warner). And a Quran we have spaced it so that you recite to the people unhurriedly and (verse 104 – 106 of Sura 17): 303 (or 302) + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 + 32 + 543 + 6 + 961 + 6 + 352 + 436 + 736 + 110 + 142 + 110 + 560 + 6 = 8439 (8437 or 8438)

An isfandh from the khali of the Land, so we drowned him and the ones with him, all of them. And we said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq (Due Date) it descended. And we have not sent you (verse 103 – 105 of Sura 17): 51 + 609 (or 602) + 90 + 1032 + 1436 (or 1437) + 6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 302 (or 303) + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 (or 144) + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 (or 362) = 8439 (equivalent to 1439)

بيوم القيامة ولا أقسم بالنفس اللوام أحسب الإنسان أن نجم عظامه بلي قادرين على أن نسري بيانه بل يريد الإنسان ليحجر أمامه يا إنسان يوم القيامة فإذا برق القمر و خسوف القمر و جمع الشمس و القمر يقول الإنسان يومئذ أي المفر كلا by the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of the End Times) and I do swear by the self-reproaching spirit. Does the human being think that We are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, We are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to deny what is coming ahead of him. He asks: When will Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of the End Times) be? When he sparkles the sight and eclipses (or collapses) the Moon and the Sun and the Moon have been united. The human being says on that day: where is the refuge? No (verse 1 - 11 of Sura 75): [ 58 + 187 (or 186) + 6 + 31 + 201 + 223 + 113 + 81 + 193 (or 192) + 81 + 163 ] + [ 1016 + 42 + 365 (or 364) + 110 + 51 + 126 + 108 + 32 + 224 + 193 (or 192) + 323 + 87 + 101 (or 100) + 62 + 56 + 187 (or 186) + 782 + 302 + 323 + 6 + 740 + 371 + 6 + 113 + 431 + 6 + 371 + 146 + 193 (or 192) + 766 + 61 + 351 + 51 = 1337 (or 1336) + [8051 (8049 or 8050) + 51] = 1337 (or 1336) + 8102 (or 8101) = 9439 (9437 or 9438) (equivalent to 1439) (9439 is the 1170th Prime Number)

A Hadith attributed to Prophet Mohammad, he says: “the Dajjal shall remain 40 days, a day like a year, a day like a month, a day like a week, and the rest of his days are like your days.” This could mean: 365 + 30 + 7 + 37 = 439 days
Israel captured East Jerusalem including the Old City of Jerusalem and the Aqsa Mosque and therefore, all of Jerusalem became under its control on **Wednesday, June 7, 1967** (Safar 28, 1387 Hijri) (Iyar 28, 5727 Jewish) (2439.648.5th or 2439,649th Julian Day).

**May 27, 2013** (May 14, 2013 Julian) (Rajab 18, 1434 Hijri) (Sivan 18, 5773 Jewish) (2456,439th Julian Day). **Rajab 18, 1434 Hijri** was 508,001st Hijri Day.

**Mahdi Akif**, the head of the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt, was born on **July 12, 1928** (Muharram 23, 1347 Hijri) (2425,439.5th Julian Day). He died on **September 22, 2017** (Muharram 1, 1439 Hijri, the first day of year 1439 Hijri in Egypt.)

♦ **The Ibtida (Beginning): 440 (or 439)**  (440 is the 354th Composite Number) (540 is the 440th Composite Number) (3079 is the 440th Prime Number)

† **I was born (verse 33 of Sura 19): 440**

‡ **Jalut (Goliath who was an enemy of the Israelites) (verse 250 of Sura 2): 440**

‡ **Day of the Qurban (Sacrifice): 56 + 384 = 440**

‡ **The Deen (Religion or Judgment) (verse 4 of Sura 1) + The Miraj (Ascension to Heaven): 95 + 345 = 440**

‡ **Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment) (verse 4 of Sura 1) + The Nahr (Slaughter): (56 + 95) + 289 = 151 + 289 = 440**

‡ **Day + Companions of the Fire (verse 31 of Sura 74): 56 + (102 (or 101) + 282) = 56 + 384 (or 383) = 440 (or 439)**

‡ **Day of Companions of the Mihrab (Place of Worship): 56 + [102 (or 101) + 282] = 56 + 384 (or 383) = 440 (or 439)**

‡ **One Thousand + Four Hundred: 111 + (273 + 56) = 111 + 329 = 440**

‡ **Arbaaon (Forty) Aam (Years): 329 + 111 = 440**

‡ **whether it is near (soon) or far (verse 109 of Sura 21): 440**

‡ **Mosque of the Jazzar, Akka: (107 + 242) + 91 = 349 + 91 = 440 [President of Israel, Shimon Peres, visited Mosque of the Jazzar (Slaughterer) in Akka, Israel, on August 23, 2011 (Ramadan 23, 1432 Hijri) (Av 23, 5771 Jewish Calendar) (2455,796.5th Julian Day)]**

‡ **Church of John, the Baptist: 145 + 59 + 236 = 440**
Maqam (Place) of Abraham: 181 + 259 (or 258) = **440 (or 439)** (Mahdi is expected to be offered Bay’a / Allegiance between the Rukn & Maqam in Haram Mosque in Mecca.)

The Seventh + Huziran (June): 164 (or 163) + 276 = **440 (or 439)**

the Night glorify him and after (verse 40 of Sura 50): 71 + 155 + 6 + 208 (or 207) = **440 (or 439)**

Promise of Inha (Ending) of Israel: 80 + [58 + 302 (or 303)] = 80 + 360 (or 361) = **440 (or 441)**

The Promise + Wahiya (Catastrophe) of New York: (111 + 27) + 302 = 138 + 302 = **440**

Nihaya (End) of the Masonic Kingdom: 71 + (166 + 203) = 71 + 369 = **440**

Lud Gate of the Satan: (5 + 34) + 401 = 39 + 401 = **440**

The Warned-about Day (verse 20 of Sura 50) + Israa (miraculous heavenly journey): (56 + 121) + 263 = 177 + 263 = **440** (equivalent to **440**)

The Promise + The Rahman (Most Compassionate) (verse 1 of Sura 55): 111 + 329 = **440**

The Promise + Kingdom of the King son of David: 111 + [135 + 121 + 52 (or 53) + 21] = 111 + 329 (or 330) = **440 (or 441)**

The Promise + The Dajjal (Anti-Christ), Messiah Son of David + The Pope: 111 + [69 + 149 + 74 (or 73) + 37] = 111 + 329 (or 328) = **440 (or 439)**

Wilaya (State) of New South Wales (Australian State whose capital is Sydney) + Australia: [52 + (66 + 566 + 53)] + 703 = [52 + 685 (or 686)] + 703 = 737 (or 738) + 703 = **1440 (or 1441)**

Israa + The Prophet + The Haram House + The Aqsa Mosque: 263 + 93 + (443 + 280) + (138 + 223) = 263 + 92 + 723 + 361 = **1440**

Haven’t you seen what your Lord has done to People of the Elephant (verse 1 of Sura 105): 71 + 600 + 110 + 180 + 224 (or 222) + 104 (or 103) + 151 = **1440 (or 1439)**

There is no way for its (expected) occurrence to be a lie (verse 2 of Sura 56): 100 + 612 + 728 = **1440**

Day of Landing on the Moon + The Mars: 56 + (22 + 110 + 371 + 881) = 56 + 1384 = **1440**
The Last Pope of the Vatican: 6 + 592 (or 593) + 842 = 1440 (or 1441)

End of the Last Pope + Vatican: [71 + 801 (or 802) + 6] + 562 = 878 (or 879) + 562 = 1440 (or 1441)

End of Vatican + The Catholic Church: 71 + 561 (or 562) + 176 + 632 (or 633) = 1440 (or 1441)

The embracing of countries of the Catholics + Islam: 622 + 37 + 618 + 163 = 1440

The embracing of the Pope + the Catholics + Islam: 622 + 37 + 618 + 163 = 1440 (1440 is the 1211th Composite Number) (1707 is the 1440th Composite Number)

The Tabut (Coffin or Ark), in it there is Sakina from your Lord and (verse 248 of Sura 2): 840 + 95 + 145 + 90 + 264 + 6 = 1440

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We have descended it in Lailat (Night or Eve) of (verse 1 of Sura 97): 66 + 329 + 289 + 52 + 144 (or 143) + 90 + 470 = 1440 (or 1439)

We have not made People of the (Hell) Fire, except Angels and We have not made their Idda (count, number, or period) (verse 31 of Sura 74): 41 + 154 + 102 (or 101) + 282 + 32 + 105 (or 106) + 6 + 41 + 154 + 523 (or 519) = 1440 (or 1439)

and the Great Quran (verse 87 of Sura 15): 6 + 383 (or 382) + 1051 = 1440 (or 1439)

Book whose Ayat (verses or signs) have been detailed (verse 3 of Sura 41): 422 (or 423) + [600 + 418 (or 417)] = 422 (or 423) + 1018 (or 1017) = 1440 (1439 or 1441)

They ravaged through your homelands and thus it was a promise fulfilled (verse 5 of Sura 17): 1440

Unto you their news in the Haq. They are youths who believed in their Lord and we increased them in guidance (verse 13 of Sura 18): 130 + 98 + 141 + 96 + 495 + 99 (or 98) + 249 + 6 + 107 (or 106) + 19 = 1440 (or 1439)

attack him. Say: I Adu (invoke, call or pray to) my Lord and do not worship any thing along with him. Say: I (verse 19 – 21 of Sura 72): 115 + 37 + 130 + 92 + 82 + 214 (or 212) + 6 + 31 + 521 + 7 + 14 (or 13) + 130 + 61 = 1440 (or 1439)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. The Command is coming. (verse 1 of Sura 16): 1440 (or 1439)
وَعَلِيْهِ زُدْتُ أَوْ قَلْيَلًا مُنْهُ أَنْقُصُ كُنْيَةَ أَوْ زُدْ عَلَيْهِ وَقَلَيْلًا إِلَّا اِلْيَلَّ مَقِمُ اِنْقِصْ أَوْ زُدْ عَلَيْهِ

إنّمّا من أهل الكتاب لا يؤمنون به قيل مومته.

(verse 159 of Sura 4): 51 + 90 + 36 + 454 (or 453) + 32 + 187 (or 186) + 7 + 132 + 451 = 1440 (or 1439)

جعلنا الليل والنهار أثنيين فمحونا أي الليل ويجعلنا أيه

So, we made the Night and the Day as two Ayat (Signs).

(verse 12 of Sura 17): 154 + 71 + 6 + 287 + 472 (or 471) + 185 + 17 (or 16) + 71 + 6 + 154 + 17 (or 16) = 1440 (1437, 1438, or 1439)

تعالى عما يشركون ينزل الملائكة

exalted is he above what they worship beside him. He descends the Angels.

(verse 1 – 2 of Sura 16): 52 + 161 (or 160) + 757 + 210 + 254 (or 252) + 6 = 1440 (1437 or 1439)

أَبَعْثَ الَّذِي بِشَرَا رُسُولًا

Has Allah sent a human Messenger.

(verse 94 of Sura 17): 573 + 67 (or 66) + 503 (or 502) + 297 (or 296) = 1440 (or 1439)

وَلَن يُخَلِّفَ اللَّهُ وَعَدهُ وَإِنْ يَوْمَ هَذَا هُنَّاءً

And Allah shall not fail in his promise and it is a day for your Lord is like.

(verse 47 of Sura 22): 6 + 80 + 720 + 67 (or 66) + 85 + 6 + 51 + 57 + 124 + 224 (or 222) + 20 = 1440 (1439 or 1437)

رَبَّكَ لَا مِنْدِلٌ لِّكُلُّ مَا كَانَتُ أَنْتَ مِنَ الْعَلَامَاتِ

Your Lord, not changing his words, and you will not find.

(verse 27 of Sura 18): 1440 (or 1438)

كَذَٰلِكَ يَجْتَبِيكَ رَبُّكَ زَاَزَالِكَ (لِكَذَا)

ZaZalika (like that), your Lord shall choose you.

(verse 6 of Sura 12): 771 (or 770) + 445 + 224 (or 222) = 1440 (1437 or 1439)

إِنْ أَعَطَيْنَاهُمَا الكَوْثَرَ فَضْلًا لَّكَ وَأَفْوَاجَ

We have given you the Kawthar (Abundance or River in Paradise), so pray to your Lord and.

(verse 1 – 2 of Sura 108): 52 + 161 (or 160) + 757 + 210 + 254 (or 252) + 6 = 1440 (1437 or 1439)

سَاعَةَ آتِيهِ فَأَفْصَلِّ الصَّحِيحُ الجَمِيلُ إِنْ رَبِّكَ

Hour is coming, so forgive, the nice forgiveness. It is your Lord.

(verse 85 – 86 of Sura 15): 136 + 447 (or 446) + 259 + 209 + 114 + 51 + 224 (or 222) = 1440 (1437 or 1439)

يَخَلُّوْنَ فِي دِينِ الَّذِينَ آمَنُوا فَسُحِّ بِحَمِّ رَبِّكَ

entering into Deen (Religion or Judgment) of Allah in Afwaj (successive groups), so praise by thanking your Lord.

(verse 2 – 3 of Sura 110): 700 + 90 + 64 + 66 + 92 + 150 + 54 + 224 (or 222) = 1440 (or 1438)

مِرْكَزَهُ كَانَ كَانَ مَنْذِرٍ

Blessed. We have been warning.

(verse 3 of Sura 44): 267 (or 268) + 52 + 71 + 1050 = 1440 (or 1441)

حَمَّ وَالْكِتَابُ المُبِينُ إِنَّا أُنزِلْنَاهُ فِي لَيْلَةٍ مِّرْكَزَهُ إِنَّا كَانَ كَانَ مَنْذِرٍ

H.M. and the evident Book, We have descended it (or him) on a blessed night, we have been warning.

(verses 1 – 3 of Sura 44): 1000 + 1440
The Conquest and you see the people enter into religion of Allah in groups, praise (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 110): \(2440\) (or \(2439\))

When the Earth experiences a Dak (destructive or shaking event), after Dak, and your Lord comes (verse 21 – 22 of Sura 89): \(702 + 424 + 1032 + 25 (or 24) + 24 (or 25) + 6 + 5 + 222 (or 224) = 2440\) (or \(2443\))

My House. He fills it with equity and justice like it was filled with oppression and aggression: \(422 + (87 + 170 + 6 + 105 + 61 + 480 + 971 + 6 + 132) = 422 + 2018 = 2440\) (This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi)

People that they believe when the Huda (Guide or Guidance) came to them, except that they said: Has Allah sent a human (verse 94 of Sura 17): \(111 + 51 + 114 + 701 + 50 + 50 + 32 + 51 + 138 + 73 + 66 + 503 (or 502) = 2440\) (or \(2439\))

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. A.L.M. Tanzeel (Descended Message or Revelation), there is no doubt about it, from the Lord (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 32): \([102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 71 + 497 + 454 (or 453) + 31 + 212] + [95 + 90 + 204 (or 202)] = 2051 (or 2050) + 389 (or 387) = 2440\) (or \(2439\))

And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): \(570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 102 (or 101) + 282 + 32 + 501 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 = 2440\) (or \(2439\))

Youths to the Cave, then they said: Our Lord bring us, from what you have, mercy (verse 10 of Sura 18) \(890 + 41 + 136 + 218 + 255 (or 253) + 453 + 90 + 104 + 253 = 2440\) (or \(2438\))

This is a mercy from My Lord. When the Promise of my Lord comes, He will turn it into (verse 98 of Sura 18): \(706 + 253 + 90 + 204 (or 202) + 782 + 5 + 80 + 212 + 108 = 2440\) (or \(2438\))

take the Book strongly. And we gave him the Wisdom (verse 12 of Sura 19): \(2440\) (or \(2439\))

Their Prophet told them: It is the Aya (Sign) of his Kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin), in it there is Sakina from your Lord (verse 248 of Sura 2): \(131 + 75 + 107 + 51 + 17 (or 16) + 95 + 51 + 481 + 840 + 95 + 145 + 90 + 262 = 2440\) (or \(2439\))

The Haq and the Hour is coming so forgive, the nice forgiveness. It is your Lord who is the Creator (verse 85 – 86 of Sura 15): \(2440\)
They ask you about the Hour, when its docking will be, while you are part of its remembrance (or mention). (verse 42 - 43 of Sura 79): \[176 + 120 + 167 + 72 + 307 + 130 + 451 + 90 + 927 = 2440\]

what comes to them from mention of their Lord, so telling, but (verse 2 of Sura 21): \[2440 \text{ (2438 or 2439)}\]

To them (yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces (make your faces lok bad) and shall (verse 7 of Sura 17): \[116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 1233 + 108 \text{ (or 107)} + 80 + 6 + 30 = 2440 \text{ (equivalent to 1440)}\]

After him to Bani (Children) of Israel: inhabit the Land. When Promise the End Times comes (verse 104 of Sura 17): \[180 + 6 + 41 + 197 + 135 + 32 + 51 + 114 \text{ (or 113)} + 68 + 125 + 93 + 741 + + 35 + 90 + 539 = 3440 \text{ (3438 or 3439)}\]

This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi

This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi

This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi

This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi

This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi

This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi

This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi

This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi

This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi

This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi

This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi
81 + 163 + 1016 + 42 + 365 (or 364) + 110 + 51 + 126 + 32 + 224 + 193 (or 192) + 323 + 87 + 101 (or 100) + 62 = 3440 (or 3439) (This segment of verse 2 – 6 of Sura 75 consists of 19 words)

This segment of verse 2 – 6 of Sura 75 consists of 19 words)

Sending in a journey, his worshipper at night, from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we had blessed its surroundings to show him of our signs. It is He who is the All-Hearer, All-See. And we brought Moses (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 17): 271 + 83 + 71 + 90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 223 + 741 + 273 + 49 + 295 + 90 + 462 + 56 + 11 + 211 + 6 + 462 + 116 = 4440 (4440 is the 3837th Composite Number)

And we have not made Ashab (Guardians) of the Fire, except as angels and we have not made their Idda (number) except as Fitna (trial or test) for those (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): 116 + 535 + 570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 492 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 523 (or 519) + 32 + 535 + 820 = 4440 (4435 or 4439)

The Raheem. The Command of Allah is coming so do not hasten it. Glorified and exalted is he above what they worship beside him. He descends the Angels with the Spirit from his command upon whomever (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 16): 4440 (or 4439)

So that you seek bounty from your Lord and so that you know number of the years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment) and every thing (verse 12 of Sura 17): 1839 + 911 + 90 + 264 (or 262) + 6 + 577 + 78 + 201 + 6 + 102 + 6 + 50 + 310 (or 311) = 4440 (or 4439 or 4441)

Bism Allah al-Rahman al-Rahim. Glory be upon the One who sent in a journey his worshipper at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we had blessed its surroundings to show him from (verse 1 of Sura 17): 102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 120 (or 121) + 741 + 271 + 83 + 71 + 90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 232 + 741 + 274 (or 273) + 49 + 295 + 90 = 4440 (4439 or 4441)

My Lord is Haq. And we let some of them make waves against others. And shall be blown (verse 98 – 99 of Sura 18): 4440 (or 4438)

From you of its remembrance, to your Lord is its end. You are a warner for those who fear (or concerned about) it. As if (verses 43 – 46 of Sura 79): 90 + 927 + 41 + 224 (or 222) + 502 + 92 + 451 + 990 + 90 + 917 + 116 = 4440 (or 4438) (equivalent to 1440)

The Hour: When will its docking be? While you are part of its remembrance (or mention). To your Lord is its end. You are a Warner for those who fear it. (verse 42 - 45 of Sura 79): 167 + 62 + 306 (or 307) + 130 + 451 + 90 +
what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? The Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is (verse 2 - 5 of Sura 97): 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 81 + 111 + 505 + 303 (or 302) + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 214 + 1291 + 41 + 56 + 638 + 131 + 214 + 1281 + 41 + 56 + 31 + 506 + 217 = 5440 (or 5439)

And shall be upon you the Curse till Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment). He said: My Lord, so give me a respite till the day they will be revived. He said: You are from among those given a respite till day of the Known Time (verse 35 – 38 of Sura 15): 6 + 51 + 130 + 186 + 41 + 56 + 95 + 131 + 214 + 1291 + 41 + 56 + 638 + 131 + 151 + 90 + 1281 + 41 + 56 + 31 + 506 + 217 = 5440 (or 5439)

We have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and We have not made their Idda (count, number, or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that, will become certain, those who have been given the Book (verse 31 of Sura 74): 41 + 154 + 102 (or 101) + 282 + 32 + 97 (or 96) + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 791 + 414 + 453 = 5440 (or 5439)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem.

I do swear by the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of the End Times) and I do swear by the self-reproaching soul. Does the human being think that We are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, We are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to deny what is coming ahead of him. He asks: when will Day of the Qiyama be? (verse 1 - 6 of Sura 75): 5440 (5438
The Ghurub (Setting). And from the Night, praise him and after the prostration. And listen the day the Calls calls from a near place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq, that is Day of the Khuruj (Departure or Coming out) (verse 39 – 42 of Sura 50): 5440 (4438 or 4439) (equivalent to 1440)

We made it/him a guidance to Bani (Children) of Israel. Do not take, besides me, a patron. The progeny of the ones whom we carried with Noah. He was a thankful worshipper. And we decreed to Children of Israel in (verse 2 – 4 of Sura 17): 6440 (equivalent to 1440) (6440 is the 5603rd Composite Number)

Remember the mercy of your Lord, his servant Zakaria. When he called unto his Lord, an in private call. He said: My Lord, my bones have weakened and my head has become full of grey hair (verse 2 – 4 of Sura 19):

Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is, till rise of the Dawn (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): 6440 (equivalent to 1440) (The first 19 words (after the introductory mysterious letters) of Sura 19)

The Rahman, the Raheem. We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace it is till rise of the Dawn (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): 6440 (equivalent to 1440)
Lord from every command. Peace (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): \(330 + 289 + 52 + 143 + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 128 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 249 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 = 6440\) (or 6439)

Allah has promised those who have believed and did good deeds that he shall make them successors in the Ard (Earth or Land) like he made successors those (verse 55 of Sura 24): \([(80 + 66 + 791 + 99 + 150 + 6 + 147) + [561 + 1305 + 90 + 1032 + 61 + 1171 + 791 + 90] = 1339\) (or 1338) + 5101 (or 5100) = 6440 (6438 or 6439)

Very high in the ranks, who has the Throne, he casts the Spirit, from his command, upon whomever he wishes, from among his worshippers to warn about Day of the Talaq (Meeting). The Day they are Barizoon (clearly visible), shall not be hidden, to Allah, of them, anything. For whom is the Mulk (Kingship or Dominion) today? For Allah (verse 15 – 16 of Sura 40): 
\[360 + 638 + 706 + 601 + 150 + 245 + 90 + 246 + 110 + 90 + 312 + 90 + 82 + 990 + 56 + 562 + 56] + [45 + 265 + 31 + 700 + 110 + 66 + 135 + 311 + 120 + 121 + 87 + 65] = 5384 + 2056 = 7440 \ (7440 is the \text{6497}th \ Composite \ Number)

The Mosques are for Allah, so do not Tadu (invoke, call or pray to) along with Allah anything. And that when a worshipper of Allah rose up Yaduh (invoking, calling or praying to) him, they were about to attack him. Say: I Adu (invoke, call or pray to) my Lord and do not worship anything along with him. Say: I do not have the capacity for harm or guidance. Say: No one will protect me from Allah and I will not find a refuge in other than Him, except a proclamation (verse 18 – 23 of Sura 72): 
\[51 + 138 + 66 + 111 + 481 + 110 + 65 + 14 + 6 + 56 + 71 + 141 + 76 + 66 + 95 + 32 + 142 + 115 + 37 + 130 + 92 + 82 + 212 + 6 + 31 + 521 + 7 + 14 + 130 + 61 + 31 + 91 + 90 + 1001 + 6 + 31 + 505 + 130 + 61 + 80 + 283 + 90 + 66 + 13 + 6 + 80 + 8 + 90 + 65 + 483 + 32 + 1033 = 7440 \ (equivalent to 1440)

The end Times, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. Perhaps your Lord (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17): 
\[559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 \ (or 837) + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 + 140 + 264 \ (or 262) = 7440 \ (7438 or 7439)

And thus we let them be found so that they know that the Promise of Allah is true and that the Hour there is no doubt about it. They argue among each other. So, they said: build above them a building; their Lord is more knowledgeable about them. Those who prevailed over their affair said (verse 21 of Sura 18): 
\[6 + 771 \ (or 770) + 822 + 155 + 187 + 51 + 80 + 66 + 108 + 6 + 51 + 167 + 31 + 212 + 96 + 701 + 594 + 107 + 286 + 218 + 60 + 155 + 114 + 247 + 141 + 47 + 131 + 791] + 1039 = 6401 \ (6400) + 1039 = 7440 \ (or 7439)
will its docking be? Say: the knowledge of it is with my Lord (God). No one uncovers its timing, except he. It has become heavy in the Heavens and the Earth. It does not come to you, except as all of a sudden. Whatever comes to them of mention of their Lord, they listen to it while they are playing around (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 21): 

```
We descended it in Lailat (Night or Eve) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it, by permission of their Lord, from every command. Peace it is till (verse 1 – 5 of Sura 97): 52 + 144 (or 143) + 90 + 470 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 470 + 335 + 470 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 128 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 249 (or 247) + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 + 15 = 7440 (7438 or 7439) (equivalent to 1440)
```

If you do well, you do well to yourselves, and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces (make your faces look bad) and they shall enter the Masjid (Place of worship) like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they can reach, an utter destruction. (verse 7 of Sura 17): 51 + 559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 1233 + 113 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 640 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 106 + 1013 = 8440 (8440 is the 7384th Composite Number)

Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Justice), we descended it/him and in the Haq it (or he) descended and we have not sent you except as a Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and a Nazeer (Warner). And a Quran we have spaced it so that you recite to the people unhurriedly and (verse 104 – 106 of Sura 17): 303 (or 302) + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 + 32 + 543 + 6 + 961 + 6 + 353 + 436 + 736 + 110 + 142 + 110 + 560 + 6 = 8440 (or 8439)

And in the Haq (Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq (Due Date) it descended. And we have not sent you (verse 103 – 105 of Sura 17): 51 + 609 (or 602) + 90 + 1032 + 1436 (or 1437) + 6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 303 (or 302) + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 64
And We brought Moses the Book and we made him a guidance to the Children of Israel, so that you do not take aside from me as a Wakeel (Guardian), the progeny of the ones whom we had carried with Noah. He was a thankful worshipper.

And we decreed unto Bani (Children) of Israel in the Book that you shall corrupt in the Ard (Land or Earth) twice and you shall rise to a great height. When the Promise of the first of the two comes, we send against you, servants of ours, of great might. So, they ravage through your homelands. And, it has been a promise bound to be fulfilled. Then, we give back to you the turn against them and we supply you with monies and children and we make you more in number. If you do well, you do well to yourselves, and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces (make your faces look bad) (verse 2 – 7 of Sura 17): (6 + 463 + 116 + 453 + 6 + 158 + 19 + 92 + 303 + 32 + 2107 + 90 + 70 + 67 + 915 + 90 + 129 + 110 + 64 + 56 + 71 + 77 + 527 + 6 + 961 + 41 + 62 + 303 + 90 + 453 + 624 + 90 + 1032 + 700 + 6 + 580 + 107 + 233 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 83 + 623 + 170 + 78 + 81 + 47 + 63 + 318 + 151 + 661 + 246 + 6 + 71 + 81 + 227 + 540 + 259 + 90 + 256 + 155 + 6 + 160 + 80 + 6 + 112 + 6 + 213 + 721 + 341 + 51 + 559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80) + (1233 + 108 + 80) = 2101 9 + 1421 = 22440 (22440 is the 19930th Composite Number)

Year 1440 is 1400 Hijri years from year 40 Hijri in which Ali bin Abi Taleb died. He died on January 28 (or 27), 661 AD Julian (Ramadan 21, 40 Hijri).

After 18 months and 7 days after beginning of the siege of Jerusalem on Tevet 10, Nebuchadnezzar and his Babylonian forces breached the walls of Jerusalem on Tammuz 17 of the Jewish Calender, on their way to destroying the First Temple three weeks later, meaning almost 19 months after beginning of the siege, on Av 9 (Tisha B'Av) of the Jewish Calender. Av 9 is the same day on which the Second Temple was later destroyed around 70 AD. Rabbinical Jewish sources state that the destruction of the First Temple happened in 422 B.C.E., while Secular sources state it happened was in 586 B.C.E. If the End Times starts in 2019, that means 422 + 2018 = 2440 years after destruction of the First Temple.

♦  الفشل: 441 (441 is the 355th Composite Number) (3083 is the 441st Prime Number)

ولادة Wilada (Birth, Giving Birth, or Baby Delivery): 441

القرنين Al-Qarnain (the two Horns or Breeds) : 441

أعمال السحر Works of Magic: 142 + 299 = 441

ميشيل أوباما Michelle Obama (Barack Obama’s wife) : 390 + 51 = 441 (432 or 431)
The Flying Saucers: $185 + 256 = 441$

The Promise of Inha (Ending) of Israel: $80 + [58 + 303 (or 302)] = 80 + 361 (or 360) = 441 (or 440)$

knows the Secret (verse 7 of Sura 20): $150 + 291 = 441$

Nihaya (End) of Omr (age or life span) of the Hayat (life): $71 + (310 + 60) = 71 + 370 = 441$

You are a Warner (verse 45 of Sura 79): $451 + 990 = 1441 (= 11 \times 131)$ (equivalent to 441) (1441 is the 1212th Composite Number) (1708 is the 1441st Composite Number)

Blessed. We have been warning. (verse 3 of Sura 44): $268 (or 267) + 52 + 71 + 1050 = 1441 (or 1440)$

Book whose Ayat (verses or signs) have been detailed (verse 3 of Sura 41): $423 (or 422) + [600 + 418 (or 417)] = 423 (or 422) + 1018 (or 1017) = 1441 (1439 or 1440)$

the prostration. And listen the Day the caller calls from a close place. (verse 40 – 41 of Sura 50): $(104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 126 + 90) + (111 + 312) = 1018 + 423 = 1441$

Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Universe, the Most Compassionate, Most Merciful, Master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment) (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 1): $83 + 65 + 202 + 232 (or 231) + 329 (or 330) + 289 + 90 (or 91) + 56 + 95 = 1441 (1440, 1442, or 1443)$

Khams Ashar (Fifteen) + Nisan: $171 + (700 + 570) = 171 + 1270 = 1441 (Nisan 15 is Passover, the day on which the Exodus of Children of Israel from Egypt started.)

Israa (heavenly journey) + Sahib (Companion) of Nihaya (End) of Zaman (Time) + from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque: $263 + 100 (or 101) + [71 + 97 (or 98)] + (90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 223) = 263 + [100 (or 101) + 168 (or 169)] + 910 = [263 + 268 (269 or 270)] + 910 = 531 (532 or 533) + 910 = 1441 (or 1442)$

The Last Pope of the Vatican: $6 + 593 (or 592) + 842 = 1441 (or 1442)$

End of the Last Pope + Vatican: $[71 + 802 (or 801) + 6] + 562 = 879 (or 878) + 562 = 1441 (or 1440)$

End of Vatican + The Catholic Church: $71 + 562 (or 561) + 176 + 632 (or 633) = 1441 (or 1440)$
Nihaya (End) of Kingdom of King of the Last King of the Britan (Britons): \(71 + 135 + (90 + 303 + 842) = 71 + (135 + 1235) = 71 + 1370 = 1441\)

Wilaya (State) of New South Wales (Australian State whose capital is Sydney) + Australia: \([52 + (66 + 567 + 53)] + 703 = [52 + 686 (or 685)] + 703 = 738 \text{ (or 737)} + 703 = 1441 \text{ (or 1440)}\)

Nuzul (Descent) of the Quran, the Kareem (Honorable) + The Preserved Board (from which the Quran descended) + Bayt (House) of the Izza (location in the sky where the Quran descended from the Preserved Board): \(93 + [382 (or 383) + 301] + (75 + 1065) + (412 + 113) = 93 + 683 (or 684) + 1140 + 525 = [776 (or 777) + 1140] + 525 = 1916 \text{ (or 1917)} + 525 = 2441 \text{ (or 2440)}\)

After him to Bani (Children) of Israel: inhabit the Land. When Promise the End Times comes (verse 104 of Sura 17): \((90 + 81) + [92 + 303 (or 302)] + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) = 171 + 3270 (3268 or 3269) = 3441 \text{ (or 3440 or 3439)}\)

Shine and the Moon as a Light and divided it into stages so that you know the number of years and the Hisab (Calculation). Allah did not create that (verse 5 of Sura 10): \(812 + 6 + 371 + 257 + 6 + 309 + 128 + 577 + 78 + 201 + 6 + 102 + 41 + 730 + 66 + 751 \text{ (or 750)} = 4441 \text{ (or 4440)}\)

After it are Nineteen. And we have not made Ashab (Guardians) of the Fire, except as angels and we have not made their Idda (number) except as Fitna (trial or test) for those (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): \((116 + 535 + 570 + 6 + 41 + 154) + [102 (or 101) + 282 + 32 + 492 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 523 + 32 + 535 + 820] = 1422 + 3019 \text{ (or 3018)} = 4441 \text{ (or 4440)}\)

Lies with your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, we return and make (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17): \((114 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138) + (61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 + 131 + 262 + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 154) = 1019 + 4422 = 5441\)

Qadr is ? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): \([304 + 6 + 41 +\)
This segment consists of 19 words whose numerical value is 5019 (equivalent to 19), followed by 3 words whose numerical value is 422, the numerical value of Shaban.

what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? The Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is (verse 2 - 5 of Sura 97): [41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 (or 130) + 15] + (418 + 149) = 4874 + 567 = 5441 (5441 is the 719th Prime Number)

If you do good for your selves and if you do bad, it is for yours. When Promise of the End Times, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. Perhaps your Lord (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17): (51 + 559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 + 56 + 562 + 56 + 45 + 266 + 31 + 700) + (110 + 66 + 135 + 311 + 120 + 121 + 87 + 65) = (1704 + 4722) + 1015 = 6426 + 1015 = 7441

You know that no one has sent down these except Lord of the Heavens and the Earth as eye-openers and I think, O Pharaoh, you are doomed. So, he wanted to provoke them out of the Land, so we drowned him and the ones with him, all of them. And we said, from after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Laffifa (from diverse backgrounds). And in the Haq we descended it (or him) and in the Haq it (or he) descended. And we have not sent you except as a Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and a Nazeer (Warner) (verse 102 – 105 of Sura 17): (134 + 540 + 41 + 88 + 44 + 32 + 202 + 539 + 6 + 1032 + 294 + 6 + 61 + 1001 + 11 + 406 + 749 + 286 + 51 + 602 + 90 + 1032 + 1437 + 6 + 90 + 115 + 124) + (6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 303 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 + 55 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 + 32 + 543 + 6 + 961) = 9019 + 6422 = 15441

♦ Al-Ashqa (The most wicked) (verse 11 of Sura 87): 442 (442 is the 356th Composite Number) (543 is the 442nd Composite Number) (3089 is the 442nd Prime Number)
Mashoom (Ominous) Day: \(56 + 386\) (or \(387\)) = \(442\) (or \(443\))

The person being questioned about it is more knowledgeable: \(173 + 126 + 143 = 442\) (This is part the answer of Prophet Mohammad (p) when questioned about the Hour by Angel Gabriel)

The Hijja (Pilgrimage): \(442\)

Aya (Sign) (verse 248 of Aura 2): \(442\) (or \(441\))

The American Cities: \(125 + 317\) (or \(307\)) = \(442\) (or \(432\))

Day of Hadd (Destruction) of Sydney + The Nuclear Weapons: \(56 + 9 + 134 + 243 = 199 + 243 = 442\)

Day of Al-Wahiy (the Catastrophe) + China’s Annihilation of Sydney: \(56 + 58 + 13 + 181 + 134 = 442\)

So, we drowned him (verse 103 of Sura 17): \(1436\) (or \(1437\)) + \(6\) = \(1442\) (or \(1443\))

Assassination: \(1442\)

You are among those given respite (verse 15 of Sura 7): \(71 + 90\) + \(1281\) = \(161 + 1281 = 1442\) (This is the 2187th verse from end of the Quran)

And the Trumpet is blown, so we gather them (verse 99 of Sura 18): \(6 + [730 + 90 + 327 + 289\) (or \(288\))] = \(6 + 1436\) (or \(1435\)) = \(1442\) (or \(1441\))

Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Universe, the Most Compassionate, Most Merciful, Master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment) (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 1): \(83 + 65 + 202 + 232\) (or \(231\)) + \(329\) (or \(330\)) + \(289 + 91\) (or \(90\)) + \(56 + 95\) = \(1442\) (\(1440, 1441,\) or \(1443\))

These are Ayat (verses) of the Wise Book, guidance (verse 2 - 3 of Sura 31): \((450 + 411 + 453 + 109\) + \(19\) = \(1423\) (or \(1424\)) + \(19\) = \(1442\) (or \(1443\))

 unto you their news in the Haq. They are youths who believed in their Lord and we increased them in guidance (verse 13 of Sura 18): \([130 + 98 + 141 + 96 + 495 + 99\) (or \(98\)) + \(251\) (or \(249\)) + \(6 + 107\) (or \(106\)) \] + \(19\) = \(1423\) (\(1420, 1421,\) or \(1422\)) + \(19\) = \(1442\) (\(1439, 1440,\) or \(1441\))

So, they ravaged through your homelands. Thus, it was a fulfilled promise. (verse 5 of Sura 17): \(1442\)

Ikhtitam (End): \(1442\) (= \(2 \times 7 \times 103\)) (\(1442\) is the 1213th Composite Number) (\(1710\) is
the 1442nd Composite Number)

- إسراة + صاحب نهایه زمن + من المسجد الحرام إلى المسجد الأقصى: Israa (heavenly journey) + Sahib (Companion) of Nihaya (End) of Zaman (Time) + from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque: 263 + 101 (or 100) + [71 + 97 (or 98)] + (90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 223) = 263 + [101 (or 100) + 168 (or 169)] = \[263 + 269 (268 or 270)\] + 910 = 532 (531 or 533) + 910 = 1442 (or 1441)

- Halak (Devastation) of Hamburg, Germany: 56 + [1253 (or 1254) + 133] = 56 + 1386 (or 1387) = 1442 (or 1443)

a little. The Sunna (way) of whom we sent before you of Messengers and do not (verse 76 – 77 of Sura 17): 171 + (115 + 90 + 104 + 342 + 152 + 90 + 341 + 6 + 31) = 171 + 1271 = 2442 (2443 or 2444)


- وعد فتح بيتسرغ Promise of Fat’h (Conquest) of Petersburg: 80 + 488 + 1874 = 2442

- هم برزون لا يخفى على الله منهم شيء من الملك اليوم لله الوحيد القهار they are Barizoon (clearly visible), shall not be hidden, to Allah, of them, anything. For whom is the Mulk (Kingship or Dominion) today? For Allah, the One, the Qahhar (Defeater or Triumphant). (verse 16 of Sura 40): 45 + 265 (or 266) + 31 + 700 + 110 + 66 + 135 + 311 (or 310) + 120 + 121 + 87 + 65 + 49 (or 50) + 337 = 2442 (2443 or 2444)

- H.M. and the evident Book, We have descended it (or him) on a blessed night, we have been warning (verses 1 - 3 of Sura 44): 2442 (2440 or 2441)
It is Aya (Sign) of his kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Coffin or Ark), in which there is Sakina (Solace) from your Lord and the remainder of what the family of Musa (Moses) and the family of Harun (Aaron) left, carried by the Angels. It is in that an Aya (Sign) for you (verse 248 of Sura 2):  

\[
\begin{align*}
(264 + 6 + 117 + 81 + 620 + 32 + 116 + 6 + 32 + 262 + 483 + 532 + 51 + 90 + 750) &= 2019 (or 2018) + 1423 (or 1422) = 3442 (or 3441) \\
\end{align*}
\]

Sun and before the setting and of the night glorify him and after the prostration. And listen the Day the caller calls from a place. (verse 39 – 42 of Sura 50):  

\[
\begin{align*}
(132 + 115 + 431 + 6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 101 + 155 + 6 + 207 + 208 + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65) &= 5019 + 423 (or 422) = 5442 (or 5443) \\
\end{align*}
\]

Those who have disbelieved so that those who have been given the Book become certain and those who have believed grow in faith (verse 31 of Sura 74):  

\[
\begin{align*}
(791 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414 + 454 (or 453) + 6) &= 3423 (or 3422) + 1019 = 4442 (or 4441) \\
\end{align*}
\]

We have not made People of the Fire except as Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number or period) except that, will become certain, those who have been given the Book (verse 31 of Sura 74):  

\[
\begin{align*}
(41 + 154 + 102 + 282 + 32 + 97 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 30 + 791 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414 + 31) &= 5019 + 423 (or 422) = 5442 (or 5443) \\
\end{align*}
\]

As You enroll the night and before the setting of the Sun and before the setting and of the night glorify him and after the prostration. And listen the Day the caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Scream in the Haq, that is Day (verse 39 – 42 of Sura 50):  

\[
\begin{align*}
(132 + 115 + 431 + 6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 101 + 155 + 6 + 207 + 208 + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65) &= 5019 + 423 (or 422) = 5442 (or 5443) \\
\end{align*}
\]

It is Aya (Sign) of his kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Coffin or Ark), in which there is Sakina (Solace) from your Lord and the remainder of what the family of Musa (Moses) and the family of Harun (Aaron) left, carried by the Angels. It is in that an Aya (Sign) for you (verse 248 of Sura 2):  

\[
\begin{align*}
(51 + 17 + 95 + 51 + 481 + 840 + 95 + 145 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 117 + 81 + 620 + 32 + 116 + 6 + 32 + 262 + 483 + 137 + 51 + 90 + 750 + 442 (or 441) + 90) &= 4019 + 1423 (or 1422) = 5442 (or 5441) \\
\end{align*}
\]

[The numerical value of the first segment is 4019 (equivalent to 19) and it consists of 19 words.]
who has the Throne, he casts the Spirit, from his command, upon whomever he wishes, from among his worshippers to warn about Day of the Talaq (Meeting). The Day they are Barizoon (clearly visible), shall not be hidden, to Allah, of them, anything. For whom is the Mulk (Kingship or Dominion) today? For Allah (verse 15 – 16 of Sura 40): (706 + 601 + 150 + 245 + 90 + 246 + 110 + 90 + 312 + 90 + 82) + (990 + 56 + 562 + 56 + 45 + 265 + 31 + 700) + (110 + 66 + 135 + 311 + 120 + 121 + 87 + 65) = 2722 + 2705 + 1015 = 6442

We have not created the Heavens and the Earth and what is between them except in the Haq. And the Hour is coming, so forgive, the nice forgiveness. It is your Lord who is the Creator, the Knowledgable. And we have brought you seven from (verse 85 – 87 of Sura 15): (6 + 1032 + 6 + 41 + 108 + 32 + 141 + 6 + 51 + 562 + 446 + 259 + 209 + 114 + 51) + [222 + 11 + 762 + 181 + 6 + 134 + 482 + 132 (or 133) + 90] = 4423 + 2019 (or 2020) = 6442

Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Truth), we descended it/him and in the Haq it (or he) descended and we have not sent you except as a Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and a Warner. And a Quran we have spaced it so that you recite to the people (verse 104 – 106 of Sura 17): [137 (or 138) + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 55 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32 + 542 + 6 + 960 + 6 + 351] + (435 + 736 + 110 + 142) = 6019 (or 6020) + 1423 = 7442 [This segment starts with 19 words whose numerical value is 6019 (equivalent to 19)]

Fire except as Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that those who have been given the Book become certain and those who have believed grow in faith and do not have doubt those who have been given the Book (verse 30 – 31 of Sura 74): (251 + 32 + 96 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414 + 453 + 6 + 26 + 791 + 98 + 101 + 6 + 31 + 613 + 791 + 414 + 31) + 423 = 8019 + 423 = 8442

Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Justice), we descended it/him and in the Haq it (or he) descended and we have not sent you except as a Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and a Nazeer (Warner). And a Quran we have spaced it so that you recite to the people unhurriedly and (verse 104 – 106 of Sura 17): (311 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 64 +
62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32 + 543) + (6 + 960 + 6 + 352 + 435 + 736 + 110 + 142 + 110 + 560 + 6) = 5019 + 3423 = 8442

testekh r lekik fassir faa3 nafir fi al-nafs. fik yoom ussir 'alaa alkaffr 'in yisir derrini woon heelqet yahadi woon jelqet le malaa
mamado woon shewoda woon mehdod. le tumizda. thum etmek an azid. kalaa an laibta. woon sawer. faa3. mueet kif. qad. noo qaad. kif qad. thum qaad


to gain more in return. And for your Lord, be patient. When the Trumpet is sounded, that will be a difficult day, for the unbelievers, not easy. Leave me and the one I have created alone and made for him extensive (stretched) wealth, and sons as witnesses, and smoothed for him the way smoothly. Then, he greedily desires that I give more. No, he has been stubborn against our Signs. I shall make him exhausted upwardly. He thought and estimated. So, he is doomed the way he estimated. Then, he is doomed the way he estimated. Then, he looked, then he frowned and scowled. Then, he turned away and acted arrogantly. So, he said: This is nothing but traditional sorcery. This is nothing but the saying of the humans. I shall cast him into Saqar (Hell-Fire): (1580 + 6 + 252 + 373 + 782 + 350 + 90 + 388 + 830 + 766 + 56 + 340 + 110 + 391 + 1210 + 280 + 960 + 6 + 90 + 1130 + 29) + (6 + 503 + 35 + 72 + 95 + 6 + 112 + 316 + 6 + 449 + 35 + 460 + 540 + 129 + 51 + 22 + 51 + 56 + 71 + 493 + 135 + 371 + 171 + 56 + 300 + 6 + 304 + 610 + 110 + 304 + 540 + 530 + 110 + 304 + 540 + 1150 + 540 + 132 + 6 + 262 + 540 + 207 + 6 + 683 + 211 + 51 + 706 + 32 + 268 + 716 + 51 + 706 + 32 + 136 + 533 + 196 + 360) = 10019 + 15423 = 25442

[The segment whose numerical value is 10019 (equivalent to 19) consists of 19 words]

♦ حرب عالمية نوروية Nuclear World War: (210 + 156) + 77 = 366 + 77 = 443 (443 is the 86th Prime Number) (544 is the 443rd Composite Number) (3109 is the 443rd Prime Number)

(5443 is the 720th Prime Number)

tajala (Becomes clear) (verse 2 of Sura 92): 443

casr al-cilib Breaking of the Cross: 280 + 163 = 443

مدينة القسطنتينيه The Madina (City/State) of Constantinople: 109 + 334 = 443

مدينة بلاد الروس Madina (City/State) of Bilad (Lands) of the Rus (Russians): 109 + (37 + 297) =

109 + 334 = 443

جزيرة المسيح النجاح Island of the Messiah, the Dajjal: 225 + (149 + 69) = 225 + 218 = 443

ملكة الأعرور Kingdom of the Awar (refer to Dajjal): 135 + 308 = 443

إن شئتك هو Your enemy is (verse 3 of Sura 108): 51 + 381 + 11 = 443

اتيه اكاد is coming, I almost (verse 15 of Sura 20): 417 + 26 = 443

عدد السنين والحساب وكل Number of the years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment) and every (verse 12 of Sura 17): (78 + 201 + 6 + 102) + (6 + 50) = 387 + 56 = 443
Number of the years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment) and 50: (78 + 201 + 6 + 102) + 6 + 50 = 387 + 6 + 50 = 443

Number of the years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment) (verse 12 of Sura 17) + Day: (78 + 201 + 6 + 102) + (6 + 50) = 387 + 56 = 443

Number of the years and (verse 12 of Sura 17) + Day of the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment): (78 + 201 + 6) + (56 + 102) = 285 + 158 = 443

and divided it into Manazil (stages or phases) (verse 5 of Sura 10): 6 + [309 + 128 (or 127)] = 6 + 437 (or 436) = 443 (or 442)

And the Spirit to him in a day (verse 4 of Sura 70): 6 + (245 + 46 + 90 + 56) = 6 + 437 = 443

And shall not benefit you today (verse 39 of Sura 43): 6 + 437 = 443

and they say: He is crazy (verse 51 of Sura 68): 6 + (202 + 56 + 179) = 6 + 437 = 443

Mashoom (Ominous) Day: 56 + 387 (or 386) = 443 (or 442)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of vision of Yusuf (Joseph): 75 + 212 + 156 = 443

Nuzul (descent or coming down) of the Wahy (Revelation) upon the Prophet Mohammad: 93 + 55 + 110 + 93 + 92 = 443

The Ayat (Signs) (verse 97 of Sura 6): 443 (442 or 444)

Scriptures of Abraham and (verse 19 of Sura 87): [178 + 259 (or 258)] + 6 = 437 (or 442) + 6 = 443 (or 442)

New Book: 422 (or 423) + 21 = 443 (or 444)

Arba (Four) Sineen (years): 273 + 170 = 443

The Rukn Yamani (SouthWestern corner of the Ka’ba. Some Muslims believe the Mahdi will be offered Bay’a between this location and Maqam in Haram Mosque of Mecca): 301 + 142 = 443

The Bayt (House) (verse 29 of Sura 22): 443

The Hashimiyoon (Hashimites – Tribe/Family of Prophet Mohammad (p)): 443

Of the evilness of a jealous person when he envies (verse 2 of Sura 113):
And ZaZalika (like that), your Lord will choose you. (verse 6 of Sura 12): $6 + (770 + 445 + 222) = 6 + 1437 = 1443$ (equivalent to 443)

So, we seized (or grasped) him and (verse 40 of Sura 28): $1437$ (or 1436) + 6 = 1443 (or 1442)

They accused him of lying. So, they ruined it. So, (God) murmured (or sent a punishment) (verse 14 of Sura 91): 1443 (equivalent to 443)

and do not make the Mizan (Balance or Scale) deficient (verse 9 of Sura 55): $6 + (31 + 1267 + 139) = 6 + 1437 = 1443$

people those who say “We have believed in Allah and in the Last Day” and (verse 8 of Sura 2. This the 15th verse of the Quran): $[111 + 90 + 146 + 93 + 69 (or 68) + 6 + 89 + 833] + 6 = 1437$ (or 1436) + 6 = 1443 (or 1442)

and when those who disbelieved are about (or scheming) to slip you (verse 51 of Sura 68): $6 + [51 + (35 + 791 + 307 + 253)] = 6 + (51 + 1386) = 6 + 1437 = 1443$

No doubt about it. Allah does not fail to keep (verse 9 of Sura 3) + the Mawid (Appointed Time or Appointment): $86 + 31 + 212 + 95 + (51 + 66 + 31 + 720) + 151 = 424 + (868 + 151) = 424 + 1019 = 1443$

Once they see what they have been promised, they will know (verse 24 of Sura 72): 1443 (equivalent to 443)

We have sent upon them roaring wind in a day (verse 19 of Sura 54): 1443 (equivalent to 443)

The End Times, they shall make your faces look bad and (verse 7 of Sura 17): $(1233 + 124 + 80) + 6 = 1437 + 6 = 1443$

Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you (verse 104 of Sura 17): $5 + [80 + 1232 (or 1233) + 64 + 62] = 5 + 1438 (or 1439) = 1443 (or 1444)$

Perhaps the Hour will be soon.” (verse 63 of Sura 33): $66 + 6 + 41 + 244 + 130 + 167 + 476 + 313 = 1443$

Day of Istirdad (Re-Capture) of Muslimeen (Muslims) of the Quds (Jerusalem) from Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): $56 + (670 + 230 + 195 + 90 + 202) = 56 + 1387 = 1443$
Halak (Devastation) of Hamburg, Germany: \[56 + \left[1254 \text{ (or 1253) } + 133\right] = 56 + 1387 \text{ (or 1386) } = 1443 \text{ (or 1442)}\]

End of Dajjal (Deceiver) of Great Britain: \[(71 + 38) + (283 + 1051) = \]

Khusuf (Land Collapse) of Australia: \[740 + 703 = 1443 \text{ (or 1442)}\]

was a Mubashir (bearer of good news) of a Messenger who will come after me (verse 6 of Sura 61): \[6 + \left[542 \text{ (or 543) } + 298 + 421 + 90 + 86\right] = 6 + 1437 \text{ (or 1438)} = 1443 \text{ (or 1444)}\]

And did not make for it crookedness. Qaim (Valuable or title that refers to the Mahdi) to warn (verses 1 – 2 of Sura 18): \[6 + 70 + \left[113 + 35 + 79 \text{ (or 80) } + 150 \text{ (or 151) } + 990\right] = 6 + \left[70 + 1367 \text{ (or 1368)}\right] = 6 + 1437 \text{ (or 1438)} = 1443 \text{ (or 1444)}\]

So what can prove you to be a liar, after this, in the Deen (Judgment)? Isn’t Allah the wisest of the judges? (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 95): \[1443 \text{ (or 1444)}\]

And we have not made As’hab (People or Companions) of the Fire except Angels and We have not made their Idda (number or period) (verse 31 of Sura 74): \[6 + \left[41 + 154 + 102 \text{ (or 101) } + 282 + 32 + 106 \text{ (or 105)} + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519\right] = 6 + 1437 \text{ (or 1436)} = 1443 \text{ (or 1442)}\]

This Life of the Dunya (World before the End Times) is (nothing) but amusement and play and the Home of the End Times is the
Hayawan (eternal life or life of eternity) if they (verse 64 of Sura 29): \[(710 + 60 + 96 + 32 + 41 + 6 + 102 + 6 + 51) + [236 + 838 (or 837) + 45 + 106 + 36 + 78] = 1104 + 1339 (or 1338) = 2443\]

And the Sun and the Moon are combined (or united). The human says, on that day: where is the escape? (verse 9 – 10 of Sura 75): \[6 + 2437 \] \[= 2443\]

Youths to the Cave, then they say: Our Lord bring us, from what you have, mercy and (verse 10 of Sura 18): \[[890 + 41 + 136 + 218 + 253 + 452 (or 453) + 90 + 104 + 253] + 6 = 2437 (or 2438) + 6 = 2443 (or 2444)\]

Then, repent to him. He makes you enjoy, good enjoyment, till a Musamma (named or specified) Ajal (Date of the End) and (verse 3 of Sura 11): \[2437 + 6 = 2443\]

and they are, regarding what they are doing to the believers, witnesses. And they have not Naqamu (taken revenge or harbored ill-feelings and intentions) against them, except because they believe in Allah, the Aziz (Dear, Exalted, or Almighty), the Hameed (Worthy of Praise), the one to whom belongs Mulk (kingship, dominion, mastery, or ownership) of the Heavens and (verse 6 – 9 of Sura 85): \[180 + 6 + 45 + 110 + 41 + 246 + 229 + 315 + 6 + 41 + 197 + 135 + 32 + 51 + 113 + 68 + 125 + 93 + 741 + 35 + 90 + 538 (or 539)] + 6 = 3437 (or 3438) + 6 = 3443 (or 3444)

Then, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. (verse 7 of Sura 17): \[(1232 + 107 + 80 + 6) + (681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 640 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013] = 1425 + 4018 = 5443\]

He said: “This is a mercy from My Lord. When the Promise of my Lord comes, He will turn it into ruins and thus the Promise of my Lord is true.” And we left some of them on that day (verse 98 of Sura 18):
5443 (or 5444) (5443 is the 720th Prime Number)

Promise of my Lord comes, he shall turn it into ruins and thus Promise of my Lord shall be fulfilled. And we let some of them make waves against others. And the Trumpet shall be blown (verse 98 – 99 of Sura 18): 5 + 5438 = 5443

End Times Research Center + Book of Numerical Analysis of the Quran, Hadith, Arabic Words + Historical Events: [267 + 512 + 837 (838)] + 422 (or 423) + (478 + 350) + 382 (or 383) + 553 + (522 + 318) + (545 + 1257) = 1616 (or 1617) + 422 (or 423) + 828 + [382 (or 383) + 553 + 840 + 1802] = 1616 (or 1617) + [422 (or 423) + 828 + 3577 (or 3578)] = 1616 (or 1617) + 4827 (4828 or 4829) = 6443 (6444 or 6445)

As if the Day they see it (refers to the Hour) (verse 46 of Sura 79): 444 (475 = 444 + 31) (444 is the 357th Composite Number) (545 is the 444th Composite Number) (3119 is the 444th Prime Number) (4444 is the 3840th Composite Number)

First Nuclear Infijar (Expiration): 37 + 335 + 72 = 444

[The first official Crusader armies set off from France and Italy on the papally ordained date of Friday, August 15, 1096 AD (Shaban 23 (or 22), 489 Hijri). The Crusaders started their attack on Jerusalem on July 14, 1099 AD (Shaban 22, 492 Hijri) (Tammuz 22, 4859 Jewish) and captured Jerusalem on Friday, July 15, 1099 AD Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 4859 Jewish Calendar)]

Nuzul (Descent) of Quran: 93 + 351 (or 352) = 444 (or 445)

Suqut (Fall) of Imam, son of Fatima: 175 + [82 + 52 (or 53) + 135] = 175 + 269 (or 270) = 444 (or 445)

from the Shubak (Window): 90 + 354 = 444

The Dajjal son of Ephraim: 69 + 53 + 322 (or 331) = 69 + 375 (or 384) = 444
Prince of the Ossab: 251 + 193 = 444

Breaker of the Cross: 281 + 163 = 444

The Ayat (Signs) (verse 97 of Sura 6): 444 (442 or 443)

Damascus: 444 (Damascus is located on Latitude 33 degrees North)

Basilica of John, the Baptist: 133 + (75 + 236) = 133 + 311 = 444

The Nakba (Disaster) + Kuala Lumpur: 108 + 336 = 444

Tahawwul (Change): 444

descends from the Heaven (or Sky) (verse 2 of Sura 34) + The Star (verse 6 of Sura 55): (97 + 90 + 133) + 124 = 320 + 124 = 444

Arbaeen (forty) Aam (years) : 333 + 111 = 444

Arbaoon (forty) Sana (years) : 329 + 115 = 444

Madina (City/State) of Hercules: 109 + 335 = 444

Zawal (Demise or Vanishing) of Caesar: 44 + 400 = 444

Zawal (Demise or Vanishing) of the Israelites: 44 + 400 = 444

End of the Britaniyeen (Britions): 71 + 373 = 444

Promise of End of the Jadida (New) York: (80 + 71) + (236 + 57) = 151 + 293 = 444

Nihaya (End) of the Zionist Kingdom: 71 + (166 + 207) = 71 + 373 = 444

The British Queen: 126 + 318 = 444

Bani (Children) of Esau + Ishmael: 62 + 170 + 212 (or 211) = 444 (or 443)

Two branches of Children of Isaac: 122 + 90 + 62 + 170 = 444

Two branches of Children of Esau: 122 + 90 + 62 + 170 = 444

Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Ibada (Annihilation) of Sydney: (5 + 80 + 212) + (13 + 134) = 297 + 147 = 444
م  اﻟﺼﯿﻦ  ﺳﯿﺪﻧﻲوﻋﺪ  ھﺪم  أﺳﻠﺤﮫ  ﻧﻮوﯾﮫ  ﺳﯿﺪﻧﻲ

Promise of China’s Hadm (Destruction) of Sydney: 80 + 49 + 181 + 134 = 444

وﻋﺪ  ھﺪم  أﺳﻠﺤﮫ  ﻧﻮوﯾﮫ  ﺳﯿﺪﻧﻲ

Promise of Nuclear Weapons’ Hadm (Destruction) of Sydney: 80 + 49 + 181 + 134 = 444

And in/by the Haq (Truth) (verse 105 of Sura 17) + Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18): (6 + 141) + (5 + 80 + 212) = 147 + 297 = 444

Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Trumpet was blown (or sounded) (verse 20 of Sura 50): (5 + 80 + 212) + (730 + 90 + 327) = 297 + 1147 = 1444 (1444 is the 1215th Composite Number) (1712 is the 1444th Composite Number)

(12049 is the 1444th Prime Number)

Yajuj (Gog) and Majuj (Magog) are corruptors in Ard (Earth or Land) (verse 94 of Sura 18): 23 + (6 + 53 + 240 + 90 + 1032) = 23 + 1421 = 1444 (equivalent to 444)

Yajuj and Majuj are corruptors in the Earth (verse 94 of Sura 18): 23 + (6 + 53 + 240 + 90 + 1032) = 23 + 1421 = 1444

(And ZaZalika (“In addition” or “That is how”) we revived them (verse 19 of Sura 18): 6 + [(770 + 668 (or 667)] = 6 + 1438 (or 1437) = 1444 (or 1443)

Promise of the Akhira (End Times) comes, we bring you (verse 104 of Sura 17): 5 + [80 + 1233 (or 1232) + 64 + 62] = 5 + 1439 (or 1438) = 1444 (or 1443)

The End Times, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as mixed people). And in the Haq, We have descended it/ him (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): 1444 (or 1445)

In the Haq and the Hour is coming so forgive the nice forgiveness. It is (verse 85 – 86 of Sura 15): 1444

فما يكتذب بعد الذين أليس الله بأحكم الحاكمين

So what can prove you to be a liar, after this, in the Deen (Judgment) ? Isn’t Allah the wisest of the judges ? (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 95): 1444 (or 1443)

The People for Lord of the Universe. No, the Book (of Records) of the wicked (verse 6 – 7 of Sura 83): 1444

The People of the Book from their Homelands for the Beginning of Al-Hashr (assembly before Resurrection) (verse 2 of Sura 59): 1444

People of the Book from their Homelands do not approach this (verse 19 of Sura 7): 31 + 703 + 710 = 1444

End Times Research Center + Numerical Analysis: [267 + 512 + 837 (838)] + (478 + 350) = 1616 (or 1617) + 828 = 1444 (or 1445)

Idtirab (agitation) of the Sun: 1013 + 431 = 1444
Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Universe, the Most Compassionate, Most Merciful, Master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment) (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 1): $83 + 66 + 65 + 202 + 232 + 330 + 289 + 91 + 56 + 95 = 1444$ (or 1443)

taught the Quran, created the human being (verses 2 - 3 of Sura 55): $140 + 382 + 730 + 192 = 1444$ (1445 or 1446)

And he mentions the name of his Lord, then he prays (verse 15 of Sura 87): $6 + (920 + 101 + 207 + 210) = 6 + 1438 = 1444$

And the Day as it becomes clear and (verse 2 - 3 of Sura 92): $(6 + 287 + 702 + 443) + 6 = 1438 + 6 = 1444$

And we made the Night and the Day as two Ayat (Signs). So, we erased (or annihilated) Aya (Sign) of the Night and and we made Aya (Sign) (verse 12 of Sura 17): $6 + [154 + 71 + 6 + 287 + 472 + 185 + 16 + 71 + 6 + 154 + 6 (or 17)] = 6 + 1438 (1437, 1439, or 1440) = 1444$ (1443, 1445, or 1446)

and a Mubashir (bearer of good news) of a Messenger who will come after me (verse 6 of Sura 61): $6 + [543 (or 542) + 298 + 421 + 90 + 86] = 6 + 1438 (or 1437) = 1444$ (or 1443)

And, no one of the People of the Book, but will believe in him before his death. (verse 159 of Sura 4): $6 + [51 + 90 + 36 + 453 + 32 + 186 + 7 + 132 + 451] = 6 + 1438 = 1444$

And did not make for it crookedness. Qaim (Valuable or title that refers to the Mahdi) to warn (verses 1 – 2 of Sura 18): $6 + 70 + [113 + 35 + 79 + 80 + 151 (or 150) + 990] = 6 + [70 + 1368 (or 1367)] = 6 + 1438 (or 1437) = 1444$ (or 1443)

The Rahman (Most Compassionate- Allah) taught the Quran, created the human being, taught him the Bayan (proper interpretation). The Sun (verses 1 - 4 of Sura 55): $(329 + 140 + 383 + 730 + 192 (or 193) + 145 + 94) + 431 = 2013 + 431 = 2444$ (2443 or 2445)

the Day they get resurrected. He said: You are from among the ones given a respite till Day of (verse 36 – 38 of Sura 15): 2444

they are Barizoon (clearly visible), shall not be hidden, to Allah, of them, anything. For whom is the Mulk (Kingship or Dominion) today? For Allah, the One, the Qahhar (Defeater or Triumphant). (verse 16 of Sura 40): $45 + 266 (or 265) +
The Command of Allah is coming (has approached). So, do not hasten it. Glorified and exalted is He. (verse 1 of Sura 16): $411 \text{ or } 401 + 241 + 66 + 111 + 974 + 125 \text{ (or } 126) + 6 + 510 \text{ (or } 511) = 2444 \text{ (or } 2436) \text{ (2444 is the 2081st Composite Number)}$

in the Night of Qadr. And how would you know what the Night of the Qadr is. Night of the Qadr is better (verses 1-3 of Sura 97): $(90 + 75 + 335) + [6 + 41 + 226 \text{ (or } 235) + 41] + (75 + 410) + (75 + 335 + 810) = [500 + 314 \text{ (or } 323) + 410] + 1220 = 1224 \text{ (or } 1233) + 1220 = 2444 \text{ (or } 2453) \text{ (2444 is the } 2081^{th} \text{ Composite Number})$

Neil Armstrong’s stepping on the Moon: $26 \text{ (or } 25) + 90 + 1957 \text{ (or } 1958) + 371 = 2444 \text{ (or } 2445) \text{ (2444 is the } 2081^{st} \text{ Composite Number)}$

End Times Research Center + Kashif (Revealer) of Secret of the Hour: $[267 + 512 + 837 \text{ (838)}] + [401 + (260 + 167)] = 1616 \text{ (or } 1617) + (401 + 427) = 1616 \text{ (or } 1617) + 828 = 2444 \text{ (or } 2445) \text{ (equivalent to } 444)$

And they have not Naqamu (taken revenge or habored ill-feelings and intentions) against them, except because they believe in Allah, the Aziz (Dear, Exalted, or Almighty), the Hameed (Worthy of Praise), the one to whom belongs Mulk (kingship, dominion, mastery, or ownership) of the Heavens and (verse 6-9 of Sura 85): $[180 + 6 + 45 + 110 + 41 + 246 + 229 + 315 + 6 + 41 + 197 + 135 + 32 + 51 + 113 + 68 + 125 + 93 + 741 + 35 + 90 + 539 \text{ (or } 538)] + 6 = 3438 \text{ (or } 3437) + 6 = 3444 \text{ (or } 3443)$

He said: “This is a mercy from My Lord. When the Promise of my Lord comes, he will turn it into ruins and thus the Promise of my Lord is true.” And we left some of them on that day (verse 98 of Sura 18): $5444 \text{ (or } 5443)$

the End Times, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. (verse 7 of Sura 17): $(1233 + 108 + 80) + [6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 640 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 106 \text{ (or } 107) + 1013] = 1421 + 4023 \text{ (or } 4024) = 5444 \text{ (or } 5445)$
And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and We have not made their Idda (count, number, or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that, will become certain, those who have been given the Book (verse 31 of Sura 74): 

\[
6 + (41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 96 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414) + 453 = 6 + (4985 + 453) = 6 + 5438 = 5444 \]

(These are the first 17 words of verse 31 of Sura 74)

and we made it (or him) a guidance to Bani (Children) of Israel, so that you do not take aside from me as a Wakeel (Guardian). The progeny of the ones whom we had carried with Noah. He was a thankful worshipper. And we decreed unto Bani (Children) of Israel in  (verse 2 – 4 of Sura 17): 

\[
6 + 6438 = 6444 \] (equivalent to 1444 Hijri) (This segment of verse 2 – 4 of Sura 17 starts immediately after the word “the Book” in verse 2 and ends immediately before the word “the Book” in verse 4. It consists of 23 words)

like the folding (or Rolling) of the Sijil (Scroll) of the Books. Like we started the first creation, we return it, a promise upon us that we shall be fulfilling. And we have written in the Zaboor (Psalms), after the Zikr that the Ard (Earth or Land) shall inherit it my Righteous Worshippers (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 21): 

\[
[39 + 124 + 482 + 61 (or 60)] + (58 + 37 + 730 + 139 + 81 + 161 + 52 + 71 + 241) + 6 + (134 + 473 + 90 + 246 + 90 + 76 + 951 + 51 + 1032 + 716 + 87 + 216) + 6 + (478 + 350) + 382 (or 383) + 553 + (522 + 318) + (545 + 1257) = 1616 (or 1617) + [423 (or 422) + 828 + 3577 (or 3578)] = 1616 (or 1617) + 
\]

\[
4828 (4827 or 4829) = 6444 (6444 is the 5607th Composite Number) \]

Ottomans defeated an alliance of Europeans in the Battle of Varna on November 10, 1444 Julian (November 19, 1444 Gregorian) (Rajab 28, 848 Hijri).

♦ Saint Peter: 174 + 271 = 445 (445 is the 358th Composite Number) (3121 is the 445th Prime Number) (2862 is the 2445th Composite Number)

Biday (Beginning) of Insihab (Withdrawal) of Israel : 22 + [121 (or 122) + 302] = 22 + 423 (or 424) = 445 (or 446)

[ The first official Crusader armies set off from France and Italy on the papally ordained date of Friday, August 15, 1096 AD (Shaban 23 (or 22), 489 Hijri). The Crusaders started their attack on Jerusalem on July 14, 1099 AD (Shaban 22, 492 Hijri) (Tammuz 22, 4859 Jewish) and captured Jerusalem on Friday, July 15, 1099]
Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 4859 Jewish)

The Dawla (State) of Satan: 45 + 400 (or 401) = 445 (or 446)

Nuzul (Descent) of Quran: 93 + 352 (or 351) = 445 (or 444)

Yajtabeeka (Will choose /anoint you) (verse 6 of Sura 12): 445

Mujtaba (Chosen or Anointed): 445

The whale (verse 48 of Sura 68): 445

City of Kuala Lumpur: 109 + 336 = 445

Tel Aviv (largest city in Israel): (400 + 30) + (1 + 2 + 10 + 2) = 445

Hadd (Destruction) of New York + London (or Sydney): 9 + 302 + 134 = 445

Banu (Children) of Isaac and Ishmael: 58 + 169 (or 170) + 6 + 212 = 445 (or 446)

In the Lord of the Falaq (Day Break or Dawn) (verse 1 of Sura 113): 204 + 241 = 445

And we have not made People of the (Hell) Fire, except Angels and We have not made their Idda (count, number, or period) (verse 31 of Sura 74): 6 + [41 + 154 + 101 (or 102) + 282 + 32 + 105 (or 106) + 6 + 41 + 154 + 523 (or 519)] = 6 + 1439 (or 1440) = 1445 (or 1446)

Book and those who have believed grow in faith (verse 31 of Sura 74): 422 (or 423) + (6 + 26) + [791 + 99 (or 98) + 102 (or 103)] = 422 (or 423) + 32 + 991 (or 992) = 454 (or 455) + 991 (or 992) = 1445 (or 1446)

Entering into Deen (Religion or Judgment) of Allah in Afwaj (successive groups), so praise by thanking your Lord and (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 110): 700 + 90 + 64 + 66 + 91 (or 92) + 150 + 54 + 224 (or 222)] + 6 = 1439 (1438 or 1440) + 6 = 1445 (1444 or 1446)

The End Times, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as mixed people). And in the Haq, We have descended it/ him (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): 1445 (1444 or 1446)

And ZaZalika (“In addition” or “That is how”) we revived them (verse 19 of Sura 18): 6 + [770 (or 771) + 668 (or 667)] = 6 + 1439 (1437 or 1438) = 1445

Ramadan in which the Quran was brought down (or revealed) as a guidance (verse 185 of Sura 2): [1090 (or 1091) + 771 + 88 + 95 + 382 (or 383)] + 19 = 2426 (2427 or 2428) + 19 = 2445
My House. He fills it with equity and justice like it was filled with oppression and aggression: \[422 + [92 \text{ or } 93] + 170 + 6 + 105 + 61 + 480 + 971 + 132 = 422 + 2023 \text{ (or } 2024) = 2445 \text{ (or } 2446) \] (This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi)

and the Conquest and you see the people enter into religion of Allah in groups, praise (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 110): 2445 (or 2446)

And their Prophet told them: It is the Aya (Sign) of his Kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin). In it, there is Sakina from your Lord (verse 248 of Sura 2): \[6 + 131 + 75 + 107 + 51 + 16 \text{ (or } 17) + 95 + 51 + 481 + 840 + 95 + 145 + (90 + 262) = 2093 \text{ (or } 2094) + 352 = 2445 \text{ (or } 2446) \] (2445 is the 2082\textsuperscript{nd} Composite Number)

Qadr is ? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): \[304 + 6 + 41 + 235 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + (50 + 241 + 131) = 5023 + 422 = 5445 \]

the End Times, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, we return and make (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17): \[1233 + 108 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 640 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 \text{ (or } 106) + 1013 = 1421 + 4024 \text{ (or } 4023) = 5445 \] (or 5444)

we have not made Ashab (Guardians) of the Fire, except as angels and we have not made their Idda (number) except as Fitna (trial or test) for those (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): \[(116 + 535 + 570 + 6 + 41 + 154) + (102 + 282 + 32 + 500 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820) = 1422 + 3023 = 4445 \]

Over it, there are nineteen. And we have not made Ashab (Guardians) of the Fire, except as angels and we have not made their Idda (number) except as Fitna (trial or test) for those (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): \[(116 + 535 + 570 + 6 + 41 + 154) + (102 + 282 + 32 + 500 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820) = 1422 + 3023 = 4445 \]

We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): \[329 + 289 + 52 + 143 + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + (50 + 241 + 131) = 6023 + 422 = 6445 \]
We have not created the Heavens and the Earth and what is between them except in the Haq (Justice). And the Hour is coming, so forgive, the nice forgiveness. It is your Lord who is the Creator, the Knowledgeable. And we have brought you seven from (verse 85 – 87 of Sura 15):

\[
(6 + 1032 + 6 + 41 + 108 + 32 + 141 + 6 + 51 + 562 + 446 + 259 + 209 + 114 + 51) + (222 + 11 + 762 + 181 + 6 + 134 + 483 + 133 + 90) = 4423 + 2022 = 6445
\]

You know that no one has sent down these except Lord of the Heavens and the Earth as eye-openers and I think, O Pharaoh, you are doomed. So, he wanted to provoke them out of the Land, so we drowned him and the ones with him, all of them. And we said, from after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (from diverse backgrounds). And in the Haq we descended it (or him) and in the Haq it (or he) descended. And we have not sent you except as a Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and a Nazeer (Warner) (verse 102 – 105 of Sura 17): (134 + 540 + 41 + 88 + 43 + 32 + 202 + 537 + 6 + 1032 + 303 + 6 + 61 + 1001 + 416 + 749 + 286 + 51 + 602 + 90 + 1032 + 1436 + 6 + 90 + 115 + 124) + (6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 303 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 + 55 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 + 32 + 543 + 6 + 961) = 9023 + 6422 = 15445

† Mawt (Death): 446 (or 447)
Secret of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 260 + 186 (or 187) = 446 (or 447)

Day of Mount of Arafa: 56 + (35 + 355) = 56 + 390 = 446

Day of Manam (Sleep or Dream) of Ibrahim (Abraham): 56 + (131 + 259) = 56 + 390 = 446

The Dawla (State) of Satan: 45 + 401 (or 400) = 446 (or 445)

Bidaya (Beginning) of Insihab (Withdrawal) of Israel: 22 + [122 (or 121) + 302] = 22 + 424 (or 423) = 446 (or 445)

One like a glimpse in the sight (verse 50 of Sura 54): 23 (or 24) + (98 + 325) = 23 + 423 = 446 (or 447)

The first official Crusader armies set off from France and Italy on the papally ordained date of Friday, August 15, 1096 AD (Shaban 23 (or 22), 489 Hijri). The Crusaders started their attack on Jerusalem on July 14, 1099 AD (Shaban 22, 492 Hijri) (Tammuz 22, 4859 Jewish) and conquered Jerusalem on Friday, July 15, 1099 AD Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 4859 Jewish)

People will come out (of their graves) (verse 6 of Sura 99): 304 + 142 = 446

Sydney, Australia: 134 + 312 = 446

Passing (such as when Tariq Star passes close to the Earth): 446

The Solar: 446

Tabdeel (Change): 446

Talut (Saul or Paul) (verse 247 of Sura 2): 446 (or 445)

The Taghoot (Evil Ones, Devils, Satins) (verse 257 of Sura 2): 446 (or 447)

Hadd (Destruction) of Kingdom of Israel: 9 + (135 + 302) = 9 + 437 = 446 (or 447)

Hadd (Destruction) of Vancouver: 9 + 437 = 446

Hadd (Destruction) of Asbat (Children or tribes) of Bani (Children) of Israel: 9 + 73 + 62 + 302 (or 303) = 446 (or 447)

Hadd (Destruction) of City of the Mahdi + Angels + Basilica: 9 + [(109 + 90) + (105 + 133)] = 9 + (199 + 238) = 9 + 437 = 446
الصيحة + الأمريكي: Al-Saiha (The Scream) of Al-Amreek (The Americans): 144 + 302 = 446
هد + البريطاني: Hadd ( Destruction) of London of the Britan (Britons): 9 + 134 + 303 = 446
عوده + قمام +ibaba يوحنا بولس: Awda (Return) + Qiyam (Rise or Resurrection) + The Pope John Paul: 85 + 151 + 210 = 446
وعد قمام iba يوحنا بولس: Promise of Qiyama (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paul: 80 + 156 + (37 + 75 + 98) = 80 + 156 + 210 = 446
قمام رسول Qiyam (Resurrection) of a Messenger: 150 + 296 = 446
أحد عشر كوكبا والشمس والقمر: Eleven Planets and the Sun and the Moon (verse 4 of Sura 12): (13 + 570) + 49 + (6 + 431 ) + 371 = 583 + 49 + 437 + 371 = 1446 ( = 2 x 3 x 241) ( 1446 is the 1217th Composite Number )
يوم نهاية المرحلة الأولى من الأخرى: Day of Nihaya (End) of the first Marhala (Phase or Period) of the End Times: 56 + 71 + [314 + 78 + 90 + 837 (or 838)] = 56 + [71 + 1319 (or 1320)] = 56 + 1390 (or 1391) = 1446 (or 1447)
العيد الصغير: The Small Eid: 115 + 1331 = 1446 [The Small Eid refers to Eid of the Fitr (Breaking of the Fast)]
عيد الغفران: Feast of Repentance (Yom Kippur or Day of Atonement): 84 + 1362 = 1446
الطغوتي The Taghut (Evil) (verse 17 of Sura 39) & (verse 60 of Sura 4): 1446 (or 1447) ( equivalent to 446)
ليلة بداية السحر + الشعوذة: Lailat (Eve of Night) of Bidaya (Beginning) of Magic + Sha’waza (Sorcery or Witchcraft): 75 + 22+ (268 + 1081) = 75 + (22 + 1349) = 75 + 1371 = 1446
إسرا ومراجع + هدم مملكة إسرائل + الفرس: Israa and Miraj (miraculous journey through Heaven) + Hadm (Destruction) + Kingdom of Israel + The Persians: (263 + 6 + 314) + 49 + (135 + 302) + 6 + 371 = 583 + 49 + 437 + 6 + 371 = 1446
إسرا ومراجع + هدم مملكة إسرائل وهد المسجد الأقصى: Israa and Miraj (miraculous journey through Heaven) + Hadm (Destruction) of Kingdom of Israel and Hadd (Destruction) of Al-Aqsa Mosque: (263 + 6 + 314) + 49 + (135 + 302) + 6 + (138 + 223) = 583 + 49 + 438 + 6 + 370 = 1446
خروج الأعور الدجال بن داود + القيام: Khuruj (Coming out) of Awar Dajjal (Anti-Christ) Son of David + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): (809 + 308 + 69) + 73 (or 74) + 187 (or 186) = 1186 + 73 (or 74) + 187 (or 186) = 1259 (or 1260) + 187 (or 186) = 1446 (equivalent to 446)
هد + الإمام المهدي + أمير المؤمنين + الخليفة: Hadd (Destruction) + The Imam Mahdi + Prince of the Believers + The Caliph: 9 + (90 + 113 + 478 + 756) = 9 + 1437 = 1446 (equivalent to 446)
Book and those who have believed grow in faith (verse 31 of Sura 74): 422 (or 423) + (6 + 26) + [791 + 99 (or 98) + 102 (or 103)] = [422 (or 423) + 32] + 992 (or 991) = 454 (or 455) + 992 (or 991) = 1446 (or 1445)

And we made the Night and the Day as two Ayat (Signs). So, we erased (or annihilated) Aya (Sign) of the Night and and we made Aya (Sign) (verse 12 of Sura 17): 6 + [154 + 71 + 6 + 287 + 472 (or 471) + 185 + 17 (or 16) + 71 + 6 + 154 + 17 (or 16)] = 6 + 1440 (1437, 1438 or 1439) = 1446 (1445, 1444, or 1443)

Khamsa Ashar (Fifteen) + Nisan: 171 (or 170) + (705 + 570) = 171 (or 170) + 1275 = 1446 (or 1445) (Nisan 15, in the Jewish Calendar, is Passover, the day on which the Exodus of Children of Israel from Egypt started. It is also the day on which Allah raised Jesus to Heaven, to save him from Crucifixion that was called for by the Jews.)

You took on the Calf after him (verse 51 of Sura 2) & (verse 92 of Sura 2): (2141 + 134) + (90 + 81) = 2275 + 171 = 2446

Forgives for you of your sins and postpones you to a specified Ajal (End Date). It is (verse 4 of Sura 71): (1290 + 90 + 818 + 6 + 876) + (41 + 34 + 150 + 51) = 3170 + 276 = 3446

You will corrupt on Earth twice (verse 4 of Sura 17): 624 + 90 + 1032 + 700 = 2446 (= 2 x 1223)

And their Prophet told them: It is the Aya (Sign) of his Kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin). In it, there is Sakina from your Lord (verse 248 of Sura 2): [6 + 131 + 75 + 107 + 51 + 17 (or 16) + 95 + 51 + 481 + 840 + 95 + 145] + (90 + 262) = 2094 (or 2093) + 352 = 2446 (or 2445)

They shall ruin your faces and enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Aqsa + Like the Salibiyoon (Crusaders) entered it the first time: (107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138) + 223 + (61 + 639 + 229 + 37 + 245) = (1012 + 223) + 1211 = 1235 + 1211 = 2446 (2446 is the 2083rd Composite Number) (2863 is the 2446th Composite Number)

When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and enter the Mosque like if you do badly, it is to yourselves.
before rise of the Sun and before the setting and of the night glorify him and after the prostration. And listen the Day the caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq, that is Day (verse 40 – 42 of Sura 50): \[207 + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 75\] + \[136 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 536 + 141 + 750 + 56\] = 1019 + 2427 = 3446

for those who have disbelieved, so that will become certain those who have been given the Book (verse 31 of Sura 74): \[820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414 + 454\] (or 453) + \[6 + 26 + 791 + 98 + 102 + 6\] = 3423 (or 3422) + 1023 = 4446 (or 4445)

The Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every (verse 2 - 4 of Sura 97): \[75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136\] + \[124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 311\] + 138 = 3423 + 1023 = 4446 (or 4447)

From the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we had blessed its surroundings to show him of our signs. It is He who is the All-Hearer, All-Seeker. And we brought Moses the Book (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 17): \[90 + 138 + 279\] (or 280) + \[41 + 138 + 232 + 741 + 273 + 49 + 295 + 90 + 462 + 56 + 11 + 211 + 6 + 462 + 116\] + 453 (or 454) = 4023 (or 4024) + 453 (or 454) = 4476 (4477 or 4478)

If you except as (verse 103 – 105 of Sura 17): \[124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 311 + 138\] + \[1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 1233 + 55 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32\] = 1023 + 4423 = 5446
في أرض الأرض إذا جاء وعد الآخرة جَنَّا بِكَمْ لَٰفِيْفًا وَبِالْحَقِّ أَنزَلْنَاهُ بِالْحَقِّ وَلَفِيْفًا بِكُمْ جَعَلْنَاهُ إِلَى اسْتِقْامَةِ أَيَّامٍ أَرْسَلْنِهِ إِلاً مَّعَكُمْ وَنَذِرُ وَقُرْءَانَهُ فَتْرَةً عَلَى النَّاسِ

Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed background). And in the Haq (Justice), we descended it/him and in the Haq it (or he) descended and we have not sent you except as a Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and a Nazeer (Warner). And a Quran we have spaced it so that you recite to the people (verse 104 – 106 of Sura 17):  

(138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 117 + 80 + 6) + (681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 640 + 6 + 648 (or 649) + 41 + 106 + 1012 + 140 + 262) = 3423 (or 3422) + 4023 = 7446 (or 7447)  

(23 words)
people unhurriedly and (verse 104 – 106 of Sura 17): (312 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 + 32 + 543) + (6 + 960 + 6 + 352 + 435 + 736 + 110 + 142 + 110 + 560 + 6) = 5023 + 3423 = 8446

♦ صلى الله عليه وسلم  Allah has blessed him and made him safe/peaceful : 130 + 66 + 115 + 6 + 130 = 447 (= 3 x 149) (447 is the 360th Composite Number)  (549 is the 447th Composite Number )

تأويل   Ta’weel (Interpretation) (verse 100 of Sura 12): 447

يثنوا   Reciting (verse 2 of Sura 98): 447

أوتيل   Otel (Hotel) : 447

سور الصين Wall of China: 266 + 181 = 447

 أصحاب القرن People of the city (verse 13 of Sura 36): 101 + 346 = 447

جامع الجزائر + عكا Jami (Mosque) of the Jazzar (Slaughterer) + Akka: (114 + 242) + 91 = 356 + 91 = 447

سر القيامة Secret of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 260 + 187 (or 186) = 447 (or 446)

يوم يناد المناد + نهاية الزمان Day the Caller (Announcer) calls (announces) (verse 41 of Sura 50) + Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): (56 + 65 + 126) + [71 + 129 (or 128)] = 247 + 200 (or 199) = 447 (or 446)

أم يجعل له ربي أمد or whether my Lord will make for it distant time (verse 25 of Sura 72): 41 + 113 + 35 + 212 + 46 = 447

بلد الشياطين Balad (Country) of the Satans: 36 + 411 (or 410) = 447 (or 446)

يوم زوال دولة إسرائيل Day of Zawal (End) of Dawla (State) of Israel: 56 + (44 + 45) + 302 (or 303) = 56 + [89 + 302 (or 303)] = 56 + 391 (or 392) = 447 (or 448)

هاد أسباط بني إسرائيل Hadd (Destruction) of Asbat (Children or tribes) of Bani (Children) of Israel: 9 + 73 + 62 + 303 (or 302) = 447 (or 446)

هاد مملكة إسرائيل Hadd (Destruction) of Kingdom of Israel: 9 + (135 + 303) = 9 + 437 = 447 (or 446)

هاد مملكة البريطان Hadd (Destruction) of Kingdom of Britan (Britons): 9 + (135 + 303) = 9 + 438 = 447 (equivalent to 447)

اصلح Allah has blessed him and made him safe/peaceful : 130 + 66 + 115 + 6 + 130 = 447 (= 3 x 149) (447 is the 360th Composite Number)  (549 is the 447th Composite Number )
Day of Promise of Hadd ( Destruction) of City of New York: \( 56 + 80 + (9 + 302) = 136 + 311 = 447 \)

What has occurred of your sins (verse 2 of Sura 42): \( 1447 \) (equivalent to \( 447 \))

The Taghut (Evil) (verse 17 of Sura 39) & (verse 60 of Sura 4): \( 1447 \) (or \( 1446 \)) (equivalent to \( 446 \))

Taghayor (Change) + The End Times: \( 1610 + 837 = 1447 \)

Taghayor (Change) + The End Times + Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: \( 111 + (837 + (135 + 62 + 302)) = 111 + (837 + 499) = 111 + 1336 = 1447 \) (equivalent to \( 447 \))

(1447 is the \( 229^{th} \) Prime Number 1715 is the \( 1447^{th} \) Composite number)

Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 20 + 1974: \( 453 + 20 + 1974 = 2447 \) (or 2448) (2447 is the \( 363^{rd} \) Prime Number)

The Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful). We have descended it in Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is. Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 97): \( 329 + 2118 \) (or 2119) = \( 2447 \) (or 2448)

The Sun and before the Setting (Sun-set) and from the Night glorify him and after the prostration (verse 39 – 41 of Sura 50): \( 431 + [6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 71 + 155 + 6 + 207] \) (or 208) + 104 = \( 431 + 2016 \) (or 2017) = \( 2447 \) (or 2448)

From the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we had blessed its surroundings to show him of our signs. It is He who is the All-Hearer, All-See. And we brought Moses (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 17): \( (271 + 83 + 70) + [90 + 138 + 279 + 90 + 462 + 56 + 11 + 211 + 6 + 462 + 116] \) + 454 (or 453) = \( 4023 \) (or 4024) + 454 (or 453) = \( 4477 \) (4476 or 4478)
We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): (52 + 144 + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335) + (75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 127 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50) = 1420 + 4027 = 5447

♦ Amwat (Dead people): 448 (448 is the 361st Composite Number) (550 is the 448th Composite Number) (3167 is the 448th Prime Number)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>States: 448</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>forbidden against them (verse 26 of Sura 5): 293 + 155 = 448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forty years (verse 26 of Sura 5): 333 + 115 = 448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arba’a (Four) Sineen (years): 278 + 170 = 448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is Al-Qari’a is? (verse 2 of Sura 101): 41 + 407 = 448</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Day of Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) of the Messiah, Jesus: 56 + (93 + 149 + 150) = 56 + 392 = 448

Abd Al-Nasir: 76 + 372 = 448 (Former President of Egypt)

Raj’a (Return) of Kindom of Babyl: 278 + 135 + 35 = 448

Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18): 156 + (80 + 212) = 156 + 292 = 448

Promise of Day of Qiyama (Upheaval) of Manhattan: [80 + (56 + 156)] + 156 = (80 + 212) + 156 = 448

Day of Zawal (End) of Dawla (State) of Israel: 56 + (44 + 45) + 303 (or 302) = 56 + [89 + 303 (or 302)] = 56 + 392 (or 391) = 448 (or 447)

Nihaya (End) of the Caliphate + Turkey: [71 + 746 (or 747)] + 631 = [817 (or 818) + 631] = 1448 (or 1449)

for a day, there is no doubt it. Allah does not fail in fulfilling the promise (verse 9 of Sura 3): 1448

These are Ayat (Verses or Signs) of the evident Book (verse 1 of Sura 12):
450 + 412 (or 413) + 453 (or 454) + 133 = 1448 (1449 or 1450) \ (= 2 \times 2 \times 2 \times 181) \ (1448 \text{ is the } 1218^{th} \text{ Composite Number}) \ (1716 \text{ is the } 1448^{th} \text{ Composite Number})

This is a mercy from my Lord. When Promise of my Lord comes, he turns it into (verse 98 of Sura 18): 2448 (2448 is the 2084^{th} \text{ Composite Number}) \ (2865 \text{ is the } 2448^{th} \text{ Composite Number})

And blessed is the one for whom is the Kingship of the Heavens and the Earth and what is between them. And he has knowledge of the Hour and to him, you will be returned (verse 85 of Sura 43): 4448

إن و ﻷﻧﻔﺴﻜﻢ أﺣﺴﻨﺘﻢ أﺣﺴﻨﺘﻢ إن ﻧﻔﯿﺮا اﻛﺜﺮ ﺟﻌﻠﻨﻜﻢ و ﺑﻨﯿﻦ و ﺑﺄﻣﻮال أﻣﺪدﻧﺎﻛﻢ و ﻋﻠﯿﮭﻢ اﻟﻜﺮه ﻟﻜﻢ رددﻧﺎ ﺛﻢ ﻣﻔﻌﻮﻻ وﻋﺪا ﻛﺎن و
و ﯾﺮﺣﻤﻜﻢ ان رﺑﻜﻢ ﻋﺴﻰ ﺗﺘﺒﯿﺮا ﻋﻠﻮا ﻣﺎ ﻟﯿﺘﺒﺮوا و ﻣﺮه أول دﺧﻠﻮه ﻛﻤﺎ اﻟﻤﺴﺠﺪ ﻟﯿﺪﺧﻠÓا و وﺟﻮھﻜﻢ ﻟﯿﺴﺆا اﻵﺧﺮه وﻋﺪ ﺟﺎء ﻓﺈذا ﻓﻠﮭﺎ أﺳﺎﺗﻢ
و ﻋﺪﻧﺎ ﻋﺪتﻢ إن

And it shall be a fulfilled promise. Then, we give back to you the turn against them and we supply you with monies and children and we make you more in number. If you do well, you do well to yourselves, and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you, and if you return, we return and (verse 5 - 8 of Sura 17): (6 + 71 + 81 + 227 + 540 + 259 + 90 + 256 + 155 + 6 + 160 + 80 + 6 + 112 + 6 + 213 + 721 + 341 + 51 + 559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138) + (61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 + 140 + 262 + 51 + 318) + (6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6) = 8171 + 3575 + 702 = 8171 + 4277 = 12448

♦  ﺍول ﺑﯿﺖ The first House (verse 96 of Sura 3): 37 + 412 = 449 (449 is the 87^{th} \text{ Prime Number}) \ (551 \text{ is the } 449^{th} \text{ Composite Number}) \ (3169 \text{ is the } 449^{th} \text{ Prime Number}) \ (4000 \text{ is the } 3449^{th} \text{ Composite Number})

الباب House of the Pope: 412 + 37 = 449

رﺟﻮع ﻣﻨﻄﻖ بﺎﺑﻞ Ruju (Return) of Kindom of Babyl: 279 + 135 + 35 = 449

شﻌﺒﻦ 27 Shaban 27: 422 (or 423) + 27 = 449 (or 450)

زﻨﯿﺎ  اﻟﺴﻤﺎء  اﻟﺪﻧﯿﺎ  ﺑﻤﺼﺒﯿﺢ We have decorated the Worldly Sky with lamps (verse 12 of Sura 41 ): 68 + 133 + 96 + 152 = 449

اﻟﻨﻄﻖ The logic of the birds (or what flies) (verse 16 of Sura 27): 199 + 250 = 449
Waly (Governor) of Africa: 47 + 402 = 449

Copenhagen, Denmark: 1134 + 315 = 1449

The Muslimeen (Muslims’) Istiada (Getting back) of Bayt-Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness): 261 + [541 + (412 + 235)] = 261 + (541 + 647) = 261 + 1188 = 1449

Nihaya (End) of the Caliphate + Turkey: [71 + 747 (or 746)] + 631 = [818 (or 817)] + 631 = 1449 (or 1448)

Ghazu (Invasion) of Kuwait : 1013 + 436 = 1449

These are Ayat (Verses or Signs) of the evident Book (verse 1 of Sura 12): 450 + 413 (or 412) + 453 (or 454) + 133 = 1449 (1448 or 1450)

O Ants, enter your houses, lest Solomon crushes you (verse 18 of Sura 27): 1449 (1449 is the 1219th Composite Number) (1717 is the 1449th Composite Number)

Ramadan 23rd + 1335: (1091 + 23) + 1335 = 1114 + 1335 = 2449

A誓 by the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) and I do swear by the self-reproaching spirit. Does the human being think that We are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, We are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to deny what is coming ahead of him. He asks: when will Day of ? (verse 1 – 6 of Sura 75): (201 + 58 + 187 + 6 + 31 + 201 + 223 + 119) + [81 + 193 + 81 + 163 + 1016 + 42 + 365 (or 364) + 110 + 51 + 126 + 108 + 32 + 224 + 193 + 323 + 87 + 100 + 72 + 56] = 1026 + 3423 (or 3422) = 4449 (or 4448)

The Dawn and Ten Nights and the Even and the Odd and the night as it journeys. Is there, in that, an oath for someone who has a brain ? Have you not seen what your Lord has done to Aad (verse 1 – 6 of Sura 89): (314 + 6 + 71 + 570 + 6 + 481 + 6 + 637 + 6 + 71 + 702 + 280 + 35 + 90 + 751) + (200 + 740 + 211 + 71 + 610 + 110 + 180 + 224 + 77) = 4026 + 2423 = 6449

Promise of the End Times, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, we return and make Jahannam (Hell) (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17): (80 + 838 + 108) + (80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 106 + 1012 + 131 + 262 + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 154 + 98) = 1026 + 5423 = 6449

Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, we return and make Jahannam (Hell) (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17): (80 + 838 + 108) + (80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 106 + 1012 + 131 + 262 + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 154 + 98) = 1026 + 5423 = 6449

مبين يغشي الناس هذا عذاب أليم ربنا إكشف عننا العذاب إذا مؤمنون أي ليهم الذكرى وقد جاءهم رسول مبين ثم تولوا عنه evident. It covers the people. This is a painful torment. Our Lord: lift,
from upon us, the torment. We are believers. Have they learned the lesson? And though an evident Messenger has come to them, then, they have turned away from him and said: “educated, but crazy!” We are going to lift the torment (verse 10 – 15 of Sura 44): 

\[
(102 + 1320) + (142 + 707 + 773 + 81 + 253 + 401 + 121 + 804 + 52 + 193 + 61 + 75 + 961 + 6 + 104 + 50 + 296 + 102 + 540 + 443 + 125 + 6 + 138 + 180 + 149 + 52 + 408 + 804) = 1422 + 8027 = 9449
\]

Dead (verse 9 of Sura 35): \(450\) (450 is the 362nd Composite Number) (552 is the 450th Composite Number)

Shanq (Hanging): \(450\)

Lailat (Eve) of Bidaya (Beginning) of the Hour + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): \(75 + 22 + [167 + 186 (or 187)] = 75 + [22 + 353 (or 354)] = 75 + 375 (or 376) = 450 (or 451)

Shaban 27: \(423 (or 422) + 27 = 450 (or 449)\)

King of Banu (Children of) Israel: \(90 + [58 + 302 (or 303)] = 90 + 360 (or 361) = 450 (or 451)\)

Jinna (Jinn – invisible creatures) + King of Israel: \(58 + 90 + 302 (or 303) = 450\)

The Continent of Oceania (Australia): \(337 + 113 = 450\)

Blessed is the one who descended (or brought down) (verse 1 of Sura 25): \(622 (or 623) + 741 + 87 = 1450 (or 1451)\) (equivalent to 450)

The Space Beings: \(513 + 937 = 1450\) (equivalent to 450) (1450 is the 1220th Composite Number)

These are Ayat (Verses or Signs) of the evident Book (verse 1 of Sura 12): \(450 + 413 (or 412) + 454 (or 453) + 133 = 1448 (1449 or 1450)\)

After him to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise the End Times comes (verse 104 of Sura 17): \(90 + 81) + (92 + 312 + 138 + 1032) + (782 + 5 + 80 + 838) = 171 + (1574 + 1705) = 171 + 3279 = 3450\)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is, till rise of the Dawn (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): \(75 + 335) + (6 + 41 + 235 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 137 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 249 + 90 + 50 + 241) + [131 + 15 + 418 + 149 + 314] = (410 + 5013) + 1027 = 5423 + 1027 = 6450\) (This consists of 27 words)
In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem.

I do swear by the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) and I do swear by the self-reproaching spirit. Does the human being think that we are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, we are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to deny what is coming ahead of him. He asks: when will Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) be? When he sparkles the sight and eclipses the Moon. And the Sun and the Moon are combined. The human being says, on that day: where is the refuge? No (verse 1 – 11 of Sura 75):

Note: Using the given numeric values to calculate the total:

\[102 + 66 + 329 (or 330) + 289 + 31 + 201] + [58 + 186 + 6 + 31 + 201 + 223 + 113 + 81 + 192 + 81 + 163 + 1015 (or 1016) + 42 + 364 + 110 + 51 + 126 + 108 + 32 + 224 + 192 + 323 + 87] + [62 + 56 + 186 + 782 + 302 + 323 + 6 + 740 + 371 + 6 + 113 + 431 + 6 + 371 + 146 + 193 (or 192) + 766 + 61 + 351 + 51] = [1018 (or 1019) + 4009 (or 4010)] + 5423 (or 5422) = 5027 (5028) + 5423 (or 5422) = 10450 (10449 or 10451)

Rahman, the Raheem. H.M. And the evident Book. We have descended it in a blessed night. We have been warning. In it, every wise command gets distinguished, a command from us. We have been warning about. In it, every command is categorized. As a command from us, we are sending a mercy from your Lord. He is the Hearer, the Knower, Lord of the Heavens and the Earth and what is between them, if you are certain. There is no god except him, causes return of life and causes death. Your Lord and the Lord of your first fathers (ancestors).

However, they are in doubt playing. So, wait for the day (verse 1 – 10 of Sura 44):

Note: Using the given numeric values to calculate the total:

\[(298 + 289 + 48 + 6 + 453 + 133 + 52 + 144) + (90 + 75 + 268 + 52 + 71 + 1050 + 96 + 390 + 50 + 241 + 78 + 242 + 90 + 175 + 52 + 71 + 390 + 253 + 90 + 222 + 56 + 11 + 211 + 181 + 202 + 539 + 6 + 1032 + 6 + 41 + 108 + 51 + 510) + (256 + 31 + 36 + 32 + 11 + 28 + 6 + 460 + 262 + 6 + 202 + 75 + 128 + 32 + 45 + 90 + 320 + 168 + 783) + 56 = 1423 + 7000 + (2971 + 56) = 1423 + 7000 + 3027 = 1423 + 10027 = 11450

你也看湖(湖海: 225 + 226 = 451 (451 is the 363rd Composite Number)
(3187 is the 451st Prime Number) (3705 is the 3187th Composite Number)

 admitted You are (verse 43 of Sura 79): 451

Has been cracked (or split) (verse 1 of Sura 54): 451

We have uncovered (verse 22 of Sura 50): 451

his death. (verse 159 of Sura 4): 451

Dead (verse 11 of Sura 50): 451
We have decorated the Worldly Heaven (or sky) with (by) decoration of the Planets (verse 6 of Sura 37): 68 + 133 + 96 + 74 + 80 = 451 (or 450)

Korean War: 451

City of Cairo: 109 + 342 = 451

King of Banu (Children of) Israel: 90 + 361 (or 360) = 451 (or 450)

The Awar (Defective-Eyed), the Dajjal (Anti-Christ) Son of David: 308 + 69 + 74 (or 73) = 377 + 74 (or 73) = 451 (or 450)

The Dajjal (Anti-Christ) Bush, Son of David: (69 + 308) + 74 (or 73) = 377 + 74 (or 73) = 451 (or 450)

Blessed is the one who brought down (verse 1 of Sura 25): 623 (or 622) + 741 + 87 = 1451 (or 1450) (equivalent to 451) (1451 is the 230th Prime Number)

We let its people who live lavishly / extravagently (do whatever they want). So, they commit evil deeds in it. (verse 16 of Sura 17): 1451 (equivalent to 451)

Karitha (Disaster) + The Hind (India) + The Pakistaniyeen (Pakistanis): 726 + (90 + 635) = 726 + 725 = 1451 (equivalent to 451)

Karitha (Disaster) + Caliph : 726 + 725 = 1451 (equivalent to 451)

Day of Hadd (Destruction) of Hamburg, Germany: 56 + [9 + 1253 (or 1254)] + 133 = 56 + [1262 (or 1263) + 133] = 56 + 1395 (or 1396) = 1451 (or 1452)

The Hour is coming. I almost (verse 15 of Sura 20): [51 + 562 + 812 (or 811)] + 26 = 1425 (or 1424) + 26 = 1451 (or 1450)

The day they hear the Saiha (Scream) on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date); that is Day of the Khuruj (Coming out). It is we who resurrect (verse 42 of Sura 50): [56 + 236 + 144 + 141 + 750 (or 751) + 50 + 840 + 52] + (108 + 68) = 2275 (or 2276) + 176 = 2451 (or 2452)

Caliphate + The one whom the Messiah shall pray behind him : 716 + (741 + 130 + 149 + 715) = 716 + 1735 = 2451
the two hands of Abi Lahab and he is cursed. Shall not exempt him his money (or wealth) and what he has earned. He shall suffer a fire that has (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 111): \((15 + 13) + (37 + 6 + 404 + 41 + 1061 + 125 + 76 + 6 + 41 + 82 + 200 + 252 + 1101) = 28 + 3423 = 3451

Over it are Nineteen.

And we have not made Ashab (Guardians) of the Fire, except as angels and we have not made their Idda (number) except as Fitna (trial or test) for those (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): 

\((116 + 535 + 570 + 6 + 41 + 154) + (102 + 282 + 32 + 501 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 523 + 32 + 535 + 821) = 1422 + 3029 = 4451

Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend (or are brought down) in it, by the permission of their Lord, from every command. Peace it is (verses 1 - 5 of Sura 97): 

\((304 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335) + (75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111) + (505 + 487 + 136 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 + 15) = 1028 + (1421 + 3002) = 1028 + 4423 = 5451

and the Odd and the night as it journeys. Is there, in that, an oath for someone who has a brain? Have you not seen what your Lord has done to Aad, Iram, the one which has the pillars, which has never been created like it among the Bilad (cities or countries) (verse 3 – 8 of Sura 89): 

\((6 + 637 + 6 + 71 + 702) + (270 + 35 + 90 + 750 + 200 + 740 + 211 + 71 + 600 + 110 + 180 + 222 + 77 + 241 + 1101 + 146 + 441 + 70 + 740 + 576 + 90 + 68) = 1422 + 7029 = 8451

♦ Messenger from Allah (verse 2 of Sura 98): 296 + 90 + 66 (or 67) = 452 (or 453)

\((= 2 \times 2 \times 113) \quad (452 \text{ is the } 364^{th} \text{ Composite Number}) \quad (554 \text{ is the } 452^{nd} \text{ Composite Number})

So, pray to your Lord (verse 2 of Sura 108): 200 + 252 = 452

Its death (verse 9 of Sura 35): 452

Communists: Shuyoiyoon: 452

Shaban 29: 423 + 29 = 452

Day 26 + Safar: (56 + 26) + 370 = 82 + 370 = 452 (Safar 26 is the day on which Prophet Mohammad (p) left Mecca to begin his migration journey to Mecca)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Sho’om (Omen): 75 + 377 (or 378) = 452 (or 453)

Hadd (Destruction) of Island of the Messiah, the Dajjal: 9 + [225 + (149 + 69)] = 9 + (225 + 218) = 9 + 443 = 452

Hadd (Destruction) of Gog and Magog + Banu (Children) of
Israel: $9 + 23 + 6 + 53 + 62 + 303 = 452$ (or 451)

Elijah, King of Israel: $59 + 90 + 303 = 452$

Prostrate to Adam, so they prostrated, except Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil) who refused (verse 116 of Sura 20): $452$ (or 453)

Son of the Satan: $52$ (or 53) + 400 = $452$ (or 453)

The Satan + the Ihya (Resurrection): 400 + 52 = 452

Qiyam (Rise) of the Dajjal Messiah + The Jinn (demons): $150 + (149 + 69) + 84 = (150 + 218) + 84 = 368 + 84 = 452$

Kingdom of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders) + The Jinn (demons): $(135 + 233) + 84 = 368 + 84 = 452$

Day of Awda (Return) of Jesus + Wafat (Death) of the Dajjal: $(56 + 85 + 150) + (92 + 69) = 291 + 161 = 452$

Awda (Return) of Jesus + Descent of the Star: $(85 + 150) + (93 + 124) = 235 + 217 = 452$

The Promise + The Tariq (verse 1 of Sura 86): $111 + 341 = 452$

The Promise + Istifaf (Alignment, Lining-up or Formation of a line) of the Planets: $111 + (261 + 80) = 111 + 341 = 452$

The Promise + The Zilzal (Quake) + The Tawafan (Flood) + Janna (Paradise): $111 + (106 + 177 + 58) = 111 + 341 = 452$

The Promise + The Hell of City of London (or Sydney): $111 + [98 + (109 + 134)] = 111 + (98 + 243) = 111 + 341 = 452$

The Promise + The Catastrophe + Britain: $111 + (58 + 283) = 111 + 341 = 452$

The Promise + Inha (Ending) of Britain: $111 + (58 + 283) = 111 + 341 = 452$

The Promise + Inha (Ending) of the American United States: $111 + 58 + [478 (or 479) + 488 + 317] = 111 + [ 58 + 1283 (or 1284) ] = 111 + 1341 (or 1342) = 1452$ (or 1453)

The Promise + The Wahiya (Disaster) + The American United States: $111 + 58 + [478 (or 479) + 488 + 317] = 111 + [ 58 + 1283 (or 1284) ] = 111 + 1341 (or 1342) = 1452$ (or 1453)
Day of Hadd (Destruction) of Hamburg, Germany: $56 + [9 + 1254 (or 1253)] + 133 = 56 + [1263 (or 1262) + 133] = 56 + 1396 (or 1395) = 1452 (or 1451)

From them, reciting to them his Ayat (verses or signs) and sanctifying them and teaching them (verse 2 of Sura 62): 1452 (or 1453)

Then, Adam received from his Lord words. (verse 37 of Sura 2): $620 + 45( or 46) + 90 + 207 + 490$ (or 491) = 1452 (1453 or 1454)

The human that we are not going to assemble his bones (verse 3 of Sura 75): $(192 (or 193) + 81 + 163 + 1016) = 1452$ (or 1453)

The human being, on that day, says: Where is the escape? No, (verse 10 - 11 of Sura 75): $192$ (or 193) + 766 + 61 + 351 + 51 + 31] = 1452 (or 1453)

Lord of the World (or Universe), the Rahman, the Raheem, Master of the Day of Judgment. You are the one we worship (verse 2 – 7 of Sura 1): 1452 (or 1453)

Book and those who have believed grow in faith and (verse 31 of Sura 74): $422$ (or 423) + $[6 + 26 + 791 + 98$ (or 99) + 102 (or 103) + 6] = 1452 (or 422) + 1029 (1030 or 1031) = 1452 (1453 or 1454)

Shine and the Moon as a Light and (verse 5 of Sura 10): $812 + 6 + 371 + 257 + 6 = 1452$

Day of Equinoxx of Autumn: $56 + (506 + 890) = 56 + 1396 = 1452$
(The Autumnal Equinox happens in the Northern Hemisphere annually either on September 22 or September 23.)

The Ottoman Caliphate: $746$ (or 747) + 706 (or 707) = 1452 (1453 or 1454)

Istirja (Getting back or Re-capture) of Muslimeen (Muslims) the Quds (Jerusalem) from Saleebyeen (Crusaders): $735 + 230 + 195 + 90 + 202 = 1452$

Day of Khuruj (Departure or Coming out) of Israel from South Lebanon: $56 + [809 + 303 (or 302) + 90 + 61 + 133] = 56 + 1396 (or 1395) = 1452$ (or 1451)

(1452 is the 1221st Composite Number) (1720 is the 1452nd Composite Number)

Yajuj (Gog) and Majuj (Magog) and they are, from every direction, coming. And the Haq (True) Promise has approached (verse 96 – 97 of Sura 21): $(23 + 6 + 53) + (6 + 45 + 90 + 50 + 14 + 206 + 6 + 703 + 111 + 139) = 82 + 1370 = 1452$

Lord of the World (or Universe), the Rahman, the Raheem, Master of the Day of Judgment. You are the one we worship (verse 2 – 7 of Sura 1): 1452 (or
They ravaged through your homelands. And, it was great. They ravaged through your homelands. And, it was (verse 5 of Sura 17): 318 + 151 + 660 (or 661) + 246 + 6 + 71 = 1452 (or 1453)

The End Times, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as mixed crowd) and in the Haq We descended (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): 31 + [806 (or 807) + 55 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 (or 144) + 6] = 31 + 1421 (1422 or 1423) = 1452 (1453 or 1454)

The day they hear the Saiha (Scream) on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date); that is Day of the Khuruj (Coming out). It is we who resurrect (verse 42 of Sura 50): [56 + 236 + 144 + 141 + 751 (or 750) + 50 + 840 + 52] + (108 + 68) = 2276 (or 2275) + 176 = 2452 (or 2451)

Book, the evident. We descended it in a blessed night. We had been warning. In it (verse 2 – 4 of Sura 44): 423 + (133 + 52 + 143 + 90 + 75 + 267 + 52 + 71 + 1050 + 96) = 423 + 2029 = 2452

You took on the Calf after him and (verse 51 of Sura 2): (2141 + 134) + (90 + 81) + 6 = 2275 + 171 + 6 = 2452

for someone with a brain. Haven’t you seen what your Lord has done to Aad. Iram (verse 5 – 6 of Sura 89): 740 + 211 + 71 + 600 (or 601) + 110 + 180 + 222 + 77 + 241 = 2452 (or 2453)

And their Prophet told them: It is the Aya (Sign) of his Kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin). In it, there is Sakina from your Lord and (verse 248 of Sura 2): 6 + 131 + 75 + 107 + 51 + 17 + 95 + 51 + 481 + 840 + 95 + 145 + 90 + 262 + 6 = 2452

the Muzzamil, stay up the night (in prayers), except a little, half of it or subtract from it a little or add to it and recite the Quran (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 73): 2452 (or 2453) (equivalent to 452)

From us. We have been sending a mercy from your Lord. He is the All-Hearer, All-Knower, Lord of the Heavens (verse 5 - 7 of Sura 44): 2452 (or 2453)

The Rahman, the Raheem. Glory to the one who transported his worshipper at night from the Haram Mosque to (verse 1 of Sura 17): 329 + 289 + 120 + 741 + 271 + 83 + 70 (or 71) + 90 + 138 + 280 + 41 = 2452 (or 2453)

We abase him to lowest of the low except those who have believed and done good deeds, for them (verse 5 – 6 of Sura 95): 263 + 171 + 230 + 32 + 791 + 98 (or 99) + 6 + 147 + 559 + 155 = 2452 (or 2453)
and leave (verse 9 of Sura 62): 90 + 56 + 149 + 217 (or 218) + 41 + 920 + 66 + 6 + 907 = 2452 (or 2453)

And a Quran Faraqghu (we spaced its revelation) so that you recite it unto the People unhurriedly (verse 106 of Sura 17): 6 + 353 + 435 (or 436) + 736 + 110 + 142 + 110 + 560 = 2452 (or 2453)

Khalidoon (staying eternally). However, those who perform Omra (religious visit) to Mosques of Allah are those who have believed in Allah and the Last Day (verse 17 of Sura 9): 2452 (2451 or 2453)

Performs Omra (religious visit) to Mosques of Allah, those who have believed in Allah and the Last Day and performs the Prayer and gives the Zakat (Required Charitable Donation) and do not fear (verse 17 of Sura 9): 3452 (or 3453)
stay in it disgraced and rejected. And whoever wants the End Times and strives for it Sayaha (proper striving) and he is (verse 18 - 19 of Sura 17): 35 + 96 + 41 + 352 + 120 + 264 + 540 + 154 + 35 + 98 + 171 + 713 + 259 + 6 + 91 + 146 + 827 + 227 + 51 + 75 + 204 (or 205) + 118 (or 119) = 4452 (or 4451)

Qaim (valuable) to warn of powerful might and give good news to the Believers who do good deeds that there is for them a good reward (verse 2 of Sura 18): 151 + 990 + 64 + 319 + 90 + 89 + 6 + 512 + 227 + 791 + 206 + 559 + 51 + 75 + 204 (or 205) + 118 (or 119) = 4452 (4453 or 4454)

And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that, will become certain, those who have been given the Book (verse 31 of Sura 74): 6 + 41 + 154 + 102 + 282 + 32 + 97 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 523 + 32 + 535 + 821 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414 + 31) + 423 = 5029 + 423 = 5452

Their Idda (number) except as a Fitna (trial) for those who have disbelieved so that those who have been given the Book become assured and those who have believed grow (verse 31 of Sura 74): 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414 + 453 (or 454) + 6 + 26 + 791 + 98 (or 99) = 5452 (or 5453 or 5454)

People of Pharaoh were visited by the Warners. They rejected our Signs, all of them, so we caught them the catch of (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 95): 5452 (or 5453)

He asks : When will Day of the Qiyama be? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun and the Moon are combined, the human being, on that day, says: Where is the escape ? No, (verse 6 - 11 of Sura 75): [100 + 62 + 56 + 186 (or 187) + 781 (or 782) + 302 + 323 + 6 + 740 + 371 + 6 + 113 + 431 + 371 + 146] + [192 (or 193) + 766 + 61 + 351 + 51 + 31] = 4000 (4001 or 4002) + 1452 (or 1453) = 5452 (5453 or 5454) (This segment of verse 6 - 11 of Sura 75 consists of 19 words)

We have created the human in best Taqweem (shape or form). Then, We abase him to the lowest of the low except those who believed and done the good deeds, for them, there is a reward, not undeserved. So, what (verse 4 – 7 of Sura 95): 6452 (or 6453) (6452 is the 5613th Composite Number) (This segment of verse 4 – 7 of Sura 95 consists of 19 words)

Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces (make your faces look bad) and they shall enter the Mosque, like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach , an utter destruction. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, we
return and make Jahannam (Hell) (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17): \[ (5 + 80 + 837 + 107) + [80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 106 (or 107) +1012 (or 1013) + 131 + 162 + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 154 + 98] = 1029 + 5423 (5424 or 5425) = 6452 (6453 or 6454)

Your Lord to Aad, Iram, the one which has the pillars, which has never been created like it among the Bilad (countries or cities), and Thamud who carved the rocks in the valley, and Pharaoh of the Awtad (Stakes), the ones (verse 6 – 10 of Sura 89):

\[ 222 + 77 + 241 + 1101 + 146 + 441 + 70 + 740 + 576 + 90 + 67 (or 68) + 6 + 550 + 253 + 90 + 222 + 56 + 11 + 211 + 181 + 202 + 537 + 6 + 1032 + 6 + 41 + 108 + 51 + 510 + 256 + 31 + 36 + 32 + 11 + 28 + 6 + 460 + 262 + 6 + 202 + 74 (or 75) + 128 + 32 + 45 + 90 + 320 + 168 + 783 + 56 + 811 = 8452 (or 8453) \]

A command from us, we have been sending a mercy from your Lord, the All-Hearer, All-Knower, Lord of the Heavens and the Earth and what is between them, if you are certain. There is no god, except he. He gives life and causes death, your Lord and the Lord of your first fathers (ancestors). However, they are in doubt playing around. So, wait for the day (the sky) brings (verse 4 – 10 of Sura 44):

\[ 78 + 242 + 90 + 175 + 52 + 71 + 390 + 253 + 90 + 222 + 56 + 11 + 211 + 181 + 202 + 537 + 6 + 1032 + 6 + 41 + 108 + 51 + 510 + 256 + 31 + 36 + 32 + 11 + 28 + 6 + 460 + 262 + 6 + 202 + 74 (or 75) + 128 + 32 + 45 + 90 + 320 + 168 + 783 + 56 + 811 = 8452 (or 8453) \]

Nineteen. And we have not made the Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that those who have been given the Book become certain and those who have believed grow in faith and do not have doubt those who (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): \[ 251 + 32 + 97 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 282 + 32 + 105 + 6 + 41 + 154] + [523 + 32 + 535 + 570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 105 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 535 + 821 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414 + 202 + 5 + 90 + 320 + 168 + 783 + 56 + 811 = 8452 (or 8453) \]

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. I do swear by the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) and I do swear by the self-reproaching spirit. Does the human being think that we are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, we are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to deny what is coming ahead of him. He asks: when will Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) be? When he sparkles the sight and eclipses the Moon. And the Sun and the Moon are combined. The human being says, on that day: where is the refuge? No (verse 1 - 11 of Sura 75): \[ (102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 31 + 201) + [58 + 187 + 6 + 31 + 201 + 223 + 113 + 81 + 192 + 81 + 535 + 570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 105 + 6 + 41 + 154] + [523 + 32 + 535 + 821 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414 + 202 + 5 + 90 + 320 + 168 + 783 + 56 + 811 = 8452 (or 8453) \]
Book that you will corrupt in the Ard (Earth or Land) twice and you shall rise to a
great height. When Promise of the first of them comes, we send, against you, servants of ours of
great might. So, they plunder throughout the homelands and thus it shall be a Promise fulfilled. Then, we
 gave you the opportunity to attack them and we supported you with monies and sons (males) and we
 let you be more in individuals. If you do well, you do well to yourselves. And if you do badly, it is for
 yours. When Promise of the End Times come, they shall ruin (verse 4 – 7 of Sura 17): 423 + (62 +
90 + 1032 + 700 + 6 + 580 + 107 + 233 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 84 + 623 + 170 + 78 + 81 + 47 + 63 + 318 +
151 + 661 + 246 + 6 + 71 + 81 + 227 + 540 + 259 + 90 + 256 + 155 + 6 + 160 + 80 + 6 + 112 + 6 +
214 + 721 + 341 + 51 + 559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782) + (5 + 80 + 837 + 107) =
10452

و لريك فاصفر إذًا نفر في الناقور فذلك يوم يوم عسير على الكافرين غير بسير ذنوب و من خلقه و حبها و جعلته له مالا
ممدوحا و بنين شهودا و مهيدا ثم يعيدا ثم يطماع أن أريد كلا أنه كان لما كنتا عندنا سرته صعودا أنه فكر، و قد قال:
كيف قد ثم نظر ثم عبس و بسر ثم ادبر واستكبر فقال إن هذا إلا سحر بيوتر إن هذا إلا قول البشر سأصلحه سقر و ما أدرك ما سقر لا
تيقي و لا نكر. O You the Muddathir! Rise up then warn and your Lord glorify and your clothes purify
and the abomination leave and do not do favors to gain more in return. And for your Lord, be patient.
Then, when the Trumpet is sounded. That will be a tough day, upon the unbelievers, not easy. Leave me
with whom I created alone And I made for him extensive wealth and sons as witnesses and I paved
for him, such a paving. Then, he gets greedy that I will give more. No, he has been stubborn against
our signs. I will exhaust him increasingly (or progressively). He thought and Qaddar (assessed). So, he
will be killed the way he Qaddar (assessed). Then, he will be killed the way he Qaddar (assessed).
Then, he looked. Then, he frowned and he scowled. Then, he turned away and got haughty. So, he
said: This is nothing but preserved magic. This is nothing but saying of the humans. I shall cast him
into Saqar (place in Hell). And how would you know what Saqar is? It does not keep and it does not
leave. (verse 1 – 28 of Sura 74): 27 + (775 + 140 + 1031 + 6 + 222 + 302 + 6 + 533 + 294 + 241 +
289 + 6 + 31 + 540 + 1580) + (6 + 252 + 373 + 782 + 350 + 90 + 388 + 830 + 766 + 56 + 340 + 110 +
392 + 1210 + 280 + 960 + 6 + 90 + 1130 + 29 + 6 + 503 + 35 + 72 + 95 + 6 + 112 + 316 + 6 + 454 +
35 + 460 + 540 + 129 + 51 + 22 + 51 + 56 + 71 + 494 + 135 + 371 + 171 + 56 + 300 + 6 + 304 + 610 +
110 + 304 + 530 + 110 + 304 + 540 + 1150 + 540 + 132 + 6 + 262 + 540 + 207 + 6 + 683 +
211 + 51 + 706 + 32 + 268 + 716 + 51 + 706 + 32 + 136 + 533 + 196 + 360 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 360 +
31 + 512 + 6 + 31 + 1300) = (27 + 6002) + 26423 = 6029 + 26423 =
32452

و لريب فاصفر إذًا نفر في الناقور فذلك يوم يوم عسير على الكافرين غير بسير ذنوب و من خلقه و حبها و جعلته له مالا
ممدوحا و بنين شهودا و مهيدا ثم يعيدا ثم يطماع أن أريد كلا أنه كان لما كنتا عندنا سرته صعودا أنه فكر، و قد قال:
كيف قد ثم نظر ثم عبس و بسر ثم ادبر واستكبر فقال إن هذا إلا سحر بيوتر إن هذا إلا قول البشر سأصلحه سقر و ما أدرك ما سقر لا
تيقي و لا نكر. And for your Lord, be patient. Then, when the Trumpet is sounded. That will be a tough day, upon the unbelievers, not easy. Leave me with
whom I created alone And I made for him extensive wealth and sons as witnesses and I paved for him,
such a paving. Then, he gets greedy that I will give more. No, he has been stubborn against our signs. I will exhaust him increasingly (or progressively). He thought and Qaddar (assessed). So, he will be killed the way he Qaddar (assessed). Then, he looked. Then, he frowned and he scowled. Then, he turned away and got haughty. So, he said: This is nothing but preserved magic. This is nothing but saying of the humans. I shall cast him into Saqar (place in Hell). And how would you know what Saqar is? It does not keep and it does not leave. It darkens the humans. Over it are Nineteen. And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that those who have been given the Book become certain and those who have believed grow in faith and do not do doubt those who have been given the Book (verse 7 – 31 of Sura 74):


♦ Tammuz (July - in Greater Syria & Iraq): 453 (453 = 3 x 151) (453 = 444 + 9)
(453 = 434 + 19) (453 is the 365th Composite Number) (555 is the 453rd Composite Number)
(3203 is the 453rd Prime Number)

الشعبن The Shaban (8th Hijri month): 453 (or 454)

إيطاليا Italia (Italy): 453

الانقعار The Inqia’r (Collapse or Cave in): 453

يوم 27 + صفر Day 27 + Safar: 56 + 27 + 370 = 453

شعبان 30 Shaban 30: 423 + 30 = 453

الكتب The Book (verse 4 of Sura 17) & (verse 2 of Sura 44): 453 (or 454)

قرآن مبين an evident Quran (verse 1 of Sura 15): 351 (or 352) + 102 = 453 (or 454)

رسول من الله Messenger from Allah (verse 2 of Sura 98): 296 + 90 + 67 (or 66) = 453 (or 452)

عيسى ابن ماري Jesus son of Mary: 150 + 52 (or 53) + 251 = 453 (or 454)

إذا العلم عند الله The knowledge is with Allah (verse 26 of Sura 67): 453

Perhaps your Lord may (verse 8 of Sura 17): 140 + 262 + 51 = 453
The human what he did not know (verse 5 of Sura 96): \(453\)

Wall of Berlin, Germany: \(28 + 292 + 133 = 453\)

Day of Sawm (Fasting) of the Muslimeen (Muslims): \(56 + (136 + 261) = 56 + 397 = 453\)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Sho’om (Omen): \(75 + 378 \text{ (or 377)} = 453 \text{ (or 452)}\)

Awda (Return) of Kingdom of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): \(85 + (135 + 233) = 453\)

Kingdom of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders) + The Jan (Jinn - demons): \((135 + 233) + 85 = 85 + 368 = 453\)

Day of Qiyama (Resurrection) of the Pontiff (title of the Pope): \((56 + 156) + 241 = 212 + 241 = 453\)

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of the End Times) + The Pope YoHanna (John) Paulus (Paul): \((56 + 187) + (37 + 75 + 98) = 243 + 210 = 453\)

How would you know what the Haqqa (Due Event) is ? (verse 3 of Sura 69): \((41 + 226) + (41 + 145) = 267 + 186 = 453\)

They see what they are promised (verse 35 of Sura 46): \(266 + 41 + 146 = 453\)

The Nuclear Weapons War: \(210 + (135 + 108) = 210 + 243 = 453\)

War of Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection): \(210 + (56 + 187) = 210 + 243 = 453\)

Qiyam (Rise or Establishment) of Israel: \(151 + 302 \text{ (or 303)} = 453 \text{ (or 454)}\)

Qiyam (Rise, Resurrection, or Establishment) of New York: \(151 \text{ (or 150)} + 302 = 453 \text{ (or 452)}\)

Promise of Nihaya (End) of New York: \(80 + (71 + 302) = 80 + 373 = 453\)

Promise of Nihaya (End) of Israel: \(80 + [71 + 302 \text{ (or 303)}] = 80 + 373 \text{ (or 374)} = 453 \text{ (or 454)}\)

Mutu (Die) (verse 243 of Sura 2): \(453\)

The Qurban + The Dajjal (Deceiver or Anti-Christ): \(384 + 69 = 453\)

War of City of Sydney: \(210 + (109 + 134) = 210 + 243 = 453\)
China + America (U.S.) = 453

Nuclear Weapons + America = 453

Prostrate to Adam, so they prostrated, except Iblees (Diable, Diablo, or Devil) who refused (verse 116 of Sura 20): 453 (or 452)

Son of the Satan = 453 (or 454)

Jinn (demons) + The Satan = 453

Magog + The Satan = 453

The Dajjal son of Ephraim = 453 (or 444)

Son of Joseph + King of the English People + The Jews = 453 (or 454)

Son of Joe, King of Israel = 453 (or 454)

Arid Deserts = 453

Paradises (verse 8 of Sura 98) = 453 (or 454)

The Aya (Miraculous Sign) + Israa (miraculous heavenly journey) of Al-Mahdi + Al-Ihya (the Resurrection or Revival) = 453

The Ottoman Caliphate = 1453 (or 1452 or 1454)

and what has been descended (or revealed) to you from your Lord the Haq (Truth), but (verse 1 of Sura 13): 1453

From them, reciting to them his Ayat (verses or signs) and sanctifying them and teaching them (verse 2 of Sura 62): 1453 (or 1452)

Then, Adam received from his Lord words. (verse 37 of Sura 2): 1453 (or 1452)

The human that we are not going to assemble his bones (verse 3 of Sura 75): 1453 (or 1452)

Lailat (Eve) of Approach of Adam to the Tree = 1453 (or 1454)
The Rahman, the Raheem. H.M. and the evident Book. We have descended it (or him) (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 44): 329 + 289 + 48 + 6 + 453 + 133 + 52 + 143 = 1453

a god other than Him. So, would not (verse 65 of Sura 7): 90 + 36 + 1215 + 112 = 1453 (This is the 1019th verse of the Quran)

What is Al-Qaria (Horrible End Times Event) and how would you know what the Qaria is? Day on which people (verse 2 - 4 of Sura 101): 41 + 407 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 407 + 56 + 86 + 142 = 1453

The kindled Fire of Allah that detects (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 104): 251 + (66 + 186 + 441 + 509) = 251 + 1202 = 1453

in the Zaboor (Psalms), after the Zikr (verse 105 of Sura 21): 90 + 246 + 90 + 76 + 951 = 1453

He brings out the Living from the Dead (verse 19 of Sura 30): 813 + 59 (or 49) + 90 + 491 (or 481) = 1453

Then, Adam received from his Lord words. (verse 37 of Sura 2): 620 + 46 (or 45) + 90 + 207 + 490 (or 491) = 1453 (1452 or 1454)

Book and those who have believed grow in faith and (verse 31 of Sura 74): 423 (or 422) + 6 + 26 + 791 + 99 + 102 (or 103) + 6 = 1453 (1452 or 1454)

The End Times, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as mixed crowd) and in the Haq We descended (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): 31 + [806 + 65 + 62 + 200 (or 201) + 6 + 141 + 143 + 6] = 31 + 1422 (or 1423) = 1453 (or 1454)

you see the people entering (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 110): 611 + 142 + 700 = 1453

Lord of the World (or Universe), the Rahman, the Raheem, Master of the Day of Judgment. You are the one we worship (verse 2 – 7 of Sura 1): 1453 (or 1452)

They ravaged through your homelands, And, it was (verse 5 of Sura 17): 318 + 151 + 661 (or 660) + 246 + 6 + 71 = 1453 (or 1452) (1453 is the 231st Prime Number) (1722 is the 1453rd Composite Number) (2031 is the 1722nd Composite Number)

the Muzzamil, stay up the night (in prayers), except a little , half of it or subtract from it a little or add to it and recite the Quran (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 73): 2453 (or 2452) (equivalent to 453) (= 11 x 223) (2453 is the 2089th Composite Number)

From us. We have been sending a mercy from your Lord. He is the All-Hearer, All-Knower, Lord of the Heavens (verse 5 - 7 of Sura 44): 2453 (or 2452)
While you are part of its remembrance. To your Lord is its end. However, (verse 43 - 45 of Sura 79): 2453

The Rahman, the Raheem. Glory to the one who transported his worshipper at night from the Haram Mosque to (verse 1 of Sura 17): 329 + 289 + 120 + 741 + 271 + 83 + 71 (or 70) + 90 + 138 + 280 + 41 = 2453 (or 2452)

And the Fig and the Olive and Mount Sinai and this safe Balad (Country or City) (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 95): 6 + 491 + 6 + 504 + 6 + 215 + 180 + 6 + 706 + 67 + 132 + 134 = 2453

for someone with a brain. Haven’t you seen what your Lord has done to Aad. Iram (verse 5 – 6 of Sura 89): 740 + 211 + 71 + 601 (or 600) + 110 + 180 + 222 + 77 + 241 = 2453 (or 2452)

From the evilness of Ghasiq when (verse 3 of Sura 113): 90 + 500 + 1161 + 702 = 2453

We abase him to lowest of the low except those who have believed and done good deeds, for them (verse 5 – 6 of Sura 95): 263 + 171 + 230 + 32 + 791 + 99 (or 98) + 6 + 147 + 559 + 155 = 2453 (or 2452)

in Night of the Qadr . And how would you know what the Night of the Qadr is. Night of the Qadr is better (verses 1- 3 of Sura 97): (90 + 75 + 335) + [6 + 41 + 235 (or 226) + 41] + (75 + 335) + (75 + 335 + 810) = [500 + 323 (or 314) + 410] + 1220 = 1233 (or 1224) + 1220 = 2453 (or 2444)

The Sun and before the Setting (Sun-set) and during the Night glorify him and after the prostration and (verse 39 – 41 of Sura 50): 431 + 6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 71 + 155 + 6 + 207 (or 208) + 104 + 6 = 2453 (or 2454)

They shall wander in the Ard (Earth or Land). So, do not feel sorry for the People (verse 26 of Sura 5): (481 + 90) + (1032 + 111 + 461 + 101) + 177 = (571 + 1705) + 177 = 2276 + 177 = 2453

capable. Are your disbelievers better than those, or you have an immunity (verse 42 - 43 of Sura 54): 744 + 362 (or 361) + 810 + 90 + 107 + 41 + 90 + 209 = 2453 (or 2452)

Promise of the Mongols + Majzara (Massacre) of Baghdad: 80 + [1107 + (255 + 1011)] = 80 + (1107 + 1266) = 80 + 2373 = 2453

of Day of Friday. So, strive to the Zikr (mention or remembrance) of Allah and leave (verse 9 of Sura 62): 90 + 56 + 149 + 218 (or 217) + 41 + 920 + 66 + 6 + 907 = 2453 (or 2452)
Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, We return and we make Jahanam (Hell), for the Disbelievers, an abode (verse 8 of Sura 17): \( (140 + 162 + 51) + [318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 154 + 98 + 420 + 308 (or 309)] = 453 + 2000 \) (or 2001) = 2453 (or 2454)

And a Quran Faraqnahu (we spaced its revelation) so that you recite it unto the People unhurriedly (verse 106 of Sur a 17): \( 6 + 353 + 436 \) (or 435) + 736 + 110 + 142 + 110 + 560 = 2453 (or 2452)

And if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and enter the Mosque like (verse 7 of Sura 17): \( 3453 \) (or 3452) \( (= 3 \times 1151) \) (3453 is the 2970th Composite Number)

Fire except as Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that become certain (verse 31 of Sura 74): \[ 251 + 32 + 96 \) (or 97) + 6 + 41] + (154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660) = 426 (or 427) + 3027 = 3453 (or 3454)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Worlds (People), the Rahman, the Raheem, Master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgement). You are whom we worship and seek support from. Guide us to the Path (verse 1 – 7 of Sura 1): \( 3453 \) (This segment of Sura 1 consists of 19 words)

And the Earth and what is between them, if you are certain. There is no god except HoWa (He or him). He gives life and causes death. He is your Lord and the Lord of your first fathers (or ancestors). But they are (verse 7-9 of Sura 44): \( 6 + 32 + 6 + 41 + 108 + 51 + 510 + 256 + 31 + 36 + 32 + 11 + 28 + 6 + 460 + 262 + 6 + 202 + 74 + 128 + 32 + 45 + 90 = 3453 \)

the Tabut (Ark or Coffin). In it, there is Sakina from your Lord and the remainder of what the Family of Moses and the family of Aaron left. It will be carried by the Angels. In (verse 248 of Sura 2): \( 840 + 95 + 145 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 117 + 81 + 620 + 32 (or 31) + 107 + 6 + 31 (or 32) + 261 + 483 + 136 + 51 + 90 = 3453 \) (3452 or 3454)
And their Prophet told them: It is the Aya (Sign) of his Kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin). In it, there is Sakina from your Lord and the remainder of what the Family of Moses and the Family of Aaron left (verse 248 of Sura 2): 6 + 131 + 75 + 107 + 51 + 16 (or 17) + 95 + 51 + 481 + 840 (or 839) + 95 + 145 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 117 + 81 + 620 + 31 (or 32) + 116 + 6 + 31 (or 32) = 3453 (3452, 3454, 3455 or 3456)

The Moon and the Sun set their suns and the signs (phases) so that you know the number of years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment). Allah has not created that except in the Haq. He details the Signs (verse 5 of Sura 10):

4453 (or 4452)

Qaim (valuable) to warn of powerful might and give good news to the Believers who do good deeds that there is for them a good reward (verse 2 of Sura 18): 151 + 990 + 64 + 319 + 90 + 89 + 6 + 512 + 227 + 791 + 206 + 559 + 51 + 75 + 205 (or 204) + 118 (or 119) = 4453 (4452 or 4454)

By the fig and the Olive and Mount of Sinai and this safe Balad (Country or City), We have created the human in best of shape, then we abase him to lowest (verse 1 – 5 of Sura 95): 289 + 6 + 491 + 6 + 504 + 6 + 215 + 180 + 6 + 706 + 67 + 132 + 134 + 780 (or 781) + 192 + 90 + 119 + 556 + 540 + 263 + 171 = 5453 (or 5454)

People of Pharaoh were visited by the Warners. They rejected our Signs, all of them, so we caught them the catch of (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 1): 5453 (or 5452)

And We have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and We have not made their Idda (count, number, or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that those who have been given the Book become certain (verse 31 of Sura 74): (6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 105 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414) + 453 = 5000 + 453 (or 454) = 5453 (or 5454)

Their Idda (number) except as a Fitna (trial) for those who have disbelieved so that those who have been given the Book become assured and those who have believed grow (verse 31 of Sura 74): 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414 + 453 + 6 + 26 + 791 + 99 (or 98) = 5453 (or 5452)

We ask: When will Day of the Qiyama be? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and
the Sun and the Moon are combined, the human being, on that day, says: Where is the escape? No,
(verse 6 - 11 of Sura 75): \[100 + 62 + 56 + 186 (or 187) + 782 (or 781) + 302 + 323 + 6 + 740 + 371 +
6 + 113 + 431 + 371 + 146] + [192 (or 193) + 766 + 61 + 351 + 51 + 31] = 4001 (4000 or 4002) +
1452 (or 1453) = 5453 (5452 or 5454) (5453 is the 4731\(^{st}\) Composite Number) 

We have created the human in best Taqweem (shape or form). Then, We abase him to the lowest of
the low except those who believed and done the good deeds, for them, there is a reward, not undeserved.
So, what (verse 4 – 7 of Sura 95): 6453 (or 6452) (6453 is the 5614\(^{th}\) Composite Number)
(This segment of verse 4 – 7 of Sura 95 consists of 19 words)

We have created the human in best Taqweem (shape or form). Then, We abase him to the lowest of
the low except those who believed and done the good deeds, for them, there is a reward, not undeserved.
So, what (verse 4 – 7 of Sura 95): 6453 (or 6452) (6453 is the 5614\(^{th}\) Composite Number)
(This segment of verse 4 – 7 of Sura 95 consists of 19 words)

We have created the human in best Taqweem (shape or form). Then, We abase him to the lowest of
the low except those who believed and done the good deeds, for them, there is a reward, not undeserved.
So, what (verse 4 – 7 of Sura 95): 6453 (or 6452) (6453 is the 5614\(^{th}\) Composite Number)
(This segment of verse 4 – 7 of Sura 95 consists of 19 words)
When will Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times) be? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun and the Moon are combined, the human being, on that day, says: Where is the escape? No, there is no refuge. To your Lord, on that day, is the Mustqar (recourse or settling destination). The human shall be informed, on that day (verse 6 – 13 of Sura 75):

62 + 56 + 186 + 782 + 302 + 323 + 6 + 740 + 371 + 6 + 113 + 431 + 6 + 371 + 146 + 192 + 766 + 61 + 351 + 51 + 31 + 213 + 41 + 222 + 766 + 831 + 69 + 192 + 766 = 8453

Year 1440 Hijri is about 1453 Hijri years from the revelation of the Quran unto Prophet Mohammad (p).

Constantinople was built over 6 years, and consecrated on May 11, 330 Julian (May 12, 330 Gregorian). At the end of the 23rd siege of Constantinople which began on April 6, 1453 (Rabi Awwal 26, 857 Hijri) and lasted 53 days, an Ottoman army, under the command of the 23-year-old Sultan Mohammad II conquered Constantinople (capital of the Eastern Roman, Byzantine Empire), on Tuesday, May 29, 1453 Julian (June 7, 1453 Gregorian) (Jumada Al-Ula 20, 857 Hijri) (Sivan 21, 5213 Jewish) (2251,914.5th or 2251,915th Julian Day), after 3 years of being a Sultan. After conquering Constantinople, Sultan Mohammad II became known as Mohammad the Fatih (Conqueror). Constantine XI Palaiologos (the 92nd Byzantine Emperor) is believed to have died during the conquest, but his body was not found. At the beginning of the siege, less than 50,000 people were living in Constantinople. The invading Ottoman army consisted of about 70,000 men. Constantinople was defended by about 7,000 men, 2,000 of whom were foreigners, primarily from Venice and Genoa. Constantinople had about 20 k.m. of walls (Theodosian Walls: 5.5 k.m., Sea walls along the Golden Horn: 7 k.m., and Sea walls along the Sea of Marmara: 7.5 k.m.), some of the strongest fortified walls in the World at the time. The walls had recently been repaired and thus were in fairly good shape. The Ottomans were equipped with state-of-the-art siege equipment including powerful cannons to destroy walls of the city. Preparations of the Ottomans for the final assault started in the evening of May 26, 1453. The Ottomans granted prayer and resting periods to their soldiers on May 28. On May 28, 1453, large-scale Christian religious processions were held in the streets of Constantinople. In the evening of May 28, a solemn Christian ceremony was held in Aya Sophia, in which the Emperor Constantine XI and representatives of both the Latin and Greek churches participated. Several ominous portents were noticed before the fall of Constantinople. A total lunar eclipse (the color of the Moon was red like Blood during the eclipse) on May 22, 1453, representing a fulfillment of a prophecy of the city's demise, crushed the morale of defenders of Constantinople. Four days later, unusual thick fog covered Constantinople. When the fog was lifted that evening, a strange light was seen hovering around the dome of Aya Sophia, which some people interpreted as the Holy Spirit departing the city. Further ominous portents included an icon of the Virgin Mary that slipped from its platform as it was carried in a procession through the streets of the city. Then, a thunderstorm halted the procession. Shortly after midnight, in the early hours of May 29, 1453, the attack of the Ottomans started, accompanied by a deafening noise of trumpets, drums and war-cries. Taking booties and looting happened, but Mohammad II attempted to protect key buildings such as Churches. On May 29, 1453, the Ottoman forces entered Aya Sophia during the morning religious
service in the church. Later, Sultan Mohammad II entered Aya Sophia and ordered an Imam to claim it for Islam. Mohammad II attended the first Friday prayer in the mosque on June 1, 1453 (Jumada Al-Ula 23, 857 Hijri) (Sivan 24, 5213 Jewish) (2251,917.5th or 2251,918th Julian Day). Sultan Mohammad II handed over, to the Greek Orthodox patriarch, the city's second most important church, Church of the Holy Apostles. During the Ottoman rule, the Greek Orthodox patriarchate survived as an institution for administering the Greek and other Orthodox Christian communities in the new multinational Ottoman Empire. As a strange side-effect of the Ottoman conquest of Constantinople, the doctrinal integrity of eastern Orthodox Christianity was preserved. This conquest ended the Byzantine Empire which had lasted for about one thousand years. The political capital of eastern Orthodox Christianity moved northwards to Russia, where patriots proclaimed that Moscow as “the third Rome” after the conquest of Constantinople, which used to be known as “the New Rome”. After the fall of Constantinople, Sultan Mohammad II moved the capital of the Ottoman Empire from Edirne (Adrianople) to Constantinople and declared himself Kayser-i Rum (Caesar of the Romans). Mohammad II had a blood lineage to the Byzantine Imperial family. On January 5, 1454, Gennadios (Georgios Scholarios), a staunch enemy of the West, was chosen as the Orthodox Patriarch of Constantinople by Mohammad II himself acting as a Roman Emperor and in turn Gennadios recognized Mohammad II as an Emperor. Mohammad II was planning on conquering Rome itself when the Italian campaign was cut short by his sudden death. After the death of Mohammad II, the title “Caesar of the Romans” was not adopted by his successors. Following the fall of Constantinople, many Byzantine Greek scholars fled westward to Europe, taking with them valuable ancient manuscripts, where they helped to stimulate the Renaissance.

Mehmed (Mohammad), the Second is the 7th Ottoman Sultan. He is known as Mohammad Al-Fatih (the Conqueror) because he conquered Constantinople on May 29, 1453. He was born on March 30, 1432 (Rajab 27, 835 Hijri) (Nisan 27, 5192 Jewish) and died on May 3, 1481 (Rabi Awwal 5, 886 Hijri) (Sivan 5, 5241 Jewish). He ruled first for a short time from August 1444 to September 1446, and later from February 3, 1451 to May 3, 1481.

Mohammad, Messenger of Allah (verse 29 of Sura 48): \[ 92 + (296 + 66) = 92 + 362 = 454 \quad (\text{is the 366}^{\text{th}} \text{Composite Number}) \]

Jesus son of Mary: \[ 150 + 53 (\text{or 52}) + 251 = 454 \quad (\text{or 453}) \]

The Book: \[ 454 \quad (\text{or 453}) \]

an evident Quran (verse 1 of Sura 15): \[ 352 (\text{or 351}) + 102 = 454 \quad (\text{or 453}) \]

Quran of the End: \[ 352 (\text{or 351}) + 102 = 454 \quad (\text{or 453}) \]

Nihaya (End) of the Quran: \[ 71 + 383 = 454 \quad (\text{or 453}) \]

Pilgrimage of the House (verse 158 of Sura 2): \[ 11 + 443 = 454 \]
Tammuz (July) 1: 453 + 1 = 454

The Shaban (8th Hijri month): 454 (or 453)

The Ijtiyah (Invasion) : 454

Paradises (verse 8 of Sura 98): 454 (or 453)

Tahweel (Change or Exchange): 454

Yatahawal (Changes): 454

Tariq (Star) + The Poles (of the Earth): 310 + 144 = 454

Al-Tariq (Star) (verse 1 of Sura 86) + Poles (of the Earth): 341 + 113 = 454

Alignment of the Planets + Poles (of the Earth): (261 + 80) + 113 = 341 + 113 = 454

Majma Al-Bahrain (where the two oceans meet) (verse 60 of Sura 18): 153 + 301 = 454

Son of the Satan: 53 + 401 (or 400) = 454 (or 453)

Dajjal (Anti-Christ/ Deceiver) of Washington: 38 + 416 (or 415) = 454 (or 453)

Dajjal (Anti-Christ/ Deceiver) of the Shia: 38 + 416 = 454

Shia (Followers) of the Dajjal (Anti-Christ): 385 + 69 = 454

King (or Kingship) of Bani (Children of) Israel: 90 + [62 + 302 (or 303)] = 90 + 364 (or 365) = 454 (or 455) (equivalent to 1454)

Son of Joe, King of Israel: [53 (or 52) + 9] + 90 + 302 = 62 (or 61) + 90 + 302 = 454 (or 453)

Son of Joseph + King of the English People + The Jews: [53 (or 52) + 106] + 90 + (149 + 56) = 159 (or 158) + 90 + 205 = 454 (or 453)

Qiyam (Rise or Establishment) of Israel: 151 + 303 (or 302) = 454 (or 453)

Promise of Nihaya (End) of Israel: 80 + [71 + 303 (or 302)] = 80 + 374 (or 373) = 454 (or 453)

Saiha (Scream) + Amerikiyen (Americans): 113 + 341 = 454
Nihaya (End) of State of Florida: $71 + 383 = 454$

British Monarchy: $136 + 318 = 454$

Nuclear Weapon + Britain: $171 + 283 = 454$

Nuclear Weapons + Paris: $181 + 273 = 454$

The Pope John Paul, the Second in Vatican: $(37 + 75 + 98 + 592) + 90 + 207 + 491 (or 490) = 1454 (or 1453)$

Adam received from his Lord words. (verse 37 of Sura 2): $620 + 46 (or 45) + 207 + 491 (or 490) = 1454 (1452 or 1453)$

Book and those who have believed grow in faith and (verse 31 of Sura 74): $423 (or 422) + (6 + 26) + [791 + 99 (or 98) + 103 (or 102) + 6] = 423 (or 422) + [32 + 999 (or 998) = 423 (or 422) + 1031 (or 1030) = 1454 (1453 or 1452)$

Sigmund Freud: $1154 (or 1164) + 300 = 1454 (or 1454) [ Dr. Sigmund Freud is a Jewish Austrian medical doctor and one of the pioneers of the theories and practice of clinical psychology and psychiatry. He was born on Tuesday, May 6, 1856 (Ramadan 1, 1272 Hijri ) (Iyar 1, 5616 Jewish) and died on Saturday, September 23, 1939 (Shaban 9, 1358 Hijri) (Tishri 10, 5700 Jewish) (2429,529.5 or 2429,530th Julian Day). ]$

The Ottoman Caliphate: $747 (or 746) + 707 = 1454 (or 1453)$

Zafaf (Wedding) of the Prince Charles + Diana : $168 + 282 + 938 + 66 = 1454 [ On Wednesday, July 29, 1981 Gregorian (July 16, 1981 Julian) (Ramadan 26 (or 27), 1401 Hijri) (Tammuz 27, 5741 Jewish) (2444,814.5th Julian Day), a worldwide television audience of over 700 million people watched the wedding of Charles, Prince of Wales, and Lady Diana Spencer at Saint Paul’s Cathedral in London. ]

The dawn and Ten Nights and the Even and (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 89) : $314 + 6 + 71 + 570 + 6 + 481 + 6 = 1454$

Entry of the Caliph, Omar ibin Al-Khattab +
Elia (Aelia or Jerusalem): $640 + 756 + [310 + 52 (or 53) + 643] + 53 = 640 + [756 + 1005 (or 1006)] + 53 = 640 + [1761 (or 1762) + 53] = 640 + 1814 (or 1815) = 2454 (or 2455)

The Hazima (Defeat) + England, United Kingdom: $98 + (702 + 166 + 488) = 98 + 1356 = 1454$ (equivalent to 454)

The Sun and before the Setting (Sun-set) and from the Night glorify him and after the prostration and (verse 39 – 41 of Sura 50): $431 + [6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 71 + 155 + 6 + 208 (or 207) + 104 + 6] = 431 + 2023 (or 2022) = 2454 (or 2453)

And after the prostration. And listen the Day the Caller from a close place. The day they hear the Saiha (Scream or Shout) (verse 40 - 42 of Sura 50): $6 + 90 + 101 + 157 (or 155) + 6 + 207 + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 75 + 136 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144 = 2454 (or 2452)$

Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, We return and we make Jahanam (Hell), for the Disbelievers, an abode (verse 8 of Sura 17): $(140 + 162 + 51) + [318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 420 + 309 (or 308)] = 453 + 2001 (or 2000) = 2454 (or 2453)$

Book of Allah, a rope spread from the Heaven to the Earth, and Itraty, People of My House: $423 (or 422) + (66 + 40 + 94 + 90 + 133 + 32 + 1032 + 6 + 1080 + 36 + 422) = 423 (or 422) + 3031 = 3454 (or 3453)$ (This is part of Hadith of Prophet Mohammad (p) said in Ghadir Khum, near the end of his life)

Fire except as Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that become certain (verse 31 of Sura 74): $[251 + 32 + 97 (or 96) + 6 + 41] + (154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660) = 427 (or 426) + 3027 = 3454 (or 3453)$

Qaim (valuable) to warn of powerful might and give good news to the Believers who do good deeds that there is for them a good reward (verse 2 of Sura 18): $151 + 990 + 64 + 319 + 90 + 89 + 6 + 512 + 227 + 791 + 206 + 559 + 51 + 75 + 205 (or 204) + 119 (or 118) = 4454 (4452 or 4453)$

The Raheem. Master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgement). You are whom we worship and whom we seek help from. Guide us to the Straight Path, the path of those whom you have given bounties, not (verse 4 – 7 of Sura 1): $(289 + 90 + 56) + (95 + 32 + 126 + 6 + 32 + 640 + 61 + 330 + 299 + 791 + 561 + 155 + 1210) = 435 + 5019 = 5454 (5454 is the 4732nd Composite Number)
Their Idda (number) except as a Fitna (trial) for those who have disbelieved so that those who have been given the Book become assured and those who have believed grow (verse 31 of Sura 74): $519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414 + 454 \text{(or 453)} + 6 + 26 + 791 + 99 \text{(or 98)} = 5454 \text{ (5452 or 5453)}$

And We have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and We have not made their Idda (count, number, or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that those who have been given the Book become certain (verse 31 of Sura 74): $(6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 105 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414) + 454 \text{(or 453)} = 5000 + 454 \text{ (or 453)} = 5454 \text{ (or 5453)}$

we said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Laffifa (from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq, we descended it (or him) and in the Haq, it (or he) descended. And we have not sent you except as a Mubashir (Bearer of Good News) and a Nazeer (Warner) (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): $6454 \text{ (or 6453)}$

(These are all the words of verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17 which are the 23 words)

And listen the Day the caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiaha (Scream) in the Haq, that is Day of the Khuruj (Coming out or Departure) (verse 39 – 42 of Sura 50): $431 + (6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 101 + 157 + 6 + 207 + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 75 + 136 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 539 + 141 + 750 + 56 + 840) = 431 + 6023 = 6454$

ما جعلنا عدتهم إلا قتنت للذين كفروا ليستفتن الذين أتوا الكتاب ويزداد الذين أمنوا ومانوتة
we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that those who have been given the Book become certain and those who have believed grow in faith and do not have doubt those who have been given the Book (verse 31 of Sura 74): $(41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 930 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414 + 454 + 6 + 26 + 791 + 98 + 102 + 6 + 31 + 613 + 791 + 414) + 454 = 8000 + 454 \text{ (or 453)} = 8454 \text{ (or 8453)}$ (The segment whose numerical value is 8000 consists of 19 words)

♦ ملك بني إسرائيل King of Bani (Children of) Israel: $90 + [62 + 303 \text{ (or 302)}] = 90 + 365 \text{ (or 364)} = 455 \text{ (or 454)} \text{ (455 is the 367th Composite Number) (558 is the 455th Composite Number)}$

يوم قيامة + الأسلحة النووية Day of Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The Nuclear Weapons: $(56 + 156) + (135 + 108) = 212 + 243 = 455$

يوم الذينون + مدينهم للنون (أو سداني) Day of the Dainuna (Judgment) + City of London (or Sydney): $(56 + 156) + (109 + 134) = 212 + 243 = 455$
Flying Saucers + Yajuj (Gog) + Majuj (Magog): (154 + 225) + (23 + 53) = 379 + 76 = 455

Nuclear Weapons + The American United States: (77 + 104) + (479 + 488 + 307) = 181 + 1274 = 1455

They ask you to hasten the torment (verse 54 of Sura 29): 649 + 806 = 1455 (1455 is the 1223rd Composite Number) (1725 is the 1455th Composite Number)

The Tariq (Unexpected Event) + Aqtab (Poles) of Earth: 341 + 113 + 1001 = 1455

Khusf (Collapse) of Mine of Copper and Gold + Chile: 740 + 133 + (119 + 6 + 707) + 750 = 740 + (133 + 832) + 750 = (740 + 965) + 750 = 1705 + 750 = 2455

Perseid + Muzannab (Comet) of Swift - Tuttle: 276 + [792 + 556 + 831 (or 830)] + 276 + 2179 (or 2178) = 2455 (or 2454) (Perseid/Perseids is a shower of meteors (falling stars) that is visible annually starting from mid July, but peaks around August 11 – 13, as Earth passes through a stream of debris from Comet Swift-Tuttle.)

Entry of the Caliph, Omar ibin Al-Khattab + Elia (Aelia or Jerusalem): 640 + 756 + [310 + 53 (or 52) + 643] + 53 = 640 + [756 + 1006 (or 1005)] + 53 = 640 + [1762 (or 1761) + 53] = 640 + 1815 (or 1814) = 2455 (or 2454) (2454 is the 2091st Composite Number)

Dead People: 456 (456 is the 368th Composite Number) (559 is the 456th Composite Number) (1726 is the 1456th Composite Number)

死 (111) + 死 (111) = 死 (456)

And has been cracked (or split) (verse 1 of Sura 54): 6 + 450 (or 451) = 456 (or 457)

Markaba (Vehicle) of Sky, Luna: 267 + 102 + 87 = 456

Day of Markaba (Vehicle) of Sky, Luna: 56 + 267 + 133 = 456

Day of Inhiyar (Collapse) of a Mine : 56 + 267 + 133 = 456

Hadd (Destruction) of Soor (Wall) of China: 9 + (266 + 181) = 9 + 447 = 456

Communists: 456

State of the Satans: 45 + 411 (or 410) = 456 (or 455)
The Ihya (Resurrection) + The Israeliyeen (Israelites): 52 + 404 (or 403) = 456 (or 455)

I am your Lord (God), the Most High (verse 24 of Sura 79): 52 + (262 + 142) = 456

Promise of Son of David, Bush: 80 + (53 + 15) + 308 = 80 + 68 + 308 = 456

Day of the Satan: 56 + 400 (or 401) = 456 (or 457)

Church of YoHanna (John), the Baptist: 145 + (75 + 236) = 145 + 311 = 456

If you do an offence, it is for (the detriment of ) it, but when (the promise) comes (verse 7 of Sura 17): 1456 (1456 is the 1224th Composite Number)

When the Earth is shaken (verse 21 of Sura 89): 424 + 1032 = 1456 (This is the 6014th verse from the beginning of the Quran and it is the 223rd verse from the end of the Quran.)

The Arab Revolutions: 1138 + 318 = 1456

19 days are equal to : 19 days x 24 hours/day = 456 hours

His servant to be for people of the World (verse 1 of Sura 25): 457 (or 458) (457 is the 88th Prime Number) (560 is the 457th Composite Number) (3229 is the 457th Prime Number)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Quran: 75 + 382 (or 383) = 457 (or 458)

Tahattum (Destruction or Becoming ruins): 457

And has been cracked (or split) (verse 1 of Sura 54): 6 + 451 (or 450) = 457 (or 456)

Day of the fall + Al-Quds (Jerusalem): 56 + (206 + 195) = 56 + 401 = 457

Day of the Satan: 56 + 401 (or 400) = 457 (or 456)

Moshe the Dayan: 361 + 96 (or 97) = 457 (or 458)

The Messiah, the Awar (Who has a defect): 149 + 308 = 457

The Messiah Bush: 149 + 308 = 457

The Messiah, the Dajjal, King of the Engleez (English People): 149 +
\[69 + (90 + 149) = 149 + (69 + 239) = 149 + 308 = 457\]

The Hadd (Destruction) + London, Britain: 40 + 417 = 457

Hadm (Destruction) of California: 49 + 408 = 457

The Zawal (Extinction or Demise) + City of Paris: 75 + 382 = 457

The Wahiya (Catastrophe) + The New Yorkiyoon (New Yorkers): 58 + 399 = 457

The Nuclear Missiles + New York City: 1046 + 411 = 1457 (equivalent to 457)

Kharab (Devastation) of the United Kingdom: 803 + 166 + 488 = 1457 (equivalent to 457) ( = 31 \times 47) (1457 is the 1225^{th} Composite Number) (1727 is the 1457^{th} Composite Number)

Awda (Return) of voyage of Apollo 11 to the Earth: 85 + 243 + 45 + 11 + 41 + 1032 = 1457

The Fifteenth + Yuly (July) + 1099: (732 + 570) + 56 + 1099 = (1302 + 56) + 1099 = 1358 + 1099 = 2457 [The Crusaders conquered Jerusalem on July 15, 1099 Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian)] (2457 is the 2093^{rd} Composite Number) (2874 is the 2457^{th} Composite Number)

When is Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Beginning of the End Times)? When the sight is sparkled and (the Moon) is eclipsed (verse 6 – 8 of Sura 75): 62 + 2395 = 2457

\[\text{Intiha (End): 458 ( = 2 \times 229) (458 is the 369^{th} Composite Number) (561 is the 458^{th} Composite Number) (3251 is the 458^{th} Prime Number) (1458 is the 1226^{th} Composite Number) (2875 is the 2458^{th} Composite number)}\]

We made Sign of the Day (verse 12 of Sura 17): 154 + 17 + 287 = 458

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Quran: 75 + 383 (or 382) = 458 (or 457)

His servant to be for people of the World (verse 1 of Sura 25): 458 (or 457)

People of Baity (my House): 36 + 422 = 458

People of Book: 36 + 422 = 458
Manhattan, New York: $156 + 302 = \text{458}$

Moshe the Dayan: $361 + 97$ (or 96) = $\text{458 (or 457)}$

Emperator (Emperor): $\text{458}$

Ihya (Revival) of Kingdom of Israel: $21 + [135 + 302$ (or 303) $] = 21 + 437$ (or 438) $= \text{458 (or 459)}$

Awda (Return) of hearing of the Imam Mahdi: $85 + 170 + 113 + 90 = \text{458}$

Malhama (Battle) of Armageddon: $154 + 304$ (or 314) $= \text{458 (or 468)}$

China + Russia: $181 + 277 = \text{458}$

Fall of Britain: $175 + 283 = \text{458}$

Qiyama (Resurrection or Outbreak of War) of the Amreek (Americans): $156$ (or 155) $+ 302 = \text{458 (or 457)}$

When the Huda (Guide or Guidance) came to them, except that they said: Has Allah sent a human Messenger (verse 94 of Sura 17): $(701 + 50) + 50 + (32 + 51 + 137) + (573 + 66 + 502 + 296) = 751 + (50 + 220) + 1437 = 751 + (270 + 1437) = 751 + 1707 = \text{2458}$

Emperator: $\text{459}$ (459 is the $\text{370^{th}}$ Composite Number) (562 is the $\text{459^{th}}$ Composite Number) (3253 is the $\text{459^{th}}$ Prime Number) (4014 is the $\text{3459^{th}}$ Composite Number)

And the Book (verse 2 of Sura 44): $6 + 453$ (or 454) $= \text{459 (or 460)}$

Ihya (Revival) of Kingdom of Israel: $21 + [135 + 303$ (or 302) $] = 21 + 438$ (or 437) $= \text{459 (or 458)}$

Red Bahr (Sea): $210 + 249 = \text{459}$

George Bush Jr. was born on July 6, 1946

Qiyam (Rise or Resurrection) of Al-Awar (the one with defective eye): $151 + 308 = \text{459}$

Day of the Deen (Religion, Judgment or Resurrection) (verse 17 of Sura 82) + The Awar (refers to the Dajjal): $(56 + 95) + 308 = \text{459}$

Qiyama (Rise or Outbreak of War) of Al-Britan (the Britons): $156 + 303 = \text{459 (or}$
And How would you know what Al-Haqqa is? (verse 3 of Sura 69): \[ 41 + 226 \text{(or 235)} + 41 \] + 145 = (6 + 308) + 145 = 314 + 145 = 459

How would you know what Day of Deen (Religion, Judgment or Resurrection) is? (verse 17 of Sura 82): \[ 41 + 226 \text{(or 235)} + 41 \] + (56 + 95) = 308 \text{(or 317)} + 151 = 459 \text{(or 468)}

Day the Caller calls (verse 41 of Sura 50) + When he rose up (verse 19 of Sura 72): (56 + 65 + 126) + (71 + 141) = 247 + 212 = 459

Day the Caller calls (verse 41 of Sura 50) + Son of the Hussein: (56 + 65 + 126) + (53 + 159) = 247 + 212 = 459

Day the Caller calls (verse 41 of Sura 50) + Ibada (Annihilation) of City of the Mahdi: (56 + 65 + 126) + (13 + 109 + 90) = 247 + 212 = 459

China AND America (U.S.): 181 + 6 + 272 = 459

Promise of Nakba (Catastrophe) of New York: 80 + (77 + 302) = 80 + 379 = 459

Bomb of America: 187 + 272 = 459

The Qiyama (Resurrection or Outbreak of War) + America: 187 + 272 = 459

Battle of Nicopol: 335 + 124 = 459

Day the Caller calls (verse 41 of Sura 50) + Takhreeb (Ruining or Devastation): (56 + 65 + 126) + 1212 = 247 + 1212 = 1459

A House brought down for people (verse 96 of Sura 3): 1459

About The Hour: When will its docking be? Say, the knowledge of it is with my Lord. No one uncovers (verse 187 of Sura 7. This is the 1141st verse of the Quran): 1459 (equivalent to 459) (1459 is the 232nd Prime Number)

The Promise + Day of the Hadda (Incident of Destruction) + Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem) + Palestine: (111 + 56 + 45) + 1247 = 212 + 1247 = 1459 (equivalent to 459)

Takhreeb (Ruining) + Al-Aqsa Mosque + Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem) + Palestine: 1212 + 1247 = 2459 (equivalent to 459) (2459 is the 364th Prime Number)
So, he intended to provoke them out of the Land, so we drowned him and whomever was with him, Jamian (together or all of them). And we said to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes (verse 103 – 104 of Sura 17): 

\[286 (or 285) + 51 + 602 + 90 + 1032 + 1436 + 6 + 90 + 115] + (124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92) + (302 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838) = 3708 (or 3707) + 574 + 3177 = 7459 (or 7458)

---

So, Allah (God) says to them “Die”, then he resurrected them (verse 243 of Sura 2): \(1460 \text{ (or } 1461\) (1460 is the 1227th Composite Number) (1730 is the 1460th Composite Number)

---

\[56 + (84 + 320) = 56 + 404 = 460 \text{ (2 x 460 = 920)} \]

(460 is the 371st Composite Number) \(564 \text{ is the 460th Composite Number} \) (2877 is the 2460th Composite Number)

---

French: \(460\)

Francis (refers to Pope Francis): \(460\)

Shafee (One who is entitled to request clemency) (verse 3 of Sura 10): \(460\)

And the Book (verse 2 of Sura 44) : \(6 + 454 \text{ (or 453)} = 460 \text{ (or } 459\)

Day of the Hudna (Truce or Armistice): \(56 + 95 + 309 = 151 + 309 = 460\)

The rest of his days are like your days: \(271 + (57 + 132) = 271 + 189 = 460 \text{ (or 459)} \)

(This is part of a Hadith about the Dajjal)

Gog + Kingdom of Israel: \(23 + [135 + 302 (or 303)] = 23 + 437 \text{ (or 438)} = 460 \text{ (or } 461\)

King of Banu (Children) of Israel: \(90 + (58 + 312 \text{ (or 311)}) = 90 + 370 \text{ (or 369)} = 460 \text{ (or } 459\)

State of California: \(460\)

Causes death (verse 8 of Sura 44): \(460\)

End) of the Azra (Virgin or Virgo): \(458 + 1002 \text{ (or 1003)} = 1460 \text{ (or } 1461\)
Zafaf (Wedding) of the Prince Charles and Diana: On Wednesday, July 29, 1981 Gregorian (July 16, 1981 Julian) (Ramadan 26 or 27, 1401 Hijri) (Tammuz 27, 5741 Jewish Calendar) (2444,814.5th Julian Day), a worldwide television audience of over 700 million people watched the wedding of Charles, Prince of Wales, and Lady Diana Spencer at Saint Paul’s Cathedral in London.

When Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Caliph: 1704 (or 1705) + 756 = 2460 (or 2461) (2460 is the 2095th Composite Number)

Once they see what they are promised, they will realize who is weaker in aid and who is fewer in number. (verse 24 of Sura 72): 3460 (3460 is the 2976th Composite Number)

4 years = 4 x 365 = 1460 days

To his father: O My Father (verse 4 of Sura 12): 48 + 413 = 461 (922 = 2 x 461) (461 is the 89th Prime Number) (565 is the 461st Composite Number) (3259 is the 461st Prime Number)

Vision of the Prophet Joseph: 212 + 93 + 156 = 461

Nuzul (Descent) of the Wahy (Revelation or Inspiration) upon the Imam Mahdi: (93 + 55) + 110 + (113 + 90) = 148 + 110 + 203 = 461

Papal Basilica of Petrus (Peter): 133 (or 134) + 271 + 57 = 461 (or 462)

Orphan (verse 6 of Sura 93): 461

Omr (age or life span) of the Hayat (life), the Dunya (World before the End Times): 310 + 55 + 96 = 461

Day of Inha (Ending) of Dawla (State) of Israel: 56 + [58 + 45 + 302 (or 303)] = 56 + 405 (or 406) = 461 (or 462)

King of the Persians: 90 + 371 = 461

صخون طائرها + يأجوج و مأجوج Flying Saucers + Yajuj (Gog) and Majuj (Magog): (154 + 225 ) + (23 + 6 + 53 ) = 379 + 82 = 461

So, Allah (God) says to them “Die”, then he resurrected them. (verse 243 of Sura 2): 1461 (or 1460) (= 3 x 487) (2922 = 2 x 1461) (1461 is the 1228th Composite Number) (1731 is the 1461st Composite Number)

End of the Azra (Virgin or Virgo): 458 + 1003 (or 1002) = 1461 (or 1460)
الرئيس الروسي فلاديمير بوتين The Russian President Vladimir Putin: \((311 + 307) + (375 + 468) = 618 + 843 = \boxed{1461}\)

♦ Al-Furqan (verse 1 of Sura 25) & (verse 48 of Sura 21): \(\boxed{462 (or 461)}\) (= \(\boxed{431} + 31\))
(\(462\) is the \(372^{nd}\) Composite Number) \((\boxed{566}\) is the \(462^{nd}\) Composite Number) \((\boxed{4017}\) is the \(3462^{nd}\) Composite Number)

Bayinat (Clear and Evident) (verse 99 of Sura 2) & (verse 43 of Sura 34): \(\boxed{462 (or 463)}\)

Our Ayat (Miraculous Signs) (verse 5 of Sura 34): \(\boxed{462 (or 463)}\)

Bayinat (Clear and Evident) (verse 99 of Sura 2): \(\boxed{462 (or 463)}\)

Bayinat (Clear and Evident) (verse 99 of Sura 2) & (verse 43 of Sura 34): \(\boxed{462 (or 463)}\)

Bayinat (Clear and Evident) (verse 99 of Sura 2): \(\boxed{462 (or 463)}\)

Our Ayat (Miraculous Signs) (verse 5 of Sura 34): \(\boxed{462 (or 463)}\)

Bayinat (Clear and Evident) (verse 99 of Sura 2) & (verse 43 of Sura 34): \(\boxed{462 (or 463)}\)

Bayinat (Clear and Evident) (verse 99 of Sura 2): \(\boxed{462 (or 463)}\)

Our Ayat (Miraculous Signs) (verse 5 of Sura 34): \(\boxed{462 (or 463)}\)

Bayinat (Clear and Evident) (verse 99 of Sura 2) & (verse 43 of Sura 34): \(\boxed{462 (or 463)}\)

Bayinat (Clear and Evident) (verse 99 of Sura 2): \(\boxed{462 (or 463)}\)

Our Ayat (Miraculous Signs) (verse 5 of Sura 34): \(\boxed{462 (or 463)}\)

Bayinat (Clear and Evident) (verse 99 of Sura 2) & (verse 43 of Sura 34): \(\boxed{462 (or 463)}\)

Bayinat (Clear and Evident) (verse 99 of Sura 2): \(\boxed{462 (or 463)}\)

Our Ayat (Miraculous Signs) (verse 5 of Sura 34): \(\boxed{462 (or 463)}\)
and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When comes, (verse 7 of Sura 17):  

1462

Day of Autumnal Equinox: $56 + (506 + 900) = 56 + 1406 = 1462$

(The Autumnal Equinox happens in the Northern Hemisphere annually either on September 22 or 23.)

The Sun does not rise (from the East): $1462 = 2 \times 17 \times 43$ ($1462$ is the $1229^{th}$ Composite Number)  

(1732 is the $1462^{nd}$ Composite Number)

Await the day when the Heaven/Sky brings an evident smoke (verse 10 of Sura 44): $2462 = (2 \times 1231)$ ($2462$ is the $2097^{th}$ Composite Number) ($2462$ is the $1452^{nd}$ Composite Number)

They shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy (verse 7 of Sura 17): $2462$

Pope John Paul II was born on Tuesday, May 18, 1920 Gregorian (May 5, 1920 Julian) (Ramadan 1, 1338 Hijri) (2422, $462.5^{th}$ or 2422, $463^{rd}$ Julian Day). Pope John Paul II died on Saturday at 9:37 p.m. Rome Time, April 2, 2005 (Safar 22, 1426 Hijri) (Adar II 22, 5765 Jewish Calendar) (2453, $462.5^{th}$ or 2453, $463^{rd}$ Julian Day), meaning eve of April 3, 2005 (Safar 23, 1426 Hijri).

In the morning of October 13, 1884 (Zu Al-Hijja 23, 1301 Hijri) (Tishri 24, 5645 Jewish) (2409, $462.5^{th}$ Julian Day), Pope Leo XIII had an interesting vision.

♦  

Sabat (Sleep): $463$ ($463$ is the $90^{th}$ Prime Number)  ($567$ is the $463^{rd}$ Composite Number)  ($3299$ is the $463^{rd}$ Prime Number) ($3463$ is the $485^{th}$ Prime Number) ($4463$ is the $607^{th}$ Prime Number) ($3704 = 2 \times 2 \times 2 \times 463$)

I see in the Manam (Sleep or Dream) (verse 102 of Sura 37): $211 + 90 + 162 = 463$

He saw in the Manam (Sleep or Dream): $211 + 90 + 162 = 463$

Prople of the Cave in the Cave: $101$ (or 102) + $136 + 90 + 136 = 463$ (or 462)

I remain alive (verse 31 of Sura 19): $444 + 19$ (or 18) = $463$ (or 462)

The Mahdi is a man from my Wildi (Children or Descendants) (This is a Hadith): $90 + 142 + 90 + 50 = 463$

Command of your Lord (verse 33 of Sura 16) & (verse 64 of Sura 19): $241 + 222 = 463$
Rise of the Dawn (verse 5 of Sura 97): $149 + 314 = 463$

Head (Beginning) of the year + The Jews: $(261 + 146) + 56 = 407 + 56 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the year: $56 + (261 + 146) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: $56 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (7 + 400) = 56 + 407 = 463$
Al-Hadda (The incident of Destruction) + Kingdom of Britain: $45 + 418 = 463$

The Nuclear Missiles + London, Britain: $1046 + 417 = 1463$

Atomic Bomb + Banu Al-Britan (Children of Britons): $1102 + 361 = 1463$

Intiha (End) of San Francisco, California: $458 + 1005 = 1463$

The Nuclear War + San Francisco City, California: $349 + 1114 = 1463$

The Nuclear War + Al-Bangal (The Bangal): $349 + 1114 = 1463$

Kingdom of Bani (Children of) Israel is from the Nile to the Euphrates: $[135 + 62 + 302 (or 303)] + 90 + (121 + 41 + 712) = 499 (or 500) + 90 + 874 = 1463$

The Black, Master of the White House: $102 + 74 + 443 + 844 = 1463$

Day of Raj’a (Return) of Apollo 11 to the Earth: $56 + (278 + 45 + 11 + 41 + 1032) = 56 + 1407 = 1463$

Day of Bid-a (Beginning) of Secret of Promise of the End Times + Nihaya (End) of life of the Dunya (World before the End Times): $56 + 7 + 260 + [80 + 838 (or 837)] + (71 + 55 + 96) = 56 + 7 + [260 + 918 (or 917)] + (71 + 55 + 96) = 56 + 7 + [1178 (or 1177) + 222] = 56 + [7 + 1400 (or 1399)] = 56 + 1407 (or 1406) = 1463 (or 1462)

Day of Bid-a (Beginning) of the first Marhala (Phase or Period) of Promise of the End Times: $56 + 7 + [314 + 78 + 90 + 80 + 838 (or 837)] = 56 + 7 + 1400 (or 1399) = 56 + 1407 (or 1406) = 1463 (or 1462)

A Day, the duration of it is fifty thousand years (verse 4 of Sura 70): $56 + (71 + 350 + 760 + 111 + 115) = 56 + 1407 = 1463$ (equivalent to 463) (1463 is the $1230^{th}$ Composite Number) (1734 is the $1463^{th}$ Composite Number)
Apollo + Neil Armstrong + The Moon: 45 + (90 + 1957) + 371 = 45 + 2047 + 371 = 45 + 2418 = 2463 (equivalent to 463) (= 3 x 821) (2463 is the 2098th Composite Number)

THE CRUSADERS CONQUERED JERUSALEM ON JULY 15, 1099

The Fifteenth + Yulyu (July – in Egypt) + 1099 = (732 + 570) + 62 + 1099 = (1302 + 62) + 1099 = 1364 + 1099 = 2463  [The Crusaders conquered Jerusalem on July 15, 1099 Gregorian]

2463 is the 2098th Composite Number. Number 2098 is the numerical value of:

الساعة و إنشق القمر

The Hour has approached and the Moon has been cracked (verse 1 of Sura 54): 2098 (equivalent 98) (= 2 x 1049) (2098 is the 1781st Composite Number)
(2463 is the 2098th Composite Number)

The Hour + Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18): 167 + (5 + 80 + 212) = 167 + 297 = 464 (464 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 29) (464 is the 373rd Composite Number)
(568 is the 464th Composite Number)  (3301 is the 464th Prime Number)

They ask you about the Hour (verse 42 of Sura 79): 177 (or 176) + (120 + 167) = 177 (or 176) + 287 = 464 (or 463)

The Hebrew Year: 146 + 318 = 464

Binayat (Buildings): 464

Our Ayat (Signs) (verse 1 of Sura 17): 464 (462 or 463)

Magog and they from every direction Yansiloon (descend or breed) (verse 96 of Sura 21): (53 + 6 + 45) + (90 + 50 + 14 + 206) = 104 + 360 = 464

The Qiyama (Rise or Upheaval) + Russia (or Syria): 187 + 277 = 464

The Qiyama (Rise or Upheaval) + Awar (description of the Dajjal): 187 + 277 = 464

Ihya (Resurrection or Revival) + Kingdom of the Awar (attribute of the Dajjal): 21 + (135 + 308) = 21 + 443 = 464

Bani (Children) of the Asfar (Franks/Franca who ruled over a significant part of Western Europe): 62 + 402 = 464
King of Bani (Children of) Israel: $90 + [62 + 312 (or 311)] = 90 + 374 (or 373) = 464 (or 463)

Qiyam (Rise or Establishment) of the Zionist Entity: $150 (or 151) + (112 + 202) = 150 (or 151) + 314 = 464 (or 465)  \text{ (Muslims refer to State of Israel as the Zionist Entity)}$

And We made Aya (Sign ) of the Day (verse 12 of Sura 17): $464 \text{ (or 463)}$

Tawazun (Equilibrium): $464$

And restrained the soul from immoral desires (verse 40 of Sura 79): $6 + 65 + 221 + 120 + 52 = 464$

Hazima (Defeat) of Kingdom of the Sahioniyeen (Zionists): $67 + (135 + 262) = 67 + 397 = 464$

Nihaya (End) of Kingdom of the Masoniyeen (Free-Masons): $71 + (135 + 258) = 71 + 393 = 464$

Elias (Elijah) + Kingdom of Masoniyeen (Free-Masons): $102 + (135 + 227) = 102 + 362 = 464$

Elias (Elijah) + Israeliite Dawla (State): $102 + (45 + 317) = 102 + 362 = 464$

Iblees (Devil) + The Aqsa Mosque: $103 + (138 + 223) = 103 + 361 = 464$

Iblees (Devil) + Banu (Children) of Israel: $103 + (58 + 303) = 103 + 361 = 464$

China AND Russia: $181 + 6 + 277 = 464$

City of Leningrad: $109 + 1355 = 1464 \text{ (1464 is the 1231st Composite Number) \hspace{1cm} (1735 is the 1464th Composite number)}$

Western Europe: $216 + 1248 = 1464 \text{ (equivalent to 464)}$

Sigmund Freud: $1164 (or 1154) + 300 = 1464 \text{ (or 1454)} \text{ \hspace{1cm} [Dr. Sigmund Freud is a Jewish Austrian medical doctor and one of the pioneers of the theories and practice of clinical psychology and psychiatry. He was born on Tuesday, May 6, 1856 (Ramadan 1, 1272 Hijri ) (Iyar 1, 5616 Jewish) and died on Saturday, September 23, 1939 (Shaban 9, 1358 Hijri) (Tishri 10, 5700 Jewish) (2429,529.5 or 2429,530th Julian Day). ]}$

Awwal (Beginning) of the End Times + The Dajjal + Inhya (Revival) of Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel : $37 + 837 (or 838) + 69 + [21 + 135 + 62 + 303 (or 302) = 1464 \text{ (1463 or 1465)}$
Your State is from the Nile to the Euphrates: $500 + 90 + (121 + 41 + 712) = 1464$

Kingdom of Bani (Children of) Israel is from the Nile to the Euphrates: $[135 + 62 + 303 (or 302)] + 90 + (121 + 41 + 712) = 500 (or 499) + 90 + 874 = 1464 (or 1463) (equivalent to 464)

Kingdom of Bani (Children of) Israel is from the King to the Euphrates: $(135 + 62 + 303 ) + 90 + (121 + 41 + 712) = 500 + 90 + 874 = 1464 (or 1463) (equivalent to 464)

Kingdom of Bani (Children of) Israel is from the King to till Hadd (Destruction) of Australia: $(135 + 62 + 303 ) + 90 + (121 + 41 + 712) = 500 + 90 + 874 = 1464$

Kingdom of Bani (Children of) Israel in New South Wales, Australia: $(135 + 62 + 303 ) + 90 + (61 + 53 + 57 ) + 703 = 500 + 90 + (171 + 703) = 500 + 90 + 874 = 1464$

Ikhraj (Driving out or Expulsion) of Filistiniyeen (Palestinians) from their Homelands: $805 + 309 + 90 + 260 (or 259) = 1464 (or 1463)$

The first of the two (warnings) came, we sent against you servants of ours of great might. (verse 5 of Sura 17): $84 + 623 + 170 + 78 + 81 + 47 + 63 + 318 = 1464$

The Sun and the Moon, I saw them (verse 4 of Sura 12): $(431 + 6 + 371) + 656 = 808 + 656 = 1464$

We shall show them our Ayat (Signs) in the horizons and inside of them (in themselves/ their souls) (verse 53 of Sura 41): $1464 (or 1463)$

The Rum (Eastern Romans) in Adna (nearest or lowest location) of the Ard (Earth or Land) (verses 2 - 3 of Sura 30): $1464$

Day of Ruju (Return) of Apollo 11 to the Earth: $56 + (279 + 45 + 11 + 41 + 1032) = 56 + 1408 = 1464$
Kingdom of Israel from + Even if they schemed to provoke you from the land (verse 76 of Sura 17): \((135 + 62 + 303) + 90 + (57 + 32 + 663 + 90 + 1032) = 500 + 90 + 1874 = 2464 \) (equivalent to 1464)

The dead land. We revived it and We got out (verse 33 of Sura 36): \(2464 \) (or 2465) \( (2464 \) is the 2099th Composite Number)

Blessed night, We have been (verse 3 of Sura 44): \(465 \) (or 466) \( (465 \) is the 374th Composite Number) \( (570 \) is the 465th Composite Number) \( (3307 \) is the 465th Prime Number

The Tariq Star: \(124 + 341 = 465\)

And how would you know what Day of Judgment (or Resurrection) is? (verse 17 of Sura 82): \((6 + 41 + 226 + 41) + (56 + 95) = 314 + 151 = 465 \) (or 474)

Six (verse 4 of Sura 32) & (verse 3 of Sura 10): \(465\)

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + Day of the Hour: \([56 + 186 \text{ (or 187)}] + (56 + 167) = 242 \) (or 243) + 223 = \(465 \) (or 466)

Day of Ibtida (Beginning): 56 + 409 = \(465\)

Nuzul (Descent or coming down) of the Messiah from the Heaven: \((93 + 149) + (90 + 133) = 242 + 223 = 465\)

Promise of Nihaya (End) of the Zionist Entity: \(80 + [71 + (112 + 202)] = 80 + (71 + 314) = 80 + 385 = 465 \) (Muslims refer to State of Israel as the Zionist Entity)

Merovingiyoon (Merovingians, family of the Franks that ruled France & Germany from 481 to 752 AD): \(465\)

The name of the Most-High Lord (verse 1 of Sura 87): \(101 + 222 + 142 = 465\)

The Mighty of Power (verse 5 of Sura 53): \(318 + 147 = 465\)

Muawwil (Interpreter) of the Quran: \(82 + 383 = 465\)

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection) + Al-Aqsa: \((56 + 186) + 223 = 242 + 223 = 465 \) (or 466)

Lahore + Al-Aqsa: 242 + 223 = \(465\)

Hadm (Destruction) of Al-Aqsa Mosque + The Dakk (Destruction): \(49 + 138 + 223 + 55 = 465\)
Al-Aqsa + The Nakba (Disaster) of Sydney: $223 + (108 + 134) = 223 + 242 = 465$

The Nakba (Disaster) of Sydney, State of New South Wales: $(108 + 134) + (52 + 61 + 53 + 57) = 242 + 223 = 465$

Karachi, Pakistan: $931 + 534 = 1465$ (or $1465 = 5 	imes 293$). (1465 is the 1232th Composite Number) (1736 is the 1465th Composite Number)

Forgive me and grant me a Kingship (or dominion) (verse 35 of Sura 38): 1465

O People, it is that I am for you an evident Warner. (verse 49 of Sura 22): 1465

War + Russia and British United Kingdom: $210 + 277 + 6 + 972 = 1465$

The Promised, and a Witness and a Witnessed. Killed are people (verse 2-4 of Sura 85): 1465 (or 1466)

Qudum (arrival) of the American Army to Beirut: $150 + (344 + 312) + 41 + 618 = 150 + 656 + 41 + 618 = 1465$

Sitta Ishreen (Twenty Six) + Safar: $(465 + 630) + 370 = 1095 + 370 = 1465$

Beginning of the Alamat (Signs) of Promise of the End Times: $7 + 541 + (542) + 80 + 837 (or 838) = 1465$ (1466 or 1467)

Intiha (End) of Caliphate of Hussein son of Ali: $458 + 716 + 128 + 53 + 110 = 1465$

Day of the approach + Adam to the Tree: $56 + [735 + 45 (or 46) + 90 + 539 ] = 56 + 1409 (or 1410) = 1465$ (or 1466)

the dead land. We revived it and We got out (verse 33 of Sura 36): 2465 (or 2464) (2465 is the 2100th Composite Number)

Intaha (Ended): 466 (466 = $31 + 435$) (466 = 2 x 233) (466 is the 375th Composite Number) (572 is the 466th Composite Number) (3313 is the 466th Prime Number)

Nihayat (End): 466
Omr (age or life span) of the Hayat (life) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 310 + (60 + 96) = 310 + 156 = 466

He chose you (verse 78 of Sura 22): 466 (or 467)

The Hill: 466

Sadat: 466 (He was President of Egypt)

The Nasr (Victory) + The Deen (Religion or Judgment/Punishment): 371 + 95 = 466

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + Day of the Hour: [56 + 187 (or 186)] + (56 + 167) = 243 (or 242) + 223 = 466 (or 465)

Day of Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr: 56 + (75 + 335) = 56 + 410 = 466

Blessed night. We have been (verse 3 of Sura 44): 75 + 268 (or 267) + 52 + 71 = 466 (or 465)

Mashooma (Ominous) Night: 75 + 391 (or 392) = 466 (or 467)

We descended it (brought it down) to you blessed (verse 29 of Sura 38): 143 + 61 + 262 (or 263) = 466 (or 467)

Your Lord and the remainder of what (verse 248 of Sura 2): 466

Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) of Jesus from the Heaven: 93 + 150 + 90 + 133 = 466

Vision of the Prophet Yusuf (Joseph): 217 + 93 + 156 = 466

And the rest of his days are like your days: 6 + (271 + 57 + 132) = 6 + 460 = 466 (This is part of a Hadith about the Dajjal)

The (Hell) Fire other than Angels and (verse 31 of Sura 74): 466 (or 467)

They will not return (verse 95 of Sura 21): 96 + 31 + 339 = 466

City of Sydney, State of New South Wales: (109 + 134) + (52 + 61 + 53 + 57) = 243 + 223 = 466

War of China + Al-Zawal (The Annihilation): (210 + 181) + 75 = 391 + 75 = 466

War of the Annihilation + Nuclear Weapons: 210 + 75 + 181 = 391 + 75 = 466
War of the Annihilation + China: \( 210 + 75 + 181 = 466 \)

Hadd (Destruction) of Manhattan, New York: \( [9 + 155 \text{ (or 156)}] + 302 = 164 \) (or 165) + 302 = \( \text{466 (or 467)} \)

Israa (miraculous heavenly journey) of the Imam Mahdi: \( 263 + (113 + 90) = 466 \)

Day of Hadm (Destruction) of Al-Aqsa Mosque: \( 56 + 49 + 138 + 223 = 466 \)

The Jews’ Hadm (Destruction) of Al-Aqsa Mosque: \( 49 + 56 + 138 + 223 = 466 \)

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection) + Al-Aqsa: \( (56 + 187) + 223 = 243 + 223 = 466 \) (or 465)

Al-Aqsa, Jerusalem + City of Sydney: \( 223 + (109 + 134) = 223 + 243 = 466 \)

Men of the Human Race (verse 6 of Sura 72): \( 234 + 90 + 142 = 466 \)

Apparition (or Vision) of the Lady + Fatima: \( 221 + 110 + 135 = 466 \)

(Apparition of the three Catholic children, in a town called Fatima in Portugal, in 1917, who visualized what looked like a lady holding a rosary (but not a physical person) on May 13, June 13, July 13, August 19, Sept. 13, and Oct. 13, 1917 (1335 Hijri). On July 13, 1917 (Ramadan 23, 1335 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5677 Jewish Calendar) \( (2421,422.5^{\text{th}} \text{ or } 2421,423^{\text{rd}} \text{ Julian Day}) \) \( (472,985^{\text{th}} \text{ Hijri day}) \), she told them three secrets about future events. For the Third Secret, the children were able to visualize events that included a Pope passing by a big city, half in ruins and later, this Pope and a group of bishops and priests were killed by soldiers.)

July 13, 1917 is the date of the third apparition/vision of the three Catholic children in Fatima, Portugal, on which 3 secrets about the future were revealed to them.)

Pope Francis: \( 6 + 460 = 466 \)

The Akheer (Last) Pope of the Catholics: \( 6 + (618 + 842) = 6 + 1460 = 1466 \)

\( 1466 = 733 \times 2 \) \( (1466 \text{ is the 1233}^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number } ) \) \( (1737 \text{ is the 1466}^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number}) \)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Wafat (Death) of the Pope Francis + Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paulus (Paul), the Second: \( 75 + (92 + 37 + 460) + (21 + 37 + 54 + 98 + 592) = 75 + (589 + 802) = 75 + 1391 = 1466 \)

Tatbir (utter destruction). Perhaps your Lord may (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17): 1013
Beginning of the Alamat (Signs) of Promise of the End Times: 7 + [542 (or 541) + 80 + 837 (or 838)] = 7 + 1459 = 1466 (1465 or 1467)

Day of the approach + Adam to the Tree: 56 + [735 + 46 (or 45) + 90 + 539] = 56 + 1410 (or 1409) = 1466 (or 1465)

Bidaya (Beginning) of 1444 = 22 + 1444 = 1466

Beginning of the Alamat (Signs) of Promise to Sydney, Australia: 7 + 542 + 80 + (134 + 703) = 7 + 542 + 80 + 837 = 1466 (equivalent to 466)

Beginning of the Alamat (Signs) of Promise to the Gold Coast: 7 + 542 + 80 + (99 + 738) = 7 + 542 + 80 + 837 = 1466 (Note that the Gold Coast is a region in Australia)

Like Saiqa (shocking event) of Aad and Thamud (verse 13 of Sura 41): 570 + 265 + (75 + 6 + 550) = 570 + 265 + 631 = 1466 (equivalent to 466)

If your water (source) becomes Ghawr (sunk deep into the Earth) (verse 30 of Sura 67): 1466 (equivalent to 466)

Blessed, We grew up with it paradises and harvest grains (verse 9 of Sura 50): 1466 (equivalent to 466)

Grant me a Kingship that will not be offered to anyone after me (verse 35 of Sura 38): 1466 (equivalent to 466)

On a seat of truth in (the court/paradise) of the Omnipotent King. (verse 55 of Sura 54): (90 + 214 + 194 + 124 + 100) + 744 = 722 + 744 = 1466 (equivalent to 466)

The Book and did not make for it crookedness. Qaim (Valuable or a title of the Mahdi) to warn of a great might from Him and (verses 1 – 2 of Sura 18): 453 + (6 + 70 + 113 + 35 + 80 + 151 + 990 + 64 + 319 + 90 + 89 + 6) = 453 + 2001 = 2466 (2466 is the 2101st Composite Number) (2884 is the 2466th Composite Number)

Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, We return and we make Jahanam (Hell), for the Disbelievers, an abode (verse 7 of Sura 17): 1013 + (140 + 162 + 51) + [318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 154 + 98 + 420 + 308 (or 309)] = 1013 + [453 + 2000 (or 2001)] = 1013 + 2453 (or 2454) = 3466 (or 3467) (3466 is the 2980th Composite Number)

When the promise of the first one comes, we send against you, servants of ours, who have powerful might. They ravage through your homelands. And, it shall be (verse 5 of Sura 17): (782 + 5 + 80 + 84 + 623 + 170 + 78 + 81 + 47 + 63) + (318 + 151 + 661 + 246 + 6 + 71) = 2013 + 1453 = 3466
And their Prophet told them: It is the Aya (Sign) of his Kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin). In it, there is Sakina from your Lord and the remainder of what the Family of Moses and the family of Aaron left. It will be carried by the Angels. It is in (verse 248 of Sura 2): \[6 + 131 + 75 + 107 + 51 + 16 \text{ (or 17)} + 95 + 51 + 481 + (840 + 95 + 145 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 117 + 81 + 620 + 31 + 107 + 6 + 32 + 261 + 483 + 136 + 51 + 90) = 1013 \text{ (or 1014)} + 3453 = 4466 \text{ (or 4467)} \]

♦ The Tabaddul (Change): 467 (467 is the 91st Prime Number) (573 is the 467th Composite Number) (3319 is the 467th Prime Number) (4024 is the 3467th Composite Number)

The Kuwait: 467

Tamuz (July – in Greater Syria) + 14 : 453 + 14 = 467

He chose you (verse 78 of Sura 22): 467 (or 466)

Eid (Feast) of the Qurban (Sacrificial offering): 84 + 383 (or 384) = 467 (or 468)

We descended it (brought it down) to you blessed (verse 29 of Sura 38): 143 (or 144) + 61 + 263 (or 262) = 467 (466 or 468)

The (Hell) Fire other than Angels and (verse 31 of Sura 74): 467 (or 466)

Day of Madina (City/State) of Israel: 56 + (109 + 302) = 56 + 411 = 467

Halak (Devastation) of City of New York: 56 + (109 + 302) = 56 + 411 = 467

and look at your donkey (verse 259 of Sura 2): 1467 (= 3 x 3 x 163 ) (equivalent to 467 ) (1467 is the 1234th Composite Number) (1738 is the 1467th Composite Number)

August: 1467

Rajab Erdogan: 205 + 1262 = 1467 (Rajab Erdogan is President of Turkey)

Final Curtain: 801 + 666 = 1467

Beginning of the Alamat (Signs) of Promise of the End Times: 7 + 542 + 80 + 838 (or 837) = 1467 (or 1466)

You are from (or part of) its remembrance (or mention) (verse 43 of Sura 79): 451 + 90 + 926 (or 927) = 1467 (or 1468)
Day of the Magic + The Sha’waza (Sorcery or Witchcraft): 56 + 299 + 1112 = 1467

Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, We return (verse 8 of Sura 17): (140 + 162 + 51) + (318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125) = 453 + 1014 = 1467

We are Messengers of your Lord, so send with us Bani Israel (Children of) (verse 47 of Sura 20): 1467 (or 1468)

his kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Coffin or Ark) (verse 248 of Sura 2): 1467

We have descended it/him in a blessed night, we have been warning about. In it, every command is categorized. As a command from us, we are sending a mercy from your Lord. He is the Most Hearer (verses 3 - 6 of Sura 44): 4467 (or 4468) (= 3 x 1489) (4467 is the 3859th Composite Number)

 gió Bán hàng Eid (Feast) of the Qurban (Sacrificial offering): 84 + 384 (or 383) = 468 (or 467) (468 is the 376th Composite Number) (574 is the 468th Composite Number) (3323 is the 468th Prime Number)

We descended it (brought it down) to you blessed (verse 29 of Sura 38): 144 (or 143) + 61 + 263 (or 262) = 468 (466 or 467)

the Day when the caller calls from a place (verse 41 of Sura 50): 56 + (75 + 136 + 90) + 111 = 56 + (301 + 111) = 56 + 412 = 468

Halak (Devastation) of Medina (City/State) of Israel: 56 + (109 + 303) = 56 + 412 = 468

The Mahdi + Allah + Hadd (Destruction) of Israel: (90 + 66 + 9) + 303 = 165 + 303 = 468
Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 15 : 453 + 15 = 468  
[On July 15, 1099 Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian), the Crusaders conquered Jerusalem for the first time and massacred its Muslim and Jewish inhabitants]

الشعبين + 15  
The Shaban + 15 : 453 (or 454) + 15 = 468 (or 469)

جاء أمر ربك  
The Command of your Lord has arrived (verse 76 of Sura 11): 468

نكبة حرب أسلحة نووية  
Nakba (Disaster) of War of Nuclear Weapons: 77 + (210 + 104 + 77) = 468

سته آب  
Six + Ab (August as known in Greater Syria & Iraq): 465 + 3 (or 4) = 468 (or 469)

تايوان  
Taiwan: 468 (or 467)

اختيار و احيا  
He caused death and He revived (verse 44 of Sura 53): 468

بوتين  
Putin: 468  
(This refers to Vladimir Putin)

الحق و واهية و الروس  
The Truth has come (verse 81 of Sura 17) + Wahiya (Catastrophe) of the Russians: 144 + 27 + 297 = 468

ال إنهاء + مدينة بابل + الروس  
Ending of City of Babel (Babylon) of the Russians: 27 + 144 + 297 = 468

واهيه مدينة بابل الروس  
Wahiya (Catastrophe) of City of Babel (Babylon) of the Russians: 27 + 144 + 297 = 468

إسلام روسيين  
Islam of Rusiyeen (Russians): 132 + 336 = 468

إستوا  
Istiwa (Equality, Equilibrium, Equinox, or Equator): 468 (or 469)

الاستقلال الخريفي  
The Autumnal Equinox: 537 + 931 = 1468  
(The Autumnal Equinox happens in the Northern Hemisphere annually either on September 22 or 23.)

القدر وما أدرك ما ليله القدر  
The Qadr and how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is ? Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 97): 335 + 6 + 41 + 225 (or 226) + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 = 1468 (or 1469)

من المنظرين إلى يوم  
from among the Munzareen (those given respite) till Day of (verse 37 – 38 of Sura 15): 90 + 1281 + 41 + 56 = 1468

يوم زيارة محمد أنور السادات إلى إسرائيل  
Day of visit of Mohammad Anwar Al-Sadat to Israel: 56 + 223 + 92 + 257 + 497 + 41 + 302 = 1468  
[ Egyptian President Anwar Sadat arrived for surprise visit to Israel for the first time, at night, on Saturday November 19, 1977 (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1397 Hijri), day
of standing on Mount of Arafat, meaning eve of 1\textsuperscript{st} day of Eid Al-Adha.]

Saiha (Scream) of Leningrad (Communist name of Petersburg): $113 + 1355 = 1468$ (equivalent to $468$) $\; (2 \times 2 \times 367)$ $(1468$ is the $1235\textsuperscript{th}$ Composite Number)

London (or Sydney) + Great Britain: $134 + (283 + 1051) = 134 + 1334 = 1468$

You are part of its Zikra (remembrance or mention) (verse 43 of Sura 79): $451 + 90 + 927$ (or $926$) $= 1468$ (or $1467$)

This Life of the Dunya (World before the End Times) is a passing pleasure (verse 39 of Sura 40): $1468$

Master of Day of the Deen (Judgment or Religion). You are the one we worship and you are the one from whom we seek assistance. Guide us to the Path (verses 4 – 6 of Sura 1): $1468$

We are Messengers of your Lord, so send with us Bani Israel (Children of) $1468$ (or $1467$)

the People that they believe when the Huda (Guidance or Guide) came to them, except that they said: Has Allah sent a human (verse 94 of Sura 17): $(142 + 51) + (112 + 701 + 50$ (or $49$) $+ 50 + 32 + 51 + 137 + 573) + [66$ (or $67$) $+ 503] = 193 + [1706 (1705) + 569$ (or $570)] = 193 + 2275 = 2468$

When Promise of the End Times come, We bring you Lafifa (Scrolls or From mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq we descended it (or him) and in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) it/he descended. And We have not sent you, except as a Mubashshir (Bearer of good news) and as a Nazeer (Warner) (verse 105 of Sura 17): $141 + 143$ (or $144$) $+ 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361$ (or $362$) $+ 32 + 543 + 6 + 961 = 2468$ (or $2469$)

in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) it/he descended. And We have not sent you, except as a Mubashshir (Bearer of good news) and as a Nazeer (Warner) (verse 105 of Sura 17): $141 + 143$ (or $144$) $+ 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361$ (or $362$) $+ 32 + 543 + 6 + 961 = 2468$ (or $2469$)

and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and shall destroy (verse 7 of Sura 17): $6 + 681 + 138) + (61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649) = 825 + 1643 = 2468$ (equivalent to $468$) $\; (2 \times 2 \times 617)$ $(2468$ is the $2102\textsuperscript{nd}$ Composite Number)

Israel: inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) it descended. And We have not sent you except as (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): $[302 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 837]$
141 + 144 (or 143) + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 (or 362)] + 32 = 4436 (or 4437) + 32 = 4468 (or 4469)

♦ The day He (God) gathers you for the Day of the Gathering (verse 9 of Sura 64): (56 + 183 + 86) + 144 = 325 + 144 = 469 (469 is the 377th Composite Number) (575 is the 469th Composite Number) (3329 is the 469th Prime Number)

السادة علم The Rahman taught (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 55): 329 (or 330) + 140 = 469 (or 470)

Istiwa (Equality, Equilibrium, Equinox, or Equator): 469 (or 468)

Ihya (Resurrection) of Amwat (Dead People): 21 + 448 = 469

Merovingiyeen (Merovingians, family of the Franks that ruled France & Germany from 481 to 752 AD): 469

Kingdom of Ifranj (Franks): 135 + 334 (or 333) = 469 (or 468) (The Arabs used to refer to the Crusaders as the Ifranj)

Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Britan: 135 + (62 + 272) = 135 + 334 = 469

Madina (City/State) of Banu (Children of) Israel: 109 + 58 + 302 (or 303) = 469 (or 470)

Madina (City/State) of Jinna (demons) + Israel: 109 + 58 + 302 (or 303) = 469 (or 470)

The Nuclear Infijar (Explosion): 366 + 103 = 469 (The First Nuclear Explosion test was done by the U.S. on July 16, 1945, as part of what was known as Manhattan Project)

Inha (Ending) of City of New York : 58 + (109 + 302) = 58 + 411 = 469

The British Waliy Al-Ahd (or Heir to the Throne Custodian of the Covenant): (46 + 110) + 313 = 156 + 313 = 469

We have descended it/him in a Blessed Night (verse 3 of Sura 44): 102 + 144 + 90 + 470 + 663 = 1469

The Qadr and how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 97): 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 (or 225) + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 = 1469 (or 1468)
The Inhizam (Defeat) + Great Britain: 135 + (283 + 1051) = 135 + 1334 = 1469 (equivalent to 469) (= 13 x 113) (1469 is the 1236th Composite Number)

Kingdom of Great Britain: 135 + (283 + 1051) = 135 + 1334 = 1469 (equivalent to 469) (= 13 x 113) (1469 is the 1236th Composite Number)

And Kazalika (Like that or Furthermore), we let them be found so they know that promise of Allah is true and that the Hour (verse 21 of Sura 18): 2469 (= 3 x 823) (2469 is the 2103rd Composite Number)

Israel: inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifá (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) it descended. And We have not sent you except as (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): [302 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 (or 143) + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 (or 361)] + 32 = 4437 (or 4436) + 32 = 4469 (or 4468)

Occupation: 470 (470 = 47 x 10) (470 is the 378th Composite Number) (576 is the 470th Composite Number) (3331 is the 470th Prime Number) (2470 is the 2104th Composite Number)

Israeli (Children) of Madina (City/State): 109 + 58 + 303 (or 302) = 470 (or 469)

Israel (Children) of Jinna (demons): 109 + 58 + 303 (or 302) = 470 (or 469)

Inhá (Ending) of Madina (City): 58 + (109 + 303) = 58 + 412 = 470

Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18): (5 + 80 + 212) + 173 = 297 + 173 = 470

The Rus (Russians): 297 + 173 = 470

God, Camel of God and allowing it to drink (verse 13 of Sura 91): 470

Allah descends (sends down) from the Heaven, water (verse 21 of Sura 39): 470

And Magog and they from every direction Yansiloόn (descend or breed) (verse 96 of Sura 21): 6 + (53 + 6 + 45) + (90 + 50 + 14 + 206) = 6 + (104 + 360) = 6 + 464 = 470
The Greatest of his Lord (verse 18 of Sura 53): $207 + 263 = 470$

Who revives the bones when they have rotted away (verse 78 of Sura 36): $1470$ (is the $1237$th Composite Number) $1742$ is the $1470$th Composite Number

Fall of Burja (Two Towers) of the World Trade Center: $175 + (206 + 267 + 640 + 182) = 175 + 1295 = 1470$

The glorious Quran (verse 1 of Sura 50): $383$ (or $382$) + $88 = 471$ (or $470$)

Inzal (Bringing down) of the Quran: $89 + 382$ (or $383$) = $471$ (or $472$)

came down with it the Trust-worthy Spirit (verse of 193 of Sura 26): $87 + (7 + 245 + 132) = 87 + 384 = 471$

The people to a Day there is no doubt (verse 9 of Sura 3): $(142 + 86 + 31) + 212 = 259 + 212 = 471$ (This is the $302$nd verse of the Quran)

thus the Promise of my Lord is true.” (verse 98 of Sura 18): $71 + (80 + 212 + 108) = 71 + 400 = 471$

Nihaya (End) of the Sana (Year) Hijriya (Hijri): $71 + (146 + 254) = 71 + 400 = 471$

Vision of Ibrahim (Abraham): $212 + 259 = 471$

Ibrahim (Abraham) + Ismael: $259 + 212 = 471$

The Mubaya’a (Pledge of Allegiance) + The Hasan son of Ali: $159 + [149 + 53 (or 52) + 110] = 159 + 312$ (or $311$) = $471$ (or $470$)

Day of Inqisam (Division, Split-up, or Schism) of the Islam: $56 + (252 + 163) = 56 + 415 = 471$

The Arbaoon (Forty) Aam (Years): $360 + 111 = 471$

Promise of Zawal (End) of Dawla (State) of Israel: $80 + (44 + 45) + 302$ (or $303$) = $80 + [89 + 302 (or 303)] = 80 + 391$ (or $392$) = $471$ (or $472$)

Ghar (Cave) of Hira + The Wahid (One, refers to Oneness of God): $1201 + 220 + 50 = 1471$ (or $1471$ is the $233$rd Prime Number) $1743$ is the $1471$st Composite Number
We have given you seven from (or of) the Mathani (verse 87 of Sura 15): 134 + 482 (or 483) + 133 + 90 + 632 = **1471** (or **1472**)

Wafat (Death) of last Pope + Hadd (Destruction) of Vatican: 92 + 802 (or 801) + 6 + 9 + 562 = **1471** (or **1470**)

Nihaya (End) of Last Pope + The Vatican: 71 + [801 (or 802) + 6 + 593] = 71 + 1400 (or 1401) = **1471** (or **1472**)

Sitta wa Ishreen (Twenty Six) + Safar: (465 + 6 + 630) + 370 = 1101 + 370 = **1471**

It is not up to you to act arrogantly, so get out. You are from among (verse 13 of Sura 7): **2471** (= 7 x **353**) (**2471** is the **2105**th Composite Number)

Fat'h (Conquest) of City of Petersburg: 488 + (109 + 1874) = 488 + 1983 = **2471**

The Qadr. And how would you know what is Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr. Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. Descend (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): (335 + 6 + 41) + [225 (or 226) + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487] = 382 + 3089 (or 3090) = **3471** (or **3472**) (**3471** is the **2983**rd Composite Number)

Lafifa (from mixed backgrounds) and in the Haq we descended it (or him) and in the Haq, it descended. And we have not sent you except as a Mubashir (bearer of good news) and a Nazeer (Warner). And a Quran we Faraqnah (spaced its revelation) (verse 104 – 106 of Sura 17): 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + (362 + 32 + 543 + 6 + 961 + 6 + 353 + 436) = 201 + (571 + 2699) = 201 + 3270 = **3471**

We appointed for Moses forty nights. Then, you took on the Calf (verse 51 of Sura 2): 132 + 116 + 333 + 75 + 540 + 2141 + 134 = **3471**

Wafat (Death) of Fatima Al-Zahra (daughter of Prophet Mohammad (p)):
92 + (135 + 245) = 92 + 380 = **472** (472 is the 380th Composite Number) (579 is the 472nd Composite Number) (3347 is the 472nd Prime Number)

Interpreter of the Batin (inner, hidden, or esoteric Meaning): 380 + 92 (or 93) = **472** (or 473)

The Wilada (Birth, Giving Birth, Child Birth, or Delivery): **472**

Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 19 : 453 + 19 = **472**

Day of the Furqa (Split-up, Division, or Schism) : 56 + 416 = **472**

Inzal (Bringing down) of the Quran: 89 + 383 (or 382) = **472** (or **471**)

Ayatain (Two Signs) (verse 12 of Sura 17): **472** (or **471**)

Praise Him and after the prostration (verse 39 – 41 of Sura 50): 155 + 6 + 207 + 104 = **472**

Nihaya (End) of the Satan: 71 + 401 (or 400) = **472** (or **471**)

Iblees + Satan: 103 + 369 (or 370) = **472** (or **473**)

Promise of Zawal (End) of Dawla (State) of Israel : 80 + (44 + 45) + 303 (or 302) = 80 + [89 + 303 (or 302)] = 80 + 392 (or 391) = **472** (or **471**)

The Nihaya (End) + Son of David + Israel : 102 + [(53 + 15) + 302] = 102 + 370 = **472**

The Zaman (Time) + The Life of the Dunya (World before the End Times) (verse 98 of Sura 10) + The Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, Beginning of End Times): 129 + (60 + 96) + 187 = 129 + 156 + 187 = **472**

Promise of the Dajjal + Qiyama + The Hour: 80 + [69 + 156 (or 155) + 167] = 80 + 392 (or 391) = **472** (or **471**)

Muharrama (Prohibited) against the Dajjal : (293 + 110) + 69 = 403 + 69 = **472**

The Madina Munawwara (Illuminated City): 140 + 332 = **472** (This is a title of Madina, Saudi Arabia)

The Promise of my Lord shall be duly fulfilled (verse 98 of Sura 18): **472**

People of Al-Saeer (Hell-Fire) (verse 10 of Sura 67): 101 (or 102) + 371 = **472** (or **473**)
Son of Joseph + Madina (City/State) of the English People + the Jews: \[52 \text{ (or 53)} + 106 + 109 + (149 + 56) = 158 \text{ (or 159)} + 109 + 205 = 472 \text{ (or 473)}

The Nihaya (End) + Al-Aqsa Mosque : \[102 + 370 = 472\]

Fall (Collapse) + The Saiqa (Shock): \[175 + 297 = 472\]

Al-Saiha + Al-Iraniyoon (The Iranians): \[113 + 359 = 472\]

Damar (Destruction) + Isfahan: \[245 + 227 = 472\]

Catastrophe of Kuala Lumpur City: \[27 + 445 = 472\]

The Nuclear War + Al-Poland (The Poles): \[349 + 123 = 472\]

Atomic Bombs + City of Tehran: \[1098 + 374 = 1472\] (equivalent to 472)

Book of the Wahid (One – a name of Allah): \[422 \text{ (or 423)} + 50 = 472 \text{ (or 473)}\]

A book has been brought down (descended) to you, so do not have in your chest an embarrassment from it (verse 2 of Sura 7): \[422 \text{ (or 423)} + (88 + 61 + 111 + 80 + 90 + 314 + 211 + 95) = 422 \text{ (or 423)} + 1050 = 1472 \text{ (or 1473)} \text{ (1472 is the 1238th Composite Number)}\]

Istiqaz (Wake up or Awaikening): 1472

Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Worlds (People), the Rahman, the Raheem, Master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgement). You are the one (verse 2 – 5 of Sura 1): 1472

Oldest copy of Torah: \[145 + 715 + 612 = 1472 \text{ (equivalent to 472)}\]

Nihaya (End) of Last Pope + The Vatican : \[71 + [802 \text{ (or 801)} + 6 + 593] = 71 + 1401 \text{ (or 1400)} = 1472 \text{ (or 1471)}\]

The Imam Mahdi + Bidaya (Beginning) of first phase of the End Times : \[(113 + 90) + [22 + 37 + 283 + 90 + 837 \text{ (or 838)}] = 203 + 1269 \text{ (or 1270)} = 1472 \text{ (or 1473)}\]
capturing) of Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness): $\left(129 + 95 + 60\right) + \left(412 + 235\right) + 541 = 284 + \left(541 + 647\right) = 284 + 1188 = 1472$

From among the Saghireen (Debased Creatures) (verse 13 of Sura 7): $90 + 1382 = 1472$

We have given you seven from (or of) the the Mathani (verse 87 of Sura 15): $134 + 483 + 133 + 90 + 632 = 1472$

Israel : Inhabit the Land (verse 104 of Sura 17): $1472$

Nuclear Missiles + The Bangaleshiyeen (Bangaleshis): $907 + 77 = 984 + 1488 = 2472$

Created. He created the human from Alaq. Read and your Lord (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 96): $2472$ (equivalent to 472) $(2472$ is the $2106^{th}$ Composite Number) $(2891$ is the $2472^{nd}$ Composite Number)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We have given you the Kawthar (River in Paradise), so pray to your Lord and slaughter (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 108): $2472$ (or 2473)

Iram the one which has the pillars, which has never been created like it among the Bilad (cities or countries) (verses 7 – 8 of Sura 89): $241 + 1101 + 146 + 441 + 70 + 740 + 576 + 90 + 67 = 3472$ (or 3473) $(3472$ is the $2984^{th}$ Composite Number)

And how would you know what is Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr. Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. Descend (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 97): $335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 = 382 + 3090 = 3472$ (or 3471)

The Sun and before the Setting (Sun-set) and from the Night glorify him and after the prostration and listen on the Day the Caller calls from a place (verse 39 – 41 of Sura 50): $431 + 6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 71 + 155 + 6 + 207 + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 126 + 90 + 111 = 2453 + 1019 = 3472$

The Rahman, the Raheem. H.M. and the evident Book. We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. We have been warning. In it, every wise command gets distinguished, a command from us. We (verse 1 – 6 of Sura 44): $329 + 289 + 48 + 6 + 453 + 133 + 52 + 143 + 90 + 75 + 267 + 52 + 71 + 1050 + 96 + 390 + 50 + 241 + 78 + 242 + 90 + 175 + 52 = 1453 + 3019 = 3472$ (equivalent to 472)

The Sun and the Moon as a Light and divided it into stages so that you know the number of years and the Hisab (Calculation). Allah did not create that except (verse 5 of Sura 10): $812 + 6 + 371 + 257 + 6 + 309 + 128 + 577 + 78$
We said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Truth) We have descended it/him and in the Haq (Truth) it/he has descended. (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): 4472

Descend! You to each other are an enemy and you shall have on Earth place of settlement and Mita (enjoyment or provisions for livelihood) (verse 24 of Sura 7): 4472 (4472 is the 3864th Composite Number)

We have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and We have not made their Idda (count, number, or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that those who have been given the Book become certain and those who have believed grow in faith (verse 31 of Sura 74):

We have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and We have not made their Idda (count, number, or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that those who have been given the Book become certain and those who have believed grow in faith (verse 31 of Sura 74):

The Raheem. By the Fig and the Olive and Mount Sinai and this safe Balad (Country or City), We have created the human in best of shape. Then, We abase him to lowest of low except those who have believed and done good deeds, for them (verse 1 – 6 of Sura 95): 7472 (7472 is the 6526th Composite Number)

Allah bestows his kingship whomever he wishes and Allah is magnificent and knowledgeable. And their prophet told them: It is the Aya (Sign) for you if you are believers (verse 247 - 248 of Sura 2): 7472 (7472 is the 6526th Composite Number)

Allah bestows his kingship whomever he wishes and Allah is magnificent and knowledgeable. And their prophet told them: It is the Aya (Sign) for you if you are believers (verse 247 - 248 of Sura 2): 7472 (7472 is the 6526th Composite Number)
That we are not going to assemble his bones. Yes, we are capable of re-constructing his fingertips. However, the human wants to indulge in wickedness for the time ahead of him. He asks: When will Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times) be? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun and the Moon are combined, the human being, on that day, says: Where is the escape? No, there is no refuge. To your Lord, on that day, is the Mustqar (recourse or settling destination). The human being shall be informed, on that day (verse 3 – 13 of Sura 75):

\[ [81 + 163 + 1016 + 42 + 364 + 110 + 51 + 126 + 108 + 32 + 224 + 192 + 323 + 87 + 323 + 87 + 100 (or 101)] + [ 62 + 56 + 186 + 782 + 302 + 323 + 6 + 740 + 371 + 6 + 113 + 431 + 6 + 371 + 146 + 192 + 766 + 61 + 351 + 51 + 31 + 213 + 41 + 222 + 766 + 831 + 69 + 192 + 766 ] = 3019 (or 3020) + 8453 = 11472 (or 11473)

♦ مفسر الباطن Interpreter of the Inner Meaning (hidden or esoteric):

ما أنزلنا على عبدي يوم What We have descended unto our servant, the day of (verse 41 of Sura 8):

\[ (41 + 139 + 110 + 127) + 56 = 417 + 56 = 473 \]

كتاب الواحد Book of the Wahid (One – a name of Allah): 423 (or 422) + 50 = 473 (or 472)

و قالوا مجنون And they said: Crazy Teacher (verse 14 of Sura 44): 6 + 138 + 180 + 149 = 473

تتموز 20 Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 20 : 453 + 20 = 473 (= 11 x 43)

(Apollo 11 landed on the moon on July 20, 1969)

الملكة بالروح من The Angels with the Spirit from (verse 2 of Sura 16):

\[ 136 (or 137) + 247 + 90 = 473 (or 474) \]

إمبراطوريه Emparatoriya (Empire):

معركه جبل مجدون Maraka (Battle) of Mount Mageddon (Armageddon): 335 + (35 + 103) = 335 + 138 = 473

معركه جبل إبليس Maraka (Battle) of Mount of Iblees (Devil): 335 + (35 + 103) = 335 + 138 = 473

يوم الملحمه الكبرى Day of the Malhama Al-Kubra (Big Battle): 56 + (154 + 263) = 56 + 417 = 473

هلاك لندن برطانيا Halak (Devastation) of London, Britain: 56 + (134 + 283) = 56 + 417 = 473

يوم نكبه الفلسطينيين Day of Nakba (Catastrophe) of the Philistiniyeen (Palestinians): 56 + (77 + 340) = 56 + 417 = 473

كرنيه بطرس البابويه Papal Church of Petrus (Peter): 145 + 271 + 57 = 473
The Nakba (Catastrophe) + Bani (Children) of the Britan (Britons): $108 + 62 + 303 = 473$

Son of Joseph + Madina (City/State) of the English People + the Jews: $[53 (or 52) + 106] + 109 + (149 + 56) = 159 (or 158) + 109 + 205 = 473 (or 472)$

Son of Joseph + Madina (City/State) of Bani (Children of) Israel: $109 + 62 + 302 (or 303) = 473 (or 474)$

Promise of Hazima (Defeat) + Dakk (Destruction) of Israel: $80 + 67 + 24 + 302 (or 303) = 473$

Promise of Hazima (Defeat) of Gog of Israel: $80 + 67 + 23 + 303 = 473$

The Promise + The Imam Mahdi + Son of Joseph: $111 + (113 + 90) + (53 + 106) = 111 + 203 + 159 = 314 + 159 = 473$

The Dawn (verse 1 of Sura 89) & (verse 5 of Sura 97) + Son of Joseph: $314 + (53 + 106) = 314 + 159 = 473$

Inhabit the Land (verse 104 of Sura 17): 1473 (or 1472)

Where is the escape? No, there is no refuge (verses 10 – 11 of Sura 75): $766 + (61 + 351 + 51 + 31 + 213) = 766 + 707 = 1473$

Created like it among the Bilad (countries/cities) (verse 8 of Sura 89): $740 + 576 + 90 + 67 (or 68) = 1473 (or 1474)$

Stepping or Setting foot on surface of the Moon: $25 (or 26) + 77 + 371 = 473 (or 474)$ (Apollo 11 landed on the Moon on July 20, 1969 and Neil Armstrong stepped on the surface of the Moon on July 21, 1969)

Day of landing on the surface of the Moon + The End Times: $(56 + 22 + 110 + 77 + 371) + 837 (or 838) = 636 + 837 (or 838) = 1473 (or 1474)$ (Apollo 11 landed on the Moon on July 20, 1969 and Neil Armstrong stepped on the surface of the Moon on July 21, 1969)

Apollo 11 on the surface of the Moon + Bidaya (Beginning) of the End Times: $(45 + 11) + (110 + 77 + 371) + (22 + 837) = 56 + (558 + 859) = 56 + 1417 = 1473$

Day of Alexander, the Great: $56 + (366 + 1051) = 56 + 1417 = 1473$

(Alexander, the Great was born on July 20, 356 BC)

Halak (Devastation) of London (or Sydney) + The
American United States: \[ 56 + 134 + [478 \text{ or } 479] + 488 + 317 = 56 + [134 + 1283 \text{ or } 1284] = 56 + 1417 = 1473 \text{ (or } 1474) \]

Day of + You know what Day of the Deen (Judgment or Religion) is, then how would you know what Day of the Deen (Judgment or Religion) is? (verse 17 – 18 of Sura 82): \[ 56 + (226 + 41 + 56 + 95) + 540 + (41 + 226 + 41 + 56 + 95) = 56 + (418 + 540 + 459) = 56 + 1417 = 1473 \]

The one who descended upon his worshipper the Book (verse 1 of Sura 18): \[ (741 + 88 + 110 + 81) + 453 \text{ (or } 454) = 1020 + 453 \text{ (or } 454) = 1473 \text{ (or } 1474) \]

Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, We return and (verse 8 of Sura 17): \[ 140 + 162 + 51 + (318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6) = 453 + 1020 = 1473 \]

And We (God) have not made People (or Guardians) of the (Hell) Fire, except Angels and We (God) have not made their Idda (count, number, or period), except (verse 31 of Sura 74): \[ 6 + [41 + 154 + 101 \text{ (or } 102) + 282 + 32 + 105 \text{ (or } 106)] + 6 + (41 + 154 + 519) + 32 = [6 + 715 \text{ (716 or 717)}] + (6 + 714) + 32 = 721 \text{ (722 or 723) + 720 + 32} = 1473 \text{ (1474 or } 1475) \]

\[ 1946 + \text{Yulyu (July – in Egypt)} + 1946 : (465 + 62) + 1946 = 527 + 1946 = 2473 \]

\[ 45 + [167 + 447 \text{ (or } 446) + 259 + 209 + 114] + (51 + 222 + 11 + 761 + 181) = [51 + 1196 \text{ (or } 1195)] + 1226 = 1247 \text{ (or } 1246) + 1226 = 2473 \text{ (or } 2472) \]

\[ 1946 \text{ Petersburg: } 1473 \text{ (} = 3 \times 491\text{) (1473} \text{ is the } 1239^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number}) \text{ (1745} \text{ is the} \text{ 1473}^{\text{rd}} \text{ Composite Number)} \]

\[ 6 + \text{Yulyu (July – in Egypt)} + 1946 : (465 + 62) + 1946 = 527 + 1946 = 2473 \text{ (George Bush Jr. was born on July 6, 1946)} \]

The Hour is coming, so forgive, the nice forgiveness. Your Lord is the Knowledgeable Creator (verse 85 - 86 of Sura 15): \[ 51 + [167 + 447 \text{ (or } 446) + 259 + 209 + 114] + (51 + 222 + 11 + 761 + 181) = [51 + 1196 \text{ (or } 1195)] + 1226 = 1247 \text{ (or } 1246) + 1226 = 2473 \text{ (or } 2472) \]

A roaring wind on a continually (or an always) ominous day that plucks out people (verse 19 - 20 of Sura 54): \[ 2473 \text{ (2473} \text{ is the } 366^{\text{th}} \text{ Prime Number) (2892} \text{ is the} \text{ 2473}^{\text{rd}} \text{ Composite Number)} \]

\[ 45 + [167 + 447 \text{ (or } 446) + 259 + 209 + 114] + (51 + 222 + 11 + 761 + 181) = [51 + 1196 \text{ (or } 1195)] + 1226 = 1247 \text{ (or } 1246) + 1226 = 2473 \text{ (or } 2472) \]

A reward, not undeserved. So, what will make you disbelieve (verse 6 – 7 of Sura 95): \[ 2473 \]

My blessing upon you and Radeet (I have accepted, favored or chosen) for you the Islam as a religion (verse 3 of Sura 5): \[ 170 + 570 + 6 + 1410 + 90 + 162 \text{ (or } 163) + 65 \text{ (or } 64)] = 2473 \text{ (2472 or 2474)} \]
Iran the one which has the pillars, which has never been created like it among the Bilad (cities or countries) (verses 7 – 8 of Sura 89): $241 + 1101 + 146 + 441 + 70 + 740 + 576 + 90 + 68$ (or 67) = $3473$ (or 3472) ($3473$ is the $2985^{th}$ Composite Number)

... valuable and those who have been given the Book would not have become divided (parted ways) except after the Bayina (Evidence) came to them and (they) have not been: (verse 3 – 5 of Sura 98): $155 + 6 + 41 + 780 + 791 + [413 (or 414) + 453 (or 454) + 32 + 90 + 76 + 41 + 450 + 98 + 6 + 41]$ = $202 + (571 + 1700)$ = $202 + 1271$ = $3473$

From the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we had blessed its surroundings to show him of our signs. It is He who is the All-Hearer, All-Seer. And we brought Moses the Book (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 17): $(90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 223 + 741 + 274 + 49 + 295 + 90 + 464 + 56 + 11 + 211 + 6 + 463 + 116) + 454$ (or 453) = $4019 + 454$ (or 453) = $4473$ ($4472$)

The Angels with the Spirit from (verse 2 of Sura 16): $137 + (84 + 353)$ = $37 + 437$ = $474$ ($Eid$ of $Qurban$ refers to $Eid$ of the Adha)

Followers: $474$ ($474$ is the $382^{nd}$ Composite Number) ($581$ is the $474^{th}$ Composite Number)

الرحيم و الزيتون و طور سينين و هذا البلد الأئمين لقد خلقنا الإنسان في أحسن تقويم ثم رددنا أسفل سافلين إلا الذين أمنوا و عملوا الصالح فلهم The Raheem. By the Fig and the Olive and mount of Sinai and this safe Balad (Country or City). We have created the human in best of Taqweem (shape or form). Then, We abase him to lowest of the low except those who have believed and done good deeds, for them (verse 1 – 6 of Sura 95): $[289 + 6 + 491 + 6 + 504 + 6 + 215 + 180 + 6 + 706 + 67 + 132 + 134 + 781 + 192 + 90 + 119 + 556 + 540 + 263 + 171 (or 230) + 32 + 791 + 98 (or 99) + 6 + 147 + 559 + 155]$ = $5020 + 2453$ = $7473$ ($7472$)

الرحيم و الزيتون و طور سينين و هذا البلد الأئمين لقد خلقنا الإنسان في أحسن تقويم ثم رددنا أسفل سافلين إلا الذين أمنوا و عملوا الصالح فلهم The Raheem. By the Fig and the Olive and Mount of Sinai and this safe Balad (Country or City). We have created the human in best of Taqweem (shape or form). Then we abase him to lowest of low except those who have believed and done good deeds, for them (verse 1 – 6 of Sura 95): $[289 + 6 + 491 + 6 + 504 + 6 + 215 + 180 + 6 + 706 + 67 + 132 + 134 + 780 (or 781) + 192 + 90 + 119 + 556 + 540 + 263 + 171] + [231 (or 230) + 32 + 791 + 98 (or 99) + 6 + 147 + 560 (or 559) + 155] = 5453 (or 5454) + 2020 (or 2019) = $7473$ (or 7472)
213 (or 214) + 79 + 128 = 474 (or 475)

زُلْزِلتِ Shaken (verse 1 of Sura 99): 474

النجم الطارق + هد The Tariq Star + Hadd (Destruction): (124 + 341) + 9 = 465 + 9 = 474

زبد حبيبالأعلى Subhan (Glory be) to my Lord, the Highest (or Supreme): 120 (or 121) + (212 + 142) = 120 (or 121) + 354 = 474 (or 475)

جَنِّا بِكُمُ الْفِيْفَاءِ وَالْحَقِّ We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as mixed people) and in the Haq (verses 104 - 105 of Sura 17): (64 + 62 + 201) + (6 + 141) = 327 + 147 = 474

يَوْمُ قِيْمَتِهِ + إِسْرَاءُ Day of Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval) + Isra (miraculous heavenly journey): (56 + 155 (or 156) + 263 = 211 (or 212) + 263 = 474 (or 475)

يَوْمُ رَبِّي وَعَدَ + بِعِيْـهِ Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Bay’a (Offer of Allegiance) of the Mahdi: (5 + 80 + 212) + (87 + 90) = 297 + 177 = 474

مَدِينَةُ بَنِي اسْرَاءٰـِيلِ Madina (City/State) of Bani (Children of) Israel: 109 + 62 + 303 ( or 302) = 474 (or 473)

يَوْمُ نِهَىَّ + ﻤُلْكُ إِسْرَائِيلِ Day of Nihaya (End) of Dawla (State) of Israel: 56 + (71 + 45 + 302) = 56 + 418 (or 419) = 474 (or 475)

يَوْمُ وَاهِيْ + حَرْبُ أَسْـلِحَةِ ﺑِنُوُوْٰهَ + ﺑِنْوَإْٰذِيَّـهُ Day of Wahiya (Catastrophe) of Nuclear Weapons War: [27 + (210 + 104 + 77)] = 56 + (27 + 391) = 56 + 418 = 474

هَلَاقُ مَلَكِ بَرِيطَانِيَّةٍ Halak (Devastation) of Kingdom of Britain: 56 + (135 + 283) = 56 + 418 = 474

يَوْمُ الْحَرَامِ + ﺑِـيَـعُ + الْمُسْـدِـسِ Day of the Haram Mosque: 56 + (138 + 280) = 56 + 418 = 474

اِجْرِ + ﺑِرَيْـطَانِيَّ حَرْبُ صَدِيق + ﺑِـنْوَإْٰذِيَّهُ An honourable reward (verse 11 of Sura 57): 204 + 270 = 474

النَّكِبَةُ + وَارْسُوُأَ بَولَانْدا Al-Nakba (the Disaster) + City of Warsaw, Polanda (Poland): 108 + 273 + 93 = 474

وَأَيْنَى سُطُحُ الْقُمَّرِ Wati (Stepping or Setting foot) on surface of the Moon: 26 (or 25) + 77 + 371 = 474 (or 473) (Apollo 11 landed on the Moon on July 20, 1969 and Neil Armstrong stepped on the surface of the Moon on July 21, 1969)

يوْمُ وَبَايْعَ + ﺑِنْوَآَذِيَّهُ + الْآَخِرَـهُ Day of landing on the surface of the Moon + The End Times: (56 + 22 + 110 + 77 + 371) + 838 (or 837) = 636 + 838 (or 837) = 1474 (or 1473) (Apollo 11 landed on the Moon on July 20, 1969 and Neil Armstrong stepped on the surface of the Moon on July 21, 1969)
**Ikhraj (Driving out or Expulsion) of the Filistiniyeen (Palestinians) from Palestine:** $805 + 340 + 90 + 239 = 1474$ (1474 is the 1240th Composite Number) (1746 is the 1474th Composite Number)

The one who descended to his worshipper the Book (verse 1 of Sura 18): $741 + 88 + 110 + 81 + 454 (or 453) = 1020 + 454 (or 453) = 1474$ (or 1473)

Lailat (Eve) of Al-Khamis wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Fifth): $75 + (732 + 6 + 661) = 75 + 1399 = 1474$

Lailat (Eve) of Qurban (Sacrificial offering) of Antiochus, the Rabi (Fourth): $75 + [353 + (742 + 304)] = 75 + (353 + 1046) = 75 + 1399 = 1474$

Day of Bid’a (Beginning) of the Magic + The Sha’waza (Sorcery or Witchcraft): $56 + 7 + 299 + 1112 = 1474$

the Kawthar, so pray to your Lord and slaughter (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 108): $757 + (200 + 252 + 6 + 259) = 757 + 717 = 1474$ (Eid of the Fitr is known as the Shorter Eid relative to Eid of the Adha which is the bigger or longer Eid)

And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) it/he descended. And We have not sent you, except as a Mubashshir (Bearer of good news) and as a Nazeer (Warner) (verse 105 of Sura 17): $6 + 141 + [143 (or 144) + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 (or 362) + 32 + 543 + 6 + 961] = 147 + 2327 (or 2328) = 2474$ (2475) (2474 is the 2107th Composite Number) (2893 is the 2474th Composite Number)

He said: We tested your people after you and the Samiri misled them (verse 85 of Sura 20): $(131 + 132 + 104) + (531 + 166 + 90 + 96 + 6 + 876 + 342) = 367 + 2107 = 2474$

This is a mercy from my Lord. When Promise of the End Times comes, he shall turn it into ruins (verse 98 of Sura 18): $2474 (= 2 \times 1237)$

my blessing upon you and Radeet (I have accepted, favored or chosen) for you the Islam as a religion (verse 3 of Sura 5): $170 + 570 + [6 + 1410 + 90 + 163 (or 162) + 65 (or 64)] = 170 + (570 + 1734 (1732 or 1733)] = 2474$ (2472 or 2473)

The Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels descend (verse 3 - 4 of Sura 97): $335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 (or 137) = 2474$ (or 2475)

The Quran. Created the human being, taught him proper interpretation. The Sun and the moon are taken into account (verses 2 - 5 of Sura 55): $382$ (or...
383) + [730 + 192 (or 193) + 145 + 94 + 431 + 6 + 371] + 123 = 382 (or 383) + [1969 (or 1970) + 123] = 382 (or 383) + 2092 (or 2093) = 2474 (2475 or 2476)

أبولو 11 + نيل أرمسترونغ + القمر Apollo 11 + Neil Armstrong + The Moon: (45 + 11) + (90 + 1957) + 371 = 56 + (2047 + 371) = 56 + 2418 = 2474 (equivalent to 474)

يوم سقوط قبله ذريه + نساكي Day of Fall of Atomic Bomb + Nagasaki: 56 + (175 + 187 + 915) + 1141 (or 1142) = 56 + [1277 + 1141 (or 1142)] = 56 + 2418 (or 2419) = 2474 (or 2475)
[The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 8, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time)]

رسول منهم فكتبوه فاخذهم العذاب A Messenger, from them, but they claimed he was a liar, so the torment hit them (verse 113 of Sura 16): 3474 (= 2 x 3 x 3 x 193) (3474 is the 2986th Composite Number)

♦ يوم قيامه + إسراء Day of Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or Beginning of End Times) + Israa (miraculous heavenly journey): 56 + [156 (or 155) + 263] = 56 + 419 (or 418) = 475 (or 474) (= 444 + 31) (= 56 + 419) (475 is the 383rd Composite Number) (582 is the 475th Composite Number) (3371 is the 475th Prime Number)

نزل القرآن Nuzul (Descent) of the Quran: 93 + 382 (or 383) = 475 (or 476)

القرآن + محمد The Quran + Mohammad: 383 (or 382) + 92 = 475 (or 474)

بداية الكتاب Bidaya (Beginning) of the Book: 22 + 453 (or 454) = 475 (or 476)

بداية ابن الشيطان Bidaya (Beginning) of son of the Satan: 22 + [53 + 400 (or 401)] = 22 + 453 (or 454) = 475 (or 476)

ليلة الشيطان Night of the Satan: 75 + 400 (or 401) = 475 (or 476)

سقوط الإمام بن قاطم Suqut (Fall) of the Imam, son of Fatima: 175 + [113 + 52 (or 53) + 135] = 175 + 300 (or 301) = 475 (or 476)

يوم معبد أرتميد الثاني Day of the Second Ma’bad (Temple) of Artemis: 56 + 116 + 711 + 592 (or 591) = 475 (or 474)

إبنا علمها عند الله و ما The knowledge of it is with Allah and what (or how) (verse 63 of Sura 33): 92 + (146 + 124 + 66 + 6 + 41) = 92 + 383 = 475

ليوم لا ريب فيه ان for a day which there is no doubt about it. (verse 9 of Sura 3): 475

قال لهم نبيهم ان آيه ملكه Their Prophet told them: It is the Aya (Sign) of his Kingship (verse 248 of Sura 2): 131 + 75 + [107 + 51 + 16 (or 17) + 95] = 131 + 75 + 269 (or 270) = 475 (or 476)
from your Lord and the remainder of (verse 248 of Sura 2): \( (90 + 262) + (6 + 117) = 352 + 123 = 475 \)

O My Father, I (verse 4 of Sura 12): \( 475 \) (or \( 474 \))

Bidaya (Beginning) of Wall of Berlin, Germany: \( 22 + (28 + 292 + 133) = 22 + 453 = 475 \) [The beginning of the construction of Berlin Wall started on **August 12 - 13, 1961** (Rabi Awwal 1, **1381 Hijri** (Elul 1, 5721 Jewish). The beginning of the end of Berlin Wall started on **November 9, 1989** (Rabi Thani 10, **1410 Hijri** (Heshvan 11, 5750 Jewish Calendar)]

فَسِيحُ بِنَامِ رَبِّكِ سَبِيحَ (Say “Subhan”) in the name of your Lord (verse 52 of Sura 69): \( 150 + 103 + 222 = 475 \)

سبحان ربي الأعلى Subhan (Glory be) to my Lord, the Highest (or Supreme): \( 121 \) (or \( 120 \)) + \( 212 + 142 = 475 \) (or \( 474 \))

يَعْرِجُ إِلَيْهِ فِي يَوْمٍ Ascends to him/it in a day (verse 5 of Sura 32): \( (283 + 46 + 90) + 56 = 419 + 56 = 475 \)

مَجِيِّ ابْرَاهِيمَ لِهَذَا الكعبة Maji (Coming) of Abraha for the Hadm (Destruction) of the Ka’ba: \( 54 + 214 \) (or \( 213 \)) + \( 79 + 128 = 475 \) (or \( 474 \))

التحول The Tahawol (Change): \( 475 \)

اِحْيَاءٌ وَمَوْتٌ alive and dead (people) (verse 26 of Sura 77): \( 21 + 6 + 448 = 475 \)

أَحَيٌّ مَوْتٌ He resurrected (or I resurrect) dead people: \( 19 + 456 = 475 \)

الوعيد + بني إسرائيل The Promise + Bani (Children) of Israel: \( 111 + [62 + 302 (or 303)] = 111 + 364 (or 365) = 475 \) (or \( 476 \))

بعده بني إسرائيل After him to Bani (Children) of Israel (verse 104 of Sura 17): \( [81 + 92 + 302 (or 303)] = 475 \) (or \( 476 \))

ليلة انهيار منجم Lailat (Eve) of Inhiyar (Collapse) of a Mine: \( 75 + (267 + 133) = 75 + 400 = 475 \)

ليلة القدر + الأجل Lailat (Eve) of the Qadar (Destiny) + The Ajal (Date of End): \( 75 + (335 + 65) = 75 + 400 = 475 \)

ليلة السنة الهجريه Lailat (Eve) of The Hijri year: \( 75 + (146 + 254) = 75 + 400 = 475 \)

دوق كمبريج وليم Duke of Cambridge William: \( (110 + 279) + 86 = 389 + 86 = 475 \)

(Prince William is Duke of Cambridge)

الاربعين عام The Arbaeen (forty) Aam (years): \( 364 + 111 = 475 \)
The Arbaaon (forty) Sana (years) : 360 + 115 = 475

City of Warsaw, Polanda (Poland): 109 + 273 + 93 = 475

Dajjal (Deceiver) of the Kingdom of Israel: 38 + 135 + 302 (or 303) = 475 (or 476 )

Elijah of Washington: 59 + 416 = 475

Mahdi of Washington: 59 + 416 = 475

Mahdi of the Shia: 59 + 416 = 475

Al of the Bayt (People of the House of the Prophet): 32 + 443 = 475 (or 474)

Punishment of Israel: 173 + 302 (or 303) = 475 (or 476)

Punishment of New York: 173 + 302 = 475

The Catastrophe + London, Britain: 58 + 134 + 283 = 58 + 417 = 475

Inha (Ending) of London + Britain: 58 + (134 + 283) = 58 + 417 = 475

Inha (Ending) + Al-Malhama Al-Kubra (the Big Battle/War): 58 + (154 + 263) = 58 + 417 = 475

Nuclear War + Engleeziyeen (English People) : 287 + 188 = 475

Perishing of Parisiyeen (Parisians ): 132 + 343 = 475

Nuclear Missiles + Al-Franciyeen (The French) : 984 + 491 = 1475 (equivalent to 475)

Atomic Bomb + Al-Britaniyeen (The Britons): 1102 + 373 = 1475

Fall of Burja (Two Towers) of Center of the Tijara Al-Alamiya (World Trade) : 175 + (206 + 267 + 640 + 187) = 175 + 1300 = 1475

Say: I do not know whether it is soon what are promised or (Allah) designates for it (verse 25 of Sura 72): 1475

Then, We said to the Angels, prostrate to Adam, so they prostrated, except Iblees (Devil), he was not (verse 11 of Sura 7): 1475 (1476 or 1477)
inspires (or reveals to) you, and to those who were before you, Allah, the Dear, the Wise (verse 3 of Sura 42): 1475

The Rahman, the Raheem. A.L.R. a Book we have descended unto you (verse 1 of Sura 14): 1475

And We (God) have not made People (or Guardians) of the (Hell) Fire, except Angels and We (God) have not made their Idda (count, number, or period), except (verse 31 of Sura 74): (6 + 41 + 154) + (102 + 282 + 32 + 106 + 6 + 41) + (154 + 519 + 32) = 201 + (569 + 705) = 1475

The Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels descend (verse 3- 4 of Sura 97): 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 137 (or 136) = 2475 (or 2474)

The Quran. Created the human being, taught him proper interpretation. The Sun and the moon are taken into account (verses 2 - 5 of Sura 55): 382 (or 383) + [730 + 193 (or 192) + 145 + 94 + 431 + 6 + 371] + 123 = 382 (or 383) + [1970 (or 1969) + 123] = 382 (or 383) + 2093 (or 2092) = 2475 (2474 or 2476)

The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time)]

[The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time)]

After him to Bani (Children) of Israel:
Inhabit the land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you (verse 104 of Sura 17):

\[\frac{81 + 92 + 302 (or 303)}{138 + 1032 + 837 (or 838) + 64 + 62} = 475 (or 476) + 3000 = 3475 (or 3476)\]

The Hour has approached and the Moon has been split and when they are shown an Aya (sign), they turn away (verses 1 - 2 of Sura 54): 3475 (or 3476)

\[3475 = 5 \times 5 \times 139\] (3475 is the 2987th Composite Number)

To your Lord is its end. You are a warner for those who fear it. As if they, on the day (verse 44 – 46 of Sura 79): 3475

\[= \frac{782 + 5 + 80 + 93 + 623 + 170 + 78 + 81 + 47 + 63}{318 + 151 + 661 + 246 + 6 + 71} = 2022 + 1453 = 3475\]

Tishreen, the Second (November - in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 1st + 1922: (1552 + 1) + 1922 = 3475 (equivalent to 475) (On Wednesday, November 1, 1922 (Rabi Awwal 11, 1341 Hijri) (Heshvan 10, 5683 Jewish Calendar) (2423,359.5th or 2423,360th Julian Day), Ottoman Sultanate was abolished. The last Sultan Mehmed VI was forced to leave Turkey. He left Constantinople (Istanbul), aboard the British Warship Malaya on November 17, 1922. He initially went to Malta for exile, but later on, he moved to the Italian Riviera.)

When the promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque, like they entered it the first. (verse 7 of Sura 17): 4475 (or 4476) (4475 is the 3867th Composite Number)

And their Prophet told them: It is the Aya (Sign) of his Kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin). In it, there is Sakina from your Lord and the remainder of what the Family of Moses and the Family of Harun left, carried by the Angels. It is in (verse 248 of Sura 2): (6 + 131 + 75 + 107 + 51 + 16 + 95 + 51 + 481 + 840 + 95 + 145 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 117 + 81 + 620 + 31 + 116 + 6 + 31) + [262 (or 261) + 483 + 136 (or 137) + 51 + 90] = 3453 + 1022 (1021 or 1023) = 4475 (4474 or 4476)

And their Prophet told them: It is the Aya (Sign) of his Kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin). In it, there is Sakina from your Lord and the remainder of what the Family of Moses and the Family of Harun left, carried by the Angels. It is in (verse 248 of Sura 2): [6 + 131 + 75 + 107 + 51 + 16 (or 17) + 95 + 51 + 481 + 840 + 95 + 145] + [90 + 262 + 6 + 117 + 81 + 620 + 31 + 116 + 6 + 31 + 262 (or 261) + 483 + 136 (or 137) + 51 + 90] = 2093 (or 2094) + 2382 (2381 or 2383) = 4475 (4474 or 4476)

Rahim El-Reem, the Creator of the human from Alaq (clot). Read in the name of your Lord who created, created (or Creator of) the human from Alaq (clot). Read and your
Lord is the Akram (Most Generous or Honorable), who taught by the Pen (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 96): (258 + 302 + 103 + 222 + 741 + 730 + 730 + 193 + 90 + 200) + (302 + 6 + 222 + 292 + 741 + 140) + 203 (or 202) = 3569 + 1703 + 203 (or 202) = 5475 (or 5474)

♦ The Mujtaba (Chosen or Anointed): 476 (476 is the 384th Composite Number) (583 is the 476th Composite Number)

- Bidaya (Beginning) of the Book: 22 + 454 (or 453) = 476 (or 475)
- Nuzul (Descent) of the Quran: 93 + 383 (or 382) = 476 (or 475)
- And the glorious Quran (verse 1 of Sura 50): 6 + [382 (or 383) + 88] = 6 + 470 (or 471) = 476 (or 477)
- Nay, I swear by the Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) (verse 1 of Sura 75): 476 (or 477)

- The Qayyum (Resurrecter or Ever-Present) + The Raheem (Most-Merciful): 289 + 187 = 476 (These are 2 names/attributes of Allah)
- The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The Nahr (Slaughter): 187 + 289 = 476
- Night of the Satan: 75 + 401 (or 400) = 476 (or 475)
- Bidaya (Beginning) of son of the Satan: 22 + [53 + 401 (or 400)] = 22 + 454 (or 453) = 476 (or 475)

- Be (verse 63 of Sura 33): 476

- Their Prophet told them: It is the Aya (Sign) of his Kingship (verse 248 of Sura 2): 131 + 75 + [107 + 51 + 17 (or 16) + 95] = 131 + 75 + 270 (or 269) = 476 (or 475)

- Donald John Drumpf: 95 (or 94) + 54 + 327 = 476 (or 475) (Donald Trump’s original family name is Drumpf)

- Donald John, the Soor (Arabic word that means “Trumpet or Trump”): [95 (or 94) + 54] + 327 = 149 (or 148) + 327 = 476 (or 475)

- Your Lord to People of the Elephant (verse 1 of Sura 105): 222 + 103 + 151 = 476

- Operation Gomorrah: 155 + 321 (or 322) = 476 (or 477) (Code name of the attack launched by Britain against Hamburg, Germany in WW II that started on July 23 – 24, 1943)
Day of Hadd (Destruction) of City of New York: \(56 + (9 + 109 + 302) = 56 + 420 = 476\)

The Promise + Bani (Children) of Israel: \(111 + [62 + 303 (or 302)] = 111 + 365 (or 364) = 476 (or 475)\)

Dajjal (Deceiver) of the Kingdom of Israel: \(38 + 135 + 303 (or 302) = 476 (or 475)\)

The Nuclear Weapon + City of Sydney (or London): \(233 + 109 + 134 = 476\) (equivalent to 1476)

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The Nuclear Weapon: \((56 + 187) + (130 + 103) = 243 + 233 = 476\)

Inha (Ending) of China + Korea: \(58 + (181 + 237) = 58 + 418 = 476\)

Allah Akbar (God is Greater) + Subhan Allah (Praise be to God): \((66 + 223) + (121 + 66) = 289 + 187 = 476\)

The Saint Peter: \(205 + 271 = 476\)

Tasawi (equality, equilibrium, or equinox): \(476 (or 477)\)

Musawat (equality or equinox) of the Night and the Day: \(112 (or 113) + 71 + 6 + 287 = 476 (or 477)\)

Ikhtilaf (Variation or Variability) of the Night and the Day (verse 164 of Sura 2) & (verse 190 of Sura 3) & (verse 6 of Sura 10): \(1112 (or 1111) + 71 + 6 + 287 = 1476 (or 1475)\)

the Sama (Heaven or Sky) that has constellations (verse 1 of Sura 85): \(133 + 1101 + 242 = 1476 \) (1476 is the 1242nd Composite Number) (1749 is the 1476th Composite Number)

Has never been created like it among (verse 8 of Sura 89): \(1476\)

Then, We said to the Angels, prostrate to Adam, so they prostrated, except Iblees (Devil), he was not (verse 11 of Sura 7): \(1476 \) (1475 or 1477)

Peter Grad (Petersburg): \(271 + 1205 = 1476\)

the Book and those who have believed grow in belief (or faith).
(verse 31 of Sura 74): 453 (or 454) + [6 + 26 + 791 + 98 (or 99) +102] = 453 (or 454) + 1023 (or 1024) = 1476 (1477 or 1478)

the Moon are united, the human says, on that day, (verse 6 – 10 of Sura 75): 371 + 146 + 193 (or 192) + 766 = 1476 (or 1475)

Month. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it (verses 3 - 4 of Sura 97): [505 + 487 + 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96] = 1476 (or 1475) (equivalent to 476)

And We have not sent you, except as a Mubashshir (Bearer of good news) and as a Nazeer (Warner) (verse 105 of Sura 17): 2476 (2474 or 2475)

The Maddathir, rise and warn and your Lord Fa-Kabbir (glorify by saying Allah Akbar) (verse 1 of Sura 74): 2476

The Quran. Created the human being, taught him proper interpretation. The Sun and the moon are taken into account (verses 2 - 5 of Sura 55): 383 (or 382) + [730 + 193 (or 192) + 145 + 94 + 431 + 6 + 371] + 123 = 383 (or 382) + [1970 (or 1969) + 123] = 383 (or 382) + 2093 (or 2092) = 2476 (or 2475)

And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) it/he descended. And We have not sent you, except as a Mubashshir (Bearer of good news) and as a Nazeer (Warner) (verse 105 of Sura 17): 2476 (2474 or 2475)

Till a designated (or pre-determined) Ajal (Date of End). The Ajal of Allah, when it comes, cannot be postponed if you (verse 4 of Sura 71): 41 + 2435 = 2476

They shall ruin your faces and enter the Mosque and the Aqsa + Like the Salibiyoon (Crusaders) entered it for the first time: (107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138) + 223 + (61 + 639 + 229 + 67 + 245) = (1012 + 223) + 1211 = 1235 + 1241 = 2476 (= 2 x 2 x 619) (equivalent to 476) (2476 is the 2109th Composite Number)

The Hour has approached and the Moon has been split and when they are shown an Aya (sign), they turn away (verses 1 - 2 of Sura 54): 703 + (400 + 167 + 6) + (451 + 371 + 6 + 51 + 217 + 17 + 1087) = (703 + 573) + 2200 = 1276 + 2200 = 3476 (3476 is the 2988th Composite Number)

And We have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and We have not made their Idda (count, number, or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that those who have been given the Book become assured and those who have believed grow in belief (or faith). (verse 31 of Sura 74): (6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 105 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414) + 453 + [6 + 26 + 791 + 98 (or 99) +102 (or 101)] = (5000 + 453) + 1023 (1022 or
Romulus Augustulus, the final emperor of the Roman Empire in the West, was deposed by the Germanic king Odoacer on September 4, 476 AD (Elul 28, 4236 Jewish). More than 300 years later, Charlemagne was crowned by Pope Leo III at the Old St. Peter’s Basilica in the Vatican, as the first Emperor of the revived Holy Roman Empire on Christmas Day, December 25, 800 AD (Zu Al-Hijja 4, 184 Hijri). Pope Leo III was supposed to anoint Charlemagne's son as Charlemagne’s heir, as King of the Franks. But unexpectedly, as Charlemagne was rising from prayer, the pope placed a crown on Charlemagne head and proclaimed him emperor. Initially Charlemagne expressed some displeasure, but accepted the honour. The displeasure was probably diplomatic, for the legal emperor was the one in Constantinople. Otto I reached Rome with his army on January 31, 962 and was crowned by Pope John XII on February 2, 962 AD (Zu Al-Hijja 24, 350 Hijri). This marked a revival of the concept of a Christian emperor in the West. It was also the beginning of an unbroken line of Holy Roman emperors lasting for more than eight centuries. Otto I did not call himself Roman emperor, but his son Otto II uses the title - as a clear statement of western and papal independence from the other Christian emperor in Constantinople.
Operation Gomorrah: 155 + 322 (or 321) = \textbf{477 (or 476)} (Code name of the attack launched by Britain against Hamburg, Germany in WW II that started on \textbf{July 23 – 24, 1943})

Al-Mahdi Al-Hashimi: 90 + 387 = \textbf{477}

Worshippers of the Satan: 77 + 400 (or 401) = \textbf{477 (or 478)}

The Serbs + Al-Bosna (Bosnia): 323 + 154 = \textbf{477}

The Serbs + The Malhama (Battle, Massacre, Slaughter Event/location): 323 + 154 = \textbf{477}

Confucianism (main religion of China): \textbf{477}

The Passing (such as when Tariq Star passes close to the Earth): \textbf{477}

Assault: \textbf{477}

Encroachment: \textbf{477}

Fall (collapse) of New York: 175 + 302 = \textbf{477}

Your Lord (God) to People of the Elephant (verse 1 of Sura 105): 222 + 104 (or 103) + 151 = \textbf{477 (or 476)}

Temple of Banu (Children of) Israel: 116 + 361 (or 360) = \textbf{477 (or 476)}

Temple (or Place of Worship) + Al-Aqsa Mosque: 116 + (138 + 223) = 116 + 361 = \textbf{477}

Israa (miraculous heavenly journey) + Elijah’s Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paul: 263 + (21 + 59) + (37 + 59 + 38) = 263 + 80 + 134 = \textbf{477}

Promise of the Dajjal has arrived + Qiyama (Resurrection or End Times) + The Hour: (5 + 80 + 69) + 156 + 167 = \textbf{477}

The Dajjal + The Jan (invisible creatures or demons) + Qiyama + The Hour: 69 + 85 + 156 + 167 = \textbf{477}

Promise of the Imam Mahdi and the Dajjal + Ihya (Resurrection) of Pope John Paul: 80 + (113 + 90) + 6 + 69 + 21 + 6 + (54 + 38) = 80 + 203 + 6 + 69 + 21 + 6 + 92 = \textbf{477}

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of Secret of Promise of the
End Times + Nihaya (End) of life of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 56 + 22 + 260 + [80 + 837 (or 838)] + [71 + 55 + 96] = 56 + 22 + [260 + 917 (or 918)] + [71 + 55 + 96] = 56 + 22 + [1177 (or 1178) + 222] = 56 + [22 + 1399 (or 1400)] = 56 + 1421 (or 1422) = 1477 (or 1478)

(equivalent to 477) ( = 7 x 211) (equivalent to 477) (1477 is the 1243rd Composite Number)

1750 is the 1477th Composite Number

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of the first Marhala (Phase or Period) of Promise of the End Times: 56 + 22 + [314 + 78 + 90 + 80 + 837 (or 838)] = 56 + [22 + 1399 (or 1400)] = 56 + 1421 (or 1422) = 1477 (or 1478)

in it by the permission of their Lord, from every command (verse 4 of Sura 97): 96 + (753 + 247) + (90 + 50 + 241) = 96 + 1000 + 381 = 1477

Kharab (Devastation) of Britania (Britain): 803 + 674 = 1477 (equivalent to 477)

That is the Day of Eternity (verse 34 of Sura 50): 750 + 56 + 671 = 1477

That is the Day of the Mashriq (East): 750 + 56 + 671 = 1477 (equivalent to 477)

That is Day of the Entry: 750 + 56 + 671 = 1477

the Book and those who have believed grow in belief (or faith) (verse 31 of Sura 74): 454 (or 453) + [6 + 26 + 791 + 98 (or 99) + 102] = 454 (or 453) + 1023 (or 1024) = 1477 (1476 or 1475)

Henri Gouraud: 265 + 1212 = 1477

(Representative of the French Government in the Middle East, in charge of enforcement of Sykes-Picot Agreement.)

That is the Day of the Night of Nuclear Weapons War + End of Sydney: 750 + 56 + (75 + 210 + 181 ) + ( 71 + 134) = 750 + 56 + (466 + 205) = 750 + 56 + 671 = 1477 (equivalent to 477)

That is the Day of Night of War of China + End of Sydney: 750 + 56 + (75 + 210 + 181 ) + (71 + 134) = 750 + 56 + (466 + 205) = 750 + 56 + 671 = 1477 (equivalent to 477)

Then, We said to the Angels, prostrate to Adam, so they prostrated, except Iblees (Devil), he was not (verse 11 of Sura 7): 1477 or 1476

And We have brought you Seven from the Mathani (twosomes, couples, or pairs) (verse 87 of Sura 15): 1477 (1476 or 1475)
Za Al-Qadat + Tisa wa Ishreen (Twenty Nine): (701 + 605) + (535 + 6 + 661) = 1306 + 1171 = **2477** (2477 is the 367th Prime Number) (2896 is the 2477th Composite Number)

That is the Day of the Kharab (Devastation) + Sydney, Australia = (750 + 56 + 834) + (134 + 703) = 1640 + 837 = **2477** (equivalent to 477)

That is the Day of the Kharab (Devastation) + The End Times = (750 + 56 + 834) + 837 = 1640 + 837 = **2477** (equivalent to 477)

الناس هذا عذاب أليم ربا اكتشف عنا the people. This is painful torment. Our Lord ! remove away from us (verse 10 – 12 of Sura 44): **2477**

After him to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you (verse 104 of Sura 17): 81 + 92 + 303 (or 302) + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 64 + 62 = **3477** (3476 or 3475) (equivalent to 477) (3477 is the 2989th Composite Number)

From the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we had blessed its surroundings to show him of our signs. It is He who is the All-Hearer, All-Seer. And we brought Moses the Book (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 17): [90 + 138 + 279 (or 280) + 41 + 138 + 232 + 741 + 273 + 49 + 295 + 90 + 462 + 56 + 11 + 211 + 6 + 462 + 116] + 454 (or 453) = 4023 (or 4024) + 454 (or 453) = **4477** (4476 or 4478)

Head (Beginning) of the Jewish year: (261 + 146) + 71 = 407 + 71 = **478** (= 2 x 239) (478 is the 386th Composite Number) (585 is the 478th Composite Number) (3391 is the 478th Prime Number)

Promise of Allah is true and the Hour (verse 21 of Sura 18): 80 + 66 + 108 + 6 + 51 + 167 = **478**

And the Promise of my Lord shall be duly fulfilled (verse 98 of Sura 18): **478** (or 477)

Day of Nihaya (End) of the Cancer: 56 + [71 + 351 (or 350)] = 56 + 422 (or 421) = **478** (or 477) (July 22 is the last day of the Cancer zodiac sign)

Analysis: **478**

We narrate to you (verse 13 of Sura 18): **478**

Ayat (Miraculous Signs) of Allah (verse): 412 + 66 = **478**

In the Naqoor (Trumpet) (verse 8 of Sura 74): 90 + 388 = **478** (Verse 8 of Sura 74)
can be regarded as 874 which is the reverse of 478)

Drying up of Sea of Galilee (also known as Lake of Tiberias): 164 + (210 + 104) = 164 + 314 = 478

Wahiya (Catastrophe) of Lake Tiberias: 27 + (225 + 226) = 27 + 451 = 478

Day of the Promise + Hadd ( Destruction ) of New York: (56 + 111) + (9 + 302) = 167 + 311 = 478

Day of the Promise + Hadd ( Destruction ) of Israel: (56 + 111) + (9 + 302) = 167 + 311 = 478

Hazima (Defeat) of Madina (State) of Israel: 67 + 109 + 302 = 478

The Hadd ( Destruction ) + Kingdom of the Britan ( Britons ): 40 + (135 + 303) = 40 + 438 = 478

Raj’a (Return) of Sydenyoon ( Sydneyites ): 278 + 200 = 478

Awda (Return) of Al-Sydneyeen ( the Sydneyites ) + Dakk ( Bombardment or Destruction ) of London: (85 + 235) + (24 + 134) = 320 + 158 = 478

The Nuclear Weapons + Al-Londoniyeen ( The Londoners ): 243 + 235 = 478

Worshippers of the Satan: 77 + 401 ( or 400 ) = 478 ( or 477 )

Al-Hadd ( the Destruction ) + Kingdom of Al-Britan ( the Britons ): 40 + 438 = 478

People of the Bayt ( House ): 36 + 442 = 478

Prince of Believers: 251 + 227 = 478

Warner and Basheer ( Bearer of good news ) ( verse 2 of Sura 11 ): 960 + 6 + 512 = 1478

Al-Saiha ( the Scream ) + Great Britain: 144 + 1334 = 1478

Hadd ( Destruction ) + Kingdom of Great Britain: 9 + 135 + (283 + 1051) = 9 + (135 + 1334) = 9 + 1469 = 1478 ( equivalent to 478 ) ( = 2 x 739 ) ( 1478 is the 1244 th Composite Number )

Day of Bidaya ( Beginning ) of Secret of Promise of the End Times + Nihaya ( End ) of life of the Dunya ( World before the End Times ): 56 + 22 + 260 + [80 +
838 (or 837) + (71 + 55 + 96) = 56 + 22 + [260 + 918 (or 917)] + (71 + 55 + 96) = 56 + 22 + [1178 (or 1177) + 222] = 56 + [22 + 1400 (or 1399)] = 56 + 1422 (or 1421) = 1478 (or 1477)

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of the first Marhala (Phase or Period) of Promise of the End Times: 56 + 22 + [314 + 78 + 90 + 80 + 838 (or 837)] = 56 + [22 + 1400 (or 1399)] = 56 + 1422 (or 1421) = 1478 (or 1477)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Fourth + Augustus (August) : 75 + (273 + 1130) = 75 + 1403 = 1478

Day of the Magicians and the Sha’wza (Sorcery) : 56 + (304 + 6 + 1112) = 56 + 1422 = 1478

Day of Khamis Ishreen (Twenty Fifth) + Ramadan: 56 + (701 + 630) + 1091 = 56 + (1331 + 1091) = 56 + 2422 = 2478 (equivalent to 478) (2478 is the 2110th Composite Number) (2898 is the 2479th Composite Number)

Ramadan 24, 1364 : [1090 (or 1091) + 24] + 1364 = 1114 (or 1115) + 1364 = 2478 (or 2479) | World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).]

The Taghyeer (Change) + The End Times: 1641 + 837 = 2478

Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful). Glory to the one who sent his servant on a journey at night from the Haram Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): 66 + 329 + 289 + 120 + 741 + (271 + 83 + 71 + 90 + 138 + 280) = 66 + 329 + 289 + 120 + 741 + 933 = 2478

Ask when is the Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection). When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun (and the Moon) are combined (verses 6 – 9 of Sura 75): 3478 (or 3479) (equivalent to 478)

Our Lord, I have settled from my progeny in a valley that is not (verse 37 of Sura 14): 3478 (equivalent to 478 ) (3478 is the 2990th Composite Number)
Bluffer (tricker or fraudster): 479  (479 is the 92^{nd} Prime Number)  (586 is the 479^{th} Composite Number)  (3407 is the 479^{th} Prime Number)  

Al-Rijs (abomination, impurity or evil) (verse 33 of Sura 33): 479

The dead (people): 479

Ahl Al-Bayt (People of the House of the Prophet): 36 + 443 = 479

And what We have descended unto our servant, the day (verse 41 of Sura 8): 6 + 41 + 139 + 110 + 127 + 56 = 423 + 56 = 479

Lail (Eve) of Eid of the Fitr (Breaking of the Fast): 75 + (84 + 320) = 75 + 404 = 479

The States: 479 (or 478)

has done to Aad (ancient people whose city was destroyed by God because of their disobedience) (verse 6 of Sura 89): 180 + 222 + 77 = 479

Nakba (Catastrophe) of City of York Al-Jadida (The New York): 77 + (236 + 57) = 77 + (109 + 293) = 77 + 402 = 479

Nakba (Catastrophe) of Countries/Territories of Children of the Britons: 77 + (37 + 62 + 303) = 77 + 402 = 479

Madina (City/ State) of Satan: 109 + 370 (or 369) = 479 (or 478)

The Arbaeen (Forty) Sana (years): 364 + 115 = 479

Basheer (Bearer of good News) and Nazeer (Warner) (verse 119 of Sura 2): 513 + 6 + 960 (or 961) = 1479 (or 1480) (1479 is the 1245^{th} Composite Number)

Day of Bomb of Nagasaki, Japan: 56 + [187 + 1141 (or 1142)] + 95 = 56 + [1328 (or 1329) + 95] = 56 + 1423 (or 1424) = 1479 (or 1480) [The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time)]

The Great World War: (241 + 187) + 1051 = 428 + 1051 = 1479

Nakba (Catastrophe) of Third World War: 77 + (210 + 156 + 1036) = 77 + 402 = 1479

Nuclear Third World War: (210 + 156 + 1036) + 77 = 402 + 77 = 1479

Ramadan 24, 1364: [1091 (or 1090) + 24] + 1364 = 1115 (or 1114) + 1364 =
2479 (or 2478) (2899 is the 2479th Composite Number) | *[World War II]* ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called *Instrument of Surrender*. On Sunday, *September 2, 1945* around *9:00 AM* (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, *September 1, 1945* around *8:00 PM* (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).

♦  

Wahiya (Catastrophe) of the Nuclear Weapons War: $27 + (210 + 135 + 108) = 27 + 453 = 480$ (480 is the 387th Composite Number) (588 is the 480th Composite Number) (3413 is the 480th Prime Number)

He descends the Angels with the Spirit (verse 2 of Sura 16): $97 + 136$ (or 137) + 247 = 480 (or 481)

The Heaven and the Tariq (Unexpected Event) (verses 1 - 2 of Sura 86): $133 + 6 + 341 = 139 + 341 = 480$

The Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or Beginning of End Times) + The Israa (miraculous heavenly journey): $186$ (or 187) + 294 = 480 (or 481)

Kingdom of Israel and the Pope: $(135 + 302) + 6 + 37 = 437 + 6 + 37 = 480$

The Dajjal son of Yoseph (Joseph) + YoHanna (John) Paul + The Mahdi: $[69 + (52 + 156)] + (75 + 38) + 90 = (69 + 208) + (113 + 90) = 277 + 203 = 480$

The Dajjal son of Yoseph (Joseph) + The Imam Mahdi: $[69 + (52 + 156)] + 113 + 90 = (69 + 208) + (113 + 90) = 277 + 203 = 480$

Awar (attribute of the Dajjal) + YoHanna (John) Paul + The Mahdi: $277 + (75 + 38) + 90 = 277 + 113 + 90 = 480$

Copenhagen, Denmark: 1134 + 346 = 1480 (1480 is the 1246th Composite Number)

Basheer (Bearer of good News) and Nazeer (Warner) (verse 119 of Sura 2): $513 + 6 + 961$ (or 960) = 1480 (or 1479)

Ghazu (Invasion) of the Kuwait: $1013 + 467 = 1480$

The Ard (Earth or Land) is shaken a shake (verse 21 of Sura 89): $424 + 1032 + 24 = 2480$

Tatbir (Utter destruction). Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, We return (verse 7 of Sura 17): $1013 + (140 + 162 + 51) +$
and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin (verse 7 of Sura 17): 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 107 = 2480 (or 2481)

This is a mercy from my Lord. When Promise of my Lord comes, he shall turn it into ruins and (verse 98 of Sura 18): 2480

The Qadr and how would you know what the Eve of the Qadr is. The Eve of the Qadr is better than one thousand (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 97): 2480 (2480 is the 2112th Composite Number) (2900 is the 2480th Composite Number)

City of Al-Sham (Greater Syria or Damascus): 109 + 372 = 481 (481 is the 388th Composite Number) (589 is the 481st Composite Number)

Donald John Drumpf: 95 + 59 + 327 = 481 (Donald Trump’s original family name is Drumpf)

He descends the Angels with the Spirit (verse 2 of Sura 16): 97 + 137 (or 136) + 247 = 481 (or 480)

Lailat (Eve) of Wahy (Revelation) of the Quran : 75 + [24 + 382 (or 383)] = 75 + 406 (or 407) = 481 (or 482)

The Promise + Hadd (Destruction) of Al-Aqsa Mosque: 111 + (9 + 138 + 223) = 111 + 370 = 481

Nasr (Victory) of Mamaleek (Mamluks): 340 + 141 = 481

Al-Shaf’a (even or two Rak’a ) (verse 3 of Sura 89): 481

The Shanq (Hanging): 481

The Mayit (Dead) (verse 19 of Sura 30): 481

Yatiyakom (he brings you or comes to you) (verse 248 of Sura 2): 481

We have brought you (verse 87 of Sura 15): 481 (482 or 483)

you count (verse 18 of Sura 16) & (verse 34 of Sura 14): 481

Tamam (Completion): 481
Tammuz (July) 28: 453 + 28 = 481

The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The Israa (miraculous heavenly journey): 187 (or 186) + 294 = 481 (or 480)

Kingdom of Israel and the Pope: [135 + 303 (or 302)] + 6 + 37 = 438 (or 437) + 6 + 37 = 481 (or 480)

The Dajjal son of Yoseph (Joseph) + YoHanna (John) Paul + The Mahdi: 69 + [53 (or 52) + 156] + (75 + 38) + 90 = [69 + 209 (or 208)] + (113 + 90) = 278 (or 277) + 203 = 481 (or 480)

The Dajjal son of Yoseph (Joseph) + The Imam Mahdi: 69 + [53 (or 53) + 156] + 113 + 90 = 69 + 209 (or 208) + (113 + 90) = 278 (or 277) + 203 = 481 (or 480)

A Messenger from them came to them (verse 113 of Sura 16): 50 + 296 + 135 = 481

Abadat (Worshippers) of the Satan: 81 + 400 (or 401) = 481 (or 482)

Temple of Bani (Children of) Israel: 116 + 365 (or 364) = 481 (or 480)

Rosewell, New Mexico: 259 + (66 + 156) = 259 + 222 = 481

Al-Ib’ad (the Exile) + The Amerikiyeen (Americans): 109 + 372 = 481

Iran + Mahmoud Ahmadi Nejjad (President of Iran): 262 + (98 + 63 + 58) = 262 + 219 = 481

Intisar (Victory) of the Muslimeen (Muslims) + Hazima (Defeat) of Madina (State) of Israel: (742 + 261) + [67 + 109 + 302 (or 303)] = 1003 + 478 (or 479) = 1481 (or 1482)

Intisar (Victory) of the Muslimeen (Muslims) + Prince of the Believers (Mahdi’s title): (742 + 261) + (251 + 227) = 1003 + 478 = 1481

The one who brought down the Furqan upon his servant (verse 1 of Sura 25): 1481 (equivalent to 481) (1481 is the 234th Prime Number)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97): 1481 (or 1482)

The Angels and Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every
of their Lord from every command. Peace (verse 4 - 5 of Sura 97): 2481

Drove out those who disbelieved of People of the Book (verse 2 of Sura 59): 2481 (or 2482)

and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin (verse 7 of Sura 17): 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 107 = 2481 (or 2480)

The One who brought down, from the Heaven, water for you. From it (or part of it), is for drinking and from it (or part of it), for trees. In it (verse 10 of Sura 16): [(741 + 88) + (90 + 133) + 42 ] + 90 + (95 + 503 + 6 +95 + 503 + 95) = [(829 + 223) + 42 ] + (90 + 1297) = (1052 + 42) + 1387 = 1094 + 1387 = 2481 (equivalent to 481)

(= 3 x 827)  (2481 is the 2113th Composite Number)

(= 59 x 59)  (3481 is the 2993rd Composite Number)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. I do swear by Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of the End Times) and I do swear by the self-reproaching soul. Does the human being think that We are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, We are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to indulge in wicked deeds for the time ahead of him. He asks: When will Day of the Qiyama be? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun and Moon are combined, the human being, on that day, says: Where is the escape? No, there is no (verse 1 – 11 of Sura 75): [102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 31 + 201 + 58 + 186 (or 187) + 6 + 31 + 201 + 223 + 113 + 81 + 192 (or 193) + 81 + 163 + 1016 + 42 + 364 + 110 + 51 + 126 + 108 + 32 + 224 + 192 + 323 = 87] + [100 + 62 + 56 + 186 (or 187) + 782 + 302 + 323 + 6 + 740 + 371 + 6 + 113 + 431 + 371 + 146] + [192 (or 193) + 766 + 61 + 351 + 51 + 31] = 5028 (or 5029) + [4001 (or 4002) + 1452 (or 1453)] = 5028 (or 5029) + 5453 (or 5454) = 10,481 (or 10,482) (= 47 x 223) (10481 is the 9198th Composite Number)

♦ متعدد Multahid/ Multahad (Seeker of Refuge or Place/Provider of Refuge) (verse 22 of Sura 72): 482 (= 2 x 241)  (482 is the 389th Composite Number)  (590 is the 482nd Composite Number)

كاتنات Beings: 482

أتيتك We have brought you (verse 87 of Sura 15): 482 (481 or 483)

إتمام Itmam (Completion): 482

الوعد + بدأيه الحرب النووية The Promise + Bidaya (Beginning) of the Nuclear War: 111 + [22 + (241 + 108)] = 111 + (22 + 349) = 111 + 371 = 482
Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 29 : 453 + 29 = 482

Lailat (Eve) of Ras (Head or Beginning) of the Year : 75 + (261 + 146) = 75 + 407 = 482

Lailat (Eve) of Bid’a (Beginning) of the Hijri year: 75 + 7 + (146 + 254) = 75 + 7 + (7 + 400) = 75 + 407 = 482

Lailat (Eve) of Wahy (Revelation) of the Quran : 75 + [24 + 383 (or 382)] = 75 + 407 (or 406) = 482 (or 481)

Lailat (Eve) of Bid’a (Beginning) of Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) of the Quran: 7 + [93 + 382 (or 383)] = 7 + 475 (or 476) = 482 (or 483)

Inqisam (Division, Split-up, or Schism) of Muslimeen (Muslims) : 252 + 230 = 482

Lailat (Eve) of Ruba’ – The Promise + The Persians: 111 + 371 = 482

Lailat (Eve) of Ruba’ – The Promise + Ibada (Annihilation) of New York: (56 + 111) + (or 481)

The knowledge of it is with my Lord (verse 187 of Sura 7): 482

For it Sayaha (the proper striving) while he is a believer. Those (such individuals) (verse 19 of Sura 17): 482

The knowledge of it is with my Lord (verse 187 of Sura 7): 482

Secret of Nihaya (End) of life of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 260 + [71 + (55 + 96)] = 260 + (71 + 151) = 260 + 222 = 482

The human being from a clinging particle (sperm) (verse 2 of Sura 96): 192 (or 193) + 90 + 200 = 482 (or 483)

Barraq Hussein Obama: (303 + 128) + 51 = 431 + 51 = 482 (Barraq is the Arabic spelling of “Barack”. It means “Lightning or Sparkling”)

The Promise + The Persians: 111 + 371 = 482

Abadat (Worshippers) of the Satan: 81 + 401 (or 400) = 482 (or 481)

And no one knows the soldiers of your Lord (God) (verse 31 of Sura 74): 6 + 41 + 150 + 63 + 222 = 482

Day of Nakba (Disaster) of the Nuclear War: 56 + [77 + (241 + 108)] = 56 + (77 + 349) = 56 + 426 = 482

Day of Promise of Zawal (End) of Israel : 56 + 80 + [44 + 302 (or 303)] = 56 + [80 + 346 (or 347)] = 56 + 426 (or 427) = 482 (or 483)

Day of Promise of Zawal (End) of New York: 56 + 80 + 44 + 302 = 482

Day of the Promise + Ibada (Annihilation) of New York: (56 + 111) +
13 + 302 = 167 + 13 + 302 = 482

Nihaya (End) of City of New York: 71 + 109 + 302 = 482

And (or By) the Sama (Heaven or Sky) that has constellations (verse 1 of Sura 85): 6 + 133 + 1101 + 242 = 1482 (= 2 x 741) (1482 is the 1247th Composite Number)

The ones who have believed, has been decreed upon you (verse 183 of Sura 2): 791 + (99 + 422 + 170) = 791 + 691 = 1482

The Second World War: 458 + 241 + 187 + 596 (or 597) = 1482 (or 1483)

The Western Jidar (Wall): 239 + 1243 = 1482

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97): 1482 (or 1481)

And We have brought you seven of / from the Mathani (twosomes, couples, or pairs) and (verse 87 of Sura 15): 6 + [134 + 481 (482 or 483) +133 + 90 + 632 + 6] = 6 + 1476 (1477 or 1478) = 1482 (1483 or 1484)

Year 1367: 115 + 1367 = 1482 (This refers to year 1367 Hijri. The Zionist Jews declared the establishment of the State of Israel on the land of Palestine on May 14, 1948 (Rajab 5, 1367 Hijri) (Iyar 5, 5708 Jewish Calendar)]

The Autumn Equinox happens in the Northern Hemisphere annually either on September 22 or 23.)

The Day the caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq (Justice), that is (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): 56 + (65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312) + 56 + [236 + 539 + 141 + 750 (or 751)] = 56 + 704 + [56 + 1666 (or 1667)] = 56 + [704 + 1722 (or 1723)] = 56 + 2426 (or 2427) = 2482 (or 2483) (equivalent to 482) (= 2 x 17 x 73) (2482 is the 2114th Composite Number)

Sunna (way of) / Sana (year) (verse 76 of Sura 17): (96 + 6 + 702) + [31 + 598 + 731 (or 730) +
32 \[+ 171 \] + 115 = \[804 + 1563 \] (or 1562) + 115 = 2367 \[\text{(or 2366)}\] + 115 = 2482 \[\text{(or 2481)}\]

and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make faces look bad (verse 7 of Sura 17): 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 108 (or 107) = 2482 \[\text{(or 2481)}\]

Drove out those who disbelieved of People of the Book (verse 2 of Sura 59): 2482 \[\text{(or 2481)}\]

the Throne of your Lord will be carried above them by eight (verse 17 of Sura 69): 2482 \[\text{(or 2483)}\]

the evident Book. We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. We have been warning. In it (verse 2 – 4 of Sura 44): 453 + [133 + 52 + 143 + 90 + 75 + 267 + 52 + 71 + 1050 + 96 ] = 453 + 2029 = 2482

The Hour has approached and the Moon has been cracked. And if they are shown an Aya (Sign), they turn away and (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 54): [102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 31 + 201 + 58 + 187 (or 186) + 6 + 31 + 201 + 223 + 113 + 81 + 192 (or 193) + 81 + 163 + 1016 + 42 + 364 + 110 + 51 + 126 + 108 + 32 + 224 + 192 + 323 + 87] + [100 + 62 + 56 + 186 (or 187) + 782 + 302 + 323 + 6 + 740 + 371 + 6 + 113 + 431 + 371 + 146] + [192 (or 193) + 766 + 61 + 351 + 51 + 31] = 5028 (or 5029) + [4001 (or 4002) + 1452 (or 1453)] = 5029 \[\text{(or 5028)}\] + 5453 (or 5454) = 10,482 \[\text{(or 10481)}\] \[= 47 \times 223\] \[\text{(10482 is the 2994th Composite Number)}\]

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. I do swear by Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of the End Times) and I do swear by the self-reproaching soul. Does the human being think that We are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, We are capable of reconstructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to indulge in wicked deeds for the time ahead of him. He asks: When will Day of the Qiyama be? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun and the Moon are combined, the human being, on that day, says: Where is the escape? No, there is no (verse 1 – 11 of Sura 75): \[(102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 31 + 201 + 58 + 187 (or 186) + 6 + 31 + 201 + 223 + 113 + 81 + 192 (or 193) + 81 + 163 + 1016 + 42 + 364 + 110 + 51 + 126 + 108 + 32 + 224 + 192 + 323 + 87) + [100 + 62 + 56 + 186 (or 187) + 782 + 302 + 323 + 6 + 740 + 371 + 6 + 113 + 431 + 371 + 146] + [192 (or 193) + 766 + 61 + 351 + 51 + 31] = 5028 (or 5029) + [4001 (or 4002) + 1452 (or 1453)] = 5029 \[\text{(or 5028)}\] + 5453 (or 5454) = 10,482 \[\text{(or 10481)}\] \[\text{(10482 is the 1999th Composite Number)}\]

♦ Al-Shuyoiyoon (the Communists): \[483\] \[\text{(483 is the 390th Composite Number)}\]

30 Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 30 = 453 + 30 = \[483\]
We have brought you (verse 87 of Sura 15): **483 (481 or 482)**

the human being from a clinging particle (sperm) (verse 2 of Sura 96): 193 (or 192) + 90 + 200 = **483 (or 482)**

ALM Allah there is no god except HoWa (Him), the Hay (Ever-living), the Qayum (Self-sustaining) (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 2): **483**

Gog and Magog + The Satan: (23 + 6 + 53) + 401 (or 400) = 82 + 401 (or 400) = **483 (or 482)**

Day of Promise of Dawla (State) of Israel: (56 + 80 + 45) + 302 (or 303) = 181 + 302 (or 303) = **483 (or 484)**

Day of Promise of Zawal (End) of Israel: 56 + 80 + [44 + 303 (or 302)] = 56 + [80 + 347 (or 346)] = 56 + 427 (or 426) = **483 (or 482)**

Aya (Sign) of his Kingship is that he will bring you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin) (verse 248 of Sura 2): 1483 (or 1484) (1483 is the 235th Prime Number) (1757 is the 1483rd Composite Number)

Promise of Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of the first Marhala (Phase or Period) of the End Times has arrived: 5 + 80 + 56 + 22 + 314 + 78 + 90 + 838 (or 837) = **1483 (or 1482)**

The Promise + The Bidaya (Beginning) + The first phase of the Akhia (End Times): 111 + 53 + 314 + 78 + 90 + 837 (or 838) = **1483 (or 1484)**

And We have brought you **seven of / from the Mathani (twosones, couples, or pairs) and** (verse 87 of Sura 15): 6 + [134 + 482 (or 483) + 133 + 90 + 632] + 6 = 6 + 1471 (or 1472) + 6 = **1483 (or 1484)**

Istirja (Getting back or Re-capture) of Muslimineen (Muslims) the Quds (Jerusalem) from the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 735 + 230 + 195 + 90 + 233 = **1483**

Intiya (End) of the Second World War: 458 + 241 + 187 + 597 (or 596) = **1483 (or 1482)**

Day of Equinox of the Autumn: 56 + (506 + 921) = 56 + 1427 = **1483**
(The **Autumnal Equinox** happens in the Northern Hemisphere annually either on September 22 or 23)

Day of Al-Thalith Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Third) + September : 56 + [1062 (or 1061) + 661] + 704 = 56 + [1723 (or 1722) + 704] = 56 + 2427 (or 2426) = **2483 (or 2482)**
The Day the caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq (Justice), that is (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): $56 + (65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312) + 56 + [236 + 539 + 141 + 751 (or 750)] = 56 + 704 + [56 + 1667 (or 1666)] = 56 + [704 + 1723] = 56 + 2427 (or 2426) = 2483 (or 2482)

We shall show them our Ayat (Signs) in the horizons and inside of them (in themselves/ their souls) until it is clear to them that it/he is (verse 53 of Sura 41): $2483$ ($2484$ or $2485$)

The Throne of your Lord will be carried above them by eight (verse 17 of Sura 69): $2483$ (or $2482$) ($2483$ is the $2115^{th}$ Composite Number)

♦ God wipes out (annihilates) whatever He wishes (verse 39 of Sura 13): $484$ ($484$ is the $391^{st}$ Composite Number) ($592$ is the $484^{th}$ Composite Number)

The Safa + The Marwa (Two locations within Haram Mosque in Mecca between which pilgrims walk) (verse 158 of Sura 2): $202 + 282 = 484$

The Paradises: $484$ (or $485$)

The Tammuz (July): $484$

The Expulsion of the Jews from Spain: $213 + 56 + 90 + 125$ (or 124) = $484$ (or $483$)

The Arab Kingdom: $135 + 318 = 484$

in a blessed night, we (verses 3 of Sura 44): $484$ (or $485$)

The Raheem, We have descended it/him (verse 1 of Sura 97): $289 + 52 + 143$ (or 144) = $484$ (or $485$)

The Satan + The Jinn (demons): $400 + 84 = 484$

Al-Haram Al-Qudsi (The Jerusalemite Sanctuary. This is a title of the Aqsa compound/complex): $279 + 205 = 484$

Capable of hearing and seeing (verse 2 of Sura 76): $181 + 303 = 484$

Day of Promise of Dawla (State) of Israel: $(56 + 80 + 45) + 303$ (or 302) = $181 + 303$ (or 302) = $484$ (or $483$)
Hadm (Destruction) of Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia: $49 + (336 + 99 ) = 49 + 435 = 484$

Saiha (Scream) + The Persians: $113 + 371 = 484$

Nuclear Weapons + Al-Britan (The Britons): $181 + 303 = 484$

China + Al-Britan (The Britons): $181 + 303 = 484$

Military of the Britons: $166 + 318 = 484$

Isles of Britons: $212 + 272 = 484$

The Nuclear Missiles + Kingdom of Al-Britan (the Britons): $1046 + 438 = 1484$ (equivalent to 484)

Hazima (Defeat) + London, Britain: $67 + 417 = 484$

Day of Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of Britan (Britons): $56 + 21 + 135 + 272 = 484$

Day of Qiyama (Resurrection) of Britan (Britons): $56 + 156 + 272 = 484$

Day of Qiyama (Resurrection) of America: $56 + 156 + 272 = 484$

Day of Qiyama (Resurrection) of Kingdom of Dajjal son of David: $56 + 156 + [135 + 69 + 68 (or 67)] = 212 + 272 (or 271) = 484 (or 483)$

The Promise + Nihaya (End) of New York: $111 + 71 + 302 = 484$

My Lord (God) (verse 98 of Sura 18 ) + America: $212 + 272 = 484$

The Nihaya (End) + Paris City: $102 + 382 = 484$

The Angels and the Spirit descend in it (verse 4 of Sura 97): $137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96 = 484 (or 483)$

The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord (verse 4 of Sura 97): $[137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96 ] + (753 + 247) = 484 (or 483) + 1000 = 1484 (or 1483)$

Atomic Bomb + Paris City: $1102 + 382 = 1484$ (equivalent to 484)
Takhreeb (Devastation) of America (U.S.): \(1212 + 272 = 1484\) (equivalent to 484)

War + The American United States: \(210 + 1274 = 1484\) (equivalent to 484)

Karita (Disaster) of Australiyoon (Australians): \(726 + 758 = 1484\) (equivalent to 484) \((1484\) is the 1248th Composite Number\)

The Bangaleshiyoon (Bangaleshis): \(1484\) (equivalent to 484)

Catastrophe + Bangaleshiyeen (Bangaleshis): \(27 + 1457 = 1484\) (equivalent to 484)

Al - Taghabun (verse 9 of Sura 64): 1484

The Tariq (Unexpected Event) (verse 1 of Sura 86) + Tabaddul (Change or Switching) of the Outban (Two Poles), the Northern + the Southern: \(341 + (436 + 193 + 412 + 102) = 341 + 1143 = 1484\)

And who wants the End Times and strives for it Sayaha (as much striving as needed) and he is (verse 19 of Sura 17): \(6 + 90 + 206 + 837\) (or 838) + 6 + 140 + 36 + 146 + 6 + 11 = 1484 (or 1485)

And We have brought you seven of / from the Mathani (twosomes, couples, or pairs) and (verse 87 of Sura 15): \(6 + [134 + 483\) (or 482) +133 + 90 + 632] + 6 = 6 + 1472 (or 1471) + 6 = 1484 (or 1483)

Aya (Sign) of his Kingship is that he will bring you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin) (verse 248 of Sura 2): 1484 (or 1483)

We shall show them our Ayat (Signs) in the horizons and inside of them (in themselves/ their souls) until it is clear to them that it/he is (verse 53 of Sura 41): 2484 (2483 or 2485)

The People ask you about the Hour. Say: The Knowledge of it is with Allah. And how would you know? Perhaps the Hour will be soon.” (verse 63 of Sura 33): \(120 \) (or 121) + 142 + 120 + 167 + 130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 66 + 6 + 41 + 244 + 130 + 167 + 476 + 313 = 2484 (or 2485) (equivalent to 484)

Al-Khamis Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Fifth) + Ramadan: \(732 + 661\) + 1091 = 1393 + 1091 = 2484 (equivalent to 484) \((2484\) is the 2116th Composite Number\)

Has done favors to people, but most people do not thank (God) (verse 243 of Sura 2): 3484

He asks: When is Day of the Qiyama
(Resurrection, Upheaval or Beginning of End Times)? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun (and the Moon) are combined, (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 75): \(3484\) (\(3485\) or \(3486\)) (\(3484\) is the 2996th Composite Number)

بسم الله الرحمن الرحيم إنا أنزلناه في ليالي القدر وما أدرك ما ليله القدر ليله القدر خير من ألف شهر تتزول الملائكة و الروح فيها بذين رفهم من كل أمر

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat of the Qadr is. Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): \((102 + 66 + 329 + 289) + (52 + 144 + 90 + 75 + 335) + (6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335) + (75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505) + (487 + 137 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241) = 786 + 696 + 724 + 1926 + 2352 = 6484\) (6484 is the 5642nd Composite Number)

♦

الطور + الأقطاب
The Tariq (Star) + The Poles: \(341 + 144\) (or \(143\)) = \(485\) (or \(484\)) (= \(5 \times 97\))

(\(= 31 + 453\)) \(485\) is the 392nd Composite Number \(594\) is the 485th Composite Number

(\(3463\) is the 485th Prime Number)

الجنات
The Paradises: \(485\) (or \(484\))

التحويل
The Tahweel (Change): \(485\)

في ليلة مباركه إنا
in a blessed night, we (verses 3 of Sura 44): \(485\) (or \(484\))

الرحيم إنا أنزلناه
The Raheem, We have descended it/him (verse 1 of Sura 97): \(289 + 52 + 144\) (or \(143\)) = \(485\) (or \(484\))

أن يعمروا مساجد
that they perform Omra (visit with prescribed religious rituals) of Mosques (verse 17 of Sura 9): \(51 + [327 + 107 \text{ or } 108]) = 51 + 434 \text{ or } 435) = 485\) (or \(486\))

مجزرة + مسلمين
Majzara (Massacre) + Muslimeen (Muslims): \(255 + 230 = 485\)

الدجال + الشيعة
The Dajjal (Deceiver) + The Shia: \(69 + 416 = 485\)

الدجال + واشنطن
The Dajjal (Deceiver) + Washington: \(69 + 416 = 485\)

وعد إنهاء دولة إسرائيل
Promise of Inha (Ending) of Dawla (State) of Israel: \(80 + [58 + 45 + 302\text{ or }303]) = 80 + 405 \text{ or } 406) = 485\) (or \(486\))

نزول النبي عيسى المسيح
The descent of Prophet Jesus, the Messiah (Christ): \(93 + (93 + 150 + 149)\)

= \(93 + 392 = 485\)

بينه ما في الصف الأول
The evident sign of what is in the First Scriptures. (verse 133 of Sura 20): \(485\)
exhausted by humiliation (verse 44 of Sura 70): \[750 + 735 = 1485\] (1485 is the \(1249^{th}\) Composite Number) \(1760\) is the \(1485^{th}\) Composite Number

you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise comes (verse 7 of Sura 17): \[289 + 120 (or 121) + 741 + (271 + 83 + 71 + 90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 223) = 289 + 120 (or 121) + 741 + 1335 = \textbf{2485 (or 2486)}\] (2485 is the \(2117^{th}\) Composite Number)

Glory to the one who sent his servant on a journey at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): \[289 + 120 (or 121) + 741 + (271 + 83 + 71 + 90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 223) = 289 + 120 (or 121) + 741 + 1335 = \textbf{2485 (or 2486)}\] (2485 is the \(2117^{th}\) Composite Number)

We shall show them our Ayat (Signs) in the horizons and inside of them (in themselves/ their souls) until it is clear to them that it/he is (verse 53 of Sura 41): \[\textbf{2485 (2484 or 2483)}\]

The People ask you about the Hour. Say: The Knowledge of it is with Allah. And how would you know? Perhaps the Hour will be soon. (verse 63 of Sura 33): \[121 (or 120) + 142 + 120 + 167 + 130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 66 + 6 + 41 + 244 + 130 + 167 + 476 + 313 = \textbf{2485 (2484 or 2483)}\]

He asks: When is Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval or Beginning of End Times)? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun and (the Moon) are combined, (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 75): \[\textbf{3485 (3484 or 3486)}\] (3485 is the \(2997^{th}\) Composite Number)

\[\text{And the Sky/Heaven and the Tariq (verse 1 of Sura 86): } (6 + 133 + 6) + 341 = 145 + 341 = \textbf{486 (486 is the }393^{rd}\text{ Composite Number) (595 is the }486^{th}\text{ Composite Number) (8553 is the }7486^{th}\text{ Composite Number)}\]

\[\text{And Germany + Dawla (State) of Israel: } (6 + 133) + (45 + 302) = 139 + 347 = \textbf{486}\]

\[\text{From the Sama (Heaven or Sky) clean water (verse 48 of Sura 25): } 90 + 133 + 42 + 221 = \textbf{486}\]

\[\text{Francisco (name of Pope Francis in Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese): } \textbf{486}\]

\[\text{The Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) + The Hadda (Incident of Destruction) + New York: } 139 + 45 + 302 = \textbf{486}\]

\[\text{Hadd ( Destruction) of Worshippers of the Satan: } 9 + [77 + 400 (or 401)] = 9 + \]
477 (or 478) = 486 (or 487)

- **Day of the Mahdi + Moon**: 56 + 90 + 340 = 486
- **The Sun + The Hayat (Life)**: 431 + 55 = 486

- **Promise of Inha (Ending) of Dawla (State) of Israel**: 80 + [58 + 45 + 303 (or 302)] = 80 + 406 (or 405) = 486 (or 485)
- **Hadm (Destruction) of Kingdom of Israel**: 49 + (135 + 302) = 49 + 437 = 486

- **Day of the Hour + Israa (miraculous journey)**: (56 + 167) + 263 = 223 + 263 = 486

- **Day of Promise of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time) + The Life of the Dunya (World before the End Times)**: (56 + 80) + [71 + 128 (or 129) + 55 + 96] = 136 + 350 (or 351) = 486 (or 487)

- **Madina (City/State) of the Awar (One who has a defect) Dajjal (Anti-Christ)**: 109 + 308 + 69 = 486

- **Scot (Scottish people)**: 486
- **Ahl Kelt (Celtic) People**: 36 + 450 = 486
- **The Mayita (Dead) (verse 33 of Sura 36)**: 486
- **The Calling (verse 32 of Sura 40)**: 486

- **War of China Japan**: 210 + 181 + 95 = 486

- **The Saiqa (Shocking Event) + Cities of Japan**: 297 + (94 + 95) = 297 + 189 = 486

- **Germans + Luxembourg**: 122 + 1364 = 1486

- **The Muslimeen (Muslims’) Istiada (Getting back) of the Aqsa Mosque from the Saleebieen (Crusaders)**: 541 + 261 + (138 + 223) + (90 + 233) = (541 + 261 + 361) + 323 = 1163 + 323 = 1486

- **Promise of the Muslimeen (Muslim’s) Istiada (Getting back or Recapture) of Palestine + Inha (Ending) of Israel**: 5 + 80 + 541 + 261 + 239 + 58 + 302 (or 303) = 1486 (or 1487)

- **Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Magic + The Sha’waza (Sorcery)**: 75 + 299 + 1112 = 1486
Qurban (Sacrificial offering) of Antiochus: \(353 + 1133 = 1486\)

So, We have covered their vision. (verse 9 of Sura 36): \(1486\) (or \(1487\))

The Muttaqeen (God-fearing people) are in paradises and rivers

\((341 + (113 + 1032) = 341 + 1145 = 1486 \text{ (} = 2 \times 743\text{)}\) (1486 is the 1250th Composite Number) (1761 is the 1486th Composite Number. 1761 = 3 x 587)

Day of landing on the surface of the Moon + Mars: \(56 + (22 + 110 + 77 + 371 + 850) = 56 + 1430 = 1486\)

Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful). O You the Muddathir (verse 1 of Sura 74): \((66 + 329) + (289 + 27 + 775) = 395 + 1091 = 1486\)

Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful). Cursed (verse 1 of Sura 111): \((66 + 329) + (289 + 802) = 395 + 1091 = 1486\)

Day of Intiha (End) of Azra (Virgin or Virgo): \(56 + [458 + 972 (\text{or } 971)] = 56 + 1430 (\text{or } 1429) = 1486 \text{ (or } 1485\text{)}\)

Al-Khamis wa Al-Ishroon (The Twenty Fifth) + Ramadan: \((732 + 6 + 657) + 1091 = 1395 + 1091 = 2486\)

The Perseid + Muzannab (Comet) of Swift - Tuttle: \(307 + (792 + 556 + 831) = 307 + 2179 = 2486 \text{ (} = 2 \times 11 \times 113\text{)}\) (2486 is the 2118th Composite Number)

(Perseid/Perseids is a shower of meteors (falling stars) that is visible annually starting from mid July, but peaks around August 11 – 13, as Earth passes through a stream of debris from Comet Swift-Tuttle.)

Shuhub (Meteors) of Muzannab (Comet) of Swift - Tuttle: \(307 + [792 + 556 + 831] = 307 + 2179 = 2486\)

Ilgha (Cancellation or Abolishment) of the Ottoman Caliphate: \(1033 + [746 (\text{or } 747) + 707] = 1033 + 1453 (\text{or } 1454) = 2486 \text{ (or } 2487\text{)}\)

The Raheem (Most Merciful). Glory to the one who sent his servant on a journey at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): \(289 + 121 (\text{or } 120) + 741 + (271 + 83 + 71 + 90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 223) = 289 + 121 (\text{or } 120) + 741 + 1335 = 2486 \text{ (or } 2485\text{)} \text{ (} = 2 \times 11 \times 113\text{)}\) (2486 is the 2118th Composite Number)
Better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it (verse 3 – 4 of Sura 97): 2486 (or 2487)

He asks: When is Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval or Beginning of End Times)? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun and (the Moon) are combined, (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 75): 3486 (3484 or 3485) (3486 is the 2998th Composite Number)

The Raheem (Most Merciful). Cursed are the two hands of Abi Lahab and he is cursed. Shall not exempt him his money (or wealth) and what he has gained (or earned). He shall suffer in a fire with a flame and his woman (or wife), carrier of the wood. On her neck (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 111): (289 + 802) + (15 + 13 + 37 + 6 + 402 + 41 + 1061 + 125 + 76 + 6 + 41 + 82 + 200 + 252 + 1101 + 37 + 6 + 647 + 84 + 50 + 90 + 23) = 1091 + 4395 = 5486 (5486 is the 4760th Composite Number)

♦ The Mawta (dead people): 487 (487 + 31 = 518) (2435 = 5 x 487) (487 is the 93rd Prime Number) (596 is the 487th Composite Number) (8554 is the 7487th Composite Number)

Day of Promise of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time) + The Life of the Dunya (World before the End Times): (56 + 80) + [71 + 129 (or 128) + 55 + 96] = 136 + 351 (or 350) = 487 (or 486)

Book of Dunya (World before the End Times): 422 (or 423) + 65 = 487 (or 488)

End of Hayat (Life): 458 + 29 = 487

descend (verse 4 of Sura 97): 487

Day of the Sun: 56 + 431 = 487

Day of Furqan (Quran or Distinction between right and wrong): 56 + 431 = 487

Night (or Eve) of descent of Revelation upon the Prophet Mohammad: 75 + (93 + 24 + 110 + 93 + 92) = 75 + 412 = 487

the Trust-worthy Spirit upon (verse of 193 – 194 of Sura 26): 245 + 132 + 110 = 487

We do not bring down the angels except by the Truth (verse 8 of Sura 15): 487 (or 488)
Allah and how would you know, perhaps (verse 63 of Sura 33): $66 + 6 + 41 + 244 + 130 = 487$

And the Even (verse 3 of Sura 89): $6 + 481 = 487$

All the wonder, between Jumada and Rajab: $50 + (106 + 62 + 58 + 6 + 205) = 50 + 437 = 487$ (This is a saying attributed to Imam Ali)

Was it a matter of wonder to people that we inspired (verse 2 of Sura 10): $487$

But they are in doubt (verse 9 of Sura 44): $(32 + 45) + (90 + 320) = 77 + 410 = 487$

Allah calling him, they are about to scheme against him (verse 19 of Sura 72): $487$

Nakba (Catastrophe) of Eve of the Qadr: $77 + (75 + 335) = 77 + 410 = 487$

The Nuclear Nakba (Catastrophe) of New York: $77 + (302 + 108) = 77 + 410 = 487$

The Nuclear Nakba (Catastrophe) of the Amreek (Americans): $77 + (302 + 108) = 77 + 410 = 487$

Day of Promise of The Istifaf (Lining up or Alignment) + 11 Planets: $56 + [80 + 292 + (11 + 48)] = 56 + [80 + (292 + 59)] = 56 + (80 + 351) = 56 + 431 = 487$

Knights of the Haikal (Temple): $391 + 96 = 487$

The Prince William son of Diana: $282 + [86 + 53 (or 52) + 66 (or 67)] = 282 + 205 = 487$

Territories/Countries of Kelts (Celts): $37 + 450 = 487$

Bear (symbol of King Arthur) of the Celts: $6 + 481 = 487$

The Franciyeen (French): $487$

City of Warsaw, Poland: $109 + 273 + 105 = 487$

The Shuyoiyeen (Communists): $487$

Sydney of the Southern Hemisphere: $134 + (251 + 102) = 134 + 353 = 487$

Nuclear War + Sydneyoon (Sydneyites): $287 + 200 = 487$
Prince of Believers + Hadd (Destruction): $(251 + 227) + 9 = 478 + 9 = \textbf{487}$

HoWa (refers to God) has chosen you (verse 78 of Sura 22): $11 + 476 = \textbf{487}$

So, We have covered their vision. (verse 9 of Sura 36): \textbf{1487 (or 1486)}

$7435 = 5 \times \textbf{1487}$ \hspace{1cm} \textbf{1487 is the 236th Prime Number} \hspace{1cm} \textbf{236 is the 184th Composite Number} \hspace{1cm} \textbf{184 is the 141st Composite Number} \hspace{1cm} \textbf{1762 is the 1487th Composite Number}$

The Muttaqeen (God-fearing people) are in paradises and rivers (verse 54 of Sura 54): $51 + (631 + 90) + 454 \text{ (or 453)} + (6 + 255) = [51 + 721 + 454 \text{ (or 453)}] + 261 = 1226 \text{ (or 1225)} + 261 = \textbf{1487 (or 1486)}$

The Muslimeen (Muslims') Istiada (Getting back or Recapture) of the Aqsa Mosque + Awda (Return) of Palestine: $541 + 261 + (138 + 223) + 85 + 239 = 541 + 261 + 361 + 85 + 239 = \textbf{1487}$

Promise of the Muslimeen (Muslim’s) Istiada (Getting back or Recapture) of Palestine + Inha (Ending) of Israel: $5 + 80 + 541 + 261 + 239 + 58 + 303 \text{ (or 302)} = \textbf{1487 (or 1486)}$

Ghazwa (Battle) of Badr, the Biggest: $(1018 + 206) + 263 = 1224 + 263 = \textbf{1487}$

The Third Secret + Fatima: $[291 + 1061 \text{ (or 1062)}] + 135 = 1352 \text{ (or 1353)} + 135 = \textbf{1487 (or 1488)}$

We inspired a man from them to warn (verse 2 of Sura 10): \textbf{1487}

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem, We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 97): \textbf{1487 (or 1488)}

Better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it (verse 3 – 4 of Sura 97): \textbf{2487 (or 2486)}

Ilgha (Cancellation or Abolishment) of the Ottoman Caliphate: $1033 + [747 \text{ (or 746)} + 707] = 1033 + 1454 \text{ (or 1453)} = \textbf{2487 (or 2486)}$

If you do badly, it is for (the detriment of) it. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin (verse 7 of Sura 17): $[51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 \text{ (or 837)}] + 113 = 2374 \text{ (or 2373)} + 113 = \textbf{2487 (or 2486)} \hspace{1cm} (= 3 \times 829) \hspace{1cm} \textbf{2487 is the 2119th Composite Number}$
Better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord (verse 3 – 4 of Sura 97): 3487 (or 3486) (3487 is the 2999th Composite Number) (4045 is the 3487th Composite Number)

He gives life + He causes death: 28 + 460 = 488 (488 is the 394th Composite Number) (597 is the 488th Composite Number) (3491 is the 488th Prime Number) (2488 is the 2120th Composite Number)

Command of their Lord (verse 44 of Sura 51) : 488

The Jinn (invisible creatures/spirits) and the humans and the birds (what flies or flying objects) (verse 17 of Sura 27): 84 + 6 + 142 + 6 + 250 = 488

The Book of Allah (verse 36 of Sura 9) & (verse 56 of Sura 30): 422 (or 423) + 66 (or 67) = 488 (489 or 490)

The Big Masjid (Mosque) of Bani Umayya: (107 + 62 + 56) + 263 = 225 + 263 = 488

Fat’h (Conquest): 488

Hatf (Death): 488

Nahr (slaughter) of Muslimeen (Muslims): 258 + 230 = 488

Abdication: 488

The United: 488

Madina (City/State) of Satans: 109 + 379 (or 380) = 488 (or 489)

Madina (City/State) of Israel + Gog + Magog: 109 + (303 + 23 + 53) = 109 + 379 = 488

The Dajjal Gog + The Qiyama (Resurrection) + The Pope YoHanna (John) Paulus (Paul): (69 + 23) + 186 (or 187) + (37 + 75 + 98) = 92 + 186 (or 187) + 210 = 488 (or 489)

The Qiyama (Upheaval) + Israel: 186 + 302 (or 303) = 488 (or 489)

The Qiyama (Upheaval) + New York: 186 + 302 = 488

Nakba (Catastrophe) of City of New York: 77 + (109 + 302) = 77 + 411 = 488
The Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) (verse 105 of Sura 17) + The Nuclear War: $139 + (241 + 108) = 139 + 349 = 488$

The Dajjal Ahya (brings back life) + Qiyama (Resurrection) of City of Sydney: $69 + 20 + 156 + 109 + 134 = 488$

Promise of Son of Joseph + State of the Engleez (English People) + the Jews: $80 + [52 (or 53) + 106 + 45 + (149 + 56)] = 80 + [158 (or 159) + 45 + 205] = 80 + 408 (or 409) = 488 (or 489)

Promise + Men of the Jinn (invisible creatures or demons) (verse 6 of Sura 72): $80 + [234 + 90 + 84 (or 85)] = 80 + 408 (or 409) = 488 (or 489)

He asks when is the Day of Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or Beginning of the End Times) ? (verse 6 of Sura 75) + The Jinn (demons): $[100 + 62 + 56 + 186 (or 187)] + 84 = [100 + 304 (or 305)] + 84 = 404 (or 405) + 84 = 488 (or 489)

The Third Secret + Fatima: $[291 + 1062 (or 1061)] + 135 = 1353 (or 1352) + 135 = 1488 (or 1487)

Promise of Khuruj (Coming out) of the Awar, the Dajjal, Messiah Son of David: $80 + 809 + [308 + 69 + 149 + 73 (or 74)] = 80 + [809 + 600 (or 599)] = 80 + 1408 (or 1409) = 1488 (or equivalent to 488)

He asks: When is Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval)? When (the sight) is sparkled (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 75): $1488$ (or $1489$)

Iram, the one which has the pillars. (verse 7 of Sura 89): $241 + (1101 + 146) = 241 + 1247 = 1488$ (equivalent to 488)

Sixteen + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): $(465 + 570) + 453 = 1035 + 453 = 1488$

Rajab Tayyib Erdogan: $[205 + 21 (or 31)] + 1262 = 226 (or 236) + 1262 = 1488 (or 1498)$ (Rajab Tayyib Erdogan is President of Turkey)

Sydney + Southern Half of the Earth: $134 + (220 + 1032 + 102) = 134 + 1354 = 1488$ (equivalent to 488)

Al-Bangaleshiyeen (The Bangaleshis): $1488$ (equivalent to 488) (1488 is the 1251st Composite Number) (1763 is the 1488th Composite Number)
The Intiha (End or Ending): 489 (= 3 x 163) (489 is the 395th Composite Number) (598 is the 489th Composite Number)

Ibtida (Beginning) of Promise: 409 + 80 = 489
Ibtida (Beginning) of Enemy: 409 + 80 = 489

Book of Allah (verse 36 of Sura 9) & (verse 56 of Sura 30): 422 (or 423) + 66 = 488 (or 489)

People of the Book (verse 29 of Sura 57): 36 + 453 = 489 (or 490)

The Umawi Masjid (Mosque): (138 + 88) + 263 = 226 + 263 = 489

Fatih (Conqueror): 489

The Emperator (Emperor): 489

The Satan + 33 days: 400 + (33 + 56) = 400 + 89 = 489

He asks when is the Day of Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or Beginning of the End Times)? (verse 6 of Sura 75) + The Jinn (demons): [100 + (62 + 56 + 187)] + 84 = [100 + 305 (or 304)] + 84 = 405 (or 404) + 84 = 489 (or 488)

Promise of Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection) + The Hour: 80 + [56 + 186 (or 187) + 167] = 80 + 409 (or 410) = 489 (or 490)

Men of the Jann (Jinn - invisible creatures that may possess humans): 80 + (234 + 90 + 85) = 80 + 409 = 489

Promise of Son of Joseph + State of the Engleez (English People) + the Jews: 80 + [159 (or 158) + 45 + (149 + 56)] = 80 + [159 (or 158) + 45 + 205] = 80 + 409 (or 408) = 489 (or 488)

The Dajjal Gog + The Qiyama (Resurrection) + The Pope YoHanna (John) Paulus (Paul): (69 + 23) + 187 (or 186) + (37 + 75 + 98) = 92 + 187 (or 186) + 210 = 489 (or 488)

Isfahan, Iran: 227 + 262 = 489

Madina (City/State) of Satans: 109 + 380 (or 379) = 489 (or 488)

The Israelite City/State: 140 + 349 (or 348) = 489 (or 488)

Nihaya (End) of China + Korea: 71 + (181 + 237) = 71 + 418 = 489
Nihaya (End) of Kingdom of Britain: $71 + (135 + 283) = 71 + 418 = 489$

Nihaya (End) of Kingdom of the Zionist State: $71 + 135 + 283 = 489$

The Fall of Britain (or The Zionist State): $206 + 283 = 489$

The Tadmeer (Destruction) of the Aqsa Mosque, Jerusalem, Palestine: $685 + 804 = 1489$ (equivalent to 489)

The Fall of Britain (or The Zionist State): $206 + 283 = 489$

The Fall of Britain (or The Zionist State): $206 + 283 = 489$

The Tadmeer (Destruction) of the Aqsa Mosque, Jerusalem, Palestine: $685 + 804 = 1489$ (equivalent to 489)

The Kafiroon (Disbelievers), this is an astonishing thing (verse 2 of Sura 50): $1489$ (or 1490)

From my Lord. When Promise of my Lord comes, he turns it into (verse 98 of Sura 18): $90 + (212 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 212 + 108) = 90 + 1399 = 1489$

Al-Khamis wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Fifth) + Ramadan: $[731 (or 732) + 6 + 661] + 1091 = 1398$ (or 1399) + 1091 = $2489$ (or 2490) (2489 is the 2121st Composite Number)

The first official Crusader armies set off from France and Italy on the papally ordained date of Friday, August 15, 1096 AD (Shaban 23, 489 Hijri).

Known Qadr (period or destiny) (verse 22 of Sura 77): $304 + 186 = 490$ (490 is the 396th Composite Number) (600 is the 490th Composite Number)

The Emperor: 490

He journeyed . (verse 29 of Sura 54): 490

Celtics: 490
The Safa and the Marwa (Two locations within Haram Mosque in Mecca between which pilgrims walk) (verse 158 of Sura 2): $202 + (6 + 282) = 202 + 288 = \textbf{490}$

Bethlehem: $412 + 78 = \textbf{490}$

The Imam, Al Hashim (Mahdi’s family name): $113 + 377 = \textbf{490}$ (or \textbf{491})

Wahiya (Disaster) of New York + Wahiya (Disaster) of London (or Sydney): $(27 + 302) + (27 + 134) = 329 + 161 = \textbf{490}$

The Promise + Nakba (Catastrophe) of New York: $(111 + 77) + 302 = 188 + 302 = \textbf{490}$

Hadda (Destruction) of Petrograd: $14 + 1476 = \textbf{1490} \ (149 \times 10)$ (equivalent to \textbf{149})

Al-Inhizam (the Defeat) + Leningrad: $135 + 1355 = \textbf{1490}$ (equivalent to \textbf{149})

He created the Jann (Jinn- invisible creatures) from Marij of Fire (verse 15 of Sura 55): $\textbf{1490}$ (or $\textbf{1489}$)

One thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend (verse 3 of Sura 4): $\textbf{1490}$ (or \textbf{1491})

The Kafiroon (Disbelievers) , this is an astonishing thing (verse 2 of Sura 50): $\textbf{1490}$ (or \textbf{1489})

Day of the Fourth + Augustus (August): $56 + (304 + 1130) = 56 + 1434 = \textbf{1490}$

Six + Ab (August as known in Greater Syria & Iraq): $465 + 3 \ (or \ 4) + 2022 = 468 \ (or \ 469) + 2022 = \textbf{2490} \ (or \textbf{2491})$

The Day Neil Amstrong stepped on the Moon: $56 + [16 + 90 + 1957 \ \text{(or \ 1958)} + 371] = 56 + 2434 \ (or \ 2435) = \textbf{2490} \ (or \textbf{2491})$

Apollo 11 + Neil Amstrong stepped on the Moon: $56 + [16 + 90 + 1957 \ \text{(or \ 1958)} + 371] = 56 + 2434 \ (or \ 2435) = \textbf{2490} \ (or \textbf{2491})$

The Raheem O You the Muddathir, rise and warn and your Lord (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 74): $(289 + 27 + 775) + (140 + 1031 + 6 + 222) = 1091 + 1399 = \textbf{2490}$
The Fig (verse 1 of Sura 95): 491 (491 is the 94th Prime Number) (602 is the 491st Composite Number) (7434 is the 6491st Composite Number) (3491 is the 488th Prime Number)

Al-Franciyeen (the French): 491

أنتم You (verse 3 of Sura 109): 491

البيتم The orphan (verse 2 of Sura 107): 491

ملءكت Angels (verse 31 of Sura 74): 491 (or 492)

كلمات Words: 491 (or 490)

فاجته So, he choose him (verse 50 of Sura 68): 491

اسم المهدي + الإمام بن فاطمة Name of the Mahdi + The Imam, son of Fatima: (101 + 90) + [113 + 52 (or 53) + 135] = 191 + 300 (or 301) = 491 (or 492)

جاءت الطاقة The Tamma (Overwhelming End Times Event) has arrived (verse 34 of Sura 79): 405 + 86 = 491

ألف شهر تنزل الملائكة و الروح One Thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend (verse 4 of Sura 97): 1491 (or 1490)

اذ وقعت الواقعة When the Event occurs (verse 1 of Sura 56): 702 + 576 + 213 = 1491 (1491 is the 1253rd Composite Number) (1766 is the 1491st Composite Number)

اليوم وطأ نيل أرمسترونغ القمر The Day Neil Armstrong stepped on the Moon: 56 + [16 + 90 + 1958 (or 1957) + 371] = 56 + 2435 (or 2434) = 2491 (or 2490) (equivalent to 491) (2491 is the 2123rd Composite Number) (2913 is the 2491st Composite Number)

أبولو 11 + نيل أرمسترونغ القمر Apollo 11 + Neil Armstrong stepped on the Moon: 56 + [16 + 90 + 1958 (or 1957) + 371] = 56 + 2435 (or 2434) = 2491 (or 2490)

From the White House in Washington, DC to the Opera House in Sydney, there are 8491.863 nautical miles (9,772.257 miles or 15,726.924 km)

ملاءكت Angels (verse 31 of Sura 74): 492 (or 491)

عيسى بن مريم Jesus son of Mary: 150 + 52 (or 53) + 290 = 492 (or 493) ( = 2 x 2 x 3 x 41) (492 is the 397th Composite Number) (603 is the 492nd Composite Number)
Name of the Mahdi + The Imam, son of Fatima: \((101 + 90) + [113 + 53 (or 52) + 135] = 191 + 301 (or 300) = 492 \text{ (or 493)}

Pope Francisco: \(6 + 486 = 492\)

One Thousand and Four Hundred and 40: \(111 + 6 + (273 + 56) + 6 + 40 = 492\) (This refers to year 1440 Hijri)

One Thousand + Four Hundred + 6 + 46: \(111 + (273 + 56) + 6 + 46 = 492\)

Day of Promise of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time) + The Life of the Dunya (World before the End Times): \((56 + 80) + [71 + 129 (or 128) + 60 (or 55) + 96] = 136 + 356 (or 350) = 492 \text{ (or 486)}\)

So that they know that the promise of Allah is true (verse 21 of Sura 18): \(187 + 51 + 80 + 66 + 108 = 492\)

Say: The Knowledge of it is with \(492\)

Day of Punishment Rabbani (from the Lord/God): \(56 + (173 + 263) = 56 + 436 = 492\)

Operation of the Truthful Promise: \(155 + (111 + 226) = 155 + 337 = 492\)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Al-Mahama Al-Kubra (Biggest Battle): \(75 + (154 + 263) = 75 + 417 = 492\)

Day of the Furqan, Day the Jam’an (two assembled forces) met and Allah is of (verse 41 of Sura 8): \(56 + 462 + 56 + 541 + 195 + 6 + 66 + 110 = 1492\)

the Rahman, the Raheem. Has Approached to the People (verse 1 of Sura 21): \(329 + 289 + 703 + 171 = 1492\)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Magic and the Sha’waza (Sorcery): \(75 + (299 + 6 + 1112) = 75 + 1417 = 1492 \text{ (} = 2 \times 2 \times 373\text{)} \) (1492 is the 1254th Composite Number)

(1767 is the 1492nd Composite Number)

Saint Peter’s Church + Vatican: \((145 + 174 + 612) + 561 (or 562) = 931 + 561 (or 562) = 1492 \text{ (or 1493)}\)

Shuhub (Meteors) of Muzannab (Comet) of Swift and Tuttle: \(307 + 792 + 556 + 6 + 831 = 2492\) (Swift and Tuttle Comet is the largest object, 26 Km in diameter, that makes repeated close passes by the Earth every 133 years. It is considered as the single most
dangerous object known to humanity. A meteor shower associated with Swift and Tuttle Comet is called Perseids. The shower is visible annually starting from mid July, but peaks around August 11 – 13.)

And if you do badly, it is for (the detriment of) it. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin (verse 7 of Sura 17): \[6 + [51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 \text{ (or 838)}] + 113 = 6 + 2373 \text{ (or 2374)} + 113 = 2492 \text{ (or 2493)} \ (= 2 \times 2 \times 7 \times 89)\]

(2492 is the 2124th Composite Number)

On Monday, January 2, 1492 AD (Rabi Awwal 2, 897 Hijri), Sultan Abu Abdallah Muhammad XII surrendered the city of Granada, the last city ruled by Muslims in Andalus, to King Ferdinand of Aragon and Queen Isabella of Castile, the Royal family of Spain.

On March 31, 1492 AD (Jumada Thania 2, 897 Hijri), during the Spanish Inquisition period when Spain was ruled by King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella, the Al-Hambra Decree for the expulsion of all the Jews from Spain was issued. The Jews were permitted to take their belongings with them, except gold or silver or minted money. The punishment for any Jew who did not convert to Catholicism or leave by the deadline was death without trial. It resulted in about 130,000 – 800,000 Jews leaving Spain for refuge in Portugal, North Africa and the Balkan region (ruled by the Ottomans), etc. More than half of the Jews went to Portugal, where they eluded persecution for only a few years. The deadline of the expulsion was originally July 31, 1492, but it was later postponed to August 2, 1492 (Shawwal 8, 897 Hijri) (Av 9, 5252 Jewish Calendar). The next day, on August 3, 1492, Christopher Columbus set sailed on his first voyage that led him to discover the Americas. Thus, the first words Columbus wrote in his diary were: “After you expelled the Jews, your majesties sent me with a fleet.”

As the first Crusade was approaching Jerusalem, an eclipse of the moon on June 5, 1099 was regarded by the Crusaders as a favorable sign from God. The Crusade reached Jerusalem, the main destination of their pilgrimage journey, in the morning, on Tuesday, June 7, 1099 Julian (Rajab 15, 492 Hijri) (Sivan 15, 4859 Jewish). The final assault of the Crusaders on Jerusalem started on July 13 at night. The Crusaders fought all day on July 14, 1099 Julian (July 20, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 22, 492 Hijri) (Tammuz 22, 4859 Jewish) (2122,661.5th or 2122,662nd Julian Day) without establishing a foothold. The Crusaders (about 1300 knights and 12,000 soldiers) breached the walls of Jerusalem and conquered Jerusalem on Friday, July 15, 1099 AD Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 4859 Jewish) (2122,662.5th or 2122,663rd Julian Day). The next day, on July 16, 1099 AD Julian (July 22, 1099 Gregorian), the Crusaders forced Jews of Jerusalem to gather in the main synagogue and then, the Crusaders set this synagogue on fire. Most of the inhabitants of Jerusalem (mostly Muslims) were slaughtered by the Crusaders within July 15 - 16. Pope Urban II died on July 29, 1099, without knowing that Jerusalem was conquered.
The Saturday: 493 (493 is the 398th Composite Number) (604 is the 493rd Composite Number) (3529 is the 493rd Prime Number)

The Bayinat (Clear and Evident) (verse 87 of Sura 2): 493 (or 494)

The evident. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 44): 133 + 52 + 143 + 90 + 75 = 493

And the Even and (verse 3 of Sura 89): 6 + 481 + 6 = 493

Tel Mageddo: 430 + 63 = 493

Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) of the Satan: 93 + 400 (or 401) = 493 (or 494)

Day of Kingdom of Israel: 56 + [135 + 302 (or 303)] = 56 + 437 (or 438) = 493 (or 494)

Day of Awwal (Beginning) of the Hijri year: 56 + 37 + (146 + 254) = 56 + (37 + 400) = 56 + 437 = 493

Day they are on the Fire (verse 13 of Sura 51): 56 + (45 + 110 + 282) = 56 + 437 = 493

You and your spouse (verse 19 of Sura 7): 493

Jesus son of Mary: 150 + 53 + 290 = 493 (or 492)

Mohammad, father of any of your men (verse 40 of Sura 33): (92 + 4) + (13 + 90 + 294) = 96 + 397 = 493

Hadd (Destruction) of the British Kingdom: 9 + (166 + 318) = 9 + 484 = 493

Hadd (Destruction) of Isles of Britons: 9 + (212 + 272) = 9 + 484 = 493

Yajuj (Gog) and Magog have been opened (unleashed) and they from every direction Yansiloon (descend or breed) (verse 96 of Sura 21): 493

And when we said to the angels, prostrate to Adam, they prostrated, except Iblees (Devil) (verse 116 of Sura 20): 1493 (equivalent to 493) (1493 is the 238th Prime Number) (1768 is the 493rd Composite Number)
There will be a Caliphate based on Minhaj (Style or Model) of the Prophethood: 
\[(476 + 715) + (110 + 98 + 94) = 1191 + 302 = 1493\]
(This is part of a Hadith about the Caliphate in the End Times and the Mahdi who will serve as a Caliph)

There will be a Caliphate based on the Minhaj (Style or Model) of the Prophethood:
\[(476 + 715 + 110) + (98 + 94) = 1301 + 192 = 1493\]

And if you do badly, it is for (the detriment of) it. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin (verse 7 of Sura 17):
\[6 + [51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 \text{ (or 837)}] + 113 = 6 + 2374 \text{ (or 2373)} + 113 = 2493 \text{ (or 2492)} \ (= 3 \times 3 \times 277)\]
(2493 is the 2125th Composite Number)

One + Tishreen, the Second (November - in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 1922:
\[(19 + 1552) + 1922 = 1571 + 1922 = 3493 \text{ (equivalent to 493)}\]
(On Wednesday, November 1, 1922 (Rabi Awwal 11, 1341 Hijri) (Heshvan 10, 5683 Jewish Calendar) (2423,359.5th or 2423,360th Julian Day), Ottoman Sultanate was abolished. The last Sultan Mehmed VI was forced to leave Turkey. He left Constantinople (Istanbul), aboard the British Warship Malaya on November 17, 1922. He initially went to Malta for exile, but later on, he moved to the Italian Riviera.)

He gives life and causes death (verse 68 of Sura 40):
\[28 + 6 + 460 = 494\]
(494 is the 399th Composite Number)

The Subat (Sleep):
\[494\]

The Moon taken into account (verse 6 of Sura 55):
\[371 + 123 = 494\]

(Al-Fatiha is the title of the first Sura that appears in the Quran. It is Sura 1. It means the Opening Sura or the Prelude):
\[494\]

Day of the Kingdom of Israel:
\[56 + [135 + 303 \text{ (or 302)}] = 56 + 438 \text{ (or 437)} = 494 \text{ (or 493)}\]

Halak (Devastation) of Kingdom of Israel:
\[56 + [135 + 303 \text{ (or 302)}] = 56 + 438 \text{ (or 437)} = 494 \text{ (or 493)}\]

Halak (Devastation) of Kingdom of the Briton (Britons):
\[56 + [135 + 303] = 56 + 438 = 494\]

Day of Promise of Halak (Devastation) of Israel:
\[56 + 80 + 56 + 302 \text{ (or} = 494\]
303) = 494  (or 495)

Day of Promise of Halak (Devastation) of the Amreek (Americans): 56 + 80 + 56 + 302 = 494

Day of Dajjal of the Satan: 56 + 38 + 400 = 494

Halak (Devastation) of Dajjal of the Satan: 56 + (38 + 400) = 56 + 438 = 494

Day of Hazima (Defeat) of the Dajjal + Israel = (56 + 67 + 69) + 302 = 192 + 302 = 494 (or 495)

The Messiah, Al-Awar (Defective Eyed Messiah) + The Pope: (149 + 308) + 37 = 457 + 37 = 494

Promise of the Dajjal, the Awar (attribute of the Dajjal) + The Pope: 80 + 69 + 308 + 37 = 494

Countries of the Messiah, Al-Awar (Defective Eyed Messiah): 37 + 457 = 494 (or 493)

Kazalika (Like that or Furthermore), We let them be found so they know that promise of Allah is true and that the Hour, there is no
(verse 21 of Sura 18): 2494  (2494 is the 2126th Composite Number) (2916 is the 2494th Composite Number)

They will not return. (verse 18 of Sura 2): 125 + 31 + 339 = 495  (495 is the 400th Composite Number)  (606 is the 495th Composite Number)  (3539 is the 495th Prime Number)

The Big Jami (Mosque) of Bani Umayya: 114 + (62 + 56) + 263 = (114 + 118) + 263 = 232 + 263 = 495  (It is also known as the Umawi Mosque)

The Equilibrium: 495

Day of Promise of Halak (Devastation) of Isra’il: 56 + 80 + 56 + 303 = 495

Day of Promise of Halak (Devastation) of the Britan (Britons): 56 + 80 + 56 + 303 = 495
الواهي + مملكة إسرائيل The Wahiya (Catastrophe) + Kingdom of Israel: 58 + [135 + 302 (or 303)] = 495 (or 496)

إنها مملكة إسرائيل Inha (Ending) of Kingdom of Israel: 58 + 135 + 302 = 495

مملكة بنو إسرائيل Kingdom of Banu (Children of) Israel: 135 + 58 + 302 (or 303) = 135 + 360 (or 361) = 495 (or 496)

مملكة جن + إسرائيل Kingdom of Jinna (demons) + Israel: 135 + 58 + 302 (or 303) = 135 + 360 (or 361) = 495 (or 496)

مدينة إسرائيل + الجن Madina (City/State) of Israel + The Jinn (demons): 109 + 302 (or 303) + 84 = 495 (or 496)

مدينة لوسيفر Madina (City/State) of Lucifer (Satan): 109 + 386 = 495

يوم لوسيفر + جن Day of Lucifer + Jinn (demons): 56 + 386 + 53 = 495

يوم البداية + لوسيفر Day of the Bidaya (Beginning) + Lucifer: (56 + 53) + 386 = 109 + 386 = 495

مدينة الدجال المسيح المزيف Madina (City/State) of the Dajjal, the Messiah, the Muzayyaf (False / Fraud/ Impostor): 109 + [69 + (149 + 168)] = 109 + (69 + 317) = 109 + 386 = 495

السيخ الكذاب The Kazab (Liar) Maseekh (False/Transformed Messiah): 741 + 754 = 1495 (equivalent to 495)

إخراج الفلسطينيين من ديارهم Ikhraj (Driving out or Expulsion) of the Filistiniyeen (Palestinians) from their Homelands: 805 + 340 + 90 + 260 (or 259) = 1495 (or 1494)

الحرب العالمية الثالثة The Third World War: (241 + 187) + 1067 = 428 + 1067 = 1495 (equivalent to 495) (1495 is the 1256th Composite Number ) (1770 is the 1495th Composite Number)

انهارنا عليهم ريحا صرصة في يوم We sent upon them a roaring wind in a day (verse 19 of Sura 54): (52 + 342 + 155 + 219 + 581) + 90 + 56 = (1349 + 90) + 56 = 1439 + 56 = 1495

لهم جنت عدن تجري من تحتهم الأنهار For them, there are Paradises of Eden, running underneath them are rivers (verse 31 of Sura 18): 2495 (= 5 x 499) (2495 is the 2127th Composite Number) (2918 is the 2495th Composite Number)

إسكتهم من الأرض فأعترقوه و من معه جميعا Prove (drive) them out of their Land, so We drowned him and those with him, all-together (verse 103 of Sura 17): 3495 (= 3 x 5 x 233) (3495 is the 3006th Composite Number)
Benedict (Pope Benedict): 496 (496 is the 401st Composite Number)
608 is the 496th Composite Number) (740 is the 608th Composite Number)
5187 is the 4496th Composite Number)

Bid’a (Beginning) of the Intiha (End): 7 + 489 = 496
Day of the Ibtida (Beginning): 56 + 440 = 496
Day I was born (verse 33 of Sura 19): 56 + 440 = 496
Day the Satan was born : 56 [40 + 400 (or 401)] = 56 + 440 (or 441) = 496 (or 497)

The Nihayat (End): 496 (or 497)

we said to the angels: Prostrate to Adam (verse 11 of Sura 7): 181 + 165 (or 166) + 75 + 76 = 496 (or 497)

Lailat (Eve) of Qurban (Sacrificial Offering) + the Dajjal (Deceiver or Anti-Christ): 75 + [352 (or 353) + 69] = 75 + 421 (or 422) = 496 (or 497)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Nihaya (End) of the Cancer: 75 + [71 + 350 (or 351)] = 75 + 421 (or 422) = 496 (or 497) (July 22 is the last day of the Cancer zodiac sign)

Victory from Allah (verse 13 of Sura 61): 340 + 90 + 66 = 340 + 156 = 496

Allah provided victory (or support) to the Mahdi : 66 + 340 + 90 = 496

Qiyama (Resurrection) + Victory: 156 + 340 = 496

Day of Promise of Inha (Ending) of Israel: 56 + 80 + [58 + 302 (or 303)] = 56 + [80 + 360 (or 361)] = 56 + 440 (or 441) = 496 (or 497)

Kingdom of Banu (Children of) Israel: 135 + [58 + 303 (or 302)] = 135 + 361 (or 360) = 496 (or 495)

Kingdom of Jinna (demons) + Israel: 135 + [58 + 303 (or 302)] = 135 + 361 (or 360) = 496 (or 495)

Madina (City/State) of Israel + The Jinn (demons): 109 + 303 (or 302) + 84 = 496 (or 495)

Malakoot (Dominion) (verse 83 of Sura 36): 496

Has descended and We have not sent you (verse 105 of Sura 17): 87 + (6 + 41)
The Big Umawi Jami (Mosque): \( 145 + 88 + 263 = 233 + 263 = 496 \)

Gouraud + Salah Eddin Al-Ayyubi: \( 1212 + (129 + 95 + 60) = 1212 + 284 = 1496 \)

The General Henri Gouraud was Representative of the French Government in the Middle East, in charge of enforcement of Sykes-Picot Agreement. After victory of the French forces in Battle of Maysalun and conquering Damascus, General Gouraud reportedly went to the tomb of Salah Eddin Al-Ayyubi (who defeated the Crusaders and liberated Jerusalem in 1187 AD), adjacent to the Umawi Mosque in Damascus, kicked it, and said: “Wake up Salah Eddin. We have returned. My presence here consecrates victory of the Cross over the Crescent.”

General Gouraud: \( 284 + 1212 = 1496 \)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Bidaya (Beginning) of the first Marhala (Phase or Period) of Promise of the End Times: \( 75 + 22 + [314 + 78 + 90 + 80 + 837 \text{ (or 838)}] = 75 + [22 + 1399 \text{ (or 1400)}] = 75 + 1421 \text{ (or 1422)} = 1496 \text{ (or 1497)} \)

Intiha (End) of Caliphate of Al-Hussein son of Ali: \( 458 + 716 + 159 + 53 + 110 = 1496 \)

Of the evilness of the Khannas (sneaky) Whisperer (verse 4 of Sura 114): \( 90 + 500 + 164 + 742 = 1496 \)

And he created the Jann (Jinn - invisible creatures) from Marij of Fire (verse 15 of Sura 55): \( 1496 \)

Day of Nihaya (End) of Vatican + Last Pope: \( 56 + 71 + 562 + [801 \text{ (or 802)} + 6] = 56 + [71 + 562 + 807 \text{ (or 808)}] = 56 + 1440 \text{ (or 1441)} = 1496 \text{ (or 1497)} \)

The first House placed/brought down (or humiliated) for people (verse 96 of Sura 3): \( 37 + 412 + 876 + 171 = 1496 \)

House of the Pope + placed/brought down (or humiliated) for people (verse 96 of Sura 3): \( 412 + 37 + 876 + 171 = 1496 \)

Punishment of House of the Pope + And We brought it down completely. Say believe (verses 106 - 107 of Sura 17): \( 173 + (412 + 37) + (148 + 498) + (130 + 98) = (173 + 449) + (646 + 228) = (173 + 449) + 874 = 622 + 874 = 1496 \)

Karachi, Al-Pakistan: \( 931 + 565 = 1496 \) (equivalent to 496) (1496 is the 1257th Composite Number) (1771 is the 1496th Composite Number)

The distance between Medina and the Jerusalem is 918 Km (571 miles or 496 nautical miles).
The Nihaya (End): 497 (or 496) (= 7 x 71) (497 is the 402nd Composite Number) (609 is the 497th Composite Number) (741 is the 609th Composite Number) (3547 is the 497th Prime Number)

Day of Wilada (Birth, Giving Birth, Child Birth, or Delivery): 56 + 441 = 497

Day the Satan was born: 56 [40 + 401 (or 400)] = 56 + 441 (or 440) = 497 (or 496)

Day of 19 Shaban: (56 + 19) + 422 (or 423) = 75 + 422 (or 423) = 497 (or 498)

City of Orphalese (City where Al-Mustafa lived – Gibran Khalil Gibran’s book “The Prophet”): 109 + 388 (or 387) = 497 (or 496)

He knows the Secret (verse 7 of Sura 20): 56 + (150 + 291) = 56 + 441 = 497

Bringing down or Something descended) (verse 2 of Sura 41): 497 ( = 7 x 71)

And the wise Quran (verse 2 of Sura 36): 6 + (382 + 109) = 6 + 491 = 497

Beginning) of Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) of the Quran: 22 + [93 + 382 (or 383)] = 22 + 475 (or 476) = 497 (or 498)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate): [102 + 66 + 329 (or 330)] = 497 (or 498)

First day of Eid of the Fitr: (37 + 56) + (84 + 320) = 93 + 404 = 497

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Nihaya (End) of the Cancer: 75 + [71 + 351 (or 350)] = 75 + 422 (or 421) = 497 (or 496) (July 22 is the last day of the Cancer zodiac sign)

Lailat (Eve) of Qurban (Sacrificial Offering) + the Dajjal (Deceiver or Anti-Christ): 75 + [353 (or 352) + 69] = 75 + 422 (or 421) = 497 (or 496)

He causes the Night to enter into (or merge with) the Day (verse 6 of Sura 57): 49 + 71 + 90 + 287 = 497

We said to the angels: Prostrate to Adam (verse 11 of Sura 7): 181 + 166 (or 165) + 75 + 76 = 497 (or 496)

And the Fig (verse 1 of Sura 95): 6 + 491 = 497

We test him (verse 2 of Sura 76): 497
The Witnesses arise (or rise up) (verse 51 of Sura 40): $156 + 341 = 497$

Qiyama (Resurrection) + The Tariq (Sura 86): $156 + 341 = 497$

Qiyama (Resurrection) of Amerkiyeen (Americans): $156 + 341 = 497$

Followers of Gog: $474 + 23 = 497$

Promise of London + Britain: $80 + 134 = 214$ (or $134 + 283 = 417 = 497$)

Promise of Al-Malhama Al-Kubra (the Big Battle/War): $80 + (154 + 263) = 80 + 417 = 497$

Day of Promise of Inha (Ending) of Israel: $56 + 80 + [58 + 303 (or 302)] = 56 + [80 + 361 (or 360)] = 497$

Hadd ( Destruction) of Madina (City/State) of Israel + Gog + Magog: $9 + 109 + (303 + 23 + 53) = 9 + (109 + 379) = 9 + 488 = 497$

Qiyama (Resurrection) + Jahannam (Hell) of City of Sydney: $156 + (98 + 109 + 134) = 156 + 341 = 497$

Anwar Al-Sadat, former President of Egypt, was born on December 25, 1918 (Rabi Awwal 21 (or 22), 1337 Hijri). He was assassinated on October 6, 1981 (Zu Hijja 8, 1401 Hijri) (Tishri 8, 5742 Jewish).

Sakina (Solace) from your Lord (verse 248 of Sura 2): $145 + 90 + 262 = 497$

Pope Francis was born on December 17, 1936, (Shawwal 3 (or 2), 1355 Hijri) (2428,519.5th Julian Day)]

The Duke of York + The Catholics: $37 + 842 + 618 = 1497$

The Akheer (Last) Pope + The Catholics: $37 + 842 + 618 = 1497$ (equivalent to $497$, $1497$ is the $1258^{th}$ Composite Number) (1772 is the $1497^{th}$ Composite Number)

Day of Nihaya (End) of Vatican + Last Pope: $56 + 71 + 562 + [802 (or 801)] = 56 + [71 + 562 + 808 (or 807)] = 56 + 1441 (or 1440) = 1497 (or 1496)

Day of Nihaya (End) of Vatican + The Catholic Church: $56 + 71 + 562 + [176 + 632 (or 633)] = 56 + [71 + 562 + 808 (or 809)] = 56 + 1441 (or 1442) = 1497 (or 1498)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Magicians and the Sha’waza (Sorcery or
Witchcraft): $75 + (304 + 6 + 1112) = 75 + 1422 = 1497$

Hadd (Destruction) of Sydney + Southern Half of the Earth: $(9 + 134) + (220 + 1032 + 102) = 143 + 1354 = 1497$

Nafi (Exile Banishment) of Napoleon Bonapart + Island of Saint Helena: $140 + (154 + 662) + (225 + 210 + 106) = (140 + 816) + 541 = 956 + 541 = 1497$ (On August 8, 1815, Napoleon Bonaparte set sail for exile to Island of Saint Helena)

The Holy Grail (in French, it is called Graal): $1262 + 235 = 1497$

The Ikhtitam (End) of Hayat (Life): $1442 + 55 = 1497$ (equivalent to 497)

The Prince William Arthur Philip Louis, son of Charles: $282 + (86 + 901 + 132 + 106) + (52 + 938) = (282 + 1225) + 990 = 1507 + 990 = 2497 = 11 \times 227$ (2497 is the 2129th Composite Number)

He intended to provoke them out of the land, so We drowned him (verse 103 of Sura 17): $3497$ or $3498$ $= 13 \times 269$ (3497 is the 3008th Composite Number)

Muhtami (person seeking protection): $498$ (498 is the 403rd Composite Number)

The Tahteem (Destruction): $498$

The Punishment Rabbani (from the Lord/God): $204 + 294 = 498$

Bidaya (Beginning) of Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) of the Quran: $22 + [93 + 383 (or 382)] = 22 + 476$(or 475) = $498$ or $497$

Day of 19 Shaban: $(56 + 19) + 423 (or 422) = 75 + 423 (or 422) = 498$ or $497$

Day Tubla (gets rewarded or punished) (verse 9 of Sura 86): $56 + 442 = 498$

The Witnesses arise (or rise up) (verse 51 of Sura 40): $156 + 342 (or 341) = 498$ or $497$

Day of the Hijja (Pilgrimage): $56 + 442 = 498$
Qiyam (Rise, Establishment, or Upheaval) of Dawlat (State) of Israel: $151 + 45 + 302 = 498$ (or 499)

Promise of Nihaya (End) of Dawla (State) of Israel: $80 + [71 + 45 + 302] = 498$ (or 499)

Rajab Tayyib Erdogan: $[205 + 31 (or 21)] + 1262 = 236$ (or 226) + 1262 = 1498 (or 1488) (Rajab Tayyib Erdogan is President of Turkey)

Great Wall of China: $266 + 181 + 1051 = 1498$

Indulgence Certificates: $136 + 1362 = 1498$ (equivalent to 498) (1498 is the 1259th Composite Number)

The Prince William Arthur Philip Louis, son of Charles: $282 + [86 + 901 (or 902) + 132 + 106] + (53 + 938) = [282 + 1225 (or 1226)] + 991 = 1507$ (or 1508) + 991 = 2498 (or 2499) (2498 is the 2130th Composite Number)

He intended to provoke them out of the land, so We drowned him (verse 103 of Sura 17): $3498$ (or 3497) (equivalent to 498)

Some of the Ayat (Signs) of your Lord occurs, a soul will not benefit from its belief if it has not believed (verse 158 of Sura 6): $3498$ (or 3497)

Nuzul (Descent) of Wahy (Revelation) of the Quran: $93 + 24 + 382 (or 383) = 93 + 406 (or 407) = 499$ (or 500) (499 is the 95th Prime Number)

Qiyam (Rise or Establishment) of Dawlat (State) of Israel: $151 + 45 + 302 = 499$ (or 498)

Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: $135 + 62 + 302 = 499$ (or 500)
Promise of Nihaya (End) of Dawla (State) of Israel: 80 + [71 + 45 + 303 (or 302)] = 80 + 419 (or 418) = 499 (or 498)

By it/ him a dead city (verse 11 of Sura 50): 499

The Maktoob (what is written by God): 499

The Istiwa (Equality, Equilibrium, Equinox, or Equator): 499 (or 500)

Ibtida (Beginning) of Season of Khareef (Autumn or Fall): 409 + (200 + 890) = 409 + 1090 = 1499

Masra (Murder or Death) of the Pope Francis + Hadd ( Destruction) of the Vatican: (400 + 37 + 460) + (9 + 593) = 897 + 602 = 1499

Khuruj (Coming out) of the Muslimeen (Muslims) from the Qubur (graves): 809 + 261 + 90 + 339 = 1499

They come out of the Ajdath (graves) (verse 43 of Sura 70): 869 + 90 + 540 = 1499 (1499 is the $239^{th}$ Prime Number) (1774 is the $1499^{th}$ Composite Number)

The Prince William Arthur Philip Louis, son of Charles: 282 + [86 + 902 (or 901) + 132 + 106] + (53 + 938) = [282 + 1226 (or 1225)] + 991 = 1508 (or1507) + 991 = 2499 (or 2498) (2499 is the $2131^{st}$ Composite Number) (2922 is the $2499^{th}$ Composite Number)

Germans’ Ghazu (Invasion) of Luxembourg: 1013 + 122 + 1364 = 2499 (Germany invaded Luxembourg without resistance on August 2, 1914)

Second + Ab (August) + 1934: [561 + 4 (or 3)] + 1934 = 565 (or 564) + 1934 = 2499 (or 2498) [ In Germany, upon death of its President, on August 2, 1934 (Rabi Thani 20, 1353 Hijri), the office of President was abolished and its powers were merged with those of Chancellor, and thus Adolf Hitler became head of state as well as head of government, and was formally referred to as Führer und Reichskanzler (Leader and Chancellor). ]

8 years is equal to 417 weeks + 3 days, meaning 2922 days (equivalent to 922) (= 2 x 3 x 487) (2922 is the $2499^{th}$ Composite Number) (3401 is the $2922^{nd}$ Composite Number)

Shar (Evilness or most evil): 500 (500 is the $404^{th}$ Composite Number) (612 is the $500^{th}$ Composite Number) (4061 is the $3500^{th}$ Composite Number)

Your State: 500
Kingdom of Bani (Children of) Israel: $135 + [62 + 303 (or 302)] = 135 + 365 (or 364) = 500 (or 499)

Kingdom of the Ifranj (Franks): $135 + 365 (or 364) = 500 (or 499)

City/State of Israel + The Jinna (demons): $109 + 302 (or 303) + 89 = 500 (or 501)

In Lailat (Night or Eve) of the Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97): $90 + (75 + 335) = 90 + 410 = 500$

Day of Nuzul (Descent) of Quran: $56 + [93 + 351 (or 352)] = 56 + 444 (or 445) = 500 (or 501)

The Istitwa (Equality, Equilibrium, Equinox, or Equator): 500 (or 499)

Al-Imam Al-Hashimi (Mahdi): $113 + 387 = 500$

Promise of my Lord (God) comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Imam Mahdi: $(5 + 80 + 212) + (113 + 90) = 297 + 203 = 500$

Defeat of the Jews in Israel: $52 + 56 + 90 + 302 = 500$

The Mahdi’s Hazm (Defeat) of Israel: $56 + 52 + 90 + 302 = 500$

Promise of my Lord (God) comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Kingdom of Son of David: $(5 + 80 + 212) + [135 + 53 (or 52) + 15] = 297 + 203 (or 202) = 500 (or 499)$

The First Nuclear Explosion test was done by the U.S. on July 16, 1945, as part of what was known as Manhattan Project

Night of Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97) + The Mahdi: $(75 + 335) + 90 = 410 + 90 = 500$

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The Hour + The Mahdi: $[56 + 187 + 167] + 90 = (243 + 167) + 90 = 410 + 90 = 500$

Saiha (Scream) + The Angels and the Spirit (verse 4 of Sura 70): $113 + (136 + 6 + 245) = 113 + 387 = 500$

Resurrection of the Amwat (Dead People): $21 + 479 = 500$

Infertile (or Mighty) Wind (punishment of Aad people) (verse 41 of Sura 51): 500
The scapers (High-rise buildings): 500

Rodricus (or Roderic): 500 (or 440) (Roderic was the last king of the VisioGoths of Hispania who was defeated by Muslims led by Tariq bin Ziyad and he died in the battle-field.)

Promise of the Hadd (Destruction) of City of New York: 80 + (9 + 109 + 302) = 80 + 420 = 500

The Inha (Ending) + City of New York: 89 + (109 + 302) = 89 + 411 = 500

Saiha (Scream) + Catastrophe of Banu (Children) of Israel: 113 + (27 + 58 + 302) = 113 + 387 = 500

Saiha (Scream) + Catastrophe of Banu (Children) of New York: 113 + (27 + 58 + 302) = 113 + 387 = 500

Perishing of New Yorkiyoon (New Yorkers): 132 + 368 = 500

Moscow + New Yorkiyoon (New Yorkers): 132 + 368 = 500 (This could mean that the Russians will be ones who will destroy Manhattan, New York)

Perishing of the Amerkiyoon (Americans): 132 + 368 = 500

Moscow + The Amerkiyoon (Americans): 132 + 368 = 500

The Dajjal (False, Deceiver, or Anti-Christ), the Messiah, the Prince: (69 + 149) + 282 = 218 + 282 = 500

Angels (verse 31 of Sura 74): 500 (or 501)

9 words: 9 + 491 = 500

Tisat Ashar (Nineteen) (verse 30 of Sura 74): 930 + 570 = 1500

The Promise + Awda (Return) of Land of the Arabs: 111 + (85 + 1001 + 303) = 111 + 1389 = 1500 (equivalent to 500) (1500 is the 1260th Composite Number)

We brought to Moses the Book and the Furqan (verse 53 of Sura 2): 463 + 116 + 453 (or 454) + 462 = 1500 (or 1501)

Ibtida (Beginning) of Ramadan: 409 + 1091 = 1500
Night of Qadr + Ramadan: 410 + 1090 (or 1091) = 1500 (or 1501) 
(equivalent to 501) (1500 is the 1260th Composite Number)

Day of Neil Amstrong’s stepping on the Moon: 56 + 26 (or 25) + 90 + 1957 (or 1958) + 371 = 2500 (2499 or 2501) (2923 is the 2500th Composite Number)

Apollo 11 + Neil Amstrong’s stepping on the Moon: (45 + 11) + 26 (or 25) + 90 + 1957 (or 1958) + 371 = 2500 (2499 or 2501)

Malik (King or Master) of the people, god of the people from the evilness of the whisperer, the Khannas, who whispers into chests of the people from the Jinna (invisible creatures) (verse 2 – 6 of Sura 114): 90 + 3410 = 2500

Madina (City/State) of Israel + The Jinna (demons): 109 + 303 (or 302) + 89 = 501 (or 500) ( = 3 x 167) (501 is the 405th Composite Number) (614 is the 501st Composite Number) (3581 is the 501st Prime Number) (5501 is the 726th Prime Number) (2924 is the 2501st Composite Number)

The Occupation: 501

Day of Nuzul (Descent) of Quran : 56 + [93 + 352 (or 351)] = 56 + 445 (or 444) = 501 (or 500)

Muntahaha (its end) (verse 44 of Sura 79): 501 (or 502)

Iblees (Devil) was not among the prostraters (verse 11 of Sura 7): 501

The Lana (Curse) (verse 35 of Sura 15) + Ibada (Annihilation) of New York: 186 + 13 + 302 = 501

Night (Eve) of the Promise + Ibada (Annihilation) of New York: (75 + 111) + 13 + 302 = 186 + 13 + 302 = 501

Day of 23 + Shaban: (56 + 23) + 422 (or 423) = 79 + 422 (or 423) = 501 (or 502)

Promise of the End Times, they shall ruin your faces (verse 7 of Sura 17): 80 + (1233 + 108 + 80) = 80 + 1421 = 1501

Khawarizm + Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness): 854 (or 853) + (412 + 235) = 854 (or 853) + 647 = 1501 (or 1500)
In the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) it/he descended. And We have not sent you, except as a Mubashshir (Bearer of good news) (verse 105 of Sura 17):

1501 (1502 or 1503)

Day of the Qiyama + The Hour + Severe torment (verse 20 of Sura 57): (56 + 187 + 167) + (773 + 318) = 410 + 1091 = 1501 (equivalent to 501)

The Saiha (Scream) on the Haq (Truth or Due Date), that is the day of (verse 42 of Sura 50) + The Nakba (Disaster) + New York: (144 + 141) + (750 + 56) + (108 + 302) = (285 + 806) + 410 = 1091 + 410 = 1501 (equivalent to 501)

Have you not seen what your Lord did to Aad, Iram (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 89): 1501 (equivalent to 501) (1501 is the 1261st Composite Number)

We brought to Moses the Book and the Furqan (verse 53 of Sura 2): 463 + 116 + 454 (or 453) + 462 = 1501 (or 1500)

Night of Qadr + Ramadan: 410 + 1091 (or 1090) = 1501 (or 1500) (equivalent to 501)

Lailat (Eve) of Twenty Five + Ramadan: [75 + (705 + 630)] + 1091 (or 1090) = (75 + 1335) + 1091 (or 1090) = 1410 + 1091 (or 1090) = 2501 (or 2500)

They ask you about the Hour. When will its docking be? Say: The knowledge of it is with my Lord. No one uncovers its timing, except he. It has become a heavy burden in the Heavens and the Earth. It will not come to you except all of a sudden. They ask you as if you are privy to it. Say: Its knowledge is with Allah. However, most people do not know (verse 187 of Sura 7): 9501 (equivalent to 501) (= 3 x 3167) (9501 is the 8323rd Composite Number)

Pope Benedict: 6 + 496 = 502 ( = 2 x 251) (502 is the 406th Composite Number) (615 is the 502nd Composite Number)

Bashar (human or human beings/race) (verse 94 of Sura 17): 502

Muntahaha (its end) (verse 44 of Sura 79): 502 (or 501)

Asatom (you do badly) (verse 7 of Sura 17): 502
Sura of the Alaq: \( 271 + 231 = 502 \) [Sura of the Alaq is Sura 96 of the Quran. It contains the first verses revealed to Prophet Mohammad (p)]

Allah has knowledge of the Hour (verse 34 of Sura 31): \( 66 + 67 + 67 + 140 + 167 = 502 \) (or 503)

Apparition (or Vision) of Maryam (Mary): \( 212 + 290 = 502 \)

Apparition (or Vision) of Third Secret: \( 212 + [1030 + 1031 + 260] = 1502 \) (or 1503)

My Lord. When Promise of my Lord comes, he turns into ruins and (promise of my Lord) shall be (verse 98 of Sura 18): \( 212 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 212 + 108 + 26 + 6 + 71) = 212 + 1290 = 1502 \)

Atomic Bomb + Hazima (Defeat) of Al-New York (The New Yorkers): \( 1102 + 67 + 333 = 1502 \) (equivalent to 502)

Atomic Bomb + Al-Hazima (The Defeat) + New York: \( 1102 + 98 + 302 = 1502 \) (equivalent to 502)

Atomic Bomb + Al-Hazima (The Defeat) + Al-Amreek (The Americans): \( 1102 + 98 + 302 = 1502 \) (equivalent to 502)

Ikhtitam (End) of the Life: \( 1442 + 60 = 1502 \) (equivalent to 502) (1502 is the 1262nd Composite Number)

Haikal (Temple) of the Kingdom of Israel: \( 65 + 135 + 303 = 503 \) (or 502) (503 is the 96th Prime Number) (616 is the 503rd Composite Number) (3503 is the 3013th Composite Number)

Trees: 503

Istila (Capture): 503

Day I die (verse 33 of Sura 19): \( 56 + 447 = 503 \)

Hubut (Descent or Landing) on the Moon: \( 22 + 110 + 371 = 503 \)

Allah has knowledge of the Hour (verse 34 of Sura 31): \( 67 + 66 + 129 + 140 + 167 = 503 \) (or 502)

Isa (Jesus), son of Maryam (Mary), O’ (verse 6 of Sura 61): \( 150 + 53 \) +
Son of Matta (Mathew): 53 (or 52) + 450 = 503 (or 502)  [Prophet Yunus (Jonah) is known in Islam as Yunus son of Matta]

The kindled Fire of Allah (God) (verse 6 of Sura 104): (251 + 66) + 186 = 317 + 186 = 503

Victory of Al-Islam: 340 + 163 = 503

Nihaya (End) of the Communism: 71 + 432 = 503

The Umawi Mosque + Syria: (138 + 88) + 277 = 226 + 277 = 503

Two Poles + The Tariq (Star): 162 + 341 = 503

We have decorated the Worldly Sky with decoration of the Planets (verse 6 of Sura 37): 52 + (68 + 133 + 96 + 74 + 80) = 52 + 451 = 503

Al-Inhizam of Al-Amerikiyoon (The Americans): 135 + 368 = 503

Nuclear Weapons + Americans: 181 + 322 = 503

China + Americans: 181 + 322 = 503

And the false has been destroyed. The false has been meant to be destroyed. (verse 81 of Sura 17): 503

People of the Left/ North (Evil People) (verse 41 of Sura 56): 101 + 402 = 503

Promise of my Lord, he shall turn it into ruins and thus it shall be (verse 98 of Sura 18): (80 + 212) + (108 + 26 + 6 + 71) = 292 + 211 = 503

Apparition (or Vision) of Third Secret: 212 + [1031 (or 1030) + 260] = 212 + 1291 (or 1290) = 1503 (or 1502)

The one of the Left (or North) (verse 18 of Sura 18): 1101 + 402 = 1503 (1503 is the 1263rd Composite Number) (1779 is the 1503rd Composite Number)

The Istiqaz (Wake-up): 1503 (equivalent to 503)

The finding of Gospel of Jesus son of Mary: (807 + 110) + (94 + 150 + 52 + 290) = 917 + 586 (or 587) = 1503 (or 1504) (equivalent to 503)

They ask you about the Hour: When will its docking be? While you are part of (verse 42 – 43 of Sura 79): 1503 (or 1502)
in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) it/he descended. And We have not sent you, except as a Mubashshir (Bearer of good news) (verse 105 of Sura 17): 1503 (1501 or 1502)

The Imam Mahdi + Secrets of the Akhira (End Times): (113 + 90) + [462 + 838 (or 837)] = 203 + 1300 (or 1299) = 1503 (or 1502)

Lailat (Eve) of Khamis wa Ishreen (Twenty Fifth) + Ramadan: 75 + (701 + 6 + 630) + 1091 = 75 + 1337 + 1091 = 75 + 2428 = 2503 (equivalent to 503)

Israel: Inhabit the land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Laffa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd) (verse 104 of Sura 17): 303 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 64 + 62 + 201 = 2503 (or 2504)

They shall enter the Mosque like entered it the first time and they shall destroy what (verse 7 of Sura 17): 2503

In it by the permission of their Lord from every command. Peace it is until rise of the Dawn (verses 4-5 of Sura 97): 96 + (753 + 247) + [90 + 50 + 241 + 130 (or 131) + 15 + 418 +149 + 314] = 96 + 1000 + 1407 (or 1408) = 2503 (or 2504)

O You the Maddathir, rise and warn and your Lord Fa-Kabbir (glorify by saying Allah Akbar) (verse 1 of Sura 74): 2503 (2503 is the 368th Prime Number)

♦ The Empire: 504 (504 is the 407th Composite Number) (618 is the 504th Composite Number)

The Olives: 504

Day of Mawlid (Birth) of the Prince William: 56 + 80 + 282 + 86 = 504

Day of Amwat (Dead People): 56 + 448 = 504

Hadd (Destruction) of Kingdom of Banu (Children) of Israel: 9 + 135 + 58 + 302 (or 303) = 504 (or 505)

The Halak (devastation) of London, Britain: 87 + 417 = 504

Annihilation + The Franciyeen (French): 13 + 491 = 504

Saiha (Scream) of France: 113 + 391 = 504
The Saiha (Scream) of Banu (Children) of the Amreek (Americans): $144 + 360 = 504$

Perishing + The Amerikiyeen (Americans): $132 + 372 = 504$

Son of Yoseph (Joseph) + King of the English People + The Jews: $209 + 90 + (149 + 56) = 209 + 90 + 205 = 504$ (or 503)

Aad were perished by a brutal roaring wind (verse 6 of Sura 69): $1504$ (equivalent to 504) (1504 is the 1264th Composite Number) (1780 is the 1504th Composite Number)

The finding of Gospel of Jesus son of Mary: $(807 + 110) + (94 + 150 + 53 + 290) = 917 + 587$ (or 586) $= 1504$ (or 1503) (equivalent to 504)

He said: So, you are from among the Munzareen (those given respite) till Day of the Known Time (verse 37 – 38 of Sura 15): $2504$ (2504 is the 2135th Composite Number)

so we took vengeance against them, so we drowned them in the sea (verse 136 of Sura 7): $2504$

after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring (verse 104 of Sura 17): $3504$ (or 3504)

♦ Month: $505$ (505 is the 408th Composite Number) (620 is the 505th Composite Number) (3613 is the 505th Prime Number) (2505 is the 2136th Composite Number) (2929 is the 2505th Composite Number)

Awwal (Beginning) of Eid (Feast) of the Qurban (Sacrificial offering): $37 + (84 + 384) = 37 + 468 = 505$

The Mashoom (Ominous) day: $87 + 418$ (or 417) $= 505$ (or 504)

Day of Ruju (Return) of Kingdom of Babyl (Babylon): $56 + (279 + 135 + 35) = 56 + 449 = 505$

Ibtida (Beginning) of the Asad (Leo or Lion): $409 + 96 = 505$ (July 23 is the 1st day of Leo, zodiac sign)

Your Lord has done to People (verse 1 of Sura 105): $505$
Kingdom of Satan: $135 + 370 = 505$ (or 504)

Phoenix, Arizona: $230 + 275 = 505$

The New Book: $453 (or 454) + 52 = 505$ (or 506)

An محمد رسول الله that Mohammad is a Messenger of Allah (last part of Muslims’ Testimony of Faith): $51 + 92 (or 93) + 296 + 66 = 505$ (or 506)

HoWa (or He) revives and causes death (verse 56 of Sura 10): $11 + 28 + 6 + 460 = 505$

Al-Saiha (Scream) + Al-Aqsa Mosque: $144 + 361 = 505$

Bay'a (Offering Allegiance) + Al-Haram Mosque (in Mecca): $87 + 418 = 505$

Hadd (Destruction) of Kingdom of Banu (Children) of Israel: $9 + 135 + 58 + 303 (or 302) = 505$ (or 504)

Son of David + Kingdom of Israel: $[52 (or 53) + 15] + (135 + 303) = 67 (or 68) + 438 = 505$ (or 506)

Hazima (Defeat) of Kingdom of Israel: $67 + (135 + 303) = 67 + 438 = 505$

Ta’adul (Equality or Equinox): $505$ (The Autumn Equinox happens in the Northern Hemisphere annually either on September 22 or 23)

Ikhtilaf (Variation or Variability) of the Night and the Day (verse 6 of Sura 10): $1111$ (or 1112) $+ 101 + 6 + 287 = 1505$ (or 1506)

prostrate and the Sama (Sky or Heaven) he raised and placed (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 55): $1505$

Day of the Muslimeen (Muslims’) Istiada (Getting back) of Bayt-Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness): $56 + 261 + [541 + (412 + 235)] = 56 + 261 + (541 + 647) = 56 + 261 + 1188 = 56 + 1449 = 1505$ (1505 is the $1265^{th}$ Composite Number)

(1781 is the $1505^{th}$ Composite Number)

Day of Nihaya (End) of the Caliphate + Turkey: $56 + [71 + 747 (or 746)] + 631 = 56 + [818 (or 817) + 631] = 56 + 1449 (or 1448) = 1505$ (or 1504)

Secrets of the Ghayb (Unseen, Future, or Metaphysical World): $462 + 1043 = 1505$

Blessed is the one who has in his hand the Kingship (or Dominion) (verse 1 of Sura 67): $1505$
Day of Ghazu (Invasion) of Kuwait: \(56 + (1013 + 436) = 56 + 1449 = 1505\)

Sakina from your Lord and the remainder of what the Family of Moses and the Family of Harun left, carried by the Angels. It is in (verse 248 of Sura 2): \(145 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 117 + 81 + 620 + 31 + 116 + 6 + 31 = 1505\)

After him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring (verse 104 of Sura 17): \(3505\) (or \(3504\))

When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) it/he descended. And We have not sent you, except as a Mubashshir (Bearer of good news) and as a Nazeer (Warner). (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): \(782 + 5 + 80 + 837\) (or 838) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 (or 144) + 6 + 141\] + (87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32 + 543 + 6 + 961) = 2468 (or 2469) + 2037 = \(4505\) (or \(4506\))

Waqt (Time): \(506\) (506 is the 409th Composite Number) (621 is the 506th Composite Number)

The First World War: \((241 + 187) + 78 = 428 + 78 = 506\)

Son of David + Kingdom of Israel: \([53 + 15] + (135 + 303) = 68 + 438\) (or 437) = \(506\) (or \(505\))

The Dajjal + Kingdom of Israel: \(69 + [135 + 302 (or 303)] = 69 + 437\) (or 438) = \(506\) (or \(507\))

Enemy of Allah + Jinna (demons) + Israel: \((80 + 66) + [58 + 302 (or 303)] = 146 + 360 (or 361) = 506\) (or \(507\))

People who are Kafireen (ungrateful individuals & deniers of the Truth) (verse 43 of Sura 27): \(146 + 360 (or 361) = 506\) (or \(507\))

Itidal (Equality or Equinox): \(506\) (The Autumn Equinox happens in the Northern Hemisphere annually either on September 22 or 23)

Ikhtilaf (Variation or Variability) of the Night and the Day (verse 6 of Sura 10): \(1112 \) (or 1111) + 101 + 6 + 287 = \(1506\) (or \(1505\))

Tequwaf (transgress) in (verse 8 of Sura 55): \(1416 + 90 = 1506\) (or \(1505\))

in the Qist (Justice or Equity) and do not make deficient (verse 9 of Sura 55): \((202 + 6) + 31 + 1267 (or 1266) = 208 + 31 + 1267 (or 1266) = 1506\) (or \(1505\))
The Earth/Land is destroyed in waves of severe destruction (verse 21 of Sura 89): \(1506 = 2 \times 3 \times 251\) (1506 is the 1266th Composite Number)  

The Earth has been shaken (verse 1 of Sura 99): 474 + 1032 = 1506  

and Radeet (I have accepted, favored or chosen) for you (verse 3 of Sura 5): 6 + (1410 + 90) = 6 + 1500 = 1506  

Know (or my God knows better) whether what you are promised is (or Aad people will die) soon or whether my Lord (God) will set for it (verse 25 of Sura 72): 1506 (2930 is the 2506th Composite Number)  

Construction of the present St. Peter's Basilica on the Vatican Hill in Rome, replacing the Old St. Peter's Basilica of the 4th century AD, began on April 18, 1506 Julian (Zu Al-Qada 23 (or 24), 911 Hijri) (Nisan 24, 5266 Jewish). After the construction was completed, the Basilica consecrated by Pope Urban VIII on November 18, 1626 (Safar 28, 1036 Hijri) (Heshvan 29, 5387 Jewish).  

♦ Camelot (City of King Arthur): 507 (or 506) (507 is the 410th Composite Number) (622 is the 507th Composite Number) (2507 is the 2138th Composite Number)  

Knights of the Mabad (Temple): 391 + 116 = 507  

Bina (Building or Construction) of Wall of Berlin, Germany: 54 + [28 + 292 + 133] = 54 + 453 = 507  

The German Army: 344 + 163 = 507  

H.M. And the Book (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 44): 48 + 6 + 453 (or 454) = 507 (or 508)  

Nihaya (End) of the Nusraniya (Christianity): 71 + 436 (or 437) = 507 (or 508)  

The Dajjal + Kingdom of Israel: 69 + [135 + 303 (or 302)] = 69 + 438 (or 437) = 507 (or 506)  

Enemy of Allah + Jinna (demons) + Israel: (80 + 66) + [58 + 303 (or 302)] = 146 + 361 (or 360) = 507 (or 506)  

People who are Kafireen (ungrateful individuals & deniers of the Truth) (verse 43 of Sura 27): 146 + 361 (or 360) = 507 (or 506)  

The Prince William Arthur Philip Louis: 282 + [86 + 901 (or 902) + 132 + 106] = 282 + 1225 (or 1226) = 1507 (or 1508)
The Prince, the Messiah William son of Charles: 282 + 149 + [86 + 52 (or 53) + 938] = 282 + [149 + 1076 (or 1077)] = 282 + 1225 (or 1226) = 1507 (or 1508)

Hadd (Destruction) of Soor (Wall) of China: 9 + (266 + 181) + 1051 = 9 + 447 + 1051 = 1507

If you do well, you do well to yourselves and if (verse 7 of Sura 17): 1507 (1507 is the 1267th Composite Number)

Hashr (In-gathering) (verse 2 of Sura 59): 508 (508 is the 411th Composite Number)

Ihya (Resurrection) of the Mawta (dead people): 21 + 487 = 508

Tree: 508

Mount of Olives: 35 + 473 = 508

From the Haram Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): 90 + (138 + 280) = 90 + 418 = 508

Emparatoriya (Empire) of Babyl (Babylon): 473 + 35 = 508

The King Farouk: 121 + 387 = 508 (Revolution of 23 Yulyu is the military coup by the Free Officers Movement on July 23, 1952 (Zu Al-Qada 1, 1371 Hijri) (Av 1, 5712 Jewish), led by Muhammad Nageeb and Gamal Abd-Nasir, that forced King of Egypt, Farouk I, to abdicate the throne in favor of his infant son Ahmed Fuad. He was exiled on July 26, 1952. The monarchy in Egypt ended when Egypt became a republic on June 18, 1953.)

Month of Ab (August - in Greater Syria & Iraq): 505 + 3 (or 4) = 508 (or 509)

Pastures + Rivers: 250 + 258 = 508

The Assault: 508

The Tasawi (Equality or Equinox): 508 (or 507)

Worshippers of the Sun: 77 + 431 = 508

The Judaism + The Nusraniya (Christianity): 71 + 437 = 508

Nihaya (End) of the Nusraniya (Christianity): 71 + 437 (or 436) = 508 (or 507)
The Confucianism: 508

Itaqu (fear or protect yourself) (verse 1 of Sura 22): 508

Promise of the Dajjal has arrived + The Qiyama (Resurrection or End Times) + The Hour : (5 + 80 + 69) + 187 + 167 = 508

The Dajjal + The Jan (invisible creatures or demons) + The Qiyama + The Hour : 69 + 85 + 187 + 167 = 508

Promise of the Imam Mahdi and the Dajjal + Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paul : 80 + (113 + 90) + 6 + 69 + 21 + 37 + (54 + 38) = 80 + 203 + 6 + 69 + 21 + 37 + 92 = 508

The curse shall be upon you until the Day of Deen (Judgment) (verse 35 of Sura 15): 130 + 186 + 41 + 56 + 95 = 508

May 26, 2013 (Rajab 16 (or Rajab 15)] is the 508,000th (or 507,999th) day since the beginning of the Hijri Calendar on July 16, 622 AD.

May 27, 2013 [Rajab 17 (or Rajab 16)] is the 508,001th (or 508,000th) day since the beginning of the Hijri Calendar on July 16, 622 AD.

The distance between the White House and Aqsa Mosque is 9508.415 Km (5908.255 miles or 5134.136 nautical miles)

♦ Rises: 509 (509 is the 97th Prime Number) (624 is the 509th Composite Number)

Rose (verse 17 of Sura 18): 509

Madina (City/State) of Satan : 109 + 400 (or 401) = 509 (or 510)

Madina Qaïsir: 109 + 400 = 509
Day of Promise of Nihaya (End) of New York: \( (56 + 80) + (71 + 302) = 136 + 373 = 509 \)

Day of Promise of Nihaya (End) of Israel: \( 56 + 80 + [71 + 302 \text{ (or 303)}] = 56 + 80 + 373 \text{ (or 374)} = 509 \text{ (or 510)} \)

Hadd (Destruction) of Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: \( 9 + (135 + 62 + 303) = 9 + 500 \text{ (or 499)} = 509 \text{ (or 508)} \)

Hadd (Destruction) of Kingdom of Britan (Britons): \( 71 + (135 + 303) = 71 + 438 = 509 \)

Tasmania (Australian State consisting 334 small Islands + the large main Island which is also called Tasmania): \( 509 \text{ (or 513)} \)

And People of the Left/ North (verse 41, Sura 56): \( 6 + 101 + 402 = 509 \)

Day they see what they are promised (verse 35 of Sura 46): \( 56 + (266 + 41 + 146) = 56 + 453 = 509 \)

Promise of Allah is Haq (True) and that the Hour, there is no (verse 21 of Sura 18): \( 80 + 66 + 108 + 6 + 51 + 167 + 31 = 509 \)

Zikra (Anniversary or Day of Remembrance) of Ashoura (10th of Muharram): \( 930 + 579 = 1509 \) (The Hussein, grandson of Prophet Mohammad (p), was martyred on 10th of Muharram)

Martyrdom of the Hussein (grandson of Prophet Mohammad (p)): \( 771 + 159 + 579 = 930 + 579 = 1509 \)

Mubashir (bearer of good news) and a Nazeer (warner) (verse 105 of Sura 17): \( 543 \text{ (or 542)} + 960 \text{ (or 961)} = 1509 \text{ (1508 or 1510)} \)

Fall of Great Britain: \( 175 + (283 + 1051) = 175 + 1334 = 1509 \) (equivalent to \( 509 \) \( (= 3 \times 503) \) (509 is the 1269th Composite Number) (1786 is the 1509th Composite Number)

The Olives (verse 1 of Sura 95): \( 6 + 504 = 510 \) \( (= 10 \times 51) \) (510 is the 412th Composite Number) (1788 is the 1510th Composite Number)

City of Mecca Al-Mukarrama (the Honored): \( 109 + 65 + 336 = 510 \)

4 Ashhur (Months): \( 4 + 506 = 510 \)
Atrash (Deaf): 510

The bluffer (tricker or fraudster): 510

Kingdom of Son of David, the Awar (attribute of the Dajjal): \[ 135 + 52 (or 53) + 15 \] + 308 = 202 (or 203) + 308 = 510 (or 511)

The Madina (City/State) of Satan: 109 + 401 (or 400) = 510 (or 509)

Awda (Return) of life of the Shaitan (Satan): \( (85 + 24) + 401 (or 400) = 109 + 401 (or 400) = 510 (or 509) \)

Day of Promise of Nihaya (End) of Israel: \( 56 + 80 + [71 + 303 (or 302)] = 56 + 80 + 374 (or 373) = 510 (or 509) \)

Day of Zafaf (Wedding) of the Prince Charles + Diana: \( (168 + 282 + 938 + 66) = 56 + 1454 = 5101 = (2 \times 5 \times 151) \) (1510 is the 1270th Composite Number)

Gregorian (July 16, 1981 Julian) (Ramadan 26 (or 27), 1401 Hijri) (Tammuz 27, 5741 Jewish Calendar) (2444,814.5th Julian Day), a worldwide television audience of over 700 million people watched the wedding of Charles, Prince of Wales, and Lady Diana Spencer at St. Paul's Cathedral in London.

And that Mohammad is a Messenger of Allah (last part of Muslims' Testimony of Faith): \( 6 + 51 + 92 (or 93) + 296 + 66 = 511 (or 512) \) (511 is the 413th Composite Number)

The Messiah is a Messenger of Allah: 149 + 296 + 66 = 511

The Promise + The Satan: 111 + 400 (or 401) = 511 (or 512)

one of the Messengers (verse 3 of Sura 36): 90 + 421 = 511

Intiha (End) + Jinn (demons): 458 + 53 = 511

Bidaya (Beginning) of the Intiha (End): 22 + 489 = 511

Ibtida (Beginning) of the Nihaya (End): 409 + 102 = 511

Ibtida (Beginning) of the Black: 409 + 102 = 511

Ibtida (Beginning) of the Hope: 409 + 102 = 511
Abra + Saida + Lebanon: 273 + 105 + 133 = \textbf{511}

From every command, Peace (verses 4 – 5 of Sura 97): (90 + 50 + 241) + 130 = 381 + 130 (or 131) = \textbf{511 (or 512)}

Nuzul (descent or coming down) of the Wahy (Revelation) + The Covenant + The Wahid (One, an attribute of God) + The Imam Mahdi: (93 + 55 + 110 + 50) + (113 + 90) = 308 + 203 = \textbf{511}

The Awar + The Imam Mahdi: 308 (or 203) + 113 + 90 = \textbf{511 (or 512)}

Kingdom of Son of David, the Awar (attribute of the Dajjal): \[135 + 53 (or 52) + 15\] + 308 = 203 (or 202) + 308 = \textbf{511 (or 510)}

Ashrat (conditions, signs, or portents): \textbf{511}

Al-Tasbih (saying Subhan Allah- Glory/Praise to Allah): \textbf{511}

Istiada (Getting back) of Bayt-Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness) from the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): \[(541 + (412 + 235)) + (90 + 233) = (541 + 647) + 323 = 1188 + 323 = \textbf{1511}\]

The graves are dug out (messed up ) (verse 4 of Sura 82): 339 + 1172 = \textbf{1511 (1511 is the 240\textsuperscript{th} Prime Number )} \quad (1790 is the \textbf{1511\textsuperscript{st} Composite Number})

Day of Khusf (Collapse) of Mine of Copper and Gold + Chile: \[(740 + 133 + 738 + 150) + 750 = 2511 \quad (2511 \text{ is the } 2142\textsuperscript{nd} \text{Composite Number}) \quad (2935 \text{ is the } 2511\textsuperscript{th} \text{Composite Number})\]

Khusf (Collapse) of a mine of the gold + the copper + Chile : \[(740 + 133 + 738 + 150) + 750 = 1761 + 750 = \textbf{2511}\]

Year \textbf{917 – 918 Hijri} coincided with \textbf{1511 – 1512 AD}

\textbf{917 Hijri} (March 31, 1511 AD - March 18, 1512 AD)

\[\text{♦} \quad \text{And that Mohammad is a Messenger of Allah (last part of Muslims' Testimony of Faith): } 6 + 51 + 93 (or 92) + 296 + 66 = \textbf{512 (or 511)} \quad (512 \text{ is the } 414\textsuperscript{th} \text{Composite Number})\]

\[\text{627 is the } 512\textsuperscript{th} \text{Composite Number} \quad (414 \text{ is the } 333\textsuperscript{rd} \text{Composite Number})\]

\[\text{وأن محمد رسول الله }\]
Basheer (Carrier of good news or glad tidings) (verse 2 of Sura 11): 512

Bushra (Good News or Glad Tidings): 512

Bsharri (Town of birth of Gibran Khalil Gibran): 512

Gibran Gibran: 256 + 256 = 512 (Gibran Khalil Gibran’s book *The Prophet* was first published in 1923)

Hadath (Event): 512

Book of the Mahdi: 422 (or 423) + 90 = 512 (or 513)

From every command, Peace (verses 4 – 5 of Sura 97): (90 + 50 + 241) + 130 = 381 + 131 (or 130) = 512 (or 511)

Lailat (Eve) of the Wahy (Revelation) + the Quran : (75 + 55) + 382 (or 383)] = 130 + 382 (or 383)] = 512 (or 513)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Eid (Feast) of Qurban (Sacrificial Offering): 75 + (84 + 353) = 75 + 437 = 512

Lailat (Eve of Awwal (Beginning) of the Hijri year : 75 + [37 + (146 + 254)] = 75 + (37 + 400) = 75 + 437 = 512

Kingdom of the Awar (attribute of the Dajjal), the Dajjal = 135 + 308 + 69 = 512

The Promise + The Satan: 111 + 401 (or 400) = 512 (or 511)

Nasr (Victory) of the Mamaleek: 340 + 172 = 512 [On Friday, September 3, 1260 AD Julian (September 10, 1260 AD Gregorian) (Ramadan 25, 658 Hijri) (Elul 26, 5020 Jewish), in the Battle of Ain Jalut in Galilee, Northern Palestine, the Muslim Mamaleek (Mamluks) achieved a decisive victory over the Maghool (Mongols or Tatar). ]

Dam of Aswan + Egypt : 64 + 118 + 330 = 512

Bani (Children of) Esau and Bani (Children of) Ishmael: 62 + 170 + 6 + 62 + 212 (or 211) = 512 (or 511)

We perished a city (verse 4 of Sura 15): 107 + 90 + 315 = 512

Damar (Destruction) of City of Istanbul: 245 + (109 + 158) = 245 + 267 = 512

Vancouver, Canada: 437 + 75 = 512
The Aya (Sign) + Wahiya (Catastrophe) of Vancouver: 48 (or 47) + 27 + 437 = 512 (or 511)

The Aya (Sign) + Wahiya (Catastrophe) of Kingdom of Israel (or the Britons): 47 (or 48) + 27 + 135 + 303 = 512 (or 513)

Day of Nuclear Nakba (Disaster) + New York: 56 + (77 + 77) + 302 = 512

Day of Nuclear Nakba (Disaster) + The Amreek (Americans): 56 + (77 + 77) + 302 = 512

Fall + Americans: 175 + 337 = 512

The Saiha (Scream) + New Yorkiyoon (New Yorkers): 144 + 368 = 512

Day of the Hour + The Qiyama (Upheaval) + Iblees (Devil): 56 + 167 + 186 (or 187) + 103 = 512 (or 513)

Territories/Countries of the Kelts (Celts): 37 + 481 = 512

British Island: 225 + 287 = 512

The French State: 76 + 436 = 512

Bill Gates (Founder of Microsoft): 42 + 1470 = 1512 (1512 is the 1271st Composite Number)

Al-Hasan, King of Al-Maghrib (Morocco): 149 + 90 + 1273 = 1512

Alexander + Zu Al - Qarnain (the one with two horns): 365 + (706 + 441) = 1512

R. A book whose verses have been firmly structured, then detailed, from Hakeem (Wise) and Khabeer (Expert), (verse 1 of Sura 11): 422 (or 423) + [469 + 417 (or 418) + 540 + 600 + 90 + 84 + 78 + 812] = 422 (or 423) + 3090 (or 3091) = 3512 (3513 or 3514)

The Multahid/ Multahad (Seeker of Refuge or Place/Provider of Refuge) (verse 22 of Sura 72): 513 (513 is the 415th Composite Number) (415 is the 334th Composite Number)

(628 is the 513th Composite Number) (3672 is the 513th Prime Number)
From a close location (verse 41 of Sura 50): 513

End of the Life: 458 + 55 = 513

Book of the Mahdi: 423 (or 422) + 90 = 513 (or 512)

Division, Split-up, or Schism of the Muslimeen (Muslims): 252 + 261 = 513 (or 512)

The Beings: 513

Kingdom of Israel + Gog + Magog: 135 + [302 (or 303) + 23 + 53] = 513 (or 514)

Day of the Nihaya (End of the Dunya (World before the End Times)) + The Qiyama (Resurrection, Tribulation, Beginning of End Times) + Ajuj (Gog) + The Mahdi: 56 + (71 + 96) + 187 + 13 + 90 = 513

Balad (Country) of Worshippers of the Satan: 36 + [77 + 400 (or 401)] = 36 + 477 (or 478) = 513 (or 514)

Tasmania (Australian State consisting 334 small Islands + the large main Island which is also called Tasmania): 513 (or 509)

War of the Britons: 210 + 303 = 513

Day of Nuclear Nakba (Catastrophe) + The Britons: (56 + 77 + 77) + 303 = 210 + 303 = 513

Day of Qiyama (Upheaval) of New York: 56 + 155 + 302 = 513

Day of Nuclear Wahiya (Disaster) + Al-American (the Americans): 56 + 27 + 77 + 353 = 513

Al-Rukn (location of the Black Stone in Al-Haram Mosque) + Al-Maqam (Place of Abraham in Al-Haram Mosque): 301 + 212 = 513

Al-Rukn + When he (the Mahdi) rose up (verse 19 of Sura 72): 301 + 212 = 513

Bid’a (Beginning) of the First World War: 7 + [(241 + 187) + 78] = 7 +
\[(428 + 78) = 7 + 506 = 513\]

Lailat (Eve) of the Wahy (Revelation) + the Quran : \[(75 + 55) + 383 \text{ (or 382)}\] = 513 \text{ (or 512)}

Day of your Fasting + Day of your Slaughter + Day of Beginning of your year : \[(56 + 196) + (56 + 318) + 56 + (261 + 570) = 252 + 374 + (56 + 831) = 252 + 374 + 887 = 1513 \text{ (= 17} \times 9\text{)} \] (1513 is the 1272\text{nd Composite Number}) (1792 is the 1513\text{th Composite Number}) (This is a Hadith)

Day of Awda (Return) of voyage of Apollo 11 to the Earth : 56 + \[85 + 243 + 45 + 11 + 41 + 1032\] = 56 + 1457 = 1513

In the name of Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful). The Hour has approached and has been cracked (verse 1 of Sura 54):

\[2513\]

Fall of Atomic Bomb + Nagasaki + Japan: \[(175 + 187 + 915) + 1141 \text{ (or 1142)} + 95 = [1277 + 1141 \text{ (or 1142)}] + 95 = 2418 \text{ (or 2419)} + 95 = 2513 \text{ (or 2514)} \text{ (= 7} \times 359\text{)} \] (2513 is the 2144\text{th Composite Number}) [ The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time). ]

A book whose verses have been firmly structured, then detailed, from Hakeem (Wise) and Khabear (Expert), (verse 1 of Sura 11): \[422 \text{ (or 423) + [469} + 418 \text{ (or 417) + 540 + 600 + 90 + 84 + 78 + 812]} = 422 \text{ (or 423) + 3091} \text{ (or 3090)} = 3513 \text{ (3512 or 3514)} \]

♦

You Return (verse 8 of Sura 17): \[514 \text{ (= 2} \times 257\text{)} \text{ (} 514 \text{ is the 416\text{th Composite Number}) (} 416 \text{ is the 335\text{th Composite Number}) (} 629 \text{ is the 514\text{th Composite Number})} \]

Book of Mohammad: \[422 \text{ (or 423) + 92 = 514 \text{ (or 515)} \]

Day of Intiya (End): \[56 + 458 = 514 \]

Bid’a (Beginning) of Bina (Building or Construction) of Wall of Berlin, Germany: \[7 + 54 + [28 + 292 + 133] = 7 + (54 + 453) = 7 + 507 = 514 \]

Pastures and rivers: \[250 + 6 + 258 \text{ (or 257)} = 514 \text{ (or 513)} \]

The Northern + Southern: \[412 + 102 = 514 \]

Kingdom of Satans: \[135 + 379 \text{ (or 380)} = 514 \text{ (or 515)} \]
Kingdom of Israel + Gog + Magog : 135 + [ 303 (or 302) + 23 + 53 ] = 135 + 379 (or 378) = 514 (or 513)

Nihaya (End) of Island of the Messiah, the Dajjal: 71 + [225 + (149 + 69)] = 71 + (225 + 218) = 71 + 443 = 514

Nihaya (End) of Kingdom of the Awar (refer to Dajjal): 71 + (135 + 308) = 71 + (443) = 514

Istirja (Getting back or Re-capture) of the Muslimeen (Muslims) the Quds (Jerusalem) from the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 735 + 261 + 195 + 90 + 233 = 1514

Takhreeb (Ruining) + Israel: 1212 + 302 (or 303) = 1514 (or 1515) (equivalent to 514) (1514 is the 1273rd Composite Number) (1793 is the 1514th Composite Number)

Takhreeb (Ruining) + New York: 1212 + 302 (or 303) = 1514 (or 1515) (equivalent to 514)

Fall of Atomic Bomb + Nagasaki + Japan: (175 + 187 + 915) + 1142 (or 1141) + 95 = [1277 + 1142 (or 1141)] + 95 = 2419 (or 2418) + 95 = 2514 (or 2513) (= 2 x 3 x 419) (2514 is the 2145th Composite Number) (2938 is the 2514th Composite Number)

Ottoman Sultan Selim I launched a major campaign against Ismail (founder of the Safavi dynasty of Persia). The Ottomans severely defeated the Safavis in the Battle of Chaldiran, on the eastern side of the Euphrates River on August 23, 1514 (Rajab 1, 920 Hijri) (Elul 1, 5274 Jewish).

Sent on a journey, his servant, at night from (verse 1 of Sura 17): 515 (= 5 x 103 ) (515 is the 417th Composite Number) (630 is the 515th Composite Number) (3691 is the 515th Prime Number)

Six May: 465 + 50 (or 51) = 515 (or 516)

Imam of Masjid (Mosque) of Bilal son of Rabah: 82 + 107 + [63 + 52 (or 53) + 211] = 82 + [107 + 326 (or 327)] = 82 + 433 (or 434) = 515 (or 516)

We descend (or bring down) upon them from the Heaven (verse 4 of Sura 26): 515
Star + Tariq (Star) + Poles: $93 + [310 + 112 (or 113)] = 93 + 422 (or 423) = 515 (or 516)

Revives the Dead (verse 6 of Sura 22) & (verse 40 of Sura 75) & (verse 33 of Sura 46): $28 + 487 = 515$

Kingdom of Satans: $135 + 380 (or 379) = 515 (or 514)$

Isles of the Britons: $212 + 303 = 515$

Isles of Israel (refers to Islands of the Israelites): $212 + 303 = 515$

Day of Revival (Revival) of Kingdom of Israel: $56 + 21 + [135 + 303 (or 302)] = 56 + [21 + 438 (or 437)] = 56 + 459 (or 458) = 515 (or 514)$

Day of Qiyama (Upheaval) + Israel: $(56 + 156) + 303 (or 302) = 212 + 303 (or 302) = 515 (or 514)$

Day of Promise of Nakba (Catastrophe) of New York: $(56 + 80) + (77 + 302) = 136 + 379 = 515$

Kharab (Devastation) of Yathrib (an old name for Madina): $803 + 712 = 1515$ (equivalent to 515)

Kharab (Devastation) of Euphrates: $803 + 712 (or 711) = 1515 (or 1514)$ (equivalent to 515)

the Rum (Eastern Romans) in Adna (nearest or lowest location) of the Ard (Land/Earth) and they (verse 1-3 of Sura 30): 1515

you behave well, it is to yourselves, and if you do badly, it is to yourselves (verse 7 of Sura 17): 1515

From My Lord, when the Promise of my Lord comes, he shall turn it into ruins. (verse 98 of Sura 18): 1515 (equivalent to 515)

In a blessed (or sickening) night, We (God) have been warning. (verse 3 of Sura 44): $75 + 267 (or 268) + 52 + 71 + 1050 = 1515 (or 1516)$ (equivalent to 515)

Once they see what they have been promised (verse 24 of Sura 72): 1515

No community believed (in God) before them that we destroyed. Would they believe? (verse 6 of Sura 21): 1515 (or 1514) (equivalent to 515)

When our Command came, we saved Hood and those
with him (verse 58 of Sura 11): \textbf{1515} (equivalent to \textbf{515})

The Wahiya (Catastrophe) + Devastation of the United Kingdom: 58 + 803 + 166 + 488 = \textbf{1515} (equivalent to \textbf{515})

\textbf{1515} (equivalent to \textbf{515})

The Nuclear Missile + The British Kingdom: 1031 + 484 = \textbf{1515} (equivalent to \textbf{515})

\textbf{1515} (equivalent to \textbf{515})

The Nuclear Missile + Vancouver City: 969 + 546 = \textbf{1515} (equivalent to \textbf{515})

\textbf{1515} (equivalent to \textbf{515})

The Atomic Bomb + London, Britain: 1098 + 417 = \textbf{1515} (equivalent to \textbf{515})

\textbf{1515} (equivalent to \textbf{515})

\textbf{1515} (equivalent to \textbf{515})

\textbf{1515} (equivalent to \textbf{515})

\textbf{1515} (equivalent to \textbf{515})

\textbf{1515} (equivalent to \textbf{515})

\textbf{1515} (equivalent to \textbf{515})

\textbf{1515} (equivalent to \textbf{515})

\textbf{1515} (equivalent to \textbf{515})

The Islamic Caliphate: 113 + 90 + 387 + 747 + 178 (or 177) = 590 + 925 (or 924) = \textbf{1515} (or \textbf{1514}) (equivalent to \textbf{515})

\textbf{1515} (or \textbf{1514}) (equivalent to \textbf{515})

Ruju (Return) of the Space Markaba (Shuttle) + Apollo 11: 279 + 267 + 913 + 45 + 11 = \textbf{1515}

\textbf{2515}
(= 5 x 503)  (2515 is the 2146th Composite Number)

أنتِ فِهَا فَإِذَا جَآءَ وَعَدَ الأُخْرَى لِيُسِوؤَ وَجَوَهُم
you do badly, it is to yourselves. When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) (verse 7 of Sura 17):

\[
[502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838)] + 113 + 80 = [2322 (or 2323) + 113] + 80 = 2435 \text{ (or 2436)} + 80 = 2515 \text{ (or 2516)}
\]

Despite opposition from the Samaritans, re-construction of the first Jewish Temple in Jerusalem was completed on March 12, 515 BC.

♦　احشروا Perform Hashr (In-gathering) (verse 22 of Sura 37): 516 (516 is the 418th Composite Number)  (632 is the 516th Composite Number)

شهر حج Month of Haj (Pilgrimage): 505 + 11 = 516

تونس Tunis: 516

ستة ماي Six + May : 465 + 51 (or 50) = 516 (or 515)  [Jamal Pasha, the Ottoman governor of Greater Syria, hanged prominent activists and intellectuals, opposed to his oppressive rule, in both Damascus and Beirut, on May 6, 1916 (Rajab 3, 1334 Hijri) (Iyar 3, 5676 Jewish) (2420,989.5th Julian Day). In commemoration of this event, May 6 is celebrated annually as the Martyrs’ Day in Syria and Lebanon. He is referred to as the Jazzar (Butcher or Slaughterer). He was born on May 6, 1872 (Safar 27, 1289 Hijri). He was killed on July 21, 1922 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1340 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5682 Jewish) (2423,256.5th Julian Day). ]

مجزرة + المسلمين Majzara (Massacre) + The Muslims: 255 + 261 = 516

ملكه بن داوود الأعور Kingdom of Son of David, the Awar (attribute of the Dajjal): [ 135 + 52 (or 53) + 21] + 308 = 208 (or 209) + 308 = 516 (or 517)

نجم + طارق + أقطاب Star + Tariq (Star) + Poles: 93 + [310 + 113 (or 112)] = 93 + 423 (or 422) = 516 (or 515)

إمام مسجد بلال ابن رباح Imam of Masjid (Mosque) of Bilal son of Rabah: 82 + 107 + [63 + 53 (or 52) + 211] = 82 + [107 + 327 (or 326)] = 82 + 433 (or 434) = 516 (or 515)

وعيد عقبة ربانى Promise of Punishment Rabbani (from the Lord/God): 80 + (173 + 263) = 80 + 436 = 516

ليله مباركه إنا كنا منذرين In a blessed night, We (God) have been warning. (verse 3 of Sura 44):

\[
75 + 268 (or 267) + 52 + 71 + 1050 = 1516 (or 1515) \text{ (equivalent to 515) } (= 2 \times 2 \times 379 = 2 \times 758)
\]

And the sky/Heaven He raised up and set up balance (verse 7 of
Sura 55): 1516 (equivalent to 516)

The human being says on that Day: where is the escape? (verse 10 of Sura 75): 1516 (equivalent to 516)

They give you Baya (allegiance) under the tree (verse 18 of Sura 48): 1516 (equivalent to 516)

And bearer of glad tidings (good news) and a Warner (verse 8 of Sura 48): 516

Whoever of you witnessed the month should fast it and whoever (verse 185 of Sura 2. It is the 192th verse of the Quran): 1516 (equivalent to 516)

Better than one thousand months (verse 3 of Sura 97): 1516 (equivalent to 516)

Who forbid the Mosques of Allah from having his name mentioned in them (verse 114 of Sura 2): 1516

Day of Zafaf (Wedding) of the Prince Charles and Diana: 56 + (168 + 282 + 938 + 6 + 66) = 56 + 1460 = 1516 [ On Wednesday, July 29, 1981 Gregorian (July 16, 1981 Julian) (Ramadan 26 or 27), 1401 Hijri (Tammuz 27, 5741 Jewish Calendar) (2444,814.5th Julian Day), a worldwide television audience of over 700 million people watched the wedding of Charles, Prince of Wales, and Lady Diana Spencer at Saint Paul’s Cathedral in London. ]

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Nuzul (Descent) of the Quran, the Kareem (Honorable) + The Preserved Board (from which the Quran descended) + Bayt (House) of the Izza (location in the sky where the Quran descended from the Preserved Board): 75 + 93 + [382 (or 383) + 301 ] + (75 + 1065) + (412 + 113) = 75 + 93 + 683 (or 684) + 1140 + 525 = 75 + [776 (or 777) + 1140] + 525 = 75 + [1916 (or 1917) + 525] = 75 + 2441 (or 2442) = 2516 (2516 is the 2147th Composite Number) (2941 is the 2516th Composite Number)

Battle of Ain Jalut + Nasr (Victory) of the Mamaleek + Hazima (Defeat) of the Tatar (Mongols): (335 + 130 + 440) + (340 + 172) + [67 + 1032 (or 1031)] = 570 + [512 + 1099 (or 1098)] = 905 + 1611 (or 1610) = 2516 (or 2515) [ On Friday, September 3, 1260 AD Julian (September 10, 1260 AD Gregorian) (Ramadan 25, 658 Hijri) (Elul 26, 5020 Jewish), in the Battle of Ain Jalut in Galilee, Northern Palestine, the Muslim Mamaleek (Mamluks) achieved a decisive victory over the Maghool (Mongols or Tatar). ]

The Ottomans decisively defeated the Mamluks in Battle of Marj Dabiq, about 40 km north of Aleppo, Syria on August 24, 1516 AD (Rajab 26, 922 Hijri) (Elul 26, 5276 Jewish). Damascus surrendered to the Ottomans on September 27, 1516 (Ramadan 1, 922 Hijri). Ottoman Sultan Selim I remained in Damascus until he left it through Bab (Gate) of Al-Jabiya on December 15, 1516 (Zu Al-Qada 20, 922 Hijri). The Ottomans entered Jerusalem on December 28, 1516 (Zu Al-Hijja 4, 922 Hijri) (Tevet 4, 5277 Jewish). Ottoman Sultan Selim I entered Jerusalem on December 30, 1516 (Zu Al-Hijja 6, 922 Hijri). After a battle near Gaza in which the Mamluks were defeated, he entered
Gaza on January 2 (or 3), 1517 (Zu Al-Hijja 9 (or 10), 922 Hijri). The Ottomans defeated the Mamluks in the Battle of Ridaniya, near Cairo, on January 23, 1517 (Zu Al-Hijja 29, 922 Hijri) and entered Cairo. After the battle of Ridaniya, Selim encamped on the island of Vustaniye (or Burac) facing Cairo, the capital. But he didn't enter Cairo. Because Tumanbay II, the sultan of Mamluks, as well as Kayıtbay another leader of Mamluks had managed to escape, Selim decided to concentrate on arresting the leaders of the Mamluks before he enters Cairo. Thus, the Selim sent only a vanguard regiment to Cairo on January 26, 1517. Although the regiment was able to enter Cairo without much fighting, the same night, Tumanbay also secretly came to Cairo. With the help of Cairo citizens, he raided the Ottoman forces in the capital and began controlling Cairo. After hearing the news of Tumanbay's presence in Cairo, Selim sent his elite troops to the city. After several days' fighting, the Ottoman forces entered the city on February 3, 1517 (Muharram 10, 923 Hijri). Selim entered the city and sent messages to other rulers about the conquest of Cairo. Nevertheless, the leaders of Mamluks were still on the loose. Tumanbay escaped from Cairo and tried to organize a new army composed of Egyptians together with what was left out of the Mamluk army. His army was no match for the Ottoman army. But he was planning to raid Selim's camp on Vustatiye island. However Selim heard about his plan and sent a force on Tumanbay to forestall his plans. After some small scale clashes, Tumanbay was arrested around March 26, 1517 (Rabi Awwal 3, 923 Hijri). Selim's initial decision was to send Mamluk notables to Istanbul. But after a while, he changed his decision. Tumanbay and the other notable Mamluks were executed on April 13 (or 15), 1517 by a former Mamluk commander who had switched sides.

Ottoman Sultan Selim I's reign is notable for the enormous expansion of the Empire, particularly his conquest between 1516 and 1517 of the entire Mamluk Sultanate of Egypt, which included all of Sham (Greater Syria), Egypt, and Hijaz (where Mecca is located). With the heart of the Arab World now under their control, the Ottomans became the dominant power in the region and in the Islamic World. Upon conquering Egypt, Sultan Selim I adopted the title of Caliph of Muslims after Al-Mutawakkil III, the last of the Abbasi Caliph in Cairo, formally surrendered the Caliph title and regalia [the sword, mantle and other relics of Prophet Muhammad (p)] to Sultan Selim I in Constantinople. In the summer of 1517, the Sharif of Mecca, Barakat Effendi, who was a descendant of Prophet Mohammad (p), sent an envoy to Sultan Selim I to deliver to him the keys of the Islamic holy cities of Mecca and Medina. Sultan Selim I sent the envoy back to Mecca with a caravan carrying 200,000 gold coins and food. Sultan Selim I adopted the title of "Khadim Al-Haramain Al-Sharifain" (Servant of the Two Noble Sanctuaries). Selim I’s full title became: Sovereign of the House of Osman, Khan (King) of Khans (Kings) of the Two Lands (Europe and Asia) and the Two Seas (Mediterranean and Indian), Amir (Commander or Prince) of the Believers, Caliph (Successor) of the Prophet of the Lord of the Universe, Servant of the Two Noble Sanctuaries, Emperor of the Three Cities of Constantinople, Adrianople and Bursa, Conqueror of the two Armies (i.e. the European and Persian armies). Sultan Selim I died on September 22, 1520 (Ramadan 29, 926 Hijri) (Elul 29, 5280 Jewish). During his reign, the size of the Ottoman empire tripled.

♦ الكهف + الرقيم: 136 + 381 = 517 (517 is the 419th Composite Number) (633 is the 517th Composite Number)
The Wahy (Revelation) + The Furqan : 55 + 462 = 517

The Sokoot (Scots or Silence): 517

Sanawat (years): 517

Six Days (verse 4 of Sura 32): 465 + 52 = 517

Kingdom of Son of David, the Awar (attribute of the Dajjal): [ 135 + 53 (or 52) + 21 ] + 308 = 209 (or 208) + 308 = 517 (or 516)

The Flying Saucers + Yajuj (Gog) + Majuj (Magog): (185 + 256 ) + (23 + 53 ) = 441 + 76 = 517

Promise of Gospel of Son of Mary: 80 + [94 + (53 + 290) ] = 80 + [ 94 + 343 (or 432) ] = 80 + 437 (or 436) = 517 (or 516)

Al-Hadm (Destruction) of Vancouver: 80 + 437 = 517

Damar (Destruction) of America (U.S.): 245 + 272 = 517

People of Washington: 101 + 416 = 517 (or 518)

Al-Saiha (The Scream) of Al-Britaniyeen (the Britons): 144 + 373 = 517

Fall of Britaniyeen (Britons): 175 + 342 = 517

Day of vision of Prophet Yusuf (Joseph) : 56 + (212 + 93 + 156) = 56 + 461 = 517

The Rahman (God) on the Throne has positioned (Himself) (verse 5 of Sura 20): 329 (or 330) + 110 + 601 + 477 = 1517 (or 1518) (equivalent to 517) (1517 is the 1276th Composite Number) (1796 is the 1517th Composite Number)

The Furqan, perhaps you may be guided (verse 53 of Sura 2): 462 + (190 + 865) = 462 + 1055 = 1517

The Caliph Abdul Hameed, the Second: 756 + (76 + 93) + 592 = 756 + (169 + 592) = 756 + 761 = 1517 (equivalent to 517) (Ottoman Sultan Abdul Hameed II was the last Sultan to have absolute power and exert autocratic control over the Ottoman State. He opposed the establishment of Jewish state in Palestine. He was born on September 22, 1842 and died on February 10, 1918.)

Khusf (Collapse) of mine of the Copper and the Gold + Chile : 740 + 133 + 150 + 6 + 738 + 750 = 2517
The Perseid + The Muzannab (Comet) of Swift - Tuttle: 307 + (823 + 556 + 831) = 307 + 2210 = 2517  
(2517 is the 2148th Composite Number) (2942 is the 2517th Composite Number) (Perseid/ Perseids is a shower of meteors (falling stars) that is visible annually starting from mid July, but peaks around August 11 – 13, as Earth passes through a stream of debris from Comet Swift-Tuttle.)

Shuhub (Meteors) of the Muzannab (Comet) of Swift - Tuttle: 307 + (823 + 556 + 831) = 307 + 2210 = 2517

Muntasaf (Middle) of Shaban + 1434: (660 + 423) + 1434 = 1083 + 1434 = 2517

On All Saints’ Day, October 31, 1517 (Shawwal 15, 923 Hijri), Martin Luther wrote to his bishop, Albert of Mainz, protesting the sale of indulgences. He enclosed in his letter a copy of his "Disputation of Martin Luther on the Power and Efficacy of Indulgences," which came to be known as The Ninety-Five Theses. Some claim that he posted the 95 theses, which he had composed in Latin, on the door of the Castle Church of Wittenberg.

♦

Intiha (End) of the Hayat (Life): 458 + 60 = 518  
(518 is the 420th Composite Number) (634 is the 518th Composite Number) (3709 is the 518th Prime Number)

Book of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 422 (or 423) + 96 = 518 (or 519)

a Book. In it, (verse 10 of Sura 21): 423 + 95 = 518

The Guidance and the Furqan (verse 185 of Sura 2): (50 + 6) + 462 = 56 + 462 = 518

Day of the Furqan (Quran or Distinction between right and wrong) (verse 41 of Sura 8): 56 + 462 = 518

By/in the Haq (Truth), We have brought it/him down (descended it/him) and by/in the Haq (Truth), it/he has descended (verse 105 of Sura 17): 518 (or 519)

Night (or Eve) of descent of the Revelation upon the Prophet Mohammad: 75 + (93 + 55 + 110 + 93 + 92) = 75 + 443 = 518

Abd Allah , King of Jordan: (76 + 66) + 90 + 286 = 142 + 90 + 286 = 518

Ihya (Resurrection) of Wafiyat (Dead People): 21 + 497 = 518

The Lebanese Army: 344 + 174 = 518
Musa (Moses) son of Nusair: 116 + 52 (or 53) + 350 = \textbf{518 (or 519)}

(Musa son of Nusair (lived from 640 – 716 AD) served as a governor and army general under the Caliph Al-Walid I of the Ummaya dynasty. He ruled over the Muslim provinces of North Africa, and directed the Islamic conquest, led by Tariq bin Ziyad, of the Visigothic Kingdom in Hispania (Spain, Portugal, Andorra and part of France), that became known as Al-Andalus.)

Descent of the Wahy (Revelation) + Hazima (Defeat) of Israel: (93 + 55) + (67 + 303) = 148 + 370 = \textbf{518}

City of Moscow, Russia: (109 + 132) + 277 = 241 + 277 = \textbf{518}

People of the Ominous side (verse 9 of Sura 56): 101 + 417 = \textbf{518}

Elias (Elijah) + Washington: 102 + 416 = \textbf{518}

Catastrophe of State of California: 58 + 460 = \textbf{518}

The Dead Land (verse 33 of Sura 36): 1032 + 486 = \textbf{1518} (1518 is the 1277th Composite Number) (1797 is the 1518th Composite Number)

you were oppressors (verse 51 of Sura 2): 491 + 1027 (or 1026) = \textbf{1518 (or 1517)}

The Rahman (God) on the Throne has positioned (Himself) (verse 5 of Sura 20): 330 (or 329) + 110 + 601 + 477 = \textbf{1518 (or 1517)}

Day the Sun does not rise (from the East): (56 + 31) + 1000 + 431 = 87 + 1000 + 431 = \textbf{1518}

Day that can not be averted away from Allah. On that day, they will be cracked (verse 43 of Sura 30): (56 + 31 + 244 + 35 + 90 + 66) + (766 + 230) = 522 + 996 = \textbf{1518 (equivalent to 518)}

The Islam + LeninGrad: \textbf{163} + \textbf{1355} = \textbf{1518}

The Master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgement). You are whom we worship (verse 2 – 5 of Sura 1): [65 + 202 + 232 + 330 (or 329) + 289 + 91] + 56 + (95 + 32 + 126) = 1209 (or 1208) + 56 + 253 = \textbf{1518 (or 1517)}

what your Lord has done to Aad, Iram, the one which has the pillars, which (verse 6 - 8 of Sura 89): \textbf{2518} (= \textbf{2 x 1259}) (2518 is the 2149th Composite Number)

On Saturday, November 29, 1947 (Muharram 16 (or 15), 1367 Hijri) (Kislev 16, 5708 Jewish Calendar) (2432,518.5 or 2432,519th Julian Day), the U.N. voted in favor of partitioning Palestine, paving the way for the creation of State of Israel.
The Opening (Conquering or Conquest) (verse 1 of Sura 110): \( 519 \)  \((= 3 \times 173)\)

\(519\) is the 421\(^{\text{st}}\) Composite Number \(635\) is the 519\(^{\text{th}}\) Composite Number \(3719\) is the 519\(^{\text{th}}\) Prime Number \(2944\) is the 2519\(^{\text{th}}\) Composite Number

The Hatf (Death): \(519\)

عِدَتْهُم THEIR IDDA (COUNT, NUMBER, OR PERIOD) (VERSE 31 OF SURA 74): \(519\)

نَحْرِ الْمُسْلِمِينَ Nahr (slaughter) of the Muslim (Muslims): \(258 + 261 = 519\)

كتَبُ الْأَرْضِ كتاب (World before the End Times): \(423 \text{ or } 422 + 96 = 519 \text{ or } 518\)

لَيْلَةٍ نُزُولٍ Lailat (Eve or Night) of Nuzul (Descent) of Quran: \(75 + [93 + 351 \text{ or } 352] = 75 + 444 \text{ or } 445 = 519 \text{ or } 520\)

By/in the Haq (Truth), We have brought it/him down (descended it/him) and by/in the Haq (Truth), it/he has descended (verse 105 of Sura 17): \(519 \text{ (or } 518\) \)

ما يَعْلَمُ جَنَّٰدٍ رَبِّكَ الْآَمِرٍ No one knows the soldiers of your Lord, except HoWa (God) (VERSE 31 OF SURA 74): \(519\)

وَمَا أَنتَ بِهِ بِيَدٍ And you will not guide (verse 81 of Sura 27): \(519 \text{ (or } 520\) \)

مُوسَى بن نُسَيْر Musa (Moses) son of Nusair: \(116 + 53 \text{ (or } 52) + 350 = 519 \text{ (or } 518\) \)

(Musa son of Nusair (lived from 640 – 716 AD) served as a governor and general under the Caliph Al-Walid I of the Ummaya dynasty. He ruled over the Muslim provinces of North Africa, and directed the Islamic conquest, led by Tariq bin Ziyad, of the Visigothic Kingdom in Hispania (Spain, Portugal, Andorra and part of France), that became known as Al-Andalus.)

نَّجْسَاتٌ Ominous (verse 16 of Sura 41): \(519\)

عَودَتِ الدِّينَ + فلسطين Awda (Return) of the Quds (Jerusalem) + Palestine: \(85 + (195 + 239) = 85 + 434 = 519\)

دَمَارُ الْوَلَايَّاتِ الْأَمْرِيْكِيَّةَ Destruction of American United States: \(245 + 1274 = 1519\) (equivalent to \(519\) \)

فَأَرْسَلْنَاهُمْ عَلَيْهِمْ رَيْحًا صَرْصَرًا We (God) sent upon them roaring wind in days (verse 16 of Sura 41): \(422 + 155 + 219 + 581 + 90 + 52 = 1519\) (equivalent to \(519\) \)

بروتستانت Protestants: \(1519\) (equivalent to \(519\) \)

كَوْكَبْ واَلْشَّمَسِ والْقَمْرِ Raitihem Planets and the Sun and the Moon, I saw them (verse 4 of Sura 12):
1519 \( (= 7 \times 7 \times 31 ) \) (1519 is the 1278th Composite Number)

Pope Francis was born on December 17, 1936 (Shawwal 3, 1355 Hijri) (Tevet 3, 5697 Jewish) (2428,519.5th or 2428,520th Julian Day).

- يـِميتكم makes you die (verse 66 of Sura 22): 520 \( (3520 = 5 \times 704) \) (520 is the 422nd Composite Number) (636 is the 520th Composite Number) (3727 is the 520th Prime Number) (4083 is the 3520th Composite Number)

- الفاتح The Fatih (Conquerer): 520

- عودة النبي بن مریم Awda (Return) of the Prophet Son of Mary: 85 + 93 + [52 (or 53) + 290] = 85 + [93 + 342 (or 343)] = 85 + 435 (or 436) = 520 (or 521)

- ليلة نزول القرآن Lailat (Eve or Night) of Nuzul (Descent) of Quran: 75 + [93 + 352 (or 351)] = 75 + 445 (or 444) = 520 (or 519)

- إحياء مملکته بني إسرائيل Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: 21 + [135 + 62 + 302 (or 303)] = 21 + 499 (or 500) = 520 (or 521)

- وعد الإنداد Promise of the Ibtida (Beginning): 80 + 440 = 520

- إبداد الوعد Ibtida (Beginning) of the Promise: 409 + 111 = 520

- جاء وعد ربى + يوم الساعه Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Day of the Hour: \( (5 + 80 + 212) + (56 + 167) = 297 + 223 = 520 \)

- جاء وعد ربى + يوم الصوم Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Day of the Sawm (Fasting): \( (5 + 80 + 212) + (56 + 167) = 297 + 223 = 520 \)

- اصحاب النار الا ملكه People of Fire, except as Angels (verse 31 of Sura 74): 101 + 282 + 32 + 105 (or 106) = 520 (or 521)

- جورج بوش George Bush: 212 + 308 = 520

- سیتن Satan: 520 (or 521)

- مدينة الشياطين Madina (City/ State) of the Satans: 109 + 411 (or 410) = 520 (or 519)

- الساعه + الامیركان The Hour + The American (Americans): 167 + 353 = 520

- يوم الوعد + الامیركان Day of the Promise + The American (Americans): (56 + 111) + 353 = 167 + 353 = 520
Shirk (polytheism or worshipping anything in addition to God): 520

The Northern and Southern: 412 + 6 + 102 = 520

Qurban (Sacrifice or Offering) of the Hour: 353 + 167 = 520

Qurban (Sacrificial offering) of the King Antiochus, the Fourth: 353 + (121 + 742 + 304) = 353 + 1167 = 1520

The Saleebiyeen (Crusaders’) Entrance of the Bayt Al-Maqdis (House of Holiness or Jerusalem): (640 + 233) + (412 + 235) = 873 + 647 = 1520 (1520 is the 1279th Composite Number)

When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque, like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. (verse 7 of Sura 17): 5520 (or 5521)

we said to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (from mixed backgrounds) and in the Haq we descended him and in the Haq, he descended. And we have not sent you except as Mubashir (bearer of good news) and a Nazeer (warner). And a Quran Faraqnahu (we spaced its revelation) so that you recite it unhurriedly unto the People and we descended it in a descent (verse 104 – 106 of Sura 17): (181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 302 + 138 + 1032) + [782 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32 + 543 + 6 + 961 + 6 + 353 + 436 (or 435) + 736 + 110 + 142 + 110 + 560 + 6 + 142 + 498] = 916 + 7604 (or 7605) = 8520 (or 9521)

Many Christians expect the tribulation period of the End Times to last only 7 Biblical years: 7 x 360 days = 2520 days.

♦ The Red Bahr (Sea): 241 + 280 = 521 (521 is the 98th Prime Number) (637 is the 521th Composite Number) (3733 is the 521st Prime Number)

Raj’a (Return) of the Prophet Jesus: 278 + (93 + 150) = 278 + 243 = 521

Awda (Return) of the Prophet Son of Mary: 85 + 93 + [53 (or 52) + 290] = 85 + [93 + 343 (or 342)] = 85 + 436 (or 435) = 521 (or 520)

Day of Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) of the Messiah from the Heaven: 56 + (93 + 1149 + 90 + 133) = 56 + 465 = 521

They hear the Saiha (Scream) by the Truth (verse 42 of Sura 50): 236 + 144 + 141 = 521
Day of Promise of Nihaya (End) of the Zionist Entity: $56 + 80 + (71 + (112 + 202)) = 56 + 80 + (71 + 314) = 56 + (80 + 385) = 56 + 465 = 521$ (Muslims refer to State of Israel as the Zionist Entity)

I thank (verse 40 of Sura 27): $521$

Six + Mayo (May as known in Egypt): $465 + 56 (or 57) = 521$ (or 522)

The King + The Sun: $90 + 431 = 521$

Satan: $521$ (or 520)

Kingdom of Lucifer (Satan): $135 + 386 = 521$

Kingdom of Israel + The Jinn (demons): $(135 + 302) + 84 = 437$ (or 438) + 84 = $521$ (or 522)

Kingdom of the Dajjal, the Messiah, the Muzayyaf (False / Fraud/ Impostor): $135 + [69 + (149 + 168)] = 135 + (69 + 317) = 135 + 386 = 521$

Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: $21 + [135 + 62 + 303 (or 302)] = 21 + 500 (or 499) = 521$ (or 520)

Beginning of Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: $22 + [135 + 62 + 302 (or 303)] = 22 + 499 (or 500) = 521$ (or 522)

Destruction of London of the Britons: $(75 + 9) + 134 + 303 = 84 + (134 + 303) = 84 + 437 = 521$

Hadda ( Destruction of the Dajjal + Kingdom of the Britan (Britons): $14 + 69 + (135 + 303) = 83 + 438 = 521$

We brought Moses nine Ayat (Signs) (verse 101 of Sura 17): $463 + 116 + 530 + 412 = 1521$ (equivalent to $521$) (= $3 \times 3 \times 13 \times 13$) \(1521\) is the $1280^{th}$ Composite Number \(1800\) is the $1521^{st}$ Composite Number

from my Lord. When Promise of my Lord comes, he turns it into ruins and (verse 98 of Sura 18): $(90 + 212 + 782) + [5 + 80 + 212 + 108 + 26 (or 25) + 6] = 1084 + 437 (or 436) = 1521$ (or 1520)

Ibtida (Beginning) of the Sha’waza (Sorcery or Witchcraft): $409 + 1112 = 1521$

Tishreen-Thani (November): $960 + 561 = 1521$ (equivalent to $521$)

Dhaka City, Bangladesh: $1521$ (equivalent to $521$)
Day of Intiha (End) of Caliphate of Hussein son of Ali: $56 + (458 + 716 + 128 + 53 + 110) = 56 + 1465 = 1521$

The Rahman, the Reheem. Glory to the one who sent in a journey his worshipper at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we had blessed its surroundings, to show him of our signs. It is He who is the All-Hearer, the All-Seeer. And we brought Moses the Book and we made it (or him) (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 17): $(330 + 289 + 121 + 741 + 262 + 83 + 71 + 90 + 138 + 280 + 32) + (138 + 223 + 741 + 273 + 49) + [295 + 90 + 462 + 56 + 11 + 211 + 333 + 6 + 462 + 116 + 454 (or 453) + 6 + 158 (or 159)] = 2437 + [1424 + 2660 (or 2661)] = 2437 + 4085 (or 4084) = 6521 (or 6522)

Decet Romanum Pontificem (1521) is the papal bull (decree) excommunicating Martin Luther. It was issued on January 3, 1521 (Muharram 23, 927 Hijri), by Pope Leo X to effect the excommunication threatened in his earlier papal bull Exsurge Domine, issued on June 15, 1520 (Jumada Thania 28, 926 Hijri), since Luther failed to recant. Luther had burned his copy of Exsurge Domine on December 10, 1520 (Zu Al-Hijja 29, 926 Hijri), at the Elster Gate in Wittenberg, indicating his response to it.

Dawla (State) of Worshippers of the Satan: $45 + [77 + 400 (or 401)] = 45 + 477 (or 478) = 522 (or 523) (522 is the 423rd Composite Number) (638 is the 522nd Composite Number) (3522 is the 3030th Composite Number) (4085 is the 3522nd Composite Number)

Kingdom of Israel + The Jinn (demons): $(135 + 303) + 84 = 438 (or 437) + 84 = 522$ (or 521)

The words: $522$ (or 521)

Jamal Abd Al-Nasir: $74 + (76 + 372) = 74 + 448 = 522$ (Former President of Egypt)

[Jamal Pasha, the Ottoman governor of Greater Syria, hanged prominent activists and intellectuals, opposed to his oppressive rule, in both Damascus and Beirut, on May 6, 1916 (Rajab 3, 1334 Hijri) (Iyar 3, 5676 Jewish) (2420,989.5th Julian Day). In commemoration of this event, May 6 is celebrated annually as the Martyrs’ Day in Syria and Lebanon. He is referred to as the Jazaar (Butcher or Slaughterer). He was born on May 6, 1872 (Safar 27, 1289 Hijri). He was killed on July 21, 1922 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1340 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5682 Jewish) (2423,256.5th Julian Day).]

Day of Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) of Jesus from the Heaven: $56 + (93 + 150 + 90 + 133) = 56 + 466 = 522$

Jesus, the Messiah from the Heaven: $150 + 149 + 90 + 133 = 522$
And how would you know what Al-Aqaba (the obstacle) is? (verse 12 of Sura 90): 522

Damar (Destruction) of Russia: 245 + 277 = 522

The Islam + Bani (Children) of the Russ (Russians): 163 + (62 + 297) = 163 + 359 = 522

Saiha (Scream) + Moscow, Russia: 113 + 132 + 277 = 522

Saiha (Scream) + Islam + Russia: 113 + 132 + 277 = 522

Al-Imam (refers to Mahdi) + Islam + Russia: 113 + 132 + 277 = 522

Hadm (Destruction) of Petersburg: 49 + 1473 = 1522 (equivalent to 522)

The Catastrophe of City of Leningrad (Petersburg): 58 + (109 + 1355) = 58 + 1464 = 1522 (equivalent to 522)

Sydney + New South Wales (Australian State whose capital is Sydney) + Australia: 134 + (66 + 566 + 53) + 703 = [134 + 685 (or 686)] + 703 = 819 (or 820) + 703 = 1522 (or 1523) (1522 is the 1281st Composite Number) (1802 is the 1522nd Composite Number)

Promise of Allah (God) + Tadmeer (Destruction) of Rum (Russians) of Petrograd (Petersburg): (80 + 66) + (654 + 246) + 1476 = 146 + 900 + 1476 = 1046 + 1476 = 2522 (equivalent to 522)

Saiqa (Shocking Event) of Damar (Destruction) of City of Lenin, Petrograd (Petersburg), Russia: 265 + 245 + 259 + 1476 + 277 = 2522 (equivalent to 522)

And we said, from after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (from diverse backgrounds). And in the Haq we descended it (or him) and in the Haq it (or he) descended. And we have not sent you except as a Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and a Nazeer (Warner). And a Quran Faraqnahu (we spaced its revelation) so that you recite it unhurriedly unto the People and we descended it in a descent. (verse 104 – 106 of Sura 17): (6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 303 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 + 55 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 + 32 + 543 + 6 + 961) + (6 + 353 + 436 + 736) + (111 + 142 + 111 + 560 + 6 + 143 + 498) = 6422 + (1531 + 1569) = 6422 + 3100 = 9522
He taught the Quran (verse 2 of Sura 55): $140 + 383 = 523$ (or 522)  
($523$ is the $99^{th}$ Prime Number)  ($639$ is the $523^{rd}$ Composite Number)

did the Qurban (sacrificial offering): $140 + 383 = 523$ (or 524)

$[9 + (28 + 103)] + 383 = 140 + 383 = 523$ (or 524)

Islam Abad + The Qurban (sacrificial offering): $(132 + 8) + 383 = 140 + 383 = 523$ (or 524)

Tanjees (Desecration): 523

Intiha (End) of Dunya (World before the End Times): $458 + 65 = 523$

Al-Kahf (the Cave) and Al-Raqeem (verse 9 of Sura 18): $136 + 6 + 381 = 523$

Book of the Nihaya (End): $422 + 101 = 523$ (524 or 525)

The Pope Francisco (Pope Francis in Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese): $37 + 486 = 523$

To who repented (verse 82 of Sura 20): $120 + 403 = 523$

And your Lord (God) will give you (verse 5 of Sura 93): $6 + 176 + 119 + 222 = 523$

Dawla (State) of Worshippers of the Satan: $45 + [77 + 401] = 45 + 478 = 523$ (or 522)

Kingdom of Israel + The Jan (demons): $(135 + 303) + 85 = 438$ (or 437) + 85 = 523 (or 522)

The Flying Saucers + Yajuj (Gog) and Majuj (Magog): $(185 + 256) + (23 + 6 + 53) = 441 + 82 = 523$

Son of Yoseph (Joseph) + Madinat (City/State) of the English People + the Jews: $209 + 109 + (149 + 56) = 209 + 109 + 205 = 523$ (or 522)

Hadd ( Destruction) of Kingdom of Israel + Gog + Magog: $9 + 135 + (303 + 23 + 53) = 9 + 379 = 523$

Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Pakistaniyoon (Pakistanis): $(5 + 80 + 838) + 600 = 923 + 600 = 1523$
**Promise of my Lord (God) comes** (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Nuclear Missiles + Lahore: \((5 + 80 + 212) + (984 + 242) = 297 + 1226 = 1523\)

**Wahiya (Catastrophe)** + Karachi, Al-Pakistan: \(27 + 931 + 565 = 1523\) (equivalent to 523)

**The Saint Peter’s Church** + Vatican: \((145 + 205 + 612) + 561 (or 562) = 962 + 561 (or 562) = 1523 (or 1524)\)

**A Nazeer (Warner or warning sign) to the humans** (verse 36 of Sura 74): \(961 + 562 = 1523\) (equivalent to 523)

**The knowledge that was brought down to you from your Lord** (God) is the Truth (verse 6 of Sura 34): \(171 + 741 + 88 + 61 + 90 + 202 + 11 + 139 = 1523\) (equivalent to 523) (1523 is the 241st Prime Number)

**The Preserved Board + The Quran** : \((75 + 1065) + 383 (or 382) = 1140 + 383 (or 382) = 1523 (or 1522)\)

**Inzal (Bringing Down) of the Quran, the Azeem (Great or Magnificent)** : \(89 + [383 (or 382) + 1051] = 89 + 1434 (or 1433) = 1523 (or 1522)\)

**Tasure Ashar (Nineteenth) + Shaban** : \([531 (or 530) + 570] + 422 (or 423) = 1101 (or 1100) + 422 (or 423) = 1523 (1522 or 1524)\)

**On it nineteen and We have not made As’hab (People or Leaders)** (verse 31 of Sura 74): \(1523 (or 1524)\)

**Yabha alamlu Anzula Muskaanam layyitmanum Suleiman Wajnouh** O Ants, enter your houses, lest Solomon and his troops crush you (verse 18 of Sura 27): \(1523 (or 1524)\)

**Sidnei + New South Wales (Australian State whose capital is Sydney) + Australia** : \(134 + (66 + 567 + 53) + 703 = [134 + 686 (or 685)] + 703 = 820 (or 819) + 703 = 1523 (or 1522)\)

**Promise of the End Times comes** (verse 7 of Sura 17) + City of Karachi, Al-Pakistan: \((5 + 80 + 838) + (109 + 931 + 565 ) = 923 + 1605 = 2523\) (equivalent to 523) \(2523\) is the 2153rd Composite Number \(2948\) is the 2523rd Composite Number

**Shuhub (Meteors) of the Muzannab (Comet) of Swift and Tuttle** : \(307 + 823 + 556 + 6 + 831 = 2523\)

**19 months: 19 + 505 = 524 \(= 2 \times 2 \times 131\) \(524\) is the 424th Composite Number \(640\) is the 524th Composite Number**
Six June : $65 + 59 = 524$

Nihaya (End) of the Book : $71 + 453 = 524$ (or 525)

Book of the Nihaya (End): $422 + 102 = 524$ (253 or 525)

Book of the Hisab (Judgment or Calculation): $422 + 102 = 524$ (or 525)

an evident book (verse 15 of Sura 5), (verse 59 of Sura 6), (verse 61 of Sura 10), (verse 3 of Sura 34), (verse 1 of Sura 27) & (verse 75 of Sura 27): $422 + 102 = 524$ (or 525)

And in the Haq (Truth), We have brought it/him down (descended it/him) and in the Haq (Truth) it/he has descended (verse 105 of Sura 17): $524$ (or 525)

Tadnees (Desecration): 524

Tameed (Baptism): 524

did the Qurban (sacrificial offering): $140 + 384 = 524$ (or 523)

Day of Eid (Feast) of the Qurban (Sacrificial offering): $56 + (84 + 384) = 524$

Day of Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 15 : $56 + (453 + 15) = 524$.

Qiyam (Rise) of People of the Cave : $151 + (101 + 136) = 524$

Hasan Nasr Allah (Leader of Hizb Allah): $118 + 340 + 66 = 524$

The Nakba (Disaster): $108 + 416 = 524$

The Nakba (Disaster) + Washington: $108 + 416 = 524$

Nihaya (End) of War of the Nuclear Weapons: $71 + 210 + (135 + 108) = 71 + (210 + 243) = 71 + 453 = 524$

And look at the bones how we re-construct them, then fit them with flesh (or add flesh to them). (verse 259 of Sura 2): $524$

He said: "How will God revive this (city) after being dead?" (verse 259 of Sura 2): $1524$ (equivalent to 524) (1524 is the 1282nd Composite Number) (1804 is the 1524th Composite Number)

Ghurra (Beginning) of the Muharram: $1205 + 319 = 1524$
Nihaya (End) of the Ottoman Caliphate: \[71 + [746 (or 747) + 707] = 71 + 1453 (or 1454) = 1524 \text{ (or 1525)}\]

The Saint Peter’s Church + Vatican: \[(145 + 205 + 612) + 562 (or 561) = 1524 \text{ (or 1523)}\]

On it nineteen and We have not made As’hab (People or Leaders) (verse 31 of Sura 74): \[1524 \text{ (or 1523)}\]

Day of the Autumnal Equinox: \[56 + (537 + 931) = 56 + 1468 = 1524 \text{ (or 1523)}\]

The one who sent his servant in a journey at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings to show him (verse 1 of Sura 17): \[3524 \text{ (or 3525) } (\text{equivalent to } 524) \text{ ( } = 2 \times 2 \times 881\text{)} \]

an evident book (verse 15 of Sura 5), (verse 59 of Sura 6), (verse 61 of Sura 10), (verse 3 of Sura 34), (verse 1 of Sura 27) & (verse 75 of Sura 27): \[423 (or 422) + 102 = 525 \text{ (or 524)}\]
an evident Arabic tongue (verse 103 of Sura 16): \((141 + 282) + 102 = 423 + 102 = 525\)

And by/with the Truth, We have brought it/him down (descended it/him) and by/with the Truth it/he has descended (verse 105 of Sura 17): \(525\) (or \(524\))

بيت العزة Bayt (House) of the Izza : \(412 + 113 = 525\) (The Quran descended from the Preserved Board to Bayt (House) of the Izza which is a location in Heaven)

يوم إحياء أموات Day of Ihya (Resurrection) of Amwat (Dead People): \(56 + (21 + 448) = 56 + 469 = 525\)

وعد الاجلال Promise of the first Dajjal Bush: \(80 + 69 + 37 + 308 = 525\)

وعد الاجلال Promise of the first Dajjal, the Awar (attribute of the Dajjal): \(80 + 69 + 37 + 308 = 525\)

سنوات Sanawat (years): \(8 + 517 = 525\)

مدينة واشنطن City of Washington: \(109 + 416 = 525\)

مدينة الشيعة City of the Shia: \(109 + 416 = 525\)

مدينة الدنماركيين City of the Denmarkiyeen (Danish): \(109 + 416 = 525\)

النكبة + لندن بريطانيا The Nakba (Disaster) + London, Britain: \(108 + 134 + 283 = 525\)

القنابل الذرية + بنو الامريك The Atomic Bomb + Banu Al-Amreek (Children of Americans): \(1164 + 360 = 1525\) (equivalent to \(525\))

القنابل الذرية + بنو الامريك The Atomic Bombs + Bani Al-Amreek (Children of Americans): \(1160 + 364 = 1525\) (equivalent to \(525\))

نهاية الخلافة العثمانية Nihaya (End) of the Ottoman Caliphate : \(71 + [747 \text{ (or } 746\text{)} + 707] = 71 + 1454 \text{ (or } 1453\text{)} = 1525\) (1525 is the 3033rd Composite Number)

When they came to you from above you and from below you (verse 10 of Sura 33): \(701 + (71 + 90 + 246 ) + (6 +90 + 171 + 250) = 701 + (407 + 417) = 701 + 824 = 1525\) (1525 is the 1283rd Composite Number)

The one who sent his servant in a journey at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings to show him (verse 1 of Sura 17): \(3525\) (or \(3524\)) (equivalent to \(525\)) (3525 is the 3033rd Composite Number)
City of the Omen (verse 9 of Sura 56): \(109 + 417 = 526\) (= \(2 \times 263\)) (526 is the 426th Composite Number)

City of London, Britain: \(109 + (134 + 283) = 109 + 417 = 526\)

I bear witness that there is no God, except Allah (first part of Muslims' Testimony of Faith): \(310 + 51 + 31 + 36 + 32 + 66 = 526\)

To Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval), there is no doubt (verse 12 of Sura 6): 526 (or 527)

George W. Bush: \((212 + 6) + 308 = 218 + 308 = 526\)

The Messiah, the Awar, the Dajjal (Anti-Christ): \(149 + 308 + 69 = 526\)

Nuzul (Descent) of the Azeem (Great) Quran: \(93 + 382 (or 383) + 1051 = 1526\) (or 1527)

Moses son of Imran (or Amran), son of Kohath, son of Levi, son of Jacob: \(116 + 52 + 361 + 52 + 606 + 52 + 47 + 52 + 188 = 1526\) (equivalent to 526) (1526 is the 1284th Composite Number) (1806 is the 1526th Composite Number) (This is the full name of Prophet Moses)

On May 31, 526, a devastating earthquake hit Syria and Antioch in the Byzantine Empire, killing 250,000 people.

Laila (Night or Eve) of 29 of Shaban: \(75 + (29 + 423) = 75 + 452 = 527\) (527 is the 427th Composite Number) (645 is the 527th Composite Number) (2952 is the 2527th Composite Number)

So, he caused him to die (verse 259 of Sura 2): 527

Church of the Nasara (Christians): \(145 + 382 = 527\)

Tehran, Iran: \(265 + 262 = 527\)

Territories/Countries of Celts: \(37 + 490 = 527\)

Day of Vision of Ibrahim (Abraham): \(56 + (212 + 259) = 56 + 471 = 527\)

To Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval), there is no doubt (verse 12 of Sura 6): 527 (or 526)
Day of Promise of Zawal (End) of Dawla (State) of Israel: 56 + 80 + (44 + 45) + 302 (or 303) = 56 + [80 + 302 (or 303)] = 56 + 471 (or 472) = 527 (or 528)

Al-Fana (The Perishing) + Bani (Children) of the Amreek (Americans): 163 + 364 = 527

Promise of Nuclear War + City of Tokyo: (80 + 210 + 77) + (109 + 51) = 367 + 160 = 527

Six + Yulyu (July – in Egypt): 465 + 62 = 527 (George Bush Jr. was born on July 6, 1946)

The General Gouraud: 315 + 1212 = 1527 (1527 is the 1285th Composite Number) (1807 is the 1527th Composite Number) (The General Henri Gouraud was Representative of the French Government in the Middle East, in charge of enforcement of Sykes-Picot Agreement. After victory of the French forces in Battle of Maysalun and conquering Damascus, General Gouraud reportedly went to the tomb of Salah Eddin Al-Ayyubi (who defeated the Crusaders and liberated Jerusalem in 1187 AD), adjacent to the Umawi Mosque in Damascus, kicked it, and said: “Wake up Salah Eddin. We have returned. My presence here consecrates victory of the Cross over the Crescent.”)

The Wafiyat (Dead People): 528 (528 is the 428th Composite Number) (646 is the 528th Composite Number) (3797 is the 528th Prime Number) (6356 is the 5528th Composite Number)

Day of the Wilada (Birth, Giving Birth, Child Birth, or Delivery): 56 + 472 = 528

Qiyama (Rise) of People of the Cave: 155 (or 156) + [101 (or 102) + 136] = 155 (or 156) + 237 (or 238) = 528 (529 or 530)

Island of the Britons: 225 + 303 = 528

Peninsula (Island) of the Arabs: 225 + 303 = 528

Mother of the Qura (cities or towns) and what surrounds it (verse 7 of Sura 42): 41 + 341 + 6 + 90 + 50 = 528

Bidaya (Beginning) of the First World War: 22 + [(241 + 187) + 78] = 22 + (428 + 78) = 22 + 506 = 528

Day of Promise of the Dajjal + Qiyama + The Hour: [56 + (80 + 69)] + (156 + 167) = (56 + 149) + 323 = 205 + 323 = 528
Day of Promise of Zawal (End) of Dawla (State) of Israel: $56 + 80 + (44 + 45) + 303 (or 302) = 56 + 80 + [89 + 303 (or 302)] = 56 + [80 + 392 (or 391)] = 56 + 472 (or 471) = 528 (or 527)

Day of Wafat (Death) of Fatima Al-Zahra (daughter of Prophet Mohammad (p)): $56 + [92 + (135 + 245)] = 56 + (92 + 380) = 56 + 472 (or 471) = 528$

And those who believe in what has been sent down to you and what was sent down before you (verse 4 of Sura 2): $1528 = 2 \times 2 \times 2 \times 191$ ($1528$ is the 1286th Composite Number)

The Jews’ finding of Gospel of Jesus son of Mary: $(776 + 56 + 110) + [94 + 150 + 52 (or 53) + 290] = 942 + 586 (or 587) = 1528 (or 1529)$ (equivalent to 528)

Day of finding of Gospel of Jesus son of Mary: $(56 + 776 + 110) + [94 + 150 + 52 (or 53) + 290] = 942 + 586 (or 587) = 1528 (or 1529)$

The Dead, We revived it and We got out of it (verse 33 of Sura 36): $486 + 85 + 6 + 855 + 96 = 1528 (or 1529)$

People ask you about the Hour, say: The Knowledge of it is with Allah. How would you know? Perhaps (verse 63 of Sura 33): $1528$

Fall of Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki: $(175 + 187 + 915) + 110 + 1141 (or 1142) = 1277 + 110 + 1141 (or 1142) = 2528 (or 2529) (2528 is the 2158th Composite Number)

[The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time)]

Key: $529 = 23 \times 23$ ($529$ is the 429th Composite Number) $648$ is the 529th Composite Number) $3529$ is the 493rd Prime Number)

that the promise of Allah is true and that the Hour (verse 21 of Sura 18): $51 + (80 + 66 + 108 + 6 + 51 + 167) = 51 + 478 = 529$

Bidaya (Beginning) of Bina (Building or Construction) of Wall of Berlin, Germany: $22 + 54 + [28 + 292 + 133] = 22 + (54 + 453) = 22 + 507 = 529$

Qiyama (Rise) of People of the Cave: $156 (or 155) + [101 (or 102) + 136] = 156 (or 155) + 237 (or 238) = 529 (528 or 530)$

Descent of the Prophet Son of Mary: $93 + [93 + 343 (or 342)] = 93 + 436$
Moses son of Imran (Israelite Prophet): $116 + 52 (or 53) + 361 = 529 (or 530)$

Al-Muhtami (person seeking protection): $529$

Battle of Nicopolis: $335 + 194 = 529$

World War + The Perishing: $366 + 163 = 529$

World War + Al-Islam: $366 + 136 = 529$

The Perishing + Warsaw, Poland: $163 + 366 = 529$

Al-Hadd (Destruction) + Isfahan, Iran: $40 + 489 = 529$

Al-Hazima + Al-Masriyeen (The Egyptians): $98 + 431 = 529$

The Nuclear War + Istanbul, Turkey: $349 + 1180 = 1529$ (equivalent to $529$)

Land Collapse of Istanbul, Turkey: $740 + 789 = 1529$ (equivalent to $529$)

Nuclear War + Lahore: $287 + 242 = 529$

Al-Intiha (The End) of City of Karachi: $489 + 1040 = 1529$ (equivalent to $529$)

Al-Hadda (The Incident of Destruction) of Al-Bangaleshiyoon (The Bangladeshis): $45 + 1484 = 1529$ (equivalent to $529$)

The Nuclear War + Al-Bangaliyoon (The Bengalis): $349 + 1180 = 1529$ (equivalent to $529$)

Land Collapse of Al-Australiyyoon (The Australians): $740 + 789 = 1529$ (equivalent to $529$)

Al-Hadda (the Incident of Destruction) of the British Kingdom: $45 + 484 = 529$

Hadda (Incident Destruction) of Jazair (Isles) of the Britons: $14 + 515 = 529$

The Atomic Bombs + Al-Britaniyyoon (The Britons): $1160 + 369 = 1529$ (equivalent to $529$)

Al-Hadm (Destruction) + Copenhagen, Denmark: $80 + 1449 = 1529$
People shall go through Hashr (in-gathering) in the Forenoon (verse 59 of Sura 20): **1529** (equivalent to **529**) **(1529** is the **1287**th Composite Number) **(1809** is the **1529**th Composite Number)

Fall of Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki : (175 + 187 + 915) + 110 + 1142 (or 1141) = 1277 + 110 + 1142 (or 1141) = **2529** (or **2528**) (= 3 x 3 x **281**) **(2529** is the **2159**th Composite Number) [The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on **August 9, 1945** at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on **August 8, 1945** at 9:02 PM (New York Time)]

♦ Qatl (Killing): **530**     **(530** is the **430**th Composite Number) **(3821** is the **530**th Prime Number) **(4424** is the **3821**st Composite Number)

Fitan (Trials or Upheavals): **530**

Nine (verse 101 of Sura 17): **530**

Samt (Silence): **530**

The Hearing and the Seeing (or Vision) (verse 36 of Sura 17): 201 + 6 + 323 = **530**

Qiyama (Rise) of People of the Cave : 156 (or 155) + [102 (or 101) + 136] = 156 (or 155) + 238 (or 237) = **530** (**528** or **529**)

The Raheem. Master of Day of Judgment (verse 3 – 4 of Sura 1): 289 + 90 (or 91) + 56 + 95 = **530** (or **531**)

Descent of the Wahy (Revelation) + The Quran : 93 + 55 + 382 (or 383) = **530** (or **531**)

Nakba (Disaster) of the Nuclear Weapons War : 77 + (210 + 135 + 108) = **530**

The Fire of fuel (verse 5 of Sura 48): 282 + 1101 + 147 = **1530** (equivalent to **530**) **(1530** is the **1288**th Composite Number) **(1810** is the **1530**th Composite Number)

Canada + The American United States + Mexico: 75 + (479 + 488 + 307) + 181 = (75 + 1274) + 181 = 1349 + 181 = **1530** (equivalent to **530**)
Canada + The American United States + China: 75 + (479 + 488 + 307) + 181 = (75 + 1274) + 181 = 1349 + 181 = 1530

Canada + The American United States + China: 75 + (479 + 488 + 307) + (104 + 77) + 181 = (75 + 1274) + (104 + 77) = 1349 + 181 = 1530

When the Trumpet is sounded (verse 8 of Sura 74): 702 + 350 + (90 + 388) = 702 + 350 + 478 = 1530 (equivalent to 530)

In a Blessed Night. We have been warning. (verse 3 of Sura 44):
90 + 75 + [267 (or 268) + 52 + 71 + 1050] = 90 + 75 + 1440 (or 1441) = 1530

Jumada Al-Ula + 5 + 1389: (58 + 78) + 5 + 1389 = (136 + 5) + 1389 = 141 + 1389 = 1530 [Apollo 11 landed on the Moon on July 20, 1969 (Jumada Al-Ula 5, 1389 Hijri)]

Ibtida (Beginning) of Season of the Khareef (Autumn or Fall): 409 + (200 + 921) = 409 + 1121 = 1530

Moses son of Imran (or Amran), son of Kohath, son of Levi, son of Jacob: 116 + 53 + 361 + 53 + 606 + 53 + 47 + 53 + 188 = 1530 (equivalent to 530)

And Every thing we have accounted for (verse 29 of Sura 78): 531
(531 is the 431st Composite Number) (650 is the 531st Composite Number) (3823 is the 531st Composite Number)

Felt secure (or assured) (verse 69 of Sura 17): 531

Ninth: 531 (or 530)

Hour: 531

The Angels (verse 4 of Sura 97): 531 (or 532)

Killer (or fight): 531

Fighting: 531

The evilness: 531

The Raheem. Master of Day of Judgment (verse 3 – 4 of Sura 1): 289 + 91 (or 90) + 56 + 95 = 531 (or 530)
And the Conquest and (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 110): $6 + 519 + 6 = 531$

Battle of Maysalun: $335 + 196 = 531$

An ultimatum was issued, on July 14, 1920, by Commander of the French Forces, General Henri Gouraud, to King Faisal bin Hussein’s Syrian Arab Kingdom (which was established by King Faisal on March 8, 1920) to surrender or fight which was accepted on July 20, 1920 by the Syrian government. However, early in the morning of July 24, 1920 (Zu-al-Qada 9, 1338 Hijri) (AV 9, 5680 Jewish Calendar) (2422.529.5th Julian Day), French forces broke a truce, attacked and defeated the Arab forces of led by Yusuf Al-Azma, Minister of War, in the Battle of Maysalun (a strategic hilly location about 12 miles west of Damascus, overlooking a valley used as a passage to Damascus), captured Damascus, and took control of Syria. Then, General Gouraud reportedly went to the tomb of Salah Eddin Al-Ayyubi (who defeated the Crusaders and liberated Jerusalem in 1187 AD), adjacent to the Umawi Mosque in Damascus, kicked it, and said: "Wake up, Salah Eddin. We have returned. My presence here consecrates victory of the Cross over the Crescent."

We can send down unto them from Heaven an Aya (Miraculous Sign) (verse 4 of Sura 26): $531$ (or 532)

Descent of the Wahy (Revelation) + The Quran: $93 + 55 + 383$ (or 382) = $531$ (or 530)

Day of Nuzul (Descent) of the Quran: $56 + [93 + 382$ (or 383)] = $56 + 475$ (or 476) = $531$ (or 532)

Day of Tammuz (July) 22: $56 + (453 + 22) = 56 + 475 = 531$

The Ayha (Living) + The Amwat (Dead): $52 + 479$ (or 478) = $531$ (or 530)

The Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) + The Amwat (Dead): $52 + 479 = 531$ (or 530)

Ihya (Resurrection or Revival) + Kingdom of Son of David, the Awar (attribute pf the Dajjal): $21 + [135 + 52 (or 53) + 15] + 308 = 21 + 202 (or 203) + 308 = 531$ (or 532)

The Awar (Defective-Eyed), Messiah Son of David: $308 + 149 + 74$ (or 73) = $531$ (or 530)

Day of Punishment of New York: $56 + (173 + 302) = 56 + 475 = 531$

Day of Ending of London + Britain: $56 + [58 + (134 + 283)] = 56 + (58 + 417) = 56 + 475 = 531
Hadd (Destruction) of Dawla (State) of Worshippers of the Satan: 9 + 45 + (77 + 400 (or 401)) = 9 + 45 + 477 (or 478) = 9 + 522 (or 523) = 531 (or 532)

Promise of the Hadd (Destruction) + Madina (State) of Israel: 80 + 40 + (109 + 302) = 80 + 40 + 411 (or 412) = 531 (or 532)

Halak (devastation) of the Sahayina (Zionists) + The Zionist State: 56 + 192 + (76 + 207) = 56 + 192 + 283 = 531

Halak (devastation) of the Sahayina (Zionists) + Britain: 56 + 192 + 283 = 531

Day Ihlak (Devastation) of Kingdom of Britain: (56 + 57) + (135 + 283) = 113 + 418 = 531

Nihaya (End) of Francis: 71 + 460 = 531

for a known period (duration) (verse 21 – 22 of Sura 77): (41 + 304) + 186 = 345 + 186 = 531

from despicable water, then we placed it in a firmly fixed location for a period (verse 20 – 22 of Sura 77): [90 + 42 + 105 + 238 (or 239) + 90 + 501 + 120] + (41 + 304) = 1186 (or 1187) + 345 = 1531 (or 1532)

their Lord (God) murmured (or sent a punishment) upon them for the sin they have committed. So, He (God) levelled (destroyed) it (their city). (verse 14 of Sura 91):

You created me from Fire (verse 12 of Sura 7): 1190 + 90 + 251 = 1531

Jumada Al-Ula + 6 + 1389 : (58 + 78) + 6 + 1389 = (136 + 6) + 1389 = 142 + 1389 = 1531  

Apollo 11’s Neil Armstrong became the first human to step on the Moon on July 21, 1969 (Jumada Al-Ula 6, 1389 Hijri)

And they shall enter the Mosque, as they entered it (verse 7 of Sura 17): 1531

remain after you, except for a little while (verse 76 of Sura 17): 598 + 730 + 32 + 171 = 1531

O My Father, I saw eleven planets and the Sun and Moon (verse 4 of Sura 12): 2531 (or 2532) (2531 is the 370th Prime Number)

The Hour and the Moon has cracked (or split). And if they shown an Aya (Sign), they turn away and say (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 55): 167 + 6 + 451 + 371 + 6
On the morning of December 9, 1531, a native peasant named Juan Diego saw a vision of a maiden at a place called the Hill of Tepeyac, which would become part of Villa de Guadalupe, a suburb of Mexico City. Speaking to him in his native Nahuatl language (the language of the Aztec empire), the maiden identified herself as the Virgin Mary, and asked for a church to be built at that site in her honor. Today, this is known as the apparition of Our Lady of Guadalupe or Virgin of Guadalupe. Construction of a church on that site of this apparition started in 1695, but was not finished until 1709. Next to it, construction of a new church called Basilica of Our Lady of Guadalupe started in 1974. The new Basilica was consecrated on October 12, 1976. It is the most visited Catholic pilgrimage site in the World, and the world's third most-visited sacred site. Pope John Paul II beatified Juan Diego at Basilica of Our Lady of Guadalupe during a Mass on May 6, 1990. On July 31, 2002, Pope John Paul II canonized Juan Diego before a crowd of 12 million at the Basilica of Our Lady of Guadalupe.

We can send down unto them from Heaven an Aya (Miraculous Sign) (verse 4 of Sura 26): $532 \text{ (or 531)}$ ($532 = 2 \times 2 \times 7 \times 19$) ($532$ is the $432$nd Composite Number)

Nihaya (End) of Omr (age or life span) of the Hayat (life), the Dunya (World before the End Times): $71 + (310 + 55 + 96) = 71 + 461 = 532$

Day of Nuzul (Descent) of the Quran: $56 + [93 + 383 \text{ (or 382)}] = 56 + 476 \text{ (or 475)} = 532 \text{ (or 531)}$

Day of Tammuz (July 23): $56 + (453 + 23) = 56 + 476 = 532$

Overthrow of the King Farouk: $24 + (121 + 387) = 24 + 508 = 532$

(Revolution of 23 Yulyu is the military coup by the Free Officers Movement on July 23, 1952 (Zu Al-Qada 1, 1371 Hijri) (Av 1, 5712 Jewish),, led by Muhammad Nageeb and Gamal Abd-Nasir, that forced King of Egypt, Farouk I, to abdicate the throne in favor of his infant son Ahmed Fuad. He was exiled on July 26, 1952. The monarchy in Egypt ended when Egypt became a republic on June 18, 1953.)

The Satan whispered (): $132 + 400 \text{ (or 401)} = 532 \text{ (or 533)}$

You worship (verse 2 of Sura 109): $532$

Ihya (Resurrection or Revival) + Kingdom of Son of David, the Awar (attribute pf the Dajjal): $21 + [135 + 53 \text{ (or 52)} + 15] + 308 = 21 + 203 \text{ (or 202)} + 308 = 532 \text{ (or 531)}$

Kingdom of the Messiah son of Joseph + The Jinna (demons): $135 + (149 + 53 + 106) + 89 = 135 + 308 + 89 = 532$
The Mahdi + Kingdom of the Messiah son of Joseph: $90 + (135 + 149 + 52 + 106) = 90 + 307 = 532$

You shall enter the Haram Mosque (verse 27 of Sura 48): $1114 + (138 + 280) = 1114 + 418 = 1532$ (or $1533$) (1532 is the 1289th Composite Number)

Day of Tasawi (Equality or Equinox): $56 + 476 (or 477) = 532$ (or $533$)

Day of Nihaya (End) of Nusraniya (Christianity): $56 + [71 + 405 (or 406)] = 56 + 476 (or 477) = 532$ (or $533$)

I doubt about it and that Allah resurrects the ones who are in the Qubur (graves) (verse 7 of Sura 22): 1532

Assassination Attempt: $90 + 1442 = 1532$

Bomb of City of Nagasaki, Japan: $187 + 109 + 1141 (or 1142) + 95 = 1532$ (or $1533$) (The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time).]

O My Father, I saw eleven planets and the Sun and Moon (verse 4 of Sura 12): $2532$ (or $2531$) (or $2531$) (2532 is the 2161st Composite Number)

Ramadan 1 + 1440: $[1091 (or 1090) + 1] + 1440 = 1092 (or 1091) + 1440 = 2532$ (or $2531$)

Holocaust: 533

Bell of Clock of London: $263 + 136 + 134 = 533$

Human beings/race: 533

The Satan whispered: $132 + 401 (or 400) = 533$ (or $532$)
Except Iblees (Devil) was not among the prostraters (verse 11 of Sura 7): 533 (or 534)

And the Sky/Heaven and Tariq (Unexpected Event). And how would? (verse 1-2 of Sura 86): 533

Secret of Bid’a (Beginning) of Promise of the Qiyama (End Times, Resurrection, or Upheaval) : 260 + 7 + [80 + 186 (or 187)] = 260 + [7 + 266 (or 267)] = 260 + 273 (or 274) = 533 (or 534)

Day of Tasawi (Equality or Equinox): 56 + 477 (or 476) = 533 (or 532)

Day of Nihaya (End) of Nusraniya (Christianity): 56 + [71 + 406 (or 405)] = 56 + 477 (or 476) = 533 (or 532)

Day of Mawt (Death): 56 + 477 = 533

Day of Ihya (Resurrection) of Mawta (Dead People): 56 + (21 + 456) = 56 + 477 = 533

Awda (Return) of Amwat (Dead People): 85 + 448 = 533

The Jann (Jinn - invisible creatures) + Amwat (Dead People): 85 + 448 = 533

Qiyama (Break-out) of War of the Hour: 156 + (210 + 167) = 156 + 377 = 533

Aya (Miraculous Sign) of Hadd (Destruction) and Nihaya (End) of New York + London (or Sydney): 17 + 9 + 71 + 302 + 134 = 533

Day of the Hour + Nuclear Nakba (Catastrophe) + Manhattan: (56 + 167) + (77 + 77) + 156 = 223 + 154 + 156 = 533

Night of Nakba (Catastrophe) of Island of Manhattan: 75 + 77 + 225 + 156 = 533

The Russians + The Hadm ( Destruction) + Manhattan: 297 + 80 + 156 = 533

O the Prophet, We have sent you (verse 45 of Sura 33): 533 (534 or 535)

The Pope Benedict: 37 + 496 = 533

Gog’s burning of the Vatican: 308 + 23 + 202 = 533

The King William Windsor: (121 + 86) + 326 = 207 + 326 = 533
Night of Ihyia (Revival) of Kingdom of Israel: 75 + 21 + [135 + 302 (or 303)] = 75 + [21 + 437 (or 438)] = 75 + 458 (or 459) = **533 (or 534)**

Ihya (Resurrection or Revival) + Kingdom of the Awar, the Dajjal (Anti-Christ): 21 + (135 + 69) + 308 = (21 + 204) + 308 = 225 + 308 = **533**

Island of the Awar (who has a defect): 225 + 308 = **533**

Two False Witnesses: 320 + 213 = **533**

Except whom He (God) has chosen (verse 27 of Sura 72): 1533 (equivalent to 533) (1533 is the 1290th Composite Number) (1814 is the 1533rd Composite Number)

However, you are a Warner (verse 45 of Sura 79): 92 + (451 + 990) = 92 + 1441 = 1533 (equivalent to 533)

Bomb of City of Nagasaki, Japan: 187 + 109 + 1142 (or 1141) + 95 = 1533 (or 1532) [The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on **August 9, 1945** at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on **August 8, 1945** at 9:02 PM (New York Time)]

From **586 BC** (Last Jewish Kingdom was conquered by Baylonians) to **1948** (State of Israel was established by the Zionists), there are **2533 years**.

On **February 11, 1531** (Jumada Thania 23, 937 Hijri), the Catholic Church in England recognized **King of England, Henry VIII** as its supreme head. This day marked an important step in the formation of the Church of England as a separate entity independent of papal authority. On **July 11, 1533** (Zu Hijja 18, 939 Hijri), **Henry VIII** was excommunicated from the Catholic Church by **Pope Clement VII**. In 1534, the **Act of Submission of the Clergy** removed the right of any appeal to Rome, which ended the Vatican's influence with regard to the Church of England. Thus, **Henry VIII** ceased to be **Defender of the Faith**, a title that was bestowed upon him by Pope Leo X after **Henry VIII** published a small book criticizing Martin Luther (founder of Protestantism) in **1521**.

♦ Secret of Bid’a (Beginning) of Promise of the Qiyama (End Times, Resurrection, or Upheaval) : 260 + 7 + [80 + 187 (or 186)] = 260 + [7 + 267 (or 266)] = 260 + 274 (or 273) = **534 (or 533)** (= 2 x 3 x 89 ) (**534** is the 434th Composite Number) (**654** is the 534th Composite Number) (**3851** is the 534th Prime Number)

The knowledge of it is with Allah, but (verse 187 of Sura 7): **534**

Except Iblees (Devil) was not among the prostraters (verse 11 of Sura 7): **534 (or 533)**

Ninth of Ab (August – in Greater Syria & Iraq): 531 + 3 (or 4) = **534 (or 535)**
The landing on the Moon: \((53 + 110) + 371 = 163 + 371 = 534\)

The Arrival + The Moon: \(163 + 371 = 534\)

The Istila (Capture): 534

Pakistan: 534

The Trees (verse 6 of Sura 55): 534

Muftadi (Sacrificer): 534

Gog + Magog + Ihyaa (Revival) of Kingdom of Israel: \((23 + 53) + 21 + [135 + 302 (or 303)] = 76 + [21 + 437 (or 438)] = 76 + 458 (or 459) = 534 (or 535)\)

The President, Mahmoud Ahmadi Nazad: \(311 + (98 + 63 + 62) = 311 + 223 = 534\)

Pope Francis, the First: \(6 + 460 + 68 = 534\)

Qiyam (Resurrection) of the Pope YoHanna (John) Paulus (Paul) + Punishment: \(151 + (37 + 75 + 98) + 173 = 151 + 210 + 173 = 534\)

Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Lahore: \(292 + 242 = 534\)

Russia + Beginning of Nakba (Catastrophe) + Istanbul: \((277 + 22 + 77) + 158 = 376 + 158 = 534\)

Hadd (Destruction) of Al-Aqsa + New York: \(9 + 223 + 302 = 534\)

O the Prophet, We have sent you (verse 45 of Sura 33): \(534 (533 or 535)\) (equivalent to \(534\))

Knower of the Ghayb (Unseen/ Metaphysical Realm, or Future) and the Shahada (Physical Realm, what is witnessed, or what can be sensed using our 5 senses) (verse 22 of Sura 59): \(140 + 1043 + 6 + 345 = 1534 (or 1535)\) (equivalent to \(534\)) \((= 2 x 13 x 59)\) \((1534\) is the \(1291^{\text{st}}\) Composite Number) \((1814\) is the \(1534^{\text{th}}\) Composite Number)

Nuclear Missile + Al-Pakistan: \(969 + 565 = 1534\) (equivalent to \(534\))

It is the Aya (Sign) of his Kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin) (verse 248 of Sura 2): \(534 (or 535)\) (equivalent to \(534\))

From the Moon to the Earth: \(90 + 371 + 41 + 1032 = 1534\)

Enter those who believe (verse 14 of Sura 22): \(1534\) (equivalent to \(534\))
Promise of the End Times, We bring you Laffa (scrolls or as mixed people) and on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), We descend him (verses 104 - 105 of Sura 17): $80 + 837 \ (or \ 838) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 = 1534 \ (or \ 1535)$

Damar ( Destruction) of City of Istanbul, Turkey: $245 + (109 + 549 + 631) = 245 + 1289 = 1534 \ (\text{equivalent to} \ 534)$

Seeking the bounty of Allah (verse 20 of Sura 73): $2534 \ (= 2 \times 7 \times 181)$

Fitna (discord, trial, tribulation, or temptation) (verse 31 of Sura 74): $535 \ (\text{is the} \ 435^{\text{th}} \ \text{Composite Number}) \ (655 \ \text{is the} \ 535^{\text{th}} \ \text{Composite Number})$

Nineth of Ab (August – in Greater Syria & Iraq): $531 + 4 \ (or \ 3) = 535 \ (\text{or} \ 534)$

(It also refers to Av 9 in the Jewish Calender which is day of historical calamities for the Jews)

The Hour + Kingdom of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): $167 + (135 + 233) = 167 + 368 = 535$

The Kingdom of the Satan: $135 + 400 \ (or \ 401) = 535 \ (\text{or} \ 536)$

The Hour, say “ The Knowledge of it is” (verse 63 of Sura 33): $(167 + 130) + (92 + 146) = 297 + 238 = 535$

The Hour. When will its docking (arrival at its destination) be? (verse 187 of Sura 7): $167 + [62 + 306 \ (or \ 307)] = 167 + 368 \ (or \ 369) = 535 \ (\text{or} \ 536)$

Praise the name of your Lord, the Most High (verse 1 of Sura 87): $70 + (101 + 222 + 142) = 70 + 465 = 535$

O the Prophet, We have sent you (verse 45 of Sura 33): $535 \ (533 \ \text{or} \ 534)$

Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): $(80 + 212) + (56 + 187) = 292 + 243 = 535$

Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Nuzul (descent or coming down) of Jesus : $(80 + 212) + (93 + 150) = 292 + 243 = 535$

Day of Wafat (death) of Ali + Mubaya’a (Pledge of Allegiance) of the Hasan : $56 + (92 + 110) + (128 + 149) = 56 + (202 + 277) = 56 + 479 = 535$

Gog + Magog + Ihya (Revival) of Kingdom of Israel : $23 + \ldots$
53) + 21 + [135 + 303 (or 302)] = 76 + [21 + 438 (or 437)] = 76 + 459 (or 458) = 535 (or 534)

Fall of Banu (Children) of Israel (or New York): 175 + 360 = 535

Great British Kingdom: 166 + 318 + 1051 = 1535 (equivalent to 535)

They swear that they will harvest it in the morning. (verse 17 of Sura 68):

Great British Kingdom: 166 + 318 + 1051 = 1535 (or 1534) (equivalent to 535)

They ask you about the Hour. When will its docking (settlement or arrival) be? Say: The knowledge of it is with my Lord (God) (verse 187 of Sura 7): 176 + 120 + 167 + 62 + 306 (or 316) + 130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 212 = 1535 (or 1545) (equivalent to 535)

Knowe r of the Ghayb (Unseen/ Metaphysical Realm, or Future) and the Shahada (Physical Realm, what is witnessed, or what can be sensed using our 5 senses) (verse 22 of Sura 59) & (verse 6 of Sura 32): 141 (or 140) + (1043 + 6 + 345) = 141 (or 140) + 1394 = 1535 (or 1534) (equivalent to 535)

who brought out from among the Illiterate (verse 2 of Sura 62): 1535 (= 5 x 307) (1535 is the 1292nd Composite Number) (1816 is the 1535th Composite Number)

The Caller calls from a close place. The day they hear the Saiha (Scream) (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): 65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 539 = 1535

close. The day they hear the Saiha (Scream) on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date); that is the day of the Khuruj (Coming out) (verse 41 - 42 of Sura 50): 312 + 56 + (236 + 144 + 141 + 750 + 56 + 840) = 312 + 56 + 2167 = 2535

A book we descended unto you to bring out the people from the darknesses to (verse 1 of Sura 14): 454 + 143 + 61 + 1233 + 142 + 90 + 1402 + 41 = 3535 (3535 is the 3040th Composite Number)

Budunta ma yilmem al as-salil fala tamam fihim ilaa mara'atawala tasa'ifu fihim minha hada wa lata'widu lshirid ibi fa'alihul ghad ala an yishae a'ulla wa ona'iru rakib ila na'asiru ila mara'at wali yahidiin raabi la'aqrab min inna raasada ila la'ibau ila kihimah thalath maiyeh saebi wa azandadu'tim regarding their number. Does not know it except few. Do not argue regarding them, except on a matter that is apparent, nor consult regarding them, any of them. And do not say regarding any matter that I am going to do that except if Allah wills. And mention your Lord if you forget and say: perhaps my Lord will guId me to approach this wisely. And they remained in their Cave three hundred years and increased by nine (verse 22 – 25 of Sura 18): (521 + 41 + 195 + 32 + 170 + 111 + 641 + 135 + 32 +
Balfour Declaration (or Promise) by the British government to facilitate the creation of a homeland in Palestine for the Jews was offered to the Jews in a letter signed by Britain’s Foreign Minister on November 2, 1917 (Muharram 16 or 17, 1336 Hijri) (Heshvan 17, 5678 Jewish) (2421,534.5th or 2421,535th Julian Day).

Yasir Arafat returned to Gaza for the first time on July 1, 1994 (Muharram 22, 1415 Hijri) (Tammuz 22, 5754 Jewish) (2449,534.5th Julian Day or 2449,535th Julian Day).

♦ The Month: 536 (536 is the 436th Composite Number) (656 is the 536th Composite Number)

The Ta’adul (Equality): 536

Day of 265 + Miladiya (Based on birth of Jesus) Year: (56 + 265) + (115 + 100) = 321 + 215 = 536 (The 265th day of the year is September 22. The Autumn Equinox is either on September 22 or 23)

The Arabs a man (This is part of a Hadith): 303 + 233 = 536

The Hour. When will its docking (arrival at its destination) be? (verse 187 of Sura 7): 167 + [62 + 307 (or 306)] = 167 + 369 (or 368) = 536 (or 535)

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The Israa (miraculous heavenly journey) : 56 + [186 (or 187) + 294] = 56 + 480 (or 481) = 536 (or 537)

Kingdom of the Satan: 135 + 401 (or 400) = 536 (or 535)

London of the North: 134 + 402 = 536

City of Lenin, Russia: 109 + 150 + 277 = 536

to your donkey. We will turn you into an Aya (Sign) (verse 259 of Sura 2): 536 (or 535)

Tuadoon ( you have been promised) (verse 103 of Sura 21): 536

The Nuclear World War: (241 + 187) + 108 = 428 + 108 = 536

Day of Wahiya (Catastrophe) of the Nuclear Weapons War: 56 + [27 + (210 + 135 + 108)] = 56 + (27 + 453) = 56 + 480 = 536
When the Big Tamma (Overwhelming End Times Event) arrives
(verse 34 of Sura 79): $782 + 405 + (86 + 263) = 782 + 405 + 349 = 1536$ (1536 is the 1293rd Composite Number) $(1817$ is the $1536^{th}$ Composite Number)

Day of Ghazu (Invasion) of the Kuwait: $56 + (1013 + 467) = 56 + 1480 = 1536$
(On August 2, 1990, Saddam Hussein started his invasion of Kuwait and within two days of intense combat, most of the Kuwaiti Armed Forces were either overrun by the Iraqi Republican Guard or escaped to neighboring Saudi Arabia and Bahrain.)

Lest that you get afflicted by a soon torment. (verse 64 of Sura 11): $2536$ ($2536$ is the $2165^{th}$ Composite Number)

$37 + [310 + (60 + 96)] = 37 + (310 + 156) = 37 + 466 = 537$ (or $536$)

$56 + [187 (or 186) + 294] = 56 + 481 (or 480) = 537 (or 536)$

$462 (463 or 464) + 75 = 537 (538 or 539)$

Awwal (Beginning) of Kingdom of the Ifranj (Franks): $37 + [135 + 365 (or 364)] = 37 + 500 (or 499) = 537 (or 536)$

The Autumn Equinox: $537$ (The Autumnal Equinox happens in the Northern Hemisphere annually either on September 22 or 23)

Day of 266 + Miladiya (Based on birth of Jesus) Year: $(56 + 266) + (115 + 100) = 322 + 215 = 537$ (The $266^{th}$ day of the year is September 23. The Autumn Equinox is either on September 22 or 23)

Lailat (Eve) of the Furqan (Quran or Distinction between right and wrong): $75 + 462 = 537$
Indeed the Hour is their appointment and the Hour (verse 46 of Sura 54): 537

We made People of Hell-Fire (verse 31 of Sura 74): $154 + 101$ (or 102) $+ 282 = 537$ (or 538)

Ihya (Resurrection or Revival) + Kingdom of Son of David, the Awar (attribute of the Dajjal): $21 + [135 + 52$ (or 53) $+ 21] + 308 = 21 + [208$ (or 209) $+ 308] = 21 + 516$ (or 517) $= 537$ (or 538)

Muta’akiz (person who uses one or two sticks or canes to lean on or help him walk): 537

from interpretation (verse 6 of Sura 12): $90 + 447 = 537$

The Mahdi + Interpretation: $90 + 447 = 537$

He (God) is forgiving (verse 3 of Sura 110): 537

The Heavens (verse 7 of Sura 44): 537 (or 538)

Aya (Miraculous Sign) of the Tariq (Unexpected Event) + The Star + The Hayat (Life): $16 + 341 + 124 + 55 = 537$

The First Nuclear Infijar (Explosion): $(366 + 103) + 68 = 469 + 68 = 537$

Saiqa (The Shocking Event) of America: $265 + 272 = 537$ (Please note that the word صعقة Americca Saiqa (Shocking Event) is used in the Quran to refer to God’s annihilation of nations such Aad and Thamud)


The King Artur (Arthur): $121 + 416 = 537$

Hadd (Destruction) of Island of the Britan (Britons): $9 + (225 + 303) = 9 + 528 = 537$

O You who have believed, the Siam (Fasting) has been decreed upon you like it has been decreed upon those before you, so that perhaps (verse 183 of Sura 2): $[27 + 791 + 99$ (or 98)] $+ (422 + 170 + 172) + 61 + 422 + 110 + (791 + 90 + 192 + 190) = [917$ (or 916) $+ 764] + 61 + 422 + 110 + (791 + 90 + 192 + 190) = [1681$ (or 1680) $+ 61] + 422 + 110 + 1263 = [1742$ (or 1741) $+ 422] + 110 + 1263 = 2164$ (or 2163) $+ 110 + 1263 = 2274$ (or 2273) + 1263 $= 3537$ (or 2536) (3537 is the 3042nd Composite Number)

when he came to them, so shall come to them the news of what they used to mock (verse 5 of Sura 6): 1537 (or 1538)
Dajjal of Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: \[38 + 135 + [62 + 303 (or 302)] = 38 + [135 + 365 (or 364)] = 38 + 500 (or 499) = 538 (or 537) \quad (= 2 \times 269) \] (538 is the 438th Composite Number) \[658 \text{ is the 538th Composite Number} \] \[3881 \text{ is the 538th Prime Number} \]

The Bida (Beginning) + Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: \[38 + 135 + [62 + 303 (or 302)] = 38 + [135 + 365 (or 364)] = 38 + 500 (or 499) = 538 (or 537)

The Bida (Beginning) + Kingdom of the Ifranj (Franks): \[38 + [135 + 365 (or 364)] = 38 + 500 (or 499) = 538 (or 537)

Knights of the Ma’bad (Temple): \[391 (or 390) + 147 = 538 (or 537)\]

mock (verse 5 of Sura 6): \[538 (or 539)\]

Nine August (or Tisha B’Av of the Jews): \[535 + 3 (or 4) = 538 (or 539)\]

We have (not) made People of the Fire (verse 31 of Sura 74): \[154 + 102 (or 101) + 282 = 538 (or 537)\]

Lubuth (Stay): \[538\]

Ihya (Resurrection or Revival) + Kingdom of Son of David, the Awar (attribute of the Dajjal): \[21 + [135 + 53 (or 52) + 21] + 308 = 21 + [209 (or 208) + 308] = 21 + 517 (or 516) = 538 (or 537)\]

China + Tadmeer (Destruction) + Australia: \[181 + 654 + 703 = 1538 \quad (\text{equivalent to } 538)\]

Discovery of Gospel of the Messiah (Christ) Jesus son of Mary: \[802 + 94 + (149 + 150 + 53 + 290) = 802 + (94 + 642) = 802 + 736 = 1538 \quad (\text{equivalent to } 538)\]

Allah conveys to you good news of a Word from Him. His name is the Messiah Jesus son of Mary (verse 45 of Sura 3): \[1538\]

when he came to them, so shall come to them the news of what they used to mock (verse 5 of Sura 6): \[538 (or 537)\]

Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as mixed people) and on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), We descend him (verses 104-105 of Sura 17): \[5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 = 1538 (or 1539)\]
Akhir (Last) King of Bayt Al-Maqdis (House of Holiness or Jerusalem): 801 (or 802) + 90 + (412 + 235) = 801 (or 802) + (90 + 647) = 801 (or 802) + 737 = \textbf{1538 (or 1539)} (Crusader’s Kingdom of Jerusalem in the Middle East was known in Arabic as Kingdom of Bayt Al-Maqdis)

Akhir (Last or End) of the Thawr (Taurus or Bull/Ox): 801 (or 802) + 90 + (412 + 235) = 801 (or 802) + (90 + 647) = 801 (or 802) + 737 = \textbf{1538 (or 1539)} (End of Taurus is May 20)

Ikhtitam (End) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 1442 (or 1441) + 96 = 1538 (or 1537) ( = 2 x 769) (equivalent to \textbf{538}) (1538 is the \textbf{1295th} Composite Number)

Has Approached to the people their Judgment and they are in Ghafla (unawareness or inattentiveness) turned away (verse 1 of Sura 21): \textbf{2538 (or 2537)} (2538 is the \textbf{2167th} Composite Number) (2966 is the \textbf{2538th} Composite Number)

In October \textbf{538 BC}, Cyrus, King of Persia, conquered Babylonia and issued his decree that the Jews and all other captive peoples could return to their respective homelands. Ezra provides the information that in the \textbf{seventh month} of the first year back (537 B.C.) the people, under the leadership of Zerubbabel and Joshua the priest, \textbf{built an altar on the temple ruins} and celebrated the Feast of Tabernacles (Ezra 3:1-7). In the \textbf{second month} of the next year (536 B.C.), the foundations of the new temple were laid (Ezra 3:8-10), but postponed working on the Temple for several years. \textbf{Darius} became King of Persia around \textbf{September 29, 522 BC}.

\begin{itemize}
  \item We have opened (or conquered) (verse 1 of Sura 48): \textbf{539} (539 is the \textbf{439th} Composite Number) (660 is the \textbf{539th} Composite Number)
  \item If We (God) wish, We can bring down (verse 4 of Sura 26): \textbf{539}
  \item Mount of the Olives: \textbf{35 + 504 = 539}
  \item The tree (verse 19 of Sura 7) & (verse 18 of Sura 48): \textbf{539}
  \item SkyScrapers: \textbf{469 + 70 (or 71) = 539 (or 540)}
  \item Keys: \textbf{539}
  \item mock (verse 5 of Sura 6): \textbf{539 (or 538)}
  \item The Saiha (Scream) (verse 42 of Sura 50): \textbf{539}
  \item the Heavens (verse 6 of Sura 20): \textbf{539 (537 or 538)}
  \item our Ayat (Signs or Verses) as a wonder (verse 9 of Sura 18): \textbf{463 + 76 = 539}
\end{itemize}
They remained (verse 25 of Sura 18): **539**

Tasou’a (The Ninth): **539**

Nine Ab (August in Greater Syria or Av in Jewish Calendar) : 535 + 4 (or 3) = **539** (or **538**)

(Ten Av is the 9th day of Av referred to by the Jews as Tisha B’Av is considered by the Jews the saddest day of the year because many calamities to the Jews happened on this day)

Tard (Expulsion) of the Jews from Spain : 56 + [213 + 56 + 90 + 124 (or 125)] = 56 + 483 (or 484) = **539** (or **540**)

(The deadline of the expulsion of the Jews from Spain was originally July 31, 1492, but it was later postponed to August 2, 1492 (Shawwal 8, 897 Hijri) (Av 9, 5252 Jewish Calendar)

Nihaya (End) of the Cancer + Bidaya (Beginning) of the Leo : 71 + 350 (or 351) + 22 + 96 = **539** (or **540**)

Nisf (Half) of the Muharram : 220 + 319 = **539**

The Hashr (In-gathering) (verse 2 of Sura 59): **539**

The living dead : 52 + 487 = **539**

The Ihyia (Revival or Resurrection) + The Dead: 52 + 487 = **539**

Russia + Iran: 277 + 262 = **539**

Promise of End of State of Israel + Al-Hadd (The Destruction): (80 + 71 + 45 + 303) + 40 = 499 + 40 = **539**

Promise of Ihyia (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of Israel: 80 + 21 + [135 + 303 (or 302)] = 80 + [21 + 438 (or 437)] = 80 + 459 (or 458) = **539** (or **538**)

Night (Eve) of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval) + Awar (one who has a defect): [75 + 187 (or 186)] + 277 = 262 (or 261) + 277 = **539** (or **538**)

Awar (one who has a defect) of the Sahioniyeen (Zionists): 277 + 262 = **539**

Qiyama (Rise, Resurrection) of the Awar (one who has a defect) + Gog + Magog : [155 (or 156) + 308] + (23 + 53) = 463 (or 464) + 76 = **539** (or **540**)

Words of the Aya (Verse): 491 + 48 = **539**

The years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment) and every thing we have explained in detail (verse 12 of Sura 17): **1539** (or **1540**)

 вечером они оставались (стотька 25 сураты) **539**

Тасуа (Третье): **539**

Нине Аб (Ауэрг в Великом Сирии или А в Псевдо-жидовском календаре) : 535 + 4 (или 3) = **539** (или **538**)

(Десятый А в именован как Тиша Теаг является самым грустным днем года для евреев, потому что на этот день произошли многочисленные катастрофы для евреев)

Идание евреев из Испании : 56 + [213 + 56 + 90 + 124 (или 125)] = 56 + 483 (или 484) = **539** (или **540**)

(Дедлайн для эвакуации евреев из Испании был впервые 31 июля 1492 г. (Шаввал 8, 897 года хиджры) (Ав 9, 5252 год еврейского календаря)

Экспедиция идания (конец Рака + начало Льва) : 71 + 350 (или 351) + 22 + 96 = **539** (или **540**)

Нисф (половина) Мухаррм : 220 + 319 = **539**

Исчезновение (собрание) (стотька 2 в сура 59): **539**

Смерть живых : 52 + 487 = **539**

Перезакабелье (Воскрешение) + Смерть : 52 + 487 = **539**

Россия + Иран : 277 + 262 = **539**

Предсказание конца государств Евреев + Деструкция : (80 + 71 + 45 + 303) + 40 = 499 + 40 = **539**

Предсказание перезакабелье (Воскрешение) государства Израиля : 80 + 21 + [135 + 303 (или 302)] = 80 + [21 + 438 (или 437)] = 80 + 459 (или 458) = **539** (или **538**)

Ночь (вечер) воскрешения (воскресения, подъема) + Авар (один, кто имеет дефект) : [75 + 187 (или 186)] + 277 = 262 (или 261) + 277 = **539** (или **538**)

Авар (один, кто имеет дефект) Сахони Сионистов : 277 + 262 = **539**

Воскрешение (Воскресение, подъем) Авар (один, кто имеет дефект) + Гог + Магог : [155 (или 156) + 308] + (23 + 53) = 463 (или 464) + 76 = **539** (или **540**)

Слова Суры (Стотька) : 491 + 48 = **539**

Сроки и Счет (Расчет, Определение) и все, что мы объяснили в подробностях (стотька 12 сура 17) : **1539** (или **1540**)
The illiterate that they will find written with them (verse 157 of Sura 7): 1539 (1539 is the 1296th Composite Number) (1820 is the 1539th Composite Number)

The Day we fold the Sama (sky or Heaven) like the folding of Sijil for the Books. Like we started the first creation, we return it, a promise upon us, we shall be fulfilling (verse 104 of Sura 21): 2539 (2540 or 2541)

The Day of Intiya (End) of the Second World War: 56 + [458 + 241 + 187 + 597 (or 596)] = 56 + 1483 (or 1482) = 1539 (or 1538)

For them, the dead land. We revived it and We got out (verse 33 of Sura 36): 2539 (2539 is the 371st Prime Number) (2967 is the 2539th Composite Number)

The illiterate that they will find written with them (verse 15 of Sura 7): 1539 (1539 is the 1296th Composite Number) (1820 is the 1539th Composite Number)

The Day of Istirja (Getting back or Re-capture) of Muslimeen (Muslims) the Quds (Jerusalem) from the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 56 + (735 + 230 + 195 + 90 + 233) = 56 + 1483 = 1539

Akhir (Last) King of Bayt Al-Maqdis (House of Holiness or Jerusalem): 802 (or 801) + 90 + (412 + 235) = 802 (or 801) + (90 + 647) = 802 (or 801) + 737 = 1539 (or 1538)

(A crusader's Kingdom of Jerusalem in the Middle East was known in Arabic as Kingdom of Bayt Al-Maqdis)

The Day we fold the Sama (sky or Heaven) like the folding of Sijil for the Books. Like we started the first creation, we return it, a promise upon us, we shall be fulfilling (verse 104 of Sura 21): 2539 (2540 or 2541)

The Day of Intiya (End) of the Second World War: 56 + [458 + 241 + 187 + 597 (or 596)] = 56 + 1483 (or 1482) = 1539 (or 1538)

For them, the dead land. We revived it and We got out (verse 33 of Sura 36): 2539 (2539 is the 371st Prime Number) (2967 is the 2539th Composite Number)

The illiterate that they will find written with them (verse 15 of Sura 7): 1539 (1539 is the 1296th Composite Number) (1820 is the 1539th Composite Number)

The Day we fold the Sama (sky or Heaven) like the folding of Sijil for the Books. Like we started the first creation, we return it, a promise upon us, we shall be fulfilling (verse 104 of Sura 21): 2539 (2540 or 2541)

The Day of Intiya (End) of the Second World War: 56 + [458 + 241 + 187 + 597 (or 596)] = 56 + 1483 (or 1482) = 1539 (or 1538)

For them, the dead land. We revived it and We got out (verse 33 of Sura 36): 2539 (2539 is the 371st Prime Number) (2967 is the 2539th Composite Number)

The illiterate that they will find written with them (verse 15 of Sura 7): 1539 (1539 is the 1296th Composite Number) (1820 is the 1539th Composite Number)
† ثم ﺗُمُْ (verse 68 of Sura 17) : 540 (540 is the 440th Composite Number) (662 is the 540th Composite Number) (2968 is the 2540th Composite Number)

تَقُمَّ تَأْوِيلَ الْبَاطِنَ Interpretation of the Batin (Inner Meaning): 447 + 93 (or 92) = 540 (or 539)

نبيذ 연결ا بنسلفانيا Philadelphia + Pennsylvania : 246 + 294 = 540

أسد + سرطان دايدا Nihaya (End) of the Cancer + Bidaya (Beginning) of the Leo : 71 + 351 (or 350) + 22 + 96 = 540 (or 539)

إسحاق نهواب التورد لخموم Tard (Expulsion) of the Jews from Spain : 56 + [213 + 56 + 90 + 125 (or 124)] = 56 + 484 (or 483) = 540 (or 539)

اليوم الوعود + نهاية إسرائيل Day of the Promise + Nihaya (End) of Israel : (56 + 111) + [71 + 302 (or 303)] = 167 + 373 (or 374) = 540 (or 541)

سقطز بنين إسرائيل Fall of Bani Israel (Children of Israel): 175 + 365 = 540

سقطز بنين الأเมريك Fall of Bani Al-Amareek (Children of the Americans): 175 + 365 = 540

هلاك المملكة البريطانيه Halak (Devastation) of the British Kingdom: 56 + (166 + 318) = 56 + 484 = 540

10 x جان Jann (Jinn - invisible creatures) x 10 = 54 x 10 = 540

بدء عوده أموت Beginning of Awda (Return) of Amwat (Dead People): (7 + 85) + 448 = 92 + 448 = 540

بدء الجان + أموت Beginning of The Jann (Jinn- invisible creatures) + Amwat (Dead People): 7 + (85 + 448) = 7 + 533 = 540

أموت النجوم أوجس Amwat (Dead People) of the Dajjal Yajuj (Gog): 448 + (69 + 23) = 448 + 92 = 540

أموت + الجحيم Amwat (Dead People) + The Jaheem (Hell) (verse 6 of Sura 102): 448 + 92 = 540

جني + الموتى Jinn (invisible creatures) + The Mawta (Dead People): 53 + 487 = 540

الموتى + ماجوج The Mawta (Dead People) + Magog: 487 + 53 = 540
Jinn (invisible creatures) + Sydney of the Southern Hemisphere: 53 + [134 + (251 + 102)] = 53 + 134 + 353 = 53 + 487 = \textbf{540}

Majuj (Magog) + Sydney of the Southern Hemisphere: 53 + [134 + (251 + 102)] = 53 + (134 + 353) = 53 + 487 = \textbf{540}

Your State + Al-Hadd (The Destruction): 500 + 40 = \textbf{540}

Kingdom of Bani (Children of) Israel + Al-Hadd (The Destruction): [135 + 62 + 303 (or 302)] + 40 = 500 (or 499) + 40 = \textbf{540 (or 539)}

Al-Inhizam (The Defeat) + Bani (Children of) Israel + Al-Hadd (The Destruction): [135 + 62 + 303 (or 302)] + 40 = 500 (or 499) + 40 = \textbf{540 (or 539)}

Nihaya (End) of Kingdom of Great Britain: 71 + 135 + (283 + 1051) = 71 + (135 + 1334) = 71 + 1469 = \textbf{1540} (equivalent to \textbf{540}) (1540 is the \textbf{1297}th Composite Number)

(1821 is the \textbf{541}st Composite Number)

(3911 is the \textbf{541}st Prime Number)

(4107 is the \textbf{3541}st Composite Number)

السنين والحساب وكل شيء فصله تفصيل the years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment) and every thing we have explained in detail (verse 12 of Sura 17): \textbf{1540 (or 1539)}

Day of Al-Taghabun (verse 9 of Sura 64): 56 + 1484 = \textbf{1540} (equivalent to \textbf{540})

Qamat (started): \textbf{541} (541 is the \textbf{100}th Prime Number) (663 is the \textbf{541}st Composite Number) (3911 is the \textbf{541}st Prime Number) (4107 is the \textbf{3541}st Composite Number)

Alamat (Signs): \textbf{541 (or 542)}

Athim (Sinner or Wrong-doer) (verse 24 of Sura 76): \textbf{541 (or 542)}

You know, perhaps the Hour (verse 63 of Sura 33) & (verse 17 of Sura 42): 244 + 130 + 167 = \textbf{541}

Descended the Book (verse 17 of Sura 42): \textbf{541 (or 542)}

His servant the Book and (verse 1 of Sura 18): 81 + 454 (or 453 ) + 6 = \textbf{541 (or 540)}
Maraka (Battle) of Badr: $335 + 206 = 541$

Based on destiny: O Moses (verse 40 of Sura 20): $110 + 304 + 11 + 116 = 541$

Isti’ada (Getting back or Return): $541$

Fat’h (Opening or Conquest) of Elia (Aelia – Jerusalem as named by the Romans): $488 + 53 (or 52) = 541 (or 540)$

Day of Promise + Nihaya (End) of Israel: $(56 + 111) + [71 + 303 (or 302)] = 167 + 374 (or 373) = 541 (or 540)$

Inhizam (Defeat) of the Kingdom of Israel: $(104 + 135) + 302 (or 303) = 239 + 302 (or 303) = 541 (or 542)$

Palestine + Israel: $239 + 302 (or 303) = 541 (or 542)$

The Hour + Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The Messiah, the Dajjal: $(167 + 156) + (149 + 69) = 323 + 218 = 541$

Qiyam (Rise or Resurrection) of The Imam Mahdi, son of Fatima: $151 + [113 + 90 + 52 (or 53) + 135] = 151 + 390 (or 391) = 541 (or 542)$

The Deaf: $541$

Jordan River: $255 + 286 = 541$

Awda (Return) of Mawta (Dead People): $85 + 456 = 541$

The Jann (Jinn – invisible creatures) + Mawta (Dead People): $85 + 456 = 541$

Allah + The Tahawol (Change): $66 + 475 = 541$

How was my punishment (verse 45 of Sura 34): $190 + 71 + 280 = 541 (or 551)$

We believe in Allah alone and disbelieve (verse 84 of Sura 40): $93 + 68 + 23 + 6 + 351 = 541$

Day of descent of Star of the Messiah, Jesus: $56 + (93 + 93) + (149 + 150) = 56 + (186 + 299) = 56 + 485 = 541$
Resurrection) of the Imam Mahdi: $150 + (87 + 80 + 21) + (113 + 90) = 150 + 188 + 203 = \textbf{541}$

Jesus + Aya (Sign) of his Kingship (verse 248 of Sura 2) + Day of Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of the Imam Mahdi: $150 + (16 + 95) + (56 + 21) + (113 + 90) = 150 + 111 + 77 + 203 = \textbf{541}$

Jesus + Aya (Sign) of the Prophethood + Day of Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of the Imam Mahdi: $150 + (17 + 94) + (56 + 21) + (113 + 90) = 150 + 111 + 77 + 203 = \textbf{541}$

Jesus + The Promise + Day of Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of the Imam Mahdi: $150 + 111 + (56 + 21) + (113 + 90) = 150 + 111 + 77 + 203 = \textbf{541}$

And this is a Book We have brought it down (descended it) blessed (verse 155 of Sura 6): $1541 \textbf{(1540 or 1542)}$

That Book, there is no doubt about it, (verse 2 of Sura 2): $[750 + 453 \textbf{(or 454)}] + (31 + 212 + 95) = 1203 \textbf{(or 1204)} + 338 = \textbf{1541 \textbf{(or 1542)}}$

The finding of People of the Cave and the Raqeem: $(807 + 110) + [101 \textbf{(or 102)} + 136 + 6 + 381] = 917 + 624 \textbf{(or 625)} = \textbf{1541 \textbf{(or 1542)}}$

When Promise of the End Times comes, We (God) bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as mixed people). By/with the Truth, We have descended him (verses 104 - 105 of Sura 17): $5 + 80 + 838 \textbf{(or 837)} + 64 + 62 + 201 + 147 + 144 = \textbf{1541 \textbf{(or 1540)}} \textbf{\textbf{\textbf{\textbf{(equivalent to 541)}}}}$ (1541 is the 1298th Composite Number) (1822 is the 1541st Composite Number)

When the Earth is shaken a shake (verse 4 of Sura 56): $2541 \textbf{(2540 \textbf{is the 2169th Composite Number}) (2970 \textbf{is the 2541st Composite Number)}}$

Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr. And how would you know what is Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr. Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): $75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 \textbf{(or 137)} + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 130 \textbf{(or 131)} = \textbf{5541 \textbf{(5542 or 5543)}}$

♦ علامات Alamat (Signs): $\textbf{542 \textbf{(or 541)}} \textbf{\textbf{\textbf{(542 = 2 \times 271)}} \textbf{\textbf{(542 is the 441st Composite Number)}}}$ (664 is the 542nd Composite Number) (3917 is the 542nd Prime Number) (4108 is the 3542nd Composite Number)

مبشر Mubashshir (Bearer of good news): $\textbf{542}$
Athim (Sinner or Wrong-doer) (verse 24 of Sura 76): 542 (or 541)

Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time) + The Life of the Dunya (World before the End Times) + The Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, Beginning of End Times): [71 + 129 (or 128) + 60 + 96] + 186 (or 187) = 356 (or 355) + 186 (or 187) = 542 (541 or 543)

Hazima (Defeat) of the Uthmaniyeen (Ottomans) + Nasr (Victory) of the Britaniyeen (Britons): 67 + 762 + 340 + 373 = 542

Qiyam (Rise of Resurrection) of The Imam Mahdi, son of Fatima: 151 + [113 + 90 + 53 (or 52) + 135] = 151 + 391 (or 390) = 542 (or 541)

Qiyam (Rise or Outbreak) of Nuclear Weapons War: 151 + (210 + 104 + 77) = 151 + 391 = 542

Day of the Deen (Judgment or Punishment) (verse 4 of Sura 1) + Nuclear Weapons War: (56 + 95) + (210 + 104 + 77) = 151 + 391 = 542

Followers of Son of David: 474 + (53 + 15) = 474 + 68 (or 67) = 542 (or 541)

President of Iran: 280 + 262 = 542

Sinner (or sin): 542 (or 541)

Day of Promise of Inha (Ending of Dawla (State) of Israel: 56 + 80 + [58 + 45 + 303 (or 302)] = 56 + [80 + 406 (or 405)] = 56 + 486 (or 485) = 542 (or 541)

Palestine + Israel: 239 + 303 (or 302) = 542 (or 541)

Palestine + The Amareek (Americans): 239 + 303 = 542

Day of the Calling (verse 32 of Sura 40): 56 + 486 = 542

Or we drop upon them a Kusf (verse 9 of Sura 34): 542

I will make him exhausted while ascending (or increasingly) (verse 17 of Sura 74): 371 + 171 = 542

Inha (Ending) of the British Kingdom: 58 + (166 + 318) = 58 + 484 = 542

The Wahiya (Catastrophe) + The British Kingdom: 58 + (166 + 318) = 542

Wellington (capital of New Zealand): 1542
Rock of Bayt (House) of the Maqdis (Holiness): $895 + (412 + 235) = 895 + 647 = 1542$

Day of the Muslimeen (Muslims’) Istiada (Getting back) of the Aqsa Mosque from the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): $56 + [541 + 261 + (138 + 223) + (90 + 233)] = 56 + [(541 + 261 + 361) + 323] = 56 + (1163 + 323) = 56 + 1486 = 1542$

The years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment / Punishment) and every thing we have explained in detail. (verse 12 of Sura 17): $201 + 6 + 102 + 6 + 50 + 311 + 255 + 611 = 1542$ (equivalent to $542$)

And this is a Book We have brought it down (descended it) blessed (verse 155 of Sura 6): $1542$ ($1540$ or $1541$)

That Book, there is no doubt about it (verse 2 of Sura 2): $[750 + 454$ (or $453) ] + (31 + 212 + 95) = 1204$ (or $1203$) + $338 = 1542$ (or $1541$)

Except as a bearer of good news (glad tidings) and a Nazeer (Warner). (verse 105 of Sura 17): $32 + 543 + 6 + 961 = 1542$ ($= 2 \times 3 \times 257$) ($1542$ is the $1299^{th}$ Composite Number) ($1824$ is the $1542^{nd}$ Composite Number)

Day of Ilgha (Cancellation or Abolishment) of the Ottoman Caliphate: $56 + 1033 + [746$ (or $747) + 707] = 56 + [1033 + 1453$ (or $1454)] = 56 + 2486$ (or $2487) = 2542$ (or $2543$)

So, await the day when the Heaven/Sky brings an evident smoke (verse 10 of Sura 44): $2542$ ($2542$ is the $2170^{th}$ Composite Number)

Bearer of glad tidings (good news) (verse 8 of Sura 48): $543$ ($= 3 \times 181$) ($543$ is the $442^{nd}$ Composite Number) ($665$ is the $543^{rd}$ Composite Number)

Execution of Saddam Hussein Abd Al-Majeed: $116 + 135 + 128 + (76 + 88) = 116 + (135 + 128 + 164) = 116 + 427 = 543$

The Hadath (Event): $543$

Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time) + The Life of the Dunya (World before the End Times) (verse 98 of Sura 10) + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): $[71 + 129$ (or $128) + 60 + 96] + 187$ (or $186) = 356$ (or $355$) + $187$ (or $186) = 543$ ($541$ or $542$)

The Spirit and the Angels stand up (or rise) (verse 38 of Sura 78): $156 + 245 + 6 + 136 = 543$ (or $544$)
The Miladiya (Based on birth of Jesus) Year: 266 + (146 + 131) = 266 + 277 = 543

and Allah is of every thing (verse 41 of Sura 8): 6 + 66 + 110 + 50 + 311 = 543

Day of the Mawta (dead people): 56 + 487 = 543

Day of Knights of the Haikal (Temple): 56 + (391 + 96) = 56 + 487 = 543

Promise comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of Israel: (5 + 80) + 21 + [135 + 302 (or 303)] = 85 + [21 + 437 (or 438)] = 85 + 458 (or 459) = 543 (or 544)

Followers of the Dajjal: 474 + 69 = 543

Nimrod son of Canaan: 300 + 52 (or 53) + 191 = 543 (or 544)

The Shaking Event of Vancouver: 106 + 437 = 543

Halak (Devastation) + The Franciyoon (French): 56 + 487 = 543

Fall of New Yorkiyoon (New Yorkers): 175 + 368 = 543

The Saiha (Scream) of the New Yorkiyoon (New Yorkers): 144 + 399 = 543

Day of Nuclear Nakba (Catastrophe) of New York: 56 + 77 + 302 + 108 = 543

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Eid of the Qurban (Sacrificial Offering): 75 + (84 + 384) = 75 + 468 = 543

Lailat (Eve) of Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 15 : 75 + (453 + 15) = 75 + 468 = 543

Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 97): 75 + (335 + 6 + 41) + [225 (or 226) + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335] = 75 + [382 + 1086 (or 1087)] = 75 + 1468 (or 1469) = 1543 (or 1544)

Day of Ghazwa (Battle) of Badr, the Biggest: 56 + (1018 + 206) + 263 = 56 + 1224 + 263 = 56 + 1487 = 1543

To the people, their Judgment, and they are in Ghafla (unawareness,
inattentiveness or heedlessness) (verse 1 of Sura 21): \(171 + 116 + 6 + 45 + (90 + 1115) = 338 + 1205 = 1543\)

Has never been created like it among cities/countries (verse 8 of Sura 89): \(1543\) (or \(1544\))

a Book; my Lord does not misguide and does not (verse 52 of Sura 20): \(423\) (or \(422\)) + 31 + 840 + 212 + 6 + 31 = \(1543\) (or \(1542\))

He (God) will pass in between (through) his hands and from behind him as a tracker. (verse 27 of Sura 72): \(1543\) (equivalent to \(543\))

**Agnes + Akita**: \(1111 + 432 = 1543\) [Agnes Sasagawa, a Catholic nun in Akita Japan, experienced a series of strange events connected to a statue of the Blessed Virgin Mary in the chapel where she was praying on several days starting from **June 12, 1973** and ending on **October 13, 1973** (Ramadan 17, 1393 Hijri) (Tishri 17, 5734 Jewish) (2441,968.5 Julian Day).]

The Rahman, the Raheem. H.M. By the evident Book, we have descended it on (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 44): \(1543\) (1543 is the 243rd Prime Number) (1825 is the 1543rd Composite Number)

We descended upon our Abd (worshipper or servant), Day of the Furqan, the Day the Jam'an (two assembled forces) met and Allah is capable of every thing (verse 41 of Sura 8): \(139 + 110 + 127 + (56 + 462 + 56 + 541 + 195 + 6 + 66 + 110 + 50 + 311 + 314) = 376 + 2167 = 2543\)

the Most Compassionate, Most Merciful + Praise to Allah (God) who descended upon his servant the Book, and did not create in it (or him) crookedness (verse 1 of Sura 18): \(329 + 289 + (83 + 65 + 741 + 88 + 110 + 81 + 453 \text{ or } 454) + (6 + 70 + 113 + 35 + 80) = [618 + 1621 \text{ (or } 1622)\] + 304 = 2239 \text{ (or } 2240\)

The Haqqa (Inevitable/Due Event)! What is the Haqqa? And how would you know what the Haqqa is. Aad and Thamud claimed it was a lie (verses 1 - 3 of Sura 69): \(2543\)

Day of Ilgha (Cancellation or Abolishment) of the Ottoman Caliphate: \(56 + 1033 + [747 \text{ (or } 746) + 707] = 56 + [1033 + 1454 \text{ (or } 1453\)] = 56 + 2487 \text{ (or } 2486\) = \(2543\) (or \(2542\))

Day of Promise of Timur Lank’ entry into Baghdad: \(56 + 80 + 640) + (656 + 100) + 1011 = 776 + 756 + 1011 = 2543\) (2543 is the 372nd Prime Number)

Joshua son of Nun [He is son of Ephraim son of Joseph. He is an Israelite prophet who lived at the same time as Moses. After the death of Moses, he led the Israelites to enter
Land of Canaan (Palestine): 386 + 52 + 106 = 544 (544 = 2 x 272) (544 is the 443rd Composite Number) (666 is the 544th Composite Number) (2544 is the 2171st Composite Number)

Nimrod son of Canaan: 300 + 53 (or 52) + 191 = 544 (or 543)

Who are (the evil) People of the Left (or North) (verse 41 of Sura 56): 544

Guide (verse 17 of Sura 18): 544 (or 545)

Military Inqilab (Coup or Change of Regime): 184 + 360 = 544

Day of Sydney of the Southern Hemisphere: 56 + [134 + (251 + 102)] = 56 + 487 = 544

Promise comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of Israel: (5 + 80) + 21 + [135 + 303 (or 302)] = 85 + [21 + 438 (or 437)] = 85 + 459 (or 458) = 544 (or 543)

The Euphrates + Mountain of Gold: 712 + (35 + 90 + 707) = 712 + 832 = 1544 (In a Hadith, Prophet Mohammad (s.a.w.) said that the Euphrates would recede upon Mountain/Treasure of Gold)

The Maseekh (False Messiah) son of David’s Istiada (Re-capture) of Jerusalem: 541 + (741 + 52 + 15 + 195) = 541 + 1003 = 1544

Mubashir (bearer of good news) of a Messenger who will come after me. His name is (verse 6 of Sura 61): [543 (or 542) + 298 + 421 + 90 + 86] + 106 = 1438 (or 1437) + 106 = 1544 (or 1543) (1544 is the 1300th Composite Number) (1826 is the 1544th Composite Number)

The Final Curtain: 697 + 847 = 1544

Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr + Sana (Year) 2019: (75 + 335) + (115 + 2019) = 410 + 2134 = 2544

The Rahman, the Raheem. H. M. and the evident book. we have descended it/him in. (verses 1 - 3 of Sura 44): [330 (or 329) + 289 + 48 + 6 + 453 + 133 + 52 + 143 (or 144)] + 90 = 1454 + 90 = 1544

Neither cool nor pleasant (verse 44, Sura 56): 238 + 307 = 545 (= 5 x 109) (545 is the 444th Composite Number) (667 is the 545th Composite Number) (1545 is the 1301st Composite Number) (2975 is the 2545th Composite Number)

The Big Fire (verse 12 of Sura 87): 282 + 263 = 545
40 Months: $40 + 505 = 545$

Istiwa (Equality, Equilibrium, Equinox, or Equator) of Ailul (September): $468$ (or $469$) + $77 = 545$ (or $546$)

Rise of the Sun: $115 + 431 = 546$ (546 is the 445th Composite Number)

Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) of the Book: $93 + 453$ (or $454$) = 546 (or 547)

Lailat (Eve) of Inzal (Bringing down) of the Quran: $75 + [89 + 382$ (or $383$)] = 75 + 471 (or 472) = 546 (or 547)

Eve of Vision of Ibrahim (Abraham): $75 + (212 + 259)$ = 75 + 471 = 546

Waqfa (stand-up) of Arafa: $191 + 355 = 546$

Istiwa (Equality, Equilibrium, Equinox, or Equator) of Ailul (September): $469$ (or $468$) + $77 = 546$ (or 545)

Taqoom (rises, starts, occurs, or breaks out) (verse 55 of Sura 30): $546$

Battle of the Qadisiya: $335 + 211 = 546$ [Battle of the Qadisiya is a decisive battle in which Muslims defeated the Persian Empire on Shaban 13, 16 Hijri (November 19, 636 AD), about 3 months after Muslims defeated of the Byzantine Empire in the Battle of Yarmook.]

Franciscus (name of Pope Francis in Latin): $546$

City of Vancouver: $109 + 437 = 546$

Bid (Beginning) of the Nihaya (End) + Kingdom of Israel: $(7 + 102) + (135 + 302$ (or $303$)) = 109 + 437 (or 438) = 546 (or 547)

Awda (Return) of life of Kingdom of Israel: $(85 + 24) + 135 + 302$ (or $303$) = 109 + 437 (or 438) = 546 (or 547)

Kingdom of the Satans: $135 + 411$ (or $410$) = 546 (or 545)

The one with the whale (verse 48 of Sura 68): $101 + 445 = 546$ (This refers to Prophet Yunus/Jonah)

Mubaya'a (Offering Allegiance) + Al-Haram Mosque (in Mecca): $128 + 418 = 546$
Messenger of Allah + Seal of the Prophets (verse 40 of Sura 33): (296 + 66) + (1041 + 143) = 362 + 1184 = \textbf{1546} (equivalent to \textbf{546})

Those who feared their Lord (God) (verse 73 of Sura 39): 791 + 508 + 247 = \textbf{1546}

We are removing the torment a little (or for a little while), but you are going to. (verse 15 of Sura 44): 52 + 408 + 804 + 171 + 111 = \textbf{1546} (equivalent to \textbf{546}) (= 2 x \textbf{773}) (\textbf{1546} is the \textit{1302}nd Composite Number) (\textbf{1828} is the \textit{1546}th Composite Number)

Perseids of the Muzannab (Comet) of Swift - Tuttle: 336 + (823 + 556 + 831) = 336 + 2210 = \textbf{2546} (equivalent to \textbf{546}) (\textbf{2546} is the \textit{2173}rd Composite Number)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is. The Night of Qadr is better than one thousand months. Descend (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): 75 + (335 + 6 + 41) + [225 (or 226) + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487] = 75 + [382 + 3089 (or 3090)] = 75 + 3471 (or 3472) = \textbf{3546} (or \textbf{3547})

for the prayer of Day of the Juma (Friday, Congregation, or Gathering), strive to the remembrance of Allah and leave off the selling (or business). That is (verse 9 of Sura 62): 191 + [90 + 56 + 149 + 217 (or 218) + 41 + 920 + 66 + 6 + 907 + 113 + 790] = 191 + 3355 (or 3356) = \textbf{3546} (or \textbf{3547})

\begin{itemize}
    \item Tawafanat (Floods): \textbf{547} (or \textbf{546}) (\textbf{547} is the \textit{101}st Prime Number) (\textbf{669} is the \textit{547}th Composite Number) (\textbf{2547} is the \textit{2174}th Composite Number)
    \item The Star + Tariq (Star) + Poles: 124 + [310 + 113 (or 112)] = 124 + 423 (or 422) = \textbf{547} (or \textbf{546})
    \item Mubaya’a (Pledge of Allegiance) of the Hasan, son of Ali, son of Abi Talib: 128 + [149 + 52 (or 53) + 110 + 53 (or 52) + 13 + 42 ] = 128 + 419 (418 or 420) = \textbf{547} (or \textbf{548})
    \item Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) of the Book: 93 + 454 (or 453) = \textbf{547} (or \textbf{546})
    \item Lailat (Eve of Night) of Inzal (Bringing down) of the Quran: 75 + [89 + 383 (or 382)] = 75 + 472 (or 471) = \textbf{547} (or \textbf{546})
    \item We have brought it/him down as a Quran (verse 2 of Sura 12): 52 + 143 + 352 (or 353) = \textbf{547} (or \textbf{548})
\end{itemize}
in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 = 547

Month of the Haj (Pilgrimage): 505 + 42 = 547

Wuquf (stand-up) of Arafa: 192 + 355 = 547

His Lord called him in the Holy Valley (verse 16 of Sura 79): 61 + 207 + 44 + 235 = 547

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Tammuz (July): 75 + (453 + 19) = 75 + 472 = 547

Bid (Beginning) of the Nihaya (End) + Kingdom of Israel: (7 + 102) + [(135 + 303) or (302)] = 109 + 438 (or 437) = 547 (or 546)

Awda (Return) of life of Kingdom of Israel: (85 + 24) + 135 + 303 (or 302) = 109 + 438 (or 437) = 547 (or 546)

Suqut (Fall) of the Sham (Greater Syria): 175 + 372 = 547

Suqut (Fall) of the Amerkiyeen (Americans): 175 + 372 = 547

Manhattan: 547 (or 546)

Damar (Destruction) of New York: 245 + 302 = 547

Day of Promise of City of New York: (56 + 80 + 109) + 302 = 245 + 302 = 547

Qiyama (Outbreak or Upheaval) of War of Nuclear Weapons: 156 + (210 + 104 + 77) = 156 + 391 = 547

Manhattan + War of Nuclear Weapons: 156 + (210 + 104 + 77) = 156 + 391 = 547

the order of punishment (becomes due to it), so We destroy it (verse 16 of Sura 17): 167 + 380 = 547

Return to your Lord (God) (verse 28 of Sura 89): 284 + 41 + 222 = 547

The Fourth of Abril (April): 304 + 243 = 547

Al-Inhizam (The Defeat) of City/State of Al-Britan (the Britons): 135 + (109 + 303) = 135 + 412 = 547
City of London + Land of Al-Britan (the Britons): \((109 + 134) + (1001 + 303) = 243 + 1304 = 1547\) (equivalent to 547) \((1547\) is the 1303rd Composite Number) \((1829\) is the 1547th Composite Number)

Al-Waqia (The Event) (verse 1 of Sura 56) + Great Britain: \(213 + (283 + 1051) = 213 + 1334 = 1547\) (equivalent to 547)

Istirdad (Re-capture) of Muslimeen (Muslims) of Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness): \(670 + 230 + (412 + 235) = 670 + 230 + 647 = 1547\)

I have compassed what you have not compassed and I am bringing you from Saba (verse 22 of Sura 27): \(1547\) (equivalent to 547)

It the first House to be placed down (or humiliated) for the people (verse 96 of Sura 3): \(51 + 37 + 412 + 876 + 171 = 1547\) (equivalent to 547)

The finding of People of the Cave + Gospel of the Messiah Jesus: \((807 + 110) + (101 + 136) + (94 + 149 +150) = 917 + 237 + 393 = 1547\)

Fourteenth + September: \([273 (or 272) + 570] + 704 = 843\) (or 842) + 704 = 1547 (or 1546)

To provoke (or drive) them out of their land, so we drowned him and all those with him (verse 103 of Sura 17): \(3547\) (or 3546) (equivalent to 547) \((3547\) is the 497th Prime Number) \((4114\) is the 3547th Composite Number)

It the first House to be placed down (or humiliated) for the people (verse 96 of Sura 3): \(51 + 37 + 412 + 876 + 171 = 1547\) (equivalent to 547)

So, we erased Aya (Sign) of the Night and we made Aya (Sign) of the Day insightful so that you seek Fadl (bounty, grace or blessing) from your Lord and so that you know (verse 12 of Sura 17): \((185 + 16 + 71 + 6 + 154 + 411) + (287 + 732 + 1839 + 911 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 577) = 843 + 4704 = 5547\)
Brought down the Furqan (verse 1 of Sura 25): 87 + 461 (or 462) = 548 (or 549)  

(= 2x2x137) (548 is the 446th Composite Number)  (1830 is the 1548th Composite Number)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Tammuz (July) 20: 75 + (453 + 20) = 75 + 473 = 548

Hubut (Descent or Landing) of Apollo on the Moon: 22 + (45 + 110 + 371) = 548

Wusul (Arrival) of Apollo + The Moon: 132 + 45 + 371 = 548

Philadelphia + Pennsylvania: 255 (or 256) + 293 (or 294) = 548 (549 or 550)

Gathering the people for a day, there is no doubt it. Allah does not fail in fulfilling (verse 9 of Sura 3): 548

Mubaya’a (Pledge of Allegiance) of the Hasan, son of Ali, son of Abi Talib: 128 + [149 + 53 (or 52) + 110 + 53 (or 52) + 13 + 42] = 128 + 420 (419 or 418) = 548 (547 or 546)

Hadd (Destruction) of Mount of the Olives: 9 + (35 + 504) = 9 + 539 = 548

Nihaya (End) of Worshippers of the Satan: 71 + [77 + 400 (or 401)] = 71 + 477 (or 478) = 548 (or 549)

Tabaddul (Change) of Aqtub (Poles): 436 + 112 (or 113) = 548 (or 549)

Aad, Iram, the one which has the pillars, which has never been created like it among the Bilad (cities or countries) (verse 6-8 of Sura 89): 3548 (or 3547) (equivalent to 548)

Recite in the name of your Lord who created. He created the human from Alaq. Recite and your Lord is the Most Generous who taught by the pen. He taught the human (verse 1-5 of Sura 96): [302 + 102 (or 103) + 222 + 741 + 730 + 730 + 192 (or 193)] + 90 + [200 + 302 + 6 + 222 (or 224) + 292 + 741 + 140 + 203 + 140 + 193 (or 192)] = 3019 (or 3020) + 90 + 2439 (2438 or 2440) = 5548
(549 is the 447th Composite Number) (671 is the 549th Composite Number)

Yaslik al nas as-sa’ah People ask you about the Hour (verse 63 of Sura 33): 120 (or 121) + 142 + 120 + 167 = 549 (or 550)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Tammuz (July) 21: 75 + (453 + 21) = 75 + 474 = 549

America + Russia: 272 + 277 = 549

We sent upon them (Aad People) (verse 19 of Sura 54): 52 + 342 + 155 = 549

Istanbul: 549

The Huduth (Occurrence): 549

Ihya (Resurrection) of the Wafiyat (Dead People): 21 + 528 = 549

Son of Yoseph (Joseph) + Kingdom of the English People + the Jews: 209 + 135 + 149 + 56 = 549 (or 548)

Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Turkey: (80 + 838) + 631 = 918 + 631 = 1549

Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Pakistaniyon (Pakistanis): (80 + 838) + 631 = 918 + 631 = 1549

The End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + We revived (or resurrected) (verse 11 of Sura 50) + Turkey: (838 + 80) + 631 = 918 + 631 = 1549

The End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + We revived (or resurrected) (verse 11 of Sura 50) + The Pakistaniyon (Pakistanis): (838 + 80) + 631 = 918 + 631 = 1549

(549 is the 244th Prime Number)

who descended upon Abdihi (his worshipper or servant) the Book, And did not (verse 1 of Sura 18): 741 + 88 + 110 + 81 + 453 (or 454) + 6 + 70 = 1549 (or 1550) (equivalent to 549)

Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels descend (verse 4 – 5 of Sura 97): 2549 (or 2550) (2549 is the 373rd Prime Number)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is (verse 2 - 5 of Sura 97): (335 +
القدر ليلة القدر خير من ألف شهر تنزل الملائكة و الروح فيها. وكان ربيعهم من كل أمر سلام هو Lailat (Night or Eve) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is (verse 2 – 5 of Sura 97):

\[
(335 + 470 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 128 + 6 + 245 + 96) + (753 + 247) + 90 + (50 + 241 + 131 + 15) = 4022 + (1000 + 90) + 437 = 4022 + 1090 + 437 = 5549
\]
Miqat (appointed time) (verse 17 of Sura 78): \[550\]

America + Raj’a (Return): \[272 + 278 = 550\]

Britan (Britons) + Raj’a (Return): \[272 + 278 = 550\]

John son of Zacharia, the Baptist: \[(75 + 52 + 238) + 185 = 365 + 185 = 550 \text{(or 551)}\]

The Protestants: \[1550 \text{ (equivalent to 550) } \](1550 is the 1305th Composite Number)

The Trumpet is blown, so we gather them together (verse 99 of Sura 18): \[730 + (90 + 327) + 289 + 114 = 730 + 417 + 289 + 114 = 1550\]

And the wisdom and even though they have been in evident misguidance (verse 2 of Sura 62): \[1550\]

Khuruj (Coming out) of Maseekh (False Messiah): \[809 + 741 = 1550\]

The Maseekh (False Messiah) + Tabut (Coffin or Ark): \[741 + 809 = 1550\]

who descended upon Abdhi (his worshipper or servant) the Book, And did not (verse 1 of Sura 18): \[741 + 88 + 110 + 81 + 454\text{ (or 453)} + 6 + 70 = 1550 \text{(or 1549)} \]

(equivalent to 550)

When Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Caliph, the Mahdi: \[(782 + 5 + 80 + 837\text{ (or 838)})\] + (756 + 90) = 1704 (or 1705) + 846 = \[2550 \text{(or 2551)}\] (2550 is the 2176th Composite Number) \[(2980\text{ is the 2550th Composite Number)}\]

Lalat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels descend (verse 3-4 of Sura 97): \[75 + [335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 137\text{ (or 136)}] = 75 + 2475\text{(or 2474)} = 2550 \text{(or 2549)}\]

When Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Caliph, the Mahdi: \[[782 + 5 + 80 + 837\text{ (or 838)}] + (756 + 90) = 1704\text{(or 1705) + 846 = 2550 \text{(or 2551)}\]

Mawt (Death) Al-Hasan, King of Al-Maghrib (Morocco): \[(446 + 149 + 592)\] + (90 + 1273)\] = 1187 + 1363 = 2550 \text{ [Al-Hasan II, King of Morocco, died around 4:30 pm on July 23, 1999 (Rabi Thani 9, 1420 Hijri) (Av 10, 5759 Jewish Calendar) (2451,382.5th Julian Day)]}\n
Knower of the Ghayb (Future), so he does not reveal his Ghayb (Future) to anyone (verse 26 of Sura 72): \[3550 \text{(or 3551)} \text{(3550 is the 3052nd Composite Number)}\]
Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or Beginning of End Times): \(551\) (or \(550\)) \((= 19 \times 29)\)

\((551\) is the \(449^{th}\) Composite Number) \((674\) is the \(551^{st}\) Composite Number) \((6551\) is the \(846^{th}\) Prime Number) \((2552\) is the \(2177^{th}\) Composite Number)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Nuzul (Descent) of the Quran: \(75 + [93 + 383\) (or 382)]
\(= 75 + 476\) (or 475) \(= 551\) (or 550)

One Thousand + \(440\) : \(111 + 440 = 551\) (This refers to year 1440 Hijri)

Al-Shirk (polytheism or worshipping anything in addition to God): \(551\)

The Satan: \(551\) (or \(552\))

Joseph Stalin was born on December 6, 1878 Julian (December 18, 1878 Gregorian) (Zu Al-Hijja 22 (or 23), 1295 Hijri) (Kislev 22, 5639 Jewish). He died on March 5, 1953 (Jumada Thania 18, 1372 Hijri) (Adar 18, 5713 Jewish).

City of the Imam Mahdi + Angels + Basilica : \([109 + (113 + 90)] + (106\) (or \(106\)) + 133\) = \((109 + 203) + 238 = 312 + 238 = 551\)

He made for them an Ajal (Date of End) there is no doubt about it (verse 99 of Sura 17): \(103 + 75 + 35\) (or 34) + \(31 + 212 + 95\) = \(103 + 75 + 35\) (or 34) + \(338 = 551\) (or 550)

That they visit the Mosques of Allah (verse 17 of Sura 9): \(551\) (or \(552\))

William Arthur Philip Louis Windsor (name of Prince William): \((86 + 901 + 132 + 106) + 326 = 1225 + 326 = 1551\) (equivalent to \(551\)) \((1551\) is the \(1306^{th}\) Composite Number)

\((1834\) is the \(1551^{st}\) Composite Number)

Year Aam (Year) 1440 : \(111 + 1440 = 1551\) (This refers to year 1440 Hijri)

get scattered (verse 2 of Sura 82): \(1551\) (equivalent to \(551\))

A barrier, so We covered their vision (or made them faint) (verse 9 of Sura 36): \(65 + 1486\) (or \(1487\)) = \(1551\) (or \(1552\))

And thus, We have inspired to you a Spirit by our command (verse 52 of Sura 42) : \((6 + 770) + (76 + 61 + 215 + 90 + 292) + 41 = 776 + 734 + 41 = 1551\)

To warn of severe punishment from Him (God) (verse 2 of Sura 18): \(990 + 63\) (or \(64\)) + \(319\) (or \(318\)) + \(90 + 89 = 1551\) (or \(1552\))

However, they were astonished (bewildered) when a Warner came to them from among them, so (they) said (verse 2 of Sura 50): \((32 + 82) + (51 + 50 + 990 + 135\)
A.L.R. These are Ayat (verses) of the Book and (verse 1 of Sura 15): $1551$ (or $1552$)

This is a mercy from My Lord. When the Promise of my Lord comes, He will turn it into ruins and thus (verse 98 of Sura 18): $2551$ ($2551$ is the $374^\text{th}$ Prime Number)

So that you may know the number of years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgement). Allah did not create this (verse 5 of Sura 10): $2551$

$1440 + $Ramadan$ + $Wahid$ (One) $= $1110 $+ $1440 $= $2550$

When Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Caliph, the Mahdi: $(782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (\text{or } 837)) + (756 + 90) = 1705$ (or $1704$) $+ 846 = 2551$ (or $2550$)

Knower of the Ghayb (Future), so he does not reveal his Ghayb (Future) to anyone (verse 26 of Sura 72): $3551$ (or $3550$)

A Messenger from them but they claimed he was a liar (or rejected him), so the torment got them as they were oppressors (verse 113 of Sura 16): $4551$ (or $4552$) ($4551$ is the $3933^\text{rd}$ Composite Number)

Day of Bid’a (Beginning) of the Intiha (End): $56 + (7 + 489) = 56 + 496 = 552$ ($552$ is the $450^\text{th}$ Composite Number) ($675$ is the $552^\text{nd}$ Composite Number)

Day of the Nihayat (End): $56 + 496$ (or $497$) $= 552$ (or $553$)

Wall of Wailing has collapsed: $421 + (28 + 103) = 421 + 131 = 552$

Mountain of the Temple (or Temple Mount) has collapsed: $421 + (35 + 96) = 421 + 131 = 552$

Inshiqaq (Split, Schism, Cracking, Fracturing): $552$

King David Hotel: $447 + 90 + 15$ (or $21$) $= 552$ (or $558$) [On July 22, 1946 (Shaban 23, 1365 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5706 Jewish) (2432,023.5$^\text{th}$ Julian day), the western part of the southern wing of King David Hotel in Jerusalem, which was serving as headquarters of the British Mandate, collapsed due to explosives set off by Irgun, a Zionist terrorist group led by Menahim Begin, who later became Prime Minister of Israel.]

That they visit the Mosques of Allah (verse 17 of Sura 9): $552$ (or $551$)
you Lafifa (scrolls or as mixed people) and in the Haq we have descended it (or him) (verses 104 - 105 of Sura 17): \( [62 + 200 \text{ or } 201] + 6 + 141 + 143 \text{ or } 144 = 409 \text{ or } 410 + 143 \text{ or } 144 = 552 \text{ (553 or } 554) \)

\[ \text{uent to you} \]

Grow for you (verse 11 of Sura 16): \( 462 + 90 = 552 \)

The Satan: \( 552 \) (or \( 551 \))

Wafat (Death) of Francis: \( 92 + 460 = 552 \)

Pope Franciscus: \( 6 + 546 = 552 \)

Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel + Jinn (demons): \( 135 + 62 + 302 + 53 = 552 \)

Tulu (Rise) of the Sun and (verse 130 of Sura 20) & (verse 39 of Sura 50): \( 115 + (431 + 6) = 115 + 437 = 552 \)

Messenger of Allah and seal of the Prophets (verse 40 of Sura 33): \( 296 + 66 + 6 + 1041 + 143 = 1552 \) (equivalent to \( 552 \))

To warn of severe punishment from Him (God) (verse 2 of Sura 18): \( 990 + 64 \text{ or } 63 + 319 \text{ or } 318 + 90 + 89 = 1552 \text{ (or } 1551) \) (equivalent to \( 552 \))

Awaiting: \( 1552 \)

A barrier, so We covered their vision (or made them faint ) (verse 9 of Sura 36): \( 65 + 1487 \text{ or } 1486 = 1552 \text{ (or } 1551) \) (equivalent to \( 552 \))

Tishreen, the Second (November - in Greater Syria & Iraq): \( 960 + 592 = 1552 \) (equivalent to \( 552 \))

And that Allah resurrects those who are in the graves. And from the people are those who (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 22): \( (6 + 51 + 66 + 582) + (90 + 90 + 339 + 6 + 90 + 142 + 90) = 705 + 847 = 1552 \)

Khuruj (Coming out) of the Black Banners: \( 809 + [643 \text{ or } 642 + 101] = 809 + 743 \text{ (or } 744) = 1552 \text{ (or } 1553) \)

Andri أقرب ما توعدون أم يجعل له ربي أبدا know whether it is soon what you have been promised or whether my Lord will make for it a distant time (verse 25 of Sura 72): \( 215 + 313 + 41 + 536 + 41 + 113 + 35 + (212 + 46) = 1294 + 258 = 1552 \) \( (1552 \text{ is the } 1307^{th} \text{ Composite Number}) \) \( (1835 \text{ is the } 1552^{nd} \text{ Composite Number}) \)

A Messenger from them but they claimed he was a
liar (or rejected him), so the torment got them as they were oppressors (verse 113 of Sura 16): \textbf{4552 (or 4551)}

And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that will become certain those who have been given (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): \( (535 + 570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 102 + 31) + [251 + 62 + 491 (or 492) + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535] + (820 + 307 + 660 + 821 + 414) = 1439 + 2091 (or 2092) + 3022 = \textbf{6552 (or 6553)}

\[\] Allah has knowledge of the Hour (verse 34 of Sura 31): \textbf{553} (553 is the \textbf{451}st Composite Number) (676 is the \textbf{553}rd Composite Number)

Day the Witnesses arise (or rise up) (verse 51 of Sura 40): \( 56 + [156 + 341 (or 342)] = 56 + 497 (or 498) = \textbf{553 (or 554)}

you Lafifa (scrolls or as mixed people) and in the Haq we have descended it (or him) (verses 104 - 105 of Sura 17): \( [62 + 201 (or 200) + 6 + 141] + 143 (or 144) = 410 (or 409) + 143 (or 144) = \textbf{553 (552 or 554)}

We have descended it (or him) (verse 105 of Sura 17): \( (75 + 335) + 143 (or 144) = 410 + 143 (or 144) = \textbf{553 (or 554)}

If you misbahave (verse 7 of Sura 17): \( 51 + 502 = 553 \)

Adam + Tree : 45 (or 46) + 508 = \textbf{553 (or 554)}

Inq’ar (Collapse) of Wall of Wailing: \( 422 + (28 + 103) = 422 + 131 = \textbf{553} \)

Fatima + Ali + Al-Hasan + Al-Hussein: \( 135 + 110 + 118 + 128 = \textbf{553} \)

Srebrenica (town where 8000 Muslim Bosnians were massacred by Christian Serbs): \textbf{553 (or 563)} [Srebrenica Massacre in which more than 8000 Muslim Bosnians were massacred by Christian Serbs, in a town called Srebrenica in Bosnia, happened from \textbf{July 11, 1995} (Safar 12, 1416 Hijri) (Tammuz 13, 5755 Jewish) till \textbf{July 13, 1995}.]

City of Damascus: \( 109 + 444 = \textbf{553} \)

Confucianism (Largest Religion in China): \textbf{553}
Majuj (Magog) + Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: 53 + (135 + 62 + 303 ) = 53 + 500 = 553

Jinn (invisible creatures) + Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of the Amwat (Dead People): 53 + 21 + 479 = 553

Majuj (Magog) + Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of the Amwat (Dead People): 53 + 21 + 479 = 553

Jinn (invisible creatures) + Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of the States (U.S. is referred to as “the States” and Australia also consists of States): 53 + 21 + 479 = 553

Majuj (Magog) + Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of the States (U.S. is referred to as “the States” and Australia also consists of States): 53 + 21 + 479 = 553

We decreed upon him death (verse 14 of Sura 34): 961 + 115 + 477 = 1553 (equivalent to 553)

Then, We turned him into a sperm in a firm (well-protected) place (verse 13 of Sura 23): 1553 (equivalent to 553)

He will suffer fire that (verse 3 of Sura 111): 200 + (252 + 1101) = 200 + 1353 = 1553

in a Day the duration of it is fifty thousand years (verse 4 of Sura 70): [90 + 56 + 71 + 350 + 760 + 111] + 115 = 115 + 1438 = 1553

Khuruj (Coming out) of the Black Banners: 809 + [643 (or 642) + 101] = 809 + 744 (or 743) = 1553 (or 1552) (equivalent to 553)

The End Times + Caliphate: 837 + 716 = 1553

Tishreen, the Second (November - in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 1st: 1552 + 1 = 1553 (equivalent to 553) [On Wednesday, November 1, 1922 (Rabi Awwal 11, 1341 Hijri) (Heshvan 10, 5683 Jewish Calendar) (2423,359.5th or 2423,360th Julian Day), Ottoman Sultanate was abolished. The last Sultan Mehmed VI was forced to leave Turkey. He left Constantinople (Istanbul), aboard the British Warship Malaya on November 17, 1922. He initially went to Malta for exile, but later on, he moved to the Italian Riviera.]

Nineteenth + Tammuz (July – Greater Syria & Iraq): [530 (or 531) + 570] + 453 = 1100 (or 1101) + 453 = 1553 (or 1554) (equivalent to 553) (1553 is the 245th Prime Number) (1836 is the 1553rd Composite Number)
Bidaya (Beginning) of Ramadan + 1440: \( (22 + 1091) + 1440 = 1113 + 1440 = 2553 \)

أقسم يوم القيامة و لا أقسم بالنفس اللوامه أحسب الإنسان أن نعلم عظامه I swear by Day of the Qiyama and I do swear by the self-reproaching soul. Does the human think that we are not going to assemble his bones? (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 75): \[ 201 + 58 + 187 + 6 ] + [ 31 + 201 + 223 + 113 + 81 + 192 (or 193) + 81 + 163 + 1016 (or 1015) ] = 452 (or 451) + 2101 (2100 or 2102) = 2553

يُسأل أين يوم القيامة فإذا برق البصر وخسف القمر وجمع الشمس و القمر يقول الإنسان بومنذ أين المفر كلا لا ور إلى ربك He asks: When will Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times) be? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun and the Moon are combined, the human being, on that day, says: Where is the escape? No, there is no refuge. To your Lord, on that day, is the Mustqar (recourse or settling destination). The human being shall be informed, on that day (verse 6 – 13 of Sura 75): \[ 100 (or 101) + [ 62 + 56 + 186 + 782 + 302 + 323 + 6 + 740 + 371 + 6 + 113 + 431 + 6 + 371 + 146 + 192 + 766 + 61 + 351 + 51 + 31 + 213 + 41 + 222 + 766 + 831 + 69 + 192 + 766 ] = 100 (or 101) + 8453 = 8553 (or 8554) (8553 is the 7486th Composite Number)

♦ إنتهاء الدنيا Intiha (End) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): \( 458 + 96 = 554 \) (554 is the 452nd Composite Number) (678 is the 554th Composite Number) (4013 is the 554th Prime Number)

 אדם + شجره Adam + Tree: \( 46 (or 45) + 508 = 554 (or 553) \)

أرسلناه Lafifa (scrolls or as mixed people) and in the Haq we have descended it (or him) (verses 104 - 105 of Sura 17): \( 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 (or 143) = 410 + 144 (or 143) = 554 (or 553) \)

ليلة القدر + أزنتها Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr + We have descended it (or him) (verse 105 of Sura 17): \( 75 + 335 ) + 144 (or 143) = 410 + 144 (or 143) = 554 (or 553) \)

يوم يقوم الأشهاد Day the Witnesses arise (or rise up) (verse 51 of Sura 40): \( 56 + 156 + 342 (or 341) = 56 + 498 (or 497) = 554 (or 553) \)

يوم وعد نهاية دولة إسرائيل Day of Promise of Nihaya (End) of Dawla (State) of Israel: \( 56 + 80 + [ 71 + 45 + 302 (or 303) ] = 56 + 80 + 418 (or 419) = 554 (or 555) \)

قطره الفسطاط Qantara of the Fustat: \( 364 + 190 = 554 \)

مدينة تل أبيب City of Tel Aviv: \( 109 + 445 = 554 \)

تشرين الثاني + 2 Tishreen, the Second (November - in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 2nd: \( 1552 + 2 = \)
1554 (equivalent to 554) (1554 is the 1308th Composite Number) (1837 is the 1554th Composite number) | Balfour Declaration (or Promise) by the British government to facilitate the creation of a homeland in Palestine for the Jews was offered to the Jews in a letter signed by Britain’s Foreign Minister on November 2, 1917 (Muharram 16 (or 17), 1336 Hijri) (Heshvan 17, 5678 Jewish) (2421,534.5th or 2421,535th Julian Day)

The Nineteenth + Shaban: (562 + 570) + 423 (or 422) = 1132 + 422 (or 423) = 1554 (or 1555)

Khuruj (Coming out) of the Black Banners: 809 + [642 (or 643) + 103] = 809 + 745 (or 744) = 1554 (or 1553)

I swear by Day of the Qiyama and I do not swear by the self-reproaching soul. Does the human think that we are not going to assemble his bones? (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 75): (201 + 58 + 187 + 6 + 31 + 201 + 223 + 113 + 81) + 31 + (162 + 81 + 163 + 1016) = (1101 + 31) + 1422 = 1132 + 1422 = 2554
(2554 is the 2179th Composite Number)

So that you may know the number of years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgement). Allah did not create this except in/by the Haq (Truth). He details the Ayat (verses or signs) to people. (verse 5 of Sura 10): 577 + 78 + 201 + 6 + 102 + 41 + 730 + 66 + 750 + 32 + 141 + 210 + 444 (443 or 442) + 176 = 3554 (or 3553)

The Rahman, the Raheem. Glory to the one who transported his worshipper at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which (verse 1 of Sura 17): [329 + 289 + 120 + 741 + 271 + 83 + 71 + 90 + 138 + 280 + 41] + [138 + 222 (or 223) + 741] = 2453 + 1101 (or 1102) = 3554 (or 3555)

If you do well, you do well to yourselves and if you misbahave, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it (verse 7 of Sura 17): 5554 (or 5553) (= 2 x 2777) (5554 is the 4821st Composite Number)
Their Idda (number) except as a Fitna (trial) for those who have disbelieved so that those who have been given the Book become certain and those who have believed grow in faith (verse 31 of Sura 74):

\[
(519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414 + 453 + 6 + 26 + 791 + 99) + 101 = 5453 + 101 = 5554
\]

The Warners. They rejected our Signs, all of them, so We caught them the catch of an Aziz (exalted one) who is capable. Are your disbelievers better than those, or you have an immunity (verse 41 – 43 of Sura 54):  

\[
(981 + 729 + 464 + 56 + 1476 + 1301 + 94) + (744 + 362 + 810 + 90 + 107 + 41 + 90 + 209) = 5101 + 2453 = 7554 = (2 \times 3 \times 1259) \text{ (7554 is the 6595th Composite Number)}
\]

He asks: When will Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times) be? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun and the Moon are combined, the human being, on that day, says: Where is the escape? No, there is no refuge. To your Lord, on that day, is the Mustqar (recourse or settling destination). The human shall be informed, on that day (verse 6 – 13 of Sura 75):

\[
101 (or 100) + [62 + 56 + 186 + 782 + 302 + 323 + 6 + 740 + 371 + 6 + 113 + 431 + 6 + 371 + 146 + 192 + 766 + 61 + 351 + 51 + 31 + 213 + 41 + 222 + 766 + 831 + 69 + 192 + 766] = 101 (or 100) + 8453 = 8554 (or 8553) \text{ (8554 is the 7487th Composite Number)}
\]

Nuzul (Descent) of the Furqan (Quran or Distinction between right and wrong): 93 + 462 = 555 (or 556)  

\text{ (555 is the 453rd Composite Number) (679 is the 555th Composite Number) (4019 is the 555th Prime Number)}

Day of Nuzul (Descent) of Wahy (Revelation) of the Quran: 56 + [93 + 24 + 382 (or 383)] = 56 + 499 (or 500) = 555 (or 556)

Day of Kingdom of Bani (Children of) Israel: 56 + [135 + 62 + 302 (or 303)] = 56 + 499 (or 500) = 555 (or 556)

Intiha (End) of Zaman (Time): 458 + 97 (or 98) = 555 (or 556)

Ibtida (Beginning) of the Sana (Year): 409 + 146 = 555

in a blessed night, we have been. (verses 3 of Sura 44): 555 (or 556)

We have sent you on the Haq (Truth or Due Date) (verse 119 of Sura 2): 52 + 362 (or 361) + 141 = 555 (or 554)

Mercy from my Lord (God) (verse 98 of Sura 18): 253 + 90 + 212 = 555

And did statistics of every thing by number (verse 28 of Sura 72): 555
in six (verse 38 of Sura 50): \( 90 + 465 = 555 \)

HoWa the Most Hearing, the Most Visionary (verse 1 of Sura 17): \( (11 + 211) + 333 = 222 + 333 = 555 \)

The Tadnees (Desecration): 555

The Tameed (Baptism): 555

Harq (Burning or Setting on Fire) of Rome: \( 308 + 247 = 555 \)

End of Promise of Nihaya (End) of Dawla (State) of Israel: \( 56 + 80 + [71 + 45 + 303 \text{ (or 303)}] = 56 + 80 + 419 \text{ (or 418)} = 555 \text{ (or 554)} \)

End of the British Kingdom: \( 71 + 166 + 318 = 555 \)

Promise of my Lord (God) (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Israa (miraculous heavenly journey): \( 80 + 212 + 263 = 292 + 263 = 555 \)

Israa (miraculous heavenly journey) of the Dajjal (Deceiver or Anti-Christ) + Al-Aqsa: \( 263 + (69 + 223) = 263 + 292 = 555 \)

Day of the Hour + Israa (miraculous heavenly journey) of the Dajjal (Deceiver or Anti-Christ): \( 56 + 167 + (263 + 69) = 223 + 332 = 555 \)

Promise of Punishment of Israel: \( 80 + (173 + 302) = 80 + 475 = 555 \)

Promise of Punishment of New York: \( 80 + (173 + 302) = 80 + 475 = 555 \)

Promise of Inha (Ending) of London + Britain: \( 80 + [58 + (134 + 283)] = 80 + 475 = 555 \)

Al-Saiha (The Scream) + New York City: \( 144 + 109 + 302 = 555 \)

America (U.S.) + Britain: \( 272 + 283 = 555 \)

The Nuclear Weapon + Americans: \( 233 + 322 = 555 \)

Catastrophe of the Kanadiyeen (Canadians) + The Americans: \( 27 + 175 + 353 = 555 \)

Resurrect the Dead people (verse 12 of Sura 36): \( 68 + 487 = 555 \)

Day of Khuruj (Coming out) of the Muslimeen (Muslims) from the Qubur (graves): \( 56 + (809 + 261 + 90 + 339) = 56 + 1499 = 1555 \)
Day they come out of the Ajdath (graves) (verse 43 of Sura 70): \( 56 + (869 + 90 + 540) = 56 + 1499 = 1555 \) (equivalent to 555) \( = 5 \times 311 \) (1555 is the 1309th Composite Number) (1838 is the 1555th Composite number)

The Saint Peter’s Church (Basilica) + The Vatican: \( (145 + 205 + 612) + 593 = 962 + 593 = 1555 \)

Khuruj (Coming out) of the Black Banners: \( 809 + [643 \text{ (or 642)} + 103] = 809 + 746 \text{ (or 745)} = 1555 \text{ (or 1554)} \)

1440 Sana (Year) \( 1440 : 115 + 1440 = 1555 \) (This refers to year 1440 Hijri)

1444 Aam (Year) \( 1444 : 111 + 1444 = 1555 \)

The Nineteenth + Shaban: \( (562 + 570) + 423 \text{ (or 422)} = 1132 + 423 \text{ (or 422)} = 1555 \text{ (or 1554)} \)

The End Times, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it (verse 7 of Sura 17): \( 1711 + 844 = 2555 \text{ (or 2556)} \) (2556 is the 2180th Composite Number)

The Sixth + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 1946 : \( (156 + 453) + 1946 = 609 + 1946 = 2555 \) (George Bush Jr. was born on July 6, 1946)

The sum of all Sura numbers of the Quran is: 6555 (equivalent to 555). Number 6555 is the 5707th Composite Number.

Nushur (Resurrection): \( 556 \) \( = 2 \times 2 \times 139 \) (556 is the 454th Composite Number)

Day of Ilhya (Resurrection) of the Amwat (Dead People): \( 56 + (21 + 479) = 56 + 500 = 556 \)

Day of Evilness: \( 56 + 500 = 556 \)

Day of Kingdom of Bani (Children of) Israel: \( 56 + [135 + 62 + 303 \text{ (or 302)}] = 56 + 500 \text{ (or 499)} = 556 \text{ (or 555)} \)

Intiha (End) of Zaman (Time): \( 458 + 98 \text{ (or 97)} = 556 \text{ (or 555)} \)

Death of Ali: \( 446 + 110 = 556 \)

in a blessed night, we have been. (verses 3 of Sura 44): \( 556 \text{ (or 555)} \)
The Prayer has been called for on the Day of Friday (verse 9 of Sura Friday Sura 62): 70 + 191 + 90 + 56 + 149 = 556

Benedictus (Benedict as spelled in Latin): 556

The Holy See (or Seat): 321 + 235 = 556

Al-Aqsa Mosque + Al-Quds (Jerusalem): 361 + 195 = 556

Provocation: 556

Sharon: 556 (or 557) [ Ariel Sharon (the Israeli opposition leader) entered the Aqsa Mosque compound, accompanied by over 1,000 security guards, at 7:30 AM on September 28, 2000 (Jumada Thania 28, 1421 Hijri) (Elul 28, 5760 Jewish) (2451,815,5th Julian Day). ]

Sign of Cancer: 205 + 351 = 556 (The Zodiac sign of both Bush and Prince William is Cancer and the beginning of the End Times is in Cancer.)

Abode (verse 72 of Sura 39): 556

The Nuclear Weapon + Promise to City of Sydney: (233 + 80) + 109 + 134 = 313 + 243 = 556

Paris + Britain: 273 + 283 = 556

Celtiyoon (Celts): 556

Al-Saiha (The Scream) + City of the Britons: 144 + 412 = 556 (equivalent to 1556)

The Annihilation of Vancouver, Canada: 44 + 512 = 556

Hadd (Destruction) of Manhattan: 9 + 547 = 556

Day of Promise of Hadd (Destruction) of City of New York: (56 + 80) + (9 + 109 + 302) = 136 + 420 = 556

The Haqqa (Inevitable Event) of New York City: 145 + 411 = 556

The Displacement + People of Palestine : 945 + ( 372 + 239) = 945 + 611 = 1556 (equivalent to 556)

Six Ramadan : 465 + 1091 = 1556

Day of Ibtida (Beginning) of Ramadan: 56 + (409 + 1091) = 56 + 1500 = 1556 (= 2 x 2 x 389) (1556 is the 1310th Composite Number) (1839 is the 1556th Composite Number)
The Tadmeer (Destruction) + San Francisco, the American United States: $685 + 1871 = 2556$ (equivalent to 556)

The End Times, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it (verse 7 of Sura 17): $5556$ ($2555$ or $5557$) ($2556$ is the $2181^\text{st}$ Composite Number)

Glory be to the one who sent in a journey (or transported) his servant at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque, which We have blessed its surroundings, to show him (verse 1 of Sura 17): $3556$ ($or 3555$) ($= 2 \times 2 \times 7 \times 127$) ($3556$ is the $3058^\text{th}$ Composite Number)

President of Russia: $280 + 277 = 557$ ($557$ is the $102^\text{nd}$ Prime Number) ($681$ is the $557^\text{th}$ composite number) ($2987$ is the $2557^\text{th}$ Composite Number)

Ariel Sharon: $557$ ($or 556$) [ Ariel Sharon (the Israeli opposition leader) entered the Aqsa Mosque compound, accompanied by over 1,000 security guards, at 7:30 AM on September 28, 2000 (Jumada Thania 28, 1421 Hijri) (Elul 28, 5760 Jewish) (2451,815.5$th Julian Day).]

The Hour is their appointment and the Hour is more grievous (verse 46 of Sura 54): $557$

Promise of my Lord (God) (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Saiqa (Shocking Event): $80 + 212 + 265 = 292 + 265 = 557$

The Fall of City of Lahore: $206 + 109 + 242 = 557$

Promise of my Lord (God) (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Intiha (End) of Lahore, Al-Pakistan: $(80 + 212) + (458 + 242 + 565) = 292 + 1265 = 1557$

Promise of my Lord (God) (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Nuclear War + City of Lahore, Al-Pakistan: $(80 + 212) + 349 + (109 + 242 + 565) = 292 + 349 + 916 = 1557$

Promise of Kharab (Devastation) of Islam Abad, Pakistan: $80 + (803 + 140 + 534) = 80 + 1477 = 1557$

Will take him an enemy of mine and an enemy of him (verse 39 of Sura 20): $1557$ ($= 3 \times 3 \times 173$) ($1557$ is the $1311^\text{th}$ Composite Number) ($1840$ is the $1557^\text{th}$ Composite Number)

The End Times, they shall ruin your faces and they
shall enter the Mosque like they entered it (verse 7 of Sura 17): **2557 (2555 or 2556)** (2557 is the 375th Prime Number)
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and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you (verse 7–8 of Sura 17): **4557**

**لله القدر وما أدراك ما ليلة القدر ليلة القدر خير من ألف شهر تنزل الملائكة و الروح فيها إذن ربي من كل أمر سلم هي**

Night of the Qadr and how would you know what (or which) the Night of the Qadr is. Night of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and Spirit descend in it, by the permission of their Lord, for every matter. Peace it is (verse 1–5 of Sura 97): **5557 (5556 or 5558)**

(equivalent to 557) (5557 is the 733rd Prime Number)

♦ **ناشر** We perform Hashr (gathering) (verse 85 of Sura 19. This is the 2335th verse of the Quran): **558 (558 is the 455th Composite Number) (6558 is the 5710th Composite Number)**

**بدايته الحرب العالميه النوويه**

Bidaya (Beginning) of the Nuclear World War: 22 + [(241 + 187) + 108] = 22 + (428 + 108) = 22 + 536 = **558**

**يوم بداية واهب حرب الاسلحة النوويه**

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of Wahiya (Catastrophe) of the Nuclear Weapons War: 56 + 22 + [27 + (210 + 135 + 108)] = 56 + 22 + (27 + 453) = 56 + (22 + 480) = 56 + 502 = **558**

قث انما علمها عند الله Say: The knowledge of it is with Allah (verse 63 of Sura 33): **558**

وبداية منزل أبولو 11 Ibtida (Beginning) of Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) of Apollo 11: 409 + 93 + (45 + 11) = 409 + (93 + 56) = 409 + 149 = **558**

وفاته بابا فرنسيس Wafat (Death) of Pope Francis: 92 + (6 + 460) = 92 + 466 = **558**

**جاء وعد ربي المسلمين** Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Al-Muslimeen (The Muslims): (5 + 80 + 212) + 261 = 297 + 261 = **558**

**جاء وعد ربي + إصطفاف** Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Istifaf (Lining up or Alignment): (5 + 80 + 212) + 261 = **558**

**هد استنبول** Hadd (Destruction) of Istanbul: 9 + 549 = **558**

**جاء وعد ربي + الإجتياح لاهور الباكستان** Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Invasion + Lahore, Al-Pakistan: (5 + 80 + 212) + (454 + 807) = 297 + 1261 = **1558**

ان الله قد بعث لكم طالوت ملكا قلوا Allah has resurrected for you Talut (Saul or Paul) to be a King. They said (verse 247 of Sura 2): **1558**
The Warners have arrived to People of Pharaoh (verse 41 of Sura 54): 

\[134 + 5 + 32 + 406 + 981 = 1558 \text{ (or 1557)} \] (1558 is the 1312th Composite Number) (1841 is the 1558th Composite Number)

To warn of severe punishment from Him (God) and (verse 2 of Sura 18): 

\[990 + 64 + 319 + 90 + 89 + 6 = 1552 + 6 = 1558 \] (equivalent to 558)

recites (or reciting) purified scriptures. In it, there are valuable books (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 98): 1558

The Raheem (Most Merciful) . The Hour has approached (verse 1 of Sura 54): 

1558 (or 1559)

Nineteen + Tammuz (July – Greater Syria & Iraq): (535 + 570) + 453 = 1105 + 453 = 1558

Nineteen + The Shaban: (535 + 570) + 453 (or 454) = 1105 + 453 (or 454) = 1558 (or 1559)

Then, Adam received from his Lord words. So, He forgave him. He is the Most Forgiving (verse 37 of Sura 2): 

\[620 + 45 \text{ (or 46)} + 90 + 207 + 491 \text{ (or 490)} + (483 + 115 + 56 + 11 + 440) = 1453 + 1105 = 2558 \] (= 2 x 1279) (2558 is the 2182nd Composite Number)

For him in it whatever we wish for whom we want. Then, we make Jahannam (Hell-Fire) for him to stay in it disgraced and rejected. And whoever wants the End Times and strives for it Sayaha (proper striving) while he is a believer, such individuals, their striving is thanked. 

(verse 18 - 19 of Sura 17): \[35 + 96 + 41 + 352 + 120 + 264 + 540 + 154 + 35 + 98 + 146 + 827 + 259 + 6 + 90 + 206 + 838 + 6 + 140 + 36 + 146 + 6 + 11 \] + \[136 + 147 + 71 + 185 + 566 \text{ (or 567)} \] = 

\[4453 \text{ (or 4452) + 1105 \text{ (or 1106)} = 5558} \text{ (verse 7 of Sura 75 is the 5558th verse of the Quran)}

Night of the Qadr and how would you know what (or which) the Night of the Qadr is. Night of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and Spirit descend in it, by the permission of their Lord, for every matter. Peace it is (verse 1- 5 of Sura 97): 5558 (5556 or 5557)

Over 300 Israeli rightists (including rabbis) entered the Aqsa compound on Sunday, September 22, 2013 (Zu Al-Qada 17, 1434 Hijri) (Tishri 18, 5774 Jewish) (2456,557.5th or 2456,558th Julian Day). They tried to perform religious rituals, but were prevented from doing so by Muslim worshipers.

the good deeds (verse 14 of Sura 22): 559 (or 560) \) (559 is the 456th Composite Number) (684 is the 559th Composite Number)
Intiha (End) of first Hudna (Truce): \(458 + (37 + 64) = 458 + 101 = 559\)

The Awwal (First) day + Eid (Feast or Holiday) of the Fitr (Breaking of the Fast): \((87 + 68) + (84 + 320) = 155 + 404 = 559\)

Settles matters between them on Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) (verse 17 of Sura 22): \(559 \text{ (or 560) }\)

The British Isles: \(241 + 318 = 559\)

Night of the British Kingdom: \(75 + (166 + 318) = 75 + 484 = 559\)

The Aya (Sign) + Wahiya (Catastrophe) of the British Kingdom: \((48 + 27) + (166 + 318) = 75 + 484 = 559\)

Al-Dimar (The Destruction) + Britain: \(276 + 283 = 559\)

City of Awar (Defective-eyed) Dajjal (Anti-Christ) Son of David: \(109 + 377 + 73 = 486 + 73 = 559\)

Promise of the Dajjal (Deceiver or Anti-Christ)’s Hadm (Destruction) of Al-Aqsa Mosque: \(80 + 49 + 69 + 138 + 223 = 559\)

Nuclear War + America: \(287 + 272 = 559\)

Ibada (Annihilation) of Manhattan: \(13 + 546 \text{ (or 547) } = 559 \text{ (or 560) }\)

The Fall + Al-American (the Americans): \(206 + 353 = 559\)

The Truth has come (verse 81 of Sura 17) + Aya (Sign) of Nakba (Disaster) of Americans: \(144 + (16 + 77 + 322) = 144 + 415 = 559\)

Aya (Sign) of Nakba (Disaster) of City of Babyl (Babylon) + Americans: \(16 + 77 + (109 + 35) + 322 = 16 + 77 + 144 + 322 = 559\)

Hubut (Descent or Landing) of Apollo 11 on the Moon: \(22 + (45 + 11 + 110 + 371) = 22 + 537 = 559\)

Wusul (Arrival) of Apollo 11 + The Moon: \(132 + 45 + 11 + 371 = 559\)

The Raheem (Most Merciful) . The Hour has approached (verse 1 of Sura 54): \(1559 \text{ (or 1558) }\)

Nineteen + The Shaban: \((535 + 570) + 454 \text{ (or 453) } = 1105 + 454 \text{ (or 453) } = 1559 \text{ (or 1558) }\)
Sana (year) 1444 : 115 + 1444 = 1559

Planets and the Sun and the Moon, I saw them for me (verse 4 of Sura 12): 49 + 6 + 431 + 371 + 656 + 40 = 1559 (1559 is the 246th Prime Number) (1842 is the 1559th Composite Number)

The Atomic Bombs + The New Yorkiyoons (New Yorkers): 1160 + 399 = 1559 (equivalent to 559)

Island of the Great Britain: 225 + (283 + 1051) = 225 + 1334 = 1559 (equivalent to 559)

Russia + Hadd (Destruction) of the American United States: 277 + 9 + [478 (or 479) + 488 + 307] = 277 + [9 + 1273 (or 1274)] = 277 + 1282 (or 1283) = 1559 (or 1560)

The first House placed/brought down (or humiliated) for people, for the one in Bacca (Mecca), blessed (verse 96 of Sura 3): 2559 (= 3 x 853) (2559 is the 2183rd Composite Number)

In it, there is Sakina from your Lord and the remainder of what the Family of Moses and the family of Aaron left. It will be carried by the Angels. It is in that a Sign for you if (verse 248 of Sura 2): (95 + 51 + 481 + 840 + 95 + 145 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 117 + 81 + 620 + 32 + 116 + 6) + 31 + (261 + 483 + 136 + 51 + 90 + 750 + 46 + 90 + 51) = (570 + 31) + 1958 = 1601 + 1958 = 3559

Nineteen. And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that those who have been given the Book become certain (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74 ): (535 + 570) + (6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 105 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414) + 454 (or 453) = 1105 + (5000 + 454 (or 453)) = 1105 + 5454 (or 4453) = 6559 (or 6558) (6559 is the 5711th Composite Number)

My curse (verse 78 of Sura 38): 560

The Key: 560
Mushrik (polytheist): 560

 وعد القیمہ + الإسراء Promise of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The Israa (miraculous heavenly journey): 80 + [186 (or 187) + 294] = 80 + 480 (or 481) = 560 (or 561)

 يفصل بينهم يوم القيامة Separates between them on Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection) (verse 17 of Sura 22): 560 (or 559)

روسیا + بریتانیا Russia + Britain: 277 + 283 = 560

سنہ 1445 Sana (year) 1445 : 115 + 1445 = 1560

اَذَابٌ أَلِیمٌ This is painful torment (verse 11 of Sura 44): 706 + 773 + 81 = 1560

 إن أساتم فلها فإذا جاء وعد الآخرة ليسوا وجوهكم If you do badly, it is to yourselves. When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces (verse 7 of Sura 17): 2560 (or 2561) (2561 is the 2184th Composite Number)

اَلْحَقِّ اَلْصَّیِحِهِ And listen the Day the Caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq, that is Day of the Khuruj (Coming out or Departure) (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): (6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 126 + 90 + 111) + (312 + 56) + (236 + 144 + 141 + 750 + 56 + 840) = 1025 + 368 + 2167 = 3560 (3560 is the 3060th Composite Number)

ورستوا يوم ينداد المناد من مكان قريب يوم يسمعون الصيحة بالحق ذلك يوم الخروج And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that those who have been given the Book become certain and those who have believed grow in faith and do not have doubt those who have been given the Book (verse 31 of Sura 74 );(41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 491 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 930 + 820 + 307 + 660) + (791 + 414 + 453 + 6 + 26 + 791 + 98 + 102 + 6 + 31 + 613 + 791 + 414) + 454 = (4570 + 4536) + 454 = 9106 + 454 = 9560

♦ رئيس أمريكي American President: 281 + 280 = 561 (561 is the 458th Composite Number)
(686 is the 561st Composite Number) (4073 is the 561st Prime Number)

The King Roderic (or Rodericus): 121 + 440 (or 500) = 561 (or 621) (Roderic was the last king of the VisioGoths of Hispania who was defeated by Muslims led by Tariq bin Ziyad and he died in the battle-field.)

Nuzul (Descent) of Wahy (Revelation) of Quran + Mohammad: 93 + 24 + 352 + 92 = 561

The Tasi (Nine/Ninth): 561 (or 562)

The Saat (Hour): 562 (or 561)

Nihayat (End) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 465 (or 466) + 96 = 561 (or 562)

Day of Taadul (Equinox, Equilibrium, or Equality): 56 + 505 = 561
(The Autumn Equinox happens in the Northern Hemisphere annually either on September 22 or 23.)

The Vatican: 561 (or 562)

The Samt (Silence): 561

The Qatl (Killing): 561

The Fitan (Trials or Upheavals): 561

Hadda (Destruction) of Manhattan: 14 + 547 = 561

Hadm (Destruction) of Vancouver, Canada: 49 + (437 + 75) = 49 + 512 = 561

City of British London: 109 + 134 + 318 = 561

Al-Jazair Al-Britaniya (The British Isles): 243 + 318 = 561

Second: 561

Two: 561

Female (verse 36 of Sura 3): 561

Day of Ibtida (Beginning) of the Asad (Leo or Lion): 56 + (409 + 96) = 56 + 505 = 561 (July 23 is the 1st day of Leo, zodiac sign)

and increased by nine (verse 25 of Sura 18): 6 + 24 + 531 = 561
Promise of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The Israa (miraculous heavenly journey): 80 + [187 (or 186) + 294] = 80 + 481 (or 480) = 561 (or 560)

And Pharaoh, the one characterized by the Awtad (verse 12 of Sura 38): 1561 = 7 x 223 (equivalent to 561) (1561 is the 1314th Composite number) (1844 is the 1561st Composite Number)

Evilness of the Nafathat (Wizards that blow) (verse 4 of Sura 113): 500 + 1061 (1062 or 1063) = 1561 (1562 or 1563) (equivalent to 561)

The Al - Haram Mosque to Al - Aqsa Mosque that (verse 1 of Sura 17): 1561 (equivalent to 561)

He will bring you the Tabut (Coffin) in which there is Sakina. (verse 248 of Sura 2): 481 + 840 + 95 + 145 = 1561 (= 223 x 7) (equivalent to 561)

He will bring you his Tabut (Coffin) in (or from) the Church: (481 + 814 + 90) + 176 = 385 + 176 = 1561

The Dajjal son of Joseph will bring you the Pope YoHanna (John) Paul, the Second: (69 + 53 + 156) + 481 + (37 + 75 + 98 + 592) = 278 + 481 + 802 = 1561

Qatl (Killing) of Francis + Hadd (Destruction) of Vatican: (530 + 460) + (9 + 562) = 990 + 571 = 1561

We sent upon them a roaring wind on an ominous day (verse 19 of Sura 54): 1561 (equivalent to 561)

Devastation of One (Trumpet) blow (verse 13 of Sura 69): 803 + (735 + 23) = 803 + 758 = 1561 (equivalent to 561)

Devastation of Australiyoon (Australians): 803 + 758 = 1561 (equivalent to 561)

Two (2) Thani Ishreen (Twenty Second) + Safar: (561 + 630) + 370 = 1191 + 370 = 1561

[ (a) Barack Obama was born on Friday, August 4, 1961 (Safar 22, 1381 Hijri),
(b) Pope John Paul II died on Saturday, April 2, 2005 (Safar 22, 1426 Hijri). ]

The Saleebiyeen (Crusaders’) Entrance into Bayt Al-Maqdis (House of Holiness or Jerusalem): (640 + 233) + 41 + (412 + 235) = 873 + 41 + 647 = 1561

The End Times, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it (verse 7 of Sura 17): 2561 (or 2562)
If you do badly, it is to yourselves. When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces (verse 7 of Sura 17): \( 2561 \) (or \( 2560 \))

The Watr (odd) and the Night as it travels. Is there in that (verse 3 – 5 of Sura 89): \( 2561 \) (or \( 2562 \))

Al-Imam Al-Mahdi Al-Hashimi + Sakina (Ark of Covenant) + Heaven an Aya (Miraculous Sign), such that their necks remain. (verse 4 of Sura 26): \((113 + 90 + 387 + 145) + 1826 = (590 + 145) + 1826 = 735 + 1826 = 2561 = 13 \times 197\)
(equivalent to \( 561 \) \( 2561 \) is the \( 2185^{th} \) Composite Number)

The result of adding the numbers from 1 to 33 is \( 561 \). This means: \( 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + \ldots + 33 = 561 \)

♦ The Tasi (Ninth): \( 562 \) (or \( 561 \)) \( (562 = 2 \times 281) \) (562 is the \( 459^{th} \) Composite Number)

(687 is the \( 562^{nd} \) Composite Number)

- شهري مايو Month of Mayo (May as known in Egypt): \( 505 + 57 = 562 \)
- نزول وحي القرآن + النبي Nuzul (Descent) of Wahy (Revelation) of Quran + The Prophet: \( 93 + 24 + 352 + 93 = 562 \)
- الساعت The Saat (Hour): \( 562 \) (or \( 561 \))

- نهاية الدنيا Nihayat (End) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): \( 466 + 96 = 562 \)

- نهاية زمن Nihayat (End) of Zaman (Time): \( 465 \) (or \( 466 \)) + 97 (or \( 98 \)) = \( 562 \) \( 563 \) or \( 564 \)

- بدء إنهاء زمن Bid’a (Beginning) of Intiha (End) of the Time: \( 7 + 458 + 97 \) (or \( 98 \)) = \( 465 + 97 \) (or \( 98 \)) = \( 562 \) (or \( 563 \))

- التلاق The Talaqi (Meeting) (verse 15 of Sura 40): \( 562 \)

- يوم وقت Day of Time: \( 56 + 506 = 562 \)

- يوم اندال Day of Itidal (Equinox or Equilibrium): \( 56 + 506 = 562 \) (The Autumn Equinox happens in the Northern Hemisphere annually either on September 22 or 23.)

- دوله إسلاميه + عراق Islamic State + Iraq: \( 45 + 146 + 371 = 191 + 371 = 562 \)

- اصحاب كهف و رقم People of Cave and Raqeeem (verse 9 of Sura 18): \( 101 \) (or \( 102 \)) + \( 105 + 6 + 350 \) = \( 101 \) (or \( 102 \)) + \( 461 \) = \( 562 \) (or \( 563 \))
Vatican: **562** (or **561**)

Tasmania (Main Island of Australian State): **562** (or **561**)

Athena (Capital of Greece): **562** (Athena & Greece in general represents the Orthodox Christians.)

Benedictus: **562**

The Sunna + The Shia: **146 + 416 = 562**

The Wise Book (verse 2 of Sura 31): **562** (or **563**)

Severe punishment from Him (God) (verse 2 of Sura 18): **64 + 319 + 90 + 89 = 562**

the Universe, the Rahman (verses 2 – 3 of Sura 1): **232** (or **231**) + **330** (or **329**) = **562** (or **561**)

the Raheem, Master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgement). You are (verse 3 – 5 of Sura 1): **289 + 90 + 56 + 95 + 32 = 530 + 32 = 562**

The Poles (of the Earth) + China + Korea: **144 + (181 + 237) = 144 + 418 = 562**

Al-Saiha (The Scream) + Kingdom of Britain: **144 + 135 + 283 = 144 + 418 = 562**

Hadm (Destruction) of Islands of the Britons: **49 + 513 = 562**

Nihaya (End) of Al-Franciyeen (The French): **71 + 491 = 562**

Expulsion + The Nuclear War: **213 + (241 + 108) = 213 + 349 = 562**

Expulsion + From their Monastery/ Homelands (verse 2 of Sura 59): **213 + (90 + 259) = 213 + 349 = 562**

The coming out (or Rise) of the Aya (Sign) of the Sun (or the Sun as a sign): **115 + 16 (or 17) + 431 = 562** (or **563**) (This is part of a Hadith about Signs of the Hour or End Times)

The coming out (or Rise) of the Sun as an Aya (Sign): **115 + 431 + 16 (or 17) = 562** (or **563**) (This is part of a Hadith about Signs of the Hour or End Times)

Land of the Fitan (Trials or Tribulations): **1001 + 561 = 1562** (equivalent to **562**)
Which of your Lord’s signs (or blessings) do you deny? (verse 13 of Sura 55) : $93 + 33 (or 34) + (263 + 1173) = 126 (or 127) + 1436 = \textbf{1562 (or 1563)}$ (equivalent to 562)

Khuruj (Departure or Exodus) to Yathrib: $809 + (41 + 712) = 809 + 753 = \textbf{1562}$

Lailat (Eve) of Ramadan 1: $470 + 1091 + 1 = \textbf{1562}$

They shall not remain after you, except for a little while (verse 76 of Sura 17): $31 + (598 + 730 + 32 + 171) = 31 + 1531 = \textbf{1562}$

The life of the Dunya (World before the End Times) is a passing enjoyment and the End Times is (verse 39 of Sura 40): $59 + 96 + 511 + 6 + 51 + 838 (or 837) = \textbf{1562 (or 1561)}$

And so that those who have been given the knowledge know (verse 54 of Sura 22): $\textbf{1562}$ (equivalent to 562) (1562 is the 1315th Composite Number) (1845 is the 1562nd Composite Number)

Lailat (Eve) of Ghazwa (Battle) of Badr, the Biggest : $75 + (1018 + 206) + 263 = 75 + (1224 + 263) = 75 + 1487 = \textbf{1562}$

Evilness of the Nafathat (Wizards that blow) (verse 4 of Sura 113): $500 + 1062 (1061 or 1063) = \textbf{1562 (1561 or 1563)}$

Israa (heavenly journey) + Sahib (Companion) of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): $263 + 100 (or 101) + [71 + 128 (or 129)] = 263 + [100 (or 101) + 199 (or 200)] = [263 + 299 (300 or 301)] = \textbf{562 (563 or 564)}$

Israel’s Istila (capture or taking control) of Bayt Al-Maqdis (House of Holiness or Jerusalem): $[(503 + 302) + 110] + (412 + 235) = (805 + 110) + 647 = 915 + 647 = \textbf{1562}$

they shall enter the Mosque, like they entered it the first (verse 7 of Sura 17): $(681 + 138) + [61 + (645 + 37)] = 819 + (61 + 682) = 819 + 743 = \textbf{1562}$

The End Times, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it (verse 7 of Sura 17): $838 (or 837) + 113 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 = \textbf{2562 (or 2561)}$ (equivalent to 562)

When Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (Scrolls or From mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq we descended it (or him) and in the Haq it (or he) descended and (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): $782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 (or 144) + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 = \textbf{2562 (or 2563)}$ (2563 is the 2186th Composite Number)

they hear the Saihat (Scream) on the Haq, that is Day of the Khuruj (Coming out, Departure or Exodus) (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): $236 + 539 + 141 + 750 + 56 +$
And as an Aya (Sign) for them, the dead land. We revived it and we grew (verse 33 of Sura 36): 2562 (or 2563) (= 2x3x7x61) (2562 is the 2186th Composite Number) (2992 is the 2562nd Composite Number)

Ma jaluna ascobab na'ar ilayma'ukt wa ma jalluna squadhim ila fiynt fedlulizin dinu kaffuralin dinu awtawar alqadaw, wa bayyada dinu anum wa la yaratab dinu awtawar alqadaw. We have not made People of the Fire except as Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that those who have been given the Book become certain and those who have believed grow in faith and do not have doubt those who have been given the Book (verse 31 of Sura 74): 

9562 (The segment whose numerical value is 8000 consists of 19 words)

♦ Nihayat (End) of Zaman (Time): 466 + 97 (or 98) = 563 (or 564) (563 is the 103rd Prime Number) (688 is the 563rd Composite Number) (4091 is the 563rd Prime Number)

Nihayat (End) of Zaman (Time): 466 + 97 (or 98) = 563 (or 564) (563 is the 103rd Prime Number) (688 is the 563rd Composite Number) (4091 is the 563rd Prime Number)

Srebrenica (town where 8000 Muslim Bosnians were massacred by Christian Serbs): 563 (or 553) [Srebrenica Massacre in which more than 8000 Muslim Bosnians were massacred by Christian Serbs, in a town called Srebrenica in Bosnia, started on July 11, 1995 (Safar 12, 1416 Hijri) (Tammuz 13, 5755 Jewish).]

The Wise Book (verse 2 of Sura 31): 563 (or 562)

Nuzul (Descent) of the Majeed (Glorious) Quran: 93 + 382 (or 383) + 88 = 563 (or 564)

Peace, it is, until (verse 5 of Sura 97): 130 (or 131) + (15 + 418) = 130 (or 131) + 433 = 563 (or 564)

and that the Hour, there is no doubt about it (verse 21 of Sura 18): 563

Day of the Tasawi (Equality or Equinox): 56 + 507 (or 508) = 563 (or 564)

Day of Nihaya (End ) of the Nusraniya (Christianity): 56 + [71 + 436 (or 437)] = 56 + 507 (or 508) = 563 (or 564)

Islamic State + Al-Sham (Greater Syria): (45 + 146) + 372 = 191 + 372 = 563

Church of Saint Pierre (Peter): 145 + (205 + 213) = 145 + 418 = 563
The Covenant + Paradieses: \[110 + 453 = 563\]

The Promise + The Satan + The Ihya (Resurrection): \[111 + (400 + 52) = 563\]

The Covenant + The Satan + Magog: \[110 + (400 + 53) = 563\]

The Covenant + Prostrate to Adam, so they prostrated, except Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil) who refused (verse 116 of Sura 20): \[110 + 453 = 563\]

Countries of Messiah Awar Dajjal (Anti-Christ): \[37 + 526 = 563\]

A snake moving (verse 20 of Sura 20): \[23 + 540 = 563\]

Aya (Sign) of the Tariq (Unexpected Event) (verse 1 of Sura 86) + Star + Qutba (Two Poles) of Earth + Hazza (Quake): \[16 (or 17) + 341 + 93 + 112 + 1001 = 1563 (or 1564)\]

Return to your Lord (God) satisfied. (verse 28 of Sura 89): \[1563\]

There is no doubt about it and that Allah resurrects whoever in the Qubur (graves) (verse 7 of Sura 22): \[2563 (= 11 \times 233) = (2563 \text{ is the } 2187^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number})\]

Which of your Lord’s signs (or blessings) do you deny? (verse 13 of Sura 55): \[93 + 34 (or 33) + 263 + 1173 = 1563 \text{ (or 1562) (equivalent to 563)}\]

And the Warners have arrived to People of Pharaoh (verse 41 of Sura 54): \[1563 \text{ (or 1564)} = 1563 \times 321 \text{ (1563 is the } 1316^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number)} \text{ (1846 is the } 1563^{\text{rd}} \text{ Composite Number})\]

And as an Aya (Sign) for them, the dead land. We revived it and we grew (verse 33 of Sura 36): \[2563 \text{ (or 2562) (= 11} \times 233 ) \text{ (2563 is the } 2187^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number)}\]

Tulu (Rise) of the Sun and before the Setting (Sun-set) and from the Night glorify him and after the prostration (verse 39 – 40 of Sura 50): \[115 + 431 + [6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 71 + 155 + 6 + 208 (or 207) + 104] = 115 + 431 + 2017 (or 2016) = 2563 \text{ (or 2562)}\]

Nihayat (End) of Zaman (Time): \[466 + 98 \text{ (or 97) = 564 \text{ (or 563)}}\]
694 is the 460th Composite Number  (689 is the 564th Composite Number)

Day of Ihya (Resurrection) of the Mawta (dead people): 56 + (21 + 487) = 56 + 508 = 564

Awda (Return) of the Amwat (Dead People): 85 + 479 = 564

The Jann (Jinn - invisible creatures) + The Amwat (Dead People): 85 + 479 = 564

The Birth + John Paul: 472 (or 471) + (54 + 38) = 472 (or 471) + 92 = 564 (or 563)

Bidayat (Beginning) of Al-Wahy (The Revelation) + Mohammad: 417 (or 416) + 55 + 92 = 472 (or 471) + 92 = 564 (or 563)

Nuzul (Descent) of the Majeed (Glorious) Quran: 93 + 383 (or 382) + 88 = 564 (or 563)

Peace, it is, until (verse 5 of Sura 97): 131 (or 130) + (15 + 418) = 131 (or 130) + 433 = 564 (or 563)

Two Cities: 564

The Holocaust: 564

Day of the Tasawi (Equality or Equinox): 56 + 508 (or 507) = 564 (or 563)

Day of Nihaya (End ) of the Nusraniya (Christianity): 56 + [71 + 437 (or 436)] = 56 + 508 (or 507) = 564 (or 563)

The Schism in Christianity, into Roman Catholic Church versus Eastern Orthodox Churches, started on July 16, 1054)

Awda (Return) of the States (U.S. is known informally as “The States”. Australia is also made up of “States”): 85 + 479 = 564

Al-Quds (Jerusalem) + Hazima (Defeat) of Israel: 195 + 67 + 302 = 564

And the Warners have arrived to People of Pharaoh (verse 41 of Sura 54): 1564 (or 1563)  (1564 is the 1317th Composite Number)

And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (trial or test) for those who have disbelieved. So that will become certain those who have been given the Book and (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): (535 + 570 + 6) + (41 + 154 + 102 + 282 + 32 + 106 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519) + [ 32 + 535 + 820 + 306 (or 307) +...
660 + 791 + 413 (or 414) + 453 + 6 ] = 1111 + 1437 + 4016 (or 4017) = 6564

♦ Al-Pakistan: 565 ( = 5 x 113) (565 is the 461st Composite Number) (691 is the 565th Composite Number)

If you return (verse 8 of Sura 17): 51 + 514 = 565

And upon you shall be the Curse till Day of the Deen (Judgment or Religion) (verse 35 of Sura 15): 565

Fitna (Trial) for (verse 31 of Sura 74): 535 + 30 = 565

Mercy from your Lord (verse 6 of Sura 44): 565

Second + Ab (August): 561 + 4 (or 3) = 565 (or 564)

The Ninth of Ab (August – in Greater Syria & Iraq): 562 + 3 (or 4) = 565 (or 566)

The Pope Francis, the First: 37 + 460 + 68 = 565

Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Nihaya (End) of the Vatican: 80 + 212 + (71 + 202) = 292 + 273 = 565

Hareeq (Burning or Fire) of Rome: 318 + 247 = 565

Al-Muftadi (the Sacrificer): 565

Scotland: 565

Planets + Tariq Star + Poles (of the Earth): 49 + (93 + 310 + 113) = 565

Al-Qari’a (Sura 101) of Istanbul: 407 + 158 = 565

Saiha (Scream) + City of Seoul, Korea: 113 + 452 = 565

Perishing + Koriyeyen Janubiyeen (South Koreans): 132 + 433 = 565

The Taiwaniyoon (Taiwanese): 565

Catastrophe of Taiwaniyeen (Taiwanese): 27 + 538 = 565

Day of Qiyama (Upheaval) of Al-American (the Americans): (56 + 156) + 353 = 212 + 353 = 565
The Wahiya (Catastrophe) + Al-Messiah Al-Dajjal + Qiyama (Resurrection or Rise) of Sydney: $58 + 149 + 69 + 155$ (or $156$) + $134 = \textcolor{red}{565}$ (or $566$)

Kharab (Devastation) of Australiyeen (Australians): $803 + 762 = \textcolor{red}{1565}$

The American President + Al-Rabi Al-Arbaeen (The forty fourth) + Barack Obama: $(311 + 312) + (304 + 364) + (223 + 51) = (623 + 668) + 274 = 1291 + 274 = \textcolor{red}{1565}$

The Raheem (Most Merciful). The Hour has approached and (verse 1 of Sura 54): $\textcolor{red}{1565}$

Bread Edum Dzat Ezmad (verses 6-7 of Sura 89): $77 + (241 + 1101 + 146) = 77 + 1488 = \textcolor{red}{1565}$

Zikra (remembrance) Day of Ashoura (10th of Muharram): $930 + 56 + 579 = \textcolor{red}{1565}$

Martyrdom of the Hussein + Day of Ashoura: $(771 + 159) + (56 + 579) = 930 + 635 = \textcolor{red}{1565}$ ($\textcolor{red}{1565}$ is the $\textcolor{red}{1318}$th Composite Number) ($\textcolor{red}{1849}$ is the $\textcolor{red}{1565}$th Composite Number)

Tulu (Rise) of the Sun and before the Setting (Sun-set) and from the Night glorify him and after the prostration (verse 39 – 40 of Sura 50): $115 + 431 + (6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 71 + 157 + 6 + 208 + 104) = 115 + 431 + 2019 = \textcolor{red}{2565}$

Year of the Sun + 2019: $115 + 431 + 2019 = \textcolor{red}{2565}$ (This refers to Solar Year $\textcolor{red}{2019}$) ($\textcolor{red}{2565}$ is the $\textcolor{red}{2189}$th Composite Number)

And We brought Moses nine evident Ayat (Signs), so ask Bani (Children) of Israel when he came to them, so Pharoah told him: I think you are bewitched, O Moses. (verse 101 of Sura 17): $\textcolor{red}{5565}$

The Fitna (discord, tribulation, or temptation): $\textcolor{red}{566}$ ($\textcolor{red}{566}$ is the $\textcolor{red}{462}$nd Composite Number) ($\textcolor{red}{692}$ is the $\textcolor{red}{566}$th Composite Number) (Prophet Mohammad (p) said while pointing to the East: “The Fitna is there, where the two horns of Satan emerge.”)

Mukuth (Stay): $\textcolor{red}{566}$

Visit to Israel: $223 + 41 + 302 = \textcolor{red}{566}$

The Nine: $\textcolor{red}{566}$
The Ninth of Ab (August – in Greater Syria & Iraq): 562 + 4 (or 3) = 566 (or 565) (It also refers to Av 9 in the Jewish Calendar which is day of historical calamities for the Jews)

Month of Yuliet (July – Egypt based on French): 505 + 61 = 566

Month of Jaheem (Hell): 505 + 61 = 566

Month of South: 505 + 61 = 566

South (transliteration of the word “South” from English to Arabic): 566 (or 567)

Bina (Construction) of Dam of Aswan + Egypt: 54 + (64 + 118 + 330) = 54 + 512 = 566

Wilada (Birth) of George Bush: 46 + (212 + 308) = 46 + 520 = 566

Madina (City/State) of the Messiah Al-Awar (who has a defect): 109 + (149 + 308) = 109 + 457 = 566

The Satan, the Dajjal Gog, son of David: 400 + 69 + 23 + 53 + 21 = 566

The Satan, the Dajjal Gog + Ahya (Resurrected People) + Jinn (demons): 400 + 69 + 23 + 21 + 53 = 566

The Satan, the Dajjal Gog + Ihya (Resurrection) + Magog: 400 + 69 + 23 + 21 + 53 = 566

The Wahiya (Catastrophe) + The Messiah, the Dajjal + Qiyama (Resurrection or Rise) of Sydney: 58 + 149 + 69 + 156 (or 155) + 134 = 566 (or 565)

The Messiah, the Dajjal + Muhyee (Resurrector) + Qiyama (Resurrection or Rise) of Sydney: 149 + 69 + 58 + 156 (or 155) + 134 = 566 (or 565)

The torment (verse 15 of Sura 44) + Australiyeen (Australians): 804 + 762 = 566

Akhraja (Dug out, excavated, got out) (verse 4 of Sura 87) + Australiyeen (Australians): 804 + 762 = 566

Day of Ashoura (10th of Muharram, day of massacre of Al-Hussein) of the End of Time: (56 + 579) + [802 (or 801) + 129] = 635 + 931 (or 930) = 1566 (or 1565) (1566 is the 1319th Composite Number) (1850 is the 1566th Composite Number)

Qatl (Killing) of Pope Francis + Hadd (Destruction) of Vatican: (530 + 6 + 460) + [9 + 561 (or 562)] = 996 + 570 (or 571) = 1566 (or 1567)
The first. However, they are, in doubt, playing around. So, wait for (verse 8 – 10 of Sura 44): 128 + 32 + 45 + 90 + 320 + 168 + 783 = 1566.

And if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces (verse 7 of Sura 17): 2566 (or 2567) (2566 is the 2190th Composite Number) (2996 is the 2566th Composite Number).

After him to Bani (Children) of Israel, inhabit the Land/Earth. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you. (verse 104 of Sura 17): 3566 (= 2 x 1783) (3566 is the 3066th Composite Number).

Constantinople was conquered by the Ottomans on Tuesday, May 29, 1453 Julian (June 7, 1453 Gregorian) (Jumada Al-Ula 20, 857 Hijri) (Sivan 21, 5213 Jewish) (2251,914.5 Julian Day). From 1453 to 2019 (possible Beginning of the End Times), there are 566 years.

♦ We revive by it a dead city (verse 49 of Sura 25): 68 + 7 + 41 + 451 = 567 (567 is the 463rd Composite Number) (693 is the 567th Composite Number).

Qiyam (Resurrection or Upheaval) of London, Britain: 150 (or 151) + (134 + 283) = 150 + 417 = 567 (or 568).

Qiyam (Resurrection of Washington: 151 + 416 = 567.

Upon his Servant to be for people of the World (verse 1 of Sura 25): 567 (or 568).

Till rise of (verse 5 of Sura 97): 418 + 149 = 567

The Ninth: 567.

As’hab (People, Companions, Leaders) of the Fire except Angels and have not (verse 31 of Sura 74): 567 (or 568).

Except as a Fitna (trial, discord, or strife) (verse 31 of Sura 74): 32 + 535 = 567.

Month of Yulyu (July): 505 + 62 = 567.
Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq) $+ 15 + 1099$:

$468 + 1099 = 1567$ (equivalent to 567) (1567 is the 247th Prime Number) (1851 is the 1567th Composite Number)

On July 15, 1099 Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian), the Crusaders conquered Jerusalem for the first time and massacred its Muslim and Jewish inhabitants.

Thani wa Ishreen (Twenty Second) + Safar:

$561 + 6 + 630 + 370 = 1197 + 370 = 1567$ [ Barack Obama was born on Friday, August 4, 1961 (Safar 22, 1381 Hijri). Pope John Paul II died on Saturday, April 2, 2005 (Safar 22, 1426 Hijri).]

Qatl (Killing) of Pope Francis + Hadd (Destruction) of Vatican:

$(530 + 6 + 460) + [9 + 562 (or 561)] = 996 + 571 (or 570) = 1567 (or 1566)$

غذوكم الآخرين وعهد جاء فإذا أسلموا ووجهكم وان إستم فئلا فإذا جاء وعد الآخرة ليسوا ووجهكم and if you do badly, it is for you. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad (verse 7 of Sura 17): $6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) = 2567 (or 2566)$

واديها الناس إقنوا رمكم إن زلزله الساعة شيء عظيم O the People fear your Lord. The shaking of the Hour is a great matter. (verse 1 of Sura 22): $27 + 142 + 508 + 262 + 51 + 79 + 167 + 310 + 1020 = 2567$

بدايه رمضان + 1454: $22 + 1091 + 1454 = 2567$

يوم خسف منجم الذهب + النحاس + تشيلي Day of Khusf (Collapse) of a mine of the gold + the copper + Chile: $56 + (740 + 133 + 738 + 150) + 750 = 56 + (1761 + 750) = 56 + 2511 = 2567$ (or 2566)

من بعده ليمني إسرائيل اسكنوا الأرض فإذا جاء وعد الآخرة جنبكم After him to Bani (Children) of Israel, inhabit the Land/Earth. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you. (verse 104 of Sura 17): $[90 + 81 + 92 + 303 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 64] + 62 = 3505 (or 3504) + 62 = 3567$ (or 3566) (3567 is the 3067th Composite Number)

مباركه إنا كنا منذررين فيها يفرق كل أمر حكم أمر من عندنا إنا كنا مرسلين رحمه Blessed. We have been warning. In it every wise command gets separated, a command from us. We have been sending a mercy (verse 3 – 6 of Sura 44): $267 + 52 + 71 + 1050 + 96 + 390 + 50 + 241 + 78 + 241 (or 242) + 90 + 175 + 52 + 71 + 390 + 253 = 3567$

إنا في اختلاف الليل والنهار وما خلق الله في السموت والأرض لأباد It is in the Ikhtilaf (Variation or Variability) of the Night and the Day and what Allah has created in the Heavens and the Earth, there are Ayat (signs) (verse 6 of Sura 10): $51 + 90 + 1112 + 71 + 6 + 287 + 6 + 41 + 730 + 66 + 90 + 537 + 6 + 1032 + 442 = 4567$

نار إلا ملأ كت و ما جعلنا عدتهم إلا أفقهه للذين كفروا ليستيين الذين أتوا الكتاب Fire except as Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have
disbelieved so that will become certain those who have been given (verse 31 of Sura 74): \(251 + 62 + 491 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + (820 + 307 + 660 + 821 + 414) + 454 = 2091 + 3022 + 454 = 5567\)

\[\text{The Dajjal + Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: } 69 + [135 + 62 + 302 (or 303)] = 69 + 499 (or 500) = 568 (or 569) \text{ (568 is the 464th Composite Number)} \]

\(694 \text{ is the 568th Composite Number)} \]

\(4129 \text{ is the 568th Prime Number)} \]

\[\text{Qiyam (Resurrection) of London, Britain: } 151 + (134 + 283) = 151 + 417 = 568 \]

\[\text{Qiyam (Rise or Outbreak) of the Malhama Al-Kubra (Big Battle): } 151 + (154 + 263) = 151 + 417 = 568 \]

\[\text{Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Manhattan: } 21 + 547 = 568 \]

\[\text{Upon his Servant to be for people of the World (verse 1 of Sura 25): } 568 \text{ (or 567)} \]

\[\text{As’hab (People, Companions, Leaders) of the Fire except Angels and have not (verse 31 of Sura 74): } 568 \text{ (or 567)} \]

\[\text{The Muta’akiz (person who uses one or two sticks or canes to lean on or help him walk): } 568 \]

\[\text{The Holy Sepulchre (refers to the grave where Jesus, according to Christians, was supposedly buried. It is located in Church of the Qiyama in Jerusalem): } 333 + 235 = 568 \]

\[\text{The Mahdi, Prince of the Believers: } 90 + 478 = 568 \]

\[\text{From Among Ayat (Miraculous Signs) of Allah (verse 17 of Sura 18): } 90 + (412 + 66) = 90 + 478 (or 479) = 568 \text{ (or 567)} \]

\[\text{in best form. Then, we return him (verse 4 - 5 of Sura 95): } 90 + 119 (or 118) + 556 + 540 + 263 = 568 \text{ (or 567)} \]

\[\text{And they shall enter the Mosque, like they entered it the first (verse 7 of Sura 17): } (6 + 681 + 138) + [(61 + (645 + 37)] = 825 + (61 + 682) = 825 + 743 = 1568 \]

\(1568 \text{ is the 1320th Composite Number) (1852 is the 1568th Composite Number) \]

\[\text{Sana (Year). They shall wander in the Ard (Earth or Land). So do not feel sorry for the People (verse 26 of Sura 5): } 115 + (481 + 90) + (1032 + 111 + 461 + 101) + 177 = 115 + (571 + 1705) + 177 = 115 + (2276 + 177) = 115 + 2453 = 2568 \]
the years and the
Hisab (Calculation or Judgment) and every thing we have detailed in detail. And every human we
made his fate accompany him by his neck and we bring out for him on Day of the Qiyama
(Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times) (verse 12 - 13 of Sura 17): 3568

What has been sent down to you and what was sent down before
you (verse 4 of Sura 2): 43 + 88 + 61 + 6 + 41 + 88 + 90 + 152 = 569 (569 is the 104th Prime
Number) (695 is the 569th Composite Number) (5569 is the 735th Prime Number)

We have (not) made People of the Fire except as (verse 31 of Sura 74): 154 + 101 (or 102) + 282 + 32 = 569 (or 570)

The Lubuth (Stay): 569

Book of “The Jewish State”: 422 (or 423) + (76 + 71) = 422 (or 423) + 147 = 569 (or 570)

Number of words: 78 + 491 (or 490) = 569 (or 568)

Halak (Devastation) + Juzor (Isles) of the Britons: 56 + 513 = 569

Promise of Bomb of New York: (80 + 187) + 302 = 267 + 302 = 569

Al-Qiyama (Outbreak of War) + Al-Hadm (the Destruction) + The Amreek
(Americans): 187 + 80 + 302 = 569

Promise of my Lord (God) comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + America: (5 + 80 + 212) + 272 = 297 + 272 = 569

The Rus (Russians) + America: 297 + 272 = 569

Russia + Promise of my Lord (God) (verse 98 of Sura 18): 277 + (80 + 212) = 569

The Dajjal + Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: 69 + [135 + 62 + 303 (or 302)] = 69 + 500 (or 499) = 569 (or 568)

The Promise + Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of Israel:
111 + (21 + 135 + 302) = 111 + 458 = 569

Day of Promise of Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of
Awar (attribute of the Dajjal): (56 + 80 + 21) + (135 + 277) = 157 + 412 = 569
Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Awar (attribute of the Dajjal): (80 + 212) + 277 = 292 + 277 = 569

Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + America: (5 + 80 + 212) + 272 = 297 + 272 = 569

Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Britan (Britons): (5 + 80 + 212) + 272 = 297 + 272 = 569

Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Kingdom of Dajjal son of David: (5 + 80 + 212) + [135 + 69 + 68 (or 67)] = 297 + 272 (or 271) = 569 (or 570)

Year 1454: 115 + 1454 = 1569

And Paradise has been drawn closer for Al-Mutaqeen (the pious or righteous people), not far away. (verse 31 of Sura 50): 2569 (= 7 x 367) (2569 is the 2193rd Composite Number) (3000 is the 2569th Composite Number)

Rise of the Sun and before the Setting and of the night, praise him and after the prostration. And listen the Day the caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq, that is Day of the Khuruj (Coming out or Departure) (verse 39 – 42 of Sura 50):

115 + 431 + (6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 101 + 157 + 6 + 207 + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 75 + 136 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 539 + 141 + 750 + 56 + 840) = 115 + (431 + 6023) = 115 + 6454 = 6569

Ten (verse 30 of Sura 74): 570 (570 is the 465th Composite Number) (696 is the 570th Composite Number)

Throne: 570

Maqtal (Killing): 570

Ain Jalut: 130 + 440 = 570 (On Friday, September 3, 1260 AD Julian (September 10, 1260 AD Gregorian) (Ramadan 25, 658 Hijri) (Elul 26, 5020 Jewish), in the Battle of Ain Jalut in Galilee, Northern Palestine, the Muslim Mamaleek (Mamluks) achieved a decisive
victory over the **Maghool (Mongols or Tatar)**.

Awwal (First) of the Bashar (Humans): $37 + 533 = 570$

Hadd ( Destruction) of Vatican: $9 + 561$ (or 562) = **570** (or **571**)

We have (not) made People of the Fire except as (verse 31 of Sura 74): $154 + 102$ (or 101) + $282 + 32 = 570$ (or 569)

He descends the Angels with the Spirit from (verse 2 of Sura 16): $97 + [136$ (or 137) $+ 247] + 90 = 97 + 383$ (or 384) $+ 90 = 570$ (or 571)

I am a Messenger of your Lord (verse 19 of Sura 19): $52 + 296 + 222 = 570$

Book of “The Jewish State”: $423$ (or 422) $+ (76 + 71) = 423$ (or 422) $+ 147 = 570$ (or 569) [Father of Zionism, Jewish journalist **Theodor Herzl**’s famous booklet titled *Der Judenstaat* (The Jewish State), advocating the creation of a Jewish state, was published in Vienna, Austria, on **February 14, 1896** (Shaban 29, 1313 Hijri) (Shevat 30, 5656 Jewish Calendar).]

Day of Bid’a (Beginning) of Bina (Building or Construction) of Wall of Berlin, Germany: $56 + 7 + 54 + [28 + 292 + 133] = 56 + 7 + (54 + 453) = 56 + (7 + 507) = 56 + 514 = 570$

Passing of the Star: $446 + 124 = 570$

So, he journeyed (verse 29 of Sura 54): $80 + 490 = 570$

my blessing (verse 3 of Sura 5): **570**

Hadda (Incident of Destruction) of Al-Aqsa Mosque, Al-Quds (Jerusalem): $14 + (361 + 195) = 14 + 556 = 570$

Their Lord murmured upon them (verse 14 of Sura 91): $168 + 155 + 247 = 570$

God separates between them on Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, beginning of End Times) (verse 25 of Sura 32): $11 + 210 + 107 + 56 + 186 = 570$

Established Towers (verse 78 of Sura 4, the 571st verse in the Quran): $211 + 359 = 570$

The SkyScrapers: $469 + 101$ (or 102) = **570** (or **571**)

Catastrophe + Juzor (Isles) of New York: $58 + (210 + 302) = 58 + 512 = 570$

Faji’a (Catastrophe) of City of New York: $159 + 109 + 302 = 570$
Nihaya (End) of Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: 71 + [135 + 62 + 302 (or 303)] = 71 + 499 (or 500) = 570 (or 571)

The Promise + Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of Israel:
111 + 21 + [135 + 303 (or 302)] = 111 + [21 + 438 (or 437)] = 111 + 459 (or 458) = 570 (or 569)

Day of Nihaya (End) of the City of Constantinople: 56 + 71 + 109 + 334 = 570

Like (Saiqa- shocking event- of Aad and Thamud) (verse 13 of Sura 41): 570

The Heavens + The Earth: 538 (or 537) + 1032 = 1570 (or 1569) (1570 is the 1322nd Composite Number) (1854 is the 1570th Composite Number)

Ikhtitam (End) of the Zaman (Time): 1442 + 128 (or 129) = 1570 (or 1571)

Day of Istirja (Getting back or Re-capture) of the Muslimen (Muslims) the Quds (Jerusalem) from the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 56 + (735 + 261 + 195 + 90 + 233) = 56 + 1754 = 1570

Martyrdom of the Hussein (grandson of Prophet Mohammad (p)) + Ashoura + 61: (771 + 159) + 579 + 61 = (930 + 579) + 61 = 1509 + 61 = 1570 (He was matyred on Muharram 10, 61 Hijri)

Day of fall of Atomic Bomb + Nagasaki + Japan: 56 + 175 + [(187 + 915) + 1142 (or 1141)] + 95 = 56 + 175 + [1102 + 1142 (or 1141)] + 95 = 56 + 175 + 2244 (or 2243) + 95 = 2570 (or 2569) [The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time)]

Prophet Mohammad (s.a.w.) was possibly born on Monday May 5, 570 AD Julian (May 7, 570 AD Gregorian) (Rabi Awwal 12).

And listen (verse 41 of Sura 50): 571 (571 is the 105th Prime Number) (697 is the 571st Composite Number) (6571 is the 850th Prime Number)

Tenth: 571

Poet (verse 36 of Sura 37) & (verse 41 of Sura 69): 571

A book has been brought down to you (verse 2 of Sura 7): 422 (or 423) + 88 + 61 = 571 (or 572)
He descends the Angels with the Spirit from (verse 2 of Sura 16): $97 + [137 (or 136) + 247] + 90 = 97 + 384 (or 383) + 90 = 571 (or 570)$

Nihaya (End) of Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: $71 + [135 + 62 + 303 (or 302)] = 71 + 500 (or 499) = 571 (or 570)$

Hadd (Destruction) of Vatican: $9 + 562 (or 561) = 571 (or 570)$

Wathaniya (Paganism): 571

Month of Allah: $505 + 66 = 571$

And If you return (verse 8 of Sura 17): $6 + (51 + 514) = 6 + 565 = 571$

We are Messengers of your Lord (verse 47 of Sura 20): 571

And he revives the Dead (verse 6 of Sura 22): $56 + (28 + 487) = 56 + 515 = 571$

The Dajjal (Deceiver or False) Messiah + Qurban (Sacrificial Offering): $149 + 69 + 353 (or 352) = 218 + 353 (or 352) = 571 (or 570)$

Qiyama (Resurrection) of Washington: $155 (or 156) + 416 = 571 (or 572)$

The SkyScrapers: $469 + 102 (or 101) = 571 (or 570)$

Street: 571

Catastrophe + Juzor (Isles) of the Britons: $58 + 513 = 571$

Scotland: 571

Ominous Days (verse 16 of Sura 41): $52 + 519 = 571$

Ikhtitam (End) of the Zaman (Time): $1442 + 129 (or 128) = 1571 (or 1570)$

(1571 is the 248th Prime Number) (1855 is the 1571st Composite Number)

One + Tishreen, the Second (November - in Greater Syria & Iraq): $19 + 1552 = 1571$ (equivalent to 571) (On Wednesday, November 1, 1922 (Rabi Awwal 11, 1341 Hijri) (Heshvan 10, 5683 Jewish Calendar) (2423,359.5th or 2423,360th Julian Day), Ottoman Sultanate was abolished. The last Sultan Mehmed VI was forced to leave Turkey. He left Constantinople (Istanbul), aboard the British Warship Malaya on November 17, 1922.)

The American President + Al-Rabi wa Al-Arbaeen (The Forty Fourth), Barrak Obama: $(311 + 312) + (304 + 6 + 364) + (223 + 51) = 623 + 674 + 274 = 1297 + 274 = 1571$ (equivalent to 571)
Britain captured Jerusalem from the Ottoman Empire after the Ottoman Governor of Jerusalem sent a “Surrender Letter”, delivered by Mayor of Jerusalem, Hussein Al-Husseini, to the British invaders on Sunday, December 9, 1917 (Safar 24, 1336 Hijri) (Kislev 24, 5678 Jewish) (2421.571.5th Julian Day).

September 11, 2001 was Jumada Al-Thania (or Al-Akhira) 22 (or 23), 1422 Hijri

Hiroshima: 572 (572 is the 466th Composite Number) (698 is the 572nd Composite Number)

Ba’th (Resurrection): 572

Abath (Messing): 572

Awda (Return) of the Mawta (Dead People): 85 + 487 = 572

The Jann (Jinn – invisible creatures) + The Mawta (Dead People): 85 + 487 = 572

Awda (Return) of Knights of the Haikal (Temple): 85 + (391 + 96) = 85 + 487 = 572

Istiada (The getting back or Return): 572

Nasr (Victory) of Mamaleek (Mamluks): (340 + 141) + 91 = 481 + 91 = 572

Shaq (Splitting, Schism, Cracking, or Fracturing) of the Churches: 400 + 172 = 572 (The Schism in Christianity, into Roman Catholic Church versus Eastern Orthodox Churches, started on July 16, 1054)

Qiyama (Resurrection) of Washington: 156 (or 155) + 416 = 572 (or 571)

Send upon you hail of stones. (verse 68 of Sura 17 & verse 17 of Sura 67): 572

Have you felt secure (or assured) (verse 69 of Sura 17): 41 + 531 = 572

Day of Promise of Punishment Rabbani (from the Lord/God): 56 + 80 + (173 + 263) = 56 + (80 + 436) = 56 + 516 = 572

Al-Furqan (Quran) upon (verse 1 of Sura 25): 462 + 110 = 572

A book has been descended unto you (verse 2 of Sura 7): 423 (or 422) + 88 + 61 = 572
Keys of the Ghayb (Future, Unseen, Metaphysical Realm) (verse 59 of Sura 6): 529 (or 539) + 1043 = 1572 (or 1582) (1572 is the 1323rd Composite Number) (1856 is the 1572nd Composite Number)

Nuzul (Coming down) of the Quran, the Kareem (Honorable) from the Preserved Board to Bayt of the Izza : [93 + 382 (or 383) + 301 + 90 + (75 + 1065)] + 41 + (412 + 113) = 2006 (or 2007) + 41 + 525 = 2572 (or 2573) (2572 is the 2196th Composite Number)

و إن إساتهم فلها إذا جاء وعد الآخرة ليسوا وجوهكم و (verse 5-6 of Sura 89): 750 + 200 + 740 + 211 + 71 + 600 = 2572

and if you do badly, it is for you. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and (verse 7 of Sura 17): 2572 (or 2573)

يؤثر ان هذا الا قول البشر سأصليه سقون ما أدرك لما سقون لا تبكي ولا تذر لواحة للبشر عليها 87

Yuthar (could be handed down from generation to another). This is not, but Qawl (sayings or words) of humans. I shall cast him in Saqar (Fire). And how would you know what Saqar is? It does not keep and does not let go. It darkens the people. Over it, Nineteen. And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number, or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that those who have been given the Book become certain (verse 24 – 31 of Sura 74): [717 + 51 + 706 + 32 + 136 + 533 + 196 + 360 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 360 + 31 + 512 + 6 + 31 + 1300 + 50 + 563 (or 562) + 116 ] + (535 + 570) + (6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 105 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414) + 453 = 6014 (or 6013) + 1105 + (5000 + 453) = 6014 (or 6013) + 1105 + 5453 = 12572

♦ The Mubashir (bearer of good news): 573 (= 3 x 191) (573 is the 467th Composite Number) (699 is the 573rd Composite Number)

The Alamat (Signs): 573 (or 572)

Belfast (largest city in Northern Ireland): 573 (or 572)

AShuriyoon (Assyrians): 573

Aye (Sign) of Hadd ( Destruction) of Manhattan: 17 + 9 + 547 = 573

The Angels and the Spirit in it, by the permission of their Lord, from (verse 4 of Sura 97): 1573 (1573 is the 1324th Composite Number) (1857 is the 1573rd Composite Number)
(2185 is the \textbf{1857}^{\text{th}} \text{Composite Number})

He said: You are among those given respite (verse 15 of Sura 7): \textbf{1573}

Nuzul (Coming down) of the Quran, the Kareem (Honorable) from the Preserved Board to Bayt of the Izza: 
\[ [93 + 383 (or 382) + 301 + 90 + (75 + 1065)] + 41 + (412 + 113) = 2007 \text{ (or 2006) } + 41 + 525 = \textbf{2573 (or 2572)} \]

Day of Khuf (Collapse) of mine of the Copper and the Gold + Chile: 
\[ 56 + (740 + 133 + 150 + 6 + 738 + 750) = 56 + 2517 = \textbf{2573} \]

Three False Witnesses: 
\[ 361 + 213 = \textbf{574} \]

Day of Ihya (Resurrection) of Wafiyat (Dead People): 
\[ 56 + (21 + 497) = 56 + 518 = \textbf{574} \]

Night of Ihya (Resurrection) of worshippers of the Satan: 
\[ 75 + 21 + 77 + 401 = \textbf{574} \]

The Raheem (Most Merciful). We have descended it/him in (verse 1 of Sura 97): 
\[ 289 + 52 + 143 \text{ (or 144) } + 90 = \textbf{574 (or 575)} \]

Sydney + Wilaya (State) of New South Wales (Australian State whose capital is Sydney) + Australia: 
\[ 134 + [52 + (66 + 566 + 53)] + 703 = 134 + [52 + 685 \text{ (or 686)}] + 703 = [134 + 737 \text{ (or 738)}] + 703 = 871 \text{ (or 872) } + 703 = \textbf{1574 (or 1575)} \]
\[ (= 2 \times 787) \]

(Date of the third apparition at Fatima, Portugal)

Day of the Fat’h (Opening or Conquest) (verse 29 of Sura 32): 
\[ 56 + 519 = \textbf{575} \]
Ashara (Ten): 575

except as Mubashir (Bearer of good news) (verses 105 of Sura 17): 32 + 543 = 575

The Raheem (Most Merciful). We have descended it/him in (verse 1 of Sura 97): 289 + 52 + 144 (or 143) + 90 = 575 (or 574)

We have descended it/him in a blessed night (verses 3 - 6 of Sura 44): 575 (576 or 577)

The first Dajjal + Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: (69 + 68) + [135 + 303 (or 302)] = 137 + 438 (or 437) = 575 (or 574)

The Dajjal son of David + Kingdom of Israel: 69 + (53 + 15) + [135 + 303 (or 302)] = 69 + 68 + 438 (or 437) = 575 (or 574)

The Promise has arrived + Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of Israel: (5 + 111) + 21 + [135 + 303 (or 302)] = 116 + [21 + 438 (or 437)] = 116 + 459 (or 458) = 575 (or 574)

Jahannam (Hell) + Paradises of Gog: 98 + 454 (or 453) + 23 = 575 (or 574)

Jahannam (Hell) of Gog, son of the Satan: 98 + 23 + [53 + 401 (or 400) = 98 + 23 + 454 (or 453) = 575 (or 574)

Catholicism: 575

Entrance of the Catholics into the religion of Islam: 640 + 618 + 90 + 64 + 163 = 1575 (or 1574)

The Heavens and the Earth (verse 7 of Sura 44): 537 + 6 + 1032 = 1575

(= 3 x 179) (1575 is the 1326th Composite Number) (1859 is the 1575th Composite Number)

Tahawwul (Change) of the two Poles, the Northern and the Southern + Day of the Hour + The Qiyama (Resurrection): (444 + 202 + 412 + 6 + 102) + [56 + 167 + 186 (or 187)] = 1166 + 409 (or 410) = 1575 (or 1576)
Sydney + Wilaya (State) of New South Wales (Australian State whose capital is Sydney) + Australia: 134 + [52 + (66 + 567 + 53)] + 703 = 134 + [52 + 686 (or 685)] + 703 = [134 + 738 (or 737)] + 703 = 872 (or 871) + 703 = 1575 (or 1574)

The Euphrates + Mountain of the Gold: 712 + (35 + 90 + 738) = 712 + 863 = 1575 (In a Hadith, Prophet Mohammad (s.a.w.) said that the Euphrates would recede upon Mountain/Treasure of Gold)

Ibtida (Beginning) of the Hour: 409 + 167 = 576 (576 is the 470th Composite Number) (703 is the 576th Composite Number)

The Istiwa (Equality, Equilibrium, Equinox, or Equator) + Ailul (September): 499 (or 500) + 77 = 576 (or 577)

The beginning of Al-Hashr (In-gathering before Resurrection) (verse 2 of Sura 59): 37 + 539 = 576

We have descended it/him in a blessed night (verses 3 - 6 of Sura 44): 576 (577 or 575)

Karbala + Al-Hussein son of Ali: 254 + [159 + 53 (or 52) + 110 + 53] = 254 + 322 (or 321) = 576 (or 575)

The Schism in Christianity, into Roman Catholic Church versus Eastern Orthodox Churches, started on July 16, 1054

Inqilab (Coup d’etat) of Cyprus: 184 + 392 = 576

Her throne (verse 41 of Sura 27): 576

Waq’a’t (happens or occurs) (verse 1 of Sura 56): 576

The duration of it is one thousand years (verse 5 of Sura 32): 576
We are sending the Camel (verse 27 of Sura 54): $52 + 337 + 187 = 576$

Al-Waqia (The Event) (Sura 56 is called Al-Waqia) of Al-Russiyyoon (The Russians): $213 + 363 = 576$

Al-Hadd ( Destruction) of City of Lenin, Russia: $40 + 536 = 576$

The Catastrophe + Moscow City, Russia: $58 + (109 + 132 + 277) = 58 + 518 = 576$

The Hour + Descent (coming down) of the Star + Aqtab (Poles) + Zalzala (Quake or Shaking Event): $167 + 93 + 124 + 113 + 79 = 576$

The Hour + The Planets + Descent (coming down) of the Star + Aqtab (Poles): $167 + (80 + 93 + 124) + 112 (or 113) = 167 + [297 + 112 (or 113)] = 167 + 409 (or 410) = 576 (or 577)$

Gothiyeen (Gothics): 1576

The Zalzala (Quake or Shaking Event) of the Hour is a great (or serious) matter (verse 1 of Sura 22): $79 + 167 + 310 (or 311) + 1020 = 1576 (or 1577)$ (equivalent to 576) (1576 is the 1327th Composite Number) (1861 is the 1576th Composite Number)

The Zaalzala (Quake or Shaking Event) of the Hour is a great (or serious) matter (verse 1 of Sura 22): $79 + 167 + 310 (or 311) + 1020 = 1576 (or 1577)$ (equivalent to 576) (1576 is the 1327th Composite Number) (1861 is the 1576th Composite Number)

Tahawwul (Change) of the two Poles, the Northern and the Southern + Day of the Hour + The Qiyama (Resurrection): $(444 + 202 + 412 + 6 + 102) + [56 + 167 + 187 (or 186)] = 1166 + 410 (or 409) = 1576 (or 1575)$

Who believe in what has been sent down to you and what was sent before you and in the End Times (verse 4 of Sura 2): $1576 (or 1577)$

Kharab (Devastation) + Torment (agony or suffering): $803 + 773 = 1576$ (equivalent to 576) (1576 is the 1327th Composite Number)

Day of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders’) Entrance of the Bayt Al-Maqdis (House of Holiness or Jerusalem): $56 + (640 + 233) + (412 + 235) = 56 + (873 + 647) = 56 + 1520 = 1576$

Thalith Ishreen (Twenty Third) + Shaban + 492 : $(1031 + 630) + 423 + 492 = (1661 + 423) + 492 = 2084 + 492 = 2576 (2576 is the 2200th Composite Number)

[The first Crusade started their march from Europe on Friday August 15, 1096 AD (Shaban 23, 489 Hijri) and conquered Jerusalem on Friday, July 15, 1099 AD Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 4859 Jewish Calendar)]
♦ LiTalamu (so that you know) (verse 5 of Sura 10) & (verse 12 of Sura 17): 577
(577 is the 106th Prime Number) (704 is the 577th Composite Number) (4217 is the 577th Prime Number) (2577 is the 2201st Composite Number) (3009 is the 577th Composite Number)

و استمع And listen (verse 41 of Sura 50): 6 + 571 = 577

يوم يسمعون الصيحة بالحق The day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in (on) the Haq (Truth, Justice or Due Date). (verse 42 of Sura 50): (56 + 236 + 144) + 141 = 436 + 141 = 577

الإستواء + أيلول The Istiwa (Equality, Equilibrium, Equinox, or Equator) + Ailul (September): 500 (or 499) + 77 = 577 (or 576)

ق و القرآن المجيد Q and the glorious Quran (verse 1 of Sura 50): 100 + 6 + (383 + 88) = 100 + (6 + 471) = 100 + 477 = 577

أنزلناه في لياليه We have descended it/him in a blessed night (verses 3-6 of Sura 44): 144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 268 (or 267) = 577 (or 576 or 575)

الوقفة + عزقه The Waqfa (stand-up) + Arafa: 222 + 355 = 577

إسراء + مراج Israa + Miraj (miraculous heavenly journey): 263 + 314 (or 313) = 577 (or 576)

عبور يم أحمر Crossing of the Red Yam (Sea): 278 + (50 + 249) = 278 + 299 = 577 (This refers to the Children of Israel’s miraculous Crossing of the Red Sea led by Moses.)

الساعة + ليلة القدر The Hour + The Night of Qadr: 167 + (75 + 335) = 167 + 410 = 577

سانتوس Santos: 577 [Lucia Santos is one of the 3 children in Fatima, Portugal, who had apparitions (visions) about the End Times in 1917. Lucia is the one who revealed the third secret.]

نهاية الحرب العالمية الأولى Nihaya (End) of the First World War: 71 + (241 + 187) + 78 = 71 + (428 + 78) = 577

نكبة مملكة بني إسرائيل Nakba (Catastrophe) of Kingdom of Bani (Children of) Israel: 77 + [135 + 62 + 303 (or 302)] = 77 + 500 (or 499) = 577 (or 576)

هد روسي نيويورك Russ (Russians)’ Hadd (Destruction) of New York : 9 + 266 + 302 = 577

لقد جاء آل فرعون have arrived to People of Pharaoh (verse 41 of Sura 54): 577 (or 576)

رسول من عند الله a Messenger from Allah (verse 101 of Sura 2): 296 + 90 + 124 + 67 (or 66) = 577 (or 576)
Raj’a (Return) of Jesus, the Messiah (Christ): 278 + 150 + 149 = 577

Awda (Return) of Jesus son of Mary: 85 + [150 + 52 (or 53) + 290] = 85 + 492 (or 493) = 577 (or 578)

The Mubaya’a (Pledge of Allegiance) + The Haram Mosque: 159 + 138 + 280 = 577

Sent (or Resurrected) it (or him) (verse 259 of Sura 2): 577

And he revives the Dead (verse 6 of Sura 22): 6 + (56 + 28 + 487) = 6 + 571 = 577

Followers of Iblees (Diabolus, Diablo, or Devil): 474 + 103 = 577

Day, do not have capacity (verse 19 of Sura 82): 56 + 31 + 490 = 577

What you are promised (verse 109 of Sura 21): 41 + 536 = 577

Assyrians: 577

Valuable Books (verse 3 of Sura 98): 422 + 155 = 577

Hurub (Exodus or Escape) of Bani Al-Amreek (Children of the Americans): 213 + 364 = 577

Paradises of Eden (verse 72 of Sura 9): 453 (or 454) + 124 = 577 (or 578)

Paradises of the Star: 453 (or 454) + 124 = 577 (or 578)

The Star + The Tariq + Poles (of the Earth): 124 + [341 + 112 (or 113)] = 124 + 453 (or 454) = 577 (or 578)

The Hour + Promise of descent (coming down) of the Star + Poles (of the Earth): 167 + (80 + 93 + 124) + 113 = 167 + (297 + 113) = 167 + 410 = 577

The Hour + The Planets + Descent (coming down) of the Star + Poles (of the Earth): 167 + (80 + 93 + 124) + 113 = 167 + (297 + 113) = 167 + 410 = 577

The shaking event of the Hour is a great (or serious) matter (verse 1 of Sura 22): 79 + 167 + 311 + 1020 = 1577 (equivalent to 577) (= 19 x 83) (1577 is the 1328th Composite Number) (1862 is the 1577th Composite Number)

Who believe in what has been sent down to you and what was sent before you and in the End Times (verse 4 of Sura 2): 1577 (or 1576)
Those who have rejected the signs of Allah (verse 63 of Sura 39): **1577 (or 1578)**

Bidaya (Beginning) of Aam (Year) 1444 : 22 + (111 + 1444) = 22 + 1555 = 1577

Kenz from Zealand + Australia: (77 + 90 + 707) + 703 = 874 + 703 = **1577**

Mount Wellington (It overlooks Hobart, Tasmania): 35 + 1542 = **1577**

Day of Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) in Australia + Qiyama (Resurrection) of Manhattan: [(56 + 21) + 90 + 707] + (156 + 547) = (77 + 90 + 707) + 703 = 874 + 703 = **1577**

The Quran, Hadith, Arabic Words + Historical Events: 382 (or 383) + 553 + (522 + 318) + (545 + 1257) = 382 (or 383) + 553 + 840 + 1802 = **3577** (or 3578)

The Rahman the Raheem. We descended it in Laila (Night or Eve) of the Qadr. And how would you know what is Laila of the Qadr. Laila of the Qadr is better than one thousand nights. The Angels descend (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 97): [329 + 289 + 52 + 144 + 90 + 75 + 335] + [6 + 41 + 225 (or 226) + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 127] = 1314 + 3263 = **4577**

The Wuquf (standing) + Arafah: 223 + 355 = **578** (578 is the 471st Composite Number) (705 is the 578th Composite Number) (4219 is the 578th Prime Number)

We (God) have not made People (or Guardians) of the (Hell) Fire (verse 31 of Sura 74): 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 = **578**

It is a snake moving (verse 20 of Sura 20): 15 + 23 + 540 = **578** (= 2 x 17 x 17)

Sixth + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): 125 + 453 = **578** (George Bush Jr. was born on July 6, 1946)

Awda (Return) of Jesus son of Mary: 85 + [150 + 53 (or 52) + 290] = 85 + 493 (or 492) = **578** (or 577)

And We planned (schemed) such a plan (scheme) (verse 50 of Sura 27): ( 6 + 311) + 261 = 317 + 261 = **578** (or 577)

in Bacca (or Mecca), blessed, and guidance to people of the World (or
human-kind) (verse 96 of Sura 3): \( \text{578} \)

Hurub (Exodus or Escape) of Bani Al-Britan (Children of the Britons): \( 213 + 365 = \text{578} \)

Promise of the Punishment Rabbani (from the Lord/God): \( 80 + (204 + 294) = 80 + 498 = \text{578} \)

Paradises of Eden (verse 72 of Sura 9): \( 454 (\text{or 453}) + 124 = \text{578 (or 577)} \)

Paradises of the Star: \( 454 (\text{or 453}) + 124 = \text{578 (or 577)} \)

The Star + The Tariq + Poles (of the Earth): \( 124 + [341 + 113 (\text{or 112})] = 124 + 454 (\text{or 453}) = \text{578 (or 577)} \)

The Tawafanat (Floods): \( \text{578 (or 577)} \)

Saint Peter’s Basilica (Church): \( 133 (\text{or 134}) + 174 + 271 = \text{578 (or 579)} \)

Istirdad (Re-capture) of the Muslimeen (Muslims) of Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness): \( 670 + 261 + (412 + 235) = 670 + 261 + 647 = \text{1578} \)

Those who have rejected the signs of Allah (verse 63 of Sura 39): \( \text{1578 (or 1577)} \) (\( \text{1578} \) is the \( 1329^{th} \) Composite Number) (\( \text{1863} \) is the \( 1578^{th} \) Composite Number)

Thalatha Ashar (Thirteen) + Yuly (July) + 1917: \( [1035 (\text{or 1036}) + 570] + 56 + 1917 = [1605 (\text{or 1606}) + 56] + 1917 = 1661 (\text{or 1662}) + 1917 = \text{3578 (or 3579)} \) (July 13, 1917 is the date of the third apparition at Fatima, Portugal, on which the 3 secrets about the future were revealed to the 3 children)

The Mahshar (Location of Hashr – In-gathering): \( \text{579} \) (\( \text{579} \) is the \( 472^{nd} \) Composite Number) (\( \text{706} \) is the \( 579^{th} \) Composite Number)

Day of Intiha (End) of Dunya (World before the End Times): \( 56 + (458 + 65) = 56 + 523 = \text{579} \)

Tastaf (Line up): \( \text{579} \)

So, by your majesty (verse 82 of Sura 38): \( \text{579} \)

Ashoura (It is \( 10^{th} \) of Muharram): \( \text{579 (or 578)} \)

at night from the Haram Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): \( \text{579} \)
Saint Peter’s Basilica (Church): $134 + 174 + 271 = 579$

Promise of Qiyam (Rise or Establishment) of Dawlat (State) of Israel: $80 + [151 + 45 + 303 (or 302)] = 80 + 499 (or 498) = 579 (or 578)$

Promise of Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: $80 + [135 + 62 + 302 (or 303)] = 80 + 499 (or 500) = 579 (or 580)$

Awar of the Right Eye (whose right eye is defective): $277 + (161 + 141) = 277 + 302 = 579$

Awar (who has a defect) of Israel: $277 + 302 (or 303) = 579 (or 580)$

Messenger of God, Camel of God and allowing it to drink, but they accused him of lying (verses 13 – 14 of Sura 91): $1579$

Our Lord! Remove the torment on us (verse 12 of Sura 44): $253 + 401 + 121 + 804 = 1579$ (1579 is the 249th Prime Number)

When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and enter (verse 7 of Sura 17): $782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 = 2579$ (or 2578) (2579 is the 376th Prime Number)

Fat’h (Opening or Conquest) of Peterburg, Russia: $(488 + 1814) + 277 = 2302 + 277 = 2579$

Thalatha Ashar (Thirteen) + Yuly (July) + 1917: $[1036 (or 1035) + 570] + 56 + 1917 = [1606 (or 1605) + 56] + 1917 = 1662 (or 1661) + 1917 = 3579 (or 3578)$

(July 13, 1917 is the date of the third apparition at Fatima, Portugal, on which the 3 secrets about the future were revealed to the 3 children)

Thalith Ashar (Thirteenth) + Yulyu (July – in Egypt) + 1917: $[1030 (or 1031) + 570] + 62 + 1917 = [1600 (or 1601) + 62] + 1917 = 1662 (or 1663) + 1917 = 3579 (or 3580)$

(July 13, 1917 is the date of the third apparition/vision of the three Catholic children in Fatima, Portugal, on which 3 secrets about the future were revealed to them.)

The Imam Mahdi, Al-Hashim (Mahdi’s family): $113 + 90 + 377 (or 378) = 580 (or 581)$ (580 is the 473rd Composite Number) (707 is the 580th Composite Number)

(3013 is the 2580th Composite Number) (6415 is the 5580th Composite Number)

Landing on the surface of the Moon: $22 + 110 + 77 + 371 = 580$

The Wuquf (Stand-up) in Arafa: $223 + (2 + 355) = 223 + 357 = 580$
Ziyara (Visit) in Arafa: $223 + (2 + 355) = 223 + 357 = 580$

Trees prostrate (portion of words from verse 6 of Sura 55): $503 + 77 = 580$

Promise of Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: $80 + [135 + 62 + 303 (or 302)] = 80 + 500 (or 499) = 580 (or 579)$

Awar (who has a defect) of Israel: $277 + 303 (or 302) = 580 (or 579)$

Tabaddul (Switching or Change) of the Aqtab (Poles): $436 + 144 = 580$

Tabaddul (Switching or Change) of the Aqtab (Poles) of the Earth: $436 + (112 + 1032) = 436 + 1144 = 1580$

Land of the Mahshar (Land of the Hashr): $1001 + 579 = 1580$ (1580 is the 1330th Composite Number)

And listen on the Day when the caller calls from a close place. The day they hear the Saiha (Scream) on the Haq (Justice, Truth, Due Date); that is the day of the Khuruj (Coming out) (verse 41 - 42 of Sura 50): $(6 + 571 + 56 + 75 + 136 + 90 + 111 + 312) + (56 + 236 + 144 + 141 + 750 + 56 + 840) = 1357 + 2223 = 3580$

Land of the Mahshar (Land of the Hashr): $1001 + 579 = 1580$ (1580 is the 1330th Composite Number)

Praise to Allah the Lord of the Universe (verse 2 of Sura 1): $83 + 65 + 202 + 231 (or 232) = 581 (or 582)$

roaring (verse 19 of Sura 54): $581$

Terrible matter (verse 6 of Sura 54): $311 + 270 = 581$
Abd Al-Qadir Al-Husseini: (76 + 336) + 169 = 412 + 169 = 581 (Palestinian Leader of Army of the Holy Jihad, supported by Mufti of Jerusalem Ameen Al-Husseini, in the 1948 war between the Arab Palestinians and the Jews.)

The Nashr (Resurrection): 581

Raja (Return) of Arabs: 277 + 303 = 581

Raja (Return) of the Britons: 277 + 303 = 581

Raja (Return) of Israel: 277 + 303 (or 302) = 581 (or 580)

Tabaddul (Switching) of the Poles: 437 (or 436) + 144 = 581 (or 580)

Tabaddul (Switching or Change) of Aqtab (Poles) of the Earth: 436 + 113 + 1032 = 1581 (equivalent to 581) (1581 is the 1331st Composite Number)

The Wahid (One) + Ramadan + 1440: (50 + 1091) + 1440 = 1141 + 1440 = 581 (This refers to Ramadan 1, 1440 Hijri)

Bidaya (Beginning) of Sana (year) 1444: 22 + (115 + 1444) = 22 + 1559 = 1581

Thalatha Ishreen (Twenty Three) + Shaban + 492: (1036 + 630) + 423 + 492 = (1666 + 423) + 492 = 2089 + 492 = 2581 (3014 is the 2581st Composite Number)

[The first Crusade started their march from Europe on Friday August 15, 1096 AD (Shaban 23, 489 Hijri) and conquered Jerusalem on Friday, July 15, 1099 AD Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 4859 Jewish Calendar)]

Tisa Ashar (Nineteen) + Tammuz (July) + 2023: (535 + 570) + 453 + 2023 = (1105 + 453) + 2023 = 1558 + 2023 = 3581

This safe Balad (Country or City). We have created the human in best form. Then, we return him (verse 3 – 5 of Sura 95): (706 + 67 + 132 + 134 + 781 + 193) + [90 + 119 (or 118) + 556 + 540 + 263] = 2013 + 1568 (or 1567) = 3581 (or 3580)

When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque, like they entered it the first. (verse 7 of Sura 17): 3581 (or 3582) (3581 is the 501st Prime Number)

It is to yourselves. When better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it, by the permission of their Lord, from every command. Peace it is till rise of (verses 3 - 5 of Sura 97): [810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 + 15] + (418 + 149) = 4014 (or 4013) + 567 = 4581 (or 4580) (4581 is the 3961st Composite Number)
We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is, till rise of the Dawn (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): 51 + [51 + 144 + 90 + 470 + 335] + [6 + 41 + 235 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 494 + 532 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 + 15 + 418 + 149 + 314] = (51 + 1090) + 6440 = 1141 + 6440 = 7581

Nineteen. And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (trial or test) for those who have disbelieved. So that those who have been given the Book become certain and those who have believed grow in belief (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): (535 + 570) + (6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 105 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414) + 453 + [6 + 26 + 791 + 98 + 102 (or 101)] = (1105 + 5000) + 453 + 1023 (or 1022) = 6105 + 453 + 1023 (or 1022) = 7581 (or 7580)

The Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or Beginning of End Times): 582 (or 581)
(582 is the 475th Composite Number) (710 is the 582nd Composite Number)

Resurrects (or sends) (verse 7 of Sura 22): 582

Messes: 582

Awda (Return) of Wafiyat (Dead People): 85 + 497 = 582

The Jann (Jinn- invisible creatures) + Wafiyat (Dead People): 85 + 497 = 582

Israa and Miraj (Prophet Mohammad’s (s.a.w.) journey to Al-Aqsa Mosque location through Heaven): 262 (or 263) + 6 + 314 = 582 (or 583)

The One Thousand + 440: 142 + 440 = 582 (This refers to year 1440)

Month of Ailul (September): 505 + 77 = 582

It is until the rise (verse 5 of Sura 97): 15 + 418 + 149 = 582

Perhaps the Hour (verse 63 of Sura 33): 41 + 244 + 130 + 167 = 582

Praise to Allah the Lord of the Universe (verse 1 of Sura 1): 83 + 65 + 202 + 232 (or 231) = 582 (or 581)
And have arrived to People of Pharaoh (verse 41 of Sura 54): 582 (or 583)

Gog and Magog + Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: (23 + 6 + 6 + 53) = 82 + 500 (or 499) = 582 (or 581)

Nuzul (Descent) of Book of Allah: 93 + [423 (or 422) + 66] = 93 + 489 (or 488) = 582 (or 581)

Day of Nuzul (Descent) of the Azeem (Great) Quran: 56 + [93 + 382 (or 383) + 1051] = 56 + 1526 (or 1527) = 1582 (or 1583)

The Rahman (Most Compassionate) taught the Quran, created (verses 1-3 of Sura 55): 329 (or 330) + 140 + 383 (or 382) + 730 = 1582 (1581 or 1583)

Keys of the Ghayb (Future, Unseen, Metaphysical Realm) (verse 59 of Sura 6): 539 (or 529) + 1043 = 1582 (or 1572)

City of Petersburg: 1582 (= 2 x 7 x 113) (1582 is the 1332nd Composite Number) (1868 is the 1582nd Composite Number)

They entered it the first time and they shall destroy (verse 7 of Sura 17): 1582

Ain Jalut + Hazima (Defeat) of the Tatar (Mongols) + Intisar (Victory) of the Mamaleek (Mamluks): (130 + 440) + 67 + 1031 (or 1032) + (742 + 172) = 570 + [1098 (or 1099) + 914] = 570 + 2012 (or 2013) = 2582 (or 2583) [On Friday, September 3, 1260 AD Julian (September 10, 1260 AD Gregorian) (Ramadan 25, 658 Hijri) (Elul 26, 5020 Jewish), in the Battle of Ain Jalut in Galilee, Northern Palestine, the Muslim Mamaleek (Mamluks) achieved a decisive victory over the Maghool (Mongols or Tatar).]

Thalith wa Ishreen (Twenty Third) + Shaban + 492: (1031 + 6 + 630) + 423 + 492 = (1667 + 423) + 492 = 2090 + 492 = 2582 [The first Crusade conquered Jerusalem on Friday, July 15, 1099 AD Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 4859 Jewish Calendar)]

It is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque, like they entered it the first. (verse 7 of Sura 17): 3582 (or 3581) (3582 is the 3080th Composite Number)

He is the one who drove out those who have disbelieved, of People of the Book, from their homelands/Monastery (verse 2 of Sura 59): 3582
Israa and Miraj (Prophet Mohammad’s (s.a.w.) journey to Al-Aqsa Mosque location through Heaven): 263 (or 262) + 6 + 314 = 583 (or 582) (= 11 x 53 ) (583 is the 476th Composite Number)  
(711 is the 583rd Composite Number) (4253 is the 583rd Prime Number)

the Hour is coming, (verse 7 of Sura 22): 167 + 416 (or 417) = 583 (or 584)

Bidaya (Beginning) of the Hour: 22 + 561 (or 562) = 583 (or 584)

Bidaya (Beginning) of Vatican: 22 + 561 (or 562) = 583 (or 584)

Bidaya (Beginning) of Nihaya (End) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 22 + [465 (or 466) + 96] = 22 + 561 (or 562) = 583 (or 584)

Bidaya (Beginning) of Nihaya (End) of the Haykal (Temple): 22 + [465 (or 466) + 96] = 22 + 561 (or 562) = 583 (or 584)

Amad (Period) of Lubuth (Stay): 45 + 538 = 583

And have arrived to People of Pharaoh (verse 41 of Sura 54): 583 (or 582)

Eleven (verse 4 of Sura 12): 13 + 570 = 583

The Pope Franciscus: 37 + 546 = 583

The King David Hotel: 447 + 121 + 15 (or 21) = 583 (or 589) [On July 22, 1946 (Shaban 23, 1365 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5706 Jewish) (2432,023.5th Julian day), the western part of the southern wing of King David Hotel in Jerusalem, which was serving as headquarters of the British Mandate, collapsed due to explosives set off by Irgun, a Zionist terrorist group led by Menahim Begin, who later became Prime Minister of Israel.]

Promise of my Lord (God), he shall turn it into ruins and the promise shall have been (verse 98 of Sura 18): 583

Day on which you not be protected from Allah. You will not have a refuge. (verse 47 of Sura 42): 817 + 766 = 1583 (equivalent to 583) (1583 is the 250th Prime Number)

The Rahman (Most Compassionate) taught the Quran, created (verses 1- 3 of Sura 55): 330 (or 329) + 140 + 383 (or 382) + 730 = 1583 (1581 or 1582)

Day of Nuzul (Descent) of the Azeem (Great) Quran: 56 + [93 + 383 (or 382) + 1051] = 56 + 1527 (or 1526) = 1583 (or 1582)
Month of Shaban + Thalith Ishroon (Twenty Third): 505 + 422 + [1030 (or 1031) + 626] = 505 + 422 + 1656 (or 1657) = 2583 (or 2584)

The Rahman. Glory be to the one who sent, in a journey, his worshipper at night, from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we had blessed its surroundings, to show him of our signs. It is He who is the All-Hearer, the All-Seer. And we brought Moses (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 17): (289 + 121 + 741 + 271 + 83) + (71 + 90 + 138 + 280 + 32 + 138 + 223 + 741 + 274 + 49 + 295 + 90) + [462 (or 464) + 56 + 11 + 211 + 333 + 6 + 462 (or 463) + 116] = 1505 + 2421 + 1657 (or 1660) = 5583 (or 5586)

Constants were conquered by the Ottomans on Tuesday, May 29, 1453 Julian (June 7, 1453 Gregorian) (Jumada Al-Ula 20, 857 Hijri) (Sivan 21, 5213 Jewish) (2251,914.5th 2251,915th Julian
Day). From 857 Hijri to 1440 Hijri (possible Beginning of the End Times), there are 583 Hijri years.

We grew (verse 9 of Sura 50): 584  
(584 is the 477th Composite Number)  
(712 is the 584th Composite Number)  
(4259 is the 584th Prime Number)

The Confuciusism (Largest Religion in China): 584

Adam + The Tree: 45 (or 46) + 539 = 584 (or 585)

Bidaya (Beginning) of Vatican: 22 + 562 (or 561) = 584 (or 583)

Bidaya (Beginning) of the Hour: 22 + 562 (or 561) = 584 (or 583)

Bidaya (Beginning) of Nihaya (End of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 22 + [466 (or 465) + 96] = 22 + 562 (or 561) = 584 (or 583)

Bidaya (Beginning) of Nihaya (End) of the Haykal (Temple): 22 + [466 (or 465) + 96] = 22 + 562 (or 561) = 584 (or 583)

The Hour is coming, (verse 7 of Sura 22): 167 + 417 (or 416) = 584 (or 583)

And we have not made People of the Fire (verse 31 of Sura 74): 6 + 41 + 154 + 101 (or 102) + 282 = 584 (or 585)

Awda (Return) of Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: 85 + [135 + 62 + 302 (or 303)] = 85 + 499 (or 500) = 584 (or 585)

Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel + The Jinn (demons): [135 + 62 + 303 (or 302)] + 84 = 500 (or 499) + 84 = 584 (or 583)

The Jinn (invisible creatures) + Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of the Amwat (Dead People): 84 + (21 + 479) = 84 + 500 = 584

You do not have a god other than Him. So, would not (verse 65 of Sura 7):  
(41 + 90) + (90 + 36 + 1215 + 112) = 131 + 1453 = 1584 (This is the 1019th verse of the Quran)  
(1584 is the 1333th Composite Number)  
(1870 is the 1584th Composite Number)

Israel’s Ikhraj (Driving out or Expulsion) of the Filistiniyeen (Palestinians) from their Land: 805 + 303 (or 302) + 340 + 90 + 1046 = 2584 (or 2583) (equivalent to 584)
When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and enter (verse 7 of Sura 17): \[782 + 5 + 80 + 837 \text{(or 838)} + 113 + 80 + 6 + 681 = 2584 \text{(or 2585)} \] (2584 is the 2207th Composite Number)

Day of fall of Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki: \[56 + [(175 + 187 + 915) + 110 + 1141 \text{(or 1142)}] = 56 + [1277 + 110 + 1141 \text{(or 1142)}] = 56 + 2528 \text{(or 2529)} = 2584 \text{(or 2585)} \] [The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time)]

Thalatha Ashar (Thirteen) + Yulu (July – in Egypt) + 1917: \[1035 \text{(or 1036)} + 570 + 62 + 1917 = 1605 \text{(or 1606)} + 62 + 1917 = 1667 \text{(or 1668)} + 1917 = 3584 \text{(or 3585)} \] (July 13, 1917 is the date of the third apparition at Fatima, Portugal, on which the 3 secrets about the future were revealed to the 3 children)

Is there in that an oath to someone who has a brain? Haven’t you seen what your Lord has done to Aad, Iram, the one which has the pillars, which has never been created like it in (or among) the Bilad (cities or countries) (verses 2 - 8 of Sura 89): \[6 + 71 + 570 + 6 + 481 + 6 + 637 + 6 + 71 + 701 \text{(or 702)} + 270 + 35 + 90 + 750 + 200 + 740 + 211 + 71 + 600 + 110 + 180 + 222 + 77 + 241 + 1101 \]
\[+ [146 + 441 + 70 + 740 + 576 + 90 + 68] = 7453 \text{(or 7454)} + 2131 = 9584 \text{(or 9585)} \]

Intiha (End) of Mudda (Period) of Haml (Pregnancy): \[458 + 49 + 78 = 585 \] (585 is the 478th Composite Number) (713 is the 585th Composite Number)

Phoenix, Arizona: \[310 + 275 = 585 \]

Sharia (Islamic Laws): 585

Liquidation: 585

Inqilabat (Coups or Change of Regimes): 585 (or 584)

Adam + The Tree: 46 (or 45) + 539 = 585 (or 584)

And We have not made People of the (Hell) Fire, (verse 31 of Sura 74):

6 + 41 + 154 + 102 (or 101) + 282 = 585 (or 584)

Month of Yuliet (July – in Egypt based on French) + 19: \[(505 + 61) + 19 = 566 + 19 = 585 \]

Gathering the people to a day, there is no doubt (verse 9 of Sura 3): 585

The Quran + The Imam Mahdi: \[382 \text{(or 383)} + (113 + 90) = 382 \text{(or 383)} +
\[112 + 102 + 101 + 113 + 90 + 6 + 681 = 2584 \text{(or 2585)} \] (2584 is the 2207th Composite Number)

The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time)]
203 = 585 (or 586)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>مدينة القديس بطرس</td>
<td>City of the Saint Peter (Saint Petersburg): 109 + (205 + 271) = 109 + 476 = 585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الرئيس براک أوباما</td>
<td>The President Barack Obama: 311 + (223 + 51) = 311 + 274 = 585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>النبي المسيح ابن مريم</td>
<td>The Prophet, Messiah son of Mary: 93 + 149 + 53 + 290 = 585 (or 584)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نزول المسيح ابن مريم</td>
<td>Descent of Messiah son of Mary: 93 + 149 + 53 + 290 = 585 (or 584)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نجم المسيح ابن مريم</td>
<td>Star of Messiah son of Mary: 93 + 149 + 53 + 290 = 585 (or 584)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>بيريز + جامع الجزار</td>
<td>President of Israel, Shimon Peres, visited Mosque of the Jazzar (Slaughterer) in Akka, Israel, on Tuesday, August 23, 2011 (Ramadan 23, 1432 Hijri) (Av 23, 5771 Jewish Calendar) (2455,796.5th Julian Day)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>عوده مملكة بني إسرائيل</td>
<td>Awda (Return) of Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: 85 + [135 + 62 + 303 (or 302)] = 85 + 500 (or 499) = 585 (or 584)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مملكة بني إسرائيل + الجان</td>
<td>Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel + The Jan (demons): [135 + 62 + 303 (or 302)] + 85 = 500 (or 499) + 85 = 585 (or 584)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الجان + إحياء الأموات</td>
<td>The Jan (demons) + Ihya (Resurrection) of the Amwat (Dead People): 85 + (21 + 479) = 85 + 500 = 585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>جاء وعد ربي + مملكة ابن داود + الجان</td>
<td>Promise of my Lord (God) comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Kingdom of Son of David + The Jan (demons): (5 + 80 + 212) + [135 + 53 (or 52) + 15] + 85 = [297 + 203 (or 202)] + 85 = 500 (or 499) + 85 = 585 (or 584)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مدينة بطرس غراد</td>
<td>City of Peter Grad (Petersburg): 109 + (271 +1205) = 109 + 1476 = 1585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ربكِم ان يرحمكم وان عدتمنا وجعلنا جهنم</td>
<td>Your Lord to have mercy on you and if you return, We return and make Hell (verse 8 of Sura 17): 1585 (equivalent to 585)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>صرصرا في يوم نحس مستمر</td>
<td>roaring wind on a continually (or an always) ominous day (verse 19 of Sura 54): 1585 (equivalent to 585)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>أمرا من عدننا إنا كنا مرسلين رحمه من ربك</td>
<td>A Command (or Order) from us, We are sending a mercy from your Lord (God) (verses 5-6 of Sura 44): 1585 (equivalent to 585)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ألمأر تلك آية الكتب</td>
<td>A.L.M. these are Ayat (Signs) of the Book (verse 1 of Sura 13): [271 + 450 + 411 (or 412)] + 453 = 1132 (or 1133) + 453 = 1585 (or 1586)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>التاسع عشر + تموز</td>
<td>The Nineteenth + Tammuz (July – Greater Syria &amp; Iraq): [562 (or 561) + 570]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Who wants the End Times and strives for it Sayahā (as much striving as needed) while he is a believer, such individuals, their striving is thanked. (verse 19 of Sura 17): 

$$1872 + 5 + 80 + 837 = 2585$$ (or 2584) 

(2585 is the 2208th Composite Number) 

(3018 is the 2585th Composite Number)

I do swear by Day of the Qiyama and I do swear by the self-reproaching soul. Does the human think that we are not going to assemble his bones? (verse 1-3 of Sura 75): 

$$81 + [193 + 81 + 163 + 1016] = 2585$$ (or 2584) 

[The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time)]

$$1917 + 31 + 80 + 837 = 3585$$ (or 3584) 

(Thirteen) + Yulyu (July – in Egypt) + 1917: [1036 (or 1035) + 570] + 62 + 1917 = [1606 (or 1605) + 62] + 1917 = 1668 (or 1667) + 1917 = 3585 (or 3584) 

(July 13, 1917 is the date of the third apparition at Fatima, Portugal, on which the 3 secrets about the future were revealed to the 3 children)

If you do well, you do well to yourselves and if you misbehave, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it first (verse 7 of Sura 17): 

$$5585$$ (or 5584) 

(= 5 x 1117) 

(5585 is the 4847th Composite Number)

Free.A command from us, we have been sending a mercy from your Lord, the All-Hearer, All-Knower, Lord of the Heavens and the Earth and what is between them, if you are certain. There is no god, except him. He gives life and causes death, your Lord and the Lord of your first fathers (ancestors). However, they are in doubt playing around. So, wait for the day the sky brings (verse 4-10 of Sura 44): 

$$8585$$ (or 8586)
Intiha (End) of the Time: $458 + 128 = 586$ (or 587) ($= 2 \times 293$) (586 is the 479th Composite Number)  

$133 + 453 = 586$ (or 585)

The evident Book (verse 2 of Sura 44): $453 + 133 = 586$ (or 587)

The Quran + The Imam Mahdi: $383 + (113 + 90) = 383 + 203 = 586$ (or 585)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Nuzul (descent or coming down) of the Wahy (Revelation) + The Covenant + The Wahid (One, an attribute of God) + The Imam Mahdi: $75 + (93 + 55 + 110 + 50) + (113 + 90) = (75 + 308) + 203 = 383 + 203 = 586$

Madina (City/State) of Worshippers of the Satan: $109 + [77 + 400 (or 401)] = 109 + 477 (or 478) = 586$ (or 587)

Catholics: $586$ (or 587)

Qabr (Tomb or Grave) of Salah Eddeen Al-Ayyubi (The Muslim leader who liberated Jerusalem from the Crusaders): $302 + (129 + 95) + 60 = 302 + (224 + 60) = 302 + 284 = 586$

The Prophet, Jesus, Son of Mary: $93 + 150 + 53 (or 52) + 290 = 586$ (or 585)

Descent of Jesus, Son of Mary: $93 + 150 + 53 (or 52) + 290 = 586$ (or 585)

Star of Jesus son of Mary: $586 (= 2 \times 293)$ (586 is the 479th Composite Number)  

$94 + [150 + 52 (or 53) + 290] = 94 + 492$ (or 493) = 586 (or 587)

Damar (Destruction) of Americans: $245 + 341 = 586$

The Nuclear Weapon + Al-American (The Americans): $233 + 353 = 586$

Al-Hadd (Destruction) + Vancouver City: $40 + 546 = 586$
Damar (Destruction) + Al-Tariq: 245 + 341 = 586

Fall of Madina (State) of Israel: 175 + 109 + 302 = 586

Fall (collapse) of New York City: 175 + 109 + 302 = 586

Al-Waqia (The Event) (Sura 56 is called Al-Waqia) + Israeliyeen (Israelites): 213 + 373 = 586

The Event + the Israelis: Al-Waqia (Sura 56 “Al-Waqia”, meaning “The Event”) + Israeliyeen (Israelites): 213 + 373 = 586

The End of the British Kingdom: 102 + 484 = 586

Atomic Bomb + The British Kingdom: 1102 + 484 = 1586

Nihaya (End) of Jazair (Isles) of the Britons: 71 + 515 = 586

Catastrophe of the British Juzor (Isles): 27 + 559 = 586

A.L.M.R. These are Ayat (verses or signs) of the Book (verse 1 of Sura 13): (271 + 450 + 412) + 453 (or 454) = 1133 + 453 (or 454) = 1586 (or 1587) (1586 is the 1335th Composite Number) (1874 is the 1586th Composite Number)

His cane, so it turned into a Serpent (verse 32 of Sura 26): 1586

In the name of Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful). By the Heaven/Sky and the Tariq (Unexpected Event) and how would you know what (verses 1 – 2 of Sura 86): 1586

One thousand Months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it (verses 3 - 4 of Sura 97): 111 + (505 + 487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96) = 111 + 1475 (or 1476) = 1586 (or 1587) (equivalent to 586) (1586 is the 1335th Composite Number) (1874 is the 1586th Composite Number)

One thousand Months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it with the permission of their Lord (verses 3 - 4 of Sura 97): 111 + (505 + 487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96) + (753 + 247) = 111 + [1475 (or 1476) + 1000] = 111 + 2475 (or 2476) = 2586 (or 2587) (equivalent to 586)

One thousand Months. The Angels and the Spirit descend for it Sayaha (as much striving as needed) while he is a believer, such individuals, their striving is thanked. (verse 19 of Sura 17): [90 + 206 + 838 (or 837) + 6 + 140 + 36 + 146 + 6 + 11 + 137 (or 136) + 147 (or 148) + 71 + 185] + 567 = 2019 (or 2018) + 567 = 2586 (or 2585) (2586 is the 2209th Composite Number) (3020 is the 2586th Composite Number)
Some of the Ayat (Signs) of your Lord, a soul will not benefit from its belief if it has not (verse 158 of Sura 6): 2586 (equivalent to 586) (= 2 x 3 x 431) (2586 is the 2209th Composite Number)  

Note that the verse 158 of Sura 6 can be presented as 1586 which is equivalent to 586.

The first Crusade started their march from Europe on Friday August 15, 1096 AD (Shaban 23, 489 Hijri) and conquered Jerusalem on Friday, July 15, 1099 AD Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri)

After about 400 years of slavery in Egypt, Moses led Children of Israel, in an Exodus, out of Egypt. Pharoah with his Egyptian army followed them to prevent them from escaping. However, as a miracle, God parted the Red Sea, so that Children of Israel were able to cross the Red Sea. About 40–54 years later, the Children of Israel crossed the Jordan River into the Promised Land which was inhabited Canaanites for the first time.
In the Bible, 1 Kings 6:1 mentions that **Solomon** started building Solomon’s Temple (the First Temple) in the month of **Ziv** (the old Hebrew of month of **Iyar**) in the 4th year of his reign, **480 years** after the Exodus of Children of Israel from Egypt. Since some scholars believe the construction of the Temple began in **958 BC**, this means that the Exodus may have happened around **1438 BC**. The construction of the Temple lasted **7 years**, so it was completed in **951 BC**. From **951 BC** till **1967** (Israel captured the **old city of Jerusalem**, West Bank, and Gaza in **June 1967**), there are **2917 years**. The **Kindom of Israel** split into two kingdoms in **922 BC**.

The **Babylonians**, at the time of their king **Nebuchadnezzar II**, attacked and **ended the Southern Kingdom of Israel**, which was the last Kindom of Children of Israel, and destroyed Solomon’s **Temple** (referred to as the **First Temple**) in Jerusalem around **586 - 587 BC** according to secular scholars (or **422 BC** according to Rabinical sources). After the destruction of the **First Temple**, the **Babylonians** exiled the **Children of Israel** to Babylon (in today’s Iraq). After the Persians conquered Babylon, the Persians’ King **Cyrus II** (Cyrus the Great) allowed the Children of Israel to return to Palestine. This period is called the Babylonian Captivity of Children of Israel. Several years after Children of Israel returned to Palestine, they re-built the Temple in Jerusalem, this Temple is referred to as the **Second Temple**. The **Romans** destroyed the **Second Temple** and banned the Children of Israel from remaining in Jerusalem around **70 AD**.

**Biblical Prophecies in Daniel 9:1 - 2, Jeremiah 25:11, Jeremiah 29:10, talk about 70 years of desolation in Jerusalem and period of exile of the Jews to Babylon till their return to Jerusalem.**

**There are about 70 years from the destruction of Solomon’s Temple (First Temple) by the Babylonians in 586 (or 587 BC) till the rebuilding of the Temple (known as the Second Temple or Zerubbabel’s Temple) (which had started in 521 BC) was finished in Spring of 516 BC. The Jews were allowed by the Persian King Cyrus to return to the Holy Land around 537 BC and then it took the Jews 19 -20 years to re-build the Temple.**

**There are about 70 years from the first deportation of some Jews (which included Prophet Daniel and his friends Shadrach, Meshach and Abed-Nego) to Babylon around 607 BC, about 20 years before the destruction of the First Temple and the exile of the remaining Jews in the Holy Land to Babylon around 586 (or 587 BC) till 50 years later when a decree was issued around 537 BC by Persian King Cyrus, after conquering Babylon, that allowed the Jews to return to Jerusalem. This is known as the Babylonian Exile or Captivity. The reason for this 70 - year captivity is that the Children of Israel had failed to observe 70 Sabbath years during the past 490 years.**

**In 19 BC, Jewish King Herod of Judea (Judea was not independent, but rather it was part of the Roman Empire) ordered renovating the Second Temple enlarging and beautifying it. The main part of the renovation was completed before his death in 4 BC. However, the renovation work was not entirely finished until around 63 AD, about 7 years before the destruction of the entire Temple by the Romans in 70 AD.**

♦  The Nushur (Resurrection) (verse 9 of Sura 35): **587** (587 is the 107th Prime Number) (715 is the 587th Composite Number)  (4273 is the 587th Prime Number)  (4161 is the 3587th
Composite Number

End of the Time: \( 458 + 129 \) (or 128) = \( 587 \) (or 586)

Gospel of Jesus son of Mary: \( 94 + [150 + 53 \) (or 52) + 290] = 94 + 493 (or 492) = \( 587 \) (or 586)

The evident Book (verse 2 of Sura 44): \( 454 \) (or 453) + 133 = \( 587 \) (or 586)

Inzal (Bringing down) of Wahy (Revelation) of the Quran + Mohammad: \([89 + 24 + 382 \) (or 383) + 110] + 92 = 495 (or 496) + 92 = \( 587 \) (or 588)

Tanzeel (Descended Revelation) from (verse 2 of Sura 41): 497 + 90 = \( 587 \)

Catholics: \( 587 \)

Hadd (Destruction) of Saint Peter’s Basilica: \( 9 + (133 + 174 + 271) \) = 9 + 578 = \( 587 \)

Aya (Sign) of Hadd ( Destruction) of Vatican: \( 16 + 9 + 562 \) = \( 587 \)

And the Sea set aflame (verse 6 of Sura 52): \( 6 + 241 \) + 340 = 247 + 340 = \( 587 \)

And the Pontiff (Pope) set aflame: \( 6 + 241 \) + 340 = 247 + 340 = \( 587 \)

They do not speak (verse 38 of Sura 78): \( 31 + 556 \) = \( 587 \)

Madina (City/State) of Worshippers of the Satan: \( 109 + [77 + 401 \) (or 400)] = 109 + 478 (or 477) = \( 587 \) (or 586)

Yerushalem (Jerusalem): \( 587 \) (or 597)

Day of Battle of Maysalun: \( 56 + (335 + 196) \) = 56 + 531 = \( 587 \)

An ultimatum was issued, on July 14, 1920, by Commander of the French Forces, General Henri Gouraud, to King Faisal bin Hussein’s Syrian Arab Kingdom (which was established by King Faisal on March 8, 1920) to surrender or fight which was accepted on July 20, 1920 by the Syrian government. However, early in the morning of July 24, 1920 (Zu Al-Qada 9, 1338 Hijri) (Av 9, 5680 Jewish Calendar) (2422, 529.5th Julian Day), French forces broke a truce, attacked and defeated the Arab forces of led by Yusuf Al-Azma, Minister of War, in the Battle of Maysalun (a strategic hilly location about 12 miles west of Damascus, overlooking a valley used as a passage to Damascus), captured Damascus, and took control of Syria. Then, General Gouraud reportedly went to the tomb of Salah Eddin Al-Ayyubi (who defeated the Crusaders and liberated Jerusalem in 1187 AD), adjacent to the Umawi Mosque in Damascus, kicked it, and said: “Wake up, Salah Eddin. We have returned. My presence here consecrates victory of the Cross over the Crescent.”

Day of the Evilness: \( 56 + 531 \) = \( 587 \)
Day of Ninth : 56 + 531 (or 530) = 587 (or 586)

The Celtiyoon (Celts): 587

The Provocation: 587

Whoever of you witnessed the month should fast it and whoever was (verse 185 of Sura 2): 1587

so that you know the number of years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment) and every thing we have detailed (verse 5 of Sura 10): (577 + 78 + 201 + 6 + 102 + 6 + 50) + (311 + 256) = 1020 + 567 = 1587

He revived by it the Land after its death (verse 5 of Sura 45): 1587

The Earth is shaken by its quake (or shaking event) (verse 1 of Sura 99): 474 + 1032 + 81 = 1587 (equivalent to 587)

Ramadan in which the Quran was brought down (or revealed) as guidance to the people (verse 185 of Sura 2): 1587 (or 1588)

One thousand Months . The Angels and the Spirit descend in it (verses 3 - 4 of Sura 97): 111 + [505 + 487 + 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96] = 111 + 1476 (or 1475) = 1587 (or 1586) (= 3 x 23 x 23 ) (1587 is the 1336th Composite Number) (1875 is the 1587th Composite Number)

One thousand Months . The Angels and the Spirit descend in it with the permission of their Lord (verses 3 - 4 of Sura 97): 111 + (505 + 487 + 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96) + (753 + 247) = 111 + [1476 (or 1475) + 1000] = 111 + 2476 (or 2475) = 2587 (or 2586) (equivalent to 587)

The rivers run underneath them in Paradises of bliss (verse 9 of Sura 10): 2587 (or 2588)

The first Crusade started their march from Europe on Friday August 15, 1096 AD (Shaban 23, 489 Hijri) and conquered Jerusalem on Friday, July 15, 1099 AD Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri)

And this safe Balad (Country or City). We
have created the human in best form. Then, we return him (verse 3 – 4 of Sura 95): \[ 6 + 706 + 67 + 132 + 134 + 781 + 193 \text{ (or } 192) + [90 + 119 \text{ (or } 118) + 556 + 540 + 263] = 2019 \text{ (or } 2018) + 1568 \text{ (or } 1567) = 3587 \text{ (or } 3586) \text{ (3587 is the } 3084^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number)} (4161 \text{ is the } 3587^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number})

طلوع الشمس وقبل الغروب و من اليل فصبيه و ادبر السجود و استمع يوم يند المناد من مكان Tulu (Rise) of the Sun and before the Setting (Sun-set) and from the Night glorify him and after the prostration and listen on the Day the Caller calls from a place (verse 39 – 41 of Sura 50): 115 + [(431 + 6 + 132) + (1239 + 6 + 90 + 71 + 155 + 6 + 207 + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 126)] + (90 + 111) = 115 + (569 + 2702) + 201 = 115 + 3271 + 201 = 3587

♦ روسيا هد نيويورك Russia’s Hadd (Destruction) of New York: \[ 9 + 277 + 302 = 588 \text{ (588 is the } 480^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number)} \text{ (716 is the } 588^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number)}

تحول الأقطاب Tahawul (Change) of the Poles (of the Earth): \[ 444 + 144 = 588 \]

 جاء وعدربي جعله دكاء وكان وعد the Promise of my Lord comes, he shall turn it into ruins and the Promise (verse 98 of Sura 18): \[ 5 + 80 + 212 + 108 + 26 + 6 + 71 + 80 = 588 \]

رمضان الذي أنزل فيه القرآن هدى للناس Ramadan in which the Quran was brought down (or revealed) as guidance to the people (verse 185 of Sura 2): \[ 1588 \text{ (or } 1587) \text{ (} = 2 \times 2 \times 397 \text{ )} \text{ (1588 is the } 1337^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number)}

遞了他/她 in Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is? Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is better (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 97): \[ (144 + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41) + (75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810) = 958 + 1630 = 2588 \]

أتصلناه في ليله الفضل وما أدراك ما ليلة الفضل ليلا ليلة الفضل خير Descended him/it in Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is? Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is better (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 97): \[ (144 + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41) + (75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810) = 958 + 1630 = 2588 \]

إلغاء تركيا الخلافة الإسلامية Turkey’s Ilgha (Abolishment or Abolition) of the Islamic Caliphate: \[ 1033 + 631 + 747 + 177 \text{ (or } 178) = 2588 \text{ (or } 2589) \]

تجري من تحتهم الأنهار في جنات النعيم The rivers run underneath them in Paradises of bliss (verse 9 of Sura 10): \[ 2588 \text{ (or } 2587) \text{ (} = 2 \times 2 \times 647 \text{ )} \text{ (2588 is the } 2211^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number)} \text{ (3022 is the } 2588^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number)}

يحي الأرض بعد موتها He revives the Earth after its death (verse 19 of Sura 30): \[ 28 + 1032 + 76 + 452 = 1588 \]

يشار حافظ الأسد Bashar Hafiz Al-Asad: \[ 503 + 989 + 96 = 1588 \]

أتصلناه في ليله الفضل وما أدراك ما ليلة الفضل ليلا ليلة الفضل خير Descended him/it in Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is? Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is better (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 97): \[ (144 + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41) + (75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810) = 958 + 1630 = 2588 \]

إلغاء تركيا الخلافة الإسلامية Turkey’s Ilgha (Abolishment or Abolition) of the Islamic Caliphate: \[ 1033 + 631 + 747 + 177 \text{ (or } 178) = 2588 \text{ (or } 2589) \]

تجري من تحتهم الأنهار في جنات النعيم The rivers run underneath them in Paradises of bliss (verse 9 of Sura 10): \[ 2588 \text{ (or } 2587) \text{ (} = 2 \times 2 \times 647 \text{ )} \text{ (2588 is the } 2211^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number)} \text{ (3022 is the } 2588^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number)}

يحي الأرض بعد موتها He revives the Earth after its death (verse 19 of Sura 30): \[ 28 + 1032 + 76 + 452 = 1588 \]

يشار حافظ الأسد Bashar Hafiz Al-Asad: \[ 503 + 989 + 96 = 1588 \]

أتصلناه في ليله الفضل وما أدراك ما ليلة الفضل ليلا ليلة الفضل خير Descended him/it in Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is? Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is better (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 97): \[ (144 + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41) + (75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810) = 958 + 1630 = 2588 \]

إلغاء تركيا الخلافة الإسلامية Turkey’s Ilgha (Abolishment or Abolition) of the Islamic Caliphate: \[ 1033 + 631 + 747 + 177 \text{ (or } 178) = 2588 \text{ (or } 2589) \]

تجري من تحتهم الأنهار في جنات النعيم The rivers run underneath them in Paradises of bliss (verse 9 of Sura 10): \[ 2588 \text{ (or } 2587) \text{ (} = 2 \times 2 \times 647 \text{ )} \text{ (2588 is the } 2211^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number)} \text{ (3022 is the } 2588^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number)}

يحي الأرض بعد موتها He revives the Earth after its death (verse 19 of Sura 30): \[ 28 + 1032 + 76 + 452 = 1588 \]

يشار حافظ الأسد Bashar Hafiz Al-Asad: \[ 503 + 989 + 96 = 1588 \]
The Abomination (or evil deed/event) (verse 46 of Sura 56): **589** ( = 19 x 31)  
**(589 is the 481st Composite Number)**  (717 is the 589th Composite Number)

Nihaya (End) of Book of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 71 + [422 (or 423) + 96] = 71 + 518 (or 519) = **589** (or 590)

King David Hotel: 447 + 121 + 21 (or 15) = **589** (or 583)  
[On **July 22, 1946** (Shaban 23, 1365 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5706 Jewish) (2432,023.5 Julian day), the western part of the southern wing of King David Hotel in Jerusalem, which was serving as headquarters of the British Mandate, collapsed due to explosives set off by Irgun, a Zionist terrorist group led by **Menahim Begin**, who later became Prime Minister of Israel.]

Wafat (Death) of the Pope Francis: 92 + (37 + 460) = 92 + 497 = **589**

The Dajjal George Bush: 69 + (212 + 308) = 69 + 520 = **589**

Paradises + Springs (verse 134 of Sura 26): 453 (or 454) + 136 = **589** (or 590)

Paradises + Hour: 453 (or 454) + 136 = **589** (or 590)

Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel + The Jinna (demons): (135 + 62 + 303) + 89 = **589**

The Mahdi + Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: 90 + (135 + 62 + 302) = 90 + 499 = **589**

what your Lord has done to Aad (verse 6 of Sura 89): **589**

Day of the Bomb of City of Nagasaki, Japan: 56 + [187 + 109 + 1142 (or 1141) + 95] = 56 + 1533 (or 1532) = **1589** (or **1588**) (= 7 x 227 )  **(1589 is the 1338th Composite Number)**  **(1878 is the 1589th Composite Number)**  [The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on **August 9, 1945** at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on **August 8, 1945** at 9:02 PM (New York Time)]

City of Copenhagen City, Al-Denmark: 109 + 1134 + 346 = **1589**

Battle of Hamburg: 335 + 1254 (or 1253) = **1589** (or **1588**)  

And who wants the End Times and strives for it Sayaha (as much striving as needed) while he is a believer, such individuals, their striving is thanked. (verse 19 of Sura 17):  
[6 + 90 + 206 + 837 (or 838) + 6 + 140 + 36 + 146 + 6 + 11] + [136 + 147 + 71 + 185 + 566 (or 567)] = 1484 (or 1485) + 1105 (or 1106) = **2589** (or **2590**)  

Turkey’s Ilgaha (Abolishment) of the Islamic Caliphate: 1033 + 631 + 747 + 178 (or 177) = **2589** (or **2588**)  (= 3 x 863)  **(2589 is the 2212th Composite Number)**
The Mahdi + Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: 90 + (135 + 62 + 303 (or 302)) = 90 + 500 (or 499) = 590 (or 589)

Dajjal + Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel + Jinn (demons): 38 + [135 + 62 + 302 (or 303)] + 53 = 38 + 499 (or 500) + 53 = 590 (or 591)

Invocation of Jinn (demons): 537 + 53 = 590

Day of the Ninth of Ab (August – in Greater Syria & Iraq): 56 + [531 + 3 (or 4)] = 56 + 534 (or 535) = 590 (or 591) (It also refers to Av 9 in the Jewish Calendar which is day of historical calamities for the Jews)

Tis’een (Ninety): 590

The Nuclear Weapons + The Hadda (Incident of Destruction) + New York: (135 + 108) + 45 + 302 = 243 + 45 + 302 = 590

The Russians + The Jadida (New) York: 297 + (236 + 57) = 297 + 293 = 590

Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Jadida (New) York: (5 + 80 + 212) + (236 + 57) = 297 + 293 = 590

Day of the landing on the Moon: 56 + (53 + 110) + 371 = 56 + (163 + 371) = 56 + 534 = 590

Paradises + Springs (verse 134 of Sura 26): 454 (or 453) + 136 = 590 (or 589)

Turned it into dust (verse 42 of Sura 51): 590

City of the Kelts (Celts): 109 + 481 = 590

The Prince, the Awar (attribute of the Dajjal): 282 + 308 = 590
Istiada (Recapture or Getting back) of Khawarizm the Quds (Jerusalem): $541 + 854 + 195 = 1590$ ($1590$ is the $1339^{th}$ Composite Number)

Gold mine of Chile: $(133 + 707) + 750 = 840 + 750 = 1590$

The Saat (Hour or Clock) and the Moon has been cracked (or split). And when they are shown an Aya (Sign), they turn away, and they say: Sihr (sorcery or magic) (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 54): $(562 + 6 + 451 + 371 + 6 + 51 + 217) + (412 + 1087 + 6) + (153 + 268) = 1664 + 1505 + 421 = 3590$

Al-Celtiyeen (The Celts): $591$ ($591$ is the $483^{rd}$ Composite Number) ($720$ is the $591^{st}$ Composite Number) ($4327$ is the $591^{st}$ Prime Number)

The Nimat (Blessing or Blessings): $591$

Day of Fitna (tribulation, temptation, or discord): $56 + 535 = 591$

Day of Nine: $56 + 535 = 591$

Day of the Ninth of Ab (August – in Greater Syria & Iraq): $56 + [531 + 4 (or 3)] = 56 + 535$ (or $534) = 591$ (or $590$) (It also refers to Av 9 in the Jewish Calender which is day of historical calamities for the Jews)

We have Fatahna (opened or conquered) (verse 1 of Sura 48): $52 + 539 = 591$

The Imam + Prince of the Believers: $113 + 478 = 591$

The Dajjal Gog + Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: $(69 + 23) + (135 + 62 + 302) = 92 + 499 = 591$

With a victory, Allah supports whoever He wishes. HoWa (God) is the Dearest and the Most Merciful. (verse 5 of Sura 30): 1591 ($1591$ is the $1340^{th}$ Composite Number) ($1881$ is the $1591^{st}$ Composite Number)

The Halak (Devastation) of Kingdom of Great Britain: $87 + 1504 = 1591$ ($1881$ is the $1591^{st}$ Composite Number) ($2591$ is the $377^{th}$ Prime Number)

Number $591$ is equal to the difference between the numerical value of الفرات (The Euphrates) which is $712$ and the numerical value of النيل (The Nile) which is $121$: $712 − 121 = 591$

Surrender: $592$ ($592$ is the $484^{th}$ Composite Number) ($721$ is the $592^{nd}$ Composite Number) ($4337$ is the $592^{nd}$ Composite Number) ($2592$ is the $2214^{th}$ Composite Number)
faṭḥa mīnā  an evident conquest (or victory) (verse 1 of Sura 48): 489 + 103 = 592

الفتیکان  The Vatican: 592 (or 593)

فی سکینه من ربکم In it, there is Sakina from your Lord (God) (verse 148 of Sura 2): 592

أبعث حبا I get resurrected alive (verse 33 of Sura 19): 573 + 19 = 592

瑙ژول وصي القرآن و محمد Nuzul (Descent) of Wahy (Revelation) of the Quran + Mohammad: 93 + 24 + 383 (or 382) + 92 = 592 (or 591)

إسلام فرنسيس Islam of Francis: 132 + 460 = 592

وفد الإمام علي + مبایعه الحسن Wafat (Death) of the Imam Ali + Mubaya’a (Pledge of Allegiance) of the Hasan: [92 + (113 + 110)] + (128 + 149) = (92 + 223) + 277 = 315 + 277 = 592

اثنتي The Second: 592

رأس الكفر Head (or Leader) of the Kufr/Kuffar (Disbelief or Disbelievers): 261 + 331 (or 332) = 592 (or 593) (There is a Hadith that mentions “Head of the Kufr/Kufar”)

ليلة القيامة + الكفر Night of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval) + The Kufr/Kuffar (Disbelief or Disbelievers): [75 + 186 (or 187)] + 331 (or 332) = 261 (or 262) + 331 (or 332) = 592 (or 593)

ملوكه المسيح الأعور Kingdom of the Messiah, the Awar (Defective Eyed. Description of the Dajjal): 135 + 149 + 308 = 592

وعد مملكة النحل المسيح ابن جوزيف Promise of Kingdom of the Dajjal, the Messiah son of Joseph: 80 + 135 + 69 + 149 + 53 + 106 = 592

بست الجبال بسا The mountains are crumbled into small crumbs (fragments). (verses 5 of Sura 56): 462 + 67 + 63 = 592

الانثى The female (verse 3 of Sura 92): 592

فحدث So, tell (verse 11 of Sura 93): 592

أرسل رسوله Send his Messenger (verse 9 of Sura 61): 291 + 301 = 592

بعثك Sent (or resurrected) you: 592

أتي أسكنت I have settled (or inhabited) (verse 37 of Sura 14): 61 + 531 = 592

أن عبادي ليس لكم سلطان My servants (or worshippers), you have no authority over them (verse 42 of Sura 15): 592 (or 593)
The Bidaya (Beginning) + The Hashr (in-gathering) = 592

Nihaya (End) of City of Alexandria: 102 + (109 + 381) = 102 + 490 = 592

Guiding Waliy (Protector) (verse): 47 + 545 = 592

Qiyama (Resurrection) of the Amreek (Americans) (or New York or Israel) + Sydney (or London): 156 + 302 + 134 = 592

And the evident Book (verse 2 of Sura 44): 6 + [453 (or 454) + 133] = 6 + 586 (or 587) = 592 (or 593)

A.L.M.R. These are Ayat (verses or signs) of the Book and (verse 1 of Sura 13): (271 + 450 + 412) + 453 + 6 = (1133 + 453) + 6 = 1586 (or 587) + 6 = 1592 (or 1593)

From my Lord. When Promise of my Lord comes, he turns it into ruins and it shall be (verse 98 of Sura 18): 1592

by it/him, a country/city which is dead and provide water/drink to, what we have created (verse 49 of Sura 25): 1592 (= 2 x 2 x 2 x 199) (1592 is the 1341st Composite Number) (1882 is the 1592nd Composite Number)

Kazalika (Like that or Furthermore), We let (them) be found (verse 21 of Sura 18): 1592

Created the human being, taught him proper interpretation. The Sun (verses 3-5 of Sura 55): 1592 (or 1593)

And so that you know the number of years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment /Punishment) and every thing we have detailed (verse 12 of Sura 17): 1592 (or 1593)

Awwal (Beginning) of Aam (Year) 1444: 37 + 111 + 1444 = 1592

Qatl (Killing) of Francis + Hadd (Destruction) of the Vatican: (530 + 460) + (9 + 593) = 990 + 602 = 1592

Hazima (Defeat) of the Sheikh Al-Aseer + Hadd (Destruction) of Abra: (67 + 941 + 302) + (9 + 273) = 1310 + 282 = 1592 [Sunni Sheikh Ahmad Al-Aseer, Imam of Masjid (Mosque) of Bilal son Rabah in Abra, a district of city of Saida, Lebanon, and his ally former singer Fadl Shaker, were defeated by Shia’s Hizb Allah and the Lebanese Army in a battle that started on Sunday June 23, 2013 (Shaban 14, 1434 Hijri) (Tammuz 15, 5773 Jewish) (2456,466.5th Julian). It lasted for about 24 hours till June 24, 2013. This means it happened in the Middle (or Half) of Shaban, traditionally an important day for Muslims. ]
Laila (Eve or Night) of Muntasaf (Middle) of Shaban + 1434 : 75 + (660 + 423) + 1434 = 75 + 1083 + 1434 = 1158 + 1434 = **2592**

Battle of Aughrim: 335 + 1257 = **1592**  [Battle in Ireland in which Protestants defeated the Catholics on July 12, 1691 Julian (July 22, 1691 Gregorian). It is known as “Aughrim of the Slaughter”. It is celebrated by Protestants annually on July 12 as part of a celebration called the Twelfth or Orangemen’s Day]

The Rahman, the Raheem. Glory to the one who sent his servant in a journey at night from the Haram Mosque to the Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): **2592** (or **2593**)

In fact, they rejected the Haq (True/Right) when he came to them, so shall come to them the news of what they used to mock (verse 5 of Sura 6): **2592** (or **2593**) (2592 is the 2214th Composite Number)

The Vatican: **593** (or **592**) (593 is the 108th Prime Number) (722 is the 593rd Composite Number) (4339 is the 593rd Prime Number) (4167 is the 3593rd Composite Number)

The Pope Benedictus (Benedict): 37 + 556 = **593**

Pope of Catholics: 6 + 587 = **593**

Knowledge of the Book (verse 43 of Sura 13): 140 + 453 = **593**

And the evident Book (verse 2 of Sura 44): 6 + [454 (or 453) + 133] = 6 + 587 (or 586) = **593** (or **592**)

Bid’a (Beginning) of Intiha (End) of the Time: 7 + [458 + 128 (or 129)] = 7 + 586 (or 587) = **593** (or **594**)

N hayat (End) of the Zaman (Time): 465 (or 466) + 128 (or 129) = **593** (594 or 595)

Day of the Time (verse 38 of Sura 15): 56 + 537 = **593**

Day of the Equinox: 56 + 537 = **593** (The Autumnal Equinox happens in the Northern Hemisphere annually either on September 22 or 23)

Eleventh: 23 + 570 = **593**

Month of Ailul (September) + 11 = (505 + 77) + 11 = 582 + 11 = **593**

Taught the human being what he did not know (verse 5 of Sura 96): **593** (or **594**)
to them the Messenger of Allah, the camel (verse 11 - 12 of Sura 91): $75 + 296 + 66 + 156 = 593$

The Daajjel did the Qurban (sacrificial offering): $69 + [140 + 384 (or 383)] = 69 + 524 (or 523) = 593 \text{(or 592)}$

Inha (Ending) of Fitna (tribulation, temptation, or discord): $58 + 535 = 593$

Ibtida (Beginning) of the Nihaya (End) + Gog and Magog: $(23 + 6 + 53) = 511 + 82 = 593$

The wonder, all the wonder, between Jumada and Rajab: $106 + 62 + 58 + 6 + 205 = 156 + 437 = 593 \text{ (This is a saying attributed to Imam Ali)}$

Night of Ihya (Resurrection) of Wafiyat (Dead People): $75 + (21 + 497) = 75 + 518 = 593$

So, God made him die (verse 259 of Sura 2): $593$

My servants (or worshippers), you have no authority over them (verse 42 of Sura 15): $593 \text{ (or 592)}$

Day of the First Nuclear Infijar (Explosion): $56 + (366 + 103) + 68 = 56 + 537 = 593$

Awda (Return) of Emparatoriya (Empire) of Babyl (Babylon): $85 + (473 + 35) = 85 + 508 = 593$

Emparatoriya (Empire) of Babyl (Babylon) + The Jan (demons): $(473 + 35) + 85 = 508 + 85 = 593$

Promise of Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of Israel + Jan (John or demons): $80 + 21 + [135 + 303 (or 302)] + 54 = 80 + [21 + 438 (or 437)] + 54 = 80 + 459 (or 458) + 54 = 539 (or 538) + 54 = 593 \text{(or 592)}$

Ihya (Resurrection/ Revival) of the Pope John Paul + Kingdom of Israel: $(21 + (37 + 59 + 38) + [135 + 303 (or 302)]) = (21 + 134) + 438 (or 437) = 155 + 438 (or 437) = 593 \text{ (or 592)}$

Qiyama (Resurrection / Rise or Upheaval) + Kingdom of Israel: $155 (or 156) + [135 + 303 (or 302)] = 155 (or 156) + 438 (or 437) = 593 (592 \text{ or 594)}$

Promise of Nakba (Catastrophe) of New York + London (or Sydney): $80 + 77 + 302 + 134 = 593$
George W. Bush, son of David: \((212 + 6 + 308) + [52 (or 53) + 15] = 526 + 67 (or 68) = 593 (or 594)\)

The Messiah, son of Joseph + Jan (demons) + Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope YoHanna (John) Paulus (Paul): \((149 + 53 + 106) + 54 + 21 + (37 + 75 + 98) = 308 + 54 + 21 + 210 = 593\)

The Awar Dajjal (Anti-Christ), Messiah Son of David: \((308 + 69 + 149) + [52 (or 53) + 15] = 526 + 67 (or 68) = 593 (or 594)\)

Night of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval) + The Kufr/Kuffar (Disbelief or Disbelievers): \([75 + 186 (or 187)] + 332 (or 331) = 261 (or 262) + 332 (or 331) = 593 (592 or 594)\)

Head of the Kufr (Disbelievers): 261 + 332 = 593 (There is a Hadith that mentions “Head of the Kufr/Kufar”)

Nihaya (End) of Dawla (State) of Worshippers of the Satan: \(71 + 45 + [77 + 400 (or 401)] = 71 + 45 + 477 (or 478) = 71 + 522 (or 523) = 593 (or 594)\)

They prostrate to the Sun (verse 24 of Sura 27): \(133 + 460 = 593\)

Who corrupts in it and sheds blood (verse 30 of Sura 2): \(593\)

India + Pakistan: 59 + 534 = 593

So, the magicians fell down into prostration (verse 70 of Sura 20): \(593\)

You are the higher (or have the upper hand) (verse 68 of Sura 20): \(593\)

For them, the dead land. (verse 33 of Sura 36): \(1593\)

Intiya (End) of England: 458 + 1135 (or 1136) = 1593 (or 1594)

Ikhtitam (End) of the Life of the Dunya (World before the End Times): \(1442 (or 1441) + (55 + 96) = 1442 (or 1441) + 151 = 1593 (or 1592)\)

And so that you know the number of years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment/Punishment) and every thing we have detailed (verse 12 of Sura 17): \(1593 (or 1592)\)

Created the human being, taught him proper interpretation. The Sun (verses 3-5 of Sura 55): \(1593 (or 1592)\)

The Caliph + Prince of the Believers + The Mahdi + Lailat (Eve) of Bid’a (Beginning) of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): \(756 + 90 + (251 + 227) + 75 + [7 + 187 (186)] = (756 + 90 + 478) + 75 + 194 (or 193) = 1324 + 269 (or 268) = 1593 (or 1592)\)
the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval)? When (the sight) is sparkled (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 75): 1593 (or 1594)

the Jam’an (two assembled forces) met and Allah is capable of every thing (verse 41 of Sura 8): $541 + 195 + 6 + 66 + 110 + 50 + 311 + 314 = 1593$

Aya (Sign or Miracle) of Munzir (Warner) + Gospel of Jesus son of Mary: $17 + 990 + (94 + 150 + 52 + 290) = 17 + (990 + 586) = 17 + 1576 = 1593$

(equivalent to 593) (1593 is the 1342th Composite Number)

Ramadan in which the Quran was brought down (or revealed) as guidance to the people (verse 185 of Sura 2): 1593 (or 1594)

Six + Ayar (May as known in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 1916: $(465 + 212) + 1916 = 677 + 1916 = 2593$ [Jamal Pasha, the Ottoman governor of Greater Syria, hanged prominent activists and intellectuals, opposed to his oppressive rule, in both Damascus and Beirut, on May 6, 1916 (Rajab 3, 1334 Hijri) (Iyar 3, 5676 Jewish) (2420,989.5th Julian Day). In commemoration of this event, May 6 is celebrated annually as the Martyrs’ Day in Syria and Lebanon. He is referred to as the Jazzar (Butcher or Slaughterer). He was born on May 6, 1872 (Safar 27, 1289 Hijri). He was killed on July 21, 1922 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1340 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5682 Jewish) (2423,256.5th Julian Day).]

the Haram to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings to show him our Ayat (or Signs) (verse 1 of Sura 17): 2593 (or 2592) (equivalent to 593)

To the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings to show our Ayat (or Signs). He is the All-Hearer (verse 1 of Sura 17): 2593 (or 2592)

The Rahman, the Raheem. Glory to the one who sent his servant in a journey at night from the Haram Mosque to the Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): 2593 (or 2592)

In fact, they rejected the Haq (True/Right) when he came to them, so shall come to them the news of what they used to mock (verse 5 of Sura 6): 2593 (or 2592)

The End Times, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first (verse 7 of Sura 17): $1712 + 844 + 37 = 2593$ (or 2592)

Then, we sent Moses and his brother Aaron with our Ayat (Signs) and an evident authority (verse 45 of Sura 23): 2593 (2593 is the 378th Prime Number)
He is the one who drove out those who have disbelieved of People of the Book from their homelands/ Monastery for the beginning of the Hashr. You would not have thought that they would come out and they thought that their fortresses would prevent (or protect) them from Allah. So, Allah came to them from where they did not consider and He brought horror into their hearts. They ruin their homes by their own hands and hands of the believers. So, learn a lesson O you who have vision. (verse 2 of Sura 59): 14593 (14593 is the 1710th Prime Number)

Napoleon Bonaparte died on May 5, 1821 (Shaban 2, 1236 Hijri) (Iyar 3, 5581 Jewish) during his exile in the Island of St. Helena.

♦

Nihayat (End) of the Zaman (Time): 466 (or 465) + 128 (or 129) = 594 (593 or 595)
(594 is the 485th Composite Number) (723 is the 594th Composite Number)

الأعرار الدجال المسيح ابن داوود The Awar, the Dajjal, the Messiah Son of David: (308 + 69 + 149) + [53 + 15] = 526 + 68 = 594

جورج و بوش ابن داوود George W. Bush, son of David: (212 + 6 + 308) + [53 (or 52) + 15] = 526 + 68 (or 67) = 594 (or 593)

ثامن + آب Eighth + Ab (August as known in Greater Syria & Iraq): 591 (or 590) + 3 (or 4) = 594 (593 or 595) (594 is the 485th Composite Number)

ليلة القيام + الكفار Night of the Qiyama (Upheaval) + The Kuffar (Disbelievers): [75 + 187 (or 186)] + 332 (or 331) = 262 (or 261) + 332 (or 331) = 594 (592 or 593)

نهاية دولة عباد الشيطان Nihaya (End) of Dawla (State) of Worshippers of the Satan: 71 + 45 + [77 + 400 (or 401)] = 71 + 45 + 478 (or 477) = 71 + 523 (or 522) = 594 (or 593)

قيامه + مملكة إسرائيل Qiyama (Upheaval) + Kingdom of Israel : 156 (or 155) + [135 + 303 (or 302)] = 156 (or 155) + 438 (or 437) = 594 (592 or 593)

ويحيي الارض بعد موتها And He revives the Earth after its death (verse 19 of Sura 30): 6 + (28 + 1032 + 76 + 452) = 6 + 1588 = 1594 (= 2 x 797) (1594 is the 1343rd Composite Number)
(1884 is the 1594th Composite Number)

رمضان الذي أنزل فيه القرآن هدى للناس و Ramadan in which the Quran was brought down (or revealed) as guidance to the people (verse 185 of Sura 2): 1594 (or 1593)

القيامه فإذا برق البصر the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) ? When (the sight) is sparkled (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 75): 1594 (or 1593)
The Khawthar (River in Paradise) + The End Times: 757 + 837 (or 838) = 1594 (or 1595)

The Disaster of the End Times: 757 + 837 (or 838) = 1594 (or 1595)

The Disaster of Sydney, Australia: 757 + (134 + 703) = 757 + 837 = 1594

♦  نهایت الزمان  (End of the Zaman) (595 is the 486th Composite Number) (724 is the 595th Composite Number) (2595 is the 2216th Composite Number)

Day of Tasou'a (Ninth or 9th): 56 + 539 = 595

Day of Nine of August (or Tisha B'Av of the Jews): 56 + [535 + 4 (or 3)] = 56 + 539 (or 538) = 595 (or 594) (Nine Av is the 9th day of Av referred to by the Jews as Tisha B’Av is considered by the Jews the saddest day of the year because many calamities to the Jews happened on this day)

Day of the Hashr (in-gathering): 56 + 539 = 595

Ibtida (Beginning) of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 409 + 186 (or 187) = 595 (or 596)

Nihaya (End) of Burj (Zodiac sign) of Cancer: 71 + 205 + 319 (or 320) = 595 (or 596)  (July 22 is the last day of the Cancer zodiac sign)

Day of Nihaya (End) of the Cancer + Bidaya (Beginning) of the Leo: 56 + [71 + 350 (or 351) + 22 + 96] = 56 + 539 (or 540) = 595 (or 596)

Mawt (Death) Al-Hasan: 446 + 149 = 595 [Al-Hasan II, King of Morocco, died around 4:30 pm on July 23, 1999 (Rabi Thani 9, 1420 Hijri) (Av 10, 5759 Jewish Calendar) (2451, 382.5th Julian Day)]

Aya (Miraculous Sign) of Awda (Return) of Jesus son of Mary: 17 + [85 + 150 + 53 (or 52) + 290] = 17 + 578 = 595 (or 594)

Day of Promise of Ihya (Revival) of Kingdom of Israel: 56 + 80 + 21 + [135 + 303 (or 302)] = (56 + 80) + [21 + 438 (or 437)] = 136 + 459 (or 458) = 595 (or 594)

The Dajjal George W. Bush: 69 + (212 + 6 + 308) = 69 + 526 = 595

Island of Satan: 225 + 370 (or 369) = 595 (or 594)
paradises and springs (verse 45 of Sura 15): \(453 + 6 + 136 = 595 \text{ (or } 596\text{)}
\]
(paradises and springs (verse 45 of Sura 15): \(453 + 6 + 136 = 595 \text{ (or } 596\text{)}
\]

Those, for them, there are Paradises (verse 31 of Sura 18): \(67 + 75 + 453 \text{ (or } 454) = 595 \text{ (or } 596\text{)}
\]

their appointed time (verse 40 of Sura 44): \(595 \text{ (or } 596\text{)}
\]

how would you know what the Day of Separation (or the Decisive Day) is (verse 14 of Sura 77): \((41 + 226 + 41) + (56 + 231) = 308 + 287 = 595\)

The Disaster of the End Times: \(757 + 838 \text{ (or } 837) = 1595 \text{ (or } 1594\text{)}
\]

(1595 is the 1344th Composite Number)

The Piercing Star + The End Times (verse 104 of Sura 17): \((124 + 634) + 837 \text{ (or } 838) = 758 + 837 \text{ (or } 838) = 1595\)

Night (Eve) of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders’) Entrance of the Bayt Al-Maqdis (House of Holiness or Jerusalem): \(75 + (640 + 233) + (412 + 235) = 75 + (873 + 647) = 75 + 1520 = 1595\)

Inshiqaq (Split, Schism, Cracking, Fracturing) of the Soviet Union: \(552 + (445 + 598) = 552 + 1043 = 1595\)

Six + Augustus (August – in Egypt): \(465 + 1130 = 1595\)

Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, We return and we make Jahanam (Hell), for the Disbelievers, an abode. It is this Quran (verse 8 – 9 of Sura 17): \[140 + 162 + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 154 + 98 + 421 \text{ (or } 420) + 309 + 51 \text{ ]} + [706 \text{ (or } 707) + 383\] = 2506 (or 2505) + 1089 (or 1090) = 3595 (3594 or 3596) (3595 is the 3091st Composite Number)


[ On Wednesday, July 29, 1981 Gregorian (July 16, 1981 Julian) (Ramadan 26 (or 27), 1401 Hiji) (Tammuz 27, 5741 Jewish Calendar) (2444,814.5th Julian Day), a worldwide television audience of over 700 million people watched the wedding of Charles, Prince of Wales, and Lady Diana Spencer at St. Paul's Cathedral in London. ]

so that you get distressed, except as a reminder to those who fear. Tanzeel (descended message) from the one who created (verse 2 – 4 of Sura 20): \(840 + 32 + 1325 + 120 + 920 + 498 + 130 + 730 = 4595\)
Night of the Qadr + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 

\[
75 + 335 + 186 = 410 + 186 = 596 \text{ (or 597)} \quad \text{\((= 2 \times 2 \times 149)\text{, 596 is the 487th Composite Number}\)}
\]

Ibtida (Beginning) of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 

\[
409 + 187 = 596 \text{ (or 595)}
\]

The Second + Ab (August): 

\[
592 + 4 = 596 \text{ (or 595)}
\]

Nihaya (End) of Burj (Zodiac sign) of Cancer: 

\[
71 + 205 + 320 = 596 \text{ (or 595)} \quad \text{\((July 22\text{ is the last day of the Cancer zodiac sign)\)}
\]

Day of Nihaya (End) of the Cancer + Bidaya (Beginning) of the Leo: 

\[
56 + [71 + 351 (or 350) + 22 + 96] = 56 + 540 (or 539) = 596 \text{ (or 595)}
\]

Economics: 

The Bay’a (Offering Allegiance to Mahdi) + Prince of the Believers (Title for Al-Mahdi): 

\[
118 + 478 = 596
\]

Mohammad AbdAllah + Messenger of Allah (God): 

\[
92 + 76 + 66 + (296 + 66) = 234 + 362 = 596
\]

King of Camelot (City of King Arthur): 

\[
90 + 507 = 596 \text{ (or 597)}
\]

Mutaqoon (God-fearing individuals): 

\[
596
\]

Al-Fulk Al-Mashhoon (verse 140 of Sura 37): 

\[
161 + 435 = 596
\]

And of the Evilness (verse 3 of Sura 113): 

\[
6 + 90 + 500 = 596
\]

Hadd (Destruction) of Catholics: 

\[
9 + 587 = 596
\]

Those, for them, there are Paradises (verse 31 of Sura 18): 

\[
67 + 75 + 454 (or 453) = 596 \text{ (or 595)}
\]

Paradises and springs (verse 134 of Sura 26): 

\[
454 + 6 + 136 = 596
\]

their appointment (or appointed time) (verse 40 of Sura 44): 

\[
596 \text{ (or 595)}
\]

Hadd (Destruction) of Madina (City/State) of Worshippers of the Satan: 

\[
9 + 109 + 77 + 401 (or 400) = 9 + [109 + 478 (or 477)] = 9 + 586 = 596 \text{ (or 595)}
\]

City of Sydney of the Southern Hemisphere: 

\[
109 + 134 + (251 + 102) = 243 + 353 = 596
\]
Israa (miraculous heavenly journey) of the Mahdi + Awda (Return) of life of London: 
(263 + 90) + (85 + 24) + 134 = 353 + (109 + 134) = 353 + 243 = 596

Fearing death, so (God) says (verse 243 of Sura 2): 1596 (equivalent to 596)

It is that Allah HoWa the Truth and he resurrects the Dead (verse 6 of Sura 22): 1596 (equivalent to 596)

Say: O People, I am for you an evident Warner. (verse 49 of Sura 22): 1596 (equivalent to 596)

They remained in their Cave for three hundred years and increased by nine (verse 25 of Sura 18): 2596 (or 2597) (2596 is the 2217th Composite Number)

To Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd) (verse 104 of Sura 17): 3596 (or 3597) (3596 is the 3092nd Composite Number)

Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, We return and we make Jahanam (Hell), for the Disbelievers, an abode. It is this Quran (verse 8 – 9 of Sura 17): 3596 (3596 is the 3092nd Composite Number)

Does the human being think that We are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, We are capable of reconstructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to deny what is coming ahead of him. He asks: when will Day of the Qiyama be? (verse 3 – 6 of Sura 75): 3596 (3596 is the 3092nd Composite Number)

Allah and the Conquest and you see the people enter into the Deen (religion or judgment) of Allah in groups, glorify by
praising your Lord and ask for his forgiveness. He is (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 110): \(66 + 6 + 519 + 6 + 611 + 142 + 700 + 90 + 64 + 66 + 92 + 150 + 54 + 222 + 6 + 1746 + 56 = 4596\)

you do a good deed, you do a good deed to yourselves. If you do a bad deed, it is to yourselves. When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad (ruin your faces) and shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. (verse 7 of Sura 17): \(559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 + 108\) (or 107) \(+ 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 = 7596\) (or 7595)

Verse 63 of Sura 33 is the 3596th verse of the Quran

♦  The Second: 597 (= 3 x 199) (597 is the 488th Composite Number) (726 is the 597th Composite Number) (4373 is the 597th Prime Number)

Agreement: 597

Al-Mukuth (The Stay): 597

San Francisco: 597

King of Camelot (City/State of King Arthur): 90 + 508 (or 507) = 597 (or 596)

Yerushalem (Jerusalem): 597

Kusuf (Eclipse) of the Sun: 166 + 431 = 597

Fitna (tribulation, discord, or undesirable distraction) of Son of Joe: \(535 + (53 + 9) = 535 + 62 = 597\)

Fitna (tribulation, discord, or undesirable distraction) of Ihya (Resurrection) of Babyl (Babylon) + Pope: \(535 + (21 + 35 + 6) = 535 + 62 = 597\)

Night of the Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97) + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): \(75 + 335\) + 187 (or 186) = 410 + 187 (or 186) = 597 (or 596)

The Haram Mosque to the Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): 597

Day of Maraka (Battle) of Badr: \(56 + (335 + 206) = 56 + 541 = 597\)

Day of Fat’h (Opening or Conquest) of Elia (Aelia – Jerusalem as named by the Romans): \(56 + [488 + 53\) (or 52)] = 56 + 541 (or 540) = 597
So that We revive (or resurrect) by him a dead city (verse 49 of Sura 25): 597

Ihya (Resurrection) + Death of a Habr (Pontiff): 21 + 92 + 210 = 597

Ihya (Resurrection) of John Paul + Harb (War): 21 + (54 + 38) + 210 = 21 + 92 + 210 = 597

The one who brought down the Furqan upon his servant to be (verse 1 of Sura 25): 1597 (equivalent to 597) (1597 is the 251st Prime Number) (1887 is the 1597th Composite Number)

While you are part of its remembrance (or mention) (verse 43 of Sura 79): 130 + 451 + 90 + 926 (or 927) = 1597 (or 1598)

Entry of the Caliph, Omar ibn Al-Khattab + The Quds (Jerusalem): 640 + 756 + [310 + 53 (or 52) + 643] + 195 = 640 + [756 + 1006 (or 1005)] + 195 = 640 + [1762 (or 1761) + 195] = 640 + 1957 (or 1956) = 2597 (or 2596) (2597 is the 2218th Composite Number)

Allah descended the best of Narration, a Book whose verses are Mutashbih (consistent or similar to each other), Mathani (pairs for the purpose of comparison or contrast) (verse 23 of Sura 39): 2597

The Moon + Venus + Jupiter + Saturn + Neptune + Pluto: 2597

To Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd) (verse 104 of Sura 17): 92 + 303 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 64 + 62 + 201 = 3597 (or 3596) (equivalent to 597) (3597 is the 3093rd Composite Number)

Its docking. Say: The knowledge of it is with my Lord (God). No one clarifies its timing except he. It is heavy on the Heavens and the Earth. It does not come to you, except as all of a sudden. They ask you as if you are privy to it. Say: The knowledge of it is with Allah, but most (verse 187 of Sura 7): 8597 (equivalent to 597) (8597 is the 1070th Prime Number)

Messenger (i.e. the Mahdi) + New York: 296 + 302 = 598 (598 is the 489th Composite Number) (728 is the 598th Composite Number) (4391 is the 598th Prime Number)

The Saiqa (Shocking Event) (verse 13 of Sura 41) + New York: 296 + 302 = 598
Islam of Pope Francis: $132 + 6 + 460 = 598$

The Umawi Mosque + The Sham (Damascus or Greater Syria): $(138 + 88) + 372 = 598$

Ikhtitam (End) of the Life of the Dunya (World before the End Times): $1442 + 60 + 96 = 1598$ (or $1597$) $(1598$ is the $1346^{th}$ Composite Number)

While you are part of its remembrance (or mention) (verse 43 of Sura 79): $130 + 451 + 90 + 927 = 1598$ (or $1597$

The End Times, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first (verse 7 of Sura 17): $2598$ (or $2599$) $(= 2 \times 3 \times 433)$ $(2598$ is the $2219^{th}$ Composite Number)

The one who sent on a journey his servant at night from the Haram Mosque Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque, which we have blessed its surroundings, to show him from our Ayat (signs). He is the All-Hearer, All-Seer (verse 1 of Sura 17): $4598$ (equivalent to $598$) $(4598$ is the $3975^{th}$ Composite Number)

♦

Awar (Defective-Eyed) Dajjal (Anti-Christ), Messiah Son of David: $308 + 69 + 149 + 73 (or 74) = 599$ (or $600$) $(599$ is the $109^{th}$ Prime Number) $(729$ is the $599^{th}$ Composite Number)

George W. Bush, son of David: $212 + 6 + 308 + 52 (or 53) + 21 = 526 + 67 (or 68) = 599$ (or $600$)

Bashar Al-Asad: $503 + 96 = 599$

Head (Beginning) of a Hijri year: $261 + (115 + 223) = 261 + 338 = 599$

Wall Street: $571 + 28 = 599$

Promise of my Lord (God) comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Israel: $297 + 302 = 599$

Promise of my Lord (God) comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + New York: $297 + 302 = 599$

The Rus (Russians) + New York: $297 + 302 = 599$

Al-Saiqa (The Shocking Event) + New York: $297 + 302 = 599$
The Dajjal + John Paul + Kingdom of Israel: $69 + (54 + 38) + \[135 + 303 \text{ (or 302)}\] = $69 + 92 + 438 \text{ (or 437)} = \text{599 \text{ (or 598)}}$

The Day the Spirit and the Angels rise (verse 38 of Sura 78): $56 + [156 + 245 + 6 + 136 \text{ (or 137)}] = 56 + 543 \text{ (or 544)} = \text{599 \text{ (or 600)}}$

Ahmad Pasha, the Jazzar (Slaughterer): $(53 + 304) + 242 = 357 + 242 = \text{599}$

They will realize who is weaker in aid (from God or allies) and who is fewer in number. (verse 24 of Sura 72): $\text{1599 \text{ (equivalent to 599) \text{ (1599 is the 1347th Composite Number)}}}$

The End Times, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the mosque like they entered it the first (verse 7 of Sura 17): $\text{2599 \text{ (or 2598) \text{ (= 23 x 113)}} \text{ (2599 is the 2220th Composite Number)}}$

We bring out for them a Daabba (animal) from the Earth/Land that talks to them (verse 82 of Sura 27): $855 + 75 + 12 + 90 + 1032 + 535 = \text{2599 \text{ (equivalent to 599)}}$

An they visit the Mosques of Allah, bearing witness against themselves of the disbelief (verse 17 of Sura 9. This is the 1252nd verse of the Quran): $\text{1599}$

The Cave and the Raqeeem were (verse 9 of Sura 18): $(136 + 6 + 381) + 77 \text{ (or 78)} = 523 + 77 \text{ (or 78)} = \text{600 \text{ (or 601)}}$

Mutaqeen (God-fearing): 600

Magog (or Jinn) + Manhattan: $53 + 547 = \text{600}$
Mawlid (Birth) of George Bush: $80 + (212 + 308) = 80 + 520 = 600$

Promise of Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: $80 + 21 + [135 + 62 + 302 (or 303)] = 80 + [21 + 399 (or 500)] = 80 + 520 (or 521) = 600 (or 601)

The Awar, the Dajjal (Anti-Christ), the Messiah Son of David: $308 + 69 + 149 + 74 (or 73) = 600 (or 599)

The Day the Spirit and the Angels rise (verse 38 of Sura 78): $56 + [156 + 245 + 6 + 137 (or 136)] = 56 + 544 (or 543) = 600 (or 599)

Thalith Ashar (Thirteenth): $1030 (or 1031) + 570 = 1600 (or 1601)

Promise of The Saleebiyeen (Crusaders’) Entrance of the Bayt Al-Maqdis (House of Holiness or Jerusalem): $80 + (640 + 233) + (412 + 235) = 80 + (873 + 647) = 80 + 1520 = 1600 (1600 is the 1348th Composite Number) (1891 is the 1600th Composite Number)

Khidr (righteous young man referred to in verse 65 of Sura Al-Kahf- Sura 18): $1600$ (equivalent to 600)

For those who have disbelieved so that those who have been given the Book and those who have believed grow in faith and those who have been given the Book and the believers do not doubt. And those who have an illness in their hearts and the Disbelievers shall say: what has Allah intended in this as a metaphor? That is how Allah misguides whomever he wishes and guides whomsoever he wishes and no one knows the soldiers of your Lord except him. And it is not, but a reminder (or memorial memorable event) to the humans. No, by the Moon (verse 31 - 32 of Sura 74): $(32 + 535) + (820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414 + 453 + 6 + 26 + 791 + 99 + 103 + 6 + 31 + 613 + 791 + 414 + 453 + 6 + 223 + 6 + 176 + 791 + 90 + 183 + 1040 + 6 + 387 + 742 + 206 + 66 + 708 + 571 + 770 + 840 + 66 + 90 + 312 + 6 + 29 + 90 + 312 + 6 + 41 + 150 + 63 + 222 + 32 + 11) + (6 + 41 + 15 + 32 + 930 + 562 + 51 + 183 + 371) = (567 + 15019) + 2014 = 15586 + 2014 = 17600
Mathani (twosomes, couples, or pairs) (verse 87 of Sura 15): 601 (or 600)
(601 is the 110th Prime Number) (731 is the 601st Composite Number) (4421 is the 601st Prime Number)

The Throne (verse 15 of Sura 40): 601

Day of Ibtida (Beginning) of Hour: 56 + (409 + 136) = 56 + 545 = 601

Day of istiwa (Equality, Equilibrium, Equinox, or Equator) of Ailul (September): 56 + [468 (or 469) + 77] = 56 + 545 (or 546) = 601 (or 602)

Day of Ibtida (Beginning) of Hour: 56 + (409 + 136) = 56 + 545 = 601

Day of istiwa (Equality, Equilibrium, Equinox, or Equator) of Ailul (September): 56 + [468 (or 469) + 77] = 56 + 545 (or 546) = 601 (or 602)

The Cave and the Raqueem were (verse 9 of Sura 18): (136 + 6 + 381) + 78 = 523 + 78 (or 77) = 601 (or 600)

Changer of his words (verse 27 of 18): 76 + 525 = 601

Hadd (Destruction) of the Vatican: 9 + 592 (or 593) = 601 (or 602)

Hadd (Destruction) + American President: 40 + (280 + 281) = 40 + 561 = 601

uncovers its timing, (verse 187 of Sura 7): 59 + 542 = 601

for him the Rahman and he said what is Sawab (right, correct, or true) (verse 38 of Sura 78): 601

It is your Lord, HoWa (or He), separates between them (verse 25 of Sura 32): 601

And how would you know what the Day of Separation (or the Decisive Day) is (verse 14 of Sura 77): (6 + 41 + 226 + 41) + (56 + 231) = 314 + 287 = 601 (or 610)

the Sama (Sky or Heaven) brings in Smoke (verse 10 of Sura 44): 811 + 133 + 657 = 1601

Green: 1601 (equivalent to 601)

The Sun and the Moon taken into account and the Star and the trees. (verse 5 - 6 of Sura 55): 1601

Thalith Ashar (Thirteenth): 1031 (or 1030) + 570 = 1601 (or 1600)
The Saint Peter’s Church + City of Vatican: 145 + (174 + 612) + [109 + 561 (or 562)] = (145 + 786) + 670 (or 671) = 931 + 670 (or 671) = **1601 (or 1602)**

Maqtal (Killing) of Francis + Hadd (Destruction) of Vatican: (570 + 460) + (9 + 562) = 1030 + 571 = **1601**

In it, there is Sakina from your Lord and the remainder of what the Family of Moses and the family (of Aaron) left. (verse 248 of Sura 2):

(95 + 51 + 481 + 840 + 95 + 145 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 117 + 81 + 620 + 32 + 116 + 6) + 31 = 570 + 31 = **1601**

Lailat (Eve) of Nuzul (Descent) of the Azeem (Great) Quran:

75 + [93 + 382 (or 383) + 1051] = 75 + 1526 (or 1527) = **1601 (or 1602)** (1601 is the 252nd Prime Number)

(1892 is the 1601st Composite Number)

The Dajjal (Deceiver or False) Messiah + The Qurban (Sacrificial Offering):

(149 + 69) + 384 (or 383) = 218 + 384 (or 383) = **602 (or 601)** (602 is the 491st Composite Number) (732 is the 602nd Composite Number) (4423 is the 602nd Prime Number)

Vision of Manam (Dream) of Ibrahim (Abraham): 212 + 131 + 259 = **602**

Day of Waqfa (stand-up) of Arafa: 56 + (191 + 355) = 56 + 546 = **602**

Day of Istiwa (Equality, Equilibrium, Equinox, or Equator) of Ailul (September): 56 + [469 (or 468) + 77] = 56 + 546 (or 545) = **602 (or 601)**

The Tenth: **602**

Day of Nuzul (Descent) of the Book: 56 + 93 + 453 (or 454) = **602 (or 603)**

Hadd (Destruction) of the Vatican: 9 + 593 (or 592) = **602 (or 601)**

Tha’lab (Wolf or Fox): **602**

Hole: **602**

The Wathaniya (Paganism): **602**

Provoke them (verse 103 of Sura 17): **602**

Day of Tulu (Rise) of the Sun: 56 + (115 + 431) = 56 + 546 = **602**

Scattered small particles of no value (verse 6 of Sura 56): 9 + 593 = **602**
Hadd (Destruction) + India + Pakistan: $9 + (59 + 534) = 9 + 593 = 602$

Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Indians’ Hadm (Destruction) of Pakistan: $(5 + 80 + 838) + 49 + 96 + 534 = 923 + 49 + 96 + 534 = 1602$

Promise of Nuclear Weapon + City of Lahore: $80 + 171 + 109 + 242 = 602$

Promise of my Lord (God) comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Halak (Devastation) of City of Islam Abad: $(5 + 80 + 212) + 56 + (109 + 140) = 297 + 56 + 249 = 602$

on top of them, on that Day, Eight (verse 17 of Sura 69): $231 + 766 + 605 (or 606) = 1602 (or 1603) (equivalent to 602) (1602 is the 1349th Composite Number) (1893 is the 1602nd Composite Number)

Lailat (Eve) of Nuzul (Descent) of the Azeem (Great) Quran: $75 + 93 + [383 (or 382) + 1051] = 75 + 93 + 1434 (or 1433) = 1602 (or 1601)$

Saint Peter’s Church + City of Vatican: $(145 + 174 + 612) + [109 + 562 (or 562)] = 931 + 671 (or 670) = 1602 (or 1601)$

It (Sun) set (verse 17 of Sura 18): $1602 (equivalent to 602) (2x3x3 x 89)$

Those who have been forced to leave (verse 40 of Sura 22): $1602$ (equivalent to 602)

The End Times, we bring you scrolls and by/in the Haq, we have descended him and by/in the Haq (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): $1602 (or 1601)$

After him to Bani (Children) of Israel, inhabit the Land. When comes (verse 104 of Sura 17): $2602$

When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifá (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq we descended it (or him) and have not (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): $2602$

Israa and Miraj (heavenly journey) + 2019 : $(263 + 6 + 314) + 2019 = 583 + 2019 = 2602$

Promise of the End Times + Al-Hadm (The Destruction) + City of Karachi, Al-Pakistan: $(80 + 837) + 80 + 109 + 931 + 565 = 917 + 80 + 109 + 931 + 565 = 2602 (= 2 x 1301) (2602 is the 2223rd Composite Number) (3038 is the 2602nd Composite Number)
Have you not seen what your Lord has done to Aad, Iram that has (verse 6 – 7 of Sura 89): \( 2602 \)

The Hour is a great matter. The day you see it, every nursing mother shall be distracted away from what she has nursed and every pregnant one shall abort (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 22): \( 167 + 310 + 1020 + 56 + 662 + 1135 + 50 + 1115 + 111 + 1471 + 6 + 1270 + 50 + 1101 + 78 = 8602 \)

The Ba’th (Resurrection) (verse 5 of Sura 22): \( 603 \) \( ( = 3 \times 3 \times 67 ) \) (603 is the 492\(^{\text{nd}}\) Composite Number) (734 is the 603\(^{\text{rd}}\) Composite Number)

Al-Abath (The messing): \( 603 \)

Soil (verse 20 of Sura 30): \( 603 \)

Shaken (verse 4 of Sura 56): \( 603 \)

Piercing : \( 603 \)

The Abtar (childless or dis-membered, one of his limbs is cut-off) : \( 603 \)

Day of Wuquf (standing) + Arafa : \( 56 + (192 + 355) = 56 + 547 = 603 \)

The Dajjal + John Paul + Kingdom of Israel: \( 69 + (59 + 38) + [135 + 302 (or 303)] = 69 + 97 + 437 (or 438) = 603 \) (or 604)

Nasr (Victory) of Mamaleek (Mamluks) + Akka: \( (340 + 172) + 91 = 512 + 91 = 603 \)

Day of Nuzul (Descent) of the Book: \( 56 + 93 + 454 (or 453) = 603 \) (or 602)

Day of Tawafanat (Floods): \( 56 + 547 = 603 \)

Day of the Star + Tariq (Star) + Poles: \( 56 + 124 + [310 + 113 (or 112)] = 56 + [124 + 423 (or 422)] = 56 + 547 (or 546) = 603 \) (or 602)

The Nuclear Third World War: \( (241 + 187 + 1067) + 108 = 1495 + 108 = 1603 \) \( ( = 7 \times 229 ) \) (1603 is the 1350\(^{\text{th}}\) Composite Number)

on top of them, on that Day, Eight (verse 17 of Sura 69 ) : \( 231 + 766 + 605 \) (or
Day of Istirdad (Re-capture) of Muslimeen (Muslims) of Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness): $56 + 670 + 230 + (412 + 235) = 56 + (670 + 230 + 647) = 56 + 1547 = 1603$

Entrance of the Catholic Poles (Polish People) into the religion of Allah (meaning Islam): $640 + 618 + 125 + 90 + 64 + 66 = 1603$

And they remained in their Cave three hundred years, and increased by nine (verse 25 of Sura 18): $6 + 539 + 90 + 150 + 1031$ (or 1030) $+ 56 + 170 + 6 + 24 + 531 = 2603$ (or 2602)

♦ Al-Ashuriyoon (The Assyrians): $604$ ($= 2 \times 2 \times 151$) ($604$ is the $493$rd Composite Number) ($735$ is the $604$th Composite Number)

George Bush, the Son (Junior): $(212 + 308) + 84 = 520 + 84 = 604$

Nihaya (End) of Island of the Awar (who has a defect): $71 + (225 + 308) = 71 + 533 = 604$

The Big World Malhama (War): $(154 + 187) + 263 = 341 + 263 = 604$

Israa (miraculous journey) + The Tariq (Star) (verse 1 of Sura 86): $263 + 341 = 604$

The Dajjal + John Paul + Kingdom of Israel: $69 + (59 + 38) + [135 + 303$ (or 302)] $= 69 + 97 + 438$ (or 437) $= 604$ (or 603)

Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Night of Hadd (Destruction) of Al-Aqsa: $(5 + 80 + 212) + (75 + 9 + 223) = 297 + 307 = 604$

Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Temple of Solomon: $(5 + 80 + 212) + (116 + 191) = 297 + 307 = 604$

Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Temple of Kingdom of the Jews: $(5 + 80 + 212) + 116 + (135 + 56) = 297 + (116 + 191) = 297 + 307 = 604$

There is no god except HoWa (or He), revives and causes death (verse 8 of Sura 44): $604$
Whoever comes safe (secure or confident) (verse 40 of Sura 41): $90 + 421 + 93 = 604$

A day that makes kids grey-haired (verse 17 of Sura 73): $57 + 113 + 121 + 313 = 604$

巴基斯坦 (Pakistanis): 604

Wafat (Death) of Al-Hasan, King of Al-Maghrib: $92 + 149 + 90 + 1273 = 1604$  
[Al-Hasan II, King of Morocco, died around 4:30 pm on July 23, 1999 (Rabi Thani 9, 1420 Hijri) (Av 10, 5759 Jewish Calendar) (2451,382.5th Julian Day)]

We have created the human from a sperm Amshaj (verse 2 of Sura 76): $(52 + 781 + 192 + 90 + 144) + 345 = 1259 + 345 = 1604$ (equivalent to 604) ($= 2 \times 2 \times 401$)

We have not sent you except as Mubashir (bearer of good news) and a Nazeer (warner). And a Quran Faraqnahu (we spaced its revelation) so that you recite it unhurriedly unto the People and we descended it in a descent (verse 104 – 106 of Sura 17): $[782 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32 + 543 + 6 + 961 + 6 + 353 + 436 (or 435) + 736 + 110 + 142 + 110 + 560 + 6 + 142 + 498] = 7604$ (or 7605)

From 586 BC (End of the last Kingdom of Israel) to 2019 (possible Beginning of the End Times), there are: $586 + 2019 - 1 = 2604$ years.

Promise of your Lord (God) comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Awar (who has a defect): $(5 + 80 + 212) + 308 = 297 + 308 = 605$ ($605$ is the 494th Composite Number)

The Qadat: 605

Milad (Birth) of George Bush: $(85 + 212) + 308 = 297 + 308 = 605$

Eight (verse 7 of Sura 69): $605$ (or 606)
Inha (Ending) of Manhattan: $58 + 547 = \textcolor{red}{605}$

You, an aiding power (verse 80 of Sura 17): $\textcolor{red}{605}$

Their appointment and the Hour is more grievous and bitter (verse 46 of Sura 54): $\textcolor{red}{605}$

Day of Ihya (Resurrection) of the Wafiyat (Dead People): $56 + (21 + 528) = 56 + 549 = \textcolor{red}{605}$

Qiyam (Rise) of People of the Cave from the sleep: $151 + 101$ (or 102) + $136 + 90 + 127 = \textcolor{red}{605}$ (or 606)

Island of Satans: $225 + 380$ (or 379) = $\textcolor{red}{605}$ (or 604)

Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Worlds (People), the Rahman, the Raheem, Master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgement). You are whom we worship and (verse 2 – 5 of Sura 1): $\textcolor{red}{582 + 1023} = 1605$

Thirteen: $1035$ (or 1036) + $570 = \textcolor{red}{1605}$ (or 1606)

it has been decreed upon those before you (verse 183 of Sura 2): $422 + 110 + 791 + 90 + 192 = \textcolor{red}{1605}$

The Promise comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Saleebiyeen (Crusaders') Entrance of the Bayt Al-Maqdis (House of Holiness or Jerusalem): $5 + 80 + (640 + 233) + (412 + 235) = 85 + (873 + 647) = \textcolor{red}{1605}$

the Raheem (Most Merciful). Cursed are the hands of Abi Lahab and he is cursed. Have not (verse 1 of Sura 111): $289 + 802 + 15 + 37 + 6 + 402 + 41 = \textcolor{red}{1605}$

in a Blessed Night. We have been warning. (verse 3 of Sura 44): $90 + 75 + [267 (or 268) + 52 + 71 + 1050] = 90 + 75 + 1440$ (or 1441) = $\textcolor{red}{1605}$ (or 1606)

1990 = $\textcolor{red}{2605}$ (2605 is the 2226th Composite Number) (1896 is the 1605th Composite Number)

Iraq started its invasion of Kuwait on August 2, 1990)

He said: This is a mercy from My Lord. When the Promise of my Lord comes, He will turn it into ruins (verse 98 of Sura 18): $\textcolor{red}{2605}$ (2605 is the 2226th Composite Number)

Two + Ab (August) + 1990 : $[611 + 4 (or 3)] + 1990 = 615$ (or 614) + 1990 = $\textcolor{red}{2605}$ (or 2604)

Second + Augustus (August – in Egypt) + 1914 : $(561 + 1130) + 1914 = 1691 + 1914 = \textcolor{red}{3605}$ (equivalent to 605)
Al-Thalith Ashar (The Thirteenth) + Yuly (July) + 1917: \[1062 \text{ (or 1061)} + 570 + 56 + 1917 = [1632 \text{ (or 1631)} + 56] + 1917 = 1688 \text{ (or 1687)} + 1917 = \text{3605 (or 3604)}\]

(This is the date of the third apparition at Fatima, Portugal)

For the Beginning of the Hashr (In-gathering) (verse 2 of Sura 59): \(67 + 539 = 606\) (606 is the 495th Composite Number) (737 is the 606th Composite Number)

Day of Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or Beginning of End Times): \(56 + 550 (or 551) = 606 \text{ (or 607)}\)

The Military Inqilab (Coup): \(215 + 391 = 606\)

Sura of the Qadr: \(271 + 335 = 606\)

Eight: \(606 \text{ (or 605)}\)

The result of their plan (or scheme), We (verse 51 of Sura 27): \(606\)

Alexander, the Macedonian: \(365 + 241 = 606\)

Day of Thamud (People who were destroyed by God for their disobedience): \(56 + 550 = 606\)

Madina (City/State) of Followers of Gog: \(109 + (474 + 23) = 109 + 497 = 606\)

Promise of the Messiah, the Dajjal Bush: \(80 + (149 + 69 + 308) = 80 + 526 = 606\)

Promise of the Messiah, the Dajjal, the Awar: \(80 + (149 + 69 + 308) = 80 + 526 = 606\)

Catastrophe of Tel Aviv + Sydney (or London): \(27 + 445 + 134 = 606\)

Catastrophe of Tel Aviv + Madina (City/State) of Jews: \(27 + 445 + 134 = 606\)

Al-Hadda (Destruction) of British City of London: \(45 + 561 = 606\)
الهدم مدينة لندن بريطانيا  

Al-Hadm (Destruction) of London City, Britain: 80 + 526 = 606  

صعقة أمريكيين  

Saiqa (Shocking Event) of Amerikyeen (Americans): 265 + 341 = 606  

 فأريه الآيه الكبرى  

So, show him the big Aya (Sign) (verse 20 of Sura 79): 296 + 47 (or 48) + 263 = 606 (or 607)  

 فأريه آيه الإسراء  

So, show him Aya (Sign) of the Israa (miraculous journey): 296 + 16 (or 17) + 294 = 606 (or 607)  

فآريه الآيه الكبرى  

So, show him the big Aya (Sign) (verse 31 of Sura 74): 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414 + 453 + 6 + 26 + 791 + 99 + 103 (or 102) + 6 + 31 + 613 + 791 + 414 = 7606 (or 7605)  

Australia was first discovered by Dutch navigator, Willem Janszoon, who landed in Australia on February 26, 1606.

♦ في ستة أيام  

In Six days (verse 38 of Sura 50) & (verse 54 of Sura 7): 90 + (465 + 52) = 90 + 517 = 607 (607 is the 111th Prime Number) (738 is the 607th Composite Number) (4463 is the 607th Prime Number) (6444 is the 5607th Composite Number)  

الإسكندر المقدوني  

The Macedonian Alexander: 366 + 241 = 607  

الجنة أزلت  

The Paradise has been drawn closer (verse 13 of Sura 81): 89 + 518 = 607
Day of Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or Beginning of End Times): 56 + 551 (or 550) = 607 (or 606)

Ninth + Ailul (September): 530 (or 531) + 77 = 607 (or 608)

The Gothiyeen (Gothics): 1607 (1607 is the 253rd Prime Number) (1898 is the 1607th Composite Number)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Ramadan 1 + 1440: 75 + (1091 + 1) + 1440 = (75 + 1092) + 1440 = 1607

The Book, you shall corrupt in the Ard (Land or Earth) twice you shall elevate to a big height. When (verse 4 – 5 of Sura 17): (453 + 624) + (90 + 1032 + 700 + 6 + 580 + 107 + 233 + 782) = 1077 + 3530 = 4607

In 607 BC, Jerusalem was pillaged by the Babylonians, and the King Jehoiakim and his court were captured and transferred to Babylon.

Business (verse 11 of Sura 62): 608 (608 is the 496th Composite Number) (740 is the 608th Composite Number) (1899 is the 1608th Composite Number)

The Ashuriyeen (Assyrians): 608 (Assyria ended in 608 BC)

Ninth + Ailul (September): 531 (or 530) + 77 = 608 (or 607)

Time of the Nihaya (End): 506 + 102 = 608

Ibtida (Beginning) of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): 409 + [71 + 128 (or 129)] = 409 + 199 (or 200) = 608 (or 609)

Bidaya (Beginning) of Intiha (End) of the Time: 22 + [458 + 128 (or 129)] = 22 + 586 (or 587) = 608 (or 609)

Known Book (verse 4 of Sura 15): 422 (or 423) + 186 = 608 (or 609)

Book of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times): 422 (or 423) + 186 (or 187) = 608 (609 or 610)

Argued with Abraham regarding his Lord (verse 258 of Sura 2): 608 (or 609)

The Awda (Return) + Jesus son of Mary: 116 + [150 + 52 (or 53) + 290] = 116 + 492 (or 493) = 608 (or 609)
The shaking of the Hour is something (verse 1 of Sura 22): (51 + 79 + 167) + 311 = 608

Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Hadd (Destruction) of the Amreek (Americans): (5 + 80 + 212) + (9 + 302) = 297 + 311 = 608

Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Hadd (Destruction) of New York : (5 + 80 + 212) + (9 + 302) = 297 + 311 = 608

The Rus’ (Russians’) Hadd (Destruction) of New York: 9 + 297 + 302 = 608

Promise comes (or arrives) (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Day of the Deen (Judgment) (verse 12 of Sura 51) + New Yorkiyeen (New Yorkers): 5 + 80 + 56 + 95 + 372 = 608

Promise comes (or arrives) (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Day of the Deen (Judgment) (verse 12 of Sura 51) + The Amerikiyeen (Americans): 5 + 80 + 56 + 95 + 372 = 608

Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Hadd (Destruction) of Israel : (5 + 80 + 212) + [9 + 302 (or 303)] = 297 + 311 (or 312) = 608 (or 609)

The Saiqa (Shocking Event) + Promise of Hadd (Destruction) of the Aqsa: 296 + (80 + 9 + 223) = 296 + 312 = 608

The Saiqa (Shocking Event) + Hadd (Destruction) of the Britan (Britons): 296 (or 297) + (9 + 303) = 296 + 312 = 608 (or 609)

Hadd (Destruction) of Al-Aqsa Mosque + Nuclear Wahiya (Disaster) + London: (9 + 138 + 223) + (27 + 77) + 134 = 370 + (104 + 134) = 370 + 238 = 608

Al-Aqsa Mosque + Rome: (138 + 223) + 247 = 361 + 247 = 608

be on those who differed in it (or regarding it/him) and your Lord will judge (or settle disputed matters) among them (verse 124 of Sura 16): 2608 (= 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 163 ) (equivalent to 608) (2608 is the 2229th Composite Number)

The Qadr. And how would you know what Eve of the Qadr is ? Eve of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels descend (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 97): 3608 (or 3609) (3608 is the 3103th Composite Number)

Remember my blessing on you and on your mother, when I supported you by the Holy Spirit, as you spoke to people in your cradle and as an adult (grown up or old man) (verse 110 of Sura 5): 4608 (equivalent to 608) (4608 is the 3984th Composite Number)
Known Book (verse 4 of Sura 15): 423 (or 422) + 186 = 609 (or 608)

(609 is the 497th Composite Number)  (741 is the 609th Composite Number)  (3046 is the 2609th Composite Number)

Book of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times): 423 (or 422) + 186 (or 187) = 609 (or 608 or 610)

End of the Worldly Life: 458 + (55 + 96) = 458 + 151 = 609

End + Day of the Deen (Judgment) (verse 12 of Sura 51): 458 + (56 + 95) = 458 + 151 = 609

Beginning of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): 409 + [71 + 129 (or 128)] = 409 + 200 (or 199) = 609 (or 608)

Beginning of Intiha (End) of the Time: 22 + [458 + 129 (or 128)] = 22 + 587 (or 586) = 609 (or 608)

And we do Hashr to them (verse 97 of Sura 17): 6 + 603 = 609

Eve of the Ninth of Ab (August – in Greater Syria & Iraq): 75 + [531 + 3 (or 4)] = 75 + 534 (or 535) = 609 (or 610) (It also refers to Av 9 in the Jewish Calendar which is day of historical calamities for the Jews)

The Raheem (Most Merciful). And (or By) the Dawn (verse 1 of Sura 89): 289 + (6 + 314) = 289 + 320 = 609

The Fitr (Feast of Breaking of the Fast that starts on the 1st of Shawwal which is the first day after Ramadan) + The Nahr (Slaughter): 320 + 289 = 609

The Book from Allah (verse 2 of Sura 40): 453 (or 454) + 90 + 66 = 609 (or 610)

Haram (Sanctuary Compound) of Al-Aqsa Mosque: 248 + 138 + 223 = 609

The Saint Peter’s Basilica: 133 + 205 + 271 = 609

The Nasraniya (Christian) Churches: 172 + 437 = 609

Petrus (Peter) the Roman: 271 + 338 = 609 (St. Malachy in his alleged vision referred to the last Pope as “Peter, the Roman”)

Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Hadd (Destruction) of Israel: (5 + 80 + 212) + [9 + 303 (or 302)] = 297 + 312 (or 311) = 609 (or 608)
The promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Hadd (Destruction) of the Britan (Britons): $(5 + 80 + 212) + [9 + 303] = 297 + 312 = 609$

The Sixth + Tammuz (July): $156 + 453 = 609$ (George Bush was born on July 6, 1946)

Qiyama (Rise/Resurrection or Upheaval) of Son of the Satan: $156 + 53 + 400 (or 401) = 609 (or 610)$

Qiyama (Rise/Resurrection or Upheaval) of Jinn (demons) + The Satan: $156 + 53 + 400 (or 401) = 609 (or 610)$

Day of the Hour + Lucifer (one of the names of Satan): $(56 + 167) + 386 = 223 + 386 = 609$

Day of the Promise + Halak (Devastation) of the Dajjal, the Messiah, the Muzayyaf (False / Fraud / Impostor): $(56 + 111) + 56 + [69 + (149 + 168)] = (167 + 56) + (69 + 317) = 223 + 386 = 609$

Day of the Eid (Feast) + Promise of Halak (Devastation) of New York: $(56 + 115) + (80 + 56 + 302) = 171 + 438 = 609$

Day of the Hour + Israel + The Jinn (demons): $(56 + 167) + [302 (or 303) + 84] = 223 + 386 (or 387) = 609 (or 610)$

The Messiah son of David + Israel + The Jinn (demons): $(149 + 53 + 21) + [302 (or 303) + 84] = 223 + 386 (or 387) = 609 (or 610)$

Al-Saïqa (The Shocking Event) + Hadd (Destruction) of Al-Britan (the Britons): $297 (or 296) + (9 + 303) = 297 (or 296) + 312 = 609 (or 608)$

Khat (line): $609$

The Star + The Tariq (Star) + The Poles: $124 + (341 + 144) = 124 + 485 = 609$

Aya (Sign) of Qiayma (Resurrection) of New York + Sydney: $17 + 156 + 302 + 134 = 609$

Yajuj (Gog) + Qiaym (Resurrection) of the Amreek (Americans) + Sydney: $23 + 150 + 302 + 134 = 609$

The Amreek (Americans) + Temple of Solomon: $302 + (116 + 191) = 302 + 307 = 609$

Day of Nineteenth + Tammuz (July – Greater Syria & Iraq): $56 + [530 (or 531) + 570] + 453 = 56 + [1100 (or 1101) + 453] = 56 + 1553 (or 1554) = 1609 (or 1610) (1609 is the
254th Prime Number) (1900 is the 1609th Composite Number)

This is your Day that you have been promised (verse 103 of Sura 21):
706 + 116 + 741 + 510 + 536 = 2609 (2609 is the 379th Prime Number)

The Quran started to be revealed to Prophet Mohammad (p) on Friday, August 8, 609 AD Julian (August 11, 609 AD Gregorian) (1943, 714, 5th Julian Day) (Elul 1, 4369 Jewish) (Ramadan 1, 13 lunar years, 6 months and 12 days before day of the Hijra, meaning day of his arrival to Medina on Friday, Rabi Awwal 12, Sept. 24, 622 AD Julian, Tishri 13, 4383 Jewish). Prophet Mohammad (p) died on Monday, June 8, 632 AD Julian (June 11, 632 AD Gregorian) (Rabi Awwal 12, 11 Hijri) ((Sivan 13, 4392 Jewish). The period from Prophet Mohammad’s (p) arrival to Medina till his death is exactly 10 lunar Hijri years. Therefore, the period from the beginning of the revelation of the Quran till the death of Prophet Mohammad (p) is 23 lunar years, 6 months, and 12 days, meaning 22 solar years and 10 months.

King Philip III of Spain signed the Edict of Expulsion on April 9, 1609 (Muharram 5, 1018 Hijri) (Nisan 5, 5369 Jewish) which decreed that all Moriscos (Spanish Muslims who were forced to become Christians, but still secretly practiced Islam) were to be expelled from Spain to North Africa. The expulsion campaign lasted from 1609 till 1614. On September 11, 1609 (Jumada Thania 11 or 12, 1018) (Elul 12, 5369 Jewish), the expulsion order was announced by town announcers, starting in Valencia and later across Spain. According to some sources, the date of the announcement of expulsion was September 22 (Jumada Thania 22 or 23, 1018 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5369 Jewish), instead of September 11. On September 30, 1609, the first of the expelled Moriscos were taken to the ports, where, as a last insult, they were forced to pay their own fare for the trip. The Moriscos were transported to North Africa.

On September 11, 1609 Julian (Jumada Thania 11, 1018 Hijri) (Elul 12, 5369 Jewish), Henry Hudson (English explorer who worked for the Dutch East India Company) during his mission to find an easterly passage to Asia, sailed into the New York bay, and discovered Manhattan Island. On the next day, he began a 10- day journey up what became later known as the Hudson River, sailing 150 miles to what is now Albany, before realizing that it would not lead to his destination. This eventually led to establishment of Dutch settlements in North America and the establishment the city of New Amsterdam on Manhattan Island to become the capital of New Netherland (Dutch colony of North America) in 1625. Later, after Britain captured the city of New Amsterdam, they changed its name to New York.

♦ يوم إنهاء الدنيا Day of Intiha (End) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 56 + (458 + 96) = 56 + 554 = 610 (= 10 x 61) (610 is the 498th Composite Number) (742 is the 610th Composite Number)

ابتداء من نهاية الزمان Awwal (First) phase of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): 37 + 283 + 90 + 71 + 129 (or 128) = 610 (or 609)

لا ينفع نفسها إيمانها لم Does not benefit a soul its belief if has not (verse 158 of Sura 6): 610 (or
We (God) have not made People (or Guardians) of Hell-Fire, other than (verse 31 of Sura 74): $41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 = 610$

Lailat (Eve) of the Ninth of Ab (August – in Greater Syria & Iraq): $75 + [531 + 4 (or 3)] = 75 + 535 (or 534) = 610$ (or 609)  (It also refers to Av 9 in the Jewish Calender which is day of historical calamities for the Jews)

The Big Strike (verse 16 of Sura 44): $347 + 263 = 610$

The Ashoura (10th of Muharram): $610$ (or 609)

Wafat (Death) of AbdAllah, King of Jordan: $92 + (76 + 66) + 90 + 286 = 92 + (142 + 90 + 286) = 92 + 518 = 610$

The Messiah son of David + Israel + The Jinn (demons): $(149 + 53 + 21) + [303 (or 302) + 84] = 223 + 387 (or 386) = 610$ (or 609)

Day of Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) of Israel + The Jinn (demons): $(56 + 156) + [303 (or 302) + 84] = 223 + 387 (or 386) = 610$ (or 609)

George W. Bush, the Son (Junior): $(212 + 6) + 308 + 84 = (218 + 308) + 84 = 526 + 84 = 610$

The Messiah, the Dajjal, the Awar + The Jinn (demons): $(149 + 69 + 308) + 84 = 526 + 84 = 610$

The Messiah, the Dajjal Bush + The Jinn (demons): $(149 + 69 + 308) + 84 = 526 + 84 = 610$

The Change + The Poles (of the Earth): $467 + 143 (or 144) = 610$ (or 611)

And the Heaven and the Tariq (verse 1 of Sura 86) + The Star: $(6 + 133 + 6 + 341) + 124 = 486 + 124 = 610$

Mashar (People or Creatures resulting from inter-mingling, inter-breeding, which could be between Jinn and humans) (verse 33 of Sura 55): $610$

Quraish Tribe: $610$

Al-Hadda (the Incident of Destruction) + Al-Aqsa Mosque, Al-Quds (Jerusalem): $45 + 565 = 610$
Nakba (Disaster) of London + Qiyama (Resurrection) of City of Sydney: \((77 + 134) + (156 + 109 + 134) = 211 + 399 = 610\)

Qiyama (Resurrection + Outbreak of War) + Nakba (Disaster) of Dakk (Bombardment or Destruction) of London + Awda (Return) of Sydney: \(156 + (77 + 24 + 134) + (85 + 134) = 156 + 235 + 219 = 610\)

Son of Joe of the English People + Qiyama (Resurrection) of City of Sydney: \((53 + 9) + 149 + 156 + 109 + 134 = (62 + 149) + (156 + 109 + 134) = 211 + 399 = 610\)

Messiah son of Joe + Qiyama (Resurrection) of City of Sydney: \(149 + (53 + 9) + (156 + 109 + 134) = (149 + 62) + 399 = 211 + 399 = 610\)

Saiqa (Shocking Event) of South Korea: \(266 + 344 = 610\)

The Hadda (Incident of Destruction) + The Taiwaniyoon (Taiwanese): \(45 + 565 = 610\)

And a believing man, of people of Pharaoh who has hiding his faith, said (verse 28 of Sura 40): \(1610\)

The Star + The Tariq (Star) + Poles of the Earth: \(124 + (341 + 1145) = 124 + 1486 = 1610\) (equivalent to \(610\))

Taghayor (Change): \(1610\) (equivalent to \(610\))

Torment of the End Times (verse 127 of Sura 20): \(773 + 837\) (or 838): \(1610\) (or \(1611\)) (equivalent to \(610\))

Like that Khuruj (coming-out) (verse 11 of Sura 50): \(770 + 840 = 1610\) (equivalent to \(610\))

So, when the Trumpet is sounded (verse 8 of Sura 74): \(782 + 350 + (90 + 388) = 782 + 350 + 478 = 1610\) (equivalent to \(610\))

Akhir (Last) Day + Zu Hijja: \(801\) (or 802) + 56 + (706 + 47) = \(801\) (or 802) + 56 + 753 = \(1610\) (or \(1611\))

Nineteen Months: \(535 + 570 + 505 = 1610\) (equivalent to \(610\))

(\(1610\) is the \(1355^{th}\) Composite Number ) ( \(1902\) is the \(1610^{th}\) Composite Number) ( \(3047\) is the \(2610^{th}\) Composite Number)

Day of Nineteenth + Tammuz (July – Greater Syria & Iraq): \(56 + [531 (or 530) + 570] + 453 = 56 + [1101 (or 1100) + 453] = 56 + 1554 (or 1553) = 1610\) (or \(1609\))

Khamsa Ishreen (Twenty Five) + Za Qadat: \((705 + 630) + (701 + 574) =\)
$1335 + 1275 = 2610$

الثالث عشر + يوليو + 1917 Al-Thalith Ashar (The Thirteenth) + Yulyu (July – in Egypt) + 1917: $[1061 \text{ or } 1062] + 570 + 62 + 1917 = [1631 \text{ or } 1632] + 62 + 1917 = 1693 \text{ or } 1694 + 1917 = 3610 \text{ (or } 3611) \text{ (July 13, 1917 is the date of the third apparition/vision of the three Catholic children in Fatima, Portugal, on which 3 secrets about the future were revealed to them.)}$

♦ هدم فاتيكان Hadm (Destruction) of Vatican: $49 + 562 = 611 \text{ (611 is the } 499^\text{th} \text{ Composite Number) } (744 \text{ is the } 611^\text{th} \text{ Composite Number})$

يوم إنتهاء زمن Day of Intiha (End) of Zaman (Time): $56 + [458 + 97 \text{ (or } 98)] = 56 + 555 \text{ (or } 556) = 611 \text{ (or } 612)$

يوم نزول الفرقان Day of Nuzul (Descent) of the Furqan (Quran or Distinction between right and wrong) $: 56 + (93 + 462) = 56 + 555 = 611$

انزل الالك من ربك هو الحق brought down to you from your Lord (God) is the Truth (verse 6 of Sura 34): $88 + 61 + 90 + 202 + 11 + 139 = 611$

إبراهيم + قربان Ibrahim + Qurban (Sacrificial offering ): $259 + 352 \text{ (or } 353) = 611 \text{ (or } 612)$

هروت Harut (name of an Angel) (verse 102 of Sura 2): $611$

شيطين الإنسان والجن Satans of the humans and the Jinn (demons) (verse 112 of Sura 6): $379 \text{ (or } 380) + (142 + 6 + 84) = 379 \text{ (or } 380) + 232 = 611 \text{ (or } 612)$

رايت I saw (verse 4 of Sura 12): $611$

تفصيلاً in detail. (verse 12 of Sura 17): $611 \text{ (or } 610)$

مما تعدون Of what you count (verse 47 of Sura 22): $81 + 530 = 611$

الпочт The Ateeq (Free from Impurities & Hell-Fire) (verse 29 of Sura 22): $611$

الشاعر The Shira (The Shira Al-Yamaniya is the name used by Ancient Arabs to refer to Sirius Star): $611 \text{ [The Shira is mentioned in verse 49 of Sura 53 (The title of Sura 53 is Al-Najm, meaning the Star), immediately before verses 50 - 51 that talk about the devastation of the people of Aad and Thamud by God]}$

الشجر يسجد The Trees prostrate $: 534 + 77 = 611$

إثنين Ithnain (Monday or Two): $611$

تيرا Terra (Land): $611$
The landing on the surface of the Moon: $53 + 110 + 77 + 371 = 611$

... they commit abomination in it. So, it becomes right (verse 16 of Sura 17): 611

The Change + The Poles (of the Earth): $467 + 144 (or 143) = 611 (or 610)$

Mohammad was not a father of any of your men, and (verse 40 of Sura 33): $(41 + 71) + (92 + 4) + (13 + 90 + 294) + 6 = 112 + (96 + 397) + 6 = 611$

People of Palestine: $372 + 239 = 611$

... So, when they saw our punishment, they said (verse 84 of Sura 40): 611

Torment of the End Times (verse 127 of Sura 20): $773 + 838 (or 837) : 1611 (or 1610)$

Prince of Believers + The Caliph + Al Hashim (Mahdi’s Family name): $478 + 756 + 377 (or 378) = 1611 (or 1612) (1611 is the 1356th Composite Number ) (1903 is the 1611th Composite Number)

Nasr (Victory) of the Mamaleek + Hazima (Defeat) of the Tatar (Mogols): $(340 + 172) + [67 + 1032 (or 1031)] = 512 + 1099 (or 1098) = 1611 (or 1610)$

[ On Friday, September 3, 1260 AD Julian (September 10, 1260 AD Gregorian) (Ramadan 25, 658 Hijri) (Elul 26, 5020 Jewish), in the Battle of Ain Jalut in Galilee, Northern Palestine, the Muslim Mamaleek (Mamluks) achieved a decisive victory over the Maghool (Mongols or Tatar). ]

... Messenger of God, Camel of God and allowing it to drink. So, they accused him of lying. So, their Lord (God) murmured (or sent a punishment) upon them. (verse 13 of Sura 91): $2611 (2611 = 7 x 373 ) (2611 is the 2231st Composite Number)$

... He said: This is mercy from my Lord. When Promise of My Lord come, he turns it into ruins and (verse 98 of Sura 18): $(131 + 706 + 253 + 90 + 212 + 782 + 5 + 80) + (212 + 108 + 26 + 6) = 2259 + 352 = 2611$

... Al-Thalith Ashar (The Thirteenth) + Yulyu (July – in Egypt) + 1917: $[1062 (or 1061) + 570] + 62 + 1917 = [1632 (or 1631) + 62] + 1917 = 1694 (or 1693) + 1917 = 3611 (or 3610) (4186 is the 3611th Composite Number) (July 13, 1917 is the date of the third apparition/vision of the three Catholic children in Fatima, Portugal, on which 3 secrets about the future were revealed to them.)

... you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces
and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, we return and (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17): (502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138) + (61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1012 + 140 + 262 + 51 + 318) + (6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6) = 3335 + (3574 + 702) = 7611

♦ Torah: 612 (612 is the 500th Composite Number) (745 is the 612th Composite Number) (3612 is the 3107th Composite Number) (4187 is the 3612th Composite Number)

Khitan (Speech): 612

for its (expected) occurrence (verse 2 of Sura 56): 612

Peter: 612

Petri (Peter – in Latin and Spanish): 612

Æthelstan (King of West Saxons who became overlord and king of all the Anglo Saxons, starting from July 12, 927 AD): 612

Nine + Ailul (September): 535 + 77 = 612

Day of Intiha (End) of Zaman (Time): 56 + [458 + 98 (or 98)] = 56 + 556 (or 555) = 612 (or 611)

He will let it be destroyed and thus the Promise of my Lord is true.” (verse 98 of Sura 18): 612

Kingdom of Worshippers of the Satan: 135 + [77 + 400 (or 401)] = 135 + 477 (or 478) = 612 (or 613)

Shayatin al-anis and the Jinn (demons) (verse 112 of Sura 6): 380 (or 379) + (142 + 6 + 84) = 380 (or 379) + 232 = 612 (or 611)

American President + Obama: (281 + 280) + 51 = 561 + 51 = 612

Day of Hadd (Destruction) of Manhattan: 56 + (9 + 547) = 56 + 556 = 612

The Trees (verse 6 of Sura 55) + prostrate: 534 + 78 = 612

Day of the Promise of the Nuclear Weapon + City of Sydney: (56 + 80 + 233) + (109 + 134) = 369 + 243 = 612
You are one of the Messengers (verse 3 of Sura 36): $71 + 120 + 421 = 612$

Our Lord, to establish the Prayer (verse 37 of Sura 14): $253 + 197 + 162 = 612$

Paradises and grain of harvest (verse 9 of Sura 50): $453 + 6 + 10 + 143 = 612$

Peace be upon Al-Yasin (Elias) (verse 130 of Sura 37) + The Pope Yohanna (John) Paulus (Paul) : $(130 + 110 + 162 ) + ( 37 + 75 + 98 ) = 402 + 210 = 612$

The Imam Mahdi + Awda (Return) + Mubaya’a (pledge of allegiance) + The Pakistan + Turkey: $(113 + 90 + 85 + 128) + 565 + 631 = 416 + 565 + 631 = 1612$ (equivalent to 612)

The Pope John Paul + The Vatican: $809 + (37 + 75 + 98 ) + 593 = 809 + 210 + 593 = 1612$

Awda (Return) of life of the Pope John Paul + God has sent/resurrected for you Talut (Saul or Paul) as a King (verse 247 of Sura 2): $(85 + 24 + 37 + 59 + 38) + (66 + 104 + 572 + 90 + 446 + 91 ) = 243 + 1369 = 1612$

Fall of the Bomb of City of Nagasaki: $175 + 187 + 109 + 1141 (or 1142) = 1612$ (or 1613) [The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time)]

Ralph Waldo Emerson + Harvard School of Divinity: $(311 + 47 + 367) + (309 + 490 + 88) = 725 + 887 = 1612$
On July 15, 1838, American thinker, Ralph Waldo Emerson, delivered his famous speech at Harvard’s School of Divinity graduation, discounting Biblical miracles and declaring Jesus a great man, but not God. The Protestant community reacted with outrage.

Assassination of Riyadh Al-Solh: \[1442 + (1011 + 159) = 1442 + 1170 = 2612\]

(Riyadh Al-Solh, Prime Minister of Lebanon, several months after leaving office, was assassinated on July 16, 1951)

We descended it (brought it down) to you blessed so that they ponder upon its Ayat (Signs) and those who have brains to learn. (verse 29 of Sura 38): \[2612 = (2 \times 2 \times 653)\] (2612 is the 2232th Composite Number)

Assyria yielded its supremacy over Jerusalem to Babylonia in 612 BC.

The Lady of Kazan (also called Theotokos of Kazan) is one of the most revered Russian religious icons as Protectress of Russia. According to tradition, the original icon of Our Lady of Kazan was brought to Russia from Constantinople in the 13th century. After the Tatars besieged and then conquered Kazan and made it the capital of their khanate in 1438, the icon disappeared. After a fire destroyed Kazan in 1579, the Virgin Mary appeared in a prophetic dream to a 10-year-old girl named Matrona, revealing the location of where the icon was hidden. The girl told the archbishop about the dream, but was not taken seriously, but on July 8, 1579 (Jumada Ula 13, 987 Hijri) (Tammuz 14, 5339 Jewish), after repetitions of the dream, the girl and her mother recovered the icon on their own, buried under a destroyed house in Kazan. The Time of Troubles was a period of Russian history comprising the years of interregnum between the death of the last Russian Tsar of the Rurik Dynasty, Feodor Ivanovich, in 1598, and the establishment of the Romanov Dynasty in 1613. By 1611, Polish-Lithuanian forces had occupied Moscow and other Russian cities, but in the autumn of 1612, Prince Dmitri Pozharsky and Novgorod merchant Kuzma Minin led an uprising in Moscow against the invaders. In 1612, St. Sergei was said to have appeared to Bishop Arseni. St. Sergei, who had died in 1392, told the bishop that the Lady of Kazan would intervene in battle. Hence, the Lady of Kazan icon was brought to lead the Russian troops of Prince Pozharski that were trying to liberate Moscow from Catholic Polish-Lithuanian occupation. On October 22, 1612 Julian (Ramadan 7, 1021 Hijri), the initial success of Russians was achieved when Russian forces succeeded in capturing the Kitai Gorod area of Moscow. However, it was not until November 27, 1612 Julian (Shawwal 13, 1021 Hijri), that the Kremlin and Moscow were completely liberated by withdrawal of the Polish army from Moscow, after 18 months of Polish occupation. Ever since that incident, whenever Russia had to go into battle, the Virgin of Kazan or one of its copies was carried in front of the army. Invocation of the Virgin Mary through the icon is also credited with helping the country to repel the Swedish invasion of 1709 and Napoleon's invasion of 1812. The icon was kept till it was stolen in 1904 in Church of the Elevation of the Holy Cross, a part of Kazan Monastery of the Theotokos in Kazan, the site where the original icon of Our Lady of Kazan was found. On the night of June 29, 1904 (Rabi Thani 15, 1322 Hijri), the icon was stolen from the monastery in Kazan. Several years later, Russian police apprehended the thieves and recovered only the frame of the icon. The thieves originally declared that the icon itself had been cut to pieces and burnt. On October 13, 1917 (Zu Al-Hijja 26, 1335 Hijri) (day of the last apparition of the children in Fatima, Portugal), during the Russian Communist Revolution, the Basilica of Our Lady of Kazan housing the icon was destroyed, apparently to prove that God did not exist. As great sledges and rams of the Communists knocked down the Basilica,
loudspeakers blared: “You see, there is no God! We destroy the church of the so-called protectress of Russia, and nothing happens!” After the destruction of the Basilica, the whereabouts of the icons were not known. It might have been stolen. On September 23, 1953 (Muharram 14, 1373 Hijri), Mike Mitchell-Hedges, antique collector, purchased the Lady of Kazan icon in England. In 1964-1965, a special pavilion was erected at World Trade Fair in New York to house Lady of Kazan icon so that people could come to admire it. On October 4, 1965 (Jumada Thania 8, 1385 Hijri), Pope Paul VI, during his one-day visit to the U.S. address the United Nations General Assembly in New York, visited the World Trade Fair to bless the icon. Then, the “Blue Army” entered into the issue of this icon, an American organisation that had embraced the communist strife and the role of Fatima. The icon was the perfect billboard to promote their campaign. The Blue Army had its first “official contact” with the icon on September 13, 1965 (Jumada Ula 17, 1385 Hijri), at the New York World’s Fair. That night, the pavilion was filled with members of the Blue Army, led by the Bishop of Fatima himself. It appears that the entire night was spent in adoration and prayer for the conversion of Russia and world peace. Blue Army groups around the world, in many cities, held similar all night vigils on that same date. The Blue Army learned about the opportunity to purchase the icon from from Anna, Mike Mitchell-Hedges’ daughter, in January 1970. Once the icon was purchased, it was taken to Fatima, Portugal. When Pope John Paul II discovered the icon in 1991, during one of his many visits to Fatima, he realized the icon was most important, politically, but maybe also to his own personal cause. He asked to have it transferred to the Vatican, where it was installed in the papal apartment. In 1993, the Blue Army consented to this transfer. On November 5, 2003 (Ramadan 10, 1424 Hijri), Russian president Vladimir Putin met Pope John Paul II in the Vatican. During the meeting, an icon known as the Virgin of Kazan was brought from the Pope’s private chapel into the Vatican Library, where the meeting was held. Putin watched as the Pope blessed the icon and then the Russian leader himself kissed it. On August 26, 2004 (Rajab 10, 1425 Hijri), the Lady of Kazan went on display on the altar of St. Peter’s Basilica in the Vatican. Two days later, Cardinal Walter Kasper handed the icon back to the Russian Orthodox Church in Moscow in a ceremony at the Kremlin’s Cathedral of the Assumption, as a personal gift from Pope John Paul II. It would be almost one year later, on the next feast day of the holy icon – July 21, 2005 (Jumada Thania 14, 1426 Hijri) – that Patriarch Alexius II and Mintimer Shaymiev, the President of Tatarstan, placed it in the Annunciation Cathedral of the Kazan Kremlin in Kazan, Tatarstan, Russia. Today, the icon is kept in the Church of the Elevation of the Holy Cross, a part of Kazan Monastery of the Theotokos in Kazan.

♦ And the Janna (Paradise) has been drawn closer (verse 31 of Sura 50): (6 + 518) + 89 = 524 + 89 = 613 (613 is the 112th Prime Number) (746 is the 613th Composite Number) (3613 is the 505th Prime Number)

♦ And the Jinna (Jinn – invisible creatures) have been drawn closer: (6 + 518) + 89 = 524 + 89 = 613

The Hour is coming (verse 85 of Sura 15): 167 + 446 (or 447) = 613 (or 614)

آسرار يوم الدين Secrets of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgement): 462 + (56 + 95) = 613

ليلة تسعه آب Lailat (Eve or Night) of Nine Ab (August in Greater Syria or Av in Jewish
Calendar: $75 + [535 + 3 (or 4)] = 75 + 538 \ (or \ 539) = \mathbf{613} \ (or \ \mathbf{614}) \ \text{(Nine Av is the 9th day of Av referred to by the Jews as Tisha B’Av is considered by the Jews the saddest day of the year because many calamities to the Jews happened on this day)}$

The American President: $311 + 302 \ (or \ 312) = \mathbf{613} \ (or \ \mathbf{623})$

The Nasraniya (Christian) Church: $176 + 437 = \mathbf{613}$

Khuz: $\mathbf{613}$

Balad (Country) of the followers of Iblees (DiaBulus, Diablo, or Devil): $36 + (474 + 103) = 36 + 577 = \mathbf{613}$

Kingdom of Worshippers of the Satan: $135 + [77 + 401 \ (or \ 400)] = 135 + 478 \ (or \ 477) = \mathbf{613}$

Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of the Messiah, the Awar (attribute of the Dajjal): $(21 + 135) + 149 + 308 = 156 + (149 + 308) = 156 + 457 = \mathbf{613}$

Awda (Return) of the Wafiyat (Dead People): $85 + 528 = \mathbf{613}$

The Jann (Jinn- invisible creatures) + The Wafiyat (Dead People): $85 + 528 = \mathbf{613}$

Ihtifal (Celebration) + Astronauts of Space: $520 + (211 + 882) = 520 + 1093 = \mathbf{1613}$

When Yajuj (Gog) is opened (unleashed or let loose) (verse 96 of Sura 21): $(702 + 888) + 23 = 1590 + 23 = \mathbf{1613} \ \text{(1613 is the 255th Prime Number)} \ \text{(1905 is the 1613th Composite Number)}$

We sent upon them a roaring wind on an ominous day (verse 19 of Sura 54): $\mathbf{1613}$

Does the human being think that We are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, We are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to deny what is coming ahead of him. He asks: when will Day of the Qiyama be? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun and the Moon are combined, the human being, on that day, says: Where is the escape? No, (verse 3 – 11 of Sura 75): $(81 + 192 + 81 + 163 + 1016 + 41 + 364 + 110 + 51 + 126 + 108 + 32 + 224 + 192 + 323 + 87 + 100 + 62 + 56 + 186) + [781 \ (or \ 782) + 302 + 323 + 6 + 740 + 371 + 6 + 113 + 431 + 371 + 146 + 192 + 766 + 61 + 351 + 51 + 31] = 3596 + 5017 \ (or \ 5018) = \mathbf{8613} \ (or \ \mathbf{8614}) \ \text{(8613 is the 7540th Composite Number)}$
The Hour is coming (verse 85 of Sura 15): $167 + 447 = 614 \text{ (or 613)}$

$447$ is the $501^{th}$ Composite Number  
$747$ is the $614^{th}$ Composite Number

The End (Intiha) of the Life (Hayat) of the World before the End Times: $458 + 60 + 96 = 614$

The Period (Amad) of the Stay (Lubuth): $45 + 569 = 614$

The Eleven (Al-Ahad Ashar): $44 + 570 = 614$

Two + Ab (August): $611 + 3 \text{ (or 4)} = 614 \text{ (or 615)}$

Hobart (capital of Tasmania Island/State, Australia): $614$

The Eve or Night (Lailat) of Nine Ab (August in Greater Syria or Av in Jewish Calendar): $75 + [535 + 4 \text{ (or 3)}] = 75 + 539 \text{ (or 538)} = 614 \text{ (or 613)}$

Nine Av is the $9^{th}$ day of Av referred to by the Jews as Tisha B’Av is considered by the Jews the saddest day of the year because many calamities to the Jews happened on this day.

The Beginning (Ibtida) of Descent (Nuzul) of Apollo 11: $56 + 409 + 93 + (45 + 11) = 56 + 409 + (93 + 56) = 56 + (409 + 149) = 56 + 558 = 614$

The President Baraq (Arabic spelling of Barack): $311 + 303 = 614$

The Iranian President: $311 + 303 = 614$

Iranian President + Nazad (Persian spelling of President of Iran’s name): $(280 + 272) + 62 = 552 + 62 = 614$

The Devastation of Al-Britaniyoon (The Britons): $245 + 369 = 614$

Halak (Devastation) of Copenhagen City, Denmark: $56 + 1558 = 1614$ (equivalent to $614$)

Hazima (Defeat) of Manhattan: $67 + 547 = 614$

The Fall of California: $206 + 408 = 614$

The End of Vancouver, Canada: $102 + 512 = 614$

We revived (verse 11 of Sura 50) + Pakistan: $80 + 534 = 614$

The Destruction + Pakistan: $80 + 534 = 614$
In July 614 AD, the Persian King Khosrau II conquered Jerusalem, in alliance with the Jews. They massacred the Christians of Jerusalem and burned down their churches. The Jews were interested in the Staff of Aaron, the "Rod of Hefzibah", which they claimed was what the Christians called "the remainder of the Holy Cross." They tortured Christian priests until they finally told the Jews where it was hidden. The Persians took the Holy Cross to Khosrau. Consequently, the Jews attacked Tyre, but failed to enter it. From 614 AD to 2019 (possible Beginning of the End Times), there are 1405 years.

Sura 30 of the Quran which was revealed before the Hijra (Migration) of Prophet Mohammad (p) to Medina, prophesied that the Romans will defeat the Persians, within few years.

Byzantine Emperor Heraclius managed to re-capture Jerusalem around 629 AD. The Byzantines
accused the Jews of Jerusalem of having cooperated with the Persian conquerors and massacred them. Heraclius re-captured the Holy Cross from the Persians. During the reign of the Crusaders over Jerusalem, the Holy Cross was housed in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre under the protection of the Latin Patriarch.

Within a period of about 23 years from 614 AD – 637 AD, Jerusalem was conquered by the Persians, then the Romans, then the Muslims.

♦ İstanbuliyoon (İstanbulites): 615 (615 is the 502nd Composite Number)

- Allah + İstanbul = 66 + 549 = 615
- al-Aya (the Miraculous Sign) + We revived (verse 11 of Sura 50) + Egypt + İstanbul = 47 + 80 + 330 + 158 = 615
- Pope John Paul + Lands of Al-Amerikiyoon (the Americans): 37 + 75 + 98 + (37 + 368) = 210 + 405 = 615
- Two Poles (of the Earth) + The Tariq (Star) + Saiha (Scream): 162 + 340 (or 341) + 113 = 615
- Pope John Paul + lands of Al-Amerikiyoon (the Americans): (37 + 75 + 98) + (37 + 368) = 210 + 405 = 615
- Pope John Paul + lands of Al-Amerikiyoon (the Americans): (37 + 75 + 98) + (37 + 368) = 210 + 405 = 615
- Pope John Paul + lands of Al-Amerikiyoon (the Americans): (37 + 75 + 98) + (37 + 368) = 210 + 405 = 615
- Pope John Paul + lands of Al-Amerikiyoon (the Americans): (37 + 75 + 98) + (37 + 368) = 210 + 405 = 615
- Pope John Paul + lands of Al-Amerikiyoon (the Americans): (37 + 75 + 98) + (37 + 368) = 210 + 405 = 615
- Pope John Paul + lands of Al-Amerikiyoon (the Americans): (37 + 75 + 98) + (37 + 368) = 210 + 405 = 615
- Pope John Paul + lands of Al-Amerikiyoon (the Americans): (37 + 75 + 98) + (37 + 368) = 210 + 405 = 615
- Pope John Paul + lands of Al-Amerikiyoon (the Americans): (37 + 75 + 98) + (37 + 368) = 210 + 405 = 615
- Pope John Paul + lands of Al-Amerikiyoon (the Americans): (37 + 75 + 98) + (37 + 368) = 210 + 405 = 615
- Pope John Paul + lands of Al-Amerikiyoon (the Americans): (37 + 75 + 98) + (37 + 368) = 210 + 405 = 615
- Pope John Paul + lands of Al-Amerikiyoon (the Americans): (37 + 75 + 98) + (37 + 368) = 210 + 405 = 615
- Pope John Paul + lands of Al-Amerikiyoon (the Americans): (37 + 75 + 98) + (37 + 368) = 210 + 405 = 615
- Pope John Paul + lands of Al-Amerikiyoon (the Americans): (37 + 75 + 98) + (37 + 368) = 210 + 405 = 615
- Pope John Paul + lands of Al-Amerikiyoon (the Americans): (37 + 75 + 98) + (37 + 368) = 210 + 405 = 615
- Pope John Paul + lands of Al-Amerikiyoon (the Americans): (37 + 75 + 98) + (37 + 368) = 210 + 405 = 615
- Pope John Paul + lands of Al-Amerikiyoon (the Americans): (37 + 75 + 98) + (37 + 368) = 210 + 405 = 615
- Pope John Paul + lands of Al-Amerikiyoon (the Americans): (37 + 75 + 98) + (37 + 368) = 210 + 405 = 615
- Pope John Paul + lands of Al-Amerikiyoon (the Americans): (37 + 75 + 98) + (37 + 368) = 210 + 405 = 615
- Pope John Paul + lands of Al-Amerikiyoon (the Americans): (37 + 75 + 98) + (37 + 368) = 210 + 405 = 615
- Pope John Paul + lands of Al-Amerikiyoon (the Americans): (37 + 75 + 98) + (37 + 368) = 210 + 405 = 615
And we brought Moses the Book and we made it/him a guidance (or guide) to Bani (Children) of Israel (verse 2 of Sura 17): 1615 (or 1616)

We taught the Quran. Created the human being, taught him proper interpretation. The Sun and the moon are taken into account (verses 2 - 5 of Sura 55): 140 + 382 (or 383) + [730 + 193 (or 192) + 145 + 94 + 431 + 6 + 371] + 123 = 140 + 382 (or 383) + [1970 (or 1969) + 123] = 140 + [382 (or 383) + 2093 (or 2092)] = 140 + 2475 (or 2476) = 2615 (or 2616)  (= 5 x 523)  (2615 is the 2235th Composite Number)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We have descended it (or him) in Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat of the Qadr is ? Laila of the Qadr (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 97):
(102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 52 + 143 + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75) + 335 = 2280 + 335 = 2615

Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): (102 + 66 + 329 + 289 ) + ( 52 + 144 + 90 + 75 + 335 ) + ( 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 ) + ( 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 137 + 6) = 335 + 3280 = 3615  (3615 is the 3109th Composite Number)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it in Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is. Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord (verse 2 - 4 of Sura 97): (41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487) + (137 + 6 + 245 + 96) = 3131 + 484 = 3615  (3615 is the 3109th Composite Number)

The Sharia (Islamic Laws): 616 (616 is the 503rd Composite Number ) (749 is the 616th Composite Number)
Composite Number) \(3054\) is the \(2616^{th}\) Composite Number

The liquidation: 616

The Inqilabat (Coup of Change of Regimes): 616 (or 615)

End of Mudda (Period) of the Haml (Pregnancy): \(458 + 49 + 109 = 616\)

I bestowed unto him money (or wealth) (verse 12 of Sura 74): \(509 + 35 + 72 = 616\)

And We have not made People of Fire, except as (verse 31 of Sura 74): \(6 + 41 + (154 + 101 + 282 + 32) = 47 + 569 = 616\)

House of Holiness: 412 + 204 = 616 (House of Holiness refers to Jerusalem and also refers to the Asqa Mosque or Solomon’s Temple)

Papal Church of Saint Peter: 145 + 174 + 271 + 26 = 616

Hadd (Destruction) of State of the Vatican: \(9 + (45 + 562) = 9 + 607 = 616\)

Pope John Paul + State of Banu (Children) of Israel: \((37 + 75 + 98) + (45 + 58 + 303) = 210 + 406 = 616\)

Over it are 9 Words: 116 + \((9 + 491) = 116 + 500 = 616\)

Over it are 9 Angels: 116 + \((9 + 491) = 116 + 500 = 616\)

Over it are 9 Angels: 116 + 500 (or 501) = 616 (or 617)

Over (or above) it nineteen (verse 30 of Sura 74): 116 + \((930 + 570) = 116 + 1500 = 1616\)

Over (or above) it + T + Ten + Tis (Nine): \((116 + 400 + 570) + 530 = 1086 + 530 = 1616\)

Tis Thalathoon (Thirty Nine): 530 + 1086 (or 1087) = 1616 (or 1617)

And a Sign for them, the dead (verse 33 of Sura 36): 1616 (1616 is the 1360\(^{th}\) Composite Number)

End Times Research Center: 267 + 512 + 837 (838) = 1616 (or 1617)

Nuzul (Coming down) of the Quran + the Preserved Board: \(93 + 383 (or 382) + (75 + 1065) = 93 + 383 (or 382) + 1140 = 1616 (or 1615)\)

And we brought Moses the Book and we made it/him a
guidance (or guide) to Bani (Children) of Israel (verse 2 of Sura 17): 1616 (or 1615)

 Hazima (Defeat) + Surrender of the Ottomans + The Quds (Jerusalem): 67 + 592 + 762 + 195 = 1616

Tis’a (Nine) + Kanoon Awal (December) + 1917 : 535 + (127 + 37) + (535 + 164) + 1917 = 699 + 1917 = 2616 [Britain captured Jerusalem from the Ottoman Empire. The Ottoman Governor of Jerusalem sent a “Surrender Letter”, delivered by Mayor of Jerusalem, Hussein Al-Husseini, to the British invaders on Sunday, December 9, 1917 (Safar 24, 1336 Hijri) (Kislev 24, 5678 Jewish). Field Marshal Edmund Allenby, head of the invading British forces, entered Jerusalem on foot, through the Jaffa gate, on December 11, 1917.]

When the eye-sight is sparked (or dazzled with something like light or lightening), and the Moon is eclipsed (or collapsed) and the Sun and the Moon are united (or unified), the human being on that Day says: Where (verses 7 - 10 of Sura 75): 4616 (equivalent to 616) ( = 2 x 2 x 2 x 577) (4616 is the 3992nd Composite Number)

♦ And you see (verse 2 of Sura 110): 6 + 611 = 617 (617 is the 113th Prime Number) (750 is the 617th Composite Number) (4192 is the 3617th Composite Number)

The Seventh + Tammuz (July – Greater Syria & Iraq): 164 + 453 = 617

The Book and We made it (verse 2 of Sura 17): 453 + [6 + 158 (or 159)] = 453 + 164 (or 165) = 617 (or 618)

Bid’a (Beginning) of Awwal (First) phase of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): 7 + [37 + 283 + 90 + 71 + 129 (or 128)] = 7 + 610 (or 609) = 617 (or 616)

The Catholics: 617 (or 618)

Day of Vatican: 56 + 561 (or 562) = 617 (or 618)

Rome + The Aqsa Mosque: 247 + 370 = 617
Day of American President: $56 + (280 + 281) = 56 + 561 = 617$

Forty Four: $617$

Day of Promise of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The Israa (miraculous heavenly journey): $56 + 80 + [187 (or 186) + 294] = 56 + [80 + 481 (or 480)] = 56 + 561 = 617$

Day of the Hour + Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection) + Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment): $(56 + 167) + (56 + 187) + (56 + 95) = (223 + 243) + 151 = 466 + 151 = 617$

Qiyam (Resurrection) of City of Sydney + State of New South Wales: $151 + (109 + 134) + (52 + 61 + 53 + 57) = 151 + (243 + 223) = 151 + 466 = 617 (or 616)$

The Dajjaz + Ihya (Revival) of Kingdom of Israel + The Mahdi: $69 + 21 + [135 + 302 (or 303)] + 90 = 69 + 21 + 437 (or 438) + 90 = 617 (or 618)$

Inqilab (Coup d’etat) of Island of Cyprus: $225 + 392 = 617$

You know what the Tariq is (verse 2 of Sura 86): $[235 (or 226) + 41 ] + 341 = 276 (or 267) + 341 = 617 (or 608)$

The Damar (Destruction) + The Tariq: $276 + 341 = 617$

The Damar (Destruction) + Mountain of Temple of Solomon: $276 + [35 + (116 + 190)] = 276 + (35 + 306) = 276 + 341 = 617$

Bidaya (Beginning) of the End + Jesus son of Mary: $(22 + 102) + [150 + 53 (or 52) + 290] = 124 + 493 (or 492) = 617 (or 616)$

The Star + Jesus son of Mary: $124 + [150 + 53 (or 52) + 290] = 124 + 493 (or 492) = 617 (or 616)$

Number of words of the Aya (Verse) (verse 12 of Sura 17): $78 + 491 + 48 = 617$

Number of the years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment) and every thing we have explained in detail (verse 12 of Sura 17): $1617 (or 1618)$

But will believe in him before his death and on the day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval), he will be witness upon them (verse 159 of Sura 4):
1617 (or 1618) (1617 is the 1361st Composite Number) (1910 is the 1617th Composite Number)

Khuruj (Coming out) of Maseekh (False Messiah) Son of David: 809 + [741 + 52 (or 53) + 15] = 809 + 808 (or 809) = 1617 (or 1618)

Kharja (Coming out) of the first Maseekh (False Messiah): 808 + (741 + 68) = 808 + 809 = 1617

Day of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders’) Entrance into the Bayt Al-Maqdis (House of Holiness or Jerusalem): 56 + (640 + 233) + 41 + (412 + 235) = 56 + (873 + 41 + 647) = 56 + 1561 = 1617

Day of Thani Ishreen (Twenty Second) + Safar: 56 + (561 + 630) + 370 = 56 + (1191 + 370) = 56 + 1561 = 1617

[Barack Obama was born on Friday, August 4, 1961 (Safar 22, 1381 Hijri). Pope John Paul II died on Saturday, April 2, 2005 (Safar 22, 1426 Hijri).]

Ithnain wa Ishreen (Twenty Two) + Safar: (611 + 6 + 630) + 370 = 1247 + 370 = 1617

Tis Thalathoon (Thirty Nine): 530 + 1087 (or 1086) = 1617 (or 1616)

Anti-Christ + Madina (City/State) of Sydney + State of New South Wales: (461 + 690) + (109 + 134) + (52 + 61 + 53 + 57) = 1151 + (243 + 223) = 1151 + 466 = 1617 (or 616)

End Times Research Center: 267 + 512 + 838 (837) = 1617 (or 1616)

To yourselves. And if you do badly, it is for them (yourselves). When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces (or make your faces look bad) and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach completely. Perhaps (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17): (281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116) + (782 + 5 + 80 + 838 + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 + 140) = 5661 + 956 = 6617

To yourselves. And if you do badly, it is for them (yourselves). When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces (or make your faces look bad) and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach completely. Perhaps (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17): (281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 + 140) = (2661 + 2000) + 1956 = 4661 + 1956 = 6617
Beirut: 618 ($= 6 \times 103$) (618 is the 504th Composite Number) (752 is the 618th Composite Number)

الرحمن الرحيم Al-Rahman (Most Compassionate) Al-Raheem (Most Merciful): 329 (or 330) + 289 = 618 (or 619)

Day of the Ninth: 56 + 562 (or 561) = 618

Day of the Saat (Hour): 56 + 562 = 618

Day of the Talaqi (Meeting) (verse 15 of Sura 40): 56 + 562 = 618

Day of Nihayat (End) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 56 + (466 + 96) = 56 + 562 = 618

Day of Vatican: 56 + 562 = 618

Halak (Devastation) of Vatican: 56 + 562 = 618

Hadd (Destruction) of the Saint Peter’s Basilica: 9 + (133 + 205 + 271) = 9 + 609 = 618

The Catholics: 618 (or 617)

The Book and We made it (verse 2 of Sura 17): 453 + [6 + 159 (or 158)] = 453 + 165 (or 164) = 618 (or 617)

People of the Cave + The Raqeem (verse 9 of Sura 18): 101 + (136 + 381) = 101 (or 102) + 517 = 618 (or 619)

The Russian President: 311 + 307 = 618

The Islamic Union: 445 + 173 = 618

We saved Children of Israel (verse 30 of Sura 44): 618 (or 619)

To the angels, prostrate to Adam, so they prostrated, except Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil) who refused (verse 116 of Sura 20): 618

Vanishing of the British Island: 44 + 256 + 318 = 44 + 574 = 618

Damar (Destruction) of the Britaniyeen (Britons): 245 + 373 = 618

Saiqa (Shocking Event) + The Amerikan (Americans): 265 + 353 = 618

Nihaya (End) of Manhattan: 71 + 547 = 618
The Quake (or Shaking Event) of Vancouver, Canada: \(106 + 512 = 618\)

Aad rejected the Messengers (of God). (verse 123 of Sura 26) (Aad are ancient people destroyed by God. The U.S. is possibly today's Aad): \(1122 + 75 + 421 = 1618\) (equivalent to \(618\)) (1618 = \(809 \times 2\)) (1618 is the 1362nd Composite Number) (1911 is the 1618th Composite Number)

With it, the Earth (or Land) was chopped off (verse 31 of Sura 13): \(579 + 7 + 1032 = 1618\) (equivalent to \(618\))

Khuruj (Coming out) of Maseekh (False Messiah) Son of David: \(809 + (741 + 53 + 15) = 809 + 809 = 1618\)

Khuruj (Coming out) of the first Maseekh (False Messiah): \(809 + (741 + 68) = 809 + 809 = 1618\)

Tabut (Ark or Coffin) + Maseekh (False Messiah) Son of David: \(809 + 809 = 1618\)

Tissah Ishreen (Twenty Nine) + Tammuz (July): \((535 + 630) + 453 = 1165 + 453 = 1618\)

Bidaya (Beginning) of month of Ramadan: \(22 + (505 + 1091) = 22 + 1596 = 1618\)

Istiada (Re-capture or Getting back) of Khawarizm the Aqsa: \(541 + 854 + 223 = 1618\)

The day they hear the Saihat (Scream) on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date); that is Day of the Khuruj (Coming out) (verse 42 of Sura 50): \(56 + (236 + 539 + 141 + 750 (or 751) + 56 + 840) = 56 + 2562 (or 2563) = 2618 \) (or 2619)

Note that 1.618 is the Golden Ratio that represents perfection of design of God and we find it in various aspects of the Universe.

The Crusaders conquered Beirut, causing bloodshed, on May 13, 1110 AD Julian (May 20, 1110 AD Gregorian) (Shawwal 21, 503 Hijri) (Iyar 21, 4870 Jewish) (2126,617.5 or 2126,618th Julian Day).

There is no God, except Allah + Mohammad is a Messenger of Allah (Muslims' Testimony of Faith): \((31 + 36 + 32 + 66) + (92 + 296 + 66) = 165 + 454 = 619\) (619 is the 114th Prime Number) (753 is the 619th Composite Number)

Al-Rahman (Most Compassionate) Al-Raheem (Most Merciful): 330 (or 329) +
289 = 619 (or 618)

Al-Ahad Ashra (The Eleven): 44 + 575 = 619

Sheep of Ransome + Ismael: (322 + 86) + 211 = 408 + 211 = 619

So, We opened (or conquered) (verse 11 of Sura 54): 619

Ayat (Signs) of his Lord (God) (verse 18 of Sura 53): 412 + 207 = 619

Suqut (Fall) of Damascus: 175 + 444 = 619

Khuruj (Coming out) of the Maseekh (False Messiah), the Dajjal: 809 + (741 + 69) = 809 + 810 = 1619 (1619 is the 256th Prime Number) (1912 is the 1619th Composite Number)

I seek refuge in Allah from Satan Al-Rajeem (that deserves to be pelted): (777 + 68 + 90) + [400 (or 401) + 284] = 935 + 684 (or 685) = 1619 (or 1620)

You are gathering the people to a day, no doubt about it. Allah does not renege (verse 9 of Sura 3): 71 + 114 + 142 + 86 + 31 + 212 + 95 + 51 + 66 + 31 + 720 = 1619

The day they hear the Saihat (Scream) on the Haq (Justice, Truth, or Due Date); that is Day of the Khuruj (Coming out) (verse 42 of Sura 50): 56 + 236 + 539 + 141 + 751 + 56) + 840 = 56 + 1723 + 840 = 2619

♦ Mushriken (Polytheists) (verse 6 of Sura 98): 620 (620 is the 505th Composite Number) (754 is the 620th Composite Number)

Turk (Turks): 620

Tadnees (Desecration) of the Haikal (Temple): 524 + 96 = 620

Raj'a (Return) of son of Mary: 278 + 52 (or 53) + 290 = 620 (or 621)

The End Times + Islam Abad City, Pakistan: 837 + (109 + 140 + 534) = 837 + 783 = 1620 (equivalent to 620)

I seek refuge in Allah from Satan Al-Rajeem (that deserves to be pelted): 777 + 68 + 90 + 401 (or 400) + 284 = 1620 (or 1619)
Taghayeer (Change) : 1620

the number of years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment /Punishment) and every thing we have explained in detail. (verse 12 of Sura 17): 78 + 201 + 6 + 102 + 6 + 50 + 311 + 255 (or 256) + 611 = 1620 (or 1621) (1620 is the 1363rd Composite Number)  

(1914 is the 1620th Composite Number)

Tasua and Esr even + Tammuz (July): (531 + 6 + 630) + 453 = 1167 + 453 = 1620

than one thousand months. The Angels and Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace it is till (verse 3 – 5 of Sura 97): (90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 + 6) + (245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 130 + 15 + 418) = 1335 + 2285 = 3620

♦ The Shareef (Noble): 621 (621 is the 506th Composite Number)  (755 is the 621st Composite Number)

The Sultan Salah Eddeen Yusuf Al-Ayyubi (The Muslim leader who liberated Jerusalem from the Crusaders): 181 + (129 + 95) + 156 + 60 = 181 + 224 + 156 + 60 = 621

The King Rodericus (or Roderic) : 121 + 500 (or 440) = 621 (or 561)  
(Roderic was the last king of the Visigoths of Hispania who was defeated by Muslims led by Tariq bin Ziyad and he died in the battle-field. )

The Prophet Moses son of Amran: 93 + [116 + 52 + 360 (or 361)] = 93 + 528 = 621 (or 622)

And a Messenger, from them, came to them (verse 113 of Sura 16): (6 + 134) + (50 + 296 + 135) = 140 + 481 = 621

The Eighth : 621 (or 622)

Tarwiya : 621 (8th of Zu Al-Hijja is called Day of the Tarwiya)

Promise of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time) + The Life of the Dunya (World before the End Times) (verse 98 of Sura 10) + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 80 + [71 + 128 (or 129) + 60 + 96] + 186 (or 187) = 80 + [355 (or 356) + 186 (or 187)] = 80 + 541 (542 or 543) = 677 (678 or 679)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) of the Book : 75 + [93 + 453 (or 454)] = 75 + 546 (or 547) = 621 (or 622)
Quran Kareem (Honorable): $351 \text{ (or 352)} + 270 = 621 \text{ (or 622)}$

Day of the Ninth of Ab (August – in Greater Syria & Iraq): $56 + [562 + 3 \text{ (or 4)}] = 56 + 565 \text{ (or 566)} = 621 \text{ (or 622)}$ (It also refers to Av 9 in the Jewish Calendar which is day of historical calamities for the Jews)

Invocation of the Jinn (demons): $537 + 84 = 621$

Hadd (Destruction) of Kingdom of Worshippers of the Satan: $9 + 135 + [77 + 400 \text{ (or 401)}] = 9 + 135 + 477 \text{ (or 478)} = 9 + 612 \text{ (or 613)} = 621 \text{ (or 622)}$

Promise of Fat’h (Opening or Conquest) of Elia (Aelia – Jerusalem as named by the Romans): $80 + [488 + 53 \text{ (or 52)}] = 80 + 541 \text{ (or 540)} = 621 \text{ (or 620)}$

Raj’a (Return) of son of Mary: $278 + 53 \text{ (or 52)} + 290 = 621 \text{ (or 620)}$

Ihya (Resurrection) of Muttaqeen (Pious or God-fearing): $21 + 600 = 621$

To who repented and believed (verse 82 of Sura 20): $621$

I have settled of (verse 37 of Sura 14): $531 + 90 = 621$

City of Vancouver, Canada: $(109 + 437) + 75 = 546 + 75 = 621$

The Zawal (Demise or Cessation of Existence) + City of Vancouver: $(109 + 437) + 75 + 546 = 621$

The Saint Peter’s Church: $145 + 205 + 271 = 621$

Basilica of the Saint Peter + City of Vatican: $(133 + 205 + 612) + (109 + 562) = 950 + 671 = 1621 \text{ (equivalent to 621)}$ ($1621$ is the $257^{th}$ Prime Number)

Tadmeer (Destruction) of the United States: $654 + (479 + 488) = 654 + 967 = 1621$

The United Kingdom (U.K.) + The United States: $166 + 488 + 479 + 488 = 1621 \text{ (equivalent to 621)}$

Istiada (Recapture or Getting back) of the Khawarizm the Quds (Jerusalem): $541 + 885 + 195 = 1621$
Maji (Coming) of President of Israel + Shimon Peres + Masjid (Mosque) of the Jazzar: 54 (or 53) + [280 + 303 (or 302)] + (406 + 229) + (107 + 242) = 54 (or 53) + [583 (or 582) + 635] + 349 = 54 (or 53) + 1218 (or 1217) + 349 = 1621 (1620 or 1619)

Praise to Allah (God) who descended upon his servant the Book (verse 1 of Sura 18): 83 + 65 + 741 + 88 + 110 + 81 + 453 (or 454) = 1621 (or 1622) (equivalent to 621)

And the Pen and what they write (or record). You are not, by the grace (or blessing) of your Lord, crazy (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 68): 1621

The deed that you have done (verse 19 of Sura 26): 600 + 441 + 580 = 1621 (equivalent to 621)

Atmamt (completed) my blessing upon you (verse 3 of Sura 5): 881 + 170 + 570 = 1621

Day of Zabiha (Slaughtered Animal) of Eid of the Zabiha: 56 + 725 + (84 + 756) = 1621 (Eid of the Adha is also called Day of the Zabiha)

The number of years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment /Punishment) and every thing we have explained in detail. (verse 12 of Sura 17): 78 + 201 + 6 + 102 + 6 + 50 + 311 + 256 (or 255) + 611 = 1621 (or 1620)

In the Haq, a Basheer (Bearer of good news) and a Nazeer (Warner) (verse 119 of Sura 2): 1621

I have chosen you) (verse 13 of Sura 20): 1621

The Awaited (Title of the Mahdi): 1621 (equivalent to 621)

Prince of the Believers, the Caliph, the Hashimi: 478 + 756 + 387 = 1621 (equivalent to 621)

The approach of Promise of the End Times: 704 + [80 + 837 (or 838)] = 704 + 917 (or 918) = 1621 (or 1622)

Awaiting of the Mawid (Appointment or Appointed Time) + Promise of the End Times: (1552 + 151) + [80 + 837 (or 838)] = 1703 + 918 (or 917) = 2621 (or 2620)

Who fears the Rahman (God) regarding the Ghayb (Metaphysical World & End Times) and came with a repentant heart (verse 33 of Sura 50): (90 + 910 + 329 + 1045) + (6 + 5 + 134 + 102) = 2374 + 247 = 2621 (or 2622) (equivalent to 621)

2621 is the 381st Prime Number | 3059 is the 2621st Composite Number

We said after him to Bani (Children) of
Israel: Inhabit the land. When the Promise of the End Times comes (verse 104 of Sura 17): 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 303 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) = 3621 (or 3622) (equivalent to 621) (3621 is the 3114th Composite Number)

And what would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 = 4621 (or 4620) (4621 is the 624th Prime Number)

Prophet Mohammad (p) performed **Israa & Miraj** (miraculous heavenly journey) in 621 AD.

♦ The Eighth: 622 (or 621) (622 is the 507th Composite Number)  (756 is the 622nd Composite Number)

Independence: 622 (or 621)

And We saved Moses and all those who were with him. (verse 65 of Sura 26): 622

And everything we have explained (verse 12 of Sura 17): 6 + 50 + 311 + 255 (or 256) = 622 (or 623)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) of the Book: 75 + [93 + 454 (or 453)] = 75 + 547 (or 546) = 622 (or 621)

Quran Kareem (Honorable): 352 (or 351) + 270 = 622 (or 621)

Blessed (verse 1 of Sura 25): 622 (or 623)

Wilada (Birth) of Alexander, the Macedonian: 46 + (335 + 241) = 46 + 576 = 622
Day of Wilada (Birth) of George Bush: \[56 + [46 + (212 + 308)] = 56 + (46 + 520) = 56 + 566 = 622\] (George W. Bush, Jr. was born July 6, 1946)

Day of Bina (Construction) of Dam of Aswan + Egypt: \[56 + (54 + 64 + 118 + 330) = 56 + 566 = 622\]

Day of the Fitna (tribulation, temptation, or discord): \[56 + 566 = 622\]

Day of the Ninth of Ab (August – in Greater Syria & Iraq): \[56 + [562 + 4 (or 3)] = 56 + 565 (or 566) = 622 (or 621)\] (It also refers to Av 9 in the Jewish Calendar which is day of historical calamities for the Jews)

Satan, Rajeem (worthy of being stoned) (verse 25 of Sura 81): \[369 (or 370) + 253 = 622 (or 623)\]

with those who follow you (verse 85 of Sura 38): \[130 + 492 = 622\]

Dawla (State) of the followers of Iblees (Diablo, or Devil): \[45 + (474 + 103) = 45 + 577 = 622\]

The Hadda (Incident of Destruction) of Followers of Iblees (Diablo, or Devil): \[45 + (474 + 103) = 45 + 577 = 622\]

Hadd ( Destruction of Kingdom of Worshippers of the Satan: \[9 + 135 + [77 + 401 (or 400)] = 9 + [135 + 478 (or 477)] = 9 + 613 (or 612) = 622 (or 621)\]

Wathaniyoon (Pagans): \[622\]

Embracing (a religion): \[622\]

We send/resurrect (verse 15 of Sura 17): \[622\]

Their Brother Hood (verse 50 of Sura 11): \[647 + 15 = 622\]

Atrak (Turks): \[622\]

Empty (verse 259 of Sura 2): \[622\]

The Zawal (Demise or Cessation of Existence) + Manhattan: \[75 + 547 (or 546) = 622 (or 621)\]

Nakba (Catastrophe) of City of New York + London (or Sydney): \[77 + (109 + 302)] + 134 = (77 + 411) + 134 = 488 + 134 = 622\]

Hatf (Death) of London (or Sydney): \[488 + 134 = 622\]
Fat’h (Conquest) of London: 488 + 134 = 622

Punishment of House of the Pope: 173 + (412 + 37) = 173 + 449 = 622

To a bad thing (verse 6 of Sura 54): 622

Praise to Allah (God) who descended upon his servant the Book (verse 1 of Sura 18): 83 + 65 + 741 + 88 + 110 + 81 + 454 (or 453) = 1622 or 1621 (equivalent to 622)

Say: “The Knowledge of it is with Allah. And how would you know? Perhaps the Hour is going to be (verse 63 of Sura 33): 130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 66 + 6 + 41 + 244 + 130 + 167 + 476 = 1622

In it by the permission of their Lord from every command.. Peace, it is (verses 4 – 5 of Sura 97): 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 130 (or 131) + 15 = 1622 (or 1623)

Kingdom of Bani (Children of ) Israel + The Awar (One who has a defect) Maseekh (False Messiah) Son of David: (135 + 62 + 303 ) + (308 + 741 + 73) = 500 + 1122 = 1622 (equivalent to 622) ( = 2 x 811) (1622 is the 1364th Composite Number)

(1916 is the 1622nd Composite Number)

We said after him to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the land. When the Promise of the End Times comes (verse 104 of Sura 17): 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 303 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) = 3622 or 3621 (equivalent to 622) (3622 is the 3115th Composite Number)

Glory be to the one who sent, in a journey, his worshipper at night, from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we had blessed its surroundings, to show him of our signs. It is He who is the All-Hearer, All-Seer. And we brought Moses the Book and we made it (or him) a guidance to Bani (Children) of Israel, so that you do not take aside from me (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 17): (120 + 741 + 262 + 83 + 71 + 90 + 138) + (280 + 41 + 138 + 223 + 741) + [273 + 49 + 295 + 90 + 462 + 56 + 11 + 211 + 333 + 6 + 462 + 116 + 454 (or 453) + 6 + 158 + 19] + 30 + (62 + 302 + 32 + 2107 + 90 + 70) = 1505 + [1423 + 3001 (or 3000) + 30] + 2663 = 1505 + 4454 (or 4453) + 2663 = 8622 (or 8621)

622 AD is the year of Prophet Mohammad’s (p) migration from Mecca to Madina and the beginning of the Hijri Calendar.

The first day of the Hijri Calendar was Friday, Muharram 1, 1 AD (July 16, 622 AD, based on Julian Calendar). It was the 1948,440th Julian day.
The Hijra (Migration) of Prophet Mohammad (p) from Mecca to Medina started after he learned from the Angel Gabriel, on Thursday, Safar 26, 1 Hijri (September 9, 622 Julian) (September 12, 622 Gregorian) (Elul 28, 4382 Jewish), about a plot to kill him at Dawn on Friday, Safar 27, 1 Hijri. Angel Gabriel told Prophet Mohammad (p) not to sleep in his bed that night and that he should migrate to Medina. The decision to kill him was made in a meeting of his enemies on Safar 26, 1 Hijri. Prophet Mohammad (p) went to Abu Bakr and told him that a permission was given to him (meaning from God) for the Khuruj (Coming out, Exodus, or Departure). Then, he went back to his house and asked his cousin Ali bin Abi Talib to sleep in Prophet Mohammad (p)’s bed that night, after Prophet Mohammad (p) leaves to Medina, so that Prophet Mohammad’s enemies would think that the Prophet was sleeping in his house and asked him to start delivering items that were entrusted to Prophet Mohammad (p) to the individuals entitled to them in the next morning. At night on Thursday, 26th of Safar, 1 Hijri, the enemies of Prophet Mohammad (p) were surrounding his house, but Angel Gabriel came and told Prophet Mohammad (p) to leave his house and pass by the enemies waiting outside his house and God will ensure that they will not be able to see him. Prophet Mohammad (p) left his house as was told by Angel Gabriel while reciting the first verses of Sura 36 till he reached verse 9 of this Sura which can be translated as: “And We have put, in front of them, a barrier and, behind them, a barrier, so We have blocked their vision such that they do not see.” Then, he went to Abu Bakr’s house and stayed there till midnight and left with Abu Bakr from a back exit and started their migration journey. On that night, his cousin Ali bin Abi Talib risked his life and was willing to sacrifice himself by sleeping in Prophet Muhammad's bed, instead of Prophet Muhammad (p) to thwart the assassination plot against Prophet Mohammad (p). That is why it is called Laylat (Night) of Al-Mabeet (the Staying). Prophet Mohammad (p) and Abu Bakr reached a cave in Mount of Thawr where they stayed till Monday, 1st of Rabi' Al-Awwal, 1 Hijri. (September 13, 622 AD Julian). They arrived to Quba, near Medina, on Monday, 8th of Rabi Al-Awwal, 1 Hijri (September 20, 622 AD Julian) where Prophet Mohammad (p) established of Mosque of Quba, the first mosque in Islam. On Friday, 12th of Rabi Al-Awwal, 1 Hijri (September 24, 622 AD Julian), they left Quba, heading to Medina. Around noon time, they passed by the locality of Banu Salim bin Auf in a valley about one kilometer away from Quba, The people of Banu Salim implored: “O Prophet of Allah, you stayed at the homes of our cousins for a number of days, reward us too with something, for they will pride themselves over us till the Day of Judgement that you stayed with them”. So, in that locality, the Prophet (p) led the first Friday Prayer in the history of Islam and delivered the first Friday sermon, in a spot where a mosque was later built. Because of this event, the Mosque is referred to as the Friday Mosque, but it is also known as Mosque of Bani Salim, Mosque of Al-Wadi, Mosque of Ghubaib or Mosque of Aatikah. Approximately 100 Muslims participated in this first Friday Prayer. After the prayer, Prophet Mohammad (p) continued his journey to Medina. When he reached Medina, his camel stopped at a specific location and Prophet Mohammad (p) declared that it is the location where he will establish a mosque, which is known today as the Nabawi Mosque (Mosque of the Prophet) which is about 2.5 km away from the Friday Mosque.

♦ The American President: 311 + 312 = 623 ( = 7 x 89) (623 is the 508th Composite Number) (758 is the 623rd Composite Number)
Satan, Rajeem (worthy of being stoned) (verse 25 of Sura 81): 370 (or 369) + 253 = 623 (or 622)

Thiyan Serpent (verse 32 of Sura 26): 623

Tabark TaBaraka (Blessed) (verse 1 of Sura 25): 623

Awda (Return) of Knights of the Ma’bad (Temple): 85 + (391 + 147) = 85 + 538 = 623

And every thing we have explained (verse 12 of Sura 17): 6 + 50 + 311 + 256 (or 255) = 623 (or 622)

The Angels descend (or are brought down) (verse 4 of Sura 97): 487 + 136 (or 137) = 623 (or 624)

You worship (verse 3 of Sura 109): 491 + 132 (or 133) = 623 (or 624)

Hadd (Destruction) of Al-Amreek (the Americans) + Hadd (Destruction) of Al-Britan (the Britons): (9 + 302) + (9 + 303) = 311 + 312 = 623

Hadd (Destruction) of New York + Hadd (Destruction) of Al-Britan (the Britons): (9 + 302) + (9 + 303) = 311 + 312 = 623

Day of Promise of the Nuclear Nakba (Catastrophe) of New York: 56 + 80 + 77 + 302 + 108 = 623

Paradises of Bliss: 453 (or 454) + 170 = 623 (or 624)

So, He forgave him and guided him ( verse 122 of Sura 20): 623

The Surrender: 623

Hadd (Destruction) of Al-Aqsa + War of Nuclear Weapons: (9 + 223) + (210 + 181 ) = 232 + 391 = 623

what they are promised, they will realize who is (verse 24 of Sura 72): 623

To send upon you a wind of hail (verse 17 of Sura 67): 51 + ( 300 + 170 + 102) = 51 + 572 = 623

Has not He (God) made their schemes be misguided (verse 1 of Sura 105): 71 + (113 + 79) + (90 + 1270) = 71 + 192 + 1360 = 1623 (equivalent to 623) ( = 3 x 541 ) (1623 is the 1365th Composite Number ) (1917 is the 1623rd Composite Number)

And still Those who Disbelieve (meaning Non-Muslims) are in doubt
(or suspicious) about him (verse 55 of Sura 22): 1623 (equivalent to 623)

they entered it the first time and shall destroy what (verse 7 of Sura 17): 1623 (equivalent to 623)

In it by the permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is (verses 4 – 5 of Sura 97): 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 (or 130) + 15 = 1623 (or 1622)

The Angels and the Spirit in it by the permission of their Lord from every. (verses 4 of Sura 97): 1623 (or 1624)

Khusf (Collapse) of Mine of Chile: 740 + 133 + 750 = 1623

A Messenger as a witness upon you like We sent to Pharaoh a messenger (verse 15 of Sura 73): 1623

Khuruj (Coming out) of Maseekh (False Messiah) Son of David: 809 + [741 + 52 (or 53) + 21] = 809 + 814 (or 815) = 1623 (or 1624) (equivalent to 623)

listen the Day the Caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): 571 + 56 + 65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236 = 1623

Al-Thani Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Second) + Safar: (592 + 661) + 370 = 1253 + 370 = 1623

Barack Obama was born on Friday, August 4, 1961 (Safar 22, 1381 Hijri).

Pope John Paul II died on Saturday, April 2, 2005 (Safar 22, 1426 Hijri).
The Moon taken into account and the Star (verses 6-7 of Sura 55): \((371 + 123) + (6 + 124) = 494 + 130 = 624\)

The Eleventh: \(54 + 570 = 624\)

will corrupt (verse 4 of Sura 17): \(624\)

The Rahman, the Raheem. By (verse 1 of Sura 85) & (verse 1 of Sura 86): \(329 + 289 + 6 = 624\)

The Angels descend (or are brought down) (verse 4 of Sura 97): \(487 + 137 (or 136) = 624 (or 623)\)

The first Dajjal + Descend (verse 4 of Sura 97): \((69 + 68) + 487 = 137 + 487 = 624\)

The Day/Morning able to see (verse 12 of Sura 17): \(287 + 337 = 624\)

Nakba (Catastrophe) of Manhattan: \(77 + 547 = 624\)

Al-Waqia (Sura 56 “Al-Waqia”, meaning “The Event”) + New York City: \(213 + 109 + 302 = 624\)

Al-Waqia (The Event) (Sura 56 is called Al-Waqia) + Madina (City/State) of Israel: \(213 + 109 + 302 = 624\)

Pope of the Catholics: \(6 + 618 (or 617) = 624 (or 623)\)

Night of Ihya (Resurrection) of the Wafiyt (Dead People): \(75 + (21 + 528) = 75 + 549 = 624\)

People of the Cave and Heaven: \(101 + 136 + 6 + 381 = 624 (or 625)\)

People of the Cave + Esau and Ishmael: \(101 + 136 + 170 + 6 + 211 = 624\)

People of the Cave + Al-Hashimi (Mahdi): \(101 + 136 + 387 = 624\)

Inha (Ending) of the Fitna (tribulation, temptation, or discord): \(58 + 566 = 624\)
Day of the Covenant of Ihya (Revival of Kingdom of Israel): 56 + 110 + 21 + [135 + 302 (or 303)] = (56 + 110) + [21 + 437 (or 438)] = 166 + 458 (or 459) = 624 (or 625)

The Dajjal + Ihya (Resurrection or Revival) of John Paul + Kingdom of Israel: 69 + 21 + (59 + 38) + [135 + 302 (or 303)] = (69 + 21 + 97) + 437 (or 438) = 187 + 437 (or 438) = 624 (or 625)

The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + Kingdom of Israel: 187 + [135 + 302 (or 303)] = 187 + 437 (or 438) = 624 (or 625)

Paradises of Bliss: 454 (or 453) + 170 = 624 (or 623)

Seventy Thousand from Children of Isaac: 192 + 111 + 90 + 62 + 169 = 624

The Fall of Al-Aqsa, Jerusalem: 206 + 418 = 624

The Caliph + Prince of the Believers + The Mahdi + The Imam, son of Fatima: 756 + 90 + (251 + 227) + [113 + 52 (or 53) + 135] = (756 + 90 + 478) + 300 (or 301) = 1324 + 300 (or 301) = 1624 (or 1625) (equivalent to 624) (1624 is the 1366th Composite Number) (1918 is the 1624th Composite Number) (2254 is the 1918th Composite Number)

in our Ayat (signs) miraculously. Those are People of the Jannah (Paradise). And We have not sent a Messenger before you (verse 51 – 52 of Sura 22): 90 + 463 + 180 + 67 + 101 + 92 + 6 + 41 + 342 + 90 + 152 = 1624

This is where Land of the Fitan (Trials or Upheavals) is located: 6 + 56 + 1001 + 561 = 1624

Khuruj (Coming out) of Maseekh (False Messiah) Son of David: 809 + (741 + 53 + 21) = 809 + 815 = 1624 (equivalent to 624)

The first Maseekh + Tabut (Coffin) of a Pope: 741 + 68 + 809 + 6 = 1624

Night of Kharja (Coming out) of Maseekh (False Messiah): 75 + (808 + 741) = 75 + 1549 = 1624

The Angels and the Spirit in it by the permission of their Lord from every (verses 4 of Sura 97): 1624 (or 1623)

He said: “So, respite (or reprieve) me (verses 79 of Sura 38): 1624

Tisa wa Ishreen (Twenty Nine) + Tammuz (July): (535 + 6 + 630) + 453 = 1171 + 453 = 1624
We shall show them our Ayat (Signs) in the horizons and inside of them (in themselves/ their souls) until it is clear to them that it/he is the truth (verse 53 of Sura 41): 2624 (or 2623) (2624 is the 2242nd Composite Number)

Fall of Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan : (175 + 187 + 915) + 110 + 1142 (or 1141) + 95 = [1277 + 110 + 1142 (or 1141)] + 95 = 2529 (or 2528) + 95 = 2624 (or 2623)  [The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time)]

a Book whose verses have been firmly structured, then detailed, from (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 11): 423 + (469 + 418 + 540 + 600 + 90 + 84) = 423 + 2201 = 2424

Abolishment of the Islamic Caliphate + Nafi (Exile) of last Caliph: [1033 + 747 (or 746) + 178] + [140 + 801 (or 802) + 725] = 1958 (or 1957) + 1666 (or 1667) = 3624 (or 2623)

Muslims’ victory in the Battle of Badr (also known as Day of the Furqan) on (Ramadan 17, 2 Hijri) (624 AD) was a turning point in favor of Muslims (whose fighters were only 313) in their struggle against their enemies of Mecca (whose fighters were about 900).
The Pope Jan (John or Jinn) Paul + Benedict: $37 + (54 + 38) + 496 = 37 + 92 + 496 = \boxed{625}$

Al-Waqia (Sura 56 “Al-Waqia”, meaning “The Event”) + City of the Britons: $213 + 109 + 303 = \boxed{625}$

City of Paris + City of London: $109 + 273 + 109 + 134 = \boxed{625}$

Paris + London + Messiah Dajjal (Anti-Christ): $273 + 134 + (149 + 69) = 273 + 134 + 218 = \boxed{625}$

Night of Khuruj (Coming out) of Maseekh (False Messiah): $75 + (809 + 741) = 75 + 1550 = \boxed{1625}$ ($1625$ is the $1367^{th}$ Composite Number)

Fat Man + Atomic Bomb + Nagasaki: $(233 + 149) + (187 + 915) + 1141 (or 1142) = 382 + [1102 + 1141 (or 1142)] = 382 + 2243 (or 2244) = \boxed{2625}$ (or $2626$) ($2625$ is the $2243^{rd}$ Composite Number) [The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb, called Fat Man, on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time)]

A Messenger from Allah come to them (verse 101 of Sura 2): $626$ ($= 2 \times 313$) (626 is the $511^{th}$ Composite Number) (762 is the $626^{th}$ Composite Number)

Qa’im (word that refers to the Mahdi) of People of the House: $151 + [32 (or 31) + 443 ] = 151 + 475 (or 474) = \boxed{626}$ (or $625$)

The Arabian Spring: $313 + 313 = \boxed{626}$

Ishroon (Twenty): $626$

Wathaniyeen (Pagans): $626$

Nima (Blessings) of Allah (verse 34 of Sura 14): $560 + 66 = \boxed{626}$

Nihaya (End) of Burj (Zodiac sign) of the Cancer: $71 + 205 + 350 (or 351) = 71 + 555 (or 556) = \boxed{626}$ (or $627$) (July 22 is the last day of the Cancer zodiac sign)

Day of passage of the Star: $56 + 446 + 124 = \boxed{626}$

The Island of Satan: $225 + 401 (or 400) = \boxed{626}$ (or $625$)
Day of the Promise of Ihya (Revival) of Kingdom of Israel: 56 + 111 + 21 + [135 + 303 (or 302)] = (56 + 111) + [21 + 438 (or 437)] = 167 + 459 (or 458) = 626 (or 625)

Saiqa (Shocking Event) (verse 13 of Sura 41) of Banu Al-Britan (Children of Britons): 265 + 361 = 626

Saiqa (shocking event) of Al-Aqsa Mosque: 265 (or 266) + (138 + 223) = 265 (or 266) + 361 = 626 (or 627)

Al-Hadm (Destruction) of City of Vancouver: 80 + 546 = 626

Key of the Secret of the End Times: 529 + [260 + 837 (or 838)] = 529 + 1097 (or 1098) = 1626 (or 1627)

You return, We return and We make Jahannam (Hell) for the Unbelievers as an abode (verse 8 of Sura 17): 1626 (or 1627) (= 2 x 3 x 271) (1626 is the 1368th Composite Number) (1920 is the 1626th Composite Number)

The Moon has been split and if they are shown a Sign, they turn away and they say: Magic (or Sorcery) (verse 1 of Sura 54): 451 + 371 + 6 + 51 + 217 + 16 + 1087 + 6 + 153 + 268 = 2626

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it, by the permission of their Lord, from (or for) every (verses 1 - 4 of Sura 97): 3626 (or 3627) (3626 is the 3118th Composite Number) (4202 is the 3626th Composite Number)

Construction of the present St. Peter's Basilica, replacing the Old St. Peter's Basilica of the 4th century AD, began on April 18, 1506 Julian (Zu Al-Qada 24 (or 23), 911 Hijri) (Nisan 24, 5266 Jewish) and was completed on November 18, 1626 (Safar 28, 1036 Hijri).

Al-Muttaqoon (the pious) (verse 15 of Sura 25): 627 (627 is the 512th Composite Number) (763 is the 627th Composite Number) (4643 is the 627th Prime Number) (4203 is the 3627th Composite Number)
Resurrects them (verse 6 of Sura 58): \(627\)

We have descended (or brought down) him/it in a Mubaraka/Mubrika (Blessed / Sickening) Night (verse 3 of Sura 55): \(52 + 143 \text{ (or } 144) + 90 + 75 + 267 \text{ (or } 268) = 627 \text{ (628 or } 629)\)

We have descended (or brought down) him/it in a Mubaraka/Mubrika (Blessed / Sickening) Night (verse 3 of Sura 55): \(52 + 143 \text{ (or } 144) + 90 + 75 + 267 \text{ (or } 268) = 627 \text{ (628 or } 629)\)

We have descended (or brought down) him/it in a Mubaraka/Mubrika (Blessed / Sickening) Night (verse 3 of Sura 55): \(52 + 143 \text{ (or } 144) + 90 + 75 + 267 \text{ (or } 268) = 627 \text{ (628 or } 629)\)

We have descended (or brought down) him/it in a Mubaraka/Mubrika (Blessed / Sickening) Night (verse 3 of Sura 55): \(52 + 143 \text{ (or } 144) + 90 + 75 + 267 \text{ (or } 268) = 627 \text{ (628 or } 629)\)

We have descended (or brought down) him/it in a Mubaraka/Mubrika (Blessed / Sickening) Night (verse 3 of Sura 55): \(52 + 143 \text{ (or } 144) + 90 + 75 + 267 \text{ (or } 268) = 627 \text{ (628 or } 629)\)

We have descended (or brought down) him/it in a Mubaraka/Mubrika (Blessed / Sickening) Night (verse 3 of Sura 55): \(52 + 143 \text{ (or } 144) + 90 + 75 + 267 \text{ (or } 268) = 627 \text{ (628 or } 629)\)

We have descended (or brought down) him/it in a Mubaraka/Mubrika (Blessed / Sickening) Night (verse 3 of Sura 55): \(52 + 143 \text{ (or } 144) + 90 + 75 + 267 \text{ (or } 268) = 627 \text{ (628 or } 629)\)

We have descended (or brought down) him/it in a Mubaraka/Mubrika (Blessed / Sickening) Night (verse 3 of Sura 55): \(52 + 143 \text{ (or } 144) + 90 + 75 + 267 \text{ (or } 268) = 627 \text{ (628 or } 629)\)

We have descended (or brought down) him/it in a Mubaraka/Mubrika (Blessed / Sickening) Night (verse 3 of Sura 55): \(52 + 143 \text{ (or } 144) + 90 + 75 + 267 \text{ (or } 268) = 627 \text{ (628 or } 629)\)

We have descended (or brought down) him/it in a Mubaraka/Mubrika (Blessed / Sickening) Night (verse 3 of Sura 55): \(52 + 143 \text{ (or } 144) + 90 + 75 + 267 \text{ (or } 268) = 627 \text{ (628 or } 629)\)

We have descended (or brought down) him/it in a Mubaraka/Mubrika (Blessed / Sickening) Night (verse 3 of Sura 55): \(52 + 143 \text{ (or } 144) + 90 + 75 + 267 \text{ (or } 268) = 627 \text{ (628 or } 629)\)
Apollo Eleven: \[ 45 + (13 + 570) = 45 + 583 = 628 \] (628 is the 513th Composite Number) (764 is the 628th Composite Number)

This is where the Fitna (Trial or Strife) is located: \[ 6 + 56 + 566 = 628 \]

George Washington: \[ 212 + 416 = 628 \]

Jonah son of Matthew (This refers to Prophet Yunus son of Matta): \[ 126 + 52 (or 53) + 450 = 628 (or 629) \]

Planets Tastaf (Line up): \[ 579 + 49 = 628 \]

The Zalzala (Shaking) of the Hour is a great matter (verse 1 of Sura 22): \[ 1628 \] (1628 is the 1369th Composite Number) (1922 is the 1628th Composite Number)

October: \[ 629 \] (629 is the 514th Composite Number) (765 is the 629th Composite Number)

Secrets of the Hour: \[ 462 + 167 = 629 \]

Beginning of the Alamat (Signs) of Promise: \[ 7 + 542 + 80 = 629 \]

of our Ayat (Signs or Verses) as a wonder (verse 9 of Sura 18): \[ 90 + (463 + 76) = 90 + 539 = 629 \]

Day I get resurrected (verse 33 of Sura 19): \[ 56 + 573 = 629 \]

We have descended (or brought down) him/it in a Mubarak/Mubrika (Blessed / Sickening) Night (verse 3 of Sura 55): \[ 52 + 144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 268 (or 269) = 629 \] (627 or 629)

The Angels descend and (verse 4 of Sura 97): \[ 487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 = 629 (or 630) \]

Tard (Expulsion) of Jews of France: \[ 213 + 25 + 391 = 629 \] (On July 22, 1306, King Philip IV expelled the Jews from France.)

Yunus (Jonah) son of Matta (Mathew): \[ 126 + [53 (or 52) + 450] = 126 + 503 (or 502) = 629 (or 628) \] [ Prophet Yunus (Jonah) is known in Islam as Yunus son of Matta ]

Islam of the Pope Francis: \[ 132 + 37 + 460 = 629 \]
The Messiah, the Awar, the Dajjal, Gog and Ihya (Resurrection) of Magog: 149 + 308 + 23 + 6 + 21 + 53 = 629

(1629 is the 1370th Composite Number) (1923 is the 1629th Composite Number) (2259 is the 1923rd Composite Number)

The Thalith Ashar (Thirteenth) + Tishreen Awwal (October): (1062 + 570) + (960 + 68) = 1601 + 1028 = 2629

A thousand – one thousand The Thalith Ashar (Thirteenth) + Tishreen Al-Awwal (October): (1031 + 570) + (960 + 68) = 1601 + 1028 = 2629

they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and destroy, a total destruction. (verse 7 of Sura 17): 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 = 3629 (= 19 x 191) (3629 is the 3121st Composite Number) (4205 is the 3629th Composite Number)

That is better for you if you know. When (verse 9 – 10 of Sura 62): 790 + 810 + 90 + 51 + 510 + 596 + 782 = 3629

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 97): 103 (or 102) + 66 + 330 (or 329) + 289 + 52 + 144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 = 3629 (or 3628)

bring out the people from the darkesses
to the light by permission of their Lord to the path of the Aziz (Dear One) (verse 1 of Sura 14): 1203 + 142 + 90 + 1401 + 41 + 287 + 753 + 247 + 41 + 299 + 125 = 4629

إذا نودي للصلوة من يوم الجمعه فاسعوا إلي ذكر الله وذرو البائع ذلككم خير لكم إن كنت تعلمون فإذا قضيت الصلاوة
When the prayer of Day of the Friday is called for, strive to the remembrance of Allah and leave off the business. That is better for you if you know. When the prayer is completed (verse 9 of Sura 62): 702 + 70 + 191 + 90 + 56 + 149 + 218 + 41 + 920 + 66 + 6 + 906 (or 907) + 113 + 790 + 810 + 90 + 51 + 510 + 596 + 782 + 1310 + 162 = 8629 (or 8630)

Pope John Paul II began his weeklong visit to the Holy Land by arriving to Jordan on Monday, March 20, 2000 (Zu Hijja 14, 1420 Hijri) (Adar 13, 5760 Jewish) (2451,623.5th Julian Day). The next day, he arrived to Israel where he stayed till March 26, 2000 (Zu Hijja 20, 1420 Hijri) (Adar 19, 5760 Jewish) (2451,629th Julian Day), the day on which he went to the Western Wall and slipped a note into a crevice between the stones of the Wall, hand-signed “Johannes Paulus II”.

♦ Ishreen (Twenty): 630 (630 is the 515th Composite Number) (766 is the 630th Composite Number)

الرأس + سنة هجريه Head (Beginning) + Hijri year: 292 + (115 + 233) = 292 + 338 = 630

ليله نزول الفرقان Lailat (Eve) of Nuzul (Descent) of the Furqan (Quran or Distinction between right and wrong) (verse 41 of Sura 8): 75 + (93 + 462) = 75 + 555 = 630

الله القدر ليله القدر خير Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr, Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is better (verse 3 of Sura 97): 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 = 1630

نجل Apollo 11 على القمر Nuzul (Descent) of Apollo 11 on the Moon : 93 + 45 + 11 + 110 + 371 = 630

هبط Apollo 11 على سطح القمر Apollo 11 landed on the surface of the Moon : 16 + 45 + 11 + 110 + 77 + 371 = 630

و القمر بحسب النجم and the Moon, are to be taken into account and the Star (verses 5 - 6 of Sura 55): 6 + 371 + 123 + 6 + 124 = 630

تبادل القطبان Tabadul (Switch) of the Qutban (Poles) : 437 + 193 = 630
The Wall Street: 571 + 59 = 630

The Dajjal + Ihya (Resurrection or Revival) of Pope John Paul + Kingdom of Israel: (69 + 21) + (6 + 59 + 38) + [135 + 302 (or 303)] = 90 + 103 + 437 (or 438) = 630 (or 631)

The Mahdi + Pope John Paul + Kingdom of Israel: (69 + 21) + (6 + 59 + 38) + [135 + 302 (or 303)] = 90 + 103 + 437 (or 438) = 630 (or 631)

Promise of Khuruj (Coming out) of Maseekh (False Messiah): 80 + (809 + 741) = 80 + 1550 = 1630 (= 2 x 5 x 163) (1630 is the 1371st Composite Number)

(1924 is the 1630th Composite Number)

The Collapse + City of Petersburg, Russia: 771 + 1859 = 2630

(= 263 x 10)

Do not approach this tree otherwise (or lest) you will become from (verse 19 of Sura 7): 31 + 703 + 710 + 539 + 557 + 90 = 2630

This is a mercy from my Lord. When Promise of my Lord comes, he shall turn it into ruins and Promise shall be (verse 98 of Sura 18): 2630 (or 2631)

The Hour is coming, I almost hide it, for each soul to be rewarded for what it strives to do (verse 15 of Sura 20): 2630 (or 2631) (= 2 x 5 x 263) (2630 is the 2248th Composite Number)

Muslims conquered Mecca on January 11, 630 AD (Ramadan 20, 8 Hijri), after being away from Mecca for about 8 Hijri years. Muslim army started moving towards Mecca 10 days earlier.

♦

The Sharq (East): 631 (631 is the 115th Prime Number) (767 is the 63lst Composite Number) (4663 is the 63lst Prime Number) (3631 is the 508th Prime Number)

5 + 5 + Ishroon (Twenty): 5 + 626 = 631 (This refers to Twenty Five)

Bidaya (Beginning) of Awwal (First) phase of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): 22 + [37 + 283 + 90 + 71 + 128 (or 129)] = 22 + 609 (or 610) = 631 (or 632)
The Promise + Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: 111 + 21 + [135 + 62 + 302 (or 303)] = 111 + [21 + 499 (or 500)] = 111 + 520 (or 521) = 631 (or 632)

Your Lord may have mercy on you (verse 8 of Sura 17): 262 + 51 + 318 = 631

the sight is sparkled and (verse 7 – 8): 302 + 323 + 6 = 631

The Homelands and thus it was a fulfilled promised (verse 5 of Sura 17):

MaqQabara (Tomb or Grave) of Salah Eddeen Al-Ayyubi (The Muslim leader who liberated Jerusalem from the Crusaders): 347 + (129 + 95) + 60 = 347 + (224 + 60) = 347 + 284 = 631

The Jinn (invisible creatures) + Manhattan: 84 + 547 = 631

Trees + Yasjudan (prostrate) (verse 6 of Sura 55): 503 + 128 = 631

Eleven Planets (verse 4 of Sura 12): (13 + 570) + 48 (or 49) = 583 + 48 (or 49) = 631 (or 632)

And We brought down from Heaven pure water (verse 48 of Sura 25): 631

Thamud and Aad (ancient people whose cities were destroyed by God for their disobedience) (verse 4 of Sura 69): 550 + 6 + 75 = 631

Intiha (End) of the first Hudna (Truce): 458 + (95 + 78) = 458 + 173 = 631

Turkey: 631

Arabs a man from Ahl (People of) (This is a Hadith): 272 + 233 + 90 + 36 = 631

The God-fearing ones (verse 45 of Sura 15): 631

The Pakistaniyoon (Pakistanis): 631

The Pakistan + Allah (God): 565 + 66 = 631

Aya (Miraculous Sign) of Fatih (Conquest) of Lands of India: 16 + 488 + 37 +
For the sake of your Lord (God), be patient (verse 7 of Sura 74): 6 + 252 + 373 = 631

Hadd (Destruction) + Fatih (Conquest) of London: 9 + 488 + 134 = 631

Sydney, Babylon of the Southern Hemisphere: 134 + (109 + 35) + (251 + 102) = 134 + 144 + 353 = 631

The Truth has come + Nuclear War + Sydneyoon (Sydneyites): 144 + 287 + 200 = 631

Benefit a soul its belief if it has not believed (verse 158 of Sura 6): 1631 (or 1630) (equivalent to 631)

The Space Vehicles: 684 + 937 = 1631 (equivalent to 631) \( (= 7 \times 233) \) (1631 is the 1372nd Composite Number) (1925 is the 1631st Composite Number)

The Planets get scattered (verse 2 of Sura 82): 80 + 1551 = 1631

Our Lord! Remove this torment on us. We (verse 12 of Sura 44): 253 + 401 + 121 + 804 + 52 = 1631 (equivalent to 631)

They do not speak except whoever has been given permission (verse 38 of Sura 78): 1631

Al-Khidr (righteous young man referred to in verse 65 of Sura Al-Kahf- Sura 18): 1631 (equivalent to 631)

Our worshippers whom we have given a mercy from what we have and we have taught him, from what we have, knowledge. (verse 65 of Sura 18): 1631 (The man referred to in this verse is believed to be is called Al-Khidr)

The Thalith Ashar (Thirteenth): 1061 (or 1062) + 570 = 1631 (or 1632)

The Hour is coming, I almost hide it, for each soul to be rewarded what it strives to do (verse 15 of Sura 20): 2631 (or 2630) \( (= 3 \times 877) \) (2631 is the 2249th Composite Number)

This is a mercy from my Lord. When Promise of my Lord comes, he shall turn it into ruins and Promise shall be (verse 98 of Sura 18): 2631 (or 2630)
The Mathani (twosomes, couples, or pairs) (verse 87 of Sura 15): 632 (or 631)
(632 is the 516th Composite Number)  (768 is the 632nd Composite Number)

2 + 2 + 20 = 632 (This refers to Twenty Two)

6 + 6 + 20 = 632 (This refers to Twenty Six)

October 3 : 629 + 3 = 632

shall not uncover its timing, (verse 187 of Sura 7): 31 + (59 + 542) = 31 + 601 = 632

Eleven Planets (verse 4 of Sura 12): (13 + 570) + 49 (or 48) = 583 + 49 (or 48) = 632 (or 631)

Day of the Istitwa (Equality, Equilibrium, Equinox, or Equator) + Ailul (September): 56 + [499 (or 500) + 77] = 56 + 576 (or 577) = 632 (or 633)

Day of Ibtida (Beginning) of the Hour: 56 + (409 + 167) = 56 + 576 = 632

Bidaya (Beginning) of Awwal (First) phase of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): 22 + [37 + 283 + 90 + 71 + 129 (or 128)] = 22 + 610 (or 609) = 632 (or 631)

Mustaqbal (Future): 632

Takbeer (saying Allah Akbar) (verse 111 of Sura 17): 632

Isti’ada (Getting back or Recapture) of Akka (Acre): 541 + 91 = 632

Nihaya (End) of Vatican: 71 + 561 (or 561) = 632 (or 633)

The Hadd (Destruction) + The Vatican: 40 + 592 (or 593) = 632 (or 633)

The Promise + Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: 111 + 21 + [135 + 62 + 303 (or 302)] = 111 + [21 + 500 (or 499)] = 111 + 521 (or 520) = 632 (or 631)

Awda (Return) of Manhattan: 85 + 547 = 632

He said: So, descend from it. It is not up to you to (verse 13 of Sura 7): 632

Maji (Coming) of Peres + Masjид (Mosque) of the Jazzar (Slaughterer): 54 (or 53) + 229 + 107 + 242 = 632 (or 631)

George son of the Prince William: 212 + 52 (or 53) + 282 + 86 = 632 (or
Almat (Signs) of the Mahdi: $542 + 90 = 632$

Promise of my Lord (God) (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Nasr (Victory): $(80 + 212) + 340 = 632$

Promise of my Lord (God) (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Filistinyeen (Palestinians): $(80 + 212) + 340 = 632$

Hadd (Destruction) + The American President: $9 + (311 + 312) = 9 + 623 = 632$

Israel + Egypt = 302 (or 303) + 330 = 632

Leningrad (Petersburg), Russia: $1355 + 277 = 1632$ (1632 is the 1373rd Composite Number)

The illiterate Prophet, whom they can find written about with them (verse 157 of Sura 7): $1632$

Awwal (Beginning) of month of Ramadan: $37 + 505 + 1090$ (or 1091) = $1632$ (or 1633)

Thawra (Revolution) of Khurasani: $711 + 921 = 1632$

The Rahman, the Raheem. And the Figs and the Olives and (verse 1–2 of Sura 95): $330$ (or 329) + $289 + 6 + 491 + 6 + 504 + 6 = 1632$ (or 1631)

His Mal (money, assets) and what he has earned have not made him exempted, he shall experience (verse 2–3 of Sura 111): $41 + 1061 + 125 + 76 + 6 + 41 + 82 + 200 = 1632$

The Thalith Ashar (Thirteenth): $1062$ (or 1061) + 570 = $1632$ (or 1631)

Portugal: $1632$ (or 1633)

The Saint Peter’s Church + City of Vatican: $(145 + 205 + 612) + [109 + 561 (or 562)] = 962 + 670 (or 671) = 1632$ (or 1633)

Maqtal (Killing) of Francis + Hadd (Destruction) of the Vatican: $(570 + 460) + (9 + 593) = 1030 + 602 = 1632$
Those who have disbelieved, of People of the Book, from their homelands/ Monastery for the beginning of the Hashr (verse 2 of Sura 59): **2632 (or 2633)**

The Rahman, the Raheem. The Rahman (Most Compassionate) taught the Quran, created the human being, taught him the Bayan (proper interpretation) (verses 1 - 4 of Sura 55): \[329 + 289 + 329 + 140 + 383 + 730 + 193 (or 192) + 145 + 94 = 2632 (or 2631)\]

And the trees prostrate. And the Heaven he raised up and placed the Mizan (Balance or Balance Scale). Do not transgress (verse 6 – 8 of Sura 55): \[6 + 534 + 128 + 6 + 133 + 356 + 6 + 876 + 139 + 32 + 139 = 2632\]

the Sun and the Moon, I saw them, for me, prostrating (verse 4 of Sura 12): \[431 + 6 + 371 + 656 + 40 + 128 (or 127) = 1632 (or 1631)\]

Stepping of Neil Armstrong on surface of the Moon : \[26 + 90 + 1958 (or 1957) + 110 + 77 + 371 = 2632 (or 2631) \text{ (2632 is the 2250th Composite Number)}\]

Those who disbelieve are in doubt of it until the Hour comes to them unexpectedly (or all of a sudden) or the torment comes to them (verse 55 of Sura 22): \[791 + 307 + 90 + 255 + 95 + 418 + 856 + 167 + 1407 + 7 + 466 + 773 = 5632 \text{ (5632 = 8 \times 704) (5632 is the 4892nd Composite Number)}\]

About the Hour. When will its docking be? Say: The knowledge of it is with my Lord. No one uncovers its timing, except he. It has become a heavy burden in the Heavens and the Earth. It does not come to you (verse 187 of Sura 7): \[120 + 167 + 62 + 307 + 130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 212 + 31 + 59 + 542 + 32 + 11 + 1030 + 90 + 537 + 6 + 1032 + 31 + 871 = 5632\]

**Day of Arafa** in the Farewell Pilgrimage of Prophet Mohammad (p) was on Friday, March 6, 632 AD (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 10 Hijri).

**Prophet Mohammad’s son Ibrahim** died on Monday **January 27, 632 AD** (Shawwal 28 (or 29), 10 Hijri, the day coincided with a rare eclipse of the Sun.

The Quran started to be revealed to Prophet Mohammad (p) on **Friday, August 8, 609 AD Julian** (August 11, 609 AD Gregorian) (1943,714.5th Julian Day) (Elul 1, 4369 Jewish) (Ramadan 1, 13 lunar years, 6 months and 12 days before day of the Hijra, meaning day of his arrival to Medina on Friday, **Rabi Awwal 12**, Sept. 24, 622 AD Julian, Tishri 13, 4383 Jewish). Prophet Mohammad (p) died on Monday, June 8, 632 AD Julian (June 11, 632 AD Gregorian) (Rabi Awwal 12, 11 Hijri) (Sivan 13, 4392 Jewish). The period from Prophet Mohammad’s (p) arrival to Medina till his death is exactly 10 lunar Hijri years. Therefore, the period from the beginning of the revelation of the Quran till the death of Prophet Mohammad (p) is 23 lunar years, 6 months, and 12 days, meaning 22 solar years and 10 months.
Around 10:00 pm, on Monday night, July 21, 1986, (Zu Al-Qada 14, 1406 Hijri) (Tammuz 14, 5746 Jewish) (2446,632.5\(^{th}\) Julian Day), Israeli Prime Minister, Shimon Peres, arrived to Morocco to meet King Al-Hassan II. The visit was supposed to end on July 23, but was extended till July 24, 1986 (Zu Al-Qada 17, 1406 Hijri) (Tammuz 17, 5746 Jewish) (2446,635.5\(^{th}\) Julian Day). In response to this visit, Syria cut all of its diplomatic ties with Morocco.

On Wednesday July 18, 64 A.D. Julian (July 16, 64 AD Gregorian) (Av 15, 3824 Jewish) (1744,632.5\(^{th}\) Julian Day), at night, the Great Fire of Rome broke out among the shops lining the Circus Maximus, Rome's chariot stadium. The flames raged for 6 days before coming under control; then the fire re-ignited and burned for 3 more days. Only four of the fourteen districts of Rome escaped the fire, meaning ten districts were damaged. Three districts were completely destroyed and the other seven suffered serious damage. The 800-year-old Temple of Jupiter Stator and the Atrium Vestae, the hearth of the Vestal Virgins, were gone.

♦ واستمع يوم And listen the Day (verse 41 of Sura 50): (6 + 571) + 56 = 577 + 56 = 633 (= 3 x 211) (633 is the 517\(^{th}\) Composite Number) (770 is the 633\(^{rd}\) Composite Number)

يوم الوقفة + عرفه Day of the Waqfa (stand-up) + Arafa: 56 + (222 + 355) = 56 + 577 = 633

يوم الإستواء + أيلول Day of the Istitwa (Equality, Equilibrium, Equinox, or Equator) + Ailul (September): 56 + [500 (or 499) + 77] = 56 + 577 (or 576) = 633 (or 632)

يوم إسراء + معراج Day of Israa + Miraj (miraculous heavenly journey): 56 + (263 + 314) = 56 + 577 = 633

الواحد + إسراء و معراج The Wahid (One) + Israa and Miraj (miraculous heavenly journey): 50 + (263 + 314) = 50 + 583 = 633

يوم الوعيد + إسراء الإمام المهدي Day of the Promise + Israa (miraculous heavenly journey) of the Imam Mahdi: (56 + 111) + 263 + (113 + 90) = 167 + 263 + 203 = 633

يستفزونك Yastafizunaka (they provoke you) (verse 76 of Sura 17): 633

3 + 3 + Ishreen (Twenty): 3 + 630 = 633 (This refers to Twenty Three)

القب The Hole: 633

الثعلب The Tha’lab (Wolf or Fox): 633

جورج ابن الأمير وليم George son of the Prince William: 212 + 53 (or 52) + 282 + 86 = 633 (or 633)

يوم نهاية الحرب العالمي الأولي Day of Nihaya (End) of the First World War: 56 + 71 + (241 + 187) + 78 = 56 + [71 + (428 + 78)] = 56 + (71 + 506) = 56 + 577 = 633
Book + The Jewish Madina (City/State): 422 (or 423) + (140 + 71) = 422 (or 423) + 211 = 633 (or 634) [Father of Zionism, Jewish journalist Theodor Herzl’s famous booklet titled Der Judenstaat (The Jewish State), advocating the creation of a Jewish state, was published in Vienna, Austria, on February 14, 1896 (Shaban 29, 1313 Hijri) (Shevat 30, 5656 Jewish Calendar).]

We sent upon them one Saiha (Scream) (verse 31 of Sura 54): 633

Promise of my Lord (God) (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Tariq (Unexpected Event): (80 + 212) + 341 = 292 + 341 = 633

Promise of my Lord (God) (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Nakba (Disaster) of Atomic Bomb: (80 + 212) + (77 + 187 + 77) = 292 + 341 = 633

Nihaya (End) of Vatican: 71 + 562 (or 561) = 633 (or 632)

The Catholic: 633

The Saint Peter’s Church + City of Vatican: (145 + 205 + 612) + [109 + 562 (or 562)] = 962 + 671 (or 670) = 1633 (or 1632)

Portugal: 1633 (or 1632)

Awwal (Beginning) of month of Ramadan: 37 + 505 + 1091 (or 1090) = 1633 (or 1632) (= 23 x 71) (1633 is the 1374th Composite Number) (1927 is the 1633rd Composite Number)

and the Moon has been split and when they are shown an Aya (sign), they turn away and they say: “Magic”. (verses 1-2 of Sura 54): 2633 (or 2632) (2633 is the 382nd Prime Number)

The Piercing (verse 3 of Sura 86): 634 (= 2 x 317) (634 is the 518th Composite Number) (771 is the 634th Composite Number) (3074 is the 2634th Composite Number)

Khatia (Sin) of Adam and Hawwa (Eve): 634

Khuld (Eternity or Immortality): 634

Arabic Quran (verse 2 of Sura 12): 351 (or 352) + 282 (or 283) = 633 (634 or 635)

Day of Promise of the Punishment Rabbani (from the Lord/God): 56 + 80 + (204 + 294) = 56 + (80 + 498) = 56 + 578 = 634
Day of the Wuqaf (standing) + Arafah: 56 + (223 + 355) = 56 + 578 = **634**

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Intiha (End) of first Hudna (Truce): 75 + 458 + (37 + 64) = 75 + (458 + 101) = 75 + 559 = **634**

Ayat (Signs) of your Lord (God), not (verse 158 of Sura 6): 412 (or 411) + 222 = **634** (or **633**)

The Soil: **634**

The Abtar (childless, dis-membered, person whose one of his limbs is cut-off) (verse 3 of Sura 108): **634**

Book + The Jewish Madina (City/State): 423 (or 422) + (140 + 71) = 423 (or 422) + 211 = **634** (or **633**)

[Father of Zionism, Jewish journalist Theodor Herzl's famous booklet Der Judenstaat (The Jewish State), advocating the creation of a Jewish state, was published in Vienna, Austria, on **February 14, 1896** (Shaban 29, 1313 Hijri) (Shevat 30, 5656 Jewish Calendar).]

The Saiqa (shocking event) (verse 13 of Sura 41) + The Britaniyoon (Britons): 265 (or 266) + 369 = **634** (or **635**)

Day of Paradises of Eden (verse 72 of Sura 9): 56 + [454 (or 453) + 124] = 56 + 578 (or 577) = **634** (or **633**)

Day of Paradises of the Star: 56 + [454 (or 453) + 124] = 56 + 578 (or 577) = **634** (or **633**)

Day of the Tawafanat (Floods): 56 + 578 (or 577) = **634** (or **633**)

Day of the Star + The Tariq + Poles (of the Earth): 56 + 124 + [341 + 113 (or 112)] = 56 + [124 + 454 (or 453)] = 56 + 578 (or 577) = **634** (or **633**)

Day of istirdad (Re-capture) of the Muslimeen (Muslims) of Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness): 56 + 670 + 261 + (412 + 235) = 56 + (670 + 261 + 647)
= 56 + 1578 = 1634

أعطنك الكوثر فصل لريب و إنحر We have given you the Kawthar (River in Paradise), so pray to your Lord and slaughter (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 108): [160 (or 161) + 757] + (200 + 252 + 6 + 259) = 917 (or 918) + 717 = 1634 (or 1635)

رحمه من ربي فذا جاء وعد ربي Mercy from my Lord (God). So, when the promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18): 1634 (1634 is the 1375th Composite Number ) (1928 is the 1634th Composite Number)

الطارق + تغيير قطبي الأرض الشمالية والجنوبية The Tariq (Unexpected Event) (verse 2 of Sura 86) + Taghyyeer (Change) of Poles of the Earth, the Northern and the Southern: 341 + 620 + 121 + 1032 + (412 + 6 + 102) = (341 + 620 + 121 + 1032) + 520 = 2114 + 520 = 3634 (3634 is the 3125th Composite Number)

♦ مدينة المسيح الأعوام الدجال Madina (City / State) of the Messiah, the Awar, the Dajjal (Anti-Christ): 109 + (149 + 308 + 69) = 109 + 526 = 635 (635 + 31 = 666) (635 is the 519th Composite Number) (772 is the 635th Composite Number) (4703 is the 635th Prime Number) (3075 is the 2635th Composite Number) (4212 is the 3635th Composite Number)

قرآن عربي Arabic Quran (verse 2 of Sura 12): 352 (or 351) + 283 (or 282) = 635 (633 or 634)

شيمون بيريز Shimon Peres : 406 + 229 = 635 (The 9th President of Israel Shimon Peres was elected by the Knesset to the Presidency on June 13, 2007 and was sworn into office on July 15, 2007. On July 13, 1992, Shimon Peres was appointed Minister of Foreign Affairs and started serving in the position on July 14, 1992. He was born, as Szymon Perski, on August 2, 1923.)

هتلر Hitler: 635

يوم عاشوراء Day of Ashoura (10th of Muharram): 56 + 579 (or 578) = 635 (or 634)

بسيليكا قديس بطرس البابوي The Papal Basilica of Saint Peter: 133 + 174 + 271 + 57 = 635

جزيرة البريطانية الجنوبية Southern Island of the Britons: (225 + 303) + 107 = 528 + 107 = 635
( This refers to Australia)

جزيرة الجنوب البريطانية The British Island of the South: (225 + 92) + 318 = 317 + 318 = 635
( This refers to Australia)

الباكستانيين The Pakistaniyeen (Pakistanis): 635
Month of Augustus (August): $505 + 1130 \text{ or } 1131 = 1635 \text{ (or } 1636)\]

The Earth (or Land) is shaken. (verse 4 of Sura 56): $1635 \text{ (} = 3 \times 5 \times 109\text{) is the 1376th Composite Number} \text{ (1929 is the 1635th Composite Number)}$

removing the torment a little (or for a little while), but you are going to be reverting (meaning to your mischievous ways). (verse 15 of Sura 44): $1635$

We have given you the Kawthar (River in Paradise), so pray to your Lord and slaughter (verse 1-2 of Sura 108): $[161 \text{ (or } 160) + 757] + (200 + 252 + 6 + 259) = 918 \text{ (or } 917) + 717 = 1635 \text{ (or } 1634)\]

Day of Tawafanat (Floods) of the Earth: $56 + (547 + 1032) = 1579 = 1635$

Intiha (End) of Burj (Zodiac Sign) of Virgo: $458 + (205 + 972) = 517 + 717 = 1635$

Day of the Star + Tariq (Star) + Poles of the Earth: $56 + 124 + [310 + 113 \text{ (or } 112) + 1032] = 56 + [124 + 1455 \text{ (or } 1454)] = 56 + 1579 \text{ (or } 1578) = 1635 \text{ (or } 1634)\]

Their sights are cast down, exhausted by humiliation. That is the Day (verse 44 of Sura 70): $[975 + 338 \text{ (or } 339)] + (750 + 735) + (750 + 87) = [1313 \text{ (or } 1314) + 1485] + 837 = 2798 \text{ (or } 2799) + 837 = 3635 \text{ (or } 3636)\]

The Earth. When Promise of the End Times comes, We shall bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), it/he descends and have not (verses 104 – 105 of Sura 17): $3635 \text{ (3634 or } 3636) \text{ (=} 5 \times 727) \text{ (3635 is the 3126th Composite Number)}$

Around 10:00 pm, on Monday night, July 21, 1986, (Zu Al-Qada 14, 1406 Hijri) (Tammuz 14, 5746 Jewish) (2446,632.5th Julian Day), Israeli Prime Minister, Shimon Peres, arrived to Morocco to meet King Al-Hassan II. The visit was supposed to end on July 23, but was extended till July 24, 1986 (Zu Al-Qada 17, 1406 Hijri) (Tammuz 17, 5746 Jewish) (2446,635.5th Julian Day),. In response to this visit, Syria cut all of its diplomatic ties with Morocco.
And the Moon are taken into account. And the Star and (verses 5 - 6 of Sura 55): 636 (or 635)

Landing of Apollo 11 on the surface of the Moon: 22 + 45 + 11 + 110 + 77 + 371 = 636

End of Al-Pakistan: 71 + 565 = 636

Promise of Hadd (Destruction) of Manhattan: 80 + 9 + 547 = 636

Island of the Satans: 225 + 411 (or 410) = 636 (or 635)

Hour of Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: 136 + (135 + 62 + 303): 136 + 500 = 636

The Dajjal, Son of David + Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: (69 + 68) + (135 + 62 + 302) = (69 + 68) + 499 = 137 + 499 = 636

The first Dajjal + Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: (69 + 68) + (135 + 62 + 302 (or 303)) = 137 + 499 (or 500) = 636 (or 637)

The Promise has arrived + George Bush: (5 + 111) + (212 + 308) = 116 + 520 = 636

The Awda (Return) + George Bush: 116 + (212 + 308) = 116 + 520 = 636

The Promise has arrived + Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: (5 + 111) + 21 + [135 + 62 + 302 (or 303)] = 116 + [21 + 499 (or 500)] = 116 + 520 (or 521) = 636 (or 637)

Entrance of the Catholic Poles (Polish People) into Islam: 640 + 618 + 90 + 163 = 1636 (equivalent to 636)

Entrance of the Catholic in Spain + Islam: 640 + 618 + 90 + 125 + 163 = 1636 (equivalent to 636)

Entrance of the Catholic Spaniards (or Spanish Catholics) + Islam: 640 + 618 + 215 + 163 = 1636 (equivalent to 636)

Entrance of Catholics of Countries of the Hispanics (or Spaniards) + the religion of Islam: 640 + 587 + 182 + 64 + 163 = 1636 (equivalent to 636)

The Second + Augustus (August – in Egypt) + 1914: (592 + 1130) + 1914 = 1722 + 1914 = 3636 (equivalent to 636)

[The first act of war of World War I was Germany’s invasion of Luxembourg on August 2, 1914.]
Tasi Ishreen (Twenty Ninth) + Tammuz (July): \((531 + 630) + 453 + 2022 = (1161 + 453) + 2022 = 1614 + 2022 = 3636\)

The Earth. When Promise of the End Times comes, We shall bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descend it/him and on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), it/he descends and have not (verses 104 – 105 of Sura 17): 3636

Muslims led by Khalid bin Al-Walid captured Syria and most of Palestine away from the Byzantine Empire at the end of Battle of Yarmuk on August 20, 636 AD (Rajab 12, 15 Hijri), marking the first of a wave of Muslim conquests outside Arabia.

Caliph Omar bin Al-Khattab entered Jerusalem on October 18, 636 AD (Ramadan 13, 15 Hijri).

♦

Al-Watr (Odd number) (verse 3 of Sura 89): 637 (637 is the 521st Composite Number)

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or Beginning of End Times): 56 + 581 (or 582) = 637 (or 638)

Nuzul (Descent) of Book of Allah: \(56 + 93 + [422 (or 423) + 66] = 56 + [93 + 488 (or 489)] = 56 + 581 (or 582) = 637 (or 638)\)

Manhattan + The Mahdi: 547 + 90 = 637

Saiqa (Shocking Event) of New Yorkiyeen (New Yorkers): 265 (or 266) + 372 = 637 (or 638)

The Aya (Miraculous Sign) + Nuclear Nakba (Disaster) + New York + London (or Sydney): 47 (or 48) + 77 + 77 + 302 + 134 = 637 (or 638)

The first Dajjal + Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: \((69 + 68) + (135 + 62 + 303 (or 302)) = 137 + 500 (or 499) = 637 (or 636)\)

The Promise has arrived + Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: \((5 + 111) + 21 + [135 + 62 + 303 (or 302)] = 116 + [21 + 500 (or 499)] = 116 + 521 (or 520) = 637 (or 636)\)

And the Sun and the Moon, I saw them for me prostrating (verse 4 of Sura 12): 6 + 431 + 6 + 371 + 40 + 127 (or 128) = 1637 (or 1638) (1637 is the 259th Prime Number)
We have descended it/him in Night of the Qadr and how would you know what (or which) Night of the Qadr is? Night of the Qadr is better than (or from) one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command (verses 1 - 4 of Sura 97): (144 + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505) + (487 + 128 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241) = 3294 + 2343 = 5637

- are resurrected (verse 100 of Sura 23): 638 (638 is the 522nd Composite Number) (776 is the 638th Composite Number) (4723 is the 638th Prime Number)

- Day of Awda (Return) of Wafiyat (Dead People): 56 + (85 + 497) = 56 + 582 = 638
- Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or Beginning of End Times): 56 + 582 (or 581) = 638 (or 637)
- Day of Israa and Miraj (Prophet Mohammad’s (s.a.w.) journey to Al-Aqsa Mosque location through Heaven): 56 + [262 (or 263) + 6 + 314] = 56 + 582 (or 583) = 638 (or 639)
- The Israa + The Miraj (miraculous heavenly journey): 293 (or 294) + 345 = 638 (or 639)
- Nuzul (Descent) of Book of Allah: 56 + 93 + [423 (or 422) + 66] = 56 + [93 + 489 (or 488)] = 56 + 582 (or 581) = 638 (or 637)
- Lailat (Eve) of Nuzul (Descent) of the Majeed (Glorious) Quran: 75 + [93 + 382 (or 383) + 88] = 75 + 563 (or 564) = 638 (or 639)
- Lafifa (scrolls or mixed people) and by the Truth, We have descended him/it and by the Truth (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): [200 (or 201) + 6 + 141] + (144 + 6 + 141) = 347 (or 348) + 291 = 638 (or 639)
- State of the Vatican: 45 + 593 = 638
- Dawla (State) of Pope of Catholics: 45 + (6 + 587) = 45 + 593 = 638
- Athqalaha (weights or dead people) (verse 2 of Sura 99): 638
- Wafat (Death) of Franciscus (Francis): 92 + 546 = 638
- Eleven Planets and (verse 4 of Sura 12): (13 + 570) + (49 + 6) = 583 + 55 = 638
- Eleventh Apollo: (23 + 570) + 45 = 593 + 45 = 638
أكتوبر 3

October + 3 = 635 + 3 = 638

سابع شهر

Seventh Month: 133 + 505 = 638

صاعقة البريطانيين Saiqa (Shocking Event) of the Britaniyeen (Britons): 265 (or 266) + 373 = 638 (or 639)

صاعقة الأميركيين Saiqa (Shocking Event) of the Amerikiyeen (Americans): 266 + 372 = 638

صاعقة نيويوركين Saiqa (Shocking Event) of the New Yorkiyeen (New Yorkers): 266 + 372 = 638

 وعد ربي + الإبادة + نيويورك Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Ibada (Annihilation) + New York: (80 + 212) + (44 + 302) = 292 + 346 = 638

اذ جاء نصر الله والفتح When the victory of Allah comes and the conquest (verse 1 of Sura 110): 702 + 5 + 340 + 66 + 519 = 1638 (equivalent to 638) (1638 is the 1378th Composite Number) (1934 is the 1638th Composite Number)

مقتل بابا فرنسيس + هد الفاتيكان Maqtal (Killing) of Pope Francis + Hadd (Destruction) of the Vatican: (570 + 6 + 460) + (9 + 593) = 1036 + 602 = 1638

والشمس والقمر رايتهم لي ساجدين And the Sun and the Moon, I saw them for me prostrating (verse 4 of Sura 12): 6 + 431 + 6 + 371 + 40 + 128 (or 127) = 1638 (or 1637)

يوم ثالث و عشرين + شعبان + 492 Day of Thalith wa Ishreen (Twenty Third) + Shaban + 492 : [56 + [1031 (or 1030) + 6 + 630] + 423 + 492 = 56 + [1667 (or 1666)] + (423 + 492) = 1723 (or 1722) + 915 = 2638 (or 2637) [The first Crusade conquered Jerusalem on Friday, July 15, 1099 AD Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri)]

اليوم الثلاث + المشربين + شعبان + 492 Al-Thalith Al-Ishreen (Twenty Third) + Shaban + 492 : [1062 (or 1061) + 661] + (423 + 492) = 1723 (or 1722) + 915 = 2638 (or 2637)

الأخيرة جننا يكم لفيفا و بالحق أرسلن و بالحق نزل و ما أرسلن إلا مبشرا و نذيرا The End Times, we bring you Lafifa (from mixed backgrounds). And the Haq, we descend it (or him) and in the Haq, it (or he) descended. And we have not sent you except as a Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and a Warner (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): [837 (or 838) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141] + (143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32 + 543 + 6 + 961) = 1311 (or 1312) + 2327 = 3638 (or 3639)

♦ والإسراء + المتعارج The Israa + The Miraj (miraculous heavenly journey): 294 (or 293) + 345 = 639 (or 638) (= 3 x 3 x 71) (639 is the 523rd Composite Number) (777 is the 639th Composite Number)

يوم إسراء و متعارج Day of Israa and Miraj (Prophet Mohammad’s (s.a.w.) journey to Al-Aqsa Mosque location through Heaven): 56 + [263 (or 262) + 6 + 314] = 56 + 583 (or 582) = 639 (or 638)
Crossing of the Red Yam (Sea): \(278 + (81 + 280) = 278 + 361 = 639\) (This refers to the Children of Israel’s miraculous Crossing of the Red Sea led by Moses.)

Wilada (Birth) of Pope of Catholics: \(46 \text{ or } 45 + (6 + 587) = 46 \text{ or } 45 + 593 = 639 \text{ or } 638\)

Ishreen (Twenty) + 9 : \(630 + 9 = 639\) (This refers to Number 29)

Day of + Eleven (verse 4 of Sura 12): \(56 + (13 + 570) = 56 + 583 = 639\)

The Ninth + Ailul (September): \(562 + 77 = 639\)

you return, We return (verse 8 of Sura 17): \(514 + 125 = 639\)

Lafifa (scrolls or mixed people) and by the Truth, We have descended him/it and by the Truth (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): \([201 \text{ or } 200 + 6 + 141] + [144 + 6 + 141] = 348 \text{ or } 347 + 291 = 639 \text{ or } 638\)

Lailat (Eve) of Nuzul (Descent) of the Majeed (Glorious) Quran: \(75 + [93 + 383 \text{ or } 382 + 88] = 75 + 564 \text{ or } 563 = 639 \text{ or } 638\)

We have descended it/ him in a descent (verse 106 of Sura 17): \(142 + 497 \text{ or } 498 = 640\)

N. and the Pen and what they write (or record). (verse 1 of Sura 68): \(639\)

Promise of Intiha (End) of first Hudna (Truce): \(80 + 458 + (37 + 64) = 80 + (458 + 101) = 80 + 559 = 639\)

Maraka (Battle) of Armageddon: \(335 + 304 \text{ or } 314 = 639 \text{ or } 649\)

Washington + The Aqsa: \(416 + 223 = 639\)

Aya (Sign) of the American President: \(16 \text{ or } 17 + (311 + 312) = 16 \text{ or } 17 + 623 = 639 \text{ or } 640\)

Awda (Return) of Gog, the Awar, the Messiah son of David: \((85 + 23 + 308) + (149 + 53 + 21) = 416 + 223 = 639\)

Madina (City / State) of Awar (Defective-eyed) Messiah Son of David: \(109 + 308 + 149 + 73 \text{ or } 74 = 639 \text{ or } 640\)

Intiha (End) of China: \(458 + 181 = 639\)

And part of the Night, praise him, and after the prostration (verse 40 of Sura 50): \(6 + 90 + 71 + 155 + 6 + [207 \text{ or } 208 + 104] = 328 + 311 \text{ or } 312 = 639 \text{ or } 640\)
the caller calls from a close place (verse 41 of Sura 50): \((126 + 90 + 111) + 312 = 327 + 312 = 639\)

And listen the Day the Caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): \((6 + 571 + 56 + 75 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312) + (56 + 236) = 1347 + 292 = 1639\)

We descended it (or him) in the Night of Qadr. And how would you know what the Night of the Qadr is. Night of the Qadr is better (verses 1 - 3 of Sura 97): \([52 + 143 (or 144) + 90 + 75 + 335] + [6 + 41 + 226 + 41] + (75 + 335 + 810) = [695 (or 696) + 314 + 410] + 1220 = 1419 (or 1420) + 1220 = 2639 (or 2640)\) (equivalent to 639)

The End Times, we bring you Lafifa (from mixed backgrounds). And the Haq, we descend it (or him) and in the Haq, it (or he) descended. And we have not sent you except as a Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and a Warner (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): \([837 (or 837) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141] + (143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32 + 543 + 6 + 961) = 1312 (or 1311) + 2327 = 3639 (or 3638)\)

2710 weeks = 1,639,008,000 seconds
Entrance: 640 (640 is the 524th Composite Number) (778 is the 640th Composite Number) (3081 is the 2640th Composite Number) (4218 is the 3640th Composite Number)

The Khat (line): 640

Mashriq (East or form where the Sun rises): 640

And the Hour is coming (verse 7 of Sura 22): 640 (or 641)

We have descended it/ him in a descent (verse 106 of Sura 17): 142 + 498 (or 497) = 640

Intiha (End) of Dam of Aswan: 458 + (64 + 118) = 458 + 182 = 640

Martyrdom of + Ashoura (10th of Muharram) + 61 : 579 + 61 = 640 (Al-Hussein (grandson of Prophet Mohammad) was matyred on Muharram 10, 61 Hijri)

Lailat (Eve) of the Ninth of Ab (August – in Greater Syria & Iraq): 75 + [562 + 3 (or 4)] = 75 + 565 (or 566) = 640 (or 641) (It also refers to Av 9 in the Jewish Calender which is day of historical calamities for the Jews)

Aya (Sign) of the American President: 17 (or 16) + (311 + 312) = 17 (or 16) + 623 = 640 (or 639)

We have been taught the logic of birds (or what flies) (verse 16 of Sura 27): 191 + 199 + 250 = 640

Khusf (Collapse) of Al-Haram Al-Shareef (the Noble Sanctuary): 740 + (279 + 621) = 740 + 900 = 1640 (equivalent to 640) (1640 is the 1380th Composite Number) (1936 is the 1640th Composite Number)

The great (or magnificent) abomination (or evil deed/event) (verse 46 of Sura 56): 589 + 1051 = 1640

The day I was born, and the day I die, and the day I get resurrected (verse 33 of Sura 19): 56 + 440 + 6 + 56 + 447 + 6 + 56 + 573 = 1640

A close. The day they hear the Saiha (Scream) on the Haq (Justice, Truth, or Due Date); that is (verse 41 - 42 of Sura 50): 312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141 + 751 (or 750) = 1640 (or 1639)

Promise of the End Times, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed...
backgrounds) (verse 104 of Sura 17): \((80 + 1233) + 64 + [62 + 201 (or 200)] = 1313 + 64 + 263 (or 262) = 1640 (or 1639)\)

شعبان + يوم تسعه عشرون \(\text{Shaban + Day of Tisra Ishroon (Twenty Nine): } 423 (or 422) + 56 + (535 + 626) = 423 (or 422) + (56 + 1161) = 423 (or 422) + 1217 = 1640 (or 1639)\)

خراب الآخره \(\text{Kharab (Devastation) of the End Times: } 803 + 837 = 1640 \) (equivalent to 640)

خراب سيدني أستراليا \(\text{Kharab (Devastation) of Sydney, Australia: } 803 + (134 + 703) = 803 + 837 = 1640 \) (equivalent to 640)

خراب + خسفة بهم \(\text{Kharab (Devastation) + We cause them to experience Khusf (Collapse) (verse 9 of Sura 34): } 803 + (790 + 47) = 803 + 837 = 1640 \) (equivalent to 640)

خراب + ذلك اليوم \(\text{Kharab (Devastation) + That Day (verse 44 of Sura 70): } 803 + (750 + 87) = 803 + 837 = 1640 \) (equivalent to 640)

♦ 

\(\text{Ten Nights (verse 2 of Sura 89): } 71 + 570 = 641 \) (641 is the 116th Prime Number)

(779 is the 641st Composite Number) \(\text{ (3082 is the 2641st Composite Number)}\)

ليلة التاسع أب \(\text{Lailat (Eve) of the Ninth of Ab (August – in Greater Syria & Iraq): } 75 + [562 + 4 (or 3)] = 75 + 566 (or 565) = 641 (or 640) \) (It also refers to Av 9 in the Jewish Calendar which is day of historical calamities for the Jews)

يوم إنهاء مدة حمل \(\text{Day of Intiha (End) of Mudda (Period) of Haml (Pregnancy): } 56 + (458 + 49 + 78) = 56 + 585 = 641\)

انا فتحنا لك \(\text{We have opened (or conquered) for you (verse 1 of Sura 48): } (66 + 329 + 289) = 641\)

شهر صوم \(\text{Month of Sawm (Fasting): } 505 + 136 = 641\)

سبحانه و تعالى \(\text{Subhanahu wa Taala (verse 67 of Sura 39): } 125 (or 126) + 6 + 510 (or 511) = 641 \) (642 or 643)

يوم نزول عيسى بن مريم \(\text{Day of Descent of Jesus ibin (son) of Mary: } 56 + [93 + 150 + 52 (or 53) + 290] = 56 + 585 (or 586) = 641 (or 642)\)

و ان الساعة آتية \(\text{And the Hour is coming (verse 7 of Sura 22): } 641 (or 640)\)

زلزاله الساعة \(\text{Zalzala (Shake/Quake or Shaking/Quaking) of the Hour (verse 1 of Sura 22): } 79 + 562 = 641\)
Day of the Inqilabat (Coups or Change of Regimes): 56 + 616 (or 615) = 641 (or 640)

The Taghayor (Change): 1641 (equivalent to 641)

Then, his Lord (God) chose him. So, He forgave (verse 122 of Sura 20): 1641 ( = 3 x 547 ) ( 1641 is the 1381st Composite Number)

A Command (or Order) from us. We are sending a mercy from your Lord (God). He is (verses 5 - 6 of Sura 44): 1641 (equivalent to 641)

we appointed for Moses forty nights. Then, you took on the Calf from after him (verse 51 of Sura 2): 3641 (or 3642) (3641 is the 3131st Composite Number)

Monday: 642 ( = 6 x 107 ) ( 642 is the 525th Composite Number) (780 is the 642nd Composite Number)

October + 13: 629 + 13 = 642

Enter (verse 21 of Sura 5): 642

Trump: 642 (or 643)

Herzl: 642 (Theodore Herzl is the Father of Zionism)

Awar (someone who has a defective eye) of Bani (Children) of Israel: 277 + (62 + 303) = 277 + 365 = 642 (Prophet Mohammad (p) mentioned that the Dajjal is Awar)

The Messiah, Jesus son of Mary: 149 + (150 + 53 + 290) = 149 + 493 = 642

And on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), he/it has descended and We have not sent you (verse 105 of Sura 17): 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 (or 362) = 642 (or 643)

Wife (verse 11 of Sura 66): 642

Battle of the Yarmuk: 335 + 307 = 642

The certainty comes to you (verse 99 of Sura 15): 642
Day of Intiha (End) of the Time : $56 + [458 + 128 (or 129)] = 56 + 586 (or 587) = 642 (or 643)

For you An evident victory - (verse 1 of Sura 48): $50 + (489 + 103) = 50 + 592 = 642$

Day of Gospel of Jesus son of Mary : $56 + 93 + 150 + 52 (or 53) + 290 = 642 (or 643)$

Day of Descent of Jesus son of Mary : $56 + [93 + 150 + 53 (or 52) + 290] = 642 (or 641)$

Day of Descent of Jesus ibin (son) of Mary: $56 + 93 + 150 + 53 + 290 = 642 (or 641)$

Every wise command. A Command (or Order) from us. We are sending a mercy. (verses 4 - 6 of Sura 44): $1642$ ($= 2 \times 821$) ($1642$ is the $1382^{\text{nd}}$ Composite Number) ($1938$ is the $1642^{\text{nd}}$ Composite Number)

The Tabaddul (Change or Switching) + The Aqtub/Aqtab (Poles) + The Earth : $467 + 143 (or 144) + 1032 = 1642 (or 1643)$

Mughtarib (Emigrant): $1642$

Promise of the End Times, they shall ruin your faces and enter the Mosque like they entered it (verse 7 of Sura 17): $2642 (or 2641) = 2 \times 1321$ ($2642$ is the $2259^{\text{th}}$ Composite Number) ($2259$ is the $1923^{\text{th}}$ Composite Number) ($1923$ is the $1629^{\text{th}}$ Composite Number)

we appointed for Moses forty nights. Then, you took on the Calf from after him (verse 51 of Sura 2): $3642 (or 3641) = 2 \times 3 \times 607$ ($3642$ is the $3132^{\text{nd}}$ Composite Number)

About the Hour. When will its docking be? While you are part of its remembrance. To your Lord is its end. You are but a warner for those (verse 42 – 45 of Sura 79): $120 + 167 + 62 + 307 + 130 + 451 + 90 + (927 + 41 + 222 + 502 + 92 + 451 + 990 + 90) = 1327 + 3315 = 4642$
If you do well, you do well to yourselves. If you do badly, it is to yourselves. So when the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they can reach, an utter destruction.

(verse 7 of Sura 17): $\text{116} + \text{782} + \text{5} + \text{80} + \text{837} + \text{113} + \text{80} + \text{6} \times \text{681} + \text{138} + \text{61} + \text{645} + \text{37} + \text{245} + \text{6} + \text{649} + \text{41} + \text{107} + \text{1013} = \text{2013} + \text{3629} = \text{5642}$
Qiyama (Resurrection) of the Mawta (Dead People): $156 + 487 = 643$

Day of the Nushur (Resurrection) : $56 + 587 = 643$

Day of Intiha (End) of the Time: $56 + [458 + 129 (or 128)] = 56 + 587 (or 586) = 643 (or 642)$

Day of Inzal (Bringing down) of Wahy (Revelation) of the Quran + Mohammad: $56 + [89 + 24 + 382 (or 383) + 110] + 92 = 56 + [495 (or 496) + 92] = 56 + 587 (or 588) = 643 (or 644)$

Day of Gospel of Jesus son of Mary: $56 + 93 + 150 + 53 (or 52) + 290 = 643 (or 642)$

Laila (Night or Eve) of descent of the Quran + Mohammad: $75 + 93 + 383 + 92 = 643$

We brought it/him down (or descended it/him) in the Night of Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97): $143 (or 144) + 90 + 75 + 335 = 643 (or 644)$

And on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), he/it has descended and We have not sent you (verse 105 of Sura 17): $6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 (or 361) = 643 (or 642)$

The Torah: 643

Booklet of the Jewish Madina (City/State): $432 + (140 + 71) = 432 + 211 = 643$

[ Father of Zionism, Jewish journalist Theodor Herzl’s famous booklet titled Der Judenstaat (The Jewish State), advocating the creation of a Jewish state, was published in Vienna, Austria, on February 14, 1896 (Shaban 29, 1313 Hijri) (Shevat 30, 5656 Jewish Calendar). ]

Book of the Beginning of Nihaya (End) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): $423 (or 422) + 53 + (71 + 96) = 423 (or 422) + 53 + 167 = 643 (or 642)$

The Second + May: $592 + 51 (or 50) = 643 (or 642)$

And Al-Watr (odd number of Rak’a ) (verse 3 of Sura 89): $6 + 637 = 643$

The Khattab (this refers to Caliph Omar bin Al-Khattab): 643

The Speech (verse 20 of Sura 38): 643

And it is empty (verse 259 of Sura 2): 643

Amarat (Signs): 643 (or 642)
The Banners: 643

Subhanahu and Taala: $126 + 6 + 511 = 643$ (or 641)

Shuhub (Meteors) of Perseids: $307 + 336 = 643$ (Perseids is a meteor shower associated with Swift–Tuttle Comet. This shower is visible annually starting from mid July, but peaks around August 11 – 13. Swift–Tuttle Comet is the largest object, 26 Km in diameter, that makes repeated close passes by the Earth every 133 years. It is considered as the single most dangerous object known to humanity.)

Awda (Return) of life of London + Nihaya (End) of life of Sydney, New South Wales: $(85 + 24) + 134 + (71 + 24) + 134 + (61 + 53 + 57) = 109 + 134 + 95 + 134 + 171 = 643$

Hadd (Destruction) of Al-Aqsa + Al-Ibad (the Exile) + Israel (or New York): $(9 + 223) + (109 + 302) = 232 + 411 = 643$

Afghanistan: 1643 (equivalent to 643) (1643 is the 1383rd Composite Number)

1917 Tasi (Ninth) + Kanoon Al-Awwal (December as known in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 1917: $531 + (127 + 68) + 1917 = (531 + 195) + 1917 = 726 + 1917 = 2643$ (2643 is the 2260th Composite Number) (3085 is the 2643rd Composite Number)

[Britain captured Jerusalem from the Ottoman Empire. The Ottoman Governor of Jerusalem sent a “Surrender Letter”, delivered by Mayor of Jerusalem, Hussein Al-Husseini, to the British invaders on Sunday, December 9, 1917 (Safar 24, 1336 Hijri) (Kislev 24, 5678 Jewish). Field Marshal Edmund]
Allenby, head of the invading British forces, entered Jerusalem on foot, through the Jaffa gate, on December 11, 1917.

The Hour has approached and the Moon has been split and when they are shown an Aya (sign), they turn away and they say: “Continuous Magic”. (verses 1 - 2 of Sura 54): 4643 (or 4642) (4643 is the 627th Prime Number)

♦ Enters (verse 14 of Sura 22): 644 (644 is the 526th Composite Number) (782 is the 644th Composite Number)

Tamarrud (Rebellion): 644

Unto his servant the Book (verse 1 of Sura 18): (110 + 81 + 31) + 422 (or 423) = 644 (or 645)

Book of your Lord (verse 27 of Sura 18): 422 (or 423) + 222 (or 224) = 644 (645 or 647)

We have brought it/him down (or descended it/him) in Night of the Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97): [144 (or 143) + 90] + (75 + 335) = 234 (or 233) + 410 = 644 (or 643)

The Israa and the Miraj (miraculous heavenly journey): 293 (or 294) + 6 + 345 = 644 (or 645)

our Ayat (signs) miraculously. (verse 51 of Sura 22) & (verse 5 of Sura 34): 464 (or 463) + 180 = 644 (or 643)

Tanjees (Desecration) of Haikal (Temple) of the Jews: 523 + (65 + 56) = 523 + 121 = 644

Aya (Sign) of his kingship is that he brings you (verse 248 of Sura 2): 17 (or 16) + 95 + 51 + 481 = 644 (or 643)

Hudna (Truce or Armistice) + Israel + Syria: 64 + 303 (or 302) + 277 = 644 (or 643) [On July 20, 1949 (Ramadan 23, 1368 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5709 Hebrew) (2433,117.5 or 2433,118th Julian day) , Israel and Syria signed an Armistice (truce) agreement which was the 4th and last of similar separate agreements signed between Israel and each of its Arab neighbours separately. ]
Day of Russia’s Hadd (Destruction) of New York: 56 + (9 + 277 + 302) = 56 + 588 = 644

Al-Damar (The Destruction) + The Amerikiyoon (Americans): 276 + 368 = 644

Ta’adul (Equality or Equinox) + Mizan (Scale or Libra): 505 + 139 = 644
(The Autumn Equinox happens in the Northern Hemisphere annually either on September 22 or 23)

The Americans + the Destruction are prostrating. And the Sama (Sky or Heaven), he raised and placed the Mizan (Scale or Libra) (verse 6 – 7 of Sura 55): (128 + 6 + 133 + 356 + 6 + 876) + 139 = 1505 + 139 = 1644 (equivalent to 644) (1644 is the 1384th Composite Number) (1940 is the 1644th Composite Number)

Day of Turkey’s Ilgha (Abolishment) of the Islamic Caliphate: 56 + [1033 + 631 + 747 + 177 (or 178)] = 56 + 2588 (or 2589) = 2644 (or 2645) (2644 is the 2261st Composite Number)

Al-Thalith wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Third) + Shaban + 492 : (1062 + 6 + 661) + 423 + 492 = (1729 + 423) + 492 = 2152 + 492 = 2644 [The first Crusade started their march from Europe on Friday August 15, 1096 AD (Shaban 23, 489 Hijri) and conquered Jerusalem on Friday, July 15, 1099 AD Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri )]

Al-Thalith wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Third) + Shaban + 492 : (1062 + 6 + 661) + 423 + 492 = (1729 + 423) + 492 = 2152 + 492 = 2644 [The first Crusade started their march from Europe on Friday August 15, 1096 AD (Shaban 23, 489 Hijri) and conquered Jerusalem on Friday, July 15, 1099 AD Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri )]

The End Times, we bring you Lafifa (from mixed backgrounds). And the Haq, we descend it (or him) and in the Haq, it (or he) descended. And we have not sent you except as a Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and a Warner. And (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): [837 (or 838) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141] + (143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32 + 543 + 6 + 961) + 6 = 1311 + (2327 + 6) = 1311 (or 1312) + 2333 = 3644 (or 3645)

Who sent, in a journey, his worshipper at night, from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we had blessed its surroundings to show him of our signs. It is He who is the All-Hearer, All-Seer. And (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 17): (741 + 271 + 83 + 70 (or 71) + 90 + 138 + 31) + (249 + 41 + 138 + 232) + (781 + 274 + 49 + 295 + 90 + 464 + 56 + 11 + 211 + 6) = 1424 (or 1425) + (660 + 2560) = 1424 (or 1425) + 3220 = 4644 (or 4645)
We have descended him in Night of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Laila of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it, by the permission of their Lord, from every command. (verses 1 - 4 of Sura 97): 

\[
(144 + 90 + 75) + 335 + [6 + 41 + 225 (or 226) + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241) = 309 + [335 + 5000 (or 5001)] = 309 + 5335 (or 5336) = 5644 (or 5645) \text{ (equivalent to 644) } (5644 \text{ is the } 4902^{\text{nd}} \text{ Composite Number})
\]

They entered it (verse 7 of Sura 17): 

\[
\text{645 (645 is the } 527^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number)}
\]

(783 is the } 645^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number)}

Tadnees (Desecration) of Haikal (Temple) of the Jews: 

\[
524 + (65 + 56) = 524 + 121 = 645
\]

The Israa and the Miraj (miraculous heavenly journey): 

\[
294 (or 293) + 6 + 345 = 645 (or 644)
\]

Day of Nihaya (End) of Book of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 

\[
56 + 71 + [422 (or 423) + 96] = 56 + [71 + 518 (or 519)] = 56 + 589 (or 590) = 645 (or 646)
\]

Book of Day of Nihaya (End) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 

\[
422 (or 423) + 56 + (71 + 96) = 422 (or 423) + 56 + 167 = 645 (or 646)
\]

Book of Day of the Hour: 

\[
422 (or 423) + 56 + 167 = 645 (or 646)
\]

Book of your Lord (verse 27 of Sura 18): 

\[
423 (or 622) + 222 (or 224) = 645 (644 \text{ or } 647)
\]

Unto his servant the Book (verse 1 of Sura 18): 

\[
(110 + 81 + 31) + 423 (or 422) = 222 + 423 (or 422) = 645 (or 644)
\]

Bida (Beginning) of Dawla (State) of the Vatican: 

\[
7 + (45 + 593) = 7 + 638 = 645
\]

The Bidaya (Beginning) + The Vatican: 

\[
53 + 592 (or 593) = 645 (or 646)
\]

The Bidaya (Beginning) + The Nihaya (End) + The Dunya (World before the End Times): 

\[
53 + (497 + 96) = 53 + 593 = 646
\]

The Bidaya (Beginning) + The Nihaya (End) + The Haykal (Temple): 

\[
53 + (497 + 96) = 53 + 593 = 646
\]

Lailat (Eve or Night) of passage of the Star: 

\[
75 + (446 + 124) = 75 + 570 = 645
\]
End of the British Island: $71 + (256 + 318) = 71 + 574 = 645$

Day of Tasi wa Ishreen (Twenty Ninth): $56 + [530 (or 531) + 6 + 630] + 423 = [56 + 1166 (or 1167)] + 423 = 423 + 1222 (or 1223) = 1645 (or 1646)

The Qadr is. Night of the Qadr is better than (or from) (verses 2 - 3 of Sura 97): $335 + (75 + 335 + 810 + 90) = 335 + 1310 = 1645$ (1645 is the 1385th Composite Number)

Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds) and (verse 104 of Sura 17): $(80 + 1233) + 64 + [62 + 200 (or 201)] + 6 = [1313 + 64 + 263 (or 262)] + 6 = 1639 (or 1640) + 6 = 1645 (or 1646)

The End Times, we bring you Lafifa (from mixed backgrounds). And the Haq, we descend it (or him) and in the Haq, it (or he) descended. And we have not sent you except as a Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and a Warner. And (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): $838 (or 837) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + (143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32 + 543 + 6 + 961) + 6 = 1311 + (2327 + 6) = 1312 (or 1311) + 2333 = 3645 (or 3644)

Who sent, in a journey (or transported) his servant at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque, which We have blessed its surroundings, to show him of our signs. It is He who is the All-Hearer, All-Seer. The End Times, we bring you Lafifa (from mixed backgrounds). And the Haq, we descend it (or him) and in the Haq, it (or he) descended. And we have not sent you except as a Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and a Warner. And (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): $741 + 271 + 83 + 71 (or 70) + 90 + 138 + 31 + (249 + 41 + 138 + 232) + (781 + 274 + 49 + 295 + 90 + 464 + 56 + 11 + 211 + 6) = 1425 (or 1424) + (660 + 2560) = 1425 (or 1424) + 3220 = 4645 (or 4644)

Who sent in a journey (or transported) his worshipper at night, from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque, which We had blessed its surroundings to show him of our signs. It is He who is the All-Hearer, All-Seer. And (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 17): $741 + 271 + 83 + 71 (or 70) + 90 + 138 + 31 + (249 + 41 + 138 + 232) + (781 + 274 + 49 + 295 + 90 + 464 + 56 + 11 + 211 + 6) = 1425 (or 1424) + (660 + 2560) = 1425 (or 1424) + 3220 = 4645 (or 4644)
We have descended him in Night of the Qadr and how would you know what the Night of the Qadr is. Night of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it, by the permission of their Lord, from (or for) every Amr (command or matter).

(verses 1 - 4 of Sura 97): 

$$\begin{align*}
144 + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + [487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241] &= 3294 (or 3293) + 2351 (or 2352) = 5645 (or 5644 or 5646) \\
&= 5645
\end{align*}$$

(number 5645 is the 4903rd Composite Number)

If you do well, you do well to yourselves, and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces (make your faces look bad) and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they can reach, an utter destruction.  (verse 7 of Sura 17):

$$\begin{align*}
&7645 (or 7646) (= 5 \times 11 \times 139) (equivalent to 645) (7645 is the 6674th Composite Number) \\
\end{align*}$$
Nihaya (End) of Catholicism: 71 + 575 = 646

Promise of Wilada (Birth) of George Bush: 80 + [46 + (212 + 308)] = 80 + (46 + 520) = 80 + 566 = 646

The Rus (The Russians) + The Nuclear War: 297 + 349 = 646

Promise of my Lord (Lord) comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Nuclear War: 297 + 349 = 646

Promise of my Lord (Lord) comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Fire of Hell: 297 + 349 + 56 + (71 + 96) = 56 + [71 + 519] = 56 + 590 = 646

Al-Ukhud (the Tunnel) (verse 4 of Sura 85): 646

Marut (name of an Angel) (verse 102 of Sura 2): 646

They left you (verse 11 of Sura 62): 646

By the Star, they are (or become) guided (verse 16 of Sura 16): 126 + 45 + 475 = 646

Tahawwul (Change) of the Qutbain (Two Poles): 444 + 202 = 646

And We have descended it/ him in a descent (verse 106 of Sura 17): 6 + 142 (or 143) + 498 (or 497) = 646 (645 or 647)

Book of your Lord (verse 27 of Sura 18): 422 (or 423) + 224 (or 222) = 646 (645 or 647)

Day of Nihaya (End) of Book of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 56 + 71 + [423 (or 422) + 96] = 56 + [71 + 519 (or 518)] = 56 + 590 (or 589) = 646 (or 645)

Book of Day of Nihaya (End) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 423 (or 422) + 56 + (71 + 96) = 423 (or 422) + 56 + 167 = 646 (or 645)

Book of Day of the Hour: 423 (or 422) + 56 + 167 = 646 (or 645)

That is the Day of the Khuruj (Coming/Getting Out) (verse 42 of Sura 50): 750 (or 751) + (56 + 840) = 750 (or 751) + 896 = 1646 (or 1647) (equivalent to 646) (= 2 x 823)

1646 is the 1386th Composite Number

That is the Day of the Tabut (Coffin or Ark): 750 + 56 + 840 = 1646 (equivalent to 646)
Khamis Ishreen (Twenty Fifth) + December: [700 (or 701) + 630] + 316 = 1330 (or 1331) + 316 = \textbf{1646} \ \text{[This refers to December 25, the day of Christmas (birth of Jesus as celebrated by Christians).]}

Day of Gold mine of Chile: 56 + (133 + 707) + 750 = 56 + (840 + 750) = 56 + 1590 = \textbf{1646}

Day of Gold mine of Chile: 56 + (840 + 750) = 56 + 1590 = \textbf{1646}

On Friday, September 3, 1260 AD Julian (September 10, 1260 AD Gregorian) (Ramadan 25, 658 Hijri) (Elul 26, 5020 Jewish), in the Battle of Ain Jalut in Galilee, Northern Palestine, the Muslim Mamaleck (Mamluks) achieved a decisive victory over the Maghool (Mongols or Tatar). 

Day of Khawarizm’s Istiada (Re-capture or Getting back) of the Quds (Jerusalem): 56 + (541 + 854 + 195) = 56 + 1590 = \textbf{1646}

War of Iraq & Iran started on September 22, 1980 (Zu Al-Qada 12, 1400 Hijri) (Tishri 12, 5741 Jewish) (2444, 504.5th Julian Day). The war ended after Iran accepted UN Resolution 598 calling for an immediate cease-fire (or truce) on July 18, 1988 (Zu Hijja 3, 1408 Hijri) and this truce came into effect on July 20, 1988.

Qiyam (Outbreak) of the Third World War: 151 + (241 + 187 + 1067) = 151 + 1495 = \textbf{1646}

Iraq’s invasion of Egypt: 1013 + 303 + 330 = \textbf{1646} \ (equivalent to 646 )

After him to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the land. (verse 104 of Sura 17): 81 + 92 + 303 (or 302) + 138 + 1032 = \textbf{1646 (or 1645)}

It is me, your Lord, so take off your shoes. You are in the holy valley (verse 12 of Sura 20): \textbf{1646}

Al-Tasi Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Ninth) + Shaban: [562 (or 561) + 661] + 423 = 1223 (or 1222) + 423 = \textbf{1646 (or 1645)}

Day of Tasi wa Ishreen (Twenty Ninth): 56 + [531 (or 530) + 6 + 630] + 423 = [56 + 1167 (or 1166)] + 423 = 423 + 1223 (or 1222) = \textbf{1646 (or 1645)}

Makkan Qari (Horrible End Times Event) a close location. The Day they hear the Sae (Scream) in the Haq (Due Due), that is the Day of the Khuruj (coming/ getting out) (verses 41 – 42 of Sura 50): 423 + (56 + 1167) = 423 + 2223 = \textbf{2646}

In the name of Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful) Al-Qaria (Horrible End Times Event). What is Al-Qaria (Horrible End Times Event) and how would you know what the Qaria is? Day on
which the people will be (verse 1 of Sura 101): 

$$ (102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 407) + (41 + 407 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 407 + 56 + 86 + 142) = 1193 + 1453 = 2646 $$

What is Al-Qaria (Horrible End Times Event) and how would you know what the Qaria is? Day on which the people will be like scattered butterflies and (verse 2 – 5 of Sura 101):

$$ (41 + 407 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 407 + 56 + 86 + 142) + (632 + 1079 + 6 + 476) = 1453 + 1193 = 2646 $$

Lends them the one (verse 17 of Sura 18):

$$ 1545 + 1101 = 2646 $$ (equivalent to 646)

If We (God) wish, We can send down unto them from Heaven a Sign, such that their necks remain to it (verse 4 of Sura 26): 2646 (or 2647) (equivalent to 646) (2646 is the 2263rd Composite Number)

Tis’a (Nine) + Kanoon Al-Awwal (December as known in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 1917 : 535 + [126 (or 127) + 68] + 1917 = [535 + 194 (or 195)] + 1917 = 729 (or 730) + 1917 = 2646 (or 2647) [Britain captured Jerusalem from the Ottoman Empire. The Ottoman Governor of Jerusalem sent a “Surrender Letter”, delivered by Mayor of Jerusalem, Hussein Al-Husseini, to the British invaders on Sunday, December 9, 1917 (Safar 24, 1336 Hijri) (Kislev 24, 5678 Jewish). Field Marshal Edmund Allenby, head of the invading British forces, entered Jerusalem on foot, through the Jaffa gate, on December 11, 1917.]

When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Like the Salibiyoon (Crusaders) entered it : 2717 (or 2716) + 929 = 3646 (or 3645)

in Night of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Night of the Qadr is. Night of the Qadr is better than one thousand month. Descend (verses 1-3 of Sura 97): 

$$ (90 + 75 + 335) + (6 + 41 + 235 + 41) + (75 + 335) + (75 + 335 + 810) + (90 + 111 + 505 + 487) = [(500 + 323 + 410) + 1220] + 1193 = (1233 + 1220) + 1193 = 2453 + 1193 = 3646 $$

Glory be to the one who sent in a journey (or transported) his servant at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque, which We have blessed its surroundings, to show him of (verse 1 of Sura 17): 3646 (3644 or 3645) (= 2 x 1823) (3646 is the 3135th Composite Number)

We have descended him in Night of the Qadr and how would you know what the Night of the Qadr is. Night of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it, by the permission of their Lord, from (or for) every Amr (command or matter). (verses 3 - 4 of Sura 97): 5646 (or 5644 or 5645) (equivalent to 646)
In the Night of the Qadr and how would you know what (or which) the Night of the Qadr is? Night of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and Spirit descend in it, by the permission of their Lord, for every matter. Peace it is (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): \(5646\) (or \(5647\)) (equivalent to \(646\)) \((= 2 \times 3 \times 941)\) \((5646\) is the \(4904^{th}\) Composite Number)

♦ Bayt al-Maqdis (House of the Holiness. It refers to Jerusalem, the Asqa Mosque or Solomon’s Temple): \(412 + 235 = 647\) \((647\) is the \(118^{th}\) Prime Number) \((1647\) is the \(1387^{th}\) Composite Number)

And We have descended it/ him in a descent (verse 106 of Sura 17): \(6 + (143 \text{ or } 142) + 498) = 6 + 641 \text{ (or } 640) = 647 \text{ (or } 646)\)

Day of Nuzul (Descent) of Wahy (Revelation) of the Quran + Mohammad: \(56 + [93 + 24 + 382 \text{ (or } 383) + 92] = 56 + 591 \text{ (or } 592) = 647 \text{ (or } 648)\)

And Ten Nights (verses 1 - 2 of Sura 89): \(6 + (71 + 570) = 6 + 641 = 647\)

Ted Cruz: \(414 + 233 = 647\) [Rafael Edward Cruz is a Republic U.S. Presidential candidate. He is known as Ted Cruz. He was born on December 22, 1970 (Shawwal 23 (or 24), 1390 Hijri) (Kislev 24, 5731 Jewish).]

Abdication of Al-Hussein: \(488 + 159 = 647\)
Withdrawal of Israel from Lebanon: $122 + 302 (or 303) + 90 + 133 = 647$
(or 648)

Hudna (Truce or Armistice) + Israel + Syria: $64 + 302 (or 303) + 281 = 647 (or 648)$

[In 1949, Israel signed an Armistice (Truce) agreement with each of its neighbouring Arab countries to end 1948 war. The fourth and last of these agreements was signed between Israel and Syria on July 20, 1949 (Ramadan 23, 1368 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5709 Jewish Calendar). It was the 2433,118th Julian day.]

The Mustafa (Chosen) + Orphalese (City where Al-Mustafa lived – Gibran Khalil Gibran’s book “The Prophet”): $260 + 387 = 647$

Enter it (verse 34 of Sura 50): $647$

otherwise (or lest) you will become from (verse 19 of Sura 7): $557 + 90 = 647$

Malhama (Battle) of Tel Mageddo: $154 + (430 + 63) = 154 + 493 = 647$

The Mushrikoon (Polytheists): $647$

Rituals of Allah (God) (verse 158 of Sura 2): $581 + 66 = 647$

His wife (verse 4 of Sura 111): $647$

Their brother (verse 50 of Sura 11): $647$

That is the Day of the Khuruj (Coming/Getting Out, Departure or Exodus) (verse 42 of Sura 50): $751 (or 750) + 56 + 840 = 1647 (or 1646)$

White House + Washington: $(412 + 813) + 422 = 1225 + 422 = 1647$

If We (God) wish, We can send down unto them from Heaven a Sign, such that their necks remain to it (verse 4 of Sura 26): $2647 (or 2646)$
(equivalent to 647)

Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and enter the Mosque like they entered it (verse 7 of Sura 17): $2647 (or 2646)$
($2647$ is the $383^{rd}$ Prime Number)

(3090 is the $2647^{th}$ Composite Number)

Britain captured Jerusalem from the Ottoman Empire. The Ottoman Governor of Jerusalem sent a “Surrender Letter”, delivered by Mayor of Jerusalem, Hussein Al-
Husseini, to the British invaders on Sunday, December 9, 1917 (Safar 24, 1336 Hijri) (Kislev 24, 5678 Jewish). Field Marshal Edmund Allenby, head of the invading British forces, entered Jerusalem on foot, through the Jaffa gate, on December 11, 1917.

The Night of the Qadr and how would you know what (or which) the Night of the Qadr is. Night of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and Spirit descend in it, by the permission of their Lord, for every matter. Peace it is (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): $5647$ (or $5646$) (equivalent to $647$) ($5647$ is the $742$nd Prime Number)

Yazid son of Muawiya (against whom Al-Hussein, Prophet Mohammad’s grandson, rebelled and was killed) was born on July 23, 647 AD (Shawwal 11, 26 AD).

♦ ترحيل Deportation: $648$ ($648$ is the $529$th Composite Number) ($786$ is the $648$th Composite Number) ($1944$ is the $1648$th Composite Number) ($4813$ is the $648$th Prime Number)

يوم نزول وحي القرآن + محمد Day of Nuzul (Descent) of Wahy (Revelation) of the Quran + Mohammad : $56 + [93 + 24 + 383 (or 382) + 92] = 56 + 592 (or 591) = 648 (or 647)$

إنسحاب إسرائيل من لبنان Withdrawal of Israel from Lebanon: $122 + 303 (or 302) + 90 + 133 = 648 (or 647)$

روسيا (أو الروم) + الفرس Russia (or Eastern Romans) + The Persians: $277 + 371 = 648$

أسرار القيمة Secrets of the Qiyama (Resurrection, End Times, or Upheaval): $462 + 186 (or 187) = 648 (or 649)$

سور القرآن Suras of the Quran : $266 + 382 (or 383) = 648 (or 649)$

ترمب Trump: $648$

وجهكم ولينخلوا المسجد كم ندخلهم أول مره your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time (verse 7 of Sura 17): $80 + (6 + 681 + 138) + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 = 1648$ (1648 is the $1388$th Composite Number)
We descended it (or him) in the Night of Qadr. And how would you know what the Night of the Qadr is. Night of the Qadr is better (verses 1-3 of Sura 97): 
\[
52 + 143 + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 235 + 41 + (75 + 410) + (75 + 335 + 810) + 1220 = 1428 + 1220 = 2648
\]
(or 2639) (2648 is the 2264th Composite Number)

We have descended it/him in a blessed night, we have been warning about. In it, every command is categorized. As a command from us, we are sending a mercy from your Lord. He is the Most Hearer, Most Knower (verses 3-6 of Sura 44): 
\[
4648 \quad \text{(4648 is the 4020th Composite Number)}
\]

So, God made him die for one hundred (verse 259 of Sura 2): 
\[
649 \quad \text{(649 is 530th Composite Number)}
\]
(788 is the 649th Composite Number) (4817 is the 649th Prime Number)

Suras of the Quran: 
\[
266 + 383 = 649 \quad \text{(or 648)}
\]

Secrets of the Qiyama (Resurrection, End Times, or Upheaval): 
\[
462 + 187 = 649 \quad \text{(or 648)}
\]

The Qadr and how would you know what (verse 1-2 of Sura 97): 
\[
335 + (6 + 41 + 226 + 41) = 335 + 314 = 649
\]

Day of the Vatican: 56 + 593 = 649

Day of Eleventh: 56 + (23 + 570) = 56 + 593 = 649

Maraka (Battle) of Armageddon: 335 + 314 = 649 (or 639)

Al-Sham + Syria: 372 + 277 = 649

Al-Sham + Russia: 372 + 277 = 649

The Amerikiyeen (Americans) + Russia: 372 + 277 = 649
Elias (Elijah) + Awda (Return) of Hayat (Life) + Kingdom of Israel: \(102 + (85 + 24) + (135 + 303) = 102 + (109 + 438) = 102 + 547 = 649\)

Iblees (Devil) + Gog + The Jan (demons) + Kingdom of Israel: \((103 + 23 + 85) + (135 + 303) = 547 + 438 = 985\)

The End + Manhattan: \(102 + 547 = 649\)

Atomic Bomb + Manhattan: \(1102 + 547 = 1649\) (equivalent to 649)

The Second + Mayo (May - in Egypt): \(592 + 57 = 649\)

Hazima (Defeat) of City of Petersburg: \(56 + 840 + (41 + 712) = 56 + 840 + 753 = 1649\)

Discovery of Comet Hale – Bopp: \(802 + 792 + [45 (or 46) + 10] = 802 + [792 + 55 (or 56)] = 802 + 847 (or 848) = 1649 (or 1650)\) [Comet Hale – Bopp was discovered on July 23, 1995 (Safar 25, 1416 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5755 Jewish Calendar) (2449,922nd Julian Day)]

Istiada (Re - capture or Getting back) of the Khawarizm the Aqsa : \(541 + 885 + 223 = 1649\) (= \(17 \times 97\)) (1649 is the 1389th Composite Number (1389 is the 1167th Composite Number) (1945 is the 1649th Composite Number)

Day of the Khuruj (Departure or Exodus) to Yathrib: \(56 + 840 + (41 + 712) = 56 + 840 + 753 = 1649\)

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval)? When the sight is sparkled (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 75): \(1649\) (or 1650)

E Proto of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission (verse 2 – 4 of Sura 97): \(75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111) + 505 + [487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753] = 1421 + 505 + 1723 (or 1724) = 3649 (or 3650)

Laila of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission (verse 2 – 4 of Sura 97): \(75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111) + 505 + [487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753] = 1421 + 505 + 1723 (or 1724) = 3649 (or 3650)

Before Rise of the Sun and before the Setting and of the night, praise him and after the prostration. And listen the Day the caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq, that is Day of the Khuruj (Coming out or Departure) (verse 39 – 42 of Sura 50): \((132 + 115 + 431 + 6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 71 + 155 + 6 + 207 + 104 + 6 + 571) + 56 + 65 + 31] + (95 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56) + (236 + 539 + 141 + 750 + 56 + 840) = 3423 +
We have descended unto you the Quran (verse 23 of Sura 76): 

\[
(138 + 130) + 382 (or 383) = 268 + 382 (or 383) = 650 \text{ (or } 651) \quad (650 \text{ is the } 531^{\text{st}} \text{ Composite Number})
\]

(789 is the \(650^{\text{th}}\) Composite Number)

\[
(57 + 709) = (664 + 2562) = 3423 + 3226 = 6649
\]

We have descended unto you the Quran (verse 23 of Sura 76): 

\[
(138 + 130) + 382 (or 383) = 268 + 382 (or 383) = 650 \text{ (or } 651) \quad (650 \text{ is the } 531^{\text{st}} \text{ Composite Number})
\]

We have descended unto you the Quran (verse 23 of Sura 76): 

\[
(138 + 130) + 382 (or 383) = 268 + 382 (or 383) = 650 \text{ (or } 651) \quad (650 \text{ is the } 531^{\text{st}} \text{ Composite Number})
\]

We have descended unto you the Quran (verse 23 of Sura 76): 

\[
(138 + 130) + 382 (or 383) = 268 + 382 (or 383) = 650 \text{ (or } 651) \quad (650 \text{ is the } 531^{\text{st}} \text{ Composite Number})
\]

We have descended unto you the Quran (verse 23 of Sura 76): 

\[
(138 + 130) + 382 (or 383) = 268 + 382 (or 383) = 650 \text{ (or } 651) \quad (650 \text{ is the } 531^{\text{st}} \text{ Composite Number})
\]
Accident/Event of Inhiyar (Collapse) of mine of the Gold: 512 (or 513) + 267 + 133 + 738 = 1650 (or 1651) (1650 is the 1390th Composite Number) (1946 is the 1650th Composite Number)

And we brought Moses the Book and we made a guidance (guide) to Children or Israel. Do not (verse 2 of Sura 17): (6 + 463 + 116 + 453 + 6 + 158 + 19 + 92) + (303 + 32) = 1315 + 335 = 1650

And we created you, then we shaped you, then we said the angels: Prostrate to Adam. So, they prostrated except Iblees. He was not among the prostrators (verse 11 of Sur a 7): 3650

و قَالَ إِنَّ الْقُدُرَ لَيْلَةٌ كُبْرَىٰ مِّنْ أَلْفِ شَهْرٍ (٩٧،١٤-١٥) كَانَ فَيُتِمُّ الْمَسْجِدَ، وَكَانَ فَيُدْخِلُونَهُ كَمَا كَانَ فَيُدْخِلُواهُ الْأَوَّلَ، وَكَانَ يُدْمِجُهُمْ أَمْرُهُ، وَيُحْكِمُهُمْ أَمْرًا، وَيُمْلِكُهُمْ أَمْرًا. وَإِنْ عَمِلُوا أَمْراً غَيْرَ مُنْهَاكِ، فَإِنْ وَالِدُ عِينُهُمْ. كَانَ فَيُتِمُّ الْمَسْجِدَ، وَكَانَ فَيُدْخِلُونَهُ كَمَا كَانَ فَيُدْخِلُواهُ الْأَوَّلَ، وَكَانَ يُدْمِجُهُمْ أَمْرُهُ، وَيُحْكِمُهُمْ أَمْرًا، وَيُمْلِكُهُمْ أَمْرًا. وَإِنْ عَمِلُوا أَمْراً غَيْرَ مُنْهَاكِ، فَإِنْ وَالِدُ عِينُهُمْ. كَانَ فَيُتِمُّ الْمَسْجِدَ، وَكَانَ فَيُدْخِلُونَهُ كَمَا كَانَ فَيُدْخِلُواهُ الْأَوَّلَ، وَكَانَ يُدْمِجُهُمْ أَمْرُهُ، وَيُحْكِمُهُمْ أَمْرًا، وَيُمْلِكُهُمْ أَمْرًا. وَإِنْ عَمِلُوا أَمْراً غَيْرَ مُنْهَاكِ، فَإِنْ وَالِدُ عِينُهُمْ.
314 = 337 (or 338) + 314 = 651 (or 652)

ليلة إبتداء الساعة  
Lailat (Eve) of Ibtida (Beginning) of the Hour: 75 + (409 + 167) = 75 + 576 = 651

ليلة أنزل كتب الله  
Lailat (Night or Eve) in which Book of Allah was descended: 75 + [88 + 422 (or 423) + 66] = 75 + 576 (or 577) = 651 (or 652)

ليلة أنزل الله كتب  
Lailat (Night or Eve) in which Allah descended a Book: 75 + [88 + 66 + 422 (or 423)] = 75 + 576 (or 577) = 651 (or 652)

نحن عليكم نزلت كتاب نزلأ  
We have descended unto you the Quran (verse 23 of Sura 76): (138 + 130) + 383 (or 382) = 268 + 383 (or 382) = 651 (or 650)

يوم إبتداء القيمهم  
Day of Ibtida (Beginning) of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 56 + [409 + 186 (or 187)] = 56 + 595 (or 596) = 651 (or 652)

معاقث  
Mithaq (Covenant) (verse 12 of Sura 5): 651 (or 650)

المشركين  
The Mushrikeen (Polytheists) (verse 6 of Sura 98): 651

أينكة يأتينا من جيده  
He brings you the Tabut (Coffin or Ark), in which there is Sakina from (verse 248 of Sura 2): 1651 (= 13 x 127) (1651 is the 1391st Composite Number)

حدث إنهاي منجم الذهب  
Accident/Event of Inhiyar (Collapse) of mine of the Gold: 513 (or 512) + 267 + 133 + 738 = 1651 (or 1650)

خمسة عشرين + ديسمبر  
Khamsa Ishreen (Twenty Five) + December: (705 + 630) + 316 = 1335 + 316 = 1651 [This refers to December 25, the day of Christmas (birth of Jesus as celebrated by Christians)]

إسرائيل أسكنوا الأرض فما جاء وعد الآخره جتتنا لكم لفنا وبحق  
Israel. Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): (303 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80) + (837 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141) = 2340 + 1311 = 3651

إذ إن أساط طالبها فإذا جاء وعد الآخره ليسوا وجوهكم وليدخلوا المسجد كما دخلوا أول مرة وليترى ما على تثبيرا  
And if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach completely. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, We return and We make Jahannam (Hell) for the Unbelievers as an abode (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17): [6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 +
838 (or 837) + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 + 140 + 2314 (or 2315) = 8651 (8650 or 8652)

Night of Israa (miraculous heavenly journey) + Miraj (Ascension to Heaven): [75 + 263 (or 262)] + 314 = 338 (or 337) + 314 = 652 (or 651) (= 2 x 2 x 163) (652 is the 533rd Composite Number) (791 is the 652nd Composite Number)

Night of Crossing of Red Yam (Sea): 75 + 278 + (50 + 249) = 75 + (278 + 299) = 75 + 577 = 652 (This refers to the Children of Israel’s miraculous Crossing of the Red Sea led by Moses.)

Sent in a journey, his servant, at night, from the Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): 271 + 83 + 70 (or 71) + 90 + 138 = 652 (or 653)

Day of Ibtida (Beginning) of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 56 + [409 + 187 (or 186)] = 56 + 596 (or 595) = 652 (or 651)

The Tarwiya: 652 (8th of Zu Al-Hijja is called Day of the Tarwiya)

Promise of Awda (Return) of Knights of the Haikal (Temple): 80 + (85 + 391 + 96) = 80 + 572 = 652

The Nuclear War + The Britan (Britons): (241 + 108) + 303 = 349 + 303 = 652

The War + City of New York: 241 + (109 + 302) = 241 + 411 = 652

And by the Star, they are (or become) guided (verse 16 of Sura 16): 6 + (126 + 45 + 475) = 6 + 646 = 652

Lailat (Night or Eve) in which Book of Allah was descended: 75 + [88 + 423 (or 422) + 66] = 75 + 577 (or 576) = 652 (or 651)

Lailat (Night or Eve) in which Allah descended a Book: (75 + 88 + 66) + 423 (or 422) = 229 + 423 (or 422) = 652 (or 651)

Book + Mustafa (Chosen): 229 + 423 = 652 (In Gibran Khalil Gibran’s book “The Prophet”, the name of the Prophet was Al-Mustafa)

Al-Tasi Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Ninth) + Shaban: (562 + 6 + 661) + 423 = 1229 + 423 = 1652
Islamic Caliphate: 1111 + 541 (or 542) = 1652 (1651 or 1653)

The finding of Gospel of the Messiah (Christ) Jesus son of Mary: 
(807 + 110) + 94 + (149 + 150 + 52 + 290) = 917 + (94 + 641) = 917 + 735 = 1652 (or 1653)
(equivalent to 652) (1652 is the 1392nd Composite Number) (1948 is the 1652 Composite Number)

Basilica of the Saint Peter + City of the Vatican: 
[ 133 (or 134) + 205 + 612 ] + (109 + 593) = 950 (or 951) + 702 = 1652 (or 1653)

When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach completely. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, We return and We make Jahannam (Hell) for the Unbelievers as an abode (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17): 
[ 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 + 140 ] + 
[ 262 + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 154 + 98 + 422 (or 421) + 309 ] = 6337 (or 6336) + 2315 (or 2314) = 8652 (8650 or 8651)

Al-Atrak: 653 (653 is the 119th Prime Number) (792 is the 653rd Composite Number) (4877 is the 653rd Prime Number)

The Wathaniyoon (Pagans): 653

The Independence: 653 (or 654)

Islamic Caliphate: 1111 (or 1110) + 542 (or 541) = 1653 (1651 or 1652)

Sent in a journey, his servant, at night, from the Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): 271 + 83 + 71 (or 70) + 90 + 138 = 653 (or 652)

Basilica of the Saint Peter + City of the Vatican: 
[ 134 (or 133) + 205 + 612 ] + (109 + 593) = 951 (or 950) + 702 = 1653 (or 1652)

General Henri Gouraud was Representative of the French Government in the Middle East, in charge of enforcement of Sykes-Picot Agreement. After the victory of the French forces in Battle of Maysalun and conquering Damascus, General Gouraud reportedly went to the tomb of Salah Eddin Al-Ayyubi (who defeated the Crusaders and liberated Jerusalem in 1187 AD), adjacent to the Umawi Mosque in Damascus, kicked it, and said: “Wake up Salah Eddin. We have returned. My presence here consecrates victory of the Cross over the Crescent.” ]
He said: You are among those given respite (verse 80 of Sura 38): 1653

The finding of Gospel of the Messiah (Christ) Jesus son of Mary: \((807 + 110) + 94 + (149 + 150 + 53 + 290) = 917 + (94 + 642) = 917 + 736 = 1653\) (or 1652) (equivalent to 653) (1653 is the 1393rd Composite Number) (1653 is the 962nd Composite Number)

Manhattan (New Amsterdam) was formally incorporated as a city on **February 2, 1653** (Rabi Awwal 5, 1063 Hijri).

*♦* Tadmeer (Destruction): 654 (= 2 x 3 x 109) (654 is the 534th Composite Number) (1952 is the 1654th Composite Number)

- The United Kingdom: 166 + 488 = 654
- North Korea: 237 + 417 = 654
- Korea + London, Britain: 237 + (134 + 283) = 237 + 417 = 654
- A’isha, Mother of the Believers: 386 + (41 + 227) = 386 + 268 = 654
- Paradises of the Bliss (verse 12 of Sura 56): 453 (or 454) + 201 = 654 (or 655)
- Ib’ath (Resurrect) for us (verse 246 of Sura 2): 573 + 81 = 654

Victory of the Deen (Religion) + Promise of the Truth: (340 + 95) + (80 + 139) = 435 + 219 = 654

Bid’a (Beginning) of withdrawal of Israel from Lebanon: 7 + [122 + 302 (or 303) + 90 + 133] = 7 + 647 (or 648) = 654 (or 655)

The Nuclear Weapons + City of New York: 243 + (109 + 302) = 243 + 411 = 654

City of Sydney + City of New York: (109 + 134) + (109 + 302) = 243 + 411 = 654

The Dakk (Bombardment or Destruction) + Wall Street: 55 + (571 + 28) = 55 + 599 = 654

Its thrones. He said: How would Allah revive this after (verse 259 of Sura 2): 1654 (= 2 x 827) (1654 is the 1394th Composite Number)

We saved (out of people of Thamud) those who believed (in God)
and were God-Fearing. (verse 18 of Sura 41): 1654

Those who have believed and done good deeds, (verse 11 of Sura 85): 1654 (or 1655)

The ones who have believed, the Siam (Fasting) has been decreed upon you (verse 183 of Sura 2): 791 + (99 + 422 + 170 + 172) = 791 + 863 = 1654

World Trade Center in Manhattan: (267 + 609 + 141) + 90 + 547 = 1654  [On September 11, 2001 (Jumada Thania 23 (or 22), 1422 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5761 Jewish) (2452,163.5\(^{th}\) or 2452,164\(^{th}\) Julian day), the Zionists implemented their terrorist attack and destroyed the World Trade Center towers in Manhattan, New York City.]

Burja (Two Towers) of Center of Trade of the World + City of the Jadida (New York): 206 + [267 + 608 (or 609) + 171 (or 172)] + 109 + (236 + 57) = [206 + 1046 (1047 or 1048)] + (109 + 293) = 1252 (1253 or 1254) + 402 = 1654 (1655 or 1656)

HoWa (He or God) the one who got out those who disbelieve. (verse 2 of Sura 59): 2654 (equivalent to 654) (2654 is the 2270\(^{th}\) Composite Number) (3097 is the 2654\(^{th}\) Composite Number)

Baghdad + Afghanistan: 1011 + 1643 = 2654

They shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy (verse 7 of Sura 17): [107 (or 108) + 80 + 6 + 680 (or 681) + 138] + (61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649) = 1011 (or 1012 or 1013) + 1643 = 2654 (2655 or 2656)

At night, after Taraweeh Prayer, on Friday September 22, 1256 (Ramadan 1, 654 Hijri) (Tishri 2, 5017 Jewish), the Prophet’s Mosque in Medina was damaged by a fire, for the first time, due to an unintended accident caused by a servant of the Mosque, at the time of the last Abbasite Caliph Al-Mutasim BiAllah, who ordered its repair, but its repair could not be finished during his reign because of Mongol’s conquest of Baghdad, ending the rule of Abbasite Dynasty from Baghdad in 1258 AD which started in 750 AD, thus lasting 508 years. So, the fire could have been a sign of Allah that the end of the Caliphate of Abbasite Dynasty was approaching.

♦ Smoke (verse 10 of Sura 44): 655 (= 5 x 131) (655 is the 535\(^{th}\) Composite Number) (794 is the 655\(^{th}\) Composite Number)

And how would you know what the Tariq is? (verse 2 of Sura 86): 47 + 226 (or 235) + 41 + 341 = 655 (or 664)

and they shall destroy (verse 7 of Sura 17): 6 + 649 = 655
Jumada Al-Thania (The Second Jumada): $58 + 597 = 655$

Paradises of the Bliss (verse 12 of Sura 56): $454$ (or $453) + 201 = 655$ (or $654$)

The Deen (Judgment or Religion) + Nima (Blessing or Blessings) (verse 34 of Sura 14): $95 + 560 = 655$

About the Hour: When will its settlement (docking or arrival) be? (verse 187 of Sura 7): $120 + [167 + 62 + 306$ (or $307)] = 120 + 535$ (or $536) = 655$ (or $656$)

Surrender of Japan: $591$ (or $592) + 64 = 655$ (or $656$) [World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5$^{th}$ Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).]

Nihaya (End) of Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel + The Jinn (demons): $71 + (135 + 62 + 303) + 84 = 71 + (500 + 84) = 71 + 584 = 655$

Elias (Elijah) + Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel + Jan (John or demons): $102 + (135 + 62 + 302) + 54 = 102 + 499 + 54 = 655$

Wahid wa Ishreen (Twenty One): $19$ (or $18) + 6 + 630 = 655$ (or $654$)

Halak (Devastation) of Wall Street: $56 + (571 + 28) = 56 + 599 = 655$

India + The Pakistan: $90 + 565 = 655$

Upon them, Mighty Wind (punishment of Aad people) (verse 41 of Sura 51): $655$

These are the Ayat (Verses or Signs) of the wise Book (verse 1 of Sura 10): $1655$

Book of the End Times: $422$ (or $423) + 1233$ (or $1232) = 1655$ (1654 or 1656)

Over it Nineteen. And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and we have not made their Idda (number or period) (verse 31 of Sura 74): $116 + 535 + 570 + 6 + 41 + 154) + [102 (or 101) + 282 + 32 + 97 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519] = 1422 + 1233$ (or $1232) = 1655$ (or $1654$)

We brought Moses nine Ayat (Signs) (verse 101 of Sura 17): $1655$

That is Day of the Khuruj (Coming out) (verse 41 of Sura 50) + Hadd (Destruction): $750 + 56 + 840 + 9 = 1646 + 9 = 1655$ (1655 is the $1395^{th}$ Composite Number)
1953 is the 1655th Composite Number

نصر المماليك + هزيمة مغول Nasr (Victory) of the Mamaleek + Hazima (Defeat) of the Mongols:
(340 + 172) + (67 + 1076) = 512 + 1143 = 1655

إن الذين عانموا وعملوا الصالحات Those who have believed and done good deeds, (verse 11 of Sura 85): 1655 (or 1654)

زيارة رئيس وزراء إسرائيل شيمون بيريز Visit of Prime Minster of Israel, Shimon Peres: 223 + 280 + 215 + 302 (or 303) + 406 + 229 = 1655 (or 1656)

ربهم من كل أمر سلام هي حتى مطلع الفجر their Lord from every command. Peace it is till rise of the Dawn (verse 4 – 5 of Sura 97): (247 + 90 + 50 + 241) + (131 + 15 + 418 + 149) + 314 = (628 + 713) + 314 = 1341 + 314 = 1655

برجنا مركز تجارة العالم + مدينة بورك الجديد Burja (Two Towers) of Center of Trade of the World + City of the Jadida (New) York: 206 + [267 + 609 (or 608) + 171 (or 172)] + 109 + (236 + 57) = [206 + 1047 (1046 or 1048)] + (109 + 293) = 1253 (1252 or 1254) + 402 = 1655 (1654 or 1656)

[ On September 11, 2001 (Jumada Thania 23 (or 22), 1422 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5761 Jewish) (2452,163.5th or 2452,164th Julian day), the Zionists implemented their terrorist attack and destroyed the World Trade Center towers in Manhattan, New York City. ]

ليسوا وجوهكم وليدخلوا المسجد كما دخلوه أول مره وليترووا They shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like it the first time and they shall destroy (verse 7 of Sura 17): [107 (or 108) + 80 + 6 + 681 (or 680) + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245] + (6 + 649) = 2000 (1999 or 2001) + 655 = 2655 (2654 or 2656)

عشرين بولي + 1969 Ishreen (Twentieth or Twenty) + Yuly (July) + 1969 = 686 + 1969 = 2655 (3098 is the 2655th Composite Number) (Apollo 11 landed on the Moon on July 20, 1969)

♦ رأيتهم I saw them (verse 4 of Sura 12): 656 (656 is the 536th Composite Number)
(795 is the 656th Composite Number)

وقه علي عرفه Waqfa (Stand up) on Arafa: 191 + 110 + 355 = 656

يدخلوها enter it (verse 114 of Sura 2): 656

تيمور Timur (Leader of the Mongols): 656

الناصر صلاح الدين الأيوبي The Nasir Salah Eddeen Al-Ayyubi (The Muslim leader who liberated Jerusalem from the Crusaders): 372 + (129 + 95) + 60 = 372 + (224 + 60) = 372 + 284 = 656

يوم إسلام يابان Surrender of Japan: 592 (or 591) + 64 = 656 (or 655) | World War II ended
on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).

Lailat (Night or Eve) of Nuzul (Descent) of Book of Allah:

$$75 + 93 + [422 \text{ or } 423] + 66 = 75 + [93 + 488 \text{ or } 489] = 75 + 581 \text{ or } 582 = 656 \text{ or } 657$$

About the Hour: When will its docking be? (verse 187 of Sura 7):

$$120 + [167 + 62 + 307 \text{ or } 306] = 120 + 536 \text{ or } 535 = 656 \text{ or } 655$$

Qiyama (Resurrection/ Rise or Upheaval) + Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel:

$$156 + [135 + 62 + 303 \text{ or } 302] = 156 + 500 \text{ or } 499 = 656 \text{ or } 655$$

Hadd (Destruction) of Bayt Al-Maqdis (House of Holiness – This refers to Temple of Solomon, Al-Aqsa Mosque, or Jerusalem):

$$9 + (412 + 235) = 9 + 647 = 656$$

The American Army: 344 + 312 = 656

Day of Mawlid (Birth) of George Bush: 56 + [80 + (212 + 308)] = 56 + (80 + 520) = 56 + 600 = 656

Day of Promise of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders’) Entrance into Bayt Al-Maqdis (House of Holiness or Jerusalem): 56 + 80 + (640 + 233) + (412 + 235) = 136 + (873 + 647) = 136 + 1520 = 1656 (1656 is the 1396th Composite Number) (1954 is the 1656th Composite Number)

Burja (Two Towers) of Center of Trade of the World + City of the Jadida (New) York:

$$206 + [267 + 609 + 172 \text{ or } 171] + 109 + (236 + 57) = [206 + 1048 \text{ or } 1047] + (109 + 293) = 1254 \text{ or } 1253 + 402 = 1656 \text{ or } 1655$$

Ibtida (Beginning) of Awwal (First) phase of the Akhira (End Times):

$$409 + [37 + 283 + 90 + 837 \text{ or } 838] = 409 + 1247 \text{ or } 1248 = 1656 \text{ or } 1657$$

Visit of Prime Ministe5er of Israel, Shimon Peres: 223 + 280 + 215 + 303 + 406 + 229 = 1656 (or 1655)

Thalith Ashar (Thirteenth) + Yuly (July):

$$[1030 \text{ or } 1031] + 570 = 1600 \text{ (or } 1601) + 56 = 1656 \text{ (or } 1657)$$

(July 13, 1917 is the date of the third apparition at Fatima, Portugal, on which the 3 secrets about the future were revealed to the 3 children)

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval)? When the sight is sparkled and (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 75): 56 + (187 + 782 + 302 + 323 + 6) = 56 + 1600 = 1656

Ghazu (Invasion) of Afghanistan: 1013 + 1643 = 2656 (2656 is the 2272nd Composite Number)
(Composite Number) \( (3099 \text{ is the } 2656^{th} \text{ Composite Number}) \)

They shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy (verse 7 of Sura 17): \[ \frac{107}{108} + 80 + 6 + 681 \text{ (or 680) } + 138 ] + \left( \frac{61 + 645 + 37 + 245}{6} \right) + \left( \frac{6 + 649}{61} \right) + \left( \frac{6 + 645 + 37 + 245}{3} \right) + \left( \frac{6 + 649}{61} \right) = 1013 \text{ (1011 or 1012)} + \left( \frac{988 + 655}{1013} \right) = 1013 \text{ (1011 or 1012)} + 1643 = 2656 \text{ (2654 or 2655)} \]

♦ My curse till day of (verse 78 of Sura 38): \( 560 + 41 + 56 = 657 \text{ (657 is the } 537^{th} \text{ Composite Number}) \) \( (796 \text{ is the } 657^{th} \text{ Composite Number}) \)

Wuquf (Standing) on Arâfa: \( 192 + 110 + 355 = 657 \)

The Tablets of Torah: \( 46 + 611 \text{ (or 612)} = 657 \text{ (or 658)} \)

Lailat (Night or Eve) of Nuzul (Descent) of Book of Allah: \( 75 + 93 + \frac{423}{422} + 66 = 75 + \left( \frac{93 + 489 \text{ (or 488)}}{488} \right) = 75 + 582 \text{ (or 581)} = 657 \text{ (or 656)} \)

Night of Israa and Miraj (miraculous heavenly journey): \( 75 + \left( \frac{262 \text{ (or 263)} + 6 + 314}{3} \right) = 75 + 582 \text{ (or 583)} = 657 \text{ (or 658)} \)

Promise of Israa + Miraj (miraculous heavenly journey): \( 80 + 263 + 314 = 80 + 577 = 657 \)

The Messenger + Al-Aqsa Mosque: \( 296 + \left( 138 + 223 \right) = 296 + 361 = 657 \)

The Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Banu (Children) of Israel: \( 5 + 80 + 212 + \left[ 58 + 302 \text{ (or 303)} \right] = 297 + 360 \text{ (or 361)} = 657 \text{ (or 658)} \)

The Promise of my Lord (God) comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Jinna (demons) + Israel: \( 5 + 80 + 212 + \left[ 58 + 302 \text{ (or 303)} \right] = 297 + 360 \text{ (or 361)} = 657 \text{ (or 658)} \)

City of Peter (Petersburg), Russia: \( 380 + 277 = 657 \)

Joseph Stalin: \( 106 + 551 = 657 \) [Joseph Stalin was born on December 6, 1878 Julian (December 18, 1878 Gregorian) (Zu Al-Hijja 22 (or 23), 1295 Hijri) (Kislev 22, 5639 Jewish). He died on March 5, 1953 (Jumada Thania 18, 1372 Hijri) (Adar 18, 5713 Jewish).]

People who can hardly understand what is said (verse 93 of Sura 18): \( 657 \)

The End of Madina (City/State) of Worshippers of the Satan: \( 71 + 109 + \left[ \frac{77 + 400 \text{ (or 401)}}{401} \right] = 71 + \left[ \frac{109 + 477 \text{ (or 478)}}{477} \right] = 71 + 586 \text{ (or 587)} = 657 \text{ (or 658)} \)

The Wathaniyeen (Pagans): \( 657 \)
Smoke (verse 10 of Sura 44): 657

Two Signs, so we erased (verse 12 of Sura 17): 472 + 185 = 657

The Pillars which have not (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 89): 146 + 441 + 70 = 657

The Ishroon (Twentieth): 657

Thalith Al-Ishroon (Twenty Third): 1031 + 626 = 1657

Day on which the Sama (Sky or Heaven) brings Smoke (verse 10 of Sura 44): (56 + 811 + 133) + 657 = 1000 + 657 = 1657

Third Thalith Yuly (July): [1031 (or 1030) + 570] + 56 = 1601 (or 1600) + 56 = 1657 (or 1656) (1657 is the 260th Prime Number) (1955 is the 1657th Composite Number) (July 13, 1917 is the date of the third apparition at Fatima, Portugal, on which the three secrets about the future were revealed to the three children)

have disbelieved so that those who have been given the Book become certain and become more (verse 31 of Sura 74): 307 + (660 + 791 + 414 + 453 + 6 + 206) = 307 + 2350 = 2657

And We brought Moses nine evident Ayat (miraculous signs. So ask Bani (Children) of Israel (verse 101 of Sura 17): 2657 (2655 or 2656)

Night of Israa and Miraj (miraculous heavenly journey): 75 + [263 (or 262) + 6 + 314] = 75 + 583 (or 582) = 658 (or 657) (658 is the 538th Composite Number) (798 is the 658th Composite Number) (961 is the 798th Composite Number)

So, Satan whispered to him (verse 120 of Sura 20): 212 + 46 + 400 (or 401) = 658 (or 659)

Tablets of Torah: 46 + 612 (or 611) = 658 (or 657)

The Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Al-Aqsa Mosque: 297 + 361 = 658

The Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Banu (Children) of Israel: 297 + 361 (or 360) = 658 (or 657)

The Promise of my Lord (God) comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Jinna (demons) + Israel: (5 + 80 + 212) + (58 + 303) = 297 + 361 = 658
Day of Hadd (Destruction) of the Vatican: 56 + 9 + 593 = 658

The Apostolic See (or Seat): 321 + 337 = 658

Nihaya (End) of Catholics: 71 + 587 = 658

Nihaya (End) of Madina (City/State) of Worshippers of the Satan: 71 + 109 + [77 + 401 (or 400)] = 71 + [109 + 478 (or 477)] = 71 + 587 (or 586) = 658 (or 657)

Al-Haqqā (End Times Event) of Juzor (Isles) of the Britons: 145 + 513 = 658

Perishing + London City, Britain: 132 + 526 = 658

Moscow + London City, Britain: 132 + 526 = 658

Al-Waqia (The Event) (Sura 1 of Sura 56) + Kuala Lumpur City: 213 + 445 = 658

Catastrophe of Turkey: 27 + 631 = 658

City of Istanbul: 109 + 549 = 658

Catastrophe of Al-Pakistaniyoon (The Pakistanis): 27 + 631 = 658

Nuclear War + The Persians: 287 + 371 = 658

Nuclear Weapons + Al-Franciyoon (The French): 171 + 487 = 658

Al-Damar (The Destruction) of Paris City: 276 + 382 = 658

Al-Damar (The Destruction) of Warsaw City: 276 + 382 = 658

Nuclear Weapons + Warsaw City, Poland: 171 + 487 = 658

1440 Hijri: 1440 + 218 = 1658 (equivalent to 658)

Nuclear Missiles + Islam Abad, Pakistan: 984 + 674 = 1658 (= 2 x 829) (1658 is the 1397th Composite Number)

Annihilation of Sydney (or London) City + Third World War: (13 + 109 + 134) + (210 + 156 + 1036) = 256 + 1402 = 1658 (equivalent to 658)

The Third World War + The Perishing: (241 + 187 + 1067) + 163 = 1495 + 163 = 1658 (equivalent to 658)

The Third World War + Al-Islam (Islam): (241 + 187 + 1067) + 163
= 1495 + 163 = \textbf{1658} (equivalent to \textit{658})

*My Father!* I saw eleven (verse 4 of Sura 12): \( (403 + 61 + 611) + (13 + 570) = 1075 + 583 = \textbf{1658}\)

... listen the Day the Caller calls from a close place, the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) on the Haq (True / Due Date), that is (verses 41 – 42 of Sura 50): \( \textbf{2658} \text{ (or 2659)} \) \( (= 2 \times 3 \times 443) \) (equivalent to \textit{658}) \( (2658 \text{ is the } 2273^{\text{rd}} \text{ Composite Number})\)

\[ \textbf{1659} \text{ (or 658)} \]

*Day of the Ba’th (Resurrection)* (verse 56 of Sura 30): \( 56 + 603 = \textbf{659} \) \( (659 \text{ is the } 120^{\text{th}} \text{ Prime Number})\) \( (799 \text{ is the } 659^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number})\)

The Prince, the Awar (attribute of the Dajjal), the Dajjal: \( (282 + 308) + 69 = 590 + 69 = \textbf{659} \)

To them, Messenger of God, Camel of God (verse 13 of Sura 91): \textbf{659}

The Planets Tastaf (Line up): \( 579 + 80 = \textbf{659} \)

So, the Satan whispered to him (verse 120 of Sura 20): \( 212 + 46 + 401 \text{ (or 400)} = \textbf{659} \text{ (or 658)} \)

Brought down the Furqan upon (verse 1 of Sura 25): \textbf{659} \text{ (or 658)}

Promise of my Lord/God (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Nuclear Weapon + Sydney: \( 292 + 233 + 134 = \textbf{659} \)

Protestant Reformation: \( 130 + 1529 = \textbf{1659} \) \( (1659 \text{ is the } 1398^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number})\)

Third + October: \( 1030 \text{ (or 1031)} + 629 = \textbf{1659} \text{ (or 1660)} \)

Al-Haram to Al-Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed to show him from our Ayat (Signs). It is He (verse 1 of Sura 17): \( \textbf{2659} \) \( (2660 \text{ or 2661}) \) \( (2659 \text{ is the } 385^{\text{th}} \text{ Prime Number})\) \( (3102 \text{ is the } 2659^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number})\)

To ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy (verse 7 of Sura 17): \[ [112 \text{ (or 113)} + 80 + 6 + 680 \text{ (or 681)} + 138 + 61] + (645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649) = 1077 \text{ (1078 or 1079)} + 1582 = \textbf{2659} \text{ (2660 or 2661)} \]

... to bring out the people from the darknesses to the light by permission of their Lord to the path of the Aziz (Dear One) (verse 1 of
Sura 14): 30 + 1203 + 142 + 90 + 1401 (or 1402) + 41 + 287 + 753 + 247 + 41 + 299 (or 300) + 125 = 4659 (4660 or 4661)

It is in that an Aya (Sign) for the one who fears torment of the End Times. That day, the people shall be gathered for it and that is a day Mashhood (to be witnessed) (verse 103 of Sura 11): 51 + 90 + 750 (or 751) + 47 (or 46) + 120 + 681 + 773 + 838 (or 837) + 750 (or 751) + 56 + 159 + 35 + 142 + 6 + 750 (or 751) + 56 + 355 = 5659 (or 5658)

♦  نبش قبور Digging up/out Qubur (Tombs or Graves): 352 + 308 = 660 (660 is the 539th Composite Number) (800 is the 660th Composite Number)

้ني الأعور Digging up of Al-Awar (the Defective or One who causes a Defect): 352 + 308 = 660

سيدتنا فاطمة Our Lady Fatima: 525 + 135 = 660

هبوط أبولو حادي عشر Hubut (Descent or Landing) of Apollo, Eleventh: 22 + 45 + (23 + 570) = 22 + 45 + 893 = 660

طرد اليهود + فرنسا Tard (Expulsion) of the Jews + France: 213 + 56 + 391 = 660

(On July 22, 1306 AD, King Philip IV expelled the Jews from France.)

أحد عشر + أيلول Eleven + Ailul (September – in Greater Syria & Iraq): (13 + 570) + 77 = 583 + 77 = 660

حرب نووية + نهاية نيويورك Nuclear War + Nihaya (End) of New York: (210 + 77) + (71 + 302) = 287 + 373 = 660

نهاية البيت الأبيض + نيويورك Nihaya (End) of the White House + New York: 71 + (443 + 844) + 302 = 71 + 1287 + 302 = 1660 (1660 is the 1399th Composite Number) (1958 is the 1660th Composite Number)

ثالث + أكتوبر Third + October: 1031 (or 1030) + 629 = 1660 (or 1659)

و نجينا الذين عانوا وكانوا يتقون And We saved (out of people of Thamud) those who believed (in God) and were God-Fearing. (verse 18 of Sura 41): 1660

يوم وفاة الحسن ملك المغرب Day of Wafat (Death) of Al-Hasan, King of Al-Maghrib: 56 + (92 + 149 + 90 + 1273) = 56 + 1604 = 1660 [Al-Hasan II, King of Morocco, died around 4:30 pm on July 23, 1999 (Rabi Thani 9, 1420 Hijri) (Av 10, 5759 Jewish Calendar) (2451, 382.5th Julian Day)]

الحرم النبوي المسجد الأقصى الذي بركنا حوله لنเหรى من عينتانا إنه هو Al-Haram to Al-Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings to show him from our Ayat (Signs). He is (verse 1 of Sura 17): 31 + 249 + 41 + 138 + 223 + 741 + 273 (or 274) + 49 + 295 + 90 + 463 (462 or 464) + 56 + 11 = 2660 (2665 or
When Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17): $30 + [251 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837$ (or 838)$] = 30 + 2630$ (or 2631)$ = 2660$ (or 2661)

Blessed is the one to whom belongs the Mulk (dominion, mastery or kingship) of the Heavens and the Earth and what is between them and he has knowledge of the hour (verse 85 of Sura 43): $[622$ (or 623)$ + 741 + 35 + 90 + 537 + 6] + (1032 + 6 + 41 + 108 + 6 + 129 + 140 + 167) = 2031$ (or 2032)$ + 1629 = 3660$ (or 3661)

When the prayer of the Day of the Juma (Friday, Gathering, or Congregation) is called for, strive to the remembrance of Allah and leave off the business. That is better for you if you know. When (the prayer) is completed (verse 9 of Sura 62): $[156 + 90 + 56 + 149 + 217$ (or 218)$ + 41 + 920] + (66 + 6 + 907 + 113 + 790 + 810 + 90 + 51 + 510 + 596 + 782 + 1310) = 1629$ (or 1630)$ + 6031 = 7660$ (or 7661)

The composite number 3103 is the 2660th Composite Number.
لا يدخلوا المسجد كما دخلوه الأول مرة، ولتشيروا ما علوا تذب عظاماً كأن يرحمكم و إن عتمت عداوا وجعلنا جهنم للتكفيرين.

When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall enter the Mosque, like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, we return and we make Jahanam (Hell), for the Disbelievers (verse 7 - 8 of Sura 17):

\[
\text{Kingdom of Messiah Awar Dajjal (Anti-Christ): } 135 + (149 + 308 + 69) = 135 + 526 = 661 \quad (661 \text{ is the } 121^{st} \text{ Prime Number}) \quad (801 \text{ is the } 661^{st} \text{ Composite Number})
\]

\[\text{The Second Dajjal (Deceiver): } 69 + 592 = 661\]

\[\text{The Dajjal + The Vatican: } 69 + 592 (or 593) = 661 (or 662)\]

\[\text{The Dajjal, Head of the Kufr/Kufar (Disbelief or Disbelievers): } 69 + [261 + 331 (or 332)] = 69 + 592 (or 593) = 661 (or 662) \quad (There \text{ is a Hadith that mentions “Head of Kufr/Kufar”})\]

\[\text{Through (verse 5 of Sura 17): } 661 (or 660)\]

\[\text{The Ishreen (Twenty or Twentieth): } 661\]

\[\text{Seventh Month + 23: } (133 + 505) + 23 = 638 + 23 = 661 \quad (This \text{ may refer to July 23})\]

\[\text{And so that you know the number (verse 12 of Sura 17): } 6 + 577 + 78 = 661\]

\[\text{The Trees prostrate. (verse 6 of Sura 55): } 534 + 127 (or 128) = 661 (or 662)\]

\[\text{Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: } 261 + (146 + 254) = 261 + 400 = 661\]

\[\text{Itifaqiya (Agreement) of Hudna (Truce/Armistice): } 597 + 64 = 661\]

\[\text{Othman (Ottoman): } 661\]

\[\text{Day of Milad (Birth) of George Bush: } 56 + [85 + (212 + 308)] = 56 + (85 + 520) = 661\]

\[\text{Solar Storm: } 246 + 415 = 661\]

\[\text{The Tabadul (Switch) + the Qutban (Two Poles): } 467 + 193 = 661\]
enemies of God go through Hashr (assemble for death) (verse 19 of Sura 41):

South-East: 61 + 600 = 661

And We brought Moses nine Ayat (Signs) (verse 101 of Sura 17):

\[661 = 11 \times 151\] (equivalent to 661) (1661 is the 1400th Composite Number) (1959 is the 1661st Composite Number)

Evilness of a Ghasiq (Black) (verse 3 of Sura 113):

\[500 + 1161 = 1661\] (equivalent to 661)

Day of Promise of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders’)

\[1661\] is the 1400th Composite Number

Maji (Coming) of President of Israel, Shimon Peres, to Masjid (Mosque) of the Jazzar:

\[53 \text{ or } 54 + [280 + 303 \text{ or } 302] + 406 + 229 + 41 + (107 + 242) = 53 \text{ or } 54 + [583 \text{ or } 582 + 635] + 41 + 349 = 53 \text{ or } 54 + 1218 \text{ or } 1217 + 41 + 349 = 1661\]

\[1660 \text{ or } 1662\]

Thalatha Ishroon (Twenty Three): 1035 (or 1036) + 626 = 1661 (or 1662)

Thalith Ishreen (Twenty Third):

\[1031 + 630 = 1661\]

Thalatha Ashar (Thirteen) + Yuly (July): \[1035 \text{ or } 1036 + 570 + 56 = 1605\] (or 1606) + 56 = \[1661 \text{ or } 1662\] (July 13, 1917 is the date of the third apparition at Fatima, Portugal, on which the 3 secrets about the future were revealed to the 3 children)

Ninth of Augustus (August):

\[531 + 1130 = 1661\]

\[630 + 62 = 692 + 1969 = 2661\] (Apollo 11 landed on the Moon on July 20, 1969)

\[13 + 570 + 77 + 2001 = 583 + 77 + 2001 = 660 + 2001 = 2661\]

Al-Haram to Al-Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed to show him from our Ayat (Signs). It is He (verse 1 of Sura 17): \[2661 \text{ or } 2660\]

so we drowned him and those with him, all of them, and We said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit (verse 103 - 104 of Sura 17):

\[1436 + 6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 303 + 138 = 2661\]

They shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall
destroy (verse 7 of Sura 17): \[113 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + (645 + 37 + 245 + 655) = 1079 + 1582 = 2661\]

And if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces (make your faces look bad) and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time. (verse 7 of Sura 17): \[281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) = 2661 (or 2660) (= 3 \times 887) \] (2661 is the 2275th Composite Number) (3104 is the 2661st Composite Number)

When Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17): \[281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + (107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245) = 2661 (or 2660) + 2000 = 4661 (or 4660) \] (4661 is the 4030th Composite Number)

Aad, Iram, the one which has the pillars, which has never been created like it among the Bilad (cities or countries) (verse 6 - 8 of Sura 89): \[600 + 110 + 180 + 222 + 77 + 241 + 1101 + 146 + 441 + 70 + 740 + 576 + 90 + 67 (or 68) = 4629 + 1032 = 5661 \]

For you if you know. When the prayer is completed, spread throughout the Ard (Earth or Land) (verse 9 – 10 of Sura 62): \[(90 + 51 + 510 + 596 + 782 + 1310 + 162 + 1038 + 90 ) + 1032 = 4629 + 1032 = 5661 \]

Ali bin Abi Taleb died on January 28 (or 27), 661 AD Julian (January 31 (or 30), 661 Gregorian) (Ramadan 21, 40 Hijri) (Shevat 22, 4421 Jewish) (1962, 515.5th Julian Day)

Bonaparte: 662

Day of the Military Inqilab (Coup): \[56 + (215 + 391) = 56 + 606 = 662 \]
The Arabs a man from Ahl (People of) (This is a Hadith): $303 + 233 + 90 + 36 = 662$

Country of Turks: $36 + 626 = 662$

Father of the Atrak (Turks): $9 + 653 = 662$ (Ataturk means Father of the Turks)

Eve of Inzal (Bringing down) of Wahy (Revelation) of the Quran + Mohammad: $75 + \lfloor 89 + 24 + 382 \text{ (or 383)} + 110 \rfloor + 92 = 75 + [495 \text{ (or 496)} + 92] = 75 + 587 \text{ (or 588)} = 662 \text{ (or 663)}$

the Moon and when they are shown an Aya (sign), (verses 1-2 of Sura 54): $662 \text{ (or 661)}$

Their Brother Hood (verse 50 of Sura 11): $647 + 15 \text{ (or 16)} = 662 \text{ (or 663)}$

The Dajjal, Head of the Kufar (Disbelievers): $69 + \lfloor 261 + 332 \text{ (or 331)} \rfloor = 69 + 593 \text{ (or 592)} = 662 \text{ (or 661)}$ (There is a Hadith that mentions “Head of Kufr/Kufar”)

The Trees Yasjudan (prostrate) (verse 6 of Sura 55): $534 + 128 = 662$

The Dajjal + The Vatican: $69 + 593 \text{ (or 592)} = 662 \text{ (or 661)}$

His worshipper at night from the Haram Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): $662$

Petrus (Peter): $662 \text{ (or 668)}$

Britain: $662$

Island of Vancouver: $225 + 437 = 662$

Island of Kingdom of Israel (or the Britons): $225 + \lfloor 135 + 302 \text{ (or 302)} \rfloor = 225 + 437 \text{ (or 438)} = 662 \text{ (or 663)}$

July 13, 1917 is the date of the third apparition at Fatima, Portugal, on which the 3 secrets about the future were revealed to the 3 children.

Thalith wa Al-Ishroon (Twenty Third): $1036 \text{ (or 1035)} + 626 = 1662 \text{ (or 1661)}$

Thalith Ashar (Thirteenth) + Yulyu (July – in Egypt): $\lfloor 1030 \text{ (or 1031)} + 570 \rfloor + 62 = 1600 \text{ (or 1601)} + 62 = 1662 \text{ (or 1663)}$

July 13, 1917 is the date of the third apparition at Fatima, Portugal, on which the 3 secrets about the future were revealed to the 3 children.
Thirteen days: 1036 + 570 + 56 (or 57) = 1662 (= 2 x 3 x 277) (1662 is the 1401st Composite Number)

Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved (verse 31 of Sura 74): 535 + (820 + 307) = 535 + 1127 (or 1128) = 1662 (or 1663)

They shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy (verse 7 of Sura 17): [114 (or 113) + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61] + (645 + 37 + 245 + 655) = 1080 (or 1079) + 1582 = 2662 (or 2661) (2662 is the 2276th Composite Number)

In that an oath to Zi Hijr (one who has a brain). Haven’t you seen (verse 5 - 6 of Sura 89): 90 + 750 + 200 + 740 + 211 + 71 + 600 = 2662

These are Ayat (verses or signs) of the Book and what has been descended unto you from your Lord, the Haq (verse 1 of Sura 13): (450 + 412 + 453 + 6 + 741) + (88 + 61 + 90 + 222 + 139) = 2062 + 600 = 2662

These are Ayat (verses or signs) of the Book and what has been descended unto you from your Lord, the Haq, but most people do not (verse 1 of Sura 13): (450 + 412 + 453 + 6 + 741) + (88 + 61 + 90 + 222 + 139 + 6 + 100 + 721 + 142 + 31) = 2062 + (1569 + 31) = 2062 + 1600 = 3662 (= 2 x 1831) (3662 is the 3150th Composite Number)

Eve of Inzal (Bringing down) of Wahy (Revelation) of the Quran + Mohammad: 75 + [89 + 24 + 383 (or 382) + 110] + 92 = 75 + [496 (or 495) + 92] = 75 + 588 (or 587) = 663 (or 662)

We have descended unto you a book (verse 10 of Sura 21): 139 + 101 + 423 = 663

Their Brother Hood (verse 50 of Sura 11): 647 + 16 (or 15) = 663 (or 662)

The Mustaqbal (Future): 663

Britan (Britons): 663

Island of Kingdom of Israel (or the Britons): 225 + (135 + 303 (or 302) = 225 + 438 (or 437) = 663 (or 662)

Bidaya (Beginning) of Month of Sawm (Fasting): 22 + (505 + 136) = 22 + 641 =
Damar (Destruction) of China + Korea: 245 + (181 + 237) = 245 + 418 = 663

Damar (Destruction) of Kingdom of Britain: 245 + (135 + 283) = 245 + 418 = 663

Hadd (Destruction) of the United Kingdom: 9 + (166 + 488) = 9 + 654 = 663

Hadd (Destruction) of North Korea: 9 + (237 + 417) = 9 + 654

Hadd (Destruction) of Korea + London, Britain: 9 + [237 + (134 + 283)] = 9 + (237 + 417) = 9 + 654 = 663

Vehicles: 663

Al-Takbeer (Saying “Allah Akbar” – Allah is Greater): 663

And eight days (verse 7 of Sura 69): 6 + 605 (or 606) + 52 = 663 (or 664)

War of China America: 210 + 181 + 272 = 663

Dajjal + John Paul + Kingdom of Israel + The Mahdi: 38 + 59 + 38 + 135 + 303 + 90 = 663

Thirteen days: 1036 + 570 + 57 (or 56) = 1663 (or 1662) (1663 is the 261st Prime Number)

Thawr (Revolution) of the Khurasani: 711 + 952 = 1663

Day of the Hour + 1440: (56 + 167) + 1440 = 223 + 1440 = 1663

1440 Hijriya: 1440 + 223 = 1663 (equivalent to 661) (refers to year 1440 Hijri)

Say: I seek refuge in Lord of the people, king of the people, god of the people (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 114): 130 + 777 + 204 + 142 + 90 + 142 + 36 + 142 = 1663

Thalith wa Al-Ishroon (Twenty Third): 1031 (or 1030) + 6 + 626 = 1663 (or 1662)

Thalith Ashar (Thirteenth) + Yulyu (July – in Egypt): [1031 (or 1030) + 570] + 62 = 1601 (or 1600) + 62 = 1663 (or 1662) (July 13, 1917 is the date of the third apparition/vision of the three Catholic children in Fatima, Portugal, on which 3 secrets about the future were revealed to them.)

Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved (verse 31 of Sura 74): 535 + [30 + (791 + 307)] = 535 + (30 + 1098) = 535 + 1128 = 1663
Didn’t you see those who left (or fled from) their homelands (or Monastery) (verse 243 of Sura 2): \[2663\] (or \[2662\]) (equivalent to \[663\]) \((3106\) is the \(2663^{rd}\) Composite Number)

On Wednesday, July 29, 1981 Gregorian (July 16, 1981 Julian) (Ramadan 26 or 27), 1401 Hijri) (Tammuz 27, \[5741\] Jewish Calendar) (2444,\[814.5\]th Julian Day), a worldwide television audience of over 700 million people watched the wedding of Charles, Prince of Wales, and Lady Diana Spencer at St. Paul's Cathedral in London.

The Crusaders conquered Jerusalem for the first time and entered the Aqsa Mosque on Friday, July 15, 1099 AD Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 4859 Jewish Calendar) (2122,\[662.5\]th or 2122,\[663\]rd Julian Day).

Father of Zionism, Jewish journalist Theodor Herzl died on July 3, 1904 (Rabi Thani 19, 1322 Hijri) (Tammuz 20, 5664 Jewish Calendar) (2416,\[664.5\]th Julian Day).

Lúcia de Jesus dos Santos is one of the 3 children of the apparitions in Fatima, Portugal. She outlived the other 2 children who had died very young. She is the one who revealed the 3 secrets several years after the secrets had been revealed to the children in the apparitions. She was born on March 28, 1907 (Safar 13, 1325 Hijri) (Nisan 13, 5667 Jewish) (2417,\[662.5\] or 2417,\[663\]rd Julian Day). She died on February 13, 2005 (Muharram 4, 1426 Hijri) (Adar I 4, 5765 Jewish) (2,453,\[414.5\]th or 2,453,\[415\]th Julian Day).

At 9:40 a.m. local time, on Saturday, July 28, 1945, (Shaban 18, 1364 Hijri) (Av 18, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,\[664.5\]th or 2431,\[665\]th Julian day), during World War II, a U.S. bomber, piloted in thick fog by Lieutenant Colonel William Franklin Smith, Jr., in a routine mission transporting soldiers from Massachusetts to New York City's LaGuardia Airport, crashed into the north side of the Empire State Building, in New York, between the \(79^{th}\) and \(80^{th}\) floors, where the offices of the National
Catholic Welfare Council were located. The building consists of 102 floors and it is 1,454 ft (443.2 m) high. The crash resulted in fourteen deaths, three crewmen and eleven people in the building.

During this visit to Fatima, Pope John Paul II was wounded when he was attacked by Juan Fernandez y Krohn, a fanatical, ultra-conservative Spanish Catholic priest on May 12, 1982 (Rajab 19, 1402 Hijri) (Iyar 19, 5742 Jewish) (2445, 101.5th Julian Day) (496,663rd or 496,664th Hijri Day).

♦ النجم و الشجر The Star and the trees (verse 2 of Sura 86): 124 + 6 + 534 = 664 (664 is the 542nd Composite Number) (804 is the 664th Composite Number)

يوم إبتذال نهاية الزمن Day of Ibtida (Beginning) of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): 56 + 409 + [71 + 128 (or 129)] = 56 + [409 + 199 (or 200)] = 56 + 608 (or 609) = 664 (or 665)

له ملك السماوات to whom belongs the Mulk (dominion, mastery or kingship) of the Heavens (verse 85 of Sura 43): 35 + (90 + 539) = 35 + 629 = 664

موت علي ابن أبي طالب Mawt (Death) of Ali bin Abi Talib: 446 + [ 110 + 53 (or 52) + 13 + 42] = 446 + 218 (or 217) = 664 (or 663)

شر الوسواس Evilness of the Whisperer (verse 4 of Sura 114): 500 + 164 = 664

فتح الأندلس Conquest of the Andalus (Andalucia): 488 + 176 = 664 (The beginning of the Muslims’s Conquest of Andalus was led by Tariq bin Ziyad. Note that one of the things that the Tariq mentioned in verse 2 of Sura 86 refers to seems to be Tariq bin Ziyad)

معركه قلعة نيكيوبول Battle Nicopol Fortress: 335 + (205 + 124) = 335 + 329 = 664

يوم هد الروس نيويورك Day of the Rus’ (Russians) Hadd (Destruction) of New York: 56 + (9 + 297 + 302) = 56 + 608 = 664

آيت ريك لا آيات (Signs) of your Lord (God), not ( verse 158 of Sura 6): 411 (or 412) + 222 + 31 = 664 (or 665)

ألا تتكلم الناس that you do not speak with the People (verse 41 of Sura 3) & (verse 10 of Sura 19): 664

الرئيس الأمريكي أوباما The American President Obama: [311 + 302 (or 312)] + 51 = 613 (or 623) + 51 = 664 (or 674)

الرابع الأربعون Al-Rabi Al-Arbaoon (The forty fourth): 304 + 360 = 664

ردده اسفل سفلين We return him to the lowest of the low (verse 5 of Sura 95): 664
Evilness of the Whisperer (verse 4 of Sura 114): 500 + 164 = 664

Who is in the Heaven that he sends (verse 17 of Sura 67): 664

Paris, France: 273 + 391 = 664

Nuclear Weapons + Israel + China: 181 + 302 + 181 = 664

Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Nuclear Weapon + Sydney: 297 + (233 + 134) = 297 + 367 = 664

Al-Saiqa (The Shocking Event) + Al-Amerikiyoon (The Americans): 296 + 368 = 664

Al-Saiqa (The Shocking Event) + New Yorkiyoon (New Yorkers): 296 + 368 = 664

Messenger of Allah (God) + New York: (296 + 66) + 302 = 362 + 302 = 664

The Nuclear War + Denmark: 349 + 315 = 664

Fall of Isfahan, Iran: 175 + (227 + 262) = 175 + 489 = 664

The Promise + Expulsion of the Palestinians: 111 + (213 + 340) = 111 + 584 = 664

Promise of Exodus + The Palestinians: 80 + 248 + 336 = 664

No one uncovers its timing, except (verse 187 of Sura 7): [(31 + (59 + 542)] + 32 = (31 + 601) + 32 = 632 + 32 = 664

Nihaya (End) of the Vatican: 71 + 593 (or 592) = 664 (or 663)

The Portugal: 1664 (= 2 x 832) (1664 is the 1402nd Composite Number) (1962 is the 1664th Composite Number)

The Saint Peter’s Church (Basilica) + City of the Vatican: (145 + 205 + 612) + (109 + 593) = 962 + 702 = 1664

An ultimatum was issued, on July 14, 1920, by Commander of the French Forces, General Henri Gouraud, to King Faisal bin Hussein’s Syrian Arab Kingdom (which was established by King Faisal on March 8, 1920) to surrender or fight which was accepted on July 20, 1920 by the Syrian government. However, early in the morning of July 24, 1920 (Zu Al-Qada 9, 1338 Hijri) (Av 9, 5680 Jewish Calendar) (2422, 529.5th Julian Day), French forces
broke a truce, attacked and defeated the Arab forces of led by Yusuf Al-Azma, Minister of War, in the Battle of Maysalun (a strategic hilly location about 12 miles west of Damascus, overlooking a valley used as a passage to Damascus), captured Damascus, and took control of Syria. Then, General Gouraud reportedly went to the tomb of Salah Eddin Al-Ayyubi (who defeated the Crusaders and liberated Jerusalem in 1187 AD), adjacent to the Umawi Mosque in Damascus, kicked it, and said: "Wake up, Salah Eddin. We have returned. My presence here consecrates victory of the Cross over the Crescent."]

The Vanishing + Copenhagen City, Denmark: 75 + 1589 = \textbf{1664} (equivalent to 664)

The Tadmeer (Destruction) + City of Vancouver, British Columbia: 685 + 979 = \textbf{1664} (equivalent to 664)

We expelled them from Paradises and Springs (verse 57 of Sura 26):

the Euphrates upon a mountain of gold (This is a Hadith): (712 + 120) + (35 + 90 + 707) = 832 + 832 = \textbf{1664}

Entrance of the German Catholics into Islam: 640 + 153 + 618 + 90 + 163 = \textbf{1664}

Three + October: 1035 (or 1036) + 629 = \textbf{1664} (or 1665)

And listen the Day the Caller calls from a close place, the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) on the Haq (True / Due Date), that is (verses 41 – 42 of Sura 50): (6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236) + [ (144 + 141 + 750 (or 751)) = 1629 + 1035 (or 1036) = \textbf{2664} (or 2665) (equivalent to 664) (2664 is the \textbf{2277\textsuperscript{th}} Composite Number)

So, when (once or if) the Trumpet is blown a blow (verse 101 of Sura 23): (782 + 730 + 90 + 327) + 735 = 1929 + 735 = \textbf{2664} (equivalent to 664)

A Messenger from them came to them, but they rejected him so the torment got them (verse 113 of Sura 16): \textbf{3664} (3664 is the \textbf{3152\textsuperscript{nd}} Composite Number)

That is better for you if you know. When the prayer is completed, spread throughout the Ard (Earth or Land) and seek from the bounty of Allah and remember Allah a lot, perhaps you may (verse 9 – 10 of Sura 62): (790 + 810 + 90 + 51 + 510 + 596 + 782) + (1310 + 162 + 1038 + 90 + 1032 + 6 + 1410 + 90 + 910 + 66 + 6 + 928 + 66 + 731 + 190) = 3629 + 8035 = \textbf{11664}
The Khatia (Sin): 665 (665 is the 543rd Composite Number) (805 is the 665th Composite Number)

The Khuld (Eternity or Immortality): 665

Day of Ibtida (Beginning) of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): 56 + 409 + [71 + 129 (or 128)] = 56 + [409 + 200 (or 199)] = 56 + 609 (or 608) = 665 (or 664)

The Hour. When will its docking be? Say (verse 187 of Sura 7): [167 + 62 + 306 (or 307)] + 130 = 535 (or 536) + 130 = 665 (or 666)

Book of Nihaya (End) of the World: 422 (or 423) + (71 + 172) = 422 (or 423) + 243 = 665 (or 666)

Kingdom of the Awar (Defective-eyed) Messiah son of David: 135 + 308 + 149 + 73 (or 74) = 665 (or 666)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Invocation of Jinn (demons): 75 + (537 + 53) = 75 + 590 = 665

Saddam Hussein + The Iraq: (135 + 128) + 402 = 263 + 402 = 665

Thalatha Ishreen (Twenty Three): 1035 (or 1036) + 630 = 1665 (or 1666) (1665 is the 1403rd Composite Number)

Three + October: 1036 (or 1035) + 629 = 1665 (or 1664)

The Rahman, the Raheem. When victory comes (verse 1 of Sura 110): 329 (or 330) + 289 + 702 + 5 + 340 = 1665 (or 1666)

And listen the Day the Caller calls from a close place, the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) on the Haq (True / Due Date), that is (verses 41 – 42 of Sura 50): (6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236) + [ (144 + 141 + 751 (or 750))] = 1629 + 1036 (or 1035) = 2665 (or 2664) (2665 is the 2278th Composite Number)

When the prayer of Day of the Friday, strive to remember Allah and leave off the selling. That is better for you if you know. When the prayer is completed, spread (verse 9 of Sura 62): [702 + 70 + 191 + 90 + 56 + 149 + 218 + 41 + 920 + 66 + 6 + 906 (or 907) + 113 + 790 + 810 + 90 + 51 + 510 + 596 + 782 + 1310 +162] + 1036 (1037 or 1038) = 8629 (or 8630) + 1036 (1037 or 1038) = 9665 (or 9666)

You who have believed: when the prayer of Day of the Juma (Friday,
Congregation, or Gathering) is called for, strive to the remembrance of Allah and leave off the selling (or business). That is better for you if know. When the prayer is completed, spread throughout (verse 9 – 10 of Sura 62): \((17 + 791 + 99 + 702 + 70 + 191 + 90 + 56 + 149 + 218 + 41 + 920 + 66 + 6 + 907 + 113 + 790 + 810) + (90 + 51 + 510 + 596 + 782 + 1310 + 162 + 1038 + 90) = 6036 + 4629 = 10665

♦

He thought (about it) and made an assessment (verse 18 of Sura 74): **666**

(= 333 + 333) (= 31 + 635) (666 is the 544th Composite Number) (806 is the 666th Composite Number) (4973 is the 666th Prime Number) [666 is the 25th repdigit (a natural number composed of repeated instances of the same digit)] (9886 is the 8666th Composite Number)

Ashrat (conditions, signs, or portents) of Qiyama (Resurrection, or Upheaval): 511 + 155 (or 156) = **666** (or 667)

The Hour. When will its docking be? Say (verse 187 of Sura 7): \([167 + 62 + 307 (or 306)] + 130 = 536 (or 535) + 130 = **666** (or 665)

Book of Nihaya (End) of the World: 423 (or 422) + (71 + 172) = 423 (or 422) + 243 = **666** (or 665)

Day of Awwal (First) phase of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): 56 + \([37 + 283 + 90 + 71 + 129 (or 128)]\) = 56 + 610 (or 609) = **666** (or 665)

Curtain: **666**

Eve of Nuzul (Descent) of Wahy (Revelation) of the Quran + Mohammad: 75 + \([93 + 24 + 382 (or 383) + 92]\) = 75 + 591 (or 592) = **666** (or 667)

Quran of the Fajr (Dawn) (verse 78 of Sura 17): 352 + 314 = **666**

Our Lord: You shall be gathering the People to a Day (verse 9 of Sura 3): 253 + 71 + 114 + 142 + 86 = **666**

The Imam Ali + Fatima + Al-Hasan + Al-Hussein: 113 + 110 + 135 + 118 + 128 = **666**

Day of the Ashoura (10th of Muharram): 56 + 610 (or 609) = **666** (or 665)

The Believers were afflicted (verse 11 of Sura 33): 443 + 223 = **666**

Qaysar (Caesar) Nero: 400 + 266 = **666**

The Promise + Harq (Burning or Setting on Fire) of Rome: 111 + (308 + 247) = 111 + 555 = **666**
City of Vaticano: 109 + 557 (or 558) = \textbf{666 (or 667)}

Papal Basilica of the Saint Peter: 133 + 205 + 271 + 57 = \textbf{666}

The Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful) + H.M. (verse 1 of Sura 44): (329 + 289) + 48 = 618 + 48 = \textbf{666}

The American President 43: (311 + 312) + 43 = 623 + 43 = \textbf{666}

(\textit{George Bush was the 43\textsuperscript{rd} American President})

\textbf{666}

Kingdom of the Awar (one who has a defect) Messiah Son of David: 135 + 308 + 149 + 74 (or 73) = \textbf{666 (or 665)}

Promise of William + Kingdom of Bani (Children of) Israel: 80 + 86 + (135 + 62 + 303) = 80 + 86 + 500 (or 499) = \textbf{666 (or 665)}

The Saiqa (shocking event) (verse 13 of Sura 41) + The Britaniyoon (Britons): 297 + 369 = \textbf{666}

The Russians + The Britaniyoon (Britons): 297 + 369 = \textbf{666}

The Promise + Israa (miraculous heavenly journey) of the Dajjal (Deceiver or Anti-Christ) + Al-Aqsa: 111 + [263 + (69 + 223)] = 111 + (263 + 292) = 111 + 555 = \textbf{666}

The Promise + Day of the Hour + Israa (miraculous heavenly journey) of the Dajjal (Deceiver or Anti-Christ): 111 + (56 + 167) + (263 + 69) = 111 + (223 + 332) = 111 + 555 = \textbf{666}

Alm Jaddik yitma faari + 37 + 461 + 97 = \textbf{666}

Hasn’t he found you as an orphan, so he sheltered you (verse 6 of Sura 93): 71 + 37 + 461 + 97 = \textbf{666}

More bitter. The criminals are (verse 46 – 47 of Sura 54): 241 + 51 + 374 = \textbf{666}

And those who walked (or journeyed) fast, using our Ayat (or Signs), miraculously (verse 51 of Sura 22): 6 + 791 + 137 + 90 + 462 (or 463) + 180 = \textbf{1666 (or 1667)}

Nafi (Exile or Banishment) of the last Caliph: 140 + 801 (or 802) + 725 = \textbf{1666 (or 1667)}

\textbf{1666}
Thalatha Ishreen (Twenty Three) : 1036 (or 1035) + 630 = 1666 (or 1665) (equivalent to 666)

Thalith wa Ishreen (Twenty Third): 1030 (or 1031) + 6 + 630 = 1666 (or 1667)

Nineteenth + Month of Yuliet (July – Egypt based on French): [530 (or 531) + (505 + 61)] = 1100 (or 1101) + 566 = 1666 (or 1667)

Sydney + New South Wales + Commonwealth of Australia : 134 + (61 + 53 + 67) + (658 + 703) = 134 + 171 + 1361 = 1666

Day of the Star + The Tariq (Star) + Poles of the Earth: 56 + 124 + (341 + 1145) = 56 + (124 + 1486) = 56 + 1610 = 1666 (equivalent to 666)

The Raheem, Glory to the one who transported his worshipper at night from (verse 1 of Sura 17): 1666 (or 1665)

They hear the Saihat (Scream) on the Haq (True or Due Date), that is (verse 42 od Sura 50): 236 + 539 + 141 + 750 = 1666

The Rahman, the Raheem. When victory comes (verse 1 of Sura 110):
1666 (or 1665)

Third + October: 1031 + 635 = 1666

The finding of People of the Cave and the Raqeem + The Gospel: (807 + 110) + [101 (or 102) + 136 + 6 + 381] + 125 = [917 + 624 (or 625)] + 125 = 1541 (or 1542) + 125 = 1666 (or 1667) (1666 is the 1404th Composite Number) (1964 is the 1666th Composite Number)

The Angels, brought by the Raheem (Most Merciful). Cursed are the hands of Abi Lahab and he is cursed. Have not exempted him (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 111): (289 + 802 + 15 + 13 + 37 + 6 + 402 + 41) + 1061 = 1605 + 1061 = 2666

The Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the
Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): 

\[
335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 470 + 335 + 470 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 531 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 130 \text{ (or 131)} + 15 = 6666 \text{ (or } 6667)\]

Christians believe that the Anti-Christ’s number is 666.

203 meters are equal to 666 feet.

On September 2, 1666 Julian (September 12, 1666 Gregorian) (Rabi Awwal 12, 1077 Hijri), the Great Fire of London, England, broke out and burned for three days, destroying 80% of London (more than 10,000 buildings), including St. Paul's Cathedral.

He said: I am your Lord (God), the Most High (verse 24 of Sura 79): 

\[
211 + 52 + 262 + 142 = 667 \text{ (667 x 2 = 1334) (667 is the 545th Composite Number) (807 is the 667th Composite Number)}\]

The American President 44: 

\[
311 + 312 + 44 = 623 + 43 = 667 \text{ (Barack Obama is the 44rd American President)}\]

City of Vaticano: 109 + 558 (or 557) = 667 (or 666)

Akhohom (Their Brother) Hood: 652 + 15 = 667

Eve of Nuzul (Descent) of Wahy (Revelation) of the Quran + Mohammad: 75 + [93 + 24 + 383 (or 382) + 92] = 75 + 592 (or 591) = 667 (or 666)

and the Trees prostrate. (verse 6 of Sura 55): 6 + 534 + 127 (or 128) = 667 (or 668)

Hiroshima + Japan: 572 + 95 = 667

Your Lord (God) will choose you (verse 6 of Sura 12): 445 + 222 = 667

We revived them (verse 19 of Sura 18): 667 (or 668)

The Zalazil (Shaking Events) + The Fitan (Trials or Upheavals): 106 + 561 = 667

Qutbai (Two Poles) of the Earth, the Northern + the Southern: 121 + 1032 + 412 + 102 = 1667

that we are not going to assemble his bones. Yes, we are capable (verse 3 – 4 of Sura 75): 81 + 163 + 1016 + 42 + 365 (or 364) = 1667 (or 1666)
Thalith wa Ishreen (Twenty Third): $1031 + 6 + 630 = 1667$ (or 1666)

Thalatha Ashar (Thirteen) + Yulyu (July – in Egypt): $[1035 + 570] + 62 = 1667$ (or 1668) (July 13, 1917 is the date of the third apparition at Fatima, Portugal, on which the 3 secrets about the future were revealed to the 3 children)

Nafi (Exile or Banishment) of the last Caliph: $140 + 802 + 725 = 1667$ (or 1666)

Masra (Murder or Death) of Francis, Akhir (Last) Pope : $(400 + 460) + [801 + 6] = 860 + 807$ (or 808) = 1667 (or 1668)

And those who walked (or journeyed) fast, using our Ayat (or Signs), miraculously (verse 51 of Sura 22): $6 + 791 + 137 + 90 + 463 = 1667$ (or 1666)

The finding of People of the Cave and the Raqeem + The Gospel : $(807 + 110) + [102 + 136 + 6 + 381] + 125 = 917 + 625$ (or 624) + $125 = 1667$ (or 1666) (1965 is the 1667th Composite Number)

will its docking be ? While you are part of its remembrance. To your Lord is its end (verse 42 – 45 of Sura 79) : $306 + 130 + 451 + 90 + 926 + 41 + 222 + 501 = 2667$ (or 2666) (2667 is the 2280th Composite Number)

Harun, carried by the Angels. It is in that a Aya (Sign) for you if you are believers (verse 248 of Sura 2): $262 + 483 + 137 (or 136) + 51 + 90 + 750 + 47 (or 46) + 90 + 51 + 510 + 196 = 2667$ (or 2666)

Best Taqweem (shape or form). Then, We abase him to lowest of the low except those who have believed and done good deeds, for them (verse 4 – 6 of Sura 95): $119 + 556 + 540 + 263 + 171 + 230 + 32 + 791 + 98 (or 99) + 6 + 147 + 559 = 3667$ (3667 is the 3155th Composite Number)

by the Lord of the people, Malik (King or Master) of the people, god of the people from the evilness of the whisperer, the Khannas, who whispers into chests of the people (verse 1 – 5 of Sura 114): $204 + 142 + 90 + 142 + 36 + 142 + 90 + 500 + 164 + 742 + 741 + 142 + 90 + 300 + 142 = 3667$ (3667 is the 3155th Composite Number)

And if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces (make your faces look bad) and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time (verse 7 of Sura 17): $[281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837)] + (113 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245) = 2661 (or 2660) + 2006 = 4667$ (or 4666)

He
asks: When will Day of the Qiyama be? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun and Moon are combined, the human being, on that day, says: Where is the escape? No, there is no refuge. (verse 6 - 11 of Sura 75): 100 + 62 + 56 + 187 (or 186) + 782 + 302 + 323 + 6 + 740 + 371 + 6 + 113 + 431 + 371 + 146 + 192 + 766 + 61 + 351 + 51 + 31 + 213 = 5667 (or 5666)

would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is. Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace it is till rise of (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): (226 + 41 + 75 + 335) + (75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505) + (487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241) + [131 (or 130) + 15] + (418 + 149) = [677 + 1926 + 2351 (or 2351) + 146 (or 145)] + 567 = 5100 (or 5101) + 567 = 5667 (5666 or 5668)

» how would you know what Saqar (Fire of Hell) is? (verse 27 of Sura 74): 668 (= 2x2x167) (668 is the 546th Composite Number) (808 is the 668th Composite Number)

Would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 470 + 335 + 470 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 531 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 (or 130) + 15 = 6667 (or 6666)

♦ ما أدرك ما سقير: how would you know what Saqar (Fire of Hell) is? (verse 27 of Sura 74): 668 (= 2x2x167) (668 is the 546th Composite Number) (808 is the 668th Composite Number)

After the Promise of Russia’s Hadd (Destruction) of New York: 80 + 9 + 277 + 302 = 668

and the Trees prostrate. (verse 6 of Sura 55): 6 + 534 + 128 (or 127) = 668 (or 667)
and the Trees prostrate. (verse 6 of Sura 55): $6 + 534 + 128 = 668$

Al-Rabi Al-Arbaeen (The forty fourth): $304 + 364 = 668$

Land of the Zalazil (Shaking Events) + The Fitan (Trials or Upheavals): $1001 + 106 + 561 = 1668$

Made the Sun and Moon be of service (verse 13 of Sura 35): $860 + 431 + 6 + 371 = 1668$ \(= 2 \times 2 \times 3 \times 139\) \(1668\) is the \(1405^{th}\) Composite Number \(1966\) is the \(1668^{th}\) Composite Number

Thalatha wa Ishroon (Twenty Three): $1036 + 6 + 626 = 1668$

Thalatha Ashar (Thirteen) + Yulyu (July – in Egypt): $[1036 \text{ (or 1035)} + 570] + 62 = 1606 \text{ (or 1605)} + 62 = 1668 \text{ (or 1667)}$ \(July 13, 1917\) is the date of the third apparition at Fatima, Portugal, on which the 3 secrets about the future were revealed to the 3 children

Masra (Murder or Death) of Francis, Akhir (Last) Pope: \((400 + 460) + [802 \text{ (or 801)} + 6] = 860 + 808 \text{ (or 807)} = 1668 \text{ (or 1667)}$

These are Ayat (verses or signs) of the Book and what has been descended unto you from your Lord, the Haq and (verse 1 of Sura 13): $\{(450 + 412 + 453 + 6 + 741) + (88 + 61 + 90 + 222 + 139 + 6)\} = 2062 + 606 = 2668$

In France a person who fixated shall be the sights of those who have disbelieved. Oh, woe to us! We have been (verse 97 of Sura 21): $995 + 293 + 791 + 307 + 107 + 104 + 71 = 2668$

Ishreen (Twentieth or Twenty) + Yulyu (July – in Egypt) + 1976 = $[(630 + 62) + 1976 = 692 + 1976 = 2668]$ \(Viking 1\) was the first of two spacecrafts sent by the U.S. to Planet Mars as part of NASA's Viking program. It was the first spacecraft to successfully land on Mars. \(Viking 1\) was launched on August 20, 1975. The Lander (not a human being) landed on Mars on \textbf{July 20, 1976}. The Lander separated from the Orbiter at 8:51 UTC and landed at 11:53 UTC.

و إن إساتم فلها فإذا جاء وعد الآخرة ليسوا وجوهكم و ليدخلوا المسجد كما دخلوه أول مره و ليتردوا ما علوا وتبتير عسى ربك أن يرحمكم و أن يعذب عدن و and if you do badly, it is for you. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach completely. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, We return and \(verse 7\) of Sura 17: $[6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 \text{ (or 837)} + 107 + 80] + [6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1012 \text{ (or 1013)} + 140 + 162 + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6] = 2567 \text{ (or 2566)} + 5101 \text{ (or 5102)} = 7668 \text{ (or 7667)}$

و أدرك ما ليله الفهد ليله الفهد خير من ألف شهر تنزل الملاقه و الروح فيها بذاذ ربك من كل أمر سلام هي حتى
would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is. Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace it is till rise of (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): 

\[
\begin{align*}
&[226 + 41 + 75 + 335] + (75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505) + [487 + 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241] + [131 (or 130) + 15] + (418 + 149) = [677 + 1926 + 2352 (or 2351) + 146 (or 145)] + 567 = 5101 (or 5100) + 567 = \boxed{5668 (or 5667)} \quad (5668 \text{ is the } 4921^{\text{st}} \text{ Composite Number})
\end{align*}
\]

Blessed. We have been warning. In it every wise command gets separated, a command from us. We have been sending a mercy from your Lord, the All-Hearer, All-Knower, Lord of the Heavens and the Earth and what is between them, if you are certain. There is no god, except hw. He gives life and causes death, your Lord and the Lord of your first fathers (ancestors). However, they are in doubt playing around. So, wait for the day (the sky) brings (verse 3 – 10 of Sura 44):

\[
\begin{align*}
&[267 + 52 + 71 + 1050 + 96 + 390 + 50 + 241 + 78 + 241 (or 242) + 90 + 175 + 52 + 71 + 390 + 253] + [90 + 222 + 56 + 11 + 211 + 181 + 202 + 537 + 6 + 1032 + 6 + 41 + 108 + 51 + 510 + 256 + 31 + 36 + 32 + 11 + 28 + 6 + 460 + 262 + 6 + 202 + 75 + 128 + 32 + 45 + 90 + 320 + 168 + 783 + 56 + 811] = 3567 (or 3568) + 7101 = \boxed{10668 (or 10669)}
\end{align*}
\]

♦ Harasta : \boxed{669} \ ( = 3 \times 223) \ (669 \text{ is the } 547^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number. Number } 547 \text{ which is the numerical value of Manhattan}) \ (810 \text{ is the } 669^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number}) \ [ \text{ There is a Hadith that mentions a town called Harasta will experience a Khusf (Collapse) in the End Times.} ]

Nakba (Catastrophe) of the Vatican : \boxed{77 + 592 (or 593) = 669 \text{ (or 670)}}

Apollo, the Eleventh: \boxed{45 + (54 + 570) = 45 + 624 = 669}

Bidaya (Beginning) of Withdrawal of Israel from Lebanon: \boxed{22 + 122 + [302 (or 303) + 90 + 133] = 22 + 647 (or 648) = 669 \text{ (or 670)}}

a saying of the humans (verse 25 of Sura 74): \boxed{136 + 533 = 669}

Fat’h (Opening or Conquest) of China: \boxed{488 + 181 = 669}

The Saiqa (Scream) + The Britaniyeen (Britons) : \boxed{296 + 373 = 669}

Hurub (Exodus or Escape) + Franciyoon (French): \boxed{213 + 456 = 669}

Nuclear War + Paris City: \boxed{287 + (109 + 273) = 287 + 382 = 669}

Day of Fall of the Bomb of City of Nagasaki : \boxed{56 + [175 + 187 + 109 + 1142 (or 1141)] = 56 + 1613 (or 1612) = \boxed{1669 \text{ (or 1668)}} \ [ \text{ The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time).} ]

مطلع would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is. Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace it is till rise of (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): 

\[
\begin{align*}
&[226 + 41 + 75 + 335] + (75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505) + [487 + 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241] + [131 (or 130) + 15] + (418 + 149) = [677 + 1926 + 2352 (or 2351) + 146 (or 145)] + 567 = 5101 (or 5100) + 567 = \boxed{5668 (or 5667)} \quad (5668 \text{ is the } 4921^{\text{st}} \text{ Composite Number})
\end{align*}
\]

مباركك إن كنا كنا متنذرين فيها يفرق كل أمر حكيم أمر من عدننا إن كنا مرسلين رحمه من ربك إنه هو السميع العليم رب السموت والأرض وما بينهما إن كنتم موقينين لا إله إلا هو وحده يميت وحده يحيى إنه هو إلا إله موقنين لكم إن بينهم ما و الأرض والسموت رب يأتى فيوم فارتقب يلعبون فاتقب يوم ثانى

اﻟﻔﺘﯿﮑﺎن ﻧﻜﺒﮫ Nakba (Catastrophe) of the Vatican : \boxed{77 + 592 (or 593) = 669 (or 670)}

أبولو الحادي عشر بدأ إنسحاب إسرائيل من لبنان Bidaya (Beginning) of Withdrawal of Israel from Lebanon: \boxed{22 + 122 + [302 (or 303) + 90 + 133] = 22 + 647 (or 648) = 669 (or 670)}

قول البشر a saying of the humans (verse 25 of Sura 74): \boxed{136 + 533 = 669}

فتح الصين Fat’h (Opening or Conquest) of China: \boxed{488 + 181 = 669}

الصقعه + البريطانيين The Saiqa (Scream) + The Britaniyeen (Britons) : \boxed{296 + 373 = 669}

هروب + فرنسويون Hurub (Exodus or Escape) + Franciyoon (French): \boxed{213 + 456 = 669}

حرب نووية + مدينه باريس Nuclear War + Paris City: \boxed{287 + (109 + 273) = 287 + 382 = 669}
Daabba (animal) from the Earth/Land that talks to them (verse 82 of Sura 27): $12 + 90 + 1032 + 535 = 1669$

Awda (Return) of life of the Pope YoHanna (John) Paulus (Paul) + The Karitha (Catastrophe) + The Vatican: $(85 + 24 + 37 + 75 + 98) + 757 + 593 = 319 + 757 + 593 = 1669$ (equivalent to 669)

Maqta l (Killing) of the Pope Francis + Hadd (Destruction) of the Vatican: $(570 + 37 + 460) + (9 + 593) = 1067 + 602 = 1669$

Ain Jalut + Hazima (Defeat) of the Tatar (Mongols): $(130 + 440) + 67 + 1032 (or 1031) = 570 + 1099 (or 1098) = 1669 (or 1668)$ [On Friday, September 3, 1260 AD Julian (September 10, 1260 AD Gregorian) (Ramadan 25, 658 Hijri) (Elul 26, 5020 Jewish), in the Battle of Ain Jalut in Galilee, Northern Palestine, the Muslim Mamaleek (Mamluks) achieved a decisive victory over the Maghool (Mongols or Tatar).

The Israa + Miraj + The Sabi + Ishreen (Twenty Seventh) + Rajab: $(294 + 345) + (164 + 661) + 205 = 639 + (825 + 205) = 639 + 1030 = 1669$ (equivalent to 669) (1669 is the 263rd Prime Number)

1669 is the 263rd Prime Number. Number 263 is the numerical value of:

"Israa (miraculous heavenly journey): 263"

Prophet Mohammad (p) performed Israa from Haram Mosque in Mecca to the location of the Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem. The distance between Haram Mosque in Mecca and the Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem is 669.329 nautical miles (770.249 miles or 1239.596 Km).

1967 is the 1669th Composite Number. Number 1967 is the numerical value of:

"The one which we have blessed its surroundings, to show him some of our Ayat (Signs). He is (verse 1 of Sura 17): 1967 (equivalent to 967) (= 7 x 281) (1967 is the 1669th Composite Number) (2312 is the 1967th Composite Number)"

♦ "Istirdad (Getting back or Recapturing): 670 (2 x 5 x 67) (670 is the 548th Composite Number) (812 is the 670th Composite Number)"

Lailat (Eve) of Ibtida (Beginning) of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): $75 + [409 + 186 (or 187)] = 75 + 595 (or 596) = 670 (or 671)

The Umawi Mosque + Damascus: $(138 + 88) + 444 = 226 + 444 = 670$

The Arab Kingdom of Saudia: $(166 + 318) + 186 = 484 + 186 = 670"
City of Vatican: 109 + 561 (or 562) = 670 (or 671)

Nakba (Catastrophe) of the Vatican: 77 + 593 (or 592) = 670 (or 669)

Raj’a (Return) of the Prophet, the Messiah Jesus: 278 + (93 + 149 + 150) = 278 + 392 = 670

Awda (Return) of the Prophet Jesus son of Mary: 85 + 93 + [150 + 52 (or 53) + 290] = 85 + 93 + 492 (or 493) = 670 (or 671)

And the Star and the Trees (verse 6 of Sura 55): 6 + 124 + 6 + 534 = 670

Witness + The Wahiya (Catastrophe) of New York: 310 + 58 + 302 = 670

The Saiqa (shocking event) (verse 13 of Sura 41) + The Britaniyeen (Britons): 297 + 373 = 670

Countries of the People of England + The British Kingdom: (37 + 149) + (135 + 318) = 186 + 484 = 670

The Qiyama (Resurrection) + The British Kingdom: 186 + (135 + 318) = 186 + 484 = 670

Al-Rabi wa Al-Arbaoon (The forty fourth): 304 + 6 + 360 = 670

Eleventh + Ailul (September – in Greater Syria & Iraq): (23 + 570) + 77 = 593 + 77 = 670

Sydney + New South Wales + Commonwealth of Australia: 134 + (61 + 53 + 57) + (658 + 707) = 134 + 171 + 1365 = 1670 (1670 is the 1406th Composite Number)

The End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq we descended it (or him) and in the Haq, it (or he) descended and we have not sent you except as a Mubashir (Bearer of good news) and (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): [ 837 (or 838) + 55 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 + 6 + 141 ] + (87 + 6 + 41 + 362 + 32 + 543 + 6) = 1593 + 1077 = 2670 (2670 is the 2283rd Composite Number)

♦ The East: 671 (671 is the 549th Composite Number) (813 is the 671st Composite Number)

The Entrance: 671
Tadnees (Desecration) of the Ma’bad (Temple): 524 + 147 = 671

Awwal (First) Khattia (Sin): 37 + 634 = 671

Lailat (Eve) of Ibtida (Beginning) of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 75 + [409 + 187 (or 186)] = 75 + 596 (or 595) = 671 (or 670)

City of Vatican: 109 + 562 (or 561) = 671 (or 670)

We sent you as a Witness (verse 8 of Sura 48): 361 + 310 (or 309) = 671 (or 670)

The Rahman, the Raheem. We have (verse 1 Sura 108) & (verse 1 of Sura 97): 330 + 289 + 52 = 671

Awda (Return) of the Prophet Jesus son of Mary: 85 + 93 + [150 + 53 (or 52) + 290] = 85 + 93 + 493 (or 492) = 671 (or 670)

Day of Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) of the Messiah Jesus from the Heaven: 56 + (93 + 149 + 150 + 90 + 133) = 56 + 615 = 671

The Scotlandiyeen (Scottish People): 671

God has the troops of the Heavens (verse 7 of Sura 48): 671

The Hadd (Destruction) + Turkey: 40 + 631 = 671

Night of Nuclear Weapons War + End of Sydney: (75 + 210 + 181) + (71 + 134) = 466 + 205 = 671

Night of War of China + End of Sydney: (75 + 210 + 181) + (71 + 134) = 466 + 205 = 671

Beginning of the Alamat (Signs) of Promise of the End Times + Nihaya (End) of Sydney: (7 + 542 + 80 + 837) + (71 + 134) = 1466 + 205 = 1671 (equivalent to 671)

End of Sydney + Like Saiqa (shocking event) of Aad and Thamud (verse 13 of Sura 41): (71 + 134) + (570 + 265 + 75 + 6 + 550) = 205 + 1466 = 1671 (equivalent to 671)

Fearing death, so (God) says to them (verse 243 of Sura 2): 1671 (= 3 x 557)

The Kharab (Devastation) + The End Times: 834 + 837 = 1671 (equivalent to 671)

The Kharab (Devastation) + Sydney, Australia: 834 + 837 = 1671
The Kharab (Devastation) + We cause them to experience Khusf (Collapse) (verse 9 of Sura 34): $834 + (790 + 47) = 834 + 837 = 1671$

N. and the Pen and what they write (or record). You are not, by the grace (or blessing) of your Lord, crazy (verse 1-2 of Sura 68): $50 + 1621 = 1671$

what Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? The Lailat of Qadr is better (verse 2-3 of Sura 97): $41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 35 + 810 = 1671$

Thalatha wa Ishreen (Twenty Three): $1035$ (or $1036) + 6 + 630 = 1671$ (or $1672$) ($1671$ is the $1407^{th}$ Composite Number) ($1672$ is the $1671^{st}$ Composite Number)

Eleventh + Ailul (September – in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 2001: $(23 + 570) + 77 + 2001 = 593 + 77 + 2001 = 670 + 2001 = 2671$

Day of Intiha (End) of Mudda (Period) of the Haml (Pregnancy): $56 + (458 + 49 + 109) = 56 + 616 = 672$ ($672$ is the $550^{th}$ Composite Number) ($814$ is the $672^{nd}$ Composite Number)

America (U.S.) + The Israeliyoon (Israelites): $272 + 400 = 672$

The Second Aad (Aad are ancient people whose civilization was destroyed by God for their disobedience): $75 + 597 = 672$

Regarding Thamud (verse 5 of Sura 69): $672$

and more bitter. The criminals are (verse 46–47 of Sura 54): $6 + (241 + 51 + 374) = 6 + 666 = 672$

Month of the Sawm (Fasting): $505 + 167 = 672$

Hadd (Destruction) of Britan (Britons): $9 + 663 = 672$

Maji (Coming) of Peres to Masjid (Mosque) of the Jazzar (Slaughterer): $53$ (or $54) + 229 + 41 + 107 + 242 = 672$ (or $673$)

From my Lord, when the Promise of my Lord comes, he turns it into ruins and thus was the Promise (verse 98 of Sura 18): $1672$ (equivalent to $672$) ($1672$ is the $1408^{th}$ Composite Number) ($1970$ is the $1672^{nd}$ Composite Number)

When Gog and Magog have been opened (or unleashed) (verse 96 of Sura 21): $702 + 888 + 23 + 6 + 53 = 1672$ (equivalent to $672$)
and those who have believed grow in belief (or faith) and do not have doubt (verse 31 of Sura 74): $[6 + 26 + 791 + 98 (or 99) + 101 (or 102)] + (6 + 31 + 613) = 1022 (1023 or 1024) + 650 = 1672$ (1673 or 1674)

The Khuruj (Coming out). We bring life and death and to us (verse 42 - 43 of Sura 50): $840 + 52 + 108 + 68 + 6 + 500 + 6 + 92 = 1672$

The King William Arthur Philip Louis Windsor (name of Prince William): $121 + (86 + 901 + 132 + 106) + 326 = 121 + 1551 = 1672$ (equivalent to 672)

Thalatha wa Ishreen (Twenty Three): $1036 + 6 + 630 = 1672$ (equivalent to 672)

Promise of the End Times, they shall make faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first (verse 7 of Sura 17): $[80 + 838 (or 837) + 107 + 80] + [6 + 680 (or 681) + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37] = 1105 (or 1104) + 1567 (or 1568) = 2672$ (or 2673)

the End Times, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Truth) We have descended it/him and in the Haq (Truth) it/he has descended. And We have not sent you, except as a Mubashir (bearer of good news) (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): $2672$ (= $2 \times 2 \times 2 \times 2 \times 167$) ($2672$ is the $2284^{th}$ Composite Number)

Descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? The Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace it is till rise of the Dawn (verse 2 - 5 of Sura 97): $[143 (or 144) + 90 + 75 + 335 ] + [6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 ] + [131 (or 130) + 15 + 418 + 149 + 314 ] = 643 (or 644) + 5002 (or 5001) + 1027 (or 1026) = 6672$ (6671 or 6673)

Verse 3 of Sura 5 is the $672^{nd}$ verse of the Quran.

Verse 42 of Sura 50 is the $4672^{nd}$ verse of the Quran.
The Zalazil (Shaking Events) and the Fitan (Trials or Upheavals): 106 + 6 + 561 = 673 (673 is the 122 Prime Number) (815 is the 673rd Composite Number)

أولئك حبضت أعمالهم These ones, their deeds are damned (verse 17 of Sura 9): 67 + 419 + 187 (or 186) = 673 (or 672)

ربكم و رب عائلكم الأولين Your Lord and the Lord of your first fathers (ancestors). (verse 8 of Sura 44): 262 + 6 + 202 + 75 + 128 = 673 (or 672)

يوم قيامة (Rise) of the Dajjal, the Awar + The Jinn (demons): 56 + 156 + 69 + 308 + 84 = 673

الدجج جرج أبا الدجج The Dajjal George Bush, the Son: 69 + (212 + 308) + 84 = (69 + 520) + 84 = 589 + 84 = 673

الدجج جرج الدجج + The Jinn (demons): 69 + (212 + 308) + 84 = (69 + 520) + 84 = 589 + 84 = 673

محمد رسول الله والذين معه متعهد Mohammad Messenger of Allah and those with him are tough (verse 29 of Sura 48): 1673 (equivalent to 673)

المغترب The Mughtarib (Emigrant): 1673 (equivalent to 673)

قطبي الأرض الشمالي والجنوبي Qutbai (Two Poles) of the Earth, the Northern and the Southern: 121 + 1032 + 412 + 6 + 102 = 1673

النصف + شعبان The Middle + Shaban: 251 + 422 (or 423) = 673 (or 674)

مسرّب بابا فرنسيس آخر بابا Masra (Murder or Death) of Pope Francis, Akhir (Last) Pope: (400 + 6 + 460) + [801 (or 802) + 6 ] = 866 + 807 (or 808) = 1673 (or 1674)

رايت الناس يدخلون في دين الله you saw people entering the religion of Allah (verse 2 of Sura 110): 1673 (equivalent to 673) (= 7 x 239) (1673 is the 1409th Composite Number)

وعد الآخره ليسوا وجهكم وليدخلوا المسجد كما دخله أول Promise of the End Times, they shall make faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first (verse 7 of Sura 17): [ 80 + 838 (or 837) + 107 + 80 ] + [6 + 681 (or 680) + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37] = 1105 (or 1104) + 1568 (or 1567) = 2673 (or 2672)

لافسكم وإن أساءتم فلوها فإذا جاء وعد الآخره ليسوا وجههم وليدخلوا المسجد it is to yourselves and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17): 281 + (6 + 51) + (502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138) = 281 + (57 + 3335) = 281 + 3392 = 3673
Madkhal (Entry or Entrance) (verse 80 of Sura 17): $674 = 2 \times 337$ (674 is the 551st Composite Number) (816 is the 674th Composite Number) (5023 is the 674th Prime Number)

The Hudna (Truce or Armistice) + Israel + Syria: 95 + 302 (or 303) + 277 = 674 (or 675)  
On July 20, 1949 (Ramadan 23, 1368 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5709 Hebrew) (2433,117.5 or 2433,118th Julian day), Israel and Syria signed an Armistice (truce) agreement which was the 4th and last of similar separate agreements signed between Israel and each of its Arab neighbours separately.

Allah made you victorious in Badr (verse 123 of Sura 3): 400 + 66 + 208 = 674

Islam Abad, Pakistan: (132 + 8) + 534 = 140 + 534 = 674

Britain (Britain): 674

Britain + France: 283 + 391 = 674

The American President, Obama: [311 + 312 (or 302)] + 51 = 623 (or 613) + 51 = 674 (or 664)

The forty fourth: 304 + 6 + 364 = 674

Nuclear Weapons War + Britain: (210 + 181) + 283 = 391 + 283 = 674

Conquest (or opening) of Bilad (lands) of the English (people): 488 + 37 + 149 = 674

Day of Nihaya (End) of Manhattan: 56 + (71 + 547) = 56 + 618 = 674

they came to you from above you and from below (verse 10 of Sura 33): (71 + 90 + 246) + (6 + 90) + 171 = 407 + (96 + 171) = 407 + 267 = 674

And how would you know what Saqar (Fire of Hell) is? (verse 27 of Sura 74): 674

We (God) have made People (or Guardians) of Hell-Fire, other than Angels (verse 31 of Sura 74): 154 + 101 (or 102) + 282 + 32 + 105 = 674 (or 675)

The Middle + Shaban: 251 + 423 (or 422) = 674 (or 673)

The Sheikh Ahmad Al-Aseer + Abra + Saida: (941 + 53 + 302) + (273 + 105) = 1296 + 378 = 1674 [Sunni Sheikh Ahmad Al-Aseer, Imam of Masjid (Mosque) of Bilal son Rabah in Abra, a district of city of Saida, Lebanon, and his ally former singer Fadl Shaker, were
defeated by Shia’s Hizb Allah and the Lebanese Army in a battle that started on Sunday June 23, 2013 (Shaban 14, 1434 Hijri) (Tammuz 15, 5773 Jewish) (2456,466.5th Julian). It lasted for about 24 hours till June 24, 2013. This means it happened in the Middle (or Half) of Shaban, traditionally an important day for Muslims. ]

أرض الزلازل والفتن Land of the Zalazil (Shaking Events) and the Fitan (Trials or Upheavals):
1001 + 106 + 6 + 561 = 1674 (This is a Hadith)

الذي أسرى به علامة من المسجد الحرام The One who made his servant travel in a journey (or transported his servant) at night from the Masjid (Mosque) Al-Haram (verse 1 of Sura 17): 1674 (or 1673)

مصير بابا فرنسيس آخر بابا Masra (Murder or Death) of Pope Francis, Akhir (Last) Pope: (400 + 6 + 460) + [802 (or 801) + 6 ] = 866 + 808 (or 807) = 1674 (or 1673)

يوم استعداد خوارزم الأقصى Day of Istiada (Re-capture or Getting back) of Khawarizm the Aqsa: 56 + (541 + 854 + 223) = 56 + 1618 = 1674

يوم خروج المسيح النجات Day of Kharja (Coming out) of the Maseekh (False Messiah), the Dajjal:
56 + 808 + (741 + 69) = 56 + (808 + 810) = 56 + 1618 = 1674

قبله ذريه + هبوشهما Atomic Bomb + Hiroshima: (187 + 915) + 572 = 1102 + 572 = 1674

نزول قران من اللوح المحفوظ Nuzul (Coming down) of Quran from the Preserved Board: 93 + 351 (or 352) + 90 + (75 + 1065) = 1674 (or 1675)

تمام + عشرين + تموز Thamin + Ishreen (Twenty Eighth) + Tammuz (July): (591 + 630) + 453 = 1221 + 453 = 1674 (1674 is the 1410th Composite Number) (1972 is the 1674th Composite Number)

التاسع + كانون الأول + 1917 Tasi (Ninth) + Kanoon Al-Awwal (December as known in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 1917 : 562 + (127 + 68) + 1917 = (562 + 195) + 1917 = 757 + 1917 = 2674

[ Britain captured Jerusalem from the Ottoman Empire. The Ottoman Governor of Jerusalem sent a “Surrender Letter”, delivered by Mayor of Jerusalem, Hussein Al-Husseini, to the British invaders on Sunday, December 9, 1917 (Safar 24, 1336 Hijri) (Kislev 24, 5678 Jewish). Field Marshal Edmund Allenby, head of the invading British forces, entered Jerusalem on foot, through the Jaffa gate, on December 11, 1917. ]

الشيخ الأسير + فضل شاكر The Sheikh Al-Aseer + Fadl Shaker : (941 + 302) + (910 + 521) = 1243 + 1431 = 2674 (2674 is the 2286th Composite Number) (3118 is the 2674th Composite Number)

♦ يتولى الصلاحين Takes care of the Righteous Individuals (verse 196 of Sura 7): 456 + 219 = 675
( or 676) (675 is the 552nd Composite Number) (817 is the 675th Composite Number) (3675 = 5 x 735)
The Tamarrud (Rebellion): 675

And if you do badly, then for it (verse 7 of Sura 17): 675

Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The Hour: \( (5 + 80 + 212) + (56 + 155) + 167 = 297 + 211 + 167 = 675 \)

And in the Haq it (or he) descended and We have not sent you except (verse 105 of Sura 17): 675 (or 674)

The Mahdi + Son of Joe + Kingdom of Israel + The Jan (demons): \( 90 + (53 + 9) + (135 + 303) + 85 = 90 + 62 + 438 + 85 = 675 \)

We (God) have made People (or Guardians) of Hell-Fire, other than Angels (verse 31 of Sura 74): 154 + 102 (or 101) + 282 + 32 + 105 = 675 (or 674)

As any community (city) we have destroyed when it was oppressive (verse 45 of Sura 22): 1675 (equivalent to 675) (1675 is the 1411th Composite Number) (1974 is the 1675th Composite Number)

Day of Khuruj (Coming out) of the Maseekh (False Messiah), the Dajjal: 56 + 809 + (741 + 69) = 56 + (809 + 810) = 56 + 1619 = 1675

The Ihtifal (Celebration) + Astronauts of the Space: 551 + (211 + 913) + = 551 + 1124 = 1675

Ibtida () of Awda (Return) of Rihla (journey or voyage) of Space, Apollo 11: 409 + (85 + 243 + 882 + 45 + 11) = 409 + 1266 = 1675

Awda (Return) of Apollo 11 from the Mon to the Earth: 85 + (45 + 11) + (90 + 371 + 41 + 1032) = (85 + 56) + 1534 = 141 + 1534 = 1675

Nuzul (Coming down) of Quran from the Preserved Board: 93 + 352 (or 351) + 90 + (75 + 1065) = 1675 (or 1674)

Takes care of the Righteous Individuals (verse 196 of Sura 7): 456 + 219 = 676 (or 675) (676 is the 553rd Composite Number) (818 is the 676th Composite Number)

Malhama (Battle or Massacre) of Srebrenica: 123 + 553 (or 563) = 676 (or 686)

Al-Tasi Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Ninth) + Tammuz (July): \( (562 + 661) + 453 = 1223 + 453 = 1676 \) (\( = 2 \times 2 \times 419 \)) (1676 is the 1412th Composite Number)
And a Witness and a Witnessed (verse 3 of Sura 85): 

\[
6 + 310 + 6 + 355 = 6 + 671 = 677 \quad (677 \text{ is the 123rd Prime Number})
\]

(819 is the 677th Composite Number) (2677 is the 388th Prime Number) (4263 is the 3677th Composite Number)

Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time) + The life of the Dunya (World before the End Times) (verse 98 of Sura 10) + Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) of the Hour: 

\[
[71 + 128 \text{ (or 129)} + 60 + 96] + [155 \text{ (or 156)} + 167] = 355 \text{ (or 356)} + 322 \text{ (or 323)} = 677 \quad (678 \text{ or 679})
\]

Day of Promise of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time) + The Life of the Dunya (World before the End Times) (verse 98 of Sura 10) + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 

\[
(56 + 80) + [71 + 128 \text{ (or 129)} + 60 + 96] + 186 \text{ (or 187)} = 136 + [355 \text{ (or 356)} + 186 \text{ (or 187)}] = 136 + 541 \text{ (542 or 543)} = 677 \quad (678 \text{ or 679})
\]

Day of Invocation of the Jinn (demons): 56 + (537 + 84) = 56 + 621 = 677

day of the eighth: 56 + 621 (or 622) = 677 (or 678)

day of Tarwiya: 56 + 621 = 677 (8th of Zu Al-Qada' is called Day of the Tarwiya)

Six + Ayar (May as known in Greater Syria & Iraq): 465 + 212 = 677

[Jamal Pasha, the Ottoman governor of Greater Syria, hanged prominent activists and intellectuals, opposed to his oppressive rule, in both Damascus and Beirut, on May 6, 1916 (Rajab 3, 1334 Hijri) (Iyar 3, 5676 Jewish) (2420,989.5th Julian Day). In commemoration of this event, May 6 is celebrated annually as the Martyrs’ Day in Syria and Lebanon. He is referred to as the Jazzar (Butcher or Slaughterer). He was born on May 6, 1872 (Safar 27, 1289 Hijri). He was killed on July 21, 1922 (Zu Al-Qada’ 25, 1340 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5682 Jewish) (2423,256.5th Julian Day).]

Analysis of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): 478 + [71 + 128 (or 129)] = 478 + 199 (or 200) = 677 (or 678)

End of the Catholicism: 71 + 606 = 677

Month of the Siam (Fasting): 677


would you know what the Night of Qadr is? (verse 2 of Sura 97): (226 + 41) + (75 + 335) = 267 + 410 = 677

Day of Promise of Maraka (Battle) of Badr: (56 + 80) + (335 + 206) = 136 + 541 = 677

Day of Promise of Fat’h (Opening or Conquest) of Elia (Aelia – Jerusalem as named by the Romans): (56 + 80) + [488 + 53 (or 52)] = 136 + 541 (or 540) = 677 (or 676)
Caesar of Russia: 400 + 277 = 677

Caesar of the Romans: 400 + 277 = 677

The brother of Aad (verse 21 of Sura 46): 677 (or 676)

The Prince William, Duke of Cambridge: (282 + 86) + (30 + 279) = 368 + 309 = 677

Awar (one who has a defect) + The Satan: 277 + 400 = 677

Awar (one who has a defect) + The Israelites: 277 + 400 = 677

So (do) wait. Certainly they (too) are waiting. (verse 59 of Sura 44): 1677

Iraq’s Ghauz ( Invasion) of Iran: 1013 + 402 + 262 = 1677

The End Times + The Tabut (Coffin or Ark): 840 + 837 (or 838) = 1677 (or 1678)

Day of Istiada (Recapture or Getting back) of the Khawarizm the Quds (Jerusalem): 56 + (541 + 885 + 195) = 56 + 1621 = 1677

The Jews’ finding of Gospel of the Messiah Jesus son of Mary: (776 + 56 + 110) + [94 + 149 + 150 + 52 (or 53) + 290] = 942 + 735 (or 736) = 1677 (or 1678) (equivalent to 677)

Do not transgress in the scale (verse 8 of Sura 55): 1677 (1677 is the 1413th Composite Number) (1976 is the 1677th Composite Number)

Night of + The Ba’th (Resurrection) (verse 56 of Sura 30): 75 + 603 = 678

(= 2 x 3 x 113) (678 is the 554th Composite Number) (820 is the 678th Composite Number)

Ashrat (Signs, Portents, or Conditions) of the Hour: 511 + 167 = 678

At the end of the Promised Time + The life of the Dunya (World before the End Times) (verse 98 of Sura 10) + Qiyama (Rise or Upheaval) of the Hour: [71 + 129 (or 128) + 60 + 96] + [155 (or 156) + 167] = 356 (or 355) + 322 (or 323) = 678 (677 or 679)

Day of Promise of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time) + The Life of the Dunya (World before the End Times) (verse 98 of Sura 10) + The Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, Beginning of End Times): (56 + 80) + [71 + 129 (or 128) + 60 + 96] + 186 (or 187) = 136 + [356 (or 355) + 186 (or 187)] = 136 + 542 (541 or 543) = 678 (677 or 679)
The Nourani (illuminated) Letters (the mysterious letters that start 29 Suras of the Quran): $325 + 353 = 678$

Psychological Analysis (or PsychoAnalysis): $478 + 200 = 678$

Analysis of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): $478 + [71 + 129 (or 128)] = 478 + 200 (or 199) = 678 (or 677)$

War of Taiwan: $210 + 468 = 678$

The Shocking Event of Warsaw City: $296 + 382 = 678$ (equivalent to 1678)

Day of Wilada (Birth) of Alexander, the Macedonian: $56 + [46 + (335 + 241)] = 56 + (46 + 576) = 56 + 622 = 678$

The Papal Church of the Saint Peter: $145 + 205 + 271 + 57 = 678$

The Tabut (Coffin or Ark) + The End Times: $804 + 838 (or 837) = 1678$ (or 1677) ($1678$ is the 1414th Composite Number) (1977 is the 1678th Composite Number)

Iraq’s Dham (Annexation) of Kuwait: $840 + (402 + 436) = 840 + 838 = 1678$ (Iraq announced its annexation of Kuwait on August 8, 1990, turning it into its 19th province)

Thalith Ashar (Thirteenth) + Ailul (September): $(1031 (or 1030) + 570) + 77 = 1601 (or 1600) + 77 = 1678$ (or 1677)

The Night and the Day two (Signs). So, we erased Aya (Sign) of the Night and we made Aya (Sign) (verse 12 of Sura 17): $(71 + 6) + (287 + 471 + 185 + 16 + 71 + 6 + 154 + 411) = 77 + 1601 = 1672$

Khatia (Sin) of Adam: $634 + 45 (or 46) = 679 (or 680) (= 7 x 97) (679 is the 555th Composite Number) (822 is the 679th Composite Number)$

As judged we prostrated, except Iblees (Devil) was not among (verse 11 of Sura 7): $679 (or 680)$

Luna, the Second: $87 + 592 = 679$

Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time) + The life of the Dunya (World before the End Times) (verse 98 of Sura 10) + Qiyama (Rise or Upheaval) of the Hour: $(71 + 129 + 60 + 96) + (156 + 167) = 356 + 323 (or 322) = 679 (or 678)$
Day of Promise of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time) + The Life of the Dunya (World before the End Times) (verse 98 of Sura 10) + The Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, Beginning of End Times): \[ (56 + 80) + (71 + 129 + 60 + 96) + 187 \] (or 186) = \[ 136 + [356 + 187 \text{ (or 186)}] = 136 + 543 \text{ (or 542)} = 679 \text{ (or 678)} \]

The Dajjal Gog + Intiha (End) of the Zaman (Time): \[ (69 + 23) + (458 + 129) = 92 + (458 + 129) = 92 + 587 = 679 \]

John Paul + Intiha (End) of the Zaman (Time): \[ (54 + 38) + (458 + 129) = 92 + (458 + 129) = 92 + 587 = 679 \]

We have descended (or brought down) him/it in a Mubaraka/Mubrika (Blessed / Sickening) Night, We (verse 3 of Sura 55): \[ 679 (680 \text{ or 681}) \]

Al-Qari’a (Horrible End Times Event - Sura 101) + America: \[ 407 + 272 = 679 \]

Descent of the Prophet, Jesus, Son of Mary: \[ 93 + (93 + 150 + 53 + 290) = 93 + 586 \text{ (or 577)} = 679 \text{ (or 670)} \]

Day of Khusf (Collapse) of Mine of Chile: \[ 56 + (740 + 133 + 750) = 56 + 1623 = 1679 \]

And you see people entering the religion of Allah (verse 2 of Sura 110): \[ 1679 \text{ (equivalent to 679)} \]

Line of Latitude: \[ 609 + 1070 = 1679 \text{ (equivalent to 679)} \]

Mufassir (Interpreter) of Secrets of the End Times: \[ 380 + [462 + 837 \text{ (or 838)}] = 380 + 1299 \text{ (or 1300)} = 1679 \text{ (or 1680)} \] \[ (1679 \text{ is the } 1415^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number}) \]

Ninth + Zu Al-Hijjat: \[ 531 \text{ (or 530)} + (706 + 442) = 531 \text{ (or 530)} + 1148 = 1679 \text{ (or 1678)} \]

One thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord, from Kul (every or eat) command. Peace it is till rise of (verse 4 – 5 of Sura 97): \[ 1679 (1680 \text{ or 1681}) \]

Laila (Eve) of the Qadr. Laila of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every Amr (command) (verse 2 – 4 of Sura 97): \[ 75 + (335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 128 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241) + (50 + 241) = 75 + 4313 + 291 = 4679 \]
We have descended (or brought down) him/it in a Mubarak/Mubrika (Blessed / Sickening) Night, We (verse 3 of Sura 55): 680 \((679 \text{ or } 681)\) (680 is the \(556^{th}\) Composite Number) \((824 \text{ is the } 680^{th}\) Composite Number)

Descent of Gospel of Jesus: \(93 + 94 + [150 + 53 \text{ (or } 52) + 290] = 93 + 94 + 493 \text{ (or } 492)] = 93 + 587 \text{ (or } 586) = 680 \text{ (or } 679)\)

Descent + The evident Book: \(93 + [454 \text{ (or } 453) + 133] = 93 + 587 \text{ (or } 586) = 680 \text{ (or } 679)\)

Hadd (Destruction) of City of Vatican: \(9 + (109 + 562) = 9 + 671 = 680\)

Day of the Eleventh: \(56 + (54 + 570) = 56 + 624 = 680\)

Dome of the Rock + Bayt (House) of the Maqdis (Holiness): \((107 + 926) + (412 + 235) = 1033 + 647 = 680\)

Prostrate to Adam, so they prostrated, except Iblees (Devil) was not among (verse 11 of Sura 7): 680 \text{ (or } 679)\)

Khatiah (Sin) of Adam: 634 + 46 \text{ (or } 45) = 680 \text{ (or } 679)\)

Alexandria, Egypt: 350 + 330 = 680

Promise of Mawlid (Birth) of George Bush: \(80 + [80 + (212 + 308)] = 80 + [80 + 520] = 80 + 600 = 680\)

Day of Nakba (Catastrophe) of Manhattan: \(56 + (77 + 547) = 56 + 624 = 680\)

Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of the Messiah son of David, the Awar (attribute of the Dajjal): \((21 + 135) + 149 + [52 \text{ (or } 53) + 15] + 308 = 156 + [149 + 67 \text{ (or } 68)] + 308 = 156 + 216 \text{ (or } 217) + 308 = 680 \text{ (or } 681)\)

Mufassir (Interpreter) of Secrets of the End Times: \(380 + [462 + 838 \text{ (or } 837)] = 380 + 1300 \text{ (or } 1299) = 1680 \text{ (or } 1679)\)

I saw eleven planets and the Sun (verse 4 of Sura 12): 1680

Discovery of the Comet Hale – Bopp: \(802 + 823 + [45 \text{ (or } 46) + 10] = 802 + [823 + 55 \text{ (or } 56)] = 802 + 878 \text{ (or } 879) = 1680 \text{ (or } 1681)\) [Comet Hale – Bopp was discovered on July 23, 1995 (Safar 25, 1416 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5755 Jewish Calendar) (2449,922\text{nd Julian Day})]

We (in Haq, We descended him and in the Haq) (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): \((80 + 837) + (64 + 62 + 201) + [6 + 141 + 142 \text{ (or } 143) + 6 + 141] = (917 + 327) + 436 \text{ (or } 437) =
1244 + 436 (or 437) = 1680 (or 1681)

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Has approached to the people, their judgment while (verse 1 of Sura 21): **1680** (equivalent to **680**) (1680 is the **1416**th Composite Number)

One thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord, from Kul (every or eat) command. Peace it is till rise of (verse 4 – 5 of Sura 97): **1680** (1679 or 1681)

Day of fall of Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan: 56 + (175 + 187 + 915) + 110 + 1142 (or 1141) + 95 = 56 + [1277 + 110 + 1142 (or 1141)] + 95 = 56 + [2529 (or 2528) + 95] = 56 + 2624 (or 2623) = **2680** (or **2679**) [ The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on **August 9, 1945** at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 P.M. (New York Time) ]

Waking up of People of the Cave and Raqeem from the Subat (sleep) : [1472 + 101 (or 102) + 136 + 6 + 381] + 90 + 494 = [2096 (or 2097) + 90] + 494 = 2186 (or 2187) + 494 = **2680** (or **2681**) (2680 is the **2291**nd Composite Number) (3126 is the **2680**th Composite Number)

Al-Hussein (r.a.a.), Prophet Mohammad’s (p) grandson was martyred on Muharram 10, **61 Hijri** (October 10, **680 AD Julian**) (October 13, **680 AD Gregorian**) (1969, **710.5**th Composite Number)

**♦** they shall enter ( verse 7 of Sura 17): **681** (or **680**) (= 3 x **227**) (681 + 31 = **712**) (681 is the **557**th Composite Number) (825 is the **681**st Composite Number) (5099 is the **681**st Prime Number)

Euphrates: **681**

Nasr (Victory) of Mamaleek (Mamluks) + City of Akka: (340 + 141) + (109 + 91) = 481 + 200 = **681**

We have descended it/him in a blessed night, we (verses 3 of Sura 44): **681** (680 or 679)

Asteroid: **681**

Damar (Destruction) of New York + London (or Sydney): (245 + 302) + 134 = 547 + 134 = **681**

Manhattan + London (or Sydney): 547 (or 546) + 134 = **681** (or **680**)
Nuclear Weapons War + Manhattan + London (or Sydney): (210 + 104 + 77) + (156 + 134) = 391 + 290 = 681

Qiyama (Outbreak or Rise) of War of China + Sydney: 156 + 210 + 181 + 134 = 681

The Imam Mahdi + Prince of the Believers = 90 + 113 + 478 = 681

The Mahdi + Kingdom of the first Messiah, son of Joseph + Ihya (Resurrection) of John: 90 + (135 + 149 + 68 + 53 + 106) + (21 + 59) = 90 + 511 + 80 = 681

The Mahdi + Kingdom of the Messiah, the Dajjal, son of Joseph + Ihya (Resurrection) of John: 90 + [135 + 149 + 69 + 52 (or 53) + 106] + (21 + 59) = 90 + 511 (or 512) + 80 = 681 (or 682)

Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of the Messiah son of David, the Awar (attribute of the Dajjal): (21 + 135) + 149 + [53 (or 52) + 15] + 308 = 156 + [149 + 68 (or 67)] + 308 = 156 + 217 (or 216) + 308 = 681 (or 680)

The Southern British Island: 256 + 318 + 107 = 681 (This may refer to Australia)

O You who have believed, the Siam (Fasting) has been decreed upon you (verse 183 of Sura 2): (27 + 791 + 99) + (422 + 170 + 172) = 917 + 764 = 1681

The Day the Hour broke out + Promise of the End Times: 764 + 917 (or 918) = 1681 (or 1682) (equivalent to 681)

Discovery of the Comet Hale – Bopp: 802 + 823 + [46 (or 45) + 10] = 802 + [823 + 56 (or 55)] = 802 + 879 (or 878) = 1681 (or 1680) [Comet Hale – Bopp was discovered on July 23, 1995 (Safar 25, 1416 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5755 Jewish Calendar) (2449,922nd Julian Day)]

The rum in Arde, near or lowest location of the Arde (Land/Earth) and they, after (verse 1-3 of Sura 30): 1681

Promise of the End Times, we bring you Laffif (from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq, we descended him and in the Haq (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): (80 + 837) + (64 + 62 + 201) + [6 + 141 + 143 (or 142) + 6 + 141] = (917 + 327) + 437 (or 436) = 1244 + 437 (or 436) = 1681 (or 1680) (= 41 x 41) (equivalent to 681) (1681 is the 1417th Composite Number)

Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of the Messiah, the
Dajjal, the Awar (attribute of the Dajjal): \((21 + 135) + 149 + 69 + 308 = 156 + (149 + 69) + 308 = 156 + 218 + 308 = 156 + 526 = 156 + 218 + 308 = 156 + 526 = 682\) (682 is the 558th Composite Number)\(\) \((5101\) is the 682nd Prime Number\)

جبل بيت المقدس Mountain of Bayt (House) of the Maqdis (Holiness): \(35 + (412 + 235) = 35 + 647 = 682\)

ليلة معراج + الإسرا Laila (Eve or Night) of Miraj (Ascension to Heaven) + The Israa (heavenly journey): \(75 + 314 (or\ 313) + 293 = 682 (or\ 681)\)

الإسرا و المغامرات + هد حائط The Israa and Miraj (miraculous journey) + Hadd (Destruction) of a Wall: \((294 + 6 + 345) + (9 + 28) = 645 + 37 = 682\)

وادي هند + باكستان Wahiya (Catastrophe) of India + Al-Pakistan: \(27 + 90 + 565 = 682\)

نكب مدينه كراتشي الباكستان Nakba (Disaster) of Karachi City, Al-Pakistan: \(77 + 1605 = 1682\) (equivalent to 682)

الدجال الرئيس الأمريكي The Dajjal, the American President: \(69 + (311 + 302) = 69 + 613 (or\ 623) = 682 (or\ 692)\)

ذُكرُوا أول They entered it the first (verse 7 of Sura 17): \(645 + 37 = 682\)

يوم قامت الساعه + وعد الآخر The Day the Hour broke out + Promise of the End Times: \(764 + 918 (or\ 917) = 1682 (or\ 1681) (equivalent to 682)\) \(\) (1682 is the 1418th Composite Number)

و القرآن المجيد + جاءهم منذر and the glorified Quran. However, they were astonished (or bewildered) that a Warner came to them, (verse 2 of Sura 50): \((6 + 383 + 88 + 32 + 82) + 51 + (50 + 990) = 591 + (51 + 1040) = 591 + 1091 = 1682\)

اليوم والعشرين + تموز Al-Tasi wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Ninth) + Tammuz (July): \((562 + 6 + 661) + 453 = 1229 + 453 = 1682\)

بدء عوده أبولو 11 من القمر إلى الأرض Bid’a (Beginning) of Awda (Return) of Apollo 11 from the Moon to the Earth: \((7 + 85) + (45 + 11 + 90 + 371 + 41 + 1032) = 92 + 1590 = 1682\)

♦ الركن الشامي The Rukn Shami (Syrian) (NorthWestern corner of Ka’ba): \(301 + 382 = 683\) \(\) (683 is the 124th Prime Number) \(\) \((828\) is the 683rd Composite Number \) \((5107\) is the 683rd Prime Number \) \((4269\) is the 3683rd Composite Number\)

فتح القدس Fat’h (Opening or Conquest) of Al-Quds (Jerusalem): \(488 + 195 = 683\)

القرآن الكريم The Quran the Kareem (Honorable): \(382 (or\ 383) + 301 = 683 (or\ 684)\)

تجارب تجارب Nuclear Tajarib (Tests): \(606 + 77 = 683\)
Shakes (or trembles) (verse 14 of Sura 73): **683**

are blown up (verse 3 of Sura 82): **683**

And how would you know what Saqar (Hell-Fire) is ? (verse 27 of Sura 74): **683 (or 677)**

We decrease the (Land) at its edges (verse 41 of Sura 13): **683**

We said to the angels: Prostrate to Adam. So they prostrated except (verse 11 of Sura 7): **683 (or 684)**

Nihaya (End) of Kingdom of Worshippers of the Satan : \[71 + 135 + [77 + 400 (or 401)] = 71 + 135 + 477 (or 478) = 71 + 612 (or 613) = 683 (or 684)**

Hadd (Destruction) of Britania (Britain): \[9 + 674 = 683\]

odd and the Night (verse 3 – 4 of Sura 89): \[606 + (6 + 71) = 606 + 77 = 683\]

Thalatha Ashar (Thirteen) + Ailul (September): \[(1036 (or 1035) + 570) + 77 = 1606 + 77 = 1683 (1683 is the 1419\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) (1983 is the 1683\textsuperscript{rd} Composite Number)\]

And if you return, We return and We make Jahannam (Hell) for the Unbelievers as an abode (verse 8 of Sura 17): \((6 + 51) + [514 + 125 + 6 + 154 + 98 + 420 (or 421) + 309] = 57 + 1626 (or 1627) = 1683 (or 1684)\]

Nine + Zu Al-Hijjat : \[535 + (706 + 442) = 535 + 1148 = 1683\]

Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) of Apollo 11 from the Moon to the Earth : \[93 + 45 + 11 + 90 + 371 + 41 + 1032 = 1683\]

The Quran the Kareem (Honorable): \[383 (or 382) + 301 = 684 (or 683)\] (684 is the 559\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) (830 is the 684\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number)

upon whomever he wishes of his worshippers (verse 2 of Sura 16): \[110 + 90 + 312 + 90 + 82 = 684\]

Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful): \[66 + 329 (or 330) + 289 = 684 (or 685)\]

The Satan Al-Rajeem (who deserves to be pelted) (verse 36 of Sura 3) & (verse 98 of Sura 16): \[400 (or 401) + 284 = 684 (or 685)\]
Fitna (Tribulation) of the Messiah: $535 + 149 = 684$

Haughtiness: $684$

We said to the angels: Prostrate to Adam. So they prostrated except (verse 11 of Sura 7): $684$ (or $683$)

Karbala + Al-Hussein son of Ali son of Abi Talib: $254 + [159 + 53 (or 52) + 110 + 53 (or 52) + 13 + 42] = 254 + 430 (428 or 429) = 684$ ($682$ or $683$)

Abd Al-Nasir + Bina (Construction) of Aswan Dam: $(76 + 372) + 54 + (64 + 118) = 448 + 54 + 182 = 684$

Lucia Santos: $107 + 577 = 684$ [Lucia Santos is one of the 3 children in Fatima, Portugal, who had apparitions (visions) about the End Times in 1917. Lucia is the one who revealed the third secret.]

John Paul, the Second: $(54 + 38) + 592 = 92 + 592 = 684$
(His back was on May 18, 1920 (Ramadan 1, 1338 Hijri)]

Mehmed (Mohammad), the Second: $92 + 592 = 684$  [Mehmed (Mohammad), the Second is the $7^{th}$ Ottoman Sultan. He is known as Mohammad Al-Fatih (the Conqueror) because he conquered Constantinople on May 29, 1453 at the age of 21. He was born on March 30, 1432 (Rajab 27, 835 Hijri) (Nisan 27, 5192 Jewish) and died on May 3, 1481 (Rabi Awwal 5, 886 Hijri) (Sivan 5, 5241 Jewish). He ruled first for a short time from August 1444 to September 1446, and later from February 3, 1451 to May 3, 1481.]

Nihaya (End) of Kingdom of Worshippers of the Satan: $71 + 135 + [77 + 401 (or 400)] = 71 + [135 + 478 (or 477)] = 71 + 613 (or 612) = 684$ (or $683$)

taught the Quran, created the human being, taught him the Bayan (proper interpretation) (verses 2 - 4 of Sura 55) : $140 + 383$ (or $382$) $+ 730 + 192$ (or $193$) $+ 145 + 94 = 1684$ ($1683$ or $1685$)

His worshippers who have believed and done the Salihat (righteous or good deeds) (verse 23 of Sura 42): $1684$ (or $1685$)

And if you return, We return and We make Jahannam (Hell) for the Unbelievers as an abode (verse 8 of Sura 17): $1684$ (or $1683$)

The Prince William son of Charles Windsor: $282 + [86 + 52 (or 53) + 938] + 326 = 282 + [1076 (or 1077) + 326] = 282 + 1402$ (or $1403$) $= 1684$ (or $1685$) (1684 is the $1420^{th}$ Composite Number) (1984 is the $1684^{th}$ Composite Number)

Who created. He created the human from Alaq (verse 1 – 2 of
Sura 96): 2684 (2684 is the 2294th Composite Number) (3130 is the 2684th Composite Number)

♦ The Tadmeer (Destruction): 685 (= 5 x 137) (685 is the 560th Composite Number) (831 is the 685th Composite Number)

Fatra (Period): 685

اﻟﺘﺪﻣﯿﺮ
The Tadmeer (Destruction):

5 x 137 = 685 (or 684)

اﻟﺮﺣﯿﻢ  اﻟﺮھﺎم  ﷲ
Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful): 66 + 330 (or 329) + 289 = 685 (or 684)

الشیطان ﺍﻟرﺟیم
The Satan Al-Rajeem (who deserves to be pelted) (verse 36 of Sura 3) & (verse 98 of Sura 16): 401 (or 400) + 284 = 685 (or 684)

اﻟﺮھﺎم  اﻟرھم
Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful): 66 + 330 (or 329) + 289 = 685 (or 684)

اﻟﺘﻨﺠﯿﺲ  اﻟﯿﮭﻮدي
Tanjees (Desecration) of the Jewish Haikal (Temple): 523 + (96 + 66) = 523 + 162 = 685

اﻟﺮﺟیم  اﻟﺸﯿﻄﺎن
The Satan Al-Rajeem (who deserves to be pelted) (verse 36 of Sura 3) & (verse 98 of Sura 16): 401 (or 400) + 284 = 685 (or 684)

اﻟﺪﯾﻦ ﻧﺼﺮ  +  اﻟﻮﻋﺪ  اﻟﺤﻖ
Victory of the Deen (Religion) + The true Promise (verse 97 of Sura 21): (340 + 95) + (111 + 139) = 435 + 250 = 685

إنني رأيت أحد
I saw one (verse 4 of Sura 12): 685

يوم طرد يهود فرنسا
Day of Tard (Expulsion) of Jews of France: 56 + (213 + 25 + 391) = 56 + 629 = 685

(On July 22, 1306 AD, King Philip IV expelled the Jews from France.)

 وعد ميلاد حورج بوش
Promise of Milad (Birth) of George Bush: 80 + (85 + 212) + 308 = 80 + 605 = 685

قارة أستراليا
Continent of Oceania (consists of Australia and the nearby small Islands): 306 + 379 = 685

نيو سوث ويلز
New South Wales (Australian State whose capital is Sydney): 66 + 566 (or 567) + 53 = 685 (or 686)

إنجلترا
Engeltra (England): 685

إن نرسلنا عليهم صبحه وحده
We sent upon them one Saiha (Scream) (verse 31 of Sura 54): 685

في جنات وعيون
In paradises and springs (verse 45 of Sura 15): 90 + [453 (or 454) + 6 + 136] = 90 + 595 (or 596) = 685 (or 686)

 مركز تجارة العالم في مانهاتن
Center of Trade of the World in Manhattan: 267 + (609 + 172) + 90 + 547 = (267 + 781) + 90 + 547 = 1048 + 90 + 547 = 1685 (1685 is the 1421st Composite Number)

(1985 is the 1685th Composite Number) [On September 11, 2001 (Jumada Thania 23 (or 22), 1422 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5761 Jewish) (2452,163.5th or 2452,164th Julian day), the Zionists implemented their
terrorist attack and destroyed the World Trade Center towers in Manhattan, New York City.

The Prince William son of Charles Windsor: $282 + [86 + 53 (or 52) + 938] + 326 = 282 + [1077 (or 1076) + 326] = 282 + 1403 (or 1402) = 1685 (or 1684)

His worshippers who have believed and done the Salihat (righteous or good deeds) (verse 23 of Sura 42): $1685 (or 1684)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. And Heaven and the Tariq (Unexpected Event). And how would you know what the Tariq is? The Piercing Star. (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 86): $(102 + 66 + 329 + 289) + (6 + 133 + 6 + 341 + 655 + 124 + 634) = 786 + 1899 = 2685$ (equivalent to $685$) ($2685$ is the $2295^{th}$ Composite Number)

We said, after him, to Children of Israel: Inhabit the Ard (Land or Earth). When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring (verse 104 of Sura 17): $(181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 302 + 138 + 1032) + [782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 64] = 1916 + 1769$ (or $1768) = 3685$ (or $3684$)

David Ben-Gurion, Executive Head of the World Zionist Organization who later became the first Prime Minister of Israel, read a 979-word Declaration of Independence in front of a small audience at the Tel Aviv Art Museum, announcing unilateral establishment of the State of Israel on the land of Palestine at 4:00 pm (Time in Palestine) just before the start of the Jewish Sabbath, on Friday, May 14, 1948 (Rajab 5 (or 4), 1367 Hijri) (Iyar 5, 5708 Jewish Calendar) (2432, 685.5$^{th}$ Julian Day). Today, Israel celebrates Independence Day on Iyar 5, not May 14.

♦ The Dukhan (Smoke): $686$ ($686$ is the $561^{st}$ Composite Number) ($832$ is the $686^{th}$ Composite Number) ($5147$ is the $686^{th}$ Prime Number) (The Dukhan (Smoke) is the title of Sura 44)

Surrender of the Japan: $591 (or 592) + 95 = 686 (or 687)$ [World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431, 700.5$^{th}$ Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar). ]

The Deen (Judgment or Religion) + The Nima (Blessing or Blessings): $95 + 591 = 686$

Madina (City/ State) of the followers of Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil): $109 + (474 + 103) = 109 + 577 = 686$

Tadnees (Desecration) of the Jewish Haikal (Temple): $524 + (96 + 66) = 524$
Malhama (Battle or Massacre) of Srebrenica: 123 + 563 (or 553) = 686 (or 676)

In paradises and springs (verse 45 of Sura 15): 90 + [454 (or 453) + 6 + 136] = 90 + 596 (or 595) = 686 (or 685)

Day of + and the Moon, are to be taken into account and the Star (verses 5 - 6 of Sura 55): 56 + (6 + 371 + 123 + 6 + 124) = 56 + 630 = 686

Night of the Shira (The Shira Al-Yamaniya is the name used by Ancient Arabs to refer to Sirius Star): 75 + 611 = 686

[The Shira is mentioned in verse 49 of Sura 53 (The title of Sura 53 is Al-Najm, meaning the Star), immediately before verses 50 - 51 that talk about the devastation of the people of Aa d and Thamud by God]

Day of Tabadul (Switch) of the Qutban (Poles): 56 + (437 + 193) = 56 + 630 = 686

New South Wales (Australian State whose capital is Sydney): 66 + 567 (or 566) + 53 = 686 (or 685)

Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of the Messiah son of David, the Awar (attribute of the Dajjal): (21 + 135) + 149 + [52 (or 53) + 21] + 308 = 156 + [149 + 73 (or 74)] + 308 = 156 + [222 (or 223) + 308] = 156 + 530 (or 531) = 686 (or 687)

We sent upon them one Saiha (Scream) (verse 31 of Sura 54): 686

The next morning, there was nothing to be seen except their homes. (verse 25 of Sura 46): 686

The Aya (Miraculous Sign) + Nihaya (End) of the American United States + Britain: (48 + 71) + (479 + 488 + 317) + 283 = 119 + 284 + 283 = 1686

Aya (Miraculous Sign) of a Star + Hadd (Destruction) of the American United States + Britain: (17 + 93 + 9) + (479 + 488 + 317) + 283 = 119 + 284 + 283 = 1686

Khusf (Collapse) of City of Sydney, Australia: 740 + 109 + 134 + 703 = 803 + 946 = 1686 (equivalent to 686)

Invocation of Spirits: 1470 + 216 = 1686 (equivalent to 686)

Day of Promise of Khuruj (Coming out) of Maseekh (False Messiah): 56 + [80 + (809 + 741)] = 56 + (80 + 1550) = 56 + 1630 = 1686

Mughadara (Departure) of Israel of Lebanon: 1250 + 303 + 133 = 1686
Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq, we descended it (or him) and in the Haq, (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): \( (5 + 80 + 837 \text{ or } 838) + 64 + 62 + 201 ] + (6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141) = 1249 \text{ (or } 1250 ) + 437 = 1686 \text{ (or } 1687) \)

We have given you the Kawthar, so pray to your Lord and slaughter (verse 1-2 of Sura 108): \( [52 + 160 \text{ (or } 161 ) + 757 ] + (200 + 252 + 6 + 259) = 969 \text{ (or } 970 ) + 717 = 1686 \text{ (or } 1687) \)

When the Sky cracks (verse 1 of Sura 84): \( 1686 \)

his father: O My Father, I saw eleven (verse 4 of Sura 12): \( 1686 \)

Planets and the Sun and the Moon, I saw them for me prostrating (verse 4 of Sura 12): \( 49 + 6 + 431 + 6 + 371 + 656 + 40 + 127 \text{ (or } 128) = 1686 \text{ (or } 1687) \) (= \( 2 \times 3 \times 281 \)) \( (1686 \text{ is the } 1422^{th} \text{ Composite Number}) \text{ (} 1986 \text{ is the } 1686^{th} \text{ Composite Number} \)

The Ishreen (Twentieth) + Yuly (July) + 1969 : \( (661 + 56) + 1969 = 717 + 1969 = 2686 \) \( (\text{Apollo 11 landed on the Moon on July 20, 1969}) \)

Those who have believed and done good deeds, from them, there are Paradises, running underneath them are the rivers, that is (verse 11 of Sura 85): \( 4686 \text{ (or } 4685) \) \( (4686 \text{ is the } 4052^{nd} \text{ Composite Number}) \)

\( \star \) \( \text{and they shall enter ( verse 7 of Sura 17): } 6 + 681 = 687 \text{ (687 is the } 562^{nd} \text{ Composite Number) } \) \( (833 \text{ is the } 687^{th} \text{ Composite Number} ) \)

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of Awwal (First) phase of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): \( 56 + 22 + [37 + 283 + 90 + 71 + 128 \text{ (or } 129)] = 56 + [22 + 609 \text{ (or } 610)] = 56 + 631 \text{ (or } 632) = 687 \text{ (or } 688) \)

Ishroon (Twenty) + Yulya (July): \( 626 + 61 = 687 \)

Surrender of the Japan: \( 592 \text{ (or } 591) + 95 = 687 \text{ (or } 686) \) \[ \text{World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5}^{th} \text{ Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).} \]

Nuclear Tajriba (Test): \( 610 + 77 = 687 \)
Manhattan and London (or Sydney): 547 (or 546) + 6 + 134 = 687 (or 686)  

So, they prostrated, except Iblees (Devil) was not among the prostraters (verse 11 of Sura 7): 687 (or 688)

Day of Intiha (End) of the first Hudna (Truce): 56 + 458 + (95 + 78) = 56 + 458 + 173 = 687  

Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of the Messiah son of David, the Awar (attribute of the Dajjal): (21 + 135) + 149 + [53 (or 52) + 21] + 308 = 156 + [149 + 74 (or 73)] + 308 = 156 + [223 (or 222) + 308] = 156 + 531 (or 530) = 687 (or 686)

We have given you the Kawthar, so pray to your Lord and slaughter (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 108): [52 + 161 (or 160) + 757] + (200 + 252 + 6 + 259) = 970 (or 969) + 717 = 1687 (or 1686)

Planets and the Sun and the Moon, I saw them for me prostrating (verse 4 of Sura 12): 49 + 6 + 431 + 6 + 371 + 656 + 40 + 128 (or 127) = 1687 (or 1686)

We are removing the torment a little (or for a little while), but you are going to be reverting (meaning to your mischievous ways). (verse 15 of Sura 44): 52 + 408 + 804 + 171 + 111 + 141 = 1687

Al-Thalith Ashar (The Thirteenth) + Yuly (July): [1061 (or 1062) + 570] + 56 = 1631 (or 1632) + 56 = 1687 (or 1688) (July 13, 1917 is the date of the third apparition at Fatima, Portugal, on which the 3 secrets about the future were revealed to the 3 children)

Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq, we descended it (or him) and in the Haq, (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): (5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 64 + 62 + 201] + (6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141) = 1250 (or 1249) + 437 = 1687 (or 1686)

Burja (Two Towers) of the World Trade Center in New York: 206 + 267 + 640 + 182 (or 181) + 90 + 302 = 1687 (or 1686) (= 7 x 241) (1687 is the 1423rd Composite Number) [On September 11, 2001 (Jumada Thania 23 (or 22), 1422 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5761 Jewish) (2452,163.5 Julian day), the Zionists implemented their terrorist attack and destroyed the World Trade Center towers in Manhattan, New York City.]

So, when (once or if) the Trumpet is blown one blow (verse 13 of Sura 69): (782 + 730 + 90 + 327) + [735 + 23 (or 24)] = 1929 + 758 (or 759) = 2687 (or 2688) (equivalent to 687) (2687 is the 390th Prime Number)

So, when the Trumpet is blown (verse 101 of Sura 23): (782 + 730 + 90 + 327) + (124 + 634) = 1929 + 758 = 2688
So, when the Trumpet is blown (verse 101 of Sura 23): (782 + 730 + 90 + 327) + (124 + 634) = 1929 + 758 = 2687

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend (or are brought down) in it, by the permission of their Lord, from every command. (verses 3 - 4 of Sura 97): (75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810) + [90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241] = 1630 + 3057 (or 3058) = 4687 (or 4688) (4275 is the 3687th Composite Number)

On March 5, 2000 (Zu Al-Qada 28, 1420 Hijri), the Israeli cabinet (headed by Prime Minister, Ehud Barak) voted unanimously to unilaterally withdraw from Lebanon by July 7, 2000. Israel intended to hand over the positions of its army to the South Lebanon Army (which is a Lebanese armed force supported by Israel). On May 21 - 22, 2000, the South Lebanon Army (S.L.A.) started to quickly collapse against the advancing Lebanese resistance forces and civilian demonstrations. Some S.L.A. soldiers surrendered to Lebanese authorities while others took refuge in Israel. May 22, 2000 was Safar 17, 1421 Hijri, 2451,686.5th or 2451,687th Julian Day. The quick collapse of S.L.A. was in contrast with how S.L.A. managed to maintain its control of a significant area of South Lebanon between the Israel’s invasion in 1978 and Israel’s invasion in 1982. This forced Israel in the night of May 23 - 24, 2000, before the dawn of May 24, 2000, to complete full withdrawal of Israeli troops from almost all of the Lebanese territories it had occupied for 18 years since Israel’s invasion of Lebanon that started on June 6, 1982. It is worth noting that May 24 Julian is June 6 Gregorian.

♦

Your Lord may have mercy on you and if (verse 8 of Sura 17): (262 + 51 + 318) + (6 + 51) = 631 + 57 = 688

Tablets of the Torah : 46 + 642 (or 643) = 688 (or 689)

Ishroon (Twenty) Yulyu (July): 626 + 62 = 688

Fall of Juzor (Isles) of the Britons: 175 + 513 = 688

The Damar (Destruction) + City of the Britons: 276 + 412 = 688 (equivalent to 688)

Promise of the Rus’ (Russians) Hadd (Destruction) of New York: 80 + (9 + 297 + 302) = 80 + 608 = 688

The Russians (or Al-Saiqa- Shocking Event) + France: 297 + 391 =
Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + War of Nuclear Weapons: \[ (5 + 80 + 212) + [210 + (104 + 77)] = 297 + (210 + 181) = 297 + 391 = 688 \]

The Pope Yohanna (John) Paul + And the Promise of My Lord comes true (verse 98 of Sura 18): \[ (37 + 75 + 98) + (6 + 71 + 80 + 212 + 109) = 210 + 478 = 688 \]

Day of Nihaya (End) of Vatican: \[ 56 + [71 + 561 (or 561)] = 56 + 632 (or 633) = 688 (or 689) \]

Al-Thalith Ashar (The Thirteenth) + Yuly (July): \[ [1062 (or 1061) + 570] + 56 = 1688 (or 1687) \]

The Atomic Bomb + Island of the Britons: \[ 1160 + 528 = 1688 \]

So, when (once or if) the Trumpet is blown one blow (verse 101 of Sura 23): \[ (782 + 730 + 90 + 327) + [735 + 24 (or 23)] = 1929 + 759 (or 758) = 2688 (or 2687) \]

Month of the Shaban + Al-Thalith wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Third): \[ 505 + 454 (or 453) + (1062 + 6 + 661) = 505 + 454 (or 453) + 1729 = 2688 (or 2687) \]

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. The Hur has approached and the Moon has been split and if they are shown a Sign, they turn away and they say: Magic (or Sorcery) (verse 1 of Sura 54): \[ (102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 1103 + 167 + 6) + (451 + 371 + 6 + 51 + 217 + 16 + 1087 + 6 + 153 + 268) = 2062 + 2626 = 4688 \]

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): \[ (75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 137 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753) + (247 + 90 + 50 + 241) = 4060 + 628 = 4688 \]

Glory be to the one who sent, in a journey, his worshipper at night, from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we had blessed its surroundings, to show him of our signs. It is He who is the All-Hearer, the All-Seer. And we brought Moses the Book and we made it (or him) a guidance to Bani
(Children) of Israel, so that you do not take aside from me as a Wakeel (Guardian) (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 17): 

\[(120 + 741 + 262 + 83 + 71 + 90 + 138) + (280 + 41 + 138 + 223 + 741) + [273 + 49 + 295 + 90 + 462 + 56 + 11 + 211 + 333 + 6 + 462 + 116 + 454 (or 453) + 6 + 158 + 19] + 30 + (62 + 302 + 32 + 2107 + 90 + 70 + 66) = 1505 + [1423 + 3001 (or 3000) + 30] + 2729 = 1505 + 4454 (or 4453) + 2729 = \underline{8688} (or 5687)

Umawi Caliph Abd Al-Malik bin Marwan ordered the construction of the Dome of the Rock Mosque in Jerusalem in 688 AD and the construction finished in 691 AD.

♦ 

North America: 272 + 417 = \underline{689} (\(=13 \times 53\)) (689 is the 564\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) 
835 is the 689\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) 
273 + 49 + 295 = \underline{689} (or 688)

America + the Ominous One (verse 9 of Sura 56): 272 + 417 = \underline{689}

Khawarizm the Quds (Jerusalem): 640 + 854 + 195 = \underline{1689} (= 3 \times 563) (1689 is the 1425\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) (1990 is the 1689\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number)

John Paul, the Second: (59 + 38) + 592 = 97 + 592 = \underline{689}

The Pope Yohanna (John) Paul + The Amwat (dead people): 
(37 + 75 + 98) + 479 = 210 + 479 = \underline{689}

John Paul, the Second: (59 + 38) + 592 = 97 + 592 = \underline{689}

No, but you like the Ajila (This World in which rewards or punishment come soon or fast versus World of the End Times) (verse 20 of Sura 75): \underline{689}

Joseph said to his father: O My Father, I saw eleven planets, and the Sun and the Moon, I saw them prostrating for me (verse 4 of Sura 12): \underline{3689} (or \underline{3690}) (equivalent to \underline{689}) (3689 is the 3174\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) (4277 is the 3689\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number)

Joseph said to his father: O My Father, I saw eleven planets, and the Sun and the Moon, I saw them prostrating for me (verse 4 of Sura 12): \underline{3689} (or \underline{3690}) (equivalent to \underline{689}) (3689 is the 3174\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) (4277 is the 3689\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number)
In the name of Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful). The Hour has approached and the Moon has cracked (or split). And if they shown an Aya (Sign), they turn away and say: magic (or sorcery) (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 54): $[102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 1103 + 167 + 6] + [451 + 371 + 6 + 51 + 217 + 17 + 1087 + 6 + 153 + 268] = 2062 + 2627 = 4689$

♦ Behaved haughtily: $690$ $(690 = 10 \times 69)$ $(690$ is the $565^{th}$ Composite Number) $(836$ is the $690^{th}$ Composite Number) $(3136$ is the $2690^{th}$ Composite Number)

- استكبروا

Khalidoon (Immortal or For eternity) (verse 17 of Sura 9): $690$ (or $691$)

- ﺑﺮﯾﻄﺎﻧﯿﺎ

Qiyama (Resurrection) of Pakistan: $156 + 534 = 690$

- ﻣﻦ ﻣﻨﺰﻋﻨﺎ و

And We shall take from each nation a Witness (verse 75 of Sura 28): $690$

- ﻋﺪﻧﺎ

If you return, We return (verse 8 of Sura 17): $51 + (514 + 125) = 51 + 639 = 690$

- كریست

Christ: $690$ (or $691$)

- ﺑﺎﺑﺎ ﺟﺎن ﺑﻮل ﺛﺎﻧﻲ

Pope John Paul, the Second: $6 + (54 + 38) + 592 = 6 + (92 + 592) = 6 + 684 = 690$

- ﺑﯿﻨﯿﺘﻮ

Benito Mussolini: $478 + 212 = 690$ [Benito Mussolini was born on July 29, 1883 (Ramadan 24, 1300 Hijri) (Tammuz 24, 5643 Jewish) and died on April 28, 1945 (Jumada Ula 15, 1364 Hijri) (Iyar 15, 5705 Jewish)]

- ﻋﻠﯿﻚ

My curse shall be upon you (verse 78 of Sura 38): $130 + 560 = 690$

- ﺑﺎدآ ﺑﻌﻤﻮن ﯾﻤﻦ ﺣﻮاء

Adam + Hawwa (Eve) from the Tree: $45$ (or $46$) + $16$ (or $15$) + $90 + 539 = 690$

- ﻓﻲ ﻣﻨﺰﻠﻨﺎ و ﰲ ﻣﻨﺰﻠﻨﺎ

We have descended him/it in the Night of the Qadr and how (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 97): $[143$ (or $144$) + $(90 + 75 + 335)] + (6 + 41) = [143$ (or $144$) + $500] + 47 = 643$ (or $644$) + $47 = 690$ (or $691$)

- ﻟَﯿْﺘَبُو ﻣَا

they shall destroy what (verse 7 of Sura 17): $690$

- ﰲ ﻣﻨﺰﻠﻨﺎ و ﰲ ﻣﻨﺰﻠﻨﺎ

We have descended him/it in the Night of the Qadr and how (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 97): $[143$ (or $144$) + $(90 + 75 + 335)] + (6 + 41) = [143$ (or $144$) + $500] + 47 = 643$ (or $644$) + $47 = 690$ (or $691$)

- ﺣَﻔُﺮُ ﺧَﻼلُون

Khalidoon (Immortal or For eternity) (verse 17 of Sura 9): $690$ (or $691$)

- ﻣﻨﺰﻠﻨﺎ و ﰲ ﻣﻨﺰﻠﻨﺎ

We have descended him/it in the Night of the Qadr and how (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 97): $[143$ (or $144$) + $(90 + 75 + 335)] + (6 + 41) = [143$ (or $144$) + $500] + 47 = 643$ (or $644$) + $47 = 690$ (or $691$)

- ﺗَوَدُّوْا ﻣَا ﺑَنِيَوْل

they shall destroy what (verse 7 of Sura 17): $690$

- ﰲ ﻣﻨﺰﻠﻨﺎ و ﰲ ﻣﻨﺰﻠﻨﺎ

We have descended him/it in the Night of the Qadr and how (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 97): $[143$ (or $144$) + $(90 + 75 + 335)] + (6 + 41) = [143$ (or $144$) + $500] + 47 = 643$ (or $644$) + $47 = 690$ (or $691$)

- ﻓﻲ ﻣﻨﺰﻠﻨﺎ و ﰲ ﻣﻨﺰﻠﻨﺎ

We have descended him/it in the Night of the Qadr and how (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 97): $[143$ (or $144$) + $(90 + 75 + 335)] + (6 + 41) = [143$ (or $144$) + $500] + 47 = 643$ (or $644$) + $47 = 690$ (or $691$)

- ﺗَوَدُّوْا ﻣَا ﺑَنِيَوْل

they shall destroy what (verse 7 of Sura 17): $690$

- ﰲ ﻣﻨﺰﻠﻨﺎ و ﰲ ﻣﻨﺰﻠﻨﺎ

We have descended him/it in the Night of the Qadr and how (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 97): $[143$ (or $144$) + $(90 + 75 + 335)] + (6 + 41) = [143$ (or $144$) + $500] + 47 = 643$ (or $644$) + $47 = 690$ (or $691$)

- ﺗَوَدُّوْا ﻣَا ﺑَنِيَوْل

they shall destroy what (verse 7 of Sura 17): $690$

- ﰲ ﻣﻨﺰﻠﻨﺎ و ﰲ ﻣﻨﺰﻠﻨﺎ

We have descended him/it in the Night of the Qadr and how (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 97): $[143$ (or $144$) + $(90 + 75 + 335)] + (6 + 41) = [143$ (or $144$) + $500] + 47 = 643$ (or $644$) + $47 = 690$ (or $691$)

- ﺗَوَدُّوْا ﻣَا ﺑَنِيَوْل

they shall destroy what (verse 7 of Sura 17): $690$
Lailat (Eve or Night) of Nuzul (Coming down) of the Quran + the Preserved Board: 75 + [93 + 382 (or 383) + 75 + 1065] = 75 + 1615 (or 1616) = 1690 (or 1691)

Bid’a (Beginning) of Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) of Apollo 11 from the Moon to the Earth: 7 + (93 + 45 + 11 + 90 + 371 + 41 + 1032) = 7 + 1683 = 1690
(The beginning of Apollo 11’s descent from the Moon to the Earth was on July 22, 1969)

The Dajjal + The Awaited: 69 + 1621 = 1690 (equivalent to 690)

Joseph said to his father: O My Father, I saw eleven planets, and the Sun and the Moon, I saw them prostrating for me (verse 4 of Sura 12): 3690 (or 3689) (equivalent to 690) (3690 is the 3175th Composite Number)

On Friday, May 18, 1291 (Jumada Ula 17, 690 Hijri) (Sivan 18, 5051 Jewish), Mamluk Sultan of Egypt Al-Ashraf Khalil conquered Acre (Akka) the capital of the remainder of the Kingdom of Jerusalem after a siege that started from April 5, 1291. His father, Sultan Qalawun, conquered the Tripoli in 1289, and in 1290 marched on Acre, but he died in November before launching the attack. He was succeeded by his son Al-Ashraf Khalil who decided to continue the attack. Early in the morning of May 18, 1291, the Sultan gave his order to launch an all-out attack on all points. After being in the hands of the Franks of the Third Crusade for the last time since July 11, 1191 Julian (July 18, 1191 Gregorian) (Jumada Thania 16, 587 Hijri) (2156,261.5th Julian Day) after a long siege and confrontation with Salah Eddeen Al-Ayyubi, by sunset on May 18, 1291, Acre, Al-Ashraf Khalil’s army re-captured Acre, with the exception of a fortress that served as headquarters of the Templars which stood on the west side of the city seashore. Under the cover of darkness, Thibaud Gaudin, the new Master of the Temple, left the fortress for Sidon with a few followers and the fortune of the Templars. On May 28, 1291, the Sultan’s forces captured the remaining fortress. With the fall of Acre, the Crusaders lost their last major stronghold of the Crusaders’ Kingdom in the Middle East. The capture of the Acre by the Mamluks marked the end of further crusades to the Levant. The Crusaders’ Kingdom continued to exist, theoretically, on the Island of Cyprus, where the Crusaders schemed and planned to recapture the mainland, but in vain.

On July 1, 1690 Julian (July 11, 1690 Gregorian) (Shawwal 4, 1101 Hijri), Battle of the Boyne happened in Ireland. The armies of Protestant King of Britain & Ireland William III of Orange defeated those of the exiled former Catholic king James II. It was the first proper victory for the League of Augsburg, the first-ever alliance between the Vatican and Protestant countries. In the following year, another important follow-up battle occurred in Ireland, Battle of Aughrim, in which Protestants defeated the Catholics on July 12, 1691 Julian (July 22, 1691 Gregorian) (Shawwal 25, 1102 Hijri). It is known as “Aughrim of the Slaughter”. These two battles are celebrated by Protestants annually on July 12 as part of a celebration called the Twelfth or Orangemen’s Day.
Christ: 691 (or 690)  (691 is the 125th Prime Number)  (837 is the 691st Composite Number)

Waqda (Stand up) on Mount of Arafat: 191 + 110 + 35 + 355 = 691

We have descended hi/it in the Night of the Qadr and how (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 97): [144 (or 143) + (90 + 75 + 335)] + (6 + 41) = [144 (or 143) + 500] + 47 = 644 (or 643) + 47 = 691 (or 690)

We descended upto you a Book (verse 7 of Sura 6): 691 (or 690)

Digging up/out the Qubur (Tombs or Graves): 352 + 339 = 691

Khalidoon (Immortal or For eternity) (verse 17 of Sura 9): 691 (or 690)

Day of the two explosions of Norway : 56 + 345 + 290 = 691
(On July 22, 2011 (Shaban 20, 1432 Hjiri) (Tammuz 20, 5771 Jewish), Norway was the victim of twin terror attacks, by a white, Christian extremist Norwegian, the first being a car bomb blast which targeted government buildings in central Oslo, killing about 8 people, the second being a massacre at a youth camp on the island of Utøya, in which 69 people were killed.)

Nihaya (End) of Party of the Baath (Resurrection) : 71 + (17 + 603) = 17 + 620 = 691

Your Lord and the angels, line by line. (verse 22 of Sura 89): 691

Wafat (Death) of the Awar, the Dajjal (Anti-Christ), the Messiah Son of David: 92 + [308 + 69 + 149 + 73 (or 74)] = 92 + 599 (or 600) = 691 (or 692)

The Awar, the Dajjal (Anti-Christ), the Messiah Son of David + Jan (John) Paul : [308 + 69 + 149 + 73 (or 74)] + (54 + 38) = 599 (or 600) + 92 = 691 (or 692)

Qari’a (verse 1 of Sura 101) of Denmark: 376 + 315 = 691

Halak (Devastation) of the Pakistaniyeen (Pakistanis): 56 + 635 = 691

Hubut (Descent or Landing) of Apollo, the Eleventh: 22 + 45 + (54 + 570) = 22 + (45 + 624) = 22 + 669 = 691

Ishreen (Twenty) + Yulya (July – Egypt): 630 + 61 = 691

The Thalith (Third) + October: 1062 (or 1061) + 629 = 1691 (or 1690) (= 19 x 89) (1691 is the 1427th Composite Number)  (1992 is the 1691st Composite Number)
So, when the Promise of my Lord comes, he shall let it be destroyed and thus the Promise of my Lord shall have been duly fulfilled.” (verse 98 of Sura 18): 297 + 612 = 1691

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Nuzul (Coming down) of the Quran + the Preserved Board: 75 + [93 + 383 (or 382) + 75 + 1065] = 75 + 1616 (or 1615) = 1691 (or 1690)

Day of Intiha (End) of Burj (Zodiac Sign) of Virgo: 56 + 458 + (205 + 972) = 56 + (458 + 1177) = 56 + 1635 = 1691

Ithnain wa Ishreen (Twenty Two) + Tammuz (July – as known in Greater Syria & Iraq): (602 + 6 + 630) + 453 = 1238 + 453 = 1691 (equivalent to 691) (1691 + 31 = 1722)

Second + Augustus (August – in Egypt): 561 + 1130 = 1691 (equivalent to 691)

Its remembrance (or mention). To your Lord is its end. (verse 43 - 44 of Sura 79): 1691 (or 1690)

They ask you about the Hour, when its docking will be, while you are part of its remembrance (or mention). To your Lord (verse 42 - 44 of Sura 79): 1691 (or 2692)

Battle of Aughrim + The OrangeMen: (335 + 1257) + (265 + 834) = 1592 + 1099 = 2691 [Battle in Ireland which Protestants defeated the Catholics on July 12, 1691 Julian (July 22, 1691 Gregorian). It is known as “Aughrim of the Slaughter”. It is celebrated by Protestants annually on July 12 as part of a celebration called the Twelfth or OrangeMen’s Day]


Do not approach this tree otherwise (or lest) you will become from the trasgressors (verse 19 of Sura 7): 31 + 703 + 710 + 539 + 557 + 90 + 1061 (or 1062) = 2630 + 1061 (or 1062) = 3691 (or 3692)

The Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful). The Rahman taught the Quran, created the human, taught him the Bayan (proper interpretation). The Sun and Moon are being held accountable and the Star (verse 1 – 6 of Sura 55): [329 + 289 + 329 + 140 + 382 (or 383) + 730 + 192 + 145 + 94] + 431 + 371 + 6 + 124 = 2630 (or 2631) + 1061 = 3691 (or 3692)
And We said after him to Bani (Children of) Israel: Inhabit the land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, we bring (verse 104 of Sura 17): $6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 303 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837$ (or 838) $+ 64 = 3691$ (or 3692) (3691 is the 515th Prime Number)

so we drowned him and whomever was with him, Jamee'an (all of them). And we said, after him, to Bani (Children of) Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (Scrolls or From mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq we descended it (or him) and in the Haq it (or he) descended and we have not sent you except as (verse 103 - 105 of Sura 17): $1436$ (or 1437) + $(6 + 90 + 115 + 124) + [6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 303$ (or 302) $+ 138 + 1032 + 80 + 702 + 5] + (80 + 837 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 362 + 32) = 1436$ (or 1437) $+ 335 + [2710$ (or 2709) $+ 2210] = 1436$ (or 1437) $+ 335 + 4920$ (or 4919) $= 6691$ (or 6690)

Umawi Caliph Abd Al-Malik bin Marwan ordered the construction of the Dome of the Rock Mosque in Jerusalem in 688 AD and the construction finished in 691 AD.

♦ listen, the day (the caller) calls (verse 41 of Sura 50): $571 + 56 + 65 = 692$ ($692$ is the 566th Composite Number) $838$ is the 692nd Composite Number)
(5197 is the 692nd Prime Number)

Wuquf (Standing) on Mount of Arafa: $192 + 110 + 35 + 355 = 692$

Tree of Zaqoom (a tree in Hell) (verse 62 of Sura 37): $508 + 184 = 692$

Michael: 692 (Michael is an Angel. However, he is also mentioned in Bible Daniel 12: 1 & Daniel 10: 21 as Prince who be act as Saviour in the End Times. Most likely, this Michael is the Mahdi.)

Austral (Australians): 692

The Dajjal, the American President: $69 + (311 + 312) = 69 + 623 = 692$

Ishreen (Twentieth) + Yulyu (July – in Egypt): $630 + 62 = 692$

Day of Hubut (Descent or Landing) of Apollo 11 on the surface of the Moon: $56 + (22 + 45 + 11 + 110 + 77 + 371) = 56 + 636 = 692$ (Apollo 11 landed on the Moon on July 20 - 21, 1969)

Hubut (Descent or Landing) of voyage of Apollo 11 + The Moon: $22 + 243 + 45 + 11 + 371 = 692$
Day of Promise of Hadd (Destruction) of Manhattan: \((56 + 80) + (9 + 547) = 136 + 556 = 692\)

Day of Hadd (Destruction) of Israel + Awda (Return) of Palestine: \((56 + 9) + 303 + (85 + 239) = (65 + 303) + 324 = 368 + 324 = 692\)

Wafat (Death) of the Awar, the Dajjal (Anti - Christ), the Messiah Son of David: \(92 + [308 + 69 + 149 + 74 (or 73) ] = 92 + 600 (or 599) = 692 (or 691)\)

Day of Hadd (Destruction) of Israel + Awda (Return) of Palestine: \((56 + 9) + 303 + (85 + 239) = (65 + 303) + 324 = 368 + 324 = 692\)

Wafat (Death) of the Awar, the Dajjal (Anti - Christ), the Messiah Son of David: \(92 + [308 + 69 + 149 + 74 (or 73) ] = 92 + 600 (or 599) = 692 (or 691)\)

Its remembrance (or mention). To your Lord is its end. (verse 43 - 44 of Sura 79):

They ask you about the Hour, when its docking will be, while you are part of its remembrance (or mention). To your Lord (verse 42 - 44 of Sura 79): \(2692 (or 2691)\) \((= 2 \times 2 \times 673)\) \((2692\) is the \(2300\)th Composite Number) \((3139\) is the \(2692\)nd Composite Number)

The Hour. Say: “Yes ! By my Lord, it shall come to you. The knower of the Ghayb (unseen or future) (verse 3 of Sura 34): \(2692 (or 2691)\)


And We said after him to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, we bring (verse 104 of Sura 17): \(6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 303 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 64 = 3692 (or 3691)\) \((3692\) is the \(3176\)th Composite Number)

Do not approach this tree otherwise (or lest) you will become from the transgressors (verse 19 of Sura 7): \((31 + 703 + 710 + 539 + 557 + 90) + 1062 (or 1061) = 2630 + 1062 (or 1061) = 3692 (or 3691)\)

Aad thought it was a lie, so how was my torment and warning ? We sent upon them a roaring wind on a day (verse 18 of Sura 54): \(4692 \quad (4692\) is the \(4057\)th Composite Number)
We have not descended (brought down or revealed) to you the Quran (verse 1 of Sura 20) : $(41 + 139 + 130) + 383 = 310 + 383 = 693$ (or 692) (693 is the 567th Composite Number) \[840 \text{ is the 693rd Composite Number}\]

Wis...
3693 (or 3694)

The Rahman, the Raheem. The Rahman (Most Compassionate) taught the Quran, created the human being, taught him the Bayan (proper interpretation). The Sun and the Moon taken into account and the Star (verses 1 - 6 of Sura 55): 

329 + 289 + 329 + 140 + 383 + 730 + 193 + 145 + 94 = 2632 

329 (or 330) + 289 + 802 + 15 + 13 + 37 + 6 + 402 + (41 + 1061 + 125 + 76 + 6 + 41 + 82 + 200) = 2061 (or 2062) + 1632 = 3693 (or 3694) (3693 is the 3177th Composite Number)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful). Cursed are the hands of Abi Lahab and he is cursed. His Mal (money or assets) and what he has earned have not made him exempted, he shall experience (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 111): 

102 + 66 + 329 (or 330) + 289 + 802 + 15 + 13 + 37 + 6 + 402 + (41 + 1061 + 125 + 76 + 6 + 41 + 82 + 200) = 2061 (or 2062) + 1632 = 3693 (or 3694) (3693 is the 3177th Composite Number)

The Britan (Britons): 694

Transgressed against their souls (verse 53 of Sura 39): 694 ( = 2 x 347) (694 is the 568th Composite Number) (841 is the 694th Composite Number)

Aswan Dam in Egypt was opened on July 21, 1970

694 (or 3694)

Staying forever (verse 72 of Sura 69): 694

Day they will be resurrected (verse 36 of Sura 15) & (verse 79 of Sura 38) & (verse 14 of Sura 7): 56 + 638 = 694

About the Hour. When will its docking be? Say: The knowledge of it is with my Lord. No one uncovers its timing, except he. It has become a heavy burden in the Heavens and the Earth. It does not come to you, except as Baghta (surprise or all of a sudden). They ask you as if you are privy to it. (verse 187 of Sura 7): 120 + 167 + 62 + 307 + 130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 212 + 31 + 59 + 542 + 32 + 11 + 1030 + 90 + 537 + 6 + 1032 + 31 + 871 = 3693 (7693 is the 6716th Composite Number)

Transgressed against their souls (verse 53 of Sura 39): 694 ( = 2 x 347) (694 is the 568th Composite Number) (841 is the 694th Composite Number)
If We (God) wish, We can send down unto them (verse 4 of Sura 26): $51 + 351$ (or $352) + 137 + 155 = 694$ (or $695$)

Bidaya (Beginning) of Month of the Sawm (Fasting): $22 + (505 + 167) = 22 + 672 = 694$

Promise of (appearance of) Imam Mahdi + City/State of Israel: $80 + 113 + 90 + 109 + 302$ (or $303) = 694$ (or $695$)

The Raheem, master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment). You are whom we worship and (verse 3 – 5 of Sura 1): $289 + 90$ (or $91) + 56 + 95 + 32 + 126 + 6 = 694$ (or $695$)

And he saw him in the evident (clear) horizon (verse 23 of Sura 81): $694$

We have detailed the Ayat (Signs) (verse 97 of Sura 6): $251 + 443$ (or $444) = 694$ (or $695$)

It is the Aya (Sign) of his Kingship is that he brings you (verse 248 of Sura 2): $51 + 16$ (or $17) + 95 + 51 + 481 = 694$ (or $695$)

Nihaya (End) of Pope of the Catholics: $71 + (6 + 617)$ (or $618) = 71 + 623$ (or $624) = 694$ (or $695$)

The Nihaya (End) + The Vatican: $102 + 592$ (or $593) = 694$ (or $695$)

Al-Thalith Ashar (The Thirteenth) + Yulyu (July – in Egypt): $[1062$ (or $1061) + 570] + 62 = 1632$ (or $1631) + 62 = 1694$ (or $1693$) (July 13, 1917 is the date of the third apparition/vision of the three Catholic children in Fatima, Portugal, on which 3 secrets about the future were revealed to them.)

Fifteenth + Shaban: $(701 + 570) + 423 = 1271 + 423 = 1694$

from after him while you were oppressors (verse 51 of Sura 2): $90 + 81 + 6 + 491 + 1026$ (or $1027) = 1694$ (or $1695$)

Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful). We have descended him/it in the Night of the Qadr. And how would you know what (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 97): $1694$ (or $1695$)

e la Fettle للذين كفروا except as a Fitna (trial) for those who have disbelieved (verse 31 of Sura 74): $1694$

Woe on that day unto the Mukazbeen (Those who claim it is a lie) (verse 37 of Sura 77): $46 + 766 + 882 = 1694$
Sawmikom (Your Fasting) + Fitrikom (Your Breaking of Fast) + Nahrikom (Your Slaughter) + Ras Sanatikom (Beginning of your Year): 196 + 349 + 318 + (261 + 570) = 196 + 349 + 318 + 831 = 1694

Lining up (alignment) of eleven planets + The Sun + The Moon: [261 + 13 + 570 + 48 (or 49) + 431] + 371 = 1323 (or 1324) + 371 = 1694 (or 1695) (1694 is the 1429th Composite Number)

And when the promise of the first one came, we sent against you servants of ours of great might. So, they ravaged. (verse 5 of Sura 17): 80 + 83 (or 84) + 623 + 170 + 78 + 81 + 47 + 63 + 318 + 151 = 1694 (or 1695)

The Imam Mahdi + The Caliph + Bid’a (Beginning) of Alamat (Signs) of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): (113 + 90) + 756 + [7 + [542 + 186 (or 187)] = 203 + 756 + [7 + 728 (or 729)] = 203 + 756 + 735 (or 736) = 1694 (or 1695)

The American President + Al-Rabi wa Al-Arbaeen (The Forty Fourth), Barrak Hussein Obama: (311 + 312) + (304 + 364) + [224 (or 223) + 128 + 51] = 623 + 668 + 403 (or 402) = 1694 (or 1693) (equivalent to 694)

When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and enter (verse 7 of Sura 17): 2694 (or 2695) (2694 is the 2301st Composite Number) (3141 is the 2694th Composite Number)

Sent on a journey his servant at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque, which We have blessed to show him (verse 1 of Sura 17): 271 + 83 + 71 + 90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 223 + 741 + 274 + 49 + 295 = 2694

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or Beginning of the End Times)? When he has sparkled the sight and he has eclipsed (or collapsed) the Moon and the Sun and the Moon have been united (verse 6 - 8 of Sura 75): 3694 (or 3693) (= 2 x 1847) (3694 is the 3178th Composite Number) (3141 is the 2694th Composite Number)

About the Hour. When will its docking be? Say: The knowledge of it is with my Lord. No one uncovers its timing, except he. It has become a heavy burden in the Heavens (verse 187 of Sura 7): 120 + 167 + 62 + 307 + 130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 212 + 31 + 59 + 542 + 32 + 11 + 1030 + 90 + 539 = 3694

In the name of Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful). Cursed are the hands of Abi Lahab and he is cursed. His Mal (money or assets) and what he has earned have not made him exempted, he shall experience (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 111): [102 + 66 + 330 (or 329) + 289 + 802 + 15 + 13 + 37 + 6 +
الرحيم إنا أنزلت في ليل القدر وما أدراد ما ليله القدر ليله القدر خير من ألف شهر تنزل الملائكة والروح فيها باذن ربهم من Raheem. We descended it in Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Laila of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): (289 + 51) + (143 + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226) + (41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136) + [6 + 245 + 96 + 753 (or 752) + 247 + 90] = 341 + (916 + 3000) + 1437 (or 1436) = 341 + 3916 + 1437 (or 1436) = 5694 (or 5693)

لا يجليها لوقتها إلا هو تقلتها في السموات والأرض لا تأتيكم إلا بمثابة يسلونك كأنك حفي عنها قبل إنما علمها عند does not clarify its timing except he. It has become heavy in the Heavens and the Earth. It does not come to you except as Baghta (surprise or all-of-a-sudden). They ask you as if you are privy to it. Say: the knowledge of it is with (verse 187 of Sura 7): [(31 + (59 + 542)] + (32 + 11 + 1030 + 90 + 537 + 6 + 1032 + 31 + 871 + 32 + 1407 + 176 + 91 + 98 + 126 + 130 + 92 + 146 + 124) = (31 + 601) + 6062 = 632 + 6062 = 6694

♦ يوم الإسراء + المعراج Day of the Israa + the Miraj (miraculous heavenly journey): 56 + (294 + 345) = 56 + 639 = 695 (= 5 x 139) (695 is the 569th Composite Number) (842 is the 695th Composite Number) (5231 is the 695th Prime Number)

ليلة نزول الوحي على رسول الله Night (or Eve) of descent of the Revelation upon Messenger of Allah: 75 + 93 + 55 + 110 + 296 + 66 = 695

إنا أنزلت في ليله القدر We have descended it (or him) in the Night of Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97): (52 + 143 + 90) + 75 + 335 = 285 + 75 + 335 = 695

ململكة بني إسرائيل + القدس Kingdom of Bani (Children of) Israel + Al-Quds (Jerusalem): [135 + 62 + 303 (or 302)] + 195 = 500 (or 499) + 195 = 695 (or 694)

ململكة الإفرنج + القدس Kingdom of the Ifranj (Franks) + Al-Quds (Jerusalem): [135 + 365 (or 364)] + 195 = 500 (or 499) + 195 = 695 (or 694) [Muslims used to refer to the Crusaders as the Ifranj (Franks)]

خطية آدم + حواء Khatia (Sin) of Adam + Hawwa (Eve): 634 + 45 (or 46) + 16 = 695 (or 696)

آدم وحوا من شجرة Adam and Hawwa (Eve) from the Tree: 45 (or 46) + 6 + 15 (or 16) + 90 + 539 = 695 (696 or 697)

خالدين Khalideen (staying eternally) (verse 22 of Sura 9): 695 (or 694)

سادس عشر Sixteenth: 125 (or 124) + 570 = 695 (or 694)

شمعون بيريز Shamoun (Shimon) Peres : 466 + 229 = 695
Tanjees (Desecration) of Ma'bad (Temple) of the Jews: 523 + (116 + 56) = 523 + 172 = 695

Tasi (Ninth) + Kanoon Awwal (December as known in Greater Syria & Iraq): 531 + (127 + 37) = 531 + 164 = 695  [Britain captured Jerusalem from the Ottoman Empire. The Ottoman Governor of Jerusalem sent a “Surrender Letter”, delivered by Mayor of Jerusalem, Hussein Al-Husseini, to the British invaders on Sunday, December 9, 1917 (Safar 24, 1336 Hijri) (Kislev 24, 5678 Jewish). Field Marshal Edmund Allenby, head of the invading British forces, entered Jerusalem on foot, through the Jaffa gate, on December 11, 1917.]

Make me enter (verse 80 of Sura 17): 695

The Buraq/Baraq (animal that transported Prophet Mohammad (p) in his Israa, miraculous heavenly journey from Mecca to Aqsa Mosque) + The Aqsa Mosque: 334 + (138 + 223) = 695

Day of the Qiyama + The Nuclear Weapons War: [56 + 186 (or 187)] + (210 + 135 + 108) = 242 (or 243) + 453 = 695 (or 696)

Basilica + Vatican: 133 (or 134) + 562 = 695 (or 696)

Pope John Paul, the Second: 6 + 59 + 38 + 592 = 695

Nihaya (End) of Pope of the Catholics: 71 + [6 + 618 (or 617)] = 71 + 624 (or 623) = 695 (or 694)

Digging up/out Graves: 352 + 343 = 695

The Sign of his Kingship is to bring you (verse 248 of Sura 2): 51 + 17 + 95 + 51 + 481 = 695

The Torah + Elia (Aelia – Jerusalem as called by the Romans): 643 + 52 (or 53) = 695 (or 696)

Bin Al-Khattab: 52 (or 53) + 643 = 695 (or 696)  (This refers to Omar bin Al-Khattab)

We have detailed the Ayat (Signs) (verse 97 of Sura 6): 251 + 443 (or 443) = 695 (or 694)

Pelting them (verse 4 of Sura 105): 695

The Promise + Day of the Caller from Australia: 111 + 56 + 126 + 90 + 312 = 695
American President + London: $280 + 281 + 134 = 695$

Awda (Return) of life of London + Nihaya (End) of life of Sydney, State of New South Wales: $(85 + 24) + 134 + (71 + 24) + 134 + (52 + 61 + 53 + 57) = 109 + 134 + 95 + 134 + 223 = 695$

Promise of (appearance of) Imam Mahdi + City/State of Israel: $80 + 113 + 90 + 109 + 303 (or 302) = 695 (or 694)$

Day of Promise of Intiha (End) of first Hudna (Truce): $56 + 80 + 458 + (37 + 64) = 56 + (80 + 559) = 695$

The Raheem, master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment). You are whom we worship and (verse 3 – 5 of Sura 1): $289 + 91 (or 90) + 56 + 95 + 32 + 126 + 6 = 695 (or 694)$

The Caller from a close location, the day (verse 41- 42 Sura 50): $(126 + 90 + 111 + 312) + 56 = 639 + 56 = 695$

The day they hear the Saiha (Scream) on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date); that is the day of (verse 41 - 42 of Sura 50): $(312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141 + 750) + 56 = 1639 + 56 = 1695$

The Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), King/Master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment). You are whom we worship and you are from whom we seek help. (verse 3 – 5 of Sura 1): $329 + 289 + 90 + 56 + 95 + 32 + 126 + 6 + 32 + 640 = 1695$

The People ask you about the Hour. Say: the Knowledge of it is with Allah. How would you know? Perhaps the Hour. (verse 63 of Sura 33): $1695$

Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful). We have descended him/it in the Night of the Qadr. And how would you know what (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 97): $66 (or 67) + [330 (or 329) + 289 + 52 + 144 + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41] = 66 (or 67) + 1629 (or 1628) = 1695 (or 1696)$

The Thalitha (Third) + October : $1066 (or 1067) + 629 = 1695 (or 1696)$

from after him while you were oppressors (verse 51 of Sura 2): $90 + 81 + 6 + 491 + 1027 (or 1026) = 1695 (or 1694)$

On that day, the believers shall rejoice by the victory of Allah (verse 3 – 4 of Sura 30): $1695$

Promise of Nuzul (Coming down) of the Quran + The Preserved
the End Times, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Truth) We have descended it/him and in the Haq (Truth) it/he has descended. And (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): \[1695 \text{ (1694 or 1696)}\]

The Bayan (Proper Interpretation). The Sun and the Moon are held accountable and the Star and the Trees (verse 4 – 6 of Sura 55): \[1695\]

People ask you about the Hour, say: The Knowledge of it is with Allah. How would you know? Perhaps the Hour (verse 63 of Sura 33): \[1695\]

Swift - Tuttle Shahab (Meteor): \[308 + 556 + 831 \text{ (or 830)} = 1695 \text{ (or 1694)}\]

A meteor shower associated with Swift – Tuttle Comet is called Perseids. The shower is visible annually starting from mid July, but peaks around August 11 – 13.)

Lining up (alignment) of eleven planets + The Sun + The Moon: \[261 + 13 + 570 + 49 \text{ (or 48)} + 431 + 371 = 1324 \text{ (or 1323)} + 371 = 1695 \text{ (or 1694)}\]

We descended it (or him) in Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Laila of the Qadr is? Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command

It has become a heavy burden in the Heavens and the Earth. (verse 187 of Sura 7): \[1030 + 6 + 537 + 6 + 1032 = 2695\]

The Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Laila of the Qadr is? Laila of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command

It is to yourselves. When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and enter (verse 7 of Sura 17): \[2695 \text{ (or 2694)}\] (2695 is the 2302nd Composite Number)

It has become a heavy burden in the Heavens and the Earth. (verse 187 of Sura 7): \[1030 + 6 + 537 + 6 + 1032 = 2695\]

The Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Laila of the Qadr is? Laila of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command

It is to yourselves. When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and enter (verse 7 of Sura 17): \[2695 \text{ (or 2694)}\] (2695 is the 2302nd Composite Number)

It has become a heavy burden in the Heavens and the Earth. (verse 187 of Sura 7): \[1030 + 6 + 537 + 6 + 1032 = 2695\]
Day of Entry: 56 + 640 = 696 (696 is the 570th Composite Number) (843 is the 696th Composite Number)

And if you return, We return (verse 8 of Sura 17): 696

Adam and Hawwa (Eve) from the Tree: 45 (or 46) + 6 + 16 (or 15) + 90 + 539 = 696 (695 or 697)

Eating of Hawwa (Eve) from the Tree: 51 + 16 (or 15) + 90 + 539 = 696 (or 695)

Day of Intiha (End) of Dam of Aswan: 56 + 458 + (64 + 118) = 56 + (458 + 182) = 56 + 640 = 696

Tadnees (Desecration) of Temple of the Jews: 524 + (116 + 56) = 524 + 172 = 696

Ibin Al-Khattab: 53 (or 52) + 643 = 696 (or 695) (This refers to Omar ibin Al-Khattab)

Day of the Qiyama + The Nuclear Weapons War: [56 + 187 (or 186)] + (210 + 135 + 108) = 243 (or 242) + 453 = 696 (or 695)

Maraka (Battle) of Hitteen + Salah Eddeen Al-Ayyubi (The Muslim leader who liberated Jerusalem from the Crusaders): (335 + 77) + [(129 + 95) + 60] = 412 + (224 + 60) = 412 + 284 = 696

The Torah + Elia (Aelia – Jerusalem as called by the Romans): 643 + 53 (or 52) = 696 (or 695)

People of Thamud: 146 + 550 = 696

And they shall destroy what (verse 7 of Sura 17): 696

We have descended it (or him) in Night of the Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97): 52 + 144 (or 143) + 90 + (75 + 335) = 52 + 144 (or 143) + 90 + 410 = 696 (or 695)

Nuzul (Descent) of Apollo on the surface of the Moon: 93 + 45 + 110 + 77 + 371 = 696
The Book there is no doubt (verse 2 of Sura 2) & (verse 2 of Sura 32): 696 (or 697)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Invocation of the Jinn (demons): 75 + (537 + 84) = 75 + 621 = 696

Key of the Hour: 529 + 167 = 696

The person being questioned about it is not more knowledgeable than the questioner: (41 + 173 + 126 + 143) + [90 + 123 (or 132)] = 483 + 213 (or 222) = 696 (or 705) (This is a Hadith)

Your Lord and the angels come in line by line. (verse 22 of Sura 89):

I saw them to me (verse 4 of Sura 12): 656 + 40 = 696

The Pope Benedict, the German: 37 + 496 + 163 = 696

Piercing Star: 93 + 603 = 696

Shira Yamaniya (name of Sirius Star as called by Ancient Arabs): 580 + 116 = 696

[It is mentioned in verse 49 of Sura 53 (Al-Najm, meaning the Star), immediately before verses 50 - 51 that talk about the devastation of the people of Aad and Thamud by God]

People ask you about the Hour, say: The Knowledge of it is with Allah. How would you know? Perhaps the Hour.” (verse 63 of Sura 33):

The Haram to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed (verse 1 of Sura 17): 280 (or 279) + 41 + 138 + 223 + 741 + 273 = 1696 (or 1695)

Outer Space: 882 + 814 = 1696 (equivalent to 696)

Day of Ihtifa (Celebration) + Astronauts of Space + Apollo 11: 56 + [491 + (211 + 882) + (45 + 11)] = 56 + (491 + 1093 + 56) = 56 + 1640 = 1696 (This happened on August 13, 1969)

Lailat (Eve or Night) in which Eleven Planets lined up + The Sun and the Moon (verse 4 of Sura 12): 75 + 180 + [13 + 570 + 49 (or 48) + (431 + 6 + 371)] = 75 + [180 + 632 (or 631)] + 808 = [75 + 813 (or 812)] + 808 = 888 (or 887) + 808 = 1696 (or 1695)

The Third + October: 1061 (or 1062) + 635 = 1696 (or 1697)

Ithnain wa Ishroon (Twenty Two) + Tammuz (July – Greater Syria): (611 +
The Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), Master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment). You are whom we worship and you are from whom we seek help. (verse 3 – 5 of Sura 1): 1696 (or 1695) (1696 is the 1431st Composite Number)  (2000 is the 1696th Composite Number)

Mazbaha (Massacre) of Timur, Araj (Lame) + Baghdad: 755 + 656 + 274 + 1011 = 2696  (2696 is the 2303rd Composite Number)

Thamud rejected the truth due to (relying on or bolstered by) its hegemony (verse 11 of Sura 91): 1122 + 550 + 1024 = 2696 (or 2695)  (From verse 1 of Sura 89 to verse 11 of Sura 91, there are 60 verses)

They shall ruin your faces and enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy what (verse 7 of Sura 17): 2696

Ashrat (conditions, signs, or portents) of the Qiyama (Resurrection, beginning of War or End Times): 511 + 186 (or 187) = 697 (or 698)  (697 is the 571st Composite Number)  (844 is the 697th Composite Number)  (3144 is the 2697th Composite Number)

Qiyam (Upheaval) of Manhattan: 151 (or 150) + 546 = 697 (or 696)

Day of the Deen (verse 4 of Sura 1) + Manhattan: (56 + 95) + 546 = 151 + 546 = 697

Russia’s Hadd (Destruction) of City of New York: 9 + 277 + 109 + 302 = 697

Russia’s Hadd (Destruction) of City of New York: 9 + 277 + 109 + 302 = 697

The Qaysar (Caesar) Nero: 431 + 266 = 697

Caesar of the Russ (Russians): 400 + 297 = 697

Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Satan : (5 + 80 + 212) + 400 = 297 + 400 (or 401) = 697 (or 698)

Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Qaysar (Caesar): (5 + 80 + 212) + 400 = 697

Bid (Beginning) of the Nihaya (End) + Kingdom of
Israel + The Pope YoHanna (John) Paul: 

\[ (7 + 102) + (135 + 303) + [37 + (75 + 38)] + [109 + 438 (or 437)] + (37 + 113) = 547 (or 546) + 150 = 697 (or 696) \]

**Bidaya (Beginning) of Awda (Return) of Apollo 11 from the Moon to the Earth:** 

\[ 22 + 85 + (45 + 11) + (90 + 371 + 41 + 1032) = 22 + (85 + 56) + 1534 = 22 + (141 + 1534) = 22 + 1675 = 1697 \] (The beginning of Apollo 11’s return from the Moon to the Earth was on **July 22, 1969**)

**Entry of Omar bin Al-Khattab + Elia (Aelia or Jerusalem):** 

\[ 640 + \left[310 + 52 (or 53) + 643\right] + 52 = 640 + [1005 (or 1006) + 52] = 640 + 1057 (or 1058) = 1697 (or 1698) \]

**The Haram to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed (verse 1 of Sura 17):** 1697 (or 1696) (equivalent to 697) (1697 is the 265th Prime Number) (2001 is the 1697th Composite Number)

**The Third + October:** 1062 (or 1061) + 635 = 1697 (or 1696)

**When Promise of the End Times comes,** they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque, like (verse 7 of Sura 17): 

\[ (702 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 ) + 61 = 2636 + 61 = 2697 \]

**Ashrat (conditions, signs, or portents) of the Qiyama (Resurrection, beginning of War or End Times):** 511 + 187 (or 186) = 698 (or 697) (= 2 x 349) (698 is the 572nd Composite Number) (845 is the 698th Composite Number)

**And listen, the day (the caller) calls** (verse 41 of Sura 50): 698

**The Vatican + Angels:** 593 + 105 (or 106) = 698 (or 699)

**Then, We turned him into** (verse 13 of Sura 23): 540 + 158 = 698

**Qiyam (Resurrection or Upheaval) of Manhattan:** 151 (or 150) + 547 = 698 (or 697)

**Promise of Nihaya (End) of Manhattan:** (80 + 71) + 547 = 151 + 547 = 698

**Fifteenth + Shaban:** 705 + 570 + 423 = 1275 + 423 = 1698 (1698 is the 1432nd Composite Number) (2002 is the 1698th Composite Number)

The Raheem. We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? The Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is, till rise of (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): [289 + 52 + 143 (or

\[ ♦ \]
We have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (trial or test) for those who have disbelieved. So that will become certain those who have been given the **Book** and those who have believed grow in belief (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): 116 + (535 + 570) + (6 + 41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 105 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 791 + 414) + 454 (or 453) + (6 + 26 + 791 + 98 + 102) = 116 + (1105 + 5000) + 454 (or 453) + 1023 = 116 + 6105 + 454 (or 453) + 1023 = 7698

**Over it Nineteen.**

**Day of Middle of Shaban:** 56 + (220 + 423) = 56 + 643 = 699

**The Thamin (Eighth) + Ailul (September):** 622 + 77 = 699

**Tisa (Nine) + Kanoon Awwal (December as known in Greater Syria & Iraq):**

535 + (127 + 37) = 535 + 164 = 699

[The Ottoman Governor of Jerusalem sent a “Surrender Letter”, delivered by Mayor of Jerusalem, Hussein Al-Husseini, to the British invaders on **Sunday, December 9, 1917** (Safar 24, 1336 Hijri) (Kislev 24, 5678 Jewish). Field Marshal Edmund Allenby, head of the invading British forces, entered Jerusalem on foot, through the Jaffa gate, on **December 11, 1917**.]

**Day of Hudna (Truce or Armistice) + Israel + Syria:** 56 + [64 + 302 (or 303) + 277] = 56 + 643 (or 644) = 699 (or 700)

**It is Hashr (in-gathering) easy for us (God). (verse 44 of Sura 50):** 1699

(equivalent to 699) (1699 is the **266th** Prime Number)

**The Taghayur (Change) + The Janna (Paradise):** 1641 + 58 = 1699

**Day of Istirja (Getting back or Re-capture) of the Muslimeen (Muslims) Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness):** 56 + 735 + 261 + (412 + 235) = 56 + (735 + 261 + 647) = 56 + 1643 = 1699
Promise of Khuruj (Coming out) of the Maseekh (False Messiah), the Dajjal: $80 + 809 + (741 + 69) = 80 + (809 + 810) = 80 + 1619 = 1699$

The American President + Al-Rabi wa Al-Arbaeen (The Forty Fourth), Barrak Hussein Obama: $(311 + 312) + (304 + 6 + 364) + (223 + 128 + 51) = 623 + 674 + 402 = 1297 + 402 = 1699$ (equivalent to 699)

The Raheem. We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? The Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is, till rise of (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): $[289 + 52 + 143 (or 144) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 (or 130) + 15] + (418 + 149) = 6132$ (or 6131) + 567 = 6699 (or 6698)

◆ hidden (or implicit) (verse 7 of Sura 87): $700$ (or 699) (700 is the 574th Composite Number) (847 is the 700th Composite Number)

Enter (or Entering) (verse 2 of Sura 110): $700$

Maskh (physical transformation of humans caused by God as a punishment, such as turning humans into apes/monkeys or pigs): $700$

Two Easts (verse 17 of Sura 55): $700$

We have descended it/him in a blessed night, we have been (verses 3 of Sura 44): $700$ (or 699 or 698)

Day of Hudna (Truce or Armistice) + Israel + Syria: $56 + [64 + 303 (or 302) + 277] = 56 + 644 (or 643) = 700$ (or 699)

The Seventh Month: $536 + 164 = 700$

Kashf (Uncovering or Revelation) of Secrets of the End Times: $400 + [462 + 838 (or 837)] = 400 + 1300 (or 1299) = 1700$ (or 1699) (equivalent to 700) (1700 is the 1433rd Composite Number) (2005 is the 1700th Composite Number)

Lining up (alignment) of eleven planets + The Sun and the Moon: $[261 + 13 + 570 + 48 (or 49)] + (431 + 6 + 371) = 892 (or 893) + 808 = 1700$ (or 1701)

Ihtifal (Celebration) + Astronauts of the Space + Apollo 11: $520 + (211 + 913) + (45 + 11) = (520 + 1124) + 56 = 1644 + 56 = 1700$
To ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy what (or how) (verse 7 of Sura 17): 

$$[112\ (or\ 113) + 80 + 6 + 680\ (or\ 681) + 138 + 61] + (645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41) = 1077\ (1078\ or\ 1079) + 1623 = 2700\ (2701\ or\ 2702)$$

Day of the Israa and the Miraj (Miraculous heavenly journey): $56 + (294 + 6 + 345) = 56 + 645 = 701$ \(701\ is\ the\ 126^{th}\ Prime\ Number\) \(848\ is\ the\ 701^{st}\ Composite\ Number\)

The Istirdad (Getting back or Recapturing): 701

Fifth: 701

Ibtida (Beginning) of Promise of my Lord: $409 + (80 + 212) = 409 + 292 = 701$

Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) breaks out (erupts or starts): $546 + 155\ (or\ 156) = 701\ (or\ 702)$

We (God) have descended it (or him) in Night of the Qadr and (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 97): $[52 + 143\ (or\ 144) + 90 + (75 + 335)] + 6 = [52 + 143\ (or\ 144) + 90] + 410 = 695\ (or\ 696) + 6 = 701\ (or\ 702)$

The Rahaman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), Praise (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 91): $329\ (or\ 330) + 289 + 83 = 701\ (or\ 702)$

The Eleventh + Ailul (September – in Greater Syria & Iraq): $(54 + 570) + 77 = 624 + 77 = 701$

The European Union: $445 + 256 = 701$

Michael \(Michael\ is\ the\ name\ of\ an\ angel.\ However,\ he\ is\ also\ mentioned\ in\ the\ Bible\ in\ Daniel\ 12: 1\ &\ Daniel\ 10: 21\ as\ Prince\ who\ may\ act\ as\ Saviour\ in\ the\ End\ Times.\ Most\ likely,\ this\ Michael\ is\ the\ Mahdi): 701

The Promise + The Mahdi + Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: $111 + 90 + (135 + 62 + 303) = 111 + (90 + 500) = 111 + 590 = 701$

The Mahdi + Al-Hashim (Mahdi’s family name) + Prince of the Believers + The Caliph: $90 + 377\ (or\ 378) + 478 + 756 = 1701\ (or\ 1702) \ (equivalent\ to\ 701)\ (1701\ is\ the\ 1434^{th}\ Composite\ Number) \ (2006\ is\ the\ 1701^{st}\ Composite\ Number)$

Except he. It has become heavy in the Heavens (verse 187 of Sura 7): 1701
Kashif (Uncoverer or Revealer) of Secrets of the End Times: $401 + [462 + 838 (or 837)] = 401 + 1300 (or 1299) = \textbf{1701 (or 1700)}$ (equivalent to $701$)

Lining up (alignment) of eleven planets + The Sun and the Moon: $[261 + 13 + 570 + 49 (or 48)] + (431 + 6 + 371) = 893 (or 892) + 808 = \textbf{1701 (or 1700)}$

The Duha (Forenoon) and the night when it prevails (verses 1 - 2 of Sura 93): $\textbf{1701}$

When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like (verse 7 of Sura 17): $(702 + 5 + 80 + 837) + [112 (or 113) + 80 + 6 + 680 (or 681) + 138 + 61] = 1624 + 1077 (1078 or 1079) = \textbf{2701 (2702 or 2702)}$

and Ten Nights and the Even and the Odd and the night when it journeys. Is there in that (verse 2 – 5 of Sura 89): $(6 + 71) + 570 + (6 + 481 + 6 + 637 + 6) + (71 + 702 + 270 + 35 + 90 + 750) = 77 + (570 + 3054) = 77 + 3624 = \textbf{3701}$

In $\textbf{701 BC}$, Jerusalem was subdued by Assyria, but was allowed limited independence, in return for a heavy tribute.

$\textbf{702}$ is the $575^{\text{th}}$ Composite Number $\quad (849$ is the $702^{\text{nd}}$ Composite Number) $\quad (5297$ is the $702^{\text{nd}}$ Prime Number)

Day of Promise of Wilada (Birth) of George Bush: $56 + 80 + [46 + (212 + 308)] = (56 + 80) + (46 + 520) = 136 + 566 = \textbf{702}$

And If you return, We return and (verse 8 of Sura 17): $\textbf{702}$

Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) breaks out (erupts or starts): $546 + 156 (or 155) = \textbf{702 (or 701)}$

Knowledge of the Hour (verse 34 of Sura 31): $140 + 562 = \textbf{702}$

City of the Vatican: $109 + 593 = \textbf{702}$

City of Pope of Catholics: $109 + (6 + 587) = 109 + 593 = \textbf{702}$

The Dajjal + Nihaya (End) of Vatican: $69 + (71 + 562) = 69 + 633 = \textbf{702}$

The Mahdi + Torah: $90 + 612 = \textbf{702}$
Settembre (September in Italian): 702 (or 712)

Sabi Ashar (Seventeenth): 132 (or 133) + 570 = 702 (or 703)

Nzul (Descent) of Wahy (Revelation) of the Quran upon Mohammad: 93 + 24 + 383 + 110 + 92 = 702

Khatia (Sin) of Adam and Hawwa (Eve): 634 + 46 (or 45) + 6 + 16 = 702 (or 701)

We (God) have descended it (or him) in Night of the Qadr and (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 97): [52 + 144 (or 143) + 90 + (75 + 335)] + 6 = [52 + 144 (or 143) + 90] + 410 = 696 (or 695) + 6 = 702 (or 701)

Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Night of the Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97): (80 + 212) + (75 + 335) = 292 + 410 = 702

And your Lord and the angels come in line by line (verse 22 of Sura 89): 702

Madina (City/State) of Awar Dajjal (Anti-Christ), Messiah Son of David: 109 + [308 + 69 + 149 + 52 (or 53) + 21 ] = 109 + 593 (or 594) = 702 (or 703)

War + Operation of the Truthful Promise (Code name of HizbAllah’s war against Israel, that started on July 12, 2006): 210 + (155 + 111 + 226) = 210 + 492 = 702

The Hadda (Incident of Destruction) of City of Peter (Petersburg) + Russia : 45 + (109 + 271 + 277 ) = 45 + 657 = 702

Othmani (Ottoman) : 702

Iza (When/Once or If) (verse 1 of Sura 110): 702

The Rahaman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), Praise (verse 1 - 2 of Sura ): 330 (or 329) + 289 + 83 = 702 (or 701)

Brethren of Lot (verse 13 of Sura 50): 657 (or 658) + 45 = 702 (or 703)

People, this is painful torment. (verse 11 of Sura 44): 1702 (equivalent to 702 (1702 is the 1435th Composite Number) (2007 is the 1702nd Composite Number)

And a Sign for them, the dead land. We revived it (verse 33 of Sura 36): 1702 ( or 1701)

except he. It has become heavy burden in the Heavens (verse 187 of Sura 7): 32 + 11 + 1030 + 90 + 539 = 1702
The Ihtifa (Celebration) + Astronauts of the Space + Apollo 11: 11 + (211 + 913) + (45 + 11) = (522 + 1124) + 56 = 1646 + 56 = 1702 (This happened on August 13, 1969)

Cursed are those who covered the truth from Bani (Children) of Israel (verse 78 of Sura 5): 1702 (or 1703)

is that he brings you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin). In it, there is Sakina from (verse 248 of Sura 2): 1702

On a blessed night. We have been warning. In it (verse 3 – 4 of Sura 44): 90 + 75 + 268 + 52 + 71 + 1050 + 96 = 1702

Month of Ramadan + Day of the 19: 505 + 1091 + 56 + 31 + 19 = 1702

Lailat (Eve) of Awwal (Beginning) of the Year + 1444: 75 + (37 + 146) + 1444 = (75 + 183) + 1444 = 258 + 1444 = 1702

the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful). We have descended him/it in the Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat (Eve) (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 97): 1702 (1703 or 1704)

Harvard graduation Khitab (Address or Speech) + School of Divinity: 612 + (1203 + 490 + 309 + 88) = 612 + 2090 = 2702 (2702 is the 2308th Composite Number)

(On July 15, 1838, American thinker, Ralph Waldo Emerson, delivered his famous speech at Harvard Divinity School graduation, discounting Biblical miracles and declaring Jesus a great man, but not God. The Protestant community reacted with outrage.)

2001 + The Eleventh + Ailul (September – in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 2001: (54 + 570) + 77 + 2001 = (624 + 77) + 2001 = 701 + 2001 = 2702

Victory of Allah and the Fat’h (Conquest) and you see the people entering into the Deen (Religion or Judgment) of Allah in Afwaj (Successive groups or Batches) (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 110): 2702

Month of Ramadan in which the Quran was descended as guidance to the people and evidences from the guidance (verse 185 of Sura 2): 505 + 1091 + (741 + 88 + 95 + 383 + 19 + 171 + 6 + 463 + 90) + 31 + 19 = 505 + 1091 + 2056 + 31 + 19 = 3702

except he. It has become heavy burden in the Heavens and the Earth. It does not come to you except as Baghta (all of a sudden). They ask you as if you privy to it. Say (verse 187 of Sura 7): (32 + 11 + 1030 + 90 + 539) + 16 + 1032 + 31 + 871 + 32 + 1407 + 176 (or 177) + 91 + 98 + 126 + 130] = 1702 + 4000 (or 4001) = 5702 (or 5703)
Approached (verse 1 of Sura 21) & (verse 97 of Sura 21): \(703\) (= 19 x 37)

(703 is the 576th Composite Number) \(850\) is the 703rd Composite Number \(5303\) is the 703rd Prime Number \(3703\) is the 3185th Composite Number \(4703\) is the 635th Prime Number

Await (verse 10 of Sura 44): \(703\)

He said: The knowledge of it is with my Lord, in (verse 52 of Sura 20): 131 + 146 + 124 + 212 + 90 = \(703\)

And when a Messenger from Allah came to them (verse 101 of Sura 2): \(703\) (or 704)

will come after me, his name is (verse 6 of Sura 61): \(703\)

Pharaoh a Messenger (verse 15 of Sura 73): 406 + 297 = \(703\)

a Messenger to Bani (Children) of Israel (verse 49 of Sura 3): \(703\)

And if you count Nima (Blessings) (verse 18 of Sura 16): (6 + 51) + (481 + 165) = 57 + 646 = \(703\)

Day of Itamam (Completion) of Nima (Blessings): 56 + (482 + 165) = 56 + 647 = \(703\)

Waquf (Stand up) of the pilgrims on Arafat: 192 + 46 + 110 + 355 = \(703\)

Sabi Ashar (Seventeenth): 133 (or 132) + 570 = \(703\) (or 702)

Nuzul (Descent) of Wahy (Revelation) of the Quran upon the Prophet: 93 + 24 + 383 + 110 + 93 = \(703\)

Day of Abdication of Al-Hussein: 56 + (488 + 159) = 56 + 647 = \(703\)

Australia: \(703\)

Saiqa (Shocking Event) (verse 13 of Sura 41) + Kingdom of Israel: 265 (or 266) + [135 + 303 (or 302)] = 265 (or 266) + 438 (or 437) = \(703\) (702 or 704)

Island of Worshippers of the Satan: 225 + [77 + 401 (or 400)] = 225 + 478 (or 477) = \(703\) (or 702)

The Latin Kingdom: 166 + 537 = \(703\) (This is the name that Eastern Orthodox Christians used to refer to Crusaders’ Kingdom in the Middle East)
Daoud ibn Messiah (City/State) of Awar Dajjal (Anti-Christ), Messiah Son of David: $109 + [308 + 69 + 149 + 53 (or 52) + 15] = 109 + 594 (or 593) = 703 (or 702)

And come to me as Muslims (verse 31 of Sura 27): $6 + 467 + 230 = 703$

Brethren of (Prophet) Lot (verse 13 of Sura 50): $658 (or 657) + 45 = 703 (or 702)$

Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or Outbreak of War) of Manhattan: $156 + 547 = 703$

Hadd (Destruction) of the Britan (Britons): $9 + 694 = 703$

Fall (collapse) of Island of the Britons: $175 + 528 = 703$

Al-Saiha (The Scream) of the British Juzor (Isles): $144 + 559 = 703$

The Poles (of the Earth) + The British Juzor (Isles): $144 + (241 + 318) = 703$

The Abtar (Dis-membered) Dajjal: $69 + 634 = 703$

The Dajjal + The Piercing (description of the Tariq Star) (verse 3 of Sura 86): $69 + 634 = 703$

Promise of the Awda (Return) of Knights of the Ma‘bad (Temple): $80 + (85 + 391 + 147) = 80 + 623 = 703$

The young men to the Cave (verse 10 of Sura 18): $526 + 41 + 136 = 703$

Day, the duration of it is one thousand years (verse 5 of Sura 32): $703$

His servant at night from the Haram Masjid (Mosque) to (verse 1 of Sura 17): $83 + (71 + 90 + 138) + (280 + 41) = 83 + 299 + 321 = 703$

Await the day the sky (or Heaven) brings (verse 10 of Sura 44): $703 + (56 + 811 + 133) = 703 + 1000 = 1703$

The sky (or Heaven) brings an evident Smoke (verse 10 of Sura 44): $811 + 133 + 2 + 655 (or 654) + 102 = 1703 (or 1702)$

Awaiting the Mawid (Appointment or Appointed Time): $1552 + 151 = 1703$

Awaiting Day of the Deen (Judgment or Religion): $1552 + 151 = 1703$

Day of Ninth + Zu Hijjat: $56 + 530 (or 531) + (706 + 411) = 56 + [530$
Nuzul (Descent) of the Quran, the Majeed (Glorious) + The Preserved Board: $93 + [382 (or 383) + 88] + (75 + 1065) = 93 + 470 (or 471) + 1140 = 1703 (or 1704)

We have descended him/it in the Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat (Eve) (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 97): \textbf{1703 (1702 or 1704)}

a day, Allah shall send a man from People of My House, who shall fill it with Justice: $56 + 602 + 66 + 234 + 90 + 36 + 422 + 92 (or 93) + 105 = 1703 (or 1704)$ (This a Hadith)

Qaim (Valuable) to warn about severe punishment from Him (verse 2 of Sura 18): $151 + 990 + (64 + 319 + 90 + 89) = 151 + 990 + 562 = 1703$

Qaim (Valuable) to warn about (verse 2 of Sura 18) + The Hour: $151 + 990 + 562 = 1703$

Bashir (Bearer of good news) and Nazeer (Warner) and there is no nation but (verse 24 of Sura 35): \textbf{1703 (1704 or 1705)}

Their news in the Haq. They are youths who believed in their Lord and Zidnahom (we increased them or gave them more) (verse 13 of Sura 18): $1684 (or 1685) + 19 = 1703 (or 1704)$

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. O you who have believed (verse 1 of Sura 60): $(102 + 66 + 329 + 289) + [10 (or 11) + 17 + 791 + 99] = 786 + 917 (or 918) = 1703 (or 1704)$

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem + Promise of the Akhira (End Times) (verse 7 of Sura 17): $(102 + 66 + 329 + 289) + [80 + 837 (or 838)] = 786 + 917 (or 918) = 1703 (or 1704)$

prostrate to Allah who brings out (verse 25 of Sura 27): \textbf{1703}

The Heavens and the Earth. He has been (verse 6 of Sura 25): $[538 (or 539) + 6 + 1032] + 56 + 71 = 576 (or 577) + 56 + 71 = 1703 (or 1704)$

Recite and your Lord is the Most Honorable, who taught (verse 3 – 4 of Sura 96): $302 + 6 + 222 + 292 + 741 + 140 = 1703$

The White House + Washington: $(443 + 844) + 416 (or 415) = 1287 + 416 (or 415) = 1703 (or 1702)$
Cursed are those who Kafaru (have disbelieved or covered the truth) from among Bani (Children) of Israel (verse 78 of Sura 5): 1703 (or 1702)

Haq (True) and we left some of them (verse 98 – 99 of Sura 18): 1703

The next morning, there was nothing to be seen except their homes. This is how We punish the people. (verse 25 of Sura 46): 686 + 1017 = 1703

And in the morning, they were determined that they were able to do it (verse 25 of Sura 68): 1703 (equivalent to 703) (1703 = 13 x 131) (1703 is the 1436th Composite Number) (2008 is the 1703rd Composite Number)

Of what was left by the family of Moses, and the family of Aaron, carried by the Angels. It is in this, there is a Sign for you if you are Believers. (verse 248 of Sura 2): 81 + 620 + 31 + 116 + 6 + 31 + 261 (or 262) + 483 + 136 (or 137) + 51 + 90 + 750 + 48 = 2703 (2704 or 2705) (2703 is the 2309th Composite Number) (3150 is the 2703rd Composite Number)

 workload on the Angels. In this, there is a Sign for you if you are Believers. (verse 248 of Sura 2): 6 + 32 + 261 + 483 + 136 (or 137) + 51 + 90 + 750 + 48 + 90 + 51 + 510 + 196 = 2703 (2704 or 2705)

until the Bayina (Evidence) came to them, a Messenger from Allah, reciting purified scriptures, in which there are valuable books and those who have been given the Book would not have become divided (parted ways) except after the Bayina (Evidence) came to them and (they) have not been (verse 1 – 5 of Sura 98): 418 + 856 + 98 + 296 + 90 + 67 + 447 + 179 + 259 + 96 + 422 + 155 + 6 + 41 + 780 + 791 + 414 + 454 + 32 + 90 + 76 + 41 + 450 + 98 + 6 + 41 = 6703

Secrets of Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, End Times, or Upheaval): 462 + 56 + 186 (or 187) = 704 (or 705) (= 695 + 9) (851 is the 704th Composite Number) (704 is the 577th Composite Number) (577 is the 106th Prime Number) (5309 is the 704th Prime Number)
Iqtirab (Approach or the act of getting nearer): 704

يکор اﻟﺒﻞ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺛﻘﺎئر
Makes the Night overlap the Day (verse 5 of Sura 93): 704

له ما في السماوات
He has what is in the Heavens (verse 6 of Sura 20): 704

لآيات ﺑﻲ ﻓﻲ ﺷرال ﻋﺎم ل ﺗﺎم ﻋﻠﻰ
Signs for the People (verse 22 of Sura 30): 704

يوم انسحاب إسرائيل من لبنان
Day of Withdrawal of Israel from Lebanon: 56 + [122 + 303 (or 302) + 90 + 133] = 56 + 648 (or 647) = 704 (or 703)

كتب عرabi
Arabic Book: 422 (or 423) + 282 = 704 (or 705)

عيسى ابن مريم وجبها في الدنيا
Jesus son of Mary, a Wajih (Noble or Prominent figure) in the Dunya (World before the End Times) (verse 45 of Sura 3): 704

النبي مسيح عيسى ابن مريم
The Prophet, Messiah, Jesus ibin (son) of Mary: 93 + 118 + 150 + 53 (or 52) + 290 = 704 (or 703)

سماح رسول الله
Son of Mary, Messenger of Allah (verse 157 of Sura 4): 52 (or 53) + 290 + (296 + 66) = 52 (or 53) + 290 + 362 = 704 (or 705)

ابن مريم + عمران
Son of Mary + Omran: 53 + 290 + 361 = 704

السلطان صلاح الدين الهビジ
The Sultan Salah Eddeen Al-Ayyubi (The Muslim leader who liberated Jerusalem from the Crusaders) + Palestine: 181 + (129 + 95) + 60 + 239 = 181 + 224 + 60 + 239 = 704

يوم مغارة + البراق
Day of Miraj (Ascension to Heaven) + Al-Buraq: (56 + 314) + 334 = 370 + 334 = 704

الإسراء + ليه القدر
The Israa (miraculous journey) + Night of the Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97): (294 + 75) + 335 = 369 + 335 = 704

نزلت تورة
Nuzul (Descent) of Torah: 93 + 611 (or 612) = 704 (or 705)

خامس + آب
Fifth + Ab (August - in Greater Syria & Iraq): 701 + 3 (or 4) = 704 (or 705)

زحزمة أحمد الأسير + هدى عبرا
Hazima (Defeat) of Ahmad Al-Aseer + Hadd (Destruction) of Abra: 67 + (53 + 302) + (9 + 273) = 67 + 355 + 282 = 704 [Sunni Sheikh Ahmad Al-Aseer, Imam of Masjid (Mosque) of Bilal son Rabah in Abra, a district of city of Saida, Lebanon, and his ally former singer Fadl Shaker, were defeated by Shia’s Hizb Allah and the Lebanese Army in a battle that started on Sunday June 23, 2013 (Shaban 14, 1434 Hijri) (Tammuz 15, 5773 Jewish) (2456.466.5th Julian). It lasted for about 24 hours till June 24, 2013. This means it happened in the Middle (or Half) of Shaban, traditionally an important day for Muslims.]
We have brought (or given) you **seven** of (verse 87 of Sura 15): 481 (482 or 483) + 133 + 90 = **704  (705 or 706)**

The Promise + The Vatican: 111 + 593 = **704**

The Promise + The Awar (who has a defect) Dajjal (Anti-Christ), Messiah Son of David: 111 + [308 + 69 + 149 + 52 (or 53) + 15 ] = 111 + 593 (or 594) = **704  (or 705)**

**Going to be resurrected** (verse 16 of Sura 37): 704

Alexandria, Virginia: 350 + 354 = **704**

Saiqa (Shocking Event) (verse 13 of Sura 41) + Kingdom of Israel: 266 (or 265) + [135 + 303 (or 302)] = 266 (or 265) + 438 (or 437) = **704  (702 or 703)**

Star of Shira (name of **Sirius Star** as called by Ancient Arabs): 93 + 611 = **704**

[It is mentioned in verse 49 of Sura 53 (Al-Najm, meaning the Star), immediately before verses 50 - 51 that talk about the devastation of the people of Aad and Thamud by God.]

**Descent (coming down)** of the Shira (name of **Sirius Star** as called by Ancient Arabs): 93 + 611 = **704**  
[It is mentioned in verse 49 of Sura 53 (Al-Najm, meaning the Star), immediately before verses 50 - 51 that talk about the devastation of the people of Aad and Thamud by God.]

September: **704**

Promise of Nakba (Catastrophe) of Manhattan: (80 + 77) + 547 = 157 + 547 = **704**

Promise of + the Waqia (Event) (Sura 56) + City of New York: (80 + 213) + (109 + 302) = 293 + 411 = **704**

were of our signs as a wonder. (verse 9 of Sura 18): 77 (or 78) + 90 + 462 + 75 = **704  (or 705)**

The Caller calls from a close location (verse 41 of Sura 50): (65 + 126 + 90 + 111) + 312 = 392 + 312 = **704**

the Caller from a close place. The Day (verse 41 - 42 of Sura 50): 136 + 90 + 110 (or 111) + 312 + 56 = **704  (or 705)**

to the prayer on day of the Friday, move fast (verse 9 of Sura 62): **704**

But I am a Messenger from Lord (verse 61 of Sura 7. This the 1015th verse
of the Quran): 704

a Messenger, he passes from between (verse 25 - 27 of Sura 72): 296 + 136 + 120 + 90 + 62 = 704

And when a Messenger from Allah came to them (verse 101 of Sura 2): 6 + 71 + 50 + 296 + 90 + 124 + 67 (or 66) = 704 (or 703)

Abd (Slave, Servant, or Worshipper) of Allah arose calling him, they were about to scheme against him (verse 19 of Sura 72): 704

his Lord, so he made him from the Saliheen (Righteous) (verse 50 of Sura 68): (207 + 188 + 90) + 219 = 485 + 219 = 704

After him (Pharaoh) to Bani (Children) of Israel, inhabit (verse 104 of Sura 17): 90 + 81 + 92 + 303 (or 302) + 138 = 704 (or 703) (equivalent to 704)

and they, so that they know the promise of Allah is Haq (true or Due Date) and the Hour (verse 21 of Sura 18): 155 + 187 + 51 + 80 + 66 + 108 + 6 + 51 = 704

Say : The knowledge of it is with my Lord (God). (verse 187 of Sura 7): 130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 212 = 704

When will its docking (arrival) be? Say: The knowledge of it is with my Lord (God). No one uncovers its timing (verse 187 of Sura 7): 1704 (or 1705) (1704 is the 1437th Composite Number) (2009 is the 1704th Composite Number)

Nuzul (Descent) of the Quran, the Majeed (Glorious) + The Preserved Board: 93 + [383 (or 382) + 88] + (75 + 1065) = 93 + 471 (or 470) + 1140 = 1704 (or 1703)

A light and divided it into stages so that you know the number of years and the Hisab (Judgment or Calculation). Did not (verse 5 of Sura 10): 256 (or 257) + 6 + 309 + 128 + 577 + 78 + 201 + 6 + 102 + 41 = 1704 (or 1705)

Telling you the number of years and the Hisab (Judgment or Calculation). (Allah) did not create (verse 5 of Sura 10): 547 + [78 + 201 + 6 + 101 (or 102)] + (41 + 730) = 547 + 386 (or 387) + 771 = 1704 (or 1705)

Entry of the Othmaniyeen (Ottomans) + Constantinople: 640 + 761 (or 762) + 303 = 1704 (or 1705) (The Ottomans led by Sultan Mohammad II conquered and entered Constantinople on May 29, 1453)

End Times, we bring you scrolls and by/in the Haq, we have descended him and by/in the Haq, he has descended and have not (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): 1704 (or 1705)
ذإ  ﺑﻌﺚ  ﻓﯿﮭﻢ  رﺳﻮل

When he sent among them a Messenger. (verse 164 of Sura 3): **1704 (or 1705)**

فاذًا جاء وعد الآخره

When Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17) & (verse 104 of Sura 17): 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) = **1704 (or 1705)**

بسم الله الرحمن الرحيم + وعد الآخره

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem + Promise of the Akhira (End Times) (verse 7 of Sura 17): (102 + 66 + 329 + 289) + [ 80 + 838 (or 837)] = 786 + 918 (or 918) = **1704 (or 1703)**

بسم الله الرحمن الرحيم + وعد الآخره يا أبها الذين آمنوا

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. O you who have believed (verse 1 of Sura 60): (102 + 66 + 329 + 289) + [11 (or 10) + 17 + 791 + 99] = 786 + 918 (or 917) = **1704 (or 1703)**

الرحبان الرحيم إن آتناه في ليله القدر وما أدراك ما ليله

The Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful). We have descended him/it in the Laila (Eve) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Laila (Eve) (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 97): [330 (or 329) +289 + 52 + 144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 335] + (6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75) = 1315 (1314 or 1313) + 389 = **1704 (1702 or 1703)**

اﻟﺸﻤﺲ  +  اﻟﻤﻐﺮب

the Sun + the West: 431 + 1273 = **1704**

اﻻ  ﻣﮫأ  ﻣﻦ إن و ﻧﺬﻳﺮ و  ﺑﺸﯿﺮا

Bashir (Bearer of good news) and Nazeer (Warner) and there is no nation but (verse 24 of Sura 35): **1704 (1703 or 1705)**

اﻟﺸﻤﺲ+  اﻟﻤﻐﺮب

the Sun + the West: 431 + 1273 = **1704**

إﻻ  ﻣﮫأ  ﻣﻦ إن و ﻧﺬﻳﺮ و  ﺑﺸﯿﺮا

Bashir (Bearer of good news) and Nazeer (Warner) and there is no nation but (verse 24 of Sura 35): **1704 (1703 or 1705)**

اﻟﻐﯿﺐ  ﺳﺮ  ﻛﺎﺷﻒ

Kashif (Revealer or Uncoverer) of Secret of the Gha yb (Unseen, Future, or Metaphysical World): 401 + (260 + 1043) = 401 + 1303 = **1704**

اﻟﺴﺎﻋﺖ+  ﻟﯿﻨﺬر

The Hour + warn about (verse 2 of Sura 18): **1704 (or 1703)**

اﻟﺸﻤﺲ+  اﻟﻤﻐﺮب

the Sun + the West: 431 + 1273 = **1704**

اﻟﺴﺎﻋﺖ+  ﻟﯿﻨﺬر

The Hour + warn about (verse 2 of Sura 18): **1704 (or 1703)**

اﻟﺴﺎﻋﺖ+  ﻟﯿﻨﺬر

The Hour + warn about (verse 2 of Sura 18): **1704 (or 1703)**

الشمس + الغرب

the Sun + the West: 431 + 1273 = **1704**

اﻟﻐﯿﺐ  ﺳﺮ  ﻛﺎﺷﻒ

Kashif (Revealer or Uncoverer) of Secret of the Gha yb (Unseen, Future, or Metaphysical World): 401 + (260 + 1043) = 401 + 1303 = **1704**

اﻟﺴﺎﻋﺖ+  ﻟﯿﻨﺬر

The Hour + warn about (verse 2 of Sura 18): **1704 (or 1703)**

الشمس + الغرب

the Sun + the West: 431 + 1273 = **1704**

إﻻ  ﻣﮫأ  ﻣﻦ إن و ﻧﺬﻳﺮ و  ﺑﺸﯿﺮا

Bashir (Bearer of good news) and Nazeer (Warner) and there is no nation but (verse 24 of Sura 35): **1704 (1703 or 1705)**

اﻟﻐﯿﺐ  ﺳﺮ  ﻛﺎﺷﻒ

Kashif (Revealer or Uncoverer) of Secret of the Gha yb (Unseen, Future, or Metaphysical World): 401 + (260 + 1043) = 401 + 1303 = **1704**

اﻟﺴﺎﻋﺖ+  ﻟﯿﻨﺬر

The Hour + warn about (verse 2 of Sura 18): **1704 (or 1703)**

الشمس + الغرب

the Sun + the West: 431 + 1273 = **1704**

إﻻ  ﻣﮫأ  ﻣﻦ إن و ﻧﺬﻳﺮ و  ﺑﺸﯿﺮا

Bashir (Bearer of good news) and Nazeer (Warner) and there is no nation but (verse 24 of Sura 35): **1704 (1703 or 1705)**

كأنك يجبتك ريك ويلمك من

ZaZalika (That is how or In addition), your Lord will choose you and teach you of (verse 6 of Sura 12): 771 (or 770) + 445 + 222 + 6 + 170 + 90 = **1704 (or 1703)**
Yaduh (invoking, calling or praying to) him, they were about to attack him. Say: I Adu (invoke, call or pray to) my Lord and do not worship any thing along with him. Say: I (verse 19 – 21 of Sura 72):

\[
\sum (95 + 32 + 142) + (115 + 36 \text{ (or 37)} + 130 + 92 + 81 \text{ (or 82)} + 212 + 6 + 31 + 521 + 7 + 13 + 130 + 61) = 269 + 1435 \text{ (1436 or 1437)} = 1704 \text{ (or 1706)}
\]

Wise and Expert, that you do not worship except Allah. I am for you (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 11):

\[
\sum (78 + 812 + 32 + 483 \text{ (or 482)} + 32) + (66 \text{ (or 67)} + 111 + 90) = 1437 \text{ (or 1436)} + 267 \text{ (or 268)} = 1704 \text{ (or 1705)}
\]

a day, Allah shall send a man from People of My House, who shall fill it with Justice: 56 + 602 + 66 + 234 + 90 + 36 + 422 + 93 \text{ (or 92)} + 105 = 1704 \text{ (or 1703)}

(This a Hadith about the Mahdi)

Allah has sent to you Talut, as a King. They said: How would (verse 247 of Sura 2): 1704 \text{ (or 1705)}

creating a human from clay, from mud (verse 28 of Sura 15): 1704

Masra (Murder or Death) of the Pope Francis + Akhir (Last) Pope:

\[
\sum (400 + 37 + 460) + [801 \text{ (or 802)} + 6] = 897 + 807 \text{ (or 808)} = 1704 \text{ (or 1705)}
\]

No, he was stubborn against our Ayat (Signs). I will exhaust him upwardly (increasingly or progressively). He thought (verse 16 – 18 of Sura 74): 1704

The human remembers what he strove for (verse 35 of Sura 79): 1704

When Promise of Sydney, Australia comes: 1704

Latitude 51 degrees, North: 1070 + (51 + 212) + 371 = 1333 + 371 \text{ = 1704} \text{ (London is located on Latitude 51 degrees North)}

Day of Ninth + Zu Hijjat: 56 + 531 \text{ (or 530)} + (706 + 411) = 56 + [531 \text{ (or 530)} + 1117] = 56 + 1648 \text{ (or 1647)} = 1704 \text{ (or 1703)}

gathering the people for a day, there is no doubt it. Allah does not fail in fulfilling the promise (verse 9 of Sura 3): 1704

Do not corrupt in the Ard (Earth or Land) (verse 11 of Sura 2): 1704

to drive you out of it and they do not (verse 7 of Sura 17): 1704

the Land to drive you out of it and (verse 7 of Sura 17): 2704 \text{ (or 2705)}
And We said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When (verse 104 of Sura 17): 2704 (or 2705)

The Tabut (Coffin or Ark) in which there is Sakina from your Lord and the remainder of Family of Moses and Family of Aaron left (verse 248 of Sura 2): 2704

We are narrating to you best of the stories with what we revealed to you this Quran and even though you had been (verse 3 of Sura 12): 2704

We are narrating to you best of the stories with what we revealed to you this Quran and even though you had been (verse 3 of Sura 12): 2704

When Joseph said to his father: O Father, I saw eleven (verse 4 of Sura 12): 2704 (or 2705)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. The Rahman taught the Quran, created the human, taught him (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 55): 2704 (or 2705)

For them, there is a reward, not undeservedly. So, what will make you disbelieve after (verse 6 – 7 of Sura 95): 2704
And if they Yuridu (intend, plan or attempt) to trick you, your judge is Allah, he is the one who has supported you by his aid and by the Believers (verse 62 of Sura 8. This is the 1222nd verse from the beginning of the Quran and the 5015th verse from the end of the Quran): [6 + 51 + 230 (or 231) + 51 + 710 + 131 + 90] + [66 (or 67) + 11 + 741 + 35 + 347 + 6 + 229 (or 230)] = 1269 (or 1270) + 1435 (1436 or 1437) = 2704 (2705 or 2706)

The home of the End Times is better for those who (verse 32 of Sura 6): 2704 (or 2703) + 1434: [(278 + 570) + 422 (or 423)] + 1434 = [848 + 422 (or 423)] + 1434 = 1270 (or 1271) + 1434 = 2704 (or 2705)

When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque, like they entered it the first time. (verse 7 of Sura 17): 3704 (= 2 x 2 x 2 x 463) (equivalent to 704) (3704 is the 3186th Composite Number) (4294 is the 3704th Composite Number)

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Read in the name of your Lord who created. He created the human (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 96): 66 + 329 + 289 + 302 + 103 + 222 + 741 + 730 + 730 + 192 = 3704

Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful) A.L.M.S. A book has been brought down to you, so do not have in your chest any embarrassment by it, so that you may warn by it (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 7): 3704 (or 3705)

And there is for you a reward, not undeserved, and you have great moral character (verse 3 - 4 of Sura 68 ): 3704 (or 3705)

whose verses have been firmly structured, then detailed, from Hakeem (Wise) and Khabeer (Expert), that you do not worship except Allah. (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 11): 469 + 418 (or 417) + 540 + 600 + 90 + 84 + 78 + 812 + 32 + 483 + 32 + 66 = 3704

In them the Omr (life span). This Dunya (World before the End Times) is eyes, you are in them the sight. This Dunya is Sky, you are in it: (96 + 341) + [ 710 (or 711) + 96 + 136 + 451 + 96 + 323 + 710 (or 711) + 96 + 102 + 451 + 96] = 437 + 3267 (or 3269) = 3704 (or 3706) (This is part of Um Kulthum’s song which hints to the Mahdi and the End Times)

Al-Tasi wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Ninth) + Tammuz (July) + 2022: (562 + 6 + 661) + 453 + 2022 = (1229 + 453) + 2022 = 1682 + 2022 = 3704

Your Lord to Aad, Iram, the one which has pillars,
which has never been created like it among (verse 6-8 of Sura 89): 3704

The Muzzamil, stay up the night (in prayers), except for a little while, half of it or subtract from it a little, or add to it and recite the Quran as a recital. We are going to Nulqi (throw/deliver/reveal/bestow) to/upon you a heavy message (verse 1-5 of Sura 73): 1434 + 3270 (or 3269) = 4704 (or 4703) (4704 is the 4068th Composite Number)

If you do well, you do well to yourselves and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter (verse 7 of Sura 17): (51 + 559 + 559) + [281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837)] + [107 (or 108) + 80 + 6 + 681] = 169 + 2661 (or 2660) + 874 (or 875) = 4704 (or 4707)

How would you know what lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is. Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from (verses 2–4 of Sura 97): 4704 (or 4705)

R. A book whose verses have been firmly structured, then detailed, from Hakeem (Wise) and Khabeer (Expert), that you do not worship except Allah. I am for you from him a Nazeer (Warner) and Basheer (Bearer of good news) and that you ask for forgiveness from your Lord, then (verse 1–2 of Sura 11): [200 + 422 (or 423) + 469 + 416 (or 417) + 540 + 600 + 90 + 84 + 78 + 812 + 32 + 483 + 32 + 66 + 111] + [90 + 95 + 960 + 6 + 512 + 6 + 51 + 1747 (or 1748) + 262 + 540] = 4435 (4436 or 4437) + 4269 (or 4270) = 8704 (or 8705)

The person being questioned about it is not more knowledgeable than the questioner: 41 + 173 (or 177) + 126 + 143 + 90 + 132 (or 123) = 705 (696 or 709) (705 is the 578th Composite Number) (852 is the 705th Composite Number) (5323 is the 705th Prime Number) (4705 is the 4069th Composite Number) (This is a famous Hadith about the Hour)

The person being questioned about it is not more knowledgeable than the questioner: 41 + 173 (or 177) + 126 + 143 + 90 + 132 (or 123) = 705 (696 or 709) (705 is the 578th Composite Number) (852 is the 705th Composite Number) (5323 is the 705th Prime Number) (4705 is the 4069th Composite Number) (This is a famous Hadith about the Hour)

Secrets of Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, End Times, or Upheaval): 462 + 56 + 187 (or 186) = 705 (or 704)

Akmalt (I have completed) your Deen (Religion or Judgment) for you (verse 3 of Sura 5): 491 + 90 + 124 = 705
the Caller from a close place. The Day (verse 41 - 42 of Sura 50):

136 + 90 + 111 (or 110) + 312 + 56 = **705 (or 704)**

Ihya (Resurrection) of John Paul, the Second: 21 + (54 + 38) + 592 = 21 +

(92 + 592) = **705**

Fifth + Ab (August as known in Greater Syria & Iraq): 701 + 4 (or 3) = **705 (or 704)**

We have brought (or given) you seven of (verse 87 of Sura 15): 482 (481 or 483) + 133 + 90 = **705 (704 or 706)**

made their Idda (number or period) except (verse 31 of Sura 74): **705**

is coming, so forgive (verse 85 of Sura 15): 446 (or 447) + 259 = **705 (or 706)**

Infijar (Explosion) of King David Hotel: 335 + (234 + 121 + 15) = 335 + 370 = **705**

[On July 22, 1946 (Shaban 23, 1365 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5706 Jewish) (2432,023.5th Julian day), the western part of the southern wing of King David Hotel in Jerusalem, which was serving as headquarters of the British Mandate, collapsed due to explosives set off by Irgun, a Zionist terrorist group led by Menahim Begin, who later became Prime Minister of Israel.]

Day of Hudna (truce or armistice) of Israel and Syria: 56 + [ 64 + 302 (or 303) + 6 + 277] = 56 + 649 (or 650) = **705 (or 706)**

[Prophet Mohammad (p) mentioned that there will be 4 truces (or armistices) between Muslims and Bani Asfar (Western Romans), then they break the 4th truce and attack Muslims. In 1949, Israel signed an Armistice (Truce) agreement with each of its neighbouring Arab countries to end 1948 war. The fourth and last of these Armistice agreements was signed between Israel and Syria on July 20, 1949 (Ramadan 23, 1368 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5709 Jewish Calendar) (2433,117.5 or 2433,118th Julian day). ]

Arabic Book: 423 (or 422) + 282 = **705 (or 704)**

We have brought down to you the Book (verse 2 of Sura 39) & (verse 105 of Sura 4): (52 + 139 + 61) + 453 (or 454) = 252 + 453 (or 454) = **705 (or 706)**

And follow what is inspired (or revealed) to you from (verse 2 of Sura 33): **705**

Nuzul (Descent) of Torah: 93 + 612 (or 611) = **705 (or 704)**

Nine Sineen (years): 535 + 170 = **705**

Wahid Ishreen (Twenty One) + Yuly (July): [19 (or 18) + 630] + 56 = 649 (or 648) + 56 = **705 (or 704)**
Son of Mary, Messenger of Allah (verse 157 of Sura 4): 53 (or 52) + 290 + 296 + 66 = 705 (or 704)

The Promise + The Awar (who has a defect) Dajjal (Anti-Christ), Messiah Son of David: 111 + [308 + 69 + 149 + 53 (or 52) + 15 ] = 111 + 594 (or 593) = 705 (or 704)

The Promise + The Awar Dajjal, the first Messiah: 111 + [308 + 69 + 68 + 149 ] = 111 + 594 (or 593) = 705 (or 704)

Islam Abad, the Pakistan: (132 + 8) + 565 = 140 + 565 = 705

When Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17) & (verse 104 of Sura 17): 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) = 1705 (or 1704) (1705 is the 1438th Composite Number) (2010 is the 1705th Composite Number)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem + Promise of the Akhira (End Times) (verse 7 of Sura 17): [102 + 67 (or 66) + 329 + 289] + [ 80 + 838 (or 837)] = 787 (or 786) + 918 (or 918) = 1705 (or 1704)

Entry of the Ottoman Empire (Ottomans) + Constantinople: 640 + 762 (or 761) + 303 = 1705 (or 1704) (The Ottomans conquered and entered Constantinople on May 29, 1453)

Khamisa Ishreen (Twenty Five) + Safar: (705 + 630) + 370 = 1335 + 370 = 1705

The one whom a Messiah shall pray behind him : 741 + 130 + 119 (or 118) + 715 = 1705 (or 1704)

A day, Allah shall send a man from People of My House, who shall fill it with Justice: 56 + 602 + 67 (or 66) + 234 + 90 + 36 + 422 + 93 (or 92) + 105 = 1705 (or 1704) (This a Hadith about the Mahdi)

We have sent unto you a Messenger, as witness upon you, like we sent, to (verse 15 of Sura 73): 52 + [342 + 101 + 296 + 309 (or 310) + 170] + (61 + 342 + 32) = [52 + 1218 (or 1219)] + 435 = 1270 (or 1271) + 435 = 1705 (or 1706)

And when Jesus son of Mary said: O Children of Israel (verse 6 of Sura 61): 1705

Assassination of the King AbdAllah: 1442 + 121 + (76 + 66) = 1442 + 121 + 142 = 1705

Collapse of Mine of Copper and Gold : 740 + 133 + (119 + 6 + 707) = 740 + (133 + 832) = 740 + 965 = 1705
Nuzul (Coming down) of the Quran from the Preserved Board: \[93 + 382 \text{ (or 383)} + 90 + 75 + 1065 = 1705 \text{ (or 1706)}

Bidaya (Beginning) of Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) of Apollo 11 from the Moon to the Earth: \[22 + (93 + 45 + 11 + 90 + 371 + 41 + 1032) = 22 + 1683 = 1705\] (The beginning of Apollo 11’s descent from the Moon to the Earth was on July 22, 1969)

Visit of the Western Jidar (Wall): \[223 + (239 + 1243) = 223 + 1482 = 1705\]

The Atomic Bomb of Hiroshima: \[(187 + 572) + 946 = 759 + 946 = 1705\]

Day of Istiada (Re-capture or Getting back) of the Khawarizm the Aqsa: \[56 + (541 + 885 + 223) = 56 + 1649 = 1705\]

Day of Discovery of Comet Hale – Bopp: \[56 + 802 + 792 + [45 \text{ (or 46)} + 10] = 56 + 802 + [792 + 55 \text{ (or 56)}] = 56 + [802 + 847 \text{ (or 848)}] = 56 + 1650 \text{ (or 1649)} = 1705 \text{ (or 1706)}\] [Comet Hale – Bopp was discovered on the night of July 22 - 23, 1995 (Safar 25, 1416 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5755 Jewish Calendar) (2449,922nd Julian Day)]

Yaduh (invoking, calling or praying to) him, they were about to attack him. Say: I Adu (invoke, call or pray to) my Lord and do not worship any thing along with him. Say: I (verse 19 – 21 of Sura 72): \[95 + 32 + 142] + [115 + 36 \text{ (or 37)} + 130 + 92 + 82 \text{ (or 81)} + 212 + 6 + 31 + 521 + 7 + 13 + 130 + 61] = 269 + 1436 (1435 or 1437) = 1705 \text{ (1704 or 1706)}

When will its docking (arrival) be? Say: Its knowledge is with my Lord (God). No one uncovers its timing (verse 187 of Sura 7): \[1705 \text{ (or 1704)}\]

Allah has sent to you Talut, as a King. They said: How would (verse 247 of Sura 2): \[1705 \text{ (or 1704)}\]
الرض ليخروجك منها وإذا And We said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When (verse 104 of Sura 17): 2705 (or 2704) (= 5 x 541) (equivalent to 705) (2705 is the 2311th Composite Number) (3152 is the 2705th Composite Number)

أربعية عشر شعبان + 1434 = [(278 + 570) + 423 (or 422)] + 1434 = 1271 (or 1270) + 1434 = 2705 (or 2704)

كذلك يحتميك ربك ويعملك من تأويل الأحاديث Then, your Lord (God) will choose you and teach you interpretation of narrations (or visions) (verse 6 of Sura 12): 770 + 445 + 222 + 6 + 170 + 90 + 447 + 555 (or 554) = 2705 (or 2704)

وإن لك أجرا غير ممنون وإنك لعلى خلق عظيم And there is for you a reward, not undeserved, and you have great moral character (verse 3 - 4 of Sura 68): 3705 (or 3704)

فإذا جاء وعد الآخره ليسوا ووجوهكم وليدخلوا المسجد كما دخلوه أول مره When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque, like they entered it the first time. (verse 7 of Sura 17): 3705 (3704 or 3706) (equivalent to 705) (3705 is the 3187th Composite Number) (4295 is the 3705th Composite Number)

إن أحسنتم أجرا لا ننسكم وإن أتساموا فإذا جاء وعد الآخره ليسوا ووجوهكم وليدخلوا If you do well, you do well to yourselves and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter (verse 7 of Sura 17): (51 + 559 + 559) + [281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837)] + [108 (or 107) + 80 + 6 + 681] = 169 + 2661 (or 2660) + 875 (or 874) = 4705 (or 4704)

ما أدرىك ما ليله القدر ؟ ليله القدر خير من ألف شهر تنزل الملائكة و الروح فيهاباذن ربه من We descended it (or hi in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is. Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from (verses 2 – 4 of Sura 97): 4705 (or 4704) (4705 is the 4069th Composite Number)

إنا أنزلن فيه في ليله القدر وما أدريكم ما ليله القدر ليله القدر خير من ألف شهر تنزل الملائكة و الروح فيهاباذن ربه من كل أمر We descended it (or hi in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every Command (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): 52 + 143 (or 142) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 235 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 = 5705 (or 5704)
Umawi Caliph Al-Walid bin Abd Al-Malik (who ruled from 705 AD till 715 AD) commissioned the construction of the Umawi Mosque of Damascus in 705 AD (86 Hijri) and it was completed in 714 AD (96 Hijri).

The Aqsa Mosque's construction (on the site of small modest timber Mosque built at the time of Caliph Omar bin Khattab) was commissioned by Umawi Caliph Abd Al-Malik bin Marwan, but his son, Caliph Al-Walid bin Abd Al-Malik (who ruled from 705 AD till 715 AD) oversaw its completion in 705 AD. In 713 - 714 AD, a series of earthquakes ravaged Jerusalem, destroying the eastern section of the mosque, which was subsequently rebuilt during Caliph Al-Walid's rule. In order to finance its reconstruction, Al-Walid had gold from the dome of the Rock minted to use as money to purchase the materials. In 1033 AD, an earthquake severely damaging the mosque. On July 11, 1927, a major earthquake in Palestine damaged the Aqsa Mosque and Dome of the Rock Mosque.

On Saturday, July 28, 1945, at 9:40 a.m. local time, (Shaban 18, 1364 Hijri) (Av 18, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,664.5th or 2431,665th Julian day), during World War II, a U.S. bomber, piloted in thick fog by Lieutenant Colonel William Franklin Smith, Jr., in a routine mission transporting soldiers from Massachusetts to New York City's LaGuardia Airport, crashed into the north side of the Empire State Building, in New York, between the 79th and 80th floors, where the offices of the National Catholic Welfare Council were located. The building consists of 102 floors and it is 1,454 ft (443.2 m) high. The crash resulted in fourteen deaths (three crewmen and eleven people in the building).

♦ ثور (Taurus, Bull, or Ox): 706 (= 2 x 353) (706 is the 579th Composite Number) (854 is the 706th Composite Number) (5333 is the 706th Prime Number)

ثور Thawr (Taurus, Bull, or Ox): 706 (= 2 x 353) (706 is the 579th Composite Number) (854 is the 706th Composite Number) (5333 is the 706th Prime Number)

 Camel + Thamud: 156 + 550 = 706

 هذا This (verse 71 of Sura 27): 706

إليكم رسول شهد unto you a Messenger, as witness (verse 15 of Sura 73): 101 + 296 + 309 = 706

ليله بدائه أول مرحله من نهايه الزمن Lailat (Eve) of Bidaya (Beginning) of Awwal (First) phase of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): 75 + 22 + [37 + 283 + 90 + 71 + 128 (or 129)] = 75 + [22 + 609 (or 610)] = 75 + 631 (or 632) = 706 (or 707)

هبوط الشيطان الرجيم Hubut (Descent) of the Satan Al-Rajeem (who deserves to be pelted): 22 + [400 (or 401) + 284] = 22 + 684 (or 685) = 706 (or 707)

مسجد أحمد باشا الجزاز Masjid (Mosque) of Ahmad Pasha, the Jazzar (Slaughterer): 107 + [(53 + 304) + 242] = 107 + 599 = 706

كم دخلوه Like they entered it (verse 7 of Sura 17): 61 + 645 = 706

ليله انتهاء الهدنة الأولى Lailat (Eve or Night) of Intiha (End) of the first Hudna (Truce): 75 + 458
Day of Hudna (truce or armistice) of Israel and Syria: 56 + [64 + 303 (or 302) + 6 + 277] = 56 + 650 (or 649) = 706 (or 705)

Prophet Mohammad (p) mentioned that there will be 4 truces (or armistices) between Muslims and Bani Asfar (Western Romans), then they break the 4th truce and attack Muslims. In 1949, Israel signed an Armistice (Truce) agreement with each of its neighbouring Arab countries to end 1948 war. The fourth and last of these Armistice agreements was signed between Israel and Syria on July 20, 1949 (Ramadan 23, 1368 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5709 Jewish Calendar) (2433,117.5 or 2433,118th Julian day).

Day of Wilada (Birth) of George Bush, the Son: 56 + [46 + (212 + 308) + 84] = 56 + 46 + (520 + 84) = 56 + (46 + 604) = 56 + 650 = 706

Church + Vatican: 145 + 561 (or 562) = 706 (or 707)

Solomon, but the Shaiateen (Satans, Devils, or Demons) (verse 102 of Sura 2): 706 (or 707)

We have brought (or given) you seven of (verse 87 of Sura 15): 483 (481 or 482) + 133 + 90 = 706 (704 or 705)

is coming, so forgive (verse 85 of Sura 15): 447 (or 446) + 259 = 706 (or 705)

from (or than) one thousand months. (verses 3 of Sura 97): 90 + 111 + 505 = 706

Day of Promise of passage of the Star: 56 + 80 + (446 + 124) = 56 + (80 + 570) = 56 + 650 = 706

Day of Discovery of Comet Hale – Bopp: 56 + 802 + 792 + [46 (or 45) + 10] = 56 + 802 + [792 + 56 (or 55)] = 56 + [802 + 848 (or 847)] = 56 + 1650 (or 1649) = 1706 (or 1705) [Comet Hale – Bopp was discovered on July 23, 1995 (Safar 25, 1416 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5755 Jewish Calendar) (2449,922nd Julian Day)]

Promise of the Qiyama (Upheaval or Beginning of the End Times) + 1440 = [80 + 186 (or 187) ] + 1440 = 266 (or 267) + 1440 = 1706 (or 1707)

And in the End Times, there is torment (verse 20 of Sura 57): 1706 (or 1707)

Alignment (or lining up) of eleven Planets and the Sun and the Moon: [261 + 13 + 570 + 48 (or 49)] + 6 + (431 + 6 + 371) = 892 (or 893) + 6 + 808 = 1706 (or 1707) (1706 is the 1439th Composite Number) (2012 is the 1706th Composite Number)

Day of Accident/Event of Inhiyar (Collapse) of mine of the Gold: 56 + [512 (or 513) + 267 + 133 + 738] = 56 + 1650 (or 1651) = 1706 (or 1707)

Nuzul (Coming down) of the Quran from the Preserved Board: 93 +
383 (or 382) + 90 + 75 + 1065 = 1706 (or 1705)

Yaduh (invoking, calling or praying to) him, they were about to attack him. Say: I Adu (invoke, call or pray to) my Lord and do not worship any thing along with him. Say: I (verse 19 – 21 of Sura 72): (95 + 32 + 142) + [115 + 37 (or 36) + 130 + 92 + 82 (or 81) + 212 + 6 + 31 + 521 + 7 + 13 + 130 + 61] = 269 + 1437 (1435 or 1436) = 1706 (1704 or 1705)

Day of Thani wa Ishreen (Twenty Second): 56 + [561 (or 560) + 6 + 630] = [56 + 1197 (or 1196)] + 453 = 1253 (or 1252) + 453 = 1706 (or 1705)

Your Lord who created. He created the human from (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 96): 222 + 741 + 730 + 730 + 193 (or 192) + 90 = 2706 (or 2705)

Like that or Furthermore), We let them be found so they know that promise of Allah is true and that the Hour, there is no (verse 21 of Sura 18): 2706 (2706 is the 2312th Composite Number)

When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque, like they entered it the first time. (verse 7 of Sura 17): 3706 (3704 or 3705) (equivalent to 705) (= 2 x 17 x 109) (3706 is the 3188th Composite Number)

The 3706th verse of the Quran is verse 1 of Sura 36 “YaSeen”.

On July 22, 1706, the details of the Treaty of Union were agreed upon, and separate Acts of Union were later passed by the parliaments of England and Scotland to ratify the Treaty. This treaty was for the union of Kingdom of England and Kingdom of Scotland and it led to the creation of the Kingdom of Great Britain, which took effect on May 1, 1707. They had been in informal union under the House of Stuart since the death of Queen Elizabeth I on March 14, 1603 when James of Scotland became King of England and Scotland. He also held the title of King of France, as had all his predecessors in the English throne since October 21, 1422. James became King of Scotland on July 24, 1567, at the age of 13 months, and was formally crowned on July 29, 1567. On January 1, 1801 (Shaban 15, 1215 Hijri), Great Britain merged with the Kingdom of Ireland to form the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland. After most of Ireland left the union on December 6, 1922 (Rabi Thani 16, 1341 Hijri), its name was amended on April 12, 1927 (Shawwal 10, 1345 Hijri) to the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.

♦ Gold: 707 (707 is the 580th Composite Number) (855 is the 707th Composite Number) (5347 is the 707th Prime Number)

Zahab (He went or left): 707

Church + Vatican: 145 + 562 (or 561) = 707 (or 706)
Lailat (Eve or Night) of Nihaya (End) of Vatican: 75 + [71 + 561 (or 561)] = 75 + 632 (or 633) = **707 (or 708)**

When he/it comes (verse 1 of Sura 110) & (verse 7 of Sura 17): 702 + 5 = **707**

When he/it comes they enter it (verse 114 of Sura 2): **707**

Lailat (Eve) of Bidaya (Beginning) of Awwal (First) phase of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): 75 + 22 + [37 + 283 + 90 + 71 + 129 (or 128)] = 75 + 632 (or 631) = **707 (or 706)**

Hubut (Descent) of the Satan Al-Rajeem (who deserves to be pelted): 22 + [401 (or 400) + 284] = 22 + 685 (or 684) = **707 (or 706)**

Nuzul (Descent) of Apollo 11 on the surface of the Moon: 93 + 45 + 11 + 110 + 77 + 371 = **707**

Seventeen: 137 + 570 = **707**

On the Haq (Truth or Due Date) and Balance Scale and how would you know, perhaps (verse 17 of Sura 42): **707**

We have not descended (or revealed) to you the Quran (verse 1-2 of Sura 20): 14 + [(41 + 139 + 130) + 383] = 14 + (310 + 383) = 14 + 693 = **707**

The Raheem (Most Merciful). O’ you the Muzzamil (one wrapped in garments). Stay up the (whole) night, except (verses 1 - 2 of Sura 73): **707**

The first one, We send (verse 5 of Sura 17): 84 + 623 = **707**

They were of our Ayat (Miraculous Signs) as a wonder? (verse 9 of
Sura 18): 707

Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Night of the Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97): \(5 + 80 + 212 + (75 + 335) = 297 + 410 = 707\)

Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Day of the Qiyama + The Hour: \(5 + 80 + 212 + [(56 + 187 \text{ (or 186)} + 167] = 297 + [243 \text{ (or 242)} + 167] = 297 + 410 \text{ (or 409)} = 707 \text{ (or 706)}\)

The Hour Taqum (arises, occurs, or starts): \(167 + 540 = 707\)

Masjid (Mosque) of Bilal son of Rabah + Abra: \(107 + [63 + 53 \text{ (or 52)} + 211] + 273 = 107 + 327 \text{ (or 326)} + 273 = 434 \text{ (or 433)} + 273 = 707 \text{ (or 706)}\)

We have blessed its surroundings (or around it) to show him from (verse 1 of Sura 17): \(273 \text{ (or 274)} + (49 + 295 + 90) = 273 \text{ (or 274)} + 434 = 707\)

Israa (miraculous heavenly journey) + Bid (Beginning) of Kingdom of Israel: \(263 + (7 + 135 + 302) = 263 + 444 = 707\)

Hadd (Destruction) of the Vatican + Angels: \(9 + (593 + 105) = 9 + 698 = 707\)

What Al-Mutqoon (the pious) (verse 15 of Sura 25): \(80 + 627 = 707\)

The Othmaniya (Ottoman): 707

Australia (or Australian – means Southern): 707 (or 703)

The Continent of Satan: 306 + 401 (or 400) = 707 (or 706)

Solomon, but the Shaiateen (Satans, Devils, or Demons) (verse 102 of Sura 2): 707 (or 706)

The two Poles, the North + the South: \(193 + (412 + 102) = 193 + 514 = 707\)

Alignment (or lining up) of + Eleven Planets and the Sun and the Moon (verse 4 of Sura 12): \([261 + 13 + 570 + 49 \text{ (or 48)}] + 6 + (431 + 6 + 371) = 893 \text{ (or 892)} + 6 + 808 = 1707 \text{ (or 1706)}\)

Khusf (Collapse) of the United States: \(740 + (479 + 488) = 740 + 967 = 1707 \text{ (or 707)}\)

Day of Accident/Event of Inhiyar (Collapse) of mine of the Gold: \(56 + [513 \text{ (or 512)} + 267 + 133 + 738] = 56 + 1651 \text{ (or 1650)} = 1707 \text{ (or 1706)}\)
Promise of the Qiyama (Upheaval or Beginning of the End Times) + 1440 = [80 + 187 (or 186)] + 1440 = 267 (or 266) + 1440 = 1707 (or 1706)

Get up and warn and glorify your Lord and (verse 2 - 4 of Sura 74): 140 + 1031 + 6 + 222 + 302 + 6 = 1707

Make me come out in an exit (verse 80 of Sura 17): 1707

You shall be exalted/elevated (of arrogance & haughtiness) to a high elevation. When (Promise) comes (verses 4 - 5 of Sura 17): 1707 (or 1705)

Solomon, but the Shaiateen (Satans, Devils, or Demons) disbelieved (covered the truth). They taught people magic (sorcery) and what (verse 102 of Sura 2): 1707

The Satan as Waliy (Diety, Lord, Protector) aside from Allah, he shall lose (verse 119 of Sura 4): 1707

Mosques of Allah, bearing witness against themselves of the disbelief. Those ones, (their deeds) are doomed (verse 17 of Sura 9. This is the 1252nd verse of the Quran): 1707

The Huda (Guide or Guidance), except that they said: Has Allah sent a human Messenger (verse 94 of Sura 17): 50 + (32 + 51 + 137) + (573 + 66 + 502 + 296) = (50 + 220) + 1437 = 270 + 1437 = 1707

These are Ayat (verses or signs) of the evident Book. Perhaps (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 26): 1707

A barrier and we covered them so they do not (verse 36 of Sura 9): 65 + (80 + 1406) + (125 + 31) = 65 + 1486 + 156 = 1707

And what descends from the Heaven and what goes up in it and He is with you wherever you are and Allah with what (verse 4 of Sura 57): 1707

And in the End Times, there is torment (verse 20 of Sura 57): 1707 (or 1706)

The Black at the Dawn, then complete the Siam (Fasting) till (verse 187 of Sura 2): 1707

If they were about to gather against him. Say: I just call my Lord and I do not worship any one (or thing) aside from him. Say: I (verse 19 of Sura 72): 1707

When the Last Day arrives: 782 + 5 + [87 + 833 (or 832)] = 782 + 5 + 920
When Promise of the Khuruj (coming out) occurs: \(782 + 5 + (80 + 840) = 782 + 5 + 920 = \boxed{1707}\)

When Promise of the Tabut (Coffin or Ark) occurs: \(782 + 5 + (80 + 840) = 782 + 5 + 920 = \boxed{1707}\)

his Kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin). In it, there is Sakina (verse 248 of Sura 2): \(95 + 51 + 481 + 840 + 95 + 145 = 1707\) \((1707\text{ is the } 1440^{th}\text{ Composite Number})\) \((2013\text{ is the } 1707^{th}\text{ Composite Number})\)

And He has Keys of the Ghayb (Future, Unseen, Metaphysical Realm) (verse 59 of Sura 6): \([6 + 129 + 529 (or 539)] + 1043 = 664 (674) + 1043 = \boxed{1707 (or 1717)}\)

and the Duha (Forenoon) and the night when it prevails (verses 1 - 2 of Sura 93): \(\boxed{1707}\)

except as Baghta (surprise or all of a sudden). They ask, as if (verse 187 of Sura 7): \(\boxed{1707}\)

A Khalifa (Caliph or Viceregent), they said: Are you going to appoint in it someone who may cause corruption (verse 30 of Sura 2): \(\boxed{1707}\)

The Angels, so He said: Tell me the names of those, if you are truthful. So they said: Subhanaka (Glory to you) (verse 31 of Sura 2): \(\boxed{1707}\)

And when we saved you from people of Pharaoh, who inflicted, upon you, terrible (verse 49 of Sura 2): \(\boxed{1707}\)

the Fire except as Angels and We have not made their Idda (count, number, or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) (verse 31 of Sura 74): \(282 + 32 + 106 (or 105) + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 = \boxed{1707 (or 1706)}\)

Fall of the Bomb of City of Nagasaki, Japan: \(175 + 187 + 109 + 1141 (or 1142) + 95 = \boxed{1707 (or 1708)}\) \([The\ U.S.\ dropped\ an\ Atomic\ Bomb\ on\ Nagasaki,\ Japan\ on\ \text{August 9, 1945}\ at\ 11:02\ AM\ (Japan\ Time),\ meaning\ on\ \text{August 8, 1945}\ at\ 9:02\ PM\ (New\ York\ Time)}\]

Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful). Blessed in the one who brought down the Furqan upon (verse 1 of Sura 25): \(\boxed{2707}\)

For every prophet, there is an enemy from the evil-doers, but enough is your Lord as a guide and supporter. And those who disbelieved said: if (verses 31 – 32 of Sura 25): \(\boxed{2707}\)
With every thing knowledgeable. Allah has made true (fulfilled), for his Messenger, the vision on the Haq, that you shall enter (verse 27 of Sura 48): 2707

Who is more oppressive than the ones who forbid the Mosques of Allah from having his (Allah’s) name mentioned in them (verse 114 of Sura 2. This is the 121st verse): 90 + (971 + 130 + 160 + 107 + 66) + 51 + 930 + 96 + 106 = 90 + 1434 + 1183 = 2707 (or 2708)

Victory of Allah comes and the Fat’h (Conquest) and you see the people entering into the Deen (Religion or Judgment) of Allah in Afwaj (Successive groups or Batches) (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 110): 2707

The Hour is their appointment and the Hour is more grievous and bitter. The evil-doers are in misguidance and madness. The day they will be dragged (verse 46 – 48 of Sura 54): 2707 (or 2708)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman (Most Merciful), the Raheem (Most Merciful). The Haqqa (inevitable event) ! What is the Haqqa? And how would you know what the Haqqa is? Claimed it was a lie (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 69): 2707

Cursed are the hands of Abi Lahab and he is cursed. His Mal (money or assets) and what he has earned shall not exempt him (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 111): 802 + 15 + 13 + 37 + 6 + 402 + 41 + 1061 + 125 + 76 + 6 + 41 + 82 = 2707

The sights of those who have disbelieved. O Our Woe (Woe unto us) ! We have been in Ghafla (unawareness, inattentiveness) regarding this. Indeed, (verse 97 of Sura 21): 294 + 791 + 307 + 107 + 104 + 71 + 90 + 1115 + 90 + 706 + 32 = 1392 + 2315 = 3707

Month of Ramadan in which the Quran was brought down as a guidance to the people and Bayinat (miraculous, evident signs) of guidance and (verse 185 of Sura 2): 3707 (or 3708) (3707 is the 3189th Composite Number)

People of the Fire except as Angels and We have not made their Idda (count, number, or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved (verse 31 of Sura 74): 570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 102 (or 101) + 282 + 32 + 106 (or 105) + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 = 3707 (or 3706)

The Rahman (Most Compassionate- Allah) taught the Quran, created the human being, taught him the Bayan (proper interpretation). The Sun and the Moon taken in to account and the star and the trees prostrate. And the Sky he raised up and placed the Mizan (Balance or Balance Scale). Do not transgress (verses 1 - 8 of Sura 55): [329 (or 330) + 140 + 383 + 730 + 193 + 145 + 94 ] + (431 + 371 + 123 + 6 + 124) + (6 + 534 + 128 + 6 + 133 + 356 + 6 + 876 + 139 + 32 + 139) = 2014 (or 2015) + 1061 + 2632 = 5707 (or 5708)
6555 is the 5707th Composite Number. The sum of all Sura numbers of the Quran is: 6555

The numerical value of all the words of Sura 44 is 96,707 (equivalent to 707)

♦ The Hour has started: 541 + 167 = 708 (or 707) (2x 2x 3 x 59) (708 is the 581st Composite Number) (856 is the 708th Composite Number) (5351 is the 708th Prime Number) (2708 is the 2313th Composite Number)

Day of the Tarwiya: 56 + 652 = 708 (8th of Zu Al-Hijja is called Day of the Tarwiya)

Five + Ab (August): 705 + 3 (or 4) = 708 (or 709)

Setembro (September in Portuguese): 708

Ibtida (Beginning) of the Magic: 409 + 299 = 708

Withdrawal of Israel from South Lebanon: 122 + 302 (or 303) + 90 + 61 + 133 = 708 (or 709)

Szymon Perski: 406 + 302 = 708 (The 9th President of Israel Shimon Peres was elected by the Knesset to the Presidency on June 13, 2007 and was sworn into office on July 15, 2007. He was born, as Szymon Perski, on August 2, 1923.)

From the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful) (verse 2 of Sura 41): 90 + (329 + 289) = 90 + 618 = 708

Medina (City/State) of Awar Dajjal (Anti-Christ), Messiah Son of David: 109 + 308 + 69 + 149 + 52 (or 53) + 21 = 109 + 599 (or 600) = 708 (or 709)

Akhir Zaman (End Times) Research Center: 267 + 512 + 801 + 128 = 1708 (equivalent to 708) (1708 is the 1441st Composite Number) (2014 is the 1708th Composite Number)

The Raheem (Most Merciful). We descended it (or him) in the Night of Qadr. And how would you know what the Night of Qadr is (verses 1 - 2 of Sura 97): 289 + [52 + 143 (or 144) + 90 + 75 + 335] + (6 + 41 + 226 + 41) + (75 + 410) = 289 + [695 (or 696) + 314 + 410] = 289 + 1419 (or 1420) = 1708 (or 1709)

prostrating, so the Angels prostrated, all of them, except (verses 72 – 74 of Sura 38): 708 (707 or 709)
Tammuz (July) 11 + 1244 : (453 + 11) + 1244 = 464 + 1244 = \textbf{1708}

(The Khawarizm re-captured Jerusalem from the Crusaders on \textbf{July 11, 1244}. Since that day, Jerusalem remained under the rule of Muslims until 1917, when Britain captured Jerusalem from the Ottomans.)

Tammuz (July) 11 + Day of Istiada (Getting back) of Bayt-Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness): (453 + 11) + 56 + [541 + (412 + 235)] = 464 + 56 + (541 + 647) = 464 + (56 + 1188) = 464 + 1244 = \textbf{1708} (The Khawarizm captured Jerusalem from the Crusaders on July 11)

Al-Khamis Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Fifth) + Zi Al-Qadat: [732 (or 731) + 661] + (710 + 605) = 1393 (or 1392) + 1315 = \textbf{2708} (or \textbf{2707})

Month of Ramadan in which the Quran was brought down as a guidance to the people and Bayinat (miraculous, evident signs) of guidance and (verse 185 of Sura 2): \textbf{3708} (or \textbf{3707}) (equivalent to \textbf{708}) (\textbf{3708} is the \textbf{3190}th Composite Number)

The Zionist Jews declared the establishment of the \textbf{Medina (State) of Israel} on the land of Palestine on May 14, 1948 (Rajab 5, 1367 Hijri) (Iyar 5, \textbf{5708} Jewish Calendar).

Alamats (Signs) of the Hour: 542 (or 541) + 167 = \textbf{709} (or \textbf{708})  \hspace{.5cm} (\textbf{709} is the \textbf{127}th Prime Number)  \hspace{.5cm} (\textbf{858} is the \textbf{709}th Composite Number)  \hspace{.5cm} (\textbf{5381} is the \textbf{709}th Prime Number)

The person being questioned about it is not more knowledgeable than the questioner: [41 + 177 (or 173) + 126 + 143] + [90 + 132 (or 123)] = 487 (or 483) + 222 (or 213) = \textbf{709} (\textbf{696} or \textbf{705})  \hspace{.5cm} (This is a famous Hadith about the Hour)

2 + 8 + 2 + 2 + 8 + 8 + 2 + 2 = \textbf{709} (This refers to \textbf{September 22})

Five + Ab (August): 705 + 4 (or 5) = \textbf{709} (or \textbf{708})

Entry of the Dajjal: 640 + 69 = \textbf{709}

Withdrawal of Israel from South Lebanon: 122 + 303 (or 302) + 90
From the Ayat (Sign) of his Lord (verse 18 of Sura 53): 709 (708 or 710)

Hadi Ishreen (Twenty First) + Yuly (July): (23 + 630) + 56 = 653 + 56 = 709

The numerical value of the mysterious Opening Nourani Words/Letters (excluding the repetitions), whose meaning is unknown, that begin 29 Suras of the Quran: 1709 (equivalent to 709) (1709 is the 267th Prime Number) (2015 is the 1709th Composite Number)

Qaim (Valuable) to warn of severe punishment from Him and (verse 2 of Sura 18): (151 + 990 + 64 + 319 + 90 + 89) + 6 = 1703 + 6 = 1709

to warn about Day of the Talaqi (Meeting), the day they are (verse 15 - 16 of Sura 40): 990 + 56 + 562 + 56 + 45 = 1709

Day of Nine + Zu Hijjat: 56 + 535 + [707 (or 706) + 411] = 56 + [535 + 1118 (or 1117)] = 56 + 1653 (or 1652) = 1709 (or 1708)

The Ninth + Zu Al-Hijjat: 561 (or 562) + (706 + 442) = 561 (or 562) + 1148 = 1709 (or 1710)

Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) it/he descended. And We have not sent you, except as a Mubashshir (Bearer of good news) (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 (or 143) + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32 + 543 = 1709 (or 1708)

The Raheem (Most Merciful). We descended it (or him) in the Night of Qadr. And how would you know what the Night of Qadr is (verses 1 - 2 of Sura 97): 289 + [52 + 144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 335] + (6 + 41 + 226 + 41) + (75 + 410) = 289 + [696 (or 695) + 314 + 410] = 289 + 1420 (or 1419) = 1709 (or 1708)

And like that, your Lord shall chose you and teach you from (verse 6 of Sura 12): 6 + [770 (or 771) + 445 + 222 + 6 + 170 + 90] = 6 + 1703 (or 1704) = 1709 (or 1710)

Damar (Destruction) of City of Leningrad (Petersburg): 245 + 1464 = 1709

The Rum (Eastern Romans- Russians) have been defeated (verse 2 of Sura 30): 1709
Mine of Copper + Gold + Chile: \[ 133 + (119 + 707) ] + 750 = (133 + 832) + 750 = 959 + 750 = 1709

Iraq’s Dham (Annexation) of the Kuwait : \[ 840 + (402 + 467) = 840 + 869 = 1709 \]
(Iraq announced its annexation of Kuwait on **August 8, 1990**, turning it into its 19th province)

We strike the Big Strike, We are avenging (verse 16 of Sura 44):
\[
361 + (347 + 263 + 52 + 686) = 361 + 1348 = 1709
\]

When it (or he) descends (or drops down) into their yard (square or public land space), the morning of those who have been warned will become bad (verse 177 of Sura 37): 2709

To the People, their judgment, while they are, in Ghafa (inattentiveness or heedlessness), turning away (verse 1 of Sura 21): \[ 338 + 2371 = 2709 \]

The night and we made Aya (Sign) of the Day Mubsira (insightful) so that you seek (verse 12 of Sura 17): \[ (71 + 6) + [ (6 + 154 + 16 + 287 + 337 + 1838 (or 1839) ] = 77 + 2632 (or 2633) = 2709 (or 2710) \]

Al-Khamis wa Al-Ishroon (The Twenty Fifth) + Zi Al-Qadat:
\[
[ 731 (or 732) + 6 + 657 ] + (710 + 605) = 1394 (or 1395) + 1315 = 2709 (or 2710)
\]

And We said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: inhabit the Land. When (Promise of End Times) comes (verse 105 of Sura 17): **2709 (or 2710)**

(2709 is the **2314th** Composite Number) (2314 is the **1969th** Composite Number)

a Messenger from them came to them but they claimed he was a liar (or rejected him) so the torment got them as they (verse 113 of Sura 16): **3709**

(3709 is the **518th** Prime Number) (4300 is the **3709th** Composite Number)

**♦**

**Maseekh (Transformed/False Messiah): 710**
(710 is the **582nd** Composite Number)

(860 is the **710th** Composite Number) (5387 is the **710th** Prime Number) (6558 is the **5710th** Composite Number)

**Shirreer (evil person): 710**

**The Messiah + American President: 149 + (280 + 281) = 149 + 561 = 710**

**Zabh (Slaughter): 710**

**Takfeer (Atonement): 710**

The Jewish holiday, **Yom Kippur** can be translated as **Day of Takfeer (Atonement)**. It occurs on the 10th day of Tishri, the 7th Jewish month, which
can be symbolized by 710.

Takfeer (Accusing others of being unbelievers): 710

For the Unbelievers, there is no Dafi (aversion, way to ward it off) (verse 2 of Sura 70): 710 (or 711)

This refers to September 23

Our Ayat (signs) miraculously. Those are (verse 51 – 52 of Sura 22): 463 (or 464) + 180 + 67 = 710 (or 711)

Day of Bid’a (Beginning) of withdrawal of Israel from Lebanon: 56 + 7 + [122 + 302 (or 303) + 90 + 133] = 56 + [7 + 647 (or 648)] = 56 + 654 (or 655) = 710 (or 711)

Has descended (been revealed) to you from your Lord like (verse 19 of Sura 13): [88 + 61] + (90 + 222 + 139 + 110)] = 149 + 561 = 710

Month of Rajab: 505 + 205 = 710

Ibtida (Beginning) of Burj (Sign) of the Asad (Leo or Lion): 409 + (205 + 96) = 409 + 301 = 710 (July 23 is the 1st day of Leo, zodiac sign)

The Ninth + Zu Al-Hijjat : 562 (or 561) + (706 + 442) = 562 (or 561) + 1148 = 1710 (or 1709) (equivalent to 710) (1710 is the 1442nd Composite Number) (2016 is the 1710th Composite Number)

(14593 is the 1710th Prime Number)

This refers to year 1437 Hijri

Istiada (Getting back) of Muslimeen (Muslims) Bayt-Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness) from Saleebyeen (Crusaders): 541 + 230 + (412 + 235) + 90 + 202 = 541 + 230 + 647 + 90 + 202 = 1710

Maji (Coming) of President of Israel + Shimon Peres + Masjid (Mosque) of the Jazzar + Akka: 53 (or 54) + [280 + 302 (or 303)] + (406 + 229) + (107 + 242) = 53 (or 54) + [582 (or 583) + 635] + 349 = [53 (or 54) + 1217 (or 1218) + 349] + 91 = 1619 (1620 or 1621) + 91 = 1710 (1711 or 1712)

The Latitude Line: 609 + 1101 = 1710

Un-identified Objects: 105 + 1210 + 395 = 1710

Star of David + The Moon + Venus + Jupiter + Saturn + Neptune + Pluto: (98 + 15) + 2597 = 113 + 2597 = 2710
the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval)? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 75): \(2710\) (or \(2711\)) \((= 2 \times 5 \times 271)\)

\(2710\) is the \(2315^{th}\) Composite Number

And We said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: inhabit the Land. When (Promise of End Times) comes (verse 105 of Sura 17): \(2710\) (or \(2709\))

When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque, like they entered it the first time and. (verse 7 of Sura 17): \(3710\) (or \(3711\)) \((3710\) is the \(3191^{st}\) Composite Number)

If you do well, you do well to yourselves and if you do badly, it is for you. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter (verse 7 of Sura 17): \(4710\) (or \(4711\))

On July 2, 710 AD (Ramadan 1, 91 Hijri) (Av 1, 4470 Jewish), Muslims landed for the first time on the southern coastline of Iberian Peninsula (today’s Spain & Portugal), in an exploratory mission led by Tarif bin Malik. The mission was sent by Musa bin Nusair (Governor of North Africa) by
permission of the Caliph Al-Waleed bin Abd Al-Malik of the Umawiyeen Dynasty in Damascus. This led to Muslims’ conquest of the Iberian Peninsula which Muslims called it the Andalus and the beginning of the rule of Muslims in the Andalus which ended with the surrender of Granada, the last city ruled by Muslims in the Andalus, by Abu Abdallah Muhammad XII of the Umawiyeen Dynasty to the Christian King and Queen of Spain on January 2, 1492 AD (Rabi Awwal 2, 897 Hijri).

2710 weeks = 1,639,008,000 seconds

♦ النخل The Palm trees (verse 10 of Sura 50): 711 (711 is the 583rd Composite Number) (861 is the 711th Composite Number) (5393 is the 711th Prime Number)

الشيوت Lusts (verse 59 of Sura 19): 711 (or 712)

ثوره Thawra (Revolution, Uprising): 711

ه‌د إنكلترا Hadd ( Destruction) of England: 9 + 702 = 711

أرتميس Artemis: 711

ه‌د مدينة الفاتيكان Hadd ( Destruction) of City of the Vatican: 9 + (109 + 593) = 9 + 702 = 711

إحياء بابا جان بول الثاني Ihya (Resurrection) of Pope John Paul, the Second: 21 + 6 + (54 + 38) + 592 = 21 + 6 + (92 + 592) = 21 + (6 + 684) = 21 + 690 = 711

بابا يوحننا بول الثاني Pope YoHanna (John) Paul, the Second: (6 + 75 + 38) + 592 = 119 + 592 = 711

بابا يوحننا بول + الفاتيكان Pope YoHanna (John) Paul + The Vatican: (6 + 75 + 38) + 592 (or 593) = 119 + 592 (or 593) = 711 (or 712)

ان يحشر الناس People shall go through Hashr (assembly for death ) (verse 59 of Sura 20): 711

يوم النكبة + مانهاتن Day of the Nakba (Catastrophe) + Manhattan: (56 + 77) + 547 = 164 + 547 = 711

واشنطن + قطاع كولومبيا Washington, Qita (District) of Columbia: 416 + (180 + 115) = 416 + 295 = 711

الإسكندرية مصر Alexandria, Egypt: 381 + 330 = 711

عادا الأولى وثمودا The first Aad and Thamud (verses 50 – 51 of Sura 53): 76 (or 75) + 78 + 6 + 551 (or 550) = 711 (709 or 710)
Promise of Aad and Thamud: $80 + 75 + 550 = 711$

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. O You (verse 1 of Sura 74): $711$ (or $712$)

Our Ayat (signs) miraculously. Those are (verse 51 – 52 of Sura 22): $464$ (or $463$) + $180 + 67 = 711$ (or $710$)

Akmalt (I have completed) your Deen (Religion or Judgment) for you and (verse 3 of Sura 5): $491 + 90 + 124 + 6 = 711$

Hudna (truce or armistice) between Israel and Syria: $64 + 62 + 302$ (or $303$) + $6 + 277 = 711$ (or $710$)

Infijar (Explosion) of King David Hotel: $335 + (234 + 121 + 21) = 335 + 376 = 711$ (or $712$) [On July 22, 1946 (Shaban 23, 1365 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5706 Jewish) (2432,023.5th Julian day), the western part of the southern wing of King David Hotel in Jerusalem, which was serving as headquarters of the British Mandate, collapsed due to explosives set off by Irgun, a Zionist terrorist group led by Menahim Begin, who later became Prime Minister of Israel.]

Day of Surrender of Japan: $56 + [591 (or 592) + 64] = 56 + 655$ (or $656) = 711$ (or $712$) [World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).]

Ahl Baity (People of my House). His name will be similar to my name (This is a Hadith): $36 + 422 + 36 (or 37) + 106 + 111 = 711$ (or $712$)

And we have not made + Name of the Trump except as Donald: $6 + 45 + 1 + 282 + 32 + 95 = 711$

Ain Jalut + Mamaleek: $130 + 440 + 141 = 570 + 141 = 711$ [On Friday, September 3, 1260 AD Julian (September 10, 1260 AD Gregorian) (Ramadan 25, 658 Hijri) (Elul 26, 5020 Jewish), in the Battle of Ain Jalut in Galilee, Northern Palestine, the Muslim Mamaleek (Mamluks) achieved a decisive victory over the Maghool (Mongols or Tatar).]
Lailat (Night) of Landing of Apollo 11 on the surface of the Moon: \( 75 + (22 + 45 + 11 + 110 + 77 + 371) = 75 + 636 = 711 \)

Khilaf (Dispute): \( 600 + 30 + 1 + 80 = 711 \)

A soul does not have capacity (power) (verse 19 of Sura 82): \( 31 + 490 + 190 = 711 \)

On the Throne (verse 5 of Sura 20): \( 110 + 601 = 711 \)

Wife (verse 11 of Sura 66) of the Dajjal (Deceiver or Anti-Christ): \( 642 + 69 = 711 \)

Banu Al-Atrak (Children of the Turks): \( 58 + 653 = 711 \) (or 712)

The Catastrophe + Children of Al-Atrak (the Turks): \( 58 + 653 = 711 \)

Promise to Turkey: \( 80 + 631 = 711 \)

We revived (verse 11 of Sura 50) + Istanbul: \( 80 + 631 = 711 \)

Al-Hadm (Destruction) to Turkey: \( 80 + 631 = 711 \)

Promise to Al-Pakistaniyoon (The Pakistanis): \( 80 + 631 = 711 \)

Al-Hadm (Destruction) of Al-Pakistaniyoon (The Pakistanis): \( 80 + 631 = 711 \)

Day of India + Al-Pakistan: \( 56 + 90 + 565 = 146 + 565 = 711 \)

Day of Al-Mahdi + Al-Pakistan: \( 56 + 90 + 565 = 146 + 565 = 711 \)

The Mahdi + Mecca + Halak (Devastation) of Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: \( 90 + 65 + 56 + (135 + 62 + 303) = 90 + 65 + 56 + 500 = 711 \)

Hadd (Destruction) of the Mosque + Banu (Children) of Israel + The Imam Mahdi: \( (9 + 138) + (58 + 303) + (113 + 90) = 147 + 361 + 203 = 711 \)

Mohammad was not a father of any of your men, but (verse 40 of Sura 33): \( (41 + 71) + (92 + 4) + (13 + 90 + 294) + 6 + 100 = [112 + (96 + 397) + 6] + 100 = (112 + 493 + 6) + 100 = 611 + 100 = 711 \)

In a firm place (verse 21 of Sura 77): \( 90 + (501 + 120) = 90 + 621 = 711 \)

Al-Mahdi Al-Muntazar (The Awaited): \( 90 + 1621 = 1711 \) (equivalent to 711)

\( 1711 \) is the 1443rd Composite Number \( \) (2018 is the 1711th Composite Number)

The Mahdi + The Hashimi (Mahdi’s family name) Caliph +
Prince of the Believers: $90 + (756 + 387) + (251 + 227) = 90 + (1143 + 478) = 90 + 1621 = \textbf{1711}$

The Fire except as Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) (verse 31 of Sura 74): \(282 + 32 + 106 + 6 + 41 + 154 + [523 \ (or \ 519) + 32 + 535] = 621 + 1090 \ (1086) = \textbf{1711 \ (or \ 1707)}\)

So, he brought after them a generation (verse 169 of Sura 7): \textbf{1711}

He has keys of the Ghayb (unseen or future) (verse 59 of Sura 6): \textbf{1711 \ (or \ 1701)}

Day of Nasr (Victory) of the Mamaleek + Hazima (Defeat) of the Mongols: \(56 + (340 + 172) + (67 + 1076) = 56 + (512 + 1143) = 56 + 1655 = \textbf{1711}\)

Kingdom of Gothiyeen (Gothics): \(135 + 1576 = \textbf{1711}\)

Inhizam (Defeat) of the Gothiyeen (Gothics): \(104 + 1607 = \textbf{1711}\)

Like Scattered Butterflies (or moth) (verse 4 of Sura 101): \(632 + 1079 = \textbf{1711}\) (equivalent to \textbf{711})

The evil-doers are in misguidance and fire. (verse 47 of Sura 54): \textbf{1711}

The Atomic Bomb + Manhattan: \(1164 + 547 = \textbf{1711}\) (equivalent to \textbf{711})

The Ghorfat (high ranking places or paradises) (verse 37 of Sura 34): \textbf{1711} (equivalent to \textbf{711})

The End Times, they shall ruin your faces and shall enter (verse 7 of Sura 17): \(837 \ (or \ 838) + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 = \textbf{1711 \ (or \ 1712)}\) (equivalent to \textbf{711})

Surrender of Japan + The Second World War : \[591 \ (or \ 592) + (241 + 187 + 597) - 686 \ (or \ 687) + 1025 = \textbf{1711 \ (or \ 1712)} \] [The surrender documents of Japan were signed aboard the deck of the American battleship USS Missouri on September 2, 1945 (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish), ending World War II]

When is Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval or Beginning of End Times)? When the sight is sparkled (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 75): \([62 + 56 + 186 \ (or \ 187)] + (782 + 302 + 323) = 304 \ (or \ 305) + 1407 = \textbf{1711 \ (or \ 1712)}\)
sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 75): \(2711\) (or \(2710\))

In the name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, Most Merciful + Praise to Allah (God) who descended upon his servant the Book, and did not create in it (or him) crookedness (verse 1 of Sura 18): 

\[
[(102 + 66 + 329 + 289) + (83 + 65 + 741 + 88 + 110 + 81 + 453 \text{ or } 454)] + (6 + 70 + 113 + 35 + 80) = [786 + 1621 \text{ (or } 1622)] + 304 = 2407 \text{ (or } 2408) = 2711 \text{ (or } 2712) \text{ (equivalent to } 711\) (\(2711\) is the 395th Prime Number)

So that We revive, by it, a country/city which is dead and we provide it (as a source of water) to, what we have created, many cattle and people. (verse 49 of Sura 25): \(2711\) (equivalent to \(711\))

And like that your Lord will choose you and teach you interpretation of narrations (verse 6 of Sura 12): 

\[
6 + 770 + 445 + 222 + 6 + 170 + 90 + 447 + 555 = 2711
\]

When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque, like they entered it the first time and (verse 7 of Sura 17): \(3711\) (or \(3710\)) \((= 3 \times 1237)\) (\(3711\) is the 3192nd Composite Number)

\[
آسكتنا الأرض فإذا جاء وعد الآخرة ليسؤوا وجهوهم وليدخلوا المسجد كما دخلوه أول مره وفيه هو إلا لوقتته لم يجلبيه
\]

No one uncovers its timing, except he. It is has become a heavy burden in the Heavens and the Earth. It shall not come to you except as all of a sudden (verse 187 of Sura 7):

\[
5711 \text{ (5711 is the 752nd Prime Number)}
\]

On April 30, 711 AD (May 4, 711 AD Gregorian) (Rajab 7, 92 Hijri) (Iyar 8, 4471 Jewish) , Muslims under the leadership of Tariq Bin Ziyad, at the time of Umayya Caliph, Al-Walid, landed in Gibraltar, beginning the Muslims’ rule over the Andalus (southern Spain & Portugal) which lasted till the surrender of Granada, the last city ruled by Muslims, on January 2, 1492.

Battle of Guadalete between the Christian Visi Goths of Hispania led by their king, Roderic, and an invading force of Muslims led by Tariq bin Ziyad took place near Medina Sidonia (city founded by the Phoenicians in today’s Cadiz province, in Southern Spain), around July 19 – 25, 711 AD (July 19 was Ramadan 27, 92 Hijri). The Muslims defeated the army of the Visigoths.
King Roderic died in the Battle. It was the beginning of Muslims’ rule of Hispania. A Christian Visigothic nobleman named Julian helped the Muslims. It is said that Julian wished the fall of the Visigothic kingdom because his daughter had been raped by Roderic. According to legends surrounding the battle, Roderic arrived to the field in a chariot drawn by eight white mules. Abd Al-Hakam, a Muslim historian, mentioned that the Carpet of Solomon and a gold table covered with gems and other precious stones that once also belonged to Solomon were discovered in Toledo after it was conquered.

♦ Yathrib (an old name of Madina): 712 (= 2 x 2 x 2 x 89) (712 is the 584th Composite Number) (862 is the 712th Composite Number) (5399 is the 712th Prime Number) (4712 is the 4076th Composite Number)

The Euphrates (River): 712 (or 711)

Dawla (State) of City of Vaticano: 45 + [109 + 558 (or 557)] = 45 + 667 (or 666) = 712 (or 711)

Settembre (September in Italian): 712

Lusts (verse 59 of Sura 19): 712 (or 711)

Day of Waqfa (Stand up) on Arafa: 56 + (191 + 110 + 355) = 56 + 656 = 712

you count the Nima (Blessings) of Allah (verse 18 of Sura 16): 481 + 165 + 66 = 712

Tamam (Completion) of Nima (Blessings) of Allah: 481 + 165 + 66 = 712

The Asteroid: 712

Nuzul (descent or coming down) of the Revelation upon Mohammad, Messenger of Allah: 93 + 55 + 110 + 92 + 296 + 66 = 712

Harq (Burning) of Basilica of Peter: 308 + [133 (or 134) + 271] = 308 + 404 (or 405) = 712 (or 713)

He sent upon them Birds in groups (verse 3 of Sura 105): 712

Day of Timur: 56 + 656 = 712

Nasr (Victory) of the Mamaleek (Mamluks) + City of Akka: (340 + 172) + (109 + 91) = 512 + 200 = 712

Hudna (truce or armistice) between Israel and Syria: 64 + 62 + 303 (or
302) + 6 + 277 = 712 (or 711)  [Prophet Mohammad (p) mentioned that there will be 4 truces (or armistices) between Muslims and Bani Asfar (Western Romans), then they break the 4th truce and attack Muslims. In 1949, Israel signed an Armistice (Truce) agreement with each of its neighbouring Arab countries to end 1948 war. The fourth and last of these Armistice agreements was signed between Israel and Syria on July 20, 1949 (Ramadan 23, 1368 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5709 Jewish Calendar) (2433,117.5 or 2433,118th Julian day).]

World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).

The Damar ( Destruction) of New York + London (or Sydney): (276 + 302) + 134 = 578 + 134 = 712

Peace it is till the rise of (verse 5 of Sura 97): 130 (or 131) + 15 + 418 + 149 = 712 (or 713)

He saw from the Ayat (Signs) (verse 18 of Sura 53): 211 + 90 + 411 (412 or 413) = 712 (or 714)

Maraka (Battle) of Hitteen + Hazima (Defeat) of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): (335 + 77) + (67 + 233) = 412 + 300 = 712

Day of Qiyama ( Resurrection, Rise or Upheaval ) + Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: (56 + 156) + (135 + 62 + 303) = 212 + 500 = 712

Kingdom of the followers of Iblees ( DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil): 135 + (474 + 103) = 135 + 577 = 712

And did the good deeds (verse 14 of Sura 22) & (verse 3 of Sura 103): 6 + 147 + 559 = 712

Angleterre / Inglaterra / Inghilterra (England): 712

The Sectarian Fitna ( Strife): 566 + 146 = 712

Wolf: 712

The Catastrophe + The United Kingdom: 58 + (166 + 488) = 58 + 654 = 712

We perish a community, We command (verse 16 of Sura 17): 712
To perish Sydney, We Command China: \(105 + 134 + 292 + 181 = 712\)

Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18) + China + We perish Sydney: \((80 + 212) + 181 + (105 + 134) = 292 + 181 + 239 = 712\)

Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18) + China + We perish Sydney: \((80 + 212) + (104 + 77) + (105 + 134) = 292 + 181 + 239 = 712\)

Hadd (Destruction) of Australia: \(9 + 703 = 712\)

The Perishing + Istanbul: \(163 + 549 = 712\)

Occupation of Lahore: \(470 + 242 = 712\)

Al-Aya (the Sign) + Al-Awda (the Return) + Istanbul: \((47 + 116) + 549 = 163 + 549 = 712\)

Hazima (Defeat) of the Zionist Entity + Al-Kuffar (Unbelievers): \(67 + (112 + 202) + 331 = 67 + 314 + 331 = 712\)

Hazima (Defeat) of Bani (Children) of Israel + Awda (Return) of the Quds (Jerusalem): \((67 + 62 + 303) + (85 + 195) = 432 + 280 = 712\)

Promise of End of State of Israel + The Jewish Temple: \((80 + 71 + 45 + 303) + (147 + 66) = 499 + 213 = 712\)

Line of Iblees (Devil, Diablo): \(609 + 103 = 712\)

Line of Latitude 33: \(609 + (1070 + 33) = 609 + 1103 = 1712\) (equivalent to 712)

And the trumpet was blown (verse 20 of Sura 50) + The British Juzor (Isles): \(6 + (730 + 90 + 327) + (241 + 318) = 6 + 1147 + 559 = 1153 + 559 = 1712\) (equivalent to 712)

Promise of Allah + Mountain of Gold + Australia: \((80 + 66) + (35 + 90 + 738) + 703 = 146 + 863 + 703 = 1712\)

Day when their plotting will not substitute for them (verse 46 of Sura 52): \(1712\) (equivalent to 712)

British Iram (Iram is ancient city destroyed by God) + Became scattered particles of no value. (verse 6 of Sura 56): \((241 + 318) + (551 + 9 + 593) = 559 + 1153 = 1712\) (equivalent to 712)
Whom Allah guides is the Muhtad (Guided) and whom He sends astray (verse 17 of Sura 18): **1712** (equivalent to **712**)

His Messenger with the guidance and religion of the truth to make him victorious (verse 9 of Sura 61): **1712** (equivalent to **712**)

We seek help. Guide us to the straight path (verses 5-6 of Sura 1): **1712** (equivalent to **712**)

The End Times, they shall ruin your faces and shall enter (verse 7 of Sura 17): **838** (or **837**) + **107** + **80** + **6** + **681** = **1712** (or **1711**) (equivalent to **712**)

Return of Pope John Paul, the Second + The Destruction + The Vatican: **278** + **(37 + 75 + 98 + 592)** + **40 + 592** (or **593**) = **278 + 802 + 40 + 592** (or **593**) = **1712** (or **1713**) (equivalent to **712**)

Return of Pope John Paul, the Second + End of Vatican: **278** + **(37 + 75 + 98 + 592)** + **71 + 561** (or **562**) = **278 + 802 + 71 + 561** (or **562**) = **1712** (or **1713**) (equivalent to **712**)

When is Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval or Beginning of End Times)? When the sight is sparkled (verse 6-7 of Sura 75): **1712** (or **1711**)

The White House + Washington: **443** + **844** + **425** (or **426**) = **1287 + 425** (or **426**) = **1712** (or **1713**)

Saddam Hussein’s Ghazu (Invasion) of Kuwait: **1013** + **(135 + 128)** + **436** = **1013 + 263 + 436** = **1013 + 699** = **1712**

Al-Thani wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Second) + Tammuz (July – as known in Greater Syria & Iraq): **592** + **6 + 661** + **453** = **1259 + 453** = **1712**

Maji (Coming) of President of Israel + Shimon Peres + Masjidd (Mosque) of the Jazzar + Akka: **54** (or **53**) + **[280 + 303 (or 302)]** + **(406 + 229)** + **(107 + 242)** = **54** (or **53**) + **[583 (or 582) + 635]** + **349** = **54** (or **53**) + **1218** (or **1217**) + **349** + **91** = **1621** (1620 or 1619) + **91** = **1712** (1710 or 1711)

Surrender of Japan + The Second World War: **[592 (or 591) + 95]** + **(241 + 187 + 597)** = **687** (or **686**) + **1025** = **1712** (or **1711**) | **World War II** ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September **2, 1945** around **9:00 AM** (Tokyo Time) **(Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri)** (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar)
Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).

Fled from their homes (or homelands) and they were thousands, fearing death (verse 243 of Sura 2): 2712 (or 2713) (equivalent to 712) (2712 is the 2316th Composite Number).

And like that, We let them be found, so that they know that the promise of Allah is true and the Hour there is no doubt (verse 21 of Sura 18): 6 + 770 + 822 + (155 + 187 + 51 + 80 + 66 + 108 + 6 + 51) + (167 + 31 + 212) = 6 + 770 + 822 + 704 + 410 = 2712 (or 2711) (equivalent to 712).

Iraq started its invasion of Kuwait on August 2, 1990.

♦ The Hour occurs (verse 55 of Sura 30): 546 + 167 = 713 (713 is the 585th Composite Number) (864 is the 713th Composite Number) (5407 is the 713th Prime Number) (4713 is the 4077th Composite Number).

Itmam (Completion) of Nima (Blessings) of Allah: 482 + 165 + 66 = 713.

Day of Wuquf (Standing) on Arafa: 56 + (192 + 110 + 355) = 56 + 657 = 713.

Night of the Israa + Al-Miraj (miraculous heavenly journey): 75 + [293 (or 294) + 345] = 75 + 638 (or 639) = 713 (or 714).

He saw from the Ayat (Signs) (verse 18 of Sura 53): 211 + 90 + 412 (411 or 413) = 713 (712 or 714).

Harq (Burning) of Basilica of Peter: 308 + [134 (or 133) + 271] = 308 + 405 (or 404) = 713 (or 712).

Peace it is till the rise of (verse 5 of Sura 97): 131 (or 130) + 15 + 418 + 149 = 713 (or 712).
Hanging of Saddam Hussein: \(450 + 135 + 128 = 713\)

The Promise + Halak (Destruction) of Manhattan: \((111 + 56) + 546 = 167 + 546 = 713\)

Nuclear Nakba (Disaster) + Ibada (Annihilation) of Manhattan: \((77 + 77 + 13) + 546 = 167 + 546 = 713\)

Russia + New York + London (or Sydney): \((277 + 302) + 134 = 579 + 134 = 713\)

Jami (Mosque) of Ahmad Pasha, the Jazzar (Slaughterer): \(114 + 53 + 304 + 242 = 713\)

Church of the Holy Sepulchre (also known as Church of Al-Qiyama. It is located in Jerusalem): \(145 + (333 + 235) = 145 + 568 = 713\)

The President, Barack Hussein Obama: \(311 + (223 + 128 + 51) = 311 + 402 = 713\)

Mustajeer (Seeker of refuge): \(713\)

The two Poles, the North and the South: \(193 + 412 + 6 + 102 = 713\)

Your State + The Jewish Temple: \(500 + (147 + 66) = 500 + 213 = 713\)

Kingdom of Bani (Children of) Israel + The Jewish Temple: \([135 + 62 + 303 (or 302)] + (147 + 66) = 500 (or 499) + 213 = 713 (or 712)\)

Al-Inhizam (The Defeat) + Bani (Children of) Israel + The Jewish Temple: \([135 + 62 + 303 (or 302)] + (147 + 66) = 500 (or 499) + 213 = 713 (or 712)\)

Awda (Return) of Palestine and the Hadm (Destruction) + Israel: \(85 + 239 + 6 + 80 + 303 = 713\)

Promise of Allah + Hazima (Defeat) of Kingdom of Bani (Children of) Israel: \((80 + 66) + 67 + [135 + 62 + 303 (or 302)] = 146 + 67 + 500 (or 499) = 713 (or 712)\)

The Arabs’ Hadd (Destruction) of Madina (State) of Israel: \(9 + 303 + 109 + 411 (or 412) = 713 (or 714)\)
Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Washington : (5 + 80 + 212) + 416 = 297 + 416 = 713

Al-Saiqa (The Shocking Event) + The Malhama Al-Kubra (Big Battle) : 296 + (154 + 263) = 296 + 417 = 713

Al-Saiqa (The Shocking Event) + London, Britain : 296 + 134 + 283 = 713

Hadm (Destruction) of Paris, France: 49 + (273 + 391) = 49 + 664 = 713

Mountain of Gold has been found + The Gold Coast (in Queensland, Australia): 13 + (35 + 90 + 738 ) + (99 + 738) = 13 + 863 + 837 = 1713

Mountain of Gold has been found + Sydney, Australia: 13 + (35 + 90 + 738 ) + (134 + 703) = 13 + 863 + 837 = 1713

The White House + Washington: (443 + 844) + 426 (or 425) = 1287 + 426 (or 425) = 1713 (or 1712)

Al-Maseekh (The Transformed/False Messiah) + The British United Kingdom: 741 + (166 + 488 + 318 ) = 741 + 972 = 1713 (equivalent to 713)

The Messiah + The Vatican + The British United Kingdom: 149 + 592 + (166 + 488 + 318 ) = 149 + 592 + 972 = 1713 (equivalent to 713)

Return of Pope John Paul, the Second + The Destruction + The Vatican: 278 + (37 + 75 + 98 + 592) + 40 + 593 (or 592) = 278 + 802 + 40 + 593 (or 592) = 1713 (or 1712) (equivalent to 713)

The Dajjal son of Joseph + Pope John Paul, the Second + The Destruction + The Vatican: (69 + 53 + 156 ) + (37 + 75 + 98 + 592) + 40 + 593 (or 592) = 278 + 802 + 40 + 593 (or 592) = 1713 (or 1712) (equivalent to 713)

Return of Pope John Paul, the Second + End of Vatican : 278 + (37 + 75 + 98 + 592) + 71 + 562 (or 561) = 278 + 802 + 71 + 562 (or 561) = 1713 (or 1712) (equivalent to 713)

His coffin in the Catholic Church: (814 + 90 + 176) + 633 = 1080 + 633 = 1713 (equivalent to 713)

The Knowledge of it is with Allah. And how would you know? Perhaps the Hour is going to be soon (verse 63 of Sura 33): 1713 (equivalent to 713)

Soil, that is an unlikely return ( verse 3 of Sura 50 ): 1713
1713 is the 1445th Composite Number (2020 is the 1713th Composite Number)

The Islamic Caliphate: 1141 (or 1142) + 572 (or 573) = 1713 (1714 or 1715)

I saw eleven planets, and the Sun and the Moon, I saw them (verse 4 of Sura 12): 2713 (equivalent to 713)

And we said after him to Bani (Children) of Israel. Inhabit the Land. When (verse 104 of Sura 17): [ 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 311 (or 312) + 138 + 1032 + 80 ] + 702 = 2011 (or 2012) + 702 = 2713 (or 2714)

Fled from their homes (or homelands) and they were thousands, fearing death (verse 243 of Chapter 2): 2713 (or 2712) (equivalent to 713) (2713 is the 396th Prime Number) (3160 is the 2713th Composite Number)

Thalith wa Ishreen (Twenty Third) + Jumada Thania + 1422: (1031 + 6 + 630) + 58 + 566 + 1422 = 1667 + 58 + 566 + 1422 = 3713 [ On Tuesday, September 11, 2001 Gregorian (August 29, 2001 Julian) (Jumada Thania 23 (or 22), 1422 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5761 Jewish) (2452, 163.5th Julian day), the Zionists implemented their terrorist attack on New York City and Washington DC. ]

Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. Laila of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace it is till rise of the Dawn (verse 2 – 5 of Sura 97): 75 + [335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 130 (or 131) + 15 + 418 + 149 + 314] = 75 + 5638 (or 5639) = 5713 (or 5714)

On July 22, 1306, King Phillip, the Fair, ordered expulsion of all Jews out of France and arrested 100,000 Jews. This was the day after the solemn fast of the 9th of Av which has often seen calamitous occurrences for Jews. From 1306 to 2019 (possible Beginning of the End Times), there are 713 years.

Night of the Israa + Al-Miraj (miraculous heavenly journey): 75 + [294 (or 293) + 345] = 75 + 639 (or 638) = 714 (or 713) ( = 2 x 3 x 7 x 17) (714 is the 586th Composite Number) (865 is the 714th Composite Number)

He saw from the Ayat (Signs) (verse 18 of Sura 53): 211 + 90 + 413 (411 or 412) = 714 (712 or 713)

Night of Crossing of the Red Yam (Sea): 75 + 278 + (81 + 280) = 75 + (278 + 361) = 75 + 639 = 714 (This refers to the Children of Israel’s miraculous Crossing of the Red Sea led by Moses.)

Paradises and rivers. (verse 54 of Sura 54): 453 (or 454) + 6 + 255 = 714 (or 715)
Wafat (Death) of Khadija: $92 + 622 = 714$ (Prophet Mohammad (p)’s first wife, Khadija, died on Ramadan 1)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Promise of Intiha (End) of first Hudna (Truce):
$75 + 80 + 458 + (37 + 64) = 75 + 80 + (458 + 101) = 75 + (80 + 559) = 75 + 639 = 714$ (The first Truce between the Arabs and the Jews in 1948 war in Palestine ended and the war was resumed on July 8, 1948 (Shaban 29, 1367 Hijri). This day started the decisive “Battle of the Ten Days” till July 18, 1948 which tilted the course of the war heavily in favor of the Jews.)

قريب من مكان ينادي من مكان قريب the Caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): $75 + (126 + 90 + 111 + 312) = 75 + 639 = 714$

The Spirit and the Angels stand in line (verse 38 of Sura 78): $156 + 245 + 6 + 136 (or 137) + 171 = 714$ (or 715)

We (God) have not made their Idda (count, number, or period) (verse 31 of Sura 74): $41 + 154 + 519 = 714$

Raj’a (Return) of the Prophet Son of Mary: $278 + 93 + [53 (or 52) + 290] = 278 + [93 + 343 (or 342)] = 278 + 436 (or 435) = 714$ (or 713)

You shall corrupt in (verse 4 of Sura 17): $624 + 90 = 714$

Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Malhama Al-Kubra (Big Battle): $(5 + 80 + 212) + (154 + 263) = 297 + 417 = 714$

The Fat’h (Opening or Conquest) + Al-Quds (Jerusalem): $519 + 195 = 714$

Amerikiyeen (Americans) + Al-Britaniyeen (The Britons): $341 + 373 = 714$

The Tariq + Israeliyeen (Israelites): $341 + 373 = 714$

You shall not understand (verse 93 of Sura 18): $341 + 373 = 714$

The Islamic Caliphate: $1142 (or 1141) + 572 (or 573 ) = 1714 (1713 or 1715)$

يا إسرائيل + مملكة إسرائيل من النيل إلى الفرات O Israel + Kingdom of Israel is from the Nile to the Euphrates: $[11 + 302 (or 303)] + [135 + 302 (or 303)] + (90 + 121 + 41 + 712) = 313 (or 314) + [437 (or 438) + 964] = 313 (or 314) + 1401 (or 1402) = 1714 (1715 or 1716) (1714 is the 1446th Composite Number)

و قلنا من بعده لبني إسرائيل أسكنوا الأرض فإذا And we said after him to Bani (Children) of Israel. Inhabit the Land. When (verse 104 of Sura 17): $[6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 312 (or 311) + 138 + 1032 + 80 ] + 702 = 2012 (or 2011) + 702 = 2714 (or 2713)
Listen the day the caller calls from a near place, the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) on the Haq, that is Day of (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): $[571 + 56 + 65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141 + 750 (or 751)] + 56 = 2658$ (or $2659$) + $56 = 2714$ (or $2715$) = $2 x 23 x 59$ ($2714$ is the $2317^{th}$ Composite Number)

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. The Hour has approached and the Moon has been cracked and when they are shown a sign, they turn away and say (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 54): $[66$ (or $67) + 329$ (or $330) + 289 + 1103 + 167 + 6 + 51 ] + (400 + 371 + 6 + 51 + 217 + 412 + 1087 + 6 + 153)$ = $2011$ (2012 or 2013) + $2703 = 4714$ ($4715$ or $4716$)

You are whom we worship and you are the one from whom we seek support. Guide us to the straight path, the path of those whom you have blessed (verses 5 – 7 of Sura 1): $3714$ (or $3715$) (equivalent to $714$) ($= 2 x 3 x 619$) ($3714$ is the $3195^{th}$ Composite Number)

Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. Laila of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace it is till rise of the Dawn (verse 2 – 5 of Sura 97): $75 + [335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136$ (or $137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131$ (or $130) + 15 + 418 + 149 + 314]$ = $75 + 5639$ (or $5638) = 5714$ (or $5713$)

It is We who revive the Dead People (verse 12 of Sura 36): $715$ ($715$ is the $587^{th}$ Composite Number) $866$ is the $715^{th}$ Composite Number)) ($5417$ is the $715^{th}$ Prime Number)

Bani Al-Atrak (Children of the Turks): $62 + 653 = 715$

The Haughtiness: $715$

Khilfa (Dispute): $715$

Hadi Ishreen (Twenty First) + Yulyu (July – in Egypt): $(23 + 630) + 62 = 653 + 62 = 715$

Hadi wa Ishreen (Twenty First) + Yuly (July): $(23 + 6 + 630) + 56 = 659 + 56 = 715$

Paradises and rivers. (verse 54 of Sura 54): $454$ (or $453) + 6 + 255 = 715$ (or $714$)

We (God) have not made People (or Guardians) of the (Hell) Fire, other than Angels (verse 31 of Sura 74): $41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 105 = 715$
The Spirit and the Angels stand in line (verse 38 of Sura 78): $156 + 245 + 6 + 137 (or 136) + 171 = 715$ (or 714)

The life of the Dunya (World before the End Times) and the Day the Witnesses rise. (verse 51 of Sura 40): $715$

a near place, the day they hear (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): $111 + 312 + 56 + 236 = 715$

September 11: $704 + 11 = 715$

The American People: $403 + 312 = 715$

The Truth has come (verse 81 of Sura 17) + Day of Exodus + New York: $144 + 56 + 213 + 302 = 715$

The Truth has come (verse 81 of Sura 17) + Day of Exodus of Al-Amreek (The Americans): $144 + 56 + 213 + 302 = 715$

Manhattan + In the name of Allah: $547 + (102 + 66) = 547 + 168 = 715$

(equivalent to 715)

Allah (God) + Al-Nihaya + Manhattan: $(66 + 102) + 547 = 168 + 547 = 715$

(equivalent to 715)

Allah (God) + Atomic Bomb + Manhattan: $66 + 1102 + 547 = 1715$

(equivalent to 715)

Promise of my Lord/God comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + End of Canada + America: $(5 + 80 + 212) + 71 + 75 + 272 = 297 + 71 + 75 + 272 = 715$

The Russians + End of Canada + America: $(5 + 80 + 212) + 71 + 75 + 272 = 715$

End of America + Al-Amerikyeen (The Americans): $71 + 272 + 372 = 715$

Nihaya (End) of People of America: $71 + (372 + 272) = 71 + 644 = 715$

Al-Hazima (The Defeat) + The American United States + End of America: $(98 + 1274) + 71 + 272 = 1372 + 71 + 272 = 1715$ (equivalent to 715)

The Islamic Caliphate: $1142 (or 1141) + 573 (or 572) = 1715 (1713 or 1714)$

The Earth trembles (verse 14 of Sura 73): $683 + 1032 = 1715$ ($= 5\times 7 \times 7 \times 7$)
(1715 is the 1447th Composite Number) (2022 is the 1715th Composite Number)

And that HoWa (He) is Lord of the Shira (Sirius Star) and that he perished (destroyed) the first Aad and Thamud (verse 49 – 51 of Sura 53): 1715

We decrease the Land at its edges (verse 41 of Sura 13): 1032 + (296 + 90 + 297) = 1715 (equivalent to 715)

Mine of Copper and Gold + Chile: [133 + (119 + 6 + 707)] + 750 = (133 + 832) + 750 = 965 + 750 = 1715

The one who sent on a journey his servant at night from the Haram Mosque to (verse 1 of Sura 17): 1715

O Israel: Kingdom of Israel is from the Nile to the Euphrates: 11 + [303 (or 302) + 135 + 302 (or 303) + 90 + 121 + 41 + 712] = 11 + 1704 (1703 or 1705) = 1715 (1714 or 1716)

The Halak (Devastation) of Saint Petersburg, Russia + Al-Rusiyeen (The Russian): 87 + 2261 + 367 = 2715 (equivalent to 1715)

Atomic Bombs + The American United States + End of America: (1098 + 1274) + 71 + 272 = 2372 + 71 + 272 = 2715 (equivalent to 715)

When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17): [782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838)] + [107 (or 108) + 80 + 6 + 680 (or 681) + 138 ] = 1704 (or 1705) + 1011 (1012 or 1013) = 2715 (2716 or 2717)

Listen the day the caller calls from a near place, the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) on the Haq, that is Day of (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): 571 (or 570) + 56 + 65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141 + 751 (or 750) + 56 = 2659 (2657 or 2658) + 56 = 2715 (2713 or 2714)

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. The Hour has approached and the Moon has been cracked and when they are shown a sign, they turn away and say (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 54): [66 (or 67) + 330 (or 329) + 289 + 1103 + 167 + 6 + 51 ] + (400 + 371 + 6 + 51 + 217 + 412 + 1087 + 6 + 153) = 2012 (2011 or 2013) + 2703 = 4715 (4714 or 4716)

Its docking. Say: The knowledge of it is with my Lord. No one uncovers its timing, except he. It has become heavy (verse 187 of Sura 7): 2715 (or 2716) (2715 is the 2318th Composite Number) (3162 is the 2715th Composite Number)

You are whom we worship and you are the one from whom we seek support. Guide us to the straight path, the path of those whom you
have blessed (verses 5 – 7 of Sura 1): 3715 (or 3714) (equivalent to 715) (= 5 x 743) (3715 is the 3196th Composite Number)

When will its docking be? while you are part of its remembrance (or mention). To your Lord is its end. You are a Warner for those who fear it. As if the day they witness it (verse 42 - 45 of Sura 79): 5715 (or 5716) (5715 is the 4962nd Composite Number) (5716 is the 3503rd Composite Number)

Caliphate: 716 (or 715) (= 2 x 2 x 179) (716 is the 588th Composite Number) (867 is the 716th Composite Number) (5419 is the 716th Prime Number) (5434 is the 4716th Composite Number)

Inherit: 716

inherits it (verse 105 of Sura 21): 716

Amad (Period) of Mukuth (Stay) + a Cave: 45 + 566 + 105 = 716

The Fatra (Period): 716

12 September 12 : 704 + 12 = 716

Qaysar (Caesar) Neron (Nero): 400 + 316 = 716

The Samad. He has not begotten, nor is he begotten. And there has not been, equal to him, anyone (verse 2 - 4 of Sura 112): (165 + 41 + 44 + 6 + 41 + 50 + 6 + 41 + 80 + 35 + 107) + 13 = 703 + 13 = 716

Bid’a (Beginning) of Alamat (Signs) of the Hour: 7 + [542 (or 541) + 167] = 7 + 709 (or 708) = 716 (or 715)

Key of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval or beginning of End Times): 529 + 187 (or 186) = 716 (or 715)

Wafat (Death) of Pope of the Catholics: 92 + (6 + 618) = 92 + 624 = 716

Dawla (State) of City of Vatican: 45 + (109 + 562) = 45 + 671 = 716

Hadda (Incident of Destruction) of the Vatican: 14 + (109 + 593) = 14 + 702 = 716

Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + Vatican: 155 (or 156) + 561 (or 562) = 716 (or 717 or 718)
**716**

Ihya (Resurrection) of Pope John Paul, the Second: $21 + (6 + 59 + 38 + 592) = 716$

Saint Peter's Basilica (Church) + Mosque: $(133 + 205 + 271) + 107 = 716$

Inshiqaq (Split, Schism, Cracking, Fracturing) of the Christianity: $552 + 164 = 716$

The Schism in Christianity, into Roman Catholic Church versus Orthodox Churches, started on **July 16, 1054**, (Rabi Thani 8, 446 Hijri) (Av 9, 4814 Jewish). **July 16** is a day which can be symbolized by **716**

So they know that promise of Allah is true and the Hour (verse 21 of Sura 18): **716**

The Promise + Inha (Ending) of Manhattan: $111 + (58 + 547) = 111 + 605 = 716$

The Nakba (Catastrophe) + The Rus (Russians)' Hadd (Destruction) of New York: $108 + (9 + 297 + 302) = 108 + 608 = 716$

The Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) (verse 105 of Sura 17) + Rus (Russians)' Hadd (Destruction) of New York: $139 + (9 + 266 + 302) = 139 + 577 = 716$

Gold + Hadd (Destruction): $9 + 707 = 716$

We have sent upon them a wind (verse 19 of Sura 54): **716**

The two Poles, the Northern + the Southern: $202 + (412 + 102) = 202 + 514 = 716$

Qiyam (Resurrection) of the Pakistan: $151$ (or $150$) + $565 = 716$ (or **715**)

Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Hadm (Destruction) of Al-Aqsa Mosque: $(5 + 80 + 212) + (49 + 138 + 232) = 297 + 419 = 716$

Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Hadm (Destruction) of Al-Aqsa Mosque: $(5 + 80 + 212) + (58 + 138 + 223) = 297 + 419 = 716$

Day of Hubut (Descent or Landing) of Apollo, Eleventh: $56 + 22 + 45 + (23 + 570) = 56 + [22 + (45 + 593)] = 56 + (22 + 638) = 56 + 660 = 716$

Day of Third + October: $56 + [1031 (or 1030) + 629] = 56 + 1660 (or 1659) = 1716$ (or **1715**)
Men from the human race seek help (verse 6 of Sura 72) + Men from the Jinn (invisible creatures) (verse 6 of Sura 72): 1308 + 408 = 1716

You will be postponed (verse 30 of Sura 34): 1716 (or 1717) (equivalent to 716) (1716 is the 1448th Composite Number) (2023 is the 1716th Composite Number)

The Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), the Hour has approached and the Moon has been cracked (verse 1 of Sura 54): 2716 (or 2717)

In 1716, Russian Caesar Peter the Great appointed Jean-Baptiste Alexandre Le Blond (French architect & landscape designer) as a chief architect to design the city of Saint Petersburg.

From verse 66 of Sura 43 (4391st verse of the Quran) to verse 1 of Sura 96 [6107th verse of the Quran. It is the first verse revealed to Prophet Mohammad (p)], there are 1716 verses.
Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + Vatican: 155 (or 156) + 562 (or 561) = 717 (or 716 or 718)

The Ishreen (Twenty) + Yuly (July): 661 + 56 = 717

Wahid wa Ishreen (Twenty One) + Yulyu (July): [19 (or 18) + 6 + 630] + 62 = 717 (or 716)

Day of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: 56 + [261 + (146 + 254)] = 56 + 661 = 717

Day of Hudna (Truce/Armistice) Itifaqiya (Agreement): 56 + (597 + 64) = 56 + 661 = 717

So, pray to your Lord (God) and Inhar (offer sacrifice) (verse 2 of Sura 108): 200 + 252 + 6 + 259 = 717

The Hour + Day of the Qiyama (Rise or Resurrection) + The Awar (attribute of the Dajjal): [167 + 56 + 186 (or 187)] + 308 = 409 (or 410) + 308 = 717

The Rus’ (Russians) Hadd (Destruction) of City of New York: 9 + 297 + 109 + 302 = 717

Washington, Qita (District) of Columbia: 422 + (180 + 115) = 422 + 295 = 717

Day enemies of God go through Hashr (assembly for death) (verse 19 of Sura 41): 717

Day of Solar Storm: 56 + (246 + 415) = 56 + 661 = 717

Solar Storm + The Jews: (246 + 415) + 56 = 661 + 56 = 717

O My Father, I saw eleven planets (verse 4 of Sura 12): 1717 (equivalent to 717)

And We sent down from the Heaven blessed water and We grew by it Paradises (verse 9 of Sura 50): 6 + 138 + 90 + 133 + 42 + 263 + 584 + 7 + 454 = 1717 (or 1716)

You will be postponed (verse 30 of Sura 34): 1717 (or 1716) (equivalent to 717)

To return you to it (the sea) once again (verse 69 of Sura 17): 1717 (equivalent to 717)
Invocation of the Spirits: $1470 + 247 = 1717$ \[= 17 \times 101\] \[(1717 \text{ is the } 1449^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number})\] \[(2024 \text{ is the } 1717^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number})\]

Third of the Thirty: Thalith Ishreen (Twenty Third) + Yuly (July): \[(1031 + 630) + 56 = 1661 + 56 = 1717\]

The Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), the Hour has approached and the Moon has been cracked (verse 1 of Sura 54): \[2717 \text{ (or } 2716)\]

When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17): \[782 + 5 + 80 + 837 \text{ (or } 838) + [108 (or 107) + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 ] = 1704 \text{ (or } 1705) + 1013 \text{ (or } 1012) = 2717 \text{ (or } 2716)\]

When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter (verse 7 of Sura 17) + England: \[2717 \text{ (or } 2716) \text{ (equivalent to } 717) \text{ (}2717 \text{ is the } 2320^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number})\] \[(3165 \text{ is the } 2717^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number})\]

Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr (verse 2 of Sura 97): \[(41 + 226 + 41) + (75 + 335) = 308 + 410 = 718\]

Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + Vatican: \[156 \text{ (or } 155) + 562 \text{ (or } 561) = 718 \text{ (or } 716 \text{ or } 717)\]

How would you know what is Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr (verse 2 of Sura 97): \[(41 + 226 + 41) + (75 + 335) = 308 + 410 = 718\]

Men from the human race seek help of men from the Jinn (invisible creatures) (verse 6 of Sura 72): \[1718 \text{ (or } 1719) \text{ (}1718 \text{ is the } 1450^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number) }\]

Day of Thirteenth + Yulyu (July – in Egypt) \[56 + [1030 \text{ (or } 1031) + 570] + 62 = 56 + [1600 \text{ (or } 1601) + 62] = 56 + 1662 \text{ (or } 1663) = 1718 \text{ (or } 1719) \text{ (July } 13, 1917 \text{ is the date of the third apparition/vision of the three Catholic children in Fatima, Portugal, on which 3 secrets about the future were revealed to them.)}\]

Tur (Mount) of the Olives: \[215 + 504 = 719 \text{ (}719 \text{ is the } 128^{\text{th}} \text{ Prime Number})\] \[(870 \text{ is the } 719^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number}) \text{ (}2026 \text{ is the } 1719^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number})\]

Night of the Israa and the Miraj (miraculous heavenly journey): \[75 + [293 \text{ (or } 294) + 6 + 345] = 75 + 644 \text{ (or } 645) = 719 \text{ (or } 720)\]
Day of Nihaya (End) of the Vatican: \(56 + [71 + 592 (or 593)] = 56 + 663 (or 664) = \textbf{719 (or 720)}\)

Those, for them, there are Paradises of Eden (verse 31 of Sura 18): \(67 + 75 + 453 (or 454) + 124 = \textbf{719 (or 720)}\)

The Knowledge of it is with Allah. And how would you know? (verse 63 of Sura 33): \(719\)

The Seventh Month + 19: \((536 + 164) + 19 = 700 + 19 = \textbf{719}\)

The Ishroon (Twenty) + Yulyu (July): \(657 + 62 = \textbf{719}\)

Al-Thalith Al-Ishroon (The Twenty Third): \(1062 + 657 = \textbf{1719}\) (\(1719\) is the \(1451^{st}\) Composite Number) \((2026\) is the \(1719^{th}\) Composite Number) \((2379\) is the \(2026^{th}\) Composite Number)

July 13, 1917 is the date of the third apparition/vision of the three Catholic children in Fatima, Portugal, on which 3 secrets about the future were revealed to them.

Tenth + Zu Al-Hijjat: \((571 (or 570) + (706 + 442) = 571 (or 570) + 1148 = \textbf{1719 (or 1718)}\)

Amad (Period) of the Lubuth (Stay): \((45 + 569) + 1105 = 614 + 1105 = \textbf{1719}\)

The Promise + The Hour + 1440: \((111 + 167) + 1440 = 278 + 1440 = \textbf{1718}\)

Khuruj (Departure) of Mohammad + Mecca to Yathrib (Medina): \(809 + 92 + 65 + 41 + 712 = \textbf{1719}\)

The Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings, to show him (verse 1 of Sura 17): \(138 + 223 + 741 + 273 (or 274) + 49 + 295 = \textbf{1719 (or 1720)}\)

Promise of the End Times, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Truth) We have descended it/him and in the Haq (Truth) it/he has descended. And We have not sent you, except as a bearer of good news and a warner (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): \(3719 (3718 \text{ or } 3720)\) \((3719\) is the \(519^{th}\) Prime Number)
Khaleef (Inheritor or Caliph) (verse 165 of Sura 6): \(720\) \((720\) is the \(591^{\text{st}}\) Composite Number) \((871\) is the \(720^{\text{th}}\) Composite Number) \((5443\) is the \(720^{\text{th}}\) Prime Number)

Zabeeh (Slaughtered): \(720\) \((\text{Ismael is referred to as the Zabeeh because his Abraham was preparing to slaughter him when God descended a sheep for Abraham to slaughter it instead of slaughtering Ismael.})

Day of Nihaya (End) of the Vatican: \(56 + [\text{71 + 593 (or 592)] = 56 + 664 (or 663)} = 720 (or 719)

Those, for them, there are Paradises of Eden (verse 31 of Sura 18): \(67 + 75 + 454 (or 453) + 124 = 720 (or 719)

Hadd (Destruction) of Washington, Qita (District) of Columbia: \(9 + [416 + (180 + 115)] = 9 + (416 + 295) = 9 + 711 = 720

Punishment of Manhattan: \(173 + 547 = 720\)

upon his servant the Book, And did not (verse 1 of Sura 18): \(83 + 65 + 741 + 88 + 110 + 81 + 453 (or 454) + 6 + 70 = 720 (or 721)

and We (God) have not made their Idda (count, number, or period) (verse 31 of Sura 74): \(6 + (41 + 154 + 519) = 6 + 714 = 720\)

The young men went for shelter to the Cave (verse 10 of Sura 18): \(17 + (526 + 41 + 136) = 17 + 703 = 720\)

The Malhama Al-Kubra (Big Battle) + Israel: \((154 + 263) + 303 = 417 + 303 = 720\)

Night of the Israa and the Miraj (miraculous heavenly journey): \(75 + [294 (or 293) + 6 + 345] = 75 + 645 (or 644) = 720 (or 719)\)

Night of the Qadr is. Night of the Qadr is better than (or from) (verses 2 - 3 of Sura 97): \(75 + 335 + (75 + 335 + 810 + 90) = 75 + (335 + 1310) = 75 + 1645 = 1720\)

The Haram Mosque, like/equal to those who believe in Allah and the Last Day and strive in (verse 19 of Sura 9): \(1720 (1721 \text{ or } 1722)\) \((1720\) is the \(1452^{\text{nd}}\) Composite Number) \((2028\) is the \(1720^{\text{th}}\) Composite Number)

in their Cave three hundred (verse 25 of Sura 18): \(90 + 150 + 1030 (or 1031) + 450 (or 451) = 1720 (1721 \text{ or } 1722)\)

Khuruj (Departure) of the Prophet + Mecca to Yathrib (Medina): \(809 + 93 + 65 + 41 + 712 = 1720\)
Khuruj (Coming-out) of the last Dajjal (or the last Coming-out of the Dajjal): 809 + (69 + 842) = 809 + 911 = 1720

A Messenger, from them, came to them, but they claimed he was a liar, so (the torment) hit them (verse 113 of Sura 16): 2720

And listen, the day the caller calls from a close location, the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) on the Haq (Truth or Due Date), that is the day (verse 41 - 42 of Sura 50): 2720 (or 2721) (2720 is the 2322nd Composite Number)

Fat Man + Atomic Bomb + Nagasaki + Japan: (233 + 149) + [(187 + 915) + 1141 (or 1142)] + 95 = 382 + [1102 + 1141 (or 1142)] + 95 = 382 + [2243 (or 2244) + 95] = 382 + 2338 (or 2339) = 2720 (or 2721) [The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb, called Fat Man, on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time)]

Promise of the End Times, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Truth) We have descended it/him and in the Haq (Truth) it/he has descended. And We have not sent you, except as a bearer of good news and a warner (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): 3720 (3718, 3719, 3721)

Promise of the End Times, they shall ruin your faces and enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy what they built high completely (verse 7 of Sura 17): 80 + 837 (or 838) + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 = 3720 (or 3721) (equivalent to 720) (3720 is the 3200th Composite Number)

Then, he resurrected them. Allah is (verse 243 of Sura 2): 721 (721 = 7 x 103) (721 is the 592nd Composite Number) (872 is the 721st Composite Number) (2721 is the 2323rd Composite Number)

The Pope John Paul, the Second: (37 + 54 + 38) + 592 = 129 + 592 = 721

The Prophet Jonah son of Matthew (This refers to Prophet Yunus son of Matta): 93 + [126 + 52 (or 53) + 450] = 93 + 628 (or 629) = 721 (or 722)

Khalaif (Heirs) (verse 14 of Sura 10): 721

The Prophet Jesus son of Mary: 80 + [149 + 150 + 52 (or 53) + 290] = 80 + 641 (or 642) = 721 (or 722)

City of Peter (Petersburg): 109 + 612 = 721
Day of the Khatia (Sin): 56 + 665 = 721

The Seventh Month + 21: (536 + 164) + 21 = 700 + 21 = 721

The God-fearing people are in (verse 54 of Sura 54): 631 + 90 = 721

The Malhama Al-Kubra (Big Battle) + Qadar (Destiny, Value, or Amount): (154 + 263) + 304 = 417 + 304 = 721

And We have not made People of Fire, except as Angels (verse 31 of Sura 74): (6 + 41) + (154 + 101 + 282 + 32) + 105 (or 106) = (47 + 569) + 105 (or 106) = 616 + 105 (or 106) = 721 (or 722)

And how would you know what Al-Qari’a is? (verse 3 of Sura 101): 721 (or 730)

Promise of Allah is Haq (True) and that the Hour, there is no doubt (verse 21 of Sura 18): 80 + 66 + 108 + 6 + 51 + 167 + 31 + 212 = 721

That the Promise of Allah is Haq (True) and the Hour, there is no doubt (verse 32 of Sura 45): 51 + 80 + 66 + 108 + 6 + 167 + 31 + 212 = 721

And the sorcerers came to Pharaoh (verse 113 of Sura 7): 6 + 5 + 304 + 406 = 721

The Haq (Truth) came to you from your Lord so do not (verse 94 of Sura 10): 721

Has descended (been revealed) to you from your Lord like the one who is (verse 19 of Sura 13): [(88 + 61) + (90 + 222 + 139 + 110)] + 11 = (149 + 561) + 11 = 710 + 11 = 721

The Angels are sent down in a (remarkable) descent (verse 25 of Sura 25): 721 (or 722)

Nazzalna (We have descended) unto you the Book (verse 89 of Sura 16) & (verse 23 of Sura 76): (138 + 130) + 453 (or 454) = 268 + 453 (or 454) = 721 (or 722)

upon his servant the Book, And did not (verse 1 of Sura 18): 83 + 65 + 741 + 88 + 110 + 81 + 454 (or 453) + 6 + 70 = 721 (or 720)

Be one of the prostraters. He said: O Iblees (Devil). Why are not you (verse 31 of Sura 15): 721 (722 or 723)
Say: Has descended it the Holy Spirit from (verse 102 of Sura 16): 
\[(130 + 92) + (214 + 195) + 90 = 222 + 409 + 90 = 721\]

The Holy Spirit from your Lord (verse 102 of Sura 16): 
\[(214 + 195) + (90 + 222) = 409 + 312 = 721\]

They said: We remained (verse 19 of Sura 18): 721

Killed him and nor crucified him (verse 157 of Sura 4): 721

Believed before or (verse 158 of Sura 6): 721

Soul for (another) soul anything (verse 19 of Sura 82): 721

They pledge their allegiance to Allah. The hand of Allah is above their hands. So, whoever (verse 10 of Sura 48): 721

Qiyama (Resurrection) of the Pakistan: 156 + 565 = 721

Damascus + Syria: 444 + 277 = 721

Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) Apollo Eleven: 93 + (45 + 13 + 570) = 93 + 628 = 721

Hadi wa Ishreen (Twenty First) + Yulyu (July – in Egypt): (23 + 6 + 630) + 62 = 659 + 62 = 721

The Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful). Has approached (verse 1 of Sura 54): 329 (or 330) + 289 + 1103 = 1721 (or 1722)

Day of Three + October : 56 + [1036 (or 1035) + 629] = 56 + 1665 (or 1654) = 1721 (or 1720)

Day of Thalatha Ishreen (Twenty Three): 56 + [1035 (or 1036) + 630] = 56 + 1665 (or 1666) = 1721 (or 1722)

The Haram Mosque, like/equal to those who believe in Allah and the Last Day and strive in (verse 19 of Sura 9): 1721 (1720 or 1722)

O you Mujrimeen (evil-doers), haven’t I made a covenant with you, Bani (Children) of Adam, not to worship the Satan (verse 59 – 60 of Sura 36): 1721 (or 1722)

They teach people sorcery and what has been descended (or revealed), in Babyl (Babylon), to Harut ( (verse 102 of Sura 2): 1721
Say: "I have no power over any harm or benefit to myself (verse 49 of Sura 10): 1721

Say: "O people! The Truth has reached you from your Lord. So, whoever has become guided, thus (verse 108 of Sura 10): 1721

و الأرض انت ولي في الدنيا (and the Earth! You are my Waliy (Protector) in the Dunya (World before the End Times) (verse 101 of Sura 12): 1721

The Trumpet is blown and We do Hashr (gather) (verse 102 of Sura 20): 1721

From People of the Book, but shall believe in him before his death and on Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection), he shall be (verse 159 of Sura 4): 1721

He said: My Lord, so give me a respite till the day (verse 16 of Sura 15): 1721

So, by your majesty, I shall lure them (verse 82 of Sura 38): 1721

The Dunya (World before the End Times) is a (temporary) pleasure and it is the End Times that is the abode (verse 39 of Sura 40): 1721

Nineteen and we have not made People of the Fire, except (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): 1721

And not you, in a level-ground location. He (Moses) said: "Your appointment is Day of the Zeena, and let the people be assembled." (verse 58 - 59 of Sura 20): 1721

A Nazeer (Warner). Indeed, a Basheer (Bearer of good news) has come to you (verse 19 of Sura 5): 1721

Book of Secrets of the End Times: 422 (or 423) + [462 + 837 (or 838)] = 422 (or 423) + 1299 (or 1300) = 1721 (1722 or 1723)

Rivers. On a seat of truth in (the court/paradise) of the Omnipotent King. (verse 55 of Sura 54): 1721 (equivalent to 721)

The Protestant Reformation: 161 + 1560 = 1721

Servants of ours of great might. They ravaged through your homelands. And, it was (verse 5 of Sura 17): 1721 (or 1722) (equivalent to 721) (1721 is the 268th
Prime Number)  \( (2030 \text{ is the } 1721^{\text{st}} \text{ Composite Number}) \)

\[
\begin{align*}
1437 + \text{Ninth} + \text{Zu Al-Hijja} &+ 1437 = 531 + (706 + 47) + 1437 = 2721 \text{ (or } 2720) \\
\end{align*}
\]


[The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb, called Fat Man, on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time)]

And listen the Day the Caller calls from a close place, the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) on the Haq (True / Due Date), that is (verses 41 – 42 of Sura 50): (6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236) + [ (144 + 141 + 751 (or 750)) + 56 = \[1629 + 1036 \text{ (or } 1035) \] + 56 = 56 + 2665 (or 2664) = 2721 (or 2720)

Promise of the End Times, they shall ruin your faces and enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy what they built high completely (verse 7 of Sura 17): 80 + 838 (or 837) + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 = 3721 (or 3720) (= 61 x 61)  (equivalent to 721) (3721 is the 3201\text{st} \text{ Composite Number})

While you are part of its remembrance (or mention). To your Lord is its end. You are a Warner for those who fear it. As if the day they witness it, they shall not (verse 42 - 45 of Sura 79): 5721 (5722 or 5723) (= 3 x 1907)  (5721 is the 4967\text{th} \text{ Composite Number})

Say its knowledge is with my Lord. Shall not uncover its timing except he. It has become heavy in the Heavens and the Earth. It shall not come to you, except suddenly (as a surprise). (verse 187 of Sura 7): 6721 (6722 or 6723)  (6721 is the 5853\text{rd} \text{ Composite Number})

On June 9, 721 Julian (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 102 Hijri), the Muslim army of the Umay Caliphate of Andalus was defeated by a Christian army in the Battle of Toulouse, France.

Barack Obama was born on Av 22, 5721 Jewish Calendar.


♦ from the Mathani (twosomes, couples, or pairs) (verse 87 of Sura 15): $90 + 632 = 722$

\[= 2 \times (19 \times 19) = 2 \times 361 \] (722 is the 593rd Composite Number) (873 is the 722nd Composite Number) (5471 is the 722nd Prime Number)

\[\text{Nazzalna (We have descended) unto you the Book (verse 89 of Sura 16) \& (verse 23 of Sura 76): (138 + 130) + 454 (or 453) = 268 + 454 (or 453) = 722 (or 721)}\]

\[\text{Anzalna (We have descended, revealed or sent down), unto you, the Book (verse 41 of 39) \& (verse 64 of Sura 16): (139 + 130) + 453 (or 454) = 269 + 453 (or 454) = 722 (or 723)}\]

\[\text{He has knowledge of the Book (verse 43 of Sura 13): (129 + 140) + 453 = 269 + 453 (or 454) = 722 (or 723)}\]

\[\text{Muneer (illuminating or illuminated) Book (verse 8 of Sura 22): 422 (or 423) + 300 = 722 (or 723)}\]

\[\text{The Christ: 722}\]

\[\text{Sinatra: 722}\]

\[\text{Day of 666: 56 + 666 = 722 (Based on the Bible, the Christians believe the number of the Anti-Christ is 666)}\]

\[\text{Day + The Believers were afflicted (verse 11 of Sura 33): 56 + (443 + 223) = 56 + 666 = 722}\]

\[\text{The Ishreen (Twentyeth) + Yulya (July - Egypt): 661 + 61 = 722}\]

\[\text{Lailat (Eve or Night) of Withdrawal of Israel from Lebanon: 75 + [122 + 302 (or 303) + 90 + 133] = 75 + 647 (or 648) = 722 (or 723)}\]

\[\text{Lailat (Eve or Night) of Hudna (Truce or Armistice) + Israel + Syria: 75 + [64 + 302 (or 303) + 281] = 75 + 647 (or 648) = 722 (or 723) \ [\text{In 1949, Israel signed an Armistice (Truce) agreement with each of its neighbouring Arab countries to end 1948 war. The fourth and last of these agreements was signed between Israel and Syria on July 20, 1949 (Ramadan 23, 1368 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5709 Jewish Calendar). It was the 2433,118th Julian day.}]}\]

\[\text{The Camel as a Fitna (Trial) (verse 24 of Sura 54): 187 + 535 = 722}\]

\[\text{The Dead Sea: 241 + 481 = 722}\]

\[\text{The Pope John Paul + The Vatican: (37 + 54 + 38) + 593 = 129 + 593 = 722}\]
The two Poles, the Northern and the Southern: \[202 + (412 + 6 + 102) = 202 + 520 = 722\]

The Prophet Yunus (Jonah) son of Matta (Matthew): \[93 + [126 + 53 (or 52) + 450] = 93 + 629 (or 628) = 722 \text{ (or 721)}\]

Promise of the Messiah Jesus son of Mary: \[80 + [149 + 150 + 53 (or 52) + 290] = 80 + 642 (or 641) = 722 \text{ (or 721)}\]

So, listen to (verse 13 of Sura 20): \[722\]

Say: O People, I am Messenger of Allah (verse 158 of Sura 7): \[722\]

The Faith, but we made it a light (by which) we guide (verse 52 of Sura 42): \[722\]

Allah, there is no god, but him. He shall gather you for Day of the Qiyama (verse 87 of Sura 4): \[722 \text{ (or 723)}\]

He saw him in the evident horizon and he is not (verse 23 of Sura 81): \[722\]

For the Ibad (worshippers/servants/humans) and We have revived, by it/him, a dead (or his dead) city (verse 11 of Sura 50): \[722\]

In a seat of truth at (the court/paradise of) a King. (verse 55 of Sura 54): \[90 + 214 + 194 + 124 + 100 = 722 \text{ (equivalent to 722)}\]

the Nuclear War + Nihaya (End) of New York: \((241 + 108) + (71 + 302) = 349 + 373 = 722\)

And We (God) have not made People (or Guardians) of Hell-Fire, other than Angels (verse 31 of Sura 74): \[6 + 41 + 154 + 102 (or 101) + 282 + 32 + 105 (or 106) = 722 \text{ (721 or 723)}\]

Nineteen and we have not made People of the Fire, except (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): \[1722 \text{ (or 1721)}\]

in their Cave three hundred (verse 25 of Sura 18): \[90 + 150 + 1031 (or 1030) + 451 (or 450) = 1722 \text{ (1720 or 1721)}\]

Book of Secrets of the End Times: \[422 (or 423) + [462 + 838 (or 837)] = 422 \text{ (or 423) + 1300 (or 1299)} = 1722 \text{ (1721 or 1723)}\]

Tells its news (verse 4 of Sura 99): \[912 + 810 = 1722\]
And the Earth in six days and (verse 7 of Sura 11): **1722**

The Pen and what they write. You are not, by the grace of your Lord, crazy. And there is for you (verses 1- 3 of Sura 68): **1722**

And he was rejected, so he prayed/supplicated to his Lord: “I am overcome (verse 9- 10 of Sura 54): **1722**

O you criminals (or wrong doers), haven’t I made a covenant with you, Bani (Children) of Adam, not to worship the Satan (verse 59 – 60 of Sura 36): **1722 (1721 or 1723)**

The Haram Mosque, like/equal to those who believe in Allah and the Last Day and strive in (verse 19 of Sura 9): **1722 (or 1721)**

This has been in the first scriptures, the scriptures of Abraham and Moses (verses 18 - 19 of Sura 87): **1722**

The illiterate Prophet, whom they can find written about, with them, in (verse 157 of Sura 7): **1722**

His Lord in the holy valley, Tuwa. Go to Pharaoh, he (verse 16 – 17 of Sura 79): (207 + 44 + 235 + 25 + 708 + 41 + 406) + 56 = 1666 + 56 = **1722**

The Spirit, in it, by the permission of their Lord, from every matter (or command) (verse 4 of Sura 97): 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 = **1722** (equivalent to **722**)

At night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which (verse 1 of Sura 17): [71 + 90 + (138 + 280)] + 741 = (71 + 90 + 418 + 41 + 361) + 741 = 981 + + 741 = **1722** (equivalent to **722**)

The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq, that is (verse 42 of Sura 50): 56 + [236 + 539 + 141 + 750 (or 751)] = 56 + 1666 (or 1667) = **1722 (or 1723)**

Day of Intiha (End) of Burj (Zodiac Sign) of the Virgo: 56 + 458 + (205 + 1003) = 56 + (458 + 1208) = 56 + 1666 = **1722**

Al-Thalith Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Third) + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): 1061 (or 1062) + 661 = **1722 (or 1723)**

Day of Thalath wa Ishreen (Twenty Third): 56 + [1030 (or 1031) + 6 + 630] = 56 + 1666 (or 1667) = **1722 (or 1723)**
Day of Thalatha Ishreen (Twenty Three) : 56 + [1036 (or 1035) + 630] = 56 + 1666 (or 1665) = 1721 (or 1722)

The Tenth + Zi Hijjat : 601 (or 602) + (710 + 411) = 601 (or 602) + 1121 = 1722

Battle of Hamburg, Germany : 335 + 1254 + 133 = 1722

Day of Nafi (Exile or Banishment) of the last Caliph : 56 + [140 + 801 (or 802) + 725 ] = 56 + 1666 (or 1667) = 1722 (or 1723)

My Lord, by what you have offered me. (verse 39 of Sura 15): 1722

A Spirit by our command. You did not used to know (verse 52 of Sura 42): 1722

Unused Servants of ours of great might. They ravaged through your homelands. And, it was (verse 5 of Sura 17): (78 + 81 + 47 + 63) + [318 + 151 + 661 (or 660) + 246 + 6 + 71] = 269 + 1453 (or 1452) = 1722 (or 1721) (equivalent to 722)

(1722 is the 1453rd Composite Number) (2031 is the 1722nd Composite Number)

When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17) : 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 113 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 = 2722 (2723) (2722 = 2 x 1361) (equivalent to 722) (2722 is the 2324th Composite Number)

The Hour, say: yes, by my Lord, it shall come to you, the Knower of the Ghayb (Unseen or Future) does not (verse 3 of Sura 34): 2722 (or 2723)

So, he wanted to provoke them out of the Land, so we drowned him and those with him, all of them, and We said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit (verse 103 - 104 of Sura 17): (286 + 51 + 602 + 90 + 1032) + (1436 + 6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 303 + 138) = 2061 + 2661 = 4722 = (2 x 3 x 787) (4722 is the 4085th Composite Number)
about Day of the Talaq (Meeting). The Day they are Barizoon (clearly visible), shall not be hidden, (verse 15−16 of Sura 40): 601 + (150 + 245 + 90 + 246 + 110 + 90 + 312 + 90 + 82 + 990 + 56 + 562 + 56 + 45 + 266 + 31 + 700) = 601 + 4121 = 4722

Its docking? Say: the knowledge of it is with my Lord. No one uncovers its timing, except he. It has become heavy in the Heavens and Earth. It shall not come to you except as Baghta (all of a sudden) (verse 187 of Sura 7): 307 (or 306) + 130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 212 + 31 + 59 + 542 + 32 + 11 + 1030 + 90 + 537 (or 538) + 6 + 1032 + 31 + 871 + 32 + 1407 = 6722 (6721 or 6723) (equivalent to 722) (6722 is the 5854th Composite Number)

The Northern Kingdom of Israel which was ruled by descendants of Joseph, was invaded by the Assyrians around 722 (or 721) BC. The 3-year Assyrians siege of Samaria, the capital of the Northern Israel Kingdom, ended around 718 B.C., with Israelite inhabitants being exiled from the land and carried off into captivity.

On October 29, 1923 (Rabi Awwal 19, 1342 Hijri) (Heshvan 19, 5684 Jewish) (2423,721.5th or 2423,722th Julian Day), the Turkish parliament established the establishment of the Republic of Turkey and Mustafa Kemal Ataturk was elected as President.

On Tuesday, September 21, 2004 (Shaban 6, 1425 Hijri) (Tishri 6, 5765 Jewish) (2453,269.5th Julian Day), construction of Burj (Tower) of Khalifa (Caliph) in Dubai started, which initially was called Burj Dubai. Since the completion of its construction till the present time, it remains not only the World’s tallest building, but also the tallest man-made structure ever built at 829.8 meters (2,722.5 ft, about 2723 ft) high and 163 floors. The date of the opening ceremony, January 4, 2010 (Muharram 17, 1431 Hijri) (2455,200.5th Julian Day), was chosen because January 4 is the anniversary of the accession to the throne of Sheikh Mohammad, the Ruler of Dubai, after his brother's death on January 4, 2006.

♦ Liar: 723 (723 = 3 x 241) (723 is the 594th Composite Number) (874 is the 723rd Composite Number)

Anwar Sadat : 257 + 466 = 723 (He was President of Egypt)

The Haram House (verse 97 of Sura 5 is the 766th verse of the Quran): 443 + 280 = 723 (The Haram House is the Mosque of Mecca where Ka’ba is located)

Your Lord (God) is its end (verse 44 of Sura 79): 222 + 501 (or 502) = 723 (or 724)
Janna (Paradise or Garden) of the Khatia (Sin): $58 + 665 = 723$

Janna (Paradise or Garden) of the Khuld (Eternality or Immortality) (verse 15 of Sura 25): $58 + 665 = 723$

They shall remain in it for eternity (or forever) (verse 3 of Sura 18): $620 + 6 + 8 = 620 + 103 = 723$ (or 724)

They shall be from the Guided Ones (verse 18 of Sura 9): 723

The Quran + The Tariq (verse 1 of Sura 86) : $382 + 341 = 723$ (or 724)

The Quran and the Qadar (Destiny): $382 + (6 + 335) = 723$ (or 724)

Al-Ishreen (The Twentieth) + Yulyu (July – in Egypt) : $661 + 62 = 723$

The Seventh Month + 23 : $(536 + 164) + 23 = 700 + 23 = 723$

We have sent you as a Witness (verse 45 of Sura 33): $52 + 361 = 723$ (724 or 725)

We have detailed the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment /Punishment) and every thing we have mentioned (verse 12 of Sura 17): 723 (724 or 725)

I barely hide it (verse 15 of Sura 20): $26 + 697 = 723$
Time of the Known (verse 38 of Sura 15): 506 + 217 = 723

When it falls (verse 1 of Sura 53): 702 + 21 = 723

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Withdrawal of Israel from Lebanon: 75 + [122 + 303 (or 302) + 90 + 133] = 75 + 648 (or 647) = 723 (or 722)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Hudna (Truce or Armistice) + Israel + Syria: 75 + [64 + 303 (or 302) + 281] = 75 + 648 (or 647) = 723 (or 722) [ In 1949, Israel signed an Armistice (Truce) agreement with each of its neighbouring Arab countries to end 1948 war. The fourth and last of these agreements was signed between Israel and Syria on July 20, 1949 (Ramadan 23, 1368 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5709 Jewish Calendar) (2433,118th Julian day).]

Treblinka: 723  [ On July 22, 1942 (Rajab 8, 1361 Hijri) (Av 8, 5702 Jewish Calendar), the systematic deportation of Jews by Nazi Germany from the Warsaw Ghetto for the Holocaust at Treblinka extermination camp started. Treblinka is a small town 80 Km northeast of Warsaw, Poland. The first shipment consisted of 6,500 victims. The gas chambers became operational the following day on July 23, 1942 (Rajab 9, 1361 Hijri) (Av 9, 5702 Jewish Calendar) (2430,563.5th Julian Day). The Zionists claim that more than 800,000 Jews died there.]

The Solar Storm: 277 + 446 = 723

Russia + Death: 277 + 446 = 723

ا (or his) country/city which is dead and provide water/drink (verse 49 of Sura 25): 723

Day of punishment + Halak (Devastation) of Kingdom of the Britan (Britons): 56 + 173 + 56 + 135 + 303 = 723

Day of punishment + Halak (Devastation) of Kingdom of Israel: 56 + 173 + 56 + 135 + 303 = 723

إنهزام إسرائيل والعودة + القدس (Jerusalem): (104 + 302) + 6 + (116 + 195) = 406 + 6 + 311 = 723

The Dawn (verse 5 of Sura 97) & ( verse 1 of Sura 89) + Day of the Hour + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 314 + [(56 + 167) + 186 (or 187)] = 314 + [223 + 186 (or 187)] = 314 + 409 (or 410) = 723 (or 724)

Bidaya (Beginning) of Promise of my Lord + Day of the Hour + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 22 + (80 + 212) + [(56 + 167) + 186 (or 187)] = (22 + 292) + [223 + 186 (or 187)] = 314 + 409 (or 410) = 723 (or 724)

Allah, there is no god, but him. He shall gather you for Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) (verse 87 of Sura 4): 723 (or 722)
And We have not made People (or Guardians) of Hell-Fire, other than Angels (verse 31 of Sura 74): $6 + 41 + 154 + 102 (or 101) + 282 + 32 + 106 (or 105) = 723 (721 or 722)$

People (or Guardians) of Hell-Fire, other than Angels and We have not made (verse 31 of Sura 74): $102 (or 101) + 282 + 32 + 106 (or 105) + 6 + 41 + 154 = 723 (721 or 722)$

The Black, Son of Yoseph (Joseph) + Madina (City/State) of Israel: $102 + [53 (or 52) + 156] + (109 + 303) = 102 + 209 (or 208) + 412 = 723 (or 722)$

Elias (Elijah) + Son of Yoseph (Joseph) + Madina (City/State) of Israel: $102 + [53 (or 52) + 156] + (109 + 303) = 102 + 209 (or 208) + 412 = 723 (or 722)$

Ihya (Revival) of England (or Australia): $21 + 702 (or 703) = 723 (or 724)$

And the Day enemies of God go through Hashr (assembly for death) (verse 19 of Sura 41): $723$

Nihaya (End) of the Nuclear War + The Britan (Britons): $71 + (241 + 108) + 303 = 71 + (349 + 303) = 71 + 652 = 723$

Nihaya (End) of the War + City of New York: $71 + 241 + (109 + 302) = 71 + (241 + 411) = 71 + 652 = 723$

The Austral (Australians): $723$

For his/its return, he is capable (verses 8-9 of Sura 86): $110 + 278 + 335 = 723$

For his/its return, he is capable, the day the Sara’ir (what is in the heart) is rewarded (or punished) (verses 8-9 of Sura 86): $(110 + 278 + 335) + (56 + 442 + 502) = 723 + 1000 = 1723$ (equivalent to 723) (1723 is the 269th Prime Number) (2032 is the 1723rd Composite Number)

Book of Secrets of the End Times: $423 (or 422) + [462 + 838 (or 837)] = 423 (or 422) + 1300 (or 1299) = 1723 (1721 or 1722)$

in the Heavens and the Earth. He (verse 6 of Sura 25): $90 + 537 (or 538) + 6 + 1032 + 56 = 1723$

O My Father, I saw eleven planets and (verse 4 of Sura 12): $1723$

The Storm + Eleven Planets and the Sun and the Moon (verse 4 of Sura 12): $277 + (583 + 49 + 6 + 431 + 371) = 277 + 1446 = 1723$
Taghayur (Change) of Aqtab (Poles): $1610 + 113 = 1723$

among the People of Madian, then you came back in Qadr (a decent way), O Moses (verses 40 of Sura 20): $1723$ (or $1724$) (equivalent to 723)

O you criminals (or wrong doers), haven’t I made a covenant with you, Bani (Children) of Adam, not to worship the Satan (verse 59 – 60 of Sura 36): $1723$ (1721 or 1722)

An Aya (Sign) from his Lord (God). Has not the evident sign of what is in the First Scriptures been brought to them? (verse 133 of Sura 20): $1723$ (or 1724)

When Gog and Magog have been opened (unleashed or conquered) and they (verse 96 of Sura 21): $702 + (888 + 23 + 6 + 53 + 6 + 45) = 702 + 1021 = 1723$ (equivalent to 723)

The Angels and the Spirit descend (or are brought down) in it by permission (verse 4 of Sura 97): $1723$ (or 1724)

Munzir (Warner) from them, so the Kafiroon (Unbelievers) said (verse 2 of Sura 50): $1723$ (or 1724)

Sign of his reign (or kingship) is that he brings you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin). In it, there is Sakina. (verse 248 of Sura 2): $1723$ (or 1724) (equivalent to 723)

The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq, that is (verse 42 of Sura 50): $56 + [236 + 539 + 141 + 751 (or 750)] = 56 + 1667 (or 1666) = 1723$ (or 1722)

Al-Thalith Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Third): $1062 + 661 = 1723$ (equivalent to 723)

Day of Thalath wa Ishreen (Twenty Third): $56 + [1031 (or 1030) + 6 + 630] = 56 + 1667 (or 1666) = 1723$ (or 1722)

Thalith Ishreen (Twenty Third) + Yulu (July – in Egypt): $[1031 (or 1030) + 630] + 62 = 1661 (or 1660) + 62 = 1723$ (or 1722)

Thalith wa Ishreen (Twenty Third) + Yulu (July): $[1031 (or 1030) + 6 + 630] + 56 = 1667 (or 1666) + 56 = 1723$ (or 1722)

Thalith wa Ishreen (Twenty Third) + Mayo (May - Egypt): $[1031 (or 1030) + 6 + 630] + 56 (or 57) = 1667 (or 1666) + 56 (or 57) = 1723$ ($1722$ or $1724$)

Day of Thalatha Ashar (Thirteen) + Yulyu (July – in Egypt): $56 + [1035 (or
(July 13, 1917 is the date of the third apparition at Fatima, Portugal, on which the 3 secrets about the future were revealed to the 3 children)

Fifteenth + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq) : [700 (or 701) + 570)] + 453 = 1270 (or 1271) + 453 = 1723 (or 1724) [ The first Crusade conquered Jerusalem on Friday, July 15, 1099 AD Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 4859 Jewish Calendar) ]

The Tenth + Zi Hijjat : 601 (or 602) + (710 + 411) = 601 (or 602) + 1121 = 1722 (or 1723)

Day of Nafi (Exile or Banishment) of the last Caliph : 56 + [140 + 802 (or 801) + 725 ] = 56 + 1667 (or 1666) = 1723 (or 1722)

When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17) : 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 113 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 = 2723 (2722) (2723 = 7 x 389) (equivalent to 723) (2723 is the 2325th Composite Number)

The Hour, say: yes, by my Lord, it shall come to you, the Knower of the Ghayb (Unseen or Future) does not (verse 3 of Sura 34): 2723 (or 2722)

Allah has not created that except in the Haq. He details the Ayat (Signs (verse 5 of Sura 10): 201 + 6 + 102 + 41 + 730 + 66 + 750 + 32 + 141 + 210 + 444 (442 or 443) = 2723 (2722 or 2721)

When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17) : 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 113 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 = 2723 (2722) (2723 = 7 x 389) (equivalent to 723) (2723 is the 2325th Composite Number)

The Hour, say: yes, by my Lord, it shall come to you, the Knower of the Ghayb (Unseen or Future) does not (verse 3 of Sura 34): 2723 (or 2722)

The Tenth + Zi Hijjat : 601 (or 602) + (710 + 411) = 601 (or 602) + 1121 = 1722 (or 1723)

Day of Nafi (Exile or Banishment) of the last Caliph : 56 + [140 + 802 (or 801) + 725 ] = 56 + 1667 (or 1666) = 1723 (or 1722)

When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17) : 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 113 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 = 2723 (2722) (2723 = 7 x 389) (equivalent to 723) (2723 is the 2325th Composite Number)

The Hour, say: yes, by my Lord, it shall come to you, the Knower of the Ghayb (Unseen or Future) does not (verse 3 of Sura 34): 2723 (or 2722)

The Tenth + Zi Hijjat : 601 (or 602) + (710 + 411) = 601 (or 602) + 1121 = 1722 (or 1723)

Day of Nafi (Exile or Banishment) of the last Caliph : 56 + [140 + 802 (or 801) + 725 ] = 56 + 1667 (or 1666) = 1723 (or 1722)

When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17) : 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 113 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 = 2723 (2722) (2723 = 7 x 389) (equivalent to 723) (2723 is the 2325th Composite Number)

The Hour, say: yes, by my Lord, it shall come to you, the Knower of the Ghayb (Unseen or Future) does not (verse 3 of Sura 34): 2723 (or 2722)

The Tenth + Zi Hijjat : 601 (or 602) + (710 + 411) = 601 (or 602) + 1121 = 1722 (or 1723)

Day of Nafi (Exile or Banishment) of the last Caliph : 56 + [140 + 802 (or 801) + 725 ] = 56 + 1667 (or 1666) = 1723 (or 1722)

When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17) : 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 113 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 = 2723 (2722) (2723 = 7 x 389) (equivalent to 723) (2723 is the 2325th Composite Number)

The Hour, say: yes, by my Lord, it shall come to you, the Knower of the Ghayb (Unseen or Future) does not (verse 3 of Sura 34): 2723 (or 2722)
In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Glory be to Allah who sent in a journey at night his worshipper (or servant) from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which (verse 1 of Sura 17): 3723 (or 3724)

Promise of the End

Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Truth) We have descended it/him and in the Haq (Truth) it/he has descended. And We have not sent you, except as a bearer of good news and a warner (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): 3723 (or 3724) (3723 is the 3203rd Composite Number)

A. L. M. A book we have descended to you so that you bring out the people from the darkneses (verse 1 of Sura 14): 3723 (or 3724)

the book from their Homelands for the Beginning of Al-Hashr (In-gathering) you did not think they will get out and they thought (verse 2 of Sura 59): 4723 (or 4724) (4723 is the 638th Prime Number)

As if the day they witness it, they shall not (verse 42 - 45 of Sura 79): 5723 (5721 or 5722)

Its docking. While you are part of its remembrance (or mention). To your Lord is its end. You are a Warmer for those who fear it. As if the day they witness it, they shall not (verse 42 - 45 of Sura 79): 5723 (5721 or 5722)

Its docking? Say: the knowledge of it is with my Lord. No one uncovers its timing, except he. It has become heavy in the Heavens and Earth. It shall not come to you except as Baghta (all of a sudden) (verse 187 of Sura 7): 6723 (6722 or 6724) (6723 is the 5855th Composite Number)

In that an oath to Zi Hijr (one who has a brain). Haven't you seen what your Lord has done to Aad, Iram, the one which has the pillars, which has never been created like it among the Bilad (cities or countries). (verse 5 - 8 of Sura 89): (90 + 750 + 200 + 740 + 211 + 71) + [600 + 110 + 180 + 222 + 77 + 241 + 1101 + 146 + 441 + 70 + 740 + 576 + 90 + 67 (or 68) ] = 2062 + 4661 (or 4662) = 6723 (6722 or 6724)
of Sura 89): (90 + 750 + 200 + 740 + 211 + 71) + [110 + 180 + 222 + 77 + 241 + 1101 + 146 + 441 + 70 + 740 + 576 + 90 + 67 (or 68)] = 2662 + 4061 (or 4062) = 6723 (or 6724)

The Land. S, we drowned him and those with him, all of them. And We said after him to Bani (Children) of Israel. Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Laffa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) it/he descended. And We have not sent you, except as (verse 103 - 105 of Sura 17):

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 97): (75 + 335) + [6 + 41 + 226 (or 225) + 41] = 410 + 314 (or 313) = 724 (or 723) (724 = 2 x 2 x 181) (724 is the 595th Composite Number) (875 is the 724th Composite Number) (4724 is the 4086th Composite Number)

And how would you know what the Night of Qadr is (verse 2 of Sura 97): (6 + 41 + 226 + 41) + (75 + 335) = 314 + 410 = 724

The Dawn (verse 5 of Sura 97) & ( verse 1 of Sura 89) + Night of the Qadr (Destiny) (verse 2 of Sura 97) : 314 + (75 + 335) = 314 + 410 = 724

Bidayah (Beginning) of Promise of my Lord + Day of the Hour + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 22 + (80 + 212) + [(56 + 167) + 186 (or 187)] = (22 + 292) + [223 + 187 (or 186)] = 314 + 410 (or 409) = 724 (or 723)

The Rahman, the Raheem Q and (verse 1 of Sura 50): 724

Your Lord (God) is its end (verse 44 of Sura 79): 222 + 502 (or 501) = 724 (or 723)

We have sent you as a Witness (verse 45 of Sura 33): 724 (723 or 525)

The Seventh Month + 24: (536 + 164) + 24 = 700 + 24 = 724

First Nuclear Test: 37 + (610 + 77) = 37 + 687 = 724
The Tafjeer (Explosion or Detonation): 724

We perished before them, of communities (or generations) (verse 36 of Sura 50): 724

Tashyeed (establishing or building): 724

Qiyama (Resurrection) of London + Nakba (Catastrophe) of Sydney, State of New South Wales: 156 + 134 + 77 + 134 + (52 + 61 + 53 + 57) = 156 + 134 + 77 + 134 + 223 = 724

Al-Intiha (The End) of the Japanese Cities: 489 + 235 = 724

Day of Qiyama (Beginning of War or End Times) + Nuclear War + Tokyo, Japan: (80 + 56 + 155 ) + ( 210 + 77) + (51 + 95 ) = 291 + 287 + 146 = 724

The Satan is, to you, an evident enemy (verse 22 of Sura 7): 724 (or 725)

We let them be found, so that they know the promise of Allah is true and that the Hour, there is no (verse 21 of Sura 18): 822 + (155 + 187 + 51 + 80 + 66 + 108 + 6 + 51 ) + (167 + 31 ) = 822 + 704 + 198  = 1724 (equivalent to 724)

Aya (Sign) of his kingship is that he will bring you the Tabut (Ark) in which there is Sakina (verse 248 of Sura 2): 1724 (or 1723) (equivalent to 724)

They offer Bay’s (pledge their allegiance) to you. They are offering their allegiance to Allah. The hand of Allah is above their hands. So, whoever violates (his pledge), then he is (verse 10 of Sura 48): 1724

Arrival of Hafiz Assad to the governance of Syria: 1724

By the Star when it falls. Has not gone astray (or gotten lost) (verse 2 of Sura 53): 1724

An Aya (Sign) from his Lord (God). Has not the evident sign of what is in the First Scriptures been brought to them? (verse 133 of Sura 20): 1724 (or 1723) (equivalent to 724)

And (God) will teach you (proper) interpretation of the Hadiths and completes (verse 6 of Sura 12): 1724 (equivalent to 724)

The Imam + Prince of the Believers + Caliph + Al Hashim
(Mahdi’s family name): 113 + 478 + 756 + 377 (or 378) = **1724** (or **1725**) (equivalent to **724**)

a Munzir (Warner) from them, so the Kafiroon (Unbelievers) said (verse 2 of Sura 50): **1724** (or **1723**)

Al-Thalith wa Al-Ishroon (The Twenty Third): 1061 (or 1062) + 6 + 657 = **1724** (or 1725)

Day of Thalatha Ashar (Thirteen) + Yulyu (July – in Egypt) : 56 + [1036 (or 1035) + 570] + 62 = 56 + [1606 (or 1605) + 62] = 56 + 1668 (or 1667) = **1724** (or **1723**)  
(July 13, 1917 is the date of the third apparition at Fatima, Portugal, on which the 3 secrets about the future were revealed to the 3 children)

They shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque, like they entered it (verse 7 of Sura 17): [113 + 80 + 6 + 681 (or 680) + 138 + 61] + 645 = 1079 (or 1078) + 645 = **1724** (or **1723**)

So that you may know the number of years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgement). Allah did not create this except in/on the Haq (Truth or Due Date). (verse 5 of Sura 10): **2724** (= 2 x 2 x 3 x **227**) (**2724** is the **2326**th Composite Number)

In that an oath to Zi Hijr (one who has a brain). Haven’t you seen what your Lord has done to Aad, Iram, the one which has the pillars, which has never been created like it among the Bilad (cities or countries) (verse 5 - 8 of Sura 89): (90 + 750 + 200 + 740 + 211 + 71) + 600) + [110 + 180 + 222 + 77 + 241 + 1101 + 146 + 441 + 70 + 740 + 576 + 90 + 68 (or 67)] = 2662 + 4062 (or 4061) = **6724** (or **6723**)
The Raheem (Most Merciful). Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Worlds (People), the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), Master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgement). You are whom we worship and seek support from. Guide us to the Straight Path, the path of those whom you have given bounties, not those who are the subject of wrath and not (verse 2 – 7 of Sura 1):

289 + 8435 = 8724 (= 2 x 2 x 3 x 727) (8724 is the 7636th Composite Number)

The total numerical value of all the words in Sura 97 (Al-Qadr) is 6724 (6722, 6723, or 6725) (equivalent to 724) (6724 is the 5856th Composite Number)

♦ Caliph: 725 (725 is the 596th Composite Number) (876 is the 725th Composite Number) (4725 is the 4087th Composite Number)

Abd-Majeed, Second: (76 + 88) + 561 = 164 + 561 = 725 (Abd-Majeed, Second is the last Ottoman Caliph)

Emperor Neron (Nero): 459 + 266 = 725

Zabiha (Slaughtered animal or human offered as a sacrifice): 725

Settembre (September) 23: 702 + 23 = 725

September 21: 704 + 21 = 725

The Olive and Mount (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 95): 504 + 6 + 215 = 725

Ralph Waldo Emerson: 311 + (47 + 367) = 311 + 414 = 725 (or 735)

On July 15, 1838, American thinker, Ralph Waldo Emerson, delivered his famous speech at Harvard Divinity School graduation, discounting Biblical miracles and declaring Jesus a great man, but not God. The Protestants reacted with outrage.

The Iraqi + The Iranian: 417 + 308 = 725

The Sixteenth: 155 (or 156) + 570 = 725 (or 726)

The Hour, say: the Knowledge of it is with Allah. (verse 63 of Sura 33): 167 + 130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 66 = 725

The Satan is, to you, an evident enemy (verse 22 of Sura 7): 725 (or 724)
Day of Hour of Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + Dawla (State) of Israel: 56 + 136 + 186 + [45 + 302 (or 303)] = 378 (or 379) + 347 (or 348) = 725 (or 726)

You are promised or makes for it (verse 25 of Sura 72): 536 + 41 + 113 + 35 = 725

Hadd (Destruction) of Dawla (State) of City of Vatican: 9 + [45 + (109 + 562)] = 9 + (45 + 671) = 9 + 716 = 725

The Raisan Al-Amerikiyan (Two American Presidents): 362 + 363 = 725

The American President, Elias (Elijah): (311 + 312) + 102 = 623 + 102 = 725

The Black American President: (311 + 312) + 102 = 623 + 102 = 725

An evident Serpent (verse 32 of Sura 26): 623 + 102 = 725

So, enter (verse 29 of Sura 89): 725

End of the United Kingdom: 71 + 166 + 488 = 725

End of North Korea: 71 + (237 + 417) = 71 + 654 = 725

Our biggest Ayat (Miraculous Signs) (verse 23 of Sura 20): 463 (or 462) + 263 = 725 (or 726)

We have brought you seven from the Mathani (twosomes, couples, or pairs) and the Quran (verse 87 of Sura 15): [481 (482 or 483) + 133 + 90] + (632 + 6 + 383) = 704 (705 or 706) + 1021 = 1725 (1726 or 1727)

Visit of Peres + Al-Maghrib (Morocco): 223 + 635 + 1273 = 1725

The Thalith wa Al-Ishroon (Twenty Third): 1062 (or 1061) + 6 + 657 = 1725 (or 1724)

The Fifteenth + Shaban: (732 + 570) + 423 = 1302 + 423 = 1725

The Imam + Prince of the Believers + Caliph + Al Hashim (Mahdi’s family name): 113 + 478 + 756 + 378 (or 377) = 1725 (or 1724) (equivalent to 725)

Then, We said to the angels: Prostrate to Adam, so they prostrated, except Iblees (Devil) was not among the prostraters (verse 11 of Sura 7): 1725 (or 1724)
What We have descended unto our servant on Day of the Furqan (Quran), the Day the Jam'an (two assembled forces) met (verse 41 of Sura 8): (41 + 139 + 110 + 127) + [56 + 461 (or 462)] + [56 + 541 + 194 (or 195)] = 417 + 517 (or 518) + 791 (or 792) = 1725 (1726 or 1727)

Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you, but if you return, we return and we make Jahannam (Hell) (verse 8 of Sura 17): 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 + 140 + 262 + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 154 + 98 = 1725

Promise of deportation of the Filistiniyeen (Palestinians) + Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: (80 + 805 + 340) + (135 + 62 + 303) = 1225 + 500 = 1725

Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Truth)

Laila (Eve or Night) of Twenty + Khamsa Ishreen (Twenty Five) + Zi Al-Qadat: 75 + (705 + 630) + (710 + 605) = (75 + 1335) + 1315 = 2725 (2725 is the 2327th Composite Number)

Tis'a (Nine) + Zu Al-Hijja + 1437 : 535 + (706 + 47) + 1437 = (535 + 753) + 1437 = 1288 + 1437 = 2725

Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach completely. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you, but if you return, we return and we make (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17): 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 + 140 + 262 + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 154 = 3725 (or 3726) (= 5 x 5 x 149) (equivalent to 725)

First time and they shall destroy how high they reach completely. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you, but if you return, we return and we make (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17): 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 + 140 + 262 + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 154 = 3725
We have descended it/him and in the Haq (Truth) it/he has descended. And We have not sent you, except as a bearer of good news and a warner (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): 3725 (3724 or 3723)

Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq we have descended him/it and in the Haq, he/it has descended (verses 104 – 105 of Sura 17): 3725 (or 3726)

We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is, till rise of the Dawn (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): [52 + 144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6] + [41 + 225 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 (or 130) + 15 + 418 + 149 + 314 ] = 702 (or 701) + 6023 (or 6022) = 6725 (6723 or 6724)

How would you know what is Day of the Fasl (Separation)? Woe on that day is unto the Mukazibeen (those who claim it is a lie)! Haven’t we perished the first ones! Then, we shall make the last ones follow them. That is what we do to the Mujrimeen (criminals or evil-doers). Woe on that day is unto the Mukazibeen (those who claim it is a lie)! Haven’t we created you from a Maheen (humiliating) water. So, we placed it in a firm place for a known Qadr (period or duration) So, we have set the period. (verse 14 – 23 of Sura 77): [41 + 225 (or 226) + 41 + 56 + 231 + 46 + 766 + 882 + 71 + 105 + 128 + 540 + 567 + 892 + 770 + 230 + 376 + 46 + 766 + 882 + 71 + 840 + 90 + 42] + (105 + 239 + 90 + 501+ 120 + 41 + 304 + 186 + 435) = 8704 (or 8705) + 2021 = 10725 (or 10726)

♦ The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) arises (occurs or starts): 540 + 186 (or 187) = 726 (or 727) (726 is the 597th Composite Number) (878 is the 726th Composite Number) (5501 is the 726th Prime Number)

كارثة Karitha (Catastrophe): 726

كوثر Kawthar (Place/River in Paradise) (verse 1 of Sura 108): 726

يوم المملكة العربية السعودية Day of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia: 56 + (166 + 318 + 186) = 56 + 670 = 726 [On September 23, 1932 (Jumada Ula 22 (or 21), 1351 Hijri) (Elul 22, 5692 Jewish), the Kingdom of Najd and the Kingdom of Hijaz were united to form the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and Abdul Aziz became the King of Saudi Arabia. That is why today, the Saudi National Day is celebrated annually on September 23.]

سبتمبر + 22 September 22: 704 + 22 = 726
Day of Hadi Ashar (Eleventh) + Ailul (September): 56 + 23 + 570 + 77 = 23 + 703 = \boxed{726} \quad \text{[On September 11, 2001 (Jumada Thania 22, 1422 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5761 Jewish) (2452,163.5th or 2452,164th Julian day), the Zionists implemented their terrorist attack on New York City and Washington DC.]}

On September 11, 2001 (Jumada Thania 22, 1422 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5761 Jewish) (2452,163.5th or 2452,164th Julian day), the Zionists implemented their terrorist attack on New York City and Washington DC.

Za Hijja: 9 \times (701 + 16) + 9 = 717 + 9 = \boxed{726}

Zi Hijja: 710 + 16 = \boxed{726}

The Sixth: 156 (or 155) + 570 = \boxed{726 (or 725)}

Killing (Death) + Qiyama (Resurrection): 570 + 156 (or 155) = \boxed{726 (or 725)}

The Ottoman Governor of Jerusalem sent a “Surrender Letter”, delivered by Mayor of Jerusalem, Hussein Al-Husseini, to the British invaders on Sunday, December 9, 1917 (Safar 24, 1336 Hijri) (Kislev 24, 5678 Jewish). Field Marshal Edmund Allenby, head of the invading British forces, entered Jerusalem on foot, through the Jaffa gate, on December 11, 1917.

The Raheem, Master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment). You are whom we worship and you are whom (verse 3 – 4 of Sura 1): 289 + 90 + 56 + 95 + 32 + 126 + 6 + 32 = \boxed{726}

Digging up the Graves: 352 + 374 = \boxed{726}

The Sixteenth: 156 (or 155) + 570 = \boxed{726 (or 725)}

The Pope John Paul, the Second: (37 + 59 + 38) + 592 = 134 + 592 = \boxed{726}

Basilica + The Vatican: 133 (or 134) + 593 = \boxed{726 (or 727)}

Day of Nakba (Catastrophe) of the Vatican: 56 + 77 + 593 = \boxed{726}

Day of Al-Waqia (Sura 56 “Al-Waqia”, meaning “The Event”) of Isles (or War) of the Britons: 213 + 513 = \boxed{726}

Awda (Return) of Jesus, the Messiah (Christ) son of Mary: 85 + [150 + 149 + 52 (or 53) + 290] = 85 + 641 (or 642) = \boxed{726 (or 727)}

Russians (or Saiqa - Shocking Event) + Franciyeen of (French): 266 + 460 = \boxed{726}
Entrance of Catholics of Countries of the Hispanics (or Spaniards) into the religion of Islam: 640 + 587 + 182 + 90 + 64 + 163 = 1726

Entrance of the Catholic Spaniards (or Spanish Catholics) into Islam: 640 + 618 + 215 + 90 + 163 = 1726

Entrance of the Catholic in Spain into Islam: 640 + 618 + 90 + 125 + 90 + 163 = 1726

Their prophet that Allah sent (or resurrected) for you Talut (Saul or Paul) as a King. They said: How (verse 247 of Sura 2): 1726

The Hour has approached and has been cracked (verse 1 of Sura 54): 703 + (400 + 167 + 6 + 450 (or 451)] = 703 + 1023 (or 1024) = 1726 (or 1727) (equivalent to 726)

We have brought you seven from the Mathani (twosomes, couples, or pairs) and the Quran (verse 87 of Sura 15): [482 (481 or 483) + 133 + 90] + (632 + 6 + 383) = 705 (704 or 706) + 1021 = 1726 (1725 or 1727) (equivalent to 726) (1726 = 2 x 863) (1726 is the 1456th Composite Number) (2035 is the 1726th Composite Number)

We have brought you seven from the Mathani (twosomes, couples, or pairs) and the Quran (verse 87 of Sura 15): [482 (481 or 483) + 133 + 90] + (632 + 6 + 383) = 705 (704 or 706) + 1021 = 1726 (1725 or 1727) (equivalent to 726) (1726 = 2 x 863) (1726 is the 1456th Composite Number) (2035 is the 1726th Composite Number)

One thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every (verse 3 – 4 of Sura 97): 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 = 2726 (or 2727) (2726 is the 2328th Composite Number) (3176 is the 2726th Composite Number)

It has become a heavy burden in the Heavens and the Earth. It shall not (verse 187 of Sura 7): 1030 + 6 + 537 (or 538) + 6 + 1032 + 31 = 2726 (or 2727)

Like that, your Lord shall chose you and teach you from interpretation of the narrations and complete his blessing (verse 6 of Sura 12): [771 (or 770) + 445 + 222 + 6 + 170 + 90] + [447 + 554 (or 555) + 6 + 450 + 565] = 1704 (or 1703) + 2022 (or 2023) = 3726 (or 3727)

Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy what they built high (verse 7 of Sura 17): 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 = 3726 (or 3725) (equivalent to 726) (3726 is the 3206th Composite Number)

Day of the Juma (Friday, Congregation, or Gathering), so hasten to the remembrance of Allah and leave the selling. That is better for you if you (verse 9 of Sura 62): 56 + 149 + 217 (or 218) + 41 + 920 + 66 + 6 + 907 + 113 +
Very high in the ranks, who has the Throne, he casts the Spirit, from his command, upon whomever he wishes, from among his worshippers to warn about Day of the Talaq (Meeting). The Day they are Barizoon (clearly visible), nothing (verse 15 – 16 of Sura 40): 

\[
360 + 638 + 706 + [ 601 + 150 + 245 + 90 + 246 + 110 + 90 + 312 + 90 + 82 + 990 + 56 + 562 + 56 + 45 + 266 ] = 1704 + 4022 = 5726
\]

In it every wise command from us gets distinguished. We have been sending a warning. In it every wise command from us gets distinguished. We have been sending a mercy from your Lord. He is the All-Hearer, All-Knower, Lord of the Heavens and the Earth. (verse 3 – 7 of Sura 44):

\[
1050 + 96 + 390 + 50 + 241 + 78 + 242 + 90 + 175 + 52 + 71 + 390 + 253 + 90 + 222 + 56 + 11 + 211 + 180 + 202 + 537 + 6 + 1032 = 5726
\]

An oath to some one who has a brain. Haven’t you seen what your Lord has done to Aad, Iram, the one which has the pillars, which has never been created like it (verse 5 – 8 of Sura 89):

\[
200 + 740 + 211 + 71 + 600 + 110 + 180 + 222 + 77 + 241 + 1101 + 146 (or 145) = 5726
\]

Allah made the heavens and the earth and the Sun and the Moon are Bihusban (taken into account, or being judged). And the Star and the Trees prostrate. And the Sama (Sky or Heaven) he raised it and placed the Mizan (Scale). Do not transgress in the Mizan (Scale) and (verse 1 - 9 of Sura 55):

\[
102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 329 + 140 + 382 (or 383) + 730 + 192 + 145 + 94 + 431 + 6 + 371 + 123 + 6 + 124 + 6 + 534 + 128 + 6 + 133 + 356 + 6 + 876 + 139 + 32 + 1416 + 90 + 139 + 6 ) = 5022
\]

Iman (faith or belief) and those who have given the Book and the Believers do not have doubt and so that those who have in their hearts an illness and the Unbelievers say : what has Allah intended in this as a metaphor? This is how Allah misguides whomever he wishes and guides (verse 31 of Sura 74):

\[
103 + 6 + 31 + 613 + 791 + 414 + 453 + 6 + 223 + 6 + 176 + 791 + 90 + 183 + 1040 + 6 + 388 + 742 + 206 + 66 + 708 + 571 + 770 + 840 + 66 + 90 + 312 + 6 + 29 = 9726
\]
How would you know what Day of the Fasl (Separation) is? Woe on that day is unto the Mukazibeen (those who claim it is a lie)! Haven’t we perished the first ones! Then, we shall make the last ones follow them. That is what we do to the Mujrimeen (criminals or evil-doers). Woe on that day is unto the Mukazibeen (those who claim it is a lie)! Haven’t we created you from a Maheen (humiliating) water. So, we placed it in a firm place for a known Qadr (period or duration). So, we have set the period. (verse 14 – 23 of Sura 77):

\[
[41 + 226 (or 225) + 41 + 56 + 231 + 46 + 766 + 882 + 71 + 105 + 128 + 540 + 567 + 892 + 770 + 230 + 376 + 46 + 766 + 882 + 71 + 840 + 90 + 42] + (105 + 239 + 90 + 501 + 120 + 41 + 304 + 186 + 435) = 8705 (or 8704) + 2021 = 10726 (or 10725)
\]

♦ Al-Sakha (refers to “Day of Judgment”) (verse 33 of Sura 80): 727 (727 is the 129th Prime Number) (879 is the 727th Composite Number)

The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) has arisen (or started): 541 + 186 (or 187) = 727 (or 728)

عوزة عيسى المسيح ابن مريم Awda (Return) of Jesus, the Messiah (Christ) son of Mary: 85 + [150 + 149 + 53 (or 52) + 290] = 85 + 642 (or 641) = 727 (or 726)

تورة موسى Torah of Moses: 611 (or 612) + 116 = 727 (or 728)

باسليك + الفاتيكان Basilica + The Vatican: 134 (or 133) + 593 = 727 (or 726)

البابا جون بول + الفاتيكان The Pope John Paul + The Vatican: (37 + 59 + 38) + 593 = 134 + 593 = 727

ما ادرك ما ليله القدر How would you know what the Night of Qadr is (verses 1 - 2 of Sura 97): [41 + 235 (or 226) + 41 + 75] + 335 = 392 (or 383) + 335 = 727 (or 718)

و ما جعلنا أصحاب النار الا ملكه و And We (God) have not made People (or Guardians) of the (Hell) Fire, except Angels and (verse 31 of Sura 74): 6 + [41 + 154 + 101 (or 102) + 282 + 32 + 105] + 6 = [6 + 715 (or 716)] + 6 = 721 (or 722) + 6 = 727 (or 728)

يوم الندخل Day of the Entry: 56 + 671 = 727

ذا حجة + 10 Za Hijja 10: (701 + 16) + 10 = 717 + 10 = 727

سентمبر 23 September 23: 704 + 23 = 727

الساعة و انشق The Hour has approached and has been cracked (verse 1 of Sura 54): 703 + (400 + 167 + 6 + 451 (or 450)] = 703 + 1024 (or 1023) = 1727 (or 1726) (equivalent 727)
We have brought you **seven** from the Mathani (twosomes, couples, or pairs) and the Quran (verse 87 of Sura 15): $[483 (481 or 482) + 133 + 90] + (632 + 6 + 383) = 706 (704 or 705) + 1021 = 1727 (1725 or 1726)

Thalatha Ishreen (Twenty Three) + Yuly (July – in Egypt) : $[1035 (or 1036) + 630] + 62 = 1665 (or 1666) + 62 = 1727 (or 1728)

**Thalatha wa Ishreen (Twenty Three) + Yuly (July)** : $[1035 (or 1036) + 6 + 630] + 56 = 1671 (or 1672) + 56 = 1727 (or 1728)

**Intiha (End) of London, England** : $458 + [134 + 1135 (or 1136)] = 458 + 1269 (or 1270) = 1727 (or 1728) (= 11 x 157 ) (1727 is the 1457th Composite Number) (2036 is the 1727th Composite Number)

What We have descended unto our servant on Day of the Furqan, the Day the Jam'an (two assembled forces) met (verse 41 of Sura 8): $(41 + 139 + 110 + 127) + [56 + 462 (or 461)] + [56 + 541 + 195 (or 194)] = 417 + 518 (or 517) + 792 (or 791) = 1727 (or 1725)

**Nihaya (End) of Governance of Bashshar Al-Assad** : $71 + 68 + (503 + 989 + 96) = 71 + 68 + 1588 = 1727

Day of Ihtifa (Celebration) + Astronauts of the Space + Apollo 11 : $56 + [491 + (211 + 913) + (45 + 11)] = 56 + (491 + 1124 + 56) = 56 + 1671 = 1727

The Sheikh Ahmad Al-Aseer + Fadl Shakir: $[941 + (53 + 302)] + (910 + 521) = (941 + 355) + 1431 = 1296 + 1431 = 2727 (2727 is the 2329th Composite Number) (3177 is the 2727th Composite Number)

**Fifth + Ab (August as known in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 2022** : $701 + 4 (or 3) + 2022 = 705 (or 704) + 2022 = 2727 (or 2726)

It has become a heavy burden in the Heavens and the Earth. It shall not (verse 187 of Sura 7): $1030 + 6 + 538 (or 537) + 6 + 1032 + 31 = 2727 (or 2726)

The Heavens and what is in the Earth and for Him is the praise in the Akhira (End Times) and He is the Hakeem (Wise) and the Khaveer (Expert or Knowledgeable) (verse 1 of Sura 34): $(537 + 6 + 41 + 90 + 1032) + (6 + 35 + 83 + 90 + 838 + 6 + 11 + 109 + 843) = 1706 + 2021 = 3727

Like that, your Lord shall chose you and teach you from interpretation of the narrations and complete his blessing (verse 6 of Sura 12): $[771 (or 770) + 445 + 222 + 6 + 170 + 90] + [447 + 555 (or 554) + 6 + 450 + 565] = 1704 (or 1703) + 2023 (or 2022) = 3727 (or 3726)
In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. The Rahman taught the Quran, created the human, taught him the Bayan (proper interpretation). The Sun and the Moon are in Husban (taken into account, or being judged).

(verse 1 - 4 of Sura 55): \( (102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 329 + 140 + 382 + 730 + 192 + 145) + \lbrack 93 \text{ or } 94 \rbrack + 431 + 6 + 371 + 122 \text{ (or } 123) \rbrack = 2704 + 1023 \text{ (or } 1025 \rbrack = 3727 \text{ (3728 or } 3729) \]

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. The Rahman taught the Quran, created the human, taught him the Bayan (proper interpretation). The Sun and the Moon are in Husban (taken into account, or being judged). And the Star and the Trees prostrate. And the Sama (Sky or Heaven) he raised it and placed the Mizan (Scale). Do not transgress in the Mizan (Scale) and (verse 1 - 9 of Sura 55):
\[ (102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 329 + 140 + 382 + 730 + 192 + 145 + 94 + 431 + 6 + 371 + 123 + 6 + 124 + 6 + 534 + 128 + 6 + 133 + 356 \rbrack + \lbrack 6 + 876 + 139 + 32 + 1416 + 90 + 139 + 6 \rbrack + 5023 \text{ (or } 5022) + 2704 = 7727 \text{ (or } 7726) \]

2036 is the 1727th Composite Number. One of the most important verses about the End Times, verse 7 of Sura 17 is the 2036th verse of the Quran.

The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) has arisen (started): \( 541 + 187 \text{ (or } 186) = 728 \text{ (or } 727) \text{ (728 is the } 598^{th} \text{ Composite Number)} \text{ (880 is the } 728^{th} \text{ Composite Number}) \]

Alamat (Signs) of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): \( 542 + 186 \text{ (or } 187) = 728 \text{ (or } 729) \]

From the Mathani (twosomes, couples, or pairs) and (verse 87 of Sura 15): \( (90 + 632) + 6 = 722 + 6 = 728 \)
Torah of Moses: \[612 + 116 = 728\] (or 727)

Inshiqaq (Split, Schism, Cracking, Fracturing) of the Church: \[552 + 176 = 728\] (The Schism in Christianity, into Roman Catholic Church versus Orthodox Churches, started on July 16, 1054)

Kingdom of Awar Dajjal (Anti-Christ), Messiah Son of David: \[135 + 308 + 69 + 149 + 67 = 728\] (or 729)

And We (God) have not made People (or Guardians) of the (Hell) Fire, except Angels and (verse 31 of Sura 74): \[6 + [41 + 154 + 102 (or 101) + 282 + 32 + 105] + 6 = [6 + 716 (or 715)] + 6 = 722 (or 721) + 6 = 728\] (or 727)

And the Spirit, in it, by the permission of their Lord, for every matter (command) (verse 4 of Sura 97): \[6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 = 1728\] (equivalent to 728) \((1728\) is the 1458th Composite Number)

Ibtida (Beginning) of the first Marhala (Phase or Period) of the End Times: \[409 + [314 + 78 + 90 + 837 (or 838)] = 409 + 1319 (or 1320) = 1728\] (or 1729)

Fifteen + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): \[(705 + 570) + 453 = 1275 + 453 = 1728\]

Thalatha Ishreen (Twenty Three) + Yulyu (July – in Egypt): \[1036 (or 1035) + 630 + 62 = 1666 (or 1665) + 62 = 1728\] (or 1727)

Thalatha wa Ishreen (Twenty Three) + Yuly (July): \[1036 (or 1035) + 6 + 630 + 56 = 1672 (or 1671) + 56 = 1728\] (or 1727)

Day of the Khuruj (Coming out). We bring life and death and to us (verse 42 of Sura 50): \[56 + (840 + 52 + 108 + 68 + 6 + 500 + 6 + 92) = 56 + 1672 = 1728\]

What Night of the Qadr is? Night of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by the permission of their Lord from every command (verse 2 - 4 of Sura 97): \[4728\] (or 4729) \((4728\) is the 4090th Composite Number)

And I paved for him the way. Then, he expected greedily that I would offer more. No, he has been, to our Sign, stubborn. I shall exhaust him Sooda (upwardly or increasingly). He thought and Qaddar (estimated). So, he got killed like he estimated (verse 14 – 19 of Sura 74): \[6 + 449 + 35 + 460 (or 459) + 540 + 129 + 51 + 22 + 51 + 56 + 71 + 492 + 135 + 371 + 170 (or 171) + 56 + 300 + 6 + 304 ] + (610 + 110 + 304) = 3704 (or 3703) + 1024 = 4728\] (or 4727)

From 1291 AD (End of Crusaders’ Kingdom in the Middle East) till 2019 AD (possible Beginning of the End Times), there are 728 years.
They denied the truth (verse 11 of Sura 25) & (verse 42 of Sura 54): \(729\) (\(729\) is the 599\(^{th}\) Composite Number) \(882\) is the 729\(^{th}\) Composite Number.

Alamat (Signs) of the Qiyama (Resurrection or War): \(542 + 187\) (or \(186\) = \(729\) (or \(728\)).

Tis’a (Nine) + Kanoon Al-Awwal (December as known in Greater Syria & Iraq): \(535 + [126 (or 127) + 68] = 535 + 194\) (or \(195\) = \(729\) (or \(730\)). \[ Britain captured Jerusalem from the Ottoman Empire. The Ottoman Governor of Jerusalem sent a “Surrender Letter”, delivered by Mayor of Jerusalem, Hussein Al-Husseini, to the British invaders on Sunday, December 9, 1917 (Safar 24, 1336 Hijri) (Kislev 24, 5678 Jewish). Field Marshal Edmund Allenby, head of the invading British forces, entered Jerusalem on foot, through the Jaffa gate, on December 11, 1917.]

Lailat (Eve) of Bid’a (Beginning) of withdrawal of Israel from Lebanon: \(75 + 7 + [122 + 302 (or 303) + 90 + 133] = 75 + [7 + 647 (or 648)] = 75 + 654 (or 655) = 729\) (or \(730\)).

The Nuclear War + Wahiya (Catastrophe) of the Americans: \(349 + 27 + 353 = 729\)

Fana (Perishing) of San Francisco: \(132 + 597 = 729\)

Moscow + San Francisco: \(132 + 597 = 729\)

Ibtida (Beginning) of Wall of Berlin: \(409 + (28 + 292) = 409 + 320 = 729\) (Construction of the Wall of Berlin started by East Germany early in the morning on August 13, 1961. On the night of August 12, 1961, East Germany began to seal off all points of entrance into West Berlin from East Berlin by stringing barbed wire and posting sentries.)

Bid’a (Beginning) of Battle of Hamburg, Germany: \(7 + (335 + 1254 + 133) = 7 + 1722 = 1729\)

Operation Gomorrah + Hamburg: \((155 + 321) + 1253(\text{or} 1254) = 476 + 1253\) (or \(1254\) = \(1729\) (or \(1730\)). (Code name of the attack launched by Britain against Hamburg, Germany in WW II.)
Al-Khusuf (Land Collapse) + Manhattan + New York City: 771 + 547 + 109 + 302 = 1729 (equivalent to 729) (1729 is the 1459th Composite Number) (2038 is the 1729th Composite Number)

The Sun and the Moon are taken into account and the Star and the Trees prostrate. (verses 5 - 6 of Sura 55)  
(431 + 371 + 123 + 6 + 124) + (6 + 534 + 128) = 1061 + 668 = 1729

Ibtida (Beginning) of the first Marhala (Phase or Period) of the End Times: 409 + [314 + 78 + 90 + 838 (or 837)] = 409 + 1320 (or 1319) = 1729 (or 1728)

When will its docking be? While you are part of its remembrance. To your Lord is its end (verse 42 – 45 of Sura 79): 62 + (306 + 130 + 451 + 90 + 926 + 41 + 222 + 501) = 62 + 2667 = 2729 (2729 is the 398th Prime Number) (3179 is the 2729th Composited Number)

We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than (or from) (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 97): 52 + 143 (or 144) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 = 2729 (or 2730)

The Rahman, the Raheem. Recite in the name of your Lord who created. He created the human from (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 96): [329 + 289 + 302 + 103
Shar ma halqan wa Shar Uigsaw ina
the evilness of what he created and from the evilness of Ghasiq when
(verse 2 - 3 of Sura 113): $500 + 41 + 730 + 6 + 90 + 500 + 1160 (or 1161) + 702 = \mathbf{3729} (or \mathbf{3730})$

Ma lehe alqad lihe alqad khair min alf shahr tanzil malakheh wa ruouh ina bayn ala ribum min kull amr what Night of the Qadr is? Night of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by the permission of their Lord from every command (verse 2 - 4 of Sura 97): $\mathbf{4729} (or \mathbf{4728})$

(\mathbf{4729} is the 638th Prime Number)

And I paved for him the way. Then, he expected greedily that I would offer more. No, he has been, to our Sign, stubborn. I shall exhaust him Sooda (upwardly or increasingly). He thought and Qaddar (estimated).

So, he got killed like he estimated (verse 14 – 19 of Sura 74): $[6 + 449 + 35 + 460 (or 459) + 540 + 129 + 51 + 22 + 51 + 56 + 71 + 492 + 135 + 371 + 171 (or 171) + 56 + 300 + 6 + 304 ] + (610 + 110 + 304) = 3705 (3703 or 3704) + 1024 = \mathbf{4729} (4727 or 4728)$

♦  
blown (verse 13 of Sura 69 ): $730 ( = 2 \times 5 \times 73)$ (730 is the 600th Composite Number)  
(884 is the 730th Composite Number)

خلق Created (verse 3 of Sura 55): 730

ذل Zul (Humiliation): 730

تسعه + كانون الأول Tisa (Nine) + Kanoon Al-Awwal (December as known in Greater Syria & Iraq) : $535 + (127 + 68) = 535 + 195 = 730$  
[The Ottoman Governor of Jerusalem sent a “Surrender Letter”, delivered by Mayor of Jerusalem, Hussein Al-Husseini, to the British invaders on Sunday, December 9, 1917 (Safar 24, 1336 Hijri) (Kislev 24, 5678 Jewish). Field Marshal Edmund Allenby, head of the invading British forces, entered Jerusalem on foot, through the Jaffa gate, on December 11, 1917.]

و ما ادريك ما القرعه And how would you know what Al-Qari’a is? (verse 3 of Sura 101): $730 (or 721)$

صدام حسين + الكويت Saddam Hussein + The Kuwait : $(135 + 128) + 467 = 263 + 467 = 730$

المطران مكاريوس الثالث The ArchBishop Makarios, the Third: $[331 + 337 (or 338)] + 1062 = 668$ (or 669) + 1062 = $\mathbf{1730} (or \mathbf{1731})$ (1730 is the 1460th Composite Number)

ذبح عظيم Magnificent Slaughter (verse 107 of Sura 37): $710 + 1020 = \mathbf{1730}$

عمله عموره + هامبورغ Operation Gomorrah + Hamburg: $(155 + 321) + 1253(or 1254) = 476 + 1254 (or 1253) = \mathbf{1730} (or \mathbf{1729})$ (Code name of the attack launched by Britain against Hamburg, Germany in WW II)
Day of Atomic Bomb + Hiroshima: \(56 + (187 + 915) + 572 = 56 + 2015 = 1730\)

The Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings to show him from our Ayat (Signs) (verse 1 of Sura 17): \(2730\) (or \(2731\)) \(2730\) is the \(2331^{st}\) Composite Number

Five + Ab (August) + 2022 : \(705 + 3\) (or 4) + 2022 = \(708\) (or \(709\)) + 2022 = \(2730\) (or \(2731\))

the evilness of what he created and from the evilness of Ghasiq when (verse 2 - 3 of Sura 113): \(500 + 41 + 730 + 6 + 90 + 500 + 1161\) (or 1160) + 702 = \(3730\) (or \(3729\))

The Atrak’s (Turks) Ghazu (invasion) of Island of Cyprus + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 20 + 1974 : \([1013 + (653 + 225 + 392)] + [(453 + 20) + 1974]\) = \((1013 + 1270) + (473 + 1974) = 2283 + 2447 = 4730\) (On July 20, 1974, Turkey invaded Northern Cyprus to protect the Muslims of Cyrus)

The Maskh (physical transformation of humans caused by God as a punishment, such as turning humans into apes/monkeys or pigs): \(731\) \(731\) is the \(601^{st}\) Composite Number \(885\) is the \(731^{st}\) Composite Number

My curse shall be upon you till (verse 78 of Sura 38): \(130 + 560 + 41 = 731\)

The Two Easts (Two locations of Sunrise): \(731\)

Istiad (Recapture) of Al-Quds (Jerusalem): \(536 + 195 = 731\)

Othmaniyeen (Ottomans): \(731\)

The Truth (or True/Right) has come (verse 81 of Sura 17) + Gospel of Jesus son of Mary: \((5 + 139) + [94 + (150 + 53 + 290)] = 144 + 94 + 493\) (or \(492\)) = \(731\) (or \(730\))

Gospel of Jesus son of Mary + Church: \([94 + (150 + 53 + 290)] + 145 = 94 + 492\) (or \(493\)) + 145 = \(731\) (or \(732\))

The Eleventh of Ailul (September – in Greater Syria & Iraq): \((54 + 570) + 107 = 624 + 107 = 731\)

When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin (verse 7 of Sura 17): \((702 + 5 + 80 + 837) + 107\) (or \(108\)) = \(1624 + 107 = 1731\)
The Protestant Islahi (Reformer): $171 + 1560 = 1731$

The Lining up (alignment) + eleven planets + The Sun and the Moon: $[292 + 13 + 570 + 48 (or 49)] + (431 + 6 + 371) = 923 (or 924) + 808 = 1731 (or 1732)$

The Ihtifal (Celebration) + Astronauts of the Space + Apollo 11: $551 + (211 + 913) + 1434 = 1731 (or 1732)$

A Saiqa (shocking event) like Saiqa of Aad and Thamud (verse 13 of Sura Fussilat Sura 41): $265 + 570 + 265 + 75 + 6 + 550 = 1731 (1732 or 1733) (= 3 \times 577)$

The Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings to show him from our Ayat (Signs) (verse 1 of Sura 17): $2731 (2730 or 2732)$

The Fourteenth + Shaban + 1434: $(304 + 570) + 423 (or 422) + 1434 = 1297 (or 1296) + 1434 = 2731 (or 2730)$

Zu Hijja + 10: $[706 (or 707) + 16 ] + 10 = 722 (or 723) + 10 = 732 (or 733)$

Middle of Shaban: $220 + 90 + 422 (or 423) = 732 (or 733)$

The Qiyama (End Times War, Upheaval) breaks out (erupts or starts): $546 + 186 (or 187) = 732 (or 733)$

The Fifth: $732$

Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel + The Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): $[135 + 62 + 302 (or 303)] + 233 = 499 (or 500) + 233 = 732 (or 733)$

Pope Franshesco (or Francis): $6 + 726 = 732$

The Wahiya (Disaster) + Britania (Britain): $58 + 674 = 732$

Kuwaikib (Small Panetor Asteroid) + Britania (Britain): $58 + 674 = 732$

When they will not be able to ward the (Hell) Fire off their faces (verse 39 of Sura 21): $732$
When the North and the South (Poles) broke out: $212 + 520 = 732$

you know what the Tariq is? The Star (verse 2 - 3 of Sura 86): $226 + 41 + 341 = 732$

Those who deny Day of Judgment (verse 11 of Sura 83): $791 + 788 + 58 + 95 = 1732$ (equivalent to 732)  
($1732 = 2 \times 2 \times 433$)  
(1732 is the 1462nd Composite Number)

Ghar (Cave) of Hira + Mount of the Light: $(1201 + 209) + (35 + 287) = 1410$ (or 1411) + 322 = 1732 (or 1733) (equivalent to 732)

And The Sky that has Buruj (Constellations or Towers) and the Promised Day (verses 1-2 of Sura 85): $1482 + 250 = 1732$

A Saiqa (shocking event) like the Saiqa of Aad and Thamud (verse 13 of Sura 41): $266 + 570 + 265 (or 266) + 75 + 6 + 550 = 1732$ (or 1733)

I seek refuge by the words of Allah which are complete from (against) every Satan and Hamma and from (against) every jealous eye: $2732$ (equivalent to 732)  
($2732 = 2 \times 2 \times 683$)  
(2732 is the 2332nd Composite Number)

The Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings to show him from our Ayat (Signs) (verse 1 of Sura 17): $2732$ (2730 or 2731)

Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy what they built high completely (verse 7 of Sura 17): $5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 113 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 = 3732$ (or 3731) (equivalent to 732)  
($3732$ is the 3211th Composite Number)

Haven’t you seen what your Lord has done to Aad, Iram, the one which has the pillars, which has never been created like it among the Bilad (cities or countries) (verse 6- 8 of Sura 89): $4732$ (or 4733) 
(4732 is the 4093rd Composite Number)  
($5454$ is the 4732nd Composite Number)

The Battle of Tours (also called the Battle of Poitiers and, by Arab sources, Battle of Palace/ Court of the Martyrs (Arabic: معركة بلاط الشهداء)) in which Muslim Ummayad army was defeated by Christian Frankish army, was fought in an area between the cities of Poitiers and Tours, in north-central France, on October 10, 732 AD (Shaban 15, 114 Hijri) (Tishri 16, 4493 Jewish).

The Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or Beginning of End Times) arises (breaks out erupts or starts): $546 + 187 (or 186) = 733 (or 732)  
(733 \times 2 = 1466)$  
(733 is the 130th Prime Number)  
($888$ is the 733rd Composite Number)  
($5557$ is the 733rd Prime Number)
Zu Hijja + 10: \[707 \text{ (or 706) } + 16 \] + 10 = 723 \text{ (or 722) } + 10 = \mathbf{733} \text{ (or 732)}

Middle of Shaban: \[220 + 90 + 423 \text{ (or 422) } = \mathbf{733} \text{ (or 732)}

Donald Trump: 90 (or 89) + 643 = \mathbf{733} \text{ (or 732)}

Using our Ayat (signs) miraculously. (verse 51 of Sura 22): 90 + (463 + 180) = 90 + 643 = \mathbf{733}

Like it among the Bilad (verse 8 of Sura 89): \mathbf{733} \text{ (or 734)}

Sending a mercy from (verse 5 – 6 of Sura 44): 390 + 253 + 90 = \mathbf{733}

Jizl (base or stem): \mathbf{733} \text{ (This is part of a Hadith)}

Seventh Month Miladi (based on birth of Jesus): 133 + 505 + 95 = \mathbf{733}

And How would you know what the Night of Qadr is? (verse 2 of Sura 97): \[6 + 41 + 235 \text{ (or 226) } + 41 + (75 + 335) = 323 \text{ (or 314) } + 410 = \mathbf{733} \text{ (or 724)}

Your Lord is its end (or destination) (verse 44 of Sura 79): 222 + 511 (or 502) = \mathbf{733} \text{ (or 724)}

The Wahid (One – attribute of Allah) + Fat’h (Conquest) of the Quds (Jerusalem): 50 + (488 + 195) = 50 + 683 = \mathbf{733}

The King Æthelstan (King of West Saxons who became overlord and the first king of all the Anglo Saxons, starting from \textbf{July 12, 927 AD}): 121 + 612 = \mathbf{733}

The Mahdi + The Torah: 90 + 643 = \mathbf{733}

Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel + Al-Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): \[135 + 62 + 303 \text{ (or 302)} \] + 233 = 500 (or 499) + 233 = \mathbf{733} \text{ (or 732)}

The Eastern South: 92 + 641 = \mathbf{733}

The Southern East: 631 + 102 = \mathbf{733}

Jizl (base or stem): \mathbf{733} \text{ (In a Hadith, Prophet Mohammad (p) referred to the Dajjal as \textbf{Jizl of Satan}, as he talking about from where the Dajjal will emerge while pointing to the East)}

City of Seven Hills: 109 + 163 + 461 = \mathbf{733}

So, he performed Hashr (in-gathering), and called out (verse 23 of Sura 79): 588 + 145 = \mathbf{733}
Promise of my Lord (God) comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Enemy of Allah + Qiyama (Resurrection) of Sydney: 

\[(5 + 80 + 212) + (80 + 66) + (156 + 134) = 297 + 146 + 290 = 733\]

Promise of my Lord/God (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Hazima (Defeat) + Seoul, Korea: 

\[292 + 98 + 343 = 733\]

Promise of my Lord/God comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Halak (Devastation) of People of South Korea: 

\[297 + (56 + 380) = 733\]

Saiqa (Shocking Event) of Taiwan: 

\[265 + 468 = 733\]

Taiwanese War + Al-Hadd (Destruction): 

\[693 + 40 = 733\]

Sent down unto his servant the Book (verse 1 of Sura 18): 

\[88 + 110 + 81 + 454 (or 453) = 279 + 454 (or 453) = 733 (or 732)\]

brought down it the Trust-worthyl Spirit upon your heart (verse of 193 – 194 of Sura 26): 

\[87 + 7 + 245 + 132 + 110 + 152 = 733\]

And what We have descended unto our servant on Day of the Furqan, the Day the Jam’an (two assembled forces) met (verse 41 of Sura 8): 

\[(6 + 41 + 139 + 110 + 127) + (56 + 462) + (56 + 541 + 195) = (423 + 518) + 792 = 941 + 792 = 1733\]

Israel’s Ikhraj (Driving out or Expulsion) of the Filistiniyeen (Palestinians) from their Homelands: 

\[805 + 303 (or 302) + 340 + 90 + 195 = 1733 (or 1732)\]

Taghayeer (Change) of Aqtab (Poles): 

\[1620 + 113 = 1733\]

A Saiqa (shocking event) like the Saiqa of Aad and Thamud (verse 13 of Sura 41): 

\[266 (or 265) + 570 + 266 (or 265) + 75 + 6 + 550 = 1733 (or 1732)\]

Say: I do not know (or my God knows better) whether what you are promised is (or Aad people will die) soon or whether my Lord (God) will set for it a distant term (verse 25 of Sura 72): 

\[1733 \text{ (1733 is the 270th Prime Number)}\]

The prostration. And listen the day the caller calls from a near place, the day they hear (verse 40 – 42 of Sura 50): 

\[104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236 = 1733\]

Ascends to him/it in a day, the duration of it is one thousand years of what you count (verse 5 of Sura 32): 

\[(283 + 46) + 90 + (56 + 71 + 350) + (111 + 115 + 81 + 530) = 329 + 90 + (477 + 837) = 329 + (90 + 1314) = 329 + 1404 = 1733\]

Muharram 1 + 1444: 

\[(288 + 1) + 1444 = 289 + 1444 = 1733\]
Intisar (Victory) of Faransiyeen (French) + Battle of Maysalun: (742 + 460) + (335 + 196) = 1202 + 531 = 1733

[ Early in the morning of July 24, 1920 (Zu Al-Qada 9, 1338 Hijri) (Av 9, 5680 Jewish Calendar) (2422, 529.5th Julian Day), French forces broke a truce, attacked, defeated the Arab forces of King Faisal bin Al-Hussein’s Syrian Arab Kingdom, in the Battle of Maysalun, and captured Damascus. This decisive battle led to the end of Syrian Arab Kingdom. ]

Thalatha wa Ishreen (Twenty Three) + Yulyu (July – in Egypt) : [1035 (or 1036) + 6 + 630] + 62 = 1671 (or 1672) + 62 = 1733 (or 1734) (equivalent to 733)

Thalatha wa Ishreen (Twenty Three) + Yuliet (July) : (1036 + 6 + 630) + 61 = 1732 + 61 = 1733

Jorge Mario Bergoglio (name of Pope Francis): 212 + 257 + 2264 = 2733 (equivalent to 733) (2733 is the 2333rd Composite Number) (3184 is the 2733rd Composite Number)

the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings to show him of our signs (verse 1 of Sura 17): 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 223 + 741 + 274 + 49 + 295 + 90 + 464 + 2733

And Satan deceptively decorated their (evil) deeds (verse 24 of Sura 27): 734 (735 or 736) = 2 x 367 (734 is the 603rd Composite Number) (889 is the 734th Composite Number)

We bring to life (resurrect or revive) and put an end to life (decree death) (verse 43 of Sura 50): 734

Yali (shall govern or rule) my nation a man : 50 + (451 + 233) = 50 + 684 = 734
(This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi)

they remained in a Cave: 539 + 90 + 105 = 734
Like it among the Bilad (verse 8 of Sura 89): 734 (or 733)

Al-Sabi Ashar (The Seventeenth): 164 (or 163) + 570 = 734 (or 733)

And thus We have inspired to you a Spirit by our command (verse 52 of Sura 42): 76 + 61 + 215 + 90 + 292 = 734

The Book from Allah, the Dear (verse 1 of Sura 39) & (verse 2 of Sura 40): 734 (or 735)

When we brought to Moses the Book (verse 53 of Sura 2): 701 + 463 + 116 + 454 (or 453) = 734 (or 733)

Battle of Nicopolis Fortress: 335 + (205 + 194) = 335 + 399 = 734

He said: My Lord, support (or help) me (verse 39 of Sura 23): 734

Kingdom of Awar Dajjal (Anti-Christ), Messiah Son of David: 135 + 308 + 69 + 149 + 52 (or 53) + 21 = 734 (or 735)

Pilgrimage of the Haram House: 11 + (443 + 280) = 11 + 723 = 734

using our Ayat (signs) miraculously. (verse 51 of Sura 22): 90 + [464 (or 463) + 180] = 90 + 644 (or 643) = 734 (or 733)

And those who Sa’aw (moved or strived) using our Ayat (signs) miraculously. Those are (verse 51 of Sura 22): (6 + 791 + 137) + [90 + 463 (or 464) + 180] + 67 = 934 + 733 (or 734) + 67 = 1734 (or 1735)

The Youths resorted to the Cave. Then, they said: Our Lord bring us from (verse 9 of Sura 18): 1734

The Muntazar ( Awaited) Imam: 113 + 1621 = 1734 (equivalent to 734) (1734 is the 1463rd Composite Number) (2044 is the 1734th Composite Number)

The Imam + Prince of Believers + Caliph + Al-Hashimi (Mahdi’s family name): 113 + 478 (or 479) + 756 + 387 = 1734 (or 1735) (equivalent to 734)

Kashif (Revealer) of Secrets of Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, End Times, or Upheaval) + Secrets of the Hour: 401 + [462 + 56 + 186 (or 187)] + (462 + 167) = [401 + 704 (or 705)] + 629 = 1105 (or 1106) + 629 = 1734 (or 1735)

Thalatha wa Ishreen (Twenty Three) + Yulyu (July – in Egypt): [1036 (or 1035) + 6 + 630] + 62 = 1672 (or 1671) + 62 = 1734 (or 1733) (equivalent to 734)
Al-Thalitha wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Third): 1067 + 6 + 661 = 1734

Maji (Coming or Arrival) of the Israeli President Shimon Peres to Masjid (Mosque) of the Jazzar (Slaughterer): 54 (or 53) + [311 + 344 (or 343)] + (406 + 229) + 41 + (107 + 242) = 54 (or 53) + 655 (or 654) + 635 + 41 + 349 = 1734 (or 1733)

the Raheem. The Rahman taught the Quran, created the human, taught him the Bayan (proper interpretation). The Sun (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 55): 2734 (or 2735) (2734 is the 2334th Composite Number)

An says to provoke them out of the Land, but we drowned him and those with him, all of them. And We said (verse 103 – 104 of Sura 17): 51 + 602 + 90 + 1032 + 1437 + 6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6 + 181 = 3734 (≈ 2 x 1867) (3734 is the 3212th Composite Number)

To yourselves, and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and enter the Mosque like (verse 7 of Sura 17): 3734 (3733 or 3735)

We have been warning. In it every wise command is distributed, a command from us. We have been sending a mercy (verse 3 – 6 of Sura 44): 90 + 75 + 268 + 52 + 71 + 1050 + 96 + 390 + 50 + 241 + 78 + 242 + 90 + 175 + 52 + 71 + 390 + 253 = 3734

We shall destroy what they built high completely (verse 7 of Sura 17): [80 + 838 (or 837) + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 ] + 1013 = 3721 (or 3720) + 1013 = 4734 (or 4733) (≈ 2 x 3 x 3 x 263) (equivalent to 734) (4734 is the 4094th Composite Number)

We are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, We are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human wishes to deny what is coming ahead of him. He asks: when will Day of the Qiyama be? When the sight is sparked (verse 3 - 7 of Sura 75): 81 + 163 + 1016 + 42 + 365 + 110 + 51 + 126 + 108 + 32 + 224 + 193 + 323 + 87 + 101 + 62 + 56 + 187 (or 186) + 782 + 302 + 323 = 4734 (or 4733)

Kashf (Uncovering or Revelation) of the Qadar (Destiny): 400 + 335 = 735
(735 = 3 x 5 x 7 x 7) (735 is the 604th Composite Number) (890 is the 735th Composite Number) (1071 is the 890th Composite Number) (5569 is the 735th Prime Number)
The Hijri year + 335 : (146 + 254) + 335 = 400 + 335 = 735  (The 335th day of the Hijri year is the 10th of Zu Al-Hijja, the first day of Eid of the Adha)

A man from my children, his face is like the illustrious planet:  233 + 90 + 50 + 19 + 98 (or 99) + 245 = 735 (or 736)  (This is a Hadith about the Mahdi)

His name is Yahya (John). We have not made anyone before by that name (verse 7 of Sura 19): 735

He was a model, devout to Allah (verse 120 of Sura 16): 71 + 46 + 552 + 66 (or 65) = 735 (or 734)

Say: The knowledge of it is with my Lord (God). Does not (verse 187 of Sura 7):  (130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 212) + 31 = 704 + 31 = 735

upon whomever he wishes from his worshippers that (verse 2 of Sura 16):  (110 + 90 + 312 + 90 + 82) + 51 = 684 + 51 = 735

When is its Marsaha (settlement, docking, occurrence). Say: The knowledge of it (verse 187 of Sura 7): 735 (or 736)

To Pharaoh a Messenger (verse 15 of Sura 73):  [32 (or 41) + 406] + 297 = 438 (or 447) + 297 = 735 (or 744)

Moses with our Ayat (Signs) (verse 23 of Sura 40): 116 + 464 (or 465) + 6 + 149 = 735 (or 736)

Moses the Book and we made him (verse 2 of Sura 17): 116 + 454 + 6 + 159 = 735

Nuzul (Descent) of the Torah: 93 + 642 (or 643) = 735 (or 736)

The Prophet, the Messiah, Jesus ibin (son) of Mary: 93 + 149 + 150 + 53 + 290 = 735

Descent of the Messiah, Jesus ibin (son) of Mary: 93 + 149 + 150 + 53 (or 52) + 290 = 735 (or 734)

Star of the Messiah, Jesus ibin (son) of Mary: 93 + 149 + 150 + 53 + 290 = 735
Gospel of the Messiah (Christ) Jesus bin(son) of Mary: $94 + [149 + 150 + 52 \text{ (or 53)} + 290] = 94 + 641 \text{ (or 642)} = 735 \text{ (or 736)}$

And Bashshir (give good news) to the Believers (verse 13 of Sura 61): $6 + 502 + 227 = 735$

The Book from Allah, the Dear (verse 1 of Sura 39): $735 \text{ (or 734)}$

Till the day they are resurrected (verse 79 of Sura 38): $41 + (56 + 638) = 41 + 694 = 735$

Ruju (Return) of Mawta (Dead Individuals): $279 + 456 = 735$

Istirja (Recapture or Return): $735$

Day of Khatia (Sin) of Adam: $56 + [634 + 45 \text{ (or 46)}] = 56 + 679 \text{ (or 680)} = 735 \text{ (or 736)}$

And the Satan decorated for them their (evil) deeds (verse 24 of Sura 27): $735 \text{ (734 or 736)}$

They shall stay eternally (verse 17 of Sura 9): $45 + 690 \text{ (or 691)} = 735 \text{ (or 736)}$

The approach: $735$

The Fifth + Ab (August - in Greater Syria & Iraq): $732 + 3 \text{ (or 4)} = 735 \text{ (or 736)}$

His parents unto the throne (verse 100 of Sura 12): $735$

And he made you kings and gave you (verse 20 of Sura 5): $735$

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. N (verse 1 of Sura 68): $(66 + 330 + 289) + 50 = 685 + 50 = 735$

The Wahid (One) + Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful): $50 + (66 + 330 \text{ (or 329)} + 289) = 50 + 685 \text{ (or 684)} = 735 \text{ (or 734)}$

Qudum (Arrival or Coming) of Peres + Jami (Mosque) of the Jazzar (Slaughterer): $(150 + 229) + (114 + 242) = 379 + 356 = 735 \text{ [President of Israel, Shimon Peres, visited Mosque of the Jazzar (Slaughterer) in Akka, Israel, on Tuesday, August 23, 2011 (Ramadan 23, 1432 Hijri) (Av 23, 5771 Jewish Calendar) (2455,796.5th Julian Day)]}$

Jan (John) + The Imam Mahdi, Prince of the Mumineen
The Hour + The Mahdi, Prince of the Mumineen (Believers) : 167 + [(90 + (251 + 227)) = 167 + (90 + 478) = 167 + 568 = 735

So, we annihilated Aya (Sign) of the Night and we made Aya (Sign) of the Day (verse 12 of Sura 17): 185 + 16 (or 17) + 71 + 6 + 154 + 16 (or 17) + 287 = 735 (or 736 or 737)

Majzara (Massacre) of the Muslim Bosnians: 255 + 261 + 219 = 735

The Alexandria, Virginia: 381 + 354 = 735

And gathered (brought to Hashr) for Solomon (verse 17 of Sura 27): 6 + (508 + 221) = 6 + 729 = 735

Hadd (Destruction) + Karitha (Catastrophe): 9 + 726 = 735

The Black Hole: 633 + 102 = 735

The Star, the Shira (name of Sirius Star as called by Ancient Arabs): 124 + 611 = 735 [It is mentioned in verse 49 of Sura 53 (Al-Najm, meaning the Star), immediately before verses 50 - 51 that talk about the devastation of the people of Aad and Thamud by God.]

The Descent (coming down) + The Shira (name of Sirius Star as called by Ancient Arabs): 124 + 611 = 735 [It is mentioned in verse 49 of Sura 53 (Al-Najm, meaning the Star), immediately before verses 50 - 51 that talk about the devastation of the people of Aad and Thamud by God.]

Promise of my Lord (God) (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Black Witness: (80 + 212) + (341 + 102) = 292 + 443 = 735

Promise of my Lord (God) (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Tariq + The Black: (80 + 212) + (341 + 102) = 292 + 443 = 735

The Istifaf (lining up or alignment) + The Tariq + The Hisab (Judgment or Punishment): 292 + 341 + 102 = 735

He created (verse 50 of Sura 20) & (verse 18 of Sura 80): 735

Sperm in a location (verse 13 of Sura 23): 144 + 90 + 501 = 735

We test him. Then, we turned (made) him (verse 2 of Sura 76): 497 + 238 (or 239) = 735
735 (or 736)
and we made him an example (verse 60 of Sura 43): 6 + 158 (or 159) + 571 = 735 (or 736)

The September: 735

Humiliation (verse 44 of Sura 70): 735

Amazed (or astounded): 735

Emperor of the Rum (Romans): 458 + 277 = 735

Kingdom of Awar Dajjal (Anti-Christ), Messiah Son of David: 135 + 308 + 69 + 149 + 74 (or 73) = 735 (or 734)

Promise of my Lord/ God (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Day the Truth comes (verse 81 of Sura 17) + City of Sydney: 292 + 56 + 144 + 109 + 134 = 735

Ba’th (Resurrection) + Al-Fana (Perishing or Annihilation): 572 + 163 = 735

Ba’th (Resurrection) + The Islam: 572 + 163 = 735

He neither has strength and nor a supporter (verse 10 of Sura 86): 735

The Day the Sarair (what is in the heart) will be rewarded (or afflicted). He neither has strength and nor a supporter (verse 9 - 10 of Sura 86): 1000 + 735 = 1735 (= 5 x 347) (1735 is the 1464th Composite Number) (2045 is the 1735th Composite Number) (2045 = 5 x 409)

The Latitude 51 degrees, North: 1101 + (51 + 212) + 371 = (1101 + 263) + 371 = 1364 + 371 = 1735 (London is located on Latitude 51 degrees North)

Promise of my Lord/ God (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Khusuf (Land Collapse) of Australia: 292 + (740 + 703) = 292 + 1443 = 1735 (equivalent to 735)

And those who Sa’aw (moved or strived) using our Ayat (signs) miraculously. Those are (verse 51 of Sura 22): 6 + 791 + 137 + 90 + 464 + 180 (or 181) + 67 (or 68) = 1735 (or 1736 or 1737)

They (Thamud people) ruined the camel (God’s camel) and disobeyed the Command of their Lord (verse 77 of Sura 7): (457 + 187) + (6 + 477 + 120 + 241 + 2470) = 644 + 1091 = 1735 (equivalent to 735)

The Promise of the Haq (Turth) has approached. That is when (verse 97 of Sura 21): 703 + (111 + 139) + 782 = 703 + 250 + 782 = 1735
The prayer of the Night is the most effective and best of what is said. There is for you, in the Day-time, a long list of duties and verses 6 – 8 of Sura 73: 51 + [366 (or 365) + 71] + [ 15 + 305 + 25 + 6 + 147 + 140 (or 141) + 51 + 50 + 90 + 287 + 70 (or 71) + 55 (or 56) + 6 ] = 51 + 437 (or 436) + 1247 (or 1250) = 1735 (or 1738)

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. I do not swear by Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times) and I do swear by the self-reproaching soul verse 1 - 2 of Sura 75: 685 (or 684) + 1050 = 1735 (or 1734)

Entry of the Othmaniyeen (Ottomans) + The Constantinople: 640 + 761 (or 762) + 334 (or 335) = 1735 (1736 or 1737) (The Ottomans led by Sultan Mohammad II conquered and entered Constantinople on May 29, 1453)

After him to Bani (Children) of Israel, inhabit the land verse 104 of Sura 17: 90 + [81 + 92 + 302 (or 303) + 138 + 1032] = 90 + 1645 (or 1646) = 1735 (or 1736)

The End Times, we bring you scrolls and by/in the Haq, he has descended and have not verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17: 1735 (1736 or 1737)

The one whom the Messiah shall pray behind him: 741 + 130 + 149 + 715 = 1735

I have chosen you over the people by my Message and my Speech verse 144 of Sura 7: 1735

You. Then, we said to the angels: Prostrate to Adam. So, they prostrated except Iblees verse 11 of Sura 7: 1735 (or 1734)

Sawarnakom (shaped, formed, or portrayed) you. Then, we said to the angels: Prostrate to Adam. So, they prostrated except Iblees verse 11 of Sura 7: 1735 (or 1734)

clarifier for every thing verse 89 of Sura 16: (110 + 44 + 6 + 138) + [130 + 454 (or 453) + 463 (or 464) + 80 + 311 (or 310)] = 298 + 1437 (1438 or 1439) = 1735 (1736 or 1737)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of third + October: 75 + [1031 (or 1030) + 629] = 75 + 1660 (or 1659) = 1735 (or 1734)

Lailat (Eve) of Thalith Ishreen (Twenty Third): 75 + [1030 (or 1031) + 630 ] = 75 + 1660 (or 1661) = 1735 (or 1736)

Day of Ninth + Zu Al-Hijjat: 56 + 531 (or 530) + (706 + 442) = 56 + [531 (or 530) + 1148] = 56 + 1679 (or 1678) = 1735 (or 1734)

So that you may know the number of years and the Calculation. (Allah) did not create verse 5 of Sura 10: 577 + (78 + 201 + 6 + 102) + (41 + 730) = 577 + 387 +
and the Spirit to Him in a Day, the duration of it is fifty thousand (verse 4 of Sura 70): 
6 + 245 + (46 + 90 + 56 + 71) + 350 + 760 + 111 = 6 + 245 + 263 + 350 + 760 + 111 = 1735

Masjid (Mosque) of Bilal son of Rabah + Al-Aseer (Imam of Masjid Bilal bin Rabah): 107 + [63 + 52 (or 53) + 211] + 302 = 107 + 326 (or 327) + 302 = 433 (or 434) + 302 = 1735 (or 1736) [Sunni Sheikh Ahmad Al-Aseer, Imam of Masjid (Mosque) of Bilal son Rabah in Abra, a district of city of Saida, Lebanon, and his ally former singer Fadl Shaker, were defeated by Shia’s Hizb Allah and the Lebanese Army in a battle that started on Sunday June 23, 2013 (Shaban 14, 1434 Hijri) (Tammuz 15, 5773 Jewish) (2456, 466.5 Julian). It lasted for about 24 hours till June 24, 2013. This means it happened in the Middle (or Half) of Shaban, traditionally an important day for Muslims.]

[call to the prayer has been made on day of the Friday, move fast to Zikr (mention or remembrance) (verse 9 of Sura 62): 1735]

The Imam + Prince of Believers + Caliph + Al-Hashimi (Mahdi’s family name): 113 + 479 (or 478) + 756 + 387 = 1735 (or 1734) (equivalent to 735)

his father: O My Father, I saw eleven planets (verse 4 of Sura 12): 1686 (or 1687) + 49 = 1735 (or 1736)

Joseph to his father: O My Father, I saw eleven planets and the Sun and the Moon (verse 4 of Sura 12): 2735 (or 2736) (= 5 x 547) (equivalent to 735) (2735 is the 2335th Composite Number)

Confirming what is in my hands of the Torah and Mubashir (bearing good news) of a Messenger who will come after me whose name is Ahmad (verse 6 of Sura 61): 2735 (2736 or 2737)

Allah to you, Musadiq (confirming or confirmer of) what I have between my hands of the Torah and Mubashir (Bearing or Bearer of good news) of a Messenger who will come after me (verse 6 of Sura 61): (66 + 101 + 235 + 71 + 62 + 24 + 90 + 643 + 6) + [542 (or 543) + 298 + 421 + 90 + 86] = 1298 + 1437 (or 1438) = 2735 (or 2736)

and glorify by praising your Lord before the Tulu (rise) of the Sun and before the Setting (Sun-set) and from the Night glorify him and (verse 39 – 40 of Sura 50): 6 + 70 + 54 + 222 + 132 + 115 + 431 + 6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 71 + 155 + 6 = 2735
The Rahman, the Raheem. By the Dhuha (Forenoon) and the Night as it prevails. Your Lord has not forsaken you and has not (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 93): 2735

The Rahman, the Raheem. We have given you the Kawthar, so pray to your Lord and slaughter. Your enemy (amputated or loser) (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 108): 2735 (2736 or 2737)

that they will come (or get) out and they thought that their fortresses would protect them (verse 2 of Sura 59): 51 + 820 + 6 + 957 + 96 + 606 (or 605) + 199 = 2735 (or 2734)

To the Earth, then ascends to him/it in a day that is the duration of it is one thousand years (verse 6 of Sura 32): 2088 + 647 = 2735

their most wicked. So, the Messenger of Allah said to them: Camel of Allah and allowing it to drink. However, they did not believe him, so they crippled it (verse 12 - 14 of Sura 91): 408 (or 407) + 211 + 75 + 296 + 66 (or 67) + 156 + 66 (or 67) + 6 + 176 (or 177) + 813 + 462 = 2735 (2736 or 2737)

YaSeen and the Wise Quran, you are among the Messengers on a straight path, a revelation (verses 1 - 5 of Sura 36): 2735 (or 2736)

the End Times. That day, the people shall be gathered for it and that is (verse 103 of Sura 11): 837 + 750 + 56 + 159 + 35 + 142 + 6 + 750 = 2735

Those who have disbelieved from People of the Book and the Polytheists would not have desisted (verse 1 of Sura 98): 70 + 80 + 791 + 307 + 90 + 36 + 454 + 6 + 651 + 250 = 2735

upon you like we sent to Pharaoh a Messenger, but Pharaoh disobeyed the Messenger, so we grasped him (verse 15 – 16 of Sura 73): [170 + 61 + 342 + 41 + 406 + 296 (or 297) + 250 + 406 + 327] + 1436 (or 1437) = 2299 (or 2300) + 1436 (or 1437) = 3735 (3736 or 3737)

They ask you about the Hour: When will its docking be ? while you are part of its remembrance (or mention). To your Lord is its end. However, you are (verse 42 - 45 of Sura 79): 176 + 120 + 167 + 62 + 306 + 130 + 451 + 90 + 926 (or 927) + 41 + 222 + 501 (or 502) + 92 + 451 = 3735 (3736 r 3737) (3735 is the 3213th Composite Number)

We have descended upon you the
A.L.R. A book we descended unto you to bring out the people from the darknesses to the light (verse 1 of Sura 14): 4735

To yourselves, and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and enter the Mosque like (verse 7 of Sura 17): 1738 + 1997 (1995 or 1996) = 3735 (3733 or 3734)

For him in it whatever we wish for whom we want. Then, we make Jahannam (Hell-Fire) for him to stay in it disgraced and rejected. And whoever wants the End Times and strives for it Sayaha (proper striving) while he is a believer, such individuals (verse 18 - 19 of Sura 17): 35 + 96 + 41 + 352 + 120 + 264 + 540 + 154 + 35 + 98 + 146 + 827 + 259 + 6 + 90 + 206 + 838 + 6 + 140 + 36 + 146 + 6 + 11 + 136 + 147 = 4735

And the truth has come to you from your Lord, and a Messenger from Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Allah, the Alvarez, the Al-Haqueem. A.L.R. A book we descended unto you to bring out the people from the darknesses to the light (verse 1 of Sura 14): 4735

And they claimed he was a liar, so the torment hit them while they were Zalimoon (unfair or oppressive) (verse 113 of Sura 16): 4735 (or 4736)

And in the Haq (True/ Truth), we have descended him/it and in the Haq (verse 103 – 105 of Sura 17):
So, we drowned him and whomever was with him, all of them. And we said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). (verse 103 – 104 of Sura 17): 1437 (or 1436) + [95 + 51 + 481 + 840 + 95 + 145 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 117 + 81 + 620 + 32 + 136 (or 137) + 51 + 90 + 750 + 47 + 90 + 51 + 510 + 196 (or 197)] = 3031 + 2704 (2705 or 2706) = 5735 (5734 or 5736)

They ask you about the Hour: When will its docking be? while you are part of its remembrance (or mention). To your Lord is its end. You are a Warner for those who fear it. (verse 42 – 45 of Sura 79): 5735 (5734 or 5736) (5735 is the 4981st Composite Number)

The Book and the Polytheists have remained indulged till the Evidence comes, a Messenger from Allah reciting purified scriptures, in it, there are valuable books (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 98): 6735 (or 6734)

The Rahman, the Raheem. The Book and the evident Book. We have descended it (or him) in a blessed night. We had been warning. In it every wise command from us gets distinguished. We have been sending a mercy from your Lord. He is the All-Hearer, All-Knower, Lord of the Heavens and the Earth. (verse 1 – 7 of Sura 44): [329 + 289 + 48 + 6 + 454 (or 453) + 133 + 52 + 143 (or 144) + 90 + 75 + 267 (or 268) + 52 + 71] + (1050 + 96 + 390 + 50 + 241 + 78 + 242 + 90 + 175 + 52 + 71 + 390 + 253 + 90 + 222 + 56 + 11 + 211 + 181 + 202 + 537 + 6 + 1032) = 2009 (or 2010) + 5726 = 7735 (or 7736)

Say : I do not know whether soon is what you are promised or my Lord sets for it a (distant) term. Knower of the Ghayb (Metaphysical realm or what will happen in the Future) does not reveal his Ghayeb to anyone, except whom he has selected as a Messenger, he passes between his hands and from (verse 25 - 27 of Sura 72): 7735 (or 7736) (7735 is the 6753rd Composite Number)

The Quran to
distress you, but only as a reminder to those who fear. A Tanzeel (descended message) from the one who created the Earth and the high Heavens. The Rahman on the throne (verse 2 – 5 of Sura 20): 7735

On Friday, December 30, 2005 (Zu Al-Qada 29, 1426 Hijri) (2453,734.5th 2453,735th Julian Day), Prince Al-Walid son of Khalid son of Talal had a car accident and went into a coma. He is still in a coma, but showing signs that he is still alive.

837 – 102 = 735
838 – 103 = 735

890 is the 735th Composite Number.

917 Hijri/Lunar years are equal to about 889.67 (almost 890) Gregorian/Solar years.

Number 917 (or 918) is the numerical value of:

وعدد الآخره Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17): 80 + 837 (or 838) = 917 (or 918)

♦  And was blown (verse 99 of Sura 18): 6 + 730 = 736 (736 is the 605th Composite Number) (891 is the 736th Composite Number) (4328 is the 3736th Composite Number)

Donald Trump: 94 (or 95) + 642 = 736 (or 737)

و زين لهم الشيطان أعمالهم And the Satan decorated for them their (evil) deeds (verse 24 of Sura 27): 736 (734 or 735)

كاشف الفدر Kashf (Uncovering or Revealing) of the Qadar (Destiny): 401 + 335 = 736

10 ذي حجة + 10 Zi Hijja + 10 : (710 + 16) + 10 = 726 + 10 = 736

ليلة رأس السنة الهجرية Night (Eve) of Head (Beginning) of the Hijri year: 75 + [261 + (146 + 254)] = 75 + (261 + 400) = 75 + 661 = 736

وده الرحمن الرحيم إنا Allah, the Rahman, the Rahaeem. We (verse 1 of Sura 97): 736

تنجيس المعبد اليهودي Tanjees (Desecration) of the Jewish Ma’bad (Temple): 523 + (147 + 66) = 523 + 213 = 736

نزلة التوراة Nuzul (Descent) of the Torah: 93 + 643 (or 642) = 736 (or 735)
Gospel of the Messiah (Christ) Jesus son of Mary: $94 + [149 + 150 + 53 (or 52) + 290] = 94 + 642 (or 641) = 736 (or 735)$

Shaq (Splitting, Schism, Cracking, or Fracturing) of the Christian Churches: $400 + (172 + 164) = 400 + 336 = 736$ (The Schism in Christianity, into Roman Catholic Church versus Eastern Orthodox Churches, started on **July 16, 1054**)

A man from my children, his face is like an illustrious planet: $233 + 90 + 50 + 19 + 99 (or 98) + 245 = 736 (or 735)$ (This is a Hadith about the Mahdi)

Day of Promise of Mawlid (Birth) of George Bush: $56 + 80 + [80 + (212 + 308)] = (56 + 80) + (80 + 520) = 136 + 600 = 736$

Istiada (Getting back or Recapture) of the Quds (Jerusalem): $541 + 195 = 736$

the Jam'an (two assembled forces) met (verse 41 of Sura 8): $541 + 195 = 736$

Nuzul (Descent) of the Torah: $93 + 643 = 736$

When will its docking be? Say, the knowledge of it (verse 187 of Sura 7 . This is the 1141st verse of the Quran): $736 (or 737)$

When will its docking be? Say, the knowledge of it is with my Lord. No one uncovers its timing, except (verse 187 of Sura 7 . This is the 1141st verse of the Quran): $1736 (or 1737) = (2 \times 2 \times 434)$ (1736 is the 1465th Composite Number) (2046 is the 1736th Composite Number)

After him (Pharaoh) to Bani (Children) of Israel, inhabit the land (verse 104 of Sura 17): $[90 + 81 + 92 + 303 (or 302) + 138] + 1032 = 704 (or 703) + 1032 = 1736 (or 1735)$ (equivalent to 736)

The End Times, we bring you scrolls and by/in the Haq, we have descended him and by/in the Haq, he has descended and have not (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): $1736 (1735 or 1737)$

Ibtida (Beginning) of Awwal (First) phase of Promise of the Akhira (End Times): $409 + [37 + 283 + 90 + 80 + 837 (or 838)] = 409 + 1327 (or 1328) = 1736 (or 1737)$

Hazima (Defeat) of the Uthmaniyeen (Ottomans) + Nasr (Victory) of the Britaniyeen (Britons) + The Quds (Jerusalem): $[67 + 761 (or 762) + 340 + 373 (or 372)] + 195 = 1541 (1540 or 1542) + 195 = 1736 (1735 or 1737)$

Entry of the Othmaniyeen (Ottomans) + The Constantinople: $640 + 762 (or 761) + 334 (or 335) = 1736 (1735 or 1737)$ (The Ottomans conquered and entered Constantinople on **May 29, 1453**
Their Prophet: It is the Aya (Sign) of his kingship is to bring you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin), in it (verse 248 of Sura 2): 1736 (or 1737)

The Atomic Bomb + Hiroshima : (218 + 946) + 572 = 1164 + 572 = 1736

upon those and we descended upon you the Book, clarifier for every thing (verse 89 of Sura 16): (110 + 44 + 6 + 138) + [130 + 454 (or 453) + 464 (or 463) + 80 + 311 (or 310)] = 298 + 1438 (1437 or 1439) = 1736 (1735 or 1737)

The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq (Due Due), that is the Day of the Khuruj (coming out) (verses 41 – 42 of Sura 50): 2736 (or 2737) (2736 is the 23rd Composite Number)

Those who have said: Allah has begotten a son (verse 4 of Sura 18): 2736 (or 2737)

Joseph to his father: O My Father, I saw eleven planets and the Sun and the Moon (verse 4 of Sura 12): 2736 (or 2735) (equivalent to 736)

upon you like we sent to Pharaoh a Messenger, but Pharaoh disobeyed the Messenger, so we grasped him (verse 15 – 16 of Sura 73): [170 + 61 + 342 + 41 + 406 + 297 (or 296) + 250 + 406 + 327] + 1436 (or 1437) = 2300 (or 2299) + 1436 (or 1437) = 3736 (3735 or 3737)

Joseph to his father: O My Father, I saw eleven planets and the Sun and the Moon (verse 4 of Sura 12): 2736 (or 2735) (equivalent to 736)

and whomever was with him, all of them. And we said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (True/ Truth), we have descended him/it and in the Haq (verse 103 – 105 of Sura 17): (6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 312 + 138 + 1032 + 782) + [5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 64 + 62 + 201] + [6 + 141 + 143 (or 144) + 6 + 141] = [3049 + 1250 (or 1249)] + 437 (or 438) = 4299 (or 4298) + 437 (or 438) = 4736 (4735 or 4737)

Those who have believed and done good deeds, from them, there are Paradises, running underneath them are the rivers, that is (verse 11 of Sura 85): 4736 (or 4735) (4736 is the 4096th Composite Number)

They ask you about the Hour: When will its docking be? while you are part of its remembrance (or mention). To your Lord is its end. You are a Warner for those who fear it.(verse 42 - 45 of Sura 79): 5736 (5734 or 5735)
الساعة لأتيّه فأصبح الصفحة الجميل إن ربك هو الخلاص العليم ولقد أتيتاك سنغلا من الشاكيي و القرآن العظيم

the Hour is coming, so forgive, the nice forgiveness. It is your Lord who is the Creator, the Knowledgable. And we have brought you seven from the Mathani and the Magnificent Quran (verse 85 – 87 of Sura 15):

\[
(562 + 447 + 259 + 209 + 114 + 51) + (222 + 11 + 762 + 181 + 6 + 134 + 483 + 133 + 90 + 632 + 6 + 383 + 1051) = 1642 + 4094 = 5736
\]

الرحمن الرحيم حم و الكتاب المبين إنا أنزلنا في ليله مبارك إنا كنا منذرين فيها يفرق كل أمر حكيم أمرًا

The Rahman, the Raheem. H.M. and the evident Book. We have descended it (or him) in a blessed night. We had been warning. In it every wise command from us gets distinguished. We have been sending a mercy from your Lord. He is the All-Hearer, All-Knower, Lord of the Heavens and the Earth. (verse 1 – 7 of Sura 44):

\[
[329 + 289 + 48 + 6 + 545 (or 453) + 90 + 21 + 267 (or 268) + 52 + 71] + (1050 + 96 + 390 + 50 + 241 + 78 + 242 + 90 + 175 + 52 + 71 + 390 + 90 + 222 + 56 + 6 + 211 + 181 + 202 + 537 + 6 + 1032) = 2010 (or 2009) + 5726 = 7736 (or 7735)
\]

بوم الجمعه فاعseau إلى ذكر الله و ذروا البيع ذلكم خير لكم إن كنتم تعلمون فإذا قضيت الصلاة فانتشروا في الأرض

Day of the Juma (Friday, Congregation, or Gathering), so hasten to the remembrance of Allah and leave the selling. That is better for you if you know. When the Prayer is finished, spread out in the Ard (Land or Earth) (verse 9 – 10 of Sura 62):

\[
[56 + 149 + 217 (or 218) + 41 + 920 + 66 + 6 + 907 + 113 + 790 + 810 + 90 + 51 + 510] + (596 + 782 + 1310 + 162 + 1038 + 90 + 1032) = 4726 (or 4727) + 5010 = 9736 (or 9737) (9736 is the 8535th Composite Number)
\]

♦

الثور The Thawr (Taurus, Bull, or Ox): 737

Rua (apparitions) of Fatima: 211 + 526 = 737 (737 is the 606th Composite Number) (892 is the 737th Composite Number)

(4329 is the 3737th Composite Number)

الثناق + شمو The Camel (verse 59 of Sura 17) + Thamud (verse 59 of Sura 17): 737 (737 = 11 x 67) (737 is the 606th Composite Number) (892 is the 737th Composite Number)

روسية فانه ترمل Donald Trump: 95 (or 94) + 642 (or 643) = 737 (736 or 738)

دونالد ترمب Donald Trump: 89 (or 90) + 648 = 737 (or 738)

ملك بيت المقدس King of Bayt Al-Maqdis (House of Holiness or Jerusalem): 90 + (412 + 235) = 90 + 647 = 737 (Crusader’s Kingdom of Jerusalem in the Middle East was known in Arabic as Kingdom of Bayt Al-Maqdis)

و إمراته حملته And his wife (or lady) is a carrier (verse 4 of Sura 111): 6 + 647 + 84 = 737

هلاك هالاك هالاك Halak (Devastation) of Manhattan + London (or Sydney): 56 + (547 + 134) = 56 + 681 = 737

جنوب شرق آسيا South-East Asia: (61 + 600) + 76 (or 77) = 661 + 76 (or 77) = 737 (or 738)
South East + Gog + Magog: \((61 + 600) + (23 + 53) = 661 + 76 = 737\)

Day of Qiyama (Rise, Resurrection, Beginning of End Times) + The Messiah, the Dajjal, the Awar: \((56 + 155 (or 156)) + 149 + (69 + 308) = 211 (or 212) + (149 + 377) = 211 (or 212) + 526 = 737 (or 738)\)

Day of Qiyama (Rise, Resurrection, Beginning of End Times) + George W. Bush: \([56 + 155 (or 156)] + (212 + 6 + 308) = 211 (or 212) + 526 = 737 (or 738)\)

Wilaya (State) of New South Wales (Australian State whose capital is Sydney): \(52 + (66 + 657 + 53) = 52 + 685 (or 686) = 737 (or 738)\)

Allah is Haq (Real or True) and that the Hour, there is no doubt about it (verse 21 of Sura 18): \((66 + 108 + 6 + 51 + 167 + 31 + 212) + 96 = 641 + 96 = 737\)

When will its docking be? Say, the knowledge of it is with my Lord. No one uncovers its timing, except (verse 187 of Sura 7. This is the 1141st verse of the Quran): \(1737 (or 1736)\)

The End Times, we bring you scrolls and by/in the Haq, he has descended and have not (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): \(1737 (1735 or 1736)\)

Ib'tida (Beginning) of Awwal (First) phase of Promise of the Akhira (End Times): \(409 + [37 + 283 + 90 + 80 + 838 (or 837)] = 409 + 1328 (or 1327) = 1737 (or 1736)\)

Their Prophet: It is the Aya (Sign) of his Kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin), in it (verse 248 of Sura 2): \([107 + 51 + 17 (or 16) + 95 + 51 + 481 + 840] + 95 = 1642 (or 1641) + 95 = 1737 (or 1736) \(= 3 \times 3 \times 193\) (1737 is the 1466th Composite Number) \(2047\) is the 1737th Composite Number)

And those who Sa’aw (moved or strived) using our Ayat (signs) miraculously. Those are (verse 51 of Sura 22): \(6 + 791 + 137 + 90 + 464 + 181 (or 180) + 68 (or 67) = 1737 (or 1735 or 1736)\)

So, Allah torments him the torment (verse 24 of Sura 88): \((867 + 66) + 804 = 933 + 804 = 1737\)

Day of Al-Thani wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Second) + Shaban: \(56 + (592 + 6 + 661) + 422 (or 423) = 56 + 1259 + 422 (or 423) = 1737 (or 1738)\)
Day of Thani wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Second) + The Shaban: 56 + (561 + 6 + 661 + 453 (or 454)) = 56 + 1228 + 453 (or 454) = 1737 (or 1738)

Hazima (Defeat) of the Uthmaniyeen (Ottomans) + Nasr (Victory) of the Britaniyeen (Britons) + The Quds (Jerusalem): (67 + 762 + 340 + 373) + 195 = 1542 + 195 = 1737

Entry of the Othmaniyeen (Ottomans) + The Constantinople: 640 + 762 + 335 (or 334) = 1737 (or 1736) (The Ottomans conquered and entered Constantinople on May 29, 1453)

Mayo (May) + Al-Tasi wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Ninth) + 1453: 56 (or 57) + (561 + 6 + 661) + 1453 = 56 (or 57) + 1228 + 1453 = 2737 (or 2738)

Those who have said: Allah has begotten a son (verse 4 of Sura 18): 2737 (or 2736)

Sitta Ishreen (Twenty Six) + Rajab + 1437: (465 + 630) + 205 + 1437 = 1300 + 1437 = 2737

their most wicked. So, the Messenger of Allah said to them: Camel of Allah and allowing it to drink. However, they did not believe him, so they crippled it (verse 12 - 14 of Sura 91): 408 (or 407) + 211 + 75 + 296 + 67 (or 66) + 156 + 66 (or 67) + 6 + 177 (or 176) + 813 + 462 = 2737 (2735 or 2736)

the Land. When Promise the End Times comes (verse 104 of Sura 17): 2737 (or 2736)

from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq, that is Day of the Khuruj (Coming out or Departure) (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): 90 + (111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141) + [751 (or 750) + 56 + 840] = 90 + [1000 + 1647 (or 1646)] = 90 + 2647 (or 2646) = 2737 (or 2736)

The Rahman, the Raheem. We have given you the Kawthar, so pray to your Lord and slaughter. Your enemy (amputated or loser) (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 108): 2737 (2735 or 2736)

So, we grasped him, a grasp (verse 16 of Sura 73): 1436 (or 1437) + 1301 = 2737 (or 2738) (2737 is the 2337th Composite Number)

upon you like we sent to Pharaoh a Messenger, but Pharaoh disobeyed the Messenger, so we grasped him (verse 15 – 16 of Sura 73): [170 + 61 + 342 + 41 + 406 + 297 (or 296) + 250 + 406 + 327] + 1437 (or 1436) = 2300 (or 2299) + 1437 (or 1436) = 3737 (3735 or 3736)

They ask you about the Hour:
When will its docking be? while you are part of its remembrance (or mention). To your Lord is its end. However, you are (verse 42 - 45 of Sura 79): 176 + 120 + 167 + 62 + 306 + 130 + 451 + 90 + 927 (or 926) + 41 + 222 + 502 (or 501) + 92 + 451 = 3737 (3735 r 3736)

و من معه جميعاً وقلنا من بعدة لبني إسرائيل أسكنوا الأرض فإذا جاء وعد الآخرة جننا يكم لقية وجالحاً وجالحاً وجالحاً and whomever was with him, all of them. And we said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (True/Truth), we have descended him/it and in the Haq (verse 103 – 105 of Sura 17): (6 + 90) + [115 + 124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 312 + 138 + 1032 + 5 + 80 + 838 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 (or 143) + 6 + 141] = 96 + 4641 (or 4640) = 4737 (4735 or 4736)

When Promise of the End Times, they shall ruin your faces and enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy what they built high completely (verse 7 of Sura 17): [ 80 + 838 (or 837) + 113 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645] + [37 + 245 + 6 + 648 (or 649) + 41 + 106 + 1012] = 2642 + 2095 (or 2096) = 4737 (or 4738)

ملكه أن يأتيكم البؤوت فيه سيكهن من ريم وبيقه مما ترك ءال موسي وءال هارون تجعله الملائكه إن في ذلك لأي حكم his Kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Coffin or Ark), in it there is Sakina from your Lord and the remainder of what Family of Moses and the Family of Aaron left, carried by the Angels. There is in that a Sign for you if you are believers (verse 248 of Sura 2): 95 + (51 + 481 + 840 + 95 + 145 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 117 + 81 + 620 + 31 + 116 + 6 + 32 + 262 + 483 + 137 + 51 + 90 + 750 + 47 + 90 + 51 + 510 + 197) = 95 + 5642 = 5737

The grand opening of the atrium and stores of Trump Tower at 721 - 725 Fifth Avenue (alternatively referred to as 737 Fifth Avenue), between 56th and 57th Street, in New York City was held on February 14, 1983 (Jumada Ula 1, 1403 Hijri), with the apartments and offices of the Trump Tower following shortly thereafter. The 40 ground floor stores in the tower were opened for business on November 30, 1983 (Safar 23, 1404 Hijri) (Kislev 24, 5744 Jewish). The Tower has 68 floors.

On May 13, 1981 (64th anniversary of the first apparition in Fatima, Portugal) (Rajab 9, 1401 Hijri) (Iyar 9, 5741 Jewish) (2444, 737th Julian Day), a Turkish man called Mehmet Ali Agca shot at Pope John Paul II in St. Peter's Square in the Vatican.

♦ The Gold: 738 (738 is the 607th Composite Number) (893 is the 738th Composite Number)

Donald Trump: 95 (or 94) + 643 (or 642) = 738 (736 or 737)

Donald Trump: 90 (or 89) + 648 = 738 (or 737)

Promise to City of Istanbul: 80 + 109 + 549 = 738

Church + The Vatican: 145 + 593 = 738
Lailat (Eve or Night) of Nihaya (End) of the Vatican: $75 + [71 + 592 (or 593)] = 75 + 663 (or 664) = 738 (or 739)$

Ruya (apparition) of Fatima: $212 + 526 = 738$

The Australian (derived from Australis which means Southern): $738$

Wilaya (State) of New South Wales (Australian State whose capital is Sydney): $52 + (66 + 567 + 53) = 52 + 686 (or 685) = 738 (or 737)$

The Messiah, the Dajjal, George Bush: $(149 + 69) + (212 + 308) = 218 + 520 = 738$

Day of Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) of George W. Bush: $(56 + 156) + (212 + 6 + 308) = 212 + 526 = 738$

Day of Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) of the Messiah, the Dajjal Bush: $(56 + 156) + 149 + 69 + 308 = 212 + (149 + 377) = 212 + 526 = 738$

Day of Qiyama (Rise, Resurrection or Upheaval) of the Messiah, the Dajjal, the Awar: $(56 + 156) + 149 + 69 + 308 = 212 + (149 + 377) = 212 + 526 = 738$

Aya (Sign) of Hadd (Destruction) of the American United States + Kingdom of the Britan (Britons): $17 + 9 + (479 + 488 + 307) + (135 + 303) = 17 + 9 + 1274 + 438 = 1738$

Aya (Sign) of Hadd (Destruction) of the American United States + Kingdom of Israel: $17 + 9 + (479 + 488 + 307) + (135 + 303) = 17 + 9 + 1274 + 438 = 1738$

Promise of Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Eleven Planets and the Sun and the Moon (verse 4 of Sura 12): $(80 + 212) + (13 + 570 + 49 + 6 + 431 + 6 + 371) = 292 + 1446 = 1738$

The Istifaf (Alignment or Formation of a line) + Eleven Planets and the Sun and the Moon (verse 4 of Sura 12): $292 + (13 + 570 + 49 + 6 + 431 + 6 + 371) = 292 + 1446 = 1738$

Night of Descent (Coming down) of the Star + Eleven Planets and the Sun and the Moon (verse 4 of Sura 12): $(75 + 93 + 124) + (13 + 570 + 49 + 6 + 431 + 6 + 371) = 292 + 1446 = 1738$

Accident/Event of Khusf (Collapse) of mine of Gold + Copper: $[512 (or 513) + 267 + 133 + 707 + 119 = 1738 (or 1739)$

We have descended unto you a Book. In it, there is a mention of you
(verse 10 of Sura 21): 1738 (or 1739)

The prayer of the Night is the most effective and best of what is said. There is for you, in the Day-time, a long list of duties and
(verse 6 – 8 of Sura 73): 51 + \[366 \text{ (or 365)} + 71\] + \[15 + 305 + 25 + 6 + 147 + 141 \text{ (or 140)} + 51 + 50 + 90 + 287 + 71 \text{ (or 70)} + 56 \text{ (or 55)} + 6 \] = 51 + 437 \text{ (or 436)} + 1250 \text{ (or 1247)} = 1738 \text{ (or 1735)}

For your self and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When (verse 7 of Sura 17): 1738 (equivalent to 738)

Thalith Al-Ishreen (Twenty Third) + Ailul (September): [1031 \text{ (or 1030)} + 630] + 77 = 1661 \text{ (or 1660)} + 77 = 1738 \text{ (or 1737)}

Promise of Atomic Bomb + Hiroshima + Japan: (187 + 915) + 572 + 64 = 1102 + 572 + 64 = 1738 (1738 is the 1467th Composite Number) (2048 is the 1738th Composite Number)

So, he shall be punished for the assessment he made. Then, he looked, then (verse 19 – 22 of Sura 74): (610 + 110 + 304 + 540 + 530) + (110 + 304 + 540 + 1150 + 540) = 2094 + 2644 = 4738

On March 20, 2003 (Muharram 16, 1424 Hijri) (Elul 16, 5763 Jewish), the U.S.-led invasion of Iraq started. March 20 is March Equinox day, beginning of the Spring in the Northern Hemisphere and beginning of the Autumn in the Southern Hemisphere. The attack on Baghdad started on April 5, 2003 (2452, 734.5th Julian Day) and Baghdad was conquered by U.S. forces on April 9, 2003 (Safar 6, 1424 Hijri) (Nisan 7, 5763 Jewish) (2452, 738.5th Julian Day).

♦ Wahiya (Catastrophe) of the Euphrates: 27 + 712 = 739 (739 is the 131st Prime Number) (894 is the 739th Composite Number)

Day + Tremble (verse 14 of Sura 73): 56 + 683 = 739 (739 is the 131st Prime Number)

Jorge Mario Bergoglio (name of Pope Francis): 212 + 257 + 270 = 739

Day of Fat’h (Conquest) of the Quds (Jerusalem): 56 + (488 + 195) = 56 + 683 = 739
Karitha (Catastrophe) of Ibada (Annihilation): $726 + 13 = 739$

Fat’h (Opening) of Panama Canal: $488 + [156 + 95 (or 94)] = 488 + 251 (or 250) = 739$ (or 738)

Muharram + 7 + 1444: $(288 + 7) + 1444 = 295 + 1444 = 1739$

Accident/Event of Khusf (Collapse) of mine of Gold + Copper : $[512 (513) + 267 + 133 + 707 + 119 = 1739 (or 1738)$

My torment (or chastisement) and My Warners (or warnings) (verse 21 of Sura 54): $783 + 6 + 950 = 1739$ (1739 is the 1468th Composite Number)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Khatia (Sin): $75 + 665 = 740$ ( = 20 x 37) (740 is the 608th Composite Number) (895 is the 740th Composite Number)

It is an evident Serpent (verse 32 of Sura 26): $15 + 623 + 102 = 740$

Day of the Satan Al-Rajeem (who deserves to be pelted): $56 + [400 (or 401) + 284] = 56 + 684 (or 685) = 740$ (or 741)

Brought down the Furqan unto his servant (verse 1 of Sura 25): 740

The Ten Commandments: $139 + 601 = 740$

(This refers to September 22)

Sun + Moon: $400 + 340 = 740$

The Schism in Christianity, into Roman Catholic Church versus Eastern Orthodox Churches, started on July 16, 1054)

The Psychological Analysis: $509 + 231 = 740$

The Prophet + The Mustaf a (Chosen) + Orphalese: $93 + 260 + 387 (or 388) = 740$ (or 741)

Madina (City/State) of the Hijra (Migration) + Orphalese: $109 + 244 + 387 (or 388) = 353 + 388 (or 387) = 740$ (or 741)
Catholics + The Germans: \(587 + 153 = 740\)

Hadda (Incident of Destruction) + Karitha (Disaster): \(14 + 726 = 740\)

(Trumpet) is blown (verse 73 of Sura 6 & verse 102 of Sura 20 & verse 18 of Sura 78): \(740\)

Al-Israeliyyoon (the Israelites) + Al-Filistinyeen (the Palestinians): \(400 + 340 = 740\)

Jesus son of Mary + Day of Promise of Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of the Mahdi: \((150 + 53 + 290) + (56 + 80 + 21 + 90) = 493 + 247 = 740\)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of three + October: \(75 + [1036 (or 1035) + 629] = 1740 (or 1739)\)

We sent them two (Messengers/ Warners) (verse 14 of Sura 36 “YaSeen”): \(1740\)

used to be, before that, Mutrafeen (living extravagantly) (verse 45, Sura 56): \(1740\) is the \(1469^{th}\) Composite Number

And listen the Day the caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq, that is Day (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): \((6 + 571 + 56 + 75 + 136 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236) + (144 + 141 + 750 + 56) = 1649 + 1091 = 2740\)

The Maseekh (Transformed/False Messiah): \(741 \ [ (3 \times 13) \times 19 = 39 \times 19 \] \(741\) is the \(609^{th}\) Composite Number) (\(609\) is the \(497^{th}\) Composite Number) (\(896\) is the \(741^{st}\) Composite Number)

The Shirreer (evil person): \(741\)
Mithra: 741 (or 751) (Pagan God worshipped by ancient Greeks, Romans, Babylonians, Persians, etc. He is associated with the Sun. His birthday is December 25.)

Al-Khomeini: 741 (Al-Khomeini is the religious leader who overthrew the monarchy in Iran and transformed Iran into an Islamic State)

From the Polytheists (verse 120 of Sura 16): 90 + 651 = 741

The American President + Messiah: (311 + 312) + 118 = 623 + 118 = 741

Dajjal of Australia: 38 + 703 = 741

Al-Hasan, the Second: 149 + 592 = 741 [Al-Hasan II, King of Morocco, was crowned on March 3, 1961, after the death of his father on February 26, 1961. He died around 4:30 pm on July 23, 1999 (Rabi Thani 9, 1420 Hijri) (Av 10, 5759 Jewish Calendar) (2451.382.5th Julian Day)]

The Second Messiah: 149 + 592 = 741

The Takfeer (Atonement): 741 [The Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur can be translated as Day of the Takfeer (Atonement). It occurs on the 10th day of Tishri, the 7th Jewish month]

(Ishreen (Twenty) + Ailul (September): (3 + 661) + 77 = 664 + 77 = 741 (This refers to September 23)

Istiada (Getting back or Recapture) of City of Akka: 541 + (109 + 91) = 541 + 200 = 741

My curse shall be upon you (verse 78 of Sura 38): 51 + (130 + 560) = 51 + 690 = 741

Eating of Adam + Hawwa (Eve) from the Tree: 51 + [45 (or 46) + 16 (or 15) + 90 + 539] = 51 + 690 = 741 (740 or 742)

Day of the Satan Al-Rajeem (who deserves to be pelted): 56 + [401 (or 400) + 284] = 56 + 685 (or 684) = 741 (or 740)

Day of Promise of Milad (Birth) of George Bush: 56 + 80 + [85 + (212 + 308)] = (56 + 80) + (85 + 520) = 136 + 605 = 741

The Hill of Temple of Solomon: 435 + (116 + 190) = 435 + 306 = 741

Day of Tanjees (Desecration) of the Jewish Haikal (Temple): 56 + 523 + (96 + 66) = 56 + (523 + 162) = 56 + 685 = 741

Nihaya (End) of City of Vatican: 71 + [109 + 561 (or 562)] = 71 + 670 (or 671)
The Zabh (Slaughter): 

The one (verse 1 of Sura 25): 

Thursday: 

Al-Khunnas (verse 15 of Sura 81): 

The Promise + The Awar (who has a defect) Dajjal (Anti-Christ), Messiah Son of David + The Pope: 

what is hidden (or implicit ) (verse 7 of Sura 87): 

You worship what I worship (verse 3 of Sura 109): 

Mount Taurus (where Prophet Mohammad (p) and Abu Bakr hid): 

The Prophet + The Mustafa (Chosen) + Orphalese: 

End of Britain: 

Britain + Russia + China: 

Nakba (Disaster) of Al-Tadmeer (The Destruction) of Paris, France: 

They see what they are promised, they will realize (verse 24 of Sura 72): 

City of Leningrad, Russia: 

When its most wicked emerged (verse 12 of Sura 91): 

When + the American President + its most wicked: 

And the Promise of the Haq (Truth) has approached. This is when (verse 97 of Sura 21): 

= 741 (or 742)

الذبح The Zabh (Slaughter): 741

الذي The one (verse 1 of Sura 25): 741

الخميس Thursday: 741

الخنس Al-Khunnas (verse 15 of Sura 81): 741

الوعيد + الأعور النجل المسيح بن داود + البابا The Promise + The Awar (who has a defect) Dajjal (Anti-Christ), Messiah Son of David + The Pope: 111 + [308 + 69 + 149 + 52 (or 53) + 21 ] + 37 = 111 + 593 (or 594) + 37 = 704 (or 705) + 37 = 741 (or 742)

ما يخفى what is hidden (or implicit ) (verse 7 of Sura 87): 41 + 700 = 741

أنتم عبدون ما أعبد You worship what I worship (verse 3 of Sura 109): 741

جبل ثور Mount Taurus (where Prophet Mohammad (p) and Abu Bakr hid): 35 + 706 = 741

النبي + الممصطفى + أورفاليس The Prophet + The Mustafa (Chosen) + Orphalese: 93 + 260 + 388 (or 387) = 741 (or 740)

مدينة الهجرة + أورفاليس Madina (City-State) of the Hijra (Migration) + Orphalese: (109 + 244) + 388 (or 387) = 353 + 388 (or 387) = 741 (or 740)

الإنتهاء ببريطانيا End of Britain: 458 + 283 = 741

بريطانيا + روسيا + الصين Britain + Russia + China: 283 + 277 + 181= 741

نكبة باريس فرنسا Nakba (Disaster) of Al-Tadmeer (The Destruction) of Paris, France: 77 + (273 + 391) = 77 + 664 = 741

رأوا ما يوعدون فسيعلمون They see what they are promised, they will realize (verse 24 of Sura 72): 741

مدينة لينين غراد + روسيا City of Leningrad, Russia: 1741

اذ ابعت اشقيها When its most wicked emerged (verse 12 of Sura 91): 701 + 623 + 417 (or 408 ) = 1741 (or 1732)

اذ + الرئيس الأمريكي + اشقيها When + the American President + its most wicked : 701 + (311 + 312) + 417 (or 408) = 701 + 623 + 417 (or 408 ) = 1741 (or 1732)

و اقترب الوعد الحق فإذا And the Promise of the Haq (Truth) has approached. This is when (verse 97 of Sura 21): 6 + (703 + 111 + 139 + 782) = 6 + 1735 = 1741
O You who have believed, the Siam (Fasting) has been decreed upon you like (verse 183 of Sura 2): \[27 + 791 + 98 (or 99)] + \[(422 + 170 + 172) + 61 = [916 (or 917) + 764] + 61 = 1680 (or 1681) + 61 = 1741 (or 1742)\]

The finding of People of the Cave + Gospel of Jesus son of Mary: \[(807 + 110) + (101 + 136) + (94 + 150 + 53 + 290) = 917 + 237 + 587 (or 586) = 1741 (or 1740)\]

Istiaada (Getting back) of Muslimeen (Muslims) Bayt-Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness) from the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): \[541 + 230 + (412 + 235) + 90 + 233 = 541 + 230 + 647 + 90 + 233 = 1741\]

I saw eleven planets and the Sun (verse 4 of Sura 12): \[61 + 611 + 583 + 49 + 6 + 431 = 1741\]

Ithnain (Two) + Augustus (August): \[611 + 1130 = 1741\]

Lailat (Eve) of Thalith wa Ishreen (Twenty Third): \[75 + [1030 (or 1031) + 6 + 630] = 75 + 1666 (or 1667) = 1741 (or 1742)\]

Lailat (Eve) of Thalatha Ishreen (Twenty Three): \[75 + [1036 (or 1035) + 630] = 75 + 1666 (or 1665) = 1741 (or 1740)\]

Al-Thamin wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Eighth) + Tammuz (July): \[621 (or 622) + 6 + 661] + 453 = 1288 (or 1289) + 453 = 1741 (or 1742) \((1741 is the 400th Prime Number)\)

The Rahman taught the Quran, created the human, taught him the Bayan (proper interpretation). The Sun and (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 55): \[2735 (or 2734) + 6 = 2741 (or 2740) \((equivalent to 741) \(2741 is the 400th Prime Number)\)

Faraqnahu (we spaced its revelation) so that you recite it unhurriedly unto the People and we descended it in a descent (verse 106 of Sura 17): \[(436 + 736 + 110 + 142 + 110 + 560) + (6 + 143 + 498) = 2094 + 647 = 2741 (2741 is the 400th Prime Number)\]

To Bani (Children) of Israel. Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): \[3741 (or 3742) (4333 is the 3741st Composite Number)\]

And a Messenger, from them, came to them, but they claimed he was a liar, so the torment hit them while they were Zalimoon (unfair or oppressive) (verse 113 of Sura 16): \[4741 (or 4742)\]
القيمة فإذا برق البصر و خسف القمر و جمع الشمس و القمر يقول الإنسان يومئذ 木iya (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times) ? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun and the Moon are combined, the human being, on that day, says: (verse 6 – 10 of Sura 75): 186 (or 187) + 782 + 302 + 323 + 6 + 740 + 371 + 6 + 113 + 431 + 6 + 371 + 146 + 192 + 766 = 4741 (or 4742) (= 11 x 431) (4741 is the 4101st Composite Number)

From any day in 1948 (year in which State of Israel was established) to the same day in 2013, which is a period of 65 years, there are 23,741 days (equivalent to 741).

July 8, 1948 (Ramadan 1, 1367 Hijri) was the 2432,741th Julian Day. This is the day in which the war was resumed by the Egyptian army after the first truce between the Jews and the Arabs in Palestine. This day started the decisive “Battle of the Ten Days” from July 8 till July 18, 1948 which tilted the course of the war heavily in favour of the Jews.

The difference between 837 (numerical value of the Akhira (End Times) and 96 [numerical of the Dunya (World before the End Times)] is: 837 – 96 = 741

♦ Al-Khannas (Sneaky) (verse 4 of Sura 114): 742 (742 is the 610th Composite Number)
(897 is the 742nd Composite Number) (5647 is the 742nd Prime Number)

المسياخ The Mashiach (Messiah in Hebrew): 742 (or 741)

الذباح The Zabah (Slaughterer): 742

أنطيوخوس Antiochus: 742

يوم تدنيس الهيكل اليهودي Day of Tadnees (Desecration) of the Jewish Haikal (Temple): 56 + [524 + (96 + 66)] = 56 + (524 + 162) = 56 + 686 = 742

الثورة The Thawra (Revolution, Uprising): 742

مع العسر يسرا with hardship, (there is ) a relief (verse 6 of Sura 94): 110 + 361 + 271 (or 270) = 742 (or 741)

الشهوات The Lusts (verse 59 of Sura 19): 742 (or 743)

الخلاف The Khtaf (Dispute): 742 (or 741)

انتصار Intisar (Victory): 742

the Jam’an (two assembled forces) met and (verse 41 of Sura 8): (541 + 195) + 6 = 736 + 6 = 742

إذا أنزلته في ليلة القدر وما We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and
Ain Jalut + The Mamaleek: $(130 + 440) + 172 = 570 + 172 = 742$

On Friday, September 3, 1260 AD Julian (September 10, 1260 AD Gregorian) (Ramadan 25, 658 Hijri) (Elul 26, 5020 Jewish), in the Battle of Ain Jalut in Galilee, Northern Palestine, the Muslim Mamaleek (Mamluks) achieved a decisive victory over the Maghool (Mongols or Tatar).

Day of Surrender of Japan: $56 + [591 (or 592) + 95] = 56 + 686 (or 687) = 742 (or 743)$

World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).

The Muntazar ( Awaited) King: $121 + 621 = 742$

Hazima (Defeat) + Hadm (Destruction) of Israel + Awda (Return) of Palestine: $67 + 49 + 302 (or 303) + 85 + 239 = 742 (or 743)$

Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paul, the Second: $21 + 37 + (54 + 38) + 592 = 21 + 37 + (92 + 592) = 21 + (37 + 684) = 21 + 721 = 742$

The Pope YoHanna (John) Paul, the Second: $(37 + 75 + 38) + 592 = 150 + 592 = 742$

The Pope YoHanna (John) Paul + The Vatican: $(37 + 75 + 38) + 592 (or 593) = 150 + 592 (or 593) = 742 (or 743)$

Nihaya (End) of City of Vatican: $71 + [109 + 562 (or 561)] = 71 + 671 (or 670) = 742 (or 741)$

And We followed that by Jesus son Mary (verse 27 of Sura 57): $742$

they saw our might (or punishment), they said: We believe in Allah alone and disbelieve in what we used to worship aside of him (verse 84 of Sura 40): $1742$  
($1742$ is the 1470th Composite Number) ($2052$ is the 1742nd Composite Number)

Mercy from my Lord. When Promise of my Lord comes, he turns into (verse 98 of Sura 18): $1742$

the Dhuha (Forenoon) and the Night as it prevails. Has not (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 93): $1742$

Kingdom of the Gothiyeen (Gothics): $135 + 1607 = 1742$ (The Gothics were the
rulers of Spain when Tariq bin Ziyad and the Muslims conquered Spain)

The Inhizam (Defeat) + The Gothiyeen (Gothics): 135 + 1607 = **1742**

Laylat (Eve) of Thalith wa Ishreen (Twenty Third): 75 + [1031 (or 1030) + 6 + 630 ] = 75 + 1667 (or 1666) = **1742 (or 1741)**

Al-Thamin wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Eighth) + Tammuz (July): [622 (or 621) + 6 + 661] + 453 = 1289 (or 1288) + 453 = **1742 (or 1741)**

To Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, we will bring as mixed people. And in the Truth (verses 104-105 of Sura 17): 3742 (or 3743) (equivalent to 742) (3742 is the 3219th Composite Number)

And a Messenger, from them, came to them, but they claimed he was a liar, so the torment hit them while they were Zalimoon (unfair or oppressive) (verse 113 of Sura 16): **4742 (or 4741)**

The Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times) ? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun and the Moon are combined, the human being, on that day, says: (verse 6-10 of Sura 75): 187 (or 186) + 782 + 302 + 323 + 6 + 740 + 371 + 6 + 113 + 431 + 6 + 371 + 146 + 192 + 766 = **4742 (or 4741)**

Haven’t you seen what your Lord has done to Aad, Iram, the one which has the pillars, which has never been created like it among the Bilad (cities or countries) (verse 6-8 of Sura 89): 4742 (or 3743) (4742 is the 4102nd Composite Number)

Prince William was born on June 21, 1982 which is Sivan 30, **5742 Jewish Calendar**.

And an inscribed Book (verse 2 of Sura 52): 6 + 422 (or 423) + 315 = **743 (or 744)**

The Uwla (First) Khatia (Sin): 665 + 78 = 743

The Lusts (verse 59 of Sura 19): **743 (or 742)**

Like they entered it the first (verse 7 of Sura 17): 61 + 645 + 37 = **743**

Day of Surrender of Japan: 56 + [592 (or 591) + 95] = 56 + 687 (or 686) = **743 (or 742)** | **World War II** ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, **September 2, 1945** around **9:00 AM** (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on
board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).]

Day of Nuclear Tajriba (Test): 56 + (77 + 610) = 56 + 687 = 743

Two Aya (Signs). So, We (God) annihilated Aya (Sign) of the Night (verse 12 of Sura 17): 472 (or 473) + 185 + 16 (or 17) + 71 = 743 (or 745)

Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paul + The Vatican: 21 + 37 + (54 + 38) + 593 = 21 + 37 + (92 + 593) = 21 + (37 + 685) = 21 + 722 = 743

The Pope YoHanna (John) Paul + The Vatican: (37 + 75 + 38) + 593 (or 592) = 150 + 593 (or 592) = 743 (or 742)

The Two American Presidents: 371 + 372 = 743

Promise of the Hadd (Destruction) + The American President: [80 + 40 + (311 + 312)] = 120 + 623 = 743

The Forty Third President: 311 + (1062 + 6 + 364) = 311 + 1432 = 1743

( George Bush was the 43rd President of the U.S.)

Alamat (Signs) of the appearance (emergence) of the Mahdi : 542 (or 541) + 1111 + 90 = 1743 (equivalent to 743)

Saddam Hussein’s Ghazu (Invasion) of the Kuwait: 1013 + (135 + 128) + 467 = 1013 + 263 + 467 = 1743

Ghar (Cave) of Hira + Mount of the Light : (1201 + 220) + (35 + 287) = 1421 + 322 = 1743 (equivalent to 743)

When the promise of the first came, we sent against you. (verse 5 of Sura 17): 1743 (or 1744) (1743 is the 1471st Composite Number) (2054 is the 1743rd Composite Number)

have mercy on you, but if you return (to your old wicked ways through the Anti-Christ), we will return (by sending Jesus to punish you) and we will prepare Hell for the disbelievers. (verse 8 of Sura 17): 1743 (equivalent to 743)

Thalatha Ishreen (Twenty Three) + Ailul (September): (1036 + 630) + 77 = 1666 + 77 = 1743

Thalith wa Al-Ishreen (Twenty Third) + Ailul (September): [1030 (or 1031) + 6 + 630] + 77 = 1666 (or 1667) + 77 = 1743 (or 1744)
They entered it the first time and they will destroy, what has been built high, fully. (verse 7 of Sura 7): $2743$ (equivalent to $743$) \( 2743 = 13 \times 211 \) ($2743$ is the $2342^{nd}$ Composite Number) \( 1396 \) is the $2743^{rd}$ Composite Number.

To Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, we will bring as mixed people. And in the Truth (verses 104 - 105 of Sura 17): $3743$ ($3742$ or $3744$) \( = 19 \times 197 \) (equivalent to $743$) \( 3743 \) is the $3220^{th}$ Composite Number \( 4335 \) is the $3743^{rd}$ Composite Number.

The day the Earth/Land cracks around them quickly, that is Hashr (in-gathering) (verse 44 of Sura 50): $3743$ (or $3742$)

Have you not seen what your Lord has done to Aad, Iram, the one which has the pillars, which has never been created like it among the Bilad (cities or countries) (verse 6 - 8 of Sura 89): $4743$ (or $3742$) \( 4743 \) is the $4103^{rd}$ Composite Number

And an inscribed Book (verse 2 of Sura 52): $6 + 423$ (or $422$) + $315 = 744$ (or $743$)

Two Aya (Signs). So, We (God) annihilated Aya (Sign) of the Night (verse 12 of Sura 17): $473$ (or $472$) + $185 + 16$ (or $17$) + $71 = 744$ ($743$ or $745$)

The Big Strike (verse 16 of Sura 44) + London (or Sydney): \( 347 + 263 \) + $134 = 610 + 134 = 744$

The Black Banners: \( 643 + 101 = 744 \)

The Messiah, the Dajjal, George W. Bush: \( (149 + 69) + (212 + 6) + 308 = 218 + 218 + 308 = 744 \)

Day of Promise of the Rus’ (Russians) Hadd (Destruction) of New York: \( (56 + 80) + (9 + 297 + 302) = 136 + 608 = 744 \)

Promise of my lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Hadd (Destruction) of Kingdom of Israel: \( (5 + 80 + 212) + (9 + 135 + 303) = 297 + 447 = 744 \)

Promise of my lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Hadd (Destruction) of Kingdom of the Britan (Britons): \( (5 + 80 + 212) + (9 + 135 + 303) = 297 + 447 = 744 \)
Aya (Sign) of Awda (Return) of the Quds (Jerusalem) + Hadd (Destruction) of Kingdom of Israel: \((17 + 85 + 195) + (9 + 135 + 303) = 297 + 447 = 744\)

When the promise of the first of the two warnings came, we sent against you (verse 5 of Sura 17): \(782 + 5 + 80 + 84 + 623 + 170 = 1744\) (equivalent to 744)

\(1744\) is the 1472\(^{\text{nd}}\) Composite Number \((2055\) is the 1744\(^{\text{th}}\) Composite Number)

Lailat (Eye or Night) of Ihtifal (Celebration) + Astronauts of Space + Apollo 11: \(75 + 520 + (211 + 882) + (45 + 11) = 75 + (520 + 1093) + 56 = 75 + (1613 + 56) = 75 + 1669 = 1744\)

Thalith wa Ishreen (Twenty Third) + Ailul (September): \([1031 \text{ or } 1030 + 6 + 630] + 77 = 1667 \text{ (or } 1666) + 77 = 1744 \text{ (or } 1743)\)

Thalatha wa Ishroon (Twenty Three) + Ailul (September): \([1035 \text{ or } 1036 + 6 + 626] + 77 = 1667 \text{ (or } 1668) + 77 = 1744 \text{ (or } 1745)\)

The Rahman (Most Compassionate) taught the Quran, created the human being, taught him the Bayan (proper interpretation). The Sun and the Moon taken into account and the Star and the Trees prostrate.

\((\text{verses 1 - 6 of Sura 55}) \times 330 + 140 + 383 + 730 + 193 + 145 + 94 + 431 + 371 + 123 + 6 + 124 + 6 + 534 + 128 \) = 3076 + 668 = 3744

To Bani (Children) of Israel:

Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, we will bring as mixed people. And in the Truth (verses 104 - 105 of Sura 17): \(3744 \text{ (3743 or 3742) (equivalent to 744) \ (3744\text{ is the } 3221^{\text{st}} \text{ Composite Number)\)

\(\text{that he brings you the Tabut (Coffin or Ark). In it, there is Sakina from your Lord and remainder of what was left by the family of Moses and the family of Aaron, carried by the Angels. In that (verse 248 of Sura 2): } 4744 \text{ (4743 or 4744) (equivalent to 744)\)

and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun and Moon are combined. The human being says on that day: where is the escape? No, there is no refuge. To your Lord, on that day, is the settlement (destination or recourse). The human being will be informed, on that day (verse 8 - 13 of Sura 75): \((6 + 740 + 371 + 6 + 113 + 431) + \{6 + 371 + 146 + 193 + 766 + 61 + 351 + 51 + 31 + 213 + 41 + 222 + 766 + 831 + 69 + 193 + 766\} = 1667 + 5077 = 6744\)

Two Aya (Signs). So, We (God) annihilated Aya (Sign) of the Night (verse 12 of Sura 17): \(473 \text{ (or } 472 + 185 + 17 \text{ (or } 16 \text{) + 71} = 745 \text{ (or } 743 \) \(745 = 5 \times 149 \text{ (745 is the } 612^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number) \text{ (900 is the } 745^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number)\)
its people prostrate to the Sun (verse 24 of Sura 27): 745

Nihaya (End) of Britania (Britain): 71 + 674 = 745

(verse 246 of Sura 2): 745

Day of Entry of Khawarizm the Quds (Jerusalem): 56 + (640 + 854 + 195) = 1745 (= 5 x 349) (1745 is the 1473rd Composite Number) (2056 is the 1745th Composite Number)

Thalatha wa Ishroon (Twenty Three) + Ailul (September): [1036 (or 1035) + 6 + 626] + 77 = 1668 (or 1667) + 77 = 1745 (or 1744)

We sent upon them one Saiha (Scream) so they became like crushed hay of a cattle farm (verse 31 of Sura 54): 2745

that he brings you the Tabut (Coffin or Ark). In it, there is Sakina from your Lord and remainder of what was left by the family of Moses and the family of Aaron, carried by the Angels. In that (verse 248 of Sura 2): 4745 (4744 or 4743) (equivalent to 745)

Khusuf (Land Collapses or Solar/Lunar Eclipse): 746 (= 2 x 373) (746 is the 613th Composite Number) (901 is the 746th Composite Number)

And Khusuf (Collapsed or Eclipsed) (verse 8 of Sura 75): 6 + 740 = 746

Tanjees (Desecration) of the Aqsa: 523 + 223 = 746

We sent upon them the Wind (punishment of Aad people) (verse 41 of Sura 51): 746

Amsterdam: 746 (or 747)

China’s Occupation of Japan: 470 + 181 + 95 = 746

The Caliphate (or Dispute): 746 (or 747)

Whom Allah guides is the Muhtad (Guided) (verse 97 of Sura 17) & (verse 178 of Sura 7): 90 + 19 + 66 + 91 + 480 (or 490) = 746 (or 756)

You shall corrupt n the Ard (Earth or Land) (verse 4 of Sura 17): 1746
The Land We have blessed (verse 81 of Sura 21): **1746** (or **1747**). **1746** is the **1474**th Composite Number.

**The Caliphate:** **747** (or **746**). **747** is the **614**th Composite Number. **902** is the **747**th Composite Number. **8747** is the **1091**st Prime Number.

**The inheritor:** **747**

**Amad (Period) of the Mukuth (Stay) + a Cave:** **45 + 597 + 105 = 747**

**Day of Waqda (Stand up) on Mount of Arafat:** **56 + (191 + 110 + 35 + 355) = 56 + 691 = 747**

**Tadnees (Desecration) of the Aqsa:** **524 + 223 = 747**

**Eating of Adam and Hawwa (Eve) from the Tree:** **51 + [45 (or 46) + 6 + 16 (or 15) + 90 + 539] = 51 + 696 (695 or 697) = 747 (746 or 748)**

**George Walker Bush:** **212 + 227 (or 257) + 308 = 747 (or 777)**

**Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paul, the Second:** **21 + (37 + 59 + 38 + 592) = 21 + 726 = 747**

**Dawla (State) of City of the Vatican:** **45 + (109 + 593) = 45 + 702 = 747**

**The Hadda (Incident of Destruction) + City of the Vatican:** **45 + (109 + 593) = 45 + 702 = 747**

**Dawla (State) of City of Pope of Catholics:** **45 + 109 + (6 + 587) = 45 + (109 + 593) = 45 + 702 = 747**

**Qiyama (Upheaval) of the Vatican:** **155 + 592 = 747**

**The Saint Peter’s Basilica + The Mosque:** **(133 + 205 + 271) + 138 = 609 + 138 = 747**

**Day of digging up/out the Tombs (or Graves):** **56 + (352 + 339) = 56 + 691 = 747**

**Surrender of Napoleon:** **592 + 155 = 747**

**The Qaysar (Caesar) Neron (Nero):** **431 + 316 = 747**

**People of the Tunnel (or Canyon) (verse 4 of Sura 85):** **747**
Promise of Hadd (Destruction) of City of Istanbul: $80 + 9 + 109 + 549 = 747$

Zawal (Demise) of Australia: $44 + 703 = 747$

Blood of Australia: $44 + 703 = 747$

And what is hidden (or implicit ) (verse 7 of Sura 87): $6 + (41 + 700) = 6 + 741 = 747$

Day of Ishreen (Twenty) + Yulya (July – Egypt): $56 + (630 + 61) = 56 + 691 = 747$

Day of Hubut (Descent or Landing) of Apollo, the Eleventh: $56 + 22 + 45 + (54 + 570) = 56 + [22 + (45 + 624)] = 56 + (22 + 669) = 56 + 691 = 747$

Al-Khidr + Moses: $1631 + 116 = 1747$ (equivalent to 747)  
(1747 is the 272nd Prime Number)  
(2058 is the 1747th Composite Number)

The Land We have blessed (verse 81 of Sura 21): $1747$  
(or 1746)

a (or his) country/city which is dead and provide water/drink to, what we have created, cattle (verse 49 of Sura 25) : $1747$  
(equivalent to 747)

Mughadara (Departure) of Israel of South Lebanon : $1250 + 303$  
(or 302) + 61 + 133 = $1747$  
(or 1746)

Bid’a (Beginning) of Operation Amora (Gomorrah) + Hadd (Destruction) of Hamburg : $7 + (155 + 322) + (9 + 1254) = 7 + (477 + 1263) = 7 + 1740 = 1747$

You will not be delayed (verse 30 of Sura 34): $31 + 1716 = 1747$  
(equivalent to 747)

When will its docking be? Say: the knowledge of it is with my Lord. No one uncovers its timing, except he. (verse 187 of Sura 7 . This is the 1141st verse of the Quran): $62 + 306$ (or 307) + $130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 212 + 31 + 59 + 542 + 32 + 11 = $1747$  
(or 1748)

The Qiyama (Resurrection or Tribulation) has started + 2019: $541 + 187$ (or 186) + 2019 = $728$ (or 727) + 2019 = $2747$  
(or 2746)

Battle of Aughrim + The OrangeMen’s Day: $[(335 + 1257) + (265 + 834)] + 56 = (1592 + 1099) + 56 = 2691 + 56 = 2747$  
(=1592 + 1155)  
(2747 is the 2346th Composite Number)  
(3200 is the 2747th Composite Number)  
[ Battle of Aughrim is a battle in Ireland in which Protestants defeated the Catholics on July 12, 1691 Julian (July 22, 1691 Gregorian). It is known as “Aughrim of the Slaughter”. It is celebrated by Protestants annually on July 12 as part of a celebration called the Twelfth or OrangeMen’s Day. ]
We said, after him, to Children of Israel: Inhabit the Ard (Land or Earth). When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you (verse 104 of Sura 17): 

$$[(181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 302 + 138 + 1032) + [782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 64 + 62] = 1916 + 1831 (or 1830) = 3747 \text{ (or 3746)}$$

On the night of Ramadan 24 - 25, 129 Hijri (June 8 - 9, 747 AD Julian), (on the night of Thursday, 5 days left of Ramadan, according to Ibn Katheer’s book ‘The Bidaya (Beginning) and the Nihaya (End)'), Abu Muslim Al-Khurasani officially started an uprising in Khurasan (Khurasan or Khorasan comprises some parts of Iran, Afghanistan, Turkmenistan, Tajikstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Uzbekistan) against the Umawiyeen (Umayyads), calling for the Caliphate to be transferred to Abbasiyeen (Abbasids) and soon spread into other regions. This uprising eventually led to the end of the rule of the Ummawiyyeen (Umayyads) in 750 AD. Mohammad ibn Ali Abbasi (Muhammad ibn Ali ibn Abdullah ibn Al - Abbas, one of Prophet Mohammad’s uncles) began to campaign for the return of power to the Hashimites (family of Muhammad) during the reign of Umayyad Caliph Umar II.

Mohammad ibn Ali Abbasi (son of Ali ibn Abdullah ibn Abbas, the uncle of Prophet Muhammad), was the Imam of one of the branches of the Shia, known as Kaysani Shia. Mohammad ibn Ali Abbasi, in turn, designated his own son, Ibrahim, as his successor Imam. Ibrahim led the rebellion against the last Umayyad Caliph Marwan II. Ibrahim was captured by the Umayyads in the year 747 AD and died in prison. He was succeeded by his brother Abdallah who ultimately became the first Abbasid Caliph. Abdallah (born in 721 or 722 AD) is known as Abu Al-Abbas Al-Saffah.

On Friday, October 31, 749 (Rabi Awwal 14 (or 13), 132 Hijri), Abu Al-Abbas Al-Saffah’s army entered the city of Kufa, in Southern Iraq, where As-Saffah was declared Caliph. He chose Kufa as the capital of his Caliphate. Kufa served as capital till his successor, Al-Mansur, established a new capital and called it Baghdad in 762 AD. The last Umayyad Caliph Marwan II was decisively defeated in February 750 AD at a battle on the Zab River, north of Baghdad, effectively ending the Umayyad caliphate, which had ruled since 661 AD. Marwan II fled back to Damascus, which didn't welcome him, and was ultimately killed on the run in Egypt in August 750 AD. After the triumph of the Abbasids, they disavowed their former Kaysani beliefs and they established their legitimacy based on the alleged right of succession from the Prophet Mohammad (p) through their forefather, Al-Abbas (Prophet Mohammad’s uncle). Due to this, most Kaysani Shia responded by abandoning Kaysani Shiism and following other Shi'i sects, leading to the eventual extinction of Kaysani Shiism. Twelver Shia’s Imam Jafar ibin Mohammad, known as Abu Abdallah and as Al-Sadiq, was approached to support the rebellion and even be offered the Caliphate, but he declined. After Abu Al-Abbas Al-Saffah became the caliph in 749 AD, he rewarded Abu Muslim Al-Khurasani by appointing him as the governor of Khurasan. However, Al-Saffah’s successor Caliph Al-Mansur, founder of Baghdad, fearing the rise in power of Abu Muslim Al-Khurasani, he arranged his murder. The avenged and cowardly murder of Abu Muslim inspired many later uprisings against Abbasids. In addition to Abbasid’s rebellion, Al-Harith ibn Suraj led a rebellion against the Umayyads in Khurasan and Transoxiana starting from 734 AD till his death in 746 AD.

† ہدی للناس و بینت من guidance to people and evidences of (verse 185 of Sura 2. It is the 192nd verse of the Quran): 748 (748 is the 615th Composite Number)
The Ard (Earth or Land) shall inherit it (verse 105 of Sura 21): 1032 + 716 + = 748

Dajjal + Maseekh (False Messiah or Transformed One): 38 + 710 = 748

Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paul + The Vatican: 21 + 37 + 59 + 38 + 593 (or 592) = 748 (or 747)

The Messiah, the Dajjal, son of Yoseph (Joseph) + Hadd (Destruction) of City of the Imam Mahdi: (149 + 69 + 53 + 156) + 9 + (109 + 113 + 90) = 427 + 9 + 312 = 748

Eating of Adam and Hawwa (Eve) from the Tree: 51 + [46 (or 45) + 6 + 16 (or 15) + 90 + 539] = 51 + 697 (695 or 696) = 748 (746 or 747)

We have descended it/him in a blessed night, we have been warning about. (verses 3 of Sura 44): 1748 (1749 or 1750) (1748 is the 1475th Composite Number)

When will its docking be? Say: the knowledge of it is with my Lord. No one uncovers its timing, except he. (verse 187 of Sura 7. This is the 1141st verse of the Quran): 62 + 307 (or 306) + 130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 212 + 31 + 59 + 542 + 32 + 11 = 1748 (or 1747)

The Rahman, the Raheem + We have opened for you a conquest (or victory) (verse 1 of Sura 48): (329 + 289) + (52 + 539 + 50 + 489) = 618 + 1130 = 1748

Thalatha wa Ishreen (Twenty Three) + Ailul (September): [1035 (or 1036) + 6 + 630] + 77 = 1671 (or 1672) + 77 = 1748 (or 1749)

Have you not seen what your Lord did to Aad, Iram, the one which has the pillars. (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 89): 2748 (equivalent to 748)

Fat’h (Conquest) of City of Petersburg, Russia: 488 + (109 + 1874 + 277) = 488 + 2260 = 2748 (= 2 x 2 x 3 x 229) (2748 is the 2347th Composite Number) (3201 is the 2748th Composite Number)

Thalith Ishroon (Twenty Third) + Ramadan: (1031 + 626) + 1091 = 1657 + 1091 = 2748 (equivalent to 748)

The Rahman, the Raheem. We have given you the Kawthar, so pray to your Lord and slaughter. Your enemy is (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 108): (330 + 289 + 52) + (160 + 757 + 200 + 252 + 6 + 259 + 51 + 381 + 11) = 671 + 2077 = 2748

War of Russia + Iran: 210 + 277 + 262 = 749
(= 7 x 107) (749 is the 616th Composite Number) (904 is the 749th Composite Number)

التجربة النووية Nuclear Tajriba (Test): 641 + 108 = 749

بجوهم They will go through Hashr on their faces (verse 34 of Sura 25): 749
(= 7 x 107) (749 is the 616th Composite Number)

يشعرون على وجههم Day God resurrects them (verse 6 of Sura 58): 56 + 627 + 66 = 749

هاد بلاد أستراليا Hadd (Destruction) of lands of Australia: 9 + (37 + 703) = 9 + 740 = 749

يوم وحده المملكة العربية السعودية Day of Wihda (Unification or Unity) of the Arab Kingdom of Saudia: 56 + 23 + (166 + 318) + 186 = 56 + 23 + (484 + 186) = 56 + (23 + 670) = 56 + 693 = 749
[On September 23, 1932 (Jumada Ula 22 or 21), 1351 Hijri] (Elul 22, 5692 Jewish), the Kingdom of Najd and the Kingdom of Hijaz were united to form the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and Abdul Aziz became the King of Saudi Arabia. That is why today, the Saudi National Day is celebrated annually on September 23.]

أيولو + عشرين + ثلاثه و عشرين + أيلول Thalatha wa Ishreen (Twenty Three) + Ailul (September): [1036 (or 1035) + 6 + 630] + 77 = 1672 (or 1671) + 77 = 1749 (or 1748)

اليولو + عشرين + يوم الثالث عشر + يوليو Day of Al-Thalith Ashar (The Thirteenth) + Yulyu (July – in Egypt): 56 + [1061 (or 1062) + 570] + 62 = 56 + [1631 (or 1632) + 62] = 56 + 1693 (or 1694) = 1749 (or 1750)
[July 13, 1917 is the date of the third apparition/vision of the three Catholic children in Fatima, Portugal, on which 3 secrets about the future were revealed to them.)

يوسف + عشرين + شباعان Day of Fifteenth + Shaban: 56 + [700 (or 701) + 570] + 423 = 56 + [1270 (or 1271) + 423] = 56 + 1693 (or 1694) = 1749 (or 1750)

عشر + يونيو + 1967 Fifth + Yunyu (June – in Egypt) + 1967: [700 (or 701) + 82] + 1967 = 782 (or 783) + 1967 = 2749 (or 2750)

خوف + مدينه سيدي استراليا Kharab (Devastation) of City of Sydney, Australia: 803 + (109 + 134 + 703) = 803 + 946 = 1749 (equivalent to 749)

هذه المدينة استراليا The Nuclear Missiles: 1046 + 703 = 1749

ليله نزول قران من اللوح المحفوظ Lailat (Eve or Night) of Nuzul (Coming down) of Quran from the Preserved Board: 75 + [93 + 351 (or 352) + 90 + (75 + 1065)] = 75 + 1674 (or 1675) = 1749 (or 1750)
(1749 is the 1476th Composite Number)

إسترداد مسلمين بيت المقدس + صليبيين Istirdad (Re-capture) of Muslimeen (Muslims) of Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness) + Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 670 + 230 + 412 + 235 + 202 = 1749

فتح + سانت بطرسبرغ روسيا Fat’h (Conquest) of Saint Petersburg, Russia: 488 + (511 + 1473 +
277) = 488 + 2261 = 2749 (equivalent to 749) (3202 is the 2749th Composite Number)

To collapse (verse 68 of Sura 17): 750 (750 is the 617th Composite Number) (905 is the 750th Composite Number)

Qarn (Horn or Breed/Nation) of the Satan: 350 + 400 (or 401) = 750 (or 751)

South Pacific: 567 + 183 = 750

Hadd (Destruction) of Hill (or Mount) of Temple of Solomon: 9 + 435 + (116 + 190) = 9 + (435 + 306) = 9 + 741 = 750

Hadd (Destruction) of the Maseekh (False Messiah): 9 + 741 = 750

The mountains (become soft) like fluffy (or loosened) wool (verse 5 of Sura 101): (67 + 176) + 507 = 243 + 507 = 750

Nasr (Victory) of Mamaleek + Hazima (Defeat) of Saleeebyeen (Crusaders): (340 + 141) + (67 + 202) = 340 + 481 + 269 = 750

Tard (Expulsion) of the Jews from France: 213 + 56 + 90 + 391 = 750 (On July 22, 1306 AD, King Philip IV expelled the Jews from France.)

Chile: 750

That is (verse 42 of Sura 50): 750

He created you: 750

Mazbah (Altar or Place of Slaughter): 750

Mount of Arafat is near Mecca and it is where Abraham attempted to slaughter his son Ishmael on 9th of Zu Hijja, the day on which Muslim pilgrims stand on Mount of Arafat. What is amazing is the fact that the height of Mount Arafat is about 750 - 751 feet

Nuzul (Descent) of Tablets of Torah: 93 + 46 + 611 (or 612) = 750 (or 751)

We have brought it down in a blessed night. We have been (verse 3 of Sura 44): [52 + 143 (or 144) + 90 + 75] + 267 (or 268) + (52 + 71) = 360 (or 361) + 267 (or 1268) + 52 + 71 = 750 (or 751)
Haditha (Incident or Accident) of Inhiyar (Collapse) of Mine of Copper and Gold: 518 + 267 + \[133 + (119 + 6 + 707)\] = 518 + \[267 + (133 + 832)\] = 518 + (267 + 965) = 518 + 1232 = \textbf{1750}

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Nuzul (Coming down) of Quran from the Preserved Board: 75 + \[93 + 352 \text{ (or 351)} + 90 + (75 + 1065)\] = 75 + 1675 (or 1674) = \textbf{1750 (or 1749)}

(1750 is the \textbf{1477th} Composite Number)  \textbf{(2061 is the 1750th Composite Number)}

Day of Sawmikom (Your Fasting) + Fitrikom (Your Breaking of Fast) + Nahrikom (Your Slaughter) + Ras Sanatikom (Beginning of your Year): 56 + 196 + 349 + 318 + (261 + 570) = 56 + (196 + 349 + 318 + 831) = 56 + 1694 = \textbf{1750}

A close place. The day they hear the Saiha (Scream) on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date); that is (verse 41 - 42 of Sura 50): (111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141) + 750 = 1000 + 750 = \textbf{1750}

He said: So, you are from among the Munzareen (those given respite) till Day of (verse 37 – 38 of Sura 15): \textbf{1750}

He said: You are from among those given a respite till Day of (verse 37 – 38 of Sura 15): 131 + 151 + 90 + 1281 + 41 + 56 = \textbf{1750}

Petersburg, Russia: 1473 + 277 = \textbf{1750}

Fire -storm of of Hamburg : 246 + 251 + 1253 (or 1254) = \textbf{1750 (or 1751)}

The Tenth + Zu Al - Hijjat : 602 (or 601) + (706 + 442) = 602 (or 601) + 1148 = \textbf{1750 (or 1749)}

The Thirteenth + Yulyu (July – as known in Greater Syria & Iraq) : 56 + (611 + 630) + 453 = 56 + (1241 + 453) = 56 + 1694 = \textbf{1750 (or 1749)}

July 13, 1917 is the date of the third apparition/vision of the three Catholic children in Fatima, Portugal, on which 3 secrets about the future were revealed to them.

Day of Al-Thalith Ashar (The Thirteenth) + Yulyu (July – in Egypt) : 56 + [1062 (or 1061) + 570] + 62 = 56 + [1632 (or 1631) + 62] = 56 + 1694 (or 1693) = \textbf{1750 (or 1749)}

July 13, 1917 is the date of the third apparition/vision of the three Catholic children in Fatima, Portugal, on which 3 secrets about the future were revealed to them.

Day of Fifteenth + Shaban : 56 + [701 (or 700) + 570] + 423 = 56 + [1271 (or 1270) + 423] = 56 + 1694 (or 1693) = \textbf{1750 (or 1749)}

(1750 is the \textbf{1477th} Composite Number)

Fifth + Yunyu (June – in Egypt) + 1967 : [701 (or 700) + 82] + 1967 = 783 (or 782) + 1967 = \textbf{2750 (or 2749)}

(2750 is the \textbf{2348th} Composite Number)
On January 25, 750 AD (Jumada Thania 11, 132 Hijri), the Battle of the Zab River happened and resulted in a decisive defeat of the army of the Umawiyeen against the army of the Abbasiyeen. Damascus, capital of the Umawiyeen, was captured by the Abbasiyeen from the Umawiyeen on April 13, 750 AD (Ramadan 1, 132 Hijri) (Iyar 1, 4510 Jewish), ending the rule of the Umawiyeen dynasty from Damascus, which started with Caliph Muawiya in 661 AD. The last Caliph of the Umawiyeen Dynasty to rule from Damascus, Marwan II, fled the battlefield during Battle of the Zab River, reaching Egypt, where he was caught and killed on August 6, 750 (Zu Al-Hijja 27, 132 Hijri).

One of the Umawi princes, Abd-Rahman managed to escape to Al-Andalus where he later became Prince of Al-Andalus on May 15, 756 AD (Zu Hijja 10, 138 Hijri) and established an Umawi dynasty that ruled Al-Andalus for several hundred years.

♦ بدایه علامات القيامة Bidaya (Beginning) of Alamat (Signs) of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 22 + [542 + 187 (or 186)] = 22 + 729 (or 728) = 751 (or 750) (= 17 x 103) (751 is the 133rd Prime Number) (906 is the 751st Composite Number)

ملكة بيت مقدس Kingdom of Bayt Maqdis (House of Holiness or Jerusalem): 135 + (412 + 204) = 135 + 616 = 751 (The Crusaders established in the Middle East a kingdom and they called it “Kingdom of Jerusalem”. So, Obama’s visit to Jerusalem can be regarded as attempt to re-establish this Kingdom)

بيتك المحرم Your Al-Muharram (Forbidden) House (verse 37 of Sura 14): 432 + 319 = 751

خالقك your Creator : 751

نزول ألواح توراه Nuzul (Descent) of Tablets of Torah : 93 + 46 + 612 (or 611) = 751 (or 750)

عرفات Arafat : 751 (or 750) (Mount Arafat is located near Mecca. It is where Abraham attempted to slaughter his son Ismael, but God descended to him a sheep to slaughter instead of his son. It is visited by pilgrims annually on the 9th of Zu Al-Hijja. What is amazing is the fact that the height of Mount Arafat is about 750 -751 feet)

الذبيح The Zabeeh (Slaughtered): 751 (Ismael is referred to as the Zabeeh because his Abraham was preparing to slaughter him when God descended a sheep for Abraham to slaughter it instead of slaughtering Ismael.)

الخليفة The Khalif (Caliph or Successor): 751

لا يخلف does not renege (verse 9 of Sura 3): 31 + 720 = 751
Afraid (verse 114 of Sura 2): 751

You are gathering the people to a day, no doubt about it. (verse 9 of Sura 3): 71 + 114 + 142 + 86 + 31 + 212 + 95 = 751  (After verse 9 of Sura 3, there are 5934 verses till the end of the Quran. Number 5934 is equivalent to 934 the numerical value of Eid of the Adha.)

We have brought it down in a blessed night. We have been (verse 3 of Sura 44): [52 + 143 (or 144) + 90 + 75] + 268 (or 267) + (52 + 71) = 360 (or 361) + 268 (or 267) + 52 + 71 = 751 (750 or 752)

Day of + We (God) have descended it (or him) in the Night of the Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97): 56 + [52 + 143 (or 144) + 90 + (75 + 335)] = 52 + 143 (or 144) + 90 + 410 = 56 + 695 (or 696) = 751 (or 752)

Day of the Israa (heavenly journey) + Day of the Miraj (Ascension to Heaven): (56 + 294) + (56 + 345) = 350 + 401 = 751

Day of Tanjees (Desecration) of Ma’bad (Temple) of the Jews: 56 + [523 + (116 + 56)] = 56 + (523 + 172) = 56 + 695 = 751

Day of Nihaya (End) of Pope of the Catholics: 56 + 71 + [6 + 618 (or 617)] = 56 + [71 + 624 (or 623)] = 56 + 695 (or 694) = 751 (or 750)

Day of Digging up/out Graves: 56 + (352 + 343) = 56 + 695 = 751

Permission has been given (verse 39 of Sura 22): 751

Enter (through) the gates of Jahannam (Hell)  (verse 72 of Sura 39): 642 + 11 (or 12) + 98 = 751 (or 752)

Beirut, Lebanon: 618 + 133 = 751

Qiyam (Resurrection) of Muttaqeen (Pious or God-fearing): 151 (or 150) + 600 = 751 (or 750)

Mithra: 751 (or 741)  (Pagan God worshipped by ancient Greeks, Romans, Babylonians, Persians, etc. He is associated with the Sun. His birthday is December 25.)

Qarn (Horn) of the Satan: 350 + 401 (or 400) = 751 (or 750)

Qarna (Two Horns or Breeds/Nations) of the Satan: 351 + 400 (or 401) = 751 (or 752)

One + Muharram + 1444 : [19 (or 18) + 288] + 1444 = 307 (or 306) + 1444 = 1751 (or 1750)
your Deen (Religion or Judgment) for you and Atmamt (completed) my blessing upon you (verse 3 of Sura 5): $124 + 6 + 881 + 170 + 570 = 1751$

Then, we bequeathed the book (verse 32 of Sura 35): $1751$ or $1752$

I seek refuge in you from the whispers of the Demons (verse 97 of Sura 23):

Fire-storm of of Hamburg: $246 + 251 + 1254$ (or $1253) = 1751$ (or $1750$

(1751 is the $1478$th Composite Number) (2062 is the $1751$st Composite Number)

Al-Thalith Al-Ishreen (Twenty Third) + Ramadan: $[1030$ (or $1031) + 630] + 1091 = 1660$ (or $1661$) + $1091 = 2751$ (or $2752$

Note that 751 is the $133$rd Prime Number. Verse 104 of Sura 17 is the $2133$rd verse of the Quran.

Azan (Islamic Call to Prayer): $752$  ($752$ is the $618$th Composite Number) (908 is the $752$nd Composite Number) (5711 is the $752$nd Prime Number)

And We said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel (verse 104 of Sura 17): $752$ (or $753$

Qarna (Two Horns or Groups/Nations) of the Satan: $351 + 401$ (or $400) = 752$

(751)

My curse till Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment) (vers 78 of Sura 38): $560 + 41 + 56 + 96 = 752$

Day of + We (God) have descended it (or him) in the Night of the Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97): $56 + [52 + 144$ (or $144] + 90 + (75 + 335] = 52 + 144$ (or $143 + 90 + 410] = 56 + 696$ (or $695) = 752$ (or $751$

We have brought it down in a blessed night. We have been (verse 3 of Sura 44): $[52 + 144$ (or $144] + 90 + 75] + 268$ (or $267) + (52 + 71) = 361$ (or $360) + 268$ (or $267) + 123 = 752$ (or $751$

know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 97): $226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 = 752$

it is the home of the Qarar (Final Settlement) (verse 39 of Sura 40): $15 + 205 + 532 = 752$

Zanb (Sin): 752
Day of Khatia (Sin) of Adam + Hawwa (Eve): $56 + [634 + 46 (or 45) + 16] = 56 + 696 (or 695) = 752 (or 751)$

Day of eating of Hawwa (Eve) from the Tree: $56 + [51 + 16 (or 15) + 90 + 539] = 56 + 696 (or 695) = 752 (or 751)$

We have descended + Adam + Hawwa (Eve) + In Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97): $(52 + 139) + [45 (or 46) + 16] + (90 + 75 + 335) = 191 + 61 (or 62) + 500 = 752 (or 753)$

Ask his (God's) forgiveness (verse 3 of Sura 110): 1752

its death so Allah made him die one hundred years. Then (verse 259 of Sura 2): 1752 (1752 is the $1479^{th}$ Composite Number) (2064 is the $1752^{nd}$ Composite Number)

Maji (Coming) of President of Israel, Shimon Peres, to Masjid (Mosque) of the Jazzar + Akka: $53 (or 54) + [280 + 303 (or 302)] + (406 + 229) + 41 + (107 + 242) + 91 = 53 (or 54) + [583 (or 582) + 635] + 41 + 349 + 91 = [53 (or 54) + 1218 (or 1217) + 41 + 349] + 91 = 1661 (1660 or 1662) + 91 = 1752 (1751 or 1753)

Thalith Ishreen (Twenty Third) + Ramadan: $(1031 + 630) + 1091 = 1661 + 1091 = 2752$

Day of Mazbaha (Massacre) of Timur, Araj (Lame) + Baghdad: $56 + (755 + 656 + 274 + 1011) = 56 + 2696 = 2752 (2752 is the $2350^{th}$ Composite Number)

Promise of the End Times, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Truth) We have descended it/him and in the Haq (Truth) it/he has descended. And We have not sent you, except as a Mubashir (bearer of good news) (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): 2752

And we said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel, inhabit the Land/Earth. When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you (verse 104 of Sura 17): $3752$ (or 3753) $3752$ is the $3229^{th}$ Composite Number

When will its docking be ? While you are part of its Zikra (remembrance or mention). To your Lord is its Muntaha (end or destination). You are but a warner for those who fear it. As if on the day they see it, they do not remain, except an evening (verse 42 – 46 of Sura 79): $62 + 307 + 130 + 451 + 90 + 927 + 41 + 222 + 502 + 92 + 451 + 990 + 90 + 917 + 116 + 56 + 272 + 70 + 549 + 32 + 385 = 6752$

♦ Zu Al-Hijja: $706 (or 707) + 47 = 753 (or 754) (= 3 x 251) (753 is the $619^{th}$ Composite Number)
Composite Number) (909 is the 753rd Composite Number) (4347 is the 3753rd Composite Number) (7735 is the 6753rd Composite Number)

Ashrat (Conditions, signs, or portents) of Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, beginning of End Times or War): 511 + 56 + 186 (or 187) = 753 (or 754)

Ibtida (Beginning) of the Nihaya (End) + Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): (409 + 102) + [56 + 186 (or 187)] = 511 + 242 (or 243) = 753 (or 754)

Number of the years and the Hisab (Judgment or Calculation) and every thing (verse 12 of Sura 17): 753 (or 754)

their appointment and the Hour is more grievous (verse 46 of Sura 54): 165 + 6 + 562 + 20 = 753

you see the people (verse 2 of Sura 110): 611 + 142 = 753

Anwar Al-Sadat : 257 + 496 (or 497) = 753 (or 754)

Fitna (Tribulation) of the Messiah, the Dajjal: (535 + 149) + 69 = 684 + 69 = 753

The Satan, the Rajeem (who deserves to be pelted) + The Dajjal: (400 + 284) + 69 = 684 + 69 = 753

and We said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: (verse 104 of Sura 17): 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 303 (or 302) = 753 (or 752)

By (in) the permission (verse 4 of Sura 97): 753

We have descended + Adam + Hawwa (Eve) + In Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97): (52 + 139) + [46 (or 45) + 16] + (90 + 75 + 335) = 191 + 62 (or 61) + 500 = 753 (or 752)

The Mutakabbireen (Haughty Individuals) (verse 72 of Sura 39): 753

Invocation of Spirits: 537 + 216 = 753

The Believers were afflicted and were shaken (verse 11 of Sura 33): (443 + 223) + (6 + 81) = 666 + 87 = 753

Day of Russia’s Hadd ( Destruction) of City of New York: 56 + (9 + 277 + 109 + 302) = 56 + 697 = 753

Al-SaiQA (The Shocking Event) + Russia + Istanbul, Turkey: 296 + 277 + 1180 = 1753 (equivalent to 753)
Promise of my Lord (God) comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Damar (Destruction) + Istanbul, Turkey: 297 + 276 + 1180 = 1753 (equivalent to 753)

The Rus (Russians) + The Damar (Destruction) + Istanbul, Turkey: 297 + 276 + 1180 = 1753 (equivalent to 753)

The light by permission of their Lord to the path of the Aziz (Dear One) (verse 1 of Sura 14): 287 + 753 + 247 + 41 + 300 + 125 = 1753

Moses nine evident Ayat (miraculous signs). So ask Bani (Children) (verse 101 of Sura 17): 116 + 530 + 412 + 463 + 170 + 62 = 1753

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. And the Dawn, and Ten Nights (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 89): (102 + 66 + 329) + (289 + 6 + 314 + 6 + 71 + 570) = 497 + 1256 = 1753

Say: I seek refuge in Lord of the people, king of the people, god of the people from verse 1 - 4 of Sura 114): (130 + 777 + 204 + 142 + 90 + 142 + 90 = 1663 + 90 = 1753 (1753 is the 273rd Prime Number) (2065 is the 1753rd Composite Number)

Thalith wa Al - Ishroon (Twenty Third) + Ramadan : (1031 + 6 + 626) + 1091 (or 1090) = 1663 + 1090 (or 1091) = 2753 (or 2754) (2753 is the 402nd Prime Number)

Thalatha Ishroon (Twenty Three) + Ramadan: 1036 (or 1035) + 626 + 1091 = 1662 (or 1661) + 1091 = 2753 (or 2752)

For it. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17): 36 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 = 2753 (or 2752)

When Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you (verse 104 of Sura 17): 2753

Promise of the End Times,
We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Truth) We have descended it/him and in the Haq (Truth) it/he has descended. And We have not sent you, except as a bearer of good news (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): 2753 (or 2752)

I saw eleven planets and the Sun and the Moon, I saw them, for me (verse 4 of Sura 12): 611 + 13 + 570 + 49 (or 48) + 6 + 431 + 6 + 371 + 656 + 40 = 2753

The Tabut (Coffin or Ark). In it, there is Sakina from your Lord and the remainder of what was left by the Family of Moses and the Family of Aaron (verse 248 of Sura 2): 840 + 95 + 145 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 117 + 90 + 41 + 620 + 32 + 116 + 6 + 32 + 261 = 2753

Zikr (mention or remembrance) of Allah and leave off the selling (or business). That is better for you if (verse 9 of Sura 62): 920 + 66 + 6 + 907 + 113 + 790 + 810 + 90 + 51 = 3753

So, he intended to provoke them out of the Land. So we drowned him and whomever was with him, Jamee’an (all of them). And We said, after him, to Bani (Children of) Israel: Inhabit the Land (verse 103 - 104 of Sura 17): (286 + 51 + 602 + 90 + 1032 + 1436 + 6 + 90 + 115 + 124) + [6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 302 + 137 (or 138) + 1032] = 3832 + 1921 (or 1922) = 5753 (or 5754)

And we made the Night and the Day two Ayat (signs), so we eradicated (erased or annihilated) Aya (Sign) of the Night and we made Aya (Sign) of the Day Mubsira (insightful, giver of vision, or eye-opener) so that you seek from the bounty of your Lord and so that you know (verse 12 of Sura 17): 6 + 154 + 71 + 6 + 287 + 472 + 185 + 16 + 71 + 6 + 154 + 16 + 287 + 337 + 1839 + 911 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 577 = 5753

The City of Rome and the Roman Empire were born in 753 B.C.

The Known Time (verse 38 of Sura 15): 537 + 217 = 754 ( = 2 x 13 x 29) (754 is the 620th Composite Number) (910 is the 754th Composite Number) (2066 is the 1754th Composite Number. 2066 = 1033 + 1033)

Lailat (Eve) of Khatia (Sin) of Adam: 75 + [634 + 45 (or 46)] = 75 + 679 (or 680) = 754 (or 755)

from Evilness of the Whisperer (verse 4 of Sura 114): 90 + (500 + 164) = 90 + 664 = 754

The liar (verse 26 of Sura 54): 754

Anwar Al-Sadat: 257 + 497 (or 496) = 754 (or 753) [Anwar Al-Sadat, former President of Egypt, was born on December 25, 1918 (Rabi Awwal 21 (or 22), 1337 Hijri). He was
assassinated on October 6, 1981 (Zu Hijja 8, 1401 Hijri) (Tishri 8, 5742 Jewish).]

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) + The Israa (miraculous heavenly journey) + The Messiah, the Dajjal: \[56 + [186 \text{ (or } 187\text{)} + 294] + (149 + 69) = [56 + 480 \text{ (or } 481\text{)}] + 218 = 536 \text{ (or } 537\text{)} + 218 = 754\]

Ashrat (Conditions, signs, or portents) of Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, beginning of End Times or War): \[511 + 56 + 187 \text{ (or } 186\text{)} = 754 \text{ (or } 753\text{)}\]

Ibtida (Beginning) of the Nihaya (End) + Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): \[(409 + 102) + [56 + 187 \text{ (or } 186\text{)}] = 511 + 243 \text{ (or } 242\text{)} = 754 \text{ (or } 753\text{)}\]

Number of the years and the Hisab (Judgment or Calculation) and every thing (verse 12 of Sura 17): \[754 \text{ (or } 753\text{)}\]

The Big Tamma (Overwhelming End Times Event) has arrived (verse 34 of Sura 79): \[(405 + 86) + 263 = 491 + 263 = 754\]

The Alfiya Thaniya (Second Thousand): \[157 + 597 = 754\]

The Ihya (Resurrection) + England: \[52 + 702 = 754\]

Day of Promise of Nihaya (End) of Manhattan: \[(56 + 80) + (71 + 547) = 136 + 618 = 754\]

Twin Towers: \[256 + 498 \text{ (or } 497\text{)} = 754 \text{ (or } 753\text{)}\]

Taghayur (Change) of Aqtab (Poles): \[1610 + 144 = 1754 \text{ (1754 is the } 1480^{th}\text{ Composite Number)}\]

Promise of Atomic Bomb + Hiroshima: \[80 + (187 + 915) + 572 = 80 + 1102 + 572 = 80 + 1674 = 1754\]

Day of Promise of Kharja (Coming out) of the Maseekh (False Messiah), the Dajjal: \[56 + 80 + 808 + (741 + 69) = 56 + 80 + (808 + 810) = 56 + 80 + 1618 = 1754\]

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr. And how would you know (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 97): \[102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 52 + 143 + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 = 1754\]

Miraj (heavenly journey) of 1440: \[314 + 1440 = 1754\]

The Fifteenth + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): \[(731 \text{ (or } 732\text{)} + 570 \text{ ] } + 453 = 1301 \text{ (or } 1302\text{)} + 453 = 1754 \text{ (or } 1755\text{)}\]

Five + Yunyu (June – in Egypt) + 1967: \[(705 + 82) + 1967 = 787 + 1967 = 754\]
Thalith wa Ishroon (Twenty Third) + Ramadan: (1031 + 6 + 626) + 1091 (or 1090) = 2754 (or 2753)

Allah created that except in the Haq. He details the Ayat (Signs) to people who know (verse 5 of Sura 10): 730 + (66 + 750 + 32 + 141 + 210 + 443 (or 442) + 176 + 206) = 730 + 2024 (or 2023) = 2754 (or 2753)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? The Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels descend (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): (102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 52 + 143 + 90 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 130 (or 131) + 15 + 418 + 149 + 314) + [41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 (or 137)] = 1754 + 3000 = 4754

And We have brought you seven (verse 87 of Sura 15): 755 (or 754)
Ihya (Resurrection) of Pope John Paulus (Paul) + Hadd (Destruction) of the Vatican: \(21 + (6 + 59 + 98) + 9 + 562 = 21 + 162 + 9 + 562 = 755\) (or 754)

Son of Fatima (The Mahdi is a descendant of Fatima, Prophet Mohammad(p)’s daughter) + The Mahdi, Prince of the Mumineen (Believers): \([52 + 53] + 135 + 90 + 251 + 227 = 187 + 90 + 251 + 227 = 755\) (or 756)

The Emperator (Emperor) Nero: \(489 + 266 = 755\)

Intiha (End) of Zaman (Time): \(658 + 97 = 755\) (or 756)

Behind them (verse 9 of Sura 36): 755

The Taiwanese War: 755

They feared their Lord (God) (verse 73 of Sura 39): \(508 + 247 = 755\)

shall ruin your faces and enter the Mosque, like they entered it the first (verse 7 of Sura 17): \(1755\) (or 1754) \((1755 = 1481^{st}\) Composite Number)

Day of Promise of Khuruj (Coming out) of the Maseekh (False Messiah), the Dajjal: \(56 + 80 + 809 + (741 + 69) = 56 + 80 + (809 + 810) = 56 + 80 + 1619 = 1755\)

The Fifteenth + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): \((732 + 570) + 453 = 1302 + 453 = 1755\)

Taghayur (Change) of Aqtab (Poles) of the Earth: \(1610 + (144 + 1032) = 1610 + 1145 = 2755\) \((2755 = 2352^{rd}\) Composite Number)

When will Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) be? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun and Moon are combined, (verse 6 - 8 of Sura 75): \(3755\) (or 3756) \((= 5 \times 751\) (3755 is the 3232nd Composite Number) \(4350\) is the 3755th Composite Number)

There is no doubt about it. (verse 7 of Sura 22): \(417 + 31 + 212 + 96 = 756\) \((756 = 622^{nd}\) Composite Number) \((913\) is the 756th Composite Number) \(3211\) is the 2756th Composite Number)

The first of Alamat (Signs) of the Hour: \(47 + 542 + 167 = 756\)

Hadd (Destruction) of State of City of the Vatican: \(9 + [45 + (109 + 593)] = 71 + [45 + 702 (or 701)] = 9 + 747 (or 746) = 756\) (or 755)
End of Dawla (State) of Israel: 409 + 45 + 302 (or 303) = 756 (or 757)

City of Al-Mustafa (the Chosen) + Orphalese (City where Al-Mustafa lived – Gibran Khalil Gibran’s book “The Prophet”): (109 + 260) + 387 = 369 + 387 = 756

Tasi (Ninth) + Kanoon Al-Awwal (December as known in Greater Syria & Iraq): 561 (or 562) + (127 + 68) = 561 (or 562) + 195 = 756 (or 757) [Britain captured Jerusalem from the Ottoman Empire. The Ottoman Governor of Jerusalem sent a “Surrender Letter”, delivered by Mayor of Jerusalem, Hussein Al-Husseini, to the British invaders on Sunday, December 9, 1917 (Safar 24, 1336 Hijri) (Kislev 24, 5678 Jewish). Field Marshal Edmund Allenby, head of the invading British forces, entered Jerusalem on foot, through the Jaffa gate, on December 11, 1917.]

Five + May (May): 705 + 51 = 756

The Emperor Neron: 490 + 266 = 756

Timur Lank (means “the Lame”): 656 + 100 = 756

Adolf Hitler: 121 + 635 = 756

Mitt Romney: 450 + 306 = 756

Abd-Majeed, the Second: (76 + 88) + 592 = 164 + 592 = 756 (Abd-Majeed, the Second is the last Ottoman Caliph)

The Zabiha (Slaughtered animal or human offered as a sacrifice): 756

The Caliph: 756

Son of Fatima (The Mahdi is a descendant of Fatima, Prophet Mohammad(p)'s daughter) + The Mahdi, Prince of the Mumineen (Believers): [53 (or 52) + 135] + 90 + 251 + 227 (or 228) = 188 (or 187) + 90 + 251 + 227 (or 228) = 756 (or 755)

Ihya (Resurrection) + Jan (John) + The Imam Mahdi, Prince of the Mumineen (Believers): 21 + 54 + [(113 + 90) + (251 + 227)] = 21 + [54 + (203 + 478)] = (54 + 681) = 21 + 735 = 756

Ihya (Resurrection) + The Hour + The Mahdi, Prince of the Mumineen (Believers): 21 + [167 + 90 + (251 + 227)] = 21 + (167 + 90 + 478) = 21 + 735 = 756

Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) of Muttaqueen (Pious or God-fearing): 156 (or 155) + 600 = 756 (or 755)

Whom Allah guides is the Muhtadi (Guided) (verse 178 of Sura 7) &
(verse 97 of Sura 17): 90 + 19 + 66 + 91 + 490 (or 480) = 756 (or 746)

So, listen to what is being revealed (or inspired) (verse 13 of Sura 20): 651 + (71 + 34) = 651 + 105 = 756

In which the Quran was revealed as a guidance to people (verse 185 of Sura 2. It is verse 192 of the Quran): 756

Saiha (Scream) of Amerikiyen (Americans) + New York: (113 + 341) + 302 = 454 + 302 = 756

Al-Saiqa (the Shocking Event) + State of California: 296 + (52 + 408) = 756

Nihaya (End) of New York + State of Florida: 71 + 302 + (52 + 331) = 71 + 302 + 383 = 756

The criminals are in (verse 46 – 47 of Sura 54): (241 + 51 + 374) + 90 = 666 + 90 = 756

The Dakk (Destruction) + Fifth: 55 + 701 = 756

Life + The Fifth: 24 + 732 = 756

Atomic Bomb + The United Kingdom: 1102 + 654 = 1756 (equivalent to 756)

Then, his Lord (God) chose him. So, He forgave him (verse 122 of Sura 20): 1756 (equivalent to 756) (= 2 x 2 x 439) (1756 is the 1482th Composite Number)

Day of Lining up (alignment) of eleven planets + The Sun and the Moon: 56 + [261 + 13 + 570 + 48 (or 49)] + (431 + 6 + 371) = 56 + [892 (or 893) + 808] = 56 + 1700 (or 1701) = 1756 (or 1757)

When will Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or Beginning of the End Times) be? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun and Moon are combined, (verse 6-8 of Sura 75): 3756 (or 3755) (= 2 x 2 x 3 x 313) (3756 is the 3233rd Composite Number)

Abd-Rahman I son of Muawiya son of Hisham son of Abd Al-Malik escaped from persecution by the Abbasi Caliph after the fall of the Umawi Dynasty in Damascus in 132 Hijri (750 AD) and he finally reached Al-Andalus, Spain. On May 15, 756 Julian (May 19, 756 Gregorian) (Zu Hijja 10, 138 Hijri) (1997,320.5 Julian Day), he captured Cordoba and he was offered allegiance to become a Prince of Al-Andalus. He established an Umawi Dynasty that ruled Al-Andalus as an independent state, after
being ruled from Africa by a governor appointed by the Umawi Caliph in Damascus. Cordova served as the capital of Al-Andalus.

- The Karitha (Disaster): 757 (757 is the 134th Prime Number) (914 is the 757th Composite Number) (3212 is the 2757th Composite Number)

  Torahan Thawaran (Eruption or Flare up): 757

- The Kawthar (River in Paradise) (verse 1 of Sura 108): 757

  ذي الحجة Zi Al-Hijja (12th Hijri month): 710 + 47 = 757

  ذا الحجة + 9 Za Al-Hijja + 9 : (701 + 47) + 9 = 748 + 9 = 757

  ذو الحجة + 9 Zu Al-Haj + 9 : (706 + 42) + 9 = 748 + 9 = 757

  Day of Khatia (Sin) of Adam and Hawwa (Eve): 56 + [634 + 45 (or 46) + 6 +16] = 56 + 701 (or 702) = 757 (or 758)

  Duke of Cambridge, the Prince William: (110 + 279) +(282 + 86) = 389 + 368 = 757 (Prince William is Duke of Cambridge)

  إنتهاء دولة إسرائيل Intiha (End) of Dawla (State) of Israel : 409 + 45 + 303 (or 302) = 757 (or 756)

  Day, Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) breaks out (erupts or starts): 56 + [546 + 155 (or 156)] = 56 + 701 (or 702) = 757 (or 758)

  Day of Ibtida (Beginning) of Promise of my Lord: 56 + [409 + (80 + 212)] = 56 + (409 + 292) = 56 + 701 = 757

  التاسع + كانون الأول Tasi (Ninth) + Kanoon Al-Awwal (December as known in Greater Syria & Iraq) : 562 (or 561) + (127 + 68) = 562 (or 561) + 195 = 757 (or 756) [The Ottoman Governor of Jerusalem sent a “Surrender Letter”, delivered by Mayor of Jerusalem, Hussein Al-Husseini, to the British invaders on Sunday, December 9, 1917 (Safar 24, 1336 Hijri) (Kislev 24, 5678 Jewish). Field Marshal Edmund Allenby, head of the invading British forces, entered Jerusalem on foot, through the Jaffa gate, on December 11, 1917.]

  خامس يوم Fifth Day: 701 + 56 = 757

  the Book, and allowed no crookedness in it. (verse 1 of Sura 18): 757 (or 758)

  The Hour: When will its docking be? Say: (verse 187 of Sura 7): 757
The Knowledge of it is with Allah. And how would you know? Perhaps (verse 63 of Sura 33): \(757\)

He (God) will show you his Ayat (Signs) (verse 93 of Sura 27): \(340 + 417 = 757\)

Sixteenth + Yulyu (July – in Egypt): \((125 + 570) + 62 = 695 + 62 = 757\)

Evident Smoke (verse 10 of Sura 44): \(655 + 102 = 757\) (This could be referring to the distinctive smoke of nuclear bombs/missiles)

Smoke of the End: \(655 + 102 = 757\)

Day of Nuclear Nakba (Disaster) + Manhattan: \(56 + (77 + 77) + 547 = 757\)

The Prince William, Duke of Cambridge: \((282 + 86) + (110 + 279) = 368 + 389 = 757\)

He overcame the obstacle (verse 11 of Sura 90): \(549 + 208 = 757\)

Oldest Torah: \(145 + 612 = 757\)

Sakina (Solace) + Torah: \(145 + 612 = 757\)

So, they said: We are sent (as Messengers) to you (verse 14 of Sura 36): \(757\)

Devastation of the European Union: \(56 + 445 + 256 = 56 + 701 = 757\)

Rus (Russians) + The Franciyeen (French): \(266 + 491 = 757\)

Tabut (Coffin) of Pope Yohanna (John) Paul + Church of the Vatican = \(809 + 37 + 75 + 98 + 145 + 593 = 1757\) (equivalent to 757)

He brings you the Tabut (Coffin or Ark), in it there is Sakina (Solace) (verse 248 of Sura 2) + Church: \((51 + 481 + 840 + 95) + 145 + 145 = (1466 + 145) + 145 = 1612 + 145 = 1757\) (equivalent to 757)

The Raheem, Master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment). You are whom we worship and you are whom we seek help from. Guide to the Path (verse 3 – 6 of Sura 1): \([289 + 90 (or 91) + 56 + 95] + (32 + 126 + 6 + 32 + 640 + 61 + 330) = 530 (or 531) + 1227 = 1757 (or 1758)\)

Entrance of the Catholics of Countries of the Hispanics (or Spaniards) into the religion of Islam: \(640 + 618 + 182 + 90 + 64 + 163 = 1757\) (equivalent to 757)
Nothing indicated to them his death, except Daabba of the Earth/Land (verse 14 of Sura 34): 1757 (equivalent to 757)

Mingle with each other and (the Trumpet) is blown (verse 99 of Sura 18): (59 + 90 + 872) + (6 + 730) = 1021 + 736 = 1757

Smoke (verse 10 of Sura 44) + Atomic Bomb: 655 + (187 + 915) = 655 + 1102 = 1757

Day of Alignment (or lining up) of eleven Planets + the Sun and the Moon: 56 + [261 + 13 + 570 + 49 (or 48)] + [431 + 6 + 371] = 56 + [893 (or 892) + 808] = 56 + 1701 (or 1700) = 1757 (or 1756)

By Day of the Qiyama and do swear by the self-reproaching soul. Does the human think that we are not going to assemble his bones. Yes, we are capable (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 75): [58 + 186 (or 187) + 6 + 31 + 201 + 223 + 113 + 81 + 192 (or 193)] + [81 + 163 + 1016 + 42 + 364 (or 365)] = 1091 (or 1092) + 1666 (or 1667) = 2757 (or 2758)

Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Truth) We have descended it/him and in the Haq (Truth) it/he has descended. And We have not sent you, except as a bearer of good news (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): 2757 (2757 is the 2354th Composite Number)

Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Truth) We have descended it/him and in the Haq (Truth) it/he has descended. And We have not sent you, except as a bearer of good news (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): 3757 (or 3758)
by the Lord of the people, Malik (King or Master) of the people, god of the people from the evilness of the whisperer, the Khannas, who whispers into chests of the people from (verse 1 – 5 of Sura 114): (204 + 142 + 90 + 142 + 36 + 142 + 90 + 500 + 164 + 742 + 741 + 142 + 90 + 300 + 142) + 90 = 3667 + 90 = 3757

Then, We abase him to lowest of the low except those who have believed and done good deeds, for them (verse 4 – 6 of Sura 95): 90 + [119 + 556 + 540 + 263 + 171 + 230 + 32 + 791 + 98 (or 99) + 6 + 147 + 559 + 155] = 90 + 3667 (or 3668) = 3757 (or 3758)

The Piercing Star (verse 3 of Sura 86): 124 + 634 = 758 (= 2 x 379)

(758 is the 623rd Composite Number) (915 is the 758th Composite Number)

The Shira Al-Yamaniya (name of Sirius Star as called by Ancient Arabs): 611 +
It is mentioned in verse 49 of Sura 53 (Al-Najm, meaning the Star), immediately before verses 50 - 51 that talk about the devastation of the people of Aad and Thamud by God.

Day of Khatia (Sin) of Adam and Hawwa (Eve): $56 + [634 + 46 (or 45) + 6 + 16] = 56 + 702 (or 701) = 758 (or 757)$

We have descended + Adam and Hawwa (Eve) + In Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97): $(52 + 139) + (45 + 6 + 16) + (90 + 75 + 335) = 191 + 67 + 500 = 758$

at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): $71 + 90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 = 758$

House of Allah, the Haram (Forbidden): $412 + 66 + 280 = 758$

Day Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) breaks out (erupts or starts): $56 + [546 + 156 (or 155)] = 56 + 702 (or 701) = 758 (or 757)$

One (Trumpet) blow (verse 13 of Sura 69): $735 + 23 (or 24) = 758 (or 759)$

The September + 23 : $735 + 23 = 758$

Za Al-Hijja + 10 : $(701 + 47) + 10 = 748 + 10 = 758$

Zu Al-Haj + 10 : $(706 + 42) + 10 = 748 + 10 = 758$

Day of Twenty Seventh: $56 + [132 (or 133) + 570] = 56 + 702 (or 703) = 758 (or 759)$

Fifth + Mayo (May - Egypt): $701 + 57 = 758$

Ibtida (Beginning) of the Nuclear War: $409 + (241 + 108) = 409 + 349 = 758$

We have descended unto you the Quran (verse 23 of Sura 76): $108 + 138 + 130 + 382 (or 383) = 758 (or 759)$

the Book, and allowed no crookedness in it. (verse 1 of Sura 18): $758 (or 757)$

The Hour: When will its docking be? Say: (verse 187 of Sura 7): $758 (or 757)$

Their Lord, from Kul (every or eat) command, Peace (verse 4 - 5 of Sura 97): $247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 130 (or 131) = 758 (or 759)$
bequeathed to us (verse 74 of Sura 39): 758

It does not have a lifter (remover), other than Allah (verse 58 of Sura 53): 758

Prince of Camelot (City of King Arthur): 251 + 507 = 758

The Imam Mahdi, Prince of the Mumineen (Believers) + Jan (John or demons) + Gog: (113 + 90) + (251 + 227) + 54 + 23 : (203 + 478 + 54) + 23 = 735 + 23 = 758

City of Al-Sham + Syria: 109 + 372 + 277 = 758

City of Al-Sham + Russia: 109 + 372 + 277 = 758

Australians: 758

The Outer Space: 913 + 845 = 1758 (equivalent to 758) (= 2 x 3 x 293) (1758 is the 1484th Composite Number) (2071 is the 1758th Composite Number)

Ninth + Month of Zu Hijja : 531 + [505 + (706 + 16)] = 531 + (505 + 722) = 531 + 1227 = 1758

Ibtida (Beginning) of Magic + Sha’waza (Sorcery or Witchcraft): 409 + (268 + 1081) = 409 + 1349 = 1758

Second Atomic Bomb + Japan : 561 + (187 + 915) + 95 = 561 + 1102 + 95 = 1758

till the Evidence comes, a Messenger from (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 98): (418 + 856 + 98 + 296) + 90 = 1668 + 90 = 1758

that has the pillars, which has not (verse 7 - 8 of Sura 89): 1101 + 146 + 441 + 70 = 1758

Thalith wa Ishreen (Twenty Third) + Ramadan: (1031 + 6 + 630) + 1091 = 1667 (or 1666) + 1091 = 2758 (or 2757)
107 + 104 + 71 = 2668 + 90 = 2758  (equivalent to 758)  (2758 is the 2355th Composite Number)

Then, We abase him to lowest of the low except those who have believed and done good deeds, for them (verse 4 – 6 of Sura 95): 90 + [119 + 556 + 540 + 263 + 171 + 230 + 32 + 791 + 99 (or 98) + 6 + 147 + 559 + 155] = 90 + 3668 (or 3667) = 3758 (or 3757)

By Day of the Qiyama and do swear by the self-reproaching soul. Does the human think that we are not going to assemble his bones. Yes, we are capable  (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 75): [58 + 186 (or 187) + 6 + 31 + 201 + 223 + 113 + 81 + 192 (or 193)] + [81 + 163 + 1016 + 42 + 365 (or 364)] = 1091 (or 1092) + 1667 (or 1666) = 2758 (or 2757)

The Tariq (Unexpected Event), the Star (verse 2 - 3 of Sura 86) + Taghyeer (Change) of Poles of the Earth, the Northern and the Southern: 341 + 124 + 620 + 121 + 1032 + (412 + 6 + 102) = (341 + 124 + 620 + 121 + 1032) + 520 = 2758 = (2 x 1879)  (equivalent to 758)  (2758 is the 3235th Composite Number)

So that you may know the number of years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgement). Allah did not create this except in/by the Haq (Truth). He details the Ayat (verses or signs) to people who know. (verse 5 of Sura 10): 3758 (3759 or 3760)

The Qadr. Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace it is (verse 2 - 5 of Sura 97): (335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487) + [136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 (or 130) + 15] = 2748 + 2010 (or 2009) = 4758 (or 4757)

We have descended unto you the Quran (verse 23 of Sura 76): 108 + 138 +
130 + 383 (or 382) = 759 (or 758) (759 is the 624th Composite Number) (916 is the 759th Composite Number) (5783 is the 759th Prime Number)

Every prudent command gets distinguished (verse 4 of Sura 44): 759

Their Lord, from Kul (every or eat) command. Peace (verse 4 - 5 of Sura 97): 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 (or 130) = 759 (or 758)

I will show you my Ayat (Miraculous Signs) (verse 37 of Sura 21): 337 + 422 = 759

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Satan Al-Rajeem (who deserves to be pelted): 75 + [400 (or 401) + 284] = 75 + 684 (or 685) = 759 (or 760)

Day of Twenty Seventh: 56 + [133 (or 132) + 570] = 56 + 703 (or 702) = 759 (or 758)

Sabi Ishroon (Twenty Seventh): 133 (or 132) + 626 = 759 (or 758)

Ihlak (Devastation) of England: 57 (or 56) + 702 (or 703) = 759

Halak (Devastation) of Australia: 56 + 703 = 759

Tale (Story) of Two Cities: 195 + 564 = 759 (This is the title of a famous novel by Charles Dickens)

Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Al-Hadm (The Destruction) + City of Paris: (5 + 80 + 212) + 80 + (109 + 273) = 297 + 80 + 382 = 759

Eid (Feast) of the Fitr (Breaking of the Fast) + One + Shawwal: (84 + 320) + [18 (or 19) + 337] = 404 + 355 (or 356) = 759 (or 760)

One blow (verse 13 of Sura 69): 735 + 24 (or 23) = 759 (or 758)

Apollo 11 approached: 703 + (45 + 11) = 703 + 56 = 759

Day of Waquf (Stand up) of the pilgrims on Arafa: 56 + (192 + 46 + 110 + 355) = 56 + 703 = 759

War of America + Russia: 210 + (272 + 277) = 210 + 549 = 759

Bomb of Hiroshima: 187 + 572 = 759

Await the day (verse 10 of Sura 44): 703 + 56 = 759

Evident Smoke (verse 10 of Sura 44): 657 + 102 = 759
Day on which the Sama (Sky or Heaven) brings evident Smoke (verse 10 of Sura 44): 1759 (equivalent to 759) (1759 is the 274th Prime Number)

Smoke of an Atomic Bomb: 657 + (187 + 915) = 657 + 1102 = 1759 (equivalent to 759)

Fire-Storm + Hadd (Destruction) of Hamburg: 246 + 251 + 9 + 1253 (or 1254) = 1759 (or 1760)

The Promise + The Rus (Russians) + The Nakba (Catastrophe) of the American United States: 111 + 297 + 77 + (479 + 488 + 307) = 111 + 297 + 77 + 1274 = 1759

War + The Hadm (Destruction) + Kingdom of Great Britain: 210 + 80 + 1469 = 210 + 80 + 1469 = 1759 (equivalent to 759)

Qurban (Sacrificial offering) of Rabi (Fourth) Antiochus: 353 + 304 + 1133 = 1759

Tabut (Coffin) (verse 248 of Sura 2) + The Saint Peter’s Basilica: 809 + [133 (or 134 ) + (205 + 612)] = 809 + [133 (or 134 ) + 817] = 809 + 950 (or 951) = 1759 (or 1760)

Thalatha wa Ishroon (Twenty Three) + Ramadan: [1036 (or 1035) + 6 + 626] + 1091 = 1668 (or 1667) + 1091 = 2759 (or 2758)

So that you may know the number of years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgement). Allah did not create this except in/by the Haq (Truth). He details the Ayat (verses or signs) to people who know. (verse 5 of Sura 10): [577 + 78 + 201 + 6 + 102 + 41 + 730 + 66 + 750 + 32 + 141 + 210 + 443 (or 442) + 176] + 206 = 2553 + 206 = 3759 (3758 or 3760) (3759 is the 3236th Composite Number)

People of the Book from their Homelands for the beginning of the Hashr (assembly before Resurrection) you did not think they will get out and they thought (verse 2 of Sura 59): 4759 (equivalent to 759)

The Rahman (Most Compassionate) taught the Quran, created the human being, taught him the Bayan (proper interpretation). The Sun and the Moon taken into account and the Star and the Trees prostrate. And the Heaven he raised it, and placed the Mizan (Scale). Do not transgress in the Mizan (Scale). And establish the weight in the Qist (Justice or Equity) and do not make deficient the Mizan (Scale).

And the Ard (Earth or Land) he placed (verses 1 - 10 of Sura 55): (330 + 140 + 383 + 730 + 193 + 145 + 94 + 431 + 371 + 123 + 6 + 124 ) + ( 6 + 534 + 128 ) + [6 + 133 + 356 + 6 + 876 + 139 + 32 + 1416 + 90 + 139 + 6 + 158 + 94 + 202 + 6 + 31 + 1266 (or 1267) + 139 + 6 + 1032 + 882] = 3076 + 668 + 7015 (or 7016) = 10759 (or 10760)
The Day the caller (announcer) calls (announces) from a close location (verse 41 of Sura 50): $56 + 704 = 760$ ($= 19 \times 40$) $(760$ is the $625^{th}$ Composite Number) $(917$ is the $760^{th}$ Composite Number) $(2760$ is the $2357^{th}$ Composite Number) $(6615$ is the $5760^{th}$ Composite Number)

Day of Nuzul (Descent) of Torah: $56 + [93 + 611$ (or 612)] = $56 + 704$ (or 705) = 760 (or 761)

Khamsa (Five) Mayo (May): $705 + 55$ (or 56) = 760 (or 761)

Eid (Feast) of the Fitr (Breaking of the Fast) + One + Shawwal: $(84 + 320) + [19$ (or 18) $+ 337] = 404 + 356$ (or 355) = 760 (or 759)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Satan Al-Rajeem (who deserves to be pelted): $75 + [401$ (or 400) $+ 284] = 75 + 685$ (or 684) = 760 (or 759)

the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times) and I do swear by the self-reproaching spirit (verse 1-2 of Sura 75): 760 (or 761)

So, Allah made him die for one hundred years (verse 259 of Sura 2): $527 + 66 + 56 + 111 = 760$

Afreet (Devil or Devilish) (verse 39 of Sura 27): 760

Qatl (Killing) of Muslimeen (Muslims): $530 + 230 = 760$

Aya (Sign) of Promise of End of the Vatican: $(16 + 80 + 71) + 593 = 167 + 593 = 760$

Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Church + Nuclear War: $297 + 176 + 287 = 760$

Al-Qari’a (Terrible End Times Event- Sura 101) + Al-Hadm (The Destruction) + Paris: $407 + 80 + 273 = 760$

Day of Promise of Nakba (Catastrophe) of Manhattan: $56 + [(80 + 77) + 547] = 56 + (157 + 547) = 56 + 704 = 760$

Day of Promise of the Waqia (Event) (Sura 56) + New York City: $56 + [(80 + 213) + (109 + 302)] = 56 + [293 + 411] = 56 + 704 = 760$

Intiha (End) of New York: $458 + 302 = 760$

Intiya (End) of Israel: $458 + 302$ (or 303) = 760 (or 761)
End of the Amreek (Americans): \[ 458 + 302 = 760 \]
The Qari’a of the Amerikan (Americans): \[ 407 + 353 = 760 \]
End of North America: \[ 71 + (272 + 417) = 71 + 689 = 760 \]
Mufassir (Interpreter) of Secrets of Promise of the End Times: \[ 380 + [462 + 80 + 838 (or 837)] = 380 + 1380 (or 1379) = 1760 \]
Day of + When Promise of the End Times comes \[ 56 + 1704 (or 1705) = 1760 (or 1761) \]
Fire-Storm + Hadd (Destruction) of Hamburg : \[ 246 + 251 + 9 + 1254 (or 1253) = 1760 (or 1759) \]
So that you may know the number of years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgement). Allah did not create this except in/by the Haq (Truth). He details the Ayat (verses or signs) to people who know. (verse 5 of Sura 10): \[ 3760 (3759 or 3760) (3760 is the 3237th Composite Number) \]
In the name of Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), We have descended him/it in Night of the Qadr and how would you know what the Night of Qadr is. The Night of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels descend and (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): \[ 102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 52 + [143 + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 ] + (41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136) + 6 = 838 + [916 + 3000] + 6 = 838 + [3916 + 6] = 838 + 3922 = 4760 \]
and how would you know what the Night of Qadr is. The Night of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord, from every (verses 2 - 4 of Sura 97): \[ 4760 \]
The Rahman (Most Compassionate) taught the Quran, created the human being, taught him the Bayan (proper interpretation). The Sun and the Moon taken into account and the Star and the Trees prostrate. And the Heaven he raised it, and placed the Mizan (Scale). Do not transgress in the Mizan (Scale). And establish the weight in the Qist (Justice or Equity) and do not make deficient the Mizan (Scale). And the Ard (Earth or Land) he placed (verses 1 - 10 of Sura 55): \[ 330 + 140 + 383 + 730 + 193 + \]
LudGate in London was demolished in year 1760.

Day Akmalt (I have completed) your Deen (Religion or Judgment) for you (verse 3 of Sura 5): 56 + (491 + 90 + 124) = 56 + 705 = 761 (761 is the 135th Prime Number)  (918 is the 761st Composite Number) (7801 is the 761st Prime Number)

Khamsha (Five) Mayo (May): 705 + 56 (or 55) = 761 (or 760)

Zu Al-Hijja + 8 : (706 + 47) + 8 = 753 + 8 = 761

Sadis wa Ishreen (Twenty Sixth): 125 + 6 + 630 = 761

the people shall stand up (or rise) for Lord of the Universe (verse 6 of Sura 83): 156 + 142 + 232 + 231 (or 232) = 761 (or 762)

Day of Nuzul (Descent) of Torah: 56 + [93 + 612 (or 611)] = 56 + 705 (or 704) = 761 (or 760)

you are promised is true (verse 5 of Sura 51): 536 + 225 = 761

from the Mashriq (East): 90 + 671 = 761

King of the Mashriq (East): 90 + 671 = 761

The blowing: 761

The Khalq (Creation): 761

The Khaliq (Creator) (verse 86 of Sura 15): 761 (or 762)

The Zul (Humiliation) (verse 111 of Sura 17): 761

The Mursalat (Winds or Emissaries / Messengers) (verse 1 of Sura 77): 761 (or 762)

Day of Infijar (Explosion) of King David Hotel: 56 + 335 + (234 + 121 + 15 ) = 56 + (335 + 370) = 56 + 705 = 761 | On July 22, 1946 (Shaban 23, 1365 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5706 Jewish) (2432,023.5th Julian day), the western part of the southern wing of King David Hotel in Jerusalem, which was serving as headquarters of the British Mandate, collapsed
due to explosives set off by **Irgun**, a Zionist terrorist group led by **Menahim Begin**, who later became Prime Minister of Israel.

أنتييا (End) of Israel: $458 + 303 = 761$ (or 760)

إنتيحا (End) of State of the Masoniyeen (Free-Masons): $458 + (45 + 258) = 458 + 303 = 761$

ذهب + ياجوج The Gold + Yajuj (Gog): $738 + 23 = 761$

ذهب + جان Gold + Jan (John or Demons): $707 + 54 = 761$

عفآريت Afareet (Devils or Demons): 761

جهنة + أستراليا Jinna (demons) + Australia: $58 + 703 = 761$

بحر تسمان Tasman Sea: $210 + 551 = 761$

كوريا الشمالية + الجنوبية Korea + Northern + Southern: $237 + 417 + 107 = 761$

عبد الحميد الثاني Abdul Hameed, the Second: $(76 + 93) + 592 = 169 + 592 = 761$

[Ottoman Sultan **Abdul Hameed II** was the last Sultan to have absolute power and exert autocratic control over the Ottoman State. He opposed the establishment of Jewish state in Palestine. He was born on **September 22, 1842** (Shaban 18 (or 17), 1258 Hijri) (Tishri 18, 5603 Jewish) and died on **February 10, 1918** (Rabi Thani 28, 1336 Hijri).]

جنرال هنري غورو General Henri Gouraud: $284 + (265 + 1212) = 284 + 1477 = 1761$

يوم خسف منجم نحاس و ذهب Day of Khusf (Collapse) of Mine of Copper and Gold: $56 + 740 + 133 + (119 + 6 + 707) = 56 + 740 + (133 + 832) = 56 + 740 + 965 = 56 + 1705 = 1761$

خسف منجم الذهب + النحاس Khusf (Collapse) of a mine of the gold + the copper: $740 + 133 + 738 + 150 = 1761$

إن عذابي هو العذاب الأليم my torment is the painful torment (verse 50 of Sura 15): 1761

ما ليه القدر ليله القدر خير من what Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? The Lailat of Qadr is better min (than or from) (verse 2 - 3 of Sura 97): $(41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810) + 90 = 1671 + 90 =$
1761 \(= 3 \times 587\) (1761 is the 1486th Composite Number) (2074 is the 1761st Composite Number)

Thalatha wa Ishreen (Twenty Three): \([1035 (or 1036) + 6 + 630] + 1090 (or 1091) = 1671 (or 1672) + 1090 (or 1091) = 2761 (2762 or 2763)\) (2761 is the 2358th Composite Number)

Their Prophet told them: It is the Aya (Sign) of his kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Coffin or Ark). In it, there is Sakina from your Lord and the remainder of what was left by the Family of Moses and the Family of Aaron (verse 248 of Sura 2): \((131 + 75 + 107 + 51 + 17 + 95 + 51 + 481) + (840 + 95 + 145 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 117 + 90 + 41 + 620 + 32 + 116 + 6 + 32 + 261) = 1008 + 2753 = 3761\)

Intida (Beginning) of the Hour + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 409 + \([167 + 186 (or 187)]\) = 409 + 353 (or 354) = 762 (or 763) (762 is the 626th Composite Number) (920 is the 762nd Composite Number) (5807 is the 762nd Prime Number)

Our Batsha (Punishment) (verse 36 of Sura 65): 762

Drunkenness of the Death (verse 19 of Sura 50): 285 + 477 = 762

The House, the Muharram (forbidden or that has sanctity): 443 + 319 = 762

Zu Al-Hijja + 9: \([706 (or 707) + 47 ] + 9 = 753 (or 754) + 9 = 762 (or 763)\)

Hadd (Destruction) of Twin Towers: \(9 + [256 + 497 (or 498)] = 9 + 753 (or 754) = 762 (or 763)\)

The Khaliq (Creator) (verse 86 of Sura 15): 762 (or 761)

Lord of the Alameen (World or Universe), the Rahman (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 1): 202 + 231 (or 232) + 329 = 762 (or 763)

The Mursalat (Winds or Emissaries / Messengers) (verse 1 of Sura 77): 762 (or 761)

is coming, no doubt about it and (verse 7 of Sura 22): 417 (or 416) + 31 + 212 + 96 + 6 = 762 (or 761)
We have not made People of the Fire, except as Angels and have not (verse 31 of Sura 74): **762 (or 763)**

shall rule the Arabs a man from Ahl (People of). (This is part of a Hadith): \(100 + 303 + 233 + 90 + 36 + 422 + 36 = 762\)

The Othmaniyeen (Ottomans): **762**

Saitara (Control) of Britain + The Quds (Jerusalem): \(284 + 283 + 195 = 762\)

Australis (means “Southern”. It is an old name of Australia): **762 (or 761)**

Australiyeen (Australians): **762**

Sectarian: **762**

Lailat (Eve) of Surrender of Japan: \(75 + (592 + 95) = 75 + 687 = 762\)

**[World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).]**

The Caliph Omar ibn Al-Khattab: \(756 + [310 + 53 (or 52) + 643] = 756 + 1006 \ (or \ 1005) = 1762 \ (or \ 1761) \ (1762 \ is \ the \ 1487^{th} \ Composite \ Number) \ (2075 \ is \ the \ 1762^{nd} \ Composite \ Number)\)

created the Earth (verse 4 of Sura 20): \(730 + 1032 = 1762\)

Akmalt (I have completed) your Deen (Religion or Judgment) for you and Atmamt (completed) upon you (verse 3 of Sura 5): \(491 + 90 + 124 + 6 + 881 + 170 = 1762\)

To Allah who descended the Book upon his worshipper and has not made for it (verse 1 of Sura 18): **1762 (or 1763)**

in a Book; my Lord does not misguide and does not forget (verse 52 of Sura 20): \(90 + 422 \ (or \ 423) + 31 + 840 + 212 + 6 + 31 + 130 = 1762 \ (or \ 1763)\)

To Adam, so they prostrated except Iblees. He was not among the prostrators (verse 11 of Sura 7): **1762 (or 1763)**

Who wants the End Times and strives for it Sayaha (as much striving as needed) while he is a believer, such individuals (verse 19 of Sura 17): \(90 + [206 + 838 \ (or \ 837) + 6 + 140 + 36 + 146 + 6 + 11 + 136 \ (or \ 137) + 147 \ (or \ 148)] = 90 + 1672 \ (or \ 1671) = 1762\)
and more bitter. The criminals are in (verse 46 – 47 of Sura 54): 
\[(6 + 241 + 51 + 374 + 90 = 672 + 90 = 762)\]

So, be patient regarding what they say and praise in glorifying your Lord before rise of the Sun and (verse 130 of Sura 20) & (verse 39 of Sura 50): 
\[373 + 110 + 41 + 202 + 6 + 70 + 54 + 222 + 132 + 115 + 431 + 6 = 1762\]

He said: This is a mercy from my Lord. When Promise of my Lord comes, he turns it into ruins and thus the Promise (verse 98 of Sura 18): 
\[2762\]

Caliphate for whoever wanted to remember or wanted to show gratitude (verse 25 of Sura 62. This is the 2917th verse of the Quran): 
\[2762\text{ (or } 2763)\]

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. The praise is to Allah, for whom belongs what is in the Heavens and what is in the Earth and to Him is the praise in the Akhira (End Times) and He is the Hakeem (Wise) and the Khabeer (Knowledgeable). He knows what (verse 1 of Sura 34): 
\[(103 (or 102) + 66 + 330 + 289 + 83 + 65 + 741 + 35 + 41) + (90 + 538 (537 or 539) + 6 + 41 + 90 + 1032 + 6 + 35 + 83 + 90 + 838 + 6 + 11 + 109 + 843 + 150 + 41) = 1753 (or 1752) + 4009 (4008 or 4010) = 5762 (5761 or 5763)\]

He is the one who made the Sun as an illumination and the Moon as a light and divided it into stages so that you know the number of years and the Hisab (Calculation). Allah did not create that except in the Haq (Justice, Truth, or Due Date). He details the Ayat (Signs) to people who know (verse 5 of Sura 10): 
\[(11 + 741 + 103 + 431 + 812 + 6 + 371 + 257 + 6 + 309 + 128 + 577) + (78 + 201 + 6 + 102 + 41 + 730 + 67 (or 66) + 751 + 32 + 2) = 3752 + 2010 (or 2009) = 5762 (or 5761)\]

And we made the Night and the Day two Ayat (signs), so we eradicated (erased or annihilated) Aya (Sign) of the Night and we made Aya (Sign) of the Day Mubsira (insightful, giver of vision, or eye-opener) so that you seek from the bounty of your Lord and so that you know the number of years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment) and every thing we detailed (verse 12 of Sura 17): 
\[(6 + 154 + 71 + 6 + 287 + 472 + 185 + 16 + 71 + 6 + 154 + 16 + 287 + 337 + 1839 + 911 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 577) + [78 + 201 + 6 + 102 + 6 + 50 + 311 + 255 (or 256)] = 5753 + 1009 (or 1010) = 6762 (or 6763)\]
On July 30, 762 AD, the Abbasi Caliph Al-Mansur commissioned the construction of a new city called Baghdad.

A rare phenomenon of **Tetrad (Four) of Lunar eclipses** is expected to happen, all of them coinciding with the first day of a Jewish holiday, two of them in 2014 and the other two on the same Jewish holidays in 2015. The first of these lunar eclipses happened on **April 15, 2014** Gregorian (Jumada Thania 14, 1435 Hijri) (Jewish holiday of Passover on **Nisan 15**, 5774 Jewish) (2456,762.5 or 2456,763rd Julian Day)
The Day the Hour Taqum (arises, occurs): $56 + (540 + 167) = 56 + 707 = 763$

$763$ is the $627$th Composite Number

$763$ is the $627$th Composite Number

Intida (Beginning) of the Hour + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval):

$409 + [167 + 187 (or 186)] = 409 + 354 (or 353) = 763 (or 762)$

If you count the Nima (Blessings) of Allah (verse 18 of Sura 16): $51 + (481 + 165 + 66) = 51 + 712 = 763$

We bring you Lafif (from diverse backgrounds) and by/in the Haq, we have descended him and by/in the Haq (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): $763 (or 764)$

Fatra (Period) of pregnancy: $685 + 78 = 763$

The Rahman, the Raheem. By the Heaven and (verse 1 of Sura 86): $763$

Awrathnaha (we bequeathed it) (verse 28 of Sura 44): $763 (or 764)$

Forbidden against Banu (Children) of Israel: $293 + 110 + [58 + 302 (or 303)] = 293 + 110 + 360 (or 361) = 763 (or 763)$

City of the Seven Hills: $109 + [491 (or 492) + 163] = 109 + 654 (or 655) = 763 (or 764)$

The Pope Franshesco (or Francis): $37 + 726 = 763$

Ringing of Bell of Peace: $370 + 263 + 130 = 763$

Hadd (Destruction) of Twin Towers: $9 + [256 + 498 (or 497)] = 9 + 754 (or 753) = 763 (or 762)$

Zu Al - Hijja + 10 : $[706 (or 707) + 47 ] + 10 = 753 (or 754) + 10 = 763 (or 764)$

[The 10th of Zu Al-Hijja is the first day of Eid the Adha (Sacrifice), also known as Day of Nahr (Slaughter)]

The Middle of Shaban : $251 + 90 + 422 (or 423) = 763 (or 764)$

Fifth + Yulyu (July): $701 + 62 = 763$

Sabi Ishreen (Twenty Seventh): $133 (or 132) + 630 = 763 (or 762)$

Saba Ishroon (Twenty Seven): $137 + 626 = 763$

Day of Sab’a Ashar (Seventeen): $56 + (137 + 570) = 56 + 707 = 763$
Day of Gold: $56 + 707 = 763$

Lord of the Alameen (World), the Rahman (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 1): $202 + 232 = 763$ (or 762)

Day of Hubut (Descent) of the Satan Al-Rajeem (who deserves to be pelted): $56 + 22 + [401 (or 400) + 284] = 56 + [22 + 685 (or 684)] = 56 + 707 (or 706) = 763$ (or 762)

the Rahman, the Raheem. The Haqqa (Inevitable Event) (verse 1 of Sura 69): $(329 + 289) + 145 = 618 + 145 = 763$

Maji (Coming) of Peres to Masjid (Mosque) of the Jazzar (Slaughterer) + Akka: $[53 (or 54) + 229 + 41 + 107 + 242] + 91 = 672 (or 673) + 91 = 763$ (or 764)

We have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and have not (verse 31 of Sura 74): $763$ (or 762)

So, We opened the gates of Heaven (verse 11 of Sura 54): $763$ (or 764)

Anwar Al-Sadat + Going Israel: $[257 + 496 (or 497)] + (708 + 302) = 753$ (or 754) + 1010 = $1763$ (or 1764) ($1763$ is the $1488^{th}$ Composite Number) ($2076$ is the $1763^{rd}$ Composite Number) [ Egyptian President Anwar Sadat arrived for surprise visit to Israel for the first time, at night, on Saturday November 19, 1977 (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1397 Hijri), day of standing on Mount of Arafat, meaning eve of 1st day of Eid Al-Adha.]

be hidden, to Allah, of them, anything. For whom is the Mulk (Kingship or Dominion) today? For Allah, the One (verse 15 - 16 of Sura 40): $[700 + 110 + 65 (or 66) + 135 ] + (311 + 120 + 121 +87 + 65 + 49) = 1010 (or 1011) + 753 = 1763$ (or 1764)

Martyrdom of the Hussein (grandson of Prophet Mohammad (p)) + Karbala (town where he was martyred) + Ashoura (10th of Muharram): $(771 + 159) + 254 + 579 = (930 + 254) + 579 = 1184 + 579 = 1763$

Numerical Analysis of the Quran, Hadith: $(478 + 350) + 382 (or 383) + 553 = 828 + [382 (or 383) + 553 = 1763$ (or 1764)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Thanks to Allah who descended (verse 1 of Sura 18): $1763$

To Allah who descended the Book upon his worshipper and has not made for it (verse 1 of Sura 18): $1763$ (or 1762)

The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on
August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time).

Creator of the Earth: \[ 731 + 1032 = 1763 \]

Taghayur (Change) of Qutbai (Two Poles) of the Earth: \[ 610 + (121 + 1032) = 610 + 1153 = 1763 \]

Day of Alignment (or lining up) of eleven Planets and the Sun and the Moon: \[ 56 + [261 + 13 + 570 + 49 (or 48)] + 6 + (431 + 6 + 371) = 56 + [893 (or 892) + 6 + 808] = 56 + 1707 (or 1706) = 1763 (or 1762) \]

Lord of the Shira (Sirius Star) and that he perished (destroyed) the first Aad, and Thamud he did not (verse 49 – 51 of Sura 53): \[ 1763 \]

Recite and your Lord is the Most Honorable, who (verse 2 – 4 of Sura 96): \[ 1763 \]

Hazima (Defeat) of Sheikh Ahmad Al-Aseer + Fadl Shakir: \[ 67 + [910 + (53 + 302)] + (910 + 521) = 67 + (910 + 355) + 1431 = 67 + (1265 + 1431) = 67 + 696 = 2763 \] [Sunni Sheikh Ahmad Al-Aseer, Imam of Masjid (Mosque) of Bilal son Rabah in Abra, a district of city of Saida, Lebanon, and his ally former singer Fadl Shaker, were defeated by Shia’s Hizb Allah and the Lebanese Army in a battle that started on Sunday June 23, 2013 (Shaban 14, 1434 Hijri) (Tammuz 15, 5773 Jewish) (2456, 466.5th Julian). It lasted for about 24 hours till June 24, 2013. This means it happened in the Middle (or Half) of Shaban, traditionally an important day for Muslims.]

the sights of those who have disbelieved. Oh, woe to us! We have been in (verse 97 of Sura 21): \[ (293 + 791 + 307 + 107 + 104 + 71) + 90 = 1673 + 90 = 1763 \]

We have given you the Kawthar, so pray to your Lord and slaughter. Your enemy is the Abtar (amputated or loser) (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 108): \[ 2763 \] ( promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Truth) We have descended it/him and in the Haq (Truth) it/he has descended. And We have not sent you, except as a bearer of good news and (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): \[ 2763 \]

Created the human being, taught him the Bayan (proper interpretation). The Sun and the Moon are taken into account, and the Star and the Trees (verses 3 - 6 of Sura 55): \[ 2763 \text{ or } 2762 \) \[ (= 3 \times 3 \times 307) \] (2763 is the 2360th Composite Number)

Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Truth) We have descended it/him and in the Haq (Truth) it/he has descended. And We have not sent you, except as a bearer of good news and (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): \[ 2763 \]

\[ 1036 + 6 + 630 + 1091 = 1672 \text{ (or 1671)} + 1091 = 2763 \text{ (or 2762)} \]

باسم الله الرحمن الرحيم الجد من الله الذي له ما في السماوات وما في الأرض وله الحمد في الآخرة وهو الحكيم الخبير يعلم ما
In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. The praise is to Allah, for whom belongs what is in the Heavens and what is in the Earth and to Him is the praise in the Akhira (End Times) and He is the Hakeem (Wise) and the Khabeer (Knowledgeable). He knows what (verse 1 of Sura 34):  

\[103 + 66 + 330 + 289 + 83 + 65 + 741 + 35 + 41 + 90 + 838 + 6 + 11 + 109 + 843 + 150 + 41 = 1753\] 

\[+ 4010 (or 4008 or 4009) = 5763\] (or 5762)

و جعلنا الليل و النهار عايدين مفحونا أيه الليل و جعلنا أيه النهار مبصره لتبغوا فضلا من ريم و تعلموا عدد السنين و الحساب وكل شيء فصتلاح  

And we made the Night and the Day two Ayat (signs), so we eradicated (erased or annihilated) Aya (Sign) of the Night and we made Aya (Sign) of the Day Mubsira (insightful, giver of vision, or eye-opener) so that you seek from the bounty of your Lord and so that you know the number of years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment) and every thing we detailed (verse 12 of Sura 17):  

\[6 + 154 + 71 + 6 + 287 + 472 + 185 + 16 + 71 + 6 + 154 + 16 + 287 + 337 + 1839 + 911 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 577\] 

\[= 5753 + 1010 (or 1009) = 6763 (or 6762)\]

بسم الله الرحمن الرحيم. By the Heaven which has the Buruj (Constellations) and the Promised Day and a witness and a witnessed, People of the Ukhdud have been killed, the fire with the fuel, while they are on it seated and they are, regarding what they are doing to the believers, witnesses. And they have not Naqamu (taken revenge or harbored ill-feelings and intentions) against them, except because they believe in Allah, the Aziz (Dear, Exalted, or Almighty), the Hameed (Worthy of Praise), the one to whom belongs Mulk (kingship, dominion, mastery, or ownership) (verse 1 – 9 of Sura 85):  

\[102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 6 + 133 + 1101 + 242 + 6 + 87 + 157 + 6 + 310 (or 309) + 355 + 530 + 101 + 646 + 282\] 

\[+ (1101 + 147 + 701 + 45 + 116 + 180 + 6 + 45 + 110 + 41 + 246 + 229 + 315 + 6 + 41 + 197 + 135 + 32 + 51 + 113 + 68 + 125 + 93 + 741 + 35 + 90) = 4754 (or 4753) + 5009 = 9763 (or 9762)\]

♦ The Day the Hour Qamat (arose, broke out, or started):  

\[56 + (541 + 167) = 56 + 708 = 764\] (or 763) is the 628th Composite Number.  

(922 is the 764th Composite Number)

Zu Al-Hijja + 10:  

\[707 (or 706) + 47\] 

= 754 (or 753) + 10 = 764 (or 763) 

(10th of Zu Al-Hijja is the first day of Eid Al-Adha, also known as Day of Nahr, meaning Slaughter)

The Middle of Shaban:  

\[251 + 90 + 423 (or 422) = 764\] (or 763)

The Siam (Fasting) has been written (decreed) upon you (verse 183 of Sura 2):  

\[422 + 170 + 172 = 764\]

To your Lord (God) is its end (or destination) (verse 44 of Sura 79):  

\[41 + 222 + 501 (or 502) = 764\] (or 765)
we bring you Lafif (from diverse backgrounds) and by/in the Haq, we have descended him and by/in the Haq (verse 104 – 105 of Sura 17): 764 (or 763)

The Maseekh (False Messiah) Gog: 741 + 23 = 764

Istiada (Getting back or Recapture) of the Aqsa: 541 + 223 = 764

The day We strike the Strike (verse 16 of Sura 44): 56 + 361 + 347 = (56 + 361) + 347 = 417 + 347 = 764

The Malhama Al-Kubra (Big Battle) + Dawla (State) of Israel: (154 + 263) + (45 + 302) = 45 + (417 + 302) = 45 + 719 = 764

The Hadda (Incident of Destruction) + London, Britain + Israel: 45 + (134 + 283) + 302 = 45 + (417 + 302) = 45 + 719 = 764

The Hadda (Incident of Destruction) + London (or Sydney), Britain + the Amreek (Americans): 45 + (134 + 283) + 302 = 45 + (417 + 302) = 45 + 719 = 764

Seventeen days: (137 + 570) + 56 (or 57) = 707 + 57 (or 56) = 764 (or 763)

We bequeathed it ( verse 59 of Sura 26 ): 764 (or 763)

The Schism in Christianity, into Roman Catholic Church versus Eastern Orthodox Churches, started on **July 16, 1054**

City of the Seven Hills: 109 + [492 (or 491) + 163] = 109 + 655 (or 654) = 764 (or 763)

Forbidden against Banu (Children) of Israel: 293 + 110 + [58 + 303 (or 302)] = 293 + 110 + 361 (or 360) = 764 (or 763)

Muharram 1 + 1444: (319 + 1) + 1444 = 320 + 1444 = 1764 (equivalent to 764) (1764 is the 1489th Composite Number) (2077 is the 1764th Composite Number) (Muharram 1 is the first day of the Hijri year)

An ultimatum was issued, on **July 14, 1920**, by Commander of the French Forces, General Henri Gouraud, to King Faisal bin Hussein’s Syrian Arab Kingdom (which was established by King Faisal on March 8, 1920) to surrender or fight which was accepted on **July 20, 1920** by the Syrian government. However, early in the morning of **July 24, 1920** (Zu Al-Qada 9, 1338 Hijri) (Av 9, 5680 Jewish Calendar) (2422.529.5th Julian Day),
French forces broke a truce, attacked and defeated the Arab forces of led by Yusuf Al-Azma, Minister of War, in the Battle of Maysalun (a strategic hilly location about 12 miles west of Damascus, overlooking a valley used as a passage to Damascus), captured Damascus the next day, and took control of Syria. Then, General Gouraud reportedly went to the tomb of Salah Eddin Al-Ayyubi (who defeated the Crusaders and liberated Jerusalem in 1187 AD), adjacent to the Umawi Mosque in Damascus, kicked it, and said: "Wake up, Salah Eddin. We have returned. My presence here consecrates victory of the Cross over the Crescent."
The promise of the first one came, we sent against you servants of ours of great might. They ravaged through your homelands. Thus, it was a promise. (verse 5 of Sura 17):  

\[
(5 + 80 + 84 + 623 + 170 + 78 + 81 + 47 + 63) + [318 + 151 + 661 (or 660) + 246 + 6 + 71 + 81] = 1231 + 1534 (or 1533) = 2765 \] (or 2764) 

(2765 is the 2362\textsuperscript{nd} Composite Number) 

♦ The Istirja (Recapturing or Return): 766 \( (766 \text{ is the } 630\text{th} \text{ Composite Number}) \) (924 is the 766\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) 

يوم ذبح Day of Zabh (Slaughter): 56 + 710 = 766 

يوم مسيح Day of Maseekh (Transformed or False Messiah): 56 + 710 = 766 

يوم من يوم من يوم that day (verse 10 of Sura 75): 766 

ذي الحجة + 9 \( (710 + 47) + 9 = 757 + 9 = 766 \) 

يوم ذبح Day of Zabh (Slaughter): 56 + 710 = 766 

يوم تكفير Day of Takfeer (Atonement): 56 + 710 = 766 [ The Jewish holiday, \textbf{Yom Kippur} can be translated as Day of Takfeer (Atonement). It occurs on the 10\textsuperscript{th} day of Tishri, the 7\textsuperscript{th} Jewish month, which can be symbolized by 710. ] 

أدولف هتلر Adolf Hitler: 121 + 645 = 766 

الأخير خير وأبقى The Akhira (End Times) is better and more lasting (verse 17 of Sura 87): 

\[
837 \text{ (or } 838) + (810 + 6 + 113) = 837 \text{ (or } 838) + 929 = 1766 \text{ (or } 1767) 
\]

A Qarya (city/community), We command its well-off people, yet they do evil deeds in it, (verse 16 of Sura 17): 1766 \( (= 2 \times 883 ) \) (1766 is the 1491\textsuperscript{st} Composite Number) 

إخراج إسرائيل فلسطينيين من ديارهم Israel’s Ikhraj (Driving out or Expulsion) of Filistiniyeen (Palestinians) from their Homelands : 805 + 302 (or 303) + 309 + 90 + 260 (or 259) = 1766 \( \text{ (or } 1767) \) 

يوم استعاده مسلمين بيت المقدس من صليبيين Day of Istiada (Getting back) of Muslimeen (Muslims) Bayt-Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness) from Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 56 + 541 + 230 + (412 + 235) + 90 + 202 = 56 + (541 + 230 + 647 + 90 + 202) = 56 + 1710 = 1766 

أخرجك ربك من بيتك بالحق وان أخرجك زيارة بيريز إلى المغرب Visit of Peres to Al-Maghrib (Morocco): 223 + 635 + 41 + 1273 = 1766
The Promise + The Messiah, the Dajjal + 1437 : 111 + (149 + 69) + 1436 = (111 + 218) + 1437 = 329 + 1437 = 1766

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval). When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed (verse 6 - 8 of Sura 75): 2766 (or 2767) (= 2 x 3 x 461) (2766 is the 2363rd Composite Number) (3223 is the 2766th Composite Number)

Do not take my enemy and your enemy as Awliya (Protectors or OverLords). You offer them cordiality and they have rejected what has come to you of the Truth. They drive out the Messenger and yourselves because you believe (verse 1 of Sura 60): (31 + 2107 + 90 + 6 + 140 + 49 + 586) + [ 86 + 88 + 6 + 104 + 307 + 43 + 65 + 90 + 139 + 869 + 327 + 6 + 72 + 51 + 503] = 3009 + 2757 (or 2756) = 5766 (or 5765)

August 2, 1948 (Ramadan 26, 1367 Hijri) was the 2432, 766th Julian Day. This was the day on which the Government of Israel decided to declare Jerusalem under its control as Israel-occupied territory. This declaration was made retroactive to May 15, 1948. According to 1947 U.N.’s Partition Plan, Jerusalem was supposed to be placed under international regime. In May 1948, Israel recognized that all of Jerusalem, including the Jewish quarter, is not part of the Israeli territory.

Verse 97 of Sura 5 is the 766th verse of the Quran.
10 Zi Al-Hijja + 10 : (710 + 47) + 10 = 757 + 10 = 767

Day Akmalt (I have completed) your Deen (Religion or Judgment) for you and (verse 3 of Sura 5): 56 + (491 + 90 + 124 + 6) = 56 + 711 = 767

The One who revived it (verse 39 of Sura 41): 741 + 26 = 767

The Maseekh + Ahyaha (revived/ resurrected it) (verse 39 of Sura 41): 741 + 26 = 767

Day + We revived (or resurrected) (verse 11 of Sura 50) + Turkey: (56 + 80) + 631= 136 + 631 = 767

Hour of Turkey: 136 + 631 = 767

Day + We revived (or resurrected) (verse 11 of Sura 50) + The Pakistaniyyoon (Pakistanis): (56 + 80) + 631= 136 + 631 = 767

Day of Hazima (Defeat) of the Zionist Entity + Al-Kuffar (Unbelievers): 56 + 67 + (112 + 202) + 331 = 56 + (67 + 314 + 330) = 56 + 711 = 767

Day of Promise of End of State of Israel + The Jewish Temple: 56 + (80 + 71 + 45 + 302) + (147 + 66) = 56 + 498 + 213 = 56 + 711 = 767

And the Star and (verse 6 of Sura 55) + Trees Yasjudan (prostrate) (verse 6 of Sura 55): (6 + 124 + 6) + (503 + 128) = 136 + 631 = 767

He perished the first Aad and Thamud (verse 50-51 of Sura 53): 56 + 76 + 78 + 6 + 551 (or 550) = 767 (765 or 766)

Promise of Halak (Perishing or Devastation) of Aad and Thamud : (80 + 56) + (75 + 6 + 550) = 136 + 631 = 767

Khusf (Collapse) of mine of the Copper and the Gold : 740 + 133 + 150 + 6 + 738 = 1767  (1767 is the 1492nd Composite Number)  (2080 is the 1767th Composite Number)

I heard the day the caller calls from a close place, the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): 1767

Fatima + Portugal: 135 + 1632 (or 1633) = 1767 (or 1768)

And my torment is the painful torment (verse 50 of Sura 15): 1767

Israel’s Ikhraj (Driving out or Expulsion) of Filistiniyeen
(Palestinians) from their Homelands: \(805 + 303 (\text{or } 302) + 309 + 90 + 260 (\text{or } 259) = 1767 (\text{or } 1766)\)

He said: It is forbidden to them for forty years. They shall wander in the Ard (Earth or Land) (verse 26 of Sura 5): \(131 + 137 + 293 + 155 + 333 + 115 + 481 + 90 + 1032 = 2767\) (equivalent to 767) (2767 is the 403rd Prime Number)

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval). When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed (verse 6 - 8 of Sura 75): \(2767 (\text{or } 2766)\)

Khalid bin Al-Waleed (Leader of Muslim armies who never lost a battle): \(635 + 52 (\text{or } 53) + 81 = 768 (\text{or } 769)\) (768 is the 632nd Composite Number) (3225 is the 2768th Composite Number)

Forbidden upon/against/to Bani (Children) of Israel: \(293 + 110 + [62 + 303 (\text{or } 302)] = 293 + 110 + 365 (\text{or } 364) = 768 (\text{or } 767)\)

Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Covenant + Son of Joe of Israel: \((80 + 212 + 110) + (53 + 9) + 303 = 402 + 62 + 303 = 768\)

We sent upon them wind (verse 19 of Sura 54): 768

Fatima + Portugal: \(135 + 1633 (\text{or } 1632) = 1768 (\text{or } 1767)\)

Mercy from my Lord (God). When the Promise of my Lord comes, He (God) will turn it into ruins. (verse 98 of Sura 18): \([253 + 90 + 212 + 782 (\text{or } 781) + 5 + 80 + 212] + (108 + 26) = 1634 (\text{or } 1633) + 134 = 1768\) (equivalent to 768) (1768 is the 1493rd Composite Number) (2082 is the 1768th Composite Number)

When Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you (verse 104 of Sura 17): \(1768 (\text{or } 1769)\)

Day of Saddam Hussein’s Ghazu (Invasion) of Kuwait: \(56 + 1013 + (135 + 128) + 436 = 56 + [1013 + (263 + 436)] = 56 + (1013 + 699) = 56 + 1712 = 1768\)

Ruining Al-Aqsa Mosque, Jerusalem: \(1212 + (361 + 195) = 1212 + 556 = 1768\) (equivalent to 768)

The Day on which the Hour occurs (verse 12 of Sura 30) & (verse 14 of Sura 30) & (verse 55 of Sura 30): \(56 + 546 + 167 = 769\) (769 is the 136th Prime Number) (927 is the 769th Composite Number)
And if you count the Nima (Blessings) of Allah (verse 18 of Sura 16): (6 + 51) + (481 + 165 + 66) = 57 + 712 = 769

Day of Itmam (Completion) of Nima (Blessings) of Allah: 56 + (482 + 165 + 66) = 56 + 713 = 769

The Furqan (Quran) upon his servant to be (verse 1 of Sura 25): 462 + 110 + 81 + 116 = 769

Donald Trump: 121 (or 120) + 648 = 769 (or 768) (Donald Trump’s first wife, Ivana, used to refer to him as “The Donald”)

Khalid bin Al-Waleed (Leader of Muslim armies who never lost a battle): 635 + 53 (or 52) + 81 = 769 (or 768)

Day of hanging of Saddam Hussein: 56 + (450 + 135 + 128) = 56 + 713 = 769

Sabi wa Ishreen (Twenty Seventh): 133 + 6 + 630 = 769

Atomic Bomb + Hiroshima + Japan: (187 + 915) + 572 + 95 = 1102 + 572 + 95 = 1769

First of Muharram 1444: (37 + 288) + 1444 = 325 + 1444 = 1769 (= 29 x 61) (1769 is the 1494th Composite Number) (2084 is the 1769th Composite Number)

Aam (Year) 1440 Hijri: (111 + 1440) + 218 = 1551 + 218 = 1769

When Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you (verse 104 of Sura 17): 769 (or 1768)

So, they behaved arrogantly. (verse 15 of Sura 41): 770 (= 2 x 5x 7 x 11) (770 is the 633rd Composite Number) (928 is the 770th Composite Number)

Rafael Edward Cruz: 321 + 216 + 233 = 770 (Rafael Edward Cruz is a Republic U.S. Presidential candidate. He is known as Ted Cruz. He was born on December 22, 1970 (Shawwal 23 or 24), 1390 Hijri (Kislev 24, 5731 Jewish).]

The Day the Spirit and the Angels stand in line (verse 38 of Sura 78): 56 + 156 + 245 + 6 + 136 + 171 = 770 (or 771)

Day of the Promise + Halak (Devastation) of Manhattan: (56 + 111) +
behind you: 770

Day of + Paradies and rivers. (verse 54 of Sura 54): 56 + [453 (or 454) + 6 + 55] = 56 + 714 (or 715) = 770 (or 771)

Day of + Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Malhama Al-Kubra (Big Battle): 56 + [(5 + 80 + 212) + (154 + 263)] = 56 + (297 + 417) = 56 + 714 = 770

Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Halak (Devastation) of London, Britain: [(5 + 80 + 212) + 56 + (134 + 283)] = 297 + 56 + 417 = 770

Where the Jizl (base or stem) of Satan emerges (or rises): 518 + 119 + 733 + 400 (or 401) = 1770 (or 1771) (equivalent to 770) (1770 is the 1495th Composite Number)

(2085 is the 1770th Composite Number)

Nuclear Karitha (Disaster) + The United States: (726 + 77) + (479 + 488) = 803 + 967 = 1770 (equivalent to 770)

Inshiqaq (Split, Schism, Cracking, Fracturing) of the Christianity: (552 + 164) + 1054 = 716 + 1054 = 1770 (The Schism in Christianity, into Roman Catholic Church versus Orthodox Churches, started on July 16, 1054)

The Khusf (Eclipse or Collapse / Cave-in): 771 (= 3 x 257) (771 is the 634th Composite Number) (930 is the 771st Composite Number)

Lilat (Eve or Night) of Khatia (Sin) of Adam + Hawwa (Eve): 75 + [634 + 46 (or 45) + 16] = 75 + 696 (or 695) = 771 (or 770)

When they came to you (verse 10 of Sura 33): 701 + 70 (or 71) = 771 (or 772)

Fat’h (Conquest) of Britain: 488 + 283 = 771

Island of Manhattan: 225 + 546 (or 547) = 771 (or 772)

Al-Hadi wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty First) + Yuly (July): [54 (or 53) + 661] + 56 = 715 (or 714) + 56 = 771 (or 770)

Raj’a (Return) of Jesus son of Mary: 278 + [150 + 53 (or 52) + 290] = 278 + 493 (or 492) = 771 (or 770)
Unahne إنتهاء + ربي وعدي جاء
Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Inhya (Ending)
of Washington: (5 + 80 + 212) + (58 + 418) = 297 + 474 = 771

Day of + Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Halak (Devastation) of London (or Sydney) + the American United States: (5 + 80 + 212) + 56 + 134 + (479 + 488 + 317) = 297 + [56 + 134 + 1284 (or 1283)] = 297 + 1474 (or 1473) = 1771 (or 1770)

Where the Jizl (base or stem) of Satan emerges (or rises): 518 + 119 + 733 + 401 (or 400) = 1771 (or 1770) (equivalent to 771)

The torment + The United States: 804 + 967 = 1771 (equivalent to 771)

Then, We drowned him and whomever was with him, all of them.
(verse 103 of Sura 17): 1771 (equivalent to 771)

In that (incident of drowning of Pharaoh) there was a great Sign, but most of them (verse 67 of Sura 26): 90 + 750 + 47 + 47 + 71 + 766 = 1771 (equivalent to 771)

And you see the people entering the religion of Allah in groups (verse 2 of Sura 110): (6 + 611) + 142 + 700 + 90 + (64 + 66) + 92 = 617 + 142 + 700 + 90 + 130 + 92 = 1771 (equivalent to 771)

The Catholicks + The people entering the religion of Allah in groups (verse 2 of Sura 110): 617 + [142 + 700 + 90 + (64 + 66) + 92] = 617 + (142 + 700 + 90 + 130 + 92) = 617 + 1154 = 1771 (equivalent to 771)

The Catholics + The people entering the religion of Allah in groups (verse 2 of Sura 110): 617 + [142 + 700 + 90 + (64 + 66) + 92] = 617 + (142 + 700 + 90 + 130 + 92) = 617 + 1154 = 1771 (equivalent to 771)

Lord of the Heavens (verse 7 of Sura 44) + the Earth: (202 + 537) + 1032 = 739 (or 740) + 1032 = 1771 (or 1772) (equivalent to 771)

Mine of the gold + the copper + Chile: (133 + 738 + 150) + 750 = 1021 + 750 = 1771

Day of a mine of gold and copper + Chile: 56 + 133 + (707 + 6 + 119) + 750 = 56 + (133 + 832) + 750 = 56 + 965 + 750 = 56 + 1715 = 1771

The Day on which the Earth trembles (verse 14 of Sura 73): 56 + (683 + 1032) = 56 + 1715 = 1771

We decrease the Land at its edges (verse 41 of Sura 13): 56 + [1032 + (296 + 90 + 297)] = 56 + (1032 + 683) = 56 + 1715 = 1771 (equivalent to 771)

Day of Hadi Ishreen (Twenty First) + Yulyu (July – in Egypt): 56 + [23 (or 22) + 630] + 62 = 56 + [653 (or 652) + 62] = 56 + 715 (or 714) = 1771 (or 1770)
The Muharram + 8 + 1444 = (319 + 8) + 1444 = 327 + 1444 = 1771
(= 7 x 11 x 23)  (1771 is the 1496th Composite Number)  (1771 is the 1036th Composite Number)

Throne of Bilqees: 570 + 202 = 772  (= 2 x 2 x 193)  (772 is the 635th Composite Number)

Island of Manhattan : 225 + 547 (or 546) = 772 (or 771)

Nuclear Nakba (Catastrophe) + Nihaya (End) of Manhattan: (77 + 77) + (71 + 547) = 154 + 618 = 772

Nuclear Nakba (Catastrophe) + Damar (Destruction) + Nihaya (End) of New York: (77 + 77) + 245 + 71 + 302 = 772

When they came to you (verse 10 of Sura 33): 701 + 71 (or 70) = 772 (or 771)

There (at/in that situation, location, or time), the Believers were afflicted (verse 11 of Sura 33): 106 + (443 + 223) = 106 + 666 = 772 (or 771 or 773)

Taghayyur (Change) of Qutban (Poles): 610 + 162 = 772

The Muttaqeen (God-fearing people) are in (verse 54 of Sura 54): 51 + (631 + 90) = 51 + 721 = 772

People ask you about the Hour, say (verse 63 of Sura 33): 121 (or 120) + 142 + 120 + 167 + 130 + 92 = 772 (or 771) (= 2 x 2 x 193)  (772 is the 635th Composite Number)

The Hour is their appointment and the Hour is more grievous and bitter (verse 46 of Sura 54): (167 + 165 + 6) + (167 + 20 + 6 + 241) = 338 + 434 = 772

The water that you drink (verse 68, Sura of the Inevitable Event - Sura 56): 1772 (= 2 x 2 x 443)  (1772 is the 1497th Composite Number)  (2088 is the 1772nd Composite Number)

When none from People of the Book, but will believe in him before his death and on Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval), he will be (verse 159 of Sura 4): 1772 (or 1773)
The Muslim (Muslims') Istiada (Getting back) of Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness) from the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 261 + \[(541 + (412 + 235)) + (90 + 233)\] = 261 + [(541 + 647) + 323] = 261 + (1188 + 323) = 261 + 1511 = 1772

The Muharram + 9 + 1444: \((319 + 9) + 1444 = 328 + 1444 = 1772\)

The Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Al-Adha : \(5 + 80 + 837\) (or 838) + 850 = 922 (or 923) + 850 = 1772 (or 1773)

Two months of Eid that shall not be diminished, Ramadan and Zu Al-Hijja (This is a Hadith reported in Bukhari & Muslim): \((506 + 84) + (31 + 301) + 1091 + 6 + [706 + (707 + 47)] = (590 + 332) + [1091 + 6 + 753\) (or 754) = 922 + 1850 (or 1851) = 2772 (or 2773)

\((3772\) (or 3771) \((3772\) is the 3246th Composite Number)

Your Lord with Aad, Iram, the one which has the pillars, which has never been created like it among the countries (verse 6- 8 of Sura 89): 3772 (or 3771) \((3772\) is the 3246 Composite Number)

♦ ظابُ Torment (verse 11 of Sura 44): 773 (= 31 + 742) (773 is the 137th Prime Number)

(932 is the 773rd Composite Number )

الانتصار The Intisar (Victory): 773

يوم الاستسلام + اليابان Day of the Surrender + Japan: 56 + [622 (or 623) + 95] = 56 + 717 (or 718) = 773 (or 774)

Perhaps the Hour is (verse 63 of Sura 33): 130 + 167 + 476 = 773

ممالیک + استعیادة عكا Mamaleek (Mamluks) + Isti’ada (Getting back or Recapture) of Akka (Acre): 141 + (541 + 91) = 141 + 632 = 773

ثورة يوليو Revolution of Yulyu (July): 711 + 62 = 773 (Revolution of 23 Yulyu is the military coup by the Free Officers Movement on July 23, 1952 (Zu Al-Qada 1, 1371 Hijri) (Av 1, 5712 Jewish), led by Muhammad Nageeb and Gamal Abd-Nasir, that forced King of Egypt, Farouk I, to abdicate the throne in favor of his infant son Ahmed Fuad. He was exiled on July 26, 1952. The monarchy in Egypt ended when Egypt became a republic on June 18, 1953.)

الليل إذا the Night when (verse 4 of Sura 89): 71 + 702 = 773

سبعه و عشرين Sab’a wa Ishreen (Twenty Seven): 137 + 6 + 630 = 773

ثاني + يار Second + May : 561 + 212 = 773

نهية مدينة الفاتيكان Nihaya (End) of City of the Vatican: 71 + (109 + 593) = 71 + 702 = 773
Nihaya (End) of England: $71 + 702 = 773$

Day of the Rus’ (Russians) Hadd (Destruction) of City of New York: $56 + (9 + 297 + 109 + 302) = 56 + 717 = 773$

Damar (Destruction) of Island of the Britons: $245 + 528 = 773$

In Night of the Qadr and how would you know (verse 1-2 of Sura 97): $(90 + 75 + 335) + [6 + 41 + 226 (or 235)] = 500 + 273 (or 282) = 773 (or 782)$

how would you know what the Tariq is? The Star (verse 2-3 of Sura 86): $(41 + 226 + 41) + (341 + 124) = 308 + 465 = 773$

When Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17): $[782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838)] + 69 = 1704 (or 1705) + 69 = 1773 (or 1774) \ (= 3 \times 3 \times 197) \ 
\ (1773 \text{ is the } 1498^{th} \text{ Composite Number}) \ 
\ (2090 \text{ is the } 1773^{rd} \text{ Composite Number})$

Safar 22 + 1381 = (370 + 22) + 1381 = 392 + 1381 = 1773

[Barack Obama was born on August 4, 1961 (Safar 22 (or 21), 1381 Hijri)]

Line of Latitude 33 South: $609 + 1070 + 33 + 61 = 1773$

(Sydney is located on Latitude 33 degrees South)

(1444 + 10 + 10 = 1444: $(319 + 10) + 1444 = 329 + 1444 = 1773$

The Muharram + 10 + 1444: $319 + 10 + 1444 = 329 + 1444 = 1773$

Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Al-Adha: $[5 + 80 + 838 (or 837)] + 850 = 923 (or 922) + 850 = 1773 (or 1772)$

And Listen the Day the Caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) (verse 41 of Sura 50): $(6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 126 + 90 + 111) + 312 + (56 + 236 + 144) = 1025 + 312 + 436 = 1773$

Two months of Eid that shall not be diminished, Ramadan and Zu Al-Hijja (This is a Hadith reported in Bukhari & Muslim): $(506 + 84) + (31 + 301) + 1091 + 6 + [707 (or 706) + 47] = (590 + 332) + [1091 + 6 + 754 (or 753)] = 922 + 1851 (or 1850) = 2773 (or 2772)$

To yourselves and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When the promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin (verse 7 of Sura 17): $2773 (or 2774) \ 
\ (2773 \text{ is the } 2369^{th} \text{ Composite Number}) \ 
\ (3231 \text{ is the } 2773^{rd} \text{ Composite Number})$
in Night of the Qadr and how would you know what the Night of Qadr is. The Night of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels descend (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): [90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 (or 235)] + (41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136) = 773 (or 782) + 3000 = 3773 (or 3782)

When the promise of the first of the two (warnings) came, we sent against you servants of ours of great might. They ravaged through your homelands. Thus, it was a fulfilled promise. (verse 5 of Sura 17): [782 + 5 + 80 + 84 + 623 + 170 + 78 + 81 + 47 + 63] + (318 + 151 + 660 + 246 + 6 + 71 + 81 + 227) = 2013 + 1760 = 3773 (3773 is the 3247th Composite Number) (4370 is the 3773rd Composite Number)

♦ To your Lord (God) is its end (or destination) (verse 44 of Sura 79): (41 + 222) + 511 (or 502) = 263 + 511 (or 502) = 774 (or 765) (774 is the 636th Composite Number) (933 is the 774th Composite Number) (4371 is the 3774th Composite Number)

Emperator (Emperor) Neron (Nero): 458 + 316 = 774

End of Australia: 71 + 703 = 774

When Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17): [782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837)] + 69 = 1705 (or 1704) + 69 = 1774 (or 1773) (= 2 x 887)

(1774 is the 1499th Composite Number) (2091 is the 1774th Composite Number)

The Rahamn (God, the Most Compassionate), taught the Quran, created the human being (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 55): 329 + 140 + 383 (or 382) + 730 + 192 (or 193) = 1774 (1773 or 1775)

The Aya (Sign) of his kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (coffin or Ark). It it there is Sakina (verse 248 of Sura 2): 1774 (or 1775)

Promise of the End Times comes, We (God) bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as mixed people). On the Haq (truth or Due Date), we have descended him/it and on the Haq he/it has descended. (verses 104-105 of Sura 17): 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 (or 144) + 6 + 141 + 87 = 1774 (1773 or 1775)

I am for you from Him as a Nazeer (Warner) and Basheer (Bearer of good news) (verse 2 of Sura 11): (111 + 90 + 95) + 960 + 6 + 512 = 296 + 960 + 6 + 512 = 1774

Messenger + Nazeer (Warner) and Basheer (Bearer of good news) (verse 2 of Sura 11): 296 + 960 + 6 + 512 = 1774

The Promise + Day of the Hour + 1440 + 111 + (56 + 167) + 1440 = (111 + 223) + 1440 = 334 + 1440 = 1774
Day of the Hour + Aam (Year) 1440:  \[(56 + 167) + 111 + 1440 = (223 + 111) + 1440 = 334 + 1440 = 1774\]

He is Lord of the Shira (Sirius Star) and he perished the first Aad and Thamud, did not (verses 49 – 51 of Sura 53): 1774

I saw eleven planets and the Sun and the Moon. I saw them (verse 4 of Sura 12): \[
(61 + 611 + 583 + 49 + 6 + 431) + (6 + 371 + 656) = 1741 + 1033 = 2774\]

(2774 is the 2370th Composite Number)

Except whom he has chosen. He sends watchers from between his hands and from behind him to know that they have delivered the message of their Lord (verse 27 of Sura 72): \[5774 \quad (= 2 \times 2887) \quad (5774 \quad \text{is the} \quad 5016^{\text{th}} \quad \text{Composite Number})\]

O Al-Muddathir (the Cloaked One or the One wearing a cloak) (verse 1 of Sura 74): 775

(\[775 \quad (= 5 \times 5 \times 31) \quad (775 \quad \text{is the} \quad 637^{\text{th}} \quad \text{Composite Number}) \quad (934 \quad \text{is the} \quad 775^{\text{th}} \quad \text{Composite Number})\])

Ula (First) of Alamat (Signs) of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 47 + 542 + 186 (or 187) = 775 (or 776)

Created Adam: 730 + 45 = 775 (or 776)

Emperor Neron (Nero): 459 + 316 = 775

To provoke (or drive) them out of the Land (verse 103 of Sura 17): 1775

(1775 is the 1500th Composite Number)

Kharab (Devastation) of the British United Kingdom: \[803 + (166 + 488 + 318) = 803 + 972 = 1775\]

Lining up (alignment) of eleven planets + The Sun and the Moon + Zilzal (Quake): \[
[261 + 13 + 570 + 48 \quad (or \quad 49)] + (431 + 6 + 371) + 75 = 892 \quad (or \quad 893) \quad + 808 \quad + 75 = 1700 \quad (or \quad 1701) \quad + 75 = 1775\]

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Ihtifal (Celebration) + Astronauts of the Space + Apollo 11: 75 + \[520 + (211 + 913) + (45 + 11)\] = 75 + 520 + 1124 + 56 = 75 + 1700 = 1775

The Rahamn (God, the Most Compassionate), taught the Quran, created the human being (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 55): 329 + 140 + 383 (or 382) + 730 + 193 (or 192) = 1775 (1773 or 1774)
The Aya (Sign) of his kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (coffin or Ark). It it there is Sakina (verse 248 of Sura 2): 1775 (or 1774)

Promise of the End Times comes, We (God) bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as mixed people). On the Haq (truth or Due Date), we have descended him/it and on the Haq he/it has descended. (verses 104-105 of Sura 17): 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144 (or 143) + 6 + 141 + 87 = 1775 (1773 or 1774)

We have descended him/it in Night of the Qadr and how would you know what the Night of Qadr is. The Night of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels descend and the Spirit in it by the permission of their Lord for every matter. Peace (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): [144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 ] + (41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136) + 6 + [245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 130 (or 131)] = [917 (or 916) + 3000] + 6 + 1852 (or 1853) = [3923 (or 3922) + 1852 (or 1853)] = 5775 (5774 or 5776)

(1775 = 2 x 388)

We have descended him/it in Night of the Qadr and how would you know what the Night of Qadr is. The Night of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels descend and the Spirit in it by the permission of their Lord for every matter. Peace (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): [144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 ] + (41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136) + 6 + [245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 130 (or 131)] = [917 (or 916) + 3000] + 6 + 1852 (or 1853) = [3923 (or 3922) + 1852 (or 1853)] = 5775 (5774 or 5776)

(1775 = 2 x 388)

We have descended him/it in Night of the Qadr and how would you know what the Night of Qadr is. The Night of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels descend and the Spirit in it by the permission of their Lord for every matter. Peace (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): [144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 ] + (41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136) + 6 + [245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 130 (or 131)] = [917 (or 916) + 3000] + 6 + 1852 (or 1853) = [3923 (or 3922) + 1852 (or 1853)] = 5775 (5774 or 5776)

(1775 = 2 x 388)

We have descended him/it in Night of the Qadr and how would you know what the Night of Qadr is. The Night of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels descend and the Spirit in it by the permission of their Lord for every matter. Peace (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): [144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 ] + (41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136) + 6 + [245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 130 (or 131)] = [917 (or 916) + 3000] + 6 + 1852 (or 1853) = [3923 (or 3922) + 1852 (or 1853)] = 5775 (5774 or 5776)

(1775 = 2 x 388)
399 (or 400) = 377 + 399 (or 400) = 776 (or 777)

Day of Qiyam (Resurrection) of the Dajjal + Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: \( (56 + 151 + 69) + [135 + 62 + 303 (or 302)] = 276 + 500 (or 499) = 776 (or 775) \)

Awar (attribute of the Dajjal) + Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: \( 277 + [135 + 62 + 302 (or 303)] = 277 + 499 (or 500) = 776 (or 777) \)

O Israel + Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel is from the Nile to the Euphrates: \( [11 + 302 (or 303)] + [135 + 62 + 302 (or 303)] + (90 + 121 + 41 + 712) = 313 (or 314) + [499 (or 500) + 964] = 313 (or 314) + 1463 (or 1464) = 1776 (1777 or 1778) \)

Israel’s Ikhraj (Driving out or Expulsion) of the Filistiniyen (Palestinians) from Palestine: \( 805 + 302 (or 303) + 340 + 90 + 239 = 1776 (or 1777) \)

Day of entry of the Khawarizm the Quds (Jerusalem): \( 56 + (640 + 885 + 195) = 56 + 1720 = 1776 \)

Night (Eve) of Alignment (or lining up) of eleven Planets + the Sun and the Moon: \( 75 + [261 + 13 + 570 + 49 (or 48)] + (431 + 6 + 371) = 75 + 893 (or 892) + 808 = 75 + 1701 (or 1700) = 1776 (or 1775) \)

And if/when something bad afflicts them, they say it is from you. (verse 78 of Sura 4, which is 571st verse of Quran): \( 1776 (1776 is the 1501st Composite Number) \) (2093 is the 1776th Composite Number)

Promise of Mazbaha (Massacre) of Timur, Araj (Lame) + Baghdad: \( 80 + (755 + 656 + 274 + 1011) = 80 + 2696 = 2776 (= 2 \times 2 \times 2 \times 347) (2776 is the 2372nd Composite Number) \)

We have descended him/it in Night of the Qadr and how would you know what the Night of Qadr is. The Night of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels descend and the Spirit in it by the permission of their Lord for every matter. Peace (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): \[ [144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226] + (41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136) + 6 + [245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 (or 130)] = [917 (or 916) + 3000] + 6 + 1853 (or 1852) = [3917 + 6] + 1853 (or 1852) = 3923 (or 3922) + 1853 (or 1852) = 5776 (5774 or 5775) \) (equivalent to 776) \( 5776 \) (5018th Composite Number)

The U.S. declared its independence on July 4, 1776 (Jumada Ula 20, 1190 Hijri) (Tammuz 20, 5536 Jewish).

1776 (888 x 2 = 1776) is the year in which the U.S. declared its independence and also the year in which the Illuminati Society of Free-Masons was founded.
The height of Khufu Pyramid, the tallest pyramid in Egypt, is about 481 feet (5776 inches or 146.7 meters).

♦ I seek refuge (verse 1 of Sura 114): 777 (777 is the 639th Composite Number)  
(936 is the 777th Composite Number)
The Malhama Al-Kobra (Big Battle) + Inha (Ending) of Israel: (154 + 263) + (58 + 302) = 417 + 360 = 777

The Pope + Khusf (Collapse): 37 + 740 = 777

Awar (who has a defect) of Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: 277 + (135 + 62 + 303) = 277 + 500 = 777

George Walker Bush: 212 + 257 (or 227) + 308 = 777 (or 747)

Aam (Year) of 666: 111 + 666 = 777 (Christians believe 666 is Anti-Christ’s number)

The Promise + 666: 111 + 666 = 777

The American President + The Promise + 666: 111 + [(311 + 312) + 43] = 111 + 666 = 777

The Covenant + The American President + The Promise + 666: 110 + [(311 + 312) + 44] = 110 + 667 = 777

Son of David + Australia: (53 + 21) + 703 = 74 + 703 = 777

Balad (Country) of the Maseekh (False Messiah): 36 + 741 = 777

Madina (City/State) of Constantinople + Countries (or Territories) of the Russians: (109 + 334) + (37 + 297) = 443 + 334 = 777

Al-Tariq (Star) + Change (i.e. in the Poles and Climate): 341 + 436 = 777

Promise of my Lord (God) (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Al-Tariq (Star) + The Poles (of the Earth): (292 + 341) + 144 = 633 + 144 = 777

And how would you know what the Tariq is? (verse 2 of Sura 86) + Poles (of the Earth): (47 + 235 + 41 + 341) + 113 = 664 + 113 = 777

Promise of Allah + Turkey: (80 + 66) + 631 = 146 + 631 = 777

Promise of Allah + Al-Pakistaniyoon (the Pakistanis): (80 + 66) + 631 = 146 + 631 = 777

Intiha (End) of the first Marhala (Phase or Period) of the End Times: 458 + [314 + 78 + 90 + 837 (or 838)] = 458 + 1319 (or 1320) = 1777 (or 1778)

Lord of the Heavens and the Earth (verse 7 of Sura 44): (202 + 537) + 6 + 1032 = 739 (or 740) + 6 + 1032 = 1777 (or 1778) (equivalent to 777)
The one who sent down, to his servant, the Book, and allowed no crookedness in it. (verse 1 of Sura 18): **1777 (or 1778)**

And Ten nights and the Shaf’a (even) and the Watr (odd) (verse 2-3 of Sura 89): \(6 + 71 + 570 + 6 + 481 + 6 + 637 = 1777\)

The Day the Trumpet is blown and We do Hashr (gather) (verse 102 of Sura 20): \(56 + [(740 + 90 + 327) + (6 + 558)] = 56 + (1157 + 564) = 56 + 1721 = 1777\)

He gave you life, then makes you die, then revives you (verse 66 of Sura 22): **1777 (or 1778)**

The torment shall be upon whoever disbelieves (verse 49 of Sura 20): \(51 + 804 + 110 + 90 + 722 = 1777\)

The finding of Flying Saucers + Rosewell, New Mexico: \((807 + 110) + (154 + 225) + (259 + 66 + 156) = 917 + (379 + 481) = 917 + 860 = 1777\)

Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Flying Saucer + Rosewell, New Mexico: \((80 + 837) + (154 + 225) + (259 + 66 + 156) = 917 + (379 + 481) = 917 + 860 = 1777\)

Fall of Burja (Two Towers) of Center of the Tijara Al-Alamiya (World Trade) + New York: \(175 + (206 + 267 + 640 + 187) + 302 = 175 + 1300 + 302 = 1777\)

Mine of the Copper and the Gold + Chile: \(133 + (150 + 6 + 738) + 750 = (133 + 894) + 750 = 1027 + 750 = 1777\)

Zuhur (Emergence) of **666** (Christians believe **666** is Anti-Christ’s number): \(1111 + 666 = 1777\)

O Israel, your State is from the Nile to the Euphrates: \([11 + 302 (or 303)] + (500 + 90 + 121 + 41 + 712) = 313 (or 314) + 1464 = 1777 (or 1778)\) (equivalent to **777**)

O Israel, Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel is from the Nile to the Euphrates: \([11 + 302 (or 303)] + [135 + 62 + 303 (or 302)] + (90 + 121 + 41 + 712) = 313 (or 314) + [500 (or 499) + 964] = 313 (or 314) + 1464 (or 1463) = 1777 (or 1778)\) (equivalent to **777**)

Israel's Ikhraj (Driving out or Expulsion) of the Filistiniyeen (Palestinians) from Palestine: \(805 + 303 (or 302) + 340 + 90 + 239 = 1777 (or 1776)\)

Madina (City/State) of Constantinople + Great Britain: \((109 + 334) + (283 + 1051) = 443 + 1334 = 1777\) (equivalent to **777**), **1777 is the 275th Prime Number**

(2094 is the **1777th** Composite Number)
That is the Day of Khuruj (Coming Out) (verse 42 of Sura 50): 
$$750 + 56 + 840 + (69 + 53 + 9) = 1646 + 131 = 1777$$ (equivalent to 777)

When soldiers came to (or attacked) you, We sent a Wind against them and soldiers you did not see (verse 9 of Sura 33):
$$2777$$

We have brought you seven from the Mathani (twosomes, couples, or pairs) and the Great Quran (verse 87 of Sura 15): 
$$[482 (or 481) + 133 + 90] + 632 + (6 + 383 + 1051) = [705 (or 704) + 632] + 1440 = 1337$$ (or 1336) + 1440 = 2777 (or 2776)

We shall shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque, like (verse 7 of Sura 17): 
$$2777$$ (or 2778) (equivalent to 777) (2777 is the 404th Prime Number)

When is its settlement (docking or occurrence) . Say, its knowledge is with my Lord (God). No one uncovers its timing, except he. It has become a heavy burden (verse 187 of Sura 7): 
$$2777$$ (or 2778) (equivalent to 777)

When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall enter the Mosque, like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. Perhaps (verse 7 - 8 of Sura 17): 
$$5777$$ (or 5778)

Arabic Words: 
$$491 + 287 = 778$$ ( = 2 x 389) (778 is the 640th Composite Number) 
(938 is the 778th Composite Number) 
(4376 is the 3778th Composite Number) 
(5923 is the 778th Prime Number)

Return of Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: 
$$278 + [135 + 62 + 303 (or 302)] = 278 + 500 (or 499) = 778$$ (or 777)

Return of Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: 
$$279 + [135 + 62 + 302 (or 303)] = 279 + 499 (or 500) = 778$$ (or 779)

Countries of the Maseekh (False Messiah): 
$$37 + 741 = 778$$ (or 777)

The Pope + The Maseekh (False Messiah): 
$$37 + 741 = 778$$

Kaziboon (Liars) (verse 223 of Sura 26): 
$$778$$ (or 779)

Lailat (Eve) of Seventeenth: 
$$75 + [133 (or 132) + 570] = 75 + 703 (or 702) = 778$$
Eid Al-Fitr (Islamic Holiday at the end of Ramadan) + First of Shawwal: 84 + 320 + (37 + 337) = 404 + 374 = 778

Aya (Sign) of Promise of Damar (Destruction) of New York + London (or Sydney): 17 (or 16) + 80 + 245 + 302 + 134 = 778 (or 777)

There (at/in that situation, location, or time), the Believers were afflicted and (verse 11 of Sura 33): 106 + (443 + 223) + 6 = 106 + 666 + 6 = 772 + 6 = 778

The Rus (Russians) + The Nuclear War + Fana (Perishing): (297 + 349) + 132 = 646 + 132 = 778

Al Waqia (The Inevitable Event) + Al-Pakistan: 213 + 565 = 778 (equivalent to 1778)

Hurub (Escape or Exodus) + Al-Pakistan: 213 + 565 = 778 (equivalent to 1778)

Nuclear Wahiya (Catastrophe) + Islam Abad, Pakistan: (27 + 77) + (132 + 8 + 534) = 104 + 674 = 778 (equivalent to 1778)

Hazima (Defeat) + Al-Wahiya (The Catastrophe) + Al-Atrak (The Turks): 67 + 58 + 653 = 778

Moscow + The Istanbuliyoon (Istanbulites): 132 + 646 = 778

Fana (Perishing) of The Istanbuliyoon (Istanbulites): 132 + 646 = 778

Fana (Perishing) + Al-Ukhdud The Tunnel (verse 4 of Sura 48): 132 + 646 = 778

That is the Day of the Khuruj (Coming Out) (verse 42 of Sura 50) + Fana (Perishing): (750 + 56 + 840) + 132 = 1646 + 132 = 1778

Israel’s invasion of Egypt + Fana (Perishing): (1013 + 303 + 330) + 132 = 1646 + 132 = 1778

O Israel, your State is from the Nile to the Euphrates: [11 + 303 (or 302)] + [(500 + 90 + 121 + 41 + 712)] = 314 (or 313) + 1464 = 1778 (or 1777) (equivalent to 778) (1778 is the 1502nd Composite Number) (2095 is the 1778th Composite Number)

O Israel + Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel is from the Nile to the Euphrates: [11 + 303 (or 302)] + [135 + 62 + 303 (or 302)] + (90 + 121 + 41 + 712) = 314 (or 313) + [500 (or 499) + 964] = 314 (or 313) + 1464 (or 1463) = 1778 (1776 or 1777)
Medina (City/State) of the English People + the Jews + Your State is from the Nile to the Euphrates: $[109 + (149 + 56)] + (500 + 90 + 121 + 41 + 712) = 314 + 1464 = 1778$ (equivalent to 778)

Medina (City/State) of the English People + Kingdom of Bani (Children of) Israel is from the Nile to the Euphrates: $[109 + (149 + 56)] + (500 + 90 + 121 + 41 + 712) = 314 + 1464 = 1778$ (equivalent to 778)

The one who sent down, to his servant, the Book, and allowed no crookedness in it. (verse 1 of Sura 18): 1778 (1776 or 1777)

That is what you used to try to evade (verse 19 of Sura 50): 1778

Intiha (End) of the first Marhala (Phase or Period) of the End Times: $458 + [314 + 78 + 90 + 838 (or 837)] = 458 + 1320 (or 1319) = 1778$ (or 1777)

Fayadan (Flood) of the End Times: $941 + 837 (or 838) = 1778$ (or 1779)

Sana (Year) 1440 Hijri: $115 + (1440 + 223) = 115 + 1663 = 1778$

When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque, like (verse 7 of Sura 17): 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 + 108 (or 107) + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 2717 (or 2716) + 61 = 2778 (or 2777)

($= 2 \times 3 \times 463$) (2778 is the 2373rd Composite Number) (2373 is the 2021st Composite Number)

When will its docking be? Say, the knowledge of it is with my Lord (God). No one uncovers its timing, except he. It has become a heavy burden (verse 187 of Sura 7): 2778 (or 2777) (equivalent to 778)

When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall enter the Mosque, like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. Perhaps (verse 7 - 8 of Sura 17): 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 + 108 (or 107) + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 + 140 = 5778 (or 5777)

♦ Регуку Мулкаки Бнин Исьрэйл Ruju (Return) of Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: $279 + [135 + 62 + 303 (or 302)] = 279 + 500 (or 499) = 779 (or 778) (779 is the 641st Composite Number) (939 is the 779th Composite Number)

Kaziboon (Liars) (verse 223 of Sura 26): 779 (or 778)

يوم العاصفة الشمسيه Day of the Solar Storm: $56 + (277 + 446) = 56 + 723 = 779$

زَبَت السَّمَاطات والأَرض Lord of the Heavens and the Earth (verse 7 of Sura 44): $[202 + 539 (or
538) + 6 + 1032 = 741 (or 740) + 6 + 1032 = 1779 (or 1778) (equivalent to 779) (= 3 x 593) (1779 is the 1503rd Composite Number) (2096 is the 1779th Composite Number)

Fayadan (Flood) of the End Times: 941 + 838 (or 837) = 1779 (or 1778)

They rejected the Haq (True/Right) when he came to them, so shall come to them the news of what (verse 5 of Sura 6): 1779

Ilgha (Abolishment) of the Caliphate: 1033 + 746 (or 747) = 1779 (or 1780)

When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque, like (verse 7 of Sura 17): (782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 108 (or 107) + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138) + 61 = 2718 (or 2717) + 61 = 2779 (or 2777 or 2778)

When will its docking be? Say, the knowledge of it is with my Lord (God). No one uncovers its timing, except he. It has become a heavy burden (verse 187 of Sura 7): 2779 (or 2778) (equivalent to 779)

The Twenty First + Yunyu (June) + 1982 = (54 + 661) + 82 + 1982 = (715 + 82) + 1982 = 797 + 1982 = 2779 (equivalent to 779) (Prince William was born on Monday, June 21, 1982)

Year 2019 AD (1440 Hijri) (possible beginning of the End Times) coincides with 5779 Jewish Calendar.

♦ Tafaruq (Split-up, Division, or Schism): 780 (780 is the 642nd Composite Number) (940 is the 780th Composite Number)

The Day the caller (announcer) calls (announces) from a close location (verse 41 of Sura 50): 56 + (75 + 136 + 90 + 111 + 312) = 56 + 724 = 780

Istirada (Re-capturing or Getting back) of Palestine: 541 + 239 = 780

Istidha (Re-cocaturation or Getting back) of the Caliphate: 1033 + 747 (or 746) = 1780 (or 1779)

Istirdad (Re-capture) of Muslim (Muslims) of Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness) + the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 670 + 230 + 412 + 235 + 233 = 1780

Day of Fifteenth + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): 56 + [701 (or 700) + 570 ] + 453 = 56 + 1271 (or 1270) + 453 = 56 + 1724 (or 1723) = 1780 (or 1779)
Lailat (Eve) of Nuzul (Coming down) of the Quran from the Preserved Board: \( 75 + [93 + 382 \text{ (or } 383) + 90 + 75 + 1065] = 75 + 1705 \) (or \( 1706 \)) = \( 1780 \) (or \( 1781 \)) (\( 1780 \) is the \( 1504^{th} \) Composite Number) (\( 2097 \) is the \( 1780^{th} \) Composite Number)

wait for the Hour to come to them all of a sudden while they (verse 66 of Sura 43): 3780 (3780 is the \( 3253^{rd} \) Composite Number)

We have created (verse 4 of Sura 90) & (verse 12 of Sura 23): \( 781 \) (\( = 11 \times 71 \)) (\( 781 \) is the \( 643^{rd} \) Composite Number) (\( 942 \) is the \( 781^{st} \) Composite Number)

The Arafat: \( 781 \) (or \( 782 \)) (This refers to Mount of Arafat, near Mecca.)

The Mazbah (Altar or Place of Slaughter): 781

Day of Zabiha (Slaughtered Animal): \( 56 + 725 = 781 \) (Eid of the Adha is also called Day of the Zabiha)

A'iz (Refugee): 781

Month of Huzairan (June): \( 505 + 276 = 781 \)

Nasr (Victory) of Mamaleek + Hazima (Defeat) of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders) : \((340 + 141) + (67 + 233) = 481 + 300 = 781\)

forbidden against them for forty (verse 26 of Sura 5): \( 293 + 155 + 333 = 781 \)

So, when Moses came to them with our Ayat (Signs) (verse 36 of Sura 28) : \( 781 \)

Nuzul (Descent) of Tablets of the Torah : \( 93 + 46 + 642 \) (or 643) = \( 781 \) (or \( 782 \))

Aya (Miraculous Sign) of Fat’h (Opening or Conquest) of Russia: \( 16 + 388 + 277 = 781 \)

They regard the Jinn as partners with Allah (verse 100 of Sura 6): 781

The Pope John Paulus (Paul), the Second: \( 37 + (54 + 98) + 592 = (37 + 152) + 592 = 189 + 592 = 781 \)

The Saiqa (The Shocking Event) (or The Russians) + the British Kingdom: \( 297 + 166 + 318 = 297 + 484 = 781 \)

When the Promise of My Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The
British Kingdom: $297 + 484 = 781$

The Sauqa (Shocking Event) (or The Russians) + Ruining of America: $297 + (1212 + 272) = 297 + 1484 = 1781$ (equivalent to 781)

Then, his Lord (God) chose him. So, He forgave him and guided him (verse 122 of Sura 20): $1781$ (equivalent to 781)

Blessed its surroundings to show him of our signs. He is the Most Hearer and Most Seer (verse 1 of Sura 17): $1781$

One + The Muharram + 1444: $[18 (or 19) + 319] + 1444 = 337 (or 338) + 1444 = 1781 (or 1782)$ (This is 1st day of Muharram, 1444 Hijri, meaning 1st day of 1444 Hijri.)

The Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy (verse 7 of Sura 17): $138 + (61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649) = 138 + 1643 = 1781$

Day of the Fifteenth + Shaban: $56 + (732 + 570) + 423 = 56 + (1302 + 423) = 56 + 1725 = 1781$

Surrender of Japan + Nihaya (End) of the Second World War: $[591 (or 592) + 95] + 71 + [241 + 187 + 596 (or 597)] = 686 (or 687) + [71 + 1024 (or 1025)] = 686 (or 687) + 1095 (or 1096) = 1781 (1782 or 1783) \ [World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431, 700.5 Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar). ]$

The Fifth + Yunyu (June) + 1967: $732 + 82 + 1967 = 814 + 1967 = 2781$ ($2781$ is the 2376th Composite Number) $3239$ is the 2781st Composite Number)

with an evident smoke that covers the people. This is a painful torment (verse 10 – 11 of Sura 44): $3781$

Fa-iza (When/ if) (verse 7 & verse 104 of Sura 17) & (verse 7 of Sura 75): $782$ ($782$ is the 644th Composite Number) $943$ is the 782nd Composite Number) (This is the first word mentioned in verses that talk about Promise of the End Times)
The Day the Qiyama (Resurrection, Rise, or Upheaval) Taqum (occurs or starts):
56 + [540 + 186 (or 187)] = 56 + 726 (or 727) = 782 (or 783)

Day of Karitha (Disaster): 56 + 726 = 782

The Arafat: 782 (or 781) (This refers to Mount of Arafat, near Mecca.)

Nuzul (Descent) of Tablets of the Torah: 93 + 46 + 643 (or 642) = 782 (or 781)

Day of September 22: 56 + (704 + 22) = 56 + 726 = 782

Bina (Building or Construction) of Wall of Berlin has started: 408 + 54 + (28 + 292) = 408 + 54 + 320 = 782

Torments (verse 6 of Sura 48): 782

Night of Zahab (Gold or he went): 75 + 707 = 782

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Seventeen: 75 + (137 + 570) = 75 + 707 = 782

In Night of the Qadr and how would you know (verse 1-2 of Sura 97): (90 + 75 + 335) + [6 + 41 + 235 (or 226)] = 500 + 282 (or 273) = 782 (or 773)

Zu Al-Hijja + 29: (706 + 47) + 29 = 753 + 29 = 782

My curse shall be upon you till (verse 78 of Sura 38): (51 + 130 + 560) + 41 = 741 + 41 = 782

Al-Hadi wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty First) + Yulyu (July – in Egypt): [53 (or 54) + 6 + 661] + 62 = 720 (or 721) + 62 = 782 (or 783)

Day of the Hour + Ibada (Annihilation) of Manhattan: (56 + 167) + [13 + 546 (or 547)] = 223 + 559 (or 560) = 782 (or 783)

The Hadm (Destruction) + England: 80 + 702 = 782

Expulsion of Palestinians + Their Homelands: 213 + 309 + 260 = 782

privy to it. Say: The knowledge of it is with Allah (verse 187 of Sura 17): 782

The Ottoman State: 76 + 706 (or 707) = 782 (or 783)

Promise of Hazima (Defeat) + Hadd (Destruction) of Israel + Awda (Return) of Palestine: [80 + 67 + 9 + 302 (or 303)] + (85 + 239) = 458 (or 459) + 324 =
Kingdom of Bayt Al-Maqdis (House of the Holiness or Jerusalem): 135 + (412 + 235) = 782 (The Crusaders established in the Middle East a kingdom and they called it “Kingdom of Jerusalem”).

(Yerushalem Al-Quds: 587 + 195 = 782 (State of Israel refers to Jerusalem in Arabic as Yerushalem Al-Quds)

Ihya (Resurrection) of Jinna (demons) + Australia: (21 + 58) + 703 = 79 + 703 = 782

The Hadm ( Destruction) of City of the Vatican: 80 + (109 + 593) = 80 + 702 = 782

The Pope John Paulus (Paul) + The Vatican: 37 + (54 + 98) + 593 = (37 + 152) + 593 = 189 + 593 = 782

Qiyam (Resurrection) of the Muttaqeen (Pious or God-fearing): 151 (or 150) + 631 = 782 (or 781)

Then, his Lord (God) chose him. So, He forgave him and guided him (verse 122 of Sura 20): 1782 (equivalent to 782) (1782 is the 1506th Composite Number) (2100 is the 1782th Composite Number)

Night (Eve) of Alignment (or lining up) of eleven Planets and the Sun and the Moon: 75 + [261 + 13 + 570 + 49 (or 48)] + 6 + (431 + 6 + 371) = 75 + [893 (or 892) + 6 + 808] = 75 + 1707 (or 1706) = 1782 (1781 or 1783) [World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around]
9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time).

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. The Hour has approached and the Moon has been cracked (verse 1 of Sura 54): 66 + 329 (or 330) + 289 + 1103 + 167 + 6 + 451 + 371 = 2782 (or 2783) (= 2 x 13 x 107) (2782 is the 2377th Composite Number)

made People (or Guardians) of the (Hell) Fire, except Angels and We (God) have not made their Idda (count, number, or period), except as a Fitna (trial) for those (verse 31 of Sura 74): [154 + 102 (or 101) + 282 + 32 + 105 (or 106)] + 6 + (41 + 154 + 519) + 32 + (535 + 820) = [675 (or 676) + 6 + 714 + 32] + 1355 = 1427 (or 1428) + 1355 = 2782 (or 2783)

The Fat Man + Atomic Bomb + Nagasaki : (264 + 180) + (187 + 915) + 1141 (or 1142) = 444 + [1102 + 1141 (or 1142)] = 444 + 2243 (or 2244) = 2782 (or 2783)

The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb, called Fat Man, on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time)

in Night of the Qadr and how would you know what the Night of Qadr is. The Night of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels descend (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): [ 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 235 (or 226)] + (41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 +90 +111 + 505 + 487 + 136) = 782 (or 773) + 3000 = 3782 (or 3773)

When the promise of the first of the two (warnings) came, we sent against you servants of ours of great might. They ravaged through your homelands. Thus, it was a fulfilled promise. (verse 5 of Sura 17): 3782 (or 3773) (3782 is the 3255th Composite Number)

Jewish Calendar Year 5782 (Sept. 7, 2021 - Sept. 25, 2022) (Jewish years are 19 days longer than Gregorian years) is equivalent to 782. It is worth noting that year 5782 is a leap & Sabbatical year.

♦️  The Day the Qiyama (Resurrection, Rise, or Upheaval) occurred (or started): 56 + 541 + 186 (or 187) = 783 (or 784) (783 is the 645th Composite Number) (944 is the 783rd Composite Number)

♦️  The Day the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval) Taqum (arises or starts) : 56 + [540 + 187 (or 186)] = 56 + 727 (or 726) = 783 (or 782)

Fifth + Yunyu (June): 701 + 82 = 783
Al-Hadi wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty First) + Yulyu (July – in Egypt): [54 (or 53) + 6 + 661] + 62 = 721 (or 720) + 62 = 783 (or 782)

Ibtida (Beginning) of Bina (Building or Construction) of Wall of Berlin: 409 + 54 + (28 + 292) = 409 + 54 + 320 = 783

The Zanb (Sin): 783

My torment (verse 18 of Sura 54): 783

The Ottoman State: 76 + 707 (or 706) = 783 (or 782)

Caesar Romanov: 400 + 383 = 783

City of Islam Abad, Pakistan: 109 + (132 + 8) + 534 = 109 + 140 + 534 = 783

Promise of Allah + Awar (description of the Dajjal) of Banu (Children) of Israel: (80 + 66) + 277 + (58 + 302) = 146 + 277 + 360 = 783

Enqiar (Collapse) of Al-Aqsa Mosque: 422 + (138 + 223) = 422 + 361 = 783

Promise of Hazima (Defeat) + Hadd (Destruction) of Israel + Awda (Return) of Palestine: [80 + 67 + 9 + 303 (or 302)] + (85 + 239) = 459 (or 458) + 324 = 783 (or 782)

Say the Truth has come and the Falsehood has been eradicated. The Falsehood was destined to be eradicated. (verse 81 of Sura 17): 783 (or 784)

So, Await (verse 10 of Sura 44): 783

So, Await the Day when the sky (or Heaven) brings. (verse 10 of Sura 44): 1783

Day of Harq (burning or setting on fire) of the Second Ma’bad (Temple) of Artemis: 56 + [308 + 116 + 711 + 592 (or 591)] = 56 + 1727 (or 1726) = 1783 (or 1782)

Safar 26 + 1387 : (370 + 26) + 1387 = 396 + 1387 = 1783 (1783 is the 276th Prime Number)  (2101 is the 1783rd Composite Number)  [On June 5, 1967, (Safar 26 1387 Hijri), Israel started its 6-day war against the Arabs in which it captured East Jerusalem.]

Gouraud + Maqbara (Tomb or Grave) of Salah Eddin: 1212 + 347 + (129 + 95) = 1212 + 347 + 224 = 1783 (General Henri Gouraud was Representative of the French Government in the Middle East, in charge of enforcement of Sykes-Picot Agreement. After the victory of the French forces in Battle of Maysalun and conquering Damascus, General Gouraud reportedly went to the tomb of Salah Eddin Al-Ayyubi (who defeated the Crusaders and liberated Jerusalem in 1187 AD), adjacent to the Umawi Mosque in Damascus, kicked it, and said: “Wake up Salah Eddin.
We have returned. My presence here consecrates victory of the Cross over the Crescent.”

Surrender of Japan + Nihaya (End) of the Second World War: 

\[ [592 \text{ or } 591] + 95 + 71 + [241 + 187 + 597 \text{ or } 596] = 687 \text{ or } 686 + [71 + 1025 \text{ or } 1024] = \\
687 \text{ or } 686 + 1096 \text{ or } 1095 = 1783 \text{ or } 1782 \]

World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).

The Dajjal Gog + Jinn (demons) + Ihya (Resurrection) of Pope John Paul + Hadd (Destruction) of the Vatican + City of the Caliph: (69 + 23 + 53) + 21 + (37 + 75 + 38) + [9 + 593 \text{ or } 592] + (109 + 756) = (145 + 21 + 150) + (9 + 593 \text{ or } 592) + 865 = 316 + 1467 \text{ or } 1466 = 1783 \text{ or } 1782

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. The Hour has approached and the Moon has been cracked (verse 1 of Sura 54): 66 + 330 \text{ or } 329 + 289 + 1103 + 167 + 6 + 451 + 371 = 2783 \text{ or } 2782

Sent on a journey his servant at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque, which We have blessed to show him from (verse 1 of Sura 17): 2783 \text{ or } 2784

We said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When the Promise comes (verse 104 of Sura 17): 2783 \text{ or } 2784

Does not benefit the Unbelievers their belief (in Islam) and they shall not be granted a respite (verse 29 of Sura 32): 2783 \text{ or } 2784

made People (or Guardians) of the (Hell) Fire, except Angels and We (God) have not made their Idda (count, number, or period), except as a Fitna (trial) for those (verse 31 of Sura 74): \[ [154 + 102 \text{ or } 101] + 282 + 32 + 106 \text{ or } 105] + 6 + (41 + 154 + 519) + 32 + (535 + 820) = [676 \text{ or } 675] + 6 + 714 + 32] + 1355 = 1428 \text{ or } 1427 + 1355 = 2783 \text{ or } 2782

We have descended him/it in Night of the Qadr and how would you know what the Night of Qadr is. The Night of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels descend and the Spirit in it by the permission of their Lord for every matter. Peace (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): \[ [143 + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 235 \text{ or } 226] + (41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 2783 \]
When is its settlement (docking or occurrence)? Say: The knowledge of it is with my Lord (God). No one uncovers its timing except he. It has become a heavy burden in the Heavens and on Earth. It does not come except all of a sudden. (verse 187 of Sura 7): 6783 (or 6784) (equivalent to 783) (6783 is the 5909th Composite Number)

Day the Qiyama (Resurrection/Rise, or Upheaval) occurred (or started): 56 + [541 + 187 (or 186)] = 56 + 728 (or 727) = 784 (or 783) (784 is the 646th Composite Number) (945 is the 784th Composite Number)

Invocation of the Spirits: 537 + 247 = 784

Time of Raj’a (Return): 506 + 278 = 784

People who are Kafir (ungrateful individuals & deniers of the Truth) (verse 43 of Sura 27): 278 + (146 + 360) = 784

Raj’a (Return) of Enemy of Allah + Banu (Children) of Israel: 278 + (80 + 66) + (58 + 303) = 278 + (146 + 360) = 278 + 360 = 784

Voyage of the Space + Apollo Eleven: (243 + 913) + 45 + (13 + 570) = 1156 + (45 + 583) = 1156 + 628 = 1784

Sent on a journey his servant at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque, which We have blessed to show him from (verse 1 of Sura 17): (271 + 83 + 71 + 90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 223 + 741 + 274 + 49 + 295) + 90 = 2694 + 90 = 2794
So, if Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like (verse 7 of Sura 17): \[1723 + 61 = 2784\text{ (or 2783)}\]

We said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When the Promise comes (verse 104 of Sura 17): \[2784\text{ (or 2783)}\]

We said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When the Promise comes (verse 104 of Sura 17): \[2784\text{ (or 2783)}\]

We said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When the Promise comes (verse 104 of Sura 17): \[2784\text{ (or 2783)}\]

We said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When the Promise comes (verse 104 of Sura 17): \[2784\text{ (or 2783)}\]

We said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When the Promise comes (verse 104 of Sura 17): \[2784\text{ (or 2783)}\]

We said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When the Promise comes (verse 104 of Sura 17): \[2784\text{ (or 2783)}\]
The Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), King/Master of Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment). You are whom we worship and you are from whom we seek help. Guide us to the Straight Path, path of those whom you have have given them your bounties, other than (verse 3 – 7 of Sura 1): (329 + 289 + 90 + 56 + 95 + 32 + 126 + 6 + 32 + 640) + (61 + 331 + 681 + 300 + 791 + 561 + 155 + 1210) = 1695 + 4090 = 5785  

When will its docking be? Say: the knowledge of it is with my Lord. No one uncovers its timing, except he. It has become heavy in the Heavens and Earth. It shall not come to you except as Baghta (all of a sudden) (verse 187 of Sura 7): 62 + [307 (or 306) + 130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 212 + 31 + 59 + 542 + 32 + 11 + 1030 + 90 + 538 (or 537) + 6 + 1032 + 31 + 871 + 32 + 1407] = 62 + 6723 (6722 or 6721) = 6785  

In the name of Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful): 102 (or 103) + 66 + 329 (or 330) + 289 = 786 (or 787)  

In the name of the Satan Al-Rajeem (who deserves to be pelted): 102 (or 103) + [400 (or 401) + 284] = 102 (or 103) + 684 (or 685) = 786 (or 787)  

We said to the angels: Prostrate to Adam. So they prostrated except Iblees. (verse 11 of Sura 7): [181 + 165 (or 166) + 75 + 76 + 154 + 32] + 103 = 683 (or 684) + 103 = 786 (or 787)  

We created him (verse 77 of Sura 36): 786 (or 785)  

We created him (verse 36 of Sura 9): 56 + 730 = 786  

Mount of Arafat: 35 + 751 (or 750) = 786 (or 785)  

The Mazbaha (Massacre): 786  

Resurrection of Pope John Paulus (Paul) + Destruction of the Vatican: 21 + (6 + 59 + 98) + 9 + 593 (or 592) = 21 + 163 + 9 + 593 (or 592) =
786 (or 785)

Saint Peter: 174 + 612 = 786

Dawla (State) of the Maseekh (False Messiah): 45 + 741 = 786

Iblees got haughty (verse 74 of Sura 38): 103 + 683 = 786

We said to the angels: Prostrate to Adam, so they prostrated, except Iblees (Devil) (verse 11 of Sura 7): 786 (or 785)

have rejected the signs of Allah (verse 63 of Sura 39): 786 (or 787)

in it Khalidoon (staying eternally) (verse 17 of Sura 58): 786 (or 787)

The Malhama Al-Kubra (Big Battle) + Hazima (Defeat) of Israel: (154 + 263) + [67 + 302 (or 303)] = 417 + 369 (or 370) = 786 (or 787)

Sykes–Picot Agreement: 597 + 151 + 38 = 786 [Sykes–Picot Agreement is secret agreement, between Britain & France, with the assent of Tsarist Russia, to divide the Middle East, among themselves, was concluded in May 16, 1916 (Rajab 13, 1334 Hijri) (Iyar 13, 5676 Jewish) (2421,000th Julian day)]

Ahmad Al-Aseer + Fadl Shakir + The Lebanese Army: (53 + 302) + (910 + 521) = 355 + 1431 = 1786 [Sunni Sheikh Ahmad Al-Aseer, Imam of Masjid (Mosque) of Bilal son Rabah in Abra, a district of city of Saida, Lebanon, and his ally former singer Fadl Shaker, were defeated by Shia’s Hizb Allah and the Lebanese Army in a battle that started on Sunday June 23, 2013 (Shaban 14, 1434 Hijri) (Tammuz 15, 5773 Jewish) (2456,466.5th Julian). It lasted for about 24 hours till June 24, 2013. This means it happened in the Middle (or Half) of Shaban, traditionally an important day for Muslims.]

promise of Nuzul (Coming down) of the Quran from the Preserved Board: 80 + [93 + 383 (or 382) + 90 + 75 + 1065] = 80 + 1706 (or 1705) = 1786 (or 1785)

the ones who Yas’oon (strive or journey fast) using our Ayat (Signs) to make a miracle, those (verse 38 of Sura 34): 1786 (or 1787) (1786 is the 1509th Composite Number) (2104 is the 1786th Composite Number)

on that day to the Mukazibeen (those who claim it is a lie). Haven’t we created you from Maheen (humiliating or despicable) water. So, we placed it in a firm place for (verse 19 – 22 of Sura 77): (766 + 882 + 71 + 840 + 90 + 42 + 105 + 239) + [90 + 500 (or 501) + 120 + 41] = 3035 + 751 (or 752) = 3786 (or 3787)

The Haram to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings to show him from our Signs. He is the All-Hearer, the All-Seeer. And brought to Moses the Book (verse 1 of Sura 17): [279 (or 280) + 41 + 138 +
About the Hour. When will its docking be?

Say: The knowledge of it is with my Lord. No one uncovers its timing except he. It has become a heavy burden in the Heavens and the Earth. It does not come to you except as Baghta (all of a sudden). They ask you as if you privy to it. Say: the (verse 187 of Sura 7): (120 + 167 + 62 + 307 + 130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 212 + 31 + 59 + 542 + 32 + 11 + 1030 + 90 + 539) + [6 + 1032 + 31 + 871 + 32 + 1407 + 176 (or 177) + 91 + 98 + 126 + 130] + 92 (or 91) = 3694 + [4000 (or 4001) + 92 (or 91)] = 3694 + 4092 (or 4091) = 7786 (or 7785)

Al-Hussein son of Ali son of Al-Hasan son of Imam Ali and Fatima, daughter of Prophet Mohammad (p) rebelled in Medina against the rule of Abbasi Caliph Musa Al-Hadi (his father was Al-Mahdi and his mother was Al-Khaizaran, daughter of Ata). Al-Hussein was offered allegiance to become Caliph. The Abbasi Caliph Al-Hadi sent an army, defeated and killed Al-Hussein in the battle of the Fakh (Trap) near Mecca on June 10 (or 9), 786 AD (Zu Al-Hijja 8, 169 Hijri). One of the few of Al-Hussein’s relatives who managed to survive was Idris son of AbdAllah. He fled secretly, in disguise, to Egypt and later reached Morocco where he befriended the Barbars in Morocco and became Caliph in 788 AD (172 Hijri). He established the Idrisi dynasty that ruled some parts of Morocco till 985 AD (375 Hijri).

♦ When it/he comes (verse 7 of Sura 17): 782 + 5 = 787 (787 is the 138th Prime Number) (949 is the 787th Composite Number) (4787 is the 643rd Prime Number)

وَعَدٌ + ذَهْبٌ Promise + Gold: 80 + 707 = 787

وَعَدٌ + ذَهْبٌ Promise + Zahab (He went or left): 80 + 707 = 787

إِذَا جاء وعد When the Promise comes: (702 + 5) + 80 = 707 + 80 = 787

خَمْسَةٌ + يُنْيُو Five + Yunyu (June): 705 + 82 = 787

ليلة نزول الالهي على محمد رسول الله Night (or Eve) of descent of the Revelation upon Mohammad, Messenger of Allah: 75 + (93 + 55 + 110 + 92 + 296 + 66) = 75 + 712 = 787

بِسْمِ اللهِ الرَّحْمَانِ الرَّحِيمِ In the name of Allah, the Rahman (the Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful): 102 (or 103) + 66 + 330 (or 329) + 289 = 787 (786 or 788)
In the name of the Satan Al-Rajeem (who deserves to be pelted) : 102 (or 103) + [401 (or 400) + 284] = 102 (or 103) + 685 (or 684) = 787 (or 786)

Iblees (Devil) + The Satan Al-Rajeem (who deserves to be pelted) : 103 + [400 (or 401) + 284] = 103 + 684 (or 685) = 787 (or 788)

My curse shall be upon you till day of (verse 78 of Sura 38): (130 + 560 + 41) + 56 = 731 + 56 = 787

They do not remain except for an hour (verse 35 of Sura 46): 70 + 549 + 32 + 136 = 787

The Malhama Al-Kubra (Big Battle) + Hazima (Defeat) of Israel: (154 + 263) + [67 + 303 (or 302)] = 417 + 370 (or 369) = 787 (or 786)

Qiyama (Resurrection) of Turkey: 156 + 631 = 787

Qiyama (Resurrection) of the Pakistaniyoon (Pakistanis): 156 + 631 = 787

Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) of the Muttaqeen (Pious or God-fearing): 156 (or 155) + 631 = 787 (or 786)

Pope John Paulus (Paul) + The Vatican: (37 + 59 + 98) + 593 = 194 + 593 = 787

By the Truth, that is the Day of the Khuruj (Coming out or Getting-out) (verse 42 of Sura 50): 141 + 750 + 56 + 840 = 1787

In the Truth, that is the Day of (verse 42 of Sura 50) + Al-Tabut (Ark of
Covenant) : 141 + 750 + 56 + 840 = 1787

Discovery of Tabut (Ark or Coffin) Al-Sakina:  802 + (809 + 176) = 802 + 985 = 1787

Pope John Paul, the Second + Tabut (Ark or Coffin) Al-Sakina: (37 + 75 + 98 + 592) + 809 + 176 = 802 + 809 + 176 = 1787

Their Prophet that the Sign of his kingship is that he will bring you (verse 248 of Sura 2) + Tabut (Ark or Coffin) Al-Sakina: (107 + 51 + 17 + 95 + 481) + 809 + 176 = 802 + 809 + 176 = 1787

Pope John Paul, the Second + Tabut (Coffin or Ark) + The Church: (37 + 75 + 98 + 592) + 809 + 176 = 802 + 809 + 176 = 1787

the ones who Yas’oon (strive or journey fast) using our Ayat (Signs) to make a miracle, these (verse 38 of Sura 34): 1787 (or 1786)

Your Lord to Aad, Iram, the one which has the pillars (verses 6 - 7 of Sura 89): (222 + 77) + (241 + 1101 + 146) = 299 + 1488 = 1787 (1787 is the 277th Prime Number) (2105 is the 1787th Composite Number)

the Earth/Land around them quickly, that is Hashr (in-gathering) (verse 44 of Sura 50): 2787 (= 3 x 929) (2787 is the 2382nd Composite Number)

Day the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval occurs (or starts) : 56 + [546 + 186 (or 187)] = 56 + 732 (or 733) = 788 (or 789) (= 2 x 2 x 197) (788 is the 649th Composite Number) (950 is the 788th Composite Number)

Day of Zu Hijja + 10 : 56 + [706 (or 707) + 16 ] + 10 = 56 + [722 (or 723) + 10] = 56 + 732 (or 733) = 788 (or 789)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman (the Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful): 103 (or 102) + 66 + 330 (or 329) + 289 = 788 (or 787)

In the name of the Satan Al-Rajeem (who deserves to be pelted): 103 (or 102) + [401 (or 400) + 284] = 103 (or 102) + 685 (or 684) = 787 (or 786)

Iblees (Devil) + The Satan Al-Rajeem (who deserves to be pelted) : 103 + [401 (or 400) + 284] = 103 + 685 (or 684) = 788 (or 787)

The Sama (Sky or Heaven) (verse 10 of Sura 44) + Smoke (verse 10 of Sura 44): 133 + 655 = 788
Day of the Qiyama (Upheaval) + Manhattan: $56 + 186 + 546 = 788$ (or 789)

Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) (verse 105 of Sura 17) + Manhattan + London (or Sydney): $108 + [546 (or 547) + 134] = 108 + 680 (or 681) = 788$ (or 789)

Masat (Tragedy) of Manhattan + London (or Sydney): $107 + [547 (or 546) + 134] = 107 + 681 (or 680) = 788$ (or 787)

London, United Kingdom: $134 + 654 = 788$

Tadmeer (Destruction) of London (or Sydney): $654 + 134 = 788$

They claim it is a lie (verse 11 of Sura 83): $788$

The Sixteenth + Yulyu (July – in Egypt): $[156 (or 155) + 570] + 62 = 726$ (or 725) + 62 = $788$ (or 787)

The Earth and the Mountains tremble (verse 14 of Sura 73): $683 + 1032 + 6 + 67 = 1788 = 2 \times 2 \times 3 \times 149$ (1788 is the 1510th Composite Number)

Ibtida (Beginning) of Alamat (Signs) of the End Times: $409 + [542 + 837 (or 838)] = 409 + 1379 (or 1380) = 1788$ (or 1789)

The Ninth + Month of Zu Hijja: $561 (or 562) + [505 + (706 + 16)] = 561 (or 562) + 1227 = 1788$ (or 1789)

Al-Haram Mosque to Al-Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings to show him from our Ayat (Signs). He is (verse 1 of Sura 17): $(138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 223 + 741) + [274 (or 273) + 49 + 295 + 90 + 463 (or 464) + 56] = 1561 + 1227 (1226 or 1228) = 2788$ (2787 or 2789)

Descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is? Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is better Min (than or from) one thousand (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 97): $2788$ (or 2789) ($2788$ is the 2383rd Composite Number) ($3246$ is the 2788th Composite Number)

The first British settlement in Australia was established at Sydney Cove on January 26, 1788 (Rabi Thani 18, 1202 Hijri). This day is a national holiday in Australia and is called Australia Day.

The distance between Aqsa Mosque and Sydney’s Opera House is 8,788.738 miles (14,144 Km or 7,637 nautical miles)
Day the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval) occurs (or starts): \[56 + [546 + 187 \text{ (or 186)}] = 56 + 733 \text{ (or 732)} = 789 \text{ (or 788)}\] \((= 3 \times 263\) \((789 \text{ is the } 650^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number})
\(951 \text{ is the } 789^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number})\) \((6047 \text{ is the } 789^{\text{th}} \text{ Prime Number})\) \((3247 \text{ is the } 2789^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number})\)

Key of Secret: \(529 + 260 = 789\)

Al-Waqia (The Event) happens (verse 1 of Sura 56): \(576 + 213 = 789\)

Day of the Seventeenth: \(56 + [163 \text{ (or 164)} + 570] = 56 + 733 \text{ (or 734)} = 789 \text{ (or 790)}\)

The Fifth + Mayo (May - Egypt): \(732 + 57 = 789\)

Arba (Four) Shuhur (Months): \(278 + 511 = 789\)

Characterized by Crookedness (verse 28 of Sura 29): \(710 + 79 = 789\)

Star of Shira Yamanaya (name of Sirius Star as called by Ancient Arabs): \(93 + (580 + 116) = 93 + 696 = 789\) \([\text{It is mentioned in verse 49 of Sura 53 (Al-Najm, meaning the Star), immediately before verses 50 - 51 that talk about the devastation of the people of Aad and Thamud by God} ]\)

Descent (coming down) of Shira Yamanaya (name of Sirius Star as called by Ancient Arabs): \(93 + (580 + 116) = 93 + 696 = 789\) \([\text{It is mentioned in verse 49 of Sura 53 (Al-Najm, meaning the Star), immediately before verses 50 - 51 that talk about the devastation of the people of Aad and Thamud by God} ]\)

Istanbul, Turkey: \(158 + 631 = 789\)

The Australiyoon (Australians): \(789\)

Intiha (End) of Florida: \(458 + 331 = 789\)

Come to the Land and decrease it (meaning chop off part of it). (verse 41 of Sura 13): \(1789\) \((\text{equivalent to } 789)\)

In a continually (or an always) ominous day that plucks out people as if they are (verse 19 - 20 of Sura 54): \(1789\)

Ibtida (Beginning) of Alamat (Signs) of the End Times: \(409 + [542 + 838 \text{ (or 837)}] = 409 + 1380 \text{ (or 1379)} = 1789 \text{ (or 1788)}\)

Visit of President of Israel, Shimon Peres, of Mosque of the Jazzar: \(223 + 280 + 302 \text{ (or 303)} + 406 + 229 + 107 + 242 = 1789 \text{ (or 1790)}\) President of Israel, Shimon Peres, visited Mosque of the Jazzar (Slaughterer) in Akka, Israel, on Tuesday,
August 23, 2011 (Ramadan 23, 1432 Hijri) (Av 23, 5771 Jewish Calendar) (2455,796.5th Julian Day) ]

there used to be Men of the human race who would seek the help of men of the Jinn (invisible creatures) (verse 6 of Sura 72): 1789 (1789 is the 278th Prime Number) (2107 is the 1789th Composite Number)

Al-Haram Mosque to Al-Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings to show him from our Ayat (Signs). He is (verse 1 of Sura 17): (138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 223 + 741) + [ 274 (or 273) + 49 + 295 + 90 + 464 (or 463) + 56 ] =

1561 + 1228 (1226 or 1227) = 2789 (2787 or 2788)

Descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is ? Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is better Min (than or from) one thousand (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 97): 2789 (or 2788) (2789 is the 405th Prime Number) (3247 is the 2789th Composite Number)

The first President of the U.S., George Washington was elected on 1789. He took the Oath of Presidency on April 30, 1789, the date that marks the beginning of his presidential term.

♦ We cause Khusf (Collapse) (verse 9 of Sura 34): 790 (790 is the 651st Composite Number) (952 is the 790th Composite Number)

Day of the Seventeenth: 56 + [164 (or 163) + 570] = 56 + 734 (or 733) = 790 (or 789)

Sabi Al-Ishroon (The Twenty Seventh): 133 + 657 = 790

Fath (Conquest or Opening) of Israel : 488 + 302 (or 303) = 790 (or 791)

the Sky/Heaven in Smoke (verse 10 of Sura 44): 133 + 657 = 790

Hadm (Destruction) of the Maseekh (False Messiah): 49 + 741 = 790

The Haqqa (Inevitable/Due Event) ! What is the Haqqa? And how would you know what the Haqqa is. (verses 1- 3 of Sura 69): 790

Arba (Four) Sanawat (years): 273 + 517 = 790

 Promise of the Dajjal + Kingdom of Israel + The Imam Mahdi : (80 + 69) + (135 + 303) + (113 + 90) = 149 + 438 + 203 = 790
Bequeathed to us the Land/Earth (verse 74 of Sura 39): 758 + 1032 = 1790

Visit of President of Israel, Shimon Peres, of Mosque of the Jazzar: 223 + 280 + 303 (or 302) + 406 + 229 + 107 + 242 = 1790 (or 1789)

President of Israel, Shimon Peres, visited Mosque of the Jazzar (Slaughterer) in Akka, Israel, on Tuesday, August 23, 2011 (Ramadan 23, 1432 Hijri) (Av 23, 5771 Jewish Calendar) (2455,796.5th Julian Day)

Qurban (Sacrificial offering) of Antiochus, the Rabi (Fourth): 353 + 1133 + 304 = 1790

Day of the Israa (miraculous heavenly journey) + 1440 = 1790

A Warner from them came to them, so the Kafiroon (Unbelievers) said, this is (a strange) thing (verse 2 of Sura 50): 2790 (or 2791)

And We said after him to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, we bring  (verse 104 of Sura 17): 2790 (or 2789)

A legislative act, called Residence Act, designating District of Columbia (informally, known as Washington, D.C.) as the capital and seat of federal government of the U.S. was approved by the U.S. Senate on July 1, 1790, and by the U.S. House of Representatives on July 9, 1790. The U.S. President, George Washington, signed this act into law, one week later, on July 16, 1790. From 1790 to 2019 (possible Beginning of the End Times) there are 229 years.

July 29, 2022 is the 2459,789.5th or 2459,790th Julian Day

The Afreet (Devil or Devilish) (verse 39 of Sura 27): 791 (= 7 x 113) (791 is the 652nd Composite Number) (954 is the 791st Composite Number)

Donald John Trump: (95 + 54) + 642 (or 643) = 149 + 642 (or 643) = 791 (or 792)

The Messiah Trump: 149 + 642 (or 643) = 791 (or 792)

Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: (80 + 212) + [135 + 62 + 302 (or 303)] = 292 + 499 (or 500) = 791 (or 792)
Fath (Conquest or Opening) of Israel: $488 + 303 = 791$ (or 790)

Promise of the first one comes, We send (verse 5 of Sura 17): $[5 + 80 + 83 + 623] = 168 + 623 = 791$ (or 792)

Day of the Prophet, the Messiah, Jesus son of Mary: $56 + (93 + 149 + 150 + 53 + 290) = 791$

Day of Descent of the Messiah, Jesus ibin (son) of Mary: $56 + [93 + 149 + 150 + 53 (or 52) + 290] = 791$ (or 790)

Day of Star of the Messiah, Jesus son of Mary: $56 + (93 + 149 + 150 + 53 + 290) = 791$

Day of Nuzul (Descent) of the Torah: $56 + [93 + 642 (or 643)] = 791$ (or 792)

The Book, there is no doubt about it (verse 2 of Sura 2): $[453 (or 454) + 31 + 212] + 95 = 696$ (or 697) + 95 = $791$ (or 792)

Hadd (Destruction) of Kingdom of Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness): $9 + [135 + (412 + 235)] = 9 + (135 + 647) = 9 + 782 = 791$ (The Crusaders established in the Middle East what became known as Kingdom of Jerusalem.)

Muharram 1 + Day of Mawt (Death): $(288 + 1) + (56 + 446) = 791$

Day of Nahr (slaughter) + The Mawt (Death): $(56 + 258) + 477 = 791$

Day of Nahr (slaughter) + Ihya (Resurrection) of Mawta (Dead People): $(56 + 258) + (21 + 456) = 791$

Day of the Nahr (slaughter) + Awda (Return) of Jinna (demons) of Israel: $56 + 289 + 85 + 58 + 303 = 791$

Qatl (Killing) of the Muslimeen (Muslims): $530 + 261 = 791$

Day of the massacre of the Muslimeen (Muslim) Bosniyeen (Bosnians): $56 + (255 + 261 + 219) = 791$

Promise of the End Times, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter (verse 7 of Sura 17): $[80 + 837 (or 838)] + 107 + (80 + 6 + 681) = 917$ (or 918) + 107 + 767 = 1791 (or 1792) (1791 is the 1512th Composite Number) (2109 is the 1791st Composite Number)
Promise of the Muntazar (Awaited), the Mahdi: $80 + (90 + 621) = 80 + 1711 = 1791$

Kashf (Revelation or Uncovering) of Secrets of the End of Time: $400 + 462 + 801$ (or 802) + 128 (or 129) = $1791$ (1792 or 1793)

Al-Thalith wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Third) + Yulyu (July – in Egypt): $[1062$ (or 1061) $+ 6 + 661] + 62 = 1729$ (or 1728) + 62 = $1791$ (or 1790)

That is Day of the Khuruj (Coming-out) (verse 42 of Sura 50) + Poles of the Earth: $(750 + 56 + 840) + (113 + 1032) = 1646 + 1145 = 2791$ (2791 is the 406th Prime Number)

September Vision + Lucia + Fatima + Portugal: $(704 + 212) + 107 + (135 + 1633) = 916 + (107 + 1768) = 916 + 1875 = 2791$

Fifth Vision + Lucia + Fatima + Portugal: $[700$ (or 701) $+ 217] + 107 + [135 + 1632$ (or 1633) $] = 917$ (or 918) + $[107 + 1767$ (or 1768) $] = 917$ (or 918) + 1874 (or 1875) = $2791$ (or 3792)

1917 + Lucia + Fatima + Portugal: $1917 + 107 + [135 + 1632$ (or 1633) $] = 1917 + [107 + 1767$ (or 1768) $] = 1917 + 1874$ (or 1875) = $3791$ (or 3792)

The openings of the Suras (mysterious letters/words that start 29 Suras): $495 + 297 = 792$ (792 is the 653rd Composite Number)  (955 is the 792nd Composite Number)

Muzannab (Comet): 792

Day of Nuzul (Descent) of the Torah: $56 + [93 + 643$ (or 642) $] = 56 + 736$ (or 735) = 792 (or 791)

The Afareet (Devils): 792

Day of Tanjees (Desecration) of the Jewish Ma’bad (Temple): $56 + 523 + (147 + 66) = 56 + (523 + 213) = 56 + 736 = 792$

Victoria, Canada: 717 + 75 = 792

The Argentinian Pope: 37 + 755 = 792

Miqat (Time) of a Known Day (verse 50 of Sura 56): $550$ (or 551) + $(56 + 186) = 550$ (or 551) + 242 = $792$ (or 793)
The Book, there is no doubt about it (verse 2 of Sura 2): \[454 (or 453) + 31 + 212 \] + 95 = \[697 (or 696) + 95 = 791 (or 792)\]

Intisar (Victory) of the Wahid (One – a name/attribute of God): \[742 + 50 = 792\]

Promise of the first one comes, We send (verse 5 of Sura 17): \[(5 + 80 + 84) + 623 = 169 + 623 = 792\]

Day the Jam’an (two assembled forces) met (verse 41 of Sura 8): \[56 + 541 + 195 = 792\]

Day of re-capturing the Quds (Jerusalem): \[56 + 541 + 195 = 792\]

Day of Maraka (Battle) of Badr + The Quds (Jerusalem): \[(56 + 335 + 206) + 195 = (56 + 541) + 195 = 597 + 195 = 792\]

The Quds (Jerusalem) + Day of Inhizam (Defeat) of the Kingdom of Israel: \[195 + 56 + (104 + 135) + 302 (or 303) = 195 + 56 + [239 + 302 (or 303)] = 195 + 56 + 541 (or 542) = 792 (or 793)\]

Inhizam (Defeat) of the Kingdom of the Quds (Jerusalem) + Israel + The Jews: \[(104 + 135) + 195 + 302 (or 303) + 56 = 239 + 553 (or 554) = 792 (or 792)\]

Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Hazm (Defeat) of the Jews in Israel: \[(80 + 212) + (52 + 56 + 90 + 302) = 292 + 500 = 792\]

Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Mahdi’s Hazm (Defeat) of Israel: \[(80 + 212) + (56 + 52 + 90 + 302) = 292 + 500 = 792\]

Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: \[(80 + 212) + [135 + 62 + 303 (or 302)] = 292 + 500 (or 499) = 792 (or 791)\]

The Messiah Trump: \[149 + 643 (or 642) = 792 (or 791)\]

Donald John Trump: \[95 + 54 + 643 (or 642) = 149 + 643 (or 642) = 792 (or 791)\] (Donald Trump’s full name is Donald John Trump)

Election of Donald Trump: \[1054 + [95 + 643 (or 642)] = 1054 + 738 = 1792 (or 1791)\]

Promise of the End Times, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter (verse 7 of Sura 17): \[80 + 838 (or 837)] + 107 + (80 + 6 + 681) = 918 (or 917) + 107 + 767 = 1792 (or 1793)

The General Henri Gouraud: \[315 + (265 + 1212) = 315 + 1477 = 1792\] (Representative of the French Government in the Middle East, in charge of enforcement of Sykes-
Picot Agreement.

Seventeenth + Ramadan : \[132 \text{ (or 133)} + 570 \text{ (or 1091)} = 702 \text{ (or 703)} + 1090 \text{ (or 1091)} = 1792 \text{ (1793 or 1794)}\]

Day of the Atomic Bomb + Hiroshima: \[56 \text{ (218 + 946) + 572 = 56 + \{1164 + 572\}} \text{ = 1736 = 1792}\]

And the ones who Yas’oon (strive or journey fast) using our Ayat (Signs) to make a miracle, these (verse 38 of Sura 34): \[1792 \text{ (or 1793) (equivalent to 792)} \text{ (1792 is the 1513th Composite Number)}\]

Kashf (Revelation or Uncovering) of Secrets of the End of Time: \[400 + 462 + 801 \text{ (or 802)} + 129 \text{ (or 128)} = 1792 \text{ (1791 or 1793)}\]

The Wahid (One – a name/attribute of God) + The Inhizam (Defeat) + The Gothiyeen (Gothics): \[50 \text{ + \{135 + 1607\}} = 50 + 1742 = 1792 \text{ (The Gothics were the rulers of Spain when Tariq bin Ziyad and the Muslims conquered Spain)}\]

Operation Gomorrah + Hamburg + Germany : \[(155 + 1251) + 1253 \text{ (or 1254)} + 133 = 1406 + 1386 \text{ (or 1387)} = 2792 \text{ (or 2793) (2792 is the 2385th Composite Number)}\]

The Wahid (One – a name/attribute of God) + To Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, we will bring you as mixed people. And in the Truth (verses 104 - 105 of Sura 17): \[50 + 3742 \text{ (or 3743)} = 3792 \text{ (or 3793) (3792 is the 3265th Composite Number) (4390 is the 3792nd Composite Number)}\]

On October 13, 1792 (Safar 26, 1207 Hijri) (Tishri 27, 5553 Jewish), the Masonic ceremony of laying the cornerstone of the White House took place, with President George Washington presiding the ceremony.

On that Day, there is a Wahiya (Catastrophe) (verse 16 of Sura 69): \[766 + 27 = 793 \text{ (793 is the 654th Composite Number) (956 is the 793rd Composite Number) (6079 is the 793rd Prime Number) (4392 is the 3793rd Composite Number)}\]

Miqat (Time) of a Known Day (verse 50 of Sura 56): \[551 \text{ (or 550)} + 56 + 186 = 551 \text{ (or 550)} + 242 = 793 \text{ (or 792)}\]

how would you know what is Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr. Lailat (Eve) (verse 2 - 3 of Sura 97): \[41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 = 793\]

held accountable and the Star and the trees (verse 5 - 6 of Sura 55): \[793\]
The Australiyaen (Australians): 793

Khusuf (Collapse) of Wall of Jews: $740 + (28 + 25) = 740 + 53 = 793$

Khusuf (Collapse) + Jinn (invisible creatures who may possess humans): $740 + 53 = 793$

ان مع العسر يسر It is with hardship, (there is) a relief (verse 6 of Sura 94): $51 + (110 + 361 + 271) = 51 + 742$ (or $741) = 793$ (or $792$)

قالوا اناا بادره وحده وكننا بما كنا به مشركين they said: We believe in Allah alone and disbelieve in what we used to (verse 84 of Sura 40): 793

يرك لا يفع نفسه ايمنها لم تكن ايمن Your Lord. The belief of a soul does not benefit it if it has not believed (verse 158 of Sura 40): 1793 (or 1794) (= $11 \times 163$) (1793 is the 1514th Composite Number)

عذاب عظيم Great torment (verse 106 of Sura 16): $773 + 1020 = 1793$

و الذين يسوعون في عيننا معجزين أولئك And the ones who journeyed fast in our Signs making a miracle, these (verse 38 of Sura 34): 1793 (1792 or 1794)

ساع عشر + رمضان Sabi Ashar (Twenty Seventh) + Ramadan: $(133 + 570) + 1090$ (or 1091) = $703 + 1090$ (or 1091) = 1793 (or 1794)

في السماوات والأرض إنه كان in the Heavens and the Earth. He has been (verse 6 of Sura 25): $90 + [538$ (or 539) $+ 6 + 1032 + 56 + 71] = 90 + 1703$ (or 1704) = 1793 (or 1794)

نزول القرآن المجيد من اللوح المحفوظ Nuzul (Descent) of the Quran, the Majeed (Glorious) from the Preserved Board: $93 + [382$ (or 383) $+ 88] + 90 + (75 + 1065) = 93 + 470$ (or 471) + 90 + 1140 = 1793 (or 1794)

طلوع الدونالد جان طرمب + رئيس الولايات المتحدة Tulu (Rise, Emergence, or Emergence as Winner) of the Donald John Trump + President of the United States: $115 + [126 + 54 + 251$ (or 252) $] + (280 + 479 + 488) = 115 + 431$ (or 432) + $1247 = 1793$ (or 1794)

طلوع الدونالد طرمب + انتخاب + رئيس الولايات المتحدة Tulu (Rise, Emergence, or Emergence as Winner) of the Donald Trump + Election + President of the United States: $115 + [126 + 251$ (or 252) $+ 1054] + (280 + 479 + 488) = 115 + 1431$ (or 1432) + $1247 = 2793$ (or 2794)

بالكف أئللك حبطت أعمالهم وفي النار هم خلدون إنما يعمر مسجد الله من of disbelief. Those ones, their deeds are doomed and in the Fire, they shall stay eternally. However, the Mosques of Allah are visited by those who (verse 17 – 18 of Sura 9): $[333 + 67 + 419 + 186$ (or 187) $+ 6 + 90 + 282 + 45 + 690$ (or 691) $+ 92 + 320 + 107$ (or 108) $+ 66] + 90 = 2703$ (2704 or 2706) + $90 = 2793$ (2794 or 2796)
On a blessed night. We have been warning. In it every wise command is distributed, a command from (verse 3 – 6 of Sura 44): $(90 + 75 + 268 + 52 + 71 + 1050 + 96) + (390 + 50 + 241 + 78 + 242 + 90) = 1702 + 1091 = 2793$

Of what was left by the family of Moses, and the family of Aaron, carried by the Angels. It is in this, there is an Aya (Sign) (verse 248 of Sura 2): $[51 + 17 + 95 + 51 + 481 + 840 + 95 + 145 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 117 + 81 + 620 + 32 + 107] + [6 + 32 + 261 + 483 + 136 (or 137) + 51 + 90 + 750 + 48 + 90 + 51 + 510 + 196] = 3090 + 2703 (or 2704) = 5793 (or 5794)$

Before Rise of the Sun and before the Setting and from the night, praise him and after the prostration. And listen the Day the caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq, that is (verse 39 – 42 of Sura 50): $(132 + 115 + 431 + 6 + 132 + 1239) + (6 + 90) + [101 + 155 + 6 + 207 (or 208) + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 136 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 539 + 141 + 750] = 2055 + (96 + 3642) = 2055 + 3738 = 5793$

On September 18, 1793 (Safar 11, 1208 Hijri) (Tishri 12, 5554 Jewish), President Washington officiated at the laying of the cornerstone for the United States Capitol building.

♦ رفع جرس السلام: $370 + 263 + 161 = 794 \ ( = 2 \times 397) \ (794 \text{ is the } 655^{th} \text{ Composite Number}) \ (957 \text{ is the } 794^{th} \text{ Composite Number}) \ (6089 \text{ is the } 794^{th} \text{ Prime Number})$

جared Kushner: $218 + 576 = 794 \ \text{[Jared Kushner, son in law of Donald Trump, was born on January 10, 1981 (Rabi Awwal 5, 1401 Hijri) (Shevat 5, 5741 Jewish)]}$

آيات القرآن: $412 + 382 (or 383) = 794 (or 795)$

أنزلنا إلى الكتاب بالحق We have brought down to you the Book in the Haq (verse 2 of Sura 39): $(139 + 61) + 453 (or 454) + 141 = 200 + 453 (or 454) + 141 = 794 (or 795)$

بالحق يفصل الآيات In the Haq, he details the Ayat (verses or signs) (verse 5 of Sura 10): $141 + 210 + 443 = 794$
the Muzzamil, stay up the night (in prayers), except for a little while, half of it or (verse 1-4 of Sura 73): \( 794 \)

as a Messenger, he passses from between (verse 25-27 of Sura 72): \( 90 + (296 + 136 + 120 + 90 + 62) = 90 + 704 = 794 \)

Sent among the illiterates (verse 2 of Sura 62): \( 572 + 90 + 132 = 794 \)

We have made it an Arabic Book (verse 3 of Sura 43): \( 794 \)

Say: Its knowledge is with my Lord. No one uncovers (verse 187 of Sura 7): \( (130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 212) + (31 + 59) = 704 + 90 = 794 \)

Covenant of the Prophets (verse 81 of Sura 3): \( 651 \) or \( 650 \) + 143 = \( 794 \) or \( 793 \)

Emperator (Emperor) Alexander: \( 459 \) or \( 458 \) + 335 = \( 794 \) or \( 793 \)

Emperor Alexander: \( 459 + 335 = 794 \)

Fatra (Period) of the pregnancy: \( 685 + 109 = 794 \)

Day of the Gold: \( 56 + 738 = 794 \)

Aya (Sign) of the Tariq (Star) + Change (i.e. in the Poles and Climate): \( 17 + (341 + 436) = 17 + 777 = 794 \)

Aya (Sign) + Promise of my Lord (God) (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Tariq (Star) + The Poles (of the Earth): \( 17 + [ (292 + 341) + 144] = 17 + (633 + 144) = 17 + 777 = 794 \)

Tulu (Rise, Coming out, or Departure) of the Sun + 11 Planets line up: \( (115 + 431) + (189 + 11 + 48) = 546 + 248 = 794 \)

Then, when they saw our punishment, they said: “We believe in Allah (God) alone” (verse 84 of Sura 40): \[ (151 + 208 + 114 + 138 + 92 \text{ or } 93)] + (68 + 23) = 703 \text{ or } 704 + 91 = 794 \text{ or } 795 \)

Their belief (will not) benefit them when they see our punishment (verse 85 of Sura 40): \( 794 \)

Voyage of the Space + Eleventh Apollo: \( (243 + 913) + (23 + 570) + 45 = 1156 + (593 + 45) = 1156 + 638 = 1794 \)

\( 1794 \) is the \( 1515 \text{th} \) Composite Number \( 2114 \) is the \( 1794 \text{th} \) Composite Number
Nine + Month of Zu Al-Hijja : $535 + [505 + (707 + 47)] = 535 + 1259 = 1794

so pray to your Lord and slaughter. Your enemy is the Abtar (amputated or loser) (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 108): **1794**

my Lord. When Promise of my Lord comes, he turns it into ruins and the promise of my Lord shall be (verse 98 of Sura 18): $212 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 212 + 108 + 26 + 6 + 71 + 80 + 212 = 1794$

in the Heavens and the Earth. He has been (verse 6 of Sura 25): $90 + [539 (or 538) + 6 + 1032 + 56 + 71] = 90 + 1704 (or 1703) = **1794 (or 1793)**

Kashif (Revealer or Uncoverer) of Secrets of the End of Time: $401 + 462 + 802 (or 801) + 129 (or 128) = 1794 (1792 or 1793)

Nuzul (Descent) of the Quran, the Majeed (Glorious) + The Preserved Board : $93 + [383 (or 382) + 88] + 90 + (75 + 1065) = 93 + 471 (or 470) + 90 + 1140 = 1794 (or 1793)

Sabi Ashar (Twenty Seventh) + Ramadan: $(133 + 570) + 1091 (or 1090) = 703 + 1091 (or 1090) = 1794 (or 1793)

Awwal (Beginning) of the Fitr (Breaking of the Fast) + 1437 : $(37 + 320) + 1437 = 357 + 1437 = 1794$

Glory to the one who sent his servant at night on a journey from the Haram Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): **1794 (or 1795)**

And the ones who journeyed fast in our Signs making a miracle , these (verse 38 of Sura 34): 1794 (1792 or 1793)

the Sun from the West: $431 + 90 + 1273 = 1794$

Tulu (Rise, Coming out, or Departure) of the Sun + Its Maghreb (West or where it sets): $(115 + 431) + 1248 = 546 + 1248 = 1794$

Tulu (Rise, Emergence, or Emergence as Winner) of the Donald John Trump + President of the United States: $115 + [126 + 54 + 252 (or 251)] + (280 + 479 + 488) = 115 + 432 (or 431) + 1247 = **1794 (or 1793)**

Election of the Donald Trump in the American United States: $(1054 + 265 + 251) + 90 + (478 + 488 + 307) = 1431 + 90 + 1273 = 2794$

We are narrating to you the best
of stories with what we have revealed to you this Quran and even though you have been from (verse 3 of Sura 12): \(2704 + 90 = 2794\) \((2794\text{ is the 2387}^{th}\text{ Composite Number})\) \((3254\text{ is the 2794}^{th}\text{ Composite Number})\)

Allah has not created that except by/in the Truth.

He details the Ayat (Signs) to knowledgeable people (verse 5 of Sura 10): \(2794\) \((\text{or } 2795)\)

A.L.M. These are Ayat (verses or signs) of the Book and what has been descended (or revealed) to you from your Lord (verse 1 of Sura 13): \(2794\) \((\text{or } 2795)\)

Recite and your Lord is the Most Honorable, who taught the human what he had not known. No, it is the human \((302 + 6 + 222 + 292 + 741 + 140) + [203 + 140 + 193 \text{ (or } 192) + 41 + 70 + 150 + 51 + 51 + 192 \text{ (or } 193)] = 1703 + 1091\) \((1090 \text{ or } 1092) = 2794\) \((2793 \text{ or } 2795)\)

Of what was left by the family of Moses, and the family of Aaron, carried by the Angels. It is in this, there is an Aya (Sign) \((\text{verse } 248 \text{ of Sura } 2): [81 + 620 + 32 + 116 + 6 + 32 + 261 + 483 + 136 + 51 + 90 + 750 + 47 \text{ (or } 46)] + 90 = 2704 \text{ (or } 2703) + 90 = 2794\) \((\text{or } 2793)\)

Israel. Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descended it/him \((\text{verse } 104 - 105 \text{ of Sura } 17) : (302 + 138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80) + (837 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 144) = 2259 + 1535 = 3794\)

Your Lord has done to Aad, Iram, the one which has the pillars, which has not been created like it \((\text{verse } 6 - 8 \text{ of Sura } 89): 3794 \text{ (} = 2 \times 7 \times 271\) \((3794\text{ is the } 3266^{th}\text{ Composite Number})\)

He the one who descended unto you the Book. Some of it are Ayat (verses) Muhkamat; they are Mother of the Book and others \((\text{verse } 7 \text{ of Sura } 3): 3794\)

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Read in the name of your Lord who created. He created the human from \((\text{verse } 1 - 2 \text{ of Sura } 96): \{66 + 329 + 289 + 302 + 103 + 222 + 741 + 730 + 730 + 192\} + 90 = 3704 + 90 = 3794\)

And when judgment is being fulfilled upon them, We bring out for them a Daabba from the Earth that speaks to them. People used to not believe in our Ayat (Signs) \((\text{verse } 82 \text{ of Sura } 27): 4794 \text{ (or } 4793\) \((4794\text{ is the } 4148^{th}\text{ Composite Number})\)

except he. It has become heavy burden in the Heavens and the Earth. It does not come to you except as Baghta (all of a sudden). They ask you as if you privy to it. Say: \((\text{verse } 187 \text{ of Sura } 7): (32 + 11 + 1030 + 90 + 539) + [6 + 1032 + 31 + 871 + 32 + 1407 + 176 \text{ (or } 177) + 91 + 98 + 126 + 130] + 92 \text{ (or } 91) = \{1702 + \)
It is the Aya (Sign) of his Kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin). In it, there is Sakina from your Lord and the remainder of what the Family of Moses and the family of Aaron left. It will be carried by the Angels. In this, there is a Sign for you if you are Believers. (verse 248 of Sura 2):

Muslims, under the leadership of Salah Eddeen Al-Ayyubi, defeated the Crusaders in the Battle of Hitteen (town of Hitteen that is known for its double hill, known as horns of Hitteen, is close to Tiberias, in Northern Palestine), on the feast of St. Martin le Boillant, Saturday, July 4, 1187 AD (Rabi Thani 26, 583 Hijri) (Tammuz 26, 4947 Jewish) (2154,793.5th or 2154,794th Julian Day).

♦ المسجد الإقصا القدس فلسطين Al-Aqsa Mosque, Al-Quds (Jerusalem), Palestine: (138 + 223) + (195 + 239) = 361 + 434 = 795 (795 is the 656th Composite Number) (958 is the 795th Composite Number) (6091 is the 795th Prime Number)

السبع المثاني The seven Mathani: 795 (This is one of the names of Sura 1 – Al-Fatiha)

أربعه سنوات Arba'a (Four) Sanawat (years): 278 + 517 = 795

 وعد ربي جعله دكاء وكان وعد ربي Promise of my Lord, he shall let it be destroyed (or shall turn it into ruins) and thus the Promise of my Lord.” (verse 98 of Sura 18): 795

بداية عام 1444 هجري Bidaya (Beginning) of Aam (Year) 1444 Hijri : 22 + (111 + 1444) + 218 = (22 + 1555) + 218 = 1577 + 218 = 1795 (= 3 x 59) (1795 is the 1516th Composite Number)

لا وهو يقلت في السماوات والأرض لا تأتيكم إلا بغته يسألونك كأنك حفي عنها قل انما except he. It has become heavy burden in the Heavens and the Earth. It does not come to you, except as Baghta (all of a sudden). They ask you as if you privy to it. Say: the (verse 187 of Sura 7): (32 + 11 + 1030 + 90 + 539) + [6 + 1032 + 31 + 871 + 32 + 1407 + 177 (or 176) + 91 + 98 + 126 + 130] + 92 (or 91) = [1702 + 4001 (or 4000)] + 92 (or 91) = 5703 (or 5702) + 92 (or 91) = 5795 (or 5794)

♦ سورة الفاتحة Sura of Al-Fatiha (The Opener or the Opening Sura): 271 + 525 = 796 (= 2 x 2 x 199 ) (796 is the 657th Composite Number ) (6101 is the 796th Prime Number) (4395 is the 3796th Composite Number)

المسجد الله فلا تدعوا the Mosques are for Allah, so do not call (verse 18 of Sura 72): 139 + 65 + 111 + 481 = 796
The Fat’h (Opening or Conquest) + Russia: $519 + 277 = 796$

Fat’h (Opening or Conquest) + The Awar (refers to Dajjal): $488 + 308 = 796$

The Syrian Arabian Kingdom: $166 + 312 + 318 = 796$

Allah has created: $66 + 730 = 796$

The Dajjal + Ihya (Resurrection) of YoHanna (John) Paul + The Vatican: $69 + 21 + (75 + 38) + 593 = 69 + 21 + 113 + 593 = 796$

People will be resurrected (or come out) from scattered (or dispersed) pieces (or locations) to be shown (verse 6 of Sura 99): $1796 \ (= 2 \times 2 \times 449) \ (1796 \ is \ the \ 1517^{th} \ Composite \ Number)$

In the name of your Lord, the one who has created. (verse 1 of Sura 96): $(103 + 222 + 741) + 730 = 1066 + 730 = 1796$

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Recite in the name of your Lord who created. He created the human from (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 96): $(66 + 330 + 289 + 302 + 103) + (222 + 741 + 730 + 730 + 193 + 90) = 1090 + 2706 = 2796$

Gold: $90 + 707 = 797 \ (797 \ is \ the \ 139^{th} \ Prime \ Number) \ (960 \ is \ the \ 797^{th} \ Composite \ Number)$

from Seventeen: $90 + (137 + 570) = 90 + 707 = 797$

Day of the Zabh (Slaughter): $56 + 741 = 797 \ [ \ First \ day \ of \ Eid \ of \ the \ Adha \ is \ known \ as \ Day \ of \ the \ Nahr \ (Slaughter) \ or \ Day \ of \ the \ Zabh \ (Slaughter) \ ]$

Day of the Maseekh (False Messiah): $56 + 741 = 797$

Halak (Devastation) of the Maseekh (False Messiah): $56 + 741 = 797$

Day of the Takfeer (Atonement): $56 + 741 = 797 \ [ \ The \ Jewish \ holiday, \ Yom \ Kippur \ can \ be \ translated \ as \ Day \ of \ the \ Takfeer \ (Atonement).\ ]$

the Raheem. H.M. By the evident Book (verse 1 of Sura 44): $289 + 48 + 6 + 454 \ (or \ 453) = 797 \ (or \ 796)$

We have descended unto you a Book (verse 10 of Sura 21): $134 + 139 + 101 + 423 \ (or \ 424) = 797 \ (or \ 798)$
Gathering the people for a day which there is no doubt about it.

Allah (verse 9 of Sura 3): 797

Zarb (Sin) of Adam: $752 + 45$ (or 46) = 797 (or 798)

Day of eating of Adam + Hawwa (Eve) from the Tree: $56 + 51 + [45 (or 46) + 16 (or 15) + 90 + 539] = 56 + (51 + 690) = 56 + 741$ (740 or 742) = 797 (796 or 798)

Land of Afareet (evil Jinn or demons): $36 + 761 = 797$

The Twenty First + Yunyu (June): $(54 + 661) + 82 = 715 + 82 = 797$

(Ariel Sharon was born on Monday, June 21, 1982)

Promise of the Rus’ (Russians) Hadd (Destruction) of City of New York: $80 + (9 + 297 + 109 + 302) = 80 + 717 = 797$

The Malhama Al-Kubra (Big Battle) + Nakba (Disaster) of the Britan (Britons): $(154 + 263) + (77 + 303) = 417 + 380 = 797$

Promise of Hazima (Defeat) + Dakk (Destruction) of Israel + Awda (Return) of Palestine: $80 + 67 + 24 + 302$ (or 303) + $85 + 239 = 797 (or 798)$

Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: $(5 + 80 + 212) + (135 + 62 + 303) = 297 + 500 = 797 (or 796)$

Day of the Promise + Saiqa (Shocking Event) (verse 13 of Sura 41) of Bani (Children) of Israel: $(56 + 111) + [265 (or 266) + (62 + 303) (or 302)] = 167 + 630 (631 or 629) = 797 (796 or 798)$

The People about the Hour, say: The Knowledge of it (verse 63 of Sura 33): $(142 + 120) + (167 + 130 + 92 + 146) = 262 + 535 = 797$

Ariel Sharon: $241 + 556$ (or 557) = 797 (or 798) [Ariel Sharon (the Israeli opposition leader) entered the Aqsa Mosque compound, accompanied by over 1,000 security guards, at 7:30 AM on September 28, 2000 (Jumada Thania 28, 1421 Hijri) (Elul 28, 5760 Jewish) (2451,815.5th Julian Day).]

His Kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin). In it, there is Sakina from (verse 248 of Sura 2): $(95 + 51 + 481 + 840 + 95 + 145) + 90 = 1707 + 90 = 1797$

Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter (verse 7 of Sura 17): $[5 + 80 + 838$ (or 837)] + $[107 + 80 + 6 + 681] = 923$ (or 922) + $874 = 1797 (or 1796) (= 3 \times 599)$ (1797 is the 1518th Composite Number) 2117 is the 1797th Composite Number

Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17) +
The Nile to the Euphrates: \[5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + (121 + 41 + 712) = 923 (or 922) + 874 = 1797 (or 1796)\]

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. When Nasr (Victory) of Allah comes (verse 1 of Sura 110): 66 + 329 (or 330) + 289 + 702 + 5 + 340 + 66 = \[1797 (or 1798)\]

Israel’s Ikhraj (Driving out or Expulsion) of the Filistiniyen (Palestinians) from their Homelands: 805 + 302 (or 303) + 340 + 90 + 260 (or 259) = \[1797 (or 1798)\]

Day of Istiada (Getting back) of Muslimeen (Muslims) Bayt-Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness) from the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 56 + 541 + 230 + (412 + 235) + 90 + 233 = 56 + (541 + 230 + 647 + 90 + 233) = 56 + 1741 = \[1797\]

Sama + Month of Zi Al-Hijja: 535 + (505 + 710 + 47) = 535 + 1262 = \[1797\]

Nakba (Disaster) of London (or Sydney) + The American United States + Israel: (77 + 134) + (479 + 488 + 317) + 302 = 211 + 1284 + 302 = \[1797\]

Sama + Month of Ramadan: (137 + 570) + 1091 = 707 + 1090 (or 1091) = \[1797 (or 1798)\]

The furqan (Quran), the Day the Jam’an (two assembled forces) met and Allah is of every thing (verse 41 of Sura 8): 462 + (56 + 541 + 195) + (6 + 66 + 110 + 50 + 311) = 462 + 792 + 543 = \[1797\]

The Earth/Land is shaken by its quake and Akhrajat (brings out or drives out) (verse 1-2 of Sura 99): 474 + 1032 + 81 + 6 + 1204 = \[2797 (2797 is the 4151^{th} Composite Number)\]

We sent upon them one Saiha (Scream) so they became like crushed hay of a cattle farm (verse 31 of Sura 54): \[2797\]

And We have not made People of the Fire except as Angels and We have not made their Idda (count, number, or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that those who (have been given the Book) become assured (or certain) (verse 31 of Sura 74): 6 + 41 + 154 + 102 (or 101) + 282 + 32 + 106 (or 105) + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 = \[3797 (or 3796) (3797 is the 528^{th} Prime Number)\]

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times)? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun and Moon are combined, the human being, on that day, says: (verse 6 – 10 of Sura 75): 56 + [186 (or 187) + 782 + 302 + 323 + 6 + 740 + 371 + 6 + 113 + 431 + 6 + 371 + 146 + 192 + 766] = 56 + 4741 (or 4742) = \[4797 (or 4798) (4797 is the 4151^{th} Composite Number)\]
President of Israel, Shimon Peres, visited Mosque of the Jazzar (Slaughterer) in Akka, Israel, on Tuesday, August 23, 2011 (Ramadan 23, 1432 Hijri) (Av 23, 5771 Jewish Calendar) (2455,796.5th or 2455,797th Julian Day).

August 5, 2022 is the 2459,797th Julian Day according to the Julian Calendar.
Day of Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paul, the Second: \[56 + [21 + 37 + (54 + 38 + 592)] = 56 + [21 + 37 + (92 + 592)] = 56 + [21 + (37 + 684)] = 56 + (21 + 721) = 56 + 742 = 798\]

Day of the Promise + Saiqa (Shocking Event) (verse 13 of Sura 41) of Bani (Children) of Israel: \[56 + [111] + [266 (or 265) + (62 + 303 (or 302))] = 167 + 631 (630 or 629) = 798 (796 or 797)\]

The Hour + Aad and Thamud (verse 13 of Sura 41): \[167 + (75 + 6 + 550) = 167 + 631 = 798\]

Roaring Wind (verse 16 of Sura 41): \[218 (or 219) + 580 (or 581) = 798 (or 800)\]

The Malhama Al-Kubra (Big Battle) + Bid (Beginning) of Nihaya (End) of Israel: \[(154 + 263) + [7 + 71 + 303 (or 302)] = 417 + 381 (or 380) = 798 (or 797)\]

Promise of Hazima (Defeat) + Dakk ( Destruction) of Israel + Awda (Return) of Palestine: \[80 + 67 + 24 + 303 (or 302) + 85 + 239 = 798 (or 797)\]

Hadd ( Destruction) of Istanbul, Turkey: \[9 + (158 + 631) = 9 + 789 = 798\]

The Pol es of the Earth) + The United Kingdom: \[144 + (166 + 488) = 144 + 654 = 798\]

Al-Saiha (The Scream) + The United Kingdom: \[144 + (237 + 417) = 144 + 654 = 798\]

The Day the Jam’an (two assembled forces) met and (verse 41 of Sura 8): \[56 + (541 + 195) + 6 = 56 + (736 + 6) = 56 + 742 = 798\]
what We have descended unto our servant on Day of the Furqan, the Day the Jam’an (two assembled forces) met (verse 41 of Sura 8):  41 + 139 + 110 + 127 + 56 + 461 (or 462) + 56 + 541 + 195 + 6 + 66 = 1798 (or 1799)

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. When Nasr (Victory) of Allah comes (verse 1 of Sura 110): 66 + 330 (or 329) + 289 + 702 + 5 + 340 + 66 = 1798 (or 1797)

Lailat (Eve) of Fifteenth + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): 75 + [700 (or 701) + 570] + 453 = 75 + [1270 (or 1271) + 453] = 75 + 1723 (or 1724) = 1798 (or 1799)

Seventeen + Ramadan: (137 + 570) + 1091 = 707 + 1091 (or 1090) = 1798 (or 1797)

Lailat (Eve) of Al-Thalith Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Third): 75 + (1062 + 661) = 75 + 1723 = 1798

Israel’s Ikhraj (Driving out or Expulsion) of the Filistiniyen (Palestinians) from their Homelands: 805 + 303 (or 302) + 340 + 90 + 260 (or 259) = 1798 (or 1797)

Khuruj (Coming out) of the Mahdi from a Tabut (Coffin): (809 + 90) + (90 + 809) = 899 + 899 = 1798 (equivalent to 798)

Day of the Promise and the Zilzal (Quake or Shaking Event) of the Protestants: 56 + 111 + 6 + 75 + 1550 = 1798 (equivalent to 798) (1798 is the 1519th Composite Number) (2118 is the 1798th Composite Number)

The Raheem (Most Merciful). O You, the Muddathir. Get up and warn and glorify your Lord and (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 74): (289 + 27 + 775) + (140 + 1031 + 6 + 222 + 302 + 6) = 1091 + 1707 = 2798

Their sights are cast down, exhausted by humiliation (verse 44 of Sura 70): [975 (or 976) + 338 (or 339)] + (750 + 735) = 1313 (or 1314) + 1485 = 2798 (or 2799)

The Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings, to show him from our signs, it is He who is (verse 1 of Sura 17): 2798 (or 2799) (= 2 x 1399) (2798 is the 2390th Composite Number) (3260 is the 2798th Composite Number)

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times) ? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun and Moon are combined, the human being, on that day, says: (verse 6 – 10 of Sura 75): 56 + 187 (or 186) + 782 + 302 + 323 + 6 + 740 + 371 + 6 + 113 + 431 + 6 + 371 + 146 + 192 + 766 = 56 + 4742 (or 4741) = 4798 (or 4797) (4798 is the 4152nd Composite Number)

The Ottomans decisively defeated an alliance of Europeans, in what is referred to as the last Crusade
against Muslims, in a battle around Ottoman-ruled Nicopolis/Nicopol Fortress, Bulgaria (which had been besieged by the Crusaders since September 12, 1396 AD), on September 25, 1396 AD (Zu Hijja 21, 798 Hijri).

Napoleon’s French forces marched to Rome, entered it unopposed on Saturday, February 10, 1798 (Shaban 24 (or 23), 1212 Hijri) (Shevat 24, 5558 Jewish) (2377,806.5th Julian Day), proclaimed a Roman Republic on February 15, 1798 (Shaban 29, 1212 Hijri) (Shevat 29, 5558 Jewish) (2377, 806.5th Julian Day), demanded of Pope Pius VI the renunciation of his temporal power as Head of the Papal States. Upon Pope Pius VI’s refusal, Pope Pius VI was taken prisoner. February 15 was the 23rd anniversary of Pope Pius VI’s election as Pope on February 15, 1775. On February 20, 1798 (Ramadan 5 (or 4), 1212 Hijri), Pope Pius VI was sent by Napoleon from the Vatican to Siena, and afterwards to Certosa, near Florence. He died in prison, on August 29, 1799 (Rabi Awwal 28, 1214 Hijri), having then reigned longer than any pope.

August 6, 2022 is the 2459,798th Julian Day according to the Julian Calendar.

♦ what We have descended unto our servant on Day of the Furqan, the Day the Jam’an (two assembled forces) met (verse 41 of Sura 8): 41 + 139 + 110 + 127 + 56 + 462 (or 461) + 56 + 541 + 195 + 6 + 66 = 1799 (or 1798)

Lailat (Eve) of Fifteenth + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): 75 + [701 (or 700) + 570] + 453 = 75 + [1271 (or 1270) + 453] = 75 + 1724 (or 1723) = 1799 (or 1798)

Day of Saddam Hussein’s Ghazu (Invasion) of the Kuwait: 56 + 1013 + (135 + 128) + 467 = 56 + (1013 + 263 + 467) = 56 + 1743 = 1799 (On August 2, 1990, Saddam Hussein started his invasion of Kuwait and within two days of intense combat, most of the Kuwaiti Armed Forces were either overrun by the Iraqi Republican Guard or escaped to neighboring Saudi Arabia and Bahrain.)

Fatima + Portugal: 135 + 1664 = 1799 ( = 7 x 257) (1799 is the 1520th Composite Number)

Ibtida (Beginning) of the first Marhala (Phase or Period) of Promise of the End Times + Qatl (Killing or Murder) of Francis: 409 + [314 + 78 + 90 + 80 + 838 (or 837)] + (530 + 460) = [409 + 1400 (or 1399)] + 990 = 1809 (or 1808) + 990 = 2799 (or 2798) (= 3 x 3 x 311) (2799 is the 2391st Composite Number) (3261 is the 2799th Composite Number)

the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings, to show him from our signs, it is He who is
Soon Conquest (verse 13 of Sura 61): $488 + 312 = 800$ (800 is the 660th Composite Number)  

Roaring Wind (verse 16 of Sura 41): $219 + 581 = 800$ (or 798)

**Verse 98 of Sura 18:**

"When Promise of the End Times comes, We shall let it be destroyed (or shall turn it into ruins) and thus the Promise of my Lord.”

**Verse 84 of Sura 40:**

"they said: We believe in Allah alone and disbelieve in what we used to, aside of him (verse 84 of Sura 40): 800

**Verse 3 of Sura 44:**

"We have descended it/him in a blessed night, we have been warning about. ( verses 3 of Sura 44. This is 4417th verse of Quran): 1800 (or 1801 or 1802)

**Verse 5 of Sura 10:**

"2800 (equivalent to 800)  (2800 is the 2392nd Composite Number)

The Earth. When Promise of the End Times comes, We shall bring (verses 104 – 105 of Sura 17): $1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 64 = 2800 (or 2801)
Romulus Augustulus, the final emperor of the Roman Empire in the West, was deposed by the Germanic king Odoacer on September 4, 476 AD (Elul 28, 4236 Jewish). More than 300 years later, Charlemagne was crowned by Pope Leo III at the Old St. Peter’s Basilica in the Vatican, as the first Emperor of the revived Holy Roman Empire on Christmas Day, December 25, 800 AD (Zu Al-Hijja 4, 184 Hijri). Pope Leo III was supposed to anoint Charlemagne's son as Charlemagne's heir, as King of the Franks. But unexpectedly, as Charlemagne was rising from prayer, the pope placed a crown on Charlemagne head and acclaimed him emperor. Initially Charlemagne expressed some displeasure, but accepted the honour. The displeasure was probably diplomatic, for the legal emperor was the one in Constantinople. Otto I reached Rome with his army on January 31, 962 and was crowned by Pope John XII on February 2, 962 AD (Zu Al-Hijja 24, 350 Hijri). This marked a revival of the concept of a Christian emperor in the West. It was also the beginning of an unbroken line of Holy Roman emperors lasting for more than eight centuries. Otto I did not call himself Roman emperor, but his son Otto II uses the title - as a clear statement of western and papal independence from the other Roman / Byzantine emperor in Constantinople.

- Last: 801 (or 802) (801 = 3 x 3 x 89) (801 is the 661st Composite Number)
- 964 is the 801st Composite Number
- 6143 is the 801st Prime Number

- Awda (Return) of Caliphate: 85 + 706 = 801
- Inqilab (Coup d’etat) of Island of Cyprus: 184 + (225 + 392) = 184 + 617 = 801
- Ibada (Annihilation) of London, United Kingdom: 13 + (134 + 654) = 13 + 788 = 801

- Their Prophet: It is the Aya (Sign) of his kingship is that he brings you (verse 248 of Sura 2): 107 + 51 + 16 (or 17) + 95 + 51 + 481 = 801 (or 802)

- So that you may know the number of years and the Calculation. Allah did not create (verse 5 of Sura 10): 577 + (78 + 201 + 6 + 102) + (41 + 730 + 66) =

ملك يوم الدين إياك نعبد وإياك نستعين إهدينا السرعة المستقيم صرط الذين أنعمت

ملك يوم الدين إياك نعبد وإياك نستعين إهدينا السرعة المستقيم صرط الذين أنعمت

Romulus Augustulus, the final emperor of the Roman Empire in the West, was deposed by the Germanic king Odoacer on September 4, 476 AD (Elul 28, 4236 Jewish). More than 300 years later, Charlemagne was crowned by Pope Leo III at the Old St. Peter’s Basilica in the Vatican, as the first Emperor of the revived Holy Roman Empire on Christmas Day, December 25, 800 AD (Zu Al-Hijja 4, 184 Hijri). Pope Leo III was supposed to anoint Charlemagne's son as Charlemagne’s heir, as King of the Franks. But unexpectedly, as Charlemagne was rising from prayer, the pope placed a crown on Charlemagne head and acclaimed him emperor. Initially Charlemagne expressed some displeasure, but accepted the honour. The displeasure was probably diplomatic, for the legal emperor was the one in Constantinople. Otto I reached Rome with his army on January 31, 962 and was crowned by Pope John XII on February 2, 962 AD (Zu Al-Hijja 24, 350 Hijri). This marked a revival of the concept of a Christian emperor in the West. It was also the beginning of an unbroken line of Holy Roman emperors lasting for more than eight centuries. Otto I did not call himself Roman emperor, but his son Otto II uses the title - as a clear statement of western and papal independence from the other Roman / Byzantine emperor in Constantinople.

- Last: 801 (or 802) (801 = 3 x 3 x 89) (801 is the 661st Composite Number)
- 964 is the 801st Composite Number
- 6143 is the 801st Prime Number

- Awda (Return) of Caliphate: 85 + 706 = 801
- Inqilab (Coup d’etat) of Island of Cyprus: 184 + (225 + 392) = 184 + 617 = 801
- Ibada (Annihilation) of London, United Kingdom: 13 + (134 + 654) = 13 + 788 = 801

- Their Prophet: It is the Aya (Sign) of his kingship is that he brings you (verse 248 of Sura 2): 107 + 51 + 16 (or 17) + 95 + 51 + 481 = 801 (or 802)

- So that you may know the number of years and the Calculation. Allah did not create (verse 5 of Sura 10): 577 + (78 + 201 + 6 + 102) + (41 + 730 + 66) =
577 + 387 + 837 = 1801 (equivalent to 801)  (1801 is the 279th Prime Number)

The Earth. When Promise of the End Times comes, We shall bring (verses 104 – 105 of Sura 17): 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 64 = 2801 (or 2800) (2801 is the 408th Prime Number) (3263 is the 2801st Composite Number)

Ghurra (Beginning) of Month of Ramadan : 1205 + 505 + 1091 = 2801

♦  اكتشف Discovery: 802 ( = 2 x 401) (802 is the 662nd Composite Number) (965 is the 802nd Composite Number) (6151 is the 802nd Prime Number)

खबर News: 802

آخر Akhir (Last) : 802 (or 801)

إنتصاركم Intisarikom (Your Victory): 802

أول تفجير نووي First Nuclear Tafjeer (Explosion or Detonation): 37 + 693 + 72 = 802 (The First Nuclear Explosion test was done by the U.S. on July 16, 1945, as part of what was known as Manhattan Project)

جزيرة Island of the followers of Iblees (DiaBolus, Diablo, or Devil): 225 + (474 + 103) = 225 + 577 = 802

الدجال الأسترالي The Australian Dajjal : 69 + 733 = 802

يوم تنحيت الأقصا Day of Tanjees (Desecration) of the Aqsa: 56 + (523 + 223) = 56 + 746 = 802

بيلاسيا بيتر البابوي Papal Basilica of Peter : 133 (or 134) + 612 + 57 = 802 (or 803)

البابا يوحننا بولس الثاني The Pope Yohanna (John) Paulus (Paul), the Second: (37 + 75 + 98) + 592 = 210 + 592 = 802

إحياء البابا جان بولس الثاني Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paulus (Paul), the Second: (21 + 37) + (54 + 98) + 592 = (58 + 152) + 592 = 210 + 592 = 802

فیصل الثاني Faisal, the Second : 210 + 592 = 802  [ On July 14, 1958 (Zu Hijja 26, 1377 Hijri), a military coup headed by General Abdul Kareem Qasim and Colonel Abdul Salam Arif overthrew the Hashimite monarchy which had reigned over Iraq since 1921 (for 37 years), killed the royal family, and formed a military government. The last King of Iraq Faisal II was great grandson of Hussein son of Ali, Sherif of Mecca, who stated the Arab revolution that led to the end Ottoman’s rule of Arab countries and was the last man to be Caliph of Muslims. Faisal II had become head of Arab Federation of Iraq and Jordan on February 14, 1958 (Rajab 24, 1377 Hijri). ]
Their Prophet: It is the Aya (Sign) of his kingship is that he brings you the Calf from after him while you were (verse 51 of Sura 2): $134 + 90 + 81 + 6 + 491 = 802$

The Sun + the Moon (verse 5 of Sura 55): $431 + 371 = 802$

Its thrones. He said: How will revive (verse 259 of Sura 2): $802$

Prostration and listen the Day (the Caller) calls (verses 40 - 41 of Sura 50): $802$

O Al-Muddathir (the Cloaked One or the One wearing a cloak) (verse 1 of Sura 74): $11 + 16 (or 17) + 775 = 802 (or 803)$

Ba’th (Resurrection) of Muslimeen (Muslims): $572 + 230 = 802$

Bushra (Good news) for the Muslimeen (Muslims) (verse 89 of Sura 16) & (verse 102 of Sura 16): $512 + 290 = 802$

Day of the Dajjal (Anti-Christ) + Kingdom of Bani (Children of) Israel + Izala (Annihilation) of London: $56 + 69 + 499 + 44 + 134 = 802$

Nuclear War + Jazair (Isles) of the Britons: $287 + 515 = 802$

City of London + Al-Juzor Al-Britaniya (The British Isles): $(109 + 134) + 559 = 243 + 559 = 802$

The Nuclear Weapons + Al-Juzor Al-Britaniya (The British Isles): $243 + 559 = 802$

Al-Damar (The Destruction) + London City, Britain: $276 + 526 = 802$

Hadda (Incident of Destruction) of London, United Kingdom: $14 + (134 + 654) = 14 + 788 = 802$

Khamsa wa Thalatheen (Thirty Five): $(705 + 6) + 1091 = 711 + 1091 = 1802$

(equivalent to $802$

The Tabut (Coffin) (verse 248 of Sura 2) + The Saint Peter’s Church: $840 + (145 + 205 + 612) = 840 + 962 = 1802$

Wrath (verse 106 of Sura 16): $1802$
That is the day that they have been promised (verse 44 of Sura 70): 
\[750 + 87 + (741 + 78 + 146) = 837 + 965 = 1802\]

Servants of ours, of great might, so they ravaged through the homelands and the Promise was (or became) (verse 5 of Sura 17): 1802 (or 1803)

Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter (verse 7 of Sura 17): 
\[5 + 80 + 837 (or 838)] + [113 + 80 + 6 + 681] = 922 (or 923) + 880 = 1802 (or 1803) (1802 is the 1522\textsuperscript{nd} Composite Number) (2122 is the 1802\textsuperscript{nd} Composite Number)

We let them be found, so that they know that the promise of Allah is true and the Hour there is no doubt about it (verse 21 of Sura 18) : 
\[770 + 822 + (155 + 187 + 51 + 80 + 66 + 108 + 6 + 51) + (167 + 31 + 212) + 96 = 770 + 822 + 704 + 410 + 96 = 2802\] (equivalent to 802) (\(= 2 \times 3 \times 467\)) (2802 is the 2393\textsuperscript{rd} Composite Number)

We bring you Laffa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Truth) We have descended it/him and in the Haq (Truth) it/he has descended. And We have not sent you, except as a bearer of good news and a warner (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): 2802 (or 2801)

Nuclear Karitha (Disaster): 726 + 77 = 803 (\(= 11 \times 73\)) (803 is the 663\textsuperscript{rd} Composite Number) (966 is the 803\textsuperscript{rd} Composite Number) (6803 is the 876\textsuperscript{th} Prime Number)

Kharab (Devastation): 803

Day of eating of Adam and Hawwa (Eve) from the Tree : 56 + 51 + [45 (or 46) + 6 + 16 (or 15) + 90 + 539] = 56 + [51 + 696 (695 or 697)] = 56 + 747 (746 or 748) = 803 (802 or 804)

New Amsterdam (old name of Manhattan): 746 + 57 = 803

Kharaja (Came out): 803

Hazima (Defeat) of Madina (City-State) of Israel + Awda (Return) of Palestine : 67 + 109 + 303 + 85 + 239 = 803

Ihya (Revival) of Kingdom of Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness): 21 + (135 + 412 + 235) = 21 + 782 = 803

The Maseekh (False Messiah) son of Joe: 741 + 53 (or 52) + 9 = 803 (or 802)

The Pope Yohanna (John) Paulus (Paul) + The Vatican: (37 + 75 +
98) + (37 + 556) = 210 + 593 = **803**

- Day of Tadnees (Desecration) of the Aqsa: 56 + (524 + 223) = 56 + 747 = **803**
- Day of the Caliphate: 56 + 747 = **803**
- Lord of the Throne (verse 26 of Sura 27): 202 + 601 = **803**
- We return and We make Jahannam (Hell) for the unbelievers (verse 8 of Sura 17): **803**

 جاء وعد الآخرة ليسوا وجوهكم وليدخلوا Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter (verse 7 of Sura 17): **1803** (or **1802**) (**1803** is the 1523rd Composite Number)

- Lailat (Eve) of Fifteen + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): 75 + (705 + 570) + 453 = 75 + (1275 + 453) = 56 + 1728 = **1803**
- Ghazwa (Invasion or Battle) of the Trench: 1018 + 785 = **1803**
- Taghayur (Change) of the Qutban (Two Poles): 1610 + 193 = **1803**

 عبادا لنا أولى باس شديد فجاسوا خلال الديار وكان وعد Servants of ours, of great might, so they ravaged through the homelands and the Promise was (or became) (verse 5 of Sura 17): **1803** (or **1802**)

- The Day the Qiyama (Resurrection or Tribulation) has arisen (or started) + 2019: 56 + [541 + 187 (or 186) + 2019] = 56 + [728 (or 727) + 2019] = 56 + 2747 (or 2746) = **2803** (or **2802**)

- They shall ruin your faces and enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy what they built high (verse 7 of Sura 17): 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 = **2803** (2803 is the 409th Prime Number)

- We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Truth) We have descended it/him and in the Haq (Truth) it/he has descended. And We have not sent you, except as a bearer of good news and a warner (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): **2803** (2801 or 2802)

♦ The torment (verse 15 of Sura 44): **804** (**804** is the 664th Composite Number)

- Promise of First Nuclear Test: 80 + [37 + (610 + 77)] = 80 + (37 + 687) =
80 + 724 = 804

Akhraja (Dug out, excavated, got out) (verse 4 of Sura 87): 804

Outside: 804

The Malhama Al-Kubra (Big Battle) + Aya (Sign) of Hazima (Defeat) of Israel: (154 + 263) + (17 + 67 + 303) = 417 + 387 = 804

Jami (Mosque) of Ahmad Pasha, the Jazzar (Slaughterer) + Akka: (114 + 53 + 304 + 242) + 91 = 713 + 91 = 804

Hadd (Destruction) Al-Aqsa Mosque, Al-Quds (Jerusalem), Palestine: 9 + 795 = 804

They hamstrung her (the Camel of God). Then (next morning) they became remorseful (verse 157 of Sura 26): 804

In paradises and rivers (verse 54 of Sura 54): 90 + 453 + 6 + 255 = 804 (805 or 806)

Upon them from Heaven a Sign, so (their necks) remained (verse 4 of Sura 26): 804 (or 805)

Damar (Destruction) of the British Juzor (Isles): 245 + 559 = 804

Damar (Destruction) of British Iram (Iram is an ancient city of Aad people): 245 + (241 + 318) = 245 + 559 = 804 (Iram used to be known its tall pillars. British Iram could be Sydney which famous for its skyscrapers, but it could be referring to London.)

Damar (Destruction) of the American Towers (or skyscrapers): 245 + 242 + 317 = 804

The Damar (Destruction) of New York Towers (or skyscrapers): 276 + 211 + 317 = 804

The Second + May: 592 + 212 = 804

Promise of Hazima (Defeat) of City of Peter (Petersburg) + Russia: (80 + 67) + (109 + 271) + 277 = 147 + 380 + 277 = 804

the Shira (Sirius Star) and He perished (destroyed) Aad (verse 50 of Sura 53): 11 + 202 + 611 + [6 + 56 + 56 + 75 (or 76)] = 611 + 193 (or 194) = 804 (or 805)

The Hour is the time, and the Hour is more terrible and agonizing (verse 46 of Sura 54): (32 + 167 + 165 + 6) + [167 + (20 + 6 + 241)] = 370 + (167 + 267) =
$$370 + 434 = 804$$

Hadd (Destruction) of the Aqsa Mosque + The Quds (Jerusalem) + Palestine: $9 + (138 + 223) + (195 + 239) = (9 + 361) + 434 = 370 + 434 = 804$

Bidaya (Beginning) of Sana (year) 1444 Hijria: $22 + 115 + 1444 + 223 = 1804$

Qatl (Killing) of Pope Francis + Akhir (Last) Pope: $530 + (6 + 460) + [802 (or 801) + 6] = 530 + 466 + 808 (or 807) = 1804 (or 803) (1804 is the $1524^{th}$ Composite Number) (2124 is the $1804^{th}$ Composite Number)

Taghayur (Change) of Qutban (Two Poles) of the Earth: $1610 + (162 + 1032) = 2804$

Taghayur (Change) of Qutban (Two Poles) of the Earth: $1610 + 1194 = 2804$

Like they entered it the first time and shall destroy what they built/raised high, a total destruction (verse 7 of Sura 17): $2804$

(2804 is the $2394^{th}$ Composite Number)

The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time)

Second Atomic Bomb + Nagasaki : $(561 + 187 + 915) + 1141 (or 1142) = 2804$ [The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time)]

He brings you the Tabut (Coffin or Ark). In it, there is Sakina (Solace) from your Lord and the remainder of what was left by the family of Moses and the family of Aaron, carried by the Angels. (verse 248 of Sura 2): $481 + 840 + 95 + 145 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 117 + 81 + 620 + 32 + 116 + 6 + 32 + 262 + 483 + 137 = 3804$
Expeling/Expulsion (or getting out): \(805\) \((= 5 \times 7 \times 23)\) \((805\) is the \(665^{th}\) Composite Number\) \((969\) is the \(805^{th}\) Composite Number\) \((4405\) is the \(3805^{th}\) Composite Number\)

The Emperator (Emperor) Neron: \(489 + 316 = 805\)

Lailat (Night or Eve) of the Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97): \(470 + 335 = 805\)

From a near place, the day they hear (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): \(90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236 = 805\)

Sudrat Al-Muntaha (a tree at the highest level in Heaven, near Paradise) (verse 14 of Sura 53): \(269 + 536 = 805\)

Intiya (End) of Dawla (State) of Israel: \(458 + 45 + 302\) \((or 303) = 805\) \((or 806)\)

the Shira (Sirius Star) and He perished (destroyed) Aad (verse 50 of Sura 53): \(11 + 202 + 611 + [6 + 56 + 56 + 76 \) (or 75)] = \(611 + 194\) \((or 193) = 805\) \((or 804)\)

Day of Istirdad (Re-capture) of Muslimeen (Muslims) of Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness) + Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): \(56 + (670 + 230 + 412 + 235 + 202) = 56 + 1749 = 1805\) \((1805\) is the \(1525^{th}\) Composite Number\)

The Knowledge of it is with Allah. How would you know? Perhaps the Hour will be soon.“ (verse 63 of Sura 33): \((92 + 146) + (124 + 66 + 6 + 41 + 244 + 130 + 167 + 476 + 313) = 238 + 1567 = 1805\)

running underneath them are the rivers (verse 14 of Sura 22): \(613 + 90 + 814 + 288\) \((or 287) = 1805\) \((or 1804)\)

The Emperator (Emperor) Neron: \(489 + 316 = 805\)

Lailat (Night or Eve) of the Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97): \(470 + 335 = 805\)

From a near place, the day they hear (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): \(90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236 = 805\)

Sudrat Al-Muntaha (a tree at the highest level in Heaven, near Paradise) (verse 14 of Sura 53): \(269 + 536 = 805\)

Intiya (End) of Dawla (State) of Israel: \(458 + 45 + 302\) \((or 303) = 805\) \((or 806)\)

the Shira (Sirius Star) and He perished (destroyed) Aad (verse 50 of Sura 53): \(11 + 202 + 611 + [6 + 56 + 56 + 76 \) (or 75)] = \(611 + 194\) \((or 193) = 805\) \((or 804)\)

Day of Istirdad (Re-capture) of Muslimeen (Muslims) of Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness) + Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): \(56 + (670 + 230 + 412 + 235 + 202) = 56 + 1749 = 1805\) \((1805\) is the \(1525^{th}\) Composite Number\)

The Knowledge of it is with Allah. How would you know? Perhaps the Hour will be soon.“ (verse 63 of Sura 33): \((92 + 146) + (124 + 66 + 6 + 41 + 244 + 130 + 167 + 476 + 313) = 238 + 1567 = 1805\)

running underneath them are the rivers (verse 14 of Sura 22): \(613 + 90 + 814 + 288\) \((or 287) = 1805\) \((or 1804)\)

This Dunya (World before the End Times) (verse 30 of Sura 16) & (verse 42 of Sura 28): \(710 + 96 = 806\)

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of Alamat (Signs) of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): \(56 + 22 + [542 \) (or 541) + 186 \((or 187)] = 56 + [22 + 728 \) (727 or 729)] = \(56 + 750\) \((749\) or 751) = \(806\) \((805\ or 807)\)

Basilica of Petrus (Peter): \(134\) \((or 133) + 672 = 806\) \((or 805)\)
Madina (City or State) of Israel: $504 + 302 = 806$

City of New York: $504 + 302 = 806$

Washington: $806$

Amad (Period) of Mukuth (Stay) in a Cave: $45 + 566 + 90 + 105 = 806$

Amad (Period) of Mukuth (Stay) of the Mahdi + a Cave: $45 + 566 + 90 + 105 = 806$

Caliphate of the Mahdi: $716 + 90 = 806$

The Caliph Walid: $756 + 50 = 806$

Caliph Al-Walid bin Abd Al-Malik was one of the most prominent Umawi Caliphs who reigned from 705 AD (86 Hijri) till 715 AD (96 Hijri). During his reign, the construction of the Aqsa Mosque was completed in 705 AD, construction of the Umawi Mosque of Damascus was commissioned in 705 AD and finished in 715 AD (96 Hijri). Historians consider his reign as the apex of Islamic power. In the West, Muslims under the leadership of Tariq bin Ziyad started the conquest of Al-Andalus in 711 AD (93 Hijri). In the East, Muslims’ rule reached as far as the Indus River in India by 712 AD.

The Dajjal + Donald Trump: $69 + [95 (or 94) + 642 (or 643)] = 69 + 737 (736 or 738) = 806$

The Black September: $704 + 102 = 806$

The Emperor Neron: $490 + 316 = 806$

Dawla (State) of Afareet (evil Jinn or demons): $45 + 761 = 806$

Haikal (Temple) of the Maseekh (Transformed false Messiah): $65 + 741 = 806$

And a soon Conquest (verse 13 of Sura 61): $6 + (488 + 312) = 6 + 800 = 806$

The Night and the Day, there are Ayat (Signs) (verse 190 of Sura 3): $(71 + 6) + (287 + 442) = 77 + 729 = 806$

The Night and the Day, there are Ayat (Signs) for Ulee (Those who have) (verse 190 of Sura 3): $(287 + 442) + 77 = 729 + 77 = 806$

The pilgrimage to the Haram House: $42 + 41 + (443 + 280) = 42 + 41 + 723$
Lailat (Eve or Night) of Zu Hijja + 9 : 75 + [706 + 16] + 9 = 75 + [722 + 9] = 75 + 731 = 806 [The 9th of Zu Al-Hijja is the day before of Eid the Adha (Sacrifice). On the 9th of Zu Hijja, Muslims pilgrims on Mount of Arafat (Arafa).]

Day of Arafat: 56 + 750 (or 751) = 806 (or 807) [Mount Arafat (or Arafa) is a mount near Mecca visited by pilgrims on the 9th of Zu Al-Hijja. What is amazing is the fact that the height of Mount Arafat is about 750 -751 feet]

Day of Nuzul (Descent) of Tablets of Torah: 56 + [93 + 46 + 611 (or 612)] = 56 + 750 (or 751) = 806 (or 807)

Day he created you: 56 + 750 = 806

That is the Day (verse 42 of Sura 50) & (verse 103 of Sura 11): 750 (or 751) + 56 = 806 (or 807)

Day of Wilada (Birth) of the one whom a Messiah shall pray behind him: (56 + 46) + (741 + 130 + 118 + 715) = 102 + 1704 = 1806

knows the Qawl (Saying) in the Heaven and the Earth and HoWa (he) is the Most Hearer (verse 4 of Sura 21): 150 + 167 + 90 + 133 + 6 + 1032 + 6 + 11 + 211 = 1806

Accident/Event of Inhiyar (Collapse) of mine of the Gold and the Copper: 512 (or 513) + 267 + 133 + 738 + 6 + 150 = 1806 (or 1807)

The Tamarud (Rebellion) + Abu Muslim, the Khurasani: 675 + (9 + 170 + 952) = 675 + 1131 = 1806

The path of those whom you have blessed (verse 7 of Sura 1): 1806 (or 1807)

Tasi Ashar (Nineteenth) + Thawr (The name of the month of May in Greater Syria and Iraq is Iyar which means Bull/Ox, or Thawr/Taurus): [530 (or 531) + 570 + 706 = 1100 (or 1101) + 706 = 1806 (or 1807)

Al-Thalith wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Third) + Ailul (September): (1062 + 6 + 661) + 77 = 1729 + 77 = 1806

= 806
Day of One + Muharram + 1444 : 56 + [18 (or 19) + 288] + 1444 = 56 + [306 (or 307) + 1444] = 56 + 1750 (or 1751) = 1806 (or 1807)

Day of the Tenth + Zu Al-Hijjat : 56 + 602 (or 601) + (706 + 442) = 56 + [602 (or 601) + 1148] = 56 + 1750 (or 1749) = 1806 (or 1805)

Day of Fifth + Yunyu (June – in Egypt) + 1967 = 56 + (701 + 82) + 1967 = 56 + 2750 = 2806

On July 12, 1806, representatives of 16 German states signed Treaty of Paris to create Confederation of the Rhine, thus leaving the Holy Roman Empire. The states were grouped under the presidency of a Prince Primat. Bonaparte Napoleon became the Protector of this Confederation and received the power nominate the Prince Primat's successor on the later's death. On August 6, 1806 (Jumada Ula 21, 1221 Hijri), Francis II of Austria stepped down as the last emperor of the Holy Roman Empire and declared the Holy Roman Empire dissolved. The Holy Roman Empire had existed since Christmas of 800 AD when Charlemagne, King of the Franks, was crowned as Emperor of the Romans, thus it lasted for 1006 years.

♦ End Times: 807 (or 806) (807 = 3 x 269) (807 is the 667th Composite Number) (972 is the 807th Composite Number) (6203 is the 807th Prime Number) (5807 is the 762nd Prime Number)

Nihaya (End) of the Omr (life span): 466 (or 465) + 341 = 807 (or 806)

Ajal (End Date) of Allah, when it comes (verse 4 of Sura 71): 34 + 66 + 702 + 5 = 807

When Ajal (End Date) of Allah comes: 702 + 5 + 34 + 66 = 807

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Zu Hijja + 10 : 75 + [706 + 16] + 10 = 75 + [722 + 10] = 75 + 732 = 807 [The 10th of Zu Al-Hijja is the first day of Eid the Adha (Sacrifice), also known as Day of Nahr (Slaughter)]

Day of Arafat: 56 + 751 (or 750) = 807 (or 806) [Mount Arafat (or Araf) is a mount near Mecca visited by pilgrims on the 9th of Zu Al-Hijja. What is amazing is the fact that the height of Mount Arafat is about 750 -751 feet ]

Day of the Zabeeh (Slaughtered): 56 + 751 = 807 (Ismael is referred to as the Zabeeh because his Abraham was preparing to slaughter him when God descended a sheep for Abraham to slaughter it instead of slaughtering Ismael.)

Day of the Khalif (Caliph or Successor): 56 + 751 = 807

Day of the Tenth + Zu Al-Hijjat : 56 + 602 (or 601) + (706 + 442) = 56 + [602 (or 601) + 1148] = 56 + 1750 (or 1749) = 1806 (or 1805)
Day of Nuzul (Descent) of Tablets of Torah: 56 + [93 + 46 + 612 (or 611)] = 56 + 751 (or 750) = 807 (or 806)

Day of your Creator: 56 + 751 = 807

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of Alamat (Signs) of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 56 + 22 + [542 + 187 (or 186)] = 56 + [22 + 729 (or 728)] = 56 + 751 (or 750) = 807 (or 806)

Khazar (Turkic people who converted to Judaism in 650 AD and established a powerful kingdom in the Caucus region. After their kingdom ended in 1048 AD, they started to migrated to Europe. Some scholars believe that today’s Ashkenazi Jews are descendents of the Khazars): 807

The finding: 807

Madina (City or State) of Israel: 504 + 303 (or 302) = 807 (or 806)

Washington: 807 (or 806)

Iraq + Kuwait: 371 + 436 = 807

New York + London (or Sydney) + The Persians: 302 + 134 + 371 = 807

They are deaf, dumb (or mute), blind; they will not return. (verse 18 of Sura 2): (130 + 62 + 120) + (125 + 31 + 339 ) = 312 + 495 = 807

So, we opened the gates of Heaven with water (verse 11 of Sura 54): 619 + 11 (or 12) + 133 + 44 = 807 (or 808)

approach adultery (verse 32 of Sura 17): 709 + 98 = 807

Day of Qarn (Horn) of the Satan: 56 + [350 + 401 (or 400)] = 56 + 751 (or 750) = 807 (or 806)
Day of Qarna (Two Horns or Breeds/Nations) of the Satan: 56 + [351 + 400 (or 401)] = 56 + 751 (or 752) = \textbf{807 (or 808)}

Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paulus (Paul), the Second: 21 + (37 + 59 + 98) + 592 = 21 + (194 + 592) = 21 + 786 = \textbf{807}

Akhir (Last) Pope: 801 (or 802) + 6 = \textbf{807 (or 808)}

The Catholic Church: 176 + 632 (or 633) = \textbf{807 (or 808)}

Church of Peter: 145 + 662 (or 668) = \textbf{807 (or 813)}

City of Angels + The Vatican: (109 + 105) + 593 = 214 + 593 = \textbf{807}

Gospel of Son of Mary + Hadd (Destruction) of the Aqsa Mosque: [94 + (53 + 290)] + [9 + 138 + 223] = (94 + 343) + 361 = 437 + 370 = \textbf{807}

Hadd (Destruction) of the Aqsa + Catholicism: 9 + 223 + 575 = \textbf{807}

That is the Day (verse 42 of Sura 50) & (verse 103 of Sura 11): 751 (or 750) + 56 = \textbf{807 (or 806)}

Nihaya (End) of the Thawr (Taurus or Bull/Ox): 70 (or 71) + 737 = \textbf{807 (or 808)}

Tasi Ashar (Nineteenth) + Thawr (The name of the month of May in Greater Syria and Iraq is Iyar which means Bull/Ox, or Thawr/Taurus): [531 (or 530) + 570] + 706 = 1101 (or 1100) + 706 = \textbf{1807 (or 1806)}

Day of Fire - storm of Hamburg: 56 + [246 + 251 + 1254 (or 1253)] = 56 + 1751 (or 1750) = \textbf{1807 (or 1806)}

They shall enter the Mosque, like they entered it the first time (verse 7 of Sura 17): (681 + 138) + [61 + (645 + 37 + 245)] = 819 + (61 + 927) = 819 + 988 = \textbf{1807}

Day of One + Muharram + 1444: 56 + [19 (or 18) + 288] + 1444 = 56 + [307 (or 306) + 1444] = 56 + 1751 (or 1750) = \textbf{1807 (or 1806)}
The Caliph, the Baghdadi: $756 + 1051 = 1807$ (or 1808)

Akhir (End) of Caliphate of Hussein son of Ali: $801 + 716 + (128 + 52 + 53) + 1101 = 1807$ (or 1808)

Accident/Event of Inhiyar (Collapse) of mine of the Gold and the Copper: $513 + 267 + 133 + 738 + 6 + 150 = 1807$ (or 1806)

Ilqa (Throwing or dropping) an atomic bomb + Hiroshima: $(133 + 187 + 915) + 572 = 1235 + 572 = 1807$

Promise of Mazbaha (Massacre) of Timur, the Araj (Lame) + Baghdad: $80 + (755 + 656 + 305 + 1011) = 80 + 2727 = 2807$

Bid'a (Beginning) of Awda (Return) of Space journey Apollo 11 from the Moon to the Earth: $7 + [85 + 243 + 882 + 45 + 90 + 371 + 41 + 1032] = 7 + 2800 = 2807$

What is the Haqqa (Inevitable/Due Event)? And how would you know what the Haqqa is. Thamud and Aad asserted that the Qaria was a lie. (verses 2 - 4 of Sura 69): $2807 (= 7 x 401)$ (equivalent to 807) $2807$ is the $2397^{th}$ Composite Number $3269$ is the $2807^{th}$ Composite Number

Day of the Deen (Judgment or Religion). He said: My Lord! Give me respite till the day they get resurrected (or sent). He said: You are among Al-Munzareen (the ones given respite) till Day of the Time (verse 78 – 81 of Sura 38): $56 + 95 + 131 + 212 + 1291 + 41 + 56 + 638 + 131 + 151 + 90 + 1281 + 41 + 56 + 537 + 186 = 4807$ (or 4797) $4807$ is the $4159^{th}$ Composite Number

you do well to yourselves and if you do evil, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17): $7807$

1433 Hijri years are equal to 507,807.33 days

Bakhira (Ship): $808$ $2 \times 2 \times 101 = 2 \times 404$ $808$ is the $668^{th}$ Composite Number $973$ is the $808^{th}$ Composite Number $6211$ is the $808^{th}$ Prime Number

Taharur (Liberation): $808$

Nihaya (End) of the Thawr (Taurus or Bull/ Ox): $71$ (or 70) + 737 = $808$ (or 807)
(End of Taurus is May 20)

Inha (Ending) of Kingdom of Bayt Maqdis (House of Holiness or Jerusalem): 57 (or 58) + [135 + (412 + 204)] = 57 (or 58) + (135 + 616) = 57 (or 58) + 751 = 808 (or 809)

The Sun and the Moon (verse 5 of Sura 55), (verse 9 of Sura 75) & (verse 4 of Sura 12): 808

Descended upon Abdihi (his worshipper or servant) the Book, and did not (verse 1 of Sura 18): 88 + 110 + 81 + 453 (or 454) + 6 + 70 = 808 (or 809)

Majzara (Massacre) of Srebrenica: 255 + 553 (or 563) = 808 (or 818)

Visit of Peres + Jami (Mosque) of the Jazzar (Slaughterer): (223 + [229 + (114 + 242)]) = 223 + 585 = 808

President of Israel, Shimon Peres, visited Mosque of the Jazzar (Slaughterer) in Akka, Israel, on Tuesday, August 23, 2011 (Ramadan 23, 1432 Hijri) (Av 23, 5771 Jewish Calendar) (2455,796.5th Julian Day)

Day of Zanb (Sin): 56 + 752 = 808

Last Pope: 802 (or 801) + 6 = 808 (or 807)

The Catholic Church: 176 + 633 (or 632) = 808 (or 807)

Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paulus (Paul) + The Vatican: 21 + (37 + 59 + 98) + 593 (or 592) = 21 + 194 + 593 (or 592) = 21 + 787 = 808 (or 807)

Nuzul (Descent or coming down) of Jesus son of Mary from the Heaven: 93 + [150 + 52 (or 53)] + 290 + (90 + 133) = 93 + 492 (or 493) + 223 = 808 (or 809)

The Maseekh (False Messiah) Son of David: 741 + [52 (or 53) + 15] = 741 + 67 (or 68) = 808 (or 809)

Ariel Sharon: 251 (or 241) + 557 (or 556) = 808 (or 807)

Ariel Sharon (the Israeli opposition leader) entered the Aqsa Mosque compound, accompanied by over 1,000 security guards, at 7:30 AM on September 28, 2000 (Jumada Thania 28, 1421 Hijri) (Elul 28, 5760 Jewish) (2451,815.5th Julian Day).

Those who Hadu (the Jews): 791 + 17 = 808

Allah made you victorious in Badr (verse 123 of Sura 3): 134 + 400 + 66 + 208 = 808
Qiyama of the Atrak (Turks): 155 (or 156) + 653 = 808 (or 809)

Kingdom of Israel + The Persians: 135 + 302 (or 303) + 371 = 437 (or 438) + 371 = 808 (or 809)

The Inhizam (Defeat) + Israel + The Persians: 135 + 302 (or 303) + 371 = 808 (or 809)

Kingdom of Israel + The Persians: 135 + 302 (or 303) + 371 = 808 (or 809)

The Inhizam (Defeat) + Al-Amreek (the Americans) + The Persians: 135 + 302 + 371 = 808

Bid’a (Beginning) of the Intiha (End) + Into the religion of Allah, in groups (verse 2 of Sura 110): (7 + 489) + (90 + 64 + 66 + 92) = 496 + 312 = 808

Kingdom of Israel + Hadd (Destruction) of Al-Aqsa Mosque: 135 + 303 (or 302) + (9 + 138 + 223) = 438 (or 437) + 370 = 808 (or 807)

Hadd (Destruction) of Kingdom of Al-Britan (the Britons) + Al-Aqsa Mosque: 9 + (135 + 303) + (138 + 223) = 9 + 438 + 361 = 808

Istila (capture or taking control) of the Quds (Jerusalem): 503 (or 502) + 110 + 195 = 808 (or 807)

A Marqoom (pre-determined, decreed, or numbered) book (verse 9 of Sura 83): 422 (or 423) + 386 = 808 (or 809)

Ibtida (Beginning) of the first Marhala (Phase or Period) of Promise of the End Times: 409 + [314 + 78 + 90 + 80 + 837 (or 838)] = 409 + 1399 (or 1400) = 1808 (or 1809)

People of the Fire, except Angels and We have not made there idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (trial or discord) (verse 31 of Sura 74): [102 (or 101) + 282 + 32 + 105 (or 106) + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519] + (32 + 535) = 1241 (1240 or 1242) + 567 = 1808 (1807 or 1809)

The Caliph, the Baghdadi: 756 + 1052 (or 1051) = 1808 (or 1807)

Lailat (Eve) of Muharram 1 + 1444 : 75 + (288 + 1) + 1444 = 75 + (289 + 1444) = 75 + 1733 = 1808

The Sun and before the Sunset (verse 39 of Sura 50): 431 + 6 + 132 + 1239 = 1808 (equivalent to 808) (= 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 113) (1808 is the 1528th Composite Number) (2128 is the 1808th Composite Number)
Day of Maji (Coming or Arrival) of President of Israel, Shimon Peres, to Masjid (Mosque) of the Jazzar + Akka: 56 + 53 (or 54) + [280 + 303 (or 302)] + (406 + 229) + 41 + (107 + 242) + 91 = 56 + 53 (or 54) + [583 (or 582) + 635] + 41 + 349 + 91 = 56 + [53 (or 54) + 1218 (or 1217) + 41 + 349] + 91 = 56 + [1661 (1660 or 1662) + 91] = 56 + 1752 (1751 or 1753) = 1808 (1807 or 1809)

Day of Thalith Ishreen (Twenty Third) + Ramadan: 56 + (1031 + 630) + 1091 = 56 + (1661 + 1091) = 56 + 2752 = 2808

Their eye sights are humbled. They come out of the graves (verse 7 of Sura 54): 2808 (equivalent to 808) (Note that Sura 54 Verse 7, can be regarded as 547 which is the numerical value of Manhattan)

And like that, We let them be found, so that they know that the promise of Allah is true and the Hour there is no doubt about it (verse 21 of Sura 18): 6 + 770 + 822 + (155 + 187 + 51 + 80 + 66 + 108 + 6 + 51) + (167 + 31 + 212) + 96 = 6 + 770 + 822 + 704 + 410 + 96 = 2808 (equivalent to 808) (2808 is the 2398th Composite Number)

Khuruj (Emergence or Coming-Out): 809 (809 is the 140th Prime Number) (974 is the 809th Composite Number) (6217 is the 809th Prime Number)

Inha (Ending) of Kingdom of Bayt Maqdis (House of Holiness or Jerusalem): 58 (or 57) + [135 + (412 + 204)] = 58 (or 57) + (135 + 616) = 58 (or 57) + 751 = 809 (or 808)

Muslimeen (Muslims) + Conquest of Akka: 230 + 488 + 91 = 809

Eid (Feast) of Zabiha (Slaughtered Animal): 84 + 725 = 809 (Eid of the Adha is also called Eid of the Zabiha)

Tabut (Ark or Coffin): 809

Baath (Resurrection or Revival) of People of the Cave: 572 + (101 + 136) = 572 + 237 = 809

Kharabiha (its destruction/ devastation) (verse 114 of Sura 2): 809

We have written in the Zaboor (Psalms) (verse 105 of Sura 21): 809

Lailat (Eve) of the Seventeenth: 75 + [164 (or 163) + 570] = 75 + 734 (or 733) = 809 (or 808)

Ibtida (Beginning) of the Hijri Sana (Year): 409 + (146 + 254) = 409 + 400 =
809

Eid Al-Fitr (Islamic Holiday at the end of Ramadan) + The First of Shawwal: \((84 + 320) + (68 + 337) = 404 + 405 = 809\)

Festival of the Lights: \(520 + 289 = 809\) [Festival of the Lights, also known as Hanukkah, is an 8-day Jewish Holiday that commemorates the victory of practicing Jews and re-dedication of the Jewish Temple in Jerusalem to God on Kislev 25 (165 BC), after it was transformed by Greek Seleucid King Antiochus IV into a pagan temple and was desecrated by performing pagan rituals in the Jewish Temple, such as slaughtering and offering unholy sacrifices to pagan gods, three years earlier also on Kislev 25 (168 BC).]

Anzal ﻋﻠﻰ ﻋﺒﺪه الكتاب ولم The Kaziboon (Liars) (verse 105 of Sura 16): \(809\) (or \(810\))

Khuf (Collapse) + The Dajjal: \(740 + 69 = 809\)

The First Maseekh (False Messiah): \(741 + 68 = 809\)

The Maseekh (False Messiah) Son of David: \(741 + 68\) (or 67) = \(809\) (or \(808\))

The Pope John Paul, the Second + Son of David: \((37 + 75 + 38) + 592 + 52\) (or 53) + 15 = \((150 + 592) + 67\) (or 68) = \(742 + 67\) (or 68) = \(809\) (or \(810\))

Nuzul (Descent or coming down) of Jesus son of Mary from the Heaven: \(93 + \[150 + 53\) (or 52) + 290\] + \((90 + 133) = 93 + 493\) (or 492) + 223 = \(809\) (or \(808\))

Ihya (Resurrection) of London + The United Kingdom: \((21 + 134) + (135 + 488) = 155 + 654 = 809\)

Qiyama (Resurrection, or Upheaval) + The United Kingdom: \(155 + (135 + 488) = 155 + 654 = 809\)

Qiyama of the Atrak (Turks): \(156\) (or 155) + 653 = \(809\)

Latin America: \(272 + 537 = 809\)

They prostrate to the Sun, not Allah (verse 24 of Sura 27): \(809\)

Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Vancouver, Canada: \((5 + 80 + 212) + (437 + 75) = 297 + 512 = 809\)
Al-Saiqa (Shocking Event) of Islands of the Britons: 296 + 210 + 303 = 809

A Marqoom (pre-determined, decreed, or numbered) book (verse 9 of Sura 83): 423 (or 422) + 386 = 809 (or 808)

Say Subhan Allah and after the prostration and listen when the caller calls from a close location. (verses 40 - 42 of Sura 50): 1809 (1809 is the 1529th Composite Number)

Ibtida (Beginning) of the first Marhala (Phase or Period) of Promise of the End Times: 409 + [314 + 78 + 90 + 80 + 838 (or 837)] = 409 + 1400 (or 1399) = 1809 (or 1808)

Kuruj (Coming out) of Mohammad from Mecca to Yathrib: 809 + (92 + 90 + 65 + 41 + 712) = 809 + 1000 = 1809

The Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings, to show him from (verse 1 of Sura 17): (138 + 223 + 741 + 273 + 49 + 295) + 90 = 1719 + 90 = 1809

they remained in their Cave three (verse 25 of Sura 18): 1809 (or 1810)

Al-Thalith Al-Ishroon (The Twenty Third) + Ramadan: [1062 (or 1061) + 657] + 1090 (or 1091) = 1719 (or 1718) + 1090 (or 1091) = 2809 (or 2810)

Day of the Known Time (verse 38 of Sura 15): 56 + (537 + 217) = 56 + 754 = 810 (810 is the 669th Composite Number) (975 is the 810th Composite Number) (6221 is the 810th Prime Number)

Apparition (or vision) + Day of the Time: 217 + (56 + 537) = 217 + 593 = 810

Apparition (or vision) of the Vatican: 217 + 593 = 810

Amarat (Signs) of the Hour: 643 (or 642) + 167 = 810 (or 809)

The Hour + The Torah: 167 + 643 = 810

Khair (better) (verse 3 of Sura 97): 810

left (verse 243 of Sura 2): 810

which We have blessed it (verse 81 of Sura 21): 441 + 273 (or 274) + 96 = 810 (or
811)

The Book, there is no doubt about it, is a guidance (verse 2 of Sura 2): 
\[ 453 + (31 + 212 + 95) + 19 = 453 + 338 + 19 = 810 \]

It is We who have descended unto you the Quran (verse 23 of Sura 76): 
\[ 52 + 108 + 138 + 130 + 382 (or 383) = 810 (or 811) \]

The Maseekh Dajjal (False Messiah): 
\[ 52 + 108 + 138 + 130 + 382 (or 383) = 810 \]

The Pope John Paul, the Second + Son of David: 
\[ 37 + 75 + 38 + 592 + 53 (or 52) + 15 = 150 + 592 + 68 (or 67) = 742 + 68 (or 67) = 810 (or 809) \]

The Maseekh Dajjal (False Messiah): 
\[ 52 + 108 + 138 + 130 + 382 (or 383) = 810 \]

the Aqsa (farthest location) of the City, a man came, walking fast (verse 20 of Sura 36): 
\[ 810 \]

Awwal (Beginning) of Aam (Year) 1444 Hijri: 
\[ 37 + 111 + 1444 + 218 = 1592 + 218 = 1810 \]

Day of Promise of Atomic Bomb + Hiroshima: 
\[ 56 + 80 + (187 + 915) + 572 = 56 + 80 + 1102 + 572 = 56 + 1674 = 56 + 1754 = 1810 (= 10 \times 181) \]
\[ (1810 \text{ is the } 1530^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number}) \]

they shall destroy, how high they reach, an utter destruction (verse 7 of Sura 17): 
\[ 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 = 1810 \]

Day of the Fifteenth + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): 
\[ 56 + (731 (or 732) + 570) + 453 = 56 + 1301 (or 1302) + 453 = 56 + 1754 (or 1755) = 1810 (or 1811) \]

Day of Five + Yunyu (June – in Egypt) + 1967: 
\[ 56 + (705 + 82) + 1967 = 56 + 787 + 1967 = 56 + 2754 = 2810 \]

Promise of the End Times, we bring you Lafifa (from mixed backgrounds) and in the Haq we descended him and in the Haq, he descended. And we have not sent you except as Mubashir (bearer of good news) and a Nazeer (warner). And a Quran Faraqahu (we spaced its revelation) so that you recite it unhurriedly unto the People and we descended it in a descent (verse 104 – 106 of Sura 17): 
\[ (80 + 838 + 64 + 62 + 201 + 6 + 141 + 143 + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 + 32 + 543 + 6 + 961 + 6) + (353 + 435 + 736 + 110 + 142 + 110 + 560 + 6 + 142 + 498) = 3719 + 3091 = 6810 \] (This segment consists of 23 words)

Mu’az (Accepted Refugee): 
\[ 811 \text{ (811 is the } 141^{\text{st}} \text{ Prime Number) (976 is the } 811^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number) (3274 is the } 2811^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number) } \]
Come (or bring): 811

which We have blessed it (verse 81 of Sura 21): $441 + 274 (or 273) + 96 = 811$ (or 810)

The Tafaruq (Split-up, Division, or Schism): 811

Day of Mzbaha (Massacre): $56 + 755 = 811$

believe and do good deeds (verse 50 of Sura 22): $99 + 6 + 147 + 559 = 811$

It is We who have descended unto you the Quran (verse 23 of Sura 76): $52 + 108 + 138 + 130 + 383 (or 382) = 811$ (or 810)

upon our Abd (worshipper or servant), Day of the Furqan, the Day (verse 41 of Sura 8): $(110 + 127 + 56 + 462) + 56 = 755 + 56 = 811$

Our Ayat (Signs) miraculously, those are people of (verse 50 of Sura 22): 811

He asks: When is Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval)? When the sight is sparkled (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 75): 1811 (or 1812) (1811 is the 280th Prime Number)

When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin (verse 7 of Sura 17): $782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 107 = 1811$ (or 1812)

Istirdad (Re-capture) of the Muslimeen (Muslims) of Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness) + the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): $670 + 261 + 412 + 235 + 233 = 1811$

Day of the Fifteenth + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq) : $56 + [732 (or 731) + 570 ] + 453 = 56 + 1302 (or 1301) + 453 = 56 + 1755 (or 1754) = 1811$ (or 1810)

how would you know what Saqar is? It does not keep and does not leave. It darkens the humans. Upon it, there are nine (verse 27 – 29 of Sura 74): 3811 (3811 is the 3281st Composite Number)

The Great Comet of 1811, formally designated C/1811 F1, is a comet that was visible to the naked eye for around 260 days, a record it held until the appearance of Comet Hale–Bopp in 1997. The comet was discovered March 25, 1811 (Safar 29, 1226 Hijri) by Honoré Flaugergues.
The Refugee: 812  (812 is the 670th Composite Number)  (978 is the 812th Composite Number)  (3275 is the 2812th Composite Number)  (2812 is the 2402nd Composite Number)

Khybar (a town near Madina, used to be an important center for Jews) : 812

Day of the Zabiha (Slaughtered Animal): 56 + 756 = 812  (Eid of the Adha is also called Day of the Zabiha)

Nasr (Victory) of the Mamaleek + Hazima (Defeat) of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders) : (340 + 172) + (67 + 233) = 512 + 300 = 812

They offer you Bay’a (pledge of allegiance), they indeed are pledging allegiance to Allah. The hand of Allah is above their hand. (verse 10 of Sura 48): 812

Nihaya (End) + The Maseekh (False Messiah): 71 + 741 = 812

When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin (verse 7 of Sura 17): 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 107 (or 108) = 1812 (1811 or 1813) (= 2 x 2 x 3 x 151)  (1812 is the 1531st Composite Number)  (2134 is the 1812th Composite Number)

He asks : When is Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval)? When he the sight is sparkled (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 75): 1812 (1811 or 1813)

He has knowledge from (or of ) the Book (verse 40 of Sura 27): 129 + 140 + 90 + 454 = 813  (813 = 3 x 271)  (813 is the 671st Composite Number)  (979 is the 813th Composite Number)

Barkhia (He is the scribe of Solomon whom verse 40 of Sura 27 refers to): 813

They claimed he (i.e. the Mahdi ) was lying (verse 139 of Sura 26): 813

Washington : 813

White: 813 (or 812)

Comes out (verse 2 of Sura 34): 813

Night of the Gold: 75 + 738 = 813

The Rahman, the Raheem. We have descended it (or him) (verse 1 of


Sura 97): \((329 + 289) + [52 + 144 (or 143)] = 618 + 195 (or 196) = 813 \text{ (or 814)}

In Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what
(verse 1 - 2 of Sura 97): \(90 + (75 + 335) + [6 + 41 + 225 (or 226) + 41] = 90 + [410 + 313 (or 314)] = 90 + 723 (or 724) = 813 \text{ (or 814)}

Zanb (Sin) of Adam + Hawwa (Eve): \(752 + 45 (or 46) + 16 = 813 \text{ (or 814)}

Lord of the Shira (Arabs refer to Sirius Star as Al-Shira Al-Yamaniya)
(49 of Sura 53): \(202 + 611 = 813 \text{ [The title of Sura 53 is Al-Najm, meaning the Star. Verse 49 is placed in the Quran immediately before verses 50 - 51 that talk about the devastation of the people of Aad and Thamud by God]}

Lined up + Eleven Planets (verse 4 of Sura 12): \(180 + [13 + 570 + 49 (or 48)] = 180 + 632 (or 631) = 813 \text{ (or 812)}

Day of the Karitha (Catastrophe): \(56 + 757 = 813\)

Al-Sadis Al-Ishroon (The Twenty Six): \(156 + 657 = 813\)

Nuclear War + City of London, Britain: \((210 + 77) + 109 + (134 + 283) = 287 + 109 + 417 = 287 + 526 = 813\)

Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of War/ End Times) + Al-Aqsa + Al-Quds (Jerusalem) + Palestine: \(156 + (223 + 195 + 239) = 156 + 657 = 813\)

Hadd (Destruction) of Al-Aqsa Mosque + Jerusalem, Palestine: \(9 + 370 + 195 + 239 = 813\)

Nihaya (End) + Hazima (Defeat) + Hadm (Destruction) of Israel + Awda (Return) of Palestine: \(71 + [67 + 49 + 302 + 85 + 239] = 71 + 742 = 813\)

The Qiyama (Resurrection/Rise or Upheaval) + Israel + Awda (Return) of Palestine: \(187 + 302 + 85 + 239 = 813\)

The Aya (Sign) + Armageddon + Inhizam (Defeat) of Dawla (State) of Israel: \(47 + 314 + 104 + 45 + 303 (or 302) = 813 \text{ (or 812)}\)

Nihaya (End) + Intisar (Victory): \(71 + 742 = 813\)

The Wahid (One – attribute of Allah) + Promise of Fat’h (Conquest) of the Quds (Jerusalem): \(50 + 80 + (488 + 195) = 50 + (80 + 683) = 50 + 763 = 813\)

And they shall enter the Mosque, like they entered it the first time (verse 7 of Sura 17): \(6 + 681 + 138) + [61 + (645 + 37 + 245)] = 825 + (61 + 927) = 825 + 988 = 1813 \text{ (= 7x 7 x 37)} \text{ (1813 is the 1532nd Composite Number)} \text{ (2135 is the 1813th Composite}
The Caliph, Omar bin Al-Khattab + Elia (Aelia or Jerusalem): 756 + [310 + 52 (or 53) + 643] + 52 = [756 + 1005 (or 1006)] + 52 = 1761 (or 1762) + 52 = \textbf{1813 (or 1814)}

Made you inherit their land (verse 27 of Sura 33): 767 + 1046 = \textbf{1813 (equivalent to 813)}

When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin (verse 7 of Sura 17): 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 108 (or 107) = \textbf{1813 (1811 or 1812)}

Night of the Istifaf (Alignment or Formation of a line) + Eleven Planets and the Sun and the Moon (verse 4 of Sura 12): 75 + 292 + (13 + 570 + 49 + 6 + 431 + 6 + 371) = 75 + (292 + 1446) = 75 + 1738 = \textbf{1813}

When Gog and Magog have been opened (or unleashed) and they are from (verse 96 of Sura 21): (782 + 888 + 23 + 6 + 53 + 6 + 45) + 90 = 1723 + 90 = \textbf{1813}

Thalith Ashar (Thirteenth) + Ayar (May): (1031 + 570) + 212 = 1601 + 212 = \textbf{1813}

Day of the Fitr (Breaking of the Fast) + 1437: (56 + 320) + 1437 = 376 + 1437 = \textbf{1813}

Al-Thalith Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Third) + Ramadan: [1062 (or 1061) + 661] + 1090 (or 1091) = 1723 (or 1722) + 1090 (or 1091) = \textbf{2813 (or 2814)}

Day of Thalith wa Ishreen (Twenty Third) + Ramadan: 56 + (1031 + 6 + 630) + 1091 = [56 + 1667 (or 1666)] + 1090 (or 1091) = 1723 (or 1722) + 1090 (or 1091) = \textbf{2813 (or 2814)}

And People of Pharaoh have been visited by the Warners. They rejected our all of our (Ayat) signs (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 54): \textbf{2813 (or 2814)} \textbf{(2813 is the 2403rd Composite Number)}

He asks: When is Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval)? When the sight is sparkled (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 75): \textbf{1813 (1811 or 1812)}

And People of Pharaoh have been visited by the Warners. They rejected our all of our (Ayat) signs (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 54): \textbf{2813 (or 2814)} \textbf{(2813 is the 2403rd Composite Number)}

...
(or 4914) (4813 is the 648th Prime Number)

From (out of) the Land. So, we drowned him and those with him, all of them. And We said after him to Bani (Children) of Israel. Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) it/he descended. And We have not sent you, except as (verse 103 - 105 of Sura 17):

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{105} (i) = 90 + 7723 = 7813 \quad (7813 \text{ is the } 6825\text{th Composite Number})
\]

♦

And the Sun and the Moon (verse 4 of Sura 12): \(6 + (431 + 6 + 371) = 6 + 808 = 814 \) (814 is the 672nd Composite Number) \(980 \) is the 814th Composite Number

Day of + The Piercing Star (verse 3 of Sura 86): \(56 + (124 + 634) = 56 + 758 = 814 \)

Day of + The Shira Al-Yamaniya (name of Sirius Star as called by Ancient Arabs): \(56 + (611 + 147) = 56 + 758 = 814 \) [It is mentioned in verse 49 of Sura 53 (Al-Najm, meaning the Star), immediately before verses 50 - 51 that talk about the devastation of the people of Aad and Thamud by God]

HoWa (or He), Lord of the Throne (verse 26 of Sura 27): \(11 + (202 + 601) = 11 + 803 = 814 \)

The Fifth + Yunyu (June): \(732 + 82 = 814 \) (Israel started its 6-day war against the Arabs by attacking Egypt on June 5, 1967)

The Promise has approached (verse 97 of Sura 21): \(703 + 111 = 814 \)

its (following) morning (verse 46 of Sura 79): \(814 \) (or 815)

The Rahman, the Raheem. We have descended it (or him) (verse 1 of Sura 97): \((329 + 289) + [52 + 143 \text{ (or 144)}] = 618 + 196 \text{ (or 195)} = 814 \) (or 813)

In Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 97): \(90 + (75 + 335) + (6 + 41 + 226 + 41) = 90 + (410 + 314) = 90 + 724 = 814 \)

Zanb (Sin) of Adam + Hawwa (Eve): \(752 + 46 \text{ (or 45)} + 16 = 814 \) (or 813)

And Allah has made you victorious in Badr (verse 123 of Sura 3): \(6 + (134 + 400 + 66 + 208) = 6 + 808 = 814 \)
His Tabut (Coffin or Ark): 814

Afareet (Devils or Demons) of Jinn (invisible creatures): $761 + 53 = 814$

Maseekh (False Messiah) Son of David: $741 + 73 = 814$

Jesus son of Mary + Aya (Sign) of Promise of Ihya (Resurrection) of the Imam Mahdi: $(150 + 53) + (17 + 80 + 21 + 113 + 90) = 493 + 321 = 814$

City of Islam Abad, Al-Pakistan: $109 + 132 + 8 + 565 = 814$

The Imam Mahdi + Al-Hashim (Mahdi’s family name) + Prince of the Believers + The Caliph = $90 + 113 + 377 + 478 + 756 = 1814$

The Caliph, Omar ibin Al-Khattab + Elia (Aelia or Jerusalem): $756 + [310 + 53 (or 52) + 643] + 52 = [756 + 1006 (or 1005)] + 52 = 1762 (or 1761) + 52 = 1814$

Day of entry of the Caliph Omar + Elia (Aelia – Jerusalem as called by the Romans): $(56 + 640 + 756 + 310) + 52 (or 53) = 1762 + 52 (or 53) = 1814$

I saw eleven planets and the Sun and the Moon. I saw them (verse 4 of Sura 12): $(61 + 611 + 583 + 49 + 6 + 431 + 6) + (371 + 656) + 40 = 1741 + 1033 + 40 = 2814$ (equivalent to 814) (2814 is the 2404th Composite Number) (3277 is the 2814th Composite Number)

The Earth when (verse 104 of Sura 17): $1032 + 782 = 1814$

Taghyeer (Change) of Qutban (Two Poles) of the Earth: $620 + (162 + 1032) = 1814$

And People of Pharaoh have been visited by the Warners. They rejected our all of our (Ayat) signs (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 54): 2814 (or 2813)

Day of Thalith wa Ishreen (Twenty Third) + Ramadan: $56 + (1031 + 6$
Al-Thalith Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Third) + Ramadan: 

[1062 (or 1061) + 661] + 1091 = 1723 (or 1722) + 1091 = 2814 (or 2813) (2814 is the 2404th Composite Number)

Al-Thalith Al-Ishreen + Ramadan: 

[57 (or 66) + 1667 (or 1666)] + 1091 = 1723 (or 1722) + 1091 = 2814 (or 2813) (2814 is the 2404th Composite Number)

I bear witness that Mohammad is a Messenger of Allah (Last segment of Muslims' Testimony of Faith): 

310 + 51 + 92 (or 93) + 296 + 66 = 815 (or 816) (= 5 x 163) (815 is the 673rd Composite Number) (6269 is the 815th Prime Number)

I bear witness that Mohammad is a Messenger of Allah (Last segment of Muslims' Testimony of Faith): 

310 + 51 + 92 (or 93) + 296 + 66 = 815 (or 816) (= 5 x 163)

815 is the 673rd Composite Number

815 is the 673rd Composite Number

815 is the 673rd Composite Number

815 is the 673rd Composite Number
From the Land, so we drowned him and those with him, all of them. And We said after him to Bani (Children) of Israel. Inhabit the Land. (verse 103 - 104 of Sura 17): 

\[
90 + \left[ 1032 + 1436 \text{ (or 1437)} + 6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 302 \text{ (or 303)} + 138 + 1032 \right] = 90 + 4725 \text{ (4726 or 4727)} = 4815 \text{ (or 4816 or 4817)} \]  

(4815 is the 4166th Composite Number)

Pope Pius VII left Rome to Genoa seeking refuge from Napoleon on March 22, 1815, during the “100 Days” after Napoleon escaped from Elba. After the temporal power of the Pope was restored, Pope Pius VII returned finally to Rome on June 7, 1815 (Jumada Thania 28, 1230 Hijri) (Iyar 28, 5575 Jewish). Napoleon was defeated in the Battle of Waterloo on June 18, 1815 (Rajab 10, 1230 Hijri) (Sivan 10, 5575 Jewish). Napoleon abdicated, in favor of his son Napoleon II, 4 days later on June 22, 1815 (Rajab 14, 1230 Hijri) (Sivan 14, 5575 Jewish). In the meantime, the Provisional Government deposed his son and tried to negotiate a conditional surrender with the Coalition powers. They failed to obtain any significant concessions from the Coalition who insisted on a military surrender. On the July 7, 1815 (Rajab 29, 1230 Hijri) (Sivan 29, 5575 Jewish), coalition forces entered Paris.

Following Treaty of Chaumont in 1814 and the Treaty of Paris (signed on May 30, 1814), the Congress of Vienna, a conference of representatives of European states, including Russia, was held in Vienna from September 1814 to June 1815 to re-organize Europe after the French Revolution and the Napoleonic Wars. The immediate background was Napoleon France's defeat and surrender in May 1814, followed by Napoleon's dramatic return from exile and resumption of power in France during the Hundred Days of March–July 1815. The Congress of Vienna ended on June 8, 1815. The General Treaty of the Final Act of the Congress of Vienna embodying all the separate treaties, was signed on June 9, 1815 (Rajab 1, 1230 Hijri) (Sivan 1, 5575 Jewish), just 9 days before Napoleon's final defeat at the Battle of Waterloo on June 18, 1815. The objective of the Congress was to provide a long-term peace plan for Europe by settling critical issues arising from the French Revolutionary Wars and the Napoleonic Wars. The goal was not simply to restore old boundaries between European countries to pre-Napoleonic wars, but also to resize the main powers so they could balance each other off and remain at peace. The Congress of Vienna was the first of a series of international meetings which attempted to forge a peaceful balance of power in Europe. The Congress of Vienna was the first occasion in history where, on a continental scale, national representatives came together to formulate treaties, instead of relying mostly on messages between the several capitals. Congress of Vienna was the first genuine attempt to create an international order based upon consensus rather than conflict. It served as a model for later organizations such as the League of Nations in 1919 and the United Nations in 1945. Congress of Vienna prevented another widespread European war for nearly a hundred years from 1815 till the outbreak of World War I in 1914. The treaty that resulted from Congress of Vienna was the most-comprehensive treaty Europe had ever seen. The Congress of Vienna resulted in the consolidation of Germany from the nearly 300 states of the Holy Roman Empire (dissolved in 1806) into a much less complex system of 39 states (4 of which were free cities). These states formed a loose German Confederation under the leadership of Prussia and Austria. The Papal States were restored to the Pope.
On August 8, 1815 (Ramadan 1 (or 2), 1230 Hijri) (Av 2, 5575 Jewish), early in the morning, a British ship called “The Northumberland”, carrying Napoleon Bonaparte, set sail to Island of Saint Helena for his last exile. He reached Saint Helena on October 15, 1815 (Zu Al-Qada 11, 1230 Hijri) (Tishri 11, 5576 Jewish).

♦ Damascus + Al-Sham: 444 + 372 = 816
(982 is the 816th Composite Number)

I bear witness that Mohammad is a Messenger of Allah: 816 (or 815)
(Muslims' Testimony of Faith)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Zabah (Slaughter): 75 + 741 = 816

The Haram (Forbidden or Sacred) Month: 536 + 280 = 816

The Twin Towers: 287 + 529 = 816

Nest of a Bird: 370 + 446 = 816

And from the Aqsa (farthest location) of the City, a man came, walking fast (verse 20 of Sura 36): 816

The Pope John Paulus (Paul), the Second: (37 + 59 + 128) + 592 = 224 + 592 = 816

Day of Intiha (End) of New York: 56 + (458 + 302) = 56 + 760 = 816

Day of Intiya (End) of Israel: 56 + [458 + 302 (or 303)] = 56 + 760 (or 761) = 816 (or 817)

Day the Caller calls from a close place. The Day (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): 56 + 65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 = 816

from among our biggest Ayat (Miraculous Signs) (verse 23 of Sura 20): 90 + 463 (462 or 464) + 263 = 816 (815 or 817)

Or have you thought that People of the Cave were of our Ayat (Signs or Verses) (verse 9 of Sura 18): 1816 (or 1817)

When the Youths resort to the Cave (verse 10 of Sura 18): 701 + 17 + 921 + 41 + 136 = 1816

And they remained in their Cave three (verse 25 of Sura 18): 1816 (or 1815)
(= 2 x 2 x 2 x 227) (816 is the 1535th Composite Number) (2139 is the 1816th Composite Number)
till Day of the Deen (Judgment). He said:

“So, respite (or reprieve) me (verses 78 – 79 of Sura 38): **1816**

**Promise of the Atomic Bomb + Hiroshima:** $\text{80} + (218 + 946) + 572 = 80 + 1164 + 572 = 1816$

and they shall destroy, how high they reach, an utter destruction (verse 7 of Sura 17): $6 + (649 + 41 + 107 + 1013) = 6 + 1810 = 1816$

The Olive and Mount Sinai and this safe Balad (country, city, or place) (verse 3 of Sura 95): $(504 + 6 + 215) + (180 + 6 + 706 + 67 + 132) = 725 + 1091 = 1816$

The Thalith wa Al - Ishroon (Twenty Third) + Ramadan: $(1062 + 6 + 657) + 1091 = 1725 + 1091 = 2816$

Bead Ar'm ذات العماد التي لم يخلق **2816**

with Aad, Iram the one which has the Pillars, which has not been created (verse 6 - 8 of Sura 89): **2816**

Min (from or than) one thousand month. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every (verses 3 – 4 of Sura 97): $90 + [111 + 505 + 487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50] = 90 + 2726 (or 2727) = 2816 (or 2817) (2816 is the 2406th Composite Number)

They shall ruin your faces (or make your faces look bad) and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy, how high they reach, an utter destruction (verse 7 of Sura 17): $(107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245) + 6 + (649 + 41 + 107 + 1013) = 2000 + (6 + 1810) = 2000 + 1816 = 3816 (or 3815 or 3817) (3815 is the 3286th Composite Number)

From the Land, so we drowned him and those with him, all of them. And We said after him to Bani (Children) of Israel. Inhabit the Land. (verse 103 - 104 of Sura 17): $90 + [1032 + 1437 (or 1436) + 6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 302 (or 303) + 138 + 1032] = 90 + 4726 (4725 or 4727) = 4816 (or 4815 or 4817) (4815 is the 4166th Composite Number)

An oath to someone who has a brain. Haven’t you seen what your Lord has done to Aad, Iram, the one which has the pillars, which has not been created like it in (verse 5 – 8 of Sura 89): $[200 + 740 + 211 + 71 + 600 + 110 + 180 + 222 + 77 + 241 + 1101 + 146 (or 145) + 441 + 70 + 740 + 576] + 90 = 5726 (or 5725) + 90 = 5816 (or 5815)

If you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. Perhaps your Lord may
have mercy on you. And if you return, we return and we make (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17): 

\[
(51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645) + (37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 + 140 + 162 + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 154) = 4091 + 3725 = 7816
\]

And if you return, we return and we make (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17): 

\[
(51+502+116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645) + (37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 + 140 + 162 + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 154) = 4091 + 3725 = 7816
\]

Crusaders’ siege of Constantinople began on July 17, 1203 AD Julian (July 24, 1203 AD Gregorian) (Zu Al-Qada 6, 599 Hijri) (2160,650.5 Julian Day). Following the end of the first siege of Constantinople in 1203, on August 1, 1203 (Zu Al-Qada 21, 599 Hijri), the pro-Crusaders Alexios Angelos was crowned Emperor Alexios IV of the Byzantine Empire. From 1203 AD to 2019 (possible Beginning of the End Times), there are 816 years.
from among our biggest Ayat (Miraculous Signs) (verse 23 of Sura 20): \[90 + 464 (462 \text{ or } 463) + 263 = 817 \text{ (or } 816)\]

The House, Allah will make him good in a (or one) night: \[443 + [143 + 66 (or 67) + 90] + 75 = 443 + 299 \text{ (or } 300) + 75 = 817 \text{ (or } 818)\] (This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi)

Cursed are the hands (verse 1 of Sura 111): \[802 + 15 = 817\]

Nihaya (End) of the Caliphate: \[71 + 746 \text{ (or } 747) = 817 \text{ (or } 818)\]

The Maseekh (False or Transformed Messiah) + Gog + Magog: \[741 + 76 = 817\]

The Saint Peter: \[205 + 612 = 817\]

Hadd (Destruction) of the Catholic Church: \[9 + (176 + 633) = 817\]

Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paulus (Paul) + Hadd ( Destruction) of the Vatican: \[21 + (37 + 59 + 98) + 9 + 593 \text{ (or } 592) = 21 + 194 + 9 + 593 \text{ (or } 592) = 817 \text{ (or } 816)\]

The Rahman, the Raheem. Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Universe, the Rahman, the Raheem, master of (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 1): \[329 + 289 + 83 + 65 + 202 + 231 + 329 + 289 = 1817\]

He asks: When is Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval)? When the sight is sparkled and (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 75): \[1817 \text{ (or } 1818)\]

Day of Khusf (Collapse) of a mine of the gold + the copper: \[56 + (740 + 133 + 738 + 150) = 56 + 1761 = 1817\]

Or have you thought that People of the Cave were of our Ayat (Signs or Verses) (verse 9 of Sura 18): \[(41 + 470 + 51 + 101) + [136 + 6 + 381 + 78 + 90 + 463 \text{ (or } 464)] = 663 + 1154 \text{ (or } 1155) = 1817 \text{ (1816 or } 1818)\]

Three Hundred years, and increased by Nine (verse 25 of Sura 18): \[[1030 \text{ (or } 1031) + 56 + 170] + (6 + 24 + 531) = 1256 \text{ (or } 1257) + 561 = 1817 \text{ (or } 1818)\]

Three years and increased by Tisa (Nine) days: \[1030 \text{ (or } 1031) + 170 + 6 + 24 + 535 + 52 = 1817 \text{ (or } 1818) \text{ (1817 is the } 1536^{th} \text{ Composite Number) (2140 is the } 1817^{th} \text{ Composite Number)}\]

Three Hundred years, and increased by Nine (verse 25 of Sura 18): \[[1030 \text{ (or } 1031) + 56 + 170] + (6 + 24 + 531) = 1256 \text{ (or } 1257) + 561 = 1817 \text{ (or } 1818)\]

Three years and increased by Tisa (Nine) days: \[1030 \text{ (or } 1031) + 170 + 6 + 24 + 535 + 52 = 1817 \text{ (or } 1818) \text{ (1817 is the } 1536^{th} \text{ Composite Number) (2140 is the } 1817^{th} \text{ Composite Number)}\]

Min (from or than) one thousand month. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every (verses 3 – 4 of Sura 97): \[90 + [111 + 505 + 487 + 137 \text{ (or } 136) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50] = 90 + 2727 \text{ (or } 2726) = 2817 \text{ (or } 2816) \text{ (2817 is the } 2407^{th} \text{ Composite Number)}\]
And how would you know what Saqar is? It does not keep and does not leave. It darkens the humans. Upon it, there are nine (verse 27–30 of Sura 74):

\[
6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 360 + 31 + 512 + 6 + 31 + 1300 + 50 + 562 + 116 + 535 = 3817 \quad (3817 \text{ is the } 3287^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number})
\]

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Recite in the name of your Lord who created. He created the human from Alaq. Recite and your Lord, the Akram (Most Honorable) (verse 1 of Sura 96):

\[
66 + 330 + 289 + 302 + 103 + (222 + 741 + 730 + 730 + 192 + 90 + 200 + 302 + 6 + 222 + 292) = 1090 + 3727 = 4817 \quad (4817 \text{ is the } 649^{\text{th}} \text{ Prime Number})
\]

♦ Tahrir (Liberation): \(818 \quad (= 2 \times 409) \quad (818 \text{ is the } 676^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number}) \quad (985 \text{ is the } 818^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number}) \quad (6287 \text{ is the } 818^{\text{th}} \text{ Prime Number})

Menstruation: 818

Day of Intida (Beginning) of the Hour + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): \(56 + 409 + [167 + 186 \text{ (or 187)}] = 56 + [409 + 353 \text{ (or 354)}] = 56 + 762 \text{ (or 763)} = 818 \text{ (or 819)}

Day of Zu Al-Hijja + 9: \(56 + (706 + 47) + 9 = 56 + (753 + 9) = 56 + 762 = 818 \text{ (or 819)}

[The 9th of Zu Al-Hijja is the day on which pilgrims stand on Mount of Arafat, the day prior to the first day of Eid the Adha (Sacrifice), also known as Day of Nahr (Slaughter)]

Day the people shall stand up (or rise) for Lord of the Universe (verse 6 of Sura 83): \(56 + [156 + 142 + 232 + 232 \text{ (or 231)}] = 56 + 762 \text{ (or 761)} = 818 \text{ (or 817)}

The House, Allah will make him good in a (or one) night: \(443 + [143 + 67 \text{ (or 66)} + 90] + 75 = 443 + 300 \text{ (or 299)} + 75 = 818 \text{ (or 817)} \quad \text{(This is part of a Hadith about the Mahdi)}

Listen when the Caller calls (verse 41 of Sura 50): \(571 + (56 + 65 + 126) = 571 + 247 = 818\)

Nihaya (End) of the Caliphate: \(71 + 747 \text{ (or 746)} = 818 \text{ (or 817)}

End of State of City of the Vatican: \(71 + 45 + (109 + 593) = 71 + (45 + 702) = 71 + 747 = 818\)

Month of September: \(505 + 313 = 818\)

Promise of the Gold: \(80 + 738 = 818\)
Massacre of Srebrenica: $255 + 563 = 818$ (or 808)

[Srebrenica Massacre] in which more than 8000 Muslim Bosnians were massacred by Christian Serbs, in a town called Srebrenica in Bosnia, happened from **July 11, 1995** (Safar 12, 1416 Hijri) (Tammuz 13, 5755 Jewish) till **July 13, 1995**.

- The Masat (Tragedy) + Manhattan + London (or Sydney): 138 + [546 (or 547) + 134] = 138 + 680 (or 681) = 818 (or 819)
- The Poles (of the Earth) + Britania (Britain): 144 + 674 = 818
- The Qiyama (Resurrection) of the Muttaqeen (Pious or God-fearing): 187 (or 186) + 631 = 818 (or 817)

**Karl Marx**, father of Communism, was born on **May 5, 1818** (Jumada Thania 28, 1233 Hijri) and died on **March 14, 1883** (Jumada Ula 5, 1300 Hijri).
Day of ringing of Bell of Peace: $56 + (370 + 263 + 130) = 56 + 763 = 819$

they shall enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17): $681 + 138 = 819$

they shall enter England: $681 + 138 = 819$

have descended it/him and in the Haq (Truth) it/he has descended. And We have not sent you, except as (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): $819$

A messenger from Lord of the Alameen (World or Universe) (verse 61 of Sura 7) & (verse 67 of Sura 7): $819$ (or $820$)

Zanz (Sin) of Adam and Hawwa (Eve): $752 + 6 + 45 (or 46) + 16 = 819$ (or $820$)

Lucia Santos + Fatima: $(107 + 577) + 135 = 684 + 135 = 819$ [Lucia is one of the 3 children in Fatima, Portugal, who had apparitions (visions) about the End Times in 1917. Lucia is the one who revealed the third secret.]

Qudum (Coming) of Peres + Masjid (Mosque) of the Jazzar (Slaughterer) + Akka: $150 + 229 + 17 + 242 + 91 = 819$

The Masat (Tragedy) + Manhattan + London (or Sydney): $138 + [547 (or 546) + 134] = 138 + 681 (or 680) = 819$ (or $818$)

Sydney , New South Wales (Australian State whose capital is Sydney): $134 + (66 + 566 + 53) = 134 + 685 (or 686) = 819$ (or $820$)

Awda (Return) of the Prophet Jesus, the Messiah (Christ) son of Mary: $85 + 93 + [150 + 149 + 52 (or 53) + 290] = 85 + 93 + 641 (or 642) = 819$ (or $820$)

The rise of the Sun + the West: $(115 + 431) + 1273 = 546 + 1273 = 1819$ (equivalent to $819$) (1819 is the 1538th Composite Number ) (2144 is the 1819th Composite Number)

And made you inherit their land (verse 27 of Sura 33): $6 + (767 + 1046) = 6 + 1813 = 1819$ (equivalent to $819$)

The Earth. When (Promise) comes (verse 104 of Sura 17): $(1032 + 782) + 5 = 1814 + 6 = 1819$ (equivalent to $819$)

Awwal (Beginning) of Sana (year) 1444 Hijria : $37 + 115 + 1444 + 223 = 1819$

And they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first
time and (verse 7 of Sura 17): \(6 + (681 + 138) + 61 + (645 + 37 + 245) + 6 = (6 + 819 + 61 + 927) + 6 = 1813 + 6 = 1819\)

From the Darknesses to the Light (verse 1 of Sura 14): \(90 + 1401 (or 1402) + 41 + 287 = 1819 (or 1820)\)

From the Darknesses to the Light by permission of their Lord (verse 1 of Sura 14): \([90 + 1401 (or 1402) + 41 + 287] + (753 + 247) = 1819 (or 1820) + 1000 = 2819 (or 1820)\) (2819 is the 410th Prime Number) (3282 is the 2819th Composite Number)

Al-Thalith wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Third) + Ramadan : \((1062 + 6 + 661) + 1090 (or 1091) = 1729 + 1090 (or 1091) = 2819 (or 1820)\)

From the evilness of what he created and from the evilness of Ghaisiq when (verse 2 - 3 of Sura 113): \(90 + [500 + 41 + 730 + 6 + 90 + 500 + 1160 (or 1161) + 702] = 90 + 3729 (or 3730) = 3819 (or 3820)\) (3819 is the 3289th Composite Number)

And designated for it stages (phases), so that you may know the number of years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment). Allah has not created that except in the Haq. He details the Ayat (Signs) (verse 5 of Sura 10): \(6 + 309 + 128 + 577 + 78 + 201 + 6 + 102 + 41 + 730 + 66 + 750 + 32 + 141 + 210 + 442 (or 443) = 3819 (or 3820)\)

Sydney , New South Wales (Australian State whose capital is Sydney): \(134 + (66 + 567 + 53) = 134 + 686 (or 685) = 820 (or 819) (820 = 10 \times 82)\) (820 is the 678th Composite Number) (987 is the 820th Composite Number) (6301 is the 820th Prime Number)

Nuzul (Descent) of Torah of Moses: \(93 + 611 (or 612) + 116 = 820 (or 821)\)

Golden Calf : \(103 + 717 = 820\)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr, Lailat of the Qadr (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 97): \((75 + 335) + (75 + 335) = 410 + 410 = 820\)

From Alaq (clot). Read and your Lord, (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 96): \(90 + (200 + 302 + 6 + 222) = 90 + 730 = 820\)

And Allah made you victorious in Badr and (verse 123 of Sura 3): \(6 + (134 + 400 + 66 + 208) + 6 = 6 + (808 + 6) = 6 + 814 = 820\)

And the Promise has approached (verse 97 of Sura 21): \(6 + (703 + 111) = 6 + 814 = 820\)
Day of Istiada (Getting back or Recapture) of the Aqsa: \(56 + (541 + 223) = 56 + 764 = 820\)

Zanb (Sin) of Adam and Hawwa (Eve): \(752 + 6 + 46 (or 45) + 16 = 820 \) (or 819)

Awda (Return) of the Prophet Jesus, the Messiah (Christ) son of Mary: \(85 + 93 + [150 + 149 + 53 (or 52) + 290] = 85 + [93 + 642 (or 641)] = 85 + 735 = 820 \) (or 819)

Line up + Eleven Planets (verse 4 of Sura 12): \(189 + [13 + 570 + 48 (or 49)] = 189 + 631 (or 632) = 820 \) (or 821)

Iraq’s Ghazu (Invasion) of Kuwait: \(1013 + (371 + 436) = 1820\)

This safe Balad (Country or City). We have created (verse 3 – 4 of Sura 95): \(706 + (67 + 132 + 134 + 781) = 706 + 1114 = 1820\)

Iraq’s Ghazu (Invasion) of Kuwait: \(1013 + (371 + 436) = 1820\)

Head (Beginning) of Sana (year) 1444 = 261 + 115 + 1444 = 1820

Ibtida (Beginning) of the Magic + The Sha’waza (Sorcery or Witchcraft): \(409 + (299 + 1112) = 409 + 1411 = 1820\)

It is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17): \(116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 \) (or 838) = \(1820 \) (or 1821) \(1820 \) is the \(1539\)th Composite Number

Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Laffifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Truth) We have descended it/him and in the Haq (Truth) it/he has descended. And We have not (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): \(1820 \) (or 1821)

the Akram (Most Generous or Honorable) who taught by the pen. He taught the human what did not (verse 3 – 5 of Sura 96): \(1820\)

From the Darkesses to the Light by permission of their Lord (verse 1 of Sura 14): \(90 + [1402 (or 1401) + 41 + 287] = 90 + 1730 (or 1729) = 1820 \) (or 1819)

From the Darkesses to the Light (verse 1 of Sura 14): \(90 + [1402 (or 1401) + 41 + 287] = 90 + 1730 (or 1729) + 1000 \) = \(90 + 2730 (or 2729) = 2820 \) (or 2819)

Al-Thalith wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Third) + Ramadan: \(1062 + 6 + 661 + 1091 = 1729 (or 1728) + 1091 = 2820 \) (or 2819)
From the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings to show him from our Ayat (Signs) (verse 1 of Sura 17): 

\[
90 + (138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 223 + 741 + 273 + 49 + 295 + 90 + 462) = 90 + 2730 = 2820
\]

the Hour Baghta (all of a sudden) or a torment comes to them (verse 55 of Sura 22): 

\[
2820
\]

The Rahman taught the Quran, created the human, taught him the Bayan (proper interpretation). The Sun and the Moon (verse 1 – 5 of Sura 55): 

\[
2820 (or 2821) (2820 is the 2409th Composite Number) (3283 is the 2820th Composite Number)
\]

Ten Night and the Even and the Odd and the Night as it travels (verse 2 - 4 of Sura 75): 

\[
2820
\]

From the evilness of what he created and from the evilness of Ghasiq when (verse 2 - 3 of Sura 113): 

\[
90 + [500 + 41 + 730 + 6 + 90 + 500 + 1161 (or 1160) + 702] = 90 + 3730 (or 3729) = 3820 (or 3819)
\]

And designated for it stages (phases), so that you may know the number of years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment). Allah has not created that except in the Haq. He details the Ayat (Signs) (verse 5 of Sura 10): 

\[
6 + [309 + 128 + 576 (or 577) + 78] + [201 + 6 + 102 + 41 + 730 + 66 + 750 + 32 + 141 + 210 + 444 (or 443)] = 6 + 1091 (or 1092) + 2723 (or 2722) = 6 + 3814 (or 3813) = 3820 (or 3819) (3820 is the 3290th Composite Number)
\]

And glorify by praising your Lord before rise of the Sun and before the setting (sun-set) and during the night glorify him And do it at the end of the prostration. And listen the day the Caller calls from a close place, the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) (verse 39 – 42 of Sura 50): 

\[
6 + (70 + 54 + 222 + 132 + 115 + 431 + 6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 71 + 155) + [ 6 + 207 (or 208) + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144] = (6 + 2723) + 2091 = 2729 + 2091 = 4820 (4820 is the 4170th Composite Number) (This segment consists of 23 words)
\]

♦ Al-Sabi Al-Ishroon (The Twenty Seventh): 164 + 657 = 821 (821 is the 142nd Prime Number) (988 is the 821st Composite Number)

The Day of the Sabi Ashar (Twenty Seventh): 87 + (164 + 570) = 87 + 734 = 821

Mawlid (Birth) of the Maseekh (False Messiah): 80 + 741 = 821

Promise of the Maseekh (False Messiah) : 80 + 741 = 821
The Hadm (Destruction) + The Maseekh (False Messiah): 80 + 741 = **821**

Nuzul (Descent) of Torah of Moses: 93 + 612 (or 611) + 116 = **821 (or 820)**

Line up + Eleven Planets (verse 4 of Sura 12): 189 + [13 + 570 + 49 (or 48)] = 189 + 632 (or 631) = **821 (or 820)**

And I bear witness that Mohammad is a Messenger of Allah: **821 (or 822)** (Muslims’ Testimony of Faith)

Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds). And in the Haq (Truth) We have descended it/him and in the Haq (Truth) it/he has descended. And We have not (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): **1821 (or 1820)**

your Lord has done to Aad, Iram, the one which has (verses 6 - 7 of Sura 89): 180 + 222 + 77 + 241 + 1101 = **1821** (1821 is the 1540th Composite Number)

The Rahman taught the Quran, created the human, taught him the Bayan (proper interpretation). The Sun and the Moon (verse 1 – 5 of Sura 55): **2821 (or 2820)**

From the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings to show him from our Ayat (Signs) (verse 1 of Sura 17): 90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 223 + 741 + 273 + 49 + 295 + 90 + 463 (or 462) = **2821 (or 2820)**

The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by the permission of their Lord (verse 3 - 4 of Sura 97): [335 + 90 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 + 6 + 245 + 96] + (753 + 247) = 2821 (or 2822) + 1000 = **3821 (or 3822)** (3821 is the 530th Prime Number) (4424 is the 3821st Composite Number)

The Seventh Month Miladi (in the Calendar based on Birth of Christ): (536 + 164) + 122 = 700 + 122 = **822** (= 2 x 3 x 137) (822 is the 679th Composite Number)

The Moon has been Inshaqqa (cracked) (verse 1 of Sura 54): 451 + 371 = **822**
Lailat (Eve) of Tadnees (Desecration) of the Aqsa: \[75 + (524 + 223) = 75 + 747 = 822\]

Lailat (Eve) of the Caliphate: \[75 + 747 = 822\]

And I bear witness that Mohammad is a Messenger of Allah (last part of Muslims’ Testimony of Faith): \[= 6 + 310 + 51 + 93 \text{ (or 92)} + 296 + 66 = 822 \text{ (or 821)}\]

The Orthodox: \[822\]

We got (them) to be found (verse 21 of Sura 18): \[822\]

Fat’h (Conquest) of Constantinople: \[488 + 334 = 822\]

Fat’h (Conquest) of Great Britain: \[488 + (283 + 1051) = 488 + 1334 = 1822\]

(equivalent to \[822\])

Day of visit of Peres to Al-Maghrib (Morocco): \[56 + [223 + 635 + 41 + 1273] = 56 + 1766 = 1822\]

The Mosque like they entered it the first time and shall destroy what (verse 7 of Sura 17): \[1822 \text{ (equivalent to 822)}\]

When it evident to him. He said: "I know that God is capable of every thing." (verse 259 of Sura 2): \[1822 \text{ (equivalent to 822)} \quad (1822 = 2 \times 911) \quad (1822 \text{ is the 1541}^{\text{st}} \text{ Composite Number})\]

The Expulsion + The Philistiniyeen (Palestinians) + Palestine:
\[244 + 340 + 239 = 823 \text{ (= 323 + 500)} \quad (823 \text{ is the 143}\text{rd Prime Number})\]

(990 is the 823\text{rd Composite Number}) \quad (6323 is the 823\text{rd Prime Number}) \quad (3823 is the 531\text{st Composite Number})

The Sadis wa Al-Ishreen (Twenty Sixth): \[156 + 6 + 661 = 823\]

Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paul, the Second: \[21 + (37 + 75 + 98 + 592) = 21 + 802 = 823\]

The Muzannab (Comet): \[823\]

that He perished the first Aad and Thamud (veres 50-51 of Sura 53):
\[56 + 56 + 76 \text{ (or 75)} + 78 + 6 + 551 \text{ (or 550)} = 56 + 767 \text{ (765 or 766)} = 823 \text{ (822 or 821)}\]

Day of Promise of Halak (Perishing or Devastation) of Aad and
Thamud: $56 + (80 + 56) + (75 + 6 + 550) = 56 + (136 + 631) = 56 + 767 = 823

I saw them prostrating for me. (verse 4 of Sura 12): 823 (or 824)

The Promise of my Lord (God) comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + City of London, Britain: $297 + 526 = 823

The Intiha (End) of Great Britain: $489 + 1334 = 1823 (equivalent to 823)

To yourselves elf and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise comes (verse 7 of Sura 17): 1823

Our Lord! Remove this torment from upon us. We have become Believers! (verse 12 of Sura 44): $253 + 401 + 121 + 804 + 52 + 192 = 823$ (equivalent to 823) (1823 is the 281st Prime Number) (2148 is the 1823rd Composite Number)

The Crusaders conquered Jerusalem for the first time and massacred its Muslim & Jewish inhabitants on July 15, 1099 Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian)

The Messenger, the Prophet, the illiterate, whom they can find written about, with them, in the Torah and the Gospel (verse 157 of Sura 7): 2823

Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr. Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. Descend (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): $75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 = 2823$

from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings to show him of our signs (verse 1 of Sura 17): $90 + (138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 223 + 741 + 274 + 49 + 295 + 90 + 464) = 90 + 2733 = 2823$ ($= 3 \times 941$) (2823 is the 2412th Composite Number)

And listen when the Caller calls (verse 41 of Sura 50): 824

My Lord/God will let it be destroyed and thus the Promise of my Lord is true. (verse 98 of Sura 18): 824
They came to you from above you and from below you (verse 10 of Sura 33): (71 + 90 + 246) + (6 + 90 + 171 + 250) = 407 + 417 = 824

Khusf (Collapse) of Wall of the Jews: 740 + (28 + 56) = 740 + 84 = 824

Jesus Christ: 133 (or 134) + 691 = 824 (or 825)

Khusf (Collapse) of Wall of the Jews: 740 + (28 + 56) = 740 + 84 = 824

Jesus Christ: 133 (or 134) + 691 = 824 (or 825)

Howa, Lord of the Shira (Arabs refer to Sirius Star as Al-Shira Al-Yamaniya)
(49 of Sura 53): 11 + (202 + 611) = 11 + 813 = 824 [The title of Sura 53 is Al-Najm, meaning the Star. Verse 49 is placed in the Quran immediately before verses 50 - 51 that talk about the devastation of the people of Aad and Thamud by God]

The People about the Hour (verse 63 of Sura 33): (142 + 120) + 562 (or 167) = 262 + 562 (or 167) = 824 (or 429)

The Tasi (Ninth) + Month of Zi Al-Hijja: 562 + (505 + 710 + 47) = 562 + 1262 = 1824

your Lord, above them, on that Day, Eight (verse 17 of Sura 69): 222 + 231 + 766 + 605 (or 606) = 1824 (or 1825) (1824 is the 1542nd Composite Number)

Aam (Year) 1440 li-Al-Hijra (Hijri): 111 + (1440 + 273) = 111 + 1713 = 1824 (This is refers to year 1440 Hijri)

The Imam Mahdi, the Muntazar (Awaitid): (113 + 90) + 1621 = 203 + 1621 = 1824 (equivalent to 824)

The Imam Mahdi + Al-Hashimi (Mahdi’s family name) + Prince of the Believers + The Caliph = 113 + 90 + [387 + 478 (or 479) + 756] = 113 + 90 + 1621 (or 1622) = 1824 (or 1825) (equivalent to 824)

Al-Sabi Ashar (The Twenty Seventh) + Ramadan: (164 + 570) + 1090 (or 1091) = 734 + 1090 (or 1091) = 1824 (or 1825)

When a Warner, from them, came (or was sent) to them, the unbelievers said (verse 2 of Sura 50): (51 + 50 + 990) + [135 + 211 + 387 (or 388)] = 734 + 1090 (or 1091) = 1824 (or 1825)

A Warner from them, so the unbelievers said: “This is an astonishing matter.” (verse 2 of Sura 50): 2824 (or 2825) (equivalent to 824)

Prostration and listen when the caller calls from a close location, the day they hear Al-Saiha (the Scream) in the Haq; that is the day. (verses 40 - 42 of Sura 50): (104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236) + (144 + 141 + 750 + 56) = 1733 + 1091 = 2824 (2824 is the 2413th Composite Number) (3287 is the 2824th Composite Number)
لَمْ يُخلق مثلها في البلد وتمود الذين جابوا الصخر has never been created like it among the Bilad (counties or cities). And Thamud who carved the rocks (verse 8 – 9 of Sura 89): 41 + 740 + 576 + 90 + 67 + 6 + 550 + 791 + 13 + 921 = 3824

أَن يَستَفْزِهُمْ أَنَّ الْأَرْضَ فَأَعْرَقَاهَا وَمِن مِّنِّهَا وَقَلِنَا to provoke them out of the Land, but we drowned him and those with him, all of them. And We said from (verse 103 – 104 of Sura 17): (51 + 602 + 90 + 1032 + 1437 + 6 + 90 + 115 + 124 + 6 + 181) + 90 = 3734 + 90 = 3824

فِي لَيْلِهِ مِبَارَكِهِ إِنَّا كُنَّا مَنْذُرينَ فِيهَا يَفْرُقُ كُلُّ أَمْرٍ حَكِيمٍ أَمْرًا مِّنْ عِنْدِنَا إِنَّا كَانَ مُرَسِّلِينَ رَحْمَهَا On a blessed night. We have been warning. In it every wise command is distributed, a command from us. We have been sending a mercy from (verse 3 – 6 of Sura 44): 90 + (75 + 268 + 52 + 71 + 1050 + 96 + 390 + 50 + 241 + 78 + 242 + 90 + 175 + 52 + 71) + (390 + 253 + 90) = (90 + 3001) + 733 = 3091 + 733 = 3824 (3824 is the 3292nd Composite Number)

♦ وَ لَيْدَخُلُوا الْمَسْجِدَ and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17): 6 + 681 + 138 = 825 (825 is the 681st Composite Number) (993 is the 825th Composite Number)

السَّابِعُ وَ العَشْرُ العشرين + Al-Sabi Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Seventh): 164 + 661 = 825

يَوْمِ السَّابِعُ وَ الْعَشَرِينَ Day of Sabi wa Ishreen (Twenty Seventh): 56 + (133 + 6 + 630) = 56 + 769 = 825

الْيَوْمُ السَّبعةُ عشر The Day of the Saba Ashar (Twenty Seventh) : 87 + (168 + 570) = 87 + 738 = 825

إِلَّا أَيُّهُ الْآيَاتِ يُفْصِلُ بِالْحَقِّ except in the Haq, he details the Ayat (verses or signs) (verse 5 of Sura 10): [141 + 210 + 442 (or 443)] = 32 + 793 (or 794) = 825 (or 826)

الْمَسَاتِ + Manhattan and London (or Sydney): 138 + [547 (or 546) + 6 + 134] = 138 + 687 (or 686) = 825 (or 824)

إِمَبرَاطُورُ الإِسْكَنْدَرَ Emperator (Emperor) Alexander: 459 (or 458) + 366 = 825 (or 824)

إِمِبرَاطُورُ الإِسْكَنْدَرَ Emperor Alexander: 459 + 366 = 825

الْمَسِيْخُ + The Maseekh (False/Transformed Messiah) + The Jinn (demons): 741 + 84 = 825

جِيَسَسُ كِراَبِيْسَتِي Jesus Christ: 134 (or 133) + 691 = 825 (or 824)

يَوْمُذَنَ يَمُوجَ On that Day, move like waves (inter-mingle) (verse 99 of Sura 18): 766 + 59 = 825

بَدَأْنَا أَوَّلاً خَلَقَ we started the first creation (verse 104 of Sura 21): 58 + 37 + 730 = 825
the Ayat (verses or signs) to people who know. (verse 6 of Sura 10): $443 + (176 + 206) = 443 + 382 = 825$

The Ayat (Verses) of the Quran: $443 + 382$ (or 383) = 825 (or 826)

Angels and We have not made their Idda (count, number, or period) (verse 31 of Sura 74): $825$ (or 826)

The Siam (Fasting) has been written (decreed) upon you like (verse 183 of Sura 2): $422 + 170 + 172 + 61 = 764 + 61 = 825$

Voyage of the Space + The Eleventh Apollo: $(243 + 913) + (54 + 570) + 45 = 1156 + (624 + 45) = 1825$ (1825 is the 1543rd Composite Number)

Heaven a Sign, such that their necks remain. (verse 4 of Sura 26): $1825$ (or 1826) (equivalent to 825)

your Lord, above them, on that Day, Eight (verse 17 of Sura 69): $222 + 231 + 766 + 606$ (or 605) = $1825$ (or 1824)

The Imam Mahdi + Al-Hashimi (Mahdi’s family name) + Prince of the Believers + The Caliph = $113 + 90 + [387 + 479 (or 478) + 756] = 113 + 90 + 1622 (or 1621) = 1825 (or 1824) (equivalent to 825)

When a Munzir (Warner) from them came to them, so the Kafiroon (Unbelievers) said (verse 2 of Sura 50. It is the 463rd verse of the Quran): $(51 + 50 + 990) + (135 + 211 + 388) = 734 + 1091 = 1825$

Lailat (Eve) of One + Muharram + 1444: $75 + [18 (or 19) + 288] + 1444 = 75 + [306 (or 307) + 1444] = 75 + 1750 (or 1751) = 1825$ (or 1826)

Day of Atomic Bomb + Hiroshima + Japan: $56 + (187 + 915) + 572 + 95 = 56 + (1102 + 572 + 95) = 56 + 1769 = 1825$

Maji (Coming or Arrival) of the Israeli President Shimon Peres to Masjid (Mosque) of the Jazzar (Slaughteerer) + Akka: $54 (or 53) + [311 + 344 (or 343)] + (406 + 229) + 91 = [54 (or 53) + 655 (or 654) + 635 + 41 + 349] + 91 = 1734 (or 1733) + 91 = 1825 (or 1824)

Lailat (Eve) of Thalith Ishreen (Twenty Third) + Ramadan: $75 + [1030 (or 1031) + 630 ] + 1090 (or 1091) = [75 + 1660 (or 1661)] + 1090 (or 1091) = 1735 (or 1736) + 1090 (or 1091) = 1825 (or 1826)
Al-Thalatha wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Three) + Ramadan: \(1067 + 6 + 661 + 1091 = 2825\)

An they would come (or get) out and they thought that their fortresses would protect them (or make them immune or resistant) from (or against) (verse 2 of Sura 59): \([51 + 820 + 6 + 957 + 96 + 606 (or 605) + 199] + 90 = 2735 (or 2734) + 90 = 2825 (or 2824)\)

Munzir (Warner) from them, so the Kafiroon (Unbelievers) said, this is an amazing thing (verse 2 of Sura 50): \(2825 (or 2825)\) is the \(2414^{th}\) Composite Number

the Book. Some of it are Ayat (verses) Muhkamat; they are Mother of the Book and others (verse 7 of Sura 3): \(2825 (or 2824)\)

Two parties who met: a party fighting for the sake of Allah and the other one, a disbeliever, which sees them as if they are twice their actual number. (verse 13 of Sura 3): \(4825 (or 4825)\) is the \(4175^{th}\) Composite Number

We have descended him/it in Night of the Qadr and how would you know what the Night of the Qadr is. Night of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. the angels and the Spirit descend in it by the permission of their Lord from every Amr (command or matter). Peace (verse 1- 5 of Sura 97): \(5825 (or 5825)\) (equivalent to \(825\))

By Day of the Qiyama and do swear by the self-reproaching soul. Does the human think that We are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, We are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human wishes to deny what is coming ahead of him. He asks: when will Day of the Qiyama be? When the sight is sparkled (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 75): \([58 + 186 (or 187) + 6 + 31 + 201 + 223 + 113 + 81 + 192] + [81 + 163 + 1016 + 42 + 365 + 110 + 51 + 126 + 108 + 32 + 224 + 193 + 323 + 87 + 101 + 62 + 56 + 187 (or 186) + 782 + 302 + 323] = 1091 + 4734 (or 4733) = 5825 (or 5824) (or 5825)\) is the \(5060^{th}\) Composite Number

They ask you about the Hour: When will its docking be? while you are part of its remembrance (or mention). To your Lord is its end. However, you are a warner for those who fear it. As if the day they see it, they do not remain except (verse 42 - 46 of Sura 79): \([176 + 120 + 167 + 62 + 306 + 130 + 451 + 90 + 926 + 41 + 222 + 501 + 91 (or 92) + 451] + (990 + 90 + 916 + 116 + 56 + 272 + 70 + 549 + 32) = 3734 (or 3735) + 3091 = 6825 (or 6826) (6825 is the \(5947^{th}\) Composite Number) \(7813 (or 6825)\) is the \(6825^{th}\) Composite Number)
Promise comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Maseekh (Transformed/ False Messiah): 

(5 + 80) + 741 = 85 + 741 = 826  

(826 is the 682nd Composite Number)

Awda (Return) of the Maseekh (Transformed/ False Messiah):  

(5 + 80) + 741 = 85 + 741 = 826

The Maseekh (Transformed/ False Messiah) + The Jan (Demons):  

741 + 85 = 826

Istirja (Recapture or Return) of Akka (Acre): 735 + 91 = 826

Angels and We have not made their Idda (count, number, or period)  

(verse 31 of Sura 74):  

826 (or 825)

The World Trade: 640 + 186 (or 187) = 826 (or 827)

Bina (Buildings) of World Trade: 62 + 609 + 155 (or 156) = 826 (or 827)

Victory of the Deen (Religion) + The Adala (Justice) + The true Promise (verse 97 of Sura 21):  

(340 + 95) + 141 + (111 + 139) = 435 + 141 + 250 = 826

Day the Caller calls from a close place. The Day (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50):  

56 + 65 + 136 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 = 826

The Hour is coming. There is no doubt (verse 7 of Sura 22): 167 +  

[ 416 (or 417) + 31 + 212 ] = 167 + 659 (or 660) = 826 (or 827)

The Corrective Movement: 264 + 562 = 826

Twenty Seven + Mayo (May): (133 + 6 + 630) + 57 = 826

The Seventh Month Miladi (based on birth of Jesus): (536 + 164) + 126 = 700 + 126 = 826

Eid of the Fitr (Islamic Holiday at the end of Ramadan, starts on the 1\textsuperscript{st} day of Shawwal. In 2022, it is on May 2) + Day of Promise of Zawal (End) of State of Russia:  

(84 + 320) + (56 + 80 + 9) + 277 = 404 + 145 + 277 = 826

President of Israel, Shimon Peres, visited Mosque of the Jazzar (Slaughterer) in Akka, Israel, on Tuesday, August 23, 2011 (Ramadan 23, 1432 Hijri) (Av 23, 5771 Jewish Calendar) (2455,796.5\textsuperscript{th} Julian Day)

Lailat (Eve) of Thalith Ishreen (Twenty Third) + Ramadan: 75 + [1030 (or 1031) + 630 ] + 1091 (or 1090) = [75 + 1660 (or 1661)] + 1091 (or 1090) = 1735 (or 1736) + 1091 (or 1090) = 1826 (or 1825)
Day of the Khuruj (Coming Out) + The Mahdi + The Tabut (Coffin or Ark): \((56 + 840) + 90 + 840 = 1826\) (or \(1825\)) (equivalent to \(826\))

\(896 + 90 + 840 = 1826\) (or \(1825\)) (equivalent to \(826\))

Witness and a Bearer of glad tidings (good news) and a Warner (verse 8 of Sura 48): \(310\) (or \(311\)) + 6 + 543 + 6 + 961 = \(1826\) (or \(1827\)) (equivalent to \(826\))

And Ten Night and the Even and the Odd and the Night as it travels (verse 2 - 4 of Sura 75): \(2826\) (\(2826\) is the \(2415\)th Composite Number) \(3289\) is the \(2826\)th Composite Number

They ask you about the Hour: When will its docking be? While you are part of its remembrance (or mention). To your Lord is its end. However, you are a warner for those who fear it.

As if the day they see it, they do not remain except (verse 42 - 46 of Sura 79): 

\[176 + 120 + 167 + 62 + 306 + 130 + 451 + 90 + 926 + 41 + 222 + 501 + 92 (or 91) + 451 + (990 + 90 + 916 + 116 + 56 + 272 + 70 + 549 + 32) = 3735\] (or \(3734\)) + 3091 = \(6826\) (or \(6825\)) (\(6826\) is the \(5948\)th Composite Number)

The 7-day dedication (or consecration) festival of Solomon’s Temple in Jerusalem, which remained unused for 11 months after the completion of its construction till its dedication, started on Tishri 8, 2935 Jewish (826 B.C.). This festival was followed by the 7-day Feast of Tabernacles (Tents) that starts on Tishri 15. In verses 1 - 12 of Kings 8 Chapter of the Old Testament, there is a description of what happened. On the 8th day of Tishri, the ceremonies began with a procession that brought the Ark of the Covenant (which contains the stone tablets of Moses) from its special tent in the City of David up to the Temple Mount. During the 8th and the 9th days of Tishri, the Ark was in the courtyard of the Temple and a huge amount of sacrifices were made in front of it. The Ark remained covered so that it could not be seen by the people. On the 10th day of Tishri (Yom Kippur), the Ark was moved a few feet and placed inside the front room of the Temple, and then it was carried further inside the Temple into the Holy of Holies room. According to the Old Testament, Solomon declared that the promise made to David by God had now been fulfilled by the dedication of the Temple and Solomon said that the Temple was God’s dwelling place on Earth forever.

Day of the Khusf (Collapse): \(56 + 771 = 827\) (\(827\) is the \(144\)th Prime Number)

\(995\) is the \(827\)th Composite Number

The Moon has been cracked (verse 1 of Sura 54): \(6 + [450 (or 451) + 371] = 6 + 821\) (or \(822\)) = \(827\) (or \(828\))
The World Trade: $640 + 187 (or 186) = 827 (or 826)$

Bina (Buildings) of World Trade: $62 + 609 + 156 (or 155) = 827 (or 826)$

Macro-Economics: $595 (or 596) + 232 = 827 (or 828)$

The Hour is coming. There is no doubt (verse 7 of Sura 22): $167 + [417 (or 416) + 31 + 212] = 167 + 660 (or 659) = 827 (or 826)$

Istiwa (Equality, Equilibrium, or Equinox) of the Night + the Day: $469 + 71 + 287 = 827$

You came based on Oadar (destiny) (verse 40 of Sura 20): $413 + 110 + 304 = 827$

Descent of the Prophet, the Messiah, Jesus son of Mary: $93 + [93 + 149 + 150 + 52 (or 53) + 290] = 93 + 734 (or 735) = 827 (or 828)$

Descent of Star of the Messiah Jesus son of Mary: $93 + [93 + 149 + 150 + 52 (or 53) + 290] = 93 + 734 (or 735) = 827 (or 828)$

Awda (Return) of the Pope John Paul, the Second: $85 + (37 + 75 + 38) + 592 = 85 + (150 + 592) = 85 + 742 = 827$

Promise of Nihaya (End) of City of Vatican has arrived: $(5 + 80) + [71 + (109 + 562)] = 85 + (71 + 671) = 85 + 742 = 827$

Ma'bad (Temple) of Artemis: $116 + 711 = 827$

The First Nuclear Tajriba (Test): $641 + 108 + 78 = 827$

Day of mine of the gold + the copper + Chile: $56 + (133 + 738 + 150) + 750 = 56 + (1021 + 750) = 56 + 1771 = 1827$

The Crusaders conquered Jerusalem on July 15, 1099 Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) [1545 is the 1545th Composite Number] (1827 is the 1545th Composite Number) (2152 is the 1827th Composite Number)

Witness and a Bearer of glad tidings (good news) and a Warner (verse 8 of Sura 48): $311 (or 310) + 6 + 543 + 6 + 961 = 1827 (or 1826) (equivalent to 827)$

Book of Numerical Analysis of the Quran, Hadith, Arabic Words + Historical Events: $422 (or 423) + (478 + 350) + 382 (or 383) + 553 + (522 + 318) + (545 + 1257) = 422 (or 423) + 828 + [382 (or 383) + 553 + 840 + 1802] = 422$
Doubt playing. So, wait for the day the Sama (Sky or Heaven) brings in evident smoke that covers the people. This is a painful torment. Our Lord, remove away from us (verse 9 – 12 of Sura 44): 320 + 168 + 783 + 56 + 811 + 133 + 657 + 102 + 1320 + 142 + 706 + 773 + 81 + 253 + 401 + 121 = 6827 (6827 is the 878th Prime Number)

Muslims, under the leadership of Salah Eddin Al-Ayyubi, defeated the Crusaders in the Battle of Hitteen, on July 4, 1187 AD (Rabi Thani 26, 583 Hijri). Jerusalem finally surrendered on October 2, 1187 AD (Rajab 27, 583 Hijri).

And the Moon has been cracked (verse 1 of Sura 54): 6 + [451 (or 450) + 371] = 6 + 822 (or 821) = 828 (or 827) (828 is the 683rd Composite Number) (996 is the 828th Composite Number)

Fall of Bayt of the Maqdis (House of Holiness – refers to the Jewish Temple, Aqsa Mosque, or Jerusalem): 175 + (412 + 235) = 175 + 647 = 828

Macro-Economics: 596 (or 595) + 232 = 828 (or 827)

Maraka (Battle) of Tel Mageddo: 335 + (430 + 63) = 335 + 493 = 828

Nostradamus: 828 (or 827). He died on July 2, 1566 (Zu Al-Hijja 14, 973 Hijri) (Tammuz 15, 5326 Jewish) [He was born on December 14, 1503 (Jumada Thania 25, 909 Hijri) (Kislev 26, 5264 Jewish)

Balad (Country) of the Afareet (evil Jinn or demons): 36 + 792 = 828

The Messiah, the Dajjal, George W. Bush, the Son: (149 + 69) + (212 + 6) + 308 + 84 = 218 + 218 + 308 + 84 = 744 + 84 = 828

Nihaya (End) of the Prince William, Duke of Cambridge: 71 + (282 + 86) + (110 + 279) = 71 + (368 + 389) = 71 + 757 = 828

Descent of the Prophet, the Messiah, Jesus son of Mary: 93 + [93 + 149 + 150 + 53 (or 52) + 290] = 93 + 735 (or 734) = 828 (or 827)

Descent of Star of the Messiah Jesus son of Mary: 93 + [93 + 149 + 150 + 53 (or 52) + 290] = 93 + 735 (or 734) = 828 (or 827)

Gospel of the Prophet, the Messiah, Jesus son of Mary: 94 + [93 + 149 + 150 + 52 (or 53) + 290] = 94 + 734 (or 735) = 829 (or 828)
Descent of Gospel of the Messiah, Jesus son of Mary: 93 + (94 + 149 + 150 + 52) (or 53) + 290 = 93 + 735 (or 736) = **829** (or **828**)  

the Naqoor (Trumpet) is blown/sounded (verse 8 of Sura 74): 350 + 90 + 388 = **828**  

A Book that We have brought down is blessed (verse 155 of Sura 6): 422 (or 423) + 143 (or 144) + 263 = **828** (or **830**)  

What has been descended (revealed or brought down) (verse 6 of Sura 15): 741 + 87 = **828**  

**Numerical Analysis:**  
478 + 350 = **828**  

calculated from Secret of the Hour: 401 + (260 + 167) = 401 + 427 = **828**  

Key of Secrets of the Akhira (End Times): 529 + [462 + 837 (or 838)] = 529 + 1299 (or 1300) = **1828** (or **1829**)  

gave you life, then makes you die, then revives you. (verse 66 of Sura 22): **1828** (or **1829**) (= 2x2x457) (**1828** is the 1546th Composite Number) (**2154** is the 1828th Composite Number)  

**Sana** (Year) 1440 li-Al-Hijra (Hijri): 115 + (1440 + 273) = 115 + 1713 = **1828** (equivalent to **828**)  

Nisf (Middle or Half) of Shaban + Rabi wa Ishreen (Twenty Fourth) + Huzairan (June): (220 + 423) + (273 + 6 + 630) + 276 = 643 + (909 + 276) = 643 + 1185 = **1828**  

Day of the Muslimeen (Muslims’) Istiada (Getting back) of Bayt-Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness) from the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 56 + 261 + [541 + (412 + 235)] + (90 + 233) = 56 + 261 + [(541 + 647) + 323] = 56 + 261 + (1188 + 323) = 56 + 261 + 1511 = **1828**  

And We (God) have not made People (or Guardians) of the (Hell) Fire, except Angels and We (God) have not made their Idda (count, number, or period), except as a Fitna (trial) for those (verse 31 of Sura 74): 6 + [41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 105 (or 106)] + 6 + (41 + 154 + 519) + 32 + (535 + 820) = [6 + 715 (or 716) + 6 + 714 + 32] + 1355 = 1473 (or 1474) + 1355 = **2828** (or **2829**) (= 2 x 2 x 7 x 101) (**2828** is the 2417th Composite Number)  

**When is Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval)?** When the sight is sparked (verse 6 - 8 of Sura 75): 2457 (or 2458) + 371 = **2828** (or **2829**)  

**Book of Numerical Analysis of**
the Quran, Hadith, Arabic Words + Historical Events: 423 (or 422) + (478 + 350) + 382 (or 383) + 553 + (522 + 318) + (545 + 1257) = 423 (or 422) + 828 + [382 (or 383) + 553 + 840 + 1802] = 423 (or 422) + [828 + 3577 (or 3578)] = 423 (or 422) + 4405 (or 4406) = 4828 (4827 or 4829) (4828 is the 4178th Composite Number)

♦ آثار القيمة Amarat (Signs) of the Qiyama (End Times, Resurrection, or Upheaval): 643 + 186 (or 187) = 829 (or 830) (829 is the 145th Prime Number) (998 is the 829th Composite Number)

تأويل القرآن Interpretation of the Quran: 447 + 382 (or 383) = 829 (or 830)

إنجيل النبي المسيح عيسى ابن مريم Gospel of the Prophet, the Messiah, Jesus son of Mary: 94 + [93 + 149 + 150 + 53 (or 52) + 290] = 94 + 735 (or 734) = 829 (or 828)

نزول إنجيل المسيح عيسى ابن مريم Descent of Gospel of the Messiah, Jesus son of Mary: 93 + (94 + 149 + 150 + 53 (52) + 290) = 93 + 736 (or 735) = 829 (or 828)

الله الرحمن الرحيم الحاقة Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. The Haqqa (Inevitable Event) (verse 1 of Sura 69): [(66 + 329 + 289) + 145 = 684 + 145 = 829]

يوم عذاب Day of Azab (torment or torture): 56 + 773 = 829

إبتيؤ المؤمنون وزلزلوا زلزالا The Believers were afflicted and were shaken by a shaking event (verse 11 of Sura 33): (443 + 223) + (6 + 81) + 76 = (666 + 87) + 76 = 753 + 76 = 829

الموت فقال لهم الله Death, so Allah (God) says to them (verse 243 of Sura 2): 829

فتح (أو حتف) فارس Conquest (or death) of Persia: 488 + 341 = 829

مملكة البريطان Kingdom of the Britan (Britons): 135 + 694 = 829

سقوط المملكة المتحدة Fall (collapse) of the United Kingdom: (175 + 166) + 488 = 341 + 488 = 829

الهد الأستراليون The Hadd (Destruction) of the Australiyoon (Australians): 40 + 789 = 829

هزيمة أستراليين Hazima (Defeat) of Australiyeen (Australians): 67 + 762 = 829

هلاك + مدينة باريس فرنسا Halak (Devastation) of Paris City, France: 56 + 773 = 829

قرئي أمليت لها وهي ظالمه City/Country you instructed it (to obey Allah) when it was oppressive (verse 48 of Sura 22): 1829 (1829 is the 1547th Composite Number) (2155 is the 1829th Composite Number)

آذار + 3 + 1924 : (902 + 3) + 1924 = 905 + 1924 = 1829
The Ottoman Caliphate was abolished on March 3, 1924.

Lailat (Eve) of the Fifteenth + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): 75 + [731 (or 732) + 570] + 453 = 75 + [1301 (or 1302) + 453] = 75 + 1754 (or 1755) = 1829 (or 1830)

Key of Secrets of the Akhira (End Times): 529 + [462 + 838 (or 837)] = 529 + 1301 (or 1302) + 453 = 75 + 1754 (or 1755) = 1829 (or 1828)

When is Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval)? When the sight is sparkled (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 75): 2829 (or 2828) (2829 is the 2418th Composite Number) 529 + [462 + 838 (or 837)] + 1300 (or 1299) = 3829 (or 3830)

Book of Numerical Analysis of the Quran, Hadith, Arabic Words + Historical Events: 423 + (478 + 350) + 383 (or 382) + 553 + (522 + 318) + (545 + 1257) = 423 + 828 + [383 (or 382) + 553 + 840 + 1802] = 423 + 828 + 3578 (or 3577) = 4829 (or 4828) (= 11 x 439) (4828 is the 4179th Composite Number)

Amarat (Signs) of the Qiyama (End Times, Resurrection, or Upheaval): 643 + 187 (or 186) = 830 (or 829) (830 is the 684th Composite Number) (999 is the 830th Composite Number)

Interpretation of the Quran: 447 + 383 (or 382) = 830 (or 829)

City of Damascus + Syria: 109 + 444 + 277 = 830

The Fertile Crescent (refers to Greater Syria): 97 + 733 = 830

Al-Bayt Al-Ma’mour (House of Worship for angels in the Seventh Heaven, located above the Haram Mosque in Mecca) (verse 4 of Sura 52): 443 + 387 = 830

Went astray (verse 2 of Sura 53): 830

How your Lord has done to Aad, Iram, the one which has the pillars (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 89): 110 + 180 + 222 + 77 + 241 = 830

When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you (verse 104 of Sura 17): 1830 (or 1831) (1830 is the 1548th Composite Number)
Lailat (Eve) of the Fifteenth + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): 75 + [732 (or 731) + 570] + 453 = 75 + [1302 (or 1301) + 453] = 75 + 1755 (or 1754) = 1830 (or 1829)

God got out those deny (or cover) the truth from People of the Book (Bible) from their Monastery/Homelands. (verse 2 of Sura 59): 2830 (283 x 10) (2831 or 2832) (2830 is the 2419th Composite Number)

Didn’t you see those who fled from their homes and they were thousands (verse 243 of Sura 2): 2830 (= 283 x 10) (or 2831)

If you do well, you do well to yourselves and if you do badly, it is for you. When Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17): 51 + 559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) = 3830 (or 3829)

♦  Al-Sabi wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Seventh): 164 + 6 + 661 = 831
( = 3 x 277) (831 is the 685th Composite Number) (1000 is the 831st Composite Number)
(4434 is the 3831st Composite Number)

The Mufti, Ameen Al-Husseini (Mufti of Jerusalem and Political Leader): 561 + (101 + 169) = 561 + 270 = 831

The Maseekh (False Messiah) + The Mahdi: 741 + 90 = 831

Mazbaha (Massacre) of Gog + Magog : 755 + (23 + 53) = 755 + 76 = 831

The Hour + Day of the Messiah son of David’s Ihya (Resurrection) of Bani (Children) of Israel: (167 + 56) + 21 + [149 + (53 + 21)] + [62 + 302 (or 303)] = 223 + 21 + 223 + 364 (or 365) = 831 (or 832)

The Dajjal, the Maseekh (False Messiah) + Ihya (Resurrection): 69 + 741 + 21 = 831

Gog, the Maseekh (False Messiah) son of David : 23 + 741 + 52 + 15 =
Awda (Return) of Yajuj (Gog) + Ihya (Resurrection) of England: $85 + 23 + 21 + 702 = 831$

Yajuj (Gog) + The Jinn (demons) + Ihya (Resurrection) of Australia: $23 + 84 + 21 + 703 = 831$

Karita (Catastrophe) of Angels: $726 + 105 \text{ (or 106)} = 831 \text{ (or 832)}$

Angles + Basilica + The Vatican: $105 \text{ (or 106)} + (133 + 593) = 105 \text{ (or 106)} + 726 = 831 \text{ (or 832)}$

Benedict, the Sixteenth: $105 + (156 + 570) = 105 + 726 = 831$

When Promise of the End Times comes, we bring you (verse 104 of Sura 17): $1831 \text{ (or 1830)}$ (1831 is the 282nd Prime Number)

Eve of the Qadr. Eve of the Qadr is better than one thousand (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 97): $1831$

The First + The Muharram + 1444: $(68 + 319) + 1444 = 387 + 1444 = 1831 \text{ (The first day of the Muharram month is the beginning of Hijri year)}$

Fifth + Augustus (August): $701 + 1130 \text{ (or 1131)} = 1831 \text{ (or 1832)}$

The Atomic Bomb + Hiroshima + Japan: $(218 + 946) + 572 + 95 = 1164 + 572 + 95 = 1831 \text{ [The U.S. dropped the Atomic Bomb on Hiroshima, Japan on August 6, 1945 (Shaban 27, 1364 Hijri) at 8:15 AM, Japan Standard Time, meaning on August 5, 1945 (Shaban 26, 1364 Hijri) at 7:10 PM Eastern Standard Time in the U.S.]}$

They come out of the Ajdath (graves) fast (verse 43 of Sura 70): $(869 + 90 + 540) + 332 = 1499 + 332 = 1831$

Mazbaha (Massacre) of Mongols: $755 + 1076 = 1831$

God got out those deny (or cover) the truth from People of the Book (Bible) from their Monastery/Homelands. (verse 2 of Sura 59): $2831 \text{ (2830 or 2832)}$. (2831 is the 2420th Composite Number) $3294 \text{ is the 2831st Composite Number}$

Didn’t you see those who fled from their homes and they were thousands (verse 243 of Sura 2): $2831 \text{ (or 2830)}$
Mountain of Gold (This is a Hadith): \[ 35 + 90 + 707 = 832 \] (832 is the 686th Composite Number) (1001 is the 832nd Composite Number)

They ask you about the Hour: When will its docking be? (verse 42 of Sura 79): \[ 832 \] (or 831)

Day of Nuzul (Descent) of the Quran, the Kareem (Honorable): \[ 56 + 93 + [382 \text{ (or 383) + 301 }] = 56 + [93 + 683 \text{ (or 684)}] = 56 + 776 \text{ (or 777)} = 832 \text{ (or 833)} \]

The Jan (demons) + The Caliphate: \[ 85 + 747 = 832 \]

The Last: \[ 832 \text{ (or 833)} \]

Milad (Birth) of George Walker Bush: \[ 85 + [212 + 227 \text{ (or 257) + 308}] = 85 + 747 \text{ (or 777)} = 832 \text{ (or 862)} \] (George Bush Jr. was born on July 6, 1946)

The Pope YoHanna (John) Paulus (Paul), the Second: \[ (37 + 75 + 128) + 592 = 240 + 592 = 832 \]

The Hour + Day of the Messiah son of David’s Ihya (Resurrection) of Bani (Children) of Israel: \[ 167 + 56 + 21 + [149 + (53 + 21)] + [62 + 303 \text{ (or 302)}] = 223 + 212 + 233 + 365 \text{ (or 364)} = 832 \text{ (or 831)} \]

Ihya (Resurrection) of Yajuj (Gog) + The Jan (demons) + Australia: \[ 21 + 23 + 85 + 703 = 832 \]

Awda (Return) of Yajuj (Gog) + Ihya (Resurrection) of Australia: \[ 85 + 23 + 21 + 703 = 832 \]

Yajuj (Gog), the Maseekh (False Messiah), Son of David: \[ 23 + 741 + (53 + 15) = 23 + 741 + 68 \text{ (or 67)} = 832 \text{ (or 831)} \]

Natural Karitha (Catastrophe): \[ 726 + 106 = 832 \]

Hadam (Destruction) + Islam Abad City, Pakistan: \[ 49 + 783 = 832 \]

Halak (Devastation) of Lahore, Pakistan: \[ 56 + 776 = 832 \]

Timur Lank + Mongols: \[ (656 + 100) + 1076 = 756 + 1076 = 1832 \]
(1832 is the 1549th Composite Number) (2158 is the 1832nd Composite Number)

Day of Promise of Mazbaha (Massacre) of Timur, Araj (Lame) + Baghdad: $56 + 80 + (755 + 656 + 274 + 1011) = 136 + 2696 = 2832$ (Lank in Timur’s name means Araj or Lame because he was lame.)

فلها فذا جاء وعد الآخرة ليسوا وجوهكم وليدخلوا المسجد then it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17): $116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 = 2832$ (or 2833)

وإذا كفروا من أهل الكتاب من ديارهم (God) got out those deny (or cover) the truth from People of the Book (Bible) from their Monastery/Homelands. (verse 2 of Sura 59): $2832$ (2830 or 2831)

ليلة ثلاث وعشرين + رمضان Lailat (Eve) of Al-Thalith wa Al-Ishreen (Twenty Third) + Ramadan: $75 + [1030 (or 1031) + 6 + 630] + 1091 = 75 + [1666 (or 1667) + 1091] = 75 + 2757 (or 2758) = 2832$ (or 2833) (equivalent to 832) (2832 is the 2421st Composite Number) (3295 is the 2832nd Composite Number)

فآراد أن يستقنهم من الأرمان فأفرقه و من معه جميعا So, he intended to provoke them out of the Land, so we drowned him and whomever was with him, Jameean (all of them) (verse 103 of Sura 17): $286 + 51 + 602 + 90 + 1032 + 1436 + 6 + 90 + 115 + 124 = 3832$

إذا إنزلته في ليلة القدر وما أدراك ما ليلة القدر ليلة القدر خير من ألف شهر تنزل We have descended him/it in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr and how would you know what the Lailat of Qadr is? Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. Descend (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): $52 + 143 (or 144) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 = 3832$ (or 3833) (= $2 \times 2 \times 2 \times 479$) (3832 is the 3300th Composite Number) (4435 is the 3832th Composite Number)

في ليلة القدر وما أدراك ما ليلة القدر ليلة القدر خير من ألف شهر تنزل الملائكة والروح فيها إبمن ربه من كل أمر سلام هي in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): $90 + 75 + [335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 470 + 335 + 470 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 531 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 (or 130) + 15 ] = 90 + 75 + 6667 (or 6666) = 6832$ (or 6831)

From year 1187 (Liberation of Jerusalem from the Crusaders) till year 2019 (possible Beginning of the End Times), there are 832 years.

Furthermore, note that year 1187 is equivalent to 187, the numerical value of:

The Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, Beginning of End Times): 187
The discovery: 833 (833 is the 687th Composite Number) (1002 is the 833rd Composite Number)

The Last: 833 (or 832)

Istiwa (Equality, Equilibrium, or Equinox) of the Night and the Day: 469 + 71 + 6 + 287 = 833

Day of Nuzul (Descent) of the Quran, the Kareem (Honorable): 56 + 93 + [383 (or 382) + 301] = 56 + [93 + 684 (or 683)] = 56 + 777 (or 776) = 833 (or 832)

Day of Nuzul (Descent) of the Satan, the Rajeeem (who deserves to be pelted): 56 + 93 + [400 (or 401) + 284] = 56 + [93 + 684 (or 685)] = 56 + 777 (or 778) = 833 (or 834)

Wafat (Death) of Al-Hasan , the Second: 92 + (149 + 592) = 92 + 741 = 833

Al-Hasan II, King of Morocco, died on Friday July 23, 1999 (Rabi Thani 9, 1420 Hijri) (Av 10, 5759 Jewish Calendar) (2451,382.5th or 2451,383th Julian Day)

Wafat (Death) of the Maseekh (False Messiah): 92 + 741 = 833

John Paul + The Maseekh (False Messiah): (54 + 38) + 741 = 92 + 741 = 833

The Maseekh (False Messiah), the Dajjal, Gog: 741 + (69 + 23) = 741 + 92 = 833

Vladimir Putin: 365 (or 375) + 468 = 833 (or 843)

Day of Promise of Russia’s Hadd (Destruction) of City of New York: (56 + 80) + (9 + 277 + 109 + 302) = 136 + 697 = 833

Russia’s Hadd (Destruction) of Manhattan: 9 + 277 + 547 = 833

Ba’th (Resurrection) of the Muslimeen (Muslims): 572 + 261 = 833

Night of + The Piercing Star (verse 3 of Sura 86): 75 + (124 + 634) = 75 + 758 = 833

Night of the Shira Al-Yamaniya (name of Sirius Star as called by Ancient Arabs): 75 + 80 + (611 + 147) = 75 + 758 = 833 [It is mentioned in verse 49 of Sura 53 (Al-Najm, meaning the Star), immediately before verses 50 - 51 that talk about the devastation of the people of Aad and Thamud by God.]

Ashrat (conditions, signs, or portents) of Hour of the Qiyama (Resurrection, beginning of War or End Times): 511 + 136 + 186 (or 187) = 833 (or 834)

Day of Intiha (End) of the first Marhala (Phase or Period) of the
End Times: \[56 + 458 + [314 + 78 + 90 + 838 (or 837)]] = 56 + [458 + 1320 (or 1319)] = 56 + 1777 (or 1778) = \textcolor{red}{1833} (or \textcolor{red}{1834})

Laylat (Eve or Night) of Ibtida (Beginning) of Magic + Sha’waza (Sorcery or Witchcraft): \[75 + [409 + (268 + 1081)] = 75 + (409 + 1349) = 75 + 1758 = \textcolor{red}{1833}

Day of Mine of the Copper and the Gold + Chile: \[56 + 133 + (150 + 6 + 738) + 750 = 56 + (133 + 894) + 750 = 56 + (1027 + 750) = 56 + 1777 = \textcolor{red}{1833}

The Prince William Arthur Philip Louis Windsors (name of Prince William): \[282 + (86 + 901 + 132 + 106) + 326 = 282 + (1225 + 326) = 282 + 1551 = \textcolor{red}{1833} (or \textcolor{red}{1833}) (1550\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) (2159 is the \textcolor{red}{1833}\textsuperscript{rd} Composite Number)

If they eat it then it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17): \[116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 = 2833 (or 2832) (2833 is the \textcolor{red}{411}\textsuperscript{th} Prime Number)

Laylat (Eve) of Thalith wa Ishreen (Twenty Third) + Ramadan: \[75 + [1031 (or 1030) + 6 + 630] + 1091 = 75 + [1667 (or 1666) + 1091] = 75 + 2758 (or 2757) = \textcolor{red}{2833} (or \textcolor{red}{2832})

The Kharab (Devastation): \[834 (= 2 \times 3 \times 139) \textcolor{red}{834} \text{ is the } \textcolor{red}{688}\textsuperscript{th} \text{ Composite Number} \]
\[1003 \text{ is the } \textcolor{red}{834}\textsuperscript{th} \text{ Composite Number} \]
\[6397 \text{ is the } \textcolor{red}{834}\textsuperscript{th} \text{ Prime Number}

Torment of Jaheem (Hell): \[773 + 61 = 834\]

Paradises of the Firdaws (verse 107 of Sura 18): \[453 (or 454) + 381 = \textcolor{red}{834} (or \textcolor{red}{835})

Arbaoon (Forty): \[329 + 505 = 834\]

Nihaya (End) Fatra (Period) of pregnancy: \[71 + (685 + 78) = 71 + 763 = \textcolor{red}{834}\]

equality of the Night + the Day: \[476 (or 477) + 71 + 287 = \textcolor{red}{834} (or \textcolor{red}{835})\]

This refers to Day of the Equinox

The Promised and a Witness and a Witnessed (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 85): \[6 + 157 + 6 + 310 + 6 + 355 = \textcolor{red}{834}\]

We cause Hashr to a batch (or group) from each nation (or sect) (verse 83 of Sura 27): \[\textcolor{red}{834}\]

Ashrat (conditions, signs, or portents) of Hour of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): \[511 + 136 + 187 (or 186) = \textcolor{red}{834} (or \textcolor{red}{833})\]
End of the first Marhala (Phase or Period) of the End Times: 56 + 458 + [314 + 78 + 90 + 838 (or 837)] = 56 + [458 + 1320 (or 1319)] = 56 + 1778 (or 1777) = 1834 (or 1833)

Day of Fayadan (Flood) of the End Times: 56 + [941 + 837 (or 838)] = 56 + 1778 (or 1779) = 1834 (or 1835)

Qatl (Killing) of the Pope Francis + Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paulus (Paul), the Second: 530 + (37 + 460) + (21 + 37 + 59 + 98 + 592) = (530 + 497) + 807 = 1027 + 807 = 1834

The Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque, which we have blessed (verse 1 of Sura 17): 1834 (or 1835) (1834 is the 1551st Composite Number) (2160 is the 1834th Composite Number)

The Khuruj (Coming-out, Departure, or Exodus) (verse 39 – 42 of Sura 50): (1239 + 6 + 90 + 101 + 155 + 6 + 208 + 104 + 6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 126) + (90 + 111 + 312 + 56) + (236 + 539 + 141 + 750 + 56 + 840) = 2703 + (569 + 2562) = 2703 + 3131 = 5834

China + North Korea: 181 + (237 + 417) = 181 + 654 = 835

Entry of Jerusalem: 640 + 195 = 835

The Major Signs: 572 (or 573) + 263 = 835 (or 836)

equality of the Night + the Day: 477 (or 476) + 71 + 287 = 835 (or 834) (This refers to Day of the Equinox)

H. M. and the evident Book, We have descended it/him (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 44): 835 (836 or 837)

Paradises of the Firdaws (verse 107 of Sura 18): 454 (or 453) + 381 = 835 (or 834)
warned you of a torment (verse 40 of Sura 78): 1061 (or 1062) + 774 = 1835 (or 1836)

Qatl (Killing) of the Pope Francis + Akhir (Last) Pope: 530 + (37 + 460) + [802 (or 801) + 6] = 530 + 497 + 808 (or 807) = 1835 (or 1834) (equivalent to 835)

(1835 is the 1552th Composite Number) (2162 is the 1835th Composite Number)

The Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque, which we have blessed (verse 1 of Sura 17): 1835 (or 1834)

Five + Augustus (August): 705 + 1130 = 1835

Thani Ashar (Twelfth) + September: (561 + 570) + 704 = 1131 + 704 = 1835

The Major Alamat (Signs): 573 (or 572) + 263 = 836 (or 835) (836 is the 690th Composite Number) (1005 is the 836th Composite Number) (2836 is the 2424th Composite Number)

A Messenger came to you confirming what you have (verse 81 of Sura 3): 65 + 296 + 234 + 71 + 170 = 836

The Night and the Day, two Ayat (Signs) (verse 12 of Sura 17): 71 + 6 + 287 + 472 (or 471) = 836 (or 835)

Night of Shaq (Splitting) of the Red Yam (Sea): 75 + 400 + (81 + 280) = 75 + 400 + 361 = 836 (This refers to the miracle of splitting of the Red Sea that allowed Children of Israel to cross it.)

And Al - Bayt Al - Ma’mour (House of Worship for angels in the Seventh Heaven, located above the Haram Mosque in Mecca) (verse 4 of Sura 52): 6 + (443 + 387) = 6 + 830 = 836

Home of the God-Fearing (verse 30 of Sura 16): 205 + 631 = 836

Al-Ikhraj (The Excavation or Expulsion): 836

The Istila (capture or taking control) + Israel: 534 + 302 (or 303) = 836 (or 837)

Day of Istiada (Re-capturing or Getting back) of Palestine: 56 + (541 + 239) = 56 + 780 = 836

Day of Qiyama (Revival) of People of the Cave and the Raqeeem: 56 + 156 + 101 (or 102) + 136 + 6 + 381 = 836 (or 837)
London, England: $134 + 702 = 836$

The Fog: **836**

President American, Barack Obama: $(280 + 281) + [224 (or 223) + 51] = 561 + 275 (or 274) = 836 (or 835)$

Milad Mithra: $85 + 751 (or 741) = 836 (or 835)$ (Pagan God worshipped by ancient Greeks, Romans, Babylonians, Persians, etc. He is associated with the Sun. His birthday is December 25.)

H. M. and the evident Book, We have descended it/him (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 44): 836 (835 or 837)

You, we worship, and from You, we seek help: $32 + 126 + 6 + 32 + 640 = 836$

warned you of a torment (verse 40 of Sura 78): $1062 (or 1061) + 774 = 1836 (or 1835)$

Outside of the Earth: $804 + 1032 = 1836$ (1836 is the 1553rd Composite Number)

Akhraja (Dug out, excavated, got out) (verse 4 of Sura 87) + The Earth: $804 + 1032 = 1836$

Mughadara (Departure) of Israel from South Lebanon: $1250 + 302 (or 303) + 90 + 61 + 133 = 1836 (or 1837)$

Day of Ilgha (Cancellation or Abolishment) of the Caliphate: $56 + [1033 + 747 (or 746)] = 56 + 1780 (or 1779) = 1836 (or 1835)$

Istirdad (Re-capture) of Muslimeen (Muslims) of Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness) + the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): $56 + (670 + 230 + 412 + 235 + 233) = 56 + 1780 = 1836$

The Akhira (End Times) (verse 7 of Sura 17) & (verse 104 of Sura 17): **837 (or 838)** (837 is the 691st Composite Number) (1006 is the 837th Composite Number) (8837 is the 1101st Prime Number)

The One Thousand + The Four Hundred + and Arbaaon (Forty): $142 + (304 + 56) + (6 + 329) = 142 + 360 + 335 = 837$ (This refers to year 1440)

Day of the Bidaya (Beginning) + Alamat (Signs) of the Qiyama
(Resurrection or Upheaval): \[56 + 53 + [542 + 186 (or 187)] = 56 + [53 + 728 (or 729)] = 56 + 781 (or 782) = \textbf{837 (or 838)}\]

\(\text{Lailat (Eve) of Ibtida (Beginning) of the Hour + The Qiyama (Resurrection Upheaval, or End Times):} \ [75 + 409 + [167 + 186 (or 187)] = 75 + [409 + 353 (or 357)] = 75 + 762 (or 763) = \textbf{837 (or 838)}\)

\(\text{Lailat (Eve or Night) of Zu Al-Hijja + 9 : [756 + 47 ] + 9 = 75 + [753 + 9] = 75 + 762 = \textbf{837} \text{ [The 9th of Zu Al-Hijja is the day before of Eid the Adha (Sacrifice). On the 9th of Zu Hijja, Muslims pilgrims on Mount of Arafat (Arafa)]} \)

\(\text{Qadar (Destiny) of the humans:} \ [304 + 533] = \textbf{837}\)

\(\text{Seeker of Refuge + Mecca:} \ [772 + 65] = \textbf{837}\)

\(\text{Hadd (Destruction) of Bina-ay (Two Buildings) of World Trade:} \ [9 + [64 + 609 + 155 (or 156)] = 9 + 828 (or 829) = \textbf{837 (or 838)}\)

\(\text{Vancouver + British Columbia:} \ [436 (or 437) + [115 + 286 (or 287)] = 436 (or 437) + 401 (or 402) = \textbf{837 (838 or 839)}\)

\(\text{Creation of the Kawn (Universe) :} \ [730 + 107] = \textbf{837}\)

\(\text{what Allah has created (verse 8 of Sura 30):} \ [41 + 730 + 66] = \textbf{837}\)

\(\text{Day of Nuzul (Descent) of Tablets of the Torah :} \ [56 + [93 + 46 + 642 (or 643)] = 56 + 781 (or 782) = \textbf{837 (or 838)}\)

\(\text{Fifth + Jumada Al-Ula :} \ [701 + (58 + 78)] = 701 + 136 = \textbf{837}\)

\(\text{[ Apollo 11 landed on the Moon on July 20, 1969 (Jumada Al-Ula 5, 1389 Hijri). It was the 2440,423rd Julian day.]}\)

\(\text{Ta’adul (Equality) of Night and Day:} \ [505 + 70 + 6 + 256] = \textbf{837} \text{ (This refers to Day of the Equinox. Autumn Equinox is either on September 22 or 23)}\)

\(\text{The vision has turned out to be true (verse 105 of Sura 37):} \ [594 + 243] = \textbf{837}\)

\(\text{Secret of the Hour + Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr :} \ [260 + (167 + 75 + 335)] = 260 + 577 = \textbf{837}\)

\(\text{Day of Control of Israel + Al-Quds (Jerusalem):} \ [56 + 284 + 302 (or 303)] + 195 = \textbf{837 (or 838)}\)

\(\text{The Istila (capture or taking control) + Israel :} \ [534 + 303 (or 302)] = \textbf{837 (or 836)}\)
Shaql (Splitting, Schism, Cracking, or Fracturing) of the Nasraniya (Christianity): 400 + 437 = 837 (The Schism in Christianity, into Roman Catholic Church versus Eastern Orthodox Churches, started on July 16, 1054)

أسسوا لأدم فسجدوا إلا إبليس لم يكن من السجدين Prostrate to Adam. So, they prostrated except Iblees. He was not among the prostraors (verse 11 of Sura 7): 837 (or 838)

مذبحه يأجوج و ماجوج Mazbaha (Massacre) of Gog and Magog: 755 + (23 + 6 + 53) = 755 + 82 = 837

الف سنة مما تعدد One thousand years of what you count (verse 5 of Sura 32): 111 + 115 + 81 + 530 = 837

ذلك اليوم That is the Day (verse 39 of Sura 78) & (verse 44 of Sura 70): 750 + 87 = 837

باسم الله الرحمن الرحيم In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. N (verse 1 of Sura 68):
102 + [(66 + 330 + 289) + 50] = 102 + (685 + 50) = 102 + 735 = 837

حم والكتاب المبين انا آنزنه H. M. and the evident Book, We have descended it/him (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 44): 837 (835 or 836)

يوم قيامة أصحاب الكهف و الرقم Day of Qiyama (Revival) of People of the Cave and the Raqeem: 56 + 156 + 102 (or 101) + 136 + 6 + 381 = 837 (or 836)

أماد المكوث في كهف Amad (Period) of the Mukuth (Stay) in a Cave: 45 + 597 + 90 + 105 = 837

أماد المكوث + المهدي + كهف Amad (Period) of the Mukuth (Stay) + the Mahdi + a Cave: 45 + 597 + 90 + 105 = 837

الخلافة + المهدي The Caliphate + The Mahdi: 747 + 90 = 837

الخليفة الوليد The Caliph Al-Walid: 756 + 81 = 837 [ The Caliph Al-Walid bin Abd Al-Malik was one of the most prominent Umayyad Caliphs who reigned from 705 AD (86 Hijri) till 715 AD (96 Hijri). During his reign, the construction of the Aqsa Mosque was completed in 705 AD, construction of the Umayyad Mosque of Damascus was commissioned in 705 AD and finished in 715 AD (96 Hijri). Historians consider his reign as the apex of Islamic power. In the West, Muslims under the leadership of Tariq bin Ziyad started the conquest of Al-Andalus in 711 AD (93 Hijri). In the East, Muslims’ rule reached as far as the Indus River in India by 712 AD. ]

دوله العفارات Dawla (State) of the Afareet (evil Jinn or demons): 45 + 792 = 837

ملكة إنكلترا Kingdom of England: 135 + 702 = 837

سيدني أستراليا Sydney, Australia: 134 + 703 = 837

ساحل الذهب The Gold Coast (in State of Queensland, Australia): 99 + 738 = 837
Khybar (a town near Madina, used to be an important center for Jews): 812 + 25 = 837

The Dajjal, Gog, the Messiah son of David + Kingdom of Israel + The Jinn (demons) : \( (69 + 23 + 149 + 53 + 21) + (135 + 303) + 84 = 315 + (438 + 84) = 315 + 522 = 837 \)

Qiyama (Resurrection) of Manhattan + Sydney: \( (156 + 547) + 134 = 703 + 134 = 837 \)

The Iranian President + Mahmoud Ahmadi Nazad (Persian spelling of President of Iran’s name): \( (311 + 303) + (98 + 63 + 62) = 614 + 223 = 837 \)

The Iranian President + The Aqsa: \( (311 + 303) + 223 = 614 + 223 = 837 \)

Day the Caller calls (verse 41 of Sura 50) + Al-Imam Al-Mahdi Al-Hashimi: \( (56 + 65 + 126) + (113 + 90 + 387) = 247 + 590 = 837 \)

Day of Qiyam (Resurrection) of Turkey: \( 56 + 150 \) (or 151) + 631 = 837 (or 838)

The British Waliy Al-Ahd (or Heir to the Throne or Custodian of the Covenant) + The Prince William: \( [(46 + 110) + 313] + (282 + 86) = (156 + 313) + 368 = 469 + 368 = 837 \)

We cause them to experience Khusf (Collapse) (verse 9 of Sura 34): \( 790 + 47 = 837 \)

Recite (verse 102 of Sura 2): 837

Your Lord (God) is Compassionate and Merciful. (verse 47 of Sura 16): \( 262 + 317 + 258 = 837 \)

And it is when AbdAllah rose up calling for his (God’s) worship, they conspired, banding against him. (verse 19 of Sura 72): 837

Promise of the Karitha (Catastrophe): \( 80 + 757 = 837 \)

Promise of the Kawthar (River in Paradise): \( 80 + 757 = 837 \)

Day of Alignment (or lining up) of eleven Planets and the Sun and the Moon + Zilzal (Quake): \( 56 + [261 + 13 + 570 + 48 \text{ (or 49)}] + 6 + (431 + 6 + 371) = 56 + [892 \text{ (or 893)} + 6 + 808] = [56 + 1706 \text{ (or 1707)}] + 75 = 1762 \text{ (or 1763)} + 75 = 1837 \text{ (or 1838)} \)
What is in the Heavens and what is in the Earth (verse 6 of Sura 20) & (verse 97 of Sura 5) & (verse 49 of Sura 16): 1837 (1838 or 1839)

The Qawl (Saying) in the Heaven and the Earth and HoWa (he) is the Most Hearer, Most Knowledgeable (verse 21): 1837

The one who disbelieved was confounded (baffled), (but) God does not guide the (oppressive or wicked ) people. (verse 258 of Sura 2): 1837 (equivalent to 837)

The Qawl (Saying) in the Heaven and the Earth and HoWa (he) is the Most Hearer, Most Knowledgeable (verse 4 of Sura 21): 1837 (or 1838)

Great, the Day the people shall stand up (or rise) for Lord of the Universe (verse 6 of Sura 83): 1837 (or 1838)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. I do not swear by Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times) and I do swear by the self-reproaching spirit (verse 1-2 of Sura 75): 1837 (or 1734) = 1837 (or 1836)

Mughadara (Departure) of Israel from South Lebanon: 1250 + 303 (or 302) + 90 + 61 + 133 = 1837 (or 1836)

Day of Wilada (Birth) of the one whom the Messiah shall pray behind him: (56 + 46) + (741 + 130 + 149 + 715) = 102 + 1735 (or 1837)

Maqtal (Killing or Murder) of Francis, Akhir (Last) Pope: (570 + 460) + [801 (or 802) + 6] = 1030 + 807 (or 808) = 1837 (or 1838)

We have not made People of Fire, except as (verse 30-31 of Sura 74): 116 + (535 + 570) + [(6 + 41) + (154 + 101 + 282 + 32)] = 116 + 1105 + (47 + 569) = 116 + (1105 + 616) = 116 + 1721 = 1837

Fifteenth + Rabi + 1454: (531 + 570) + 282 + 1454 = (1101 + 282) + 1454 = 1383 + 1454 = 2837

Alfain + Thalath wa Ishreen (Twenty Three): 171 + (1030 + 6 + 630) = 171 + 1666 = 1837

Three days, that is (verse 65 of Sura 11): 1837 (or 1838) (equivalent to 837)

1837 = 11 x 167 (1837 is the 1554th Composite number) (2164 is the 1837th Composite Number)

Lailat (Eve) of Thalatha wa Ishreen (Twenty Three) + Ramadan: 75 +
the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time (verse 7 of Sura 17): 837 (or 838) $+ 107 + 80 + (6 + 681 + 138) + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 = 2837$ (or 2838)

The Rahman, the Raheem. We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit (verse 1-4 of Sura 97): $(329 + 289) + [52 + 143 (or 144)] + 90 + 75 + 335] + [6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335] + (75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505) + [487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245] = 618 + 695 (or 696) + 724 + 1926 + 874 (or 875) = 4837 (or 4838) = 7 \times 691$ (4837 is the 4186th Composite Number)

in your homeland for three days. That is a promise that will not turn out to be a lie. When the Our Command came, We saved Salih and those who believed (verse 65-66 of Sura 11): $5837$ (or $5836$) (equivalent to 837) ( = $13 \times 449$) ($5837$ is the 5071st Composite Number)

$837 = 102 + 735$

Verse 35 of Sura 15 which is the 1837th verse of the Quran.

On January 1, 1837 (Ramadan 23, 1252 Hijri) (2392,011th Julian Day), a severe earthquake hit Northern Palestine and Southern Lebanon. The epicenter of this earthquake was near Safad. Many thousands of deaths with entire towns destroyed. About 28% of the population of Tiberias died and its city walls were destroyed. Seiche swept shores of Sea of Galilee killing many people.

On June 29, 2014 (Ramadan 1, 1435 Hijri) (Tammuz 1, 5774 Jewish) (2456,837.5 or 2456,838th Julian Day), Islamic State in Iraq & Syria (ISIS) changed its name to “The Islamic State” by removing “in Iraq & Syria” and announced the establishment of Islamic caliphate of all Muslims around the World. The head of ISIS, Abu Bakr Al-Baghdadi, became the Caliph, to be known as Caliph Ibrahim (Abraham).
Hadd (Destruction) of Bina-ay (Two Buildings) of World Trade: 9 + \[64 + 609 + 156\] = 9 + 829 (or 828) = 838 (or 837)

Vancouver + British Columbia: 437 (or 436) + \[115 + 286\] = 437 (or 436) + 401 (or 402) = 838 (837 or 839)

The Iraq + Kuwait: 402 + 436 = 838

Day of the Bidaya (Beginning) + Alamat (Signs) of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 56 + 53 + \[542 + 187\] = 56 + [53 + 729 (or 728)] = 56 + 782 (or 781) = 838 (or 837)

Lailat (Eve) of Intida (Beginning) of the Hour + The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 75 + 409 + \[167 + 187\] = 75 + [409 + 354 (or 353)] = 75 + 763 (or 762) = 838 (or 837)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Zu Al-Hijja + 10 : 75 + \[706 + 47\] + 10 = 75 + [753 + 10] = 75 + 763 = 838 [The 10th of Zu Al-Hijja is the first day of Eid the Adha (Sacrifice), also known as Day of Nahr (Slaughter)]

Lailat (Eve) of The Middle of Shaban: 75 + \[251 + 90 + 422\] = 75 + 763 (or 764) = 838 (or 839)

The Khazar (Turkic people who converted to Judaism in the 8th century and created a powerful empire. They migrated to Europe in the 12th and 13th century. Some scholars believe that today’s Ashkenazi Jews are descendents of the Khazars): 838

Ahsanat (fortified, protected or guarded) her vagina (verse 91 of Sura 21): 549 + 289 = 838

Day of Control of Israel + Al-Quds (Jerusalem): 56 + 284 + 303 (or 302) + 195 = 838 (or 837)

The Istila (capture or taking control) + of the Quds (Jerusalem): 533 (or 534) + 110 + 195 = 838 (or 839)

Day of Nuzul (Descent) of Tablets of the Torah: 56 + \[93 + 46 + 643\] = 56 + 782 (or 781) = 838 (or 837)

Ta’adul (Equality) of the Night and Day: 505 + 71 + 6 + 256 = 838 (This refers to Day of the Equinox. Autumn Equinox is either on September 22 or 23)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), We (verse 1 of Sura 97): (102 + 66 + 329 + 289) + 52 = 786 + 52 = 838
which of the two parties is a more accurate counter of how long they remained (verse 12 of Sura 18): \((11 + 108 + 109 + 71) + 539 = 299 + 539 = 838\)

Lubuth (Stay) + Ashab (People or Companions) of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): \(538 + [101 + (71 + 128)] = 538 + (101 + 199) = 538 + 300 = 838\)

The King Farouk + Egypt: \((121 + 387) + 330 = 508 + 330 = 838\)

Revolution of 23 July: is the military coup by the Free Officers Movement on July 23, 1952 (Zu Al-Qada 1, 1371 Hijri) (Av 1, 5712 Jewish), led by Muhammad Nageeb and Gamal Abd-Nasir, that forced King of Egypt, Farouk I, to abdicate the throne in favor of his infant son Ahmed Fuad. He was exiled on July 26, 1952. The monarchy in Egypt ended when Egypt became a republic on June 18, 1953.

Prostrate to Adam, so they prostrated, except Iblees (Devil) was not among the prostraters (verse 11 of Sura 7): 838 (or 837)

My curse shall be upon you till the day (verse 78 of Sura 38): \((51 + 130 + 41 + 56) = 741 + 41 + 56 = 782 + 56 = 838\)

The Caliph + Gog and Magog: \(756 + (23 + 6 + 53) = 756 + 82 = 838\)

First + Last: \(37 + 801\) (or 802) = 838 (or 839)

The Caliph + Gog and Magog: 756 + (23 + 6 + 53) = 756 + 82 = 838

First + Last: 37 + 801 (or 802) = 838 (or 839)

The Caliph + Gog and Magog: 756 + (23 + 6 + 53) = 756 + 82 = 838

The Caliph + Gog and Magog: 756 + (23 + 6 + 53) = 756 + 82 = 838

Day on which Bina (Building or Construction) of Wall of Berlin started: 56 + 408 + 54 + (28 + 292) = 56 + (408 + 54 + 320) = 56 + 782 = 838
Promise + The Piercing Star (verse 3 of Sura 86): $80 + (124 + 634) = 80 + 758 = 838$ (= $2 \times 379$)

Promise + The Shira Al-Yamaniya (name of Sirius Star as called by Ancient Arabs): $80 + (611 + 147) = 80 + 758 = 838$ [It is mentioned in verse 49 of Sura 53 (Sura of the Star), immediately before verses 50 - 51 that talk about the devastation of the people of Aad and Thamud by God]

The Nihaya (End) + The Thawr (Taurus or Bull/Ox): $101$ (or $102$) + $737 = 838$ (or $839$)

The Tasi Ashar (The Nineteenth) + Thawr (The name of the month of May in Greater Syria and Iraq is Iyar which means Bull/Ox, or Thawr/Taurus): $(562 + 570) + 706 = 1132 + 706 = 1838$

Day of Taghyeer (Change) of Qutban (Two Poles): $56 + (1620 + 162) = 56 + 1782 = 1838$ (equivalent to $838$) ($= 2 \times 919$) ($1838$ is the $1555^{th}$ Composite Number)

The Gharqad Trees (It is a type of trees. Prophet Mohammad (p) refers to the Gharqad as trees of the Jews meaning of Children of Israel): $503 + 1335 = 1838$ (equivalent to $838$)

On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5 Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).

O Bani (Children) of Israel + Kingdom of Bani (Children of) Israel is from the Nile to the Euphrates: $[11 + 62 + 302 (or 303)] + [135 + 62 + 302 (or 303)] + 90 + 121 + 41 + 712 = 375 (or 376) + 1463 (1464) = 1838$ ($1839$ or $1840$) (equivalent to $838$)
Maqtal (Killing or Murder) of Francis, Akhir (Last) Pope: \((570 + 460) + [802 (or 801) + 6] = 1030 + 808 (or 807) = 1838 (or 1837)\)

Akhir (End) of the Caliphate of Hussein son of Ali: \(801 + 747 + [128 + 52 (or 53) + 110] = 801 + 747 + 290 (or 291) = 1838 (or 1839)\)

Akhir (End) of Caliphate of Al-Hussein son Ali: \(801 + 716 + [159 + 52 (or 53) + 110] = 801 + 716 + 321 (or 322) = 1838 (or 839)\)

Accident/Event of the Inhiyar (Collapse) + mine of the Gold and the Copper: \(513 (or 512) + 298 + 133 + 738 + 6 + 150 = 1838 (or 1837)\)

Lailat (Eve) of Thalatha wa Ish reen (Twenty Three) + Ramadan: \(75 + [1036 (or 1035) + 6 + 630] + 1091 = 75 + 1672 (or 1671) + 2763 (or 2762) = 2838 (or 2837)\)

Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr: \(7 + 85 + (243 + 913) + (45 + 11) + (90 + 371 + 41 + 1032) = 7 + 85 + 1156 + 56 + 1534 = 7 + (85 + 1212) + 1534 = 7 + 1297 + 1534 = 2838\)

The Abbassid Caliph Al-Mutasim forces led by General Afshin defeated the Byzantine forces of Emperor Theophilos on **July 22, 838 AD** in the Battle of Anzen (or Dazman in today’s Turkey).
Ramadan 27, 837 Hijri (May 7, 1434 AD based on Julian calendar)

Ramadan 27, 838 Hijri (May 5, 1435 AD based on Gregorian calendar)

♦  The Qarn (Horn or Group/Nation) of Satan emerges: 119 + 350 + 400 (or 401) = 839 (or 840) (839 is the 146th Prime Number) (1008 is the 839th Composite Number)

- In Sydney, Australia: 2 + 134 + 703 = 839

- Promise of Halak (Devastation) of Australia: 80 + (56 + 703) = 80 + 759 = 839

- The Bakhira (Ship): 839 (or 838)

- Vancouver + British Columbia: 437 (or 436) + [115 + 287 (or 286)] = 437 (or 436) + 402 (or 401) = 839 (837 or 838)

- The Istila (capture or taking control) + of the Quds (Jerusalem): 534 (or 533) + 110 + 195 = 839 (or 838)

- The Taharur (Liberation): 839

- The Tabut (Ark or Coffin) (verse 248 of Sura 2): 839 (or 840)

- Qiyama (Resurrection) of John Paul, the Second: 155 (or 156) + (54 + 38) + 592 = 155 (or 156) + (92 + 592) = 155 (or 156) + 684 = 839 (or 840)

- Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Middle of Shaban: 75 + (251 + 90 + 423) = 75 + 764 = 839

- Torment of Allah (verse 2 of Sura 22): 773 + 66 = 839

- capable for supporting them to victory (verse 39 of Sura 22): 839

- Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Manhattan: (80 + 212) + 547 = 292 + 547 = 839

- Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Damar (Destruction) of New York: (80 + 212) + (245 + 302) = 292 + 547 = 839

- The Karitha (Catastrophe) + Gog and Magog: 757 + (23 + 6 + 53) = 757 + 82 = 839
Saiqa (shocking event) (verse 13 of Sura 41) + the British Island: 265 + 256 + 318 = 839

Lailat (Eve) of The Muharram: 75 + (319 + 1) + 1444 = 75 + 320 + 1444 = 1839 (Muharram 1 is the first day of the Hijri year)

Promise + Day on which the Sama (Heaven or Sky) brings evident Smoke (verse 10 of Sura 44): 80 + 1759 = 1839 (equivalent to 839) (= 3 x 613) (1839 is the 1556th Composite Number)

Al-Khuruj (Coming/Getting out) (verse 42 of Sura 50): 840 (840 is the 693rd Composite Number) (1010 is the 840th Composite Number) (4444 is the 3840th Composite Number)

The Tabut (Ark or Coffin) (verse 248 of Sura 2): 840 (or 839)

Eid (Feast) of the Zabiha (Slaughtered Animal): 84 + 756 = 840 (Eid of the Adha is also called Eid of the Zabiha)

Inha (Ending) of Kingdom of Bayt Al-Maqdis (House of the Holiness or Jerusalem): 58 (or 57) + [135 + (412 + 235)] = 58 (or 57) + (135 + 647) = 58 (or 57) + 782 = 840 (or 839)

Al-Muslimeen (The Muslims) + Conquest of Akka: 261 + 488 + 91 = 840

Nakhliakom (We create you) (verse 20 of Sura 77): 840

Khalaqnakom (We created you) (verse 5 of Sura 22) & (verse 11 of Sura 7): 840 (or 841)

Qiyam (Rise) of John Paul, the Second: 151 + (59 + 38) + 592 = 151 + (97 + 592) = 151 + 689 = 840

Qiyama (Resurrection) of John Paul, the Second: 156 (or 155) + (54 + 38) + 592 = 156 (or 155) + (92 + 592) = 156 (or 155) + 684 = 840 (or 839)

The Baath (Resurrection or Revival) + People of the Cave: 603 + (101 + 136) = 603 + 237 = 840

The Ruya (Vision or Apparition) Thania (Second): 243 + 597 = 840

The Ibtida (Beginning) of the Hijri Sana (Year): 440 + (146 + 254) = 440 + 400 = 840

Al-Sadat to Israel: 497 + 41 + 302 = 840
Wilada (Birth) of Emperor (Emperor) Alexander: \(46 + [459 \text{ or } 548] + 335 = 46 + 794 \text{ or } 793 = 840 \text{ (839)}\)

Wilada (Birth) of Emperor Alexander: \(46 + [459 + 335] = 46 + 794 = 840\)

Gold mine: \(133 + 707 = 840\)

HoWa (He) the one who descended (brought down) (verse 7 of Sura 3): \(11 + 741 + 88 = 840\)

Promise of Intiya (End) of Israel: \(80 + [458 + 302 \text{ or } 303] = 80 + 760 \text{ (or } 761\) = 840 \text{ (or } 841)\)

Promise of Promise of Intiha (End) of New York: \(80 + (458 + 302) = 80 + 760 = 840\)

Promise of Intiya (End) of Israel: \(80 + [458 + 302 \text{ or } 303] = 80 + 760 \text{ (or } 761\) = 840 \text{ (or } 841)\)

Promise of Promise of Intiha (End) of New York: \(80 + (458 + 302) = 80 + 760 = 840\)

Dham (Annexation): 840

The Jinn (demons) \(x 10 : 84 \times 10 = 840\)

In the End Times (verse 8 of Sura 34): 840

Qarn (Horn or Goup/Nation) of the Satan emerge: \(119 + 350 + 401 \text{ (or } 400) = 840 \text{ (or } 839) \) (This is a segment of a Hadith)

Qarna (Two Horns or Goups/Nations) of the Satan emerge: \(119 + 351 + 400 \text{ (or } 401) = 840 \text{ (or } 841) \) (This is a segment of a Hadith)

Last (Final) Dajjal: \(802 + 38 = 840\)

The Pope John Paul, the Second + Dajjal: \((37 + 75 + 98 + 592) + 38 = 802 + 38 = 840\)

Ihya (Resurrection) of Pope John Paul, the Second + Nakba (Catastrophe): \(21 + (37 + 75 + 38) + 592 + 77 = 21 + (150 + 592) + 77 = 21 + 742 + 77 = 840\)

For the God-fearing (Righteous) people there is a reward (verse 31 of Sura 78): 840

The Qiyama (Resurrection) + the Atrak (Turks): \(187 \text{ (or } 186) + 653 = 840 \text{ (or } 839)\)

The Ihya (Resurrection) of London + The United Kingdom: \(52 + 134 + (135 + 488) = (52 + 134) + 654 = 186 + 654 = 840\)
The Qiyama (Resurrection) + The United Kingdom: 186 + (135 + 488) = 186 + 654 = 840

Russians + The British Island: 266 + 574 = 840

Saiqa (Shocking Event) + The British Island: 266 + 574 = 840

Tadmeer ( Destruction) of Lands of the English People: 654 + 186 = 840

Intiha (End) of Paris City: 458 + (109 + 273) = 458 + 382 = 840

The Nuclear War: 349 + 491 = 840

Tasawi (Equality or Equinox) of the Night and the Day: 476 (or 477) + 71 + 6 = 840 (or 841) (This refers to Day of the Equinox. Autumn Equinox is either on September 22 or 23)

O Bani (Children) of Israel, your State is from the Nile to the Euphrates: [11 + 62 + 303 (or 302)] + (500 + 90 + 121 + 41 + 712) = 376 (or 375) + 1464 = 1840 (or 1839) (equivalent to 840)

O Bani (Children) of Israel + Kingdom of Bani (Children of) Israel is from the Nile to the Euphrates: [11 + 62 + 303 (or 302)] + [135 + 62 + 303 (or 302) + 90 + 121 + 41 + 712] = 376 (or 375) + 1464 (1463) = 1840 (1839 or 1838) (equivalent to 840)

Allah. I am for you from Him as a Nazeer (Warner) and Basheer (Bearer of good news) (verse 2 of Sura Hood - Sura 11): 66 + (111 + 90 + 95) + 960 + 6 + 512 = 66 + 296 + 960 + 6 + 512 = 1840
Messenger of Allah + Nazeer (Warner) and Basheer (Bearer of good news) (verse 2 of Sura 11): 296 + 66 + 960 + 6 + 512 = 1840

Al-Lailat Al-Thalitha wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Third) Eve: 106 + (1067 + 6 + 661) = 106 + 1734 = 1840

The Hijriya (Hijri) Year + 1440: (146 + 254) + 1440 = 400 + 1440 = 1840
(This refers to 1440 Hijri)

The Khuruj (Coming out) + Mohammad from Mecca to Yathrib: 840 + (92 + 90 + 65 + 41 + 712) = 840 + 1000 = 1840

Day of Atomic Bomb on Hiroshima: 56 + (187 + 915) + 110 + 572 = 56 + 1102 + 110 + 572 = 1840

We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? The Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 97): [52 + 143 (or 144) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41] + 75 + (335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111) = 1009 (or 1010) + 75 + 1756 = 2840 (or 2841)

On July 23, 1840, the British Parliament passed Act of Union formally titled The British North America Act. This act merged Upper & Lower Canada into a new single political entity called the Province of Canada. On July 1, 1867, the British North America Act, 1867, was enacted. It united three colonies into a single country called Canada within the British Empire.

Verse 1 of Sura 54 (The Hour has approached and the Moon has been cracked) is the 4847th verse of the Quran. However, it is the 4840th verse from the beginning of Sura 2.

Promise of Intiya (End) of Israel: 80 + [458 + 303 (or 302)] = 80 + 761 (or 760) = 841 (or 840) (841 is the 694th Composite Number) (1011 is the 841st Composite Number) (3841 is the 3308th Composite Number)

Ruya (Apparition or Vision) of October: 212 + 629 = 841

Eve of 9 + Zi Hijja: 75 + 9 + (710 + 47) = 75 + 9 + 757 = 841
Day of Mount of Arafat: $56 + 35 + 750 = 841$ (or 842)

Mount Arafat (or Arafa) is a mount near Mecca visited by pilgrims on the 9th of Zu Al-Hijja. What is amazing is the fact that the height of Mount Arafat is about 750 - 751 feet.

Nasr (Victory) of Mamaleek + Hazima (Defeat) of Saleebiyeen (Crusaders) + Akka (Acre): $(340 + 141) + (67 + 202) + 91 = (340 + 481 + 269) + 91 = 750 + 91 = 841$ (or 842)

Five + Jumada Al-Ula: $705 + (58 + 78) = 705 + 136 = 841$ (Apollo 11 landing on the Moon happened on July 20, 1969 was 5th of Jumada Al-Ula, 1389 Hijri)

Equality or Equinox of the Night and the Day: $477 (or 476) + 71 + 6 + 287 = 841 (or 840)$ (This refers to Day of the Equinox. The Autumn Equinox is either on September 22 or 23)

And made subservient for you the Sun and the Moon, diligently. (verse 33 of Sura 14): $6 + 860 + 431 + 6 + 371 + 77 = 1841$ (1841 is the 1558th Composite Number)

We (God) come to the Land and decrease it (meaning chop off part of it). (verse 41 of Sura 13): 1841

This is a mercy from My Lord. When the Promise of my Lord comes, He will turn it into ruins and thus the Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18): $[706 + 253 + 90 + 212 + 781 (or 782) + 5 + 80 + 212 + 108 + 25 + 6 + 71 + 80] + 212 = 2629 (or 2630) + 212 = 2841 (or 2842)

We have descended it (or him) in Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is ? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 97): $[52 + 144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41] + 75 + (335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111) = 1010 (or 1009) + 75 + 1756 = 2841 (or 2840)

Nineteen + Rabi + 1454 = $(535 + 570) + 282 + 1454 = (1105 + 282) + 1454 = 2841$
The Mu’az (Accepted Refugee) : 842 (= 2 x 421) (842 is the 695th Composite Number) (1012 is the 842nd Composite Number) (3308 is the 2842nd Composite Number)

Ya’uzoon (They seek refuge) (verse 6 of Sura 72): 842

Mashar (People or Creatures) of the Jinn (demons) and the Humans (verse 33 of Sura 55): 610 + (84 + 6 + 142) = 610 + 232 = 842

People enter (verse 2 of Sura 110): 142 + 700 = 842

Day of the Mazbaha (Massacre): 56 + 786 = 842

Day of Mount of Arafat: 56 + [35 + 751 (or 750)] = 56 + 866 = 842 (or 841) [ Mount Arafat (or Arafa) is a mount near Mecca visited by pilgrims on the 9th of Zu Al-Hijja. What is amazing is the fact that the height of Mount Arafat is about 750 - 751 feet ]

Eve of 10 + Zi Hijja: 75 + 10 + (710 + 47) = 75 + 10 + 757 = 842

The Isra + the Miraj + The Imam Mahdi : (294 + 345) + (113 + 90) = 639 + 203 = 842

The Land which we have blessed it (verse 81 of Sura 21): 1032 + 441 + 273 (or 274) + 96 = 1842 (or 1843) (= 2 x 3 x 307) (1842 is the 1559th Composite Number)

If you do well, you do well to yourselves and if you do badly, it is for you. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17): 51 + 559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 + 107 (or 108) + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 = 4842 (or 4843)

The Maseekh (False Messiah) Elias (Elijah): 741 + 102 = 843 (= 3 x 281) (843 is the 696th Composite Number) (1014 is the 843rd Composite Number )

Khusf (Collapse) of the Wailing Place: 740 + 103 = 843

Bid’a (Beginning) of the Major Alamats (Signs) : 7 + (573 + 263) = 7 + 836 =
843

Ra’i’at Fourteenth: $273 + 570 = 843$

is coming, no (verse 7 of Sura 22): $812 + 31 = 843$

War of Iraq + Iran: $210 + 371 + 262 = 843$ | War of Iraq & Iran started on September 22, 1980 (Zu Al-Qada 12, 1400 Hijri) (Tishri 12, 5741 Jewish) (2444,504.5th Julian Day). The war ended after Iran accepted UN Resolution 598 calling for an immediate cease-fire (or truce) on July 18, 1988 (Zu Hijja 3, 1408 Hijri) and this truce came into effect on July 20, 1988.

Your Lord (God) will choose you and teach you (verse 6 of Sura 12): $445 + 222 + 6 + 170 = 843$

Zu Al-Noon (title of Prophet Yunus/Jonah): $706 + 137 = 843$

The Best (verse 47 of Sura 38): 843

Key for the Faraj (Relief): $529 + 314 = 843$

Key for Countries/lands of the Russia: $529 + (37 + 277) = 529 + 314 = 843$

Vladimir Putin: $375 (or 365) + 468 = 843$ (or 833) [President of Russia Vladimir Putin was born on October 7, 1952 (Rabi Awwal 12, 1377 Hijri) (Tishri 12, 5718 Jewish).]

Russia + Dajjal (Deceiver) + Island of the Britons: $277 + 38 + (225 + 303) = 277 + 38 + 528 = 843$

Awwal (Beginning) of End Times: $37 + 806 (or 807) = 843$ (or 844)

The Pope + End Times: $37 + 806 (or 807) = 843$ (or 844)

Hadd (Destruction) of City of Caliph: $9 + (109 + 725) = 9 + 834 = 843$

Day of Nihaya (End) of Caliphate: $56 + [71 + 716 (or 715)] = 56 + 787 (or 786) = 843$ (or 842)

Caliphate of Hussein: $715 (or 716) + 128 = 843$ (or 844)

Fatima + Day of Nihaya (End) of Vatican + Last Pope: $(212 + 135) + (56 + 71 + 562) + [801 (or 802) + 6] = 347 + [689 + 808 (or 807)] = 347 + 1496 (or 1497) = 1843$ (or 1844)

Maqtal (Killing or Murder) of Pope Francis, Akhir (Last) Pope: $(570 + 6 + 460) + [801 (or 802) + 6] = 1036 + 807 (or 808) = 1843$ (or 1844)
Day of End of State of City of Vatican: \(56 + [71 + 45 + (109 + 562\text{ or }561)] = 56 + [71 + (45 + 671\text{ or }670)] = 56 + [71 + 716\text{ or }715] = 56 + 787\text{ or }786 = 843\text{ (or }842\text{)}

Promise of Day of Alignment (or lining up) of eleven Planets and the Sun and the Moon: \(80 + 56 + [261 + 13 + 570 + 49\text{ (or }48)] + 6 + (431 + 6 + 371) = 80 + 56 + [893\text{ or }892] + 6 + 808 = 80 + [56 + 1707\text{ (or }1706)] = 80 + 1763\text{ (or }1762) = 1843\text{ (or }1842\text{)} \) (1843 is the 1560th Composite Number)

The rivers run underneath them (verse 9 of Sura 10): \(1843\text{ (or }1844\text{)}

The Land which we have blessed it (verse 81 of Sura 21): \(1032 + 441 + 274\text{ (or }273\text{)} + 96 = 1843\text{ (or }1842\text{)}

This is a mercy from my Lord. When Promise of my Lord comes, he shall turn it into ruins and Promise of my Lord shall be (verse 98 of Sura 18): \(706 + 253 + 90 + 212 + 782 + 5 + 80\text{ + (212 + 108 + 26 + 6 + 71 + 80 + 212)} = 2128 + 715 = 2843\text{ (2843 is the 413th Composite Number)}

If you do well, you do well to yourselves and if you do badly, it is for you. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17): \(51 + 559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 + 108\text{ (or }107\text{)} + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 = 4843\text{ (or }4842\text{)}

A.L.M.S. A book that has been brought down to you so do not (verse 1–2 of Sura 7): \(844\text{ (or }845\text{)} \) (= \(2 \times 2 \times 211\)) (844 is the 697th Composite Number) \(1015\) is the 844th Composite Number)

And my curse shall be upon you till day (verse 78 of Sura 38): \(6 + [(51 + 130 + 560) + 41 + 56] = 6 + [(741 + 41) + 56] = 6 + (782 + 56) = 6 + 838 = 844\)

And we have brought you seven of (verse 87 of Sura 15): \(6 + 134 + 481\)
(482 or 483) +133 + 90 = **844 (845 or 846)**

تاسع + سبتمبر Ninth + September : 531 (or 530) + 313 = **844 (or 843)**

ليلة سابع وعشرين Lailat (Night or Eve) of Sabi wa Ishreen (Twenty Seventh): 75 + (133 + 6 + 630) = 75 + 769 = **844**

ربى لا يجلبها لوقتها my Lord. No one uncovers its timing, (verse 187 of Sura 7): 212 + [(31 + 59) + 542] = 212 + (90 + 542) = 212 + 632 = **844**

تتحول Tatahawwal (It Changes): **844**

البيض The White: **844**

جاء وعد ربى + مانيتان Promise of my Lord (God) comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Manhattan: ( 5 + 80 + 212) + 547 = 297 + 547 = **844**

الروس + مانيتان The Rus (Russians) + Manhattan: 297 + 547 = **844**

في أبراج مانيتان In Towers of Manhattan: 90 + 207 + 547 = **844**

هد الصين + كوريا الشمالية Hadd (Destruction) of China + North Korea: 9 + [181 + (237 + 417)] = 9 + (181 + 654) = 9 + 835 = **844**

بخف بكم الأرض Cause the land to collapse you (or cave you in) (verse 16 of Sura 67): **1844**

يوم ترجف الأرض والجبال Day on which the Earth and the Mountains tremble (verse 14 of Sura 73): 56 + (683 + 1032 + 6 + 67) = 56 + 1788 = **1844**

رهيا فاطمة + البابا فرنسيس Apparition (Vision) of (at) Fatima + The Pope Francis: (212 + 135) + (37 + 460) = 347 + 497 = **844**

رهيا فاطمة + يوم نهاية فاتيكان + آخر بابا Apparition (Vision) of (at) Fatima + Day of Nihaya (End) of Vatican + Last Pope : (212 + 135) + (56 + 71 + 562) + [ 802 (or 801) + 6)] = 347 + [689 + 808 (or 807)] = 347 + 1497 (or 1496) = **1844 (or 1843)** ( = 2 x 2 x 461) (2171 is the 1844th Composite Number) **(1844 is the 1561st Composite Number)**

مقتل بابا فرنسيس + آخر بابا Maqtal (Killing or Murder) of Pope Francis, Akhir (Last) Pope : (570 + 6 + 460) + [802 (or 801) + 6] = 1036 + 808 (or 807) = **1844 (or 1843)**

ليلة أول محرم + ليلات (Eve) of First of Muharram + 1444: 75 + (37 + 288) + 1444 = 75 + (325 + 1444) = 75 + 1769 = **1844**

السنة الهجرية + The Hijri year + 1444 : (146 + 254) + 1444 = 400 + 1444 = **1844**

الآخره ليسوا وجوهكم ولادخلوا المسجد كما دخلوه أول مره The End Times, they shall make your faces
look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time (verse 7 of Sura 17): 

\[
[838 + 113 (or 114) + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138] + (61 + 645 + 37 + 245) = 1856 (or 1857) + 988 = 2844
\]

(2844 is the 2430th Composite Number)

The Raheem. Glory be to the one who sent his servant on a journey at night from the Haram Mosque Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque, which we have blessed its surroundings, to show him (verse 1 of Sura 17): 

\[
3844 (or 3845)
\]

Bid’a (Beginning) of the End Times: 

\[
7 + 838 (or 837) = 845 (or 844) (= 5 \times 13 \times 13)
\]

(845 is the 698th Composite Number) (1016 is the 845th Composite Number)

And We have brought you seven of (verse 87 of Sura 15): 

\[
6 + 134 + 482 (481 or 483) + 133 + 90 = 845 (844 or 846)
\]

In the Haq (verse 105 of Sura 17) + Night of the Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97) + The Israa (miraculous heavenly journey): 

\[
141 + (75 + 335) + 294 = 141 + (410 + 294) = 141 + 704 = 845
\]

we do Hashr to them on Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) (verse 97 of Sura 17): 

\[
603 + 56 + 186 (or 187) = 845 (or 846)
\]

about the Hour, say: the Knowledge of it is with Allah. (verse 63 of Sura 33): 

\[
120 + 167 + 130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 66 = 845
\]

I seek refuge in Allah (verse 67 of Sura 2): 

\[
845
\]

Afareet (Devils or Demons) of the Jinn (invisible creatures): 

\[
761 + 84 (or 85) = 845 (or 846)
\]

Day of Promise of the Arabs’ Inha (Ending) of Dawla (State) of Israel: 

\[
56 + 80 + (58 + 303 + 45 + 303) = 56 + (80 + 709) = 56 + 789 = 845
\]

Hadd (Destruction) of London, England: 

\[
9 + (134 + 702) = 9 + 836 = 845
\]

Ruya (Apparition or Vision) of Portugal: 

\[
212 + 1633 = 1845
\]

Mercy from My Lord. When the Promise of my Lord comes, He will turn it into ruins and thus. (verse 98 of Sura 18): 

\[
(253 + 90 + 212 + 80) + (702 + 5 + 80 + 212) + (108 + 26 + 6 + 71) = (635 + 999) + 211 = 1634 + 211 = 1845
\]

but they accused him of lying. So, they crippled it. So, their Lord (God) murmured (or sent a punishment) upon them (verse 14 of Sura 91): 

\[
1845
\]
Day of Seventeen + Ramadan: $56 + (137 + 570) + 1091 = 56 + (707 + 1091) = 1845$

Second + Jumada Al-Thania: $(561 + 630) + [58+596 (or 597)] = 1191 + 654 (or 655) = 1845 (or 1846) \text{[September 11, 2001 was Jumada Al-Thania (or Al-Akhira) 22 (or 23), 1422 Hijri]}

Ta Sa. These are verses of the Quran and an evident book (verse 1 of Sura 27): 1845

There used to be Men of the human race who would seek the help of men of the Jinn (invisible creatures) (verse 6 of Sura 72): 1845 (1845 is the 1562nd Composite Number) (2172 is the 1845th Composite Number)

And We have brought you seven of (verse 87 of Sura 15): $6 + 134 + 483 (481 or 482) + 133 + 90 = 846 (844 or 845)$

we do Hashr to them on Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) (verse 97 of Sura 17): $603 + 56 + 187 (or 186) = 846 (or 845)$

Day of Fath (Conquest or Opening) of Israel: $56 + [488 + 302 (or 303)] = 56 + 790 (or 791) = 846 (or 847)$

The Caliph, the Mahdi: $756 + 90 = 846$

Mohammad Anwar Al-Sadat: $92 + (257 + 497) = 92 + 754 = 846$

Wafat (Death) of Anwar Al-Sadat: $92 + (257 + 497) = 92 + 754 = 846$


Hadd (Destruction) of Kingdom of England: $9 + (135 + 702) = 9 + 837 = 846$

Hadd (Destruction) of Sydney, Australia: $9 + 134 + 703 = 846$
It (or he) descends (or drops/comes down) to their yard (square or public land space), the morning will become bad (verse 177 of Sura 37): **846**

We have descended, unto you, the Book on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) (verse 2 of Sura 39) & (verse 105 of Sura 4): **846 (or 847)**

placed down (or humiliated) for the people, for the one in Bacca (verse 96 of Sura 3): **1846** (1846 is the 1563rd Composite Number)

Six + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 1946 = **2846** (George Bush Jr. was born on July 6, 1946)

**847** is the 700th Composite Number (1018 is the 847th Composite Number) (3314 is the 2847th Composite Number) (5585 is the 4847th Composite Number)

Ninth + December = **847** | Britain captured Jerusalem from the Ottoman Empire. The Ottoman Governor of Jerusalem sent a “Surrender Letter”, delivered by Mayor of Jerusalem, Hussein Al-Husseini, to the British invaders on Sunday, December 9, 1917 (Safar 24, 1336 Hijri) (Kislev 24, 5678 Jewish). Field Marshal Edmund Allenby, head of the invading British forces, entered Jerusalem on foot, through the Jaffa gate, on December 11, 1917. |

Day of Fath (Conquest or Opening) of Israel : 56 + [488 + 303 (or 302)] = 56 + 791 (or 790) = **847 (or 846)**

The Akheera (Last): **847**

cannot be postponed (verse 4 of Sura 71): **847**

the Star when it falls. (verse 2 of Sura 53): 124 + 702 + 21 = **847**

Comet Hale – Bopp: 792 + [45 (or 46) + 10] = 792 + 55 (or 56) = **847 (or 848)**

[Comet Hale – Bopp was discovered on July 23, 1995 (Safar 25, 1416 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5755 Jewish Calendar) (2449,922nd Julian Day)]

**847** (or 848)

Lailat (Eve) of Inzal (descending or bringing down) of the Quran, the Kareem (Most Honorable) : 75 + 89 + 382 (or 383) + 301 = **847 (or 848)**

We have descended, unto you, the Book on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) (verse 2 of Sura 39) & (verse 105 of Sura 4): **847 (or 846)**

He saw from the Ayat (Signs) of his Lord (verse 18 of Sura 53): 134 + 211 + 90 + 412 (411 or 413) = **847 (846 or 848)**
Kashif (Revealer) of Secret of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 401 + [260 + 186 (or 187)] = 401 + 446 (or 447) = **847** (or **848**)

The Pure Deen (Religion or Judgment) (verse 3 of Sura 93): 95 + 752 = **847**

Zi Al-Noon (title of Prophet Yunus/Jonah): 710 + 137 = **847**

Nest of the Bird: 370 + 477 = **847**

The Maseekh (False/Transformed Messiah), the Dajjal + The Pope: (741 + 69) + 37 = **810** + 37 = **847**

The Roman Empire: 504 + 343 = **847**

Eid of the Fitr (Breaking of the Fast) + 1443 : (85 + 320) + 1443 = 404 + 1443 = **1847** (1847 is the **283**<sup>rd</sup> Prime Number) (**2174** is the **1847**<sup>th</sup> Composite Number)

**Verse 1 of Sura 54** (The Hour has approached and the Moon has been cracked) is the **4847**<sup>th</sup> verse of the Quran. However, it is the **4840**<sup>th</sup> verse from the beginning of **Sura 2**.

The Ottoman Caliphate was abolished on Monday, **March 3, 1924** (Eve of the Israa & Miraj, Rajab 27, 1342 Hijri) (2423, **847.5** or 2423, **848**<sup>th</sup> Julian Day) and the last Caliph was exiled.

**Abdullah I bin Al-Hussein**, King of Jordan, was assassinated while visiting the Aqsa Mosque on Friday, **July 20, 1951** (Shawwal 15, 1370 Hijri) (Tammuz 16, 5711 Jewish) (2433, **847.5**<sup>th</sup> or 2433, **848**<sup>th</sup> Julian Day).

• The Quran was recited to (or upon) them (verse 21 of Sura 84): **848** (848 is the **701**<sup>st</sup> Composite Number) (**1020** is the **848**<sup>th</sup> Composite Number)

Kashif (Revealer) of Secret of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 401 + [260 + 187 (or 186)] = 401 + 447 (or 446) = **848** (or **847**)

Tسع + سبتمبر: 535 + 313 = **848**

أربعة عشر: 278 + 570 = **848**

ليلة إنزال القرآن الكريم: 75 + 89 + 383 (or 382) + 301 = **848** (or **847**)

لقد رأى من آيات ربه: He saw from the Ayat (Signs) of his Lord (verse 18 of Sura 53): 134 + 211 + 90 + 413 (411 or 412) = **848** (846 or **847**)
Comet Hale – Bopp: 792 + [46 (or 45) + 10] = 792 + 56 (or 55) = 848 \text{(or 847)}  

[Comet Hale – Bopp was discovered on July 23, 1995 (Safar 25, 1416 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5755 Jewish Calendar) (2449,922nd Julian Day)]

Eid (Feast) of Tadsheen (Dedication): 84 + 764 = 848  

[Feast/Festival of Lights, also known as Hanukkah or Feast of Dedication, is an 8-day Jewish Holiday that commemorates the victory of practicing Jews and re-dedication of the Jewish Temple in Jerusalem to God on Kislev 25 (165 B.C.), after it was transformed by Greek Seleucid King Antiochus IV into a pagan temple and was desecrated by performing pagan rituals in the Jewish Temple, such as slaughtering and offering unholy sacrifices to pagan gods, three years earlier also on Kislev 25 (168 B.C.)]

Russia’s Hadd ( Destruction) of Vatican: 9 + 277 + 562 (or 561) = 848 (or 847)

Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Hadd ( Destruction) of Manhattan: (80 + 212) + 9 + 547 (or 546) = 292 + 9 + 547 (or 546) = 848 (or 847)

End of City of Constantinople + Countries (or Territories) of the Russians: 71 + (109 + 334) + (37 + 297) = 71 + (443 + 334) = 71 + 777 = 848

Fall of the City of Lenin (Communist name of Petersburg) + Kharab (Ruining) of Constantinople: (175 + 536) + (803 + 334) = 711 + 1137 = 1848 (equivalent to 848)

Al-Intiha (The End) Bani (Children) the Rus (Russians): 489 + 359 = 848

Shocking Event of City of Petersburg: 266 + 1582 = 1848 (equivalent to 848)

Al-Hazima (The Defeat) + Petersburg, Russia: 98 + 1750 = 1848 (equivalent to 848)

Day of Arafa + 1437 : (56 + 355) + 1437 = 411 + 1437 = 1848

The First + Shawwal + 1443 (Hijri): (68 + 337) + 1443 = 405 + 1443 = 1848 (1848 is the 1564th Composite Number) (2175 is the 1848th Composite Number)

Fourteenth + Mayo (May) + 1948: (273 + 570) + 57 + 1948 = 843 + 57 + 1948 = 900 + 1948 = 2848 (Israel was established on May 14, 1948)

ألا فسكم و إن أستم فلها فإذا جاء وعد الآخره ليسوا وجوهكم  To yourselves and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad (verse 7 of Sura 17): 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 107 + 80 = 2848 (or 2847)

حتى تأتهم الساعه بفته Until the Hour comes to them Baghta (all of a sudden) (verse 55 of Sura 22): 2848
the one who knows the secret in the Heavens and the Earth (verse 6 of Sura 25): 741 + 150 + 291 + 90 + 538 + 6 + 1032 = 2848

those who have believed (grow in) faith and those who have given (the Book) do not have doubt (verse 31 of Sura 74): 791 + 99 + 103 (or 102) + 6 + 31 + 613 + 791 + 414 = 2848 (or 2847) (2848 is the 2434th Composite Number)

Ottomans defeated an alliance of Europeans in the **Battle of Varna** on November 10, 1444 AD (Rajab 28, 848 Hijri)

The Ottoman Caliphate was abolished on Monday, **March 3, 1924** (Eve of the Israa & Miraj, Rajab 27, 1342 Hijri) (2423, 848 th or 2423, 847.5 or 2423, 848 th Julian Day). On the next day, March 4, 1924, he had to leave Turkey. He chose to go to Paris, France and he died there on **August 23, 1944**.

King of Jordan, **Abdullah, the First**, son of Hussein bin Ali, was assasinated at the age 69 while entering the Aqsa Mosque for Friday noon prayer on **July 20, 1951** (Shawwal 15, 1370 Hijri) (Tammuz 16, 5711 Jewish) (2433, 847.5 th or 2433, 848 th Julian Day).

♦ **الضحى** Al-Dhuha (Forenoon) (verse 1 of Sura 93): 849 ( = 3 x 283) (849 is the 702 nd Composite Number) (1022 is the 849 th Composite Number)

**التحرير** The Tahrir (Liberation): 849

Day of killing of Saddam Hussein: 56 + 530 + 135 + 128 = 849

In it by permission (verse 4 of Sura 97): 96 + 753 = 849

Second + Muharram : 561 + 288 = 849

Manhattan, New York: 547 + 302 = 849

The Nakba (Disaster) + The Maseekh (False Messiah): 108 + 741 = 849

The Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) (verse 105 of Sura 17) + Maseekh (False Messiah): 139 + 710 = 849

the Universe, the Rahman, the Raheem (verses 1 – 3 of Sura 1): 849 (or 850)

When (once) the Trumpet is blown (or sounded) (verse 101 of Sura 23): 1849 (1849 is the 1565 th Composite Number) (2176 is the 1849 th Composite Number)

Today, Akmalt (I have completed) your Deen (Religion or Judgment) for you and Atmamt (completed) upon you (verse 3 of Sura 5): 87 + (491 + 90 + 124 + 6 +
The torment of a Magnificent Day (verse 135 of Sura 26), (verse 156 of Sura 26) & (verse 189 of Sura 26): 773 + (56 + 1020) = 773 + 1076 = 1849 (equivalent to 849)

Promise of Atomic Bomb + Hiroshima + Japan: 80 + (187 + 915) + 572 + 95 = 80 + (1102 + 572 + 95) = 80 + 1769 = 1849

Suqut (Fall) of a Atomic Bomb + Hiroshima: 175 + (187 + 915) + 572 = 175 + 1102 + 572 = 1849

The End Times. They shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 104 of Sura 17): 80 + 837 (or 838) + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 = 1849 (or 1850)

City/State of the Maseekh (False Messiah): 109 + 741 = 850 (850 is the 703rd Composite Number) (1023 is the 850th Composite Number) (6571 is the 850th Prime Number)

The Ninth + Muharram: 562 + 288 = 850

The Rahman, the Raheem. A.L.R. (verse 1 of Sura 14): 850 (or 849)

the Universe, the Rahman, the Raheem (verses 1 – 3 of Sura 1): 850 (or 849)

If you return, We return and We make (verse 8 of Sura 17): 850

We bring you Laffifa (scrolls or mixed people). And by the Haq (Truth), We have descended it/him and by the Haq (Truth), it/he has descended (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): 850 (851 or 852)

An enemy behind you (There is Hadith about Muslims & Romans conquering an “Enemy Behind You”): 80 + 770 = 850

Promise of Fat’h (Conquest) of Britain: 80 + [488 + 282 (or 283)] = 80 + 770 (or 771) = 850 (or 851)

Realization of the Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): 608 + [56 + 186 (or 187)] = 608 + 242 (or 243) = 850 (or 851)

Ibada (Annihilation) + The End Times: 13 + 837 = 850

Ibada (Annihilation) of Kingdom of England: 13 + (135 + 702) = 13 + 837 = 850
Ibada (Annihilation) of Sydney, Australia: $13 + (134 + 703) = 13 + 837 = 850$

Nihaya (End) of + Dajjal + the Maseekh (False/Transformed Messiah): $71 + 38 + 741 = 850$

the Night and the Day, Yastawi (become equal): $486 + 71 + 6 + 287 = 850$
(This refers to Day of the Equinox. The Autumn Equinox is either on September 22 or 23)

Month of September + 22: $505 + (323 + 22) = 505 + 345 = 850$ (This refers to September 22)

Day of ringing of Bell of the Peace: $56 + (370 + 263 + 161) = 56 + 794 = 850$

The Adha: $850$ [The Adha is an Islamic Holiday that commemorates Prophet Abraham’s willingness to sacrifice his son Ismael. It starts on Zu Hijja 10, which is called Day of the Nahr (Slaughter)]

Day of the 10 + Zu Al-Hijja: $56 + (31 + 10) + [706 (or 707) + 47] = (56 + 41) + 753 (or 754) = 97 + 753 (or 754) = 850$ (or 851)

Awwal (Beginning) of the Hijri year 1444: $37 + 115 + 1444 + 254 = 1850$

Day of Tulu (Rise) of the Sun + Its Maghreb (West or where Sun sets): $[56 + (115 + 431)] + 1248 = (56 + 546) + 1248 = 602 + 1248 = 1850$

Day of Sabi Ashar (Seventeenth) + Ramadan: $56 + (133 + 570) + 1091 = 56 + 703 (or 702) + 1091 = 56 + 1794 = 1850$ (or 1849)

Day of Sabi Ishroon (Twenty Seventh) + Ramadan: $[133 (or 132) + 626] + 1091 = 759 (or 758) + 1091 = 1850$ (or 1849)

Ramadan and Zu Al-Hijja (This is a Hadith reported in Bukhari & Muslim): $1091 + 6 + [706 (or 707) + 47] = 1091 + 6 + 753 (or 754) = 1850$ (or 1851)

Night of the Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97) + 1440: $(75 + 335) + 1440 = 410 + 1440 = 1850$ (equivalent to 850)

it is to yourselves. When the Promise of the End Times comes, (verse 7 of Sura 17): $116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 30 = 1850$ (or 1851)

The Taharur (Liberation) + Gaza: $839 + 1011 = 1850$

The End Times. They shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 104 of Sura 17): $838 (or 837) + [107 + 80 + 6 + 681 (or 680) + 138] = 838 (or 837) + 1012 (or 1011) = 1850$ (or 1849)
the End Times, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter (verse 7 of Sura 17) + England : 80 + 838 (or 837) + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 = 1850 (or 1849)

To the Aqsa Mosque which we have blessed its surroundings to show him from (verse 1 of Sura 17): 41 + 138 + 223 + 741 + 273 + 49 + 295 + 90 = 1850

The Saiha (Scream) seized him (verse 40 of Sura 29): 1706 + 144 = 1850

The Trumpet was blown (or sounded) (verse 20 of Sura 50) + Australia : (730 + 90 + 327) + 703 = 1850 (equivalent to 850)

Honoring of Astronauts of the Space + Apollo 11 : 670 + (211 + 913) + (45 + 11) = 670 + 1124 + 56 = 1850 (1850 is the 1566th Composite Number) (1566 is the 1319th Composite Number)

The Rahman, the Raheem. A.L.R. A book we have brought it down to you to bring out the people (verse 1 of Sura 14): 2850 (2850 is the 2436th Composite Number)

For whom is the Mulk (Kingship or Dominion) today ? For Allah, the One (verse 15 - 16 of Sura 40): (82 + 990 + 56 + 562 + 56 + 45 + 265) + 31 + [700 + 110 + 65 (or 66) + 135] + (311 + 120 + 121 + 87 + 65 + 49) = 2056 + [31 + 1010 (or 1011)] + 753 = [2056 + 1041 (or 1042)] + 753 = 3097 (or 3098) + 753 = 3850 (or 3851)

Jerusalem was sacked by the Philistines in 850 BC.

Golda Meir, former Prime Minister of Israel, was born on May 3, 1898 Julian (May 15, 1898 Gregorian) (Zu Al-Hijja 23, 1315 Hijri) (Iyar 23, 5658 Jewish) in Kiev, Ukraine. She died on December 8, 1978 (Muharram 7, 1399 Hijri) (Kislev 8, 5739 Jewish) (2443, 850.5th Julian Day). She served as Prime Minister of Israel from March 17, 1969 to June 3, 1974.
The Sincere Ones (verse 83 of Sura 38): \( 851 \)

The Night and the Day, Yastasawa (become equal): \( 487 + 71 + 6 + 287 = 851 \)  
(This refers to **Day of the Equinox.** The **Autumn Equinox** is either on September 22 or 23)

Month of September + 23: \( 505 + (323 + 23) = 505 + 346 = 851 \)  
(This refers to **September 23**)

The Ottoman Governor of Jerusalem sent a “Surrender Letter”, delivered by Mayor of Jerusalem, Hussein Al-Husseini, to the British invaders on **Sunday, December 9, 1917** (Safar 24, 1336 Hijri) (Kislev 24, 5678 Jewish). Field Marshal Edmund Allenby, head of the invading British forces, entered Jerusalem on foot, through the Jaffa gate, on **December 11, 1917**.

Day of the Tadsheen (Dedication): \( 56 + 795 = 851 \)  
[Feast/Festival of Lights, also known as **Hanukkah or Feast of Dedication**, is an 8-day Jewish Holiday that commemorates the victory of practicing Jews and re-dedication of the Jewish Temple in Jerusalem to God on **Kislev 25 (165 B.C.)**, after it was transformed by Greek Seleucid King Antiochus IV into a pagan temple and was desecrated by performing pagan rituals in the Jewish Temple, such as slaughtering and offering unholy sacrifices to pagan gods, three years earlier also on **Kislev 25 (168 B.C.)**]

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Nuzul (Descent) of the Quran, the Kareem (Honorable): \( 75 + 93 + [382 (or 383) + 301 ] = 75 + [93 + 683 (or 684)] = 75 + 776 (or 777) = 851 \ (or 852)

Al-Rahman (The Most Compassionate) taught the Quran (verses 1-2 of Sura 55): \( 329 (or 330) + 140 + 382 (or 383) = 851 \ (852 \ or \ 853)

We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or mixed people). And by the Truth, We have descended it/him and by the Truth, it/he has descended (verse 104-105 of Sura 17): \( 851 \ (850 \ or \ 852)

Till Day of the Known Time (verse 81 of Sura 38): \( 41 + 56 + (537 + 217) = 41 + 56 + 754 = 851 \)  
(This is the **2186th verse** from the end of the Quran)

Day of the 10 + Zu Al-Hijja: \( 56 + (31 + 10) + [706 (or 707) + 47] = (56 + 41) + 753 (or 754) = 97 + 753 (or 754) = 850 \ (or \ 851)

Day of the Haj (Pilgrimage) + Zu Hijja: \( 56 + 42 + (706 + 47) = 98 + 753 = 851

The Kaba + The Haram (Sanctuous, Sacred or Forbidden) House (verse 97 of Sura 5): \( 128 + (443 + 280) = 128 + 723 = 851

Realization of the vision (or apparition): \( 608 + 243 = 851\)
Realization of the Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): \[608 + [56 + 187 (or 186)] = 608 + 243 (or 242) = 851 (or 850)\]

And we do Hashr (gathering) to them on Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) (verse 97 of Sura 17): \[6 + 603 + 56 + 186 (or 187) = 851 (or 852)\]

Star of the Shira Al-Yamaniya (name of Sirius Star as called by Ancient Arabs): \[93 + (611 + 147) = 93 + 758 = 851 \] [It is mentioned in verse 49 of Sura 53 (Al-Najm, meaning the Star), immediately before verses 50 - 51 that talk about the devastation of the people of Aad and Thamud by God]

Descent (coming down) of the Shira Al-Yamaniya (name of Sirius Star as called by Ancient Arabs): \[93 + (611 + 147) = 93 + 758 = 851 \] [It is mentioned in verse 49 of Sura 53 (Al-Najm, meaning the Star), immediately before verses 50 - 51 that talk about the devastation of the people of Aad and Thamud by God]

The Promise + Saiqa (Shocking Event) (verse 13 of Sura 41) + Inha (Ending) of Washington: \[111 + 266 + 58 + 416 = 851\]

Promise of Fat’h (Conquest) of Britain: \[80 + [488 + 283 (or 282)] = 80 + 771 (or 771) = 851 (or 850)\]

Æthelstan, King of the English (King of West Saxons who became overlord and king of all the Anglo Saxons, starting from July 12, 927 AD): \[612 + 90 + 149 = 851\]

Intisar (Victory) + Nihaya (End) of Dajjal : \[742 + (71 + 38) = 742 + 109 = 851\]

The Qadr is better than one thousand months (verse 3 of Sura 97): \[335 + (810 + 90 + 111 + 505 ) = 335 + 1516 = 1851 (equivalent to 851)\]

And there used to be Men of the human race who would seek the help of men of the Jinn (invisible creatures) (verse 6 of Sura 72): \[1851 ( = 3 \times 617) \] \[\text{(1851 is the 1567th Composite Number)}\]

the Rahman, the Raheem. We have opened (or conquered) for you an evident conquest (or victory) (verse 1 of Sura 48): \[(329 + 289) + (52 + 539 + 50 + 489 + 103) = 618 + 1233 = 1851\]

And the Sky has been cracked. It is on that day (verse 16 of Sura 69): \[1851\]
The Iraq’s Ghazu ( Invasion) of Kuwait: 1013 + (402 + 436) = 1013 + 838 = 1851

Tabaddul (Switch or Change) of Qutbai (Two Poles) of the Earth, the Northern and the Southern + Intisar (Victory): 436 + (121 + 1032 + 412 + 6 + 102) + 742 = (436 + 1673) + 742 = 2109 + 742 = 2851 (equivalent to 851) (2851 is the 414th Prime Number)

Tabaddul (Switch or Change) of Qutbai (Two Poles) of the Earth, the Northern and the Southern + Intisar (Victory): 436 + (121 + 1032 + 412 + 6 + 102) + 742 = (436 + 1673) + 742 = 2109 + 742 = 2851 (equivalent to 851) (2851 is the 414th Prime Number)

The Promise + The Maseekh (False/Transformed Messiah): 111 + 741 = 852 (852 is the 705th Composite Number) (1025 is the 852nd Composite Number) (1226 is the 1025th Composite Number)

Saitara (Control) of the Britaniyeen (Britons) + The Quds (Jerusalem): 284 + 373 (or 372) + 195 = 852 (or 851)

A book has been brought down (or descended) unto you, so do not have in (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 7): 852 (or 853)

We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or mixed people). And by the Truth, We have descended it/him and by the Truth it/he has descended (verse 104 -105 of Sura 17): 852 (or 851)
And we do Hashr to them on Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) (verse 97 of Sura 17): $6 + 603 + 56 + 187$ (or 186) = **852** (or **851**)

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Thanks to Allah who descended upon his worshipper (verse 1 of Sura 18): **1852** (or **1853**)

Thani wa Ishreen (Twenty Second) + Jumada Al-Thania : $(561 + 6 + 630) + 1197 + 655$ (or 654) = **1852** (or **1851**) [ September 11, 2001 was Jumada Al-Thania (or Al-Akhira) 22 (or 23), 1422 Hijri ]

Sadis Ishreen (Twenty Sixth) + Ramadan: $(125 + 6 + 630) + 1091 = 1852$ (or 1853)

Al-Khamis wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Fifth) + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): $(732 + 6 + 661) + 453 = 1399 + 453 = 1852$ (or **1851**)  **(1852 is the 1568th Composite Number)** (12180 is the 1852nd Composite Number)

♦ We bring out (or dig out) (verse 57 of Sura 7): **853** (853 is the 147th Prime Number)  **(1026 is the 853th Composite Number)** (6721 is the 5853rd Composite Number)

On 10 of Zu Al-Hijja : $90 + 10 + [706 (or 707) + 47] = 90 + [10 + 753 (or 754)] = 111 + (21 + (37 + 684)) = 111 + 742 = 853$  **(or 854)**

Day of Zanb (Sin) of Adam : $56 + [752 + 45 (or 46)] = 56 + 797 (or 798) = 853$ (or **854**)

Al-Rahman (The Most Compassionate) taught the Quran  (verses 1-2 of Sura 55): $330 (or 329) + 140 + 383 (or 382) = 853$  **(851 or 852)**

A book has been brought down (or descended) unto you, so do not have in  (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 7): **853** (or **852**)

And the Mosques are for Allah, so do not call (verse 18 of Sura 72): **853**

The Promise + Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paul, the Second: $111 + [21 + 37 + (54 + 38) + 592] = 111 + [21 + 37 + (92 + 592)] = 111 + [21 + (37 + 684)] = 111 + (21 + 721) = 111 + 742 = **853**

The Promise + Nihaya (End) of City of Vatican: $111 + 71 + [109 + 562 (or 561)] = 111 + [71 + 671 (or 670)] = 111 + 742 (or 741) = **853** (or **852**)

We fold up the Heaven (Sky) like fold-up of the Sijil for the Books (verse 104 of Sura 21): (75 + 133 + 39 + 124) + 482 = 371 + 482 = **853**
By the Star when it falls. (verse 1 of Sura 53): $6 + (124 + 702 + 21) = 6 + 847 = 853$

By/On the Haq (Truth or Due Date) (verse 105 of Sura 17) + The Piercing Star (verse 3 of Sura 86): $141 + (124 + 634) = 141 + 758 = 853$

The Mukazibeen (Deniers/Rejecters of the Truth) (verse 10 of Sura 83): 853

Day of Promise of the Rus’ (Russians) Hadd (Destruction) of City of New York: $(56 + 80) + (9 + 297 + 109 + 302) = 136 + 717 = 853$

The Rus’ (Russians) Hadd (Destruction) of Manhattan: $9 + 297 + 547 = 853$

Zilzal (Quake) + Fayadan (Flood) of the End Times: $75 + [941 + 837 (or 838)] = 75 + 1778 (or 1779) = 1853 (or 1854)$

From Alaq. Recite and your Lord is the Most Honorable, who (verse 2 – 4 of Sura 96): 1853

the one who sent his servant on a journey at night from the Haram Mosque to the Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): $741 + (271 + 83 + 71 + 90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138) = 741 + 1112 = 1853$

Day of the Furqan, the Day the Jam’an (two assembled forces) met and Allah is of every thing (verse 41 of Sura 8): $56 + (462 + 56 + 541 + 195 + 6 + 66 + 110 + 50 + 311) = 56 + 1797 = 1853$

There has been for you an Aya (Sign) in two parties who met (for a fight) (verse 13 of Sura 3): 1853 (or 1854) (1853 is the 1569th Composite Number) (2181 is the 1853th Composite Number)

Fourteen + Mayo (May - in Egypt) + 1948 : $(278 + 570 + 57) + 1948 = 905 + 1948 = 2853$ (Israel was established on May 14, 1948)

33 Khawarizm (Muslim group who re-captured Jerusalem from the Crusaders for the last

$\text{الرحمن الرحيم + الحي القيوم}$ The Most Compassionate, Most Merciful + The Ever-Living and Ever-Present: $(329 + 289) + (49 + 187) = 618 + 236 = 854 \ (= 2 \times 7 \times 61) \ (854 \ is \ the \ 706^{th} \ Composite \ Number) \ \ (1027 \ is \ the \ 854^{th} \ Composite \ Number)$

Every command. Peace it is till (verse 4 – 5 of Sura 97): 854

Line (latitude) 33 degrees: $609 + (33 + 212) = 609 + 245 = 854$
time. Jerusalem remained under the rule of Muslim until it was captured from the Ottoman Empire by Britain in 1917): **854**

Day of Zanb (Sin) of Adam: 56 + [752 + 46 (or 45)] = 56 + 798 (or 797) = **854 (or 853)**

End of the Ottoman State: 71 + (76 + 707) = 71 + 783 = **854**

Bidaya (Beginning) of Awda (Return) of the Caliphate: (22 + 85) + 747 = 107 + 747 = **854**

Seven from the Mathani (twosomes, couples, or pairs) (verse 87 of Sura 15): 132 (or 133) + 90 + 632 (or 631) = **854 (853 or 855)**

On 10 of Zu Al-Hijja: 90 + 10 + [707 (or 706) + 47] = 90 + [10 + 754 (or 753)] = **854 (or 853)**

Lord of the Magnificent Throne (verse 26 of Sura 27): 202 + 601 + 1051 = **1854** (1854 is the 1570th Composite Number) (2182 is the 1854th Composite Number)

Ghadeer Khum: 1214 + 640 = **1854**

The Hijriya (Hijri) Year + 1454: (146 + 254) + 1454 = 400 + 1454 = **1854**

This refers to **1454 Hijri**

Shaban 29 + 1402 (Hijri): (423 + 29) + 1402 = 452 + 1402 = **1854**

Prince William was born on Monday, June 21, 1982 (Shaban 29 (or 30), 1402 Hijri)

And their prophet told them: It is the Aya (Sign) of his kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Coffin or Ark) (verse 248 of Sura 2): **1854 (or 1853)**

Sabi Ishreen (Twenty Seventh) + Ramadan: (133 + 630) + 1091 = 763 + 1091 = **1854** (equivalent to 854)

Saba Ishroon (Twenty Seven) + Ramadan: (137 + 626) + 1091 = 763 + 1091 = **1854**

Day of Sab’a Ashar (Seventeen) + Ramadan: (56 + (137 + 570) + 1091 = 763 + 1091 = **1854**

The Crusaders conquered...
Jerusalem for the first time and massacred its Muslim & Jewish inhabitants on July 15, 1099 Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) ] (3322 is the 2854th Composite Number)

Blessed. We have been warning. In it, every wise command gets distinguished. A command from us. We (verse 3 – 5 of Sura 44): 2854

A Messenger, from them, came to them, but they claimed he was a liar, so (the torment) got them (verse 113 of Sura 16): 2854

To yourselves, and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and (verse 7 of Sura 17): 2854 (or 2853) (= 2 x 1427) (2854 is the 2439th Composite Number)

♦  أخرجنا We bring out (verse 33 of Sura 36) & (verse 27 of Sura 82): 855 (855 is the 707th Composite Number) (1028 is the 855th Composite Number) (1230 is the 1028th Composite Number)

Prince of the Believers + Al-Hashim (Family of the Mahdi): 478 + 31 (or 32) + 346 = 855 (or 856)

The Dajjal, the Awar + Prince of the Believers : (69 + 308) + (251 + 227) = 377 + 478 = 855

Hadd (Destruction) of the Caliph, the Mahdi: 9 + (756 + 90) = 9 + 846 = 855

Seven from the Mathani (twosomes, couples, or pairs) (verse 87 of Sura 15): 133 (or 132) + 90 + 632 (or 631) = 855 (854 or 853)

And the Duha (Forenoon) (verses 1 of Sura 93): 6 + 849 = 855

Entry of Khawarizm the Aqsa Mosque : 640 + 854 + (138 + 223) = 640 + 854 + 361 = 1855

The End Times, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17): 837 (or 838) + 113 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 = 1855 (or 1856) (1855 is the 1571th Composite Number)

He asks: When will Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or Beginning of the End Times) be? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun and the Moon are combined, (verse 6-8 of Sura 75): 3855 (or 3856) (= 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 241) (3855 is the 3319th Composite Number) (3324 is the 2855th Composite Number)
So that you know the number of years (verse 12 of Sura 17): \( 577 + 78 + 201 = 856 \) (\( = 2 \times 2 \times 2 \times 107 \)) (856 is the 708th Composite Number) (1029 is the 856th Composite Number) (1232 is the 1029th Composite Number)

Akhir (End) of the Hayat (Life): \( 801 \) (or 802) + 55 = \( 856 \) (or 857)

The End Times, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17): \( 838 \) (or 837) + 113 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 = \( 1856 \) (or 1855) (1856 is the 1572nd Composite Number)

Lailat (Eve) of One + The Muharram + 1444 = \( 75 + [337 \text{ (or 338)} + 1444] = 75 + 1781 \) (or 1782) = \( 1856 \) (or 1857) (This is 1st day of Muharram, meaning 1st day of a Hijri year.)

He asks: When will Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or Beginning of the End Times) be? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun and Moon are combined, (verse 6-8 of Sura 75): \( 3856 \) \( (3855 \text{ or } 3857) \) (= \( 2 \times 2 \times 2 \times 2 \times 241 \)) (3856 is the 3320th Composite Number)

Akhir (Last) Day: \( 801 \) (or 802) + 56 = \( 857 \) (or 858) (857 is the 148th Prime Number) (1030 is the 857th Composite Number) (2857 is the 415th Prime Number)

Akhir (End) of the Life: \( 802 \) (or 801) + 55 = \( 857 \) (or 856)

Bidaya (Beginning) of the Major Alamat (Signs): \( 21 \) (or 22) + (573 + 263) = \( 21 \) (or 22) + 836 = \( 858 \)

except as Angels and We have not made their Idda (count, number, or period) (verse 31 of Sura 74): \( 32 + 105 \) (or 106) + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 = \( 857 \) (or 858)

and Allah is capable of every thing (verse 41 of Sura 8): \( 6 + 66 + 110 + 50 + 311 + 314 = 857 \)

Mawlid (Birth) of George Walker Bush: \( 80 + [212 + 257 \text{ (or 227)} + 308] = 80 + 777 \) (or 747) = \( 857 \) (or 827)

Ma’bad (Temple) of the Maseekh (Transformed, false Messiah): \( 116 + 741 = 857 \)
That is the Day of the Khuruj (Coming Out) (verse 42 of Sura 50) + Son of the Hussein : $1646 + (52 + 159) = 1646 + 211 = 1857$ (equivalent to 857) ($1857$ is the $1573^{rd}$ Composite Number) ($2185$ is the $1857^{th}$ Composite Number) (Mahdi is either son of the Hussein or Hasan, grandsons of Prophet Mohammad (p))

Day of Inhizam (Defeat) of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders) + Tahreer (Liberation) of Bayt Al-Maqdis : $56 + [103 (or 104) + 233] + (818 + 412 + 235) = 56 + [336 (or 337) + 1465] = 56 + 801 (or 802) = 1857 (or 1858)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Day of the Nahr (Slaughter) : $1437: 75 + (56 + 289) + 1437 : 75 + (345 + 1437) = 75 + 1782 = 1857$ [Zu Al-Hija 10, the first day of Eid (Feast) of the Adha (Sacrifice) is called Day of the Nahr (Slaughter) ]

Lailat (Eve) of One + The Muharram + 1444 : $75 + [19 (or 18) + 319] + 1444 = 75 + [338 (or 337) + 1444] = 75 + 1782 (or 1781) = 1857 (or 1856) (This is 1$^{st}$ day of Muharram, meaning 1$^{st}$ day of 1444 Hijri year.)

Awwal (Beginning) of Sana (year) 1444 Hijriya: $37 + 115 + 1444 + 223 = 1857$

The End Times + 2019 : $838 (or 837) + 2019 = 2857 (or 2856) (equivalent to 857)$

Third of Azar (March) + 1924: $1933 + 1924 = 3857$ (The Ottoman Caliphate was abolished on March 3, 1924)

He asks : When will Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or Beginning of the End Times) be ? When the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and the Sun and Moon are combined, (verse 6 - 9 of Sura 75): $3857$ (3855 or 3856) (equivalent to 857) (3857 is the $3321^{st}$ Composite Number)

Constantinople was conquered by the Ottomans on Tuesday, May 29, 1453 Julian (June 7, 1453 Gregorian) (Jumada Al-Ula 20, 857 Hijri) (Sivan 21, 5213 Jewish) (2251,914.5$^{th}$ 2251,915$^{th}$ Julian Day).

Mudhahi (Sacrificer): $858$ (858 is the $709^{th}$ Composite Number) ($1032$ is the $858^{th}$ Composite Number)

Bidaya (Beginning) of the Major Alamat (Signs): $22 (or 21) + (573 + 263) = 22 (or 21) + 836 = 858 (or 857)$

Akhir (Last) Day : $802 (or 801) + 56 = 858 (or 857)$

a continually (or an always) ominous (verse 19 of Sura 54): $118 + 740 = 858$
except as Angels and We have not made their Idda (count, number, or period) (verse 31 of Sura 74): 32 + 106 (or 105) + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 = 858 (or 857)

Hadd (Destruction) of Manhattan, New York: 9 + (547 + 302) = 9 + 849 = 858

Hadd (Destruction) of Manhattan + The Amreek (Americans): 9 + 547 + 302 = 858

Qiyama (Resurrection or Outbreak of War) of Australia: 156 + 702 = 858

Qiyama (Resurrection or Outbreak of War) of Australia: 155 (or 156) + 703 = 858 (or 859)

Khuruj (Coming out) of Maseekh (False Messiah) Al-Awar (Defective Eyed): 809 + 1049 = 1858

Saba’ Ishreen (Twenty Seventh) + Ramadan: (137 + 661) + 1091 = 1858

Day of Inhizam (Defeat) of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders) + Tahreer (Liberation) of Bayt Al-Maqdis: 56 + [104 (or 103) + 233] + (818 + 412 + 235) = 56 + [337 (or 336) + 1465] = 56 + 802 (or 801) = 858 (or 857)

When He (the Mahdi) rose up (verse 19 of Sura 72) + That is the Day of Khuruj (Coming Out) (verse 42 of Sura 50): 212 + 1646 = 1858

What the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is ? The Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is, till rise of the Dawn (verse 4 - 5 of Sura 97): [6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 130 (or 131)] = 1848 (or 1849) (equivalent to 858) (= 2 x 929) (1858 is the 1574th Composite Number) (2186 is the 1858th Composite Number)

The first of Our Lady of Lourdes, France apparitions of Virgin Mary happened February 11, 1858 (Jumada Thania 26, 1274 Hijri), when Bernadette Soubirous, a 14-year-old Catholic French peasant girl, admitted to her mother that a "lady" spoke to her in the cave of Massabielle (a mile from the town) while she was gathering firewood with her sister and a friend. She claimed that a beautiful woman appeared to her and said, "I am the Immaculate Conception". Similar apparitions of the alleged
"Lady" were reported on 17 occasions that year, until the climax revelation of Our Lady of the Immaculate Conception took place. On February 25, 1858 (Rajab 10, 1274 Hijri) (2399,735.5th Julian Day), the Lady asked Bernadette to dig in the ground and drink water from the spring that resulted from her digging. As word spread, this water was given to medical patients of all kinds, and many reports of miraculous cures followed. Bernadette Soubirous was later canonized as a Saint. Roman Catholics and some Protestants believe her apparitions have been validated by the overwhelming popularity and testament of healings claimed to have taken place at the Lourdes water spring. Because of these apparitions, Lourdes is now a major pilgrimage site in France, only Paris has more hotels than Lourdes. Around 4 - 6 million pilgrims travel annually to Lourdes.

♦  

Bidaya (Beginning) of the End Times: 22 + 837 (or 838) = 859 (or 860)  
(859 is the 149th Prime Number)  (1034 is the 859th Composite Number)  

Bidaya (Beginning) of Creation of the Kawn (Universe): 22 + (730 + 107) = 22 + 837 = 859  

The Bidaya (Beginning) + Caliphate of the Mahdi: 53 + 716 + 90 = 859  

A.L.R. a Book we descended unto you (verse 1 of Sura 14): 859 (or 858)  

Tenth + Muharram: 571 + 288 = 859  

Day of Nuclear Karitha (Disaster): 56 + (726 + 77) = 56 + 803 = 859  

Ijtiyah (Invasion) of Kuwait: 423 + 436 = 859  

(Iraq started its invasion of Kuwait on August 2, 1990. Within 2 days, by August 4, 1990, almost all Kuwait became under the control of Iraq)  

There (at/in that situation, location, or time), the Believers were afflicted and were shaken (verse 11 of Sura 33): 106 + (443 + 223) + (6 + 81) = 106 + (666 + 87) = 106 + 753 = 859  

In it by permission (verse 4 of Sura 97): 859  

A witness, and a Mubashir (Bearer of good news) (verse 45 of Sura 33): 859  

Close place (location), the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) (verse 41-42 of Sura 50): 859  

The Rahman (Most Compassionate) Raheem (Most Merciful) master of the Day of the Deen (Judgement or Religion) (verses 3 – 4 of Sura 1): 859 (or 860)  

in the chests of the people from the Jinna (invisible creatures) and the
people (verse 5 – 6 of Sura 114): 859

Day of Hazima (Defeat) of Madina (City/State) of Israel + Awda (Return) of Palestine: $56 + (67 + 109 + 303 + 85 + 239) = 56 + 803 = 859$

Day of Hazima (Defeat) of Madina (City/State) of the Jews + Awda (Return) of the Arabs + Palestine: $(67 + 109 + 56) + (85 + 303 + 239) = 232 + 627 = 859$

London (or Sydney) + Caliph: $134 + 725 = 859$

Karitha (Catastrophe) + The Heaven: $726 + 133 = 859$

City of Petersburg, Russia: $109 + 1473 + 277 = 1859$ (equivalent to 859)

On Tuesday, May 31, 1859 (Shawwal 27, 1275 Hijri) (Iyar 27, 5619 Jewish) (240,0195.5th Julian Day), Big Ben Clock, in London, England, started operating and keeping time. The clock is perched on a 96-meter (315-foot) elegant tower called the Clock Tower, overlooking River Thames, adjacent to Westminster Bridge, at the northern end of the Palace of Westminster (the meeting place of the House of Commons and the House of Lords, the two houses of the Parliament of the U.K.) in Westminster, in central London. The Clock Tower also houses Big Ben Bell (also called the Great Bell) that rings every hour on the hour (that is why it is called “The Hour Bell”), and 4 smaller Quarter bells which chime every quarter of an hour (meaning 15 minutes). Big Ben Bell was initially hung in New Palace Yard for testing. It was tested each day until October 17, 1857 (Safar 27 (or 28), 1274 Hijri) when a 1.2m crack appeared. A new replacement bell was cast on April 10, 1858 (Shaban 26, 1274 Hijri). The Big Ben Bell rang for the first time on July 11, 1859 (Zu Al-Hijja 9 (or 10), 1275 Hijri) (Tammuz 9, 5619 Jewish), but its success was short-lived. In September 1859, the new bell cracked again and Big Ben remained silent for four years. During this 4-year period, the
hour was struck on the fourth Quarter bell. In 1863, a solution for Big Ben's was found: (a) Big Ben was turned by a quarter turn so the hammer struck a different spot, (b) the hammer was replaced by a lighter version, (c) a small square was cut into the bell to prevent the crack from spreading. The Quarter bells first chimed on September 7, 1859 (Safar 8 (or 9), 1276 Hijri) (Elul 8, 5619 Jewish). The Clock Tower is one of the most distinctive architectural symbols of London.

♦ ضلال Misguidance (verse 85 of Sura 28): **860** (or **861**). (860 is the 710th Composite Number) (1035 is the 860th Composite Number) (2860 is the 2444th Composite Number)

خسر loss (verse 2 of Sura 103): **860**

سخر made subservient (verse 33 of Sura 14): **860**

بداية الآخره Bidaya (Beginning) of the End Times: \(22 + 838\) (or \(837\)) = **860** (or **859**)

ياجوج + الآخره Gog + The End Times: \(23 + 837\) (or \(838\)) = **860** (or **861**)

穆صر فرنسس Masra (Murder or Death) of Francis: \(400 + 460\) = **860**

تَدْشِينٌ Tadsheen (Dedication) of the Haikal (Temple): \(764 + 96\) = **860**

[ Feast/Festival of Lights, also known as Hanukkah or Feast of Dedication, is an 8-day Jewish Holiday that commemorates the victory of practicing Jews and re-dedication of the Jewish Temple in Jerusalem to God on Kislev 25 (165 B.C.), after it was transformed by Greek Seleucid King Antiochus IV into a pagan temple and was desecrated by performing pagan rituals in the Jewish Temple, such as slaughtering and offering unholy sacrifices to pagan gods, three years earlier also on Kislev 25 (168 B.C.) ]

صوحون طائره + روزويل نيو مكسيكو Flying Saucers + Rosewell, New Mexico: \((154 + 225) + (259 + 66) + 156\) = **379 + 481 = 860**

أيام مرسها قل إما علمها عند When will its docking be? Say: The knowledge of it is with (verse 187 of Sura 7): **860** (or **861**)

الرحمن الرحيم مالك يوم الدين The Rahman (Most Compassionate) Raheem (Most Merciful) master of the Day of the Deen (Judgement or Religion) (verses 3 – 4 of Sura 1): **860** (or **859**)

ليلة المиграج 1440 Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Miraj (heavenly journey) + 1440 : \(75 + (345 + 1440)\) = **1860**

سابع وعشرين + رمضان Sabi wa Ishreen (Twenty Seventh) + Ramadan: \((133 + 6 + 630) + 1091\) = \(769 + 1091\) = **1860** (equivalent to **860**) (1860 is the 1576th Composite Number) (2188 is the 1860th Composite Number)
the Qadr and how would you know what the Night of Qadr is. The Night of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels descend and (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 = 3860 (or 3859)

Theodor Herzl (Father of Zionism) was born on May 2, 1860 (Shawwal 10, 1276 Hijri) (Iyar 10, 5620 Jewish) and died on July 3, 1904 (Rabi Thani 19, 1322 Hijri) (Tammuz 20, 5664 Jewish Calendar) (2416.664.5th Julian Day).

♦ Subhan (Glory be to), the one (verse 1 of Sura 17): 120 + 741 = 861
(861 is the 711th Composite Number) (1036 is the 861st Composite Number)

Day of Inha (Ending) of the Caliphate: 56 + 58 + 747 (or 746) = 861 (or 860)

Dhalal (Misguidance) (verse 85 of Sura 28): 861 (or 860)

Ratzinger (Pope’s Benedict’s real last name): 861

Martyrdom of the Mahdi: 771 + 90 = 861

The Tabut (Ark or Coffin) + Ihya (Resurrection): 840 + 21 = 861

Day of Intiya (End) of Dawla (State) of Israel: 56 + [458 + 45 + 302 (or 303)] = 56 + 805 (or 806) = 861 (or 862)

When will its docking be? Say: The knowledge of it is with (verse 187 of Sura 7): 861 (or 860)

Seven of (or from) the Mathani (twosomes, couples, or pairs) and (verse 89 of Sura 15): 861 (or 860)

the sight is sparkled and the Moon is eclipsed and (the Sun and Moon) are combined, (verse 7 - 8 of Sura 75): 1861 (1861 is the 284th Prime Number)

Visit of the Israeli President, Shimon Peres, of Mosque of the Jazzar: 223 + 311 + 343 (or 344) + 406 + 229 + 107 + 242 = 1861 (or 1862)
[ President of Israel, Shimon Peres, visited Mosque of the Jazzar (Slaughterer) in Akka, Israel, on Tuesday, August 23, 2011 (Ramadan 23, 1432 Hijri) (Av 23, 5771 Jewish Calendar) (2455,796.5th Julian Day) ]

If you do well, you do well to yourselves and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When (promise) comes (verse 7 of Sura 17): 2861 (equivalent to 861) (2861 is the 416th Prime Number) (3332 is the 2861st Composite Number)
Was created from water (verse 6 of Sura 86): $862 = 2 \times 431$ (862 is the 712th Composite Number) (1037 is the 862nd Composite Number)

Za Al-Kifl (name of a Prophet) (verse 85 of Sura 21): $701 + 161 = 862$

Milad (Birth) of George Walker Bush: $85 + [212 + 257 (or 227) + 308] = 85 + 777$ (or 747) $= 862$ (or 832) (George Bush Jr. was born on July 6, 1946)

The King Al-Hasan, the Second: $121 + (149 + 592) = 121 + 741 = 862$

[Al-Hasan II, King of Morocco, was crowned on March 3, 1961, after the death of his father on February 26, 1961. He died around 4:30 pm on July 23, 1999 (Rabi Thani 9, 1420 Hijri) (Av 10, 5759 Jewish Calendar) (2451, 382.5th Julian Day)]

Itaha (Overthrow or Ouster) of the King Farouk + Egypt: $24 + (121 + 387) + 330 = 24 + 508 + 330 = 532 + 330 = 862$ (Revolution of 23 Julyu is the military coup by the Free Officers Movement on July 23, 1952 (Zu Al-Qada 1, 1371 Hijri) (Av 1, 5712 Jewish), led by Muhammad Nageeb and Gamal Abd-Nasir, that forced King of Egypt, Farouk I, to abdicate the throne in favor of his infant son Ahmed Fuad. He was exiled on July 26, 1952. The monarchy in Egypt ended when Egypt became a republic on June 18, 1953.)

Day of Akhira (End Times): $56 + 806$ (or 807) $= 862$ (or 863)

And so that you know the number of years (verse 12 of Sura 17): $6 + (577 + 78 + 201) = 6 + 856 = 862$

Day of Intiya (End) of Dawla (State) of Israel: $56 + [458 + 45 + 303$ (or 302) $] = 56 + 806$ (or 805) $= 862$ (or 861)

The Mazbaha (Massacre) + Gog + Magog: $786 + (23 + 53) = 786 + 76 = 862$

Australia + The Mubaya’a (Offering of Allegiance): $703 + 159 = 862$

Faji’a (Catastrophe) + Australia: $159 + 703 = 862$

Aya (Sign) of Hadd ( Destruction) of London, England: $17 + 9 + 134 + 702 = 160 + 702 = 862$

Night of Awda (Return) of England: $(75 + 85) + 702 = 160 + 702 = 862$

Ibada (Annihilation) of Manhattan, New York: $13 + (547 + 302) = 13 + 849 = 862$

Eastern Europe: $216 + 646 = 862$
Europe + Al-Ukhdud (verse 4 of Sura 48): 216 + 646 = 862

Islamic Dispute: 715 + 147 = 862

Islamic Caliphate: 716 + 146 (or 147) = 862 (or 863)

Qiyam (Rise) of the Mahdi, the Muntazar (Await): 151 + (90 + 1621) = 151 + 1711 = 1862

Qiyam (Rise) of the Mahdi, the Hashimi (Mahdi’s family name) + Prince of Believers + The Caliph: 151 + 90 + (387 + 478 + 756) = 151 + (90 + 1621) = 151 + 1711 = 1862

Visit of the Israeli President, Shimon Peres, of Mosque of the Jazzar: 223 + 311 + 344 (or 343) + 406 + 229 + 107 + 242 = 1862 (or 1861)

[ President of Israel, Shimon Peres, visited Mosque of the Jazzar (Slaughterer) in Akka, Israel, on Tuesday, August 23, 2011 (Ramadan 23, 1432 Hijri) (Av 23, 5771 Jewish Calendar) (2455,796.5 th Julian Day) ]

City of Petrograd (Petersburg), Russia: 1585 + 277 = 1862

of cultivation at your Al-Muharram House (verse 37 of Sura 14): 710 + 277 + 124 + 432 + 319 = 1862 (equivalent to 862)

Operation Gomorrah + Hamburg + Germany: [155 + 321 (or 322)] + 1253 (or 1254) + 133 = 476 (or 477) + 1253 (or 1254) + 133 = 1862 (or 1863) (Code name of the attack launched by Britain against Hamburg, Germany in WW II )

Day of Al-Thalith wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Third) + Ailul (September): 56 + (1062 + 6 + 661) + 77 = 56 + (1729 + 77) = 56 + 1806 = 1862

Mazbaha (Massacre) of the Mongols: 755 + 1107 = 1862

The Fifth + Augustus (August): 732 + 1130 = 1862

Day of Accident/Event of Inhiyar (Collapse) of mine of the Gold and the Copper: 56 + [512 (or 513) + 267 + 133 + 738 + 6 + 150] = 56 + 1806 (or 1807) = 1862 (or 1863)

Promise of Night (Eve) of Alignment (or lining up) of eleven Planets and the Sun and the Moon: 80 + 75 + [261 + 13 + 570 + 49 (or 48)] + 6 + (431 + 6 + 371) = 80 + 75 + [893 (or 892) + 6 + 808] = 80 + [75 + 1707 (or 1706)] = 80 + 1782 (or 1781) = 1862

Awda (Return) of the Island of the Arabs (Arabian
Peninsula) returns, as it used to be, paradises and rivers: \(85 + 225 + 303 + 61 + 471 + 454 + 6 + 257 = 1862\) (1862 is the 1577th Composite Number)

The Caller from a close location. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) by the Truth, that is the Day of the Khuruj (coming out) (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): \((126 + 90 + 111 + 312) + (56 + 236 + 144 + 141 + 750 + 56 + 840) = 639 + 2223 = 2862\) (2862 is the 2445th Composite Number) \((3333\) is the 2862nd Composite Number)

The Earth, when Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you (verse 104 of Sura 17): 2862 (or 2863)

that an Oath to someone who has a brain. Have you not seen what has done (verse 5 – 6 of Sura 89): \(750 + 200 + 740 + 211 + 71 + 600 + 110 + 180 = 2862\)

♦ خلافه إسلاميه Islamic Caliphate: \(716 + 147 = 863\) (or 862) (863 is the 150th Prime Number) \((1038\) is the 863rd Composite Number)

إلغاء سلطانه عثمانية Ingha (Abolishment or Abolition) of Ottoman Sultanate: \(1033 + [154 + 676 (or 675)] = 1033 + 830 (or 829) = 863\) (or 862)

جبل من الذهب Mountain of the Gold (Prophet Mohammad (p) mentioned Mountain / Treasure of Gold in the End Times, but warned Muslims to stay away from): \(35 + 90 + 738 = 863\)

الشجرة المحرمة The Muharrama (Forbidden) Tree: \(539 + 280 = 863\)

يوم آخره Day of Akhira (End Times): \(56 + 807 (or 806) = 863\) (or 862)

الاستوا + الليل و النهار The Istiwa (Equality, Equilibrium, or Equinox) + the Night and the Day: \(499 (or 500) + 71 + 6 + 287 = 863\) (or 864)

ءامنو كتب عليكم الصيام Who have believed, the Siam (Fasting) has been decreed upon you (verse 183 of Sura 2): \(99 + 422 + 170 + 172 = 863\)

رجعه النبي عيسى بن مريم Raj’a (Return) of the Prophet Jesus son of Mary: \(278 + (93 + 150) + [52 (or 53) + 290] = 278 + 243 + 342 (or 343) = 863\) (or 864)

آخر يوليو Akhir (Last or End) of Yulyu (July): \(801 (or 802) + 62 = 863\) (or 864)

الخروج + يأجوج The Khuruj (Coming out) (verse 42 of Sura 50) + Gog: \(840 + 23 = 863\)

يأجوج + التابوت Gog + The Tabut (Ark or Coffin): \(23 + 840 = 863\)

تابوت جان Tabut (Ark or Coffin) of Jan (John or demons): \(809 + 54 = 863\)
The Maseekh (False Messiah), the Dajjal + Jinn (demons): \((741 + 69) + 53 = 810 + 53 = 863\)

The Maseekh (False Messiah), the Dajjal + Magog: \((741 + 69) + 53 = 810 \)

Al-Wahid (the One, refers to Oneness of God) + He has knowledge of the Book (verse 40 of Sura 27): \(50 + (129 + 140 + 90 + 454) = 50 + 813 = 863\)

The caller announces from a close location (verse 41 of Sura 50) + Al-Mubaya‘a (The Offering of Allegiance): \(704 + 159 = 863\)

Faji’a (Catastrophe) + The caller calls from a close location (verse 41 of Sura 50): \(159 + 704 = 863\)

The Aya (Sign) of the Imam Mahdi + Torah: \(48 + (113 + 90) + 612 = 48 + 203 + 612 = 863\)

The Prince + Torah: \(251 + 612 = 863\)

Mubaya‘a (offering of Allegiance) + (Trumpet) Blow: \(128 + 735 = 863\)

Aya (Sign) of Hadd (Destruction) of Sydney, Australia: \((17 + 9 + 134) + 703 = 160 + 703 = 863\)

Aya (Sign) of Hadd (Destruction) of Manhattan + Bay’a (Offering of Allegiance) to the Mahdi: \((17 + 9 + 547) + (87 + 113 + 90) = 573 + 290 = 863\)

Hadda (Incident of Destruction) of Manhattan, New York: \(14 + (547 + 302) = 14 + 849 = 863\)

The Nuclear Weapon + Al-Hind (India) and Pakistan: \(233 + 90 + 6 + 534 = 863\)

The Nuclear Weapon + Al-Mahdi and Pakistan: \(233 + 90 + 6 + 534 = 863\)

Bombardment of Pakistan: \(59 + 270 + 534 = 863\)

Hadm ( Destruction) of City of Islam Abad, Al-Pakistan: \(49 + (109 + 132 + 8 + 565) = 49 + 814 = 863\)

Halak (Devastation) of Lahore, Al-Pakistan: \(56 + 242 + 565 = 863\)
The Nuclear Weapons + Turks: $243 + 620 = 863$

Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Ihya (Resurrection) of the City of New York + Sydney: $(5 + 80 + 212) + (21 + 109 + 302 + 134) = 297 + 566 = 863$

A Command (or Order) from us. We are sending a mercy from your Lord (God). He is the Most Hearer/Listener. (verses 5 - 6 of Sura 44): 1863 (equivalent to 863)

Entrance of the Orthodox Greeks into the religion of Islam: $640 + 822 (or 828) + 148 + 90 + 163 = 1863 (or 1869)$

Operation Gomorrah + Hamburg + Germany: $[155 + 322 (or 321)] + 1253 (or 1254) + 133 + 477 (or 476) + 1253 (or 1254) + 133 = 1863 (or 1862)$

(Operation Gomorrah is the code name of the attack launched by Britain & the U.S. against Hamburg, Germany in WW II that started on July 24, 1943.)

Day of Accident/Event of Inhiyar (Collapse) of mine of the Gold and the Copper: $56 + [513 (or 512) + 267 + 133 + 738 + 6 + 150] = 56 + 1807 (or 1806) = 1863 (or 1862)

when Yajuj (Gog) and Magog have been opened (unleashed) and they from every (verse 96 of Sura 21): $(702 + 888 + 23 + 6 + 53 + 6 + 45) + (90 + 50 ) = 1723 + 140 = 1863$ (1863 is the 1578th Composite Number)

In it, there is Sakina from your Lord and the remainder of what the Family of Moses and the Family of Harun left, carried by the Angels. It is in (verse 248 of Sura 2): $95 + 145 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 117 + 81 + 620 + 32 (or 31) + 116 + 6 + 32 (or 31) + 261 (or 262) = 1863 (1861 or 1862)

Saba’ wa Ishreen (Twenty Seventh) + Ramadan: $(137 + 6 + 661) + 1090 (or 1091) = 773 + 1090 (or 1091) = 1863 (or 1864) (equivalent to 863)

Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq) $9 + 1401 = 1402$ [ On July 9, 1401 AD (Zu Al-Qada 26 (or 27), 803 Hijri), Timur Lank entered Baghdad and massacred most of its inhabitants.]

Timur Lank + The Mongols: $(656 + 100) + 1107 = 756 + 1107 = 1863$

Day of Promise of Mazbaha (Massacre) of Timur, the Araj (Lame) + Baghdad: $(56 + 80) + (755 + 656 + 305 + 1011) = 136 + 2727 = 2863 (= 7 \times 409) (2863$ is the $2446^{th}$ Composite Number) (3334 is the $2863^{rd}$ Composite Number) [Timur was
known as Timur Lank because Lank means Araj (or Lame) and he was lame.

The Earth, when Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you (verse 104 of Sura 17): **2863 (or 2862)**

Let me come-out (verse 80 of Sura 17): **864 (864 is the 713th Composite Number)**

(1040 is the 864th Composite Number)

The Hour occurs (verse 55 of Sura 30) + Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgement) (verse 4 of Sura 1): (546 + 167) + (56 + 95) = 713 + 151 = **864**

The Istaw (Equality, Equilibrium, or Equinox) + the Night and the Day: 500 (or 499) + 71 + 6 + 287 = **864 (or 863)**

Raj’a (Return) of the Prophet Jesus son of Mary: 278 + (93 + 150) + [53 (or 52) + 290] = 278 + 243 + 343 (or 342) = **864 (or 863)**

Day of Nuzul (Descent or coming down) of Jesus son of Mary from the Heaven: 56 + 93 + [150 + 52 (or 53) + 290] + (90 + 133) = 56 + [93 + 492 (or 493) + 223] = 56 + 808 (or 809) = **864 (or 865)**

Day of Majzara (Massacre) of Srebrenica: 56 + [255 + 553 (or 563)] = 56 + 808 (or 818) = **864 (or 874)**

The Jews + Istila (capture or taking control) of the Quds (Jerusalem): 56 + [503 + (or 502) + 110 + 195] = 56 + 808 (or 807) = **864 (or 863)**

Day of the Maseekh (False Messiah) son of David: 56 + (741 + 52 + 15) = 56 + 808 = **864**

The Maseekh (False Messiah), the Dajjal + Jan (John or demons):
(741 + 69) + 54 = 810 + 54 = **864**

Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paulus (Paul) + Halak (Devastation) of the Vatican: 21 + (37 + 59 + 98) + 56 + 593 (or 592) = 21 + 194 + 56 + 593 (or 592) = **864 (or 863)**

Halak (Perishing or Devastation) of Last Pope: 56 + [802 (or 801) + 6] = 56 + 808 (or 807) = **864 (or 863)**

Halak (Devastation) of the Catholic Church: 56 + [176 + 633 (or 632)] = 56 + 808 (or 807) = **864 (or 863)**
It is the Aya (Sign) of his Kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin), in it, there is Sakina from (verse 248 of Sura 2): **1864**

This Umma (nation) is one nation and I am your Lord (God), so worship me (verse 92 of Sura 21): **1864**

The Angels and the Spirit in it, by the permission of their Lord, for every matter (verse 4 of Sura 97): **1864** (equivalent to 864)

Nineteen and we have made People of the Fire except as Angels and we have not (verse 30 – 31 of Sura 74): (535 + 570 + 6 + 41) + [154 + 101 (or 102) + 282 + 32 + 96 (or 97) + 6 + 41] = 1152 + 712 (712 or 714) = **1864 (1864 or 1866)**

Day of Ibtida (Beginning) of the first Marhala (Phase or Period) of Promise of the End Times: 56 + 409 + [314 + 78 + 90 + 80 + 837 (or 838)] = 56 + [409 + 1399 (or 1400)] = 56 + 1808 (or 1809) = **1864 (or 1865)**

Saba’ wa Ishreen (Twenty Seventh) + Ramadan: (137 + 6 + 661) + 1091 (or 1090) = 773 + 1091 (or 1090) = **1864 (or 1863)**

The Rum (Eastern Romans- Russians) have been defeated in Adna (Lowest or Nearest location) (verse 2 - 3 of Sura 30): (1432 + 277) + (90 + 65) = 1709 + 155 = **1864**

( = 2 x2x2 x 233) (1864 is the 1579th Composite Number)

What is Eve of the Qadr. Eve of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. Descend (verse 2 – 4 of Sura 97): **2864 (3335 is the 2864th Composite Number)** (4472 is the 3864th Composite Number)

Day of Khuruj (Coming-out or exodus): 56 + 809 = **865** (865 is the 714th Composite Number) (1041 is the 865th Composite Number)

Day of Tabut (Coffin or Ark): 56 + 809 = **865**

Day of Ibtida (Beginning) of the Hijri Sana (Year): 56 + [409 + (146 + 254)] = 56 + (409 + 400) = 56 + 809 = **865**

equality of the Night + the Day: 477 + 101 + 287 = **865**

(This refers to Day of the Equinox)

Nihaya (End) Fatra (Period) of the pregnancy: 71 + (685 + 109) = 71 + 794 = **865**

Bidaya (Beginning) of War of Iraq + Iran : 22 + (210 + 371 + 262) = **22**
War of Iraq & Iran started on September 22, 1980 (Zu Al-Qada 12, 1400 Hijri) (Tishri 12, 5741 Jewish) (2444,504.5th Julian Day). The war ended after Iran accepted U.N. Resolution 598 calling for an immediate cease-fire (or truce) on July 18, 1988 (Zu Hijja 3, 1408 Hijri) and this truce came into effect on July 20, 1988.

Nuclear Karitha (Disaster): 757 + 108 = 865

Torment of the Jaheem (Hell): 773 + 92 = 865

HoWa (God) + The Most Compassionate, Most Merciful + The Ever-Living and Ever-Present: 11 + (329 + 289) + (49 + 187) = 11 + 618 + 236 = 865

Ayat (Signs) of the Book (verse 1 of Sura 10): 412 + 453 (or 454) = 865 (or 866)

Prince of Believers + Al-Hashimi: 478 + 387 = 865

The City of the Caliph: 109 + 756 = 865

Awda (Return) of life + The Caliph: (85 + 24) + 756 = 109 + 756 = 865

The Arbaoon (Forty) Months: 360 + 505 = 865

their Monastery/Homelands for the beginning of the Hashr (in-gathering) (verse 2 of Sura 59): 865

Day of Promise of Inha (Ending) of Dawla (State) of Israel + Awda (Return) of Palestine: 56 + 80 + [58 + 45 + 302 (or 303)] + (85 + 239) = 56 + [80 + 405 (or 406)] + 324 = [56 + 485 (or 486)] + 324 = 541 (or 542) + 324 = 865 (or 866)

Day of the Promise + Nihaya (End) of Israel + Awda (Return) of Palestine: (56 + 111) + [71 + 303 (or 302)] + (85 + 239) = [167 + 374 (or 373)] + 324 = 541 (or 540) + 324 = 865 (or 864)

Day of Nuzul (Descent or coming down) of Jesus son of Mary from the Heaven: 56 + 93 + [150 + 53 (or 52) + 290] + (90 + 133) = 56 + [93 + 493 (or 492) + 223] = 56 + 809 (or 808) = 865 (or 864)

Istirdad (Re-capture) of the Quds (Jerusalem): 670 + 195 = 865

Day of Ibtida (Beginning) of the first Marhala (Phase or Period) of Promise of the End Times: 56 + 409 + [314 + 78 + 90 + 80 + 838 (or 837)] = 56 + [409 + 1400 (or 1399)] = 56 + 1809 (or 1808) = 1865 (or 1864) (1865 is the 1580th Composite Number)

then they said: Our Lord bring us, from you have, mercy and provide for us, regarding our affair (verse 10 of Sura 18): 218 + 253 + 453 + 90 + 104 + 253 + 6 + 25 + 81 + 90 + 292 = 1865
they remained in their Cave three hundred (verse 25 of Sura 18): 539 (or 538) + 90 + 150 + 1030 (or 1031) + 56 = **1865 (or 1866)**

Nineteen and we have made People of the Fire except as Angels and we have not (verse 30 – 31 of Sura 74): \[535 + 570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 101\] (or 102) + 282 + 32] + [97 (or 96) + 6 + 41] = 1721 (or 1722) + 144 (or 143) = **1865 (1864 or 1866)**

And threw fear in their hearts. They ruin their homes by their own hands (verse 2 of Sura 59): **2865** (2865 is the **2448**th Composite Number)

Seven nights and eight days (verse 7 of Sura 69): \( (132 + 71) + (6 + 605 + 52) = 203 + 663 = 866 \) (or 867) (= \(2 \times 433 \)) (866 is the **715**th Composite Number) \( (1042 \) is the **866**th Composite Number)

**Akhir (End) of Dunya (World before the End Times): 801 (or 802) + 65 = 866 (or 867)**

Independence of Bulgaria: **622 + 244 = 866** (Bulgaria unilaterally declared its independence from the Ottoman empire on **September 22, 1908**)

**The Autumn Equinox usually occurs on September 22 or 23**

**The Dajjal (Anti-Christ) son of Yoseph (Joseph) + Promise of Hadd (Destruction) of Kingdom of Children of the Britons: 277 + 80 + 9 + 135 + 62 + 303 = 866**

**Russia + Promise of Hadd (Destruction) of Kingdom of Children of the Britons: 277 + 80 + 9 + 135 + 62 + 303 = 866**
Takhreeb (Ruining) of the United Kingdom: 1212 + (166 + 488) = 1212 + 654 = **1866** (equivalent to **866**) (1866 is the 1581st Composite Number) **(2194** is the 1866th Composite Number)**

Al-Thani Ashar (The Twelfth) + September: (592 + 570) + 704 = 1162 + 704 = **1866**

Nineteen and we have made People of the Fire except as Angels and we have not (verse 30 – 31 of Sura 74): (535 + 570 + 6 + 41) + [154 + 102 (or 101) + 282 + 32 + 97 (or 96) + 6 + 41] = 1152 + 714 (712 or 713) = **1866** (1864 or 1865)

Once Promise comes (verse 7 of Sura 17): 782 + 5 + 80 = **867** (31 + 836) (867 is the 716th Composite Number) **(1043** is the 867th Composite Number) **(2195** is the 1867th Composite Number) **(3338** is the 2867th Composite Number)

Voyage of the Eleventh Apollo: 243 + (54 + 570) + 45 = 867

Seven nights and eight days (verse 7 of Sura 69): (132 + 71) + [6 + 606 (or 605) + 52] = 203 + 664 (or 663) = **867** (or 866)

Promise comes (verse 7 of Sura 17) + Taghyeer (Change) of Qutban (Two Poles): (5 + 80) + (620 + 162) = 85 + 782 = **867**

Nihaya (End) of the Syrian Arabian Kingdom: 71 + (166 + 312 + 318) = 71 + 796 = **867**

Awda (Return) of Kingdom of Bayt Al-Maqdis (House of Holiness or Jerusalem): 85 + 135 + (412 + 235) = 85 + (135 + 647) = 85 + 782 = **867** (The Crusaders established in the Middle East what became known as Kingdom of Jerusalem.)

Kingdom of Bayt Al-Maqdis (House of Holiness or Jerusalem) + The Jan (Jinn - demons): 135 + (412 + 235) + 85 = (135 + 647) + 85 = 782 + 85 = **867**

Cursed are the hands of Abi Lahab (verse 1 of Sura 111): **867**

The Waqia (Inevitable Event) (verse 1 of Sura 56) + the United Kingdom: 213 + (166 + 488) = 213 + 654 = **867**
Hurub (Exodus or Escape) + The United Kingdom: $213 + (166 + 488) = 213 + 654 = 867$

The Spirit in it by permission of their Lord, from (verse 4 of Sura 97): $(245 + 96) + [(753 + 247) + 90] + (50 + 241 + 130 + 15) = 341 + (1000 + 90) = (341 + 1090) + 436 = 1431 + 436 = 1867 (1867 is the 285th Prime Number)$

Nuclear War + The Rus (Russians) + Hadd (Destruction) of the American United States: $(210 + 77) + 297 + 9 + (479 + 488 + 307) = 287 + 297 + 9 + 1274 = 1867 (1867 is the 285th Prime Number)$

Day of Istirdad (Re-capture) of the Muslimeen (Muslims) of Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness) + the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): $56 + (670 + 261 + 412 + 235 + 233) = 56 + 1811 = 1867$

The Angels and the Spirit descend in it, by the permission of their Lord, from (or for) every Amr (command or matter) (verses 3 - 4 of Sura 97): $3867 (= 3 \times 1289)$ (equivalent to 867) (3867 is the 3330th Composite Number)

- Khair (Good) + Paradise: $810 + 58 = 868 (= 31 + 837)$ (868 is the 717th Composite Number) (1044 is the 868th Composite Number) (4475 is the 3868th Composite Number)

Day in which Eleven Planets Lined up: $56 + 180 + [13 + 570 + 48 (or 49)] = 56 + [180 + 631 (or 632)] = 56 + 812 (or 813) = 868 (or 869)$

Day the Inviter invites to a terrible affair (verse 6 of Sura 54): $(56 + 84 + 106 + 41) + (311 + 270) = 287 + 581 = 868$

Maseekh Dajjal (False Messiah) + The Wahiya (Disaster): $(741 + 69) + 58 = 810 + 58 = 868$

Angels + The Pope + Basilica + The Vatican: $(105 + 37 + (133 + 593)) = 105 + 37 + 726 = 868$

He has not overcome the obstacle (verse 11 of Sura 90): $111 + (549 + 208) = 111 + 757 = 868$

Fat’h (Opening or Conquest) of City of Peter (Petersburg): $488 + (109 + 271) = 488 + 380 = 868$

The Fifth + Jumada Al-Ula: $732 + (58 + 78) = 732 + 136 = 868$

(Apollo 11 landed on the Moon on July 20, 1969 was 5th of Jumada Al-Ula, 1389 Hijri)
We have descended him a descent. Say believe (verses 106-107 of Sura 17): [142 (or 143) + 498] + (130 + 98) = 640 (or 641) + 228 = 868 (or 869)

have been descended (verse 4 of Sura 97) + The Angels + The Spirit : 487 + [136 (or 137) + 245] = 487 + 381 (or 382) = 868 (or 869)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Twenty Seventh + Ramadan: 75 + [132 (or 133) + 570] + 1091 = 75 + [702 (or 703) + 1091] = 75 + 1793 (or 1794) = 1868 (or 1869)

(1868 is the 1582nd Composite Number) (2196 is the 1868th Composite Number)

Raj’a (Return) of Apollo 11 from the Moon to the Earth: (278 + 45 + 11) + (90 + 371 + 41 + 1032) = 334 + 1534 = 1868

Fire - Storm + Hadd (Destruction) of City of Hamburg: (246 + 251) + [9 + 109 + 1253 (or 1254)] = 497 + 1371 (or 1372) = 1868 (or 1869)

Judah ben Shalom claimed to be a Messianic figure in Yemen in March (Zu Al-Qada) 1868. He led a large movement of Yemeni Jews to Palestine.

The Imam + The Caliph: 113 + 756 = 869 (869 is the 718th Composite Number) (1045 is the 869th Composite Number) (3340 is the 2869th Composite Number)

The Iraq + The Kuwait: 402 + 467 = 869

Intiha (End) of Madina (City / State) of Israel: 458 + [109 + 302 (or 303)] = 458 + 411 (or 412) = 869 (or 870)

Day of Zanb (Sin) of Adam + Hawwa (Eve): 56 + [752 + 45 (or 46) + 16] = 56 + 813 (or 814) = 869 (or 870)

Has been descended (verse 4 of Sura 97) + The Quran: 487 + 382 = 869

have been descended (verse 4 of Sura 97) + The Angels + The Spirit : 487 + [137 (or 136) + 245] = 487 + 382 (or 381) = 869 (or 868)

We have descended him a descent. Say believe (verses 106-107 of Sura 17): [143 (or 142) + 498] + (130 + 98) = 641 (or 640) + 228 = 869 (or 868)

They get out (or come out) (verse 43 of Sura 70): 869

The Arbaeen (Forty): 364 + 505 = 869

Entrance of the Orthodox Greeks into the religion of Islam: 640 + 828 (or 822 ) + 148 + 90 + 163 = 1869 (or 1863)
The Twelver Shia believe that their Imam Mahdi is Mohammad son of Al-Hasan Al-Askari, the 12th Imam. According to them, he was born on **July 29, 869 AD** (Shaban 15, 255 Hijri). His father died on **January 1, 874 AD** (Rabi Awwal 8, 260 Hijri) and since that day, his son Mohammad, who was only 5 years old, became their 12th Imam. After the funeral of his father, he went into the **Ghayba Sughra (Minor Occultation)**, in which he used to communicate with his followers through deputies. The 4th deputy announced that he received a communication from the Mahdi that he (the 4th deputy) would soon die and the deputyship would end and that starting from the day of the 4th deputy’s death, the period of the Mahdi’s **Ghayba Kubra (Major Occultation)** will begin. This last deputy died six days later, on **July 8, 941 AD** (Shawwal 10, 329 Hijri). This means, according to the Shia, the Mahdi’s **Ghayba Kubra (Major Occultation)** started on **July 8, 941 AD**.

**Day of Zanb (Sin) of Adam + Hawwa (Eve):** 56 + [752 + 46 (or 45) + 16] = 56 + 814 (or 813) = **870 (or 869)**

**Harq (Burning or Setting on fire) of Vatican:** 308 + 562 = **870**

**Entiaha (End) of Madina (City / State) of Israel:** 458 + [109 + 303 (or 302)] = 458 + 412 (or 411) = **870 (or 869)**

**Al-Aqsa + Bayt Al-Maqdis (House of Holiness or Jerusalem):** 223 + 647 = **870**

**City/State of Afareet (evil Jinn or demons):** 109 + 761 = **870**

**City / State of Jerusalem:** 223 + 647 = **870**

**City/State of Hamburg:** (246 + 251) + [9 + 109 + 1254 (or 1253)] = 497 + 1372 (or 1371) = **1869 (or 1868)**

**City/State of Afareet:** 109 + 761 = **870**

**Composite Number:** 719th, 870th, 1046th, 3333rd

**Composite Number:** 1869 (or 1868)
walked (moved or journeyed) fast using our Ayat (Signs), miraculously
(verse 51 of Sura 22): 137 + 90 + 463 (462 or 464) + 180 = 870 (869 or 871)

إحياء مانهاتن نيويورك

Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Manhattan, New York: 21 + (547 + 302) = 870

إسترداد مسلمين بيت المقدس من الصليبيين

Istirdad (Re-capture) of Muslimeen (Muslims) of Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness) from the Saleebyiene (Crusaders): 670 + 230 + 412 + 235 + 90 + 233 = 1870 (1870 is the 1584th Composite Number) (1584 is the 1333rd Composite Number)

يوم الثالث العشرين + رمضان

Day of Al-Thalith Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Third) + Ramadan : 56 + [1062 (or 1061) + 661] + 1091 = 56 + [1723 (or 1722) + 1091] = 56 + 2814 (or 2813) = 2870 (or 2869) (3341 is the 2870th Composite Number)

During the Second Italian War of Independence, much of the Papal States had been conquered by the Piedmontese Army. The Italian Parliament declared the creation of the Kingdom of Italy on February 18, 1861 (Shaban 7 (or 8), 1277 Hijri) (officially proclaiming it on March 17, 1861 (Ramadan 5 (or 6) 1277 Hijri)]. On March 27, 1861 (Ramadan 15 (or 16), 1277 Hijri), the Parliament declared Rome the Capital of the Kingdom of Italy. However, the Italian government could not take its seat in Rome because it did not control the territory. In addition, a French garrison was maintained in the city by Napoleon III of France in support of Pope Pius IX. The Franco-Prussian War started on July 19, 1870. After the Battle of Sedan fought between France and Prussia on September 1, 1870, the situation changed radically. It resulted in the surrender and capture of Emperor Napoleon III and large numbers of his troops on September 2, 1870. The French lost over 17,000 men killed and wounded with 21,000 captured. On September 4, 1870, with disgraced emperor in captivity, the French Emperor was deposed. The French proclaimed end of Monarch and establishment of a Republic. The new French government was clearly in no position to retaliate against Italy, nor did it possess the political will to protect the Pope's position. King of Italy, Victor Emmanuel II sent Conte Gustavo Ponza di San Martino as a delegate to Pope Pius IX with a personal letter, offering a face-saving proposal that would have allowed the peaceful entry of the Italian Army into Rome. The Pope would retain the inviolability and prerogatives attaching to him as a sovereign. The Leonine city would remain under the full jurisdiction and sovereignty of the Pope. The envoy of King Victor Emmanuel II headed to Rome on September 9, 1870 and met with Cardinal Antonelli (Secretary of State) that same evening. The negotiations lasted till September 10, 1870. The Pope's reception of the envoy of King Victor Emmanuel II on September 10, 1870 was unfriendly. The Pope said: “you will never enter Rome”. The Italian army of 60,000 soldiers, commanded by General Raffaele Cadorna, crossed the papal frontier on September 11 and advanced toward Rome. By September 19, 1870 (Elul 23, 5630 Jewish), Italian army was just outside Rome ready for entry. On September 20, 1870 (Jumada Thania 23, 1287 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5630 Jewish), after a limited battle, the Italian army of the Kingdom of Italy entered Rome. The next day, on September 21, 1870 (Jumada Thania 24, 1287 Hijri) (Elul 25, 5630 Jewish) (2404.326.5th Julian Day), the Italian army entered Leonine City, including the Vatican, seat of the Pope. Leonine City is the part of the city of Rome surrounded by the Leonine Wall from 3 sides and by the Tiber River on the 4th side. The Vatican is within the
enclosed area. This is the end of the Papal State which was later revived on **June 7, 1929** when the **City of the Vatican** became an independent state.

♦ **Khusf (Collapse) of the Wall of Wailing:**

740 + (28 + 103) = 740 + 131 = **871**

(871 is the 720th Composite Number) (1047 is the 871st Composite Number)

♦ **The Dham (Annexation):** **871**

♦ **Torment of Jahannam (Hell) (verse 74 of Sura 43):**

773 + 98 = **871**

♦ **Secrets of Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, End Times, or Upheaval) + The Hour:**

[462 + 56 + 186 (or 187)] + 167 = 704 (or 705) + 167 = **871 (or 872)**

♦ **Iqtirab (Approach or the act of getting nearer) of the Hour:**

704 + 167 = **871**

♦ **Voyage of Apollo Eleven:**

(243 + 45) + (13 + 570) = 288 + 583 = **871**

♦ **Imam of Majid (Mosque) of Bilal son of Rabah + Ahmad Al-Aseer:**

82 + (107 + 63 + 53 + 211) + (53 + 302) = (82 + 434) + 355 = 516 + 355 = **871**

[Sunni Sheikh Ahmad Al-Aseer, Imam of Masjid (Mosque) of Bilal son Rabah in **Abra**, a district of the city of **Saïda**, Lebanon, and his ally former singer Fadl Shaker, were defeated by Shia’s Hizb Allah and the Lebanese Army in a battle that started on **Sunday June 23, 2013** (Shaban 14, 1434 Hijri) (Tammuz 15, 5773 Jewish) (2456, 466.5th Julian). It lasted for about 24 hours till **June 24, 2013**. This means it happened in the Middle (or Half) of Shaban, traditionally an important day for Muslims.]

♦ **Shaban: Shaban 14 + 1434 = (423 + 14) + 1434 = 437 + 1434 = **1871**

♦ **San Francisco, American United States:**

597 + 1274 = **1871**

(1871 is the 286th Prime Number)

♦ **Sydney:**

738 + 1967 = **2871**

(3342 is the 2871st Composite Number)

♦ **Awwal (Beginning) of the Major Alamat (Signs):**

37 + [572 (or 573) + 263] = 37 + 835 (or 836) = **872 (or 873)**

(872 is the 721st Composite Number) (1048 is the 872nd Composite Number)

♦ **People of London, England:**

36 + 134 + 702 = **872**

♦ **The Australian (derived from Australis which means Southern) Sydney:**

134 + 738 = **872**
Sydney + Wilaya (State) of New South Wales (Australian State whose capital is Sydney): $134 + [52 + (66 + 567 + 53)] = 134 + [52 + 686 (or 685)] = 134 + 738 (or 737) = 872 (or 871)

Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Al-Britan (the Britons) + Al-Amerikiyeen (the Americans): $(135 + 62 + 303) + 372 = 500 + 372 = 872$

Some portion (or some) (verse 259 of Sura 2): 872

Expulsion of Filistiniyeen (Palestinians) from their homelands: $213 + 309 + 90 + 260 (or 259) = 872 (or 871)

Secrets of Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, End Times, or Upheaval) + The Hour: $[462 + 56 + 187 (or 186)] + 167 = 705 (or 704) + 167 = 872 (or 871)

Nasr (Victory) of Mamaleek + Hazima (Defeat) of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders) + Akka (Acre): $(340 + 141) + (67 + 233) + 91 = (481 + 300) + 91 = 781 + 91 = 872$

Hizb Allah + Ahmad Al-Aseer + Masjid (Mosque) of Bilal son of Rabah: $(17 + 66) + (53 + 302) + (107 + 63 + 53 + 211) = (83 + 355) + 434 = 438 + 434 = 872$  [Sunni Sheikh Ahmad Al-Aseer, Imam of Masjid (Mosque) of Bilal son Rabah in Abra, a district of city of Saida, Lebanon, and his ally former singer Fadl Shaker, were defeated by Shia’s Hizb Allah and the Lebanese Army in a battle that started on Sunday June 23, 2013 (Shaban 14, 1434 Hijri) (Tammuz 15, 5773 Jewish) (2456.466.5th Julian). It lasted for about 24 hours till June 24, 2013. This means it happened in the Middle (or Half) of Shaban, traditionally an important day for Muslims.]

$1434 + 15 = 1449$

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Hazima (Defeat) of the Sheikh Ahmad Al-Aseer + Masjid (Mosque) of Bilal son of Rabah: $75 + 67 + (941 + 53 + 302) + (107 + 63 + 53 + 211) = (75 + 67 + 1296) + 434 = 1438 + 434 = 1872$  (equivalent to 872)  (1872 is the 1585th Composite Number)  (1585 is the 1334th Composite Number)  (2200 is the 1872nd Composite Number)

We have descended unto you a Book in which you are mentioned (verse 10 of Sura 21): 872

The Sky has been cracked. It is on that day a Wahiya (Catastrophe) (verse 16 of Sura 69): 872

This refers to Day of the Equinox. The Autumn Equinox is either on September 22 or 23)
the Night and the Day and what Allah has created in the Heavens and the Earth (verse 6 of Sura 10): 

\[
(71 + 6 + 287) + (6 + 41 + 730 + 66 + 90 + 537 + 6 + 1032) = 364 + 2508 = \boxed{2872} \quad (2872 \text{ is the } 2455^{th} \text{ Composite Number})
\]

♦ 

Awwal (Beginning) of the Major Alamat (Signs): 

\[
37 + [573 (or 572) + 263] = 37 + 836 \text{ (or 835)} = \boxed{873} \quad \text{(873 is the } 722^{nd} \text{ Composite Number)  
}(1050 \text{ is the } 873^{rd} \text{ Composite Number})
\]

Day of Bid’a (Beginning) of Amarat (Signs) of the Hour: 

\[
56 + 7 + [643 (or 642) + 167] = 56 + [7 + 810 \text{ (or 809)}] = 56 + 817 \text{ (or 816)} = \boxed{873}
\]

Day of the Twenty Sixth: 

\[
56 + (156 + 661) = 56 + 817 = \boxed{873}
\]

This is Day of the Promise: 

\[
706 + 56 + 111 = \boxed{873}
\]

Iraqi – Iranian War: 

\[
210 + (386 + 277) = 210 + 663 = \boxed{873}
\]

[ War of Iraq & Iran started on September 22, 1980 (Zu Al-Qada 12, 1400 Hijri) (Tishri 12, 5741 Jewish) (2444,504.5\text{th} \text{ Julian Day}). The war ended after Iran accepted UN Resolution 598 calling for an immediate cease-fire (or truce) on July 18, 1988 (Zu Hijja 3, 1408 Hijri) and this truce came into effect on July 20, 1988.]

The Hour is coming, so forgive (verse 85 of Sura 15): 

\[
167 + 447 \text{ (or 446)} + 259 = \boxed{873} \quad \text{(or 872)}
\]

Entrance of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 

\[
640 + 233 = \boxed{873}
\]

Collapse of a Mine: 

\[
740 + 133 = \boxed{873}
\]

Qiyam (Rise or Resurrection) of the Dead Pontiff (Pope): 

\[
151 + (241 + 481) = 151 + 722 = \boxed{873}
\]

Qiyam (Rise or Resurrection) of The Pope John Paul + The Vatican: 

\[
151 + (37 + 54 + 38) + 593 = 151 + (129 + 593) = 151 + 722 = \boxed{873}
\]

Ahmad Al-Aseer (Sunni Lebanese Sheikh) + The Lebanese Army: 

\[
(53 + 302) + (344 + 174) = 355 + 518 = \boxed{873}
\]

The parties (or groups) is a more accurate counter for how long they remained in duration (verse 12 of Sura 18): 

\[
873
\]

Chooses for Him whomever He wishes (verse 13 of Sura 42): 

\[
873
\]

I call (supplicate or pray to) my Lord (God) and do not associate any
one with him. (verse 20 of Sura 72): $82 + 212 + 6 + 31 + 521 + 7 + 14 = 873$

Israelite + Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: $373 + (135 + 62 + 303) = 373 + 500 = 873$ (equivalent to 873)

Hadda (Destruction) + City of Petersburg, Russia: $14 + 1859 = 1873$

Islam + City of Leningrad, Russia: $132 + 1741 = 1873$ (equivalent to 873)

Lailat (Eve) of Seventeen + Ramadan: $75 + (137 + 570) + 1091 = 75 + 1798 = 1873$

Nineteen and we have made People of the Fire except as Angels and we have not (verse 30 – 31 of Sura 74): 1873

And the Spirit in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace it is (verse 4 – 5 of Sura 97): 1873

Deporting Palestinians + Their Homelands + Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: $(805 + 309 + 259) + (135 + 62 + 303) = 1373$ (or 1374) + 500 = 1873 (or 1874) (1873 is the 287th Prime Number)

Creatures + The Outer Space: $1177 + (882 + 814) = 1177 + 1696 = 2873$ (equivalent to 873) (2873 is the 2456th Composite Number) (3345 is the 2873rd Composite Number)

Mazbaha (Massacre) of the Mongols + Baghdad: $(755 + 1107) + 1011 = 1862 + 1011 = 2873$

Awwal (Beginning) of the End Times: $37 + 837$ (or 838) $= 874$ (or 875) ($= (2 \times 19) \times 23 = 38 \times 23$) (874 is the 723rd Composite Number) (1052 is the 874th Composite Number)

The Pope + of the End Times: $37 + 837$ (or 838) $= 874$ (or 875)

Hadd (Destruction) of City of the Caliph: $9 + (109 + 756) = 9 + 865 = 874$

Day of Nihaya (End) of the Caliphate: $56 + [71 + 747$ (or 746)] $= 56 + 818$ (or $817) = 874$ (or 873)

Day of End of State of City of the Vatican: $56 + [71 + 45 + (109 + 593)] = 56 + [71 + (45 + 702)] = 56 + (71 + 747) = 56 + 818 = 874
War of Iraq & Iran started on September 22, 1980 (Zu Al-Qada 12, 1400 Hijri) (Tishri 12, 5741 Jewish) (2444,504.5th Julian Day). The war ended after Iran accepted UN Resolution 598 calling for an immediate cease-fire (or truce) on July 18, 1988 (Zu Hijja 3, 1408 Hijri) and this truce came into effect on July 20, 1988.

النيل إلى الفرات: $121 + 41 + 712 = 874$

كنز من ذهب: $77 + (90 + 707) = 77 + 797 = 874$

يوم وعد الذهب: $(56 + 80) + 738 = 136 + 738 = 874$

ساعة + الذهب: $136 + 738 = 874$

الساعة + ذهب: $167 + 707 = 874$

يوم إمجرز هربيرنيكا: $56 + [255 + 563 (or 553)] = 56 + 818 (or 808) = 874 (or 864)$

المفتي الحاج أمين الحسيني: $561 + [43 + (101 + 169)] = 561 + (43 + 270) = 561 + 313 = 874$

الرابع عشر: $304 + 570 = 874$

تسعة وأربعين: $535 + 6 + 333 = 874$

نزل الملوك والروح: $56 + [255 + 563 (or 553)] = 56 + 818 (or 808) = 874 (or 864)$

نزلننا تنزيلًا في أمتنا: $(148 + 498) + (130 + 98) = 646 + 228 = 874$

في آيتنا معجزين أولئك لهم: $487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 = 874 (or 875)$

آيات بنت Evident Ayat (signs or verses) (verse 9 of Sura 57): $412 + 462 (or 463) = 874 (or 875)$

أجوج x Dajjal x Yajuj (Gog): $38 x 23 = 874$

ملك إلى هد أستراليا: $121 + 41 + 712 = 874$

جنوب ويلز الجديد + أستراليا: $(61 + 53 + 57) + 703 = 171 + 703 = 874$

أتباع الشيطان: $474 + 400 (or 401) = 874 (or 875)$

نكبته في أستراليا: $77 + 90 + 707) = 167 + 707 = 874$
Day of Ihya (Resurrection) in Australia: \((56 + 21) + (90 + 707) = 77 + 797 = 874\)

Halak (Destruction) of Ahya (Resurrected People) in Australia: \(56 + 21 + 90 + 707 = 874\)

Khusf (Collapse) of London (or Sydney): \(740 + 134 = 874\)

Intisar (Victory) + Islam: \(742 + 132 = 874\)

Intiha (End) + Washington: \(458 + 416 = 874\)

Rabia Al-Thani: \(282 + 592 = 874\)

Unification of North + South Korea: \(113 + (237 + 417 + 107) = 113 + 761 = 874\)

China + Island of Taiwan: \(181 + 225 + 468 = 874\)

Turkey + City of Sydney: \(631 + (109 + 134) = 631 + 243 = 874\)

Turkey + The Nuclear Weapons: \(631 + (135 + 108) = 631 + 243 = 874\)

Al-Pakistaniyoon (The Pakistanis) + City of Sydney: \(631 + (109 + 134) = 631 + 243 = 874\)

Day of a Bomb + Al-Pakistaniyoon (The Pakistanis): \((56 + 187) + 631 = 874\)

Day of the Qiyama (Outbreak of War or Resurrection) + The Pakistaniyoon (Pakistanis): \((56 + 187) + 631 = 874\)

Day of the Qiyama + Turkey: \((56 + 187) + 631 = 243 + 631 = 874\)

The Pakistaniyoon (Pakistanis) + Death + Qiyam (Resurrection): \(631 + (92 + 151) = 631 + 243 = 874\)

shall ruin your faces and shall enter (verse 7 of Sura 17): \(107 + (80 + 6 + 681) = 107 + 767 = 874\)

Lucia + Fatima + Portugal: \(107 + [135 + 1632 (or 1633)] = 107 + 1767 (or 1768) = 1874 (or 1875)\)

Maqtal (Killing or Murder) of the Pope Francis, Akhir (Last) Pope: \((570 + 37 + 460 + [801 (or 802) + 6] = 1067 + 807 (or 808) = 1874 (or 1875)\)
Lailat (Eve) of Sabia Ashar (Seventeenth) + Ramadan: $75 + (138 + 570 + 1091) = 75 + 1799 = 1874$

The Raheem. A.L.M. These are Ayat (verses or signs) of the Book (verse 1 of Sura 13): $289 + 271 + 411 (or 412) + 453 (or 454) = 1874 (1875 or 1876)$

We have sent you on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) as a Basheer (Bearer of good news) and a Nazeer (Warner) and do not ask about People of the Jaheem (Hell) (verse 119 of Sura 2): $1874 (1875 or 1876)$

Even if they schemed (or were about/close) to provoke you (or get you out) from the land (verse 76 of Sura 17): $6 + 51 + 32 + 663 + 90 + 1032 = 1874$ (equivalent to 874) (1874 is the 1586th Composite Number)

Petersburg: $1874$ (equivalent to 874)

Ain Jalut + Day of Mamaleek + The Mongols: $(130 + 440) + (56 + 141 + 1107) = 570 + 1304 = 1874$ (On Friday, September 3, 1260 AD Julian (September 10, 1260 AD Gregorian) (Ramadan 25, 658 Hijri) (Elul 26, 5020 Jewish), in the Battle of Ain Jalut in Galilee, Northern Palestine, the Muslim Mamaleek (Mamluks) achieved a decisive victory over the Maghool (Mongols or Tatar).)

Timur Lank entered Baghdad on July 9, 1401 AD and massacred most of its inhabitants

Thalatha Ishreen (Twenty Three) + Month of September: $[1035 (or 1036) + 630] + (505 + 704) = 1665 (or 1666) + 1209 = 2874 (or 2875)$

Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times comes (verse 104 of Sura 17): $(138 + 1032 + 782 + 5 + 80) + 837 (or 838) = 2037 + 837 (or 838) = 2874 (or 2875)$

those who have believed grow in faith and those who have given (the Book) do not have doubt (verse 31 of Sura74): $26 + 791 + 99 + 103 (or 102) + 6 + 31 + 613 + 791 + 414 = 2874 (or 2873)$ (2874 is the 2457th Composite Number)

What Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? Lailat of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels
and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is (verse 2 - 5 of Sura 97): $41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 (or 130) + 15 = 4874 (or 4875) (4874 is the 4221st Composite Number)

1874 is the 1586th Composite Number. Number 1586 is equivalent to 586:

The Kingdom of Judah, referred to as the Southern Kingdom, was the last Kingdom of Israel. It ended in 586 BC by the Babylonians

Chaim Weizmann (President of the Zionist Organization and who later became the first President of Israel) was born on November 27, 1874 (Shawwal 17, 1291) (Kislev 18, 5635) and died on November 9, 1952 (Safar 21, 1372 Hijri) (Heshvan 21, 5713 Jewish).

♦ يوم أضحى Day of Adh (Sacrificial offering): $56 + 819 = 875$ (875 is the 724th Composite Number) (1053 is the 875th Composite Number)

الإثام + سبتمبر The Ninth + September: $561 + 313 = 875$ (or 874)

أول الآخره Awwal (Beginning) of the End Times: $37 + 838 (or 837) = 875$ (or 874)

البابا + الآخره The Pope + of the End Times: $37 + 838 (or 837) = 875$ (or 874)

في عائتي معجزين أوتقيق لهم in our Signs making a miracle, those, for them (verse 5 of Sura 34): 875 (or 876)

ءايت بيئات Evident Ayat (signs or verses) (verse 9 of Sura 57): $412 + 463 (or 462) = 875$ (or 874)

عند بيتك المحرم by your Al-Muharram (Sacred or Forbidden) House (verse 37 of Sura 14): $124 + (432 + 319) = 124 + 751 = 875$

تنزل الملائكة والروح The Angels and Spirit descend (verse 4 of Sura 97): $487 + 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 = 875$ (or 874)

جعلنا اصحاب النار الا منك واما جعلنا Have made People (or Guardians) of the (Hell) Fire, except Angels and We (God) have not made (verse 31 of Sura 74): $154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 105 (or 106) + 6 + 41 + 154 = 875$ (or 876)

وانزلنا تنزيلًا قلء امانوا And We have descended him (or it) a descent. Say believe (verses 106 - 107 of Sura 17): $6 + 142 (or 143) + 498 + 130 + 99 (or 98) = 875$ (874 or 875)
The followers of Satan: $474 + 401 = 875$ (or 874)

Al-Maseekh (The False Messiah) + London: $741 + 134 = 875$

Kharab (Devastation) of Ajuj (Gog) and Majuj (Magog): $803 + (13 + 6 + 53) = 875$

The Hadd (Destruction) + China + North Korea: $40 + 181 + (237 + 417) = 875$

The Hadd (Destruction) + China + The United Kingdom: $40 + 181 + (166 + 488) = 875$

Lucia + Fatima + Portugal: $107 + [135 + 1633 (or 1632)] = 107 + 1768 (or 1767) = 1875 (or 1874)$

The Talatheen (Thirtieth) + Zu Al-Hijja: $1122 + [706 (or 707) + 47] = 1122 + 753 (or 754) = 875 (or 876)$

Lailat (Eve) of the First of Muharram: $75 + (68 + 288) + 1444 = 1875$

We have sent you on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) as a Basheer (Bearer of good news) and a Nazeer (Warner) and do not ask about People of the Jaheem (Hell) (verse 119 of Sura 2): $1875 (1874 or 1876)$

Day of Tulu (Rise) of the Sun + The Maghreb (West or where Sun sets): $56 + (115 + 431) + 1273 = 602 + 1273 = 1875$ (1875 is the 1587th Composite Number)

Inhabit the Land. When Promise of the End Times (verse 104 of Sura 17): $2875 (or 2874)$ (2875 is the 2458th Composite number)

Day of Al-Thalith wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Third) + Ramadan: $56 + (1062 (or 1061) + 6 + 661) + 1091 = 56 + 1728 (or 1729) + 1091 = 2875 (or 2876)$

Day of Al-Thalith wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Third) + Month of September: $[1036 (or 1035) + 630] + (505 + 704) = 1666 (or 1665) + 1209 = 2875 (or 2874)$

The Raheem. A.L.M. These are Ayat (verses or signs) of the Book (verse 1 of Sura 13): $289 + 271 + 412 (or 411) + 453 (or 454) = 1875 (1874 or 1876)$

The followers of Satan: $474 + 401 (or 400) = 875 (or 874)$

The followers of Satan: $474 + 401 (or 400) = 875 (or 874)$
what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? The Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is (verse 2-5 of Sura 97): 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 (or 130) + 15 = 4875 (or 4874) (4875 is the 4222nd Composite Number)

Day of Zanb (Sin) of Adam and Hawwa (Eve): 56 + [752 + 6 + 46 (or 45) + 16] = 56 + 820 (or 819) = 876 (or 875) (876 is the 725th Composite Number) (1054 is the 876th Composite Number) (6803 is the 876th Prime Number)

And I made you for myself (verse 41 of Sura 20): 6 + (640 + 230) = 6 + 870 = 876

To them their Prophet: It is the Aya (Sign) of his Kingship is that he brings you (verse 248 of Sura 2): 876 (or 877)

in our Signs making a miracle, those, for them (verse 5 of Sura 34): 876 (or 875)

Have made People (or Guardians) of the (Hell) Fire, except Angels and We (God) have not made (verse 31 of Sura 74): 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 106 (or 105) + 6 + 41 + 154 = 875 (or 876)

And they said: “Crazy (or insane) ”, and he was rejected, so he prayed/supplied to his Lord. (verse 9-10 of Sura 54): 876

So, the Messenger of Allah said to them: Camel of Allah and (verse 13 of Sura 91): 211 + 75 + 296 + 66 + 156 + 66 + 6 = 876

In the name of Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful) (verse 1 of Sura 1) + The Mahdi + Pope John Paulus (Paul), the Second: 90 + (37 + 59 + 98) + 592 = 90 + (194 + 592) = 90 + 786 = 876

The Mahdi + Pope John Paulus (Paul), the Second: (69 + 21) + (37 + 59 + 98) + 592 = 90 + (194 + 592) = 90 + 786 = 876
The Mahdi + Hazima (Defeat) of Israel + The Malhama Al-Kubra (Big Battle): 90 + (67 + 302) + (154 + 263) = 90 + 369 + 417 = 876

Hazima (Defeat) of Israel in the Malhama Al-Kubra (Big Battle): (67 + 302) + 90 + (154 + 263) = 369 + 90 + 417 = 876

Kingdom of the Maseekh (False Messiah): 135 + 741 = 876

Khuruj (Coming out) of Son of David (This refers to the Anti-Christ, not Jesus): 809 + [52 (or 53) + 15] = 809 + 67 (or 68) = 876 (or 877)

Son of David + Tabut (Ark or Coffin): (52 + 15) + 809 = 67 (or 68) + 809 = 876 (or 877)

First + Last Dajjal: 37 + 801 (or 802) + 38 = 876 (or 877)

Invitation of Catholics to Islam: 85 + 587 + 41 + 163 = 876

Intiha (End) of China + Korea: 458 + (181 + 237) = 458 + 418 = 876

Intiha (End) of Kingdom of Britain: 458 + (135 + 283) = 458 + 418 = 876

my Lord. No one uncovers its timing, except (verse 187 of Sura 7): (212 + 31) + (59 + 542 + 32) = 243 + 633 = 876

Third Apparition (vision) + Portugal: (1031 + 212) + 1633 = 1243 + 1633 = 1876 (1876 is the 1588th Composite Number) (2205 is the 1876th Composite Number)

Day of Ras (Head or Beginning) of year + 1444 : 56 + (261 + 115) + 1444 = 56 + 376 + 1444 = 1876

Istirja (Getting back or Re-capture) of the Muslimeen (Muslims) Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness) + the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 735 + 261 + (412 + 235) + 233 = 735 + 261 + 647 + 233 = 1876

Day of Iraq’s Ghazu (Invasion) of Kuwait : 56 + [1013 + (371 + 436)] = 56 + 1013 + 807 = 56 + 1820 = 1876

From People of the Book, but shall believe in him before his death and on Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection), he shall be unto them (verse 159 of Sura 4): (90 + 36 + 453 + 32 + 186 + 7 + 132 + 451 + 6 + 56 + 186 + 86) + 155 = 1721 + 155 = 1876

And (or By) the Dawn and the ten nights and the Shaf’a (even) and the Watr (odd) and the night when (verses 1- 4 of Sura 89): 6 + 314 + 6 + 71 + 570 + 6 + 481 + 6 + 637 + 6 + 71 + 702 = 2876 (equivalent to 876) (= 2 x 2 x 719) (2876 is the 2459th Composite Number)
a Munzir (Warner) from them came to them, so the Kafiroon (Unbelievers) said: This is an astonishing thing (verse 2 of Sura 50): **2876 (or 2875)**

Day of Al-Thalith wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Third) + Ramadan: 56 + [1062 + 6 + 661] + 1091 = 56 + 1729 (or 1728) + 1091 = 56 + 2820 (or 2819) = **2876 (or 2875)**

Day of Al-Thalith wa Al-Ishreen (Twenty Third) + Month of September: [1031 (or 1030) + 6 + 630] + (505 + 704) = 1667 (or 1666) + 1209 = **2876 (or 2875)**

Day in which Eleven Planets line up: 56 + 189 + [13 + 570 + 49 (or 48)] = 56 + [189 + 632 (or 631)] = 56 + 821 (or 820) = **877 (or 876)**

Kharja (Coming out) of the Dajjal: 808 + 69 = **877**

Day of Promise of the Maseekh (False/Transformed Messiah): (56 + 80) + 741 = 136 + 741 = **877**

Night of Ba’th (Resurrection) of Muslims: 75 + 572 + 230 = **877**

To their Prophet: It is the Aya (Sign) of his Kingship is that he brings you (verse 247 of Sura 2): **877 (or 876)**

Night of Ba’th (Resurrection) of Muslimeen (Muslims): 75 + 572 + 230 = **877**

That: Throw him into the Tabut (ark) (verse 39 of Sura 20): 51 + 896 + 90 + 840 = **1877** (equivalent to **877**)

Prostration and listen when the caller calls from a close location, the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) (verses 40-42 of Sura 50): **1877**

And their Prophet told them: Allah ba’atha (has sent or resurrected) for you a King. They said (verse 247 of Sura 2): **1877** (equivalent to **877**)

(1877 is the **288th** Prime Number) **(2206 is the 1877th Composite Number)**
So, God made him die for one hundred years, then resurrected him (verse 259 of Sura 2): 1877 (equivalent to 877)

And after the prostration and listen when the caller calls from a close location, the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date); that is the day of the Khuruj (Coming Out) (verses 40 - 42 of Sura 50): 3877 (3877 is the 537th Prime Number)

Allah supports you with a coveted victory (verse 3 of Sura 48): 376 + 66 + 341 + 95 = 878 (878 is the 726th Composite Number) (1056 is the 878th Composite Number) (6827 is the 878th Prime Number) (3351 is the 2878th Composite Number)

Fall (collapse) of Australia: 175 + 703 = 878

Khuruj (Coming out) of Al-Dajjal: 809 + 69 = 878

The Dajjal, the Messiah, son of David: 69 + 741 + [53 (or 52) + 15] = 69 + 741 + 68 (or 67) = 878 (or 877)

Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Descent of Jesus son of Mary: (80 + 212) + (93 + 150 + 53 + 290) = 292 + 586 = 878

The Ninth + December : 562 + 316 = 878 [The Ottoman Governor of Jerusalem sent a “Surrender Letter”, delivered by Mayor of Jerusalem, Hussein Al-Husseini, to the British invaders on Sunday, December 9, 1917 (Safar 24, 1336 Hijri) (Kislev 24, 5678 Jewish). Field Marshal Edmund Allenby, head of the invading British forces, entered Jerusalem on foot, through the Jaffa gate, on December 11, 1917.]

Awar (attribute of the Dajjal) + Hadd (Destruction) of the Vatican: 277 + 9 + 277 + 592 (or 593) = 878 (or 879)

End of the Last Pope: 71 + 801 (or 802) + 6 = 878 (or 879)

End of the Catholic Church: 71 + 176 + 632 (or 633) = 71 + 807 (or 808) = 878 (or 879)

Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paulus (Paul) + Nihaya (End) of the Vatican: (21 + 37 + 59 + 98) + [71 + 593 (or 592)] = 215 + 663 (or 664) = 878 (or 879)

The Comet Hale – Bopp: 823 + [45 (or 46) + 10] = 823 + 55 (or 56) = 878 (or 879) [Comet Hale – Bopp was discovered on July 23, 1995 (Safar 25, 1416 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5755 Jewish Calendar) (2449,922nd Julian Day).]

And the Sky has been cracked. It is on that day a Wahiya

And the Sky has been cracked. It is on that day a Wahiya
There are **77,878 words** in the *Quran*, including all the unnumbered 112 introductory Basmalas.

- **Hadd (Destruction) of Al-Aqsa + Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or Solomon’s Temple):** $(9 + 223) + 647 = 879$ ($879$ is the $727^{\text{th}}$ Composite Number)  
  $(2208$ is the $1878^{\text{th}}$ Composite Number)

- **Eid (Feast) of the Tadsheen (Dedication):** $84 + 795 = 879$
  [Feast/Festival of Lights, also known as **Hanukkah or Feast of Dedication**, is an 8-day Jewish Holiday that commemo-rated the victory of practicing Jews and re-dedication of the Jewish Temple in Jerusalem to God on **Kislev 25 (165 B.C.)**, after it was transformed by Greek Seleucid King Antiochus IV into a pagan temple and was desecrated by performing pagan rituals in the Jewish Temple, such as slaughtering and offering unholy sacrifices to pagan gods, three years earlier also on **Kislev 25 (168 B.C.)** ]

- **Tanzeel (Descent) of the Quran:** $497 + 382$ (or $383) = 879$ (or $880$)

- **Eighth + Muharram:** $591$ (or $590) + 288 = 879$ (or $878$)

- **The Comet Hale – Bopp:** $823 + [46$ (or $45) + 10] = 823 + 56$ (or $55) = 879$ (or $878$)  
  [Comet Hale – Bopp was discovered on **July 23, 1995** (Safar 25, 1416 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5755 Jewish Calendar) (2449,922$^{\text{nd}}$ Julian Day)]

- **Awar (attribute of the Dajjal) + Hadd (Destruction) of the Vatican:** $277 + 9 + 277 + 593$ (or $592) = 879$ (or $878$)

- **Russia + Hadd (Destruction) of the Vatican:** $277 + 9 + 593$ (or $592) = 879$ (or $878$)

- **End of the Catholic Church:** $71 + 176 + 633$ (or $632) = 71 + 808$ (or $807) = 879$ (or $878$)

- **End of Akhir (Last) Pope:** $71 + [802$ (or $801) + 6] = 71 + 808$ (or $807) = 879$ (or $878$)

- **The Akheer (Last) Pope:** $37 + 842 = 879$

- **Hareeq (Burning Fire) of Vatican:** $318 + 561$ (or $562) = 879$ (or $880$)

- **Day of Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope YoHanna (John) Paulus (Paul), the Vatican:** $(56 + 21) + (37 + 75 + 98) + 592$ (or $593) = 77 + 210 + 592$ (or $593) = 287 + 592$ (or $593) = 879$ (or $880$)
John Paul + the Vatican + The Quds (Jerusalem): 
\[(54 + 38) + 592 = 92 + 592 = 879 \text{ (or 880)}\]

Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paulus (Paul) + Nihaya (End) of the Vatican: 
\[(21 + 37 + 59 + 98) + [71 + 593 + 592] = 215 + 664 = 879 \text{ (or 878)}\]

Day of Ihya (Resurrection) of the Pope YoHanna (John) Paulus (Paul), the Second: 
\[(56 + 21) + (37 + 75 + 98) + 592 = (77 + 210) + 592 = 287 + 592 = 879\]

The Pope John Paulus (Paul), the Second + Hadd (Destruction) of Wall of the Jews: 
\[(37 + 59 + 98 + 592) + [9 + (28 + 56)] = 786 + (9 + 84) = 786 + 93 = 879\]

Muqtada Al-Sadr (Iraqi Shia leader): 
\[554 + 325 = 879\]

Al-Saiqa (The Shocking Event) + City of Petersburg: 
\[297 + 1582 = 1879\]

The Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + City of Petersburg: 
\[297 + 1582 = 1879\]

Al-Russ (The Russians) + City of Petersburg: 
\[297 + 1582 = 1879\]

The Mughdoob (subject of wrath) (verse 7 of Sura 1): 
\[1879 \text{ (equivalent to 879)}\]

Akhir (End) of the Ula (First Life/World or Current Life/World): 
\[801 (or 802) + 78 = 1879 \text{ (or 1880)}\]

Seals of the End Times: 
\[1042 + 837 (or 838) = 1879 \text{ (or 1880)}\]

1879 is the 289th Prime Number \(\underline{2209}\) is the 1879th Composite Number

Al-Rabi Ashar (The Fourteenth) + Mayo (May) + 1948: 
\[(304 + 570) + 57 + 1948 = (874 + 57) + 1948 = 931 + 1948 = 2879 \text{ (Israel was established on May 14, 1948)}\]

Qazf (Bombardment): 
\[\underline{880} \text{ (880 is the 728th Composite Number) \ (1058 is the 880th Composite Number) \ (5880 = 8 \times 735)}\]

The Second of Muharram: 
\[592 + 288 = 880\]

Za Qada: 
\[701 + 179 = 880\]

Tanzeel (Descent) of the Quran: 
\[497 + 383 \text{ (or 382)} = 880 \text{ (or 879)}\]
Hareeq (Burning Fire) of Vatican: $318 + 562 = 880 \text{ (or 879)}$

Day of Ihyaa (Resurrection) of the Pope YoHanna (John Paulus (Paul), the Vatican: $(56 + 21) + (37 + 75 + 98) + 593 = 77 + 210 + 593\text{ (or 592)} = 287 + 593\text{ (or 592)} = 880 \text{ (or 879)}$

John Paul + the Vatican + The Quds (Jerusalem): $(54 + 38) + 593\text{ (or 592)} + 195 = 92 + 593\text{ (or 592)} + 195 = 880 \text{ (or 879)}$

The Maseekh (False Messiah) + The Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) (verse 105 of Sura 17): $741 + 139 = 880$

The Promise has arrived (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Maseekh (False Messiah), Gog: $5 + 111 + (741 + 23) = 111 + 764 = 880$

The Promise has arrived (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Maseekh (False Messiah) + Jan (John or demons): $(5 + 80) + (741 + 54) = 85 + 795 = 880$

Nuclear War + India + Pakistan: $287 + (59 + 534) = 287 + 593 = 880$

Damar (Destruction) of the Pakistaniyyeen (Pakistanis): $245 + 635 = 880$

Fall of Islam Abad, Al-Pakistan: $175 + 705 = 880$

Land Collapse of Islam Abad: $740 + 140 = 880$

Inhizam (Defeat) + Lahore, Pakistan: $104 + 242 + 534 = 880$

Nuclear Wahiya (Catastrophe) + Lahore, Pakistan: $(27 + 77) + 242 + 534 = 104 + 242 + 534 = 880$

Seals of the End Times: $1042 + 838 \text{ (or 837)} = 1880 \text{ (or 1879)}$

Akhir (End) of the Ula (First Life/World or Current Life/World): $802 \text{ (or 801)} + 78 = 880 \text{ (or 1879)}$

Visit of President of Israel, Shimon Peres, of Mosque of the Jazzar, Akka: $223 + 280 + 302 \text{ (or 303)} + 406 + 229 + 107 + 242 + 91 = 1880 \text{ (or 1881)}$

[President of Israel, Shimon Peres, visited Mosque of the Jazzar (Slaughterer) in Akka, Israel, on Tuesday, August 23, 2011 (Ramadan 23, 1432 Hijri) (Av 23, 5771 Jewish Calendar) (2455,796.5th Julian Day)]

I saw Asbat (Children or tribes) of Bani (Children) of Israel + I saw them prostrating to me (verse 4 of Sura 12): $611 + [73 + 62 + 311 \text{ (or 312)}] + [(656 + 40 + 127 \text{ (or 128)}] = 611 + 446 \text{ (or 447)} + 823 \text{ (or 824)} = 1880 \text{ (1881 or 1882)} \text{ (1880 is the 1590th Composite Number)}$

(2210 is the 1880th Composite Number)
I saw eleven planets, and the Sun and the Moon, I saw them, for me, prostrating (verse 4 of Sura 12):

\[ 611 + 13 + 570 + 49 + 6 + 31 + 400 + 6 + 371 + 656 + 40 + 127 = 2880 \text{ (or 2881)} \text{ (2880 is the 2462}^{\text{nd}} \text{ Composite Number)}
\]

\[ 3353 \text{ is the} \ 2880^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number} \]

The punishment of your Lord (God) is severe (verse 12 of Sura 85):

\[ 881 \text{ (}= 31 + 850) \text{ (881 is the} \ 152^{\text{nd}} \text{ Prime Number) (1059 is the} \ 881^{\text{st}} \text{ Composite Number)} \]

The Marreekh (Mars): 881

Voyage of Eleventh Apollo: \[ 243 + (23 + 570) + 45 = 243 + 593 + 45 = 881 \]

Atmamt (I have completed) (verse 3 of Sura 5): 881

Till the rise of the Dawn (verse 5 of Sura 97):

\[ 418 + (149 + 314) = 418 + 463 = 881 \]

Fall of Masjid (Mosque) of Bilal son of Rabah + Abra: \[ 175 + 107 + [63 + 52 (or 53) + 211] + 273 = 175 + 107 + 326 (or 327) + 273 = 175 + [433 (or 434) + 273] = 175 + 706 (or 707) = 881 \text{ (or 882)} \]

Fall of Masjid (Mosque) of Bilal son of Rabah + Abra: \[ 7 + (210 + 402 + 262) = 7 + 874 = 881 \]

| War of Iraq & Iran started on September 22, 1980 (Zu Al-Qada 12, 1400 Hijri) (Tishri 12, 5741 Jewish) (2444, 504.5\text{th Julian Day}). The war ended after Iran accepted UN Resolution 598 calling for an immediate cease-fire (or truce) on July 18, 1988 \text{(Zu Hijja 3, 1408 Hijri) and this truce came into effect on July 20, 1988.} |

And that Mohammad is a Messenger of Allah (last part of Muslims' Testimony of Faith) + Hazima (Defeat) of Israel:

\[ 57 + 92 + 296 + 66 + (67 + 303) = 511 + 370 = 881 \]

Al-Tasbeeh (saying Subhan Allah- Glory/Praise to Allah) + Hazima (Defeat) of Israel:

\[ 511 + (67 + 303) = 511 + 370 = 881 \]

And that Mohammad is a Messenger of Allah (last part of Muslims' Testimony of Faith) + Al-Aqsa Mosque:

\[ 511 + (138 + 232) = 511 + 370 = 881 \]

Day of Al-Sabi Al-Ishreen (the Twenty Seventh):

\[ 56 + (164 + 661) = 56 + 825 = 881 \]

Day of the Seventeenth + Ramadan:

\[ 56 + [164 (or 163) + 570] + 1091 = [56 + 734 (or 733)] + 1091 = 790 (or 789) + 1091 = 1881 \text{ (or 1880)} \]
أول السنة الهجرية + 1444 (Beginning) of the Hijri year = 1881

ملكة إسرائيل + 1444 = Kingdom of Israel + 1444 = (135 + 302) + 1444 = 437 + 1444 = 1881

الملحمة الكبرى + مملكة بني إسرائيل من النيل إلى الفرات The Malhama Al-Kubra (Big Battle) + Kingdom of Bani (Children of) Israel is from the Nile to the Euphrates: (154 + 263) + [135 + 62 + 303 (or 302)] + 90 + (121 + 41 + 712) = 417 + [500 (or 499) + 90 + 874] = 417 + 1464 (or 1463) = 1881 (equivalent to 881) (1881 is the 1591st Composite Number)

زيارة رئيس إسرائيل شيمون بيريز مسجد الجزء Visited by President of Israel, Shimon Peres, of Mosque of the Jazzar, Akka, Israel, on Tuesday, August 23, 2011 (Ramadan 23, 1432 Hijri) (Av 23, 5771 Jewish Calendar) (2455, 796.5th Julian Day)

التكرير + رواد الفضاء + أبولو 11: The Honoring + Astronauts of the Space + Apollo 11 = 701 + (211 + 913) + (45 + 11) = 701 + 1124 + 56 = 1881

رايت أسباط بني إسرائيل + رآيتهم لي ساجدين I saw Asbat (Children or tribes) of Bani (Children) of Israel + I saw them prostrating to me (verse 4 of Sura 12): 611 + [73 + 62 + 311 (or 312)] + [(656 + 40 + 128 (or 127)] = 611 + 446 (or 447) + 824 (or 823) = 1881 (or 1880)

رايت أحد عشر كوكب الشمس والقمر رآيتهم لي ساجدين I saw eleven planets, and the Sun and the Moon, I saw them, for me, prostrating (verse 4 of Sura 12): 611 + 13 + 570 + 49 + 6 + 31 + 400 + 6 + 371 + 656 + 40 + 128 (or 127) = 2881 (or 2880) (2881 is the 2463rd Composite Number) (3354 is the 2881st Composite Number)

تسعة عشر وما جعلنا أصحاب ال نار إلا ملء بهم و ما جعلنا عنتهم إلا عذابهم إلإ أن عدتهم جعلنا ملأه إلإ نار الأصحاب Nineteen. And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that those who have been given the Book become certain and those who have believed grow in faith and do not have doubt those who have been given the Book (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): (535 + 570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 102 + 31) + (251 + 32 + 96 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414 + 453 + 6 + 26 + 791 + 98 + 101 + 6 + 31 + 613 + 791 + 414 + 31) + 423 = 1439 + 8019 + 423 = 9881

و أياً المذكور لم تأذن و رك فكر و ثابك فقه و الرج فاهجر و لا تمن تستكذب و لرفا فاضر فذ أزف في الناقور فذك يومئذ يوم عشير على الذكرين غير سير ذرني و من خلت و حجة و أذته له مالا معمدا و بينين شهودا و مهدت له مهديا ثم يطبع أن ازدي كلا إنه كان ليأتنا عندي سائره صعودا إنه فكر و قد قتل كيف قد ثم نظر ثم عبس و بسر ثم أدير و استبكر قال ان هذا إلا سحر يوثر إن هذا إلا قول البشر ساسليه سفر O You the Muddathir! Rise up then warn and your Lord glorify and your clothes purify and the abomination leave and do not do favors to gain more in return. And for your Lord, be patient. When the Trumpet is sounded, that will be a difficult day, for the unbelievers, not easy. Leave me and the one I have created alone and made for him extensive (stretched) wealth, and sons as witnesses, and smoothed for him the way smoothly. Then, he greedily desires that I give more. No, he has been stubborn against our Signs. I shall make him exhausted
upwardly. He thought and estimated. So, he is doomed the way he estimated. Then, he looked, then he frowned and scowled. Then, he turned away and acted arrogantly. So, he said: This is nothing but traditional sorcery. This is nothing but the saying of the humans. I shall cast him into Saqar (Hell - Fire):

\[
\begin{align*}
&= (17 + 775 + 140 + 1031 + 6 + 222 + 302 + 6 + 533 + 294 + 241 + 289 + 6 + 31 + 540) + \\
&+ (1580 + 6 + 252 + 373 + 782 + 350 + 90 + 388 + 830 + 766 + 56 + 340 + 110 + 391 + 1210 + 280 + 960 + 6 + 304 + 610 + 110 + 304 + 540 + 1150 + 540 + 132 + 6 + 262 + 540 + 207 + 6 + 683 + 211 + 51 + 706 + 32 + 268 + 716 + 51 + 706 + 32 + 136 + 533 + 196 + 360) = 4439 + 10019 + 15423 = 29881
\end{align*}
\]

The segment whose numeric al value is 10019 (equivalent to 19) consists of 19 words.

- **Mustafa Kemal Atatürk** was the first President of Turkey and was behind the end of the Ottoman Sultanate in 1922 and **abolition of the Islamic Caliphate** in 1924. His father’s name is Ali Riza. At birth, he was identified as **Mustafa son of Ali Riza**. He was an army officer. During a battle in Derna, Libya on January 16–17, 1912 (Muharram 26 - 27, 1330 Hijri) (Teveth 26 - 27, 5672 Jewish), while the Ottoman forces were attacking the Italian-controlled fortress of Kasr-i Harun, two Italian planes dropped bombs on the Ottoman forces and a piece of limestone shrapnel from a damaged building's rubble entered Mustafa Kemal's left eye which caused a permanent damage on his left eye's tissue, but not total loss of sight. So, Mustafa Kemal became an **Awar** (person with a defective eye). Prophet Mohammad (p) described the Dajjal as an Awar. Some researchers believe that Mustafa Kemal Atatürk’s ancestors were Crypto Jews, possibly Dönmeh (descendants of followers of Sabbatai Zevi who claimed to be the awaited Jewish Messiah, but after being imprisoned by the Ottomans, he was freed after pretending to convert to Islam). Crypto Jews pretend in public to be Muslims, but remain Jews in private. Salónica (the city where Mustafa Kemal was born) served as an important center for such Crypto Jews and the base of the Young Turks movement which led a rebellion to turn the Ottoman Sultanate into constitutional monarchy, governed according to a constitution, thus limiting the power of the Sultan. Today, Salónica is called Thessaloniki and it is the capital Macedonia region of Greece and the second largest city in Greece. Mustafa Kemal Atatürk made a name for himself as the **Commander of the 19th Division of the Ottoman army**, where his bravery and strategic prowess helped thwart the Allied invasion of the Dardanelles in 1915. The real date of birth of Mustafa Kemal Atatürk is unconfirmed. In a speech he delivered in 1927, Mustafa Kemal Atatürk claimed to have been born on the same day as day of his landing in Samsun, meaning May 19. Atatürk landed in Samsun on May 19, 1919 (May 6, 1919 Julian) (Shaban 19, 1337 Hijri) (Iyar 19, 5679 Jewish) (242,2097.5th or 242,2098th Julian Day). Atatürk’s landing in Samsun is considered the beginning Turkey’s War of Independence, the Turkish uprising against the decision of the Allies after World War I to divide among themselves many territories of the defeated Ottoman Empire. Turkey designates Atatürk’s date of birth as **May 19, 1881 Gregorian** (Junuma Thania, 1298 Hijri) (Iyar 20, 5641 Jewish) (2408,219.5th Julian Day). Today, May 19 is an annual national holiday in Turkey, called “Commemoration of Atatürk, Youth and Sports Day”. Greece claims that starting from May 19, 1919, Mustafa Kemal Atatürk began a genocide or ethnic cleansing against the Greeks, known as Pontos, who had been living in the region for thousands of years. That is why today, in Greece, May 19 is an annual holiday to commemorate what Greece claims to be a genocide against of Pontic Greeks in which 353,000 Pontic Greeks died. Mustafa Kemal Atatürk died in Istanbul (Constantinople) on November 10, 1938. At 8:10 a.m. on November 19, 1938 (Ramadan 26 (or 25),
1357 Hijri) (Heshvan 25, 5699 Jewish) (2429,221.5th or 2429,222nd Julian Day), a religious funeral prayer was conducted by the Director of the Institute for Islamic Studies, in Turkish, not in traditional Arabic, and was attended by people who were close to him. His state funeral was held in Ankara on November 21, 1938, and was attended by dignitaries from 17 countries. Atatürk’s coffin was placed inside a white marble sarcophagus at the Ethnography Museum of Ankara and remained there until November 10, 1953 (Rabi Awwal 3, 1373 Hijri), the 15th anniversary of his death, when his coffin was buried in his final resting place at Anıtkabir (Masuleum or Memorial Tomb) in Ankara.

Mustafa Kemal Atatürk was closely connected to Number 19 in several ways:

(a) He was born on May 19, 1881 Gregorian (Jumada Thania 19, 1298 Hijri) (Iyar 20, 5641 Jewish).

(b) He landed in Samsun on May 19, 1919 (May 6, 1919 Julian) (Shaban 19, 1337 Hijri) (Iyar 19, 5679 Jewish).

(c) His funeral was held on November 19, 1938.

(d) From 1881 (year of his birth) till 1919 (year of his landing in Samsun), there are 38 years (= 19 x 2).

(e) From 1919 (year of his landing in Samsun) till 1938 (year of his death), there are 19 years.

(f) From 1881 (year of his birth) till 1938 (year of his death), there are 57 years (= 19 x 3).

(g) He made a name for himself as the Commander of the 19th Division of the Ottoman army.

In the 1870s, while Sudan was part of Egypt which was ruled by the Albanian dynasty of Muhammad Ali Pasha as an autonomous province of the Ottoman Empire, a Muslim scholar in Sudan named Muhammad Ahmad bin AbdAllah preached renewal of the faith and liberation of the land, and began attracting followers. On June 29, 1881 (Shaban 1, 1298 Hijri) (Tammuz 2, 5641 Jewish), he proclaimed himself the Mahdi, the promised redeemer of the Islamic world. He changed the Shahada, or profession of faith, to include the phrase, "Muhammad Al-Mahdi is the Khalifa of the Prophet of God," and revised the five pillars of Islam by replacing the Hajj or pilgrimage to Mecca with the obligation to undertake jihad, and adding a sixth pillar, which was belief in the Mahdiyya. An Egyptian expedition, dispatched to attack the Mahdi, was ambushed and slaughtered the Mahdi’s men on the night of December 9, 1881 (Muharram 17, 1299 Hijri) (Kislev 17, 5642 Jewish). Egypt sent a larger expedition to attack Mahdi’s men who were poorly clothed, half starving, and armed only with sticks and stones, so the Mahdi led a successful assault against the Egyptian forces, defeating decisively at dawn, on June 7, 1882 (Rajab 20, 1299 Hijri) (Sivan 20, 5642 Jewish). By the end of 1882, the Mahdi controlled most of Sudan. In 1882, Egypt (including Sudan), while remaining as an autonomous province of the Ottoman Empire, became an official protectorate of Britain. On January 26, 1885 (Rabi Thani 9, 1302 Hijri) (Shevat 10, 5645 Jewish), after a ten-month siege that started on March 13, 1884, the Mahdi’s fighters captured Khartoum (the capital of Sudan) and killed Charles Gordon, the British Governor. The British public reacted to his death by acclaiming
'Gordon of Khartoum', who had had a strong Christian faith, a martyred warrior-saint. **Muhammad Ahmad bin AbdAllah** was born on **August 12, 1844** (Rajab 27, 1260 Hijri) and died due to typhus on **June 22, 1885** (Ramadan 9, 1302 Hijri). His great-grandson, **Al-Sadiq Al-Mahdi** became Prime Minister of Sudan starting from 1966.

Atlanta: 882 (or 883)  (882 is the 729th Composite Number)  (5621 is the 4882nd Composite Number)
Tard (Expulsion) of the Filistiniyeen (Palestinians) from Palestine: 

\[213 + 340 + 90 + 239 = 882\]

Promise of Allah + Isti’ada (Re-capturing or getting back) Al-Quds (Jerusalem): 

\[(80 + 66) + (541 + 195) = 146 + 736 = 882\]

Al-Malhama Al-Kubra (The Big Battle) + The Fana (Perishing) + Israel = 

\[(154 + 263) + (163 + 302) = 417 + 465 = 882\]

From among the Prophets, the true believers, and martyrs. (verse 69 of Sura 4): 882

A Prophet, from among the Righteous, and We blessed him and (verses 112-113 of Sura 37): 882

Say HoWa, Allah, is one. Allah is the absolute and eternal. He begetteth not nor was begotten and He does not have (verses 1 - 4 of Sura 112): 882

Al-Dakk (Destruction) + The descent of Prophet Messiah Jesus son of Mary: 

\[55 + 93 + 93 + 149 + 52 + 290 = 882\]

And with/by the Truth (verse 105 of Sura 17) + The descent of Prophet Messiah Jesus son of Mary: 

\[(6 + 141) + (93 + 149 + 150 + 53 + 290) = 147 + 735 = 882\]

The Trumpet was blown (or sounded) (verse 20 of Sura 50) + The descent of Prophet Messiah Jesus son of Mary: 

\[730 + 90 + 327 + 735 = 1882\]

Their Prophet, it is the Aya (Sign) of his Kingship that he brings you the Tabut (Coffin or Ark), in it, there is Sakina (verse 148 of Sura 2): 

\[1882 = 2 \times 941\]

\[1882\] is the 1592nd Composite Number

\[2212\] is the 1882nd Composite Number
The Hour, when will its docking be? While you are part of its remembrance (or mention). To your Lord is its end (or destination). You are just a Warner for those who fear it. It is as if when they see it (verse 42 – 46 of Sura 79): \( 5882 \) (5882 is the 5106th Composite Number)

In 1878, an Egyptian army officer, Ahmad Urabi Al-Husseini [a descendant of Al-Hussein, grandson of Prophet Mohammad (p)] started a rebellion against Tewfik Pasha, the Khedive of Egypt and Sudan, against the corrupted government of Egypt. On May 20, 1882, a combined Anglo-French fleet arrived at Alexandria to support Tewfik Pasha. On June 13, 1882, Khedive Tewfik fled from Cairo to Alexandria which was protected by the British fleet. On July 11, 1882 (Shaban 24 (or 23), 1299 Hijri) (Tammuz 24, 5642 Jewish), the British fleet started bombarding Alexandria. A large British naval force finally managed to land in Alexandria by July 13, 1882. On September 13, 1882 (Shawwal 29, 1299 Hijri) (Tishri 1, 5642 Jewish), Britain’s decisively defeated the Egyptian forces loyal to Ahmad Urabi in the Battle of Tal El-Kabir, near Cairo. In the evening of September 14, 1882 (Zu Al-Qada 1, 1299 Hijri) (Elul 1, 5642 Jewish), the British advancing forces reached Cairo and Ahmad Urabi surrendered to the British forces. On September 24, 1882, Khedive Tewfik and his “ministers” returned to Cairo. Ahmad Urabi was sentenced to death in December 1882, but was later exiled to the British colony of Ceylon (Sri Lanka).

Day of Istitwa (Equality, Equilibrium, or Equinox) of the Night + the Day: \( 56 + (469 + 71 + 287) = 56 + 827 = 883 \) (1883 is the 153rd Prime Number) (1883 is the 1593rd Composite Number) (2214 is the 1883rd Composite Number) (3356 is the 2883rd Composite Number)

Mine of Chile: 133 + 750 = 883

He made Khaleef (Inheritor or Successor) (verse 165 of Sura 6): 163 + 720 = 883

We said, after him, to Bani (Children of) Israel: Inhabit (verse 104 of Sura 17): 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 302 (or 303) + 137 (or 138) = 883 (884 or 885)

which of the two parties is a more accurate counter of how long they remained, Amad (as a period or in length) (verse 12 of Sura 18): \( (11 + 108 + 109 + 71) + 539 + 45 = (299 + 539) + 45 = 838 + 45 = 883 \)

Amad (Period or Length) of Lubuth (Stay) + Ashab (People or Companions) of Nihaya (End) of the Zaman (Time): \( 45 + 538 + [101 + (71 + 128)] = 45 + 538 + (101 + 199)] = 45 + (538 + 300) = 45 + 838 = 883 \)

Dajjal (Anti-Christ), Maseekh (False Messiah) Son of David: 69 + 741 + 73 (or 74) = 883 (or 884)

Day of Descent of the Prophet, the Messiah, Jesus son of Mary:
56 + 93 + (93 + 149 + 150 + 52 (or 53) + 290) = 56 + [93 + 734 (or 735)] = 56 + 827 (or 828) = \textcolor{red}{883} (or 884)

Day of descent of Star of the Messiah, Jesus son of Mary: 56 + (93 + 93) + [149 + 150 + 53 (or 52) + 290] = 56 + 186 + 641 (or 642) = \textcolor{red}{883} (or 884)

The Shira (Sirius Star) and He perished (destroyed) the First Aad (verse 50 of Sura 53): 611 + [6 + 56 + 56 + (76 + 78)] = 611 + [6 + 56 + 56 + 154 ] = 611 + 272 = \textcolor{red}{883}

In the name of Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), the Hour has approached and the Moon has been cracked. (verse 1 of Sura 54): (102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 1103 + 167) + [6 + 450 (or 451) + 371] = 2056 + 827 (or 828) = \textcolor{red}{2883} (or 2884) (2883 is the 2465th Composite Number)

Day of descent of Star of the Messiah, Jesus son of Mary: 56 + (93 + 93) + [149 + 150 + 53 (or 52) + 290] = 56 + [93 + 735 (or 734)] = 56 + 828 (or 827) = \textcolor{red}{884} (or 883) (884 is the 730th Composite Number) (1064 is the 884th Composite Number)

Day of Descent of the Prophet, the Messiah, Jesus son of Mary: 56 + 93 + (93 + 149 + 150 + 53 (or 52) + 290) = 56 + [93 + 735 (or 734)] = 56 + 828 (or 827) = \textcolor{red}{884} (or 883)

Aya (Miraculous Sign) of Inha (ending) of the Maseekh (False Messiah), the Dajjal: 16 + 58 + 741 + 69 = \textcolor{red}{884}

Akhir (End or Last) of the Days : 801 (or 802) + 83 = \textcolor{red}{884} (or 885)

Lailat (Eve) of Ibtida (Beginning) of the Hijri Sana (Year): 75 + 409 + (146 + 254) = 75 + (409 + 400) = 75 + 809 = \textcolor{red}{884}

Ibtida (Beginning) of Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) of the Quran: 409 + [93 + 382 (or 383)] = 409 + 475 (or 476) = \textcolor{red}{884} (or 885)

Tanjees (Desecration) of the Aqsa Mosque: 523 + (138 + 223) = 523 + 361 = \textcolor{red}{884}

We said, after him, to Bani (Children of) Israel: Inhabit (verse 104 of Sura 17): 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 302 (or 303) + 138 (or 137) = \textcolor{red}{884} (or 883)

makes you inheritors (verse 62 of Sura 27): 173 + 711 (or 712) = \textcolor{red}{884} (or 885)

Dajjal (Anti-Christ), Maseekh (False Messiah) Son of David: 69 + 741 + [53 (or 52) + 21] = 69 + 741 + 74 (or 73) = \textcolor{red}{884} (or 883)
The rise of the Sun from its Maghreb (where it sets): \(115 + 431 + 90 + 1248 = 1884\) (equivalent to 884) \((= 2 \times 2 \times 3 \times 157)\) (1884 is the 1594th Composite Number)

from My Lord. When the Promise of my Lord comes, He will turn it into ruins and thus the Promise of my Lord.” (verse 98 of Sura 18): 1884

In the name of Allah, the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), the Hour has approached and the Moon has been cracked. (verse 1 of Sura 54): \((102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 1103 + 167) + [6 + 450 (or 451) + 371] = 2056 + 828 (or 827) = 2884 (or 2883)\) \((= 2 \times 2 \times 7 \times 103)\) (2884 is the 2466th Composite Number)

واعذ ربي إذا جاء وعد ربي جعله مكان وكان وعد ربي من ربي فذا جاء وعد ربي جعله مكان وكان وعد ربي

In the morning of October 13, 1884 (Zu Al-Hijja 23, 1301 Hijri) (Tishri 24, 5645 Jewish) (2409,462.5th Julian Day), Pope Leo XIII had an interesting vision. After a Mass, as he was leaving the Altar, the 74 year old and frail Pope Leo XIII fell to the ground as if dead. One version of this incident has it that those around him thought for a few moments that he may have passed away, but a few minutes later, his breathing returned to normal and he revived. Another version has it that as he was leaving the altar after a weekday low Mass, he paused as if in a trance for about 10 minutes, turning ashen white. And yet another version states that Pope Leo went into this trance while kneeling in attendance of a mass of thanksgiving after his own Mass that morning.

When asked what had happened, he explained that, as he was about to leave the foot of the altar, he suddenly heard voices – two voices, one kind and gentle, the other guttural and harsh. They seemed to come from near the tabernacle. As he listened, he heard the following conversation:

The guttural voice (the voice of Satan in his pride, boasted to God): “I can destroy your Church.”
The gentle voice of God said: “You can? Then, go ahead and do so.”

Satan said: “To do so, I need more time and more power.”

God said: “How much time? How much power?”

Satan said: “75 to 100 years, and a greater power over those who will give themselves over to my service.”

God said: “You have the time, you will have the power. Do with them what you will.”

Then, Pope Leo XIII went immediately from the Chapel to his office where he composed the prayer to St. Michael, with instructions it be said after all Low Masses everywhere. In his vision, he saw what was going to happen in the future, the misleading powers and the ravings of the devils against the Church. But Arch-Angel Michael had appeared in the nick of time and cast Satan into the abyss of Hell. Such was the occasion that caused Pope Leo XIII to have this prayer recited over the entire world at the end of the Mass.

♦

End (or Last) of the Days: 802 (or 801) + 83 = 885 (or 884)

End of Zu Al-Qada: 706 (or 707) + 179 = 885 (or 886)

Beginning of Nuzul (Descent or Coming down) of the Quran: 409 + [93 + 383 (or 382)] = 409 + 476 (or 475) = 885 (or 884)

Desecration of the Aqsa Mosque: 524 + 138 + 223 = 885

The Khawarizm: 885

We said, after him, to Bani (Children of) Israel: Inhabit (verse 104 of Sura 17): 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 303 (or 302) + 138 = 885 (or 884)

makes you inheritors (verse 62 of Sura 27): 173 + 712 (or 711) = 885 (or 884)

Promise of Intiya (End) of Dawla (State) of Israel: 80 + [458 + 45 + 302 (or 303)] = 80 + 805 (or 806) = 885 (or 886)
The Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), H.M. and the evident Book. We have descended it (or him) in a blessed night (verses 1 - 3 of Sura 44): 1885 or 1886 (1885 is the 1595th Composite Number) (2216 is the 1885th Composite Number)

♦ خلق فسوى Created so he flattened (or straightened): 730 + 156 = 886 = 2 x 443 (886 is the 732nd Composite Number) (1066 is the 886th Composite Number)

وتحمل عرش ربك And carrying the throne of your Lord (God) (verse 17 of Sura 69): 886

وكرمو من أهل الكتب who deny (or cover) the truth, from People of the Book (Bible) (verse 2 of Sura 59): 886

خروف Sheep: 886

وعده آخر Promises of End Times: 80 + 806 (or 807) = 886 or 887

وعده إنهاء دولة إسرائيل Promise of Intiya (End) of Dawla (State) of Israel: 80 + [458 + 45 + 303 or 302] = 80 + 806 (or 805) = 886 or 885

بيت المقدس + فلسطين Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness) + Palestine: 647 + 239 = 886

الخان حسام الدين The Khan Husam Eddeen: 682 + (109 + 95) = 682 + 204 = 886

دخول الخوارزم المسجد الأقصا Entry of the Khawarizm the Aqsa Mosque: 640 + 885 + (138 + 223) = 640 + 885 + 361 = 1886

الموت فقال لهم الله موتا ثم أحياهم Death, so Allah (God) says to them: “Die”, then later resurrected them (verse 243 of Sura 2): 1886 (equivalent to 886)

الرحمن الرحيم حم و الكتب المبين إنه أنزله في ليله مباركه The Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), H.M. and the evident Book. We have descended it (or him) in a blessed night (verses 1 - 3 of Sura 44): 1886 or 1885 (1886 is the 1596th Composite Number) (2217 is the 1886th Composite Number)

لوسيا + جاسينتا + فرانسيسكو + فاطمة + برتغال Lucia + Jacinta + Francisco + Fatima + Portugal: (107 + 525 + 486) + (135 + 1633) = 1118 + 1768 = 2886 (This refers to the apparitions of 3 children in Fatima, Portugal in 1917, about the End Times)

بسم الله ﷲ ﻣﻮﺗﻮا ﺛﻢ اﺣﯿﮭﻢ ﷲ ﻟﺬو ﻓﻀﻞ Allah (God) says to them “Die”, then resurrected them. God does favors (verse 243 of Sura 2): 2886 (equivalent to 886) (2886 is the 2468th Composite Number)
Have you thought that you shall enter Paradise and you have not understand the example of those who were before you and experienced hardship, affliction, and were shaken up to the extent that the Messenger (Mahdi) and those who believed (in God) with him would say: “When will the victory of Allah (God) come?”. The victory of Allah (God) is soon. (verse 214 of Sura 2): 9886 (9886 is the 8666th Composite Number)

1886 + 31 = 1917

The City of Vancouver, Canada was incorporated on April 6, 1886 (Rajab 1, 1303 Hijri) (Nisan 1, 5646), the same year that the first transcontinental train arrived. The Great Vancouver Fire on June 13, 1886, razed the entire city.

And on that day, Jahannam (Hell) was brought forth (verse 23 of Sura 89): 887 (887 is the 154th Prime Number) (1067 is the 887th Composite Number)  

Promise of End Times: 80 + 807 (or 806) = 887 (or 886)

Day of Beginning of your year: 56 + (261 + 570) = 56 + 831 = 887

First or Beginning of the Adha: 37 + 850 = 887 [The Adha is an Islamic Holiday that commemorates Prophet Abraham’s willingness to sacrifice his son Ismael. The first day of the Adha is Zu Hijja 10, which is called Day of the Nahr (Slaughter)]

Lailat (Eve or Night) in which Eleven Planets lined up: 75 + 180 + [13 + 570 + 48 (or 49)] = 75 + [180 + 631 (or 632)] = 75 + 812 (or 813) = 887 (or 888)

Day of Mazbaha (Massacre) of Mongols: 56 + (755 + 1076) = 56 + 1831 = 1887

Day of the Atomic Bomb + Hiroshima + Japan: 56 + (218 + 946) + 572 + 95 = 56 + (1164 + 572 + 95) = 56 + 1831 = 1887

Howa (He) is Lord of the Shira (Sirius Star) and he perished the first Aad, and Thamud he did not leave (verses 49 – 51 of Sura 53): 1887 (1887 is the 1597th Composite Number) (2218 is the 1887th Composite Number)

Stages so that you know number of the years and the Hisab (Judgment or Calculation). Allah has not created that except in the Haq. He details the Ayat (Signs) to people who know (verse 5 of Sura 10): (128 + 577 + 78 + 201 + 6 + 102 + 41) + (730 + 66 + 750 + 32) + [141 + 210 + 443 (or 444) + 176 + 206] = 1133 + 1578 + 1176 (or 1177) = 3887 (or 3888)
was opened (verse 96 of Sura 21): 888  (888 is the 733rd Composite Number)  
(1068 is the 888th Composite Number) 

To be opened (or conquered): 888

Day of Awda (Return) of the Caliphate: 56 + (85 + 747) = 56 + 832 = 888

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of Amarat (Signs) of the Hour: 56 + 22 + [643 (or 642) + 167] = 56 + [22 + 810 (or 809)] = 56 + 832 (or 831) = 888

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Zanb (Sin) of Adam + Hawwa (Eve): 75 + [752 + 45 (or 46) + 16] = 75 + 813 (or 814) = 888 (or 889)

Month of the Quran: 505 + 383 (or 382) = 888 (or 887)

Lailat (Eve or Night) in which Eleven Planets lined up: 75 + 180 + [13 + 570 + 49 (or 48)] = 75 + [180 + 632 (or 631)] = 56 + 832 (or 862) = 888 (or 918)  (George Bush Jr. was born on July 6, 1946)

Enshiqaq (Split, Schism, Cracking, Fracturing) of the Christian Churches: 552 + (172 + 164) = 552 + 336 = 888  (The Schism in Christianity, into Roman Catholic Church versus Orthodox Churches, started on July 16, 1054)

Hadd (Destruction) of Al-Aqsa, Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem): 9 + 879 = 888

Qari’a (Sura 101) of Vancouver, Canada: 376 + 512 = 888

A hurricane hit it in which there is fire. (verse 266 of Sura 2. This is verse 273 of Quran): 888  (This seems to be a description of a Nuclear War)

In Hell and will remain forever in it. (verse 169 of Sura 4): 888 (or 889)

They will go through Hashr on/by their faces to Hell (verse 34 of Sura 25): 888

This is from you. Say: Everything is from God. So, why are these. (verse 78 of Sura 4. It is verse 571 of Quran): 888

Then was descended upon them  (verse 154 of Sura 3): 888

The Command (of God) and you disobeyed  (verse 152 Sura 3. It is verse 445 of
Quran): 888

So, he disobeyed the Command of his Lord (God) (verse 50 of Sura 18): 320 + 120 + 241 + 207 = 888

For it/him, there will be a torment (verse 178 of Sura 2): 888

It is, on that Day, a Wahiya (Catastrophe) (verse 16 of Sura 69): 95 + 766 + 27 = 888

Day of + Mountain of Gold (This is a Hadith): 56 + (35 + 90 + 707) = 56 + 832 = 888

The Copper + The Gold: 150 + 738 = 888

Inhiyar (Collapse or Cave-in) of the Gold mine + Chile: 267 + 133 + 738 + 750 = 888

The Promise + Mine of the Copper and the Gold + Chile: 111 + [(133 + 6 + 738 + 750) = 111 + (133 + 894) + 750] = 111 + (1027 + 750) = 111 + 1777 = 888

Day of Timur Lank + Mongols: 56 + (656 + 100) + 1076 = 56 + (756 + 1076) = 56 + 1832 = 888 (888 is the 1598th Composite Number) (2219 is the 1888th Composite Number)

The Third of Azar (March) + 1924: (1062 + 902) + 1924 = 1964 + 1924 = 3888 (The Ottoman Caliphate was abolished on March 3, 1924)

The Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), the Hour has approached. (verse 1 of Sura 54): 329 (or 330) + 289 + 1103 + 167 = 1888 (or 1889)

Day of Tasi wa Ishreen (Twenty Ninth) + Ayar (May) + 1453: 56 + (531 + 6 + 630) + 212 + 1453 = (56 + 1167) + 212 + 1453 = 1223 + 212 + 1453 = 2888 (This refers to May 29, 1453, the day on which the Ottomans conquered Constantinople and entered Aya Sophia Basilica)

Day of Tisa wa Ishroon (Twenty Nine) + Ayar (May) + 1453: 56 + (535 + 6 + 626) + 212 + 1453 = (56 + 1167) + 212 + 1453 = 1223 + 212 + 1453 = 2888

(1133 + 1578 + 1177 (or 1176) = 3888 (or 3887)
So, await the day the sky brings an evident smoke. It covers the people. This is a painful torment. Our Lord: lift, from upon us, the torment. We are believers. Have they learned the lesson? And though an evident Messenger has come to them, then, they have turned away from him and said: “educated, but crazy!” We are going to lift the torment (verse 10 – 15 of Sura 44): 

$$\text{[783 + 56 + 811 + 132 (or 133) + 657] + (102 + 1320) + (142 + 707 + 773 + 81 + 253 + 401 + 121 + 804 + 52 + 193 + 61 + 75 + 961 + 6 + 104 + 50 + 296 + 102 + 540 + 443 + 125 + 6 + 138 + 149 + 52 + 408 + 804) = 2439 \text{(or 2440)} + 1422 + 8027 = 11888 \text{(or 11889)}$$

O You the Muddathir! Rise up then warn and your Lord glorify and your clothes purify and the abomination leave and do not do favors to gain more in return. And for your Lord, be patient. When the Trumpet is sounded, that will be a difficult day, for the unbelievers, not easy. Leave me and the one I have created alone and made for him extensive (stretched) wealth, and sons as witnesses, and smoothed for him the way smoothly. Then, he greedily desires that I give more. No, he has been stubborn against our Signs. I shall make him exhausted upwardly. He thought and estimated. So, he is doomed the way he estimated. Then, he is doomed the way he estimated. Then, he looked, then he frowned and scowled. Then, he turned away and acted arrogantly. So, he said: This is nothing but traditional sorcery. This is nothing but the saying of the humans. I shall cast him into Saqar (Hell-Fire): 

$$\text{[27 + (775 + 140 + 1031 + 6 + 222 + 302 + 6 + 533 + 294 + 241 + 289 + 6 + 31 + 540)] + [1580 + 6 + 252 + 373 + 782 + 350 + 90 + 388 + 830 + 766 + 56 + 340 + 110 + 391 + 1210 + 280 + 960 + 6 + 90 + 1130 + 29 + 6 + 503 + 35 + 72 + 95 + 6 + 112 + 316 + 6 + 449 + 35 + 459 (or 460) + 540 + 129 + 51 + 22 + 51 + 56 + 71 + 493 + 134 (or 135) + 371 + 170 (or 171) + 56 + 300 + 6 + 304 + 610 + 110 + 304 + 540 + 530 + 110 + 304 + 540 + 1150 + 540 + 132 + 6 + 262 + 540 + 207 + 6 + 683 + 211 + 51 + 706 + 32 + 268 + 716 + 51 + 706 + 32 + 136 + 533 + 196 + 360] = 27 + 4422 + 25439 \text{(or 25440)} = 29888 \text{(or 29889)}$$

The Mudhahi (The Sacrificer): 889 (or 7 x 127) (889 is the 734th Composite Number) (1070 is the 889th Composite Number) 

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Zanb (Sin) of Adam + Hawwa (Eve): 75 + [752 + 46 (or 45) + 16] = 75 + 814 (or 813) = 889 (or 888)

Akhirat (End) of the Days: 806 (or 807) + 83 = 889 (or 890) (The Jews call the End Times as aharit ha-yamim, meaning End of the Days)

Day + The Akhir (Last): 56 + 833 (or 832) = 889 (or 888)

Day of Istawa (Equality, Equilibrium, or Equinox) of the Night and the Day: 56 + (469 + 71 + 6 + 287) = 56 + 833 = 889
Qada: $710 + 179 = 889$

Have mercy on you, but if you return (verse 8 of Sura 17): $318 + 6 + 51 + 514 = 889$

Close. Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): $312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141 = 889$

Day of Wafat (Death) of Al-Hasan, the Second: $56 + [92 + (149 + 592)] = 56 + 833 = 889$ [Al-Hasan II, King of Morocco, died on Friday July 23, 1999 (Rabi Thani 9, 1420 Hijri) (Av 10, 5759 Jewish Calendar) (2451,382.5th or 2451,383th Julian Day)]

Nakkaru (ruined) her throne (verse 41 of Sura 27): $277 + 36 + 576 = 889$

Day of Russia’s Hadd ( Destruction) of Manhattan: $56 + (9 + 277 + 547) = 56 + 833 = 889$

The Second Great War: $(241 + 1051) + 597 = 1292 + 597 = 1889$ (1889 is the 290th Prime Number)

The finding of People of the Cave + Gospel of the Messiah Jesus son of Mary: $(807 + 110) + (101 + 136) + (94 + 149 +150 + 52 + 290) = 917 + 237 + 735 (or 736) = 1889 (or 1890)$

Day of Ashrat (conditions, signs, or portents) of Nihaya (End) of Dunya (World before the End Times) + Inha (Ending) of the Zaman (Time): $56 + [511 + (71 + 65) + 58 + 128 (or 129)] = 56 + [511 + 136 + 186 (or 187)] = 56 + 833 (or 834) = 889 (or 890)

Day of Ashrat (conditions, signs, or portents) of the Hour + Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): $56 + [511 + 167 + 155 ( or 156)] = 56 + 833 (or 834) = 889 (or 890)

The Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Rahaem (Most Merciful), the Hour has approached. (verse 1 of Sura 54): $330 (or 329) + 289 + 1103 + 167 = 1889 (or 1888)$

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Rahaem. Has approached (verse 1 of Sura 54): $[102 + 66 + 329 (or 330) + 289] + 1103 = 786 (or 787) + 1103 = 1889 (or 1890)$

Adolf Hitler was born on April 20, 1889 (Shaban 19, 1306 Hijri) (Nisan 19, 5649 Jewish) and he died on April 30, 1945 (Jumada Ula 17, 1364 Hijri) (Iyar 17, 5705 Jewish).

Khareef (Autumn or Fall): $890$ (890 is the 735th Composite Number) (1071 is the 890th Composite Number)

Iftitah (Opening): $890$
Day of equality of the Night + the Day: $56 + [476 \text{ (or } 477) + 71 + 287] = 56 + 834 \text{ (or } 835) = 890 \text{ (or } 891)$ (This refers to Day of the Equinox)

Day of Nihaya (End) Fatra (Period) of pregnancy: $56 + [71 + (685 + 78)] = 56 + (71 + 763) = 56 + 834 = 890$

Day of the Al-Kharab (the Devastation): $56 + 834 = 890$

Day of + The Promised and a Witness and a Witnessed (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 85): $56 + (6 + 157 + 6 + 310 + 6 + 355) = 56 + 834 = 890$

Day of We cause Hashr to a batch (or group) from each nation (or sect) (verse 83 of Sura 27): $56 + 834 = 890$

Day of Ashrat (conditions, signs, or portents) of Hour of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval): $56 + [511 + 136 + 187 \text{ (or } 186)] = 56 + 834 \text{ (or } 833) = 890 \text{ (or } 889)$

Day of Ashrat (conditions, signs, or portents) of Nihaya (End) of Dunya (World before the End Times) + Inha (Ending) of the Zaman (Time): $56 + [511 + (71 + 65) + 58 + 129 \text{ (or } 128)] = 56 + [511 + 136 + 187 \text{ (or } 186)] = 56 + 834 \text{ (or } 833) = 890 \text{ (or } 889)$

The Bidaya (Beginning) + The End Times: $53 + 837 \text{ (or } 838) = 890 \text{ (or } 891)$

Akhirat (End) of the Days: $807 \text{ (or } 806) + 83 = 890 \text{ (or } 889)$ (The Jews call the End Times as aḥarit ha-yamim meaning End of the Days)

The Haq (Truth or Justice), that is (verse 42 of Sura 50): $139 + 751 \text{ (or } 750) = 890 \text{ (or } 889)$

The Tenth + Muharram: $602 + 288 = 890$

Youths (verse 13 of Sura 18): $890$

Youths to the Cave, then they said: (verse 10 of Sura 18): $495 + 41 + 136 + 218 \text{ (or } 217) = 890 \text{ (or } 889)$

Those who have believed (verse 23 of Sura 22) & (verse 31 of Sura 74): $391 + 99 \text{ (or } 98) = 890 \text{ (or } 889)$

Mukhlis (sincere in devotion) to him (verse 2 & 11 of Sura 39): $890$

of our worshippers, who has been a Taqi (Righteous) (verse 63 of Sura 19): $890$

And may the Peace be upon the one who follows the Guidance (verse 47
The Numerical Analysis: $509 + 381 = 890$

Interpretation of my vision of before (verse 100 of Sura 12): $890$

A book we have descended (revealed) unto you blessed (verse 29 of Sura 38): $423 + 143 + 61 + 263 = 890$

what has been descended unto you (verse 1 of Sura 13): $890$

And We said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: inhabit (verse 104 of Sura 17): $890$

Ijtiyah (Invasion) of the Kuwait: $423 + 467 = 890$

Drying up of Sea of Galilee (also known as Lake Tiberias), Madina (State) of Israel: $164 + (210 + 104) + (109 + 303) = (164 + 314) + 412 = 478 + 412 = 890$

Wahiya (Catastrophe) of Lake Tiberias (also known as Sea of Galilee), Madina (State) of Israel: $27 + (225 + 226) + (109 + 303) = (27 + 451) + 412 = 478 + 412 = 890$

The Promise + Ihya (Resurrection) of Australiyoon (Australians): $111 + 21 + 758 = 890$

Promise of my Lord (God) comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Korean War + Al-Hadm (The Destruction) = $297 + 513 + 80 = 890$

Promise of Tahteem ( Destruction) of Seoul, Korea: $80 + 467 + 343 = 890$

Promise of North Korea’s Hadm ( Destruction) of the Southern One: $80 + 49 + 761 = 890$

The Defeat of the Taiwanese War: $135 + 755 = 890$

The War + China + Taiwan: $241 + 649 = 890$

Day of outbreak of Taiwan War: $(56 + 156) + (210 + 468) = 212 + 678 = 890$

Beginning of the Alamat (Signs) of Promise of the End Times + Promise to South Korea: $(7 + 542 + 80 + 837) + 80 + 344 = 1466 + 80 + 344 = 1890$ (equivalent to $890$)

Month of Ramadan, the Mubarak (Blessed): $(505 + 1091) + 294 = 1596 +$
Fall of a mine of Gold and Copper + Chile: \((175 + 133) + (707 + 6 + 119) + 750 = (308 + 832) + 750 = 1140 + 750 = 1890\)

Beginning of the Alamat (Signs) of Promise of the End Times + The Israelite State: \((7 + 542 + 80 + 837) + 424 = 1466 + 424 = 1890\) (equivalent to 890)

Like Saiqa (shocking event) of Aad and Thamud (verse 13 of Sura 41) + The Israelite State: \((570 + 265 + 75 + 6 + 550) + 424 = 1466 + 424 = 1890\)

The finding of People of the Cave + Gospel of the Messiah Jesus son of Mary: \((807 + 110) + (101 + 136) + (94 + 149 + 150 + 53 + 290) = 917 + 237 + 736 (or 735) = 1890 (or 1889)\)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Has approached (verse 1 of Sura 54): \([102 + 66 + 330 (or 329) + 289] + 1103 = 787 (or 786) + 1103 = 1890 (or 1889)\) (equivalent to 890)\(1890\) is the 1599th Composite Number) \(2222\) is the 1890th Composite Number

The Angels and the Spirit in it, by the permission of their Lord, from every command. Peace it is till the rise of the Dawn. (verses 4 - 5 of Sura 97): \(136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 130 (or 131) + 15 + 418 + 149 + 314 = 2890 (2891 or 2892)\) (2890 is the 2471st Composite Number)

This refers to May 29, 1453, the day on which the Ottomans conquered Constantinople and entered Aya Sophia Basilica

If you do well, you do well to yourselves, and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces (make your faces look bad) and they shall enter the Masjid (Place of worship) like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they can reach, an utter destruction. (verse 7 of Sura 17) Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, we return and we make Jahanam (Hell), for the Disbelievers, an abode (verse 8 of Sura 17): \([(51 + 559 + 559) + (281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 1233)] + [108 (or 107) + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 640 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013] + (140 + 162 + 51) + [318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 154 + 98 + 420 + 308 (or 309)] = [1169 + 3056 (or 3055)] + 4212 + [453 + 2000 (or 2001)] = 4225 (or 4224) + 4212 + 2453 (or 2454) = 10890 (or 10891)

917 Hijri/Lunar years are equal to about 889.695 Gregorian/Solar years, almost 890 days.

918 Hijri/Lunar years are equal to about 890.67 Gregorian/Solar years, almost 891 days.

Number 917 (or 918) is the numerical value of:
Promise of the End Times (verse): \(80 + 837 = 917\) (or 918)

♦ Qazaif (Mortar Shells): 891 (891 is the 736th Composite Number) (1072 is the 891st Composite Number) (3891 is the 3351st Composite Number)

In it and that Allah resurrects those (or the ones) (verse 7 of Sura 22): \(96 + 6 + 51 + 66 + 582 + 90 = 891\)

بالحق ذلك in the Haq (Truth or Justice), that is (verse 42 of Sura 50): \(2 + 139 + 751 = 891\)

Day of equality of the Night + the Day: \(56 + [477 (or 476) + 71 + 287] = 56 + 835\) (or 834) = 891 (or 890) (This refers to Day of the Equinox)

Day of Promise of Mazbaha (Massacre): \(56 + (80 + 755) = 56 + 835 = 891\)

Khuruj (Coming out) + Gog and Magog (verse 94 of Sura 18): \(809 + (23 + 6 + 53) = 809 + 82 = 891\)

Jann (Jinn or John) of the End Times: \(54 + 837 = 891\)

Jann (Jinn or John) of Sydney, Australia: \(54 + (134 + 703) = 54 + 837 = 891\)

HoWa (God) is the one who gave you life, then makes you die (verse 66 of Sura 22): \((11 + 741) + (80 + 540 + 520) = 752 + 1140 = 1891\) (or 1892)

Remainder (or relics) of what was left by the family of Moses and the family of Aaron, carried by angels (verse 248 of Sura 2): \(1891\) (1888 or 1887) (equivalent to 891) (= 31 x 61) (1891 is the 1600th Composite Number)
(2223 is the 1891st Composite Number)

When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin (verse 7 of Sura 17): \([782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 107] + 80 = 1811\) (or 1812) + 80 = 1891 (or 1892)

The Angels and the Spirit in it, by the permission of their Lord, from every command. Peace it is till the rise of the Dawn. (verses 4 - 5 of Sura 97): \(137\) (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 130 (or 131) + 15 + 418 + 149 + 314 = 2891 (2890 or 2892) (2891 is the 2472nd Composite Number)

♦ Istifaf (Alignment or lining up) of eleven Planets: 261 + 13 + 570 + 48
(or 49) = 892 (or 893)

Nuclear Weapons + Alexandria, Egypt: 181 + 711 = 892

The Dhalal (Misguidance): 892 (or 891)

The Ottoman Sultanate: 185 + 707 = 892

Fall of Al-Turkiyoon (The Turks): 175 + 717 = 892

Nuclear Weapon of Al-Turkiyeen (The Turks): 171 + 721 = 892

Inshiqaq (Split, Schism, Cracking, Fracturing) of the Christian Church: 552 + 176 + 164 = 716 + 176 = 892 (The Schism in Christianity, into Roman Catholic Church versus Orthodox Churches, started on July 16, 1054)

Qiyam (Rise) of the Maseekh (False Messiah): 151 + 741 = 892

Promise of Nihaya (End) + The Maseekh (False Messiah): (80 + 71) + 741 = 151 + 741 = 892

Day of the Deen (Judgment or Religion) (verse 4 of Sura 1) + The Maseekh (False Messiah): (56 + 95) + 741 = 151 + 741 = 892

Shaban 29 + 1440 = 1892 (or 1891)

Fire-Storm + Hadd (Destruction) of Hamburg + Germany: [246 + 251 + 9 + 1253 (or 1254)] + 133 = 1759 (or 1760) + 133 = 1892 (or 1893)

Nuclear War of Karachi City, Al-Pakistan: 287 + 1605 = 1892 (equivalent to 892)

When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin (verse 7 of Sura 17): [782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837)] + (107 + 80) = 1705 (or 1704) + 187 = 1892 (or 1891) (1892 is the 1601st Composite Number) (2224 is the 1892nd Composite Number)

The Angels and the Spirit in it, by the permission of their Lord, from every command. Peace it is till the rise of the Dawn. (verses 4 - 5 of Sura 97): 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 (or 130) + 15 + 418 + 149 + 314 = 2892 (2890 or 2891) (2892 is the 2473rd Composite Number)

Nineteen. And we have not made People of the Fire except as Angels. And we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (Trial) for those who have disbelieved so that become certain (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74): (535 + 570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 102 + 31) + (251 + 32 + 96 + 6 + 41) + (154 + 519 + 32
The Last Ones (verse 17 of Sura 77): 893 (or 892) (= 19 x 47) (893 is the 738th Composite Number) (1074 is the 893rd Composite Number)

Day of the End Times: 56 + 837 (or 838) = 893 (or 894)

The Ibada (annihilation) + Manhattan, New York: 44 + (547 + 302) = 44 + 849 = 893

A town/city that we have perished that they will not return (verse 95 of Sura 21): 893 (or 894)

Halak (Perishing or Devastation) of the End Times: 56 + 837 (or 838) = 893 (or 894)

Halak (Perishing or Devastation) of Sydney, Australia: 56 + (134 + 703) = 56 + 837 = 893

Halak (Perishing or Devastation) of Kingdom of England: 56 + (135 + 702) = 56 + 837 = 893

Alignment (or lining up) of + Eleven Planets (verse 4 of Sura 18): 261 + [13 + 570 + 49 (or 48)] = 261 + 632 = 893 (or 892)

The Heaven and the Tariq and how would you know what the Tariq, the Piercing Star is? (verses 1-3 of Sura 86): (133 + 6) + 341 + [6 + 41 + 226 (or 235) + 41 + 31 + 124 + 634] = (139 + 341) + 655 (or 664) + 124 + 634 = [480 + 655 (or 664)] + 124 + 634 = [1135 (or 1144) + 124] + 634 = 1259 (or 1268) + 634 = [1893 (or 1902)] = 3 x 631 (1893 is the 1602nd Composite Number)

However, when they saw our might (or punishment), they said: We believe in Allah alone and disbelieve in what we used to worship aside from him (verse 84 of Sura 40): 1893

Fire-Storm + Hadd (Destruction) of Hamburg + Germany: [246 + 251 + 9 + 1254 (or 1253)] + 133 = 1760 (or 1759) + 133 = 1893 (or 1892)

Day of Accident/Event of the Inhiyar (Collapse) + mine of the Gold and the Copper: 56 + [512 (or 513) + 298 + 133 + 738 + 6 + 150] = 56 + 1837 (or 1838) = 1894 (or 1893)

your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time (verse 7 of Sura 17): 80 + (6 + 681 + 138) + 61 +

+ 535 + 820 + 307 + 660) = 1439 + 426 + 307 = 4892
645 + 37 + 245 = 1893

елها فإذا جاء وعد الآخره ليسوا وحوكم ولادخلوا المسجد كما for it. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and shall enter the Mosque like (verse 7 of Sura 17): 2893 (or 2894) (= 11 x 263) (2893 is the 2474th Composite Number)

♦  خروج الجان Khuruj (Coming out) of the Jann (Jinn): 809 + 85 (or 84) = 894 (or 893) ( = 2x 3 x 149) (894 is the 739th Composite Number) (1075 is the 894th Composite Number)

Jan (John or Demons) + The Tabut (Coffin or Ark) : 54 + 840 = 894

ليلة ذنب آدم و حواء Lailat (Eve or Night) of Zanb (Sin) of Adam + Hawwa (Eve): 75 + [752 + 45 (or 46) + 6 + 16] = 75 + 819 (or 820) = 894 (or 895)

الكارثة الطبيعيه The Natural Karitha (Catastrophe): 757 + 137 = 894

 جاء وعد + نزول عيسى ابن مريم من السماء Promise has arrived (verse 104 of Sura 17) + Nuzul (Descent or coming down) of Jesus son of Mary from the Heaven: (5 + 80) + 93 + [150 + 53 (or 52) + 290] + (90 + 133) = 85 + [93 + 493 (or 492) + 223] = 85 + 809 (or 808) = 894 (or 893)

وعبد النبي عيسى ابن مريم Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Aya (Sign) of descent of Jesus son Mary: (80 + 212) + (16 + 93) + (150 + 53 + 290) = 292 + 109 + 493 = 894

وعبد النبي عيسى ابن مريم Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Aya (Sign) of Prophet Jesus son Mary: (80 + 212) + (16 + 93) + (150 + 53 + 290) = 292 + 109 + 493 = 894

ليلة أول سنة 1444 هجريه Lailat (Eve) of Awwal (Beginning) of Year + 1444 Hijriya : 75 + [(37 + 115) + 1444 + 223] = 75 + (152 + 1444 + 223) = 75 + 1819 = 1894 ( = 2 x 947) (1894 is the 1603rd Composite Number) (2226 is the 1894th Composite Number)

لاأخره خير لك من الأولى the End Times is better, for you, than the First One (verse 4 of Sura 93): 866 (or 867) + 810 + 50 + 90 + 78 = 1894 (or 1895) (Verse 5 of Sura 93 is the 6083rd verse of the Quran. After this verse, there are 151 verses till the end of the Quran. It is the 89th verse after verse 1 of Sura 89.)

يوم حادث الانهيار + منجم الذهب و النحاس Day of Accident/Event of the Inhiyar (Collapse) + mine of the Gold and the Copper: 56 + [513 (or 512) + 298 + 133 + 738 + 6 + 150] = 56 + 1838 (or 1837) = 1894 (or 1893)
Signing of document of surrender of Japan: \[586 + 621 + 592 + 95 = 1894\]

When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and shall enter the Mosque like (verse 7 of Sura 17): \(2894\) (or \(2893\))

\(= 2 \times 1447\) \(2894\) is the \(2475^{th}\) Composite Number

Lailat (Eve or Night) of Zanb (Sin) of Adam + Hawwa (Eve): \[75 + [752 + 46 (or 45) + 6 + 16] = 75 + 820 (or 819) = 895\] \(895\) is the \(740^{th}\) Composite Number

\((1076\) is the \(895^{th}\) Composite Number)

The First Nuclear Tafjeer (Explosion or Detonation): \((724 + 103) + 68 = 827 + 68 = 895\)

Nuclear Nakba (Disaster) + The Maseekh (False Messiah): \((77 + 77) + 741 = 154 + 741 = 895\)

Lilinami, for what is in my hands of the Torah and (verse 6 of Sura 61): \(895\)

regarding a Messenger who will come after me (verse 6 of Sura 61): \(895\)

The Jews + The Istila (capture or taking control) of the Quds (Jerusalem): \[56 + [534 + (or 533) + 110 + 195] = 56 + 839 (or 838) = 895\] \(895\) is the \(740^{th}\) Composite Number

The Rahman, the Raheem. The Hour has approached and (verse 1 of Sura 54): \[330 (or 329) + 289 + 1103 + 167 + 6 = 1895\] \(1895\) (or \(1894\))

Lailat (Eve) of Head (Beginning) of Sana (year) 1444: \[75 + (261 + 115 + 1444) = 75 + 1820 = 1895\]

Year of the Sun 2016 + Al-Hadi Ashara (The Eleventh) + September: \[115 + 431 + 2016 + (54 + 575) + 704 = 115 + 431 + 2016 + 629 + 704 = 3895\]

Day of the Ibtida (Beginning) + the Hijri Sana (Year): \[56 + [440 + (146 + 254)] = 56 + (440 + 400) = 56 + 840 = 896\] \(896\) is the \(741^{st}\) Composite Number

(1077 is the \(896^{th}\) Composite Number)

Day of Eid (Feast) of the Zabiha (Slaughtered Animal): \[56 + (84 + 756) = 56 + 840 = 896\]

Day of the Khuruj (Coming out, Getting Out, Exit, or Exodus) (verse 42 of
Sura 50): 56 + 840 = 896

يوم التابوت Day of the Tabut (Coffin or Ark): 56 + 840 = 896

يوم البعث + أصحب الكهف Day of the Baath (Resurrection or Revival) + People of the Cave: 56 + [603 + (101 + 136)] = 56 + (603 + 237) = 56 + 840 = 896

يوم + خلقكم Day + Nakhliqakom (We create you) (verse 20 of Sura 77): 56 + 840 = 896

يوم + خلقكم Day + Khalaqnakom (We created you) (verse 5 of Sura 22) & (verse 11 of Sura 7): 56 + 840 (or 841) = 896 (or 897)

النهاية + فترة الحمل The Nihaya (End) + Fatra (Period) of the pregnancy: 102 + (685 + 109) = 56 + (603 + 237) = 896

أحد عشر + سبتمبر Eleven + September: (13 + 570) + 313 = 583 + 313 = 896

هي حتى مطلع الفجر It is, till rise of the Dawn (verse 5 of Sura 97): [15 + (418 + 149)] + 314 = (15 + 567) + 314 = 582 + 314 = 896

فأرسل معنا بني إسرائيل So, send with us Bani (Children) of Israel (verse 47 of Sura 20): 896

محرمه عليهم أربعين سنة forbidden to them for forty years (verse 26 of Sura 5): (293 + 155 + 333) + 115 = 781 + 115 = 896

ليلة نزول توراة موسى Laila (Eve or Night) of Nuzul (Descent) of Torah of Moses: 75 + 93 + 612 (or 611) + 116 = 75 + 821 (or 820) = 896 (or 895)

يوم مساو لليل والنوار Day of equality of the Night and the Day: 56 + [476 (or 477) + 71 + 6 + 287] = 56 + 840 (or 841) = 896 (or 897) (This refers to Day of the Equinox. Autumn Equinox is either on September 22 or 23)

يوم ولاده إمبراطور أسكندر Day of Wilada (Birth) of Emperator (Emperor) Alexander: 56 + 46 + [459 (or 548) + 335] = 56 + [46 + 794 (or 793)] = 56 + 840 (839) = 896 (or 895)

يوم ولاده إمبراطور أسكندر Day of Wilada (Birth) of Emperor Alexander: 56 + 46 + [459 + 335] = 56 + (46 + 794) = 56 + 840 = 896

يوم السادات إلى إسرائيل Day of Al-Sadat to Israel: 56 + (497 + 41 + 302) = 56 + 840 = 896

يوم قيام حان بول الثاني Day of Qiyama (Resurrection) of John Paul, the Second: (56 + 156) + (54 + 38) + 592 = 212 + (92 + 592) = 212 + 684 = 896

يوم قيام حان بول الثاني Day of Qiyam (Rise) of John Paul, the Second: 56 + [151 + (59 + 38) + 592] = 56 + [151 + (97 + 592)] = 56 + (151 + 689) = 56 + 840 = 896
Raheel (Departure) of Al-Mustafa (The Chosen) + Orphalese: 248 + 260 + 388 = 896

Apparition of Lucia Santos: 212 + (107 + 577) = 212 + 684 = 896

[Lucia is one of the 3 children in Fatima, Portugal, who had apparitions (visions) about the End Times in 1917. Lucia is the one who revealed the third secret.]

In this Dunya (World before the End Times) (verse 42 of Sura 28): 90 + (710 + 96) = 90 + 806 = 896

Sarookh (Missile or Rocket): 896 (or 897)

Bidaya (Beginning) of War of Iraq & Iran: 22 + (210 + 402 + 262) = 22 + 874 = 896

[War of Iraq & Iran started on September 22, 1980 (Zu Al-Qada 12, 1400 Hijri) (Tishri 12, 5741 Jewish) (2444, 504.5th Julian Day). The war ended after Iran accepted UN Resolution 598 calling for an immediate cease-fire (or truce) on July 18, 1988 (Zu Hijja 3, 1408 Hijri) and this truce came into effect on July 20, 1988.]

Day of Gold mine: 56 + (133 + 707) = 56 + 840 = 896

Mount of Arafat: 110 + [35 + 751 (or 750)] = 110 + 786 = 896

Lailat (Eve) of Al-Sabi Al-Ishroon (The Twenty Seventh): 75 + (164 + 657) = 75 + 821 = 896

Lailat (Eve) of the Day of the Sabi Ashar (Twenty Seventh): 75 + [87 + (164 + 570)] = 75 + (87 + 734) = 75 + 821 = 896

Qiyama (Resurrection/Rise or Upheaval) of the Maseekh (False Messiah): 155 (or 156) + 741 = 896 (or 897)

The Dhalala (Misguidance) (verse 16 of Sura 2): 896 (or 897)

Throw him (verse 39 of Sura 20): 896

And to be made under my (watchful) eyes (verse 39 of Sura 20): 896

The Caliph, the Mahdi + The Wahid (One – a name of Allah): 756 + 90 + 50 = 896

The Mahdi + Akhira (End Times): 90 + 806 = 896

The Muslimoon (Muslims) entered it: 639 + 261 = 896

Kingdom of the Afareet (evil Jinn or demons): 135 + 761 = 896
Day of Promise of Intiha (End) of Israel: $56 + 80 + [458 + 302 (or 303)] = 56 + 80 + 760 (or 761) = \text{896 (or 897)}$

Day of Promise of Intiha (End) of New York: $(56 + 80) + (458 + 302) = 896$

And the Day We gather from every nation a group (verse 83 of Sura 27): 896

Hadd (Destruction) of George W. Bush of the Aqsa Mosque: $9 + (212 + 6 + 308) + (138 + 223) = 9 + 526 + 361 = \text{896}$

Ascends to him/it in a day, the duration of it is (verse 5 of Sura 32): $(283 + 46 + 90 + 56) + (71 + 350) = 475 + 421 = \text{896}$

Lailat (Eve) in which Eleven Planets line up: $75 + 189 + [13 + 570 + 49 (or 48)] = 75 + [189 + 632 (or 631)] = 75 + 821 (or 820) = \text{896 (or 895)}$

blessed water and We grew by it (verse 9 of Sura 50): $42 + 263 + 584 + 7 = 896$

Descent of the Messiah, Jesus ibin (son) of Mary + Wafat (Death) of the Dajjal: $[93 + 149 + 150 + 53 (or 52) + 290] + (92 + 69) = 735 (or 734) + 161 = \text{896 (or 895)}$

Star of the Messiah, Jesus ibin (son) of Mary + Wafat (Death) of the Dajjal: $[93 + 149 + 150 + 53 (or 52) + 290] + (92 + 69) = 735 (or 734) + 161 = \text{896 (or 895)}$

The Seventh + Muharram + 1444 : $(164 + 288) + 1444 = 452 + 1444 = 1896 (1896 \text{ is the 1605th Composite Number})$

Day of the Khuruj (Coming out) + Mohammad from Mecca to Yathrib: $56 + 840 + (92 + 90 + 65 + 41 + 712) = 56 + (840 + 1000) = 56 + 1840 = \text{1896}$

The day they hear the Saiha (Scream) on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date); that is the day of (verse 41 - 42 of Sura 50): $[90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141 + 750 (or 751)] + 56 = 1840 (or 1841) + 56 = \text{1896 (or 1897)}$

Day of the Ibtida (Beginning) + the first Marhala (Phase or Period) of Promise of the End Times: $56 + 440 + [314 + 78 + 90 + 80 + 838 (or 837)] = 56 + [440 + 1400 (oe 1399)] = 56 + 1840 (or 1839) = \text{1896 (or 1895)}$

this tree otherwise (or lest) you will become from (verse 19 of Sura 7): $710 + 539 + 557 + 90 = \text{1896}$
The Rum (Eastern Romans- Russians) have been defeated in Adna (Lowest or Nearest location) of the Ard (Land or Earth) (verse 2 - 3 of Sura 30): \((1432 + 277) + [90 + (65 + 1032)] = 1709 + (90 + 1097) = 1709 + 1187 = 2896 \) \((= 2 \times 2 \times 2 \times 2 \times 181)\) \((2896\) is the 2477th Composite Number\)

Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it (verse 3 - 4 of Sura 97): \(75 + [335 + 90 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 \) \((or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96] = 75 + 2821 \((or 2822) = 2896 \) \((or 2897)\)

Another composite number is \(1078\) which is the 897th Composite Number.

Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by the permission of their Lord (verse 3 - 4 of Sura 97): \(75 + [335 + 90 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 \) \((or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96] + (753 + 247) = 75 + [2821 \((or 2822) + 1000] = 75 + 3821 \((or 3822) = 3896 \) \((or 3897)\)

The Dreyfus Affair began in November 1894 with the conviction for treason of Captain Alfred Dreyfus, a Jewish French artillery officer. He was sentenced to life imprisonment for allegedly having communicated French military secrets to the German Embassy in Paris and he was sent to the penal colony at Devil's Island in French Guiana, where he spent almost five years. In 1896, an evidence came to light identifying a French Army major named Ferdinand Esterhazy as the real culprit. However, as a result of high-ranking military officials suppression of the new evidence, a military court unanimously acquitted Esterhazy. The Jews felt it was unfair and this affair led Theodor Herzl (Father of Zionism) to conclude that the Jews must have their own state to avoid the anti-Jewish sentiments.

Father of Zionism, Jewish journalist Theodor Herzl's famous booklet titled Der Judenstaat (The Jewish State), advocating the creation of a Jewish state, was published in Vienna, Austria, on February 14, 1896 (Shaban 29, 1313 Hijri) (Shevat 30, 5656 Jewish). From 1896 to 1946 (Birth of Donald Trump), there are 50 years.

Several composite numbers are:

\[\text{Sarookh (Missile or Rocket)}: \ 897 \ (or 896) \ (897\) is the 742nd Composite Number\]
\(1078\) is the 897th Composite Number.

\[\text{Akhir (End)} \ of \ the \ Dunya (World \ before \ the \ End \ Times): \ 801 \ (or \ 802) + 96 = 897 \ (or 898)\]

\[\text{Akhir (Last)} \ of \ the \ Prophets: \ 801 \ (or \ 802) + 96 = 897 \ (or 898)\]

Masra (Murder or Death) of the Pope Francis: \(400 + 37 + 460 = 897\)

The Dhalala (Misguidance): \(897 \) \(\) (or \(896)\)

Qiyama (Resurrection) of the Maseekh (False Messiah): \(156 \ (or \ 155) + 741 = 897 \ (or 896)\)
Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of the Maseekh (False Messiah): 
(21 + 135) + 741 = 156 + 741 = 897

You return, We return and We make Jahannam (Hell) (verse 8 of Sura 17): 897

The American President, Barack Obama: (311 + 312) + [223 (or 224) + 51] = 623 + 274 (or 275) = 897 (or 898)

Then, turned back and undertook a fast journey (verse 22 of Sura 79): 540 + 207 + 150 = 897

Day of equality of the Night and the Day: 56 + [477 (or 476) + 71 + 6 + 287] = 56 + 841 (or 840) = 897 (or 896) (This refers to Day of the Equinox. Autumn Equinox is either on September 22 or 23)

Day of the Qiyyamah (Resurrection or Upheaval) + Northern Korea : (56 + 187) + (237 + 417) = 243 + 654 = 897

Day of Promise of Intiya (End) of Israel : 56 + 80 + [458 + 303 (or 302)] = 56 + 80 + 761 (or 760) = 897 (or 896)

City of London, the United Kingdom: (109 + 134 ) + (166 + 488) = 243 + 654 = 897

Destruction of City of Sydney: 654 + 243 = 897

Ibada (Annihilation) + China + Australia: 13 + 181 + 703 = 897

Saiqa (Shocking Event) of Turkey: 266 + 631 = 897

Russians + Turkey: 266 + 631 = 897

Saiqa (Shocking Event) of Al-Pakistaniyoon (The Pakistanis): 266 + 631 = 897

Day of the Adha: 56 + 841 = 897

Allah, light of the Heavens and the Earth (verse 35 of Sura 24): 1897 (equivalent to 897)
And HoWa (God) is the one who gave you life, then makes you die (verse 66 of Sura 22): \[6 + 11 + 741 + 80 + 540 + 520 = 1897 \text{ (or 1898)}\] (equivalent to 897)

When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and (verse 7 of Sura 17): 

\[782 + 5 + 80 + 837 \text{ (or 838)} + (107 + 80) + 6 = 1704 \text{ (or 1705)} + (187 + 6) = 1704 \text{ (or 1705)} + 193 = 1897 \text{ (or 1898)}\] (1897 = 7 \times 271) (1897 is the 1606th Composite Number)

The first Zionist Congress was convened by its chairman, **Theodor Herzl**, and held in Switzerland on **August 29 - 31, 1897** (Rabi Thani 1 - 3, 1315 Hijri).

Theodore Herzl met with the German Kaiser, **Wilhelm II** (who was touring the East) in Istanbul on **October 18, 1898**, and lectured him on the need to settle the Jews in Palestine. He planned to recruit the Kaiser to influence the Turkish Sultan to seriously consider the proposals of the Zionists. **Theodore Herzl**'s only visit to Palestine started on Wednesday, **October 26, 1898** (Jumada Thania 10, 1316 Hijri) and ended on Friday, **November 4, 1898** (Jumada Thania 19, 1316 Hijri). He met again German Kaiser, **Wilhelm II** in Palestine on **October 28, 1898** and on **November 2, 1898**. The Kaiser made no promises.
Golda Meir, former Prime Minister of Israel, was born on May 3, 1898 Julian (May 15, 1898 Gregorian) (Zu Al-Hijja 23, 1315 Hijri) (Iyar 23, 5658 Jewish) in Kiev, Ukraine. She died on December 8, 1978 (Muharram 7, 1399 Hijri) (Kislev 8, 5739 Jewish) (2443, 850.5th Julian Day). She served as Prime Minister of Israel from March 17, 1969 to June 3, 1974.

♦  The Khuruj (coming out) of the Mahdi: 809 + 90 = 899 ( = 29 x 31 ) (899 is the 744th Composite Number) (1080 is the 899th Composite Number)

Khurujملك The Khuruj (coming out) of a King: 809 + 90 = 899

المسيح bin Joseph Al-Maseekh (The False Messiah) son of Joseph: 741 + (52 + 106) = 741 + 158 (or 159) = 899 (or 900)

تاوبت + ملك Ark + King: 809 + 90 = 899

المهدي + تاوبت The Mahdi + Tabut (Ark or Coffin): 90 + 809 = 899

وفاة أخر بابا Wafat (Death) of Last Pope: 92 + 801 (or 802) + 6 = 899 (or 900)

المسيح + إحياء أملجوج + الجن The Maseekh (False Messiah) + Ihya (Resurrection) of Magog + The Jinn (demons): 741 + (21 + 53) + 84 = (741 + 74) + 84 = 815 + 84 = 899

المسيح + ابن داود + الجن The Maseekh (False Messiah) + Son of David + The Jinn (demons): 741 + (53 + 21) + 84 = 741 + 74 + 84 = 899

زياره بيريز جامع الجزاز مكة Visit of Peres + Jami (Mosque) of the Jazzar (Slaughterer): 223 + 229 + (114 + 242) + 91 = (223 + 229 + 356) + 91 = 808 + 91 = 899 [President of Israel, Shimon Peres, visited Mosque of the Jazzar (Slaughterer) in Akka, Israel, on Tuesday, August 23, 2011 (Ramadan 23, 1432 Hijri) (Av 23, 5771 Jewish Calendar) (2455, 796.5th Julian Day)]

دمار المملكة المتحدة Damar (Destruction) of the United Kingdom: 245 + (166 + 488) = 245 + 654 = 899

إثنين محرم Ithnain (Two) Muharram: 611 + 288 = 899

والسماء و الطرق و ما ادرك ما الطارق النجم الثاقب And Heaven and the Tariq (Unexpected Event). And how would you know what the Tariq is? The Piercing Star. (verse 1-3 of Sura 86): 6 + 133 + 6 + 341 + 655 + 124 + 634 = 1899 (= 3 x 3 x 211) (equivalent to 899) (1899 is the 1608th Composite Number) (2231 is the 1899th Composite Number)

إثني عشر قبيله دريهم + نغاسي + اليابان Second Atomic Bomb + Nagasaki + Japan: 561 + 187 + 915 + 1141 (or 1142) + 95 = 2899 (or 2900) (= 13 x 223) (2899 is the 2479th Composite Number)
(3376 is the 2899\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number)  [The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on \textbf{August 9, 1945} at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on \textbf{August 8, 1945} at 9:02 PM (New York Time)]

There is evident that covers the people. This is painful torment. Our Lord! remove away from us (verse 10 – 12 of Sura 44): \textbf{3899} (3899 is the 3359\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number)

♦  Day of Bid’a (Beginning) of the End Times: \(56 + [7 + 837 (\text{or} 838)] = 56 + 844 \) (or 845) = \textbf{900} (or \textbf{901})  (900 is the 745\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number)  (1081 is the 900\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number)

آخر زمان  آخر بداء الآخرين (End of Zaman (Time)): 802 (or 801) + 98 (or 97) = \textbf{900} (898 or 899)

التعادل + الليل والنهار (The Ta’adul (Equality) + the Night and the Day: \(536 + 71 + 6 + 287 = 900\))

(This refers to \textbf{Day of the Equinox. Autumn Equinox} is either on \textbf{September 22 or 23})

ليلة السابع والعشرين  Night (or Eve) of the Twenty Seventh: \(75 + (164 + 661) = 75 + 825 = \textbf{900}\)

مضنين Madhain (passed): 900

وفاة آخر بابا Wafat (Death) of Last Pope: 92 + 802 (or 801) + 6 = \textbf{900} (or \textbf{899})

الحرم الشريف Al-Haram Al-Shareef (the Noble Sanctuary): 279 + 621 = \textbf{900}

تشقق cracks (verse 25 of Sura 25): \textbf{900}

خراق Kharq (Violation or Breach): 900

و ما يدرك لعل الساعه قريب And how would you know, perhaps the Hour is soon.  (verse 17 of Sura 42): \textbf{900}

رابع عشر + مايو Fourteenth + Mayo (May): \((273 + 570) + 57 = 843 + 57 = \textbf{900}\)

[Israel was established on \textbf{May 14, 1948}.]  [Israel was established on \textbf{May 14, 1948}.

فتح مدينه البريطان Fatih (Conquest or Opening) of City/State of Al-Britan (The Britons): 488 + 109 + 303 = \textbf{900}

المسيخ ابن جوزيف The Maseekh (False Messiah) son of Joseph: \(741 + [53 (\text{or} 52) + 106] = 741 + 159 \) (or 158) = \textbf{900} (or \textbf{899})

خير من better than (or from) (verse 3 of Sura 97): \(810 + 90 = \textbf{900}\)

والأخيره خير لك من الأولى And the End Times is better, for you, than the First One (verse 4 of
Sura 93): 6 + 866 (or 867) + 810 + 50 + 90 + 78 = 1900 (or 1901) (1900 is the 1609th Composite Number) (Verse 4 of Sura 93 is the 6083rd verse of the Quran. After this verse, there are 151 verses till the end of the Quran. It is the 89th verse after verse 1 of Sura 89.)

Second Atomic Bomb + Nagasaki + Japan: 561 + 187 + 915 + 1142 (or 1141) + 95 = 2900 (or 2899) (equivalent to 900) (2900 is the 2480th Composite Number) (3377 is the 2900th Composite Number) [The U.S. dropped an Atomic Bomb on Nagasaki, Japan on August 9, 1945 at 11:02 AM (Japan Time), meaning on August 8, 1945 at 9:02 PM (New York Time)]

The rise of the Sun and before the setting and of the night glorify him and after the prostration. And listen the Day the caller calls from a close place. (verse 39 – 41 of Sura 50): 115 + 431 + [6 + 132 + 1239 + 6 + 90 + 71 + 155 + 6 + 208 (or 207) + 104] + [(6 + 571) + 56] + (65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312) = 115 + 431 + 2017 (or 2016) + (577 + 56) + 704 = 115 + 431 + 2017 (or 2016) + 633 + 704 = 3900 (or 3899)

The Promise of the End Times, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17): (80 + 838 + 108) + (80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 640 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1012 (or 1013) + 140 + 262) + (51 + 318) = 1026 + 4505 (or 4506) + 369 = 5900 (or 5901)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. By the Heaven which has the Buruj (Constellations) and the Promised Day and a witness and a witnessed, People of the Ukhdud have been killed, the fire with the fuel, while they are on it seated and they are, regarding what they are doing to the believers, witnesses. And they have not Naqam u (taken revenge or harbored ill-feelings and intentions) against them, except because they believe in Allah, the Aziz (Dear, Exalted, or Almighty), the Hameed (Worthy of Praise) (verse 1 – 8 of Sura 85): [66 + 330 (or 329) + 289 + 6 + 133 + 1101 + 242 + 6 + 87 + 157 + 6 + 310 + 355 + 530 + 101 + 646 + 282 + 1101 + 147 + 701] + (45 + 116 + 180 + 6 + 45 + 110 + 41 + 246 + 230 + 315 + 6 + 41 + 197 + 135 + 32 + 51 + 114 + 68 + 125 + 93) = 6704 (or 6703) + 2196 = 8900 (or 8899)
Arthur: 901 (901 is the 746th Composite Number) (1082 is the 901st Composite Number) (3378 is the 2901st Composite Number)

Day of Bid’â (Beginning) of the End Times: 56 + 7 + 838 (or 837) = 901 (or 900)

Month of Safâr + 26 : (505 + 370) + 26 = 875 + 26 = 901

Madina (City/State) of the Afareet (evil Jinn or demons): 109 + 792 = 901

Harq (Burning or Setting on fire) of the Vatican: 308 + 593 = 901

The End Times, we bring (verse 104 of Sura 17): 837 (or 838) + 64 = 901 (or 902)

The First + the Last (verse 3 of Sura 57): 68 + 833 (or 832) = 901 (or 900)

The Akhir (Last) Dajjal: 69 + 832 (or 833) = 901 (or 902)

Wall Street + New York: (571 + 28) + 302 = 599 + 302 = 901

Promise of my Lord (God) comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Pakistanis (Pakistanis): 297 + 604 = 901

Saiqa (Shocking Event) of Al-Pakistanis (The Pakistanis): 266 + 635 = 901

Al-Halak (The Perishing) + Islam Abad City, Al-Pakistan: 87 + 814 = 901

Al-Saiqa (The Shocking Event) of Karachi City, Al-Pakistan: 296 + 1605 = 1901 (equivalent to 901) (1901 is the 291st Prime Number)

And make me come out in a coming-out characterized by Truthfulness (verse 80 of Sura 17): 1901

And the End Times is better, for you, than the First One (verse 4 of Sura 93): 6 + 867 (or 866) + 810 + 50 + 90 + 78 = 1901 (or 1900) (Verse 5 of Sura 93 is the 6083rd verse of the Quran. After this verse, there are 151 verses till the end of the Quran. It is the 89th verse after verse 1 of Sura 89.)

And the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter (verse 7 of Sura 17): (251 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 1233) + [108 (or 107) + 80 + 6 + 681] = 3026 + 875 (or 874) = 3901 (or 3900)
Promise of the End Times, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you (verse 7–8 of Sura 17): (80 + 838 + 108) + (80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 640 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 (or 1012) + 140 + 262) + (51 + 318) = 1026 + 4506 (or 4505) + 369 = 5901 (or 5900)

On May 17, 1901 (Muharram 28, 1319 Hijri) (Iyar 28, 5661 Jewish), Theodore Herzl met with Ottoman Sultan Abdulhamid II.

♦ The Bayan (ability to know the truth and to distinguish right from wrong).

The Sun and the Moon (verses 4–5 of Sura 55): 94 + 431 + 6 + 371 = 902 (= 2 x 11 x 41)
(902 is the 747th Composite Number) (1083 is the 902nd Composite Number) (5644 is the 4902nd Composite Number)

Istiada (Getting back) of the Aqsa Mosque: 541 + (138 + 223) = 902

Haikal (Temple) of the End Times: 65 + 837 (or 838) = 902 (or 903)

Deen (Religion or Judgment/Punishment) of the End Times: 64 + 838 = 902

The End Times, we bring (verse 104 of Sura 17): 838 (or 837) + 64 = 902 (or 901)

The last Dajjal: 69 + 833 (or 832) = 902 (or 901)

John Paul + The Dajjal (Deceiver) Maseekh (False Messiah): (54 + 38) + (741 + 69) = 902

Saiha (Scream) of Istanbul, Turkey: 113 + (158 + 631) = 113 + 789 = 902

Nuclear War + Istanbuliyoon (Istanbulites): 287 + 615 = 902

The Gold metal: 164 + 738 = 902

Magog (or Jinn) + Manhattan, New York: 53 + (547 + 302) = 82 + 849 = 902

And the One who brought out the pasture (verse 4 of Sura 87): (6 + 741) + (804 + 351) = 747 + 1155 = 1902 (equivalent to 902) (= 2 x 3 x 317) (1902 is the 1610th Composite
The Liar Messiah: \(149 + 754 = 903\) \((= 3 \times 7 \times 43)\) \((903\) is the 748th Composite Number\)

in the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful). We have descended him/it in (verse 1 of Sura 97): 903

Rabع عشر٢ Rabi Ishreen (Twenty Fourth): \(273 + 630 = 903\)

Eid (Feast) of Adha (Islamic Holiday that commemorates Prophet Abraham’s willingness to sacrifice his son Ismael): \(84 + 819 = 903\)

Day of Comet Hale – Bopp: \(56 + 792 + [45 \text{ or } 46] + 10 = 56 + [792 + 55 \text{ (or } 56)] = 56 + 847 \text{ (or } 848) = 903 \text{ (or } 904)\) [Comet Hale – Bopp was discovered on July 23, 1995 (Safar 25, 1416 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5755 Jewish Calendar Calendar) (2449,922nd Julian Day)]

Nasr (Victory) of Mamaleek + Hazima (Defeat) of the Saleebiyyeen (Crusaders) + Akka (Acre): \((340 + 172) + (67 + 233) + 91 = (512 + 300) + 91 = 812 + 91 = 903\)

Tard (Expulsion) of the Filistiniyeen (Palestinians) from their homelands: \(213 + 340 + 90 + 260 \text{ (or } 259) = 903 \text{ (or } 902)\)

Sent you, except as a Bearer of Good News and a Warner (verse 105 of Sura 17): \(361 + 32 + 543 + 6 + 961 \text{ (or } 960) = 1903 \text{ (or } 1902)\)

your Day that you have been promised (verse 103 of Sura 21): \(116 + 741 + 510 + 536 = 1903\)

My Lord. When the Promise of my Lord comes, he will let it be destroyed and thus the Promise of my Lord (God) is true. (verse 98 of Sura 18): \(1903 \text{ (} = 11 \times 173\text{) (}1903\text{ is the 1611th Composite Number) } (2235\text{ is the 1903rd Composite Number})\)

Month of Ramadan in which the Quran was brought down (or revealed) (verse 185 of Sura 2): \(2903 \text{ (} 2903\text{ is the 420th Prime Number) }\)

The Promise of my Lord (God), he shall let it be destroyed and the Promise of my Lord shall have been duly fulfilled. (verse 98 of Sura 18): \(904 \text{ (} = 2 \times 2 \times 113 \text{) (}904\text{ is the 749th Composite Number) } (1085\text{ is the 904th Composite Number) } (7027\text{ is the 904th} )\)
Prime Number)  \( (3381 \text{ is the } 2904^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number}) \)

أربعاء عشر يوم Fourteen days: \((278 + 570) + 56 = 848 + 56 = 904\)

هزيمة سيدني أستراليا Hazima (Defeat) of Sydney, Australia: \(67 + (134 + 703) = 67 + 837 = 904\)

يوم مننب هالي بوب Day of Comet Hale – Bopp: \(56 + 792 + [46 + (45 + 10)] = 56 + [792 + 56 (55)] = 56 + 848 (847) = 904 \text{ (or } 903\text{)}\) [Comet Hale – Bopp was discovered on July 23, 1995 (Safar 25, 1416 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5755 Jewish Calendar) (2449,922nd Julian Day)]

عدد الكلمات + آخر أيه نزلت Number of the words + Last Aya (verse) that descended: \(78 + 522 + 801 (802) + 16 (17) + 487 = 1904 \text{ (1905 or 1906)}\)

السادس + العشرون + رمضان Al-Sadis Al-Oshroon (The Twenty Sixth) + Ramadan: \((156 + 657) + 1091 = 813 + 1091 = 1904 \text{ (1904 is the } 1612^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number}) \text{ (2236 is the } 1904^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number})\)

أليم ربا أكشف عن الذباع إنا مؤمنون Painful. Our Lord, remove away from us the torment, we are believers (verse 11 – 12 of Sura 44): \(81 + 253 + 401 + 121 + 804 + 52 + 192 = 1904\)

الذي يعلم السر في السماوات والأرض إنه the one who knows the secret in the Heavens and the Earth. He (verse 6 of Sura 25): \((741 + 150 + 291 + 90 + 538 + 6 + 1032) + 56 = 2848 + 56 = 2904\)

إن أحسنتم أحسنتم لانفسكم وإن إساتم فلنها إذا جاء وعد الآخرة ليسوا وجوهكم وليدخلوا المسجد كما If you do well, you do well to yourselves and if you do badly, it is for you. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque like (verse 7 of Sura 17): \([51 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 + 108 (107) + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138] + 61 = 4843 \text{ (or } 4842\text{)} + 61 = 4904 \text{ (or } 4903\text{)}\)

♦  الولايات متحدة United States: \(448 + 457 = 905 \text{ (905 = 5 x 181) (905 is the } 750^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number}) \text{ (1086 is the } 905^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number}) \text{ (3382 is the } 2905^{\text{th}} \text{ Composite Number})\)

اهل الكتب من ديرهم لأول People of the Book from their Homelands for the first (or beginning) (verse 2 of Sura 59): \(905\)

وجوهكم وليدخلوا المسجد Your faces and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17): \(80 + 6 + 681 + 138 = 905\)

هذا البلد الأمين This Safe (or Entrusted) City/Country (verse 3 of Sura 95): \(706 + 67 + 132 = 905\)

كنز من الذهب Treasure of the Gold: \(77 + 90 + 738 = 167 + 738 = 905\)

ذره Atom: \(905\)
Azar (March) + 3 : 902 + 3 = 905  
(The Ottoman Caliphate was abolished on March 3, 1924)

Fourteenth + Yulu (July – in Egypt): (273 + 570) + 62 = 843 + 62 = 905  
(or 904)

Fourteen + Mayo (May) : 278 + 570 + 57 = 905

Russia’s Occupation of Istanbul : 470 + 277 + 158 = 905

AI-Qadr (refers to Night of Qadr) + Established Towers (verse 78 of Sura 4, which is the 571st verse in the Quran): 335 + (211 + 359) = 335 + 570 = 905

Al-Qadr (refers to Night of Qadr) + SkyScrapers : 335 + (469 + 101) (or 102) = 335 + 570 (or 571) = 905 (or 906)

The Battle of Ain Jalut: 335 + (130 + 440) = 335 + 570 = 905

[ On Friday, September 3, 1260 AD Julian (September 10, 1260 AD Gregorian) (Ramadan 25, 658 Hijri) (Elul 26, 5020 Jewish), in the Battle of Ain Jalut in Galilee, Northern Palestine, the Muslim Mamaleek (Mamluks) achieved a decisive victory over the Maghool (Mongols or Tatar). ]

Ain Jalut + Day of the Mamaleek + The Mongols: (130 + 440) + (56 + 172 + 1107) = 570 + 1335 = 1905

The Trumpet is blown one blow (verse 13 of Sura 69): (730 + 90 + 327) + [735 + 23 (or 24)] = 1147 + 758 (or 759) = 1905 (1905 is the 1613th Composite Number)

(1238 is the 1905th Composite Number)

The two hands of Abi Lahab and he is cursed. Shall not exempt him his money (or wealth) and what he has gained (or earned) (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 111): 15 + 13 + 37 + 6 + 402 + 41 + 1061 + 125 + 76 + 6 + 41 + 82 = 1905

Day of Promise of Atomic Bomb + Hiroshima + Japan: 56 + 80 + (187 + 915) + 572 + 95 = 56 + 80 + (1102 + 572 + 95) = 56 + (80 + 1769) = 56 + 1849 = 1905

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. When Victory of Allah comes and (verse 1 of Sura 110): 1905

whose verses have been firmly structured, then detailed, from Hakeem (Wise) and Khaber (Expert), that you do not worship except Allah. I am for you (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 11): (469 + 418 + 540 + 600 + 90 + 84) + (78 + 812 + 32 + 483 + 32 + 66 + 111 + 90) = 2201 + 1704 = 3905

♦

The sneaky Whisperer (verse 4 of Sura 114): 164 + 742 = 906 ( = 2 x 3 x 151)
(906 is the 751st Composite Number)  (1088 is the 906th Composite Number)

Qiyam (Resurrection) of Pope John Paulus (Paul), the Second: 151 (or 150) + [(6 + 59 + 98) + 592] = 151 (or 150) + (163 + 592) = 151 (or 150) + 755 = 906 (or 906)

Nihaya (End) of China + North Korea: 71 + [181 + (237 + 417)] = 71 + 835 = 906

Eleventh + September: (23 + 570) + 313 = 593 + 313 = 906

Day, the Night and the Day, Yastawi (become equal): 56 + (486 + 71 + 6 + 287) = 56 + 850 = 906  (This refers to Day of the Equinox. The Autumn Equinox is either on September 22 or 23)

Day of the Adha (Sacrificial offering): 56 + 850 = 906

Lailat (Eve) of Head (Beginning) of your year: 75 + (261 + 570) = 75 + 831 = 906

Aya (Verse) 281 + Sura Al-Baqara: (16 + 281) + (271 + 338) = 297 + 609 = 906

Number of the words + Last Aya (verse) that descended: (78 + 522) + [802 (or 801) + 17 (or 16) + 487] = 600 + 1306 (1304 or 1305) = 1906 (1904 or 1905)

Lailat (Eve) of the First of the Muharram: 75 + (68 + 319) + 1444 = 75 + 1850 = 906

Day of Awwal (Beginning) of the Hijri year 1444: 56 + (37 + 115 + 1444 + 254) = 56 + 1850 = 906

Kashif (Revealer or Uncoverer) of Secrets of the Ghayb (Unseen, Future, or Metaphysical World): 401 + (462 + 1043) = 401 + 1505 = 1906

The Trumpet is blown one blow (verse 13 of Sura 69): (730 + 90 + 327) + [735 + 24 (or 23)] = 1147 + 759 (or 759) = 1906 (or 1905)  (= 2 x 953)  (1906 is the 1614th Composite Number)

Third Apparition (vision) + The Portugal: (1031 + 212) + 1663 = 1243 + 1663 (or 1664) = 2906 (or 2907)

My Lord. Shall not clarify its timing except him. It has become heavy in the Heavens and the Earth. It does not come to you except as Baghta (surprise or all-of-a-sudden). They ask you as if you are privy to it. Say: The knowledge of it is with  (verse 187 of Sura 7): (212 + 31) + (59 + 542) + (32 + 11 + 1030 + 90 + 537 + 6 + 1032 + 31 + 871 + 32 + 1407 + 176 + 91 + 98 + 126 + 130 + 92 + 146 + 124) =
243 + (601 + 6062) = 243 + 6663 = 6906

Sayyid Qutb, prominent Egyptian Islamic thinker, was born on October 9, 1906 (Shaban 20 or 19), 1324 Hijri (Tishri 20, 5667 Jewish). His most famous book is: *In the Shade of the Qur'an*, which is a 30-volume commentary on the Quran. He was hanged in Egypt on August 29, 1966 (Jumada Ula 12, 1386 Hijri) (Elul 13, 5726 Jewish).

Say, I seek refuge (verse 1 of Sura 114): 130 + 777 = 907 (907 is the 155th Prime Number) (1089 is the 907th Composite Number) (5650 is the 4907th Composite Number)

The First and the Last (verse 3 of Sura 57): 68 + 6 + 833 (or 832) = 907 (or 906)

Day the Night and the Day Yatasawa (become equal): 56 + (487 + 71 + 6 + 287) = 56 + 851 = 907 (This refers to Day of the Equinox. The Autumn Equinox is either on September 22 or 23)

Day of Descent (coming down) of the Shira Al-Yamaniya (name of Sirius Star as called by Ancient Arabs): 56 + [93 + (611 + 147)] = 56 + (93 + 758) = 56 + 851 = 907

[It is mentioned in verse 49 of Sura 53 (Al-Najm, meaning the Star), immediately before verses 50 - 51 that talk about the devastation of the people of Aad and Thamud by God]

Karitha (Catastrophe) of Nuclear Weapons: 726 + (104 + 77) = 726 + 181 = 907

Kharab (Devastation) of Polonia (Poland): 803 + 105 = 908 (= 2 x 2 x 227)

(908 is the 752nd Composite Number) (1090 is the 908th Composite Number)
Kharab (Devastation) + Angels: 803 + 105 = 908

Mubaya’a (pledging allegiance) + Israa + Miraj (miraculous heavenly journey) of the Imam Mahdi: 128 + (263 + 314) + (113 + 90) = 128 + 577 + 203 = 908

Night of Ba’th (Resurrection) of the Muslimeen (Muslims): 75 + 572 + 261 = 908

Nihaya (End) of the End Times: 71 + 837 (or 838) = 908 (or 909)

Hisab (Judgment/Punishment) of the End Times: 71 + 837 (or 838) = 908 (or 909)

Nihaya (End) of Kingdom of England: 71 + (135 + 702) = 71 + 837 = 908

Nihaya (End) of Sydney, Australia: 71 + (134 + 703) = 71 + 837 = 908

الرحنم الرحيم لا أقسم يوم - Listen the Day the Caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) by/on the Haq (Truth) (verse 41 of Sura 50): [571 + (56 + 65 +126) + 90] + (111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141) = (571 + 247 + 90) + 1000 = 908 + 1000 = 1908 (equivalent to 908)

الرحنم الرحيم الحمد لله رب العالمين (الرحمان الرحيم) - The Rahman, the Raheem. Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Universe, the Rahman, the Raheem, master of (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 1): (329 + 289 + 83 + 65 + 202 + 231 + 329 + 289) + 91 = 1817 + 91 = 1908

إياك نعبد وإياك نستعين - You are whom we worship and you are the one from whom we seek assistance. Guide us to the straight path (verse 4 – 5 of Sura 1): 32 + 126 + 6 + 126 + 640 + 61 + 330 (or 331) + 681 = 1908 (or 1909)

السادس والعشرين + رمضان Al-Sadis Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Sixth) + Ramadan: (156 + 661) + 1091 = 817 + 1091 = 1908 (equivalent to 908) (1908 is the 1615th Composite Number) (2242 is the 1908th Composite Number)

الثاني والعشرين + جمادي الثاني Al-Thani Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Second) + Jumada Al-Thania: (592 + 661) + [58 + 597 (or 596)] = 1253 + 655 (or 654) = 1908 (or 1907) [September 11, 2001 was Jumada Al-Thania (or Al-Akhira) 22 (or 23), 1422 Hijri]

أمير المؤمنين الخليفة الهاشمي + حرب نووية - Prince of Believers, the Caliph Al-Hashimi + Nuclear
War: \[(478 + 756 + 387) + (210 + 77) = 1621 + 287 = 1908\] (equivalent to 908)

Of what was left by the family of Moses, and the family of Aaron, carried by the Angels. It is in this (verse 248 of Sura 2): **1908 (or 1909)** (equivalent to 908)

And Heaven and the Tariq. How would you know what the Tariq is? The Piercing Star. (verse 1, 2, 3 of Sura Al-Tariq): \[6 + 133 + 6 + 341 + (6 + 41 + 235 + 41 + 341) + 124 + 634 = 6 + 133 + 6 + 341 + 664 + 124 + 634 = 1908 \text{(or 1899)}\] (equivalent to 908)

The Night and the Day two Signs. Then, We annihilated Aya (Sign) of the Night and We made Aya (Sign) of the Day an eye-opener (verse 12 of Sura 17): **1908** (or 1909 or 1910) (equivalent to 908)

Khusf (Collapse) of Western Side + Al-Haram Al-Shareef (the Noble Sanctuary): \[740 + (56 + 1212) + (279 + 621) = 740 + (1268 + 900) = 740 + 2168 = 2908\] (equivalent to 908) **(2908 is the 2487th Composite Number)** **(3385 is the 2908th Composite Number)**

Those who disbelieve are in doubt of it until the Hour comes to them unexpectedly (or all of a sudden) or the torment of an infertile day comes to them (verse 55 of Sura 22): \[(791 + 307 + 90 + 255 + 95 + 418 + 856 + 167 + 1407 + 7 + 466 + 773) + (56 + 220) = 5632 + 276 = 5908\] **(5908 is the 5130th Composite Number)**

On **Thursday, July 23, 1908** Gregorian (**July 10, 1908** Julian) (**Jumada Thania 23** (or 24), **1326 Hijri**) (**Tammuz 24, 5668 Jewish Calendar**), upon learning that the troops of **Young Turk movement** in Salonica were marching towards Istanbul, **Ottoman Caliph & Sultan Abdul Hamid II** announced the restoration of the suspended constitution of 1876.

The **Tunguska Event** near Podkamennaya Tunguska River in Russia, an enormously powerful explosion due to the impact of a Meteoroid or Comet, occurred on **June 30, 1908** Gregorian (**June 17, 1908** Julian) (**Jumada Thania 1, 1326 Hijri**) (**Tammuz 1, 5668 Jewish**). It is the largest of such events in recorded history.

The distance between the **White House** and **Aqsa Mosque** is **5908.255 miles** (9508.415 Km or **5134.136 nautical miles**)

The Promise of my Lord comes, he shall let it be destroyed (or shall turn it into ruins) and thus the Promise of my Lord shall have been fulfilled. (verse 98 of Sura 18): **909** **(909 is the 753rd Composite Number)** **(1092 is the 909th Composite Number)**

**Liberation of Akka (Acre):** \[818 + 91 = 909\]
Day of the Rus’ (Russians) Hadd (Destruction) of Manhattan: $56 + (9 + 297 + 547) = 56 + 853 = 909$

The Fall + Australia: $206 + 703 = 909$

Capital of Australia: $206 + 703 = 909$

Comes out of it (verse 2 of Sura 34): $813 + 96 = 909$

Hadd (Destruction) of Al - Haram Al - Shareef (the Noble Sanctuary): $9 + (279 + 621) = 9 + 900 = 909$

Day We fold up the Heaven (Sky) like the Sijil’s fold-up of the Books (verse 104 of Sura 21): $56 + (75 + 133 + 39 + 124) + 482 = 56 + (371 + 482) = 56 + 853 = 909$

Of what was left by the family of Moses, and the family of Aaron, carried by the Angels. It is in this (verse 248 of Sura 2): $1909$ ($1908$ or $1910$) (equivalent to $909$)

about the Hour, say: The Knowledge of it is with Allah. And how would you know? Perhaps the Hour will be .” (verse 63 of Sura 33): $120 + 167 + 130 + 92 + 146 + 124 + 66 + 6 + 41 + 244 + 130 + 167 + 476 = 1909$

Germans’ Ijtiyah (Invasion) of Luxembourg: $423 + [122 (or 121) + 1364] = 423 + 1486 (or 1485) = 1909$ ($1908$)

You are whom we worship while you were the one from whom we seek assistance. Guide us to the straight path (verse 4 – 5 of Sura 1): $32 + 126 + 6 + 126 + 640 + 61 + 331 (or 330) + 681 = 1909$ ($1908$)

(Tulu (Rise or Coming out) of the Sun from the West: $115 + 431 + 90 + 1273 = 1909$ ($= 23 \times 83$) (1909 is the $1616^{th}$ Composite Number) (2244 is the $1909^{th}$ Composite Number)

Sultan /Caliph Abdul Hamid II of the Ottoman Empire was overthrown by the Young Turks movement on Tuesday, April 27, 1909 (Rabi Thani 6, 1327 Hijri). He was the last Sultan/Caliph to exert effective control over the Ottoman Empire.
From the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): 910

Balad (Country) of the followers of Satan: 36 + [474 + 400 (or 401)] = 36 + 874 (or 875) = 910 (or 911)

The American President: (311 + 312) + 287 = 623 + 287 = 910

The torment of a painful Day (verse 65 of Sura 43): 773 + 56 + 81 = 910

Descent of Messiah, Jesus son of Mary + Return of the Mahdi: (93 + 149 + 150 + 53 + 290) + (85 + 90) = 735 + 175 = 910

Descent of Messiah son of Mary + Promise of Qiyama (Resurrection) of the Mahdi: (93 + 149 + 52 + 290) + (80 + 156 + 90) = 584 + 326 = 910

Die”, then he resurrected them. God (verse 243 of Sura 2): 1910 (1909 or 1908) (equivalent to 910)

The End Times, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter the Mosque like (verse 7 of Sura 17): 837 (or 838) + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 = 1910 (or 1911) (equivalent to 910)

Of what was left by the family of Moses, and the family of Aaron, carried by the Angels. It is in (verse 248 of Sura 2): 1910 (1909 or 1908) (equivalent to 910)

Tulu (Rise or Coming out) of the Sun from the American United States: (115 + 431) + 90 + (479 + 488 + 307) = 546 + 90 + 1274 = 1910

♦ Yajuj (Gog) has been opened (unleashed) (verse 96 of Sura 21): 888 + 23 = 911 (911 is the 156th Prime Number) (1095 is the 911th Composite Number) (3911 is the 541st Prime Number)

1 Tishri : 910 + 1 = 911 (1st day of Tishri is the first Day of Jewish Civil Year.)

Zu Al-Qada : [707 (or 706) + 179] + 25 = 886 (or 885) + 25 = 911 (or 910)

The Akheer (last) Dajjal : 69 + 842 = 911

Al-Awar, Iblees (Diabolus, Diablo, or Devil) of Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: 308 + 103 + 135 + 62 + 303 = 911
Awda (Return) of life of the Pope Yohanna (John) Paulus (Paul), the Second: \[(85 + 24) + [(37 + 75 + 98) + 592] = 109 + (210 + 592) = 109 + 802 = 911\]

Hareeq (Burning Fire) of the Vatican: \[318 + 593 = 911\]

Al-Qazf (The Bombardment): \[911\]

Piercing Shahab (Meteroid or Shooting Star) (verse 10 of Sura 37): \[308 + 603 = 911\]

Istifaf (alignment or lining up) of the Planets + Passage of the Star: \[(261 + 80) + (446 + 124) = 341 + 570 = 911\]

Khorasan (region at its center is Afghanistan, but includes a part of Pakistan and part of Iran): \[911\] (9/11 events that occurred on Sept. 11, 2001 in NY & Washington led to the invasion of Afghanistan by the Americans)

Ameen (Safe or Entrusted) City/Country (verse 3 of Sura 95): \[(6 + 706) + 67 + 132 = 712 + 67 + 132 = 911\]

Balad (Country) of the followers of Satan: \[36 + [474 + 401 (or 400)] = 36 + 875 (or 874) = 911 (or 910)\]

Majzara (Massacre) of Timur (Mongol Emperor): \[255 + 656 = 911\]

The Damar (Destruction) + The Pakistaniyeen (Pakistanis): \[276 + 635 = 911\]

The Fall + Islam Abad, Al-Pakistan: \[206 + 140 + 565 = 911\]

The Khusf (Collapse) + Islam Abad: \[771 + 140 = 911\]

Have you envisioned if your water (source) becomes? (verse 30 of Sura 67): \[911 (or 912)\]

China + The Catastrophe + Country of Al-American (The Americans) + The American United States: \[181 + 58 + 45 + 353 + 1274 = 1911\]

Promise of the Atomic Bomb + Hiroshima + Japan: \[80 + (218 + 946) + 572 + 95 = 80 + (1164 + 572 + 95) = 80 + 1831 = 1911\]

The End Times, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter the Mosque like (verse 7 of Sura 17): \[838 (or 837) + 107 + 80] + \[(6 + 681 + 138 + 61) = 1025 (or 1024) + 886 = 1911 (or 1910) (equivalent to 911)\]

Day of Entry of Khawarizm the Aqsa Mosque: \[56 + [640 + 854 + (138 + 223)] = 56 + (640 + 854 + 361) = 56 + 1855 = 1911\]
Promise of Mazbaha (Massacre) of Mongols: $80 + (755 + 1076) = 80 + 1831 = 1911$ (1911 is the $1618^{th}$ Composite Number) (2246 is the $1911^{th}$ Composite Number)

We have brought you seven from the Mathani (twosomes, couples, or pairs) and the Great Quran (verse 87 of Sura 15): $[134 + 482 (481 or 483) + 133 + 90 + 632 + 6] + (383 + 1051) = 1477 (1476 or 1478) + 1434 = 2911$ (2910 or 2912)

Al-Izala (the Annihilation) + Sydney, Australia: $75 + 134 + 703 = 912$ (912 is the $755^{th}$ Composite Number) (1096 is the $912^{th}$ Composite Number)

We will drive you out (verse 5 of Sura 22): 913 (913 is the $756^{th}$ Composite Number) (1098 is the $913^{th}$ Composite Number)

The Fifth + Ayyar (Iyar or May): 701 + 212 = 913
The evident sign has been brought to them (verse 133 of Sura 20): 913

The Space (outside of the Earth): 913

There is no god, except HoWa (or He), Lord of the Throne (verse 26 of Sura 27): (31+ 36 + 32 + 11) + (202 + 601) = 110 + 803 = 913

God, Camel of God, and allowing it to drink. So, they accused him of lying. So, they ruined it. So, God murmured (or sent a punishment) (verse 14 of Sura 91): 1913 (equivalent to 913)

will bring you the Tabut (Ark), in which there is Sakina from your Lord (verse 248 of Sura 2): 1913 (equivalent to 913) (1913 is the 293rd Prime Number) (2248 is the 1913th Composite Number)

Created the Heavens and the Earth in six days (verse 3 of Sura 10): (730 + 537 + 6 + 1032) + (90 + 465 + 52) = 2306 (or 2305) + 607 = 2913 (or 2912) (equivalent to 913) (2913 is the 2491st Composite Number)

Menachem Begin was born August 13, 1913 (Ramadan 10, 1331 Hijri) (Av 10, 5673 Jewish) and died on March 9, 1992 (Ramadan 5, 1412 Hijri) (Veadar 4, 5752 Jewish).

August 20, 1913 was the 242,000th Julian Day. August 20, 1913 was Ramadan 17, 1331 Hijri (Av 17, 5673 Jewish).

And listen the day the Caller calls from (verse 41 of Sura 50): (6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 126) + 90 = 824 + 90 = 914 (= 2 x 457) (914 is the 757th Composite Number) (1099 is the 914th Composite Number) (7129 is the 914th Prime Number)

Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of the Major Alamat (Signs): 56 + [22 + (573 + 263)] = 56 + (22 + 836) = 56 + 858 = 914

Enthasar (Victory) of the Mamaleek (Mamluks): 742 + 172 = 914

When he came to them, so shall come to them the news of what (verse 5 of Sura 6): 914

Evident Signs (verse 46 of Sura 24): 412 (or 413) + 502 (or 503) = 914 (915 or 916)
pelting them with stones (verse 4 of Sura 105): 914

Displacement: 914

They get them out/away: 914

a continually (or an always) ominous day (verse 19 of Sura 54): (56 + 118) + 740 = 174 + 740 = 914

Day of Hadd (Destruction) of Manhattan, New York: 56 + (9 + 547 + 302) = 56 + 858 = 914

Nakba (Disaster) of Sydney, Australia: 77 + (134 + 703) = 77 + 837 = 914

Uthman bin Affan (The 3rd Caliph): 661 + 52 (or 53) + 201 = 914 (or 915)

Promise of my Lord/God (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Atrak (Turks): 292 + 622 = 914

Al-Imam Al-Mahdi + The Wahiya (Catastrophe) of the Atrak (Turks): 203 + (58 + 653) = 203 + 711 = 914

The Caliph + Istanbul: 756 + 158 = 914

The Indians + Control + Pakistan: 96 + 284 + 534 = 914

The Nuclear War + Al-Pakistan: 349 + 565 = 914

The Imam Mahdi + Promise to Turkey: (113 + 90) + (80 + 631) = 203 + 711 = 914

The Imam Mahdi + The Hadm (Destruction) to Turkey: (113 + 90) + (80 + 631) = 203 + 711 = 914

The Imam Mahdi + Al-Hadm (Destruction) of the Pakistaniyoon (Pakistanis): (113 + 90) + (80 + 631) = 203 + 711 = 914

The belief of) those who have believed increases (verse 31 of Sura 74): 25 (or 26) + (791 + 98) = 25 (or 26) + 889 = 914 (or 915)

And Listen the Day the Caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear the Saiha (Scream) by/on the Haq (Truth) (verse 41 of Sura 50): (6 + 571 + 56 + 65 + 126 + 90 + 111) + (312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141) = 1025 + 889 = 1914 (equivalent to 914)

When the Sakha (refers to “Day of Judgment or Upheaval”) comes (verse 33 of...
Enter the Holy Land (verse 21 of Sura 5): 642 + (1032 + 240) = 642 + 1272 = 1914

The Hour: When will its docking be? Say: The knowledge of it is with my Lord. No one uncovers its timing, except He. (verse 187 of Sura 7. This is the 1141st verse of the Quran): 1914 (equivalent to 914) (1914 is the 1620th Composite Number) (2249 is the 1914th Composite Number)

The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by the permission of their Lord from every command. Peace it is till (verse 4 – 5 of Sura 97): 2914 (2915 or 2916) (2914 is the 2492nd Composite Number)

The (Sky or Heaven) in evident smoke that covers the people. This is a painful torment (verse 10 – 11 of Sura 44): 3914

Following the assassination of Arch-Duke Franz Ferdinand of Austria, heir presumptive to the Austro-Hungarian throne, and his wife, in Sarajevo by a Bosnian Serb on June 28, 1914 (Shaban 4, 1332 Hijri), an ultimatum was sent by the Austro-Hungarian Empire and delivered to the Serbian foreign ministry by the ambassador of the Austro-Hungarian Empire to Serbia at 6:00 pm on July 23, 1914 (Shaban 29, 1332 Hijri). On July 25, 1914 (Ramadan 1, 1332 Hijri), just before the 6 p.m. deadline, Serbian Prime Minister Nicola Pasic delivered the Serbian answer to the ultimatum to the Austrian embassy. Serbia's response effectively accepted all terms of the ultimatum except one: Serbia would not accept the Austro-Hungarian Empire's participation in any internal inquiry. The Austro-Hungarian Empire considered that Serbia did not accept all the conditions of the ultimatum, so it declared war against Serbia and attempted to invade Serbia on July 28, 1914 (Ramadan 5, 1332 Hijri). This is the official beginning of World War I. Germany invaded Luxembourg on August 2, 1914 (Ramadan 11, 1332 Hijri) and invaded Belgium at dawn, on August 4, 1914 (Ramadan 13, 1332 Hijri).

The Ottoman Empire joined the Central Powers, by signing a secret alliance agreement with Germany on August 2, 1914 (Ramadan 10, 1332 Hijri), one day after the German Empire declared war on Russia. The Ottoman Empire effectively entered World War I on October 29, 1914 (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1332 Hijri), when it allowed German warships to shell Russian Black Sea ports to destroy the Russian Black Sea Fleet. In the meantime, Austria started its invasion of Serbia on November 1, 1914. Russia declared war on the Ottoman Empire on November 2, 1914 (Zu Al-Hijja 13, 1332 Hijri). The British Navy attacked Turkish seaports on the Dardanelles (a narrow strait in northwestern Turkey connecting the Aegean Sea to the Sea of Marmara), on November 3, 1914. The rest of the Allies declared war on the Ottoman Empire on November 5, 1914 (Zu Hijja 15,
On November 9, 1914 (Zu Hijja 20, 1332 Hijri), British Cabinet started discussing the Zionists’ aspirations to establish a Jewish State in Palestine.

November 19, 1914 was Muharram 1, 1333 Hijri, meaning the first day of year 1333 Hijri

♦ Zariya (Atomic): 915 ( = 3 x 5 x 61) (915 is the 758th Composite Number) (1100 is the 915th Composite Number) (7151 is the 915th Prime Number)

Zariya (Progeny): 915

Zuriya (Progeny): 915

셰יבן + 492 Shaban + 492: 423 + 492 = 915 [The first Crusade conquered Jerusalem on Friday, July 15, 1099 AD Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri)]

كتاب الأسرار Book of the Secrets: 422 (or 423) + 493 = 915 (or 916)

أتاني الكتب He brought me the Book (verse 30 of Sura 19): 462 (or 463) + 453 (or 454) = 915 (916 or 917)

ءايت مبينات Mubinat (Clear or Evident) Signs (verse 46 of Sura 24): 412 (or 413) + 503 (or 502) = 915 (914 or 915)

يوم يوم في On that Day, move like waves (inter-mingle) in (with or against) (verse 99 of Sura 18): (766 + 59) + 90 = 825 + 90 = 915

و من خلفهم And from behind them a barrier (verse 9 of Sura 36): 6 + 90 + 755 + 64 (or 65) =
915 (or 916)

I am Messenger of Allah to you, confirming to what is between my hands (verse 6 of Sura 61): 915 (916 or 917)

فَنَا مَدِينَهُ إِسْلَامُ أَبَادُ باكِسْتَانَ

915

صواريخ نووية + كراتشي Nuclear Missiles + Karachi: 984 + 931 = 1915 (equivalent to 915)

915

النهاية + النكبة + إسلام أباد + الباكستان Al-Nihaya (The End) + Al-Nakba (the Disaster) + Islam Abad, Al-Pakistan: 102 + 108 + 140 + 565 = 915

915

Atomic Bomb + Al-Nakba (the Disaster) + Islam Abad, Al-Pakistan: 1102 + 108 + 140 + 565 = 1915 (equivalent to 915)

915

النكبة + لاهور الباكستان Al-Nakba (the Disaster) + Lahore, Al-Pakistan: 108 + 242 + 565 = 915

915

الصاروخ النووي + نكبة + لاهاو الباكستان The Nuclear Missile + Nakba (Disaster) of Lahore, Al-Pakistan: 1031 + 77 + 242 + 565 = 1915 (equivalent to 915)

915

لقنا من بعده ليبني إسرائيل أسكون الأرض We said, after him, to Bani (Children of) Israel: Inhabit the land (verse 104 of Sura 17): 1915 (1916 or 1917) (equivalent to 916)

915

بسم الله الرحمن الرحيم انا فتحنا لك فتح In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We have opened (or conquered) for you a conquest (or victory) (verse 1 of Sura 48): [102 + 66 + 329 (or 330) + 289] + [52 + 539 + 50 + 488 (or 489)] = 786 (or 787) + 1232 (or 1233) = 1915 (1916 or 1917)

915

جعلكم خليفة الأرض He made Khaleef (Inheritor or Successor) of the Earth/Land (verse 165 of Sura 6): 163 + 720 + 1032 = 1915 (= 5 x 383) (1915 is the 1621st Composite Number) (2250 is the 1915th Composite Number)

915

و لقد أتينك سبع من المثاني و القرآن العظيم And We have brought you seven from the Mathani (twosomes, couples, or pairs) and the Great Quran (verse 87 of Sura 15): 2915 (2916, 2917 or 2918) (equivalent to 915)

On May 20, 1915 (May 7, 1915 Julian) (Rajab 7, 1333 Hijri) (Sivan 7, 5675 Jewish), Moshe Dayan, whose real name is Moshe Kitaigorodsky, was born to Jewish Ukrainian immigrant parents in a Jewish Kibbutz, in Palestine.

Yitzhak Shamir (Prime Minister of Israel) was born on October 22, 1915 (Zu Al-Hijja 13, 1333 Hijri) and died on June 30, 2012 (Shaban 10, 1433 Hijri) (Tammuz 10, 5772 Jewish).

The McMahon–Hussein Correspondence refers to an exchange of letters from July 14, 1915 (Ramadan 1, 1333 Hijri) (2420,692.5th Julian Day) to January 30, 1916 between Sir Henry McMahon, British High Commissioner in Egypt and the Sherif of Mecca, Hussein bin Ali. In this correspondence, McMahon encouraged Hussein to revolt against the Ottoman Empire and he promised
that Britain would recognize the independence of Arabs. The most notable letter was the letter from McMahon to Hussein on October 24, 1915 (Zu Hijja 15, 1333 Hijri) (2420,794.5\textsuperscript{th} Julian Day) promising the Sherif of Mecca that Britain will recognise and support the independence of the Arabs within the territories proposed by him.

**Frank Sinatra** was born on December 12, 1915 (Safar 4, 1334 Hijri) (2420,843.5\textsuperscript{th} Julian Day). At night, on May 14, 1998 (Muharram 17, 1419 Hijri) (Iyar 18, 5758 Jewish) (2450,947.5\textsuperscript{th} Julian Day), meaning on the eve of May 15 (Muharram 18, 1419 Hijri) (Iyar 19, 5758 Jewish), Frank Sinatra died in Los Angeles. On May 18, 1998, about 800 - 1000 people, from all over the East Coast, overflowed from St. Francis Church (the same church in which he was baptized when he was a baby) onto the street, in Sinatra’s hometown of Hoboken, New Jersey, for a public religious memorial service, at the end of which those in attendance sang his most famous song "My Way. A private service for the reading of the Rosary took place on Tuesday night May 19, 1998 (Iyar 23, 5758 Jewish) in Beverly Hills. Sinatra’s funeral was held at noon on Wednesday, May 20, 1998 (Iyar 24, 5758 Jewish) at the Beverly Hills Roman Catholic church and Cardinal Roger Mahony, archbishop of Los Angeles, led the services. Attendance of the funeral services was by invitation only. Sinatra's friends from the music and film industry attended the funeral. His most famous song “My Way” written by Lebanese Canadian singer and song-writer Paul Anka, tells the World that the End Times is near. The song starts with “And now the End is near”.

♦ Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of the End Times: $56 + [22 + 838 (or 837)] = 56 + 860 (or 859) = 916 (or 915) (= 2 \times 2 \times 229) \quad (916\textsuperscript{th} is the 759\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) \quad (1101 is the 916\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) \quad (7159 is the 916\textsuperscript{th} Prime Number)

 Promise of the Major Alamat (Signs): $80 + 573 (or 572) + 263 = 80 + 836 (or 835) = 916 (or 915)

 Tawqeet (Timing): 916

 Hadd (Destruction) of Center of Trade: $9 + (267 + 640) = 9 + 907 = 916

 Tafjeer (Blowing up) of Al-Aqsa: $693 + 223 = 916

 The Daffa (Bank of a River): 916

 Khalil son of Qalawoon: $670 + 53 + 193 = 916 \quad (Khalil son of Qalawoon is the Mamluk sultan who liberated Akka, the last capital of Crusaders’s Kingdom in the Middle East and ended that Kingdom.)

 Zu Al-Qada: $706 (or 707) + 210 = 916 (or 917)

 Ruya (Vision or Apparition) of September: $212 + 704 = 916
they hear the Saihat (Scream) by/on the Haq (Truth) (verse 41 of Sura 50): $236 + 539 + 141 = 916$ (equivalent to 916)

Moses fell down (verse 143 of Sura 7): $800 + 116 = 916$

underneath them are the rivers (verse 25 of Sura 2): $814 + 287$ (or 288) = 916 (or 917)

Book of the Secrets: $423$ (or 422) + 493 = 916 (or 915)

He brought me the Book (verse 30 of Sura 19): $462$ (or 463) + 454 (or 453) = 916 (or 917)

The Book, clarifier (verse 89 of Sura 16): $453$ (or 454) + 463 = 916 (or 917)

Mubinat (Clear or Evident) Signs (verse 46 of Sura 24): $413$ (or 412) + 503 (or 502) = 916 (or 915 or 917)

We have descended him/it in Night of the Qadr and how would you know (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 97): $[143$ (or 144) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41] + 226 = 690 (or 691) + 226 = 916 (or 917)

The painful torment (verse 50 of Sura 15) & (verse 97 of Sura 10): $804 + 112 = 916$

Itaha (overthrow or ouster) of the King Faisal, Second: $24 + 121 + (210 + 561) = 24 + 121 + 771 = 916$

On July 14, 1958, a military coup headed by General Abdul Kareem Qasim and Colonel Abdul Salam Arif overthrew the Hashimite monarchy which had reigned over Iraq since 1921 (for 37 years), killed the royal family, and formed a military government. The last King of Iraq Faisal II was great grandson of Hussein son of Ali, Sherif of Mecca, who stated the Arab revolution that led to the end Ottoman’s rule of Arab countries and was the last man to be Caliph of Muslims. Faisal II had became head of Arab Federation of Iraq and Jordan on February 14, 1958.

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. A.L.R. (verse 1 of Sura 10): $66$ (or 67) + 330 (or 329) + 289 + 231 = 916 (915 or 917)

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. I do swear (verse 1 of Sura 75): 916 (or 917)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Say (verse 1 of Sura 112): 916 (or 917)

Ibtida (Beginning) of Bina (Building or Construction) of Wall of Berlin, Germany: $409 + 54 + [28 + 292 + 133] = 409 + (54 + 453) = 409 + 507 = 916
We (God) have not made People (or Guardians) of the (Hell) Fire, except Angles and We (God) have not made (verse 31 of Sura 74): \[41 + 154 + 101 + 282 + 32 + 105 (or 106)] + 6 + (41 + 154) = 715 (or 716) + 6 + 195 = \textbf{916 (or 917)}

The Bidaya (Beginning) + Gog + The Tabut (Coffin or Ark) : (53 + 23) + 840 = 76 + 840 = \textbf{916}

Gog + Magog + The Tabut (Coffin or Ark) : (23 + 53) + 840 = 76 + 840 = \textbf{916}

City of Lahore, Al-Pakistan: 109 + 242 + 565 = \textbf{916}

Awda (Return) of life of Lahore + Al-Pakistan: (85 + 24) + 242 + 565 = \textbf{916}

Day of Al-Qiyama (the Resurrection) + Return of life of Al-Pakistan: (56 + 186) + 85 + 24 + 565 = 242 + 85 + 24 + 565 = \textbf{916}

The Piercing Star (verse 3 of Sura 86) + Istanbul: (124 + 634) + 158 = 758 + 158 = \textbf{916}

Drying-up of Sea of Galilee + Kingdom of Israel: 164 + (210 + 104) + (135 + 303) = 164 + 314 + 438 = \textbf{916}

We test him , then We turn him capable of hearing (verse 2 of Sura 76): (497 + 238) + 181 = 735 + 181 = \textbf{916}

And from behind them a barrier (verse 9 of Sura 36): 6 + 90 + 755 + 65 (or 64) = \textbf{916 (or 915)}

I am Messenger of Allah to you, confirming to what is between my hands (verse 6 of Sura 61): \textbf{916 (915 or 917)}

We said , after him, to Bani (Children of) Israel: Inhabit the land (verse 104 of Sura 17): \textbf{1916 (1915 or 1917) (equivalent to 916) ( = 2 x 2 x 479) (1916 is the 1622nd Composite Number) (2252 is the 1916th Composite Number)}

The vision by the Truth, you shall enter the Haram Mosque (verse 27 of Sura 48): \textbf{1916 (1915 or 1915)}

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We have opened (or conquered) for you a conquest (or victory ) (verse 1 of Sura 48): \[102 + 66 + 329 (or 330) + 289 \] + [52 + 539 + 50 + 489 (or 488)] = 786 (or 787) + 1233 (or 1232) = \textbf{1916 (1915 or 1917)}

Ain Jalut + The Mamaleek + Hazima (Defeat) of the Mohgols:
On Friday, September 3, 1260 AD Julian (September 10, 1260 AD Gregorian) (Ramadan 25, 658 Hijri) (Elul 26, 5020 Jewish), in the Battle of Ain Jalut in Galilee, Northern Palestine, the Muslim Mamaleek (Mamluks) achieved a decisive victory over the Maghool (Mongols or Tatar).
الملکه تزل من لیلیة الف قدر و ما أدرک ما لیلیة الف قدر لیلیة الف قدر خیر من الف شهر تزل الملکه

have descended him/it in Night of the Qadr and how would you know what the Night of Qadr is. The Night of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels descend (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): (143 + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226) + (41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136) = 916 + 3000 = 3916

فی لیلیة الف قدر خیر من الف شهر تزل الملکه و الروح فيها بذرن ربهم من كل أمر سلام هي حتى مطلع

the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. Peace, it is, till rise of (verse 3 - 5 of Sura 97): 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 (or 130) + 15 + 418 + 149 = 4916 (or 4915)

الرم في أدنی الارض وهم من بعد غلیبهم سيغلبون the Rum (Eastern Romans) in Adna (nearest or lowest location) of the Ard (Land/Earth) and they, after their defeat, shall triumph (verse 2-3 of Sura 30): 3916 (= 2 x 2 x 11 x 89) (3916 is the 3374th Composite Number)

الساعة أیان مرسها فم انت من ذكرها إلى ریک منتهاها إیانا أنت منذر من يخشها كأنهم يوم برونها لم يلبثوا إلا عشیه the Hour. When will its docking be ? While you are part of its remembrance. To your Lord is its end. You are but a warner for those who fear it. As if when they see it, they do not remain except an evening (verse 41 – 46 of Sura 79): 167 + 62 + 306 + 130 + 451 + 90 + 926 + 41 + 222 + 502 + 92 + 451 + 990 + 90 + 916 + 116 + 56 + 272 + 70 + 549 + 32 + 385 = 6916

Jamal Pasha, the Ottoman governor of Greater Syria, hanged prominent activists and intellectuals, opposed to his oppressive rule, in both Damascus and Beirut, on May 6, 1916 Rumi Calendar (May 19, 1916 Gregorian) (Rajab 16, 1334 Hijri) (Iyar 16, 5676 Jewish) (242,1002.5 Julian Day). In commemoration of this event, May 6 is celebrated annually as the Martyrs’ Day in Syria and Lebanon. He is referred to as the Jazzar (Butcher or Slaughterer). He was born on May 6, 1872 Rumi Calendar (May 18, 1872 Gregorian) (Rabi Awwal 10, 1289 Hijri) (Iyar 10, 5632 Jewish). He was killed on July 21, 1922 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1340 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5682 Jewish) (2423,256.5th Julian Day).

Sykes–Picot Agreement is a secret agreement, between Britain and France, with the assent of Tsarist Russia, to divide the Middle East, among themselves. The first round of discussions took place in London on November 23, 1915 (Muharram 16, 1334 Hijri) with the French government represented by François-Georges Picot, a diplomat with extensive experience in the Middle East, and the British government represented by Arthur Nicolson. The second round of discussions took place on December 21, 1915 (Safar 13 (or 14), 1334 Hijri) with the British now represented by Mark Sykes (British Conservative MP, and assistant to the secretary of state for war, Lord Kitchener), a leading expert on the Middle East. Sykes–Picot Agreement is named after its final negotiators, Mark Sykes and François-Georges Picot. The terms of the agreement were specified in a letter, dated May 9, 1916 (Rajab 6, 1334 Hijri) (Iyar 6, 5676 Jewish), from Paul Cambon, ambassador of France in London, addressed to Edward Grey, Foreign Secretary of Britain. These terms of the agreement were ratified in a return letter from Edward Grey to Paul Cambon on May 16, 1916 (Rajab 13, 1334 Hijri) (Iyar 13, 5676 Jewish) (242,0999.5 or 242,1000th Julian day). Sykes–Picot Agreement was revealed to the public for the first time in Izvestia and Pravda newspapers in Russia on November 23, 1917 (Safar 8, 1336 Hijri), after the Communists came to power in Russia. On November 26, 1917 (Safar 11, 1336
Hijri), in Britain, the *Manchester Guardian* newspaper (which in 1959, became known as “The Guardian”) printed the text of the Sykes-Picot Agreement.

**Hussein bin Ali** was appointed by the Ottoman Sultan as the Sharif and Amir of Mecca on **November 1, 1908**. As a result of the **McMahon–Hussein Correspondence** (exchange of 10 letters) from **July 14, 1915** (Ramadan 1 or 2, 1335 Hijri) (2420,692.5th Julian Day) to January 30, 1916 between **Sir Henry McMahon**, British High Commissioneer in Egypt and the Sharif of Mecca, **Hussein bin Ali** in which McMahon promised Britain’s support for Arab independence (within an area that extends from Taurus mountains in today’s southern Turkey in the North to the Arabian Sea in the South and from Persia’s borders in the East to the Red Sea in the West, with some exceptions such as Lebanon), the Arab revolution against the Ottoman Sultanate in alliance with Britain started when Hussein bin Ali’s forces attacked the **Ottoman garrison in Medina** on **June 5, 1916** (Shaban 3, 1334 Hijri). The revolution became formal on **June 10, 1916** when he also declared the establishment of an independent **Kingdom of Hijaz** with himself as its king. The forces of Hussein bin Ali captured **Jeddah** from the Ottoman forces on **June 12, 1916**. He was deposed of as Sharif of Mecca and Prince of Hijaz by the Ottoman Sultan on **July 1, 1916** (Shaban 29, 1334 Hijri). On **July 9, 1916**, the Ottoman forces in **Mecca** surrendered to the Sharif Hussein bin Ali, after several weeks of stubborn resistance. After a siege for 3 months, the Ottoman forces in the **citadel of Taif** finally surrendered on **September 23, 1916** (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1334 Hijri) (Elul 25, 5676 Jewish). He proclaimed the independence of the Arabs on **October 29, 1916** (Muharram 1, 1335 Hijri). He proclaimed at the Al-Haram Mosque in Mecca to be **Malik Al-Bilad Al-'Arabiyya** (King of the Arab Countries/ Territories/ Lands) and **Amir Al-Mumineen** (Prince of the Believers) on Thursday, **November 2, 1916** (Muharram 5, 1335 Hijri). He was recognized by the allied powers (Britain, France, and Russia) only as King of the Hijaz, Prince of the Believers, Sharif and Prince of Mecca on **November 6, 1916** (confirmed in public on **January 3, 1917**).
Day of Control of Israel over Quds (Jerusalem): $56 + 284 + 303 \text{ (or } 302) + 110 + 164 = 917 \text{ (or } 916)$

The Sheep: 917

Tamatau (Enjoy yourselves): 917

underneath them are the rivers (verse 25 of Sura 2): $814 + 288 \text{ (or } 287) = 917 \text{ (or } 916)$

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. A.L.R. (verse 1 of Sura 10): $67 \text{ (or } 66) + 330 \text{ (or } 329) + 289 + 231 = 917 \text{ (915 or } 916)$

He brought me the Book (verse 30 of Sura 19): $463 \text{ (or } 462) + 454 \text{ (or } 453) = 917 \text{ (915 or } 916)$

The Book, clarifier (verse 89 of Sura 16): $454 \text{ (or } 453) + 463 \text{ (or } 464) = 917 \text{ (916 or } 918)$

We have descended him/it in Night of the Qadr and how would you know (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 97): $[144 \text{ (or } 143) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41] + 226 = 691 \text{ (or } 690) + 226 = 917 \text{ (or } 916)$

Tanzeel (Revelation or Descended Message) from the Rahman (Most Compassionate) (verse 2 of Sura 41): 917 (or 916)

Those who have done well (or good deeds) (verse 30 of Sura 16): $791 + 126 = 917$

it was a fulfilled promise. Then (verse 5 of Sura 17): 917

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. I do swear (verse 1 of Sura 75): 917 (or 916)

Some of them (Badahum) (verse 99 of Sura 18): 917

The finding of: $807 + 110 = 917$

Hundred Sineen (Years) and increased by Nine. Say: (verse 25 – 26 of Sura 18): $56 + 170 + 24 + 531 + 130 = 917$

King of France, Philip, the Fourth: $(90 + 391) + (132 + 304) = 481 + 436 = 917 \text{ (On July 22, 1306, King Philip IV expelled the Jews from France.)}$

Fourth Hunda (Truce) + Israel + Syria: $(273 + 64) + 303 \text{ (or } 302) + 277 = 337 + 303 \text{ (or } 302) + 277 = 917 \text{ (or } 916)$ \text{ (On July 20, 1949 (Ramadan 23, 1368 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5709 Hebrew) (2433,117.5 or 2433,118th Julian day), Israel and Syria signed an}
Armistice (truce) agreement which was the 4\textsuperscript{th} and last of similar separate agreements signed between Israel and each of its Arab neighbours separately.

Entry of (or into) Russia: $640 + 277 = 917$

Promise of Kingdom of England: $80 + (135 + 702) = 80 + 837 = 917$

Promise to Sydney, Australia: $80 + (134 + 703) = 80 + 837 = 917$

City of Maseekh (False Messiah) Son of David: $109 + (741 + 52 + 15) = 109 + 808 (or 809) = 917 (or 918)$

Gog and Magog + China + North Korea: $(23 + 6 + 53) + (237 + 417) = 82 + (181 + 654) = 82 + 835 = 917$

Peking, China + North Korea: $82 + 181 + (237 + 417) = 82 + (181 + 654) = 82 + 835 = 917$

And Solomon inherited David (verse 16 of Sura 27): $6 + 706 + 190 + 15 = 917$

O you the ones who have believed (verse 2 of Sura 61) & (verse 10 of Sura 61) & (verse 14 of Sura 61) & (verse 183 of Sura 2): $11 + 16 (or 17) + (791 + 99) = 11 + 16 (or 17) + 890 = 917 (or 918)$

That a Sign for whoever (verse 103 of Sura 11): $750 + 47 (or 46) + 120 = 917 (or 916)$

People ask you about the Hour, say: the knowledge of it is (verse 63 of Sura 33): $917 (or 918)$

Postpone you till (verse 4 of Sura 71): $876 (or 877) + 41 = 917 (or 918)$

HoWa (He) is the First and the Last (verse 3 of Sura 57): $11 + 68 + 6 + 832 (or 833) = 917 (or 918)$

I am Messenger of Allah to you, confirming to what is between my hands (verse 6 of Sura 61): $917 (or 916)$

We gave you the Kawthar (River in Paradise) (verse 1 of Sura 108): $160 (or 161) + 757 = 917 (or 918)$

The Kawthar (Abundance or River in Paradise), so pray to your Lord and slaughter. Your enemy is (verse 1 – 3 of Sura 108): $1917$ (equivalent to $917$) (1917 is the 1623\textsuperscript{rd} Composite Number) $2253$ is the 1917\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number

We said, after him, to Bani (Children of) Israel: Inhabit the
Land (verse 104 of Sura 17): 1917 (or 1916)

And We have decreed unto Bani (Children) of Israel in the Book (verse 2 of Sura 17): 6 + 961 + 41 + 62 + 303 (or 302) + 90 + 454 (or 453) = 1917 (1915 or 1916)

Liberation of Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness) and expulsion of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 818 + (412 + 235) + 6 + 213 + 233 = 1917

And the Peace is upon me the day I was born, and the day I die, and the day I get resurrected (verse 33 of Sura 19): 1917

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem.

The Hiasb (Judgment) of the People has approached while they are in (verse 1 of Sura 21): 102 + 66 + 329 + 289 + 703 + 171 + 116 + 6 + 45 + 90 = 1917

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. I do not swear by Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times) and I do swear by the self-reproaching spirit. Does (the human being) think (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 75): 102 + [684 (or 685) + 1050] + 81 = [102 + 1734 (or 1735)] + 81 = 1836 (or 1837) + 81 = 1917 (or 1918)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We have opened (or conquered) for you an evident conquest (or victory) (verse 1 of Sura 48): (102 + 66 + 329 + 289) + (52 + 539 + 50 + 489 + 103) = 684 + 1233 = 1917

Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. We have opened (or conquered) for you an evident conquest (or victory) (verse 1 of Sura 48): (102 + 66 + 329 + 289) + (52 + 539 + 50 + 489 + 103) = 684 + 1233 = 1917

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Praise be to Allah who descended, unto his worshipper, the Book and (verse 1 of Sura 18): 289 + 83 + 65 + 741 + 88 + 110 + 81 + 454 (or 453) + 6 = 1917 (or 1916)

The Raheem. Praise be to Allah who descended, unto his worshipper, the Book and (verse 1 of Sura 18): 289 + 83 + 65 + 741 + 88 + 110 + 81 + 454 (or 453) + 6 = 1917 (or 1916)

And We have decreed unto Bani (Children) of Israel in the Book (verse 2 of Sura 17): 6 + 961 + 41 + 62 + 303 (or 302) + 90 + 454 (or 453) = 1917 (1915 or 1916)

Liberation of Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness) and expulsion of the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 818 + (412 + 235) + 6 + 213 + 233 = 1917

Day of return + Island of the Arabs, as it used to be, paradises and rivers (part of a Hadith): (56 + 85) + (225 + 303) + (61 + 471) + [453 (or 454) + 6 + 257] = 141 + [528 + 532 + 716 (or 717)] = 141 + 1776 (or 1777) = 1917 (or 1918)
The End Times, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter the Mosque like (verse 7 of Sura 17): \(837 + [114 \text{ or } 113 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61] = 837 \text{ (or } 838) + 1080 \text{ (or } 1079) = 1917 \text{ (or } 1916 \text{ or } 1918)\)

(equivalent to 917)

Nuzul (Descent) of the Quran, the Kareem (Honorable) + The Preserved Board (from which the Quran descended): \(93 + [383 \text{ (or } 382) + 301 ] + (75 + 1065) = 93 + 684 \text{ (or } 683) + 1140 = 777 \text{ (or } 776) + 1140 = 1917 \text{ (or } 1916)\) (equivalent to 917)

Ilqa (Throwing or dropping) an atomic bomb on Hiroshima: \(133 + 187 + 915 + 572 = 1917\)

The one that has never been created like it (verse 8 of Sura 89): \((441 + 70 + 740 + 576) + 90 = 1827 + 90 = 1917\)

Al-Sabia Al-Ishroon (The Twenty Seventh) + Ramadan: \((169 + 657) + 1091 = 826 + 1091 = 1917\)

The Sabi wa Al-Oshroon (Twenty Seventh) + Ramadan: \((164 + 6 + 657) + 1090 \text{ (or } 1091) = 827 + 1090 \text{ (or } 1091) = 1917 \text{ (or } 1918)\)

My Lord. No one uncovers its timing, except he. It has become heavy (verse 187 of Sura 7): \(212 + 1705 = 1917\)

They claimed all of our signs are lies (verse 28 of Sura 78): \(729 + 464 \text{ (or } 465) + 724 = 1917 \text{ (or } 1918)\)

and the Day the Witnessses rise (or emerge), the Day on which will not benefit the oppressors (verse 51 of Sura 40): \(6 + 56 + 156 + 341 \text{ (or } 342) + 56 + 31 + 210 + 1061 \text{ (or } 1162) = 1917 \text{ (or } 1918 \text{ or } 1919)\)

And We have brought you seven from the Mathani (twosomes, couples, or pairs) and the Great Quran (verse 87 of Sura 15): \(6 + [134 + 482 \text{ (481 or } 483) + 133 + 90 + 632 + 6] + (383 + 1051) = [6 + 1477 \text{ (1476 or } 1478)] + 1434 = 1483 \text{ (1482 or } 1484) + 1434 = 2917 \text{ (or } 2916)\) (equivalent to 917) \((2917 \text{ is the } 422^\text{nd} \text{ Prime Number}) \ (2253 \text{ is the } 1917^\text{th} \text{ Composite Number})\)

Lucia + Jacinta + Francisco + Fatima + The Portugal: \((107 + 525 + 486) + (135 + 1664) = 1118 + 1799 = 2917\) (This refers to the apparitions of 3 children in Fatima, Portugal in 1917, about the End Times)

And from behind them a barrier, so We have covered their vision. So, they cannot see (verse 9 of Sura 36): \((6 + 90 + 755 + 65) + [1487 \text{ (or } 1486) + 125 + 31 + 358] = 916 + 2001 \text{ (or } 2000) = 2917 \text{ (or } 2916)\)
Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of the first Marhala (Phase or Period) of Promise of the End Times + 1440: 56 + 22 + (314 + 78 + 90 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 1440 = 56 + [22 + 1399 (or1400)] + 1440 = 56 + 1421 (or 1422) + 1440 = 1477 (or 1478) + 1440 = 2917 (or 2918)

And we brought Moses the Book and we made it/him a guidance (or guide) to Bani (Children) of Israel that you do not take besides me (verse 2 of Sura 17): \[3917 \text{ (3917 is the } 542^{\text{nd}} \text{ Prime Number)}\]

Those from People of the Book and Polytheists have become separated (or dis-engaged) till the Bayina (Evidence) came to them, a Messenger from Allah, reciting purified scriptures, in which there are valuable books and have not (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 98): 90 + 36 + 454 + 6 + 651 + 250 + 418 + 856 + 98 + 296 + 90 + 67 (or 66) + 447 + 179 + 259 + 96 + 422 + 155 + 6 + 41 = 4917 (or 4916)

Some Bible scholars believe that Prophet Abraham may have received covenant from God in 1917 BC. Some Bible scholars believe that Ur, where Prophet Abraham used to live, was destroyed in 1917 BC.

After a 7-week siege that started on April 6, 1453 (Rabi Awwal 26, 857 Hijri), an Ottoman army, under the command of the 21-year-old Sultan Mehmed II (whose is also called “Al-Fatih”, meaning “the Conqueror”) conquered Constantinople (capital of the Eastern Roman Empire), on Tuesday, May 29, 1453 Julian (June 7, 1453 Gregorian) (Jumada Al-Ula 20, 857 Hijri) (Sivan 21, 5213 Jewish) (2251,914.5th Julian Day). Later, Sultan Mehmed II entered the Hagia Sophia and ordered an Imam to claim it for Islam. Mehmet II attended the first Friday prayer in the mosque on June 1, 1453 (Jumada Al-Ula 23, 857 Hijri) (Sivan 24, 5213 Jewish) (2251,917.5th or 2251,918th Julian Day). Sultan Mehmet II handed over, to the Greek Orthodox patriarch, the city's second most
important church, Church of the Holy Apostles.

On Monday, **June 5, 1967** (Safar 26, 1387 Hijri) (Iyar 26, 5727 Jewish) (2439,646.5\textsuperscript{th} or 2439,647\textsuperscript{th} Julian Day), at 7:45 a.m., Israel launched its **6-day war** against the Arabs, starting with air raids on nine Egyptian air bases. In less than 2 hours, Israel destroyed about 300 warplanes, of Egypt’s 420 warplanes, while they were still parked in the air bases. Israel captured **Gaza** on June 6, 1967. Then, Israel captured East Jerusalem including the **Old City of Jerusalem and the Aqsa Mosque** and therefore, all of Jerusalem became under its control on Wednesday, **June 7, 1967** (Safar 28, 1387 Hijri) (Iyar 28, 5727 Jewish) (2439,648.5\textsuperscript{th} or 2439,649\textsuperscript{th} Julian Day) (491,209\textsuperscript{th} Hijri Day). **Iyar 28** is celebrated annually in Israel as **Jerusalem Day**. The leader of the brigade, Lt. General Mordechai (Motta) Gur [who was born on **May 6, 1930** (Zu Hijja 7, 1348 Hijri) (Iyar 8, 5690 Jewish) and died by committing suicide on **July 16, 1995** (Safar 18, 1416 Hijri) (Tammuz 18, 5755 Jewish)] communicated the unfolding events to his company commanders by radio: “Shortly we’re going to go in to the Old City of Jerusalem, that all generations have dreamed about. We will be the first to enter the Old City.” Then, after an intense battle, he uttered his now-famous words: “The Temple Mount is in our hands!” Then, the Chief Rabbi of Israel’s army, **Shlomo Goren** (who was born on **February 3, 1917** (Rabi Thani 10, 1335 Hijri) (Shevat 11, 5677 Jewish) and died on **October 29, 1994** (Jumada Ula 24, 1415 Hijri), while dressed in military uniform and carrying a Torah scroll, **blew a Trumpet** (ram’s horn) at the Western Wall to announce the re-unification of East Jerusalem (which was ruled by Jordan) with West Jerusalem (which was ruled by Israel), and held the first Jewish prayer session at the Western Wall since 1948. Until then, during the Ottoman and the British occupation of Jerusalem, Jews were not allowed to sound the Trumpet at the Western Wall. Israeli soldiers were singing a popular Israeli song titled “Jerusalem of Gold” written by Israeli poetess and song-writer, Naomi Shemer. This event was broadcast live on Voice of Israel radio station. This war resulted in Israel capturing East Jerusalem, Gaza, and Golan Heights from the Arabs.

- During **World War I**, on **May 5, 1917** (Rajab 13, 1335 Hijri) (Iyar 13, 5677 Jewish) (472, 915\textsuperscript{th} Hijri Day), **Pope Benedict XV** issued a **pastoral letter** to the Catholics around the World, inviting them to perform a **nine-day Novena of prayer** to petition the Virgin Mary for her intercession to bring an end to the **World War I**.

A **Novena**, derived from the Latin word “novem” which means "nine", is an ancient tradition of devotional praying in Christianity, consisting of private or public prayers repeated for nine consecutive days or weeks. During a Novena, the devotees make petitions, implore favors from God with possible intercession from Mary or other saints.

**Pope Benedict XV** was born on **November 21, 1854** (Safar 29, 1271 Hijri) (Heshvan 30, 5615 Jewish) and died on **January 22, 1922** (Jumada Ula 22, 1340 Hijri) (Teveth 22, 5682 Jewish). He was elected as a pope on **September 3, 1914**, shortly after the beginning of World War I.

Eight days later, on **May 13, 1917** (Rajab 21, 1335 Hijri) (Iyar 21, 5677 Jewish) (2421,361.5\textsuperscript{th} Julian Day) (472, 923\textsuperscript{th} Hijri Day), the Virgin Mary appeared for the first time to three Catholic children (**Lucia, Jacinta, and Francisco**), at **Cova da Iria** in a town called **Fatima** in **Portugal**. They experienced apparitions in which they visualized what looked like a lady holding a rosary (believed to be the Virgin Mary), once a month, for 6 consecutive months: on May 13, June 13, July 13,
August 19, September 13, and October 13, 1917.

On July 13, 1917 (Ramadan 23, 1335 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5677 Jewish) (2421,422.5\textsuperscript{th} or 2421,423\textsuperscript{rd} Julian Day) (472,984\textsuperscript{th} Hijri day) the Virgin Mary told the children three secrets about future events. Number 984 is the numerical value of:

- صواريخ نووية Nuclear Missiles: 907 + 77 = 984
- خراب أسلحة نووية Kharab (Devastation) of Nuclear Weapons: 803 + (104 + 77) = 803 + 181 = 984

July 13, 1917 was 69 days after Pope Benedict XV’s plea for intercession from Mary on May 5, 1917.

In the First Secret, the children saw a vision of Hell.

In the Second Secret, Mary told the children that the World War I was going to end, but if people would not cease offending God, a worse war (predicting World War II) would break out. She said that she would appear later to ask for consecration of Russia by the Pope so that it would be converted. Otherwise, Russia would spread its errors throughout the World, causing wars and persecutions of the Church.

In the Third Secret, the children were able to visualize events that included a Pope passing by a big city, half in ruins and later, this Pope and a group of bishops and priests were killed by soldiers.

The third secret witnessed to the three Children on July 13, 1917, as described in writing by Lucia on January 3, 1944, but not revealed by the Vatican till June 26, 2000 Gregorian (June 13, 2000 Julian) (Rabi Awwal 23, 1421 Hijri) (Sivan 23, 5760 Jewish) (2451,721.5\textsuperscript{th} or 2451,722\textsuperscript{nd} Julian day), includes the following: "we saw an Angel with a flaming sword in his left hand. Flashing, it gave out flames that looked as though they would set the World on fire... the Holy Father passed through a big city half in ruins and half trembling with halting step, afflicted with pain and sorrow, he prayed for the souls of the corpses he met on his way... he was killed by a group of soldiers who fired bullets and arrows at him, and in the same way there died one after another the other Bishops, Priests, men and women Religious, and various lay people of different ranks and positions...”

A book titled, “A Pathway Under the Gaze of Mary” (authored by Sister Lucia’s fellow nuns) reveals that Lucia described a new vision she saw on January 3, 1944, while praying about writing down the third secret for her bishop, as follows: “I felt my spirit flooded by a mystery of light that is God and in Him saw and heard: The tip of a spear as a flame unlatches and touches the axis of the Earth. It shudders. Mountains, cities, towns and villages with their inhabitants are buried. The sea, the rivers, and the clouds emerge from their limits, overflowing and bringing with them in a whirlwind houses and people in numbers that are not possible to count. It is the purification of the World by sin as it plunges. Hatred and ambition cause the destructive war.”
On August 13, 1917, the children missed their scheduled meeting with the Lady at the Cova da Iria because they were detained by the anti-clerical civil authorities. The children resisted the pressure to have them deny the apparitions. They were put in prison and released on August 15, the feast of the Assumption. The Lady then appeared to the children a few days later, on August 19, 1917 (Zu Al-Qada 1, 1335 Hijri) (473,020th Hijri day), at Valinhos near their home in Aljustrel. This was the fourth apparition. August, the 8th month in Gregorian Calendar, is similar to Shaban, the 8th month of Hijri Calendar and Iyar, the 8th month in the Jewish Calendar). Therefore, August 19 may represent Shaban 19 and Iyar 19.

During the apparitions, each child’s role was distinct: Lucia was the only one who spoke to the Lady, Jacinta saw and heard her, but did not speak, and Francisco saw the Lady, but could not hear her, and had to be told afterward what she said.

Eugenio Maria Giuseppe Giovanni Pacelli was consecrated by Pope Benedict XV as titular Bishop of Sardis and elevated to archbishop in the Sistine Chapel on May 13, 1917. Later, he was elected as a Pope on March 2, 1939, the anniversary of his birthday (shortly before beginning of World War II), and adopted the name Pope Pius XII. He is often referred to as “Hitler’s Pope”. He served as a pope till he died on October 9, 1958. He was buried in a crypt under Saint Peter's Basilica on October 13, 1958 (Rabi Awwal 29, 1378 Hijri) (Tishri 29, 5719 Jewish).

The 6 apparitions (visions) of the 3 children in Fatima, Portugal happened on the following dates:

1. May 13, 1917 (Rajab, 21, 1335 Hijri) (Iyar 21, 5677 Jewish) (2421,361.5th Julian Day) (472,924th or 472,923rd Hijri Day)
2. June 13, 1917 (Shaban 23 (or 22), 1335 Hijri) (Sivan 23, 5677 Jewish) (2421,392.5th Julian Day)
4. August 19, 1917 (Zu Al-Qada 1, 1335 Hijri) (473,020th Hijri)
5. Sept. 13, 1917 (Zu Al-Qada 25 (or 26), 1335 Hijri) (Elul 26, 5677 Jewish) (2421,484.5th Julian Day)
6. October 13, 1917 (Zu Al-Hijja 26, 1335 Hijri) (Tishri 27, 5678 Jewish) (2421,514.5th Julian Day)

The 3 children in the apparitions in Fatima are:
(a) Francisco was born on June 12, 1908 (Jumada Ula 13, 1326 Hijri) (Sivan 13, 5668 Jewish) and died on April 4, 1919 (Rajab 3, 1337 Hijri) (Nisan 4, 5679 Jewish).

(b) Jacinta was born on March 11, 1910 (Safar 28, 1328 Hijri) (Adar I 30, 5670 Jewish) and died on February 20, 1920 (Jumada Thania 1, 1338 Hijri) (Adar 1, 5680 Jewish).

(c) Lucia was born on March 28, 1907 (Safar 13, 1325 Hijri) (Nisan 13, 5667 Jewish) (2417,662.5 or 2417,663rd Julian Day). She died on February 13, 2005 (Muharram 4, 1426 Hijri) (Adar I 4, 5765 Jewish) (2,453,414.5th or 2,453,415th Julian Day).

Jacinta and Francisco were beatified on May 13, 2000 (Safar 8, 1421 Hijri) (Iyar 8, 5760 Jewish) by Pope John Paul II in Fatima. May 13, 2000 was the 19th anniversary of the first apparition on May 13, 1917. The Feast day for both of them is February 20.

Later in her life, Lucia became a nun.

During her July 13, 1917 apparition in Fatima, Mary said to Lucia: “I shall come to ask... that on the First Saturday of every month, Communions of reparation be made in atonement for the sins of the World.” Mary made no further mention of this devotion at Fatima until December 10, 1925 (Jumada Ula 23, 1344 Hijri) (Kislev 23, 5686 Jewish), when Mary again appeared to Lucia while she was a nun at a convent in Pontevedra, Spain and completed her request for the Five First Saturdays of Reparation and gave her a great promise.

In calling for the Five First Saturdays, Mary was, in a way, reiterating the First Saturday devotions previously approved by the Church. On July 1, 1905, Pope Pius X approved and granted indulgences for the practice of the first Saturdays of twelve consecutive months in honor of the Immaculate Conception. On June 13, 1912, finally, he granted new indulgences to the practice of the first Saturday of each month.

In 1926, Lucia left the convent in Pontevedra, Spain to enter St. Dorothy convent in Tuy, Spain. She took her habit on October 26, 1926, and pronounced her first vows on October 3, 1928. At St. Dorothy convent in Tuy, Spain, the last apparition of Mary witnessed by Lucia happened, around midnight, on Thursday, June 13, 1929 (Muharram 5, 1348 Hijri) (Sivan 5, 5689 Jewish) (2425,768.5th Julian Day), on the eve of the second Friday of June 1929, meaning on the eve of Friday, June 14, 1929. She mentions the following in her diary: “I had sought and obtained permission from my superiors and confessor to make a Holy Hour from eleven o’clock until midnight, every Thursday to Friday night.” Mary’s Promise contained in the secrets revealed in the apparition of July 13, 1917: “I shall come to ask for the consecration of Russia...” was fulfilled on June 13, 1929, when Mary appeared to Lucia and told her: “The moment has come in which God asks the Holy Father (Pope) to make, in union with all the bishops of the World, the consecration of Russia to My Immaculate Heart, promising to save it by this means.”

On the night of May 29 - 30, 1930, as Lucia was praying, she received an interior locution explaining why it was necessary to have a communion of reparation on five Saturdays.
Later, Lucia returned to Portugal and became a Discalced Carmelite on May 31, 1949.

Construction of the **Sanctuary of Fatima in Portugal** in Cova da Iria (where the apparitions happened) started on May 13, 1928 (Zu Al-Qada 23, 1346 Hijri) (Iyar 23, 5688 Jewish) and it was opened and consecrated on **October 7, 1953** (Muharram 28, 1373 Hijri) (Tishri 28, 5714 Jewish).

- Pope Paul VI (real name: Giovanni Battista Montini) was born on September 26, 1897 (Rabi Thani 28, 1315 Hijri) (Elul 29, 5657 Jewish), was elected Pope on June 21, 1963 (Muharram 28, 1383 Hijri) (Sivan 29, 5727 Jewish) and served until his death on August 6, 1978 (Ramadan 2, 1398 Hijri). On January 4, 1964 (Shaban 18, 1383 Hijri) (Teveth 19, 5724 Jewish), Paul VI started his 3-day historic pilgrimage journey to the Holy Land by visiting Jordan. Then, on January 5–6, 1964, **Pope Paul VI** visited Jerusalem. His visit to the Holy Land was historic for several reasons. It was the first time a Pope has travelled abroad for over a century, the first time a Pope has travelled in an airplane, and the first time ever since Saint Peter that a Pope has visited the Holy Land. In the evening of January 5, 1964 (Shaban 19, 1383 Hijri) (Teveth 20, 5724 Jewish) (2438.399.5th Julian Day) (498,960th Hijri Day), a historic meetings was held on the Mount of Olives in Jerusalem between Pope Paul VI and Orthodox Patriarch Athenagoras (the 268th Patriarch of Constantinople from 1948 to 1972). It was the first time that the universal leader of the Western Church and the spiritual leader of the Eastern Church met face-to-face since March 8, 1438 (Ramadan 11, 841 Hijri) at the Council of Florence (1438-1439). The venue for the meeting was on the Mount of Olives, where Christians believe Jesus Christ, pleaded with God, on the night of his betrayal, for the unity of his followers. For many centuries, the Eastern and Western Churches were not in formal contact and shared very little official communication since what became known as the Great Schism of 1054. On the next day, January 6, 1964 (Shaban 20, 1383 Hijri), Pope Paul VI and Patriarch Athenagoras also met for the second time. Pope Paul VI arrived by an airplane to J. F. Kennedy airport in New York City for a historic 14-hour visit to address the United Nations on October 4, 1965 (Jumada Thania 8, 1387 Hijri) (Tishri 8, 5726 Jewish). U.S. President Lyndon B. Johnson met Pope Paul VI at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel in New York. It was the first visit in history by a Pope not only to the U.S., but also to the Western Hemisphere, Africa, Oceania and Asia. On May 13, 1967 (50th anniversary of the first apparition) (Safar 3, 1387 Hijri) (Iyar 3, 5727 Jewish), Pope Paul VI visited Fatima, Portugal, becoming the first pope to visit Fatima. In the presence of 1,000,000 pilgrims, after a Mass celebrated in the open square in front of the basilica in Fatima, Portugal, Lucia approached Pope Paul VI and said: "I want to have a private conversation with you." She repeated this request several times. But Pope Paul VI rejected her requests. His rejection made Lucia start weeping. Pope Paul VI visited Istanbul (Constantinople), Turkey on July 27, 1967 (Rabi Thani 19, 1387 Hijri) (Tammuz 19, 5727 Jewish) and met with the Orthodox Patriarch Athenagoras, Patriarch of Constantinople, as the first pope to visit Constantinople since Pope Constantine in 710. With his visit to Istanbul (Constantinople), Pope Paul VI became the first pope to visit six continents, and was the most travelled pope in history up to that time, earning the nickname the “Pilgrim Pope”. Pope Urban II (whose speech, on November 27, 1095 at the Council of Clermont, prompted the launch the First Crusade) was the first pope to travel extensively outside Rome. On November 27, 1970 (Ramadan 28, 1390 Hijri) (Heshvan 28, 5731 Jewish) (2440.917.5th Julian Day) (492,479th Hijri Day), at 9:30 a.m., shortly after Pope Paul VI disembarked from his chartered airplane at Manila airport in his visit to the Philippines, Pope Paul VI was attacked and stabbed with a dagger by Benjamin Mendoza y
Amor Flores, a Bolivian painter, disguised as a priest. Pope Paul VI was wounded in this incident. This assassination attempt could be connected to the third apparition of the 3 children in Fatima, Portugal.

Pope Paul VI may symbolize the the Dajjal because the numerical of the name بول “Paul” is equal to the numerical value of دجال Dajjal:

بول Paul: 38
دجال Dajjal: 38

On May 2, 1981, a man named Laurence James Downey hijacked an airplane and demanded that Pope John Paul II make public the Third Secret of Fatima.

On May 13, 1981 (Rajab 9, 1401 Hijri) (Iyar 9, 5741 Jewish) (2444,737,5th Julian Day) (496,186th Hijri Day), a Turkish man called Mehmet Ali Agca (who was 23 years old) shot at Pope John Paul II. The Pope was hit by three bullets, one of which entered his stomach. He accused the Bulgarian secret service and the Soviet KGB for plotting the assassination attempt. Two years later the Pope publicly forgave Agca and even visited him for 20 minutes in his prison in Rome. At the plea of Pope John Paul II, he was pardoned by Italian President Carolo Ciampi on June 13, 2000 (Rabi Awwal 10, 1421 Hijri) (Sivan 10, 5760 Jewish). However, he was extradited to Turkey to complete his prison sentence for the murder of Abdi Ipekci, a prominent newspaper editor in Turkey, whom he killed in 1979. He was released from prison in Turkey on January 18, 2010 (Safar 4, 1431 Hijri) (Shevat 4, 5770 Jewish). He was declared mentally disturbed by doctors. Following his release, he declared himself the "Christ eternal" and prophesied that humanity would be wiped out this century.

Just 3 weeks prior to the assassination attempt of Pope John Paul II in 1981, he held a meeting with 6 of the most powerful cardinals in the Vatican. The main purpose of the meeting was to re-organize, limit the power of, or end the Jesuit Order (Society of Jesus), headed by Father Pedro Arrupe [born on November 14, 1907 (Shawwal 8, 1325 Hijri) and died on February 5, 1991 (Rajab 20, 1411 Hijri)] who was the 31st “Black Pope” to be elected for life. Pedro Arrupe was removed from office by Pope John Paul II in 1981. He was the first Black Pope ever to be removed from office. Since the founding of the Jesuits by Don Ignatius LIEola and Don Francis Borgia in 1534, many “White Popes” have tried in vain to curtail the power of the Jesuit generals. All of the attempts met with death by poisoning.

During this first visit to Fatima, Pope John Paul II was attacked with a knife (or dagger) by Juan Fernandez y Krohn (born in 1948), a fanatical, ultra-conservative Spanish Catholic priest on May 12, 1982 (Rajab 19, 1402 Hijri) (Iyar 19, 5742 Jewish) (2445,101.5th Julian Day) (496,663rd Hijri Day or 496,664th Hijri Day). The Vatican chose not to disclose that Pope John Paul II was wounded in the attack. The news media reported that the Pope was attacked, but he was not wounded. Juan Maria Fernandez y Krohn attacked Pope John Paul II because he thought Pope John Paul II was a communist and an agent working for the Soviet Union. On October 15, 2008, Cardinal Stanislaw Dziwisz finally disclosed that the Pope was actually wounded in the attack on May 12, 1982.
Stanislaw Dziwisz served as Pope John Paul II's secretary and closest aide for nearly 40 years, including all of his 27 years as Pope, and after the Pope John Paul II’s death, Stanislaw Dziwisz became Archbishop of Krakow, Poland on June 3, 2005 and Cardinal in 2006. Cardinal Dziwisz made this revelation as the Vatican prepared for the first screening of the movie titled Testimony, based on Cardinal Stanislaw Dziwisz's book, My Friend Karol (Karol is the real first name of Pope John Paul II), about his 40 years as secretary of Pope John Paul II. After being convicted of the assault, Juan Fernandez y Krohn was sentenced to six years, but served only three years in a Portuguese prison and then he was expelled from Portugal. After he was released from prison, he worked as a lawyer in Belgium but became known for his violent acts in court rooms. He has been involved in several other criminal cases involving violent behavior at extremist political protests. In 1996, in Spain, Juan Fernandez y Krohn was charged with setting to fire in a local centre of the Herri Batasuna Party of Bask separatists. Juan Fernandez y Krohn was arrested again in July 2000 and received a five-year sentence after climbing over a security barricade at the Royal Palace of Brussels, intending to kill either King Albert II or the approaching Spanish King Juan Carlos. Juan Fernandez y Krohn believed Juan Carlos Bourbon, King of Spain was involved in the killing his older brother Alfonso Bourbon, Infante of Spain in 1956 so that he could become king.

On **May 13, 1982** (65th anniversary of the first apparition in Fatima, Portugal) (Rajab 19, 1402 Hijri) (Iyar 20, 5742 Jewish) (2445, 102.5th Julian Day) (496,664th Hijri Day or 496,665th Hijri Day), **during his first visit to Fatima, Portugal, Pope John Paul II** had a private meeting with Lucia for the first time at 8:00 am, and later he consecrated the World (but not specifically Russia and not in union with Bishops of the World) to the Immaculate Heart of Virgin Mary. On **May 19, 1982**, Pope John Paul II explained why he did not specifically consecrate Russia during his visit to Fatima, Portugal on **May 13, 1982**, by saying: "I have tried to do all which I could do in the concrete circumstances to show forth the collegial unity of the Bishop of Rome with all his brothers in the ministry and the episcopal service of the World."

Three important events happened in **year 2000**, meaning **19 years** after the first assassination attempt against Pope John Paul II by Mehmet Ali Agca on May 13, 1981:

(a) Pope John Paul II visited Fatima, Portugal and beautified Jacinta and Francisco on **May 13, 2000** (Safar 8, 1421 Hijri) (Iyar 8, 5760 Jewish) in the Sanctuary of Fatima in Cova da Iria (where the apparitions happened).

(b) President of Italy Carlo Ciampi pardoned Mehmet Ali Agca (the man who attempted to kill Pope John Paul II on May 13, 1981) on **June 13, 2000**, the anniversary of the Second Apparition on June 13, 1917 (Shaban 23, 1335 Hijri) (Sivan 23, 5677 Jewish).

(c) The Third Secret was not revealed to the public by the Catholic Church until **June 26, 2000** Gregorian (June 13, 2000 Julian) (Rabi Awwal 23, 1421 Hijri) (Sivan 23, 5760 Jewish) (2451,721.5th or 2451,722nd Julian day). This date seems to be connected to the day of the second apparition **June 13, 1917** (Shaban 23, 1335 Hijri) (Sivan 23, 5760 Jewish).
(d) Israel’s leader of the Likud party, Ariel Sharon’s provocative visit to the Aqsa Mosque on 
September 28, 2000 triggered the beginning of the Palestinians’ Aqsa Uprising, the next day, on 

U.S. President, John F. Kennedy was born on May 29, 1917 (Shaban 7, 1335 Hijri). He was 
assassinated on November 22, 1963 [Rajab 6 (or 5), 1383 Hijri].

Balfour Declaration (or Promise) by the British government to facilitate the creation of a homeland 
in Palestine for the Jews was offered to the Jews in a letter signed by Britain’s Foreign Minister on 
November 2, 1917 (Muharram 16, 1336 Hijri) (Heshvan 17, 5678 Jewish) (2421,534.5th or 2421,535th 
Julian Day).

Bolshevik Communist Revolution in Russia led by Vladimir Lenin, that led to 5 - 6 years of civil 
war, started on November 7, 1917 (based on Gregorian Calendar) (October 25, 1917 based on Julian 
Calendar used in Russia at that time) (Muharram 22, 1336 Hijri). On December 29, 1922 
(Jumada Ula 10, 1341 Hijri), Union Treaty for the creation the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
(U.S.S.R.) was approved by a conference of delegations and the treaty was confirmed by the 
first Congress of Soviets of the U.S.S.R. and signed by heads of delegations, the next day, on 
December 30, 1922 (Jumada Ula 11, 1341 Hijri) (Teveth 11, 5683 Jewish). The Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republics (U.S.S.R.) adopted its first constitution on July 6, 1923 (Zu Al-Qada 22, 1341 Hijri) (Tammuz 22, 5683 Jewish). On January 21, 1924 (Jumada Thania 13, 1342 Hijri), 
Vladimir Lenin died.

- In the evening of December 8, 1917 (Safar 23, 1336 Hijri), the Ottoman Governor of Jerusalem, 
Izzat Bey, gave a “Surrender Letter” to former mayor of Jerusalem, Dr. Hussein Al-Husseini 
[descendant of Al-Hussein, grandson of Prophet Mohammad (p)], so that he delivers it to the invading 
British forces. During this meeting, he re-instated Dr. Hussein Al-Husseini to the position of Mayor 
of Jerusalem, the office he had been removed from by Jamal Pasha in 1915. The Ottoman forces 
started retreating from Jerusalem during that night. The next morning shortly before 9:00 a.m. on 
Sunday, December 9, 1917 Gregorian (November 26, 1917 Julian) (Safar 24, 1336 Hijri) (Kislev 24, 
5678 Jewish) (2421,571.5th Julian Day), Hussein Al-Husseini attempted to deliver the letter of 
surrender and the keys of the city to British Officers, Sergeants James Sedgwick and Frederick 
Hurcombe, just outside Jerusalem's western limits. They refused to accept the letter, but it was 
eventually accepted by Brigadier-General C. F. Watson, Commander of the 180th British Infantry 
Brigade. At 10:30 a.m., the British army entered Jerusalem. On that day, all Christian denominations 
rang their church bells in celebration of this happy occasion and held prayers. The head of the British 
forces, General Allenby, entered Jerusalem on foot through Jaffa Gate on December 11, 1917 
Gregorian (November 28, 1917 Julian) (Safar 26, 1336 Hijri) (Kislev 26, 5678 Jewish) (473,135th 
Hijri Day). General Allenby said: "The wars of the Crusaders are now complete.” This event 
represented the return of the rule of the Crusaders over Jerusalem after being ruled by Muslims since 
year 1244. When General Allenby entered Jerusalem, he was accompanied by Archibald Wavell, 
British Lieutenant-Colonel (later became of Field Marshal), who was an Awar (a person who has a 
defective eye) like the Dajjal, as described by Prophet Mohammad (p).
Archibald Wavell was a British military officer who reached the rank of Field Marshal by the end of his military career. In the Second Battle of Ypres against Germany, during World War I, he was wounded by a shell splinter that destroyed his left eye on June 16, 1915 (Shaban 3 (or 4), 1333 Hijri) (Tammuz 4, 5675 Jewish). He was awarded a Military Cross. In 1917, as a Lieutenant-Colonel, Archibald Wavell was assigned to serve in the Middle East under General Edmund Allenby. Wavell considered Allenby a mentor, from whom he learned the importance of secrecy, surprise and deception in combat. When Edmund Allenby entered Jerusalem in December 11, 1917, Archibald Wavell was with him. He participated in World War II. He also served as Viceroy to India (1943 - 1947). He was born on May 5, 1883 (Jumada Thania 27, 1300 Hijri) (Nisan 28, 5643 Jewish) and died on May 24, 1950 (Shaban 7, 1369 Hijri) (Sivan 8, 5710 Jewish).

On July 22, 2011 (Shaban 20, 1432 Hijri) (Tammuz 20, 5771 Jewish), Norway was the victim of twin terror attacks, by a white, Christian, anti-immigrants extremist Norwegian, named Anders Behring Breivik. He was born on February 13, 1979 (Rabi Awwal 15, 1399 Hijri) (2443, 917, 5th Julan Day). The first attack was a car bomb blast which targeted government buildings in central Oslo, killing about 8 people, the second being a massacre at a youth camp on the island of Utøya, in which 69 people were killed.

917 Hijri (March 31, 1511 - March 18, 1512)

The number of words of Sura 11 (titled “Hood”) is 1917.
Idam (Execution) of Faisal, the Second: \[116 + (210 + 592) = 116 + 802 = 918\]

On July 14, 1958 (Zu Hijja 26, 1377 Hijri), a military coup headed by General Abdul Kareem Qasim and Colonel Abdul Salam Arif overthrew the Hashimite monarchy which had reigned over Iraq since 1921 (for 37 years), killed the royal family, and formed a military government. The last King of Iraq Faisal II was great grandson of Hussein son of Ali, Sherif of Mecca, who stated the Arab revolution that led to the end Ottoman’s rule of Arab countries and was the last man to be Caliph of Muslims. Faisal II had become head of Arab Federation of Iraq and Jordan on February 14, 1958 (Rajab 24, 1377 Hijri).

The Dhaloon (Mis-Guided): \[918 \text{ (or } 917)\]

Six + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): \[465 + 453 = 918\] (George Bush Jr. was born on July 6, 1946)

Day of Milad (Birth) of George Walker Bush: \[56 + 85 + [212 + 257 \text{ (or } 227) + 308] = 56 + [85 + 777 \text{ (or } 747)] = 56 + 862 \text{ (or } 832) = 918 \text{ (or } 888)\] (George Bush Jr. was born on July 6, 1946)

Infijar (Bombing) of King David Hotel: \[335 + (447 + 121 + 15) = 335 + 583 = 918\] \[\text{[On July 22, 1946 (Shaban 23, 1365 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5706 Jewish) (2432,023.5th Julian day], the western part of the southern wing of King David Hotel in Jerusalem, which was serving as headquarters of the British Mandate, collapsed due to explosives set off by Irgun, a Zionist terrorist group led by Menahim Begin, who later became Prime Minister of Israel.]}\]

you shall elevate to a great height. (verse 4 of Sura 17): \[580 + 106 + 232 = 918\]

We have been given (some knowledge) of every thing (verse 16 of Sura 27): \[468 + 90 + 50 + 310 \text{ (or } 311) = 918 \text{ (or } 919)\]

We have given you the Kawthar (River in Paradise) (verse 1 of Sura 108): 161 \text{ (or } 160) + 757 = 918 \text{ (or } 917)\]

Nabath (we send or resurrect) a Messenger (verse 15 of Sura 17): \[622 + 296 \text{ (or } 297) = 918 \text{ (or } 919)\]

The secret in the Heavens (verse 6 of Sura 25): \[291 + 90 + 537 \text{ (538 or 539)} = 918 \text{ (919 or } 920)\]

We shall show them our Ayat (Signs) in (verse 53 of Sura 41): \[365 + 463 \text{ (462 or } 464) + 90 = 918 \text{ (917 or } 919)\]

To/till the Day of Separation and how would you know what the Day of Separation is? (verses 13-14 of Sura 77): \[86 + 231 + (6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 56 + 231) = 317 + 601 = 918\]

Nihaya (End) of the Roman Empire: \[71 + [504 + 343 \text{ (or } 342)] = 71 + \]
847 (or 846) = 918 (or 917)

The Maseekh (False Messiah) + Awda (Return) of John Paul: 741 + 85 + (54 + 38) = 741 + (85 + 92) = 741 + 177 = 918

Madina (City/State) of the first Maseekh (False Messiah): 109 + (741 + 68) = 109 + 809 = 918

It is forbidden to them for forty (verse 26 of Sura 5): 137 + 293 + 155 + 333 = 918

The End Times, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter the Mosque like (verse 7 of Sura 17): 838 (or 837) + 114 (or 113) + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 = 1918 (1916 or 1917) (equivalent to 918) (1918 is the 1624th Composite Number)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem. Glory to the one who sent in a journey (verse 1 of Sura 17): 1918

The night when it journeys. Is there in that (verses 4 - 5 of Sura 89): 71 + 702 + 270 + 35 + 90 + 750 = 1918

The Rahman (Most Compassionate- Allah) taught the Quran, created the human being, taught him (verses 1 - 4 of Sura 55): 329 + 140 + 382 (or 383) + 730 + 192 (or 193) + 145 = 1918 (1919 or 1920)

Day of return + Island of the Arabs, as it used to be, paradises and rivers (part of a Hadith): (56 + 85) + (225 + 303) + (61 + 471) + [454 (or 453) + 6 + 257] = 141 + [528 + 532 + 717 (or 716)] = 141 + 1777 (or 1776) = 1918 (or 1917)

and the Day the Witnesses rise (or emerge), the Day on which will not benefit the oppressors (verse 51 of Sura 40): 6 + 56 + 156 + 342 (or 341) + 56 + 31 + 210 + 1061 (or 1162) = 1918 (1917 or 1919)

Day of Sawmikom (Your Fasting) + Day of Fitrikom (Your Breaking of Fast) + Day of Nahrikom (Your Slaughter) + Day of Ras Sanatikom (Beginning of your Year): (56 + 196) + (56 + 349) + (56 + 318) + (56 + 261 + 570) = 252 + 405 + 374 + 887 = 1918 (This is a Hadith)
The Sabi wa Al-Oshroon (Twenty Seventh) + Ramadan: (164 + 6 + 657) + 1091 = 827 + 1091 (or 1090) = 1918 (or 1917)

who descended upon his servant the Book, and did not make in it (or him) crookedness. Qaim (Valuable or Title of the Mahdi) to warn (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 18): 741 + 88 + 110 + 81 + 453 + 6 + 70 + 113 + 35 + 80 (or 79) + 151 + 990 = 2918 (or 2917)

And We have brought you seven from the Mathani (twosomes, couples, or pairs) and the Great Quran (verse 87 of Sura 15): 2918 (2916 or 2917) (equivalent to 918) (2918 is the 2495th Composite Number)

You are whom we worship and you are the one from whom we seek support. Guide us to the straight path, the path of those whom you have blessed, other than (verses 5 – 7 of Sura 1): 7918 (7917 or 7919) (7918 is the 6918th Composite Number)

The distance between Medina and the Jerusalem is 918 Km (571 miles or 496 nautical miles).

Ottoman Sultan Abdul Hameed II was the last Sultan to have absolute power and exert autocratic control over the Ottoman State. He refused to allow the establishment of a Jewish State in Palestine. He was born on September 22, 1842 (Shaban 18, 1258 Hijri) (Tishri 18, 5603 Jewish) and died on February 10, 1918 (Rabi Thani 28, 1336 Hijri). Ottoman Abdul Hamid II ascended to the throne following the deposition of his brother Murad on August 31, 1876. The girding of the sword of Osman was a vital ceremony which took place after a sultan's ascension to the throne. Abdul Hamid was girt with the sword of Osman on September 7, 1876 (Shaban 18, 1293 Hijri).

The town of Moscow was first mentioned in Russian chronicles in 1147. In 1328, Moscow became the capital city of the Great Moscow Principality (Russia). Moscow was burned by the Tatars in 1381 and again in 1572. Russia’s Emperor, Peter the Great (Peter I) moved the capital of the Russian Empire from Moscow to St. Petersburg (which he founded in 1703) in 1712. During Napoleon’s invasion of Russia in 1812, a major fire broke out in Moscow. Russian historians say the French army set Moscow on fire while French historians say Russian patriots did it. On March 12, 1918 (Jumada Al-Ula 29, 1336 Hijri), Moscow became the capital of the Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic. On December 30, 1922 (Jumada Al-Ula 11, 1341 Hijri), Moscow became the capital of the U.S.S.R.

On June 4, 1918 (Shaban 24 (or 23), 1336 Hijri) (Sivan 24, 5678 Jewish), Faisal son of Hussein met for the first time Chaim Weizmann (President of the Zionist Organization and who later became the first President of Israel) in Aqaba to discuss the issue of establishment of an Arab state and a Jewish State. After few meetings, an agreement between them was reached on January 3, 1919. Later, Faisal
renounced the agreement after the Arab demand for independence was not accepted and the French and British received mandates over the region.

On September 16, 1918 (Zu Al-Hijja 10, 1336 Hijri) (Tishri 10, 5679 Jewish), the forces of the Allies (made up primarily of British, Australian, Indian forces, with some forces from France and New Zealand) led by Edmund Allenby began their attacks on the Ottoman army in Palestine in what came to be known as **Battle of Megiddo** (where the battle referred to by the Bible as **Battle of Armageddon** is supposed to happen). Starting from 1:00 a.m. on September 19, 1918 (Zu Al-Hijja 13, 1336 Hijri) (Tishri 13, 5679 Jewish), aircrafts of the Allies bombed the telephone exchanges to cut off the communications between the Ottoman headquarters in Nazareth and the Ottoman forces in the battle field and also bombed railway stations. Allenby sought to trap the Ottoman forces, which were encamped and re-grouping on the plains of Megiddo, and block off any escape routes. He aimed to launch a co-ordinated attack with cavalry, infantry, artillery, armoured vehicles and aircraft to annihilate them. As the infantry and artillery closed on the Ottoman forces positions, the forces of the Allies quickly encircled the Ottoman forces, preventing the Ottomans’ escape. The forces of the Allies held aerial and numerical superiority over the Ottoman forces. In Palestine, the British forces captured Beisan and Nazareth on September 20, 1918, Nablus on September 21, 1918, and Haifa and Akka (Acre) on September 23, 1918 (Zu Al-Hijja 17, 1336 Hijri) (Tishri 17, 5679 Jewish). The British forces that participated in the Battle included Indian troops and the 61st Cavalry Regiment of the Indian Army still commemorates this battle of Haifa every year on the September 23 as **Haifa Day**.

The forces of the Allies captured Amman in Jordan on September 25, 1918. Most of the Ottoman forces in Palestine & Jordan were defeated by September 26, 1918. In the entire Battle of Meggido, the Allied forces had inflicted heavy losses on the Ottoman Army of over 25,000 Ottoman soldiers killed, wounded or captured. Victory at Megiddo owed much to the British Army’s horses (as well as donkeys and mules). However, at the end of the war, over 20,000 of these animals were sold locally for food or work as it was cheaper than shipping them home. **Damascus** was captured by the Allies and Arab forces on Tuesday, October 1, 1918 (Zu Hijja 25, 1336 Hijri) and **Hussein bin Ali’s son Faisal** entered Damascus on horseback on Thursday, October 3, 1918. In Lebanon, Allied forces captured **Tyre** on October 4, **Sidon** on October 6, **Beirut** on October 7, and **Tripoli** on October 13, 1918. **Aleppo**, in Northern Syria, was captured by the Allies on October 26, 1918 (Muharram 20, 1337 Hijri). This defeat led the Ottomans to sign the **Armistice of Moudros**, a cease-fire and an informal surrender agreement between the Ottomans and the Allies, on October 30, 1918 (Muharram 24, 1337 Hijri). **Armistice of Moudros** came into effect on October 31, 1918. Based on Armistice of Moudros, **French troops** started the Allies’ occupation of **Istanbul (Constantinople)** on November 12, 1918 (Safar 7, 1337 Hijri), followed by **British troops** on November 13, 1918. The **Allied forces** left Constantinople by October 6, 1923 (Safar 26, 1342 Hijri) (Tishri 26, 5684 Jewish) and the first **Turkish troops** entered the city on the same day.

**World War I** ended on November 11, 1918 (Safar 6, 1337 Hijri).

**Anwar Al-Sadat**, former President of Egypt, was born on December 25, 1918 (Rabi Awwal 21, 1337 Hijri). He was assassinated on October 6, 1981 (Zu Hijja 8, 1401 Hijri) (Tishri 8, 5742 Jewish).

The **total solar eclipse** of June 8, 1918 (Shaban 27 (or 28), 1336 Hijri) crossed the **United States** from Washington State to Florida. This path is roughly similar to the August 21, 2017 (Zu Al-Qada 29, 1438 Hijri) total solar eclipse and was the last time totality crossed the nation from
the Pacific to the Atlantic.

♦  The Akhir (Last) Day (verse 8 of Sura 2): $87 + 832 (or 833) = 919 \text{ (or } 920)\
(919 \text{ is the } 157^{th} \text{ Prime Number})

شدأه الإمام المهدي Caliphat of the Imam Mahdi: $716 (or 715) + (113 + 90) = 716 (or 715) + 203 = 919 (or 918)

جعلناهم خليفة We made them Khalif (Successors or Inheritors) (verse 73 of Sura 10): $199 (or 198) + 720 = 919 (or 918)

من المسجد الحرام إلى المسجد الأقصى From the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): $919$

تتابع العهد Tabut (Ark or Coffin ) of the Covenant: $809 + 110 = 919$

بسلفنا قديس بيتر Basilica of Saint Peter: $133 + 174 + 612 = 919$

الأخير + ماجوج + ماجوج The End Times + Gog and Magog: $837 (or 838) + (23 + 6 + 53) = 837 (or 838) + 82 = 919$

بداية الآخره + فالاخر + البابا Bidaya (Beginning) of the End Times + Gog + The Pope: $[22 + 837 (or 838) + 23] + 37 = 882 + 37 = 919 (or 920)$

بداية الآخره + البابا جان Bidaya (Beginning) of the End Times + Pope Jan (John or Demons): $[22 + 837 (or 838)] + (6 + 54) = 859 (or 860) + 60 = 919 (or 920)$

رجعه المسيح عيسى بن مريم Raj’a (Return) of the Messiah Jesus son of Mary: $278 + 149 + [150 + 52 (or 53) + 290] = 278 + 149 + 492 (or 493) = 919 (or 920)$

حتى يأتي وعد Until the Promise comes ( verse 31 of Sura 13): $919$

الملبكه بالروح من أمره على من The Angels with (or in) the Spirit from his command upon whomever (verse 2 of Sura 16): $[136 (or 137) + 247 + 90 + 246)] + (110 + 90) = 719 (or 720) + 200 = 919 (or 920)$

نبعث رسلنا We send/resurrect a Messenger (verse 15 of Sura 17): $622 + 297 (or 296) = 919 (or 918)$

السر في السماوات The secret in the Heavens (verse 6 of Sura 25): $291 + 90 + 538 (537 or 539) = 919 (918 \text{ or } 920)$

سنريهم عيانا في We shall show them our Ayat (Signs) in (verse 53 of Sura 41): $365 + 464 (462 or 463) + 90 = 919 (917 \text{ or } 918)$
Madina (City/State) of the Maseekh (False Messiah), the Dajjal: 109 + 741 + 69 = 919

We have been given (some knowledge) of every thing (verse 16 of Sura 27): 468 + 90 + 50 + 311 (or 310) = 919 (or 918)

their ears in the (verse 11 of Sura 18): 919 (or 918)

Say: Allah is more knowledgeable regarding how long they remained (verse 26 of Sura 18): 919

Saiqa (Shocking Event) (verse 13 Sura 41) + The United Kingdom (U.K.): 265 + (166 + 488) = 265 + 654 = 919

New Yorkiyeen (New Yorkers) of Manhattan: 372 + 547 = 919

Protestants + Al-Israeliyoon (The Israelites): 1519 + 400 = 1919 (or 1918) (equivalent to 919) (1919 is the 1625th Composite Number)

Except whom He (God) has chosen as a Messenger (verse 27 of Sura 72): 1919 (or 1918) (equivalent to 919)

The Rahman (Most Compassionate- Allah) taught the Quran, created the human being, taught him (verses 1 - 4 of Sura 55): 329 + 140 + 383 (or 382) + 730 + 192 (or 193) + 145 = 1919 (1918 or 1920)

You are whom we worship and you are the one from whom we seek support. Guide us to the straight path, the path of those whom you have blessed, other than (verses 5 – 7 of Sura 1): 7919 (7917 or 7918) (equivalent to 919) (7919 is the 1000th Prime Number)

The Faisal - Weizmann Agreement regarding the establishment of a State, in Palestine, for the Jews that welcomes immigration of Jews from around the World to exist alongside an Arab State was signed on January 3, 1919 (Rabi Thani 1, 1337 Hijri) (Shevat 2, 5679 Jewish), by Faisal (son of Hussein bin Ali, King of Hijaz), and Chaim Weizmann representing the Zionist Organization. The boundaries of the two states were to be determined by a special commission after the Paris Peace Conference.

The Paris Peace Conference, also known as Versailles Peace Conference, was the meeting of the Allied victors, following the end of World War I to set the peace terms for the defeated Central Powers following the armistices of 1918. It took place in Paris during 1919 and involved diplomats from more than 32 countries and nationalities. The major decisions made during this conference included the creation of the League of Nations. Paris Peace Conference opened on January 18, 1919 (Rabi Thani 17, 1337 Hijri) (Shevat 17, 5679 Jewish) and ended on January 21, 1920 (Rabi Thani 29, 1338 Hijri) (Shevat 1, 5680 Jewish), with the inaugural General Assembly of the
League of Nations.

Mustafa Kemal Atatürk landed in Samsun on May 19, 1919 (May 6, 1919 Julian) (Shaban 19, 1337 Hijri) (Iyar 19, 5679 Jewish) (242,2097.5th or 242,2098th Julian Day). May 19, 1919 is May 19 in both Rumi and Gregorian calendars because after January 1, 1918, the days became the same in both calendars. Turkey designates Atatürk’s date of birth as May 19, 1881 Gregorian (Jumada Thania 19, 1298 Hijri) (Iyar 20, 5641 Jewish) (2408,219.5th Julian Day). Today, May 19 is an annual national holiday in Turkey, called “Commemoration of Atatürk, Youth and Sports Day”.

The Treaty of Versailles was one of the peace treaties at the end of World War I. It ended the state of war between Germany and the Allied Powers. It was signed on June 28, 1919 (Ramadan 29, 1337 Hijri) (Sivan 30, 5679 Jewish), exactly five years after the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand on June 28, 1914.

On September 10, 1919 (Zu Al-Hijja 14, 1337 Hijri) (Elul 15, 5679 Jewish), around the end of World War I, the Treaty of Saint-Germain-en-Laye was signed, at the Château de Saint-Germain-en-Laye (19 Km west of Paris, France), between the victorious Allies on the one hand and Austria on the other. The treaty declared that the Austro-Hungarian Empire was to be dissolved. The new Republic of Austria, consisting of most of the German-speaking Danubian and Alpine provinces in former Cisleithania, recognized the independence of: Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Poland, and the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, which used to be part of the Austrian Empire. The treaty included war reparations of large sums of money that had to be paid by Austria to the Allies. The treaty became effective on July 16, 1920.

He saw from the Ayat (Signs) of his Lord (verse 18 of Sura 53): \(211 + 90 + 412 = 920\) (919 or 921)

The Angels with (or in) the Spirit from his command upon whomever (verse 2 of Sura 16): \([137 + (136) + 247 + 90 + 246] + (110 + 90) = 720\) (or 719) + 200 = 920 (or 919)

You shall be elated/elevated (of arrogance & haughtiness) to a high elevation. (verses 4 - 5 of Sura 17): 920

Fourteenth + Ailul (September): \((273 + 570) + 77 = 843 + 77 = 920\)

Tenth + Muharram + 61: \((571 + 288) + 61 = 859 + 61 = 920\)

(Al-Hussein, Prophet Mohammad (p)’s grandson, was martyred on the Muharram 10, 61 Hijri)

Zikr (Remembrance or Mention) (verse 9 of Sura 62): 920

Promise of the Khuruj (coming out): \(80 + 840 = 920\)

Promise of the Tabut (Coffin or Ark): \(80 + 840 = 920\)

Raj’a (Return) of the Messiah Jesus son of Mary: \(278 + 149 + [150 + 53 (or 52) + 290] = 278 + 149 + 493 (or 492) = 920\) (or 919)

The Rahman (Most Compassionate) taught the Quran, created the human being, taught him (verses 1 - 4 of Sura 55): \(329 + 140 + 383 + 730 + 193 (or 192) + 145 = 1920\) (or 1919)

Ramadan that was descended (verse 185 of Sura 2): \(1091 + (741 + 88) = 1091 + 829 = 1920\)

Al-Sabi wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Seventh) + Ramadan: \([163 \ (or \ 164) + 6 + 661] + 1090 (or 1091) = 830 \ (or \ 831) + 1090 \ (or \ 1091) = 1920\) \(1921\ \text{or} \ 1922\)

Germany’s Ijtyiah (Invasion) of Luxembourg: \(423 + (133 + 1364) = 423 + 1497 = 1920\)

 promise of The Hijriya (Hijri) Year 1440: \(80 + (146 + 254) + 1440 = 80 + 400 + 1440 = 1920\) (This refers to 1440 Hijri)

Lunar Year + 1440: \(115 + 365 + 1440 = 1920\) (This refers to Lunar year 1440 Hijri)

Istanbul was invaded on March 16, 1920.
On April 23, 1920 (Shaban 5, 1338 Hijri) (Iyar 5, 5680 Jewish), the Grand National Assembly of Turkey was established.

On April 24, 1920 (Shaban 4, 1338 Hijri) (Iyar 5, 5680 Jewish), at the Conference of San Remo, a draft of an agreement among the the Allies to award the Mandate over Palestine to Britain was done. On the next day, April 25, 1920 (Shaban 5, 1338 Hijri) (Iyar 6, 5680 Jewish), was finalized and approved. The revised final draft of the British Mandate (including Transjordan) was forwarded to the League of Nations and was announced by League of Nations on July 22, 1922 (Zu Al-Qada 26, 1340 Hijri) (Tammuz 26, 5682 Jewish). The draft of the British Mandate for Palestine was approved by the League of Nations on July 24, 1922 (Zu Al-Qada 28, 1340 Hijri) (Tammuz 28, 5682 Jewish) (2423,259.5th Julian Day).

Pope John Paul II was born on Tuesday, May 18, 1920 Gregorian (May 5, 1920 Julian) (Shaban 29, 1338 Hijri) (Sivan 1, 5680 Jewish) (2422,462.5th Julian Day). Pope John Paul II visited Israel on March 21 – 26, 2000. He went to the Western Wall on Sunday, March 26, 2000 (Zu Hijja 20, 1420 Hijri) (Adar 19, 5760 Jewish) (2451,629.5th or 2451,630th Julian Day) and slipped a note into a crevice between the stones of the Wall, hand-signed " Johannes Paulus II ". On May 6, 2001 (Safar 12, 1422 Hijri) (Iyar 13, 5761 Jewish) (2452,035.5th Julian Day), during a trip to Syria, Pope John Paul II became the first pope to enter a mosque when he entered the Umawi Mosque in Damascus to visit the relics of Prophet Yahya (John the Baptist). Pope John Paul II died on Saturday at 9:37 p.m. Rome Time, April 2, 2005 (Safar 22, 1426 Hijri) (Adar II 22, 5765 Jewish Calendar) (2453,462.5th Julian Day), meaning eve of April 3, 2005 (Safar 23, 1426 Hijri). Pope John Paul II was buried in the grotto beneath Saint Peter’s Basilica on April 8, 2005 (Safar 28, 1426 Hijri).

On July 11, 1920, King Faisal bin Hussein, head of the Syrian Arab Kingdom (which was established by King Faisal on March 8, 1920) sent the following telegram to the various Consulates in Damascus for transmission to their Governments:

“Following the massing of French troops on the border between the eastern and western zones in Syria and the creation of military bases in preparation for war, General Gouraud declared that he had conditions that he wanted me to fulfill. These conditions - up to now I've read unofficially only a part of them - plainly aim at the destruction of our national sovereignty. Insofar as he made any statements, the General said that he would place obstacles in the way of my trip to Paris unless his demands were met and that the French Government would refuse to discuss the Syrian case with me if I didn’t go through the western zone en route. I have the honor to call the attention of the Allied Powers and the League of Nations to this act and request that they intervene to prevent Syria’s yielding to force and becoming a victim of the militaristic spirit, the annihilation of which was the major objective of the Great War. I am relying on the fairness of the Allies to avert bloodshed and the total ruination of this country which sacrificed so much in their behalf. I ask you to form an Allied arbitration commission to review General Gouraud's demands. My people and I pledge ourselves in advance to accept and abide by the decisions of this board.”

In response, an ultimatum was issued, on July 14, 1920, by Commander of the French Forces, General Henri Gouraud, to government of the Syrian Arab Kingdom to surrender or fight which was accepted on July 20, 1920 by the Syrian government. However, early in the morning of July 24, 1920 (Zu Al-Qada 9, 1338 Hijri) (Av 9, 5680 Jewish Calendar) (2422,529.5th Julian Day), French forces
broke a **truce**, attacked and defeated the Arab forces of led by Yusuf Al-Azma, Minister of War, in the **Battle of Maysalun** (a strategic hilly location about 12 miles west of Damascus, overlooking a valley used as a passage to Damascus). French forces had captured **Aleppo** without a fight, on **July 23, 1920**, and after their victory at Maysalun, the French troops besieged and captured **Damascus** on **July 25, 1920**. Then, General Gouraud reportedly went to the tomb of Salah Eddin Al-Ayyubi (who defeated the Crusaders and liberated Jerusalem in 1187 AD), adjacent to the Umawi Mosque in Damascus, kicked it, and said: "*Wake up, Salah Eddin. We have returned. My presence here consecrates victory of the Cross over the Crescent.*" General **Henri Gouraud** was born on **November 17, 1867** (Rajab 19, 1284 Hijri) (Heshvan 19, 5628 Jewish) and died on **September 16, 1946** (Shawwal 19, 1365 Hijri) (Elul 20, 5706 Jewish).

Following the **Paris Peace Conference**, France was awarded a **Mandate** over Syria and Lebanon, under which the definition of Lebanon was still to be set by France. On **August 3, 1920** (Zu Al-Qada 19, 1338 Hijri), the French High Commissioner for Syria and Lebanon, General Gouraud, at Grand Kadri Hotel in Zahle, proclaimed the intent of the French authorities to create a Greater Lebanon, by adding, to Mount Lebanon, several regions from Syria. On **August 24, 1920** (Zu Al-Hijja 10, 1338 Hijri) (Elul 10, 5680 Jewish), French Prime Minister Alexandre Millerand wrote to Lebanese Maronite Archbishop Khoury: "*Your country's claims regarding the Bekaa, that you mentioned to me, have been granted. Based on instructions from the French government, General Gouraud proclaimed, at Zahle's Grand Kadri Hotel, the incorporation into Lebanon of the territory that extends up to the summit of the Anti-Lebanon mountain range and of Mount Hermon.*" On **August 31, 1920** (Zu Hijja 16, 1338 Hijri), General Gouraud, officially proclaimed the **formation of Greater Lebanon** by annexing, to Mount Lebanon, several regions from Syria, that included the cities of Beirut, Tripoli, Sidon, Tyre, Baalbak and Zahle.

On **September 23, 1920** (Muharram 10, 1339 Hijri), General Henri Gouraud issued another decree establishing the "**State of the Alawites.**"

**Treaty of Sevres in France** was signed on **August 10, 1920** (Zu Al-Qada 25 (or 26), 1338 Hijri) between the Ottoman Empire and the Allies, following the defeat of the Ottoman Empire in **World War I.** In this treaty, the Ottoman Empire was forced to renounce all non-Turkish lands that used to be part of the Ottoman Empire. The terms Treaty of Sevres were considered so harsh that the treaty was never ratified by the Ottoman Empire because of the rise to power of Mustafa Kemal Atatürk and his opposition to it. Thus, the treaty became obsolete. Later, it was replaced by **Treaty of Lausanne** which was signed on **July 23, 1923** (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1341 Hijri).

The Crusaders captured Jerusalem on Friday, **July 15, 1099 AD** Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri). From **1099 AD** till **2019 AD** (possible Beginning of End Times), there are **920 years.**

♦ جاء وعد العلامات الكبرى Promise of the Major Signs comes: \( (5 + 80) + (573 + 263) = 85 + 836 = 921 \) (921 = 3 x 307) (921 is the 763\(^{rd}\) Composite Number) \( (1107 \text{ is the } 921^{st} \text{ Composite Number}) \) \( (5668 \text{ is the } 4921^{st} \text{ Composite Number}) \)
Akhir (End) of life of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 801 (or 802) + 24 + 96 = **921 (or 922)**

Bidaya (Beginning) of Akhir (End) of Zaman (Time): 22 + [801 (or 802) + 98 (or 97)] = 22 + 899 (898 or 900) = **921 (920 or 922)**

Al-Iftitah (The Opening): **921**

the Youths (verse 10 of Sura 18): **921**

the Youths to the Cave, then they said: (verse 10 of Sura 18): 526 + 41 + 136 + 218 (or 217) = **921 (or 920)**

An youmrowa Musajid Allah shudin to visit Mosques of Allah, bearing witness (verse 17 of Sura 9): 51 + 327 + 108 (or 107) + 66 + 369 (or 370) = **921 (920 or 922)**

Zabh (Slaughter) of Ismael: 710 + 211 (or 212) = **921 (or 922)**

The People about the Hour. Say: the knowledge of it is with The Youths: **921**

one who has a brain (verse 5 of Sura 89): 710 + 211 = **921**

The Tenth + The Muharram : 602 + 319 = **921**

The Autumn (or Fall): **921** (The Autumn Season starts on the Day of Autumn Equinox, meaning September 22 or 23.)

Day of equality of the Night + the Day: 56 + (477 + 101 + 287) = 56 + 865 = **921** (This refers to Day of the Equinox)

Day of Nihaya (End) Fatra (Period) of the pregnancy: 56 + [71 + (685 + 109)] = 56 + (71 + 794) = 56 + 865 = **921**

the Sun and the Moon are united (verse 9 of Sura 75): 113 + (431 + 6 + 371) = **921**

taken into account and the Star and the trees prostrate (verse 5 - 6 of Sura 55): **921**

The Promised Day and a Witness and a Witnessed (verse 2 - 3 of Sura 85): 87 + (6 + 157 + 6 + 310 + 6 + 355) = 87 + 834 = **921**

Madhain (have passed): 21 + 900 = **921**

The Rock: **921**
 För Sachen, Khurasani: 921

Day of Istirdad (Re-capture) of the Quds (Jerusalem): 56 + (670 + 195) = 56 + 865 = 921

Day of the Nuclear Karitha (Disaster): 56 + (757 + 108) = 56 + 865 = 921

Day of Torment of the Jaheem (Hell): 56 + (773 + 92) = 56 + 865 = 921

Kharab (Devastation) of English People: 803 + 118 = 921

Khusf (Collapse) of China: 740 + 181 = 921

He saw from the Ayat (Signs) of his Lord (verse 18 of Sura 53): 211 + 90 + 413 (411 or 412) + 207 = 921 (919 or 920)

The End Times + The Jinn (demons): 837 + 84 = 921

Kingdom of England + The Jinn (demons): (135 + 702) + 84 = 837 + 84 = 921

The Book and the Furqan (verse 53 of Sura 2): 453 (or 454) + 6 + 462 = 921 (or 922)

descended upon Abdihi (his worshipper or servant) the Book, And did not make (verse 1 of Sura 18): 88 + 110 + 81 + 453 (or 454) + 6 + 70 + 113 = 921 (or 922)

O the one unto whom the Zikr (Quran or Message) has been descended (verse 6 of Sura 15): 1921 (or 1922) (equivalent to 921)

Then, you will be resurrected on Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection) (verse 16 of Sura 23): 1921 (= 17 x 113) (1921 is the 1627th Composite Number) (2257 is the 1921st Composite Number)

a continually (or an always) ominous day, pulling out people as if they are collapsed trunks of Palm trees (verses 19 - 20 of Sura 54): 2921 (equivalent to 921) (= 23 x 127) (2921 is the 2498th Composite Number)

On July 23, 1921, Chinese Communist Party was founded. Twelve individuals, 10 Chinese and two Soviet organizers, attended the party’s founding congress in Shanghai.

The Grand National Assembly of Turkey (GNAT) adopted the first constitution on January 20, 1921.
Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17): \(5 + 80 + 837\) (or \(838\)) = 922 (or 923) (2 x 461) (922 is the 764th Composite Number) (1108 is the 922nd Composite Number) (2922 is the 2499th Composite Number) (3401 is the 2922nd Composite Number)

Akhir (End) of life of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 802 (or 801) + 24 + 96 = 922 (or 921)

Day of Akhir (End) of Dunya (World before the End Times): 56 + [801 (or 802) + 65] = 56 + 866 (or 867) = 922 (or 923)

Bidaya (Beginning) of Akhir (End) of Zaman (Time): 22 + [802 (or 801) + 98 (or 97)] = 22 + 900 (898 or 899) = 922 (920 or 921)

Zabh (Slaughter) of Ismael: 710 + 212 (or 211) = 922 (or 921)

Day of Promise of the Mazbaha (Massacre): 56 + (80 + 786) = 56 + 866 = 922

Azar (March) + 20 = 902 + 20 = 922 (March 20 is day of Spring Equinox)

Day of the Tasawi (equality) + the Night + the Day: 56 + (508 + 71 + 287) = 56 + 866 = 922 (This refers to Day of the Equinox) (This refers to Day of the Equinox. The Spring Equinox usually occurs on March 20 or 21. The Autumn Equinox usually occurs on September 22 or 23)

Day of Independence of Bulgaria: 56 + (622 + 244) = 56 + 866 = 922 (Bulgaria unilaterally declared its independence from the Ottoman empire on September 22, 1908)

He said: I am Messenger of Lord of the Universe (verse 46 of Sura 43): 131 + 61 + 296 + 202 + 232 = 922

We sent Moses with our Ayat (Signs) (verse 46 of Sura 43) (verse 23 of Sura 40): 342 + 116 + 464 (or 465) = 922 (or 923)

Two Signs. Then, We erased (or annihilated) Aya (Sign) of the Night and We made Aya (Sign) (verse 12 of Sura 17): 922 (or 921 or 920)

Created the human (verse 2 of Sura 96) & (verse 3 of Sura 55): 730 + 192 (or 193) = 922 (or 923)

Creation of the human: 730 + 192 (or 193) = 922 (or 923)

He created you from water: 790 + 90 + 42 = 922
Except those who believed (verse 3 of Sura 103): $32 + 791 + 99 = 922$

The Dhaleen (Mis-Guided) (verse 7 of Sura 1): $922$

22 Madhain (have passed): $22 + 900 = 922$

The Hour is coming. There is no doubt about it. (verse 7 of Sura 22): $167 + [416 (or 417) + 31 + 212 + 96] = 167 + 755 (or 756) = 922 (or 923)$

And We (God) have not made People (or Guardians) of the (Hell) Fire, except Angels and We (God) have not made (verse 31 of Sura 74): $6 + [41 + 154 + 101 (or 102) + 282 + 32 + 105 (or 106)] + 6 + (41 + 154) = 6 + [715 (716 or 717) + 6 + 195] = 6 + 916 (917 or 918) = 922 (923 or 924)$

Two months of Eid that shall not be diminished (This is part of a Hadith reported in Bukhari & Muslim): $(506 + 84) + (31 + 301) = 590 + 332 = 922$

Fat’h (Opening or Conquest) of the Quds (Jerusalem) + Palestine: $488 + (195 + 239) = 488 + 434 = 922$

The Qiyama (Resurrection) + The Hour + The Mahdi, Prince of the Mumineen (Believers): $187 + 54 + [(90 + (251 + 227))] = 187 + [54 + (90 + 478)] = 187 + (54 + 681) = 187 + 735 = 922$

The Qiyama (Resurrection) + Jan (John) + The Imam Mahdi, Prince of the Mumineen (Believers): $187 + 54 + [(113 + 90) + (251 + 227)] = 187 + 54 + (203 + 478) = 187 + (54 + 681) = 187 + 735 = 922$

The End Times + The Jan (Jinn- demons): $837 + 85 = 922$

Kingdom of England + The Jan (Jinn- demons): $(135 + 702) + 85 = 837 + 85 = 922$

The Qazaif (Mortar Shells): $922$

O Adam: Inhabit you and your spouse the Janna (Paradise or Garden) and eat from it (verse 35 of Sura 2): $922 (or 923)$

Bid’a (Beginning) of the Intiha (End) + Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Pope John Paul: $(7 + 489) + (5 + 80 + 212) + (37 + 54 + 38) = 496 + 297 + 129 = 922$
Bid'a (Beginning) of the Intiha (End) + Promise of my Lord comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Dajjal Gog + The Pope: \((7 + 489) + (5 + 80 + 212) + (69 + 23) + 37 = 496 + 297 + 92 + 37 = 922\)

Fall of the Caliphate: \(175 + 747\) (or 746) = 922 (or 921)

The Mahdi + Awda (Return) of the Caliphate: \((90 + 85) + 747\) (or 746) = 922 (or 921)

The Book and the Furqan (verse 53 of Sura 2): 454 (or 453) + 462 = 922 (or 921)

descended upon Abdihi (his worshipper or servant) the Book, and did not make (verse 1 of Sura 18): 88 + 110 + 81 + 454 (or 453) + 6 + 70 + 113 = 922 (or 921)

O the one unto whom the Zikr (Quran or Message) has been descended (verse 6 of Sura 15): 1922 (or 1921)

Approach of Adam + Tree of the Khuld (Eternity or Immortality) (verse 120 of Sura 20): 704 + 45 (or 46) + (508 + 665) + 1173 = 1922 (or 1923)

Al-Sabi wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Seventh) + Ramadan: (164 + 6 + 661) + 1091 = 831 + 1091 = 1922 (equivalent to 922)

Timur (Mongol Emperor) + Majzara (Massacre) of Baghdad: 656 + (255 + 1011) = 656 + 1266 = 1922

Yoseph (Joseph) to his father: O My Father, I saw eleven planets (verse 4 of Sura 12): 156 + 48 + 11 + 403 + 61 + 611 + 13 + 570 + 49 = 1922

We command its well-off people, yet they do evil deeds in it, so our punishment becomes due upon it (verse 16 of Sura 17): 1922

In fact, they rejected the Haq (True/Right) when he came to them, so shall come to them the news (verse 5 of Sura 6): 1922 (or 1923)

stay up the night (in prayers), except for a little while, half of it or decrease the period a little, or increase it (a little) and recite (verse 2 - 4 of Sura 73): 1922

Those who Sa’aw (moved or strived) in our Ayat (signs) miraculously. Those are People of the Jaheem (Hell). And We have not sent a Messenger before you and not (verse 51 of Sura 22): 791 + 137 + 90 + 464 (or 463) + 180 + 67 + 101 + 92 = 1922 (or 1921)

And We said, after him, to Bani (Children of) Israel: Inhabit the Land (verse 104 of Sura 17): 6 + 181 + 90 + 81 + 92 + 302 (or 303) + 138 + 1032 = 1922
(or 1923) (equivalent to 922) (1922 is the 1628th Composite Number) (2258 is the 1922nd Composite Number)

أتاتورک + الإلغاء + سلطنته عثمانية: 1028 + 1064 + (154 + 676) = 1028 + 1064 + 830 = 2922 (equivalent to 1922) (Ataturk abolished the Ottoman Sultanate on November 1, 1922)

جوامع وعده يوم بداية المرحلة الأولى من الآخر + 1440 Promise of Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of the first Marhala (Phase or Period) of the End Times has arrived + 1440: [5 + 80 + 56 + 22 + 314 + 78 + 90 + 837 (or 838)] + 1440 = 1482 (or 1483) + 1440 = 2922 (or 2923)

انزلت في ليلة القدر وما أدرك ما ليلة القدر ليلة القدر خير من ألف شهر تنزل الملوكه و have descended him/it in Night of the Qadr and how would you know what the Night of Qadr is. The Night of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels descend and (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): [143 (or 144) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226 ] + (41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136) + 6 = [916 (or 917) + 3000] + 6 = 3916 (or 3917) + 6 = 3922 (or 3923) (equivalent to 922) (3922 is the 3378th Composite Number)

السنة 5776 The Year 5776: 146 + 5776 = 5922

Area codes 922 and 923 are not assigned in the U.S.

Jerusalem was sacked by the army of the Egyptian Pharaoh Sheshonk I in 922 BC.

The Ottomans decisively defeated the Mamluks in Battle of Marj Dabiq, about 40 km north of Aleppo, Syria on August 23 (or 24), 1516 AD (Rajab 25 (or 26), 922 Hijri). Damascus surrendered to the Ottomans on September 27, 1516 (Ramadan 1, 922 Hijri). The Ottomans entered Jerusalem on December 28, 1516 AD Julian (Zu Al-Hijja 4, 922 Hijri) (Tevet 4, 5277 Jewish). The Ottoman Sultan Salim I entered Jerusalem on December 30, 1516 (Zu Al-Hijja 6, 922 Hijri). After a battle near Gaza in which the Mamluks were defeated, he entered Gaza on January 2 (or 3), 1517 (Zu Al-Hijja 9 (or 10), 922 Hijri). The Ottomans defeated the Mamluks in the Battle of Ridaniya, near Cairo, on January 23, 1517 (Zu Al-Hijja 29, 922 Hijri) and entered Cairo few days later and put an end to the Mamluk Sultanate.

Isaac Rabin (former Prime Minister of Israel) was born on March 1, 1922 (Rajab 1, 1340 Hijri) (Adar 1, 5682 Jewish) and was assassinated on November 4, 1995 (Jumada Thania 10, 1416 Hijri) (Heshvan 10, 5756 Jewish).

Jamal Pasha, the Ottoman governor of Greater Syria, hanged prominent activists and intellectuals, opposed to his oppressive rule, in both Damascus and Beirut, on May 6, 1916 (Rajab 3, 1334 Hijri) (Iyar 3, 5676 Jewish) (2420,989.5th Julian Day). In commemoration of this event, May 6 is celebrated annually as the Martyrs’ Day in Syria and Lebanon. He is referred to as the Jazzar (Butcher or Slaughterer). He was born on May 6, 1872 (Safar 27, 1289 Hijri). He was killed on July 21, 1922 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1340 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5682 Jewish) (2423,256.5th Julian Day).
The March on Rome was a march by which Italian dictator Benito Mussolini's National Fascist Party came to power in the Kingdom of Italy. The march took place from October 22 to October 29, 1922. King of Italy handed power to Mussolini on October 28, 1922. Mussolini was asked to form his cabinet on October 29, 1922 (Rabi Awwal 8, 1341 Hijri) while some 25,000 Blackshirt-Fascists were parading in Rome.

On February 28, 1922, Egypt is declared a sovereign state by Britain. On March 16, 1922, Sultan Faud appoints himself King of Egypt and thus Egypt achieves independence.

On April 25, 1920 (Shaban 5, 1338 Hijri) (Iyar 6, 5680 Jewish), at the Conference of San Remo, the Allies awarded the Mandate over Palestine to Britain. The revised final draft of the British mandate (including Transjordan) was forwarded to the League of Nations and was announced by League of Nations on July 22, 1922 (Zu Al-Qada 26, 1340 Hijri) (Tammuz 26, 5682 Jewish).

On September 21, 1922, U.S. President Warren G. Harding signed the joint Congressional resolution that was adopted earlier by the Senate and House of Representatives, supporting the establishment a Jewish National Home in Palestine.

On August 30, 1922 (Muharram 6, 1341 Hijri), the Greek army of 200,000 soldiers was defeated at the Battle of Dumlupinar, with half of its soldiers captured or slain. This date is celebrated as Victory Day, a national holiday in Turkey. On September 9, 1922 (Muharram 16, 1341 Hijri) (Elul 16, 5682 Jewish), the Kemal Ataturk’s Turkish army entered Izmir (Smyrna) (the wealthiest of Ottoman cities) and liberated it from the Greek occupation which started on May 15, 1919.
British troops began to occupy the key buildings of the Ottoman Sultanate in Constantinople and arrest nationalists after the establishment of military rule on the night of March 15, 1920. Britain officially dismissed the Ottoman Sultanate’s parliament on March 16, 1920 and restored it on September 9, 1922 (Muharram 16, 1341 Hijri) (Elul 16, 5682 Jewish) to the Ankara Turkish Government.

The Turkish forces of Mustafa Kemal Ataturk defeated and expelled the Greek forces from Anatolia in September 1922. A revolution in Greece overthrew the Greek monarchy on September 27, 1922. Italy and French moved toward not confronting the national liberation movement of Turkey. Mudanya Armistice between Turkey, on the one hand, and Italy, France, and Britain, on the other hand, was signed on October 11, 1922. All of these developments left Britain in a bad position. On October 19, 1922 (Safar 27, 1341 Hijri), the government of Lloyd George in Britain collapsed and Lloyd George resigned as Prime Minister for mishandling the Turkish crisis.

On October 19, 1922 (Safar 27, 1341 Hijri), Refet Bele Pasha, an army commander and representative of the Ankara Turkish Government loyal to Kemal Ataturk, arrived to Istanbul with a small armed force to gradually take over the administration of the city. They were greeted with a welcoming reception by the people of Istanbul. He met Ottoman Sultan Mohammad VI (also known as Waheed Eddeen), who had nothing left to do but abide by the decisions of the government in Ankara. Soon after this meeting, on November 1, 1922 (Rabi Awwal 11, 1341 Hijri) (Heshvan 10, 5683 Jewish) (2423,359.5th or 2423,360th Julian Day) (474, 921st or 474,922nd Hijri Day), the Ottoman Sultanate was separated from the Caliphate and the Sultanate was abolished. The abolition of the Ottoman Sultanate effectively ended the Ottoman Empire, which had lasted since 1299.

On November 11, 1922, at the Conference of Lausanne, the Government in Ankara was recognized. On the morning of November 17, 1922 (Rabi Awwal 27, 1341 Hijri) (Heshvan 26, 5683 Jewish), the 36th and last Ottoman Sultan Mohammad VI, after having obtained asylum from Britain, left the Dolmabahce Palace in Istanbul on board the British ship Malaya and went for his exile initially to Malta which was ruled by Britain, and later moved to San Remo on the Italian Riviera where he lived till he died on May 16, 1926 (Zu Al-Qada 3, 1344 Hijri). Turkey refused to allow him to be buried in Turkey. So, his corpse remained several months in Italy. Finally, Syria agreed to allow him to be buried in Syria. His coffin was transported to Beirut and then to Damascus where he was buried on February 21, 1927 (Shaban 19, 1345 Hijri) in a historic mosque built by the Ottomans. President of Syria attended his burial ceremony. Mohammad VI was born on January 14, 1861 (Rajab 3, 1277 Hijri). He was a brother of Sultan Abd-Al-Hamid II and a descendant of Mohammad II who conquered Constantinople on May 29, 1453.

After most of Ireland left the union on December 6, 1922 (Rabi Thani 16, 1341 Hijri), the name of United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland was amended on April 12, 1927 (Shawwal 9, 1345 Hijri) to the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.

On March 12, 1918 (Jumada Al-Ula 29, 1336 Hijri), Moscow became the capital of the Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic. On December 30, 1922 (Jumada Al-Ula 11, 1341 Hijri), Moscow became the capital of the USSR.

Comet Hale – Bopp was discovered after midnight, in the early hours of July 23, 1995 (Safar 25, 1416 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5755 Jewish Calendar) (2449,922nd Julian Day) independently by two
observers in the U.S., Alan Hale in New Mexico and Thomas Bopp in Arizona. Comet Hale – Bopp was perhaps the most widely observed comet of the 20th century and one of the brightest seen for many decades. It was visible, to the naked eye, for a record 18 months, twice as long as the previous record holder, the Great Comet of 1811. Hale–Bopp became visible to the naked eye in May 1996.

Hale–Bopp had its closest approach to Earth on March 22, 1997. As it passed perihelion on April 1, 1997 (Zu Al-Qada 23, 1417 Hijri) the comet developed into a spectacular sight. It shone brighter than any star in the sky except Sirius, and its dust tail stretched 40–45 degrees across the sky. The comet was visible well before the sky got fully dark each night, and while many great comets are very close to the Sun as they pass perihelion, comet Hale–Bopp was visible all night to northern hemisphere observers. The last naked-eye observations were reported in the Southern Hemisphere in December 1997, which meant that the comet had remained visible without aid for 569 days, or about 18 and a half months.

Pope Benedict XV (real name was: Giacomo Paolo Giovanni Battista della Chiesa) was born on November 21, 1854 (Safar 29, 1271 Hijri) and died on January 2, 1922 (Rabi Thani 2, 1341 Hijri). He served as Pope from September 3, 1914 (Shawwal 12, 1332 Hijri) until his death in 1922.

8 years are equal to 417 weeks + 3 days, meaning 2922 days (equivalent to 922) (= 2 x 3 x 487) (2922 is the 2499th Composite Number) (3401 is the 2922nd Composite Number)

The following historical events happened around 922nd – 923rd Julian Day:

(a) The Fourth Crusade siege of Constantinople started on April 8, 1204 (Shaban 6, 600 Hijri) (Iyar 6, 4964 Jewish) (2160,916.5th or 2160,917th Julian Day) and ended by conquering it on April 12, 1204 (Shaban 10, 600 Hijri) (Iyar 10, 4964 Jewish) (2160,921.5 or 2160,922nd Julian Day).

(b) At night, on January 25, 1938 (Zu Al-Qada 23, 1356 Hijri) (Shevat 23, 5698 Jewish) (2428,923.5 Julian Day), a strange display of lights (accompanied by a crackling sound, attributable to discharges of atmospheric energy) was visible across Europe and North America. Many people thought, it was fire, war, or End of the World. Telephone systems were tied up, wire services were disrupted, and all trans-atlantic radio communication was down until nearly midnight. This phenomenon is regarded as fulfillment of the sign that will precede the Second World War mentioned in the Second Secret revealed to the 3 children in Fatima, Portugal:

(c) On January 31, 1990 (Rajab 5, 1410 Hijri) (Shevat 5, 5750 Jewish) (2447,922.5th Julian Day), Dr. Rashad Khalifa (who pointed the significance of no. 19 and later claimed to be a Messenger of God) was stabbed to death in Arizona.

(d) Comet Hale – Bopp was discovered after midnight, in the early hours of July 23, 1995 (Safar 25, 1416 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5755 Jewish Calendar) (2449,922nd Julian Day)

(e) On Monday, September 22, 2014 (Zu Al-Qada 27, 1435 Hijri) (Elul 27, 5774 Jewish), the first day of the academic year, Turkey announced allowing girls to wear Hijab in public schools for the first time since Kemal Ataturk banned wearing the Hijab. September 22, 2014 is
2456, 922.5th Julian Day. In addition, September 22 can be perfectly symbolized by 922 because it is the 22nd day of the 9th month. Turkey's lifting the ban on Hijab represents Turkey's return to Islam and may serve as a sign the beginning of the End Times is approaching.

(f) On Tuesday, September 23, 2014 (Zu Al-Qada 28, 1435 Hijri) (Elul 28, 5774 Jewish) (2456, 923.5th Julian Day) at 3:30 a.m. local time in Syria [September 22, 2014 (Zu Al-Qada 27, 1435 Hijri) at 8:30 p.m. Eastern Time in the U.S.], an international coalition of countries (including some Arab countries) started airstrikes against ISIS in Syria.

The following historical events happened around 922nd – 923rd Hijri Day:

(a) The first apparition of Virgin Mary by the 3 children in Fatima, Portugal happened on May 13, 1917 (Rajab, 21, 1335 Hijri) (Iyar 21, 5677 Jewish) (2421,361.5th Julian Day) (472, 923rd Hijri Day).

(b) On November 1, 1922 (Rabi Awwal 11, 1341 Hijri) (Heshvan 10, 5683 Jewish) (2423,359.5th or 2423,360th Julian Day) (474, 921st or 474,922nd Hijri Day), the Ottoman Sultanate was separated from the Caliphate and the Sultanate was abolished.

♦ جاء وعد الآخرة Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17): 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) = 923 (or 922) (923 is the 765th Composite Number) (1110 is the 923rd Composite Number) (7219 is the 923rd Prime Number) (5923 is the 778th Prime Number) (9923 is the 1223rd Prime Number)

المجيء + الباخرة The Maji (Coming or Arrival) + The Bakhira (Ship): 84 (or 85) + 839 (or 838) = 923 (922 or 924)

يوم آخر دنيا Day of Akhir (End) of Dunya (World before the End Times): 56 + [802 (or 801) + 65] = 56 + 867 (or 866) = 923 (or 922)

خلق الإنسان Created the human (verse 2 of Sura 96) & (verse 3 of Sura 55): 730 + 193 (or 192) = 923 (or 922)

خلق الإنسان Creation of the human: 730 + 193 (or 192) = 923 (or 922)

الساعة عاته لا ريب فيها The Hour is coming. There is no doubt about it. (verse 7 of Sura 22): 167 + 417 + 31 + 212 (or 211) + 96 = 923 (or 922)

انشقاقة القمر Inshiqaq (Split-up or Act causing a crack) of the Moon: 552 + 371 = 923

ذلك إلا بالحق That except in the Haq (verse 5 of Sura 10): 750 + 32 + 141 = 923
a Caliphate based on Minhaj (Style or Model) of: 715 (or 716) + 110 + 98
(or 99) = **923 (924 or 925)**  (This is part of a Hadith about the Caliphate in the End Times and the Mahdi who will serve as a Caliph)

The Hour + The Caliph: **167 + 756 = 923**

The Hour + Son of Fatima (The Mahdi is a descendant of Fatima, Prophet Mohammad(p)'s daughter) + The Mahdi + Prince of the Believers:  167 + [53 (or 52) + 135] + 90 + 251 + 227 (or 228) = 167 + [188 (or 187) + 90 + 251 + 227 (or 228)] = 167 + 756 (or 755) = **923 (or 922)**

A man from Ahl Baity (People of my House). His name will be similar to: 233 + 90 + 36 + 422 + 36 (or 37) + 106 = **923 (or 924)**  (This is a Hadith)

Vatican + The Aqsa Mosque: 562 + (138 + 223) = 562 + 361 = **923**

We sent Moses with our Ayat (Signs) (verse 46 of Sura 43) (verse 23 of Sura 40): 342 + 116 + 465 (or 464) = **923 (or 922)**

he came to them, so shall come to them the news of what they used to (verse 5 of Sura 6): **923**

I have preferred (or chosen) you over (or above) the People (verse 144 of Sura 7): **923**

The Mufti, Mohammad Ameen Al-Husseini:  561 + (92 + 101 + 169) = 561 + 362 = **923**  (Mohammad Ameen Al-Husseini was Mufti of Jerusalem and a Palestinian Leader. He died on July 4, 1974)

And We (God) have not made People (or Guardians) of the (Hell) Fire, except Angels and We (God) have not made (verse 31 of Sura 74): 6 + [41 + 154 + 102 (or 101) + 282 + 32 + 105 (or 106)] + 6 + (41 + 154) = 6 + [716 (715 or 717) + 6 + 195] = 6 + 917 (916 or 918) = **923 (922 or 924)**

They see it. They will not remain except (verse 46 of Sura 79): 272 + 70 + 549 + 32 = **923**

That is the day of Khuruj (Coming out or Emergence) of the Awar (who has a defect): 750 + 56 + (809 + 308) = 750 + 56 + 1117 = **923**

The Dajjal, Gog, the President George Bush: (69 + 23 + 311) + (212 + 308) = 403 + 520 = **923**

Awda (Return) of life of the Maseekh (False Messiah) son of David: (85 + 24) + (741 + 52 + 21) = 109 + 814 = **923**
Khawz + Kerman: 613 + 310 = 923

Gog and Magog + China and North Korea: (23 + 6 + (237 + 417)) = 82 + (181 + 6 + 654) = 82 + 841 = 923

Peking, China and North Korea: 82 + 181 + 6 + (237 + 417) = 82 + 181 + 6 + 654 = 923

The Satan + Kingdom of Israel + The Jinn (demons): 401 + (135 + 303) + 84 = 401 + (438 + 84) = 401 + 522 = 923

from Allah (God), but God comes to them from where they are not expecting (verse 2 of Sura 59): 1923 (equivalent to 923) (1923 is the 1629th Composite Number) (2259 is the 1923rd Composite Number)

To a great day, the Day the people shall stand up (or rise) for Lord of the Universe (verse 6 of Sura 83): 86 + [1020 + 56 + 156 + 142 + 232 + 231 (or 232)] = 86 + 1837 (or 1838) = 1923 (or 1924)

Al-Sham (Greater Syria or Damascus) where the feet (of Muslims fleeing to it) get crowded: 372 + 518 + 456 + 177 = 923 (equivalent to 923)

And We said, after him, to Bani (Children of) Israel: Inhabit the Land (verse 104 of Sura 17): 1923 (or 1922) (equivalent to 923)

And makes you inheritors of the Ard (Earth or Land) (verse 62 of Sura 27): 6 + [173 + 712 (or 711) + 1032] = 6 + 1917 (or 1916) = 1923 (or 1922)

Tulu (Rise) of the Sun and before the Setting (Sun-set) (verse 39 of Sura 50): 115 + (431 + 6) + (132 + 1239) = 115 + 437 + 1371 = 1923

Promise of Day of Bidaya (Beginning) of the first Marhala (Phase or Period) of the End Times has arrived + 1440: [5 + 80 + 56 + 22 + 314 + 78 + 90 + 838 (or 837)] + 1440 = 1483 (or 1482) + 1440 = 2923 (or 2922)

Gibran Khalil Gibran + The Prophet + Al-Mustafa (The Chosen) + Orphalese (City where Al-Mustafa lived – in Gibran Khalil Gibran’s book: The Prophet): (256 + 670 + 256) + (93 + 260) + 388 (or 387) = 1182 + 353 + 388 (or 387) = 1923 (or 1922) (Gibran Khalil Gibran’s book The Prophet was first published around the end of September 1923.)

Approach of Adam + Tree of the Khuld (Eternity or Immortality) (verse 120 of Sura 20): 704 + 46 (or 45) + (508 + 665) = 704 + 46 (or 45) + 1173 = 1923 (or 1922)

They were amazed when a Warner from them came to them, so the Kafiroon (Unbelievers) said, this is a thing (verse 2 of Sura 50): 2923 (or 2924)
Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time (verse 7 of Sura 17): $80 + 837 + 113 + 80 + (6 + 681 + 138) + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 = 2923$ (or $2924$) (equivalent to $923$) ($2923$ is the $2500^{th}$ Composite Number)

We have descended him/it in Night of the Qadr and how would you know what the Night of Qadr is. The Night of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels descend and (verse 1 - 4 of Sura 97): $[144 \text{ (or 143)} + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226] + (41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136) + 6 = (917 + 3000) + 6 = 3917$ (or 3916) + 6 = $3923$ (or $3922$) (equivalent to $923$) ($3923$ is the $544^{th}$ Prime Number)

The Year 5777: $146 + 5777 = 5923$ (This refers to Jewish year 5777)

The first official Crusader armies set off from France and Italy on the papally ordained date of Friday, August 15, 1096 AD (Shaban 23, 489 Hijri). From August 1096 to 2019 (possible Beginning of the End Times), there are 923 years.

On the eve of All Saint's Day, October 31, 1517 (Shawwal 15, 923 Hijri), Martin Luther posted the ninety-five theses, which he had composed in Latin, on the door of the Castle Church of Wittenberg. This was the beginning of what led to the split of the Protestants from Catholicism.

Henry Kissinger was born on May 27, 1923. On September 22, 1973, he was sworn in as Secretary of State, becoming the first Jew to hold this position in the U.S. He served in this position till January 20, 1977. However, he also served as U.S. National Security Advisor from January 20, 1969 till November 3, 1975.

The 9th President of Israel Shimon Peres was born, as Szymon Perski, on August 2, 1923 (Zu Al-Hijja 19, 1341 Hijri).

At 1:30 a.m. on July 9, 1923 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1341 Hijri), the participants in the Conference of Lausanne reached an agreement on the debt interest and concessions questions and on the evacuation of the Allies from Constantinople. However, there were still delays over the settlement of other minor issues till July 23, 1923 (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1341 Hijri), the day on which Treaty of Lausanne was signed. It was a peace treaty between Turkey and the Allies, which was less harsh on Turkey than Treaty of Sevres. It replaced Treaty of Sevres in France that was signed on August 10, 1920 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1338 Hijri). Treaty of Lausanne was ratified by Turkey on August 23, 1923, Greece on August 25, 1923, Italy on March 12, 1924, Japan on May 15, 1924, Great Britain on July 16, 1924. Treaty of Lausanne came into force on August 6, 1924 (Muharram 5, 1343 Hijri) when the
instruments of ratification had been officially deposited in Paris, France

World War I ended on November 11, 1918 (Safar 6, 1337 Hijri). French troops started the Allies’ occupation of Istanbul (Constantinople) on November 12, 1918 (Safar 7, 1337 Hijri), followed by British troops on November 13, 1918. The last Allied forces left Constantinople (Istanbul) on October 6, 1923 (Safar 26, 1342 Hijri) (Tishri 26, 5684 Jewish) and on the same day the first Turkish troops entered the city.

The Turkish Parliament declared Ankara, instead of Constantinople, as capital, on October 13, 1923.

On Monday, October 29, 1923 (Rabi Awwal 19, 1342 Hijri) (Heshvan 19, 5684 Jewish) (2423,721.5th or 2423,722nd Julian Day), the newly recognized Turkish parliament proclaimed the establishment of the Republic of Turkey. Mustafa Kemal Atatürk was elected as President. All of this meant the end of the Ottoman Empire. On October 30, 1923 (2423,722.5th or 2423,723rd Julian Day), the first government of the Republic was formed by İsmet İnönü. Today, Turkey celebrates the Republic Day, as an official national holiday, annually on October 29.

Gibran Khalil Gibran is a Lebanese author, philosopher, and painter, born in Bsharri, Lebanon on January 6, 1883 Gregorian (December 25, 1882 Julian) (Safar 26, 1300 Hijri), but lived most of his life in the U.S., where he was known as Kahlil Gibran. Gibran Khalil Gibran is considered the third best selling poet in history, after Shakespeare and Lao Tse. His most famous book is titled “The Prophet”. This book has been translated to almost all main languages of the World and is considered one of the best selling books of the 20th Century. In this book, written in poetic prose, the Prophet, called Al-Mustafa (the Chosen) lived in a city called Orphalese, away from his Island homeland, for 12 years. On 7th day of September, before he was about to sail back to his homeland, people of Orphalese asked him questions about various topics and he replied with memorable, philosophical words of wisdom that are still frequently quoted today. The Prophet was first published on September 12, 1923, even though he started writing it in 1912. He died in New York, at the age of 48, on April 10, 1931 (Zu Al-Qada 23, 1349 Hijri) (Nisan 23, 5691 Jewish). An animated film based on this book was released in 2014. The book’s chapters were directed for the film by different directors from around the World, among them Paul and Gaëtan Brizzi (twin French directors). Alfred A. Knopf, the publisher of Gibran Khalil Gibran’s book “The Prophet”, was born on September 12, 1892 in New York, and died on August 11, 1984. He was the founder and longtime chairman of the prestigious publishing house Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. He was a Jew.

At night, on January 25, 1938 (Zu Al-Qada 23, 1356 Hijri) (Shevat 23, 5698 Jewish) (2428,923.5 Julian Day), a strange display of lights (accompanied by a crackling sound, attributable to discharges of atmospheric energy) was visible across Europe and North America. In London, two magnificent arcs appeared in the East and West, from which pulsating beams radiated like search-lights in dark red, greenish blue and purple colors. From an airplane, the display looked like "a shimmering curtain of fire." Many people thought, it was fire, war, or End of the World. Telephone systems were tied up, wire services were disrupted, and all trans-atlantic radio communication was down until nearly midnight. This phenomenon is regarded as fulfillment of the sign mentioned in the Second Secret revealed to the 3 children in Fatima, Portugal:

“The war (meaning World War I) is going to end. If people do not cease offending God, a worse one (meaning World War II) will break out during the pontificate of Pius XI. When you see a night
illuminated by an unknown light, know that this is the great sign given to you by God that He is about to punish the World for its crimes, by means of war, famine, and persecutions of the Church and of the Holy Father (meaning the Pope).”

Bid’a (Beginning) of Promise of the End Times: 7 + [80 + 837 (or 838)] = 924 (or 925) (924 is the 766th Composite Number) (1111 is the 924th Composite Number)

The Last Day has arrived: 5 + [87 + 832 (or 833)] = 5 + 919 (or 920) = 924 (or 925)

Intiha (End) of Omr (age or life span) of the Hayat (life) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 458 + 310 + (60 + 96) = 458 + (310 + 156) = 458 + 466 = 924

The Islamic Caliphate: 747 (or 746) + 177 (or 178) = 924 (924 or 925) (This is part of a Hadith about the Caliphate in the End Times and the Mahdi who will serve as a Caliph)

A man from Ahl Baity (People of my House). His name will be similar to: 233 + 90 + 36 + 422 + 37 (or 36) + 106 = 924 (or 923) (This is a Hadith)

A.L.M.S. A book has been brought down to you so do not (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 7): 924 (or 923)

The knowledge of it is with Allah. And how would you know? Perhaps the Hour (verse 63 of Sura 33): 146 + 124 + 66 + 6 + 41 + 244 + 130 + 167 = 924

And We (God) have not made People (or Guardians) of the (Hell) Fire, except Angels and We (God) have not made (verse 31 of Sura 74): 6 + [41 + 154 + 102 (or 101) + 282 + 32 + 106 (or 105)] + 6 + (41 + 154) = 6 + [717 (715 or 716) + 6 + 195] = 6 + 918 (916 or 917) = 924 (922 or 923)

Al-Rabi Ashar (The Fourteenth) + May : (304 + 570) + 50 (or 51) = 874 + 50 (or 51) = 924 (or 925)  [Israel was established on May 14, 1948.]

Ten + Muharram + 61 : (575 + 288) + 61 = 863 + 61 = 924 (Al-Hussein, Prophet Mohammad (p)’s grandson, was martyred on the Muharram 10, 61 Hijri)
Infijar (Bombing) of King David Hotel: \[335 + (447 + 121 + 21) = 335 + 589 = 924\]  
[On July 22, 1946 (Shaban 23, 1365 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5706 Jewish) (2432,023.5th Julian day), the western part of the southern wing of King David Hotel in Jerusalem, which was serving as headquarters of the British Mandate, collapsed due to explosives set off by Irgun, a Zionist terrorist group led by Menahim Begin, who later became Prime Minister of Israel.]

The Hour. When will its docking be? Say: The knowledge of it is with my Lord. No one uncovers its timing, except he. (verse 187 of Sura 7): 1924

And the Night as it journeys. Is there in that (verse 4-5 of Sura 89): 
\[
\text{1924 (or 1925)}
\]

A Messenger, as witness upon you, like we sent, to Pharaoh, a Messenger (verse 15 of Sura 73): 1924

Beginning of return of Apollo 11 was on July 22, 1969)

Latitude Line 33 degrees: (609 + 1070) + (33 + 212) = 1679 + 245 = 1924 (equivalent to 924)

The abolition + Islamic Caliphate: 1063 (or 1064) + (715 + 146) = 1063 (or 1064) + 861 = 1924 (or 1925)

Ataturk’s abolition of Islamic Caliphate: (1033 + 1028) + (716 + 147) = 2061 + 863 = 2924 (equivalent to 1924)

To the Aqsa Mosque, which We have blessed its surroundings, to show him from our Ayat (Signs). It is HoWa (He), the Hearer, the Seer (verse 1 of Sura 17): 2924 (or 2925) (equivalent to 924) (2924 is the 2501st Composite Number) (3403 is the 2924th Composite Number)

Promise of the End Times comes, they
shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter the Mosque like they entered it the first time (verse 7 of Sura 17): $80 + 838 \ (or \ 837) + 113 + 80 + (6 + 681 + 138) + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 = 2924 \ (or \ 2923) \ \ (equivalent \ to \ 924)$

They were amazed when A Warner from them came to them, so the Kafiroon (Unbelievers) said, this is a thing (verse 2 of Sura 50): $2924 \ (or \ 2923)$

We have descended him/it in Night of the Qadr and how would you know what the Night of Qadr is. The Night of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels descend and (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): $[144 + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 226] + [41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 137 \ (or \ 136)] + 6 = 917 + 3001 \ (or \ 3000) + 6 = 3924 \ (or \ 3923) \ \ (equivalent \ to \ 924) \ \ (3924 \ is \ the \ 3379^{th} \ Composite \ Number)$

You are whom we worship and you are the one from whom we seek support. Guide us to the straight path, the path of those whom you have blessed, other than (verses 5 – 7 of Sura 1): $4924 \ (or \ 4925)$

$4924 \ (or \ 4925) \ \ (equivalent \ to \ 924) \ \ (4924 \ is \ the \ 4266^{th} \ Composite \ Number)$

my Lord. No one uncovers its timing, except he. It is become heavy in the Heavens and the Earth. It does not come to you except as Baghta (surprise or all of a sudden) (verse 187 of Sura 7): $5924 \ (or \ 5923) \ \ (5924 \ is \ the \ 5145^{th} \ Composite \ Number)$

The last Ottoman Caliph was Abdul Majeed II, who was the 29th Ottoman Caliph, served from November 19, 1922 (Rabi Awwal 29, 1341 Hijri) till Monday, March 3, 1924 (Rajab 27 (or 26), 1342 Hijri) (Adar 27, 5684 Jewish Calendar) (2423,847.5 or 2423,848th Julian Day), the day on which the Ottoman Caliphate was abolished. On the next day, March 4, 1924, he and his family had to leave Turkey. He chose to go to Paris, France and he died there on August 23, 1944 (Ramadan 4, 1363 Hijri) which coincided with liberation of France from Nazi occupation. The sultan’s descendants were not allowed to enter Turkey. The female members of the Ottoman dynasty were not allowed to return to Turkey till June 16, 1952 (Ramadan 23, 1371 Hijri). The males remained barred from returning to Turkey until 1974 when the Turkish Grand National Assembly granted them the right to acquire Turkish citizenship if they requested. The last surviving heir to the past Ottoman throne, Mr. Ertugrul Osman, who was 4th in line to the throne, died in Istanbul on September 23, 2009 (Tishri 5, 5770 Jewish), at the age of 97.

On April 20, 1924, the Turkish Parliament adopted a new constitution.

After Ottoman Caliphate was abolished on March 3, 1924, Al-Hussein son of Ali, claimed the title of the Caliph on March 7, 1924. Six months later, Al-Hussein son of Ali was forced to abdicate all of his secular titles in favour of his eldest son Ali on Friday, October 3, 1924 (at night, the eve of October 4) (Rabi Awwal 5, 1343 Hijri) (Tishri 5, 5685 Jewish) (2424,061.5th Julian Day) due to his defeat against the advancing forces of Abdul Aziz Al-Saud, the Sultan of Najd at that time (who later on established the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia). This effectively turned out to be the end of the Islamic
Caliphate because neither Al-Hussein’s son, Ali nor Abdul Aziz Al-Saud proclaimed to be Caliph of Muslims. **Al-Hussein son of Ali** was the last credible person to have claimed to be Caliph of all Muslims. **Abdul Aziz Al-Saud** captured Mecca on October 13, 1924 (Rabi’ Awwal 14, 1343 Hijri) (Tishri 15, 5685 Jewish Calendar) (2424,071.5th Julian Calendar). Medina surrendered to Abdul Aziz's forces on **December 12 (or 5), 1925.** **King Ali son Al-Hussein** abdicated the throne on December 19, 1925 (Jumada Thania 2, 1344 Hijri) and fled to Iraq on December 22, 1925. Jeddah fell on December 23, 1925, but Abdul Aziz’s forces entered it on Friday, **January 8, 1926** (Jumada Thania 22 (or 23), 1344 Hijri). On **January 10, 1926 (Jumada Thania 24 (or 25), 1344 Hijri)**, Abdul Aziz declared himself **King of the Hijaz.** On January 27, 1927 (Rajab 24, 1345 Hijri), he added the title of **King of Najd** (his previous title was Sultan of Najd), and elevated the status of Najd from Sultanate to Kingdom. For the next five years, he administered the two parts of his dual kingdom as separate units. By the Treaty of Jeddah, signed on **May 20, 1927,** Britain recognized the independence of Abdul-Aziz's realm (then known as the Kingdom of Hijaz and Kingdom of Najd). On September 23, 1932 (Jumada Ula 22 (or 21, 1351 Hijri) (Elul 22, 5692 Jewish), the **Kingdom of Najd** and the **Kingdom of Hijaz** were united to form the **Kingdom of Saudi Arabia** and Abdul Aziz became the **King of Saudi Arabia.** That is why today, the Saudi National Day is celebrated annually on **September 23.** Al-Hussein son of Ali was forced to live in exile in Cyprus where he suffered a stroke. Only then, he was allowed to move to Amman, Jordan, where he died on **June 4, 1931** (Muharram 19 (or 18), 1350 Hijri) and was buried in the Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem.

The King of Saudi Arabia, **Abdullah bin Abdulaziz Al Saud,** was born on **August 1, 1924** (Zu Al-Hijja 29, 1342 Hijri) (Av 1, 5684 Jewish). He died on **January 23, 2015** (Rabi Thani 3, 1436 Hijri).

**Vladimir Lenin** was born **April 22, 1870** (Muharram 20, 1287 Hijri) and died on **January 21, 1924** (Jumada Thania 13, 1342 Hijri).

♦ **الخلافة الإسلامية** The Islamic Caliphate: 747 (or 746) + 178 (or 177) = **925 (or 924 or 923)** (925 is the 767th Composite Number) (1112 is the 925th Composite Number)

الخلافة على منهج a Caliphate based on Minhaj (Style or Model) of: 716 (or 715) + 110 + 99 (or 98) = **925 (923 or 924)** (This is part of a Hadith about the Caliphate in the End Times and the Mahdi who will serve as a Caliph)

**_bid’a** (Beginning) of Promise of the End Times: 7 + [80 + 838 (or 837)] = 7 + 918 (or 917) = **925 (or 924)**

**_جاء وعد الخروج_** Promise of the Khuruj (coming out) has arrived: 5 + (80 + 840) = 5 + 920 = **925**

**_جاء وعد التابوت_** Promise of the Tabut (Coffin or Ark) has arrived: 5 + (80 + 840) = 5 + 920 = **925**

**_جاء اليوم الآخر_** The Last Day has arrived: 5 + [87 + 833 (or 832)] = 5 + 920 (or 919) = **925 (or 924)**
The Day they get out (or come out) (verse 43 of Sura 70): \( 56 + 869 = 925 \)

H. M. and the evident book. We have descended it/him in (verses 1 - 3 of Sura 44): \( 48 + 6 + 453 + 133 + 52 + 143 \) (or 144) + 90 = \( 925 \ \text{(or 926)} \)

Our Ayat (signs or verses) Bayinat (Clear & Evident) (verse 43 of Sura 34): \( 463 \) (or 462) + 462 (or 463) = \( 925 \) \( (924 \ \text{or 926}) \)

And we have been given (some knowledge) of every thing (verse 16 of Sura 27): \( 6 + (468 + 90 + 50 + 311) = 6 + 919 = 925 \)

Claim you are a liar, after this, regarding the Judgment (or Religion) (verse 7 of Sura 95): \( 752 + 76 + 97 = 925 \)

The Seas (or oceans) are blown up (verse 3 of Sura 82): \( 242 + 683 = 925 \)

City of Damascus + Al-Sham = \( 109 + 444 + 372 = 925 \)

Al-Rabi Ashar (The Fourteenth) + May : \( (304 + 570) + 51 \) (or 50) = \( 925 \) (or 924) \[ Israel was established on May 14, 1948. \]

Eight + The Muharram: \( 606 \) (or 605) + 319 = \( 925 \) (or 924)

Lailat (Eve) of the Adha : \( 75 + 850 = 925 \) \( \text{(Feast of the Adha is the feast of Sacrifice from Zu Hijja 10 to Zu Hijja 13)} \)

And the Night as it journeys. Is there in that (verse 4 - 5 of Sura 89): \( (6 + 71) + \lfloor 702 + 270 + 35 + 90 + 751 \) (or 750) \rfloor = 77 + 1848 (or 1847) = \( 1925 \) (or 1924)

Lailat (Eve) of Awwal (Beginning) of the Year + 1444 Hijriya : \( 75 + [(37 + 146) + 1444 + 223] = 75 + (183 + 1444 + 223) = 75 + 1850 = 1925 \) (We predict the last Dajjal to emerge on the 29th of Zu Al-Hijja, 1443 Hijri which is the last day of 1443 Hijri and eve of the beginning of the New Year of 1444 Hijri)

Praise to Allah (God) who descended upon his servant the Book, And did not make in it (or him) crookedness (verse 1 of Sura 18): \( [83 + 65 + 741 + 88 + 110 + 81 + 453 \) (or 454)] + \( (6 + 70 + 113 + 35 + 80) = 1621 \) (or 1622) + 304 = \( 1925 \) (or 1926)

The abolition + Islamic Caliphate: \( 1064 \) (or 1063) + (715 + 146) = 1064 (or 1063) + 861 = \( 1925 \) (or 1924)

Moses and the Family (of Harun) left, carried by the Angels. It is in that (verse 248 of Sura 2): \( 116 + 6 + 31 + 262 \) (or 261) + 483 + 136 (or 137) + 51 + 90 + 750 = \( 1925 \) (1924 or 1926)
So, they claimed he was a liar. So, We saved him and those with him (verse 64 of Sura 7): 813 + 200 (or 199) + 6 + 791 + 115 = 1925 (or 1924)

Designated (or pre-determined) Ajal (Date of End). The Ajal of Allah, when it comes, cannot be postponed if (verse 4 of Sura 71): 1925

The Star as it falls. Your friend has not gone astray and has not (verse 1 – 2 of Sura 53): 1925 (or 1926)

From the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque, which we have blessed (verse 1 of Sura 17): 90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 223 + 741 + 274 (or 273) = 1925 (or 1924)

To the Aqsa Mosque, which We have blessed its surroundings, to show him from our Ayat (Signs). It is HoWa (He), the Hearer, the Seer (verse 1 of Sura 17): (41 + 138 + 223 + 741 + 273 + 49 + 295 + 90) + [ 464 (or 463) + 56 + 11 + 211 + 333 ] = 1850 + 1075 (or 1074) = 2925 (or 2924) (equivalent to 925) (2925 is the 2502nd Composite Number)

In the name of Allah, the Rahman, the Raheem, Sad and the Quran, which is for remembrance (verse 1 of Sura 38): 2925 (or 2926)

People of the Book from their Homelands/Monastery for the beginning of the Hashr. You would not have thought (verse 2 of Sura 59): 2925 (or 2926)

We have descended him/it in Night of the Qadr and how would you know what the Night of Qadr is. The Night of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels descend (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 97): [ 143 + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41 + 235 (or 226)] + (41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136) = 925 (or 916) + 3000 = 3925 (or 3916) (equivalent to 925) (3925 is the 3380th Composite Number)

Today, Akmalt (I have completed) your Deen (Religion or Judgment) for you and Atmamt (I have completed) my blessing upon you and Radeet (I have accepted, favored or chosen) for you (verse 3 of Sura 5): 87 + (491 + 90 + 124 + 6 + 881 + 170 + 570 + 6 + 1410 + 90) = 87 + 3838 = 3925

O you who believe: Do not take my enemy and your enemy as Awliya (Protectors or Guardians), offering (verse 1 of Sura 60): 3925 (or 3926) (equivalent to 925)

You are whom we worship and you are the one from whom we seek support. Guide us to the straight path, the path of those whom you have blessed, other than (verses 5 – 7 of Sura 1): 4925 (4924 or 4926) (= 5 x 5 x 197)
The Turkish National Assembly adopted a resolution to fund a project to translate the Quran into Turkish to make reading and recitation of the Quran in Turkish instead of Arabic on February 21, 1925 (Rajab 27, 1343 Hijri). In December 1931, Mustafa Kemal Atatürk commissioned a group of 9 Turkish Islamic scholars to prepare for the Azan to be recited in Turkish. The first Azan in Turkish, instead of Arabic, was chanted on January 29, 1932 by Hafiz Rifat in Fatih Mosque in Istanbul. On February 3, 1932, on the night of Laila of the Qadr, the Azan, Takbir and the Quran recitation were done in Turkish in Hagia Sophia Mosque in Istanbul. On July 18, 1932, the Ministry of Religious Affairs in Turkey issued a decree that the Azan must be chanted in Turkish. In 1941, the Turkish Parliament passed a legislation which stated that “Reading the adhan in Arabic could lead to up to three months’ imprisonment or fined from 10 TL up to 200 TL.”

Malcolm X was born on May 19, 1925 and was assassinated on February 21, 1965.

On November 1, 1925 (Rabi Thani 14, 1344 Hijri), the Bahra Agreement was signed between the Najd and the Iraq, which was represented by Britain, to resolve Najd-Iraqi border issues.

On November 2, 1925, the Hadda Agreement was signed between the Najd and Transjordan, which was represented by Britain, to establish the border between Najd and the Transjordan territory of Mandatory Palestine.

♦ The Rock: \(926\) \(= 2 \times 463\) \((926\) is the 768th Composite Number\) \((1113\) is the 926th Composite Number\)

Its remembrance (or mention) (verse 43 of Sura 79): \(926\) \(\text{or } 927\)

Our Ayat (signs or verses) Bayinat (Clear & Evident) (verse 43 of Sura 34): \(463\) (or \(462\)) + \(463\) (or \(462\)) = \(926\) \(\text{(or } 924\text{ or } 925\text{)}\)

H. M. and the evident book. We have descended it/him in (verses 1 - 3 of Sura 44): \(48 + 6 + 453 + 133 + 52 + 144\) (or \(143\)) + \(90\) = \(926\) \(\text{(or } 925\text{)}\)

Destruction of America (U.S.): \(654 + 272 = 926\)

Nakba (Disaster) of Manhattan, New York: \(77 + (547 + 302) = 77 + 849 = 926\)

Hadd (Destruction) of Promise of the End Times: \(9 + (80 + 837) = 9 + 917 = 926\)

Promise of Hadd (Destruction) of Sydney, Australia: \(80 + 9 + (134 + 703) = 80 + 9 + 837 = 926\)

Fat’h (Conquest) of Kingdom of Al-Britan (the Britons): \(488 + (135 + 303) = 488 + 438 = 926\)
The Jannah (Paradise) + The End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17): \(89 + 837 = 926\)

The Jinna (Jinn) + Sydney, Australia: \(89 + (134 + 703 ) = 89 + 837 = 926\)

Wahali Jannatul Khayrun + Australia: \((52 + 61 + 53 + 57 ) + 703 = 223 + 703 = 926\)

And the Northern Korea + the Southern are united + Al-Hadd (the Destruction): \(6 + 113 + 237 + 417 + 6 + 107 + 40 = 926\)

City of the Saint Peter (Petersburg): \(109 + 205 + 612 = 926\)

Year of the Moon + 1440: \(115 + 371 + 1440 = 1926\) (This refers to Lunar Year 1440)

Lailat (Eve or Beginning) of the Year + 1444: \(75 + [261 (or 260) + 146] + 1444 = 75 + 407 (or 406) + 1444 = 75 + 1851 (or 1850) = 926 (or 1925)\)

(We predict the last Dajjal to emerge on the 29th of Zu Al-Hijja, 1434 Hijri which is the last day of 1443 Hijri and eve of the beginning of the New Year of 1444 Hijri)

Lailat (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is better than One Thousand months (verse 3 of Sura 97): \(75 + (335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505) = 75 + 1851 = 926\) \( (= 2 \times 3 \times 3 \times 107)\) \(926\) is the 1632nd Composite Number \(2262\) is the 1926th Composite Number

Praise to Allah (God) who descended upon his servant the Book, And did not create in it (or him) crookedness (verse 1 of Sura 18): \([83 + 65 + 741 + 88 + 110 + 81 + 454 (or 453)] + (6 + 70 + 113 + 35 + 80) = 1622 (or 1621) + 304 = 1926 (or 1925)\)

You are whom we worship and you are the one from whom we seek support. Guide us to the straight path, the path of those whom you have blessed, other than (verses 5 – 7 of Sura 1): \(4926 (4924 \ or \ 4925) \ (= 2 \times 3 \times 821)\) (equivalent to 926) \(4926\) is the 4268th Composite Number

Decet Romanum Pontificem (1521) is the papal bull (decree) excommunicating Martin Luther.
It was issued on January 3, 1521 (Muharram 23, 927 Hijri), by Pope Leo X to effect the excommunication threatened in his earlier papal bull Exsurge Domine, issued on June 15, 1520 (Jumada Thani 28, 926 Hijri), since Luther failed to recant. Luther had burned his copy of Exsurge Domine on December 10, 1520 (Zu Al-Hijja 29, 926 Hijri), at the Elster Gate in Wittenberg, indicating his response to it.
That is the Warned-about Day (verse 20 of Sura 50): 750 + (56 + 121) = 750 + 177 = 927 (927 is the 769th Composite Number)

Arafat + The Warned-about Day (verse 20 of Sura 50): 750 (or 751) + (56 + 121) = 750 (or 751) + 177 = 927 (or 928)

dخلوه أول مره they entered it the first time (verse 7 of Sura 17): 645 + 37 + 245 = 927

ذکراھﺎ its remembrance (or mention) (verse 43 of Sura 79): 927 (or 926)

و الموعود و شاهد و مشهود And the Promised Day and a Witness and a Witnessed (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 85): 6 + 87 + (6 + 157 + 6 + 310 + 6 + 355) = 6 + (87 + 834) = 6 + 921 = 927

و جمع الشمس والقمر And the Sun and the Moon are united (verse 9 of Sura 75): 6 + 113 + (431 + 6 + 371) = 6 + (113 + 808) = 6 + 921 = 927

و جمع الشمس والقمر + أقطاب و الشمس والقمر Aqtab (Poles) and + The Sun and the Moon (verse 9 of Sura 75): 113 + 6 + (431 + 6 + 371) = 113 + 6 + 808 = 927

خروج النيزك Khuruj (Coming out) of the Naizak (Meteoroid): 809 + 118 = 927

النجم + خراب The Star + Kharab (Devastation): 124 + 803 = 927

إكتشاف الإنجيل Discovery of the Gospel: 802 + 125 = 927

شک كنيسه النصارى Shaq (Splitting, Schism, Cracking, or Fracturing) of Church of the Nasara (Christians): 400 + (145 + 382) = 400 + 527 = 927 [The Schism in Christianity, into Roman Catholic Church versus Eastern Orthodox Churches, started on July 16, 1054 when the Pope’s delegate placed a decree of excommunication against Patriarch of Constantinople on the altar of Church of Hagia Sophia. On July 20, 1054, the Patriarch of Constantinople convened a council which excommunicated the Pope’s delegate and those who follow them and accused them and the Pope of heresy.]

ملكه العفارات Kingdom of the Afareet (evil Jinn or demons): 135 + 792 = 927

وجمع + فورموزا + الصين + حرب نووية And Formosa (Taiwan) + China are united + Nuclear War: 6 + 113 + (340 + 181 + 210 + 77) = 6 + 113 + 808 = 927

وجمع + فورموزا + الصين + حرب And Formosa (Taiwan) + China are united + Nuclear War: 6 + 113 + (340 + 181 + 210 + 77) = 6 + 113 + 808 = 927

وجمع + فورموزا تايوان And Formosa, Taiwan are united (meaning with China) = 6 + 113 + (340 + 468) = 6 + 113 + 808 = 927
they entered it the first time (verse 7 of Sura 17): $645 + (37 + 245) = 645 + 282 = 927$

Khuruj (Coming out) of Maseekh (False Messiah) Al-Awar (Deformed Eyed) Dajjal (False Messiah): $809 + 1118 = 1927$

The Star (verse 6 of Sura 55) + Taghayur (Change) of the Qutban (Two Poles): $124 + (1610 + 193) = 124 + 1803 = 1927$

Wake upning of People of the Cave from the sleep: $1472 + 102 (or 101) + 136 + 90 + 127 = 1927 (or 1926)$

For it. When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin (verse 7 of Sura 17): $116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 107 = 1927 (or 1928)$

It (or he) descends (or drops down) into their yard (square or public land space), the morning of those who have been warned will become bad (verse 177 of Sura 37): $1927 (= 41 \times 47)$ (1927 is the 1633rd Composite Number) (2263 is the 1927th Composite Number)

the caller calls from a close place, the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq (Justice, the True One, Due Date). That is Day of the Khuruj (Coming-out, Departure, or Exodus) (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): $65 + 126 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + (236 + 144 + 141 + 750 + 56 + 840) = 704 + 56 + 2167 = 2927 (2927 is the 423rd Prime Number)

King Æthelstan became overlord and the first King of the English, starting from July 12, 927 AD (Jumada Al-Ula 9, 315 Hijri)

Pope Benedict XVI was born on Saturday, April 16, 1927 (Shawwal 13, 1345 Hijri). He announced his intent to resign on February 11, 2013, to be effective on February 28, 2013.

On July 11, 1927 (Muharram 11, 1346 Hijri) (Tammuz 11, 5687 Jewish), an earthquake in Palestine of 6.2 to 6.25 on the Richter scale in magnitude, happened at 3:08 pm local time. It was a devastating event that shook the Palestine and Transjordan regions. The epicenter of the earthquake was in the northern area of the Dead Sea. The cities of Jerusalem, Jericho, Ramle, Tiberias, and Nablus were heavily damaged. At least 500 were estimated to have been killed. The earthquake also caused heavy damage to Al-Aqsa Mosque, Dome of the Rock Mosque, and Church of the Holy Sepulchre.

On September 11, 1927 (Rabi Awwal 14, 1346 Hijri) (Elul 14, 5687 Jewish), at 22:15 UTC, an earthquake struck Crimea with a moment magnitude of 6.7 at a depth of 35 kilometres (22 miles). According to experts, the epicenter was located under the sea, south of Yalta, and stretched along the coast. This earthquake was followed by aftershocks that also generated a tsunami. The series of aftershocks, which occurred during the night of September 11 - 12, caused tremendous damage. The
strength of the tremors reached 9 points. The earthquake caused the death of more than 60 people. The houses were bursting glass, plaster falling off, cracked floors and ceilings, rattling iron sheets on the roofs, chimneys fell. Following this quake, natural gas that was released from the sea floor created flames that were visible along the coastline, and was accompanied by bright flashes and explosions. Numerous, very large flames were seen offshore Sevastopol, Cape Lucullus, and Yalta in the early morning of the next day. Several types of fire and flame were described by witnesses. Pale flames were up to 2,000 meters (6,600 ft) wide and up to 500 meters (1,600 ft) in height, and were visible for several minutes at a time. Other flames began with a whitish glow and became bright red; this style of flame sometimes burned for more than an hour. Bright flashes and explosions were also reported. The flames and explosions were attributed to methane or other hydrocarbon gasses that had been released from the seabed and spontaneously combusted in Phosphine (a self-igniting gas).

The Missile: \(928 = 2 \times 464\) (928 is the 770th Composite Number) (1115 is the 928th Composite Number)

شهر شعبان Month of Shaban: 505 + 423 = 928

عَرَفَات + يوم الوعيد Arafat + The Warned-about Day (verse 20 of Sura 50): 751 (or 750) + (56 + 121) = 751 (or 750) + 177 = 928 (or 927)

كارثة الفاطيكان Karitha (Catastrophe) of the Vatican (alternative Arabic spelling): 726 + 202 = 928

弊彼ら in آيتنا معجزين یسعون فی | یسعون في آيتنا معجزين used our Signs to make a miracle (verse 38 of Sura 34): 196 + 90 + 462 + 180 = 928 (or 927)

قیام + مدينة سيدني + ولاية جنوب ويلز الجديد + أستراليا Qiyam (Resurrection) of City of Sydney + State of New South Wales + Australia: 151 + (109 + 134) + (52 + 61 + 53 + 57) + 311 = 151 + (243 + 223) + 311 = 151 + 466 + 311 = 617 + 311 = 928

مبياد يوم لا تستخرون An appointed day. You will not be postponed. (verse 30 of Sura 34): 1928 (or 1929) \((2 \times 2 \times 2 \times 241)\) (1928 is the 1634th Composite Number)

فلها فاذن جاء وعد الآخرة ليستوا For it. When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin (verse 7 of Sura 17): 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 107 = 1928 (or 1927)

The 1928 treaty, of a series of Anglo-Trans-Jordanian Treaties, was concluded on February 20, 1928 (Shaban 29, 1346 Hijri), in Jerusalem. It gave certain legislative and executive authority to the emir and at the same time strengthened British control over Trans-Jordan’s foreign, financial, and concessions policy. The treaty also gave Great Britain the right to maintain a certain number of troops in the country and to proclaim martial law.

The final plan for the new Philadelphia Museum of Art (which resembles the "Parthenon in its
design) were finally adopted in March 1917. Within a month of the design’s acceptance, however, the United States entered World War I. As the war progressed, building materials gradually became unavailable and actual construction on the new Museum did not begin until July 1919 when Mayor Thomas B. Smith laid the cornerstone of the main building in a Masonic ceremony. The construction continued for the next 9 years. By 1923, the terracing of the granite hill on which the Museum was to stand had been completed. The foundations of the building, as well as the broad, now iconic steps leading up to it from street level, had been laid. The new Museum opened to the public on March 26, 1928 (Shawwal 4, 1346 Hijri).

On April 10, 1928 (Shawwal 19, 1346 Hijri), Turkey became secular and a constitutional provision that used to declare Islam as official religion was deleted.

In Turkey, at the time of President Kemal Ataturk, the language revolution to replace the Arabic script of the Turkish language with Latin script officially began in 1928. In May 1928, numbers written in Arabic were replaced with their Western equivalents. On November 1, 1928 (Jumada Ula 17, 1347 Hijri), the Grand National Assembly approved the new Latin alphabet of Turkish language that had been devised by a committee of scholars. Many members of the assembly favored gradually introducing the new letters over a period up to five years. However, Ataturk insisted that the transition last only a few months, and his opinion prevailed. On January 1, 1929 (Rajab 19, 1347 Hijri), it became unlawful to use the Arabic alphabet to write in Turkish language.

Construction of the Sanctuary of Fatima in Portugal started on May 13 1928 (Zu Al-Qada 23, 1346 Hijri) (Iyar 23, 5688 Jewish). The Sanctuary of Fatima was opened and consecrated on October 7, 1953 (Muharram 28, 1373 Hijri) (Tishri 28, 5714 Jewish).

♦ آخر الزمان Akhir (End) of the Time: 801 (or 802) + 128 (or 129) = 929 (930 or 931) (929 is the 158th Prime Number) (1116 is the 929th Composite Number)

اليوم الأخير The Akheer (Last) Day : 87 + 842 = 929

خير و أبقى Better and more lasting (verse 17 of Sura 87): 810 + 6 + 113 = 929

كوكب المريخ Planet of the Marreekh (Mars): 49 + 881 = 929

يوم خسف منجم Day of Khusf (Collapse) of a Mine : 56 + (740 + 133) = 56 + 873 = 929

عند سدره المنتهي At (or by) the Sidra (Lote Tree) of the Muntaha (End) (verse 14 of Sura 53): 124 + 269 + 536 = 929

فاتيكان و المسجد الأقصا Vatican and the Aqsa Mosque : 562 + 6 + (138 + 223) = 562 + 6 + 361 = 929

كما دخله الصليبيون Like the Salibiyyon (Crusaders) entered it: 61 + 639 + 229 = 929
Promise of the End Times, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17): $80 + 837 (or 838) + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 = 1929 \text{ (or} 1930) \text{ (} = 3 \times 643\text{)}$ (1929 is the $1635^{th}$ Composite Number) \hspace{1cm} (2265 is the $1929^{th}$ Composite Number)

So, when (once or if) the Trumpet is blown (verse 101 of Sura 23) & (verse 13 of Sura 69): $782 + 730 + 90 + 327 = 1929$

An appointed day. You will not be postponed. (verse 30 of Sura 34): 1929 (or 1928)

Raheem. The Hour has approached and (verse 1 of Sura 54): $258 + 1103 + 562 \text{ (or} 561\text{)} + 6 = 1929 \text{ (or} 1928)$

He asks: When will Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) be? When the sight has been sparkled and the Moon has been eclipsed (or collapsed) (verse 6-8 of Sura 75): 2929 (or 2928)

Day of Mazbaha (Massacre) of the Mongols + Baghdad: $56 + (755 + 1107) + 1011 = 56 + (1862 + 1011) = 56 + 2873 = 2929 \text{ (}2929 \text{ is the} 2505^{th} \text{Composite Number)}$

In 326 AD, Emperor Constantine built a Basilica over St. Peter's tomb. Construction of The current St. Peter's Basilica started in 1506 and it was consecrated in 1626.

Emperor Constantine moved the capital of the Roman Empire from Rome to Constantinople in 330 AD. Emperor of the Eastern Roman Empire, Justinian, while residing in Constantinople, officially issued a decree, proclaiming Bishop of Rome (meaning the Pope) to be supreme in religious matters and the Universal Pontiff. Since then, the Pope has assumed the garb of representative of Jesus Christ on Earth.

Michelangelo's Last Judgment on altar wall of Sistine Chapel unveiled on October 31, 1541.

The Battle of the Allia which happened on July 18, 390 (or 387) AD, was fought between the Senones, one of the Gallic tribes which had invaded northern Italy, and the Romans. It was fought at the confluence of the rivers Tiber and Allia, eleven Roman miles north of Rome. The Romans were routed and subsequently the Senones sacked Rome.

The Sack of Rome on August 24, 410 AD happened when the city was attacked by the Visigoths led by King Alaric. At that time, Rome was no longer the capital of the Western Roman Empire, having been replaced in that position by Ravenna (near Venice) in 402 AD. Nevertheless, the city of Rome retained a paramount position as "the eternal city" and a spiritual center of the Empire. This was the first time in almost 800 years that Rome had fallen to a foreign enemy. This sack of Rome lasted 3 days.
The Sack of Rome which started on June 2, 455 Julian (June 3, 455 Gregorian) lasted for 14 days. It was conducted by the Vandals (Germanic tribes) coming in a fleet from Carthage (in today’s Tunis). After Western Roman Emperor Petronius Maximus at that time started his reign on March 17, 455, he married Licinia Eudoxia, the widow of the previous Emperor Valentinian III, and later infuriated the King of Vandals Genseric when he cancelled the betrothal of Licinia’s daughter to the son of the Genseric. The Vandals’ fleet landed in Italy on May 31, 455. As Maximus was attempting to flee from Rome on May 31, 455, he was captured and stoned to death by an angry group of people. At that time, Rome was no longer the capital of the Western Roman Empire, having been replaced in that position by Ravenna (near Venice) in 402 AD. The Vandal tribes had moved through Gaul, settled for a time in Iberia, and were finally forced to move to the Roman province of North Africa in 430 AD. In addition, the Vandals allied themselves with the indigenous Berber tribes which had opposed the Roman occupation of North Africa for 500 years. Pope Leo begged King Genseric of the Vandals not to destroy the Rome or to murder its people and King Genseric agreed. All of Rome’s gates were opened, and an army of 10,000 to 20,000 Vandals and Berbers was allowed to enter and take away what they wanted. Gold, silver, jewels, statuary, and anything perceived as valuable were taken. The Vandals even stripped the Temple of Jupiter Capitolinus (the greatest temple in the Roman World) of its treasures. Every church in the city was emptied of its treasures. In an interesting twist to history, the Vandals took back to North Africa the loot of Jerusalem and the Second Jewish Temple that had been taken by Emperor Titus to Rome in the year 70 AD when the Second Jewish Temple was destroyed by the Romans.

The ancient Western Roman Empire ended, when Romulus Augustus, the last Emperor of the Western Roman Empire, was deposed by Odoacer, a Germanic chieftain on September 4, 476 AD (Elul 28, 4236 Hijri).

The Ostrogoths maintained their strong control of Rome which prevented the popes to have much power. Pope Vigilius in 538 AD, the second year of his reign, benefited from the defeat of the Ostrogoths and their consequent expulsion from Italy when Pope Vigilius became the first Pope enabled to exercise as well as to hold the powerful titles of Pontifex Maximus (pagan title which means “Bridge builder between Heaven and Earth”) and Universal Bishop. This Papal power lasted 1260 years from 538 AD till 1798 AD when Napoleon’s French forces marched to Rome.

The Sack of Rome on December 17, 546 AD was carried out by the Gothic king Totila during the Gothic War of 535 AD –554 AD between the Ostrogoths and the Byzantine Empire. Totila was based at Tivoli and, in pursuit of his quest to reconquer the region of Latium, he moved against Rome. The city endured a siege lasting almost a year before falling to the Goths on December 17, 546 AD.

The Sack of Rome of May 1084 was a Norman sack, the result of the pope's call for aid from the Duke of Apulia, Robert Guiscard. Pope Gregory VII was besieged in the Castel Sant'Angelo by the Emperor Henry IV in June 1083. He held out and called for aid from Robert Guiscard, who was then fighting the Byzantine Emperor Alexius I Comnenus in the Balkans. However, Robert Guiscard returned to Italy and marched north with 36,000 men. He entered Rome and forced Emperor Henry IV to retire, but a riot of the citizens led to a three days sack, after which Guiscard escorted the Pope to the Lateran.
The Sack of Rome on May 6, 1527 Julian (May 16, 1527 Gregorian) (Shaban 5, 933 Hijri) (Sivan 6, 5287 Jewish) was a military event carried out by the mutinous troops of Charles V, Holy Roman Emperor in Rome, then part of the Papal States. It marked a crucial imperial victory in the conflict between Charles and the League of Cognac (1526 –1529) — the alliance of France, Milan, Venice, Florence and the Papacy. Pope Clement VII had given his support to the Kingdom of France in an attempt to alter the balance of power in the region, and free the Papacy from dependency, i.e. a growing weakness to "Imperial domination" by the Holy Roman Empire (and the Habsburg dynasty).

Napoleon’s French forces marched to Rome, entered it unopposed on Saturday, February 10, 1798 (Shaban 24 or 23, 1212 Hijri) (Shevat 24, 5558 Jewish) (2377.806.5th Julian Day), proclaimed a Roman Republic on February 15, 1798 (Shaban 29, 1212 Hijri) (Shevat 29, 5558 Jewish) (2377, 806.5th Julian Day), demanded of Pope Pius VI the renunciation of his temporal power, and upon Pope Pius VI’s refusal, he was taken prisoner. February 15 was the 23rd anniversary of Pope Pius VI’s election as Pope on February 15, 1775. On February 20, 1798 (Ramadan 5 or 4, 1212 Hijri), Pope Pius VI was sent by Napoleon from the Vatican to Siena, and afterwards to Certosa, near Florence. He died in prison, on August 29, 1799, having then reigned longer than any pope.

On May 18, 1804 Gregorian (May 6, 1804 Julian) (Safar 7, 1219 Hijri) (Sivan 8, 5564 Jewish) (2380.094.5th or 2380,095th Julian Day), the French Senate vested the Republican government in an Emperor and approved granting Napoleon the title “Emperor of the French”. Not content with this secular appointment, Napoleon wanted a religious consecration. On December 2, 1804 (Shaban 29, 1219 Hijri), Napoleon Bonaparte was consecrated as emperor by Pope Pius VII, like Charlemagne was consecrated by a Pope Leo III in 800 AD, but Pope Pius VII had to leave the Vatican and come to France to perform the consecration ceremony at Notre-Dame de Paris Cathedral. Napoleon placed the crown on his head by himself, facing the congregation, rather than the high altar to mark his independence from the Church.

On July 12, 1806 (Rabi Thani 26, 1221 Hijri) (Tammuz 26, 5566 Jewish), sixteen states in present-day Germany left the Holy Roman Empire and joined together in a confederation called "Confederation of the Rhine", with Napoleon as their Protector.

On August 6, 1806 (Jumada Ula 21, 1221 Hijri) (Av 22, 5566 Jewish), following an ultimatum by Napoleon, the Austrian Emperor Francis II proclaimed himself as Emperor of Austria only and gave up the title of Emperor of Germany and the title of Holy Roman Emperor, effectively dissolving Holy Roman Empire founded by Charlemagne in 800 A.D.

On May 17, 1809 (Rabi Thani 2, 1224 Hijri) (Sivan 2, 5569 Jewish) (2381,919.5th or 2381,920th Julian Day), Napoleon annexed the Italian Papal States to the French Empire. On June 10, 1809, Pope Pius VII made public a bull of excommunication of those involved in the annexation, including Napoleon. Around 3:00 AM on Thursday, July 6, 1809 (Jumada Ula 22, 1224 Hijri) (Tammuz 22, 5569 Jewish) (2381,969.5th Julian Day), Pope Pius VII was arrested and remained imprisoned.

After Napoleon's army was defeated in the Battle of Paris on March 31, 1814 (Rabi Thani 10, 1229 Hijri) (Nisan 10, 5574 Jewish) and Napoleon abdicated on April 11, 1814 (Rabi Thani 20, 1229 Hijri) (Nisan 21, 5574 Jewish), Pope Pius VII returned to Rome in May 24, 1814 (Jumada Thania 5, 1229 Hijri). Napoleon escaped from Elba on February 26, 1815 (Rabi Awwal 16, 1230 Hijri) (Adar I 16,
5575 Jewish), landed in France on March 1, 1815, and entered Paris on March 20, 1815 (Rabi Thani 8, 1230 Hijri) (Adar II 8, 5575 Jewish). Pope Pius VII left Rome to Genoa during the “100 Days” after Napoleon escaped from Elba. Pope Pius VII returned finally to Rome on June 7, 1815 (Jumada Thania 28, 1230 Hijri) (Iyar 28, 5575 Jewish). Napoleon was defeated in the Battle of Waterloo on June 18, 1815 (Rajab 10, 1230 Hijri) (Sivan 10, 5575 Jewish). Napoleon abdicated, in favor of his son Napoleon II, 4 days later on June 22, 1815. In the meantime, the Provisional Government deposed his son and tried to negotiate a conditional surrender with the Coalition powers. They failed to obtain any significant concessions from the Coalition who insisted on a military surrender. On the July 7, 1815 (Rajab 29, 1230 Hijri) (Sivan 29, 5575 Jewish), coalition forces entered Paris. Napoleon was notified of his exile to St. Helena on July 31, 1815 (Shaban 23, 1230 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5575 Jewish). On August 8, 1815 (Ramadan 1 (or 2), 1230 Hijri) (Av 2, 5575 Jewish), early in the morning, a British ship called “The Northumberland”, carrying Napoleon Bonaparte, set sail to Island of Saint Helena for his last exile.

Following Treaty of Chaumont in 1814 and the Treaty of Paris (signed on May 30, 1814), the Congress of Vienna, a conference of representatives of European states, including Russia, was held in Vienna from September 1814 to June 1815 to re-organize Europe after the French Revolution and the Napoleonic Wars. The immediate background was Napoleonic France's defeat and surrender in May 1814, which brought an end to 25 years of nearly continuous war. Negotiations continued despite the outbreak of fighting triggered by Napoleon's dramatic return from exile and resumption of power in France during the Hundred Days of March–July 1815. Congress of Vienna ended on June 8, 1815 (Jumada Thania 29, 1230 Hijri) (Iyar 29, 5575 Jewish). The General Treaty of the Final Act of the Congress of Vienna embodying all the separate treaties, was signed on June 9, 1815 (Rajab 1, 1230 Hijri) (Sivan 1, 5575 Jewish), just 9 days before Napoleon's final defeat at the Battle of Waterloo on June 18, 1815 (Rajab 10, 1230 Hijri) (Sivan 10, 5575 Jewish). The objective of the Congress was to provide a long-term peace plan for Europe by settling critical issues arising from the French Revolutionary Wars and the Napoleonic Wars. The goal was not simply to restore old boundaries between European countries, but to resize the main powers so they could balance each other off and remain at peace. The Congress of Vienna was the first of a series of international meetings which attempted to forge a peaceful balance of power in Europe. The Congress of Vienna was the first occasion in history where, on a continental scale, national representatives came together to formulate treaties, instead of relying mostly on messages between the several capitals. Congress of Vienna was the first genuine attempt to create an international order based upon consensus rather than conflict. It served as a model for later organizations such as the League of Nations in 1919 and the United Nations in 1945. Congress of Vienna prevented another widespread European war for nearly a hundred years from 1815 till the outbreak of World War I in 1914. The treaty that resulted from Congress of Vienna was the most-comprehensive treaty Europe had ever seen. The Congress of Vienna resulted in the consolidation of Germany from the nearly 300 states of the Holy Roman Empire (dissolved in 1806) into a much less complex system of 39 states (4 of which were free cities). These states formed a loose German Confederation under the leadership of Prussia and Austria. The Papal States were restored to the Pope. As Austrian troops withdrew from Rome, the temporal power of the Pope was restored. Pope Pius VII entered Rome, coming back from Genoa, on June 7, 1815 (Jumada Thania 28, 1230 Hijri) (Iyar 28, 5575 Jewish), where he was staying as a refuge from Napoleon.
During the Second Italian War of Independence, much of the Papal States had been conquered by the Piedmontese Army. The Kingdom of Italy was created on February 18, 1861 (Shaban 7, 1277 Hijri), and officially on March 17, 1861 (Ramadan 5 or 6, 1277 Hijri). On March 27, 1861 (Ramadan 15, 1277 Hijri), the Parliament declared Rome the Capital of the Kingdom of Italy. However, the Italian government could not take its seat in Rome because it did not control the territory. In addition, a French garrison was maintained in the city by Napoleon III of France in support of Pope Pius IX. The Franco-Prussian War started on July 19, 1870. After the Battle of Sedan fought between France and Prussia on September 1, 1870, the situation changed radically. It resulted in the surrender and capture of Emperor Napoleon III and large numbers of his troops on September 2, 1870. The French lost over 17,000 men killed and wounded with 21,000 captured. On September 4, 1870, with disgraced emperor in captivity, the French Emperor was deposed. The new French government was clearly in no position to retaliate against Italy, nor did it possess the political will to protect the Pope's position. King of Italy, Victor Emmanuel II sent Conte Gustavo Ponza di San Martino as a delegate to Pope Pius IX with a personal letter, offering a face-saving proposal that would have allowed the peaceful entry of the Italian Army into Rome. The Pope would retain the inviolability and prerogatives attaching to him as a sovereign. The Leonine city would remain under the full jurisdiction and sovereignty of the Pope. The envoy of King Victor Emmanuel II headed to Rome on September 9, 1870 and met with Cardinal Antonelli (Secretary of State) that same evening. The negotiations lasted till September 10, 1870. The Pope’s reception of the envoy sent King Victor Emmanuel II on September 10, 1870 was unfriendly. The Pope said: “you will never enter Rome”. The Italian army of 60,000 soldiers, commanded by General Raffaele Cadorna, crossed the papal frontier on September 11 and advanced toward Rome. By September 19, Italian army was just outside Rome ready for entry. On September 20, 1870 (Jumada Thania 23, 1287 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5630 Jewish), after a limited battle, the Italian army of the Kingdom of Italy entered Rome. The next day, on September 21, 1870 (Jumada Thania 24, 1287 Hijri) (Elul 25, 5630 Jewish) (2404,326.5th Julian Day), the Italian army entered Leonine City, including the Vatican, seat of the Pope. Leonine City is the part of the city of Rome surrounded by the Leonine Wall from 3 sides and by the Tiber River on the 4th side. The Vatican is within the enclosed area. This is the end of the Papal State which was later revived through Lateran Treaty.

Lateran Treaty between the Pope and the Kingdom of Italy was signed in Lateran Palace, by Benito Mussolini, Prime Minister of Italy, representing the Italian government, on February 11, 1929 (Shaban 29, 1347 Hijri) (Adar 1, 5689 Jewish) (2425,653.5th Julian Day), was ratified by the Parliament of Italy, and became effective on June 7, 1929 (Zu Al-Hijja 28, 1347 Hijri) (Iyar 28, 5689 Jewish) (2425,769.5th Julian Day), establishing City of the Vatican as an independent State. In this treaty, Italy recognized papal sovereignty over the Vatican, and in return, the papacy recognized the Kingdom of Italy, with Rome as its capital. Since September 20 – 21, 1870, when the Italian army entered Rome and the Vatican and ended the Papal State, the Pope was a virtual prisoner in the Vatican, never leaving it, for 59 years until Lateran Treaty was signed. On February 18, 1984 (Jumada Ula 15, 1404 Hijri) (Adar I 15, 5744 Jewish), the Vatican and Italy signed a new treaty (Concordat) to replace Lateran Treaty. This new treaty became effective on on June 3, 1985 (Ramadan 14, 1405 Hijri) (Sivan 14, 5745 Jewish). In the new treaty, for the sake of establishing freedom of religion in Italy, Roman Catholicism no longer remained as the state religion of Italy. The Vatican became more independent without legal ties to Italy which opened the door for
the Vatican to become a full-fledged member of the United Nations (U.N.). Furthermore, Rome ceased to be considered as a “Holy City”.

Both of the Prime Minister and the King of Italy approved Italy’s surrender to the Allies through an armistice on September 1, 1943 (Shaban 29, 1362 Hijri) (Elul 1, 1362 Jewish). Italy signed the secret Cassibile Armistice with the Allies in an Allied military base in Cassibile, Sicily on September 3, 1943 (Ramadan 2, 1362 Hijri) (Elul 3, 1362 Jewish). U.S. General Eisenhower publicly announces the surrender of Italy on September 8, 1943 (Ramadan 10, 1362 Hijri) (Elul 10, 1362 Jewish). Italy declared war on Germany on October 13, 1943 (Shawwal 14 (or 13), 1362 Hijri) (Tishri 14, 5704 Jewish). On November 5, 1943 (Zu Al-Qada 7, 1362 Hijri), at 8:10 pm, a single plane of the Allies dropped four bombs on the Vatican, on the area south-west of Saint Peter's Basilica, destroying a mosaic studio near the Vatican railway station and breaking the windows of the high cupola of St. Peter's Basilica, and nearly destroying Vatican Radio; however, there were no fatalities.

On June 4, 1944 (Jumada Thania 13, 1363 Hijri) (Sivan 13, 5704 Jewish), the American forces took possession of Rome. Rome had been declared an open city by the German Army so no resistance was encountered. On June 5, 1944, Italy’s King Victor Emmanuel turned over his remaining powers to his son Umberto and named him Lieutenant General of the Realm.

Yasir Arafat was born on August 24, 1929 (Rabi Awwal 18, 1348 Hijri). On July 24, 1995, Arafat's wife Suha gave birth to a daughter in France. Following a meal, he became very ill with nausea, vomiting, and abdominal pain on October 12, 2004 (Shaban 27, 1425 Hijri). He arrived to Paris, France, for medical treatment at the Percy Military Hospital on October 29, 2004. He fell into a coma on November 4, 2014. He died in France on November 11, 2004 (Ramadan 27, 1425 Hijri) (2453, 320.5th Julian day).

♦ آخر الزمان  Akhir (End) of the Time: 802 (or 801) + 128 (or 129) = 930 (929 or 931) (930 is the 771st Composite Number) (1118 is the 930th Composite Number) (1336 is the 1118th Composite Number)

يوم أول الآخره Day of Awwal (First or Beginning) of the End Times: 56 + [37 + 837 (or 838)] = 56 + 874 (or 875) = 930 (or 931)

برج خليفة Burj (Tower) of Khalifa (Caliph): 205 + 725 = 930
[ On Tuesday, September 21, 2004 Gregorian (September 8, 2004 Julian) (Shaban 6, 1425 Hijri) (Tishri 6, 5765 Jewish) (2453.269.5th Julian Day), construction of Burj (Tower) of Khalifa (Caliph) in Dubai started, which initially was called Burj Dubai. Since the completion of its construction till the present time, it remains not only the World’s tallest building, but also the tallest man-made structure ever built at 829.8 meters (2,722.5 ft, about 2723 ft) high and 163 floors. The date of the opening ceremony, January 4, 2010 (Muharram 17, 1431 Hijri) (2455,200.5th Julian Day), was chosen because January 4 is the anniversary of the accession to the throne of Sheikh Mohammad, the Ruler of Dubai, after his brother's death on January 4, 2006. ]
Day of War of Iraq & Iran: 56 + (210 + 402 + 262) = 56 + 874 = 930

War of Iraq & Iran started on September 22, 1980 (Zu Al-Qada 12, 1400 Hijri) (Tishri 12, 5741 Jewish) (2444, 504.5th Julian Day). The war ended after Iran accepted UN Resolution 598 calling for an immediate cease-fire (or truce) on July 18, 1988 (Zu Hijja 3, 1408 Hijri) and this truce came into effect on July 20, 1988.

Zikra (Day of Remembrance): 930

Martyrdom of Al-Hussein (Prophet Mohammad (p)’s grandson who was unjustly killed): 771 + 159 = 930

Tisat (Nine): 930

Nakhliqakom (We create you) from (verse 20 of Sura 77): 840 + 90 = 930

The Khuruj (Coming out) + The Mahdi: 840 + 90 = 930

Mine of Copiapó, Chile: 133 + 47 + 750 = 930

States: 930 (or 931)

Istirja (Getting back or Recapture) of the Quds (Jerusalem): 735 + 195 = 930

Ithnain (Two) + The Muharram: 611 + 319 = 930

The Arab Syrian Republic: 930

Timur, Araj (Lame): 656 + 274 = 930

The Khan (Leader) of the Mongols, Timur Lank/Lang (meaning Timur, the Araj or the lame) destroyed Baghdad on July 9, 1401 AD Julian (July 18, 1401 Gregorian) (Zu Al-Qada 26 or 27), 803 Hijri) (2232,962.5th Julian Day), after a siege that started about 40 days earlier, and massacred most its inhabitants. Baghdad was conquered by Timur for the first time in the Summer of 1393 AD.

Baghdad: 56 + (453 + 9) + 1011 + 1011 = 56 + (462 + 1401) + 1011 = (56 + 1863) + 1011 = 1919 + 1011 = 2930 (2930 is the 2506th Composite Number)

Timur Lank entered Baghdad on July 9, 1401 AD and massacred most its inhabitants.

Day of Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): 9 + 1401 + 1401 = 2930

Day of Timur Lank + The Mongols + Baghdad: 56 + (656 + 100) + 1107 + 1011 = 56 + (756 + 1107) + 1011 = (56 + 1863) + 1011 = 1919 + 1011 = 2930 (= 2 x 5 x 293) (2930 is the 2506th Composite Number)
Neil Armstrong, the astronaut who was the first human to step on the Moon, was born on August 5, 1930 (Rabi Awwal 11, 1349 Hijri) (Av 11, 5690 Jewish). He died on August 25, 2012 (Shawwal 7, 1433 Hijri) (Elul 7, 5772 Jewish).

- 931 (931 is the 772nd Composite Number) (1119 is the 931st Composite Number)

**Karachi:**

- 931 (or 930)

**States:**

- 931 (or 930)

- The End of Time: 802 (or 801) + 129 (or 128) = 931 (929 or 930)

- The American President Bush: (311 + 312) + 308 = 623 + 308 = 931

- The Last of the Dajjaleen (Dajjals): 802 + 129 = 931

- The Sun and the Moon, are to be taken into account (verse 5 of Sura 55): 931

- Saint Peter’s Church + Vatican: 145 + 174 + 612 = 931

- Victory of Allah and the Fatih (Conquest) (verse 1 of Sura 110): (340 + 66) + (6 + 519) = 406 + 525 = 931

- The Caller from a close location. The day they hear (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): 931

- The years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment /Punishment) and everything we have detailed. (verse 12 of Sura 17): 78 + 201 + 6 + 102 + 6 + 50 + 311 + 255 (or 256) = 931 (or 932)

- Yajuj (Gog) and Majuj (Magog) + Manhattan, New York: (23 + 6 + 53) + (547 + 302) = 82 + 849 = 931

- Al-Rabi Ashar (The Fourteenth) + Mayo (May) : (304 + 570) + 57 (or 56) = 874 + 57 (or 56) = 931 (or 930)  [Israel was established on May 14, 1948.]

- Fat’h (Conquest) of City of Constantinople: 488 + (109 + 334) = 488 + 443 = 931

- Fat’h (Conquest) of Madina (City/State) of Great Britain: (488 + 109) + (283 + 1051) = 597 + 1334 = 1931

- The Saiha (Scream) by the Truth, that is the day of the Khuruj (Coming-out) (verse 42 of Sura 50): (144 + 141) + (750 + 56 + 840) = 285 + 1646 = 1931
Gibran Khalil Gibran is a Lebanese author, philosopher, and painter, born in Bsharri, Lebanon on January 6, 1883 Gregorian (December 25, 1882 Julian) (Safar 26, 1300 Hijri), but lived most of his life in the U.S., where he was known as Kahlil Gibran. Gibran Khalil Gibran is considered the third best selling poet in history, after Shakespeare and Lao Tse. His most famous book is titled “The Prophet”. This book has been translated to almost all main languages of the World and is considered one of the best selling books of the 20th Century. In this book, written in poetic prose, the Prophet, called Al-Mustafa (the Chosen) lived in a city called Orphalese, away from his Island homeland, for 12 years. On 7th day of September, before he was about to sail back to his homeland, people of Orphalese asked him questions about various topics and he replied with memorable, philosophical words of wisdom that are still frequently quoted today. His book, The Prophet, was first published on September 12, 1923, even though he started writing it in 1912. He died in New York, at the age of 48, on April 10, 1931 (Zu Al-Qada 23, 1349 Hijri). An animated film based on this book was released in 2014. The book’s chapters were directed for the film by different directors from around the World, among them Paul and Gaëtan Brizzi (twin French directors).
your Lord (God) will choose you and teach you from (verse 6 of Sura 12): 933

And they said (about the Mahdi): “A crazy Teacher/Preacher.” We are going to lift (verses 14 - 15 of Sura 44): 933

Day of hanging of Saddam Hussein Abd Al-Majeed: 56 + (450 + 135 + 128 + 76 + 88) = 56 + 877 = 933

Sent on a journey his servant at night from the Haram Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): 933

My curse shall be upon you till day of the Deen (Religion or Judgment) (verse 78 of Sura 38): (51 + 130 + 560) + 41 + 56 + 95 = (741 + 41) + 56 + 95 = (782 + 56) + 95 = 838 + 95 = 933

They entered it the first time and (verse 7 of Sura 17): 933

The Qada (what Allah has decreed): 933

Promise of the Rus’ (Russians) Hadd (Destruction) of Manhattan: 80 + (9 + 297 + 547) = 80 + 853 = 933

The Jinn (invisible creatures) + Manhattan, New York: 84 + (547 + 302) = 84 + 849 = 933

Khuruj (Coming Out) of the Star: 809 + 124 = 933

If We (God) wish, We can send down unto them, from the sky, an Aya (Miraculous Sign) (verse 4 of Sura 26): 933 (or 934)

Turned it (city of Sodom) upside down, and we rained upon it stones. (verse 82 of Sura 11. It is the 1555th verse of Quran): 933

From Heaven, from mountains of hail, that strike (verse 43 of Sura 24. It is 2834th verse of Quran): 933

Day of the Fasl (Separation or Judgment) is their appointed time (verse 40 of Sura 44. It is the 4454th verse of Quran): 51 + 56 + 231 + 595 (or 596) = 933 (or 934)

In it a Sign for the ones (verse 37 of Sura 51): 96 + 17 + 820 = 933
The Hour is on that day (verse 14 of Sura 30): 167 + 766 = 933

So, Allah torments him (verse 24 of Sura 88): 867 + 66 = 933

And they have not got any patrons to support them, aside from (verse 46 of Sura 42): 348 + 66 = 384

Hadda (Incident of Destruction) of New Yorkiyeen (New Yorkers) of Manhattan: (14 + 372) + 547 = 386 + 547 = 933 (933 = 311 x 3) (933 is the 774th Composite Number)

Russia + Damar (Destruction) of New York City: 277 + (245 + 109 + 302) = 277 + 656 = 933

Russia + Al-Saiqa (The Shocking Event) + Inha (Ending) of New York: 277 + (296 + 58 + 302) = 277 + 656 = 933

Russia + the massacre + Enباء نيويورك Russia + Damar (Destruction) of New York City: 277 + (245 + 109 + 302) = 277 + 656 = 933

Manhattan + The Day they see what they are promised, they will not remain (alive) except for an hour (verse 35 of Sura 46): 547 + 1386 = 1933 (equivalent to 933) (Notice that if you combine the verse number “35” and Sura number “46”, you get 3546 which is equivalent to 546. The numerical value of Manhattan is 547 or 546. So, this verse is referring to the end of Manhattan.)

Nuclear War + People of American United States: 287 + 1646 = 1933 (equivalent to 933)

The White House + People of American United States: 1287 + 1646 = 2933 (equivalent to 933)

That is the Day of the Khuruj (Coming out) (verse 42 of Sura 50): 287 + 1646 = 1933 (equivalent to 933)

The Russians + The Nuclear War + The White House: (297 + 349) + 1287 = 646 + 1287 = 1933 (equivalent to 933)

Promise of my Lord (God) comes (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Nuclear War + The White House: (297 + 349) + 1287 = 646 + 1287 = 1933 (equivalent to 933)

Saiha (Scream) + City of Vancouver + The American
United States: $113 + (109 + 437) + 1274 = 113 + 546 + 1274 = \textbf{1933}$ (equivalent to $933$)

Saiha (Scream) + Manhattan + The American United States: $113 + 546 + 1274 = \textbf{1933}$ (equivalent to $933$)

the Camel as a Fitna (trial) for them. So watch them and be patient (verse 27 of Sura 54): \textbf{1933}

In a valley which is not (verse 37 of Sura 14): \textbf{1933} (equivalent to $933$) \textbf{(1933 is the 295th Prime Number)} \textbf{(2271 is the 1933rd Composite Number)}

The Muttaqeen (God-fearing people) shall be in paradises and rivers, on a seat of truth (verse 54 – 55 of Sura 54): \textbf{1933 (or 1934)}

Nihaya (End) of Islamic Caliphate: $71 + [716 + 177 (or 178)] = 71 + 862 (or 863) = \textbf{933 (or 934)}$

Third of Azar (March): $1031 + 902 (or 903) = \textbf{1933 (or 1934)}$ (The Ottoman Caliphate was abolished on March 3, 1924)

And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) it/he descended. And We have not sent you (verse 105 of Sura 17): $6 + 141 + 144 (or 143) + 6 + 141 + 87 + 6 + 41 + 361 (or 362) = \textbf{1933 (or 1934)}$

For it. When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin (verse 7 of Sura 17): $116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 (or 838) + 113 = \textbf{1933 (or 1934)}$

The Messiah son of Yosef (Joseph) + Ihya (Resurrection) of Jan (John) Paul + Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel is from the Nile to the Euphrates: $(149 + 52 + 156) + (21 + 54 + 38) + [135 + 62 + 302 (or 303) + (90 + 121 + 41 + 712)] = (357 + 113) + [499 (or 500) + 964] = 470 + 1463 (or 1464) = \textbf{1933 (or 1934)}$

Qiyama (Resurrection) + O Israel, your State is from the Nile to the Euphrates: $156 + [11 + 302 (or 303) + (500 + 90 + 121 + 41 + 712)] = 156 + (313 + 1464) = 156 + 1777 = \textbf{1933}$

Enter the Holy Land that God has written for you (verse 21 of Sura 5): $642 + (1032 + 240) + 441 + 422 + 66 (or 67) + 90 = 642 + 1272 + 441 + 422 + 66 (or 67) + 90 = \textbf{2933 (or 2934)}$ (equivalent $933$) \textbf{(= 7 x 419)} \textbf{(2933 is the 2509th Composite Number)} \textbf{(3414 is the 2933rd Composite Number)}

On \textbf{July 22, 1933} (2427,275.5\textsuperscript{th} Julian Day), Wiley Post became the \textbf{first person to fly solo around the world} traveling 15,596 miles (25,099 km) in 7 days, 18 hours and 45 minutes ($= 186$ hours + 45 minutes).
Iraq’s King Faisal bin Hussein died due to poisoning on September 8, 1933 (Jumada Ula 17, 1352 Hijri) (Elul 17, 5693 Jewish Calendar) (2427,323.5th or 2427,324th Julian Day). He was born on May 20, 1883 (Rajab 13, 1300 Hijri) (Iyar 13, 5643 Jewish). He was 50 years old when he died.

**Lailat (Eve) of Bidaya (Beginning) of the End Times:**

\(75 + [22 + 837 (or 838)] = 75 + 859 (or 860) = 934 (or 935) (= 2 \times 467) \) (934 is the 775\(^{th}\) Composite Number)

\((1122\) is the 934\(^{th}\) Composite Number)

**Eid of the Adha (Islamic Holiday that commemorates Prophet Abraham’s willingness to sacrifice his son Ismael):**

\(84 + 850 = 934\)

**The first official Crusader armies set off from France and Italy on the papally ordained date of Friday, August 15, 1096 AD (Shaban 23 (or 22), 489 Hijri). The Crusaders started their attack on Jerusalem on July 14, 1099 AD (Shaban 22, 492 Hijri) (Tammuz 22, 4859 Jewish Calendar) and captured Jerusalem on Friday, July 15, 1099 AD Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 4859 Jewish Calendar).**

**There (at/in that situation, location, or time), the Believers were afflicted and were shaken by a shaking event:**

\(106 + (443 + 223) + (6 + 81) + 75 (or 76) = 106 + (666 + 87) + 75 (or 76) = (106 + 753) + 75 (or 76) = 859 + 75 (or 76) = 934 (or 935)\)

**In the name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, Most Merciful + Praise to Allah (God) (verse 1 of Sura 18):**

\((102 + 66 + 329 + 289) + (83 + 65) = 786 + 148 = 934\)

**Day of Fasl (Separation or Judgment) is their appointed time (verse 40 of Sura 44. It is the 4454\(^{th}\) verse of Quran):**

\(51 + 56 + 231 + 596 (or 595) = 934 (or 933)\)

**Afreet (Demon) of the Jinn (invisible creatures) (verse 39 of Sura 27):**

\((760 + 90) + 84 = 850 + 84 = 934\)

**In the name of Allah, the Prophet Abraham’s + willingness to sacrifice his son Ismael:**

\(6 + 571 + 56 + 75 + 136 + 90 = 934\)

**And Listen the Day the Caller calls from (verse 41 of Sura 50):**

\(489 + 23 + [422 (or 423) + 23] + 489 = 445 (or 446) + 489 = 934 (or 935)\)

**The Day of Khuruj (coming out) of the Dajjal:**

\(56 + (809 + 69) = 56 + 878 = 934\)

**Years of the End of Islamic Caliphate:**

\(71 + (716 + 178 (or 177)) = 71 + 863 (or 864)\)
Third of Azar (March) : $1031 + 903 \text{ (or 902)} = \textbf{1934 (or 1933)} \text{ (The Ottoman Caliphate was abolished on March 3, 1924)}$

The Muttaqeen (God-fearing people) shall be in paradises and rivers, on a seat of truth (verse 54 – 55 of Sura 54): \textbf{1934 (or 1933)}

Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17): \textbf{1934 (or 1935)}

Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin (verse 7 of Sura 17) \textbf{1934 (or 1933)}

Qiyama (Resurrection, End Times) + O Israel, your State is from the Nile to the Euphrates: \textbf{1934}

The Messiah son of Yosef (Joseph) + Ihya (Resurrection) of Jan (John) Paul + Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel is from the Nile to the Euphrates: \textbf{1934}

The finding of People of the Cave and the Raqeeem + Gospel of the Messiah Jesus : \textbf{1934}
Enter the Holy Land that God has written for you (verse 21 of Sura 5): $642 + (1032 + 240) + 441 + 422 + 67 \text{ (or 66)} + 90 = 642 + 1272 + 441 + 422 + 67 \text{ (or 66)} + 90 = 2934 \text{ (or 2933)}$

Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr and how would you know what Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is? Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and Spirit descend (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 97): $75 + (335 + 6 + 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 + 6 + 245) = 75 + 3859 = 3934$ (3934 is the 3387th Composite Number)

After verse 9 of Sura 3, there are 5934 verses till the end of the Quran.

Afareet (Demons) of the Jinn (invisible creatures) (verse 39 of Sura 27): $761 + 90 + 84 = 935 \text{ (935 is the 776th Composite Number)} \text{ (1124 is the 935th Composite Number)}$

Lailat (Eve) of Bidaya (Beginning) of the End Times: $75 + [22 + 838 \text{ (or 837)}] = 75 + 860 \text{ (or 859)} = 935 \text{ (or 934)}$

The Fourteenth + Yulya (July): $(304 + 570) + 61 = 874 + 61 = 935$

There (at/in that situation, location, or time), the Believers were afflicted and were shaken by a shaking event (verse 11 of Sura 33): $106 + (443 + 223) + (6 + 81) + 75 \text{ (or 76)} = 106 + (666 + 87) + 76 \text{ (or 75)} = (106 + 753) + 76 \text{ (or 75)} = 859 + 75 \text{ (or 76)} = 935 \text{ (or 934)}$

What We have descended unto our servant on Day of the Furqan (Quran) (verse 41 of Sura 8): $(41 + 139 + 110 + 127) + (56 + 462) = 417 + 518 = 935$

Day of Tanzeel (Descent) of the Quran: $56 + [497 + 382 \text{ (or 383)}] = 56 + 879 \text{ (or 880)} = 935 \text{ (or 936)}$

Lailat (N1850ght or Eve) of Bidaya (Beginning) of the End Times: $75 + [22 + 838 \text{ (or 837)}] = 75 + 860 \text{ (or 859)} = 935 \text{ (or 934)}$

Say: “The Knowledge of it is with Allah. And how would you know? Perhaps the Hour is soon (verse 63 of Sura 33): 1935 (equivalent to 935)
Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17): $(5 + 80) + [838 \text{ or } 837] + [107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138] = 85 + 1850 \text{ (or } 1849) = 1935 \text{ (or } 1934)$

Your Lord (God) will choose you and teach you about the interpretation of the Ahadith (verse 6 of Sura 12): $(445 + 222 + 6 + 170) + (90 + 447 + 555) = 843 + 1092 = \text{ (equivalent to } 935)$

Un-identifed Flying Objects (U.F.O.): $105 + 225 + 1210 + 395 = 1935$

Lailat (Night or Eve) of Sabi wa Ishreen (Twenty Seventh) + Ramadan: $75 + (133 + 6 + 630) + 1091 = 75 + (769 + 1091) = 75 + 1860 = 1935 \text{ (equivalent to } 935)$ (1935 is the 1639th Composite Number) (2274 is the 1935th Composite Number)

Creatures + The Outer Space: $1177 + (913 + 845) = 1177 + 1758 = 2935 \text{ (equivalent to } 935)$

He is the one who has made the Sun a source of shine and the Moon a source of light, and Qaddarhu (has classified) it into Manazil (levels, stages, or positions) so that you may know the number of years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgement). Allah did not create this except in/by the Haq (Truth). He details the Ayat (verses or signs) to people who know. (verse 5 of Sura 10): $6935 \text{ (or } 6934)$ (6935 is the 6044th Composite Number)

- **Hagia Sophia** (in Greek language, it is called Aya Sophia, meaning “Holy Wisdom”) in Constantinople served as the Byzantine Orthodox Patriarchal Cathedral of Constantinople (comparable to St. Peter’s Basilica in the Vatican). Hagia Sophia was inaugurated on **February 15, 360 AD** (Adar 12, 4120 Jewish) during the reign of Emperor Constantius II. A fire, that accompanied riots, burned down Hagia Sophia in **June 404 AD**. A new church was ordered to be rebuilt by Theodosius II, who inaugurated the second Hagia Sophia on **October 10, 415 AD** (Tishri 21, 4176 Jewish). A fire burned the second Hagia Sophia to the ground on **January 13 – 14, 532 AD** (Shevat 20 – 21, 4292 Jewish). On **February 23, 532 AD** (Adar II 1, 4292 Jewish), only a few weeks after the destruction of the second Hagia Sophia, Emperor Justinian I decided to build a third basilica, larger and more majestic than its predecessors. More than ten thousand workers were employed in the construction. Emperor Justinian I and Patriarch Menas inaugurated the third Hagia Sophia on **December 27, 537** (Teveth 8, 4298 Jewish). Earthquakes in August 553 and on **December 14, 557 AD** (Teveth 6, 4318 Jewish) caused cracks in the main dome and eastern half-dome. The main dome collapsed completely during a subsequent earthquake on **May 7, 558 AD** (Sivan 3, 4318 Jewish). After the great earthquake of **October 25, 989 AD** (Rajab 22, 379 Hijri), which collapsed the Western dome arch, the extent of the damage required six years of repair and reconstruction until the church was re-opened on **May 13, 994 AD** Julian (May 18, 994 Gregorian) (Rabi Thani 1, 384 Hijri) (Sivan 1, 4754 Jewish). Upon the capture of Constantinople during the Fourth Crusade, the church was ransacked and desecrated by the Latin Christians. During the Latin occupation of Constantinople (from 1204 till 1261), the church became a Roman Catholic cathedral. **Baldwin I** of Constantinople was crowned as an emperor on **May 16, 1204** (Ramadan 15, 600 Hijri) (Sivan 15, 4964 Jewish) in Hagia Sophia. New cracks developed in the dome of Hagia Sophia after the earthquake of **October 1344**. Later on, due to an
earthquake on May 19, 1346 (Muharram 26, 747 Hijri) (Iyar 26, 5106 Jewish), several parts of Hagia Sophia collapsed. Consequently, the church was closed until 1354, when repairs were undertaken by architects Astras and Peralta. After the Ottomans conquered Constantinople on May 29, 1453 Julian (June 7, 1453 Gregorian) (Jumada Al-Ula 20, 857 Hijri) (Sivan 21, 5213 Jewish) (2251,914.5th 2251,915th Julian Day), Hagia Sophia was converted into a mosque, serving as the Cami-i Kebir “Grand Mosque” of the Ottoman sultans. After the end of the Ottoman Sultanate, at the time of the first President of Turkey, Kemal Ataturk, Hagia Sophia was closed for 4 years from 1931 until it was converted into a museum that opened on February 1, 1935 (Shawwal 26, 1353 Hijri). Hagia Sophia was converted into the Museum by the decree of the Council of Ministers dated November 24, 1934 (Shaban 17, 1353 Hijri).

Dr. Rashad Khalifa was born on November 19, 1935 (Shaban 23, 1354 Hijri) (Heshvan 23, 5696 Jewish) (2428,125.5th Julian Day) (479,687th Hijri Day) in Egypt, but obtained his Master’s degree and Ph.D. in BioChemistry from the U.S. and lived afterwards in the U.S. He did extensive research on the mathematical structure of the Quran. He advocated a hypothesis that everything in the Quran is structured around the number 19 and he pointed out the verse 30 of Sura 74 which mentions number “Nineteen” is significant. Because the number of verses of the Quran did not fit his hypothesis, he claimed that the last 2 verses of Sura 9 are not authentic verses and should be excluded from the Quran. He later claimed to be a Messenger of Allah. Such controversial findings and claims were rejected by many Muslim scholars. On February 19, 1989 (Rajab 13, 1409 Hijri) (Adar 14, 5749 Hijri), a group of 38 Muslim scholars met in Saudi Arabia to discuss the issue and position of Salman Rushdi. They issued a fatwa (a religious decree). The fatwa was very interesting: "both Rashad Khalifa and Salman Rushdi are apostates." On January 31, 1990 (Rajab 5, 1410 Hijri) (Shevat 5, 5750 Jewish) (2447,922.5th Julian Day) (499,484.5th Hijri Day), Rashad Khalifa was stabbed to death in Arizona. Nineteen years after the murder, on April 28, 2009 (Jumada Ula 4, 1430 Hijri) (Iyar 4, 5769 Jewish), the police in Calgary, Canada arrested Glen Francis, a 52-year-old citizen of Trinidad and Tobago, on suspicion of killing Rashad Khalifa. On December 19, 2012 (Safar 5, 1434 Hijri), the jury of his trial in the U.S., after a three-hour deliberation, found Glen Francis guilty of first-degree murder. Today, there is still a group called Submitters (which is a translation of the word “Muslims”) who follow his teachings.

Shortly before his death, Rashad Khalifa proclaimed:
"Through Gabriel: I was commanded to make this announcement:
After I die, millions of believers will know that I represent the Messiah whom the Jews have been waiting for, the Christ whom the Christians have been expecting, the Mahdi whom the Muslims have been praying for..."

♦ جاء نصر  الله والفتح Victory of Allah comes and the conquest (verse 1 of Sura 110): 936 (= 6 x 156) (936 is the 777th Composite Number) (1125 is the 936th Composite Number)

الملحمة الكبرى + الفتح The Big Malhama (Battle) + The Fat’h (Conquest): (154 + 263) + 519 = 417 + 519 = 936
The Fourteenth + Yulu (July – in Egypt): \( (304 + 570) + 62 = 874 + 62 = 936 \) (or 935)

Day of Tanzeel (Descent) of the Quran: \( 56 + [497 + 383 \text{ (or 382)}] = 56 + 880 \) (or 879) = 936 (or 935)

journeyed fast in our Signs making a miracle, these (verse 5 of Sura 34): \( 936 \) (or 937)

Aya (Miraculous Sign) of Ark of the Covenant: \( 17 \text{ (or 16)} + (809 + 110) = 17 \text{ (or 16)} + 919 = 936 \) (or 935)

The Ojouba (Miracle) + The Mahdi + Torah of Moses: \( 118 + 90 + 612 + 116 = 936 \)

The Imam Mahdi + Torah + The Warned-about (verse 20 of Sura 50): \( (113 + 90) + 612 + 121 = 203 + 612 + 121 = 936 \)

Promise of my Lord (God) (verse 98 of Sura 18) + People of America: \( 292 + 644 = 936 \)

Promise of my Lord (God) (verse 98 of Sura 18) + The Damar (Destruction) + The Amerikiyoon (Americans): \( 292 + (276 + 368) = 292 + 644 = 936 \)

The Imam Mahdi + You are from among (or one of) the Messengers (verse 3 of Sura 36) + Fall of City of Sydney, Australia: \( (113 + 90) + 612 + (175 + 109 + 134 + 703) = 203 + 612 + 1121 = 1936 \) (equivalent to 936)

Nuclear Missile + The United States: \( 969 + 967 = 1936 \) (equivalent to 936)

Dakk (Bombardment or Destruction) of Sydney + O Israel, your State is from the Nile to the Euphrates: \( (24 + 134) + [11 + 303 + (500 + 90 + 121 + 41 + 712)] = 158 + (314 + 1464) = 158 + 1778 = 1936 \) (equivalent to 936)

Life of London + O Israel, your State is from the Nile to the Euphrates: \( (24 + 134) + [11 + 303 + (500 + 90 + 121 + 41 + 712)] = 158 + (314 + 1464) = 158 + 1778 = 1936 \) (equivalent to 936)

And the Peace is upon me the day I was born, and the day I die, and the day I get resurrected alive (verse 33 of Sura 19): \( 6 + 161 + 110 + (56 + 448 + 6 + 56 + 447 + 6 + 56 + 573) = 6 + 161 + 110 + 1640 + 19 = 1936 \) (1936 is the 1640th Composite Number)

Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make your faces look bad (or ruin your faces) and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 7 of Sura 17): \( 80 + 838 \text{ (or 837)} + 113 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 = 1936 \) (or 1935) (equivalent to 936) (1936 is the 1640th Composite
Number) **(2275 is the 1936th Composite Number)**

If you behave well, you do well to yourself and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin (verse 7 of Sura 17): $(51 + 559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5) + [80 + 837 (or 838) + 107] = 2912 + 1024 (or 1025) = 3936 (or 3937)

By the self-reproaching spirit. Does the human think that we are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, we are capable of re-constructing his fingertips. However, the human wants to indulge in wickedness for the time ahead of him. He asks: when will Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Beginning of End Times) be? (verse 2 – 6 of Sura 75): $(223 + 113 + 81 + 192 + 81 + 163 + 1016 + 42) + [365 + 110 + 51 + 126 + 108 + 32 + 224 + 193 (or 192) + 323 + 87 + 323 + 87 + 101 + 62 + 56 + 187] = 1911 + 2025 (or 2024) = 3936 (or 3935)

And we brought Moses the Book and made him a guidance to Bani (Children) of Israel. Do not take beside me a Wakeel (Guardian). The progeny of those whom we carried with Noah. He was a grateful worshipper. And we decreed unto Bani (Children) of Israel in the Book (verse 2 – 4 of Sura 17): $(6 + 462 + 116 + 453 + 6 + 158 + 19 + 92 + 302 + 32 + 2107 + 90 + 70 + 67 + 915 + 90 + 128 + 110 + 64 + 56 + 71 + 77 + 527 + 6) + (961 + 41 + 62 + 303 + 90 + 454) = 6025 + 1911 = 7936

**Pope Francis** was born on December 17, 1936 (Shawwal 3, 1355 Hijri) (Tevet 3, 5697 Jewish) (2428,519.5th or 2428,520th Julian Day).

General **Edmund Allenby**, who led the British forces in the conquest of Jerusalem in December 1917, was born on April 23, 1861 (Shawwal 13, 1277 Hijri) (Iyar 13, 5621 Jewish) and died on May 14, 1936 (Safar 22, 1355 Hijri) (Iyar 22, 5696 Jewish).

♦ **Qiyam (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paulus (Paul), the Second:**

151 (or 150) + [(37 + 59 + 98) + 592] = 151 (or 150) + (194 + 592) = 151 (or 150) + 786 = 937 (or 936) (937 is the 159th Prime Number) (1126 is the 937th Composite Number)

**The Eleventh + September:** $(54 + 570) + 313 = 624 + 313 = 937

**Tadmeer (Destruction) of Britain:** 654 + 283 = 937

**Day of the honoring + Astronauts of the Space + Apollo 11:** $56 + 701 + (211 + 913) + (45 + 11) = 56 + (701 + 1124 + 56) = 56 + 1881 = 1937 (1937 is the 1641st Composite Number) (2276 is the 1937th Composite Number)

**Three of Azar (March):** 1035 + 902 = 1937 (The Ottoman Caliphate was abolished on March 3, 1924)
Glory be upon the One who sent in a journey His servant at night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque which (verse 1 of Sura 17): 2937 (or 2938) (equivalent to 937) (2937 is the 2513th Composite Number)

If you behave well, you do well to yourself and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin (verse 7 of Sura 17): (51 + 559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5) + [80 + 838 (or 837) + 107] = 2912 + 1025 (or 1024) = 3937 (or 3936)

♦ The Missiles: 938 (= 2x 7x 67) (938 is the 778th Composite Number) (1127 is the 938th Composite Number)

Tunisia: Charles: 938

Czechoslovakia: 938

Promised of Hadd (Destruction) of Manhattan, New York: 80 + (9 + 547 + 302) = 80 + 858 = 938

Shaban + 23rd + 492 : (423 + 23) + 492 = 446 + 492 = 938

[The first Crusade started their march from Europe on Friday August 15, 1096 AD (Shaban 23, 489 Hijri) and conquered Jerusalem on Friday, July 15, 1099 AD Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri)]

Day of the Iraq’s Ghazu (Invasion) of the Kuwait: 56 + [1013 + (402 + 467)] = 56 + (1013 + 869) = 56 + 1882 = 1938

Ithnan wa Ishroon (Twenty Two) + September: (602 + 6 + 626) + 704 = 1234 + 704 = 1938

Intiya (End) of England: 803 + 1135 (or 1136) = 1938 (or 1939) (1938 is the 1642nd Composite Number) (2277 is the 1938th Composite Number)

The Qudum (arrival) of the American Army to Lebanon + 1958: [150 + (344 + 312) + 41 + 133] + 1958 = (150 + 656 + 41 + 133) + 1958 = 980 + 1958 = 2938 (2938 is the 2514th Composite Number)

At night, on January 25, 1938 (Zu Al-Qada 23, 1356 Hijri) (Shevat 23, 5698 Jewish) (2428,923.5 Julian Day), a strange display of lights (accompanied by a crackling sound, attributable to discharges of atmospheric energy) was visible across Europe and North America. In London, two magnificent
arcs appeared in the East and West, from which pulsating beams radiated like search-lights in dark red, greenish blue and purple colors. From an airplane, the display looked like “a shimmering curtain of fire.” Many people thought, it was fire, war, or End of the World. Telephone systems were tied up, wire services were disrupted, and all trans-atlantic radio communication was down until nearly midnight. This phenomenon is regarded as fulfillment of the sign mentioned in the Second Secret revealed to the 3 children in Fatima, Portugal:

“The war (meaning World War I) is going to end. If people do not cease offending God, a worse one (meaning World War II) will break out during the pontificate of Pius XI. When you see a night illumined by an unknown light, know that this is the great sign given to you by God that He is about to punish the world for its crimes, by means of war, famine, and persecutions of the Church and of the Holy Father (meaning the Pope).”

This seemed indeed as a sign that the World War II is approaching. A week after this phenomenon, on February 4, 1938, Hitler promoted himself to military chief in Germany. A month later, Germany marched into Austria. Soon, Hitler was meeting with Mussolini in Italy. Not too long after, there was the invasion of Poland in 1939, which signaled the formal advent of the World War II.

- Bidaya (Beginning) + Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17): 22 + (80 + 837 (or 838)) = 22 + 917 (or 918) = 939 (or 940) (= 3 x 313) (939 is the 779th Composite Number) (2939 is the 424th Prime Number)

- Eve (or night) of Aya (Sign) of the Israa and the Miraj (miraculous journey) + The Imam Mahdi: [75 + 16 (or 17) + 294 + 6 + 345] + (113 + 90) = 736 (or 737) + 203 = 939 (or 940)

- Qiyam (Resurrection, Upheaval) of London, United Kingdom: 151 + (134 + 654) = 151 (or 150) + 788 = 939 (or 938)

- Intiya (End) of England: 803 + 1136 (or 1135) = 1939 (or 1938) (= 7 x 277) (1939 is the 1643rd Composite Number)

World War II started on Friday, September 1, 1939 (Rajab 17, 1358 Hijri) (Elul 17, 5699 Jewish) (2429,508th Julian Day) when Germany invaded Poland, which led Britain and France to declare war on Germany in retaliation on September 3, 1939 (Rajab 19, 1358 Hijri) (Elul 19, 5699 Jewish). World War II ended on the day Japan signed its surrender agreement called Instrument of Surrender. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 AM (Tokyo Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed this surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 PM (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar).

A little after midnight, at 12:58 a.m, on October 14, 1939 (Shaban 29 (or Ramadan 1), 1358 Hijri)
(Heshvan 1, 5700 Jewish), during World War II, a German submarine started firing torpedoes at a British battleship while it was at anchor in Scapa Flow, in Scotland, until it sank, resulting in the death of 833 crew members.

**Dr. Sigmund Freud** is a Jewish Austrian medical doctor and one of the pioneers of the theories and practice of clinical psychology and psychiatry. He was born on Tuesday, May 6, 1856 (Ramadan 1, 1272 Hijri) (Iyar 1, 5616 Jewish) and died on Saturday, September 23, 1939 (Shaban 9, 1358 Hijri) (Tishri 10, 5700 Jewish) (2429,529.5 or 2429,530\(^{th}\) Julian Day).

♦ The Sun rises: 509 + 431 = 940 (940 is the 780\(^{th}\) Composite Number) (1130 is the 940\(^{th}\) Composite Number) (1940 is the 1644\(^{th}\) Composite Number)

That he may have mercy on you and if you return (verse 8 of Sura 17): 940

평가 + وعد الآخرة Bidaya (Beginning) + Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17): 22 + (80 + 838 (or 837)) = 22 + 918 (or 917) = 940 (or 939)

يوم تنجرس المسجد الأقصا Day of Tanjees (Desecration) of the Aqsa Mosque: 56 + [523 + (138 + 223)] = 56 + (523 + 361) = 56 + 884 = 940

ذبح مسلمين Zabh (slaughter) of Muslimeen (Muslims): 710 + 230 = 940

ليلة آية الإسراء و المعراج + الإمام المهدي Eve (or night) of Aya (Sign) of the Israa and the Miraj (miraculous journey) + The Imam Mahdi: [75 + 17 (or 16) + 294 + 6 + 345] + (113 + 90) = 737 (or 736) + 203 = 940 (or 939)

آية المهدي + نبوت يهود Aya (Miraculous Sign) of the Mahdi + Tabut (Ark) of Jews: (16 + 90) + (809 + 25) = 106 + 834 = 940

يوم من يموج في بعض وفخ في الصور on that day, make waves each other. And the Trumpet shall be blown (verse 99 of Sura 18): (766 + 59 + 90) + (872 + 6 + 730 + 90 + 327) = 915 + 2025 = 2940 (2940 is the 2515\(^{th}\) Composite Number) (2940 = 4 x 735)

They associate partners with. He descends the Angels with the Spirit from his command upon whomever he wishes of his worshippers that you warn that there is god except I so fear me (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 16): (586 + 97 + 137 + 247 + 90 + 246 + 110 + 90 + 312) + (90 + 82 + 51 + 958 + 56 + 31 + 36 + 32 + 52 + 637) = 1915 + 2025 = 3940

♦ The Fadl (Bounty) (verse 29 of Sura 57): 941 (941 is the 160\(^{th}\) Prime Number) (1131 is the 941\(^{st}\) Composite Number)
Fayadan (Flood): \(941\)

They deny the Day of the Deen (Judgment) (verse 11 of Sura 86): \(788 + 58 + 95 = 941\)

The Sheikh: \(941\)

Day of Tadnees (Desecration) of the Aqsa Mosque: \(56 + (524 + 138 + 223) = 941\)

Nasr (Victory) of Hizb Allah + The Lebanese Army: \(340 + (17 + 66) + (344 + 174) = 340 + 83 + 518 = 941\)

And what We have descended upon our servant on Day of the Furqan (Quran) (verse 41 of Sura 8): \((6 + 41 + 139 + 110 + 127) + (56 + 462) = 423 + 518 = 941\)

When he manifested himself to the Mountain, he turned it into ruins (verse 143 of Sura 7): \((71 + 434 + 207 + 30 + 66 + 108) + 25 = 916 + 25 = 941\)

Day of Promise of Intiya (End) of Dawla (State) of Israel: \(56 + 80 + [458 + 45 + 302 (or 303)] = 56 + 80 + 805 (or 806) = 941 (or 942)\)

The Eighth + The Muharram: \(622 (or 621) + 319 = 941 (or 940)\)

Zu Al-Qada + 25: \([706 (or 707) + 210] + 25 = 916 (or 917) + 25 = 941 (or 942)\)

So, look at your food and drink (verse 259 of Sura 2): \(1941\) (\(1941 = 3 \times 647\) (1941 is the \(1645^{th}\) Composite Number))

Lailat (Night or Eve) of the Qadr + Ramadan + 1440: \((410 + 1091) + 1440 = 1501 + 1440 = 2941\) (equivalent to 941)

You see the people entering into the Deen (Religion or Judgment) of Allah in Afwaj (successive groups), so praise by thanking Allah and request his forgiveness (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 110): \(611 + 142 + 700 + 90 + 64 + 66 + 91 + 150 + 2 \) + \([52 + 222 + 6 + 1745 (or 1746)] = 1916 + 2025 (or 2026) = 2941 (or 2942)\)

I saw eleven planets and the Sun and the Moon; I saw them for me prostrating (verse 4 of Sura 12): \(2941 (or 2942)\) (= \(17 \times 173\) (2941 is the \(2516^{th}\) Composite Number)) \(3422\) is the \(2941^{st}\) Composite Number)

You see the people entering into the Deen (Religion or Judgment) of Allah in Afwaj (successive groups), so praise by thanking Allah and request his forgiveness (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 110): \(611 + 142 + 700 + 90 + 64 + 66 + 91 + 150 + 2 \) + \([52 + 222 + 6 + 1745 (or 1746)] = 1916 + 2025 (or 2026) = 2941 (or 2942)\)
Promise of the first of them came, we sent upon them worshippers of ours of great might. So they ravaged through the lands. And it was a fulfilled promise. Then, we returned, to you, the turn and supplied you with monies and sons and we made you more in number. If you do well, you do well to yourselves and if you do badly (bad), it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces 

— Sura 17:5-7

**Farhud** refers to the pogrom or "violent dispossession" carried out against the Jews in Baghdad, Iraq, during the Jewish holiday of **Shavuot**, on June 1 – 2, 1941 (Jumada Ula 6, 1360 Hijri) (Sivan 6, 5701 Jewish), immediately following the British victory in the Anglo-Iraqi War. The riots occurred in a power vacuum following the collapse of the pro-Nazi government of Rashid Ali, while the city was in a state of instability. Over 180 Jews were killed and 1,000 injured. Looting of Jewish property took place and 900 Jewish homes were destroyed.

**Paul Anka** is a famous singer and song writer. He wrote the lyrics of the song “My Way” in which he, unknowingly, tells the World that the End Times is near. The song starts with “And now the End is near”. He offered this song to Frank Sinatra to sing and it became Sinatra’s top song. Paul Anka is a Canadian of Lebanese origin. He was born on **July 30, 1941** (Rajab 6, 1360 Hijri) (Av 6, 5701 Jewish) (2430,205.5 Julian Day).

♦

**Nine Ayat (Signs)** (verse 101 of Sura 17): 530 + 412 (or 411) = 942 (or 941)  
(= 2 x 3 x 157)  (942 is the 781st Composite Number)  (1132 is the 942th Composite Number)

We bring out, for them, the Daabba (verse 82 of Sura 27): 855 + 75 + 12 = 942

Entry of Israel: 640 + 302 (or 303) = 942 (or 943)

Day of Promise of Intiya (End) of Dawla (State) of Israel: 56 + 80 + [458 + 45 + 303 (or 302)] = 56 + 80 + 806 (or 805) = 942 (or 941)

Intiha (End) of the British Kingdom: 458 + 484 = 942

The Sultan Abdul Hameed, the Second: 181 + (76 + 93) + 592 = 181 + (169 + 592) = 181 + 761 = 942  (Ottoman Sultan Abdul Hameed II was the last Sultan to have absolute power and exert autocratic control over the Ottoman State. He opposed the establishment of Jewish state in Palestine. He was born on **September 22, 1842** and died on **February 10, 1918**.)

Qiyama (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paulus (Paul), the Second: 156 + [(37 + 59 + 98) + 592] = 156 (or 155) + (194 + 592) = 156 (or 155) + 786 = 942 (or 941)
The Sharif, the Hussein son of Ali: \(621 + 159 + 52 \text{ (or 53)} + 110 = 942\) (or 943)

Good shall see it and whoever has done the weight of (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 99): \(810 + 215 + (6 + 90 + 150 + 671 \text{ (or 670)}) = 1025 + 917 \text{ (or 916)} = 942 \text{ (or 941)}\)

Permission of their Lord from every command. Peace it is till (verse 4 – 5 of Sura 97): \(751 + [247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 130 \text{ (or 131)} + 15 + 418] = 751 + 1191 \text{ (or 1192)} = 1942 \text{ (or 1943)}\) (equivalent to 942) \(1942 = 2 \times 971\) (1942 is the 1646th Composite Number)

Ghar (Cave) of Mount Taurus (where Prophet Mohammad (p) and Abu Bakr hid): \(1201 + 35 + 706 = 1942\)

We can send down unto them from Heaven a Sign, (such that their necks) remain (verse 4 of Sura 26): \(1942 \text{ (or 1941)}\)

The Euphrates will recede upon a mountain of gold: \(278 + 712 + 120 + (35 + 90 + 707) = 1110 + 832 = 1942\) (This is part of a Hadith)

Promise of return + Island of the Arabs, as it used to be, paradises and rivers (part of a Hadith): \(80 + 85 + (225 + 303) + (61 + 471) + (454 + 6 + 257) = 165 + (528 + 532 + 717) = 165 + 1777 = 1942\)

The Muslims entered it the last time: \(639 + 257 + 801 \text{ (or 802)} + 245 = 1942\) (or 1943)

Day of Entry of the Khawarizm the Aqsa Mosque: \(56 + [640 + 885 + (138 + 223)] = 56 + (640 + 885 + 361) = 56 + 1886 = 1942\)

Line of Latitude 51 degrees: \(609 + 1070 + (51 + 212) = 609 + (1070 + 263)\)

\(609 + 1333 = 1942\) \(\text{ (London is located on Latitude 51 degrees North)}\)

I saw eleven planets and the Sun and the Moon; I saw them for me prostrating (verse 4 of Sura 12): \(2942 \text{ (or 2941)}\)

You see the people entering into the Deen (Religion or Judgment) of Allah in Afwaj (successive groups), so praise by thanking Allah and request his forgiveness (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 110): \(611 + 142 + 700 + 90 + 64 + 66 + 91 + 150 + 2 + [52 + 222 + 6 + 1746 \text{ (or 1745)}] = 1916 + 2026 \text{ (or 2025)} = 2942 \text{ (or 2941)}\)

Khusf (Collapse) of the Western Wall + Al-Haram Al-Shareef (the Noble Sanctuary): \(740 + (59 + 1243) + (279 + 621) = 740 + (1302 + 900) = 740 + 2202 = 2942\) (equivalent to 942) \(2942 = 2 \times 1471\) \(2942 \text{ is the 2517th Composite Number} \) \(3423 \text{ is the 2942th Composite Number}\)
Promise of the End Times, they shall ruin your faces (or make your faces look bad) and they shall enter the Mosque, like they entered it the first time and they shall destroy how high they reach, an utter destruction. Perhaps your Lord may have mercy on you. And if you return, we return and we make Jahanam (Hell), for the Disbelievers, an abode. It is this (verse 7-9 of Sura 17): \[80 + 837 + (107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 + 645 + 37 + 245 + 6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1012 + 140 + 162 + 51 + 318 + 6 + 51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 154 + 98 + 420 + 308) = 917 + 7025 = 7942\]

Yajuj (Gog) and Majuj (Magog) is opened and they are from every direction coming. And the True Promise has approached. Thus, the sights of those who have disbelieved will be staring. Our woe (woe unto us)! We have been in a Ghafla (unawareness or inattentiveness) regarding this. Indeed, we have been wrong-doers (guilty) (verse 96-97 of Sura 21): \[888 + 23 + 6 + (53 + 6 + 45 + 90 + 50 + 14 + 206 + 6 + 703 + 111 + 139 + 782 + 15 + 996 + 294 + 791 + 307 + 11 + 97 + 104 + 71 + 90 + 1115 + 90 + 706 + 32 + 71 + 1030) = 917 + 8025 = 8942\]

And we decreed unto Bani (Children) of Israel in the Book that you shall corrupt in the Ard (Earth or Land) twice and you shall elevate to a great height. When Promise of the first of them came, we sent upon them worshippers of ours of great might. So they ravaged through the lands. And it was a fulfilled promise. Then, we returned, to you, the turn and supplied you with monies and sons and we made you more in number. If you do well, you do well to yourselves and if you do badly (bad), it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces (verse 5-7 of Sura 17): \[80 + 84 (or 83) + 623 + 170 + 77 (or 78) + 81 + 47 + 63 + 318 + 151 + 661 + 246 + 6 + 71 + 81 (or 80) + 226 (or 227) + 540 + 259 + 90 + 256 + 155 + 6 + 159 + 79 + 6 + 112 + 6 + 213 + 721 + 340 (or 341) + 51 + 559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + [838 (or 837) + 107 + 80] = 8917 (8916 or 8920) + 1025 (or 1024) = 8917 (8916 or 8920) + 1025 (or 1024) = 9942 (9941 or 9945)\]

Former Prime Minister of Israel, Ehud Barak was born on February 12, 1942 (Muharram 25, 1361 Hijri).
On **July 23, 1942**, Rostov-on-Don, nicknamed "The Gates of Caucasus," was captured by the Germans. On the same day, Hitler authorized **Operation Edelweiss**. It was a German plan to gain control over the Caucasus and capture the oil fields of Baku during the Soviet-German War.

On **July 22, 1942** (Rajab 8, 1361 Hijri) (Av 8, 5702 Jewish Calendar), the systematic deportation of Jews by Nazi Germany from the Warsaw Ghetto for the **Holocaust** at Treblinka extermination camp started. Treblinka is a small town 80 Km northeast of Warsaw, Poland. The first shipment consisted of 6,500 victims. The gas chambers became operational the following day on **July 23, 1942** (Rajab 9, 1361 Hijri) (Av 9, 5702 Jewish Calendar) (2430,563.5th Julian Day). The Zionists claim that more than **800,000 Jews** died there.

The **Battle of Hamburg**, codenamed **Operation Gomorrah**, was a campaign of air raids by Britain against Hamburg, Germany, during World War II, beginning **July 23 - 24, 1943** (Rajab 20 – 21, 1362 Hijri) (Tammuz 20 – 21, 5703 Jewish) and lasting for 8 days and 7 nights. In the night of **July 23 - 24, 1943**, at approximately 00:57 a.m., after midnight, the first bombing started by the British Royal Air Force (RAF) and lasted almost an hour. Britain used a new device which was preventing the anti-aircraft guns to find your bombers. The confusion caused to German radars kept losses of British aircrafts low. Fires caused by this air raid were still burning three days later. On the night of **July 27 - 28, 1943**, shortly before midnight, 787 British Royal Air Force (RAF) aircrafts
bombed Hamburg. The unusually dry and warm weather, in addition to the concentration of the bombing in one area and firefighting limitations due to blockbuster bombs used in the early part of the raid, resulted in a phenomenon called **FireStorm**. The tornadic fire created a huge inferno, with wind speed of up to 240 kilometers per hour (150 mph), reaching temperatures of 800 °C (1,470 °F), and reaching altitudes in excess of 300 meters (1,000 ft), incinerating more than 21 square kilometers (8 sq mi) of the city. Asphalt streets burst into flame, and fuel oil from damaged and destroyed ships, barges and storage tanks spilled into the water of the canals and the harbor, causing them to ignite as well. The majority of deaths attributed to Operation Gomorrah occurred on this night. In just over half an hour, it is estimated that 550–600 bomb loads fell into an area measuring only 2 miles by 1 mile and this gradually spread the fire eastwards. The firestorm lasted for about three hours, destroying approximately 16,000 multi-floor apartment buildings and killing an estimated 30,000 people, most of them while staying in basement shelters where they were poisoned by carbon monoxide after the firestorm consumed most of the oxygen in the burning city above. The furious winds created by the firestorm had the power to sweep people up off the streets like dry leaves. Fearing further raids, two-thirds of Hamburg’s population, approximately 1,200,000 people, fled the city in the aftermath.

**Battle of Hamburg (Operation Gomorrah)** was at the time the heaviest assault in the history of aerial warfare and was later called the **Hiroshima and Nagasaki of Germany** by British officials. In January 1946, Major Cortez F. Enloe, a surgeon in the USAAF who worked on the United States Strategic Bombing Survey (USBS), said that the fire effects of the atomic bomb dropped on Nagasaki were not nearly as bad as the effects of the R.A.F. raids on Hamburg on **July 27, 1943**. **Operation Gomorrah** killed 42,600 people, left 37,000 wounded and caused some one million German civilians to flee the city. Hamburg’s labor force was reduced by ten percent. Approximately 3,000 aircraft were deployed, 9,000 tons of bombs were dropped and over 250,000 homes and houses were destroyed. No subsequent city raid shook Germany as did that on Hamburg. Figures given by German sources indicate that 183 large factories were destroyed out of 524 in the city and 4,118 smaller factories out of 9,068 were destroyed. Dwellings destroyed amounted to 214,350 out of 414,500. Local transport systems were completely disrupted and did not return to normal for some time.
of Bani (Children of) Israel: 71 + 135 + 373 + 62 + 303 = 944

Last Pope + Catholicism + Vatican : 801 (or 802) + 6 + 575 + 562 = 1944 (or 1945) (1944 is the 1648th Composite Number) (2284 is the 1944th Composite Number)

Fifth + Huzairan (June – in Greater Syria Iraq) + 1967 : (701 + 276) + 1967 = 977 + 1967 = 2944 (2944 is the 2519th Composite Number)

And we did not descend unto you the Book, except to clarify to them what they differed regarding it and as a guidance and mercy to people who believe (verse 64 of Sura 16): 3944

On June 6, 1944 (Jumada Thania 14, 1363 Hijri) (Sivan 15, 5704 Jewish), more than 160,000 Allied troops landed along a 50-mile stretch of heavily-fortified French coastline, on the beaches of Normandy, France, to fight Nazi Germany which was ruling France. The Atlantic Wall (German: Atlantik wall) was an extensive system of coastal defence and fortifications built by Nazi Germany between 1942 and 1944 along the coast of continental Europe and Scandinavia as a defence against an anticipated Allied invasion of Nazi-occupied Europe from Great Britain during World War II. The defence system of this Wall included colossal coastal guns, batteries, mortars, and artillery, and thousands of German troops stationed to defend the wall. Almost one million French workers were drafted to build this Wall. However, on June 6, most of these Nazi defences were stormed by the invading Allies within hours after the beginning of the invasion. The Allies allocated to this Operation more than 5,000 ships and 13,000 aircrafts. This is considered the largest amphibious military operation in history. U.S. Army General, Dwight Eisenhower called the operation a Crusade in which, “we will accept nothing less than full victory.” This day of landing on the Normandy is called D-Day. By the end of this day, the Allies gained a foot-hold in Continental Europe. The cost in lives on D-Day was high. More than 9,000 Allied soldiers were killed or wounded, but their sacrifice allowed the Allied forces to begin the slow, hard march across Europe, to defeat the Nazi forces. D-Day not only divided Hitler’s armies on two fronts, but it also kept the Soviets out of Western Europe. D-Day was a strategic maneuver against the Soviet Union. The British and American forces wanted to reach Germany before the Soviets. The D-Day for the invasion of Normandy by the Allies was originally set for June 5, 1944, but bad weather and heavy seas caused General Eisenhower to delay it until the next day, June 6, 1944. The Allies conducted a substantial military deception to mislead the Germans as to the date and location of the main Allied landings. On June 6, 1944, in the U.S., Philadelphia’s historical Liberty Bell was rung to celebrate Landing on Normandy and the ringing was broadcast by radio across the U.S. The Allies managed to completely encircle the German army in Normandy around the French town of Falaise by August 20, 1944 (Ramadan 1, 1363 Hijri) (Elul 1, 5704 Jewish). This encirclement, that came to be called the “Falaise Pocket”, resulted in 10,000 dead German soldiers and the Allies’ capture of about 50,000 German soldiers. This led to Battle of Liberation of Paris from August 19, 1944 till the German garrison surrender in Paris on August 25, 1944.

On Saturday, August 5, 1944 (Shaban 16, 1363 Hijri) (Av 16, 5704 Jewish) (2431,307.5th or 2431,308th Julian Day), during World War II, the Wola (or Woli) massacre (or slaughter) started. Wola is a district within Warsaw, Poland. It continued for 7 days till August 12, 1944 (Shaban 23,
1363 Hijri) (Av 23, 5704 Jewish). It was the systematic killing of around 40,000 - 50,000 of Polish people including women, children and patients in hospitals (without distinction was made between Polish civilians and resistance fighters) in organized mass executions throughout the Wola district of the Polish capital Warsaw by Nazi German troops during the Warsaw Uprising in 1944.

Kingdom of Maseekh Dajjal (False Messiah): $135 + (741 + 69) = 135 + 810 = 945$ ($945$ is the $784^{th}$ Composite Number) ($1135$ is the $945^{th}$ Composite Number) ($1945$ is the $1649^{th}$ Composite Number)

Khilpha (Dispute or Strife) of Muslimeen (Muslims): $715$ (or $716$) + $230 = 945$ (or $946$)

City of the Fog: $109 + 836 = 945$

Madina (City) of London, England: $109 + (134 + 702) = 109 + 836 = 945$

Awda (Return) of life of London, England: $(85 + 24) + 134 + 702 = 109 + 134 + 702 = 945$

The Nakba (Disaster) + Sydney, Australia: $108 + (134 + 703) = 108 + 837 = 945$

The Mahdi, Al-Hashim (Mahdi’s family name) + Prince of the Believers: $90 + 377$ (or $378$) + $478 = 945$

The last of the Nabiyeen (Prophets): $802$ (or $801$) + $143 = 945$ (or $944$)


Majuj (Magog) + The life + Sydney, Australia: $53 + 55 + 134 + 703 = 945$

Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval) has approached: $703 + [56 + 186$ (or $187) ] = 703 + 242$ (or $243) = 945$ (or $946$)

Last Pope + Catholicism + Vatican: $802$ (or $801$) + $6 + 575 + 562 = 1945$ (or $1944$) ($= 5 \times 389$) ($1945$ is the $1649^{th}$ Composite Number)
The Catholic Church + Catholicism + Vatican: \[ 176 + 632 \ (or\ 633) + 575 + 562 = 808 \ (or\ 809) + 575 + 562 = 1945 \ (or\ 1946) \]

The Rahman taught the Quran, created the human. He taught him the Bayan (proper interpretation). The Sun and the Moon are in Husban (being held accountable or judged) (verse 1 - 5 of Sura 55): \[ 329 + 140 + 303 + 730 + 193 + 145 \ + (94 + 431 + 6 + 371 + 123) = 1920 + 1025 = 2945 \]

I do swear by the self-reproaching spirit. Does the human being think that We are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, We are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to deny what is coming ahead of him. He asks: when will Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times) be? When (verse 2 – 7 of Sura 75): \[ 31 + 201 + 223 + 112 \ (or\ 113) + 81 + 192 + 81 + 163 + 1015 \ (or\ 1016) + 42 + 364 + 110 + 51 + 126 + 108 + 32 + 224 + 192 + 323 + 87 + 100 + 62 \ ] + \[ 56 + 187 \ (or\ 186) + 782 \ ] = 3920 \ (or\ 2921) + 1025 \ (or\ 1024) = 4945 \ (4944 \ or\ 4946) \]

And your Lord has not been perishing the Qura (towns, cities, countries, or communities) until he sends to their mother town (capital) a Messenger reciting our Ayat (verses, signs, messages) and We have not been perishing the Qura unless their people are oppressors (verse 59 of Sura 28): \[ 4945 \ (or\ 4946) \ (4945 \ is\ the\ 4283^{rd}\ Composite\ Number) \]

Ten and we have not made People of the Fire except Angels and we have not made their number except as Fitna (trial) for those who have disbelieved. So that those who been brought the Book become certain and (the belief of) those who have believed increases (verse 30 – 31 of Sura 74): \[ 570 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 102 + 282 + 32 + 105 + 6 + 41 + 154 + 519 + 32 + 535 + 820 + 307 + 660 + 791 + 414 + 454 \ + \[ 6 + 25 \ (or\ 26) + 791 + 98 \] = 6025 + 920 \ (or\ 921) = 6945 \ (6946) \]

And the Rahman, the Rahim, the Raheem. I do swear by Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times). And I do swear by the self-reproaching spirit. Does the human being think that We are not going to assemble his bones? Yes, We are capable of re-constructing even his finger tips. However, the human being wishes to deny what is coming ahead of him. He asks: when will Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or End Times) be? When he sparkles the sight and eclipses the Moon. And the Sun and the Moon are combined. The human being says, on that day; where is (verse 1 – 10 of Sura 75): \[ 66 + 329 + 289 + 31 + 201 + 58 + 186 + 6 + 31 + 201 + 223 + 113 + 81 + 192 + 81 + 163 + 1015 \ (or\ 1016) + 42 + 364 + 110 + 51 + 126 + 108 + 32 + 224 + 192 + 323 + 87 + 100 \ + (62 + 56 + 186 + 782 + 302 + 323 + 6 + 740 + 371 + 6 + 113 + 431 + 6 + 371 + 146 + 192 + 766 + 61) = 5025 \ (or\ 5026) + 4920 = 9945 \ (or\ 9946) \]

917 Gregorian years are equal to about 945.1338 Hijri years.
The Yalta Conference, sometimes called the Crimea Conference, held from February 4, 1945 to February 11, 1945 (Safar 27, 1364 Hijri), was the World War II meeting of U.S. President Franklin D. Roosevelt, U.K. Prime Minister Winston Churchill and Soviet Union’s Premier Joseph Stalin, for the purpose of discussing Europe's post-war re-organization. The conference convened in the Livadia Palace near Yalta in Crimea.

Adolf Hitler was born on April 20, 1889 (Shaban 19, 1306 Hijri) (Nisan 19, 5649 Jewish) and he died on April 30, 1945 (Jumada Ula 17, 1364 Hijri) (Iyar 17, 5705 Jewish).

Berlin surrendered on May 2, 1945 (Jumada Ula 19, 1364 Hijri) (Iyar 19, 5705 Jewish). However, fighting continued to the north-west, west, and south-west of the city until the end of the war in Europe on May 8 (May 9 in the Soviet Union) as German units fought westward so that they could surrender to the Western Allies rather than to the Soviets. Two separate ceremonies for capitulation of Germany took place at the time. First, the capitulation of Germany to the Allied nations in Reims was signed on May 7, 1945 (Jumada Ula 24, 1364 Hijri) (Iyar 24, 5705 Jewish), effective 23:01 CET May 8. This date is commonly referred to as the V-E Day (Victory in Europe Day) in most western European countries. Joseph Stalin was displeased by this, believing that the German surrender should have been accepted only by the envoy of the USSR Supreme command and signed only in Berlin. Therefore, another ceremony was organized in the outskirts of Berlin late on May 8, when it was already May 9 in Moscow due to the difference in time zones. Victory Day is celebrated annually in Russia on May 9.

On June 5, 1945 (Jumada Thania 23 (or 24), 1364 Hijri) (Sivan 24, 5705 Jewish), the Soviet Union, the U.S., the U.K., and France acting on behalf of the Allies of World War II, signed Berlin Declaration, in which they jointly assumed "supreme authority" over German territory. The preamble of the declaration confirmed the complete legal extinction of the German State of the Third Reich, but the continued subsequent existence of a German national territory which for the purpose of the Declaration was taken to be as defined on December 31, 1937, subject to the four signatory powers also asserting their authority to determine the future boundaries of Germany. These four Allies would exercise supreme civil and military authority within German territory and over former German forces. The Treaty on the Final Settlement with respect to Germany was signed in Moscow on September 12, 1990 (Safar 22, 1411 Hijri) (Elul 22, 5750 Hijri) between on one side, the West Germany and East Germany, and on the other side, the Four Powers which occupied Germany at the end of World War II in Europe: the Soviet Union, the U.S., the U.K., and France. This Treaty paved the way for unification of East and West Germany on October 3, 1990 (Rabi Awwal 14, 1411 Hijri) (Tishri 14, 5751 Jewish). In this Treaty, the Four Powers renounced all rights they held in Germany, allowing a united Germany to become fully sovereign when this Treaty became effective on March 15, 1991 (Shaban 29, 1411 Hijri) (Adar 29, 5751 Jewish).

At 9:40 a.m. local time, on Saturday, July 28, 1945, (Shaban 18, 1364 Hijri) (Av 18, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,664.5th or 2431,665th Julian day), during World War II, a U.S. bomber, piloted in thick fog by Lieutenant Colonel William Franklin Smith, Jr., in a routine mission transporting soldiers from Massachusetts to New York City's LaGuardia Airport, crashed into the north side of the Empire State Building, in New York, between the 79th and 80th floors, where the offices of the
National Catholic Welfare Council were located. The building consists of 102 floors and it is 1,454 ft (443.2 m) high. The crash resulted in fourteen deaths, three crewmen and eleven people in the building.

On July 16, 1945 (Shaban 6, 1364 Hijri) (Av 6, 5705 Jewish), at 05:29 AM local time, the U.S. conducted the first nuclear detonation test in the World, called Trinity Test, at what is referred to as the Trinity Site, in New Mexico. This test and the atomic bombs that were dropped on Japan were part of the Manhattan Project, a research and development program sponsored by the United States, Canada, and the U.K. The date of this test is usually considered to be the beginning of the Atomic Age. Most of the components of the bomb, that was later dropped on Hiroshima, left San Francisco on an American ship called USS Indianapolis on July 16, 1945, reached Pearl Harbor on July 19, 1945 and arrived to its final destination, Tinian (an island in the Pacific ocean captured from Japan by U.S. forces in July 1944) on July 26, 1945 (Shaban 16, 1364 Hijri). On the same day, July 26, 1945, the U.S., Britain, and China made Potsdam Declaration, which was an ultimatum that called on Japan to “proclaim now the unconditional surrender of all Japanese armed forces ... The alternative for Japan is prompt and utter destruction.” The Declaration was released to the press in Potsdam, Germany on the evening of July 26. By 5 p.m. (Washington, D.C., time), Office of War Information (OWI)'s West Coast transmitters, aimed at the Japan, were broadcasting the text in English, and two hours later began broadcasting it in Japanese. Soon after daylight on July 27, 1945, the Potsdam Declaration reached Japan. At 4:00 pm (Japan Time), on July 28, 1945 (Shaban 18, 1364 Hijri) (Av 18, 5705 Jewish), the Japanese Prime Minister held a press conference in which he said that the Japanese government would “ignore” Potsdam Declaration and continue to fight till the end. He used the Japanese word “Mokusatsu” which means “ignore”, but was erroneously translated into English as “reject”. Halfway between the Philippines and Guam, shortly after midnight, at 12:14 a.m. local time, on July 30, 1945 [11:14 p.m. (Washington, DC, time) on July 29, 1945 (Shaban 19, 1364 Hijri)], USS Indianapolis was struck, by two torpedoes from a Japanese submarine, and sank. Of the 1197 crew members, only 317 survived and were rescued on August 2, 1945 (Shaban 23, 1364 Hijri) (Av 23, 5705 Jewish). On August 2, 1945, assembly of Nagasaki’s atomic bomb began. American war planes dropped Little Boy atomic bomb over Hiroshima, Japan on August 6, 1945 (Shaban 27, 1364 Hijri) (Av 27, 5705 Jewish), followed by Fat Man atomic bomb over Nagasaki, Japan at 11:01 a.m. (Japan Time) on August 9, 1945 (Shaban 30, 1364 Hijri) (Av 30, 5705 Jewish). On August 15, 1945 (Ramadan 6, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 6, 5705 Jewish), 6 days after the bombing of Nagasaki, Japan announced its surrender to the Allies. On Sunday, September 2, 1945 around 9:00 a.m. (Japan Time) (Ramadan 24, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 24, 5705 Jewish Calendar) (2431,700.5th Julian Day), Japan signed a surrender agreement on board of a U.S. ship in Tokyo Bay. Signatures of representatives of both Japan and the Allied countries were in place by 9:22 a.m. Following a few brief remarks by U.S. President, MacArthur, the surrender ceremony ended at 9:25 a.m. This means the surrender took place on Saturday, September 1, 1945 around 8:00 p.m. (U.S. Eastern Standard Time) (Ramadan 23, 1364 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5705 Jewish Calendar). On September 22, 1945, the U.S. issued a statement of general initial U.S. policy regarding Japan after its surrender. Japan’s singing of the surrender agreement is considered the official end of World War II.

On September 9, 1945, at the end of World War II, the Empire of Japan formally surrendered to China in a 20-minute ceremony in the auditorium of the Central Military Academy in Nanking, China on September 9, 1945, at 9:00 a.m. The surrender ceremony marked the conclusion of the Second Sino-Japanese War that lasted 8 years.
On September 9, 1945, on Morotai Island, before an assembly of more than 10,000 Australian and allied troops, the Commander-in-Chief of the Australian Military Forces accepted the **formal surrender of all Japanese forces** in the eastern half of the Netherlands East Indies.

On September 9, 1945, American forces finally reach Seoul, where they accept the **surrender of Japanese forces in southern Korea**.

On January 1, 1942 (Zu Al-Hijja 13, 1360 Hijri), representatives of 26 nations at war with the Axis powers met in Washington, DC, to sign the Declaration of the United Nations. The **United Nations** came into existence on **October 24, 1945** (Zu Al-Qada 17, 1364 Hijri), after 29 nations had ratified the Charter.

On September 9, 1945, American forces finally reach Seoul, where they accept the **surrender of Japanese forces in southern Korea**.

On January 1, 1942 (Zu Al-Hijja 13, 1360 Hijri), representatives of 26 nations at war with the Axis powers met in Washington, DC, to sign the Declaration of the United Nations. The **United Nations** came into existence on **October 24, 1945** (Zu Al-Qada 17, 1364 Hijri), after 29 nations had ratified the Charter.

On September 9, 1945, on Morotai Island, before an assembly of more than 10,000 Australian and allied troops, the Commander-in-Chief of the Australian Military Forces accepted the **formal surrender of all Japanese forces** in the eastern half of the Netherlands East Indies.

On September 9, 1945, American forces finally reach Seoul, where they accept the **surrender of Japanese forces in southern Korea**.

On January 1, 1942 (Zu Al-Hijja 13, 1360 Hijri), representatives of 26 nations at war with the Axis powers met in Washington, DC, to sign the Declaration of the United Nations. The **United Nations** came into existence on **October 24, 1945** (Zu Al-Qada 17, 1364 Hijri), after 29 nations had ratified the Charter.
The Zuriya (Progeny): 946  (This can be used to refer to people created due to intermingling of humans and Jinn)

The Zariya (Atomic): 946

Give me a respite till the day they are resurrected.  (verse 14 of Sura 7):

1946  (= 2 x 7 x 139)  (1946 is the 1650th Composite Number)

Ziyara (Visit) of the Haram House: 223 + (443 + 280) = 223 + 723 = 946

Day of fall of a mine of Gold and Copper + Chile: 56 + (175 + 133) + (707 + 6 + 119) + 750 = 56 + (308 + 832 + 750) = 56 + 1890 = 1946

The Catholic Church + Catholicism + Vatican: [176 + 633 (or 632)] + 575 + 562 = 809 (or 808) + 575 + 562 = 1946 (or 1945)

The caller calls from a close place. The day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq (Justice, Truth, Due Date); that is the day of the Khuruj (Coming out)  (verse 41 - 42 of Sura 50):

2946 (or 2947)

And your Lord has not been perishing the Qura (towns, cities, countries, or communities) until he sends to their mother town (capital) a Messenger reciting our Ayat (verses, signs, messages) and We have not been perishing the Qura unless their people are oppressors (verse 59 of Sura 28):

4946 (or 4945)  (= 2 x 2473)  (4946 is the 4284th Composite Number)

918 Gregorian years are equal to about 946 Hijri years.

On June 13, 1946, the day before the birth of Donald Trump, after a reigning for only 31 days, the last King of Italy, Umberto II, elected not to further contest the results of the June 2 referendum that abolished the monarchy, and he flew into exile. Earlier in the day, Parliament had granted Prime Minister Alcide De Gasperi power to serve as the acting head of state until the election results could be certified.

Donald Trump was born on Friday, June 14, 1946 (Rajab 15, 1365 Hijri) (Sivan 15, 5706 Jewish) (2431.985.5th Julian Day), a day on which there was a Total Lunar Eclipse. Donald Trump formally announced his candidacy for presidency of the U.S. on June 16, 2015 (Shaban 29, 1436 Hijri) (Sivan 29, 5775 Jewish), with a campaign rally and speech at Trump Tower in New York City. Donald Trump won the nomination of the Republican Party for U.S. presidency at the Republican National Convention on July 19, 2016 (Shawwal 13, 1437 Hijri) (Tammuz 13, 5776 Jewish). Donald Trump won the presidential election in the U.S. on November 8, 2016 (Safar 7, 1438 Hijri) (Heshvan 7, 5777 Jewish).
George W. Bush Jr. was born on **July 6, 1946** (Shaban 7, 1365 Hijri) (Tammuz 7, 5706 Jewish Calendar) at 7:26 AM.

On **July 22, 1946** (Shaban 23, 1365 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5706 Jewish) (2432,023.5th Julian day), the western part of the southern wing of **King David Hotel** in Jerusalem, which was serving as headquarters of the British Mandate, collapsed due to explosives set off by **Irgun**, a Zionist terrorist group led by **Menahim Begin**, who later became Prime Minister of Israel.

On **November 20, 1920**, **Abdullah son of Al-Hussein** marched into Ma'an, a district in Hijaz, at the head of an army of 300 men and announced his intention of attacking the French in Syria and restoring his brother Faisal to power there. Without facing opposition, Abdullah and his army had effectively occupied most of Transjordan by March 1921. In the **Cairo Conference (March 12 - 30, 1921)**, Britain decided to create Kingdom of Iraq under British Administration, headed by Faisal son of Al-Hussein and Emirate of Transjordan under British Administration, headed by Abdullah son of Al-Hussein. Abdullah became Emir of TransJordan on **April 1, 1921** (Rajab 22, 1339 Hijri), while Jordan was under the British mandate. In **May 1925**, the Aqaba and Ma'an districts of the Hijaz became part of Transjordan. The **Treaty of London** was signed between the United Kingdom and Transjordan on **March 22, 1946** (Rabi Thani 19, 1365 Hijri) and came into force on **June 17, 1946** (Rajab 17, 1365 Hijri) (Sivan 18, 5706 Jewish). In the Treaty of London, Britain agreed to recognize the independence of Transjordan, which would become known as the **Hashemite Kingdom of Transjordan**, with Abdullah I as its king. However, Britain would still maintain military bases within TransJordan and continue to subsidize and support the TransJordan’s army. On **May 25, 1946** (Jumada Thania 23, 1365 Hijri), the parliament of Transjordan ratified the Treaty of London. In Jordan, **May 25** is still celebrated annually as **Independence Day**, although the British mandate for Transjordan ended officially on **June 17, 1946**. **Hashemite Kingdom of Transjordan** changed its name into the **Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan** on **April 26, 1949** (Jumada Thania 27, 1368 Hijri).

From year **1946** (year of birth of Donald Trump and the blowing up of King David Hotel in Jerusalem) to **2019** (possible Beginning of the End Times), there are **73 years**.

- ♦ The Khasiroon (losers) (verse 19 of Sura 58): **947 (or 948)** (947 is the 161st Prime Number) (1137 is the 947th Composite Number)
- ❌ The Book, the evident one, We have descended it on a night (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 44): 454 (or 453) + (133 + 52 + 143 + 90 + 75) = 454 (or 453) + 493 = **947 (or 946)**
- ❌ The Book + Jesus son of Mary: (150 + 53 + 290) = 454 (or 453) + 493 = **947 (or 948)**
- ❌ We prescribed upon Bani (Children) of Israel (verse 32 of Sura 5): **947 (or 948)**
Nihaya (End) of Fatra (Period) of Haml (Gestation) of embryo: $71 + 685 + 78 + 113 = 947$

By the Truth, that is the Day (verse 42 of Sura 50): $141 + 750 + 56 = 947$

The Day they see it, they will not remain (verse 46 of Sura 79): $947$

Bidaya (Beginning) of the Islamic Caliphate: $22 + [747 + 178 (or 177)] = 22 + 925 (or 924) = 947 (or 946)$

The Messiah Son of David + Ihya (Resurrection) of Australia = $149 + (53 + 21) + (21 + 703) = (149 + 74) + (21 + 703) = 223 + 724 = 947 (or 946)$

Ihya (Resurrection) of State of New South Wales, Australia: $21 + (52 + 61 + 53 + 57) + 703 = 21 + (223 + 703) = 21 + 926 = 947 (or 946)$

They eavesdrop and most of them are liars (verse 223 of Sura 26): $1947$ (equivalent to $947$) (1947 is the 1651th Composite Number) (2288 is the 1947th Composite Number)

The True Promise has approached. Thus, (verse 96 – 97 of Sura 21): $[206 + 6 + 703 (or 702) + 111] + [139 + 782 (or 781)] = 1026 (or 1025) + 921 (or 920) = 1947 (or 1946)$

The Rum (Eastern Romans) have been defeated in the lowest location of the Earth and they (verses 2-3 of Sura 30, Al-Rum): $2947$ (equivalent to $947$) (2947 is the 2522nd Composite Number)

The caller calls from a close place. The day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq (Justice, Truth, Due Date); that is the day of the Khuruj (Coming out) (verse 41 - 42 of Sura 50): $[75 + 136 + 90 + 111 (or 110) + 312] + (56 + 236 + 144 + 141 + 750 + 56 + 840) = 724 (or 723) + 2223 = 2947 (or 2946)$

Moses the Book and made it/him a guidance to Bani (Children) of Israel. Do not take, besides me, a patron. The progeny of the ones whom we carried with Noah. He was (verse 2 – 3 of Sura 17): $116 + 453 + 6 + 158 (or 159) + 19 + 92 + 302 + 32 + 2107 + 90 + 70 + 67 + 915 + 90 + 129 + 110 + 64 + 56 + 71 = 4947 (or 4948)$

- On July 8, 1947 (Shaban 19, 1366 Hijri) (Tammuz 20, 5707 Jewish), Roswell Army Air Field (RAAF) issued a press release stating that its personnel had recovered a "flying disc", which had crashed on a ranch near Roswell, New Mexico, in the United States. This incident is the most famous UFO incident in the U.S.

- On July 11, 1947 (Shaban 23, 1366 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 1366 Jewish), Exodus 1947 ship, carrying illegal Jewish migrants, left the port of Sète near Marseilles, France, heading to Palestine.
Exodus 1947 ship was the largest Aliyah Bet ship. Aliyah Bet, meaning “Migration B”, refers to the Second Wave or Series of Jewish Migration attempts by European Jews to immigrate illegally to Palestine before and after World War II. The ship was carrying 4500 Jews, the largest-ever number of illegal Jewish immigrants to Palestine. The story of this ship received a lot of international attention. On July 18, 1947, (Ramadan 1, 1366 Hijri) (Av 1, 5707 Jewish), the British navy intercepted, boarded the Exodus ship, and refused its entry into Palestine at the port of Haifa. The Jewish migrants resisted violently, and the interception ended with two Jewish migrants and one crewman dead. British Foreign Secretary, Ernest Bevin, said that the migrants on board the Exodus ship would be returned to the ship's port of origin in France to deter future illegal immigrants. However, the French government announced that it would not permit the disembarkation of passengers unless it was voluntary on their part. The passengers refused to disembark, spending weeks in difficult conditions. The ship was then taken to Germany, where the passengers were forcibly removed in Hamburg and returned to DP camps.

Pakistan gained its independency from Great Britain on Thursday, August 14, 1947 (Ramadan 27, 1366 Hijri)

In February 1947, Britain announced its intent to terminate the Mandate for Palestine, referring the matter of the future of Palestine to the United Nations. On September 3, 1947, the United Nations Special Committee on Palestine (UNSCOP) reported to the U.N. General Assembly its recommendations. On September 23, 1947 (Zu Al-Qada 9, 1366 Hijri) (Tishri 9, 5708 Jewish), the U.N. General Assembly established an ad hoc Committee on the Palestinian Question to consider the UNSCOP report. The Arab Higher Committee rejected both the majority and minority recommendations within the UNSCOP report. On October 10, 1947 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1366 Hijri), Haganah fighters raided the Atlit detainee camp, which was being used by the British to hold thousands of illegal Jewish immigrants from Europe, freeing 208 inmates. On October 11, 1947 (Zu Al-Qada 26, 1366 Hijri), Herschel Johnson, United States deputy representative on the United Nations Security Council, announces United States support for the partition plan of the United Nations Special Committee on Palestine.

On Saturday, November 29, 1947 (Muharram 16, 1367 Hijri) (Kislev 16, 5708 Jewish Calendar) (2432,518.5th or 2432,519th Julian Day) (November 29 is the 333rd day in normal years of the Gregorian Calendar or the 334th day in leap years), the U.N. voted in favour of partitioning Palestine, paving the way for the creation of State of Israel.

♦ The Promise + The End Times: 111 + 837 (or 838) = 948 (or 949) (948 is the 786th Composite Number) (1138 is the 948th Composite Number)

الخاسر + أيار The Khasiroon (losers) (verse 19 of Sura 58): 948 (or 947)
What does (God) intend (or mean) (verse 31 of Sura 74): 742 + 206 = 948

Promise of Fat’h (Opening or Conquest) of City of Peter (Petersburg): 80 + 488 + (109 + 271) = 80 + (488 + 380) = 80 + 868 = 948

If you return, We return and We make Jahannam (Hell) (verse 8 of Sura 17): 51 + 514 + 125 + 6 + 154 + 98 = 948

We prescribed upon Bani (Children) of Israel (verse 32 of Sura 5): 948 (or 947)

We said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifá (scrolls or mixed crowd) (verse 104 of Sura 17): 3948 (3947 or 3949) (equivalent to 948) (3948 is the 3399th Composite Number)

From 492 Hijri (Crusaders’s conquest of Jerusalem) till 1440 Hijri (possible beginning of the End Times), there are 948 Hijri years.

David Ben-Gurion, Executive Head of the World Zionist Organization who later became the first Prime Minister of Israel, read a 979-word Declaration of Independence in front of a small audience.
at the Tel Aviv Art Museum, announcing unilateral establishment of the State of Israel on the land of Palestine at 4:00 p.m. (Time in Palestine) just before the start of the Jewish Sabbath, on Friday, May 14, 1948 Gregorian (May 1, 1948 Julian) (Rajab 5, 1367 Hijri) (Iyar 5, 5708 Jewish Calendar) (2432,685.5th Julian Day) (484,247th Hijri Day). Today, Israel celebrates Independence Day on Iyar 5, not May 14. If Iyar 5 falls on Monday, Israel delays the celebration of Independence Day to Tuesday. The Jews declared the independence of Israel 8 hours before the end of the British Mandate of Palestine, which was due to finish at midnight of May 14 -15, 1948. Eleven minutes after midnight, at 12:11 a.m., White House spokesman announced U.S. recognition of Israel. The Arab rulers were divided in their objectives and suffered from lack of co-ordination, mistrust of each other, unwillingness to help each other, and some of them had secret deals with the Israelis. When Isaac Herzog, the Chief Rabbi of Israel, came to the White House in 1949, he told U.S. President Harry Truman: “God put you in your mother's womb, so you would be the instrument to bring the rebirth of Israel.” General George Marshall, U.S. Secretary of State, whom Truman once called the greatest living American, was opposed to the creation of the Jewish state. The Arab countries did not send their armies to Palestine until May 15, 1948 (Rajab 6, 1367 Hijri) (Iyar 6, 5708 Jewish Calendar), the day after the end of the British Mandate at midnight of May 14, 1948. Today, Palestinians annually commemorate Day of the Nakba (Catastrophe) on May 15. The Jewish month of Iyar is spelled in Arabic the same as Ayar, which is the name of the month of May, as known in Greater Syria. However, Jewish month of Iyar does not usually coincide with Ayar (May).

Tiferet Yisrael Synagogue was one of the most outstanding synagogues in the Old City of Jerusalem in the 19th and 20th centuries. Named after Rabbi Yisroel of Ruzhin, founder of the Ruzhin Hasidic dynasty. During the 1948 Arab-Israeli War, the Tiferet Yisrael Synagogue was used as a post by Haganah, Jewish gang, in the defense of the Old City. During the Jordanian army’s attempt to capture the Old City, it blew up the synagogue an hour after midnight on the night of May 20 - 21, 1948. It was left as ruins by the Israeli government after the re-capture of the Old City in the Six-Day War. In 2012, the Municipality of Jerusalem announced its approval for the plan to rebuild the synagogue. The cornerstone for the construction of Tiferet Yisrael Synagogue was laid on May 29, 2014.

On May 19, 1948 (Rajab 10, 1367 Hijri) (Iyar 10, 5708 Jewish), Jordanian army forces led by AbdAllah Al-Tal marched to Jerusalem and took up positions around Zion Gate, closing access to Jewish Quarter. The Jordanian forces captured the Police Station in Sheikh Jarrah neighborhood, as Jewish gang fighters fled without a fight. Then, the Jordanian forces proceeded towards Mandelbaum House area, but were repulsed after heavy battle with Jewish fighters. On May 28, 1948 (Rajab 19, 1367 Hijri) (Iyar 19, 5708 Jewish) (2432,699.5th Julian Day) (484,261st Hijri Day), the Jewish Quarter of the old city of Jerusalem was captured by the Jordanian forces. The civilian, non-combatant, Jewish inhabitants were protected from the wrath of angry Arabs by the Jordanian forces of King AbdAllah, and were expelled to West Jerusalem which was under control of the Jews. About 300 fighters of the Haganah (Jewish terrorist group) were taken prisoners. After the Jewish Quarter of Jerusalem was captured, the destruction, desecration and looting of Jewish sites began. According to a Jewish source, about 57 ancient synagogues, libraries and centers of religious study were ransacked and 12 were totally destroyed such as Hurva Synagogue, the oldest synagogue dated back to the 13th century. The Old City of Jerusalem remained under the control of Jordan till it was captured by Israeli forces on June 7, 1967 (Safar 28, 1387 Hijri) (Iyar 28, 5727 Jewish) in the 6-day war between Israel and the Arabs.
The Hurva Synagogue, (in Hebrew, it is called Beit ha-Knesset ha-Hurva, literally means "The Ruin Synagogue") (In Arabic, it is called Khirba, meaning “Ruin”), also known as Hurvat Rabbi Yehudah he-Hasid ("Ruin of Rabbi Judah, the Pious"), is a historic synagogue located in the Jewish Quarter of the Old City of Jerusalem. In the winter of 1700, a group of around 500 Ashkenazi Jews led by Yehudah (Judah) he-Hasid arrived from Europe. They were mystics who were intent on **advancing the arrival of the Messianic Era** by settling in Jerusalem and leading ascetic lives. A few days after their arrival in the city, he-Hasid died. They became without a leader. So, their messianic hopes dissipated and the community began to disintegrate. Those who remained managed to build forty dwellings and a small synagogue in the Ashkenazic Compound. Soon after, they endeavored to construct a **larger synagogue**, but the task proved expensive. So, they borrowed money, as loans, from local Arabs, eventually falling into severe debt. In late 1720, with the debts still outstanding, the Arab lenders lost patience and **set the synagogue and its contents on fire**. The leaders of the community were imprisoned and shortly after, all the Ashkenazim were banished from the city. The synagogue was left desolate, in a pile of rubble, so it thus became known as the "Hurva (Ruin) of Rabbi Judah he-Hasid". Between 1808 and 1812, another group of Jews, known as Perushim, immigrated to Palestine from Lithuania. They were disciples of the Vilna Gaon and had settled in the city of Safed. In late 1815, leader of the Safed Perushim, Rabbi Menachem Mendel of Shklov, arrived to Jerusalem with a group of followers. They directed their main efforts to rebuilding the Hurva Synagogue, which had symbolized the expulsion of the Ashkenazi Jews from Jerusalem. The **rebuilding of Hurva Synagogue** would represent the first step of **rebuilding Jerusalem** that the Bible mentions as a prerequisite for the **arrival of the Messiah**. After a very lengthy series of diplomatic efforts by the Jews and Europeans, the Ottoman Sultan, Abdul-Majid I, granted a permit for the rebuilding of the Hurva. The groundbreaking of the **synagogue** ceremony took place on the **last day of Hanukkah of 1855**. On April 22, 1856 (Shaban 17, 1272 Hijri) (Nisan 17, 5616 Jewish), the cornerstone was laid in the presence of Chief Rabbi of Jerusalem, Shmuel Salant. In 1864, the new **synagogue was dedicated**. Among the prominent figures who attended the dedication ceremony was Baron Alphonse James de Rothschild, who 8 years earlier had been given the honor of laying the first stone. The building was officially named Beit Yaakov – "House of Jacob". The new **Hurva Synagogue** was designed by the Ottoman Sultan's official architect who had come to Jerusalem to restore the Islamic shrines in the Aqsa Mosque compound. Hurva Synagogue had a neo-Byzantine design, similar to Constantinople's Hagia (Aya) Sophia cathedral/mosque, featuring 14-meter-high window arches and a huge dome which spanned the entire prayer space. The height of Hurva Synagogue, to the top of the dome, was 24 meters, making it one of the tallest structures in the walled Old City of Jerusalem. A balcony around the dome gave visitors an outstanding view over the city. The interior was decorated with ritual objects donated by different Jewish communities in Europe, and the Holy Ark, which could store up to 50 Torah scrolls, had come from the Nikolajewsky Synagogue in Kherson, Russia. From 1864 onwards till 1948, the Hurva Synagogue was considered the most beautiful and most important synagogue in Palestine. It also housed part of the Etz Chaim Yeshiva, the largest yeshiva (Jewish religious school or college) in Jerusalem. It was a focal point of Jewish spiritual life in the city. It became Jerusalem's main Ashkenazic synagogue and the site of the installation ceremonies of the Ashkenazic chief rabbis in Palestine. In 1948, about 100,000 Jews lived in Jerusalem: 2,000 in the Jewish Quarter of the Old City of Jerusalem and 98,000 in the western neighborhoods of Jerusalem. The Jewish presence in the Old City declined form a peak of 19,000 in the 1880, as people moved to the newer Western neighborhoods outside the walls of the Old City. Eight hours before the end of the **British Mandate of Palestine**, which was due to finish at **midnight of May 14-15, 1948**, David
Ben-Gurion, Executive Head of the World Zionist Organization who later became the first Prime Minister of Israel, announced unilateral establishment of the State of Israel on the land of Palestine at 4:00 p.m. (Time in Palestine) just before the start of the Jewish Sabbath, on Friday, May 14, 1948 (Gregorian (May 1, 1948 Julian) (Rajab 5, 1367 Hijri) (Iyar 5, 5708 on Jewish Calendar) (2432,685.5 Julian Day). The attack by Palestinian irregular fighters on the Jewish Quarter of Jerusalem began on May 16, 1948. By the following day, May 17, the Palestinian fighters had captured a third of the Jewish Quarter. On May 19, 1948 (Rajab 10, 1367 Hijri) (Iyar 10, 5708 Jewish), Jordanian army forces led by Major AbdAllah Al-Tal started entering the Old City of Jerusalem and took up positions around Zion Gate, closing access to Jewish Quarter. The Jordanian forces captured the Police Station in Sheikh Jarrah neighborhood, as Jewish gang fighters fled without a fight. As days went by, the area under Jewish control was constantly shrinking. On May 25, 1948, during the battle for the Old City, Major AbdAllah Al-Tal, wrote to Otto Lehner of the International Red Cross to warn that unless the Jewish terrorist group, Haganah, abandoned its positions in Hurva Synagogue and its adjoining courtyard, he would be forced to attack it. Commander of the Haganah in the Old City ignored the warning, knowing that if the Hurva fell, the battle for the Jewish Quarter would soon be lost. On May 26, 1948, the Jordanian forces delivered an ultimatum to the Jews to surrender within 12 hours, otherwise Hurva Synagogue would be blown up. On May 27, 1948, Al-Tal, after receiving no answer to his proposal, told his men to "Get the Hurva Synagogue by Noon." The Jordanian army placed a 200-litre barrel filled with explosives against Hurva synagogue’s wall. The explosion resulted in a gaping hole. Jewish Haganah fighters spent 45 minutes fighting in vain to prevent the Jordanian troops from entering. When the Jordanian troops finally burst through, they tried to reach the top of its dome to plant an Arab flag. Three of the Jordanian troops were shot by snipers, but the fourth succeeded. The Arab flag flying over Hurva Synagogue signaled the triumph of the Jordanian army. In the evening on May 27, 1948, Hurva Synagogue, including the Etz Chaim Yeshiva attached to it, was blown up and completely rendered into rubble. The demolition of Hurva Synagogue was timed to coincide with Jordan’s King Abdullah’s visit to the Old City of Jerusalem on May 27 during which he visited Al-Aqsa Mosque compound, where he prayed for the welfare of his army. He also visited the Tomb of Christ in the Church of the Holy Sepulcher (Tomb), which is also called Church of the Qiyama (Resurrection), knelt inside and offered a prayer. On Friday, May 28, 1948 (Rajab 19, 1367 Hijri) (Iyar 19, 5708 Jewish), after the rabbis of the Jewish Quarter negotiated a surrender agreement with King Abdullah of Jordan, the Jewish fighters finally surrendered in the afternoon and the Jordanian army liberated the Old City of Jerusalem. After the surrender agreement had been signed, the evacuation and departure (exodus) of the Jews, combatants and civilians, from the Old City of Jerusalem began and lasted till 2 a.m. on Sunday, May 30, 1948. One by one Jews came out of their cellars to be rushed off quickly. The wounded people were sent to hospitals. The women, children and old men were handed over to the Red Cross, and the fighters were taken as Prisoners-of-War (P.O.W). Jewish P.O.W were assembled before being led away to captivity, marching through the narrow alleys of the Old City. In his memoirs, Jordanian Major AbdAllah Al-Tal reported that he took measures to prevent Arab civilians seeking revenge from attacking the Jewish Quarter. He expressed pride in how his troops followed his orders and acted “according to the legacy of Arab tolerance”. He proudly reported that the Jews were astonished by the conduct of the Jordanian troops who handed over water and cigarettes to the women, children, and elderly. The photos taken by journalists clearly show the success of Al-Tal’s effort to secure an undisturbed and peaceful evacuation of all Jews from the Old City. The photos of Jewish refugees document old Jewish men, women, and many children, ultra-orthodox Ashkenazim and Sephardim walking to the assembly place and then to Zion Gate, the exit point from the Old City. A day after the surrender, a Jewish Agency spokesman commended the
Jordanian troops who “conducted themselves admirably”. However, in defiance of the curfew imposed by the Jordanian Army, some Arab civilians raided the abandoned buildings in the Jewish Quarter, looting and setting fire to them on their way. A Jewish source claims that soon after the Jordanian army captured the Jewish Quarter of the Old City of Jerusalem, 57 synagogues, libraries and centers of religious study were ransacked and 12 were totally and deliberately destroyed. Those that remained standing were defaced, used for housing of people or animals. Jordan’s victory by gaining control of Old City of Jerusalem is arguably Israel’s worst and most humiliating defeat during the War of Independence. In his memoirs, Major AbdAllah Al-Tal explained the ramifications of the victory: “Al-Quds (Jerusalem) was purged of Jews and for the first time in 1000 years, no Jew remained there.” After Israel captured of the Old City of Jerusalem from Jordan during the Six-Day War on June 7, 1967 (Safar 28, 1387 Hijri) (Iyar 28, 5727 Jewish), a number of plans were submitted for re-building Hurva Synagogue. After years of deliberation and indecision, a commemorative Arch (reaching to the height of the last destroyed Hurva Synagogue) was erected instead in 1977 at the location of the ruined Hurva Synagogue. The Ark itself became a prominent landmark in the Jewish Quarter. The plan to rebuild Hurva Synagogue, as an exact replica of the last destroyed one, received approval by the Israeli Government in year 2000. After the construction of the new Hurva synagogue finished, it was dedicated on March 15 and March 16, 2010. March 16, 2010 (Rabi Thani 1, 1431 Hijri) (Nisan 1, 5770 Jewish) was Rosh Chodesh (Head of the Month) of Nisan, meaning the 1st day of the month of Nisan. Nisan 1 is the first day of the Jewish religious year. Nisan 1 is historically significant because it is the day on which the construction of the Biblical Wilderness Tabernacle was completed. For the Jews, construction of Hurva Synagogue symbolized end of exile and return of the Jews to the historical Land of Israel in preparation for the coming of the Messiah of the End Times. On March 20, 2010, Sabbath services were held in Hurva Synagogue for the first time since 1948.

In the afternoon on May 29, 1948, an Egyptian army column, including tanks, armored fighting vehicles and artillery was spotted, by the Israeli army, moving northwards up the coastal road, possibly headed towards Tel Aviv. Israel used aircrafts, recently imported from Czechoslovakia and assembled on the previous day, May 28, to stop the Egyptian army’s advance. The Egyptian army’s advance was stopped by June 3, 1948.

The U.N. declared a the first truce in the war between the Arabs and Jews on May 29, 1948, which began on June 11, 1948 and lasted till July 8, 1948 (Ramadan 1, 1367 Hijri).

On June 6, 1948 (Rajab 28, 1367 Hijri) (Iyar 28, 5708 Jewish), nearly two brigades of the Arab Liberation Army and the Lebanese Army captured two Arab towns Al-Malkiyya and Qadas in Northern Palestine in what became the only intervention of the Lebanese army during the war.

On June 6, 1948 (Rajab 28, 1367 Hijri) (Iyar 28, 5708 Jewish), Syrian forces attacked Mishmar HaYarden (Jewish Settlement) in Northern Palestine, but they were repulsed. On June 10, 1948, the Syrians captured Mishmar HaYarden and advanced to the main road, where they were stopped by the Israeli troops. Subsequently, the Syrians reverted to a defensive posture, conducting only a few minor attacks on small, vulnerable Israeli settlements.

The Battle of Nitzanim was fought in the kibbutz of Nitzanim, in Southern Palestine, between the Israeli army and the Egyptian Army in the 1948 Arab–Israeli War, on June 7 - 10, 1948. The kibbutz
of Nitzanim is located on the coast between Gaza and Yafa and it was surrounded by the Arab towns: Isdud to the North, Majdal to the South, and Julis and Beit Daras to the East. The battle started around midnight of June 6 – 7, 1948 (Rajab 28 – 29, 1367 Hijri) (Iyar 28 - 29, 5708 Jewish), with an Egyptian artillery bombardment of Nitzanim, followed by an Egyptian aerial bombardment and armored and infantry attacks. The main Egyptian attack broke through the Israeli defenses at around 11:00 a.m. on June 7, 1948. The Israelis started retreating. At 4:00 p.m. on June 7, 1948, 105 Israeli fighters, 26 of them injured, surrendered to the Egyptian Army. The Israeli survivors were later displayed in a victory parade in the nearby Arab town, Majdal, after which they were transferred to Cairo. Battle of Nitzanim was the first major Egyptian victory of the war, and one of the few cases of Israeli surrender.

On the night of June 7 – 8, 1948, the Israeli forces captured the strategic Hill 69 (located between Nitzanim and Isdud) and carried out an unsuccessful attack against the Arab town of Isdud. On the night of June 9 – 10, 1948, the Israeli forces attempted to re-capture Nitzanim. At dawn, an Israeli platoon managed to break into Nitzanim from the South and capture the "Palace" (an abandoned Arab Palace/ Mansion, located at a hill overlooking Nitzanim), but withdrew from Nitzanim after being hit by heavy Egyptian fire. The Egyptian artillery pursued the withdrawing Israelis until the Israelis reached Hill 69. The Egyptians attacked Hill 69. The Israelis suffered heavy casualties, so they withdrew from the Hill, but their withdrawal was disorganized and cost more casualties. The total Israeli death toll in the Battle of Hill 69 was 20 soldiers. So, the Egyptians managed to capture Hill 69 on June 10, 1948. The Egyptians attempted to continue towards Beit Daras and Be’er Tuvia, but met with strong Israel defense, so at nightfall, the Egyptians withdrew.

Palestine’s major cities such as Haifa, Yafa (Jaffa), Akka, etc. had fallen into the hands of the Jews before the Arab armies arrived. The first truce in the 1948 war between the Jews and the Arabs was declared by the U.N. on May 29, 1948 (Rajab 20, 1367 Hijri) (Iyar 20, 5708 Jewish) and came into effect on Friday, June 11, 1948 and was supposed to last 4 weeks, until Friday July 9, 1948. However, on July 8, 1948 (Ramadan 1, 1367 Hijri) (Tammuz 1, 5708 Jewish) (2432,740.5th or 2432,741st Julian day) (484,302nd Hijri day) (The number of days between any day in 1948 and the same day in 2013 is 23,741 days), Egyptian forces renewed the war. On July 9, 1948, Israeli forces launched a simultaneous offensive on all three fronts of the confrontation. During the truce, Israel received massive shipments of weapons from Eastern Europe, most notably from Czechoslovakia, and increased the number of their fighters from 30,000 before the truce to 65,000 by the end of the truce, both of these matters were in violation of the terms of the truce. By the end of December 1948, Israel had more than 108,000 fighters. Whereas the Arab forces were far less, even before the first truce, Arab forces had only 25,000 fighters, and did not manage to increase the number of their fighters significantly. At the end of the first truce, the Arabs had little ammunition. For example, Jordan only had sufficient ammunition for only 4 days of fighting and no replenishments in sight. The 10-day period from July 8, 1948 till the beginning of the second truce which went into effect at 7: 00 pm on July 18, 1948 (Ramadan 11, 1367 Hijri) (Tammuz 11, 5708) (484,312th Hijri day) (2432,750.5th or 2432,751st Julian Day), known as “Battles of the Ten Days”, drastically changed the course of the war in favor of the Israelis.

August 2, 1948 ( Ramadan 26, 1367 Hijri) was the 2432,766th Julian Day . This was the day on which the Government of Israel decided to declare Jerusalem under its control as Israel-occupied territory.
This declaration was made retroactive to May 15, 1948. According to 1947 U.N.’s Partition Plan, Jerusalem was supposed to be placed under international regime. In May 1948, Israel recognized that all of Jerusalem, including the Jewish quarter, is not part of the Israeli territory.

On July 8, 1948 (Ramadan 1, 1367 Hijri), a political committee of the Arab League decided to set up a temporary civil Palestinian administration, not a government, and it would be supervised by the Arab League. At the request of the Arab Higher Committee (AHC) which was set up by the Arab League in 1945 and was headed by former Mufti of Jerusalem, Ameen Al-Husseini [descendant of Al Hussein, grandson of Prophet Mohammad (p)], a Palestinian government based in Gaza (which was ruled by Egypt), was proposed at the Arab League's meeting in Alexandria, Egypt, held on September 6 - 16, 1948 (Zu Al-Qa’da 2 - 12, 1367 Hijri (Elul 2 – 12, 5708 Jewish). It was formally announced by the Arab Higher Committee (AHC) on September 23, 1948. Palestinian National Council convened in Gaza on September 30 - October 1, 1948 (Zu Al-Qa’da 26 - 27, 1367 Hijri) (Elul 26 - 27, 5708 Jewish). It issued a declaration of independence over the whole land of Palestine, with Jerusalem as its capital. That is why it is known as All-Palestine government. It elected unanimously former Mufti of Jerusalem, Ameen Al-Husseini as President of Palestine. Ahmad Hilmi Abd-Al-Baqi (who was of Albanian origin, born in Saida, Lebanon) was chosen as Prime Minister. The government included representatives of many Palestinian political parties. On October 2, 1948, Jordan's King AbdAllah who was interested in formally annexing the West Bank to Jordan, rather than allowing the Palestinians to rule themselves, retaliated by organizing a series of Palestinian conference to counter the decision taken in Gaza. On October 3, 1948, Jordan’s minister of defense ordered all armed Palestinian groups in the West Bank and Jordan to be disbanded. Glubb Pasha (British), the head of the Jordanian army which was called Arab Legion, particularly cracked down on Ameen Al-Husseini’s Holy War Army. Nonetheless, Egypt recognized the All-Palestine Government on October 12, 1948 (Zu Hijja 9, 1367 Hijri), followed by Syria and Lebanon on October 13, 1948 (Zu Hijja 10, 1367 Hijri) (Tishri 10, 5709 Jewish) (2432,837.5th Julian Day), Saudi Arabia on October 14, 1948 and Yemen on October 16, 1948. Iraq’s decision to recognize the All-Palestine Government was made formally on October 12, 1948, but was not made public. In contrast, both Great Britain and the U.S. backed Jordan’s King AbdAllah. The Palestinian Government which was based in Gaza was entirely relocated to Cairo in late October 1948 and became a government-in-exile, gradually losing its importance. A conference, sponsored by Jordan’s King AbdAllah, was held in Jericho, in the West Bank (which was ruled by Jordan) on December 1, 1948 (Muharram 29, 1368 Hijri). The conference in Jericho called for unification of the two banks of Jordan River under the rule of Jordan, meaning the annexation of the West Bank to Jordan. Another conference sponsored by King AbdAllah was held in Nablus on December 28, 1948 (Safar 26, 1368 Hijri) which called for unification of all Palestine with Jordan into one state headed by King AbdAllah. On April 24, 1950 (Rajab 6 (or 7), 1369 Hijri), the Jordanian House of Deputies and House of Notables held a join session and adopted a resolution for the unification of the East and West bank of Jordan River into one state. On the other side, the pro-Egypt All-Palestine Government was eventually dissolved in 1959 by Gamal Abd-Nasir who envisaged a United Arab Republic encompassing Syria, Egypt and Palestine so Al-Husseini moved to Lebanon. Al-Husseini died in Beirut, Lebanon, on July 4, 1974 (Jumada Thania 13, 1394 Hijri).
The Maseekh (False Messiah) son of Yoseph (Joseph): $741 + 52 (or 53) + 156 = 949$ (or 950) (949 is the 787th Composite Number) (1139 is the 949th Composite Number)

The Promise + The End Times: $111 + 838 (or 837) = 949$ (or 948)

Laila (Eve or Night) of Awwal (Beginning) of the End Times: $75 + [37 + 837 (or 838)] = 75 + 874 (or 875) = 949$ (or 950)

from a near place (location), the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): 949

Day of Alignment (or lining up) of + Eleven Planets (verse 4 of Sura 18): $56 + 261 + [13 + 570 + 49 (or 48)] = 56 + 261 + 632 = 56 + 893 (or 892) = 949$ (or 948)

The Nuclear War of Pakistanis: $349 + 600 = 949$

Devastation of Tokyo, Japan: $803 + (51 + 95) = 803 + 146 = 949$

The Atomic Bombs of the Australians: $1160 + 789 = 1949$ (equivalent to 949)

The Atomic Bombs of Istanbul, Turkey: $1160 + 789 = 1949$ (equivalent to 949)

differed in it (or regarding it/him) and your Lord will judge (or settle disputed matters) among them on the day of Qiyama (Resurrection) (verse 124 of Sura 16): 949 (equivalent to 949)

On it, nineteen and we have not made People of the Fire, other than angels and (verse 30 of Sura 74): $1949$ (or 1948) (= $2 \times 2 \times 487$) (1949 is the 296th Prime Number) (2290 is the 1949th Composite Number)

We said, after him, to Bani (Children) of Israel: Inhabit the Land. When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or mixed crowd) (verse 104 of Sura 17): $3949$ (or 3948 or 3947) (equivalent to 949)

his Kingship is that he will bring you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin) in which there is Sakina from your Lord and the remainder of what the family of Moses and the family of Aaron left. It will be carried by the Angels. (verse 248 of Sura 2): $3949$ (= $11 \times 359$) (equivalent to 949) (3949 is the 3400th Composite Number)

On March 23, 1949 (Jumada Ula 23, 1368 Hijri), Israel and Lebanon signed an armistice (truce) agreement.

On March 30, 1949 (Jumada Thania 1, 1368 Hijri), Husni Al-Zaeem (of Kurdish ancestry) led the
first military coup in Syria after its independence. It was a bloodless coup sponsored by the U.S. His rule of Syria lasted only till August 14, 1949 when another coup ousted him and he was hanged the next day.

Anton Saada, founder of the Syrian Social Nationalist Party, was executed, by a firing squad, at dawn, on July 8, 1949 (Ramadan 11, 1368 Hijri) (Tammuz 11, 5709 Hebrew).

On July 20, 1949 (Ramadan 23, 1368 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5709 Hebrew) (2433, 117.5 or 2433, 118th Julian day), Israel and Syria signed an Armistice (truce) agreement which was the 4th and last of similar separate agreements signed between Israel and each of its Arab neighbours separately, ending the official war between them that started with the Zionists’ war against the Arabs to establish the terrorist State of Israel.

On November 29, 1947 (Muharram 16, 1367 Hijri) (Kislev 16, 5708 Jewish), the U.N.’s voted in favor of partitioning Palestine by giving the Jews a significant portion of Palestine. The Zionist Jews unilaterally declared the establishment of State Israel in Palestine on May 14, 1948 (Rajab 5, 1367 Hijri) (Iyar 5, 5708 Jewish). This led to invasion of Palestine by neighboring Arab countries, on May 15, 1948, to liberate it. The war between the Jews and the Arabs in Palestine ended next year, with an armistice (truce) agreement signed separately on different dates between Israel and each of the four Arab countries that participated in the war, meaning Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, and Syria. The last such armistice (truce) agreement (which was the 4th armistice) was signed between Israel and Syria on July 20, 1949 (Ramadan 23, 1368 Hijri (Tammuz 23, 5709 Jewish). So, Israel became fully established, enjoying temporary relative peace and safe borders, starting from July 20, 1949, meaning about 19 months after the U.N. resolution to partition Palestine on November 30, 1947. A Hadith attributed to Prophet Mohammad (p) mentions that there will be 4 truces (or armistices) between Muslims and Bani Asfar (Western Romans), then they break the 4th truce and attack Muslims.

Benjamin Netanyahu was born on October 21, 1949 (Zu Al-Hijja 29 (or 28), 1368 Hijri) (Tishri 28, 5710 Jewish).

♦  The Maseekh (False Messiah) son of Yoseph (Joseph) : 741 + 53 (or 52) + 156 = 950 (or 949) (950 is the 788th Composite Number)  (1140 is the 950th Composite Number)

مشیخ  Mashiach (Messiah as referred to by the Jews): 950 (or 951)

بيتر الروماني Peter, the Roman: 612 + 338 = 950 (St. Malachy in his alleged vision referred to the last Pope, as “Peter, the Roman”)

بسيليكا الفديس بطر Basilica of the Saint Peter: 133 (or 134) + (205 + 612) = 133 (or 134) + 817 = 950 (or 951)

ليله أول الآخره Laila (Eve or Night) of Awwal (Beginning) of the End Times: 75 + [37 + 838 (or 837)] = 75 + 875 (or 874) = 950 (or 949)
What comes out of it (verse 2 of Sura 34): $41 + 813 + 96 = 950$

made subservient for you (verse 33 of Sura 14): $860 + 90 = 950$

Warners (or warnings) (verse 21 of Sura 54): $950$

Tanzeel (descent) of the Book (verse 2 of Sura 40): $497 + 453 = 950$

The Night and we made Aya (Sign) of the Day insightful so that you seek Fadl (bounty, grace, blessing) from your Lord and so that you know number of the years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment) and (verse 12 of Sura 17): $(71 + 6) + (154 + 17 + 287 + 337 + 911 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 577 + 78 + 201 + 6 + 102 + 6) = 77 + 4873 = 4950$

On **March 14, 1950** (Jumada Ula 24, 1369 Hijri) (Adar 25, 5710 Jewish), Israel's Knesset passed the "Absentees' Property Law", which provided for the confiscation of the property owned by any of the Arab-Palestinians who had fled from Israel and were "not physically within the state's borders".

On **May 19, 1950** (Shaban 2, 1369 Hijri) (Sivan 3, 5710 Jewish) (2433,420.5 or 2433,421 Julian Day), the **first 175 Jews were airlifted** out of Iraq in two planes to Israel. Jews started leaving Iraq earlier by land, but that was not sufficient, so air transportation was deemed necessary. Iraqi laws authorized the revocation of Iraqi citizenship to any Jew who willingly left Iraq. Upon exit from Iraq, assets of Jews were frozen. Once the Jews registered to migrate, they were required to leave Iraq within 15 days. In 1949, there were an estimated 130,000 Jews in the Iraq, with about 90,000 of them in Baghdad. In fact, Baghdad Chamber of Commerce listed 2,430 member companies. A third of these companies were owned by Jews. A third of the Chamber’s board and almost all of its employees were Jewish. Jewish firms transacted 45 percent of all exports and nearly 75 percent of all imports. Between January 1950 and December 1951, about **119,788 Iraqi Jews** left Iraq to Israel by land or by air. Only few thousand Jews remained in Iraq. Israel at first called the planned exodus of Iraqi Jews as “Operation Ali Baba”, but it later became known by the original code name, “Operation Ezra and Nehemiah”. Ezra and Nehemiah are the prophets who had led the Jews of Babylon out of exile back to Israel. The Jews in Iraq are descendants of the Jews who were exiled by Nebuchadnezzar, the king of Babylonians (also known as Chaldeans), 2600 years ago from Judah (the southern Kingdom of Israel whose capital was Jerusalem) to Babylon, the capital the Babylonian Empire, in today’s Iraq. Babylonians conquered Jerusalem and started deporting Jews in **597 BC** and the second wave of deportation happened 11 years later in **586 BC** when Kingdom of Judah ceased to exist. The Babylonians destroyed the first Temple of Solomon. After Cyrus, the King of Persia, conquered the Babylonian Empire, he issued a decree in **539 BC**, allowing the Jews to return to Israel. Only about 50,000 Jews returned from Babylon to Israel, while most of the Jews chose to remain in Babylon. The period these Jews spent in Babylon is called the **Babylonian Exile**.

On **July 5, 1950** (Ramadan 19, 1369 Hijri) (Tammuz 20, 5710 Jewish), the **Law of Return**, granting every Jew in the World the right to settle in Israel, was passed by the Israeli Knesset.
Two amendments were later added on to the Law of Return - one passed **August 23, 1954**, and the other passed **March 10, 1970 (Muharram 2, 1390 Hijri)**.

In **Turkey**, the **Democratic Party** won 52% of the votes in the first free parliamentary elections in Turkish history on **May 14, 1950 (Rajab 27, 1369 Hijri)** (Iyar 27, 5710 Jewish). This led one of the Democratic Party’s founders, **Adnan Menderes** to form Turkey’s 19th government and serve as Prime Minister from **May 22, 1950** (Shaban 4, 1369 Hijri). He introduced pro-Islam policies. On **Friday, June 16, 1950 (Ramadan 1, 1369 Hijri)**, the Azan (Call to Prayer in Mosques) in Arabic was legalized in Turkey. A military coup took over on May 27, 1960 Gregorian (May 14, 1960 Julian) (Zu Hijja 1, 1379 Hijri). While Turkey was ruled by the military coup leaders, **Adnan Menderes** was hanged on **September 17, 1961** (Rabi Thani 6, 1381 Hijri).

After the **Imam of Yemen, Ahmad bin Yahya Hamidaddin**, agreed to let Yemeni Jews leave through **Aden** (which was a British colony), between **June 1949 (Shaban 1368 Hijri)** and **September 24, 1950**, about 49,000 Yemeni Jews were flown to Israel in **Operation Magic Carpet**, also referred to as “Operation on the Wings of Eagles,” from the Biblical passage in Exodus, 19:4, “…and I will transport you on eagles’ wings and bring you to me...” On **September 24, 1950** Gregorian (**September 11, 1950 Julian**) (**Zu Al-Hijja 11, 1369 Hijri**) (Tishri 13, 5711 Jewish), the final two planes carrying Jews from Yemen to Israel as part of this operation touched down at Lod airport in Israel, carrying 177 Yemeni Jews. This was first mass migration of the Jews to Israel, after the establishment of **State of Israel**. The Jews believe that the Jews from around the World will be gathered and **return to the Land of Israel** and this linked to the End Times and arrival of the Messiah.
When the promise of the first one comes (verse 5 of Sura 17): \(782 + 5 + 80 + 84 = 867 + 84 = 951\)

Entrance of the Suwaidiyeen (Swedes) into the religion of Allah: \(640 + 181 + 64 + 66 = 951\)

I am making (or appointing) a Caliph (Successor) on the Earth/Land (verse 30 of Sura 2): \(1951\) (equivalent to \(951\)) \((1951\) is the \(297\)th Prime Number) \((2292\) is the \(1951\)st Composite Number)

Those who have been expelled from their homelands (or Monastery) (verse 40 of Sura 22): \(1951\) (or \(1952\)) \((equivalent\ to\ 951\)

And ten nights and the even and the odd and the Night as it journeys. Is there in (verse 2 – 5 of Sura 89): \((6 + 71) + [570 + (6 + 481 + 6 + 637 + 6 + 71 + 702 + 270 + 35 + 90)] = 77 + (570 + 2304) = 77 + 2874 = 2951\)

The Great Fire of Rome at the time of Emperor Nero started on July 18, 64 AD (Av 15, 3824 Jewish) at night (the eve of July 19).

The first official Crusader armies set off from France and Italy on the papally ordained date of Friday, August 15, 1096 AD (Shaban 23, 489 Hijri). From Shaban 23, 489 Hijri till 1440 Hijri, there are 951 Hijri years.

On July 16, 1951 (Shawwal 11, 1370 Hijri) (Tammuz 12, 5711 Jewish) (2433, 843.5\textsuperscript{th} Julian Day), Riyadh Al-Solh, Prime Minister of Lebanon, several months after leaving office, was assassinated in Amman, in revenge for Lebanon's 1949 execution of Antun Sa'ada, the founder of the Syrian Nationalist Social Party, on July 8, 1949 (Ramadan 11, 1368 Hijri) (Tammuz 11, 5709 Jewish).

On July 20, 1951 (Shawwal 15, 1370 Hijri) (Tammuz 16, 5711 Jewish) (2433, 847.5\textsuperscript{th} Julian Day), King Abdullah I of Jordan, while entering Al-Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem for Friday noon prayer, was shot dead by a Palestinian man. He died at the age of 69.

Operation Ezra and Nehemiah for migration of Iraqi Jews to Israel was conducted by the Near East Transport Company and the Israeli national airline El Al. Operation Ezra and Nehemiah was named after Ezra and Nehemiah, who led the Jewish people from exile in Babylonia to return to Israel in the 5th century BC. The flights began in mid-May 1951, when Iraqi Jews were airlifted to Cyprus, from where they were flown to Israel. Several months later, a giant airlift operated directly from Baghdad to Lod Airport. This operation ended in early 1952, transporting about 90,000 Iraqi Jews, leaving only about 6,000 Jews in Iraq.
The Khorasani (Leader from Khorasan expected by the Shia to appear in the End Times and pave the way for the Mahdi): 952 (952 is the 790th Composite Number) (1142 is the 952nd Composite Number)

Inzar (Warning): 952

Qiyam (Resurrection) of the Pope YoHanna (John) Paulus (Paul), the Second: 150 + (37 + 75 + 98 + 592) = 150 (or 151) + 802 = 952 (or 953)

Those who have been expelled from their homelands (or Monastery) (verse 40 of Sura 22): 1952 (or 1953) (equivalent to 951)

Visit of the Israeli President, Shimon Peres, of Mosque of the Jazzar, Akka: [223 + 311 + 343 (or 344) + 406 + 229 + 107 + 242] + 91 = 1861 (or 1862) + 91 = 1952 (or 1953) [President of Israel, Shimon Peres, visited Mosque of the Jazzar (Slaughterer) in Akka, Israel, on Tuesday, August 23, 2011 (Ramadan 23, 1432 Hijri) (Av 23, 5771 Jewish) (2455, 796.5th Julian Day)]

This is a mercy from My Lord. When the Promise of my Lord comes, He will turn it into ruins and thus the Promise of my Lord is true.” (verse 98 of Sura 18): 2952

What is the Haqqa? And how would you know what the Haqqa is. Thamud and Aad asserted that the Qaria was a lie. (verses 1 - 4 of Sura 69): 2952 (equivalent to 952) (2952 is the 2527th Composite Number) (3434 is the 2952nd Composite Number)

On June 16, 1952 (Ramadan 23, 1371 Hijri), Turkey allowed all Ottomans, except princes, to return to Turkey.

On July 23, 1952 (Zu Al-Qada 1, 1371 Hijri) (Av 1, 5712 Jewish), a military coup in Egypt by the Free Officers Movement, led by Muhammad Nageeb and Gamal Abd-Nasir, forced King of Egypt, Farouk, to abdicate the throne in favor of his infant son Ahmed Fuad. He was exiled on July 26, 1952. The monarchy in Egypt ended when Egypt became a republic on June 18, 1953 (Shawwal 5, 1372 Hijri).

The Akheera (Last) Lailat (Night): 106 + 847 = 953 (953 is the 162nd Prime Number) (1143 is the 953rd Composite Number) (3435 is the 2953rd Composite Number)
Day of Akhir (End) of the Dunya (World before the End Times): 56 + [801 (or 802) + 96] = 56 + 897 (or 898) = 953 (or 954)

Qiyam (Resurrection) of the Pope YoHanna (John) Paulus (Paul), the Second: 151 + (37 + 75 + 98 + 592) = 151 (or 150) + 802 = 953 (or 952)

The True Promise (or Promise of the Truth) has approached (verse 97 of Sura 21): 703 + (111 + 139) = 703 + 250 = 953

Ma’bad (Temple) of the End Times: 116 + 837 (or 838) = 953 (or 954)

Mt. Sinai based on Qadar (Destiny), O Moses (verse 40 of Sura 20): (413 + 110 + 304) + [10 (or 11) + 116 ] = 827 + 126 (or 127) = 953 (or 954)

Nuclear Wahiya (Catastrophe) of Manhattan, New York: 27 + 77 + 547 + 302 = 953

The Maseekh (False Messiah) George: 741 + 212 = 953

Visit of the Israeli President, Shimon Peres, of Mosque of the Jazzar, Akka: [223 + 311 + 344 (or 343) + 406 + 229 + 107 + 242] + 91 = 1862 (or 1861) + 91 = 1953 (or 1952)  [President of Israel, Shimon Peres, visited Mosque of the Jazzar (Slaughterer) in Akka, Israel, on Tuesday, August 23, 2011 (Ramadan 23, 1432 Hijri) (Av 23, 5771 Jewish Calendar) (2455,796.5th or 2455,797th Julian Day) ]

This Allah after its death so Allah made him die one hundred (verse 259 of Sura 2): 1953 (1953 is the 1655th Composite Number) (2295 is the 1953rd Composite Number)

On August 20, 1953 (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1372 Hijri), France, which was occupying Morocco at the time, forced Sultan Mohammed V of Morocco and his family into exile in Corsica. His uncle, Mohammad Bin Arafa, was placed on the throne. Mohammed V returned from exile on November 16, 1955 (Rabi Thani 1, 1375 Hijri), and was again recognized as Sultan after active opposition to the French protectorate. In February 1956, he successfully negotiated with France for the independence of Morocco. In 1957, he took the title of King.

Construction of the Sanctuary of Fatima in Portugal started on May 13 1928 (Zu Al-Qada 23, 1346 Hijri) (Iyar 23, 5688 Jewish). The Sanctuary of Fatima was opened and consecrated on October 7, 1953 (Muharram 28, 1373 Hijri) (Tishri 28, 5714 Jewish).

♦ Promise of Awwal (First or Beginning) of the End Times: 80 + [37 + 837 (or 838)] = 80 + 874 (or 875) = 954 (or 955) (= 18 x 53) (954 is the 791st Composite Number) (1144 is the 954th Composite Number)
Lailat (Eve) of Tanzeel (Descent) of the Quran: $75 + [497 + 382 (or 383)] = 75 + 879 = 954$ (or 955)

You came based on Qadar (Destiny), O Moses (verse 40 of Sura 20): $(413 + 110 + 304) + [11 (or 10) + 116] = 827 + 127 (or 126) = 954$ (or 953)

Wafat (Death) of the King, Al-Hasan, the Second: $92 + (121 + 149) + 592 = 92 + (270 + 592) = 92 + 862 = 954$  
[Al-Hasan II, King of Morocco, died around 4:30 pm on July 23, 1999 (Rabi Thani 9, 1420 Hijri) (Av 10, 5759 Jewish Calendar) (2451, 382.5 Julian Day)]

The Vatican + The Aqsa Mosque: $593 + (138 + 223) = 593 + 361 = 954$

Hadd (Destruction) of Last Pope + Catholicism + Vatican: $9 + [802 (or 801) + 6 + 575 + 562] = 9 + 1945 (or 1944) = 1954$ (or 1953)

Hadd (Destruction) of the Catholic Church + Catholicism + Vatican: $9 + [176 + 632 (or 633)] + 575 + 562 = 9 + [808 (or 809) + 575 + 562] = 9 + 1946 (or 1945) = 1954$ (or 1955)  
(= 2 x 977) (1954 is the 1656th Composite Number) (2296 is the 1954th Composite Number)

A Sign for them, the dead land. We revived it and got out of it grains, from which they eat (verse 33 of Sura 36): $2954$  
(= 2 x 7 x 211) (2954 is the 2528th Composite Number) (3436 is the 2954th Composite Number)

Promise of Awwal (First or Beginning) of the End Times: $80 + [37 + 838 (or 837)] = 80 + 875 (or 874) = 955$ (or 954)  
(= 5 x 191) (955 is the 792nd Composite Number)

The Mahdi the Hashimi, Prince of the Believers: $90 + 387 + 478 = 955$

The last of the Nabiyeen (Prophets): $802 + 153 (or 143) = 955$ (or 945)

Lailat (Eve) of Tanzeel (Descent) of the Quran: $75 + [497 + 383 (or 382)] = 75 + 880 = 955$ (or 954)

Al-Hasan, Prophet Mohammad (p)'s grandson, was martyred on the Muharram 10, 61 Hijri: $575 + 319 + 61 = 955$

Realization of vision (or apparition) + Fatima: $608 + (212 + 135) = 608 + 347 = 955$  (This refers to apparition of the 3 children in Fatima, Portugal, in 1917)

Hadd (Destruction) of the Catholic Church + Catholicism + Vatican: $9 + [176 + 633 (or 632)] + 575 + 562 = 9 + [808 (or 809) + 575 + 562] = 9 + 1946 (or 1945)

Al-Hasan II, King of Morocco, died around 4:30 pm on July 23, 1999 (Rabi Thani 9, 1420 Hijri) (Av 10, 5759 Jewish Calendar) (2451, 382.5 Julian Day)

Fatima: $608 + (212 + 135) = 608 + 347 = 955$  (This refers to apparition of the 3 children in Fatima, Portugal, in 1917)

Hadd (Destruction) of Last Pope + Catholicism + Vatican: $9 + [802 (or 801) + 6 + 575 + 562] = 9 + 1945 (or 1944) = 1954$ (or 1953)
1955 (or 1954)

The Line of Latitude 33 degrees: \(609 + 1101 + (33 + 212) = 1710 + 245 = 1955\) (equivalent to 955) \((= 5 \times 7 \times 23)\) (1955 is the 1657\(^{th}\) Composite Number) (2298 is the 1955\(^{th}\) Composite Number)

A Sign for them, the dead land. We revived it and got out of it grains, from which they eat (verse 33 of Sura 36): 2955 (or 2954) (2955 is the 2529\(^{th}\) Composite Number)

Prince Al-Waleed bin Talal was born on March 7, 1955 (Rajab 13, 1374 Hijri) (Adar 13, 5715 Jewish).

On May 5, 1955 (Ramadan 13, 1374 Hijri) (Iyar 13, 5715 Jewish) was the last time top Egyptian singer Um Kulthum sang, in front of public audience on stage, Ahmad Shawqi’s poem “The Huda (Guidance or Guide) has been born” which is about Prophet Mohammad (p) or the Mahdi.

And made subservient to you (verse 33 of Sura 14): \(6 + 860 + 90 = 956\)
\((= 2 \times 2 \times 239)\) (956 is the 793\(^{rd}\) Composite Number) (1146 is the 956\(^{th}\) Composite Number)

And my Warners (or warnings) (verse 21 of Sura 54): \(6 + 950 = 956\)

Nafi (Exile or Banishment) of Napoleon Bonaparte: \(140 + (154 + 662) = 140 + 816 = 956\) (On August 8, 1815, Napoleon Bonaparte set sail for exile to Island of Saint Helena)

Devastation of the Americans: \(654 + 302 = 956\)

Destruction of New York: \(654 + 302 = 956\)

The Sun comes out as an Aya (Sign): \(509 + 431 + 16 = 956\)

The Israeliyeen (Israelites’) Expulsion of the Filisteeniyeen (Palestinians): \(213 + 340 + 403 = 956\)

Expulsion of Filisteeniyoon (Palestinians) + Kingdom of Israel: \(213 + 305 + (135 + 303) = 213 + 305 + 438 = 956\)

To yourselves and if you do badly, it is for them (yourselves) (verse 7 of Sura 17): \(281 + 6 + 51 + 502 + 116 = 956\)

and they shall destroy how high they reach completely. Perhaps (verse 7 – 8 of Sura 17): \(6 + 649 + 41 + 107 + 1013 + 140 = 1956\)
The secret in the Heavens and the Earth (verse 7 of Sura 25): 1956 (or 1957)

War of Russia + Kingdom of Great Britain: 210 + 277 + 1469 = 1956

Lailat (Eve) of Awwal (Beginning) of the Hijri year + 1444: 75 + (37 + 146 + 254) + 1444 = 75 + 437 + 1444 = 75 + 1881 = 1956

However, they were astonished (or bewildered) that a Warner from them came to them, so the Kabfiroo (Unbelievers) said, this is (an astonishing) thing (verse 2 of Sura 50): 2956 (2530 is the 2956th Composite Number)

And when it sets, it lends them, the one (verse 17 of Sura 18): 4956 (equivalent to 956) (4956 is the 4293rd Composite Number)

The Suez Canal is an artificial sea-level waterway in Egypt, connecting the Mediterranean Sea and the Red Sea. On April 25, 1859 (Ramadan 22, 1275 Hijri) (Nisan 21, 5619 Jewish), (2400,159.5th Julian Day), the ceremony for the beginning of construction of the Suez Canal was held. On November 17, 1869 (Shaban 12, 1286 Hijri) (Kislev 13, 5630 Jewish), the Suez Canal was opened to navigation. Egypt was ruled by as the Albanian dynasty of Muhammad Ali Pasha as an autonomous province of the Ottoman Empire, since May 17, 1805. The ruler’s title was Khedive.

In 1878, an Egyptian army officer, Ahmad Urabi Al-Husseini [a descendant of Al-Hussein, grandson of Prophet Mohammad (p)] started a rebellion against Tewfik Pasha, the Khedive of Egypt and Sudan, against the corrupted government of Egypt. On May 20, 1882, a combined Anglo-French fleet arrived at Alexandria to support Tewfik Pasha. On June 13, 1882, Khedive Tewfik fled from Cairo to Alexandria which was protected by the British fleet. On July 11, 1882 (Shaban 24 (or 23), 1299 Hijri) (Tammuz 24, 5642 Jewish), the British fleet started bombarding Alexandria. A large British naval force finally managed to land in Alexandria by July 13, 1882 (Shaban 26 (or 25), 1299 Hijri). On September 13, 1882 (Shawwal 29, 1299 Hijri) (Elul 29, 5642 Jewish), Britain’s decisively defeated the Egyptian forces loyal to Ahmad Urabi in the Battle of Tal El-Kabir, near Cairo. In the evening of September 14, 1882 (Zu Al-Qada 1, 1299 Hijri) (Tishri 1, 5642 Jewish), the British advancing forces reached Cairo and Ahmad Urabi surrendered to the British forces. On September 24, 1882, Khedive Tewfik and his “ministers” returned to Cairo. Ahmad Urabi was sentenced to death in December 1882, but was later exiled to the British colony of Ceylon (Sri Lanka).

The British influence over Egypt started in 1882. The first period of British rule (1882–1914) is often called the "veiled protectorate". During this time the Khedivate of Egypt remained an autonomous province of the Ottoman Empire, and the British occupation had no legal basis but constituted a de facto protectorate over the country. This state of affairs lasted until the Ottoman Empire joined the First World War on the side of the Central Powers in November 1914 and Britain unilaterally declared a protectorate over Egypt. The ruling khedive was deposed and his successor, Hussein Kamel, compelled to declare himself Sultan of Egypt independent of the Ottomans in December 1914. Britain established a protectorate over Egypt on December 18, 1914 (Safar 1, 1333 Hijri). In the aftermath of the Egyptian Revolution of 1919, the protectorate status was brought to an end by the
unilateral declaration of Egyptian independence issued by Britain on **February 28, 1922** (Rajab 1, 1340 Hijri). Through this declaration, the British government unilaterally ended its protectorate over Egypt and granted it nominal independence with the exception of four "reserved" areas: foreign relations, communications, the military and the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan. However, British troops remained in the country following Egypt’s independence in order to protect British interests, including the Suez Canal. On **March 15, 1922**, Sultan Ahmed Fouad proclaimed the establishment of Kingdom of Egypt, assuming the title of **King Fouad I** and proclaimed Egypt’s independence from Britain. Britain and Egypt signed the **Anglo-Egyptian Treaty** on **August 26, 1936** (Jumada Thania 8, 1355 Hijri) (Elul 8, 5696 Jewish), which provided for the withdrawal of British troops from Egypt, except for the Suez Canal zone for the defence of the Suez Canal.

The Egyptian government formally requested on **September 23, 1945** (Shawwal 15, 1364), that the **Anglo-Egyptian Treaty of 1936** be revised and that British military occupation of the Suez Canal zone be terminated. In 1951, Egypt repudiated the treaty. On **July 23, 1952** (Zu Al-Qada 1, 1371 Hijri) (Av 1, 5712 Jewish), the Free Officers Movement, led by Muhammad Nageeb and Gamal Abd-Nasir, staged a coup aimed at overthrowing the monarchy, establishing a republic.

President of Egypt, Abd-Nasir, ordered Palestinian Fedayeen armed groups to attack targets inside Israel. In response, on **September 1, 1955**, Israeli forces penetrated three miles inside Egyptian territory along the Gaza strip and attacked an Egyptian police station at Khan Yunis. Then as a diversion tactic, also attacked the small Arab village of Abasan. Thirty six Egyptians were killed and 13 wounded, most of them police and soldiers. The UN forces in the area were unable to stop the fighting between the Israelis and the Egyptians. On **September 11, 1955**, Egypt retaliated for the Israeli raid, by declaring a sea blockade against Israel, blocking the Straits of Tiran at the mouth of the Gulf of Aqaba. This move blocked any shipping to and from the Israeli port of Elath.

On **June 13, 1956** (Zu Al-Qada 4, 1375 Hijri) (Tammuz 4, 5716 Jewish), British troops completed their withdrawal from the Suez Canal, consequently Egypt started enjoying exclusive control of the Canal. On **July 19, 1956** (Zu Hijja 10, 1375 Hijri) (Av 11, 5716 Jewish), the U.S. withdrew all American financial aid for the Aswan Dam project and the International Monetary Fund followed suit. On **July 26, 1956** (anniversary of exile of King Farouk) (Zu Al-Hijja 17, 1375 Hijri), President Nasser nationalized the Suez Canal in order to finance the construction of the Aswan High Dam. On **August 16 – 23, 1956**, the first London Suez Conference meets in London in an attempt to find a diplomatic solution and adopts eighteen proposals which include an offer to Nasser of Egyptian representation on the Suez Canal Company board and a share in its profits. On **September 9, 1956**, U.S. Secretary of State John Foster Dulles proposed the creation the Suez Canal Users’ Association (S.C.U.A.) as an international partnership of 18 of the world’s leading naval nations, to operate the Canal. On **September 19 – 21, 1956**, the second London Suez Conference was held in London, and ended with agreement to establish Suez Canal Users’ Association (SCUA). On **September 23, 1956** (Safar 17, 1376 Hijri), France and Britain requested that the U.N. Security Council convene to consider the "situation created by the unilateral action of the Egyptian government in bringing to an end the system of international operation of the Suez Canal. On **September 23, 1956**, President Nasser, King Saud, and President of Syria Quwatly met in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia to discuss the Suez Canal Crisis. On **October 29, 1956** (Rabi Awwal 24, 1376 Hijri), Israeli troops attacked Egypt in the Sinai Peninsula. On **October 31, 1956**, British military aircrafts attacked Egyptian military bases. On **November 5, 1956**, British troops invaded the Suez Canal zone. On **December 22, 1956**
(Jumada Ula 19, 1376 Hijri), the UN Security Council deployed U.N. peace-keeping troops in the northern Suez Canal zone, following the withdrawal of British troops. On **April 24, 1957** (Ramadan 23, 1376 Hijri) (Nisan 23, 5717 Jewish), the Suez Canal was fully re-opened to navigation after being closed since 1956 Suez Canal war and on that day, the Egyptian government issued a Declaration in a letter addressed to the U.N. Secretary General in which Egypt pledged to maintain uninterrupted navigation to all nations through the Suez Canal. On **January 17, 1959**, Egypt and Britain signed an agreement that settled outstanding issues related to the Suez Canal.

- **Destruction of the Britan (Britons):** 654 + 303 = **957**  
  (957 is the **794th** Composite Number)  
  (1147 is the **957th** Composite Number)

- **Manhattan, New York City:** 546 (or 547) + (109 + 302) = 546 (or 547) + 411 = **957 (or 958)**

- **Entrance into the religion of Islam:** 640 + 90 + 64 + 163 = **957**

- **Promise of the first one, We send upon (or against) you (verse 5 of Sura 17):** (80 + 84 + 623) + 170 = 787 + 170 = **957**

- **Nuzul (Descent or coming down) of the Messiah Jesus son of Mary from the Heaven:** (93 + 149) + [150 + 52 (or 53) + 290] + (90 + 133) = 242 + 492 (or 493) + 223 = **957 (or 958)**

- **Descending him/it in the Night of the Qadr and how would you know what (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 97):** [143 (or 144) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41] + 226 + 41 = [690 (or 691)] + 226] + 41 = 916 (or 917) + 41 = **957 (or 958)**

- **Descended upon his worshipper the Book and he has not made for it (verse 1 of Sura 18):** **957**

- **Neil Armstrong:** 1957 (or 1958) (= 19 x 103)  
  (1957 is the **1659th** Composite Number)  
  (2300 is the **1957th** Composite Number)  
  (Neil Armstrong was born on **August 5, 1930**. He spent the last part of his life in **Lebanon, Ohio**. He died on **August 25, 2012**, but his cremated remains were buried in the Atlantic Ocean on Friday, **September 14, 2012**.)

- **To them, their prophet: It is the Aya (Sign) of his Kingship is that he will bring you the Tabut (Ark or Coffin), in it there is Sakina (Shekinah or Solace) (verse 248 of Sura 2):** 75 + 107 + 51 + 17 (or 16) + 95 + 51 + 481 + 840 + 95 + 145 = **1957 (or 1956)**

- **Our Ayat (signs) miraculously. Those are People of the Jaheem (Hell). And We have not sent a Messenger before you and not**
الخليفة عمر بن الخطاب + القدس

The Caliph, Omar ibn Al-Khattab + The Quds (Jerusalem): 756 + [310 + 53 (or 52) + 643] + 195 = [756 + 1006 (or 1005)] + 195 = 1762 (or 1761) + 195 = 1957 (or 1956)

أسكنوا الأرض فإذا جاء

Inhabit the Land. When (Promise) comes (verse 104 of Sura 17): 1957

من شر ما خلق و من شر

From the evilness of what he created and from the evilness (verse 2 - 3 of Sura 113): 90 + 500 + 41 + 730 + 6 + 90 + 500 = 1957

On July 11, 1957 (Zu Al-Hijja 12, 1376 Hijri) (Tammuz 12, 5717 Jewish), the current Imam of the Nizari Ismailis, Prince Karim Agha Khan IV, became the 49th Imam, after the death of his grandfather, the 48th Imam, Sir Sultan Mohammed Shah Agha Khan III.

The Treaty of Rome, officially called the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community (TEEC), is an international agreement that was signed by Belgium, France, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and West Germany on March 25, 1957 (Shaban 22, 1376 Hijri) (Adar II 22, 5717 Jewish). It led to the founding of the European Economic Community (EEC) on January 1, 1958 (Jumada Thania 9, 1377 Hijri) (Teveth 9, 5718 Jewish).

♦

Mashanted + Midinah New York: 547 + (109 + 302) = 547 (or 546) + 411 = 958 (or 957) (958 is the 795th Composite Number) (1148 is the 958th Composite Number)

شهر تموز Month of Tammuz (July): 505 + 453 = 958

الإنسان في أحسن تقييم the human, in best Taqweem (shape or form). (verse 4 of Sura 95): 193 (or 192) + 90 + 119 + 556 = 958 (or 957)

أنزلناه في ليلة القدر وما أدرك ما Descended him/it in the Night of the Qadr and how would you know what (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 97): [144 (or 143) + 90 + 75 + 335 + 6 + 41] + 226 + 41 = [691 (or 690) + 226] + 41 = 917 (or 916) + 41 = 958 (or 957)

بالحق أنزلناه وبالحق نزل وما أرسلنا إلا in the Haq (Truth) We have descended it/him and in the Haq (Truth) it/he has descended. And We have not sent you, except as (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17): 958

نزل العيسى بن مريم من السماء Nuzul (Descent or coming down) of the Messiah Jesus son of Mary from the Heaven: (93 + 149) + [150 + 53 (or 52) + 290] + (90 + 133) = [242 + 493 (or 492)] + 223 = 735 (or 734) + 223 = 958 (or 957)

يوم استعاده المسجد الأقصى Day of Istiada (Getting back) of the Aqsa Mosque: 56 + [541 + (138 +
223) \[= 56 + 902 = 958\]

Promise of Khuruj (Coming out) of the Dajjal: \[80 + (809 + 69) = 80 + 878 = 958\]

Fall of the Ottoman State: \[175 + [76 + 707 (or 706)] = 175 + 783 (or 782) = 958 (or 957)\]

Ilgha (Abolishment) of the Islamic Caliphate: \[1033 + 747 (or 746) + 178 = 1958 (or 1957)\]

You behave well, you do well to yourselves, and if you do badly, (verse 7 of Sura 17): \[559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502 = 1958\]

Wrath from Allah (verse 106 of Sura 16): \[1802 + 90 + 66 = 1958\]

we fold the Sama (sky or Heaven) like the folding of Sijil for the Books. Like we started the first creation, we return it, a promise (verse 104 of Sura 21): \[75 + 133 + 39 + 124 + 482 (or 483) + 61 + 58 + 37 + 730 + 139 + 80 = 1958 (or 1959)\]

The secret in the Heavens and the Earth. (verse 6 of Sura 25): \[291 + 90 + 539 (or 538) + 6 + 1032 = 1958 (or 1957)\]

Armstrong: \[1958 (or 1957)\]

Mawt (Death) Al-Hasan, King of Al-Maghrib (Morocco): \[(446 + 149) + 90 + 1273 = 595 + 90 + 1273 = 1958\]  
[Al-Hasan II, King of Morocco, died around 4:30 pm on July 23, 1999 (Rabi Thani 9, 1420 Hijri) (Av 10, 5759 Jewish Calendar) (245,1382.5th Julian Day)]

And more bitter. The criminals are in misguidedness and hotness (verse 46 - 47 of Sura 54): \[6 + 241 + 51 + 374 + 90 + 860 + 6 + 330 = 1958 \]  
(1958 is the 1660th Composite Number)

An agreement to create Arab Union (or Confederation), between Hashimite Kingdom of Iraq and Hashimite Kingdom of Jordan, was signed by King Faisal II of Iraq and King Hussein of Jordan on February 14, 1958. The membership in this union was also made open to other Arab countries wishing to join it later. The head of this union was designated as the King of Iraq and the headquarters of the union would be changed every 6 months: Baghdad for 6 months and Amman for 6 months. Each
of the two Kingdoms remained as a sovereign state with its own separate government. This Arab Union between Iraq and Jordan was designed to be a pro-Western rival to the pro-Soviet Union, socialist union between Syria and Egypt, called United Arab Republic, that was announced on February 1, 1958. Constitution of the Arab Union of Iraq and Jordan was completed on March 29, 1958. King of Saudi Arabia, Saud bin Abd-Al-Aziz Al-Saud, made an 8 – day visit to Iraq from May 11 to May 18, 1958 to meet King Faisal II to support this Union. On May 19, 1958 (Shawwal 29, 1377 Hijri) (Iyar 29, 5718 Jewish), the Arab Union of Iraq and Jordan officially came into existence and the first government was formed with Nuri Al-Saeed as prime minister. A military coup in Iraq led by socialist officers, Abd Al-Kareem Qasim and Abd Al-Salam Arif on July 14, 1958 killed Iraq's King Faisal II and his family and ended for 37 years since August 23, 1921 when King Faisal I became the first King of Iraq after the end of the Ottoman's rule of Iraq. Prime Minister Nuri Al-Saeed was captured, killed, and mutilated on July 15, 1958.

Thousands of American marines landed in Beirut, Lebanon, backed by American Navy ships, to support President of Lebanon, Kameel Shamoun, on July 15, 1958 (Zu Hijja 27, 1377 Hijri).

Pope Pius XII was born on March 2, 1876 (Safar 5, 1293 Hijri). He was elected as Pope on his birthday, March 2, 1939 (Muharram 10, 1358 Hijri). He served as Pope till his death on October 9, 1958. For his embalming, the Pope had not wanted the vital organs removed, demanding that his body be kept in the same condition "in which God created it". His physician Dr. Riccardo Galeazzi-Lisi claimed that he and an embalmer from Naples, Professor Nuzzi, had used a new system with the same oils and resins with which the body of Jesus Christ had been preserved. However, the weather was so hot that the body decomposed rapidly before burial, and the public viewing had to be terminated. He was buried in a crypt under Saint Peter's Basilica on October 13, 1958 (Rabi Awwal 29, 1378 Hijri) (Tishri 29, 5719 Jewish). He was consecrated by Pope Benedict XV as titular Bishop of Sardis and elevated to archbishop in the Sistine Chapel on May 13, 1917. After Pope Pius XII’s death, Pope John XXIII (John 23rd) was elected as Pope. According to Pope Pius XII’s own testimony in a handwritten, unpublished note, the Pope saw the “miracle of the sun” four times in 1950: on October 30, October 31, November 1 (the day of the definition of the dogma of the Assumption of Mary), and the last time on November 8. The first of these visions took place at 4:00 pm on October 30, 1950 (Muharram 18, 1370 Hijri) during his "habitual walk in the Vatican Gardens, reading and studying," having arrived to the statue of Our Lady of Lourdes, "toward the top of the hill […] he was awestruck by a phenomenon that he had never seen before. "The sun, which was still quite high, looked like a pale, opaque sphere, entirely surrounded by a luminous circle," he recounted. And one could look at the sun, "without the slightest bother. The Pope acknowledged that on other days at about the same hour, he tried to see if the phenomenon would be repeated, "but in vain -- I couldn't fix my gaze [on the Sun] for even an instant; my eyes would be dazzled." Pope Pius XII declared the dogma of the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary into Heaven which means that Mary, having completed the course of her earthly life, was assumed body and soul into heavenly glory. Pope Pius XII considered his visions of the Miracle of the Sun as a confirmation of his plan to declare the dogma. On October 13, 1951 (Muharram 13, 1371 Hijri) (Tishri 13, 5712 Jewish), the papal legate, Cardinal Tedeschini, revealed to a crowd of million people gathered for the closing ceremonies for the Holy Year of the universal Church held in Fatima, Portugal that Pope Pius XII himself saw the miracle of the sun in the Vatican gardens 4 times in 1950. As a Pope, in 1940, Pope Pius XII approved the Fatima apparitions, and on October 13, 1942 (Shawwal 2, 1361 Hijri) (Heshvan 2, 5703 Jewish),
he consecrated the entire World to the Immaculate Heart of Mary. As well, Pius XII often spoke with Sister Lucia, the visionary of Fatima, and he asked her to transcribe the messages she received from the Virgin. He thus became the first Pope to know the “third secret of Fatima,” which Pope John Paul II would later make public. The original Miracle of the Sun witnessed by the 3 children, and 70,000 people, in Fatima, Portugal on October 13, 1917 was officially accepted as a miracle by the Roman Catholic Church on October 13, 1930 (Jumada Ula 21, 1349 Hijri). On October 13, 2013 (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1434 Hijri), Pope Francis consecrated the world to the Immaculate Heart of Mary.

On July 23, 1959, Richard Nixon, as Vice President of the United States, began his visit to the U.S.S.R.

On September 12, 1959 (Rabi Awwal 9, 1379 Hijri) (Elul 9, 5719 Jewish), at 06:39:42 UTC, Luna 2, the Soviet Union launched Luna 2 spacecraft to the Moon from Baikonur Cosmodrome (World's oldest and largest spaceport) in Kazakhstan. The launch was initially scheduled for September 9, 1959, but the core stage was shut down after it failed to reach full thrust at ignition. Fixing the problem caused a delay in the launch by three days. Luna 2 became the first spacecraft, without a human crew, to reach the surface of the Moon, and the first man-made object, without a human crew, to land on a celestial body, other than the Earth. On September 13, 1959 (Rabi Awwal 10, 1379 Hijri) (Elul 10, 5719 Jewish), at 21:02:24 UTC, radio signals from Luna 2 abruptly ceased, indicating it had impacted the Moon. Luna 2 would have been travelling at a speed of 3.3 kilometers a second, or over 7200 miles an hour, when it hit the Moon. About 30 minutes later, the third stage of its rocket also impacted the Moon at an unknown location. Even before the launch of Luna 2, Russia seemed optimistic about it, given that Russia had informed Jodrell Bank in Britain about this voyage ahead of time to track it. Jodrell Bank was a British space observatory that was equipped with the World's largest radio telescope and the only one capable of tracking Luna 2 from Earth to the Moon. This radio telescope began receiving signals from Luna 2 after its launch. When the signals stopped, this was a confirmation that Luna 2 had reached the surface of the Moon as the impact would have destroyed the spacecraft. Several astronomers confirm that at around the same time, they spotted a flash of light on the Moon's surface. During its journey, Luna 2 released sodium gas which reacted with radiation from the Sun, making it glow and thus making Luna 2 easier to spot and turning this spacecraft into a man-made comet.
whom He leaves astray (verse 17 of Sura 18): \(90 + 870 = 960\) (960 is the 797th Composite Number) \((1150\) is the 960th Composite Number) 

\(960\) 

\(1150\) is the 960th Composite Number

\(960\) (960 = 96 \times 10)

\(960\)

\(960\)

Sadis Ishreen (Twenty Sixth) + Rajab : \([125 \text{ (or } 124) + 630] + 205 = 755\) (or 754) + 205 = \(960\) (or 959) (equivalent to 960)

Salah Eddeen + Istiada (Bringing-back) of the Quds (Jerusalem): \((129 + 95) + 541 + 195 = 224 + (541 + 195) = 224 + 736 = 960\) (Salah Eddeen Al-Ayyubi re-captured Jerusalem from the Crusaders on October 2, 1187 AD (Rajab 27, 583 Hijri)]

\(960\)

\(960\)

Salah Eddeen Al-Ayyubi

I am overcome, so support me to victory (verse 10 of Sura 54): \(1960\) (equivalent to 960) (1960 is the 1662nd Composite Number) (2303 is the 1960th Composite Number)

And a Sign for them, the dead land. We revived it and got out of it grains, from which they eat (verse 33 of Sura 36): \(2960\) (or 2961) (2960 is the 2533rd Composite Number)

A series of of powerful earthquakes hit Chile between May 21, 1960 and June 6, 1960 (Zu Al-Hijja 10, 1379 Hijri). The strongest one was the Valdivia earthquake. On May 22, 1960 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1379 Hijri), in the afternoon at 3:11 p.m. local time, the most powerful earthquake in the World (measuring 9.5 on Richter Scale), ever recorded and measured by seismographs, happened in Valdivia, Chile. Accurate estimates of magnitude of earthquakes only became possible in the early 1900’s. This was a mega-thrust earthquake that occurred at a depth of about 20 miles where
the Nazca Plate, an oceanic plate, is subducting beneath the Plate of the South American continent. Mega-thrust earthquakes are very large earthquakes in which the rocks break along a long section of a fault zone. This earthquake produced a 500-mile long rupture zone extending from Talca, Chile to the Chiloe Archipelago. The epicenter of Valdivia earthquake (the point on the earth's surface directly above the focus of an earthquake) was 60 meters down below the ocean floor about 100 miles off the coast of Chile out in the Pacific. The closest towns of Valdivia and Puerto Montt suffered devastating damage. It triggered devastating tsunamis (created by the shifting of the sea floor) across the Pacific Ocean with waves up to 10 meters high, traveling at speeds up to 200 miles per hour, affecting the coastal regions of South and North America, Hawaii, New Zealand, Australia, Philippines, and Japan. In Chile, the earthquake triggered five volcanoes and caused a new one to erupt. Due to this earthquake, two days later, on May 24, 1960, Cordón Caulle Volcano in Chile erupted and its eruption remained till July 22, 1960. As a result of this earthquake, land-slides and flooding happened, and the lines of communication and electric power were cut off. Some land-slides were so enormous they changed the course of major rivers or dammed them up, creating new lakes. The earth itself was forever changed by the enormous amount of energy released from below. Two small mountains disappeared. The tsunamis swept over small islands off the coast of Chile, literally causing many towns to vanish. The earthquake resulted in the death of 2500 – 6000 people. The loss of human life was not too high because before the big quake, there was a fore-shock (smaller earthquake, tremor or shaking), 30 minutes earlier, that caused people to run into the streets in terror and were still in the streets when the big earthquake happened. Chilean government estimated two million people were left homeless and 58,622 houses were completely destroyed. The cost of damage was US$400 million to $800 million (equivalent to $3.19 billion to $6.38 billion today, adjusted for inflation). In the United States, the coastal region of California was affected by the tsunami, particularly Crescent City (which is over 9,000 miles away from the epicenter of the earthquake), Los Angeles, Long Beach, Santa Monica, Santa Barbara, and San Diego. A total of $500,000 to $1,000,000 in damage was done by the tsunami to the United States west coast. The damage in Hawaii was $75 million while the damage in Japan was $50 million. Following the main earthquake, native Lafkenches people carried out a human sacrifice ritual, during the days, to calm the Earth and the ocean. The last of the series of earthquakes that hit Chile happened at 5:55 a.m. on June 6, 1960, had a magnitude of 7.2. The epicenter of this last earthquake was 70.95 km from Aysén, Chile.

On Wednesday, August 10, 1960 (Safar 16, 1380 Hijri) (Av 17, 5720 Jewish), an earthquake measuring 5.0 hit Israel causing the ceiling of the Knesset (Israel’s Parliament) to crack.

♦  The Shadow (Verse 45 of Sura 25): 961 (= 31 x 31) (961 is the 798th Composite Number)
(1152 is the 961st Composite Number)

  لى ذكر Nazeer (Warner) (verse 1 of Sura 25): 961 (or 960)

  الظل The Khan (Leader) of the Mongols, Timur, the Araj/Lame: 656 + 305 = 961 | The Khan (Leader) of the Mongols, Timur Lank/Lang (meaning Timur, the Araj or the lame) destroyed Baghdad on July 9, 1401 AD
Julian (July 18, 1401 Gregorian) (Zu Al-Qada 26 (or 27), 803 Hijri) (2232,962.5th Julian Day), after a siege that started about 40 days earlier, and massacred most its inhabitants. Baghdad was conquered by Timur for the first time in the Summer of 1393 AD.]

Haven’t you seen what (our Lord) has done (verse 6 of Sura 89): 71 + 600 + 110 + 180 = 961

The Dawn and Ten Nights (verses 1 - 2 of Sura 89): 314 + 6 + 71 + 570 = 961

On Friday, September 3, 1260 AD Julian (September 10, 1260 AD Gregorian) (Ramadan 25, 658 Hijri) (Elul 26, 5020 Jewish), in the Battle of Ain Jalut in Galilee, Northern Palestine, the Muslim Mamaleek (Mamluks) achieved a decisive victory over the Maghool (Mongols or Tatar).

So, take off your shoes. (verse 12 of Sura 20): 961

Fat’h (Conquest) of Petersburg : 488 + 1473 = 1961 (1961 is the 1663rd Composite Number) (2304 is the 1961st Composite Number)

Maji (Coming) of Shimon Peres + Al-Maghrib (Morocco): 53 (or 54) + (406 + 229) + 1273 = 53 (or 54) + 635 + 1273 = 1961 (or 1962)

Ba’th (Resurrection) of the Pope John Paul, the Second + Catholics : 572 + ( 37 + 75 + 98 + 592) + 587 = 572 + 802 + 587 = 1961

We made People (or Guardians) of the (Hell) Fire, other than Angels and We (God) have not made their Idda (count, number, or period), except as a Fitna (trial) (verse 31 of Sura 74): 154 + (101 + 282 + 32 + 105) + (6 + 41 + 154 + 519) + 32 + 535 = 154 + (520 + 720 + 32) + 535 = 154 + 1272 + 535 = 1961 (or 1962)

And a Sign for them, the dead land. We revived it and got out of it grains, from which they eat (verse 33 of Sura 36): 2961 (or 2960) (= 3 x 3 x 7 x 47 ) (2961 is the 2534th Composite Number)

The Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every (verse 3 – 4 of Sura 97): 3961 (or 3962) (= 17 x 233) (3961 is the 3412th Composite Number)

Lady Diana was born on July 1, 1961 and died on August 31, 1997.

A new constitution of Turkey was drafted by the Parliament of Turkey was presented to the people of Turkey in a referendum on July 9, 1961, and was accepted by 61.17% of the voters.

Barack Obama was born on Friday, August 4, 1961 Gregorian (July 22, 1961 Julian) (Safar 22, 1381 Hijri) (Av 22, 5721 Jewish) (2437,515.5th Julian Day) in Honolulu, Hawaii at
7:24 p.m. local time. Based on Jerusalem Time, it was 8:24 a.m. on Saturday, August 5, 1961 Gregorian (July 23, 1961 Julian) (Safar 23, 1381 Hijri) (Av 23, 5721 Jewish) (2437,516.5\textsuperscript{th} Julian Day).

The construction of Berlin Wall started on August 12 - 13, 1961 (Rabi Awwal 1, 1381 Hijri) (Elul 1, 5721 Jewish). The beginning of the end of Berlin Wall started on November 9, 1989 (Rabi Thani 10, 1410 Hijri) (Heshvan 11, 5750 Jewish).

♦ كنيسة القديس بطرس The Saint Peter’s Church: 145 + 205 + 612 = 962 (962 is the 799\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) (1154 is the 962\textsuperscript{nd} Composite Number)

♦ نزول الوحي على النبي مسيح عيسى ابن مريم Descent of the Wahy (Revelation) on the Prophet, the Messiah, Jesus ibin (son) of Mary: (93 + 55 + 110) + [93 + 118 + 150 + 53 (or 52) + 290] = 258 + 704 (or 703) = 962 (or 961)

♦ حرب روسيا و مملكة بريطانيا العظمى War of Russia and Kingdom of Great Britain: 210 + 277 + 6 + 1469 = 1962

♦ يوم بعث البابا يوحنا بولس + نهاية الفاتيكان + فرانس Day of Ba’th (Resurrection) of the Pope YoHanna (John) Paulus (Paul) + Nihaya (End) of the Vatican + Francis : 56 + 572 + (37 + 75 + 98) + 71 + 593 + 460 = 1962 (1962 is the 1664\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) (2305 is the 1962\textsuperscript{nd} Composite Number)

♦ مجيء شيمون بيريز + المغرب Maji (Coming) of Shimon Peres + Al-Maghrib (Morocco): 54 (or 53) + (406 + 229) + 1273 = 54 (or 53) + 635 + 1273 = 1962 (or 1961)

Abdullah II, the current King of Jordan, was born on January 30, 1962 (Shaban 23, 1381 Hijri).

On August 5, 1962 Gregorian (July 23, 1962 Julian) (Av 5, 5722 Hebrew), Nelson Mandela was captured by South African police and was not released until February 11, 1990.

♦ خروج الملحة Outbreak of the Malhama (Battle or War): 809 + 154 = 963 (963 is the 800\textsuperscript{th} Composite Number) (1155 is the 963\textsuperscript{rd} Composite Number)

♦ يوم كارثة أسلحة نووية Day of Karitha (Catastrophe) of Nuclear Weapons: 56 + [726 + (104 +77)] = 56 + (726 + 181) = 56 + 907 = 963

♦ ساعة ونقش القمر Hour and the Moon has been cracked (verse 1 of Sura 54): [136 + 6 + 450 (or 451)] + 371 = 592 (or 593) + 371 = 963 (or 964)

♦ القرم الثاني The Second Moon: 592 + 371 = 963 (The Second Moon refers to the Second Luna or Luna 2 because Luna in Latin language means the Moon.)
Tishreen 2 (Second Tishreen is November) + 1 : (960 + 2) + 1 = 962 + 1 = 963
(This refers to November 1)  (On November 1, 1922, the Ottoman Sultanate was abolished by Turkish Grand National Assembly and the last Sultan, Mehmed VI was forced to leave Turkey. He left Constantinople (Istanbul), aboard the British Warship Malaya, on November 17, 1922. He initially went to Malta for exile, but later on, he moved to the Italian Riviera.)

The Third of Azar (March): 1061 (or 1062) + 902 = 1963 (or 1964) (1963 is the 1665th Composite Number) (2306 is the 1963rd Composite Number) (The Ottoman Caliphate was abolished on March 3, 1924. On the next day, March 4, 1924, the last Ottoman Caliph, Abd Al-Majeed II, had to leave Turkey. He chose to go to Paris, France for exile.)

An agreement between Egypt, Syria and Iraq to unify their countries under a confederation called United Arab Republic was signed on April 17, 1963 (Zu Al-Qada 23, 1382 Hijri) (Nisan 23, 5723 Jewish) (2438, 136.5 Julian Day) to be put for public referendum on September 27, 1963.

Pope John XXIII (John 23rd) was born on November 25, 1881 (Muharram 3, 1299 Hijri). He was elected pope on October 28, 1958 (Rabi Thani 14, 1378 Hijri). He died of peritonitis caused by a perforated stomach at 19:49 local time on June 3, 1963 (Muharram 11, 1383 Hijri) at the age of 81, ending a historic pontificate of four years and seven months. He was buried on June 6, 1963 (Muharram 14, 1383 Hijri) in the Vatican grottos beneath Saint Peter's Basilica. He was the first pope to take the pontifical name of "John" upon election in more than 500 years, and his choice settled the complicated question of official numbering attached to this papal name due to the antipope of this name. Previous popes had avoided the name John since the time of the Antipope John XXIII during the Western Schism several centuries before. Pope John XXIII surprised those who expected him to be a caretaker pope by calling the historic Second Vatican Council (1962–65), the first session opening on October 11, 1962. Pope John XXIII did not live to see the Vatican Council to completion.

U. S. President, John F. Kennedy was assassinated on November 22, 1963 [Rajab 6 (or 5), 1383 Hijri]. He was born on May 29, 1917 (Shaban 7, 1335 Hijri).

So that you know the number of years and the Hisab (Calculation or
Judgment (verse 5 of Sura 10) & (verse 12 of Sura 17): \[577 + (78 + 201 + 6 + 102) = 577 + 387 = \textbf{964}\]

From the Nile to the Euphrates: \[90 + (121 + 41 + 712) = 90 + 874 = \textbf{964}\]

The Akhira (End Times), we bring you Lafifa (scrolls or from mixed backgrounds) (verse 104 of Sura 17): \textbf{964}

Hour and the Moon has been cracked (verse 1 of Sura 54): \[136 + 6 + 451 (or 450)] + 371 = 593 (or 592) + 371 = \textbf{964 (or 963)}\]

Timur, the Araj (Lame): \[656 + 308 = \textbf{964}\]

Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of the Maseekh (False Messiah) son of David: \((21 + 135) + 741 + [52 (or 53) + 15] = 156 + 741 + 67 (or 68) = \textbf{964 (or 965)}\]

And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) it/he descended. And We have not sent you, except as (verse 105 of Sura 17): \textbf{964 (965 or 966)}

Tishreen 1 (First Tishreen is October) + 3 + 3 : \((960 + 1) + 3 = 961 + 3 = \textbf{964}\)
(This refers to \textbf{October 3})

Tishreen 2 (Second Tishreen is November) + 2 + 2 : \((960 + 2) + 2 = 962 + 2 = \textbf{964}\)
(This refers to \textbf{November 2})

[ (a) On \textbf{November 2, 1916} (Muharram 5, 1335 Hijri), at the Al-Haram Mosque in Mecca, Al-Hussein son Ali proclaimed to be \textit{King of the Arab Territories} and \textit{Prince of the Believers}; (b) On \textbf{November 2, 1917}, \textit{Balfour Declaration (or Promise)} by the British government to facilitate the creation of a homeland in Palestine for the Jews was offered to the Jews in a letter signed by Britain’s Foreign Minister. ]

The Third of Azar (March): \[1062 (1061) + 902 = \textbf{1964 (or 1963)}\]  (The Ottoman Caliphate was abolished on \textbf{March 3, 1924}. On the next day, \textbf{March 4, 1924}, the last Ottoman Caliph, Abd-Al-Majeed II, had to leave Turkey. He chose to go to Paris, France for exile.)

He brings you the Ark, in it there is Sakina (Solace) from your Lord (verse 248 of Sura 2): \[(51 + 481 + 840 + 95) + (145 + 90 + 262) = 1467 + 497 = \textbf{1964}\]
(equivalent to \textbf{964})

Those who have Taghaw (transgressed or oppressed) in the Bilad (cities, countries, or lands) (verse 11 of Sura 89): \textbf{1964}

Fat’h (Conquest) of Peter Grad (Petersburg): \[488 + (271 + 1205) = 488 + 1476 = \textbf{1964}\]

There is no god, except HoWa (or He), Lord of the Magnificent Throne (verse 26 of Sura 27): \[31 + 36 (or 37) + 32 + 11] + (202 + 601 + 1051) = 110 (or 111) + 1854 = \textbf{1964 (or 1965)}\) (equivalent to \textbf{964}) \((= 2 \times 2 \times 491)\) \((1964\text{ is the }1666^{th}\text{ Composite})\)
The 1964 Alaska earthquake, also known as the Great Alaskan earthquake and Good Friday earthquake, occurred at 5:36 p.m. Alaska Standard Time (A.S.T.), on Good Friday, March 27, 1964 (Zu Al-Qada 14, 1383 Hijri) (Nisan 14, 5724 Jewish). It was 3:36 a.m. UTC on Saturday, March 28, 1964 (Zu Al-Qada 15, 1383 Hijri) (Nisan 15, 5724 Jewish). Lasting four minutes and thirty-eight seconds, this mega-thrust earthquake (measuring 9.3 on Richter Scale) was the most powerful recorded earthquake in U.S. and North American history.

The Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) was established on May 28, 1964 Gregorian (May 15, 1964 Julian) (Muharram 16, 1384 Hijri).

Second Vatican Ecumenical Council (informally known as Vatican II) started on October 11, 1962 (Jumada Ula 12, 1382 Hijri) and ended on December 8, 1965 (Shaban 14, 1385 Hijri) (Kislev 14, 5726 Jewish).
Day of Tulu (Rise) of the Sun from the Maghreb (West or where Sun sets): \(56 + [(115 + 431) + 90 + 1273] = 56 + (546 + 90 + 1273) = 56 + 1909 = 1965\) (965 is the 802nd Composite Number) \(1157\) is the 965th Composite Number \(1965\) is the 1667th Composite Number) \(2308\) is the 1965th Composite Number

Day of Tulu (Rise) of the Sun from the American United States: \(56 + [(115 + 431) + 90 + (478 \text{ or } 479) + 488 + 307] = 56 + (546 + 90 + 1273) = 56 + 1909 \text{ (or } 1910) = 1965 \text{ (or } 1966)\)

About the Hour, when will its docking be? while you are part of its remembrance (or mention) (verse 42 - 43 of Sura 79): \(62 + 306 \text{ (or } 307) + 130 + 451 + 90 + 926 = 1965 \text{ (or } 1966)\)

There is no god, except HoWa (or He), Lord of the Magnificent Throne (verse 26 of Sura 27): \(31 + 37 \text{ (or } 36) + 32 + 11\) + \((202 + 601 + 1051) = 111 \text{ (or } 110) + 1854 = 1965 \text{ (or } 1964)\) (equivalent to 965)

Night of the Qadr. Night of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The angels descend and (verse 12 of Sura 17): \((90 + 320 + 168 + 783 + 56 + 811 + 133 + 657 + 102 + 1320 + 142 + 706 + 773) + (81 + 253 + 401 + 121 + 804 + 52 + 192) = 917 \text{ (918 or } 919) + 4048 = 4965 \text{ (4966 or } 4967)\)

In doubt playing. So, wait for the day the Sama (Sky or Heaven) brings evident smoke that covers the people. This is a painful torment. Our Lord, remove away from us the torment, we are believers (verse 9 – 11 of Sura 44): \(90 + 320 + 168 + 783 + 56 + 811 + 133 + 657 + 102 + 1320 + 142 + 706 + 773 \text{) + (81 + 253 + 401 + 121 + 804 + 52 + 192) = 6061 + 1904 = 7965 \text{ (7965 is the 6958th Composite Number)
Bashar Asad was born on September 11, 1965 (Jumada Ula 14, 1385 Hijri) (Elul 14, 5725 Jewish). Based on result of a nationwide referendum held on July 10, 2000 (Rabi Thani 7, 1421 Hijri) (Tammuz 7, 5760 Jewish) (2451, 735.5th Julian Day), Bashar Asad was elected as President of Syria. He was officially sworn as President of Syria in a ceremony on July 17, 2000 (Rabi Thani 14, 1421 Hijri) (Tammuz 14, 5760 Jewish) (2451, 742.5 Julian Day). According to Syria’s Constitution, the president's term of office is seven years. On May 29, 2007 (Jumada Ula 12, 1428 Hijri) (2454, 249.5 Julian Day), based on result of a nationwide referendum, Bashar Assad was re-elected as President of Syria.

On September 23, 1965 (Jumada Ula 26, 1385 Hijri) (Elul 26, 5725 Jewish), the Second Indo-Pakistani War (larger in scale than the first war that happened in 1947) between India and Pakistan over Kashmir, ended after the United Nations Security Council unanimously passed a resolution that called for an unconditional ceasefire from both countries, at night on September 22, 1965 (Elul 25, 5725 Jewish). The war had begun in early August 1965. On January 10, 1966, the Tashkent Declaration, a peace agreement between India and Pakistan was signed to resolve issues related to the Indo-Pakistani War of 1965.

- ♦  بابا + نذير Pope + Nazeer (Warner): 6 + 960 = 966 (966 is the 803rd Composite Number) (1158 is the 966th Composite Number) (7603 is the 966th Prime Number)
- المقتفي الحاج محمد أمين الحسيني The Mufti, the Hajj Mohammad Ameen Al-Husseini: 561 + 43 + 92 + 101 + 169 = 966 (Palestinian Leader and Mufti of Jerusalem)
- و بالحق أنزلناه وبالحق نزل و ما أرسلنا إلا And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) it/he descended. And We have not sent you, except as (verse 105 of Sura 17): 966 (or 965)
- and a Nazeer (Warner) (verse 105 of Sura 17) & (verse 8 of Sura 48): 6 + 961 (or 960) = 967 (or 966)
- أربعه عشرون + بويلو Arba’a Ishroon (Twenty Four) + Yulyu (July): (278 + 657) + 62 = 904 + 62 = 966
- الظلم the Zulla (verse 189 of Sura 26): 966
- فالديفخا تشيلي Valdivia, Chile : 216 + 750 = 966 [ On May 22, 1960 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1379 Hijri), the most powerful earthquake (measuring 9.5) ever recorded throughout history in the World happened in Valdivia, Chile.]
- الحرب العراقية + الإيرانية The Iraqi – Iranian War: 241 + (417 + 308) = 241 + 725 = 966
- [ War of Iraq & Iran started on September 22, 1980 (Zu Al-Qada 12, 1400 Hijri) (Tishri 12, 5741 Jewish) (2444, 504.5th Julian Day). The war ended after Iran accepted UN Resolution 598 calling for an immediate cease-fire (or truce) on July 18, 1988 (Zu Hijja 3, 1408 Hijri) and this truce came into effect on July 20, 1988.]
Sadis wa Ishreen (Twenty Sixth) + Rajab: (125 + 6 + 630) + 205 = 761 + 205 = 966

a firmly fixed place for a period (verse 21 – 22 of Sura 77): 501 + 120 + 41 + 304 = 966

Day like a year + Day like a month + Day like a week:
(56 + 135) + (56 + 525) + (56 + 138) = 191 + 581 + 194 = 966 (This is a Hadith about the time of the Dajjal on Earth)

The United States: 478 (or 479) + 488 = 966 (or 967)

Your faces and they shall enter the Mosque like (verse 7 of Sura 17):
80 + (6 + 681 + 138) + 61 = 80 + 825 + 61 = 966

Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of the Maseekh (False Messiah), the Dajjal: (21 + 135) + (741 + 69) = 156 + 810 = 966

Qiyama (Resurrection or Rise) + The Maseekh (False/Transformed Messiah), the Dajjal : 156 + (741 + 69) = 156 + 810 = 966

Martyrdom + Angels: 861 + 105 = 966

Day of the Al-Kharab (the Devastation) + Gog + Magog: (56 + 834) + (23 + 53) = 890 + (9 + (64 + 53)) = 840 + (9 + 117) = 840 + 126 = 966

The Jews call the End Times as aḥarīt ha-yamīm meaning End of the Days

The Khuruj (Coming out) (verse 42 of Sura 50) + Hadd (Destruction) of Barrier Majuu (Magog): 840 + [9 + (64 + 53)] = 840 + (9 + 117) = 840 + 126 = 966

Kingdom of Maseekh (False Messiah) + The Mahdi: (135 + 741) + 90 = 876 + 90 = 966

Khuruj (Coming out) of Son of David : [809 + 52 (or 53) + 15] + 90 = [809 + 67 (or 68)] + 90 = 876 (or 877) + 90 = 966 (or 967)

Khuruj (Coming out) of Ajuj (Gog) + Jan (John or demons) + The Mahdi : [809 + (13 + 54)] + 90 = [809 + 67] + 90 = 876 + 90 = 966

The Promise + The Dajjal, the Awar + Prince of the Believers : 111 + (69 + 308) + (251 + 227) = 111 + (377 + 478) = 111 + 855 = 966
The Promise + Hadd (Destruction) of the Caliph, the Mahdi: 111 + (9 + 756 + 90) = 111 + 855 = 966

The Promise + Prince of the Believers + Al-Hashim (Family of the Mahdi): 111 + [478 + 31 (or 32) + 346] = 111 + 855 (or 856) = 966 (or 967)

In the Haq (verse 106 of Sura 17) + The Imam Mahdi + Al-Hashimi (Mahdi’s family name) + Prince of the Believers + The Caliph = 141 + 113 + 90 + [387 + 479 (or 478) + 756] = 141 + [113 + 90 + 1622 (or 1621)] = 141 + 1825 (or 1824) = 1966 (equivalent to 966)

Hijra (Migration) to Yathrib (Medina): 213 + (41 + 712) = 213 + 753 = 966

The caller from a near place (location), the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), that is (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): (126 + 90) + (111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141) + 750 (or 751) = 216 + [1000 + 750 (or 751)] = 216 + 1750 (or 1751) = 1966 (or 1967) = (2 x 983) (2022 = 1966 + 56) (1966 is the 1668th Composite Number) (2310 is the 1966th Composite Number) (2704 is the 2310th Composite Number)

About the Hour, when will its docking be? while you are part of its remembrance (or mention) (verse 42 - 43 of Sura 79): 62 + 307 (or 306) + 130 + 451 + 90 + 926 (or 927) = 1966 (1965 or 1967)

Istirja (Getting back or Re-capture) of the Muslim (Muslims) Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem or House of Holiness) from the Saleebiyeen (Crusaders): 735 + 261 + (412 + 235) + 90 + 233 = 735 + 261 + 647 + 90 + 233 = 1966

Day of Tulu (Rise) of the Sun from the American United States: 56 + [(115 + 431) + 90 + (479 + 488 + 307)] = 56 + (546 + 90 + 1274) = 56 + 1910 (or 1909) = 1966 (or 1965)

Tulu (Rise) of the Sun from the New Maghreb (West): (115 + 431) + 90 + (1273 + 57) = 546 + 90 + 1330 = 1966

Night of the Qadr. Night of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The angels descend and (verse 2 - 4 of Sura 97): 2966 (or 2965) (2966 is the 2538th Composite Number)

When the Promise of the End Times comes, We bring you Lafifa (scrolls or as a mixed crowd). And in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) we descended it/him and in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date) it/he descended. And We have not sent you, (verse 104 - 105 of Sura 17) : 2966 (or 2965)

The Aya (Sign) of his Kingship is that he brings you the Tabut (Coffin or Ark). In it, there is Sakina from your Lord and
remainder of what was left by the family of Moses and the family of Aaron, carried by the Angels. (verse 248 of Sura 2): \( 3966 \text{ (or 3967) } \) (equivalent to \( 966 \)) \( = 2 \times 3 \times 661 \) \( (3966 \) is the \( 3417^{th} \) Composite Number)

وَالْفَجْرِ وَﻟَيَﺎلٍ عَشْرٍ (verses 1-2 of Sura 89): \( 6 + (314 + 6 + 71 + 570) = 6 + 961 = 967 \) \( (967 \) is the \( 163^{rd} \) Prime Number) \( (1159 \) is the \( 967^{th} \) Composite Number) \( (5721 \) is the \( 4967^{th} \) Composite Number)

Church of Satan was formed at the Black House in San Francisco, California, on Walpurgisnacht, April 30, 1966 (Muharram 9, 1386 Hijri) (Iyar 10, 5726 Jewish) by Anton LaVey.

Qusay, the second eldest son of Saddam Hussein, was born on May 16, 1966. He was appointed as his father's heir apparent in 2000. He was killed by U.S. forces on July 22, 2003 (Jumada Ula 22, 1424 Hijri).

Ground-breaking for construction of the World Trade Center in New York City took place on August 25, 1966 (Elul 9, 5726 Jewish) (Jumada Ula 8 (or 9), 1386 Hijri) (2439,362.5\(^{th}\) Julian Day). The topping out ceremony of the first tower happened on December 23, 1970 (Shawwal 24, 1390 Hijri) (Kislev 25, 5731 Hijri) (2440,913.5\(^{th}\) Julian Day). The ribbon cutting ceremony for the whole World Trade Center was on April 4, 1973 (Rabi Awwal 1, 1393 Hijri) (Nisan 2, 5733 Jewish) (2441,776.5\(^{th}\) Julian Day).

The new first tower of the World Trade Center called “One World Trade Center” was completed on August 30, 2012 (Shawwal 12, 1433 Hijri) (Elul 12, 5772 Jewish) (2456,169.5 Julian Day), and the final component of its spire installed on May 10, 2013 (Jumada Thania 29, 1434 Hijri) (2456,422.5\(^{th}\) or 2456,423\(^{rd}\) Julian Day).

On December 6, 1966 (Shaban 23, 1386 Hijri) (Kislev 23, 5727 Jewish) (2439,465.5\(^{th}\) or 2439,466\(^{th}\) Julian Day) proclaiming that he was "mad at Congress", a 27 year old man from Paterson, New Jersey, used a large pair of shears to vandalize four paintings in the United States Capitol, until being stopped by Capitol police. Damaged extensively were “Scene at the Signing of the Constitution of the United States”, by Howard Chandler Christy, and the portraits of: (1) Henry Clay by John Neagle; (2) of Charles Carroll of Carrollton by Chester Harding; and (3) of Gunning Bedford, Jr. by Charles Willson Peale.
Al-Rabi wa Al-Ishroon (The Twenty Fourth): 304 + 6 + 657 = 967

Rabi wa Ishroon (Twenty Fourth) + Yulyu (July as known in Egypt): 
(273 + 6 + 626) + 62 = 905 + 62 = 967

The Euphrates River: 255 + 712 (or 711) = 967 (or 966)

Salah Eddeen Al-Ayyubi + Fat’h (Conquest) of the Quds (Jerusalem): (129 + 95 + 60) + 488 + 195 = 284 + 488 + 195 = 967

Israel’s occupation of Jerusalem: 470 + 302 + 195 = 967

Day of Majzara (Massacre) of Timur (Mongol Emperor): 56 + (255 + 656) = 56 + 911 = 967

And Qadaina (decreed as a destiny) (verse 4 of Sura 17): 6 + 961 = 967

Joseph Ratzinger (Pope’s Benedict’s real name): 106 + 861 (or 860) = 967 (or 966)

The United States: 479 (or 478) + 488 = 967 (or 966)

Day of 911: 56 + 911 = 967 (911 represents September 11 the day on which the attack on New York’s World Trade Center happened.)

Joseph Ratzinger (Pope’s Benedict’s real name): 106 + 861 (or 860) = 967 (or 966)

The Fire and on Day of the Qiyama (Resurrection, Upheaval, or Beginning of End Times), they shall not be supported to victory (verse 41 of Sura 28): 967

And its people prostrate to the Sun, not Allah (verse 24 of Sura 27): 967

As for Aad (ancient people whom God destroyed), they behaved arrogantly. (verse 15 of Sura 41): 121 + 75 + 770 = 967

The Catastrophe of Iram: 726 + 241 = 967

The Catastrophe of the War: 726 + 241 = 967
have disbelieved so that, will become certain (verse 31 of Sura 74): $307 + 660 = 967$

Azerbaijan (country from which Shia’s Safavi dynasty originated): $967$

Night of Alignment (or lining up) of + Eleven Planets (verse 4 of Sura 18): $75 + 261 + [13 + 570 + 48 (or 49)] = 75 + [261 + 631 (or 632)] = 75 + 892 (or 893) = 967 (or 968)

Day of Istifaf (alignment or lining up) of the Planets + Passage of the Star: $56 + (261 + 80) + (446 + 124) = 56 + (341 + 570) = 56 + 911 = 967$

The one which we have blessed its surroundings, to show him some of our Ayat (Signs). He is (verse 1 of Sura 17): 1967 (equivalent to 967) (= 7 x 281) (1967 is the 1669th Composite Number) (2312 is the 1967th Composite Number)

In that a sign and most of them have not been believers (verse 174 of Sura 26): 1967 (or 1966)

the caller from a near place (location), the day they hear the Saiha (Scream) in the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date), that is (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): $(126 + 90) + (111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141) + 751 (or 750) = 216 + [1000 + 751 (or 750)] = 216 + 1751 (or 1750) = 1967 (or 1966)

their Cave for three hundred years, increased by nine (verse 25 of Sura 18): $[150 + 1031 (or 1030) + 56 + 170 + 6 + 24] + 530 (or 531) = 1437 (or 1436) + 530 (or 531) = 1967 (or 1966)

Say Allah is more knowledgeable regarding how long they remained. To him belongs the Ghayb (verse 26 of Sura 18): 1967 (or 1966)

About the Hour, when will its docking be? while you are part of its remembrance (or mention) (verse 42 - 43 of Sura 79): $62 + 307 (or 306) + 130 + 451 + 90 + 927 (or 926) = 1967 (1965 or 1966)

myself and my brother. So, separate between us and the Fasiqeen (sinful) people (verse 25 of Sura 5): $200 + 6 + 611 + 461 (or 460) + 113 + 6 + 62 + 177 + 331 = 1967 (or 1966)

your Lord has done to Aad, Iram, the one which has the pillars (verses 6- 7 of Sura 89): $(180 + 222 + 77) + (241 + 1101 + 146) = 479 + 1488 = 1967$

Day of Promise of the Atomic Bomb + Hiroshima + Japan: $56 + 80 + (218 + 946) + 572 + 95 = 56 + 80 + (1164 + 572 + 95) = 56 + (80 + 1831) = 56 + 1911 = 1967$
Husam Eddeen Baraka Khan + The Khawarizm: 1082 + 885 = 1967

Day of Promise of Mazbaha (Massacre) of Mongols: 56 + 80 + (755 + 1076) = 56 + 1911 = 1967

ALM the Rum (Eastern Romans) have been defeated in Adna (nearest or lowest location) of the Ard (Earth or Land): 2967 (2967 is the 2539th Composite Number)

it journeys. Is there an oath for one who has a brain. Have you not seen (verse 4 – 6 of Sura 89): 270 + 35 + 90 + 750 + 200 + 740 + 211 + 71 + 600 = 2967

One thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command (verse 3 – 4 of Sura 97): 2967 (or 2968)

Accident/Event of Khusf (Collapse) of mine of Gold and Copper of Chile: [512 (513) + 740 + 133 + 707 + 6 + 119] + 750 = 2217 (or 2218) + 750 = 2967 (or 2968)

The occupation + Israel + The West Bank: 470 + 302 + (916 + 1248) = 501 + 302 + 2164 = 2967

Aya (Sign) of the Night and we made Aya (Sign) of the Day Mubsira (insightful or giver of vision) so that you seek bounty from your Lord and so that you know the number of years and the Hisab (Judgment or Calculation) and (verse 12 of Sura 17): [ 17 (or 16) + 88 + 6 + 154 + 17 (or 16) + 287 + 337 + 30 ] + (1809 + 911 + 90 + 262 + 6 + 577 + 78 + 201 + 6 + 102 + 6) = 919 (917 or 918) + 4048 = 4967 (4965 or 4966) (4967 is the 664th Prime Number)

On Monday, June 5, 1967 (Safar 26, 1387 Hijri) (Iyar 26, 5727 Jewish) (2439,646.5th or 2439,647th Julian Day), at 7:45 a.m., Israel launched its 6-day war against the Arabs, starting with air raids on nine Egyptian air bases. In less than 2 hours, Israel destroyed about 300 warplanes, of Egypt’s 420 warplanes, while they were still parked in the air bases. Israel captured Gaza on June 6, 1967. Then, Israel captured East Jerusalem including the Old City of Jerusalem and the Aqsa Mosque and therefore, all of Jerusalem became under its control on Wednesday, June 7, 1967 (Safar 28, 1387 Hijri) (Iyar 28, 5727 Jewish) (2439,648.5th or 2439,649th Julian Day) (491,209th Hijri Day). Today, Iyar 28 is celebrated annually in Israel as Jerusalem Day. The commander of the Israeli brigade that penetrated the Old City of Jerusalem, Lt. General Mordechai (Motta) Gur [who was born on May 6, 1930 (Zu Hijja 7, 1348 Hijri) (Iyar 8, 5690 Jewish) and died by committing suicide on July 16, 1995 (Safar 18, 1416 Hijri) (Tammuz 18, 5755 Jewish)] communicated the unfolding events by radio: “Shortly we’re going to go in to the Old City of Jerusalem, that all generations have dreamed about. We will be the first to enter the Old City.” Then, after an intense battle, he uttered his now-famous
words: “The Temple Mount is in our hands!” Then, the Chief Rabbi of Israel’s army, Shlomo Goren (who was born on February 3, 1917 and died on October 29, 1994), while dressed in military uniform and carrying a Torah scroll, blew a Trumpet (ram’s horn) at the Western Wall to announce the reunification of East Jerusalem (which was ruled by Jordan) with West Jerusalem (which was ruled by Israel), and held the first Jewish prayer session at the Western Wall since 1948. Until then, during the Ottoman and the British occupation of Jerusalem, Jews were not allowed to sound the Trumpet at the Western Wall. Israeli soldiers were singing a popular Israeli song titled “Jerusalem of Gold” written by Israeli poetess and song-writer, Naomi Shemer. This event was broadcast live on Voice of Israel radio station. This war resulted in Israel capturing East Jerusalem, Gaza, and Golan Heights from the Arabs.

On June 27, 1967, the Israeli Knesset amended the Law and Administration Ordinance of 1948. This amendment added, to section 11, a declaration that the "law, jurisdiction and administration of the State of Israel government shall extend to any area of 'Eretz Israel' it so orders." Therefore, Israeli law extended to cover all parts of Jerusalem; the Western as well as the Eastern parts, which gave Jerusalem a different status than the rest of the Occupied Territories, since Israel did not consider itself an occupying power in East Jerusalem. On June 28, 1967 the Knesset amended the law of 1950, which proclaimed Jerusalem as Israel's capital, to reflect the newly defined municipal boundaries. In addition, the Israeli authorities dissolved the Palestinian Municipal Council already in existence in East Jerusalem, and discharged the Palestinian Mayor of East Jerusalem, Rawhi Al-Khatib, on June 29, 1967.

Moshe Dayan, whose real name is Moshe Kitaigorodsky, was born to Jewish Ukrainian immigrant parents in a Jewish Kibbutz in Palestine on May 20, 1915 (May 7, 1915 Julian) (Rajab 7, 1333 Hijri) (Sivan 7, 5675 Jewish) and died on October 16, 1981 (Zu Al-Hijja 17, 1401 Hijri) (Tishri 18, 5742 Jewish). In 1929, he joined the Haganah, a powerful underground Jewish militia in Palestine. He became involved in launching raids against the British rule of Palestine and against Arab Palestinians. In 1939, he was captured and imprisoned in Acre (Akka), Palestine, but he was released in 1941, with an offer to join the British forces in Palestine, as a Haganah scout, in fighting the pro-Nazi Vichy French ruling Lebanon. On June 1, 1941 Gregorian (May 19, 1941 Julian) (Jumada Ula 6, 1360 Hijri) (Sivan 6, 5701 Jewish) (2430146.5th Julian Day), he was called by his immediate superior in Haganah and he was ordered to join a Haganah unit slated to operate in support of the Australian 7th Division of the British forces, as an Officer of the unit, leading a group of 30 fighters who were to operate in the area of Bint-Jbeil in Southern Lebanon. On June 7, 1941, Dayan's unit crossed the Palestine-Lebanon border and secured two bridges over the Litani River in Southern Lebanon. When Dayan's unit was not relieved as expected, at 4:00 AM on June 8, 1941 (Jumada Ula 13, 1360 Hijri), the unit perceived that it was exposed to possible attack and, on its own initiative, attacked a nearby Vichy French police station and was able to capture it. A few hours later, while he was on the roof of the building of the Police Station using binoculars to scan Vichy French positions on the other side of the Litani River, his binoculars was struck by a bullet fired by a French sniper, propelling metal and glass fragments into his left eye. Six hours passed before he could be evacuated. Not only Moshe Dayan lost the eye, but in addition, the damage to the extra-ocular muscles was so severe to the extent that Dayan could not even be fitted with a glass eye. So, he was compelled to wear the black eye-patch for the rest of his life and that this eye-patch on became his distinguished feature. So, he was an Awar (a person who has a defective eye) like the Dajjal, as described by Prophet Mohammad (p). Dayan
wrote in his autobiography that he was "ready to make any effort and stand any suffering, if only I could get rid of my black eye patch. The attention it drew was intolerable to me. I preferred to shut myself up at home, doing anything, rather than encounter the reactions of people wherever I went." When Arab armies marched into Palestine in 1948, Moshe Dayan fought the Syrians in Galilee, led a commando battalion on raids against Lod and Ramallah, and commanded the Jerusalem front. In his capacity as Commander of the Jerusalem front, Moshe Dayan met King Abdullah of Jordan a number of times and engaged in informal negotiations with him. He was involved in reaching the informal agreement concerning the border of "no man's land" of Jerusalem which became operative on December 1, 1948. Dayan became Chief of Staff of the Israeli Armed Forces in 1953 and in this position, he drew up and executed the plan for the Sinai invasion in 1956. On June 1, 1967 Gregorian (May 19, 1967 Julian) (Safar 22, 1387 Hijri) (Iyar 22, 5727 Jewish), when war with Israel’s Arab neighbors was imminent, Moshe Dayan was appointed Minister of Defense of Israel. He personally oversaw Israel’s capture of East Jerusalem on June 7, 1967. On June 8, 1967, Dayan bypassed both the Prime Minister and the Chief of Staff, ordering the Israeli army to attack and capture the Golan Heights in Syria. On Saturday June 17, 1967 (Rabi Awwal 9, 1387 Hijri), shortly after the end of the Six Day War, Defense minister Moshe Dayan entered the Al-Aqsa Mosque for a historic meeting. In a gesture of good will, Dayan sat down on the prayer carpet with five leaders of the Supreme Muslim Council (the Waqf) of what had been Jordanian-controlled Jerusalem. That discussion fixed Israel's policy regarding the Temple Mount, a policy that remains unchanged to this day. The administrative control over the Temple Mount was to be the sole responsibility of the Supreme Muslim Council - the (Jordanian) Waqf. For the next six years following Israel’s victory in 1967 war and until the 1973 war, Moshe Dayan was like a king of Israel, like no man before him and no man after him. Together with Israel's next Prime Minister, Golda Meir, he led a firm state policy, which opposed receding any territories, approved the first Jewish settlements and delayed peace efforts. Israeli Military historian Yossi Argaman said about Moshe Dayan: "In all the years of Israel’s history, there has not existed a military hero or dominant figure like him. Moshe Dayan symbolized the national and military rebirth and the revitalization of Jewish strength, the myth of the Jewish fighter. He climbed so high, that he became a kind of god. " However, after being criticized for the Israeli's army unreadiness for the Yom Kipper War of October 6 - 24, 1973, Moshe Dayan resigned as Minister of Defense on June 3, 1974. From 1977 to 1979, he served as the Foreign Minister of Israel and in that capacity, he helped negotiate the final peace treaty between Israel and Egypt. Moshe Dayan was also one of the Leaders of Palmach (Jewish commando units founded on May 19, 1941). Moshe Dayan was an atheist. Moshe Dayan is also widely considered Israel's most famous adulterer.

On July 14, 1958 (Zu Al-Hijja 26, 1377 Hijri) (Tammuz 26, 5718 Jewish) (2436,398.5th Julian Day), a military coup headed by General Abdul Kareem Qasim and Colonel Abdul Salam Arif overthrew the Hashimite monarchy which had reigned over Iraq since 1921 (for 37 years), killed the royal family, and formed a military government. The last King of Iraq Faisal II was great grandson of Hussein son of Ali, Sherif of Mecca, who stated the Arab revolution that led to the end Ottoman’s rule of Arab countries and was the last man to be Caliph of Muslims. Faisal II had become head of Arab Federation of Iraq and Jordan on February 14, 1958.

Rabbi Shlomo Goren (who was born on February 3, 1917 and died on October 29, 1994), then chief chaplain of the Israeli army, and one of the leading advocates for the rebuilding of the Temple, attempted to establish a Jewish identity on the Mount. On August 15, 1967 (Jumada Ula 9, 1387 Hijri)
(Av 9, 5727 Jewish), Goren led demonstrative Jewish prayers on the Temple Mount compound. The two chief Rabbis of Israel (Sephardic and Askenazi) then prepared a joint statement **forbidding Jews to visit the Temple Mount**. There position was that the Jewish people were ceremonially unclean and might accidentally tread on the place where the holy of holies stood in the Temple.

The **Khartoum Resolution** of September 1, 1967 (Jumada Ula 26, 1387 Hijri) was issued at the conclusion of 1967 **Arab League Summit** which lasted from August 29 to September 1 in Khartoum, Sudan. This resolution is famous for containing (in the third paragraph) what became known as the "The Three No's ": "no peace with Israel, no recognition of Israel, no negotiations with it..."

The United Nations Security Council **Resolution 242** was adopted unanimously by the UN Security Council on **November 22, 1967 (Shaban 19, 1387 Hijri)**, in the aftermath of the Six-Day War. The preamble refers to the "inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by war. The resolution calls for: (i) Withdrawal of Israel armed forces from territories occupied in the recent conflict; (ii) Termination of all claims or states of belligerency and respect for and acknowledgment of the sovereignty, territorial integrity and political independence of every State in the area and their right to live in peace within secure and recognized boundaries free from threats or acts of force.

---

**Fall of the Australiyan (Australians):** 175 + 793 = 968 (968 is the 804th Composite Number) (1160 is the 968th Composite Number)

**القابعه + الجزائر البريطانية** Al-Qari’a (Terrifying Event in End Times- verse 1 of Sura 101) + Al-Jaza’ir Al-Britaniya (The British Isles): 407 + 243 + 318 = 407 + 561 = **968**

**القابعه + مدينة لندن البريطانية** Al-Qari’a (Terrifying Event in End Times - verse 1 of Sura 101) of British City of London: 407 + 243 + 318 = 407 + 561 = **968**

**الخراب + لندن** The Kharab (Devastation) + London: 834 + 134 = **968**

**الإمام + أمير المؤمنين + آل هاشم** The Imam + Prince of Believers + Al Hashim (Mahdi’s family name): 113 + 478 + 377 (or 378) = **968** (or 969)

**القيمة فذا** the Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval)? When (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 75): 186 (or 187) + 782 = **968** (or 969)

**الدجال المسيحي بن جوزيف** The Dajjal, the Maseekh (False Messiah) son of Joseph: 69 + 741 + 52 (or 53) + 106 = **968** (or 969)

**ليله إصطفا + أحد عشر كوكب** Night of Alignment (or lining up) of + Eleven Planets (verse 4 of Sura 18): 75 + 261 + [13 + 570 + 49 (or 48)] = 75 + [261 + 632 (or 631)] = 75 + 893 (or 892) = **968** (or 967)

**اتنا انزله في ليله الفدر وما ادراك** We descended it (or him) in the Night of Qadr and how would you know (verses 1-2 of Sura 97): (52 + 143 + 90 + 75 + 335) + [6 + 41 + 226 (or 235) ] = 695 + 273 (or
(282) = \textbf{968} (969 or 977)

Day of Accident/Event of Inhiyar (Collapse) of a mine: \(56 + 512 + (969 - 977) = 56 + 512 + 133 = \textbf{968} \) (or 969)

Day of Promise of Timur Lank + Mongols: \((56 + 80) + (656 + 100) + 1076 = 136 + (756 + 1076) = 136 + 1832 = \textbf{1968} \) (1968 is the 1670th Composite Number) (2313 is the 1668th Composite Number)

The Kharab (Devastation) + Copenhagen: \(834 + 1134 = \textbf{1968} \) (equivalent to 968)

Ibtida (Beginning) of Sana (Year) \(1444: 409 + 115 + 1444 = \textbf{1968} \)

Ghurra (Beginning) of the Muharram + 1444: \((1205 + 319) + 1444 = 1524 + 1444 = \textbf{2968} \) (2968 is the 2540th Composite Number)

what prevented the people that they believe when the Huda (Guide or Guidance) came to them, except that they said: Has Allah sent a human Messenger (verse 94 of Sura 17): \(\textbf{2968} \) (2967 or 2966)

Nuclear Missile: \(897 + 72 = \textbf{969} \) (969 is the 805th Composite Number) (969 is the 88th Product Composite Number) (1161 is the 969th Composite Number)

Kartha (Catastrophe) of the Nuclear Weapons: \(726 + (135 + 108) = 726 + 243 = \textbf{969} \)

Kartha (Catastrophe) of City of London: \(726 + (109 + 134) = 726 + 243 = \textbf{969} \)

Day of Promise of Russia’s Hadd (Destruction) of Manhattan: \(56 + [80 + (9 + 277 + 547)] = 56 + (80 + 833) = 56 + 913 = \textbf{969} \)

Perishing of Sydney, Australia: \(132 + (134 + 703) = 132 + 837 = \textbf{969} \)

The Scream of Cairo, Egypt: \(297 + (342 + 330) = 297 + 672 = \textbf{969} \)

Destruction of Denmark: \(654 + 315 = \textbf{969} \)

Saiqa (Shocking Event) (verse 13 of Sura 41) + Australia: \(266 (or 265) + 703 = \textbf{969} \) (or 968)

Warner + Hadd (Destruction): \(960 + 9 = \textbf{969} \)
The First + Last Dajjal: $69 + 68 + 832 (or 833) = 969 (or 970)$

The Dajjal son of David, the Akhir (last): $69 + (53 + 15) + 832 = 69 + 68 + 832 (or 833) = 969 (or 970)$

The Dajjal + The Noble Sanctuary (title of Aqsa Mosque compound): $69 + (279 + 621) = 69 + 900 = 969$

Allah the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful). We have descended him/it in (verse 1 of Sura 97): $969 (or 970)$

We descended it (or him) in the Night of Qadr and how would you know (verses 1-2 of Sura 97): $(52 + 144 + 90 + 75 + 335) + [6 + 41 + 226 ] = 696 + 273 = 969 (or 968)$

The Dajjal, the Maseekh (False Messiah) son of Joseph: $69 + 741 + 53 (or 52) + 106 = 969 (or 968)$

The Qiyama (Resurrection or Upheaval)? When (verse 6 - 7 of Sura 75): $187 (or 186) + 782 = 969 (or 968)$

Day of Accident/Event of Inhiyar (Collapse) of a mine: $56 + 513 (or 512) + 267 + 133 = 969 (or 968)$

Created the human being, taught him proper interpretation. The Sun and the Moon (verses 3-5 of Sura 55): $1969 (or 1970)$

The Akram (Most Generous or Honorable) who taught by the pen. He taught the human what he did not know (verse 3 – 5 of Sura 96): $1969 (or 1970)$

in best Taqweem (shape or form), then we abase him to the lowest of the low (verse 4 - 5 of Sura 95): $1969 (or 1970) = (11 \times 179)$ (1969 is the 1671st Composite Number) (2314 is the 1969th Composite Number)

Frank Sinatra’s song "My Way" was recoded on December 30, 1968 (Shawwal 9, 1388 ) (Teveth 9, 5729 Jewish ), February 18, 1969 (Zu Al-Hijja 1, 1388 Hijri), February 20, 1969, February 24, 1969 (Zu Al-Hijja 7, 1388 Hijri), at Oceanway Recording studio in Hollywood, Los Angeles.

The Israeli Knesset voted in favor of a decree to rebuild Jerusalem on the eve of Passover, April 1, 1969 (Muharram 13, 1389 Hijri) (Nisan 13, 5729 Jewish Calendar).

On Sunday, July 13, 1969, Saturn V rocket that would send Apollo 11 (the 1st Space voyage with a human crew to land on the Moon) to the Moon was on the launch pad and the pre-launch countdown was already underway. Technicians were putting the rocket and spacecraft through their pre-flight checks. The launch countdown for Apollo 11 started on Monday, July 14, 1969, but it was launched
on July 16, 1969 (Jumada Al-Ula 1, 1389 Hijri) (Av 1, 5729 Hebrew). It landed on the moon, on a site called Sea of Tranquility, at 8:18 p.m. UTC, on July 20, 1969 (Jumada Al-Ula 5, 1389 Hijri) (Av 5, 5729 Hebrew) (2440.422.5th or 2440.423th Julian day). Apollo 11’s commander, Neil Armstrong stepped out of Apollo’s Space Craft into the surface of Moon at 2:56 a.m. UTC, on July 21, 1969 (Jumada Al-Ula 5, 1389 Hijri), becoming the first man to set foot on the Moon and on a planetary body, other than the Earth, in general. Apollo 11 began its journey back to Earth at 4:56 pm local time on July 22, 1969 (4:56 a.m. UTC, 12:56 a.m. EDT on July 22). Apollo 11’s crew returned to Earth and landed in the Pacific Ocean, just before dawn at 4:51 a.m. local time on July 25, 1969 (4:51 p.m. UTC, 12:51 p.m. EDT, on July 24, 1969 (Jumada Al-Ula 9, 1389 Hijri) (Av 9, 5729 Jewish Calendar).

On July 13, 1969, three days before the launch of Apollo 11, the Soviet Union launched its own spacecraft, the un-manned Luna 15 to land on the moon, collect lunar soil by means of a robot and bring it back to Earth. Luna 15 crash-landed in the Sea of Crises on the Moon on July 21, 1969. Apollo 11 and Luna 15 represent the culmination of the Space Race between the U.S. and the Soviet Union.

The Aqsa Mosque was set on fire by an Australian tourist named Denis Michael Rohan, on August 21, 1969 (Jumada Thania 7, 1389 Hijri) (Elul 7, 5729 Jewish Calendar) (2440.454.5th Julian Day). Denis Michael Rohan, a Zionist Christian, stated that he considered himself "the Lord's emissary" and that he tried to destroy the Al-Aqsa Mosque, acting upon divine instructions to enable the Jews of Israel to rebuild the Temple on the Temple Mount, in accordance with the Book of Zechariah, thereby hastening the second coming of Jesus Christ. Denis Michael Rohan was born on July 1, 1941 (Jumada Thania 6, 1360).

Cairo Agreement was an agreement between Lebanon and Palestinian Liberation Organization (P.L.O.) reached on Sunday, November 2, 1969 (Shaban 21 (or 22), 1389 Hijri) and became effective the next day, on Monday, November 3, 1969 (Shaban 22 (or 23), 1389 Hijri). It allowed the Palestinian guerrillas to establish military bases in Lebanon and conduct cross border operations against Israel. The Lebanese Parliament repealed this agreement on May 21, 1987 (Ramadan 22, 1407 Hijri) (Iyar 22, 5747 Jewish).

♦ The Promise + Bidaya (Beginning) of the End Times: 111 + [22 + 837 (or 838)] = 111 + 859 (or 860) = 970 (or 971) (970 is the 806th Composite Number) (1162 is the 970th Composite Number)  

عشرت Ten: 970  

ِإنتهاء سد أسوان + مصر Intiha (Ending or Finishing) of Dam of Aswan + Egypt : 458 + (64 + 118 + 330) = 458 + 512 = 970  

ِنزل الملته و الروح فيها The angels and the Spirit descend in it (verse 4 of Sura 97): 487 + 136 (or 137) + 245 + 96 = 970 (or 971)  

رابع و عشرين + يوليه Rabi wa Ushreen (The Twenty Fourth) + Yulya (July ): (273 + 6 + 630) + 61
= 909 + 61 = 970

Yajuj (Gog) and Magog have been opened (unleashed) (verse 96 of Sura 21):
888 + (23 + 6 + 53) = 888 + 82 = 970

Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of the Maseekh (False Messiah) son of David: (21 + 135) + 741 + [52 (or 53) + 21] = 156 + 741 + 73 (or 74) = 970 (or 971)

The First + Last Dajjal: 69 + 68 + 833 (or 832) = 970 (or 969)

The Dajjal son of David, the Akhir (last): 69 + (53 + 15) + 832 = 69 + 68 + 833 (or 832) = 970 (or 969)

The Dajjal, the Awar + The Vatican: (69 + 308) + 593 = 377 + 593 (or 592) = 970 (or 969)

The Dajjal, The Messiah son of Joseph + The Vatican: 69 + [149 + 53 (or 52) + 106] + 593 = 69 + 308 + 593 (or 592) = 970 (or 969)

Day of the Hour + The Jan (John or Jinn/demons) + The Dajjal + The Vatican: [(56 + 167) + 85] + 69 + 593 = (223 + 85) + 69 + 593 = 308 + 69 + 593 (or 592) = 970 (or 969)

The Dajjal + The Jan (John or Jinn/demons) + The Vatican + The Aqsa: 69 + 85 + 593 (or 592) + 223 = 970 (or 969)

Promise of Nakba (Disaster) of expulsion of the Filisteeniyeen (Palestinians) + Dlyarihim (Their Homelands): 80 + 77 + 213 + 340 + 260 = 970

Created the human being, taught him proper interpretation. The Sun and the moon (verses 3-5 of Sura 55): 1970 (or 1969)

The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord (verse 4 of Sura 97): 487 + 136 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 = 1970

in best Taqweem (shape or form), then we abase him to the lowest of the low (verse 4 - 5 of Sura 95): 1970 (1969 or 1971)

Paradises, running underneath them (verse 14 of Sura 22): 1970 (or 1971) (equivalent to 970) (1970 is the 1672nd Composite Number)

Khusf (Collapse) of the Western Side + Al-Haram Al-Shareef (the Noble Sanctuary): 740 + (87 + 1243) + (279 + 621) = 740 + (1330 + 900) = 740 + 2230 = 2970 (equivalent to 970) (2970 is the 2541st Composite Number)

Thalith Ashar (Thirteenth) + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria) + 1917:
On July 13, 1917 is the date of the third apparition/vision of the three Catholic children in Fatima, Portugal, on which 3 secrets about the future were revealed to them.

On July 23, 1970, Qaboos became Sultan of Oman by overthrowing his father, Said bin Taimur, initiating massive reforms and modernization programs and ending a decade long civil war.

On September 1, 1970 (Jumada Thania 29, 1390 Hijri) (Av 30, 5730 Jewish), Palestinian rebels attempted to assassinate King Hussein of Jordan while he was on his way to Amman airport, but the assassination attempt failed. On September 6, 1970, militants belonging to the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine (P.F.L.P.) almost simultaneously hijacked three civilian airplanes shortly after they take off from European airports on routes toward the United States. When hijackers on one plane are foiled, hijackers seized a fourth plane (Pan Am), diverted it to Beirut and then to Cairo where the passengers were taken out of the plane and the hijackers blew up the plane on September 6, 1970. The two other hijacked planes (SwissAir and TWA) were ordered to land in a desert air strip known as Dawson Field in Zarqa, Jordan. On September 9, 1970, they also hijacked British Overseas Airways flight from Bombay to London and diverted to Beirut and later to Dawson Field in Jordan. The PFLP announced that the hijackings were intended "to pay special attention to the Palestinian problem". The PFLP submitted a formal list of demands that called for the release of Palestinian and Arab prisoners in European and Israeli jails. On September 11, 1970 (Rajab 10, 1390 Hijri) (Elul 10, 5730 Jewish), PFLP freed the majority of the 421 hostages. But they moved 40 hostages to a secret location (35 men and five women) whom they said were members of the Israeli army and therefore "prisoners-of-war". On September 12, 1970, the PFLP hijackers, in a dramatic scene, blew up the 3 airplanes, in front of TV cameras. Directly confronting and angering the King, the rebels declared the Irbid area a "liberated region." On September 16, 1970, King Hussein dismissed the civilian government of Jordan and appointed a military government headed by General Mohammad Dawoud and this military government declared martial law. Field Marshal Habis al Majali was appointed as a commander in chief of the Jordanian armed forces. The head of Pakistani training mission to Jordan, Brigadier Muhammad Zia-ul-Haq (who later became President of Pakistan), played a key role in planning the offensive against the Palestinian Liberation Organization (P.L.O.). The next day, on September 17, 1970, Jordanian army launched a military attack against PLO rebels and the headquarters of Palestinian organizations in Amman. On September 18, 1970, Syria tried to intervene militarily by sending 20,000 Syrian troops to Jordan to support of the Palestinian. On September 21, 1970, the Syrian 5th Division broke through the defenses of the Jordanian 40th Armoured Brigade. On September 21, 1970, in a secret deal brokered by Henry Kissenger (President Nixon’s Assistant for National Security), King Hussein agreed to intervention from Israel. To support Jordan, on September 22, 1970, Israel sent 4 Israeli F-4E Phantom jets to scare the Syrian army, by flying low over the invading Syrian land army divisions, throughout the entire northern Jordan front, making sure that the Syrian army can positively identify the planes as Israeli Phantoms. So, on the late afternoon of September 22, 1970, the Syrian army began to retreat. Both the U.S., in support of Jordan, and the U.S.S.R., in support of Syria, intervened militarily, but this tension gradually decreased once it became clear, around September 23 that the Syrian drive into Jordan had failed. The Jordanian army re-gained control of key cities and intersections in the country before accepting the ceasefire agreement brokered by Gamal Abd-Nasir, President of Egypt, during an emergency Arab League Summit, attended by both King Hussein and Yasir Arafat, on September 27, 1970 (Rajab 26, 1390 Hijri) (Elul 26, 5730 Hijri).
Jewish). In this summit, King Hussein was forced to sign an agreement which preserved the right of the Palestinian organizations to operate in Jordan, but required them to leave Jordanian cities and stay near the borders with Israel. On September 28, 1970 (Rajab 27, 1390 Hijri), Gamal Abd-Nasir died of a sudden heart attack. As a result the P.L.O. lost its protection, and King Hussein continued the attack. The hostage crisis of the hijacked planes was resolved on September 30, 1970 when the PFLP released the last six hostages it held, in exchange for the release of several Palestinian and Arab prisoners held in European and Israeli jails. The Palestinian death toll in the days of fighting was estimated by Jordan at 3,400, while Palestinian sources often cite the number 5,000, mainly Palestinian civilians killed. This Palestinian-Jordanian confrontation is known as Black September.

President of Egypt, Gamal Abd-Nasir was born on January 15, 1918. He died at the age of 52, 6:00 pm on September 28, 1970 (Rajab 27, 1390 Hijri) (Elul 27, 5730 Jewish) after suffering from a heart attack on the same day, at the end of Arab League Summit held in Cairo to resolve the Jordan-PLO conflict.

On November 13, 1970 (Ramadan 14, 1390 Hijri), a coup known as the Corrective Movement, brought Lieutenant General Hafiz Al-Asad to power in Syria. On November 19, 1970 (Ramadan 20, 1390 Hijri) (Heshvan 20, 5731 Jewish), Hafiz Al-Asad was appointed as Syria’s Prime Minister and Minister of Defense. On March 12, 1971 (Muharram 15, 1391 Hijri), Hafiz Al-Asad was elected President of Syria in a referendum. He was born in Kurdaha near Ladikia, Syria, on October 6, 1930 (Jumada Ula 13, 1349 Hijri). He died in Damascus at the age of 69 on June 10, 2000 (Rabi Awwal 7, 1421 Hijri).

On May 13, 1967 (50th anniversary of the first apparition), Pope Paul VI visited Fatima, Portugal. In the presence of 1,000,000 pilgrims, after a Mass celebrated in the open square in front of the basilica in Fatima, Portugal, Lucia approached Pope Paul VI and said: "I want to have a private conversation with you." She repeated this request several times. But Pope Paul VI rejected her requests. His rejection made Lucia start weeping. According to at least one Fatima expert, Lucia pleaded with Pope Paul VI to release the Third Secret, but he refused. On November 27, 1970 (Ramadan 28, 1390 Hijri) (Heshvan 28, 5731 Jewish), at 9:30 a.m., shortly after the Pope Paul VI disembarked from his chartered airplane at Manila airport in his visit to the Philippines, Pope Paul VI was attacked and stabbed with a dagger by Benjamín Mendoza y Amor Flores, a Bolivian painter, disguised as a priest. Pope Paul VI was wounded in this incident. This assassination attempt could be connected to the third apparition of the 3 children in Fatima, Portugal.

♦ ﻟِくださ ﻦَبْطِﺶُ اﻟْﺒَﻄْﺸَﺔَ اﻟْﻜُﺒْﺮَى We (God) strike, the Biggest Strike. (verse 16 of Sura 44): 361 + 347 + 263 = 971 (971 is the 164th Prime Number) (1164 is the 971st Composite Number) (2316 is the 1971st Composite Number)

إِﻧْﺗِﮭﺎء  ﺟَﺰر اﻟﺒﺮﯾﻄﺎن Intiha (End) of Juzor (Isles) of the Britons: 513 + 458 = 971

ذِبْح اﻟﻤُﺳْلِمِينَ Zabh (slaughter) of the Muslimeen (Muslims): 710 + 261 = 971
The Promise + Bidaya (Beginning) of the End Times: 111 + [22 + 838 (or 837)] = 111 + 860 (or 859) = 971 (or 970)

Virgo: 971 (or 972)

Month of Tammuz (July) + 13 : (505 + 453) + 13 = 958 + 13 = 971

The angels and the Spirit descend in it (verse 4 of Sura 97): 487 + 137 (or 136) + 245 + 96 = 971 (or 970)

Al-Rabi wa Al-Ishreen (The Twenty Fourth): 304 + 6 + 661 = 971

Rabi wa Ushreen (The Twenty Fourth) + Yulyu (July as known in Egypt): (273 + 6 + 630) + 62 = 909 + 62 = 971 (equivalent to 971)

Ihya (Revival or Resurrection) of Kingdom of the Maseekh (False Messiah) son of David: (21 + 135) + 741 + [53 (or 52) + 21] = 156 + 741 + 74 (or 73) = 971 (or 970)

in best Taqweem (shape or form), then we abase him to the lowest of the low (verse 4 - 5 of Sura 95): 1971 (1969 or 1970) (2316 is the 1971st Composite Number)

Certain. There is no god except him, causes return of life and causes death. Your Lord and the Lord of your first fathers (ancestors). However, they are in doubt playing. So, wait for (verse 7 – 10 of Sura 44): 256 + 31 + 36 + 32 + 11 + 28 + 6 + 460 + 262 + 6 + 202 + 75 + 128 + 32 + 45 + 90 + 320 + 168 + 783 = 2971

(5971 is the 5189th Composite Number)

Doubt playing. So, wait for the day the Sama (Sky or Heaven) brings evident smoke that covers the people. This is torment (verse 9 – 11 of Sura 44): 320 + 168 + 783 + 56 + 811 + 133 + 657 + 102 + 1320 + 142 + 706 + 773 = 5971 (5971 is the 5189th Composite Number)

When it (or he) journeys (verse 4 of Sura 89): 702 + 270 = 972 (972 is the 807th Composite Number) (1165 is the 972nd Composite Number)

from the Greatest Ayat (Signs) of his Lord (God) (verse 18 of Sura 53): 90 + 412 (411 or 413) + 207 + 263 = 972 (971 or 973)

Virgo: 972 (or 971)
Sab’a Ishreen (Twenty Seven) + Rajab: \( (137 + 630) + 205 = 767 + 205 = \boxed{972} \)

Major Alamat (Signs) of the Hour: \([542 \text{ (or 541)} + 167] + 263 = 709 \text{ (or 708)} + 263 = \boxed{972 \text{ (or 971)}}\)

Day of Ibtida (Beginning) of Bina (Building or Construction) of Wall of Berlin, Germany: \(56 + 409 + 54 + [28 + 292 + 133] = 56 + 409 + (54 + 453) = 56 + (409 + 507) = 56 + 916 = \boxed{972}\)

Promise of Alignment (or lining up) of + Eleven Planets (verse 4 of Sura 12): \(80 + 261 + [13 + 570 + 48 \text{ (or 49)}] = 80 + [261 + 631 \text{ (or 632)}] = 80 + 892 \text{ (or 893)} = \boxed{972 \text{ (or 973)}}\)

The Fayadan (Flood): \(\boxed{972}\)

And all that is between them, if you are certain in your faith. (verse 7 of Sura Dukhan (The Smoke) Sura 44): \(47 + 108 + 51 + 510 + 256 = \boxed{972}\)

You will be drinking something hot. (verse of 54 of Sura 56): \(\boxed{972}\)

it became fruitless, as if it had been plucked (verse 20 of Sura 68): \(581 + 391 = \boxed{972}\)

The British United Kingdom: \(166 + 488 + 318 = \boxed{972}\)

Al-Aqsa Mosque + Al-Quds (Jerusalem) + Saiha (Scream) of the Britan (Britons): \((361 + 195) + (113 + 303) = 556 + 416 = \boxed{972}\)

Al-Aqsa Mosque + Al-Quds (Jerusalem) + Washington: \((361 + 195) + 416 = 556 + 416 = \boxed{972}\)

Saiqa (Shocking Event) of City of San Francisco: \(266 + 706 = \boxed{972}\)

The Nihaya (End) + Vancouver, B.C.: \(102 + 870 = \boxed{972}\)

Atomic Bomb + Vancouver, B.C.: \(1102 + 870 = \boxed{1972}\) (equivalent to \(\boxed{972}\))

Hadda (Incident of Destruction) of Manhattan, New York City: \(14 + 958 = \boxed{972}\)

Al-Qari’a (Terrible Event in Quran Sura 101) of Pakistan: \(407 + 565 = \boxed{972}\)

Halak (Devastation) of Lahore City, Pakistan: \(56 + 916 = \boxed{972}\)
Damar (Destruction) Beirut City: 245 + 727 = 972

Promise of Provocation of the Palestinians: 80 + 556 + 336 = 972

The Inhizam (Defeat) of Sydney, Australia: 135 + 837 = 972

Day of Exodus (Escape) of Australia: 56 + 213 + 703 = 972

Al-Qari’a + Al-Aqsa Mosque + Jerusalem: 407 + 565 = 972

May 6 + 1916 = [50 (or 51) + 6] + 1916 = 56 + 1916 = 1972 (or 1973)

Day of the Sabi Ishreen (Twenty Seventh) + Ramadan: 56 + (164 + 661) + 1091 = 56 + (825 + 1091) = 56 + 1916 = 1972 (equivalent to 972) (1972 is the 1674th Composite Number)

You behave well, you do well to yourselves, and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When the Promise of the End Times comes, they shall ruin your faces and (verse 7 of Sura 17): (559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502) + [116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 838 (or 837) + 107 + 80 + 6] = 1958 + 2014 (or 2013) = 3972 (or 3971) (3972 is the 3422nd Composite Number)

On May 30, 1972 (Rabi Thani 17, 1392 Hijri), Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine (P.F.L.P.) and the Japanese Red Army attacked at Lod Airport in Israel, killing 27 people.

At 4:30 am local time, on September 5, 1972 (Rajab 26, 1392 Hijri) (Elul 26, 5732 Jewish) (2441, 565.5th Julian Day), during the Olympic Games in Munich, Germany, as the athletes slept, eight members of the Black September faction of the Palestine Liberation Organization, entered Olympic Village. Once inside, they used stolen keys to enter two apartments being used by the Israeli team and took 11 Israeli Olympic team members as hostages. They demanded that Israel release convicted Palestinians from jail. After hours of tense negotiations with German authorities, the Palestinians and hostages were taken to an airport, but German police attempted to bluff and kill the kidnappers. A bloody firefight ensued. By around 1:30 am, on September 6, 1972, the battle between Palestinian kidnappers and German police was over. This incident resulted in the death of the 11 Israeli hostages. Three days later, on September 8, 1972 (Rajab 29, 1392 Hijri) (Elul 29, 5732 Jewish), in response to the Munich Olympics incident, Israeli planes performed airstrikes against ten PLO bases in Syria and Lebanon, killing up to 200 people. The next act of Israeli retaliation happened On April 9, 1973 (Rabi Awwal 6, 1393 Hijri), Israel launched Operation "Spring of Youth", assassinating three top P.L.O. figures in Beirut: (a) Mohammad Yusuf Al-Najjar (Abu Yusuf), head of Fatah's intelligence arm; (b) Kamal Udwan, who headed the PLO's so-called Western Sector, which controlled PLO action inside Israel; and (c) Kamal Nasir, the PLO spokesman.

Day of + Promise of the End Times (verse 104 of Sura 17): 56 + (80 + 837 (or 838)) = 56 + 917 (or 918) = 973 (or 974) (≡ 7 x 139) (973 is the 808th Composite Number)
(4973 is the 666th Prime Number)

We created the human (verse 12 of Sura 23): 781 + 192 (or 193) = 973 (or 974)

The Wuquf (Standing) + Arafat: 223 + 750 (or 751) = 973 (or 974)

Sab wa Ishreen (Twenty Seven) + Rajab: (132 + 6 + 630) + 205 = 768 + 205 = 973

Ayat (verses) of the Wise Book (verse 2 of Sura 31): 973 (974 or 975)

The Caliphate + Muslimeen (Muslims): 747 + 226 = 973

Promise of Alignment (or lining up) of Eleven Planets (verse 4 of Sura 18): 80 + 261 + [13 + 570 + 49 (or 48)] = 80 + [261 + 632 (or 631)] = 80 + 893 (or 892) = 973 (or 972)

Day of Mawlid (Birth) of the British Waliy Al-Ahd (or Heir to the Throne or Custodian of the Covenant) + The Prince William: (56 + 80 ) + [(46 + 110) + 313] + (282 + 86) = 136 + (156 + 313) + 368 = 136 + (469 + 368) = 136 + 837 = 973

The Line of Latitude 51 degrees: 609 + 1101 + (51 + 212) = 609 + (1101 + 263) = 609 + 1364 = 1973 (= 1922 + 51 ) (London is located on Latitude 51 degrees North)

May + 6 + 1916 = 51 (or 50) + 6 + 1916 = 1973 (or 1972) (1973 is the 298th Prime Number) (2318 is the 1973rd Composite Number)

(2973 (= 3 x 991 ) (2973 is the 2543th Composite Number)

The Twenty First + Huzairan (June) + 1982: (54 + 661) + 276 + 1982 = (715 + 276) + 1982 = 991 + 1982 = 2973 (Prince William was born on June 21, 1982)

Sivan 30, 5742 : (201 + 30) + 5742 = 231 + 5742 = 5973 (According to Jewish Calendar Calendar, Prince William was born on Sivan 30, 5742 Jewish Calendar)

In Chile, the coup d'état, that brought Pinochet to power, happened on September 11, 1973.

On September 22, 1973, Henry Kissinger, was sworn in as Secretary of State, becoming the first Jew to hold this position in the U.S. He served in this position till January 20, 1977. However, he also served as U. S. National Security Advisor from January 20, 1969 till November 3, 1975. He was born on May 27, 1923.

On September 25, 1973 (Shaban 27, 1393 Hijri), at night, meaning eve of Shaban 28, 1393 Hijri, King Hussein of Jordan personally flew an airplane to Israel and held a secret meeting with Israeli
Prime Minister Golda Meir somewhere in the Arava Valley on the Israel-Jordan border, to warn her of an impending Arab assault on Israel. The 1973 Israel – Arab war started at 2:00 pm on Saturday, October 6, 1973 Gregorian (September 23, 1973 Julian) (Ramadan 10, 1393 Hijri) (Tishri 10, 5734 Jewish) (2441,961.5th Julian Day) when Egypt (Anwar Al-Sadat was president of Egypt) and Syria orchestrated a surprise attack against Israel. It coincided with the most important Jewish holiday, Yom Kippur (Day of Atonement) on Tishri 10. Israel calls it “Milhemet Yom Kippur”, but Egypt calls it “Operation of Badr”.

Agnes Sasagawa, a Catholic nun in Akita Japan, experienced a series of strange events connected to a statue of the Blessed Virgin Mary in the chapel where she was praying on several days starting from June 12, 1973 and ending on October 13, 1973 (Ramadan 17, 1393 Hijri) (Tishri 17, 5734 Jewish) (2441,968.5 Julian Day). In the last and most significant apparition on October 13, 1973, Virgin Mary told Agnes that if people do not repent and better themselves, God will inflict a terrible punishment on all humanity. It will be a punishment greater than the deluge (Flood of Noah), no one will have ever seen anything like it before. Fire will fall from the sky and will wipe out a great part of humanity.

Juan Domingo Peron served as President of Argentina twice, the first time from June 4, 1946 till September 21, 1955 and the second time from October 12, 1973 till he died on July 1, 1974. He was born on October 8, 1895.

♦ أسرى، بعيد يوم الله الحرام إلى (verse 1 of Sura 17): 271 + 83 + 71 + 90 + 138 + 280 + 41 = 974 (= 2 x 487) (974 is the 809th Composite Number) (1167 is the 974th Composite Number)

سابع و عشرين و رجب Sabi wa Ishreem (Twenty Seventh) + Rajab : (133 + 6 + 630) + 205 = 769 + 205 = 974

يوم و عشرين و رجب Day of + Promise of the End Times (verse 104 of Sura 17): 56 + [80 + 838 (or 837)] = 56 + 918 (or 917) = 974 (or 973)

ليله خروج المهدي Night of Khuruj (coming out) of the Mahdi: 75 + (809 + 90) = 75 + 899 = 974

ليله خروج ملك Night of Khuruj (coming out) of a King: 75 + (809 + 90) = 75 + 899 = 974

ليله بعث الله المسلمين Night of Allah’s Ba’th (Resurrection) of the Muslimeen (Muslims): 75 + 572 + 66 + 261 = 75 + 899 = 974

الوقوف + عرفات The Wuquf (Standing) + Arafat: 223 + 751 (or 750) = 974 (or 973)

انتصار مماليك + عكا Intisar (Victory) of Mamaleek (Mamluks) + Akka (Acre) : (742 + 141) + 91 = 883 + 91 = 974

آيت الكتاب الحكيم Ayat (verses) of the Wise Book (verse 2 of Sura 31) : 974 (973 or 975)
Martyrdom of the Imam Mahdi: $771 + (113 + 90) = 771 + 203 = 974$

The Caliphate + Al-Mumineen (The Believers): $747 + 227 = 974$

You will be eating from trees of thorn (cactus) (verse 52 of Sura 56): 974

Number of years and the Hisab (Calculation or Judgment). Allah has not created that. (verse 5 of Sura 10): 1974 (equivalent to 974) (1974 is the 1675th Composite Number) (2319 is the 1974th Composite Number)

On May 31, 1974, Israel and Syria signed a dis-engagement agreement over the Golan Heights, with Syria accepting Security Council Resolution 338 as a basis for peace. Consequently, Israel partially withdrew for a demilitarized zone to be established and the UN Disengagement Observer Force was sent to separate the two parties. Israel withdrew from Qunaitra on June 26, 1974, but Syria did not rebuild or repopulate the town.

On July 23, 1974, the series of military juntas, that ruled Greece starting from April 21, 1967, ended. Consequently, former Prime Minister Konstantinos Karamanlis was invited to lead a new government.

On November 13, 1974 (Shawwal 27, 1394 Hijri), Yasir Arafat delivered his famous speech to U.N. General Assembly in which he said: “Today I have come bearing an olive branch and a freedom-fighter's gun. Do not let the olive branch fall from my hand. I repeat: do not let the olive branch fall from my hand”.

King Faisal of Saudi Arabia was born on April 14, 1906 (Safar 19, 1324 Hijri). He reigned from November 2, 1964 (Jumada Thania 26, 1384 Hijri) till his assassination on March 25, 1975
Liberation of Istanbul: $818 + 158 = 976$ (976 is the 811th Composite Number) 
(1169 is the 976th Composite Number) (3460 is the 2976th Composite Number)

Oppressive (verse 48 of Sura 22): $976$

A timed book (verse 103 of Sura 4): $423 + 553 = 976$ (or 977)

Khilpha (Dispute or Strife) of Al-Muslimeen (the Muslims): $715 + 261 = 976$

Arba’ wa Ishreen (Twenty Four) + Yulyu (July): $(278 + 6 + 630) + 62 = 914 + 62 = 976$

Realization of vision (or apparition) + Yusuf (Joseph) (verse 4 of Sura 12): $608 + 212 + 156 = 976$

In that, there is an Aya (Sign) for you (verse 248 of Sura 2): $976$ (or 977)

That is the Day of the Haq (verse 39 of Sura 78): $(750 + 87) + 139 = 837 + 139 = 976$

The Haq (Truth) (verse 105 of Sura 17) + The Akhira (End Times) (verse 104 of Sura 17): $139 + 837 = 976$ (or 977)

The Haq (Truth) (verse 105 of Sura 17) + Kingdom of England: $139 + (135 + 702) = 139 + 837 = 976$

The Haq (Truth) (verse 105 of Sura 17) + Sydney, Australia: $139 + (134 + 703) = 139 + 837 = 976$

Mount of the Sheikh (Mount Hermon): $35 + 941 = 976$

Khuruj (Coming/Getting out) + The Hour: $809 + 167 = 976$

Tabut (Coffin) + The Hour: $809 + 167 = 976$

The Hashr (in-gathering) (verse 2 of Sura 59) + Kingdom of Israel: $539 + [135 + 302 (or 303)] = 539 + 437 (or 438) = 976$ (or 977)

Hadd (Destruction) + The United States: $9 + (479 + 488) = 9 + 967 = 976$

Papal Basilica of Saint Peter: $133 (or 134) + 174 + 612 + 57 = 976$ (or 977)
On **May 31, 1976** (Jumada Thania 2 (or 1), 1396 Hijri), after Syria was invited, by Maronite Christians, to intervene militarily in Lebanon to support Christians, Syrian forces entered Lebanon equipped with tanks and heavy artillery. They began conducting operations against Palestinian and leftist Lebanese militias. Syrian troops remained in Lebanon till 2005.

On **June 6, 1976** (Jumada Thania 8, 1396 Hijri) (Sivan 8, 5736 Jewish), "**The Omen**", a British-American movie was released in the U.K. It is about a child, called Damien, who is going to be the **Anti-Christ.** In Rome, Italy, American diplomat Robert Thorn (Gregory Peck) was in a hospital where his wife Katherine (Lee Remick) gave birth to a boy. He was told that his baby died moments after being born. Then, he was convinced by the hospital chaplain to secretly adopt an orphan baby boy whose mother died at the same time that his baby died. He agreed, but did not reveal to his wife that the baby was not theirs. Soon after, Robert was appointed as U.S. Ambassador to the U.K. The final scene of the movie showed the double funeral of Katherine and Robert was attended by the President of the United States, who apparently took custody of the boy, Damien.

On **November 2, 1976** (Zu Al-Qada 10, 1396 Hijri), **Jimmy Carter** was elected as **President of the U.S.**

**♦ **

**Day of Akhir (End) of life of the Dunya (World before the End Times):** 56 + [801 (or 802) + 24 + 96] = 56 + 921 (or 922) = **977 (or 978)**  (**977** is the 165th Prime Number) (**1170** is the 977th Composite Number)

**Day of Zabh (Slaughter) of Ismael:** 56 + [710 + 211 (or 212)] = 56 + 921 (or 922) = **977 (or 978)**

**Day of Fall of the Caliphate:** 56 + [175 + 746 (or 747)] = 56 + 921 (or 922) = **977 (or 978)**
Day of the Mahdi + Awda (Return) of the Caliphate: \(56 + (90 + 85) + 746 = 56 + [175 + 746] = 56 + 921 = 977\) (or 978)

Caliphate + Muslimeen (Muslims): \(747 + 230 = 977\)

Caliphate of Al-Muslimeen (the Muslims): \(716 + 261 = 977\)

Waqfa (Standing up) + Mount of Arafat: \(191 + [35 + 751] = 191 + 786 = 977\) (or 976)

Wuquf (Standing up) + Mount of Arafat: \(192 + [35 + 750] = 192 + 785 = 977\) (or 978)

Visit of Anwar Sadat: \(223 + [257 + 497] = 223 + 754 = 977\) (or 976)

Egyptian President Anwar Sadat arrived for surprise visit to Israel for the first time, at night, on Saturday November 19, 1977 (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1397 Hijri), day of standing on Mount of Arafat, meaning eve of 1st day of Eid Al-Adha.

A timed book (verse 103 of Sura 4): \(424 + 553 = 977\) (or 976)

Month of Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 19: \(505 + 453 + 19 = 958 = 977\) (is the 165th Prime Number) (1170 is the 977th Composite Number)

Fifth + Huzairan (June – in Greater Syria & Iraq): \(701 + 276 = 977\)

Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Dakk (Destruction): \(83 + 65 + 741 + 88 = 977\)

In that there is an Aya (Sign) for you (verse 248 of Sura 2): \(977\)

Praise to Allah (God) who descended (verse 1 of Sura 18): \(83 + 65 + 741 + 88 = 977\)

The Hashr (in-gathering) (verse 2 of Sura 59) + Kingdom of Israel: \(539 + 135 + 303 = 539 + 438 = 977\)

We got them to be found (verse 21 of Sura 18): \(822 + 155 = 977\)

Awda (Return) of Land of the Arabs + The Inha (Ending) of + Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: \(85 + (1001 + 303) + 89 + [135 + 62 + 302] = 85 + 1304 + 89 + 499 = 1389 + 588 = 1977\) (or 1978)

Saiqa (Shocking Event) (verse 13 of Sura 41) + Kingdom of Israel + The American United States: \(265 + 479 + 488 + 307 = [265 + 438] = 703 + 704 = 1407 = 1977\) (or 1978) (= 3 x 659) (1977 is the 1678th Composite Number)

Chapter 103 of Sura 4: \(424 + 553 = 977\) (or 976)
You behave well, you do well to yourselves, and if you do badly, it is to yourselves. When Promise of the End Times comes, they shall make faces look bad and (verse 7 of Sura 17): \( (559 + 559 + 281 + 6 + 51 + 502) + [116 + 782 + 5 + 80 + 837 \text{ (or 838)} + 113 + 80 + 6] = 1958 + 2019 \text{ (or 2020)} = 3977 \text{ (or 3978)} \) (= 41 x 97) (3977 is the 3427th Composite Number)

On September 11, 1977 (Elul 28, 5737 Jewish), Foreign Minister of Israel, Moshe Dayan, addressing nearly 1000 supporters attending a Policy Forum at Kfar Hamaccabiah near Ramat Gan, outlined his proposal regarding the Israeli-occupied West Bank in which the Palestinian Arabs would be given substantial internal autonomy and self-government while the Israelis would maintain strategic military installations for security purposes. He proposed that the 1.6 million Palestinian refugees living outside of territories occupied by Israel should become citizens of the countries in which they now live. Moshe Dayan said: “Jordan is already prepared to integrate the 500,000 refugees in its territory and Kuwait could do the same for the 120,000 Palestinians now earning good wages there.” He said “Israel is prepared to absorb the 300,000 Palestinians in the Gaza Strip who are formally stateless at present because Egypt has denied them citizenship. They can choose what nationality they want to have—Israeli or Jordanian. Once these refugees have been absorbed into the Arab lands, Israel will be able to negotiate with the 700,000 Palestinians on the West Bank, most of whom are not refugees, in order to find ways of living together.” However, he categorically rejected the creation of a Palestinian state or any negotiations with the Palestine Liberation Organization.

On Wednesday, November 9, 1977 (Zu Al-Qada 28, 1397 Hijri), Egyptian President Anwar Sadat delivered a speech in front of the Egyptian Parliament, in the presence of Yasin Arafat. In the section on foreign policy he described his efforts to advance the cause of peace before, during and after the 1973 war. He proposed to go to Geneva to demand Israeli withdrawal and a Palestinian state. In an unplanned addition to the speech, Sadat declared: "I am ready to go to the end of the World if this would prevent the wounding, let alone the killing, of a soldier or an officer of my boys…. Israel will be surprised when it hears me say that I won't refuse to go to their own home, to the Knesset itself, to discuss it [peace]." On November 10, 1977, Israeli Prime Minister, Menachem Begin, issued a press release stating that if Sadat decided to come to Jerusalem, he would be received with all the honors due to a president. The following day, November 11, 1977, Begin made a speech on TV addressed to the Egyptian people in English language. On November 14, 1977, Begin and Sadat appeared in a joint interview with Walter Cronkite on C.B.S. (an American TV channel), in which Sadat told that he was ready to go to Jerusalem if asked. On November 15, 1977, Begin announced, in the Knesset, his invitation to Sadat to visit Israel. At night, on Saturday, Day of Arafat and eve of Eid Al-Adha, November 19, 1977 (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1397 Hijri) (Tevet 9, 5766 Jewish), the dark/black-skinned Egyptian President Anwar Sadat arrived to Israel becoming the first Arab leader to publicly visit Israel by making an unexpected 2-day visit to Israel. The next day, on Sunday, November 20, 1977, he performed Eid Al-Adha (Feast of the Sacrifice) prayer in the morning at the Al-Aqsa mosque and delivered a speech addressing the Knesset in the afternoon. He returned to Egypt at night on November 21, 1977. Anwar Sadat and Barack Obama are similar to each other in the sense that their skin color is much darker than average citizen of their countries. Similarly, while Barack Obama was a U.S. Senator, he arrived for the first time to Israel at night on Monday, eve of Eid Al-Adha, January 9, 2006 (Zu Al-Hijja 9, 1426 Hijri), for a 5-day visit to Israel after having spent 4 days in
the Middle East, visiting Iraq, Qatar, Kuwait, and Jordan. He visited the Western Wall and Church of the Holy Sepulcher (called “Church of the Qiyama” by Arab Christians) on January 13, 2006. He left Israel on January 14, 2006. It is worth noting that Egyptian President Anwar Al-Sadat was assassinated on October 6, 1981 (Zu Hijja 8, 1401 Hijri) (Tishri 8, 5742 Jewish).

♦ San Francisco City, America: (109 + 597) + 272 = 706 + 272 = 978
( = 2 x 3 x 163) (978 is the 812th Composite Number) (1172 is the 978th Composite Number)

Day of Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17): 56 + [5 + 80 + 837 (or 838)] = 56 + 922 (or 923) = 978 (or 979)

Nihaya (End) of Fatra (Period) of Haml (Gestation) of the embryo: 71 + 685 + 78 + 144 = 978

Wuquf (Standing up) + Mount of Arafat: 192 + [35 + 751 (or 750)] = 192 + 786 (or 785) = 978 (or 977)

Day of Zabh (Slaughter) of Ismael: 56 + [710 + 212 (or 211)] = 56 + 922 (or 921) = 978 (or 977)

Lailat (Eve) of Eid (Feast) of Adha (Sacrificial Offering): 75 + (84 + 819) = 75 + 903 = 978 [Eid (Feast) of the Adha is an Islamic Holiday that commemorates Prophet Abraham’s willingness to sacrifice his son Ismael]

The Imam, Prince of Believers + Al-Hashimi: 113 + 478 + 387 = 978

Sab’a wa Ishreen (Twenty Seven) + Rajab: (137 + 6 + 630) + 205 = 773 + 205 = 978

Adha (more cunning or shrewd) and more bitter. The criminals are in misguidedness and hotness (verse 46 - 47of Sura 54): 20 + (6 + 241 + 51 + 374 + 90 + 860 + 6 + 330) = 20 + 1958 = 1978

Awda (Return) of Land of the Arabs + Paradises + Springs: 85 + (1001 + 303) + (453 + 136) = (85 + 1304) + 589 = 1389 + 589 = 1978 (1978 is the 1679th Composite Number)

Awda (Return) of Land of the Arabs + The Inha (Ending) of + Kingdom of Bani (Children) of Israel: 85 + (1001 + 303) + 89 + (135 + 62 + 303) = (85 + 1304) + (89 + 500) = 1389 + 589 = 1978

Day of Timur (Mongol Emperor) + Majzara (Massacre) of Baghdad: 56 + 656 + (255 + 1011) = 56 + (656 + 1266) = 56 + 1922 = 1978
Following thirteen days of secret negotiations at Camp David that started on September 5, 1978 (First day of Eid Fitr, Shawwal 1, 1398 Hijri) (244,3755.5th Julian Day), the Camp David Peace Accords were signed in the White House by Egyptian President, Anwar Sadat and Israeli Prime Minister, Menachem Begin, on Sunday September 17, 1978 (Shawwal 14, 1398 Hijri) (Elul 15, 5738 Jewish) (244,3768.5th Julian Day). On September 8, 1978 (Shawwal 5, 1398 Hijri) (Elul 6, 5738 Jewish), during Camp David Summit, direct negotiations between the Israeli and Egyptian delegations seemed to reach an impasse which necessitated an intervention from Jimmy Carter. So, Carter and his team as mediators began one-on-one meetings with each of the Israeli and Egyptian delegations separately. On September 19, 1978, Egypt's cabinet unanimously approved President Anwar Sadat's Camp David agreement to sign a peace treaty with Israel within three months. According to a public opinion poll released on September 21, 1978, Menachem Begin’s popularity rating among Israelis rose due to the signing of Camp David agreements, showing that 78 percent of the 500 Israelis questioned replied that they were satisfied with Begin as Israel’s Prime Minister. On Friday, September 22, 1978, Israeli Prime Minister, Menachem Begin returned from the U.S. to a hero’s welcome at Israel’s Ben Gurion Airport. More than 40,000 jubilant Israelis greeted him at the airport. On September 23, 1978, 100,000 cheering Egyptians welcomed Anwar Sadat back to Egypt from Camp David summit.

Pope John Paul I was born on October 17 1912 (Zu Al-Qada 6, 1330 Hijri). After the death of Pope Paul VI on August 6, 1978 who served as Pope for 15 years, Pope John Paul I was elected on August 26, 1978 (Ramadan 23, 1398 Hijri) (Av 23, 5738 Jewish) and served as Pope for only 33 days till his death on September 28, 1978 (Shawwal 25, 1398 Hijri) (Elul 25, 5738 Jewish). On October 4, 1978 (Zu Al-Qada 3, 1398 Hijri), funeral services for Pope John Paul I were held in Saint Peter’s Square in the Vatican. After his death, the conclave to elect his successor began on October 14, 1978 (Zu Al-Qada 13, 1398 Hijri) (Tishri 13, 5739 Jewish). A new pope, John Paul II, was elected on...
October 16, 1978 Gregorian (October 3, 1978 Julian) (Zu Al-Qada 15, 1398 Hijri) (Tishri 15, 5739 Jewish). The ceremony of his installation as Pope was held on October 22, 1978 (Zu Al-Qada 21, 1398 Hijri). Pope John Paul II delivered a speech for the first time to the general audience on October 25, 1978 (Zu Al-Qada 24, 1398 Hijri).

Shia’s Musa Al-Sadr travelled from Lebanon to Libya to meet Libya’s President Qaddafi on August 25, 1978 (Ramadan 27, 1398 Hijri). The last time he was seen in Libya was August 31 and then he disappeared.

Golda Meir, former Prime Minister of Israel, was born on May 3, 1898 Julian (May 15, 1898 Gregorian) (Zu Al-Hijja 23, 1315 Hijri) (Iyar 23, 5658 Jewish) in Kiev, Ukraine. She died on December 8, 1978 (Muharram 7, 1399 Hijri) (Kislev 8, 5739 Jewish) (2443,850.5th Julian Day). She served as Prime Minister of Israel from March 17, 1969 to June 3, 1974.

Israel invasion of Lebanon lasted from March 14, 1978 (Rabi Thani 5, 1398 Hijri) till March 21, 1978 (Rabi Thani 12, 1398 Hijri).

1. Bad’a (Beginning) of Major Alamat (Signs) of the Hour: 7 + [542 (or 541) + 167] + 263 = 7 + [709 (or 708) + 263] = 7 + 972 (or 971) = 979 (or 978) (979 is the 813th Composite Number) (1173 is the 979th Composite Number)

2. The First + the Akheer (Last) Dajjal: 69 + 68 + 842 = 979 (= 11 x 89)

3. The Dajjal son of David, the Akheer (last): 69 + (53 + 15) + 842 = 69 + 68 + 842 = 979

4. City of Vancouver, British Columbia: 109 + 437 + 115 + 318 = 979

5. Allah, there is no god, except HoWa (or He), Lord of the Throne (verse 26 of Sura 27): (66 + 31 + 36 + 32 + 11) + (202 + 601) = 176 + 803 = 979

6. Day of Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17): 56 + [5 + 80 + 838 (or 837)] = 56 + 923 (or 922) = 979 (or 978)

7. Mayo (May – in Egypt) + 6 + 1916 = 57 (or 56) + 6 + 1916 = 1979 (or 1978)

8. Thalith wa Ishreen (Twenty Third) + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 4859: (1031 + 6 + 630) + 453 + 4859 = (1667 + 453) + 4859 = 2120 + 4859 = 6979

[The first Crusade conquered Jerusalem on Friday, July 15, 1099 AD Julian (July 21, 1099 Gregorian) (Shaban 23, 492 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 4859 Jewish Calendar)]
On December 10 - 11, 1978 (Muharram 9 – 10, 1399 Hijri), around 6 to 9 million anti-Shah Iranian demonstrators marched throughout Iran, about 10% of Iran’s population. It is rare for a revolution to involve as much as 1% of a country's population. According to one historian, "these figures may represent the largest protest event in history.” On December 11, a dozen military officers were shot dead by their own troops at Tehran's Lavizan barracks. The last Shah of Iran, Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, left Iran for exile on January 16, 1979 (Safar 16, 1399 Hijri), as the last Persian monarch, leaving his duties to a regency council and an opposition-based prime minister, Bakhtiar. Bakhtiar took several measures designed to appeal to moderate elements in the opposition movement. He lifted restrictions on the press, set free remaining political prisoners. He promised the dissolution of SAVAK, the lifting of martial law, and free elections. Bakhtiar sought unsuccessfully to persuade Ayatollah Khomeini to postpone his return to Iran until conditions in the country were normalized. Khomeini refused to meet in Paris a member of the regency council Bakhtiar sent as an emissary. After some hesitation, Khomeini rejected Bakhtiar's offer to come to Paris personally for consultations. Bakhtiar's attempt to prevent Khomeini's imminent return by closing the Mehrabad Airport in Tehran on January 26, 1979 (Safar 26, 1399 Hijri) proved to be only a stopgap measure. Ayatollah Khomeini returned to Iran and was greeted by millions of supporting Iranians on February 1, 1979. Khomeini established komiteh-ye Imam (the Imam's committee) to oversee the revolution. On February 5, 1979, Khomeini named Mehdi Bazargan as prime minister of a provisional government. On February 10, 1979 (Rabi Awwal 12, 1399 Hijri), fighting erupted at Tehran's Doshan Tappeh air force base. The armed rebels attacked a weapons factory, capturing nearly 50,000 machine guns and distributing them to civilians who joined in the fighting. The rebels began storming police stations, military bases, and government buildings throughout Tehran. The final collapse of the government came at 2 p.m. on February 11, 1979 (Rabi Awwal 13, 1399 Hijri) (Shevat 14, 5739 Jewish) (2443,915.5 or 2443,916th Julian Day)., when the Supreme Military Council announced that the armed forces would observe neutrality in the confrontation between the government and the people and ordered the troops back to their base. Revolutionaries took over government buildings, T.V. and radio stations, and palaces of the Pahlavi Dynasty, marking the end of the monarchy in Iran, and bringing AyatAllah Khomeini to official power. Today, the period, from February 1 to 11, is celebrated annually in Iran as the “Decade of Fajr (Dawn)”. February 11 is celebrated as "Islamic Revolution's Victory Day". On March 30 - 31, 1979, a national referendum was held in Iran over whether to replace the monarchy with an "Islamic Republic". The result which was in favor of becoming an Islamic Republic was announced on April 1, 1979 (Jumada Ula 4, 1399 Hijri). The last Shah of Iran, Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, died of cancer in his exile in Egypt on July 27, 1980.

1979 Egypt–Israel Peace Treaty was signed in the White House on March 26, 1979 Gregorian (March 13, 1979 Julian) (Rabi Thani 27, 1399 Hijri) (Adar 27, 5739 Jewish), following the Camp David Accords in 1978.

November 20, 1979 was Muharram 1, 1400 Hijri, the first day of 1400 Hijri, meaning the beginning of our current Hijri century.

An unpublicized limited-scale uprising or unrest in Western Arabia (Hijaz region) started in early November 1979. Later, on November 20, 1979 (Muharram 1, 1400 Hijri) (Heshvan 30, 5740 Jewish) at the time of Dawn prayer, a group of militant rebels led by Muhammad AbdAllah Al-Qahtani (who was declared to be the Mahdi) [born on September 28, 1935 (Jumada Thania 29,
and Juhaíman Al-Otaíbi [born on September 16, 1936 (Jumada Thania 29, 1355 Hijri) (Elul 29, 5696 Jewish)] took over the Haram Mosque in Mecca. They entered the Mosque carrying several coffins with them and they told the Mosque guards that the coffins contained dead bodies. In reality, the coffins contained dozens of weapons. During the Fajr prayer, the rebels chained all of the mosque’s doors and placed two guards at each door. The rebels stormed the loud speakers room and took control of the mosque’s loudspeakers. Immediately after the prayer, the rebels announced the appearance of the Mahdi. The rebels said their Mahdi had escaped from his enemies and was taking refuge inside the Haram Mosque. In their announcement, the rebels questioned the legitimacy of the Saudi monarchy of Al-Saud. The rebels then started to pledge allegiance to the Mahdi. Year 1400 Hijri (the beginning of the current Hijri century) is equivalent to 400, the numerical value of the Satan. On November 24 – 25, 1979, Saudi forces launched a major attack against the rebels which drove the rebels to hide in the basement of the Mosque. Some sources said that about 1000 of the 3000 Saudi National Guard troops that were sent to the Mosque to end the rebellion refused to attack the rebels or joined the rebels. On November 24, 1979, several thousand people held demonstrations in Jeddah in support of the rebels. On November 26, 1979 (Muḥarram 7, 1400 Hijri), many Western newspapers, such as Chicago Tribune, reported that the man who claimed to be the Mahdi was arrested and Saudi security forces took control of most of the Mosque. However, the information regarding the arrest of the Mahdi was false. On November 28, 1979, Saudi Arabia sought help from France’s GIGN (National Gendarmerie Intervention Group). The French acted as consultants assisting the Saudi forces. On December 4, 1979 (Muḥarram 14, 1400 Hijri), the Saudi forces managed to capture the rebels and the Saudi TV, at night, showed footage of the captured rebels, including Juhaíman Al-Otaíbi. On December 5, 1979 (Muḥarram 15, 1400 Hijri), Saudi TV showed footage of the dead body of Mohammad Al-Qahtani. French police claimed that 4000 people died in this rebellion. At dawn on January 9, 1980 (Saʿfar 20, 1400 Hijri), 63 of the rebels, including Juhaíman Al-Otaíbi, were publicly beheaded in the squares of eight Saudi cities. It is worth noting that in the Eastern region of Saudi Arabia, Shia protesters defied the Saudi government ban on Shia rituals for commemoration of the Martyrdom of Al-Hussein on Muḥarram 10. The Shia protesters staged demonstrations in the first few days of Muḥarram, calling on the government to end discrimination against them.


* ◆ Promise of the Day of Bid’a (Beginning) of the End Times: 80 + [56 + 7 + 837 (or 838)] = 80 + 900 (or 901) = 980 (or 981) (980 is the 814th Composite Number) (1174 is the 980th Composite Number) (7723 is the 980th Prime Number)

* ◆ Promise of the Maseekh (False Messiah) son of Joseph: 80 + [741 + 53 (or 52) + 106] = 80 + 900 (or 899) = 980 (or 979)

* ◆ Promise of the Dajjal, the President George Bush: 80 + [69 + 311
Haven’t we created you from Maheen (humiliating or despicable) water. So, we placed it in a firm place (verse 19 – 21 of Sura 77).

تم إنشاأك من ماء مهين فجعلناه موضعًا مستقرًا.

We haven’t made People of the Fire except as Angels and we have not made their Idda (number or period) except as a Fitna (trial or test) for those who have disbelieved. So that will become certain those who have been given the Book and those who have believed grow in belief (verse 30 - 31 of Sura 74).

تم إنشاأك من ماء مهين فجعلناه موضعًا مستقرًا.

The Warners (verse 23 of Sura 54): 

The Masheekh (Messiah in Hebrew): 981

خمسه + حزيران

Day of Promise of the Khuruj (coming out) has arrived: 5 + 56 + 80 + 840 = 981

Day of Promise of the Tabut (Coffin or Ark) has arrived: 5 + 56 + 80 + 840 = 981

Promise of Day of Bid’a (Beginning) of the End Times: 80 + [56 + 7 + 838 (or 837)] = 80 + 901 (or 900) = 981 (or 980)

Promise of the End Times, We bring (verse 104 of Sura 17): 80 + 837 (or 838) + 64 = 981 (or 982)

At night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque (verse 1 of Sura 17): 981 (or 980)

We make Jahannam (Hell), for the UnBelievers, an abode (verse 8 of Sura 17): 981 (or 982)

Hadd (Destruction) of the British United Kingdom: 9 + (166 + 488 + 318) = 9 + 972 = 981
Pope John Paul II was shot by Mohammad Ali Agca, but survived the assassination attempt, on May 13, 1981 (Rajab 9, 1401 Hijri) (Iyar 9, 5741 Hijri) (2444.737.5th Julian Day). From the first apparition in Fatima, Portugal on May 13, 1917 till Pope John Paul II's assassination attempt of on May 13, 1981, there are 64 years.

Pope John Paul II read the third Secret for the first time on July 18, 1981 (Ramadan 16, 1401 Hijri) (Tammuz 16, 5741 Jewish) (2444.803.5th Julian Day), according to Cardinal Bertone.

On June 24, 1981 (Shaban 22, 1401 Hijri) and on June 25, 1981 (Shaban 23, 1401 Hijri), young Catholic Croatian children reported seeing an apparition of the Virgin Mary in a village called Medjugorje (means “Between Mountains”) in what is now Bosnia and Herzegovina. Today, Medjugorje's population is about 2300 people, primarily Catholic Croats and Muslim Bosnians. Medjugorje is about 25 km from Mostar, a Muslim city. The Virgin Mary told them about 10 Secrets. The Virgin Mary told them that June 25 apparition should be commemorated. Some of the Medjugorje visionaries, who are now adults, are still reporting receiving messages from Virgin Mary. On August 25, 1991 (Safar 14, 1412 Hijri), the Virgin Mary told them: “I invite you to self-renunciation for nine days so that, with your help, everything that I desire to realize through the secrets I began in Fatima, may be fulfilled.”

On Wednesday, July 29, 1981 Gregorian (July 16, 1981 Julian) (Ramadan 26 (or 27), 1401 Hijri) (Tammuz 27, 5741 Jewish Calendar) (2444.814.5th Julian Day), a worldwide television audience of over 700 million people watched the wedding of Charles, Prince of Wales, and Lady Diana Spencer at St. Paul's Cathedral in London.

Anwar Al-Sadat, former President of Egypt, was born on December 25, 1918 (Rabi Awwal 21 (or 22), 1337 Hijri). He was assassinated on October 6, 1981 (Zu Hijja 8, 1401 Hijri) (Tishri 8, 5742 Jewish).

♦  خليفة + المسلمين Caliph + Muslims: 725 + 257 = 982 (= 2 x 491) (982 is the 816th Composite Number) (1176 is the 982nd Composite Number)

العشير المحرم + 61 The Tenth + The Muharram + 61 = ( 602 + 319 ) + 61 = 921 + 61 = 982 (Al-Hussein, Prophet Mohammad (p)'s grandson, was martyred on the Muharram 10, 61 Hijri)

وعد الآخر جنتنا Promise of the End Times, We bring (verse 104 of Sura 17): 80 + 838 (or 837) + 64 = 982 (or 981)

جعلنا جهنم للكافرين حضروا We make Jahannam (Hell), for the UnBelievers, an abode (verse 8 of Sura 17): 982 (or 981)
Wahiya (Catastrophe) of London City, England: \(27 + 109 + 134 + 712 = 982\)

Fall of Lahore, Al-Pakistan: \(175 + 807 = 982\)

Collapse of Lahore: \(740 + 242 = 982\)

People of Sydney City, Australia: \(36 + 109 + 134 + 703 = 982\)

Island of the Britons + Al-Tariq (Star) + Poles (of the Earth): \(528 + (341 + 113) = 528 + 454 = 982\)

Island of the Arabs + Al-Tariq (Star) + Poles (of the Earth): \(528 + (341 + 113) = 528 + 454 = 982\)

Occupation of Israel of South Lebanon: \(470 + 302 (or 303) + 61 + 149 = 982 (or 983)\)

Inhiyar (Collapse) of Mine of Copper and Gold + Chile: \(267 + [133 + (119 + 6 + 707)] + 750 = [267 + (133 + 832)] + 750 = (267 + 965) + 750 = 1232 + 750 = 1982\)

\((= 2 \times 991)\) (1982 is the 1682nd Composite Number)

Pope John Paul II visited the town of Fatima, Portugal, for the first time, on May 13, 1982 (65th anniversary of the first apparition in Fatima, Portugal) (Rajab 19, 1402 Hijri) (Iyar 20, 5742 Jewish) (2445, 102.5th Julian Day). On May 13, 1991 (Shawwal 29, 1411 Hijri) (Iyar 29, 5751 Jewish), he visited Fatima for the second time. On May 13, 2000, in his third trip to Fatima, Portugal, Pope John Paul II beatified Francisco Marto and Jacinta Marto, two of the children who reported seeing visions of the Virgin Mary in 1917.

Pope John Paul II was wounded when he was attacked by Juan Fernandez y Krohn (born in 1948), a fanatical, ultra-conservative Spanish Catholic priest, during his first visit to Fatima, Portugal, on May 13, 1982 (Rajab 19, 1402 Hijri) (Iyar 20, 5742 Hijri) in which consecrated the World to Heart of the Virgin Mary, but not in union with Bishops of the World. In 2008, the Pope’s secretary, Cardinal Stanislaw Dziwisz finally disclosed that the Pope was bloodied in the attack. Cardinal Dziwisz made his revelation as the Vatican prepared for the first screening of a movie, Testimony, based on the Polish cardinal's book, My Friend Karol, about his 40 years as secretary to the late Pontiff. The Vatican had chosen not to disclose the wound at the time of the assassination attempt. Juan Fernandez y Krohn served three years in a Portuguese prison after being convicted of the assault. He later left the priesthood and worked as a lawyer. He has been involved in several other criminal cases involving violent behavior at extremist political protests.

Prince William was born on Monday, June 21, 1982 (Shaban 29, 1402 Hijri) (Sivan 30, 5742 Jewish Calendar) (2445, 141.5th Julian Day).
U.S. President Ronald Reagan met with Pope John Paul II in the Vatican on June 7, 1982 (Shaban 15 or 16, 1402 Hijri) (Sivan 16, 5742 Jewish), and on June 6, 1987 (Shawwal 8 or 9, 1407 Hijri).

While Israel’s Prime Minister was Menachem Begin, and Israel’s Minister of Defense was Ariel Sharon, Israel started an invasion of Lebanon on June 6, 1982 (May 24, 1982 Julian) (Shaban 14 or 15, 1402 Hijri) (Sivan 15, 5742 Jewish). Israeli forces started their siege of Beirut on June 14, 1982 (Shaban 22 or 23, 1402 Hijri) (Sivan 23, 5742 Jewish). On August 25, 1982, a multi-national peace-keeping force (mainly American, French, and Italian) arrived in Lebanon in order to supervise the departure of the PLO from Lebanon. By September 1, 1982 (Zu Al-Qada 12, 1402 Hijri), over 14,000 armed PLO forces had left Beirut. PLO headquarters was transferred to Tunis, Tunisia.

On September 11, 1982 (Zu Al-Qada 22, 1402 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5742 Jewish), the international forces that were guaranteeing the safety of Palestinian refugees left Beirut. Then on September 14, 1982 (Zu Al-Qada 25 or 26, 1402 Hijri) (Elul 26, 5742 Jewish), Bashir Gemayel (Head of a Christian militia called the Lebanese forces who had been elected as President of Lebanon on August 23, 1982) was assassinated in a massive explosion. At night on September 14, 1982, the Israeli army chief of staff, Eitan, flew to Beirut where he met with the leadership of the Lebanese Forces, a Christian militia and told them that Israel was going to enter West Beirut, but that Israel wanted the Lebanese Forces militia to enter Sabra and Shatila Palestinian Camps. On September 15, 1982 (Zu Al-Qada 26 or 27, 1402 Hijri), Yasir Arafat met, for the first time, with Pope John Paul II in the Vatican, following a lunch with President of Italy. Shortly after 6:00 a.m. on September 15, 1982, the Israeli army started entering West Beirut and in control of Beirut by the following day.

The massacre, of about 3000 Palestinian civilians, in Palestinian refugee camps of Sabra and Shatila in Beirut, Lebanon by a Lebanese Forces militia headed Eli Hobeika lasted from around 6:00 pm, on Thursday, September 16, 1982 (Zu Al-Qada 27 or 28, 1402 Hijri) (Elul 28, 5742 Jewish) (2445,228.5$^{th}$ Julian Day) till around 8:00 am, Saturday, September 18, 1982 (Zu Al-Qada 29 or 30, 1402 Hijri) (Tishri 1, 5743 Jewish).

♦ مدينه أتباع الشيطان Madina (City/ State) of the followers of Satan: $109 + [474 + 400 (or 401)] = 109 + 874 (or 875) = 983 (or 984) (983 is the 166$^{th}$ Prime Number) (1177 is the 983$^{rd}$ Composite Number)

نهايه مدينه الإنكليز+المملكه المتحده End of the City of People of England (meaning London), the United Kingdom: $(71 + 109 + 149) + (166 + 488) = 329 + 654 = 983$

فلها فدا اجاه وعد For it; when the Promise comes (verse 7 of Sura 17): $116 + 782 + 5 + 80 = 983$

سادس عشر + محرم The Sixteenth + The Muharram: $(125 + 570) + 288 = 695 + 288 = 983$[ Balfour Declaration (or Promise) by the British government to facilitate the creation of a homeland in Palestine for the Jews was offered to the Jews in a letter signed by Britain’s Foreign Minister on November 2, 1917 (Muharram 16 or 17), 1336 Hijri) (Heshvan 17, 5678 Jewish) (2421,534.5$^{th}$ or 2421,535$^{th}$ Julian Day) ]
Hazza (Quake) of Valdivia, Chile: $17 + (216 + 750) = 17 + 966 = 983$

[On May 22, 1960 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1379 Hijri), the most powerful earthquake (measuring 9.5) ever recorded throughout history in the world happened in Valdivia, Chile.]

Tawafan (Flood) of the End Times: $146 + 837 = 983$

On May 22, 1960 (Zu Al-Qada 25, 1379 Hijri), the most powerful earthquake (measuring 9.5) ever recorded throughout history in the world happened in Valdivia, Chile.

And rivers, on a seat of truth, at a place that belongs to a king (verses 54 – 55 of Sura 54): $983$

City of Petersburg: $109 + 1874 = 1983$

Do not approach this tree (verse 19 of Sura 7): $31 + 703 + 710 + 539 = 1983$

The Day when the caller calls from a close place. The day they hear the Saiha (Scream) on the Haq (Justice, Truth, True/Right One, or Due Date); that is the day of the Khuruj (Coming out) (verse 41 - 42 of Sura 50):

$\ (56 + 65 + 126 + 90) + (111 + 312 + 56 + 236 + 144 + 141) + (750 + 56 + 840) = (337 + 1000) + 1646 = 1337 + 1646 = 2983 \ (2983 \text{ is the } 2553^{rd} \text{ Composite Number}) \ (3471 \text{ is the } 2983^{rd} \text{ Composite Number})$

On October 23, 1983 (Muharram 16, 1404 Hijri), an attack happened on the barracks of U.S. and French forces, part of Multinational peacekeepers in Beirut, Lebanon, during the Lebanese Civil War, killed 241 U.S. and 58 French troops and six civilians. This caused the U.S. to withdraw its forces from Lebanon.

The grand opening of the atrium and stores of Trump Tower at 721 - 725 Fifth Avenue (alternatively referred to as 737 Fifth Avenue), between 56th and 57th Street, in New York City was held on February 14, 1983 (Jumada Ula 1, 1403 Hijri), with the apartments and offices of the Trump Tower following shortly thereafter. The 40 ground floor stores in the tower were opened for business on November 30, 1983 (Safar 23, 1404 Hijri) (Kislev 24, 5744 Jewish). The Tower has 68 floors.

The Raheem. We descended it (or him) in Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr (verse 1 of Sura 97): $\ (289 + 52 + 143 + 90) + 75 + 335 = 574 + 90 + 410 = 984 \ (984 \text{ is the } 817^{th} \text{ Composite Number}) \ (1178 \text{ is the } 984^{th} \text{ Composite Number}) \ (4608 \text{ is the } 3984^{th} \text{ Composite Number})$

Nuclear Missiles: $907 + 77 = 984$

Kharab (Devastation) of Nuclear Weapons: $803 + (104 + 77) = 803 + 181 = 984$
Kharab (Devastation) of China: \[803 + 181 = 984\]

the Sky cracks (verse 1 of Sura 84): \[984\]

Tawafan (Flood) of the End Times: \[146 + 838 (or 837) = 984 (or 983)\]

Madina (City/ State) of the followers of Satan: \[109 + [474 + 401 (or 400)]] = 109 + 875 (or 874) = 984 (or 983)\]

Ninth + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): \[531 (or 530) + 453 = 984 (or 983)\]

Shimon Peres + Mosque of the Jazzar: \[(406 + 229) + (107 + 242) = 635 + 349 = 984\] [President of Israel, Shimon Peres, visited Mosque of the Jazzar (Slaughterer) in Akka, Israel, on Tuesday, August 23, 2011 (Ramadan 23, 1432 Hijri) (Av 23, 5771 Jewish Calendar) (2455, 796.5th Julian Day)]

Saint Petersburg: \[1984\]

The Euphrates will recede upon a Treasure of Gold: \[(278 + 712 + 120) + (77 + 90 + 707) = 1110 + 874 = 1984\] (1984 is the 1684th Composite Number) (2329 is the 1984th Composite Number)

We descended it (or him) in Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Laila of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 97): \[(289 + 52 + 143 + 90) + 75 + 335 + [6 + 41 + 225 (or 226) + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 ] = 574 + 75 + [335 + 5000 (5001 or 5002)] = 574 + 75 + 5335 (5336 or 5337) = 5984 (5985 or 5986)\]

We descended it (or him) in Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr. And how would you know what Laila (Eve or Night) of the Qadr is? Laila of the Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command (verse 1 – 4 of Sura 97): \[(289 + 52 + 143 + 90) + 75 + 335 + [6 + 41 + 225 (or 226) + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 ] = 574 + 75 + [335 + 5000 (5001 or 5002)] = 574 + 75 + 5335 (5336 or 5337) = 5984 (5985 or 5986)\]

Beginning on November 21, 1984 (Safar 26, 1405 Hijri) and ending on January 5, 1985 (Rabi Thani 12, 1405 Hijri), Operation Moses involved the air transport by Trans European Airways of about 8,000 Ethiopian Jews from Sudan via Brussels to Israel. On May 24, 1991 (Zu Al-Qada 10,
1411 Jewish) (Sivan 11, 5751 Jewish), in Operation Solomon, about 14,400 Ethiopian Jews were brought to Israel, within 34 hours, in about 30 airplanes of the Israeli Air Force and El Al airlines.

The third apparition of the 3 children in Fatima, Portugal happened on July 13, 1917 (Ramadan 23, 1335 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5677 Jewish) (2421, 422.5th or 2421, 423rd Julian Day) (472, 984th Hijri day).

♦ The Star + 11 Planets + The Sun + The Moon: 124 + 11 + 48 + 431 + 371 = 985 (985 is the 818th Composite Number) (1179 is the 985th Composite Number)

Tabut (Ark) of the Sakina (Solace): 809 + 176 = 985

Tabut (Coffin) + The Church (i.e. Catholic Church or Vatican): 809 + 176 = 985

Tabut of Al-A’hd (the Covenant) + Allah: (809 + 110) + 66 = 919 + 66 = 985

Ihya (Resurrection) of Pope John Paul + Masra (Death) of the Francis: 21 + 6 + (54 + 38) + 400 + 6 + 460 = 21 + 6 + 92 + 400 + 6 + 497 = 985

The First and the Akheer (Last) Dajjal: 69 + 68 + 6 + 842 = 985

The Dajjal son of David, the Akheer (last): 69 + (53 + 21) + 842 = 69 + 74 (or 73) + 842 = 985 (or 984)

England, Britain: 702 + 283 = 985

The Fire + Australia: 282 + 703 = 985

Line of Latitude 33 degrees South: (609 + 1070 + 33) + 212 + 61 = (1712 + 212) + 61 = 1924 + 61 = 1985 (= 5 x 397) (1985 is the 1685th Composite Number)

(Sidney is on Latitude 33 degrees South)

Apparition (or vision) + Fatima + Portugal: 217 (or 218) + 135 + 1633 = 1985 (or 1986)

Hadd (Destruction) of Last Pope + The Catholicism + Vatican: 9 + [802 (or 801) + 6 + 606 + 562] = 9 + 1976 (or 1975) = 1985 (or 1984)

Hadd (Destruction) of the Catholic Church + The Catholicism + Vatican: 9 + [176 + 632 (or 633)] + 606 + 562 = 9 + [808 (or 809) + 606 + 562] = 9 + 1976 (or 1977) = 1985 (or 1986)

The Qadr and how would you know what the
Night of Qadr is. The Night of Qadr is better than one thousand months. (verse 1 - 3 of Sura 97): 
\[ [335 + 6 + 41 + 226 (or 235)] + (41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 ) = 608 (or 617) + 2377 = 2985 \text{ (or 2994) } (= 3 \times 5 \times 199) \text{ (2985 is the } 2555^{th} \text{ Composite Number) }

On Friday, July 13, 1917 (Ramadan 23 (or 24), 1335 Hijri) (Tammuz 23, 5677 Jewish) (2421,422.5 \text{rd Julian Day}) (472,985\text{th Hijri day}), three Catholic children, in a town called Fatima in Portugal, experienced the third of a series of 6 apparitions (visions) of a lady that happened on May 13, June 13, July 13, August 19, Sept. 13, and October 13, 1917. During the apparition of July 13, the lady revealed to them 3 secrets about the future, which included murder of a Pope.

Donald Trump was born on Friday, June 14, 1946 (Rajab 15, 1365 Hijri) (Sivan 15, 5706 Jewish) (2431,985.5\text{rd Julian Day}), a day on which there was a Total Lunar Eclipse which could be perceived as a bad omen.

- خليفة المسلمين Caliph of the Muslimeen (Muslims): \( 725 + 261 = 986 \) (986 is the \( 819^{th} \) Composite Number) (1180 is the \( 986^{th} \) Composite Number) (3474 is the \( 2986^{th} \) Composite Number)
- يوم إسترجاع الفاتن Day of Istirja (Getting back or Recapture) of the Quds (Jerusalem): \( 56 + (735 + 195) = 95 + 930 = 986 \)
- يوم آخر الزمان Day of Akhir (End) of the Time: \( 56 + [802 (or 801) + 128 (or 129)] = 56 + 930 (929 or 931) = 986 \text{ (or 985)} \)
- يوم استشهاد الحسين Day of Martyrdom of Al-Hussein (Prophet Mohammad (p)’s grandson who was unjustly killed): \( 56 + (771 + 159) = 56 + 930 = 986 \)
- نطقه امشاج نبتيه Sperm Amshaj, We test him (verse 2 of Sura76): 986
- جزيرة عفاريت Island of Afareet (evil Jinn or demons): \( 225 + 761 = 986 \)
- وعد الآخره النجاح Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Dajjal: \( (80 + 837) + 69 = 917 + 69 = 986 \)
- يولي 13 Yuly (July) 13 + 1917: \( (56 + 13) + 1917 = 69 + 1917 = 1986 \) (July 13, 1917 is the date of the third apparition at Fatima, Portugal, on which the 3 secrets about the future were revealed to the 3 children)
- هد الكنيسه الكاثوليكية + الكاثليكيه +فاتيكان Hadd (Destruction) of the Catholic Church + The Catholicism + Vatican: \( 9 + [176 + 633 (or 632)] + 606 + 562 = 9 + 809 (or 808) + 606 + 562 = 1986 \text{ (or 1985)} \)
- رويا + فاطمه + برتغال Apparition (or vision) + Fatima + Portugal: \( 218 (or 217) + 135 + 1633 = 1986 \text{ (or 1985)} \) (= \( 2 \times 3 \times 331 \)) (1986 is the \( 1686^{th} \) Composite Number)
Around 10:00 pm, on Monday night, July 21, 1986, (Zu Al-Qada 14, 1406 Hijri) (Tammuz 14, 5746 Jewish) (2446, 632.5th Julian Day), Israeli Prime Minister, Shimon Peres, arrived to Morocco to meet King Al-Hassan II. The visit was supposed to end on July 23, but was extended till July 24, 1986. In response to this visit, Syria cut all of its diplomatic ties with Morocco.

♦ أَمَّذَكُم بِأَنْعَامٍ وَبَنِينَ وَﺟَنْبٍ وَغَيْبٍ (God) provided you with cattle and children and paradises and springs (verses 133-134 of Sura 26): $386 + 6 + 595 = 987 \text{(or 988)}$ (987 is the 820th Composite Number) (1182 is the 987th Composite Number)

Katibara, Australia: $284 + 703 = 987$

♦ يَعْلَمُ كَانْبِيرَا، أُسْتَرَالِياَ Knows the End Times: $150 + 837 = 987$

♦ يَعْلَمُ مَا فِي السَّمَوَاتِ وَمَا فِي الأرض knows what is in the Heavens and what is in the Earth (verse 97 of Sura 5): $150 + [41 + 90 + 537 (or 538) + 6 + 41 + 1032] = 150 + 1837 (or 1838) = 1987 \text{(or 1988)}$ (1987 is the 300th Prime Number)

♦ قُرْآنَ ﴿١٨٧﴾ ذَٰلِكَ نُزَّلَ إِلَيْكُم مِّن رَّبِّكُمْ هُوَ أَحْكَمُ أَنْبِيَاتِ اللَّهِ He is the one who brought down (descended or revealed) the Book to you, from/in it there are well-composed Ayat (verses or Signs), they are the mother of the Book (verse 7 of Sura 3): $2987 \text{(or 2988)} (= 29 \times 103)$ (2987 is the 2557th Composite Number) (3475 is the 2987th Composite Number)


♦ كَمَا دَخَلُوهُ أَوْلَى مَرَاحَ = 61 + 927 = 988 \text{(988 is the 821st Composite Number)} (1183 is the 988th Composite Number)

♦ تَسْعِينَ + تَمُّوزَ Nine + Tammuz (July – in Greater Syria & Iraq): $535 + 453 = 988$

♦ يَوْمُ الْدِّينِ + الْآخَرِهَ Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgement) (verse 4 of Sura 1) + The End Times: $(56 + 95) + 837 (or 838) = 151 + 837 (or 838) = 988 \text{(or 989)}$

♦ ﴿٢٨﴾ ﴿١٨٨﴾ ﴿١٨٩﴾ ﴿٢٠٣﴾ ﴿٢١٠﴾ ﴿٢١١﴾ ﴿٢٢٠﴾ ﴿٢٣٠﴾ ﴿٢٣٢﴾ ﴿٣٤٧﴾ ﴿٣٥٤﴾ ﴿٣٥٥﴾ ﴿٣٣٤﴾ ﴿١٩٨٧﴾ ﴿١٩٨٨﴾ ﴿١٩٨٩﴾ ﴿٢٠٠٠﴾ Bidaya (Beginning) of the Iraqi – Iranian War: $22 + [241 + (417 +
On September 4, 1980, Iran bombarded by artillery an Iraqi border town of Khanaqin (90 miles northeast of Baghdad). On September 17, 1980, President of Iraq, Saddam Hussein, announced cancellation of Algiers Accord between Iraq with Iran, signed on March 6, 1975, which gave Iran sovereignty over certain disputed areas along the Iraq-Iran border, including part of the Shat Al-Arab. On September 22, 1980 (Zu Al-Qada 12, 1400 Hijri) (Tishri 12, 5741 Jewish) (2444, 504.5th Julian Day), Iraqi fighter-bombers attacked 10 Iranian airfields after weeks of border clashes, war between the two countries. This is how the Iran-Iraq war started. The beginning of the end of the Iran-Iraq
war came with UN’s adoption of Resolution 598 calling for an immediate cease-fire (or truce) on July 20, 1988 (Zu Hijja 5, 1408 Hijri) (Av 6, 5748 Jewish). Both Iran and Iraq had accepted Resolution 598 on July 20, 1988. However, Iraq decided to make a final push and attempted to invade Iran, once again. The Iraqi army attacked Khuzestan province, beginning with chemical and air strikes, and once again pushed towards Khorramshahr. However, Iran had anticipated the attack, and used its air force in conjunction with surface-to-air missiles to defeat the larger Iraqi air force. The Iranian forces then took the offensive on July 25, 1988 (Zu Al-Hijja 10, 1408 Hijri) (Av 11, 5748 Jewish) and captured 600 square kilometres (230 sq mi) of Iraqi territory. Both sides eventually withdrew to the international border in the coming weeks, with Resolution 598 becoming effective on August 8, 1988, ending all combat operations between the two countries. U.N. Peacekeepers were placed on Iraq-Iran borders till 1991.

♦ يووم وعد هد الروس مانهاتن Day of Promise of the Rus’ (Russians) Hadd (Destruction) of Manhattan: $(56 + 80) + (9 + 297 + 547) = 136 + 853 = 989$ (989 is the 822nd Composite Number) $(1184$ is the 989th Composite Number)

انشقاق التصرانيه Inshiqaq (Split, Schism, Cracking, Fracturing) of the Nasraniya (Christianity): $552 + 437 = 989$ (The Schism in Christianity, into Roman Catholic Church versus Orthodox Churches, started on July 16, 1054)

تسعه وأربعين سنة Tisa wa Arbaeen (Forty Nine) years: $(535 + 6 + 333) + 115 = 874 + 115 = 989$

نهائي و وعد الآخره Nihaya (End) + Promise of the End Times (verse 7 of Sura 17): $71 + [80 + 837 (or 838) ] = 71 + 918 (or 917) = 989 (or 988)$

يوم الدين + الآخره Day of the Deen (Religion or Judgement) (verse 4 of Sura 1) + The End Times: $(56 + 95) + 838 (or 837) = 151 + 838 (or 837) = 989 (or 988)$

دخول مسجد الجزار Entry into Mosque of the Jazzar : $640 + (107 + 242) = 640 + 349 = 989$

ولا تقربا هذه الشجره And Do not approach this tree (verse 19 of Sura 7): $6 + 31 + 703 + 710 + 539 = 1989$ (1989 is the 1688th Composite Number) $(2335$ is the 1989th Composite Number)

In 1989, the following events happened: (a) George Bush Sr. became President of the U.S. who brought the American army to the Midde East to liberate Kuwait, (b) Beginning of the Fall of Communism, (c) Beginning of the Destruction of Berlin Wall.

The construction of Berlin Wall started on August 12 - 13, 1961 (Rabi Awwal 1, 1381 Hijri) (Elul 1, 5721 Jewish Calendar). After several weeks of civil unrest, the East German government announced on November 9, 1989 (Rabi Thani 10, 1410 Hijri) (Heshvan 11, 5750 Jewish) that all East Germany’s citizens could visit West Germany and West Berlin. Crowds of East Germans crossed and climbed onto Berlin Wall, joined by West Germans on the other side in a celebratory atmosphere. Over the next few weeks, euphoric people and souvenir hunters chipped away parts of Berlin Wall. Contrary to
popular belief, the wall's actual demolition did not begin until June 13, 1990 (Zu Al-Qada 20, 1410 Hijri) and was not completed until 1992. The end of the re-unification process of East and West Germany was October 3, 1990 (Rabi Awwal 14, 1411 Hijri) (Tishri 14, 5751 Jewish) (2448, 167.5th Julian Day). Today, Germany celebrates annually the German Unity Day on October 3.

Year 1989 coincided with 1410 Hijri. Number 410 is the numerical value of Lailat (Eve) of the Qadr.

♦ مﻨﺬر Munzir (Warner): 990 (990 is the 823rd Composite Number) (1185 is the 990th Composite Number) (2990 is the 2560th Composite Number) (3478 is the 2990th Composite Number)

لإино To warn (verse 2 of Sura 18): 990

وإрен فرنسيس Qatl (Killing or Murder) of Francis: 530 + 460 = 990

إاقرب للناس حسابهم Has approached, to the people, their Judgment (verse 1 of Sura 21): (703 + 171) + 116 = 874 + 116 = 990

وعد الآخره ليسوا وجوهكم ولندخلو المسجد كما Promise of the End Times. They shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque (verse 104 of Sura 17): 80 + 837 (or 838) + 107 + 80 + 6 + 681 + 138 + 61 = 1990 (or 1991) (1990 is the 1689th Composite Number)

On August 5, 1962 Gregorian (July 23, 1962 Julian) (Av 5, 5722 Hebrew), Nelson Mandela was captured by South African police and was not released until February 11, 1990 (Rajab 15 1410 Hijri).

Sammy Davis Jr. was an American singer, dancer, actor, and comedian. He was born on December 8, 1925 (Jumada Ula 22, 1344 Hijri) (Kislev 21, 5686 Jewish). On November 19, 1954 (Rabi Awwal 23, 1374 Hijri) (Heshvan 23, 5715 Jewish), he lost his left eye due to a car accident. At around 7:00 a.m., while Sammy Davis Jr. was driving his new Cadillac car from Las Vegas (after performing at the Frontier Hotel) back to Los Angeles to record a soundtrack for the film Six Bridges to Cross, his car hit the rear of a car driven by an elderly lady that was backing out in front of him in San Bernardino, California. Then, Sammy’s car shifted its direction, miraculously missing oncoming traffic, and came to a stop after slamming into a stone column at the entrance to a driveway. The impact of the crash actually pushed the engine of his car back into the front seat, driving Sammy’s face into the steering wheel and his left eye was forced out of its socket by the bullet-shaped cone at the center of the steering wheel. Sammy broke his nose on the sun visor, and he broke his knee cap on the emergency brake handle. He had a companion in his car who had driven the first part of the trip. His companion was also badly injured in the collision which fractured his jaw and broke out all of his teeth. Sammy and his companion were rushed by ambulance to San Bernardino County Hospital and were transferred to San Bernardino Community Hospital later that day. Sammy spent six hours in the hospital hallway waiting for an operating room in the cramped and outdated hospital. The damage to his left eye was so severe that it had to be removed. The eye surgeon attached a prosthetic socket onto Sammy’s left eye muscles to hold and direct a “glass eye” that was later implanted after he healed further. So, he
became an Awar (with a defective eye or has lost one of his eyes). Prophet Mohammad (p) said the Dajjal is Awar. Sammy was released from the hospital on **November 28, 1954. Sammy Davis Jr.** was back on stage only two months later. The car accident and hospital stay made a profound impact on Sammy’s life. He believed that surviving the car accident was a miracle and spent much of his recovery reflecting on his existence. While being treated at the hospital in San Bernardino, he was visited by a Jewish rabbi chaplain. Later, Sammy Davis Jr. said about this visit: “We had a long talk. Some of the things he said helped me; and for the first time in my life, a religion started to make sense to me.” Although Sammy’s parents were Christians, he was not deeply religious. But after learning about history of the Jews, he felt that the Jews and the Blacks shared a similar history of oppression. Over the next years, he studied more Judaism and eventually converted to Judaism few years after his car accident. In August 1989, doctors discovered a cancerous tumor in **Sammy Davis’** throat.

Realizing that Sammy Davis was not going to be around much longer, his friends in the entertainment industry arranged a tribute to Sammy Davis which was broadcast on TV on **February 4, 1990. Sammy Davis Jr.** attended the event, and at the end of it, he got up, did not speak, but did a little soft-shoe tap dance to a standing ovation. **Frank Sinatra** visited Sammy Davis Jr. at the hospital where he was being treated, and according to the National Enquirer “A softball-size tumor stuck out of Sammy’s neck, giving off a horrible odor”. This sight devastated Sinatra. After **Sammy Davis Jr.** died on **May 16, 1990** (Shawwal 20, 1410 Hijri) (Iyar 21, 5750 Jewish), it was decided that his memorial service would be held at 11:00 a.m. on Friday, **May 18, 1990** (Shawwal 22, 1410 Hijri) (Iyar 23, 5750 Jewish) at Hall of Liberty in Forest Lawn Memorial Park in Hollywood Hills, Los Angeles, California and that it would be open to the public. So, on **Friday morning**, 400 free tickets were given to individuals who arrived early enough to Forest Lawn Memorial Park. People started lining up at 6 a.m. About 1200 people jammed the Hall of Liberty, and hundreds more were outside. His song "I’ve Got To Be Me" was played on the loudspeaker, and the crowd cheered. The service lasted for 90 minutes. Rev. Jesse Jackson eulogized him. Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Michael Jackson and Bill Cosby were honorary pall-bearers. After the memorial service, Sammy was buried in the Davis family plot at Forest Lawn in Glendale.

**Iraq** started its invasion of **Kuwait** on **August 2, 1990** (Muharram 10, 1411 Hijri) (Av 11, 5750 Jewish). On **August 8, 1990** (Muharram 16, 1411 Hijri), Iraq declared that **Kuwait is the 19th province of Iraq**. The intervention of the Coalition led by the U.S. started on **January 17, 1991** (Rajab 1, 1411 Hijri).

U.S. President **George H. Bush Sr.** delivered a speech at a joint session of the U.S. Congress on **September 11, 1990** (Safar 21, 1411 Hijri) (Elul 21, 5750 Jewish), titled: "Towards a New World Order."

The U.S., Britain, France, and the U.S.S.R. renounced all rights they formerly held in Germany (as a result of World War II) in the **Treaty on the Final Settlement with Respect to Germany** was signed in Moscow, USSR, on **September 12, 1990** (Safar 22, 1411 Hijri) (Elul 22, 5750 Jewish).

The end of the **re-unification process** of East and West Germany was **October 3, 1990** (Rabi Awwal 14, 1411 Hijri) (Tishri 14, 5751 Jewish) (2448,167.5th Julian Day). Today, Germany celebrates annually the **German Unity Day** on **October 3**.
The Nazeer (Warner): 991 (991 is the 167th Prime Number) (1186 is the 991st Composite Number)

Sabi Ashar (Seventeen) + Muharram: (132 + 570) + 289 = 702 + 289 = 991

Order (or Regime): 991

Your leader went astray: 830 + 161 = 991

They rejected the True/Right when he came to them (verse 5 of Sura 50) & (verse 5 of Sura 6): 991

Sabi Ashar (Seventeen) + Muharram: (132 + 570) + 289 = 702 + 289 = 991

Prince William was born on June 21, 1982 (Shaban 29, 1402 Hijri)]

Shimon Peres + Jami (Mosque) of the Jazzar: (406 + 229) + (114 + 242) = 635 + 356 = 991

The Twenty First + Huzairan (June): (54 + 661) + 276 = 715 + 276 = 991 (1982 = 2 x 991 ) (Prince William was born on June 21, 1982 (Shaban 29, 1402 Hijri)]

The Twenty First + Huzairan (June): (54 + 661) + 276 = 715 + 276 = 991 (1982 = 2 x 991 ) (Prince William was born on June 21, 1982 (Shaban 29, 1402 Hijri)]

June 5, 1945 (Jumada Thania 23 (or 24), 1364 Hijri) (Sivan 24, 5705 Jewish), the Soviet Union, the U.S., the U.K., and France acting on behalf of the Allies of World War II, signed Berlin Declaration, in which they jointly assumed "supreme authority" over German territory. The preamble of the declaration confirmed the complete legal extinction of the German State of the Third Reich, but the continued subsequent existence of a German national territory which for the purpose of the Declaration was taken to be as defined on December 31, 1937, subject to the four signatory powers also asserting their authority to determine the future boundaries of Germany. These four Allies would exercise supreme civil and military authority within German territory and over
The Treaty on the Final Settlement with respect to Germany was signed in Moscow on September 12, 1990 (Safar 22, 1411 Hijri) (Elul 22, 5750 Hijri) between on one side, West Germany and East Germany, and on the other side, the Four Powers which occupied Germany at the end of World War II in Europe: the Soviet Union, the U.S., the U.K., and France. This Treaty paved the way for unification of East and West Germany on October 3, 1990 (Rabi Awwal 14, 1411 Hijri) (Tishri 14, 5751 Jewish). In this Treaty, the Four Powers renounced all rights they held in Germany, allowing a united Germany to become fully sovereign when this Treaty became effective on March 15, 1991 (Shaban 29, 1411 Hijri) (Adar 29, 5751 Jewish).

Beginning on November 21, 1984 (Safar 26, 1405 Hijri) and ending on January 5, 1985 (Rabi Thani 12, 1405 Hijri), Operation Moses involved the air transport by Trans European Airways of about 8,000 Ethiopian Jews from Sudan via Brussels to Israel. On May 24, 1991 (Zu Al-Qada 10, 1411 Jewish) (Sivan 11, 5751 Jewish), in Operation Solomon, about 14,400 Ethiopian Jews were brought to Israel, within 34 hours, in about 30 airplanes of the Israeli Air Force and El Al airlines.

On December 8, 1991 (Jumada Thania 1, 1412 Hijri) (Teveth 1, 5752 Jewish) the Russian, Ukrainian and Belarusian Presidents signed the Belavezha Accords, declaring dissolution of the U.S.S.R. by its founding states and established the C.I.S. On December 25, 1991 (Jumada Thania 18, 1412 Hijri) (Teveth 18, 5752 Jewish), early in the morning, Gorbachev announced his resignation as President of the Soviet Union in a televised speech, and at 7:32 p.m. Moscow time, after Gorbachev left the Kremlin, the Soviet flag was lowered for the last time, and Russia’s former flag was raised in its place, symbolically marking the end of the Soviet Union. The next day, December 26, 1991, the Council of Republics, the upper chamber of the Union's Supreme Soviet, issued a formal Declaration recognizing that the Soviet Union had ceased to exist.

♦ ليلة وعد الآخرة وعده وعده ليلة ودع ليلة ودع ليلة ودع ليلة ودع ليلة ودع ليلة ودع ليلة ودع ليلة ودع Lailat (Eve or Night) of Promise of the End Times: 75 + [80 + 837 (or 838)] = 75 + 917 (or 918) = 992 (or 993) (992 is the 824th Composite Number) (1188 is the 992nd Composite Number) (4616 is the 3992nd Composite Number)

 جاء وعد الآخرة + النجاح Promise of the End Times comes (verse 7 of Sura 17) + The Dajjal: [5 + 80 + 838 (or 837)] + 69 = 923 (or 922) + 69 = 992 (or 991)

ساحر كذاب A liar Sahir (Magician or Sorcerer) (verse 4 of Sura 38): 269 + 723 = 992

شهر تنزل month. Descend (verse 4 of Sura 97): 505 + 487 = 992

كم لبثت How long have you remained (dead) (verse 259 of Sura 2): 60 + 932 = 992

يوما أو بعض يوم A day or part of a day (verse 259 of Sura 2): 57 + 7 + 872 + 56 = 992

نزول الوحي على النبي المسيح عيسى بن مريم Descent of the Wahy (Revelation) on the Prophet, the Messiah, Jesus ibin (son) of Mary: (93 + 55 + 110) + [93 + 149 + 150 + 52 (or 53) + 290] = 258 + 734
الطرد إسرائيل الفلسطينيين من أرضهم: 213 + 303 (or 302) + 340 + 90 + 1046 = 1992 (or 1991) (equivalent to 992)

 hưởngتون إسرائيل لإفرازاتكم وأن أحكموا في أنهم: 71 + (5 + 80 + 837) = 71 + 922 (or 923) = 993 (or 994) (993 is the 825th Composite Number)

الساعة 13 + 1917 = (62 + 13) + 1917 = 1992 (1992 is the 1691st Composite Number) (July 13, 1917 is the date of the third apparition at Fatima, Portugal, on which the 3 secrets about the future were revealed to the 3 children)

On December 9 - 10, 1991 (Jumada Thania 2, 1412 Hijri) (Teveth 2, 5752 Jewish), the city of Maastricht, Netherlands hosted the European Council which drafted the Maastricht Treaty. The Maastricht Treaty (formally called “The Treaty on European Union” or T.E.U.) undertaken to integrate Europe was signed in Maastricht on February 7, 1992 (Shaban 3, 1412 Hijri) (Adar I 3, 5752 Jewish) by the members of the European Community. Upon its entry into force on November 1, 1993 (Jumada Ula 16, 1414 Hijri) (Heshvan 17, 5754 Jewish), the treaty created the European Union and led to the creation of the single European currency, the Euro.

The first terrorist attack on the World Trade Center happened at 12:17 p.m on February 26, 1993 (Ramadan 4, 1413 Hijri) (Adar 5, 5753 Jewish).

Jerusalem Covenant was written in 1992 by Deputy Chief Justice Rabbi Menachem Elon. It is intended as a renewal of the Biblical covenant between God and the Children of Israel and emphasizes the importance of Jerusalem for the Jews and their insistence on having all of Jerusalem as the capital of Israel. The signing of this Covenant started in May 31, 1992 (Iyar 28, 5752 Jewish).
because it was Jerusalem Day, an annual holiday celebrated in Israel on Iyar 28, the anniversary of Israel’s capture of the Old City of Jerusalem on June 7, 1967 (Iyar 28, 5727 Jewish). **May 31, 1992 (Iyar 28, 5752 Jewish)** was the 25th anniversary of Israel’s capture of Old City of Jerusalem. The Covenant is in the form of a **scroll written on parchment**. It was circulated to all the Jewish communities in the World for signing for one Jewish year that was designated as Year of Jerusalem, starting from May 31, 1992 (Zu Al-Qada 28, 1412 Hijri) (Jerusalem Day, Iyar 28, 5752 Jewish) till Iyar 28 of the next year, meaning till **May 19, 1993** (Zu Al-Qada 28, 1413 Hijri) (Jerusalem Day, Iyar 28, 5753 Jewish) the day on which the Covenant returned to Jerusalem and was signed by hundred of prominent individuals who came to Jerusalem to sign this Covenant and attend the big celebration of this occasion that was held in Jerusalem. The Jerusalem Covenant has been displayed since 1993 alongside Israel's Declaration of Independence in the Knesset (Parliament) of Israel. The Jerusalem Covenant project was the main accomplishment of the **Ministry of Jerusalem Affairs** created by Prime Minister **Yitzhak Shamir**. The campaign to solicit signatures to this Covenant from the general public throughout the World, particularly on the internet, continues even till now.

The final text of the **Oslo I Accord** for Palestinian limited self-government between the Palestinians and Israel was completed in **Oslo**, Norway on **August 20, 1993** (Rabi Awwal 2, 1414 Hijri). On **September 9, 1993** (Rabi Awwal 22, 1414 Hijri) (Elul 23, 5753 Jewish), Israel and the PLO exchange letters formally recognizing each other. The **U.S. recognized PLO** on **September 10, 1993**. **Oslo I Accord** which constituted a Declaration of Principles for Palestinian self-government was signed in the White House, in Washington DC, in the presence of Yasser Arafat (Chairman of Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), Yitzhak Rabin (Prime Minister of Israel) and U.S. President Bill Clinton on **September 13, 1993** (Rabi Awwal 26, 1414 Hijri) (Elul 27, 5753 Jewish) (2449,243.5th Composite Number). On **September 23, 1993**, the Israeli parliament ratified **Oslo I Accord**. The Declaration of Principles for Palestinian self-government was essentially an agenda for negotiations, governed by a tight timetable, rather than a full-blown agreement. The Declaration laid down that **within two months** of the signing ceremony, agreement on Israel's military withdrawal from Gaza and Jericho should be reached and within **four months**, the withdrawal should be completed. A Palestinian police force, made up mostly of pro-Arafat Palestinian fighters, was to be imported to maintain internal security in Gaza and Jericho, with Israel retaining overall responsibility for external security and foreign affairs. At the same time, elsewhere in the West Bank, Israel undertook to transfer power to ‘authorized Palestinians’ in five spheres: education, health, social welfare, direct taxation and tourism. Within nine months, the Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza were to hold elections to a Palestinian Council to take office and assume responsibility for most government functions except defence and foreign affairs. Within two years, Israel and the Palestinians agreed to commence negotiations on the final status of the territories, and at the end of five years the permanent settlement comes into force. On **July 1, 1994** (Muharram 22, 1415 Hijri) (Tammuz 22, 5754 Jewish) (2449,534.5th Julian Day or 2449,535th Julian Day), as a result of Oslo Accord, **Yasir Arafat** arrived to Gaza for the first time since Gaza was occupied by Israel on **June 6, 1967** and the headquarters of the Palestinian Authority was established in Gaza.
On July 1, 1994 (Muharram 22, 1415 Hijri) (Tammuz 22, 5754 Jewish) (2449,534.5 th Julian Day or 2449,535 th Julian Day), as a result of Oslo Accord, Yasir Arafat arrived to Gaza for the first time since Gaza was occupied by Israel on June 6, 1967.

On July 20, 1994 (Safar 11, 1415 Hijri) (Av 12, 5754 Jewish) (2449,553.5 th Julian Day), Israel's Shimon Peres visited Jordan. He was the highest ranking Israeli official to visit Jordan.

On February 25, 1994 (Ramadan 14, 1414 Hijri) (Adar 14, 5754 Jewish), American Israeli extremist, Baruch Goldstein, opened fire on Muslim Palestinian worshippers, at 5:00 a.m., during the Islamic Dawn Payer at the Ibrahimi (Abrahamic) Mosque in Hebron, West Bank, killing 29 people wounding 125 people. Baruch Goldstein was only stopped after he was overpowered and beaten to death by the survivors.

♦ عذاب ربك Torment of your Lord : 773 + 222 = 995 (= 5 x 199) (995 is the 827 th Composite Number) (1191 is the 995 th Composite Number)

Ibtida (Beginning) of Intiha (End) of the Zaman (Time): 409 + 458 + 128 (or
The Hour and the Moon has been cracked (verse 1 of Sura 54): \[ 995 \]

Nihaya (End) of the Islamic Caliphate: \[ 71 + [747 + 177 (or 178)] = 71 + 924 = 995 \text{(or 996)} \]

Crash of an airplane + The Empire State Building: \[ (145 + 225) + (68 + 52 + 505) = 370 + 625 = 995 \]

The Figs and the Olives: \[ 491 + 504 = 995 \]

Entrance of Belgikiyeen (Belgians) into the religion of Allah: \[ 640 + 135 + 90 + 64 + 66 = 995 \]

Promise of my Lord (verse 98 of Sura 18) + Australia: \[ (80 + 212) + 703 = 292 + 703 = 995 \]

The Angels and the Spirit in it, by the permission of their Lord, from every command. Peace (verses 3 - 5 of Sura 97): \[ 136 (or 137) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 (or 130) = 1995 (1994 or 1996) \]

Comet Hale – Bopp was discovered after midnight, in the early hours of July 23, 1995 (Safar 25, 1416 Hijri) (Tammuz 25, 5755 Jewish) (2449,922nd Julian Day) independently by two observers in the U.S., Alan Hale in New Mexico and Thomas Bopp in Arizona. Comet Hale – Bopp was perhaps the most widely observed comet of the 20th century and one of the brightest seen for many decades. It was visible, to the naked eye, for a record 18 months, twice as long as the previous record holder, the Great Comet of 1811. Hale–Bopp became visible to the naked eye in May 1996. Hale–Bopp had its closest approach to Earth on March 22, 1997. As it passed perihelion on April 1, 1997 (Zu Al-Qada 23, 1417 Hijri) the comet developed into a spectacular sight. It shone brighter than any star in the sky except Sirius, and its dust tail stretched 40 - 45 degrees across the sky. The comet was visible well before the sky got fully dark each night, and while many great comets are very close to the Sun as they pass perihelion, comet Hale–Bopp was visible all night to northern hemisphere observers. The last naked-eye observations were reported in the Southern Hemisphere in December 1997, which meant that the comet had remained visible without aid for 569 days, or about 18 and a half months. The comet likely made its last perihelion 4,200 years ago. Astronomers believe the previous visit of Comet Hale–Bopp was probably in July 2215 BC.

The current 10,000-day period of the Julian Day system, which is the 245th period, started on October 9, 1995 (Jumada Ula 14, 1416 Hijri) which was the 2450,000th Julian Day.
Yitzhak Rabin (5th Prime Minister of Israel) was assassinated on November 4, 1995 (Jumada Thania 11, 1416 Hijri) (Heshvan 11, 5756 Jewish) at 21:30, at the end of a rally in support of the Oslo Accords at the Kings of Israel Square in Tel Aviv. The assassin, an Israeli ultra-nationalist named Yigal Amir, radically opposed Rabin's peace initiative and particularly the signing of the Oslo Accords. He was born on March 1, 1922 (Rajab 1, 1340 Hijri).

He said: “How would God revive this” (verse 259 of Sura 2): 996 (996 is the 828th Composite Number) (1192 is the 996th Composite Number) (5754 is the 4996th Composite Number)

I remained for a day or (verse 259 of Sura 2): 996

Sab Ashar (Seventeen) + Muharram: (137 + 570) + 289 = 707 + 289 = 996

Qatl (Killing or Murder) of Pope Francis: 530 + (6 + 460) = 530 + 466 = 996

Ibtida (Beginning) of Intiha (End) of the Zaman (Time): 409 + 458 + 129 (or 128) = 996 (or 995)

the Day the Caller calls from a close place. The Day they hear (verse 41 – 42 of Sura 50): 65 +126 + 90 + 111 + 312 + 56 + 236 = 996

Arba wa Ishreen (Twenty Four) + Yunyu (June): (278 + 6 + 630) + 82 = 914 + 82 = 996

Nihaya (End) of the Islamic Caliphate: 71 + [747 + 178 (or 177)] = 71 + 925 (or 924) = 996 (or 995)

Thalatha (Three) + Tishreen 1: 1035 (or 1036) + (960 + 1) = 1035 (or 1036) + 961 = 1996 (or 1997) (= 2 x 2 x 499) (1996 is the 1694th Composite Number)

At night from the Haram Mosque to the Aqsa Mosque, the one we have blessed (verse 1 of Sura 17): (71 + 90 + 138 + 280 + 41 + 138 + 223) + [741 + 274 (or 273)] = 981 + 1015 (or 1014) = 1996 (or 1995)

The Angels and the Spirit in it, by the permission of their Lord, from every command. Peace (verses 3 - 5 of Sura 97): 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131 (or 130) = 1996 (1994 or 1995)

The Raheem (Most Merciful). Shall perish the two hands of Abi Lahab and he shall perish. Shall not exempt him his money (or wealth) and what he has gained (or earned) (verse 1 - 2 of Sura 111): (289 + 802) + (15 + 13 + 37 + 6 + 402 + 41 + 1061 + 125 + 76 + 6 + 41 + 82) = 1091 + 1905 = 2996 (2996 is the 2566th Composite Number) (3484 is the 2996th Composite Number)
how would you know what the Lailat (Eve or Night) of Qadr is? The Lailat of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of their Lord from every command. (verse 2 - 4 of Sura 97): 41 + 226 + 41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 137 (or 136) + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 = 4996 (or 4995)

The first elections for the President of the Palestinian National Authority (PNA) and for members of the Palestinian Legislative Council (PLC), the legislative arm of the PNA, took place in the West Bank, Gaza Strip, and East Jerusalem on Saturday, January 20, 1996 (Shaban 27, 1416 Hijri) (2450, 102.5 Julian Day). The results were announced on January 21, 1996 (Shaban 28, 1416 Hijri). Yasir Arafat was elected as President of the Palestinian National Authority (PNA) in a landslide victory, winning 88% of the votes cast.
Day of Waqfa (Stand up) + Arafat: \((56 + 191) + 751 = 247 + 751 = 998\)

\((= 2 \times 499)\) (998 is the 829th Composite Number) (1195 is the 998th Composite Number)

ذُن ربه إذن permission of their Lord (verse 4 of Sura 97) & (verse 1 of Sura 14): 751 + 247 = 998

كوريا الشمالية + كوريا الجنوبية North Korea + South Korea: 654 + 344 = 998

امرأة فرعون Wife of Pharaoh (verse 11 of Sura 66): 642 + 356 = 998

دخول الطليان دين الإسلام Entrance of the Tulyan (Italians) the religion of Islam: 640 + 131 + 64 + 163 = 998

يوم وعد منبجح المغول Day of Promise of Mazbaha (Massacre) of the Mongols: \((56 + 80) + (755 + 1107) = 136 + 1862 = 1998\) (1998 is the 1695th Composite Number) (2346 is the 1998th Composite Number)

At night, on **May 14, 1998** (Muharram 17, 1419 Hijri) (Iyar 18, 5758 Jewish) (2450,947.5th Julian Day), meaning on the eve of **May 15** (Muharram 18, 1419 Hijri) (Iyar 19, 5758 Jewish), Frank Sinatra died in Los Angeles. On **May 18, 1998**, about 800 - 1000 people, from all over the East Coast, overflowed from St. Francis Church (the same church in which he was baptized when he was a baby) onto the street, in Sinatra's hometown of Hoboken, New Jersey, for a public religious memorial service, at the end of which those in attendance sang his most famous song "My Way. A private service for the reading of the Rosary took place on **Tuesday night May 19, 1998** (Iyar 23, 5758 Jewish) in Beverly Hills. Sinatra’s funeral was held at **noon on Wednesday, May 20, 1998** (Iyar 24, 5758 Jewish) at the Beverly Hills Roman Catholic church and Cardinal Roger Mahony, archbishop of Los Angeles, led the services. Attendance of the funeral services was by invitation only. Sinatra's friends from the music and film industry attended the funeral. His most famous song “My Way” written by Lebanese Canadian singer and song-writer Paul Anka, tells the World that the End Times is near. The song starts with “And now the End is near”. He was born on **December 12, 1915** (Safar 4, 1334 Hijri) (2420,843.5th Julian Day). Frank Sinatra had a private meeting with Pope Pius XII at the Vatican on **June 21, 1945** (Rajab 10, 1364 Hijri) (Tammuz 10, 5705 Jewish). As his first visit to Israel that was part of his first World Tour, Frank Sinatra arrived to Israel in his private plane at night on **May 3, 1962** (Zu Qada 29, 1381 Hijri) (Nisan 29, 5722 Jewish), for series of seven performances in six cities in Israel from which the proceeds will go toward establishment of a youth center called Frank Sinatra Brotherhood and Friendship Center for Arab and Israeli Children, in the Arab city of Nazareth. His visit coincided with Israel’s annual Yom Ha'atzmaut (Independence Day) celebrations that commemorate the Zionist Jews’ declaration of the establishment of State of Israel on **May 14, 1948** (Iyar 5, 5708 Jewish). Frank Sinatra sang at the official Independence Day event in Tel Aviv on **May 9, 1962** (Iyar 5, 5722 Jewish) and was seated beside Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion and General Moshe Dayan on the reviewing stand during the Israeli Defense Forces parade. During this visit, he visited the Old City of Jerusalem which was ruled by Jordan.
Day of Wuquf (Standing) + Arafat: 56 + (192 + 751) = 56 + 943 = 999

(999 is the 830th Composite Number) (1196 is the 999th Composite Number) (1999 is the 303rd Prime Number) (3487 is the 2999th Composite Number) (8999 is the 1117th Prime Number)

Day of Wuquf (Standing) + Arafat: 56 + (192 + 751) = 56 + 943 = 999

(999 is the 830th Composite Number) (1196 is the 999th Composite Number) (1999 is the 303rd Prime Number) (3487 is the 2999th Composite Number) (8999 is the 1117th Prime Number)

The Last Day (verse 22 of Sura 58): 80 + [87 + 832 (or 833)] = 80 + 919 (or 920) = 999 (or 1000)

The Saiqa (The Shocking Event) (verse 13 of Sura 41) + Australia: 296 (or 297) + 703 = 999 (or 1000)

is better than one thousand months. The Angels and the Spirit descend in it, by the permission of their Lord, from every command. Peace (verse 3 – 5 of Sura 97): (810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487) + (137 + 6 + 245 + 96 + 753 + 247 + 90 + 50 + 241 + 131) = 2003 + 1996 = 3999

After Jordan’s King Abdullah son of the Sharif of Mecca, Hussein son of Ali, was assassinated in the Aqsa Mosque on July 20, 1951, his son Talal became the king of Jordan. King Talal was forced to abdicate by Jordanian Parliament a year after he became the king, due to his mental illness. His son, King Hussein, was proclaimed King of Jordan on August 11, 1952; however, a Regency Council (to assume the powers of the king because the monarch was still a minor) was appointed till King Hussein reached the age of 18, according to the Islamic lunar calendar when he assumed his full power and responsibilities as king on May 2, 1953 (Shaban 18, 1372 Hijri). King Hussein was born on November 14, 1935 (Shaban 18, 1354 Hijri) (Heshvan 18, 5696 Jewish). King Hussein of Jordan died on February 7, 1999 (Shawwal 20, 1419 Hijri) (2451, 216.5th Julian Day).

John Paul II bowed to and kissed a Quran that was presented to him as a gift by an Iraqi delegation at the Vatican as a sign of respect. The delegation included Chaldean Catholic Patriarch Raphael, the Shi'ite imam of Khadum mosque and the Sunni president of the council of administration of the Iraqi Islamic Bank, and a representative of the Iraqi ministry of religion.

On July 23, 1999 (Rabi Thani 9, 1420 Hijri) (Av 10, 5759 Jewish) (2451,382.5th Julian Day), around 4:30 pm, King Al-Hassan II, the 22nd King of Morocco, died. On the same day, his son Mohammad was offered bay’a (pledge of allegiance) as Prince of the Believers and he was officially crowned as King Mohammad VI, the 23rd king of the Alawite dynasty, on July 30, 1999. Note that the last Ottoman Sultan was also called Mohammad VI.

On August 17, 1999, an earthquake hit Izmit, Turkey, resulting in the death of 17,000 people.
When the sky brings (verse 10 of Sura 44): $56 + 811 + 133 = 1000$

(1000 is the 831st Composite Number)  (1197 is the 1000th Composite Number)  (7919 is the 1000th Prime Number)  (4000 is the 3449th Composite Number)

By the permission of their Lord (verse 4 of Sura 97) & (verse 1 of Sura 14): $753 + 247 = 1000$

Day of Waqfa (Stand up) in Arafat: $(56 + 191) + (2 + 751) = 247 + 753 = 1000$

Mohammad from Mecca to Yathrib: $92 + 90 + 65 + 41 + 712 = 1000$

Tishreen, First (October – in Greater Syria & Iraq) + 3 : $(960 + 37) + 3 = 997 + 3 = 1000$

Promise + The Last Day (verse 22 of Sura 58): $80 + [87 + 833 (or 832)] = 80 + 920 (or 919) = 1000 (or 999)$

The Hayat (life) of the Dunya and the End Times (verse 16 – 17 of Sura 87): $60 + 96 + 6 + 838 (or 837) = 1000 (or 999)$

Rise (from the East): $1000$

Qiyam (Resurrection) of Manhattan, New York: $151 (or 150) + (547 + 302) = 151 (or 150) + 849 = 1000 (or 999)$

Israel’s Istila (capture or taking control) + the Quds (Jerusalem): $[503 + 302 (or 303)] + 195 = 805 (or 806) + 195 = 1000 (or 1001)$

Night of descending of the Quran + Mohammad, Messenger of Allah: $(75 + 89 + 382) + (92 + 296 + 66) = 546 + 454 = 1000$

they shall make your faces look bad and they shall enter the Mosque, like they entered it the first time. (verse 7 of Sura 17): $2000$ (equivalent to $1000$)

(2000 is the 1696th Composite Number)  (2349 is the 2000th Composite Number)

The Alameen (Universe), the Rahman (Most Compassionate), the Raheem (Most Merciful), Malik (Master or King) of Day of Deen (Judgment or Religion). You are whom we worship and you are the one from whom we seek assistance. Guide us to the straight path. (verse 2 – 5 of Sura 1): $[231 (or 230) + 329 + 289 + 90 + 56 + 95] + [32 + 126 + 6 + 126 + 640 + 61 + 331 (or 330) + 681] = 1091 (or 1090) + 1909 (or 1908) = 3000 (or 2999) (equivalent to 1000)$

a blessed night. We have been warned. In it, every wise command gets distinguished, a command from us. We have been (verse 3 – 6 of Sura 44): $75 + 267 (or 268) + 52 + 71 + 1050 + 96 + 390 + 50 + 241 + 78 + 242 + 90 + 175 + 52 + 71 = 3000 (or 3001)$
what the Night of Qadr is. The Night of Qadr is better than one thousand months. The Angels descend (verse 1-4 of Sura 97): $41 + 75 + 335 + 75 + 335 + 810 + 90 + 111 + 505 + 487 + 136 = 3000$ (equivalent to 1000) (3000 is the $2569^{th}$ Composite Number)

The Istila (capture or taking control) + Israel + the West Bank: $(534 + 302) + (916 + 1248) = 836 + 2164 = 3000$

Pope John Paul II’s visit to the Holy Land, started by arriving to Jordan on Monday, March 20, 2000 (Zu Hijja 13, 1420 Hijri) and arriving to Israel on Tuesday, March 21, 2000 (Zu Hijja 14, 1420 Hijri) (Adar II 14, 5760 Jewish) (2451,624.5 or 2451,625 th Julian Day) and ended on March 26, 2000 (Zu Al-Hijja 19, 1420 Hijri) (Adar II 19, 5760 Jewish) (2451,629.5 or 2451,630 Julian Day), the day on which he went to the Western Wall and slipped a note into a crevice between the stones of the Wall, hand-signed “Johannes Paulus II”. His visit to the Holy Land was considered as a form of pilgrimage.

On March 5, 2000 (Zu Al-Qada 28, 1420 Hijri), the Israeli cabinet (headed by Prime Minister, Ehud Barak) voted unanimously to unilaterally withdraw from Lebanon by July 7, 2000, the first anniversary of Ehud Barak’s becoming Prime Minister. Around mid May, 2000, in preparation for its Israeli army’s main withdrawal from southern Lebanon in July 2000, the Israeli army started transferring control of some outposts in southern Lebanon to Israel’s ally, the South Lebanon Army (S.L.A.) Israeli-backed Lebanese militia. A brief hand-over ceremony for each of these posts was held with the SLA commander assuming responsibility. On May 18, 2000 (Safar 13, 1421 Hijri) (Iyar 13, 5760 Jewish), the attack of the Lebanese resistance forced members of the South Lebanon Army (SLA) to abandon a Lebanese village they were holding in Israel's self-declared "security zone" inside Lebanon. On May 21 - 22, 2000, the South Lebanon Army (S.L.A.) started to quickly collapse against the advancing Lebanese resistance forces and civilian demonstrations. Some S.L.A. soldiers surrendered to Lebanese authorities while others took refuge in Israel. The quick collapse of S.L.A. was in contrast with how S.L.A. managed to maintain its control of a significant area of South Lebanon between the Israel’s invasion in 1978 and Israel’s invasion in 1982. This forced Israel in the night of May 23 - 24, 2000, before the dawn of May 24, 2000 (Safar 19, 1421 Hijri) (Iyar 19, 5760 Jewish), to complete full withdrawal of Israeli troops (ahead of its initial planned withdrawal in July) from most of the Lebanese territories it had occupied since its Israel’s first invasion of Lebanon in 1978.

Ariel Sharon (the Israeli opposition leader) entered the Aqsa Mosque compound, accompanied by over 1,000 security guards, at 7:30 AM on September 28, 2000 (Jumada Thania 28, 1421 Hijri) (Elul 28, 5760 Jewish) (2451,815.5 th Julian Day). On Wednesday January 4, 2006 (Zu Al-Hijja 4, 1426 Hijri) (Tevet 4, 5766 Hijri) (2453,739.5 th Julian Day), he suffered a hemorrhagic stroke. After two surgeries lasting 7 and 14 hours, doctors stopped the bleeding in Sharon's brain, but were unable to prevent him from entering into a coma. He remained in this coma till his death. On January 11, 2014 (Rabi Awwal 10, 1435 Hijri) (Shevat 10, 5774 Jewish) (2456,668.5 th Julian
Day), he died and Sharon's state funeral was held on January 13, 2014 (Rabi Awwal 12, 1435 Hijri) (Shevat 12, 5774 Jewish). He was born on February 26, 1928 (Ramadan 5, 1346 Hijri). In a special election held February 6, 2001, Ariel Sharon was elected Prime Minister for the first time. However, Ariel Sharon started to serve as Israel’s Prime Minister on Wednesday, March 7, 2001 (Zu Al-Hijja 10, 1421 Hijri) (2451,975.5th Julian Day), the day on which he delivered an inauguration speech in the Knesset (Israel’s Parliament) and presented his government to the Knesset.

On September 29, 2000 (Jumada Thania 29, 1421 Hijri) (Elul 29, 5760 Jewish) (2451,816.5th Julian Day), the day after Ariel Sharon’s visit to the Aqsa Mosque, the Second Intifada (uprising) of the Palestinians started. The second intifada led to Israel’s ending the Jewish Setlements and ending Israel’s rule of Gaza on September 11 – 12, 2005.

The 2000 Camp David Summit was a summit meeting at Camp David between United States president Bill Clinton, Israeli prime minister Ehud Barak and Palestinian Authority chairman Yasir Arafat. The summit took place between July 11 (Rabi Thani 8, 1421 Hijri) (Tammuz 8, 5760 Jewish) and July 25, 2000 and was an effort to end the Israeli–Palestinian conflict. The summit ended without an agreement.